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Preface

The successful creation and implementation of effective organizational learning and knowledge is 
critical to an organization’s success and productivity. Current organizational learning and knowledge 
within organizations and the technological advancements have revolutionized financial transactions, 
management infrastructure, and knowledge workers. From knowledge management and business intel-
ligence to data warehousing and mining, this ever-advancing field of organizational learning and knowl-
edge is critical to the success of modern businesses, academic communities, and consumers.

The constantly changing landscape of organizational learning and knowledge makes it challenging 
for experts and practitioners to stay informed of the field’s most up-to-date research. That is why Infor-
mation Science Reference is pleased to offer this four-volume reference collection that will empower 
students, researchers, and academicians with a strong understanding of critical issues within organi-
zational learning and knowledge by providing both broad and detailed perspectives on cutting-edge 
theories and developments. This reference is designed to act as a single reference source on conceptual, 
methodological, technical, and managerial issues, as well as provide insight into emerging trends and 
future opportunities within the discipline.

Organizational Learning and Knowledge: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools and Applications is 
organized into eight distinct sections that provide comprehensive coverage of important topics. The 
sections are: (1) Fundamental Concepts and Theories, (2) Development and Design Methodologies, (3) 
Tools and Technologies, (4) Utilization and Application, (5) Organizational and Social Implications, (6) 
Managerial Impact, (7) Critical Issues, and (8) Emerging Trends. The following paragraphs provide a 
summary of what to expect from this invaluable reference tool.

Section 1, Fundamental Concepts and Theories, serves as a foundation for this extensive reference 
tool by addressing crucial theories essential to the understanding of organizational learning and knowl-
edge. Introducing the book are a handful of chapters breaking down the fundamentals of organizational 
learning into its more basic elements (knowledge management and occupational skill). The first chapter, 
“Are We Stuck with Knowledge Management?” by David Griffiths and Serge Koukpaki begs the funda-
mental question of whether this remains the landmark study within organizational learning, if this is for 
the best, and what else there is being offered. Later in the section, a few basic applications of knowledge 
management are laid out, like sustainable concepts that can keep an organization efficient and effective 
in “Sustainable Communities for Knowledge Management Systems in the New Technological Era” by 
Elham Mousavidin and Lakshmi Goel. Closing out section 1 is a discussion of some of the potential 
technological barriers within knowledge management, discussed in a chapter titled “Video Issues for 
Knowledge Management” by Richard T. Herschel and Ira Yermish. These and several other foundational 
chapters provide a wealth of expert research on the elemental concepts and ideas surrounding organi-
zational learning and knowledge.
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Section 2, Development and Design Methodologies, presents in-depth coverage of the concep-
tual design and architecture of organizational learning and knowledge, focusing on aspects including 
readiness, new ontologies, semantic annotation, and much more. The section begins by laying out the 
terminology used within organizational learning with the chapter, “Towards a Consensus Knowledge 
Management Success Definition” by Murray E. Jennex, David Croasdell, and Stefan Smolnik. Designing 
and implementing effective processes and strategies are the focus of such chapters as “Toward Building 
the Knowledge Culture” by Saad Haj Bakry and Abdulkader Alfantookh. The concluding two chapters 
introduce how knowledge management can be used in intellectual capital audits within a company: “A 
Knowledge Management Framework to Manage Intellectual Capital for Corporate Sustainability” and 
“A Model for Knowledge Management and Intellectual Capital Audits.” With contributions from leading 
international researchers, this section offers copious developmental approaches and design methodolo-
gies for organizational learning and knowledge.

Section 3, Tools and Technologies, presents extensive coverage of the various tools and technolo-
gies used in the development and implementation of organizational learning and knowledge. The first 
chapter, “History, Evolution, and Impact of Digital Libraries,” by Leonardo Candela, Donatella Cas-
telli, and Pasquale Pagano discusses digital libraries and their recent development. This comprehensive 
section continues with such chapters as “ICT and Web 2.0 Technologies as a Determinant of Business 
Performance” by Tanja Arh, Vlado Dimovski, and Borka Jerman Blažic, which as the title suggests, 
develops a framework for assessing workplace efficiency and business performance with the integration 
of technology within organizational learning. Finally, the section closes with “Industrialisation of the 
Knowledge Work” by Vedran Hrgovcic, Robert Woitsch, and Dimitris Karagiannis, discussing process 
orientation, and developing a “knowledge conveyor belt” tool within organizational learning. In all, 
this section provides coverage of a variety of tools and technologies that inform and enhance modern 
organizational learning and knowledge.

Section 4, Utilization and Application, describes how organizational learning and knowledge have 
been utilized and offers insight on important lessons for their continued use and evolution. The section 
begins with a discussion of competitive advantage within small and medium sized enterprises, and how 
knowledge management tools can give your SME the edge it needs to compete in the marketplace in 
the chapter, “SMEs and Competitive Advantage” by Eleonora Di Maria and Stefano Micelli. As this 
section continues, the next few chapters discuss knowledge management in the corporate education sec-
tor, with chapters such as “Reflective Practice, Professional Learning, and Educational Partnerships” 
and “Exploring Interprofessional Educational Possibilities.” The section continues with a wealth of 
case studies in knowledge management and its applications in a variety of sectors and fields, including 
R&D workspaces, a call center, charities, the Green Bay chamber of commerce, higher education, and 
in businesses in countries around the world. Contributions found in this section provide comprehensive 
coverage of the practicality and current use of organizational learning and knowledge.

Section 5, Organizational and Social Implications, includes chapters discussing the organizational and 
social impact of organizational learning and knowledge. Introducing the section is a chapter on learning 
to learn, titled “Knowledge for Communicating Knowledge,” by Dov Te’eni. Continuing, the next few 
chapters discuss human resource management and the ways in which organizations can become more 
efficient with their knowledge management practices in personnel decision making, discussed in chap-
ters such as “Managing Knowledge for Enhancing the Participants through Organizational Learning 
and Leadership.” The section concludes with a more specific look into doctors using patient feedback 
to improve their occupational success in managing information in “Doctors Using Patient Feedback to 
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Establish Professional Learning Goals” by several practitioners from the Auckland Institute of Tech-
nology in Australia. Overall, these chapters present a detailed investigation of the complex relationship 
between individuals, organizations, and organizational learning and knowledge.

Section 6, Managerial Impact, presents focused coverage of organizational learning and knowledge 
as it relates to improvements and considerations in the workplace. As discussed elsewhere in the book, 
the manager’s tasks within organizational learning are vast: they must at once coordinate human re-
source management to ensure the proper personnel are being utilized within their given skill sets, and 
that knowledge is efficiently being disseminated throughout their organization. Introducing the section is 
“Leading in a Knowledge Era” by Sharmila Jayasingham and Mahfooz A. Ansari. The chapter continues 
with these more general practices for managers within knowledge management, assessing strategy and 
the impact of alliances, offshoring, and more. A fascinating chapter later in the section is “The Project 
Manager in the Theatre of Consciousness” by Kaj U. Koskinen and Pekka Pihlanto. The section closes 
with a discussion on intellectual capital within the subject matter in “Intellectual Capital Components, 
Measurement and Management” by Amir Khanlari, Iman Raeesi, and Babak Sohrabi. In all, the chap-
ters in this section offer specific perspectives on how managerial perspectives and developments in 
organizational learning and knowledge inform each other to create more meaningful user experiences.

Section 7, Critical Issues, addresses vital issues related to organizational learning and knowledge, 
which include customer relationship management, critical success factors, and the business strategies. 
Chapters such as “Global ‘Knowledge Management’ in Humanist Perspective” and “Knowledge Manage-
ment and Democracy” discuss more general topics in different perspectives on knowledge management, 
while later chapters focus more specifically, such as “A Survey of Epistemology and its Implications on 
an Organisational Information and Knowledge Management Model” by Graham Orange and Ah-Lian 
Kor. Concluding this section is an important chapter, “Pedagogical Sustainability of Interoperable 
Formal and Informal Learning Environments” by Sabrina Leone and Giuliana Guazzaroni. This section 
also asks unique questions about the role of business intelligence in developing companies and human 
resource/customer management.

Section 8, Emerging Trends, highlights areas for future research within the field of organizational 
learning and knowledge, while exploring new avenues for the advancement of the discipline. Beginning 
this section are two fantastic chapters: “The New Company Water Cooler” by Amelia W. Cheney, Richard 
E. Riedl, Robert L. Sanders, and John H. Tashner; and “Towards the New Episteme” by Zbigniew Król. 
Further chapters discuss such topics as knowledge cybernetics, social software, customer knowledge, 
intellectual capital/property, transfer knowledge, and many more. The section and book conclude with 
“Trends in Integration-Based Orientation in Academic Libraries” by Deborah Stansbury Sunday and 
Aimee Denise Loya. These and several other emerging trends and suggestions for future research can 
be found within the final section of this exhaustive multi-volume set.

Although the primary organization of the contents in this multi-volume work is based on its eight 
sections, offering a progression of coverage of the important concepts, methodologies, technologies, 
applications, social issues, and emerging trends, the reader can also identify specific contents by utilizing 
the extensive indexing system listed at the end of each volume. Furthermore to ensure that the scholar, 
researcher and educator have access to the entire contents of this multi volume set as well as additional 
coverage that could not be included in the print version of this publication, the publisher will provide 
unlimited multi-user electronic access to the online aggregated database of this collection for the life 
of the edition, free of charge when a library purchases a print copy. This aggregated database provides 
far more contents than what can be included in the print version in addition to continual updates. This 
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unlimited access, coupled with the continuous updates to the database ensures that the most current 
research is accessible to knowledge seekers.

As a comprehensive collection of research on the latest findings related to using technology to pro-
viding various services, Organizational Learning and Knowledge: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools and 
Applications, provides researchers, administrators and all audiences with a complete understanding of 
the development of applications and concepts in organizational learning and knowledge. Given the vast 
number of issues concerning usage, failure, success, policies, strategies, and applications of organiza-
tional learning and knowledge in organizations, Organizational Learning and Knowledge: Concepts, 
Methodologies, Tools and Applications addresses the demand for a resource that encompasses the most 
pertinent research in organizational learning and knowledge development, deployment, and impact.



This section serves as a foundation for this exhaustive reference tool by addressing crucial theories essential to 
the understanding of organizational learning and knowledge. Chapters found within these pages provide an excel-
lent framework in which to position organizational learning and knowledge within the field of information science 
and technology. Insight regarding the critical incorporation of global measures into organizational learning and 
knowledge is addressed, while crucial stumbling blocks of this field are explored. With over 20 chapters compris-
ing this foundational section, the reader can learn and chose from a compendium of expert research on the elemen-
tal theories underscoring the organizational learning and knowledge discipline.

Section I
Fundamental Concepts and 

Theories
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ABSTRACT

This is a conceptual paper offering an approach to 
apparent practitioner and academic dissatisfaction 
with the field of Knowledge Management (KM). 
Discussing definitions of knowledge, the drivers 
for its value as an organisational resource and 
comparing these against definitions of Knowledge 
Management, this paper suggests a divergence 
between operational needs and KM as the medium 
for coordination. Offering an historical perspective 
of knowledge as a resource it suggests KM to be 
too broad a concept to be effective in fulfilling 
the needs of organisations. The authors suggest a 

continuum for knowledge resource development 
from which Strategic Knowledge Resource De-
velopment is offered as a potential solution for 
current unsatisfaction.

INTRODUCTION

In a 2009 survey of 1430 global executives across 
sectors KM was found to be one of the least ef-
fective strategic management tools available to 
organisations today (Rigby & Bilodeau, 2009). 
This practitioner dissatisfaction appears to be mir-
rored by academics; ‘Knowledge Management is 
a poor term, but we are stuck with it, I suppose’ 
(Sveiby, 2001, cited in Wilson, 2002). We set out 
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to address the complex issues that trouble both 
practitioners and academics in the KM field. From 
the perspective of value creation in organisations, 
we suggest that Sveiby is correct and Knowledge 
Management (KM) is in fact a poor term. However 
we refute the assertion that we are ‘stuck with it’.

This is a conceptual paper that examines 
the current position of KM and finds a field at 
odds with itself. We begin by first establishing a 
working definition of knowledge and identify the 
Knowledge Economy drivers for value in organi-
sations. We examine KM as the mediating force 
for the coordination of organisational knowledge 
resources, within an exploration of knowledge as 
an economic resource. Establishing a history that 
is easily traceable over 250 years, we question 
whether today’s practitioners and theorists are 
actually speaking of Knowledge Management at 
all, which we believe is not the case. The argument 
evolves to present a continuum of perspective from 
HR-Centric (knowledge as a process) to Techno-
Centric (knowledge as an object) views with an 
eye to the interface between the two as the point 
of value extraction for organisations. We suggest 
this to be the focus of organisations and propose 
Strategic Knowledge Resource Development to 
be the medium for maximising organisational 
assets and capital.

The paper concludes that, contrary to Sveiby’s 
damning prognosis for the future, the field is not 
‘stuck with’ KM but that there appears to be a 
case for a more focused field, being Strategic 
Knowledge Resource Development.

WHAT IS MEANT BY KNOWLEDGE?

Theorists such as Mingers (2008) have identified 
a lack of definition as a weakness in the field, 
where too many papers fail to establish a situ-
ated definition of knowledge, and thereby take 
an overly simplified view of its economic value.

Knowledge in its epistemological form is 
frequently referred to as ‘justified true belief’ 

(Plato, cited in Kakabadse et al., 2003, p. 76). It 
has also been described in the modern context as 
‘information combined with experience, context, 
interpretation and reflection’ (Kulkarni et al., 
2006). Wilson (2002) states that:

‘Knowledge involves the mental processes of 
comprehension, understanding and learning that 
go on in the mind and only in the mind, however 
much they involve interaction with the world out-
side the mind and interaction with others.’ (p. 2)

Others present an ontological position in 
suggesting that Knowledge exists in three states: 
‘Knowledge-as-data’, ‘Knowledge-as-meaning’ 
and ‘Knowledge-as-practice’ (Spender, 2005). 
It is also said to be part of a flow or evolution 
process: ‘Data – Information – Knowledge – 
Understanding – Wisdom’ (Sarah&Haslet, 2003). 
Wilson (2002) makes an important differentiation 
between knowledge and information from an 
organisational perspective by positing that the 
externalisation of what we know outside of the 
mind constitutes information.

Popular theorists in the KM field argue there 
to be two fundamental types of knowledge, tacit 
and explicit (Nonaka &Takeuchi, 1995) - Explicit 
knowledge being described as ‘knowing that’, 
or codifiable and tacit knowledge as ‘knowing 
how’; knowledge that exists within the mind of 
the individual or group collective therefore and 
is difficult to articulate or extract (Armstrong, 
2006). This pervasive KM view of knowledge 
as being either tacit or explicit is perpetuated 
from the seminal work of Nonaka & Takeuchi, 
whose SECI (Socialisation, Externalisation, 
Combination, Internalisation) model is founded 
upon the work of Polanyi (1969). The work of 
Nonaka & Takeuchi receives critical treatment 
from Wilson (2002) who suggests that the authors 
misinterpreted or manipulated the founding work 
of Polanyi. Polanyi states that tacit knowledge 
is inexpressible, whereas the core of Nonaka & 
Takeuchi’s (1995) work relies on the conversion 
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of tacit to explicit knowledge. Wilson suggests 
that Nonaka & Takeuchi are referring to implicit 
knowledge, which is the demonstration of express-
ible knowledge. Wilson further posits that explicit 
knowledge is mere information and therefore we 
are not speaking of tacit and explicit knowledge, 
but only knowledge and information. Ironically, 
Nonaka et al. (2000) posit that ‘The Knowledge 
Management that academics and people talk about 
often means just ‘information management’’ (p. 
6). In short, Wilson’s work fundamentally ques-
tions the foundations of today’s KM theory, as 
developed by Nonaka and Takechi (1995), which 
suggests a need to look beyond the realms of SECI 
when developing an understanding of knowledge 
as a resource.

In our view, the work of Wilson (2002) exposes 
the potential of KM to become orientated towards 
Information Management, but fails to define what 
drives organisations to invest time and money in 
what could be seen as an ambiguous field. It could 
be suggested that the reason for this apparent 
weakness in his article is a failure to provide an 
ontological definition of knowledge as suggested 
earlier by Mingers (2008). His dramatic article 
‘The nonsense of Knowledge Management’ may 
be true, but the core essence of organisational 
value that exists at the heart of KM appears to be 
understated or even missed.

Therefore our position is that knowledge could 
be classified by what Holsapple (2004) refers to as 
the ‘Primary’ types of knowledge: ‘Know What’, 
descriptive knowledge; ‘Know How’, procedural 
knowledge; ‘Know Why’, reasoning knowledge. 
Holsapple’s approach appears to originate from the 
work of Ryle (1949) who suggests that ‘knowing 
what’ is the declarative knowledge that provides an 
understanding of facts and ‘knowing how’ is the 
procedural knowledge that provides understanding 
of how to do things. Ryle’s work is expanded upon 
extensively by Mingers (2008) in his discussion 
on the multiple forms of knowledge and truth – in 
which he moves beyond the discussion of ‘know 
what’, ‘know how’, ‘know why’, knowledge to 

discuss Propositional Knowledge (‘generally 
explicit and propositional’ p. 71) Experiential 
Knowledge (‘memories, some aspects of which 
may be tacit embodied’ p. 71) Performative 
Knowledge (personal experience or embodied 
knowledge) and Epistemological Knowledge 
(‘explicit, discursive, ‘objective’, open to debate’ 
p. 71). These variations in definition suggest 
knowledge to be illusive, which could bring into 
question the ability of an organisation to manage 
it as a knowledge resource.

Our view is that KM cannot be delineated 
through simple black and white definitions, such 
as knowledge and information. We subscribe to 
the broader definitions presented by Holsapple and 
Mingers, which would appear to be further repre-
sentative of the resources that drive organisations.

KNOWLEDGE AS A RESOURCE

The importance of knowledge as a resource is 
demonstrated by theorists and practitioners, such 
as Ulrick (1997, 1998), Dicken (2007) and the 
Deputy Secretary General of the OECD (Organisa-
tion for Economic Cooperation and Development) 
(Asgeirsdottir, 2005), who states that competi-
tive advantage is grounded in the ability of an 
organisation to be more efficient and effective 
than its competitors; knowledge being identified 
as something that needs to be harnessed in order 
to exploit the uniqueness of the organisation. This 
position is expanded upon by van den Hooff and 
de Ridder (2004) amongst many others when 
they declare knowledge to be a critical resource, 
the management of which is seen as one of the 
biggest challenges for modern organisations. This 
approach places knowledge within the resource 
based view of the organisation (Garavan, 2007). 
In this view competitive advantage is derived 
from the unique knowledge and skills held by the 
organisation, which are informed by its human 
capital (Garavan, 2007). This is supported by 
Davies et al. (2005) who posit that in the mod-
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ern organisation value is determined more by its 
intellectual than physical assets, even though this 
can vary according to sector (Davies et al., 2005).

Knowledge is seen as a unique strategic 
resource in that it increases in value with use, 
directing the need to manage human capital and 
technologies to develop competitive advantage 
(Clark, 2001). It is linked to the intangible human 
and social assets of an organisation (Armstrong, 
2006). The value of knowledge has dramatically 
increased over the last 80 years, rising from a 
30% representation of company valuation in 
1929 to recent times where companies, such as 
Google and Microsoft, are declaring as much as 
90% (Ash, 2004).

Clark (2001) goes on to state that a perpetual 
state of development is required to enhance an 
organisation’s adaptive capacity, ‘in dynamic en-
vironments highly developed learning is necessary 
in order to keep knowledge current; an organisa-
tion’s learning capability must keep pace with 
the changes in the competitive environment’ (pp. 
192-193). This situates learning and knowledge in 
terms of what the OECD view as the four pillars of 
the knowledge economy: Innovation, as a critical 
factor of competitive advantage; New Technolo-
gies, linking technology progress to growth in 
productivity; Human Capital, which is seen as 
essential to harness the benefits of the first two 
pillars; Enterprise Dynamics, the ability to flex 
according to evolving consumer needs (Asgeirs-
dottir, 2005). Human Capital as a catalytic driver 
is supported by Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995), who 
observe the socialisation of human resources as the 
key to developing tacit knowledge resources. This 
is further explored by Gherardi (2009) who states 
that knowing is demonstrated in practice where 
people are ‘able to participate with the requisite 
competence in the complex web of relationships 
among people, material artefacts and activities’ 
(p. 118). The idea of knowledge as a resource 
for value creation within organisations is further 
discussed later in this paper.

Accepting knowledge as a resource within 
the Resource Based View of the organisation, it 
leads us to issues regarding its management or 
coordination.

THE NEED TO MANAGE 
KNOWLEDGE

Whilst the theorists thus far cited support this view 
of knowledge as a form of competitive advantage, 
the ‘management’ of this resource is steeped in 
debate, with theorists such as Gibson (2005) sug-
gesting that it is not feasible to manage knowledge 
as a commodifiable resource. This view is damn-
ingly reinforced by theorists such as Sveiby, who 
states ‘I don’t believe knowledge can be man-
aged’ (www.sveiby.com) and Drucker (Cited in 
Wilson, 2002, p. 3) who is quoted as ‘[scoffing] 
at the notion of Knowledge Management. ‘You 
can’t manage knowledge,’ he says’. Popular KM 
theorists such as Prusak (cited in Schutt, 2003) 
suggest that ‘you cannot manage knowledge 
like you cannot manage love, patriotism or your 
children’ (p. 45). This argument regarding the 
manageability of knowledge appears to be at 
the heart of disagreements within the field with 
authors such as Bouthillier and Shearer (2002) 
stating that knowledge itself cannot be managed, 
it is only the representations of knowledge that 
can be subjected to management principles. Mokyr 
(2002) provides an insight into the difficulties of 
managing those very representations:

‘”Representations within the brain”…and the 
knowledge “this is how you do that” is twice 
removed from the audience: First by the ability 
of the knower to map what he does into his own 
brain, and then by his ability to cast it in a lan-
guage common with the audience.’ (p. 11)

These complexities heat the debate surrounding 
the ability of an entity, whether an individual or an 
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organisation, to manage knowledge, as summed 
up by Alvesson and Karreman (2001):

‘Knowledge is an ambiguous, unspecific and 
dynamic phenomenon, intrinsically related to 
meaning, understanding and process and therefore 
difficult to manage.’ (p. 995).

Fundamentally the issue of the management of 
knowledge is grounded in the fact that ‘it originates 
and is applied in the minds of human beings….’ 
(Grover & Davenport, 201, p. 6). Wenger et al. 
(2002) suggest that knowledge exists within the 
human act of knowing, which can be seen as 
knowledge in action. This links with Nonaka & 
Toyama’s (2007) notion of knowledge emerging 
from a process of socialisation in which practice 
exists as the cornerstone for the process. Theorists 
such as Nonaka & Toyama (2007) and Rahe (2009) 
discusses the complexities of coordinating indi-
vidual cognitive experiences that are influenced 
by personally situated reflections, perceptions 
and interpretations.

‘In the literature, knowledge is defined as the 
result of a process which combines ideas, rules, 
procedures and information…The outcome of this 
process is based on reasoning and understanding 
and therefore made by the mind, whereby the pro-
cess itself reflects information through experience, 
learning or introspection.’ (Rahe, 2009, p. 105)

If this can be accepted as true then it would 
seem that we are actually speaking in terms of 
‘Development’ as opposed to ‘Management’.

THE FOUNDING FATHERS OF KM

Theorists and practitioners appear to credit 
Drucker with the birth and exponential growth of 
the modern KM movement through his seminal 
article in 1988 ‘The coming of the new organisa-
tion’ (Spender, 2005). Some suggest Sveiby to be 

the key figure in the field (Wilson, 2002), others 
credit Machlup (Mingers, 2008) and yet others 
credit Robert Buckman (and his work with Buck-
man Laboratories during the early 1980’s) with 
being the ‘father-figure’ of KM due to his influ-
ence over the technological aspects of the field 
(Angus, 2003). This perception of Buckman as a 
patriarchal figure for KM appears to demonstrate 
a view of KM as something that technology does, 
whereas theorists such as Mokyr (2002) suggest 
that the evolution of technology is evidence of 
knowledge development.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT: 
THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS

Models for KM are suggested to be found in the 
Cognitive, Philosophy, Community of Practice, 
Network or Quantum schools of thought. The 
Cognitive and Philosophy Models examine self-
similar ideas, such as objectives, type and source of 
knowledge. But the Philosophy Model also looks 
at how knowledge links with other human instincts 
such as certainty, belief, causation and doubt. It 
examines questioning and doubt as key factors 
in knowledge generation, whilst also exploring 
the theory put forward by Polanyi that there is no 
divergence between tacit and explicit knowledge 
(Kakabadse et al., 2003): ‘All knowledge is either 
tacit or rooted in tacit knowledge’ (Polanyi, cited 
in Kakabadse et al., 2003, p. 78). This is in conflict 
with the Cognitive Model of KM. The Philosophy 
model centres on the individual and the interaction 
with the group or organisation, which is in common 
with the Cognitive model. Unlike the cognitive 
model, which promotes technology to regener-
ate and codify knowledge, it does not embrace 
technology; focusing on a Socratic definition of 
knowledge and the search for higher knowledge 
(Kakabadse et al., 2003). Community of Practice 
and Network Models amplify the need for social 
interaction with structural and cultural develop-
ment to successfully acquire and co-ordinate 
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knowledge. The Quantum Model is the antithesis 
of the Philosophy Model, entrenching itself in 
technology. Applying quantum physics theories 
and IT solutions it develops scenario algorithms 
to determine the decision-making outcome. It 
examines the interface between human and digital 
resources and shares elements with the Philosophy 
Model, in that it works to become an instrument 
of wisdom in the organisation’s social architecture 
(Kakabadse et al., 2003).

As a consequence of this KM can be seen as 
intimidating by its sheer breadth and scale, caused 
by the variety of disciplines it encompasses, from 
social science to artificial intelligence (Kakabadse 
et al., 2003; Ray, 2005). Because of this diversity 
of influence, KM, much like knowledge itself, is 
difficult to define (Mekhilef & Flock, 2006)

KM DEFINITIONS

There is no accepted general definition of KM with 
theorists offering alternative definitions such as:

‘…a framework that builds on past experiences 
and creates new mechanisms for exchanging and 
creating knowledge’ (Kakabadse et al., 2003, p. 78) 

and:

‘…the exploitation and development of the knowl-
edge assets of an organisation with a view to fur-
thering the organisation’s objectives’ (Davenport 
& Prusak, cited in Mekhilef & Flock, 2006, p. 9)

Some posit that the definition is situated accord-
ing to discipline and/or sector (Alavi & Leidner, 
1999), whilst Kulkarne et al. (2006) suggest KM 
to be conditional according to a ‘personalisation 
strategy’ for tacit knowledge, or a ‘codification 
strategy’ for explicit knowledge. Sarah and Has-
lett (2003) suggest ‘Knowledge as a product’ and 
‘Knowledge as a process’ and other authors, such 
as Kulkarne et al. (2006), discuss the management 

of knowledge or the management of knowledge 
workers.

The lack of agreed definition could be attrib-
uted to the breadth of theoretical foundations that 
underpin the field. It could also be seen as too 
broad and ill defined for practitioners attempting 
to extrapolate value from the field; a perspective 
that is explored further later in this paper.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
FUNCTIONS

The functions of organisational KM are identified 
through two independent meta synthesis studies of 
literature, which demonstrate KM to be focused 
on the acquisition, storage, use, dissemination 
and evolution of knowledge (Qureshi et al., 2006; 
Supyuenyong & Islam, 2006). This contributes 
to the organisational development of what Gold 
et al. (2001) refer to as ‘absorptive capacity’; the 
ability to recognise existing knowledge, adapt it 
and apply it to develop new knowledge capabil-
ity. This also relates to the OECD’s fourth pillar 
of the Knowledge Economy; Adaptive Capacity.

Snowden (2002) stated that KM is situated in 
version 3.0, with version 1.0 only emerging during 
the late 1980s to mid 1990s. This ‘recent’ perspec-
tive on KM is reinforced in the mentioned work 
of Wilson (2002) in which he conducts extensive 
quantative analysis to suggest that KM literature 
demonstrates that KM didn’t really emerge until 
1986 and didn’t demonstrate signs of maturity until 
1997. In his paper ‘The nonsense of “Knowledge 
Management”’ he appears to suggest that KM 
emerged as an evolution of one of many strate-
gies born of Taylor’s Scientific Management – a 
perspective that we challenge later in this paper. 
It could be suggested that this puts forward a view 
of KM that could fuel some authors to consider 
KM as a fad (Stewart, 2002; Ray, 2005). The 
perception of KM as a fad has even led others to 
enquire into whether KM has reached its zenith 
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(Schutt, 2003). If KM is this young it could be 
seen as a potential issue for the field.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT: 
ISSUES IN THE FIELD

Chiva and Alegre (2005) suggest that knowledge 
and its management within organisations is in a 
state of disorder, with no clearly defined architec-
ture for its application. McElroy (2000) observes 
an early failure in KM in that there is not enough 
focus on how organisations generate knowledge. 
He believes that managers find it ‘too scary a 
problem to tackle: too fuzzy; too controversial; 
too theoretical’ (p. 44). Practitioner perceptions 
of performance are reflected in a 2006 survey of 
management tools utilised by 1221 global ex-
ecutives where Rigby and Bilodeau (2007) KM 
ranked 22 out of 25 for satisfaction and received 
the lowest rating of all management tools within 
respondents from large organisations. Though it 
ranked as the 8th most popular tool in European 
business, up from 15th in 2004, it only received a 
17% satisfaction rating. A downward trend in satis-
faction has been identified where, in a 2009 survey 
of 1430 global executives by the same authors and 
using the same methods, KM ranks 24th out of 25 
for satisfaction (Rigby & Bilodeau, 2009). This 
suggests a lack of congruence between perceived 
value and actual performance. This appears to be 
echoed in the academic field where Smith (2003) 
cites Fahey & Prusak, amongst several others, in 
demonstrating the growing concerns of theorists 
that KM is failing to deliver value.

These arguments bring focus to bear on the 
fundamental ability of the field to deliver the value 
that lies at the core of its being. This said, perhaps 
the issue is not in the need for organisations to 
coordinate knowledge resources and the micro-
environment that stimulates human knowledge 
processes, but in the seemingly inflammatory 
terminology used to describe the activities that 
are actually happening in organisations? This 

position is presented by Kakabadse et al. (2003) 
who states that ‘Knowledge Management is about 
exploitation, whilst ‘knowledge’ is all about 
exploration’ (p. 83). Parallels can be drawn with 
the terminology of The Knowledge Economy, 
which the Guardian newspaper has been said to 
be misleading; though it stops short of qualifying 
that statement (Barkham, 2008). Stephen Overell, 
speaking on behalf of the Work Foundation, states 
that ‘it is silly to focus on the jargon and not the 
very real changes taking place behind it’ (www.
theguardian.co.uk). In order to better understand 
what we are speaking of when discussing value 
in knowledge there would seem to be the need 
to explore the origins of today’s knowledge 
economy within which Riley (2003) states that 
‘Technology and knowledge are now the key fac-
tors in production’ (www.egovmonitor.com). In 
this way it might be possible to better understand 
whether knowledge is a relatively new resource 
for organisations, as suggested by the quantative 
research conducted by Wilson (2002), or whether 
it has been acknowledged before the 1980s. If this 
is the case then KM might be nothing more than 
a new label on an old bottle.

HISTORICAL POSITIONS ON 
KNOWLEDGE AS A RESOURCE

To research the background of knowledge as a 
resource, prior to 1980, an exploratory literature 
search was conducted utilising JSTOR, Emerald 
and Business Source Premier search engines, 
utilising the title keyword ‘knowledge’. Literature 
was screened to exclude the following: popular 
article titles from around the turn of the twentieth 
century that included the phrase: ‘A contribution 
to the knowledge on…’ Harvard Law Review 
articles involving points of law; and psychology 
based returns investigating the foundations of 
knowledge. The search was guided by KM defi-
nition and focused directly on articles relating to 
the acquisition, application, storage, and sharing 
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of knowledge as a resource. Table 1 provides an 
overview of our findings.

Pre- 20th Century

Initial research led us to Mokyr’s (2002) acclaimed 
work into the links between knowledge and tech-
nology delivers an insight into the development 
of knowledge economies, the impact of which 
can be observed through surges in technological 
achievements, such as during the first and second 
industrial revolution. Mokyr posits that:

‘The Industrial revolution…constitutes a stage 
in which the weight of the knowledge-induced 
component of economic growth increased mark-
edly.’ (p. 30)

He also alludes to the fact that knowledge-
induced technological gains are available to ‘any 
society that invests in institutions to encourage 
invention and enterprise’ (p. 17). The first indus-
trial revolution is commonly understood as starting 
around 1760-1780 and lasting until 1830-1850. 
During this time the United Kingdom experienced 
technological surges that marked the empire as 
an industrial leader. A cursory search into United 
Kingdom universities, synthesising data from 
multiple academic websites, demonstrates that 
at the beginning of this period there were five 
Scottish universities and 2 English universities in 
existence. During the latter stages of this period 
six new universities were founded along with three 
civic or ‘red brick’ universities, that focused on 
civic science and engineering. What is interesting 

Table 1. Overview of exploratory search 

Author Year Position

Mokyr 2005 Evidence of knowledge as a resource through technological advances during the First and Second 
Industrial Revolution – linked via our research to surge in new universities

The Lancet 1908 The need for knowledge sharing in medicine

Nutting 1918 Knowledge as a national resource

Fisher 1933 Tertiary stage of development – emphasis on knowledge based goods and services

Williams 1931 Knowledge collection and creation through problem solving in education

Barnard 1938 Need for organisations to create and disseminate knowledge

The Science Newsletter 1940 Knowledge as a resource for competitive advantage

Lusty 1942 Industrial Efficiency Engineers

Bush 
ASLIB

1945 
1952

The knowledge explosion

Drucker 1959 Productive work involves work based on the mind

Machlup 1962 The production and distribution of knowledge

Carter 1967 Government involvement in the development and conservation of knowledge

Maxwell 1968 Information storage and retrieval

Havelock et al. 1969 Science Of Knowledge Utilisation

Farradane 1970 Importance of knowledge creation through education

Duncan 1972 Knowledge flow in organisations

Bell 1973 Knowledge usurping capital in organisations

Henry 
Gates et al.

1974 
1975

Knowledge Management appears as a term in papers on Public Administration

Freeman 1977 Knowledge Management in Marine and Environmental sciences

Hillman 1977 Knowledge Management in Computer Sciences
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is it appears that that technological innovation 
spurred the need for educational institutions. This 
could be seen as spurring the onset of the second 
industrial revolution, which is seen as blending 
with the end of the first industrial revolution and 
lasting until the onset of The First World War.

The timing of the foundation of United King-
dom universities is interesting as the United King-
dom fell behind the rest of the world, particularly 
to the United States, during the second industrial 
revolution (Mokyr, 2002) – The emerging United 
Kingdom universities were founded in the latter 
part of the first industrial revolution, between 
1810 and 1837 with one exception being 1796. 
A further synthesis of dates demonstrates that 
during the same period the United States founded 
approximately 40 universities with the majority 
being prior to 1800. This would appear to support 
Mokyr’s assertion that the investment in institu-
tions will bear fruit and appears to link techno-
logical advancement to a knowledge economy, 
which in turn elevates the importance of human 
knowledge and learning. Mokyr is supported in 
the literature by Adler (2001), amongst others, 
who states ‘increasing knowledge intensity takes 
two forms: the rising education level of the work-
force…and the growing scientific and technical 
knowledge materialised in new equipment and 
new products’ (p. 216).

The 20th Century

The perceived value of knowledge to an organisa-
tion or sector becomes visible in this search over 
one hundred years ago, with The Lancet (1908) 
publishing an article, ‘The Diffusion of Medical 
Knowledge’ extolling the virtues of knowledge 
sharing within the discipline of Medicine & Health.

Knowledge has been discussed as a value 
driver for organisations, predominantly in North 
America, since 1918 with authors such as Nutting 
(1918) stating:

‘The greatest problem for any nation is that of 
developing its resources to the utmost. The solution 
of this problem involves a thorough knowledge of 
all resources – natural, intellectual, manual and 
financial – and thorough knowledge of all means 
of making the most of them.’ (p. 406).

This sentiment, which appears to still reso-
nate in today’s KM literature, is progressed by 
authors such as Fisher (1933) who recognised 
industry to be moving toward a tertiary stage, 
with an emphasis on knowledge based goods and 
services instead of traditional manufacturing and 
production. This was also recognised by Barnard 
(1938) in his book ‘The Functions of the Executive’ 
where he positioned the need for organisations to 
create and disseminate knowledge. It was also be-
ing discussed in the social sciences, with authors 
recognising the value of knowledge collection 
and creation through problem solving in higher 
education (Williams, 1931).

It would seem that issues of competitiveness 
ultimately brought focus to knowledge as a re-
source. This can be evidenced in literature from 
World War II, with authors calling for knowledge 
to be organised and implemented for national 
advantage (The Science newsletter, 1940).

‘Primarily we need proved weapons, men, planes 
and ships to make America safe from attack….Back 
of these defense lines lies knowledge, organised 
and implemented by the searchings of human 
minds and hands.’ (p. 47)

Literature from the period also offers us a 
glimpse of an early incarnation of the modern 
Knowledge Manager, in the form of Industrial Ef-
ficiency Engineers (Lusty, 1942). These Industrial 
Efficiency Engineers were seen by Lusty as spe-
cialists who could critically manage knowledge, 
brought about by what he described as:
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‘…An organisation, so arranged that the results 
of all its efforts are recorded and analysed. The 
lessons to be learned and the experience to be 
gained are thus made as much as a company’s 
asset as more tangible things, and can be used 
in the direction of future undertakings.’ (p. 201).

Subsequent to this period there appears to have 
been what Havelock et al. (1968) describe as a 
knowledge explosion. This is evident in literature 
such as Bush (1945) and ASLIB (1952), the lat-
ter acknowledging the value of knowledge in the 
post war recover of Britain. This appears to have 
brought a second incarnation of the Knowledge 
Manager through the advent of the ‘Science of 
Knowledge Utilisation’ where there was discus-
sion of the need to coordinate such knowledge that 
was deemed useful to man (Havelock et al., 1968).

The production of knowledge was being 
discussed as a national asset in literature such as 
‘The production and distribution of knowledge in 
the US’ (Machlup, 1962). A position championed 
by Carter (1968) as ‘something with which the 
Federal Government must be vitally concerned… 
[as] it needs to guide the overall development and 
conservation of such an asset [knowledge]’ (p. 
13). The importance of Information Storage and 
Retrieval was also being progressed in the United 
Kingdom at this time by Maxwell (1968). Dun-
can (1972) progresses this through discussion on 
knowledge flow in organisations ‘The knowledge 
flow system in management and organisation in-
cludes all resource and user subsystems involved 
in development and application of meaningful 
management knowledge’ (p. 274).

It could be perceived that Drucker with his 
article in 1988 was a little behind the times. That 
would be misleading, as in 1959 Drucker stated, 
‘Productive work in today’s society and economy 
is work that applies vision, knowledge and con-
cepts – Work that is based on the mind rather than 
the hand’ (p. 120).

It is during the 1970’s that KM first appears 
in literature discussing Public Administration 

(Henry, 1974): ‘By Knowledge Management, I 
mean public policy for the production, dissemina-
tion, and use of information as it applies to public 
policy formulation’ (p.189). The discussion of 
knowledge was also ongoing in education through 
authors such as Farradane (1970). It was during 
this time that authors such as Bell (1973) recog-
nised that knowledge was usurping capital in the 
battle for power within organisations. Freeman 
(1977) demonstrates the visibility of KM within 
marine and environmental science and Hillman 
(1977) positions KM as part of computer science, 
which aligns with the vision of Maxwell (1968).

It would therefore seem possible to trace the 
concept of managing knowledge resources to the 
turn of the twentieth century and beyond. If this 
can be accepted as true then theorists and practi-
tioners have been attempting to extract economic 
value from knowledge for a period extending well 
over 250 years. Perhaps then, instead of resigning 
ourselves to being ‘stuck with’ KM, we should 
revisit the field to contemplate a paradigm shift 
to better accommodate the needs of organisations 
as they navigate the modern knowledge economy.

STRATEGIC KNOWLEDGE 
RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT: 
A PARADIGM SHIFT

The Assumptions of a Paradigm

A paradigm is seen as a framework that allows for 
common thought or a shared language allowing 
for the expression of beliefs, models, values and 
views focused toward the solution of an identi-
fied problem (Yolles, 1996; Arbnor & Bjerke, 
2009). Yolles (1996) suggests that new paradigms 
evolve when creators of knowledge find existing 
paradigms to be inadequate in providing a solu-
tion to the problem at hand. This would seem to 
be the case for KM, based on the discussions of 
this article. However, Yolles suggests that a new 
view of knowledge is not enough justification for 
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the announcement of a new paradigm, observ-
ing a paradigm as ‘a group affair, rather than an 
individual one’ (p. 558). This suggests that new 
knowledge cannot evolve into a paradigm without 
group validation and therefore we will only discuss 
conceptual paradigm shift.

The Case for a Paradigm Shift

KM literature presents a turbulent field. Issues of 
performance could be linked to a lack of agreed 
definition and scale of practice, which could 
appear as too cumbersome for organisations to 
derive true value.

From the evidence it is clear that over the 
past 250 years the development of knowledge, 
through educational, business or civic institutions 
has been seen as an important function has been a 
driver for national and organisational value well 
before the advent of KM and today’s Knowledge 
Economy. Value appears to exist through two 
defined strands, being people and technology, 
which exist in a reciprocal relationship. Both of 
these strands intersect with the OECD’s four pil-
lars of the knowledge economy. This brings us 
to a fundamental question; what do we mean by 
‘knowledge assets’, or ‘knowledge resources’ in 
the context of this article?

DEFINING KNOWLEDGE 
ASSETS OR RESOURCES

Simply put, the value of knowledge is seen as being 
linked to the organisation’s intangible human and 
social assets (Armstrong, 2006). However, value, 
when associated with the ongoing development of 
knowledge resources, would appear much more 
complex than that. Research into value creation 
within the KM field brings one to the field of Intel-
lectual Capital (IC), which is said to be driven by 
three strands: Human, Structural and Relationship 
Capital (Solitander & Solitander, 2010).

Diakoulakis et al. (2004) suggest a generic 
IC taxonomy, linking the value of organisation 
knowledge to the following capital markers: In-
tellectual (Human) Capital – The competencies 
and capabilities of its staff; Structural (Relation-
ship) Capital – The strength of enterprise rela-
tions with external stakeholders; Organisational 
(Innovation) Capital – The capacity to develop 
existing knowledge and intangible assets such 
as culture; Process Capital – Value creating pro-
cesses, procedures, management structure and IT 
infrastructure. This harmonises with the OECD 
pillars for the knowledge economy, blending the 
dynamics of people, their social environment and 
technology, and informs the practices that need to 
be developed in order for organisations to derive 
value from organisational knowledge resources. 
Solitander and Solitander (2010) stress that this 
type of model is not hierarchical, but sets out the 
markers that ‘compliment each other creating 
value from the interplay’ (p. 40). Sveiby (2008), 
in his criticism of IC, advocates the use of the 
term ‘Intellectual Assets’ instead of IC.

This lays the vista for the capitalisation of 
knowledge, but the literature appears to require a 
differentiation between capital and asset. This is 
succinctly defined by Nonaka et al. (2000) who 
state that ‘At the base of knowledge-creating pro-
cesses are knowledge assets. We define assets as 
‘firm specific’ resources that are indispensable to 
create value for the firm’ (p. 20). The authors speak 
of knowledge-assets as consisting of ‘Experien-
tial’, ‘Conceptual’, ‘Systematic’ and ‘Routine’.

Therefore capital can be seen to consist of both 
human and technology resources. This reflects the 
two strands identified by the KM literature and 
the key contributors to the OECD’s four pillars of 
the Knowledge Economy. We will now explore 
the two strands as polar opposites on a continuum 
and discuss the place of the conceptual paradigm 
of Strategic Knowledge Resource Development 
(SKRD), illustrated in Figure 1.
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THE HUMAN RESOURCE/
TECHNOLOGY RESOURCE 
CONTINUUM

Prusak and Weiss (2007) postulate KM to be tra-
ditionally more technology centric and learning 
as more Human Resource (HR) centric.

We examined this balance between the techno-
centric (knowledge as an object) and HR-centric 
(knowledge as a process) views in Griffiths and 
Morse (2009). We discovered, through an evi-
dence-based meta-analysis of 287 pieces of KM 
literature, that 45% was ‘Interactionist’, dealing 
with the interface between technology and human 
resources, with 32% being HR-centric and only 
23% being techno-centric. This would seem to sug-
gest that in discussing the development of knowl-
edge resource capabilities within an organisation 
that it is necessary to discuss the development of 
both technology and human resources and concurs 
with the OECD four pillars. It also demonstrates 
a balance between ‘traditional’ KM and learning 
discussed by Prusak and Weiss (2007).

HR-CENTRIC FOCUS: 
KNOWLEDGE AS A PROCESS

What is agreed is that the development of knowl-
edge resources contributes to the enhancement of 
Adaptive Capacity through Technology, Innova-
tion and Human Capital (Grover & Davenport 
2001; Bournemann et al, 2003). Adaptive Capacity 
can further be seen as grounded in the sharing of 
knowing; being knowledge in action or practice 
(Nonaka & Toyama, 2007). Antonacopoulou 
(2006) criticises the current KM field in that it 
has managed to capture some of the forces that 
shape the nature of knowing, but has failed to 
deliver an understanding of the dynamic nature 
of knowing in action.

Adaptive Capacity, discussed earlier, has 
been linked in unified KM models, such as by 
Bournemmann et al.’s (2003) Wissenmanagement 
model, to principles of organisational learning; 
where organisational learning is seen as a process 
of analysis of the learning impetus, analysis of 
goals against the current environment, design of 
intervention and a development phase for imple-
mentation. Rahe (2009) proposes organisational 
learning theory to be one of the founding concepts 
of modern KM.

Figure 1. The knowledge resource continuum
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Edward and Rees (2006) state that knowledge 
needs to be maintained and developed by engaged 
and energised people to add true organisational 
value. ‘It is clear that managing behaviour, learn-
ing and knowledge cannot be separated from one 
another’ (Edward&Rees, 2006, p. 167). Sarah and 
Haslett (2003) observe learning as influencing 
organisational development in the area of strategic 
resources, which takes the form of new additions 
to the knowledge flow of data to wisdom. This 
is also emphasised by Prusak and Weiss (2007) 
suggest the need to blend knowledge and learn-
ing in order to deliver sustainable organisational 
development.

Smith (2003) champions KM through its ability 
to develop the critical element of organisational 
Social Capital, which links to the generic capital 
taxonomy model discussed earlier and which he 
believes has a pivotal influence in transforming 
Human Capital and Financial Capital into profit. 
Boxall (1996), Boxall and Steeneveld, (1999) 
demonstrates this, suggesting that Human Capital 
Advantage and Human Process Advantage gener-
ates Human Resource Advantage.

They state that Human Capital Advantage is 
gained through the employment and nourishment 
of workers with value adding tacit knowledge. 
Human Process Advantage is the dynamic that 
allows knowledge to interface with the environ-
ment through inimitable organisation structures 
and settings. Human Resource Advantage is the 
unique product brought about by the combination 
of people, environment, culture and structure. 
This also seems to be a further reflection of and 
Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) in that socialisation 
or practice is at the heart of Human Resource 
value in organisations.

The concepts of Knowledge and learning have 
been argued to share many of the same fundamental 
theories and models, a position championed in 
extensive research by Chiva and Alegre (2005). 
This brings us to Strategic Human Resource De-
velopment (SHRD) (Garavan, 1991, 2007) and 

brings about the question of why KM isn’t simply 
placed under the umbrella of SHRD.

This could be seen as appropriate, but when 
looking at the characteristics of SHRD as presented 
by McCracken and Wallace (2000) or Garavan 
(2007) it is clear that technology is not a focus for 
the concept. Garavan does present ‘Technology 
Change’ as a driver for SHRD in his ‘Contextual 
and Dynamic Framework for SHRD’, but the 
SHRD reaction message can only be described as 
discrete. This is a potential issue for both KM and 
SHRD as the OECD’s four pillars suggest that it 
is the combination of ICT and Human Capital that 
delivers Innovation in the knowledge economy.

TECHNO-CENTRIC FOCUS: 
KNOWLEDGE AS AN OBJECT

Technological KM systems (KMS) have been 
developed to assist organisations with the codifi-
cation, storage and distribution of its knowledge 
resources. The success of which have been linked 
to an increase in company valuation, an improve-
ment in the focus of management on knowledge 
capability and in the justification of organisational 
knowledge activities. A successful KMS is seen as 
one that performs four key functions: knowledge 
creation; storage and retrieval; transfer; and ap-
plication (Jennex & Olfman, 2004). This leads to 
the question of how technology based solutions 
can ‘create knowledge’? Jennex and Olfman 
(2004) and Kulkarne et al., (2006) acknowledge 
factors external to technology ultimately affect 
its successful implementation:

• Senior Management support
• Delineated communication of organisa-

tional knowledge strategy
• Strategic alignment to organisational 

outcomes
• Motivational incentives
• A culture conducive to knowledge values
• A suitable organisational culture
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KMS therefore appear to be a contentious issue 
for KM. Roth (2003) suggests that ‘bought-in’ 
KM tools attempt to centralise and deconstruct 
knowledge, which is against the understanding 
of knowledge as a complex entity that is difficult 
to store in a particular form or role, especially 
when discussing tacit knowledge. This could be 
seen as the causality behind the failure of KM 
as a strategic tool, as illustrated earlier by Rigby 
and Bilodeau (2007; 2009) and why some authors 
could interpret KM as a fad. This perception of 
KM being driven by technology is demonstrated 
in the proliferation of technology based knowl-
edge solutions evident in the 2009 International 
Data Corporation Report (Feldman, 2009), where 
it is stated that ‘search and discovery’ software, 
designed to streamline knowledge work, grew 
19% to $2.1 billion in 2008.

Smith (2003) cites Fahey & Prusak; Newell 
& Scarborough; Storey & Barnett and Lindgren 
& Henfrisdsson in demonstrating the growing 
concerns over KM’s ability to deliver organisa-
tional value. Watson & Hewitt (2006) discusses 
the causality of these claims, suggesting that 
many organisations see technology as the answer 
to KM, when it is in fact the individual and the 
social capital they create that is the true resource.

‘It is clear that the success of a knowledge transfer 
system hinges in large part not only on the extent 
to which the system is accessed and used, but also 
on the willingness of individuals within the firm to 
contribute their valuable knowledge to the system’ 
(Watson & Hewett, 2006, p. 170)

This argument appears to be negatively biased 
against technology, but this is not our intention. 
Technology is identified by the OECD as one of 
the pillars for the knowledge economy and, whilst 
technology companies appear to be exploiting 
definitional and understanding issues in the KM 
field, it should be embraced as a key aspect of 
value creation in organisations.

THE NEED FOR BALANCE

What is reinforced throughout the literature is the 
development of value through knowledge assets, 
of which very few are tangible. As stated earlier, 
much of an organisation’s knowledge assets are 
derived from people participating in practice or 
dialogue within situated environments. Prusak and 
Weiss (2007) cite the Nobel Prize Winner, Joseph 
Stiglitz, in stating ‘The appropriation of global 
ideas and the ability to search, filter and socialise 
knowledge are the most important tasks for global 
organisations today’ (p. 42). The terminology 
used in this statement could lead to support for a 
technology centric view of knowledge develop-
ment for organisations, but when considering the 
need for uniqueness in competitive advantage, 
discussed earlier in this paper, one cannot dismiss 
the role and development of human resources. It 
also appears that the Stiglitz commentary fails to 
acknowledge the need for innovation or improve-
ment, which theorists and practitioners such as 
Dicken (2007) and the OECD see as imperative 
for developing adaptive capacity.

Prusak and Weiss (2007) reflect the opinions 
of many theorists in opining the need for a bal-
ance between ‘smart systems’, being technology 
driven knowledge enablers, and the HR aspect 
of learning and development if future knowledge 
initiatives are to be successful. The danger is that 
organisations can be influenced by commentar-
ies, such as that of Stiglitz, into believing that 
technology is the solution to the development of 
organisational knowledge resources.

We summarise the need for balance through 
Smith (2003) who suggests that ‘significant break-
throughs and competitive advantage typically 
come from the social exchange, exploitation, and 
augmentation of current tacit knowledge, rather 
than codified explicit knowledge based on past 
contexts’ (p. 1-2). Smith postulates that technol-
ogy will fail if organisations do not recognise that 
cultural and social frameworks are the bedrock of 
success for any KM process. He also states that 
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no amount of technical investment will overcome 
fundamental flaws in these pivotal areas.

STRATEGY: THE BINDING AGENT

Strategy is seen as being core to knowledge activi-
ties within organisations (Yang et al., 2009) and 
emerges as a binding agent for the two aspects of 
the HR-Centric and techno-Centric Continuum. 
This is supported through Sarah & Haslett (2003), 
who talked about learning being associated with 
‘strategic resources’, and Kulkarne et al. (2006), 
who talked of the need for KM to have ‘strategic 
alignment to organisational outcomes’.

Chiva and Alegre (2005) suggest that organi-
sational strategists and academics in the field of 
strategic management study knowledge, whereas 
learning is studied and applied in the field of 
human resources. Strategy is supported by the 
International Institute for Sustainable Develop-
ment (Creech, 2005) as being essential in order to 
provide direction for knowledge based initiatives. 
Prusak and Weiss (2007) posit that in the past 
KM has been disconnected from organisational 
strategy (perhaps due to there interpretation of the 
literature that positions KM as technology biased 
and anchored in hard systems thinking), relating 
failings in the field to issues where ‘few people 
asked what knowledge was most important to the 
organisation’s, or division’s or unit’s strategy’ (p. 
34-35). This is addressed by Nonaka and Toyama 
(2002) through their assertion that knowledge 
assets need to be mapped and dynamically used 
to maintain and develop value. Strategy as a 
contextualising driver for KM activity is evident 
as a global economic driver as demonstrated in 
Company Action Plans, such as the Asian Devel-
opment Bank (ADB) Strategy 2020 Knowledge 
Management Action Plan (www.adb.org).

‘ADB’s edge in generating, disseminating, and 
applying knowledge stems from 3 comparative 
advantages: Strategic position in identifying 

trends within and across the region; Capacity 
for interdisciplinary and integrated approaches; 
ability to blend knowledge with large, concessional 
financing.’ (www.adb.org)

Interestingly, ADB’s method for generating 
knowledge is through utilisation of Communities 
of Practice and the development of individual 
learning and skills. ADB also discuss ‘knowledge 
capture’, which could suggest a technology based 
solution in tandem with a socialisation strategy. 
This approach reflects a response to all four of 
the OECD’s pillars of the knowledge economy. It 
also exposes the blending of Human and Technol-
ogy resources and the activity taking place at the 
interface of the two concepts.

STRATEGIC KNOWLEDGE 
RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT (SKRD)

By following the signposts from knowledge to 
learning to HRD, it could lead one to the conclusion 
that the issue at hand is not about KM, rooted in 
its turmoil of being, knowledge definition, com-
modifiability and manageability, but Strategic 
Knowledge Resource Development (SKRD). 
SKRD structurally couples itself with SHRD and 
associated functions and concepts, such as Organi-
sational Learning, the Learning Organisation and 
Human resource Management. It applies a holistic 
view of the organisation in order to strategically 
bring knowledge resources to bear in a manner 
that creates competitive advantage.

The drivers for knowledge as a resource, as put 
forward by the OECD, appear to require a treat-
ment of development as opposed to management 
or coordination. We believe KM to be too broad to 
deliver this function. The concepts of ‘knowledge’ 
and ‘management’ do not appear to comfortably 
coexist, which is clearly evidenced by practitioner 
and theoretical dissatisfaction within the field.

Theorists such as Heisig (2009) and Nonaka 
et al. (2000) support the notion that the true es-
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sence of what is seen as KM is actually about the 
coordination of resources:

‘The systematic handling of knowledge at the 
operational level of an organisation is a core ele-
ment of KM…its arrangement [knowledge] and 
increased orientation towards organisation goals 
demands more systematic handling of knowledge 
in organisational practice in order to achieve 
better results.’ (Heisig, p. 5) 

These authors are further supported by Sveiby 
and Lloyd (1987) who suggests the management 
of organisational know-how to be about the struc-
tures and processes of knowledge production and 
transfer. We cannot talk about this without speak-
ing of aspects such as learning and technology. 
These theorists would appear to be talking about 
value generating activities that contribute directly 
to the generic intellectual capital taxonomy dis-
cussed earlier.

KM appears to exist as an evolution of In-
dustry Efficiency Engineers and the Science Of 
Knowledge Utilisation. SKRD is presented as a 
further evolution, a discipline that mediates the 
interface between the development of human and 
technology resources to generate organisational 
value. SKRD would operate as a transactional 
function between learning and knowledge, build-
ing on the links established by theorist such as 
Chiva and Alegre (2005). The discipline would 
also bring focus to strategy, which Prusak and 
Weiss (2007), amongst others, see as an aspect 
frequently missed in KM practice.

CONCLUSION

To end where we began; we set out to address 
issues of dissatisfaction that resonate with both 
practitioners and academics.

“I don’t believe knowledge can be managed. 
Knowledge Management is a poor term, but we 

are stuck with it, I suppose. “Knowledge Focus” 
or “Knowledge Creation” (Nonaka) are better 
terms, because they describe a mindset, which 
sees knowledge as activity not an object. A is a 
human vision, not a technological one’ (Sveiby, 
cited in Wilson, 2002)

Almost a decade ago Sveiby acknowledged that 
KM was the wrong term to describe the nature of 
the field, lamenting its label over the suggestions 
of other more HR-centric theorists. We set out to 
challenge the assertion that we are ‘stuck’ with 
this dissatisfaction. This paper has demonstrated 
that KM is a modern day variation on a theme 
that has existed for over a quarter of a century. 
Seminal theorists in the field have expressed their 
dissatisfaction with the terminology of KM and 
the concept of managing what essentially exists 
in the mind of human beings. What also seems to 
be true is that the field is experiencing practical 
difficulties that could be attributed to its sheer 
breadth and scale.

Isolating the value drivers for knowledge as 
an organizational resource, we have presented a 
continuum for KM and offered Strategic Knowl-
edge Resource Development as a potential solu-
tion to the current practitioner and academic 
dissatisfaction in both practice and theory. Sitting 
at the interface between the Techno-Centric and 
HR-Centric views of KM, Strategic Knowledge 
Resource Development appears to provide a 
space for extracting value from organizational 
knowledge resources.

We acknowledge the shortcomings of this 
limited paper, but suggest further research in 
this area in order to address the trends of KM 
dissatisfaction and to ultimately provide value 
for organizations in their quest for advantage. 
Our next step will be a further exploration of 
epistemological and ontological issues of SKRD 
by exploring realism in KM.
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Chapter  1.2

ABSTRACT

Large-scale electronic government projects had 
mixed results over the past decade. A considerably 
large percentage of such projects effectively failed. 
The over-ambitious promise of e-governance posi-
tively transforming public sectors in developing 
nations didn’t fully materialize. The actual causes 
of e-government failures are still to be explored in 
more detail to improve the understanding of the 
phenomenon by practitioners and scholars alike. 
This chapter explores the causes of e-government 
failures within the context of Arab states and 
discusses prevailing views of such failures in 
earlier literature. Based on a survey of senior e-
government practitioners in nine Arab countries, 
our findings indicate that the underlying roots of 
failure in e-government projects in Arab countries 

(which we classify in nine main categories) are 
entwined with multifaceted social, cultural, orga-
nizational, political, economic and technological 
factors. We argue that, despite their many similari-
ties, e-government initiatives in the Arab states 
would be better equipped for avoiding failure when 
a local ‘fit’ is established between leadership com-
mitment, sustainable cross-government vision, 
appropriate planning, rational business strategy, 
suitable regulatory framework, practical aware-
ness campaigns and rigorous capacity building 
for the public administrators and society at large. 
Based on our findings, we argue that replicable 
“best practices” in a complex and developing field 
of e-government rarely exist. We conclude with 
a proposal to nurture a culture more tolerant to 
risk-taking and failure in the relatively new area 
of e-government in the Arab states. Until a local 
maturity level is reached, such culture should be 
accompanied with home-grown e-government 
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risk management approaches as well as effective 
mechanisms of knowledge management to en-
able extracting relevant local lessons from failed 
projects and partial successes.

INTRODUCTION

By the turn of the century, an ever increasing 
interest in electronic government was building-
up globally; a digital government revolution was 
in the making. The advocates of this revolution 
were cheering e-government as the panacea; a 
solution to all public sector predicaments. Most 
Arab states joined the e-excitement euphoria that 
swept regional governments. The promise that 
electronic government (hereafter e-government) 
initiatives will address public administration 
dilemmas captured the imaginations of policy 
makers and attracted citizens and businesses alike. 
Very few years later and after massive public 
investments, many of the promises put forward 
by e-government advocates to obliterate corrup-
tion, cut red-tape, reduce government costs and 
deliver more participatory governance systems 
have cooled down (Ciborra, 2003).

Debates started and the core question was ‘what 
went wrong?’ e-Government projects failures 
are not limited to Arab states. They have been 
documented almost in every region around the 
globe, see for example: (Akther et al., 2005; AP, 
2004; Ciborra & Navarra, 2005; Cloete, 2004; 
Davenport & Horton, 2004; Eynon & Dutton, 
2007; Pardo & Scholl, 2002; Salem, 2007; Titah 
& Barki, 2006).

There is a wide agreement that e-government 
projects fail in high percentages worldwide. 
For example, an earlier estimate by UNDESA 
suggested that more than 60% of e-government 
projects in developing countries fail (UNDESA, 
2003). The World Bank estimate was even more 
alarming. One lead information specialist at the 
bank put the percentage of failed e-government 
projects in developing countries at 85%, from 

which 35% are total failures (AP, 2004). There 
is no solid estimate on the percentage of failed 
e-government projects in the Arab countries, but 
one could safely argue that the failure ratio had 
followed the same trend.

Following the general trend in the information 
systems body of knowledge, information systems 
research focusing on the public sector has primarily 
followed a positivist approach (Pardo & Scholl, 
2002). The result has arguably been unsatisfactory 
in explaining failure in complex social, cultural 
and technical environment. However, literature 
viewing e-government from a socio-technical 
perspective managed to explore these predica-
ments from an arguably more realistic point of 
view. For example, Heeks categorized success 
and failure in government information systems 
into total failures, partial failures and successes 
(Heeks, 2002). A total failure in e-government 
projects would be described as a planned initiative 
that never gets implemented or an implemented 
e-government project that is directly abandoned 
almost immediately after implementation. Partial 
failure in the same context would describe the case 
in which a system is successfully implemented 
without achieving its key objectives. Partial fail-
ure also could describe e-government projects 
that achieve the intended goals but also deliver 
considerable undesirable results with significant 
implications. Success of e-government projects 
on the other hand is widely perceived as the case 
where most stakeholders would achieve most of 
the main objectives of the project without major 
unwanted outcomes. Given the many stakeholders 
with usually conflicting interests, assessment of 
total or partial failure of e-government initiatives 
and implementations as well as their success tends 
to be an issue of subjectivity (OECD & DSG, 2007; 
Salem, 2007). e-Government barriers have also 
been explored from various cultural and social 
perspectives. For example, cultural barriers to 
e-government were discussed in the literature, 
including the common “myths” among public 
administrators regarding technology, which could 
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contribute to creating actuality gaps between ex-
pectations and realities (Eynon & Dutton, 2007; 
Margetts & Dunleavy, 2002). The researchers 
categorized cultural e-government barriers into 
supply side and demand side barriers within Eu-
ropean societies. While such exercises are gener-
ally useful for extracting lessons from different 
cultural orientations, their applicability to other 
societies and cultures require rigorous cultural 
contextualization (Hofstede, 2004). From social 
science perspective, Dunleavy et al. evaluated 
e-government implementations failures on three 
fronts: the extent of project failure, competitive-
ness of IT government contracts and the status 
of public sector information technology systems 
compared to the private sector. Such research 
highlights the dynamics of the relationship be-
tween powerful IT corporations and the public 
sector in which governments are weakly placed, 
which in turn can foster an environment where 
e-government failure is more probable (Dunleavy 
et al., 2004; Heeks, 2006).

There is a general agreement however, that the 
consequences of e-government projects failures 
are usually immense but are mostly intangible. 
Arguably, the less developed the country’s public 
administration system is, the more damaging the 
consequences of failed e-government projects to 
citizens’ trust, economic development prospects 
and to the potential contribution of the private 
sector to public good. The tangible consequences 
of e-government projects failure incorporate 
direct financial losses, such as the investments 
made for consultancies, equipments, managerial 
and technical systems and training. In addition, 
there are indirect losses, such as the lost costs 
and efforts of public administrators involved in 
the failed e-government project.

Other than just losing the promised benefits 
of the e-government project, losses would most 
likely incorporate political or reputational dam-
age to individuals and organizations involved 
and to government at large. There is also the cost 
of the lost opportunity of alternatively spending 

the funds on development projects badly needed 
in developing countries. Perhaps the most over-
looked loss of a failed e-government project is 
when political leadership looses faith in future 
transformative initiatives as well as citizens loos-
ing trust in government promises. This damage 
to government credibility usually has even more 
severe implications, the clearest of which is the 
migration of e-government champions and skill-
ful human resources to the private sector or to 
other countries (Heeks, 2006). In the absence of 
rigorous ex-post analysis to such failed projects, 
the opportunities created by the failure usually 
attract opportunistic behavior and contribute to 
the increase of corruption levels (Ciborra & Na-
varra, 2005). It may also strengthen the position 
of the “old guards” in government and those who 
have vested interest in the status quo. Most public 
administrators and e-government practitioners 
are less aware of the intangible costs of a failed 
e-government project.

The aim of the paper is twofold: Firstly, it con-
tributes to the relatively limited body of research 
on e-government projects failures in developing 
countries by exploring the perceptions held by 
e-government practitioners on the roots of failure. 
Secondly, it seeks to enrich the literature focusing 
on e-government in the Arab states from a critical 
perspective, with the end goal of contributing to 
discussions on reform and modernization in the 
region. Based on our findings, the discussions 
section explores the following research questions:

• Why do e-government projects repeatedly 
fail in the Arab states?

• What are the key barriers and constraints to 
e-government development?

Methodology and Framework

The research was conducted through a combina-
tion of a survey and semi-structured interviews. 
Invitations to take part in the survey were sent 
through email and followed up by phone calls 
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to a specifically selected list of respondents. The 
intended survey audience consisted of the senior 
government officials in fifteen Arab governments; 
namely: Algeria, Bahrain, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, 
Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Palestinian Authority, 
Qatar, Sudan, Syria, Tunisia, UAE and Yemen. 
The list of respondents included directors of 
e-government initiative at the national level as 
well as advisors to ministers directly involved in 
the national e-government development in those 
countries.

Part of the findings of this paper is based on a 
survey conducted under the “Good Governance 
for Development in the Arab Countries Initiative” 
(GfD); an initiative launched in collaboration be-
tween the OECD and the UNDP since 2005. One 
of the six working groups in this initiative focuses 
primarily on “e-Government and Administrative 
Simplification” and consists of practitioners and 
country experts from the OECD and Arab coun-
tries. The findings are also partially based on 
the proceedings of a series of high level forums 
for e-government practitioners held in Dubai 
between September 2005 and March 2007 under 
the GfD initiative as well as other e-government 
focused policy forums held in the Dubai School 
of Government during the same period (OECD & 
DSG, 2007). However, the findings in this paper 
are mainly based on the results related to nine of 
the participating countries, where the targeted 
response rate was achieved; namely: Algeria, 
Bahrain, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, 
Palestinian Authority, Tunisia and the UAE. 
Follow-up semi-structured interviews with the 
same respondents were conducted during forums 
and meetings held in Dubai in 2006 and 2007. Data 
collected through the discussions, presentations, 
transcripts and proceedings of the meetings were 
also considered as a quality control method.

Barriers to E-Government 
in Arab States

The main findings of the research indicate that 
Arab governments viewed e-government as one 
of the key focus areas for achieving public sec-
tor reform objectives. However, e-government 
is viewed with different levels of importance in 
Arab countries. For example, while its urgency is 
still debated in some Arab states, the Palestinian 
government officials considered e-government 
development as almost the only way for busi-
nesses and citizens to interact with the government 
(because of the Israeli-built segregation wall and 
travel difficulties inside the occupied territories 
as well as between the two separated population 
areas of Gaza and West Bank). Another main 
outcome of the study was the broad realization 
among Arab states that they, as most developing 
countries, face common barriers and challenges in 
e-government initiatives design, implementation 
and development. There was also vast acknowl-
edgment among participants that there is no single 
“right” approach to e-government development. 
We categorized the common challenges faced by 
e-government directors in the Arab countries in 
nine main areas. The following paragraphs pres-
ent the findings of each category in more detail.

Government Instability

The Middle East is one of the most politically tur-
bulent regions in the world. Most Arab states face 
numerous external and internal challenges as well 
as increasing threats to their stability and security. 
As is the case of most other national development 
projects, e-government initiatives suffer greatly 
from the prevailing unstable political environment 
in the region. Furthermore, e-government is widely 
viewed in many Arab states as a complimentary 
governance trend rather than an essential reform 
and modernization approach. Many governments 
adopt e-government as a form of a cosmetic tool; 
sometimes in response to international pressure 
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(Ciborra, 2003). It is this view of e-government 
that makes it one of the first government projects 
to be “sacrificed” when major security or financial 
threats pressure the government. In our research, 
e-government practitioners confirmed that lack of 
political stability and security are a key barrier to 
e-government development in several Arab coun-
tries. For example, the governments in Lebanon 
and Palestine considered regional conflicts as 
the key barriers to e-government development. 
Frequent government changes and reshuffles and 
politically motivated commercial or technological 
embargos are few other examples of the political 
factors that contributed to e-government failures 
in many Arab states. Many Arab governments 
lack sustainable planning and development during 
government changes, which in many cases take 
an abrupt form. While this impact is not limited 
to Arab states, changes in senior government 
positions closely related to the e-government 
development plan usually hinder its develop-
ment severely, or worse, halt it all together. The 
notion of “handing-over” the management of 
government projects is lacking in many Arab 
governments. This causes development projects 
to abruptly end without reaching the designated 
objectives. However, despite their agreement on 
the damaging effect of abrupt governments change 
in the Arab states to e-government development, 
officials referred to this barrier differently. Some 
referred to it as an excuse for the modest status 
of e-government development in the country. 
Others put the blame on external political fac-
tors for government instability which hampered 
e-government development as an outcome. A 
third group acknowledged the disruptive effect of 
government changes and reshuffles in the Arab 
region on e-government development as one cause 
for failure complimenting other challenges.

Development Strategies

The unbefitting positioning of e-government 
initiatives in the national reform or development 

plan is one main barrier to e-government progress 
in the Arab states Several Arab countries have 
hastily developed their national e-government 
strategies and visions during the past decade. 
Since then, many countries have revised and 
re-launched them over the last few years (for 
example: Jordan and Bahrain). The main cause of 
this planning “disappointment” was missing the 
link in the first place between the e-government 
plans and the national public sector reform or 
modernization plans. This was most obvious in 
countries where public sector reform was under 
a specialized Ministry of Public Sector Develop-
ment (or its equivalent) while e-government was 
under the Ministry of ICT (or its equivalent), 
with little or no coordination. Since then, some 
governments have bridged that gap, but some are 
yet to do so. For example, in Palestine, officials 
highlighted the lack of coordination between 
the ministerial administrative reform committee 
and the e-government committee, while in Egypt 
both responsibilities fall in the jurisdiction of the 
Ministry of State for Administrative Development. 
Our findings also highlight two related factors:

• Lack of e-government authority: In ear-
lier plans, several governments placed the 
e-government portfolio in the hands of a 
single ministry or government department 
that lacked the overall authority required 
for national level e-government develop-
ment (for example: Jordan, Lebanon and 
Morocco).

• Single-sided view of e-government: 
Initially, e-government was merely per-
ceived as a “technological mission.” This 
made several earlier unrealistic e-govern-
ment plans being deemed “null and void.” 
In contrast, many new plans realize the so-
cio-technical nature of e-government and 
view it as a policy tool for advancing effec-
tiveness and efficiency of the public sector.
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Newer -and the renewed- e-government plans 
in Arab states established this missing link and 
position the e-government national plan in the 
core of the overall public sector modernization and 
reform plan. The findings also highlight different 
views and levels of acceptance of e-government 
among different government departments and 
ministries. For example, despite its advanced e-
government initiative, Bahrain’s e-government 
directors viewed the “completion of building a 
common (e-government) vision and strategy” as 
the key requirement for e-government develop-
ment. In Jordan and Lebanon, resistance to change, 
lack of single e-government authority and low 
acceptance levels are perceived as the main bar-
riers to e-government dissemination. Similarly, 
ineffective change management is seen in Bahrain 
as one of the areas posing key challenge to the 
e-government development. In most countries, the 
majority of e-government plans are set centrally 
for different departments. Occasionally, different 
departments have different agendas that trigger 
resistance to changes presented by e-government 
plans. In many cases, this is usually caused by lack 
of adequate inter-governmental communication. 
Concluding his answer, an e-government official 
in Bahrain confirmed this, indicating the need 
to have a nationwide concerted e-government 
effort: “If we had begun with this concerted ef-
fort [of involving all the parties in building the 
e-government strategy] then much more progress 
could have been realized”.

Underdeveloped Institutional 
Frameworks

e-Government development in most Arab states 
has so far been largely project-based. The findings 
indicate that the lack of appropriate e-government 
institutional structure, sometimes coupled with 
inadequate financial resources, construct a ma-
jor barrier to e-government development in the 
Arab region. For example, participants indicated 
that one of the most important challenges to e-

government implementation in Bahrain is the lack 
of “inter-ministry partnership and alignment on 
objectives”, a view also shared in Lebanon. In 
Jordan, e-government practitioners acknowledged 
the need for common inter-government tech-
nological standards. In Morocco, Palestine and 
Lebanon, e-government practitioners highlighted 
the fractioned or limited political support for e-
government initiatives on certain political levels 
which hinders the e-government development. 
Even in more successful examples like the UAE, 
the lack of such intra-governmental coordina-
tion and joint planning mechanisms have caused 
miss-alignment in systems and approaches and 
wasted valuable resources as each individual lo-
cal or federal department built their own system 
separately (Salem & Jarrar, 2009).

Poor Technical Infrastructure 
and Lack of Interoperability

Proper ICT infrastructure in the public sector is 
a key prerequisite for e-government dissemina-
tion. The absence of efficient telecommunication 
infrastructure is a global barrier to e-government 
development (UNDESA, 2005). Despite a few 
good performers, most Arab countries suffer 
from inadequate ICT infrastructure within their 
public sector agencies. Our research highlights 
different approaches to IT infrastructure develop-
ment followed by regional governments and the 
lack of interoperability among different systems. 
While all countries in the region have established 
Internet access at different levels of sophistica-
tion, majority of countries are still in the early 
stages of developing other components of their 
infrastructure (WEF & INSEAD, 2007; WEF & 
INSEAD, 2009). Furthermore, most governments 
in the region are facing challenges to developing 
a collaborative approach for facilitating interoper-
able ICT infrastructure among government depart-
ments (for example: Jordan, Palestinian Authority, 
Tunisia, Algeria and Morocco.) A collaborative 
approach to the public IT infrastructure would 
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ensure setting common standards for critical in-
frastructure components such as digital signature 
and authentication, secure data exchange and 
shared applications.

Legislative and Regulatory Frameworks

Establishing proper legislative and regulatory 
e-government frameworks is an integral part 
of successful e-government initiatives (OECD, 
2005). Replacing paper-based processes with 
their legally-accepted electronic counterparts is 
still in its early stages in most Arab countries. 
Collectively, participants widely agreed that the 
lack of appropriate legal frameworks has slowed 
down the provision of many e-government services 
in their respective countries.

The levels of available regulatory frameworks 
differ among the Arab states. For example, Egypt 
identified regulatory constraints as the top chal-
lenge to e-government implementation in the 
country, a common view shared in Algeria. In 
Jordan, e-government related laws are all “tem-
porary laws” that lack sufficient authority. E 
-Government directors in Morocco and Lebanon 
considered the slow processing and application 
of e-government related decrees a main barrier. 
Interestingly, challenges caused by administra-
tive processes that become norms by convention 
(without regulation) and the problems that arise 
from changing them through legally accepted 
e-government processes were highlighted by 
several countries.

Digital Divide

The digital divide is one of the key global barriers 
to e-government development and adoption (Clo-
ete, 2004, EC, 2006, OECD, 2005). In developing 
countries, low internet and PC penetration levels 
have even more impact on e-government adop-
tion because of the wider digital divide and the 
more urgent need for reform in the public sector. 
In general, Arab states suffer from low PC and 

Internet penetration. UNDESA put the number 
of Arab Internet users at 10 million (UNDESA, 
2005) while other reports put the number at around 
26.3 million with 8.5 penetration rate in 2005 
(Madar, 2006b).

According to UNCTAD’s Digital Divide 
report, the average ranking of Arab states in the 
Middle East is 105 among 180 countries while 
Arab states in North Africa rank 123rd on average 
(UNCTAD, 2006). Annual internet growth rate is 
relatively high (55%) and the number of internet 
users in the Arab states was estimated to reach 52 
million by the end of 2008, with 15% penetration 
rate (Madar, 2006a). Nonetheless, computer il-
literacy and low Internet and PC penetration are 
still relatively widespread.

The findings of our study indicate that all 
Arab states realize the gravity of the problem. 
For example, Algeria considers PC and internet 
penetration the primary priority for e-government 
development, while Egypt considers it one of 
the top three key challenges to e-government 
development. Similarly, Jordan considers low 
internet penetration a key barrier to e-government 
development. While in Lebanon, the “society’s 
unwillingness to learn ICT skills” is seen as a 
main challenge. Given these findings, most Arab 
governments’ officials interviewed have indicated 
that priority would be given to increasing internet 
accessibility and the effective development of 
essential ICT skills among the citizens.

Capacity Deficit

According to our finding, a vast percentage of civil 
servants in the Arab countries lack the proper ICT 
knowledge required for successful e-government 
implementation. In addition to ICT skills, key 
skills acknowledged as a required for successful 
e-government development are project manage-
ment and business process redesign. For example, 
the UAE government considers capacity building 
the “biggest constraint (for e-government devel-
opment) on both federal and local levels”. The 
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key skills required for successful e-government 
implementation in the UAE (as underlined by 
the UAE government) are project management, 
business process redesign and technology related 
skills, a view shared in part by Jordan, Algeria and 
Tunisia. Additionally, despite the broad realiza-
tion of the importance of capacity building in the 
public sector, resistance to change is a common 
problem that hinders such efforts, thus posing 
one major barrier to e-government development. 
Brain drain is another related constraint for most 
Arab governments, specifically in sectors closely 
associated with e-government. While Arab gov-
ernments with more developed economies, such 
as the UAE, suffer from the migration of “signifi-
cantly knowledgeable employees from public to 
private sectors due to better compensation pack-
ages” (a problem also highlighted by Morocco), 
other Arab countries such as Lebanon, Iraq and 
the Palestinian Authority suffer from brain drain 
on a wider national level. A phenomenon not 
limited to e-government and ICT sectors. The 
main deterrents for public sector talented workers 
are perceptions of widespread favoritism, patron-
age networks, the prevalent rent-seeking model 
and the general lack of meritocracy (Solimano, 
2006). These are national problems rather than 
e-government specific ones and they should be 
dealt with on a national level.

Funding Shortage

Financial resource are required for planning and 
coordinating projects, building infrastructure, de-
veloping and managing new information systems 
as well as for training and capacity building proj-
ects. All respondents other than those in the Gulf 
Cooperation Council (GCC) countries identified 
funding as a main barrier to their e-government 
plans (For example, Egypt, Palestinian Authority, 
Jordan, Morocco, Tunisia and Lebanon).

Some countries also depend on aid from in-
ternational donors for most of their development 
projects, which is usually fragmented and heavily 

dependent on political decisions by international 
powers. The international donor community has 
identified e-government as a valid area for aid to 
assist public sector reform in the many countries 
in the Arab world. Many of these initiatives have 
not been successful in driving e-government 
development, even in countries that managed to 
secure sustainable funding for their e-government 
projects. For example, Jordan has received a rela-
tively substantial amount of aid for e-government 
development in comparison to other countries in 
the Arab world. Nonetheless our findings confirm 
earlier research suggesting that the approach that 
international development agencies followed 
so far is not necessarily helping in accelerating 
the development of the e-government initiatives 
(Ciborra & Navarra, 2005). As a result, many 
funding initiatives in Arab countries have not 
been successful in driving e-government devel-
opment, primarily because they tend to dictate 
e-government “best practices” from developed 
countries, ignoring the specific context of Arab 
states. Additionally, our findings indicate that 
only few countries have conducted analysis and 
evaluation of their e-government investments in 
terms of costs and benefits.

Take-Up of Services

Ensuring the take-up of e-government services by 
citizens and businesses is one of the most common 
barriers to e-government dissemination (Eynon & 
Dutton, 2007, Titah & Barki, 2006). This is clear 
even in leading e-government initiatives in the 
Arab states such as the UAE’s which ranks highly 
worldwide in terms of e-government readiness 
(UNDESA, 2008) and even in cities such as Dubai 
which usually even rank higher on e-government 
development (Geray & Al-Bastaki, 2005; Holzer 
& Kim, 2008; Salem, 2003). In Bahrain, officials 
stated that changing “public perception on the 
value of e-government” is perceived as one of the 
main challenges. Similarly, one of the top priorities 
in Egypt’s e-government development objectives 
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is to provide innovative incentives to encourage 
current internet users to become “heavy users 
of e-government online services”. The Egyptian 
government indicated a need to increase public 
awareness and trust of e-government services as 
the “usage of e-government services is less than 
expected”, a view shared also by Morocco. As an 
incentive, the Egyptian government decided to 
make the cost of many online services less than 
their manual versions, but citizens kept opting for 
the manual ones. In another example, officials in 
Jordan stated that despite the low level of public 
awareness of e-government advantages, financial 
resources allocated to e-government development 
do not take into consideration “marketing” of e-
government services adequately.

Our findings confirm that in majority of Arab 
states, citizens and businesses are provided with 
limited information on the services available 
online. They also have limited understanding of 
the ways to access these services and make use of 
them. Our research also indicates that electronic 
service development in the Arab states has not 
followed a uniform approach. Some countries 
have followed the quantitative approach of mak-
ing available as many online services as possible, 
while others focused mainly on utilizing ICT 
primarily for reducing the costs and increasing 
efficiency of back office government procedures. 
Such approaches have been dubbed as “narrow” 
as they not take into consideration the informa-
tion flows in government, which arguably could 
lead to wider impact of e-government investments 
and take-up (Mayer-Schönberger & Lazer, 2007).

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS

On an international level, key outcomes of govern-
ment programs and initiatives aimed to transform 
government and society through innovative adop-
tion of information and communication technol-
ogy include nurturing a culture of innovation in 
society and public sector and rewiring informa-

tion flows within government and with society 
(Mayer- Schönberger & Lazer, 2007). In addition, 
e-government can potentially promote a more 
participatory and transparent government model, 
increase the accessibility to government informa-
tion, and increasing the levels of trust, satisfaction 
and interaction of citizens with the government 
(Salem & Jarrar, 2009). These objective are added 
to the direct intended outcomes of creating a more 
responsive and efficient government by cutting 
red-tape and decreasing the negative side-effects 
of bureaucracy in public agencies. The overall 
societal value of e-government development on 
a national level is to nurture economic growth 
by reducing corruption, the costs of government 
transactions and the costs of doing business both 
between the public and private sector and on the 
intra-governmental level (Lau, 2007).

Today, understanding societal and government 
innovative transformations through informa-
tion and communication technology in the Arab 
countries is gaining unprecedented importance for 
public policy makers, the business community and 
civil society at large due to the paradigm shift in 
innovation in governance approaches.

However, the existing research on ICT, innova-
tion and government transformation in developed 
countries is often less relevant in the context of 
developing nations, and even more so in the Arab 
world. Applying practices based on experiences 
and research conducted in developed nations had 
mostly resulted in vast actuality gaps between 
expectations and realities in developing countries.

Based on our regional study findings and 
consistent with prior e-government research, we 
argue that “replicable best practices” in a complex 
and developing field such as e-government rarely 
exist in the regional context of the Arab countries. 
Such practices are always helpful tools for trig-
gering ideas and developing innovative ways of 
overcoming e-government barriers and avoiding 
failures, but good practices should not be copied or 
cloned. In many cases, the “if it works for them, it 
will work for us” approach would be the formula 
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of failure in e-government projects (Ciborra & 
Navarra, 2005, Heeks, 2002). Instead, studying 
failed e-government projects in countries sharing 
similar public sector environment on the cultural, 
political and social levels might be a better learn-
ing approach for avoiding such pitfalls.

Based on our regional research findings, we 
conclude that e-government projects in the Arab 
states would have a higher probability of success 
and would be better equipped for avoiding re-
peated failure only when the “right fit” is achieved 
between leadership commitment, sustainable 
development, a clear cross-government vision, 
appropriate planning, rational business strategy, 
suitable regulatory framework, practical aware-
ness campaign and rigorous capacity building 
for the public administrators and society at large. 
This “right fit” is very much contextual. Despite 
the many similarities and the common constraints 
and barriers to e-government development in the 
Arab countries, each state has its unique com-
bination of political, regulatory, economic and 
social constraints that affect the e-government 
development efforts differently. Finally, we call 
for nurturing a culture for learning from failures 
as an imperative for development in the Arab 
states. In the rapidly developing e-government 
field where failures are more probable, such cul-
ture should be promoted. This would have to go 
hand in hand with a systematic assessment of the 
hidden costs of failures of e-government projects. 
Country-specific e-government risk assessment 
and management approaches could also be devel-
oped and implemented throughout the design and 
implementation phases of e-government projects. 
This should limit the impact of failed projects as 
well as make the process of learning from failure 
more systematic. Senior public managers in the 
Arab states should accept the high probability of 
partial and total failures in e-government projects 
more openly as a first step for overcoming them and 
understanding the associated challenges. Moving 
forward, if this is accompanied with a vision for 
knowledge management where failed projects are 

perceived as valuable learning processes, failures 
would be increasingly perceived as common risks 
that could be alleviated in advance.
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Chapter  1.3

ABSTRACT

Relevant literature suggests that the field of knowl-
edge management (KM) at the service of contem-
porary organizations is characterized by a plethora 
of diverse frameworks. However, none of these 
frameworks has achieved such a wide acceptance 
so as to be conceived as a standard. In fact, prac-
tice proves that each research or consultant group 
follows its own approach while many initiatives 
are based on custom approaches, developed each 
time from scratch, or even worse do not follow a 
structured method at all. In this chapter the authors 
attempt to go deeper by proposing a classification 
of knowledge management frameworks based 
on their macroscopic characteristics followed by 

their evaluation against a set of predetermined 
content elements that a complete approach should 
possess. The main result propagated from their 
critique is a common understanding of current 
theoretical and practical shortcomings of the 
field and the specification of a consistent set of 
course of actions and guidelines for researchers 
and practitioners engaged in knowledge manage-
ment and its applications.

INTRODUCTION

Back in 1987, Robert Solow was awarded a No-
bel Prize in economics for identifying the main 
sources of growth, capital and labor. Since then 
the global socioeconomic scene has dramatically 
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changed, leading researchers such as Krugman 
(1991) and Lucas (1993) to propose that in addi-
tion to traditional production factors, knowledge 
has also become a vital source of growth. Along 
this evolution path organizations are not becom-
ing more labor, material or capital-intensive, but 
more knowledge intensive (Drucker, 1993), thus 
giving rise to a brand new economy labeled as 
the knowledge economy.

Surprisingly, despite the wide acceptance and 
the proliferating implementations of Knowledge 
Management (KM), many organizations have 
failed to realize its expected results. These failures 
and shortcomings form the ground for severe 
criticism, which cannot be easily overlooked. 
In our view, overcoming current deficiencies 
requires the design and development of a solid 
architecture integrating methods, processes, tools, 
knowledge resources and technologies capable of 
supporting Knowledge Management in a holistic 
fashion. In other words, in order to take the field 
a step further, it has to be structured, through the 
development of a comprehensive and practical 
approach. Otherwise, the field’s “progress is noth-
ing but a fortunate combination of circumstances, 
research is fumbling in the dark, and dissemina-
tion of knowledge is a cumbersome process” 
(Vatter, 1947).

This need has already been recognized draw-
ing the attention of researchers coming from a 
variety of disciplines, including Organizational 
Science, Strategy and Management Science, as 
well as Information Systems. As a result, there 
have been several efforts at developing frame-
works, varying in scope and nature, trying to 
understand and describe the Knowledge Manage-
ment phenomena. Despite, or maybe because of, 
this multicultural attention, a consensus regarding 
Knowledge Management has not been achieved 
yet. Such a deficiency is widely accepted and is 
summarized by Spender (2003) who states that, 
“as we look at the literature it is immediately clear 
that it is neither homogeneous nor well integrated. 

There is no single set of terms or even theoretical 
constructs”.

The aim of this chapter is to investigate the cur-
rent understanding of the discipline by analyzing 
and critically evaluating existing frameworks. In 
doing so, we first explore the concept and defi-
nitions of Knowledge Management in an effort 
to set the boundaries of the field. Moving to the 
core of the chapter the benefits and limitations of 
standardization are discussed, and a short descrip-
tion of some of the most well cited approaches is 
provided. Finally existing approaches are critically 
evaluated in order to understand current theoretical 
and practical shortcomings of the field and set a 
roadmap towards the development of an improved 
approach, supporting the successful adoption 
and assimilation of Knowledge Management in 
contemporary organizations.

BACKGROUND

Summarizing the concepts and processes which 
Knowledge Management entails in a few lines 
has proved to be a rather difficult task. As Quintas 
et. al (1997) pointed out “it is difficult to scope 
and define this disparate and emergent field and 
understand the processes involved to determine 
programmes and interventions”. Some even claim 
that the term is rather an unfortunate one since 
it implies the painless control of knowledge, 
which is largely unstructured, in the same way 
that structured organizational facets are managed 
(Cloete & Snyman, 2003). However, in order to 
provide a complete specification of the term, a 
categorization and analysis of existing defini-
tions is mandatory and will be presented in the 
remainder of this section.

A thorough reading of the definitions reveals 
that numerous perspectives exist. For one thing, 
some authors view Knowledge Management from 
a social and humanistic point of view, focusing 
on the management of the human factor. On the 
other side, IT focused approaches disregard orga-
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nizational aspects, which are considered ‘soft’, in 
favor of ‘hard’ ones mostly in the form of IT tools 
and technologies. Some authors quite disagree 
with the latter approach such as Peters, (1992) 
who argues that the crux of the issue is not the 
supportive Information Technology. Adopting a 
much broader perspective other researchers focus 
their attention on the management of Intellectual 
Capital consisting of knowledge resources, and 
including among others human and IT resources. 
However, advocates of this view often adopt a 
mechanistic standpoint equalizing knowledge re-
sources with ordinary corporate recourses despite 
their inherent discrepancies. Another popular ap-
proach is the view of Knowledge Management as 
a sum of knowledge processes. Under this scope 
activities that can be performed on knowledge are 
thoroughly analyzed, in an effort to effectively 
incorporate them in business practice and value 
adding processes. Finally, there are those that view 
Knowledge Management in an integrated manner 
and provide holistic descriptions that set this new 
paradigm in the broader business content.

Having identified the diversity of scopes inher-
ent in all definitions harnessed from literature, in 
Table 1, we attempt a summary of some of the 
most representative and well cited definitions 
categorized under a ‘scope’ perspective.

On this profusion of definitions Scarborough 
(1996) comments: “the sprawling and eclectic 
literature and the ambiguity and definitional 
problems... allow different groups to project their 
own interests and concerns onto it”. As a conse-
quence, “there is still no universally accepted 
definition for Knowledge Management” (Tsui, 
2000) and the term is loosely used to refer to a 
range of organizational practices, and in some 
extreme situations to mere IT solutions.

In the context of this study Knowledge Man-
agement can be defined as the systematic and 
planned organizational practice that aims to create 
an internal environment that fosters knowledge 
in support of the value adding activities. The ul-

timate goal is to increase individual effectiveness 
and corporate competitiveness and performance.

The focal point of the above definition is that 
Knowledge Management is an organizational 
practice rather than a mere toolbox of techniques 
and IT solutions (McLoughlin & Thorpe, 1993). 
As such it has to be aligned with the corporate 
environment and strategy in order to support 
specific business goals and impact operational 
performance. More specifically, it is essential 
that Knowledge Management is managed not in 
isolation, but in coordination with other corporate 
activities, reflecting the fundamental view that it 
is certainly not a goal to itself.

STANDARDIZATION AND 
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

The overall aim of standardization is to facilitate 
the international exchange of goods and services, 
and thus provide benefits in the sphere of intel-
lectual, scientific, technological and economic 
activity (ISO, 2007). However, standardization 
does not provide benefits on its own, unless it is 
based on real needs. So, is there a real needfor 
standardization in the field? In search of an an-
swer, the pros and cons of standardization and 
particularly in Knowledge Management have to 
be investigated.

On the one hand, the benefits of standardization 
in Knowledge Management can be summarized 
as follows (Weber et. al, 2002):

• The process of standardization provides 
transparency by achieving a common 
understanding and a common terminol-
ogy for all involved parties (academic and 
business institutions).

• Standardized approaches that will prevail, 
like common approaches to processes, 
technologies and strategies, will bring the 
benefits of Knowledge Management to a 
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broader circle of users, than the existing 
abundance of approaches.

• Standardization will allow the use of a val-
idated common terminology that can ease 
communication in the field, both between 
practitioners and researchers.

• Standardization provides the fundamental 
base for the development of highly creative 
and at the same time fast and cost effective, 
customized solutions.

• Finally, standardized approaches can sup-
port educational and research causes. 

Frameworks enable the easier compre-
hension of the discipline by providing 
solid theoretical foundations supported 
by to researchers and practitioners that 
aim to study and develop the Knowledge 
Management field.

Besides the above, there are also two ad-
ditional arguments in favor of standardization 
in Knowledge Management. With standardized 
approaches experience from past initiatives and 
evidence about the application of methods and 

Table 1. A categorization of knowledge management definitions 

Reference Definition of Knowledge Management

Human Capital

Stuart, 1996 Efforts intended to retain, analyze and organize employee expertise, making it easily available anywhere, 
anytime, ideally and ultimately to improve the bottom line. (Mentioned in (Chai, 1998)).

Brooking, 1997 KM is the activity which is concerned with strategy and tactics to manage human centered assets.

Information Technology

Frappaulo & Toms, 
1997

KM is a toolset for the automation of deductive or inherent relationships between information objects, users 
and processes.

Allee, 1997 Technology and interior structure of a firm which can help people rethink the knowledge in the organization 
and help people communicate.

Intellectual Capital

Sveiby, 1997 The art of creating value from an organization’s intangible assets.

Bukowitz & Williams, 
1999

Knowledge Management is the process by which the organization generates wealth from its knowledge or 
intellectual capital…

Rosemann, 2000 Knowledge Management seeks to deal with the problem of leveraging knowledge resources in an organiza-
tion.

Knowledge Management processes

Wiig, 1997 KM focuses on facilitating and managing knowledge related activities such as creation, capture, transforma-
tion and use.

Weggeman, 1997 KM deals with organizing and controlling the operational processes in the knowledge value chain in the most 
efficient way.

Smirnov et. al, 2004 Knowledge has to be delivered in the right context to the right person, in the right time for the right purpose. 
These activities called Knowledge Logistics (KL) (similar definitions: (Holsapple & Joshi, 1999; O’Dell & 
Grayston, 1998; Petrash, 1996).

Holistic nature of Knowledge Management

Taylor et al., 1997 Powerful environmental forces are reshaping the world of the manager of the 21st century. These forces call 
for a fundamental shift in organization process and human resource strategy. This is Knowledge Management.

Quintas et. al, 1997 Knowledge management is the process of critically managing knowledge to meet existing needs, to identify 
and exploit existing and acquired knowledge assets and to develop new opportunities.

Holsapple & Joshi, 
2004

Knowledge Management is an entity’s systematic and deliberate efforts to expand, cultivate, and apply 
available knowledge in ways that add value to the entity, in the sense of positive results in accomplishing its 
objectives or fulfilling its purpose.
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software can be captured systematically. At the 
same time, the evaluation of success or failure in 
comparison to other similar efforts can also be 
promoted (Wildner et. al, 2007).

On the other hand, the arguments that speak 
against a standardized Knowledge Management 
approach mainly include the following (Weber 
et. al, 2002):

• A sound standardization effort can be a 
lengthy process and as a result standards 
run the risk of lagging behind current 
practice requirements. This has to do with 
the compromising nature of standardiza-
tion and the need to reach a broad level of 
consensus.

• Standardization can only achieve its pur-
pose if a critical mass of users of the elabo-
rated standards is achieved.

• The question, what is a logic and yet ad-
equate degree of standardization for a soft 
subject like Knowledge Management, is 
not an easy one.

• Last but not least, standardization is large-
ly seen as a barrier for human creativity, 
innovation and flexibility. All of them con-
stitute major Knowledge Management as-
pects and pursuits.

In this chapter we stand favorably behind the 
standardization of Knowledge Management do-
main. Despite the difficulties and shortcomings 
mentioned above, it seems that the proper use of 
standardization can provide considerable advan-
tages. This assumption is amplified by the results 
standardization efforts have achieved in other dis-
ciplines such as Operations Management, Business 
Process Management and IT design and develop-
ment. However, when considering the eclectic and 
subjective nature of Knowledge Management it 
becomes debatable whether standardization can 
achieve the same results. The soft nature of the 
field is the main reason that Weber et al. (2002) 
proposes the term common approaches instead 

of standards in order to describe approaches that 
the majority of the community agrees on, but do 
not necessarily comply with the strict require-
ments of a standard. We believe that this is a fair 
compromise.

OVERVIEW OF KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORKS

Despite the above, ongoing debate, it seems that 
the potential benefits of standardization are already 
widely accepted, as there have been several efforts 
at developing more or less structured frameworks 
trying to understand and describe the Knowledge 
Management phenomenon. This section aims to 
identify the major approaches in the field, analyze 
them and bring to light, based on that analysis, 
existing shortcomings and limitations that restrain 
Knowledge Management application in contem-
porary enterprises.

Before proceeding, it is considered essential to 
clarify the term framework. A framework can be 
seen as a structure that provides elements, ideas 
and guidance in support of a topic area (Popper, 
1994). Narrowing the scope a Knowledge Manage-
ment framework relates the various components of 
Knowledge Management, providing a schematic 
picture of the interdependencies of these various 
aspects and helping to position projects and activi-
ties in the business field (CEN, 2004a).

The first step towards the identification of exist-
ing frameworks and approaches was an extensive 
keyword search through the Web (utilizing estab-
lished search engines and specialized data bases).

The process of identifying and selecting exist-
ing Frameworks & Approaches is presented in a 
diagrammatic form in Figure 1.

The keywords used for this purpose included, 
KM Framework, KM Method, KM Approach, 
Intellectual Capital, KM Process(es), Knowledge 
Process(es) and Knowledge Management 
System(s).
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The result was a great number of publications 
and resources that were downsized in numbers by 
keeping only the publications describing complete 
research works on frameworks and approaches. At 
the same time the references of the initial sample 
of publications were investigated, enriching the 
original sample with even more publications, 
again keeping those describing complete frame-
works and approaches. This selection process led 
to a final sample, of 34 frameworks, that were 
analyzed in detail.

After a primary analysis of the above frame-
works the diversity of existing approaches was 
more than evident, avowing that Knowledge 
Management is a medley of numerous perspec-
tives. In tight accordance to our previously used 
categorization of definitions, we then organized 
the approaches found in literature into three large 
categories, depending on their focus on Intellectual 
Capital (IC), Information Technology (IT) and 
Processes. Finally, Holistic approaches trying to 

integrate the above perspectives constitute a fourth 
category on their own. It has to be stressed out 
that assigning a framework to a specific category 
isn’t always that simple. Approaches do exist that 
while focusing on a specific component they do 
so in a complete and thus “holistic” way taking 
into consideration most of the related organiza-
tional aspects. However, such approaches are not 
considered as holistic since their intention is to 
describe a specific construct of the Knowledge 
Management edifice. Table 2 summarizes the 
frameworks that were analyzed and assigns them 
to the categories identified.

Having thoroughly investigated literature in 
search of available Knowledge Management 
frameworks and approaches we came down with, 
what seems to be, a rather exhaustive list that 
needs to be narrowed down based on hard criteria 
such as popularity and applicability. We do that 
in an attempt to help the reader to separate the 
wheat from the chaff and thus provide him with 

Figure 1. The process of identifying and selecting existing frameworks & approaches
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a clearer view of the current situation regarding 
existing frameworks and their application in 
contemporary organizations. Furthermore, such 
categorization will significantly help the organi-

zation of our critique presented in the next sections 
of this chapter. So, in the remainder of this section 
some of the most prominent frameworks of each 
of the above categories are described in more 

Table 2. A categorization of knowledge management frameworks 

Framework Category

1. The Framework of Knowledge Management stages (van der Spek & Spijkervet, 1997) Holistic

2. The Framework of Core Capabilities and Knowledge Building (Barton, 1995) Holistic

3. The Process Oriented KM approach (Remus, 2002) Holistic

4. The KPMG Knowledge Management framework (Alavi, 1997) Holistic

5. The Knowledge Management event chain (Despres & Chauvel, 1999) Process

6. The Value Platform (Petrash, 1996) IC

7. The Intangible Assets Monitor (Sveiby, 1997) IC

8. The Skandia Navigator (Edvinsson & Malone, 1997) IC

9. The Intellectual Capital of the Firm (Sullivan, 1998) IC

10. The CommonKADS methodology (Schreiber et. al, 1999) IT

11. The OVUM system architecture (Woods & Sheina, 1999) IT

12. The OMIS Success Model (Jennex et. al, 1998) IT

13. The Knowledge Creating Company (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). Process

14. The Building Blocks of Knowledge Management (Probst et. al, 1997). Process

15. The Movement of Knowledge in the I-Space (Boisot, 1987). Process

16. The Knowledge Chain Model (Holsapple & Singh, 2001). Process

17. Knowledge Management Process Model (Kucza, 2001). Process

18. The Knowledge Management process framework (Bukowitz & William, 2000). Process

19. The Knowledge Life Cycle (McElroy, 2002). Process

20. The Three Pillars of Knowledge Management (Wiig, 1993). Holistic

21. The Model of Organizational Knowledge Management (Andersen, A., & APQC, 1996). Holistic

22. The Framework of Intellectual Capital Management (Huang, 1997). IC

23. The Tasks of Knowledge Management (Allweyer, 1998). Process

24. The Ernst and Young KM Method (Woods & Sheina, 1999). Holistic

25. The Knowledge Value Chain (Weggeman, 1997) Holistic

26. The Fraunhofer IPK Reference Model for KM (Heisig, 2000). Holistic

27. The MITRE KM model (Taylor Small & Tatalias, 2000). Holistic

28. Knowledge Management Maturity Model (Ehms & Langen, 2003). Holistic

29. The „le manageur“ Knowledge Management framework (Menon et. al, 1998) Holistic

30. The EKMF KM Framework (Weber et. al, 2002). Holistic

31. The Know-Net Approach (Mentzas et. al, 2003). Holistic

32. The European Knowledge Management Framework (CEN, 2004a). Holistic

33. The Process Model of Rastogi (2000). Process

34. The Process Model of Tannembaum & Alliger (2000) Process
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detail. These approaches were chosen based on 
their popularity (cited most frequently and having 
a high rank in search engine results – both indica-
tors were qualitatively evaluated), while the 
availability of sufficient material in order to 
soundly describe and evaluate them, was also an 
influencing factor. Finally, Table 3 briefly de-
scribes some additional well cited frameworks 
and approaches that were investigated, thus con-
tributing significantly to the completeness of our 
study.

THE INTANGIBLE ASSETS MONITOR

According to the IAM the Total Market Value 
of a company consists of its visible equity and 
three kinds of Intangible Assets namely, exter-
nal structures, internal structures, and employee 
competence. External structures represent external 
flows (inflows or outflows) of knowledge with 
customers or suppliers and include customer and 
supplier relationships, brand names, trademarks, 
and the general company’s image. Internal 
structures represent flows of knowledge within 
an organization and include patents, concepts, 
models, computer and administrative systems, as 
well as organizational culture. Finally, Employee 
competence consists of skills and knowledge bases 
of individuals within an organization.

The Intangible Assets Monitor (IAM) (Sveiby, 
1997; Sveiby, 1998) comprises a method for 
measuring the Intangible Assets of a company and 
attempts to redefine the firm from a knowledge 
perspective. In essence it proposes a number of 
relevant indicators for measuring Intangible As-
sets and a presentation format which allows the 
easier interpretation of results.

The Skandia Navigator

The Skandia Navigator was developed at the 
Swedish financial services company Skandia by a 
team led by Leif Edvinsson (Edvinsson & Malone, 

1997), and was refined by Roos et al. (1997), whose 
Model gave a strategic perspective to the frame-
work. The Skandia Navigator is a management 
reporting system for evaluating both the hard and 
the soft assets of an organization. The tool adopts 
a holistic view of performance measurement and 
goal achievement that helps managers guide the 
company into the future (Malone, 1997). This 
chronological sequence leading to the future is 
also evident in the organization of the proposed 
Navigator along five focus areas. The financial 
focus area, which emphasizes on the company’s 
past performance; the human, customer, and the 
process focus areas reflecting current perfor-
mance; and the renewal and development focus 
areas determining future performance.

The Skandia Navigator focuses on both fi-
nancial and non-financial aspects of a company 
in order to measure in an improved way the total 
Market Value of a firm which is considered equal 
to its Financial Capital plus its Intellectual Capital 
(Luu et. al, 2001). In order to successfully measure 
IC the Navigator includes a detailed description of 
its diverse components, as shown in the Figure 2.

Human capital is defined as the knowledge, 
skills and competencies that employees possess 
and is considered as the source of innovation and 
renewal. Structural capital consists of the IC that 
remains in the firm when employees retire, and 
encompasses the organizational capability to le-
verage IC. Customer capital is concerned with 
an enterprise’s relationships with its customers. 
Organizational capital consists of an enterprise’s 
systematized and packaged competencies, along 
with the systems for leveraging the company’s 
innovative strength and value-creating capability. 
Innovation capital is the renewal strength of a 
company, expressed as intellectual property. 
Process capital is the combination of value-cre-
ating and non value-creating processes. And fi-
nally, Intellectual property consists of patents, 
trademarks, copyrights, designs and other speci-
fications, while other intangible assets mainly 
refer to culture. For each of the above IC dimen-
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Table 3. An overview of knowledge management approaches 

Categories of Knowledge Management Approaches and Frameworks

Intellectual Capital (IC)

✓ The Value Platform (Petrash, 1996)

        The value platform model involves three types of organizational resources that are referred to as IC: human, organizational, and cus-
tomer capital. The model recognizes that relationships among the three major types of IC lead to financial outcomes, and that maximizing 
the interrelationships among the three kinds intellectual capital increases the organization’s value creating space.

✓ The Intellectual Capital of the Firm (Sullivan, 1998)

        The IC of the firm is a model that divides IC into human capital and intellectual assets. Human capital, which creates values, is tacit 
by nature and lies in people. Intellectual assets, from which value can be extracted, represent the codified, tangible knowledge owned by 
a company. Finally, intellectual assets that are legally protected are referred to by the legal term intellectual property.

Information Technology

✓ The OMIS Success Model (Jennex et. al, 1998)

        OMIS Success Model allows the measurement of a system that is thought to be an Organizational Memory system, along five 
blocks. The first block of the model defines the system quality in terms of the characteristics of the OMIS. The second, information qual-
ity, defines how good the system is in terms of its output. The third, information use, refers to the utilization of the outputs of the system, 
while the final two blocks try to evaluate the system in terms of individual and organizational impacts.

Knowledge Management processes

✓ The Knowledge Management Process Model (Kucza, 2001)

        The Knowledge Management process model can be separated into two major parts: the co-ordination processes and the operational 
processes. The co-ordination processes represent the management tasks related to Knowledge Management (analyze, define, plan, and 
effect) and they are structured into a cycle, named the Knowledge Management Pr2imer that supports continuous improvement. The 
operational processes (Identification of Needs for Knowledge, Sharing of Knowledge, Knowledge Collection and Storage, Knowledge 
Update and Creation of Knowledge) present the processes of actually carrying out Knowledge Management and are interconnected with 
knowledge flows and activity/activation flows.

✓ The Knowledge Life Cycle (McElroy, 2002)

        McElroy’s model assumes that knowledge exits only after it has been produced, and after this it can be captured, codified and 
shared. The KLC model divides the Knowledge Creation Process in two big processes, Knowledge Production, a process synonymous 
with organizational learning, during which new organizational knowledge is created, and Knowledge Integration, that allows the sharing 
and distribution of knowledge. The most important aspect of this model is that it introduces two new concepts, the Demand Side and 
Supply Side and addresses the issue of a balance between these two sides.

✓ The Tasks of Knowledge Management (Allweyer, 1998)

        The three level framework (Knowledge Management processes, business component and knowledge processing) considers Knowl-
edge Management activities as an integral part of existing business processes. The approach aims to the description of required and used 
knowledge as well as generated and documented knowledge. The approach claims to support the structuring of knowledge into categories 
and the construction of a knowledge map, by using pictograms, in order to locate who knows what inside the organization.

Holistic nature of Knowledge Management

✓ The Three Pillars of Knowledge Management (Wiig, 1993)

        Wiig’s Knowledge Management framework is composed of three pillars that represent the major functions needed to manage knowl-
edge. The pillars are based on a broad understanding of knowledge creation, manifestation, use, and transfer. The first pillar is concerned 
with exploring knowledge and its adequacy, the second pillar involves appraising and evaluating the value of knowledge and knowledge-
related activities, while the third pillar focuses on governing Knowledge Management activities.

✓ The Model of Organizational Knowledge Management (Andersen, A., & APQC, 1996)

        The APQC model identifies seven processes (create, identify, collect, adapt, organize, apply, and share) that can operate on an orga-
nization’s knowledge and four organizational enablers (leadership, measurement, culture, and technology) that facilitate the workings of 
the Knowledge Management processes.

✓ The Fraunhofer IPK Reference Model for Knowledge Management (Heisig, 2000)
continued on following page
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sions the Navigator proposes specific measures 
(164 measures, of which 91 intellectually based 
and 73 financial) that should be selected ad hoc 
from the respective business unit managers.

The Commonkads Methodology

The CommonKADS methodology (Schreiber 
et. al, 1999) is the leading methodology for the 
development of knowledge systems as tools to 
support knowledge intensive tasks. The Com-
monKADS methodology is a top-down knowledge 
engineering approach (Breuker & Van de Velde, 
1994) based on the assumption that knowledge 
has a stable internal structure that is analyzable 
by distinguishing specific knowledge types and 
roles. As a result it proposes to concentrate on 
the conceptual structure of knowledge before 
proceeding to the programming details.

According to CommonKads, Knowledge Man-
agement, like any other managerial task is assigned 
with the achievement of specific organizational 
goals through the planning and implementation 
of targeted actions. More specifically, Knowl-
edge Management consists of a cyclic exertion 
of three main activities: conceptualize (identify 
knowledge, analyze strengths and weaknesses), 
reflect (identify improvements, plan changes) and 
act (implement changes, monitor improvements). 
The final activity is about the application of the 
designed changes at the Knowledge Object Level 
which is defined by three objects: (i) agents as 
persons or software that process (ii) knowledge 
assets and participate in (iii) business processes.

Based on the above assumptions Com-
monKADS enables the discovery of opportunities 
and bottlenecks in how organizations develop, 
distribute and apply their knowledge resources, 
through a detailed analysis of knowledge-intensive 
tasks and processes. In support of this task it pro-
vides a detailed description of the process to be 
followed during the development of a knowledge 
based system, the necessary roles (knowledge 
provider, knowledge engineer/analyst, knowl-
edge system developer, knowledge user, project 
manager, knowledge manager) and supplies the 
knowledge engineer and developer with a set 
of ready to use model templates, which can be 
configured, refined and filled during the design 
and development project.

Figure 2. Skandia intellectual capital index 
(adapted from (Edvinsson & Malone, 1997))

        The Fraunhofer IPK reference model, intends to integrate Knowledge Management into daily business process. Business processes 
are seen as the application fields of knowledge, integrating the knowledge domains and providing context. The core activities of Knowl-
edge Management (create, store, distribute, and apply) form a cycle and relate to the specific business processes, while measures within 
the six design areas (process organization, information technology, leadership, corporate culture, HRM and control) are also provided.

✓ The MITRE Knowledge Management model (Taylor Small & Tatalias, 2000)

        The MITRE model provides a holistic approach to Knowledge Management, viewing it from a two dimensional perspective. The 
first dimension consists of the activities that are critical to knowledge creation and innovation (exchange, capture, re-use and internaliza-
tion of knowledge). The second dimension consists of the elements that enable or influence the knowledge creation activities (strategy, 
measurement, policy, process and technology).

Table 3. Continued
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The Ovum System Architecture

The OVUM system architecture (Woods & 
Sheina, 1999) is one of the most complete and 
descriptive IT models for Knowledge Manage-
ment, and has been slightly refined by (Lawton, 
2001). A careful examination of the architecture 
reveals that it is not about a single technology but 
instead is a collection of indexing, classification, 
and information-retrieval technologies that are 
bundled together to provide a complete solution. 
Key underpinning technologies include content 
and workflow management, which organize 
knowledge and direct it to workers who can 
benefit from it; search functionalities enabling 
the easier retrieval of relevant information; and 
collaboration services which help workers share 
their knowledge.

The lowest layers of the architecture aim at 
managing sources of explicit knowledge that is 
articulated in the form of knowledge items such 
as documents or database records. In support of 
this layer typical tools such as database manage-
ment systems and word processors are used. In 
order to make these disparate sources of informa-
tion available to the higher layers, a web based 
infrastructure consisting of intranet and internet 
technologies that integrate information and en-
able content management is proposed. For the 
purpose of better organization of knowledge items 
according to the specific context of each enter-
prise, a corporate taxonomy (knowledge map) is 
suggested. This corporate taxonomy can provide 
the contextual base for the targeted provision of 
the system’s knowledge services, which consist of 
classification and collaboration services. Finally, 
a knowledge portal that feeds the systems services 
for use by different knowledge intensive business 
processes such as Competitive Intelligence and 
Product Development, completes the stack of the 
proposed technological tools and solutions.

The Knowledge Creating Company

Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) developed a highly 
theoretical model in order to describe and finally 
support the flow of organizational knowledge 
towards innovation and new knowledge creation. 
Their model is based on the constant interaction 
between two modes of knowledge, tacit and 
explicit (Hedlund & Nonaka, 1993), a distinc-
tion which has its origins in the work of Michael 
Polanyi (Polanyi, 1967). Tacit is knowledge that 
has a personal quality that makes it hard to formal-
ize and communicate, while, explicit knowledge 
refers to knowledge that can be communicated 
in a formal systematic language (Wilson, 1996).

This interaction is called Knowledge Conver-
sion and corresponds to four processes; socializa-
tion, externalization, combination and internaliza-
tion of knowledge. This continuous and dynamic 
interaction between tacit and explicit knowledge 
takes place at the individual, group and organiza-
tional level, forming a Knowledge Spiral that un-
derlies the five phase knowledge creation process 
(Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995) (Von Krogh, 1998). 
The knowledge spriral is related to five enabling 
conditions namely intention, autonomy, fluctua-
tion and creative chaos, redundancy, and finally 
requisite variety (Von Krogh et. al, 2000). From 
an organizational perspective the authors adopt a 
middle-up-down management model positioning 
middle managers in the heart of the knowledge 
creation process. In fact middle managers are 
characterized as the most powerful “knowledge 
activists”, mainly because of their position at the 
intersection of the vertical and horizontal flows 
of information within a company.

The Knowledge Chain Model

The knowledge chain model (Holsapple & Singh, 
2001) is based on a descriptive framework devel-
oped via a Delphi-study involving an international 
panel of prominent practitioners and academics 
(Joshi, 1998). The framework identifies five major 
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knowledge manipulation activities that occur in 
various patterns within Knowledge Management 
episodes and four major managerial influences 
that affect the knowledge manipulation activities. 
Respectively, these form the five primary and 
four secondary activities in the knowledge chain 
model (Table 4). According to the authors, this set 
of interrelated activities appears to be common 
across diverse organizations, and thus should be 
a major concern of a Chief Knowledge Officer 
(CKO). The knowledge chain model is further 
decomposed since both primary and secondary 
activities involve sub-activities, in the form of 
actual business actions that instantiate the high 
level processes of the model (Holsapple & Joshi, 
2004; Holsapple & Joshi, 2005).

The Building Blocks of Knowledge 
Management

Probst’s Building Blocks of Knowledge Manage-
ment (Probst et. al, 1997) represents activities that 
are directly knowledge related, and their arrange-
ment in the model forms two cycles. An inner 
cycle consisting of the building blocks of identi-
fication, acquisition, development, distribution, 

preservation, and use of knowledge and an outer 
cycle consisting of all these activities plus goal 
setting and measurement (Figure 3). An important 
aspect of the outer cycle is the feedback flow, 
which clarifies the importance of measurement 
in order to focus on goal oriented interventions.

In detail the building blocks of Knowledge 
Management include:

• Knowledge goals show the way for 
Knowledge Management activities, deter-
mining which capabilities should be built 
on which level (Normative, Strategic, 
Operational)

• Knowledge identification aims at increas-
ing internal and external knowledge trans-
parency so as to know what knowledge and 
expertise exist both inside and outside the 
organization. Knowledge maps, personal 
contacts and discussions are proposed for 
this step.

• Knowledge acquisition refers to the at-
tainment of critical capabilities from the 
external knowledge environment (knowl-
edge markets) whether as an investment in 
the future (potential knowledge) or as an 

Table 4. Activities in the knowledge chain model 

Activities in the Knowledge Chain Model

Primary Activities in the Knowledge Chain Model

Knowledge acquisition Acquiring knowledge from external sources and making it suitable for subsequent use.

Knowledge selection Selecting needed knowledge from internal sources and making it suitable for subsequent use.

Knowledge generation Producing knowledge by either discovery or derivation from existing knowledge.

Knowledge internalization Altering the state of an organization’s knowledge resources by distributing and storing acquired, selected, 
or generated knowledge.

Knowledge externalization Embedding knowledge into organizational outputs for release into the environment.

Secondary Activities in the Knowledge Chain Model

Knowledge leadership Establishing conditions that enable and facilitate the fruitful conduct of Knowledge Management.

Knowledge coordination Managing dependencies among primary activities to ensure that proper processes and resources are brought 
to bear and adequately at appropriate times.

Knowledge control Ensuring that needed knowledge processors and resources are available in sufficient quality and quantity 
and up to security requirements.

Knowledge measurement Assessing values of knowledge resources, knowledge processors, their results and their deployment.
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investment in the present (directly usable 
knowledge).

• Knowledge development consists of all the 
management activities intended to produce 
new internal or external knowledge on 
both the individual (creativity and system-
atic problem solving) and the collective 
level (openness, communication, learning 
dynamics).

• Knowledge distribution refers to making 
knowledge available and usable across the 
whole organization, by answering critical 
questions such as: Who should know what, 
to what level of detail, and how can the or-
ganization support the processes of knowl-
edge distribution?

• Knowledge use, meaning the productive 
deployment of organizational knowledge 
in the production process, is considered 
as the ultimate purpose of Knowledge 
Management.

• Knowledge preservation aims to prevent 
the loss of valuable expertise, leading to 
“collective amnesia”, by ensuring its suit-
able storage, and regular incorporation into 
the knowledge base.

• Knowledge measurement presents the 
biggest challenge in the field. In order 
to achieve it, Probst proposes the use of 
knowledge oriented cultural analysis and 

capability balance sheets, while also point-
ing out the need to link measurement to the 
organization’s normative, strategic, and 
operational dimensions.

The Know-Net Approach

The Know-Net approach (Mentzas et. al, 2003) 
is a complete proposal consisting of a holistic 
framework, an implementation guide and an 
intranet based tool.

The Know-Net framework is comprised of 
three basic building blocks. The first one ana-
lyzes the business related Knowledge Assets of 
a company, which fall into three, dynamically 
interwove categories: the human knowledge as-
sets, which generate organizational capabilities; 
the structural knowledge assets, which generalize 
human capabilities; and the market knowledge 
assets, which gauge the products and services of 
the company. The second building block of the 
framework is the Knowledge Networking Levels 
(individual level; team level; organizational level; 
and inter-organizational level), whose interde-
pendencies facilitate the leveraging and flow of 
knowledge assets. Finally the third one refers to 
the Knowledge Management Infrastructure, which 
should be established within a company, in order 
to facilitate knowledge leveraging initiatives. The 
four components of the proposed infrastructure 
include strategy (values and mission), organiza-
tional structure, processes (acquisition, organi-
zation, sharing, use and creation of knowledge 
assets), and systems.

As for the implementation guide, named as 
the Know-Net method, it is designed as a sup-
portive tool for the design, development, and 
deployment of a holistic Knowledge Management 
infrastructure that is aligned with business strategy, 
facilitates planning the required organizational 
changes, and shows ways to evaluate the impact 
of the initiative on the overall performance of 
the organization. Figure 4 presents in short the 
Know-Net Method

Figure 3. The building blocks of knowledge 
management (adapted from (Probst et. al, 1997))
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The European Guide to Good 
Practice in Knowledge Management

The European Guide to Good Practice in Knowl-
edge Management has been developed by a Project 
Team reporting to the European Committee for 
Standardization within the context of a Workshop 
on Knowledge Management. The guide comprises 
of five main components (booklets), which are 
adjusted to the Small and Medium-Sized Enter-
prises (SMEs) specific business environment and 
include:

1.  The KM Framework, which sets the overall 
context for Knowledge Management at both 
the organizational and personal level (CEN, 
2004a).

2.  The Culture and Knowledge Management 
component, which explains how to create the 
right cultural environment for introducing 
Knowledge Management (CEN, 2004b).

3.  A guide to implementing Knowledge 
Management in SMEs, which provides a 
project management methodology to help 
SMEs (and other organizations), get started 
(CEN, 2004c).

4.  The Measuring component, which helps 
organizations assess their progress (CEN, 
2004d).

5.  A Knowledge Management Terminology 
index, which summarizes the key terms and 
concepts of the approach (CEN, 2004e).

The European Knowledge Management 
Framework (CEN, 2004a) is based on empirical 
research and practical experience in this field 
from all over Europe and the rest of the world 
and is designed to promote a common European 
understanding, show the value of Knowledge 
Management and help organizations towards 
its successful implementation. According to the 
authors, the Framework should be considered as 
a starting point for developing an organization-
specific framework that best serves the needs of 
each particular organization. The Framework 
considers three layers as most important, the busi-
ness focus, the core knowledge activities and the 
Knowledge Management enablers.

The second cornerstone of the European Guide 
to Good Practice in Knowledge Management is 
the Project Management structure, which aims at 
gradually introducing Knowledge Management 
through a set of small projects, concentrating upon 
carefully focused steps. This project management 
structure is adapted to the SMEs’ needs and com-
prises of five phases (CEN, 2004c): Setting up a 
Knowledge Management Project, Assessment, 
Development, Implementation, Evaluation/ Sus-
tainability. In order to measure the success of such 
an initiative the European Guide to Good Practice 
in Knowledge Management proposes the Measure-
ment component according to which value can 
be added and thus measured in five dimensions, 
namely Financial, Innovation, Processes, Clients, 
Human. These five dimensions are directly related 
to Intellectual Capital (IC) which according to the 
guide includes Human Capital (HC), Structural 
Capital (SC), and Customer Capital (CC).

ANALYSIS OF KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORKS

As it has become evident from the previous sec-
tions, the scientific field of Knowledge Manage-
ment is characterized by a plethora of diverse 
frameworks and approaches. However, none of 

Figure 4. The know-net method (adapted from 
(Mentzas et. al, 2003))
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these efforts has achieved such a wide acceptance 
so as to be conceived as a standard. In fact, prac-
tice proves that each research or consultant group 
follows its own approach while many initiatives 
are based on custom approaches, developed each 
time from scratch, or even worse do not follow a 
structured method at all (Jennex, 2005).

In an effort to understand the above situation, 
existing frameworks are to be placed under the 
microscope in order to reveal and question their 
concepts and underlying assumptions. In doing 
so, the first step is to summarize and categorize 
the general, macroscopic aspects of each of the 
nine thoroughly described approaches along the 
following dimensions:

• Background refers to the intellectual ante-
cedents of each framework. The identified 
intellectual roots or influences include eco-
nomics, sociology, engineering and infor-
matics, (see also Prusak, 2001)

• Approach describes the frameworks per-
spective on knowledge and its management 
recognizing the codification, the personal-
ization and the integrative approach as the 
alternative options. In short, the codifica-
tion approach views knowledge as an ob-
ject, emphasizing on the reuse of explicit 
knowledge and business intelligence, while 
the personalization approach views knowl-
edge as a dynamic and humanistic value, 
emphasizing on innovation through tacit 
knowledge creation and learning (Hansen 
et. al, 1999). Finally, the integrative view 
attempts to incorporate aspects and thus 
benefits of both previous approaches.

• Intention is about the descriptive or pre-
scriptive nature of a framework. Descriptive 
frameworks attempt to characterize the na-
ture of a phenomenon, whereas prescrip-
tive frameworks prescribe methodologies 
to be followed (Holsapple & Joshi, 1999).

• Scope refers to whether a framework is 
holistic or partial. According to Weber ho-

listic frameworks describe and combine all 
major aspects of Knowledge Management 
and explain their particular role and inter-
relations, while, explanatory frameworks 
explain certain facets, providing a small 
sub theory in itself (Weber et. al, 2002).

The above characteristics are useful for clas-
sification and epistemological reasons, examining 
existing frameworks from a rather theoretical 
perspective. However, the crux of the issue lies in 
the actual content and the practical implications of 
each approach. This very same speculation seems 
to interest many authors like Ilgen (2001), who 
proposes four major requirements for successful 
Knowledge Management approaches. According 
to Ilgen (2001), a primal requirement is the clarity 
of terminology, which is a problematic issue partly 
due to the multi-faceted nature of knowledge. 
An equally important issue is the holistic and 
pragmatic character of approaches. A successful 
approach has to consider all aspects and constructs 
of Knowledge Management (holistic), while at 
the same time be pragmatic, by offering practi-
cal tools that assist its implementation. Moving 
further on, the results of Knowledge Management 
have to be measurable, justifying in this way its 
contribution to organizational success. Finally, the 
requirements of particular business sectors have 
to be taken under consideration, as for example 
the knowledge reality of a consulting organization 
is expected to significantly differ from that of a 
manufacturing enterprise.

In an attempt to go deeper and effectively 
evaluate existing frameworks in terms of their 
content the following components are identified 
as the major elements that a complete Knowledge 
Management approach should consider, based 
on the requirements stressed out in the above 
paragraph.

• Situational Factors: The rationale behind 
having a set of parameters which corre-
spond to specific business characteristics 
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is that, there are few, if any, universal 
principles that describe the Knowledge 
Management discipline. This does not 
mean that we cannot make valid general 
descriptions but that concepts, tools, and 
guidelines must always be adjusted to re-
flect situational conditions.

• Strategy: Aims to define the organization-
al knowledge status and needs as well as 
the Knowledge Management goals to be 
pursued.

• Organizational structure: Describes the 
necessary knowledge oriented organiza-
tional structure that implements and sup-
ports Knowledge Management within a 
company. This component should provide 
for the identification of both the required 
knowledge roles, in terms of knowledge 
responsibilities and duties assigned to ex-
isting and typical working positions, and 
the additional organizational roles, which 
correspond to new working positions 
that participate in the company’s organi-
zational chart and are exclusively com-
missioned with Knowledge Management 
responsibilities.

• Processes: The process component in-
cludes the knowledge processes (knowl-
edge life cycle), meaning the stages 
through which knowledge moves during 
its life time, as well as, the Knowledge 
Management processes which refer to 
typical business processes that direct and 
manage the implementation and enactment 
of Knowledge Management.

• Knowledge: This component aims to pro-
vide for the identification and analysis of 
the existing and required knowledge port-
folio, in terms of its structure, key attri-
butes and linkages to business processes.

• Technology: Describes the technological 
infrastructure required to support the iden-
tified Knowledge Management tasks and 

in this way enable the implementation of a 
Knowledge Management initiative.

• Measurement: The measurement com-
ponent aims to quantify Knowledge 
Management’s outcomes as well as its 
impact on organizational performance 
(McInerney, 2002).

• Guidelines and Tools: Refers to the provi-
sion of practical guidelines and supportive 
tools (technological or not) that can direct 
the real life application of an approach in 
time and cost effective way.

Tables 5 and 6 summarize the different ap-
proaches, described in previous sections, accord-
ing to the evaluation criteria specified above. 
More specifically, Table 5 reviews the general 
or macroscopic characteristics of each approach, 
while Table 6 evaluates the completeness of each 
approach. Focusing in Table 6, its rows represent 
the different approaches, and its columns repre-
sent the identified indispensible constructs of a 
framework. Each cell of Table 6 is filled with 
three value types: ”+”,” o”, and “ -“. The value 
“+” means that the approach includes the aspect 
under consideration, describing it in sufficient de-
tail (structure, behavior, relations etc.). The value 
“o” means that the framework of the correspond-
ing column identifies the respective construct but 
does not provide many details about it. Finally, 
the value “-” means that the specific construct is 
completely absent. It has to be mentioned that the 
evaluation is based on the literature mentioned in 
the corresponding sections. As a result, potential 
additional publications, extending the approaches 
analyzed, are not taken under consideration.

The most striking evidence emerging from this 
analysis is the diverse nature of the examined 
frameworks. All of them attempt to explain the 
same business practice but they do so from dia-
metrically opposed viewing angles. For instance, 
the Skandia Navigator focuses on the description 
and measurement a company’s Intellectual 
Capital while the Building Blocks of Knowledge 
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Management, almost don’t mention the issue and 
engage in the analysis of the major Knowledge 
Management processes. In our opinion, this lack 

of coordination which leads to the identified 
standardization deficit has its roots in the partial 
and particular character of most of the existing 

Table 5. General /macroscopic characteristics of knowledge management approaches 
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approaches. The nature of these approaches con-
strains them on only a few of the Knowledge 
Management aspects disregarding in this way 
their existent interrelations with other constructs.

Another interesting finding is that most of the 
examined approaches adopt a rather mechanistic 
view treating knowledge as a commodity that can 
be manipulated and quantified. However, although 
making such a simplifying assumption may be 
useful, if not necessary, in order to pragmatically 
address such an issue and develop standardized 
approaches, completely disregarding the social 
aspects of knowledge, can result in over-simplistic 
arguments (Alvesson & Willmott, 1992; Gergen, 
1991). What is required is the meaningful combina-
tion of both technical and human aspects, since the 
two approaches are not contradictory, but rather 
the two different sides of the same coin. This in-
tegration is a primary goal for holistic approaches 
which according to the preceding analysis seem 
to achieve it, at least to some extent.

Probably the most important remark is that 
most approaches do not adequately provide for 
their implementation. The operational aspects of 
Knowledge Management are not clearly addressed 
and there is a lack of implementation models that 
could guide the application of the approaches. This 
crucial shortcoming can be further deconstructed 
to the following largely unfulfilled requirements:

• No framework identifies any business pa-
rameters that could describe the context in 
which the application of a particular ap-
proach is promising and the adjustments 
that have to be made according to the us-
ers’ needs.

• Existing approaches exclude the strategic 
issues related to Knowledge Management 
or disparage their importance.

• Existing approaches do not provide a clear 
statement of the potential benefits from 
their application and lack measures for 
evaluating their success or failure.

• Finally, while many approaches describe 
the process component of Knowledge 
Management, its organizational counter-
part is insufficiently addressed. One can 
find little information about the required 
organizational structures in support of 
Knowledge Management (descriptions of 
roles and working positions, assignment 
in the organizational chart, etc.) and as 
a result it is no surprise that Knowledge 
Management processes cannot be well in-
tegrated as part of the job.

CONCLUSION

As the previous analysis suggests Knowledge 
Management literature is fragmented and charac-
terized by strong fluctuations, creating a ‘misty 
landscape’, especially for the professionals of 
the field. Under these circumstances, one of the 
most important contributions of this chapter is 
considered to be that it can serve as a quick refer-
ence of the most widely known approaches and 
frameworks of the field. This could prove useful 
both for practitioners and researchers alike, since 
they can easily gain the insights of each approach 
described in the chapter. In this way practitioners 
can select the approach that fits better to their 
organization in terms of culture, perception and 
structure, while researchers can find a quick over-
view of the field and guide their research based 
on existing gaps and shortcomings.

In closure, the chapter raises one of the most 
important issues for the future development of the 
domain, the need for some degree of standardiza-
tion or in other words for achieving a consensus on 
a widely accepted approach that could effectively 
guide practice and refute existing criticism. The 
necessity of common approaches is also evi-
dent in the abundance of available frameworks, 
demonstrating the anxiety of many researchers 
to provide the field with a structured approach. 
As for the feasibility of such a goal, the section 
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discussing the pros and cons of standardization 
in Knowledge Management suggests that despite 
the indisputably existing difficulties and with the 
required compromises both in the requirements of 
standards and the theoretical complexities of the 
domain, a standardized approach can be achieved.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTION

Over the past decade, the Knowledge Management 
field has received considerable attention from 
researchers and practitioners. Despite this atten-
tion and the definite consequent progress, there 
is still no well-integrated framework that could 
foster broad adoption and successful implementa-
tions. A possible explanation for this lag is that 
existing approaches are immature, if compared 
to other fields’, such as software engineering or 
process engineering, implying that there is room 
for a more encompassing, unifying generic frame-
work, capable to provide answers to fundamental 
questions, such as:

• What is the goal of implementing 
Knowledge Management?

• Which are the required processes, organi-
zational structures, IT systems in order to 
achieve this goal?

• How can the above infrastructure be put in 
practice?

• How do business parameters affect the de-
sign and implementation of Knowledge 
Management?

• Which are the expected results and how 
can they be measured?

The answers to these questions should con-
stitute the basic guidelines for every successful 
approach to Knowledge Management initiatives 
in contemporary organizations. Spasmodic, ad 
hoc approaches and segmented efforts towards 
addressing organizational knowledge needs may 
be sometimes successful in a sole case company 

basis, but apart from being extremely sort sighted 
and egocentric, they are doomed not to last. If not 
for Knowledge Management to become the next 
‘urban legend’ of enterprise practice, the next soon 
to be forgotten hype, researchers and practitioners 
should join forces towards a common and widely 
accepted approach that will establish the discipline 
and justify related efforts in the decision making 
level of contemporary organizations. Towards 
this direction, we have already started a research 
venture for developing a methodology focused 
in supporting the implementation of Knowledge 
Management initiatives and embedding the lever-
aging of knowledge into everyday business activ-
ity, through helpful tools and practical guidelines.
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Chapter  1.4

ABSTRACT

Wikis are frequently cited in higher education 
research as appropriate and powerful web spaces 
which provide opportunities to capture, discuss, 
and review individual, group, project or organi-
sational activities. These activities, in turn, offer 
possibilities for knowledge development by utilis-
ing wiki collaborative active spaces.

The chapter uses selected case studies to il-
lustrate the use of wikis to support online commu-
nity based tasks, project development/processes, 
collaborative materials development and various 

student and peer supported activities. A key focus 
of the chapter is on evaluating the effectiveness (or 
otherwise) of wikis to create online communities 
to support knowledge management, development, 
retention and transfer.

By way of contextualising the studies, a variety 
of examples of the use of wikis in higher educa-
tion are reviewed. While there are relatively few 
studies of the use of Web 2.0 for the creation of 
knowledge, there are a number of reports which 
indicate the preference for the use of Web 2.0 
technologies over the standard virtual learning 
environments.

The chapter concludes with a review of the 
emergent themes arising and lessons learned from 
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the case studies. This leads into a series of recom-
mendations relating to the effective establishment, 
design, management and use of wikis to support 
knowledge creation and collaborative enterprise.

INTRODUCTION

Second generation web technologies, including 
podcasting, blogs, and wikis, are increasingly 
being used in higher education (HE) both to 
support and capture processes employed across 
a range of different kinds of project-based collab-
orative activities. Lamb (2004) argues that these 
emergent technologies are starting to fill a gap in 
existing practice not filled by other institutional 
systems, while Dede (2008) suggests that Web 
2.0 technologies are redefining how, what, and 
with whom, we learn. But is the full potential 
of these new technologies being fully realised 
within these institutional settings? Can and are 
these new online spaces affording users with the 
opportunity to create new knowledge easily as a 
collaborative enterprise, or are these technolo-
gies just being used as cost-efficient knowledge 
management systems?

CHAPTER OVERVIEW

This chapter focuses on how wikis might influ-
ence the creation and management of knowledge 
in HE. A wiki is defined as ‘a freely expandable 
collection of interlinked web pages, a hypertext 
system for storing and modifying information–a 
database where each page is easily editable by any 
user with a forms-capable Web Browser client’ 
(Leuf & Cunningham, 2001). Wikis’ flexibility, 
adaptability and potential for increased function-
ality via Web 2.0 plug-and-play features, has led 
to their adoption across a wide range of social, 
educational and business contexts. Wikis are easy 
to create, use and deploy. Wiki support and func-
tionality is available for mainstream virtual learn-

ing environments (VLEs) such as Blackboard, 
WebCT and Moodle, either integrated within the 
VLE or provided via third-party plug-ins. Many 
free providers, for example PBWorks (http://
www.pbworks.com), offer free wikis with excel-
lent usability and functionality, including content 
management functionality and storage space.

This chapter will present and describe selected 
case studies illustrating the use of wikis to support 
online community based tasks, project processes, 
collaborative materials development, and various 
student and peer supported activities. The inten-
tion within each of the case studies was to use a 
wiki to support the collaborative creation of new 
knowledge as an ongoing process. Structured and 
unstructured online activities were combined with 
face-to-face meetings. The level of experience of 
using Web 2.0 technologies varied: some of the 
wiki designers had limited or no experience of 
using wikis to support community development, 
but all had extensive experience of supporting 
online community development. Many of the users 
had never worked online as part of a group. A key 
question for the authors was to evaluate the ef-
fectiveness (or otherwise) of wikis to create online 
communities to support knowledge management 
(development, retention and transfer).

The chapter concludes with a review of the 
emergent themes arising and lessons learned from 
the case studies. These focus on the affordances 
of the technology, the collaborative nature of the 
tasks and how these facilitated engagement by 
users and explores whether these resulted in the 
co-construction of new knowledge. A series of 
recommendations relating to the effective estab-
lishment, design, management and use of wikis 
to support knowledge creation and collaborative 
enterprise concludes this chapter.

THEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS

In pedagogical terms, a key attraction of using 
wikis is that their structure is shaped from within, 
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rather than being imposed from above by propri-
etary institutional systems. Therefore, users do not 
have to adapt their practice to the ‘dictates of a 
system’, but can allow their practice to define the 
structure of that system instead (Lamb, 2004). It 
could be argued, therefore, that wikis provide a 
technology which is more akin to the development 
of a socio-constructivist pedagogical approach in 
HE than traditional virtual learning environments.

Wikis as a Way to Support 
Socio-Constructivist 
Pedagogical Approaches

The predominant philosophy of education, or 
psychological theory of learning, underpinning 
technology-enhanced learning is social construc-
tivism. Constructivism, as a theory of learning is 
prevalent across higher education in its attempts 
to move away from traditional approaches to 
learning and teaching. The widespread adoption 
of technology-enhanced learning by higher educa-
tion institutions is lauded as part of this paradigm 
shift towards a more student-centred approach 
to learning and teaching. However, constructiv-
ism should be seen as continuum encompassing 
radical constructivism, social constructivism and 
cognitivism (Jordan, Carlile, & Stack, 2008). The 
characteristics of social constructivism, which at 
first glance appear to align themselves with Web 
2.0 technologies, are cooperative learning and 
knowledge building. The move towards more 
participative web technologies such as wikis 
has opened up a space for what is referred to as 
Learning 2.0 (Seeley Brown & Alder, 2008) where 
learning is characterised by content creation, criti-
cal thinking and collaboration.

The creation of content on the internet is no 
longer the remit of a few well-briefed HTML 
handlers but is now available to anyone who can 
navigate through the web. By the very nature of 
wikis, participants can collaborate, create and 
reflect together in an online environment. This 
change in emphasis from Publication to Partici-

pation further reflects the paradigm shift towards 
student centred learning. The affordances of Web 
2.0 technologies, it would appear, might enable 
such a move to take place. The responsibility is 
on the students/users to collaborate and create 
together. Though the use of wikis in higher edu-
cation is becoming more and more widespread 
and has become a particular area of interest for 
educationalists, their use is also highlighting 
certain fundamental paradoxes around the use 
of social constructivist learning in higher educa-
tion. Epistemological questions about the nature 
of knowledge come to the fore when academia 
is required to revisit questions of ownership of 
‘content’ and who is creating the ‘content.’

The adaptive and ‘constructivist’ nature of 
wikis make them an interesting technology to 
investigate, particularly as research indicates that 
wikis may provide the potential to adapt and sup-
port a range of teaching, learning, research and 
organisational activities in HE. However, the use 
of Web 2.0 technologies within higher education 
does pose questions about the nature of knowledge 
within academia, and how such technologies sup-
port co-construction of knowledge. Dede (2008) 
cites a Web 2.0 definition of knowledge as be-
ing a ‘collective agreement about a description 
that may combine facts with other dimensions 
of human experience, such as opinions, values, 
and spiritual beliefs’ (p. 80); where traditionally 
new knowledge is seen as being created through 
‘formal, evidence-based argumentation, using 
elaborate methodologies to generate findings and 
interpretations’ (p. 80).

Wikis and the Characteristics 
of Community Processes

Before presenting the case studies, and any con-
sideration of how wikis can support community 
processes, it is important to highlight some of the 
indicators demonstrated in research as denoting 
‘community.’ According to Wenger, the concept 
of community is demonstrated by positive in-
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terdependence, combination of individuals to 
generate group responses, mutual engagement, 
shared understanding of ‘rules and tools’ (Wenger, 
1998). Preece (2000) emphasizes the importance 
of trust, collaboration, style of communication and 
different stages of online community development. 
Goodfellow (2005) cites a sense of belonging, 
expected learning and obligation. Specifically in 
relation to learning, Palloff and Pratt (2005) com-
ment that ‘[a] community can provide the social 
interaction and relationships which are essential 
for learners to collaboratively construct social 
shared knowledge.’

Wikis can support community-based activities 
in a variety of ways (Choy & Ng, 2007; Doolan 
2006; Grierson, Nicol, Littlejohn, & Wodehouse, 
2004; Jones, 2007; Raman, Ryan, & Olfman 2005). 
Studies describe the need to create a healthy 
community (Shirky, 2008) and to be aware of 
the importance of building trust–buying into the 
wiki ideology is evident (Lamb, 2004). A wiki in 
the hands of a healthy community works. A wiki 
in the hands of an indifferent community fails. 
Elgort, Smith, and Toland (2008) also identify 
that student attitudes to group work, in general, 
are mixed, and that the use of wikis per se is not 
enough to improve these attitudes.

Staff and students have a range of perceptions 
about, and responses to wikis as part of their teach-
ing and learning activities, particularly as part 
of assessed programmes. For example, lecturers 
have expressed concern about a lack of control 
over authoring: ‘If anybody can edit my text, then 
anybody can ruin my text.’ A lack of hard security 
and privacy are also commonly cited, as is a lack 
of a predefined structure and organisation as users 
become familiarised with what is perceived as a 
different way of working. While wiki systems are 
fully transparent, user issues regarding ownership 
and intellectual property rights can arise if clear 
policy guidelines or ways of working are not 
pre-defined. Logical context may be gleaned by 
checking the list of ‘recent changes’ on the wiki 
system, or by following links in and out, however, 

first-time users can experience an initial feeling of 
disorientation (Lamb, 2004). It is suggested that 
for effective use of a wiki to support learning (as 
in any learning design process) clear goals and 
learning outcomes need to be made explicit to 
learners in advance. Then, learning resources, 
supports and structured activities should be put in 
place and made easily accessible (Powazek, 2002).

Lamb (2004) comments that wikis function 
in a way that perhaps contrasts with traditional 
lecturer-controlled approaches to online group 
based activities, and for wikis to fulfil their 
promise, ‘the participants need to be in control 
of the content–you have to give it over fully. This 
process involves not just adjusting the technical 
configuration and delivery, it involves challeng-
ing the social norms and practices of the course 
as well’ (Lamb, 2004, p. 45).

Similar to the experience with other online 
systems in HE settings, a perception of less aca-
demic rigour is noted by some users. Meaningful 
learning, and the control underpinning learning 
processes, become the responsibility of the group 
rather than residing with the lecturer. Often, the 
full and optimal functionality of wikis is not used, 
perhaps as a result of a lack of familiarity with 
the technology or way of working. Wikis might 
only be used as a bulletin board rather than a 
collaborative enterprise, if this is the established 
way of working. Shirky (2008) observes that the 
software makes no attempt to add ‘process’ in 
order to keep people from doing stupid things.

WIKI CASE STUDY INTRODUCTION

Rationale for Case Study 
Selection and Analysis

A narrow sample of higher education implementa-
tions of wikis include: student individual ePortfo-
lio development; student group case study analysis 
and reporting (e.g. in Medical studies for patient 
cases, and in Commerce studies for organisational 
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marketing projects); as staff development training 
resources (e.g. as a ‘Useful Resources’ repository 
for trainers and participants, and as a collaborative 
space to develop participant case studies); and 
across virtual organisations for project manage-
ment and information dissemination. The authors 
have each been involved in the development and 
implementation of wikis for teaching and learning, 
professional development, and project manage-
ment. We have therefore selected five case studies 
which represent each of these areas of work. From 
these case studies, a number of factors influenc-
ing effective usage of wikis for higher education 
will be identified. We consider whether and how 
roles and responsibilities should be delegated. In 
line with other studies the importance of nature/
authenticity of task, familiarity/use of technology 
and wiki functions, time and support provided for 
use, and the relevance of usage of the wiki will 
also be considered.

As will be seen from the case studies, not 
all community-based activities were supported 
through their wikis. Online activities were com-
bined with face-to-face meetings. Our discussion 
will explore how these online communities and 
selected tasks have functioned. How was com-
munity evidenced? Patterns of wiki usage by the 
communities and the effect of various interven-
tions will be explored–identifying features that 
have worked well. The case studies include com-
mentaries relating to the way in which the com-
munities were formed, when and how the wikis 
were used to support community-based processes 
and how these were supported. We examine how 
the wiki activities were tailored by the origina-
tor, and then altered as the community evolved. 
How have the different communities utilised/
personalised the different wiki functionalities in 
order to further develop a sense of ownership over 
their online space?

Case Study Overview

The case studies that follow describe the creation 
of online communities to support student learning, 
professional development, and project manage-
ment. All are concerned either with knowledge 
management or development. See Table 1.

The case studies are derived from different 
kinds of community:

1.  A group of students learning in an interdis-
ciplinary context

2.  A group of staff and student representatives 
authoring a document collaboratively

3.  A formally convened national network for 
learning in HE

4.  A sub-group of partners from a national e-
learning project

5.  A national network of e-learning practitio-
ners, formed separately from funded projects 
or initiatives, and independent of any HE 
institution

FIVE WIKI CASE STUDIES

Case Study 1: Operations Strategy: 
Third-Level Interdisciplinary 
Collaborative Student Learning

The increasing need for effective collabora-
tion among third-level interdisciplinary groups 
suggests the necessity of developing teaching 
pedagogy that infuses teaching techniques with 
technologies. This case study analyses an un-
dergraduate target module titled ‘0809-IE319: 
Operations Strategy’ which has been developed 
by Dr Mary Dempsey at the National University 
of Ireland, Galway (NUIG). The course develops 
students’ expertise in innovation. It also seeks to 
provide opportunities for students to meet with 
colleagues from other cultures. The Operations 
Strategy module combines approximately 40 
third- and fourth-year Business and Engineering 
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students from Ireland (58%), EU States (29%), 
the USA (10%) and the Far East (3%) comprising 
55% female and 45% male students. A key element 
of the student learning environment centres on 
individual, small group and whole group activities 
aimed at developing problem-solving approaches 
and strategies to resolve issues identified across 
a range of case-study scenarios. The face-to-face 
teaching and learning environment was supported 
by the NUIG Blackboard virtual learning platform 
which utilised the Learning Objects Teams LX 
building block to create group wikis.

The lecturer created inter-disciplinary and 
multi-cultural groups at the commencement of the 
module. Groups were then allocated a wiki which 
served as a communication and collaboration space 
to develop group response trigger questions. Dur-
ing class contact time, the lecturer distributed a 
common case study to each group for discussion 
and then presented a number of trigger questions 
for group consideration and group resolution. 
Groups were asked to upload their co-constructed 
response via their group wiki in real-time. The 
lecturer called on particular groups to present their 
responses to particular questions to trigger whole-
group discussion. While wiki membership editing 

rights were restricted to the immediate group, all 
members of the module could view each other’s 
wikis. This opened up the prospect of peer-review 
and evaluation exercises and allowed knowledge 
sharing amongst the wider cohort.

The principle wiki activities took place in the 
classroom setting. However, wiki access was 
available outside the class contact time for further 
edits, additions, comments and reflections. All 
group members had permission to export a.zip 
file copy of their wiki and this could be used to 
demonstrate team work and collaborative work-
ing practices to external stakeholders, such as 
potential employers.

Evaluation Methodology

This case study was evaluated using student 
questionnaires, group reflective exercises, in-
dividual student video interviews and lecturer 
video interviews.

Affordance of the Technology

While 84% of the students had not used a wiki 
prior to this module, the entire student cohort 

Table 1. Potential Factors contributing towards effective use of case study wikis 

Case Study 1 Case Study 2 Case Study 3 Case Study 4 Case Study 5

Clear purpose for 
using wiki

yes yes yes yes yes

User familarity yes mixed mixed mixed yes

User designed no no yes no yes

Motivation to col-
laborate

high low high high high

Private/group spaces both all group all group all group all group

Defined Wiki roles yes no yes no yes

Wiki supports f2f 
meetings

yes yes yes yes yes

Moderated tasks yes yes yes no yes

Finite project yes yes yes yes no

Motivation to use 
wiki

high low high high high
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found the wiki software easy (58%) or very easy 
(42%) to use. It was easy to edit (95%) and add 
(87%) a new wiki page. There were some issues 
concerning the formatting of text that had been 
copied from MS Word into the wiki space. Stu-
dents contributed reflective comments such as:

‘I am not great at computers but it’s really easy 
to use the wikis.’ [Student 1]

‘It’s very very easy; very very simple.’ [Student 2]

The students found that the technology was 
stable (90%) and were very pleased with the 24/7 
access to their group wikis (96%).

Collaboration

The students explained how they used the group 
wikis:

‘We use the group wikis to tie in the class theory 
with practical case studies. It gets you to think 
outside the box. You think “this is the real world”.’ 
[Student 3]

‘We can edit together as a group in class, and then 
go afterwards and contribute online strategies 
amongst the team. We use the wikis to coordinate 
groups so that we can work together outside the 
classroom. It has transformed the learning from 
two hours in class to several hours outside the 
classroom.’ [Student 4]

Co-Construction of Knowledge

The students appreciated the benefit of working 
in groups and clearly identified the ‘real-world’ 
relevance of replicating industry scenarios and 
problem-solving activities in their Operations 
Strategy module:

‘It’s about learning by doing; by interacting and 
getting ideas from other people. We have shared 

our details within the group. It’s a challenge to 
work in a group but it’s also fun. If there are con-
flicting issues, we can challenge them as a group 
and come to a consensus.’ [Student 3]

‘The wikis allow multiple ways to come up with a 
final answer and opens up new ideas. It’s a great 
way to get group and class feedback. You learn a 
lot from that. It’s a good challenge for future life 
and working in industry.’ [Student 2]

While the international mix of students was 
clearly seen as an advantage to inform problem-
solving approaches:

‘We have a mix of Irish and international students. 
We have an American guy in our group and it’s a 
really interesting mix. He provides a totally differ-
ent view to us. It’s great to learn from people with 
other backgrounds and perspectives to approach 
a problem.’ [Student 7]

Engagement

Students liked working in groups and saw the 
relevance of using their wikis to aid their activities:

‘You are helping your classmates. It helps to 
learn how to work in a group which is essential 
for project work. It’s definitely a better way of 
learning because it’s practical and more of a real 
working environment.’ [Student 6]

The students identified opportunities to apply 
their learning to wider contexts:

‘I did a placement with Boston Scientific and will 
be returning there in the summer. Wikis would be 
great to use with colleagues in the United States. 
I could see that this could work very well for col-
laborative projects between Galway and Boston 
and if you were dispersed throughout the company.’
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Students commented that a motivating factor 
in their engagement with the environment was 
the opportunity to take a personal copy of their 
wiki to showcase their achievements to external 
audiences, such as potential employers.

The following comment indicates student 
use of the group wiki to aid personal reflection 
on learning and knowledge gained through the 
learning activities:

‘Because we can access the wiki permanently, and 
take our own copy of the wiki, I can look back see 
what I wrote and how I wrote it. That’s when I’ll 
really recognise the learning.’ [Student 4]

The Course Co-ordinator felt that the use of 
wikis has proven successful in facilitating knowl-
edge construction and exchange:

‘The Operations Module has really engaged the 
students. I have had a wonderful time observing 
the group dynamics and evolving problem solving 
approached demonstrated in the class. The wiki 
tool was seen as cool and novel, and very much 
supported the real-world element of the course. 
We aim to expand this module to incorporate a 
student cohort located in Germany for the 2009–10 
academic cycle.’

Case Study 2: Three Month Review 
of a Policy Document within an HEI

The General Assessment Regulations (GAR) 
wiki was set up as a collaborative space between 
a group of nine members of a panel undertak-
ing a review over a four month period of an 
institutional assessment policy document. After 
this time, the document was to be presented to 
the institutional academic council for approval. 
The panel comprised academic staff and student 
representatives. Members were initially asked 
to consult with colleagues, review the sections 
under discussion and attend a series of face-to-
face sessions during which to agree edits to the 

document. Any changes would be captured by the 
administrator and circulated via email to the group, 
before finally being signed off at the next meeting. 
A final review meeting of the full document was 
organised at the end of the collaborative period.

The use of a wiki was suggested during the 
first meeting of the group and there was agree-
ment from all members that a wiki would provide 
a useful way for the group to collaborate. It was 
felt that it would be useful to have a live working 
document and all the associated materials and 
comments in one location, rather than collecting 
electronic documents via email. In addition, it was 
felt that individuals who were not able to attend 
meetings could also make comments that might 
then be included as part of the meeting. As the 
face-to-face meetings progressed, the panel also 
discussed memos, comments and feedback from 
members of academic council and the implications 
on any decisions.

The wiki was structured round the 15 sections 
and appendices of the policy document, with each 
section being allocated a separate wiki page. A 
copy of the existing regulations in their entirety 
alongside various other external, internal policy 
documents and relevant materials were also in-
corporated. An additional section that included 
questions pertinent to the document for example, 
the possible introduction of grade point average 
was also included. These questions had already 
been discussed within each faculty, but agree-
ment regarding any changes in policy remained 
outstanding.

Before the wiki was created, there was a sug-
gestion that some time subsequently be spent going 
through the site at the next (second) meeting to 
familiarise the group with the layout. However, 
partly due to the difficulties in booking a room with 
internet access, it was decided that there was no 
need to take time from the meeting to do this. The 
only people who expressed an interest in receiving 
training were the panel chair and administrator. 
This was provided. It was also at this time that 
these two individuals expressed some concern 
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regarding the possibility of several people edit-
ing the document and the document being openly 
available, although access and editing rights were 
limited to within the reviewing group.

Evaluation Methodology

This case study was evaluated using a review of 
contributions on the wiki and a follow-up short 
questionnaire (5 out of the original group of 9 
responded).

Affordance of the Technology

In the survey, all the panel members except one, 
the administrator, indicated that they had used a 
wiki before. Responses in the survey supported 
the original comments regarding the ease of using 
and navigating a Wiki.

‘It was very straightforward and user-friendly.’ 
[Staff B]

However, one member of staff did indicate 
that they felt that there was a lack of familiarity 
for some members of the panel:

‘... it was a new tool for most members of the 
review panel. Group membership may have had 
mixed levels of IT competencies’. [Staff D]

The administrator was the only person to ex-
press some difficulty in making use of the wiki:

‘the System in this building is very slow so it was 
very slow to load and took a lot of time to access 
each area.’ [Staff E]

Having never formally introduced the wiki as 
part of working practice of the group, there was 
no agreement as to how the wiki should be used 
by the group.

‘I feel that many of these issues may have been 
ameliorated by more extensive early discussions 
on how the wiki would help the group to achieve 
its objectives’. [Staff D]

As a result, initial contributions to the wiki 
related to the structure of the site and how the 
group should work collaboratively. Questions 
were directed at the person who had set up the 
site, rather than to the members. At an early stage 
it become evident that use of the wiki was becom-
ing a separate activity, rather than one supporting 
the review process.

‘There seemed to be to two parallel processes – one 
where you could make changes to the documents 
on wiki and another where changes where made 
to the documents at the meetings’. [Staff A]

A sense of ownership in determining the pro-
cess was never really created:

‘... there did not appear to be much “buy in” from 
the beginning’. [Staff D]

‘Too many participants in the review weren’t fa-
miliar with wiki. Again it worked out as a doubling 
up of work for me as even if I used wiki myself 
other participants weren’t familiar with it so I 
still had to use my old format (Word).’ [Staff E]

Interestingly, in week three, there were requests 
that other staff from two faculties that other staff 
might have access to the wiki in order to make 
comments. However, none of these staff ever 
contributed to the wiki and none of the students 
ever made comments.

Collaboration

The potential use of the wiki as a tool for a col-
laborative process was recognised by most of 
the members:
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‘This tool, or something like it, holds great poten-
tial for managing review processes in general. It 
allows the collaborative benefits of the meeting 
process to extend into the days/weeks between 
meetings. This I feel would help the group to 
maintain more consistency and focus in its work’. 
[Staff C]

But there was a need for the wiki to have an 
agreed but well-defined function within the group 
process.

‘Yes, potentially [useful], but only if everyone was 
going to use it and it was the only way you could 
make changes to the document or leave comments 
for discussion.’ [Staff A]

‘I also feel that the wiki should have been used 
as the basis for the deliberations of the group at 
the various meetings, therefore requiring that all 
meetings be held in rooms with internet access.’ 
[Staff D]

The roles of the various members within the 
group was also of concern to the administrator.

‘... it wasn’t my role to use the wiki. I had never 
heard of or worked with wiki as I think it is mostly 
academics [who] use it.’ [Staff E]

Neither minutes nor document changes were 
ever formally captured in the site. Some disap-
pointment was expressed by the members:

‘If it had actually been used in the way it was 
intended, those who used the Wiki from the start 
might have continued to use it.’ [Staff B]

‘After using the Wiki initially, I found it was just as 
easy to make changes to the circulated [through 
email] documents and then suggest the changes 
at the meeting. In this way, there was no need to 
go to the Wiki site.’ [Staff A]

Co-Construction of Knowledge

Within the first week the process of making com-
ments rather than edits appeared to become the 
established working practice of the group. With 
any final decisions being made on any changes 
on the policy at the face-to-face meetings, one 
individual expressed concern regarding making 
edits on the wiki

‘... I was wary of using the “edit” function as 
I felt any change needed to be agreed before 
implementation.’ [Staff D]

‘It was pointless going to the wiki, if it was not 
being used to actually make the changes to the 
documents.’[Staff A]

‘Interesting comments were made on the wiki but 
never discussed at the meetings, same material 
already commented upon on the wiki were then 
covered in the meetings.’ [Staff A]

The administrator also commented

‘From an administrative point of view it seemed 
working with wiki would be a doubling up of 
work that I already had to complete on Word 
etc.’ [Staff E]

Engagement

Out of the 53 comments made on the Wiki, 18 
posed questions in several cases indicating a desire 
for comments and feedback; for example, ‘Is this 
a reference to...?’ ‘Is this restriction necessary?’ 
There were only three instances where responses 
were given to comment, only four references to 
discussion to meetings or points that had been 
made.

One individual contributed consistently 
throughout the process, while five contributed 
initially but involvement gradually decreased.
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‘After the first few meetings I and a few others 
stopped making contributions because the Chair 
went through each chapter line by line at each 
meeting, irrespective of input from committee 
members via the wiki, so it seemed like a duplica-
tion of effort’. [Staff B]

‘Lack of familiarity by some, which in turn reduced 
its effectiveness for others.’ [Staff C]

‘Though I was somewhat sceptical initially when 
the wiki was first suggested, I am very pleased with 
the experience that I have gained. I will certainly 
be adopting this tool as part of my own work in 
future.’ [Staff D]

Case Study 3: Learning 
Innovation Network: Collaborative 
Online Curriculum Design

As part of the Learning Innovation Network (LIN) 
project goals, the establishment of shared academic 
development programmes required collaboration 
and sharing of a curriculum design process. As the 
LIN comprises the 13 Institutes of Technology and 
the DIT it became apparent that the development 
of shared academic programmes would require a 
design and development process which would have 
to be innovative. Initially the sub-group charged 
with Academic Programme Development1 held 
a number of face-to-face meetings where the 
overall model for the academic programmes was 
discussed. A pilot programme was rolled out in 
a blended learning format in two of the institutes 
and a short course was developed and piloted 
in one institute. The model that was agreed by 
the sub-group was a 10 ECT (European Credit 
Transfer) Level 9 (Postgraduate) Special Purpose 
award which would include aspects of reflective 
practice and personal development planning. Once 
the model had been agreed, work had to begin on 
the design and development of the seven modules. 
While the face-to-face meetings worked well for 
brainstorming and creating an environment where 

the sharing of content and processes could start 
it became clear that these meetings required a 
considerable commitment of all those involved, 
both in terms of travel and time.

Affordance of the Technology

The philosophy behind the development was to be 
one of collaboration and sharing of the design and 
development. Each institute would in the future be 
able to integrate these programmes into their own 
staff development programmes. In October 2008 
it was decided to use a PBWiki (now PBWorks) 
which was password protected to facilitate the 
design and development process; because of the 
nature of the collaboration the modules would be 
designed collectively online. The collaborative 
curriculum design process was based on a back-
ward model adapted from Finks’s model (2003). 
The wiki would enable partners to collaborate in 
defining their own philosophy of education, to 
critique and create course descriptors, and then 
to evaluate the courses. The wiki provided the 
creation of a space where the documents could 
be made available to the group before going 
through the standard quality assurance process 
in the developing institute. A wiki would allow 
documents in process to be shared, commented 
upon, amended together and then presented for 
the appropriate validation process for quality 
assurance. From the screenshot below, it can be 
noted that each module under development was 
given its own space where the individual module 
descriptor could be developed and commented 
upon. The lead institute, the institute being funded 
for the development and design, placed the module 
descriptor which they were presenting for valida-
tion in this space for comment and discussion.

There was a certain reticence about the cur-
riculum design process and a lack of clarity was 
felt by certain members. After the process had 
begun, there was a need to have a look at the 
overall philosophy behind the development of the 
programmes and a need to refocus the develop-
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ment and design of the programmes. Collaborative 
curriculum design can be a challenging process 
and requires clear buy-in to the overall process. In 
December 2008, a face-to-face meeting was held 
and facilitated by Dr David Baume. This session 
allowed the group to decide on the underpinning 
values that the programme development would 
be based on. The values were made available on 
the front page of the wiki, as shown in Figure 1. 
The sub-group were following a process of online 
collaborative design which needed to be more 
philosophically grounded. The value system was 
then published on the wiki and made available as 
the front page.

Collaboration and Engagement

The wiki also provided a valuable support from an 
administrative point of view. As the project has a 
limited span and will finish at year end 2009, there 
was a need to relay information in a centralised 
format to members developing and designing 
programmes. The structure of the wiki reflected 
the structure of the breakdown of the development: 

each folder contains the collaboratively agreed 
module outline and documents under discussion, 
while the pages were used for discussion about 
the document under review. It would be fair to 
say that the administrative perspective of the wiki 
proved to be invaluable; it enabled participants to 
see how the other partners were proceeding with 
the document creation and to be up to date with 
their progress.

Knowledge Creation

In this case study the creation of knowledge is 
represented by the final product of the process, a 
shared document which while written collectively 
is validated by Quality Assurance by one of the 
partners. The use of the wiki has varied radically 
amongst the members/participants. Some module 
descriptors were posted at the beginning of the 
process which allowed more time for amendments 
and comments while other members/participants 
used the wiki to present more ‘fixed’ documents 
where there was less room for discussion. The 
use of the wiki has enabled the positive inter-

Figure 1. LIN front page of wiki
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institutional collaboration, which has been one 
of the major hallmarks of the Learning Innova-
tion Network, to be transferred into an accessible 
online environment. However, while the limited 
success of the wiki does pose questions, it might 
be in line with an emerging semiotics of Web 
2.0 technologies (Warshauer & Grimes, 2007). 
The traditionally isolated writer is here placed 
at the centre of a collaborative writing activity 
where the final product is a representation of the 
success or failure of that collaboration. There 
is an inherent tension in the process which was 
undertaken on the LIN wiki, a tension between 
authorship, ownership and collaboration. A wiki 
enables open visible collaboration in the writ-
ing of documents–which edits and by whom are 
clearly visible. The demarcation between author 
and audience becomes blurred where the audience 
participates also in the authorship. The tension 
in our case arose between the open-ended nature 
of the collaboration afforded by the wiki and 
the ownership over curriculum design processes 
which tend to be institutionally led.

Case Study 4: NDLR Evaluation 2008

Background

The National Digital Learning Repository (NDLR) 
provides a shared online resource bank of teaching 
materials for HE institutions in the Republic of 
Ireland. It is currently in transition to becoming 
a full service, following a pilot phase, which was 
evaluated in 2008. Three phases of evaluation were 
undertaken: one focusing on users’ responses, one 
on the technical aspects of the project, and one 
on the subject networks established under the 
auspices of the project.

The NDLR includes all Universities and 
Institutes of Technology, and therefore the three 
phases of work were carried out across all partner 
institutions by a team representative of all partner 
institutions. Working to tight deliverables and 

deadlines, the team needed close collaboration, 
but had limited capacity to meet face-to-face.

Affordance of the Technology

Email initially served adequately for the evaluation 
group in the drafting of evaluation plans. Face-
to-face meetings of the NDLR Board also took 
place; these are a core function of the project’s 
management and have been convened quarterly 
since its inception. However, outside these meet-
ings the evaluators were working at disparate 
sites. Email became difficult in terms of version 
control for project documents. Partners who had 
joined the group but who had not previously been 
involved in the NDLR had limited or no access 
to legacy data-gathering instruments and draft 
materials from the early stages of the pilot. The 
team had no means of collectively editing text 
without repeated rounds of email correspondence.

To facilitate our work, we initially used a 
Google Groups space as a means to share docu-
ments. However, some members of the team 
reported difficulties accessing the Google Groups 
and/or non-receipt of email from the Groups 
area owing to the network settings for their work 
computers. More importantly, with increasing 
need to write together, a wiki appeared to afford 
much greater functionality to support the work 
of the group.

Collaboration and Engagement

We decided to use a wiki to support the evalua-
tion project, and set up the ‘Evaluation’ wiki on 
PBWorks. This was a password-protected space 
which would be secure to the project team in the 
first instance.

The wiki was set up to reflect the three sepa-
rate strands of evaluative work, and it provided 
a safe space to share data and documentation. 
Reports and ‘fixed’ documents (such as agreed 
plans and deadlines) could be stored for ongoing 
reference, with commentary pages describing 
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their status, or updating on progress towards 
particular deliverables. Legacy documents were 
included to support newer members of the team, 
and to provide easy reference points for the cur-
rent evaluation. Versions of different documents 
were visible within the wiki’s content management 
structure. We could see clearly when changes and 
additions had been made, and the wiki included 
an alert feature which emailed partners to advise 
when changes had been made by someone in the 
team. Therefore, the wiki functioned in the first 
instance as a valuable administrative support to 
the evaluation work. As such, everyone had ‘buy-
in’, as it became our principal workspace, and 
facilitated collaboration on both small and large 
tasks associated with the evaluation.

Co-Construction of Knowledge

The wiki came to play a more important role 
when we moved towards analysis of the data col-
lectively across the three strands of work. What 
might otherwise have been an unwieldy and messy 
process was instead clear and simple. However, it 
is important to mention that a face-to-face meet-
ing instigated the work that we were then able 
to continue in the wiki. At the mid-point of the 
evaluation, with data from surveys, interviews 
and repository logs gathered, we met to begin our 
analysis. Paper and pen brainstorming identified 
some of the emerging outcomes. The wiki then al-
lowed us to transfer the broad themes and findings 
to an online space, and to continue brainstorming 
for some weeks afterwards. We could also indicate 
where relevant data was coming from to support 
our findings, and even hyperlink to that data or 
relevant documentation if it was already stored in 
the wiki. Each member of the team could revise 
and refine the broad findings, and annotate them 
with information about where data would support 
each one. This process provided the backbone 
for our reporting, giving us a thematic structure 
which could be addressed in each of three reports 
for the project.

While we have not undertaken a separate 
analysis of our use of the wiki, it is reasonable to 
suggest that its successful use stemmed from a 
number of factors. We were highly motivated to 
use it in order to complete a range of detailed tasks 
within a tight timescale. We were a small team 
of people who already knew each other. We were 
all fairly confident users of the technology, even 
though we might not have used wikis extensively 
before. We needed a shared space to function as 
an archive for previous work and completed work, 
which was essential for reference, but which had 
been clogging email Inboxes. The wiki afforded 
a useful administrative support, but also a vital 
means of collaborative authoring as our analysis 
took shape. While the work could have been 
completed without the wiki, it would likely have 
taken longer, or our data analysis could potentially 
have suffered without adequate appropriate spaces 
to compare our findings.

Case Study 5: Irish Learning 
Technology Association: 
Project Management

Background

The Irish Learning Technology Association (ILTA) 
is a voluntary community of Irish professionals 
committed to the development and exchange of 
knowledge by sharing expertise and the promotion 
of best practice in technology-enhanced learn-
ing across all sectors in Ireland. In 2008/2009, a 
number of innovative activities were rolled out to 
mark the tenth anniversary of the association and 
to refine a new future strategic direction enabling 
a move towards a more formalised structure and 
formation of the association as a professional 
body. The association’s steering committee grew 
from a core group of seven individuals to nine sub 
working groups consisting of approximately 44 
individuals across 15 organisations. The central 
activities of the association, and the key annual 
milestone–the EdTech annual conference–were 
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extended in scope and objectives. To facilitate the 
centralised progression of this project work at a 
pivotal milestone in the association’s lifecycle, a 
wiki was set up as a collaborative space where the 
new extended steering committee could progress 
the central aims and deliverables of the association.

At the inaugural meeting of the new commit-
tee (in which the majority of members had vast 
experience in the use of Web 2.0 tools to moder-
ate online communities), the decision was taken 
to replace the existing CMS and Google groups 
area with a single wiki [http://iltaworkinggroup.
pbwiki.com]. The majority of committee members 
had used some form of wiki technology previ-
ously and all agreed that typical features of wiki 
functionality would best lend themselves to the 
project management needs of the working group. 
The most important of these were sharing and stor-
age of ongoing private documentation; in-context 
commentary describing status and version; instant 
visibility of task status, schedule and key docu-
ments; virtual coordination and collaboration on 

tasks outside of regular face-to-face contact and 
meetings; reducing the number of emails and 
overlap of tasks between sub-groups; supporting 
any handover activities; and knowledge creation 
and exchange.

The wiki was structured to reflect the strands 
of work across the nine working groups (Educa-
tion, Events, External links, Finance, Information, 
Publication, Research, Web development and 
Conference organisation). Each sub-group had its 
own folder and home page to enable them to plan 
and collaborate on their activities. See Figure 2.

Affordance of the Technology

The wiki technology was found to be easy to use 
and navigate. It provided a safe secure space to 
share data, survey feedback from the membership, 
and documentation from face-to-face meetings. 
Configuring the customised security settings did 
not require any IT supports but was authorised by 
the sub-group administrator. The project files were 

Figure 2. ILTA front page of wiki
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stored online, eliminating the need to send and 
store electronic versions to all stakeholders. This 
reduction in email traffic served as a significant 
productivity booster. The wiki software recorded 
a full audit of all changes, making it easy for all 
to see who had made modifications to shared 
resources. The wiki also integrated seamlessly 
with other platforms (e.g. existing forum, CMS 
and website) and necessitated little investment in 
hardware, software, installation or training.

Collaboration, Co-Construction of 
Knowledge and Engagement

The wiki structure made it possible to aggregate a 
wide range of organisational knowledge from the 
diverse group, enabling partners to work across 
tasks. Project-specific pages were set up for each 
group to disseminate focused and timely infor-
mation so that priority tasks could be completed 
rapidly. The wiki allowed for increased transpar-
ency so individuals were able to work faster on 
their focused tasks while being able to engage 
with the full range of sub-groups involved. This 
meant that much of the editing, review and rewrite 
processes were reduced. The wiki also succeeded 
in creating its own momentum. Aided and abet-
ted by the association chairs, the wiki became a 
dynamic knowledge base for the association. The 
wiki continued to expand to include minutes and 
agenda of meetings, contact details and roles for 
those working on the project as well as scheduling 
functionality for online and face-to-face meetings.

DISCUSSION

Our five case studies, drawn from the broad range 
of contexts in which people in HE are working, 
show how these online communities functioned, 
and how they undertook their tasks. In this section 
we address common themes, but also points of 
difference, between each case.

Decisions to Use the Wikis

All case studies had selected to use a Wiki, rather 
than an institutional virtual learning environment 
or other facility, both as an easy to use, col-
laborative space and as an alternative to email 
correspondence. For students in CS1, the wiki 
offered a more authentic learning environment, 
and one that they would be likely to use again in 
the business world after graduation. In the other 
case studies, wikis offered the means to transcend 
institutional systems and boundaries, overcoming 
administrative issues (such as account creation 
and login distribution).

All case studies reflect a need to complete key 
tasks within deadlines, and used wikis to facilitate 
these tasks. Case studies 2–5 reflect the need 
for a disparate group to work together within 
constrained time periods. The wikis were used 
in different ways, often simultaneously support-
ing tasks at the administrative level, while also 
functioning as the medium through which tasks 
were undertaken.

Affordance of the Technology

All case studies reported that users found the wikis 
easy to use and navigate. Most users were already 
comfortable in using technology although not nec-
essarily familiar with use of wikis. The structure 
was initially defined by an individual with prior 
experience of using a wiki. Most structures were 
defined by the principal reason for using the wiki. 
In CS4, the NDLR team had a pre-existing work 
package. In CS3, LIN had a remit to develop its 
various programmes. In CS2, the document sec-
tions determined the structure of the wiki, and in 
CS1, group case studies provided the framework 
for the online writing.

Wikis provided the flexibility to support a 
range of different structures. In CS4 and CS2, 
work arose from collaborative strands, and ongo-
ing activities ‘offline’, in particular the creation 
and review of documents and reports. In CS3 
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and CS4, the wiki site structures evolved as the 
collaborative activities evolved, and enabled the 
editing of documents.

Most groups reported administrative value 
of a wiki. In CS4, the wiki alerted members to 
changes, which was important for their work. A 
shared space is useful not only for current work, 
but also for the storage and archiving of previous 
work. Managing large numbers of documents 
would have been unwieldy for a number of the 
projects discussed, had they not used the wiki for 
this purpose.

Engagement and Collaboration

The openness of the wiki could be problematic 
unless a clearly defined structure and managed 
way of working was established. CS2 highlights 
that the lack of an introduction to using the wiki 
may have influenced the ways in which it was 
used. CS3 discusses the tensions that can arise 
between ownership of curriculum design, and the 
open-ended nature of collaboration in the wiki. 
In CS1, individual or group management of tasks 
was felt to be important in determining the quality 
and relevance of group output.

There is need to have buy-in and commitment 
to make use of the wiki by the groups at an early 
stage. All of our case studies illustrate the need 
for perceived relevance and usefulness of wiki 
by all or a critical mass of its users. In all cases, 
the wiki was incorporated as part of the group’s 
activities, and group processes were structured 
around the wiki. CS1 and CS3 in particular show 
a focus on group activities within different work-
ing spaces of the wiki. Where this didn’t happen, 
there appeared to be a perceived lack of clarity 
related to the roles, editing rights and relevance 
of using the wiki (CS2, CS3).

Wikis were selected to support online activities 
between face-to-face meetings of the groups and 
worked most effectively when used in this way. 
In CS1, the student group incorporated use of 
the wiki as part of face-to-face meetings. But the 

cases demonstrate that it was important for the use 
of wiki to be integrated into the other activities 
of the groups. CS3 and CS4 show that the wiki 
allowed people to continue activities started in 
the face-to-face context or conclude them prior to 
meetings. In CS4, the wiki was also a vital means 
of collaborative authoring as the data analysis 
took shape.

Flexibility of wikis enabled groups to work 
together in different ways. Early working practice 
appeared to become established working practice 
for a number of groups (CS1, CS2). The students 
in CS1 worked together on structured face-to-
face case studies in groups and then contributed 
online, comparing and contrasting other student 
work. In CS2, the GAR group noted that the wiki 
was used more as a bulletin board rather than a 
collaborative space, although users posted com-
ments posing open-ended questions, and seeking 
some kind of response.

Wikis also enabled changes in working practice 
as the communities evolved. In CS4, the evaluation 
authors revised and refined their broad findings, 
and annotated them with information about where 
data would support each one. They also ‘inducted’ 
newcomers to the team with the support of the 
wiki, uploading legacy information for these 
members to access. In CS3, module descriptors 
were posted at the beginning of the process which 
allowed more time for amendments and comments, 
while other participants used the wiki to present 
‘fixed’ documents for which there was less room 
for discussion.

Co-Construction of Knowledge

The need for a shared safe space was felt to be 
important by all groups. Editing rights were of 
concern to all groups. GARS members in CS2 
felt that editing decisions should be made face to 
face and then uploaded. Editing rights were limited 
to group members within the CS1 group spaces: 
groups were asked to upload their co-constructed 
responses via their group wiki in real-time. All 
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groups could see other wikis but not edit the 
work. CS3 discusses the need for clear guidelines 
regarding editing rights in the wiki, and draws 
out the tension between sharing authorship and 
‘owning’ curriculum development.

Wikis as Reflections of Community

To what extent do these case studies present wikis 
as reflections of the communities using them? They 
appear to show the importance of interdependence, 
evidence of group responses to issues, joint efforts 
to address issues of concern to each group, and 
mutual engagement in the task at hand (Wenger, 
1998). However, we suggest that understanding 
of the wiki as a ‘tool’, but also the potentially 
challenging ‘rules’ of that tool, is something still 
evolving (Wenger, 1998). A tension emerges in 
some cases between trust, and open authorship/
editorship, and this may be linked to the stage of 
the community’s development (Preece, 2000). 
Obligation and motivation were important fac-
tors in driving the communities, and the wikis 
provided engines for their work. However, our 
findings would appear to support those of Shirky 
(2008) and Lamb (2004), who suggest the need for 
a healthy community in order to make effective 
use of a wiki, and to get ‘buy-in’ to the wiki as a 
medium. See Table 2.

CONCLUSION

Do Wikis Afford Knowledge 
Creation? And if So, How?

‘The basic idea of the Web is that it is an informa-
tion space through which people can communicate, 
but communicate in a special way, by sharing 
their knowledge in a pool’. Berners-Lee (2000) 
foresaw the web as a place where ideas would be 
produced, as well as discovered.

Our findings suggest that wikis can function as 
both supports to, and engines of, community activ-
ity. The affordances of wikis support communities 
in their development, although that development 
is dependent in part on other factors. If well-
functioning communities generate knowledge, then 
we can suggest that these case studies lend some 
evidence to the view that wikis afford knowledge 
creation. Moreover, wikis support knowledge 
management in complex collaborative projects, 
which are increasingly a feature of the Irish HE 
landscape. However, varying success in terms of 
knowledge creation has been reported by Choy 
and Ng (2007), Lamb (2004), Elgort et al. (2008), 
Raman et al. (2005). Researchers report that wikis 
are often used more to provide information, manage 
and update existing knowledge, but are of limited 
use to collaboratively create new knowledge.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The case studies and discussion presented in this 
chapter point the way to a number of areas for 
further research. We are interested in examining in 
more detail the relationship between well-formed 
‘offline’ communities, and how quickly and ef-
fectively they begin to use wikis. The point at 
which the wiki stops being primarily a support for 
collaboration, and instead becomes the means for 
new knowledge to be produced, is a further ques-
tion for more detailed investigation. Additionally, 
we ask whether institutions which seek to engage 

Table 2. Summary of case study outcomes under 
chapter themes 

Case 
Study 

1

Case 
Study 

2

Case 
Study 

3

Case 
Study 

4

Case 
Study 

5

affor-
dance

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

collabora-
tion

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

co-con-
struction

✓ X X ✓ X

engage-
ment

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
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in collaborative projects to an increasing extent, 
can offer institutional systems to compete with 
those already ‘out there’. If not, are there implica-
tions for the management and storage of sensitive 
information? Or implications for the creation of 
new knowledge which may have commercial or 
other advantage for a particular institution? New 
ways of exploiting the affordances of wikis may 
also emerge, and we will continue to examine how 
these affordances interact with the communities 
of which we are members.
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ABSTRACT

Although knowledge management is becoming 
increasingly recognized as a critical component in 
the operations of both public-sector and private-
sector organizations, it has yet to attain the true 
status of a recognized profession for information 
and knowledge professionals. In order to deter-
mine the emerging boundaries of this potential 
profession, the authors analyze the roles and 
responsibilities outlined in descriptions of knowl-
edge management job advertisements. Empirical 
data concerning the organizations recruiting, the 
location of position, the qualifications needed, 
and the position’s role and responsibilities were 
gathered from 1200 job postings within the United 
States over the course of 12 months. The content 
analysis of the job postings and job description 

are used to identify potential areas specific and 
significant to knowledge management as an 
emerging profession. Further suggestions as to 
potential indicators of the professionalization of 
knowledge management are offered.

INTRODUCTION

The emergence of the global information-rich 
economy, termed the knowledge economy, can 
now be considered essentially complete. The abil-
ity to create, disseminate, and apply knowledge 
efficiently is deemed essential to competitiveness 
at both firm and national levels (Roberts, 2001). 
Seminal work by Machlup (1962), Bell (1973), 
and Porat (1977) in identifying the various sec-
tors of the knowledge economy led to the next 
four decades of scholarly attention to its different 
aspects, and economists are well aware that this 
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aggregated knowledge has immediate and long-
term global impact, both positive and negative 
(Andersen, Bollerslev, Diebold, & Vega, 2007). 
As information has become the key driver in the 
world economy, the creation and management of 
knowledge remains the new frontier of corporate 
endeavor (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995).

The borders of organizations in today’s global 
economy have become porous as a result of dis-
solving hierarchical structures and the adoption 
of open systems of horizontal communication 
(Montgomery & Oliver, 2007). Open systems 
permit people to communicate both inside and 
outside the organization, share their knowledge, 
and expand their knowledge into a variety of 
fields (Mack, Ravin, & Byrd, 2001). Open system 
organizations encourage people to increase their 
overall expertise and to specialize in innovative 
areas. They also provoke important new ethical 
questions regarding privacy and property rights 
in this sharing of knowledge within organizations 
(Baskerville & Dulipovics, 2006). Thomas, Kel-
logg & Erikson (2001) refer to this as the “knowl-
edge community” in which people can discover, 
use, and manipulate knowledge. This chapter will 
explore the ongoing development of knowledge 
professionals within the corporate sector of the 
global knowledge community. It is intended to be 
useful both to the aspiring knowledge management 
professional and to those hiring firms planning to 
make use of knowledge management competen-
cies to help achieve their organizational goals.

THE INFORMATION AND 
KNOWLEDGE DOMAIN

The importance of knowledge for the perfor-
mance of professional work, decision making, 
and maintaining competitiveness has long been 
recognized and documented in the literature. This 
acknowledgement, however, has come well ahead 
of any recognition of formalized ground rules 
to establish how one can define, or become, a 

knowledge professional (Cortada, 1998). Despite 
the considerable academic and professional atten-
tion that has been given to knowledge, the term 
appears to be used differently across domains 
with each claiming that its partial understanding 
represents a definitive articulation of the concept. 
Baskerville and Dulipovici (2006b) provide an 
excellent overview of the wide variety of theories 
from different domains that are forming the theo-
retical foundations of knowledge management. 
This continues to be the case as we struggle to 
find consensus on how knowledge roles should 
be assigned and classified.

A simple delineation would be to view knowl-
edge management as being cross-disciplinary: 
comprising the IT Track and the People Track of 
KM as proposed by Sveiby (1996). The first ap-
proach focuses on the management of information. 
Proponents of this view tend to be researchers 
and practitioners who come from computer and/
or information science backgrounds. In this case 
knowledge management activities comprise the 
construction of information management systems, 
artificial intelligence, data mining and other 
enabling technologies. Accordingly, knowledge 
can be treated as objects that can be identified 
and handled in information systems. This is in 
line with the understanding that information is 
an explicit form of knowledge. In the second 
approach, proponents adopt a people-centered 
knowledge management perspective, maintain-
ing that knowledge management is about people. 
These researchers and practitioners tend to come 
from domains such as philosophy, psychology, 
sociology, business, and management. They do 
not believe that knowledge can be captured, codi-
fied and separated from the people who possess 
such knowledge. The core knowledge manage-
ment activities encompass assessing, changing 
and improving human individual skills and/or 
behaviour. It is a complex set of dynamic skills 
and know-how that is constantly changing. The 
assumption that information and knowledge can 
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be treated as separate entities and evolve as a dis-
tinct profession is viewed as highly problematic.

This differentiation between the two perspec-
tives is largely due to the confusion surrounding 
the definition and understanding of these terms. 
Wiig (1999) defines information as facts and data 
organized to characterize a particular situation, and 
knowledge as a set of truths and beliefs, perspec-
tives and concepts, judgments and expectations, 
methodologies and know-how. Davenport and 
Prusak (1998, page 5) describe knowledge as a 
fluid mix of framed experience, values, contextual 
information, and expert insight that provides a 
framework for evaluating and incorporating new 
experiences and information. A close examina-
tion of these definitions indicates a great degree 
of overlap in the use of the terms information, 
know-how and knowledge. This is because the 
terms information and knowledge are so inter-
related that one cannot exist without the other 
(Al-Hawamdeh, 2002). Therefore, any reference to 
the information domain must include knowledge 
and vice-versa, making the argument of which 
comes first irrelevant. While in this chapter we 
discuss knowledge management as an emerging 
field, that does not exclude the information domain 
and does not in any way replace or supersede the 
information profession.

Although some have argued that knowledge 
management is simply a new name for a variety 
of well-known information management and 
business management practices (e.g., Vascon-
celos, 2007), others point out that the concept 
of knowledge management has become increas-
ingly attractive to modern organizations precisely 
because it suggests the ability to address a wide 
variety of information opportunities and threats 
in a comprehensive and collaborative fashion 
(Jashapara, 2005) as they discover, create and 
utilize their formal and informal knowledge re-
sources (Hansen, Nohria, & Tierney, 1999). Zack 
(1999) notes further that the efficient and effective 
management of knowledge-based resources can 
differentiate one firm from others. Boisot (1998) 

observes that knowledge-based resources are often 
difficult to imitate and reproduce, and, because of 
that, firms that are able to identify and organize 
these intellectual assets can produce and sustain 
a long-term competitive advantage. Empirical 
evidence is now available to support this assertion 
(Karaszweski, 2008), while theoretical efforts are 
underway to identify a “missing link” between 
superior knowledge management performance 
and an organization’s bottom line (Holsapple & 
Wu, 208) There appears to be little doubt at this 
point that knowledge management is a significant, 
if far from well-understood, set of organizational 
phenomena and practices (Vorakulpipat & Rezgui, 
2008).

Knowledge management is far from simple. 
Managing knowledge involves an active knowl-
edge process that is mediated, situated, provisional, 
pragmatic, and contested within a specific orga-
nizational context (Blackler, 1995). While infor-
mation technology can assist in those processes, 
it cannot replace them (Kumar & Thondikulam, 
2005). Self-styled “learning organizations” are 
becoming increasingly aware that by increasing 
their ability to support knowledge activities among 
their employees they will be able to derive more 
value from these knowledge management initia-
tives (Thompson & Walsham, 2004). However, it 
is becoming apparent that knowledge management 
practices can incur serious risks and even dam-
age to the organization (Alter, 2006). Knowledge 
management, therefore, is a complex ongoing 
process, not a singular event (Alavi & Leidner, 
2001). A further complication is that, unlike such 
broad-gauge efforts as the U.S. government’s 
knowledge management initiatives in federal 
agencies and departments, in which it is expected 
that almost all employees will become competent 
knowledge management participants regardless 
of their specific duties (McNabb, 2006), the wide 
range of private-sector organizations means that 
not all of them are suited for such an inclusive 
approach to knowledge management, so a more 
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targeted approach towards selecting knowledge 
management-oriented employees is necessary.

It is now clear also that knowledge manage-
ment is developing as a separate field with its own 
concerns rather than simply being an outgrowth of 
other information-oriented fields such as librarian-
ship (Rowley, 2003), information science (Zhang 
& Benjamin, 2007), information technology 
(Andriole, 2006), management (Seers, 2007), or 
records management (Choksy, 2006). Knowledge 
management, however, draws from all of these 
fields, as well as requiring new competencies (Al-
Hawamdeh, 2005; Grossman, 2007; Hawamdeh 
et al., 2004). Although graduate-level knowledge 
management programs have now been established 
across the country at such schools as Dominican 
University, George Mason University, Kent State 
University, the University of California at North-
ridge, the University of Oklahoma, and Rochester 
Institute of Technology, as Sutton (2007) notes, 
there is no standardized curriculum upon which 
all these schools agree, and there is no officially 
recognized association that accredits knowledge 
management degrees in general.

As there is no single recognized educational 
credential that qualifies someone for a knowledge 
management position within a firm, it is especially 
useful to study a variety of job descriptions to 
determine what exactly firms are looking for in 
these positions. This approach has previously 
been employed successfully in such fields as 
management information systems (Lee, Trauth 
& Farwell, 1995) and systems analysis (Lee, 
2005). The analysis described below, therefore, 
assists in the effort to identify the composition and 
structure of the emerging knowledge management 
field by first grounding itself in actual job posting 
requirements.

ANALYZING KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT PROFESSIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS

There have been many attempts to define a set 
of competencies for information and knowledge 
professionals, yet emerging trends in the job 
market and the variety of knowledge management 
job titles makes it difficult to peg one specific set 
of skills. In an attempt to provide a baseline for 
further research on occupational education for 
knowledge management, this study identified a 
large, diverse sample of KM-oriented positions 
over a span of twelve months to collect a broad 
set of job positions and skills. Specifics of the 
content analysis methodology employed are fully 
described in Thompson, Van der Veer Martens, 
and Hawamdeh (2008).

1200 job postings from 135 organizations in 
the U.S. were collected from career placement 
and corporate websites over the course of 12 
months. A variety of industries were represented: 
however, the dominant industry by far was that of 
information technology, representing knowledge 
management’s origins. However, ten other indus-
tries were also represented: aerospace, consulting, 
design, engineering, finance, health care, law, 
management, manufacturing, and strategy/plan-
ning, indicating that knowledge management has 
now diffused into many other areas.

Knowledge management still does not have a 
clear set of specific job titles, as it is not a single 
field of expertise, but rather a combination of 
essential skills. The job titles for knowledge pro-
fessionals vary, as some are titled specifically for 
knowledge workers and some are defined for a 
particular specialty. The words “knowledge man-
agement” are not always indicated in the job title. 
Because of this, the job title alone was not sufficient 
enough to identify knowledge management jobs, 
so a more detailed analysis was undertaken. This 
variety of titles is a result of the emerging nature 
of the field. Examples of specific job titles are 
listed in Table 1.
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The job titles of knowledge workers reflect a 
need for professionals with experience, aptitude, 
and senior level authority. They demonstrate the 
value and importance organizations place on 
knowledge professionals. The exact job title 
varied from company to company, though certain 
words occurred frequently in a variety of titles. 
The word “Management” occurred in over 25% 

of the jobs, which indicates that knowledge pro-
fessionals are expected to have skills in leadership 
and communication. Knowledge professionals 
should also possess broad business skills in 
analysis, consultancy, and project management. 
The words “Risk,” “Content,” and “Intelligence” 
were not extremely common, but their frequency 
shows a growing trend towards incorporating risk 
management, content management, and com-
petitive intelligence into knowledge management 
jobs. The most frequently used terms in KM job 
titles were as follows:

Management which occurred in 364 jobs
Analyst which occurred in 200 jobs
Security which occurred in 142 jobs
Consultant which occurred in 112 jobs
Architect which occurred in 99 jobs
Knowledge which occurred in 97 jobs
Project which occurred in 93 jobs
Systems which occurred in 79 jobs
Data which occurred in 68 jobs
Risk which occurred in 38 jobs
Content which occurred in 28 jobs
Intelligence which occurred in 21 jobs

The education requirements listed for knowl-
edge management jobs were similarly advanced. A 
bachelors degree was the minimum requirement. 
Master’s degrees were highly coveted for knowl-
edge workers and many job descriptions indicated 
MBAs as the preferred graduate degree. If an MBA 
or related degree was not held, the descriptions re-
quired some degree of business experience. Ph.D.s 
were appreciated, but not required or requested 
by many of the jobs. In lieu of a Ph.D., many of 
the jobs would accept a master’s degree plus a 
designated amount of years of experience. Spe-
cialty jobs, in fields such as law, engineering, and 
finance, also listed specialty requirements relevant 
to their particular field. Project management jobs 
wanted applicants that were PMI or PMP certified, 
information security jobs desired candidates with 
CISSP certification, and tax-related jobs wanted 

Table 1. Sample job titles listed in KM professional 
advertisements 

Categories Job Titles

Business/ Competitive 
Intelligence

Business Intelligence Analyst 
Competitive Intelligence 
Manager

Business Development Business Development Manager 
Strategic Development

Client Relationship Man-
agement

Client Relationship Manager 
CRM Implementation Consul-
tant

Content Management Content Manager - Senior 
Consultant 
Knowledge Management Con-
tent Manager

Data Management Data Analyst 
Database Architect

Document & Records 
Management

Certified Records Manager 
Records Management Coordi-
nator

Information Architectures Application Architect 
Information Architect

Information Security Security Information Specialist 
Security Specialist

Information Systems Principal Systems Analyst 
Systems Implementation Direc-
tor

Knowledge Management 
Practices

Knowledge Management Busi-
ness Analyst 
Knowledge Management 
Specialist

Knowledge Management 
Processes

Knowledge Engineer 
Knowledge Support Systems 
Manager

Project Management Global KM Project Manager 
Project Information Management

Risk Management Business Risk Services Manager 
Risk Manager

Technology Business Technology Analyst 
Systems Engineer
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potential employees to have CPA certification. 
The nature of these certifications reflects the 
multifaceted skills and characteristics coveted in 
knowledge professionals.

Almost all the jobs were listed with experience 
requirements, ranging between 1 and 14 years of 
experience. The most common experience require-
ment was 5 years, occurring in 45% of the jobs 
that listed experience requirements. Many of the 
jobs not only required experience with knowledge 
management specifically, but also required expe-
rience within the industry in which the job was 
categorized. None of the jobs that were listed in 
this study were entry level positions, making the 
job market look very competitive for new knowl-
edge management graduates. This, of course, is 
consistent with Koenig’s (1999) observation that 
the field is and continues to be defined by senior 
knowledge management professionals in active 
practice.

As KM evolved from the field of information 
technology, technology is a major component 
of knowledge management. Technology not 
only helps with knowledge sharing, but also 
with knowledge discovery, acquisition, storage 
and retrieval, making it an essential part of the 
practice of knowledge management. Knowledge 
management technologies are helping organiza-
tions to expand internationally, enabling them to 
coordinate their activities worldwide (Marwick, 
2001). The Internet and information and com-
munication technologies enable organizations to 
share knowledge about their own company and 
their competition (Al-Hawamdeh & Ritter, 2000). 
The most-frequently named technological applica-
tions listed in the job descriptions were Microsoft 
Office, SQL Server, and Project Server, Java, 
XML, Unix, Linux, and Oracle, SharePoint, and 
Verity. Certain applications were also required for 
some jobs, and some jobs required the applicant to 
have the ability to program their own applications.

This analysis found that knowledge manage-
ment positions were advertised as being located 
in 37 of the 50 states, including California, New 

York, Texas, Virginia and Florida, with the major-
ity in large cities and areas in which many Fortune 
500 corporations are also located.

Finally, from the 1200 job descriptions, 1100 
unique job skills were collected. Table 2 repre-
sents each of the subcategories within the major 
categories and the percentages of skills in each 
category.

The knowledge management specific catego-
ries of KM Practices, Processes, and Technologies 
are combined to form the largest skills category, 
totaling just over 23%. These major categories 
include sub-categories of skills such as KM Design 
and Development Services, Knowledge Manage-
ment Strategies, Global KM Networks, the KM 
Processes of Knowledge Discovery, Capture, 
Organization, Sharing, and Retention, and the 
KM Technology skills. The KM Technologies 
category included a variety of skills, some spe-
cific to KM and others specific to IT. Sub-cate-
gories of Knowledge Management Tools and 
Technologies and Knowledge Sharing Technolo-
gies are specific to knowledge management, 
though the fact that KM evolved from IT is obvi-

Table 2. Job skills categories relevant to KM 
positions 

KM Technologies 
KM Practices 
KM Processes 
All Knowledge Management Skills

8.4% 
8.0% 
6.8% 
23.2%

Client Relationship Mgmt 
Business Development 
Risk Management 
Competitive Intelligence 
All Strategic Management Skills

8.9% 
 6.0% 
 4.0% 
1.9% 
20.8%

Information Security 
Information Architectures 
Information Systems 
All Technology Management Skills

8.5% 
7.5% 
3.5% 
19.5%

Data Management 
Content Management 
Document/Records Mgmt 
All Information Management Skills

10.0% 
3.0% 
2.5% 
15.5%

Project Management Skills 14.0%

Miscellaneous/Other Skills 7.0%
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ous in this area. Knowledge professionals imple-
ment technologies to help the organization capture, 
organize, and share its knowledge resources, so 
skills in technology are imperative for knowledge 
professionals. All of the above skills were the 
most coveted and sought-after skills for hiring 
organizations, as they essentially define the 
knowledge management-specific competencies.

The sub-categories of the major categories also 
included some similarities. Consulting services, 
design and development strategies, and determin-
ing best practices were common skills to appear 
as sub-categories of each category. Many of the 
sub-categories were specific to the major category, 
but not specific to knowledge management. Other 
sub-categories included more generic skills, such 
as Analysis, Leadership, and Training. The sub-
categories are a reflection of the diverse require-
ments of knowledge professionals (see Table 3).

The Strategic Management category shown in 
Table 4 encompasses environmental aspects 
critical to managing the organization, and might 
be said to better represent a firm’s knowledge 
“flow” rather than does the knowledge “stock” 
category as represented by codified data, records 
and archives. This important category consisted 
of approximately 20.8% of all skills in the job 
descriptions. Business Development, Client Re-
lationship Management, Risk Management, and 
Competitive Intelligence all relate to an organiza-
tion’s ability to assess and react to information 
about its external environment. By combining 
skills in these emerging fields with knowledge 
management skills, knowledge professionals 
become very desirable for hiring organizations.

As noted above, information and technology 
skills are necessary but not sufficient to knowledge 
management as a profession. The technology-
related skills category shown in Table 5 consists 
of approximately 19.5% of all job skills. Informa-
tion systems are vitally important to knowledge 
management activities, so, naturally, the ability 
to design, develop, and implement information 
architectures and systems appeared in many job 

descriptions.KM professionals are responsible for 
an organization’s intellectual assets, and the se-
curity of these assets is paramount, so information 
security skills were often desired as well.

Table 6 shows the closely-related information-
related skills of Data Management, Content 
Management, and Records/Archives Management 
made up 15.5% of all job skills. All of these three 
sub-categories can be considered as important 
components of a firm’s codified knowledge, but 
should be considered as “stock” rather than “flow” 
and therefore do not represent its total knowledge 
at any one point in time.

Table 7 shows the Project Management cate-
gory, which totals 14% of all the job skills. Many 
hiring organizations commonly combine knowl-
edge management and project management ex-
pertise within their organization, as they are 
complementary skills. Many of the skills for the 
project management category related specifically 
to KM tasks. Knowledge Collaboration and Shar-
ing and Knowledge Documentation and Retention 
were seen as important skills for project manag-
ers.

The key finding that emerges from this analy-
sis is that, unlike research that posits a so-called 
“knowledge chain model,” attempting to identify 
so-called “primary” and “secondary” activities in 
knowledge management (Holsapple & Jones, 
2004, 2005), the actual job skills required in 
knowledge management positions are so inextri-
cably interwoven among the diverse activities 
that engage people, information, and technologies 
within an organization that a better way of visual-
izing them is the Venn diagram shown in Figure 
1.

THE FUTURE OF KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT AS A PROFESSION

There are two important points to be made about 
the findings from the job analysis. The first is 
that, as explained above, knowledge management 
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Table 3. KM practices, processes, and technologies job skill categorization and examples 

Major 
Categories

Sub Categories Skill Examples

K
no

w
le

dg
e 

M
an

ag
em

en
t P

ra
ct

ic
es

Global KM Networks Understand and apply the collective functional, industry and country-related business 
considerations to the development and implementation of global knowledge manage-
ment process, culture, content strategy and change management initiatives

KM Design and Development 
Services

Designs the data marts and/or tables to be used in the delivery of the Knowledge 
Management products

Consultancy & KM Services Provide highest quality and value driven consultancy for integrating content into clients’ 
knowledge applications and workflows.

Leadership & Guidance Leads knowledge management teams to design, develop, integrate, and deploy knowl-
edge management solutions

Knowledge Management Strate-
gies

Develop and implement knowledge strategies, plans and processes for the acquisi-
tion, storage and use of internal knowledge and thought leadership through networks

Best Practices and Lessons 
Learned

Apply understanding of best practices and industry standards in records and informa-
tion management and related disciplines to design and implement successful client 
solutions for complex problems. Develop leveragable intellectual capital to contribute 
to the growth of the practice.

K
no

w
le

dg
e 

M
an

ag
em

en
t P

ro
ce

ss
es

Knowledge Organization Demonstrated experience with metadata creation and meta tagging; indexing; database 
creation and maintenance; knowledge management initiatives

Knowledge Capture Assist organizations with the process of capturing, cataloging, and maintaining critical 
application attributes

Knowledge Discovery Domain and driving the creation of new knowledge objects (white papers, position 
papers, journal articles, research analyses, methodologies, analyst reports, and other 
publication types) aligned with current client issues and the annual knowledge man-
agement strategic plan

Knowledge Sharing Must possess excellent business and technical writing skills and strong discipline to 
document designs, ideas and changes for knowledge management and sharing

Knowledge Retention Train and implement tools to support a strong “Knowledge Management” program 
which will be a process to help people create, capture, organize, share, and leverage 
knowledge and experience

K
M

 T
ec

hn
ol

og
ie

s

Knowledge Sharing Technologies Prioritize and manage technology projects & issue resolution for the Portal Management 
program. Coordinate with IT development for technical execution

Portal Technologies Provide technical leadership in the inception, analysis, and design of enterprise software 
solutions in the areas of identity management, portal, J2EE applications and middleware 
framework, and other JES centric solutions

Technology Management Evaluate business processes for the purpose of identifying and implementing improve-
ment opportunities in technology, work process, and content

Design, Development and Imple-
mentation

Function as integrators between business needs and technology solutions

Technical Requirement & Cus-
tomer Needs

Defining systems strategy, developing system requirements, designing and prototyping, 
testing, training, defining support procedures and implementation

Technology Training Analyze emerging trends and technologies and translating implications/impact of new 
technologies for existing policies, standards and architectures. quickly

Technology Trends Advising on use of evolving technologies to support the platform, including technolo-
gies for collaboration, knowledge management, portals and reporting

Knowledge Management Tools 
and Technologies

Contribute to the ongoing development of solution/program offering approaches, 
methodologies, techniques, and business development tools
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Table 4. Strategic management job skill categorization and examples 

Major 
Categories

Sub Categories Skill Examples

B
us

in
es

s D
ev

el
op

m
en

t

Business Development Tools Work directly with end users and management to identify opportunities for improvement, 
gather requirements, develop a plan of action, and implement the solution

Business Improvement Op-
portunities

Support the development of metrics to measure, analyze, and recommend improvement 
strategies on operational processes to include productivity models, resource allocation 
models, metrics and measures

Develop Improvement Strate-
gies & Strategic Planning

Surveying/interviewing leadership, senior partners, subject matter experts, strategic mar-
keting, and other functions where applicable to understand “top-of-mind” client issues 
requiring new knowledge development

Knowledge Development Lead and assist with integration and application development projects related to infra-
structure, reporting, presentations, and professional services tools, including remote client 
tools, networking, location manager, and wireless.

Project Development Define, develop, and document business and system requirements

System Development The individual will be responsible for bridging the gap between the developers and the 
business analyst. The person will be responsible for performing system and business 
impact analysis on the legacy portfolio management system vs. the future portfolio 
management system

Requirement Analysis Apply understanding of best practices and industry standards in records and information 
management and related disciplines to design and implement successful client solutions 
for complex problems. Develop leveragable intellectual capital to contribute to the growth 
of the practice

C
lie

nt
 R

el
at

io
ns

hi
p 

M
an

ag
em

en
t

Client Needs Assessment Leverage/enhance the existing information solutions and be designed to fit within the 
overall information management goals of the client

Client Business Solutions Ensures that client issues and technical problems are handled effectively by frequently 
reviewing team performance against department goals.

CRM Tools Apply excellent customer relationship skills, experience with system integration, and 
prior experience

Customer Service Responsible for evaluating client inquiries with the goal of providing new product con-
cepts to management

Administration and Support Develop and manage key relationships among assigned key accounts

Clients Engagement Identifying and qualifying opportunities, delivering product presentations and software 
demonstrations on-site at customer locations in the district

Administration and Support Develop and deliver presentations on knowledge management to all levels of the orga-
nization and external clients.

Customer Knowledge Man-
agement

Prepare strategic competitive analysis for incorporating into each Segment’s Quarterly 
Operational Review and ad-hoc competitor or product/feature requests.

B
us

in
es

s/
 C

om
pe

tit
iv

e 
In

te
l-

lig
en

ce

Competitive Analysis Evaluation of information and sources for accuracy, validity, credibility and relevance; 
compilation of intelligence data on current events, developments and trends

Data Assessment and Gathering Working and interfacing with Business Unit leaders, fellow Business Intelligence team 
members, and others in identifying, understanding, rationalizing and documenting busi-
ness intelligence requirements

Intelligence Analytic Solutions Promote the use of intellectual capital in internal information systems within specific 
content areas and apply taxonomy to content correctly and consistently.

Intelligence Knowledge Uti-
lization

Coordinate the content development of knowledge and information as a core business 
function for all Customer+ business units

continued on following page
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Table 5. Technology-related job skill categorization and examples 

Major 
Categories

Sub Categories Skill Examples

In
fo

rm
at

io
n 

Sy
st

em
s

Systems Engineering System engineering functions include gaining an understanding of the processes that 
generate information, assessment and documentation of capability requirements, and 
articulation and description of technology implementation recommendation.

Systems Design Taking responsibility for all components of our database systems, including design, 
architecture, hardware, upgrades, functionality, builds and tuning

Systems Strategy Development Develop system strategy for developing a utility based model for computing across our 
client’s major data centers (application platforms and various tiered storage technologies

Systems Architecture Works with the work process leaders and I/T product management organizations to 
develop the systems architecture and plays the lead role in facilitating cross-process 
and cross functional issues that impact the systems architecture

Systems Documentation Activities include; system documentation review, validation of processes and proce-
dures, vulnerability assessments, and penetration testing; write test and penetration 
plans as well as document your results both for the technical and non-technical audi-
ence; analyze and evaluate the suitability of proposed security architectures for new 
IT systems and networks

In
fo

rm
at

io
n 

Se
cu

ri
ty

Security Standards & Policies Maintain a process for planning, implementing, evaluating, and documenting deficien-
cies in security policies, procedures, and standards

Risk Assessment and Monitoring Assess risk, evaluate security, identify vulnerabilities and corrective actions, and review 
for compliance with security policies and practices

Security Management Responsibilities may include intrusion detection process management, antivirus/anti-
malware program management, security patch management, vulnerability assessment 
and remediation

Design & Implementation Participate in the selection and implementation of technologies and security solutions

Processes and Best Practices Deliver projects related to identifying effective controls connected to IT operations, 
business processes, security, and data integrity for ERP systems, networks, and overall 
IT architectures for clients

Table 4. Continued

Major 
Categories

Sub Categories Skill Examples

R
is

k 
M

an
ag

em
en

t

Risk Exposure Assess change readiness among stakeholder groups and identify potential barriers/risks, 
develop and plan implementation activities and design and deliver communications to 
obtain awareness, understanding, buy-in and support for business change

Project Risk Management Resolve project risks and issues configuration management practices and quality control

Risk Analysis Provide analysis and thought leadership in the development of strategies to increase cyber 
and IT resiliency and reduce risk. Participate in planning and supporting conferences, 
meetings, and exercises

Risk Management Tools Develop and document risk management products, including risk registers, risk scoring 
templates, risk mitigation plans, and contingency plans. Integrate technical performance 
impacts in the analysis of baseline cost estimates and critical path schedules

Trends & Best Practices Stay abreast of relevant industry trends such as risk management best practices and 
regulatory trends affecting risk positions of companies

continued on following page
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Table 6. Information-related job skill categorization and examples 

Major 
Categories

Sub Categories Skill Examples

D
at

a 
M

an
ag

em
en

t

Data Analysis Analyze company, customer and external data to understand existing and changing 
load and energy buying behavior of customers; perform database mining, analysis, 
modeling and reporting

Data Tracking & Data Processes Plan, direct, or coordinate activities in such fields as electronic data processing, infor-
mation systems, systems analysis, and computer programming

Data Storage Creating/sizing database storage structures and database objects; Monitoring database 
usage and optimizing database performance; Planning for and actual backup and 
recovery of database information

Data Warehousing Demonstrated knowledge of data warehousing concepts

Database Creation & Main-
tenance

Demonstrated experience with metadata creation and meta tagging; indexing; database 
creation and maintenance; knowledge management initiatives

Standardization Work with the business unit to understand their data requirements and have a pulse on 
the market needs to facilitate data strategy

Administration and Support Perform accurate analysis and effective diagnosis of client issues and manage day-to-
day client relationships at peer client levels

C
on

te
nt

 M
an

ag
em

en
t

Development and Implementa-
tion

Work with Content Management team to create meaningful information architecture 
and user interface design

Use and Evaluation The content management process manager provides leadership and project manage-
ment for development and implementation of Enterprise Content Management and 
Output processes

Content Project Management Gather and analyze data, research troubleshooting options, design and implement 
content solutions

Knowledgebase Content Deliver user-friendly content documentation to business owners and technical develop-
ment teams for approval and implementation

Administration and Support Clear understanding of the issues surrounding knowledge management, internal docu-
ment management, and web content management in a global environment

Content and Document Man-
agement

Act as the subject matter expert while developing automated information sharing and 
alerting other NetOps centers of severe or critical issues with a method of information 
sharing, joint collaboration or other online capabilities.

Table 5. Continued

Major 
Categories

Sub Categories Skill Examples

In
fo

rm
at

io
n 

A
rc

hi
te

ct
ur

es

Application Architecture and 
Design

Work closely with the architecture team to create the application design

Architecture Frameworks and 
Methodologies

Lead definition and implementation of Application Architecture operating framework: 
establish processes, roles/relationships, tools and metrics necessary for successful IT 
project implementations

Architectural Standards Responsible for project compliance associated with technical architecture standards.

Architectural Technologies Develops advanced enterprise level information technology system architectures, system 
concepts, system designs, requirements and requirement allocations

Customer Driven Architecture Undertake a review of KM information architecture and conduct regular user needs 
analyses

Design and Development Responsible for architecture, design, and development of Information Management and 
Knowledge Management software systems

Administration and Support Provide architectural guidance, direction, and oversight for solution architects and 
product engineering groups responsible for solution delivery

continued on following page
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involves an integral interweaving of an usually 
wide variety of skills, both hard and soft, which 
may explain why it has not to date been easily rec-
ognized through the customary means of a single 
educational credential. The second is that, despite 
the fact that much emphasis in the preceding has 
been on identifying major competency areas, 
there remains a critical issue in the development 
of knowledge management as a profession to be 
discussed.

If knowledge management is similar to such 
previous short-lived fads such as re-engineering 
and total quality management, its espoused prac-
tices will be largely imposed by top management 
and hired consultants and will be unlikely to 
become embedded to the organization itself or 
persist over time. The people filling the various 
positions described in the job postings analyzed 
above will tend to consider themselves as prac-
titioners of specific skills, such as data manage-

Table 7. Project management job skill categorization and examples 

Major 
Categories

Sub Categories Skill Examples

Pr
oj

ec
t M

an
ag

em
en

t

Project Life Cycle Evaluates project life cycle and uses broad knowledge of various management functions 
to anticipate organizational impact

Leadership Provide leadership and mentorship to project team members

Scope and Deliverables Responsible for defining scope and content of project and identifying work deliverables 
and milestones. Leads proposal definitions and develops statements of work

PM Tools & Software Manage and assist with internal projects using project management methodologies and 
enterprise project management software

Track Project Status Project assessment and initiation, resource procurement and planning, project implemen-
tation, leading and motivating a cross-functional team, milestone planning and tracking, 
ensuring that projects are progressing according to quality standards

Risk Assessment Resolve project risks and issues configuration management practices and quality control

Policies & Guidelines Establish project management policies and guidelines that improve an organizations ability 
to execute IT projects with greater consistency, accuracy, and efficiency

Provide Consulting & Develop 
Strategy

Provide project management consulting support to federal government agencies. Provide 
project implementation support, including the development of project scopes, estimating, 
and the development of communication plans and procedures

Management and Coordina-
tion

Works closely with sponsors, stakeholders, users, technical team leads, and management 
to coordinate project activities and provide support for core project management functions

Knowledge Collaboration and 
Sharing

Must possess excellent business and technical writing skills and strong discipline to docu-
ment designs, ideas and changes for knowledge management and sharing

Knowledge Documentation 
and Retention

Manage the implementation of change management projects including stakeholder man-
agement, organizational development, knowledge management, resistance issues, cultural 
issues, and communication issues

D
oc

um
en

t 
&

 R
ec

or
ds

 
M

an
ag

e-
m

en
t

Manage Records & Archives Thorough knowledge of requirements gathering and documentation and demonstrated 
ability to translate requirements into design

Document Management Clear understanding of the issues surrounding knowledge management, internal docu-
ment management, and web content management in a global environment

Major 
Categories

Sub Categories Skill Examples

Table 6. Continued
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ment, supposedly relevant to the production of 
“commodified knowledge” (Bryant, 2006). In that 
case, there would be good reason to agree with 
those critics such as Wilson (2002) who argue that 
knowledge management is simply a novel term for 
existing information management practices, and 
that the business of corporations continues to be 
the production of goods and services rather than 
any meaningful form of “knowledge.” However, 
the fact that the major categories here are such 
key organizational components as “management,” 
“strategy,” and “information” highlights the op-
portunity that exists for knowledge management 
as a true profession. If those people bearing the 
“knowledge management” title do in fact begin 
to think of themselves as knowledge management 
“professionals” involved in the ethical and mind-
ful sharing and development of information by 
knowledgeable people throughout the organization 
(Sheffield & Guo, 2007), it is possible that they 
will begin to work towards the development of a 
knowledge management “ethos” that will focus on 
all aspects of knowledge management, not merely 
the profit-making and taking ones (Harris, 2005). 
The emergence and increasing membership of the 
new knowledge management associations are is 
very positive signals in this regard.

In his influential work on the development of 
professions, The System of Professions, sociologist 
Andrew Abbott (1987) argued that most profes-
sions emerge over time from actual problem-
solving in a particular area and struggle to claim 
jurisdiction over a given field of problems. Abbott 
emphasized the role played by efforts to control 
new technologies and new kinds of knowledge in 
these struggles. In one of the book’s case studies, 
Abbott explored the evolution of the “information 
professions” in both the “qualitative information 
task area” (e.g., librarianship) and the “quantita-
tive information task area” (e.g., accountancy), 
and came to the conclusion that the potential 
areas of information jurisdiction were too broad 
to be claimed by a single constituency within the 
information professions. In the 20 years since 
the publication of The System of Professions, 
new technologies, new kinds of knowledge, and 
new problem-solving opportunities have arisen 
in today’s organizations, leading to this focus on 
knowledge management (Prusak, 2001).

The question of what exactly defines a “pro-
fession” and, specifically, a “knowledge profes-
sional” in today’s knowledge community remains 
an open one (Darr & Warhurst, 2008). But, as 
Lester (2000, p. 91) points out, it also provides 
the opportunity for:

[A] reconstructed professionalism [in which] 
professionals might typically: be engaged in 
problem-setting or identification and “manag-
ing messes”, as well as problem-solving and 
developing creative ways forward; demonstrate 
autonomy of thought and decision-making within 
the context of working with other professionals, 
clients or employers as partners in an agreed 
endeavor; be able to transcend the boundaries of 
their discipline or specialism, and work with issues 
holistically while contributing their particular 
expertise and skills; engage in continual learn-
ing and development at a number of levels, from 
basic updating to re-evaluation of their overall 
practice and envelope of capability; go beyond 

Figure 1. The knowledge management environ-
ment
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uncritical acceptance of a professional code, to 
a deep-rooted commitment to personal ethical 
standards and professional practice principles.

The “problems” and “messes” that await a true 
knowledge management profession are indeed 
largely found in today’s management, strategy, and 
information practices involving the aggregation 
of knowledge in both the public and private sec-
tors. The recent catastrophes in the credit, energy, 
financial, healthcare, housing, security, and trans-
portation areas all attest to that. Peter Drucker, who 
coined the term “knowledge worker” in 1959, said 
some 40 years later: “[T]here is no such thing as 
knowledge management. There are only knowledge 
people. Information becomes knowledge only when 
it is in the hands of somebody who knows what 
to do with it” (Drucker 1959, 1999). The question 
remains as to whether knowledge management 
can emerge as a profession that is willing to deal 
with all the implications of knowing what to do in 
order to “manage” knowledge.
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ABSTRACT

Contemporary organizations, including those 
involved with healthcare, are constantly under 
pressure to produce and implement new strategies 
for delivering better products and/or services. 
Knowledge Management (KM) has been one of 
the paradigms successfully applied in such busi-
ness environs. However, a lack of proper applica-
tion of KM principles and its components have 
reduced the confidence of new adopters of this 

paradigm. KM-based healthcare projects are mov-
ing forward, and innovation is the driving force 
behind such initiatives. This chapter sets the scene 
by outlining the KM’s core elements, facets and 
how they can be appropriately applied within an 
innovative, real-time healthcare project. It further 
enumerates a case study which targets the screen-
ing attendance issue for the NHS’ breast screening 
program. The case study not only discusses the 
need of a balanced approach to address both the 
technological and humanistic aspects of KM, 
but also answers the question “Does knowledge 
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management really work?” A questionnaire-based 
study was conducted with the General Physicians 
(GPs) on the KM’s aspects and its relationship to 
the interventions proposed in the study. The study 
provided ample proof that a balanced approach will 
definitely increase the efficacy of such initiatives. 
Such studies can increase the confidence of future 
KM adopters in healthcare domain. This chapter 
provides credibility for such balanced KM-based 
initiatives and highlights the importance of a 
focused approach on the various facets of KM to 
maximize benefits.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

Knowledge Management (KM) has been acknowl-
edged to be an integral part of management culture 
which provides methodologies through models, 
frameworks and approaches with appropriate 
objectivity via rigorous studies (Wickramasinghe 
et al., 2007). The following section provides 
a brief introduction to KM and its focus areas. 
The core of KM is knowledge; KM identifies 
how knowledge is created and shared among 
different stakeholders in a business paradigm. 
KM is a multidisciplinary management science 
and every organization has come to appreciate 
the importance of knowledge and its manage-
ment. Modern understanding of knowledge has 
its basis on the teachings of Plato and Aristotle 
(Pemberton, 1998). Organizations adopting KM 
have come a long way in their quest for managing 
knowledge. Taylor started to view knowledge in a 
scientific perspective and the Hawthorne’s experi-
ments highlighted the humanistic nature of KM 
in modern management (Kwon, 2004). Drucker 
coined the term “Knowledge worker” (Ellingsen, 
2003) and experts who followed (such as Porter, 
Cohen, Senge and Nonaka) defined and redefined 
on this idea of knowledge and how to best man-
age it (Kwon, 2004). A reasonable understanding 
of the core elements and the different facets of 
KM will not only assist in better application of 

this paradigm but also would provide sufficient 
expertise to adapt KM proactively while tackling 
the current business challenges.

Core Elements of KM

In spite of exhaustive research interest shown in 
KM, we are yet to evolve a universal approach 
towards the KM paradigm; it has at least been 
established that KM is desirable and cannot be 
disregarded and we are clear about the tacit and 
explicit nature of knowledge (Hildreth and Kimble, 
2002). Knowledge is dichotomized based on its 
existence; it is termed tacit (when coupled with 
cognition) and explicit otherwise. In simplistic 
terms, KM paradigm focuses on three core ele-
ments namely people, process and technology 
(Gillingham and Roberts 2006). Even though 
other facets of KM have been identified and 
justified (to mention a few, culture, IT, content, 
infrastructure, politics, etc). Each of these facets 
can be mapped to these core elements (Lehaney 
et al. 2003, Milton 2008).

Technologies as simple as email, web blogs, e-
notice boards, fora etc. to much more sophisticated 
tools such as AI, knowledge discovery and data 
mining tools are part of the technology element 
in KM. Technology plays the least significant 
role in KM but technology-based KM solutions 
are easy to procure and implement. They fail to 
contribute to their potential unless the other two 
core components are properly aligned with the 
rest of the KM components. Process is related 
to internal mechanisms that the organization has 
established collectively over years of existence. 
Process represents a summary of best practices 
which really work in that specific organizational 
environment. It is common that the contexts for 
creating such processes are lost over time. Yet 
they preserve what is good and is practicable for 
the betterment of the organization. Communities 
of Practices (COPs), social structure, cultural 
aspects, social capital and so forth play a vital 
role in the process element. People are perhaps 
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the most fundamental element in KM and is the 
most significant factor in a knowledge-based 
strategy. They can, in fact, be said to drive the 
other two elements. KM thrives only with proper 
individual’s acceptance of KM’s fundamental con-
cepts. Unhindered exposition of KM procedures 
can assist in rapid KM deployment. The authors’ 
accentuation of the people element in KM does 
not necessarily attenuate the importance of the 
other two elements. In fact a balanced approach 
with the correct coalescence would provide the 
best of KM.

Facets of KM

Managing knowledge would encompass the 
continuous creation of new knowledge, avoid 
knowledge silos, exchange knowledge freely 
across boundaries and exploit the available 
knowledge for all oncoming challenging sce-
narios. Within KM, Knowledge Creation (KC) 
and Knowledge Sharing (KS) are the two main 
facets and Knowledge Engineering (KE) relates 
to the technology-based tools and techniques as-
sociated with both the facets. The initial part of 
this subsection describes how KC can be initiated 
within organizations, how KS can play a vital role 
to leverage the created knowledge and the role 
played by KE for KC and KS.

Knowledge Creation (KC) has been a core issue 
of the KM paradigm. KC in a cognitive sense is yet 
to be clearly understood. Incidentally, experts do 
agree that knowledge is created by various stimuli 
and managing these stimuli is one of the focus 
areas of KM (Nonaka et al., 2001). Managing KC 
literally means managing the knowledge-creating 
stimuli such as explicit knowledge, interaction, 
information and personal insight. Explicit knowl-
edge stimuli range from hand written notes to 
well defined and established standards which, 
when viewed from the KC context, offer the 
best stimuli for new KC (Burns, 2003, Koskinen, 
2003). Interaction stimuli are often related to the 
iterative cycles of interactive communication 

between individuals and can culminate in a strong 
KC stimulus. This should not be viewed as a form 
of explicit knowledge as the iterating interaction 
is to facilitate individuals to align their percep-
tions in assisting tacit-to-tacit knowledge transfer 
(Miller, 2002). An information stimulus is a major 
source of KC. This represents all the information 
without the KC context and depends greatly on 
the individual to comprehend the information in 
order to create new knowledge. These three types 
can be unified as external (Timo, 2001).

Personal or self-insight stimuli is the final 
step for KC. Regarded as an internal stimulus, 
it is unique when compared to the rest and po-
tentially becomes the final stimulus which can 
trigger new KC. It is an inherent characteristic 
of an individual’s capability, which relies mainly 
on the individual’s earlier, acquired, knowledge 
(Tissen, 2000). KC in the context of stimuli, 
explains the importance given to the Knowledge 
Engineering (KE) aspects in earlier KM projects. 
KE is related to the physical aspects of KM in the 
following ways:

1.  KC facilities/infrastructure for capturing not 
only information but also to encapsulate it 
with its creators’ context e.g. knowledge 
bases, training neural networks, fuzzy logic, 
Artificial Intelligence for prediction, pattern 
recognition and image processing etc. relate 
to explicit knowledge stimuli (Rodrigo, 
2001);

2.  Providing communication for close interac-
tion between individuals corresponds to KS 
through e-mails, telephones, mobile devices, 
discussion fora and chat rooms etc, assists in 
the betterment of interaction stimuli (Smith 
and Preston, 2000);

3.  Information access (KS) to a wealth of jour-
nals and publications, data, books, portals, 
data mining and data warehouses and the 
like forms part of the information stimuli 
(Rodrigo, 2001).
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All these KE aspects often motivate KC; 
hence the legacy support of KE in KM projects 
(Dwivedi et al., 2003). KC, or rather stimuli to 
KC, has been the focus of the early part of KM. 
This has unnecessarily deprived the focus on the 
human-centric aspects of KM (Timo, 2001). KM 
hinges not only on an individual’s knowledge but 
also on organizational knowledge. Organizational 
knowledge resides within a virtual network of 
experts who can be viewed as sharing knowledge 
as an implicit function of their routine activities 
(Dwivedi et al., 2003). The organizational con-
text crystallizes an individual’s knowledge into 
organization knowledge (Sharkie, 2003).

Challenges of KM

The acknowledged pitfall of any network analogy 
(as in computer network) is its communication path. 
This also holds true for any communication path 
in a knowledge-networked organization (Dwivedi 
et al., 2002). KS relies on the communication path 
available in a particular organization. This in turn 
is largely dependent on the hierarchic nature of 
organizational management, structure and style 
of functioning of the organization. Knowledge 
gaps can be avoided if there is less bureaucracy 
and formality in the path of KS (Baskaran et 
al., 2006). Proper knowledge leveraging would 
eliminate knowledge islands created by large 
knowledge gaps (Breen, 1997). The next equally 
important factor is the inclination to communicate 
and share knowledge which can be affected by the 
culture (Ellingsen, 2003). A knowledge-evolved 
culture would encourage individuals to readily 
share experiences and knowledge (Burns, 2003). 
Current KM frameworks find it difficult to offer 
ready-made solutions to these problems (Hildreth 
and Kimble, 2002). This calls for innovative ap-
proaches where tacit knowledge sharing would be 
the centre of KM initiatives and not only concerned 
with knowledge conversion (as earlier perceived 
by Nonaka’s knowledge creation company and 
the Socialization Externalization Combination 

Internalization (SECI) model of KM- Nonaka and 
Takeuchi, 1995). The above section provided a 
brief explanation of the KM’s core components 
and its facets that are to be addressed for success-
ful KM implementation. The following section 
presents KM in healthcare.

KM in Healthcare

Knowledge creation and managing knowledge 
has become the prime focus in the twenty-first 
century (Milner, 2001). Like many abstract enti-
ties, the concept of knowledge also differs ac-
cording to the context in which it is interpreted 
– it may be viewed as an object that might be 
identified, created, captured, stored and accessed 
or as a process that has a strong human-centric 
orientation in culture, trust, beliefs and values 
(Miller, 2002). Healthcare institutions have now 
realized the true potential of knowledge and are 
trying, in various ways, to move forward in the 
new “knowledge era” (Dwivedi et al., 2003). 
Whether knowledge is interpreted as an object 
or as a process (McElroy, 2003), the business 
world has accepted that knowledge is the way 
forward (Hildreth and Kimble, 2002), especially 
in organizations where the prime deliverable is 
service-oriented (such as healthcare). Knowledge 
richness makes healthcare the most receptive 
domain for KM-based improvements (Dwivedi et 
al., 2003). Due to the fact that a large volume of 
healthcare knowledge is being lost because of its 
tacit-bias, even the smallest effort for managing 
this tacit knowledge can result in huge resource 
savings (Burns, 2003).

Currently, healthcare management views KM 
as a holistic concept and not as another routine 
management process. KM has also penetrated a 
wide spectrum of organizations. Healthcare has 
been particularly successful with its KM initia-
tives, perhaps because it often embodies the most 
knowledge-intensive activities and its critical in-
teraction with the public directly makes it a prime 
candidate for KM based improvements (Baskaran 
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et al., 2006). Physicians and medical experts agree 
that every patient scenario is a unique experience 
and it ranges from less critical to life threatening 
(Ellingsen, 2003). Hence the knowledge gaps can 
be crucial in making the right decisions during a 
healthcare intervention (Open Clinical, 2000).

Current healthcare organizations are experienc-
ing huge shortage in healthcare experts in every 
field of medicine, this required new strategies 
to cope up with the increased pressures from 
the government and the public (Suliman, 2002). 
KM can make a huge impact in creating effec-
tive training processes. This could be extended 
to create a realistic environment for knowledge 
transfers like training, workshops, communities 
of practices and all knowledge sharing activities 
(Dwivedi et al., 2002). Coupled to this, the health-
care informatics revolution has handed down 
new challenges such as information deluge and 
information overload. This has resulted in a slow 
shift from a pull strategy to push strategy; hence 
KM is often viewed as a savior to deliver from 
the perils envisaged by healthcare organizations 
(Burns, 2003, Gray, 2002).

Does KM Really Work?

Having described what knowledge is and how KM 
can be applied for various business challenges, this 
section asks: “Does KM really work?”. When KM 
was reinvented and rebranded recently; a separate 
identity was bestowed which renewed interest 
on KM. Globally, organizations were facing 
new challenges, such as increased competitions, 
globalization, mergers, economic volatility, need 
for reducing costs, expected increase of quality of 
service with less or no additional resources. Such 
challenges forced the organization to innovate. 
Innovations, such as KM were often perceived 
as silver bullet solution which offered immediate 
deliverance against such perils. A lack of profes-
sionalism, misinterpretations of KM fundamentals 
and a focus on non-critical areas has forced early 
KM adopters to question its credibility. Organi-

zations should understand that ability to address 
such critical issues will have a direct impact on 
the degree of success of KM-based initiatives. 
Healthcare was not one of the early adopters of 
KM due to the domain’s inherent complexity and 
hesitancy in applying unproven concepts.

It should be borne in mind that healthcare itself 
was not bereft of new challenges. Increased life 
expectancy, baby boomers, increase in literacy 
resulted in people’s desire for better healthcare, 
need for early disease detection, discovery of 
new diseases, evolving technologies, resource 
constraints have been important catalysts for im-
mediate adoption of KM in healthcare. Currently 
KM projects have been actively pursued by many 
organizations (including healthcare). But does 
KM deliver what it has promised? To answer this 
question, a healthcare case study can illustrate the 
efficacy of the approach. We now introduce a case 
study-based research project which highlights 
the required balance of the core elements and the 
need to appropriately address the multiple facets 
of KM. Such an approach not only alleviates the 
challenges previously enumerated but also would 
increase the confidence to adopt KM in more areas 
within the healthcare domain.

CASE STUDY IN BREAST 
CANCER SCREENING

Breast cancer is the most common cancer for 
women population across the world (Roder et 
al., 2008, Gorin et al., 2006). In many developed 
and developing countries the mortality rate due 
to breast cancer for women is one of the highest 
(Mettlin, 1999). Over forty five thousand women 
were being diagnosed with the disease each year 
in the UK (Cancer Research UK, 2005). Although 
many causes had been identified for breast cancer, 
the knowledge of finding a preventive drug is still 
not within the reach of modern medicine. Hence, 
breast cancer has to be diagnosed at the earlier 
stages of its development. Possible treatments 
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include removing or destroying the cancer cells 
to avoid the spread of the affected cells.

Breast self examination is an effective and non-
intrusive type of checking for any lumps in the 
breast tissue; unfortunately this greatly depends 
on the size of the lump, technique and experience 
in conducting a self examination by the women 
(Oikonomou et al., 2003). An ultrasound test 
using sound waves can be used to detect lumps 
but this is usually suited for women aged below 
thirty-five owing to the higher density in breast 
tissue (American Cancer Society, 2008). Having 
a tissue biopsy via a fine needle aspiration or an 
excision is often used to test the cells for cancer. 
These tests are mostly employed in treatments or 
post-treatment examination and as second rung 
diagnostic confirmation methods (Marcela, 2004). 
Performing a Computed Tomography (CT) or a 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scan would 
result in a thorough examination of the breast 
tissue but this technique is not favored due to 
the following reasons, it is uneconomical, needs 
preparation, noisy, time consuming and images 
may not be clear (Marcela, 2004).

Mammography is a technique for detecting 
breast tissue lumps using a low dosage of X-ray. 
This technique can even detect a three millime-
ter sized breast abnormalities. The X-ray image 
of the breast tissue is captured and the image is 
thoroughly read by experienced radiologists and 
specialist mammogram readers (Marcela, 2004). 
Preliminary research suggests that women aged 
fifty five and above are more susceptible of getting 
breast cancer and incidentally, mammography is 
more suited to the women aged fifty and above 
(due to the lower density of breast tissue) (Blanks 
et al., 2000). Even though mammography has its 
own criticizing community mainly due to its high 
rate of false positives and false negatives (Epstein, 
1979, Burton, 1997) it has still become the stan-
dard procedure for screening women by the UK’s 
National Health Service’s (NHS) National Breast 
Screening Programme (Forrest, 1986).

Mammography is the best and most viable tool 
for mass screening to detect cancer in the breast at 
an early stage (Medicine net, 2008); however the 
effectiveness of the diagnosis through screening 
is directly dependent on the percentage of women 
attending the screening programme (Pirjo et al., 
2001). The NHS Breast Screening Programme, 
catering to the entire eligible women population is 
funded by the UK’s Department of Health and is 
first of its kind in the world. It covers nearly four 
million women and detected more than fourteen 
thousand eight hundred cancers in the screened 
population for the year 2005/6 (NHS Cancer 
Screening Programmes, 2007). Currently the 
screening programme routinely screens women 
between the ages of fifty and seventy, and em-
ploys two views of the breast, medio-lateral and 
cranio-caudal (Breast imaging and diagnostic 
service, 2007).

It is evident that the earlier that malignant 
lesions are detected, the better the quality of life 
rendered to the patients, and hence the importance 
of mammography-based screening. Earlier cancer 
detection has a profound effect on the longevity 
of the breast cancer patients. Several studies in-
cluding randomized controlled trials have found 
strong evidence that a minimal attendance of 70% 
has to be achieved for creating an impact on the 
breast cancer mortality rates by population-based 
screening initiatives (Pirjo et al., 2001).

THE PREDICAMENT

Even though the NHS breast screening program 
achieves more than the minimum benchmark 
(70%), the current attendance rate at 75% has 
been stagnant for the past ten years (NHSBSP 
annual review 1999-2007). This sizeable non-
attendance could result in missed cancer detection 
for nearly four thousand women (based on the 
cancer detection rate within the screened women). 
This large percentage of non-attendance would 
not only result in loss of life due to breast cancer 
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but also loss of screening resources through idle 
costly imaging equipment, under-utilization of 
specialist-imaging expertise, wasted screening 
slots etc. Screening units are unable to arrange 
buffered attendees for the idle slots, since the units 
do not know, a-priori, which women will attend 
and which will not. In addition there is a sizeable 
cost factor involved in sending repeat screening 
appointments letters to the non-attending women. 
This prompted researchers to investigate possible 
solutions to this predicament.

Reasons for non-attendance may be largely 
attributed to disinterest in attending a mammog-
raphy session, prior or current medical problems, 
and fear of X-rays. The said reasons can be ne-
gated by proper education provided to the 
women. Education has to be directed at explain-
ing the advantages and importance of screening 
and assist in removing the socio-cultural and 
personal barriers (Cassandra, 2006). Also possible 
options including convenience in terms of time, 
place and dates are to be provided to the women 
for encouraging the women’s attendance. In spite 
of all the expediency provided to the women, 
non-attendance has been a grave concern for the 
national screening programme. This scenario can 
be properly addressed if we can identify the 
women who probably may not attend in advance 

and focus additional resources to educate such 
women and thereby increase attendance.

Earlier study by Arochena (2003) concentrated 
on designing an artificial intelligence based atten-
dance predicting algorithm for breast screening 
domain. This study was funded by and tested at 
the Warwickshire, Solihull and Coventry Breast 
Screening Unit (WSCBSU). The algorithm has 
been evaluated with manual statistical methods 
like Logistic Regression (LR) and was found to 
be relatively accurate in predicting non-attendance 
(Arochena, 2003). This algorithm can assist the 
Breast Screening Unit (BSU) to effectively schedule 
the screening programme and eventually result in 
the efficient use of limited available resources. 
Even if the attendance percentage were increased 
marginally, a significant number of lives may be 
saved. Arochena’s (2003) research resulted in the 
formulation of the required artificial intelligence-
based attendance prediction algorithm and was 
trained and tested on data sets collected during a 
ten-year period at WSCBSU (Arochena, 2003). The 
test results were encouraging especially from the 
second episode onwards, warranting the algorithm 
to possess enough potential to be incorporated in a 
breast screening programme framework.

The data set collected during the ten-year period 
had many versions or styles and they have to be 

Figure 1. Proposed protocol (BSAMP) and its architecture
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regularized towards a common platform before 
being put to use within the algorithm (Arochena, 
2003). This data processing was carried out using 
many software data analysis tools. These tools 
included Microsoft Excel®, Visual Basic® routines 
and Statistical Package for the Social Sciences 
(SPSS®) and Clementine® to extract the data and 
adapt to the AI models. The algorithm itself was 
modeled in a visual modeling environment called 
Clementine® produced by SPSS® (Arochena et al., 
2000). The algorithm for its proper functioning 
depends on all the aforementioned software. This 
posed a challenge in implementing the algorithm 
within the routine process of the breast screening 
office environment. The primary challenge was 
that they do not possess the required licenses for 
the said software nor the expertise in linking all 
the software to work seamlessly for predicting 
on a monthly basis for every screening batch. 
Also the earlier research by Arochena (2003) was 
limited to identify whether the non-attendees can 
be predicted with reliable accuracy and was not 
aimed at the various facets of implementing the 
algorithm nor on envisaging how to effectively use 
the gained knowledge of probable non-attendance.

In addition, the National Screening Pro-
gramme has been constantly striving to provide 
better services to the public and one of the new 
enhancements offered by the screening services is 
to increase the screening age limit from sixty four 
to seventy (Patnick et al., 2006). This effectively 
increased the number of screening episodes and 
resulted in augmenting the need for effective use 
of the already stretched NHS resources. All the 
above factors pertain to how effectively the pre-
dicted knowledge can be leveraged and managed.

A SOLUTION

The current study proposed to find a solution 
in unifying the software on to a single platform 
and create prototype software based on open 
source technologies. The prototype software 

was automated to produce the pre-processed 
data and eventually normalized the data for 
neural network assimilation. The activities were 
performed sequentially without human involve-
ment for repeatability, reliability and accuracy. 
The AI model itself was simulated on the open 
source technology platform and incorporated all 
additional transformations happening within the 
screening process (including the change in screen-
ing upper age limit). The prototype framework 
also incorporated the AI model’s output (i.e. 
list of predicted non-attending women). It then 
combined the demographic data pertaining to the 
non-attending women and information related to 
her General Physician (GP) as a package. This 
package triggered the generation of an electronic 
message based on the Health Level 7 (HL7) ver-
sion 3 standards and utilized web services as the 
message delivering technology.

A NEW PROTOCOL

The utilization of AI through neural networks 
(for predicting breast screening attendance) as a 
knowledge creator and the application of various 
technological aspects such as web services, SOAP, 
XML and multi-tier architecture for knowledge 
sharing to initiate interventions can all be associ-
ated to the technology component of KM. To sum-
marize the messaging and the practicality of the 
proposed solution, a detailed architecture utilizing 
the existing technologies and proposed compo-
nents were described as a new Breast Screening 
Attendance Messaging Protocol (BSAMP). The 
same architecture can be mapped for other message 
paths in the future. The BSAMP and its messages 
pertaining to the prototype model focused on the 
two approaches and they are:

• Pre-screening (predicted non-attendee);
• Post-screening (actual non-attendee).
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The driving component for both the approaches 
is the infrastructure required for the knowledge 
sharing. The IT revolution occurring under the 
NHS’ national initiative not only provided the 
path for faster implementation but also reduced 
the required overheads by utilizing the in-place 
system for knowledge exchange. The proposed 
BSAMP protocol leveraged these technologies. 
This illustration also points at message flow path 
associated with the said screening domain. This 
path is for sharing the knowledge of non-atten-
dance gathered from pre-screening (prediction) 
and post –screening report.

The national breast screening software system 
communicates the dataset to the AI layer for predic-
tion, and the outcome is appropriately packaged 
as HL7-based SOAP messages by the wrapper 
layer and then via the Data Transfer Service (DTS) 
client interface, the message is sent to the DTS 
layer. This populates the respective GP mail boxes. 
Typically, on regular intervals (3 to 5 times per 
day), the GP application layer executes a batch 
process of uploading and downloading the GP 
mail box through the DTS client interface for GPs. 
When the screening report message arrives at the 
GP application layer, after due authentication, the 
individual women’s clinical records are updated. 
When the woman approaches the GP for consult-
ing, the GP retrieves the women’s record and this 
triggers the automated prompts. The prompts are 
colored differently to signify the prediction and 
actual screening non-attendance.

The changes suggested to the screening activi-
ties (which include the creation of the screening 
batch, initiating the prediction and sharing the 
results with healthcare stake holders) can all be 
mapped to the process component of the KM. 
The BSAMP protocol is not only restricted to 
the GPs but could be easily extended to include 
other healthcare stakeholders such as diabetes 
specialist, optometrist, pharmacist, cardiologist 
and other special care deliverers. This exhibits 
that there is flexibility to the protocol and with 
only minor modifications, can initiate multiple 

interventions thus improving the probability of 
increasing screening attendance. This effectively 
underlines the changes to the existing processes 
that are necessary to make this study a complete 
success. The application of standards like HL7 for 
the current study can also be viewed as a process 
component which captures the best practices that 
have been time-tested in healthcare messaging 
scenario. Such focus on all the core components 
enabled the proposed strategy to achieve maximum 
effectiveness.

DISCUSSION

Even though a fleeting glance at the case study 
would give an impression that this project is 
Knowledge Engineering (KE) based, careful 
analysis demonstrates the balance achieved on 
the KM’s core components i.e. people, process 
and technology. This study not only balances 
the core components utilizing the right scale but 
also addresses the different facets of KM for 
ensuring a complete success of the said project. 
Even before the new predicting algorithm was 
designed, exhaustive qualitative analyses through 
semi-structured interviews with the screening 
unit’s staff and the earlier researcher (Arochena, 
2003) were conducted (people) to understand 
the changing perspective of the screening unit, 
available technologies and in general the evolving 
preventive care in the National Health Service. 
Such analysis not only provided a sound base 
for the study but also addressed the people and 
process components of KM. The authors strongly 
agree that KC is a cognitive process (people), but 
repetitive and complex data modeling are best 
suited for automating with an Artificial Intelli-
gence (AI)-based environment. Such KC processes 
inadvertently originate in human cognition of 
the person who conceived the idea and applied 
the AI as a tool initially to predict the screening 
attendance. In the current scenario, the AI-based 
tools are looked upon as secondary knowledge 
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capturing mechanisms rather than as primary 
knowledge creators. Figure 2 depicts the KC 
stimuli applied for designing and implementing 
the BSAMP protocol. This figure highlights the 
importance of the people aspect (the fundamental 
core component) in knowledge creation.

The concept of knowledge sharing with GPs 
can be identified as a people component. The 
current study would be deemed incomplete if it 
had not considered the GP’s opinion and views 
on how the knowledge would be dispensed through 
interventions. As part of the current work, a 
questionnaire-based study was conducted with 
the GPs who were associated with the WSCBSU. 
The questionnaire covered areas such as screening 
women, attendance prediction, electronic data 
interchange, impact and details of interventions, 
additional information regarding need for recog-
nition and additional resources, miscellaneous 
details such as the physician and surgery’s de-
mography. Important information related to the 
timeframe of knowledge sharing before and after 
the scheduled appointment was also realized 
through the questionnaire.

The majority of GPs (80%) felt that some form 
of recognition through monetary compensation 
or awards were good strategies for encouraging 
the GPs to deliver the interventions. This gains 
importance as the GPs in the UK are functioning 
as small business units and it is logical to expect 
them to focus on maximizing the returns on their 
investments. It should also be taken into account 
that GPs are not currently compensated for the time 
spent in increasing the screening attendance. Such 
aspects discovered by the questionnaire ensured 
that the challenges at the knowledge delivery end 
(GP) have to be addressed appropriately before 
the full scale implementation of the BSAMP 
protocol. This highlights the criticality of the 
people component and its role played in making 
the current study a complete success.

CONCLUSION

GPs’ perceptions on primary care and their appre-
hensions on how their care services delivery have 
been transformed into small business domains and 
their impacts on healthcare were highlighted. This 
has placed a lot of undue pressure that can result 
in counter productivity. GPs are the backbone 
of health services and are in direct contact with 
the public and their efforts are to be valued. Due 
recognition, even simple appreciation, can be 
leveraged as great motivators. These fundamen-
tal factors are all KM-driven concepts of which 
people are the core of such knowledge-related 
activities and services. It was also highlighted how 
primary care providers can be crucial in making 
preventive care a total success or failure. From 
the KM perspective, GPs are viewed as knowl-
edge workers who are strategically positioned to 
interact with the population, thereby increasing 
the efficacy of such preventive healthcare services. 
Even inexpensive approaches, such as appropriate 
recognition, can yield positive results. One such 
approach of employing recognition (in the form of 
public appreciation of GPs efforts specific to the 

Figure 2. Knowledge creation stimuli employed 
for the current study
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value added services provided, such as trophies, 
commendations and awards) were proposed by the 
GPs. This study also proved that clinical messaging 
can be employed for efficient knowledge sharing.

During the execution of this case study, it 
was found that convincing the stakeholders with 
regards to the importance of KM in healthcare 
was challenging. The GPs were reluctant to spend 
their resources on non-remunerative services i.e. 
addressing screening attendance. Future screening 
initiatives on screening attendance will need to 
address these issues at a core level; failing to do 
so will force such initiatives to fail from achieving 
their true potential. Technology plays a relatively 
trivial role in this case study; however, the com-
plex mechanisms for knowledge sharing and the 
urge to communicate and share the knowledge is 
exclusively people reliant. Failure to acknowledge 
this aspect will derail the smooth functioning of 
any KM-based project in healthcare.

The case study enumerated a much focussed 
application of the individual KM components. 
Utilizing KM strategies for increasing breast 
screening attendance has opened new vistas in 
this field and proved that this project was able to 
achieve its planned objectives. Viewing projects 
through KM has additional advantages. KM-based 
initiatives could orient the goals not only towards 
the physical benefits but also aligns the focus on 
people who are the core component for any project. 
Such alignment to the important KM facets not 
only delivers successful projects but also makes 
it a complete solution. The study not only proves 
that KM does work but also ensures better results. 
Due consideration to the core components and the 
multiple facets of the KM are fundamental for the 
success of such initiatives and the authors would 
boldly recommend that any project (irrespective 
of which domain they are associated with) can be 
successfully completed if properly viewed from 
KM perspective.
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Chapter  1.7

ABSTRACT

Knowledge workers are often employed to extract 
knowledge from domain experts in order to codify 
knowledge held by these experts. The extent to 
which workers rely on tacit or explicit knowledge 
may produce inefficiencies and reduce productiv-
ity if the information is not shared among those 
who need it or if it encapsulates strategic goals 
and is inadvertently shared with those who might 
undermine the firm’s competitive advantage. This 
chapter discusses the nature of tacit versus explicit 
knowledge in terms of the dimensions thought to 
contribute to its degree of tacitness. The authors 
present the results of an exploratory study in which 

they develop an instrument designed to elicit per-
ceptions regarding the nature of knowledge used 
by workers and their degree of reliance on tacit 
knowledge. It is an indirect form of measurement 
that eliminates the need to render the knowledge 
entirely explicit prior to measurement. As an 
additional benefit, it allows the classification 
of knowledge along a continuum, ranging from 
entirely tacit to entirely explicit or somewhere 
in between. Use of this instrument by managers 
will help them identify pockets of tacit knowledge 
within the firm that could either be made explicit 
so that other workers can benefit from it or that 
could be prevented from becoming explicit should 
its strategic value require protection.
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INTRODUCTION

Knowledge is created, stored, transferred, and 
used at all levels of an organization in an attempt 
to achieve the goals of the organization. The or-
ganization’s performance is strongly influenced 
by the extent to which the appropriate knowledge 
is available and utilized by those who need it 
(Badaracco, 1991). The knowledge must also be 
aligned with an organization’s innovation position 
and product/market position in order to establish 
an effective strategy (McDonough, Zack, Lin, 
& Berdrow, 2008). Thus, organizations engage 
in a variety of methods of knowledge manage-
ment in order to make available the knowledge 
that is needed. However, even when knowledge 
is available it is not always accessed by orga-
nization members (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). 
Planning for the appropriate use of knowledge by 
organization members becomes very important 
(Flores, Catalanello, Rau, and Saxena, 2008). 
Some organization members may prefer or rely on 
certain types of knowledge rather than accessing 
all of the appropriate types of knowledge. This 
can result in suboptimal outcomes.

One knowledge characteristic that organiza-
tion members may rely upon in differing amounts 
is its degree of tacitness. After Polanyi (1962, 
1967) introduced the concept, the tacit character 
of knowledge has long been studied in the field 
of psychology and has begun to play a large 
role in other disciplines such as organizational 
behavior and management. Although success 
has been achieved in indirectly measuring tacit 
knowledge (cf. Scribner, 1986) research has not 
yet been conducted that aligns the degree to which 
individuals rely on tacit knowledge with tasks 
that are completed using varying degrees of tacit 
knowledge.

Increasing our understanding of what types of 
knowledge that organization members are most 
likely to utilize can help organizations improve 
their knowledge management practices. Primary 
reliance on either explicit or tacit knowledge, 

especially under varying degrees of complexity, 
can affect performance (van den Bos and Poletiek, 
2008). For example, efforts by an organization to 
increase the amount of explicit knowledge that 
is created and made available to organization 
members for a particular project may be ineffec-
tive if organization members rely primarily on 
tacit knowledge. Instead the organization could 
consider increasing the amount of tacit knowl-
edge available to the organization members or it 
could identify members who rely more on explicit 
knowledge and have them carry out the project. 
To do so implies that we can identify what tasks 
require a greater reliance on tacit knowledge to 
complete and which organizational members rely 
more on tacit and/or explicit knowledge in general.

An additional area of concern to managers is 
the degree to which tacit knowledge can affect 
competitiveness (Hall, 1992). Organizations can 
benefit competitively from attempts to conceal 
the adoption of certain practices (Terlaak and 
Gong, 2008), but when this proves inadequate 
innovative practices based on tacit knowledge 
can limit imitation by competitors. Even though 
absorptive capacity can influence the rate of in-
terorganizational knowledge transfer (Todorova 
and Durisin, 2007), explicit knowledge is typically 
much easier for competitors to copy because it 
can be codified and transferred easily (Nonaka 
& Takeuchi, 1995). Therefore, if management 
can identify both the areas of their business that 
are more likely to use tacit knowledge and those 
in the organization who might be more inclined 
to rely on tacit knowledge, they can better match 
workers to tasks and thereby improve protection 
of knowledge which may have a strategic or other 
competitive value. Thus, a method to measure this 
type of knowledge would be useful to organiza-
tions to the extent that they would be better able 
to manage its use and protection.

From a researcher’s perspective, the explicit/
tacit character of knowledge is important to con-
sider because studies that include knowledge as a 
variable of interest can have differing or erroneous 
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outcomes if they do not measure the explicit/tacit 
character of the knowledge. For example, if organi-
zations are being examined in regard to the amount 
of knowledge they possess and the resulting ef-
fect on organizational performance, the results 
may become muddled because firms may have a 
significant amount of explicit knowledge to help 
them create new products or processes, but those 
products and processes may be easily imitated by 
competitors and the organization’s performance 
suffers as a result. Existing knowledge measure-
ment approaches may show that the amount of 
knowledge in an organization may therefore not 
be positively associated with organizational per-
formance. Moreover, researchers may find that a 
firm is very effective while appearing to possess 
limited knowledge when only explicit knowledge 
is measured and the amount of tacit knowledge is 
not also included in the measurement.

Grover and Davenport (2001) describe a 
framework for knowledge management research 
in which the process of knowledge begins with 
generation and ends in a realization or outcome. 
In the middle, knowledge can be codified and 
transferred and researchers are enjoined to dis-
cover impediments and enablers of this process 
and to look for ways in which firms can integrate 
these processes with its more familiar states and 
processes, such as its strategy, culture and behav-
iors (Grover & Davenport, 2001). While this is 
certainly necessary for knowledge not considered 
to have strategic value, another stream of research 
needs to investigate moving tacit knowledge di-
rectly into outcomes so that strategically important 
and competitive knowledge might be protected.

Kulkarni, Ravindran and Freeze (2006) for-
mulated a knowledge management success model 
that focused exclusively on explicit knowledge, 
since successful knowledge management practices 
may not be uniform between the two types of 
knowledge. Another reason may have been the 
requirement to make tacit knowledge explicit in 
order to measure its quality, although this was 
not mentioned in their paper. Hansen, Nohria and 

Tierney (1999) found that successful consulting 
firms rely on a strategy of knowledge management 
that is primarily codified (explicit) or primarily 
personalized (tacit), depending upon the services 
offered. Consulting firms that offer solutions to 
repetitive problems rely primarily on a codification 
strategy, while those that offer highly customized 
solutions for unique problems rely primarily on 
a personalization strategy. Although there are 
many ways to capture tacit knowledge within 
organizations (Liebowitz, 2009),the personaliza-
tion strategy attempts to make the reuse of tacit 
knowledge more efficient by changing it into 
explicit form before it can be managed.

We argue that not all tacit knowledge should 
be made explicit and that management of tacit 
knowledge is possible without having to make it 
explicit. In order to do so, however, the knowledge 
must first be identified and classified as tacit or 
explicit and its strategic importance must also be 
identified. To do so would require a reliable and 
valid metric to help knowledge managers resist 
the temptation to classify anything not well un-
derstood as “tacit.” Although there are a variety 
of potential ways to measure tacit knowledge 
(Busch, 2008), we believe that tacit knowledge 
is identifiable based on its characteristics and 
that it need not be rendered explicit during this 
identification process.

The purpose of this paper is to present a de-
scription of the components of tacit and explicit 
knowledge and the results of the development of 
a survey instrument designed to tap these com-
ponents. Tacit knowledge cannot be measured 
directly, but must first be made explicit (Osterloh 
& Frey, 2000). Such a transformation dilutes and 
skews the measurement and is analogous to the sort 
of destructive testing that occurs in manufacturing 
in the hopes that the measurement of a few products 
(which must be destroyed to complete the testing) 
is representative of those that remain. However, 
by allowing subjects to identify specific charac-
teristics of the knowledge used in the completion 
of a task, we are able to classify the knowledge 
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as being either tacit or explicit or somewhere in 
between. This eliminates the requirement to make 
tacit knowledge explicit and so can provide a 
more accurate estimate of its degree of tacitness. 
The following sections present the dimensions 
of tacit knowledge which have been drawn from 
previous research, discuss the nature of these 
dimensions and present an instrument aimed at 
measuring them. We then provide a discussion 
of how the scale might be used, the limitations 
of such a measurement, the implications to both 
theory and practice and some ideas for continued 
research in this area.

THE DIMENSIONS

Knowledge is considered to be the basis of 
competitive advantage for organizations (e.g. 
Conner & Prahalad, 1996; Ghemawat, 1986) and 
its management is key to the success of the firm 
(Becerra-Fernandez & Sabherwal, 2001). The 
knowledge-based view of the firm posits that 
organizations with better knowledge resources 
and the ability to utilize them will fare better 
than other organizations across the competitive 
landscape. The value of any particular knowledge 
resource is, of course, dependent on the situation 
to which it is being applied (Madsen, Riis, and 
Waehrens, 2008). However, characteristics of 
knowledge, such as its tacit and explicit charac-
ter, can have a broader influence on the ability 
of a particular piece of knowledge to enhance an 
organization’s performance. For example, good 
customer service is probably more valuable for 
high-end, women’s clothing retailers than it is 
for self-service gas stations. However, if a high 
level of customer service at a women’s clothing 
retailer is held tacitly by employees and later codi-
fied into easily teachable steps, this knowledge 
of how to serve customers well is more likely to 
leak to competitors. This leakage can prevent a 
competitive advantage from being sustainable, 
with competitive parity the result.

Tacit knowledge is knowledge that is difficult 
to describe and transmit to others, and in its pure 
form the user is unaware of its usage (Polyani, 
1962). It typically is created through personal 
experience, but the experience has occurred in 
the past and to such a frequency or repetition 
that the possessor is no longer aware of the par-
ticulars of its existence (Hasher & Zacks, 1979). 
It becomes a habit or routine (Nelson & Winter, 
1982). Explicit knowledge, on the other hand, is 
completely transmissible—users are consciously 
aware of its usage—and its creation and usage is 
either very recent or infrequent such that the user 
is aware of its particulars.

These characteristics are of vital importance 
to managers and researchers as the competitive 
playing field expands, because they influence the 
nature of the creation, storage, transfer and use 
of knowledge. As such, knowledge that is more 
explicit can be knowingly created, stored in an 
accessible manner, easily transferred, and used in 
a conscious and intentional manner.

The nature of explicit and tacit knowledge 
may cause one to initially believe that focusing 
on explicit knowledge seems to provide more ben-
efits (Alavi & Leidner, 2001). This is particularly 
true when knowledge needs to be transferred to 
many organizational members. However, there 
are some disadvantages of explicit knowledge that 
enable tacit knowledge to be a preferred choice in 
a variety of situations (Bloodgood & Salisbury, 
2001). For example, explicit knowledge is easily 
transferred to competitors, intentionally or other-
wise. Additionally, when it is used intermittently, 
explicit knowledge can lead to a greater variance 
in outcomes. Thus, awareness and understanding 
of both types of knowledge within an organization 
is important for managers so that the creation, use, 
transfer and protection of the knowledge can be 
used to create and protect competitive advantage.

Our approach to measuring the degree to 
which knowledge is tacit is based on its charac-
teristics. We can cite four characteristics within 
the literature: 1) the degree to which the holder 
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of the knowledge is consciously aware of it, 2) 
the degree to which the knowledge is expressible 
in oral or written form, 3) the degree to which 
the knowledge is demonstrable to others, and 4) 
the degree to which the knowledge is applied in 
a formal or informal manner. Our reasoning is 
that if we can identify what a person relies on in 
each of these categories as they work through a 
task, then it follows that the knowledge used to 
complete the task can be identified as either tacit 
or explicit. We use a sliding scale to do this so 
that knowledge may be placed along a continuum 
that ranges from fully tacit to fully explicit. Such 
a method offers the advantage that the knowledge 
need not be made explicit to measure it and it al-
lows for the dependent nature of the relationship 
between tacit and explicit knowledge—i.e., the 
two are not dichotomous, but reinforcing (Alavi 
& Leidner, 2001). We now discuss each of these 
characteristics since they represent the constructs 
in our model.

Conscious Awareness

Typically, when tacit knowledge is being used 
the user is not consciously aware of it. The tacit 
knowledge is built up over time and is stored in the 
individual in a manner that limits the individual’s 
ability to explicate it. That is, although a knowl-
edge base from previous experience is present, an 
individual may automatically (Nonaka & Takeu-
chi, 1995; Reber, 1993) utilize this knowledge 
base when needed but does not consciously think 
through the steps required to apply the knowledge. 
As an example, consider an experienced typist 
who does not consciously think about each key 
stroke but rather types words without being aware 
of exactly where each finger is on the keyboard 
at any given moment. Tacit knowledge is gener-
ally cued for use directly from the environment 
(Reber, 1993), thus bypassing the consciousness 
of the individual. This reduced conscious aware-
ness, as shown in Reber’s (1967, 1969) artificial 
grammar experiments, contributes to the inability 

of the individual to fully explain their behavior 
(Reber, 1969; Reber, 1989).

Conscious awareness is further described by 
cognitive load theory, which posits that the brain 
functions as a result of working memory and long 
term memory. Long term memory is formed by 
creating schemata from items found in working 
memory and that these schemata are automated 
as learning occurs (Paas, Renkl & Sweller, 2004). 
This automation in long term memory is what 
allows people to perform certain tasks without 
really thinking about it.

Expressibility

Tacit knowledge is difficult to express to others 
(Polyani, 1962; Polyani, 1967) in either written or 
oral form. The main issue is the extent to which 
the knowledge cannot be codified and directly 
communicated to another individual. Much of the 
extant research has focused on written express-
ibility, but oral explication is generally regarded 
as equivalent. Consider a real estate market as an 
example. The maxim, “location, location and loca-
tion” tends to drive decision making regarding the 
placement of commercial enterprises. Although 
a myriad of quantitative data may support place-
ment of a retail outlet in one place, an experienced 
realtor may possess intuition (based on market 
experience) that he is unable to clearly express to 
others as to why that particular location may not 
be optimal. If asked about his decision, he would 
likely be able to rank his ability to express his 
decision process along a continuum ranging from 
fully expressible to fully inexpressible. Doing so 
would reflect the nature of his knowledge without 
having to actually express it.

Demonstrability

Demonstrability is represented by a person’s abil-
ity to perform the necessary tasks based only on 
seeing an activity performed or seeing the results 
of an activity. The greater this ability is, the greater 
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the reliance on tacit knowledge and the better able 
is the person to complete all the steps within a 
task without as much detailed explicit instruction. 
This is especially true in complex situations that 
contain steps that are relatively observable. An 
individual with the appropriate tacit knowledge 
can more easily perform the functions necessary 
to complete the task (Godfrey & Hill, 1995). It is 
important to note that demonstrability may only 
have meaning if there is something that can be 
visualized as a final outcome or if steps are easily 
observable. Thus, working backwards may not 
always be appropriate, especially if it involves 
activities that have not yet been attempted (e.g. 
putting a man on the moon prior to 1969).

Formal or Informal Application

The dimensions cited thus far directly affect a 
person’s ability to store and/or to transfer knowl-
edge. We now introduce how knowledge is applied 
in a given situation as a measure of its degree of 
tacitness. When an individual undergoes training 
or experiences a task in a step by step fashion, the 
individual is initially cognizant of the steps he or 
she has learned. At these early stages of learning 
and practice, the individual is explicitly trying to 
remember and use the steps. Over time the steps 
become second nature, and the individual loses 
cognizance of their existence in their memory 
(Nelson & Winter, 1982). Reliance on the steps 
becomes automatic by nature. Individuals who use 
this knowledge at a later date are likely to appear 
to have jumped to a conclusion even though they 
have implicitly followed the steps without real-
izing it. In the case of an individual not realizing 
he or she has followed implicit steps learned long 
ago, it can appear that the individual is using a 
disorganized or informal approach to complete a 
task (Scribner, 1986) because specific steps are 
not consciously identified and explicitly followed. 
Thus the logic of the individual’s actions appears 
to be missing when viewed by an outsider (similar 
to intuition, Reber, (1993). When the steps are not 

already learned, or at least not learned as well, 
the individual is more likely to knowingly follow 
the explicit steps in a formal manner. The degree 
to which a person can recall that the steps he or 
she used in performing a specific task is based 
on prior learning of the task is reflective of the 
degree of informality of his or her thought process. 
Thus, the higher the reliance on prior learning, 
relative to current learning, the greater the use of 
tacit knowledge by the individual. We distinguish 
prior learning from newer learning by the effect 
it has on how an individual uses it. While newer 
learning is characterized by adherence to specific 
rules that still require mindful application, prior 
learning is already committed to the subconscious 
through experience and is used without the indi-
vidual being aware of the specific steps involved. 
The individual may realize he or she is relying on 
prior experiences but they are unable to accurately 
identify all of the steps that are followed. Thus, 
when knowledge is used from prior learning the 
mental process used to apply the prior learning 
appears more informal than when knowledge from 
current learning is used. When current learning 
is relied upon, the individual is more likely to 
be seen as using the specific, concrete steps as-
sociated with the current learning. This process 
takes on a more formal character as compared 
to when prior learning is used. These arguments 
follow from Scribner (1986), who suggests that 
the use of previously learned knowledge (working 
knowledge) is typified by an ad hoc approach and 
maintains a more informal character compared 
to currently learned knowledge that tends to be 
applied in a formal, step-wise fashion. We gain 
additional support from Wagner and Sternberg 
(1986) who reiterate this point when they speak of 
the perceived disorganized nature of tacit knowl-
edge stemming from its prior learning. Therefore, 
our measurement of the use of formal or informal 
mental processes is indirectly captured using items 
relating to prior learning.

Our hypothesized model is depicted in Figure 1.
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THE METHOD AND MEASURE

It is apparent that the ability to measure knowledge 
would be very useful to organizations. Organiza-
tions could better determine the extent to which 
they can successfully complete future projects, 
improve existing processes, and, in general, 
compete against other organizations so long as 
they know what is tacit and should be made ex-
plicit and what is tacit and should be protected 
(not made explicit). But measuring knowledge, 
and in particular tacit knowledge, has continued 
to be a thorn in the side of academic researchers 
and managers, because there are several aspects 
of knowledge that magnify its difficulty of mea-
surement. There is the volume of knowledge, its 
form, its detail, and its value to name a few. The 
more of these aspects we simultaneously concern 
ourselves with, the more difficult measurement 
becomes. We suggest an initial step toward 
measurement would be to ascertain how much 
a particular type of knowledge is relied upon by 
an individual when working on a project. This 
approach would focus on the relative degree of a 
type of knowledge that is used.

Because the tacit nature of knowledge has 
received significant theoretical attention (cf. Alavi 
& Leidner, 2001), we have chosen it as the focus 
of this exploratory study. We have also selected 
information technology (IT) as the research do-
main because of the inherent nature, and therefore 
importance, of information and knowledge to this 

industry. IT organizations develop automated 
systems that help users process information into 
knowledge. In so doing, the IT worker must elicit 
both tacit and explicit knowledge from users. In 
addition, the IT workers themselves also possess 
both tacit and explicit knowledge that is used for 
developing these systems. These conditions make 
IT workers an excellent occupational group to use 
as the basis for the study.

Factor analytic techniques suggest that 
constructs and other manifest variables can be 
measured indirectly using indicators or observed 
variables that are reflective of the underlying con-
structs. The development of our instrument follows 
this technique by creating items thought to reflect 
conscious awareness (CA), expressibility (EX), 
demonstrability (D) and the degree of formal or 
informal application (F/I) of the knowledge with 
respect to a given task. As an example, we ask 
a subject to what extent he or she is consciously 
aware of the steps required to complete the task. 
Answers that indicate a greater awareness are 
reflective of explicit knowledge, while answers 
that indicate less awareness are reflective of tacit 
knowledge.

We created a 27 item pool, each of which 
was intended to capture one of the dimensions 
previously discussed so that we could identify a 
subject’s perceived reliance on tacit and explicit 
knowledge and avoid the problems associated with 
attempting to identify the actual knowledge itself. 
We geared the items around a project task that 

Figure 1. Hypothesized model
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would take about a week to complete. The items 
were worded in a manner that would identify the 
degree to which the subject relied upon either tacit 
or explicit knowledge to complete the project. By 
allowing the subject to rank each item from relied 
upon “completely” to relied upon “not at all” we 
are able incorporate the bipolar and continuous 
nature of the tacit/explicit knowledge construct 
and limit the subject’s need to make the tacit 
knowledge explicit.

We next submitted these items to a number 
of knowledge management researchers who 
made suggestions for removing ambiguities in 
the wording of the items. They also categorized 
the items based on similarities into each of the 
four constructs we formulated according to our 
theory. We then compared the results of our ex-
perts and our original items and their groupings. 
As a result of these analyses, some adjustments 
were made to the wording of some of the items 
in order to remove ambiguities and to place each 
item clearly into one of the dimensions. The in-
strument uses a semantic differential presentation, 
which was converted into an electronic format 
that could be administered via the Internet. The 
instrument asks each subject to what extent each 
subject considered his or her actions taken during 
a specific assignment to be based on those things 
thought to reflect each dimension of tacit or ex-
plicit knowledge. The software then computes a 
score ranging from 1 to 5 depending upon where 
the subject places an electronic slider between 
the two anchors. Lower scores indicate a greater 
reliance on tacit knowledge; higher scores indicate 
a greater reliance on explicit knowledge. Some 
items are reverse scored since wording of those 
items elicited responses in the reverse direction.

The resulting instrument was then pilot tested 
using students in an advanced MIS course upon 
completion of a semester long project. Results 
were then tested for internal consistency and 
dimensionality using exploratory techniques. 
Further refinement of the precise wording of each 
item and the delivery protocol was made after 

analyzing these preliminary results. The resulting 
survey is presented in the appendix.

We next submitted the instrument to another 
class of advanced MIS students in computer 
networking fundamentals. These students were 
assigned a number of laboratory activities and 
wrote a report for each activity, which detailed 
their findings. The report included a synopsis 
of the work performed and a description of any 
variance from expected results. The activities 
chosen were ones for which the students had no 
prior experience, such as creating a web server, 
an e-mail server, imaging, setting up a Windows 
domain controller with DHCP and DNS services, 
public key encryption, packet sniffing and others; 
but for which each student was required to have a 
substantial knowledge base in order to complete. 
For example, in order to complete a lab on packet 
sniffing, the student must know what a packet is 
and what operations are performed on the packet 
when it is transmitted from one computer to an-
other, including the structure and use of the TCP/
IP protocol suite.

The sample consisted of 23 junior and senior 
level information systems students with varying 
degrees of prior experience. Although the labo-
ratory activities were chosen so that the students 
had no prior experience, the group of students 
had been using computers in such activities as 
programming, system analysis and design and da-
tabase design and querying. The students therefore 
brought with them approximately the same level 
of educational experience and had approximately 
similar knowledge bases. The average age was 21 
and the group consisted of 20 men and 3 women.

A total of 10 lab experiments were performed 
by each subject and our survey instrument was 
administered after each experiment. Thus, a total 
of 201 observations were collected (accounting 
for some students who did not complete all the 
surveys). The results were analyzed both as a 
pooled group and as 10 sets of independent groups 
(accounting for each lab activity) for internal con-
sistency and were factor analyzed. Factor analysis 
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was performed to analyze the measurement model 
depicted in Figure 1. Our premise is that if this 
model is supported by the data in terms of reliability 
and convergent and discriminant validity, then the 
resulting instrument can be used in subsequent tests 
in order to investigate the nature of the structural 
model. Our analysis therefore does not test any 
hypotheses related to the underlying structural 
model, as would be performed in a confirmatory 
analysis (Anderson & Gerbing, 1988; Hatcher, 
1994), but merely evaluates the “nature of the 
latent factors that are responsible for covariation 
in the data set…” (Hatcher, 1994, p. 69) This sort 
of restricted analysis, in which we have restricted 
some of the parametric values to zero based on 
the underlying theory allows us to respecify our 
model and re-estimate it in order to obtain an ac-
ceptable fit (Anderson and Gerbing, 1988). To do 
so, we eliminated those items that cross load or 
do not load on any one factor following accepted 
factor analytic techniques.

The results of our analysis are that a 16 item 
instrument demonstrates the best fit to our model. 
These items are marked with an asterisk in the 
appendix. Although one factor, demonstrability, 
had no significant loadings, it was stressed earlier 
that this dimension of tacit knowledge may not 
manifest itself in all cases. Because our subjects 
had no way of visualizing the final results of their 
projects, nor were the steps easily observed, we feel 
that the absence of this factor does not negate the 
theory. This dimension is very likely to appear in 
other situations where a clear picture of the final 
result is possible. In addition, the exploratory na-
ture of this study and the unique problems which 
surface when using students involved in a learning 
situation compel us to include all 27 items of the 
instrument in the appendix. We discuss this further 
in the limitations section. Our analysis proceeds 
with our discussion of the statistical results from 
the 16 items we retained.

Coefficient alpha is used to estimate the inter-
nal consistency of the data and is reported in two 
different ways. In table 1, we provide the value 

of coefficient alpha for the entire data set and 
for the composite reliabilities of each factor. All 
values exceed generally accepted guidelines for 
minimum values (Hatcher, 1994).

Based on these values, we can say that the 
instrument appears to be measuring consistently 
and reliably.

Construct validity is demonstrated when the 
data collected fits the hypothesized model, and 
the results of the analysis show the items to load 
in such a way as to be interpreted according to 
the theory. The hypothesized model was shown 
earlier in Figure 1, while the model supported by 
the data is now displayed in Figure 2.

Exploratory factor analysis applied to the data 
set provides the following insight into the model. 
Three of the four factors which appear in the 
hypothesized model (Figure 1), are supported by 
the data.

In order to assess convergent and discrimi-
nant validity, we attempt to determine whether 
the items converge to a particular factor (con-
vergent validity) and only to a particular factor 

Table 1. Reliability measurements 

Factor Alpha

All 0.83

CA 0.87

EX 0.81

F/I 0.65

Figure 2. Data supported model
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(discriminant validity). We use factor analysis to 
assess convergent validity and a chi-square test, a 
confidence interval test and a variance extracted 
test to assess discriminant validity (Anderson & 
Gerbing, 1988, Hatcher, 1994).

Table 2 displays the factor loadings, standard 
errors and t-values for each item. Good conver-
gent validity is demonstrated when each t-value 
is significant (i.e., > 1.96 for a large sample at 
the 0.05 significance level) and should be at least 
twice the value of the standard error (Anderson & 
Gerbing, 1988). Data presented in Table 2 support 
these requirements in every case, thus providing 
good support for convergent validity. The highest 
standard error (0.07) represents only 17.5% of the 
lowest factor loading (0.40, item 22, “Repetition”), 
and all t-values greatly exceed the 1.96 minimum.

To demonstrate discriminant validity, we per-
form a chi-square test, a confidence interval test 
and a variance extracted test on each of the factors 
(cf. Hatcher, 1994). Table 3 displays the results 
of the chi-square test, and it shows that the chi-
square difference is significant to less than.1%. 
This indicates that the model with 3 factors pro-
vides a better fit than one with a single factor.

Table 4 shows that the confidence interval for 
the correlations of the three factors does not include 
the value, 1.0. This indicates that the factors are 
not perfectly correlated as would be indicated if 
the correlation coefficient equaled 1.0. In Table 
4, the name of each of the dimensions has been 
abbreviated (i.e., Conscious Awareness, CA, 
Expressibility, E, and Prior Learning, PL). Upper 
and lower limits are shown to the right of the 
inter-factor correlations, and the standard errors 
and p-values of each correlation are shown below.

A variance extraction test compares the results 
of the composite reliability for each factor (taken 
two at a time) with the squared correlation between 
them. This test is necessary because the size of 
the correlation between conscious awareness and 
prior learning as shown in Table 4 is high enough 
that it is reasonable to question whether the items 
are measuring the same thing. Discriminant valid-

ity is demonstrated when the variance extracted 
estimate exceeds the correlation. This is shown 
in Table 5 with the estimates of variance ex-
tracted on the diagonal.

Due to the nature of the research, our model 
fitting analysis seeks to specify an initial tentative 
model, which can be tested and modified in order 
to find a model that not only fits the data statisti-
cally, but also allows us to provide a meaningful 

Table 2. Factor loadings, standard errors and 
t-values 

Conscious Awareness

Item Description Loading
Std. 
Err.

t-val-
ue

I3 Outside Knowledge 0.56 -0.06 8.78

I16 Knowing 0.81 -0.06 13.01

I17 Instinctive 0.73 -0.06 12.53

I18 Familiar 0.96 -0.07 13.03

I21 Doing 0.74 -0.06 11.88

I26 Intuition 0.66 -0.06 11.04

Expressibility

I4 Written by self 0.55 -0.06 9.55

I5 Explaining 0.34 -0.06 5.47

I11 Written for others 0.62 -0.05 12.22

I12 Explained 0.68 -0.05 13.37

I14 Writing 0.53 -0.06 8.12

I22 Repetition 0.40 -0.07 5.89

I24 Clear about success 0.40 -0.06 7.03

I25
Success compared to 
others 0.45 -0.06 7.36

Prior Learning

I10 Reliance 0.72 -0.07 10.62

I20 Prior learning 0.72 -0.07 10.99

Table 3. Chi-square statistics 

Model Χ2 df

Uni-dimensional 862.84 104

Standard 186.94 101

Difference 675.9* 3

* p<0.001
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interpretation of each parameter. Our process con-
sisted first of screening the data for unreasonable 
values, outliers. We then performed an explor-
atory factor analysis to determine the number of 
factors to retain (discussed in an earlier section), 
and we evaluated the squared multiple correlations. 
We then examined the measures of overall fit.

We found no unreasonable values or anomalies, 
no outliers and the squared multiple correlations 
are reasonable. In addition, all fit indices indicate 
a good fit (e.g., adjusted goodness of fit, AGFI, 
= 0.86). The model fit seems to be more than ad-
equate and is surprisingly good for an initial data 
collection set. The theorized relationships appear 
to hold, and the fitted model seems to accurately 
depict the hypothesized one.

DISCUSSION

Because of the usefulness of knowledge through-
out an organization (Miller, Fern & Cardinal, 
2007), a major goal of knowledge management in 

the organization is currently to codify knowledge 
so that more people in the firm have access to it 
(Klein, 1998). There are a number of valid reasons 
for this, and a number of ways employees can be 
motivated to do this (Osterloh & Frey, 2000), but 
when the knowledge held by workers is of such 
strategic importance that competitiveness may 
suffer if certain components are made public, then 
the current goal of codification may not always be 
appropriate. If managers are able to identify those 
portions of organizational projects that require 
tacit knowledge components, then a decision can 
be made to attempt to extract the knowledge and 
make it explicit for others in the organization or 
to protect it to help maintain competitiveness.

Without the means to measure the components 
of knowledge that determine its tacit or explicit 
character, managers will have difficulty optimizing 
the use of knowledge in their organizations. One 
of the primary goals of this study was to develop 
a measure for tacit and explicit knowledge. We 
are unaware of any scales that seek to classify 
activity components into either tacit or explicit, 
and so the development of our scale proceeded 
from scratch and was guided only by our knowl-
edge of the theory. The resulting 16 item scale 
provides reliability and validity both from a 
statistical standpoint and from a theoretical one. 
Identification of tacit knowledge components is 
necessary to inform and train additional work-
ers in these skills on the one hand and to protect 
competitiveness on the other.

As an example where the use of this scale 
might be appropriate within the IT field, consider 
a firm engaged in custom software development. 
A market leader in this field may enjoy a com-
petitive position because it can expeditiously turn 
out products that are of the highest quality and of 
great use to end users. In short, the firm creates 
end user applications quickly that perform to the 
users’ specifications. If the firm can identify the 
pockets of tacit knowledge among its senior de-
velopers, it might decide to make it explicit and 
allow less experienced developers to benefit from 

Table 4. Inter-factor correlations, standard errors 
and confidence intervals 

Lower Upper Lower Upper

CA Limit Limit EX Limit Limit

EX 0.19 0.03 0.35

0.08

2.36

PL 0.70 0.60 0.80 0.17 -0.01 0.35

0.05 0.09

12.75 2.01

Table 5. Variance extracted, squared interfactor 
correlations 

CA EX PL

CA 0.88

EX 0.04 0.81

PL 0.49 0.03 0.75
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this knowledge. Such a decision, however, must 
be tempered with the realization that the newly 
codified knowledge may be easier for competing 
firms to exploit. In any event, the identification of 
those components of tacit knowledge is important 
and the scale presented herein is a first step towards 
achieving that goal.

LIMITATIONS, IMPLICATIONS 
AND FUTURE RESEARCH

This study has certain limitations that we now ad-
dress. First, the study utilized subjects who were 
students engaged in a relatively explicit task. This 
could limit the generalizability of the findings. 
Although it is important to examine situations that 
range from highly tacit, mixed tacit/explicit, and 
highly explicit, this first study only examined a 
predominantly explicit task. Therefore, it may not 
generalize to tasks that are more tacit in nature. 
Certainly, future studies can focus on a variety 
of tacit and explicit situations in order to gain a 
more complete understanding of the usefulness of 
the instrument. One approach would be to utilize 
a field experiment design and obtain responses 
from practitioners with greater experience levels.

Another limitation with this study is the po-
tential ambiguity surrounding the tacit end of the 
scale. There is some question as to whether tacit 
knowledge is being measured or the subjects’ 
responses are simply demonstrating a lack of 
knowledge. To illustrate, consider a student who 
responds to item 17, which asks the subject to 
what extent his actions seemed instinctive versus 
reasoned or considered. If this student had not 
learned the material well, then his response might 
well be that it was instinctive (indicating a tacit 
component), since the student would be unable to 
explain it. Although the theory and research used to 
support the construction of the instrument provide 
extensive support for measuring the tacitness of 
knowledge, we felt that additional assurance that 
tacit knowledge was being measured (as opposed 

to a lack of knowledge) would be beneficial. 
Therefore, we decided to utilize a secondary ex-
amination of the data based on the Reber’s (1993) 
theory from evolutionary psychology that states 
that the use of tacit knowledge results in relatively 
less variability in performance than does the use of 
explicit knowledge. In order to apply this theory 
and test our sample, we divided the sample into 
two parts—one part includes those whose score 
was below the theoretical mean (n1 = 37) and 
the other includes scores above this mean (n2 = 
140)—and compared the standard deviation of 
performance scores between the groups. Perfor-
mance scores for the group which relied more on 
tacit knowledge had a standard deviation of 2.3; 
while the standard deviation for the explicit group 
was 4.6. Although not conclusive, we believe that 
this computation provides additional support for 
the validity of the instrument itself.

Finally, a third limitation involves the inability 
to measure tacit knowledge directly. Based on 
the previous discussion about the nature of tacit 
knowledge and the problems associated with at-
tempting to directly measure it, we felt that an 
indirect approach was the best way to examine 
it. By limiting the instrument to address a recall 
of behaviors that reflect the characteristics of the 
knowledge required to complete the task and not 
the actual knowledge used in the behavior, we feel 
that this problem is substantially reduced. At this 
point in time there is no perfect way to measure 
the exact amount of tacit and explicit knowledge 
possessed and used by an individual, however we 
believe that this study is an important first step 
toward that end.

The usefulness of the instrument will be es-
tablished through its use and extension in future 
studies. If the instrument and/or future iterations 
of it are found to be useful in the identification 
of tacit and explicit knowledge, there are several 
areas within information systems that we see as 
potential users of information collected from the 
instrument. Here are but a few:
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1.  In the area of systems analysis, IT workers 
are charged with making sense of business 
processes and converting these processes 
into automated systems;

2.  Knowledge workers who elicit tacit knowl-
edge from domain experts can identify tacit 
and explicit components and focus their 
attention on those that need to be codified;

3.  Data modeling and normalization of data 
structures is an enormously complex activ-
ity that contains largely tacit components. 
Identification of these components might 
make it easier to understand and model ef-
ficiently; and

4.  Programmers are sometimes hired to be ad 
hoc systems analysts. For those companies 
who hire programmers who must figure out 
the business processes and convert them 
into systems, the use of tacit knowledge is 
pervasive and not easily passed along to new 
hires. For this group turning tacit knowledge 
into explicit knowledge might improve 
competitiveness by reducing development 
time (Madsen, et al., 2008).

Strategic value in information systems and 
therefore competitive advantage are obtained 
through such things as:

1.  Knowledge appraisal systems that can ac-
curately assess the value of individual and 
organizational knowledge (Rasmussen & 
Haggerty, 2008);

2.  The time to implement a new system—the 
quicker one firm can do it, the more likely 
they are to acquire first mover advantages 
and increase market share;

3.  Software quality: the higher the quality of 
the product, the higher the customer loyalty 
and the more business the firm is likely to 
receive;

4.  Software capability: the more it is user 
friendly, the greater its ability to withstand 
adverse events (viruses, locking up or other 

security issues), and the better its perfor-
mance under load, the more likely the firm 
will obtain more business.

5.  Worker-Task alignment: appropriate match-
ing of workers with tasks may enable firms 
to increase utilization of tacit and explicit 
knowledge bases, thereby enhancing orga-
nizational performance (Chen & Edgington, 
2005).

6.  Paying attention to geographic career mo-
bility of employees. Career mobility can 
influence knowledge transfer (Almeida & 
Kogut, 1999) so firms should identify the 
most strategically valuable human resources 
(those possessing important knowledge 
bases) and do more to increase their job 
satisfaction in order to increase employee 
retention where appropriate. If this proves 
too difficult or ineffective, firms can focus on 
knowledge extraction or codification before 
employees become disenchanted and leave 
the firm. The optimal course of action will 
depend on the explicitness or tacitness of 
the knowledge to be transferred.

7.  Recognition of the trend toward self-forming, 
shared-access systems for engaging in 
knowledge work. Expert power is the prin-
cipal force that provides leadership within 
these systems (Ehin, 2008), and organiza-
tions should recognize the consequential 
importance of tacit knowledge present in 
them.

Within these strategic areas, managers need 
to know what knowledge to protect and how to 
protect it from competitors. Competitors can hire 
away people with such knowledge or they can 
engage in less than honest methods of obtaining 
it, but in general the more tacit the knowledge is, 
the more difficult it is to extract and utilize.

These same characteristics hold true for inter-
nal transfer of knowledge. However, knowledge 
sharing can be amplified by paying attention to 
reputational enhancement of employees, experi-
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ence levels, and network embeddedness (social 
capital) that employees possess (Wasko and 
Faraj, 2005). Thus, identifying when and where 
knowledge is more tacit and likely to result in 
protracted transfer procedures, organizations can 
introduce additional mechanisms to speed up 
transfer when and where it is deemed appropriate. 
For example, interdivisional knowledge has been 
shown to more strongly influence invention than 
either intra-divisional or inter-firm knowledge 
(Miller, Fern, & Cardinal, 2007). Moreover, not 
all existing knowledge about an organizational 
practice is useful in different parts of an organiza-
tion (Madsen, Riis, and Waehrens, 2008). Thus, 
a focused knowledge transfer strategy would 
likely provide greater returns than would a more 
general policy for the organization. There are also 
additional benefits to this because a firm’s future 
absorptive capacity can be positively influenced 
by accessing and transferring new knowledge 
(Todorova & Durisin, 2007). Therefore, a firm 
can increase its ability to manage knowledge it 
comes across in the future.

Finally, recent advances in research have iden-
tified social networks as informal, self-forming 
processes that are instrumental in the transfer of 
knowledge (Busch, 2009). These networks are 
capable of enhancing organizational learning and 
enabling organizations, and individuals within 
them, to act on knowledge with little or no formal 
involvement by managers. Thus, as time goes on, 
managers are likely to be less and less able to 
orchestrate the management of knowledge within 
their organizations (Ehin, 2008). Instead, they will 
be responsible for setting up the organizational 
structure that can influence network formation. 
In addition, managers may be able to assess the 
types of knowledge in use within these networks 
by using measurement devices, such as the one 
offered here, to identify various characteristics 
of the knowledge. Direct management of the 
knowledge may be less attainable, but some degree 
of awareness will still be possible and probably 
fruitful to achieve.

CONCLUSION

This study presents a theory of tacit and explicit 
knowledge in terms of the components that reflect 
the degree of tacitness of knowledge. We do so in 
order to present a scale that can be used to identify 
whether individuals rely more on tacit or explicit 
knowledge in the completion of a task and to iden-
tify what tasks might be more conducive to either 
tacit or explicit knowledge. That is, some work 
within organizations may require predominantly 
tacit or explicit knowledge by nature, and this na-
ture may further be influenced by the individuals 
performing the work. To the extent that we can 
identify those areas in which people rely more 
on tacit knowledge, we can evaluate these areas 
in terms of competitiveness and decide whether 
to make this knowledge explicit or not. We may 
also be able to classify people as relying more on 
tacit or explicit knowledge in the performance of 
their duties and assign them accordingly. Such 
matching of individuals to type of knowledge 
work naturally would require additional research, 
and the instrument developed here may be helpful 
in that research.
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APPENDIX

After completing a project, each subject was given a survey form on which he or she was asked to as-
sess his or her agreement (from complete agreement to not at all) with 27 items. The phrase, “Now that 
you have completed your project, to what extent…” was placed at the top of the form, and the subject 
was asked to complete the phrase with each item and then indicate his or her level of agreement along 
a sliding scale, which ranged from completely to not at all. Scores were recorded electronically and 
converted to a 5-point Likert type score. Some items were reverse scored and items with an asterisk 
were included in the final 16.

1.  Did you rely on written instructions?
2.  Did you rely on material presented in class?
3. * Did you rely on knowledge gained from outside this class?
4. * Could the knowledge you used be written down?
5. * Would you have difficulty in explaining the steps?
6.  Would viewing the finished product allow you to understand the steps involved?
7.  Were you conscious of the steps required?
8.  Did you utilize formal procedures?
9.  Did you organize the steps you used?
10. *Did you rely on steps learned previously?
11. *Could the steps be written down so that any student could be successful?
12. *Could the steps be explained in class so that any student could be successful?
13.  Did the solutions come to you step by step?
15.  Would it be easier to show other students how to do this than tell them?
16. *Did you feel you knew how to do this without thinking about it?
17. *Did your actions seem instinctive instead of reasoned (or considered)?
18. *Were you already familiar with how to do this?
19.  Did you spend more time planning the necessary steps or doing them?
20. *Did you rely on what you had learned previously?
21. *Were you able to do this without thinking about it?
22.  Did you feel that you were repeating certain steps?
23. *Did you have to invent new steps?
24. *Are you clear about your success on your finished project?
25. *Could you explain why you did better or worse on this project than others?
26. *Did you rely on your intuition?
27.  Did you change your typical approach to solving problems?

This work was previously published in Ubiquitous Developments in Knowledge Management: Integrations and Trends, edited 
by Murray E. Jennex, pp. 264-281, copyright 2010 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this article is to describe the 
concept of knowledge calibration within the 
context of knowledge management. Knowledge 
calibration is a concept borrowed from the psy-
chology of decision making. It refers to the cor-
respondence between knowledge accuracy and 
the confidence with which knowledge is held. 
Calibration is a potentially important concept for 
knowledge management because it describes one 
of the subtle errors that can lead to poor decisions. 
Where the correspondence between the accuracy 
of one’s knowledge and the confidence in that 
knowledge is high, decisions are described as 
well calibrated; but poor correspondence implies 
miscalibrated decisions. Since one concern of the 
field of knowledge management is the best use 

of knowledge for decision-making purposes, this 
topic is relevant.

BACKGROUND

A variety of scientists, including meteorologists, 
statisticians, and psychologists, have been inter-
ested in measuring and in explaining judgments 
of confidence and their relation to accuracy (e.g., 
Harvey, 1997; Yates, 1990). Most of these studies 
report that people are systematically overconfident 
about the accuracy of their knowledge and judg-
ment. In fact, scholars have even considered over-
confidence as a stylized fact of human cognition.

The construct “calibration of knowledge” re-
fers to the correspondence between accuracy of 
knowledge and confidence in knowledge (refer to 
Table 1). High accuracy and high confidence in 
knowledge promote high calibration; confidence 
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in these decisions is justified. Low accuracy and 
low confidence also promote high calibration. 
In this case, decision makers are aware of their 
ignorance and are unlikely to overreach. A lack of 
correspondence between accuracy and confidence 
means miscalibration. Miscalibrated individu-
als are either overconfident or underconfident: 
situations that can result in costly mistakes in 
decision making.

For example, a description of the difficulties 
XEROX had in successfully bringing their new 
inventions to market (Carayannis, Gonzalez, & 
Wetter, 2003) reveals that, among other problems, 
managers placed great faith in their knowledge of 
the market, technology, and future trends that was 
subsequently proved to be misplaced. One could 
argue that the Bush administration’s decision to 
go to war with Iraq in order to destroy weapons 
of mass destruction that did not exist, but were 
claimed to exist on the basis of high confidence 
in flimsy evidence, is also an example of mis-
calibration and its influence on decision making.

Although several approaches to improving 
knowledge calibration have been suggested, little 
effort has been made to integrate them into the 
field of knowledge management. A new dimension 
of the discourse on knowledge management can 
be added by examining the implications of the 
construct of knowledge calibration to knowledge 
management. In the subsequent paragraphs, we 
elaborate on how this can be achieved and why 
it is important.

MAIN FOCUS

The literature on knowledge management focuses 
on: (a) defining the constructs of knowledge and 
knowledge management; (b) describing processes 
associated with knowledge creation, storage and 
retrieval, transfer, and application; and (c) develop-
ing and implementing systems to facilitate these 
processes. Implicit in these tasks is the idea that 
knowledge is embedded in individuals, groups, as 
well as in physical structures (Alavi & Leidner, 
2001; Brown & Duguid, 2000). These discussions 
implicitly assume that knowledge available in 
the organization will be used in decision making 
and that such use will enable users to make bet-
ter decisions. As research has noted, however, 
knowledge, which as commonly used refers to 
accurate or correct knowledge, is not the sole 
factor affecting decision quality. Users have to 
access and wisely use the knowledge in decision 
making before KM systems can be said to improve 
management activity. One instance of this can 
be found in the “knowledge/use-reuse” situation 
where knowledge is developed and stored for reuse 
by its creators later on or by other subsequent us-
ers (Markus, 2001). If the knowledge is not well 
recorded, stored, or made easily retrievable, users 
will be few and their effectiveness compromised. 
A further problem is described by the impact of 
new technologies on marketing management, 
where Tapp and Hughes (2004, p. 293) argue 
that “... KM systems have increased the supply of 
knowledge ‘objects’ (explicit, recorded, packets 
of knowledge), but that usage of these ‘objects’ 
by other workers (the crucial added value) re-
mains elusive.” The skill with which users and 
reusers take advantage of knowledge depends 
on many factors, including capturing, packaging, 
and distributing the knowledge (Markus, 2001). 
Moreover, the confidence with which the decision 
maker accepts that knowledge also affects the way 
he/she uses the knowledge to make decisions. In 
other words, knowledge calibration affects the 
quality of decision making.

Table 1. Accuracy-confidence matrix 

Confidence

High Low

A
cc

ur
ac

y High Good Calibration Miscalibration (Under-
confidence)

Low Miscalibration 
(Overconfidence)

Good Calibration
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Ideally, organizations are better served if all 
individuals have high calibration, arising from high 
accuracy and high confidence in the knowledge. 
This is not to deny that there could be cases where 
overconfidence can be justified as a functional 
adaptation to motivate the implementation of 
decisions (Russo & Schoemaker, 1992). Investi-
gation of subtleties in the context of knowledge 
management can be the focus of later research. 
At this stage, the critical issues pertaining to 
knowledge calibration in the context of knowledge 
management are: (a) What factors contribute to 
miscalibration? (b) How can they be reduced or 
eliminated? and (c) What organizational practices 
can help promote calibration through knowledge 
management systems?

Factors Contributing 
to Miscalibration

Where does miscalibration come from? Although 
miscalibration is likely due to multiple causes 
and their interactions, two principal sources can 
be identified for our purposes: internal (personal) 
and external (structural). That is, miscalibration 
can arise from cognitive causes as well as from 
the quantity of information provided and how it 
is presented to the user.

Alba and Hutchinson (2000, pp. 139-142) 
summarize the main cognitive causes. These first 
include failures of memory due to distortion or 
incompleteness. Memory is often biased in the 
direction of a prior judgment, thus increasing over-
confidence. Memory might be incomplete when 
decision-consistent facts are more easily recalled, 
better decision options fail to be considered, or 
where other aspects of the knowledge interfere 
with recall and consideration. Underconfidence 
can also arise when the consequences of deci-
sions fail to be considered. The difficulty and 
frequency with which outcomes can be imagined 
reduces the perceived likelihood of an outcome. 
A second cognitive source of miscalibration 
comes from misweighting evidence, thereby not 

optimally incorporating decision inputs into the 
decision process. For example, decision makers 
often fail to use base rates in solving problems. 
They rely on available cues instead of valid ones. 
They overemphasize extreme instances, irrelevant 
data, and easy-to- understand information. Over-
confidence can come from poor appraisal of the 
diagnosticity of information where diagnosticity 
varies with its ease of use. Motivational factors 
may induce decision makers to fail to consider 
hypothesis-disconfirming evidence, accept con-
firmation uncritically, or limit their search to sup-
portive evidence only. Having some familiarity 
or expertise with the decision task might induce 
overconfidence where the decision tasks are in-
ordinately difficult, as in turbulent environments 
where it is difficult for everybody to see the future. 
Finally, overconfidence arises where expertise is 
not helpful to the decision.

Alba and Hutchinson (2000, pp. 142-144) 
and others describe some of the ways in which 
information is presented (inappropriate decision 
inputs) that can also induce sub-optimal levels 
of confidence. Too much information, where 
the assumption is made that greater amounts 
of information yield better decisions, or non-
diagnostic information can cause overconfidence. 
Misattribution of information, as when fragments 
of retrieved information are interpreted as hav-
ing been recalled from prior knowledge so that 
inference is interpreted as recall, can induce 
miscalibration. The number of operations needed 
to get an answer, familiarity with judgments, and 
the ease with which information can be retrieved 
may play a role. Another example of misattribu-
tion can be found in the “sleeper effect”, where 
the source on information is forgotten over time 
but the information itself is remembered; confi-
dence in even poor information may increase if 
its provenance is lost.

Empirical evidence from the literature on 
information systems suggests that the design of 
both the information dimensions (quantity, form, 
format, etc.) and the inquiring system play key 
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roles in user calibration. Oskamp (1965) used 
clinical psychology case studies to discover that 
increasing the quantity of information provided to 
decision makers produced miscalibration because 
it increased their decision confidence, but did not 
improve their decision quality. More information 
caused the confidence to soar, out of proportion 
to the actual correctness of their decisions. Cher-
vany and Dickson (1974) studied the effects of 
information overload on decision confidence, 
quality, and time. They found that decision makers 
using statistically summarized data outperformed 
those using raw data, but took longer and were 
less confident in their decisions. Familiarity with 
the decision task can promote overconfidence, as 
can the illusion of control, where decision makers 
come to believe that they have more influence on 
decision outcomes than they really do.

Ways to Improve Calibration

In general, it can be stated that calibration can be 
improved by promoting (1) accuracy of knowl-
edge and (2) optimal levels of confidence in the 
knowledge. While accuracy can be viewed in 
monotonic terms, in as much as more of it is better, 
the knowledge management system should strive 
to promote optimal levels of confidence. Overcon-
fidence and underconfidence mean miscalibration, 
and research records the widespread prevalence of 
the former (Einhorn & Hogarth, 1981; Tversky & 
Kahneman, 1974). Hence, there is a need to build 
checks into the knowledge management system 
to promote optimal levels of confidence.

Bell (1984) compared different forms of 
presenting information and found a convergence 
between decision confidence and decision qual-
ity. Decision confidence based on information 
presented as text was greater than that for infor-
mation presented in numeric form, but subjects 
found it easier to identify inconsistencies when 
the information was presented in numeric form 
rather than in textual form.

Literature also suggests that using decision 
support systems and by extension, knowledge 
management systems, also affects calibration. 
McIntyre (1982) found that the calibration of 
subjects using a DSS was worse than that of their 
unaided counterparts. He speculated that the DSS 
might have contributed to miscalibration (in the 
form of underconfidence) because it led subjects 
to believe that much better decisions existed than 
those from which they had selected.

Design features of a knowledge management 
system can also influence user calibration. Studies 
have examined the effects of design features on 
user calibration in the context of decision support 
systems. Davis et al. (1991) and Davis and Kot-
temann (1994) hypothesize that the use of a “what-
if” inquiry design creates an illusion of control, 
causing users to overestimate the effectiveness 
of the what-if DSS design. Their results support 
this hypothesis. Despite performance effects to 
the contrary, and the availability of tools whose 
recommendations would have led to much bet-
ter decisions, subjects continued their use of the 
what-if design feature. That is, subjects maintained 
their overconfidence in the efficacy of the what-if 
inquiry design feature despite negative feedback 
and the availability of better tools. Davis and his 
coauthors conclude that an illusion of control was 
created by using the what-if feature of the DSS 
and that this illusion overwhelmed any negative 
feedback, including poor performance, in formu-
lating the subject’s attitude about the efficacy of 
the what-if DSS design feature.

Aldag and Powers (1986) suggest that the 
benefits of using a DSS might be illusory. In their 
study, subjects analyzed strategic management 
cases and, assuming the role of a consultant, 
made written recommendations. Although the 
recommendations of those who used the DSS were 
judged no better than their unaided counterparts, 
the DSS aided subjects reported more confidence 
in their recommendations than did those that were 
unaided, again resulting in miscalibration (Kasper, 
1996). These illusory benefits were also found 
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when the aid is an expert system. Faust (1986) 
provides a series of rules or necessary conditions 
for improving calibration. In summary form, his 
rules are: (1) decrease information overload and 
misleading illusory data; (2) present evidence 
that disconfirms and refutes one’s position; (3) 
distinguish between knowledge and speculation, 
between knowledge and metaknowledge; and 
(4) generate competing alternative hypotheses. 
Kasper (1996) reviews relevant literature on deci-
sion support systems and opines that the design 
of both the information (overload, misleading, 
disconfirming, speculative) and the inquiring sys-
tem (generate competing alternative hypotheses) 
play key roles in user calibration. Thus, basic 
research into reducing miscalibration suggests 
ways in which knowledge management systems 
can incorporate features to improve calibration.

Research on individual differences also sug-
gests ways to improve calibration. For example, 
Pillai and Hofacker (2007) studied consumer 
knowledge of the web. They found that involve-
ment in a task leads to better calibration, and that 
calibration is higher for procedural knowledge and 
common knowledge, as compared to declarative 
knowledge and specialized knowledge. Moreover, 
neither usage frequency nor experience with the 
web had any effect on calibration of knowledge 
of the web. Thus, a way to improve knowledge 
calibration, and in turn, decision quality, would 
be to improve involvement.

Knowledge Management and 
Knowledge Calibration

How then can knowledge management systems 
be applied to improving knowledge calibration to 
enhance decision making? Knowledge is described 
as consisting in two forms. Tacit knowledge can be 
summarized as personal or subjective knowledge 
(mental models, know-how, skills), and explicit 
knowledge is “articulated, codified, and commu-
nicated in symbolic form and/or natural language” 
(Alavi & Leidner, 2001, p. 110). Miscalibration 

can arise from overconfidence in both tacit and 
explicit knowledge. Accounts of the sources of 
overconfidence that stress the role of expertise 
and familiarity (Alba & Hutchinson, 2000) imply 
that the interaction of tacit and explicit knowl-
edge can result in overconfidence as well. While 
explicit knowledge can be identified more easily, 
and systems and procedures can be developed to 
deal with it, for example through feedback and 
training, dealing with tacit knowledge poses a 
greater challenge.

When managers access the (explicit) knowl-
edge base prior to decision making, a feature 
could be added to the retrieval mechanism that 
explicitly asks them to rate their confidence in the 
information retrieved. However, for information 
surrounded by uncertainty, such as strategic deci-
sions for future action, managers could be trained 
to use such a KM rating system to make them 
more cautious in their use of this information. 
Simulations, games, and case studies where the 
use of feedback mechanism can be incorporated 
to reduce overconfidence can be developed. By 
requiring decision makers to explicitly state their 
level of confidence, this aspect of the decision can 
be analyzed and critiqued by others involved in 
the decision process and the decision maker can 
gain insight into his/her style of information use. 
Information sources can also be evaluated by these 
rating systems, leading to their modification and 
to improvement.

Calibration of explicit knowledge involves an 
implicit calibration of tacit knowledge as well, 
but dealing with miscalibration arising from tacit 
knowledge requires additions to the existing sys-
tems. The system should be capable of tapping 
into the tacit knowledge base of the user, and in an 
interactive manner, gauge the level of miscalibra-
tion. Obviously, this presupposes a tacit knowledge 
base within the system, which might go against the 
very notion of tacit knowledge itself (as something 
that cannot be made explicit). Still, we feel that at 
least some dimensions of such knowledge will lend 
itself to assessment of calibration. For example, 
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evaluating the outcomes of using tacit knowledge 
by comparing them with the performance people 
expect of themselves could improve some aspects 
of decision making (cf. Alba & Hutchinson, 2000, 
p. 133). Decision making simulations could be 
designed to deliberately confound experts so as 
to make them more cautious in their conclusions, 
training them to pay attention to their assumptions 
and consider alternative hypotheses.

In this regard, we bring to attention the concepts 
of transactive and mechanistic memory that have 
been discussed (Lynn & Reilly, 2002, Wegner, 
1987). Transactive memory refers to the set of 
individual memory systems in combination with 
their intercommunications; transactive memory 
exists as a property of a group as group members 
share their memories through their interactions 
with each other and with external memory storage 
devices. Transactive memory leads to better team 
performance (Zhang et al., 2007). Also, transactive 
memory improves decision quality by informing 
task coordination and evaluation (Ren, Carley, 
& Argote, 2006). Mechanistic memory refers to 
information accessed from mechanical systems. A 
part of transactive memory can be conceptualized 
as overlapping with tacit knowledge. Codifying 
such transactive memory and systematizing it will 
enable the creation of interactive procedures that 
could assess the level of miscalibration of users 
(cf. Markus, 2001). While this is an idea at an 
incipient stage, research can look into its possible 
developments.

With modern IT advances, an intelligent agent 
could be developed to serve as a sounding board 
to evaluate decisions under different confidence 
conditions. Such systems would have to be devel-
oped to realistically challenge managers while not 
promoting underconfidence as found by McIntyre 
(1982). Miscalibration is more likely in turbulent 
rather than stable environments and in emergent 
knowledge processes (new product development, 
strategy-making) because there is high uncertainty, 
less time for feedback, and little direct experience 
(cf. Markus, Majchrzak, & Gasser, 2002). Such 

scenarios encourage the formation of more tacit 
and less explicit knowledge. IT could be used to 
present such scenarios to managers in training 
sessions to accustom them to their environment 
and alert them to the dangers of overconfidence 
as well as ways to reduce its harmful impact.

Some researchers have examined issues that 
address these questions. Kasper (1996) proposes 
a theory of decision support systems for user 
calibration. Kasper’s theory utilizes the theory 
of symbolic representation in problem solving 
(Kaufmann, 1985) according to which the qual-
ity of mental acts (including calibration) depends 
upon matching the appropriate symbolic represen-
tation and reasoning to problem novelty. Hence, 
the DSS design theory for user calibration is based 
on the notion that user calibration depends upon 
designing a DSS so that it effectively supports 
the users’ symbolic representation in problem 
solving, and it contends that DSS designs for user 
calibration depend upon problem novelty.

Following the guidelines suggested by Faust 
(1986) and building on Kasper (1996), it can be 
suggested that future research and development 
should be devoted to devising ways to adjust KM 
systems so that:

• They reduce information overload, perhaps 
screening information so that irrelevant 
and illusory data can be removed and only 
the most crucial and relevant information 
delivered;

• They incorporate negative or disconfirm-
ing information in the retrieval system so 
that decision makers are exposed to coun-
ter arguments.

• They rate information to distinguish de-
grees of speculation.

• They require/suggest competing hypothe-
ses that can be analyzed and rejected or ac-
cepted side by side with the favored course 
of action.
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FUTURE TRENDS

Possible avenues for research into knowledge 
calibration in knowledge management include 
learning more about how decision makers inter-
act with IT systems if the latter include explicit 
mechanisms to reduce overconfidence. More 
should be learned about the best ways to integrate 
knowledge calibration into training in the use 
of DSS. Which methods work best in reducing 
overconfidence? Increasing attention is being 
devoted to novel IS contexts, such as emergent 
knowledge processes, organizational activity 
patterns that exhibit “an emergent process of 
deliberations with no best structure or sequence; 
requirements for knowledge that are complex 
(both general and situational), distributed across 
people, and evolving dynamically; and an actor 
set that is unpredictable in terms of job roles or 
prior knowledge” (Marcus et al., 2002, p. 179). A 
variety of causes seem to induce miscalibration. 
Future research could focus on more precisely 
delineating the relationships among these pro-
spective influences. Do multiple causes lead to 
the same phenomenon, or are there different types 
of miscalibration, perhaps with different causes? 
Recent theories of information foraging (Pirolli & 
Card, 1999) offer new insights into how humans 
acquire information; integrating these theories 
with KC and KM is an exiting prospect.

The challenge is to integrate these ideas into 
the ongoing dialogue on knowledge management, 
and formulate a dynamic theory of knowledge 
management systems for user calibration. Given 
the rapid increase in the research efforts and output 
on knowledge management, such a theory is likely 
to evolve over the course of the next few years.

CONCLUSION

Miscalibration seems to be pervasive feature 
of decision making environments. We argue 
that more study should be devoted to it in KM. 

“The processes of knowledge creation, storage/
retrieval, and transfer do not necessarily lead to 
enhanced organizational performance; effective 
knowledge application does” (Alavi & Leidner, 
2001, p. 129). This brief outline makes a case for 
the incorporation of knowledge calibration into 
knowledge management research and practice as 
one aspect of improving knowledge application. 
The stream of research on knowledge management 
can be enriched by integrating relevant thought 
streams that have the potential of adding a new 
dimension to our understanding of knowledge 
management. For instance, Meso, Troutt, and Rud-
nicka (2002) recently highlighted how naturalistic 
decision-making research can enhance knowledge 
management. In the same fashion we hope that 
the idea outlined above catalyzes the synthesis of 
thoughts on knowledge calibration into the body 
of knowledge management research.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Calibration: Correspondence between ac-
curacy and confidence. Calibration exists when 
there is correspondence.

Decision Making: The process and the act of 
making decisions.

Knowledge Calibration: Correspondence 
between knowledge accuracy and confidence 
with which knowledge is held.

Mechanistic Memory: Refers to information 
accessed from mechanical systems.

Miscalibration: Implies a lack of correspon-
dence between accuracy and confidence.

Overconfidence: Exists when a person holds 
confidence more than what is warranted by the 
accuracy of his/her knowledge; overconfidence 
implies miscalibration.

Tacit Knowledge: Personal or subjective 
knowledge, which includes mental models, 
knowhow, skills etc.

Transactive Memory: Refers to the set of 
individual memory systems in combination with 
their intercommunications; transactive memory 
exists as a property of a group as group members 
share their memories through their interactions 
with each other and with external memory stor-
age devices.

This work was previously published in Encyclopedia of Knowledge Management, Second Edition, edited by David Schwartz 
and Dov Te’eni, pp. 497-505, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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Chapter  1.9

ABSTRACT

Knowledge capitalization has become a major 
economic driver in business today and has created 
enormous requirements for organizations as they 
reconsider their goals and adapt their business 
strategies. However, the definition of knowledge 
management in an organizational context is a dif-
ficult task to realize (Spiegler, 2000). Although 
knowledge is a critical resource, it is generally 
poorly managed (Earl, 2001). Good knowledge 
management in an organization is likely to help 
achieve business goals, but require an alignment 
of knowledge management strategies (KMS) and 
business strategies (BS). Such alignment can be 

an effective approach to enhancing interactions 
and to applying knowledge. This chapter provides, 
first, a KMS and BS alignment framework and 
taxonomy in which concepts, links (contextual 
links among concepts), actors, actions and pro-
cesses are defined and described to show how 
they provide the potential for effective knowledge 
management through alignment and interaction 
in an organization. Secondly, a KM capabilities 
framework and taxonomy in which three main 
dimensions and specific features is presented. 
The framework presented here is for managers 
in companies and organizations to use to align 
their KM strategies with business strategies to 
improve performance involving financial growth, 
cost reduction, and customer satisfaction.
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INTRODUCTION

The resource-based view of a business firm 
includes the nature of resources possessed by 
organizations and details about the qualities that 
such resources must maintain in order to provide 
sustainable, competitive advantages over time 
(Barney, 1991; Wernerfelt, 1984). According 
to this view, “the organization must possess the 
ability to effectively and efficiently exploit the 
full potential of its resources, in order to develop 
and maintain any potential competitive advan-
tages” (Adams and Lamont, 2003). Furthermore, 
“knowledge is viewed by many as the most valu-
able resource, inimitable by others and sustainable 
if once acquired” Yu et al (2004, p.1). For this 
reason, large industrial groups are recognizing 
the strategic importance of knowledge and are 
improving their capability to exploit all inherited 
knowledge (Dieng et al, 2000) by means of good 
knowledge management (KM). Organizations 
know that knowledge could make a difference in 
performance, but they do not know where or how 
to begin management (Earl, 2003).

Because “knowledge is the critical resource 
rather than others and it is generally poorly 
managed” (Earl, 2001, p.215), KM research is 
needed. The literature in several disciplines and 
management practices indicate how important it 
is for knowledge to be managed. KM is a new 
science aiming at reorganizing business organiza-
tions around immaterial richness by a process of 
capturing, sharing and re-using knowledge (Dav-
enport, 1998). As Jennex et al (2003, p.1) note: 
“Organizations are much more likely to capture 
knowledge benefits if they have an organizational 
KM strategy.” The development, implementation 
and use of organizational knowledge require 
specific strategies suitable for setting up KM and 
the alignment of KM strategies with business 
strategies to ensure that KM is an integral part of 
a corporate strategy (Abou-Zeid, 2003 ; Asoh et al, 
2003 ; Sharkie, 2003, Roth, 2003). As Asoh et al 
(2003) note, there has been little research into the 

alignment of KM with business strategies. Also, 
there seems to be a “lack of strategic models to 
link KM efforts and business strategy” (Maier, 
2001, p.3). A lack of alignment can lead to poor 
strategic planning, which in turn can lead to the 
misuse of resources (Luftman, 2004) and poor 
performance.

Having the wrong strategy or no strategy causes 
organizations to fail to utilize their knowledge 
(Hansen et al, 1999). The authors of this article 
stress that it is not easy to undertake a study of 
the strategic alignment of KM and business. Such 
research requires clarification of terms, as Asoh 
et al (2003, pp.40-41) state: “First, the different 
perspectives of knowledge and KM may mean that 
researchers cannot come to terms concerning what 
exactly has to be aligned. Second, there is per-
sistent confusion between the terms information 
and knowledge. Third, because of the confusion 
between information and knowledge, research-
ers may think they are working on KM when in 
fact they are researching information systems or 
information technologies (IS/IT). Fourth, there is 
a similar degree of confusion between knowledge 
strategies and KM strategies.”

Although beneficial to international business, 
models for information strategy (Leidner and 
Galliers, 2003) can be limited in the help they 
provide organizations developing global ideas for 
knowledge management strategy and businesses 
strategy alignment (KMSABSA). Applying IS/
IT strategy models can also lead to focusing on a 
scientific “fit” between knowledge management 
strategy (KMS) and business strategy (BS). As a 
result, KMS and BS global concepts and described 
behaviours can become derivatives vis-à-vis other 
concepts and sub-concepts. But KM as a conscious 
practice is so new that there are few successful 
models for executives to use as guides (Hansen et 
al, 1999). Nevertheless, “there is broad agreeing 
in the management literature that KM has to be 
solidly linked to business strategy and ultimately 
to the creation of economic value and competi-
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tive advantage in order to be a sustained effort” 
(Maier, 2001, p.3).

To support such an alignment, the design and 
implementation of a taxonomy and a conceptual 
framework for KMSABSA seem necessary to 
identify, define and connect the key concepts 
in managing knowledge. A taxonomy is needed 
(Earl, 1983; Hansen et al, 1999; Maier, 2001; Yu 
et al, 2004) to help answer questions such as: 
What concepts define accurately KMS and BS 
alignment? How do they interact? Who are the 
actors intervening on each level? During the last 
two decades, literature in knowledge management 
has tended to focus on KM strategies alignment 
to business strategies and how this alignment 
made it possible to attain business performance or 
business competitive advantages. Indeed, research 
advanced during the last two decades on the impact 
of knowledge management, as a strategic resource 
on businesses performance or business competi-
tive advantages is still mainly limited to strategic 
alignment (Asoh et al, 2003). In consequence, 
actors need to develop organizational knowledge 
capabilities to make sure that they contribute to 
business performance or business competitive 
advantages (Peppart and Ward, 2004). Wha t 
are the KM capabilities that an organization can 
develop in order to attain business performance 
or to obtain sustained competitive advantage after 
aligning KMS to BS? Indeed, literature in KM 
(Abou-Zeid, 2003; Booto & Abou-Zeid, 2005; 
Chang & Ahn, 2005) presents the concept of KM 
capabilities in three dimensions: KM infrastruc-
tures, KM process and KM skills.

The interlinking among concepts, actors, ac-
tions, and processes in KMSABSA as defined and 
described in this article illustrates how businesses 
can implement these aspects of information sys-
tems while they interact based on the attributes 
associated with knowledge and business strategies. 
Following the cartographic – technocratic school 
of KM (Earl, 2001), a KMSABSA framework 
and taxonomy is presented. Information sci-
ence research literature (Peppart & Ward, 2004) 

supports the concept that organizations need to 
develop organizational knowledge management 
capabilities to make sure that they contribute to 
the implementation of a knowledge management 
strategy that help to enrich business performance 
or sustained business competitive advantages 
(Peppart & Ward, 2004). Dierickx and Cool (1986) 
made the difference between resources, stocks and 
flow and defended the thesis according to which ─ 
the strategic factors necessary to obtain a durable 
competitive advantage ─ must be developed with 
the intern and cannot be in any case bought on the 
market. Therefore, in order to have a competitive 
advantage, the firm must develop resources and 
capabilities which would be difficult to imitate 
or to acquire by the competitors, i.e., intangible 
resource such as knowledge, reputation, etc. 
(Wernerfelt, 1984; Barney, 1991; Grant, 1991; 
Foss, 1996; Conner and Prahalad, 1996).

The second issue addressed in this article is 
to study the role of developing organizational 
capabilities in establishing sustained competitive 
advantage through the lens of RBV. Thus, the 
remainder of this article is organized as follows. 
In the next section, the link between KM strategy 
and business strategy is discussed. Il the second 
section, the Resource-Based View of Firm’s 
Competitive Advantage is briefly discussed. In 
the third section a taxonomy and a framework 
of the alignment of business strategies with KM 
strategies are introduced. In the fourth section 
a conceptual hierarchy for actions by principal 
actors in the strategic alignment of KM and busi-
ness. In the fifth section a framework for studying 
KM capabilities is introduced. The conclusion 
is a discussion of the possible significance and 
contribution of this framework, as well as possible 
areas for future research. The authors hope that 
this article will encourage further study of strate-
gies and alignments for KM and KM capabilities.
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ALIGNMENT IN THE CONTEXT 
OF PERFORMANCE: BUSINESS 
STRATEGY AND KM STRATEGY

To define clearly organizational business strate-
gies, we call upon the classification diagram of 
strategy types adopted from Miles and Snow 
(1978). This diagram (see top of Figure 1) defines 
three possible types of business strategy that an 
organization can adopt (defender, prospector, 
and analyzer) in the context of business perfor-
mance. The defender does not tend to seek new 
occasions apart from his field of competence and 
seldom carries out major adjustments in a busi-
ness structure or technology. Defenders are the 
most stable among the three types of strategies. 
Someone who follows this type of strategy offers 
high quality products (but within the standard) 
or provides services at low price. Defender aims 
to control customers by the improvement of 
business processes. The prospector prefers to 
research without interruption and looks for new 
products or market opportunities. The prospector 
is the change-maker in a specific market. While 
basing the business on innovation, the prospector 

strongly invests in research and development. To 
function in a broad and dynamic field, this type of 
strategist seeks flexibility concerning technology. 
Lastly, the analyzer shares certain characteristics 
with each of the other two strategy types. How-
ever, he carries out a combination of strategies 
from the defender and the prospector. This type 
of strategist seeks to reduce risk to a minimum 
while simultaneously maximizing opportunities 
for growth and change. Each has the goal to im-
prove business performance.

If an organization wants to launch a KM pro-
cess, the strategists must determine which type(s) 
of operational performance (OP) it wants to im-
prove by setting up a knowledge management 
system (that is aligned with business strategies). 
This step leads to the definition of objectives that 
have short, average and long terms and that also 
are defined according to the type of strategy that 
the organization has adopted: defender, prospec-
tor or analyzer. Figure 1 illustrates the alignment 
of business strategy attributes and types with 
knowledge management strategy attributes and 
types.

Figure 1. Strategic alignment of KM strategies with business strategies (adapted from Miles and Snow, 
1978)
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Adapting the Miles and Snow strategy model to 
KM, Figure 1 illustrates a proposed alignment of 
knowledge management strategies with business 
strategies. As suggested in the figure, KM strategy 
types can be defined in terms of the performance 
attributes with which they align (Sabherwal and 
Chan, 2001). Definitions for the alignment and 
application of business strategy types to KM and 
to OP are shown in Table 1, which documents 
the main constructs and the types of strategy for 
both business and KM, and the resulting overall 
performance.

The performance level that a company can 
reach by using KM can be summarized according 
to different factors. An organization that wishes 
to set up a KMS must clearly determine whether 
it wants to reach only one particular factor, a 
precise set of certain factors, or all of the value 
factors. In an operation that differentiates, the 
business value factors to choose from can be di-
vided into three groups.

1.  Factors related to a firm’s increase on 
returns and financial growth: knowledge 

capitalization (the capture and dissemina-
tion of knowledge related to research and 
development experiments, or new ideas from 
within or outside the firm) and knowledge 
management systems and technologies (by 
which specific knowledge can constitute a 
commercial resource).

2.  The cost reduction in providing a service or 
developing a product due to the installation of 
a knowledge management systems that sup-
ports innovation and facilitates knowledge-
sharing and communication among all the 
stakeholders in the value chain (suppliers, 
customers, retailers, employees, industries, 
environment, etc.).

3.  Improvement in customer satisfaction with 
knowledge capture and storage. Systems to 
treat information and to make knowledge 
available in an organization can lead to in-
creased customer knowledge, improvement 
in customer services, and stronger customer 
loyalty (Cooper et al, 2000).

Table 1. Summary definitions of constructs and types of strategies

No. Principal 
Constructs

Strategy Types Definitions

1 Business Strategy Defender Its objective is to control its customers by the improvement of her business processes 
(Miles et Snow, 1978).

Prospector Seek without interruption new opportunities (Miles and Snow, 1978).

Analyser Carry out a combination of the forces of the two preceding types and seeks to reduce 
to the minimum simultaneously the risk while maximizing occasions for the growth 
(Miles and Snow, 1978).

2 KM Strategy For Efficiency For the Defenders, alignment between the KMS and the strategy type on KM for 
efficiency are perceived like a business performance (Sabherwal and Chan, 2001).

For Flexibility For the Prospectors, the KMS alignment and the type of strategy on KM for flexibility 
are perceived like a business performance (Sabherwal and Chan, 2001)

For Comprehensive-
ness

For the Analyzers strategy, this performance is seen by the prism of the comprehen-
siveness of the strategy on KM (Sabherwal and Chan, 2001).

3 Operational Perfor-
mance

Differentiation OP is perceived as aiming to increase returns, to reduce costs and to increase customer 
satisfaction (Miles and Snow, 1978; Lawrence and Lorsh, 1967).

Integration The OP is perceived as aiming at the effectiveness or the output of the resources, at 
enrichment from processes and at the effectiveness of processes (Miles and Snow, 
1978; Lawrence and Lorsh, 1967); plus, shared decision making (Earl, 2003).
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When the goal of operational performance is 
integration, there are three factors to consider that 
support organizational improvement:

• Resource effectiveness: capitalizing on 
tacit and explicit knowledge related to a 
product, a technology, or a service for the 
unspecified improvement of individual or 
collective competences (Nonaka, 1994).

• Process enrichment: knowledge capital-
ization using laws or regulations, industry 
rules, procedures or work specifications, 
standards, and methods.

• Process effectiveness: the capacity for co-
ordination and innovation, which success-
ful KM aims at within an organization by 
supporting or facilitating appropriate inte-
gration and differentiation: (The process 
or business entities that are integrated are 
individual, process or business entities that 
have been differentiated according to spe-
cific organizational context.)

The research of Lawrence and Lorsh (1967) 
shows that an organization whose integration 
level and differentiation were high reached a 
high performance level. Therefore, concerning 
the definition of the OP level to be reached with a 
KMS, the principal question that should be posed 
by knowledge managers is which KM systems to 
recommend in order to reach a high level of both 
integration and differentiation at the same time? 
Because KM strategy types can be defined in terms 
of performance attributes (Sabherwal and Chan, 
2001), to find the answer, a knowledge manager 
needs to determine the organization’s strategy 
type based on the attributes for KM strategies that 
the organization has. The suggested attributes for 
KMS are supporting operations, focusing on the 
market, supporting inter-organisational processes, 
and providing assistance for decision-making 
systems. The strategy types for the attributes to 
be aligned with relate to how KMS impacts OP 
and refer to the performance concerns that a type 

emphasizes or is for: efficiency, flexibility or 
comprehensiveness. Thus, the alignment of KM 
strategies to the three types of business strategies 
(defenders, analyzers and prospectors) results in 
three concepts (efficiency, flexibility and com-
prehensiveness).

The theoretical and ideal values of the six at-
tributes of business strategies can also be applied 
to the BS profiles or types: defenders, analyzers 
and/or prospectors (Miles and Snow, 1978). In 
comparison, there are three assumptions related 
to the alignment between business strategies and 
IS/IT strategies (Sabherwal and Chan, 2001) that 
can be applied to KMS (see Table 1). First, for the 
defenders, the strategic alignment of knowledge 
resources and the business strategy to improve 
efficiency is perceived in terms of business 
performance. Second, for the prospectors, the 
alignment of knowledge resource strategies and 
business strategies that support flexibility must 
be perceived in terms of business opportunities. 
Third, for the analyzers, business performance is 
seen through a comprehensive prism supporting 
both efficiency and flexibility for knowledge 
resources. (Note that Sabherwal and Chan also 
suggested a fourth concept, the perception of 
alignment, as a factor of performance.)

THE RESOURCE-BASED VIEW OF 
FIRM’S COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

Rooted in management strategy literature, the 
resource-based view of the firm posits that firms 
compete on the basis of “unique” corporate re-
sources that are valuable, rare, difficult to imitate, 
and non-substitutable by other resources. It is 
based on two underlying assertions, as devel-
oped in strategic management theory (Barney, 
1991; Barney, 1986; Conner, 1991; Rumelt, 
1984; Wernerfelt, 1984): (1) that the resources 
and capabilities possessed by competing firms 
may differ (resource heterogeneity); and (2) that 
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these differences may be long lasting (resource 
immobility).

The condition of resource heterogeneity is 
connected to sustained competitive advantage in 
the following way. If a firm possesses a resource 
that is not currently possessed by competing 
firms, the condition of resource heterogeneity is 
met, and a firm may obtain at least a temporary 
competitive advantage.

The second resource-based condition, the con-
dition of resource immobility, becomes important 
in understanding when a firm’s resources and ca-
pabilities will be sources of sustained competitive 
advantage. A resource is mobile if firms without a 
resource (or capability) face no cost disadvantage 
in developing, acquiring, and using that resource 
compared to firms that already possess and use it. 
In this case, that resource (i.e., mobile resource) 
can only be a source of temporary competitive 
advantage at best. On the other hand, if a firm 
without a resource or capability does face a cost 
disadvantage in obtaining, developing, and using 
it compared to a firm that already possesses that 
resource (i.e., resource immobility), then the firm 
that already possesses that resource can have a 
sustained competitive advantage (Barney, 1991).

TAXONOMY AND FRAMEWORK OF 
THE ALIGNMENT OF BUSINESSES 
STRATEGIES WITH KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

As Maier (2001, p.1) notes, “An organization 
should follow a KM strategy as part of compre-
hensive business strategy.” For example, using the 
measurement results and indicators of businesses 
performance, one can measure critical success 
factors (Jennex and Olfman, 2005). Further-
more, critical success factors can contribute to 
measurements of business performance overall. 
Concerning KM, both the internal and external 
knowledge environments define the drivers for 
knowledge and a KMS. In this way, “key environ-

ment influences describe the external forces that 
drive the organization to exploit its knowledge 
to maintain its competitive position” (Jennex and 
Olfman, 2005, p.4).

Using definitions, influences and measures, 
(Henderson and Venkatraman, (1993) provide an 
entity-relationship analysis between the principal 
constructs (BS, KMS and OP) and the environ-
ment (internal and external) and drivers in busi-
ness and knowledge management. As shown in 
Table 2, others (Abou-Zeid, 2003; Asoh et al, 
2003; Sharkie, 2003; Miles and Snow, 1978) also 
suggest interactions and critical success factors 
among business constructs.

Maier (2001, p.1) suggests that “a KM strat-
egy can be described using several dimensions.” 
A procedural alignment of BS and KMS based 
on the definitions of principal constructs and 
strategy types provides dimensions for a KM 
framework. Figure 2 illustrates a schematic that 
can serve as a framework for the alignment of 
KM strategies with business strategies based on 
interactive attributes associated with knowledge. 
Specific steps are indicated by numbers in Figure 
2 and show the dynamic nature of interactions 
involved in strategy building. These steps define 
the various business and KM concepts and how 
they are linked:

1.  The external environment defines business 
drivers.

2.  The internal environment defines business 
drivers.

3.  Business drivers influence attributes for 
business strategies.

4.  The attributes for business strategies deter-
mine the types of strategy.

5.  The types of business strategy direct mea-
surements of performance and use of key 
indicators.

6.  The key indicators of business performance 
measure CSFs in business.

7.  CSFs for business contribute to business 
performance.
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Table 2. Description of the relationships between the principal constructs

No. Relation Constructs Definitions

Source Target

1 Define External Environ-
ment

Business Drivers The elements of the external environment define the conditions 
or the state of the businesses drivers (Henderson and Venkatra-
man, 1993).

2 Define Internal Environ-
ment

Business Drivers The elements of the internal environment define the conditions 
or the state of the businesses drivers (Henderson and Venkatra-
man, 1993).

3 Influence Business Drivers Business Strategies The business drivers influences the definition of the business 
strategies (Henderson and Venkatraman, 1993).

4 Determine Business Strategies Types of Business 
Strategy

The business strategies determine which type of strategy an 
organization must adopt to achieve its business goals (Miles 
and Snow, 1978).

5 Direct Types of Business 
Strategy

Measurements and 
indicators of businesses 
performance

The type of business strategy adopted directs the measure-
ments choice and the indicators of businesses performance 
(Henderson and Venkatraman, 1993).

6 Measure Measurements 
and indicators of 
performance

Critical Success Factors 
of businesses

Measurements and indicators of businesses performance mea-
sure the critical success factors of businesses (Henderson and 
Venkatraman, 1993).

7 Contribute Critical Success 
Factors of busi-
nesses

Business Performance The critical success factors of businesses contribute to the 
business performance (Henderson and Venkatraman, 1993).

8 Define Business Strategies KM Strategies The business strategies define the KM strategies (Miles and 
Snow, 1978).

9 Influence Business Strategies 
and KM Strategies

Performance The businesses strategies and the KM strategies influence the 
business performance (Abou-Zeid, 2003; Asoh et al, 2003; 
Sharkie, 2003).

10 Define KM External Envi-
ronment

KM Drivers The elements of the external environment define the conditions 
or the state of the KM drivers (Henderson and Venkatraman, 
1993).

11 Define KM Internal Envi-
ronment

KM Drivers The elements of the internal environment define the conditions 
or the state of the KM drivers (Abou-Zeid, 2003; Asoh et al, 
2003; Sharkie, 2003).

12 Influence KM Drivers KM Strategies The KM drivers influence the definition of the KM strategies 
(Abou-Zeid, 2003; Asoh et al, 2003; Sharkie, 2003).

13 Determine KM Strategies Types of KM Strategy The KM strategies determine which type of KM strategy to 
achieve the businesses goals (Abou-Zeid, 2003; Asoh et al, 
2003; Sharkie, 2003).

14a Interact 
with

Types of Business 
Strategy

Types of KM Strategy The types of businesses strategy interact with the types of KM 
strategy (Abou-Zeid, 2003)

14b Interact 
with

Types of KM 
Strategy

Types of Business 
Strategy

The types of KM strategy interact with the types of business 
strategy (Abou-Zeid, 2003; Asoh et al, 2003 ; Sharkie, 2003).

15 Direct Types of KM 
Strategy

Measurements and 
performance indicators 
of KM

The type of KM strategy adopted directs the choice of mea-
surements and the indicators of business performance (Abou-
Zeid, 2003 ; Asoh et al, 2003; Sharkie, 2003).

16 Measure Measurements and 
performance indica-
tors of KM

Critical Success Factors 
of KM

Measurements and the indicators of KM performance measure 
the critical success factors of KM (Abou-Zeid, 2003; Asoh et 
al, 2003; Sharkie, 2003).

17 Contribute Success Criticize 
Factors of KM

Operational Perfor-
mance

The critical success factors of KM contribute to the perfor-
mance of businesses (Abou-Zeid, 2003; Asoh et al, 2003; 
Sharkie, 2003).
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Figure 2. KM alignment framework
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8.  The business strategies define attributes for 
KM strategies.

9.  Both business and KM strategies influence 
overall performance.

10.  The external environment defines KM 
drivers.

11.  The internal environment defines KM 
drivers.

12.  KM drivers influence attributes for KM 
strategies.

13.  The attributes for KM strategies determine 
the types of strategy.

14.  The types of business strategy interact with 
the types of KM strategy; the types of KM 
strategy interact with types of business 
strategy.

15.  The types of KM strategy direct measure-
ments of performance and use of key 
indicators.

16.  Key indicators of KM performance measure 
CSFs for KM.

17.  CSFs for KM contribute to operational 
performance.

Differentiation in operations can promote 
growth in returns, reduction of costs, and increase 
of customer satisfactions, the three critical factors 
for successful business performance. With the 
management of knowledge, OP can be integrated 
in order to improve decision making for more 
output from resources, more enrichment from 
processes and increased effectiveness of processes, 
the critical factors for successful operations. Thus, 
through the alignment of KMS and BS, both busi-
ness and operational performances are affected, 
and the overall performance by an organization 
can be strategically improved.

When evaluating models for strategic infor-
mation planning, Earl (1990, 2003) found the 
organizational approach more effective among 
surveyed business managers than, for example, 
administrative or technological methods. The 
organizational method studied was based on re-
quiring continued integration of decision making 

between IS and the rest of the organization. So 
concerning the overall performance level to be 
reached with a KMS, the principal question that 
should be posed by knowledge managers is which 
KM systems to recommend in order to reach a 
high level of both integration and differentiation 
at the same time?

Applying cartographic and technocratic 
techniques (Earl, 2001), Figure 3 illustrates 
topographically the taxonomy for aligning KM 
strategies with business strategies and provides 
a visualization of the interlinking of concepts and 
sub-concepts. As already defined and described, 
the interaction of attributes associated with 
strategies can lead to KM and business strategy 
alignment and can affect performance. Research 
in KM (Jennex et al, 2003; Davenport and Prusak, 
1998) suggests that knowledge is an evolving mix 
of framed experience, values, contextual informa-
tion and expert insight that can provide a way to 
evaluate and to incorporate new experiences and 
information. The KM alignment taxonomy sup-
ports a changing mix.

A CONCEPTUAL HIERARCHY FOR 
ACTIONS BY PRINCIPAL ACTORS IN 
THE STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT OF 
KM AND BUSINESS

To understand and apply the KMSABSA con-
ceptual framework, internal and external actors 
can perform intervening actions that support the 
framework and taxonomy. The following defini-
tions are provided to show the interactivity and 
links among organizations. The concepts of the 
KM strategic alignment are presented in a hi-
erarchical order and the associated interactions 
by internal and external actors are defined to 
support the strategic management of knowledge 
in business.

A. Business Performance (Yu et al (2004, p.1) 
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Note that “organizations suffer from difficulties 
in evaluating performance of their KM initiatives.” 
Indeed, the research of Lawrence and Lorsh (1967) 
showed that an organization whose integration 
level and differentiation was high reached a high 
performance level.)

AA. Differentiation
AA1. Financial Growth of a Company (Top 

management; - Managers; - KM Profes-
sionals): To define the KM activities or the 
KM practices that can be supported and 
the origins of any financial organizational 
performance criteria; to evaluate the contri-
bution of the activities of KM to financial 
performance.

AA2. Reduction of Costs (Top management; 
Managers; KM Professionals): To identify 
and deploy the KMS or KM technologies 

which can help to reduce the operations costs 
and raise the level of knowledge in the value 
chain; to evaluate the contribution of KMS 
and KM technologies to the costs reduction.

AA3. Improvement of Customer Satisfaction 
(Top management; Managers; KM Profes-
sionals): To develop, exploit and use of a 
KMS, which makes it possible to improve 
customer knowledge; to evaluate the con-
tribution of these KM systems to customer 
knowledge and to business practices and 
behaviours with respect to customer satisfac-
tion with the whole of the system.

AB. Integration
AB1. Resource Effectiveness (Top management; 

Managers; KM Professionals): To identify 
the need for the capture and diffusion of 
knowledge resources; to evaluate the results 

Figure 3. KM alignment taxonomy
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and contribution of a KMS to the deploy-
ment of resources.

AB2. Process Enrichment (Top management; 
Managers; KM Professionals): To identify 
knowledge to be added or diffuse on each 
resource; to evaluate the contribution of the 
KMS on each resource to their enrichment.

AB3. Process Effectiveness (Top management; 
Managers; KM Professionals): To identify 
the requirements for knowledge by the pro-
cesses, people, groups or whole organisa-
tional entity; to evaluate the contribution of 
a KMS to the effectiveness of the processes, 
people, groups or the whole organisational 
entity overall.

B. Business Strategy

BA. Business Drivers
BA1. Shareholders’ Needs (Government; Top 

management; Board of directors; Manag-
ers): To define the customer’s needs; - To 
define the requirements in information for 
the customers; to define needs of the gov-
ernments and other partners; to define the 
requirements for consolidated information 
for the governments.

BA2. Actors’ Needs (Concerned actors; IS/IT 
professionals; KM professionals): To iden-
tify needs of each actor concerned with the 
KMS; to define these needs; to represent 
these needs in comprehensible language 
about the information systems to the KM 
managers and professionals, and to the data 
processing professionals.

BA3. To Increase Competition (Top manage-
ment; Managers): To develop the strategies 
likely to make the organization competitive; 
to define the priorities and the actions, us-
ing a well organized KM, in terms of costs 
reduction, business processes improvement, 
and productivity growth among employees 
to reach efficiency and effectiveness.

BA4. To Change Industry Structure (Top man-
agement; Professionals; Industries; Suppli-
ers): To develop the strategies for research 
and development, which encourage the 
capture and dissemination of knowledge for 
knowledge sharing purposes, in order to im-
prove the products and to influence industry 
rules; to ensure leadership based on product 
innovation and the business processes that 
can be generalized for the industry; to col-
laborate with other industry actors.

BA5. Growth and Continuity (Top management; 
Managers): To define or adapt the rules and 
requirements for the growth needs of the 
customers; to anticipate the requirements 
in growth for the organization or the entity 
according to the industry and market data.

BA6. Profitability (Top management; Managers): 
To restore or maintain an organization as 
competitive, effective and powerful; to de-
fine or redefine the rules of competitiveness, 
effectiveness and performance; to develop 
knowledge like an internal resource likely 
to bring value.

BB. Business Internal Environment
BB1. Organizational Culture (Top manage-

ment; Managers; Individuals): - To define 
the organisational vision directed towards 
the knowledge economy; - The definition, 
capture and diffusion of information to make 
it clear within the organization; - Integration 
of the company’s culture and the individual 
culture, etc; - Development of a knowledge 
sharing culture between actors and entities 
in an organization.

BB2. History (Top management; Managers; 
Individuals): To reconstitute the historical 
facts or to capitalize on the facts that pro-
vided a competitive advantage in the past; 
to develop and capture the culture from the 
organization’s important historical facts.

BB3. Business Process (Top management; 
Managers; People concerned): To redefine 
business process due to a new business orien-
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tation based on the knowledge economy; to 
adapt the processes and the ways of produc-
tion along with the context for knowledge 
capture, storage, and exchange; to support 
the achievement of individual tasks by means 
of practice or through virtual communities.

BB4. Internal Actors’ Needs (Concerned 
individuals; IS Professionals; KM Profes-
sionals): To identify the requirements for 
information and knowledge of each internal 
actor concerned with a KMS; to define these 
needs; to translate these needs into compre-
hensible language for managers, IS and KM 
professionals, and computer professionals 
at the same time.

BB5. Resources (Top management; Managers; 
Professionals or KM Experts): To allow 
substantial budgets for KM; to create KM 
structures and important KM stations; to 
ensure the training of leaders, managers and 
employees to understand the reality of KM; 
to grant the infrastructures and resources 
necessary for the correct operation of a KM 
structure.

BB6. Capabilities/Competencies (Managers): 
To develop specific competencies in man-
agement in order to help control business 
processes; to develop specific competencies 
in KM; to express and describe requirements 
for information and knowledge about enti-
ties; to develop specific competencies in 
the management of KM technology and 
new technologies; to anticipate and ensure 
the management of consequential organi-
sational changes due to the introduction of 
KM and policies required for the successful 
implementation, adoption and diffusion of 
KM technologies.

BB7. Leadership (Top Management): To develop 
an organisational leadership and a businesses 
vision based on the knowledge economy 
and business intelligence; to develop lead-
ership in a KM organisation by identifying 
and developing critical knowledge likely to 

lead to innovation, to constitute a strategic 
resource, or to support the strategy and busi-
ness process; to invest in the infrastructures 
supporting the capture, preservation, and 
exchange of knowledge in the places where 
the actors are; to anticipate the needs and 
uncertainties of the market and economic 
environment using policies based on busi-
nesses intelligence and KM organisation; to 
make KM the leitmotiv of change in order 
to improve organisational performance; to 
frame objectives and policies that motivate 
managers and employees to distinguish 
themselves during the installation of KM 
technologies.

BC. Business External Environment
BC1. Legal Environment (Governmental and 

legislative authorities; Professional courses 
and courts; industry, orders; private part-
ners): To define the laws and operations rules 
for an organization in general; to define the 
specific laws and rules related to KM.

BC2. Political Environment (Governmental 
Authorities, Elected officials, International 
Organizations): To define the orientation 
of management and operations; to grant a 
favourable political space to the operation 
of an organization; to define a specific ori-
entation to KM.

BC3. Economical Environment (Governmental 
and Legislative Authorities; Industry and 
professional groups; Private partners): To 
define the organizational budget; definition 
of the overall and KM-specific economic 
situation; to fix prices and tariffs; to define 
of the laws and rules that recognize knowl-
edge as an economic resource like other 
organizational resources.

BC4. Social Environment (Trade unions, Socio-
professional groups, Consumers rights and 
human right organizations): To take care of 
the benefits and working conditions of trade 
unionists in an industry; to request rights to 
protect conditions at work and respect for 
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deontological codes; to take care of customer 
rights concerning information and data; to 
take care of the rights to confidentiality and 
the access to personal information; to take 
care of the rights of intellectual property, etc.

BC5. Technological Environment (Manag-
ers and professionals, ITC Managers and 
professionals): To define adequate tech-
nological architecture; to include special, 
suitable technologies; to include information 
technologies and telecommunication (ITC) 
adapted for KM; to ensure the implementa-
tion, adoption and diffusion of technologies 
related to KM.

C. KM Strategy

CA. KM Drivers
CA1. Manager needs (IS Professional; KM 

Professionals): To answer KM needs of the 
various entities in an organization; to iden-
tify, answer and frame the KM requirements 
for the entities or the organization.

CA2. Technologies (IT Managers; IS Profession-
als; KM Professionals): To unearth recent 
KM technologies (gates, development tools, 
etc.) and to insert them into the organization’s 
KMS; to develop specific KM technologies 
for an organization and particular entities 
within the organization.

CA3. To Change Industrial Standards (IS Pro-
fessional; KM Professionals): To develop 
KM systems and technologies that allow 
wide use and to be able to influence industry 
practices.

CA4. KM Reliability (IT Managers; IS Profes-
sionals; KM Professionals): To develop or 
acquire a reliable KMS in terms of robust-
ness, flexibility and ability to meet present 
and future organizational needs and the needs 
of specific entities.

CA5. Safety (Top management; Managers; IT 
Managers; IS Professionals; -KM Profes-
sionals): To establish a sedentary KMS in 

terms of confidentiality, software safety, and 
physics; to define the rules of clear and rigor-
ous ethics for the use of IT and any KMS.

CA6 Knowledge in Real Time (Top management; 
Managers; IT Managers; IS Professionals; 
KM Professionals): To identify and define 
the requirements for knowledge in real 
time; to develop and deploy technologies 
likely to support the capture and sharing of 
knowledge in real time.

CB. KM Internal Environment
CB1. Inherited systems (Managers; IT Manag-

ers; IS Professionals; KM Professionals): 
To identify data and document management 
systems as data bases, knowledge bases, 
data warehouses, documentation data bases, 
ontology, the Web files, Tables, images, vid-
eos, etc; to define the possible integration of 
various existing systems into a new KMS.

CB2. Users (Concerned individuals; IT Manag-
ers; IS Professionals; KM Professionals): 
To define an organization’s present and 
futures KM needs; to define the user inter-
faces that users want; to collaborate with IT 
professionals and KM professionals in the 
development process during a KM project; to 
frame the change process and KMS adoption 
as organisational technologies.

CB3. Organizational Maturity (Managers; IT 
Managers; IS Professionals; KM Profession-
als): To identify the KM organizational ma-
turity level; to define a strategic plan aimed 
at moving from a lower level of maturity in 
an organization to a higher level of maturity 
in terms of KM.

CB4. KM Actors Requests (Managers; IT Man-
agers; IS Professionals; KM Professionals): 
To adapt the KMS to new requests by various 
actors in a system; to establish a permanent 
dialogue with users of a system in order to 
obtain their loyalty and to be accountable 
for their knowledge requirements.

CB5. KM Resources (Top management; Man-
agers; IT Managers; IS Professionals; KM 
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Professionals): To recruit and educate human 
resources in order to develop KM expertise; 
to equip an organization with IT resources 
dedicated to KM; to equip an organization 
with a precise budget for the development 
and implementation of a KMS.

CB6. KM Capabilities/Competencies (Man-
agers): To develop KM capabilities and 
competency.

CB7. KM Processes (Top management; Man-
agers; IT Managers; IS Professionals; KM 
Professionals): To manage KM projects; to 
ensure the development of a KMS; to ensure 
the management of work partitioning or 
subcontracting for a KMS; to manage the 
processes of implementation, adoption and 
diffusion of a KMS within an organization; 
to manage the changes related to the intro-
duction of a KMS.

CB8. KM Infrastructures (Top management; 
Managers; IT Managers; IS Professionals; 
KM Professionals): To equip an organi-
zation with the dedicated technological 
infrastructure required for KM; to develop 
the technological and KM infrastructures 
required for the types of business strategy 
retained by the organization.

CC. KM External Environment
CC1. News Technological Interfaces for KM 

(Managers; IT Managers; IS Professionals; 
KM Professionals): To define the require-
ments of IT for new technological interfaces 
for KM according to the needs for each 
system’s actor.

CC2. News Technologies (Managers; IT Manag-
ers; IS Professionals; KM Professionals): To 
define the technological infrastructure likely 
to support a KMS.

CC3. KM Development/Acquisition Costs 
(Managers; IT Managers; IS Professionals; 
KM Professionals): To estimate acquisition 
or development costs for a KMS.

CC4. KM Market Trends (Managers; IT Man-
agers; IS Professionals; KM Professionals): 

To study the market trends as regards the 
development and use of KM and a KMS 
standard.

CC5. KM Industry (Managers; IT Managers; IS 
Professionals; KM Professionals): To adapt a 
KMS to requirements or industry standards.

In order to answer the question “which are 
the KM capabilities that an organization can 
develop in order to attain business performance 
or to obtain sustained competitive advantage?”, 
the next section helps.

KNOWLEDGE-BASED VIEW 
OF FIRM’S RESOURCES 
AND CAPABILITIES

Organizational Knowledge 
as Strategic Assets

While having unique access to valuable resources 
is one way to create competitive advantage, in 
some cases either this may not be possible, or 
competitors may imitate or develop substitutes for 
those resources. Firms having superior knowledge, 
however, are able to coordinate and combine their 
traditional resources in new and distinctive ways, 
providing more value for their customers than can 
their competitors (Penrose, 1959; Teece, Pisano, 
& Shuen, 1997). That is, by having superior intel-
lectual resources, a firm can understand how to 
exploit and develop their traditional resources bet-
ter than competitors. Therefore, knowledge can be 
considered the most important strategic resource, 
and the ability to generate, mobilize and utilize 
it the most important capability for building and 
sustaining competitive advantage (Grant, 1996; 
Kogut & Zander, 1992; Spender, 1994; Winter, 
1987). The broadest value proposition, then, for 
engaging in knowledge management is that it can 
enhance the organization’s fundamental ability 
to compete.
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However, which is the knowledge that makes 
the advantage sustainable? It is the context-specific 
and tacit knowledge embedded in complex organi-
zational routines and developed from experience. 
Such type of organizational knowledge possesses 
four characteristics namely: being valuable; being 
rare; being inimitable; and being non-substitutable 
(Michalisin, Smith, & Kline, 1997). First, it is 
valuable as it usually results in improved products, 
processes, technologies, or services. Second, it 
is rare as it is dependent on the knowledge and 
experiences of current and past employees, and is 
built on specific organizational prior knowledge. 
Third, it is inimitable as it builds on the unique 
past history of the organization’s own experiences 
and accumulated expertise (Reed & DeFillippi, 
1990). Finally, it is non-substitutable, as the con-
text in which it has been created and used cannot 
be replicated.

Knowledge (K-) Capability of 
the Firm (Abou-Zeid, 2003)

Although proponents of the resource-based view 
generally tend to define resources broadly, to 

include tangible, intangible, and personnel-based 
resources, (Grant, 1991) distinguishes between 
resources and capabilities. While resources serve 
as the basic units of analyses, firms create com-
petitive advantage by assembling resources that 
work together to create organizational capabili-
ties. Capabilities, thus, refer to an organization’s 
ability to assemble, integrate, and deploy valued 
resources, usually, in combination or co-presence 
(Amit & H, 1993; Russo & Fouts, 1997; Schendel, 
1994). Extending the traditional notion of orga-
nizational capabilities to a firm’s KM function, a 
firm’s KM capability is defined here as its ability 
to generate, mobilize and utilize organizational 
explicit and tacit knowledge in combination or 
co-presence with other resources and capabili-
ties. Thus, as shown in Figure 4, KM-capability 
in context of Km strategic alignment can be ana-
lyzed along three dimensions, namely: knowledge 
(K)-infrastructures, knowledge (K)- processes, 
and knowledge (K)-skills.

The K-technical infrastructure includes IT-
enabled technologies that support KM activities 
such as business intelligence, collaboration and 
distributed learning, K-discovery, K-mapping, 

Figure 4. KM capabilities taxonomy
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opportunity generation and security. The K-
structural infrastructure refers to the presence of 
enabling formal organization structures and the 
organization’s system of rewards and incentives.

The second dimension of the KM-capability, 
Knowledge (K)-processes, deals with the pro-
cesses that change the states of organizational 
knowledge. Based on the literature review (e.g., 
(Firestone, 1999; Nissen, Kamel, & Sengupta, 
2000; Nonaka, 1994; Probst, Raub, & Romhardt, 
2000; Zack, 1999) and on analysis of several KM 
initiatives (e.g., (Davenport, 1998; Elliott, 1997, 
1998) K-manipulation processes can be classified 
into three main categories, i.e., K-generation, K-
mobilization and K-application. The knowledge 
generation process includes all activities by 
which new knowledge is generated within the 
organization. Knowledge mobilization means 
increasing the visibility of knowledge by sharing 
it or transferring it from one bearer (the knowl-
edge provider, owner or source) to another (the 
knowledge seeker or target) through space or time. 
The knowledge bearer could be an artifact, such 
as technical documents or best practice databases, 
or human, such as experts in a certain domain. 
Based on the nature of the provider/source and 
seeker/target, four K-mobilization types can be 
distinguished, i.e., human-human, human-artifact, 
artifact-human and artifact-artifact (Abou-Zeid, 
2002). Finally, during K-application processes 
knowledge is embodied in various forms. Knowl-
edge can be used to develop new product/service/
business processes or to improve existing ones. 
Associated with the processes of K-application are 
the processes of K-evaluation which includes all 
the activities that aim at justifying and measuring 
the business value of the knowledge.

However, knowledge processes are character-
ized by their dual nature. On the one hand there 
are K-manipulating processes, i.e., processes 
such as acquiring knowledge, converting it into a 
useful form, applying it, and protecting it. On the 
other hand, it has been identified that cultural and 
organizational issues are crucial in the successful 

deployment of KMS (Alavi & Leidner, 1999; von 
Krogh, Ichijo, & Nonaka, 2000). Therefore, each 
K-manipulating process should be associated with 
one or more K-enabling process such as manag-
ing conversation, mobilizing knowledge activists, 
creating the right context (von Krogh et al., 2000).

The last dimension of the K-capability is 
K-skills. KM processes are by their very nature 
multifaceted. They involve many dimensions such 
as cultural, technical, organizational and human. 
This characteristic of KM processes reflects on 
the nature of skills required to perform them. 
For example, Malhotra (Malhotra, 1997) defines 
a Senior Knowledge Executive, such as a Chief 
Knowledge Officer (CKO) or an Organizational 
Knowledge Architect, as the person who should 
have the combined capabilities of a business strat-
egist, technology analyst, and a human resource 
professional. The ability to facilitate the ongoing 
process of knowledge sharing and knowledge 
renewal, the ability to develop the human and 
cultural infrastructure that facilitates information 
sharing, and the ability to utilize the available 
technologies for serving the creation, sharing and 
documentation of knowledge are some examples 
of the required skills.

In addition, there needs to be a procedure for 
implementation that would involve concepts, 
actors, actions and processes. The first step for 
businesses and organizations would be to identify 
their strategic character.as Defenders, Prospectors, 
or Analyzers (Swain & Ekionea, 2008). Finally, the 
K-culture and its involvement of elements such as 
corporate vision and the organization’s system of 
values should be considsered (Gold et al., 2001).

CONCLUSION

The paradigm of the resources explains that it 
is from exploitation of rare, inimitable and non-
substitutable resources valorized by the customer 
that the organization gets its competitive advan-
tages; which enables it to maintain or to precede 
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competition (Barney, 1991). Thus, developing 
KM strategic alignment and KM capabilities 
frameworks and taxonomies is very valuable for 
researchers and practitioners for understanding 
and using adequately concepts and terms in KM 
field. It seems that the “lack of a proper frame-
work for assessing the current status of KM has 
cast doubt over the basic concept itself” (Yu et 
al, 2004, p.1). The principal contribution intended 
by this article is to encourage the classification 
of key words associated with KM strategy and 
KM capabilities in the context of alignment with 
business strategy. Therefore, the framework and 
taxonomies presented here aim to answer one of 
the concerns in the KM literature (Earl, 2001; 
Maier, 2001; Asoh et al., 2003; Yu et al, 2004) 
that there be a comprehensive, dynamic list of 
the concepts and definitions used in this research 
field. The approach to development is based on 
tables, figures and concept classification and is 
intended to focus on various aspects of KM and 
avoid the distraction of unnecessary details. Spe-
cific actions are offered for the strategic activities 
of intervening actors. Lastly, it is important to 
also note that the purpose of this work was not 
to undertake an exhaustive study on the subject 
of KM and business strategies, but to approach 
the issue in the field of KM that there is a need 
for taxonomies and frameworks to support better 
use of KM concepts in industry and in academic 
research.
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ABSTRACT

The topic of knowledge management has re-
ceived considerable attention in research as well 
as practice. However, the success of knowledge 
management systems remains elusive. This chap-
ter provides a framework, which suggests that 
knowledge management success can be achieved 
by designing sustainable communities of practice. 
Communities of practice have proven to have 
significant economic and practical implications 
for organizations. A growing body of literature 
in knowledge management recognizes the im-
portance of communities that foster collaborative 
learning in organizations and almost all knowledge 
management systems have a ‘network’ component 

that facilitates connecting people in communities 
of practice. Technological advancements in social 
systems such as weblogs, wikis, social network-
ing sites, and virtual worlds enable new ways in 
which such communities can be supported. This 
study takes into account affordances of these 
technologies in facilitating knowledge manage-
ment. This study draws on literature in knowledge 
management and communities of practice to 
arrive at properties of a community that make it 
sustainable. These properties can then be viewed 
as a blueprint of what a community needs to have 
to achieve its function of fostering collaboration 
and hence, generating knowledge. In sum, this 
research is intended to help practitioners arrive 
at how best to design communities in knowledge 
management systems.
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INTRODUCTION

The topic of knowledge management (KM) has 
received considerable attention in research as well 
as practice. However, the success of knowledge 
management systems (KMS) remains elusive 
(Akhavan et al. 2005; Hammer et al., 2004). There 
is a considerable body of literature that has studied 
factors for KMS success (Jennex and Olfman 
2005). In this paper, our goal is to contribute to this 
line of research by identifying how these success 
factors may be achieved. Specifically, we restrict 
our scope of inquiry to a certain type of knowledge 
management systems; those that are designed to 
support communities of practice (CoPs).

Prior literature that has sought to identify im-
portant factors in KM success has adopted either 
the individual level of analysis (e.g. Bock et al., 
2005; Kankanhalli et al., 2005), the organizational 
level of analysis (e.g. Brown and Duguid, 2000), 
or the technological level of analysis (e.g. Markus 
et al., 2002). We propose an approach that incor-
porates research on individuals, organizations, and 
the technology pertaining to knowledge manage-
ment to suggest a set of design principles for sus-
tainable communities of practice. Communities of 
practice have proven to have significant economic 
and practical implications on organizational prac-
tice (Brown and Duguid, 1999 and 20002000). A 
growing body of literature in knowledge manage-
ment recognizes the importance of communities 
that foster collaborative learning in organizations 
and almost all knowledge management systems 
have a ‘network’ component that facilitates con-
necting people in communities of practice. Evi-
dence has shown that community has been a key 
element in knowledge management systems of 
many companies including Xerox PARC, British 
Petroleum Co., Shell Oil Company, Halliburton, 
IBM, Proctor and Gamble, and Hewlett Packard 
(Brown and Gray, 1995; Cohen, 2006; Cross et al., 
2006; McDermott, 1999a; McDermott, 1999b). 
Technological advancements in social systems 
such as weblogs, wikis, social networking sites, 

and virtual worlds enable new ways in which such 
communities can be supported. In this study we 
take into account properties of these technologies, 
which enable and constrain different uses of the 
technological environment (i.e. the technological 
affordances) (Gibson, 1977; Zammuto, 2007) in 
facilitating knowledge management.

Attributes of communities of practice, which 
we believe determine the success or failure of KM 
initiatives, have been thus far under-researched. 
KM can benefit from literature in virtual communi-
ties that looks at what properties of a community 
make it sustainable. These properties can then be 
viewed as a blueprint of what a community needs 
to have to achieve its function of fostering col-
laboration and hence, generating knowledge. In 
sum, this research is intended to help design com-
munities in KMS, taking into account affordances 
of technologies, in order to achieve KM success.

KMS success models provide a strategic level 
process approach to achieving success. KMS suc-
cess factors provide a means for evaluation of KMS 
success. Our goal is to suggest how these success 
factors could be achieved at an operational level. 
We draw on Jennex and Olfman’s (2005b, 2006) 
work to arrive at a list of eight success factors 
that are applicable to our conceptualization of a 
KMS that supports CoPs. Table 1 provides a list 
of these factors.

Table 1. KMS success factors adopted from Jennex 
and Olfman (2005b and 2006) 

Success 
Factor

Description

SF1 Identification of users, sources, knowledge, and links

SF2 Clear articulation of knowledge structure

SF3 Motivation and commitment of users

SF4 Senior management support

SF5 Measures for assessment of appropriate use

SF6 Clear goal and purpose

SF7 Support for easy knowledge use

SF8 Designing work processes to incorporate knowledge 
capture and use
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This paper is structured as follows. In the next 
section we present a review of literature in knowl-
edge management, KM success, and communities 
of practice. The literature helps provide the theo-
retical basis for our research. Our research meth-
odology section follows the literature review. We 
elaborate on the process and method for arriving 
at our design recommendations, and discuss each 
recommendation in detail. We next provide a 
discussion, and conclude with our suggestions for 
future research.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The primary goal of this research is to contribute 
to literature in KM success. We provide a brief 
review of literature in knowledge management 
and knowledge management success to summarize 
the state of current research. We then focus on the 
literature in communities of practice, which we 
use to augment research on KM success.

Knowledge Management and 
Knowledge Management Systems

Managing knowledge is a focal task for organi-
zations today. Appreciating the importance of 
knowledge as a core capability or resource (Grant, 
1996; Alavi and Leidner, 2001) has underscored 
the need for managing it strategically. Though 
the effort to manage what a company ‘knows’ is 
not a recent phenomenon, new technologies and 
greater awareness fueled by a competitive business 
landscape have resulted in substantive attention 
paid to KM (Prusak, 2001).

Knowledge can be conceptualized in different 
ways. It can be seen as embedded in practices (Or-
likowski, 2002) or processes (Epple and Argote, 
1996), or as a separate entity or object (Schultze 
and Stabell, 2004). Another view of knowledge is 
that which is embedded in people’s heads and is a 
“fluid mix of framed experience, values, contex-
tual information and expert insight that provide 

a framework for evaluation and incorporating 
new experiences and information” (Davenport 
and Prusak, 1997, p. 5). This type of knowledge 
is referred to as tacit. While explicit knowledge 
is easily codified, stored, and transferred, by the 
use of technology (such as knowledge reposi-
tories, document control systems, or databases) 
tacit knowledge is ‘stickier’ (Hippel, 1994). Tacit 
knowledge, as conceptualized by Polanyi (1958) 
refers to knowing-how or embodied knowledge, 
and is the characteristic of an expert who can per-
form a task without deliberation of the principles 
or rules involved (Ryle, 1949/1984). This goes 
beyond a mere technical or physical know-how 
(Dretske, 1991) as it is highly contextual. Employ-
ees of a certain culture may have tacit knowledge 
about practices that employees of other cultures do 
not. Being able to deliberately leverage such tacit 
knowledge is hypothesized to generate value and 
be a key differentiator for an organization (Grant, 
1996; Alavi and Leidner, 1999; Alavi and Leidner, 
2001). It is tacit knowledge that resides in employ-
ees’ heads, which is vital for problem solving and 
organizational learning (Davenport and Prusak, 
1997). Due to the uneven distribution of expertise, 
the task of managing tacit knowledge is especially 
essential in today’s dynamic and global business 
landscape. In the context of large, geographically 
distributed, multi-cultural firms where employees 
do not have the opportunity to interact face-to-
face, communication and transfer of knowledge 
becomes even more challenging (Lapre and Van 
Wassenhove, 2003). Therefore, designing systems 
that facilitate tacit knowledge management is 
important. The focus of many design articles is 
on information or content management – which 
deals with explicit knowledge. In this paper, we 
focus on managing tacit knowledge.

We conceptualize knowledge management 
systems as systems designed specifically with 
the intent to manage organizational knowledge 
by connecting people. In this approach, KMS 
are primarily designed to support communities 
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of practice. We elaborate on this further in the 
subsequent sections.

Knowledge Management Success

KMS success has been defined in many ways. 
Jennex and Olfman (2004, 2005b) provide an 
integrated framework of KM success factors iden-
tified by previous authors. We adopt a definition 
of KMS success as proposed by Jennex (2005a) 
as being able to reuse knowledge to improve orga-
nizational effectiveness by providing the required 
knowledge to those that need it when it is needed.

The attempt to manage knowledge is not always 
successful. IDC estimated an expenditure of USD 
12.7 billion on KM in 2005. In 2007-2008 orga-
nizations were estimated to have spent USD 73 
billion towards their knowledge management ac-
tivities (Murphy and Hackbush, 2007). However, 
approximately 70% of KM initiatives are deemed 
unsuccessful (Akhavan et al., 2005; Hammer et 
al., 2004). Stories such as the struggle of General 
Motors (GM) and NUMMI (joint venture of GM 
and Toyota) in the initial stages of their initiatives 
for learning and knowledge transfer highlight the 
challenges (Inkpen, 2005). Though significant 
research in the field of information systems is 
directed toward how to successfully implement 
information technologies in general, KM presents 
unique challenges that are more complex than what 
models such as Technology Acceptance (TAM) 
(Davis, 1989) and Task Technology Fit (TTF) 
(Goodhue and Thompson, 1995) can explain. 
Issues such as employees’ reluctance to share 
knowledge, coordination of knowledge manage-
ment efforts, and adoption of the right model for 
knowledge creation, management, and transfer, 
present unique difficulties for KM system success 
(Jennex and Olfman, 2005a; Jennex et al., 2007).

Most research on factors of KM success can 
be seen to fall within one of three categories. 
First, using the individual as the unit of analysis, 
employee reluctance to share knowledge has been 
studied using frameworks such as identity theory 

(e.g. Constant et al., 1994), social-cognitive theory 
(e.g. Constant et al., 1994), social exchange theory 
(e.g. Kankanhalli et al., 2005), and the theory of 
reasoned behavior (e.g. Bock et al., 2005). Power 
has also been discussed as an important factor 
(Gordon and Grant, 2005; Porra and Goel, 2006). 
Findings indicate mixed results where employees 
want to share for reasons of ‘showing-off’ (Con-
stant et al., 1994), altruism (Constant et al., 1994), 
or feeling of social obligation while employees 
are reluctant to share knowledge for reasons of 
fear of loss of hegemony (Shin, 2004), and costs 
(such as time and effort) (Butler, 2001) involved. 
Motivation (Ardichvili, 2003), and extrinsic 
reward structures (Shin, 2004, Yeu Wah et al., 
2007) as predictors of knowledge sharing have 
also been studied.

Second, employing an organizational unit of 
analysis, management of KM activities has been 
examined. In particular, research in knowledge 
transfer (Argote and Ingram, 2000), organizational 
culture and norms (Constant et al., 1994; Hart 
and Warne, 2006; Usoro and Kuofie, 2006), and 
senior and middle management support (Brown 
and Duguid, 2000) have been studied. Here, KM 
success is related to favorable organizational fac-
tors for knowledge sharing.

Third, using the system as the unit of analysis, 
technical characteristics of KMS such as repository 
structure, directory capabilities, and collabora-
tion tools have been investigated (Markus, 2001; 
Markus et al., 2002; King, 2006). In this perspec-
tive, KM success is explained by theories such 
as Task-Technology Fit (TTF) (Goodhue and 
Thompson, 1995), which focus on choosing the 
right technology. Technological advancements 
offer new affordances that support aspects of tacit 
knowledge transfer in communities of practice. 
For example, social systems such as weblogs, 
wikis, and social networking sites (e.g. Facebook) 
afford informal communication and synergistic 
interactions that support communities of practice 
(Silva et al. 2006). The idea of social systems has 
been taken even further with the advent of three-
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dimensional (3D) virtual world technology (e.g. 
Second Life). These environments afford richer 
interactions where users can co-experience and 
co-create situations and virtual artifacts, as well 
self-express themselves through multiple cues 
(e.g. verbal as well as non-verbal) (Goel et al. 
2008).

This paper investigates KMS from a perspec-
tive that incorporates the individual, organiza-
tional, and system units of analysis by using the 
lens of communities of practice (Lave and Wenger, 
1991; Wenger, 1998; Brown and Duguid, 1999).

Communities of Practice

Communities of practice have been used by many 
to study KM practices (for example, see Cheuk, 
2006; Koeglreiter et al., 2006); however, this per-
spective has not been applied to designing KMS 
per se (an exception is Stein, 2006 who proposes 
a descriptive model of the functions and structure 
of a successful CoP). Knowledge management 
systems are not particularly complex or techni-
cally different from other information systems 
(Alavi and Leidner, 1999). The difference be-
tween knowledge management systems and other 
systems such as group decision support systems 
(GDSS), electronic meeting systems (EMS), and 
expert systems lies not primarily in the technol-
ogy, but in the purpose for their use. GDSS focus 
on connecting a particular group of employees 
for the goal of solving particular problems, or 
arriving at a decision. EMS focus on facilitating 
meetings and collaborative work among a certain 
group of people. Expert systems are typically 
rule-based, where the knowledge of an expert/s 
(where experts are identified by the organization) 
is captured in the system’s knowledge base, and 
then queried by users. The goal of KMS, as we 
conceptualize them, is to connect all employees 
in an organization at all times. Unlike in expert 
systems, the roles of knowledge producers (ex-
perts) and consumers (users) are flexible. Groups 
are not dictated by organizational structures, but 

emerge ad-hoc as communities of employees 
with common interests and problems. Interaction 
within these communities may yield solutions to 
specific problems, but it is the interaction for the 
purpose of tacit knowledge exchange that is the 
goal of the system.

Since the central problem of KM is the creation 
and transfer of tacit knowledge, it is necessary to 
look at what facilitates these processes. Experienc-
es and contextual insights have been traditionally 
transferred through methods such as story-telling 
(Brown and Duguid, 2000), sense-making (Brown 
and Duguid, 1999), or through conversations 
in informal social networks. Communities of 
practice are informal networks of like-minded 
individuals, where the process of learning and 
transfer of tacit knowledge is essentially social, 
involving a deepening process of participation 
(Lave and Wenger, 1991). Research shows that 
in the absence of decisive first-hand knowledge, 
an individual looks at successful decisions made 
by other like-minded, similarly-situated people 
(Nidumolu and Subramani, 2001) as filters or 
guides to identify potentially good choices (Hill 
et al., 1995). Prior case studies have shown that 
even for individuals armed with extensive know-
what (explicit knowledge), collective know-how 
(tacit knowledge) can be highly significant (Brown 
and Duguid, 1999; Orr, 1989). KM practitioners 
and researchers recognize the importance of 
communities that foster collaborative learning 
in organizations (Pan and Leidner, 2003) and 
almost all knowledge management systems have 
a ‘network’ component that facilitates connecting 
people in communities of practice. The com-
munity perspective of knowledge management, 
which acknowledges the importance of informal 
networks and emphasizes collaboration, started 
in the late 1990s (Cross et al., 2006). Evidence 
has shown that communities have been a key 
element in knowledge management systems of 
many companies including Xerox PARC, IBM, 
and Proctor and Gamble (Brown and Gray, 1995; 
Cohen, 2006; Cross et al., 2006; McDermott, 
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1999a; McDermott, 1999b). Most of the compa-
nies that used IBM’s first web-based knowledge 
management system organized their activities 
around communities, an element that IBM had not 
deliberately implemented in the system initially 
(McDermott, 1999b).

While studying design characteristics of com-
munities, defining what is meant by a community 
and its sustainability is important. In attempting 
to do so, we refer to prior IS literature on virtual 
communities, since we consider communities in 
knowledge management systems as virtual. The 
term ‘virtual’ has been used here to distinguish 
these communities from real-life communities 
with face-to-face interaction. Borrowing from 
biology, virtual community sustainability has 
been regarded as the ‘intrinsic longetivity’ of 
the membership (e.g. Porra and Parks, 2005; 
Butler, 2001). Hence research has been devoted 
to studying how members can be encouraged to 
stay in a community. The concept of a ‘commu-
nity’ has received much attention and there are 
different ideas as to what brings about a ‘sense 
of community’ (Blanchard and Markus, 2004). 
Reasons such as support (Blanchard and Markus, 
2004), recognition (Blanchard and Markus, 2004), 
intimacy (Blanchard and Markus, 2004) and ob-
ligation (Wasko and Faraj, 2000), have all been 
studied as motivators of staying in a community. 
It has been acknowledged that in organizations 
tacit knowledge is shared in ad-hoc, informal 
settings (Brown and Duguid, 2000) that may not 
be replicable (such as brainstorming sessions, or 
when new hires approach veterans for specific 
advice). While the composition of members might 
change in a community, the community still 
serves the purpose as a platform for knowledge 
management. The existing literature does not 
reflect this functional aspect of communities. 
Therefore, we define a community as a platform 
for knowledge creation and exchange, and sus-
tainability as how successful a community is in 
achieving its function of facilitating knowledge 
generation and exchange. This research attempts 

to draw on relevant literature and apply it to an 
organizational KM context in order to suggest how 
sustainable communities can be designed. Hence, 
the output of this paper is design recommendations 
or guidelines for communities of practice that are 
the central part of KMS.

One view of organizing CoPs is that the design 
structure should be emergent rather than imposed 
(Barab et al., 2003). However, it has been recog-
nized that too little structure can also yield negative 
benefits, and a ‘minimalist design’ or a tentative 
platform for a community is needed (Wenger, 
1998). Hence, while it is not recommended to 
have tightly controlled formal designs in place, 
informal structures and basic guidelines that allow 
flexibility, diversity, autonomy, creativity, and 
scalability are necessary (Wenger, 1998).

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
AND ANALYSIS

In this section we first elaborate on our method 
for arriving at design guidelines for sustainable 
communities in KMS. We next present our design 
recommendations each preceded by supporting 
literature. These are followed by examples in prior 
research, which evidence the recommendations.

Method

We conducted an extensive search in literature us-
ing engines such as Google Scholar and Social Sci-
ences Index using key words such as knowledge, 
knowledge management, knowledge management 
system, knowledge management system success, 
communities, virtual communities, and commu-
nities of practice. Keeping in mind our research 
objective, we narrowed the results to papers that 
were relevant to the design of communities in the 
context of knowledge management. We support 
each proposed design guideline with results from 
prior studies, both qualitative and quantitative. The 
qualitative data includes quotes from case studies 
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in knowledge management and virtual commu-
nities. Data from quantitative research mainly 
includes their supported hypotheses. The data im-
mediately follows each design recommendation. 
The goal of using data from previous research was 
solely for clarification and better understanding, 
as well as demonstrating that the importance of 
these issues has been acknowledged explicitly by 
other researchers. Though the evidence was im-
plicitly or explicitly observed in different papers, 
the related design guidelines were not the primary 
focus of these studies. One of our key contribu-
tions is thus the synthesis of the findings across 
the different studies and bringing to the forefront 
the importance of the design guidelines.

Design Recommendations

A community of practice is defined by the com-
monality of an interest shared by its members. 
Members of the community form communal 
bonds, construct collective identities through com-
municative action (Donath, 1999; Blanchard and 
Markus, 2004; Postmes et al., 2000), and reach 
common understanding (Habermas, 1984), thus 
generating collaborative knowledge. The concept 
of a community boundary is hence important and 
delineates what a community is about, and what it 
is not. In organizations, it is especially important 
to make sure a community is ‘specialized’ or fo-
cused on a particular topic in order to maximize 
the ‘signal to noise’ ratio and minimize the costs 
of obtaining relevant information. Thus,

Each community in a KMS should have a central 
focus which should be maintained throughout the 
life of the community by ensuring that all posts 
are relevant to the community’s focus.

As will be discussed in the ensuing recommen-
dations, a community manager, or a segmentation 
strategy, could play a key role in ensuring a topical 
focus. Jones and Rafaeli (2000) and Jones et al. 
(2004) conclude that in order for a virtual com-

munity to be sustainable, it has to have a topical 
focus because otherwise members might experi-
ence information overload, which is not tolerable 
by their cognition capacity. They add that,

It logically follows that beyond a particular 
communication processing-load, the behavioural 
stress zones encountered will make group com-
munication unsustainable. (Jones and Rafaeli 
2000, p. 219)

Overall, the empirical findings support the asser-
tion that individual information-overload coping 
strategies have an observable impact on mass 
interaction discourse dynamics. Evidence was 
found [that] users are more likely to end active 
participation as the overloading of mass interac-
tion increases. (Jones et al. 2004, p. 206)

Two complementary concepts discussed 
in literature are those of information overload 
(Rogers and Agarwala-Rogers, 1975) and critical 
mass (Licklider and Taylor, 1968; Markus, 1987). 
Critical mass refers to the required group size 
threshold for a sustainable community (Bieber 
et al., 2002). Information overload results from 
a higher number of messages, or messages that 
are not sufficiently organized in a sensible, linked 
structure, which makes it difficult for individuals 
to process. While critical mass indicates that a 
community that is too small will fail, information 
overload suggests that one that is too big will also 
fail. Hence, there is a maximum limit to the size 
of a community beyond which a low signal to 
noise ratio (Malhotra et al., 1997) and an upper 
bound on an individual’s cognitive processing 
limits (Jones, 1997) will render it unsuccessful. 
This topic was the focus of studies conducted 
specifically on membership limits of communities 
(e.g. Jones and Rafaeli, 2000). While the limit 
is context dependent and varies with the nature 
of the community, a manager could determine 
an approximate threshold for when information 
overload or topical deviation occurs. When a com-
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munity grows too large, a segmentation strategy 
can be employed to create an interrelated space 
(Jones and Rafaeli, 2000). Hence,

There should be a maximum limit set for the 
membership in the community in a KMS, beyond 
which the community should be split into inter-
related sub-communities each with a central 
focus or topic.

Jones and Rafaeli (2000) provide examples of 
communities such as Amazon or Excite, in which 
a segmentation strategy has been used to keep the 
communities focused and prevent information 
overload.

‘Segmentation strategy’ refers here to any sys-
tematic method used to split discourse spaces 
with the aim of creating a system of interrelated 
virtual publics. As studies of usage show (e.g. 
Butler 1999), virtual publics are not ‘scalable’. 
Therefore, a ‘mega virtual public’ cannot be sus-
tained. Rather, virtual metropolises emerge from 
the creation of a series of related virtual publics, 
via the appropriate segmentation of discourse in 
different related cyberspaces. In turn, the resulting 
system of interconnected virtual publics encour-
ages the expansion of user populations, while 
reducing the likelihood of overloaded virtual 
public discourse. (p. 221)

Moderation has been studied in virtual commu-
nity literature (Markus, 2001). Human intervention 
is considered necessary for tasks such as main-
taining community focus, preventing ‘trolling’ 
or ‘flaming’ (Malhotra et al., 1997), encouraging 
participation (Preece et al., 2003), and sanitizing 
data (Markus, 2001). Even though trolling and 
flaming are unlikely in organizational settings, 
moderation is required for the other reasons. 
Since moderators (often referred to as community 
or knowledge managers) are usually employees 
with regular duties, it is important that their work 
for the KM effort be recognized and that they are 

allowed to devote time to the community as part 
of their job (Davenport et al., 1998; Silva et al., 
2006). Hence,

Each community should have at least one commu-
nity manager with the authority and resources to 
manage and act for the benefit of the community.

The following remarks demonstrate the im-
portance of the role of a community manager 
and the resources (e.g. people and time) that are 
available to him/her.

Knowledge managers have content leads that 
evaluate external knowledge resources and es-
tablish pointers to the new resources for specific 
domains. The searches are synthesized to allow 
higher level of reuse. Knowledge researchers 
strongly support sharing and reuse of knowledge 
probes: “The first thing I do is go check that da-
tabase to make sure that no one hasn’t already 
pulled that information before I go and start a 
whole new search. (Sherif and Xing 2006, p. 538)

One person per project is in charge of posting 
project deliverables onto the repository … On a 
weekly basis the knowledge manager goes in and 
makes sure it has been categorized correctly and 
the document has been zipped. He just makes sure 
it has been submitted according to all the standards 
and guidelines. (Sherif and Xing 2006, p. 536)

As seen in the following, lack of sufficient 
resources such as time can adversely affect the 
quality of community manager’s job.

With the amount of time available to produce high 
quality and sanitized knowledge for dissemina-
tion … It’s not even just writing it … I’m on the 
review committee and that’s where a lot of time is 
as I’ve got to review every document … The delay 
in implementing this second knowledge dissemi-
nation plan was due to … the lack of resources 
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to provide high quality, sanitized knowledge for 
consumption by customers. (Markus 2001, p. 80)

Research on information overload posits that 
information should be organized hierarchically 
in order to place new information in the correct 
context quickly. Also, costs of obtaining new 
knowledge are lower when messages are simple 
and contextually relevant (Jones et al., 2004). 
Blogs, wikis, and net forums use chronological 
and topical organizing successfully to map infor-
mation. Site maps on websites provide a graphical 
view of how information is arranged – reducing 
the time and effort required to access it while also 
providing an overall picture of the website. More 
recent work on the semantic web enables tagging 
knowledge objects with keywords pertaining to the 
context and relevance of the topic (Daconta et al., 
2003). Using descriptive tags enables searching 
and archiving information in a way that is most 
applicable to the topic. Semantic web technologies 
make a static hierarchical representation extrane-
ous. Other new technologies such as virtual worlds 
allow the embedding of information in three-
dimensional situational contexts. Here objects or 
virtual artifacts replace text-based representations 
of information (Lui et al., 2007). In other words 
information is tied to the virtual artifact, which 
is represented in a richer way than in traditional 
2D textual virtual environment.

However, to make searches efficient, there 
needs to be standardization in the tags used to 
describe the same types of objects. The standards, 
while imposing a common structure, should also 
allow flexibility to reflect unique contextual in-
formation in the knowledge object (Geroimenko 
and Chen, 2003).

Site maps can be used to provide community-
specific keywords that can be used to tag and 
search for community related topics. It should be 
noted that in 3D virtual worlds the notion of site 
maps could be dramatically different in that they 
are actual maps tied to virtual locations.

The importance of site maps in knowledge 
management systems has been suggested in prior 
research (e.g. Jennex and Olfman, 2000, 2005). 
This leads to the following design recommenda-
tions:

Each community in a KMS should have a site 
map showing how knowledge is arranged and 
accessible in the community.

All posts in the community should be categoriz-
able according to the site map.

The importance of a well-designed site map 
(or an equivalent) can be seen below.

We’ve got to put tags on that content in a way 
that it’s retrievable, in a way that makes sense 
as to how we do business. When you’ve done a 
particular type of project, creating [a] particular 
set of deliverables to a particular type of client, 
then you want to be able to hand this next person 
a path or a navigational metaphor or structure so 
that they can find what they are looking for and [if 
it ]..is meaningful to them they can reuse it with 
a slight change. (Sherif and Xing 2006, p. 536)

You cannot just willy-nilly grab content and throw 
it into a big pot and then hope that it can be re-
used. Obviously, you’ve got to put tags on that 
content in a way that it is retrievable. You have 
to be able to provide the knowledge contributor 
with the analog on the front end, so that they can 
categorize and catalog their knowledge in a way 
that makes it meaningful for the person who is 
now coming and going to repeat it all. (Sherif 
and Xing 2006, p. 536)

Costs in terms of effort and time can also 
be reduced by maintaining a community home 
page, which provides a quick overview of things 
such as the latest news related to the community 
topic, latest posts and replies. Virtual worlds have 
changed the representation of a home page from 
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being text-based to one that is closer to the notion 
of a three-dimensional front.

An effective and efficient search function 
is important in order for members to be able to 
locate relevant information quickly, which also 
could reduce the amount of effort made (Markus, 
2001). Hence,

The home page for the community should be 
fresh and dynamic, presenting all new relevant 
information for the community in a concise and 
easy-to-read manner.

The KMS should support an efficient and effective 
search function.

The following statements elaborate on these 
guidelines.

You go to this site that has the method and you click 
on the phases and read about the phases, you read 
about stages, and it shows what work products 
and what deliverables come out of those activi-
ties and stages. You can click on that and it will 
bring up the best examples of those deliverables 
and work products. (Sherif and Xing 2006, p. 537)

Say you have someone on the ExxonMobil team, 
and they need to keep up with what’s going on 
with ExxonMobil, so we set up a search term for 
them and we tie it into our Dow Jones service that 
we use and everyday, Dow Jones uses that search 
term that we put in there and dumps these articles 
about ExxonMobil into a profiling container so 
the team member can use it. They don’t have to go 
to Dow Jones, they don’t have to look through 50 
different articles, they go right here and they see 
right here, here’s the 10 articles that came in today 
about ExxonMobil. (Sherif and Xing 2006, p. 537)

A core capability of the tool the team was provided 
was the ability to reference-link entries and apply 
multiple keywords, and then use powerful search 

capabilities to identify similar entries. (Markus 
2001, p. 80)

Version control system for documents can be 
used to keep track of dates of multiple submissions 
of the same document. In addition to automatic 
checking, members can be encouraged by com-
munity managers to periodically review their 
submissions to the KMS and make sure that they 
are current and delete the obsolete, inconsistent 
entries (Kohlhase and Anghelache, 2004; Damo-
daran and Olphert, 2000).

Accuracy and currency of the information should 
be maintained by using tools such as version con-
trol systems, as well as by encouraging members 
to review their submissions.

The importance of the ability to revisit and 
revise posts and to keep the information accurate 
and up-to-date is seen below.

…the database author might know that the answer 
could be made more general in order to answer 
more questions. This might involve abstracting 
both the question and the answer. Occasionally, 
the author would feel it necessary to correct 
incorrect, incomplete, or incoherent answers. 
(Markus 2001, p. 76)

The following shows how version control 
functionality benefits users of a web-based virtual 
learning environment for students.

Although this approach for providing group 
awareness is very simple, feedback from users of 
the BSCW system indicates that information such 
as ‘A uploaded a new version of document X’, or 
‘B has read document Y’ is often very useful for 
group members in coordinating their work and 
gaining an overview of what has happened since 
they last logged in. (Appelt and Mambrey 1999, 
p. 1710)
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Social network theory (Granovetter, 1973) and 
social identity theory (Tajfel and Turner, 1986) 
have been used to explain knowledge exchange 
and interactions in communities. According to 
social identity theory and theories of collective 
action, gaining self esteem and recognition for 
their expertise, and enhancing their reputation 
(Wasko and Faraj, 2005) motivate members to 
participate in communities (Postmes et al., 2000; 
Douglas and McGarty, 2001; Donath, 1999). 
‘Old-timers’ in communities are frequently those 
whose advice is valued due to their track record 
in the community. Social network theory looks at 
relationships between members (Chae et al., 2005; 
Wellman, 1996; Wellman and Guila, 1997; Wasko 
and Faraj, 2004; Wellman et al., 1996; Garton 
and Haythornthwaite, 1997) and the normative 
structure of content and form in a group (Postmes 
et al., 2000; Wellman, 1996). While weak ties 
provide more opportunities for new knowledge 
(Hansen, 1999; Wellman, 1996), on-line strong ties 
provide more confidence in the information and 
reinforce real-life relationships (Wellman, 1996). 
With social network analysis (Wellman, 1996), a 
well connected member with a high social capital 
can be identified as a good information resource 
(Wasko and Faraj, 2005).

Technology should support multiple ways to 
connect people who need the information to those 
who have it (Garton and Haythornthwaite, 1997). 
Social technologies such as online networking sites 
(e.g. Facebook, MySpace) and virtual worlds (e.g. 
Second Life) can be used to support collaboration 
(Goel and Mousavidin, 2007). The affordance of 
virtual worlds of self-expression through actions, 
gestures, representation, and symbols allows for 
richer interaction and exchange of tacit knowledge 
(Goel et al., 2008). Expert directories are often 
an integral part of KMS and serve as transactive 
memory systems to identify ‘who knows what’ 
in the organization (Argote and Ingram, 2000).

If an employee knows exactly who to ask a 
particular question from, he/she should be able to 
contact the expert directly, and in the absence of the 

knowledge, the member can rely on the community 
to help arrive at an answer. Since members in a 
KMS can belong to multiple communities, these 
features apply to the entire system. This discussion 
leads to the following design recommendations:

The KMS should have the facility to maintain 
member profiles that indicate the number of posts, 
other member links, replies, and usage history of 
a member.

Members should be able to connect to other 
members directly through tools such as instant 
messaging as well as indirectly through forums 
and directories.

The user profile contains compulsory and optional 
information that a member provides upon registra-
tion. If a member of the community publishes a 
contribution or asks a question, the contributor’s 
name is shown as a hyperlink. By clicking on 
this hyperlink, one obtains the user profile of the 
corresponding member. The extent of information 
other members see on the user profile depends on 
the level of anonymity the member has chosen. 
(Leimeister et al. 2005, p. 110)

In the remark below, Barab et al. (2003) discuss 
the importance of profiles in a community of prac-
tice called the “Inquiry Learning Forum” or ILF.

In fact, the ILF encourages its members to cre-
ate and edit their member profiles so other ILF 
members can learn more about one another. This 
enables ILF members to control how they are 
perceived by others within the community, and 
ideally, these profiles help ILF members to decide 
who they want to communicate with and how they 
might interpret statements or attitudes of others. 
(Barab et al. 2003, p. 248)

In the context of virtual worlds, interaction 
can be non-textual and action-based as seen in 
Goel et al.’s (2008) findings in the quote below.
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…a group of people interested in the design of a 
new structure can meet in Second Life and col-
lectively work on a virtual version of the building 
by modifying it in real time to incorporate evolving 
ideas. Starwood Hotels, for instance, used Second 
Life as a platform to develop and design a new 
real-world site. A 3D blueprint of the new hotel 
was laid on a virtual floor with avatars of clients, 
architects, interior designers, and engineers were 
able to walk on the blueprint and to contribute 
ideas. Any avatar in Second Life was invited to 
make changes to the virtual hotel. Hence, the 
medium allowed people to pool their ideas and 
build a collective knowledge base. (p. 18)

Though social identity theory discourages ano-
nymity, literature in MIS (especially in research 
on group decision support systems) has found 
anonymity to aid participation. However, an em-
ployee’s trust in the content obtained from a KMS 
would be weaker if it were anonymous (Donath, 
1999). Making authorship explicit adds legitimacy 
to the information. Literature in philosophy also 
discusses the importance of credentials in reli-
ability on others for information (Hardwig, 1991). 
In addition, this makes the author responsible for 
making sure that the information he/she puts up 
is not erroneous. Investigating different levels 
of anonymity (such as using nicknames or real 
names) would be an interesting line of enquiry, as 
well. In virtual worlds, avatars can be designed to 
look like a person’s real life self. For example, the 
avatar of CEO of IBM closely resembles his real 
life persona in meetings conducted in Second Life.

Submissions to a KMS should not be anonymous.

The statement below supports this guideline.

An interesting metric developed by the specialists 
to assess data quality was their use of incident 
authorship as an indicator of quality. Each incident 
that is entered is automatically assigned a unique 
number, which includes a code identifying the 

particular specialist who entered it … You tend 
to evaluate information differently from different 
people. So if you see 40 items from a search you 
go to the incidents of those folks you’ve gotten 
good information from in the past … I know that 
Arthur has a reputation for writing shorts novels 
as resolutions. I mean, he’s a wonderful source 
of information … So when I get an incident from 
him, I’m very comfortable with that information. 
Whereas, some of the other people in the depart-
ment will put in one or two sentence resolutions. 
And it tends to make it a little vaguer and more 
difficult to be confident about. (Markus 2001, p. 
68, 69)

Participation in a community needs to be 
encouraged (Cross et al., 2006; Davenport et 
al., 1998; Prandelli et al. 2006). Reluctance on 
behalf of employees to participate is a primary 
reason for the failure of KM efforts (Ardichvili, 
2003; Alavi and Leidner, 1999). Specifically, 
perceived loss of power (Constant et al., 1994), 
fear of criticism and unintentionally misleading 
members (Ardichvili, 2003), and costs involved 
in terms of time and effort (Markus, 2001) are 
primary reasons why employees do not partici-
pate. While appropriate design of a system can 
help minimize the aforementioned costs (Bieber 
et al., 2002), the organization needs to make 
efforts to alleviate the other factors. Engender-
ing an organizational culture which encourages 
pro-social behavior and knowledge sharing has 
been suggested in prior literature (Constant et 
al., 1994; Huber, 2001). At a community level, 
the moderator or community manager can play a 
vital role in increasing the level of participation. 
In particular, the community manager needs to 
ensure that knowledge is transferred from produc-
ers (experts) to consumers (users) (Markus, 2001; 
Cross et al. 2006) by ensuring that questions are 
answered and new knowledge is posted. These 
functions of a community manager maintain the 
value and usefulness of the community to its 
members (Preece et al., 2003). Hence,
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A community manager should ensure that queries 
are answered.

Some of the responsibilities of community 
managers (Sysops, in this case) are shown in the 
statement below.

System operators (Sysops) were appointed to moni-
tor the discussions in the forums, track requests 
and make sure they were answered. Sysops would 
try to get answers in 24 hours; if not they would 
contact people directly and ask them to respond. 
Additionally, they were to give positive feedback 
to those who did respond. Since there were likely 
to be cultural difference and sensitivities, Sysops 
were to monitor the content of messages … Three 
translators were hired and Sysops would decide 
which messages were to be translated into Eng-
lish with technical replies to be translated back 
to the originator’s own language. The goal for 
completion of translation was 48 hours. (Markus 
2001, p. 85)

A community manager should encourage experts 
to contribute tacit knowledge (experiences, ideas, 
etc.) to the community.

Some techniques for encouraging participation 
were observed by Jones and Rafaeli.

Where sustained interactive discourse is a goal, 
various techniques can be used to gain critical 
mass. Administrators can seed discussions by 
systematically encouraging a group of key indi-
viduals to contribute. Economic incentives can 
be given and where a number of related virtual 
publics already exist, group segmentation can be 
used to gain instant critical mass for new virtual 
publics. (Jones and Rafaeli 2000, p. 221)

In addition to voluntarily accessing the system 
for information, a KMS can be made a central 
repository for electronically storable informa-
tion such as required documents, templates, and 

forms. Since knowledge sharing cannot be forced 
and extrinsic rewards may not work (Kankanhalli 
et al., 2005; Huber, 2001), making the KMS an 
obligatory passage point (Callon, 1986) for explicit 
knowledge required for daily work would encour-
age employees who otherwise would not access the 
system, or make use of it. Most employees either 
do not think of using the KMS for posting such 
information, or may not want to spend the time and 
effort required to do so. More importantly, there 
should be a consistent format used for information 
posted. A community manager plays a key role in 
ensuring this consistency. Hence,

A community manager should encourage the post-
ing of standardized documents, templates, forms, 
and other electronically storable information in 
a consistent manner.

The following shows some consequences of 
inconsistent postings.

We had to overhaul the [knowledge repository] 
after three years because nobody was following a 
consistent style [of classifying documents] … [P]
eople were building their case bases with differ-
ent parameter settings, so it became like a soup 
of knowledge, and nobody could find anything. 
(Markus 2001, p. 81)

We summarize the design guidelines and high-
light our contributions in the following section.

DISCUSSION AND 
FUTURE RESEARCH

The design recommendations derived from theory 
and past research are summarized in Table 2. In 
broad terms, the recommendations can be seen to 
fall into four categories – technological, member-
ship, content, and organizational. To achieve our 
objective, we study KMS from a perspective that 
incorporates technical, individual, as well as orga-
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nizational level literature. These are reflected in 
the technological, membership, and organizational 
categories. We tie our recommendations to prior 
research by suggesting how each of them could 
be used to achieve a particular success factor. In 
Table 2, each recommendation is followed by 
success factor(s) from Table 1 which we believe 
to be applicable.

Employing the lens of communities of practice 
allowed us to add a fourth level of analysis – that 
of a community. The guidelines regarding the 
content of KM communities address this level. 
In practice, most KMS incorporate communities 
as part of their architecture. By drawing on lit-
erature on virtual communities, we add to research 
in KMS by proposing design guidelines for the 
content and management of such communities. 

These categories are not mutually exclusive. For 
example, membership profiles need the corre-
sponding technological features to support them. 
Also, the list is not intended to be exhaustive. 
Further research studying actual participatory 
behavior in KMS would help determine if there 
are other design characteristics that facilitate 
community participation.

It is important to note that the manner in which 
the design recommendations are implemented 
would differ based on specific technologies. While 
we give examples of how some may look in the 
context of technologies such as weblogs, wikis, 
social networking sites, and virtual worlds, it is 
hard to predict how the design features will be 
represented as these technologies evolve and new 
ones emerge. Hence the design recommendations 

Table 2. Summary of design recommendations for sustainable communities of practice in knowledge 
management systems 

Design Guidelines Success Factor

I. Technological features

1. Site Map SF1, SF2, SF7

2. Search features SF7

3. Document version control systems SF1, SF2, SF7

II. Membership features

1. Non-anonymity SF1

2. Maintaining usage statistics and profiles SF1, SF5

3. Connectivity between members – Directories, Forums, IM capabilities SF1

III. Content features

1. Making it an Obligatory Passage Point (OPP) for documents, templates, 
forms etc. SF3, SF8

2. Home page to represent community – fresh, dynamic SF7

3. Content on the home page for summary of new relevant topics, news, and 
highlights SF2, SF7

4. Moderation to ensure topical focus and relevance SF2, SF3, SF5, SF6, SF7

5. Moderation to ensure questions are answered SF3, SF5

6. Moderation to encourage ‘experts’ to contribute SF3

7. Moderation to ensure currency of documents SF3, SF5, SF7

8. Splitting into sub-communities, if size grows SF3, SF5, SF6, SF7

IV. Organizational functions

1. Creating and supporting role of moderator/community manager SF3, SF4
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have to be interpreted in the light of what new 
technologies afford.

Prior research in IS has not systematically stud-
ied design guidelines for knowledge management 
communities. While the design features discussed 
have been implemented in current KM practices, 
they have emerged more from a process of trial-
and-error; not grounded in research. Organizations 
are spending considerable resources - both in terms 
of time and money - on knowledge management 
efforts, not all of which are successful. Results 
from this study could help managers concerned 
with KM increase their chances of success by 
designing sustainable communities.

Using a community of practice as a lens unifies 
the fragmented literature in knowledge manage-
ment which, thus far, has studied the phenomenon 
separately at the individual, organizational, or 
system level. A shift of perspective of community 
sustainability from one that retains more members 
to one that serves as an effective and efficient plat-
form for knowledge management also stimulates 
new lines of inquiry.

We looked at existing research on knowledge 
management and virtual communities, synthe-
sized the literature, and applied it in the context 
of organizational KMS. Our goal was to concep-
tually identify guidelines for successful design 
of communities in KMS which can be used by 
practitioners who wish to implement KMS. Hence, 
these guidelines are intended as a blueprint to 
design KMS communities. Furthermore, they 
can also be used as an evaluative tool for exist-
ing KMS. Future research would add value by 
evaluating and testing these recommendations in 
a representative setting through possibly an action 
research. An exploratory case study of existing 
KMS that implement these features would also 
provide validity. Each recommendation could be 
the subject of a separate study. For example, the 
role of a knowledge manager or the design of 
the search features could constitute substantial 
research agendas.

This paper has the limitations associated with 
a conceptual study. It needs to be validated by 
empirical research. The suggestions presented 
for future research are intended to be a guide 
for a research program in this area. We draw on 
literature in virtual communities to inform us 
about the nature of communities in knowledge 
management systems. However, the design of 
these communities is contingent upon organiza-
tional factors such as organization culture, norms, 
practices, and structure. Hence, these guidelines 
may not be universally applicable but need to be 
tailored to the specific context and requirements. 
This research is intended to be a starting point for 
an inquiry on the topic.
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Chapter  1.11

ABSTRACT

In a digital world where the amount of information 
doubles every two years, adults need to evaluate 
resources carefully and determine how to use 
relevant information to solve problems and make 
wise decisions. This changing informational envi-
ronment affects adult education, and also empha-
sizes the need for lifelong education and learning 
organizations, and the intersection of technology 
and globalization has led to more intense and 
pluralistic interactions across societies. Because 
information’s meaning and impact are contextual-
ized, shared knowledge and understanding can be 
harder to achieve. Therefore, information literacy 
and knowledge management are needed in order to 
fully realize one’s self-potential and an organiza-
tion’s vision. Emerging trends that impact adult 

learning are discussed: equity, culturally-sensitive 
information, and information cross-fertilization. A 
model of adult learning and information interac-
tion is provided.

INTRODUCTION

The need for critical use of information is more 
important than ever. As early as1991, the SCANS 
report noted information location and manipula-
tion as vital skills for contemporary employees. In 
a digital world where the amount of information 
doubles every two years, adults need to evaluate 
resources carefully and determine how to use 
relevant information to solve problems and make 
wise decisions.

Furthermore, it is no longer principally an 
issue of getting information: it’s getting the right 
information at the right time to do things right and 
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to do the right things. Economic and social activi-
ties rely on information and communication tech-
nologies. Knowledge is ever-flowing, and social 
interactions seem web-like (Daniel, 2007). As the 
world seems to grow smaller, due to increased com-
munication and population transience, the global 
scene reflects a more interactive mode relative to 
information. Even when a nation appears to act 
alone to seem isolationist, it cannot survive in that 
manner because the world is so interdependent. 
This changing informational environment affects 
adult education, and also emphasizes the need for 
lifelong education to prepare today’s workforce 
to deal with an uncertain tomorrow.

If the underlying message is “things change,” 
then the inevitable question is: “What should adult 
education look like in an information society?” If 
traditional adult education could be compared to 
Theory X businesses where employees are told 
what to do in a highly hierarchical bureaucracy, 
then contemporary adult education could be com-
pared to Theory Y businesses where participatory 
management is the name of the game. Learning 
communities would compare to Theory Z orga-
nizations where highly- autonomous networks 
of teams have replaced hierarchy. In any case, 
adult education needs to address these changes 
constructively.

BACKGROUND

To understand the problem and contributing fac-
tors, an overview of the information society and 
adult education is needed.

The Information Society

At the 2003 world summit on the Information 
Society, governments and world leaders “made 
a strong commitment towards building a people-
centred, inclusive and development-oriented 
Information Society for all, where everyone can 
access, utilise and share information and knowl-

edge” (United Nations, 2006, p. 6). What consti-
tutes an information society? Fundamentally, an 
information society is one in which information 
replaces material goods as the chief driver of 
socio-economics. Human intellectual capital has 
higher currency than material capital, or at least 
intellect is needed to optimize the use of material 
resources.

Since information and material have always 
been needed, what particularizes the recent notion 
of an information (or knowledge) society? New 
information and technology have vastly increased 
the speed, access, and interconnectedness of in-
formation worldwide. Simultaneously, informa-
tion and communication have converged, such 
as telecommunications and broadcasting, giving 
rise to informational industries. At this point in 
history, telecommunications and media constitute 
one-sixth of the U. S. economy, and 30 percent 
of all economic growth between 1996 and 2000 
was attributed to enhanced productivity based 
on information technology (Wilhelm, 2004). The 
cost of technology has dropped precipitously so 
that the majority of people can access it, thereby 
reinforcing mass media and other information 
entities. As a result, new forms of organization and 
social interaction have emerged (Webster, 2002).

This information society impacts existing insti-
tutions and cultures. The speed and globalization 
of information leads to constant change, which 
can be hard to digest and manage. The majority of 
jobs now involve technology and other related new 
skills, so that the idea of a “terminal” degree or a 
static skill set is becoming an outdated paradigm. 
Rather, adults often need to “retool” themselves 
throughout their work lives. Particularly for adults 
who are largely digital immigrants, this new world 
of information, especially in electronic form, can 
be puzzling and overwhelming. Do they have 
enough background information to understand 
and use the new information?
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Using Technology to Manage 
the Information Society

The attitude about information has changed be-
cause of technology; Rutenbeck (2000) identified 
several challenges of the digital information age: 
information’s malleability and vulnerability, the 
under-value of print information and the possible 
over-value of digital information, and the rise of 
exclusivity because of inequitable access based 
on economics and the added need for digital lit-
eracy. The nature of technology also impacts how 
people communicate the information they find; 
in effect, technology-enhanced communication 
itself becomes a new literacy that people have to 
learn (Coiro, Klein & Walpole, 2006).

How does technology help adults cope with 
all this information? Certainly, technology has 
interconnected the world’s information. Knowl-
edge is every flowing, and social interaction seems 
weblike (Daniel, 2007). That same web can be 
hard to evaluate and manage, though. The con-
stant bombardment of information can negatively 
impact productivity; Spira and Feintuch (2005) 
calculated the loss of productive hours to total $588 
billion in one year. Even information technology 
(IT) organizations seek more effective ways to 
manage technology; while some organizations 
hire professional technicians to deal with change, 
the prevailing strategy is education and training 
(Benamati & Lederer, 2001).

Technology impacts such adult learning. It 
has been found to aid literacy instruction and 
learning both in academic and non-academic set-
tings (Coiro, Klein & Walpole, 2006). However, 
technology itself must be learned as well as the 
information it conveys. As much as the term 
information overload is bandied about, the term 
technostress is even more prevalent. Thus, the very 
tool to help manage changing information itself 
requires change on the part of adults. Adults have 
to change and learn in order to manage change.

Information Literacy within 
the Information Society

More specifically, international stakeholders at 
the World Summit on the Information Society 
stated their shared values of information literacy:

Information Literacy lies at the core of lifelong 
learning. It empowers people in all walks of life 
to seek, evaluate, use and create information 
effectively to achieve their personal, social, oc-
cupational and educational goals. It is a basic 
human right in a digital world and promotes 
social inclusion of all nations (Garner, 2005, 3).

Although it sometimes seems as if librarians 
created information literacy and its need, current 
key decision makers recognize the importance of 
information literacy. As early as the 1991 SCANS 
(Secretary’s Commission on Achieving Necessary 
Skills) report, governmental agencies have noted 
the need for employees who can: locate, interpret 
and organize information; communicate informa-
tion; create documents; solve problems; work with 
a variety of technology; and know how to acquire 
new knowledge.

In a landmark study of CEOs from 28 countries, 
Rosen (2000) documented four global literacies 
need in today’s business world: personal literacy 
(self-knowledge and self-esteem), social literacy, 
business literacy, and cultural literacy. As busi-
nesses increasingly realize the importance of 
intellectual capital, knowledge management has 
become a key ingredient for success. In 1995, 
G-7 leadership agreed that a global information 
society needed to be built, providing infrastruc-
ture and applications as they impact societies 
and cultures. Particularly since one of the main 
reasons for education is to prepare its students to 
contribute to society’s economic well-being, it 
makes sense to incorporate information literacy 
into the curriculum.

UNESCO Bangkok has identified communi-
cation and information as a major program, with 
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information literacy constituting a major thread 
within that initiative. This international organiza-
tion asserts:

Information literacy enhances the pursuit of 
knowledge by equipping individuals with the skills 
and abilities for critical reception, assessment 
and use of information in their professional and 
personal lives. For the society to have informa-
tion literate adults, information literacy education 
needs to start as early as possible (¶1).

UNESCO as a whole has embraced information 
and communication technology, and is facilitating 
global discussion and efforts.

Everyone should be offered the opportunity to 
acquire the necessary skills in order to understand, 
participate actively in, and benefit fully from, the 
Information Society and the knowledge economy. 
Given the wide range of ICT [information and 
communication technology] specialists required 
at all levels, building the institutional capacities 
to collect, organize, store and share informa-
tion and knowledge deserves special attention. 
Governments should develop comprehensive and 
forward-looking strategies to respond to the new 
human capacity needs, including the creation of 
an environment that supports information literacy, 
ICT literacy and life-long learning for the general 
public (p. 6)

Even beyond economics, information literacy 
is needed in order to fully realize one’s self-
potential and to be a responsible and participatory 
citizen. On a more profound level, information 
literacy is imperative for a democratic, open 
society (U. S. Department of Education, 2004).

The intersection of technology and globaliza-
tion has led to more intense and pluralistic inter-
actions across societies. Because information’s 
meaning and impact is contextualized, shared 
knowledge and understanding can be harder to 
achieve. In a world scarred with political turmoil 

and terrorism, information literacy has never been 
so important. Adult educators, in collaboration 
with librarians and other information profession-
als, should be discussing strategies to promote the 
value of information literacy – and ways to opti-
mize its attainment by global citizens -- through 
initiatives facilitated via private and public entities.

Lifelong Learning and the 
Learning Society

The concept of lifelong learning seems self-
evident. As long as one is alive, one is likely to 
encounter new situations that need to be resolved; 
each of those encounters is a potential learning 
moment. Nevertheless, because today’s informa-
tion society drives change in so many aspects of 
life, lifelong learning takes on new and explicit 
meaning. People consciously have to pay atten-
tion to the world around themselves, and decide 
if they want to change – and what they need to do 
in order to accommodate those changes. In this 
respect, the information society has sometimes 
been called the learning society to emphasize 
the dynamic nature of social change throughout 
people’s lives (Field, 2006).

It must be first acknowledged that many adults 
do not feel that the information society affects them 
significantly. Nor do all adults think of themselves 
as lifelong learners. To some adults, lifelong learn-
ing is equated with going back to school: book 
learning. These individuals may well be learning 
skills, such as dealing with water shortages or 
adjusting to personal ailments or figuring out 
how to work with a new boss, but they might not 
label these adaptations as learning per se. Such 
learning characterizes most people’s daily lives. 
Adult educators must also acknowledge the valid-
ity of such learning approaches. Nevertheless, the 
implications of a learning society lead to a more 
systematic approach to adult education rather than 
trial and error on a personal basis (Livingstone, 
2001; Selwyn, Gorard & Furlong, 2006).
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The idea of a learning society that affects adult 
education has a fairly short history. Global war 
forced people to develop new skills and assume 
new roles, which led to social changes such as 
women’s emancipation. World War II brought 
with it technology advances that had far-ranging 
implications. During and after both war times, 
massive adult training quickly prepared people 
for new and different jobs.

The new information society has led to ongo-
ing change rather than event-specific change so it 
might be posited that widespread adult education 
would result. Evidence supports that assumption; 
about 46 percent of the U. S. population partici-
pated in adult education activities in 1999 (Westat 
& Creighton, 2000). Although non-vocational 
training dropped between 1997 and 2002 in Great 
Britain, a rise in self-directed learning and voca-
tional training balanced the overall picture of an 
increase of 60 percent since 1985 (Fitzgerald, 
Taylor & La Valle, 2003). Nevertheless, a forced 
government-based adult education initiative, such 
as proposed in Great Britain (Istance, Schuetze 
& Schuller, 2002), would be likely to fail if for 
no other reason than adult learners need to feel 
control about their learning experience, choosing 
if and how to participate. Rather, the conditions 
for adult learning need to be provided widely and 
systemically so that adults have opportunities for 
meaningful learning.

Adult Education Premises

As a review, adult learning or andragogy builds 
on the experiences and needs of adult. Knowles 
(1990) identified factors that need to be considered 
when designing instruction for this population. 
The following list addresses the realities of the 
information society.

• Self-direction: Adults want to be treated 
as responsible, self-directed learners. They 
want to be in control of their use of in-
formation. Therefore, instructors should 

develop a learning environment that pro-
vides adults choices in how they identify, 
access, and use information according to 
their needs.

• Experience: Adults have extensive and 
diverse experiences, which influence how 
they construct meaning from their engage-
ment with information. Instructors should 
help adult learners identify what they al-
ready know and then build on that knowl-
edge. Instructors should also realize that 
adult learners might have little access to 
digital information so explicit instruction 
on technological use is necessary.

• Motivation: Adults are motivated internal-
ly: by job needs, personal desire, and self-
esteem. Whenever possible, instruction 
should be developed in response to adult 
interests and needs. For instance, adults 
may want information in order to improve 
their economic statues or to solve personal 
health problems. In these scenarios, adults 
are willing, committed learners, thus offer-
ing a positive atmosphere.

• Readiness: Adults learn when they see a 
need to learn in order to cope with their 
lives or improve them. As with motivation, 
readiness should dictate the creation of 
learning opportunities. Additionally, learn-
ing activities should be contextualized so 
adults see how they fit into their daily ex-
perience. It should also be noted that in-
structors need to incorporate methods of 
dealing with change since that aspect of 
learning may be unexpected and uncom-
fortable. Particularly when new informa-
tion contradicts adults’ existing knowledge 
base, the most likely outcome is rejection 
of the new information, especially if it 
impacts adults’ livelihood or established 
values.

• Need to know: Adults need to know what 
they are going to learn and why they are 
learning it before they commit to the learn-
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ing. An information need determined by 
adult learners offers an ideal opportunity 
for instructors should leverage the oppor-
tunity to design and introduce learning 
activities.

• Timing: Adults have many demands for 
their time, so they need to fit learning with-
in the framework of the rest of their lives. 
Instructors need to schedule learning activ-
ities to best fit existing schedule demands, 
and they should offer options for self-pac-
ing. Instructors may need to remind adult 
learners about deadlines since other priori-
ties may overtake learners’ time. Need for 
timely information can foster engagement 
with meaningful learning.

• Practicality: Adults appreciate immediate 
and close transfer of learning and practical 
instruction. Hands-on, concrete learning 
activities that address needed information 
work well with adults, especially if adults 
can apply that information to their lives 
immediately.

• Socialization: Adults want their social 
needs to be met as well as their infor-
mational needs. Moreover, adults learn 
through shared knowledge construction. 
Instructors should provide opportunities 
for adult learners to share information, and 
build in networking time. By offering these 
outlets, instructors find that learners are 
more satisfied with the session and learn 
more as well.

Additionally, adults develop cognitively and 
psychologically throughout their lives. This fac-
tor becomes critical in professional development 
where an entire faculty or professional group is 
participating. Illustrative examples need to cross 
generational experiences.

Information Factors Driving 
Adult Education

What is driving change in adult education? Most 
of the factors are external to the educational 
environment. Changing demographics probably 
tops the list. Particularly with NAFTA (North 
American Free Trade Agreement), business has 
become increasingly international. Information, 
materials and labor cross national borders con-
stantly. Downturns in economies and worldwide 
political upheaval have resulted in growing migra-
tion. Outsourcing offered a means to get low-cost 
labor, although recent economic downturns have 
lessened that practice as domestic unemployment 
demands that in-country personnel be used first. 
However, such domestic employees oftentimes 
have to be retooled to gain the knowledge base 
and accompanying skills to be productive in a 
new career. Increasingly, their ability to learn how 
to learn, to integrate and apply new information 
appropriately, is their key to financial survival. In 
any case, the message is clear that adult education 
functions within and as a part of global economic 
realities (Friedman, 2006).

Another major factor facilitating – or forcing 
– change in the information world is technology. 
More households have televisions than bathrooms. 
Digital storage and data manipulation has trans-
formed business practices, aiding collaboration 
and streamlining supply and demand processes. 
Technology has the potential to collapse space and 
time, disseminating information and documenta-
tion at an incredible speed. It has also democra-
tized communication to some degree, bypassing 
traditional selection and filtering processes to 
share all kinds of information and misinformation. 
Technology can also “flatten” communication if it 
relies only on text; people do not have sound and 
visual cues to contextualize a message. Therefore, 
one needs to communicate more clearly and un-
ambiguously. Technology also introduces another 
dimension in group learning: the need to know 
the technical aspects of communicating. Thus, 
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contributions may be a factor more of software and 
hardware availability and protocol than of subject 
expertise. However, these same advances have also 
given rise to the Digital Divide; a direct positive 
correlation exists between household income and 
household computer ownership.

More recently, the Digital Divide has been ap-
plied to age differentials, where millennial youth 
outperform older adults in their use of informa-
tion technology. Interactive Web 2.0 furthers 
distinguishes adults and youth. Over two-thirds 
of adults use email while minors are more likely 
to text message. A little more than a third of 
adults constitute ‘power’ online users in contrast 
to almost two-thirds for youth. In addition, youth 
are generally twice as likely to use Web 2.0 tools 
and mobile technology than adults (Drago, 2008; 
Li, 2007). Adults are learning from youngsters 
rather than the other way around, which upsets 
the ‘natural’ order of education whereby adults 
transfer knowledge to younger ones.

DEVELOPMENT OF 
ADULT LEARNERS IN AN 
INFORMATION SOCIETY

In optimizing adult learning in an information so-
ciety, educators need to incorporate the concept of 
change, information literacy, and social learning.

The Nature of Change 
and Its Adoption

Change is hard. Most people prefer the status quo 
to change. Generally, adults have to be motivated to 
make an effort to change, to learn. Adult educators 
can rightly be called change agents because they 
can serve as catalysts for learning. Not only do 
they design instruction to optimize learning, but 
they also try to help learners contextualize their 
learning and incorporate into their daily lives. In 
effect, adult educators try to provide the condi-

tions for effective and sustainable change on the 
part of their clientele.

While adults exhibit varying degrees of comfort 
with learning, they tend to display overarching 
attitudes about new knowledge integration as a 
guiding principle. The Center for Research and 
Development in Teaching at the University of 
Texas at Austin developed a seven-step model 
that identifies the issues that concern learners as 
they progress from unawareness to full integration. 
The developers assert that adult educators need 
to modify instruction to align with each person’s 
stage of concern. Interestingly, this model aligns 
well with Bloom’s Affective Domain taxonomy 
of: Receiving, Responding, Valuing, Organization, 
and Value Complex (1964). Such an approach 
works best for homogeneous groups, obviously. 
However, when educators are sensitive to their 
learners’ varying stages, they can try to include 
ideas and activities that may be addressed at dif-
ferent levels.

1.  Awareness: Learners start from a point of 
ignorance: no knowledge of a situation or 
mental set. Adult educators first need to let 
people realize that something is happening; 
they have to get the learners’ attention. A su-
pervisor may make a comment in a corporate 
meeting that gets the employee’s attention; a 
human resource development officer might 
contact employees about retooling training 
as a follow-up memo.

2.  Information (Receiving): Learners receive 
information, but they do not have to give any 
feedback; this step constitutes one-way com-
munication. Adult educators start by giving 
objective information through documents, 
telecommunications, or presentations. A new 
set of nursing standards might be explained; 
an online database might be introduced.

3.  Personal (Responding): Learners then 
react; communication is now two-way. 
Usually, learners respond in a personal man-
ner, so adult educators need to help them feel 
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comfortable. Adult educators can optimize 
learning at this stage by showing the immedi-
ate benefits of the new information for the 
learner. As much as possible, adult educators 
should provide just-in-time training based 
on learners’ perceived needs. A gradebook 
software program might resonate for the 
disorganized teacher; e-mail “broadcasting” 
might help an administrator; PowerPoint 
presentations might enliven a sales presenta-
tion. Often at this stage, learners focus on 
a learning tool rather than on educational 
content outcome. At this stage, also, learn-
ers need to know that support is available: 
coaching, manuals, Web tutorials, etc.

4.  Management: Learners try to fit new in-
formation into their practice at this stage. 
The more that instructors can help learners 
identify appropriate application of the new 
information within their present practice, the 
more likely that learners will take related 
intellectual risks and value that information. 
Some activities at this point might include: 
reviewing workflow, developing a Web page, 
or developing an exercise regime.

5.  Consequence (Valuing): Learners may 
question the return on their investment of 
time and effort at this stage. They fine-tune 
their use of new information, embracing it 
when it results in significant adult learning 
or it increases their own productivity, and 
abandoning it if it does not improve their 
lives. Adult educators should applaud this 
critical analysis and suggest alternative 
strategies when appropriate. For instance, a 
database might be a more robust way to keep 
track of insurance policies than a spreadsheet 
because files can be sorted and merged; a 
current practice might be more useful than a 
new one if the client is uncomfortable with 
technology.

6.  Collaboration (Organization): Learners 
want to optimize new information integra-
tion at this stage, and they may work with 

others to leverage impact. Adult educators 
should encourage learners to support each 
other and share best practices through estab-
lishing networks that foster communities of 
practice. Examples of activities at this stage 
include: program reviews, department Web 
pages, and repositories.

7.  Re-focus (Value Complex): At this stage, 
learners become pro-active experts who 
work to sustain and institutionalize change 
for the entire organization. They become 
instructors and engage in efforts such as 
strategic planning and policy development.

Typically, each person progresses through 
each stage but may take different amounts of 
time to transition from one stage to another. As 
noted above, the stage of concern may vary by 
the nature of information or situation. Still, adult 
educators should conduct ongoing needs assess-
ment to determine the stage of relevant learners 
and design activities accordingly. This process 
can result in differentiated instruction to fit the 
needs of each group of potential participants. In 
this manner, those individuals further along the 
process can engage in activities when they need 
it. However, if a major educational initiative is 
being started at a site, adult educators would do 
well to develop learning experiences that progress 
along those same stages in order to maximize 
participation and integration.

Impact of Information Literacy 
on Adult Learning

Lifelong learning often implies that the learner 
knows how to learn as well as identifies what 
to learn. The ability to identify an information 
task, locate and access resources, comprehend 
and evaluate those resources, and manipulate 
them to accomplish the task comprise the es-
sential elements of information literacy. At one 
time, these competencies were typically labeled 
“library skills” or “research process skills” but 
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they now encompass much more than a physical 
library, incorporate many more formats of infor-
mation, and address the issues of generating new 
knowledge as much as verifying and applying 
existing knowledge. Particularly with the advent 
of electronic information, information literacy 
also deals with social learning and responsibility. 
Technology also makes information literacy more 
complex so that adult education needs to consider 
information literacy as an underlying principle of 
lifelong learning. While information transcends 
technology, as evidenced when individuals in-
terview experts, technology certainly impacts 
information literacy.

To jumpstart adult learner knowledge building, 
adult educators should investigate their current 
instructional design efforts to identify possible 
examples of information literacy, which they 
might not have formally “named” accordingly. 
By linking learning goals to information literacy 
standards, adult educators can then identify those 
skills and resources they need to incorporate into 
instruction. By blending information literacy into 
instructional design, adult educators can optimize 
professional development sessions because adults 
are not only gaining subject-specific knowledge 
but they are also gaining lifelong learning skills. 
A core learning competence is, in effect, updated 
and expanded into the realm of a community of 
practice.

Adult education that addresses information 
literacy tends to focus on assessment, instructional 
design, and management. Technology can inform 
this process. Representative activities follow.

1.  Assess learner needs and choose appropriate 
resources to meet those needs
 ◦ Use software and online diagnostic 

tests
 ◦ Videotape learner performances and 

analyze them
 ◦ Use a spreadsheet to record and ana-

lyze learner performance
 ◦ Read reviews of resources

 ◦ Locate and develop rubrics
2.  Develop and implement learning activities 

that meet learner needs
 ◦ Locate and develop self-paced 

tutorials
 ◦ Locate and develop documents and 

directions
 ◦ Develop presentation templates
 ◦ Schedule an educational 

videoconference
 ◦ Plan a field trip

3.  Manage the learning environment
 ◦ Include social breaks for learners to 

process new information
 ◦ Use network supervision software to 

monitor learner use of computers
 ◦ Create learning stations
 ◦ Produce a class Web site that in-

cludes assignments, exemplars, and 
resources

 ◦ Create a wiki for learners to share 
information

Specifically during the delivery of adult edu-
cational learning opportunities, several activities 
can be incorporated to foster understanding and 
practice of information literacy:

• Highlight information literacy standards 
that are explicitly addressed in learner 
projects

• Have adults generate concept maps (either 
manually or with graphic organizer ap-
plications) about information literacy be-
fore and after a professional development 
session

• Starting with learner outcomes, identify 
associated literacies

• Trace the instructional design process 
and incorporate information literacy 
accordingly

• Pair adults in two different disciplines to 
compare information literacy overlap and 
transference
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• Lead a discussion with administrators or 
supervisors about the impact of information 
literacy on workplace mission, production 
outcomes, and employee evaluation. The 
SCANS report could be referenced.

The Learning Organization

With the advent of the information society has 
come the concept of the learning society and 
more specifically the learning organization. In the 
information age, companies realize the importance 
of their intellectual capital or assets, and they 
are couching enterprises within a framework of 
a learning organization. The enterprise has a vi-
sion, identifies the gaps between reality and that 
vision, and sets about ways to bridge those gaps 
(Laiken, 2001). Senge (1990) defined learning 
organizations as:

organizations where people continually expand 
their capacity to create the results they truly desire, 
where new and expansive patterns of thinking are 
nurtured, where collective aspiration is set free, 
and where people are continually learning to see 
the whole together (p. 3).

This approach to entrepreneurial practice is 
particularly important in an information age where 
both internal and external change is constant. Enti-
ties have to keep nimble and flexible in response 
to changing external environmental factors such 
as changing clientele demographics, technological 
advances, economic turns, and political priorities 
of the moment. Change comes from within the 
organization as much as from without; for example, 
the concept of company loyalty is less valued 
among young workers. Therefore, enterprises 
need to manage knowledge efficiently so that new 
employees can get up to speed quickly, and exiting 
employees can transfer their knowledge to their 
successors in order for the enterprise as a whole to 
keep operating smoothly between human resource 

transitions. Both individual and organizational 
learning is needed to keep a competitive edge.

The basic tenet of knowledge management 
holds that organizations have tacit and explicit 
information, which may be otherwise designated 
as informal and formal information. To optimize 
learning, efficient sharing of that information is 
needed. Tacit information is made explicit through 
social channels, and explicit information is inter-
nalized by newer members of the organization. 
At the site level, knowledge management helps to 
acclimate new employees and facilitates consis-
tency within a unit. Typically, this is accomplished 
through mentoring and the sharing of function-
specific documents (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995).

The explicit focus on a learning organization 
transcends these informal and arbitrary practices 
to provide a predictable and sustainable system 
of knowledge sharing. Senge (1990) identified 
five principles within this framework: personal 
mastery, mental models, shared vision, team 
learning, and systems thinking. Adult education 
can play a key role at each stage.

• Systems thinking needs to frame adult 
learning within the organization in order to 
allocate and manage the necessary resourc-
es to support such learning. Especially 
since organizations are comprised of in-
terdependent functions, those relationships 
need to be examined as a whole in order to 
optimize results. For instance, if account-
ing learns how to track workflow more ef-
ficiently using technology, they may find 
that certain departments are not using their 
time efficiently and may call them to task – 
and suggest that they learn more effective 
ways to conduct business. Adult educators, 
in this case, probably human resource de-
velopers (HRD), need to be informed of 
this development, and help impacted de-
partments understand the consequences 
and gain the knowledge needed in order 
to improve their practice. In collaboration 
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with the affected units and the manage-
ment, the HRD office needs to calculate 
the costs and resources needed to provide 
timely training.

• Personal mastery connotes an ongoing 
process of self-assessment and self-im-
provement. While individuals can choose 
to learn or not learn, their attitude and ac-
tions impact the overall organization as a 
whole, particularly if they share their new 
knowledge. HRD can provide the condi-
tions for learning by announcing learning 
opportunities within the organization and 
beyond, linking learners to experts, locat-
ing resources that can provide desired in-
formation, documenting the learning ef-
fort, and facilitating the public recognition 
of gained knowledge.

• Mental models impact individual and 
group learning in that they codify the or-
ganization’s assumptions and expecta-
tions. If, for instance, the mental model 
of statis permeates the organization, then 
learning that leads to innovation will prob-
ably not be supported or encouraged. If, on 
the other hand, a mental model of mutual 
support and encouragement exists, then 
shared learning is more likely to blossom. 
Generally, a corporate attitude of open dia-
logue and positive problem-solving tend 
to support the principles of a learning or-
ganization. HRD needs to recognize the 
organization’s mental models in order to 
frame their own work and support. Even in 
a static organization, if the corporate cul-
ture is not too dictatorial, HRD can support 
individual learning if for no other reason 
than to enable new employees to gain the 
knowledge needed to maintain the status 
quo.

• Shared vision offers a touchstone to an-
chor the learning organization. Adults can 
determine whether their learning efforts 
contribute and manifest the vision – or de-

tract from it. Usually, shared vision also 
demonstrates a commitment to long-range 
planning and innovation that mark a learn-
ing organization. Having a shared vision 
certainly helps HRD frame their function-
ality, and enables them determine what re-
sources and service are needed to actualize 
the shared vision through efficient learning 
within the organization.

• Team learning acknowledges the social 
aspect of adult education. Individuals want 
to check their understanding to confirm 
their learning or make needed changes. 
More importantly, team learning appreci-
ates the unique skill sets of each person, 
and builds on those individualities to pro-
duce a significant product that no one per-
son could do independently. HRD can help 
individuals gain expertise in collaboration: 
building mutual respect and trust, commu-
nicating and negotiating effectively, under-
standing group interaction and dynamics, 
sharing control, assessing efforts and prog-
ress, and making adjustment to optimize 
results (Greenberg & Baron, 2002).

Knowledge Management

As a vehicle for documenting information, knowl-
edge management has gained attention in adult 
learning communities. What is the more effective 
way to gather, organize, and store information 
in order to optimize its retrieval and use? Tra-
ditionally, librarians have served as information 
managers. In general, librarians have gathered in-
formation from outside an organization in order to 
inform the organization and support organizational 
learning and operations, although they might well 
archive internal documents. Knowledge manage-
ment tends to focus on the information generated 
within the organization, which can run the gamut 
from policies and manuals to informal memos 
and personal guide sheets, from architectural 
blueprints to party snapshots, from Dictaphone 
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tapes to podcasts, from code books to spreadsheet 
templates. Additionally, knowledge management 
is likely to use a decentralized model where 
information could be stored in several physical 
and virtual spaces. Centralization occurs in the 
identification, description and classification of 
the information; a portal is usually developed as a 
means to link and relate the various informational 
sources (McElroy, 2006). Librarians can still serve 
as knowledge managers, although some companies 
label such experts as chief information officers.

Adult educators are most likely to keep 
documentation about their own operations and 
instructional design and training resources. They 
would benefit from working with librarians to 
standardize their own documentation practices as 
well as identify information that could be collected 
in order to facilitate learning within the organiza-
tion. Adult educators can also inform librarians 
about appropriate ways to categorize information 
to better reflect the organization’s operations. By 
having more effective access to an organization’s 
knowledge base, adult educators can design more 
accurate and encompassing instruction that will 
benefit all of the organization’s members.

A CASE STUDY OF ADULT 
LEARNING TO ADVANCE THE 
INFORMATION SOCIETY

A need exists to increase economic work force 
capability in the information society, particularly 
in the fields of mathematics, science, engineering, 
and technology. Unfortunately, the percentage of 
students enrolling in mathematics and sciences 
in higher education is decreasing, partly because 
students rarely experience the applications of 
scientific and mathematical knowledge in real 
life. The problem becomes critical as females and 
under-served populations are under-represented 
in associated coursework and careers. Since 
technology and content standards have been es-
tablished, mathematics teachers need to provide 

students with positive role models to help “prime 
the pipeline” for the future work force.

To address this need, the California State 
University Long Beach (CSULB) built on their 
partnership with Cerritos College and the Long 
Beach Unified School District to develop and 
administer a federal education grant: Preparing 
Tomorrow’s Teachers to Use Technology (PT3). 
The consortium’s ultimate goal was K-12 student 
success, including meeting ISTE technology 
standards, which were dependent on:

• Teacher candidate success, including 
the California Commission on Teacher 
Credentialing (CCTC) technology stan-
dards, which depended on

• CSULB and CCC faculty infusing technol-
ogy across the curriculum, which depend-
ed on

• CSULB and CCC faculty technology com-
petence and support

To achieve these goals, the PT3 grant had 
three priorities:

• Faculty development: Developing and 
implementing technology competencies 
for students and faculty through assess-
ment, adult education, and integrating tech-
nology into student-centered classrooms

• Curriculum development: Developing 
coherent cumulative technology infusion 
throughout basic teacher preparation pro-
grams and related undergraduate programs 
with student benchmarks

• Infrastructure: Expanding computer suc-
cess, supporting communication and plan-
ning, and coordination articulation and col-
laboration among Consortium members.

Particularly since technology has the potential 
to transform teaching and learning, it demanded a 
change in the academic culture as well as in best 
practice. Counterintuitively, change that involves 
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technology requires significant psychological 
support and increased collaboration. The grant 
research conducted at California State University 
Long Beach, examined how technology raise 
negative responses, and determined how those 
obstacles could be addressed positively to fa-
cilitate technology integration, and incorporating 
information literacy collaboratively.

Bloom’s Affective Domain 
and the Organization

In the final analysis, the incorporation of technol-
ogy is about change, not about technology. It’s 
about people and organizational behavior, not 
machines. While the lack of technology is a barrier 
to change, the presence of technology does not 
guarantee change. Most teachers prefer the status 
quo, and do not want to stray from their comfort 
zone. Thus, when confronted with technology that 
is foreign to their experience – or if teachers have 
had negative encounter with technology – they 
are not likely to change their behavior.

Bloom’s 1964 taxonomy of the affective do-
main posits five stages:

• Receiving: Getting and holding one’s at-
tention relative to technology issues

• Responding: Active participation and sat-
isfaction in learning about technology

• Valuing: Commitment to the underlying 
value of technology-infused education

• Organization: Integration of possibly 
conflicting values to support technology

• Value Complex: Pervasive and consistent 
incorporation of technology

Typically, each stage needs to be addressed 
before the next stage can occur. Thus, adult 
education efforts started by focusing on the ini-
tial stage of awareness and receiving. The grant 
director gave presentations about the project and 
its benefits. To establish a technology baseline, 
the director had all College of Education faculty 

members identify how they used technology 
presently, and what they wanted to accomplish 
that could be facilitated through technology. This 
same approach was used in individual coaching 
as educational technology coaches worked with 
individual mathematics teachers. By valuing the 
present level of technology comfort and willing-
ness to risk change and learn, the coaches helped 
individuals feel more relaxed and open to devel-
oping a trusting relationship with the coach. The 
math teachers also felt that they could control 
their learning focus and pacing.

At this point, the grant director and coaches 
worked with the faculty to identify areas in student 
achievement that demanded attention. Perhaps 
more communication with students was needed. 
Maybe students had a hard time understanding 
a mathematical concept – or how to teach it to 
K-12 students. Where might technology provide a 
solution? By showing a simple use of email as an 
ersatz threaded discussion or sharing appropriate 
interactive Web sites, coaches provided a non-
threatening technology tool that teachers could use 
immediately to help their own students succeed 
academically. This focus on student work helped 
faculty advance to the next stage in Bloom’s af-
fective domain: responding.

Because math teachers were then motivated 
to engage in activities that incorporated technol-
ogy to improve student learning, they were open 
to using electronic resources such as graphing 
calculators, software programs such as Geometry 
Sketchpad, and Internet web sites. They also 
saw the use of tools-based workshops to learn 
courseware and spreadsheets, for instance. They 
also appreciated demonstrations given by other 
mathematics teachers who learned how to lever-
age a technology tool to help students learn. Of 
particular value have been web-support systems 
such as the Apple Learning Interchange (http://
ali.apple.com), where streaming video clips of 
technology-enhanced mathematical instruction 
provided realistic models for pre-service teach-
ers. The California Learning Resource Network 
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(http://www.clrn.org) also provided valuable 
information: online state math content standards, 
evaluations of technological resources in K-12 
mathematics, and a lesson builder template – 
and peer-reviewed lessons – that incorporated 
technology.

By this point, faculty began to value technology 
(Bloom’s third stage within the affective domain), 
and sought ways to manage their learning and 
technology incorporation. To insure that faculty 
controlled their own technology development, 
the PT3 project offered mini-grants to individu-
als who had concrete plans to improve their cur-
riculum through technology integration. Grantees 
received individual coaching and a $1000 stipend 
or equivalent amount of technology resources (i.e., 
software, mathematics manipulatives) to facilitate 
course review and implementation of technology 
enhancements. Typically, math teachers focused 
on courseware and faculty web site development. 
They also examined electronic resources to help 
teach math concepts. They were also encouraged 
to share their experiences with their colleagues. 
It should be noted that most teachers started with 
technology that helped their own teaching; after-
wards, they could feel more relaxed about using 
technology as a learning tool with their students. 
They also valued developing a concrete product 
as a means to demonstrate authentic results. 
Throughout the process, the emphasis was on 
close transfer of learning, not generic technology 
tools but math-specific applications. Technology 
coaches had to show that they knew mathematics as 
well as technology in order to gain credibility with 
their mentees. As in the earlier stage, the intended 
goal was student learning, so participating faculty 
had their students self-assess their own technology 
competence through a state-wide online assess-
ment tool (http://ctap2.iassessment.org). Faculty 
could use pre-test results to help diagnose student 
needs and craft instruction accordingly. Post-tests 
helped demonstrate their own effectiveness in in-
structional design and delivery as well as student 
learning over the semester.

These efforts led to the next stage in Bloom’s 
taxonomy: organization. It also signaled readiness 
for collaborative learning. Second-year mini-
grants required at least two math teachers and 
aimed for program-wide curriculum review and 
modification. Typical projects included program-
matic Web sites, rubrics, e-portfolio development, 
and streaming video instruction, all of which 
fostered consistent teaching and assessment.

Serendipitously, the university began a Beach-
Board (BlackBoard-based courseware managed 
system) Users Group, which has been attended by 
math faculty. This effort facilitated the top stage 
in Bloom’s taxonomy: value complex. By the end 
of the second year, the college’s teacher credential 
programs needed to revise their curriculum to meet 
new state standards. In the process, technology 
could be woven in naturally. Faculty also sought 
outside funding to sustain their technology ef-
forts, which again demonstrated their long-term 
commitment to technology infusion.

Findings

This complex approach to technology incorpora-
tion into mathematics instruction through adult 
education mirrors the complexity of changing 
attitudes.

Researching one specific technology tool, 
teacher-preparation faculty use of the university’s 
course management system, BeachBoard (based 
on BlackBoard), the grant director noted the fol-
lowing adult learning benefits:

• Increased frequency and quality of out-
of-class, student-to-student dialogue (e.g., 
collaboration on assignments and projects; 
peer review of work, etc.) via email, online 
‘chat’ and discussion group facilities

• Increased opportunity for faculty-student 
communication through individual and 
group email

• Ability of instructors to evaluate efficient-
ly the quality of student work by means of 
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online quizzes and exams and to monitor 
student effort and engagement in the sub-
ject matter on a more frequent and regular 
through the use of online discussion groups

• Mutual reinforcement of out-of-class and 
in-class student interaction;

• Increased student confidence in their abil-
ity to use facilities such as email, chat 
rooms, discussion boards

Overall, the following adult education strat-
egies were derived from successful efforts to 
improve teacher technology competency and 
incorporation that would impact K-12 student 
learning.

• Start with the volunteers
• Aim for a critical mass and then push for 

inclusion
• Base first steps on existing structures and 

programs
• Use feasible, available low-end technology
• Focus on relationships
• Do personal coaching, and then buddy up
• Be responsive; empower faculty to shape 

their own development
• Have faculty share their successes
• Give incentives and recognitions

In sum, faculty learning and technology in-
corporation were needed to provide a seamless 
articulation of technology-rich learning so K-12 
students would be successful. This shared vision 
was a deeply-felt value that underlied the effort 
to change attitudes toward technology and gain 
technical expertise. By addressing such belief 
systems in training adults, learning coordinators 
and curriculum leaders modelled and facilitated 
deep mathematical learning.

FUTURE TRENDS

While changing issues mark the information so-
ciety, three significant emerging trends are worth 
investigating because of their potential impact 
on adult learning: equity, culturally-sensitive 
information, and information cross-fertilization.

Equity of Access

Equity has been a long-standing issue in adult 
education. If people are unaware of educational 
opportunities or have limited access to such op-
portunities, then they cannot benefit from such 
adult education. Now the stakes are higher in an 
information society where timely and efficient 
access to information can determine one’s earning 
power as well as their physical health.

When technology first entered the adult educa-
tion “door,” a Digital Divide blocked that doorway. 
As noted previously, lower-income adults could 
not afford the technology, and non-English readers 
had difficulty comprehending the largely textual 
Internet. Now the prices for technology have 
dropped, English now constitutes only a third 
of text languages (and translation programs are 
improving in quality), and web-based information 
incorporates images and sound. Smart phones and 
other mobile devices offer a comparably low-cost 
mechanism potentially to enable people around 
the world to access information to support adult 
learning.

Nevertheless, access issues remain. The 
principles of adult education that support self-
determined adult learning still threaten the social 
norms of some cultures. Several governments 
have tight controls on Internet access, and block 
websites that might contradict or discount those 
governmental values. Economic and political 
instability and crisis also impact access to and 
sustainability of adult education.

Even with physical access to information, its 
surfeit can actually compound the difficulty adults 
have in locating and evaluating the usefulness of 
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resources and opportunities for their professional 
and personal development. Especially if adults lack 
background knowledge about information, they 
are less likely to comprehend and make use of that 
information. As people move between cultures, 
they are less apt to know the cultural context of 
information, which then hampers their learning.

Thus, adult educators need to continue to 
address the equitable physical and intellectual 
access to information. The former probably needs 
to involve government entities, particularly in 
terms of infrastructure. The latter reinforces the 
need for explicit information literacy instruction.

Culturally-Sensitive Information

Paradoxically to the trend of globalization, the 
nature of information has become more culturally-
sensitive. Information by its nature gains meaning 
through context; it does not exist separately from 
its social environment. Historically, information 
was transferred from one generation to another 
in order to maintain and sustain society; learn-
ing was a matter of internalizing and duplicating 
existing knowledge. When people encountered a 
different culture, they had to learn that culture’s 
information in order to survive (McElroy, 2002).

With the move to globalization in the work-
place, the cultural framework of information is the 
organization itself. The organization’s employees 
have to learn and internalize the corporate culture. 
When the organizational culture contradicts the 
daily societal culture, employees have to confront 
those differences and decide how to resolve them: 
accepting one culture and rejecting another, or rec-
onciling the differences. Additionally, in interna-
tional companies, their employees also encounter 
the societal cultures of one another, which forces 
still another round of negotiation of meaning and 
possible consequences. As a survival technique, 
some employees may compartmentalize their 
private culture and their workplace culture, in-
teracting with their professional colleagues only 
within the corporate culture. Unfortunately, that 

approach leads to shallower relationships and less 
authentic learning, which lessens the benefits of a 
learning community (McMahon & Bruce, 2002).

As a result, adult education has to incorporate 
cultural training in order to be aware of the cul-
tural connotations of information, understand and 
respect those cultural differences, and leverage 
those unique culturally-sensitive characteristics 
of information to create deeper and more nuanced 
knowledge.

Information Cross-Fertilization

Technology, transportation, and globalization 
have also led to more cross-fertilization of adult 
learning. International organizations have existed 
for centuries as adults have reached out to other 
like-minded individuals around the globe. Indeed, 
institutions such as the Catholic Church influenced 
governments significantly in the Middle Ages, 
providing a consistent set of values and accepted 
norms of behavior across ethnicities in the face 
of political instability.

With the rapid pace of information and conse-
quential change, adults need to constantly learn in 
order to maintain their professional “edge.” Those 
individuals working in relative isolation, particu-
larly in highly-specialized professions, may have 
difficulty keeping current. While journals publish 
new research and practice, they may lag in timeli-
ness, and they provide only passive connectedness 
for the reader. Fortunately, with today’s instant 
telecommunications, international organizations 
and other entities have risen in number, and can 
significantly impact adult learning. Web-based 
communities of practice can exist anywhere, 
crossing national borders almost seamlessly.

A variety of communication methods facilitate 
collaborative adult learning. Digitized documents 
can be quickly created, stored, accessed and re-
trieved in remote servers. Adults can email, instant 
message, and phone one another at any time via the 
Internet. For group synchronous interaction, adults 
can use chat rooms, webcasting, and video confer-
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encing. In short, a number of technology-based tools 
enable adults to experience learning communities 
and apply the latest research, even if each person 
is the sole expert at his or her workplace.

Adult educators should comprise part of those 
borderless organizations to optimize learning. 
They can design the conditions for learning by 
helping those organizations conduct needs assess-
ments, define appropriate learning goals, locate 
or develop relevant learning resources, design 
activities that optimize learning and application, 
and assess efforts. Adult educators also appreciate 
the context of learning, and can help adults negoti-
ate change within their workplace and daily life.

CONCLUSION

The information society is only as strong as the 
information generated within it – and the extent 

to which that information is used to contribute 
to society. As change permeates society, adult 
learners constantly encounter new information 
occur throughout their public and private lives. 
Each time they have to decide how to handle this 
information, which can be stressful and complex.

Adult learning must also change with the times, 
leveraging technology and social trends to provide 
meaningful learning opportunities that address 
global, cultural, and individual information needs. 
Information literacy offers one way to provide a 
series of processes that can help deal with infor-
mation and facilitate lifelong learning. At the very 
least, adult education needs to leverage its prin-
ciples of participatory learning to include effective 
ways that learners can participate in instructional 
design. The social aspects of adult learning also 
resonate in today’s information society, so adult 
educators should serve as vanguards in fostering 
and optimizing adult learning communities.

Table 1.

Element Adult Learners Information Adult Educator Facilitation

Pre-engagement: Background, knowledge, capabili-
ties, situation

What are its characteristics? What are 
the characteristics of the environment 
in general and at that moment?

Knowledge, role, situation

Origin of Need: Personal, professional Producer wants to influence or gain 
power

Standards, Needs assessment

Task determinator: Self-determined or other-determined 
(e.g., employer)

Format parameters Instructional design

First contact: Attention (may choose to ignore it) Physical access issues (equipment, 
availability)

Introduction

Comprehension/ Intel-
lectual Access:

Decoding (e.g., visuals, sound, lin-
guistics, language); Understanding 
content (e.g., vocabulary, semiotics, 
concepts, context)

Layout, cues to understanding, glos-
sary, dual coding

Language instruction; oral reading; 
simplification; deconstruction; 
contextualization

Evaluation: Agreement/ rejection/ incorporation 
of ideas (based on cognitive, affec-
tive, behavioral); Determination of 
use; Task or need change

Comparative information; peer review Criteria lists, rubrics; critical think-
ing / information literacy skills 
instruction

Manipulation of Infor-
mation:

Interpretation; Organization; Syn-
thesis; Re-Formatting; Changing; 
Relating or Combining with other 
information

Characteristics of information and its 
representation; malleability

Analytical and manipulation skills 
instruction; Provision of tools

Application/ Use: Problem-solving; Learning; Self/
group change; Adding to knowl-
edge base

Generation of new information; 
Change in environment; Change in 
power

Assessment; Providing venue 
for implementation; Knowledge 
management

(adapted from Farmer, Librarians, Literacy and the Promotion of Gender Equity. McFarland, 2005, p. 166)
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Adult educators have more physical and in-
tellectual tools than ever to insure that all adults 
have equitable access to quality adult education so 
that each person can choose what to learn, when 
to learn, and how to learn. Both individualized 
and collaborative learning is possible more than 
ever, and systematic approaches to adult learning 
can optimize impact. Together, adult learners can 
contribute to and take advantage of the informa-
tion society.

The following chart (Table 1) provides a 
conceptual model to visualize how adults interact 
with information, and show how adult educators 
can facilitate learning in an information society.
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ABSTRACT

This chapter emphasizes the importance of for-
mally promoting close social interaction and open 
knowledge sharing to achieve superior innovation 
capability. It does so by discussing the advantages 
of developing Communities of Innovation and cit-
ing a case study that exemplifies these concepts. 
This chapter addresses the challenges and opportu-
nities faced by businesses in today’s complex and 
often unpredictable business environments. For 
success, an organization must be able to combine 
and recombine their resources in novel ways, 
eliminating or reconfiguring resources that are 
no longer relevant, and acquiring new resources. 
An organization’s capability to change by ma-
nipulating resources continuously and rapidly—to 
innovate—is a competitive advantage that is not 

readily imitated by competitors. Innovation is criti-
cal to an organization’s viability since it enables 
the development and introduction of new products 
and services and thus enables an organization to 
maintain, or improve, its current business position. 
The chapter reviews the numerous theories of 
change and change management in the literature 
based on practice and precept. However, research 
shows that competitive advantage is increasingly 
located by authorities in an organization’s intel-
lectual resources including the skill base, business 
systems and intellectual property of its employees: 
its human capital. Organizational innovation de-
pends on the individual and collective know-how 
of employees, and innovation is characterised by 
an iterative process of people working together, 
sharing insights, and building on the creative 
ideas of one another. The chapter emphasizes 
that an organization’s intellectual resources have 
significant potential to realize innovation and 
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change capabilities, but that the impact of these 
capabilities largely depends on the means of an 
organization to foster close community social 
interaction and open knowledge sharing, and to 
leverage its informal leadership as a precursor to 
and part of any related Knowledge Management 
(KM) initiative.

INTRODUCTION

In trying to most effectively implement KM and 
foster innovation and change it is tempting for 
an organization to begin by simply introducing 
a system-wide technological solution. When the 
predicted performance improvements are not 
achieved further technological upgrades will likely 
be undertaken. However, although the centraliza-
tion and codification of knowledge via storage/
retrieval systems and the like are often useful, a big 
impact on KM and related innovative performance 
should not be anticipated. This is because sig-
nificant breakthroughs and competitive advantage 
typically come from the social exchange, exploita-
tion, and augmentation of current tacit knowledge, 
rather than codified explicit knowledge based on 
past contexts. Without an understanding of the “as 
is” state of the organization’s inter-personal and 
collective relationships and their implications, plus 
an appreciation of how the organization’s culture 
influences these relationships, technological ap-
proaches are almost certainly doomed to failure. 
Indeed, a purely technological solution may make 
matters worse by creating a “credibility black 
hole” for future interventions. Sharing explicit and 
particularly tacit knowledge, and developing an 
open culture are typically challenging problems 
for organizations. In this chapter the authors 
describe a practical approach for resolving this 
concern. To this end they discuss the develop-
ment of a positive organizational social fabric; 
the impact of “people factors” on relationships 
and knowledge sharing; the important role played 
by “Opinion Leaders” in ensuring that KM initia-

tives are undertaken only when social conditions 
are appropriate; practical means to identify these 
highly influential individuals and their networks; 
and an explanation of how identifying Innovation 
Champions will facilitate the formation of Com-
munities of Innovation (CoInv) that will more 
effectively and speedily leverage an organization’s 
intellectual resources, and significantly enhance 
its innovative capability.

THE IMPORTANCE OF 
SOCIAL FABRIC

The extent to which public and private conver-
sations can take place across an organization, 
including its customers and stakeholders, will 
be critical to the widespread sharing and gen-
eration of knowledge. Successful knowledge 
management and innovation will depend on an 
organization having the means to readily share 
tacit and explicit knowledge. To this end, the 
current knowledge economy in both public and 
private sectors is optimally founded on having 
ready and effective communications across col-
laborative partnership-networks of all kinds. It 
is not just “What you know” or even “Who you 
know” but rather “Who you know and trust” that 
leads to a viable and effective social fabric. When 
examined closely, an organization’s social fabric is 
not homogeneous, but rather consists of innumer-
able unique social networks based on members’ 
interpersonal relationships. Its collaborative 
properties are exposed when the organization’s 
Social Capital (SC) is appraised. SC is “The set 
of resources, tangible or virtual, that accrue to a 
corporate player through the player’s social re-
lationships, facilitating the attainment of goals” 
(Gabbay & Leenders, 1999; pp. 3). Trust, open-
mindedness, and lack of prejudice enhance SC, 
whereas distrust, fixed mindsets, and deep-seated 
independence foster low SC. Most importantly, 
the SC of individuals aggregates into the SC of the 
organization – its social fabric. The formation of 
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SC clearly depends on having positive individual 
attitudes and emotions with respect to forming 
and sustaining interpersonal relationships. SC is 
best developed when individuals work together, 
particularly in teams (Bakker et al, 2006), or on 
a special project (Snowden, 2005).

Reasons why organizations often do not 
achieve high SC and a collaborative and trust-
ing social fabric are complex and illogical since 
tacit feeling-laden “people-factors” are involved. 
Unfortunately sub-optimal KM and innovative 
performance are in many cases directly attribut-
able to these ambivalent or negative non-rational 
“people-factors”. These people-factors clearly 
will include task related issues, but at the semi-
conscious level they include complex feelings 
and values, and at the unconscious level include 
deep-seated anxieties, survival instincts, impulses, 
and power needs. Such factors often deter forma-
tion of appropriate relationships and will suppress 
knowledge creation (Stacey, 2001).

Since most organizations operate under a fa-
cade of rationality (Smith & Sharma, 2002) these 
people-factors typically remain un-acknowledged 
or un-discussable, and enhancement of SC, knowl-
edge sharing and innovation is effectively blocked. 
People-factors are often perceived as negative 
and are linked to what are deemed inappropriate 
emotional aspects of life rather than to the goal-
orientation that drives most organizations. Indeed 
emotional maturity is strongly associated with the 
control of feelings in organizations, and the word 
“emotional” is used in a belittling sense as a devia-
tion from intelligence (Putnam & Mumby, 1993, 
p. 36). These same authors (Putnam & Mumby, 
1993; pp. 37) note that organizations exert “overt 
and covert control over emotional displays” and 
“emotional labour” is expended in this effort (ibid; 
pp. 37) that for example will produce relationships 
based on compliance rather than the interest and 
commitment essential to successful change, KM 
and innovation. In 1973 Egan wrote “Emotional re-
pression in organizations is undoubtedly still a far 
greater problem than emotional overindulgence” 

(p. 61) - thirty-five years later this statement is as 
true as ever. It is important to satisfy these needs 
since they directly correlate with the quality of 
individual performance (Fortune, 1997). Maslow 
(1943) postulated that individuals have an innate 
requirement to satisfy a hierarchy of needs, in-
cluding self-actualization (Mahesh, 1993; p. 35). 
Self-actualisation is critical to development of the 
cultural traits and social fabric that successful KM 
and innovation require.

How people in an organization meet one 
another is also very important. Often at formal 
meetings, related to say KM or innovation, the last 
thing people want is to reveal their real underly-
ing concerns. On the surface, all appears well, 
and discussion proceeds in a calm and dignified 
manner; however, under the surface, a more tur-
bulent encounter is often taking place that will 
profoundly affect any subsequent actions. One way 
to picture what is happening with regard to how 
an organization and its employees process these 
people-factors is as icebergs floating together in 
a sea. When icebergs meet, the submerged parts 
of the icebergs (people’s unawareness), which is 
much greater than the visible tips of the icebergs 
(people’s awareness), meet first. Change is like 
bereavement, and in order to move on, individuals 
must first build a new “reality” bearing in mind 
that knowledge sharing for innovation may well 
threaten an individual’s uniqueness and sense of 
self worth.

For example, an iceberg tip might be articulated 
as “How do we develop a KM system to promote 
innovation for our organization?” whereas the 
underlying unarticulated problem that will need 
resolution might more realistically be defined as 
“How do I and the people in my team deal with 
feelings related to power loss and vulnerability 
etc?” Gaunt (1991) discusses the group conscious 
and unconscious awareness at various levels of an 
‘iceberg’, and points out that the content is often 
defeated by the unarticulated process, which is 
largely about building trust. Such icebergs related 
to change, KM and innovation cannot be fused into 
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a cohesive whole by examining and responding 
only to their tips.

Practical initiatives set out by Smith and 
McLaughlin (2003) to “get the people factors 
right” as part of a convincing workforce develop-
ment effort include:

• Community-wide collaborative develop-
ment of a Vision for the KM system since 
this provides excellent understanding and 
motivation for relationship building based 
on a sharing of the individual yearnings of 
all employees;

• An appreciation of the physiological 
needs of individual employees based on 
Maslow’s theory (Maslow, 1943) that will 
enhance the willingness to form relation-
ships via the need for belongingness, es-
teem, and striving to be the best a person 
can be;

• Improvement in the way people meet 
(and form relationships) by helping them 
become sensitized to the semiconscious 
and unconscious impulses that operate as 
individuals and groups struggle to come 
together. Concerns such as these may be 
explored through the discipline of group 
dynamics (most notably psychoanalysis, 
field and systems theories, and Gestalt);

• Application of the concept of a Personal 
Knowledge Management System (PKMS). 
This notion involves Action Learning 
based workshops, plus post-workshop 
Communities of Practice (Saint-Onge & 
Wallace, 2003), that populate an individu-
al’s PKMS with appropriate cognitive, af-
fective and resource related factors;

• Promotion of voluntary Communities of 
Practice (Saint-Onge & Wallace, 2003). 
These offer a powerful framework to pro-
mote formation of appropriate relation-
ships based on conversations and activi-
ties of interdependent people in complex 
responsive processes (Stacey, 2001).

The authors have extended the work of Smith 
and McLaughlin (2003) with new research that 
is reviewed in the following sections. Although 
we agree that KM systems for innovation must 
be based on high quality collaborative relation-
ships, we assert that such systems may be made 
more effective by first ensuring (through rigorous 
analysis) that they are based on a sound social-
network structure, and that there is a thorough 
understanding of the influence of “Opinion Lead-
ers” in the organization. Further that “Innovation 
Champions” may be identified together with their 
trust-tagged networks, and that these individuals if 
given appropriate KM and general organizational 
support will naturally form communities – we call 
these Communities of Innovation - that will have 
a significant impact on innovation. These topics 
are discussed in the next sections.

ASSURING SOUND SOCIAL-
NETWORK STRUCTURE

The perception that networks are a dominant or-
ganizing principle for how organizations “really 
work” is well established; for example, Cross 
and Parker (2004) present many examples from 
their practice, and case studies are available 
(TLA, 2006). Social networks in organizations 
are omnipresent and are central to knowledge 
sharing and influence, but often only the formal 
hierarchical network is acknowledged. There are 
innumerable social networks across an organiza-
tion, but the following often have a significant 
impact on employees’ opinions: work, friendship, 
subject matter expert, management, leadership, 
innovation, client/customer, stakeholder, CoP, 
and CoI (Community of Interest). These are all 
examples of important intangible assets and orga-
nizational structures that could contribute directly 
or indirectly to value creation through innovation. 
These trust networks support the development of 
this capability by building and sustaining the SC 
necessary for innovation to develop and flourish. 
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A special analytical technique called Social Net-
work Analysis [SNA] (for details of SNA see for 
example Wasserman & Faust, 1997) is required 
to visualise the complexities of how people com-
municate in social networks.

When mapped “real” communications chan-
nels are often seen to be distributed unevenly, 
since dense clusters tend to form around estab-
lished relationships. The strong ties formed in 
these clusters have many benefits, but it is also 
critical to have “weaker” links between clusters 
to ensure the quick flow across the community 
of innovative ideas, and the timely awareness of 
new opportunities and challenges. For this reason, 
identification of weak ties, and knowledge of 
how to form and leverage them, is an important 
aspect of any KM implementation or optimiza-
tion effort. An analytical technique such as SNA 
is particularly necessary for pinpointing these 
weaker links, since such ties are often informal, 
having little obvious relationship to the official 
organisational-communications design. Because 
of the importance of social network structure to 
the success of KM and innovation, an organiza-
tion should develop an appreciation of, and the 
means to carry out SNA, plus the expertise to 
interpret the emergent social and communication 
patterns (Cross & Prusak, 2002). In this way the 
organization’s communications networks may be 
visualized and compared to optimal patterns e.g. 
“small world” networks (Buchanan, M., 2002), 
and contextual remedial interventions undertaken 
as necessary.

THE IMPORTANCE OF 
OPINION LEADERS

Whatever the cultural climate in an organization, 
some individuals within it accumulate consider-
able SC, and achieve high levels of prestige and/
or influence with their peers. They form “core 
groups” and their names come up in anecdotes 
and as referrals time and again, sometimes be-

cause they have authority, but most often because 
they have attained legitimacy (Kliener, 2003). 
Such individuals are termed “Opinion Leaders”, 
and they are highly trusted as advisors by other 
individuals for a variety of reasons e.g. personal 
attributes, expertise, knowledge, longevity, lo-
cal deployment, power etc. They assume heroic 
characteristics within an organization by matching 
existing “trust norms” fortified through emergent 
stories and myths. By providing an assessment of 
“local fit” opinion leaders are often seen as remov-
ing or confirming risk with respect to change and 
innovation. How they achieve this, and how they 
may be identified, are set out below. Given the 
scepticism and negative emotions that a personally 
threatening activity, such as the introduction of 
change or KM for innovation typically induces in 
an organization’s personnel (Harvey & Butcher, 
1998; Smith & McLaughlin, 2003), one must 
anticipate that the attitudes and advice of opinion 
leaders will critically influence success or failure.

The role of opinion leaders in implementation 
of KM for innovation is based on a framework for 
innovation diffusion developed and advanced by 
Rogers (1995) over a period of more than twenty 
years. According to Rogers, an innovation is an 
idea, object, or practice that is seen as new by an 
individual or group, and diffusion is the process 
by which an innovation is communicated over 
time among the members of their social system, 
including the process of understanding that follows 
reception of information (Warner, 2003). Rogers 
(1995) proposed that the innovation diffusion 
process takes place in five stages; however, for 
our purposes here, another and more important 
aspect of the process is “Innovativeness”. This 
is the extent to which an individual is relatively 
quicker than others in adopting or rejecting an in-
novation. Based on Rogers (1995) five categories 
of innovativeness are proposed:

1.  Innovators who are gate keepers in the flow 
of new ideas into a social system;
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2.  Opinion Leaders who decrease uncertainty 
about a new idea by adopting or rejecting it 
and by conveying a subjective evaluation to 
near-colleagues;

3.  Pragmatists who follow in adopting or 
rejecting an innovation and who through 
their position between the opinion leaders 
and the fence sitters are important links for 
further evaluation-diffusion and action;

4.  ‘Fence Sitters’ who according to Kautz & 
Larsen (2000) often have scarce resources 
which means that almost all of the uncertainty 
about a new idea has to be removed before 
they adopt;

5.  Laggards who are extremely cautions and 
may never adopt any innovation.

With regard to adoption or rejection of an 
innovation, these five categories are displayed 
versus time in Figure 1. In this figure, innovation-
related knowledge is traveling from left to right 
across the various subgroups of the community. 
Each sub-group of the overall community shares 
knowledge with the sub-group that follows it, 
and each in their turn serves to reduce the risk of 
adopting or rejecting the knowledge; this rhythm 
has implications for access and usage of a KM 
system for innovation. In a sense, opinion leaders 
function as the initial diffusion catalysts or inhibi-
tors. About 14% of community members may be 
expected to be opinion leaders, and about 84% of 
members will directly or indirectly rely on their 
advice. It is important to note that about 50% of 
the members will be very resistant to adoption of 
innovation in any event.

When opinion leaders are identified, their 
input regarding design and implementation of all 
aspects of the organization’s KM agenda, includ-
ing innovation, may be ascertained and focused 
e.g. advisory groups, communities of practice etc. 
If the opinion leaders are negative or apathetic to 
the proposed KM implementation or innovation, 
it is critically important that the organization’s 
decision makers be aware of the situation. Where 

the opinion leaders view the changes positively, 
“buy in” and take up may be realistically antici-
pated, and speed of adoption will be catalyzed as 
noted above. It is also important to certify that an 
organization has sufficient opinion leaders e.g. 
too many innovators and too few opinion leaders 
is the foundation for a stagnant organization even 
though the company may seem to be doing all the 
right innovative things.

From the above discussion, it is clear that an 
organization having at least an up-to-date list of 
its opinion leaders will be well placed to begin to 
sort out how to effectively evaluate and progress its 
KM options. A practical methodology to identify 
an organization’s opinion leaders is described in 
the next section.

IDENTIFYING OPINION LEADERS

Network Visualization and Analysis (NVA) is the 
methodology used to identify an organization’s 
opinion leaders. Whereas SNA is concerned to 
elucidate network performance (information flow, 

Figure 1. Diffusion and adoption/rejection of in-
novation (after Rogers 1995)
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segregation, vulnerability to disruption etc.) with 
little emphasis on understanding the characteristics 
of the individuals that form the network nodes, 
NVA is intended to elucidate node characteristics 
(personal characteristics, who trusts whom etc) 
but provides less information regarding network 
performance. In NVA, an Archetype is developed 
that describes the features of the individuals to be 
identified. Data regarding “who influences whom” 
are then collected from the target organizational 
population, or the whole organization. In the past 
this was a very time consuming manual task in-
volving interviews and/or lengthy questionnaires. 
Today software exists to streamline and automate 
this function. A typical data gathering process 
begins with an archetype-based query sent by 
email to all individuals in the target community 
e.g. “Who would you go to for help in weighing 
up a new organizational initiative that affects 
your work?” Each person selects from an online 
list of names that are recognizable as co-workers. 
New names e.g. external contacts, may be added 
online to the list.

Based on data that each individual voluntarily 
provides in response to the query, a list of indi-
viduals who are influential is developed, ordered 
by degree of influence. Based on data from a 
number of questions reflecting different aspects 
of the archetype, a picture emerges of the various 
opinion leaders, their locations and networks. 
Personal attributes may be listed for each indi-
vidual to further enrich the picture. A practical 
application is described below based on an NVA 
project undertaken at a major retail organisation 
with branches in a number of different cities. One 
of the primary objectives was to identify the most 
influential individuals from the company’s most 
senior management levels across all locations and 
departments with regard to “leadership influence” 
with the objective of forming one or more steering 
groups to facilitate development and introduction 
of a new Leadership Development Programme 
across the company.

An email-delivered question relating to the 
above objective were posed to all members (about 
100 individuals) of the most senior management 
levels across all the company’s locations and 
departments. Members of this target group re-
sponded by picking names from a list displayed 
on the Internet. This list contained names for 
all the approximately 100 individuals targeted 
for the study. Respondents were free to write in 
names of individuals not identified in the original 
target community; questions were not posed to 
these “write-ins”. The question posed was “In 
your role as a leader in our company, whom do 
you seek out for ‘brainstorming’ around dealing 
with complex issues in business, interpersonal or 
cross-functional situations? Think about people in 
your area and other people within the business.”

Prior to emailing out questions, the company’s 
HR Director informed the target community of 
the reasoning behind the project and set out the 
process. A period of two weeks was allowed for 
all those wishing to respond to the question to do 
so. The final response by the group to the question 
was around 75%. After completion, NVA results 
were reported to the study sponsors for further 
dialog and finally for action. The NVA provided 
the names, locations and management levels for 
a signifiant nimber of people sought out most 
often by others in a leadership influence context. 
It was noteworthy that names were identified that 
surprised the study sponsors. This is fairly typical 
of such studies, and demonstrates the informal 
nature of much network activity, and in particular 
the unsystematic characteristics of trust-tagging.

Influential steering groups and knowledge 
sharing communities for the development and 
support of the new leadership programme were 
formed from individuals drawn from the leadership 
list. NVA also provided a list of names of (a) those 
who seek out the most influential individuals, and 
(b) those who these influential individuals them-
selves seek out. This significantly contributed to 
understanding the informal communications links 
and influence patterns across the various organi-
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sational characteristics included in the study. This 
information was used to facilitate setting up the 
steering groups and knowledge sharing commu-
nities on already existing trust-tagged networks. 
Communication and knowledge sharing was 
further facilitated within these get-togethers us-
ing action learning (Smith, 2005c). It is conceded 
that if KM implementation is founded largely on 
the counsel of opinion leaders, all members of 
an organization will not have a direct voice in its 
introduction; however, the views of employees 
in general will certainly be represented in a more 
focused and visible fashion than is currently the 
norm, or indeed is practical given the constraints 
of time, budgets etc.

THE ROLE OF KNOWLEDGE 
COMMUNITIES

In previous sections the importance of fostering 
collaborative trusting social interactions has been 
emphasized, and this self-organising human in-
teraction, with its ability for emergent creativity, 
is at the centre of the desired knowledge creating 
and sharing processes. Closely networked com-
munities e.g. Communities of Practice (CoP), 
are a one of the most powerful supporting and 
promoting organizational forms for this social 
interaction. In a CoP, the generation of new ideas 
that activates innovation is fostered and facilitated 
by the diversity and breadth of experience to hand 
in the community e.g. experts who have a great 
deal of contact with other experts in the fields; 
links to users; and links to ‘outsiders’. Creativity 
frequently appears at the boundaries of disciplines 
and specialties, and communities such as CoP 
will work hand in hand collaboratively with other 
communities within and between organizations - 
inter-and intra-organizationally. These close-knit 
communities are the place where innovative new 
practices, new services and new products will be 
developed, and they may be serviced appropri-
ately by KM.

As was noted earlier, Human Capital contains 
the intellectual capability to create and innovate 
through the mixing of skills with knowledge and 
this innovation occurs within the context of orga-
nizational culture and its shared values, beliefs, 
expectations and attitudes. Indeed Lesser and 
Storck (2001) argue that we must think of a close-
knit community such as a CoP as an engine for 
the development of social capital. They argue that 
the SC resident in communities of practice leads 
to behavioral changes, which in turn positively 
influence business performance. Social capital, in 
particular, they argue decreases the learning curve, 
increases responsiveness to customer experiences, 
reduces rework and prevents reinvention, and also 
increases innovation.

Communities of Practice that are specifically 
dedicated to furthering innovation are termed by 
the authors Communities of Innovation (CoInv), 
and members of a CoInv, being themselves ideas 
champions, naturally support creative notions; 
provide the structure to permit those interested 
in innovation to become involved; and by their 
nature as members of a form of CoP, are given 
autonomy in their innovation activities and are 
afforded the necessary resources to this end e.g. 
KM. As part of their natural formation CoInv 
provide the necessary ‘safe places’ for innovative 
ideas to be mutually explored and sheltered. In 
addition intrinsic motivation is a character trait of 
those involved in such a community, and people 
are most creative when they are motivated by 
interest, satisfaction and challenge. In forming 
and operating CoInv it is critical to leverage the 
influence and expertise of “innovation champi-
ons” - individuals who have the social, political 
and/or interpersonal knowledge to influence the 
acceptance of innovative change; these individuals 
are described in the next section.
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INNOVATION CHAMPIONS

Innovation champions are special people, with 
particular personality types and psychological 
profiles (Coakes and Smith, 2006). Champions 
have a naturally developed range of networks in 
which they participate and may be characterised 
as renaissance people (Howell, 2005) with a large 
variety of interests and a diversity of activities. 
They tend to have had a long tenure in the organisa-
tion (Howell and Higgins, 1990) with experience 
in many divisions and locations, and an in-depth 
knowledge of the industry. In order to succeed in 
championing innovations in organizations they need 
both procedural and resource support, and social 
and cognitive support. Howell (2005) has identified 
six crucial things that innovation champions require 
from the workplace: to work within an innovative 
environment; to work with other innovators; to be 
challenged and to learn; to be (socially) connected 
within and without the organisation; to be recog-
nised for their work; and to work for management 
that supports their activities.

The influence of innovation champions comes 
through social contacts, multiplied through the 
communities in which they participate, and through 
the genuine esteem in which they are held. As 
previously stated, innovation champions already 
have extensive social networks in place and the 
challenge to the organisation and those charged 
with managing innovation is to transform these 
networks into CoInv. Once a CoInv is formed all 
the other champion requirements, as identified by 
Howell, naturally fall into place. CoInv will provide 
stimulus and constant learning opportunities as 
they will be built from other champions from all 
parts of the organisation, irrespective of discipline, 
functional unit, and organisational role. On this 
basis we argue that developing close-knit CoInv 
around such champions makes very practical sense 
for organizations. The presence of champions op-
erating within these communities will be inspiring 
and stimulating.

As is the case for opinion leader, innovation 
champions often exert their influence informally, 
and the issue for organizations is again how to 
discover these innovation champions and their 
social network so that stimulation, development 
and population of CoInv may be undertaken. The 
process of identification is similar to that for opinion 
leaders – an archetype is developed that describes 
the characteristics of the individuals to be identified 
and Network Visualization and Analysis is under-
taken as described previously. Once innovation 
champions have been located, these individuals will 
by their nature be motivated to form CoInv. The 
organization must encourage and support them in 
this effort e.g. via traditional community building 
and technological (KM) methods. The know-how 
and influence of these individuals may then be 
leveraged by sustaining and harvesting the CoInv 
in the same way as a CoP. Such an approach will 
effectively and speedily enhance significantly an 
organization’s competitive edge.

CONCLUSION

This chapter has emphasized that an organization’s 
intellectual resources have significant potential to 
realize superior innovation and change capabilities, 
but that the impact of these capabilities depends sig-
nificantly on the means at an organization’s disposal 
to promote close community social interaction and 
open knowledge sharing, and to leverage its infor-
mal leadership as a precursor to, and as part of, any 
related Knowledge Management (KM) initiative.
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Chapter  1.13

ABSTRACT

Knowledge assets are an important organizational 
resource. Both research and practice literature has 
recognized that, if managed properly, knowledge 
resources have the potential to contribute to a firm’s 
performance. Yet, the way in which organizations 
build knowledge management (KM) capability 
is relatively poorly understood. The diversity of 
knowledge assets existing within organizations 
makes it difficult to have a common understand-
ing of how to utilize the knowledge resource most 
effectively. Drawing from both Resource Based 
View and Organizational Learning literature, the 
authors present a Knowledge Management (KM) 
framework that describes distinctly different types 

of knowledge assets within organizations. KM 
traditionally encompasses a range of activities 
associated with the knowledge lifecycle, includ-
ing creation and capture of knowledge, transfer 
or sharing of this knowledge, and its application 
and reuse in organizations. While explicating 
the characteristics of the different knowledge 
assets, our KM framework describes the unique 
activities required to manage these assets. Using 
this framework, organizations can evaluate their 
knowledge needs and selectively invest in knowl-
edge resources, focusing on the activities required 
to manage them effectively. The authors believe 
that this framework will allow organizations to 
build optimal KM capabilities dictated by their 
business needs and goals, and in alignment with 
their overall business strategy.
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INTRODUCTION

Knowledge Management (KM), as a discipline, 
is designed to provide strategy, process, and 
technology to increase organizational learning 
(Satyadas, 2001). The importance of Knowledge 
Management (KM) is succinctly provided in an 
article titled “If Only We Knew What We Know” 
(O’Dell, 1998). The predominant KM emphasis 
has been a system oriented view with a focus on 
technology applications that range from traditional 
data-processing areas, such as knowledge enabled 
supply chain management (SCM) systems, to 
expert networks designed to facilitate expert-
to-expert communication. The various system 
designs attempt to capture and capitalize on the 
existing explicit, implicit and, in some cases, 
tacit knowledge of organizations. This emphasis 
on technology masks the range of knowledge 
available in an organization and processes that 
facilitates the flow of knowledge. Organizations 
must develop an integrative approach to KM that 
covers all potential components of knowledge 
and leverages specific components strategically 
aligned to their business objectives. In address-
ing these issues of KM, the authors believe that 
an organization must move to a more knowledge 
oriented view and discover “what we know”. This 
discovery should not be restrictive in the sense 
of targeting single organizational areas or single 
systems for improvement, but must encompass 
the entire organization and strategically map 
each area of strength and weakness. The authors 
develop an integrative framework by identifying 
knowledge assets that encompass all aspects of an 
organization’s efforts to capture, store, retrieve, 
and use its knowledge assets.

Prior research has provided elucidation of 
knowledge assets and frameworks for their 
development. For example, (King et. al, 2002) 
identifies four KM application areas - knowledge 
repositories, lessons learned, expert networks and 
communities of practice. (Harigopal and Satyadas, 
2001) introduced the Cognizant Enterprise Ma-

turity Model - CEMM which identified 15 Key 
Maturity Areas within an organization to improve 
business value. Although an adequate start, King 
does not explicate the measurement necessary 
to sufficiently describe these application areas 
as knowledge assets. Conversely, the CEMM 
constructs and addresses capabilities beyond KM 
and into business process modeling, business in-
novation and business integration. Consequently, 
neither approach covers the diversity of assets or 
complete the descriptions of the composition of the 
knowledge assets. Nevertheless, these recent ef-
forts to identify and study various knowledge areas 
highlight the need for extended organizational re-
search within KM. Through the presentation of the 
KM framework and knowledge asset description, 
a more uniform level of abstraction is provided 
that will increase the level of understanding, and 
result in an improvement in the monitoring and 
management of these knowledge assets.

In this research we have proposed a description 
of a variety of separate sources of organizational 
knowledge, validated these sources as separate 
processes within the knowledge lifecycle, pre-
sented these sources as knowledge capabilities or 
KCs, and described their relationships to measures 
of organizational performance. Our description of 
these knowledge assets is sufficiently generic to 
capture the capabilities of an organization across 
a wide range of technologies, processes, and job 
responsibilities. The view of knowledge for this 
research incorporates the capability perspective 
as described by Alavi and Leidner (2001). This 
perspective incorporates both the potential for 
influencing future action (Carlsson et. al, 1996) 
and the capacity to use information (Watson, 1999) 
in the building of core competencies. Competen-
cies were identified as dynamic capabilities in 
an approach to stress the exploitation of existing 
internal and external firm-specific competences 
to address changing environments (Teece et. al, 
1997). This view of knowledge as a capability, 
as opposed to a resource, recognizes that capa-
bilities are firm-specific and embedded in the 
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organization and its processes. Capabilities are 
built internally and refer to a firm’s capacity to 
deploy resources, while resources are selected and 
can be purchased external to the firm (Makadok, 
2001). Five knowledge capabilities (expertise, 
knowledge documents, lessons learned, policies 
& procedures, and data) that a firm can build 
internally are identified for presentation and de-
scription as knowledge assets or KCs. Each KC 
is described and posited to be sufficiently diverse 
to merit separate analysis. The origins of each KC 
selection and the basis of their differences are 
presented through literature review.

In the following section, the authors identify 
various kinds of knowledge and introduce each 
of the proposed knowledge capabilities: Lessons 
Learned, Knowledge Documents, Expertise, 
Data and Policies & Procedures. This section 
will provide definitions of each Knowledge Ca-
pability (KC), highlight unique characteristics of 
that KC, and indicate the business importance of 
each KC. The next section provides coverage of 
prior research that provides the groundwork for 
proposing and creating the KCs as knowledge 
assets, establishes the unique characteristics of 
each KC and contrasts the significant differences 
between the KCs in terms of the Data/Information/
Knowledge debate and an analysis of the Tacit/
Implicit/Explicit components of each KC. The 
next two sections will review the validation of a 
subset of the proposed KCs and their relationships 
to organizationally important performance criteria 
through an extensive field study. Our concluding 
sections will discuss the implications for viewing 
each of these knowledge capabilities as separate 
knowledge assets, what conclusions can be drawn 
from this line of research and indicate the direc-
tion that our current research is pursuing in the 
measurement of knowledge assets.

KNOWLEDGE CAPABILITIES

A multitude of sources and experiences can be re-
sponsible for a firm’s ability to initiate action from 
knowledge. A coworker’s comment concerning a 
supplier’s market standing may bring understand-
ing to a negotiation process that enhances the 
final agreement for both companies. A mentor’s 
question concerning why a particular process 
was used may facilitate improved efficiency that 
was previously unrecognized by both the mentor 
and apprentice. These seemingly disparate events 
highlight the need to create a framework of study 
to understand knowledge and all its diversity. To 
facilitate this study, five Knowledge Capabilities 
(KCs), Expertise, Knowledge Documents, Les-
sons Learned, Policies & Procedures and Data, 
are presented and discussed in order to further 
understand knowledge and its management.

In our conceptualization, knowledge can flow 
between KCs; it can transition from one KC to 
another in its representation. The implication is 
that singular knowledge can exist as differing 
depictions or interpretations across the KCs. The 
singular knowledge required to resolve a low 
product quality issue may be represented as “raw 
material X requires a purity level of Y% for quality 
level Z”. The depictions of this knowledge, leading 
to the quality issue resolution, can manifest itself 
through three different capabilities, Expertise, 
Lessons Learned and Policies & Procedures, 
illustrated by the following example. An expert 
who tacitly possesses this singular knowledge 
may recognize the quality issue while checking 
the raw material manifest for the purity level of 
material X and initiate corrective action. On the 
other hand, the technician responsible for the 
outgoing product may consult with an explicit list 
of prior quality issue resolution lessons, match the 
conditions with probable causes, verify the cause 
of the low quality issue and initiate corrective 
action. Finally, this singular knowledge may also 
reside on an incoming procedural check list that 
rejects raw material X of an undesired purity and 
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prevent the quality issue from arising. In each dif-
fering depiction of the singular knowledge, a high 
knowledge capability will either facilitate prompt 
resolution or prevent the issue from becoming a 
problem. The presentation of knowledge capa-
bilities as separate and distinct are for analytic 
convenience only. This separation is designed to 
provide an understanding of differing methods 
to obtain the singular knowledge required for 
accelerated problem resolution and prevention.

It is beneficial to segregate how knowledge is 
viewed in order to effectively study its flows and 
identify its points of management. The authors 
therefore view each of the KCs as a separate 
knowledge asset that is considered a part of an 
organizations overall collection of knowledge 
capabilities (Figure 1). Each KC is constructed to 
represent a combination of constructs comprising 
each knowledge asset. To identify the consistency 
of knowledge, the constructs are designed to 
measure the life cycle of each individual KC. 
However, the knowledge types within each KC 
also present unique characteristics that justify 
the separation into different knowledge assets. 
One of these differences may be the point in the 
lifecycle that the knowledge is emphasized. The 
definitions of each KC will provide the basis for 
which to contrast these separate knowledge assets. 
Additionally, the unique characteristics of each 
KC will be highlighted along with the business 
importance of that particular KC. To operationalize 
each KC and extract immediate business value, 
each KC is posited to be at different levels within 
an organization. To assess and report a firm’s 
existing capability level, an aggregated indicator 
can be utilized for the set of latent constructs. In 
the business sense, KCs are posited to apply to 
organizational objects as a whole as well as the 
business units within an organization.

Expertise

Expertise knowledge is described as highly tacit/
implicit, domain-specific, and originating through 

experience, formal education and collaboration. 
Corporate directories have been created to map 
internal Expertise (Alavi and Leidner, 2001) and 
many articles have been devoted to experts and ex-
pertise identification (Dooley et. al, 2002; Tiwana 
and Mcleen, 2005). Experts and their expertise 
have been studied extensively and are the source 
of a great deal of organizational knowledge. The 
Personalization Strategy (Hansen et. al, 1999) 
relied extensively on the identification of experts 
in various areas of their expertise. This strategy 
viewed knowledge transfer as occurring through 
human-human interaction such as mentoring.

The organizational strategy for utilizing the 
Expertise KC is one of connection between the ex-
pert and the knowledge needs of the organization. 
The strategy must target the retention of Expertise 
and promote its utilization, thereby maintaining 
and enhancing the core as well as related compe-
tencies of the organization. The processes neces-
sary to reach this goal includes: identification of 
experts in core and related areas, registration of 
their expertise, facilitation of expert contacts, and 
the growth of expertise through one-on-one and 
group collaborations. The technologies that can 
facilitate these processes include well-developed 
expertise taxonomies and collaboration systems.

Expertise KC is generally characterized by 
volatility due to the challenges in maintaining 
and extending its prevalence within an organiza-
tion. This volatility resides in several aspects of 

Figure 1. Knowledge management framework
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uncertainty (mobility, knowledge depth and repu-
tation) that exists with a firm’s identified experts. 
The mobility of experts provides an uncertainty 
with respect to the prevalence of this knowledge 
resource within a firm. Better job offers, changes 
in career path and personal circumstances (serious 
illness of expert or family members) all contribute 
to the potential that a valuable knowledge resource 
can be immediately unavailable. The depth of 
knowledge for any particular expert is always 
uncertain. Growth, enhancement and prevalence 
of an experts skills can all be improved through 
the opportunities available to upgrade their skills 
via education, research and continued on the 
job involvement. Reputation and accessibility 
(not just ability to contact) impact how well the 
expert is utilized. An expert that builds an aloof 
reputation degrades the value of their knowledge 
as a firm resource. Other knowledge workers will 
not make use of these types of experts when as-
sistance is necessary. Each of these uncertainties 
can be mitigated by recognizing that experts also 
have a wealth of tacit/implicit knowledge. As 
part of the organization’s human capital, a dual 
responsibility can be placed on these experts to 
participate in the transfer of their tacit knowledge 
to other community members and, where possible, 
explicating their implicit knowledge to ensure its 
retention within the organization.

Lessons Learned

Knowledge gained while completing tasks or proj-
ects usually comprises the Lessons Learned KC. 
Lessons Learned is also referred to as best known 
methods, best practices and internal benchmark-
ing. Lessons Learned, as internal benchmarking 
or best practice transfer, has been identified as 
“one of the most common applications” (Alavi 
and Leidner, 2001). O’Dell and Grayson (1998) 
defined internal benchmarking as the process of 
identifying, sharing, and using the knowledge and 
practices inside its own organization. They cite 
anecdotal evidence of gains due to the transfer of 

best practices that include: $40 million from Dow 
Chemical, $20 million per year at Chevron and 
$1.5 billion in extra wafer fabrication capacity 
at Texas Instruments. While the lessons may be 
learned in a specific situation, a mature process 
and strategy can be developed to promote their use 
in varying alternative but similar circumstances.

Lessons Learned is singular to situations and 
processes, and predominantly represents implicit 
structured knowledge that has been recently codi-
fied or made explicit. The creation of this knowl-
edge, and therefore its source, does not necessarily 
come from identified experts. The organizational 
strategy is to capture this implicit learning from all 
aspects of the organization’s human capital. Once 
a lesson has been learned, it must be appropriately 
documented and stored before it can be applied 
and reused. Hence, enabling technologies must 
utilize a codification taxonomy.

Organizations must focus on matching current 
situations to similar, prior situations in order to 
transfer the knowledge successfully and extract 
value from this KC. With many organizations, 
the creation of a best practices repository is easy. 
However, as processes move forward, the best 
practices of yesterday may become either the 
standard practice of today or obsolete and there-
fore of questionable value. This KC’s volatility 
highlights the life span of this type of structured 
knowledge and indicates its relatively brief 
currency. A knowledge base of lessons learned 
can assist in ramping up multiple facilities for 
the production of a particular product (i.e. 3.5” 
floppy disks or CDs). The usefulness of the same 
knowledge base will became devalued with the 
introduction and expansion of the products market 
replacement (i.e. USB thumb drive or DVD). Les-
sons Learned can be descriptively summarized as 
recently implicit knowledge that can be captured 
and documented in explicit form for wider use. 
This structured knowledge has a suspected short 
currency due to its high volatility, originating from 
any of an organization’s human capital. The stra-
tegic hurdle is the correct transfer of knowledge to 
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similar circumstances from prior learnings. This 
knowledge has potentially high immediate value 
when correctly applied.

Knowledge Documents

The Knowledge Documents KC represents a 
highly explicit form of codified knowledge that 
can originate either internally or externally and 
generally has extended currency. This “field of 
information (codified knowledge) can include 
statistics, maps, procedures, analyses…” (McDer-
mott, 1999). While much of codified knowledge 
can originate internally, “knowledge sources 
may (also) lie outside the firm” (Zack, 1999a). 
Knowledge Documents can be traditional struc-
tured knowledge in text-based forms that include: 
project reports, technical reports, research reports 
and publications. Alternatively, it can be in unstruc-
tured forms which can include: pictures, drawings, 
diagrams, presentations, audio and video clips, 
on-line manuals, tutorials, etc. In this sense, 
knowledge documents may not be “documents” 
in the traditional sense, but must represent fully 
explicit knowledge with an extended currency of 
diverse types.

The codifications strategy presented by (Han-
sen, 1999) identified the creation of “knowledge 
objects” that allows the reuse of codified knowl-
edge without the need to contact the individual 
who originally developed the objects. Thus the 
strategy for the Knowledge Documents KC is to 
achieve easy identification of relevant sources 
of knowledge that enhance learning. The source 
of knowledge for this KC goes beyond the orga-
nization’s human capital and into its suppliers, 
customers and published reports (e.g. Gartner 
reports, industry trends, competitive intelligence 
analysis, etc.).

A critical enabling technology for this KC is 
the Search technology, preferably augmented by 
intuitive taxonomies, nimble indexing, and diverse 
search methods. The processes for using Knowl-
edge Documents include cataloging, storage, and 

retrieval methods. These processes must be de-
signed to access both structured and unstructured 
knowledge in its many diverse forms. Although 
unstructured knowledge may exist within other 
KCs (especially Lessons Learned), the Knowledge 
Document KC would focus significantly on incor-
porating this type of knowledge alongside more 
traditional structured forms of knowledge. Finally, 
knowledge documents should also be obtainable 
both in summary and their complete original form. 
Since knowledge documents represent highly 
explicit knowledge, the organization’s human 
capital should understand, be educated about and 
recognize standard locations for obtaining this 
form of knowledge.

Data

A review of the very early literature suggests that 
the distinction between data and information is not 
clear, although it may be implicitly understood and 
considered natural and obvious by IS researchers. 
Information is the product of processing input data 
(raw material) to add or create utility and meaning 
(Gray, 2003). A commonly held view is that data 
consists of raw numbers and facts. A conventional 
hierarchical view is that data is aggregated to form 
information in order to provide knowledge. The 
iconoclastic view reverses the hierarchy and posits 
knowledge must first exist before information can 
be formulated and data is measured to form infor-
mation (Bach and Belardo, 2003). “We recognize 
that raw data has been lavished with computer-
ization during the past forty years” (Davenport 
et. al, 1998). These processing systems contain 
actionable information for making knowledgeable 
decisions that impact organizational direction and 
these databases are the most basic of knowledge 
management tools (Brown, 2000). Data, as a KC 
which is viewed as business intelligence, may 
therefore provide many complementary benefits to 
the leveraging of other KCs. Its inclusion as a KC 
is justified theoretically due to the face validity of 
its actionable information.
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Data includes the summarized facts or figures 
(highly explicit knowledge) obtained from op-
erations, experiments, surveys, etc. The strategic 
use of data is in the promotion of data-driven 
decision-making (a potentially implicit process). 
The organizational processes include identifica-
tion, collection, maintenance, and analysis of this 
actionable data. New product introductions may 
be molded based on models constructed from 
prior successful (and maybe unsuccessful) intro-
ductions that correctly (or incorrectly) targeted 
a specific consumer segment. These models can 
drive marketing campaigns that include the use of 
mailings, TV/radio ads, or print advertising. The 
enabling technologies employed to facilitate this 
KC include transaction processing systems and 
data warehouses that can automate the capture of 
this knowledge. Data has a long currency with a 
tacit component that is recognized when a new 
view or vision is constructed that becomes action-
able for the organization.

Policies and Procedures

It is argued that much of the organization’s knowl-
edge is embedded in its practices in the form of 
routines and operating procedures (Nelson, 1982). 
Huber (1991) cited that a great deal of organiza-
tional knowledge about how to do things is stored 
in the form of standard operating procedures, 
routines, and scripts. Policies & Procedures has 
been defined to represent institutional knowledge 
required for efficient and consistent operation 
of an organization. In exploring the tacit to ex-
plicit nature of Policies & Procedures, “we must 
recognize that there may be a large gap between 
what a task looks like in a procedure and what it 
looks like in reality” (Brown and Duguid, 2000). 
Procedures document the workflows for routine 
operations. The clarity and consistency of those 
procedures assist in the assimilation (learning) 
of new personnel as well as promote and enforce 
the smooth operation for existing personnel. The 
strategy in formulation is therefore to promote and 

provide clear and concise articulation of functional 
knowledge for the appropriate audience.

The knowledge transfer facilitated by the KC 
of Policies & Procedures is more a transfer of 
know-how rather than know-why. The documents 
referred to in the KC of Knowledge Documents 
must include knowledge that identifies the know-
why since they are designed to be informative. 
The documents for the KC of Policies & Proce-
dures are designed to provide the know-how of a 
process, are instructive and represent an endeavor 
to embed knowledge within the organization. A 
knowledge worker following a procedure can 
still discover the know-why of the process, but 
it is not a necessity to the continued smooth op-
eration of the organization. An example can be 
identified from the Xerox technician’s utilization 
of error codes to diagnose and solve problems 
with their copy machines (Brown and Duguid, 
2000) in which the error codes facilitate prob-
lem resolution but do not provide the know-why 
of; 1) how the problem arose or 2) the problem 
resolution process. The source of these Policies 
& Procedures may originate from the tacit aspects 
of both the Lessons Learned KC and Expertise 
KC. This demarcation is recognized by (Argote 
et. al, 2003) when they stated that knowledge 
can be embedded in individual members (still 
tacit knowledge), in the organization’s rules, 
routines (made explicit), cultures, structures and 
technologies. The organizational strategy is one 
of transfer from other learnings and KCs to in-
sure an extended prevalence for retention of this 
knowledge. Once made explicit, the organization’s 
Policies & Procedures obtain the force of history 
and become embedded practice.

CHARACTERISTICS OF 
KNOWLEDGE CAPABILITIES

To further establish each KC’s characteristics and 
unique contribution, as described previously, we 
highlight each KC’s varying composition, identify 
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interactions between KCs and provide additional 
historical and literature support for the KC selec-
tions as well as their composition. Each KC has 
been posited to contribute separately to organiza-
tional performance and yet each must interact with 
the others in the knowledge life cycle. Four tables 
are presented that contrast the varying composition 
of each KC. Table 1 begins with the knowledge 
life cycle and identifies distinct differences in 
the source, origin, nature and potential currency 
of the knowledge within each KC. Differences 
in the knowledge life cycle reinforce the need 
to manage and leverage these knowledge assets 
differently. These differences emphasize the need 
for varying strategies, technologies and processes 
that further differentiate the KCs. The Knowledge 
Life Cycle and Management differences represent 
an external recognition of the KCs. The final two 
sections approach differences in the knowledge 
that resides within the KCs. These differences are 
defined within the Data/Information/Knowledge 
debate and expounded upon by recognizing their 
Tacit/Implicit/Explicit composition.

The Knowledge Life Cycle

Knowledge assets are complex and, most impor-
tantly, not a static resource. In order to acknowl-
edge the ownership of knowledge and how the 
organizational, technological, and physical factors 

interplay, companies that want to develop and use 
knowledge most profitably should start treating it 
differently according to the stages of its life (Bir-
kinshaw and Sheehan, 2002). The KM research 
domain takes several views of these stages of 
knowledge: knowledge flows, steps to knowledge 
management (Satyadas et. al, 2001), architectures 
for explicit knowledge (Zack, 1999b), and knowl-
edge life cycle (Birkinshaw, 2002). The differing 
views of the number of explicit stages or steps 
of knowledge transfer also varies from a three 
stage acquisition/storage/retrieval cycle (Birkin-
shaw and Sheehan, 2002) to a five step acquire/
refine/store/distribute/present architecture (Zack, 
1999b). In order to provide a parsimonious com-
parison, the different lifecycle stages are viewed 
as part of a four stage acquisition-creation/storage/
retrieval/use cycle.

It is important to understand the knowledge 
lifecycle as a circular phenomenon without a 
specific “first” stage. An emphasis on a “begin-
ning” and an “end” stage is neither prudent nor 
wise. In order to leverage each KC effectively, 
the overemphasis on the predominantly identi-
fied “first” stage of acquisition-creation ignores 
the contributions of and how the human capital 
must function within each KC. Each KC continu-
ally negotiates the cyclical pattern represented by 
the knowledge life cycle. The stage of emphasis 
is identified for each KC in order to provide the 

Table 1. KCs contrasted: knowledge recognition 

Source of 
Knowledge Origin of Knowledge Nature of 

Knowledge
Currency of 
Knowledge Lifecycle Initiation

Expertise Expert Internal High External 
Low Broad Long - 

Adaptable Retrieval

Lessons Learned Front Line Internal High Specific Short - 
Limited adaptable Creation

Knowledge 
Documents Process Reports Internal Low External 

High
General Proce-

dural Long – Modifiable Retrieval

Data Data Warehouses Internal High 
External Med Aggregated Long – 

Static Models
Storage (Auto-

mated)

Policies & Proce-
dures

Firm Leadership 
from top to bottom Internal High Specific Proce-

dural
Short – 
Static Retrieval
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point of leverage necessary for management to 
make effective use of that particular KC. Table 
1 identifies the stage of the lifecycle that should 
be emphasized in order to leverage knowledge 
within that KC.

While the emphasized stage of the knowledge 
lifecycle identifies the point of leverage for each 
KC, the choice of that stage is determined by 
several factors relating to the type of knowledge 
and where the knowledge to be transferred resides. 
Table 1 identifies the source of the knowledge 
within each KC. The KC source must recognize 
both differing knowledge workers (social enablers) 
and differing repositories (technical enablers) that 
exist to facilitate a transfer of knowledge. While 
the origin of the knowledge will be viewed by the 
recipient as coming from the source, taking an 
organizational perspective of the knowledge as 
a composition of internal/external origin within 
each KC can identify complexities associated with 
capturing and transferring that knowledge as well 
as presentation of the knowledge. The nature of the 
knowledge within each KC identifies the extent of 
the context for which it may apply. The currency 
describes within each KC the long term usability 
and adaptability of that knowledge.

The KCs of Expertise, Knowledge Documents, 
and Policies & Procedures have been identified as 
“starting” with the retrieval stage of the knowledge 
lifecycle. For Expertise, the knowledge required 
is initiated by retrieving an expert. This transfer 
requires an expert contact whose knowledge is 
broad and adaptable to the context of the situ-
ation in which they have been called. Internal 
experts are considered highly valuable to firms 
due to the time required to create this resource. 
The cultivation of experts within a firm provides 
long term benefits when their expertise is utilized 
and disseminated throughout the firm. Knowledge 
contained within the KC of Knowledge Documents 
may also provide long term benefits but, due to the 
high external origin and technologically assisted 
retrieval, this knowledge will be more general 
and procedural in nature and potentially lack 

the context necessary for the situation in which 
retrieval was initiated. These knowledge docu-
ments are modifiable to improve the situational 
context. The Policies & Procedures KC contains 
embedded knowledge that has become a force 
of history within an organization. The origin of 
this knowledge is highly internal whose source is 
predominantly the firm’s leadership. By its nature, 
this KC is procedural and specific to firm processes 
and is designed to bring efficiency to planned 
operations. A trade off within this KC occurs for 
the processes that are projected to be long term. 
This trade off is one of improved efficiency with a 
potential loss of flexibility. The knowledge within 
this KC is static due to its embedded nature and 
has prevalence only as long as the processes for 
which it was designed.

Knowledge transferred within the Lessons 
Learned KC occurs from the human capital respon-
sible for the completion of tasks. This knowledge 
is highly specific in nature and is related directly to 
the processes and tasks associated with the firm’s 
output. The origin of the knowledge is highly 
internal since those individuals directly involved 
with the production processes must recognize 
knowledge that has been created and needs to 
be captured for dissemination to other individu-
als within the organization. The highly specific 
nature of this knowledge makes the prevalence 
short with short renewal cycles and with only a 
limited degree of adaptability. Hence, the Lessons 
Learned KC is unique in that the emphasis for the 
knowledge lifecycle must be at the creation phase.

The emphasis within the Data KC is on 
the storage stage of the lifecycle which should 
be automated for efficiency. This KC has its 
knowledge embedded in the form of aggregated 
information in data warehouses. The currency of 
the knowledge within this KC can be long, but 
is based on the various analytical models created 
to represent the stored knowledge. The data and 
information contained within this KC can be 
revealed in multiple ways based on the firm’s 
ability to create new models.
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The success of any attempt to leverage the 
knowledge assets of a firm is ultimately measured 
by whether knowledge transfer has occurred. The 
identification of which stage most effectively 
initiates this transfer is critical for the leveraging 
of these knowledge assets. When the differences 
between the KCs has been identified, strategic 
decisions can be made, enabling technologies 
identified and efficient process put in place to 
begin leveraging the knowledge within each KC.

Knowledge Assets as 
Organizational Resources

In spite of the call for research and practice for 
systematic leveraging of knowledge assets, a 
standardized and well-accepted description of 
knowledge assets has continued to be incomplete 
at best and non-existent at worst. In order to make 
effective use of knowledge assets, organizations 
must be able to identify and quantify these re-
sources. Current literature has noted the lack of 
both how to effectively manage knowledge (Zack, 
1999b) and the quantitative measures that need to 
be established for these intangible assets (Teece, 
1998b). The authors have explicitly identified five 
knowledge assets through the conceptualization of 
the KCs. Recent groundwork has been laid from 
the area of strategic management and economic 
theory in the focus on the firm’s resources and ca-
pabilities (Zack, 1999a). This perspective supports 
the view that knowledge assets are organizational 
resources as defined within the resource-based 

view of the firm. The management of these knowl-
edge assets may be defined as the “discipline that 
provides the strategy, process, and technology to 
share and leverage information and expertise that 
will increase our level of understanding, to more 
effectively solve problems, and make decisions” 
(Harigopal and Satyadas, 2001). Therefore, in 
order to effectively differentiate the separate KCs, 
each KC should have a unique strategy, different 
technological enablers and distinctive processes 
that are utilized in order to extract value from the 
resident knowledge. Table 2 has been constructed 
to identify how each KC differs with respect to 
their strategy, process and technology.

For any business unit within a firm, there ex-
ists a core capability within its community that 
relies on certain experts and the expertise they 
bring to the business processes in order to gener-
ate current value and facilitate future value for 
the firm. The strategic directive for the Expertise 
KC begins with identifying the core capabilities 
that exist and those individuals (experts) most 
conversant with the composition of those core 
capabilities. The technological enablers for utiliz-
ing these experts may include the creation of 
expert directories or the implementation of expert 
systems based on the firm’s core capabilities. The 
processes implemented may include the register-
ing of those experts as well as the distribution of 
contact information in order to leverage this 
knowledge asset.

Beyond the human capital’s role of identified 
expert presented in the Expertise KC, the KC 

Table 2. KCs contrasted: management 

Strategy Process Enabling Technology

Expertise ID Expert Register & Construct Expert Dir. & Expert Systems

Lessons Learned ID Similar Situations Special Interest Groups Collaboration tools

Knowledge Docu-
ments Relevant Classifications Assemble Relevant Documents Document Repository

Data Assemble Relevant Information Data Modeling OLAP

Policies & Procedures Embed Knowledge in Processes Identify Standardized Knowledge Departmental Process Reposi-
tory
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of Lessons Learned expands to include all indi-
viduals that may potentially contribute specific 
knowledge to other similar instances across the 
firm. An organizational strategy for knowledge 
contribution to other members of the organization 
begins with identifying similar situations that may 
contain efficiency or effectiveness lessons that 
can be transferred. A process implemented may 
be the construction of communities of practice or 
special interest groups revolving around the iden-
tified similar situations. Collaboration tools, as 
examples of enabling technologies, may mitigate 
the necessity of face to face meetings in order to 
leverage this knowledge asset.

Both Data and Knowledge Documents KCs 
encompass the assembly of relevant data and 
information into some form of repository or data 
warehouse. However, the strategies diverge in that 
the Knowledge Document KC must be concerned 
with relevant classification of objects and the Data 
KC must be concerned with the structuring of raw 
data. Both of these strategies reflect the differing 
processes for the two KCs of assembling relevant 
documents for retrieval (Knowledge Documents) 
or data modeling (Data).

Policies & Procedures KC attempts to embed 
organizational knowledge within the routine 
processes of the organization. Accomplishing this 
strategy includes the identification of standardized 
knowledge within the organization and is intended 
to solidify the processes of the organization. The 
goal is to minimize knowledge loss within the 
shifting human capital by embedding know-how 
into standard operating procedures.

The overall framework presented above de-
scribes knowledge assets in terms of their unique 
strategy, different technological enablers and dis-
tinctive processes. In order to evaluate the potential 
extensibility of this framework, an appraisal of 
whether differences ascribed to knowledge work-
ers in different domains actually exist. Existing 
research notes domain differences that exist for 
knowledge workers. Unique terminology, tools, 
practices, or incentives that define each domain 

also establish knowledge boundaries across do-
mains (Carlile and Rebentisch, 2003). Knowledge 
workers vary in important ways: by the work pro-
cesses they follow, by status and influence, and by 
differentiation of work environment (Davenport 
et. al, 2002). However, these noted differences do 
not preclude that knowledge workers exist as part 
of a community, learn in similar fashions from 
community to community, or provide their unique 
skills to improve their organization’s value. While 
each domain may vary in its use of technology 
tools, participate in different work flow processes, 
and supply different value to the organization, each 
domain; 1) utilizes a form of repository for their 
specific knowledge (Knowledge Documents), 
2) incrementally improves their processes (Les-
sons Learned), 3) captures raw data representing 
their historical accomplishments (Data), 4) embs 
knowledge into their processes (Policies & Pro-
cedures), and 5) creates networks of experts and 
communities of participation to facilitate its learn-
ing (Expertise). These central concepts that occur 
from domain to domain indicate the extensibility 
of the KC framework.

Data/Information/Knowledge

A review of the hierarchical nature from which 
knowledge is created, via data and information, can 
further the understanding of each KC and the type 
of knowledge that resides within each KC. Taking 
data as a concept, there is substantial agreement as 
to its nature and the potential lack of context from 
which it occurs when retrieved (Alavi and Leidner, 
2001; Zack, 1999b). Data, as a KC, begins with 
the use of large quantities of raw aggregated data 
and must recognize this potential lack of context 
(see Table 3) in order to insure that context can 
be provided when designing processes that utilize 
this knowledge type. Information results from 
placing data within some meaningful context 
and can be viewed as processed data. The KCs 
of Knowledge Documents and Lessons Learned 
begin and depend on the context existing for which 
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guidance is desired. When operating within these 
two KCs, knowledge workers are searching for 
answers in which the context of the situation is 
already known. An example can highlight this 
in which a knowledge worker is attempting to 
resolve an equipment problem that is resulting in 
a product deficiency (quality issue). The context 
of the situation is well known: equipment type, 
product specifications, production process, etc. 
The problem resides in pinpointing the exact step 
in the process that is creating the quality issue. 
The ease of search for similar past issues (Lessons 
Learned knowledge type) or vendor specifications 
review (Knowledge Document knowledge type) 
determines the speed of problem identification 
and the resolution of the issue.

If knowledge is not something different from 
data or information, then there is nothing new or 
interesting in knowledge management. The link 
between knowledge and information/data was 
solidified through the statement that knowledge 
is about imbuing data and information with deci-
sion- and action-relevant meaning (Fahey and 
Prusak, 1998). This view supports the three KCs 
already described as in that the data and informa-
tion can be translated into decision- and action-
relevant meaning. However, the knowledge 
contained with both the Expertise and Policies & 
Procedures KCs have a minimal amount of data 
and not much more information. For Expertise, 
the data would consist of contact information and 

possibly historical information concerning the 
expert. The knowledge contained within this KC 
resides tacitly within the experts and must be 
extracted essentially through a form of social 
interaction. For Policies & Procedures, knowledge 
has been embedded within the organizational 
processes. This knowledge of “why” to follow a 
process may not be immediately apparent. 
Greater effort may be required to extract this 
knowledge by inquiry of the initiators or writers 
of the procedures, following a construction thread 
of the procedure (if available) or utilizing an-
other KC (such as Knowledge Documents) to 
provide the explanation of “why” the procedure 
was written.

Tacit/Implicit/Explicit Knowledge

Tacit knowledge has been described in a multitude 
of ways: practical know-how (Koskinen, 2003), 
difficult to articulate (Teece, 1998a), transferred 
only via observation and practice (Harigopal 
and Satyadas, 2001), subconsciously understood 
and applied (Zack, 1999b) and rooted in action, 
experience and involvement in a specific context 
(Nonaka, 1994). Similarly, explicit knowledge has 
a wealth of research to depict the essence of this 
knowledge type as being: embodied in a code or 
language (Koskinen, 2003), knowledge already 
documented (Harigopal and Satyadas, 2001), 
precisely or formally articulated (Zack, 1999b) 
and articulated, codified and communicated in 
symbolic form and/or natural language (Alavi and 
Leidner, 2001). A holistic view of organizational 
knowledge assets must encompass a view of both 
the tacit and explicit nature of knowledge. The 
connection between tacit and explicit knowledge 
has been recognized in which “tacit knowledge 
is the means by which explicit knowledge is 
captured, assimilated, created and disseminated” 
(Fahey, 1998) and where tacit knowledge forms 
the background necessary for assigning the struc-
ture to develop and interpret explicit knowledge 
(Alavi and Leidner, 2001; Polanyi, 1975). These 

Table 3. KCs contrasted: data/information/
knowledge 

Data Information Knowledge

Expertise Minimal Minimal Maximum

Lessons Learned Minimal Medium Minimal

Knowledge Docu-
ments Medium Maximum Medium

Data Maxi-
mum Medium Latent

Policies & Proce-
dures Minimal Medium Maximum
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connections imply a continuum that (Koskinen, 
2003) provided as a scale of media richness vs. 
externalization that runs in order from: face-to-
face (tacit knowledge), telephone, written per-
sonal, written formal, numeric formal (explicit 
knowledge).

Hence, if one were to view the range of tacit 
to explicit knowledge as a continuum, it hints at 
a phenomenon in which tacit knowledge is con-
verted or transformed into explicit knowledge. 
This middle ground of knowledge between tacit 
and explicit is where the domain of implicit knowl-
edge exists. The organizational learning literature 
has identified that implicit knowledge results from 
the induction of an abstract representation of the 
structure that the stimulus environment displays, 
and this knowledge is acquired in the absence of 
conscious, reflective strategies to learn (Reber, 
1989). To place a knowledge management per-
spective on this definition, the tacit knowledge 
of experts has unconsciously been made implicit. 
This implicitness enables the possibility of trans-
forming what was originally tacit knowledge 
into explicit knowledge. The OL literature has 
researched implicit learning such that “implicit 
knowledge can be retained for longer periods 
than explicit knowledge” (Tunney, 2003). This 
would indicate that, once tacit knowledge has 
been made implicit; there is an extended period of 
time in which the possibility of transferring that 
knowledge and making it explicit exists.

Implicit knowledge, however, does not have 
extended recognition within the KM and IS lit-
erature. That implicit knowledge resides on the 
continuum from tacit to explicit knowledge has 
been implied and recognized such that implicit 
knowledge is known to an expert and must be elic-
ited from the expert and documented (Harigopal 
and Satyadas, 2001). More recently, it has been 
recognized that externalizing tacit knowledge into 
explicit knowledge means finding a way to express 
the ‘‘inexpressible’’. Herein resides the realm of 
implicit knowledge (Koskinen, 2003). Li and Gao 
(2003) went so far as to indicate that implicitness, 

another form of expressing knowing, does exist. It 
implies that one can articulate it, but is unwilling 
to do so because of specific reasons under certain 
settings. Identifying reasons for not transforming 
implicit knowledge to explicit knowledge indicate 
the need of organizational incentives to insure the 
transfer of knowledge assets.

While evaluating the KCs and their Tacit/Im-
plicit/Explicit content, the KC of Expertise would 
be considered high in both tacit (uncodifiable) 
and implicit (potentially codifiable) knowledge 
(see Table 4). Initiating processes in which an 
expert converts their implicit knowledge to ex-
plicit knowledge can insure a potential transfer 
of knowledge. This will allow the organization 
to retain its expert knowledge and potentially 
increase its store of Knowledge Documents. The 
predominant explicit knowledge within the KC 
of Expertise is the data and information on how 
to contact the expertise required for the problem 
at hand.

The KCs of Lessons Learned and Knowledge 
Documents are similar and therefore need their 
distinctiveness to be elaborated. The following 
example can provide further understanding of the 
differences in these two KCs. An expert may cre-
ate an incomplete document that assists in over-
coming a current problem. This incomplete 
document would readily meet the criteria of a 
lesson learned that contains both tacit and im-
plicit elements of knowledge (therefore the rank-
ing of Med) that have not been fully explicated. 
In order for a document to be considered a knowl-

Table 4. KCs contrasted: tacit/implicit/explicit 

Tacit Implicit Explicit

Expertise High High Low

Lessons Learned Med Med Low

Knowledge Docu-
ments Low Low High

Data Low Med High

Policies & Proce-
dures Low Med Med
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edge document, it must be sufficiently complete 
to explain beyond the know-how and into the 
know-why of knowledge.

In its raw form, Data must be considered High 
in explicit knowledge. This composition is based 
on the immediate decision making capability 
that results from the review of operational or 
warehoused data. However, the indication that 
Data may contain implicit elements rises from 
the potential need to reformulate the data to a 
different granularity or different relational view 
to provide clarity. The reformulation can be 
achieved through a myriad of data manipulation 
and mining techniques, but the important aspect 
is that the firm’s human capital can modify the 
implicit nature of the data into an explicit picture.

When assessing the composition of a firm’s 
Policies & Procedures, each of the other KCs 
may contribute to an organizational process that 
becomes a typified embedded practice. These 
embedded practices contain both implicit and 
explicit elements of knowledge. The recognized 
knowledge residing in embedded practices is 
a significant force that enables any consistent 
practice to become an organizational policy or 
procedure. However, the know-why of a recently 
implemented process may be very explicit in its 
procedure and yet still contain implicit aspects not 
readily identifiable. As the organization matures 
and new human capital is applied to processes 
that contain embedded knowledge, the knowledge 
contained within that process may become highly 
implicit to those individuals participating in the 
procedures. This increase in implicit knowledge 
may result in the human capital not recognizing 
the full extent of the embedded knowledge in any 
policy or procedure.

VALIDATION OF KNOWLEDGE 
CAPABILITIES

Knowledge capabilities are inseparable from the 
organization’s human capital. Developing an 

instrument to initially study and measure these 
various KCs was done in partnership with a large 
semiconductor manufacturing firm comprised of 
multiple business units in a global setting (Freeze 
and Kulkarni, 2008). The multi-year field study 
resulted in the development of a Knowledge Man-
agement Capability Assessment (KMCA) which 
was administered to four different groups within 
the organization. Consistent with the inseparability 
of each KC from the organization’s human capital, 
the unit of analysis for the KMCA administration 
was the individual knowledge workers within 
each group studied.

Validation of the KCs was accomplished using 
two Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) tech-
niques that confirmed the separately measureable 
knowledge processes of capture, store, retrieve, 
and use. The two SEM techniques are referred 
to as a Second Order Measurement Model (2nd 
Order MM) and a General-Specific Measure-
ment Model (General-Specific MM) (Chen et. 
al, 2006). Together, these two SEM techniques 
were able to validate knowledge processes as 
part of the overall KC and that those knowledge 
processes had unique contributions to the overall 
KC (Figure 2).

While this validation was consistent among 
the four organizational groups included in the 
field study, external validity becomes a question 
when studies are conducted within a single orga-
nization. Attention was therefore given to the 
differences between each of the study groups to 
provide a better determination of the external 
validity of the instrument. A high degree of au-
tonomy was observed between each of the groups 
studied. In addition, substantial differences were 
noted in each group’s job responsibilities, task 
performance, corporate directives and strategic 
goals. These observations are strong indicators 
that the KMCA development can be followed in 
multiple diverse organizational settings with 
similar results.
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KNOWLEDGE CAPABILITIES 
AND PERFORMANCE

In the resource based view of the firm, capabilities 
can create a sustainable competitive advantage. 
Knowledge capabilities, as measured from an 
individual level, were investigated in several ways 
to begin to clarify their impact on organizational 
performance (Freeze R., 2006). This investigation 
was guided through the use of several research 
questions spanning the overall KM Capability, to 
the individual Knowledge Capabilities and finally 
to the individual knowledge processes for each KC.

• What impact does KM Capability have on 
performance?

• What impact do knowledge capabilities 
have on performance?

• What impact does each knowledge process 
within a KC have on performance?

Beginning with the most granular aspect of KM 
Capabilities, each knowledge process was shown 
to contribute to the overall knowledge capability. 
However, utilizing the knowledge workers satis-
faction with each KC, the knowledge processes 
did not contribute consistently to increasing the 
knowledge workers satisfaction with that KC. 
For example, the knowledge process for captur-
ing expertise did not contribute to the knowledge 

workers satisfaction with the Expertise KC, but 
the knowledge process for using the Expertise 
KC contributed strongly. The distinct knowledge 
processes within each KC exhibited differences 
with their contributions to satisfaction with each 
KC (Figure 3).

Given that the overall KM Capability of an 
organization is constructed by the individual 
knowledge capabilities, the overall satisfaction 
with the knowledge capabilities of the organiza-
tion should be impacted by the levels of each KC. 
However, within organizations, the level of au-
tonomy and strategic goals of each business unit 
may result in a specific KC having a greater im-
pact on the satisfaction with all the KCs. This was 
discovered to be true for this field study. Each 
business unit valued either one KC much more 
highly than the others, or balanced their value 

Figure 2. Knowledge capability validation

Figure 3. Knowledge process model
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between two KCs. This value was manifested in 
the stronger impact those KCs had on the business 
unit’s satisfaction with the KCs as a whole (Fig-
ure 4).

The KM Capability of an organization is con-
structed by the emphasis placed on the knowledge 
capabilities. However, the development of a 
knowledge sharing culture (KS Culture) has also 
been deemed as part of the KM Capability in the 
organization (Alavi & Leidner, 2001). Knowledge 
workers must perceive the usefulness of knowl-
edge sharing (KS) within the organization. This 
perceived usefulness of KS can be impacted by 
both the KS Culture that has been developed as 
well as the KM Capability of the organization. 
These three aspects of knowledge within the or-
ganization should work together to impact the 
overall satisfaction that the knowledge workers 
have with KS. The field study results provided 
support for these relationships in that KS Culture 
contributed to the building of KM Capability, the 
improvement of the perceived usefulness of KS 
and had a positive impact on the overall KS sat-
isfaction. Increased levels of KM Capability 
positively improved the perceived usefulness of 
KS. It did not have a direct impact on the overall 
KS satisfaction, but the perceived usefulness of 
KS did improve satisfaction (Figure 5).

DISCUSSION

In today’s knowledge-based economy, greater em-
phasis is being placed on managing organizational 
intangible knowledge assets. Continuing research 
is necessary in order to recognize and understand 
the potential use of corporate knowledge assets 
and how to effectively management them. The 
target audience for application and measurement 
of each proposed KC are the knowledge work-
ers responsible for utilizing the processes and 
technologies provided by the organization. The 
framework created a rich measurement instrument 
that was driven by the human capital responsible 
for utilizing knowledge within an organiza-
tion. The KMCA allowed the observations that 
highlight the differing strategies, processes, and 
technologies necessary to effectively leverage 
different knowledge capabilities. The balanced 
assessment that incorporated each KC provided a 
more efficient view of how effectively corporate 
knowledge assets are managed.

Diverse organizational business units use each 
KC in a manner that supports the entire organiza-
tion, but does not necessarily mirror the usage in 
other business units. The resulting contribution 
to management is that KC improvement can be 
targeted to specific KCs in order to maximize the 
return on any KM initiative investment. For ex-
ample, a unit that is unable to identify the relevant 
experts and expertise when errant events occur 
will exhibit inefficiencies in problem resolution. 
These inefficiencies may be identified through 

Figure 4. Satisfaction with knowledge capacity

Figure 5. Knowledge sharing
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the lack of a central repository for the storage of 
information about experts, who those experts are, 
what their expertise is, the difficulty of contacting 
experts or the lack of adequate training in the tools 
provided for this purpose. Another example of the 
emphasis on knowledge worker measurement rests 
with utilizing the resident human capital to capture 
lessons learned from the most highly relevant 
knowledge flows to create embedded practices 
that improve firm efficiencies. Recognizing that 
the knowledge flow of an organization must 
move through each of the identified KCs rests 
with the knowledge workers. Identifying that a 
shortcoming exists within one area can allow an 
organization to focus resources on addressing that 
shortcoming to improve its overall performance. 
Although recognition of relative capabilities can 
assist in targeting resources, firms must under-
stand that the shifting nature of human capital, 
the inflow and outflow within a unit, can have an 
effect on the capability within each of the KCs. 
This effect can be positive, increased capability, 
when the inflow consists of human capital that 
know and understand the knowledge types and 
knowledge flows of each KC or negative when 
that understanding is limited.

CONCLUSION

The goal of this research was the identification 
and presentation of Knowledge Capabilities 
as identifiable components of the overall KM 
Capability. Each KC has an impact on separate 
business units within a single organization and 
those business unit differences indicate that the 
KCs could be studied across multiple industries 
and organizations. Each KC was presented as a 
sufficiently generic knowledge asset construct to 
represent and capture the knowledge activities 
across a wide range of knowledge worker domains.

The measurement and validation of these firm 
capabilities is a significant contribution that was 
augmented by the ability to parse both the KCs 

and KM Capability to investigate their differential 
impact on aspects of the knowledge workers’ sat-
isfaction. The parsing highlighted the difficulties 
in assessing KM Capability from only an orga-
nizational perspective. However, opportunities 
resulting from an improved understanding of the 
knowledge process impact can result in targeted 
improvements that will result in larger gains in 
knowledge sharing with smaller capital invest-
ments. The business impact ultimately desired 
from improving KM Capability is improving the 
firm’s competitive standing.

CURRENT AND FUTURE RESEARCH

The current field study has provided additional 
measures of firm related performance currently 
being studied. These measures relate to the orga-
nizational benefits of reducing the time knowl-
edge workers spend searching for the knowledge 
necessary to make decisions affecting their task 
responsibilities. The relationship of the knowl-
edge processes to the organizational performance 
measures of time to access knowledge should vary 
from KC to KC as they did for the individual per-
formance measures of satisfaction. However, the 
knowledge process of usage should consistently 
be the process that most effectively improves 
the efficiency of the knowledge workers and the 
business units in which they reside

The limitation of conducting a field study 
in a single organization is also currently being 
addressed through the application of the KMCA 
in an academic organization. That the KCs can 
be identified and measured in such a dissimilar 
organization from the original field study of a 
manufacturing organization will substantially 
strengthen the external validation of the KMCA. 
The opportunities present in the extension of 
the KMCA also allow an investigation into the 
formation of each KC and the accuracy with 
which these constructs can be transported to other 
research contexts.
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ABSTRACT

Besides being a basic way to understand the 
world and an appropriate behavior to survival 
and development of organizations, the knowledge 
acquisition, updating, and use – must be managed 
to increase creativity, and should be taken as a 
force to drive the human being in the field of com-
petitive innovation. In this chapter the potential 
contribution of knowledge workers is discussed. 
Considering an assets approach, these reflections 
may enable the organization to promote and use 
the creativity of their knowledge workers, which 
are seen as a specific set of assets in the organiza-
tion. This specificity should be considered in the 
policies of human resources management and 

also in the formulation of competitive strategies. 
Some suggestions are made for improving the 
utilization of knowledge workers to increase the 
level of productive creativity.

INTRODUCTION

The accumulated knowledge is invisible when it 
is not being used to produce useful activities that 
may enhance the organizational functioning. So if 
a company is unable to harness the knowledge of 
some workers, it is supporting a group of people 
which is almost equivalent to a ghosts community 
that can not show life during its existence.

In order to keep alive their competitiveness 
levels, organizations should adopt measures re-
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lated to implementation of innovative practices 
and new technologies in several sectors. But it is 
well known that purchasing advanced technologies 
does not necessarily lead to success. Enterprise 
performance critically depends on how these 
technologies are adopted and successful adoption 
processes require a knowledge workers strategy 
to develop the necessary worker skills.

A better knowledge management can improve 
productivity by enabling “organisational inno-
vation”. Economic and social innovations are 
generated by the creative application of technical 
knowledge. The greatest benefits from knowledge 
management appear to be realised when ICT in-
vestment is combined with other organisational 
assets, such as better knowledge workers skills, 
new business processes, and new organisational 
structures.

Organizational changes may improve per-
formance enhancement of firms through their 
capacity to take advantage of their knowledge 
workers skills, guiding their efforts to facilitat-
ing new organisational strategic movements. 
Knowledge workers may enable firms to introduce 
significant organisational changes in the areas of 
re-engineering, decentralisation, new products, 
new services, and flexible work arrangements.

When they are strongly motivated they allow 
organizations to produce with greater flexibility 
to satisfy shifting consumer preferences. In fact, 
organisational innovation and knowledge work-
ers may be regarded as complementary factors. 
For instance, multinational corporations in the 
chemical and pharmaceutical industry increas-
ingly explore global innovative networks also 
based on research activities conducted by their 
best knowledge workers.

To plan initiatives around organizational in-
novation or to bolster innovation requires a solid 
grasp of the innovation process in which knowl-
edge workers can play a decisive role.

BUILDING ORGANIZATIONAL 
INNOVATION

The organizational abilities to generate and gain 
from innovation are sources of durable advantages 
of firms. As technological innovation is an orga-
nized process, more research on the existence, 
diffusion and effectiveness of organizational 
innovations and knew management practices is 
needed.

As a complex concept “Organizational in-
novation” includes several dimensions, such 
as competitive strategy (i.e. role of innovation, 
costs, knowledge, personnel, and technologies); 
structural characteristics of the organization such 
as hierarchy, functional lines, and organizational 
boundaries; work processes including the use of 
different production inputs, the flow of work, job 
design, work allocation, and use of suppliers and 
subcontractors; and industrial relation practices 
involving the strategies and institutional structures 
affecting the labour-management relationship.

In another perspective, organizational changes 
include three broad streams:

1.  the restructuring of production processes, 
which include business reengineering, 
downsizing, flexible work arrangements, 
outsourcing, greater integration among 
functional lines, and decentralization;

2.  product/service quality-related practices 
emphasizing total quality management and 
improving coordination with customers/
suppliers; and

3.  human resource management practices, 
which include performance-based pay, 
institutional structures affecting the labour-
management relations, flexible job design, 
employee involvement, and improving 
employees’ skills.

By improving the employees’ skills in what 
concerns knowledge acquisition, top management 
can attract and retain better qualified knowledge 
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workers, that is, technicians charged with creating 
and evaluating knowledge, thinking creatively, 
analyzing and solving business problems, and 
contributing to organizational innovation.

Scientific knowledge and its resulting advances 
constitute decisive factors into an arena for or-
ganization development, namely, organizational 
innovation. Nowadays the characteristics of the 
economy and its movements demand that scien-
tific and technological knowledge assets should 
be managed in a creative way. The fundamental 
unit of this new economy will no longer be the 
corporation but the individual, and according to 
this perspective, the presence of knowledge work-
ers has to be attentively considered.

This interest in a more focused knowledge 
contribution has led to a concentrated evaluation 
of knowledge worker concept. Sometimes, the 
conceptualization of this type of worker is not 
very clear definition (Joseph, 2004), nevertheless, 
we assume that knowledge workers should inte-
grate a continuous process in order to help their 
organizations to organize and transfer important 
information and expertise necessary for activi-
ties such as problem solving, dynamic learning, 
strategic planning and decision making.

Who is the knowledge worker? Which groups 
of employees engage in high-skill, knowledge-
based work? Knowledge worker has been a term 
coined by Peter Drucker in 1959, which means 
that this worker is someone who works mainly 
with information or who develops and uses knowl-
edge within their tasks context. This knowledge 
and the experiences that exist in the employees 
have to be considered as a real asset that should 
be used as a resource available for others in the 
organization. Knowledge workers can be seen 
as agents of a fluid mix of experience, values, 
contextual information, and expert insight that 
provides a framework for building new activities 
or new information that has value for business 
(Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Elliott, 1996).

The recognition of the pivotal role of the indi-
vidual in the knowledge economy and its focus on 

helping and supporting individual leads to the need 
to develop the knowledge-working competencies. 
In fact, for organizations to prosper, knowledge 
workers need to learn how to better work together 
and how to harness their collective knowledge.

Knowledge workers can be best understood by 
the way managers use information and creativ-
ity in their organizations. Managers may involve 
and motivate their knowledge workers by using 
workshops and brainstorming – and asking them, 
to what use could this knowledge inventory be 
put. These initiatives are potential instruments for 
supporting knowledge worker induction and may 
result in a list of issues which can be reviewed to 
isolate and secure strategically important knowl-
edge. To improve the effectiveness of knowledge 
workers, information systems groups at several 
organizations have started creating databases for 
knowledge, information maps and custom-made 
applications.

The presence and the real contributions of 
knowledge workers are more relevant to enter-
prises that are operating in knowledge intensive 
areas. Consulting firms are the ultimate example of 
organization selling knowledge directly. However, 
there are certain indicators for an organization’s 
ability to create, disseminate and apply knowledge. 
Organizational culture is an important aspect for 
facilitating sharing, learning, and knowledge cre-
ation. An open culture with incentives built around 
integrating individual skills and experiences into 
organizational knowledge will be more successful.

Management should express their wishes to 
apply creative thinking at work to try processes 
that have never been done before in order to 
improve performance and unleash the creative 
potential of knowledge workers. They can learn 
proven creative thinking techniques to generate 
new ideas and get a blueprint for establishing a 
climate of innovation in their firms. For example, 
they can be able to:

• Turn existing problems into opportunities 
for growth;
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• Apply creative thinking techniques to fos-
ter innovation and improve systems, prod-
ucts and processes;

• Produce, evaluate, and selecting new ideas, 
for instance, models for analyzing options.

It is needed a dynamic view of skills to under-
stand how the knowledge acquired in professional 
experience or in university degrees is transformed 
into organizational asset. There are four critical 
skills that a knowledge worker needs to be ef-
fective:

• To be awake, self aware and intrinsically 
motivated;

• To take responsibility for working lives;
• To search for adequate information to build 

up the right solution;
• To set their own objectives;
• To focus and maintain their attention on 

those objectives.

Organizational innovation will be more 
succeeded if the organization has invested in 
intellectual capital and in the development of 
knowledge workers. However, because it is not 
enough to find new talents, management should 
also to focus the organizational innovation effort in 
the existing community of collaborators, because 
they are not mere invisible ghosts, they have to 
be treated as living sources of new products / 
services proposals. This can be reached by two 
different strategies: a) improving the qualification 
of present knowledge workers and b) providing 
adequate working conditions in order to support 
the development of the creativity. It is decisively 
important for leaders of organizations to under-
stand who has knowledge, what competencies can 
be used, and how to develop support systems for 
its creation and application.

To manage themselves effectively, knowledge 
workers have to put some important questions 
within their professional reflections:

• Am I really a living knowledge worker? 
My specialized knowledge and my cre-
ative skills are taken into account by my 
top managers?

• Are they looking for my opinions about 
innovation policy in our organization? Or 
aren’t they feeling that my knowledge is an 
asset that can be used as a contribution for 
organizational innovation?

• Am I moving my real skills noiselessly 
like a ghost? Am I a fictitious employee 
without having the motivation to suggest, 
to propose, to participate decisively in in-
novative processes?

• Are my technical skills used to base inno-
vative suggestions?

It is truly important to identify knowledge 
workers according to the type of industry and 
company size. Their functions may differ accord-
ing to the situations and the environment of their 
activities. It is essential to convince top managers 
of the need to educate all knowledge workers in 
order to obtain from them a better contribution to 
the positive evolution of organizations (Carneiro, 
2004). We believe that we need to sell the benefits 
of having knowledge workers to the board mem-
bers of our companies. In fact, top management 
has to realize that these workers can be faced as a 
true gold vein that has to be significantly explored.

Knowledge workers must face surroundings 
where the technological transformations arise with 
great speed, reason why the industrial competi-
tiveness has a very hard impact in organizations 
(Carneiro, 1995). Management should look for 
solutions to enable their knowledge workers to 
develop adequate competences, i.e., the skills 
that make possible to promote and to protect their 
intellectual products as a significant part of their 
professional responsibility.
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KNOWLEDGE WORKER AND 
ICT: A BINOMIAL APPROACH

The value of new Information and Communica-
tion Technologies (ICT) is more and more intense 
within organizations that are operating in sectors 
that are highly developed technically. It constitutes 
a basic tool in many processes and influences the 
internal relationships between the functional areas 
and external relationships with markets’ actors. 
Therefore, it is possible therefore to ask how 
these new technologies influence the acquisition 
of knowledge and performance management.

Basic ICT infrastructure is required to bring the 
tools to a company allowing workers to gain the 
knowledge, skills, and training needed to function 
in the modern competitive world. Access to and 
knowledge of basic ICT can make a substantial and 
positive difference to the technical performance 
of developing companies and business processes. 
Access to technology and ICT knowledge has 
a proven positive impact on productivity and 
business success. That is why knowledge work-
ers should be stimulated to participate in every 
organizational innovation decisions.

ICT architectures should be designed accord-
ingly to achieve competitive levels of flexibility 
and responsiveness, moving away from outdated 
conceptions of information systems.

Organizational knowledge and ICT refer to 
distinct sets of conceptions and establishing their 
relationships is far from trivial. The question then 
is how to assess the relationship between ICT and 
knowledge workers. Several variables to be con-
sidered when answering this question have been 
identified in the literature, namely, the enabling 
role of ICT for knowledge processes, the sate of 
the ICT infrastructure, and the level of knowledge 
required for using ICT

The users of these new technologies must 
have the necessary knowledge to use efficiently 
and effectively the diverse agents (Carneiro, 
2005). Competence is one of the problems that 
this approach should face because it demands 

an advanced knowledge level from knowledge 
workers. In this domain, a competence strategy 
should have the following key targets:

• To transform ICT and information net-
works into tools which should be able to 
contribute for the renewal of strategic busi-
ness units;

• To use the information to consolidate pro-
duction technologies and processes;

• To intensify the competitiveness and to 
create excellence in ICT capacities.

According to an ICT perspective, we can also 
say that knowledge management is a new way of 
thinking about information systems within the 
organization. In fact, some traditional ICT organi-
zations operate and think in terms of systems and 
processes, but knowledge management involves 
an interactive approach to thinking about ICT 
emphasizing a network of relationships among 
different sorts of information and between infor-
mation and people.

When implementing a knowledge-manage-
ment system based on a relational database, a cost 
analysis of the hardware and software acquisition 
costs and system administration and management 
is considered. The time spent before and after 
on certain management activities is measured 
and there is usually considerably less time spent 
on those tasks after the knowledge-management 
system goes in. That means that the same number 
of people can do more work on the systems-
administration and management side. And this can 
be translated into more goods or services produced 
and delivered, and more profits for the company.

Knowledge-management systems typically 
involve e-mail, groupware and collaborative-
computing software, document management 
and workflow, databases, and text-search and 
retrieval engines coupled with Internet access and 
a Web-browser interface. Knowledge management 
may be faced as the next step in the evolution of 
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today’s groupware, document-management, and 
workflow systems.

The Web and collaboration groupware products 
are the two most important technologies cur-
rently driving knowledge-management systems. 
Collaboration groupware products, for instance, 
provide for collaboration and the interchange of 
ideas, while the Web provides not just a ubiqui-
tous interface to all types of information but also 
a way for users to see the relationships that exist 
between different information assets.

The Web is particularly valuable because it is 
a tool to establish links between pieces of infor-
mation through hypertext, and part of knowledge 
is really coming from the relationships among 
different pieces of information.

Knowledge Management: A Key 
Factor for Creative Productivity

Early in the industrial era, organizations improved 
their efficiency, effectiveness and hence, their 
competitive edge by automating manual labor 
and reducing redundancy. However, now, in the 
age of the knowledge worker, many organiza-
tions have gone through massive restructuring to 
eliminate redundant workers and jobs. This move-
ment has been swept up by the Business Process 
Re-engineering movement. To stay competitive, 
companies must still be innovative in reducing 
their costs and expanding their markets. Thus, 
organizations are streamlining their processes. 
KM enters the picture at this point. KM emerged 
with not only the need to be cost efficient and 
managerially effective in problem solving, deci-
sion making, innovation and all other elements 
that organizations need to maintain and develop 
their competitive edge, but also more specifically, 
to capture, catalogue, preserve, disseminate the 
expertise and knowledge that are part of organi-
zational memory that typically resides within the 
organization in an unstructured way.

Moreover, KM means management of the 
intangible assets that generate value in the orga-

nization. The majority of these intangible values 
are related to processes that demand a real catch-
ing, structuring and transmission of knowledge. 
Therefore, KM has in the organizational learning 
its main tool and it is a dynamic concept, i.e., it 
is drastically linked to a knowledge flow. In ad-
dition we can say that the productive factor par 
excellence of the present era is the knowledge. 
It is this factor that sustains the leverage to the 
technological change.

KM is the management of corporate knowledge 
that can improve a range of organizational perfor-
mance characteristics by enabling an enterprise 
to be more “intelligent acting” (Wiig, 1993). It is 
not a new movement per se, as organizations have 
been trying to harness their internal processes and 
resources that have resulted in various movements 
over the years as total quality management, expert 
systems, business processes re-engineering, the 
learning organization, core competencies, and 
strategy focus (Shukla, 1997). Good managers 
in organizations have been using the know-how 
of people they hired with skills and experience, 
and processes for effective management on an 
ad-hoc, casual basis. However, only recently have 
organizations begun to focus their interest on this 
aspect in more systematic and a deliberate manner.

In a world of fast changes and innumerable 
sources of information, the more human resources 
a company has that may learn quickly bigger 
competitiveness it can sustain (Carneiro, 2000). 
The way for success is not mechanistic anymore: 
it requires creative capacities from managers and 
executants who deal with key processes in the field 
of the organization core businesses. Moreover, 
this way for success also needs a careful attention 
in order to permit an integrated sharing level in 
what concerns goals and management practices.

Many authors have already suggested that 
learning can be our competitive weapon. But it is 
possible to consider models that show the benefits 
of the construction of collaborative advantages. 
In practice, one of the most difficult challenges 
is the creation of an innovation culture in which 
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knowledge is evaluated and shared effectively. One 
of the first influences can really be the competi-
tive environment that if has developed throughout 
the years. Knowledge economy seems to offer an 
abundance of resources capable to support the ap-
pearance of innovative proposals in what concerns 
products, services and processes.

Knowledge economy creates a chance for (re)
defining the true notion of the innovation process 
(Carneiro, 2008). In a certain sense, competitive-
ness can be considered as an inexact or unhappy 
term, since the creation of wealth within knowl-
edge economy depends on the creation of market 
niches in a cooperative infrastructure. Innovation 
should be present in the form to work of all the 
participants in the system. It does not mean that all 
are expert in technology and expert in marketing at 
the same time. It does mean that everybody knows 
the whole innovation system and its particular 
paper in this process. This means that there are 
some common languages and shared objectives 
and frontiers tend to disappear among functional 
areas, departments, industries and cultures in 
our present world. This would mean that a basic 
belief in the potentialities of innovation, mutual 
respect and competences would exist, having even 
a constant engagement to learn.

The links between innovation and prosperity 
are complex and perhaps they are not entirely 
understood due to the existence of multiple vari-
ables, to the speed of change and to the fact 
that relationships cause-effect are not linear. 
Innovation demands a mentality, a spirit state in 
which creativity, entrepreneurship, ability to face 
calculated risks and an acceptance of social and 
professional mobility are combined. The actions 
and the attempts that can be undertaken to create 
an innovation culture in a company should take 
into account the following considerations:

• Training and education processes can be 
guided in the sense of stimulating creativ-
ity and an entrepreneurship mentality since 
childhood;

• To facilitate the mobility of technicians 
and researchers to contribute for the suc-
cess of technology transfer projects;

• To demonstrate to efficient approaches of 
innovation mentalities, involving citizens, 
collaborators and industries into a debate 
on technological alternatives;

• To promote better management practices 
and methods to control organization’s 
performance so that companies become 
more agile in its adaptation movements to 
changes of the situations and the markets;

• To stimulate the design and the practice 
of innovative modifications in the pub-
lic sector and governmental organisms 
through training courses and mentalization 
processes.

If it stays isolated, R&D is not enough to 
support innovation. In fact, it is necessary to 
consider that:

• An innovation policy involves marketing 
tools, development of services given to the 
market, technologies of communication 
processes, incremental modifications, and 
reengineering of production processes;

• Entrepreneurship mentality must be 
encouraged;

• It is advisable to build a differentiation cul-
ture (distinctiveness);

• To develop a highly motivated state of 
mind to keep sustainability of competitive 
positions that have achieved in the market 
place.

Managers have to concentrate on the way of 
tailoring a knowledge strategy. This strategy has 
to be formulated in the Why (the value of the 
knowledge), what (elements of the architecture) 
and How (knowledge innovation strategy) of an 
architecture of knowledge innovation. Knowledge 
architecture has various aspects that must be 
considered in an integrated way: performance, 
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structure, people, processes and technologies. A 
company’s innovativity depends on the imple-
mentation of a strategy that has as objective the 
integration of these aspects experienced by all the 
functional areas.

We think that knowledge levels are so valuable 
for an organization that companies must convert 
this knowledge into a permanent structural capital. 
That is really important for all companies, but 
especially for the firms that assumed its direction 
in the context of information society. If a manager 
intends to remain in the competition, then it is 
necessary to constantly increase the level and the 
spectrum of knowledge in the organization. We 
can point out another reason: if an organization is 
capable to capture the knowledge of its collabora-
tors, probably it can not capture their capacities.

Total Quality Management (TQM) and Busi-
ness Process Reengineering (BPR) are not enough 
to increase the chances of organization success. So, 
what other factors can we consider? Nowadays, 
we are entirely convinced that knowledge plays 
a significant role. The only sustainable source 
of organization success is the ability to learn, 
to acquire more knowledge and skills, and to 
transform them into competitive and innovative 
offerings and processes. Collective (i.e. team and 
organizational) learning require skills for sharing 
information and knowledge, particularly implicit 
knowledge. The following abilities can be con-
sidered as key skills:

• Communication, especially across organi-
zational boundaries;

• Listening and observing;
• Mentoring and supporting colleagues;
• Taking a holistic perspective - seeing the 

team and organization as a whole;
• Coping with challenge and uncertainty 

(Senge et al. 1994).

Managing Knowledge for 
Competitive Creativity: 
Tools and Techniques

Some basic elements for knowledge management 
can be pointed: survey and categorize knowledge; 
appraise and evaluate value of knowledge; synthe-
size knowledge related activities; and activities of 
conceptualizing, reflecting, specifying and review-
ing (Wiig, 1993; Wiig et al., 1997). Knowledge 
management covers the following aspects:

• Identifying what knowledge assets a com-
pany possesses: Where is the knowledge 
asset? What does it contain? What is its 
use? What form is it in? How accessible 
is it?

• Analyzing how the knowledge can add 
value: What are the opportunities for us-
ing the knowledge asset? What would be 
the effect of its use? What are the current 
obstacles to its use? What would be its in-
creased value to the company?

• Specifying what actions are necessary to 
achieve better usability & added value: 
How to plan the actions to use the knowl-
edge asset? How to enact actions? How to 
monitor actions?

• Reviewing the use of the knowledge to 
ensure added value: Did the use of it pro-
duce the desired added value? How can 
the knowledge asset be maintained for this 
use? Did the use create new opportunities?

The KM tools may provide different com-
ponents such as knowledge maps, groupware, 
data-mining, databases, e-learning, workflow, 
portals, structuring of data, and intranet which aid 
in knowledge-sharing within an organization. The 
growth of ICT-based tools for KM is leading to 
shift in thinking in many firms, whereby explicit 
knowledge bases are being faced as real assets. 
Usually, managing knowledge process requires 
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techniques to capture, to organize, to store the 
knowledge of the workers, to transform it into 
intellectual assets that give benefits and it is pos-
sible to be shared. The general concept of KM 
basically implies the development of the strategic 
management of the following areas:

• Information management;
• Intelligence management;
• Documentation management;
• Human resources management;
• Innovation and change management;
• Work organization.

If they want to transform their knowledge work-
ers into a real asset, top managers have to remain 
decisively interested in the definition of objectives 
about all the talented people in the organization. It 
is known that many top managers are constantly 
saying that knowledge workers are their most 
valuable asset. However, many times what they 
say and what they do don’t hang together. We have 
been intensively defending that management has 

to focus all efforts on developing and applying the 
relationships between knowledge and creativity 
with the following purposes:

• Expand and revitalize the creative 
potential;

• Learn the techniques and tools for creativ-
ity and emotional intelligence;

• Discover and generate new ideas;
• Solve problems in creative and flexible 

ways;
• Overcome the barriers to creativity;
• Increase the capacity for self-confidence 

and motivation to realize goals.

As an effective manager, are you able to help 
your collaborators improve their innovative 
contributions and increase their creative skills? 
Can you transform your knowledge workers into 
a valuable asset? This subject is complex, we 
know. Let me call your attention to some points 
requiring our awareness and that may guide our 
personal reflections (Table 1).

Table 1. Practical ways to turn your knowledge workers into a real asset 

Goals that you want to reach How to conduct such community

Revitalization of the creative potential 1. Make your knowledge workers believe on their own values
2. Persist on consolidating their commitment

Techniques and tools for creativity and emotional intel-
ligence

1. Creativity requires domain expertise 
2. Do not permit excessive work 
3. Give them time to invent new products and different procedures

Generation of new ideas

1. Recruit creative persons 
2. Create an internal “innovation habitat” 
3. Schedule brainstorming sessions 
4. Implement better ideas

Problems’ solutions in creative and flexible ways

1. Try to look at problems in different ways 
2. Don’t let your knowledge workers focus on a single solution
3. Quantify the value of each solution 
4. Stimulate internal competitiveness among innovative solutions 
5. Be provocative to your knowledge workers

Overcome the barriers to creativity

1. Ask for solving problems in new ways 
2. Influence positive thinking 
3. Barriers may be understood as motivators of creativity 
4. Create adequate opportunities to encourage and reward knowledge 
workers for their creativity’ s results

Increase the capacity for self-confidence and motivation to 
realize goals.

1. Respect their autonomy 
2. Give them freedom to present new contributions
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Tools and techniques to manage knowledge 
acquisition and use are too numerous to cover in 
detail, but include a wide range of learning and 
creativity skills in the following groups:

• Inquiry - interviewing, seeking information;
• Creativity - brainstorming, associating 

ideas;
• Making sense of situations - organizing in-

formation and thoughts;
• Making choices - deciding courses of 

action;
• Observing outcomes - recording, 

observation;
• Reframing knowledge - embedding new 

knowledge into mental models.

What techniques can be used to increase the 
levels of contribution of the knowledge to enter-
prise’s growth? What tools can managers use to 
stimulate innovation’s efforts based on knowledge 
increase and to explore the relationships between 
knowledge and productivity? There are some 
tools that can stimulate the creativity, whether 
personal characteristics include some interest for 
the innovation (Table 2).

The strategies for acquiring and using knowl-
edge already are one set of the many tools and 

techniques that can be developed to manage the 
relations between knowledge and organizational 
performance. In this process, many tools and 
techniques may be deployed in order to increase 
knowledge contribution for the improvement of 
business performance, leading to:

• A better understanding of markets nature 
and respective dynamics;

• A faster time-to-market in what concerns 
new products;

• The improvement of the value of products 
and services;

• To improve the quality of client service;
• Higher quality production processes.

An entire understanding of the mechanisms 
through which individuals, teams, and organiza-
tions improve their knowledge processes is the 
essence of an efficient knowledge management. 
These processes include:

• To create and to collect information;
• To assimilate and to organize the knowl-

edge increase that this information 
provokes;

• To apply this new knowledge in innovation 
systems;

Table 2. Stimulus to creativity 

1.  Physical environment: pleasant, with lighting, furniture and adequate ventilation.
2.  Communication: existence of communication channels that allow the democratization of information.
3.  Challenges: assignments and challenging tasks that stimulate the expression of creative potential.
4.  Organizational structure: limited number of hierarchical levels, flexible rules, less bureaucracy, decentralization of power.
5.  Freedom and autonomy: freedom to decide how to do the work, a sense of responsibility on the work.
6.  Participation: evaluation of personal initiative, greater power of decision in their areas of activity, participation in decision-making
     and in the solution of organization problems, as ways of stimulating the expression of the creative potential of employees. 
7.  Technological and material resources: availability of equipment and miscellaneous equipment to facilitate the process of generating
     new ideas. 
8.  Salaries and benefits: adequate remuneration level, benefits policies, rewards system, as ways to stimulate innovative ideas.
9.  Support from managers: posture of receptivity, flexibility, openness, acceptance, encouragement for new ideas, and respect for
     divergent views of employees. 
10.  Support from the working group: acceptance from colleagues, interpersonal relationships and stimulating favorable to new ideas, 
       work in groups, meetings with exchange of experiences, dialogue and trust between people, space for relaxation and joy. 
11.  Organizational support: stimulating creativity, recognition of creative work, mechanisms for the development of new ideas,
       planning and setting goals for work, culture focused on innovation. 
12.  Training: motivation and training of employees for the development of their creative potential, enabling them to work and preparing
        them to be open to innovations.

Adapted from Alencar (1997)
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• To embed new knowledge into mental 
models and managerial practices that make 
possible a new understanding of business’ 
realities;

• To transmit acquired knowledge as a factor 
of creation of innovative modifications.

There are several techniques that can be used 
to facilitate the production of new ideas and 
reach new solutions. One of them, which is also 
a valuable resource to reach a greater number of 
ideas or solutions to a given problem, is the list 
of verbs presented in Table 3, based on proposals 
of Osborn (1957).

The images and the performance of most or-
ganizations would benefit from these capacities 
for knowledge accumulation and utilization. A 
wide range of useful tools for maximizing the 
advantages of knowledge workers demands a 
balance between organizational needs and indi-
vidual capacities.

We can indicate some levers that knowledge 
management must have into account to develop 
the creativity based on intangible assets:

• Innovation policies and strategies: if the 
company will include in its objectives the 
innovation of technologies, processes, and 
products, this fact will constitute a work 
environment which creates requirements 
of talents recruitment and, over all, con-
tributes to the creation of a mentality open 
to accumulate knowledge with the goal of 
transforming it into profitable innovations;

• Innovative proposals: to stimulate the elab-
oration of a variety of innovative proposals 
made by knowledge workers;

• R&D of innovation: the value given to 
technical research and the development 
of new products contribute to increase in 
creativity.

From a practical point of view and to maxi-
mize the intellectual assets of an organization, top 
management should be decisively compromised 
with an adequate set of daily tasks, behaviors and 
attitudes to stimulate and motivate their knowl-
edge workers.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

KM research will enhance understanding of cre-
ativity processes by both building upon existing 
frameworks and offering additional perspectives, 
focusing on competency based issues serving 
as both competitive advantages and catalysts of 
competitive creativity. We advise our readers to 
read an excellent article where a critical review 
on research on employee creativity has been made 
(Zhou & Shalley, 2003). If innovation and knowl-
edge management are key factors in determining 
successful creativity activities, then investigation 
of pertinent new techniques should be encouraged 
towards a deeper comprehension of organizations 
and knowledge workers’ relationship.

Table 3. Some verbs that help the production of new ideas 

1.  Modify. What can be modified? Meanings change? Uses? Movements? Sounds? Odors? Ways? Qualities? Plans?
2.  Increase. What can be added, multiplied or expanded? More time? Stronger? Longer? More often? More ingredients? Higher value?
3.  Decrease. What can be eliminated? Condensed? Reduced? Omitted?
4.  Replace. What can be replaced? Other ingredient? Other material? Other process? Another approach? Another person? Another place?
5.  Adapt. What else is like this? Does this suggest other ideas? What could be copied? What else could be adapted?
6.  Reverse. Seek the opposite, front to back, on the contrary, reverse roles.
7.  Combine. What ideas, objectives, parts, colors, materials, functions, etc. can be combined?
8.  Rearrange. Change components, sequences, rhythms, timing, etc.

Adapted from Osborn (1957)
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CONCLUSION

Organizations should commit to a new vision of 
knowledge workers and recognize and harness 
their value to improve technical progress and to 
increase the performance level of some industries. 
Knowledge workers can e should be used by 
management boards to offer to the organizations’ 
functioning performance their qualifications, 
skills, and creative potential. Many knowledge 
workers are treated as if they were invisible pres-
ences, almost as if they were ghosts, memories 
of inactive people who no longer exist. It should 
not, it cannot be like that. It would be an entirely 
wrong way to manage the global resources of an 
organization. KM should be aware that this type of 
workers are an indispensable asset with an indefi-
nite value, because, often it not easy to quantify 
the consequences of their intellectual production. 
There are techniques and tools to encourage the 
practical use of knowledge and to provoke cre-
ativity and the emergence of new ideas. KM has 
to teach managers in any hierarchical level to use 
these tools to transform knowledge workers in real 
assets, i.e., capable of contributing decisively to 
enhance organizational competitiveness.
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ABSTRACT

Understanding data mining (DM) as part of Infor-
mation Systems (IS) this contribution investigates 
the question how this subordination is reasoned 
in a technological and business logical perspec-
tive. For this purpose general characteristics 
of Enterprise Resources Planning Applications 
(ERP) and Management Information Systems 
(MIS; including here Decision Support and Expert 
Systems) are presented. Based on this evaluation it 
is examined how knowledge and DM are becom-
ing interdependent for Knowledge Management 
(KM) in organizations. Knowledge is defined 
along the Penrose’an dichotomy of information 
and knowledge in the context of resources and 
services. Validity of knowledge is analyzed from 

a methodological (quantitative versus qualitative 
methods) perspective, probing what key character-
istics of both method strands are, and how those 
fit into the discipline of Organizational Studies. 
Unveiling a relationship between security and 
information in Penrose, an alternative account 
of security originating in Foucault is presented. 
In this security and knowledge become means 
for standardization of live in order to allow for 
continuation of an abstracted, socially generated 
object. Combining arguments about validity of 
knowledge claims with that of security, DM based 
knowledge and security are identified as means 
abstracting from a human core and attempting 
constraining variability. Against this background 
researchers and users of DM based knowledge are 
asked for awareness of the constructed character 
of IS, and how much of this constructed character 
is contained in DM based knowledge.

Oliver Krone
Independent Scholar, Germany

On Data Mining and Knowledge:
Questions of Validity
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is examining what grants 
the special status of data mining (DM), and more 
general business intelligence (BI), in the dedicated 
organisation and in organisational sciences. On 
a conceptional level DM is understood as part of 
Information systems (IS) research. Furthermore, 
this paper is interested learning and developing 
an account of DM and its knowledge creation 
capabilities. The scope of this paper is limited to 
intra-organisational and academic development 
and spread of knowledge to create better “action 
options”. It does not consider actual methods for 
data mining. The paper is not reporting about DM 
procedures for generation of data pools originating 
in different organisations. The author examines the 
processes of ‘knowledge’ generation and validity 
assignment; the paper is of theoretical nature, and 
rests on interpretative methods.

Two research questions are examined

How does data mining fit into organizations’ in-
formation system landscape for information (and 
knowledge) collection and spread?

How validity is attributed to knowledge that is 
generated by DM, while other methodological 
approaches are neglected in organisations and 
organisational sciences?

Based on these research questions in an in-
troduction chapter an overview to information 
systems (IS) and how DM is related is given. 
Following this introduction, knowledge/ Knowl-
edge Management and methods for knowledge 
generation are examined based on an Penrose’an 
understanding of knowledge. Penrose is chosen 
here, as she is widely perceived as one “founder” 
of knowledge management. Taking up the question 
why DM based knowledge is more valued then 
qualitative methods originating one, character-
istics of knowledge formation in both method-
ological stances are presented. It is examined how 

DM relates to criticism brought forward against 
knowledge generated outside of academic and re-
search (e.g. Ravetz 1996; Thompson-Klein 1996; 
Nowotny et al., 2004). Arguments developed there, 
form the background for identification of Future 
Trends in knowledge generation via DM. The 
chapter concludes in consolidating the technical 
background of DM under the heading of knowl-
edge management and the alleged methodological 
superiority of DM. This consolidation happens 
based on Foucault’s analysis of security and how 
IS relate to this understanding.

This paper relates itself to the fields of DM 
and Information Systems suggesting DM is output 
from and contributing to Information Systems (IS). 
The author takes up the offer formulating perspec-
tives on the subject of DM and value creation with 
knowledge by examining how DM initially was 
part of the discourse on Knowledge Management 
with a strong technological emphasis (IT tech-
nologies). Questioning the validity of knowledge 
generated with DM the relation between DM and 
decision making in organizations is analysed. This 
contribution explores implications of DM and its 
social (and network) impact. In the author’s ac-
count, the paper relates itself to the handbook by 
highlighting features of DM in organisations and 
the discipline of Organisational Sciences under 
the perspective of knowledge creation and validity 
of DM based knowledge.

Societal effects of technological advancement 
as enabler for DM, and their impact on globaliza-
tion (e.g. Castells, 1996), are taken for granted. 
Reason being that the author is not interested in 
technologies and their contribution to globali-
sation, but on the process by which validity is 
attached to the outcomes from DM (cp. Floyd, 
1992 a/b; D’Adderio, 2002; Kallinikos, 2004).

This contribution does not consider data qual-
ity, while acknowledging data qualities eminent 
important role in the process of DM. This omission 
is justified by noting that the author explicitly refers 
in course of the paper to notation differences on 
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what is important for whom when the generation 
of data-marts is described (Markus, 2001).

BACKGROUND: DATA MINING 
AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS

In this part, terminological clarifications are given 
and the theoretical questions inspiring this article 
are unveiled.

Information Systems

The definition of IS used rests on the distinction 
between technical- and human-systems, and their 
interaction in socio-technical systems. IS are “[..] 
system[s] of communication between people. 
Information systems are systems involved in the 
gathering, processing, distribution and use of 
information. Information systems support human 
activity systems” (Beynon-Davies, 2002, p.4). 
Human activity systems are any kind of human 
interaction that is happening for a given purpose; 
public and private organisations represent human 
activity systems. Based on this perspective IS are 
divided into infrastructure and instruments (ap-
plications) built onto this infrastructure (Beynon-
Davies, 2002, p. 66).Applying this definition 
Management Information Systems (MIS) and En-
terprise Resources Planning Applications (ERP), 
and applications utilised for the administration of 
databases themselves are of interest.

MIS are information-oriented applications. 
Their purpose is structuring and controlling differ-
ent processes in organisations (Turban, McLean, 
and Wetherbe, 2002, p. G-7). MIS are employed 
for standard operations and decision-making in 
organisations (ibid., p. 52). Beynon-Davies (2002) 
stipulates a close link between data used for MIS 
and Expert Systems (ES). Latter, are employed for 
non-routine activities with high levels of insecu-
rity, as less knowledge is existent about the impacts 
and potential outcomes of actions (Beynon-Davies 
2002,v p. 92). ES (cp. Stahlknecht & Hasenkamp, 

2002) attempt structuring information available 
to managers. ES are based on a multi-layered 
technical architecture using ontologies, repre-
sented by semantic means (natural language), of 
a certain field of examination (Stahlknecht and 
Hasenkamp, 2002, pp. 435-439). ES’s automate 
the process of decision-making in order to allow 
management refocusing on managerial activities. 
During the late nineties of the last century, these 
expert systems became subject to strict scrutiny. 
With the social movement of knowledge manage-
ment, it became apparent that ES are limited in 
their capabilities describing in unitary ways the 
universes’ of examination among experts from 
different domains (e.g. Pipek, Hinrichs & Wulf, 
2003; cp. Markus, 2001).

Enterprise Resources Planning Applications 
(ERP) are similar to MIS. They emerged dur-
ing the 1980s’ and extended the view of MIS 
by combining data collected for each domain 
(functional area of an organisation) into overall 
organisational data. Allowing, and facilitating, for 
the generation of ever more abstract data, senior-
management ideally anticipates based on data the 
direction organisations are heading too. During 
the nineties of the last century ERP were enriched 
with workflow (process) steering elements (e.g. 
Kallinikos, 2004).

A dedicated class of applications directly as-
sociated with the creation of the data repositories 
are databases. Those exist in different varieties. 
According to Beynon-Davies (2002, p. 139; cp. 
Stahlknecht and Hasenkamp, 2002) a database is 
a logical description of a given object in line with 
the attributes that describe the object in question 
(Stahlknecht and Hasenkamp, 2002, p. 139-140). 
A database is an “[..] organised repository for data 
having similar properties” (Beynon-Davies, 2002, 
p. 139). Given this functional task description, 
high technological efforts are required to maintain 
the functions of data a) sharing, b) integration, c) 
integrity maintenance, d) security, e) abstraction, 
f) independence (ibid., p. 140). For data mining in 
particular the properties of data sharing, integra-
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tion, abstraction and independence are important; 
they allow for new knowledge generation (cp. 
Blackwell and Ravda, w/o year, chapter 2).

Database management systems (DBMS) 
facilitate these functions, and ensure structural 
maintenance, transaction processing, informa-
tion retrieval, and finally data administration of 
databases. DBMS are the interface between the 
actual data storing and the data model with the 
normalised data description (Beynon-Davies 
2002, 140-141).

DATA GENERATION 
FOR DATABASES

Data normalisation is the process of stripping a 
given focal object of all its features and define 
thereby the properties (attributes, and tables) de-
scribing and defining the objects characteristics 
(Stahlknecht and Hasenkamp, 2002, pp. 177-179; 
Beaulieu, 2005, pp. 4-6). Information systems and 
databases involve descriptions of real-life objects. 
In addition, a question rises how developers and 
users understand them.

In the relevant IS literature, there exists criti-
cism to this process of abstraction. Authors are 
disturbed with the process by which scientific com-
puting develops and applies without questioning 
conceptional models underlying software design 
(e.g. Floyd, 1992 b; Capurro, 2008; Stahl and 
Brooke 2008). Some of this criticism is directed to 
the form of software design (Floyd, 1992 a), while 
others refer to the involvement and apprehension of 
the uninvolved users into system design (Markus, 
1983; Curtis, Krasner and Iscoe, 1988; more recent 
Capurro, 2008; Stahl and Brooke, 2008). Another 
stream of criticism relates to the reality shaping 
forces inherent to IS (e.g. Orlikowski and Gash, 
1994). IS are not only technological objects rep-
resenting a translation of social reality into code, 
but become part of a reality construction - IS and 
social reality are interdependent objects. This 
interdependency is validated and controlled for 

side effects (cp. Flyod, 1992 a; Orlikowski and 
Gash, 1994; Adler and Borys, 1996). Kallinikos 
(2004) and Isomäki (2002) show how much IS 
are based on rationalistic accounts humans by 
software designers.

Data Mining

Data mining has many different definitions, of 
which here two are given. First it is “[..] described 
as ‘the nontrivial extraction of implicit, previously 
unknown, and potentially useful information from 
data’ [Witten and Frank, 2005, XXIII] and ‘the 
science of extracting useful information from large 
data sets or databases. ‘Data mining in relation to 
enterprise resource planning is the statistical and 
logical analysis of large sets of transaction data, 
looking for patterns that can aid decision making.”

The first definition of DM is guiding this paper. 
This is achieved is by applications that

[..] sift through databases automatically, seeking 
regularities or patterns. Strong patterns, if found, 
will likely generalize to make accurate predictions 
on future data (Witten & Frank 2005).

DM’s focus is unfolding of patterns in informa-
tion contained in databases – or data warehouses 
–that are not immediately open to human percep-
tion; it helps humans generating new knowledge 
from information in order to take decisions. DM 
is a method for information conversion in a triadic 
relationship of “data-information-knowledge” 
(Luft, 1994; Tuomi, 1999; Lee and Yang, 2000; 
Alavi and Leidner, 2001). For Witten and Frank 
(2005) DM is the process of “abstraction: taking 
the data, warts and all, and inferring whatever 
structure underlies it” (Witten and Frank, 2005, 
XXIII). Given this scope, it is not surprising that 
they focus on the process

[..] in which the result of “learning” is an actual 
description of a structure that can be used to clas-
sify examples. This structural description supports 
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explanation, understanding and prediction (Witten 
& Frank 2005).

This is interestingly a very formal and close 
description of the term theory as it is maintained 
in many conceptions of scientific knowledge (e.g. 
Stacey, 2001). With this focus on information 
generation from existent data, the author takes 
databases as representations of normalised objects 
contained in reality allowing for their machine 
based manipulation. Against this background, a 
clarification is required how data used in DM are 
generated for automated data analysis. Keeping 
the abstraction process in mind (normalization), 
it is necessary outlining characteristics of data 
warehouses in the field of data mining.

Data Warehouses and Data Marts

“A data warehouse is a subject oriented, integrated, 
non-volatile, and time-variant collection of data 
in support of management’s decision-making 
process“ (Immon, 2002). A vendor defines data-
warehouses as

[..] a relational database that is designed for 
query and analysis rather than for transaction 
processing. It usually contains historical data 
derived from transaction data, but it can include 
data from other sources. It separates analysis 
workload from transaction workload and enables 
an organization to consolidate data from several 
sources. (Oracle 2008, 321).

Quite often data warehouses are either filled 
by transactional data (originating in ERP and MIS 
systems; Online transaction processing - OLTP) 
or fed by inputs for Decisions Support Systems 
(DSS; for more generalised description of data 
warehouses and interactions with DM Beynon-
Davies, 2002, pp. 456-457). Data warehouses’ 
content originates in OLTP. Data are more his-
tory oriented making it common referring to data 
warehouses’ content as a predecessor for online 

analytical processing (OLAP). OLTP data have 
to be condensated and normalised in order to be 
usable for OLAP.

An OLAP is dependent on results from the 
different departmental OLTP, and the conversion/ 
normalisation of these data for the data warehouse. 
If this does not happen data inconsistencies occur 
that lead to skewed and wrong results (Chaudhuri 
& Dayal, 1997, chapter 2; see also Markus, 2001 
op cit).

In particular during data cleansing for import-
ing data into warehouses issues of data quality are 
of eminent importance. This is also the stage were 
organisational departments begin battling for the 
power describing overall organisational internal 
reality, and the environment in which it is acting 
(e.g. D’Adderio, 2002).

In the field of Business Intelligence OLTP, data 
are referred too as data marts. Latter are extracts 
from the overall data warehouse. Data marts are 
repositories of a given domain and data utilisation 
can be restricted in an organisation, but data are 
subject to the same data purification methods as 
those for data warehousing (Chaudhuri & Dayal 
1997). In Figure 1 the process of data extraction, 
normalisation, and upload to the warehouse is 
described in a schematic description.

Figure 1. Architecture of a data warehouse 
(Oracle, 2008, p. 324)
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KNOWLEDGE AND VALIDITY: A 
METHODOLOGICAL ORIENTATION 
FOR DM

In this chapter, the task is deciphering what 
knowledge is in the field of KM and what the 
relation between data mining and knowledge is. 
In order to do so the author sketches some of the 
arguments forwarded by Penrose. These arguments 
form the basis for the strategic management idea 
of Knowledge Management (Grant, 1996 a / b). 
The publication of Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) 
and Leonard-Barton (1995) can be interpreted as 
the final stages in the process of the emergence 
of Knowledge Management as a dedicated field 
of research in Business Administration and / or 
Information System research. The task is checking 
whether Penrose sets the groundwork for Knowl-
edge Management as it is regularly suggested.

Penrose and the Knowledge Term

Penrose’s understanding of knowledge cannot be 
isolated from the organisational form in which 
knowledge is dealt with. For her the firm is the 
“[..] ‘flesh and blood’ organizations that business-
men call firms”(Penrose 1995, 13).

Firms execute economic activities in ac-
cordance with plans defining the utilisation of 
resources as contributions to the provisioning of 
services and goods to the economy in general. 
Behaviour of, and within, the firm is determined by 
these plans devised by an independent unit within 
the firm which is part of the overall bureaucracy of 
the corporation. This bureaucracy entails policies, 
decisions rights and the work distribution (ibid., 
pp. 15 – 17). Furthermore, the firm is described 
by the existence of “[..] productive resources” 
(Penrose 1995, 24) and their utilisation in line 
with plans. Resources are capable rendering ser-
vices to the production process. For the analysis 
here the pair of terms of services and resources 
is enlightening, as ‘knowledge’s’ character is 
subsumed into this dichotomy.

Penrose (1995) argues that

[..] resources consists of a bundle of potential 
services and can [..] be defined independently of 
their use, while services cannot be so defined, the 
very word ‘service’ implying a function, an activity.

Services inherent to a resource are exposed 
while utilising latter. Resource utilisation de-
fines the value to the firm, which relate to other 
characteristics of resources. Resources can be 
bought in the market, produced in the firm, sold 
to the market, or produced and used by the firm 
(Penrose 1995, 24-25).

She does not give a terminological definition 
of knowledge, but there is an alleged affinity to 
constructionist understandings of knowledge. This 
definitional lapse arises from the fact that Penrose 
is not concerned with the concept of knowledge 
per se. Rather, she attempts understanding how 
the application of resources and services rendered 
from them, is dependent on each other.

In this analysis information gathering relates 
to uncertainty minimisation, while knowledge is 
contextualised with resources and services and 
their development and utilisation. She differenti-
ates two kinds of knowledge. One kind is acquired 
during formal education (“objective knowledge”), 
while a second results from individual learning 
processes (“experiences”).

Objective knowledge is characterised by a level 
of specify that is not to narrow and is shared by 
a sufficient large group of people that share this 
objective knowledge (Penrose 1995, 53). While 
people can have different degrees of apprehen-
sion of this objective knowledge, differences of it 
result from communication processes (cp. Hinds 
& Pfeffer, 2003) they do not lead to dedicated 
different sets of knowledge. Knowledge acquired 
by the individual as result of learning processes is 
experience. Experience and knowledge are differ-
ent for two reasons: first experience is bound to 
individuals “[..] it produces a change – frequently 
a subtle change – in individuals and [second, it] 
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cannot be separated from them” (Penrose, 1995, 
p.53). Second, experiences are results of actions 
taken. Due to this action-orientation, experiences 
lead to an enhanced understanding of where 
and how objective knowledge is employable. 
Consequently, Penrose speaks of experiences of 
individuals if they have acquired new knowledge, 
and they employ objective knowledge in different 
ways (ibid.).

Subjective uncertainty is defined by Penrose 
as a “[..] feeling that one has too little informa-
tion [that] leads to a lack of confidence in the 
soundness of the judgments that lie behind any 
given plan of action” (Penrose 1995, 59). In this 
understanding information collected are means 
obtaining a better view on the potential sequences 
of activities taken during plan implementation. 
The acquisition of information

[..] requires an input of resources, and to evalu-
ate information requires the services of existing 
management. Therefore one of the important 
effects of subjective uncertainty is to induce a 
firm to devote resources to what might be termed 
‘managerial research’ (ibid.).

The amount of information gathered will wary 
on an individual firm basis. Even after a compre-
hensive search, firms are taking risks - but on a 
much more informed basis and are thereby less 
uncertain. Over time firms become used to this 
type of information gathering. In turn specified 
amounts, and types, of information are selected 
by agreed upon “[..] defined procedures” (ibid., 
p. 60). These procedures satisfy the managerial 
groups’ need for information gathering; they be-
come part in decision-making. The fulfilment of 
the procedure of information collection thereby 
ensures the validity of the information generated.

Looking at data mining from this angle it 
becomes apparent that information aggregation 
in data warehouses and data normalisation is 
seemingly a predecessor activities to informa-
tion processing via OLAP; and thus knowledge 

generation. It can be uncovered that DM has a 
relationship to knowledge whereby latter becomes 
operationally more ‘secure’, and plan implementa-
tion more risk resilient.

According to Castells (2002), we are living in a 
global and network world that increases the amount 
of insecurity (cp. Dornier et al. 1998 for the field 
of operational and logistic planning). Under these 
conditions, DM becomes a “natural process” for 
the evaluation of potential negative impacts on or-
ganisations action plan realisation. Paradoxically 
DM, and the information technologies used by it, 
contributes to the process of globalisation (cp. 
Castells; Dillon 2008 for the field of globalised 
securities markets). The question remains why in 
particular DM is so favourable evaluated for its 
knowledge generating capabilities, while other 
means are omitted from the evaluation of valu-
able inputs to decision making in the individual 
organisation.

First Generation Knowledge 
Management

In this section main threads of the first phase of 
knowledge management endeavours are examined 
and contrasted with the understanding of knowl-
edge and information coming from Penrose. For 
Penrose knowledge in the first instance is avail-
able, and used, on an individual level. Knowledge 
is conceived as a property of individual and be-
longing to a given group to which a given set of 
‘objective knowledge’ is available; knowledge is 
not the central object of the analysis. That knowl-
edge is a device for the realisation of other things 
needs to be emphasised, as this clearly sets her off 
from later proponents of KM, who treat knowledge 
as an asset (cp. Leonard-Barton, 1995, Nonaka 
& Takeuchi, 1995; Grant, 1996 a/b). Penrose is 
concerned with the capability of how knowledge 
is employed generating further services.

Knowledge management, as elaborated by 
Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) and Leonard-Barton 
(1995), rests on the assumption that knowledge 
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brought to the organisational level is immediately 
accessible for taking actions. Often technical 
means are perceived sufficient to provide options 
for innovations. Pfeffer and Sutton (2000) take is-
sue with the very consequence of the attitude that 
often corporations use Knowledge Management 
in the explicit/ tacit understanding (Nonaka and 
Takeuchi, 1995) leading to

[…] to build stock[s] of knowledge [and infor-
mation], acquiring or developing intellectual 
property (note the use of the term property) under 
the presumption that knowledge, once possessed, 
will be used appropriately and efficiently (Pfeffer 
& Sutton 2000, 16).

Wilson (2002) argues that during the initial 
phases KM was examined in fields of computing 
and information systems, information science-
information management and management. Most 
papers were publicised in journals about Decisions 
Support Systems. Often knowledge and informa-
tion were used synonymous. Knowledge was 
conceived as a deeply individual, personalised 
item, referring to either action, in the meaning 
of executing a task, or to the human capacity 
to draw conclusions from information via the 
contextualisation - referring to the knowledge 
triade described above (Wilson, 2002 and Penrose 
op.cit.). Examining consecutively the definitions 
of KM offered by consulting corporations in 
the early 21st century many of the technologi-
cal frameworks for data mining were treated as 
instances of KM. It seems that during the early 
days KM was set synonymous with DM and 
information distribution in organisations. Both 
activities are here discussed here with a critical 
eye to their reality content in terms of knowledge 
validity. Given the lack of terminological rigour 
as to what knowledge is, how practices look like 
that guide KM, and the heavy emphasis on IT, 
Wilson (2002) concludes that KM can described 
by a strong practical impetus.

A hermeneutical reading of Penrose suggests 
a very different picture on a number of topics. 
In the first instance it becomes apparent that the 
social embedding of knowledge is recognised, 
and that seldom two people share exactly the 
same knowledge. This is due to the character of 
knowledge in its tripartite understanding (cp. Luft, 
1994; Tuomi, 1999; Lee & Yang, 2000; Alavi 
and Leidner, 2001). It seems that proponents of 
Knowledge Management work on the assumption 
originating in Penrose’s understanding that there 
is a set of objective knowledge available to all; a 
view to which Wilson has nothing to say except 
that it is a highly dubious conception. Furthermore 
this perspective on KM is wrong when observ-
ing that other means are required allowing for 
Knowledge Sharing.

Knowledge Sharing in its own right is as well 
short in explanatory power on how new knowledge 
comes into the world. Reason being: it is rarely 
taken into consideration which effects knowl-
edge differences, based on socialisation, have 
on Knowledge Sharing (e.g. Pfeffer and Sutton, 
2000, Hinds and Pfeffer, 2003; Huysman and de 
Wit, 2003). Authors taking up the problem of 
information understanding, defined as conversion 
of information into knowledge, argue much more 
based on information exchanges. Information 
exchanged are treated in data mining as inputs 
for the computation of knowledge (Witten and 
Frank, 2004). This holds in particular true for 
the works of Lichtenstein and Hunter (2005) and 
Markus (2001). It seems that authors arguing in 
the field of Knowledge Sharing employ the data-
information-knowledge hierarchy.

Organisational Knowledge, as another field 
that has an enormous interest in IS, and thus the 
data mining, shows in a much more pronounced 
way some of the difficulties. In particular it is 
the indecisiveness whether organisations have 
knowledge of their own, or whether employees, as 
representatives of the organisation, exchange their 
knowledge that is in turn taken as organisational 
knowledge (e.g. Nelson and Winter, 1982; Jones, 
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1995; Robey, Boudreau and Rose, 2000; Stacey, 
2001; Lehesvirta, 2004).

This admittedly cursory overview of KM in-
dicates that DM based knowledge generation has 
problematic features (cp. Dennis et al., 1998 for 
the example of knowledge conveyance capacities 
of different media; Markus, 2001; Mulder, 2004). 
Referring back the definition of IS, it becomes 
apparent that IS and knowledge are seemingly 
dependent on each other in the light if data min-
ing. Moving a step further it is argued that data 
stored in the data marts or data warehouses, of 
organisations represent very different, point of 
view dependent, interpretations of organisations 
themselves and their environment.

At this stage it becomes apparent that this 
chapter contributes to the content of this Handbook 
by developing a genealogy on the emergence of 
DM based knowledge generation as result of the 
availability of different technologies, and how 
those are used to develop accounts of reality in 
which organisations (be those private or public) 
act. Furthermore, this chapter attempts showing 
where and whether classical organisational theo-
ries (here Penrose, but also Nelson and Winter, 
1982 could be taken), can be considered possible 
ancestors to DM based KM – and thus knowledge 
generation and assigning validity to it.

METHODS FOR KNOWLEDGE 
GENERATION FROM ‘OPERATIONS’

Under this heading it is attempted understanding 
why in organisational sciences data mining has 
received so much attention, and as important, why 
knowledge created by non-quantitative methods 
is somewhat neglected.

The Rational-Empirical Legacy

Science has followed, according to Toulmin 
(1990) and Nowotny et al. (2004), a very long 
time the depersonalised and rational conception 

of knowledge creation with an emphasis on the 
general (Toulmin, 1990). If looking into the field 
of organisational sciences the same holds true and 
there even more prominent (e.g. Mintzberg 1978; 
and the whole classic economics oriented school 
of Principal – Agent theory and the related field 
of Transaction Cost Economics – e.g. Eisenhardt 
1989b; Holmstrom & Tirole 1989; Willimason 
1991; Tsoukas & Cummings 1997).

Tsoukas and Cummings (1997) refer to this 
development in, and of, organisational studies as 
the desire of management sciences being treated 
as a science based discipline. In an academic strict 
understanding of sciences, organisational studies 
begin during the 19th century. Tsoukas and Cum-
mings suggest that the rather strict formalistic 
approach toward knowledge and science was 
selected to achieve recognition of the discipline 
towards the end of the 19th century (cp. Turner, 
2001, pp. 47-51 for a discussion of methodological 
choices during the development of the academic 
sector during the 19th century). It is suggested that 
the field of organisational sciences begins con-
sidering management as ‘management sciences’ 
only after the full implementation of rationalism 
as way of doing sciences in the wake of the In-
dustrial Revolutions.

This phase represents historically the combi-
nation of technology and ‘management methods’ 
(Tsoukas & Cummings, 1997). Toulmin (1990) 
argues that many of the main tenants of rational 
knowledge (sciences) - written form, universal 
scope and search for appliance, a temporal valid-
ity (Toulmin 1990, 30-35) - are reflections of the 
attempt to minimise humans’ fallacies. Formalism 
is a mean overcoming and dealing with fallacies 
of humans’ cognition and ambitions as exposed 
during the Thirty Year War (Toulmin 1990, 54-56).

Thus, a first hint on the supremacy of rational 
arguments relates back to the time of the beginning 
18th century and the academic endeavour looking 
for eternal truth (cp. Tsoukas & Cummings 1997; 
Foucault 2006a, 394-400). How does DM fit into 
organisational sciences when it is based on the 
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particular data sets of the individual organisa-
tion– a move that represents almost a turnaround 
of the rational ethos? In the wider discourse on 
rationality information are referred to as a resource 
minimising risk, and thus to the concept of secu-
rity. This resembles Penrose’s understanding of 
information as a source for taking action on a more 
informed way by gaining better understanding of 
the consequences of actions taken. Security, in 
line with Foucault (2006 a/b), is one of the main 
tenants of the modern way of thinking in liberal 
democratic states - but security takes for Foucault 
a very different form that is elaborated below in 
more detail.

One of the main properties of knowledge 
generated during the 18th and 19th century is its 
foundation in an academic setting under condi-
tions of academic peer review. This review, and 
the methods employed for knowledge generation, 
established the validity. There were no, or little, 
external locations that engaged in the production 
of knowledge.

As result of the industrial revolution, and 
latest after World War II, Nowotny et al. (2004) 
observe that knowledge generation moved out 
of the traditional, state-sanctioned, predominant 
field of academic research into the individual 
(industrial-)organisation (Nowotny et al. 2004, pp. 
66-75 and pp. 80-84). In particular the commercial 
oriented production of knowledge, while adhering 
to procedures resting on rational-methodological 
empirical methods, has led to a re-orientation 
to the particular organisation (ibid. pp. 88-90). 
Knowledge becomes particular, and validity - 
results of research conducted – is assigned to the 
outcomes of research by their fit to the purpose 
for which solutions were looked for (Nelson & 
Winter, 1982 have labelled this process “search”). 
“Knowledge” generation becomes temporal, 
oriented to the particular, and “personalised” to 
the employee working in a given process and 
conducting the inquiry – and mediated by this 
process knowledge becomes organisational (cp. 
Nelson & Winter, 1982, 247-250).

In line with the overall move towards con-
structionist bases, it starts with Kuhn (1996) and 
then reaches the late 20th and early 21st century 
management sciences (e.g. Von Krogh, Roos & 
Slocum, 1994; Leonhard-Barton, 1995; Nonaka & 
Takeuchi, 1995). Thus, the discipline of organisa-
tional sciences begins re-appropriating qualitative 
methods by its interdisciplinary character (for a 
discussion of different disciplinarily understand-
ings, Thompson Klein 1996; Krone 2007, 23-24). 
Simultaneously, internal to organisations, the 
old ‘rationalistic-empirical’ mode of knowledge 
generation is favoured – in particular in the math-
ematics and formulae oriented way (e.g. Tsoukas 
& Cummings, 1997). So, where is DM situated 
in this dialogue between technological inspired 
knowledge creation and the quest for the general?

DM and the Particular: 
Methodology for the General

Data mining is oriented to individual organisa-
tion’s knowledge creation. This does not happen 
consciously. Rather, this ‘individualised’ form of 
knowledge creation is part of the appropriation 
of IS in due course of their implementation in the 
organisation (cp. Swanson, 1994; Krone, 2007). 
Due to the character of IS, being based on ‘Best 
Practice’ from a wide array of industries and many 
implementations, they have a general appeal, lay-
out and organisational model included (Kallinikos, 
2004, 22). From a practitioners perspective DM is 
seemingly oriented to the creation of general valid, 
a-temporal knowledge. This dualism is identified 
when recognising ERP’s foundation on software 
engineers idiosyncratic understanding of humans 
and the task at hand in the individual organisation 
where ERP are implemented (Isomäki 2002, 184-
187; Kallinkos 2004, 9-11). Based on Penrose’s 
idea that information minimise reluctance in tak-
ing actions the rise of DM becomes explainable 
in line with the traditional self-understanding of 
economics and the field of organisational sciences 
as a very much-related field of studies.
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Economics as a discipline is about the most 
efficient allocation of resources in a given set-
ting under constrains of scarcity. In line with 
this understanding, DM’s property of allowing 
developing new modes of conducting business 
make it attractive planning resources deployment 
in operations (Luan, 2002 for the academic field; 
Sartipi, Yarmand and Down, 2007 for the field 
of Electronic Health Provision; Blackwell and 
Ravada, w/o). With the aid of DM organisations 
develop and improve their internal procedures 
by ‘technological’ task execution based on data 
originating in OLTP. For scholars conducting 
research in the field of organisational sciences, 
the question to be asked is: why there is no outcry 
about the return to the particular?

It shall suffice suggesting that insofar as 
data mining, and the infrastructural applications 
leading to raw data used for machine learning, is 
constructed with a rational impetus it reinforces a 
rationale world perspective (Floyd, 1992; Tsoukas 
and Cummings 1997; Kallinikos 2004). Results 
gained from the particular organisation are per-
ceived generally valid, since methods used in 
DM are generally valid ones. Knowledge creation 
becomes an activity isolated from the general 
discourse of knowledge validity; or rather, the 
methods assure validity as such (cp. Penrose, op. 
cit.). Knowledge created in commercial settings 
adheres to the same principles as that generated 
for scientific purposes, so one could argue: It 
is rational science with the general in focus, so 
why bother (Nowotny et al., 2004, pp. 198-200 
and p. 223). The remaining question to be asked 
becomes: if the particular results from data mining 
are not challenged in their validity, why the same 
status is not granted to knowledge that is created 
by non-quantitative methods?

UNCOVERING THE RATIONAL 
IN QUALITATIVE METHODS

Following Toulmin (1990), Kvale (1995), 
Czarniawska(-Joerges) (1998, 2001), Sandberg 
(2005) qualitative methods, and thus as “weak” 
perceived information, are critisised for failing 
minimising impacts of human accounts of organi-
sational reality in the knowledge creation process.

When later engaged in qualitative research I 
encountered the positivist trinity […] used by 
mainstream researchers to disqualify qualitative 
research. [..,]”The results are not reliable, they 
are produced by leading interview questions”; 
“The results are not to be generalized, there are 
too few interview subjects”; and “The interview 
findings are not valid, how can you know if you find 
out what the person really means? (Kvale 2005).

Kvale shows that these weaknesses are endemic 
to knowledge creation with qualitative methods 
(Kvale, 1995). For him qualitative and quanti-
tative oriented methods are not per se right or 
wrong. They deviate in their scope of application 
and intentions of explanation. Following Kuhn 
(1996) there is not so much difference in respect 
to the ways in which knowledge is generated, but 
rather how relevant others are convinced that a 
dedicated set of knowledge is valid (understood as 
reality description that is shared in a given social 
setting; cp. Berger & Luckmann 1990; Barnes 
1995; Stacey 2001).

Peculiarities of Qualitative Research

For Kvale (1995) quantitative and qualitative 
forms of knowledge creation have their subjective 
influences. Under conditions of constructionist 
knowledge generation, here exemplified on the 
example of theories, knowledge sets are considered 
valid if they recognise:
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Validity as Quality of Craftsmanship

The validity of research result arises from the ca-
pacity of the researcher to remain within the limits 
of his/ her original research. This includes a con-
stant process of self-reflection by the researcher. 
He/she is asking him-/herself whether methods 
used are correctly applied, and whether potentially 
other methods might be of benefit. Researcher 
become part of their findings in that these reflect 
the integrity of the researcher. Knowledge claims 
generated by qualitative research are valid if they 
expose the representativity of object researched. 
The research process, and the presentation of find-
ings, is characterised by a constant questioning 
of what and why should be presented as studies 
content (Kvale 1995).

Communicative Validity

This criterion for validity involves the requirement 
for dialogue among researchers and the social 
environment into which he/she is integrated. A 
discussion about the reality in which the dialogue 
partners live ideally takes place. Valid knowledge 
is generated when knowledge claims are weighted 
against each other and author’s results are con-
sidered trustworthy by peers. The trustworthiness 
of knowledge is evaluated by asking about the 
character of the discourse – the how of the argu-
mentation. When considering the criteria under 
which the discourse is held and when something 
is considered true - the why- Kvale refers to ele-
ments like e.g. “[..] conssousseurship and criticism, 
accepting the personal, literary and even poetic as 
valid sources of knowledge“ (Kvale 1995). The 
dialogue itself – the who – is held among research-
ers, but should include the wider audience. Under 
conditions of postmodernity valid knowledge is 
produced by an inter-subjective validation of the 
content of knowledge claims.

Pragmatic Validity

In line with the pragmatists’ view that knowledge 
is there to obtain better action options, knowledge 
validity is achieved in allowing for better actions. 
The audience of the results of researchers’ work 
assigns validity to a knowledge claim. Applying 
the criterion of pragmatic validity, communicative 
validity becomes obsolete. The pragmatic valid-
ity criteria include ethical aspects of knowledge 
utilisation. Under these conditions the how of 
the validity is established by different measures, 
pending on the expected outcome. Knowledge 
claims can be valid if they are accompanied by 
actions taken in line with the claim. In a second 
form, a knowledge claim is valid when guiding to 
different action options by the knowledge appli-
cant. The cause of actions – the why – is whether 
knowledge can lead to better, and ethical, actions. 
Given the process of defining validity, the why on 
the knowledge set, leads to the question whether 
this allows for change. Validity of knowledge in 
line with pragmatic criteria is established by a 
dialogue among the researcher and users of it – 
the who of its establishment.

Positivistic Sciences and 
the Personal Element

Reconsidering knowledge generation in organi-
sational sciences Tsoukas and Cummings (1997; 
similar Toulmin, 1990 on a more general perspec-
tive) show that in lockstep with the emergence 
of rational sciences the art of story telling in 
personalised - human oriented - ways vanished. 
However, these forms of knowledge did not van-
ish as such, but they became subject to strong 
criticism for their ‘unscientific character’ in the 
eyes of rationalists.

Following Kuhn, Barnes and other authors in 
the constructionistic ‘camp’, qualitative methods 
imply and embody as strict rules as quantitative 
rules. Often these qualitative methods are used 
masking personal opinions. Implicitly researchers 
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act thereby less ethical, in respect to the research 
field at hand (Bridges 2003; Sandberg 2005). 
Bridges (2003) uncovers that there is no inferiority 
of educational science knowledge (as both fields 
are concerned with humans the author stipulates 
here an analogy between organisational sciences 
and educational sciences) created by qualitative 
methods (Bridges, 2003). Scientists employing 
these methods regularly tend to work less ethical 
by not complying too standards of scientific work, 
a point that was made a long time ago by Ravetz 
(1996). He argues that with the increasing neces-
sary investments in the field of (natural) sciences 
ethical issues increase. Reason is that research 
investments exceed individual researchers’ bud-
gets, opening the avenue to industrial oriented 
research. This form of research, according to 
Nowotny et al. (2003, 15-20), adheres to the logic 
of commercialisation and demands for different 
rules then academic for research (Ravetz 1996; 
and for the ethical conditions that lead to ‘good 
research’, see pp. 37-44).

When the topic of (organisational) knowl-
edge in organisations is added to the discourse 
of methodology, and the discussion is confined 
to the field of qualitative or quantitative methods 
themselves, the background description of data 
mining should be recalled. The argument was 
that knowledge generation by means of machine 
learning happens based on human defined pre-
rules (Witten & Frank, 2005, pp. 4-6, 30-35). 
As the rules developed by machines are human 
made in respect to the search algorithms to be 
looked for, and the data collected and captured 
for DM, Witten and Frank argue that knowledge 
sets resulting from machine learning have to be 
subject to words of attention. Reason being, that 
those are based on language and search biases 
(‘overfitting-avoidance bias’ exists but these are 
less relevant for the paper at hand; Witten and 
Frank, 2005, pp. 32-4).

The language bias takes its origin in the ques-
tion whether natural language methods should be 
used in order to describe findings, and whether 

there are limits in what should be accepted as 
knowledge sets originating in the machine learning 
process. Included in this bias is the question how, 
and whether, results from machine learning can 
be expressed in a natural language, or not, due to 
knowledge deficits about the domain and language 
used in the domain (ibid. p. 32-33; Krone, 2007). 
Thus, as a side note one comes back questioning 
whether and how Expert Systems can produce 
general understandable and applicable solutions 
for managerial decision-making.

Search bias refers to the problem that data 
(knowledge sets) gathered via data mining are, in 
a statistical sense, attempts fitting data collected 
to the problem at hand. Data are not assessed in 
their breadth of potential applications and avail-
able different readings, but in line with a human 
inspired maximum range of potential solutions. 
This process confines the heuristic of the machine 
learning processes. Potentially not all possible 
interpretations of the data are obtained. Problems 
like this are avoided when rechecking data after 
initial results were used. Manually reshaping 
results in order to prevent narrow results can 
happen. Search regimes (general to specific, or 
vice versa) can lead to skewed data that later have 
to be reconsidered (Witten & Frank, pp. 33-34).

Considering data mining under this perspective 
not only the understanding of social environment 
as embedded in Information Systems (cp. Floyd 
1992 a/b; D’Adderio 2002; Isomäki 2002; Kal-
linikos 2004) is problematic, but also the form 
of knowledge generation and the principles the 
knowledge output adhere too. The eminent ques-
tion is again: Why using quantitative methods 
that are resting on individuals’ understanding of 
a given field? Hence, as related to the aspect of 
organisational learning the question is: why these 
mechanised procedure for knowledge generation 
in organisational settings?
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TRENDS OF DM AND KNOWLEDGE: 
SECURITY AND ORGANISATIONS

First technical and organisational boundary condi-
tions for data mining were presented. Emphasised 
was developing an understanding that the data 
mining rests on different sources of data derived 
from human made Information Systems, and is 
thus necessarily subjective in many respects. Data 
mining can be defined as the process of using 
data generated from different sources in order to 
produce forward-looking predictions of causes of 
events during plan execution in any organisation.

Knowledge is described in Penrose (1995) 
perspective as principally shared in a given com-
munity (objective knowledge), but due to work 
experience giving rise to different application 
fields of it (experience). Knowledge becomes a 
resource rendering different services to different 
people. Information represents means for taking 
decisions under conditions of uncertainty, by col-
lecting new/additional information. The load of 
information gathered by organisational staff will 
vary, but whichever amount of information will 
suffice when collected by means defined by the 
organisation to be methodological sound in order 
to overcome uncertainty.

On the methodological diversity element, the 
argument is made that not necessarily qualitative 
methods are inferior to quantitative ones. Science, 
and scientific knowledge creation, can deal with 
different approaches for knowledge generation. 
Problems of knowledge generation, and thus 
validity, are not inherent to methods, but rather 
to the process and intentions when using a given 
meta-methodological choice. With Nowotny et 
al. (2004) and Ravetz (1996) the two extremes 
of this continuum are presented. Common thread 
of these authors is showing that humans conduct 
research, and therefore deficits in the utilisation 
of both methodological stance are relating back 
to scientific practices of the host setting in which 
they are embedded –the cutting line between ‘sci-

ence’ and commercial oriented ‘applied science’ 
(Ravetz 1996).

What can then explain the strong drive in more 
and more organisations to create knowledge by 
means of the data mining? Going a step back to 
the understanding of information as minimising 
insecurity in taking actions for organisation an 
important term is given namely security.

Economising and 
Normalising for Security

Security understood with Penrose is about the 
anticipations of the consequences of a given 
course of actions (Penrose, 1995, pp. 58-60). A 
different understanding of security is available in 
the social sciences and re-emerging only recently 
as important. It is the understanding developed 
by Michel Foucault.

In his account security as an action, guiding cat-
egory coincides with the emergence of the modern 
rational science discourse (cp. Foucault 2006a/b; 
cp. Toulmin 1990). It is necessary to trace some of 
elements of security in the Foucault’s understand-
ing, as this allows answering the second research 
question. Toulmin (1990) makes the compelling 
argument that rationality and security have to be 
thought together when describing Descarte’s and 
other rationalists view that the firm principles of 
rationality are expressions of nature like laws that 
should be discovered by scientific ways (Toulmin, 
1990, pp. 129-131; Foucault, 1996 a, pp. 428-431). 
In this view, natures like laws are expressions 
of strict and strong hierarchies that hold true for 
societies (Toulmin, pp. 132-135).

This argument nicely matches with the insti-
tutionalisation of the “rationalisation” of life as a 
form to comply with, and to, the emergent market 
order that swept away the old middle-aged feudal 
form of government (Foucault 2006a, 332-339). 
This kind of life goes beyond the individual mar-
ket participant (cp. Foucault, 2006 a, pp 93-96; 
Foucault, 2006 b, pp. 390-2; Dillon, 2008, 317). 
For Foucault the market, and the way it was 
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becoming ubiquitous in the western-world, is a 
mechanism by which the state attempts to secure 
its own society on the one side, and on the other 
delimits its own action options in order to ensure 
security (Foucault 2006a, 105-108, 394-402; cp. 
Dillon 2008, 310). Dillon (2008) extrapolates this 
Foucault’s idea and suggests that nowadays life 
has become unsecurable against the contingencies 
of its own development.

[..B]iopolitically speaking, contingency is consti-
tutive of what it is to be a living thing, the referent 
of object of biopolitics – life – cannot be secured 
against contingency. Biopolitically, it is instead 
secured through contingency (Dillon, 2008, 310).

Life is secured by gambling on contingencies 
of events that may occur at some point in time. 
By this means life is virtualised as a variable in 
the overall calculation of probabilities that form 
the motor of today’s derivative oriented financial 
economics (Dillon, 2008, 311, 326-329). Given 
that these derivative oriented financial economics 
are based on data mining, and the development 
of rules of statistics (Foucault, 2006 a, 90-8, in 
particular p. 95-98), it is due rethinking the security 
and the data mining as interdependent objects.

According to Foucault (2006), the success of 
the statistical method relies on the definition of 
objects – cities, citizens, states – as abstracted 
‘normalised’ neutral objects circulating in a given 
territory. Similarly, Witten and Frank (2005) argue 
to some extent that the results of data mining are 
matched like statistical results against a given 
description of reality. For Foucault, by initially 
applying the statistical method, research was 
concentrated on those measures allowing mini-
mising deviations from the declared normalised 
status (Foucault, 1996 a, p. 96-97). Thus, the re-
interpretation of data mining in line with such an 
understanding of security, and further the creation 
of knowledge resting on normalised data from 
OLAP, can be taken for understanding the em-
phasis given to machine learned knowledge sets.

A Security Oriented Genealogy 
of Organisations

When overseeing the literature on organisational 
design and management (cp. Mintzberg, 1978; 
Eisenhardt 1989a; Ghoshal & Moran, 1996; Gib-
son et al. 2003) it is no exaggeration suggesting that 
much emphasis is on the topic of normalising the 
operations and procedures, and maintain a status 
of optimised flow through of products, or service 
provision. Insofar as the focus is on the optimised 
flow-through (the double-edged perspective of this 
word when remembering Foucault is interesting) 
there is a strong impetus cutting down on vari-
ability in task execution on the side of employees 
(March & Simon 1958, 29; Mintzberg 1978; Gib-
son et al. 357–362). Adler and Borys (1996), Sia 
et al. (2002) and Kallinikos (2004) argue that in 
particular ERP and MIS are means dramatically 
cutting-down on employees’ autonomy in task 
execution- even if declared otherwise.

Furthermore, the management science prin-
cipal – agent model can be used showing that in 
management sciences there is a constant thrive 
to detect and apply models allowing minimising 
risks of individual autarkic behaviour by enfram-
ing it ‘technologically’ (e.g. Eisenhardt 1989b; 
Holmstrome & Tirole, 1989). When this admit-
tedly short overview is considered valid, the role 
of IS in organisations also can be read in the light 
of security in Foucault’ian terms, which answers 
the second research question.

CONCLUSION: DM AND 
SECURITY OR PREDICTABILITY 
AND IGNORANCE

Extending the argument of the previous sub-chap-
ter IS are means that ensure organisational security 
by allowing for predictability by cutting-down in 
variability of actions carried out by employees. 
The data mining is then the automated process by 
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which information from the IS are converted into 
knowledge and valid “per se”.

Qualitative- human oriented modes of 
knowledge creation are suspect to fallacies, and 
subjectivities, in line with the rational emphasis 
of organisational sciences that goes hand in hand 
with security concerns (Foucault 2006a/b; Floyd 
1992a/b; Capurro 2008 for the critical analysis of 
dehumanised and unreflective IS design; Tsoukas 
& Cumming, 1997 in organisational sciences). 
In more abstract terms, this leads to a process, in 
which the human element is squashed in order to 
allow for smooth operations. Interesting aspect 
in this de-humanisation process of IS in organi-
sations is the emphasis and strictness. This, on 
the one-hand side the market element (customer 
focus in organisations for better action options – 
the Penrose’an interpretation of information), is 
favoured while on the other hand results of data 
mining are not questioned (Witt & Frank 2005, 
35-37; Floyd 1992 a with her call for a reflective-
discursive approach toward IS).

Adding a further step on this sceptical account 
on the autonomy of data mining based knowledge, 
Capurro (2008) stresses the ethical problems of 
IT in more general. One part of these ethics is

[..T]o learn not just to store, retrieve, and man-
age information but to become aware that what 
we do is handle with biased knowledge, i.e. that 
our basic ability in an information society should 
be a hermeneutical one, which includes such 
critical arts as the interpretation, aesthetic or 
creative design, and responsibility towards our 
lives (Capurro, 2008).

Consequently, the ‘self’, understood as a me-
diator between the “ego” and the environment, 
has to be strengthened and recaptured against and 
with IT. Taking a step back, it becomes apparent 
that the exclusion of qualitative methods within 
the field of organisational sciences leads to an 
extended securitisation and abstraction from the 
human element. By these means, consumers of 

data mining based knowledge become subject to 
self-deception in respect to the validity and neutral 
character of knowledge generated. Reason is that 
ERP, MIS, and their respective data pools, are me-
diated representations of designers’ understanding 
of the world we are living in.

The challenge is that even knowledge generated 
from machine learning has a human core –medi-
ated by the IS design and the DM in particular- of 
which users should be aware. In data mining, the 
level of normalisation of lives is biggest, and the 
alleged level of neutrality of knowledge sets most 
given. Witt and Frank (2005) have shown, even if 
data warehouses and machine learning are means 
by which knowledge is gathered, some inference 
and/ or deductive means are to be borne - humans 
define the universe of inquiry about which they 
want to learn something.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Data Mining: Process of collecting and ana-
lysing data originating from IS for underlying 
structures that can inform about patterns invis-
ible to human perception; predominantly applied 
against abstracted data.

Information Systems: Combination of tech-
nological and human systems in order to facilitate 
for the exchange of information; different forms 
exist, e.g. DSS, ERP, MIS.

Knowledge Creation & Methodology: Pro-
cess by which a given sequences of procedures 
is taken in order to interpret data or information 
for the creation of new insight.

Organisation: Human generated and enacted 
social object, serving a given purpose for a not 
defined amount of time with an internally defined 
structure.
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Qualitative Methods: A given set of proce-
dures for the generation of knowledge attempting 
minimising human impact on knowledge out-
comes; formal oriented uses abstractions.

Security: Taking actions in an informed way 
and being aware of the consequences these ac-
tions will have.

Validity: An outcome of knowledge opera-
tions representing reality in an uncontested way 
when humans using different knowledge creation 
methodologies engage in dialogue.

This work was previously published in Data Mining in Public and Private Sectors: Organizational and Government Applica-
tions, edited by Antti Syvajarvi and Jari Stenvall, pp. 162-183, copyright 2010 by Information Science Reference (an imprint 
of IGI Global).
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Chapter  1.16

ABSTRACT

Effective knowledge transfer between infrastruc-
ture projects plays a significant role in organisa-
tional success and discovery of new technologies, 
helping to achieve and maintain competitive 
advantage and, in effect, sustainable infrastruc-
ture development. Knowledge is recognised as 
an important organisational asset that adds value 
while being shared. To date, research on knowl-
edge transfer has focused on traditional (func-
tional) types of organisations. However, existing 
knowledge transfer approaches fail to address the 
issue of unique characteristics of project-based 
organisations, and the fact that functional and 
project-based organisations significantly differ in 

terms of structure, processes, and characteristics. 
Therefore, there is a need for a different, separate 
approach for managing knowledge in the project 
environment. The aim of this chapter is to high-
light this need. An extensive literature review is 
provided on the areas of project management, 
knowledge management, and organisational 
structure; this is further supported by empirical 
evidence from interviews with project manage-
ment practitioners. Conducting a ‘cross-field’ 
literature review provides a better understanding 
of the knowledge transfer mechanisms and its 
application to projects, and of the importance of 
knowledge transfer across projects. This research 
is crucial to gaining a better understanding of 
knowledge transfer in the project environment. 
It stresses that there are dissimilarities between 
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project-based organisations and functional or-
ganisations in terms of organisational structure, 
duration of processes, viewpoint of time, response 
to change, and mobility of people, and that there 
is a need for a unique strategic approach in or-
der to achieve effective transfer of knowledge. 
Furthermore, findings presented in this chapter 
reveal key elements that play an important role in 
across project knowledge transfer. These elements 
include: social communication, lessons learned 
databases, and project management offices.

INTRODUCTION

The World Commission on Environment and 
Development defines sustainable development 
as ‘ensuring the needs of the present generation 
without compromising the ability of future genera-
tions to meet their own needs’ (Vollenbroek, 2002). 
However, sustainability should be addressed not 
only for environmental concerns or society’s ex-
pectations, but because it makes good business 
sense (Robinson et al., 2006). In order to achieve 
competitive sustainability, many firms are initi-
ating extensive knowledge management efforts 
(Gold, Malhotra, & Segars, 2001). According to 
Sigma Guidelines (in Robinson, Anumba, Carrillo, 
& Al-Ghassani, 2006) knowledge management is 
central to the sustainability debate, reflected by 
the important role of human and social capital 
for putting sustainability development into prac-
tice. Sustainability has become the foundation 
for strategy formulation in today’s fast growing 
businesses. Individual efforts in research, innova-
tion, monitoring, and assessment can contribute 
to sustainability. However, the full utility of such 
independent contributions depends on develop-
ing integrated knowledge systems (Cash et al., 
2003). Knowledge and knowledge workers are a 
company’s intellectual capital, and are also the key 
factors in its sustainable development (Carneiro, 
2000). However, most of the times, the intellectual 
capital is not well recognised, remains largely 

hidden, and is not entirely utilised. Furthermore, 
knowledge flows in the organisation in a continu-
ous, but unsystematic manner. The lack of spe-
cific knowledge management systems inevitably 
leads to a data bank of enormous magnitude. It is 
therefore necessary to apply a system that enables 
the information and knowledge to be properly 
managed (Carneiro, 2000). Top management 
should focus their attention on this need because 
the intellectual capitals of their companies and 
innovation infrastructure are the real sources of 
future competitiveness (Leonard-Barton in Car-
neiro, 2000). The organisation’s knowledge and 
capability is one key to its long-term survival (Kot-
nour, 1999). Consequently, effective knowledge 
management ensures sustainable infrastructure 
development through more effective communica-
tion across projects and organisations, building 
awareness of infrastructure needs of present and 
future generations.

This chapter emphasises the need for a unique 
approach in knowledge transfer for project-based 
organisations (PBOs) to ensure better project man-
agement and, consequently, sustainable infrastruc-
ture development. To support this argument, this 
chapter starts with a discussion on the importance 
of knowledge transfer for PBOs, and the concept 
of, and current approaches to, knowledge transfer. 
It continues with a comparison of two different 
organisational settings–namely, functional and 
PBO–and presents findings from interviews that 
elaborate on key elements of knowledge transfer 
in the project environment. Ultimately, drawing 
from the literature review and empirical findings, 
the chapter argues the need for a unique approach 
to managing knowledge in different organisational 
settings.

THE IMPORTANCE OF 
KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER

The second half of the 20th century has seen an 
evolution in the nature of organisations, from the 
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functional structure that was almost universally 
adopted in the first half of the century, to the PBO. 
This evolution was caused by the changing nature 
of work from mass production, with essentially 
stable customer requirements and slowly changing 
technology, to the current situation, where every 
product supplied may be of bespoken design, 
and technology and markets change continuously 
and rapidly (Turner & Keegan, 2000). Currently, 
many organisations in many industries switch to 
matrixes or PBOs due to innovative and rapidly 
changing environments. In the building industry, 
for example, there is a clear need to organise work 
on a project basis (Taylor & Levitt, 2005) due to 
the variability in work volume and product mix in 
the course of a business cycle, seasonal fluctuation 
in volume, geographic limitations, and the site-
based nature of construction and infrastructure 
(Stinchcombe, 1987).

There are two types of PBOs: (1) organisa-
tions that derive their revenue primarily from 
performing projects for others under contracts, 
for example: architectural firms, consultants, 
construction, government contractors; and (2) 
organisations that have adopted management by 
projects and have management systems structured 
to facilitate project management (Project Manage-
ment Institute, 2004; Turner & Crawford, 2000).

The key characteristic of PBOs is that they op-
erate on projects. A project is complex, composed 
of a number of activities and is goal-orientated. 
A project is finite and has its beginning and end 
date, limited resources and budget, and involves 
many people across several functional areas in the 
organisation (Weiss & Wysocki, 1992). Project 
Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) de-
fines project as ‘a temporary effort undertaken to 
create a unique product, service or result’ (Project 
Management Institute, 2004). ‘Temporary’ means 
that every project has a definite beginning and end. 
Projects can last for several days as well as for few 
years; however, the duration of the project is finite. 
Managing through projects has the advantage of 
speed and focus (Lampel, Scarbrough & Macmil-

lan, 2008). A project creates unique deliverables 
and even if some project elements are repetitive, 
this does not change its uniqueness (Project 
Management Institute, 2004). Despite a project’s 
uniqueness, each project activity can be reused in 
other projects, and can provide a valuable lesson 
due to the unexpected actions, unique approach 
or problems experienced during project phases. 
It is therefore important for projects to go beyond 
the specific deliverables and also become sites for 
acquisition and integration of knowledge. On the 
other hand, because of the temporary character 
of projects, accumulated knowledge is often ir-
reversibly lost. Moreover, projects tend to repeat 
the same mistakes too often because of the lack of 
effective knowledge transfer (Desouza & Evaristo, 
2006). This knowledge can be effectively utilised 
in other projects within the same organisation 
(Landaeta, 2008). For this reason, it is important 
to share knowledge across projects in order to 
avoid unnecessary reinventions of what has been 
already done. Existing research on project learning 
has recognised the need for knowledge transfer 
within and between projects in PBOs (Baccarini, 
1999; Bower & Walker, 2007; Kotnour, 1999; 
Schindler & Eppler, 2003; Walker, 2004).

APPROACHES TO 
KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER

Knowledge, according to Davenport and Prusak 
(1998 p. 137) is a fluid mix of framed experi-
ence, values, contextual information, and expert 
insight that provides a framework for evaluating 
and incorporating new experiences and informa-
tion. It originates in the minds of knowledge 
holders and is transferred into documents, or-
ganisational routines, processes, practices, and 
norms. When knowledge is learned and shared 
among individuals and adapted in organisational 
processes it becomes a valuable asset. Therefore 
it is important to manage knowledge effectively 
to avoid its loss. In order to identify, share, apply, 
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and create knowledge within an organisation, 
this asset has to be properly managed. There 
is a discipline of knowledge management that 
enables the organisation of knowledge within 
the company. Knowledge management requires 
intensive efforts to improve how knowledge is 
created, delivered, and used (Davenport, Prusak 
& Strong, 2008). Knowledge management is 
the process of identifying, organising, transfer-
ring, and using information and knowledge both 
personally and institutionally to support strategic 
objectives (Gamble & Blackwell, 2001 p.3). The 
overall purpose of knowledge management is to 
maximise the organisation’s knowledge-related 
effectiveness and returns from its knowledge as-
sets, and to renew them constantly (Wiig, 1997). 
Ultimately, effective knowledge management 
leads a company to achieve a competitive advan-
tage and continued growth (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 
1995; Walker, Wilson & Srikanathan, 2004).

Knowledge transfer is an important element 
in the knowledge management process. Argote 
& Ingram (2000) defined knowledge transfer as 
‘the process through which one unit (e.g., group, 
department, or division) is affected by the experi-
ence of another’. The transfer of organisational 
knowledge, such as best practices, is hard to 
achieve because it is difficult to connect the right 
person with the source of knowledge he/she re-
quires (Argote & Ingram, 2000).

Current approaches to knowledge transfer have 
focused mainly on knowledge transfer techniques 
required to transfer particular knowledge types 
(Alavi & Leidner, 2001; Cook & Brown, 1999; 
Foos, Schum & Rothenberg, 2006; Liebowitz, 
2005; Newell, Bresnen, Edelman, Scarbrough & 
Swan, 2006). One group of authors emphasises 
the importance of soft techniques that promote 
mostly face-to-face communication by using 
social networks (Cook & Brown, 1999; Foos et 
al., 2006; Liebowitz, 2005; Newell et al., 2006). 
Others argue that transfer of knowledge by 
electronic means is the most effective for shar-
ing knowledge (Alavi & Leidner, 2001; Sharp, 

2003). Document exchange and e-mail is a highly 
effective and efficient mechanism for sharing 
codified knowledge. However, it is often highly 
inappropriate for transmitting tacit knowledge. 
By contrast, conversations and the transfer of 
people are relatively inefficient mechanisms for 
sharing codified knowledge, but for transferring 
tacit knowledge, they can be irreplaceable (Ja-
simuddin, 2008).

Existing literature fails to address specific char-
acteristics of different organisational settings as a 
significant factor in building a knowledge transfer 
approach. The next section argues the need for a 
separate knowledge transfer approach for PBOs 
due to their specific characteristics.

PBO VS. FUNCTIONAL 
ORGANISATION

This section compares the two organisational 
settings of PBOs and functional organisation 
to illustrate the major dissimilarities, including 
organisational structure, processes, viewpoint 
on time, and employees’ mobility that impact on 
knowledge transfer in both organisational types.

Organisational Structure

In functional organisations, specialisation along 
functional lines enables learning. Moreover, 
functional organisations have already embodied 
mechanisms to link functional departments and act 
as knowledge silos, while PBOs lack such mecha-
nisms for knowledge acquisition and transfer from 
one project to another (Hobday, 2000; Prencipe 
& Tell, 2001). In PBOs there are no formal links 
across project lines or, at best, the connection is 
weak; this hinders the knowledge transfer and 
learning process causing ‘learning closure’, and 
lack of cross-project learning and communication 
(Hobday, 2000). Moreover, PBO operates mainly 
on projects that function as separate endeavours, 
and are often geographically dispersed; this too 
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trammels knowledge transfer and the learning 
process. Geographical dispersion of projects and 
the size of PBOs are other significant variables 
to be included to ensure effective inter-project 
knowledge transfer. Depending on the charac-
teristics of projects and size of PBOs, different 
knowledge transfer techniques should be used to 
communicate knowledge. Geographical disper-
sion of projects has reduced the amount of social 
communication occurring during projects. When 
social communication is missing, the project must 
develop specific means to increase communication 
(Arenius, Artto, Lahti & Meklin, 2003). As projects 
become more highly distributed along the dimen-
sions of space and time, the problems associated 
with knowledge boundaries between the practices 
of the different projects also increase (Newell, 
Goussevskaia, Swan, Bresnen & Obembe, 2008). 
Table 1 below shows four situations that include 
the two characteristics of PBOs: their size and 
geographical dispersion of projects.

On the one spectrum there are co-located 
projects within small/medium PBOs where proj-
ect team members have more opportunities for 
direct interactions, such as unscheduled meetings, 
informal seminars, and coffee break conversations. 
In fact, informal channels of communication are 
effective in promoting socialisation and are 
mainly suited for small organisations (Alavi & 
Leidner, 2001). On the other end of the spectrum, 
there are distributed projects within large PBOs, 
where project team members have limited op-
portunities to socialise. Therefore, inter-project 

communication needs to shift from team members 
to project leaders and project managers who can 
communicate directly during scheduled meetings. 
Depending on the project characteristics and the 
size of the PBO, there is a change in the means 
of communication used to transfer the knowledge 
as well as the party involved in the inter-project 
knowledge transfer. Therefore, there is a need for 
PBOs to include a project’s geographical location, 
and organisational size in developing a knowledge 
transfer approach.

Furthermore, project managers within a PBO 
typically have very high status and direct control 
over business functions, personnel, and other 
resources (Hobday, 2000). The role of the project 
manager does not exist in functional organisations, 
as the responsibilities of the functional manager 
significantly differ from those held by the project 
manager. In functional organisations, managers 
supervise one specialised area, for example, fi-
nance or sales. A functional organisation is more 
vertical in its structure where the manager of the 
function reports to the senior manager who further 
reports to the executive manager in a chain of com-
mand (Bartol, Tein, Matthews & Sharma, 2008), 
while the project manager acts as a connector 
between projects and the organisation, as well as 
being responsible for producing and transferring 
lessons learned. This role in knowledge transfer 
is crucial (Eskerod & Skriver, 2007; Loo, 2002) 
and should be included in the knowledge transfer 
approach for PBOs.

Viewpoint on Time

Another element that differentiates the two or-
ganisational settings is time. Time is fundamen-
tal for PBOs, primarily because the temporary 
character of a project defines the end date from 
the very beginning (Lundin & Söderholm, 1995; 
Ngoasong & Manfredi, 2007). Projects are subject 
to urgency, and are required to deliver desired 
outcomes within a desired timescale (Turner 
& Muller, 2003). For functional organisations, 

Table 1. Matrix of PBO types, according to 
projects’ geographical dispersion and size of 
organisation 

Geographical Dispersion

Si
ze

 o
f P

B
O Co-located projects 
within small/medium 

PBO

Distributed projects 
within small/medium 

PBO

Co-located projects 
within large PBO

Distributed projects 
within large PBO
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time is generally regarded as a limited resource 
and is often alluded to in terms such as ‘time is 
money’ (Lundin & Söderholm, 1995). However, 
functional organisations are survival rather than 
time orientated, and the future, is perceived as 
eternal and will naturally continue to be seen as 
eternal (Lundin & Söderholm, 1995). In a project 
environment, the handling of time is more com-
plicated since time is literally limited. Therefore, 
time is always running out because it is finite and 
known from the beginning.

Processes and Other Features

Because of the time limit, a project is seen in 
terms of its start-to-finish phases. It is necessary 
to define and plan the project, then to address the 
task set out and, finally, to terminate it. This is 
the opposite of functional organisations, where 
processes are continuous and stable. Functions 
can be defined as ‘stable’ because both the work 
of the functions and the intermediate products 
which pass between them are well defined and 
unchanging, leading to a functional approach to 
work (Mintzberg, 1979).

The complexity and uniqueness of projects 
as well as the involvement of different parties 
in projects impair organisation-wide learning 
(Prencipe & Tell, 2001). Complexity and unique-
ness of projects do not mean that projects cannot 
produce valuable knowledge for other projects 
or organisations. Alternatively, every project can 
provide a valuable lesson for other projects due 
to the unexpected actions, unique approaches, 
or problems experienced during project phases, 
especially during the planning phases (Kotnour, 
1999). Projects promote innovation by allow-
ing organisations to respond more flexibly and 
speedily to external demands and to work across 
organisational and disciplinary boundaries. There-
fore, a project has been recognised as an important 
locus for organisational learning and innovation 
(Newell et al., 2008). A functional organisation, 
on the other hand, is strong in performing routine 

tasks, achieving economies of scale, facilitating 
companywide technical development, and promot-
ing organisation-wide learning (Hobday, 2000).

Employees

Because projects are time-orientated, people con-
stantly remember the pressure of time, focusing 
rather on project activities than on knowledge 
transfer (Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Kotnour, 
1999; Loo, 2002) Moreover, when the project 
finishes, people go back to their previous func-
tions or start work on new projects. Members 
of the disbanded team often have little time and 
motivation to reflect on their experience and 
document transferable knowledge for recycling 
in the future (Brady & Davies, 2004). As each 
new project starts, there is a tendency to reinvent 
the process, rather than to learn from the experi-
ences of previous projects (Prusak, 1997). These 
problems do not exist in functional organisations 
where the processes are stable and ongoing, ac-
tivities are continuous, knowledge is established 
and the future is perceived as eternal. In these 
conditions, there is more time and motivation 
to transfer knowledge. Moreover, in functional 
organisations, people remain in their positions; 
this encourages the development of expertise, 
as members specialise in a particular function 
(Bartol et al., 2008).

Table 2 compares the characteristics of PBOs 
and functional organisations, as discussed above.

There are significant dissimilarities in both 
organisational settings–PBOs and functional or-
ganisations–in terms of organisational structure, 
processes, viewpoint on time, employees’ mobil-
ity, and uniqueness of tasks and activities. PBOs 
clearly have specific characteristics affecting 
knowledge transfer in and across projects that do 
not occur in functional organisations. Conse-
quently, there is a need to apply a knowledge 
transfer approach to PBOs that will include the 
unique characteristics of project organisations.
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EMPIRICAL STUDY

Ten semi-structured interviews were conducted 
with project management practitioners, includ-
ing program managers, project leaders, project 
management consultants (who were providing 
consultancy to PBOs across a range of indus-
tries), and one senior structural engineer. Each 
respondent had at least five years of experience 
in project management. The aim of the interviews 
was to capture practices in knowledge transfer 
in a project environment. The average interview 
time was one hour. All interviews were recorded 
and later transcribed. Data from the interviews 
was analysed using NVivo8 software that allowed 
for arranging and analysing data in an efficient 
manner. Findings from the interviews focused on 
the key elements important in knowledge transfer 
in PBOs.

Knowledge Transfer Techniques

Interviews revealed that both face-to-face com-
munication and electronic means are often applied 

to transfer knowledge to other projects. Still, in-
terviewees highly valued face-to-face interaction 
over electronic. One respondent said: “From my 
personal experience you cannot beat face-to-face 
communication, because if you send an e-mail 
it can be misconstrued, you cannot have a tone 
in an e-mail, you don’t get facial expressions” 
(Program Leader).

Nevertheless, face-to-face interaction to 
transfer knowledge cannot always be possible 
in a project environment. This is due to proj-
ects’ remote locations, and temporary character. 
Thus, respondents emphasized the need for using 
electronic communication and a lessons learned 
database. One interviewee commented: “Being in 
a remote location you don’t necessarily have that 
social interaction, which often can lead to business 
talk after your social interaction” (Project Manger). 
Geographical dispersion of projects has reduced 
the amount of social communication occurring 
during projects. When social communication is 
missing, the project must develop specific means 
to increase communication (Arenius et al., 2003). 
As projects become more highly distributed along 

Table 2. PBO and functional organisation comparison 

Characteristics PBO Functional Organisation

Organisational
Structure

Main Unit – Projects Main Unit – Function, Department, and/or Division

Project Manager is a chief executive of temporary 
organisation

Manager of the function reports to senior manager who further 
reports to executive manager in a chain of command

Vertical structure Horizontal structure

Lack or weakness of formal links across projects Easy co-ordination between departments as activities are related

Processes Flexible, staged Stable, continuous

Features

Unique, novel Repetitive, routine activities

Transient On going

Subject to change and uncertainty High inertia to change

Viewpoint On
Time

Time is existence Time is money

Time orientated Survival (continued existence) orientated

Finite character - the end date of the project is 
known from its very beginning Future is perceived as eternal with no end time identified a priori

Employees
People come from several areas of organisation, 
and are formed around the project People remain in their positions and stay within the function

Loosely defined jobs Precisely defined jobs
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the dimensions of space, time and organisations, 
the problems associated with knowledge boundar-
ies between the practices of the different projects 
involved also increase (Newell et al., 2008). The 
communication means used to transfer knowledge 
changes according to the project characteristics 
and size of the PBO. During the interviews, it 
was suggested that communication between co-
located projects occurs mostly on a face-to-face 
basis during informal meetings; however, for 
the large PBOs and/or remote projects, this may 
not be possible and other approaches have to be 
utilised, including a lessons learned repository, 
e-mail, and on-line forums.

Lessons Learned

Another way to accumulate and transfer project 
knowledge, and deal with the problem of projects’ 
remote locations is to create a lessons learned 
database. Lessons learned are the key project 
experiences, which have certain general business 
relevance for future projects (Project Manage-
ment Institute, 2004). Lessons learned often are 
a valuable knowledge source for projects and the 
entire organisation, and should be reviewed and 
acquired from other projects, especially during 
the planning phase of the project and should be 
produced during the controlling and closing phase 
of the project (Kotnour, 1999; Project Management 
Institute, 2004). Interviewees confirmed findings 
from the literature that transfer of lessons learned 
across projects saves time and prevents valuable 
knowledge being lost. When a project ends and 
the project team diverges, it is difficult to identify 
the person who worked on the task of interest. A 
lessons learned database is mostly useful when 
there is a need to identify issues that occurred in 
past projects. It stores important project informa-
tion and helps identify people who previously 
worked on projects. However, for a lessons learned 
database to work effectively, it needs to be acces-
sible, intelligible, and user friendly. People are not 
interested in searching for information in a pile 

of irrelevant documents that can be tiresome and 
time consuming. Nowadays IT interactive tools 
for knowledge creation and sharing such as wikis 
become increasingly popular. A Wiki is a col-
laboratively created and iteratively improved set 
of web pages (Wagner, 2004). Wiki represents a 
common platform through which people interact 
and collaborate in order to create, share and dis-
seminate knowledge (e.g. Wikipedia) (Cuel, Ponte, 
& Rossi, 2009; Shu, Chuang, & Sheng Lin, 2009). 
Wiki facilitates knowledge sharing and enables 
distant collaboration. Therefore, it can comprise 
a useful tool not only for the individual use, but 
in the organisational environment as well, espe-
cially in the PBOs where projects are distant and 
face-to-face integration is not always possible. 
Creating lessons learned database in a wiki form 
enables user friendly interaction that facilitates 
creation and sharing of knowledge even among 
those in dispersed location.

Project Management Office

Another component (highlighted by interviewees) 
that facilitates knowledge transfer in projects–
mostly across projects–is the knowledge-based 
project management office (PMO). PBO is 
inherently weak in the coordinating processes, 
resources, and capabilities across the organisation 
as a whole (Hobday, 2000). However, advanced 
(matured) PBOs embody knowledge-based PMOs 
that play important roles as connectors between 
projects. A PMO is an organisational entity estab-
lished to manage a specific project or a related 
series of projects, usually headed by a project 
or program manager (Ward, as cited in Dai and 
Wells, 2004). A PMO is designed to coordinate 
learning across projects by facilitating knowledge 
management through exposure to multiple proj-
ects, leveraging previous solutions and sharing 
good practice (Liu & Yetton, 2007). Interviewees 
acknowledged PMO as a true source of project 
knowledge, and a source of all the project related 
information. It was said that establishment of a 
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PMO better organised communication networks 
in PBOs, and made organisational structures 
comprehensible, with clear procedures of where 
to go, and whom to ask for knowledge. Moreover, 
interviewees recognised the key functions of 
PMOs in knowledge transfer in PBOs (especially 
in inter-project knowledge transfer): providing 
mentoring and advice for projects, and being a 
central repository for lessons learned.

CONCLUSION

Currently organisations change their focus shifting 
from short-term goals such as profitability and 
increasing shareholder value to long-term building 
knowledge assets, developing trust, improving 
governance and sustainability (Robinson et al., 
2006). Many authors argue that well embodied 
knowledge management practices facilitate 
sustainable development and lead organisations 
to competitive sustainability (Gold et al., 2001; 
Robinson et al., 2006). Failure to integrate sustain-
ability principles into an organisation’s business 
strategy could result in a loss of competitive 
advantage and business opportunities, which will 
undermine long-term performance. Developing 
a knowledge management strategy enables an 
organisation to unlock and leverage the different 
types of knowledge, to identify competencies re-
quired to become a forward thinking and learning 
organisation with the ability to put sustainability 
principles into practice (Robinson et al., 2006). 
As knowledge transfer is a principal knowledge 
management process, it is central to achieving the 
goals of corporate sustainability. Therefore it is 
important for organisations to have the capability 
to develop and implement effective knowledge 
transfer approach. Consequently, there is a need to 
apply a knowledge transfer approach to PBOs that 
will include the unique characteristics of project 
organisation, as significant dissimilarities between 
PBO and functional organisation have been identi-
fied. PBOs differ from functional organisations 

in terms of organisational structure, duration of 
processes, viewpoint of time, complexity and 
uniqueness of tasks and activities, and mobility 
of people. These characteristics shape knowledge 
transfer practices in both organisational settings. 
For example, the finite character of projects causes 
project managers to bear in mind time pressure and 
so they become primarily focused on product or 
service delivery, rather than on knowledge transfer 
activities. This hinders knowledge transfer, caus-
ing ‘learning closure’, and lack of cross-project 
learning and communication. Moreover, projects 
are often geographically dispersed, which impedes 
frequent face-to-face interaction.

To overcome this problem, it was suggested 
to use a lessons learned database. However, for 
a lessons learned database to work effectively, 
it needs to be accessible, intelligible, and user 
friendly. For this reason, a properly set up and 
accessible repository of lessons learned in a 
form of wikis or other user friendly interactive 
IT tool, is critical to preserve knowledge, ensure 
its creation, and share. Nevertheless, only some 
knowledge types can be stored in a database. Other 
types, such as tacit knowledge, cannot be easily 
preserved, regulated or codified and have to be 
managed differently by providing an effective 
communication system. Therefore, face-to-face 
communication still plays an important role in the 
project environment. Workshops, seminars, oppor-
tunities for informal meetings, coffee breaks, and 
other direct interactions are effective techniques to 
transfer knowledge. PBOs should promote social 
communication whenever possible.

Another approach, proposed by interviewees, 
was to establish a knowledge-based PMO to sup-
port the project manager in performing knowledge 
transfer activities. A well embodied PMO provides 
assistance in managing the project and the proj-
ect’s knowledge. PMOs and lessons learned are 
specific to PBOs. They do not exist in functional 
organisations and are, therefore, not included in 
their knowledge transfer approaches. Thus, there 
is an urgent need for project organisations to 
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build a unique knowledge transfer approach that 
acknowledges specific features of PBOs.

Knowledge, as a source of competitive advan-
tage, if managed effectively, can help organisa-
tions to achieve their continuous improvement 
and growth. Therefore, knowledge is an essential 
element in infrastructure sustainability. Effective 
knowledge transfer ensures sustainable infrastruc-
ture development by more effective communica-
tion across projects and organisations; this, in turn, 
leads to building awareness of infrastructure needs 
and its current issues.
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ABSTRACT

The main purpose of this chapter is to conduct a 
theoretical analysis of how product innovation is 
influenced by the process of knowledge manage-
ment, and to show that it is necessary to complete 
the entire process in order to develop incremental 
as well as radical innovations. Other studies have 
associated different knowledge development pro-
cesses with different types of product innovation 
by specifically linking radical innovation with 
exploration processes, and incremental innovation 
with exploitation processes. We differ from this 
point of view, since we consider both processes 
as being necessary to the development of the two 
kinds of innovations.

INTRODUCTION

Product innovation is one of the visible results 
of the capability to create knowledge (Un and 
Cuervo-Cazurra, 2004), since the knowledge 
that is created must be justified by introducing 
innovations (Nonaka, von Krogh and Voelpel, 
2006). Schumpeter (1934) already claimed that 
new combinations of knowledge and of learning 
were transferred to the creation of innovations in 
the enterprise. An innovative context is going to 
require the combination of different knowledge 
bases, as well as the creation of new knowledge. 
Thompson (1965) defined innovation as the gen-
eration, acceptance and implementation of new 
ideas, processes, products or services, while the 
definition put forward by Zaltman, Duncan and 
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Holbeck (1973) states that innovation is an idea, 
practice or material artefact perceived to be new 
by the relevant unit of adoption. In this chapter 
we will focus on product innovation, which may 
be radical or incremental. Radical (or disruptive) 
innovation is an innovation that has a significant 
impact on a market and on the economic activity 
of firms in that market (OECD, 2005: 58), but it is 
important to recognise that an innovation can also 
consist of a series of minor incremental changes 
(OECD, 2005: 40). Thus, following this idea and 
also following definitions put forward by Dewar 
and Dutton (1986), Ettlie, Bridges and O’Keefe 
(1984) and Gopalakrishnan and Damanpour 
(1997), we consider radical innovation as that 
producing fundamental changes in the activities 
of an organisation and incremental innovation as 
that which produces minimal changes. Radical 
and incremental outcomes are thus considered 
as two dimensions. Consequently, we understand 
that innovation outcomes must include radical 
and incremental innovations (Damanpour, 1991; 
Gopalakrishnan and Damanpour, 1997). Knowl-
edge created by an organisation may be reflected 
in the whole range of these outcomes.

Furthermore, the knowledge development 
process in organisations requires exploration 
and exploitation activities. Initially, the concepts 
of exploration and exploitation were proposed 
from the literature on Organisational Learning. 
More specifically, March (1991) defines explo-
ration as those activities related with searching 
and experimenting, whereas exploitation is the 
expansion of existing competencies, technologies 
and paradigms. Both activities are necessary for 
the continuous development of learning (Bontis, 
Crossan and Hulland, 2002; March, 1991) and 
therefore for the development of organisational 
knowledge.

Nevertheless, some authors conceptualise 
exploration and exploitation as outcomes and 
not as capabilities, and they specifically associ-
ate exploration with radical and exploitation with 
incremental innovation (e.g. Benner and Tush-

man, 2002). The framework that we propose here 
departs from those studies and suggests that the 
degree of novelty is not the aspect that differenti-
ates exploration and exploitation activities. Our 
approach considers exploration and exploitation 
as two types of activities that are both necessary 
for successful knowledge development, and there-
fore for the development of innovations. Those 
ideas help to further our comprehension of how 
knowledge management facilitates innovations 
in firms. It is not enough to direct and foster 
processes within the organisation that are aimed 
at just exploration or exploitation separately, as 
can be deduced from studies that associate these 
processes with different types of innovation; rather, 
both of them must be fostered.

Thus, the main objective of this chapter is 
to analyse how product innovation is one of the 
outcomes of the process of creating organisational 
knowledge and, how all the phases of the process 
are required to develop both incremental and radi-
cal innovations. In the section that follows, we shall 
examine what the process of knowledge creation 
is like, associating it with the terms exploration 
and exploitation. We will then review the conflicts 
that exist in the use of these two concepts, in or-
der to highlight the need to treat them as ex-ante 
variables, which together exert an influence on 
another variable that can be considered as their 
result, i.e. innovation. Following that, future lines 
of research will be proposed and last section will 
contain the conclusions drawn from the study.

BACKGROUND

The ability to innovate on a continuous basis is 
important to be able to maintain a competitive 
advantage in such a changeable environment as the 
one that firms have to work in today. Innovation in 
the firm will depend on its capability to apply and 
to develop new knowledge (Cavusgil et al., 2003). 
The importance of analysing what organisational 
knowledge is like and how it is developed, so as 
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to be able to understand how the enterprise can 
learn continuously, has given rise to a number of 
theoretical approaches that are now becoming 
especially relevant in the specialised literature. 
The Knowledge-based View (Grant, 1996; Non-
aka, 1994; Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995; Spender, 
1996) and Organisational Learning (Argyris and 
Schon, 1978; Brown and Duguid, 1991; Easterby-
Smith, 1990) have analysed and underlined the 
fact that continuous learning must take place in 
the organisation to generate knowledge. Because 
it is intangible and embedded in the processes 
and routines of the organisation, this knowledge 
is difficult for competitors to imitate.

From these approaches, several authors have 
analysed the process of knowledge generation so 
that attempts can be made to foster the organi-
sational processes that further it. The model by 
Nonaka (1994) and Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995), 
proposes an explanation of how individual knowl-
edge is expanded inside the organisation thanks to 
interactions among individuals. Tacit knowledge, 
which cannot be explained because it is embed-
ded in the know-how of the organisation and its 
individuals, is gradually transformed into explicit 
knowledge (that is to say, knowledge that can 
be codified and explained) through interactions 
among individuals or due to observing others at 
work. And this transformation also runs in the 
opposite direction. Explicit knowledge must be 
combined with the different knowledge bases of 
the organisation and the members of the organi-
sation must learn it and internalise it so that it 
interacts with their previous knowledge and thus 
becomes tacit again.

All this conversion allows organisational 
knowledge to develop, that is to say, it makes it 
possible to generate new ideas that arise throughout 
this process in which knowledge expands from 
the individual level to the organisational level and 
also the other way round. For all the process to 
generate new knowledge, there has to be a concep-
tualisation phase, where new ideas are generated 
thanks to the interaction of tacit knowledge and 

its later transformation into explicit knowledge. 
Furthermore, these new ideas must crystallise in 
a second phase in which the new ideas are applied 
to products or processes that incorporate the new 
concepts in a real application in the organisation. 
This must be performed in such a way that the 
organisational knowledge is expanded. Therefore, 
a key element in this second phase is explicit 
knowledge, and its being combined and inter-
nalised by individuals, so that when it is integrated 
into the prior knowledge base they are capable 
of applying the new concepts that are generated. 
All the different ways of converting knowledge 
are necessary to be able to finally integrate the 
new ideas into a real application in the enterprise. 
The first phase would correspond to what the 
author calls generation or acquisition, whereas 
the second implies knowledge implementation 
or exploitation. As we shall propose later, these 
two phases correspond to our conception of the 
terms exploration and exploitation.

Another of the development models, this time 
put forward from the Organisational Learning 
perspective, is the model suggested by Crossan, 
Lane and White (1999) and Bontis, Crossan and 
Hulland (2002). This is a framework that incorpo-
rates and extends previous research by combining 
the different elements that make up the overall 
organisational learning system. It also takes into 
account both the learning stocks that are to be 
found at the individual, group and organisational 
learning levels and the flows that occur within and 
between levels, and which allow this learning to 
develop. Although they come from two different 
approaches, the parallelisms between them are 
quite apparent, since learning is able to expand 
in order to ultimately create new knowledge due 
to interaction and the expansion of knowledge 
from the individual to the organisational levels 
and vice-versa.

Their model considers four phases that take 
place on the different levels that exist in learning, 
namely, individual, group and organisational. 
The passage from individual to group and then 
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on to organisational is what is considered to be a 
process of assimilating new learning or explora-
tion or feed-forward; in the opposite direction, 
on the other hand, we would have process of 
exploitation or feedback, that is, of using what 
has already been learned. These processes can 
only take place if there are interactive relations 
between cognition and action. The four phases of 
the model are intuiting, interpreting, integrating 
and institutionalising, which is why it is known 
as the 4I model. The first of them takes place on 
the individual level, since it involves experiences, 
images or metaphors, which entails recognition 
of the pattern that exists in a personal experience 
(Weick, 1995). Interpreting occurs at both the in-
dividual and group levels and is the explanation of 
an idea by means of language. Third, integrating 
goes a step further as it deals with the construction 
of shared understandings through coordination 
and mutual adjustment, and is therefore a process 
that links the group level with the organisational 
one. Lastly, institutionalising, which only occurs 
on the organisational level, consists in embedding 
the learning that has occurred by individuals and 
groups into the organisation by means of rou-
tines, rules and procedures (Crossan, Lane and 
White, 1999). These phases do not necessarily 
take place sequentially; instead it is a recursive 
model that functions at and between different 
levels, and which also underlines the dynamic 
nature of learning by highlighting the fact that 
is occurs over time, between levels and through 
both exploration and exploitation.

The two models thus demonstrate the need for 
exploration and exploitation for the development 
of organisational knowledge. Many other authors 
have stated the need to have both processes in 
order to accomplish organisational learning and 
the creation of new knowledge. March (1991) 
suggests that it is necessary to reach a balance 
between the two for learning to develop. Zollo 
and Winter (2002) also claim that both concepts 
are necessary in their model of the development 
of dynamic capabilities.

CAPABILITIES AND 
INNOVATION RESULTS

Issues, Controversies, Problems

Considering exploration and exploitation as two 
parts of the process of generating knowledge 
therefore implies that both are necessary for the 
whole process to be completed and finally become 
apparent in innovations. In accordance with the 
models of the development of knowledge and 
organisational learning presented in the previ-
ous section, exploration and exploitation can be 
associated with two stages of a single process. 
Additionally and following the conceptualisation 
of the terms proposed by March (1991), we define 
exploration as the capability an organisation has 
to experiment with new alternatives, that is, with 
the creation of a new concept. This is reflected in 
feed-forward processes. For the organisation to be 
able to create a new concept, the tacit knowledge 
of the group members has to be converted into 
explicit concepts (externalisation). A process of 
socialisation must also be performed by sharing 
mental models among the members of the group. 
This will make it possible to carry out the process 
of conceptualisation of new ideas. Moreover, 
exploitation implies the organisational capability 
to refine, extend and crystallise new concepts in 
real applications in the firm. It is at this point, 
then, that the feedback processes of the organi-
sation become particularly important, since this 
is where organisational knowledge is transferred 
and internalised within the individuals of the 
organisation. The aim here is to put into practice 
the concept that was created earlier, that is, the 
process of internalisation is vital for crystallisation 
to take place, that is to say, for the transformation 
of newly created concepts into a real application 
in the firm, or into a new product or system (Non-
aka, 1994). In our view, another essential point 
is the combination of explicit knowledge of the 
organisation, since for the idea to be transformed 
into a real application, documenting and articulat-
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ing the knowledge will make it easier to specify 
and apply it, as pointed out by the author himself 
when defining combination. The table below 
outlines these ideas, how they correspond to the 
models analysed in the previous section, and also 
the main organisational processes that would be 
involved in the two phases, following the ideas 
of the authors cited in each case.

In some studies, however, exploration is as-
sociated to radical innovation, and exploitation 
is linked to incremental innovation. The logic 
underlying these studies is the idea that explora-
tion entails a search for new capabilities, which 
are different from those currently available, and 
implies a change to a different technological 
trajectory. The further it is removed from the 
knowledge used in previous innovations, the more 
exploration it will be, whereas exploitation entails 

a local search that builds on existing technologi-
cal capabilities. It therefore implies improvements 
in existing components and is constructed on the 
technological trajectory of the organisation (Ben-
ner and Tushman, 2002). According to this con-
ception, exploration involves a higher degree of 
novelty than exploitation, and hence a parallelism 
with radical and incremental innovation is cre-
ated. This association is produced, for example, 
in the study by Jansen, van den Bosch and Vol-
berda (2006).

Nevertheless, what distinguishes radical from 
incremental innovations is the degree of novelty, 
but this is not the characteristic that distinguishes 
exploration from exploitation. In accordance 
with the proposal in the previous section, both 
are necessary for organisational knowledge to 
develop. Each of them will be associated to certain 

Table 1. Concepts of exploration and exploitation and their correspondence with the models of the de-
velopment of learning and organisational knowledge 

March, 1991 Correspondence
with the model 

byBontis, Crossan and 
Hulland (2002)

Correspondence with the process of 
knowledge creation (Nonaka, 1994)

Processes that activate them

Exploration:
activity based on 
experimenting with 
new alternatives

Feed-forward learning: 
how individual learning 
flows towards the group 
level and continues until 
the organisational level.

Creation of a new concept (conceptu-
alisation): For the organisation to be able 
to create a new concept, the process of 
externalisation must take place in order to 
convert the tacit knowledge of the group 
members into explicit concepts. Socialisa-
tion must also be performed by sharing 
the mental models among the members 
of the group. This will allow the process 
of conceptualisation, or articulation of 
concepts, to be carried out.

The modes of conversion socialisation and 
externalisation, in particular, require fluent 
interaction among the individuals in an or-
ganisation. To achieve this, the mechanisms 
associated with shared experience, dialogue 
and organisational culture will play a key role. 
The capabilities associated with mechanisms 
that facilitate cohesion, dialogue and fluent 
interaction will favour both types of conversion.

Exploitation:
refinement and 
extension of the 
existing competen-
cies, paradigms and 
technologies

Feedback learning: how 
the learning that is em-
bedded in the organisa-
tion affects the group 
and individual levels.

Putting the concept that has been created 
into practice (crystallisation): the process 
of internalisation is vital for crystallisation 
to take place, that is to say, for the trans-
formation of new concepts that have been 
created into a real application in the firm, 
or into a new product or system (Nonaka, 
1994). In this concept we consider that 
combination also plays an essential role, 
since for the idea to be transformed into a 
real application, documenting and articu-
lating the knowledge will make it easier 
to specify and apply, as pointed out by the 
author himself when defining combination.

The transformation required to produce crys-
tallisation is carried out after confirming that 
the different departments in the enterprise are 
capable of producing and applying the concept 
that has been created. Therefore, if we consider 
together the two forms of knowledge conver-
sion that are mainly involved in this part of the 
process, i.e. combination and internalisation, 
the capabilities that are involved will be those 
related with the mechanisms for internally evalu-
ating and applying knowledge, its integration 
within the enterprise, and also the actions that 
drive individual development and learning in 
the members of the organisation.
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processes, skills and an organisational atmosphere 
that favours them, but the firm needs to enhance 
both of them if knowledge is to develop. This is 
a premise that is implicit in all the studies that 
view exploration and exploitation as two parts 
or dimensions of organisational learning and that 
analyse the ambidexterity hypothesis (e.g. He 
and Wong, 2004). According to this hypothesis, 
organisations that manage to integrate exploration 
and exploitation within the same organisation will 
achieve higher performance. Furthermore, they 
are considered to be capabilities and, although 
some studies do define them as capabilities, most 
of them later measure them as outcomes, since 
they associate them with innovation.

The table below outlines a number of studies 
that analyse different aspects of exploration and 
exploitation. It can be seen how the definitions 
and ways of measurement that have been adopted 
vary widely from one work to another. Whereas 
some authors define exploration and exploitation 
as capabilities and measure them as such (e.g. 
Bontis, Crossan and Hulland, 2002; Gibson and 
Birkinshaw, 2004), other scholars also define 
them as capabilities, or at least as antecedent 
variables, but measure them as outcomes (e.g. 
Auh and Menguc, 2005). Finally, in some cases 
they are defined and measured directly as innova-
tion outcomes (e.g. Jansen, van den Bosch and 
Volberda, 2006).

Few studies, however, include capabilities and 
their most direct results in their models. Of the 
studies presented in Table 2, only the authors He 
and Wong (2004) and Tsai et al. (2008) have 
defined exploration and exploitation as ex-ante 
variables, and later included innovation as an 
ex-post variable.

The controversy becomes even more pro-
nounced if we consider authors who go as far as 
to state that there is no new learning or knowledge 
in exploitation (e.g. Rosenkopf and Nerkar, 2001; 
Vermeulen and Barkema, 2001; Vassollo, Anand 
and Folta, 2004). Nevertheless, the underlying 
idea in these studies breaks away from the es-

sential meaning of exploration and exploitation. 
The terms, initially put forward by March (1991), 
reflect two dimensions or two aspects of organisa-
tional learning. They go together to make up this 
learning and thanks to both of them it is possible 
for knowledge to evolve.

Previous concepts developed in studies of 
innovation can help us to better understand ex-
ploration and exploitation with a view to their 
application. Although these studies only deal 
with innovation, which is the visible result of 
the development of knowledge, and do not refer 
specifically to knowledge as the antecedent of 
innovation, different stages to adopt innovations 
could be classified in the same way. Damanpour 
(1991) distinguishes between the initiation stage 
and the implementation stage. As proposed in 
our conceptual framework, exploration is related 
to the generation of new ideas, i.e., to concep-
tualisation, whereas exploitation refers to the 
processes involved in applying and incorporating 
new knowledge into an organisation via crystal-
lisation. Therefore, the initiation stage could be 
assimilated into the exploration, since it refers to 
the perception of the problem and of information 
gathering, whereas the implementation stage is 
similar to exploitation, since it is defined as all 
activities related to modifications in innovations 
and in organisation to successfully apply the 
innovation in the firm. Nevertheless, it must be 
borne in mind that knowledge and the develop-
ment of knowledge, and therefore exploration 
and exploitation, are antecedents of innovation, 
and that studies of innovation usually treat them 
as an outcome.

Solutions and Recommendations

Once the controversies surrounding the terms 
exploration and exploitation have been analysed, 
we believe that they should both be treated as 
part of the process of knowledge creation, in 
line with what was outlined in previous sections. 
Exploration and exploitation are two capabilities 
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Table 2. Studies that have analysed exploration and exploitation from different perspectives 

Conception and method of measuring exploration and exploitation and main results

Benner and Tushman (2003)
- These authors consider exploration with radical innovation, with architectural innovation and with innovation for groups of potential 
consumers. 
- They consider exploitation as being incremental innovation and innovation for today’s consumers.
They propose the theory that management practices related with TQM techniques stabilise and rationalise organisational routines and 
favour exploitation innovation to the detriment of exploration innovation. Nevertheless, within a context of ambidextrous organisational 
structures, both types of activities that lead to exploration and exploitation innovations can coexist; moreover, TQM-related management 
practices do not produce a negative effect on exploration innovation within the context of ambidextrous organisations.

Bontis, Crossan and Hulland (2002);Crossan, Lane and White (1999)
- These authors associate exploration with the ‘feed-forward’ flows of their 4I model: how individual learning flows towards the group 
and the organisational levels. And they measure it as the degree to which the lessons learned by one group are actively shared by others; 
individuals supply the organisational strategy with input; the results of the group are used to improve products, services and processes; 
the recommendations of the groups are adopted by the organisation; we do not reinvent the wheel. 
- Exploitation is associated with the ‘feedback’ flows of their 4I model (how the learning that is embedded in the organisation affects 
learning at group level and individual learning) and they measure it as the degree to which policies and procedures help individual work; 
the aims of the enterprise are communicated throughout the organisation; the organisation’s files and databases provide the information 
needed to carry out our work; the group decisions are backed by individuals. 
They conduct analyses and show that individual, group and organisational learning has a positive influence on performance and that the 
imbalance between stocks and learning flows is negatively associated with performance. They do not have explicit, differentiated results 
as regards exploration and exploitation because the two are part of the model (more specifically of the flows), which together are tested 
to see whether their maladjustment with stocks exerts an effect or not. 
They consider exploration and exploitation to be two parts of organisational learning. 
Performance is taken as their dependent variable.

Gibson and Birkinshaw (2004)
- Adaptation capabilities: management systems that encourage individuals to change their traditions and practices, that are flexible so that 
they can respond quickly to changes in the market, and that evolve quickly to adapt to changes in business priorities. 
- Adjustment capabilities: management systems that work coherently to support the goals of the organisation, that endeavour not to waste 
resources on non-productive activities, and that do not propose conflicting goals. 
The higher the level of ambidexterity is, the higher the level of performance will be. 
No direct reference to exploration and exploitation is made, but they do discuss the conflictive tensions and demands between them. 
Other variables in the model include the social context of the firm, as antecedents, and the performance of the unit as the dependent vari-
able.

Hill and Birkinshaw (2006)
- Exploration: development of new capabilities measured as how important the creation of new resources and technologies is for the 
work of the unit. 
- Exploitation: use of existing capabilities, which is measured as the importance the unit grants to utilising the assets and skills of the firm 
that they are a subsidiary of (since it is a study of corporate venture units). 
Units that carry out both exploration and exploitation are found to have a higher performance and this ambidexterity is favoured by the 
relationships among members of management in the parent enterprise, the relationships with other business units and the relationships 
with the venture capital community, all of which is included within what they call the relational context of the unit.

Lubatkin et al. (2006)
- Exploration: involves those activities that make it possible to respond actively to changes in the environment by carrying out revolu-
tionary innovations, and it is measured as exploration orientation (whether the enterprise searches for new technological ideas, whether it 
bases its success on the skill to explore new technologies, whether it creates products or services that are innovative for the firm, whether 
it searches for creative ways to satisfy its consumers’ needs). 
- Exploitation: involves carrying out activities related with refining the existing technological or marketing trajectories that attempt to 
adapt themselves to the conditions of the environment and the firm’s customers. It is measured as exploitation orientation (whether the 
firm attempts to improve quality and cut costs, whether it continuously improves the reliability of its products or services, whether it in-
creases the level of automation of its operations, whether it constantly conducts surveys among its consumers to determine their degree of 
satisfaction, whether it refines what it has to offer in order to keep its customers satisfied, whether it penetrates further into its customer 
base). 
Small and medium-sized enterprises with a management team that behaves in an integrating manner have a greater capability to pursue 
both an exploration and exploitation orientation and attain higher levels of performance. 
In the model they include other variables such as size, uncertainty or the composition of the management team, performance being taken 
as the dependent variable.

continued on following page
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Table 2. Continued

Conception and method of measuring exploration and exploitation and main results

He and Wong (2004)
- Exploration: behaviours characterised by searching, experimenting, innovating and risk taking, and it is measured as the strategy or the 
exploration goals of innovation projects (whether the goals of the firm are oriented towards introducing new generations of products, 
expanding the range of products, opening up new markets, or entering new technological fields). 
- Exploitation: activities characterised by refinement, implementation, efficiency, production and selection, and it is measured as the 
strategy or the exploitation goals of innovation projects (whether these goals are related with improving the quality of existing products, 
improving productive flexibility, cutting production costs, or improving or reducing the consumption of materials). 
They consider exploration and exploitation as being two dimensions of organisational learning. 
The interaction between the innovation strategies of exploration and exploitation is positively related with the sales growth ratio, and the 
imbalance between the two is negatively related with the sales growth ratio, which thereby confirms the ambidexterity hypothesis. 
The sales growth rate is used as the dependent variable, but innovative performance is also included as an intermediate variable. This is 
measured as the intensity in product innovation and the intensity in process innovation.

Jansen, van den Bosch and Volberda (2006);Jansen et al. (2008)
- Exploration: radical innovations designed to fulfil the needs of emerging markets or customers and which are somewhat removed from 
the firm’s existing products, services or technologies. 
- Exploitation: incremental innovations designed to fulfil the needs of existing markets or customers and which are therefore closer to 
existing products, services and technologies. 
They associate exploration and exploitation with innovation. The firm must exploit its existing competencies and explore new ones. 
In the authors’ first study, they confirm how centralisation has a negative effect on exploration, formalisation has a positive effect on 
exploitation, and the degree of connectedness or interaction among members of the organisation has a positive effect on both, whereas 
dynamism of the environment and competitiveness moderate the relationship between exploration and exploitation and performance. 
The other variables in the model include antecedents of the organisation such as centralisation, moderating variables such as environmen-
tal dynamism, and performance taken as the dependent variable. 
In the second study, they analyse and confirm how the characteristics of the senior team and leadership behaviour play a decisive role in 
achieving exploration and exploitation (ambidexterity). 
In this case, interaction between exploration and exploitation is the dependent variable, while other antecedents (such as the shared vision 
of the senior management team) are included because the article analyses the attributes of the members of the senior team as antecedents 
to achieving both exploration and exploitation in the firm.

Auh and Menguc (2005);Menguc and Auh (2008)
- Exploration: concerned with questioning existing ideas with new, innovative concepts. The variable is measured as the extent to which 
firms use different learning methods that include efforts to improve the efficiency of the organisation. 
- Exploitation: concerned with refining and extending existing capabilities in order to ensure the current viability of the firm. They mea-
sure the variable as the degree to which firms use different learning methods related to spending on R&D and on marketing techniques, 
but also as the product innovation ratio. Hence, they include both ex-ante and ex-post variables in this variable. 
Exploration and exploitation are conceived as different modes of organisational learning, although they include both efforts or skills and 
innovation outcomes in their measurements. 
In the first study, the authors propose and demonstrate how firms classified as different strategic types, such as defenders and prospec-
tors, account for some of the differences in the relationship between exploration and exploitation and performance. They show that, 
for defenders, exploration is positively related with effectiveness in performance, whereas exploitation will be negatively related when 
competition becomes more intense. For prospectors, on the other hand, exploration is negatively related with effectiveness, whereas 
exploitation is positively related when competition becomes more intense. 
In the second study, they claim that the impact of ambidexterity (the combination of the two capabilities – exploration and exploitation) 
on performance is less negative among firms that are classified as prospectors, which add exploitation to exploration, than among defend-
ers, which add exploration to exploitation. Their findings are rather mixed, however. 
Other variables in the model include moderating variables, such as competitive intensity in the first paper or market orientation in their 
second article, but in both cases performance is taken as the dependent variable.

Tsai et al. (2008)
- Exploration: proactive market orientation that is characterised by behaviours related to discovery, variation, innovation and risk-taking; 
it is measured as the degree to which the firm attempts to understand and satisfy customers’ latent needs. 
- Exploitation: market orientation that is characterised by behaviours related to proximity, refinement, efficiency and implementation; it 
is measured as the degree to which the firm attempts to understand and satisfy the needs expressed by its customers. 
They propose curvilinear relationships between the types of market orientation of the enterprise and the performance of new products, 
depending on the turbulence of the environment or on the competitive intensity; mixed results were obtained. 
Exploration and exploitation are conceived as the firm’s market orientation, and new product performance is used as the dependent vari-
able. Other variables in the model include moderators, such as technological turbulence or competitive intensity.
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that together represent organisational learning and 
make the organisational knowledge evolve. With-
out exploitation, exploration does not fully make 
sense, as the new ideas that are generated are not 
crystallised in a product, process or organisational 
innovation within the enterprise. The new concepts 
need to be crystallised in a real application in the 
organisation in order to justify the efforts made in 
exploring knowledge. And, furthermore, without 
exploration, exploitation alone does not open up 
new paths by offering new ideas that make it pos-
sible to continue advancing in the development 
of organisational knowledge.

Innovation is the tangible result of the capa-
bility to create knowledge (Bontis, Crossan and 
Hulland, 2002; Un and Cuervo-Cazurra, 2004). 
The development of new ideas is the antecedent to 
innovation (Van den Ven, 1986). Papers that deal 
with exploration and exploitation should include 
both the processes involved in each of them and 
their outcome, that is to say innovation, in order to 
prevent the terms from being confused, as occurs 
in some studies in which they are defined as input 
but they are measured through output or outcome 
(e.g. Benner and Tushman, 2002).

Managers need to be aware of the consequences 
of the ideas developed in this chapter. Nowadays, 
the dynamic environment involving complex vari-
ables and with rapid global changes also demands 
rapid innovations. Innovations are the result of 
knowledge development in organisations, and 
therefore managers should encourage the evolu-
tion of capabilities in exploration and exploitation. 
Firm success depends on the creation of a suitable 
context that fosters both of these capabilities, and 
it is here that managers play an important role by 
strengthening the context in order to develop these 
capabilities and to arrive at a situation in which 
all organisational members work together to cre-
ate new knowledge. Furthermore, the distinction 
proposed between exploration and exploitation, 
although both are equally necessary to the devel-
opment of knowledge and, in turn, of innovations, 
implies that managers should create the right 

organisational contexts in which both capabilities 
can flourish. Although the two capabilities require 
different contexts, both these contexts should be 
easily connected within the firm through its culture 
and through dialogue between all organisational 
members. Finally, the chapter also highlights the 
need for both capabilities to successfully create 
product innovations, regardless of whether the 
firm wants to develop radical or incremental in-
novations. Therefore, managers must trigger the 
development of exploration and exploitation to 
ensure that generation of innovations is successful. 
Without exploration capabilities, new ideas are 
not developed, but organisations that only focus 
on exploration can not transform their new ideas 
into marketable product innovations.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

In this chapter we have defended, theoretically, 
the posture that exploration and exploitation are 
two phases that together make organisational 
knowledge evolve; at the same time the concepts 
have been associated with the process of knowl-
edge creation described by Nonaka (1994). Future 
research should concentrate on finding a way to 
operationalise both exploration and exploitation 
in order to reflect these two phases of the process 
of knowledge development. Measuring different 
organisational capabilities as an outcome is a 
tendency that is observed in a number of stud-
ies in the Knowledge Based View and even in 
Organisational Learning. This is a result of the 
difficulties involved in measuring capabilities and 
concepts associated with the intangible, which is 
why proxies are used to measure them. Efforts 
therefore need to be made to analyse the potential 
of organisations by measuring their capabilities. 
Several of the studies analysed here do introduce 
exploration and exploitation into their models as 
antecedents (e.g. Lubatkin et al., 2006). Carrying 
out a thorough review of the studies that measure 
these two capabilities may therefore be a good 
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starting point for developing scales that clearly 
reflect the importance of these two constructs in 
their relationship with the different phases in the 
knowledge creation process.

We now make some suggestions about what 
the main components of these capabilities might 
be, in the light of an initial review of these studies 
and the processes that activate them, as presented 
in Table 1. This initial approach on how to mea-
sure exploration and exploitation can help man-
agers to understand what processes they should 
encourage in their organisations. The first aspect 
that firms need in order to develop exploration 
capabilities is a leadership strategy that encour-
ages an organisational context in which change 
and innovation are favoured, that supports new 
initiatives, and that promotes creative orientation 
on problem resolution. Moreover, the organisation 
should develop a culture of knowledge creation 
by stimulating continuous improvement and 
learning. All organisational members should feel 
they share a context that encourages innovation 
and should perceive that their ideas are useful and 
incorporated into new processes or products. A 
further component required to develop exploration 
capabilities relates to coordination mechanisms 
and processes that also favour the development 
of new ideas, such as flexible processes or the 
stimulation of dialogue between organisational 
members. Moreover, exploitation requires that 
all organisational resources favouring research 
and development be integrated and coordinated if 
new ideas are to be successfully transformed into 
new products or processes. The firm must assign 
specific financial and human resources to R&D 
to this end. The transformation required in cryst-
allisation also demands organisational processes 
that enable the articulation and documentation of 
knowledge. Information systems and technologies 
are important here to help organisational members 
to share, systematise and distribute information. 
Finally, exploitation also requires the inter-
nalisation of knowledge by all the actors in the 
organisation, and therefore it is also important to 

encourage mechanisms that stimulate competence 
development and support individual learning and 
actions to identify employees’ knowledge needs. 
Future studies should refine the proposal made 
here regarding the specific organisational mecha-
nisms that comprise exploration and exploitation 
capabilities.

Furthermore, in order to corroborate the theo-
retical arguments proposed here, future research 
should analyse the different effects that exploration 
and exploitation have on radical versus incre-
mental innovation. The idea put forward here is 
that both exploration and exploitation should be 
related to the two types of innovation, and that both 
capabilities are needed for any kind of innovation 
to be produced. Future studies should therefore 
include empirical models that propose hypotheses 
about these relationships. All this could help gain 
a better understanding of the processes and the 
organisational environment that favour both ex-
ploration and exploitation so that the enterprise 
can finally produce innovations.

CONCLUSION

Knowledge development in organisations requires 
processes that include exploration and exploitation 
activities. March (1991) defines both concepts as 
two necessary sides in the improvement of orga-
nizational learning. Exploration is characterised 
by searching and experimenting, and exploitation 
involves activities related to refinement and ap-
plication. Although exploration is typically used 
by authors in the sense of activities carried out in 
pursuit of new knowledge, there is no consensus 
on whether the concept of exploitation implies 
knowledge and learning or just the application 
of what has already been learned. According to 
Gupta, Smith and Shalley (2006), both concepts 
involve learning. March (1991) explains exploita-
tion as the refinement and extension of existing 
competencies, technologies and paradigms. Even 
by replicating past actions, an organisation accu-
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mulates new learning (Gupta, Smith and Shalley, 
2006), an idea that becomes stronger if we take the 
entire organisation as the unit of analysis because 
of variation in knowledge from one individual to 
another. Since organisational learning includes 
exploration and exploitation (Bontis, Crossan 
and Hulland, 2002), both concepts entail learning 
and thus the development of knowledge. Jointly, 
the activities and processes of exploration and 
exploitation complete the process of knowledge 
development.

Innovation is the most immediate and visible 
result of these knowledge development processes, 
exploration and exploitation. We draw a distinc-
tion between radical and incremental product 
innovations because several authors have as-
sociated exploration with radical innovation and 
exploitation with incremental innovation. In our 
framework, however, we depart from previous 
studies in which the authors have made such as-
sociations (e.g. Benner and Tushman, 2002

) and also from studies that define innovation 
as exploratory and exploitative (e.g. Jansen, van 
den Bosch and Volberda, 2006). In our approach 
the concepts of exploration and exploitation are 
not differentiated by the degree of novelty; rather, 
they are seen as two types of processes that are 
both necessary for successful knowledge develop-
ment. Therefore, innovation requires activities to 
be included in both of them.

The process of knowledge creation has thus 
been analysed in order to understand what stages 
it is made up of, and the concepts of exploration 
and exploitation have been associated with two 
different phases of this process. The controversies 
surrounding the terms exploration and exploita-
tion were then reviewed in a summary of the way 
different authors deal with these concepts. This 
review made it clear that the models of analysis 
need to deal with and incorporate the processes 
that are included in exploration and exploitation, 
as antecedent variables, and also their radical and 
incremental innovation outcomes. Therefore, 
suggestions for future lines of research include a 

thorough measurement of the two concepts, treat-
ing them as antecedents, as ex-ante variables, as 
well as carrying out a comparison to analyse their 
effects on innovative outcomes. In this chapter, 
we have advanced what the main components of 
the two capabilities should be in order to facilitate 
understanding about which organisational pro-
cesses managers should encourage. Leadership 
and culture towards change and innovation, coor-
dination mechanisms to integrate all organisational 
members and their ideas, resource assignation to 
transform new ideas into innovations, information 
systems and the support of individual learning are 
the main activities and processes that should be 
encouraged in the firm. Future research should 
concentrate on how to develop these processes.

This chapter is therefore the start of a new 
kind of analysis to determine what processes 
are implicit in exploration and exploitation, by 
associating them explicitly with the process of 
knowledge generation. By so doing, we help to 
cast light on the differences between processes 
and outcomes, which can also help management 
to understand which processes must be reinforced 
in the organisation in order to contribute to the 
development of innovations.
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Chapter  1.18

ABSTRACT

It is believed that communities of practice (CoPs) 
more and more frequently become a critical 
success factor for contemporary organisations. 
This article, following the network organisation 
paradigm, identifies the most important properties 
of CoPs, presents CoPs capacities in the socialisa-
tion, externalisation, combination, internalisation 
(SECI) knowledge spiral model, and suggests 
information technologies that support the work of 
CoPs. Theoretical considerations are contrasted 
against empirical research results obtained in 
2008 while examining 160 organisations in Up-
per Silesia, the most industrialised and densely 
populated region in Poland.

INTRODUCTION

The 20th and 21st centuries witnessed vast changes 
in management, viewpoints, perception of cor-
porate success and capacities for supporting 
enterprises by means of information technol-
ogy tools. There was some transition from rigid 
boundaries of organisations and sectors towards 
symbiotic systems where all stakeholders shaped 
their organisation value. Traditional components 
of competitive advantage are being now replaced 
with the level and quality of relationships between 
organisations and their environments. Organisa-
tions have to undertake effective actions internally 
but they must also co-operate with their partners 
including customers, suppliers, sector experts and 
other informal community groups. Simultane-
ously, it is observed that institutional acting and 
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learning that both involve the implementation of 
already verified and standardised methods are 
not sufficiently effective. More and more fre-
quently, informal processes and communities of 
practice (CoPs) become critical success factors. 
The communities in question spontaneously ex-
change knowledge and, what is more, learning is 
an integral part of their work. They are believed 
to play a major role in creating and transferring 
knowledge particularly including tacit knowledge 
along with unique skills into organisations.

The article aims at presenting the role of CoPs 
in supporting knowledge management and pro-
cesses of organisational learning. Simultaneously, 
information technologies and tools that support 
functioning of CoPs are suggested. Theoretical 
considerations are contrasted with the results of 
the research that was carried out in 2008. The 
research employed a technique of a standardised 
interview accompanied by a questionnaire with 
organisations that are based in Upper Silesia – a 
Polish region that is undergoing rapid economic 
development. The region in question is the most 
densely populated and the most industrialised 
area in the country. Results were aimed to show 
the CoPs usage level in knowledge management 
and organisational learning. Moreover, potential 
reasons for the unsatisfactory level of CoPs usage 
in Polish organisations were sought.

The theoretical and practical research results 
that are presented in this article provide organisa-
tions with valuable guidelines to be followed while 
using CoPs in order to manage knowledge, while 
selecting information technologies and tools that 
may effectively support any work undertaken by 
CoPs and while identifying barriers that prevent 
organisations from using CoPs.

BACKGROUND

Literature Review and Hypothesis 
Development in the Fields of CoPs 
and Knowledge Management

A Contemporary Model 
of an Organisation

From a historical perspective an organisation has 
always been subject to numerous perceptions. 
Some attention should be paid to three analogies 
of an organisation understood as mechanistic, 
biological and – recently – socio-cultural systems.

In the mechanistic approach, an organisation 
is seen as an instrument that is used while realis-
ing different pre-defined goals. An organisation 
is a complex machine that functions on the basis 
of some programme. There is no room for fric-
tion and tensions. Structure of any mechanistic 
organisation provides for a strict control system 
and is hierarchical and inflexible.

An organisation understood as a biological 
system is a complex entity that establishes and 
maintains ongoing relationships with its environ-
ment (due to the exchange of energy and infor-
mation). A biological organisation is made up of 
functionally diversified subsystems that interact 
and co-operate with one another and that try to keep 
organisational equilibrium. Although the system 
described is able to make decisional choices, its 
parts are deprived of such ability.

The third - socio-cultural - point of view has 
recently gained in importance. It stipulates that an 
organisation is a system that is characterised by 
collective thinking, which is confirmed by the fact 
that an organisation is a teleological formation of 
organisation members. The members in question 
define criteria of decisional choices. Members of 
a socio-cultural system are inter-connected by 
mutual goals and collectively accepted methods 
of realising their goals. They share their values 
that are deep-rooted in culture. Culture unites all 
parts in a consistent entity. Simultaneously, each 
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of the parts mentioned “have some say in” the 
whole organisation and consensus plays a major 
role. Members of such organisations participate in 
network relationships that are largely informalised, 
thus being entitled to enjoy free communication 
regardless of organisational units’ position and 
boundaries.

It is difficult not to notice that a socio-cultural 
model is based on network logics. A network is 
supposed to generate new relationships between 
enterprises, customers, suppliers and shareholders 
and to create collective intelligence. Power of a 
particular network is built, first of all, by small 
portions of information and knowledge. People 
have to be ready to share such portions. A network 
is a place of innovative relationships where e.g. 
customer’s and producer’s identities are slowly be-
ing merged (Kelly, 1998). The creative potential of 
a network is frequently based on multi-disciplinary 
teams that go beyond traditional organisational 
boundaries (Skyrme, 1999). Such a situation is 
mainly manifested in developing networks of 
connections between customers, suppliers, experts 
(communities of experts), individuals who work 
on joint tasks (communities of practice) or who 
are interested in a particular topic (communities of 
interest), individuals who work on realising some 
common objective (communities of purpose) or 
those who learn together (communities of learning) 
(Sullivan, 2003; Wenger et al., 2002; Lesser & 
Storck, 2001). The above networks may function 
both off and on-line and are frequently built on an 
ad hoc basis (Newell et al., 2002). According to 
Dube et al. (2006) their structure is not imposed 
but rather emerges in a natural way to respond to 
organisation’s changing needs.

It is now necessary to highlight that the phi-
losophy of a network model is based on knowledge 
and processes of organisational learning. Tacit 
knowledge that does not result directly from data 
analyses is particularly valuable for the model 
discussed. Such knowledge is moulded in a long-
lasting process of learning, acquiring experience, 
cumulating information, grouping information in 

logical cognitive structures, relating information to 
emotions and ordering information within different 
systems of values, which all requires innovative-
ness, experimenting and learning (Olszak & Ziem-
ba, 2008). Much attention is paid to learning on 
the higher level, i.e. so-called generative learning 
that - contrary to adaptive learning - calls for new 
methods to be used while perceiving the world. 
This type of learning is referred to as double-loop 
learning and requires continuous experimenting 
and analysing results, thus generating changes in 
any organisational knowledge base. As a result, 
knowledge is planted in processes, products, 
services, structure and culture of an organisation. 
What is more, the knowledge in question is also 
found in relationships that are established and 
maintained by an organisation with its closer and 
further environments.

A network model is influenced by modern in-
formation technologies whose application creates 
new quality of corporate relationships (Castellis, 
1996). In case of information exchange, a crite-
rion of time and space is somehow nonexistent. 
Information technologies integrate business com-
munities in conditions of decentralisation and 
allow independent and frequently competitive 
entities to communicate.

CoPs NATURE AND OBJECTIVES

CoPs refer to social networks as a new method of 
shaping organisational structures and economic 
systems. CoPs provide launch pads for learning, 
undertaking social activities and sharing interests 
and knowledge.

CoPs are groups of individuals who are inter-
connected by means of informal relationships and 
who share their experiences and knowledge of a 
particular domain (Sena and Shani 1999). CoPs 
are created as a result of their members’ joint pas-
sion for a particular topic. The passion leads to 
deepening knowledge and enriching experiences 
of the scope selected by a particular group whose 
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members are usually dispersed geographically but 
united by means of the following dimensions:

• structural, i.e. other individuals who func-
tion in the network are also taken into con-
sideration while undertaking actions;

• relational, i.e. actions undertaken in a com-
munity are based on trust; and

• cognitive, i.e. members share common 
objectives.

With reference to other communities, CoPs 
are distinguished by means of the following three 
dimensions advanced by Wenger (1998):

• What do they refer to? (What do they deal 
with) – the scope of activities undertaken 
and knowledge to be used by CoPs to get 
organised (domain);

• How do they function? – individuals be-
come members of CoPs by sharing knowl-
edge and experiences and they are inter-
connected as a result of some involvement 
in joint actions undertaken (community); 
and

• What kind of skills have they developed? – 
a common set of means that represent ma-
terial dimensions of CoPs including, first 
of all, procedures, sensitivities, artefacts, 
vocabulary, styles, etc. (practice).

Therefore, it is possible to state that CoPs are 
groups of individuals who are inter-connected by 
means of common goals and internal motivation. 
They are not typical task-oriented teams but rather 
groups of co-operating individuals who focus 
on, for instance, a particular project, product 
or service. Such co-operation may bring about 
the emergence of new standards, tools, projects, 
good practices and business patterns (Wenger et 
al 2002). While co-operating with one another, 
participants of the community acquire knowledge, 
generate new knowledge, share knowledge, learn 
and acquire new skills. As a result, an organisation 

creates competencies that allow for building and 
retaining its competitive advantage.

Recognition of CoPs characteristics is neces-
sary to succeed in the CoPs application. Table 1 
presents different types of CoPs and their most 
important features along with consequences or-
ganisations face while applying CoPs. A detailed 
description of CoPs includes such characteristics 
as demographics, organisational context, member-
ship characteristics and technological environment 
(Dube et al., 2006). Another area of recent study 
is ecological communities, which relates to net-
working through tacit knowledge. Hopkins (2009) 
identifies a new ecology of learning and thinking. 
It is holistic and radical and provocative, ranging 
over systems theory, emergent thinking in the arts 
and sciences, and new ideas about dialogue and 
collaboration. Throughout, the focus is how people 
have ideas and how they can use ideas to develop, 
collaborate and adapt as well as how to bridge the 
gap between individual talent and group power.

While analysing the above description, it is 
difficult not to agree that elaboration and manage-
ment of different CoPs that are characterised by 
specific contamination of values pose numerous 
challenges that have to be faced by managers, 
designers, leaders and members of the communi-
ties in question. There are also different methods 
of evaluating such CoPs.

CoPs in the Development of 
Organisational Learning Processes

As it has already been highlighted, processes of 
organisational learning lay the foundations for 
existence of contemporary organisations. CoPs 
are created to utilise employees’ knowledge and 
skills (Brown & Duguid, 1991). CoPs are likened 
to learning groups in which new observations are 
transformed into knowledge by means of mutual 
involvement in joint ventures. Therefore, it is pos-
sible to assume that CoPs remarkably contribute 
to creation of organisations’ knowledge resources. 
In order to verify the thesis formulated this way, 
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continued on following page

Table 1. Characteristics of CoPs (Source: on the basis of Dube et al. (2006))

Category/Feature CoPs characteristics

Demographics

Orientation Operational CoPs focus on the daily operations of the organisation, such as answers to customers’ problems. 
Strategic CoPs shape the organisation’s response to important environmental changes or define new products 
or segment markets

Life span CoPs can be assembled on a temporary basis and may be initially indeterminate. They are supposed to ac-
complish a specific purpose, e.g. a response to and ad hoc environmental changes. In spite of their initially 
ad hoc nature they are created on a permanent basis, i.e. an on-going mechanism for knowledge sharing

Level of maturity Launching a new CoP is more challenging, as assembling community members, identifying their common 
interests, choosing technology, developing standards and processes may prove difficult. However, mature 
CoPs frequently require reinvestment when the face difficult changes

Organisational context

Creation process In practice creation processes are spontaneous or intentional: in the intentional (top-down) approach managers 
define CoPs development framework, e.g. they define goals of a network and key members of the community, 
etc. In the spontaneous approach (bottom-up) the initiative to create CoPs is taken by individuals whose goal 
is not only to gather and share ideas and knowledge but also to help one another

Boundary crossing CoPs are frequently created to break organisational silos and promote co-operation, learning and informa-
tion sharing. They are usually based on personal or task oriented relationships and may involve crossing 
boundaries across work groups, organisational units and organisations

Environment CoPs creation and development are influenced by many factors including e.g. organisational culture, eco-
nomic environment, management styles or politics. Taking the economic environment into consideration 
CoPs are more required in industries where turbulence and rapid change are common, which increases the 
need for knowledge and lifelong learning

Degree of institutionalised 
formalism

CoPs may integrate with the formal structure of an organisation and the degree of such integration may be 
different. Institutionalised CoPs are fully integrated and therefore treated as an organisational unit. However, 
CoPs do not often enjoy acknowledged existence in the organisation

Leadership An organisation can either create formal CoPs governance structure where individuals are appointed to specific 
roles or leave roles and authority relationships to emerge through interaction around expertise. However, 
if CoPs take important roles in organisations in the context of knowledge management and learning, it is 
recommended to determine roles of particular community members clearly.

Membership characteristics

Size CoPs may associate a different number of members. A large community is more probable if CoPs attract 
individuals who have diversified and distributed interests. In such a case social relationships are more 
ephemeral. As a result, it may be more challenging to meet the needs of all members of the community to 
find valuable knowledge

Geographic dispersion Geographical dispersion refers to the physical location of the CoPs participants. A high level of dispersion 
brings about additional challenges because physical distance encourages psychological distance. High 
geographic dispersion may mean that members are in different time zones, which makes synchronous 
communications much more difficult. It might also be necessary to face cultural diversity related barriers

Members’ selection process A CoPs open membership means that each interested employee in the organisation may become a member 
of the community. Such an approach is more in line with the idea of organisation-wide knowledge sharing. 
CoPs may also function on the basis of a closed membership and then in order to participate it is necessary 
to meet certain criteria

Members’ enrolment CoPs members’ enrolment may be voluntary or compulsory. Volunteers are more motivated that those who are 
made to participate. Therefore, organisations should create an appropriate system of motivation and promotion

Member’ prior community 
experience

Existing networks of individuals may be the instigator of new CoPs. In such a case, members already know 
one another and they are used to co-operating, sharing knowledge and learning together

Membership stability CoPs may have permanent members but can also have changing membership. Open CoPs may experience 
less stability than closed ones. Stability may also be affected if key actors of the CoP are replaced by new 
members. The values, norms and communication patterns of new members will be confronted with the ones 
that were adopted by the CoPs
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the subsequent part of this article is devoted to 
analyses of specifics of organisational learning. 
Much attention is paid to creating and transfer-
ring knowledge in organisations so that the place 
and role of CoPs could be shown in the processes 
discussed.

Originally, the very term of ‘learning’ was 
associated with human traits. Due to learning, 
human beings can transform themselves and do 
everything they were not able to do before. At 
present, abilities to learn are also attributed to 
organisations and different community groups. 
A learning organisation is an organisation that 
improves its capacity for creating its own future 
(Senge 1990). The following assumptions have 
to be taken into consideration while discussing 
any learning organisation:

• learning, i.e. a basic value of any 
organisation;

• ‘teamability’, which means that all em-
ployees participate in the process of learn-
ing and that is why organisations must em-
phasise team learning;

• motivating, which means that organisa-
tions must motivate individuals to partici-
pate in the processes of learning, creating 
innovations and contributing to the future 
of the organisations in question; and

• continuity, which means that the very pro-
cess of learning ought to be continuous and 
conscious.

Learning may refer to different individuals 
and levels. In a majority of cases four levels of 
learning are discussed: individual, group, or-
ganisational and inter-organisational. Individual 
learning involves employees who acquire new 
skills, competencies and values on their own. 
Group learning means collective interactions 
that are manifested in jointly realised objectives 
and in communication along with knowledge 
exchange by employees. As a result of group 
learning some common approaches to solving 
problems and making decisions in an organisation 
are elaborated. Organisational learning refers to 
the so-called ‘memory of an organisation’ that is 
used for consolidating, institutionalising and stor-

Table 1. Continued

Members’ IT literacy Contemporary CoPs require IT literacy and skills. CoPs members represent different levels of their IT skills 
and that is why they prefer different technologies, e.g. some prefer to use video-conferencing, groupware 
systems or whiteboards. Others tend to use electronic mail only. In case of CoPs whose members are not 
proficient in IT, it may turn out that exchanging and sharing of knowledge is somehow limited

Cultural diversity CoPs must facilitate integration of different communities that are characterised by various cultural attri-
butes including national, organisational and professional attributes. National cultures influence styles of 
management and leadership, setting goals and priorities, decision making and inter-personal relationships, 
language and problem solving in communication and co-operation. Organisational culture frequently influ-
ences diversification of learning and adapting processes, knowledge sharing, employees’ expectations and 
preferences or evaluation systems. Integration of different professional cultures within one CoP is another 
cultural dimension because members of particular professional groups develop their own knowledge bases, 
languages and specific vocabulary, technical procedures, values and standards, etc.

CoPs relevance to members In practice CoPs goals set by managers do not always match objectives set by employees, which does not 
encourage any development. Hence, it is necessary to make sure that all goals are consistent and match one 
another

Technological environment

Degree of reliance on IT IT makes it possible to overcome barriers of time and space. Depriving CoPs of face-to-face contacts, especially 
at the beginning, may generate problems related to establishing a sense of identity and a common purpose 
or to development of knowledge sharing and mutual understanding in the group of all community members

IT availability CoPs functionality largely depends on IT employed. IT that is applied provides virtual spaces where indi-
viduals can meet and discuss (synchronously and asynchronously), store documents, manage documents, 
co-operate, share knowledge and learn
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ing different behaviours, activities, mental maps 
or values, i.e. results of learning undertaken by 
different individuals. Inter-organisational learning 
is also connected with the memory of an organisa-
tion although the very issue might be discussed 
in case of a few organisations.

It seems that the levels of organisational learn-
ing mentioned above would have to include com-
munity learning that refers to different informal 
groups, i.e. experts, practitioners, fans or hobby-
ists. Knowledge that is aimed at meeting the needs 
of a contemporary organisation and processes of 
decision making is deposited in numerous places. 
This knowledge is frequently of an informal nature 
and is obtained interactively. CoPs are valuable 
sources of knowledge including tacit knowledge 
in particular. They are also frequently thought to 
be the driving force of social capital. By means of 
spontaneous, free and non-formalised exchange of 
knowledge, thoughts and experiences, CoPs play 
a major role in the so-called empiric learning, i.e. 
combining different resources of knowledge that 
comes from dispersed locations, verifying such 
knowledge quickly and filtering to eliminate 
obsolete and useless knowledge. Significance 
of CoPs may also be confirmed by the so-called 
cybernetic learning that involves discovering new 
ways of perceiving and understanding the reality 
along with questioning and creating new visions, 
principles, and rules of functioning along with 
mental constructs of people. CoPs may contrib-
ute to creating new knowledge, combining new 
knowledge with already existing knowledge or 
replacing already existing knowledge with new 
knowledge.

CoPs in the SECI Knowledge 
Spiral Model

Numerous interesting observations of organisa-
tional learning and the role of CoPs in the very 
process may be made while analysing the Japa-
nese model of a knowledge spiral – SECI – that 
involves the following processes: socialisation 

(S), externalisation (E), combination (C) and in-
ternalisation (I) advanced by Nonaka et al. (2000).

Socialisation involves sharing experiences, 
i.e. sharing tacit knowledge that is then used for 
creating better ideas. Exchange of tacit knowledge 
is performed when individuals stay together in 
the same environment and when they undertake 
different activities together. It is much more dif-
ficult to transfer this kind of knowledge by means 
of written or verbal instructions. Therefore, it is 
quite easy to agree with the statement that CoPs 
may play a major role in the process discussed.

Externalisation is a process that involves 
expressing tacit knowledge by means of notions 
available. Since transformation of tacit knowledge 
into explicit knowledge by means of a language 
is a very complex process, different metaphors, 
analogies and models find their application. CoPs 
translate tacit knowledge into an understandable 
form that may be assimilated by others. In the 
very process, an individual becomes a part of the 
group. Intentions and ideas spread and become an 
integral part of the group’s mental world.

Combination involves grouping and combining 
different elements of any available knowledge 
in order to obtain a particular system of knowl-
edge. Explicit knowledge is usually transformed 
into other - more complex - forms of explicit 
knowledge. On this level a key issue is to provide 
effective communication and knowledge transfer 
to particular members of the group.

On the other hand, internalisation is a process 
as a result of which formal knowledge in the form 
of e.g. a product concept or production procedures 
is implemented in activities undertaken or put into 
practice. There is some integration of newly gener-
ated knowledge with already existing systems of 
production, marketing and sales. Internalisation 
is a process of learning through acting. Therefore, 
learning through practice, trainings and exercises 
allows CoPs to gain some access to knowledge 
that is possessed both by different individuals and 
by the whole organisation.
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All the processes of knowledge conversion 
mentioned above may be realised in different 
special contexts as described by the Nonaka and 
Konno (1998) concept of Ba. They pay particular 
attention to the following Ba:

• Originating Ba, i.e. some space for the ex-
change of emotions, experiences and men-
tal models. Due to co-operation in a group, 
mutual trust is developed. Hence, it is pos-
sible to exchange tacit knowledge between 
particular individuals, which will result in 
creating new knowledge;

• Ba of interactions, i.e. some space where 
tacit knowledge is transformed into explicit 
knowledge. A major role is played here by 
dialogues and metaphors. Simultaneously, 
barriers related to own points of view are 
overcome and reflections are made;

• Cyber Ba, i.e. some virtual space of inter-
actions that is used for filtering and coding 
new and already existing explicit knowl-
edge. In a majority of cases Cyber Ba takes 
a form of a computer system; and

• Exercising Ba, i.e. some space that sup-
ports internalisation, i.e. learning. Explicit 
knowledge is transformed into tacit knowl-
edge in the process of practice.

CoPs that focus on individuals and social 
structures allow for effective expansion of already 
existing knowledge through the whole SECI 
model and in all Ba special contexts. This way 
CoPs provide a new perspective of knowledge 
management and organisational learning processes 
related issues.

Research Study: The IT Support for 
CoPs and Knowledge Management

CoPs may be developed traditionally or they 
might be of virtual nature. It is even possible to 
find the term of VCoPs (Virtual Community of 
Practice) in the professional literature. According 

to the Authors transferring CoPs into the virtual 
world is today – in the era of globalisation and 
geographical dispersion of organisations and their 
trading partners – a necessity. Moreover, develop-
ment of CoPs without information and computer 
technologies is simply not feasible. Therefore, we 
subsequently suggest IT that may play a major 
role while supporting the CoPs development. 
Particular attention is paid to IT that support tacit 
and explicit knowledge management.

From a perspective of any researcher, it is very 
important to implement scientific propositions. 
That is why, the authors carried out some audit of 
the actual situation of CoPs and knowledge man-
agement in Polish organisations. Unfortunately, it 
turns out that the results of the scientific research 
undertaken and related efforts do not present busi-
ness practice in a favourable light. Organisations 
have to face numerous challenges posed by CoPs, 
knowledge management and IT implementation. 
The research résumé is presented below.

Propositions of Systems and 
Technologies that Support CoPs and 
Knowledge Management in CoPs

Philosophical, theoretical and empirical research 
on IT and knowledge management has been deep 
since the early 1990s in the field of information 
science and management. In particular Johan-
nessen et al. (2001) has contributed much to this 
field in the late 1990s and early 2000s. He and 
his colleagues have noted “…lack of support for 
the positive economic impact of IT, we have seen 
that companies increasingly invest in the new 
technology. As this technology is limited to the 
transfer of explicit knowledge, this may relegate 
tacit knowledge to the background, in spite of the 
strategic importance of tacit knowledge, hence, 
leading to the mismanagement of knowledge”. 
We identified how to invest in and use IT in 
tacit knowledge management to create sustain-
able competitive advantages. Our purpose was 
to improve the understanding of the role of tacit 
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knowledge and to reflect on and give guidance 
on how to handle the relationship between tacit 
knowledge and IT.

Our proposition on what kind of technologies 
can be used for supporting of tacit and explicit 
knowledge management is presented as follows.

Processes of CoPs knowledge socialisation may 
employ technologies that allow for creating and 
sharing knowledge while participating in processes, 
performing tasks and observing phenomena (see 
Figure 1). It is now necessary to list all tools that 
allow for communicating and discussing ideas and 
that support holding conferences, organising group 
work and making collective decisions. Such tools let 
CoPs participate in synchronous and asynchronous 
forms of co-operation and are useful in structuralis-
ing and visualising co-operation and in assessing 
group decision making. Tools of this type may - 
among others – include the following: Parmenides 
Eidos Suite (www.parmenides-foundation.org), 
GroupSystems (www.groupsystems.com), IBM 
Lotus (IBM www-01.ibm.com/software/lotus), 
eGroupWare and MS Exchange(Microsoft www.
microsoft.com/exchange).

It is recommended that the process of convert-
ing tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge should 
employ technologies that are able to grasp per-
sonal knowledge of individual members of a 
particular group in order to transform such knowl-
edge into knowledge that would be available for 
the whole organisation (see Figure 1). Tools that 
are used to codify tacit knowledge are supposed 
to save knowledge in the structural way in form 
of text, graphics, video or sound. The tools in 
question predominantly include systems of content 
management and tools that are used to support 
repository creation along with systems of docu-
mentation management, e.g. Documentum Enter-
prise Document Management System (www.
documentum.com), IBM Lotus Notes (IBM www-
01.ibm.com/software/lotus), Hummingbird 
DOCS Open (connectivity.opentext.com) or 
Logotec DDM9000 (www.logotec.com.pl)

A separate class of tools that support processes 
of externalisation refers to semantic networks and 
ontology. Semantic networks are a project that is 
supposed to contribute to creation and dissemina-
tion of standards to be applied while describing 

Figure 1. Technologies for supporting of tacit and explicit knowledge
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content on the Internet, which should allow for 
automated searching, processing and transferring 
the very contents by matching documents with 
particular meaning. Ontology is an abstract and 
formalised description of some fragment of the 
reality that is used to systemise knowledge in 
organisations and to support searching, standard-
ising and categorising of knowledge. To define 
ontology the following languages are used: XML 
(Extensible Markup Language), RDF (Resource 
Description Framework) or OWL (Web Ontology 
Language).

In order to support internalisation processes, it 
is recommended to employ technologies that allow 
for using acquired explicit knowledge in practice, 
which simultaneously results in generating tacit 
knowledge (see Figure 1). At present electronic 
training that aims at knowledge assimilation and 
accommodation, analyses of solutions, perfor-
mance of a task or problem solving more and 
more frequently is used to create tacit knowledge. 
Creating tacit knowledge is facilitated by utilis-
ing explicit knowledge that is found in systems 
of documentation management, systems of work 
flows and systems of group work. Finding neces-
sary knowledge frequently requires time consum-
ing and complicated searches. That is why, some 
research is being carried out in order to analyse 
semantic networks and ontologies that were 
mentioned above. Interesting applications that 
analyse contents coming from different external 
and internal sources and then filter and personalise 
such contents for particular users include Com-
passware InfoMagnet, Excalibur’ Retrieval and 
Verity Information Server along with text mining 
and web mining tools.

Technologies and systems that support convert-
ing explicit knowledge into explicit knowledge 
make up a very large set (see Figure 1). They 
include technologies that allow for localising and 
acquiring knowledge (e.g. expert networks, Busi-
ness Intelligence systems, expert systems, ontolo-
gies, search engines, OLAP (On-Line Analytical 
Processing), and data mining (Olszak & Ziemba, 

2006), codifying and organising knowledge (e.g. 
taxonomies, data bases, knowledge bases and 
data warehouses), disseminating and sharing 
knowledge (e.g. group work systems, visualisation 
systems, documentation management systems, 
electronic mail, etc.) and employing knowledge 
(e.g. Case Base Reasoning systems and multi-
agent systems).

On the market, it is now possible to find numer-
ous tools that support knowledge management. 
However, organisations have to face some chal-
lenges resulting from the selection of appropriate 
tools and technologies that would be adequate 
to organisations’ requirements. The selection in 
question depends on many factors including, first 
of all, solutions that are already existing and be-
ing in use, new functionalities required, and new 
forms of knowledge to be acquired, created and 
disseminated (structural or non-structural knowl-
edge, knowledge that is process-based, internal 
or external knowledge, etc.). Implementation and 
personalisation of software that supports CoPs 
and knowledge management must be preceded 
by recognising and understanding actual work of 
target groups and teams in any organisation and its 
environment. Therefore, it is usually necessary to 
carry out a thorough analysis of CoPs participants, 
formal and informal processes and the exchange 
of tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge.

At the end of this section of considerations, it is 
necessary to highlight that a particular technology 
is only an artefact that may allow for or improve 
undertaking human actions. Whether application 
of a particular technology generates any benefits 
or not, depends on the methodology that defines 
the way the technology in question is used and 
that describes the way individuals interact with 
their technologies. While creating such a meth-
odology, it is necessary to pay attention to the 
fact that tools may be of different relevance and 
may play different roles depending on the context 
they are used in. Additionally, some tools may 
require a restrictive approach to their utilisation 
depending on the socio-technical environment 
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they are used in because such environments may 
be characterised by different values, behaviours 
and even knowledge. It is particularly necessary 
to approach - carefully - integration of technolo-
gies that support management of knowledge from 
different sources – even when the same tools are 
used in all the sources.

Corporate Portals as an 
Integrated Platform for CoPs

Implementation of single technologies in case of 
different CoPs may be hazardous and it is likely 
not to generate expected outcomes. Some help in 
this respect may be provided by corporate portals. 
Corporate portals usually perform a function of 
integrated and homogeneous platforms that are 
used to implement diversified technologies that are 
then used in all processes of knowledge conver-
sion, i.e. to acquire, codify and disseminate knowl-
edge, search for knowledge and share knowledge 
(Collins 2003; Firestone 2003; Sullivan 2003; 
Terra and Gordon 2002; Woods 2005). It is pos-
sible to state that such platforms may be used by 
employees, particular groups of employees and 
communities. Creating integrated environments 
aimed at CoPs requires extensive business and 
technology related knowledge accompanied by 
experience and intuition. A quite important role 
is played here by, among others, identifying CoPs 
members, business processes observed in CoPs and 
CoPs knowledge resources. It is also important to 
identify communication and co-operation inside 
and outside a particular organisation. Only then, 
is it possible to select and integrate technologies 
that are adequate to meet CoPs needs.

Using IT to Develop CoPs 
and Manage Knowledge

The research carried out allowed for diagnosing the 
implementation of CoPs and knowledge manage-
ment in Polish organisations. Using IT to develop 
and manage knowledge was analysed as well. The 

research was carried out in 2008. A standardised 
interview accompanied by a questionnaire was 
employed. The research was conducted among 
small and medium enterprises, which represented 
the private sector. Organisations based in Upper 
Silesia were subject to research. The region of 
Upper Silesia was chosen because it is rapidly 
being developed economically, which has to 
be taken into consideration while interpreting 
the research results and referring the results in 
question to organisations that are active in other 
regions of Poland.

The research sample consisted of 160 organisa-
tions dealing with services, commerce and produc-
tion. Interpretation of the results requires paying 
some attention to the fact that a larger group of 
organisations was supposed to participate in the 
research. Unfortunately, approximately a quarter 
of organisations involved responded positively 
and then agreed to participate in the research. 
Refusals were not justified appropriately and 
resulted mainly from time related constraints 
of individuals who were competent enough to 
provide valuable information. Enigmatic refusals 
made some impression that potential respondents 
wished to avoid discussion about crucial business 
topics that were not thoroughly recognised by 
their organisations.

Question 1: Are any Concepts of 
Knowledge Management and CoPs 
known to Your Organisation?

The research results show that in case of less than 
50% of organisations subject to research, employ-
ees perceive knowledge to be some important asset 
that decides competitiveness (see Table 2). The 
knowledge management concept is commonly 
known in approximately 28% of organisations. 
However, knowledge of CoPs is manifested by 
only less than 10% of organisations. Organisations 
that confirmed their knowledge of CoPs in a ma-
jority of cases stated that they used CoPs to reach 
short-term goals and to get involved in ongoing 
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processes (e.g. improvement or development of 
new products and services). CoPs were also used 
for widely understood exchange of information. 
In case of organisations subject to research, CoPs 
were rather initiated by managers than regular 
employees. CoPs were strictly integrated with 
organisations. The fact that some organisations are 
carrying out or planning activities that promote 
knowledge, knowledge management and CoPs 
instils some optimism.

Even some superficial assessment of the re-
search results confirms the thesis that CoPs and 
knowledge management related theory and prac-
tice are not sufficiently popularised in business 
environments.

Question 2: Which Knowledge 
Sources are Used in 
Your Organisation?

Organisations still do not know where they can 
find required knowledge. Particular sources of 
knowledge are in a majority of cases mediocre or 
they are not explored sufficiently (see Table 3). 
Internal sources of knowledge are recognised and 
used in the best way. A much more difficult situ-
ation is experienced in case of external sources. 
Organisations frequently have to deal with many 

difficulties resulting from identification of sources 
of explicit knowledge (recorded in electronic 
and paper forms) and tacit knowledge (stored in 
‘minds’ of employees, experts, customers, etc.).

Question 3: What are the Barriers 
that Prevent Organisations from 
Developing CoPs and Knowledge 
Management?

It is possible to state that knowledge management 
and CoPs utilisation in organisations calls for im-
provement. It is indispensable to promote CoPs and 

Table 2. Familiarity of the knowledge management and CoPs concepts 

Level of the imperative knowledge Knowledge as a 
strategic resource

Knowledge 
management 
as a strategic 

process

Major role of 
CoPs in knowl-
edge manage-

ment

Commonly known to employees on all levels of management 44.4% 28.54% 9.54%

Not commonly known in an organisation but some activities are being 
now undertaken to promote the concept among organisation employees 15.04% 17.74% 8.20%

Not commonly known in an organisation but its promotion is thought 
to be important 14.44% 18.44% 9.20%

Not commonly known in an organisation but some activities are planned 
to promote the concept among organisation employees 6.94% 11.44% 20.40%

Not commonly known in an organisation and its promotion is thought 
to be unjustified 6.34% 9.54% 15.20%

It is difficult to say 13.14% 14.64% 37.46%

Table 3. Assessment of the level of using sources 
of knowledge in organisations 

Sources of 
knowledge

Level of knowledge of sources / Level of using 
sources of knowledge

totally 
suffi-
cient

Mediocre insuffi-
cient

it is dif-
ficult to 

say

Internal 
knowledge

55.0% / 
60.0%

36.3% / 
31.9%

6.3% / 
5.0%

2.5% / 
3.1%

External 
knowledge

25.0% / 
32.1%

51.9% / 
49.1%

14.4% / 
11.9%

8.8% / 
6.9%

Explicit 
knowledge

39.0% / 
35.6%

38/4% / 
37.5%

8.2% / 
13.8%

14.5% / 
13.1%

Tacit 
knowledge

30.2% / 
30.8%

32.1% / 
39.0%

11.3% / 
8.8%

26.4% / 
21.4%
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knowledge management related thinking among 
employees of any organisation. Managers have to 
cope with some necessity to overcome barriers that 
prevent their organisations from using CoPs and 
knowledge management. The barriers in question 
predominantly include nonexistent knowledge 
about CoPs and knowledge management related 
opportunities and benefits (29.9%), no experience 
in knowledge management and CoPs particularly 
including lack of good examples of CoPs, poor 
knowledge of network participation rules and 
network etiquettes, lack of up-to-date expert maps 
and no experience in using adequate IT while sup-
porting CoPs (28.0%), lack of general knowledge 
of knowledge management and CoPs (27.0%), no 
ideas and motivation required while launching 
and implementing knowledge management and 
CoPs (18.6%) and cultural barriers observed in 
organisations (15.9%).

Question 4: Does Your 
Organisation Use IT to Manage 
Sources of Knowledge?

Organisations still lack information and computer 
technology solutions that satisfactorily allow for 
supporting management of external and internal 
tacit and explicit knowledge (see Table 4). Only 
in case of using IT to manage internal sources of 
knowledge, a majority of respondents expressed 
their total satisfaction (64.3% of replies). The worst 
situation is observed in case of using technologies 
to manage tacit knowledge.

Question 5: Which IT are Used by 
Organisations to Develop CoPs and 
Knowledge Management?

The research results clearly show unsatisfactory 
organisation awareness of complexity of problems 
to be dealt with while implementing information 
technologies to manage knowledge and develop 
CoPs. It turns out that in a majority of cases or-
ganisations associated information technologies 

that supported knowledge management with those 
technologies that had been in use before knowledge 
management and CoPs related works and experi-
ments were initiated (see Table 5). The following 
items were given in this context: electronic mail 
(97.7%), data bases (91.5%), spreadsheets (85.4%) 
and word processors along with search engines 
(80.8% each). Web mining and HTML documents 
were suggested less frequently by respondents 
(71.1% and 60.8% respectively). A half of en-
terprises involved declared that they used group 
work systems including Lotus Notes, Outlook/ 
Exchange, Oracle and WiseGroup to manage 
knowledge. Communicators of the Gadu-Gadu or 
Skype type were also used. Unfortunately, tech-
nologies that are said to be knowledge management 
dedicated are rarely used. Only 20% of organisa-
tions have data warehouses and even they do not 
use all capacities provided by data warehouse 
technologies. Only 4.7% of respondents confirmed 
that they used OLAP multidimensional analyses 
and Business Intelligence systems. Data mining 
(e.g. Statistica, SPSS and Oracle Data Mining 
systems) is used only by 11.7% of organisations. 
Use of categorisation and taxonomy systems is 
equally poor (8.6% of the replies given). In case 
of ontology, only 1.6% of respondents declared its 
usage, which means that the above solutions are 

Table 4. Assessment of the level of using infor-
mation technologies to manage tacit and explicit 
knowledge that comes from organisations and 
their environments 

Sources of knowl-
edge

Level of using IT (N=130)

totally 
suffi-
cient

medio-
cre

insuf-
ficient

it is 
difficult 
to say

Internal knowl-
edge 64.3% 25.6% 7.8% 2.3%

External knowl-
edge 41.8% 45.0% 9.3% 3.9%

Explicit knowl-
edge 38.7% 41.1% 13.2% 7.0%

Tacit knowledge 20.2% 37.2% 14.7% 27.9%
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hardly known to organisations. A slightly better 
situation is observed in case of documentation 
management systems (29.7%), competence man-
agement systems (12.5%) and work flow systems 
(10.9%). Detailed results of the research carried 
are presented below (see Table 5).

Question 6: Does Your Organisation 
Use a Corporate Portal to Develop 
CoPs and Knowledge Management?

It might seem that as a result of the major role 
that may be played by corporate portals while 
managing knowledge and developing CoPs, the 
corporate portals in question are commonly used 
in organisations. However, the research carried 
out contradicts the above thesis (see Table 6). It 
turns out that only 14.6% of organisations that 
declared usage of information technologies to 
support knowledge management and CoPs use 
corporate portals, thus integrating a majority of 
information technologies employed. 13.1% of 
organisations integrate only selected technolo-
gies in their corporate portals. A vast number of 
organisations do not know a solution that is called 
a corporate portal (36.9%). The fact that 10.8% of 
organisations do not use corporate portals and do 
not recognise any need to implement such portals 
does not bode well for the future.

Question 7: What is a Barrier that 
Prevents Your Organisation from 
Using IT to Develop CoPs and 
Manage Knowledge?

Organisations have by necessity to overcome 
barriers that prevent them from implementing and 
using information and computer technologies to 
support knowledge management and CoPs. The 
barriers in question predominantly include lack of 
funds (33.4%), lack of knowledge of information 
and computer technologies and their capacities to 
support knowledge management and CoPs, and 
lack of experience in implementing and using 

Table 5. Assessment of the level of using particular 
categories of information technologies to develop 
CoPs and knowledge management 

Information technologies

The level of IT usage
(N=130)

An-
swers 
pro-

vided

Percentage 
of answers 
provided

Electronic mail 127 97.7%

Data bases 119 91.5%

Spreadsheets 111 85.4%

Word processors 105 80.8%

Search engines 105 80.8%

Web mining 91 71.1%

HTML documents 79 60.8%

Workgroup systems 66 50.8%

Communicators 66 50.8%

Information technology management 
systems 63 49.2%

Text mining 59 46.1%

Electronic bulletins 47 36.2%

Synchronic trainings 44 33.8%

Asynchronic trainings 41 31.5%

Documentation management systems 38 29.7%

Teleconferences (video and audio 
teleconferences) 30 23.1%

XML documents 27 20.8%

Data warehouses 26 20.0%

Knowledge data bases 25 19.2%

Discussion lists 18 13.8%

Discussion forums 18 13.8%

Systems of competence management 16 12.5%

Exploration of data from data bases 15 11.7%

Systems of work flow management 14 10.9%

Expert systems 13 10.2%

Chat rooms 12 9.2%

Categorisation and taxonomy systems 11 8.6%

Content management systems 10 7.7%

Business Intelligence Systems 6 4.7%

OLAP multidimensional data analyses 6 4.7%

Ontology systems 2 1.6%
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information and computer technologies to support 
knowledge management and CoPs (32.8% each), 
no idea how to implement and use information 
and computer technologies to support knowledge 
management and CoPs (22.1%), no integration 
of information and computer technologies with 
organisation strategies and knowledge manage-
ment strategies (16.8%), and – finally - technical 
problems (14.0%). The other answers provided 
referred to lack of integration of information and 
computer technologies, legal problems and secu-
rity of information and computer technologies.

CONCLUSION

The research carried out confirmed the fact that 
in case of the CoPs usage the level of knowledge 
and experience of Polish organisations is very 
low and unsatisfactory. Only few organisations 
build their CoPs and undertake some knowledge 
management related attempts. Organisations 
that undertook some activities to develop CoPs 
and manage knowledge were able to see some 
benefits. CoPs contributed to improvement in 
organisational knowledge and organisational 
learning. They allowed for more effective problem 
solving, sharing experiences and best practices, 
finding information quickly, identifying gaps 

in knowledge repositories, holding discussions, 
exchanging opinions and developing contacts 
and co-operation inside organisations and with 
their business partners. Benefits that were most 
frequently given by organisations may be grouped 
in two categories referring to organisations and 
employees (see Table 7).

Taking into consideration CoPs related ben-
efits and remembering about rare practical imple-
mentation of CoPs, it is necessary to undertake 
promotional activities that would popularise the 
idea of CoPs in organisations, which encouraged 
us to present the most important information on 
CoPs in this article. Additionally, the philosophy 
of a network organisation along with importance 
of knowledge and organisational learning in a 
contemporary organisation are presented. The role 
of CoPs in organisational learning and knowledge 
management is shown and IT that allow for ef-
fective work of CoPs are suggested in the context 
of tacit and explicit knowledge management. 
Some barriers that prevent organisations from 
implementing CoPs and knowledge management 
are identified along with barriers related to using 
IT in the above initiatives.

Table 6. Using corporate portals in organisations 

ParticularsWe do not know this platform Total number 
(%)48 / 6.9%

We do not use the portal and we deem its 
implementation to be unjustified 14 / 0.8%

We do not use the portal but we believe that 
it would be justified to implement the portal 
in question

25 / 9.2%

We do not use the portal but the portal in ques-
tion is currently being built 7 / 5.4%

We use the portal that integrates selected 
technologies of knowledge management only 17 / 3.1%

We use the portal that integrates a majority of 
knowledge management technologies in use 19 / 4.6%

Table 7. Benefits from CoPs 

Benefits for employees Benefits for organisations

•  Learning from experts and 
    peers 
•  Developing a sense of 
    identity and belonging 
•  Improving ties with 
    colleagues from other 
    locations and organisations 
•  Developing broader 
    perspectives of the 
    organisation and 
    environment 
•  Developing long-term 
    personal networks 
•  Getting recognition for 
    specific skills and 
    knowledge not directly 
    related to their main job 
    description 
•  Improving self-esteem

•  Codifying chunks of 
    knowledge carried by 
    employees 
•  Promoting focused 
    organisational learning 
    knowledge management 
    and innovation 
•  Solving problems quickly 
•  Transferring best practices 
•  Developing professional 
    skills 
•  Helping the organisation 
    recruit and retain talent 
•  Better serving existing 
    clients
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Summing, it is necessary to underline that 
CoPs are not a universal silver bullet (Wenger et 
al., 2002).They are not meant to replace teams or 
business units as structures for serving markets 
and delivering products and services. Learning in 
model of CoPs requires an atmosphere of open-
ness. Each CoPs develops a unique atmosphere 
– intense or laid back, formal or informal, hier-
archical or democratic. Whatever norms mem-
bers establish, thy key is to build a foundation 
for collective inquire. An effective CoPs offers 
a place of exploration where it is safe to speak 
the truth and ask hard questions. Trust is key to 
this process. Effective CoPs are not necessarily 
without conflict. In fact, the stronger a commu-
nity, the better it is able to handle dissension and 
make it productive. In good CoPs strong bands 
withstand disagreement, and members can even 
use conflict as a way to deepen their relationships 
and their learning.

It is supposed that further effective develop-
ment of CoPs in Poland will be closely correlated 
with the development of knowledge management 
in organisations and economy. In comparison to 
the last 10 years, Poland has shown significant 
progress in all knowledge economy index (KEI) 
pillars in comparison to other West European 
countries. However, Polish enterprises are still 
relatively insufficient in terms of innovation 
system development (KEI for Poland in 2007 
was 6,89, for Germany 8,93), quality of institu-
tion (for Poland 7,07, for Germany 8,38) and IT 
(for Poland 6,87, for Germany 8,79). Only for 
education pillar KEI in Poland in 2007 was higher 
than in Germany (for Poland 811, for Germany 
8,08) according to the World Bank (2009). These 
facts should be considered in the interpretation of 
presented results of CoPs.

Methodological aspects related to building 
CoPs in the context of capacities, functions and 
properties presented are going to be dealt with by 
the Authors in subsequent publications. Compar-
ing our study with other Eastern and Western 

European Economies is also very interesting 
research field.
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ABSTRACT

The model Faculty Electronic Professional 
Learning and Portfolio (FEPLP) is viewed as 
cyclic with six basic entry points: quality man-
agement of academic development, professional 
development programmes, e-mentoring for new 
faculty teachers, development teaching and as-
sessment competences in a blended environment, 
web-supported faculty assessment strategies, and 
review of an e-portfolio. This computer-mediated 
model includes a range of multiple representations 
of teaching competences that seek to provide for 
different professional development programmes 
for faculty in higher education, increases e-men-
toring interactions, and provides a more closely 

reflection on campus e-learning experiences. The 
authors also investigated future staff developments 
including further competence module and online 
course development inspired by this model.

INTRODUCTION

We describe a Faculty Electronic Professional 
Learning and Portfolio model (FEPLP) (see Figure 
1). We state that significant changes in quality 
professional development are likely to take place 
only after changes in faculty professional learning 
(FPL) outcomes are evident, that is, once faculty 
have experienced professional change in academic 
learning competences. The model is viewed as 
cyclic with six basic entry points: quality man-
agement of academic development, professional 
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development programs, e-mentoring for new 
faculty teachers, development teaching and as-
sessment competences in a blended environment, 
web-supported faculty assessment strategies, and 
review of an e-portfolio. All these elements ensure 
quality as the foundation of everything a faculty 
teacher does. Quality assurance becomes the core 
of monitoring new faculty personnel, assessing 
and improving teaching responsibilities. We deal 
with the basic elements of quality assurance in this 
chapter, by focusing on the following:

a.  The university as a learning organization.
b.  The university staff and students as the most 

essential part of higher education institutions.
c.  The facilities and equipment as a critical 

component in planning for online teaching 
and learning.

d.  Policies and procedures as the set of docu-
ments providing guidance for fair and con-
sistent staff learning and development.

e.  Process control that deals with mechanisms 
for controlling learning outcomes of specific 
teaching processes.

f.  Documents and records, specifically profes-
sional electronic records, or digital portfo-
lios, and

g.  Audits and process improvement, or how to 
enhance the continuous faculty improvement 
cycle.

FACULTY DEVELOPMENT

Quality Management of 
Academic Development

According to the report Standards and Guidelines 
for Quality Assurance in the European Higher 
Education Area, released by the European Asso-
ciation for Quality Assurance in Higher Education 
in Helsinki (2005), faculty are “the single most 
important learning resource available to most 
students. It is important that those who teach 
have a full knowledge and understanding of the 
subject they are teaching, have the necessary skills 
and experience to transmit their knowledge and 
understanding effectively to students in a range 
of teaching contexts, and can access feedback on 
their own performance”. University government 
bodies planning and organizing more flexible 
learning delivery systems focus their attention, 
efforts and investments on allocating resources 
to maintain quality requirements and defining the 
scope of authority and responsibility of faculty at 
the university level.

Figure 1. Faculty e-development and portfolio model
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Moreover, policy makers are concerned with 
developing faculty job descriptions (duties and 
responsibilities), providing technological training 
and continuing education programs and assess-
ing teaching competence on each procedure and 
teaching activity staff teachers perform. Within 
universities and departments, experienced scholars 
are increasingly looking to providers of faculty 
professional learning and development for evi-
dence that activities, specifically workshops about 
web course designs, contribute to improvements 
in the performance of students. More particularly, 
higher education institutions, national ministries, 
international public organizations, quality assur-
ance agencies, professional organizations and 
researchers are concerned with promoting ad-
equate and safe work environments. Significant 
efforts to develop high-quality and convergent 
university curricula aligned with evaluation 
standards are under way in most European coun-
tries. Additionally, research efforts are focusing 
on improving the perceived usefulness, ease of 
use, and compatibility (with current practices) 
of online systems and software applications, as 
well as improving the self-efficacy of faculty with 
emerging technological tools. Hence, in striving 
for the professionalization of academics, higher 
education institutions embrace different types of 
excellence models (Sandbrook, 2001).

While general value systems show pedagogi-
cal promise, at least four quality values need to 
facilitate the adoption of a quality agenda for 
improving teaching and learning in higher edu-
cation. The key quality values selected by Van 
Kemenade, Pupius and Hardjono (2008, p. 178) 
are the bases for a change strategy, which we have 
adopted for staff learning success:

1.  Process control. Currently, accreditation 
systems are the means of examining profes-
sional portfolios for promotion purposes (i.e., 
tenure status). On the contrary, reflective 
dossier processes develop the capacity of 
staff for improvement, which is required by 

a university excellence model. Practitioners, 
colleagues, university executive manage-
ment and the academic development com-
munity should have a voice in recruiting, 
maintaining and improving the staff’s 
learning to assure university quality (Gray 
& Radloff, 2006).

2.  Continuous improvement. We refer to this 
value system with staff teachers to provide 
a reflective cycle to ensure continuous 
improvement of teaching and learning pro-
cesses, which relate to strategic direction, 
that is, the improvement of students’ learn-
ing outcomes. It represents a long process 
composed of the following:
a.  Principles or its basic epistemol-

ogy (i.e., cultures of discipline-based 
inquiry);

b.  Standards or the ontology (i.e., faculty 
work against explicit norms, teaching 
competences, assessment criteria or 
course guidelines);

c.  Performance management or the 
methodology (i.e., communication and 
interaction with mentors in an environ-
ment of work and support); and

d.  External review of the impact or the 
teleology (i.e., the mission of the uni-
versity is teaching versus research) 
(Gray & Radloff, 2006, p. 83).

3.  Commitment. It is fundamental to success 
that the university authorities, including 
deans and all types of academic scholars, 
fully understand the philosophy behind the 
university’s mission. Faculty commitment is 
both a cognitive and an emotional process, 
and it is achieved through both intrinsic mo-
tivation and external rewards and incentives.

4.  Breakthrough. It consists of a radical change 
in the teaching routines, a deep innovation, 
in other words, teaching strategies that are 
based on problem-based teaching to achieve 
breakthrough performance initiatives (i.e., 
effecting radical classroom learning redesign 
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for improving teaching processes in a given 
time period).

Our analysis of the literature has yielded the 
following broad quality characteristics of faculty 
development programs:

1.  Increasing the number of faculty members 
(junior and experienced teachers) partici-
pating in the programs. As Romano et al. 
(2004, p. 26) note, ‘the Mid-Career Teaching 
Program (MCTP) attracted a group of expe-
rienced faculty who are quite diverse in age, 
in the number of years they have worked in 
higher education, and in the length of time 
remaining before retirement’. Nevertheless, 
faculty participation in development courses 
depends upon such variables as the age, 
status and rank of academic staff.

2.  Understanding and improving faculty pro-
fessional learning (FPL), following any of 
the following types:
a.  Instructional (i.e., the program em-

phasizes the development of faculty 
technological literacy),

b.  Professional (i.e., the program un-
derlines the development of faculty 
professional roles and functions),

c.  Organizational (i.e., the program high-
lights the mission of the university as 
a learning organization),

d.  Career (i.e., the program stresses fac-
ulty gains from training courses), and

e.  Personal (i.e., the program maximizes 
managing communication skills, and 
advocates values clarification, and 
interpersonal skills training) (Camblin 
& Steger, 2000, p. 3).

Many universities are establishing FPL pro-
grams in order to strengthen pedagogical content 
knowledge. In this respect, the research of Major 
and Palmer (2006) is grounded in Shulman’s 
(1986, 1987) discourse, when they say: “…

teacher knowledge is comprised of several layers 
of knowledge, including both subject knowledge 
and pedagogical knowledge” (p. 620). In sum, they 
recognize that practical knowledge is not limited 
to grounds that derive only from practical experi-
ence and teaching action. Also, practical faculty 
knowledge is stuffed with hypothetical, evocative, 
essential and normative assertions.

3.  Self-evaluating teaching approaches. 
According to Aleamoni (1997, p. 35), “such 
self-evaluation could deal with course con-
tent, method of instruction, ability to keep 
student interest and attention high, ability to 
promote student learning, overall effective-
ness of the course, course and instructional 
objectives, and course and instructional orga-
nization”. One form of faculty empowering 
is typically concerned with the advancement 
of subject matter competence and the mastery 
of one’s own discipline as it relates to teach-
ing, thereby building criteria and models to 
enable them to become masters of their own 
learning.

4.  Increasing control by faculty members over 
their professional learning. As Caffarella and 
Zinn (1999) have pointed out, an enabling 
factor that enhances professional develop-
ment is the following personal characteristic: 
“Strong personal beliefs and values about 
the value of continuous professional devel-
opment; a sense of obligation to be active 
teachers, scholars, and learners throughout 
the career” (p. 248). Thus, by mapping their 
own road to professional proficiency, novice 
faculty teachers sustain desired learning over 
time.

5.  Expanding faculty members’ critical abili-
ties. Scholarly teaching requires a systematic 
process of inquiry into one’s own teach-
ing practices and into students’ learning. 
Implications of research conducted by 
Goldstein and Benassi (2006, p. 706) con-
cluded: “Our results suggest that it would 
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be constructive to assess the extent to which 
individual students believe that a teacher’s 
organization, clarity, etc. are important to 
good teaching and to examine these assess-
ments in relation to the teacher’s assessment 
of the same dimensions”. On this point, Koch 
et al. (2002) grouped the various sources 
used in evaluating one’s effectiveness into 
four discrete, but interrelated, approaches 
to quality assessment: ‘reflective critique, 
student feedback, analysis of student work, 
and classroom observations’ (p. 84). Thus, 
the infusion of these reflective activities into 
online faculty development courses should 
be thoughtfully considered and carefully 
buttressed by a strong research base.

6.  Disseminating the idea of effective and valu-
able FPL program assessments. Another 
form of program empowering is to guarantee 
minimum course standards for recognizing 
the work of faculty members. Many research-
ers and university leaders have become 
increasingly concerned with evaluating the 
quality of FPL programs. Thus, Pittas (2000) 
relied on different ways of approaching this 
issue: “While the traditional student evalu-
ations and outside experts have merit for 
program assessment, other measures are also 
useful. Perhaps a more important measure 
of a program’s success is to be found in the 
climate it creates for faculty development”. 
(p. 108). Many scholars from different 
countries seem to coincide on the subject 
of satisfying and unsatisfying faculty work 
factors. For instance, Kzltepe (2008, p. 519) 
concluded: “Results indicated that the great-
est predictors of job satisfaction were related 
to the environment in which academics work, 
including university atmosphere, morale, 
sense of community and relationships with 
colleagues”.

The focus now is to ensure that FPL has the 
effect of adapting teaching styles to meet the 

demands and expectations of today’s students, 
providing enlarged opportunities for collegial 
networking and promoting institutional aims. 
University reform oriented towards FPL tends to 
be more effective than traditional development 
courses. The former approach assumes faculty 
members being mentored or coached, participating 
in a curriculum study group or engaging in depart-
mental or context units that nurture, support and 
trust them. The conclusions of an Australian study 
point to some characteristics of staff development 
programs that we will consider in this chapter. For 
instance, Dixon and Scott (2003) recommended 
the following facts and influences: “An increased 
use of case-study approaches, access to video 
and CD-Rom, more opportunity to witness and 
discuss best practice in teaching and learning, and 
possible formal certification for attendance and 
achievement of program outcomes by offshore 
participants” (pp. 293–4).

Helping faculty to succeed academically, pro-
viding new strategies, and particularly structuring 
e-learning activities within a community are com-
mon aims of university units and other professional 
places (i.e., online forums) where those involved 
discuss ideas and views on particular issues of com-
mon concern. For example, Middendorf (2004) 
described the Faculty Development Community 
(FDC) as a process of improvement composed 
of seven principles for articulating the program: 
select faculty who are likely to be emulated, 
take advantage of cross-disciplinary exchanges, 
provide appropriate information when inviting 
faculty to join an IUFDC, structure activities, 
provide models and practice, provide ongoing 
support after the seminar, and track effectiveness 
in multiple ways. In some other universities and 
countries, public university personnel are scarce 
even for teaching and doing basic research. For 
instance, undertaking research acts as a disadvan-
tage or hindrance for academic staff in Turkey 
public universities: “What the academicians lack 
in Turkey is that they are conducting their research 
alone; very few of them have a one-to-one per-
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sonal research assistant to help them with their 
work; usually two or three academicians share 
one assistant. Therefore, most of the time they 
are alone with their personal research studies” 
(Kzltepe, 2008, pp. 526-7).

Also, we emphasize the creation of digital 
portfolios, which show novice faculty members’ 
best teaching productions. In an insightful piece 
of research, the Australian researchers Wood-
ward and Nanlohy (2004) stated: “This research 
demonstrates that while digital portfolios can be 
introduced at a variety of levels unless substantial 
processes are developed there is a danger that 
they will become a temporary fashion instead of 
a maintained fact” (p. 237). Consequently, digital 
portfolios should be carefully designed and thor-
oughly measured.

Finally, for the purpose of this chapter, we will 
describe below the analytical online activities 
that were available for monitoring and measur-
ing FPL in our e-development courses (Alegre 
& Villar, 2006).

Professional Development Programs

In framing this consideration of success in faculty 
professional development, one needs to consider 
how to define a faculty programs. Any teacher 
development program should examine conceptual 
and empirical data in order to establish a policy 
action. Consequently, the study of models of 
FPL is a priority in order to provide guidance in 
planning comprehensive and systemic staff pro-
fessional development. Besides, FPL programs 
should demonstrate success in a multitude of ways 
including change of faculty beliefs, enaction and 
reflection (Clarke & Hollingsworth, 2002, p. 954) 
in field-based evaluation, classroom practice and 
other outcomes (i.e., student learning and satisfac-
tion). This is consistent with evidence in support 
of faculty professional development that is closely 
aligned with improving students’ outcomes. We 
agree with researchers Penuel et al. (2007, p. 
953) when they conclude: “We agree with policy 

makers who argue that such studies are needed, 
and we also believe that the ultimate measure of 
success for any educational reform or professional 
development program is whether it leads to im-
provements in students’ learning”. Consistent with 
these findings, we draw on multiple sources of 
data (e.g., students’ perceptions of the classroom 
learning climate) for the contribution of hybrid 
courses for FPL programs (Villar & Alegre, 2008). 
However, Pittas (2000, p. 97) adopted a different 
viewpoint, assuming other links between forma-
tive variables: “The ultimate test of assessment 
is whether it advances faculty and institutional 
development”, although the meaning of advance 
here is a little vague and diffuse.

In this paragraph, we report on frameworks of 
FPL concepts, conditions and practices. Especially 
important are staff professional development 
models that allow scholars to conduct research 
and evaluations. We consider the prior work of Pill 
(2005, pp. 176–81) who classified FPL models as: 
(a) reflective practitioner, (b) action research, (c) 
novice to expert, and (d) metacognitive approach.

There are several broad teacher development 
research frameworks (e.g., Effective Learning 
Models and Frameworks to Design Professional 
Development) which provide insights for FPL: (a) 
the five phases of staff development, developed by 
the North Central Regional Educational Labora-
tory, (b) the five models of professional develop-
ment, developed by Sparks and Loucks-Horsley 
(1989), (c) the learning cycle by Loucks-Horsley 
(1995), (d) the systemic planning process: initia-
tion and readiness, implementation, and institu-
tionalization, (e) the framework for designing 
effective professional development, developed 
by Cook and Rasmussen (1994), and (f) the 
Concerns-Based Adoption Model (Hall & Loucks, 
1979) (to view the models, see North Central Re-
gional Educational Laboratory. Effective Learning 
Models and Frameworks to Design Professional 
Development. http://www.ncrel.org/sdrs/areas/
issues/educatrs/profdevl/pd2effec.htm).
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Within FPL programs, we identify the follow-
ing elements:

1.  Design of accurate, current, and substantial 
content. It is especially important to conduct 
a survey of academic staff needs that allows 
researchers to know their curriculum and 
instructional weaknesses. For instance, the 
aim of the faculty program undertaken by 
Bennett and Bennett (2003) was to increase 
the usage of the course management system, 
Blackboard 5.0, in classroom-based courses. 
The researchers concluded their study: “In 
order to achieve this level of penetration, 
the program was designed to improve 
participants’ general attitudes toward com-
puters, increase their level of competence 
in using computers as instructional tools, 
and raise their awareness of the usefulness 
of computers in enhancing teaching and 
learning” (Bennett & Bennett, 2003, pp. 
57–58). Currently, instructional design ap-
plied to Web-based learning environments 
is guided by the principles of instructional 
systems design (Kandlbinder, 2003; Oliver & 
Herrington, 2003). In this respect, we argue 
that faculty course designs need to be guided 
by a theoretical perspective that gives cen-
tral importance to both theoretical learning 
processes and practical knowledge among 
staff members. Also, this body of research is 
interpreted by “Instructional design theorists 
[who] often follow a time-honoured formula 
of: (a) absorbing original research in a related 
discipline, (b) developing a heuristic model 
of practice based on that original research, 
and (c) offering that simplified model of 
practice to instructional design practitioners” 
(Wilson, 2004, p. 81). Therefore, FPL that 
incorporates the following four-stage design 
process, which is customized to the needs of 
participant instructors, is an efficient strategy 
for conducting any research study:

a.  The design of sequenced, structured 
and comprehensive lessons follow-
ing an outcomes-based approach. 
Therefore, FPL design incorporates an 
array of structural features: “Research 
has itemized aspects of design from an 
instructional perspective, such as the 
use of the technology, instructional 
objectives, testing, multimedia materi-
als and the learning activities that arise 
through combinations of these aspects” 
(Ellis, Ginns & Piggott, 2009, p. 306). 
We emphasize in particular the require-
ment of learning activities to engage 
and direct the participating faculty 
members in the process of acquisition 
of teaching knowledge, and also, the 
development of teaching and learning 
capacities that are applied or transferred 
to classroom settings.

b.  The design and condition of com-
munication supports for the online 
participants to scaffold the teaching-
learning process. Furthermore, to 
provide meaningful forms of feedback, 
and to share ideas and problems with 
colleagues.

c.  The design and arrangement of the 
learning resources needed by the par-
ticipant instructors to complete the set 
activities successfully and to facilitate 
guidance.

d.  The design and specification of courses 
to give the universities and institutions 
feedback on matters related to partici-
pant instructors’ learning.

2.  Dialogue among course participants about 
their teaching beliefs and intentions. A fac-
ulty member’s teaching belief is a personal 
judgment about his or her competence at 
engaging students in the learning process 
to attain learning results. There is a large 
body of theory and research supporting the 
notion that such beliefs are a consideration 
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for FPL. Thus, evidence from one study sug-
gests that “Teachers with high self-efficacy 
beliefs are likely to engage in a wide range 
of more productive teaching practices than 
teachers with low self-efficacy” (Postareff, 
Lindblom-Ylänne & Nevgi, 2008, p. 31).

3.  Connecting theory and practice. Teaching 
capabilities are abilities on the part of the 
individual faculty member to work ac-
tively, persistently and carefully to bring 
the worlds of theory and practice together. 
As expressed by Gibbs and Coffey (2004, 
p. 89): “Much training is explicitly oriented 
towards developing teachers’ teaching skills, 
especially their classroom practice”. This is 
precisely the issue Schön (1983) discussed 
in depth when formulating his ‘epistemol-
ogy of practice’. In describing a theory of 
practice-oriented professional development, 
reflecting the opinion of other scholars, 
Clegg (2009, p. 411) remarked: “While 
academic developers’ knowledge about 
the capacities of learners and of the social 
context is informed by abstract science, 
notably sociology and psychology, it is not 
reducible to them”. Therefore, designers of 
FPL programs should be concerned with 
how to engage faculty members in building 
a knowledge base for teaching, and reflect-
ing on and changing their practice. These 
concepts overlap, repeat, and often occur 
simultaneously.

4.  Reform versus traditional FPL. In this con-
text, it is critical that models of FPL take 
into consideration measures of the following 
criteria: duration and time span, role of col-
leagues, focus of professional development, 
active learning, and coherence (Penuel et al., 
2007, pp. 928–32). In addition, it involves 
a thorough analysis of the development in 
the faculty member of a strong sense of 
self-as-learner and technological literacy to 
work with domain-specific knowledge (e.g., 
discipline and didactic knowledge), as the 

two approaches are fundamental to support 
metacognition (Lin, 2001).

5.  Challenging FPL delivered in blended 
learning environments. Most faculty today 
utilize technology in their instruction as 
a mechanism for course content delivery, 
grade delivery, and basic communication. 
However, an effective learning environment 
fosters collaboration among students and 
faculty, and allows the student to create and 
share new knowledge as well as supporting 
the connection of different pieces of informa-
tion. Most faculty feel that integrating web 
technologies into the classroom learning 
environment can be effective at increas-
ing students’ satisfaction with the course, 
improve their learning and their writing 
ability, and increase student interaction with 
other students and faculty; thus changing the 
students’ role from passive to active learners, 
allowing them to create and retain knowledge 
better. Particularly, time, technology, and 
developing new teaching skills, and selecting 
the participants are factors and interventions 
that scholars regulate in FPL frameworks 
(Fitzgibbon & Jones, 2004, pp. 29-33).

6.  Constructivist learning communities. An ap-
proach to FPL including targeting improve-
ments is that of learning communities. It is 
based on participant-centred methodologies 
in which teaching knowledge is built through 
dynamic commitment (sense making) with 
ideas and experience. It emphasizes the 
interdependence of the participants and the 
communal environment of the develop-
ment as teaching knowledge is negotiated 
and constructed through forum debates, 
problem-solving and authentic teaching 
innovations and experiences (Comeaux & 
McKenna-Byington, 2003). Most students 
between the ages of 12 and 17 use online 
social network sites and check their accounts 
two or more times a day. Thus, Ajjan and 
Hartshorne (2008) emphasize the positive 
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pedagogical implications of those sites for 
higher education. Supporting the notion that 
social networking would be an effective 
strategy for FPL is the opinion of scholars 
who find many positive training results 
connected with the sense of community 
among participants (e.g., commitment to 
group goals, cooperation and collaboration 
among members, flow of information, and 
so on). These studies provide a strong basis 
for developing hypotheses about what makes 
online learning environments efficient social 
spaces. As Barker (2002, p. 5) remarked 
about online environments: [they] “must 
therefore provide a mechanism to enable 
people to “talk” about whatever interests 
them within a variety of different topic ar-
eas”. The idea that faculty developers should 
create training tasks at the beginning of a 
FPL program to check that participants are 
able to access resources and to begin online 
socialisation is agreed upon by scholars 
and researchers (Nicol, Minty & Sinclair, 
2003). Currently, faculty members utilize 
these online sites for social support, to stay 
in touch with their colleagues, to make re-
search plans, and for interchange of opinions 
and teaching beliefs with instructors online. 
“However, educators who perceive the value 
of social bonds in the learning process must 
reconceptualize how sense of community 
can be stimulated in virtual classrooms, 
particularly in computer-mediated learning 
environments where many of the verbal and 
nonverbal cues needed to support strong 
interpersonal ties are missing” (Rovai, 2000, 
p. 286).

7.  Hybrid structures or mixed delivery profes-
sional development approach. The intro-
duction of Learning Management Systems 
(LMS), such as Blackboard, eCollege, and 
Web CT, allows developers and trainers 
to combine the advantages of online class 
training with the benefits of face-to-face 

interaction. It allows program flexibility, 
especially for lengthy courses, enhances ac-
quisition of information abilities, and allows 
faculty members scattered across a campus 
engage in learning according to their needs. 
As it happens with hybrid environments 
for classroom instruction, “a mix of face-
to-face and online instruction (somewhere 
between 90% and 10% and 10% and 90%) 
will be superior to either 100% face-to-face 
or 100% online courses” (Woods, Baker & 
Hopper, 2004, p. 282). In conjunction with 
this approach, managers must design the 
interface for the environment and consider 
the appropriate integration of communica-
tion tools to support high-level user activity. 
In addition, researchers have taken up as a 
significant study problem the need to chal-
lenge and compare online learning spaces. 
Thus, the online environment dimensions for 
a detailed examination might consist of three 
relevant metrics: ‘functionality, usability, 
and validity’ (Scigliano & Dringus, 2000, p. 
101), which would hypothetically guarantee 
learnability, efficiency and predictability of 
interface goodness.

ELECTRONIC PROFESSIONAL 
LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

E-Mentoring for New Faculty Teachers. Men-
toring is a concept that has become widespread; 
firstly, in education (http://www.edc.org; http://
www.telementor.org/) and higher education (see 
the specific sites: http://www.mentors.net and 
http://emissary.wm.edu/index.php?content=pub_
presen.html&menu=What), and secondly, in 
business and enterprises (http://www.onlinewbc.
org/). Traditionally, the mentoring relationship is 
represented as a process in which a more experi-
enced faculty member provides control, support, 
and opportunities for socialization to a novice 
faculty teacher. At the level of university quality 
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control (e.g., movement of faculty accreditation), 
the recruitment and maintenance of novice faculty 
for achieving promotion and tenure is important 
to all university sectors. New faculty teachers 
demand assistance for career support, knowledge 
acquisition (e.g., uncovering the assumptions of a 
discipline), collegiality (e.g., shared responsibility 
for research and publications) and emotional help 
and respect in communications. Indeed, research 
indicates that some important issues have to be 
considered when helping faculty instructors in-
crease their teaching and research involvement, 
because “inexperienced researchers may feel very 
inadequate about their own research skills and their 
ability to understand and succeed in the research 
process of grant application and publication” 
(Johnston & McCormack, 1997, p. 262). There-
fore, it is important to organize the set of ideas that 
form the basis for mentoring. The underpinning of 
mentoring is succinctly described by Ponce, Wil-
liams and Allen (2005): “Mentoring models derive 
from a collectivistic philosophy that emphasizes 
wider arrays of interpersonal contact between 
more- and less-expert individuals, greater shar-
ing of resources, heightened advocacy, and more 
frequent use of formative feedback that generally 
centers on both instrumental goal-oriented career 
support and psychosocial nurturance” (p. 1160). 
Below, we describe a theoretical framework that 
integrates some viewpoints concerning faculty 
with mentoring program models and resources:

1.  Telementoring relationships. In defining 
e-mentoring as a professional development 
strategy based on the internet, Bierema and 
Merriam (2002) stated its scope as ‘computer 
mediated, mutually beneficial relationship 
between a mentor and a protégé which 
provides learning, advising, encouraging, 
promoting, and modelling, that is often 
boundary-less, egalitarian, and qualita-
tively different than traditional face-to-face 
mentoring’ (p. 214). This definition has 

two elements that distinguish e-mentoring 
from traditional mentoring; the boundary-
less configuration of e-mentoring (e.g., no 
time, geography and culture limits) and 
the egalitarian quality of staff induction 
(e.g., protégés deserve equal rights and op-
portunities as mentors). We established the 
character of e-mentoring as occurring in a 
virtual and formalized program environ-
ment where training and coaching is made 
available for mentors and protégés and out-
comes are evaluated. Findings from Calkins 
and Kelley’s (2005, pp. 261–2) analysis of 
personality characteristics for a mentor also 
contributed to a catalogue of the qualities and 
core attributes of this new formative role to 
be developed at university level:
a.  “Being supportive, intelligent, knowl-

edgeable, and ethical”.
b.  “Teaching, sponsoring, encouraging, 

counselling and befriending”.
2.  Mentoring processes. Assigning a veteran 

faculty mentor does little to remedy the situ-
ation of distress of first-year academic staff 
if the mentoring approach is to give hand-
outs, transparency masters or videotapes 
as a means of inducting novice instructors 
about how to teach. By contrast, authors 
have concluded that the ‘mentoring practice 
has shifted from a product-oriented model, 
characterized by transfer of knowledge, to 
a process-oriented relationship involving 
knowledge acquisition, application, and 
critical reflection. The hierarchical transfer 
of knowledge and information from an older, 
more experienced person to a younger, less 
experienced person is no longer the prevail-
ing mentoring paradigm.’ (Zachary, 2002, 
p. 28). Mentors are expected to be models 
who develop and show unwritten principles 
and practicalities of the university culture 
to novice faculty members who have taken 
on the challenge of helping students learn. 
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For example, Haynes and Petrosko’s (2009) 
social learning theory provides a framework 
for mentoring, because the strategy involves 
“modeling, vicarious reinforcement and ob-
servation” (p. 42). Mentoring carried out by 
an experienced faculty mentor might support 
a group of faculty members doing a reflective 
and critical thinking and developing their 
teaching practice not only for emotional but 
also professional development. Mentoring 
consists in the provision of guidance and 
nurturing; as such, it is a process of socializa-
tion into the profession coming from peers 
as well as senior organizational members: 
“Mentoring circles typically involve one 
mentor working with a group of mentees 
or groups of people mentoring each other…
The group shares experiences, challenges 
and opportunities for the purpose of creat-
ing solutions” (Darwin & Palmer, 2009, 
p. 126). The experience of such circles at 
the universities of South of Australia and 
Adelaide took on a topic-based learning 
approach. Also, eleven key themes emerged 
from the content analysis of focus group 
responses and reflective statements from a 
study at the University of Sydney: “Pairing 
process, entry participation barriers–rec-
ognition and time, ongoing participation 
barrier–time, participation incentives–re-
wards, cultural compatibility, gender, goals, 
outcomes–intended and unintended, nature 
of relationships, structure of program, and 
mentoring agreement” (Ewing et al., 2008, 
p. 299). Mentoring circles worked for those 
who felt comfortable in a collaborative group 
environment. Supporting the notion that 
mentorship is an effective strategy for FPL, a 
large body of theory and research focused on 
the importance of faculty members’ profes-
sional communities, characterized by shared 
norms of collegiality and support values. As 
an example, we choose as most suitable the 

following statement: “Developing a learning 
community for tenured faculty intending 
to assist untenured faculty” (Greene et al., 
2008, p. 439). A mentor framework oper-
ates in most cases as a development course. 
Therefore, the recruitment and selection 
of mentors and mentees would occur over 
several training sessions comprising:
a.  An information session introducing 

the aims, objectives and concept of a 
faculty mentoring project.

b.  A half-day professional development 
workshop to establish a shared under-
standing of mentoring and to facilitate 
some relationship-building between 
potential mentors and mentees.

c.  A process for developing mentee-
mentor dyads (Ewing et al., 2008).

3.  Mentor training for senior faculty members. 
A desirable function of the head of the depart-
ment is to initiate the mentoring relationship 
in his or her department: “Chairs need to cre-
ate awareness of interdisciplinary teaching, 
research, and service opportunities” (Bower, 
2007, p. 82). Also, department heads are 
in charge of sharing information with col-
leagues who have different personalities, 
values and motives from themselves. Thus, 
FPL under a mentoring framework should 
consider cultural supports from higher edu-
cation institutions. As researchers, we have 
been involved in a faculty mentoring project 
for improving teaching staff. In particular, 
given that our study was grounded within 
the context of implementing an e-mentoring 
programme, we applied a three-phase pro-
cess: (a) planning, (b) organization and (c) 
assessment with faculty members of two 
universities from the Canary Islands: La 
Laguna (ULL) and Las Palmas de Gran 
Canaria (LPGC), who acted as mentors 
and reciprocally as protégés. In that study, 
participants were located in two different 
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islands and their personal testimonials were 
evidences of successful mentoring (Villar 
& Alegre, 2006a).

4.  Mentorship of women and minorities in 
academia. In formal mentoring programs, 
the two Canary Islands universities involved 
are committed to the value of computer 
conferencing systems when meeting face-
to-face (f2f) is impractical. Unfortunately, 
junior faculty, such as women and minorities, 
are more likely to view online mentoring 
programs as unsafe, rather than supportive, 
to career development. Through the de-
velopment of a peer mentoring paradigm, 
some academic members are changing 
their beliefs. Thus, ‘graduate teaching as-
sistants (GTAs) rate mentoring as the most 
effective form of training when compared 
to campus-wide seminars or departmental 
training programs (Jones, 1993)’ (Boyle, & 
Boice, 1998, p. 158). Also, considerate it is 
evident that collaboration is more effective 
than having each faculty member go off to do 
her teaching duties in isolation. Accordingly, 
Driscoll et al. (2009, p. 7) found that “Group 
mentoring programs to support women and 
minority faculty in their career goals include 
strategic collaboration”. Anyway, it is also 
difficult to find either a head of department 
or experienced faculty members from the 
same department to represent the functions 
of educator, sponsor, coach, counselor and 
confronter. This is why some authors claim 
or imply that participating in the varying 
characteristics of different types of men-
toring relationships promotes significant 
knowledge gains for junior faculty members 
and women: “Cross-institution mentoring 
programs for women could be enhanced as 
a means to avoid some of the political con-
straints of being mentored in one’s academic 
department” (Gibson, 2004, pp. 184–5).

DEVELOPING TEACHING AND 
ASSESSMENT COMPETENCES 
IN A BLENDED ENVIRONMENT

University administrations often advocate be-
coming a ‘blended’ university, one that enables 
students to take online courses, traditional courses 
and courses that are partly online either off or 
on campus. However, many academic faculty 
members do not see a need for blending courses, 
or being part of the blended university which the 
administration now apparently wants. The earlier 
perception of online learning as distance learning 
(i.e., courses delivered off-campus), or as part of a 
distance learning program where all courses must 
occur in virtual space, has contributed to their 
reluctance. Of course, integrating web-enhanced 
or online courses across disciplines is not a simple 
matter. Below we give some justifications.

1.  Faculty members are somehow skeptical 
about some technological proposals. Some 
instructors who have never used interac-
tive technologies, but who rely heavily on 
constructivist learning methodologies (e.g., 
interpersonal collaboration that leads to 
knowledge building) in traditional classes 
are often skeptical of online interaction. 
These instructors have an entrenched 
perception that online courses deprive 
students of meaningful interaction with 
their peers. Such courses do, in fact, limit 
students’ oral interaction with their peers, 
but online courses can provide them with 
multiple opportunities, as discussed above, 
for written interaction and discussion about 
readings, assignments, and their writing and 
reading processes, perhaps more so than in 
traditional courses. As King (2002, p. 236) 
has remarked: “Specifically, it was found 
that these hybrid online classroom discus-
sions had the potential of prompting critical 
thinking, dynamic interactive dialogue, and 
substantial peer-to-peer interaction”.
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2.  Recent research explores the complex links 
between the design of online professional 
development and FPL competences. We have 
selected many of the features of professional 
development in our online FPL. Thus, our 
e-development programs include planning, 
organizing, structuring, tracking, reporting, 
communicating assessments, and many 
other principles, that take time and require 
orderliness on the part of the online program 
advisers, which are critical issues in its de-
sign. Therefore, as others before us (see, for 
example, Nijhuis & Collis, 2003), we have 
designed faculty e-development programs 
considering the following elements:
a.  plan courses (e.g., checked with uni-

versity administration and evaluation 
agencies with regard to prerequisites);

b.  prepare courses (e.g., needs assess-
ment, write teaching and assessment 
materials, arrange technological 
facilities);

c.  search for resources (e.g., arrange 
copyrights);

d.  structure lessons (e.g., design 
PowerPoint presentations, add refer-
ences to external resources, questioning 
skills, intuitive lessons);

e.  review assignments (e.g., writing ef-
fective test items, download and open 
assignments submitted via the moodle 
platform, read the submitted assign-
ments, formulate feedback);

f.  monitor (e.g., deadlines, planning 
problems);

g.  course communication (e.g., latest 
news, giving feedback on participant 
questions);

h.  social interactions with participants 
(e.g., small-group forum debates);

i.  professional interactions with mentors 
(e.g., communication about pedagogi-
cal issues, subject matter issues, best 
practices, how to handle special prob-

lems, co-ordination of curriculum and 
timetable);

j.  assign marks (e.g., participant assess-
ment, inform participants of results and 
consequences);

k.  administer (e.g., keep records of 
participants’ progress, marks, special 
arrangements, practice groups, follow 
up absentee or apparently dropped-out 
students), and

l.  portfolio (e.g., document all problems 
that occurred and that an instructor can 
be held accountable for).

3.  Online development program topics for FPL 
or agency staff. As noted by different authors 
(Rosenbaum, Lenoch & Ferguson, 2005) 
in a review of the state of FDL, we think 
it is very convenient to develop academic 
staff who will be competent to change and 
adapt university teaching programs, act as 
university mentors, and design and deliver 
innovative faculty development programs. 
Most FPL that has been summarized in the 
research literature has focused on develop-
ing participants’ skills for their own teach-
ing. Below (Table 1), we relate the topics 
that underlie our model of FPL, basic FPL 
capacities are the core of our e-development 
program. Also, we have delivered specific 
short-time duration minicourses based on 
computer-based learning environments. All 
FPL courses are based on ‘moodle’, which is 
a course management system (CMS) (http://
moodle.org/). As occurs with other course 
management systems, faculty members’ 
participation in the learning process with 
moodle is associated with the perception 
of their technological capabilities related to 
specific CMS skills and knowledge. There is 
no doubt that in general the faculty members’ 
perceptions of their computer self-efficacy at 
the beginning of our courses are low. Their 
perceptions change as the courses progress 
and they practise certain routine applications.
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4.  The value of curriculum and teaching ca-
pacities (CTC). Supporting the notion that 
CTC would be an effective approach for 
FPL is a large body of theory and research 
focused on the importance of academic 

staff’s professional change. Table 2 shows 
the most highly prioritized content for our 
model of online FPL (Villar & Alegre, 
2006a). The columns in the table are labeled 
according to a constructivist approach. It 

Table 1. Topics used in authors’ faculty e-development program courses 

Basic course capacities Minicourse professional competences Program Design

Twenty curriculum and teaching capacities 
Twelve assessment capacities

Teaching portfolios 
Self-assessment 
Mentoring 
Educational innovation 
Teaching program 
Program evaluation 
Assessment capacity building

Needs assessment Determining goals and 
objectives 
Lesson design 
Choosing educational strategies 
Moodle modules

Table 2. Modules and CTC framework 

Questions Modules and reflections Capacities

Who are they? 1. Personal Identity. Think carefully 
about faculty members and students.

C1. Capacity to perform quality agent or reflective 
professional roles. 
C2. Knowledge of student motivation and ability to 
promote students’ positive attitudes. 
C3. Awareness of students’ diversity in all its forms. 
C4. Knowledge of counselor development and ability to 
set appropriate boundaries.

How are getting along with faculty 
members and students in the teaching 
and learning process of a subject?

2. Social relations. Weigh in the mind 
the social relations in the classroom 
environment.

C5. Capacity to solve students’ problems. 
C6. Capacity to assess classroom climate. 
C7. Capacity to build classroom communication and 
negotiate learning contracts.

What is taught and what students learn 
through their academic program?

2. Curriculum. Think carefully about the 
scientific theory of the subject matter 
and its teaching and learning.

C8. Capacity to develop metacognitive skills in the 
trainee. 
C9. Knowledge of goals and value of ethical principles. 
C10. Capacity to encourage and use cooperative learning 
among students.

How is the educational program 
organized?

3. Methodology. Recognize method-
ological issues.

C11. Capacity to provide effective and free curriculum 
time. 
C12. Capacity to hand out study guides that have coher-
ence, progression and differentiation.

How to manage and develop your 
teaching program?

4. Decision Making. Formulate decision-
making and problem solving abilities 
into an organized flexible structure.

C13. Knowledge of area being supervised (learning 
tasks, research, assessment, etc.).

What is communicated in teaching? 5. Interaction. Carefully blend didactic 
interactions.

C14. Teaching and didactic skills for large groups. 
C15. Knowledge of conversation and discussion meth-
ods. 
C16. Knowledge of questioning skills.

What are you getting? 6. Evaluation. Relate the learning pro-
cess and revise the university impact.

C17. Knowledge of formative and summative evaluation. 
C18. Capacity to provide effective feedback and to en-
courage and use evaluative feedback from the student. 
C19. Knowledge of learning tasks measurement. 
C20. Capacity to conduct own self-assessment process.
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presents the challenge of synthesizing a large 
spectrum of somewhat diverse questions, 
organization modules, reflective thinking 
and capacities. Hence, university teaching 
(a prism) is seen as having many capacities 
(facets).

We summarize our online FPL design in Fig-
ure 2, which illustrates principles of CTC knowl-
edge construction. The FPL program focuses on 
realistic approaches to solving real-life univer-
sity teaching problems. It creates real classroom 
environments that employ the context in which 
student learning is relevant; embeds four-phase 
capacity learning in an authentic problem-solving 
teaching scenery; presents authentic tasks, prac-
tices and strategies (contextualizing rather than 
abstracting instruction); fosters reflective practice; 
and finally, it pays attention to metacognition and 
strategic self-regulation by participants.

5.  Assessment CTC building. The second type 
of faculty e-development program focused 
on a revised version of the “EFQM 
Excellence Model” (Sandbrook, 2001). 
Figure 3 is intended to illustrate the key 
criteria or assessment capacities of the FPL 
formative program evaluation as we see 
them. The FPL program content consisted 
of six connected criteria to understand the 
change and improvement of any formative 
program (Alegre & Villar, 2006). The analy-
sis of each criterion included a number of 
competences to describe its meaning in 
detail. Each competence was written as a 
four-phase online lesson structure:
a.  Criterion 1. Formative Program. This 

criterion analyses how the formative 
program promotes and facilitates the 
fulfilment of the mission of the uni-
versity by developing and supporting 

Figure 2. Concept-map learning approach for a FPL program
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the curriculum objectives and flex-
ibility necessary for university success 
through a culture of quality. We pro-
pose two subcriteria or competences, 
which we project as a problem-solving 
situation. Competence 1: how are the 
objectives of a formative program de-
signed? and Competence 2: how is the 
curriculum flexibility adjusted to the 
objectives of the formative program?

b.  Criterion 2. Teaching Organization. 
This criterion examines how to manage 
improvement phenomena that promote 
organizational changes and how to 
coordinate and establish a beneficial 
relationship between the organization 
and its environment. We propose two 
subcriteria or competences, which we 
project as a problem-solving situa-
tion. Competence 3: how is the con-
tinuous improvement planned? and 
Competence 4: how is an effective 
communication established?

c.  Criterion 3. Human Resources. This 
criterion reveals the development of the 
policies and strategies (e.g., research 
and assessment) of the organization 
applied to the field of human resources. 
We propose two subcriteria or compe-
tences, which we project as a problem-
solving situation. Competence 5: how 
are the academic personnel involved 
in investigation, development and in-
novation activities? and Competence 
6: how is the academic personnel’s 
teaching assessed?

d.  Criterion 4. Material Resources. This 
criterion looks at the tangible assets of 
the formative program, in particular, its 
library and media resources. We pro-
pose two subcriteria or competences, 
which we project as a problem-solving 
situation. Competence 7: how are the 
library and documental archives made 

more convenient and accessible for the 
formative process? and Competence 8: 
how are media and resources adapted 
to the formative program?

e.  Criterion 5. Formative Process. This 
criterion indicates what student learn-
ing is, particularly that related to the 
coordination of different method-
ologies and the integration of multiple 
teaching approaches. We propose three 
subcriteria or competences, which we 
project as a problem-solving situa-
tion. Competence 9: how are student 
competences fomented in the teaching-
learning process? Competence 10: 
what is the teaching-learning meth-
odology? and Competence 11: how is 
the student guided and motivated in a 
tutorship within the formative process?

f.  Criterion 6. Results. This criterion 
becomes aware of student perception, 
as well as the evaluation indicators 
used by the formative program to 
assess its impact. We propose one 
subcriterion or competence, which we 
project as a problem-solving situation. 
Competence 12. How is the student’s 
satisfaction measured in a formative 
process?

Overall, participants from the ULL and LPGC 
perceived a greater need for assessment compe-
tences (Alegre & Villar, 2006). Also, they per-
ceived one main factor that was influencing the 
quality of formative programs (e.g., lack of staff 
development opportunities).

We emphasized the importance of needs as-
sessments to ensure that content competences 
were relevant to the needs of participants and were 
realistically attainable through course activities. 
Needs assessments took the form of online ques-
tionnaires. Additionally, we assessed participants’ 
learning according to their level of involvement 
in improvement activities.
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Which activities constitute our ‘key delivery’ 
processes for a specific competence? We illustrate 
activities developed in competence 3: how is the 
continuous improvement planned? We proposed 
five activities and a strategy (plan of action de-
signed to achieve a particular goal) with respect 
to competence 3:

• Activity 1. Hierarchy of results of an im-
provement program for a formative pro-
gram. Specific tasks: first, read the hier-
archy of results of Owen (1998, p. 319), 
which is quoted below:
5.  Enhancement of career.
4.  Self-confidence in terms of profes-

sional work.
3.  Empowerment to undertake profes-

sional work tasks.
2.  Acquisition of techniques and skills.
1.  Increases in knowledge of facts and 

concepts.

Second, indicate the number of times each of 
the above results is cited in a selected proposal 
of an improvement program (see references in 
the Resource Directory of this FPL course about 
formative program evaluation).

• Activity 2. Logical model of an improve-
ment program for a formative program 
evaluation. Specific tasks: first, select the 
study by Millar, Simeone & Carnevale 
(2001, p. 76). Second, write down what 
matters (factors, activities, plans for im-
provement, and gaps) of a logical model 
as shown in a selected proposal of an im-
provement program (see references in the 
Resource Directory of the above course).

• Activity 3. Design a teaching guide. 
Specific tasks: first, select an improvement 
program evidencing an action research 
project in a subject matter of a formative 
program evaluation (see references in the 
Resource Directory of the above course). 
Second, show its characteristics. Third, 
complete the evaluation of the similarities 
and differences between the selected pro-
gram improvement and the projects report-
ed by Koch et al. (2002, p. 86).

• Activity 4. Model of continuous improve-
ment process. Specific tasks: first, select 
an improvement program (see references 
in the Resource Directory of the above 
course). Second, review the steps of 
Macy, Neal and Waner’s (1998, pp. 31–2) 
Continuous Process Improvement (CPI) 

Figure 3. Criteria to evaluate a formative program
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model: step 1: outcomes & criteria; step 2: 
curricular & co-curricular; step 3: instruc-
tion; step 4: student performance; step 5: 
assessment. Third, evaluate and summa-
rize which CPI steps have been taken in the 
selected program improvement.

• Activity 5. Model of reflection. Specific 
tasks: first, select the improvement plan 
of History Teaching (see reference in the 
Resource Directory of the above course). 
Second, rearrange the improvements table 
reclassifying it according to the concepts 
of the model of reflection by McAlpine et 
al. (1999, p. 106): goals, knowledge, ac-
tion, monitoring and decision making, and 
gallery of tolerance.

• Strategy. Improvement plans. Specific 
tasks: first, select an improvement program 
(see references in the Resource Directory 
of the above course). Second, suggest a 
strategy that can (a) specify whether the ac-
tion improves organizational management, 
personnel, or out of the center responsibil-
ity; (b) sort the field of action for improve-
ment as teaching, research or management; 
(c) suggest an action for each improvement 
item in the organization of the selected for-
mative program; (d) refer the name of the 
office or staff to be responsible for actions; 
(e) write a monitoring indicator for each 
action (specify or document results that 
serve to check the status of development of 
the action), and (f) weigh the importance 
of actions setting a timetable for imple-
mentation of each improvement action.

It is clear that the realization of scholarly online 
FPL results from diverse practices, and field-spe-
cific activities. We have mapped a FPL formative 
program evaluation course based on 1654 realized 
activities by participants (e.g., professional reflec-
tions, development and implementation strategies 
to meet established goals, and so on). Also, faculty 
and agency staff answered 120 objective test ques-

tions for the overall twelve-lesson FPL formative 
program evaluation course. Problems encountered 
during the mentioned course created an additional 
burden for mentors running the course: pedagogic 
concepts used for designing lessons, activities and 
tests, participants’ understandings coming from 
scientific areas; and a number of discrete internal 
technology infrastructures (e.g., connection with 
the server, software support, and so on) (Alegre 
& Villar, 2006).

FACULTY’S ELECTRONIC 
PORTFOLIO

Web-Supported Assessment 
Strategies

We structured online FPL programs around five 
milestone tasks which were related to fundamental 
program factors: (a) curriculum design (e.g., pre-
sentation of accurate, current and research-based 
substantial content); (b) model of learning and of 
supporting learning (e.g., dialogue among course 
participants about the content meaning and activi-
ties); (c) participant inquiry and assessment (e.g., 
the ability of participants to ask questions and 
share responses in a chat environment that can be 
personalized to support responsiveness and trust, 
and the development of assignments that can apply 
to the improvement of classroom teaching); (d) 
operating system platforms (e.g., the facility of 
the computer-based learning environment not to 
detract from faculty members’ learning), and (e) 
evaluation (e.g., changes in participants’ beliefs 
concerning course effectiveness).

In describing online FPL, other scholars have 
also substantiated analogous factors (King, 2002; 
Owston et al., 2008). However, current evaluation 
of FPL models pays relatively little attention to 
the assumptions about the situated experience of 
faculty learning. Nevertheless, it seems that an 
analogous limitation reinforces the discourse of 
professional development of teachers: ‘Evalua-
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tive research often compares methods of delivery 
of PD through evaluating learning outcomes, 
focusing on evaluating solutions to the problem 
of learning rather than questioning assumptions 
about learning’ (Webster-Wright, 2009, p. 711).

We estimate that one of the most challenging 
tasks of trainers, developers and researchers is the 
cultural competence in evaluation of online FPL 
programs (e.g., understanding the cultural context 
in which evaluation takes place, that frames the 
‘what’ and ‘how’ of any evaluation; and that uses 
faculty members as the means to arrive at results 
and implications). Besides, other issues emerge 
regarding online course evaluation: ‘Response 
rates; anonymity, confidentiality, and authentica-
tion’ (Ballantyne, 2003, p. 106). We would add 
inter-rater reliability, which acknowledges cultural 
differences, worldviews and the admission of the 
evaluator’s own biases and assumptions. However, 
when considering this challenge, we recommend 
the use of online self-assessment questionnaires 
which are relatively easy to design.

There are three facets that we consider impor-
tant for designing competent portfolio evaluation. 
First, we acknowledge that faculty self-assess-
ments are entities for the purposes of formative 
online courses; therefore, they are under constant 
construction and revision. Second, we construct 
test items and record scores online for cultural 
and discipline heterogeneity of the faculty group 
(i.e., faculty members belong to departments 
of pharmacy, management, law, mathematics, 
drawing, computer science, and so on). Third, 
faculty group culture and discipline structure are 
intertwined, and each reinforces the other. Our 
studies are based on aggregated self-assessments 
of participants in the group; therefore, we analyse 
change within the faculty group (Villar & Alegre, 
2006b; 2007a, 2007b), in agreement with other 
authors’ thoughts: “Grouped self-assessments 
might legitimately be used to evaluate workshop 
effectiveness” (D’Eon et al., 2008, p. 93).

1.  Evaluation of online course delivery systems. 
In recent times, scholars have emphasized 
the importance of literacy in online program 
assessment. Program evaluation answers 
the question of “how good is FPL?” This 
is an important question for university and 
evaluation agency stakeholders. It requires 
universities to perform annual assessments 
of their students to ensure accountability. 
Therefore, it is important to validate a good 
online assessment system. Most web assess-
ment systems have a number of features 
which have already been used for teacher 
assessment: “Able to be connected through 
common Internet Explorer software, able to 
identify users by secret codes, able to grade 
automatically, and able to collect and record 
the information related to student scores” 
(Wang, Wang & Huang, 2008, p. 451). 
Some research reports tend to focus on the 
comparison of features and course operat-
ing systems needed to run the applications, 
hence to take decisions concerning technical 
information (Hayes, 2000).

We assume that an increase in the amount of 
time faculty spend on online assessments tech-
niques will increase their attention to CTC learning 
or assessment criteria learning, because we expect 
that academic staff address complex intellectual 
capabilities that are important for teachable pro-
cesses. Also, we measure satisfaction or dissatis-
faction by general Likert-type scales. Villar and 
Alegre (2006b, p. 606) also compared two junior 
online FPL programs given at the University of 
Jaén with ten CTC program factors (Table 3). The 
results by participants’ gender, age range and sci-
entific area were significant in a number of factors 
concerning course quality. This result underlines 
the importance of individual attributes (gender 
and age). For instance, Davidovitch and Soen 
(2006, p. 370) have found “A significant inverse 
correlation between all age groups and assessment 
measures in course structure and organization 
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and clarity of lectures”. Thus participants’ age 
is a demographic independent variable that must 
be considered when describing and evaluating 
FPL programs.

2.  Assessments to improve quality of faculty 
members’ teaching. To offer a broader online 
FPL program evaluation approach, blended 
FPL programs may answer evaluation ques-
tions such as course design and implementa-
tion, changes in teaching beliefs and practice, 
and impact on students. With regard to the 
impact on students, Owston et al. (2008) 
collected data from student perspectives, 
speculating that the “Extent to which teachers 
changed their practice is related to the degree 
of impact on students” (Owston et al., 2008, 
p. 209). Other authors also found that “Student 
feedback can be a vital component of a bal-
anced evaluation process utilizing instructor 
perceptions, student performance (grades) 
and other criteria to form a complete view of 
a blended learning course” (Brew, 2008, p. 
105). Finally, we analysed students’ percep-
tion of the classroom climate to reveal directly 
the impact of a blended FPL on participants 
and, indirectly, their measurable quality 
(Villar & Alegre, 2008).

Review an E-Portfolio

What is clear is that Web-based portfolio assess-
ment has the potential to create many perfor-
mances, such as monitoring the learning process, 
self-inspecting the advantages and disadvantages 
and improving development, and implicit re-
sponsibility of professionals, thereby facilitating 
overall benefits in FPL. The electronic portfolio 
has been increasingly used as an alternative profes-
sional assessment tool, an evidence-based practice 
that delivers improved outcomes. Compared with 
more traditional professional or learning assess-
ment of faculty members, the new mode of assess-
ment such as e-portfolio enhances the adoption 
of deep approaches to learning. These approaches 
require faculty members to relate, analyze, solve 
and evaluate when creation of the e-portfolio is 
part of their ongoing learning experiences.

Throughout this process, the e-portfolio is an 
important tool with which to engage and motivate 
staff learning to maintain high-quality practice. 
However, when considering reasons for choosing 
and adopting electronic portfolios as an approach 
for FPL, some malleable factors should be taken 
into consideration: “Personal factors, character-
istics of the innovation, and influences of the 
individual’s context will all shape the ultimate 

Table 3. Means and standard deviations for quality scale items 

Course I (N = 33) Course II (N = 32) Total (N = 65)

M SD M SD M SD

Relevance 1.60 1,36 1.21 1.15 1.31 0.95

Usefulness 1.71 0.90 1.71 0.90 1.48 1.04

Appropriateness 2.11 1.33 1.1 1.21 1.86 1.29

Adaptation 2.26 1.40 1.74 1.27 2.00 1.35

Tips 1.90 1.70 1.31 1.42 1.72 1.26

Structure 2.42 1.67 1.68 1.53 2.00 1.40

Pertinence 2.27 1.67 1.81 1.53 2.14 1.45

Reading 2.12 1.61 1.90 1.61 2.27 1.48

Impact 2.45 1.67 1.78 1.49 2.16 1.45

Time-Consumption 1.74 1.30 1.74 1.30 1.73 1.24
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decision and persistence with a technology” 
(Straub, 2009, p. 641). The power of the reflection 
is that it helps students and faculty members move 
beyond seeing the e-portfolio as a mere alterna-
tive assessment tool to appreciating its value as 
a learning strategy. Digital portfolios assisted 
student learning by increasing student motivation 
and allowing the students to publish their work 
in ways that result in greater self-confidence and 
more reflections (Villar & Alegre, 2008). Analysis 
of portfolios by Smith and Tillema (2003) allowed 
them to differentiate the portfolios clearly into at 
least four distinguishable types; dossier, training, 
reflective and personal development portfolios. 
In our course, entitled “Digital portfolios for a 
quality culture in university teaching” (http://gid.
us.es:8083), we have introduced faculty instruc-
tors to constructing a reflective portfolio, that 
is, one which compiles evidence revealing best 
teaching practices or key teaching competences 
chosen to meet certain university quality criteria 
for professional growth.

Electronic portfolios for FPL are grounded in 
the rich history of research examining portfolios 
in learning assessment environments. We drive 
this review by three themes: (a) portfolio as a 
scaffold for reflective inquiry (e.g., Lyons, 2006), 
(b) peer review of a teaching portfolio (e.g., 
Quinlan, 2002), and (c) the analysis of digital 
portfolios (e.g., Woodward, & Nanlohy, 2004). 
We also use these three themes to develop the 
three guiding research questions for the review: 
(1) What types of electronic portfolio architectures 
and reflective practices are most conducive for 
faculty members to enhance their learning? (2) 
What kinds of portfolio-embedded tasks enhance 
reflection about teaching practice and contribute to 
colleague coaching? (3) What is the value-added 
of analysing a portfolio in an electronic format?

Below, we examine each of the three questions:

1.  What types of electronic portfolio archi-
tectures and reflective practices are most 
conducive for faculty members to enhance 

their learning? A portfolio is more or less 
a novel in hypertext format: typically it 
begins with a preface, which summarizes 
a faculty member’s philosophy or theoreti-
cal constructs, and linked chapters which 
underpin, give detailed evidence of teach-
ing processes and products (e.g., artefacts 
or tools, reflections, and references), and 
simplifies the process of navigating (Hill, 
2008). The plot answers the happenings in 
the learning process; the character includes 
the persons involved in teaching; the setting 
contains the context where teaching actions 
take place; the theme alludes to the discipline 
content, and point of view which mentions 
how teaching episodes are told. A portfolio 
should be like a symphony in that its closing 
movement echoes and resounds with all the 
teaching episodes that have been represented 
before, linked with the formative and sum-
mative purposes of assessment. As Lyons 
(2006, p. 156) stated: “It concludes with a 
final reflection on the portfolio as a whole 
and often suggests further actions”. Hence, 
it fosters high-level self-assessment, which 
allows the re-writing of teaching scenes or 
learning passages.

2.  What kinds of portfolio-embedded tasks en-
hance reflection about teaching practice and 
contribute to colleague coaching? Although, 
there is little research on colleague review 
to determine whether and how criteria come 
into play during the portfolio review process 
(Quinlan, 2002), peers usually applied their 
personal knowledge constructions when 
appraising a colleagues’ portfolio. Also, a 
protégé’s portfolio review by another faculty 
member can be an opportunity to develop 
a mentoring process where the protégé ex-
plores thoughts and feelings, and develops 
independence of mind (Harland, 2005).

3.  What is the value-added of analysing a 
portfolio in an electronic format? Digital 
portfolio criteria are descriptors for assessing 
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a project including the selection of file struc-
tures and navigation systems (Woodward, 
& Nanlohy, 2004). Other authors underline 
other features for e-portfolio assessment, 
such as decision-making skills, the power 
of the subject’s decision making and selec-
tion of evidences (Chang, & Tseng, 2008). 
Contrary to Abrami and Barrett (2005), 
judgments about faculty e-portfolios should 
not initiate debates about the normalization 
of faculty professional effectiveness through 
quantitative measures. In our FPL program, 
we believe that the content and activities we 
offer in carrying out this course not only 
will raise staff knowledge, but also support 
faculty members in their drive to achieve 
university excellence.

This chapter urges the university community 
to be continually mindful of, and to address criti-
cally, the relationship of the FEPLP model to the 
larger staff professions. The question is: Are we 
doing our task of successfully providing guidance 
to other faculty members?
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Chapter  1.20

ABSTRACT

Modern employment and work life demands em-
ployees who continuously develop and actualize 
their competencies. Information and computer 
technology (ICT) provides rich opportunities to 
support individuals in their professional learn-
ing. This contribution describes professional 
learning from the perspective of research on 
expertise, which analyses the development of 
knowledge structures on the way from novice to 
high performing expert. First, a general concept 
of competence and knowledge development is to 
be discussed and different types of knowledge are 
to be distinguished. Then this contribution dis-
cusses opportunities to support this development 
with e-learning scenarios on the various levels of 
knowledge construction. The main argument is that 

e-learning opportunities are an option to overcome 
the traditional distinction between formal and 
informal learning. However, crucial challenges 
for implementing e-collaborative knowledge 
construction remain – as the contribution finally 
will conclude.

INTRODUCTION

In order to enhance people’s employability and 
enterprises’ competitiveness, educational policy 
in Europe focuses heavily on lifelong learning 
(Grek et al., 2009; Rauner, 2008). This is a reac-
tion to the circumstances of modern worklife in 
Western industries, which is often characterized 
as knowledge-based or knowledge-intensive work 
(Cort, 2009). A crucial component for occupational 
success on an individual level and economic suc-
cess on an organizational level is the capability 
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to react to changes in the competition, which 
can be the result of technological development 
or customers’ demands. As a consequence of 
market diversification, it is not possible to predict 
developments precisely. Moreover, it is plausible 
that future developments and demands cannot be 
foreseen. Hence, it is rational to rely on employ-
ees’ capabilities and competences, which are the 
best and most flexible resources available for the 
enterprises. Employees are expected to develop 
expertise in their professional domain, in order 
to be capable of steadily performing on a high 
level (Gruber, Harteis, & Rehrl, 2008). However, 
it cannot be sufficient just to focus competence 
development on top-down strategies of human 
resource development programs. Sending em-
ployees to trainings and seminars are only one 
component of individual learning opportunities. 
It is the workplace environment itself which is a 
rich source for learning experiences (Billett, 2001, 
2006a). Employees are expected to develop their 
competencies in a self-directed fashion.

Without a doubt, information and communica-
tion technology (ICT) is an important resource 
for all kinds of work-related and professional 
learning. Computer networks can support profes-
sional learning activities in manifold ways: they 
provide access to information, and they allow 
the distribution of knowledge and bring together 
individuals who are spatially distributed. In the 
area of educational sciences, research on profes-
sional learning investigates preconditions for 
the development of professional competencies. 
This article describes the recent understanding 
of professional expertise and discusses chances 
and challenges for e-collaborative knowledge 
construction as a support for professional learn-
ing as the development and the maintenance of 
individual professional competence and expertise.

DEVELOPING PROFESSIONAL 
COMPETENCE AND EXPERTISE: 
STATE OF RESEARCH

When discussing issues of professional learning, 
the core reference is professional competence. In 
the following sections a theoretical concept of 
professional competence and its development is 
discussed, in order to develop a precise understand-
ing of the purposes that are followed by work-
related e-collaborative knowledge construction. 
This section presents a typology of professional 
competence as well as a consideration of the 
acquisition of competence from the perspective 
of knowledge construction. Several types of 
knowledge (e.g., declarative, conceptual, proce-
dural, and negative knowledge) are distinguished 
in order to explain the capability to perform on a 
high level. Case examples of computer-mediated 
learning processes, which illustrate this general 
theory of professional competence in the area of 
e-collaborative knowledge construction, will be 
addressed in the third section.

Typology of Professional 
Competence

Educational research in the area of professional 
learning focuses on conditions, characteristics, 
and effects of the development of professional 
competence. Large parts of that body of research 
focus on the teaching and learning of teachers, so 
that teaching certainly is among the best inves-
tigated of professional domains. Ample findings 
exist regarding how teachers acquire knowledge, 
from being a teaching novice to becoming a 
teaching expert (Berliner, 2001). Meanwhile, 
professional learning research covers almost the 
full range of occupational activities from artists 
or sportsmen, managers, white collar workers 
through blue collar workers (e.g., Boshuizen, 
Bromme, & Gruber, 2004; Ericsson, Charness, 
Feltovich, & Hoffman, 2006; Billett, Harteis, & 
Eteläpelto, 2008). The most prominent approach 
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in that field is the research on expertise, which 
usually compares cognitive features of persons on 
different levels of expertise during the solving of 
problems or dealing with professional tasks (Er-
icsson, 2006). Expertise, in this view, is defined 
by the capability to show excellent performance 
stably and repeatedly. However, often it is quite 
difficult to operationalize excellence in a domain, 
e.g., in the domains of counselling or teaching. 
Referring only to the year of experience, number 
of clients or examinations, numbers of sessions, 
and courses or turnover (if freelancers) would 
provide a quantitative measurement, but may 
represent only a small section out of the range of 
professional activities. However, most of the stud-
ies about expertise try to avoid such problems by 
operationalizing expertise through calculating the 
likely amount of experience required in the domain 
to develop expertise. On average, researchers 
assume a time span of ten years that is necessary 
for the acquisitions of expertise (Berliner, 2001).

Theories developed on the basis of empirical 
findings from the domains of medicine and coun-
selling have received much attention, for instance 
the theory of knowledge encapsulation (Boshuizen 
& Schmidt, 1992) or the theory of learning from 
experience (Strasser & Gruber, 2004). These theo-
ries explain the growth of expertise by changes 
in the individual’s repertoire and the structure of 
explicable or declarative knowledge. On the way 
from novice to expert, these theories claim that 
theoretical declarative knowledge is enriched by 
practical problem-solving and through deliberate 
practice. With an increasing level of expertise, 
declarative knowledge loses its direct relevance 
for practical solutions, and case-based patterns of 
practice emerge instead, that are more likely to 
be able to respond to non-routine or unfamiliar 
problems within the domain. At the expert level, 
declarative knowledge is encapsulated in expe-
rience-based memory organisation packets—the 
so-called “encapsulation” theory thus describes 
how expert knowledge changes its quality if rich 
experience with domain-specific cases is accessed. 

Subjects at the expert level, when asked about their 
ways of problem-solving, less frequently report 
about the use of declarative knowledge than do 
novices, who still do not have the benefit of a 
broad scope of practical experience. The theory of 
learning from experience describes cognitive pro-
cesses occurring when practical reality confirms 
or contradicts an individual’s knowledge about 
procedures and operations, i.e., his/her proce-
dural knowledge. If practice confirms procedural 
knowledge as being appropriate for reaching action 
goals, this procedural knowledge is strengthened 
by reflective confirmation. As a consequence, ro-
bust learning from experience occurs — as well as 
when procedural knowledge fails, which leads to a 
modification of that knowledge (Kolodner, 1983). 
It will be an issue of later sections to discuss the 
opportunities for ICT to support these processes 
of knowledge development.

It is plausible to describe professional com-
petence by using expertise research, because the 
demand for professional performance usually is 
set on a high level. Professional competence is 
mostly based on the domain-specific knowledge of 
the profession that can be distinguished in declara-
tive knowledge—knowledge explaining facts and 
objects—and procedural knowledge—knowledge 
about how things work or how things interrelate. 
The importance of these two kinds of knowledge 
changes as professional experience increases.

Accordingly, Gruber, Harteis, and Rehrl (2008) 
proposed a model for professional competence 
consisting of the following four elements: (1) 
competence for the adequate accomplishment 
of recurring tasks (routines), (2) competence to 
deal with novel situations (i.e., mental models of 
anticipated situations), (3) competence to acquire 
and recall well-founded domain-specific declara-
tive knowledge, and (4) competence to become a 
member of a community of practice.
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The Acquisition of 
Professional Competence

The acquisition of professional competence is a 
twofold process: on the one hand, the develop-
ment of domain-specific theoretical knowledge 
occurs in institutional forms of learning (e.g., ap-
prenticeship, trainings). In those settings, mainly 
declarative and general procedural knowledge is 
taught, in order to provide learners an occupational 
background and general strategies for application 
to the occupation. On the other hand, professional 
activity embeds individuals’ learning in the social 
context of the workplace and gives access to a 
community of practice (Wenger, 1998). By doing 
so, procedural knowledge on the use of declarative 
and general knowledge develops in the context of 
the workplace, and in ways that reflect both the 
norms and practices of the workplace, but also 
individuals’ expanding repertoire of experiences 
(Billett, 2006a). It is this dimension of competence 
development which shapes the potential of ICT.

The acquisition of domain-specific knowledge 
and the embedding in the community of practice 
cannot be thought of as independent, but instead as 
complementary (Mandl, Gruber, & Renkl, 1996). 
The relation between individual and sociocultural 
processes affects the development of professional 
competence continuing over the entire occupa-
tional career. Employees bring their specific ex-
periences into a (eventually computer-generated) 
training setting, while they (hopefully) modify 
their knowledge and create new skills during and 
within the training setting, and finally they transfer 
training-content into their daily work life. When 
integrating experiences into training as well as 
when transferring training lessons into practice, 
it is crucial that the learners have opportunities 
to monitor the application of the newly generated 
knowledge in the context of their work activities.

Recent literature and research acknowledges 
the importance of the integration of formal and 
informal learning processes (Gruber, Harteis, 
Mulder, & Rehrl, 2005) and the interrelation 

between individual and social contributions to 
professional learning (Billett, 2006a; Harteis & 
Billett, 2008). The relation between theoretical 
(conceptual) and practical (procedural) knowledge 
is important, because the former is transformed 
into the latter through professional activities. 
That means that—apart from implicit learning 
processes (Reber, 1993)—the acquisition of con-
ceptual knowledge often is a prerequisite for the 
development of procedural knowledge. It is the 
traditional distinction between formal teaching 
and instruction settings (school, seminar, training) 
on the one hand and informal learning settings (in 
the context of practice) on the other hand, which 
usually distributes separated responsibilities: 
teacher-centred instruction mediates conceptual 
knowledge—practice has to prove applicability 
and by that supports the development of procedural 
knowledge. It is an important conclusion of current 
educational research as well as a major advantage 
of ICT to overcome this traditional distinction. 
Baylen and Glacken (2007) describe several net-
worked technologies supporting lifelong learning 
processes between formal and informal settings 
(e.g., e-portfolios, social bookmarking, wikis). 
They conclude with the description of challenges 
for providing such learning opportunities from a 
case study in teachers’ professional development. 
These challenges will be discussed later on.

Research on expertise, which investigates roots 
for excellent performance in professional domains, 
has generated fruitful insights on the development 
of professional competence. However, the way 
of thinking about professional expertise has dra-
matically changed in recent years. A few decades 
ago, professional competence was considered to 
be based on the amount of specific knowledge a 
person had accumulated during the professional 
life. This view has been replaced by a perspec-
tive differentiating dimensions of knowledge and 
action competence. As such, it represented a plea 
to integrate both individual cognitive aspects and 
social and cultural dimensions of growing into a 
community of experts (Billett, 2001). Individual 
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cognitive processes like acquisition, storage, and 
retrieval of knowledge in memory systems are 
represented by research on expertise, whereas 
socio-cultural theories of professional develop-
ment highlight processes of increasingly becoming 
integrated in communities of experts and acquiring 
practicable knowledge through directly participat-
ing in professional practice. Hence, there is a need 
to understand the repertoire of performances that 
are required to secure that professional knowledge 
and competence.

After this general discussion of professional 
learning processes, the following sections will 
firstly focus the distinctive perspectives of 
knowledge construction on the different stages of 
competence development and then discuss oppor-
tunities for ICT to simulate a social environment 
influencing knowledge construction.

KNOWLEDGE CONSTRUCTIONS 
DURING THE DEVELOPMENT OR 
MAINTENANCE OF EXPERTISE

From an individual perspective, different process-
es of knowledge construction can be distinguished. 
Taken together, these processes contribute to the 
development of professional competence. There 
are two forms of knowledge to be distinguished: 
positive and negative knowledge. Positive knowl-
edge can be thought of as that kind of knowledge 
most people are aware of: it consists of information 
and meaning about the characteristic objects of 
consideration which describes equivalences with 
the objective reality. Or, more simply, it describes 
features of objects as they really are shaped. 
Negative knowledge, in contrast, comprises in-
formation on objects of observation as they are 
not shaped. It addresses features of an object by 
describing reverse features—information how 
objects are not shaped. Both forms of knowledge 
are important for the development of professional 
competence and they demand similar conditions 
to be constructed. This section describes processes 

of acquiring knowledge about objects, processes 
of understanding in the sense of integration of 
new knowledge into prior knowledge, and pro-
cesses of testing applicability. Finally, success 
or failure provoke confirmation or rejection as a 
result of knowledge evaluation, which completes 
the development of professional competence and 
expertise. However, in order to maintain exper-
tise, an embedding into a community of experts 
facilitates critical reflection and actualization of 
individual expertise. At all of these steps, ICT is 
an important facilitating device.

Acquisition of Conceptual 
Knowledge

Conceptual knowledge consists of information on 
objects, humans, relations, instruments, etc. If it 
describes relations between objects, conceptual 
knowledge consists of theories—thus, it also 
can be called theoretical knowledge. The use of 
terminology differs across various paradigms: 
the term conceptual knowledge mostly is used 
by representatives with socio-cultural or cultural 
anthropologic background (e.g., Billett, Rogoff, 
Lave, Wenger), whereas cognitivists use the term 
declarative knowledge (e.g., Anderson, de Groot). 
In an everyday language description, conceptual 
knowledge also is called “knowing that” (Fox, 
2005). The acquisition of conceptual knowledge 
occurs by reflective and thoughtful learning—it 
demands an understanding of the meaning of 
terms and theories (Slavin, 2006). This means 
firstly that this kind of knowledge cannot be 
learnt just by rote, because there necessarily has 
to be a connection to a specific meaning. Sec-
ondly, awareness, concentration, and probably 
deliberation are necessary circumstances of the 
construction of conceptual knowledge. Hence, 
the acquisition does not occur incidentally, but 
as a learner’s goal-oriented agency: by reading 
or hearing information and reflecting upon it 
in order to construct individual meaning. Thus, 
provision of information and the stimulation of 
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reflection—either from books, humans, or docu-
ments, files—are the basic types of educational 
interventions to support the acquisition of concep-
tual knowledge. Goldberg (2006) and Taylor and 
Hsueh (2005) extensively describe case studies 
on the integration of the Internet into classroom 
settings in order to enlarge the scope of informa-
tion and provide opportunities for individual con-
structions of meanings. However, the advantages 
of the Internet only apply if learners know what 
is expected, if sufficient time is allocated, and if 
several sources for the same topics are provided 
(Izumi-Taylor & Lovelace, 2007).

Integration of New Knowledge

Prior knowledge is a key factor for the acquisition 
of knowledge, because it controls the integration of 
new knowledge into the existing stock of knowl-
edge in various respects (Alexander, Kulikowich, 
& Jetton, 1994; Schneider, 1993): it determines 
self-directed learning activities, it structures the 
way of understanding for new knowledge, and it is 
the best predictor for learning success. Computer-
supported learning comprises learning processes 
with a high extent of self-direction. It is the op-
portunity of user-adaptation which provides the 
richest didactic potential of e-learning. However, 
learners should choose e-learning procedures 
which fit with their individual knowledge (Burgos, 
Tattersall, & Koper, 2007). In that sense, prior 
knowledge determines the learning activities. In 
those cases when learners know enough in order 
to competently decide about learning activities, 
learning success becomes probable—whereas 
in those cases where learners do not dispose of 
enough prior knowledge, learning success might 
remain elusive and tend to affirm individual as-
sumptions. As the construction of meaning is 
considered to be the crucial moment of learning, 
prior knowledge is relevant, because it shapes 
the basis for understanding. The construction of 
meaning can be conceptualized as successful inte-
gration of new knowledge into existing knowledge 

structures. It is a popular saying in handbooks of 
teaching that teaching effort has to dock onto the 
learners’ mental prerequisites. It is not an objective 
fit which results in understanding, but the learners’ 
subjective integration of new knowledge. Thus, 
the learner’s individual specification of prior 
knowledge constitutes understanding and the 
construction of meaning. The respectively larger 
and broader this stock of prior knowledge is, the 
better are the chances to create connections with 
new knowledge. Since the establishment of those 
connections can be understood as learning suc-
cess, it becomes plausible that prior knowledge 
predicts learning success. An agenda for support-
ing the creation of knowledge by integration of 
new knowledge has to follow two main issues 
(Gagné, Wager, Golas, & Keller, 2004): firstly, 
it is important to create a stock of knowledge 
as large as possible. Secondly, it is important to 
provide a structuring scaffold in the context of 
the instructional setting, in order to activate prior 
knowledge and to provide new knowledge with 
many connecting factors. Therefore, the Internet in 
general and Wiki-systems in particular are fruitful 
learning resources. Even though the process of 
integration of new knowledge primarily is to be 
considered as an individual and subjective opera-
tion, it is not necessarily isolated from external 
stimuli which can emanate from virtual settings 
(e.g., simulations) as well as from real contacts 
mediated by computer networks.

Testing the Applicability 
of Knowledge

The major purpose of instruction and teaching—
not only in school but also and especially in profes-
sional contexts—is enabling learners to perform 
competently. This means that the construction of 
knowledge is not the crucial criterion for learning 
success but the application of that knowledge. 
However, though from an educational point of 
view it is not possible to change the learners’ 
behaviour itself (except through efforts of force), 
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it is just possible to change learners’ knowledge, 
beliefs, and attitudes—that is, their behaviour 
potential. Under these circumstances, the chal-
lenge arises to support the creation of knowledge 
which does not remain inert. Inert knowledge is 
that knowledge which should be applicable to a 
wide range of situations but is applied only to 
a very limited set of circumstances (Bransford, 
Burn, Delclos, & Vye, 1986). Cognitive theories 
claim a compilation of declarative knowledge into 
procedural knowledge occurs through practical 
problem solving (Anderson, 1982; De Jong & 
Ferguson-Hessler, 1996; Schmidt & Boshuizen, 
1993). Situated learning and socio-psychological 
theories emphasize the importance of situational 
factors influencing the applicability of knowledge 
(Lave & Wenger, 1991; Resnick, 1987). To avoid 
inert knowledge and to support the creation of 
practical capabilities, cognitive theories suggest 
the creation of rules and their testing, mental 
simulations (Klein, 2003), and practicing (Erics-
son, 2006). Situated learning theories suggest 
changes of perspectives, multiple approaches to 
a problem and social exchange of assumptions 
and commonly shared cognitions as appropriate 
maxims for teaching applicable knowledge. The 
main purpose of (practically or mentally) testing 
the applicability of knowledge—following the 
theory of dynamic memory (Kolodner, 1983)—is 
the development of the capability of competent 
decision making: in successful case, these tests end 
up in a confirmation and affirmation of knowledge 
and in cases of failing in a revision or rejection of 
knowledge. Orton and Mulhausen (2008) recently 
published an impressive study proving the effec-
tiveness of knowledge testing for the confirmation 
or the modification of knowledge and behaviour 
by implementing virtual simulations in the area 
of geriatric education.

Confirmation or Rejection 
of Knowledge

Depending on the result of the application test, 
knowledge will be confirmed or rejected and stored 
or not in the dynamic memory (Kolodner, 1983). 
This memory comprises individual episodes 
and incidents which an individual experiences 
across the lifespan. It changes with each new 
experience which deliberately is reflected upon 
by the individual. Two outcomes are possible: 
(1) a new experience confirms or enriches the 
prior knowledge. In this case the original mental 
concept of a procedure is consolidated and will 
be, thus, accessed again the next time a similar 
situation arises. (2) A new experience contradicts 
previous concepts. In this case, reflection extracts 
the shortcomings of the prior knowledge and 
ends up in a modification of the prior knowledge. 
Moderate errors are to be stated, knowledge is 
modified, and, as a consequence of fundamental 
errors, knowledge is rejected. In this model of 
memory, episodic memory organisation packets 
are the basic entities of knowledge, which combine 
generalised action concepts with singular features 
of succeeding and failing incidents (Kolodner, 
1984). On the basis of such memory units, the 
integration of experience into the previous stock 
of procedural knowledge can be conceptualised. 
Hereby, failing experiences are at least as impor-
tant for developing professional competence as 
successful experiences, because the high perfor-
mance of experts cannot be attributed exclusively 
to positive knowledge, but has to be attributed 
also to negative knowledge: experts also know 
quite surely, what not to do in crucial situations. 
Otherwise they would fail and lose their attribu-
tion as expert.

Community of Experts

The four different processes of knowledge con-
struction described in 3.1 through 3.4 comprise 
the mental activities of the individual which 
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are involved in the development from novice to 
expert. Recent research approaches complement 
the individual perspective by including social 
considerations. Learning always occurs in a social 
setting—when considering professional learning, 
this social setting often is the workplace. That 
means that a large share of professional learning 
occurs as interplay between individual and social 
contributions to learning and competence develop-
ment. Such an understanding of expertise implies 
a socio-constructivist view of knowledge creation. 
It is a result of social negotiation about what is to 
be considered the value or quality of knowledge 
(Valsiner & van der Veer, 2000). Thus, expertise 
implies an exchange of opinions and knowledge 
in order to socially construct knowledge which 
radiates reliability (Gruber, Palonen, Rehrl, & 
Lehtinen, 2007). In that sense, not only questions 
on development of expertise become relevant 
but also questions arise on the maintenance of 
expertise. As worklife, technology, and societies 
are supposed to change, new knowledge is gener-
ated and competences are permanently to be actu-
alised. Hence, maintenance of expertise demands 
exchange and social reflection of knowledge in 
a community of experts. ICT can provide useful 
support for such an exchange, especially as experts 
often are spatially separated over huge distances.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ICT TO 
CONTRIBUTE TO COLLABORATIVE 
KNOWLEDGE CONSTRUCTIONS

The earlier sections discussed the relevance of 
expertise research for analysing professional 
learning processes and distinguished various 
dimensions of mental processes that occur dur-
ing the development of professional competence. 
Several hints already have been placed regarding 
the ways ICT provides features which can sup-
port the construction of knowledge. The focus of 
the discussion will point out the degree to which 
computers and collaboration in virtual networks 

can generate a social environment for the develop-
ment of professional competence and expertise.

When computer technology had developed 
sufficiently to provide powerful and reasonably 
priced hardware and software solutions, e-learning 
developed similarly. The hope arose that techno-
logical applications would offer cheap, quick, 
and effective learning opportunities and that—
finally—e-learning would substitute traditional 
learning environments (Liu, Liao, & Pratt, 2009). 
Meanwhile, those hopes have been replaced by a 
more realistic view on e-learning opportunities. 
In the current view of most observers, the most 
important role of e-learning in adult education is to 
supplement regular education—either as blended 
learning or as preparation or rework of face-to-face 
trainings (Breitwieser, Küpper, & Ponomareva, 
2002). Recent literature on e-learning frequently 
refers to constructivist paradigms of learning and 
instruction (Slevin, 2008). Thus, the potential of 
e-learning in the current literature is described as 
offering opportunities for self-directed learning 
and social interaction in virtual communities aim-
ing at socially shared construction of meaning. 
As virtual learning environments allow learners 
to create knowledge based on their individual 
and social background, and as ICT technology 
allows the embedding of procedures in learning 
processes, inert knowledge is less likely to emerge 
(Vosniadou, DeCorte, & Mandl, 1994). Thus, 
e-learning seems to be a fruitful learning device 
for professional learning.

Evidence exists that the combination of text and 
graphics supports the acquisition of knowledge. 
However, in the “generative theory of multimedia 
learning” (Plass, Chun, Mayer, & Leutner, 1998), 
it is argued that learners take profit from e-learning 
only if they indeed use all the sources offered. 
Brünken, Steinbacher, Schnotz, and Leutner 
(2001) showed that a combination of picture and 
text can improve the acquisition of knowledge 
especially of beginners. Multimedia systems, in 
which text, pictures, and sequences of videos are 
combined, and in which the user is able to select 
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a preferred mode, are called “adaptive learning 
systems.” In such systems, learners are able to 
adapt the learning process to their own demands 
by making a choice from the offered devices.

Such a kind of learning is powerful, because 
it leads to advantages in motivational as well as 
in cognitive respects. Through successful self-
direction of learning processes, learners can expe-
rience autonomy and competence, which supports 
the development of intrinsic learning motivation 
(Deci, Koestner, & Ryan, 2001). Successful self-
direction of learning processes also allows the 
adaptation of learning processes to the learner’s 
prior knowledge (Boekaerts, 1995). However, 
these advantages do not occur automatically, but 
depend on the learners’ approach to e-learning 
(Schunk & Zimmerman, 2003).

Social interaction between learners or between 
learners and an instructor/tutor addresses moti-
vational and cognitive aspects, too. It allows the 
perception of social embedding which supports 
intrinsic learning motivation (Ryan & Deci, 
2000). Further, it fosters the joint negotiation of 
meaning through several individuals, which is 
believed to be a crucial mode of understanding 
the complexity of the world (Valsiner & van der 
Veer, 2000). However, learners must explicitly 
search for opportunities to exchange opinions 
and interpretations in order to make use of these 
options of e-learning. This implies that learners 
have to have the attitude that social negotiation of 
meaning is an integral component of knowledge 
construction (Pintrich, 2002).

Tying these points of didactical potential of 
ICT for knowledge construction together and 
focusing the generation of a social environment, 
computers, and collaboration in virtual networks 
particularly can foster the following processes:

• Provision of information. The World Wide 
Web and its content management tools 
(e.g., Wiki-systems, searching engines) 
provide the richest source for informa-
tion available. Even though the quality of 

information provided in the World Wide 
Web is controversially discussed and scep-
tically judged by teachers (Eynon, 2008), 
it has proved to be the quickest access to 
primary source materials and original re-
sources in almost every area of knowl-
edge construction (Su, 2009). Provided 
that users dispose of media competence 
and hypermedia literacy (Kellner & Share, 
2007; Levinson & Grohe, 2001), they can 
autonomously investigate digital libraries 
and analyse virtual documents. Thus, with 
respect to the provision of information, 
ICT shapes the broadest resource and is an 
appropriate instrument for intrinsic moti-
vated self-directed professional learning. 
The latest developments of internet appli-
cations tend to be user-friendly enough so 
that “regular” users also can make use of 
them. Automated services for identifying 
news (e.g. rss-feeds) keep users up on the 
most recent state of information.

• Provision of discussion fora. As explained 
above, the social negotiation of meaning 
and knowledge is an important component 
of professional learning. Of course, not ev-
ery communication contributes necessar-
ily to a social construction of meaning; in 
some but crucial cases such a negotiation 
process may demand the interaction of par-
ticular persons (e.g., peers, experts, jurors). 
ICT provides social software which offers 
opportunities to integrate those persons 
even though they are not present. In that 
sense the potential scopes of discussions 
increase drastically. Empirical studies in 
the field of professional development and 
higher education confirm the potential of 
interactive webfora such as weblogs and 
wiki-systems (Costa, 2007; Trentin, 2009; 
Wheeler, Yeomans, & Wheeler, 2008). An 
important idea of web-based discussion 
fora consists of quality management by 
peer control. Tapscott and Williams (2006) 
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introduced the term of “wikinomics” in or-
der to express the commonly shared com-
mitment between contributors and organis-
ers which shapes mutual control and, thus, 
supports reliability of information provid-
ed in the contributions. Hence, these com-
munities act in a self-directed manner and 
establish specific rules which also guaran-
tee that systems of quality control apply 
(Staley, 2009).

• Provision of simulations. ICT provides the 
opportunity for applying simulations for 
complex problem-solving scenarios and 
has, thus, relevance for professional learn-
ing processes. The development of hard-
ware and software makes the presentation 
of authentic audiovisual situations possi-
ble. Whereas a huge optimism was observ-
able in the 1990s regarding the didactic po-
tential of simulations for learning purposes 
(e.g., Tergan, Sparkes, Hitchcock, Kaye, 
Hron, & Mandl, 1992), research of the last 
decade has provided differentiated insight 
regarding the prerequisites which must be 
fulfilled in order to foster learning success. 
Recent articles integrate the crucial factors 
of learning through simulations: students’ 
motivation is relatively high, but only if 
they can operate in a self-directed manner, 
which again demands a certain amount of 
prior knowledge and intuitive guidance 
through the system (Adams et al., 2008). 
For example, in a study in the area of med-
ical education, it could be revealed that 
students only profit from complex simu-
lations when they are combined with a 
common reflection of experiences together 
with experts (Holzinger, Kickmeier-Rust, 
Wassertheurer, & Hessinger, 2009). The 
area for learning by simulations is quite 
broad: they can be used for training meth-
ods of complex decision making, testing 
effects of social interventions, testing logi-
cal, physical, or mathematical solutions, 

etc. However, there is convincing evidence 
that the simulation has to be embedded 
in a larger didactical arrangement (Meier, 
Reinhard, Carter, & Brooks, 2008).

• Provision of networks. An important option 
for collaborative knowledge construction 
is the provision of networks. Companies 
invest huge efforts in the implementa-
tion of networking communities. Almost 
every company operates an intranet with 
controlled access only for members of the 
organisation. More specialised enterprises 
strive to implement knowledge manage-
ment systems which aim at the identifica-
tion of crucial persons or their knowledge 
for cases where information or solutions 
are needed. The main idea of such net-
works is the sharing of expertise and a free 
flow of information among their members 
(Hatala & Lutta, 2009). Even though the 
efforts necessary for a successful imple-
mentation of a network for collaborative 
knowledge constructions are high, espe-
cially as the potential participants have to 
be convinced (Harris, 2008), it is possible 
to profit from such a network and utilise in-
dividual competence collaboratively (e.g., 
Dealtry, 2006). From an individual point 
of view, networks become relevant for the 
maintenance of expertise as they are an 
option for self-actualisation of knowledge 
within a community of experts (Gruber, 
Harteis, & Rehrl, 2008).

All these options serve for the cognitive op-
erations identified as part of the development or 
maintenance of expertise in the context of profes-
sional learning. As the view into the recent research 
literature revealed, there is a variety of chances 
of ICT for supporting collaboration in order to 
construct commonly shared knowledge. However, 
the potential of ICT does not automatically come 
into operation. Moreover, from the perspective of 
professional learning, there are certain core chal-
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lenges for the implementation of e-collaborative 
knowledge construction.

CHALLENGES FOR 
E-COLLABORATIVE KNOWLEDGE 
CONSTRUCTION

This section will discuss three selected aspects 
of computer-mediated collaborative construction 
of knowledge. Firstly, the aspect of communica-
tion should be approached, as each collaborative 
process is based on communication processes, 
which are different than the regular ones when 
computer mediated. Secondly, the aspect of 
subjectivity should be analysed. Communication 
as well as knowledge construction is a process 
which is to a great extent determined by subjec-
tive interpretations. Thirdly and finally, the theory 
of situated learning should be addressed, as this 
theory provides insight into supporting the devel-
opment of applicable knowledge. Addressing this 
theory challenges the respect to which computer-
mediated knowledge construction can meet the 
requirements of situated learning theories.

Computer-Mediated Communication

On the one hand, ICT provides access to a huge 
amount of (eventually inconsistent) information, 
which has to be processed in order to be integrated 
into communication processes. On the other hand, 
ICT provides various options of communications 
which systematically differ from traditional ways 
of communication. Besides asynchronous com-
munication options which might be supplemented 
by multimedia applications (e.g., e-mails, fora, 
YouTube, Facebook), ICT also provides options 
for location-independent but synchronous com-
munication (e.g., chat, Skype). On this basis the 
didactical potential for cooperative and workplace 
learning arose which are no longer restricted 
through geographical areas or borders of organisa-
tions. This integration into a virtual community 

can help to prevent negative emotions and the 
experience of demotivation which can come along 
with the feeling of isolation in traditional settings 
of teacher instruction (Seidel, Rimmele, & Prenzel, 
2005). Therefore the learners have to identify and 
judge relevant information in a complex pattern of 
mass information. The pre-filter of an instructor’s 
or an expert’s lens is not necessarily available. The 
use of internet information demands a different 
strategy of searching for information than reading 
a textbook. Additionally, it demands the capability 
to make the crucial distinction between important 
and unimportant, credible and noncredible, au-
thentic and fake information. The latter capability 
implies the development of ethical standards of 
communication which immediately are to be ap-
plied for the distribution of information via ICT.

The social interactions within computer-medi-
ated communication differ from direct face-to-face 
interactions in various aspects (Pfister, 2005). 
They are totally mediated through technology 
and are, thus, either text-based or screen-based. 
Many nonverbal components of human interaction 
remain hidden. This may simplify communication 
processes or make them more difficult. However, 
in every case, users have to develop new action-
scripts in order to be able to smoothly participate 
in computer-mediated communication processes: 
grounding processes and sequences of establish-
ing a commonly shared basis and understanding 
(Clark & Brennan, 1991) demand higher efforts 
and spatial distances can complicate the coordina-
tion between interaction partners. Last not least 
it has to be considered that inhibition thresholds 
may arise if the members of a computer-mediated 
communication process become aware that their 
behaviour is in a certain way public—as it is when 
mediated via the Internet.

Challenges from an educational perspective, 
thus, arise regarding an appropriate preparation 
of individuals for a competent participation in 
computer-mediated communication (Costa, 2007). 
The goal of such a preparation often is called “me-
dia literacy” (Baacke, 1997; Kress, 2003) which 
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comprises various dimensions of the competence 
to make reasonable use of web-based information 
(e.g., selection, comprehension and, assessment 
of information, distributing information, identi-
fying, and evaluating conditions of information 
distribution).

Shapes of Subjectivity

“Subjectivity comprises the conscious and 
non-conscious conceptions, dispositions and 
procedures that constitute individuals’ cognitive 
experience” (Billett, 2006b, p. 6). This bundle of 
action potential determines individual behaviour 
in social settings and generates, thus, social reality 
(Valsiner & van der Veer, 2000). It is developed 
through an individual’s experiences over the 
lifespan, which implies that subjectivity underlies 
a continuous self-actualization and development. 
A major challenge for understanding (and thus 
influencing) individual learning and acting in 
social contexts is related to the circumstance that 
subjectivity comprises conscious as well as un-
conscious assumptions, beliefs, and convictions. 
The unconscious components of subjectivity are 
quite difficult or even impossible to access. Thus, 
the interpretation of an individual’s behavior 
always partly relies on guesses and hypotheses. 
Educational interventions become difficult on this 
basis and their prospects of success depend on the 
teacher’s diagnostic and interpretative capabilities.

This understanding of subjectivity exceeds the 
constructivist concept of individual construal of 
sense (e.g., Glasersfeld, 1996), as it puts the indi-
vidual into the central position of the genesis of a 
social setting. In the case of computer-mediated 
collaborative knowledge construction, it means 
that subjective beliefs about the content and about 
knowledge shape how individuals engage in the 
social construction of meaning. It is challenging to 
provide computer-based learning scenarios, e.g., 
for learners who possess a less elaborate system 
of epistemic beliefs, because the learning environ-
ment demands self-directed exploring activities, 

whereas the learner expects clear facts (Harteis, 
Gruber, & Hertramph, 2007). It is the lack of 
sensitivity of both learners and teachers towards 
those unconsidered and unconscious attitudes 
which often lead to obstacles for collaborative 
knowledge construction (Fenwick, 2003).

A third challenge arises in the context of debates 
about the didactical opportunities of e-learning 
scenarios: it is considered to be a major chance of 
e-learning to provide authentic problem situations 
which can be handled by learners for cooperative 
knowledge construction purposes (e.g., Fischer, 
Troendle, & Mandl, 2003). Often, the issue of 
authenticity is dealt with as being self-evident, but 
in fact the learners have their subjective pictures 
of authenticity. Martens, Bastiaens and Kirschner 
(2007) emphasize this point in their study which 
revealed that learners often experience less au-
thenticity in distance learning settings than the 
developers expect.

Situated Learning in Computer-
Based Environments

The idea of situated learning emphasizes that much 
of learned content is specific to the situation in 
which it is learned (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 
1989). Without any doubt, each activity and every 
kind of learning is embedded in specific contexts. 
The idea behind attempts to develop theories of 
situated learning, however, is to make systematic 
use of included context factors in designing com-
puter-based learning environments. Therefore, 
theories of situated learning are to be distinguished 
from casual learning in action (in situ), because 
they comprise educational intentions (Lave & 
Wenger, 1991). Situated learning therefore does 
not at all mean “learning by doing anything,” 
but rather “intentional learning by dealing with 
challenges and by taking situational contexts into 
consideration.” This notion of situated learning is 
based on a constructivist background. From this 
background, it is argued that knowledge cannot 
directly be transferred from one situation to an-
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other, because learners individually construct their 
knowledge on the basis of their interpretation of 
situational affordances and constraints. If learn-
ers create knowledge in simulations of authentic 
real-world situations, this knowledge can more 
easily be applied to challenges of the real world.

Discussions about the distinctions between 
formal learning, informal learning, and situated 
learning suggest that formal learning and situated 
learning are in principle contrarieties. Admittedly, 
substantial differences exist in the background of 
learning theories and epistemologies. When con-
trasting formal and situated learning, obviously 
the idea prevails that formal learning is related 
to instruction in a cognitivist view, whereas situ-
ated learning enfolds constructivist perspectives 
of learning.

Each computer-based learning environment is 
a kind of formal learning situation because it aims 
at providing learning opportunities. ICT offers 
opportunities to integrate multiple perspectives, 
complex problem situations, and moments of 
authenticity. Computer-based learning environ-
ments, thus, are formal settings following the 
idea of the situated learning movement. From a 
perspective of collaborative knowledge construc-
tion the following challenges arise: firstly, the 
more realistic a virtual environment is shaped, 
the higher is the probability that users of such 
an environment develop a set of experiences 
which is completely separated from real-world 
circumstances. Individuals namely are capable 
of developing multiple context-related identities 
(Oksama & Hyona, 2008). If so, the setting loses all 
didactical advantages of supporting the develop-
ment of applicable knowledge. Secondly, it might 
prove to be difficult for learners to verbalize their 
experiences of authenticity in specific situations. 
However, it is this range of experiences which is 
considered to be the important learning effect. In 
cases of collaborative knowledge construction, 
these experiences have to be verbalized in order 
to share them with others.

CONCLUSION: PROFESSIONAL 
LEARNING AS INTERPLAY 
BETWEEN COLLABORATIVE 
KNOWLEDGE CONSTRUCTION 
IN COMPUTER AND REAL-
WORLD SETTINGS

As mentioned above, computer learning environ-
ments provide opportunities for an integration of 
formal and informal learning. This concerns the 
hardware and software options for generating 
“situated aspects,” even though the educational 
challenges for supporting sustainable collabora-
tive knowledge constructions are manifold. For 
example, collaborative e-learning in a workplace 
setting does not always proceed smoothly, but re-
quires intensive instructional support, particularly 
if little expertise exists in the working team. Learn-
ing activities at workplaces, however, require time 
and space, and they depend on explicit rules allow-
ing employees to pursue learning activities instead 
of productive ones. In the respective educational 
and organizational research, this topic is discussed 
within the concept of “learning culture” (Bauer, 
Rehrl, & Harteis, 2007; Harris, 1999). Attempts 
to establish a learning culture in an organization 
require both some formal regulations and oppor-
tunities to make use of context-dependent learning 
processes (Senge, 1993). If both requirements 
are fulfilled, a workplace environment provides 
the best conditions for professional learning and 
collaborative knowledge construction. In this 
case, professionals should have opportunities to 
use computer networks and software to search 
for solutions for problems occurring in their real-
work context.

Educators and teachers who want to support e-
collaborative knowledge constructions in working 
contexts have to cope with various tasks. A crucial 
issue consists of the integration of working experi-
ences into computer-mediated social settings and 
vice versa. It is a tightrope walk between guiding 
learners and providing degrees of freedom as 
well as between considering individual attitudes 
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and focusing on commonly shared beliefs. In the 
introductory paragraphs it was argued that profes-
sional learning is necessary across the entire span 
of an occupational career. The goal of professional 
learning is the development and the maintenance 
of expertise. E-collaborative knowledge construc-
tion can be an effective approach to reach this 
goal as it can be integrated in a workplace set-
ting. The main argument of this chapter was that 
professional learning has to be considered as an 
individual development interrelated within a social 
setting. The development of expertise occurs by 
changing knowledge structures. Some of these 
changes happen intentionally and consciously, 
some don’t. The preceding discussion has worked 
out how computer-based learning processes can 
support those changes of knowledge structures. 
The analysis of the literature indicates that the 
implementation of e-collaborative knowledge 
construction in workplace contexts has to integrate 
the individual professionals. A pure top-down 
implementation strategy does not seem promis-
ing as theories of subjectivity, constructivist, 
and situated learning suggest that the individual 
commitment is an important precondition for 
successful professional learning over the entire 
professional career.
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ABSTRACT

Although the term “Cross-Cultural Knowledge 
Management” (CCKM) appeared in the recent 
literature, no study has defined CCKM yet. This 
is the first study that discusses the process of 
cross-cultural knowledge creation. Reviewing 
the literature on the relationship between cross-
cultural management (CCM) and knowledge 
management (KM), we found that the term CCKM 
is emerged from two streams. The first stream 
used CCKM to describe KM in a cross-cultural 
environment while the second stream explored 
culture as knowledge. Following two streams, 
we then define CCKM as a series of practices to 
recognize and understand cultural differences to 
develop a new culture thereby adjusting to cross-
cultural environment. This definition helped us to 

examine the process of cross-cultural knowledge 
creation and the role of leadership in this process. 
Not only contributing to developing KM in a new 
way that can be applied to practice in utilizing 
and creating cross-cultural knowledge for KM 
activities, but this chapter also may have many 
practical implications for leaders to manage ef-
fectively cross-cultural knowledge of members 
in organizations.

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge Management (KM) has been devel-
oped since the early 1990s by both researchers 
and practitioners. It is not surprising to KM re-
searchers that the relationship between Knowledge 
Management (KM) and Cross-Cultural Manage-
ment (CCM) started to be widely studied, since 
globalization has become a keen interest in every 
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study on management. As such, we looked into this 
relationship, and recognized that the term Cross-
Cultural Knowledge Management (CCKM) can 
be understood in two ways. In one sense, CCKM 
is used to describe knowledge management in a 
cross-cultural environment, such as how multi-
national companies manage knowledge processes, 
or how international joint-ventures share, acquire, 
and transfer knowledge effectively. In another 
sense, we explored the idea that CCKM may refer 
to the management of cross-cultural knowledge 
(Nguyen, Umemoto & Medeni, 2007; Nguyen & 
Umemoto, 2009). To elaborate this new sense, we 
explained the perception culture as knowledge by 
discussing several cross-cultural perspectives, 
including third culture, cultural synergy, cultural 
hybrid, cultural change, cultural intelligence, cul-
tural competence, cultural diversity, and cultural 
knowledge, which match the concept of knowledge 
in the literature (Nguyen et al., 2008).

With the perception culture as knowledge, 
we adopted the term “Cross-Cultural Knowledge 
Management”, to refer to the management and 
the creation of a new culture adept at adjusting 
to cultural differences. The question is raised: 
What are the stages that characterize the process 
of cross-cultural knowledge creation? To answer 
this question, we suggested a theoretical model of 
CCKM based on Martin’s (2002) cultural perspec-
tives, including fragmentation, integration and 
differentiation. We used the term “acculturation” 
to describe the creation of a new culture, which 
includes values added from two or various cul-
tures, adapted to the cross-cultural environment, 
as the last stage of the cross-cultural knowledge 
creation process. We also explained why cross-
cultural knowledge creation is a spiral, from which 
KM can be improved and enhanced. Moreover, 
we also considered the further question whether 
leadership has any role in CCKM, since leader-
ship has an important role in both CCM and KM, 
and CCKM is the combination of CCM and KM. 
Therefore, we continue to seek answers to this 
question. Using the literature of leadership, we 

argued the influence of leadership on each fac-
tor of our proposed theoretical model of CCKM 
(Nguyen & Umemoto, 2009).

Because of this book’s emphasis on social 
knowledge, this chapter generally seeks to provide 
a meaningful description of the positive position 
of cross-cultural knowledge, as a kind of social 
knowledge in the current context of globaliza-
tion, which has become unprecedented. Recently, 
people often work in international companies, 
departments, and teams. We believe that this study 
establishes the major foundation of CCKM, serv-
ing as a new discipline which is partially drawn 
from constructs developed in the disciplines of 
KM and CCM. It is important to develop this 
discipline in understandable terms, illustrating the 
nature of the cross-cultural knowledge creation 
process and the roles of leadership in this process.

CULTURE AS KNOWLEDGE

As we explained, we base our understanding 
of Cross-Cultural Knowledge Management on 
the perception culture as knowledge. To explain 
this perception, we first explore the concept of 
knowledge. At the same time, we review the 
characteristics of the relevant concepts of cross-
cultural knowledge to propose which one of 
these characteristics can be used to describe the 
knowledge concept. Following that, we sketch 
out our interpretation of culture as knowledge.

The Concept of Knowledge

The most important starting point for our discus-
sion of the knowledge concept focuses on the 
distinctions among concepts of data, information, 
and knowledge. As one of the pioneers of the 
stream which considered knowledge management 
as the transformation of data and information, 
Drucker (1993) explained knowledge as “infor-
mation effective in action”. Data is defined as 
the observations or the facts “out of a context”, 
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however, “not directly meaningful”. Informa-
tion is understood as “placing data within some 
meaningful content, often in the form of a mes-
sage”. Following that, knowledge is recognized as 
“information put to productive use” (Kakabadse 
et al., 2003; cited in Geisler, 2008). Nonaka and 
Takeuchi (1995) also explained knowledge from 
information perspective by arguing knowledge 
as “a flow of messages”. In addition, knowledge 
is highlighted “essentially related to human ac-
tion”, as they explained, “knowledge is created 
by that very flow of information, anchored in 
the beliefs and commitment of its holder”. Agree 
with Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995), Choo (2006, 
p. 133) also said that the transformation of infor-
mation “when a human actor forms justified, true 
beliefs about the world”. Also, Davenport and De 
Long (1998) and Kwan & Cheung (2006; cited in 
Balmisse, 2008) said that information could not 
be transformed into knowledge without individual 
actor who creates knowledge by adding value 
to information. Therefore, the individual actors 
play decisive role in distinguishing knowledge 
from information (Adamides & Karacapilidis, 
2006; Frank & Garnodi, 2005; and Davenport & 
Jarvenpaa, 1996; cited in Balmisse et al., 2008).

Knowledge, in Tsoukas & Vladimirou’s (2005) 
understanding, includes values and beliefs, and 
is much related to action. According to Tsoukas 
and Vladimirou, knowledge is “the individual 
capability to draw distinctions, within a domain 
of action, based on an appreciation of context or 
theory” (p. 128). This understanding is to estab-
lish the concept of organizational knowledge. 
Organizational knowledge, as the capability of 
organizational members has been developed “to 
draw distinctions in the process of carrying out 
their work, in particular concrete contexts, by 
enacting sets of generalizations whose application 
depends on historically evolved collective under-
standings”. This concept follows Bell’s definition 
which emphasizes that knowledge includes values 
and beliefs, and connects to action. Knowledge, 
according to Bell, (1999, cited in Tsoukas & Vladi-

mirou, 2005), can be understood as “the capacity 
to exercise judgment of the significance of events 
and items, which comes from a particular context 
and/or theory” (p. 120). This capacity demands 
the individual ability of drawing distinctions and 
the location.

Making the distinction between knowledge and 
information, however, is imprecise, as information 
is “both umbrella term for all three, and also the 
connection between raw data and the knowledge 
eventually attained” (Davenport, 1997, p. 8). Data, 
in Davenport’s (1997, p. 9) definition, describes 
“simple observations of states of the world” that 
are “easily structured, easily captured, often 
quantified and easily transferred”. Following 
from that, information relates to “data endowed 
with relevance and purpose” that “requires unit of 
analysis, needs consensus on meaning and human 
mediation necessary.” Although accepting knowl-
edge as valuable information of human mind, in-
cluding reflection, synthesis, and context, Geisler 
(2008) claimed that the problem of the taxonomy 
of data-information-knowledge “fails to offer a 
robust hierarchy of complexity or a tractable flow 
from the elemental to the compound” (p. 10). The 
boundary between information and knowledge, 
according to Geisler, is not clear, and we don’t 
know where information ends and knowledge 
begins. Also, the definition of knowledge as “a 
variant of useful information”, as Geisler (2008, 
p. 11) argued, is not a distinct concept inasmuch 
as “information and useful information are similar 
definitions of the same notions”. It is unrealistic 
to understand knowledge as the transformation of 
information only, Geisler even believed, because 
this understanding “prevents knowledge from be-
ing defined as an independent entity, with its own 
ontology” (p. 12). To find the boundary between 
information and knowledge, Liew (2007) sug-
gested that we should know where information 
resides. Liew indicated two different residences 
of information: information resides in storage 
media (from database) and information in the 
human mind. The boundary between information 
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and knowledge in the first one, according to Liew, 
is not difficult to see. But in the second one, this 
boundary becomes obvious. Although several 
studies on KM indicated that knowledge exists 
only in human mind, fixing the boundary between 
knowledge and information is a difficult task (Non-
aka, 1994; Faley and Prusak, 1998; Tuomi, 1999; 
cited in Hicks et al., 2007), Nissen (2002; cited by 
Hicks et al., 2007) begins with the opposite idea 
by showing that knowledge, from the side of the 
knowledge’s creator, is to create information. The 
critical first step in thinking about the hierarchy 
between data, information, and knowledge from 
the creator’s side was an appreciation. Specifically 
in a cross-cultural environment, we think that the 
creator is also the seeker in the same context. For 
example, when we enter a different culture than 
our existing culture, we are both the seeker and 
creator in the process of creating a new culture 
from two different cultures.

The relationship between information and 
knowledge, as Aadne et al., (1999) emphasized, 
should be seen in a specific situation, context, or-
ganization, or individual. In the context of handling 
and processing information, according to Aadne 
et al., (1999), knowledge is the result of informa-
tion processing, among multiple interpretations of 
information. This interpretation, in fact, was noted 
by Probst et al. (1998) when they developed the 
concept of organizational knowledge. Individu-
als may attempt to interpret their environment by 
themselves. The individual knowledge structures, 
which may be accordingly revised, are synthesized 
to create shared beliefs. The routinization of those 
shared beliefs is organizational knowledge. Also, 
in the history of research on the interdependence 
of information and knowledge, Wiig (2004) em-
phasized the different purposes of information 
and knowledge. While the purpose of information 
is description, because information is composed 
of data in a specific situation, condition, context, 
and challenge, or opportunity, the purpose of 
knowledge is action, because knowledge includes 
facts, perspectives and concepts, mental reference 

models, truths and beliefs, judgments and expecta-
tions, methodologies, and know-how. Moreover, 
knowledge is to understand “how to juxtapose and 
integrate seemingly isolated information items to 
develop new meanings – to create new insights 
with which to approach effective handling of the 
target situation” (Wiig, 2004, p. 74).

Focusing on knowledge from the information 
perspective is admirably efficient and works quite 
well in the existing literature, however, the lack 
of consideration of knowledge’s functions may 
not clearly show the facts as they are. Thus, to 
define knowledge, Alvesson (2004) tried to look 
into its functions, such as embracing informa-
tion, knowing, explaining and understanding. A 
similar definition of knowledge proposed by Liew 
(2007) suggested that knowledge could be used to 
recognize (know-what), to act (know-how), and 
to understand (know-why). In general, a good 
definition, according to Liew (2007), should 
cover three necessary points including boundar-
ies, purpose, and attributes or characteristics. 
Understanding the definition of knowledge based 
on the information perspective covers only the 
boundaries of this definition. Therefore, it may be 
worth mentioning its functions in conceptualizing 
the term knowledge.

With the views of the knowledge concept 
above, we recognize that the most important 
aspects of understanding the term knowledge are 
the ability of drawing distinctions and location, 
developing new meanings, and creating new 
insights rather than adding value to information. 
More importantly, we take these views on the 
significant reasons for our culture as knowledge 
arguments in the next section.

Dimensions of Knowledge

Benefited from Polanyi’s conception of tacit 
knowledge, Nonaka (1994) argued that knowl-
edge should be epistemologically understood as 
two distinct types: tacit knowledge and explicit 
knowledge. While explicit knowledge is easy to 
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define, capture, and transfer in different environ-
ments, tacit knowledge is difficult to codify and 
transfer, because tacit knowledge exists within 
individual minds, and individuals do not recog-
nize tacit knowledge in themselves. Although the 
distinction between tacit and explicit knowledge 
is well justified in the literature, Geisler (2008) 
recently argued that it is at best an artificial dif-
ferentiation. According to Geisler, knowledge is 
the starting point of a flow in which knowledge 
and information participate, not data and infor-
mation. Considering sensorial inputs as the basic 
units of knowledge, Geisler recognized that this 
understanding is very different from the under-
standing of knowledge as the transformation of 
information because sensorial inputs, as Geisler 
(2008, p. 15) explained, as a cluster of human 
being’s five senses which “are very crude forms 
of human cognitive manipulation of inputs from 
its internal and external environment”. Sensorial 
inputs are referred to as tacit knowledge. Conse-
quently, Geisler assumed that all knowledge is 
tacit. In fact, Tsoukas (2005) already noted the 
reasoning behind the distinction between tacit and 
explicit knowledge. According to Tsoukas (2005, 
p. 122), “the most explicit kind of knowledge is 
underlain by tacit knowledge.” Understanding tacit 
knowledge as “a set of particulars of which we are 
subsidiary aware as we focus on something else” 
(p. 22), Tsoukas argued that tacit knowledge and 
explicit knowledge are two faces of the same coin, 
because he was persuaded that all knowledge has 
its tacit presuppositions. This argument appears 
particularly well suited for Cook and Brown’s 
(2005, p. 56) understanding of knowledge, while 
they discussed that the interaction between tacit 
knowledge and explicit knowledge “can often be 
used as an aid in acquiring the other.” In other 
words, tacit knowledge can be used as an aid to 
acquire explicit knowledge, and explicit knowl-
edge also supports individuals in getting tacit 
knowledge. Our aim here, it should be noted, is 
not to reject the tacit-explicit distinction. Rather, 
we try to develop an adequate understanding of 

the forms of knowledge to place our conception 
of cross-cultural knowledge in the context of these 
forms in the following pages.

Other important dimensions of knowledge 
should be noted. Garut and Nayaare (1994, cited 
in Bhagat et al., 2008) proposed three dimensions 
of knowledge, including simple versus complex, 
explicit versus tacit, independent versus sys-
temic. In the first dimension, simple knowledge 
refers to “little information” and easy to transfer 
while complex knowledge involves “the amount 
of factual information” that may “evoke more 
causal uncertainties.” The second dimension is 
well known by the division of explicit and tacit 
proposed by Nonaka & Takeuchi (1995). The third 
dimension outlines the independent and systemic 
character of knowledge. De Long & Fahey (2000) 
distinguished knowledge into three types includ-
ing human knowledge, social knowledge, and 
structured knowledge. What individuals know or 
know how to do refer to human knowledge includ-
ing both tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge. 
The relationships between individuals or groups 
are to describe social knowledge. This type of 
knowledge is largely tacit because it refers to our 
ability to collaborate and develop transactional 
relationships. The concept of social knowledge, 
as used here, positions our chapter in the context 
of this book since we seek to capture the ability 
of adaptation of people when encountering a new 
culture. The third type, structured knowledge is 
explicit because it involves organizational sys-
tems, processes, rules and routines.

Knowledge Creation Theory

Knowledge Management is composed of various 
disciplines, such as psychology, philosophy, and 
sociology (Nonaka, 2005), or of various types 
such as technology, economy, and behavior (Earl, 
2001). According to Nonaka, all the works on the 
creation, dissemination, and leveraging of knowl-
edge to make groups or organizations successful 
can be classified as KM.
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The key idea of Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995)’s 
work is the process of knowledge creation, which 
is described by SECI model (socialization, exter-
nalization, combination and internalization) (see 
Figure 1). In the first stage, the socialization of 
tacit transforms to knowledge that can be codified 
and transferred from tacit to explicit in the second 
stage called “externalization.” The third stage is to 
combine different “externalized” knowledge from 
the previous stage. This combination increases the 
amount of tacit knowledge which will be inter-
nalized in organization. The socialization of this 
new tacit knowledge is a virtuous cycle, which 
is considered as a process of knowledge creation.

Given the strong influence of this model on 
KM approach, Fink & Holden (2005, 2007) high-
lighted the weak play of SECI model in the con-
text of the modern global economy. According to 
Glisby & Holden (2002, 2005), all four modes of 
the SECI model are culture-dependent and can 
be regarded in cross-cultural context. Weir & 
Hutchings (2005) argued that Glisby & Holden’s 
critique is correct, but they noted that SECI 
model also “contains valuable dimensions that do 
have cross-cultural application”. Gourlay (2006) 
listed “systematic criticism” of Nonaka and 
Takeuchi’s work, such as the lack of recognition 
of differences between scientific knowledge and 
corporate knowledge, as well as the conflicts 
between different groups (Essers and Schreine-

makers, 1997, cited by Gourlay, 2006). Gourlay 
suggested that “different kinds of knowledge are 
created by different kinds of behavior”, because 
his study recognized that the distinction between 
explicit knowledge and tacit knowledge of Non-
aka and Takeuchi’s theory seems unclear. Gourlay 
then highlighted “know-how” and “know-that”, 
not only to well distinguish tacit knowledge and 
explicit knowledge but also to “include knowledge 
of which the knowers can and do tell and are 
consciously aware of.” According to Gourlay, this 
proposition corresponds to two modes of behav-
ior, non-reflective and reflective behavior, which 
can explain the consequences of knowledge, as 
well as its degree and components. Rikowski 
(2007) even argued that SECI model is not neces-
sarily spiral. She explained that physical, political, 
cultural and socio-technical barriers impede 
knowledge transfer and creation throughout or-
ganization.

The emphasis on dimensions of knowledge 
and knowledge creation theory as shown above 
would be able to better lead us to understand what 
kind of knowledge cross-cultural knowledge could 
be, and to see if there is any relationship between 
the cross-cultural knowledge creation process and 
knowledge creation theory.

Relevant Concepts of Cross-
Cultural Knowledge

Adler (2008) has summarized six different ap-
proaches of CCM research, including parochial, 
ethnocentric, polycentric, comparative, geocen-
tric, and synergistic research. Parochial research 
is only applicable to management in one culture, 
and yet it is assumed to be applicable to manage-
ment in many cultures. Ethnocentric research finds 
the answers for the question “How can manage-
ment research be standardized across cultures?” 
Polycentric research focuses on the application 
of home country theories or models without us-
ing obtrusive measures. Comparative research 
refers to studies comparing organizations in many 

Figure 1. SECI model (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995)
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foreign cultures. Geocentric research looks into 
multinational companies. Synergistic research 
explores intercultural interaction within work 
settings. In this section, we present several studies 
referring to synergistic research, which explains 
the positive points of culture. We have placed 
this argument at the beginning of this section for 
the reason that this way of thinking will strongly 
influence our understanding of what cross-cultural 
knowledge means.

Cultural Knowledge

Choosing the reflection of the underlying nature 
of culture, Sackman (1991) used the cognitive 
perspective of the conception of culture in organi-
zations to explain cultural knowledge. Suggesting 
that cultural knowledge is composed of dictionary 
knowledge, directory knowledge, recipe knowl-
edge and axiomatic knowledge, Sackman (1991) 
argued that these types of knowledge correspond 
to the characteristic questions “what is”, “how 
are things done”, “should” and “why things are 
done the way they are”. These types of knowledge 
can also be combined to create “experientially 
developed theory for understanding, explanation, 
and prediction”, according to Sackman (1991).

Cultural knowledge, as Sackman explained, 
has two main aspects: aspect of collectivity and 
aspect of learning capacity. The aspect of collectiv-
ity emerges “in different socialization processes: 
within the family, growing up in a specific region 
and country, belonging to a certain ethnic group, 
and having experienced a certain kind of educa-
tion and professional training” when individuals 
“have learned and acquired over the years.” The 
aspect of leaning capacity describes the importa-
tion of cultural variety into the organization by 
new members. Sackman also emphasized that the 
requirements for obtaining cultural knowledge 
include mutual understanding, communication and 
effective coordination in a social system. Not only 
Sackman (1999) saw cultural base from the cogni-
tive perspective, but also Weisinger and Salipante 

(2000) considered cultural knowledge as stable 
and cognitive, as residing in the individual’s mind, 
and believed that training people in the cultural 
assumptions of their counterparts would lead to 
more effective cross-cultural interaction. How-
ever, their results showed this view to be naive.

Also using the term “cultural knowledge”, 
O’Sullivan (1999) explained this term by pre-
senting cross-cultural competence from “a fresh 
perspective”, by distinguishing between stable and 
dynamic cross-cultural competencies. O’Sullivan 
(1999) looked at Black and Mendenhall’s (1990) 
work on three dimensions of cross-cultural 
competencies, including the self-maintenance 
dimension, the relationship dimension, and the 
perceptual dimension. Based on existing litera-
ture, O’Sullivan considered cultural knowledge 
as a type of knowledge with various aspects 
such as a self -maintenance competency (factual 
knowledge), a cross-cultural relationship com-
petency (conceptual knowledge), and perceptual 
competency. As Johnson et al., (2006, p. 532) 
noted, O’Sullivan’ perspective suggests that “all 
employees are not equally trainable, and that there 
are some individuals who may lack the person-
ality traits necessary for them to acquire certain 
knowledge and skills.”

Further, Hofstede (2001) divided cultural 
knowledge into two different types: cultural-
general knowledge and culture specific. Culture-
general knowledge focuses on awareness and 
knowledge of cultural differences. Such culture 
investigates “the participant’s own mental makeup 
and how it differs from that of others” (Johnson et 
al., p. 530). Culture specific focuses on specific 
knowledge about another culture.

Third Culture

Figure 2 shows third culture building model, pre-
sented by Casmir (1993). This model focused on 
“the successive phases of performance beneficial 
to both the individual and those with whom she 
or he is involved in interactions” and also showed 
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“all internal and external aspects of the human 
experience” (p. 420).

Although there have been some works on “third 
cultures” (e.g., Useem, Donoghue and Useem, 
1963, cited in Casmir, 1993), as Casmir recog-
nized, these works focused on the interactions 
between sojourners and members of their host 
cultures only. Casmir’s work, interestingly, leads 
to “new, effective and mutually acceptable and 
beneficial third cultures through interactive inter-
cultural processes”. His third culture model is 
built “based on cooperative, non-threatening, 
mutually beneficial interactions” (p. 417). This 
model, accordingly to Casmir, helps individuals 
adapt and adjust to their environment.

Hampden-Turner and Trompenaars (2000) 
didn’t use the term third culture but they suggest 
that when two cultures join together, they “manage 
cultural polarities and values dimensions that self-
organize in systems to generate new meanings” 
(p. 27). These new meanings are also considered 
“third culture” as Casmir’s definition.

Creating a third culture is also highlighted by 
Graen & Hui (1996) as important in the relation-
ship between two culturally different companies. 
A third culture, according to Graen & Hui (1996), 
is a bridge of two different cultures that may bring 
compromise between different cultural practices. 

Graen & Hui showed two kinds of differences in 
cultural values, nominal differences and system-
atic differences. Nominal differences, as Graen & 
Hui explained, are related to specific phenomena 
like language and customs. Systematic differences, 
according to Graen & Hui, involve fundamental 
values, beliefs and philosophies of social regu-
lation. Following that, Graen & Hui suggested 
that managing cross-cultural partnerships should 
manage both nominal and systematic differences 
in these partnerships. Graen & Hui also noted 
differences between the “third culture” and “two 
cultures”. Two cultures, as Graen et al. (1996) 
explained, “occur when the two cross-cultural 
business partners remain “strangers” to each other 
in the business relationship”. Stranger, is not un-
derstood in the usual way, but in Graen & Hui’s 
study, means that “these business partners do not 
have a quality relationship with each other”. The 
third culture, according to Graen & Wakabayashi 
(1994), is created to bridge and transcend the two 
cultures. The third culture helps both partners to 
“find ways to come up with organizational prac-
tices and management techniques and programs 
that are acceptable to members of both cultures.

The major characteristics of the two cultures 
and the third culture description are shown in 
Table 1. Graen & Hui (1996) stated that there is a 

Figure 2. Third-culture building (Casmir, 1993, p. 421)
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mutual disinterest and a “cover-your-ass” (CYA) 
kind of attitude in “two cultures” relationships. 
This relationship is interested in short term only, 
so the business partners will compete and confront 
each other.

Based on a legal contract, the “two cultures” 
style may lead to contract breach. A win-lose situ-
ation is described in the relationship between 
business partners. A third culture, as Graen & Hui 
(1996) explained, highlights mutual respect and 
trust. That leads to sharing long-term business, 
co-operation, and accommodation among partners. 
They should handshake and follow mutual obliga-
tions to make profits by win-win collaboration.

Cultural Synergy

According to Moran, Harris and Moran (2007), 
the term “synergy” is not easy to understand. 
Synergy, as they explained, involves a belief “that 
we can learn from others and others can learn 
from us” (p. 227). Following that, they described 
cultural synergy as “a dynamic approach to man-
aging cultural diversity in a variety of contexts” 
(p. 228). Synergy in Schmidt’s (2006) view is a 
“cooperative or combined action that can occur 
when diverse or disparate groups of people with 
varying viewpoints work together”. Its power is 
to solve problems, as Surowiecki (2004; cited in 
Schmidt, 2006) explained that “groups are often 
smarter than the smartest people within them”.

Adler (2002) was probably one of the pioneers 
to emphasize this view, and according to her, 
cultural synergy can find new solutions to solve 
problems that “leverage the cultural differences 
among all cultures involved while respecting 
each culture’s uniqueness” (p. 127). Adler (2002) 
focused on describing “the situation from each 
culture’s perspective, culturally interpreting the 
situation, and developing new culturally creative 
solutions” (p. 118) of cultural synergy.

One further work on cultural synergy is wor-
thy of note, because it argued that synergy is a 
dimension of organizational culture. Harris (2004) 
explained the term “synergy” as a dynamic process 
related to adaptation, learning and action. This 
process suggests that the total effect is greater 
than the sum of effects when acting indepen-
dently, which can create an integrated solution. 
It also should be noted that this does not signify 
compromise, but it improves and enhances the 
potential of members by facilitating the release 
of team energies.

Cultural Hybrid

Most works on cultural differences underline that 
a combination of different cultures must result 
in culture shock, friction and misunderstanding. 
Differently and more interestingly, Holden (2002) 
introduced a new view of CCM which focuses on a 
new cultural hybrid. Holden (2002) took a simple 
example from the combination of two chemicals, 
and then applied this combination to CCM.

C1 + C2 = C3

C1, C2: any given cultures except each other

C3: a new hybrid culture

With this description, Holden starts to glimpse 
reflections of CCM as a form of KM:

Table 1. Characteristics of “two cultures” and 
“third culture” 

Two culture Third culture

CYA Trust

Compete Co-operate

Confront Accommodate

Short term Long term

Legal contract Handshake

Contract breach Mutual obligation

Win/lose Win/win
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CCM is the management of multiple cultures 
and among organizations, involving processes 
of knowledge transfer and organizational learn-
ing. These activities facilitate the functioning of 
networks which are composed of an inconceivably 
large number of overlapping social and informa-
tion networks linking people and organizations 
worldwide. The core task of CCM is to facilitate 
and direct synergistic action and learning at 
interfaces where knowledge, values and experi-
ence are transferred into multicultural domains 
of implementation (p. 58-59).

This research of Holden (2002) is highly appre-
ciated by Claes (2004) because it emphasized the 
dynamics of cultural differences. Hybrid culture, 
at group level, has been explained by Earley & 
Gibson (2002, p. 113), as “a new shared under-
standing of team member status, team processes, 
role expectations, communication methods, and 
so on.” Such new understanding occurs from team 
member interaction. Earley & Gibson also identify 
homogeneous and heterogeneous teams, which 
have impact on the formation of a hybrid team 
culture. While members in homogeneous teams 
can easily find existing commonalties to create a 
hybrid team culture, heterogeneous team members 
take time and efforts to form such new culture.

Cultural Change

Despite a number of studies on different values 
of cultures and their impact on behavior, there 
have been few studies on the influence of cul-
tural change on change, as well as on the change 
of culture itself, as Erez and Gati (2004) noted. 
Culture can be changed, according to Erez and 
Gati, when it interacts with another culture via 
international trade, migration, and invasion. Erez 
and Gati (2004) also indicated that countries 
having high individualism, low power distance, 
and low uncertainty in national culture will adapt 
to the global work environment better than the 
other countries. Of course, this may explain why 

employees having experience in working for 
multinational companies adapt to cross-cultural 
work environment and maintain and develop a bi-
cultural identity better than others. Actually, when 
globalization is increasing, it is easy to recognize 
that national cultures can also be influenced by 
global culture. For example, Dalton and Ken-
nedy (2007) indicated that high power distance 
in Romania may be reduced by the impact of 
globalization and the adoption of Anglo-American 
values in management.

Notwithstanding, one important note by Chan 
(2002) is that most studies on cross-cultural orga-
nizational research focused on measurement and 
dimensions on cultural differences only. Another 
way of looking into cross-cultural studies is re-
lated to the issues concerning cultural change, 
according to Chan (2002). The reason why cultural 
change is not widely studied is the difficulty of 
changing a culture (Plessis, 2006). In fact, change 
is a “constant feature of all cultures” as well as 
“a result of both internal and external forces” 
(Ferrano, 2006). The mechanisms of change are 
explained by Ferrano as discovery and invention in 
a specific culture. As “a result of borrowing from 
other cultures”, cultural change is understood by 
Ferrano as cultural diffusion. Each individual in 
a culture, according to Ferrano, can learn and get 
ideas from other cultures, while the background 
and time of each individual are always limited. The 
“process of spreading of cultural items from one 
culture to another” is also the process of cultural 
diffusion. This process is described by Ferrano as 
a selective process, because when one culture got 
another culture’s idea, they does not accept “ev-
erything indiscriminately.” Consequently, we can 
understand why cultural differences exist forever.

Changing is not only a need but also a power 
of organizational culture according to Cameron 
and Quinn (2006). They emphasized that culture 
change is an appropriate response to rapid change 
in the external environment, such as the explosion 
of technology as well as of information.
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Cultural Intelligence

In order to “understand why some people are more 
adept at adjusting to new cultural surroundings 
than others” (p. 59), Earley, Ang, & Tan (2003) 
developed and presented a theoretical model of 
“cultural intelligence”.

Both process and content features are de-
scribed in this theoretical model. Three facets 
of this model, including cognitive, motivational 
and behavioral facets, are elements in the general 
structure. When an individual has a high level of 
cultural intelligence, they will have cognitive skills 
that help them function effectively in a new culture.

In addition, an individual with a high level of 
cultural intelligence always has a motivational 
impulsion to adapt to a different culture. Also, 
such people have adaptive behaviors to deal with 
a new culture. Specifically, two general categories 
of knowledge are also presented in this model: 
declarative knowledge refers to “information 
about the characteristics of an entity” and proce-
dural knowledge focuses on “the way something 
functions” (Earley, Ang, & Tan, 2003, p. 86). This 
theoretical model, however, emphasizes more 
learning than doing (Johnson et al., 2006). The 
behavioral component of Earley’s (2002) cultural 
intelligence, according to Johnson et al, (2006, p. 
537), “appears to be concerned more with acquir-
ing and practicing appropriate behaviors than with 
applying them in real-life.”

Cultural Competence

Lustig and Koester (1996) discussed competence 
and intercultural communication, and established 
boundaries between culture and communication. 
Culture, as Lustig and Koester (1996) defined, is 
composed of “a learned set of shared perceptions 
about beliefs, values, and norms, which affect 
the behavior of a relatively large group” (p. 35). 
Following this concept of culture, they developed 
the definition of intercultural communication 
as “a symbolic process in which people from 

different cultures create shared meanings” (p. 
42). In this definition, the degrees of difference 
between dissimilar cultures is also pointed out, to 
lead to their understanding of intercultural com-
munication as “a symbolic process in which the 
degree of difference between people in large and 
important enough to create dissimilar interpreta-
tions and expectations about what are regarded as 
competent behaviors that should be used to create 
shared meanings” (p. 50). The trait, perceptual, 
behavioral, and culture-specific approaches are 
used to explain the understandings of intercul-
tural competence. The trait approach is used to 
“identify the kinds of personality characteristics 
in individual traits that allow a person to avoid 
failure and achieve success in intercultural en-
counters” (p. 55). As they explained, this approach 
emphasizes flexibility in thinking, psychological 
and social adjustment in one’s own culture and 
relativistic values. The perceptual approach is used 
to “identify clusters of attitudes or perceptions” 
(p. 56). These attitudes or perceptions, in fact, 
include the ability to reduce psychological stress, 
to communicate effectively and to improve inter-
personal relationships. Intercultural competence 
should include these abilities. The behavioral 
approach is used to identify specific communica-
tion behaviors during intercultural interactions, 
because the thoughts of people as well as their 
actual actions are studied in behavioral approach. 
The culture-specific approach is used to identify 
culture-specific perceptions and behaviors, be-
cause people’s adaptation to the specific rules 
of interaction in a particular culture is explored 
in the culture-specific approach. In Lustig and 
Koester’s work the components of intercultural 
competence, such as context, appropriateness 
and effectiveness, knowledge, motivations, and 
actions, are also investigated. These components, 
as Lustig and Koester suggested, can be used to 
improve intercultural competence.

Having a different view, Chiu et al., (2005) 
explained cultural competence as “distributed 
knowledge”. Interestingly, the interconnections of 
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individuals may produce, distribute and reproduce 
learned routines which are called organized knowl-
edge. Culture, in Chiu et al.’s (2005) explanation, 
is to designate a coalescence of this organized 
knowledge. In fact, this argument followed Barth’s 
(cited in Chiu et al., 2005) work which investigated 
how we make up our experienced, grasped reality 
and create learned routines of thinking, feeling and 
interacting with other people. Knowledge, accord-
ing to Barth, provides people with materials for 
reflection and premises for action. These actions 
then become knowledge to others. In addition, 
they argued that these learned routines are not only 
personal knowledge in the heads of individuals 
but also are shared, albeit incompletely, among 
a delineated population.

On the way to finding an adequate model for 
Cross-Cultural Competence, Johnson et al., (2006) 
looked at the knowledge dimension, the skill di-
mension and the personal attributes dimension as 
three components in Cross-Cultural Competence. 
Based on the existing literature, such as Imahori 
and Lanigan (1989) and Redmond and Bunyi 
(1993), the knowledge dimension of cross-cultural 
competence is composed of “the knowledge about 
culture, knowledge of language, and knowledge 
about the rules of interactions” (p. 530).

Cultural Diversity

Focusing on learning the dynamics of diversity, as 
well as developing competency to manage diver-
sity in organizations, Cox (2001) investigated how 
to create an effective multicultural organization. 
Considering diversity as “any difference between 
people such as the difference in gender, in race, 
in national origin, in birth rates, in work groups, 
in organizational level and in work specializa-
tions” (cited in Nguyen et al., 2008, p. 111), Cox 
(2001, p. 3) defines this term as “the variation of 
social and cultural identities among people exist-
ing together in a defined employment or market 
setting”. However, Cox also noted a problem of 
diversity: potential performance barriers caused 

by conflicts and misunderstandings in communica-
tion. Importantly, many opportunities can be found 
when using diversity in organizations. Cox found 
that diversity can add five values to organizations. 
Having a broader and richer base of experience 
from diverse groups, as well as improving the 
competence of analysis in decision-making group 
is the first value that organizations may get from 
diversity. Organizations also improve and enhance 
creativity and innovation through diversity, such 
as high levels of innovation from the diversity in 
a workforce (Kanter, 1983, cited in Cox, 2001), 
or a resource if skillfully managed (Iles, cited in 
Cox, 2001). The third value that diversity adds to 
organizations is organizational flexibility. As Cox 
explained, diversity promotes the competence of 
languages and increases flexibility of thought of 
members in organizations, which can make the 
organization more flexible. The fourth value added 
to an organization is human talent emerging from 
diverse workers. Finally, diversity can improve 
marketing strategy for an organization. Beyond the 
above advantages of cultural diversity recognized 
by Cox (2001), Iles (1995) also highlighted the 
power of cultural diversity by focusing on learn-
ing to work with differences.

In this section, we have reviewed cross-cultural 
perspectives couched in several terms, such as 
hybrid culture, cultural synergy, third culture, 
cultural knowledge, cultural competence, cultural 
intelligence, cultural change and cultural diver-
sity, which have resulted in the adaptation and 
adjustment process. This process has been given 
typically the term “acculturation” (Berry, 1980, 
1990; Bourhis et al., 1997; Kim, 2005). Impor-
tantly, these characteristics match the concept of 
knowledge that we have discussed as earlier. Our 
explanation of the perception “culture as knowl-
edge” is summarized in Table 2.
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TOWARDS AN UNDERSTANDING OF 
CROSS-CULTURAL KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT

Cross-Cultural Knowledge Management (CCKM) 
has been noted as a poly-semantic term, because 
this term has been explored in two ways of under-
standing (Nguyen & Umemoto, 2009; Nguyen, 
Umemoto & Medeni, 2007). First, CCKM can be 
understood as knowledge management in a cross-
cultural environment. Second, this term may be 

considered as the management of cross-cultural 
knowledge. This exploration can be summarized 
in the below Figure 3.

Following the above understandings of CCKM, 
the term “Cross-Cultural Knowledge Manage-
ment” refers to the management and the creation 
of a new culture adept at adjusting to cultural 
differences. As such, CCKM is defined as:

Cross-Cultural Knowledge Management (CCKM) 
is composed of a series of practices to recognize 

Table 2. Cross-cultural perspectives on reflection as knowledge 

Cross-cultural Perspectives Characteristics Knowledge

Cultural Knowledge aspect of collectivity and the capacity of leaning 
through mutual understanding, communication, and 
effective coordination in a social system, aspect 
of self-maintenance, relationship and perceptual 
competencies

the individual’s competence of adding 
value by exercising judgment and 
drawing distinctions among informa-
tion from a particular context, of cre-
ating of shard beliefs, of recognizing 
(know-what), of acting (know-how), 
understanding (know-why), and of 
developing new meanings to create 
new insights corresponding to a target 
situation.

Hybrid Culture synergistic action and learning created in the pro-
cesses of knowledge, values and experience transfer 
among people of different cultures

Cultural Synergy new culturally creative solution which are devel-
oped from cooperative and combined actions

Third Culture a new culture which is created from “cooperative, 
non-threatening, mutually beneficial interactions”

Cross-Cultural Competence the abilities of identifying “clusters of attitudes or 
perceptions,” such as reducing psychological stress, 
or improving interpersonal relationships

Cultural Intelligence the adaptation and adjustment to a new cultural 
environment

Cultural Change learn and get ideas from other cultures

Cultural Diversity adding values in decision making, promoting 
creativity and innovation improving cognitive 
flexibility, or “attracting, retaining, and using the 
skills of diverse workers”

Figure 3. An understanding of cross-cultural knowledge management
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cultural differences, using awareness and un-
derstanding of cultural differences to develop a 
new culture adept at adjusting to cross-cultural 
environments. This new culture improves and 
enhances Knowledge Management activities 
(Nguyen, Umemoto & Medeni, 2007, p. 35).

In this definition, the positive views of cultural 
differences are pointed out. Also, the potential of 
culture as a knowledge management tool is well 
noted. Especially, this definition is a combination 
of two disciplines, CCM and KM. While Fink & 
Mayrhofer (2001) said that other disciplines may 
provide additional insights on the importance of 
the interdisciplinary challenge, we believe that 
this definition of CCKM highlights the additional 
insights of CCM in KM, as well as KM in CCM.

A THREE-PERSPECTIVE 
CULTURE APPROACH

Here we present Martin’s (2002) three perspectives 
of culture, including integration, differentiation 
and fragmentation. Fragmentation, integration and 
differentiation are used to describe the phenomena 
in an organizational culture. The fragmentation 
perspective describes such phenomena as ambi-
guity, uncertainty, confusion and contradictions 
of values and beliefs existing in an organization. 
The differentiation perspective emphasizes phe-
nomena of inconsistency caused by the separate 
and distinct values of sub-cultures in organization. 
The integration perspective refers to phenomena 
of stability, coherence, and consensus, such as “an 
oasis of harmony and homogeneity” of values and 
beliefs shared throughout an organization.

These three perspectives of culture, as Martin 
pointed out, can be taken together. Martin even 
clearly argued that taking three perspectives togeth-
er is much better than using only one perspective, 
because one perspective supplements the others, 
and all three were useful for the analysis of studies 
on organizations. All these above perspectives, as 

Martin said, may be well applied to describe funda-
mental processes of other disciplines. In fact, some 
studies already used this three-perspective theory of 
culture to examine a variety of contexts, such as the 
birth of a culture in a company or the relationship 
between culture and innovation (Martin, 2002), 
linking these three cultural types to the cultural 
change processes (Meyerson & Martin, 1987), or 
applying this three dimensional framework to build 
a culture cube (Payne, 2001).

THEORETICAL MODEL 
OF CROSS-CULTURAL 
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

Based on three perspectives of culture, we propose 
some ideas for a theoretical model of Cross-
Cultural Knowledge Management (see Figure 4). 
Our reasoning goes as follows: the starting point 
in cross-cultural knowledge creation begins with 
fragmentation. We assumed that the ambiguities 
and uncertainties as the result of cultural differ-
ences may occur at first when individuals or or-
ganizations encounter a new culture. To overcome 
such ambiguities and uncertainties, people tend 
to arrive at harmony and homogeneity of that 
new culture by sharing values and beliefs. This 
stage refers to integration, which helps people 
of a culture to better understand other cultures. 
Although people have tried to integrate to a new 
culture, the differences within departments and 
professions (sub-cultures) in an organization 
will appear then. These differences are in the 
differentiation process. After that, individuals 
and organizations adjust and adapt to the cross-
cultural environment by creating a new culture, 
which adds values from two or various cultures. 
We used the term “acculturation” to describe these 
adjustments and adaptations, as the last stage of a 
cross-cultural knowledge creation cycle.

After a cross-cultural knowledge creation 
cycle, however, other ambiguities and uncertain-
ties will appear, because as we noted in the previ-
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ous section, cultural differences exist forever. This 
means that cross-cultural knowledge creation 
starts a new cycle. Therefore the process of cross-
cultural knowledge creation should be understood 
as a spiral.

Linking a Three-Perspective 
Culture Approach to SECI Model

This part explains some linkages between three 
perspectives of culture and SECI model. This 
will clarify the impact of each perspective on the 
knowledge creation process.

As we presented in the previous section, Iku-
jurio Nonaka and his colleagues (Nonaka, 1991; 
Nonaka et al., 1994; Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995) 
created a dynamic model to describe the creation 
of knowledge in organizations in the early 1990s. 
As is now widely accepted, this model has become 
“one of the most cited theories in the knowledge 
management literature” (Choo & Bontis, 2002, p. 
12). There have been some studies which noted 
that the SECI model can not be applied to a cross-
cultural environment. For example, Glisby & 
Holden (2002) have argued that Nonaka & Takeu-
chi’s four modes are “culture-dependent, each 
reflecting well-documented aspects of Japanese 

organizational behavior” (cited in Fink & Holden, 
2007). Glisby & Holden then highlighted that 
SECI model cannot be applied to cross-cultural 
knowledge creation related to non-Japanese pro-
tagonists. Our proposed model of cross-cultural 
knowledge creation, in Figure 4, suggests that 
the process of creating cross-cultural knowledge 
goes through four stages, including fragmentation, 
integration, differentiation, and acculturation. 
Interestingly, we found out that fragmentation, 
integration and differentiation have special links 
with conditions that Nonaka and Takeuchi noted 
for their knowledge creation model.

Therefore, in this section, we will show in-
teresting connections between CCKM and SECI 
model (Nguyen, 2007). First, we go beyond the 
content of socialization and focus on the way in 
which integration is related to its content. While 
the characteristics of the socialization process 
describe the same value-sharing of members in 
an organization, it is closely related to the integra-
tion perspective which also involves “an oasis of 
harmony and homogeneity” of values and beliefs 
shared throughout an organization. Moreover, they 
said that the stage of externalization is integral, 
because “the externalization of knowledge often 
helps people to see that the same phenomena 
can be viewed in many different and contrasting 
ways.” This means that the integration stage in 
our proposed model of CCKM may contribute 
to the socialization and externalization stage of 
SECI model, accordingly.

Second, Nonaka and Toyama (2004, p. 99) 
also portrayed the externalization process through 
“dialogues, contradiction between one’s tacit 
knowledge and the structure, or contradictions 
among tacit knowledge.” These contradictions 
are often caused by the differences of sub-cultures 
such as different jobs and different levels which 
are described as the differentiation stage in our 
suggested model of CCKM presented above. 
Additionally, in the process of conversion of tacit 
knowledge into explicit knowledge, Nonaka em-
phasized the use of metaphor. Metaphor, as Nonaka 

Figure 4. Proposed theoretical model of cross-
cultural knowledge management
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explained, is “a distinctive method or perception”, 
an effective way “for individuals grounded in 
different contexts and with different experiences 
to understand something intuitively through the 
use of imagination and symbols without need 
for analysis or generalization.” These different 
contexts and different experiences are exactly 
described in the differentiation stage of the above 
proposed CCKM model. Thus, differentiation may 
also be included in the contribution of externaliza-
tion in Nonaka & Takeuchi’s knowledge creation 
model as well.

Third, we will look at the conditions for organi-
zational knowledge creation suggested by Nonaka 
and Takeuchi. Here, the conditions for promoting 
the knowledge spiral are fluctuation and creative 
chaos. As Nonaka & Takeuchi explained, when 
there is a fluctuation in organization, all members 
may “face a breakdown of routines, habits or 
cognitive frameworks”. However, this breakdown, 
according to Nonaka & Takeuchi, is a necessity 
for organizations, because it is considered as “a 
means of social interaction helping us to create 
new concepts”. Besides, top management also 
uses chaos to “give employees a sense of crisis 
as well as lofty ideal”. In Japan, for example, 
Japanese top managers usually use the ambigu-
ity and creative chaos in their companies. While 
fragmentation perspective has been seen as “a 
treatment of ambiguity”, we can consider its role 
in enabling conditions improving and enhancing 
the process of knowledge creation.

Leadership through a Looking-
Glass of the Three-Perspective 
Culture Approach

Leadership appears in any books focusing on KM, 
and also plays an important role in CCM. The 
emergence of CCKM from the combination of 
CCM and KM suggests that we should think about 
the role of leadership in CCKM, since leadership 
has effects on both KM and CCM (Nguyen & 
Umemoto, 2009). Beyond the creation of cross-

cultural knowledge based on three perspectives 
of culture, the influences of leadership on each 
of these perspectives will be found in the existing 
literature of leadership.

First, the influence of leadership on fragmen-
tation will be discussed through its impacts on 
ambiguities and uncertainties. In efforts to cre-
ate visions and values through communication, 
according to Charteris-Black (2007), leadership 
usually uses metaphors as verbal strategies. Meta-
phor, as Charteris-Black explained, represents a 
linguistic result “from the shift in the use of a word 
or phrase from a context or domain in which it is 
expected to occur to another context or domain 
where it is not expected to occur, thereby caus-
ing semantic tension” (p. 42). This means that an 
implied change in the sense of words when we 
use metaphor is effective not only in communi-
cating leadership as Charteris-Black described, 
but also in creating a network of new concepts 
(Nonaka, 2002). Moreover, using metaphor can 
help personal inner-visions to become closely 
connected with outer social realities. Although 
using metaphors can not avoid barriers of religions 
and politics, it could satisfy the psycho-emotional 
needs of followers (Charteris-Black, 2007). Es-
pecially, as “a distinctive method of perception” 
(Nonaka, 2002), metaphor can create single and 
contradictory things and ideas from two different 
and distant areas of experiences. In the previous 
section, we also mentioned Nonaka & Takeuchi’s 
discussion about the role of metaphor in creating 
a new meaning that can become a grand concept 
for organizations. In addition, chaos and fluctua-
tions are considered as other necessary conditions 
for knowledge creation in his very famous SECI 
model of the knowledge creation process. Ac-
cording to Nonaka & Takeuchi, ambiguities can 
lead to a reflection or questioning of values for 
top management.

In order to emphasize the importance of man-
aging uncertainty, Hogg (2001) even said that 
managing uncertainty is necessary to maintain 
and strengthen leadership’s position. If leaders 
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have a clear prediction on a prototype, they will 
control uncertainty well. But Hofstede (2001) 
found a correlation between national culture and 
uncertainty. There are two types of countries, 
according to Hofstede: countries with high uncer-
tainty avoidance and low uncertainty avoidance. 
People in countries with low uncertainty avoidance 
easily accept uncertainty, because they consider 
uncertainty as an inherent aspect of life and take it 
in their stride (Fatehi, 2008). Consequently, leader-
ship can use democratic-participative management 
when working in these cultures. People in these 
cultures normally want to have more autonomy and 
freedom, so they should be able to participate in 
decision-making. Thus, giving followers enough 
direction and instruction to adequately achieve 
their task is the way leadership can deal with 
uncertainty, according to Fatehi. In fact, Grote 
& Weichbrodt (2007) have already studied how 
to manage uncertainty at the organizational level 
by suggesting using flexible routines. Their study 
indicated that if leadership uses many tight rules, 
it will not help individuals in the organization 
adapt to a new environment. Besides, Cyert and 
March (1963, cited in Hofstede, 2002) proposed 
a way to manage uncertainty at the organizational 
level through building decision rules based on 
short-run reaction to short-run feedback, and 
imposing plans that can be made self-confirming 
by some control device. These rules and plans 
should be built independently, without prediction 
of uncertain future events. We suggest that this 
uncertainty management may be applied to the 
fragmentation stage in cross-cultural knowledge 
creation process. For example, using short-run 
rules for new members from other countries, 
or other organizations, or other departments, or 
other groups, may help them integrate to the new 
environment. Also, short-run rules help leadership 
get feedback quickly. As a result, leadership can 
establish new rules and instructions based on this 
feedback. Therefore, using short-run rules and 
instructions is a good strategy which meets the 
requirements of change.

Second, we demonstrate the impact of lead-
ership on the integration of both individual and 
organizational level. When Cox (2001) described 
five components of a model for cultural change 
including leadership, research and measurement, 
education, alignment of management systems, 
and follow-up, he emphasized the important 
role of leadership for cultural change in an 
organization. Leadership should have manage-
ment philosophy, vision, organization design, 
personal involvement, communications strategy, 
and strategic integration. Among these important 
characteristics of leadership, having strategic 
integration is recognized by Cox as one of the 
most decisive conditions for successful change 
in an organization. To have a good strategy of 
integration, leadership should explain the existing 
diversity in an organization. As already mentioned, 
diversity is an organizational potential, but also 
increases difficulties in task coordination (Zenger 
and Lawrence, cited in Tsai, 2005). To help their 
employees understand the impact of profitability 
on diversity, leadership should take the initiative 
to send the message with conviction. Conviction, 
however, should be built based on trust. Without 
trust, leadership and employees/followers will fail 
in building strategy integration. In fact, there have 
been many studies which emphasized that trust is 
an effective factor for leadership to build effec-
tive relationships among members and units in an 
organization (Hitt et al., 2003; Grisham, 2005). In 
addition, the dimension of individualism versus 
collectivism in national cultures also decides 
the integration of members in an organization. 
For example, it may take time for people having 
individualistic national culture to integrate to the 
new environment because they are not familiar 
with collectivist culture. In contrast, it is easy for 
people having a collectivist culture to integrate 
into new organizations.

Third, we will add two main points focusing 
on the influence of leadership on differentiation. 
First, we discuss how cultural differences should be 
recognized by leadership. As Adler (2002, p.107) 
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pointed out, the recognition of cultural differences 
does not mean “judging people from one culture to 
be better or worse than those from other cultures”. 
Judging cultural differences, according to Adler (p. 
107), may cause “inappropriate, offensive, racist, 
sexist, and ethnocentric attitudes and behavior”. 
Also, Adler has not appreciated cultural blind-
ness. As Adler explained, when North American 
managers usually blind themselves to gender, 
race, sex, and ethnicity and judge employees 
only based on professional skills, the confusion 
of the recognition of cultural differences with 
the judging of those same differences may occur. 
Understanding cultural differences is suggested 
as one of the best recognitions of cultural differ-
ences. Understanding cultural differences helps 
managers limit the problems caused by cultural 
diversity. Also, understanding cultural differences 
helps leadership appreciate the opportunities of 
diversity. The opportunities of diversity, for ex-
ample, potential performance and added values 
such as problem solving, creativity and innova-
tion, organizational flexibility, human talent, 
and marketing strategy have been discussed in 
previous cultural diversity section. Interestingly, 
the problems of understanding “real diversity” 
lead to understanding cultural differences, as Cox 
recognized that when new employees go to a new 
organization or group, they tend to modify their 
attitudes and behaviors to achieve acceptance 
of the majority of members in that organization 
or group. Employees usually feel “pressure to 
conform” to existing organizational culture. 
This characteristic is similar to the integration 
stage, as we explained in our proposed model of 
cross-cultural knowledge creation process; people 
always try to integrate when they enter a new 
environment. In this context, integration is seen 
as a hidden step in coping with cultural differ-
ences. The important task of leadership is to see 
and recognize the hidden attitudes and behavior 
of employees, when they try to modify or hide 
these hidden attitudes. To do so, leadership may 
express their appreciation of cultural differences 

to their employees by showing that cultural dif-
ferences can contribute to the development of 
their organization. In such a case, employees are 
ready to express their differences.

Not only playing an important role in managing 
cultural differences, leadership also creates dif-
ferentiation in organizations. Of course, leadership 
can not create differences in national culture if 
their organization is not a multi-national company. 
However, while culture can be seen at multiple 
levels such as national level, organizational level, 
professional level, occupational level, and group 
level, leadership can create different professions, 
different occupations, different departments, and 
different groups. Creating cross-functional teams, 
for example, is also a type of creating differen-
tiation in an organization. Specifically, a new 
culture can be created from the diversity of cross-
functional teams (Parker, 1994). Also, there exists 
another type of creating differentiation, which 
proposes “shared leadership” strategy. Leadership 
is divided by Cox et al., (2003) into two types, 
appointed or emergent team leader, and shared 
leadership. Shared leadership, as the team itself, 
allows every member in groups or organizations 
to participate in decision-making. As a result of 
the age of complexity in technology, this strategy 
improves and enhances mutual adjustment of all 
members who have different positions in organi-
zations (Kruglianskas and Thamhain, 2000, cited 
in Cox et al., 2003).

Although differentiation can be a business 
advantage, it can cause conflicts for organiza-
tions. In Bryant’s (2003) work, differentiation is 
divided into two types: hyper-differentiation and 
de-differentiation. While hyper-differentiation 
brings “alive contradictory tendencies”, de-dif-
ferentiation may “involve bridging the relentless 
fragmentation of recursive specialism” (p. 7). This 
is also the reason why leadership should control 
the measurement of differentiation, because the 
distance between collaboration and conflict is very 
slight. Day and Lance (2004) already noted that 
forcing the organization or group to integrate and 
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coordinate may increase differentiation. Not only 
differentiation, but also integration should be well 
controlled, as Day and Halpin (2004) explained, 
as they are considered to be the core components 
of complexity.

CONCLUSION

This chapter provides fresh insights into the sig-
nificant existence of CCKM. We advance several 
concepts in CCM and relate them to the concept 
of knowledge in KM to develop the perception 
“culture as knowledge”. This perception thus 
defines our understanding of CCKM as the inter-
action between CCM and KM. Most importantly, 
this chapter develops the essential elements of a 
theory of the cross-cultural knowledge creation 
process focusing on four stages: fragmentation, 
integration, differentiation and acculturation. In 
particular, this chapter also shows the role of 
leadership in this process. We hope to further 
conceptual and empirical research in this very new 
field. In particular, this new field will provide a 
framework when studying social phenomena in 
organizations.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Cross-Cultural Knowledge: A new culture 
adept at adjusting to cultural differences.

Cross-Cultural Knowledge Management: 
A series of practices to recognize and understand 
cultural differences to develop a new culture 
thereby adjusting to cross-cultural environment.

Culture as Knowledge: The dynamics of 
cross-cultural perspectives match the concept of 
knowledge.

Differentiation: Phenomena of inconsistency 
caused by subcultures in organizations.

Fragmentation: Phenomena of ambiguity, 
confusion, and contradiction in organization.

Integration: Phenomena of stability, coher-
ence, and consensus in organizations.

This work was previously published in Social Knowledge: Using Social Media to Know What You Know, edited by John P. 
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INTRODUCTION

As the world becomes a globalised economic 
network, cross-country knowledge transfer is 
an emerging phenomenon. It happens not only 
through Multi-National Corporations (MNC) or 
joint ventures, but also in dispersed organizations 
or individuals. Knowledge transfer is a critical 
part of knowledge management and is a complex 
process that is affected by many factors. Research 
into knowledge sharing and transfer within an or-
ganisation (intra) and between organisations (inter) 
has produced useful insight into the process and the 
model of effective knowledge transfer, and the fac-
tors affecting such a process. Knowledge transfer 
across different countries – refers to transnational 
knowledge transfer (TKT) thereafter, has emerged 
as a new domain of knowledge management that 

attracted many researchers. However, the findings 
on TKT are disproportionate comparing to ample 
evidence on intra and inter organisational knowl-
edge transfer. It is anticipated that TKT has its own 
unique features and cannot be simply classified as 
one of the commonly accepted knowledge trans-
fer categorizations. Therefore, specific attention 
should be paid to examine knowledge transfer in 
a cross-country context.

Having witnessed the rapid development and 
increasing activities in transnational knowledge 
transfer, this chapter aims to provide a concise 
overview of research in transnational knowledge 
transfer. The chapter first defines and clarifies the 
concepts of knowledge transfer in general, and 
transnational knowledge transfer in particular. It 
then reviews and analyses the current research 
in transnational knowledge transfer in terms of 
transfer levels, models/frameworks and key in-
fluential factors. Future research is discussed and 
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managerial implications and practical guideline 
are provided.

BACKGROUND

Defining Knowledge Transfer

There are many different definitions of knowledge 
transfer. For example, knowledge transfer is a 
process through which one unit (e.g. a group, a 
department, or a division) is affected by the ex-
perience of another (Argote & Ingram, 2000), a 
process of systematically organized exchange of 
information and skills between entities (Wong, 
Maher, Nicholson & Bai 2003), or any exchange 
of knowledge between or among individuals, 
teams, groups, or organisations (King, 2006). 
Some scholars (Cummings & Teng 2003; Nonaka 
& Toyama 2003) use the term ‘knowledge shar-
ing’ rather than knowledge transfer. (Bresman, 
Birkinshaw & Nobel 1999) argue that there is 
no definite distinction among knowledge transfer 
and organizational learning. Although different 
terms have been used, most of them refer to the 
management of knowledge that is being transferred 
or shared at individual, intra-organizational or 
inter-organizational levels.

Transnational knowledge transfer is knowl-
edge transfer across national boundaries. From 
an organizational perspective, transnational 
knowledge transfer can occur in many different 
forms at individual or organizational level, such 
as intra-organizational knowledge transfer within 
an international organization; inter-organizational 
knowledge transfer within a community or part-
nership; inter-organizational knowledge transfer 
among dispersed organizations in different na-
tions, which may be sponsored by third parties 
such as international charities, international or 
national governing bodies. In the last few years, 
an increasing number of TKT projects have been 
set up aiming to engage developing countries to 
benefit from the know-how, best practice, inno-

vation and technology advance from developed 
countries and to facilitate knowledge creation at 
the local level.

Understanding Knowledge 
Transfer Levels

Knowledge transfer is one of the most important 
part of knowledge management, and is often found 
to be laborious, time consuming, complicated and 
difficult to understand (Huber 2001; Szulanski, 
2000). Knowledge transfer can occur at various 
levels, i.e. individual, intra-organizational, inter-
organizational, or transnational level as shown 
in Figure 1. At the most basic level, knowledge 
is possessed, created, shared and leveraged by 
individuals. Without individuals’ involvement, 
knowledge cannot be transferred at any other 
levels.

Knowledge transfer at intra-organizational 
level views an organization as a systematic en-
tity within which knowledge is created and shared 
among members. Nonaka (1994) suggests that 
organizations play a critical role in articulating 
and amplifying the knowledge that is developed 
by individuals.

When organizations open their borders to the 
flows of information and knowledge from out-
side networks, it engages in inter-organisational 
knowledge transfer. With sophisticated knowledge 
codification techniques, knowledge can be easily 
shared among collaborative organisations, even 
competitors. Some researchers (Albino, Garavelli 

Figure 1. Knowledge transfer levels (Duan, Xu 
& Fu, 2006)
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& Schiuma, 1999; Argote & Ingram, 2000; Mohr 
& Sengupta, 2002; Randeree, 2006) concern that 
inter-organizational information and knowledge 
flow can lead to unintended and undesirable 
knowledge transfer, resulting in the potential 
knowledge spill over. Hence, the organization 
must protect and nurture its own knowledge base 
and intellectual capital (Quintas, Lefrere & Jones, 
1997). Knowledge transfer at inter-organizational 
level is a double-edged sword and organizations 
have to solve the fundamental paradox of knowl-
edge transfer, which can be more complex than 
the intra-organization knowledge transfer.

As the world’s economy and workforce in-
clined to globalisation, knowledge is increasingly 
transferred between internationally dispersed 
individuals, groups and organizations. Strategic 
alliances, multinational enterprises, and interna-
tional projects are just a few examples demon-
strating knowledge is being transferred across 
national boundaries. The challenge of TKT is 
that participants are separated with each other by 
time, space, culture and language (Schlegelmilch 
& Chini, 2003), which potentially limit their abil-
ity to access, share and absorb knowledge effec-
tively. Therefore, TKT possesses unique features 
in comparison to characteristics of knowledge 
transfer at individual, intra- and inter-organization 
levels. Current research on TKT appears to have 
predominantly focused on knowledge transfer 
in the context of international acquisition, joint 
ventures, strategic alliances, mergers and acquisi-
tions (Schlegelmilch & Chini, 2003).

KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER MODELS

There has been an upsurge of interests in knowl-
edge transfer in recent years. As a result, a sig-
nificant amount of research papers are published 
with an attempt to develop knowledge transfer 
models and frameworks, through which to unveil 
the transfer process, the key actors, the transfer 
channels, and influential factors, etc. For example, 

to name a few, knowledge transfer models are 
developed at individual level by (Ipe, 2003); at 
intra-organizational level by (Miesing, Kriger 
& Slough, 2004; Schlegelmilch & Chini, 2003); 
at inter-organizational by (Bresman et al. 1999; 
Cranefield & Yoong, 2005; Dyer & Singh, 1998), 
and at transnational level by (Duan et al. 2006).

Individual Knowledge 
Transfer Models

At the very basic level, knowledge is embodied 
in people and created and developed by individu-
als. In this sense, sharing individual knowledge 
is imperative to the creation, dissemination, and 
management of knowledge for all other levels 
(Ipe, 2003). Knowledge cannot be transferred 
without individuals’ involvement. Prior studies 
of knowledge management have focused on the 
issues related to knowledge sharing and transfer 
among individuals, for example, process theory 
of individual learning by Lind and Seigerroth 
(2003) and Ipe’s (2003) conceptual framework of 
knowledge sharing. It is worthy of noting Ipe’s 
(2003) conceptual framework, as it identifies four 
influential factors and the relationships between 
them, which underpins later research. The four 
factors are the nature of knowledge, opportuni-
ties to share, motivation to share, and culture of 
work environment. The first three factors, argued 
by Ipe (2003), are embedded within the culture 
of the work environment. Other factors affecting 
knowledge transfer between individuals have 
been extended by other researchers (Chen, Duan 
& Edwards, 2002), which include absorptive 
capacity, prior experience, motivation, openness, 
trust, and expressiveness.

Intra-Organizational Knowledge 
Transfer Models

Extensive research has been dedicated to address 
knowledge transfer within an organization, conse-
quently, various models and frameworks are devel-
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oped to enlighten knowledge transfer phenomena 
in this context. One of the well-known process 
models for intra-organizational knowledge trans-
fer was developed by Szulanski (2000). The model 
contains four stages – initiation, implementation, 
ramp-up and integration. Initiation means the 
initiation of a transfer; implementation represents 
the initial implementation effort; ramp-up means 
that the implementation ramps up to satisfactory 
performance; integration represents subsequent 
follow-through and evaluation efforts to integrate 
the practice with other practices of the recipient.

Goh’s (2002) integrative framework is also 
frequently cited by researchers, as the model 
integrates some key factors that have significant 
influence on the ability of transferring knowledge. 
Goh (2002) suggests that to effectively transfer 
knowledge, a co-operative and collaborative 
culture should be created. He also addresses 
the importance of leadership, problem-solving/
seeking behaviours, support structure, absorptive 
and retentive capacity and types of knowledge in 
knowledge transfer. The contribution of Goh’s 
(2002) conceptual framework is that it integrates 
all the aforementioned factors and explains how 
effective knowledge transfer can be managed in 
an organization. The framework clearly demon-
strates the relationships among the key factors, 
and highlights the importance of the organizational 
culture that leads to individuals or groups to have 
higher propensity to share knowledge.

In summary, Szulanski’s model helps to under-
stand the knowledge transfer from process point 
of view and Goh’s model unveils the important 
factors affecting knowledge transfer from organi-
sational perspective.

Inter-Organizational Knowledge 
Transfer Models

When transferring knowledge between organisa-
tions, the organisations have to face ‘the boundary 
paradox’ (Quintas et al. 1997), which involves 
more complicated factors impinging on the trans-

action. The literature review shows many attempts 
in developing inter-organisational knowledge 
transfer frameworks (Abou-Zeid 2005; Agrawal 
2001; Albino, Garavelli & Schiuma 1999; Dalley 
& Hamilton, 2000; Khanna, Gulati & Nohria, 
1998; Mohr & Sengupta, 2002). Some key lit-
erature is reviewed as below.

Albino et al. (1999) identify four components 
in inter-organizational knowledge transfer among 
firms in an industrial district. They are the “ac-
tors” who are involved in the knowledge transfer 
process; the “context” where the interaction takes 
place, the “content” transferred between actors; 
and the “media” by which the transfer is carried 
out. Building on the previous work on inter-
organizational knowledge transfer, Abou-Zeid 
(2005) conceptualize the inter-organizational 
knowledge transfer as a culturally aware four 
stage process involving initialization, inter-
relation, implementation and internalization. The 
conceptualization allows a closer examination 
of how the culture traits of source and recipient 
firms at different levels affect each stage of the 
transfer process. The process and factors are also 
addressed by Cranefield and Yoong (2005), who 
proposed a six-stage model in inter-organisational 
knowledge transfer, and identify the key factors at 
each stage. Inter-organisational knowledge trans-
fer has also been studied within the SME sector 
by Chen, Duan, Edwards and Lehaney (2006b). 
Based on Szulanski’s process model and empiri-
cal evidence collected from SME firms engaged 
in inter-organizational knowledge transfer, Chen, 
Duan and Edwards (2006a) found that the trans-
fer in SMEs follows a five stage process, that is, 
identification, negotiation, selection, interaction 
and conversion.

Knowledge Transfer Models 
at the Transnational Level

Knowledge transfer at transnational level needs 
to deal with organisations characterized by sepa-
ration through time, space, culture and language 
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(Schlegelmilch & Chini, 2003). Research into 
transnational knowledge transfer has been limited 
but is emerging. For example, Wang et al. (2004) 
proposed a two-stage model describing knowl-
edge transfer from a Multiple National Company 
(MNC) to their China subsidiaries. The first stage 
shows factors affecting the extent of knowledge 
contributed by the MNC, and the second stage 
shows factors affecting the extent of knowledge 
acquired by the subsidiaries.

For knowledge transfer among multinational 
companies, Schlegelmilch & Chini, (2003) 
propose a conceptual framework for marketing 
knowledge transfer. They address the impact of 
organizational distance, cultural distance, strategic 
mandate and ability to engage in knowledge trans-
fer on the effectiveness of marketing knowledge 
transfer. Earlier work by Bresman et al. (1999) 
examined the knowledge transfer in the context 
of international acquisition. Cummings and Teng 
(2003) integrate the inter and intra organizational 
transfer in the context of MNC, and empirically 
tested a knowledge transfer framework, which 
consists of five contexts: knowledge context, re-
cipient context, relational context, activity context, 
and environmental context.

A recent model developed by (Miesing, Kriger 
& Slough, 2007) through a case study conducted in 
China indicates that effective intra-organizational 
knowledge transfer across nations requires the 
creation of social capital between members in a 
collective transnational strategy who are willing 
and able to absorb new knowledge.

Most of the knowledge transfer models devel-
oped need to be empirically tested and validated. 
Nevertheless, these models offer a dynamic view 
of knowledge transfer stages and processes, and 
depict the causal relationship between transfer 
success and the influential factors.

FACTORS AFFECTING 
TRANSNATIONAL KNOWLEDGE 
TRANSFER SUCCESS

The objective of any knowledge transfer is to 
transfer the source knowledge successfully to 
the recipient (Cummings & Teng, 2003). As there 
is no universal definition on what knowledge 
transfer is, there is no general agreement on how 
knowledge transfer success can be measured. 
Schlegelmich and Chini (2003) argue that the 
effectiveness of knowledge transfer depends on 
the perceived benefit and the overall satisfaction 
with knowledge management. Kostova (1999) 
defines the success of transfer as the degree of 
instituionalization of the practice at the recipi-
ent unit. More specifically, Cumming and Teng 
(2003) suggest four approaches that may be used 
to measure the success of knowledge transfer. They 
are (1) number of knowledge transfers engaged 
in during a certain period of time, (2) a transfer 
that is on time, on budget and produces a satis-
fied recipient, (3) knowledge re-creation by the 
recipient, and (4) knowledge internalization. The 
last measurement, i.e. knowledge internalization, 
underpinned by instructional theory, refers to the 
degree to which a recipient obtains ownership of, 
commitment to, and satisfaction with the trans-
ferred knowledge. Knowledge internalization 
as a measure of successful transfer is echoed by 
other scholars (Abou-Zeid, 2005) and, therefore, 
is used a general definition of knowledge transfer 
success in this context.

Study on the factors affecting knowledge trans-
fer has been conducted from different perspectives. 
For example, some studies attempt to provide a 
comprehensive view on factors by using different 
research models (Albino et al. 1999; Cranefield & 
Yoong, 2005; Cummings and Teng, 2003; Napier, 
2005; Schwartz, 2007, Szulanski, 2000; Wang, 
Tong & Koh, 2004), others attempt to identify a 
few key factors based on theoretical understanding 
and empirical evidence (Bresman, Birkinshaw & 
Nobel, 1999; Goh, 2002; Schlegelmilch & Chini, 
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2003; Wathne, Roos & von Krogh, 1996). A num-
ber of studies focus on in-depth investigation of 
a particular factor (Abou-Zeid, 2005; Chevrier, 
2003; Holden & Kortzfleisch, 2004; Javidan, 
Stahl, Brodbeck & Wilderrom, 2005; Minbaeva, 
Pederson, Bjorkman, Fey & Park, 2003; Oster-
loh & Frey, 2000). Schwartz (2007) provides a 
comprehensive review on barriers to knowledge 
transfer by aggregating these barriers, which are 
key factors affecting knowledge transfer success, 

as pertaining to one of three categories: Source, 
Recipient, and Organization.

Based on the relevant literature, Table 1 pres-
ents a comprehensive summary of factors affecting 
knowledge transfer at all levels. The first column 
categorisation refers to Alboni et al.’s (1999) four 
components described in the previous section.

The authors of this paper carried out a Delphi 
survey in 2007 with seventeen project managers 
who were involved in TKT projects funded by 

Table 1. A summary of the example literature on factors affecting knowledge transfer 

Knowledge transfer component and 
Explanation

Associated factor Reference

Actors
who are involved in the knowledge 
transfer process. 
Actors are always being central to the 
process of knowledge transfer. Three 
key actors are generally identified: 
sender, recipient, and intermediary.

Openness Badaracco, 1991; Hamel, 1991; Stata, 1989; Wathne et al. 1996

Prior Experience and 
Knowledge

Albino et al. 1999; Cummings & Teng, 2003; Gupta & Govindarajan, 
2000; Hamel, 1991; Wathne et al. 1996

Motivation, Huber, 2001; Minbaeva et al. 2003; Napier, 2005; Osterloh & Frey, 
2000; Szulanski, 2000; Zhao, Anand & Mitchell, 2005

Leadership Goh, 2002; O’Dell & Jackson, 1998; Ribiere & Sitar, 2003

Absorptive capacity Kayes & Kayes, 2005; Lane & Lubatkin, 1998; Zahra & George, 2002

competence Delios & Bjorkman, 2000; Minbaeva & Michailova, 2004; Wang et 
al. 2004

Context
where the interaction takes place. 
Transferring knowledge is very much 
context bound, so the transfer of 
knowledge is constrained by different 
contexts in which it is embedded.

Culture difference Abou-Zeid, 2005; De Long & Fahey, 2000; Ford & Chan, 2003; Goh, 
2002; Ipe, 2003; Javidan et al. 2005; Schlegelmilch & Chini, 2003

Relationship Inkpen & Wang, 2006; Ipe, 2003; Lin, Geng & Winston, 2005; Lip-
scomb & McEwan, 2001; Napier, 2005; Sun & Scott, 2005; Szulanski, 
1996

Trust Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Ford, 2003; Gupta & Govindarajan, 2000; 
Mayer, Davis & Schoorman, 1995; Wathne et al. 1996

Social capital Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998; Seibert, Kraimer & Liden, 2001

Physical distance Cummings, 2003; Cummings & Teng, 2003; Galbraith 1990; Hansen 
& Løvås, 2004

Organizational infra-
structure

Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Goh, 2002; Nonaka, 1994

Content
to be transferred between actors.

Nature of knowledge Bresman et al. 1999; Cummings, 2003; Dixon, 2000; Szulanski, 2000

Type of content (in-
strumental and culture)

Albino et al. 1999

Media
by which the transfer is carried out.

Language and trans-
lation

Carlile, 2004; Holden & Kortzfleisch, 2004; Kayes & Kayes, 2005

Communication 
channels.

Pedersen, Petersen & Sharma, 2003

Transfer channel; Abou-Zeid, 2005; Albino et al. 1999; Gupta & Govindarajan, 2000; 
Bresman et al. 1999; Daft, 1986; Holden & Kortzfleisch, 2004; Na-
pier, 2005; Pedersen, et al 2003; Wathne et al. 1996

Use of ICT Bolisani & Scarso 1999; Davenport, De Long & Beers, 1997; Feng, 
2006; Goh, 2002; Rynes, Bartunek & Daft, 2001
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European Commission. The findings revealed that 
the top ten factors affecting the TKT success were 
relationship, culture awareness, language, motiva-
tion, knowledge distance, objectives and focus, 
transfer channel, appropriate partners, trust, and 
openness. Most of the factors identified are actor 
and context related. It can be interpreted that in 
the knowledge transfer process, knowledge can-
not flow itself, but is closely integrated with 
human subjects who act within a contextual en-
vironment that enable the transfer to happen. The 
realization of knowledge transfer depends on not 
only people who interpret, organise, plan, de-
velop and execute and use this knowledge, but 
also the specific situation and context where it 
happens. This confirms Guzman and Wilson 
(2005)’s assertion that factors related to people 
and context in knowledge transfer are important. 
The study concludes that it is people that needs 
to be motivated and human cohesion must be 
created and sustained for effective knowledge 
transfer. Just as one of the Delphi experts noted, 
“a good relationship and culture understanding 
among people and organizations would well en-
able knowledge transfer”.

FUTURE TRENDS

The trend of globalisation has pushed all types 
of organizations to search for new opportunities, 
extend their existing business boundaries, or de-
velop collaborations with international partners. 
As a result, knowledge needs to be transferred 
and shared across national boundaries. However, 
there has been limited research on TKT so far, and 
this is inconsistent with the rapid development 
of TKT activities. Compared to the knowledge 
transfer at an individual or organizational level, 
TKT is more complicated and difficult to achieve. 
As TKT activities are envisaged to intensify in 
the future, research on better understanding of 
the nature of this phenomenon, and on how to 
effectively facilitate knowledge transfer need 

to match the level of the interests and practice. 
Therefore, any attempt toward understanding and 
enhancing the effectiveness of TKT would be a 
valuable contribution. There are many challenges 
and opportunities for future research in the area 
of knowledge transfer in general and TKT in 
particular, which include:

• How to facilitate tacit knowledge transfer 
in a transnational context

• To what extent national culture imposes 
impact on TKT

• What are the impact of Web 2.0, especially 
social networking tools, on TKT

• What role will Web 3.0, which is the next 
generation of web 2.0 and uses Semantic 
Web and other emerging ideas and tech-
nologies, play in future TKT

CONCLUSION

Transactional knowledge transfer is a combina-
tion of other levels of knowledge transfer, which 
happens across national boundaries. Therefore, 
factors affecting knowledge transfer in general 
will also influence its success. However, expert 
surveys by the authors revealed that a number of 
specific factors are more salient at the transnational 
level. These include relationship, culture aware-
ness, language, motivation, knowledge distance, 
objectives and focus, transfer channel, appropriate 
partners, trust, and openness.

Findings reported in the literature and empirical 
investigations provide many important implica-
tions for organisations and managers. To ensure 
the success of TKT in practice, organisations in-
volved should pay attention to the critical factors 
affecting the transfer success. It is evident that 
peoples involved in TKT should possess sound 
culture awareness, appropriate understanding of 
language differences, and well motivated. They 
should also demonstrate their openness to and 
trust of partners. Organisations need to provide 
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incentives to motivate staff and adequate training 
and education on social, cultural, economic and 
political differences and their impact on knowl-
edge transfer. Developing and maintaining good 
relationships are paramount for organisations to 
create a harmonic knowledge sharing atmosphere. 
Organisations also need to ensure they have an 
effective mechanism to deal with language barriers 
and employ the most appropriate channels to fa-
cilitate knowledge transfer. Organisations should 
have clear objectives and focus on what and how 
knowledge can be transferred. The knowledge gap 
between senders and receivers may negatively 
affect the transfer success, therefore organisa-
tions should be aware of this issue and assess if 
the receivers are capable to receive, absorb and 
re-use the knowledge transferred. Experience 
from the authors suggests that if the knowledge 
distance is too wide, a knowledge intermediary 
may be used to bridge the gap and mediate and 
enhance the knowledge transfer.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Delphi Survey of Experts: The Delphi survey 
is a group facilitation technique that seeks to obtain 
consensus on the opinions of experts through a 
series of surveys using questionnaires.

Inter-Organizational Knowledge Transfer: 
Knowledge is transferred from one organization 
to another, such as business partners, suppliers, 
customers, etc.

Intra-Organizational Knowledge Transfer: 
Knowledge is transferred among different units 
within an organization.

Knowledge Transfer Levels: Knowledge 
transfer can happen at individual, intra-organiza-
tional, inter-organizational or transnational levels.

Knowledge Transfer Success: The degree 
to which a recipient obtains ownership of, com-
mitment to, and satisfaction with the transferred 
knowledge.

Knowledge Transfer: A process by which 
knowledge, ideas and experience move from the 
source of knowledge to the recipient of that knowl-
edge. Knowledge transfer and knowledge sharing 
are used interchangeably in many literatures.
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Transnational Knowledge Transfer (TKT): 
Knowledge is transferred in a cross-country con-
text at either individual or organizational level.
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Chapter  1.23

ABSTRACT

This chapter reviews the plethora of user-gener-
ated video activity and the issues it creates for 
knowledge management activities. The ability for 
individuals to create and post videos online has 
become prolific and it has now become a source 
of potential liability for employees and the firm. 
Video can be used convey rich narratives that can 
facilitate sensemaking and knowledge sharing and 
transfer, but their needs to be standards and controls 
for content development and distribution. When 
video content is developed, structure and culture 
are important factors that must be considered in 
storytelling activities to increase the opportunity 
for effective sensemaking and message retention 
and to ensure the accuracy, relevance, and legiti-
macy of video content. Evidence and arguments 

are presented that should motivate organizations 
and academics to review video generation activi-
ties both internal and external to the organiza-
tion. Issues concerning video content delivery, 
liability, spam, and search engine capabilities 
are discussed. Opportunities for new research 
inquiries are identified.

INTRODUCTION

Web users in the U.S. enjoy their video -- more 
than 11 billion clips were viewed online in July 
2008 alone. That’s up from nine billion videos in 
July 2007. On average, YouTube alone receives 
more than 60,000 uploads of copyrighted and 
uncopyrighted videos daily. YouTube, along with 
blogs and online networking sites MySpace and 
Facebook, have helped drive video sharing activity 
(Wall Street Journal, 2008).
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The problem is that many of these videos 
frequently contain content that is protected by 
copyright. The use of copyrighted material with-
out permission can lead to litigation – for the 
individual who posted it, the organization where 
they work, the site that hosted the material, or any 
combination of the above.

Two years ago, illegal use of professionally cre-
ated video was rampant on the Web, particularly on 
video sharing sites such as YouTube. Among those 
most visibly undercut was NBC Universal, which 
asked YouTube to take down the infamous “Lazy 
Sunday” video from Saturday Night Live, after 
5 million unauthorized viewings, and Viacom, 
which filed a $1 billion suit against YouTube parent 
Google to stop illicit publishing of their content. 
Now, a year after YouTube introduced its Video 
Identification tool to stem misuse, automated 
systems are being used to identify and protect 
professionally produced content (Sandoval, 2008).

This paper examines the user-generated video 
phenomena and its implications for organizations 
and their knowledge management activities. It 
examines risk issues that user-generated video 
creates for organizations, especially video content 
liability. This issue is examined within the context 
of knowledge transfer activities and storytelling. 
Organizational culture is shown to be an important 
factor in helping to shape what video content is 
developed and shared by firm employees. Video 
search engines and their potential role in protect-
ing organizations from content liability issues are 
also examined. The objective of exploring user-
generated video capabilities is to focus knowledge 
management’s awareness on the rapid growth 
and proliferation of user-generated video so that 
effective approaches to managing user-generated 
video creation and sharing activities can be devel-
oped and deployed. In creating an organizational 
strategy, it is important that it be grounded in a 
clear understanding of how user-generated videos 
can be both a potential asset and a liability to the 
organization.

Video-related issues are now routinely in the 
press and many times matters relate to social 
networking and legal concerns. For example, 
MySpace plans to adopt a new video-identifying 
technology that will attempt to resolve copyright 
issues for some of the video clips users upload 
to its site. The technology, from a third-party 
company called Auditude, is in essence a form 
of fingerprinting technology that scans videos 
for professional –and often copyrighted -- con-
tent. Auditude’s system indexes uploaded videos 
against more than one billion minutes of content 
from its library. Industry executives say such 
fingerprinting technology is key to resolving 
thorny copyright battles between media and tech-
nology companies over online video. Viacom’s 
has employed its own similar technology and its 
use led to a $1 billion suit against Google Inc. 
Google’s YouTube, accusing it of massive inten-
tional copyright infringement and demanding that 
YouYube remove 100,000 infringing video clips. 
Viacom claimed that YouTube failed to prevent 
its users from posting pirated material to the site 
(Sandoval, 2008).

Video’s generated by individuals is a social 
phenomenon that has not only affected social 
networking, but organizations as well. Melcrum 
(2007), a research firm, reports that while much 
of the interest in social media has centered on 
the adoption of blogging as a business tool for 
communicating with customers and staff, online 
video is, in fact, the number one application. They 
point out that corporations have taken note of the 
popularity of sites like MySpace, YouTube and 
Bebo and that they are beginning to integrate the 
same functionality and networking tools within 
their corporate intranets. Melcrum (2007) reports 
that the two most important applications for 
internal user-generated video are identified by 
organizations as improved employee engagement 
and improved internal collaboration.

Aniisu (2007) concurs that employee-
generated videos are now becoming an integral 
part of internal organizational communication 
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campaigns. He asserts that the medium is widely 
accepted due to its interactivity and its ability to 
treat content creatively.

That organizations are actively promoting and 
supporting user-generated video content can be 
illustrated. For example, at Southwest Airlines 
employees created and distributed videos to share 
their feelings about the September 11th World 
Trade Center Tragedy (Inside the Cubicle, 2006). 
Delta Airlines launched SiteSeer where employees 
are the stars of videos that provide travel tips for 
their customers (Webdriven, 2007). At Google, 
an employee posted videos for public access 
showing how the Google search engine works 
(Allen, 2006). And professionals and executives 
are now being observed using video-based social 
networking to consult with or commiserate with 
their peers online (Vascellaro, 2007).

RISK AND VIDEO CONTENT

Videos created by employees and customers are 
posted on web sites that discuss an organizations 
product, services, or processes. For example, some 
of the distributed user-generated video content on 
video sharing sites is commentary on the world’s 
leading brands (Beasty, 2007), which can be either 
positive or negative. This activity is confirmed by 
a survey of corporate use of social networking 
applications conducted by Melcrum (2007). They 
found that while there is widespread enthusiasm 
for social media in the corporate world, 45% of 
respondents agreed that employees or customers 
discussing their organization or brands online 
posed a significant risk to its reputation.

An illustration of the potential liability issues 
that user-generated videos can create for orga-
nizations is further evidenced by a recent case 
in Great Britain where a supermarket employee 
posted a video on a social networking site of one 
worker hitting another worker. Because the clip 
revealed the internal activity of the supermarket, 
the employer decided to fire the employee. The 

employee then sued the supermarket’s executives, 
won a claim for unfair dismissal, and was awarded 
compensatory damages (Popa, 2007).

On YouTube, one can find videos about cor-
porations and their products, many of which are 
frankly unflattering. For example,

• A&P unceremoniously sacked two broth-
ers for using the company facilities to film 
a faux-gangsta rap video (A&P is also su-
ing them for one million dollars).

• A former AIG employee has posted a video 
on YouTube that “slams the company”.

• There is a news report video posted on 
YouTube where McDonald’s employees 
were frightened by a dwarf’s appearance.

• A video was posted on YouTube of a work-
er celebrating his birthday by taking a bath 
in the kitchen sink of a Burger King. It got 
employees in trouble with the company, 
and the company in trouble with its cus-
tomers and the local Health Commissioner.

Copyright infringement is one of the most 
immediate concerns for organizations. When an 
employee infringes copyrights, the employer may 
be held liable under two theories: contributory and 
vicarious infringement. Contributory infringement 
requires the employer have knowledge of the in-
fringement and have made material contribution 
to the infringement. Actual knowledge, however, 
is not always necessary. Willful blindness is 
knowledge, in copyright law (where indeed it may 
be enough that the defendant should have known 
of the direct infringement). Thus, the fact that an 
employer is unaware of the illegal conduct of its 
employee does not fully preclude their liability. 
In addition, the second theory, vicarious infringe-
ment, contains no knowledge requirement, but 
only requires that the employer receive a direct 
financial benefit and have a right and ability 
to supervise the infringers. In the employment 
setting, the second element is virtually always 
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found, leaving the question of financial benefit 
to control the inquiry.

Thus, unauthorized use of any copyrighted 
material may give rise to employer liability, es-
pecially when:

1.  the employer enjoys a benefit because of the 
employee’s infringement,

2.  the copyrighted material is shared using 
company time and equipment,

3.  the employer has taken no steps to prevent 
such infringement and has turned a blind 
eye to the infringing activities.

When a third party brings charges for copyright 
infringement, which carries hefty fines of up to 
$150,000 per violation, the employer becomes a 
more profitable target than the employee because 
of the depth of employer pockets (Nyman, 2005).

Employer liability extends beyond copyright 
infringement into several other areas. Defamatory 
or libelous statements made by employees in e-
mail communications or Internet video postings 
may give rise to employer liability. Employers 
may also be liable to their employees for claims 
of sexual harassment or employment discrimina-
tion when other employees create a hostile work 
environment by downloading and distributing 
inappropriate video content. Finally, even with-
out the attribution of liability to other parties, 
employers should be concerned about employee 
Internet activity because it can contribute to a loss 
in employee productivity, significantly decreased 
bandwidth, and increased exposure to the viruses, 
worms, and spy-ware associated with downloading 
materials from untrusted and unknown Internet 
sources.

Liability for the firm can come not only from 
employee actions, but from actions taken by oth-
ers. For example, as part of Viacom’s $1 billion 
copyright suit against Google’s YouTube, a judge 
ordered the video-sharing site to disclose records, 
such as IP addresses and usernames. Google was 
also supposed to turn over records that included 

the viewing and uploading histories of YouTube 
employees, according to the sources.

There is little to no press concerning the sharing 
of copyrighted video content within organizations. 
Hence, there is little information available as to 
what firm’s are doing to minimize their exposure 
to copyright infringement, despite the possibility 
that employees may be posting copyrighted video 
content on internal or external web sites that may 
potentially expose the firm to liability. One reason 
for this may be that most organizations are typically 
ill-equipped to monitor video posting activity as 
they do not possess the technology to adequately 
monitor video content. Moreover, Melcrum (2007) 
found that 70% of the organizations they surveyed 
admitted that they had no guidelines or policies 
relating to blogging or other social-media tools.

CONTENT LIABILITY

Video is a rich medium for sharing propaganda, 
misinformation, spam, and copyrighted material. 
The rise in video-related issues is seen to coincide 
with increased interest among video content pro-
viders in boosting the visibility of their of their 
video clips.

Content liability requires organizations to 
monitor and remove video content (especially 
user-generated content) that includes any material 
that violates legal (or ethical) standards, as defined 
by the organization standards of behavior, or by 
copyright or other laws. Firms need to monitor 
content to be certain that the videos posted and 
viewed do not include content that was not cre-
ated by the poster and which may include clips of 
television shows, films, or professional training 
videos whose copyright belongs to other corpo-
rations. This issue is highlighted by the lawsuit 
that Viacom launched against YouTube and its 
owner Google over copyright infringing videos 
hosted by the site. This case focuses on the “safe 
harbor” protections for Internet service providers 
(ISPs) and it may influence other user-generated 
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content sites, including enterprise sites (Wall 
Street Journal, 2007).

The legal action tests the limits the U.S. Digi-
tal Millennium Copyright Act (DCMA) of 1998. 
The Act creates a safe harbor for online service 
providers against copyright liability if they adhere 
to and qualify for certain prescribed safe harbor 
guidelines and promptly block access to alleg-
edly infringing material (or remove such material 
from their systems) if they receive a notification 
claiming infringement from a copyright holder or 
the copyright holder’s agent. Similar protections 
exist in European laws. Safe harbor was designed 
to protect companies from having to monitor the 
activity of every Internet user, something that 
was recognized as impractical. Companies do 
not have to prevent illegal use of their services 
proactively, but when properly notified they must 
“expeditiously” remove or disable access to in-
fringing material.

VIDEO SEARCH TECHNOLOGY

Video files, including employee-generated videos, 
need to be cataloged and indexed so that employees 
can use enterprise and/or mobile search engines 
to ask for and secure video content meeting user-
specified criteria. This means that sensemaking 
requires the provision of capabilities for retrieving 
a list of enterprise videos that match user search 
criteria and which are sorted with respect to 
some measure of relevance. Use of video search 
engines in this manner may provide a secondary 
benefit of promoting greater access to enterprise 
video content and increased viewing activity. For 
example, when YouTube was acquired by Google 
and then subsequently included on the Google 
Video Search Index, YouTube’s site visits rose 
immediately by 18.5% (Tancer, 2007).

Because video clips are more ephemeral than 
Web pages, it is harder for search engines to assess 
any clip’s relevance to a search query (Delaney, 
2007). Image and video content upload systems 

typically rely on simple techniques like asking 
the user to file the image under a category, or to 
click a set of checkboxes of descriptive tags, or to 
type in a one-sentence description that can later 
be automatically parsed by the system to gener-
ate detailed metadata. The problem is that the 
requests for metadata are inefficient, oftentimes 
inaccurately reflecting the true video content 
and overburdening users by having them upload 
megabytes of images and video information that 
may or not be relevant to their informational needs.

As users capture and share more images the 
need for new and innovative search labeling ser-
vices becomes essential. To that end, piXlogic 
has developed an enterprise search engines for 
images and videos. It is based on automatic in-
dexing of the contents of the image without the 
need for any manually input textual metadata. 
piXlogic uses a concept called “notions” that are 
interpreted understandings about the context of 
the image and the objects in it and it has created 
a contextually rich and accurate search environ-
ment that exploits this. To catalog a repository 
of images or videos, the user points piXlogic’s 
piXserve application software to that repository 
(or uses a Web crawler to collect images) and it 
automatically indexes the content of those files. 
Through a browser, users can then search using 
an image and/or point to one or more items in the 
image that are of interest to them. The software 
can also see and recognize any text that may ap-
pear anywhere in the field of view of the image 
(e.g., picking out names of recruitment candidates, 
knowledge videos and experts, and other online 
video resources). Where most image and video 
search engine technologies work by trying to 
match image signatures that are based on simple 
concepts such as textual labels, color histograms, 
texture, or edges, for example, piXserve literally 
“sees” the image as being composed of many 
objects, creates a representation describing the 
objects, and stores them in a database (Pepus, 
2007). When concerns for video content liability 
arise, piXserve representations could be searched 
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to determine whether there are images that may 
suggest content liability.

piXlogic provides an event alerting and noti-
fication feature that allows it to send out notices 
when it detects a particular object, text string, 
or notion within an image or video. This means 
that organizations can set up piXlogic servers to 
automatically search through incoming streams of 
images and video to find specific actions or objects 
and then respond to that information automatically. 
The response might be a simple e-mail notification 
or a more complex event processing activity, such 
as carrying out a database operation, or alerting 
the company of potential copying of copyrighted 
content from an external source (Pepus, 2007).

Another company, Altus (2007), also offers 
new video searching engine capabilities. Their 
product, Xtreme Knowledge Sharing 5.0, provides 
a word-by-word search capability of video and 
audio content via the software’s generation of an 
automatic transcript of the source content. Users 
can search the video transcript and find the exact 
point of interest they need to be able to and jump 
to the exact slide or sentence in the video. The 
product incorporates the following capabilities:

• Socializes enterprise computing by cap-
turing social networking features such as 
searchable video, podcasts, blogs, wikis 
and RSS, and brings them inside the enter-
prise to create an enterprise collaboration, 
knowledge sharing and on-demand infor-
mation platform.

• Video synch and search allows workers to 
search video down to the spoken word to 
get just the right information instantly.

• Enables the creation of video learning 
portals to share the corporate knowledge 
captured from video training, meetings, 
conferences, PowerPoint presentations and 
more – making thousands of hours of ex-
pert knowledge searchable and accessible 
down to the spoken word.

A product with this capability could be used to 
search for videos potentially violating copyrights, 
but the process would probably be complex and 
time consuming.

Google recently released a search widget 
called Google Elections Video Search. Using 
speech recognition, videos uploaded to YouTube’s 
Politicians Channels are transcribed and indexed. 
This lets users search for words that are spoken 
in a clip. Viewer can also automatically jump to 
the exact point in the video when a phrase is said. 
Again, while the ability to find words in videos 
is expedited, it is still difficult though feasible to 
find copied content that potentially compromises 
the firm.

Another possibility is that firms may eventu-
ally be able to subscribe to external search tools 
such as Google’s Video Identification system, 
Auditude’s video fingerprinting technology, or 
Viacom’s video search engine to evaluate their 
internal video content. However, the potential for 
subscribing to these services is currently uncertain.

VIDEO AND KNOWLEDGE 
TRANSFER

Video search capabilities are important in knowl-
edge management as they can help users find 
relevant and useful video content. If video content 
is unmanaged or difficult to find, it can exacerbate 
knowledge transfer problems in an organization. 
Knowledge transfer activities are already com-
plicated by a number of other factors, including

• The inability to recognize and articulate 
“compiled” or highly intuitive competen-
cies, e.g., tacit knowledge ideas (Nonaka 
& Takeuchi, 1995),

• geography or distance (Gailbraith, 1990)
• lack of a shared/superordinate social iden-

tity (Kane, Argote, & Levine, 2005),
• knowledge visualization issues (Burkhard, 

2005), and
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• faulty information (Kane, Argote, & 
Levine, 2005).

One important way of leveraging existing 
knowledge is through the transfer and reuse of 
existing firm-specific knowledge among different 
individuals or groups integral to the firms. These 
constituencies can include employees, business 
partners, value chain partners, customers, or solic-
ited (or unsolicited) commentary from members 
of the public domain where the firm operates. 
Knowledge transfer is motivated by the desire to 
acquire, exploit, and maintain intellectual capital. 
It is a fundamental issue for firms. Knowledge 
transfer deals with the issue of moving knowledge 
from one part of the organization to other parts 
of the organization. It takes place whenever the 
discoveries or expertise of knowledgeable agents 
are disseminated more widely. Knowledge trans-
fer is complex because (1) knowledge resides in 
organizational members, tools, tasks, and their 
subnetworks (Argote & Ingram, 2000) and (2) 
much knowledge in organizations is tacit or hard 
to articulate (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995).

Argote & Ingram (2000) define knowledge 
transfer as the process through which one unit 
(e.g., group, department, or division) is affected 

by the experience of another. They point out that 
the transfer of organizational knowledge (e.g., 
routine or best practices) can be observed through 
changes in the knowledge or performance of 
recipient units.

Argote (2005) contends that while there has 
been some theory on the issue of knowledge 
transfer (e.g., Argote & Ingram, 2000; Teece, 
Pisano, & Shuen, 1997), there has been little 
empirical analysis to support it. However, Watson 
and Hewett (2006) did conduct such research us-
ing a multi-theoretical model. They used social 
exchange theory to develop a set of hypotheses 
regarding the factors that influence the frequency 
with which individuals contribute their valuable 
knowledge to the knowledge management sys-
tem. They also employed expectancy theory and 
the technology acceptance model to generate a 
new model of the factors that lead individuals to 
access and use knowledge from the knowledge 
management system, with particular emphasis on 
how companies can increase the extent to which 
individuals within the firm reuse knowledge (see 
Figure 1).

Social exchange theory (Tiwana & Bush, 2001, 
Bock & Young-Gul, 2002) has been used to ex-
amine the behavior of individuals in distributed 

Figure 1. Building an effective knowledge transfer system: a multi-theoretical approach (Watson and 
Hewett, 2006)
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web communities to discover factors that impede 
and facilitate knowledge sharing. Social factors 
are seen as important predictors of knowledge 
sharing behaviors. Social exchange theory pro-
vides a useful theoretical lens for examining 
knowledge sharing because it was developed to 
explain why individuals engage in cooperative 
behaviors that are not formally rewarded by the 
organization. Social exchange theory is used to 
understand why individuals would contribute their 
knowledge for the benefit of others.

Knowledge reuse is a way for an individual to 
obtain the knowledge necessary to work better or 
more efficiently. It becomes the motivational im-
petus that leads individuals to choose knowledge 
reuse over other methods of obtaining the neces-
sary knowledge. Expectancy theory, a theory of 
motivation, can be used to explain this behavior 
and it can be linked to the issue of technology 
acceptance. Expectancy theory argues that an 
individual’s motivations to use and share knowl-
edge are influenced by the expected outcomes of 
using that knowledge (Bock & Young-Gul, 2002). 
The underlying motivations for the two different 
acts, knowledge contribution and knowledge 
reuse, are seen as quite different and Watson and 
Hewett (2006) argue that they are best explained 
by different theories. In their model, knowledge 
flows both into the system from individuals and 
out of the system to other individuals, as shown 
in Figure 1. The effectiveness of a firm’s knowl-
edge transfer system is dependent on the flow of 
knowledge in both directions.

By employing the simultaneous application 
of social exchange theory and expectancy theory 
to the knowledge transfer process, Watson and 
Hewett (2006) found that knowledge contribu-
tion depends upon frequency of knowledge reuse, 
organizational tenure, and advancement within the 
organization. They assert that knowledge access, 
training, and the perceived value of knowledge 
are all significant predictors of knowledge reuse.

What is not obvious in Watson and Hewett’s 
assessment of factors affecting knowledge contri-

bution and reuse is the impact of the use of content 
that may now expose the firm to liability or that 
proves to be otherwise unreliable or misinformed. 
In knowledge transfer, a prime opportunity for 
this danger to occur is when videos are used in 
storytelling activities.

VIDEO AND STORYTELLING

Stories are important for knowledge sharing be-
cause they illustrate patterns and help people to 
make visual connections between concepts and 
practice. Gill (2001) states that storytelling serves 
two purposes in knowledge management: it can 
(1) quickly disseminate information and (2) it can 
convey meaning at a high level of understanding. 
He asserts that the greatest benefit of using sto-
rytelling in knowledge management may come 
from its ability to capture tacit knowledge in an 
organization. Unlike explicit knowledge, which 
is written down in documents, manuals and other 
accessible sources, tacit knowledge is in the minds 
of people, many of whom don’t know how much 
their experience has taught them. Storytelling al-
lows for a stream of consciousness. Face-to-face 
and video-based storytelling help the viewer’s 
imagination and cognition by providing concrete 
images and demonstrations of behaviors that help 
them understand the objective of the message and 
the meaning of the content.

Video is a viable alternative to face-to-face 
storytelling when the senses of smell taste, and 
touch are not essential to the story being told. As 
in face-to-face storytelling, effective structuring of 
the story is usually essential in video production 
to ensure logical flow and to facilitate the viewers 
understanding of the message.

Cynefin (Snowden, 2007) is a sensemaking 
framework that argues that use of structure in 
storytelling depends on the relationship between 
cause and effect. That is, the nature of cause and 
effect dictates how a narrative or story should be 
developed. Cynefin (Snowden, 2007) identifies 
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five domains that describe the relationship between 
them cause and effect:

• Simple: the relationship between cause and 
effect is obvious.

• Complicated: the relationship between 
cause and effect requires analysis or some 
other form of investigation and/or the ap-
plication of expert knowledge.

• Complex: the relationship between 
cause and effect can only be perceived in 
retrospect.

• Chaotic: there is no relationship between 
cause and effect.

• Disorder: the state of not knowing what 
type of causality exists.

To enhance the potential for the understand-
ing of complex cause and effect relationships the 
Cynefin framework (Snowden, 2007) requires 
more openness and less structure in the storytell-
ing or narrative. It takes someone with vision to 
see the line that fits between observations and 
expectations. In these circumstances higher media 
richness may reduce the level of risk because more 
sensory information and greater opportunities for 
perceptions of patterns of relationships between 
narrative elements are made available.

Under any circumstance a storyteller’s nar-
rative must be validated because of the inherent 
limitations of human cognition. For example, 
it has been shown that the verbal areas of the 
brain have minimal interactions with the visual 
areas, making it difficult for humans to describe 
pictures with words. Moreover, the process of 
even attempting this seems to reduce the fidelity 
of the original image. This cognitive limitation 
provides a rationale for using rich media (e.g. 
video) to record the image. Also, when sharing, 
people sometimes adjust their own understanding 
to be more plausible to them. Hence, storytellers 
may change the way they remember an event or 
process to match what they described (Bogue, 

2006). Increasing media richness may provide 
better opportunity to mitigate this bias.

Often times videos created by amateurs lack 
the considerations outlined above. Video effec-
tiveness for knowledge sharing depends on the 
talent of the individual, how well the narrative 
describes the link between cause and effect, their 
ability to organize content, and the quality of the 
video presentation. Because amateurs oftentimes 
don’t have the talent, the time, or the inclination 
to acquire these skills, they may find it simply 
easier to simply incorporate pre-existing content 
into their video with their own content added to 
it. This type of content is (or at least was) com-
mon on YouTube.

Organizational employees can use Apple’s 
iMovie and Microsoft’s Movie Maker 2 to create 
and edit video. Editing digital video on a computer, 
called non-linear editing, makes it easy to combine 
images, sounds, music and narration into a single 
finished production. This means that employees 
can easily create and distribute video’s that com-
bine their own content with materials that they 
have secured from other sources. In organizations, 
the extent to which such videos are made and the 
nature of their content oftentimes depends upon 
the culture of the organization.

VIDEO, CULTURE, AND 
SENSEMAKING

Culture plays a critical role in sensemaking ac-
tivities (Hasanali 2004). It is evidenced through 
the artifacts and symbols used in the video-based 
stories that are created and shared in the firm. 
Culture contributes to knowledge and behavior 
by helping to construct what one knows, what 
one does, how one does it, what one verbalizes 
about what one knows, and what materials one 
selects and displays as evidence to support one’s 
argument(s). It provides the underlying philo-
sophical framework that identifies the tangible 
evidence needed to support the claim made. 
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Culture is therefore expressed via the individual’s 
espoused values and the assumptions that underlie 
his or her behavior – what is acceptable behavior 
and what isn’t.

Video can be used as a vehicle to broadcast 
organizational cultural values and symbols that 
shape behavior, which means that the intent and use 
of video for tacit knowledge externalization can 
be either constructive or deconstructive in nature. 
For example, videos can be used to show someone 
how something is done or to show individuals or 
members of the firm how they should or should 
not behave. In other words, videos can be used 
to educate, to share information, and to shape 
employees values in a manner that is consistent 
with the cultural norms of the organization.

The value of video for sensemaking in orga-
nizational settings is that it again highlights the 
active requirement for managers and leaders to 
help employees to construct sensible accounts 
out of ambiguous, ambivalent, equivocal, and 
conflicting information that oftentimes exists. 
Knowledge management should help to define 
the purpose behind a video, the message to be 
conveyed, target what and whom to film, provide 
expertise as how to create and edit videos, and 
inform employees as to when and to whom to 
show the edited film to. In essence then, knowl-
edge management should provide the rules of the 
road for video creation and sharing.

Video provides a rich medium that leaders can 
also use to demonstrate their leadership and to 
shape employee’s values. Video is an ideal form 
for sharing leadership form and content because 
it captures the essence of leadership thinking and 
behavior and any needed desired actions the leader 
wants to convey in the message. To be successful 
though, the leader must understand the nature and 
power of video if he or she intends to effectively 
influence employee behavior.

For example, managers should know that 
videos might be seen and interpreted in different 
ways by different people with varying cultural 
influences. If a video results in a change in an 

individual or group knowledge base, then that 
person or group has found some use and value 
for the information conveyed by the film. But 
the process of becoming knowledgeable cannot 
be managed from outside the individual. The only 
knowledge that can be expressed is that which 
can be accessed in consciousness and expressed 
in terms of words and/or behavior.

Managers should know that structured exami-
nation may be needed to determine whether the 
knowledge contained in a video can be absorbed 
and understood by viewers. The results of two 
studies conducted by Herschel, Nemati, and 
Steiger (2001, 2003) seem to indicate that people 
need help in articulating or demonstrating what 
they have learned from a video-based story. Their 
studies used video to convey rich narratives that 
varied by the amount of structure employed in 
both the presentation and the subsequent inquiry 
as to what was learned by the viewers from a video 
presentation. The results of both studies indicate 
that the use of structuring protocols or templates 
can substantially increase a video viewer’s ability 
to articulate or demonstrate what they have learned 
from video-based information or storytelling.

The importance of this research is that one 
should not believe that simply sharing video con-
tent would result in the content being understood 
properly and absorbed by the recipient. Firms 
need a mechanism by which to monitor how video 
recipients interpret the content’s meaning and 
whether the message is being effectively absorbed 
and comprehended.

Video sensemaking also depends upon the abil-
ity to find relevant and informed reference resourc-
es. These sources must be reliable, knowledgeable, 
and be able to convey their content effectively and 
their content must be examined to insure that there 
is nothing in it that exposes the firm to liability. 
In professionally developed videos, inclusion of 
any copyrighted content is typically done so only 
with prior written permission(s). However, in ad 
hoc user-generated videos, these permissions are 
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oftentimes ignored. Whether intentional or not, use 
of copied materials puts the organization at risk.

User-generated storytelling activities, whether 
video-based or not, must always be scrutinized 
to insure adherence legal and ethical standards. 
With individuals now able to easily create, copy, 
and distribute video content, the need to insure 
information integrity and adherence to cultural, 
ethical and legal standards becomes critical. The 
now widespread and easy-to-generate video ca-
pabilities available to individuals requires greater 
levels of knowledge management diligence and 
scrutiny to insure that content adheres to the 
firm’s cultural norms. This presents a daunting 
challenge to firms, as most of them have no idea 
as to the extent of video content being generated 
and shared by their employees. While organiza-
tions may be able to create stringent standards for 
video generation and sharing, these efforts may 
still prove to be insufficient. Firms will need to 
adopt and deploy video search technologies if 
they intend to have any hope of being able to 
enforce such standards. That is, organizations will 
need to develop or acquire substantial filtering 
and search tools to find and eliminate copyright 
or other types of infringing activities that can 
compromise the firm.

CONCLUSION: OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR RESEARCH

Daily usage of online video rose by 56% in 2007. 
In 2007, 14% of adults reported using online 
video every day, up from 9% in 2006. Weekly 
usage also rose 8% in 2007, with 52% of the 
Internet users viewing online video once a week 
or more, compared with 44% in 2006 (Luchter, 
2007). Now the Federal Communications Com-
mission has reserved a third of the airwaves next 
under auction for wireless networks, which could 
provide mobile users with the ability to receive 
more video services using whichever cell phone 
or wireless device they want.

Given the experiences of e-mail and web site 
development, there is every reason to expect 
that organizations and their employees’ can and 
will eventually fully exploit video for internal 
and external knowledge sharing on a large scale. 
Hence, employers need to realize that employees 
may create and post more video information that 
is both relevant to and not relevant to workplace 
activities. This potential screams for the imposi-
tion of standards for the development and sharing 
of videos. External knowledge sharing videos 
created by individuals employed by the firm will 
warrant the firm making more proactive warnings 
to employees as to their potential ability to put the 
firm at risk by actions taken on their own time.

The arguments presented in this paper make 
clear that the rise in video creation and sharing 
warrant increased attention to the impact of video 
in knowledge management activities. Video pro-
vides an effective means for facilitating knowledge 
sharing, especially tacit knowledge because of 
the richness of the media. However, since videos 
can now be more easily generated and shared by 
various organizational stakeholders and because 
they pose such potential risk to organizations, 
knowledge transfer activities should be revisited.

It is still uncertain how user-generated video 
will affect knowledge contribution. Ease of 
video generation and sharing may help or hinder 
the frequency of knowledge reuse, mitigate the 
importance of organizational tenure, and/or be 
independent of advancement within the organiza-
tion. It is also unclear how the plethora of user-
generated videos will affect knowledge access, 
training, and the value of knowledge, especially 
if issues of content reliability and liability arise.

User-generated video has the potential to make 
content suspect and/or to provide so much of it 
that people won’t be able to distinguish relevant 
information from spam when seeking sensory rich 
information. An expanded volume of videos may 
serve to compound the amount of equivocality 
and uncertainty in organizations and require the 
adoption of more advanced search and retrieval 
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tools. So, in addition to concerns for liability, 
firms will need to devise schemes for assessing 
and monitoring what content is relevant and accu-
rate in problem-solving activities and opportunity 
identification and what content isn’t.

With employees able to generate videos easily 
and to share them widely across time and place, it 
is important that they understand organizational 
standards for video content generation. There is 
no reason to believe or assume that employees 
understand storytelling or that they are sensitive 
to copyright issues that can vary by culture. Or-
ganizations must be proactive in informing and 
educating employees in video development and 
production standards to foster effective use of the 
video medium. And while organizations should 
be exploring and using new video search engines 
to help their employees access content, they also 
need them to detect situations and content that 
could subject them to potential liability.

All of these issues provide new opportunities 
for research. Most of the academic inquiries into 
knowledge management and the propositions put 
forth to date were made at a time when technol-
ogy limited the widespread creation, availability 
and distribution of video generated by individu-
als. This situation has now changed dramatically 
and will continue to do so, especially as wireless 
bandwidth expands, mobile video handsets are 
enhanced, and cell phone video sharing services 
become more widespread.

Extensive research, modeling, and simulation 
about how the human brain and its components ac-
tually work is helping improve computer systems, 
making them more intelligent and more contex-
tually aware so that they can provide automatic 
context capabilities and derive meaning from 
digital content. These developments are creating 
new opportunities for knowledge management 
by providing intelligent systems that understand 
what we want and deliver what we need when 
we ask for it. However, the challenge for knowl-
edge management researchers is to examine how 
these new systems and video-related knowledge 

transfer issues functionally affect organizational 
intellectual assets and their performance.

Case studies and survey research can be used 
to assess how frequently employees are creating 
and/or accessing internally or externally generated 
video and for what purposes. Organizations can 
also be queried to assess their efforts or plans for 
unifying communications, providing standards 
for user-generated video creation, viewing, and 
sharing, and for adopting more effective search 
mechanisms that will facilitate the anticipated or 
already existing increase in video content. And 
from a socio-technical research perspective, 
whether new video-oriented search engines will 
make a difference to the practice of knowledge 
management may depend to some degree on be-
havioral and cultural factors and legal precedents.

Use of user-generated video to improve em-
ployee engagement and improved internal col-
laboration depends upon how well organizations 
understand the factors that affect effective video 
usage and the strategies they use to manage it. 
Hence, both the need and the opportunity for 
research into user-generated video activity are 
compelling and immediate.
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ABSTRACT

This chapter explores knowledge management 
(KM), and knowledge management system 
(KMS), success. The inspiration for this chapter 
is the KM Success and Measurement minitracks 
held at the Hawaii International Conference on 
System Sciences in January of 2007 and 2008. 
KM and KMS success are issues needing to be 
explored. The Knowledge Management Founda-
tions workshop held at the Hawaii International 
Conference on System Sciences (HICSS-39) in 
January 2006 discussed this issue and reached 
agreement that it is important for the credibility 
of the KM discipline that we be able to define 

KM success. Additionally, from the perspective 
of KM academics and practitioners, identifying 
the factors, constructs, and variables that define 
KM success is crucial to understanding how these 
initiatives and systems should be designed and 
implemented. This chapter presents the results 
of a survey looking at how KM practitioners, 
researchers, KM students, and others interested 
in KM view what constitutes KM success. This 
chapter presents some background on KM success 
and then a series of perspectives on KM/KMS suc-
cess. These perspectives were derived by looking 
at responses to questions asking academics and 
practitioners how they defined KM/KMS success. 
The chapter concludes by presenting the results 
of an exploratory survey on KM/KMS success 
beliefs and attitudes.
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BACKGROUND ON KM SUCCESS

Jennex summarized various definitions of KM to 
propose that KM success be defined as reusing 
knowledge to improve organizational effective-
ness by providing the appropriate knowledge 
to those that need it when it is needed (Jennex, 
2005). KM is expected to have a positive impact 
on the organization that improves organizational 
effectiveness. DeLone and McLean use the terms 
success and effectiveness interchangeably and 
one of the perspectives proposed in this chapter 
does the same for KM (DeLone and McLean, 
1992 and 2003).

Jennex and Olfman (2005) summarized and 
synthesized the literature on KM/KMS critical 
success factors, CSFs, into an ordered set of 12 
KM CSFs. CSFs were ordered based on the num-
ber of studies identifying the CSF. The following 
CSFs were identified from 17 studies looking at 
78 KM projects:

• A knowledge strategy that identifies us-
ers, sources, processes, storage strategy, 
knowledge, and links to knowledge for the 
KMS;

• Motivation and commitment of users in-
cluding incentives and training;

• Integrated technical infrastructure includ-
ing networks, databases/repositories, com-
puters, software, KMS experts;

• An organizational culture and structure 
that supports learning and the sharing and 
use of knowledge;

• A common enterprise wide knowledge 
structure that is clearly articulated and eas-
ily understood;

• Senior management support including al-
location of resources, leadership, and pro-
viding training;

• Learning organization;
• There is a clear goal and purpose for the 

KMS;

• Measures are established to assess the im-
pacts of the KMS and the use of knowl-
edge as well as verifying that the right 
knowledge is being captured;

• The search, retrieval, and visualization 
functions of the KMS support easy knowl-
edge use;

• Work processes are designed that incorpo-
rate knowledge capture and use;

• Security/protection of knowledge.

However, these CSFs do not define KM/KMS 
success; they just say what is needed to be suc-
cessful. Without a definition of KM/KMS success 
it is difficult to measure actual success.

Measuring KM/KMS success is important

• To provide a basis for company valuation,
• To stimulate management to focus on what 

is important, and
• To justify investments in KM activities 

(Jennex and Olfman, 2005) (Turban and 
Aronson, 2001).

Besides these reasons from an organizational 
perspective, the measurement of KM and KMS 
success is important for building and implement-
ing efficient KM initiatives and systems from the 
perspective of KM academics and practitioners 
(Jennex and Olfman, 2005).

PERSPECTIVES ON KM/
KMS SUCCESS

The KM workshop at the 2006 HICSS-39 found 
that there were several perspectives on KM 
success. This section briefly summarizes these 
perspectives.

KM Success and Effectiveness

One perspective on KM success is that KM suc-
cess and KM effectiveness are interchangeable 
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and imply the same construct or variable. This is 
based on the view that effectiveness is a manifes-
tation of success. An example would be increas-
ing decision-making effectiveness to generate a 
positive impact on the organization resulting in 
successful KM. This perspective uses both process 
and outcome measures.

KM and KMS Success 
as Interchangeable

Another perspective is that KM and KMS success 
are interchangeable. KMS success can be defined 
as making KMS components more effective by 
improving search speed, accuracy, etc. As an ex-
ample, a KMS that enhances search and retrieval 
functions enhances decision-making effectiveness 
by improving the ability of the decision maker to 
find and retrieve appropriate knowledge in a time-
lier manner. The implication is that by increasing 
KMS effectiveness, KMS success is enhanced and 
decision making capability is enhanced leading to 
positive impacts on the organization. This is how 
KM success is defined and it is concluded that 
enhancing KMS effectiveness makes the KMS 
more successful as well as being a reflection of 
KM success. The Jennex and Olfman KM Success 
Model (Jennex and Olfman, 2006), based on the 
DeLone and McLean (1992, 2003) IS Success 
Model, combines KM and KMS success and 
utilizes this perspective.

KM and KMS Success as Separate

As opposed to the previous section, this perspec-
tive views KM and KMS success as separate 
measures. It is based on a narrow system view 
that allows for KMS success that does not trans-
late into KM success. KMS are often seen as a 
sub-function of KM comprising technical and 
organizational instruments to implement KM. 
Thus, KMS success addresses implementation and 
operation factors in terms of system or process 
metrics whereas KM success is an assessment of 

the value that these systems and processes provide 
to an organization. KM focuses therefore more 
on the outcome, while KMS focus more on the 
process. These perspectives are introduced in the 
following sections.

KM Success as a Process Measure

This perspective views KM success as a process 
measure. KM success can be described in terms 
of the efficient achievement of well defined or-
ganizational and process goals by means of the 
systematic employment of both organizational 
instruments and information and communication 
technologies for a targeted creation and utilization 
of knowledge as well as for making knowledge 
available. KM is a support function to improve 
knowledge-intensive business processes. An 
example would be supporting the technology-
forecasting process in an IT consulting firm by 
technical components of a KMS (Henselewski, et 
al., 2006). Complementary, the effective imple-
mentation of knowledge processes (i.e. acquisi-
tion, creation, sharing, and codification) is seen 
as a part of KM success. This perspective focuses 
therefore on measuring how much KM contributes 
to improving the effectiveness of business and 
knowledge processes.

KM Success as an Outcome Measure

In contrast, KM success can be viewed as an out-
come measure. KM success is therefore seen as 
a measure of the various outcomes of knowledge 
process capabilities existing within an organization 
as a result of undertaken KM initiatives. Typical 
outcomes in terms of organizational performance 
are the enhancement of:

• Product and service quality,
• Productivity,
• Innovative ability and activity,
• Competitive capacity and position in the 

market,
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• Proximity to customers and customer 
satisfaction,

• Employee satisfaction,
• Communication and knowledge sharing, 

and
• Knowledge transparency and retention.

KM Success as Combined Process 
and Outcome Measures

The last perspective views KM success as a 
combination of process and outcome measures. 
Respective descriptions of KM success focus 
on improved process effectiveness as well as on 
achieving actionable outcomes. The first and third 
perspectives contain examples for this combined 
approach.

METHODOLOGY

This chapter is exploratory research with the goal 
of guiding the KM community towards a consensus 
definition of KM success. The chapter builds on 
the results of an exploratory and a confirmatory 
survey (discussed below) reported in Jennex, 
et al., (2007). These survey results included a 
definition of KM success and identification of a 
set of dimensions and measures. As part of the 
confirmatory survey, respondents were asked 
what dimensions/measures they would add or 
delete from a list of those presented. This chapter 
analyzes these comments by tallying them and 
then putting them into context by comparing the 
KM success definition dimensions and measures 
to the Jennex Olfman (2006) KM Success Model.

The exploratory survey was generated through 
an expert panel approach. The 30 members of the 
editorial review board of the International Journal 
of Knowledge Management, IJKM, were asked to 
provide their definitions of KM success. Thirteen 
responses were received. These responses were 
used to generate an exploratory survey of KM 
success, which used 5-point Likert scale items to 

solicit agreement on various perspectives and pro-
posed KM success definitions. The perspectives 
were generated through an analysis of the expert 
board responses that distinguished two groups. 
The first grouping examined the measures used 
to determine KM success. Three subgroups were 
then observed: process-based measures, outcome-
based measures, and a combination of process 
and outcome based measures. The second group-
ing of responses provided two subgroups: those 
that combined KM and KMS success measures 
and those that viewed KM and KMS success as 
separate measures. A final observation was that 
many proposed definitions used success and ef-
fectiveness interchangeably.

The exploratory survey also collected data on 
the KM expertise and focus of the respondents. 
Furthermore, the survey offered text boxes that al-
lowed for free form input of additional KM success 
factors or measures, KM success definitions, and 
thoughts on the differences between KM and KMS 
success. The exploratory survey was administered 
using a web form with data collected and stored 
automatically. Survey respondents were solicited 
via broadcast emails to the ISWorld and DSI email 
list servers, to lists of KM researchers maintained 
by the authors, and to the editorial review board 
and list of authors for the International Journal 
of Knowledge Management, IJKM. An initial 
request was sent followed by a second request 
approximately one week later.

One hundred and three usable survey responses 
were received. Thirteen were from KM practitio-
ners, 70 were from KM researchers, 6 were from 
KM students, and 14 were from others including 
academics interested in KM but not active KM 
researchers. Likert items were analyzed using 
means and standard deviations as no hypotheses 
have been proposed and need testing.

The results of the exploratory survey were used 
to generate a second survey. This survey presented 
a composite definition of KM success and a set of 
measures for each of the indicated dimensions. A 
7-point Likert scale was used to solicit agreement 
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on the composite definition and each set of mea-
sures. Additionally, as in the exploratory survey 
items were provided for collecting data on KM 
expertise and respondent focus. Also, each set 
of measures had boxes where respondents could 
indicate measures they would add or remove from 
each set of measures.

The second survey was also administered 
using a web form with respondents solicited in 
the same manner as the exploratory survey. One 
hundred and ninety-four usable survey responses 
were received. Sixteen were from KM practitio-
ners, 114 were from KM researchers, 23 from 
KM students, and 41 were from others including 
academics interested in KM but not active KM 
researchers. Likert items were analyzed using 
means and standard deviations as no hypotheses 
have been proposed and need testing.

RESULTS

There was little consensus on KM success perspec-
tive or definition from the first survey while we 
did find agreement on a definition of KM success 
and measures of success in the second survey. 
The results of the first survey are summarized in 
Tables 1-3 while the results of the second survey 
are presented in Table 4.

Table 1 presents opinions with respect to the 
perspectives on KM success. The only perspec-
tive that tends to have any consensus agreement 
is that KM success is a combination of process 

and outcome measures and is NOT just process 
or just outcomes. We are undecided if success and 
effectiveness are equivalent measures and tend to 
be undecided to slightly against the idea that KM 
and KMS success are equivalent.

Overall n = 103, researcher n = 70, practitioner 
n=13, academics n=14, and student n=6, Values 
are rounded to 2 significant digits

Table 2 summarizes opinions on five sug-
gested components of KM and KMS success 
definitions. There appears to be consensus on 
using organization-specific subjective measures 
derived for KM process capabilities. Examples 
of these capabilities include knowledge reuse, 
quality, relevance, effectiveness of acquisition, 
search, and application of knowledge, etc. There 
also appears to be consensus that any KM success 
definition should include providing the appropriate 
knowledge when needed. Additionally, there is 
consensus that use is not a good measure of KMS 
success. It is interesting to note that practitioners 
and students support the use of firm performance 
measures as indicators of KM success while there 
is less support for these measures from researchers 
and academics. It is also interesting to note that 
academics and students tend to support the use 
of measures reflecting direct returns from organi-
zational and individual learning and application 
of knowledge while researchers and practitioners 
are less favorable to them.

Overall n = 103, researcher n = 70, practitioner 
n=13, academics n=14, and student n=6, Values 
are rounded to 2 significant digits

Table 1. Opinions on KM success perspectives, mean (std dev) (5-point Likert scale) 

Definition Overall Research Practice Other Student

Success = Effectiveness 3.1 (1.4) 3 (1.4) 3.3 (1.3) 3.2 (1.5) 3.7 (0.5)

KM = KMS Success 2.6 (1.5) 2.5 (1.4) 3.2 (1.6) 3.4 (1.5) 2.2 (1)

KM = KMS Measures 2.6 (1.4) 2.4 (1.4) 3.2 (1.6) 3 (1.4) 2.4 (0.9)

KM Success = Process 2 (1) 1.9 (0.9) 2.2 (1.1) 1.9 (0.8) 3 (1.3)

KM Success = Outcomes 2 (1) 2 (1) 2.2 (1.4) 1.7 (0.8) 2.3 (1)

KM Success = Process & Outcomes 4 (0.9) 3.9 (1) 3.8 (1) 4.3 (0.6) 4.2 (0.8)
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Table 3 summarizes opinions on five suggested 
definitions of KM and KMS success. There ap-
pears to be little consensus on these definitions 
other than a general neutrality on KM success 
as the flow of knowledge and KMS success as 
improving effectiveness of the KMS components.

However, there are some interesting observa-
tions. KM success as the ability to leverage 
knowledge resources to achieve actionable out-
comes is overall supported with the strongest 
support coming from practitioners. This is inter-

esting but not surprising as practitioners tend to 
favor definitions and measures that are objective, 
readily measurable, and have an obvious impact 
on the organization.

This is also why practitioners favor KM success 
as reusing knowledge to improve organizational 
effectiveness and KM success as the efficient 
achievement of well defined organizational goals 
for targeted creation and utilization of knowledge.

Table 2. Opinions on KM and KMS success definition components, mean (std dev) (5-point Likert scale) 

Overall Research Practice Other Student

“Subjective measure of various outcomes of KM processes capabilities” should be included in a definition of KM success

4.1 (0.8) 4 (0.9) 4.3 (0.8) 4.2 (0.9) 4.5 (0.8)

“Achieving direct returns from learning and projection” should be included in a definition of KM success

3.8 (1) 3.7 (1) 3.6 (1) 4 (1) 4.3 (0.5)

“Success of KMS should be measured in terms of pure usage statistics” should be included in a definition of KM success

2.5 (1.2) 2.5 (1.2) 2.2 (1.1) 2.6 (1.2) 2.8 (1.2)

“Success of KMS should be measured in terms of firm performance” should be included in a definition of KM success

3.7 (1) 3.6 (1.1) 4.1 (1) 3.5 (0.8) 4 (0.9)

“Providing the appropriate knowledge when needed” should be included in a definition of KM success

4.2 (0.9) 4.2 (0.9) 4.3 (0.9) 4.4 (0.6) 4.3 (0.5)

Table 3. Opinions on KM and KMS success definitions; mean (std dev) (5-point Likert scale) 

Overall Research Practice Other Students

KMS success can be defined as making KMS components more effective by improving search speed, accuracy, etc.

3 (1.2) 2.8 (1.1) 3.6 (1.2) 3.1 (1.1) 3.2 (1)

KM success is the ability to leverage knowledge resources to achieve actionable outcomes.

4 (1) 4 (1) 4.3 (0.9) 3.9 (0.9) 3.7 (1)

KM success is reusing knowledge to improve organizational effectiveness by providing the appropriate knowledge to those that need it 
when it is needed.

3.9 (1) 3.8 (1.1) 4.4 (0.91) 4.1 (0.7) 3.8 (0.4)

KM success is knowledge – tacit and explicit alike – circulates freely throughout the organization, with no debilitating clumping, clotting, 
or hemorrhaging.

3 (1.2) 2.8 (1.2) 3.2 (1.5) 3.4 (0.8) 2.7 (1)

KM success is the efficient achievement of well defined organizational and process goals by means of the systematic employment of both 
organizational instruments and information and communication technologies for a targeted creation and utilization of knowledge as well 
as for making knowledge available.

3.7 (1.2) 3.5 (1.3) 4.2 (1.1) 3.8 (0.9) 3.8 (1.2)
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Overall n = 103, researcher n = 70, practitioner 
n=13, academics n=14, and student n=6, Values 
are rounded to 2 significant digits

Table 4 summarizes opinions from the second 
survey on a proposed success definition generated 
from the first survey and sets of measures for 
the dimensions listed in the proposed definition. 
There appears to be some level of consensus on 
the proposed definition and measures. However, 
we do not consider it strong consensus given that 
the mean response is between agree and somewhat 
agree. Still, this is considered a strong beginning 
to establishing a common definition and set of 
success measures.

Overall n = 194, researcher n = 114, practitio-
ner n=16, others n=41, and student n=23, Values 
are rounded to 2 significant digits

The comments were used to adjust the measures 
identified in the survey. However, a simple tallying 
of the comments and adjusting the measures based 

on this tally was not useful. Instead, the comments 
suggested that the entire list of dimensions and 
measures in the context of a KM success model 
and CSFs had to be reviewed. These findings are 
discussed in the following paragraphs.

The impact on business processes dimension. 
The comments suggested adding innovation and 
agility as measures. They also supported removing 
labor-saving measures, refining learning through 
mistakes or insights, and clarifying the differences 
between action and outcome measures.

The strategy dimension. In this study, strategy 
refers to KM that is designed to support orga-
nization-wide strategic systems and initiatives. 
The comments first questioned the meaning of 
strategy. They also suggested that social network 
analysis, SNA, measures should be added to pro-
vide indicators of cohesiveness, centrality, and the 
strength of ties. Additional issues were raised with 
respect to strategy or alignment to strategy also 

Table 4. Opinions on KM and KMS success definition and sets of measures, mean (std dev) (5-point 
Likert scale) 

Overall Research Practice Other Student

KM success is a multidimensional concept. It is defined by capturing the right knowledge, getting the right knowledge to the right user, and 
using this knowledge to improve organizational and/or individual performance. KM success is measured using the dimensions of impact 
on business processes, strategy, leadership, efficiency and effectiveness of KM processes, efficiency and effectiveness of the KM system, 
organizational culture, and knowledge content.

5.4 (1.4) 5.3 (1.5) 6.1 (1.4) 5.6 (1.4) 5.5 (1.2)

Impact on business process measures

5.5 (1.3) 5.3 (1.4) 5.8 (1.4) 5.7 (1.2) 5.7 (1.0)

Strategy measures

5.3 (1.4) 5.1 (1.6) 6.1 (0.6) 5.3 (1.4) 5.7 (1.0)

Leadership measures

5.2 (1.5) 5.1 (1.5) 5.3 (1.5) 5.3 (1.3) 5.4 (1.6)

KM process effectiveness and efficiency measures

5.7 (1.3) 5.5 (1.4) 6.2 (0.8) 5.8 (1.3) 5.7 (1.4)

KM system effectiveness and efficiency measures

5.6 (1.3) 5.5 (1.4) 6.0 (0.7) 5.8 (1.2) 5.4 (1.3)

Learning culture measures

5.6 (1.2) 5.5 (1.4) 6.0 (0.8) 5.7 (1.1) 5.6 (1.2)

Knowledge content measures

5.4 (1.4) 5.2 (1.5) 6.0 (1.0) 5.7 (1.2) 5.5 (1.3)
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impacting employee performance, and the way in 
which social capital and knowledge integration 
measure strategy.

The leadership dimension. The comments 
suggested adding social network analysis, SNA, 
measures that provide indicators of cohesiveness, 
centrality, and the strength of ties.

The KM process efficiency and effectiveness 
dimension. The comments questioned whether 
the measures should be lifecycle-based rather 
than process-based. Additionally, they suggested 
considering scalability, changing “safe and effec-
tive storage of knowledge” to “secure, private, 
and reliable storage of knowledge”. However, 
these terms have conceptual definitions that differ 
from “safe2, while “effective” in terms of storage 
is difficult to define. The comments furthermore 
questioned whether increased collaboration is a 
true measure for this dimension.

The KMS effectiveness and efficiency di-
mension. The comments queried the synonymous 
use of usability and adaptability, questioned 
whether this dimension does in fact differ from 
KM process, and suggested that measures like 
maintenance costs and system measures such as 
maintainability and availability should be added.

The learning culture dimension. The com-
ments questioned change in leadership culture as 
a leadership measure, and suggested adding orga-
nizational learning as well as incentive measures.

The knowledge content dimension. The com-
ments questioned whether retrieval does in fact 
differ from KMS retrieval and suggested adding 
integrity, temporal, lifecycle, visualization, and 
multifacetness measures. They furthermore sug-
gested that knowledge creation measures should 
be part of the KM process dimension.

The questions raised by the comments sug-
gest that there may be issues with the dimen-
sions. This drove the analysis of the dimensions 
with the CSFs and the Jennex Olfman (2006) 
KM Success Model. An inspection of the list of 
CSFs reveals conflicts that can affect the success 
dimensions. CSFs such as organizational culture, 

learning organization, and senior management 
support are regarded as necessary for KM to 
succeed. This in turn raises the question whether 
a dimension can be a CSF and, simultaneously, 
a reflection of success. We conclude that this is 
not likely, that CSFs are indeed necessary for 
KM success to occur, but are not reflections of 
KM success in and of themselves. This is borne 
out by the Jennex Olfman (2006) KM Success 
Model, as it is a causal model. This suggests that 
the success dimensions leadership and learning 
organization should be removed. Moreover, the 
success dimensions in the Jennex Olfman (2006) 
KM Success Model leads us to question whether 
a KMS effectiveness and efficiency dimension 
and perhaps even a KM process efficiency and 
effectiveness dimension are required as reflections 
of KM success. The following section provides a 
discussion that leads to the final definition of the 
dimensions of KM success.

DISCUSSION

This was exploratory research so few conclusions 
can be drawn. However, using two surveys has 
allowed us to reach some consensus on a KM 
success definition and set of success measures. 
The consensus KM success definition is:

“KM success is a multidimensional concept. It is 
defined by capturing the right knowledge, getting 
the right knowledge to the right user, and using 
this knowledge to improve organizational and/
or individual performance. KM success is mea-
sured using the dimensions of impact on business 
processes, strategy, leadership, efficiency and 
effectiveness of KM processes, efficiency and 
effectiveness of the KM system, organizational 
culture, and knowledge content.”

Also, there are a few points of consensus that 
can be identified from the initial survey:
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• KM success and KMS success may not be 
the same thing.

• Usage is not a good measure of KM or 
KMS success.

Additionally, it is possible that there is a dif-
ferent focus on KM success between practitioners 
and researchers. Researchers do not seem to have 
a clear idea of KM success while practitioners 
appear focused on KM success as being tied to 
its impact on organizational performance and ef-
fectiveness. This cannot be stated conclusively, 
the number of practitioner responses are too low 
(n=13) making this supposition. However, it is 
not unexpected that practitioners would have 
a focus on organizational impact as a measure 
of KM and KMS success. Given that KM is an 
action discipline, researchers should accept this 
focus and incorporate it into their investigations.

The preliminary set of success dimensions 
must be examined critically, though, as previous 
discussions have shown that there is conflict 
between what is regarded as an antecedent and 
thus necessary for success, and what is regarded 
as a reflection of success. This is made more 
complex as factors that are antecedents to KM 
need to remain to sustain continued KM success. 
We therefore start this discussion by examining 
the research behind the CSF of organizational and 
learning cultures.

In an executive development program, Alavi 
and Leidner (1999) surveyed executive partici-
pants with respect to what was required for a suc-
cessful KMS. They found that organizational and 
cultural issues associated with user motivation to 
share and use knowledge are the most significant. 
Yu et al. find that KM drivers such as a learning 
culture, knowledge sharing intention, KMS qual-
ity, rewards, and KM team activity significantly 
affect KM performance (Yu, et al., 2004). These 
conclusions were deduced from a survey of 66 
Korean firms. Cross and Baird propose that KM 
will not improve business performance by simply 
using technology to capture and share the lessons of 

experience Cross and Baird (2000). They postulate 
that for KM to improve business performance, it 
had to increase organizational learning through the 
creation of organizational memory. Subsequently, 
22 projects were examined to investigate this. The 
conclusion is that improving organizational learn-
ing improves the likelihood of KM success. Chan 
and Chau (2005) deduce lessons learned from a 
failed case of KM in a Hong Kong organization 
and find a need for a knowledge-sharing culture. 
In their study of KM abandonment in four KM 
projects, Lam and Chua (2005) identify CSFs for 
KM from the literature, including a learning cul-
ture. Other studies identifying a learning culture 
as a CSF include Goh (2002), McDermott and 
O’Dell (2001), Zolingen, et al. (2001).

The above research examined successful and 
failed KM and, on the whole, concludes that an 
appropriate organizational culture and learning 
culture are necessary antecedents to KM success, 
but are not an outcome of KM success although. 
Nevertheless, it can also be concluded that suc-
cessful KM should lead to the strengthening of 
organizational and learning cultures. However, it 
is difficult to quantify measurements of change 
in culture, which leads to the decision that orga-
nizational and learning cultural measures of KM 
success should be dropped and used only as CSFs.

Leadership is an interesting concept. The CSF 
of senior management support can be considered 
leadership and it has been found to be necessary 
for KM to succeed, but can leadership also be a re-
flection of KM success? In their above-mentioned 
study, one of Chan and Chau’s (2005) key findings 
is the need for continued top management support 
and involvement. Davenport et al. (1998) studied 
31 projects in 24 companies (18 were successful, 
five were considered failures, and eight were too 
new to be rated). Eight CSFs, including senior 
management support, were common in successful 
KM projects. Jennex and Olfman (2000) studied 
three KM projects and also observed senior 
management support as a CSF. In their above-
mentioned study, Lam and Chua (2005) also iden-
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tify continuous top management support (as also 
identified by Storey and Barnett, 2000) as a CSF. 
Holsapple and Joshi (2000) investigated factors 
that influenced the management of knowledge in 
organizations by using a Delphi panel consisting 
of 31 recognized KM researchers and practitioners 
and find leadership and top management commit-
ment/support to be crucial. This finding is also 
supported by Bals et al.’s (2007) study on key 
success factors for a successful KM initiative in 
a global bank. Furthermore, several researchers 
have demonstrated the need to create incentives 
and motivation within the organization to create 
and reuse knowledge (Davenport, et al. (1998), 
Ginsberg and Kambil (1999), Jennex and Olfman 
(2000), Lam and Chua (2005), Sage and Rouse 
(1999), Yu, et al. (2004)). Finally, Malhotra and 
Galletta (2003) identify the critical importance 
of user commitment and motivation through a 
survey study of users of a KMS implemented in 
a health care organization.

The above research found that continuous 
senior management support is a CSF and also 
necessary for sustaining KM success. Leadership 
indicates support for KM, providing the manage-
ment environment that encourages KM through 
knowledge creation and reuse by members of the 
organization, and providing adequate resources for 
the KM/KMS initiative. This is an antecedent to 
KM success and also an outcome of KM success as 
successful KM reinforces knowledge leadership.

Why do we argue that culture is a CSF but 
not an output of KM success, while leadership is 
argued to be both? It is our opinion that culture 
is not changed quickly, that it takes much time to 
effect cultural changes but that individuals can be 
changed quickly, and that success breeds success, 
i.e. that successful KM will encourage senior 
management to push KM even more.

Strategy as a dimension can be discussed briefly 
as the only point of contention is what it actually 
refers to. This dimension refers to the impact of 
KM on organizational strategy. This can occur 

through impacts on organizational and/or strategic 
systems, on strategic intelligence gathering, or 
merely on fulfilling strategy. This dimension dif-
ferentiates between impacts on business systems 
and strategic systems; it examines organizational 
impacts instead of localized impacts. The decision 
is therefore that this dimension needs to be renamed 
and is thus changed to “impacts on strategy”.

The next dimensions needing discussion 
are KM and KMS efficiency and effectiveness. 
Since this chapter takes the perspective that KM 
and KMS success are essentially similar, it fol-
lows that as success dimensions they should be 
similar. However, should they even be success 
dimensions? It is clear that they are antecedents to 
KM success, but are improvements in efficiency 
and effectiveness resultants and measures of KM 
success? Using the Jennex Olfman (2006) KM 
Success Model, we determine that these two di-
mensions are not measures of KM success. While 
it is agreed that improving KM/KMS effectiveness 
and efficiency will enhance KM and knowledge 
reuse in an organization, we reject the notion that 
simply being more effective or efficient in KM/
KMS is a reflection of KM success.

The final dimension needing discussion is 
knowledge content. At first, it seems as if this 
dimension should be treated the same as KM/
KMS effectiveness and efficiency. This is, how-
ever, rejected. Instead, we accept that knowledge 
content is a reflection and measure of KM success, 
as well as being an antecedent to KM success. 
The Jennex Olfman (2006) KM Success Model 
is the basis for this determination. The knowledge 
quality dimension is an antecedent to KM success; 
however, there is also a feedback process from 
the impact of KM use to guide further knowledge 
content and quality. Much like leadership, it is 
anticipated that KM success will be reflected in 
the increased quantity and quality of knowledge 
content; and that a lack of KM success will also be 
reflected in a decrease in the quantity and quality 
of knowledge content.
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There are some limitations to this research. It is 
quite possible that the reason little consensus has 
been observed is because KM and KMS success 
are complex constructs that are multidimensional. 
It may be that KM and KMS success includes 
outcome measures, quality of knowledge, how 
well the KM processes function, organizational 
culture measures, usability measures, and strategy 
measures. This is consistent with the DeLone and 
McLean model of Information Systems success 
(DeLone and McLean, 1992 and 2003) and there 
is much empirical evidence to support the correct-
ness of this model. This model is also the basis of 
the Jennex and Olfman KM Success Model (Jen-
nex and Olfman, 2006). It is quite likely that the 
exploratory survey used for this research, while 
generated using an expert panel, probably did not 
capture the multidimensional nature of the pro-
vided KM success definitions and therefore made 
it difficult for respondents to find statements they 
fully agreed with. This limitation was considered 
when generating the second survey and it appears 
that this has improved consensus with the KM 
success definition generated from the first survey.

CONCLUSION

It is difficult to reach any conclusions with this 
research; no hypotheses were proposed or tested. 
This is okay as the purpose of this chapter is to 
propose a definition of KMS success. Before doing 
this it is important to identify areas of consensus 
and areas of disagreement. The following points 
are areas of agreement:

• KM and KMS success are likely different 
definitions (note that at least one of the au-
thors greatly disagrees with this point).

• Use is a poor measure of KM and KMS 
success.

• KM success is likely a multidimensional 
construct that will include process and out-
come measures.

• A base definition of KM success is: KM 
success is reusing knowledge to improve 
organizational effectiveness by providing 
the appropriate knowledge to those that 
need it when it is needed.

Additionally, a base definition of KM success 
can be established:

“KM success is a multidimensional concept. It is 
defined by capturing the right knowledge, getting 
the right knowledge to the right user, and using 
this knowledge to improve organizational and/or 
individual performance. KM success is measured 
by means of the dimensions: impact on business 
processes, impact on strategy, leadership, and 
knowledge content.”

Some areas of disagreement are in further need 
of discussion:

• KM success and effectiveness are likely 
the same and will be able to use the same 
measures.

• KM and KMS success are essentially the 
same (in deference to the authors and con-
sistent with a Churchman view of a KMS 
and DeLone and McLean (DeLone and 
McLean, 1992 and 2003)).

• The role of learning and firm performance 
in KM success.

• The role of outcome measures such as 
speed, accuracy, amount of knowledge 
stored and used, etc. in KM and KMS 
success.

It is expected that it will take a great deal of 
research before consensus is reached on what KM 
and KMS success is. It is concluded that these 
findings from an exploratory survey are a good 
starting point for this discussion.
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Chapter  2.2

ABSTRACT

Nowadays many European small and medium-
sized companies (SMEs) are not ready for 
significant required international social and 
economic changes. Some of them have focused 
on approaches of knowledge management (KM) 
as an enabler for their innovation capability, but 
these have failed. One of the most critical but im-
portant aspect to be considered when developing 
Knowledge Management Strategies in companies 
to support Process, Organizational and/or Market-
ing Innovation is an evaluation of KM readiness. 
The next step after conducting KM readiness as-
sessment is to use the results of the KM readiness 
for the development of KM approaches supporting 

the innovation. In this chapter we put forward a 
method of determining the readiness of SMEs 
for KM, discuss how to improve links between 
KM practices and innovation and give examples 
of methods like the Innovation Biographies (IB). 
Finally we present knowledge intensive Commu-
nities of Practice (CoPs) supported through Web 
2.0 as suitable environments to foster innovation 
within SMEs.

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge is the key for all organisations and 
the success of many of them depends on the ef-
fective deployment and continual enhancement 
of their knowledge base so as to be innovative 
and to remain/become competitive (Hamburg 
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& Widmaier, 2004). As great challenges loom 
large for the world economy the need to manage 
company knowledge becomes more acute.

Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) 
are socially and economically important, since they 
represent 99% of all enterprises in the EU, provide 
around 65 million jobs and contribute to entre-
preneurship and innovation. But many European 
SMEs are not ready for significant international 
social and economic changes (European Comis-
sion, 2003; Amtsblatt, 2003; Attwell et al., 2003; 
Averill & Hall, 2005; Beer et al., 2006). Some 
have focused on knowledge management (KM) 
and used it as an enabler for innovation capabil-
ity, but for many the accepted KM approaches, 
developed for larger organisations, have failed. It 
can be very difficult for an SME to manage and 
sustain business whilst engaging in KM and as-
sociated training (Doppler & Lauterburg, 1997). 
Their priority is survival, leading to just-in-time 
activities; the benefits of KM to the business have 
to be very clear and measurable (O´Brien et al., 
2008). To be effective and acceptable to staff, 
knowledge management has to be directly related 
to activities on the job (Dede, 2005).

Results of studies, projects and discussions 
with SME experts and representatives show that 
one of the most critical but important aspect to be 
considered when developing Knowledge Manage-
ment Strategies in companies to support Process, 
Organizational and/or Marketing Innovation is an 
evaluation of KM readiness. Many companies 
lack understanding of their knowledge needs - of 
what they want to accomplish with a KM effort 
(Hamburg et al., 2006).

They do not know if the organization, the man-
agement, the culture, the staff and infrastructures 
are “ready” for this or not.The aim of conduct-
ing KM readiness assessment is to measure the 
readiness of the company for KM implementation/
improvement. If possible, within this evaluation 
the innovation acceptance/responsiveness of the 
company should be also checked.

The next step is to use the results of the KM 
readiness for the development of KM approaches 
supporting the innovation.

Say (2006) described how researchers try to 
develop so-called “third generation” KM ap-
proaches that will be focused on enabling the 
sharing of tacit knowledge. Knowledge inten-
sive, practice-oriented and strong interactive co-
operations like Communities of Practice (CoPs) 
fulfil such requirements. This construct (Wenger 
et al., 2002) has been used in many different fields 
including company training. More recently CoPs 
have been associated with KM and are seen as a 
way of developing social capital, through sharing 
existing tacit knowledge by the members (who 
are the practitioners), so stimulating innovation. 
CoPs offer new opportunities for KM and learn-
ing processes by using new forms of interaction 
within teams or looser contact networks. They 
can be considered as innovative tools for a social 
KM approach. The knowledge that is shared and 
learned in CoPs is social capital. People connect 
at different levels and across departments, both 
internally and externally of the company, with-
out formal constraints. Benefits include problem 
solving, developing new capabilities, creating 
knowledge that can be applied for the job, time-
saving, leveraging and standardizing practices.

It is assumed that CoPs will be an accepted part 
of organisational development of the companies.

An intelligent use of information and com-
munication technologies (ICT), particularly Web 
2.0 methods and applications, to support KM 
within SMEs can contribute to the efficiency of 
such approaches. These technologies are flexible; 
they support the combination of different forms 
of learning, collaboration and individualized 
working. Specifically, they can be used to sup-
port the work and interactions within CoPs that 
are particularly beneficial for SMEs.

In this chapter we put forward a method of de-
termining the readiness of SMEs for KM, discuss 
how to improve links between KM practices and 
innovation giving examples. Finally we present 
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knowledge intensive CoPs supported through Web 
2.0 as suitable environments to foster innovation 
within SMEs.

KM READINESS OF SMES

A wide variety of approaches have been proposed 
in conducting assessments of KM readiness but 
there is a lack of systematic approach and the 
practice varies with different industries and com-
panies. Here systematic KM readiness model is 
presented. Some proposed categories for the model 
are Organization, Strategy, Human resources/Us-
ers, Culture, IT used (Figure 1).

Research on KM readiness has matured, ex-
perience show that a suitable assessment of KM 
readiness in SMEs (because of their limited re-
sources) can be realized in form of a simple 
questionnaire survey for managers and other key 
employees. Analysis, if possible conducted to-
gether with a company consultant, KM experts 
and representatives of the company management, 
leads to planned strategies for KM.

The following are suitable main and derive 
questions:

Organisation/Management: Is your enterprise 
organized to use its existing knowledge effectively, 
to acquire and create new?

• Is there adequate understanding that KM 
means much more that implementing an IT 
tool or solution?

• Is there a well structured knowledge base 
of the enterprise readily available to staff?

• Are informal and/or knowledge intensive 
networks like CoPs across different units 
of the enterprise encouraged?

• Are informal and/or knowledge intensive 
networks like CoPs across the enterprise 
encouraged?

• Are partners identified for developing of 
knowledge intensive networks like CoPs?

• Is the knowledge to be used across differ-
ent units available in a standard format?

• Are the interaction facilities with the 
knowledge base and other knowledge 
sources user friendly and reliable?

• Is the dissemination of best practice sup-
ported in your enterprise?

• Is the enterprise connected with external 
networks and knowledge sources?

Strategy: Has your enterprise a sustainable 
program for improvement of KM?

• Is there a track record in the enterprise of 
successful implementation of innovative 
approaches?

• Has your enterprise a vision how KM can 
support the company business and work 
tasks?

Figure 1. Categories for modelling knowledge management readiness (Source: IAT)
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• Is there a strategy for doing this over the 
next 3 years?

• Are the tasks and responsibilities for KM 
improvement clear?

• Are there some measures for improving 
KM over the next 3 years?

• Is there a strategy to protect the key in-
formation and shared knowledge in the 
enterprise?

• Is there a complete IT security procedure 
for information?

• Are key performance indicators for KM in 
place?

• Is there a regular measurement of the im-
pact KM has on the ways the staff do busi-
ness and work in the enterprise?

Human resources/Users: Do staff understand 
the concept of KM and are managers committed 
to support it?

• Do staffs understand the term KM and how 
to use existing knowledge for their busi-
ness and work?

• Is the management of KM within the com-
pany someone’s responsibility?

• Do senior managers support knowledge 
sharing (i.e. during meetings)?

• Are the interactions among staff within and 
across company units favorable for knowl-
edge sharing?

• Is there a senior level systematical review 
of the effectiveness the staff use KM?

• Are staffs encouraged to contribute new 
ideas for creating new knowledge?

Culture: Do behaviours and interactions in the 
company enable effective KM?

• Is the recording and sharing of knowledge 
routine in the company?

• Is time allowed for creative thinking and 
reflections?

• Are best practices systematically selected 
and the corresponding knowledge used 
whenever staff needs it?

• Is everyone willing to give advice and 
to help on request to anyone else in the 
company?

• Are individuals rewarded for team work 
and knowledge sharing?

• Is there a strong belief that the work is 
done best only by sharing ideas?

Information technology -IT: Is there suitable 
IT support for KM in the enterprise and is this 
used efficiently to support KM?

• Is the available technology suitable for 
knowledge sharing and is this a main crite-
ria when new IT acquisitions are discussed?

• Does the company IT unit/team check con-
stantly if the existing IT platform for KM 
supports knowledge needs of the staff?

• Does the existing IT support effective com-
munication across boundaries?

• Is it a normal working practice for staff to 
interact through IT?

For many small companies the next stage is the 
planning of the implementation steps for a KM 
approach. For middle sized companies a more 
detailed KM implementation strategy is needed.

IMPROVING LINKS BETWEEN KM 
PRACTICES AND INNOVATION

KM is frequently identified as an important ante-
cedent of innovation but very little research has 
addressed both: the antecedents and consequences 
of effective KM in order to positively affect in-
novation (Grant, 1997). For example, when a 
company is trying to introduce new processes or 
products, gaps occur between existing knowledge 
and knowledge requirements for the innovation. 
The need to identify, manage and develop intan-
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gible assets such intellectual capital is necessary 
but the SMEs need also adequate directions how 
this can be achieved. In manufacturing industry 
for example effective KM can help to quickly find 
out the best process for producing products. It can 
help design engineers to generate new designs in 
shorter period of time, innovative products at lower 
production costs can be launched faster and this 
helps SMEs to be more competitive.

There is a significant difference in KM 
practices and innovation between academia and 
industry. In the academic context the new is often 
celebrated, whether it is useful or not. Innovation 
in industry will often draw on lessons from the 
past, particularly those that have been forgotten, or 
those that can be put together in combinations to 
achieve new results. In practice the “newness” of 
the knowledge is not important; what is important 
is that it works and can be immediately applied 
for the innovation.

The following scheme or framework can assist 
SMEs in examining existing knowledge as well as 
knowledge gaps so that they can be bridged when 
the company wants to introduce an innovation – a 
knowledge audit for innovation. If the company 
does not know what knowledge it has and what 
knowledge is important for the innovation, then it 
is not only difficult but also risky for the company 
to implement KM strategies. It is waste of time 
and other resources to develop tools and policies 
that the organization cannot use effectively, capital 
and resources will be expended for no return. The 
KM strategies for the innovation will fail and in-
novation is in jeopardy. A design or development 
brief should define the features and knowledge 
that are required in the new product or service 
before the audit takes place.

The concept of a knowledge audit is defined 
by National Electronic Library for Health (2005). 
The objectives of a such audit in an innovation 
context is to know what knowledge is necessary, 
what knowledge the company already has, what 
knowledge is missing, who needs this knowledge, 
how they will acquire it, and how they will use 

the knowledge to solve the problem. A knowledge 
inventory can be used to record the knowledge 
need for product or process design and develop-
ment. It identifies knowledge resources for the 
innovation throughout the organisation (Cheung 
et al., 2005).

The audit for the innovation can be applied after 
a KM readiness assessment survey has conducted 
or before (or the two can be integrated) it and is 
based on knowledge and experience employees 
already have. People should be selected to par-
ticipate in face-to-face interviews to discuss the 
knowledge they already have, understand the 
process of design of an innovative product and 
process cycle and their tasks within the innova-
tion process.

Some recommended discussion topics to elicit 
explicit knowledge (Group 1) and implicit (Group 
2) are listed below.

Group 1:
 ◦ What knowledge already exists in 

the company (types and categories 
of documents, data bases, intranets, 
web sites, links, access to external 
sources, etc)

 ◦ Location of the knowledge
 ◦ Access of the staff to this knowledge
 ◦ Relevance and appropriateness of the 

knowledge to the innovation
 ◦ Quality and reliability of the 

knowledge
 ◦ Who actually uses this knowledge

Group 2
 ◦ Within the company are there exist-

ing experts on the innovation topic
 ◦ In which departments, project teams, 

etc do they work
 ◦ What are their work tasks now
 ◦ What do they know in connection 

with the innovation
 ◦ Do they make decisions
 ◦ What and how will they have to learn?
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 ◦ Are external experts needed, if so, 
what expertise should they have

An example of a template of a knowledge 
repository is given in Table 1

The results of the audit, including knowledge 
flows, should be analyzed looking at how knowl-
edge moves around the company, where is it from, 
where is it going to. How staff will find and access 
the knowledge they need for the innovation, how 
they share the knowledge they have, how they 
can create new knowledge. The barriers and 
policies in the company, the habits and behaviours 
that can affect flow, and the use of knowledge for 
the innovation should be discussed.

The analysis of knowledge flows also allows 
further identification of gaps in the organisational 
knowledge and fields for improvement. Examples 
of KM good practices within company or from 
other companies that can be used should be 
highlighted.

In Hall & Pierpaolo (2003) six strategic KM 
steps are proposed to help bridge gaps:

1.  Externalisation, involving taking knowledge 
from a person and codifying it

2.  Communication of explicit knowledge
3.  Socialisation involving the communication 

and possibly enhancement of knowledge
4.  Locating and acquiring external (to the 

group) explicit knowledge
5.  Locating and acquiring external (to the 

group) implicit knowledge
6.  Creating new (to the group) knowledge.

For each step actions or solutions should be 
recommended. Some assessments are needed to 
evaluate the key capabilities that are used in each 

recommended action or solution. This includes 
the technical infrastructure, ICT, content manage-
ment, accessibility, easy of use and current level 
of use. In other words this assessment evaluates 
the “extent” which makes the KM more efficient 
and helps to connect people with the knowledge 
and with other people (Hall & Pierpaolo, 2003).

There are specific processes inside and outside 
of organisations, for example the “division of 
knowledge” (Brödner et al., 1999; Helmstädter, 
2004, 2007; Butzin & Widmaier, 2007), which 
are not sufficiently known when an innovation is 
done. This uncertainty is the starting point for an 
approach using Innovation Biographies (IB) that 
can improve the links between KM and innova-
tion. An IB is an instrument of qualitative research 
that aims to explain the knowledge dynamics in 
innovation processes over its total life span. An IB 
allows detailed insights in companies’ knowledge 
mechanisms and into interactions in the network 
of partners that contributed to an innovation.

Focusing on knowledge sharing the organisa-
tional aspect is decisive and shared knowledge 
needs a common context, a shared framework of 
its interpretation and qualification. The sources 
of innovation can be internal or external to the 
company, or both. Innovations are regarded in 
company centred approaches as the result of suc-
cessful combination of internal resources, com-
petences, processes and capabilities (Novikova, 
2005). On the other hand, they could be the 
result of an interactive process with external 
collaborations and inter-company linkages. The 
IB approach considers these two points of view 
as complementary so enabling a comprehension 
of factors and knowledge processes relevant to a 
particular innovation in a company. Three aspects 
are considered: the time/space dimension, the 

Table 1. Template of Knowledge Inventory 

Issue
No.

Innovation Objective Knowledge
Item

Knowledge
Source

E(explicit)/
I(implicit)

Document
needed

(if explicit)
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nature of the generated and applied knowledge, 
and the interactions and networking of partners 
(Larsson et al., 2006).

Spatial aspects of knowledge and innovation 
have been often neglected (Oinas & Malecki, 
2002). Amin & Cohendet, 2006 suggest that 
spatial aspects of knowledge creation should be 
understood as composed of many simultaneous 
processes. Both local-social community-interac-
tions and trans-local transactions work at the same 
time to form the conditions at any particular place. 
IBs consider special aspects, for example in order 
to better understand of proximity for knowledge 
flows, the links between tacit knowledge and 
different aspects of proximity and if and how 
different spatial scales work simultaneously in 
the creation and communication of knowledge 
(Larsson et al., 2006).

Similarly, the time dimension plays an impor-
tant role in IBs. Oinas & Malecki (2002) underline 
time and space constraint on innovation by the fact 
that physical actors can be only at one time at one 
place and that movement takes place. Innovation/
knowledge is dependent on other knowledge that 
is not “synchronized” in time. So being at the right 
place and at the right time could be essential in 
order to understand current situation from a histori-
cal perspective. So Innovation Biographies can be 
useful to understand the time factor in innovation 
and knowledge formation.

The starting point of an IB is the selection of a 
case of innovation in a company, university or re-
search laboratory, i.e. any organisation considered 
a driver of innovation process. The preparation 
stage includes an analysis of available documents 
and a narrative interview with a person with a 
central role in the innovation development. This 
person is asked to tell “the story” of innovation 
from the beginning until the end of its implementa-
tion phase. So the time dimension is covered. The 
focus is also on the knowledge flows and the role 
of different actors. By extracting from the narra-
tion what sources of knowledge from where have 
been used the spatial dimension is considered. 

This biographical method with narrative interview 
enables an interactive exploration of flows inside 
the organisation (between persons, departments) 
and outside (external actors and institutions). 
Though originally developed in anthropology and 
psychology it has found useful application in the 
study of other social or economic processes. The 
“biography” is the “backbone” of the study from 
which the researcher derives further starting points 
for interviews on different levels. It is important 
to identify persons, networks or institutions taking 
part in the KM and innovation process to be inter-
viewed. Figure 2 shows the pattern of innovation 
biographies in relation with their environment.

Experience shows that the data collected in 
qualitative research studies does not always un-
dergo systematic analysis, there are procedures to 
solve this problem (Wengraf, 2001) yet data often 
remains under analysed. When working with case 
studies each case is unique with respect to time, 
space, historical circumstances, actors involved 
and their interactions with knowledge flows. But 
it is important to compare and contrast multiple 
cases, develop topologies and make generalizations. 
This requires from the beginning defined rules for 
data analysis and for reporting of findings.

Figure 2. The pattern of innovation biographies 
in relation with their environment (Source: IAT)
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The grounded theory (Kelle & Kluge, 1999) 
including methodological rules and procedures to 
develop new insights inductively from a corpus of 
data can be used within IB. However, the research 
design should still be open for interpretations that 
arise from the material and during the interviews.

In the following, an example the research 
design for IBs conducted within the European 
project Eurodite (Larsson et al., 2006) is given. 
Eurodite (www.eurodite.bham.ac.uk) is a current 
European project that plans to conduct several IBs 
in European companies including SMEs: it seeks 
to enhance understanding of the nature and dynam-
ics of the knowledge economy and its impact on 
the development of different European regions

The first stage of an IB involves case studies 
of specific company based innovations they can 
be product, process or organalisational innovation. 
Within these studies the development of a prod-
uct/process is followed from the beginning to its 
successful introduction to the market/organisation 
(total life span of innovation or its “biography”).

In the second stage regional and sector agents 
and agencies identified during the first stage are 
interviewed in order to find out in detail their role 
in the process of knowledge sharing within the 
innovation. In this way more details about the 
knowledge flows within regions that may support 
KM processes within the companies is obtained.

One important aspect for consideration within 
the project is how to compare and extract gen-
eralized extensions using data collected from 
seven different sectors and over 20 regions across 
Europe. The final results of Eurodite will not be 
available until 2010.

COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE AND 
FUTURE KM DEVELOPMENTS 
BY USING WEB 2.0: VISIONS 
AND CHALLENGES FOR SMES

Some success factors and obstacles to effective 
KM have been presented, but based on new tech-

nological developments such as Web 2.0, methods 
and tools can be developed for improving KM 
strategies particularly for SMEs because of the 
possibilities to connect, in social networks like 
Communities of Practice (CoPs), and to interact 
across boundaries.

CoPs are groups of people working together at 
solving open-ended questions, learning in social 
and physical contexts about real-world problems 
and using collaboration and cognitive tools for 
KM and learning. Some main characteristics of 
CoPs are the following:

• a shared domain of interest of its members, 
their commitment to this domain and a 
shared competence,

• common ideas, joint activities. Members 
engage in pursuing their interest for the 
domain and build relationships that enable 
them to learn from each other,

• common practice, because members of a 
community are practitioners with different 
levels of expertise. They develop a shared 
repertoire of resources e.g. experiences, 
tools, ways to solve problems, a knowl-
edge base of best practices.

CoPs are becoming the core knowledge strategy 
for global organisations. As groups of people 
who come together to share and learn from one 
another face-to-face and virtually, communities of 
practice are held together by a common interest 
in a body of knowledge and are driven by a desire 
and need to share problems, experiences, insights, 
templates, tools and best practices. (APQC, 2004).

Wenger et al. (2002) consider the acquisition of 
knowledge within CoPs as a social process where 
people can participate in communal learning at 
different levels. The process by which a newcomer 
learns from the group is important, a new member 
can move from peripheral to full participation 
as they gain experience through participation. 
Initially the activities of new members may be 
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restricted, for example, to simple gathering of 
information, they may then become involved 
with gaining knowledge associated with specific 
work practices, and finally interpreting this into 
new activities.

CoPs address not only the acquisition of 
technical skills for a determined practice but 
also social and informal aspects of creating and 
sharing knowledge, and of development of in-
novative KM approaches. Interesting research 
on this aspect has been carried out in the field 
of organisational learning, in attempts to explain 
how personal knowledge and skills become 
shared in CoPs and organisations, and how new 
knowledge is developed. Nonaka & Konno (1998) 
have described a knowledge development cycle 
showing how tacit or implicit knowledge can be 
made explicit in learning processes. This work, 
and others, point out that knowledge developed 
in CoPs is important for understanding different 
types of knowledge and how knowledge develops 
in different contexts. These distinctions are impor-
tant when processes of innovation and knowledge 
development in SMEs are analysed.

There are other beneficial characteristics 
associated with CoPs, one being time saving. 
Studies show that company staff spend a third of 
their time looking for information and they often 
prefer to turn to a colleague (expert) rather than to 
look into a book, manual or data base. So time is 
saved by discussing with members of the CoP who 
have more practical experience in the correspond-
ing field. Members can discuss and mature new 
projects or innovations with peers before making 
formal proposals that can lead more quickly to 
new capabilities, processes or products. The type 
of information shared or learned in a CoP is not 
bounded (Dalkir, 2005).

The structure and design of a CoP is important, 
shared learning and interests are what keep CoPs 
together – they exist as long as participation has 
value to the members. Some principles of “design-
ing for aliveness”, which can guide organisations 
wishing to start CoPs are:

• Design for evolution e.g. design elements 
should be combined in a way that they may 
act as catalysts for a natural evolution to a 
life-long learning oriented CoP,

• Keep an open dialog between inside and 
outside perspectives of the CoP because 
the latter can help community members to 
see new possibilities and act effectively,

• Consider different levels of participation 
for the members of the CoP (leadership 
roles, core active group, occasional partici-
pants, etc.),

• Develop public and private community 
spaces,

• Create a rhythm and rules for the 
community.

These issues are explored in the Encyclopaedia 
of Communities of Practice in Information and 
Knowledge Management (Coakes & Clarke, 
2006), which also reveals that CoPs are less 
helpfully governed by internal, informal and un-
spoken rules dominated by specialized language 
development.

Vestal (2003) classifies the main types of com-
munities as following:

• innovation communities that are cross-
functional to work out new solutions uti-
lizing existing knowledge,

• helping communities that solve problems,
• best-practice communities that attain, vali-

date and disseminate information,
• knowledge-stewarding communities that 

collect and organise information and 
knowledge across the organisation.

Of course, there are CoPs that combine more 
than one of these functions.

The CoPs can be consider as powerful en-
vironments for understanding how innovation, 
KM, work and learning are interconnected. CoPs 
are often formed within a determined discipline, 
or work division, in order to focus the effort in 
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sharing knowledge, solve concrete problems or 
innovative ventures. But taking into consideration 
the complex nature of new ICT, the global eco-
nomical and financial problems and the profile 
of many enterprises, multidisciplinary participa-
tion CoPs can provide advantages. The keys are 
diversity of membership and interests. Such CoPs 
are nowadays much less common than single 
disciplinary ones but it is supposed that they will 
grow in importance in developing new scientific 
fields in which knowledge from one branch is 
not sufficient.

ICT support for CoPs should be as transpar-
ent as possible, anything that is complex to learn 
or use will have a negative and possibly a fatal 
impact. The best environments and tools are those 
with which the user community is most familiar, 
either from a work or social environment, and 
this is sufficient justification for adoption of Web 
2.0. There are additional financial and technical 
advantages, also privacy and security concerns 
that must be addressed, but the most important 
consideration is usability.

Internet technologies (Diemers, 2001; Trier, 
2007) extend the interactions within communi-
ties of practice beyond geographical limitations 

and make possible the building of virtual CoPs 
(VCoP). These communities free their members 
from constraints of time and space. In comparison 
with technical solutions for knowledge manage-
ment, VCoPs can mark a change from “managing 
knowledge” to “enabling knowledge”.

Effective knowledge creation depends on an 
enabling context. What we mean by enabling 
context is a shared space that fosters emerging 
relationships. (Krogh et al., 2003).

Figure 3 shows the building of an enabling 
context for KM.

The current generation Web 2.0 (O´Reilly, 
2005; Kerres 2006), has a vast potential to create 
prospering environments for emerging CoPs. It 
can easily support activities within a community, 
such as the staff of SMEs, to collaborate; content 
and services can be adapted and made responsive 
to specific needs and goals of SMEs. These com-
munities are nurtured by the idea of connectivism 
developed by Siemens (2005) where information 
is constantly changing, learning takes place in 
distributed networks of people based on diver-
sity of opinions. For example: writing in public 

Figure 3. Interpretation models for creating an enabling context within a CoP (Source: IAT)
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blogs encourages the writer to think about the 
issues in question. In communities, an individual 
will receive help from a network of peers, so un-
necessary searching activity and time can be saved. 
Castro (2006) underlines how the virtual environ-
ments help feedback mechanisms by reducing 
costs of communication and by storing and ef-
fectively retrieving informal feedback. When 
considering tacit knowledge, CoP actors inter-
viewed in Germany indicate that for them one of 
the useful work related technique is by asking for 
and receiving opinions about their written work 
or decisions they have made. Thus the use of blogs 
or the interactive environment that online forums 
provide are clear means by which tacit knowledge 
can be shared. So knowledge intensive VCoP 
would have a positive impact on the sharing of 
tacit knowledge, i.e. tacit knowledge that is shared 
spontaneously in an office, about new technolo-
gies or about company news finds a natural home 
in a VCoP.

Often a transition takes place from a face-
to-face to a virtual CoP, in order to reach more 
continuous levels of information sharing.

The lack of face-to-face contact within an 
ICT mediated CoP can often be an advantage, 
because it helps to suppress traditional group norm 
behaviour (Johnson, 2001). On the other hand, it 
remains open if a community of practice where 
face-to-face contact is entirely excluded can be 
sustained over a long period. Despite their great 
potential, there are also limitations of current 
technologies in relation to virtual CoPs: since a 
virtual community infrastructure is not bounded 
by geography, cultural and language differences 
can change the interactions and hinder the flux 
of activities in the CoP.

We applied the above ideas within the activi-
ties of the EU project SIMPEL (SME Improving 
Practice in eLearning) tracking the suitability 
and our usage of Web 2.0 and utilizing the CoP 
structure as an intensive KM environment (Beer 
et al., 2008). We developed strategies to enable 
SMEs to take full advantage of the eLearning in 

their training. We involved SMEs and eLearning 
experts in two communities of practice (one Eu-
ropean and one German) (Hamburg et al., 2008) 
to share learning and knowledge and to develop 
continuous vocational education strategies based 
on Web 2.0 leading towards the creation of innova-
tive and dynamic personalized learning environ-
ments. The European CoP was a loosely coupled 
(weakly framed) CoP, the German one strongly 
framed where the transmission of knowledge oc-
curred closely between its members.

In the European CoP an “optimal vocational 
training model” based on eLearning in SMEs 
was developed. Best practice for capturing and 
sharing of knowledge and for using eLearning 
were collected and guidelines for using them 
produced. This CoP, multifunctional, attracted 
members engaged in support, training, design/
development, use, in consulting and in policy 
formulation concerning eLearning in SMEs in 
the European Union.

The German CoP focused particularly on 
analysis and testing of how informal, workplace 
oriented, learning can be used efficiently in SMEs 
by working and acting in CoPs (Garrick, 1998; 
Hall, 2000). The topic was chosen because analysis 
showed that individual SME staff show more inter-
est in achieving of competences based on intensive 
KM (Hamburg, 2007; Hamburg & Engert, 2007) 
for things they can do (competences), rather than 
for certification. The framework of the CoP is use-
ful for informal learning and knowledge sharing; 
the social participation of the members is the key 
for informal learning to become embedded into 
practices and relationships of the workplace, such 
as, keeping up-to-date with administrative and 
technical changes necessary to solve daily tasks 
efficient, and strategies to help solve problems 
and communicate with colleagues and co-workers.

Both SIMPEL CoPs have permanent members 
who make regular contributions but also oc-
casional members who use the information and 
knowledge needed for their work and business 
and sometimes contribute. Across each of the 
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two CoPs SMEs whose representatives are active 
members show significantly more improvements 
in searching needed information and KM practices 
learned in CoPs then the less active counterparts. 
For the future it is intended to encourage more 
SME to participate actively and to use the CoPs 
knowledge and resources developed.

In looking for suitable software framework to 
support communities of practice and to facilitate the 
processes of knowledge sharing and learning, the 
SIMPEL consortium adopted Moodle (Dougiamas, 
2007). This choice was first based on an analysis 
of some open source virtual learning environments 
(VLEs) taking account of sustainability and viability 
(that influence the costs for adoption and further 
developments of the system with personalized - 
PLE services) and of the pedagogical rationale of 
the environment (how the VLE fits the pedagogical 
aims of the organisations which uses it). Some of 
the key points for evaluating sustainability and 
viability refer to implementation, maintainability 
and further developments and are: activity of the 
community, level of usability, requirements in 
hardware and software, reliability of the system, 
support, modular system architecture, compatibility 
with existing systems within SMEs. Moodle was 
also chosen because some partners had previous 
user experience, this adoption of the familiar is an 
important human factor in supporting VCoPs. The 
platform for the German CoP offers sites around 
typical work tasks and roles particularly in a vir-
tual enterprise; a familiar scenario structure was 
built showing how a knowledge intensive virtual 
enterprise model can support eLearning at work 
experience. The scenario was based on the idea that 
several organizations to which CoP members belong 
should share their knowledge bases, technologies, 
competences, practice experience of the members. 
A wide range of media (music, video, animation) 
was used to communicate the message of the sce-
nario. Based on the scenario, knowledge-enabling 
services improved eLearning services, document 
sharing services and eCommerce services are in 
the development.

CONCLUSION

In order to maintain competitive advantage in 
today’s difficult economic climate both the com-
mercial and academic communities are showing 
increased interest in the linked areas of Innovation 
and Knowledge Management. Increased attention 
is also being paid to training and education in the 
techniques and tools of these areas. The associated 
literature suggests that competitive advantage 
results from the sharing, creation, protection and 
use of knowledge resources within the company 
and its partners.

This chapter has presented some aspects, meth-
ods and strategies in the context of innovation, KM 
and learning that can be considered to improve 
the innovative ability of companies, particularly 
of SMEs. Some important findings from both the 
literature and from projects are that all innova-
tions require flexible organisations, motivated 
staff, sharing and dissemination of knowledge, 
collaboration and where appropriate the use of 
new technologies.

If managers seek to understand the benefits of 
KM they can employ the measures presented in 
this chapter starting with a KM readiness analysis 
and followed by a KM audit.

Though led by existing theoretical concepts, 
access to innovation processes via exemplar cases 
is relatively open, the narrative interview as a first 
building block has great value. By inviting people 
to speak freely about they experienced rather than 
pre-formulating questions an “undistorted” image 
of the innovation process can be obtained. There 
is then the possibility of making realistic compari-
sons between cases taking into account reliability 
problems as to what extent each interview actually 
presents “real” knowledge flows or more reflect 
the subjective story of the interviewee.

Nowadays knowledge is most often created by 
interdisciplinary activity and across organisations, 
features ideally suited to the CoP concept. CoPs 
also provide an environment where the connection 
of work, KM and learning can be realised. Through 
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their explorative character they can promote in-
novation to a high degree and contribute to the 
improvement of the knowledge base of a company. 
To ensure that the effort made within a CoP is suc-
cessful and meets objectives it is necessary to link 
the reported community benefits and impacts to the 
needs and wishes of the strategic management of 
the company.

The utilisation of Web 2.0 and familiar appli-
cation such as Wikis and Blogs can improve the 
learning about, and interactions of, innovation and 
KM processes. But they need to be in regular use 
and kept up to date in order to be useful informa-
tion sources for staff, customer and the media. 
Podcasts, Facebook, Widgests, Wikipedia entry, 
RSS etc can all be useful depending on the core 
business and needs of the company.

Training techniques and technologies in 
companies need to be re-engineered to combine 
approaches that enable individuals to develop 
to their full potential and to support collective 
knowledge development and creativity through 
individuals’ engagement in their company and 
within networks. It is important to help companies, 
particularly SMEs, to have an open and adaptable 
spirit towards these tools and methods by initiating 
and supporting collaborative projects.
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ABSTRACT

Knowledge management requires people to 
synthesize and interpret information, and tech-
nologies to organize, make sense of, and draw 
conclusions from the collection of knowledge. 
Together, these people and technologies shape 
part of a sociotechnical system. The relationships 
between them make the sociotechnical system 
behave as a network, where communication and 
knowledge transfer can occur, and the network 
becomes a community once elements of the sys-
tem interact in meaningful ways. The quality of a 
knowledge management system depends on how 

well these meaningful exchanges are promoted 
and cultivated. This chapter examines how to 
construct a high-quality knowledge management 
system, taking into consideration the challenging 
sociotechnical nature of such an effort. By relat-
ing the four stages of a continuous improvement 
process, the five measures of quality within a 
knowledge management system, and EASE 
(Expectations, Actionability, Sustainability, and 
Evaluation), we present an approach to examine 
the business processes associated with knowledge 
management. Managers can use this framework 
to assess the quality of knowledge management 
systems and formulate strategies for continually 
improving them.
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SOCIO-TECHNICAL SYSTEMS, 
NETWORKS AND COMMUNITIES

What is a Socio-Technical System?

A socio-technical system is a collection of people, 
projects, processes and products that engage in an 
exchange relationship with one another:

• People translate, transform and commu-
nicate within the system, and between the 
system and its environment

• Projects and Processes discover, inter-
pret, constrain or transform aspects of the 
system (e.g. software, physical surround-
ings, laws, regulations, standards, and 
quality management systems)

• Products result from projects and pro-
cesses, and provide a snapshot of the state 
of understanding at a particular time (e.g. 
documents, artifacts, software, hardware, 
and data)

People clearly provide the “social” part of the 
socio-technical system. Projects, processes and 
products are the mechanisms that people use to 
construct material objects and promote progress 
in general. As a result, they form the “technical” 
part of the socio-technical system.

Networks and Communities

Social systems and technical systems can be 
represented graphically as networks, which are 
collections of objects (called nodes) linked to 
each other via relationships (called edges). When 
represented as a network, at least some of the 
nodes of a socio-technical system are people. 
Thus socio-technical networks can be contrasted 
with social networks, where all of the nodes are 
people, and other types of networks (e.g. PERT/
CPM) where none of the nodes are people. In a 
socio-technical network, people connect to one 

another, people connect to technologies, and 
technologies connect to other technologies.

A socio-technical network is the collection 
of the system’s people, its technologies, and the 
relationships that connect them all. By definition, 
a relationship within the network represent an 
exchange between nodes, and nothing more – this 
relationship could be an information exchange, 
a relationship of accountability, an indication of 
trust. The relationship does not always have to 
be positive. When people have a choice, they 
will tend to seek information from the people 
who inspire them or make them comfortable (the 
“energizers”). But there are also “de-energizers” 
who may be pessimistic, combative, arrogant, or 
otherwise unpleasant to be around. The relation-
ships between people and those who “de-energize” 
them can also be represented in a network. (Cross 
& Parker, 2004)

A community can be considered a special 
type of socio-technical network. In a community, 
members will cluster based on shared interests, 
where they will tend to cooperate and seek to add 
value within the context of their interests. A com-
munity is thus a collection of nodes related via 
meaningful and mutually constructive exchanges, 
where exchanges derive meaning from the col-
lective purpose or interest of the community. An 
important difference between a network that is a 
community and a network that is not a community 
are the underlying motivations of the members. 
Participation in a network occurs when a member 
or node finds value in exchanging with others in 
the network. In this case, people want to find out 
“what’s in it for me?” Participation in a community 
occurs when a member or node adds value to the 
common goals of the community. In contrast with 
a network that does not behave as a community, 
people in a community will tend to ask “what’s 
in it for us?” This shift in perspective influences 
the group’s ability to generate, codify and share 
knowledge.
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Software Considerations in 
Socio-Technical Networks

Software for a knowledge management system 
should reflect the values and cultures of its stake-
holders. Often, the stakeholders of a knowledge 
management system come from different depart-
ments, business units, or organizations. Rosen 
(2007) describes how cultural barriers impact 
the exchange of information in social networks 
as he reflects on an experience he had aboard a 
company cruise through San Francisco Bay. The 
purpose of the cruise was to bring the sales and 
marketing departments together to interact and 
share competitive intelligence. The group fell 
short of its goal:

“The marketing people, seeming uncomfortable 
amid unstructured interaction, retreated to the 
corners of the floating room. Half an hour into 
the cruise, the marketing people interrupted the 
party – and many good conversations – and 
announced that participants should take their 
seats. Then, one-by-one, marketing people took 
the floor and delivered presentations. The sales-
people began drifting to the edges of the room, 
and disappeared…”

This is a social example that can be extended 
to understand cultural barriers in a socio-technical 
system. Although the marketing people valued 
stand-up presentations to deliver information, the 
salespeople preferred individual interactions. The 
difference in preferred styles blocked the groups 
from forming a true community based on mutual 
interests and trust. Similarly, knowledge manage-
ment technologies that require wide participation 
should be implemented within socio-technical 
communities to deliver optimal value.

Consider a knowledge management system in 
place of the marketing group on Rosen’s boat. Is 
the system aligned with the values of its stake-
holders (the sales group on the boat), or does it 
subtly discourage participation? In other words, 

building a community first may be an important 
(or perhaps even essential) aspect of deployment. 
Members of the community are more likely to 
connect with each other, and with the informa-
tion resources they need, if they perceive that 
meaningful exchanges will be likely.

WHAT IS QUALITY?

To understand how to assess the quality of a 
socio-technical system for knowledge manage-
ment, which may be a network or a community 
(or both), it is first important to define quality. 
The “quality gurus” of the 20th century described 
quality in these terms:

• Fitness for use (Joseph M. Juran)
• Zero defects (Philip B. Crosby)
• Conformance to requirements (Philip B. 

Crosby)
• Best for customer conditions (A. V. 

Feigenbaum)

In Quality in America, Hunt (1992) provided 
a categorization of these definitions of quality. 
This considers the definitions above a little more 
thematically:

• Transcendent (you know quality when you 
see it)

• Product-based (product is defect-free, or 
has required/positive attributes)

• User-based (the customer defines his or her 
needs)

• Manufacturing-based (the product con-
forms to its technical specifications)

• Value-based (the product provides the 
“best for customer conditions”)

Despite the range of definitions, the goals 
underlying the pursuit of quality and continuous 
improvement are always the same: achieving con-
formity, reducing variation, eliminating waste and 
rework, eliminating activity which does not add 
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value, preventing human error, preventing defects, 
improving productivity, and increasing efficiency 
and effectiveness (Okes & Westcott, 2000).

The most comprehensive definition comes 
from ISO 8402, which defines quality as “the 
totality of characteristics of an entity that bear 
on its ability to satisfy stated and implied needs.” 
(ISO, 1991) An entity can be any technology - a 
product, a process, or a system. “Characteristics” 
covers both the attributes of that technology and the 
processes that produced it. “Stated and implied” 
acknowledges that customers will have needs, but 
other stakeholders can have needs too (e.g. you, 
your boss, your shareholders, or your company). 
If “you know quality when you see it,” that means 
that something is meeting your stated and implied 
needs - your spoken and unspoken specifications.

Achieving quality means adding value. Be-
cause the essence of a high quality knowledge 
management system lies in is its ability to promote 
and support meaningful exchanges between people 
and knowledge resources, the outcomes that add 
value in these ways also contribute to improving 
quality. When quality is achieved, the implied 
needs of the system’s users will be met in addi-
tion to their explicit specifications as they realize 
value from the system, even if they cannot define 
what is meant by quality.

QUALITY IN KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT

Because quality is fundamentally concerned with 
adding value, the virtues of knowledge manage-
ment illuminate the nature of quality in the practice 
of managing knowledge.

Virtues and Value

Virtue can be defined as a “particularly efficacious, 
good, or beneficial quality or advantage.” The vir-
tues of knowledge management, according to this 
definition, are aspects of (or practices relating to) 

knowledge management that deliver remarkable 
value. This value adds to the individual’s personal 
advancement or professional development, to the 
team’s completion of a project on time and on 
schedule, to the business unit’s achievement of 
sales or production targets, or the organization’s 
satisfaction of financial or growth objectives.

The Character of Knowledge 
Management

Before the virtues can be understood and enumer-
ated, the character of knowledge management 
must first be identified. Ford (2001), through an 
extensive survey of the knowledge management 
literature, identified that all knowledge manage-
ment practices can be considered generation, 
codification, transfer or application. De Long et 
al. (1996) extended this categorization when they 
surveyed hundreds of initiatives at clients of Ernst 
& Young LLP, and found that current or recent 
knowledge management initiatives fell into one 
of eight categories:

• capturing and reusing knowledge
• sharing lessons learned
• documenting expertise
• structuring and mapping knowledge
• measuring and managing the economic 

value of knowledge
• synthesizing and distributing external 

knowledge
• using technical infrastructure for knowl-

edge exchange
• embedding knowledge in products and 

services

Using this categorization, Ruggles & Little 
(1997) surveyed the participants in these initia-
tives to identify the practices that drove the most 
value for the companies implementing knowledge 
management projects. The survey assessed that 
measuring the economic value of knowledge, al-
though performed, had little or no value within 15 
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out of 18 organizations. Many of those surveyed 
attributed high value to documenting expertise and 
structuring and mapping knowledge, but few of the 
organizations actually acted on this impression.

The collaborations that derived the greatest 
value were those that introduced people to new 
people and new ideas over time, through syn-
thesizing and distributing knowledge and using 
technical infrastructure for knowledge exchange.

The Virtues of Knowledge 
Management

Considering the results of these investigators, who 
aimed to understand the character and context of 
knowledge management, the following virtues of 
knowledge management (which suggest attributes 
that define high quality) emerge.

Knowledge management enables innova-
tion, the force that establishes and sustains com-
petitive advantage, by helping to create new value 
for organizations through accelerated exposure to 
new ideas. According to the surveys performed by 
Ruggles & Little (1997), this conclusion holds for 
both new growth and cost cutting circumstances. 
Oinas-Kukkonen (2004), by studying models 
for the knowledge-to-innovation transition, dis-
covered that effective knowledge management 
practices “enable the sources of innovation quickly 
to multiply as organizations are able to establish 
procedures to communicate experience in the 
organization and its business network.”

Knowledge management helps to increase mo-
tivation, a factor necessary for innovation. Clark 
& Estes (2002) note that increased motivation is 
not sustainable without skills development and 
knowledge management. If the information is not 
available or accessible for an individual to satisfy 
his or her job objectives, motivation will be absent, 
resulting in blocked innovation. Longenecker et 
al. (1998) suggest that employee problem-solving 
circles can drive substantial value, presumably 
through the two-stage process proposed by Clark 
& Estes (2002), where incentives drive the motiva-

tion to apply skills and knowledge, which results in 
increased performance. In this example, the natural 
incentive of an employee problem-solving circle is 
that employees support solutions to issues of key 
concern to the employees. With this promise, they 
are motivated to apply their skills and knowledge 
as a team and increased performance can result at 
the individual, team, and process levels.

Knowledge management provides an audit trail 
for emerging problems and solutions. Ruggles & 
Little (1997) noted synthesizing, distributing, and 
exchanging knowledge as highly value-adding 
results of knowledge management initiatives. 
Knowledge management solutions often make use 
of technology applied to these functional areas. 
This combination traces the genesis of ideas, the 
conversion of ideas into knowledge and actionable 
plans, and the process of eliminating or replacing 
old or outdated ideas. The process of tracing the 
information flow helps individuals and organi-
zations to better identify the most value-adding 
aspects of knowledge management solutions.

Most significantly, knowledge management 
increases trust. Ford (2001) performed an exten-
sive review of the knowledge management litera-
ture, both academic- and practitioner-oriented, 
to determine what relationships exist between 
knowledge management practices and trust. The 
findings report that interpersonal trust increases 
the success of groups and teams in knowledge 
generation. Further, the findings report that trust 
in the knowledge management system and trust 
of the organization itself, together, are associated 
with more knowledge codification.

Trust is required for the success of knowledge 
management implementations. However, there is 
a symbiotic relationship according to Ford, since 
knowledge management systems have been shown 
to create more trust. The accuracy and relevance 
of the codified knowledge will impart trust in 
the organizational system. Tangible evidence of 
codified knowledge, particularly if it is extensive 
and reliable, will suggest to an individual that 
organizational trust exists, and encourage him or 
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her to in turn rely more on the organization, and 
on coworkers within the organization. The use of 
knowledge repositories by one’s peers will also 
increase trust, since this demonstrates willing-
ness between coworkers to believe the content 
produced by one another. Ford concludes that 
“as knowledge transfer becomes more prevalent 
[within an organization], interpersonal trust will 
naturally develop in the organization.” Because 
this study also mentions that trust is associated 
with employee motivation and job satisfaction, 
it is clear that the strongest virtue of knowledge 
management is indeed its innate promotion of trust 
as a personal and organizational value.

In summary, four value-adding virtues of 
knowledge management are as follows. A virtuous 
knowledge management system will:

• Enable innovation (on an individual as 
well as an organizational level)

• Increase motivation
• Provide an audit trail for problem-solving
• Increase trust between the members of a 

network or community

These points establish what a knowledge 
management system should do, in the context of 
networks and communities, in order to achieve a 
high level of quality.

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT 
OF A KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Three elements influence how effective the con-
tinuous improvement of a network-based knowl-
edge management system will be. These are 1) 
the process of continuous improvement itself, 2) 
the measures, or quality attributes, that are used 
to assess the quality of a knowledge base, and 3) 
the business practices associated with knowledge 
management within an organization.

The Continuous 
Improvement Process

Continuous improvement is the “planned, orga-
nized and systematic process of ongoing, incre-
mental, and company-wide change of existing 
work practices aimed at improving customer 
performance.” (Boer et al., 2000) This definition 
is very similar to another presented by Jha et al. 
(1996), which describes continuous improvement 
as the “collection of activities that constitute a 
process intended to achieve improvement,” such as 
simplifying processes, reducing waste, enhancing 
individual and team empowerment, and improving 
customer service. Lillrank et al. (2001) provides a 
view that is more transcendent, and calls continu-
ous improvement “a purposeful and explicit set of 
principles, mechanisms and activities within an 
organization adopted to generate ongoing, system-
atic and cumulative improvement in deliverables, 
operating procedures, and systems.”

According to these definitions, continuous 
improvement is both a philosophy and a process. 
The philosophy calls for a defined purpose, broad 
involvement, and collective pursuit of goals. 
The process unifies the participants behind the 
defined purpose, and provides a basis for action. 
To continually improve a body of knowledge, the 
typical stages of a continuous improvement effort 
should be addressed. These elements, which have 
been drawn from Jha et al. (1996), are in Table 1.

Quality Attributes in Knowledge 
Management

Studies such as Pfeffer (2007) and Hagan (2000) 
address five general attributes of a knowledge 
management system to determine its quality and 
to uncover ways to continually improve a body 
of knowledge. These are:

• Utility, where results are widely applicable 
to researchers and/or practitioners,
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• Novelty, where new ideas are forming and 
spreading through the community,

• Accessibility, where the “barrier to entry” 
problem is addressed so that useful infor-
mation is not blocked from being shared,

• Permeability, where there exists a resis-
tance to biases that might prevent knowl-
edge from being codified, and

• Visibility, where members of the commu-
nity are able to view, browse, and explore 
the body of knowledge.

Using all of the information covered so far, 
continually improving a knowledge management 
system is the planned, organized and systematic 
process of generating, codifying, transferring and 
applying knowledge, in an ongoing, incremen-
tal and cross-disciplinary manner. This would 
include simplifying the processes required to 
make knowledge available, limiting the cost of 
production of useful information, promoting and 

catalyzing innovative ideas to expand the utility of 
the knowledge base, and enhancing accessibility 
to engender empowerment.

These actions realize the quality attributes of 
utility, novelty, accessibility, permeability and 
visibility listed in Figure 1.

Business Practices Common to 
Knowledge Management Systems

The business practices that are common to knowl-
edge management systems also provide insights 
into how to promote continuous improvement. 
Recall that Ford (2001) identified four aspects 
of all knowledge management practices: genera-
tion, codification, transfer, and application. These 
correspond roughly to the business practices of 
information processing, business intelligence, 
organizational learning, and organizational devel-
opment. Each of these areas in business engages 
in continuous improvement.

Continuous improvement in knowledge man-
agement focuses on the data warehouse, which 
may or may not include a knowledge base. Each 
of four areas relies on the data warehouse or 
knowledge base to store and index the informa-
tion that represents the managed knowledge. In 
information processing, the quality of the data 

Table 1. Stages and activities in continuous im-
provement (from Jha et al. 1996) 

Stage Activity

Understand and docu-
ment the process

Identify value-added versus non 
value-added activities

Analyze cost, quality and other rel-
evant measures for

equipment, material and labor inputs

Simplify and improve Reduce, combine or eliminate 
activities

Improve the performance of equip-
ment, labor and material

inputs with respect to cost, quality, 
or other criteria

Increment “low-grade” or incremen-
tal automation

Revise business rules as needed

Standardize and integrate Reintegrate remaining activities

Stabilize the process at its new level

Monitor performance Measure and monitor

Set new targets; identify new mea-
sures to track if necessary

Figure 1. Quality attributes of information in a 
knowledge management system
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warehouse improves either by addressing data 
integrity issues or by improving the software 
or systems that access that data. (Loshin, 2005) 
With respect to business intelligence, quality 
enhances with more effective or more reliable 
reports, or with better ways to make decisions 
based on those reports. Quality improvement in 
organizational learning occurs when people can 
more readily internalize and act on new knowl-
edge, gradually developing new capabilities that 
benefit themselves and their organizations. In 
organizational development, quality improve-
ment refers to the collective development of new 
capabilities, enabled by organizational learning. 
(Christensen, 1997)

This information provides direction regard-
ing what activities should occur to continually 
improve a collection of knowledge in an auto-
mated fashion. First, the data integrity within the 
knowledge base should be continually improved. 
Search and reporting functionality should also be 
continually improved. Individual interactions with 
the system, and feedback from the system, should 
also be continually improved so that people can 
more readily develop new capabilities within the 
system. Finally, a monitoring system should be 
in place to track growth and changes within the 
system, while detecting the emergence of new 
areas of interest.

EASE: A FOUR-POINT HEURISTIC

Quality and continuous improvement in knowl-
edge management are complex subjects that are 
under active exploration by researchers. There are 
several facets to the problem, and many have been 
covered in previous sections. How can a manager 
address these problems? How can a manager make 
sense of this background information, and use it 
to continually improve a knowledge management 
system in his or her organization?

Our recommendation is to examine your spe-
cific situation in terms of EASE: Expectations, 

Actionability, Sustainability, and Evaluation. We 
developed the EASE heuristic to help us address 
each of the components of a socio-technical system 
- people, projects, processes, and products – in any 
problem-solving context. EASE also promotes a 
reflective cycle, prompting you to regularly recon-
sider the expectations and assumptions underlying 
your solution. This approach can assist in building 
a more complete view of a socio-technical system 
at any scale, and it can be used at any time in its 
life cycle. Similarly, EASE can be applied to a 
task as small as sending an email, as well as to 
evaluate more complex projects. Consider each 
of the four points of EASE:

• Expectations: What functions do you ex-
pect a complete system to have? What do 
other stakeholders expect from a complete 
system, and from the process of building or 
improving the system? What are your ex-
pectations for how the members of the net-
work at large will interact with the system? 
How can you express these expectations in 
a simple and clear way?

• Actionability: Do you have tasks defined? 
Are those tasks well-defined and unambig-
uous? Are the roles associated with those 
tasks well-defined and unambiguous? Do 
you have enough information to actually 
complete those tasks? Do you have the ex-
pertise and the ability to follow through at 
the right time?

• Sustainability: Do you expect that you 
will have sufficient resources, expertise, 
and interest to prevent breakdown of all as-
pects of the system? In the future, will you 
be able to effectively support the processes 
and infrastructure? Will your stakehold-
ers still be around, and will they still have 
similar needs and desires? Alternatively, 
do you need to plan for enhancing your 
system or phasing it out?

• Evaluation: How will you know you’re 
making progress towards satisfying ex-
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pectations? Have you selected appropri-
ate metrics to gauge progress for each of 
the stakeholder groups that have expecta-
tions? How frequently must you observe 
your metrics, and what are your expecta-
tions for how they should evolve? How do 
you know that you’ve added value for each 
stakeholder group?

Table 2 integrates these four crucial points 
and relates them to the theoretical background 
provided throughout the chapter.

CONCLUSION

A socio-technical system is a collection of people, 
projects, processes and products that engage 
in an exchange relationship with one another. 
Socio-technical systems can be networks, com-

munities, or both. A community is a special kind 
of network where members self-organize into 
smaller clusters based on shared interests, and 
engage in meaningful and mutually constructive 
exchanges. In this chapter we demonstrated that 
a community-driven knowledge management 
system will enable innovation, increase motiva-
tion, aid in problem solving, and increase trust 
(in both people and knowledge).

The four stages of continuous improvement are: 
1) understanding and documenting the methods 
for generating, codifying, transferring and apply-
ing knowledge, 2) simplifying and improving this 
process, 3) standardizing the process and integrat-
ing it into regular operations, and 4) evaluating 
progress and applying the feedback. Continuous 
improvement should address the key quality at-
tributes for a knowledge management system: 
utility, novelty, accessibility, permeability, and vis-
ibility. Common business practices of improving 

Table 2. An integrated framework for applying EASE to assess quality and promote continuous improve-
ment in the knowledge management domain 

Stage of Continuous 
Improvement

Measures Business Practices

Expectations Understand and document the 
process

What are my stakeholders’ expecta-
tions for utility, novelty, accessibil-
ity, permeability, and visibility?

What are my stakeholders’ expecta-
tions for continually improving the 
data integrity, search and reporting, 
individual interactions, and monitor-
ing of the system?

Actionability Simplify and improve the process What specific actions can I take 
to move the system towards those 
expectations for utility, novelty, 
accessibility, permeability, and 
visibility?

Given those expectations, what spe-
cific actions can I do to continually 
improving the data integrity, search 
and reporting, individual interac-
tions, and monitoring of the system?

Sustainability Standardize the process and integrate 
it into regular operations

How can I ensure that the new 
standards for utility, novelty, acces-
sibility, permeability, and visibility 
are supported? Will I have sufficient 
resources in the future to sustain 
these new needs?

How can I ensure that the continuous 
improvement aspects are adopted? 
Will I have sufficient resources to 
support the changes in the future, 
from the perspective of data integ-
rity, search and reporting, individual 
interactions and monitoring of the 
system?

Evaluation Monitor performance of the process How can I measure utility, novelty, 
accessibility, permeability, and vis-
ibility? How are we enabling innova-
tion, increasing motivation, aiding 
problem solving, and increasing 
trust?

What measures must be tracked to 
evaluate the accuracy of my expecta-
tions, the outcomes of my actions, 
and the success of my sustainability 
strategy?
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data integrity, improving search capabilities and 
reporting, and improving individual interactions 
and monitoring practices provide direction for a 
continuous improvement process.

When these elements are combined with the 
EASE heuristic (Expectations, Actionability, 
Sustainability, and Evaluation), it provides a 
framework for putting the concepts in this chapter 
to practical use. The approach can help managers 
methodically start and sustain continuous im-
provement of a knowledge management system.
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Chapter  2.4

ABSTRACT

The chapter will describe a comprehensive plan-
ning framework for developing a company’s 
knowledge management strategy. The framework 
includes the goals and game plans of the strategy 
and the use of three enablers supporting such a 
strategy: levers, processes, and systems. This is 
complemented by the development of an action 
plan while considering the resources needed and 
the constraints present. The framework also in-
cludes the discussion of aligning the knowledge 
management strategy with the company’s busi-

ness strategy as well as with the organization’s 
knowledge base and core competencies. The 
chapter uses two cases to illustrate some of the 
aspects discussed.

INTRODUCTION

We described in chapter 7 the six strategic dilem-
mas that frame the KM strategic conversation. It 
is now time to put theory into practice and get 
right to work. The following pages will describe 
the KM strategic framework and how to use the 
specific tools of the detailed KM strategy. This 
framework will include a number of tools that 
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can be employed independently or as part of a 
complete package. Strategic thinking is not new 
to business. In fact, a significant number of frame-
works, taxonomies, and typologies are described in 
the academic and popular literature, and there are 
plenty of established tools that are used by busi-
ness practitioners. However, the framework that 
we are proposing has the added benefits of being 
user friendly and being supported by successful 
implementation results. The basic framework 
includes outcomes (or goals), levers, processes, 
systems, resources, constraints, game plans, and 
action plans (see Figure 1). In order to apply the 
framework, we always start with the goals of the 
KM strategy. The established goals must align the 
business strategy and the KM strategy. Once the 
alignment is identified, then the selected strategy is 
described using the appropriate levers, processes, 

and systems needed to support the devised game 
plan. We also identify the resources needed and 
constraints identified under which the goals and 
the game plan were devised and the action plan 
will be implemented. The implications of the 
strategies are translated into action plans that 
will allow you to combine your business strategy 
with your KM strategy, while putting to work not 
only your knowledge base, but also your core 
competencies. Even though the building blocks 
of the framework seem simple, and putting the 
framework to work seems straight forward, our 
experience suggests that implementation is not 
without some challenges since few companies 
apply the entire process successfully.

As an example, Dell in 2002 had the largest 
market share in the PC business. The company 
had a unique business model that was well pro-

Figure 1. KM strategic framework: The complete planning framework
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tected and was on its way to crushing its compe-
tition, especially Hewlett Packard (HP). At the 
same time, HP was on crutches and barely limp-
ing along. HP had lost a charismatic leader, failed 
in the acquisition of Compaq, and was falling into 
a decline. So Dell decided to go for the kill and 
to expand its product offerings to include printers1, 
realizing that printers were the cash cows allow-
ing HP to survive. Guess what? Dell was not 
successful as it was unable to take its current 
competencies and transfer them to the printer 
market which was a new marketplace for Dell. 
This was particularly surprising to Dell as the new 
market seemed similar, if not the same as the PC 
market and even the skills and capabilities 
needed for success seemed the same. However, 
Dell, the leader in the PC market and a very suc-
cessful company, was not able to transfer the skills 
and capabilities. As a result of this change in 
focus Dell lost a percentage of its market share 
advantage in the PC market to HP (as of the end 
of 20072).

Mastering a framework for knowledge 
management decisions would have given Dell 
an opportunity to review potential approaches 
in order to penetrate new markets by utilizing 
existing competencies or developing new ones 
when needed. Two frameworks that provide such 
a resource will be presented in this chapter (see 
Figure 1 and Figure 3). Both are developments and 
a recombination of our own and others3 academic 
work and one of the authors, Dr. Russ, used them 
extensively in his consulting practice in developing 
strategic plans for KM and other (IS, manufac-
turing) consulting projects and assignments. A 
partial illustration of this framework is provided 
later in the next chapter by two of his students that 
proposed the implementation of this framework 
at Aurora Health Care, in Green Bay, WI.

But there is more to it. We are living in eco-
nomically and socially fascinating and uncertain 
times. New paradigms are sweeping society 
and the business environment. Companies are 
refocusing their attention from their tangible 

assets to intangible assets based on knowledge 
and information systems (IS). The experience 
based economy is increasing in importance. The 
economy is alternating from boom to bust in a 
matter of a few short months. The emergence of 
the global economy on one hand, and the surfac-
ing of new economic powers in transition on the 
other hand, the need to resolve both the environ-
mental and human poverty crisis simultaneously, 
and the increased importance of global electronic 
networks and communications at the same time 
as face to face contact and regional clustering is 
gaining importance and creating a new landscape 
for knowledge management and business strate-
gies. At the same time, knowledge management 
itself as a managerial practice is transitioning from 
being IS driven to being driven by the human-IS 
interaction, and is seen as a socio-technical phe-
nomenon. The shrinking half life of knowledge and 
product life cycle is adding pressure on business 
and knowledge management strategists. Some of 
the questions that top executives and managers 
are dealing with are: can the same set of tools or 
strategies serve SMEs and large corporations? 
Service oriented and manufacturing companies? 
Companies for profit, not for profit organizations, 
and/or governmental agencies? Can they (the 
tools and strategies) satisfy internal and external 
users? Are the needs of different generations of 
users in different economies different? We think 
that Knowledge Management Strategy in the Age 
of Paradox and Transition4 has some new charac-
teristics and requires some new tools. These will 
be presented later in this chapter.

Following is an introduction to the components 
of the KM strategy, which include as mentioned 
above, goals, levers, processes, systems, resources 
and constrains.

GOALS

The first thing you must do is decide on the 
specific goals of your strategy. This is the stage 
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where you align the gap analysis (see chapter 1) 
with the business strategy. What is it you want 
to accomplish in the KM arena that will support/
drive your business strategy? Increase the value 
of your brand? Increase your intellectual capital? 
Improve your processes or develop new products 
(or both)? This is also where the six strategic 
dilemmas described earlier (see chapter 7), will 
come to fruition, since the choices you will make 
regarding which goals to actually use will relate 
directly to the conclusion of your preferences 
for the different choice of alternatives you made 
earlier, or will reflect on these choices.

When determining your goals, be selective and 
stick initially with a reasonable number. If you 
identify too many goals up front, you may find 
that some of them might contradict each other 
and you do not have all the necessary resources 
(people, time, money, etc.) to pursue all of them 
at once. Strategy is about choices, what you 
decide to do and what you decide not to do. The 
essence of a successful KM strategy is to focus on 
the choices and allow those choices to guide you 
through the process. We found that limiting the 
goals can be the most difficult aspect of strategy 
making. Therefore, having some metric or rule of 

thumb like “we need between 3-5 goals” can be 
very helpful. Also, what is extremely helpful is 
the strategic discussion that leads to the choices 
made, especially the part about those goals that 
didn’t make the final list.

Figure 2 illustrates some options you might 
have available to you. For example, we identified 
increase in intellectual property, sales, earnings, 
profits, liability or risk reduction, delivery per-
formance improvements, cost reduction, quality 
improvements, flexibility, agility improvements, 
innovation, learning, savings, and responsiveness, 
as some of the most important goals companies 
tend to focus on. This is by no means a compre-
hensive list and you would not want to try and 
create goals for them all, but it will give you a 
place to start. Once you have developed your goals, 
it will be necessary to identify measurable Key 
Success Indicators (KSI) for each one of those 
goals. You will have to be careful choosing the 
goals and the indicators, because, assuming you 
will reward the people the right way to achieve 
them, you might realize them (or as some say, be 
careful what you wish for, because you may get 
it). For example, you may wish to increase sales 
from new products. You might do so, but at the 

Figure 2. KM strategic framework: Goals and enablers
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same time, the increased sales may cause a lower-
ing of your profits, or increase your dependencies 
on external sources of knowledge that helped you 
to develop your new products.

Of course you know that the discussion you 
will have about which goals to use, how to mea-
sure them, and what are specific (measurable Key 
Success Indicators, KSI) outcomes you want to 
accomplish is as important as what you will agree 
upon. Keep in mind that the first discussions will 
likely just be the beginning of your dialog, since 
you may have to revisit the list a number of times. 
You may find that after the planning for imple-
mentation phase, the constraints identified will 
not allow you to achieve all your goals at the same 
time. Putting aside some of your goals may have 
beneficial long term effects because organization-
ally, you will create knowledge that should speed 
the process when you are able to revisit the goals 
that were excluded from the first phase. How-
ever, remember to keep these goals in a reposi-
tory that can and will be accessed on a regular 
basis. If the goals are viable you will want to keep 
them in the forefront of your future analysis and 
have them ready for either the next phase of the 
process or use them to bolster current goals.

For example, acquiring new leading clients 
might be part of a goal that can drive your KM 
strategy. How will that be accomplished given the 
constraints that have been identified? Here is an 
example. In 1998, one of the authors, Dr. Russ, 
while consulting with a steel processing company 
in the Mid-West suggested that the company di-
versify their client base and try to penetrate the 
Japanese car companies--specifically, Toyota and 
Honda. The response was that the company had 
not had the relationships nor the knowledge of 
the culture in order to approach such customers 
and they were more than happy with their current 
Detroit based customers. Years later, the company 
was less than happy with its local customer base, 
but luckily, through acquisition was able to acquire 
access to an alternative customer base which was 
local and easier (similar culture) to penetrate. The 

same difficulties the company had in penetrating 
the US based Japanese producers seem to haunt 
the company while trying to penetrate the Asian 
new markets and the company found itself lagging 
in such markets.

Once you have the overall goals and KSI, 
now you have to translate them into divisional, 
functional, project team, and individual goals. 
Some examples of goals at the individual or team 
level might be challenging assignments5 or at the 
individual, team (sales) or organizational level 
might be acquiring leading clients6. Individual/
team challenging assignments might feed organi-
zational goals of increasing intellectual property or 
improving competitive positioning, for example, 
by increasing the number of patents in an area that 
is critical to the success of the company. The FIAT 
case (see box below) will illustrate how creating 
business vision and tying the appropriate business 
goals to existing design and engineering knowl-
edge allows the company to achieve turn-around 
in a relatively short time frame.

FIAT CASE: KM AND 
BUSINESS VISION

In 2004 FIAT, with over one hundred years of his-
tory in car making, was considered by analysts and 
the general public to be close to an unavoidable 
end. During the preceding five years the company 
had piled up losses of $12 billion and it seemed 
bound to be moving toward a crushing insolvency. 
For years the company had been losing market 
share to European and Japanese competitors, 
unable to compete on both pricing and overall 
quality of its cars. During the late 1980s and early 
1990s top management had chosen to diversify its 
business into non car related investments, mainly 
banking and insurance, and the lack of a commit-
ted focus on research and development in the car 
business had begun to show its consequences. FIAT 
Panda, a small sized car kept basically unchanged 
in its design and key features for over 20 years, 
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from 1985 through 2005, became a symbol of the 
stalling situation. Year after year it became clear 
that the money the company was losing on its car 
business was not balanced by the profits made by 
its diversified investments.

In 2004 the key shareholders realized that it 
was time to take control of the situation. They 
came to this decision after realizing that their 
latest attempt to sell the car business to General 
Motors was not going through. GM had bought 
10% of FIAT stock in previous years, and also 
signed a put (buying) option that obliged the 
American company to buy the remaining 90% if 
FIAT wanted to sell. Now, GM (itself in serious 
financial trouble) was no longer in a position to 
execute its put option and FIAT had to find a way 
out of its trouble by itself. A new CEO was hired 
with the clear goal to bring back profitability to 
the car business in order to outline a path to a 
lasting financial recovery.

Sergio Marchionne (a Swiss-Italian manager 
trained in Canada) was the man selected for the 
task. Marchionne had no experience with the 
car business but had a successful track record in 
bringing faltering companies back to profitabil-
ity. His plan was clear: first find a solution to the 
pending put option issue with GM and buy time 
from banking creditors; then focus on a business 
plan leveraging upon the key assets of design 
and engineering that had once characterized the 
winning appeal of FIAT, mainly within the Italian 
and European market.

The first part of the plan was accomplished in 
February 2005 when Marchionne convinced GM 
to clear their contractual put option obligations by 
paying $2 billion, and showing to banking creditors 
a business plan in which the car business became 
once again the main focus (investments in banking 
and insurance were either considerably reduced 
or totally dismissed in order to readily increase 
cash flow for business development). Marchionne 
clearly stated that FIAT was going to tap back 
into the roots of its former success: innovative, 
practical, user- friendly engineering, and most 

of all unique, distinguished Italian car design. 
According to Marchionne this was the only way 
to gain back a “passion for the business” within 
factories and dealerships; passion that for too long 
had been faltering. He acknowledged that FIAT 
had become “old and bureaucratic” and, as a con-
sequence, out of touch with the changing market 
needs and demands. Most of all, FIAT had become 
unable to foster and enable a full appreciation for 
the design and manufacturing engineering talent 
that had characterized the successes of the brand 
during its hundred year old history.

Since the mid 1990’s FIAT cars began to be 
considered by the market still mechanically de-
pendable (as it was the tradition for the brand) yet 
of little appeal due to their outdated design and 
lack of affordable, driver-friendly features and 
frills made popular by aggressive European com-
petitors (mainly the French Peugeot and Renault, 
and the German Volkswagen) and Japanese ones 
(Toyota and Nissan). All of this had progressively 
created a low morale within factories and dealer-
ships (no real hope for future improvements since 
management had shown no commitment for the 
development of the car business) contributing to 
the market perception of FIAT as old, outdated 
and bound to end as a brand, a brand that for over 
one hundred years had been the pride and joy of 
Italian creative, innovative and stylish engineering 
brought to mass market products.

The fact was that underneath the hoods, such 
innovative design and manufacturing engineer-
ing was still very much present. For example in 
the mid 1990’s FIAT engineering had created the 
jet-stream turbo-diesel system (JTD) that had 
made diesel engines ever more efficient in fuel 
consumption yet ever more powerful and even 
more fun to drive than a traditional gasoline engine 
car. Unfortunately, due to dire cash flow needs, 
the JTD technology was sold to the German car 
component company, Bosch, and through Bosch, 
readily utilized by all of FIAT’s main competitors. 
The majority of car drivers and buyers never real-
ized that the revolutionary JTD system was FIAT’s 
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creation; it was a given that such innovation was 
born in Germany and mainly developed by Bosch. 
The whole issue contributed to fuel and deepen the 
low morale that had spread within FIAT. People 
and suppliers close to the factory headquarters as 
well as factory workers and unions had started to 
comment that many FIAT managers were doing 
nothing for the future of the company and actu-
ally they were undermining the expression of the 
engineering talents that the company had hired 
and trained in the past. The feeling was that there 
was a lot of wasted know-how and talent in FIAT 
and the dire financial situation was considered 
proof of it.

Marchionne was determined to end these dy-
namics making sure that all of the knowledge and 
talent present within the company was not only 
fully utilized but also properly developed to better 
serve the market. A radical change in the mindset 
of top management was necessary: several top 
managers within the organization were asked to 
leave and were replaced by younger, more dynamic 
and attuned to the market, managers. For the first 
time in the history of the company people in their 
late thirties and early forties became part of top 
management. This was quite a shock within the 
traditionally seniority based cultural dynamics of 
Italian companies and under the direct, informal 
culture, Marchionne has become popular even on 
the pages of Italian gossip magazines for leading 
board meetings wearing a shirt and dark blue 
sweater doing away with the traditional stylish 
ties and jackets. At the same time, Marchionne set 
focused, clear goals for growth and profitability 
and monitored the implementation of this strategy 
by his top management.

Making design a key feature of FIAT cars’ 
appeal was one of the goals. In 2005 Marchionne 
hired from Ferrari (FIAT still owned the majority 
of the sport car maker’s shares even after having 
to sell a portion of the shares to a banking con-
sortium for cash flow needs) its top designer: the 
Norwegian-Spanish Frank Stephenson. The design 
goals were set, once again, to leverage upon the 

know-how based on FIAT’s past successes mak-
ing new models resembling the designs that sup-
ported the creation of the FIAT brand during the 
booming 1950’s and 1960’s as well as tapping into 
the sporty, dashing style of Ferrari itself. These 
goals were to be accomplished by making sure to 
efficiently utilize the mechanical and electronic 
engineering technology that was already perform-
ing and dependable on FIAT cars; in other words 
making sure to find a way to make the market fully 
appreciate and value all the best that the company 
engineering had been able to create in the past and 
the present: to redirect present technical ideas and 
talents to market focused solutions.

The strategy was readily put into practice: 
the new, key, small sized car, Punto, and the mid 
sized Bravo models were totally new in their 
design while retaining 60% of the components of 
previously unsuccessful models that the company 
already had in place. The new cars were also set 
to reduce manufacturing costs by sharing struc-
tural platforms with several models (belonging to 
different market segments depending upon size 
and comfort levels) and sharing components with 
other car manufactures (for example Ford, Suzuki, 
Tata) with which Marchionne had set focused 
partnership manufacturing agreements. For all 
of this to happen it was essential to accomplish a 
proper flow of information and knowledge within 
all of the company’s departments and factories. 
No longer were seniority-based political games 
and personal agendas going to rule business 
decisions; market focus and actual merit and 
competence were clearly stated and practiced as 
the cornerstone of FIAT’s revival.

No longer was engineering isolated from 
marketing; technology topics were put back into 
marketing campaigns to leverage upon and boost 
the traditional “Italian passion” for car innovation 
and style. End users were invited to share ideas, 
through customized web sites, about ways they 
would have liked to see new versions of classic 
FIAT successes (for example the small FIAT 
500). Similar internet tools and campaigns were 
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utilized to understand what drivers and passengers 
actually wanted to experience during their driv-
ing. Traditionally, FIAT had been the company 
“teaching the rules of the business” to the market 
and competitors. Now the focus was more on 
“learning the new rules” and putting them readily 
into practice.

The new mindset was also set to affect the 
way a key market player did his part of the job: 
the dealerships. Marchionne and his new top 
management team realized that the company had 
to be closer, much closer to its customers, and 
dealerships were the vital links in the relationship. 
New dealerships were opened all over Europe and 
concrete ways to better engage feedback sharing 
were identified and practiced. Each dealership 
was financially encouraged to participate in any 
attention drawing local event. The focus was 
on making sure that the “bring back the Italian 
passion” theme was shared not only within the 
company but also with clients and prospects.

All of these changes also affected the tra-
ditionally uneasy relationship between FIAT’s 
management and its factory workers. Once FIAT 
workers and relevant unions understood that the 
company was really getting back to focus on the 
car business with actual investments (letting go of 
other activities: banking, insurance) it was possible 
for Marchionne and his team to get workers to 
cooperate (more hours worked for the same pay) 
leveraging upon reestablishing “FIAT passion 
and pride” also within the workforce. For years 
workers were pointing out wasted resources on 
outdated strategies and models (the 1985-2005 
Panda previously mentioned was once again a 
symbol of the situation) and complaining about 
the poor working conditions of factories that until 
the early 1990’s were considered to be “world 
class”. Progressively, investments were made to 
improve the situation and workers were happy to 
make cars that, once again, anyone could recognize 
as Italian just by looking due to their unique, ap-
pealing style. This was exactly what Marchionne 
had envisioned within his company recovery 

strategy. A vision that, not only for management 
and workers, but also for customers, has become 
a reality. In 2007 workers were awarded for their 
renewed commitment to FIAT with a substantial 
pay increase.

After all of these changes (many of them set to 
create a powerful link between the glories of the 
past and the appealing innovations of the present 
and the future) FIAT once again scored profits in 
2006 and 2007, with financial results listed among 
the very best of the more than one hundred year 
history of the company. Both in Italy and Europe 
the market share gains were considerable: even a 
plus 20% over the previous year within a slowing 
down market. The new FIAT 500 was awarded 
with the “2008 Car of the Year” Award in Europe 
and its market demand exceeded FIAT’s expecta-
tion at the time of the new car presentation (July 
2007) by 70,000 units.

On April 24th, 2008 the reputable financial 
journal, The Economist, featured a Leader article 
by the title “The miracle of Turin” subtitle: “the 
lessons that other car makers can learn from the 
fixing of FIAT”. Two key suggestions inspired 
by Marchionne’s work were noted in the articles 
aimed mostly at the troubled US carmakers: 1) 
get back to focusing on the primary business, 
car making, without getting strategically and 
operationally sidelined by focusing on higher 
margin smaller markets such as pick up trucks; 2) 
address directly, rapidly, and with determination 
the operational and product line problems. As we 
have described, FIAT leveraged and developed the 
knowledge and talent present within the organiza-
tion and largely neglected in the struggling years 
prior to Marchionne’s arrival.

The global car market remains difficult and 
it is actually getting worse. During the first half 
of 2008 its overall demand has been rapidly 
decreasing due to the oil prices surge and the 
unfolding global financial crisis. In July 2008 
FIAT announced that it had to lay off workers at 
four of the six Italian plants for three one week 
periods during the coming fall due to the slow-
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ing demand for some popular models in Italy. At 
the same time, FIAT announced the signing of 
a Memorandum of Understanding with BMW 
laying out a strategic and operational cooperation 
regarding the manufacturing (and sale in the US 
market) of the Mini (owned by BMW) and Alfa 
Romeo (owned by FIAT) brands in the profitable 
market of compact fashionable cars. This was 
the 35th strategic and operational alliance with 
other car makers signed by Marchionne since 
his arrival at FIAT in 2004. The alliance with the 
prestigious (and always profitable) BMW points 
out the fact that FIAT has gotten back to inspiring 
a sense of trust and dependability for its future. 
Without the new course the company has taken 
during the last few years, it is quite possible that 
the current market crisis would have sealed the 
end of its independence and the end of its ability 
to show the ‘unique Italian feel’ Marchionne has 
so determinately sought back. Nowadays FIAT 
seems to be back on track, taking full advantage of 
its know-how within a market that is still difficult 
and challenging for all the car manufacturers. By 
using the new vision of the future the company 
can now envision a brighter future.

As we finalize this chapter, a new fascinating 
chapter in FIAT history is developing, one that 
provides for an interesting perspective on value 
of knowledge. FIAT is negotiating the receipt of 
about 30% of Chrysler stock value in exchange 
for access to FIAT’s knowledge of the design and 
manufacturing of small, fuel efficient cars. Not 
only that, FIAT also will have immediate access 
to the American market through its alliance with 
Chrysler, and its network of dealers. If such intent 
is materialized, it will be a wonderful illustra-
tion and example of the value of knowledge and 
leadership (what we call intellectual, and more 
specifically human capital).

Once you have chosen the expected outcomes 
(see also our earlier discussion of goals in chapter 
1) your strategic KM plan will focus on, now you 
have to identify the enablers: the levers, processes, 
and systems you need to have in place in order to 

achieve them. For example, you have identified 
as an outcome that you want to increase your 
sales of new products. For that you might need 
more sales people with the knowledge base to sell 
the products (lever) or you might need to have 
a Customer Relationship Management (CRM) 
system in place that will allow you to support the 
sales people (see chapters 15 and 16 in this book 
for discussion) and you will need some product 
sites to complement the data and knowledge that 
they might need (systems). You also might need 
to have a process of hiring and training the sales 
people (option A) and/or a process of developing 
and updating the product sites (option B) as you go. 
The point is that in order to arrive at the outcome 
you want; you will need some enablers that will 
allow your people to achieve them.

ENABLERS: LEVERS, 
PROCESSES AND SYSTEMS

We will now describe the enablers, the second part 
of our framework. We have found that executives 
and managers like to think in terms of the three 
categories we have identified, even though they 
may use different terms for them.

KM Levers

Think about the lever as a multiplier of force for 
whatever strategy or action you put in place in order 
to arrive at the outcome. Our experience suggests 
that the following levers should be considered: Hu-
man Resources (HR) Policies, Reward (formal & 
informal) System, Cross Functional Collaboration, 
Core Competencies, Top Management Support, 
External Relationships, and Culture/Tolerance of 
Risk. By no means is this a comprehensive list. 
Feel free to add, eliminate, or modify the levers 
that we have proposed. In any case, be sure that 
you truly have in place the levers you think you 
have and that they are appropriate for the use you 
intend. Take for example, internal collaboration. 
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You may take it for granted that the two units you 
need to collaborate on sharing the knowledge in 
order to share best practices will do so. But, you 
may be surprised to learn that: the two units have 
contradicting reward systems, or, there is no shared 
policy that allows them to easily exchange the 
data/information they need to share in order to 
have effective collaborations. Or, you may learn 
that the heads of the two units don’t talk, or they 
talk, but cannot agree on anything because of 
conflicting agendas and time horizons. Or take 
for example what some people call “knowledge 
bridges.” Knowledge bridges can be individuals 
or units that provide their organizations with 
knowledge boundary spanning roles, between 
different, independent organizations or subunits. 
They go beyond gatekeeping since they connect 
and share knowledge. This can be done through 
a formal arrangement, like patent licensing (for 
codified knowledge) or by intentionally moving 
the tacit knowledge by moving the person in which 
the tacit knowledge is embodied7.

Next we will discuss the specific levers we 
suggest you consider.

HR Policies

HR policies cover the areas of recruiting, select-
ing, hiring, training, developing, and rewarding 
new and current employees at all levels. Here are 
some illustrations of the ties between HR policies 
as levers for KM strategy (rewards will be dis-
cussed separately since we believe they deserve 
special attention).

Hiring, training, retaining, etc. is seen by many 
as talent management and to be different from 
knowledge management. We agree that they are 
different, but we claim that they are intensely/
heavily related, and that talent (one result of 
having the appropriate HR policies) is one of the 
most important, if not the most important lever 
needed for your KM strategy.

For example, one of the key positions compa-
nies have to develop for successful KM strategies 

are gatekeepers that have the capacity to bridge 
across disciplines. This unique set of skills can 
be either groomed internally or acquired from 
the outside, but the HR policies must allow for 
gatekeepers to survive, improve, flourish, and 
perform their function effectively.

We have also found that diversity is crucial 
to support creativity. One hiring policy that can 
increase cross fertilization and creativity is hiring 
people with different backgrounds, e.g. ethnicity, 
culture, complementary (but different) technical 
skills. Having the appropriate policies for that 
in place might seem natural in the US, but this 
is not necessarily the case in other countries and 
societies. As globalization becomes more and 
more common in business, this strategy may have 
far reaching consequences. Diversity takes on 
new meaning when dealing with personnel with 
inherently different cultures, and goes beyond 
gender, race, age, etc.

Reward (Formal and Informal) System

Appropriate reward systems are crucial for the 
success of any strategy and KM is not an excep-
tion. The discussion below will illustrate some of 
the issues and complexities of this lever.

Pay for Performance
Individual pay for performance might be contra-
dictory to new knowledge creation or to existing 
knowledge sharing behavior. Take for example 
a lawyer that is rewarded by billable hours and 
the profit for her firm resulting from getting new 
clients. Would she be spending time on developing 
new services for the firm and sharing them and her 
knowledge with her colleagues? Probably not. So 
how about team based rewards based on profits? 
This might work if the team or organization has a 
strong culture, but if this is not the case you might 
be facing free riding (knowingly or unknowingly) 
by some individuals. If you are dealing with 
tacit knowledge and the organizational culture 
is not open, the knowledge that must be shared 
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may not be released to the individuals who need 
it and it may be hoarded by those who have the 
tacit knowledge. If the knowledge that needs to 
be shared is codified it will be easier to detect, 
even if the company reward system is positioning 
the different units as competing for the pool of 
rewards. However, tacit knowledge is much too 
easy to hide. This might explain why copying best 
practices within the firm is so difficult. First, the 
best practice that might work in one place will 
probably have to be slightly modified because 
of local conditions, regulations (if it is a differ-
ent state or country), etc. Second, the knowledge 
provider might not be aware of some of the tacit 
knowledge assumptions that are taken for granted 
at his/her location. And lastly, the reward system 
based on the profits in the specific business unit 
will probably not be rewarding him/her if it is 
based on a profit at the other business unit.

On the other hand, delayed payment, or pay-
ment that results from a relatively long period/
tenure, may be effective in promoting the ap-
propriate behaviors that support KM strategy 
implementation.

Promotion
Promotion (or tenure in the academic environment) 
might be used more effectively to promote new 
knowledge creation and/or knowledge sharing. For 
example, McKinsey created a special promotional 
track for their “knowledge experts”8. Those experts 
are promoted based on their ability to develop new 
knowledge that is then incorporated and judged 
by other internal users as part of their consulting 
assignments.

A problem with promotion is that it might 
be more subjective and as such create/play into 
internal politics.

Intrinsic Rewards
Intrinsic rewards are seen by some as the most 
appropriate but the most difficult to create and 
sustain. Some specific examples used to support 
KM strategies are: increasing the visibility (e.g. 

“best seller” advice) of an expert9 or being nomi-
nated as a mentor, or being sent to conferences to 
represent the organization.

This might be even more effective, but requires 
the right culture (for example a team spirit), and 
leadership, and it is also easy to ruin.

Issues with Reward Systems

1.  Be careful with putting in place a simplistic 
system, one that might encourage people 
stealing others’ ideas to be submitted by 
a due date to avoid being penalized; see 
example in Samsung.10

2.  Ask questions such as: What is the appropri-
ate level of aggregation (unit of analysis) for 
KM reward systems? Are individual’s goals 
and rewards the appropriate units or should 
it start with teams or departments?

Cross Functional Collaboration

Cross functional collaboration is seen as a Key 
Success Factor (KSF) for successful KM strat-
egy implementation. Here are some issues and 
illustrations.

Cross functional collaboration is a KSF for new 
product innovation (new knowledge creation) in 
large high tech companies. For example, marketing 
collaborating with other functions might be crucial 
in some cases more than others. Learning from 
failures or from successes presents challenges for 
KM in a fast changing and uncertain environment. 
So, in this context a strategic question will be how 
to structure the cross functional team (composi-
tion) and how much autonomy and flexibility the 
team should have in making strategic and tactical/
operational decisions. This also requires coordina-
tion with the nature of the knowledge (codified 
versus explicit) and the systems supporting the 
team activities.11

Another question will be how to break the 
barriers between the internal or external silos, 
when true collaboration between people is needed 
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but language barriers, organizational (intra and 
inter) authority lines, functional responsibilities, 
etc. make true dialogue difficult if not impos-
sible. And since the collaboration seems to be 
dependent on effective dialogue and the majority 
of the knowledge is tacit12, can IT systems help? 
What about virtual cross functional teams? How 
do you develop a dialogue when you also have 
to cross culture and time zone boundaries? How 
do you allow gatekeepers to operate effectively?

Some of the most interesting aspects revolve 
around sales people and their integration into 
cross functional teams, due to their unique nature, 
potential for turnover and critical role.

The stickiness of the knowledge in question 
will be an issue as well. For example, if the knowl-
edge is highly technical, the collaboration might 
require mechanisms appropriate for sharing tacit 
knowledge, while if the knowledge is codified (or 
codifiable) the collaborative mechanisms that will 
be appropriate will be more IT systems based.

The other issue we identified that is relevant 
here is that in many cases the function of KM is 
siloed (under/owned) by either the IT function 
or by the HR function. If this is the case in your 
organization then the cross functional collabora-
tion may be tainted by turf wars.

You have to allow redundancies within your 
organizational design, since assuming that only 
formalized and planned processes will work is 
wrong. So for example, some companies have 
organized idea fairs, some have halls covered with 
posters that promote ideas (supply) or needs (de-
mands) sharing so people can randomly interact.

How can you determine if you actually do or 
don’t have cross functional (formal or informal) 
collaboration? The British Council provides an 
example of using a relatively simple tool of social 
network analysis to identify the communication 
within a globally dispersed organization. For 
those teams to be effective, they can not operate 
in a vacuum. The British Council uses this tool as 
complementary to their use of KM audits. It also 

has a formal KM strategy and formal KM roles 
within the organization.13

Core Competencies

We use the following definition of organizational 
core competencies: the key processes that allow 
the organization to deliver its product/services to 
its customers better than any of its competitors, 
and which result in its sustainable competitive 
advantage. Those processes are unique, hard to 
copy14, and cut across multiple units (function, 
business units, layers/levels, etc.). As such, they 
depend significantly on company culture and are 
not based on (but use) information systems. They 
are the result of a complex process of organiza-
tional learning and an accumulation of multiple 
teams’ learning, and as such are very difficult to 
manage, codify, or copy.

Core competencies can operate as levers since 
they are the center of the organization’s business 
model. As such, they should be the lenses through 
which the organization concentrates its efforts, 
and the required knowledge support, updates, 
reconfiguration of existing knowledge, etc. Being 
such a magnate for knowledge is a great advan-
tage, but when the environment changes, or when 
the company may want to change its strategy 
significantly, this might be a huge burden.15 It is 
crucial to understand that managing existing core 
competencies and developing new competencies 
requires a different set of organizational skills and 
leadership to say the least (more on that later in 
this chapter).

Top Management Support

Top management support (or lack of) is crucial 
as in any other major organizational change or 
strategic initiative. It can create a powerful lever 
by providing the appropriate environment, e.g. 
budget, people, time, establishing appropriate 
performance indicators and reward systems, as 
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well as providing the vision and leadership needed, 
as illustrated by the Fiat case.

In some cases, gaining top management support 
might not be easy, since KM might have a negative 
connotation, sound like another buzz word, or is 
seen as just another way IT is trying to increase 
their budget, by sneaking in a fancy technology. 
Since KM requires time, top management might 
see it as a significant drain on their attention and 
time, especially if the outcomes are not quanti-
fied. On the other hand, the Top Management 
Team might see KM as a tool for gaining control 
over labor, as it may allow for a better knowledge 
of what labor does (CRM allows more transpar-
ency of the performance of a sales person than 
end-of-month sales figures; GPS on a truck not 
only allows for better management of inventory 
but also lets you know what the driver does every 
second) and in this way allows for de-skilling of 
the human asset as well as lowering cost, etc.16

Top management support is not static. The 
lenses through which the top executives test the 
value of KM are dynamic, and can be modified. 
One example of when the lens of KM will change 
will be due to government regulation, or when a 
government body like the FDA, introduces new 
legislation or a new standard. Another way to 
change the lens of KM and to gain support of 
top management is by aligning KM vision and 
mission with organizational vision and mission, 
which is why the goals are on top of our matrix.

Top management support, is not synonymous 
with control. Actually in the KM case they contra-
dict. The more control you have, the less support 
you are showing, since KM requires the soft touch 
of management.

One word of caution, having strong top man-
agement support is crucial, but not sufficient. The 
role of middle management in KM is one of the 
least understood and studied aspects, even though 
it is clear that middle management plays a crucial 
role in successful implementation of both. For 
example, Bontis and J. Fitz-enz, (2002) found 
that middle management’s experience (tenure) 

had a positive impact on revenue and income 
growth. In other words, you will need to ensure 
the support and commitment of your middle 
management as well.

External Relationships

More and more companies depend on external 
sources of knowledge. As there is a greater need 
to react quickly to environmental issues and the 
ever-changing market, it becomes apparent that 
knowledge creation not only must be fostered 
from within, but companies should always be 
ready to discover additional external sources of 
knowledge. One variable in the equation is time. 
Although we have not explicitly quantified time 
within the knowledge creation process, it is evi-
dent that organizations are required to streamline 
this process. Knowledge creation can be a rela-
tively slow process and one way to accelerate 
it is to utilize outside knowledge. There will be 
rare occasions when all the knowledge required 
by an organization will be available in one or 
few individuals and even then the cost of such 
knowledge can be relatively expensive. However, 
understanding what knowledge is required and 
how that knowledge can be used for a particular 
set of circumstances can greatly impact the time 
needed. For example, it can reduce the time-to-
market of a new product or service.

It may seem contradictory to discuss the length 
of time it takes to create knowledge when discuss-
ing external relationships, but time is one of the 
primary factors that must be considered when 
analyzing the overall requirements for knowledge 
creation. Knowledge will be exchanged when 
external relationships are fostered. It is both an 
advantage and disadvantage depending on your 
perspective. However, the ultimate cost of knowl-
edge loss or additional risk acquired, assuming it 
is a value to the organization, must be weighed 
against the perceived gain of creating knowledge 
at a faster pace than creating it from within, which 
is why more and more companies, even the larger 
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and successful, use external sources of knowledge 
extensively17.

Remember this is not a “cure all” and there are 
many obstacles that could inhibit the dissemination 
of knowledge from the resource that “owns” the 
knowledge. It will not be a one-to-one (knowledge 
to need) relationship but it can be a significant 
lever for advantage if managed correctly.

The Toyota-Formula One case provides many 
examples of external knowledge sources. It also 
provides examples of how collaboration with 
suppliers can result in an improved design of a 
new product as well as lower the cost of supply 
chain management. As you can see, these items 
are all inter-related and focusing on one aspect, 
although important, can take you away from the 
overall picture.

Some other issues to consider when discussing 
external relationships include utilizing customer 
relationships as a trigger for new product/service 
development. You can never assume that you have 
a complete understanding of the market and where 
it may be going. You must recognize that your 
customers may be telling you there is a need for 
a new product or service that you can provide. 
However, that need must be weighed against 
strategic direction as well as the ability to ramp 
up and bring the new product or service to market 
in a timely and cost efficient manner. Inherently, 
customers with intimate relationships will know if 
the product or service is something that is within 
your organization’s scope but decisions of that 
scope must be made by you, based on the strategic 
direction in which the organization is planning to 
move. Customers, like individuals are selfish and 
are only looking to their own needs and strategic 
direction. They will endeavor to push their agendas 
and the coercion of their requests may look like a 
lucrative niche is developing. The reality is that 
there may be a new market opening and you may 
have the knowledge to fill that need. However, 
if the direction is contrary to your organization’s 
strategic direction, there may be dire consequences 

when what seems like a good fit runs against the 
direction the organization is taking.

Acquiring knowledge from external resources 
may also allow for a recombination with internal 
knowledge and creating a new knowledge/product/
service. Some capabilities are more relevant than 
others depending on the expected outcomes and 
strategies. For example, for exploitation purposes, 
strategic alliances and affiliation with Venture 
Capital might be more appropriate, while for 
exploration purposes embracing a broad scope 
of human capital skills supported by previously 
engaging in more challenging explorations might 
be more appropriate. 18

Development of alliances and or joint ventures 
with one or more partners or participation with 
competitors in the development of industry stan-
dards or as part of a consortium is another way 
to acquire knowledge from external sources. The 
issue here is the transfer of knowledge to manage 
the relationships and understand what proprietary 
knowledge may be shared with others. If that 
knowledge is part of an organization’s competi-
tive advantage or core competency, steps must be 
taken to ensure that the newly shared knowledge 
is leveraged and any strategic decisions made 
because of that knowledge are reviewed. In this 
case, a strategic decision may be compromised 
because proprietary knowledge is no longer con-
tained within the organization’s domain.

All that is required to formalize the process 
of developing alliances is the capacity to develop 
and manage external relationships. This is more 
complex that it sounds, especially in the knowl-
edge intensive context. For example, some of this 
participation may require signing a contract. In 
the context of developing new knowledge, writing 
the contract too early will be impossible; you will 
not know what knowledge outcome is possible 
and when. Even when the outcome uncertainty 
is reduced later on, customer expectations might 
not be clear enough to estimate value. But even 
if a signing a contract is not an issue, developing 
the relationships (taking risks of sharing exposing 
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knowledge and opportunity costs) and managing 
the relationships have their risks and costs. One 
of these risks is being ‘locked’ into a “strong tie” 
relationship with a ‘wrong’ customer or sup-
plier. Meaning, the customer was right at first, 
but when circumstances changed, they may turn 
out to be a wrong customer. Or, the supplier was 
appropriate for the first product line, but ‘wrong’ 
for a very different product line (see example in 
the Toyota-Formula One case below). In another 
words, one aspect of managing relationships, is to 
know when to disconnect/detached from a wrong 
partner, customer, or supplier, while one aspect 
of developing relationships is to write a contract 
that will allow for such detachment.

Culture/Tolerance of Risk

As in all things, there will be failures experienced 
as organizations work through the knowledge man-
agement strategy development and implementa-
tion processes. Indeed, many of the organizational 
failures experienced today could have their roots in 
KM. It must be remembered that building a culture 
or enhancing the present culture that will accept 
failure is of critical importance. As employees 
and partners see that the organization will accept 
failure, an implicit trust will be developed that 
will foster individual efforts to enhance internal 
knowledge. Much of this reasoning is implicitly 
understood, but consider the differences between 
the quantification of knowledge and the quantifi-
cation of, for example, a sales quota.

Just as setting sales quotas for individuals and 
groups is important to help drive business and 
forecast revenue, similar quotas should be set for 
knowledge creation. However, guidelines for not 
meeting the knowledge quota should be defined 
during the goal setting process. One problem that 
may be discovered is the quantification of the goal. 
Although these technical issues must be addressed, 
one important aspect to remember is that failure in 
one aspect of KM may not necessarily be a failure 
in another aspect of KM or business strategy. If 

a quota was set for a division to acquire a spe-
cific domain of knowledge and that goal was not 
reached, analysis is required to determine if any 
knowledge was created. Although the specific goal 
was not attained, different knowledge may have 
been created that will enhance the organization’s 
knowledge base, or, the business using external 
feedback, is communicating the possibility that 
such knowledge is not needed at this time.

These are not simple concepts to grasp at first 
but it should be remembered that knowledge cre-
ation is an active process and the creation of any 
knowledge requires active participation by all the 
parties involved. So as you look at the cultural 
aspects of accepting failure, you must also look 
at the willingness the organization has to accept 
and live with a moderate risk factor of not creating 
the knowledge it wants to create.

Like failure, risk is another factor that must 
be addressed. The amount of risk an organiza-
tion is prepared to accept when dealing with 
KM should be consistent with the amount of 
risk the organization can culturally accept. You 
cannot expect an organization that is culturally 
risk-averse to be non-risk averse when dealing 
with knowledge issues. An organization that ac-
cepts a high level of risk will usually understand 
that the risk resulting from the interchange of 
knowledge with other entities is something they 
will live with based on the potential benefits that 
can be achieved later. Indeed, the high-risk tak-
ing companies that flourished during the internet 
boom seemed to thrive, not only on risk, but on 
sharing as much knowledge as possible in order 
to gain even the smallest competitive advantage. 
Of course as the companies matured and their 
knowledge base became solidified, the amount 
of knowledge risk they would accept changed 
because the paradigm governing knowledge of 
the organization changed from creators of technol-
ogy (or new knowledge) to keepers of products 
(sustaining existing knowledge). In any case, as 
the recent economic crisis illustrated, most com-
panies lack the ability to manage their risks and 
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are not prepared for negative (e.g. black swans) 
or positive contingencies. From the KM perspec-
tive this is extremely risky today because of the 
shrinking knowledge life cycle, the accelerated 
pace of new knowledge developed causing both 
faster knowledge depreciation and a shorter half 
life of knowledge.

These issues did not emerge in a vacuum. 
Especially in the knowledge creation process, 
sharing knowledge must be rewarded and hoard-
ing that knowledge should be penalized. At the 
macro level, consider the difference between 
Apple computer and Microsoft. Apple ‘hoarded’ 
its proprietary operation system while Microsoft 
“shared” its operating system and allowed it 
to be used on a variety of hardware platforms. 
Although both companies navigated the rough 
waters of the technology boom, from an operating 
system market share perspective, it is obvious that 
Microsoft is clearly dominant. If this argument is 
narrowed to a micro level, it is consistent that the 
more knowledge is shared, the greater the pos-
sibilities available for benefiting from knowledge 
exchanged.

The final item on the subject of culture is the 
level of trust an organization is willing to put in 
its knowledge base. It is fair to say that any orga-
nization that is risk-averse and culturally “closed” 
will have a difficult time managing the knowledge 
creation process. Inherently, knowledge creation 
thrives on the ability to share, experiment, and 
fail. Creating knowledge is difficult but managing 
the creation and exploitation of that knowledge 
requires managers to grant a level of trust that may 
go counter to the culture of an organization and its 
constituent parts. The most impressive example of 
this is a playground of small children. They freely 
share knowledge, experiment, fail, and succeed. 
Rarely, if ever, does the child in the corner grow 
as much as the ones fully engaged with others.

KM Processes and Capabilities

Our experience also suggests that the following 
KM processes and capabilities (see Figure 2) 
should be considered: Communities of Practice, 
Product Domains, Functional Units, Project 
Teams, and Informal Networks/Clubs. Again, this 
is not a comprehensive list. Below we elaborate 
and illustrate some of the important aspects. What 
makes these processes and capabilities different 
from the levers (mentioned earlier) is that they 
are KM specific based and NOT organization 
wide based.

Communities of Practice

McKinsey initially used an open market system 
to clean and validate the knowledge within their 
data systems within a community of practice; this 
was followed by creating a position of “practice 
coordinators”19. Every organization has these types 
of structures but because they are not formalized 
they do not get the recognition they deserve. By 
setting apart specific organizational units, possi-
bly a microcosm of the organization or division, 
the company is allowing the area in question to 
focus on a specific domain. We see this all the 
time in companies that geographically separate 
divisions and departments into smaller, more 
manageable units. The difference is that when 
specialized individuals or groups are allowed to 
focus on specific responsibilities and work in peer 
groups, the knowledge sharing possibilities begin 
to grow internally.

People and teams in similar positions and simi-
lar disciplines begin to communicate for the com-
mon good and interpersonal relationships begin to 
emerge for the betterment of the organization as a 
whole and not for individual advancement. These 
relationships are less focused on specific goals and 
more on providing better means of doing business 
within a domain. As the network of these relation-
ships grows, knowledge is shared on a variety of 
levels. Out of these “siloed” environments come 
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best practices that are fostered by institutional 
experience and shared knowledge. Because the 
competitive nature of division vs. division is not 
in place, inter-relational knowledge sharing be-
comes the norm. Once different areas within an 
organization have more than a financial reason to 
share resources, the best resources in the organiza-
tion can be put to work where they can be used 
to their best advantage. The end result is gaining 
and maintaining a strategic advantage because 
there is a common goal rather than competitive 
in-fighting. Part of structuring an organization in 
this manner is the ability to create, maintain, and 
utilize a common set of tools that can be shared 
with others in similar situations. These tools may, 
by design, be position or discipline specific to en-
able the end users to accomplish their individual 
goals without changing the status quo of the orga-
nization. Similar networking structures, schemas, 
metadata, etc., all combine to provide an organic 
resolution to problems that cross functional lines 
and reduce the need for re-inventing the wheel 
every time a new project is undertaken.

Product Domains

Product domains are another area where knowl-
edge is created, utilized, and maintained for the 
common good. There is great similarity between 
communities of practice and product domains. 
Consider these domains as somewhat smaller com-
munities of practice but instead of encompassing 
knowledge at the macro level, products put limits 
on the macro view as they focus more sharply on 
the functional parts of the practice.

Product domains are still broad in their scope, 
but they are more narrowly focused than the prac-
tice level. Product domains may be comprised of 
one product or a number of products that work 
either independently or in concert to provide an 
output for the end user. They are also knowledge 
creation tools as individuals and teams develop, 
maintain, and support existing products.

Of course, how customer feedback is solicited 
will have a great impact on how new knowledge 
will be created within the organization. As the sup-
port mechanisms for the products are developed, 
internal structures must be developed to maintain 
and support the knowledge base that is required 
to sustain the organizational understanding of the 
domain. This is a broad concept and the next step 
down is the understanding of the functional units 
that are created to maintain the domains.

Functional Units

Functional units are created to support the prod-
uct domains. They may grow organically out of 
need or they may be intentionally developed by 
organizations that have a strong strategic plan and 
direction. As you can imagine, these functional 
units are a level lower than Product Domains. 
These units, although not the lowest level we will 
discuss, can be considered the fundamental base-
line for knowledge creation. These are however 
the lowest level at the formalized organizational 
structure. We do not discount knowledge creation 
at lower levels, in fact we have found that lower 
level knowledge creation can be a more signifi-
cant factor but organizationally these levels are 
difficult, if not impossible to manage and informal 
low-level knowledge creation at the project team 
level should be brought to the functional level to 
enable more rapid dissemination throughout the 
organization.

Functional units are small enough to allow 
knowledge creation on a one-to-one basis and 
large enough to ensure diversity within the units 
to allow for a wide ranging environment for 
knowledge creation. The assumption regarding 
these units is that the same or similar work is 
being performed by groups or teams but within 
formalized structures, geographical boundaries for 
example. Perhaps your organization provides con-
sulting services and within the United States, the 
functional units are broken down geographically 
to better serve your customer base. Ideally, these 
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functional units will incorporate best practices and 
the services provided will be formalized to a point 
where all the consultants have a standard way to 
provide the services. However, things happen and 
the unexpected always occurs.

These types of issues are, or certainly should 
be, the basis for any organization’s knowledge 
creation strategy. At the functional level, the 
knowledge created can easily be quantified and 
added to the knowledge base.

Project Teams

Project Teams feed the Functional Units. The rea-
son we exclude these teams from the formalized 
organizational levels is due to the transient nature 
of Project Teams. This is not to say that they don’t 
provide an excellent platform to create knowledge, 
but the dynamics involved in, do not create the 
atmosphere for a long term knowledge creation 
base. It must also be recognized that Project Teams 
could, and often do, provide a springboard for 
knowledge creation especially because they are 
constantly interacting with internal and external 
stakeholders. They are on the front lines and are 
doing the day-to-day work that allows knowledge 
to be shared and disseminated to other areas within 
the organization.

Because the nature of projects is short-term and 
finite, organizations cannot look to project teams 
to provide long-term knowledge creation. Since 
the knowledge created will be project specific, 
and knowledge sharing must be formalized within 
the functional units to analyze the knowledge 
and determine the most appropriate area for the 
knowledge to be utilized in. This is not to say that 
the knowledge created at the project level cannot 
be used to the advantage of the entire organiza-
tion but transferring knowledge from a project 
team to an organization is complex, and as such 
the majority of the knowledge transferred is in 
the tacit format, embodied in employees, unless 
the organization created a specific mechanism 
for such transfer.

It is suggested that Project Teams be used as 
inter-disciplinary teams that work together to 
share the knowledge created and provide the basis 
for internal knowledge creation and for creating 
processes, either tacit or explicit, to develop 
knowledge. This will go a long way to establish 
a detailed knowledge base as well as to establish 
best practices that can be used for multiple project 
teams. We look at this as an informal knowledge 
creation process that becomes formalized as 
knowledge is shared and as formalized processes 
become the norm. It should also be remembered 
that as multiple project teams are sharing newly 
created knowledge and formalizing the project 
approach, the functional units will begin to see 
cohesive knowledge bases that can be utilized 
for ensuring consistency among multiple project 
teams.

Informal Clubs and Networks

Informal clubs are similar to project teams but with 
much less formality. We look at these clubs at the 
organizational level as similar to sub-conscious 
knowledge creation at the individual level. It is 
established that we create knowledge at the con-
scious and sub-conscious level. We have all had 
experiences where once we set aside a problem 
and stop actively trying to solve the problem an 
epiphany occurs and suddenly we “know” the 
answer. Because of the informal nature of these 
clubs and the lack of formalized organizational 
structure, these clubs bring knowledge to the 
organization that is based on individuals who 
are dedicated to the process and have an intrinsic 
affinity to the process and to creating knowledge 
for that process.

The potential problem that may arise from 
these clubs is the lack of codification of knowl-
edge created at this level. Since there is no formal 
structure to share knowledge between the clubs 
and project teams, any knowledge created may 
not be available to the organization at any level. 
Although this is an extreme case, we are confident 
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that individuals who are drawn to these clubs 
will also bring that knowledge to their project 
teams. Therefore, although difficult to codify and 
quantify, knowledge created at these levels will 
eventually become available to the organization 
although it might take longer to manifest that 
knowledge.

If one looks at the social networking sites 
available to anyone with access to the internet, you 
can see the power of informal networks. However, 
do not be misled by the seemingly unstructured 
organization of these types of networks. There 
is much to be gained by individuals and teams 
that gather in this type of environment. The 
knowledge might not be easily codified and its 
value quantified and it is certainly based on the 
individual entity but there is a much to be gained 
from this type of interaction at both the individual 
and organizational levels.

Systems

Finally, you also want to add the systems you need 
to have in place to make the outcomes happen. 
Systems in our case are not limited to IS. We are 
suggesting of course to include KM/IS Archi-
tecture, but you also should consider the KM/IS 
Security Policies. Here is another example where 
the strategic dilemmas discussion (see chapter 
7) will come back. But you have to be careful 
here. Just to have the systems in place might not 
be sufficient. For example, you might have the 
IS in place, and you also might collect the data 
that you need, BUT the data might not be valid 
or reliable. We have found more than once, that 
companies assume they have the valid and reliable 
data they need to support their decision makers, 
but are surprised badly when they put it to test. 
And even when they have the data, the data may 
not be available where and when needed because 
of security policies. Think about a sales person 
in the field collaborating online with a client at 
a third location, connecting with a mobile PDA 

and needing access to a secured data base, and 
you will begin to see the complexities.

KM/IS Architecture

It is fair to say that technology will become even 
more pervasive than it is today. Organizations must 
be diligent to understand that without information 
systems, knowledge management systems are 
useless. Every day the workforce grows more and 
more reliant on computers and communication 
networks to access their workday needs. If the 
IT infrastructure and systems are not built along 
with the knowledge base that an organization is 
looking to expand and foster, the process will be 
doomed to failure.

What these systems will look like and how they 
will be accessed in the future is almost anyone’s 
guess. What is clear is that a knowledge repository 
is not a collection of documents. It has to be an 
easy to use intuitive set of tools that can quickly 
allow someone to create the knowledge they need 
to complete the tasks assigned. In addition, it must 
also allow for the analysis of how something was 
done and if the results were satisfactory. The fast 
growing importance of analytics as a business 
intelligence tool is just one illustration of the 
trend (see below).

Knowledge Embedded in Systems

So if connecting the dots is difficult, even having 
events and reward policies (for example) is not 
enough, since the organization is spread in mul-
tiple locations, across time zones, etc. Can KBS 
systems and policies help? Sometimes it might. 
For example, a mix of knowledge capturing struc-
tured interviews, with a mind mapping technique 
(and data aggregation and interrogation engine 
software-Crossbow) to capture the knowledge 
visually is described by Nousala et al, 200520. 
Such interviews not only capture the knowledge 
(to a degree of course) but also might precondition 
the individual to share their knowledge later, at 
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the appropriate time (of course if the right reward 
system is present).

KM/IS Security Policies and 
Reporting Systems

As mentioned in the sections above, the transfer 
of knowledge could/should be free flowing in the 
appropriate cultural environment. Organizations 
must put some security constraints on the transfer 
and sharing of knowledge but this is a very dif-
ficult aspect to manage. If the security restrictions 
are too stringent and do not allow for the sharing 
of knowledge both internally and externally then 
the company creates the possibility of becoming 
too insular and defeating many of its goals before 
they can be achieved. The same is true for KM 
systems within the IS infrastructure. If accessing 
data is difficult, cumbersome, or restrictive due to 
security policies, people will not use the systems. 
The difficulty is managing what is available against 
what can be disseminated to individuals outside 
the organization. If the systems are too secretive, 
individuals will create their own domains and 
the organization will have created multiple KM 
domains with no inter-relationships. The knowl-
edge will not be shared because the barriers for 
sharing are too high.

Reporting is similar but has at least one addi-
tional facet, it must be relevant. Of course before 
that question can be answered, an analysis of what 
is being reported must be addressed. Just like a 
financial database, a knowledge database will 
have a wide variety of data but that data may or 
may not be useful depending on the structure and 
audience. If an organization is only interested in 
the quantification of knowledge then the report-
ing will go in one direction. If it is interested 
in providing the reporting as a means to create 
additional knowledge then reporting will go in 
another direction. Regardless of the direction, the 
organization must tie the reporting to the security 
policies to ensure that the entities that need the 
data can access it in a useable and secure format.

Business Intelligence and Analytics

Business intelligence in this context deals with 
the knowledge and data on the interface/boundary 
of the organization. Focusing on the KM aspect, 
the knowledge should help the organization to 
understand and respond better to its customers, 
end users and suppliers as well as better manage 
its competition (current and potential) and its 
macro-environment. Any system that is the reposi-
tory of data requires that the data be available in a 
number of forms to serve multiple heterogeneous 
users, for applications not always anticipated in 
advance. Understanding the basics of the business 
and the data that is housed within its systems is 
the beginning of understanding what the business 
needs, as output, in order to prosper.

Business intelligence isn’t a knowledge cre-
ation function; on the contrary, it is an output of 
the knowledge creation process. As long as sys-
tems are in place to capture organizational data, 
there will be a need to formalize that data into 
specific outputs that enhance the business pro-
cess. It is critical here to understand the business 
process and how it has changed in the past along 
with the expectations of changes in the future. It 
makes no sense to create output that is mired in 
historical attitudes and formats. Outputs are es-
sential but they must be designed so all potential 
users can understand the value of the output as 
well as have access to it. In today’s decentralized 
environment, paper reports are quickly becoming 
obsolete but we really don’t know what form the 
next generation of output will have. It may be a 
web site generated knowledge or based on internal 
algorithms specific to sub-sets of data within a 
data warehouse. We just don’t know. However 
we must be aware that output must be channeled 
to users in a fashion that is realistic, timely, and 
useable. Some of that is depicted by systems, what 
some people call Analytics21 but the most complex 
and fuzzy aspects of business intelligence are still 
managed tacitly by organizations, which is why 
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it is critical to allow for flexibility in outputs to 
accommodate currently unknowable future needs.

How to Use Levers, Processes and 
Systems (LPS) to Achieve the Goals

Now we need to tie the Levers, Processes and 
Systems to the goals and how to achieve them.

Be sure to consider a number of alternatives, 
before deciding finally on the goals you like. 
Remember, the decisions you make here are not 
set in stone. Once you begin to move forward 
you must constantly review your decision and 
determine if what you want to achieve is a valid 
outcome of what you are doing.

It is a very complex task to reflect on all the 
Levers, Processes and System that should be part of 
the design process but such a reflection should be 
addressed on a regular basis. It is a simple matter 
to get off track because of a business necessity or 
market forces that steer you away from the mat-
ter at hand. You have to remember that these are 
long term goals and it may take a very long time 
for them to be achieved. However, focus must 
be placed on the process. This will be something 
that requires constant attention and should have 
a significant place in the status reporting of the 
organization. For example, the economic crisis that 
started to develop in late 2007 with the decline 
of the housing market would have to be analyzed 
in conjunction with the other Levers, Processes, 
and Systems to determine how to proceed based 
on your original goals. To be specific, let’s as-
sume that your organization made the decision 
to purchase a new Human Resources system but 
economic factors delayed or cancelled the project. 
The conditions surrounding the Process and Sys-
tems involved with the delay/cancellation would 
have to be analyzed based on the goals that were 
part of the reasons to purchase the new system.

Simply because you have created a set of 
goals you cannot forget that all the variables that 
went into the decision making process must be 
addresses on a continual basis. You have to be in 

the position to understand the current situation 
and factor in any changes from when you made 
the initial decision. Based on that, a re-assessment 
of all the Levers, Processes, and Systems has to 
be an on-going process to remain on course and 
account for any circumstances that will impact 
the final goals.

There is a holistic element to tying the LPS 
together as a cohesive unit. The critical aspect is 
ensuring that the three work in tandem and do 
not contradict or interfere one with another. This 
is a highly complex balancing act because these 
elements are constantly changing and the relation-
ship and balance between them might be shifting. 
Even a slight, almost non-existent shift may have 
undue consequences on the other factors. Another 
aspect to remember is the need to tie the goals and 
LPS to capabilities and competencies (see Figure 
3). Your KM strategy needs to support the short-, 
mid- and long-term goals of the organization (see 
Figure 5 in chapter 1).

There is one additional reason for your KM 
strategy to be cohesive and that is support for the 
building of internal capabilities and competencies. 
Although the process may seem overly compli-
cated, if these items are not considered and ad-
dressed, your organization will have a very dif-
ficult time creating the necessary tools to become 
a knowledge-based entity. Further, if these items 
are not addressed and there is a modicum of suc-
cess from the process, that process will be repli-
cated and the amount of work that is put into 
creating knowledge will be inconsistent with the 
relatively meager results.

You also must allow for some ambidexterity22 
here, meaning, create a variety of capabilities, 
levers, etc. so if the external environment requires 
resources that are not in your core, you still will 
be able to acquire them in a timely fashion with 
minimal effort.
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KM STRATEGY

Now you should create your KM strategy and 
put it in place. This should be done by matching 
your goals with the levers, processes and systems. 
Following that, you will develop an action plan 
and match that to your resources and constraints.

Here are some ideas23 you may want to think 
about. The current business environment is ex-
tremely volatile and creates paradoxical, contra-
dictory forces on any organization. For one, change 
is not the only constant; it is the increasing pace 
of change that is constant24. Next, organizations 
need to be able to respond to conflicting pressures, 
for example centripetal and centrifugal competing 
forces, or the need to attract young, Y-generation 
employees while still being attractive to older and 
“not retiring any time soon” older employees. So, 
how can the company have a strategy respond-
ing to such environment, or what Stacey (1992) 
identified as the need for strategic decision mak-
ing when the future is unknowable. His advice 
was to use outcomes and feedback to detect the 
environment, not only to control for the effective-
ness of the strategy. He also recommended for 

the organization to strive for being in the most 
innovative state, which is bounded instability that 
should allow the organization to determine its 
own future, which is what others called the Blue 
Ocean Strategy.25 Others suggested that organiza-
tions should create such an innovative capacity 
by increasing their action’s requisite variety26 and 
increasing their anticipatory memory27, as well 
as using indicators for developing anticipatory, 
positive, non-linear (but within limits) feedback 
mechanisms. We would strongly recommend also 
to develop your human capital, even though we 
don’t know how to measure it, and reward them 
appropriately and consistently with your goals, all 
the while being open to good and bad surprises 
(Black Swans28 and others).

There is very little more we can add here. For 
one, check chapter 7 for strategic choices you can 
make. Also, since your strategy will be (hope-
fully) unique to you, you will have to figure out 
how to match your goals while using the LPS to 
achieve them. There is no cookie cutter solution 
for that, sorry ☹.

Next you have to think about implementation 
and communication.

Figure 3. KM strategic framework: The big picture
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The most effective way to address these issues 
is to be open minded about not only what you 
are doing but the results you expect to achieve. 
This is consistent with what we have studied 
and the outcomes lend themselves to an open 
discourse about how the implementation should 
be completed as well as how the communications 
process should be managed. As with everything, 
the platform and the content used to disseminate 
the data should be geared toward the user. How 
they are going to use the data is the important 
aspect, not the form the data takes. However, it 
should be noted that the data should be controlled 
in some sort of repository, a data warehouse for 
example, and that might be a determining factor 
in how the final data is presented and utilized.

KM CONSTRAINTS 
AND RESOURCES

The obvious constraints are the current resources 
that you have, and/or that are available for any 
initiative, project, activity, etc. Budget, time, and 
staff are major among them, and like in any strate-
gic planning or thinking you must take them into 
consideration in your planning process.

But this will not suffice.
Basically, any existing levers can be a con-

straint due to limited availability or due to a change 
in circumstances/conditions. For example, your 
current culture, norms and leadership (support, 
commitment) are constraints. Your current IS/
KB systems are constraints. Your current poli-
cies, procedures, etc. are constraints. Your cur-
rent capabilities and people skills (or lack of) are 
constraints. You must take them all into account 
and consideration in your planning process.

Also, like in any major change initiative, 
internal politics must be taken into account and 
addressed. Organizationally, you must take a 
critical look at where you want to go with the 
understanding that the journey must be mapped 
out based on how the organization works. Analysis 

must be done to evaluate where the roadblocks 
will come from and how the organization will be 
able to navigate around any unforeseen problems. 
Is the commitment from management there? Will 
funding be cut off in the future? We invite you to 
review the Toyota-Formula One case and see the 
issues they faced and what they did to overcome 
obstacles.

This can be a difficult exercise but it is required 
preparation to give you an understanding of how 
you will manage the process going forward. In 
some areas you will succeed and in others you 
will fail. However, failure should not be looked 
at as defeat, it is a learning experience so you can 
gain the knowledge required to make furthers at-
tempts successful.

Early research29 in KM suggested that time 
(and not money) is the major constraint people 
face in their jobs. So, smart KM companies allow 
their employees 10-15% of their weekly hours 
to use for whatever they choose. This may seem 
counter intuitive, but if you look at the way the 
workforce has changed in the last 20 years, you 
can see that managing time efficiently is no longer 
the driving force behind work. When most jobs 
were based on an assembly line of some sort, it 
was relatively easy to understand the relationship 
between workers (time) and output (product). A 
factory manager needed only to know how many 
workers it took doing a week’s work to produce x 
number of widgets. Based on orders and forecasts, 
staffing the correct number of workers was a fairly 
simple process. Of course this did not leave any 
time for the workers to learn anything more than 
the job they were assigned. There was no need for 
a line worker to understand the marketing strate-
gies of the company since there was no correlation 
between those functions. In today’s environment, 
it is fair to say that Apple could never have got-
ten the iPod to market with that type of mindset.

Learning and training (new knowledge devel-
opment) is one of the first things that companies 
cut when economic downturn occurs. This is 
because they do not have a solid, valid set of tools 
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for quantifying the value of ROI on human capital 
development. Imagine when times are most dif-
ficult and companies are trying to get the most out 
of every dollar, they begin cutting the very essence 
of their future. However, it is not a difficult call to 
make for a CEO. They have fiduciary responsibili-
ties to the shareholders and maintaining the status 
quo will, it is hoped, allow them to maintain pre-
defined levels of output and quality. The problem 
is that once the cycle starts to ramp back up, they 
are not in a position to learn from the mistakes they 
might have made. They are in a position where a 
decision has to be made to either move forward 
with training and new knowledge development 
or they can, if their business model allows for 
it, become a commodity producer in the market. 
Most companies are somewhere in the middle 
and are in a constant state of flux with relation to 
their new knowledge creation. It is very similar 
to the yo-yo diet effect and like that, without any 
clear direction, knowledge creation takes a back 
seat and there is no great material gain or loss. 
However, in the long term, these companies are 
doomed to fail because the failure of companies 
to create critical new knowledge and/or maintain 
existing knowledge and disseminate it throughout 
the workforce creates an environment where the 
status quo is the only goal, at best.

Action Plans and Planning 
Constraints and Resources

Now you are ready for the next step and reality 
check (see Figure 1). You will now list the specific 
steps/action plans as well as the all the resources 
needed for the strategy to happen, and all the con-
straints you will be facing when implementing it. 
Again, here, the devil is in the details. The more 
specific you are and the better and accurate your 
data and planning is, the higher the probability 
that you will be able to accomplish your goals. 
We have found (unfortunately) that in many cases 
management is clueless about the details needed 
for such planning, but at the same time they are 

not willing to involve the people at the bottom 
of the ladder that have the knowledge needed for 
such detailed planning.

That is not to say that this is an exercise that 
will go unnoticed. At this point it is vital to bring 
in resources at all levels to ensure that you can 
actually perform the steps/activities based on the 
game plan and achieve the goals you have formal-
ized. Management must realize that this cannot be 
done in an ivory tower and disseminated top-down 
to the employees like another policy. If you look at 
the thought process behind the structured process 
we have provided, it is imperative to ensure all 
the appropriate people are in place to formalize 
the process and provide the necessary input that 
allows management to make the correct decisions.

If you go through this process assuming that 
the management team has all the knowledge to set 
the correct goals you may be misguided. No select 
group of individuals can possess all the knowledge 
needed to drive this process forward. The premise 
we use is to bring in as many different opinions 
as we can to detail the activities, to identify the 
resources needed, as well as the constraints, and 
to establish the correct goals. Once this is done, 
you are well on your way to providing a roadmap 
that has an excellent chance of success.

An integral part of the process is creating a 
Risk Analysis that encompasses the resources, 
constraints, and goals. Specifically, a major risk in 
this type of environment is to understand that the 
major players are constituents in the process and 
losing any of them might adversely affect the KM 
proposition as a whole. It must be remembered that 
the people in the forefront have already created a 
vast amount of knowledge and the management 
may not understand the level of expertise these 
people bring to the process. Conversely, losing one 
or two key players in the process can adversely 
impact the KM implementation process timeline 
but if the participants have been utilizing the 
structured approach we outlined, the amount of 
organizational knowledge or in this case team 
knowledge, will more than compensate for the 
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loss of individual participants as long as there is 
a strategy for transferring the team knowledge to 
the new participants.

Although at this point there is much to be 
said for keeping individuals within the process, 
it is also important to understand the importance 
of reviewing risks associated with the defined 
constraints. Since business is a fluid process, con-
straints will change throughout the KM strategy 
formulation and implementation lifecycle and 
these must be addressed on a periodic basis as 
the process moves forward. Do not discount the 
possible ramifications of addressing this step. It 
is of critical importance that the risks be updated 
so all possible scenarios can be analyzed. Look 
at the recent financial crisis where real estate val-
ues plummeted substantially and an organization 
was funding a number of initiatives based on the 
relative values of that real estate, a 20% or 30% 
devaluation of the company’s assets could have 
an adverse effect on the funding available for the 
KM initiative. Although it would be difficult for 
most organizations to forecast that type of event 
and add it to their risk scenarios, it is an example 
where constant re-evaluation of all constraints, not 
just the ones that have a direct impact, is vital to 
the long term success of the KM initiative.

MANAGING CORE COMPETENCIES

Now you are ready for the big picture. We will now 
connect the concept of core competencies and the 
KM strategy to indicators and to other traditional 
tools for strategic thinking. There are a couple of 
reasons for this, but the most important one is that 
we know from our experience that companies have 
a very difficult time knowing how to manage their 
core competencies. They also have no clue how 
to develop new ones when they are needed (for 
example Sony30) or when they are restructuring 
(for example Thomson-France31), or when they 
have a need to use them in another product/market 

(Dell). So here is a framework that might just 
help (see Figure 3).

Core Competencies (CC), is a sound academic 
construct that makes sense for management intui-
tively, but we found it extremely difficult to put to 
use as a rigorous, formalized process that can be 
used effectively and efficiently by management. 
We found examples to be helpful in explaining 
the concepts, but it is almost impossible to get 
management to truly comprehend it and more 
than that, to put it to use. Most interestingly, even 
when a company developed a competency at one 
point in time, when they need to change it, or 
when they need to “re-engineer” it, they have no 
clue how to do that. Which would suggest to us, 
then, rather than referring to the development of 
the competency in the first place, we should refer 
to it as stumbled into it?

The framework described in Figure 3 builds 
on the original work of Roos and Roos (1997) but 
adds building blocks as well as identifies which 
aspects in the environment of the organization 
have stronger impact on which components of 
the framework.

First the basic framework; there are couple of 
reasons for the arrangement (from left to right in 
Figure 3) KSF-KMS-KSI-CC-KB in this order. 
From the right, we are consistent with Figure 2 in 
Chapter 1 and with the need for the KB to support 
CC resulting in KSI. From the left we need the 
external environment to have an effect on the KM 
strategy, which will also result in KSI, hopefully 
the same indicators and outcome, as mentioned 
earlier. Now obviously, there is a KB-KM strategy 
relationship, but separating them is intentional, 
since we do not want to limit the KM strategy to 
our own KB. We want to allow for strategies that 
utilize external sources of knowledge (see C3EEP, 
in chapter 7) as from acquisitions or open sources, 
as mentioned also earlier in this chapter.

We start again with the outcomes. On one 
hand we identify the KSF that we need to have 
(resulting from the industry you are in) within 
our context to get to them, and we identify the 
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business strategy that will provide for them. On 
the other hand, we identify the core competen-
cies, activities, processes we need to have to 
arrive to them and we identify the knowledge 
base and the KM strategy that will get us there. 
Please note that there are a number of internal 
forces here you need to take into account, such as, 
culture and leadership; and external forces, such 
as industry’s “rules of the game”. By the end of 
the day, it is the implementation that makes the 
difference, and that causes the achievement of the 
expected outcomes. Why is this framework dif-
ferent? First it requires to “spelling out the guts” 
of the competency. What specific activities, and 
processes you have (or need to have) in place for 
this competency to work. Second, it is framed by 
outcomes and knowledge bases, which will make 
this connection explicit, and also will allow you to 
verify that indeed you have the “right” competency 
in place. And lastly it will connect it both to your 
strategy and to your industry, again explicitly, so 
you can verify that the connections, relationships 
and ties make sense.

You will also notice that the SWOT factors are 
placed in specific positions to help illustrate where 
in the process they come into play. Opportunities 
and Threats directly influence Key Success Factors 
and KM Strategy. In a similar fashion, Strengths 
and Weaknesses are directly influence Core Com-
petencies and the company’s Knowledge Base. We 
attempted to place the analysis factors with the 
most direct influence on the areas that they are 
impacting. As you move to the bottom of Figure 
3 you see the relationship come full circle as, for 
example, Strengths and Weaknesses influence 
Core Competencies and the Knowledge base in 
a direct relationship and that directly influences 
Culture and the corporate KM Strategy. All of 
these factors have a vertical influence from top 
to bottom but they also influence the other items 
in the framework as you move from side to side. 
There are no stand alone items in the framework. 
Everything has some influence on other items. The 
difference is how directly the items are influenced.

KM OUTCOMES

Outcomes should be consistent with goals, so 
our discussion in chapter 1 and in this chapter 
(goals) should cover that, but keeping the 80/20 
rule in mind as well as surprises, we must allow 
for new learning to happen, meaning we must be 
able to account for some unplanned outcomes to 
create value. Even in continually updated plans, 
the unexpected can (and will) happen, with both 
positive and negative results and/or consequences.

This also may encourage your organization 
to experiment and to be open to the unexpected, 
or re-invent itself partially, or completely. What 
we are really saying here is that there will always 
be new and unexpected events that will require 
you to re-think, re-do, and even re-invent what 
has already transpired. Knowledge is vibrant and 
multifaceted but more importantly, knowledge is 
dynamic. The factors we have defined as influenc-
ing knowledge are a sub-set of all the factors that 
directly influence the knowledge creation process. 
This sub-set has specific meaning in the business 
environment and provides a guide to maneuver 
through the knowledge creation process.

As we have discussed, the process is complex 
and there are no simple answers. In fact, you may 
be surprised by some of the answers you will get 
throughout the process. It is a simple thing to say 
that organizationally, you want to make changes 
and start moving toward a knowledge-based or-
ganization, however actually making that change 
involves considerable work and buy-in at all levels 
of the organization.

We have said that it is critical to review the 
process and the specific steps within the process 
on a continual basis and that is also true of re-
viewing the outcomes. An interesting exercise 
to perform is, when the process is complete, look 
back at the initial drivers that led to the decision 
to go forward with a KM initiative and look at 
the differences between what was accomplished 
and the expectations. You will see that the initial 
expectations, at a high level, have not changed 
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that much because the vision is supported by the 
process. However, as you look into the specifics 
of the process, we are sure that you will find many 
of your initial assumptions were incorrect and that 
the process required you to make more changes 
than you thought you would have to, because of 
the dynamics of the process.

Don’t be surprised by this. It is not inconsistent 
with the knowledge creation process. We all make 
internal assumptions and try to fit our world view 
into those assumptions. The process simply allows 
you to take an objective look at the assumptions 
and fit them into the business process to create 
value. The journey is long and hard but the benefits 
speak for themselves.

KM CONTROLS (CLOSING 
THE LOOPS)

Now that the process has come to a close and the 
KM strategy development initiative is over, you 
cannot stop. Maintenance is critical to ensure the 
process continues and provides for learning and 
knowledge creation on an ongoing basis. To do 
that, controls have to be established and stakehold-
ers and other interested parties should be brought 
into discussions regarding the organization’s 
vision, mission, and goals. Consistent with this, 
the strategy, levers, and constraints of the KM 
initiative should be reviewed on a periodic basis 
to ensure the baseline has not changed. These 
controls will allow the organization to completely 
understand the implications of both internal and 
external factors that impact how business is done 
and the external environment. This is actually a 
mini KM initiative with one difference: since 
most of the hard work has already been done, 
this simply keeps everything that has been ac-
complished on track.

Another way to view this is to understand that 
once a KM initiative has been completed, espe-
cially a successful one, it can quickly become a 
model for other areas within the organization. By 

maintaining controls, the newer initiatives will 
have a great advantage over the previous ones as 
the process becomes defined and the errors made 
in earlier attempts become laboratories for new 
learning and knowledge creation.

We need to add here one additional aspect, 
and this is the question of the self identity of the 
organization. In our research32 and consulting we 
found that in more and more cases, one of the 
stumbling blocks or barriers for change, or for 
understanding the environment, is the definition 
of self identity. Organizations take their old iden-
tity for granted so much that they never realize 
how this is limiting their strategic options and 
alternative futures. So, to summarize, be sure that 
you are aware of this issue, and allow yourself 
to question the need for change as part of your 
control, closing the loop process.

Finally, below, you find a case describing how 
a very successful company, despite being a world 
leader as a learning organization, had difficulty 
with transferring its core competency to a very 
different product market, and how its definition 
of self identity and early successes are limiting 
its ability to succeed in an environment foreign 
to them.

TOYOTA AND FORMULA ONE

Toyota: celebrated ‘best world manufacturer’, a 
global model of exemplary efficient and effective 
management of resources (both material and hu-
man). Formula One: the world’s greatest expres-
sion of car technology brought to the extreme level 
of research & development, tested on the most 
challenging tracks in the world and a powerful 
global marketing tool. The match between Toyota 
and Formula One makes a lot of sense on both 
technological and marketing fronts. This is why 
Toyota has “spent more than 20 billion yen ($ 170 
million) a year competing in Formula One races 
since its entry in 2002, for a cumulative total of 
over $1 billion in 2007.”33
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Through Formula One the Japanese company 
competes with many of the key manufacturers 
it has aggressively and successfully challenged 
in the global car market: BMW, Ferrari (Fiat), 
Honda, Mercedes, Renault (Nissan). Unfortu-
nately the successes in the marketplace have not 
been matched by the results of the Toyota Formula 
One (www.toyota-f1.com) team to date: no wins, 
a handful of podium finishes, only one pole posi-
tion on the starting grid and many frustrating and 
humiliating experiences (even on the home track 
in Suzuka, Japan owned by Toyota itself!).

Over six years of trying; over $1 billion spent 
(Toyota Formula One yearly overall budget equals, 
some say exceeds, that of the top winning teams 
Ferrari and McLaren-Mercedes); the top engineer-
ing, technical and driving expertise money can buy 
yet few results to show for it and little progress year 
after year. The top management of the company 
in Japan’s headquarters has been increasingly 
under pressure either to come up with results or 
quit the Formula One program altogether. Why 
is this happening? What is Toyota doing wrong?

Many Formula One insiders are very skeptical 
that Toyota Formula One will be able to succeed 
any time soon. The key reason for this skepticism 
is related to the roots of the company’s Formula 
One program and the way Toyota has been manag-
ing and developing knowledge in the unique, fast 
paced, ever changing Formula One environment. 
Let’s analyze these issues further.

Formula One historically has been a European 
centered sport in terms of component manufactur-
ers, team locations (the sport rules require each 
participating team to design and manufacture its 
own original chassis, the engine can be manufac-
tured or purchased from a different manufacturer) 
and tracks. For these reasons Toyota realized 
that Formula One operations could not be based 
in Japan, they had to be based in Europe. They 
decided to utilize the facilities and expertise of 
the Toyota Team Europe, which was set up and 
managed by the Swedish former rally driver Ove 
Andersson. Andersson founded the team (origi-

nally named Andersson Motorsport) in Cologne, 
Germany in the early 1970’s and has been very 
competitive in the World Rally Championship 
ever since. In 1993 Toyota decided to purchase 
the team in order to further affirm the racing 
competitiveness of its cars on a global scale (the 
Rally World Championship features cars based 
upon commercial models). Toyota Team Europe 
was made up of 300 professionals coming from 
17 nations. In 1997 it became the first motorsport 
business to be awarded the ISO 9001 label for the 
quality of its operations. Thanks to Andersson’s 
work Toyota won the Rally World Championship 
as manufacturer in 1990-91-92-93-94-98 and 
1999. These successes and the high level of profes-
sionalism and determination shown by Andersson 
and his people convinced Toyota headquarters to 
stop the Rally program and utilize the facilities 
and people in Cologne to enter the Formula One 
program. In 1999 Toyota headquarters officially 
presented their plans to begin competing in For-
mula One at the start of the 2002 racing season as 
engine and chassis manufacturer, developed and 
managed by its own team. The proper budget was 
set in order to involve Formula One experienced 
engineers and technical personnel, who left their 
positions at top Formula One teams lured by lav-
ish compensation and the ambitious plans of the 
Japanese manufacturer famous for the reliability 
of its cars. They trusted Toyota not to jeopardize 
the worldwide reputation it had built with Formula 
One failures.

Since the beginning of the Formula One proj-
ect in Cologne, Toyota aimed to make the sport 
headlines for its efficient organization based upon 
its very own celebrated Toyota Way. It prided 
itself on the multicultural origins of its people 
(more than 20 countries represented) managed 
the “Japanese way” with “German discipline” 
and aided by sophisticated operations manage-
ment “American software”. The software helped 
to gear operations toward a Business Service 
Model (BSM) allowing for an overall integrated 
(End-to-End) vision of the manufacturing, testing 
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and racing processes. Within this model all of the 
processes are integrated upon the improvement and 
feedback of the end user (for this specific case, the 
drivers detailed technical feedback from the track 
which is crucial for effective car development). 
On paper it is a flow of information and actions 
that are supposed to, at least, keep the pace (if not 
lead) in the rapid technological changes in Formula 
One where a three month old component is often 
already technologically obsolete.

Theoretically the organizational model should 
work but the results on the track have been disap-
pointing given the amount of resources and exper-
tise invested in the project. Since 2002 the team 
has changed many drivers (ruining in the process 
the career of at least a couple of them who had, 
until their arrival in Cologne, shown substantial 
racing and testing skills), it has changed several 
lead designers (one every year, by average) and 
it has also changed the top management: Ove 
Andersson (recently deceased in a vintage rally 
crash in South Africa) was sidelined from his lead 
role in 2003 due to the lack of results (officially 
he retired and remained linked to the team as a 
consultant). He was replaced by John Howett, 
former VP of Marketing and Sales for Lexus, who 
was supported by Japanese executives focusing on 
day-to-day and strategic operations. Many changes 
were made, but still no concrete and consistent 
results were realized.

Formula One insiders link the lack of results to 
two key aspects: the location of the team operations 
in Cologne and the lack of a step-by-step techni-
cal development continuity. Cologne is an issue 
because traditionally, Formula One manufacturers 
of both engines and chassis, have been located in 
Surrey (South East England) and specifically in 
areas such as Woking and Guildford (the World 
Championship started in 1950). Through the de-
cades those areas have hosted small and midsize 
companies specialized in developing Formula One 
components and able to keep up with and stimulate 
the many technological changes (for example the 
shift from metals to carbon fiber materials). In 

order to tap into this knowledge base and expertise 
many Formula One teams have been founded and 
still are located in this area and even Formula One 
newcomers have bought-out teams located here 
(for example the current official Honda Formula 
One was founded years ago by purchasing the 
1970s World Champion Tyrrell team). There are 
some successful exceptions like Ferrari, located in 
Maranello, Italy or the former Sauber team (now 
BMW-Sauber) located in Hinwill, close to Zurich 
in Switzerland. It should be noted that through the 
years both teams have had active technological 
links with England. For example Ferrari, during 
the late 1980’s and early 1990’s, implemented a 
technological design and aerodynamics center 
in Guilford, England directed by the then top 
Formula One designer, John Barnard. Barnard 
agreed to leave his employer (several times World 
Champion McLaren team) and work for Ferrari 
only if the Italian company was willing to finance 
the center. This was certainly a radical change for 
the Italian manufacturer always proud to point 
out that everything in a Ferrari Formula One car 
was ‘Made in Maranello’ (Ferrari’s historical 
headquarters are close to Modena). According 
to Barnard, it was not going to be possible to 
design and manufacture a winning Formula One 
chassis without tapping into the know-how and 
skills present in England. Ferrari Formula One 
wins in 1990 and 1991 (after almost a decade of 
struggling performances) proved him right even 
if political tensions within Ferrari eventually lead 
Barnard to leave the company and the Guilford 
center to be closed. The Toyota Formula One team 
has missed out on this knowledge base. They felt 
empowered by the Rally World Championship 
successes and by the far reaching knowledge base 
of Toyota. Knowledge and work methodology that 
have been proven over and over to be effective in 
making commercial cars yet the results at hand 
were not fully suitable for the nimble (compared 
to the global Toyota operations) but constantly 
changing Formula One world.
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The location has not been the only contribut-
ing factor to the lack of success. The other key 
contributing factor has been the talent base on 
which the team was founded and the way that 
such talent has been managed ever since. During 
the last 25 years Toyota has been the only manu-
facturer to begin Formula One operations starting 
from zero, in other words without buying-out 
existing Formula One teams (Mercedes, Honda, 
BMW have all done that). The purchased teams 
were on a competitive downslide caused by lack 
of funds or by the fading inspiration and deter-
mination of aging visionary founders. Still, all of 
them had a knowledge base (in terms of people, 
infrastructure, tools and experiences) upon which 
to build renewed, better funded and better focused 
operations. For example the current successes of 
Mercedes (purchasing the historic McLaren team) 
and BMW (purchasing the small but experienced 
Sauber team) were dependent upon these factors.

Toyota Formula One has tried to compensate 
for this initial lack of specific technological know-
how (involving design and engineering for both 
chassis and engines) and organizational know-how 
(involving the most efficient and effective way to 
obtain the best performance on track) by hiring 
experienced professionals. Yet the lack of results 
has caused the Japanese top management to keep 
changing the lead chassis engineers hoping to find 
better results. This has caused a lack of continu-
ity in development of the knowledge base. Every 
new lead chassis engineer has chosen to start the 
overall design project almost anew, often taking 
into little consideration the expertise developed by 
the team until then. It is to note that instead on the 
engine side (lead since 1999 by the Italian engineer 
Luca Marmorini, a former Ferrari Formula One 
team professional) the step-by-step continuity has 
built upon technical advances over the years and 
the Toyota Formula One engine has been rated 
one of the most dependable and powerful ones 
over the last few years, an engine so effective as 
to place the Williams chassis manufacturer and 
team, that has been utilizing the Japanese engine 

during the last two seasons, quite often ahead of 
the official all Toyota team.

These days, more than ever, winning in For-
mula One is a matter of technological effectiveness 
matched by organizational efficiency. Formula 
One has become one of the most challenging 
technological and organizational arenas not only 
in competitive motor sports but also in terms of 
the overall competitive global industry. Present 
and future successes in the sport depend upon 
specific expertise that cannot be improvised nor 
artificially acquired. Real experience with all its 
successes and failures is needed.

Only time will tell if Toyota will have the pa-
tience, bureaucratic and political inner dynamics, 
and resources to fill the knowledge base gap it 
has started its Formula One operations with and 
to implement a real overall step-by-step incre-
mental approach, season after season, to making 
a more consistently performing and dependable 
car. To many Formula One fans its global image 
depends upon this.
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ABSTRACT

Many organizations struggling to capitalise on 
their knowledge assets tend to let their knowledge 
management systems emerge from existing IT 
systems and infrastructure. Within a complex 
business environment this can cause a mismatch 
between how knowledge assets are—and should 
be—managed. In order to help organizations 
develop dynamic and effective KM systems, 
organizations need to re-think how knowledge 
is created and shared around their core business 
processes. To be more specific, for organizations 
where inter/intra organizational collaboration is 
vital to overall end-to-end performance, organiza-
tions need to consider the relationship between 
four key components: knowledge strategy, core 
process optimisation, core process performance, 

and knowledge barriers. This chapter will explain 
why these components are important, the relation-
ship between them, and how they relate to each 
other in terms of helping to define an effective 
knowledge management system. The findings 
presented are based on data collated within, and 
across, IBM’s Integrated Supply Chain.

INTRODUCTION

Managing knowledge ‘capture’, ‘creation’ and 
‘transfer’ is vitally important to successful innova-
tive organizations (Nonaka et al., 1995), indeed 
knowledge itself is recognised as an important 
component of value creation and competitive 
advantage (King et al., 2003). Therefore, the de-
velopment of a knowledge management system 
becomes a vital part in the successful management 
of an organization’s knowledge assets (Corso et 
al., 2006).

Stephen McLaughlin
National University of Ireland Maynooth, Ireland
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However, many organizations tend to develop 
their knowledge management systems from their 
existing IT strategy (McDermott, 1999). In essence 
the knowledge management system becomes an 
extension or expansion of the existing IT infra-
structure (Johannessen et al., 2001). This approach 
may not necessarily be bad for the organization, 
and it certainly is not new (Alavi, 2000: Bow-
man, 2002) but in general a failure to consider 
how knowledge, in particular tacit knowledge, 
is created, shared and utilised, as opposed to 
simply focusing on how explicit knowledge is 
created, shared, and stored may seriously impact 
an organizations ability to innovate and build a 
competitive advantage.

Therefore, in order to improve and encour-
age innovation an organization must understand 
how knowledge is created, shared, and utilised 
across the entire organization. In order to do this 
organization’s must take a proactive approach in 
developing their knowledge management system, 
and resist the temptation to simply let it emerge 
from existing IT systems. Through this proactive 
approach the organization should focus on devel-
oping an organization wide strategy that looks at 
managing both knowledge assets and information 
flows and repositories.

So how then does an organization determine the 
best system for managing knowledge and informa-
tion across its business? To do this organizations 
must consider a number of elements:

1.  Their knowledge management strategy, not 
only in terms of technology enablement but 
also the impact on performance of knowl-
edge sharing / creating practices amongst 
employees, and how processes are aligned 
to optimise knowledge creation and transfer.

2.  The barriers that may exist to knowledge 
creation and transfer across the organization.

3.  How information and knowledge moves 
along core business processes and impacts 
process performance.

4.  How core processes are optimised to maxi-
mise knowledge creation and transfer along 
core business processes.

By looking at the inter-connecting relation-
ship between these four aspects of knowledge 
management the Knowledge Management System 
Dependency Model (KMSDM) was developed to 
help organizations better manage their respective 
knowledge assets.

RESEARCH CONTEXT 
AND METHODOLOGY

The research methodology follows a critical 
theory approach in identifying best knowledge 
transfer practice across complex organizations. 
The research is exploratory in nature and a case 
study (Yin, 2002) methodology is used to support 
this line of inductive theory building. The find-
ings presented are based on data collated within 
and across IBM’s Integrated Supply Chain. For 
the purpose of the research over 150 individuals 
working across an IBM core end-to-end business 
process were surveyed; in this case the supply chain 
order flow process was used. A semi-structured 
questionnaire and one-to-one interviews were 
used to identify the organization’s knowledge 
habits with respect to a core business process. The 
analysis of the data has been used to understand 
the different explicit and tacit knowledge sharing 
habits of the workforce, and the perceived barriers 
that influence these habits along a core business 
process. The analysis also identified where along 
the core process the existing knowledge manage-
ment approach (codified or personalised) was at 
odds with employee tacit and explicit knowledge 
sharing habits. By understanding the different 
knowledge creation and sharing practices along the 
core process the authors have been able to develop 
a picture of the dominant knowledge approaches, 
not just by business function but more importantly 
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by the different parts of the organization as they 
relate and interact along the core process.

The information gathered through the primary 
research allowed the organization to re-focus 
on how to improve knowledge and information 
flows in order to improve process performance 
(McLaughlin et al., 2006b). The practical ap-
plication of the findings across the core business 
process helped define both the Knowledge Man-
agement System Dependency Model (KMSDM) 
as presented in this chapter.

Ultimately the aim of this research is to develop 
an underpinning theory and associated models 
relating to improving process performance in 
complex organizations. The research and analysis 
outlined in this paper has been conducted using 
qualitative and quantitative methods with all data 
gathering complying with validation criteria as 
outlined by Yin (2002).

THE NEED FOR A KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

Due to the emergent way many organizations ap-
proach the management of their knowledge assets 
the development of an effective knowledge man-
agement system now demands that organizations 
re-think how they initially identify their knowledge 
requirements. Certainly, a key component to any 
knowledge management system will be how an 
organization views its knowledge assets from a 
strategic perspective.

So, what should an organization consider when 
developing a knowledge management strategy? 
This term ‘knowledge management strategy’ is 
used to denote the focused, proactive, and pre-
meditated development of a strategy specifically 
concerning the long term management of both 
personalised and codified knowledge systems 
(Hansen et al., 1999) in a way that best supports 
competitive advantage. Therefore, for a knowl-
edge management strategy to be effective it must 
consider the different types of knowledge required 

at certain key points across the organization and 
the knowledge transfer barriers that impact across 
the organization (McLaughlin et al., 2008; Barson 
et al., 2000). A fundamental consideration is that 
an effective knowledge strategy is based around 
how tacit and explicit knowledge is created and 
flows along core business processes. The reason 
for this is simple. The performance of core business 
processes will have a direct impact on business 
performance. Therefore, by concentrating on how 
explicit and tacit knowledge flows along the core 
business processes, an organization can better 
match its knowledge management improvements 
more directly to process performance (McLaugh-
lin et al., 2006a: Schiuma et al., 2001). In a sense 
these processes can be viewed as knowledge arter-
ies or pathways. In general terms organizations 
can manage their tacit and explicit knowledge 
through a combination of personalised and codi-
fied systems respectively.

Hansen et al. (1999) and Gupta and Mi-
chailova (2004) have identified the main aspects 
that separate codified/personalised ‘knowledge’ 
strategies. The important thing to remember with 
these two approaches is that they are designed to 
fit different business environments. Therefore, 
one is not always better then the other. The suit-
ability of the approach will depend on the type 
of organisation that is implementing the ‘knowl-
edge’ approach (Tiwana, 2000). The key aspects 
of both approaches are compared and outlined 
in Table 1. The Table characteristics outlined are 
supported by Gupta & Michailova (2004) and are 
an expansion on the original comparison as put 
forward by Hansen, Nohria, & Tierney (1999). 
The tension between technology dominance and 
interpersonal dynamics in knowledge sharing is 
reflected in the distinction between codification/
personalisation (Hansen et al., 1999; Tiwana 
2000). Codification is based on technologies, 
such as intranets, repositories, databases, etc. 
Personalisation emphasizes knowledge sharing 
among individuals, groups, and organizations 
through social networking and/or engaging in 
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‘communities of practice’ or ‘epistemic communi-
ties’ (Brown & Duguid, 2000; Hansen et al. 1999; 
Wenger, 2000). Social and interpersonal aspects 
seem to override technology-based and procedural 
mechanisms in terms of ‘meaningful knowledge 
management’ (Hansen et al., 1999). McDermott 
(1999) concluded that the great trap in knowledge 
management is using information management 
tools and concepts to design knowledge manage-
ment systems. Hansen (1999) maintained that 

strong network ties are important for the sharing 
of tacit knowledge while non-redundant weak 
ties play an important role for accessing explicit 
knowledge. According to Johannessen et al. (2001) 
there is a real danger that because of the focus IT 
solutions have on mainly explicit knowledge this 
may relegate tacit knowledge to the background 
hence a knowledge mismatch.

Table 1. Codified and personalised systems 

Business Strategy Question Codification Approach Personalisation Approach

What is the organization business? Provide high quality, reliable, fast and cost 
effective services and products

Provide creative, rigorous and highly custom-
izable services and products.

How much data is reused to support new 
projects?

Reuses portions of old documents to create 
new ones.

Every problem has a high chance of being a 
“one off” and unique problem. Highly creative 
solutions are called for.

What is the costing model used for organiza-
tions products or services?

Price based competition. Expertise based pricing. High prices not de-
termined to business. Price based competition 
barley (if at all) exists.

What are the organizations typical profit 
margins?

Very low profit margins; overall revenues 
need to be maximized to increase net profits.

Very high profit margins.

How best can the role IT plays be described? IT is a primary enabler; the objective is to 
connect people distributed across the orga-
nization with codified ‘knowledge’ such as 
reports, documentation, code etc. that is in 
some reusable form.

Storage and retrieval are not the primary 
applications IT. IT is used to enable com-
munication and better contact. Conversations, 
socialization and exchange of tacit knowledge 
are considered to be the primary use of IT.

What are the reward structures? Employees are rewarded for using and con-
tributing to databases such as notes, discus-
sion databases

Employees are rewarded for directly sharing 
their knowledge with colleagues and for as-
sisting colleagues in other locations/offices 
with their problems.

How is knowledge/information transferred? Employees refer to a document or best prac-
tices database that stores, distributes and 
collects codified knowledge

Knowledge is transferred person to person; 
intra-organizational networking is encouraged 
to enable sharing of tacit knowledge, insight, 
experience and intuititon.

Where do the organizations economies of 
scale lie?

Economies of scale lie in the effective reuse 
of existing knowledge and experience and 
applying them to solve new problems and 
complete new projects.

Economies rest in the sum total of expertise 
available within the organization; experts in 
various areas of specialization are considered 
indispensable.

What are the typical team structure demo-
graphics?

Large teams; most members are junior-level 
employees; a few project managers lead them.

Junior employees are not an inordinate pro-
portion of a typical team’s total membership.

What do the organization services resemble? Accenture Consulting, The Gartner group, 
Delphi Consulting, ZDNet, Delta Airlines, 
Oracle

Boston Consulting Group, McKinsey and 
Company, Rand Corporation

What do the organization products resemble? Pizza Hut, Dell Computers, Gateway, Micro-
soft, SAP, People Soft, Baan, America On-
Line (AOL), Bell South, Lotus, SAS Institute, 
IBM, Hewlett-Packard, Intranetics, 3Com

A custom car or bicycle manufacturer, Boeing, 
a contract research firm, a private investigator.

Source: Tiwana (2000)
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CONSIDERATIONS IN DEVELOPING 
A KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM

When developing a knowledge management sys-
tem an organization should assess how it wishes 
to capture, create, and share both tacit and explicit 
knowledge. In reality how this happens may vary 
significantly across different organizations. This 
problem becomes more acute when trying to define 
a knowledge management system for a complex 
organization. If an organization decides to opt for 
a mainly codified approach it needs to consider 
the amount of interaction employees will have 
with the systems involved (Hansen et al., 1999). 
If the systems are unstructured and allow data to 
be input as rich text, context might be difficult 
to determine, and the employees will have more 
control over the amount of information they wish 
to share. However, at the other end of the spectrum 
with highly structured data formatted systems, 
gleaning knowledge from a ‘tacit to explicit to tacit 
exchange’ may be difficult (Marwick, 2001). Also 
the systems may become inflexible when trying 
to meet the demands of a dynamic and changing 
market place. To that end the choice of a codified 
or personalised approach used to support the way 
an organization views and manages its knowledge 
is important (Hansen et al., 1999; Tiwana, 2000). 
However, even when organizations have decided 
on a knowledge management system a successful 
implementation is not always guaranteed (Kluge 
et al., 2001; Grossman, 2006). This is because 
the assessment for a top-down, organization-wide 
knowledge management system fails to properly 
consider the cultural aspect relating to how indi-
viduals create and share knowledge. Table 2 shows 
how in the case of IBM the dominant knowledge 
system was out of line with the needs of the differ-
ent parts of the process-aligned organization. Also, 
current assessments fail to take into consideration 
the complexities of today’s organizations. In par-
ticular, the complexities inherent in managing a 
supply chain which by virtue of its complexity 

may span both multiple business functions and 
organizations.

To highlight this point IBM’s supply chain 
organization was assessed using Tiwana’s frame-
work for determining a dominant knowledge 
approach (Table 2). However, due to the complex-
ity of the organization involved in the management 
of core supply chain business processes, the as-
sessment was not able to clearly identify a suitable 
dominant knowledge approach. What in fact the 
assessment exercise did show was how varied the 
organization’s knowledge management require-
ments were along the core horizontal order flow 
process.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEMS FOR COMPLEX 
ORGANIZATIONS

Tiwana’s (2000) comparison between codified/
personalised knowledge approaches provides a 
clear understanding of the different strategies 
organizations can take in developing a ‘knowl-
edge aware’ environment. The comparison be-
tween codified/personalised is still valid when 
one considered that Table 1 really refers to how 
organizations handle information currency and 
flow within their boundaries (explicit), whilst 
understanding the need to engage human cogni-
tive problem solving and reasoning skills over 
data availability systems when operating within a 
unique problem solving environment (tacit). The 
differences outlined in Table 1 refer to two ends of 
a spectrum and as such an organization should not 
use a totally codified or personalised strategy. The 
question is how relevant is the criteria in Table 1 
in determining a suitable knowledge management 
approach for a complex organization? The ques-
tions outlined in Table 1 were asked of the IBM 
Integrated Supply Chain group. Table 2 shows how 
Tiwana’s criteria relate to IBM. From this we can 
see how the need for a codified or personalised 
knowledge approach will vary significantly across 
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a complex organization. Therefore, a complex or-
ganization’s knowledge strategy cannot be easily 
defined against the questions outlined in Table 1.

From Table 2 it cannot be easily determined 
which dominant knowledge approach should be 
used for IBM’s supply chain organization. It does 
not mean the existing approach is wrong, just 
that the assessment, as it stands, is inconclusive 
with respect to identifying a suitable knowledge 
management approach. Developing a suitable 
strategy must be based on how employees access, 
create, and share knowledge.

Gupta & Michailova (2004) believe that an 
individual’s ability to appreciate new knowledge 
is a function of their absorptive capacity (Cohen 

& Levinthal, 1990; Szulanski, 1996). What is 
interesting about Gupta & Michailova (2004) 
research is that it does not look at the organization 
as a single entity but as a collection of departments 
working together, and the different demands they 
place on knowledge creation.

This is an important view as the reality of to-
day’s organization, especially a complex supply 
chain, is that roles and expected deliverables will 
vary between departments/business units. There-
fore, when defining a knowledge management 
strategy an understanding as to how the organiza-
tion’s constituent parts use information and create 
knowledge must be taken into consideration.

Table 2. Best-fit strategy for knowledge enablement 

Business Strategy Question IBM ISC Position Approach

What type of business is the organization in? Providing high quality, cost effective service. Codified

How much data is reused to support new 
projects?

Reuse contract templates and reporting metrics 
and formats.

Codified

What is the costing model used for organiza-
tions products or services?

Price based competition. Cost efficiency-
driving cost out of the business.

Codified

What are the organizations typical profit 
margins?

Supply Chain seen as a way of taking cost 
out of the business.

Codified

How best can the role IT plays be described? IT used to store and retrieve information. 
Also to automate generic/standard processes.

Codified

What is the organization’s reward structure 
like?

Employees are rewarded for sharing knowl-
edge directly with peers, and helping problem 
solve in other parts of the organization

Personlised

How is knowledge/information transferred? Employees refer to documents of best prac-
tice, and use databases for storing common 
information. However, also encouraged to 
share person to person

Codified & Personlised

Where do the organizations economies of 
scale lie?

Economies lie in the effective reuse of in-
formation. However, subject matter experts 
within key areas of the process support 
information sharing.

Codified & Personlised

What are the typical team structure demo-
graphics?

Matrix organization with varying sized 
of teams. Organization invests in MBAs, 
Post-grad and PhDs within supply chain 
specialisation

Personlised

What services do the organizations resemble? IBM services sections moving to a personal-
ized services setup.

Personlised with strong IT support

What products to the organizations resemble? Core supply chain process is process driven. 
However, supply chain used to support project 
type customer requirements.

Codified & Personlised
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The reviewed literature suggests that when 
technology is the primary focus in knowledge 
delivery systems they have failed to deliver (Bar-
son et al. 2000; Gupta et al., 2004; Pawar et al., 
2002). The assumption that knowledge manage-
ment relies heavily upon social patterns, practices, 
and processes goes far beyond computer-based 
technologies and infrastructures (Davenport & 
Prusak, 1998; Coleman, 1999). Empirical evidence 
on inhibitors to knowledge sharing stresses the 
importance of behavioural and cultural factors 
rather then to outline reasons associated with 
technology (Skyrme & Amidon, 1997; De Long 
& Fahey, 2000). The emphasis on the role of 
technology specifically knowledge codification 
has also been questioned by Spender (1996) and 
Tsoukas (1996).

Pawar et al. (2002) also question the effective-
ness of a purely codified approach to KM. It is 
their belief that modern management practice has 
only tended to focus on centralising, controlling, 
and standardising knowledge. Such codification 
allows the marginal cost of knowledge acquisition 
to be reduced by economies of scale (assuming 
the codified knowledge is relevant and useful). 
This underlying philosophy has motivated an im-
mense interest over the last decade in knowledge 
management. Pawar et al. (2002), at the same 
time realise the place technology has within the 
effective coordination of knowledge. However, 
they feel that humans play more of a central role 
in the identification, acquisition, generation, 
storage, structuring, distribution, and assessment 
of knowledge. It’s interesting that Pawar et al. 
(2002) views although taking the softer aspects 
of knowledge management into consideration, 
do not really look at how organizations get their 
employees to proactively seek out or ‘pull’ the 
knowledge they require, as opposed to ‘pushing’ or 
feeding knowledge to employees as and when the 
organization feel they need it (Kluge et al., 2001).

Malhotra (2001) also believes in line with 
Kluge et al. (2001) that there is an overarching 
need for the building of a knowledge management 

culture within an organization, and the responsibil-
ity for developing this culture does not rest with 
the information technology specialists. However, 
in order to achieve this, barriers to knowledge 
and information transfer need to be identified 
and managed (Barson et al., 2000; Argote, 2005; 
Szulanski 1996).

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
BARRIERS

A common theme that has emerged is that knowl-
edge management must be viewed from a holistic 
perspective (Malhotra, 2001). Failure to do so 
will result in an organization’s failure to realise 
the potential it has to create and share knowledge 
(Kluge et al., 2001). Although Barson et al. (2000) 
provide a comprehensive list of issues that sup-
port the findings of previous research they do 
not provide any empirical evidence as to how the 
barriers impact knowledge creation and sharing 
within a complex organization such as IBM’s 
Integrated Supply Chain activity. There are also 
aspects of Pawar et al. (2000), Kluge et al. (2001), 
and Szulanski’s (1996) research that are not taken 
into account. Of particular interest is the impact 
an imbalanced ‘push-pull’ knowledge strategy 
can have on information flow and knowledge 
creation. Also Szulanski’s work on identifying 
barriers which effect knowledge ‘stickiness’ 
within an organization need to be considered when 
assessing barriers in any large complex organiza-
tion. Therefore, the findings from the different 
research papers have been collated together and 
assessed for over-lap (McLaughlin et al., 2006a). 
The barriers identified can be categorised under 
the TOP headings used by Barson et al. (2000) 
and are shown in Table 3.

Barriers impact upon the way knowledge is 
shared across an organization, and Table 3 contains 
a list of the most commonly identified barriers to 
knowledge transfer (Barson et al., 2000; Argote, 
2005; Szulanski 1996; Kluge et al., 2001). From 
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analysis of barrier impact in organizations it be-
came apparent that barriers could be addressed 
by using technology (codified), or team building 
(personalised) (Hansen et al., 1999) techniques, 
or a combination of the two. However, another 
point to note was that some barriers seemed to 
have little or no impact across certain parts of the 
organization (McLaughlin et al., 2006a). This 
does not necessarily mean these barriers do not 

exist, but in fact most organizations manage their 
barriers through existing codified/personalised 
aspects of the existing knowledge strategy. Table 
3, in the case of IBM’s ISC, looks at the identified 
barriers and matches them to a dominant approach 
that minimises their respective impact.

What is clear from Table 4 is that an assessment 
of the barriers against an organization cannot only 
identify areas where knowledge creation and shar-

Table 3. Concise list of barriers 

Source Cross Category Barriers

BArson et al (2000) Existing resources (money, time, technology, skills, data transfer)

Barson et al (2000)/Kluge et al (2001) Rewards (individuals rewarded for sharing/creating knowledge)

Szulanski (1996) Arduous relationship

Barson et al (2000)/Kluge et al (2001) Culture (knowledge strategy)

Technology Barriers

Barson et al (2000) Available technology (does IT support K requirement)

Barson et al (2000) Legacy systems (are legacy systems impacting K transfer)

Organizational Barriers

Gupta & Michailova (2004) Knowledge strategy implementation

Szulanski (1996) Casual ambiguity

Barson et al (2000) Poor targeting of knowledge

Barson et al (2000) Knowledge cost

Barson et al (2000)/Pawar et al (2000) Proprietary knowledge

Barson et al (2000)/Pawar et al (2000) Distance (geo, culture, language, legal)

Szulanski (1996) Unproveness (is knowledge rated as being of value)

Szulanski (1996) Organizational context

Szulanski (1996) Information not perceived as reliable

Szulanski (1996)/Kluge et al (2001) Lack of motivation (knowledge as power syndrome)

People Barriers

Barson et al (2000)/Kluge et al (2001) Internal resistance (protect interests of Org/BU)

Barson et al (2000) Self interest (expose knowledge to competition)

Barson et al (2000) Trust (trust for individuals sharing knowledge with)

Barson et al (2000) Risk (fear of penalty, losing profit)

Barson et al (2000)/Pawar et al (2000) Fear of exploitation

Szulanski (1996) Lack of motivation (not invented here syndrome)

Kluge et al Fear of contamination

Szulanski (1996)/Gupta & Michailova (2004) Lack of retentive capacity

Szulanski (1996) Lack of absorptive capacity

Source: McLaughlin et al (2006a)
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ing are impacted, but also how the organization 
currently access, value, and share tacit and explicit 
knowledge. This is important when defining a 
knowledge management strategy as the barrier 
analysis can indicate how individuals prefer to 
access and share. It also shows that barriers to 
information and knowledge sharing can provide 
an important control mechanism that prevents 
the dissemination of information/knowledge to 
undesirable locations and recipients (Risk, Self 
Interest, and Proprietary Knowledge). Organiza-
tions may not necessarily wish to remove such 
barriers, but instead strive to understand and 
manage the barriers as effective information/
knowledge flow control mechanisms. However, 
before this can be done, one needs to understand 
how the barriers manifest themselves across the 
key business processes.

Table 4 also shows, in the case of IBM, how 
each barrier can be aligned to either a personalised 
or codified knowledge approach. Organizations 
will see differing manifestations of the barriers, 
and therefore, the approach chosen will depend 
upon particular barrier profiles/interactions. One 
must remember that the barriers may not always 
be present, and even when they are their impact 
may vary.

From Table 4 it can be seen that in order to 
address the identified barriers the main knowledge 
management approach is personalised. However, 
this does not, and should not be taken to mean 
that codified implementation methods should be 
dismissed. The information in Table 4 simply 
points to the fact that organizations need to:

1.  Identify how these barriers manifest and 
impact across their key business processes.

2.  Understand how information and knowledge 
sharing happens as a consequence of the 
existence of these barriers.

3.  Understand whether any of the barriers are 
important for the operational control of 
information or knowledge.

4.  Understand and decide on a suitable knowl-
edge management system based on the 
existence, and need to manage barriers.

What in effect this means is that the organiza-
tion more effectively maps its knowledge man-
agement system to how the individuals currently 
manage knowledge (McLaughlin et al., 2006b). 
However, it is important to remember the mapping 
processes must happen along the defined core 
business process. That way the barrier analysis 
across the organization is assessed against in-
dividuals and work groups who are interacting 
along process pathways. This is important as the 
need for performance improvement is dependant 
on ensuring knowledge sharing pathways are 
managed effectively, not simply within functional 
hierarchical structures but along cross-functional 
process pathways (van Weele, 2005).

The preference for either a codified or person-
alised approach will differ from organization to 
organization. However, what is important to realise 
is that along core processes different work groups 
will identify with different knowledge approaches. 
Therefore, because of this the implementation of 
an organization-wide knowledge approach will not 
help effectively maximise knowledge creation and 
sharing across core business processes.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
STRATEGY, BARRIERS, PROCESS, 
AND PERFORMANCE

From the mechanisms identified for assessing 
barrier impact across core processes the formation 
of an effective knowledge management system 
cannot be developed in isolation of performance, 
barrier impact, or the organizational understand-
ing of key end-to-end processes. Table 5 outlines 
the four key elements that made up the Knowl-
edge Management System Dependency Model 
(KMSDM) (McLaughlin & Paton, 2008).
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Table 4. Approaches to managing barriers 

Cross Category Barriers Preferred Approach to Managing Barrier

Existing resources (money, time, tech-
nology, skills, data transfer)

Codified or Personalised: In the case of the ISC the resources that were mainly impacted are 
personnel, training and time. However, technology might also be a contributing factor in other 
organizations.

Rewards (individuals rewarded for shar-
ing/creating knowledge)

Personlised: The rewards system is based on developing a “team-working” approach to improving 
overall organizational performance.

Arduous relationship Personalised: Arduous relationships are improved through personal contact and regular meetings.

Culture (K strategy) Personlised: As a “Pull” culture is the desired option this cannot be achieved through technology. 
Individuals need to be motivated to seek and use information.

Technology Barriers

Available technology Codified: This barrier specifically looks at technology as an impact on information/knowledge 
sharing.

Legacy systems Codified: This barrier specifically looks at technology as an impact on information/knowledge 
sharing.

Organizational Barriers

K strategy implementation Codified or Personalised: This is a key barrier as it looks at how individuals access valuable 
information.

Casual ambiguity
Personalised: It is more desirable to develop within individuals a better understanding of the E2E 
process and how the failure to share information may impact performance at different stages in 
the process.

Poor targeting of knowledge Codified or Personalised: When looking to provide answers to unique queries the individual can 
either target data sources such as databases, or they can refer to subject matter experts.

Knowledge cost Funding: This barrier refers to the ability of the organization to finance the necessary codified or 
personalized initiatives for improving information/knowledge creation and sharing.

Proprietary knowledge Personalised: Although this refers to how parts of an organization share information/knowledge, 
it refers to more the intent to share (trust) than the mechanisms for sharing (technology).

Distance (Geo, Culture, Language, 
Legal)

Codified or Personalised: Technology may impact the communication and transfer or information 
between separate work groups/individuals.

Unproveness Codified or Personalised: This depends on whether individuals value information/knowledge more 
highly from systems over people, or vice versa.

Organizational context Personalised: This refers to how the organization is aligned. Does it’s structure create, or remove 
barriers to information/knowledge sharing.

Info not perceived as reliable
Codified or Personalised: This may be dependant on the perceived quality and reliability of the 
existing IT systems in delivering information in a timely and accurate manner. Or it can depend on 
how individuals rate the reliability of fellow employees with whom they have little, or no contact.

Lack of motivation (knowledge as power 
syndrome)

Personalised: Reducing this barriers impact is about improving individual’s openness to sharing 
information and knowledge.

People Barriers

Internal resistance (Protect interests of 
Org/BU)

Personalised: This depends on how strongly an individual feels the need to protect their dept, 
function, organization by restricting the flow of information/knowledge.

Self interest Personalised: This barrier refers to how individuals will restrict the flow of information/knowledge 
to vendors or business partners in case the information/knowledge is then passed on to a competitor.

Trust Personalised: This refers to how one individual trusts another to use the information provided in 
the manner intended.

Risk Personalised: This barrier exists when individuals restrict the flow of information/knowledge based 
on potential loss of earning, customer dissatisfaction, or incurred penalty payments.

Fear of exploitation Personalised: This refers to information/knowledge reciprocity. If individual shares information 
how important is it they get information back.

continued on following page
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Figure 1 shows the relationship between the 
four key elements; knowledge management strat-
egy (codified / personalised mix), process opti-
misation, barrier impact, and end-to-end process 
performance. This perspective differs slightly 
from Hall et al. (1994), and Maull et al. (1995) 
findings in two main areas. First, the impact of 
ICT is viewed from a knowledge create / transfer 
barrier perspective as the focus is more on the 
impact of ICT on knowledge and information 
sharing practices as opposed to the technology 
itself. Second, human factors, as highlighted by 
Hall et al. (1994) and Maull et al. (1995) are also 
considered under the heading knowledge create 
/ transfer barrier as it is the impact of human fac-
tors on information and knowledge sharing that 
is to be considered. Also, process optimisation 
considers human factors as they relate to the 
formation and development of a process optimi-
sation team. The diagram in Figure 1 is intended 
to outline the relationship between what the author 
proposes are, based on the IBM case study find-
ings, the four key elements of any knowledge 
management system.

This relationship between the key elements 
does not work in isolation but is also impacted 
by larger organizational drivers. The elements tie 
in closely with existing elements of the overall 
business strategy; such as organizational structure 
and culture (Fuller, 2002; Tsoukas, 1996; Simons, 
2005; Starkey et al., 2004). This underlines the 
fact that the knowledge management system must 
form an integral part of the overall organizations 
strategy.

Process optimisation is also impacted by or-
ganizational structure / alignment and resource 
availability, as these determine the way processes 
develop not just vertically within an organization, 
but also horizontally. Knowledge barriers are im-
pacted by organizational culture, which in turn will 
impact ‘push / pull’ knowledge (where knowledge 
is actively ‘pushed’ out to employee’s or where 
employee’s are encouraged to source or pull the 
knowledge they need), team working, motivation 
to share based on reward structures, and trust 
(Kluge et al., 2001). Knowledge strategy will be 
impacted by overall business strategy which will in 
turn set performance targets, organizational struc-

Table 5. Elements of a KMSDM 

KMSDM Elements Research Findings

Knowledge Strategy Different parts of the process require different knowledge approaches (codified/personalized/mixed)

Process Optimisation The effectiveness of the process is dependant on its weakest link. Therefore, the end-to-end process 
must be defined in terms of process alignment, and not functional alignment.

Knowledge Barriers Barriers to information and knowledge sharing will exist in every organization. What is important is 
that organizations understand and manage these barriers.

Process Performance Performance is impacted by how people/systems create, store, and share information and knowledge.

Table 4. Continued

Cross Category Barriers Preferred Approach to Managing Barrier

Lack of motivation (Not invented here 
syndrome)

Personalised: Reducing this barriers impact is about improving individual’s openness to accepting 
information and knowledge that has been created elsewhere.

Fear of contamination Personalised: Information and knowledge sharing is related to the level of competence/profes-
sionalism experienced by the individual who may be looking to share.

Lack of retentive capacity Codified: This refers to how well an organization can store new information or knowledge

Lack of absorptive capacity Codified or Personalised: How does the organization ensure the individual gets access to the right 
information/knowledge, and knows what to do with it.
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tures, and impact overall organizational culture. 
The type of impact described is not just one-way, 
but can be bi-directional, as in the case of process 
optimisation changes that can have organizational 
structural impact. Also, changes that modify bar-
rier behaviour can impact culture, and changes 
to knowledge strategy can drive changes that, in 
turn, can impact overall business strategy deci-
sions – especially concerning use of technology, 
training, organization structure, and timeline to 
meeting performance goals. This interdependency 
shows how the development of a knowledge 
strategy is dependant on feedback from process 
optimisation, barrier analysis, and performance. 
This identifies the need to develop a real-time, 
business environment sensing system that is able 
to monitor its environment for change; change that 
is to be expected in a complex customer focused 
business environment. This interdependency il-
lustrates how the development of a knowledge 
strategy is dependant on feedback from process 
optimisation, barrier analysis, and performance. 

The relationships between the four elements are 
described in more detail in Table 6.

It is this inter-dependant relationship between 
knowledge strategy, process optimisation, barriers, 
and performance that forms the basis for the 
KMSDM. It is the interaction of these four ele-
ments that needs to be considered when develop-
ing a responsive and knowledge management 
system.

DEVELOPING AN ORGANIZATION-
WIDE APPROACH

Tiwana’s (2000) criteria for assisting in determin-
ing suitable knowledge management approach 
requires an assessment that is based on the type 
of organization, and what the output goals are. 
However, the assessment does not take into 
consideration organizational structure or focus 
(functional or process orientation). In order to 
define a strategy, an understanding as to how the 
existing organization performs, and what barriers 

Figure 1. Knowledge management system dependency model (KMSDM) with defined relationships
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exist to improving end-to-end performance must 
be understood (McLaughlin et al., 2008).

The main shortcoming with using the assess-
ment (Table 1) to determine the most appropriate 
knowledge strategy is that it does not consider 
the specifics of how information is created and 
shared, both from a codified and personalised 
perspective. Should the responses to the assess-
ment indicate a personalised strategy there is no 
indication given as to what barriers might exist 
and how individuals and teams should be directed 
and managed in order to overcome them. For 
example the importance in developing a ‘pull’ 
strategy over a ‘push’ strategy, or the impact of 
barriers such as motivation, reciprocity, or trust 
are not considered. If, however, the response in-

dicated a codified strategy, no warning is given as 
to the importance of the information and knowl-
edge creating/sharing issues surrounding legacy 
system compatibility, system data formats, and 
system-to-system compatibility across internal 
and external boundaries.

In essence, complex organizations should 
steer away from developing a ‘one strategy fits 
all’ approach. The danger here is that such a 
strategy would fail to meet the specific needs at 
key points along the core processes based on their 
information/knowledge creation and sharing prac-
tices. Instead the organization needs to develop a 
flexible strategy that responds to how knowledge 
is created and shared along the core processes; 
this may mean a combination of codified and 

Table 6. KMSDM relationship breakdown 

Relationship 
between Elements

Description

KS to PO Shape/Prioritise: Knowledge strategy will shape and prioritise changes and improvements needed across core processes 
in order to meet overall strategic objectives.

PO to KS Identify: the operation of key core processes, and how they are structured will impact the decisions which will shape 
the overall knowledge strategy, such as existing technology and how it will support/hinder desired strategy, and the 
alignment of processes, and how flexible they are at supporting new product/customer requirements.

KS to PP Desired Performance: The knowledge implementation strategy needs to be developed in order to support and drive 
to achieve the desired business performance for core processes.

PP to KS Actual Performance: When shaping the knowledge implementation strategy consideration must be given to the actual 
performance of the ore process. This feedback mechanism is necessary in order to ensure the strategy implementation 
methods are targeting key performance issues.

KS to KB Target/Reduce: The knowledge implementation strategy must target barriers which adversely impact the way informa-
tion or knowledge sharing across the organizations key processes.

KB to KS Impact: In order for the knowledge implementation strategy to ensure information and knowledge flow efficiently across 
the organization, the implementation strategy must take full consideration of how barriers impact across key processes.

PO to PP Impact: Effective process optimization will improve overall end-to-end efficiency of the processes being optimized. 
However, in order for the optimization to successfully improve efficiency the process must be optimized from an 
end-to-end perspective regardless of inter/intra-organizational boundaries.

PP to PO Identify: As processes are being optimized the impact of any change must be understood, and fed back into the 
optimization process.

KB to PP Impact: Information and knowledge sharing barriers will impact end-to-end process performance if they are not 
checked and managed.

PP to KB Prioritised Barriers: As processes are optimized and barriers identified end-to-end performance will help identify 
which barriers are impacting performance.

PO to KB Target: Process optimization looks to implement changes which don’t just consider information technology consid-
erations, but also look at how barriers impact information and knowledge creation and sharing.

KB to PO Impact: As the process is optimized key barrier impact must be monitored to ensure the dynamic effect of reducing/
removing one barrier has on other key barriers are understood.
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personalised systems. The difference being the 
strategy is not matched to how the organization 
builds/costs/develops products and services, but 
rather how employees and teams access, create, 
and share information/knowledge horizontally 
and vertically internally and externally.

RESEARCH LIMITATIONS

The research has followed a proscribed methodol-
ogy in order to answer a specific question. From 
an academic perspective the research completed 
what it set out to achieve. However, is the answer 
restricted in its application or relevance? If the 
answer is only relevant to a very specific aspect 
of knowledge transfer, under specific conditions, 
and only to a unique organizational structure how 
valuable are the research findings? Therefore, the 
findings presented must be objectively assessed for 
their limitations and application within a suitable 
organizational context.

The main point to consider is that the research 
was exploratory in nature, where the emphasis 
is to develop an understanding as to how KMS 
can be developed with a complex organizational 
environment. Although the case study analysis 
largely supported the initial proposed theory the 
final theory may not be fully supported by findings 
from other complex organizations. Because of this 
the findings presented contain the caveat that the 
KMS analysis has not yet been extensively tested, 
and as such should be considered emergent and 
exploratory in nature.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion any approach to defining a strategy 
must be based on the core belief that the effective 
‘management’ of knowledge is not dependant on 
the selection of an organization wide codified or 
personalised knowledge management system. It 
is, however, dependant on the effective manage-

ment of the knowledge ‘creating and sharing’ 
work environment. The subtle implication here 
is that the organization needs to understand, 
first and foremost, how individuals create and 
share intangible assets such as tacit and explicit 
knowledge across the organization. Trying to 
capture and directly control this process through 
the use of technology will not work. As the act of 
creating and sharing knowledge is dependant on 
an individual’s innate capability and motivation, 
to do this relegates the use of technology to a 
support role in the dissemination of information 
and sharing of knowledge. This is an interesting 
position considering the high value organizations 
currently place on the use of technology in shaping 
and driving both codified and personalised KM 
systems (Bhatt, 2001: Smith et al., 2001: Kluge 
et al., 2001: Grossman, 2006).

However, for a knowledge management 
system to provide real value to and organization 
its development must also consider how it best 
supports business performance. By identifying 
knowledge transfer barriers along core business 
processes organizations are better placed to de-
velop process improving knowledge initiatives. 
This belief coupled with the need to drive process 
performance brings together, within the KMSDM, 
a framework for organizations on which to build 
effective, responsive knowledge management 
systems.

This framework provides a good starting point 
in understanding how best to develop knowledge 
management systems that are directly related to 
performance improvement.
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ABSTRACT

In order to support a systematic and sustainable 
approach to knowledge management (KM), inno-
vating organizations must develop an appropriate 
knowledge management infrastructure (KMI). 
Such a KMI must support the people, process, 
and technology aspects of KM, as well as being 
sufficiently flexible to grow with the changing 
demands of the organization. This chapter details 
both the benefits of establishing an appropriate 
KMI and how to go about this process.

INTRODUCTION

As has already been asserted in several chapters 
of this book, prudent application of KM is vital to 

the on going success of any innovating organiza-
tion. A key question will then be: how can KM 
become integral to the organization? The key to 
this question lies in the establishment of an ap-
propriate knowledge management infrastructure.

ESTABLISHING A 
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
INFRASTRUCTURE (KMI)

The business world is growing increasingly more 
competitive, and the demand for innovative prod-
ucts and services has grown greater than ever 
before. In this period of creativity and ideas, the 
most valuable resources available to any organiza-
tion are human skills, expertise, and relationships 
(Drucker, 1999; 1993; 1988). Knowledge Manage-
ment (KM) is about capitalizing on these precious 
assets (Duffy, 2001). Currently, most companies 
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do not capitalize on the wealth of expertise in the 
form of knowledge scattered across their levels 
(Gold et al., 2001; Halliday, 2001). However, 
information centers, market intelligence, and 
learning are now converging to form knowledge 
management functions. A KM infrastructure, in 
terms of tools and technologies (hardware as 
well as software), needs to be established so that 
knowledge can be created from any new event 
or activity on a continual and systematic basis 
(Duffy, 2000; Wickramasinghe, 2003).

The KM infrastructure forms the foundation 
for enabling and fostering knowledge manage-
ment, continuous learning and sustaining an 
organizational memory (Drucker, 1999; Ellinger 
et al., 1999; Hammond, 2001; Holt et al., 2000; 
Lee and Hong, 2002). An organization’s entire 
“know-how”, including new knowledge, can only 
be created for optimization if an effective KM 
infrastructure is established (Wickramasinghe 
and Davison, 2004). Specifically, the KM infra-
structure consists of social and technical tools 
and techniques, including hardware and software 
that should be established so that knowledge 
can be created from any new events or activities 
on a continual basis (Duffy, 2001; 2000; Wick-
ramasinghe and Davison, 2004). In addition, 
the KM infrastructure will have a repository of 
knowledge, a system to distribute the knowledge 

to the members of the organization and a facili-
tator system for the creation of new knowledge 
(Wickramasinghe and Davison, 2004). Thus, a 
knowledge-based infrastructure will foster the 
creation of knowledge, and provide an integrated 
system to share and diffuse the knowledge within 
the organization (Srikantaiah, 2000) as well as of-
fer support for continual creation and generation 
of new knowledge (Wickramasinghe, 2003). A 
knowledge management infrastructure then con-
tains, at least, the elements displayed in Figure 1.

ELEMENTS OF THE KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT INFRASTRUCTURE

The key elements of the KMI depicted in figure 
1 will now be discussed in turn:

• Infrastructure for Collaboration: The key 
to strategic competitiveness and improv-
ing customer satisfaction lies in the ability 
of organizations to form learning alliances; 
these being strategic partnerships based on 
a business environment that encourages 
mutual (and reflective) learning between 
partners (Holt et al., 2000). Organizations 
can utilize their strategy framework to 

Figure 1. 5 key elements of the knowledge management infrasture (adapted from Wickramasinghe & 
von Lubitz, 2007)
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identify partners, and collaborators for en-
hancing their value chain.

• Organizational Memory: Organizational 
memory is concerned with the storing and 
subsequent accessing and replenishing 
of an organization’s “know-how” which 
is recorded in documents or in its people 
(Maier and Lehner, 2000). However, a key 
component of knowledge management 
not addressed in the construct of organi-
zational memory is the subjective aspect 
(Wickramasinghe, 2003).2 Organizational 
memory keeps a record of knowledge re-
sources and locations. Recorded informa-
tion, whether in human-readable or elec-
tronic form or in the memories of staff, is 
an important embodiment of an organiza-
tion’s knowledge and intellectual capital. 
Thus, strong organizational memory sys-
tems ensure the access of information or 
knowledge throughout the company to ev-
eryone at any time (Croasdell, 2001).

• Human Asset Infrastructure: This deals 
with the participation and willingness of 
people. Today, organizations have to attract 
and motivate the best people; reward, rec-
ognize, train, educate, and improve them 
(Ellinger et al., 1999) so that the highly 
skilled and more independent workers 
can exploit technologies to create knowl-
edge in learning organizations (Thorne 
and Smith, 2000). The human asset infra-
structure then, helps to identify and utilize 
the special skills of people who can create 
greater business value if they and their in-
herent skills and experiences are managed 
to make explicit use of their knowledge.

• Knowledge Transfer Network: This ele-
ment is concerned with the dissemination 
of knowledge and information. Unless 
there is a strong communications infra-
structure in place, people are not able to 
communicate effectively and thus are un-
able to effectively transfer knowledge. An 

appropriate communications infrastructure 
includes, but is not limited to, the Internet 
and intranets for creating the knowledge 
transfer network as well as discussion 
rooms, bulletin boards for meetings and for 
displaying information.

• Business Intelligence Infrastructure: In an 
intelligent enterprise various information 
systems are integrated with knowledge-
gathering and analyzing tools for data 
analysis, and dynamic end-user query-
ing of a variety of enterprise data sources 
(Hammond, 2001). Business intelligence 
infrastructures have customers, suppliers 
and other partners embedded into a single 
integrated system. Customers will view 
their own purchasing habits, and suppli-
ers will see the demand pattern which may 
help them to offer volume discounts etc. 
This information can help all customers, 
suppliers and enterprises to analyze data 
and provide them with the competitive 
advantage. The intelligence of a company 
is not only available to internal users but 
can even be leveraged by selling it to oth-
ers such as consumers who may have an 
interest.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
INFRASTRUCTURE DESIGN

Knowledge management facilitates the following 
processes (Marshall & Prusak, 1996; Wickra-
masinghe, 2003; Alavi and Leidner, 1999): 1) 
generation of knowledge: - creating new, tacit 
knowledge, 2) access of knowledge: - accessed 
easily by people inside or outside the firm, 3) trans-
fer of knowledge: - transferred formally through 
training or informally through social contact, 4) 
representation of knowledge: - represented by 
recorded, explicit knowledge that is easy to utilize, 
5) embedding of knowledge: - automating the use 
of knowledge in a decision making process,6) 
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facilitation of knowledge: - developing cultures 
and policies that support knowledge sharing. It is 
important that management reviews the knowl-
edge processes to determine which is the best one 
suited to the company’s business strategy since not 
all processes are as important or relevant to every 
KM initiative. We shall now examine more closely 
the technologies and technological infrastructure 
issues that support each of these processes. We 
emphasize though that technology should not be 
viewed in isolation rather it is important that both 
technological and organizational considerations 
are made in tandem when developing an appropri-
ate KM infrastructure.

In choosing and designing a knowledge man-
agement infrastructure, an important consideration 
is to first address the organization’s process needs: 
generation of knowledge, access of knowledge, 
transfer of knowledge, representation of knowl-
edge, embedding of knowledge, and facilitation 
of knowledge (Duffy, 2000; Orlikowski, 1992; 
Schultz, 1998; Swan et al., 1999; Davenport and 
Klahr, 1998). From this the next steps should 
concentrate on identifying the necessary tech-

nological and organizational infrastructures that 
will support these processes. Table 1 summarizes 
these major infrastructures that support knowledge 
management.

INFRASTRUCTURES THAT 
SUPPORT THE GENERATION OF 
KNOWLEDGE

Technology assists in the generation of knowledge 
by allowing people to freely exchange ideas by 
using tools such as electronic networks and group-
ware. Marshall and Prusak (1996) explain that the 
generation of new knowledge takes place in a social 
setting where people can openly discuss, argue, 
and challenge prevailing theories. Technology 
tools that support the generation of knowledge 
revolve around expediting communication. For 
example, a new product development team needs 
to facilitate communication among many differ-
ent departments including research, engineering, 
marketing, and finance.

Table 1. Key knowledge management processes and related infrastructures 

KM Process Information Technology Infrastructures Organizational Infrastructures

generation of knowledge • electronic networking 
    • internet 
    • intranets 
    • extranets 
• groupware

• human experts and knowledge workers

access of knowledge • data warehouses 
• online databases 
• knowledge repositories 
• expertise directories

• accessibility of human experts

transfer of knowledge • data mining 
• OLAP

• formal training 
• apprenticeships 
• informal socialization 
• formal socialization

representation of knowledge • knowledge maps • knowledge centers 
• document management centers

embedding of knowledge • decision support systems 
• intelligent agents

facilitation of knowledge flow • electronic networking 
• groupware

• top management leadership 
• rewards and incentives 
• succession policies
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Electronic networking is perhaps the greatest 
tool for generating knowledge (Kanter, 1999). The 
Internet allows geographically distant people to 
communicate and share information easily and 
cheaply by using standard protocols. Intranets 
on the other hand, allow the effortless sharing of 
confidential information among employees and 
security levels can be easily set for each employee 
allowing access only for those who need to know 
or for all employees. Some of the most useful 
application of intranets has been to support and 
encourage peer-to-peer knowledge sharing and 
its applications (Dixon, 2000). Companies can 
also use extranets, which are designed to offer 
clients or suppliers access to company informa-
tion whenever needed. In an increasingly linked 
and just-in-time environment, accurate and timely 
information sharing among partners is increasingly 
important to support rapid decision making.

Another popular communication tool is group-
ware, software specifically designed to support 
team work. In an university setting for example, 
WebCT offers a portal for students and instructors 
to access documents quickly and communicate 
through email and bulletin boards. Key features 
of groupware that make it particularly useful for 
supporting the KM steps are that it allows every 
team member to have access instantly to the same 
body of information and that it is possible to sup-
port each other as well as support simultaneous 
changes made to this information.

INFRASTRUCTURES THAT 
SUPPORT THE ACCESS 
OF KNOWLEDGE

KM companies assist employees in accessing 
knowledge. Knowledge access is often facilitated 
by technology, including data warehouses, online 
databases, and knowledge repositories. In large 
companies, knowing every employee and his or 
her specialty is near impossibile. Designing a 
space in which employees may seek the specific 

knowledge that they require is the goal of creat-
ing access. The physical librarian at the reference 
desk was once the starting point for many research 
questions. Today, much of the librarian’s job as 
the key to knowledge and the library’s function as 
a warehouse of information is automated.

Data warehouses have contributed greatly to 
the knowledge management movement. They 
store snapshots of operational data such as sales, 
inventory, and customer information. Many 
larger companies now have ten to twenty years 
of transactional data with which they can assess 
their relative current position or upon which they 
can build future models. For example, Tandem 
Computers has designed a data warehouse to which 
many systems can report, making it possible to 
assess key numbers, e.g. sales data and financial 
data that come in from disparate locations, to the 
one place (Marshall & Prusak, 1996).

Online databases often refer to external in-
formation databases such as Lexis-Nexis, which 
provides access to published news and research. 
However, online databases may also refer to 
internal databases. A best practices database can 
offer solutions to common and not so common 
problems. For instance, help desks often create 
best practice databases to better serve customers.

Knowledge repositories usually refer to 
postings of reports on past projects. The large 
consulting firms develop repositories of client 
proposals, leads, white papers, presentations, and 
many other documents that consultants all over 
the globe produce (Kanter, 1999).

Though much of the knowledge management 
literature refers to accessibility of knowledge 
through technology, the accessibility of human 
experts is also of critical importance. Cross, Parker, 
Prusak, and Borgatti (2001) explain that knowing 
who knows what, gaining timely access, willingly 
sharing knowledge rather than dumping informa-
tion, and feeling safe in asking for information 
facilitate the access of tacit knowledge, knowl-
edge in the expert’s head. Companies often create 
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electronic expertise directories to help employees 
find needed contacts and mentors.

INFRASTRUCTURES THAT 
SUPPORT THE TRANSFER 
OF KNOWLEDGE

Transferring knowledge usually begins with the 
distribution of written reports. Transferring knowl-
edge also includes training employees to interpret 
the reports and educating employees about the 
structure of the organization and to whom they 
should go for specific knowledge (Marshall & 
Prusak, 1996). Transferring data may also include 
techniques for transforming inert data into usable 
information.

Data mining and OLAP (on-line analytic pro-
cessing) permit companies to analyze the jumble 
of data stored in data warehouses. For example, 
grocery stores use rule induction to produce infor-
mation on who buys what and what products are 
purchased together. Information is gathered via a 
shopping card. Information based on shopping card 
usage may be used to target promotional offers 
(e.g. coupons given to customers at the register) 
to particular customers. Mathematical models and 
cheap computing power allow quick, in-depth 
analysis of large volumes of historical data.

Many more organizational, rather than techno-
logical, structures facilitate the transfer of knowl-
edge. Formal training and apprenticeships are a 
tried and true method of transferring knowledge 
to new employees or to employees who are work-
ing towards a promotion. New KPMG employees 
undergo rigorous training in the Internet and 
KPMG’s internal knowledge web (Kanter, 1999).

Informal socialization includes discussions at 
the water cooler, casual exchanges over lunches 
among colleagues, and any other unstructured 
event that allows the sharing of ideas. With the 
demand for increased output and the globalization 
of many businesses, fewer opportunities exist for 
serendipitous information exchange.

Formal socialization attempts to create op-
portunities for knowledge exchange may include 
group meetings or knowledge fairs. A common 
knowledge fair might include employees from 
research and development and from marketing 
with the expectation that their knowledge would 
combine with synergy to create new product ideas.

INFRASTRUCTURES THAT 
SUPPORT THE REPRESENTATION 
OF KNOWLEDGE

Representation of knowledge is often determined 
by a department that organizes and sets standards 
for what knowledge is retained and in which format 
it is to be retained. Often a knowledge center or 
a document management center will oversee the 
presentation of knowledge. First, the company 
faces a policy choice of which knowledge is im-
portant and worth storing. Second, the knowledge 
center must decide on the best way of presenting 
information (e.g. a text document, a database, a 
media clip, a hyperlinked document). Third, the 
knowledge center should consistently manage its 
documents to eliminate obsolete documents and 
create ease of use. Access to these documents is 
often through a document repository.

Companies with large numbers and varieties of 
documents may design knowledge maps (Kanter, 
1999). A knowledge map is a visual display of 
captured knowledge that allows an information 
seeker to follow paths from one source of stored 
information to another. Often a knowledge map is 
a hyperlinked hierarchy of topics that represents 
documents residing on a server.

INFRASTRUCTURES THAT 
SUPPORT THE EMBEDDING 
OF KNOWLEDGE

Infrastructures that support the embedding of 
knowledge are primarily technological. These 
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tools are complicated, computerized checklists and 
decision trees that aid in decision making. Mar-
shall and Prusak (1996) explain that automating 
knowledge in the form of computerized controls 
works best when the inputs and outputs are factual 
and not based on biases or uncertain interpreta-
tions. When knowledge facts are embedded in 
an automated check list, front line employees 
can use the experience and knowledge of their 
peers. However, facts do change; management 
should take care to keep the facts that aid decision 
making current.

Decision support systems are designed to help 
decision makers make an informed choice based 
on the outcomes of past decisions. For example, 
Partners HealthCare designed a decision support 
system to help doctors prescribe the best medica-
tion to its hospital patients (Davenport and Glaser, 
2002). In this case, the decision support system 
accessed patient records and databases of drug 
characteristics to suggest the drug and dosage that 
best helped the patient and best lowered hospital 
costs. The 700 bed hospital estimates that it saved 
$1 million by preventing adverse drug reactions 
in patients.

Intelligent agents are software packages that 
save time and effort by embedding commands 
or knowledge in computer processes. A simple 
example is sophisticated email software. The 
software may allow the user to create rules for 
directing mail to different folders or automatically 
scheduling meetings based on the information in 
the email message (Kanter, 1999). Spreadsheets 
are another example of embedded knowledge. 
Excel’s statistical package can calculate in seconds 
what it would take a person, days to calculate.

INFRASTRUCTURES THAT 
SUPPORT THE FACILITATION 
OF KNOWLEDGE

The facilitation of knowledge is primarily sup-
ported by culture, top management leadership, 

and rewards and incentives. The culture of a 
company is the primary social infrastructure for 
the sharing of knowledge. In a knowledge man-
agement environment a sharing culture should 
be cultivated. Competitive environments often 
prevent the sharing of knowledge. Some highly 
competitive firms are endeavouring to change 
their cultures. For example, Salomon Brothers 
has asked its stock traders to think more like a 
stock holder than a stock trader. Top management 
leadership and human resource policy have the 
most influence on a company’s culture.

Top management leadership, primarily lead-
ership by example, can be a strong influence on 
the exchange of knowledge. Do the top leaders 
themselves share information throughout the 
company? Does the company have an open-book 
policy? Jack Welch is known for his policy on 
being number one or two in the market and for 
his policies on promotion, including his emphasis 
on the criteria that an employee must demonstrate 
being a team player before he/she can warrant 
promotion (Slater, 1999).

Rewards and incentives support behavior and 
companies should oversee compensation systems 
to influence positive behavior (Davenport and 
Prusak, 1998). For instance, stock traders who are 
paid based on the volume of trades, in general, 
focus on increasing volume rather than on what 
would benefit the company or the customer. In 
such scenarios, companies should also consider 
implementing policies that compensate employ-
ees for sharing usable knowledge. Perhaps an 
employee could earn a small bonus every time a 
document he or she posted is accessed.

In a knowledge company, developing succes-
sion policies becomes crucial for knowledge reten-
tion. When an employee retires or is down-sized, 
the company usually loses the tacit knowledge that 
is only known by the individual. Lesser and Prusak 
(2001) suggest four tactics for minimizing the 
loss of departing employees: 1)When layoffs are 
under consideration, think instead about reducing 
the salary of all employees. 2) Devise practices 
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to capture the knowledge of employees on the 
verge of retirement, 3) Pay departing employees 
a bonus for training their replacement and 4) 
Encourage experienced employees to work with 
new employees.

METRICS

The various infrastructures that support knowledge 
have been grouped in this chapter into two major 
categories: technical infrastructure (information 
technologies) and organizational infrastructures 
(including human elements, rewards and incen-
tives, formal processes and other structural and 
process dimensions). These two categories of 
infrastructure interact in several ways, and these 
interactions in effect dictate the kind of metrics 
we would use to measure their effectiveness in 
facilitating knowledge development.

The information technologies and other 
technical dimensions of the infrastructures are 
composed of techniques, systems, repositories, 
and networks. These in turn are embedded in 
organizational infrastructures. The more formal 
and standardized the technical infrastructures in 
the organizational structures and processes, the 
more they facilitate the generation, access, trans-
fer, representation and flow of knowledge in the 
organizational framework. This means that such 
elements of the technical infrastructures such as 
data mining, knowledge maps and databases can 
become a standard feature of the organization, 
thereby providing organizational members with 
an embedded system that allows them to create 
and to exchange knowledge.

The measurement of the performance and suc-
cess organizations have in creating and exploiting 
knowledge would depend on the formality of 
existence of technology infrastructures within the 
organization. There are three such modes:

1.  Metrics of the human abilities and perfor-
mance in creating and exchanging knowl-

edge. This means that we measure elements 
of the interaction between databases, deci-
sion support systems and networking (among 
others)—as they are used by human experts 
and knowledge workers. The metrics we 
would use are degree of use of the technol-
ogy infrastructure (such criteria as frequency 
of use; level of usage, etc.) and the success 
with which such use occurs (such criteria as 
creation of new knowledge and success in 
transferring it from the knowledge reposi-
tories to the human experts). In a way, we 
are measuring here the human experts’ abili-
ties to generate, access, transfer, represent, 
embed and facilitate the flow of knowledge.

2.  The metrics of organizational aspects of 
knowledge include measures of the degree 
to which knowledge becomes embedded 
in organizational infrastructure, such as 
structural dimensions and processes. For 
example, we can measure the degree to 
which knowledge from the technology 
infrastructures (knowledge maps, decision 
support systems, data mining, etc.) becomes 
an integral part of the processes of organiza-
tions. Examples of these processes are the 
system of rewards and incentives, succession 
policies and the strategic decisions made by 
senior management. The more knowledge is 
embedded in the structure and processes of 
the organization, the better we are equipped 
to successfully carry out these tasks in the 
organization. Thus, formal training and 
socialization of new members, for example, 
greatly benefit from embedded knowledge 
which allows members to rapidly curtail 
the “learning curve” they need to adapt to 
organizational realities. This is because once 
knowledge is embedded in these training 
and development programs, there is a rapid 
learning process, gaining from the embedded 
knowledge.

3.  Another set of metrics would encompass 
the metrics geared towards answering the 
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question: why do we measure? What are 
the reasons we use metrics to assess the 
ways in which knowledge contributes to the 
organization and its members. We measure 
because we wish to evaluate the degree to 
which knowledge contributes to the goals and 
objectives of organizations and their mem-
bers. There are various groupings of these 
goals and objectives: economic, personal, 
organizational, and social. Economic goals 
include the desire of organizations to succeed 
in the marketplace and for members to do 
well financially from their membership in 
the organization (via salaries, stock options, 
etc.). This can be extended to all the stake-
holders of the organization, such as vendors, 
customers, and stockholders. Personal goals 
include those goals of individuals to do well 
in their careers and to expand their individual 
horizon. Knowledge allows them to do so, 
by contributing to their advancement in the 
organization. Organizational goals include 
the entity’s desire to succeed, to compete 
and to survive. Embedded knowledge allows 
the organization to gain momentum in the 
marketplace and to gain advantage over less 
knowledgeable organizations against which 
it competes.

Finally, social goals include the desire of or-
ganizations and members to be good “citizens” 
of their society and their political system. These 
goals include the desire to maintain good relations 
with other social systems, to do little harm to the 
environment, and to serve the causes and needs 
of their society.

We develop metrics of knowledge by relat-
ing them to the degree to which such goals and 
objectives are being accomplished. Clearly, some 
of these metrics categories will not allow for 
combinations or conjoining, and some may even 
be in conflict with other metrics. Our task is to 
sift through the available metrics and to select 
those that best represent the key dimensions of 

knowledge creation and transfer in organization. 
We also need to make sure that we balance the 
human and organizational aspects of metrics, and 
to account for metrics of the economic, social, or-
ganizational and personal modes of measurement

CONCLUSION

For Innovating organizations to realize the full 
potential of KM it is vital that a suitable KMI 
(knowledge management infrastructure) is estab-
lished. This requires careful consideration be given 
to people, process and technological issues as well 
as having an appropriate system to measure these 
components. In order to address this, the chapter 
has outlined the necessary components that any 
KMI must have as well as a suitable metric system 
so that the benefits of the respective attributes of 
the KMI can be measured.
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of exchange where knowledge is being 
shaped by social practices of communities 
(Boland & Tenkasi, 1995), in the tradition 
of a Hegelian/Kantian perspective where 
the importance of divergence of meaning 
is essential to support the “sense-making” 
processes of knowledge creation (Wickra-
masinghe & Mills, 2001).
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Chapter  2.7

ABSTRACT

Building the knowledge culture is of increasing 
importance, not only because of its role in provid-
ing sound knowledge management and effective 
knowledge-based economic development, but also 
because of its support to environment protection, 
intercultural harmony and human well-being. This 
paper provides a review of the knowledge culture 
and its related issues, and introduces a develop-
ment framework for building this culture. The pro-
posed framework integrates the main knowledge 
activities of knowledge generation, diffusion and 

utilization into an activated “Knowledge Circle: 
KC”. It uses the five-domain structure of “Strategy, 
Technology, Organization, People and Environ-
ment: STOPE” to map and interrelate the various 
issues associated with the knowledge culture. In 
addition, it adopts the “Six-Sigma” principles, 
and its continuous process of “Define, Measure, 
Analyze, Improve and Control: DMAIC” as an 
approach to the work toward building the target 
culture. The paper calls for building the knowledge 
culture, not only at an organization, or a country 
level, but also at the global level. It provides its 
KC-STOPE with Six-Sigma framework for this 
purpose and strongly recommends its use for future 
development toward building the target culture.
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INTRODUCTION

This section is concerned with providing a back-
ground on the work presented in this paper. It 
defines what is meant by culture, and gives some 
examples. The multicultural nature of the world 
and the process of cultural evolution are also 
taken into account. The importance of knowledge 
and the emergence of the knowledge culture, as 
a potential common world culture that supports 
development and intercultural understanding, are 
also considered. The work presented in this paper 
is then introduced.

Culture and the Multi-Cultural World

Culture has been viewed by Edward Taylor, the 
19th century scholar, as “that complex whole 
which includes: knowledge, belief, art, morals, 
law, custom and other capabilities and habits ac-
quired by man as a member of a society” (AAE, 
1981). With such complex features, the impacts 
of various cultures on the world are not always 
positive, but they can also be negative. Simon 
Blackburn, a Cambridge university professor, 
said: “culture gave us the English language, the 
symphony and the i-Pod; and it also gave us 
guns, Gulag and Guantanamo bay” (Blackburn, 
2008). In these words, Blackburn emphasized 
the fact that culture can produce both: good and 
bad outcomes for humanity. On the one hand, the 
English language, like any other human language 
is a precious mean for human communication, the 
symphony is a fine enjoyable art, and the i-Pod 
is a useful technology. On the other hand, guns 
are harmful technology products, and Gulag and 
Guantanamo bay are examples of terrible human 
detention camps established by the former Soviet 
Union and the USA respectively.

Looking at the multicultural nature of the 
world, following the end of the cold war, Sam-
uel Huntington, a Harvard University professor, 
warned from clash of civilizations, and identified 
eight main world cultures with different conflict 

potentials (Huntington, 1996). However, various 
organizations called for intercultural dialogue 
toward harmony and pluralism. They emphasized 
the need for and the feasibility of avoiding, or even 
preventing such clashes (Bakry & Al-Ghamdi, in 
press). In addition, the 21st century directions of 
many higher education (HE) institutions included 
equipping HE graduates with intercultural com-
petence, that is the ability to move comfortably 
between different cultures (Bakry & Alfantookh, 
2009).

Cultural Evolution and Knowledge

Culture has the feature of being under continuous 
evolution. It has been considered that this evolution 
has led to the transformation of human societies 
from savagery to barbarism, and from barbarism 
to civilization. The 20th century scholar V. Gordon 
Child viewed civilization in terms of cultural and 
technological achievements (AAE, 1981). Both 
of these achievements are associated, of course, 
with knowledge activities.

Knowledge, in the present age, has reached 
an unprecedented volume, an exceptional rate 
of growth, and an unmatched worldwide shar-
ing and manipulation capabilities offered by 
the information and communication technology 
(ICT) and its continuous progress (Bakry, 2005). 
Although knowledge has always been power, as 
emphasized by Francis Bacon, who lived in the 
16th century (Wikipedia, n.d.), knowledge in our 
age can perhaps be described as the most important 
power in our contemporary life. It is inside many 
good things and unfortunately many bad things 
too: from useful business products and services 
to horrible warfare tools; and from mutual respect 
and understanding to sectarianism and hatred.

Emergence of the 
Knowledge Culture

The power of knowledge in our contemporary 
life has produced many new terms and concepts 
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including: “knowledge society”; “knowledge 
economy”, “knowledge management”, and 
“knowledge culture”. These terms currently 
enjoy a wide scale use. For example, the 2001 
European summit meeting in Lisbon, emphasized 
transformation to the knowledge society as a 
mean for development (European Information 
Society, n.d.). The World Bank has produced the 
“Knowledge Assessment Methodology: KAM” 
for the evaluation of knowledge economy issues 
in different countries (World Bank, n.d.).

Knowledge management approaches, tools 
and applications have been addressed and devel-
oped by various scholars and organizations (De 
Burn, 2005; Wiley Media, n.d.). In addition, the 
issue of building the “knowledge culture” has 
been addressed within the scope of organiza-
tions (Anderson, n.d.; Hauschild, Licht, & Stein, 
2001). Furthermore, a Harvard university profes-
sor Zbigniew Brzezinski, who was the national 
security advisor to former USA president Jimmy 
Carter, recently called for a cultural revolution 
in the USA, considering the need for knowledge 
about the world to be diffused among Americans 
as one of the essential requirements for the coun-
try to have a second chance at the world stage 
(Brzezinski, n.d.).

Knowledge and the Presented Work

The state of knowledge and knowledge activities 
in the world today affects its different cultures 
and its intercultural interaction. This has led us to 
view the world culture as consisting of two main 
components: a potential positive knowledge-
based component that can be called the “com-
mon knowledge culture”, and a component with 
different cultures distributed in different parts of 
the world, as illustrated in Figure 1. The view 
thinks of the common knowledge culture as a 
mean, not only for economic development, but 
also for intercultural understanding and harmony, 
environment protection, and various other fine 
virtues that can contribute to the well-being of 
all people, all over the world.

This paper has two main integrated objectives. 
The first is concerned with providing a review of 
the issues associated with the knowledge culture 
including: the knowledge itself, knowledge man-
agement, and knowledge economy. The second 
is associated with introducing a framework con-
cerned with building the target positive common 
knowledge culture, considering its various issues. 
The framework is based on the previously devel-
oped knowledge society ecosystem framework 
of the “Knowledge Circle in the scope of Strat-
egy, Technology, Organization, People and the 
Environment: KC STOPE” (Bakry, 2008; Bakry 

Figure 1. A view of the potential positive “common knowledge culture” relative to the different cultures 
of the world
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& Al-Ghamdi, 2008). It is also associated the 
“Six-Sigma” approach of development that sup-
ports continuous improvement and proactive 
response to potential change (De Feo & Barnard, 
2004; Pyzdek, 2003).

THE KNOWLEDGE CULTURE

The knowledge culture is addressed here through 
reviews concerned with the following:

• knowledge and its related terms and 
concepts;

• knowledge culture development issues;
• knowledge management; and
• knowledge economy.

In considering the above, explanations as-
sociated with different sources have been taken 
into account.

Knowledge and Related Concepts

In the following, knowledge is addressed in two 
steps. The first is associated with identifying the 
lingual meanings of various terms related to knowl-
edge. The second is concerned with presenting the 
professional concepts of terms directly related to 
the meaning of knowledge and the meaning of its 
related issues; in addition to the identification of 
its basic types.

Knowledge is related to many terms and con-
cepts. It is of course associated with “culture”; 
and it is also related to “data and information”. 
Through “thinking and intellectualism”, informa-
tion can become knowledge. According to Socrates 
“virtue and excellence” are among the essential 
components of knowledge or in other words of 
positive knowledge (McCall, n.d.). With fine 
“management” of knowledge, “wisdom” would 
be a potential precious outcome. In addition, “dis-
covery, creativity, invention and innovation” are 
concepts associated with knowledge generation. 
Figure 2 gives the lingual meaning of each of 
these terms (Webster’s New Collegiate Diction-

Figure 2. Basic knowledge and related issues: Lingual definitions from Webster’s [20]
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ary, 1961); and Figure 3 provides a structure that 
interrelates these terms and associates them with 
knowledge.

Figure 4 presents the professional conceptual 
meaning of both “data and information” (ISO, 
1987; KMSL, n.d.), and it also considers different 
views concerned with what is meant by knowledge 
(De Burn, 2005; ISO, 1987; KMSL, n.d.; Britan-
nica, n.d.). Figure 5 gives the concepts of three 
terms concerned with the dynamic nature of 
knowledge, that is: “culture, innovation and man-
agement” (AAE, 1981; Webster’s New Collegiate 
Dictionary, 1961; KMSL, n.d.; UK-Idea, n.d.; 
Wikipedia, n.d.). Figure 6 identifies the three main 

types of knowledge from the viewpoint of avail-
ability, that is: “the explicit knowledge, the im-
plicit knowledge and the tacit knowledge” (Wiley 
Media, n.d.; KMSL, n.d.).

Knowledge Culture Development 
Issues

With the above overview of knowledge, we 
come now to addressing the development of the 
knowledge culture. For this purpose, four recent 
publications, on the subject, are taken into ac-
count. The first is concerned with building the 
knowledge culture in Australia through a govern-

Figure 3. Knowledge structure and related issues

Figure 4. Basic knowledge issues: Professional definitions
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ment education and training plan (MCEETYA, 
n.d.). The other three are concerned with the 
knowledge culture at the organization level, and 
they were prepared by different consulting firms 
(Anderson, n.d.; Hauschild, Licht, & Stein, 2001; 
Providers Edge, 2007). These publications view 
the knowledge culture from different viewpoints.

The Australian plan (MCEETYA, n.d.) viewed 
the knowledge culture as the way to the achieve-
ment of the information economy, and it empha-
sized the use of ICT for this purpose. The plan 
considered four main themes: innovation, learn-
ing, quality, efficiency and internationalization. 
Further details of the plan are given in Figure 7.

At the organization level, a study for Robbins-
Gioia (Anderson, n.d.) considered the knowledge 
culture to be the implementation of knowledge 
management practices. It identified this manage-
ment as the “brain” of the organization; and 
considered its function to include: balancing 
people, processes and tools; and ensuring that 
experience is leveraged to drive future success. 
Figure 8 provides further details, including intro-
ducing the key drivers and the main elements 
associated with the required knowledge manage-
ment.

McKinsey produced another study on the 
knowledge culture (Hauschild, Licht, & Stein, 
2001). It also associated this culture with knowl-

Figure 5. Basic knowledge related issues: Professional definitions

Figure 6. Basic knowledge related issues: Professional definitions
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edge management. It emphasized four main re-
quirements for the creation of the knowledge 
culture: the desire, or lust, for useful knowledge; 
knowledge application; knowledge distribution; 
and knowledge creation. Further details of the 
study are given in Figure 9.

Like the above, Provider Edge addressed the 
corporate culture in the context of knowledge 
management (Providers Edge, 2007). It considered 
this culture to be a prerequisite, or an enabler, to 
knowledge management; and it identified this 
management to be about response to rapid change. 
It elaborated on the knowledge culture through 
comparisons with past culture and the future 
creativity culture. For this purpose, it emphasized 
four main issues: the structure of the organization, 
its focus, main feature, and basic performance 
measure. More details are presented in Figure 10.

Knowledge Management

The work reviewed above addressed knowledge 
management through its consideration of the 
knowledge culture. It illustrated the interde-
pendence between the two, emphasizing that 
knowledge culture cannot be achieved without 
knowledge management. In this section, work 
specifically concerned with knowledge manage-
ment is reviewed, in order to provide a compre-
hensive understanding of the issues involved and 
consequently of knowledge culture, which is the 
concern of this paper.

A publication by Wiley media (n.d.) expressed 
the purpose of knowledge management to be 
responsiveness and innovation; and it explained 
its role as leveraging collective wisdom. It ad-
dressed its requirements, and in this respect, it 
identified four main elements: business strategy; 

Figure 7. Knowledge culture: “Building a knowledge culture”, Australia, MCEETYA Project [26]

Figure 8. Knowledge culture: “Building a knowledge culture” Anderson from ROBBINS-GIOIA [12]
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leadership, technology and culture. The needed 
culture is expressed as “faith in collective sharing 
and thinking”. This, of course, emphasizes the 
concept of “synergy”, where the outcome produced 
collectively by all is much greater than the sum of 
outcomes produced by individuals. More details 
are presented in Figure 11.

The basic principle of knowledge management 
has been stated, by a paper published by the 
“National Library for Health: NHS” (De Burn, 
2005), as “creation, sharing and use of knowledge” 
in the organization concerned. It considered that 
this management should enable people to have 
the right knowledge, in the right place and at the 
right time. It emphasized people’s need to under-
stand the knowledge culture; and it identified this 
culture as the circumstances that “enable or dis-

able needed knowledge activities”. Further details 
are given in Figure 12.

The work of (De Burn, 2005) presents differ-
ent views of knowledge management expressed 
by individuals and organizations. Three of these 
views have been chosen for their emphasis on the 
need for putting knowledge into practical use:

• one view considers that the power of 
knowledge comes from “transmitting in-
formation to make it productive, not from 
hiding it”;

• another view stresses the need for “con-
verting personal knowledge into an organi-
zational one”; and

• the third view expresses that organizations 
need to “embody the right knowledge in 
their products and services”.

Figure 9. Knowledge culture: “Creating a knowledge culture”, McKinsey

Figure 10. Knowledge culture: “Knowledge management and corporate culture” Providers Edge
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Figure 13. lists the exact wordings of these 
views.

Knowledge Economy

The application of fine “knowledge management” 
in an organization would support the creation of 
wealth that can be made by that organization. The 
“Knowledge Management Specialist Library: 
KMSL” of NHS (KMSL, n.d.) defines the knowl-
edge economy as “an economy in which knowl-
edge plays a predominant part in the creation of 
wealth”. This reflects the fact that both: knowledge 
management and knowledge economy are inter-
related, and are also associated with the knowledge 
culture. In this section, various definitions of the 

knowledge economy are reviewed, together with 
the main international indicators used to assess 
knowledge in the economy of different countries.

Figure 14 gives different definitions of the 
knowledge economy taken from KMSL (n.d.), and 
from a study published by the work foundation 
(Brinkley, 2006). These definitions are associated 
with three main views:

• a general view, expressed by two sources, 
with both of them associating the knowl-
edge economy with the creation of wealth 
through knowledge;

• another view compares knowledge, as a 
source of economic development, with 
other economic resources, such as natu-

Figure 11. Knowledge management: “What is knowledge management”: Wiley Media [11]

Figure 12. Knowledge management: “ABC-of knowledge management”: De Brun from NHS [10]
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ral resources, and emphasizes that in the 
knowledge economy, knowledge takes a 
greater role than these other resources; and

• a third view, consisting of two definitions, 
concerned with the scope of the knowledge 
economy, and with both of them identify-
ing that scope in a broad way that involves 
not only high tech, but also any business, 
with knowledge being at the heart of its 
value.

Collectively, these views identifies the various 
aspects of the knowledge economy.

Figure 15 lists the seven main issues of the 
“Knowledge Assessment Methodology: KAM” 
used internationally to evaluate the economy of 
different countries from the knowledge perspec-
tive (World Bank, n.d.). These include: gover-
nance, economic regime, economic performance, 

education, innovation system, gender, and ICT 
infrastructure. Each of these issues is identified 
by an example of its assessment measures, and 
by the numbers of these measures associated with 
both: KAM basic evaluation measures, and KAM 
comprehensive evaluation measures.

The above review has explored the concep-
tual issues of knowledge, knowledge culture, 
knowledge management, knowledge economy, 
and their interrelationships. It is hoped that this 
has given an insight-view into the various knowl-
edge aspects that need to be considered in build-
ing the knowledge culture, not only at an organi-
zation level, but also at national and 
international levels.

Figure 13. Knowledge management: Views “ABC-of knowledge management”: De Brun from NHS [10]

Figure 14. Knowledge economy: Professional definitions
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A KC-STOPE WITH SIX SIGMA VIEW

The view presented here is concerned with intro-
ducing a framework for building and sustaining 
the required knowledge culture. The principles 
upon which the target framework is based are 
presented first. This is followed by elaborations on 
the basic domains of the scope of the framework, 
which include: strategy, technology, organization, 
people and environment.

Framework Development Principles

The development of the target framework is based 
on the following six main principles.

Principle 1: Transforming the knowledge activi-
ties of “knowledge generation, diffusion and 
utilization” from the state of disintegration, 
shown in Figure 16, to the state of integra-
tion, illustrated in Figure 17. This leads to 

the formation of the “knowledge circle: 
KC” (Bakry, 2005) that adheres to the re-
quirements of knowledge management, and 
supports the development of the knowledge 
economy.

Principle 2: The consideration of the issues of: 
“development, innovation, virtue, and excel-
lence”. This supports economic develop-
ment, environment protection and intercul-
tural harmony; and it also leads to the 
achievement of human prosperity and well-
being.

Principle 3: Establishing a well-structured scope 
of domains that can accommodate the vari-
ous factors and issues associated with the 
knowledge culture including: the knowledge 
circle with both the knowledge management 
and the knowledge economy considerations. 
The STOPE scope of “strategy, technology, 
organization, people and environment” has 
been chosen for this purpose (Bakry, 2008). 

Figure 15. Knowledge economy: Knowledge assessment methodology (KAM) [9]

Figure 16. Separated “knowledge activities”: Require integration
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Figure 18 illustrates this scope together with 
the integrated knowledge circle, resulting in 
a KC-STOPE structure.

Principle 4: Determining a development process 
for building and sustaining the knowledge 
culture. The circular, and continuously re-
sponsive, Six-Sigma DMAIC process of 
“define, measure, analyze, improve and 
control” has been suggested for this purpose. 
For the implementation of the process, the 
Six Sigma “team work” approach, with 
champions, black belts and others can also 
be used (De Feo & Barnard, 2004; Pyzdek, 
2003). Figure 19 considers the Six Sigma 
process together with the KC-STOPE struc-
ture.

Principle 5: Identification of measures and 
benchmarks for assessing the state and the 
development of the knowledge culture. 
These measures can be based on the STOPE 
domains, and the KC issues associated with 
them. KAM issues and indicators can be 
taken into account (World Bank, n.d.). In 
addition, future work concerned with such 
measures for different cases and under dif-
ferent circumstances can be considered.

Principle 6: Making the target framework of 
generic nature, so that it can be used for 
building the positive knowledge culture at 
an organization level, a country level and 
of course the global level. For this purpose, 
the framework should not over-specifies its 

Figure 17. Integration of the knowledge activities

Figure 18. KC-STOPE: Basic issues of “knowledge culture”
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issues, so that it is not of limited nature, and 
should not also under-specifies these issues, 
so that it does not suffer from ambiguity. The 
generic nature of the framework would widen 
its future usability by both: professionals for 
practical applications, and academics for fu-
ture investigations and potential extensions.

The “Strategy” Domain

The strategy domain of the framework is addressed 
here. The main activities of the knowledge circle, 
which represent the central concern of the knowl-

edge culture, are first identified. This is followed 
by presenting the vision, mission and objectives 
of the knowledge culture.

Figure 20 identifies the activities of knowledge 
generation, diffusion and utilization in terms of 
different views by different sources.

• knowledge generation is expressed: in ba-
sic general terms (Bakry, 2005), using the 
term of harvesting (KMSL, n.d.), and by 
associating it with reason (Bakry & Al-
Ghamdi, in press);

Figure 19. KC-STOPE: With Six Sigma approach for building the “knowledge culture”

Figure 20. Basic knowledge circle activities
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• knowledge diffusion is identified: also in 
basic general terms (Bakry & Alfantookh, 
2009). in association with acquisition 
(Wikipedia, n.d.), and with regards to the 
use of technology (Bakry, 2008); and

• knowledge utilization is explained in terms 
of views by Gibran and Drucker (Wiley 
Media, n.d.), and taking into account 
Socrates views of considering virtue and 
excellence (De Burn, 2005).

Figure 21 introduces the vision and the mis-
sion of the target knowledge culture at the global 
level. The vision considers the target benefits of 
this culture to be: intercultural harmony, protected 
environment, prosperous economy and human 
well-being. The mission of the culture considers 
the functions of the culture to be concerned with 
the knowledge circle, and associated with the do-
mains of strategy, technology, organization, people 
and environment. In addition, it emphasizes the 
development and sustainability of the knowledge 
culture to be related to the Six-Sigma DMAIC 
process, and to be based on virtue, wisdom and 
excellence.

Figure 22 presents the objectives of the knowl-
edge culture. These objectives are concerned with: 
virtue and excellence; awareness and wisdom, 
and commitment and will. They also consider the 

use of special skills and technology tools; and 
they emphasize team work.

The “Technology” Domain

The technology domain can be viewed according 
to two main dimensions:

• the first is concerned with technology, in 
general; while

• the second is associated with the ICT and 
the media technology.

With regards to the first dimension, it can be 
viewed that technology is “knowledge in action”. 
Therefore all types of technology that can generate 
value and support the vision, mission and objec-
tives of the knowledge culture would be parts of 
this domain.

Concerning the second dimension, ICT and 
the media technology are of special importance 
to the knowledge culture. On the one hand, the 
production of these technologies would be use-
ful like the production of various other high-tech 
associated with the first dimension. On the other 
hand, the wide scale use of these technologies in 
practically all fields has a special impact on the 
knowledge culture.

Figure 21. “Strategy”: The proposed vision and mission of the “knowledge culture”
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ICT enables information activities of infor-
mation storage, processing and transfer, to be 
performed in a manner that enjoys the features 
of being “faster, cheaper, better, more secure, 
and with positive difference: FCBSD” (Bakry, 
2004). This plays a great role in supporting all 
knowledge activities of the KC, and consequently 
in building and sustaining the knowledge culture, 
as illustrated in Figure 23. In addition, the media 
technology, supported by ICT, can also play a 
great role in supporting this culture.

The “Organization” Domain

The organization domain can be viewed according 
to three dimensions:

• the first is concerned with the knowledge 
culture at an organization level;

• the second is related to this culture at a 
country level; while

• the third is concerned with the global or in-
ternational level.

These three dimensions are of course inte-
grated, where the development of the knowledge 
culture at any of them would support its develop-
ment at the others. Of course our main concern is 
to build and sustain the knowledge culture at the 
global level which integrates all levels.

At an organization level, the knowledge culture 
should be viewed through the eyes of the primary 
and support functions of the organization con-
cerned. This would include, not only the “value 
chain” of the organization, but also its “value 
system” that takes its external parties into con-
sideration, as shown in Figure 24 (Bakry, 2004; 
Porter, 1990). It should be noted here that value 
should not only be associated with the economic 
value, but also with virtue and moral values

At a country level, and at the global level, the 
role of various organizations concerned with 
knowledge, and associated with knowledge sup-
port for different purposes, including intercul-
tural harmony and environment protection, should 
be emphasized. For example, a recent paper has 
addressed the national and international organiza-
tions concerned with education, and has empha-
sized their role in the establishment of the knowl-

Figure 22. The proposed objectives of the “knowledge culture”

Figure 23. The use of ICT activates the activities 
of the KC
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edge society (Alfantookh & Bakry, in press). 
Another paper has addressed organizations con-
cerned with intercultural harmony and pluralism, 
and also emphasized their role in building the 
knowledge society (Bakry & Al-Ghamdi, in press).

The “People” Domain

Since the subject is knowledge, people would be 
at its center. In the knowledge culture, not only the 
minds and intellectualism of people are needed, but 
also their hearts and enthusiasm (Bakry, 2008). In 
the above discussion, awareness, virtue and excel-
lence have been emphasized as major knowledge 
issues. These would be the engine to the sincerity 
of the heart of people in building the knowledge 
culture. This view is illustrated in Figure 25.

From building the knowledge culture view-
point, people can be viewed as associated with 
three main types:

• those who may be enthusiastic about par-
ticipating in building the knowledge cul-
ture, and from those the knowledge culture 
champions and black belts, according to 
Six-Sigma terms, can be found;

• those who are intellectually convinced of 
the objectivity and the noble cause of the 
knowledge culture, and from those, sup-
port and help can be expected; and

• those who are not interested, or have other 
views.

Figure 24. The knowledge culture in an organization: toward further expansion

Figure 25. Mind “intellectualism” and heart “enthusiasm” in the KC, with “virtue and excellence”
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It is of course obvious, but useful to be re-
emphasized, that while the knowledge culture is 
needed for people, it also need to be built by people.

The “Environment” Domain

The environment domain represents the conditions 
surrounding the work needed to build and sustain 
the knowledge culture. As described above, this 
work has been associated with the Six-Sigma 
circular, and responsive to change, process of 
DMAIC. The conditions surrounding this process 
would be associated with the following:

• the conditions associated with the other 
STOPE domains of: strategy, technology, 
organization and people;

• the rules and regulations under which the 
process is executed; and

• the instant management functions per-
formed, including: monitoring, evaluations 
and directions.

These are illustrated in Figure 26.

CONCLUSION

This paper senses the global need for sound knowl-
edge management, effective knowledge-based 
economic development, environment protection, 

intercultural harmony, and human well-being. As 
a potential solution to these problems, it advocates 
the need for building the positive knowledge 
culture, not only at an organization or a country 
level, but also at the global level. For this pur-
pose, it reviews the issues involved, and presents 
its KC-STOPE with Six-Sigma framework as 
a development tool toward building the target 
knowledge culture.

The KC considered integrates the main knowl-
edge activities, so that benefits from knowledge 
can be maximized. Virtue and excellence are 
recommended to be essential components of 
knowledge in the KC. In addition, the KC is rec-
ommended to be supported by wisdom and fine 
management. Furthermore, the recommended 
STOPE structure has the benefit of accommodat-
ing the various issues associated with the activities 
of the KC and their performance, both individually 
and collectively.

The Six-Sigma principles of identifying proj-
ects and assessment measures, and of establishing 
work teams with champions and black belts, are 
recommended for the actual development of the 
knowledge culture. In addition, the Six-Sigma 
DMAIC process is also recommended to be con-
tinuously performed, so that response to change 
and continuous improvements can be achieved.

Future work using the proposed development 
tools of KC-STOPE with Six-Sigma framework 
would be associated with two main integrated 

Figure 26. The dimensions of the “environment” domain
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directions: further refinement of the framework 
for different types of situations at different levels; 
and practical development for specific cases. The 
paper hopes that organizations and individuals, 
concerned with knowledge, at different levels, 
would identify future development projects toward 
the knowledge culture, and use the KC-STOPE 
with Six-Sigma framework for this purpose.
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ABSTRACT

This paper derives from a research project, which 
sets out to address practitioner dissatisfaction in 
the area of Knowledge Management. The author 
discusses common weaknesses in existing thinking 
about Knowledge Management and in prevailing 
models in particular. Modelling processes are 
considered and underlying assumptions that are 
required to be addressed in any attempt to create 
a Knowledge Management Model are examined. 
An overview is provided of the initial stages in 
the development of a new, synthetic and general 
model, The Knowledge Core©, with assumptions 
underlying this signposted and their influences 
upon modelling are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

This is the second in a series of papers derived 
from an ongoing research project, the overall aims 
of which are to address practitioner dissatisfaction 
in the field of Knowledge Management (KM). 
The first paper presented the outcome from an 
enquiry into Critical Success Factors, comparing 
findings from an extensive review of literature 
with existing models and frameworks (Griffiths 
& Morse, 2009).

This second paper examines the underpinning 
values that might influence the construction of 
a new model, and how this might influence the 
construction of a new KM assessment tool for 
organisations. The narrative provides an overview 
and visualisation of our earlier findings before 
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developing an Action Research based approach, 
linking KM to Systems Thinking, Soft Systems 
Methodology and Logic Modelling spaces.

We conclude by identifying the next steps in 
pursuit of what could be seen as a general model 
for the field.

1. OVERVIEW

KM appears to be firmly established as a strate-
gic management tool (Rigby & Bilodeau, 2007). 
However, practitioners and academics seem to be 
expressing dissatisfaction with its performance in 
organisational settings (e.g., Rigby & Bilodeau, 
2007; Smith, 2003). Theorists have been discuss-
ing dissatisfaction and potential deficiencies in 
the field for some time, particularly the lack of 
common framework to bind the process to situ-
ated settings (Rubenstein-Montano et al., 2001; 
Holsapple & Joshi, 2004; Metaxiotis et al., 2005; 
Mekhilef & Flock, 2006; Limone & Bastias, 2006). 
This lack of satisfaction, where KM is ranked 
22 of 25 strategic management tools in a survey 
of 1221 global executives (Rigby & Bilodeau, 
2007), coupled with an identified gap in theory, 
could cause a critical loss of resource value for 
organisations. These problems are succinctly 
acknowledged by Chun et al. (2008) who state 
that ‘despite the importance of knowledge as an 
asset, few organisations truly understand what it 
means to be a knowledge-based firm and how to 
manage knowledge to achieve its goals’ (p. 1).

These apparent deficiencies led to an extensive 
enquiry into the field (Griffiths & Morse, 2009). 
Conducting an evidence-based meta-analysis of 
287 pieces of academic and practitioner KM lit-
erature and 71 KM models and frameworks, we 
concluded that a common framework of KM ap-
peared plausible, existing across the disciplines of 
Business & Management; Engineering; Decision 
Science; Computer Science; Medicine & Health; 
and Social Science. We further concluded that 
this framework consisted of 16 common CSFs. 

In a distillation of our results we proposed four 
functions of KM (Capturing & Storing, Creating, 
Sharing and Applying) and twelve enablers (What 
Is Known, Extending What is Known, Reflecting, 
Context, Motivation, Artifacts, Space, Culture, 
Organisational Structure, Knowledge Structure, 
Catalysts, Transmission). Examining the sample of 
71 models and frameworks we exposed a potential 
gap in current research where 0 (zero) models, 
and only 1% of the literature in the original meta-
analysis, identified all 16 CSFs.

This paper attempts to progress our research 
by suggesting a general model for the field, repre-
sented through The Knowledge Core Model. The 
search for new models and frameworks has been 
criticised by some theorists as being a contributing 
factor to the apparent poor performance of KM as 
a strategic management tool: ‘The profusion of 
terms...flippancy as to the way the concept is used, 
ignorance of the classical categories of thought and 
the frivolous abuse of fashions...are constructing a 
“Tower of Babel”, provoking injustice and unease 
in the unnecessary formulation and accelerated 
substitution of propositions of new models and 
expressions without allowing them to mature and 
without making a minimal effort to contrast them 
to prior ones’ (Bueno, translated from Spanish and 
cited in Limone & Bastias, 2006, p. 40).

The position of Bueno is interesting as he ap-
pears to discourage the improvement of scientific 
theory, specifically Popper’s theory of Falsifi-
ability, which would seem to demand a process of 
evolution in order to interrogate the efficiency and 
effectiveness of existing models and frameworks 
in order to determine not only when they work, 
but when and why they don’t work (Blackman et 
al., 2004). However, Bueno’s stance would also 
appear to inhibit the field from advancing Argyris 
& Schon’s double loop learning theory (1982), 
where not only the action strategies, but also the 
governing variables of theories are examined.

In addition, Meadows (1982) opines that ad-
dressing issues of process change can be politically 
challenging as it can be easier to point away from 
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the cause, being, in the case of KM, current action 
strategies within models and frameworks, than to 
interrogate the core of the issue, being the gov-
erning variables. Meadows further suggests that 
thinking such as that of Bueno can produce a state 
where a culture of least resistance is perpetuated 
and the desired performance of the field is lost 
to an accepted state of lower standards and poor 
performance. In another interpretation perhaps 
Bueno could be seen to be asking theorists to 
take more care and give greater depth of thought 
to analysis.

In acknowledging the concerns of Bueno, it 
would seem important to point towards the depth 
of our research which, whilst echoing the concerns 
of disparate language, demonstrates that current 
models and frameworks appeared to be deficient 
in demonstrating the CSFs or governing variables 
that could influence success within organisations. 
This would seem to indicate that it is in the interests 
of the field to consider a new model.

2. THE MODEL

The Knowledge Core (Figure 1, Figure 2 and 
Figure 3) presents a visual representation of our 
findings. However, theorists have suggested that 
creators of knowledge should be prepared to state 
their assumptions or theories before mapping their 
view of the world (Yolles, 1996; Checkland, 2000; 
Knowlton & Phillips, 2009). Knowlton & Phillips 
suggest that a failure to do this offers the potential 
to pollute research and devalue the knowledge 
created: ‘Too often...models are built without the 
benefit of explicitly naming the assumptions and 
underlying theories of change. This omission can 
help explain why tremendous conflict, even chaos 
can erupt during program development, planning 
and implementation, or assessment’ (p. 36).

This is supported by Arbnor & Bjerke (2009) 
and Jackson (2001) who believes that the knowl-
edge creator’s view of the world has to be ex-
plicit if the knowledge created is to be explained, 

understood and validated. Jackson (2001) posits 
that it is not possible to determine the strengths 
of the methodological approach unless the theo-
retical view of the knowledge creator is explic-
itly expressed. This view can again be linked to 
Popper’s Principle of Falsifiability and the need 
for scientific theory to be transparent in its un-
derpinnings in order to enhance its testability. In 
this way it is possible to subject the findings to 
refutation and by doing so confirm its scientific 
status (Crease, 2001). Therefore the narrative 
presented in this paper will attempt to clarify the 
underlying assumptions of the authors in order to 
develop a clear perspective of the inductive pro-
cess. This clarification would also seem to address 
another criticism suggested by Bueno, cited ear-
lier, being the ‘ignorance of the classical catego-
ries of thought’.

The knowledge creator’s view of the world also 
provides signposts towards appropriate method-

Figure 1. Frontal plane
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ology, or blend of methodology, for enquiry and 
evaluation, which in turn develops the language 
that will mould the modelling space. By unveiling 
this for the examination of structures within the 
research paradigm the uncertainty surrounding the 
structural elements and their interrelationships can 
be reduced (Yolles, 1996; Arbnor & Bjerke, 2009). 
This would seem important in order to overcome 
issues of clarity within the KM field, which we 
discussed in our original research. Therefore the 
remainder of this paper will look to set out the 
assumptions employed and the journey taken in 
the development of The Knowledge Core as a 
prospective new model.

3. CRITICISM OF MODEL BUILDING

Bueno (cited by Limone & Bastias, 2006) criticises 
new models for not making ‘a minimal effort to 
contrast them to prior ones’ (p. 40). However, we 
did demonstrate in our analysis of 71 models and 
frameworks that 0 (zero) identified the 16 CSFs 
identified in our analysis of 287 pieces of KM 
literature. We also suggested that existing models 
failed in tests of ‘Comprehensiveness’, ‘Correct-
ness’, ‘Usefulness’, ‘Clarity’ and ‘Conscious-
ness’ synthesised from the work of Rasli (2004), 
Bacharach (1989) and Shanks (2003). The rigour 
applied to our research would appear to address 
Bueno’s concerns and justify the development of 
a new model. Furthermore models are observed 
by Checkland (2000) as ‘intellectual devices – 
whose role it is to help structure an exploration 
of the problem situation being addressed’ (p. s26).

Model building has been criticised for attempt-
ing to be mathematical, where ‘proof and formal 
analysis are aesthetic crafts’ (Klein & Romero, 
2007, p. 245) and Ludvall (2006) has stated that 
KM cannot be reduced to a set of techniques. 
However, Klein and Romero (2007) argue that 
model building brings discipline of mind and in-
sight by applying formulaic models. They contend 
that proof will involve arguments that the model’s 
formulation is of academic interest and importance 

Figure 2. Upward view

Figure 3. Transverse plane
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with a purpose aimed at advancing knowledge 
and understanding of real-world issues.

Checkland (2000) offers a non-threatening 
view of models in suggesting that at this stage of 
Soft Systems research they are not actually mod-
els of anything: ‘They are accounts of concepts 
of pure purposeful activity, based on declared 
world-views, which can be used to stimulate co-
gent questions in debate about the real situation 
and desirable changes to it’ (p. s26).

This would seem to offer some potential 
resolution of the political issues associated with 
change as intimated earlier by Meadows (1982).

Further to this the signals of dissatisfaction 
signposted by Rigby and Bilodeau (2007) would 
appear to suggest ineffectiveness at the point of 
practice. Knowlton and Phillips (2009) posit that 
models need to be designed and deployed in or-
der to overcome key questions that can improve 
effectiveness; ‘are you doing the right work; 
can you make better decisions; are you getting 
superior results?’ (p. 13). Knowlton and Phillips 
further suggest that models provide a critical link 
between strategy and results. This coupled with 
our findings suggests that a new model could assist 
in overcoming the dissatisfaction that lies at the 
core of this enquiry. Finally, theorists acknowledge 
that models are required to provide visual literacy 
in stimulating the transfer of theory to practice 
(Handzic et al., 2008), which addresses a further 
issue discussed at the outset of this paper.

4.1 Action Research

Cruywagen et al. (2008) amongst others see 
knowledge as being socially, historically and 
culturally bound and, because knowledge involves 
people, it leads the authors to relate the knowl-
edge process to a collection of systems that are 
in constant interaction with other systems. This 
leads theorists such as Cruywagen et al. to Social 
Constructivism where ‘organisations are viewed 
as a function of a particular set of circumstances 
and individuals’ (p. 105). This fundamental notion 

of knowledge as a socially and culturally bound 
construct has led this research in the direction of 
Action Research (AR). Carr (2006) observes AR as 
having its foundation in the philosophy of human 
action and the epistemological theories emanating 
from ‘the personal and contextualised nature of 
knowledge’ (p. 422). Schon (1983, 1987) provides 
a more practical description of AR as being an 
evolving cycle of reflection, grounded in action, 
where evolving research reflects upon the previ-
ous cycle to then inform the next cycle, allowing 
the governing variables and applied strategy to be 
challenged. This is the approach being pursued 
through this research, which will become clearer 
as the paper develops, where assumptions within 
the field are identified, reflected upon, challenged 
and evolved in an ongoing process of development.

The meta-analysis we conducted (Griffiths & 
Morse, 2009) was influenced by the AR paradigm 
through the manner by which we employed a co-
generative approach to the data collection. This 
could be interpreted as being part of the Grounded 
Theory paradigm, where theories emerge from 
the collected data. However, we spoke of the 
need for a collaborative approach to the problems 
being experienced by the field and specifically 
identified the need to unblock the flow between 
academics and practitioners, as KM issues appear 
to be situated within practice, which is not being 
translated to theory. The initial research we con-
ducted attempted to provide the foundation for a 
co-generative approach to the problem of KM in 
order to improve practitioner ‘know how’. Green-
wood and Levin (2005) support this suggesting 
that actors within the problem need to be able to 
contribute to the sense making process in order 
to develop successful ‘know how’. Greenwood & 
Levin also suggest that this combination of practi-
tioner and academic views formulates a powerful 
research tool situated within the AR paradigm. 
Carr (2006) and Checkland (2000) suggest AR 
to be rooted in ‘Action’ and ‘Phronesis’ and Carr 
(2006) proposes Phronesis as a form of reasoning 
where the journey of enquiry and outcome are open 
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and subject to ethical reasoning and reflection in 
a search for ‘what is good’. Carr posits that the 
co-generative link between academic and practi-
tioner enables the progression of knowledge into 
knowing, through action. He further states that 
this link allows: ‘practitioners who, in seeking 
to achieve the standard of excellence inherent in 
their practice, develop the capacity to make wise 
and prudent judgments about what, in a particular 
situation, would constitute an appropriate expres-
sion of the good’ (p. 426).

Whether our original research is seen as 
Grounded Theory or AR, it would not seem to 
effect the development of the model or its fu-
ture testing, to be discussed later, within the AR 
paradigm. This assertion is supported by Teram 
et al. (2005) and Dick (2003) who acknowledge 
that a Grounded Theory approach within the AR 
cycle improves the recoverability of research and 
therefore its validity in contributing to scientific 
knowledge.

4.2 AR and Soft Systems 
Methodology (SSM)

KM has been observed as being part of a system 
process (Cruywagen et al., 2008; Tiwana, 2000; 
Alavi & Leidner, 1999). A system has various 
definitions, such as ‘a set of components intercon-
nected for a purpose’ (Open University, cited in 
Hebel, 2007, p. 499) or ‘an entity which maintains 
its existence through the mutual interaction of its 
parts’ (Chun et al., 2008) or ‘a bounded system of 
linked components’ (Carter et al., 1986, p. 4). The 
view of the system involving the whole is sup-
ported by authors such as Meadows (1982) who 
observes a system to be a bounded whole where 
one is able to analyse ‘where things come from 
and where they go’ (p. 102). This leads thinking 
to authors, such as Arbnor & Bjerke (2009), have 
discussed three methodological views of the world 
relating to organisational research: Analytical, 
Systems and Actors views. The Analytical view 
relies predominantly on quantitative evidence 

and tends to look at the individual parts of the 
whole. The Systems view, influenced by Ho-
lism, leans more towards a qualitative approach 
and examines reality from the perspective of the 
whole. In contrast, the Actors view examines 
the impact of the subject and enquirer upon the 
environment when viewed as a social construct 
(Arbnor & Bjerke, 2009). A clear line of sight has 
also been established between knowledge and 
learning (Pasteur et al., 2006; Chiva & Alegre, 
2005). This exposes the field to the work of Senge 
(1997), who identifies Systems Thinking to be at 
the core of learning development in his seminal 
work ‘The Fifth Discipline’. This suggests that 
Systems Thinking could have a major influence 
on the KM field.

In reviewing the 71 models and frameworks 
we examined it became apparent that KM solu-
tions are usually developed via a Systems view 
of the world: Of 71 models, the foundation of 11 
practitioner models could not be identified and 
7 were computer based hard systems models, 
which whilst having their place were discarded 
for the purpose of this study; Of the remaining 
53 models, 51 (96%) employed a Systems view 
and 2 (4%) utilised an Analytical view. This pa-
per does not attempt to conclude upon a correct 
view of the world in relation to the KM field, it 
only reports that the Systems view appears to be 
the dominant view of knowledge creators within 
the field. However, this view would seem to be 
appropriate considering the nature of KM and its 
grounding in knowledge, which theorists such as 
(Carr, 2006) observe as being embedded in the 
situated context of the individual and therefore dif-
ficult to quantify. In further exploring the concerns 
of Knowlton and Phillips (2009), with regard to a 
lack of theoretical underpinning within modelling 
practice, a further enquiry was conducted of the 
sample to determine the number of papers that 
discussed the implications of underpinning theory 
upon the model presented. This enquiry found that 
1 model (1.8%) discussed these implications. This, 
coupled with the dissatisfaction suggested by other 
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authors, would seem to validate the concerns of 
Knowlton & Phillips and reinforces the argument 
highlighted at the outset of this paper.

The theory of the bounded whole is seen as 
providing well structured signposts for practitioner 
intervention (Jackson, 2001). However, if this is 
the case, with 96% of our literature subset utilising 
the Systems view, it would seem that there is an 
issue with the formulation of the model as ‘well 
structured signposts for practitioner intervention’ 
should not lead to the level of dissatisfaction be-
ing observed by Rigby and Bilodeau (2007). We 
emphasise this in our original research, where of 
the 71 models interrogated, only an average of 
10 CSFs were identified per model. We suggest 
that this demonstrates a lack of ‘know what’ in 
literature, which impacts the performance of 
models in delivering ‘know how’.

The systems view is further explored in rela-
tion to AR by the pre-eminent theorist, Checkland 
(2000) who developed a differentiated approach 
to systems methodology, being ‘Soft’ or ‘Hard’ 
systems. Checkland observes ‘Hard Systems’ as 
evolving from a systemic view of the world where 
systems can be engineered, as in the case for de-
fined technical process related problems. Whereas 
with ‘Soft Systems’ the creator of knowledge 
observes complexity in the environment, usually 
related to social or cultural situations, and employs 
a system as a process of enquiry.

Theorists such as Senge (1997), Mehta (2007), 
Hebel (2007) and Handzic et al. (2008) suggest 
that solutions to issues such as those being expe-
rienced by KM need to be developed by exploring 
the patterns inherent to the process as a whole in 
order to identify enabling patterns that produce 
success. This appears to support a Soft Systems 
approach to the field as defined by Checkland 
(2000). The call for the application of Systems 
Thinking to overcome the lack of a common 
framework has been supported by authors such 
as Rubenstein-Montano et al. (2001) and is evi-
dently being recognised given the fact that 96% 

of subset models sampled in our research employ 
the systems view.

KM could therefore be seen as an open network 
of existing processes that, through their interac-
tion, produce the whole that produced them in the 
first place. What is being suggested here, based 
on the work of authors such as Mingers (2002) 
and Cruywagen (2008), is that KM is made up of 
a network of existing processes consisting of the 
four functions of ‘Collecting & Storing’, ‘Shar-
ing’, ‘Creating’ and ‘Applying’, and when they are 
combined they produce the output that is KM. This 
is furthered by theorists who suggest a coupled, 
autopoietic relationship between KM and the 
processes of the organisational macro and micro 
environment (Massey & Montaya-Weiss, 2003).

Criticism of current KM research suggests 
that practitioners and theorists are focused on 
the isolated functions of the KM process, such 
as knowledge sharing, whilst ignoring the inter-
relationships that contribute to the whole (Chun et 
al., 2008). However, this appears to be in conflict 
with the subset sample of models and frameworks 
investigated for this research, where only 4% 
employed an Analytical view compared to 96% 
that utilised a Systems view.

The systems view has been criticised by some 
authors for being indigenous to a ‘Western’ view of 
KM (Sharif, 2005). Sharif differentiates his views 
using the ‘Western’ and ‘Eastern’ descriptors. 
Sharif believes that ‘Eastern’ approaches to KM 
are founded upon communities of human interac-
tion, which do not conform to a Western systems 
view. The human interaction view is supported 
by ‘Western’ authors such as Pasteur et al. (2006) 
who observe knowledge as being created through 
situated human interaction, which would appear 
to negate the East/West bias suggested by Sharif. 
‘Viewing knowledge...as a process or practice...
brings people into the picture and thus tends to be 
more cognitive and behaviouristic in approach. It 
aims to understand how people acquire and apply 
knowledge and under what circumstances they 
learn and affect change’ (p. 4).
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This said Pasteur et al. advocate a Systems 
approach to KM processes, which also appears 
to challenge the systems/social interaction bias 
suggested by Sharif. However, in the interest of 
balance, the models examined in this paper were 
predominantly Western in origin and therefore 
would seem to support the claim of Sharif. Sharif 
also suggests the Eastern view of the world to 
involve communities of human interaction, 
which is incompatible with a Western Systems 
view. However, the work of Checkland (2000), 
discussed earlier, would seem to demonstrate that 
these environments can be investigated through 
Soft Systems methodology and therefore a sys-
tems approach. This would seem to address the 
criticisms of authors such as Sharif.

The Systems approach has also been criticised 
for overcomplicating what will happen naturally 
(Dawn et al., 2002). They posit that the learning 
process within an organisation will take place natu-
rally, acting as a stimulus for continuous change 
in organisational cognitive structures. This said, 
it could be argued that in a modern global envi-
ronment, which appears to truncate product life 
cycles and heighten demand for quality services 
(Dicken, 2007), the natural process needs to be 
understood in order to stimulate and manipulate 
it for competitive advantage.

Having established the rationale for developing 
research under the AR paradigm, the link between 
KM and Systems and the subsequent link between 
systems and Checkland’s Soft Systems, it would 
seem appropriate to expand upon Soft Systems 
Methodology (SSM). Kemmis and McTaggart 
(2005) suggest that Soft Systems methodology 
provides a suitable framework for hypothesis 
testing. The authors state that the initial stages 
should comprise ‘a process of problem identi-
fication’; this has been contextualised through 
our research, which is followed by a ‘modelling 
phase’ where a potential solution to the problem is 
developed and used to question the situation. This 
approach is supported by Checkland (2000) who 
provides a more detailed seven-step process for 

SSM. The steps relevant to this research include: 
‘The problem unstructured’, provided by authors 
such as Rigby and Bilodeau (2007); ‘The problem 
expressed’, expressed in our first paper (Griffiths 
& Morse, 2009); ‘Root definition of the relevant 
system’, again, expressed in our first paper; and 
finally, ‘Development of conceptual models’, 
which we generate through this paper.

The model building process will then be vali-
dated through Checkland’s (2000) sixth step, being 
the examination of possible changes within the 
situated environment, and the seventh step, being 
the action taken to address the problem situation. 
This is further discussed in our conclusion.

4.3 The Logic Modelling Space

Checkland (2000), states that SSM involves a 
‘logic-based stream of analysis’ (p. s21). This 
would appear to lead this research towards a 
Logic Modelling method as a tool to develop 
visual literacy as an expression of our research.

The Logic Modelling space offers a visual 
representation of the world in order to ‘offer 
a way to describe and share an understanding 
of relationships among elements necessary to 
operate a program or change effort’ (Knowlton 
& Phillips, 2009, p. 5). Knowlton & Phillips of-
fer two distinct pallets in the Logic Modelling 
space, ‘Theory of change’ and ‘Program’. The 
fundamental differences between the two pallets 
is that Theory of Change Models provide a high 
magnification, giving a simple view of the world, 
which is seen as a version of the truth that guides 
knowledge development. Whereas a Program 
Model provides a lower level of magnification 
that provides precise situated detail (Knowlton 
& Phillips, 2009).

There appears to be an issue of Logic Model-
ling definition when applied against the needs 
of this research. Theory of Change Models 
are seen as delivering plausible ‘big picture’ 
overviews which are designed to demonstrate 
the deliverables achievable through structured 
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intervention (Knowlton & Phillips, 2009). How-
ever, we criticised existing models for a lack of 
demonstrable ‘know how’ in their construction. 
It would appear that a high level of magnification 
would not satisfy the current needs of the field. 
Program Logic Models ‘help with more precise 
decisions about which activities in a given strategy 
are most effective’ (Knowlton & Phillips, 2009, 
p. 14), but the authors state that these models are 
situated in their focus and are firmly grounded in 
validated knowledge of what is known. This is 
not the case at this stage of this enquiry. Theory 
of Change Models are observed by Knowlton & 
Phillips as ‘drafts’ that are subject to change as 
the model evolves, which would appear to sup-
port the Soft Systems methodology proposed by 
Checkland (2000) and the position of this research 
as an evolving reflective process. The core of 
the problem would seem to be that the Theory of 
Change modelling space does not provide for the 
details that affect planning, implementation and 
evaluation, all of which would appear necessary 
to overcome issues of ‘know-how’ identified in 
our first paper (Griffiths & Morse, 2009)

Therefore this research utilises a blended mod-
elling space, landscaping the KM field through a 
Theory of Change Model, whilst using elements of 
lower magnification provided by Program Logic 
Models. Knowlton and Phillips (2009) offer three 
key characteristics that need to be present in a 
Theory of Change Model: ‘Co-created with shared 
meaning; evidence based; appropriate scale’ (p. 
61). Our research applied a co-generative approach 
to their meta-analysis, which combined with the 
scope and scale of their research would seem to 
satisfy the first two requirements of Knowlton & 
Phillips. The third point will directly inform the 
design of The Knowledge Core.

Checkland (2000) offers a potential expla-
nation for the plethora of models identified by 
Bueno and supported by our findings. Checkland 
suggests that problems can be subject to contex-
tualised versions of the truth, which would seem 
to be the case in the KM field where a lack of a 

generalised framework would seem to increase 
demand for situated models that appear to be dif-
ficult to translate across disciplines. Checkland 
suggests that this is because ‘interpretations of 
purpose will always be many and various; there 
would always be a number of models in play, 
never simply one model purporting to describe 
“what is the case”’ (p. s15). The field has been 
demonstrated to be systems based and linked to 
logic analysis, which can employ models that 
display one of many versions of the truth. This 
would appear to be a possible contributor to the 
dissatisfaction being experienced in the field. This 
paper therefore proposes The Knowledge Core to 
be a general model for KM, which can then be 
applied according to situated need.

5. INFLUENCES ON DESIGN

Carter et al. (1986) describe key principles in the 
construction of system boundaries; only include 
those elements or relationships that cause an im-
pact upon the process; include elements that are 
inherently controlled by the system or its user, 
but similarly it is important to remove those ele-
ments that cannot be controlled by the system or 
user. Yolles (1996) suggests that this approach 
dissolves uncertainty, where system boundaries 
should avoid cutting across processes by either 
including or excluding them from the system’s 
whole. Carter et al. (1986) develop this position 
stating that this approach removes uncertainty 
when examining the effect of elements upon the 
system. Carter et al. also suggest that a useful 
description is needed, in which the open or closed, 
or partial open/closed processes are clear to the 
user (an open process being one that interacts 
with the environment and a closed process being 
one that is insulated from the environment). This 
would seem to be supported by Senge (1995) 
who discusses the need for systems that are gen-
erative in nature. He suggests that these convey 
‘what causes the patterns of behaviour’ (p. 53), 
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which in turn allows the user to understand how 
changes to these patterns can produce different 
behaviours within the system. Senge promotes 
this approach over the ‘responsive processes’ 
(those which examine patterns of behaviour), or 
‘reactive processes’ (those which examine events). 
Therefore the model sets out to demonstrate the 
16 Critical Success Factors broken down into 4 
functions and 12 enablers that we discussed in our 
first paper (Griffiths & Morse, 2009), along with 
an element of environmental interaction, which 
will be discussed later.

Meadows (1982) suggests that Systems Think-
ing determines a weighting towards the whole and 
not towards myths or perceived major factors – 
which could inhibit success through a failure to 
identify a limiting factor, having true influence 
over the process. With this being the case the 
model does not take into account the frequency 
of findings discussed in our meta-analysis, as 
limiting factors would seem to be situationally 
embedded and cannot be represented within the 
blended Theory of Change Model being applied 
in this paper. This has therefore informed the ap-
propriate scale of the model as suggested earlier 
by Knowlton and Phillips (2009)

KM has been suggested in this paper to be a 
system of processes that interacts with the environ-
ment to produce its whole. This interaction would 
seem to suggest that it informs and is informed by 
the situated environment and would appear to re-
quire representation within the flows of the model 
process. Leonard (1999) posits that knowledge 
needs to be maintained in order to be of value and 
Markus (2001) suggests that knowledge reuse is 
of importance to the viability of knowledge as a 
value creating resource. This suggests the need for 
a KM tool that is designed to create a loop as op-
posed to a linear chain. McElroy (2000) reinforces 
this, stating that KM is a complex open system, 
influenced by complexity and System theory, 
which constantly interacts with its environment. 
Chowdhury (2006) links Bandura’s Social Learn-
ing Theory to demonstrate that human behaviour 

develops in a ‘continuous reciprocal interaction 
between cognitive, behavioural and environmental 
determinants (p. 5). This seems to underpin the 
need for a loop, where the system both influences 
and is influenced by the environment through its 
actions, and is demonstrated in diagram 1 (p. 3) 
as the flow through and around the model in a 
cyclic relationship.

Handzic et al. (2008) conducted narrative re-
search into current KM models and suggested that 
many to be deficient in their use of double-loop 
feedback. Handzic et al. Support the link between 
knowledge and learning, discussed earlier, and 
consequently observe this omission as a critical 
flaw in the field. The need for a feedback loop is 
also discussed by Meadows (1982) who suggest 
that where systems experience situated failure 
it can often be directly attributed to structural 
behavioural issues. Meadows suggests that a 
feedback loop is required in order for the model 
to flex and overcome issues of situated failure. 
We also identified this, where we observe reflec-
tion or testing as one of our 16 CSFs (Griffiths & 
Morse, 2009). This also satisfies the need for a 
double loop approach to modelling, as suggested 
by Argyris and Schon (1982), where the govern-
ing variables and applied strategy are constantly 
challenged.

Feedback loops have been criticised for not 
providing an ongoing testing process, where 
proposed solutions are fed back into the process 
and continuously tested to determine effectiveness 
against other alternative solutions (Blackman et 
al. 2004). Blackman et al. link their theory back 
to the work of Popper to suggest that double-loop 
thinking fails the falsifiability test, in that is iden-
tifies when a system works, but fails to identify 
when it doesn’t. However the Theory of Variety 
Attenuation suggests that variety overload can 
break down the system (Schwaninger, 2009). It 
could also be said that solutions are effective until 
a flaw is identified through application, at which 
time an optimised solution should be implemented. 
This could be linked to value and context, this was 
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discussed in Griffiths and Morse (2009), where we 
cite the work of Hori et al. (2004) in overcoming 
issues such as variety overload through the follow-
ing formula: Representational Context [Artefacts] 
+ Conceptual Context [Existing in the mind] + 
Real world context [Situated Application] = Value.

Checkland (2000) suggest that defined arrows 
and boxes demonstrate a certainty in the process, 
which Soft Systems research at the stage of this 
paper is not able to offer. Checkland believes that 
visual representations of the proposed solution 
should reflect the volatility of the Action Research 
Process. However, this research is attempting to 
move towards a paradigm that can be viewed as 
‘what really exists’ in an attempt to overcome un-
certainty in the field. With this being the case the 
model is represented at the point of research con-
ducted to date. This divergence from Checkland’s 
approach to SSM would appear to be supported 
in the Logic Modelling space, where Theory of 
Change Models are represented with defined flows 
that reflect the certainty of the creator at that time 
(Knowlton & Phillips, 2009).

The Knowledge Core has been designed to 
demonstrate the interaction between the system 
and the environment. It has also been structured 
to demonstrate the interrelated support of the four 
main functions, which provide the parameters of 
the bounded whole. The enablers are demonstrated 
to be interlinked, but volatile, in that they are not 
stationery and will move according to the need 
of the function and the demand of the situated 
environment.

It is proposed that in order for an organisation 
is to create value it must look at the whole, being 
the bounded functions of ‘Capturing & Storing’, 
‘Sharing’, ‘Creating’ and ‘Applying’. From this 
position it would seem possible to enquire in to 
the efficiency and effectiveness of the function 
through the engagement of the enablers.

CONCLUSION

The Knowledge Core Model appears to provide 
an evidence based representation of ‘know what’, 
but for it to be an effective management tool it will 
need to transmit ‘know how’. This is supported by 
authors such as Meadows (1982) who suggests 
that in order to heighten standards it is necessary 
to identify leverage points, which in the case of 
this research has been identified by the functions 
and enablers. However the ‘know how’ required to 
manipulate them would still appear to be ambigu-
ous, which does not satisfy the current needs of the 
field. This is accented by Handzic et al. (2007) who 
find that many model processes detail the ‘what’ 
but appear to fail in transmitting the ‘how’, render-
ing them incomplete. This lack of identification of 
leverage points and ‘know-how’ is evident beyond 
the KM field, with social scientists being criticised 
for not extrapolating clearly signposted means of 
intervention to effect change at a practitioner level 
(Jackson, 2001).

It would therefore appear necessary to develop 
an assessment tool for organisations to evaluate 
their processes and their effectiveness as part of 
the KM system. However, it would first seem ap-
propriate to gather a second data set to compare 
and contrast our findings against the situated views 
of practitioners. This approach can improve the 
quality of the research whilst providing the enquiry 
with prompts for the AR cycle where the data sets 
converge and diverge (Dick, 2003). A practitioner 
survey will therefore be deployed as part of a dual 
stream of research investigating Checkland’s next 
step in Soft Systems Methodology, which involves 
the comparison of the proposed model against real 
world situations (Checkland, 2000). The second 
step in this enquiry will involve the development 
of a participatory assessment tool for use as part 
of an organisational enquiry. This process will 
use document analysis, interviews and surveys 
as a blended approach to identify gaps in exist-
ing practice. These gaps will then be addressed 
as part of an Action Learning activity within the 
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organisation, the outcomes of which will then be 
used to inform strategic and operational plans for 
KM development. This will allow for the valida-
tion of the model through Checkland’s (2000) sixth 
step in SSM, being the examination of possible 
changes within the situated environment and the 
seventh step, being the action taken to address the 
problem situation. This would also allow for the 
contextualisation of the situated issues through 
the development of a Programme Logic Model as 
suggest earlier in this paper.

This process may therefore have the potential 
to develop a model that has utility across sectors 
and cultures, with the model being designed for 
situated application and a participatory framework 
for implementation as part of the AR paradigm 
in a co-generative approach to situated problem 
identification (Teram et al. 2005), which we have 
suggested as being essential if KM is to shrug off 
its shroud of dissatisfaction.

This paper set out to present a new general model 
for the KM field. Expanding upon the findings 
from our earlier research, this paper has exam-
ined underlying assumptions to contextualise the 
presentation of a new KM model, The Knowledge 
Core. We have outlined these assumptions and 
signposted their influence upon the development 
of the model for testing. Criticism of the modelling 
process within the KM field has been discussed 
and addressed. Finally a pathway for the validation 
of The Knowledge Core has been developed as a 
progression in accordance with the AR paradigm 
and Soft Systems Methodology. This will be further 
addressed in our next paper, which will explore the 
situated views of KM and their potential contribu-
tion to a general model for the field.
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Chapter  2.9

ABSTRACT

In order to improve the level of decision making 
and competitive advantage, organizations are 
actively trying to develop and incorporate new 
knowledge management techniques that are suited 
for the evolving global economy; the notion of 
globally distributed team environments repre-
sents one area of heavy focus. In implementing a 
globally distributed work environment, decision 
makers are faced with an increasingly daunting 
task of reconciling disparate distributed and 
heterogeneous data sources. Further, these data 
sources are growing every day as corporations 
dedicate more of their resources to a multina-
tional scenario, rather than to a domestic or 
geographically-specific focus. In order to address 
this growing problem of knowledge sharing, the 

authors propose a knowledge sharing model that 
incorporates the notion of the 24-Hour Knowledge 
Factory, in conjunction with grid computing and 
case-based reasoning (CBR). This chapter begins 
with a description of the 24-Hour Knowledge Fac-
tory, the Enterprise Common Knowledge Shared 
(ECKS) methodology, and the evolving time-shift 
sharing model. Next, a CBR-adapted approach, 
based on grid computing, is presented for use 
in a 24-Hour Knowledge Factory environment. 
Finally, several types of enterprise knowledge 
transfer mechanisms are presented in this paper.

1. INTRODUCTION

In today’s rapidly changing business environ-
ment, we have entered a new era of knowledge 
management; humans must now live and work in 
a knowledge-based society as knowledge workers 
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(Drucker, 1993). Various streams of knowledge 
management (KM) research have emerged. Early 
research focused on understanding the differences 
among data, information, knowledge and classi-
fications, such as tacit versus explicit knowledge 
(Polanyi, 1962; Nonaka, 1995), and individual 
versus collective knowledge (Spender, 1996). 
Other research has viewed knowledge as a source 
of competence and as a competitive resource 
(Hung et al., 2001). A goal of many KM initia-
tives is to develop a global knowledge community 
where knowledge is shared and utilized within 
the community. However, knowledge sharing 
is inherently a difficult process, and only partial 
knowledge fragments can be created and shared. 
Information technology (IT) has been long thought 
of as a way to facilitate sharing of knowledge; 
indeed, the use of IT to supplement knowledge 
sharing amongst communities of practice has 
been explored (Pan & Leidner, 2003), and the 
notion of ‘virtual teams’ has been proposed as 
a basic construct for this activity. Within virtual 
team environments, four key challenges exist: 
constraints on transaction memory; insufficient 
degree of mutual understanding; failure in sharing 
and retaining contextual knowledge; and inflex-
ibility of organizational ties. Various knowledge 
management system approaches have been posited 
as potential solutions to meet these challenges 
(Alavi & Tiwana, 2002). Overall, the advent of 
knowledge management has transformed the way 
decisions are made and how companies manage 
common knowledge.

We are interested in knowledge management 
for decision support applications, especially as 
it pertains to enterprise knowledge shared in 
global, virtual teams. Decision makers are faced 
with a challenge: accurate and quick knowledge 
sharing is especially difficult when dealing with 
distributed, heterogeneous, and asynchronous 
knowledge assets that exist when dealing with 
geographically dispersed virtual teams. The skills 
and technologies utilized by virtual teams are a 
blend of both old and new concepts, each useful 

for a variety of different tasks and each with its 
own advantages and disadvantages (Gillam & Op-
penheim, 2006). In order to address the problem 
of knowledge sharing in geographically dispersed 
environments, an integrated knowledge sharing 
framework is proposed; this incorporates concepts 
of the 24-Hour Knowledge Factory, grid comput-
ing, and case-based reasoning (CBR).

The 24-Hour Knowledge Factory (Gupta, 
2009) is a paradigm that decision makers can 
employ for distributed, team-based work. For this 
paradigm to be employed in an effective man-
ner, one needs to consider the following types of 
research questions:

1.  How can we build a common knowledge 
sharing model for decision support in the 
24-Hour Knowledge Factory?

2.  How can CBR and grid computing concepts 
be utilized to enhance the capabilities of 
the 24-Hour Knowledge Factory, and what 
patterns and technologies must be used to 
facilitate this union?

3.  How can a time-shift model be developed 
for the 24-Hour Knowledge Factory using 
prior research that has largely disregarded 
the aspect of time-shifts within globally 
distributed sub-organizations?

4.  How does a distributed work sharing model 
address the KM issues brought up by the 
24-Hour Knowledge Factory?

The chapter is organized as follows: Section 
2 defines the 24-Hour Knowledge Factory; Sec-
tion 3 adapts the CBR approach for the 24-Hour 
Knowledge Factory based on grid computing; Sec-
tion 4 discusses the ECKS model for the 24-Hour 
Knowledge Factory based on decision evolution; 
Sections 5 and 6 present the ECKS modeling and 
service model based on grid computing; and, Sec-
tion 7 provides the concluding remarks.
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2. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 24-
HOUR KNOWLEDGE FACTORY

The term “24-Hour Knowledge Factory” is used 
to emphasize a global delivery model in which 
members of a globally distributed team work on 
separate parts of a project or a task around the 
clock; each member of the team working his or 
her normal workday hours in the unique time zone 
of his or her country, transferring completed work 
to the next geographical ‘station’ (Gupta, 2009). 
A globally distributed 24-hour call center is an 
example of a basic 24-Hour Knowledge Factory.

In a traditional software development envi-
ronment, a code developer typically waits until 
a functional portion of the product is available 
before passing it on to the testing team, which is 
usually geographically collocated. However, by 
being able to send work to different time zones 
and receiving test results on overnight basis, a 
developer has a new, unprecedented opportunity 
to build portions of the product on an incremental 
and more daily basis (Gupta, 2008).

Software projects are well suited to the 24-
Hour Knowledge Factory. Software development 
involves multiple sequential processes: a require-
ment drafting process, a systems analysis process, 
a system design process, a coding process, a test-
ing process, and a customer application service 
process. The software product is made primarily 
through the transmission of knowledge between 
these sequential processes and the members of the 
development team. Since each distributed opera-
tion unit of a software development company is 
responsible for a separate sub-task, the overall 
efficiency of the project improves since each loca-
tion perceives that progress is made “overnight”. 
The technology and the system to support this type 
of factory are discussed in the following sections 
by different distributions of tasks depending on 
the appropriate needs for knowledge manage-
ment. Obviously, effecting this sort of sweeping, 
fundamental organizational change is not easy: 
accurately transferring knowledge to offshore sites 

and having knowledge workers in other countries 
be able to start the cycle as soon as work is handed 
off is one of the primary issues in implementing 
this sort of work system.

3. USE OF CASE BASED 
REASONING APPROACH

Case Based Reasoning (CBR) is the process of 
using past cases to solve new problems. The theory 
of CBR appeared in 1982, and the first system 
in 1983 (Tsatsoulis & Williams, 2000). Memory 
organization packets were proposed; these con-
stituted both generalized knowledge repositories 
and organizers of cases (Schank, 1982; Prentzas 
& Hatzilygeroudis, 2007).

The first commercially deployed CBR system 
was called Prism and was used for interbank fi-
nancial telexes (Goodman, 1990). Founded on the 
psychological theory of human reasoning, CBR 
recognizes that humans often solve new problems 
by comparing them with similar ones that they 
resolved in the past (Chua et al., 2001). CBR has 
been successfully applied to different domains 
such as generating new product ideas (Wu, Lo 
& Hsu, 2006), financial forecasting (Chun and 
Park, 2006), and international market selection 
(Ozorhon, Dikmen & Birgonul, 2006).

CBR can be used as tool in the 24-Hour Knowl-
edge Factory for supporting smooth knowledge 
transfer and problem resolution. The rationale 
is that the degree of reoccurrence of particular 
situations within the 24-Hour Knowledge Factory 
will be high enough to gain significant support 
from a CBR system implementation. Ostensibly 
what was done in one situation in a globally dis-
tributed workplace is likely to be applicable in 
other similar situations.

In general, a CBR system can be viewed as a 
composition of two modules: a case base and a 
problem solver (Malek & Amy, 1997). The case 
base, which contains historical problems and 
their corresponding solutions, acts as a source of 
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knowledge. Given a new problem, the problem 
solver performs two actions: it retrieves similar 
cases from the case base using some measurement 
of similarity, and subsequently adapts the retrieved 
cases so that a solution to the new problem can 
be obtained.

The main advantages of CBR are as follows: 
the ability to express specialized knowledge, 
modularity, easy knowledge acquisition, self-
updatability, handling unexpected or missing 
inputs, and inference efficiency. At the same time, 
issues of CBR that may lead to problems are as 
follows: the inability to express general knowl-
edge, knowledge acquisition difficulty, inference 
efficiency difficulty, and provision of explanations 
(Prentzas & Hatzilygeroudis, 2007).

Human experience is a special kind of knowl-
edge, which captures previously experienced 
similar problem situations (cases) for human 
problem solving via different experience sharing 
and reused paths; items that can be logged and 

shared via all different mediums of communica-
tion. Since a knowledge worker interacting with 
minimal knowledge loss is pivotal to the success 
of the 24-Hour Knowledge Factory, we adopt CBR 
to support this paradigm using experience-sharing 
and reuse. This framework is depicted in Figure 1. 
The components of the framework are as follows:

• BPM: In the 24-Hour Knowledge Factory 
environment, we must understand how to 
accurately control the flow of work and 
knowledge as it relates to one particular 
business process at a time. This is difficult 
to achieve using traditional BPM 
methodologies.

• Grid computing platform: Grid computing 
embodies the use of an array of comput-
ers. The 24-Hour Knowledge Factory em-
ploys multiple computers too. However, 
the focus is different. In grid computing, 
the goal is primarily to achieve higher and 

Figure 1. Adapted CBR approach for 24-hour knowledge factory based on grid computing
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more dependable computational power. In 
the 24-Hour Knowledge Factory, the pri-
mary goal is to complete a high-level task 
as fast as possible. Grid computing can 
serve as a platform for solving problems 
within the 24-Hour Knowledge Factory 
that assigns task and coordinates work. 
Team members in different time zones can 
interact using the CBR approach for solv-
ing new problems, and grid computing for 
knowledge and information sharing. The 
growing success of grid technologies in 
different scientific communities is creating 
an increasing need for the development of 
tools and methodologies to support knowl-
edge sharing and handling among people. 
Successful grid computing applications 
can be found in many domains, including 
workflow systems (Yu & Buyya, 2005) and 
medical support (Gurcan et al., 2007).

In the grid computing environment, the Intel-
ligent Conversational Channel (ICC) (Mustapha, 
2005) is envisaged as a community channel to 
facilitate knowledge sharing activities by utiliz-
ing multiple agents to create a virtual community. 
This concept can be extended for use in the 24-
Hour Knowledge Factory environment. The CBR 
module will retain and reuse knowledge in the 
system while the parallelism of the grid comput-
ing network will help to learn and generalize the 
knowledge retained in the CBR.

Since the 24-Hour Knowledge Factory is based 
upon elements that can potentially prove to be 
hindrances in knowledge sharing; mainly because 
it is inherently global, distributed, heterogeneous, 
and asynchronous; a superior technology platform 
is needed to allow for a seamless transfer of 
knowledge. A grid computing platform can help 
to address this requirement. One of the first com-
monly known grid initiations is the SETI@home 
project, which is a distributed computing project 
that uses Internet-connected computers, hosted by 
the Space Sciences Laboratory at the University 

of California, Berkeley. The project was released 
to the public on May 17, 1999. The SETI@home 
project operates under the aegis of the Berkeley 
Open Infrastructure for Network Computing 
BOINC environment, which has enabled several 
millions of volunteers to download and analyze 
data (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SETI@home; 
http://setiathome.berkeley.edu/).

Stanford University’s Folding@home project, 
based on Playstation 3 gaming systems, is another 
good example of how grid computing platforms 
have evolved: on the second day of its release to 
the gaming community, the combined computing 
power of all gaming systems running Folding@
home reached 367 Tera (trillion) Floating point 
Operations Per Second (TFLOPS), more than 
twice the amount of all of the other operating 
systems participating in the project combined 
(Huang, 2007).

Other relevant examples of grid computing 
include ones for parallel and distributed knowledge 
discovery (PDKD) (Cannataro, Talia & Trunfio, 
2001) and for creating the infrastructure for se-
mantic grids and knowledge grids (Cannataro & 
Talia, 2004).

The next-generation grid will include 4 layers 
in network technology perspective: Grid Fabric, 
Grid Services (data grid, computing grid, and 
information grid), Semantic Grid (meta data 
and ontologies), and Knowledge Grid (DM and 
knowledge discovery in database) (Cannataro & 
Talia, 2004). The configuration for the 24-Hour 
Knowledge Factory could include 3 layers: a 
knowledge-grid layer, a tool-grid layer, and a data 
grid layer, as described in Table 1.

The data-grid layer will constitute the basic 
layer of resources for the 24-Hour Knowledge 
Factory. This layer will include documents in 
different time zones, records in database, standard 
rule sets in teams, cases in different places, and 
models of the 24-Hour Knowledge Factory. 
Within this layer, the directory and database ac-
cess services will be key services, along with 
document management and Database Manage-
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ment Systems DBMS. In addition to these basic 
data processing resources, complex automated 
processing capabilities will be incorporated to 
give semantic meaning to each web resource. 
Hence the need for a tool-grid layer for commu-
nication, collaboration, and organization, as well 
as for addressing all data that the grid stores, 
maintains, and updates for users, applications, 
and operations. This is architecturally similar to 
the Globus Monitoring and Discovery Service 
environment that encompasses all the relevant 
data and metadata, grid services usage data, and 
application data sources and results. Grid middle-
ware and grid applications currently maintain 
much of these data, so the key challenge for next-
generation grids will be their seamless integration 
and use (Foster, 2006).

The tool-grid layer will provide the service 
tools and algorithms for collaboration and com-
munication in the 24-Hour Knowledge Factory. 
This service will be responsible for searching, 
selecting, and downloading collaborative tools. 
While the metadata regarding the availability, 
location, and configuration will be stored in a 
database, documents will be managed by a di-
rectory service, while the data and tools will be 
stored in a local storage facility of each node. A 
node wishing to export data and documents to 
other users will need to publish them using the 
tools services (which store the metadata in the 
local portion of the node).

As advocated by Tim Berners-Lee, the next 
generation web will focus on semantics to allow 

effective communication between humans and ma-
chines, as well as to enable powerful collaboration 
between them to accomplish tasks (Berners-Lee, 
Hendler & Lassila, 2001). With the RDF (Re-
source Description Framework) and OWL (Web 
Ontology Language) the languages that power the 
semantic web becoming standards in their own 
right, and with new technologies reaching maturity 
for embedding semantics in existing web pages 
and querying RDF knowledge stores, exciting 
developments (Web 2.0, Web 3.0) are happen-
ing in this area (Lassila & Hendler, 2007). The 
semantic web is the collection of understanding 
tools at the heart of the knowledge grid. Although 
the semantic grid initiative is still developing, we 
think it will be a significant component of the 
next-generation grid. The use of semantics and 
ontology in grids can offer high-level support 
for managing grid resources and for designing 
complex applications that will benefit from the 
use of semantics.

The tool-grid layer includes the semantic plat-
form in which autonomic computing principles are 
applied to ensure constant updates of the 24-Hour 
Knowledge Factory. As one of the most important 
grid computing tools, the Globus Toolkit (GT) 
can support the development of service-oriented, 
distributed virtual team’s computing applications.

The knowledge grid layer is organized as a set 
of knowledge management operations. A software 
platform based on a knowledge grid model that 
organizes knowledge in three dimensional knowl-
edge space (location, category, and level) has been 

Table 1. Grid computing layer for 24-hour knowledge factory

Knowledge-Grid Layer Creation Enterprise Common Knowledge
General KnowledgeKnowledge Discovery & Innovation

Tool-Grid Layer Tools Service Communication (ICC), 
Sharing Tools 

Organizational Dynamic Design and Rules, 
Semantic Web

Collaborative Technology

Data-Grid Layer Directory Service Recorder, Standard, Case, Model, Docu-
mentData Base, Document, Management
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implemented and used for knowledge sharing in 
research teams (Zhuge, 2002). A knowledge grid 
is an intelligent interconnection environment. It 
enables people or virtual teams (roles) to effec-
tively capture, publish, share, and manage explicit 
knowledge resources. It also provides on-demand 
knowledge services to support people or services 
to conduct innovation, cooperative teamwork, 
problem solving, and decision making (Hai 
Zhuge, 2004). In order to facilitate knowledge 
discovery, the knowledge grid layer is organized 
in two hierarchic levels: the core K-grid layer and 
the high level K-grid layer (Cannataro, Talia & 
Trunfio, 2001).

Our knowledge-grid layer focuses on enter-
prise common knowledge (ECK) and general 
knowledge integration and knowledge diffusion, 
especially case reuse, innovation experience and 
case collection, and discovery in knowledge 
management (from a business decision making 
perspective). This is the key layer for the 24-Hour 
Knowledge Factory and provides the team with 
knowledge management capabilities of various 
types including: knowledge creation, common 
knowledge flow, team knowledge structure 
building, knowledge sharing modeling, and pro-
cess engineering. Knowledge creation includes 
knowledge discovery and innovation; it is an idea 
driven by the team common knowledge. Common 
knowledge flow is a component of the content of 
knowledge flow, time, and direction. Team knowl-
edge structure building and knowledge sharing 
modeling will be discussed in sections 5 and 6.

A knowledge grid allows the interaction of 
a team with distinct backgrounds, especially to 
address complex and multidisciplinary problems.

4. ECK SHARING MODEL BASED 
ON DECISION EVOLUTION

In the 24-Hour Knowledge Factory, we have to 
answer issues such as “what kind of knowledge 
can be shared in the team for decision evolution”, 

“what is the business process”, and “how can an 
enterprise make decisions”? To answer these ques-
tions, we should have a sharing model that can be 
utilized to build appropriate enterprise knowledge 
structures for the 24-Hour Knowledge Factory. 
Knowledge can be expressed in case-based format 
via enterprise knowledge structure.

Enterprise decision making is an interactive 
process characterized by information and knowl-
edge sharing between various people. Factors that 
relate to enterprise decision making are varied and 
will change over time. The process of enterprise 
decision making relies on enterprise common 
knowledge sharing. Enterprise common knowl-
edge sharing may speed up the process of mak-
ing decisions because the sharing of knowledge 
throughout an organization can lead to shared 
knowledge, reducing the time that people need to 
learn and re-learn about projects. For this purpose, 
we propose an ECK sharing model for decision 
evolution as shown in Figure 2.

In the ECKS model for decision evolution, we 
analyze the details of components. Due to the 
complex environments inherent in knowledge 
diffusion, adaptive modeling is needed for effec-
tive decision making. Decision evolution is the 
process of decision making based on data, infor-
mation, and knowledge. There are three main 

Figure 2. ECK sharing model for decision evolu-
tion
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types of knowledge for decision evolution; static 
knowledge, which seldom changes; dynamic 
knowledge, which is often changing; and knowl-
edge about business processing optimization. The 
24-Hour Knowledge Factory has to cater to all of 
the above three categories of knowledge in order 
to ensure the best decision evolution.

5. ENTERPRISE KNOWLEDGE 
STRUCTURE

Knowledge may be classified into various cat-
egories depending on the purpose of its use. For 
example, knowledge can be classified into explicit 
and tacit knowledge (Polanyi, 1962). As the most 
knowledgeable personnel in technically complex 
businesses approach retirement, there is a need 
to capture their knowledge. The temptation is 
for management to ignore the problem until it 
is too late.

A corporation’s only enduring source of 
advantage is the knowledge housed within the 
minds of its employees and the knowledge built 
into its structures and systems. When discuss-
ing knowledge sharing, one must construct and 
analyze enterprise knowledge structures, such as 
the one shown in Figure 3, to understand what 
knowledge needs to be transferred in the 24-Hour 
Knowledge Factory environment.

Definition 1: given S=(P,W,D)representing 
the knowledge structure of enterprise:

Where P is as a set of processing knowledge, 
P={p1,p2,p3}, p1 representing decision processing 
knowledge, p2 representing business processing 
knowledge, p3 representing learning knowledge.

Where W is as a set of static knowledge, 
W={w1,w2}, w1 representing knowledge work, 
w2 representing knowledge description; D as a 
set of dynamic knowledge

Where D={d1,d2}, d1 representing knowledge 
creation, d2 representing knowledge acquisition.

Enterprise dynamic knowledge creation and 
knowledge acquisition require active interaction 
among decision processing; business processing; 
and learning from employees, teams, and business 
units. The knowledge acquisition process requires 
tools for data mining.

Enterprise static knowledge describes knowl-
edge work and knowledge descriptions. Knowl-
edge work is supported by explicit knowledge, 
rules, and enterprise forms. Knowledge descrip-
tions for making knowledge easy to access are 
represented by the ontology in three layers: the 
rules, meaning, and usage layers. For example, 
knowledge can be described in terms of a specific 
business rule, the meaning of this rule in terms 
of the enterprise, and the specific use that this 
knowledge has within the enterprise.

Processing knowledge describes the knowl-
edge creation and acquisition of enterprise in 
decision making process, business processing, 
and organization learning processing. Decision 
processing especially complex decision process-
ing and emergency/real-time decision process-
ing is the process of the creation of innovative 
within knowledge. Business processing also 
implies knowledge generation and knowledge 
transformation for different kinds of enterprise 
common knowledge. Learning processing helps in 
improving the integration of knowledge learning 
in communities from the experience of others.

Figure 3. Enterprise knowledge structure
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6. ECK SHARING MODELING 
AND SERVICE MODEL BASED 
ON GRID COMPUTING

When discussing ECKS modeling, one confronts 
enterprise knowledge sharing in different perspec-
tives: specifically, the three dimensional sharing 
model shown in Figure 4. To explain this concept 
more clearly, the following definition is provided:

Definition 2: given F(A,P,M) representing the 
ECK sharing modeling:

Where A is as a set of activity-work sharing, 
A={a1,a2}, a1 representing enterprise knowledge 
base, a2 representing enterprise knowledge on-
tology.

Where P is as a set of passive-work sharing, 
P={p1,p2}, p1 representing knowledge sharing by 
team work, p2 representing knowledge sharing by 
knowledge transfer.

Where M is as a set of mix-work sharing, 
M={m1,m2,m3}, m1 representing knowledge 
sharing by replying to requests for help, m2 rep-
resenting knowledge sharing by enterprise com-
mon knowledge grid, m3 representing knowledge 
sharing by enterprise knowledge guide map. This 
is the ECKS modeling shown in Figure 4.

For this model to operate, teamwork is critical 
since the development of the enterprise common 
knowledge depends on social interaction and 
cooperation between team members to ensure 
sharing of knowledge by passive- work sharing.

Given Dp={ds,dc} which represents the pro-
cessing of decisions for the 24-Hour Knowledge 
Factory:

Where ds represents the degree of simplicity 
in processing of a decision, which is structure 
decision processing

And dc represents the complexity of processing 
the decision, which is unstructured and complex 
processing of a decision.

Given Bp={bs,bc} which represents the pro-
cessing of business for the 24-Hour Knowledge 
Factory:

Where bs represents the simplicity of business 
processing, which is simple business processing 
(like standard simple processing).

Also, bc represents the complexity of business 
processing, which is difficult to standardize. For 
complex business processes, continuing optimality 
and reengineering are needed.

Given Lp={ls,lc} represents the processing 
of learning for the 24-Hour Knowledge Factory, 
where ls represents the simplest degree of learn-
ing processing, which is learning from standard 
rules, cases, and simple components reuse, and lc 
represents the most complex degree of the learn-
ing processing.

Most KM researchers consider knowledge 
transfer to be more a continuum. They focus on 
the cultural awareness and some other barriers 
between sender and receiver. For example, the 
concepts of Guanxi (personal connections) and 
mianzi (face) are fundamentally important in 
understanding cultural interactions in China. 
(Peter, Jeremy & Hui, 2006). In contrast, the aims 
of knowledge transfer in the 24-Hour Knowledge 
Factory are the processing of decisions, process-
ing of business, and the processing of learning.

Then, ECK= {type (i),| i=1,2…8} represents 
the ways of enterprise common knowledge transfer 
in the 24-Hour Knowledge Factory.

We describe type (i) as follows: type 
(i)={dj,bj,lj,,| j=s or c}, type (i) as the type of en-
terprise common knowledge transfer.

Figure 4. ECK sharing modeling
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The different types of knowledge transfer can 
be classified into categories by aims and dimen-
sions. The types for knowledge transfer in this 
paper are based on three types of processing. Ways 
of enterprise common knowledge transfer include 
8 types of combinatorial processing knowledge 
among one simple or complex decision process-
ing, one simple or complex business processing 
and one simple or complex learning processing, 
as shown in Table 2.

The enterprise common knowledge transfer 
described in type 1, is visible and expressible. 
These are easily shared and transferred formally 
and systematically; hence, we can build a system 
of the standard rules of knowledge transfer and 
collect the success cases and search in a case-base 
for solving similar problems based on sharing the 
case and adapting document management.

If the enterprise common knowledge transfer 
is of the type described in type 8, knowledge such 
as personal expertise, insights, and intuitions 
in this type are hard to see and express. These 
are inherently difficult to transfer, so in order to 
facilitate accurate transfer we can build a strong 
learning and innovation platform (and possibly 
apply a time-shift sharing model) in the 24-Hour 
Knowledge Factory. Because this paradigm is so 
elaborate and complex, we can help to facilitate 
accurate knowledge transfer by doing such things 
as developing an intelligence based organization, 
adapting to collaboration based on grid computing, 
and adapting to a knowledge sharing environment 
via content services, communication services, and 
business transaction services.

If the way of enterprise common knowledge 
transfer is of the types described from type 2 to 
7, the knowledge in this type is semi-easy and 
semi- hard to transfer. Thus, we can build different 
knowledge diffusion paths for knowledge transfer 
based on an activity knowledge warehouse.

In order to solve the problem of high complex-
ity enterprise common knowledge transfer, we 
need to develop and setup a good sharing model. 
One of the most important things is to continue 
to develop activity-work sharing (as is described 
in Figure 4) through building knowledge base 
system and descriptions of enterprise common 
knowledge ontology.

Next we introduce a mix-work sharing model. 
In a mix-work sharing model, the ECK guide map 
may fulfill an important role in decision making. 
Knowledge is shared by a know-how database, a 
knowledge base, or some other type(s) of knowl-
edge transfer. A common knowledge grid is a set 
of well-organized common knowledge that is 
accurately identified together with a set of KM 
operations. We can accurately store and retrieve 
common knowledge according to its coordinates, 
but it is complex and more expensive. Replies 
to requests for help may fulfill a task for peer 
to peer team knowledge sharing, or knowledge 
sharing in virtual communities, or face-to-face 
expert consulting.

In order to adapt the 24-Hour Knowledge 
Factory, a service model based on grid computing 
should be analyzed. Figure 5 is a simple model 
for service in the 24-Hour Knowledge Factory.

Table 2. Types of enterprise common knowledge transfer 

Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4 Type 5 Type 6 Type7 Type 8

Decision Pro-
cessing

simple Simple Simple Simple Complex complex Complex complex

Business Pro-
cessing

Simple simple Complex Complex simple simple Complex Complex

Learning Pro-
cessing

Simple complex Simple Complex simple complex Simple Complex
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Currently, although the methods of global 
communication are extensive and varied, col-
laboration, email, ICC, and forums are the most 
important in the 24-Hour Knowledge Factory 
(although many complications with these mediums 
still remains). From a Web2.0 perspective, some 
of the matured Web-based applications, such as 
mashups, blogs, wikis, web feeds, tagging systems, 
user-created publications, and social networking 
applications can be used. From the knowledge 
content service perspective, the knowledge base, 
dynamic knowledge, and static knowledge (in-
cluding case-reused knowledge) are the most 
important factors. A grid network is only a platform 
of technology. Content services need to be pro-
foundly detailed for different tasks in the 24-Hour 
Knowledge Factory. From a business transaction 
perspective, the objects include governments, 
businesses, and customers. For a global operation 
service model of business transactions, building 
a mechanism of work flow and knowledge flow 
management in a common knowledge model from 
businesses, customers, and governments is also 
requisite.

7. CONCLUSION

Information transfer and knowledge sharing be-
yond one’s organizational boundary in an extended 
enterprise model will be an inevitable trend forced 
by global scale competition. This study explores 

the relationship between decision making and 
knowledge sharing in an environment where the 
24-Hour Knowledge Factory is embedded as grid 
computing and may be broken down physically, 
organizationally, and by area of technology.

A common knowledge sharing model such as 
the 24-Hour Knowledge Factory is complex, and 
we have only discussed some of the key issues. 
This paper has analyzed an enterprise common 
knowledge sharing model for decision evolution, 
as shown in the enterprise sharing structure in 
Figure 1. ECK modeling focuses on activity-work 
sharing, passive-work sharing, and mix-work shar-
ing. For decision makers, this study is useful in 
demonstrating how an organization has developed 
the capability of making decisions to support the 
24-Hour Knowledge Factory, based on enterprise 
common knowledge.
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ABSTRACT

Knowledge measurement is developing into a new 
research field in the area of knowledge manage-
ment. To ensure that a company is successful, 
business, technology, and human elements must 
be integrated and balanced into a knowledge 
measurement system. The introduction of a 
knowledge audit with the objective to uncover-
ing the tacit knowledge in an organization and of 
identifying the existing management practices is 
needed. This chapter uses the quantum mechanical 
thinking as a reference model for the development 
of a knowledge potential measurement system. 
This system is influenced by three measurement 
components: (1) Person-dependent variables, (2) 
System-dependent variables and (3) knowledge 
velocity. Based on several case studies conducted 

in small and medium-sized enterprises, a process 
model for the implementation of the knowledge 
potential framework is discussed and introduced. 
Future research and limitations of the model are 
discussed in the final part.

KNOWLEDGE MEASUREMENT 
INTRODUCTION

In recent years, not only knowledge management, 
but also primarily the measurement of knowledge 
(Holsapple, 2008; Jennex, 2007; Skyrme, 1998; 
Tiwana, 2000) is developing into a new research 
field. Skyrme (1998) sees the measurement and 
management of knowledge-based assets as one of 
the most important issues for knowledge organi-
zations. As a result, new methods, new method-
ologies, and new tools have to be developed to 
measure the knowledge of organizations and of 
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the knowledge workers. A range of quantitative 
measures - mainly money-based - is available to 
measure the value of a firm and its intellectual 
capital. The focus is primarily in the measure-
ment of stocks or flows. Business measurements 
are the bases for decision making. Defining and 
measuring the value of a company are key stra-
tegic concerns in contemporary companies. In 
the knowledge-economy, the value of the com-
pany’s knowledge and its measurements are the 
key drivers for success. In the knowledge-based 
economy (Stewart, 1997), the management and 
the measurement of intangible assets has become 
one of the most important issues. Historically, 
business focused on the measurement of tangible 
assets such as the return on investment, cash flow, 
and the cost of sales. In the recent years, the focus 
shifted towards measuring intangible assets such 
as customer satisfaction and the knowledge of the 
company personnel. In light of this transition, 
companies are trying to combine both financial 
and nonfinancial measurements to achieve optimal 
organizational well-being.

Already in 2000, the OECD (Organization 
for Economic Co-operation and Development) 
research area concentrates on the measurement 
of the knowledge and learning (OECD, 2000). 
Knowledge measurement systems can help policy 
makers identify where outcomes fall short of 
expectations. In the near future, it will be more 
important to calculate the amount of knowledge in 
specific sectors and the rate at which knowledge 
is produced with much more accuracy. The im-
portance of measurement systems for knowledge 
also is pointed out by Pearson (1990). To ensure 
that a company is successful, business, technol-
ogy, and human elements must be integrated 
and balanced. The key players in a knowledge 
organization are the experts with their skills and 
experiences. Amar (2002) points out that experts 
in knowledge organizations work together not only 
to achieve the goals of the organizations, but also 
to achieve the fulfilment of their own goals by us-
ing the organization as a vehicle to achieve them. 

Managers in organizations have to recognize that 
the uniqueness and creativity of each knowledge 
worker will lead to customer satisfaction and to 
the success of the company. Knowledge workers 
are characterized by a high individuality and by 
the denial of formal and bureaucratic structures. 
The major competitive advantage of a knowledge 
organization is the pool of knowledge workers 
who find creative and quick problem solutions, 
hence seven identified characteristics should be 
taken into consideration (Amar, 2002):

• To connect the doer’s work with the system 
outcome, end products, or services, and/or 
with incoming factors, inputs, services, or 
raw materials;

• To have professional and social interaction 
within and outside the organization pro-
vided by or through the knowledge work;

• To perform a variety of knowledge tasks 
and skills;

• To know how important and how visible 
the knowledge worker’s part is in the orga-
nization’s scheme of things, project, prod-
uct, or service to the outcome;

• To believe others have a high regard for 
this work;

• To employ state-of-the-art technology in 
performance of this work;

• To provide opportunities for new learning 
and personal growth.

In general, knowledge measurement approach-
es can be clustered into two mainstream areas: 
(1) Cognitive Science and (2) Management Ap-
proaches. Cognitive Science deals with the nature 
of intelligence, and it rests on empirical studies 
that describe the performance of human subjects 
in cognitive tasks. Another way to structure cogni-
tive science is to understand that field more deeply 
and to know the disciplines that contributed to its 
foundation. Simon and Kaplan (Simon & Kaplan, 
1989) identify six disciplines which determine 
the field: philosophy, psychology, neurosciences, 
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artificial intelligence, language, and cognition. 
These six fields correspond to The MIT Ency-
clopedia of the Cognitive Sciences (Wilson & 
Keil, 1999) that constitutes the foundation on the 
cognitive sciences. The Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology (MIT) clustering of the cognitive 
sciences into the fields of philosophy, psychol-
ogy, neurosciences, computational intelligence, 
linguistics and language, and culture, cognition 
and evolution establish the basic framework for 
discussing the cognitive science approach because 
it is one of the most detailed approaches.

Over the years, research into measuring the 
value of company intangible assets or intellec-
tual capital (IC) has produced many methods 
and theories (Management Approach). Figure 1 
illustrates a measurement matrix given an over-
view of management measurement approaches. 
The author uses the classification schema from 
Sveiby (Sveiby, 1997) as a basic framework, and 
is adapting it to the quantum mechanical thinking 
dimension which is the key research focus of this 
chapter. The X-Axis represents the content of mea-
surement (money-based measurement, no money-
based measurement, quantum performance mea-
surement). The Y-Axis symbolizes the object of 
measurement, such as unit/process, organizational 
level and finally individual (knowledge worker) 
level. The 9x9-Knowledge Performance Matrix 
visualizes the different measurement methods 
and techniques. Knowledge measuring solutions 
can accelerate decision making processes, help 
enhance the speed of the business process, and 
deliver a decisive competitive advantage, which 
can be clustered into five commonly known 
knowledge management categories:

1.  Direct Intellectual Capital Methods (DIC). 
The DIC methods estimate the $-value of 
intangible assets by identifying various 
components. Once the components are 
identified, they can be evaluated directly 
either individually or as an aggregated 
coefficient.

2.  Market Capitalization Methods (MCM). 
The MCM calculate the difference between 
a company’s market capitalization and its 
stockholders equity as the value of its intel-
lectual capital or intangible assets.

3.  Return on Assets Methods (ROA). The ROA 
methods divide the average pre-tax earnings 
of an organization for a period of time by 
the average tangible assets of the company. 
The result is the ROA of a company, and it 
is compared with the industry average. The 
difference is multiplied by the organization’s 
average tangible assets to compute the aver-
age annual earnings from the organization’s 
intellectual capital. Dividing the intellectual 
capital earnings by the company’s average 
cost of capital or by a reference interest 
rate results in an estimate of the value of an 
organization’s intellectual capital.

4.  Scorecard Methods (SC). SC methods 
identify different components of intellectual 
capital and corresponding indicators which 
are generated in scorecards or graphs.

Figure 1. Knowledge measurement matrix
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5.  Knowledge Potential Measurement Method 
uses quantum mechanical thinking to evalu-
ate the intangible assets asscociated with 
knowledge work.

The research focus combining the individual 
level, representing the knowledge worker per-
spective, with the quantum mechanical thinking 
integrating the uncertainty view of knowledge is 
the objective of this chapter. The research of this 
chapter focuses on the measurement process of 
the highly uncertain knowledge of the experts 
who have a high importance to the organization. 
This field is very critical for the future success of 
organizations because it contains the Knowledge 
Potential (Fink, 2004) of the organization and its 
knowledge workers. The term knowledge potential 
refers to the skills and experience each knowledge 
worker possesses based on the learning process 
to transform them into an excellent employee. 
The knowledge potential is about identifying, 
networking, and implementing the tacit knowledge 
of the experts quickly to achieve the company’s 
strategic objectives. The knowledge potential of 
a knowledge worker covers customer capital, 
networking and communication skills, competitor 
information, content and culture knowledge, con-
stant learning and training processes, information 
about knowledge management systems, informa-
tion about the organizational knowledge structure, 
and the evaluation of the tacit knowledge of the 
experts. The management has to guide knowl-
edge workers to make their knowledge potential 
transparent for the organization.

Therefore, the objective of this chapter is to 
introduce a knowledge measurement system which 
enables each organization to make statements 
about the knowledge potential of each knowledge 
worker. Influenced by the circumstance that an 
uncertain character distinguishes the term knowl-
edge, each organization has to find a measurement 
system to evaluate the knowledge potential of its 
highly important experts.

QUANTUM MECHANICAL 
THINKING AND KNOWLEDGE

The concept of quantum mechanical thinking 
and the Uncertainty Principle of Heisenberg are 
the basic frameworks for the derivation of the 
Knowledge Potential Measurement Model.

Quantum Organization

There is an aspect of uncertainty (Pearl, 1990) 
associated with knowledge management and 
measurement. Looking at our daily reasoning pro-
cesses, most of the decisions are based on uncertain 
premises, meaning that most of the action relies on 
guesses. In general, it has to be accepted the fact 
that uncertainty is a fact of life. Nature shows that 
uncertainty exists from quantum to cosmological 
scales. Complex systems, such as the ecosystem, 
the economy, society, and climate border chaos 
and order where the Nature is very creative. In the 
knowledge management environment complexity 
and uncertainty are combined forces influencing 
the system and making it difficult to predict an 
outcome. Uncertainty is responsible for the fact 
that the more a system gets complex, the less 
precise statements can be made.

Kilmann (2001) is introducing the quantum 
organization as a new paradigm to manage or-
ganizational transformation in a world which 
is highly interconnected and where success de-
pends whether the participants progress towards 
self-aware consciousness. This means, that 
the process of transformation in organizations 
requires that individuals develop a self-aware 
consciousness. The transformation for organiza-
tions has to be seen in the light of the shift from 
the old paradigm which Kilmann (2001) calls 
“Cartesian-Newtonian Paradigm”, to the new 
paradigm, the “Quantum-Relativistic Paradigm”. 
The traditional old paradigm separates people 
from an outside, objective material universe. 
This worldview is influenced by the separation 
of consciousness and matter. The physical world 
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exists on its own, and it is unaffected by human 
beings. This means, that the human mind has no 
effect on the nature of the physical reality. The old 
paradigm is underlying a deterministic certainty 
in the sense that objects are inert and only moved 
by external forces. Objects can be compared with 
a billiard ball for which position and momentum 
can be determined simultaneously and precisely.

The changing paradigm is influenced by the 
relevance of quantum mechanical thinking. The 
key question for Kilmann is why is it possible 
to apply quantum-based principles to medium-
sized objects such as people and organizations 
(Kilmann, 2001). One reason for choosing the 
“Quantum-Relativistic Paradigm” is to look at the 
self-motion of particles and people. For Kilmann 
both particles and people can be seen as monads 
because they are free to choose their direction and 
motion by themselves and because they do not need 
external forces to move them. Nuclear particles are 
similar to human beings. They have the freedom 
to go anywhere and even to transform themselves 
into a variety of other forms. This process causes 
uncertainty in the sense of the Uncertainty Prin-
ciple of Heisenberg (Gribbin, 1999). In quantum 
physics, position and momentum uncertainty are 
the archetypal example discovered by Werner 
Heisenberg. This principle means that no entity 
can have both precisely determined momentum 
and precisely determined position at the same time. 
Photons and people are at self-motion. A second 
explanation for the new paradigm is the nature 
of the human brain which is subdivided into two 
halves, the left and the right hemispheres. While 
the left brain is associated with more logical think-
ing, the right brain is responsible for processes 
that enable a person to recognize whole images. 
Zohar discusses the nature of the human being from 
a quantum thinking perspective (Zohar, 1997): 
“The essence of quantum thinking is that it is the 
thinking of precedes categories, structures, and ac-
cepted patterns of thought, or mind-sets. It is with 
quantum thinking that we create our categories, 
change our structures, and transform our patterns 

of thought. Quantum thinking is vital to creative 
thinking and leadership in organizations. It is the 
key to any genuine organizational transformation. 
It is the key to shifting our paradigm. Quantum 
thinking can link between the brain’s creativity, 
organizational transformation and leadership, and 
the ideas found in the new science.” This new 
way of working also demands a different kind of 
organizational structure and a new view of dealing 
with employees. In the new paradigm, the knowl-
edge of employees, the skills and experiences of 
experts gained over a long period of learning and 
communicating with other people stand at the 
center of consideration. The basic assumption 
of the new paradigm is that the problem solving 
process of an individual is directed by his inner 
knowledge and experience. Kilmann uses the term 
“quantum organization” as opposed to Newtonian 
organization. The term “quantum organization” 
is used synonymous with networked organization 
or knowledge-creating organization. A “quantum 
organization” is characterized by a set of seven 
categories (Kilmann, 2001):

1.  The Inclusion of Consciousness in Self-
Designing Systems. This means that each em-
ployee has knowledge, skills, and experience 
to influence the design of the organizational 
system. It is a proactive approach which also 
includes the knowledge of stakeholders such 
as customers, competitors, suppliers and 
other partners. Each individual is contribut-
ing creativity and knowledge-in-action to 
solve problems.

2.  Organizations as Conscious Participants 
Actively Involved in Self-Designing 
Processes. This dimension of quantum or-
ganizations implies that each employee tries 
to design value-added processes throughout 
the organization. Participants should reflect 
on their processes and built new knowl-
edge which is applied to add value to the 
organization.
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3.  Cross-Boundary Processes as Explicitly 
Addressed and Infused with Information. 
In a quantum organization, its members are 
encouraged to exchange knowledge with 
other partners across the organizational 
boundary.

4.  The Conscious Self-Management of a 
Flexibly Designed Organization. In contrast 
to the Newtonian organization, the subunits 
in the quantum organization are responsible 
for the self-management of all different kinds 
of tasks such as hiring, training, recruiting, 
educating and learning. The knowledge 
workers are individuals who have the free-
dom to self-design and self-manage daily 
work in order to develop creative solutions 
to customer problems.

5.  The Internal Commitment of Active 
Participants. In a quantum organization, 
employees are committed to discover new 
knowledge and to build new knowledge and 
to refresh the existing experiences in edu-
cational programs. The knowledge worker 
is responsible for seeking new opportuni-
ties for constant improvement of his own 
knowledge and, by this, improvement for 
the whole organization.

6.  The Empowered Relations Among Active 
Participants. The high-level professionals 
in a quantum organization exchange their 
skills and experiences with other knowl-
edge workers within or even outside the 
organization. A cross-boundary connection 
and communication with other participants 
helps to foster and exchange knowledge 
across national boundaries and to gain and 
improve the existing knowledge base.

7.  The Eternal Self-Transformation of Flexibly 
Designed Organizations. Finally, a quantum 
organization has to nourish the trust, com-
mitment and creativity gained in the past and 
transform it into present and future activities. 
The transformation only will be successful 
if the knowledge of joint ventures, mergers 

and acquisitions, and global networks will be 
used for a creative problem solving process. 
The useful knowledge gain will build an 
organization that can rely on the experience 
and skills of its knowledge workers.

If organizations are transforming into the new 
paradigm, they need a corresponding quantum 
infrastructure which enables their employees to 
use self-awareness and self-motion skills, for 
teambuilding, structure, strategy, process, and 
culture. The experts with their skills have to have 
a cultural environment which is not built on a 
standard operating system like the Newtonian 
organization, but rather one built on a system of 
complex problem solving which often requires not 
only the expertise of one professional but also the 
sharing of knowledge with diverse experts through 
networking and communication.

Uncertainty Principle

In 1927 Heisenberg articulated the so called 
Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle or Indeter-
minacy Principle (Green, 2000; Wick, 1995). 
According to the Uncertainty Principle, the posi-
tion and the velocity of an object cannot both be 
measured exactly at the same time. Any attempt 
to measure the velocity of a subatomic particle, 
such as an electron, precisely is unpredictable, 
so a simultaneous measurement of its position 
has no validity. This result has nothing to do 
with inadequacies in the measuring instruments, 
the technique, or the observer; it arises from the 
intimate connection in nature between particles 
and waves in the subatomic realm.

There are four properties which are important 
to the Uncertainty Principle: the position of the 
electron, its momentum (which is the electron’s 
mass times its velocity), its energy, and the time. 
These properties appear as “variables” in equations 
that describe the electron’s motion. Uncertainty 
relationships have to do with the measurement of 
these four properties; in particular, they have to 
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do with the precision with which these properties 
can be measured. Until the advent of quantum 
mechanics, everyone thought the precision of any 
measurement was limited only by the accuracy 
of the measurement instruments used. Heisen-
berg showed that regardless of the accuracy of 
the instruments used, quantum mechanics limits 
precision when two properties are measured at 
the same time. These are not just any two prop-
erties; they are the two represented by variables 
that have a special relationship in the equations. 
The uncertainty relationship can be written more 
precisely by using mathematical symbols. First, 
the basic symbols have to be defined:

• Δ x is the uncertainty in the position 
measurement;

• Δ p is the uncertainty in the momentum 
measurement;

• Δ E is the uncertainty in the energy 
measurement;

• Δ t is the uncertainty in the time 
measurement;

• h is a constant known from quantum theory 
known as Planck’s constant;

• π is pi.

Putting these symbols together, the two un-
certainty relationships look like the following 
(Gerjuoy, 1993):

∆ ∆p x
h

≥
4π

 

and

∆ ∆E t
h

≥
4π

 

Assume that it is possible to measure the 
position of a moving electron with such great 
accuracy that Δx is very small. What happens 
to the precision of momentum Δp, measured at 

the same instant? From the first relationship, the 
following formula can be calculated:

∆ ∆p
h
x≥

4π
 

It can be seen that the uncertainty in the mo-
mentum measurement, Δp, is very large because 
Δx in the denominator is very small. In fact, if 
the precision of the position measurement gets 
so great that the uncertainty Δx gets so small that 
it approaches zero, then Δp gets so large that it 
approaches infinity or it becomes completely un-
defined. The uncertainty relationship for energy is 
stated as giving an estimate for ΔE in the energy 
that is found when measuring it in an experiment 
lasting at most a time Δt. Considering the two 
equations above, a quite accurate measurement of 
one variable involves a relatively large uncertainty 
in the measurement of the other.

Quantum theory measurement is needed in a 
microscopic world because the measurement in-
teraction disturbs the object. The classical theory 
of measurement is adequate for the macroscopic 
world because the measurement interaction does 
not significantly disturb the object. The Uncer-
tainty Principle of Heisenberg is the theoretical 
framework for the derivation of the knowledge 
potential measurement framework.

KNOWLEDGE POTENTIAL 
MEASUREMENT FRAMEWORK

Basic Concept and Assumptions

The Uncertainty Principle of Heisenberg is the 
basic theoretical framework for the knowledge 
potential measurement procedure. However, it is 
not possible to take the equations from Heisenberg 
and to transfer them to the knowledge potential ap-
proach without changes. The Uncertainty Principle 
functions as a reference-model for the knowledge 
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approach because it is not a physical environment. 
The linking relationship is that uncertainty is the 
major characteristic of knowledge as well as a 
physic phenomenon. The measurement procedure 
of the knowledge worker is greatly influenced by 
uncertain decisions. The match between the two 
ideas is the concept of uncertainty. During the ana-
logical mapping process, moreover, the existing 
structure of the Uncertainty Principle is imported 
into the new knowledge measurement approach. 
The problem of measurement in the knowledge 
approach arises from the fact that several principles 
of the quantum world appear to be in conflict with 
the knowledge approach and that, in contrast to 
quantum measurement, the knowledge approach is 
influenced by the individual abilities of a person. 
This is the reason why knowledge management 
has three basic assumptions for the uncertainty 
measurement:

1.  The constant h will not be used; it is sub-
stituted for the knowledge potential of a 
knowledge worker.

2.  The measurement procedure is not a physi-
cal one. Thus, characteristics of a human 
resource based approach must be taken into 
consideration. A basic physical definition has 
to be re-interpreted and put into a knowledge 
context by using the analogical reasoning 
process.

3.  The theoretical implication of Heisenberg’s 
measurement is that the more precisely the 
position is determined, the less precisely the 
momentum is known in this instant, and vice 
versa. This physical phenomenon is difficult 
to explain for the knowledge measurement 
process, hence, the conducted case studies 
show first implications of this phenomenon.

It must be pointed out that the procedure of 
measurement in the case of knowledge is not a 
traditional one in the sense of a physical measure-
ment. Rather it is a measurement in psychology. 
Michell (Michell, 1999) points out that there is 

a difference in measuring in the natural sciences 
and in a psychological context. In the natural 
sciences numbers are not assigned to anything; 
they are measured like they are in physics. The 
difference is that numbers are assigned to objects 
in psychological measurement. In the knowledge 
potential measurement procedure, each knowl-
edge worker is assigned a number, his personal 
knowledge potential.

Knowledge Potential 
Measurement Process

Figure 2 illustrates the Knowledge Potential 
Measurement Model (Fink, 2004).

The two key measured properties are:

• Knowledge momentum (person-dependent 
variables); and

• Knowledge position (system-dependent 
variables).

Knowledge mass is a quantity representing 
the amount of expertise, skills, and experience 
of a knowledge worker. Mass is characterized 
by an individual dimension, and it is dependent 
on the personal ability of a knowledge worker to 
deal with his experience. Mass can be defined as 
a person-dependent variable. The amount of the 
mass is influenced by variables which depend 
on the experience of a knowledge worker. The 
variables concerning individual knowledge ac-
quisition, transfer, and learning experience are 
assigned to the mass index. The knowledge mass 
is the sum of the four dimensions of the knowl-
edge potential view: content, networking, skills, 
and learning information. Therefore, knowledge 
mass can be defined as follows:

Knowledge Mass = {Content, Networking, Skills, 
Learning}. 

The term knowledge mass is defined as the sum 
of person-dependent variables that influence the 
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knowledge potential of an expert and is measured 
by four variables: Content, Networking, Personal 
Skills and Learning Environment. 

Velocity is an expression for the displacement 
an object or particle undergoes with respect to 
time. Time is an observed phenomenon by means 
of which human beings sense and record changes 
in the environment and in the universe. Velocity 
then, is the time rate of change of position of a body 
in a particular direction. So velocity is direction-
oriented. When evaluating the velocity of an ob-
ject, one must monitor the direction. To determine 
the velocity of an object, one would need to know 
the speed and direction of the object. In terms of 
the knowledge potential view, knowledge velocity 
is the accomplishment of problem solving objec-
tives. How good or bad has a knowledge worker 
reached his objectives within a certain time? This 
means, if a person has to solve a problem, quality 
of the problem solution and length of time to solve 
a problem are important facts. The quality of the 
solution process is relevant, but the time it took 
to solve the problem also is relevant. Velocity is 
an expression of the quality of the problem solu-
tion process for a knowledge worker in a certain 
time. It is not enough that a knowledge worker 

solves a problem quickly, but you also need to 
know the direction of the solution process. Veloc-
ity measures the degree to which any knowledge 
contributes to knowledge potential. An optimal 
velocity performance is knowledge with a high 
degree of contribution towards the improvement of 
the knowledge potential. Tiwana (Tiwana, 2000) 
uses the term “knowledge velocity” that successful 
companies must develop to overcome knowledge 
sluggishness and to gain competitive advantages. 
Tiwana notes that knowledge sluggishness is to 
learn from failures and their analyses to prevent 
the repetition of past mistakes. It is necessary to 
integrate a knowledge velocity into the knowledge 
processes of a company’s business processes. 
Knowledge velocity should allow people to learn 
from past decisions and to apply this experience 
to new complex choices and to future decisions. 
Davenport and Prusak (1998) point out that a 
successful and efficient knowledge transfer is 
influenced by the velocity of the transfer, “the 
speed with which knowledge moves through an 
organization. How quickly and widely is it dis-
seminated? How quickly do the people who need 
the knowledge become aware of it and get access 
to it? In a company, there must be a general ac-
ceptance for rapid decision-making and the quick 

Figure 2. Knowledge potential measurement model
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application of knowledge to the development of 
new products and services. Velocity is an important 
variable for one to understand how efficiently a 
company is using its knowledge capital. The term 
“knowledge velocity” in the knowledge potential 
view can be defined as follows:

Knowledge Velocity = Degree of quality that a 
knowledge worker uses to solve a problem with 
respect to the time dimension. Thus, how rapidly 
can customers receive high quality problem solu-
tions? Knowledge velocity is the implementation 
speed for good solutions and the quality of the 
solution to the problem. Knowledge velocity is 
directed towards the high quality solution of 
customer problems. Knowledge velocity is the 
accomplishment of problem solving objectives. 

Finally, the term knowledge position has to be 
described. The questions behind the knowledge 
position measurement are: In what environment 
is a person applying his knowledge? Where does 
the action take place? What factors influence the 
application of knowledge? The position variable is 
system-dependent. The knowledge worker cannot 
directly influence the position dimensions because 
they are not dependent on his personal behavior.

Knowledge Position = {Culture, Organizational 
Knowledge, Competitors, Customers, I&CS/KMS}

The term knowledge position covers all system-
dependent variables that influence the creation of 
the knowledge potential of the knowledge worker 
and is influenced by four variables: Culture, Or-
ganizational knowledge, Competitor Knowledge, 
Customer Knowledge and Information/Knowledge 
Management Systems. 

Knowledge position covers all of the influenc-
ing variables for knowledge potential, variables 
that cannot be manipulated and changed directly 
by the knowledge worker. The action-knowledge is 

embedded in outputs such as products or services 
demanded by a customer.

The definition of the two variable groups 
depends on the company specific structure and 
on industry-dependent influencing factors. These 
properties appear as variables in an equation that 
describes the knowledge potential of a knowledge 
worker. Each knowledge worker has answered 
questions concerning the nine dimensions which 
cover the different knowledge management as-
pects. These nine dimensions cover the major 
influencing knowledge fields. The number of 
dimension also can be enlarged to more than 
nine or reduced to less than nine dimensions. 
These specifications depend on the industry and 
on the specific company setting. Similar to the 
Jennox and Olfman (Jennex & Olfmann, 2007; 
Jennex, Smolnik & Croasdell 2008) Knowledge 
Management Success Model it was derived from 
several US and European case studies and expert 
interviews conducted by the author. These case 
studies took place during the time period between 
2004 to 2008 and were concentrated on the IT-
industry sector. In addition, videotaping (Herschel 
& Yermish, 2008) and analysis is applied to get 
more insight into the knowledge sharing process.

After the calculation of the knowledge poten-
tial, the value is clustered into five knowledge-
rating intervals. These five stages are based on the 
skill acquisition model by Dreyfus and Dreyfus 
(1997). The model of skill acquisition has the basic 
idea that those persons who master specific skills 
must pass through five levels of learning: (1) Nov-
ice, (2) advanced beginner, (3) competency, (4) 
proficiency and (5) expertise (knowledge worker). 
Finally, this skill acquisition position determines 
future actions for SMEs to implement knowledge 
processes and knowledge management systems.

The Knowledge Potential Measurement 
Method is related to the field of Business Perfor-
mance as well as Human Resource Performance 
Measurement approaches (Kavanagh & Thite, 
2009; Neely, 2007; Spitzer, 2007). In the future 
it will be necessary to align measures of human 
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resourses to the strategic mission of an organiza-
tion in order to optimize the planning of human 
capital. From a strategic point of view, perfor-
mance measurement is a central part of gaining 
competitive advantages. Spitzer (2007) states 
that performance measurement needs integration 
into the daily working process in a positive way 
of thinking. In order to make measurement more 
acceptable it has to be socialized in teams, units 
and the overall organizations.

Knowledge Potential Measurement 
Process Model for SMEs

Fink (2004) applied the Knowledge Potential 
Measurement Method to large organizations, 
primarily in the ERP vendor segment. The ex-
periences of the conducted case studies showed 
that the process of measurement is cost and time 
consuming. Since 2006, the measurement method 
was therefore applied to small and medium sized 
organizations (SMEs) in the US and in European 
countries (Fink & Ploder, 2008). Historically, 
knowledge management focused on the domain 
of larger organizations. Consequently issues of 
culture, networking, organizational structure 
and technological infrastructure have been ex-
amined upon the implementation of knowledge 
management initiatives in large multi-national 
organizations and seem to give little relevance 
(Corso, Martini, Paolucci, & Pellegrini, 2003; 
Delahaye, 2003; Wong, 2005) to small and me-

dium enterprises (SMEs). However, the success 
and growth of SMEs depends on how well they 
manage the knowledge of their knowledge work-
ers. Managers in SMEs have to recognize that 
the uniqueness and creativity of each knowledge 
worker will lead to customer satisfaction and the 
success of the SMEs. The view of knowledge 
management for SMEs is currently discussed 
by Fink and Ploder (Fink & Ploder, 2006; Fink 
& Ploder, 2007; Fink & Ploder, 2008) who state 
that SMEs need a knowledge process model that 
can be applied in a time-saving and cost-saving 
manner. Figure 3 illustrates the basic framework 
for SMEs to integrate knowledge measurement 
into their knowledge management concept.

The SME layer defines the local and national 
specifications for a SME in order to participate 
on knowledge management. During this process 
it is necessary to deal with a clear focused strat-
egy, a good leadership practice and the social 
context for successful knowledge management 
implementation. After this process, for SMEs it 
is necessary to concentrate on the key knowledge 
processes of their organization (Fink & Ploder, 
2008). Besides complex knowledge management 
systems, Fink and Ploder (Fink & Ploder, 2007) 
found out that only for key knowledge processes 
for SMEs are relevant for modeling (knowledge 
process layer). However, after the definition of 
the key knowledge processes, the knowledge 
potential measurement process needs to be inte-
grated into the modeling process. Once the 

Figure 3. Knowledge potential process model for SMEs
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knowledge workers have been identified, they 
their personal knowledge potential value can be 
measured by applying the knowledge potential 
method. This means, that the knowledge worker 
stand in the center of consideration and the knowl-
edge velocity, knowledge position and knowledge 
momentum are measurement. The result should 
be a balanced system.

Figure 4 illustrates a balanced system for the 
knowledge potential measurement process indi-
cating that a balance can only be achieved by a 
positive application of the knowledge velocity. 
This means, only knowledge workers who are 
able to apply their know-how in a timely manner 
can gain competitive advantages for SMEs. The 
Performance Layer is an indicator system that 
measures the success of the knowledge process 
and enables SMEs to improve the knowledge 
potential of their experts in order to gain competi-
tive advantages.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE 
RESEARCH

The limitations of any measured value involve 
uncertainty, thus uncertainty should be taken into 
consideration for any calculated value. Ronen 
(1988) states, that from a physical viewpoint, all 
measured values are approximate and any degree 
of accuracy is subject to the limitations of the 
Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle in the sense 
that uncertainty is inherent in physical processes. 

Ronen makes the point that the accuracy of physi-
cal parameters improves over time, and it reduces 
uncertainties. However, this basic idea from physics 
also can be transferred to the knowledge potential 
view, meaning that the measurement uncertainty 
can be reduced over time. In our everyday life, 
decisions are made based on the calculation of nu-
merical values. The quality of the decision is highly 
dependent on the size of the error associated with 
those values. A single measurement can be the basis 
for further actions concerning our safety, health, 
and environment or, in our case, the company’s 
knowledge value. Therefore, it is important to 
keep the uncertainties of such measurements small 
enough that any actions based on the measurement 
are negligibly affected. The measurement of the 
nine variables done by the knowledge-engineer 
includes an uncertainty which affects the system 
of measurement and, hence, the outcome of that 
system. This means the calculated knowledge 
potential for each knowledge worker is associated 
with an uncertainty based on the measurement er-
ror of the interviewer. However, the idea exists in 
our mind that we measure correct values. Gupta 
(1992) argues that every human is confronted with 
uncertainties arising from our thinking, cognition, 
and perception processes. In our learning process, 
every human is collecting experiences from which 
useful information is extracted from the uncertain-
ties in our environment, and this information is used 
for further actions and decision making processes.

Current and future research deals with the further 
specification to the measurement process to the 
SME characteristics. The process of measurement 
itself has to be simplified in order to overcome 
knowledge measurement barriers (Fink, 2009). So 
far, expert interviews have been conducted with 
each knowledge worker in order to measure the 
value in the nine dimensions. Currently a software 
prototype is under development to standardize 
certain questions and to improve the result process. 
The key measurement process is still conducted 
with expert interviews and videotaping.

Figure 4. Balanced system for knowledge poten-
tial method
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Knowledge Mass: The sum of person-de-
pendent variables that influence the knowledge 
potential of an expert and can be measured by 
variables such as content, networking, personal 
skills and learning environment.

Knowledge Position: All system-dependent 
variables that influence the creation of the 
knowledge potential of the knowledge worker 
and is influenced by variables such as culture, 
organizational knowledge, competitor knowledge, 
customer knowledge and Information/Knowledge 
Management Systems.

Knowledge Potential Measurement: An 
expert oriented measurement process that puts 
the employee in the center of consideration. The 
main focus lies in the ability to capture the variety 
of influencing factors in a working environement.

Knowledge Velocity: The degree of quality 
that a knowledge worker uses to solve a problem 
with respect to the time dimension. Thus, how 
rapidly can customers receive high quality problem 
solutions? Knowledge velocity is the implementa-
tion speed for good solutions and the quality of 
the solution to the problem. Knowledge velocity 
is directed towards the high quality solution of 
customer problems. Knowledge velocity is the 
accomplishment of problem solving objectives.

Knowledge Worker: A person who has the 
ability to solve complex problems by using the 
experiences and skills gained in a long learning 
process. Key players in an organization are the 
experts with their skills and experiences.

Quantum Organization: A new paradigm to 
manage organizational transformation in a world 
which is highly interconnected and where suc-
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cess depends wether the participant progresses 
towards self-aware consciousness. This means, 
that the process of transformation in an organiza-
tion requires that individuals develop a self-aware 
consciousness.

Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises 
(SME): Enterprises which employ fewer than 
250 persons and which have an annual turnover 
not exceeding EURO 50 million, and/or an annual 
balance sheet total not exceeding EURO 43 mil-

lion. Within the SME category, a small enterprise 
is defined as an enterprise which employs fewer 
than 50 persons and whose annual turnover and/
or annual balance sheet total does not exceed 
EURO 10 million. Within the SME category, a 
micro enterprise is defined as an enterprise which 
employs fewer than 10 persons and whose annual 
turnover and/or annual balance sheet total does 
not exceed EURO 2 million.

This work was previously published in Strategies for Knowledge Management Success: Exploring Organizational Efficacy, 
edited by Murray E. Jennex and Stefan Smolnik, pp. 91-105, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of 
IGI Global).
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Chapter  2.11

INTRODUCTION

The reliance on the knowledge garnered from past 
experience can be crucial for solving problems 
that occur in any development (Pólya, 1945). A 
pattern (Buschmann, Henney, & Schmidt, 2007) 
is a type of conceptually reusable knowledge that 
has been found useful in various domains of in-
terest (Rising, 2000). For novices, patterns have 
served as means of guidance; for experts, they 
have served as means of reference.

There are a number of viewpoints of a pat-
tern, and views emanating from these viewpoints 
(Kamthan, 2010). The interest in this article is 
to formulate an understanding of a pattern from 
the perspective of knowledge management. This 
understanding can, in turn, be useful for commu-

nicating a pattern to both humans and machines in 
a number of ways including publishing a pattern, 
disseminating a pattern, and using a pattern.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. 
First, the background and related work necessary 
for subsequent discussion is outlined. Then, rel-
evant stakeholders of a pattern are identified and, 
based on a process for knowledge creation and 
transfer that originated in industrial engineering, 
a knowledge management model for a pattern 
is proposed. Next, challenges and directions for 
future research are outlined. Finally, concluding 
remarks are given.

BACKGROUND

This section presents the essential terminology 
on patterns and outlines a model of the process 
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for producing a pattern. It also provides a brief 
overview of related work.

A Terminological Overview 
of Patterns

The pattern domain is the universe of discourse 
for all things related to patterns. The pattern body 
of knowledge (PBOK) is the set of fundamental 
concepts, activities, and results that characterize 
the pattern domain. In the last two decades or so, 
the PBOK has grown and the scope of concepts 
in it has broadened. There is currently no single 
source, reference model, or standard for the PBOK. 
Therefore, this section relies on selected publica-
tions (Appleton, 1997; Meszaros & Doble, 1998; 
Buschmann, Henney, & Schmidt, 2007) that can 
be considered as authoritative.

There are certain basic concepts in PBOK that 
are of interest. A pattern is an empirically proven 
solution to a recurring problem that occurs in a 
particular context. An anti-pattern suggests a 
‘negative’ solution to a given problem. It occurs 
when the context of the problem is not understood 
or the underlying forces are not optimally bal-
anced. It may not be feasible to provide a single 
solution to a ‘large’ problem. In such a case, the 
problem can be partitioned into a manageable col-
lection of smaller problems. A pattern language 
is a collection of patterns that are closely related 
to each other through their individual contexts 
and contribute towards a common goal. Thus, a 
pattern language solves a larger problem than that 
possible by any individual pattern.

There are other concepts in PBOK that are of 
interest. A pattern description is a set of indica-
tive statements that specify a pattern. A pattern 
description, if structured, typically consists of a 
number of elements. The labels of elements can 
vary across the pattern community and other (op-
tional) elements, such as those related to metadata, 
may be included to enrich a pattern description. It 
is this explicit structure that makes patterns more 
than a mere collection of ‘problem-solution’ pairs, 

and makes them unique and more practical in their 
applicability among other types of experiential 
knowledge such as guidelines and heuristics. A 
pattern must have a name, and is usually referred 
to by using its name. A pattern form is a prescrip-
tion of a specific set of pattern elements that are 
expected to appear in a pattern description. A pat-
tern collection is a set of patterns that are specific 
to some pattern application domain and correlated 
in some manner. For example, a pattern language 
is a pattern collection; however, the converse is 
not necessarily the case in general. If P1 and P2 
be two patterns that address the same problem, 
then P1 and P2 are pattern complements. Finally, 
pattern engineering is a systematic and disciplined 
approach to (1) the definition, subsequent use, 
and maintenance, and (2) interface to humans, 
machines, and other entities of knowledge, of a 
pattern within the given constraints of available 
resources.

A Process for Producing a Pattern

P3 (Kamthan, 2010) is a model of the process 
for producing a pattern. A workflow of P3 is a 
high-level organization unit that consists of one 
or more activities. There are a number of work-
flows in P3, including [P3-W1] Planning, [P3-
W2] Developing, [P3-W3] Describing, [P3-W4] 
Evaluating and Revising, [P3-W5] Publishing and 
Outreaching, and [P3-W6] Maintaining. These 
are prefixed by [P3-W0] Acquiring Sapience 
and Assessing Viability, which is a prerequisite 
to the workflows that follow. Figure 1 illustrates 
the order of execution of the workflows in P3 by 
means of a UML Activity Diagram.

Related Work on the Perspectives of 
Patterns as Knowledge

The pursuit of understanding a pattern has led to 
several studies of it from the perspective of the 
theories of knowledge. In the rest of this section, 
these initiatives are outlined chronologically.
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It has been posited (Devedžic, 2002; Garzás & 
Piattini, 2005) that patterns for OOSD (Gamma 
et al., 1995) are, from an ontological viewpoint, 
a kind of OOSD knowledge. There are similar 
arguments about electronic learning (e-learning) 
patterns (Baggetun, Rusman, & Poggi, 2004).

It has been shown (May & Taylor, 2003) that 
patterns for OOSD (Gamma et al., 1995) can be 
used for articulating and recording an organiza-
tion’s implicit knowledge. In doing so, it has been 
shown that these patterns can fit in the Socializa-
tion, Externalization, Combination, Internaliza-
tion (SECI) process (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995) 
of knowledge creation and transfer. However, the 
role of stakeholders in particular has not been taken 
into account, the details of certain activities have 
not been given, and the differences between tacit 
and implicit knowledge have not been considered.

The Web Ontology Language (OWL) is one of 
the ontology languages for representing knowl-
edge aimed for the Semantic Web. Using OWL, 
a collection of patterns for Web Applications has 
been represented as an ontology, namely OWAP 
(Kamthan & Pai, 2006). In doing so, the process 

of developing and evaluating OWAP is outlined, 
and examples of ontological inferences of inter-
est are given.

Finally, in a recent work (Kamthan, 2010), 
the morphogenesis of a pattern as an entity of 
knowledge has been described. It has lent cre-
dence to the claim that a pattern is indeed a type 
of ‘knowledge’ and, in doing so, has provided the 
necessary foundation for this article.

TOWARDS AN UNDERSTANDING 
OF A PATTERN AS KNOWLEDGE

This section presents the relevant stakeholders of 
patterns. These are subsequently used in describing 
a knowledge management model for a pattern.

Understanding the 
Stakeholders of a Pattern

A pattern stakeholder is a person who has interest 
in a specific pattern for some purpose (Kamthan, 
2010). The possible stakeholders of patterns can 
be identified and classified into pattern produc-
ers and pattern consumers based upon their roles 
with respect to a pattern. The union of the set of 
pattern producers and pattern consumers is equal 
to the set of pattern stakeholders.

Pattern Producers

There are four essential pattern producers that 
can be identified. A pattern author is a person 
responsible for authoring a pattern. A pattern 
evaluator is a person responsible for evaluation 
and feedback on a pattern. A pattern engineer 
is a person responsible for providing means for 
describing a pattern. A pattern administrator is a 
person responsible for maintenance and manage-
ment of patterns.

Figure 1. The collection of workflows in P3 and 
their interrelationships
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Pattern Consumers

There are four essential pattern consumers that 
can be identified. A pattern perceiver is a person 
targeted for perceiving a pattern. A pattern browser 
is a person targeted for browsing a pattern. A 
pattern reader is a person targeted for reading 
a pattern. A pattern user is a person targeted for 
using a pattern.

Remarks

The same person can take upon different roles, 
and the same role can be taken upon by different 
persons. For example, a person reading a pattern 
plays the role of a pattern reader, however, given 
the write permission, can (at least in part) play 
the role of a pattern administrator. It is possible 
to extend the above model is different directions 
(Kamthan, 2010) by increasing the granularity of 
some of the classes identified above. For example, 
a pattern shepherd is a kind of a pattern evaluator.

Situating a Pattern in a 
Knowledge Management Model

There are different ways of classifying knowledge 
(Nickols, 2000). Table 1 presents a multifaceted 
classification of knowledge (Kamthan, 2010) used 
in subsequent discussion.

The Unified Model for Dynamic Knowledge 
Creation (UMDKC) (Nonaka, Toyama, & Konno, 
2000) is aimed for knowledge management in 
organizations. It consists of three elements: (UM-

DKC-1) the SECI process, (UMDKC-2) Ba, and 
(UMDKC-3) organizational knowledge assets 
essential for value creation. The rest of the section 
explores how UMDKC can be applied to P3.

The SECI’ Process

Let SECI’ be a variant of the conventional SECI 
such that the tacit dimension in SECI (as it appears 
in the appropriate stages of knowledge creation and 
transformation) is extended to implicit and tacit 
dimensions. Then, based on Table 1, for example, 
Externalization (Tacit-to-Explicit Knowledge) 
in the SECI process becomes Externalization’ 
(Implicit+Tacit-to-Explicit Knowledge) in the 
SECI’ process. The salient activities of the 
workflows of P3 can then be mapped to SECI’. 
For example, seeking pattern complements in 
[P3-W0] belongs to Internalization’ (Explicit-to-
Implicit+Tacit Knowledge) of the SECI’ process, 
and so on.

Ba in Japanese means place. It is responsible 
for the dynamicity of knowledge creation and 
transformation. Ba does that by acting as an 
enabler or facilitator for each stage in the SECI’ 
process. It offers the environmental context such 
as shared time and (physical or virtual) space for 
the necessary action and interaction to take place. 
It is evident that such an environment can vary 
across communities, cultures, and locale. Thus, 
in each stage of the SECI’ process, a specific 
Ba provides a shared context for engagement to 
facilitate the transition between stages.

Table 1. A multifaceted classification of knowledge 

Dimension I Dimension II Dimension III

Knowledge

Internal Knowledge
Tacit Knowledge

Cognitive Tacit Knowledge

Experiential KnowledgeTechnical Tacit Knowledge

Implicit Knowledge

External Knowledge Explicit Knowledge
Conceptual Knowledge

Systemic Knowledge
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In the following, the stages of the SECI’ process 
and types of Ba as relevant to this article in general 
and to P3 in particular are described.

Stages of SECI’

Figure 2 illustrates the stages in the SECI’ process 
and the direction of transition of knowledge be-
tween those stages. The spiral in Figure 2 shows 
the progression of time. It denotes the expected 
amplification of knowledge at each stage at the 
end of 90° rotation.

There are four stages in the SECI’ process:

• Socialization’ (Implicit + Tacit - to - 
Implicit + Tacit Knowledge). This stage 
entails creation of new internal knowledge 
through shared experiences in problem 
solving. The examples of these in a soft-
ware engineering setting include being a 
collaborator during pair modeling or pair 
programming (on a small-scale), a mem-
ber of a team project (on a large-scale), or 
conversing with potential users (such as 
during interviews or other forms of face-
to-face ethnographic research).

The kind of knowledge that is created and 
shared includes sentiments (such as apprehen-

sion or empathy), mental models, and mutual 
trust from both successes and failures of practical 
experiences.

• Externalization’ (Implicit + Tacit - to - 
Explicit Knowledge). This stage entails 
articulating implicit knowledge to explicit 
knowledge. The use metaphor, analogy, 
and language can be useful in this process.

• Combination’ (Explicit - to - Explicit 
Knowledge). This stage entails combining 
new explicit (conceptual) knowledge with 
existing explicit (conceptual or systemic) 
knowledge to create a corpus of more com-
plex forms of explicit knowledge. There 
are myriad of such opportunities in pattern 
engineering in general and P3 in particular.

For example, a combination can come in 
various forms such as the historical context of 
a pattern could be highlighted, an established 
principle that a pattern may be based upon could 
be pointed out, the names of other patterns in a 
pattern language to which a given pattern may 
be related to could be mentioned, a collection of 
patterns along with their applications could be 
published in a book, and so on.

• Internalization’ (Explicit - to - Implicit 
+ Tacit Knowledge). This stage entails 
embodying explicit knowledge into im-
plicit and/or tacit knowledge. The prac-
tice of ‘learning-by-doing’ is considered 
essential for this stage (Nonaka, Toyama, 
& Konno, 2000). For example, this may 
involve reading and attempting to under-
stand published patterns followed by im-
plementing their solutions in a practical 
setting (say, modeling or programming). 
The resulting accumulated knowledge may 
modify and/or extend an individual’s exist-
ing implicit and/or tacit knowledge that in 
turn is fed back into the spiral as shown in 

Figure 2. The dynamics of knowledge creation 
and transformation in the SECI’ process
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Figure 2 and commence the next iteration 
of Socialization’.

This is reminiscent of assimilation, accommo-
dation, and equilibration of mental schemata in in-
dividual constructivism, one of the contemporary 
theories of learning. Indeed, during Internaliza-
tion’, equilibration is the limit of the convergence 
of the mental schemata along the spiral.

Types of Ba

Figure 3 (Nonaka, Toyama, & Konno, 2000) 
illustrates the types of Ba relevant to the four 
stages in the SECI’ process as well as the types of 
media and interactions each of them corresponds 
to. Indeed, the SECI’ process and Ba together 
provide a dynamic epistemological view of P3 
(Kamthan, 2010).

There are four types of Ba (Nonaka, Toyama, 
& Konno, 2000), each corresponding to a spe-
cific stage in the SECI’ process:

• Originating Ba. This Ba is characterized 
by physical interactions among individu-
als. It acts as a catalyst for the starting the 
knowledge creation and transformation 
in the SECI’ process. For Originating Ba, 
synchronous communication is considered 

necessary. For example, a personal, one-
on-one, face-to-face meeting and shared 
office space provide an environment for 
Originating Ba.

• Dialoguing Ba. This Ba is characterized 
by physical interactions in a group. It pro-
vides a context for articulating implicit 
knowledge to explicit knowledge. There 
are instances during articulation that in-
volve collective decision making. For ex-
ample, criteria for selection of a means 
for representing (including, for instance, 
deciding upon elements and attributes for 
a markup language or concepts and their 
relationships in an ontology) and present-
ing (including, for instance, deciding upon 
user interface properties of a style sheet) 
a pattern provide an environment for 
Dialoguing Ba.

• Systemizing Ba. This Ba is characterized 
by virtual interactions in a group. It offers 
a context for disseminating and combining 
existing explicit knowledge. For example, 
a collaboration tool, a computer network, 
an international standard, a groupware, a 
knowledge base, a license, a mailing list, 
a newsgroup, a syndication mechanism, 
and a Wiki provide an environment for 
Systemizing Ba.

• Exercising Ba. This Ba is characterized 
by virtual interactions among individuals. 
For example, a medium for any feedback 
on a pattern by a pattern reader or pat-
tern shepherd provide an environment for 
Exercising Ba.

Organizational Knowledge Assets

There is a need for knowledge assets to moderate 
Ba. Table 2 illustrates examples of such knowl-
edge assets.

The SECI’ process is composed of first and 
second columns of Table 3. It can be noted that 
Combination’ ≡ Combination in the SECI process. 

Figure 3. The types of Ba in the SECI’ process
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In the following, the construction in Table 3 is 
termed as UMDKC’+P3.

Remarks

UMDKC’+P3, as summarized in Table 3, is a 
generalization of previous work in a number of 
directions (May & Taylor, 2003). The novel con-
tributions include the relationship of Table 3 to the 
classification of pattern stakeholder, to P3, and to 
the classification of knowledge given in Table 1.

There are limitations of UMDKC’+P3 by virtue 
of its dependency on the SECI process. For ex-
ample, even though the SECI process has garnered 
some acceptance in the knowledge management 

community, it has its shortcomings (Gourlay, 
2003) due to its basis on empirical validation in 
a restricted environment.

FUTURE TRENDS

The research presented in this article can be 
extended in a few different directions. These are 
briefly discussed next.

The issue of pattern management is relevant 
to UMDKC’+P3. A pattern management system 
(PMS) can be implemented in a number of ways 
including as a Web Application (Kamthan, 2008). 
A PMS as a conventional Web Application is 

Table 2. A compendium of knowledge assets 

Experiential Knowledge Assets
•  Skills (Drawing, Modeling, Programming, Other) 
•  Support (Encouragement, Liberty, Trust, Other)

Conceptual Knowledge Assets
•  Organization Logo 
•  Pattern Form 
•  Pattern Markup Language

Routine Knowledge Assets
•  Ethnographic Research Data (Interviews, Surveys, User 
    Stories, Other)

Systemic Knowledge Assets
•  Guidelines, Patterns, and Anti-Patterns for Authoring 
•  Open Content Licenses 
•  Social Web Applications (Wiki, Other)

Table 3. The relationship between UMDKC’ and P3 

SECI’ Stage Ba Type P3 Workflow/Activity (Stakeholder)

Socialization’ 
(Implicit+Tacit-to-Implicit+Tacit Knowledge) Originating Ba

•  [P3-W0] Shared Experience in Solving Problems (Pattern Author), 
    Assessing Viability of Proposing a ‘New’ Pattern (Pattern Author) 
•  [P3-W1] Selecting Resources (Pattern Author) 
•  [P3-W4] Mentoring a Pattern Author (Pattern Shepherd)

Externalization’ 
(Implicit+Tacit-to-Explicit Knowledge) Dialoguing Ba

•  [P3-W0] Eliciting Examples of a Pattern Solution (Pattern Author) 
•  [P3-W2] Authoring a Pattern (Pattern Author) 
•  [P3-W3] Describing a Pattern (Pattern Author, Pattern Engineer) 
•  [P3-W4] Participating in Writers’ Workshop (Pattern Author)

Combination’ 
(Explicit-to-Explicit Knowledge) Systemizing Ba

•  [P3-W2] Listing Related Pattern Names (Pattern Author) 
•  [P3-W4] Providing Feedback on a Pattern (Pattern Evaluator) 
•  [P3-W5] Publishing and Announcing a Pattern (Pattern Author, 
    Pattern Administrator) 
•  [P3-W6] Providing Feedback on a Pattern (Pattern Consumer)

Internalization’ 
(Explicit-to-Implicit+Tacit Knowledge) Exercising Ba

•  [P3-W0] Seeking Pattern Complements (Pattern Author) 
•  [P3-W2] Seeking Related Patterns (Pattern Author) 
•  [P3-W3] Seeking and Selecting Means for Describing a Pattern 
   (Pattern Author, Pattern Engineer) 
•  [P3-W4] Reading and Understanding a Pattern (Pattern Evaluator), 
    Reflecting on Feedback on a Pattern (Pattern Author) 
•  [P3-W6] Reading and Understanding a Pattern (Pattern Consumer)
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essentially self-contained and has limited oppor-
tunities for collaborative authoring. In contrast, a 
PMS as a system that is based on the extensions 
of the current Web, namely the Semantic Web 
(Hendler, Lassila, & Berners-Lee, 2001) and/or 
the Social Web (O’Reilly, 2005), opens new vistas 
for pattern management (Kamthan, 2009), and is 
of potential research interest.

However, in any undertaking, there are a 
number of developmental challenges for a PMS 
as a Semantic Web Application or as a Social 
Web Application that need to be considered. For 
the sake of argument, consider the case of a PMS 
as a Social Web Application. There is currently 
insufficient understanding of certain quality attri-
butes such as accessibility and usability of Social 
Web Applications, and these quality attributes 
are relevant to pattern consumers. Furthermore, 
the interaction among pattern consumers may 
require the introduction of new quality attributes 
not considered previously in any PMS. There is 
a need for new metaphors for the user interface 
design of a PMS as a Social Web Application that 
go beyond the conventional metaphors for desk-
top and Web Applications. Finally, there is also a 
need for revamping conventional approaches of 
evaluating a pattern so that they are relevant to 
Social Web Applications.

CONCLUSION

There are a number of inherent properties that 
make a pattern unique among the different enti-
ties of conceptually reusable knowledge avail-
able for development. It is therefore necessary 
to formulate an understanding of a pattern prior 
to any subsequent action involving it. To do that, 
it is necessary to look at the origins of a pattern.

In conclusion, the process for producing a 
pattern leads to the dynamics of knowledge cre-
ation and transfer that must be made explicit. The 
involvement of humans during different stages of 

this process is evident, and must be acknowledged 
and articulated. UMDKC’+P3 provides an initial 
step in that direction. In doing so, it lends support 
to making pattern management a sub-discipline 
of knowledge management, thereby opening new 
horizons for interdisciplinary research.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Explicit Knowledge: A type of human knowl-
edge that has been articulated.

Implicit Knowledge: A type of human knowl-
edge that can be, but not has been, articulated.

Pattern: An empirically proven solution to 
a recurring problem that occurs in a particular 
context.

Pattern Engineering: A systematic and disci-
plined approach to (1) the definition, subsequent 
use, and maintenance, and (2) interface to humans, 
machines, and other entities of knowledge, of a 
pattern within the given constraints of available 
resources.

Pattern Management System: An interactive 
software system with responsibilities including ar-
chiving a selected collection of patterns that could 
evolve (added, deleted, or modified), facilitating 
the discovery of those patterns (say, via navigation 
or searching), and rendering those patterns on a 
user agent. For example, a PMS could be based 
on a client-server environment of the Web.
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Semantic Web: A perceived evolution of the 
Web that adds technological infrastructure for 
better knowledge representation, interpretation, 
and reasoning.

Social Web: A perceived evolution of the Web 
in a direction that is driven by ‘collective intel-

ligence,’ realized by information technology, and 
characterized by user participation, openness, and 
network effects.

Tacit Knowledge: A type of human knowledge 
that cannot be articulated.

This work was previously published in Encyclopedia of Knowledge Management, Second Edition, edited by David Schwartz 
and Dov Te’eni, pp. 694-703, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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Chapter  2.12

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge patterns are one way to formalize and 
describe lessons learned and best practices (i.e., 
proven experiences) about structuring knowledge, 
the design of KM systems, or the development 
of underlying ontologies. Such patterns capture 
aspects that positively or negatively influence 
the KM activities. In the later case, where nega-
tive influences are described, such patterns are 
denoted as anti-patterns. Knowledge patterns and 
anti patterns support practitioners and researchers 
in their knowledge management (KM) activities 
and can help in developing KM systems as well 
as improving the quality of the systems them-
selves and that of the knowledge within (i.e., the 
quality of the knowledge). Thereby, patterns in 
KM represent a way of structuring knowledge as 

well as a form of language that helps knowledge 
engineers to communicate about knowledge and 
KM systems.

BACKGROUND

Knowledge is one of the most important assets 
for any kind of organization, and for all areas 
of science. While experiences describe events 
in one specific context that can only be reused 
carefully, knowledge is usually applicable in 
previously unknown contexts with a fair amount 
of certainty. Unfortunately, a small number of 
experts who have acquired knowledge through 
their experiences in day-to-day work hold major 
parts of the knowledge in an organization. Sur-
prisingly, this is equally true for researchers in 
KM. Experiences gained regarding knowledge 
itself and KM systems, either technical, social, 
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or socio-technical ones, are typically recorded 
in the form of models or process models only. 
Fine-grained knowledge about the structuring, 
interconnection, or classification of knowledge 
is rarely documented, and common and recurring 
patterns are hardly available. Further, while best 
practices regarding the technical KM system or 
KM initiatives are often documented and shared 
(Davenport & Probst, 2000; Mertins et al., 2003), 
knowledge and best practices are often hard to 
transfer (Szulanski, 1996).

Such knowledge about KM systems is docu-
mented in the form of success factors (Mathi, 
2004) (Thomas, 2006) (Morisio et al., 2002), 
success models (Jennex & Olfman, 2004, 2006), 
success measures (Jen & Yu, 2006), reference 
architectures for KM systems (Davenport & 
Probst, 2000; Mertins et al., 2003), worst practices 
(Fahey & Prusak, 1998), barriers (Eberle, 2003), 
facilitators (Damodaran & Olphert, 2000), and 
incentives (Feurstein et al., 2001), which are often 
described in an unstructured and informal way. 
They typically preserve knowledge about a whole 
KM system or initiative. Barriers, facilitators, or 
incentives represent types of patterns that describe 
common and recurring incidents, practices, or 
behavioral structures in KM. There are many dif-
ferent types of barriers, such as knowledge barriers 
in general (Riege, 2005), barriers in knowledge 
transfer (Sun & Scott, 2005) and distribution (Bick 
et al., 2003), barriers based on culture (Wolf & 
Wunram, 2003), as well as barriers based on roles 
and activities (Awazu, 2004).

In software reuse, several barriers were de-
scribed by Judicibus and classified into the two 
classes “individual factors” and “collective fac-
tors” (Judicibus, 1996), such as the “Feudal Lord’s 
Syndrome” or the “Egghead’s Syndrome” (Rech 
et al., 2007a).

In software engineering, design patterns are 
a relatively new concept, which was transferred 
from architecture to represent typical and recurring 
patterns of good and bad software architectures. 
These design patterns (Gamma et al., 1994) and 

anti-patterns (Brown et al., 1998) were the start-
ing point for the description of many patterns 
in diverse software phases and products. Today, 
we have thousands of patterns (Rising, 2000) for 
topics such as software reuse (Long, 2001), agile 
software projects (Andrea et al., 2002) or peda-
gogical science (http://www.pedagogicalpatterns.
org/) (Abreu, 1997; Fincher & Utting, 2002). Many 
other patterns are stored in pattern repositories such 
as the Portland pattern repository (PPR, 2005) or 
the Hillside pattern library (HPL, 2005) and are 
continuously expanded by conferences such as 
PLOP (Pattern Languages of Programming; see 
http://hillside.net/conferences/).

While there are similar concepts, the idea of 
patterns is relatively new in KM. Nevertheless, 
the concept of patterns and anti-patterns helps in 
documenting knowledge and experiences.

PATTERNS AND ANTI-PATTERNS 
IN KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

The quality of the knowledge gained, the techni-
cal KM system used, or the social KM method 
applied is neither easy to be evaluated, nor is it 
easy to be improved. This is partly due to the 
fact, that there exists no universal KM system, 
which is suitable for all kinds of organizations, 
or universal knowledge, which is suitable in all 
situations. In practice, each system, as well as the 
knowledge within, has to be adapted and tailored 
to the individual needs of an organization and the 
people within.

In order to tailor knowledge and KM systems 
to the specific needs at hand, we can resort to the 
concept of software design patterns, which are 
used to structure and adapt software systems to 
the needs of the customers. By transferring the 
concept of software design patterns to knowledge 
management, we obtain the following definition 
for knowledge and knowledge management pat-
terns:
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Knowledge Pattern: A knowledge pattern is a 
general, proven, and beneficial solution to a com-
mon, recurring problem in knowledge design, i.e., 
the structuring and composition of the knowledge 
(e.g., on or via Wiki pages) or the ontology defin-
ing metadata and potential relationships between 
knowledge components.

In general, anti-patterns are the opposite of pat-
terns and represent worst practices that should not 
be applied. This leads to the following definition:

Knowledge Anti-Pattern: A knowledge anti-
pattern is a general, proven, and non-beneficial 
problem (i.e., bad solution) in a knowledge 
product, system, or process, i.e., the structuring 
and composition of the knowledge (e.g., on or via 
Wiki pages) or the ontology defining metadata 
and potential relationships between knowledge 
components.

Knowledge Pattern Classification

In order to group and delimitate the patterns, one 
can classify them in the following seven groups 
ranging from patterns for knowledge content via 
patterns for KM systems to patterns about social 
KM-oriented systems (Rech et al., 2007a).

• Knowledge Content Patterns & Anti-
Patterns apply to the content of a knowl-
edge component as well as the semantic 
relations between components. Typically, 
they are perceived from the viewpoint of 
the reader or writer.

• Knowledge Usage Patterns & Anti-
Patterns apply to the use and maintenance 
of knowledge components (i.e., the whole 
lifecycle) and are typically perceived from 
the view of the knowledge maintainer or 
gardener.

• Knowledge Ontology Patterns & Anti-
Patterns apply to the ontologies used to 

structure knowledge components and are, 
typically, perceived from the viewpoint of 
the ontology developer.

• Knowledge Presentation Patterns & 
Anti-Patterns apply to the presentation 
of knowledge components or elements in 
a KM system and are typically perceived 
from the viewpoint of the reader or writer.

• Knowledge Transfer Patterns & Anti-
Patterns apply to the transfer (i.e., reading, 
understanding, and application) of knowl-
edge components or elements and are per-
ceived from the viewpoint of the reader or 
writer.

• KM Systems Organization Patterns & Anti-
Patterns apply to organizational aspects of 
the technical infrastructure of KM systems 
such as Wikis and are typically perceived 
from the viewpoint of a KM system (e.g., 
Wiki) developer or administrator.

• Social KM Patterns & Anti-Patterns apply 
to the social system or purely human-based 
part of KM systems and are perceived 
from the viewpoint of a KM system (e.g., a 
Wiki) developer or administrator.

Knowledge Pattern Template

For describing (anti-)patterns, one can use the 
following short template, which was derived from 
more elaborate templates (Rech et al., 2007a). It 
consists of the following sections:

• Name: What is the (anti-)pattern called?
• Issue: What is the issue (e.g., problem) ad-

dressed by this (anti-)pattern?
• Q-Effect: What “knowledge quality as-

pects” are affected the most by this (anti-) 
pattern? This section clearly states if there 
is a positive (+), negative (-), or neutral (0) 
effect.

• Solution: What are the principal solutions 
underlying this pattern? Multiple alterna-
tive solutions might be given to remove 
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an anti-pattern or build a pattern. In this 
section, “knowledge refactorings” are cit-
ed, which are described in more detail in 
(Rech et al., 2007a).

• Causes: What are the basic causes of this 
(anti-) pattern?

The full template format for describing these 
patterns consists of additional information entities 
such as structure, dynamics, anecdotal evidence, 
example, or exceptions.

Example of Knowledge Patterns

Knowledge patterns should be based upon ex-
periences from multiple KM initiatives. Several 
identified patterns and anti-patterns for knowledge 
and KM systems are listed in (Rech et al., 2007a). 
An example of a Knowledge Transfer Pattern is 
described in the Tables 1 and 2.

Causes

The KM system makes it easy to find and change 
(e.g., extend) a knowledge component, the users 
are not sensitized to create individual experiences, 

or there is no maintenance or change process 
established for the knowledge in the KM system.

FUTURE TRENDS

While knowledge patterns enable new ways of 
capturing, processing, presenting, sharing, and 
distributing knowledge, many challenges and 
possibilities for further research exist. Currently, 
we have identified the following challenges in 
the context of knowledge patterns:

Collection of Knowledge Patterns: Design 
patterns are well-known throughout the software 
engineering community; however, the use and col-
lection of patterns regarding knowledge, KM, or 
KM systems is rare. Still, the collection of these 
knowledge patterns (Rech et al., 2007a) (Rech 
et al., 2007b) and knowledge refactorings has 
the potential of systematizing Learning Software 
Organizations (LSOs) and improving the collected 
experiences.

Development of a Knowledge Pattern On-
tology: As more and more patterns and antipat-
terns are described, a systematic classification 
and formalization of these is needed. Ontologies 

Table 1.

Notification Pattern

Issue
In a static knowledge base, the user is not informed about changes to knowledge components he has written, used before, 
or needs on a daily basis. The user is not informed about updates to his contributions or to knowledge components he is 
currently using (e.g., in a project).

Q-Effect

Functionality +

Reliability +

Usability +

Efficiency 0

Maintainability +

Portability 0

Solution

Monitor Knowledge: A user should be able to monitor pages and be notified if changes are made to a knowledge compo-
nent (especially if he is the author). 
Monitor Ontology: A user should be able to monitor part of the ontology and be notified if changes are made to it (e.g., to 
reclassify his own pages).

Causes The observation by automated notification helps to keep up to date with a knowledge component, especially if the knowl-
edge is currently still used in a project.
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can be used to structure patterns and capture the 
interrelationships of these patterns, similar to the 
“Web of Patterns” (Dietrich & Elgar, 2005), the 
“Object-oriented Design Knowledge Ontology” 
(Garzás & Piattini, 2005), or ontology-based pat-
tern languages (Henninger & Ashokkumar, 2006). 
Furthermore, in order to support the dissemination 
of patterns and their use in education, information 
is required regarding their use and acceptance by 
and their usefulness for practitioners.

Aggregation of Experiences and Observa-
tions to Knowledge Patterns: One common 
approach to aggregating quantitative experiences 
(such as empirical studies) is the meta-analysis 
technique (Brooks, 1997). For the aggregation 
of qualitative experiences (such as problem so-
lution descriptions), ad-hoc techniques – if any 
at all – are used. While some approaches have 
been described for aggregating “knowledge dust 
to pearls” (Basili et al., 2001) or for aggregating 
observations into reusable experiences, patterns, 
and finally laws (Rech & Ras, 2007), more sys-
tematic and automated approaches are required in 
order to aggregate experiences into more generally 
applicable patterns and laws.

Collaborative authoring of knowledge pat-
terns: The documentation of experiences and 
knowledge by an individual always holds the risk 
that errors are made or that important information 
is missing. Collaborative authoring or rework 
approaches for experiences using Wikis (Ras et 
al., 2008) or writer’s workshops (Gabriel, 2002) 
have the benefit of many eyes checking the docu-
mented experience (similar to pair programming). 
However, motivating and to convincing users to 
contribute and to make use of the EB is not an 
easy task. Sharing knowledge can be perceived not 
entailing many advantages for oneself and even 
dangerous. Additionally, contributing to the EB 
is time- and effort-consuming. There is a certain 
resistance that has to be coped with.

CONCLUSION

Knowledge management or software reuse in 
learning (software) organizations is often ac-
companied by poor quality of the knowledge, 
experiences, or decisions within a KM system as 
well as the quality of the KM system itself.

Table 2.

Knowledge Blob Anti-Pattern

Issue

The description of an experience or knowledge component gets larger and larger over time and subsumes more and more 
information. 
The search for an arbitrary knowledge component will often include the knowledge blob. The knowledge blob can be used 
for different problems, has multiple solutions, or contact data.

Q-Effect

Functionality -

Reliability 0

Usability -

Efficiency -

Maintainability -

Portability -

Solution

Compact Knowledge: Summarize and rewrite the knowledge in a shorter form (e.g., on one page).
Extract Elements: Apply divide & conquer to create several mutually exclusive pages with parts of the original page.
Extract Commonalities: Find elements in other pages with overlapping knowledge and extract this overlapping element from 
both (or all) pages into a new page.

Causes The KM system makes it easy to find and change (e.g., extend) a knowledge component, the users are not sensitized to cre-
ate individual experiences, or there is no maintenance or change process established for the knowledge in the KM system.
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Knowledge patterns represent an approach to 
structuring knowledge in KM systems. These pat-
terns and anti-patterns can be used to develop KM 
systems and improve the quality of the systems 
themselves as well as that of the knowledge within 
(i.e., the quality of the knowledge).

Knowledge patterns will, hopefully, stimulate 
discussion about the meaning of quality in the 
context of KM, about how knowledge should (and 
should not) be described in a KM system, and what 
is needed to generate a fruitful socio-technical KM 
system. Readers are encouraged to start writing 
their own patterns and share them with other users 
(e.g., by using the following website http://www.
knowledgepatterns.eu). Such active knowledge 
sharing helps to make the knowledge stored in the 
semi-formal patterns become applicable in other 
contexts. Applications in a non-SE context might 
help to increase the experience regarding a specific 
topic and enable researchers and practitioners alike 
to further generalize the pattern concept.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Anti-Pattern: An anti-pattern is a general, 
proven, and non-beneficial problem (i.e., bad 
solution) in a software product or process. It 
strongly classifies the problem that exhibits nega-
tive consequences and provides a solution. Built 
upon similar experiences, anti-patterns represent 
“worst-practices” about how to structure or build 
a software architecture. An example is the “lava 
flow” anti-pattern that warns about developing a 

software system without stopping sometimes and 
reengineering the system. The larger and older 
such a software system gets, the more dead code 
and solidified (bad) decisions it carries along.

Best Practice: A best practice is commonly 
understood to be a well-proven, repeatable, and 
established technique, method, tool, process, 
or activity that is more certain in delivering the 
desired results. This indicates that a best practice 
typically has been used by a large number of people 
or organizations and / or over a long time, with 
significant results that are clearly superior over 
other practices. Knowledge patterns can be used 
to formalize the description of a best practice.

Design Pattern: A design pattern is a general, 
proven, and beneficial solution to a common, 
reoccurring problem in software design. Built 
upon similar experiences, design patterns repre-
sent “best-practices” about how to structure or 
build a software architecture. An example is the 
façade pattern, which recommends encapsulating 
a complex subsystem and only allows the con-
nection via a single interface (or “façade”) class. 
This enables the easy exchange and modification 
of the subsystem.

Explicit Knowledge: This term refers to docu-
mented knowledge (e.g., in the form of publica-
tions, or web-pages) rather than tacit knowledge 
which is only available through people (i.e., this 
kind of knowledge only exists in the human brain).

Knowledge Dissemination: This term refers to 
the process of distribution knowledge to users in 
demand of this knowledge. Thereby, the distribu-
tion can take place within an organization (e.g., 
across departments or projects) or even across 
companies or domains. The distribution process 
can be directly initiated by the user (i.e., in form 
of a search query) or it is indirectly initiated (e.g., 
in form of an automated message whenever new 
knowledge of interest is available, or through a 
general way of distribution such as a newsletters).
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Knowledge Refactoring: A (knowledge) 
refactoring is an explicit, replicable, and beneficial 
activity that transforms the structure or representa-
tion of a knowledge element or component without 
changing its meaning (i.e., semantics). The goal 
of knowledge refactoring is the improvement of 
the quality (e.g., understandability) of the docu-
mented knowledge.

Knowledge Quality: The quality of knowl-
edge is important (Marwick, 2001) because 
knowledge is, typically, reused by people who do 
not authored it and will have a lifetime of several 
years. Quality aspects for knowledge include 
usability-related aspects such a s readability, 
understandability (Kari, 1996), or learnability, 
as well as reliability, efficiency, maintainability, 
portability, etc.

Lessons Learned: A lessons learned (LL) 
commonly refers to an experience (in most cases 
a negative one) which manifests in a better un-
derstanding and knowledge about a situation and 
will eventually help in reaching a desirable result 
in a future situation with a similar context. A fre-
quently used lessons learned eventually becomes 
a best practice and is used as a foundation for a 
knowledge pattern.

Software Refactoring: A (software) refactor-
ing is an explicit, replicable, and beneficial activity 
that transforms the structure or representation of a 
software component without changing its meaning 
(i.e., behavior). The goal of software refactoring 
is the improvement of the quality (e.g., maintain-
ability) of the software system.

This work was previously published in Encyclopedia of Knowledge Management, Second Edition, edited by David Schwartz 
and Dov Te’eni, pp. 833-841, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT

This paper investigates the role of information 
and communication technologies in enabling and 
facilitating the conversion of knowledge objects in 
knowledge management and explores how these 
roles might be affected in an organization. Such 
an investigation is based on a critical analysis 
of the relationships between data, information 
and knowledge, leading to the development of a 
transformation model between data, information 
and knowledge. Using a multi-method approach, 
in this paper, the author presents a conceptual 

framework for effective knowledge management 
in an organization. The author discusses the impli-
cations of the proposed framework for designing 
and developing knowledge management systems 
in an organization.

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge management is a systematic process 
of managing knowledge assets, processes, and 
organizational environments to facilitate the 
creation, organization, sharing, and utilization 
of knowledge for achieving the strategic aim of 
an organization (Wiij, 1997; Alavi & Leidner, 
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2001; Kakabadse et al., 2003; Song et al., 2005). 
In today’s dynamic environment, effectively man-
aging organizational knowledge is of tremendous 
importance for an organization to gain and sustain 
its competitive advantage due to the advent of the 
knowledge economy, increased globalization, the 
rapid advance of technology, the changing demand 
of increasingly sophisticated customers, and the 
turbulent competition in the market (Liao, 2003; 
Beccerra-Fernandez & Sabherwal, 2006).

The importance of effective knowledge man-
agement in an organization has been increasingly 
being recognized both in business (Foy, 1999; 
Teleos, 2004, 2006) as well as in academy (Nonaka 
et al., 1995; Drucker, 1997; Davenport & Prusak, 
2000; Prusak, 2006). This leads to the development 
of numerous knowledge management theories and 
practices (Martensson, 2000; Chauvel & Desprs, 
2002; Desouza, 2003; Babcock, 2004) due to the 
tremendous benefits that effective knowledge 
management brings to an organization including 
(a) responding to customers quickly, (b) develop-
ing new products and services rapidly, (c) short-
ening the response time for client engagements, 
(d) improving project management practices, (e) 
increasing staff participation, (f) enhancing com-
munication, (g) reducing problem-solving time, 
(h) better client services, and (i) better performance 
measurement (Alavi & Leidner, 2001; Chauvel & 
Desprs, 2002; Lehaney et al., 2004). As a result, 
much attention have been paid to design and 
develop strategies, policies, and technical tools 
for effective organizational knowledge manage-
ment through making the full use of the available 
information and communication technologies 
(Spiegler, 2003; Tsui, 2003).

Knowledge, however, is an elusive concept 
(Blacker, 1995; Tuomi, 2000; Deng & martin, 
2003; Song et al., 2005). The complex nature of 
knowledge offers many challenges, resulting in 
different approaches being developed (Nonaka 
et al., 1995; Davenport & Prusak, 2000; Alavi 
& Leidner, 2001; Bhatt, 2001). Among these, 
the technological approach to organizational 

knowledge management is one that is commonly 
adopted (Deng & Martin, 2003; Martin & Deng, 
2003). This approach focuses on the application 
of information and communication technologies 
(ICT) for managing knowledge in an organization 
(Ruggles, 1998; Spiegler, 2003; Song et al., 2005).

The rapid advance of ICT offers unprecedented 
capacities and potentials for effective knowledge 
management (O’Leary, 1998; Beccerra-Fernandez 
& Sabherwal, 2006; Hasan & Crawford, 2003; 
Tsui, 2003). There are, however, still concerns 
about the role of ICT in organizational knowledge 
management. This is owing to the failure of nu-
merous knowledge management initiatives using 
ICT in knowledge management (Desouza, 2003; 
Tsui, 2003; Song et al., 2005). This shows that it 
is desirable and necessary to further explore the 
role of ICT in organizational knowledge manage-
ment in order to help organizations make use of 
the full potential of organizational knowledge 
management through the adoption of modern 
technologies.

This paper investigates the role that ICT plays in 
enabling and facilitating the conversion processes 
of knowledge objects in organizational knowledge 
management and explores how these roles might 
be affected in an organization. It critically analyzes 
the relationships between data, information and 
knowledge, resulting in the development of a novel 
transformation model between data, information 
and knowledge. Using a multi-method approach, 
the paper presents a conceptual framework for 
effective knowledge management in organiza-
tions. The implications of this new framework for 
designing and developing knowledge management 
systems are also discussed.

In what follows, we first discuss the knowledge 
transformation process through a comprehen-
sive analysis on the relationship between data, 
information and knowledge. We then define the 
research questions for this study, followed by the 
discussion on the design and implementation of 
the research. The role of ICT in facilitating the 
conversion processes of knowledge objects in 
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organizational knowledge management is then 
investigated through an empirical analysis of the 
collected data from three perspectives. This leads 
to the development of a novel transformation 
model between data, information and knowledge 
and results in the production of a conceptual 
framework for effective knowledge management 
in organizations.

MODELING THE KNOWLEDGE 
TRANSFORMATION PROCESS

Knowledge is commonly referred to as the human 
ability to effectively use the information available 
in a specific context (Blacker, 1995; Davenport & 
Prusak, 2000; Alavi & Leidner, 2001). Information 
is organized data for specific purposes. Data are 
raw facts in relation to specific events, business 
transactions, and operations of our society. Data, 
information, and knowledge are an integral part of 
our daily lives (Damm & Schindler, 2002; Song 
et al., 2005).

The importance of knowledge has been recog-
nized for a long time (Davenport & Prusak, 2000; 
Cepeda, 2006). This importance is represented 
in a simple, yet well-known statement, that is, 
“Knowledge is power” (Drunker, 1997; Alavi & 
Leidner, 2001; Song et al., 2005). From very early 
times, sustained succession of knowledge has been 
secured by transferring in-depth knowledge from 
one generation to the next. The study of human 
knowledge has been a central subject matter of 
philosophy and epistemology since the ancient 
Greeks (Nonaka et al., 1995; Kakabadse et al., 
2003). In fact, knowledge is well recognized to 
be the central to the achievements of the industrial 
revolution (Cepeda, 2006; Prusak, 2006).

Understanding the relationships between data, 
information and knowledge is of tremendous 
importance to effective organizational knowledge 
management (Tuomi, 2000; Deng & Martin, 
2003). This is because such relationships are a 
cornerstone for understanding organizational 

knowledge management (Alavi & Leidner, 2001; 
Martin & Deng, 2003; Song et al., 2005). This 
understanding facilitates the transformation 
between data, information and knowledge in de-
veloping organizational knowledge management 
strategies and policies (O’Leary, 1998; Benbya 
et al., 2004). In general there are two dominant 
models for describing such relationships includ-
ing the conventional hierarchical model (Song 
et al., 2005) and the reversed hierarchical model 
for describing such relationships (Tuomi, 2000). 
Figure 1 shows an overview of these two models 
for describing the complex relationships between 
data, information and knowledge.

With the conventional hierarchical model, data 
are seen as facts that can be structured to become 
information. Information, in turn, becomes knowl-
edge when it is interpreted or put into context, or 
when meaning is added to it. The reversed hier-
archical model recognizes that data only emerge 
after information is available, and that information 
only emerges after the required knowledge are 
present (Tuomi, 2000). Knowledge exists before 
information can be formulated and data can be 
measured. Knowledge exists which and when 
articulated and structured. It becomes information 
which, when assigned a fixed representation and 
interpretation.

Figure 1. Knowledge transformation models
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Much confusion continues to surround the 
understanding of the relationships between data, 
information and knowledge despite the opportu-
nities and challenges presented by the reversed 
hierarchical model for better understanding such 
relationships (Martin & Deng, 2003). This causes 
numerous problems for designing and developing 
knowledge management systems in the organi-
zational Endeavour to pursue technical solutions 
to effective knowledge management. As a result, 
enormous expenditure on technology initiatives 
for effectively managing organizational knowl-
edge has rarely delivered what the expenditure 
originally promise (Tsui, 2003).

There are various propositions on how the 
existing confusion can be handled for better man-
aging organizational knowledge. For example, 
some confusions can be eliminated if there is a 
better understanding of the difference between 
information and knowledge (Song et al., 2005). 
The key to effectively distinguishing between 
information and knowledge is not in the content, 
structure, accuracy, or utility of the information 
and knowledge. Rather the explanation may well 
lie in the similarities between the concepts (Alavi 
& Leidner, 2001). Accordingly systems designed 
to support knowledge management may not appear 
radically different from other information systems, 
but will be geared toward enabling users to assign 
meaning to information and to capture some of 
their knowledge in information and/or data.

Epistemology is one theory for describing 
knowledge in organizational knowledge manage-
ment. Along this theory, there are two schools of 
thoughts including rationalism and empiricism. 
Rationalism believes that knowledge can be 
obtained deductively by reasoning (Martensson, 
2000). Knowledge-information-data hierarchy 
reflects this thought (Song et al., 2005). It con-
tends that existing knowledge can be formed 
into the premises of indubitable foundations, 
on which information and data are formalized 
by employing reasoning mechanisms. Whereas 
data-information-knowledge hierarchy reflects 

empiricism (Tuomi, 2000). It uses mathematical 
algorithms to extract knowledge from existing 
information systems.

The two hierarchies can be conceptual 
guides for designing and developing knowledge 
management systems in the process of pursuing 
technical solutions to organizational knowledge 
management (Song et al., 2005). For example, 
data mining techniques can be used to discover 
the pattern in a huge amount of data and extract 
valuable knowledge emerging from these pat-
terns, based on the data-information-knowledge 
hierarchy (Fayyad et al., 1996; Deng & Martin, 
2003). Knowledge transfer is an example for 
knowledge-information-data hierarchy through 
identifying the best practices and sharing such 
best practices in knowledge management (Teleos, 
2004, 2006).

Two strategies, the push strategy and the pull 
strategy, are often adopted in designing and devel-
oping knowledge management systems (Deng & 
Martin, 2003). By using a pull strategy, employees 
can actively initiate the request for information 
and knowledge. With the use of a push strategy, 
available information and knowledge are auto-
matically delivered to their destinations without 
the intervention of individual employees.

In the conventional model, the pull strategy is 
adopted. Using this strategy, employees request 
information and knowledge that are not guaran-
teed to be satisfied either because the information 
and knowledge are not available or they are not 
what employees exactly expect. As the amount of 
data gathered in an organization is increasingly 
immeasurable, information overload is becoming 
the problem (Martensson, 2000).

To help ease the problem of information 
overload, the push strategy is introduced (Song 
et al., 2005). In the knowledge-information-data 
model, the preferences, specific task and function 
in relation to specific employees can be identified 
and captured. Therefore, requisite information and 
data relevant to specific tasks and functions can be 
delivered to targeted specific employs proactively, 
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which are what individual employees exactly need. 
This ability to push data to employees rather than 
making employees find and pull data themselves 
facilitate the conversion process between data, 
information an knowledge in a more effective 
manner. It enables employees to configure the 
information to be captured, stored, and gathered.

Knowledge can be classified into tacit and 
explicit knowledge (Nonaka et al., 1995; Drucker, 
1997). Based on the transformation of these two 
types of knowledge, the knowledge life cycle is 
formed into knowledge socialization, combina-
tion, internalization and externalization (Nonaka et 
al., 1995). In a broad sense, data and information 
are subset of explicit knowledge. The conventional 
model reflects the process of internalization and 
combination, whereas the reversed hierarchy 
model reflects the process of externalization and 
combination.

Both models depict the complex relationships 
between data, information and knowledge. The 
two models, however, are only part of the com-
plete picture of knowledge flow and transforma-
tion. Firstly, between data and knowledge there 
does not exist any relationship, which is not true 
in the knowledge conversion process. There are 
many evidences of the existence of such a rela-
tionship through the applications of data mining 
and knowledge management systems. Secondly, 
the transformation within each components are 
ignored. Such a transformation is an important part 
of knowledge management. Thirdly, both models 
start from a component and end at another without 

focusing on reuse of any components. Fourthly, the 
two models imply that one component is superior 
to another, which easily results in over emphasis 
on the superior one while other components are 
overlooked without awareness of interrelationship 
and interaction between these core constructs.

The two models discussed are opposing 
yet complementary. They can be merged into 
a knowledge transformation cycle for better 
understanding this relationship. Combining the 
two models together, a more complete reflection 
of the relationship between data, information, 
and knowledge can be achieved, leading to the 
development of a novel conceptual framework for 
describing such relationships as shown in Figure 
2. Such a framework synthesizes the conventional 
hierarchy model and the reversed hierarchy model 
in a holistic manner.

RESEARCH DESIGN AND 
IMPLEMENTATION

Knowledge management is of a trans-disciplinary 
nature involving a variety of disciplines (Earl, 
2001; Kakabadse et al., 2003; Prat, 2006). These 
disciplines range from economics, management 
science, organizational theory, strategic manage-
ment, human-resources management, information 
science, knowledge engineering, artificial intel-
ligence, philosophy, and educational science, 
to cognitive science. Research into knowledge 
management often falls largely within the prov-

Figure 2. A novel transformation model
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ince of social, business and management science 
(Corbetta, 2003; Prusak, 2006). This suggests that 
this study should adopt a mixture of positivism and 
phenomenology (Creswell, 1994; Corbetta, 2003).

This study aims primarily to investigate the 
role of ICT in facilitating the conversion between 
knowledge objects in the knowledge management 
process. Such an investigation necessitates an 
understanding of the context and environment 
in which ICT is used to support organizational 
knowledge management. As such, both the de-
ductive approach and the inductive approach 
are required. The main research question for this 
study is defined as follows: What role can ICT 
play in knowledge management and how can ICT 
be effectively used in knowledge management?

To answer this question, this study adopts a 
multi-method approach to investigate the role that 
ICT plays in enabling and facilitating the conver-
sion processes of knowledge objects in knowledge 
management and identify how these roles might 
be affected in an organizations as discussed above. 
The use of a multi-method approach allows the 
research to exploit the advantages of individual 
methods and minimize the negative effects that 
different methods might have on the research 
results (Creswell, 1994; Corbetta, 2003).

The quantitative research in this study employs 
an online survey method. The strength of using 
survey is focused on the versatility, efficiency and 
economy in the data collection process (Creswell, 
1994). The survey is to investigate the conversion 
processes between information and knowledge in 
knowledge management. The distinction between 
information and knowledge is often treated theo-
retically. However, there has been little empirical 
research into the conversion processes between 
information and knowledge. To explore the 
mechanisms that facilitate the conversion between 
information and knowledge, ‘what’ and ‘how’ 
types of questions are posed. A survey is suitable 
for asking exploratory questions. It can provide a 
broad picture of respondents’ experiences in the 
conversion processes.

The online survey has attracted 317 responses. 
After removing these repeat and invalid submis-
sions, 305 valid responses remained for further 
analysis. In the remaining data, a few submissions 
were found to have missing responses to individual 
questions. These missing data were replaced with 
mean values during the course of data analysis.

The profile of the respondents is reflected in 
their job position, number of years in their current 
position, their level of education, age, and gender. 
Most of the 305 respondents were females (55.7%), 
in the age group of 20 to 29 years (36.7%), and in 
their current position less than 5 years (82.3%). A 
majority of the respondents had university degrees 
(72.5%), with the rest having a TAFE-level and 
high school education. They included postgraduate 
students (39%), undergraduate students (38%), 
academic staff (13.1%), administrative staff 
(8.5%), and TAFE students (1.3%).

The qualitative research in this study em-
ploys a case study to gain a rich understanding 
of the context and the process of implementing a 
knowledge management project. The case study is 
related to an unsuccessful attempt at implement-
ing a knowledge management portal (Mack et al., 
2001; Benbya et al., 2004). The study focuses on 
the knowledge objects and knowledge processes 
in order to reveal the role that ICT plays in the 
knowledge conversion process and also to identify 
the critical factors for facilitating the knowledge 
conversion process.

To further validate the research findings from 
survey and case study, a document analysis method 
is applied on the twelve organizations recognized 
as Global MAKE Winners for being the best 
knowledge management practice organizations 
in the world since 1998. These organizations are 
from various business sectors. Their total return to 
shareholders is nearly double that of the Fortune 
500 company median (Teleos, 2004, 2006).

The twelve organizations are actively engaged 
in knowledge management projects. These twelve 
organizations are distributed over some of the most 
knowledge-intensive sectors. Table 1 shows the 
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distribution of industry groups that these compa-
nies are in (Teleos, 2004, 2006).

ROLES OF ICT IN KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT

Knowledge objects consist of data, information 
and knowledge (Davenport & Prusak, 2000; 
Alavi & Leidner, 2001; Song et al., 2005; Te-
leos, 2006). Effective knowledge management 
moves knowledge objects smoothly through 
generation, codification, and dissemination to 
application (Maier & Hadrich, 2006). Such prac-
tices streamline creating, capturing, classifying, 
organizing, transferring and reusing knowledge. 
While knowledge codification and dissemination 
are increasingly supported by ICT applications, 
the use of supportive technology for knowledge 
generation and application remains less extensive 
(Spiegler, 2003; Maier, 2004).

The online survey and the case study show 
that ICT can be used to effectively facilitate the 
conversion between data, information and knowl-
edge. In fact, a majority of respondents believed 
that the use of ICT helps them gain new ideas and 
insights, to compare different views and to under-
take research projects. The survey results show 
that ICT facilitates the conversion of knowledge 
objects. Furthermore, the survey shows that ICT 
facilitate the process of exchanging information 

and knowledge, leading to the creation of new 
information and knowledge.

The survey and the case study, however, also 
reveal that ICT currently cannot fully support the 
conversion process. Artificial intelligence, intel-
ligent agents, and knowledge portals hold some 
potential (Fayyad et al., 1996; Spiegler, 2003; Tsui, 
2003). This potential has not been fully tapped into 
in the current situation. It is still up to the human 
agents to analyze, understand, digest, absorb, 
synthesize, deduct, induct, and reflect on existing 
information and turn it into knowledge (Desouza, 
2003; Beccerra-Fernandez & Sabherwal, 2006). 
Compared with converting knowledge into infor-
mation, the number of respondents who are able 
to turn their knowledge into information is much 
lower in the survey. This involves the process of 
externalization (Nonaka et al., 1995), which is 
not fully supported by ICT. Although knowledge 
can partially be converted into information and 
explicit knowledge, the tacit knowledge and the 
context pertaining to the knowledge are usually 
lost. There exists a wide gap between information 
and knowledge. While the gap remains without 
ICT as a bridge, human agents need to actively use 
ICT to fill up the gap. In the mean time, there is 
clearly a need for developing new tools and tech-
nologies for facilitating the knowledge conversion 
process for effective knowledge management in 
an organization.

The in depth analysis of the twelve organiza-
tions in regard to the role of ICT in organizational 
knowledge management shows that ICT fully 
supports the conversion processes between data, 
information and knowledge (Spiegler, 2003). The 
twelve organizations are early adopters of ICT in 
their efforts to support knowledge management. 
For example, HP’s involvement in a company 
intranet is almost as old as the Internet itself. By 
the late 1980s, HP had used Internet technologies 
and tools, such as email, ftp, and news groups for 
global electronic communications, for managing 
documents, for distributing software, and for 

Table 1. Industry groups of the business cases 

Industry Enterprise

Chemicals BULABS

Consulting McKinsey & Company

Electronics and electrical equip-
ment

Siemens, General electric

Information technology Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Micro-
soft, Xerox

Oil & gas BP, Shell

Professional services Ernst & Young, Pricewater-
houseCoopers
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training personnel (Information Services Advisory 
Council, 1998).

The use of ICT benefits these organizations 
in various ways including (a) developing a 
knowledge-based organization; (b) sharing docu-
ments and best practices organization-wide; and 
(c) improving customer relationship management. 
For IBM, technology is not a solution in itself. It 
helps provide solutions that meet the requirements 
of its users for sharing, re-using, and managing 
intellectual capital in a networked team environ-
ment. ICT tools such as the ICM AssetWeb, the 
enterprise knowledge infrastructure, and its related 
solutions, Knowledge Cafe and Knowledge Cock-
pit have helped to transform IBM’s business to 
one that is knowledge based (Mack et al., 2001).

Intranet sites at another global company, Gen-
eral Electronic, contain sophisticated search en-
gines capable of accessing thousands of documents 
(Detlor, 2000). Training modules are placed on the 
web, as well as best practices of various kinds in 
the organization. In addition, video-conferences 
are held frequently in which best practices are 
shared, and top executives communicate with 
employees in a timely manner. E-commerce 
and database technology provided the means for 
BULABS to collect large volumes of customer 
information, and to transfer accumulated expert 
knowledge to the point of customer interaction. 
This knowledge enables BULABS to quickly 
adapt to the specific requirements in customer 
relationship management with respect to indi-
vidual customers. These practices reflect the fact 
that the use of knowledge management portals 
and advanced ICT is of tremendous potential for 
effective knowledge management (Tsui, 2003).

The case analysis shows that the application 
of ICT plays an important role in knowledge 
management initiatives. For example, Microsoft 
initiated a project early in 1995 to investigate 
information sharing and to identify the appropri-
ate platform for facilitating sharing information. 
Until that time there had been little available as 
a central resource to house documents, findings, 

market research reports, and competitive intel-
ligence information. The decision to use the Web 
enabled the organization to share information 
and knowledge. In BP AMOCO, the Internet 
made it possible to create a global procurement 
exchange by communicating information not just 
between one buyer and one seller, but between 
many individual participants simultaneously in 
real time. The scope and geographical distribu-
tion of the Ernst & Young knowledge base and 
its users meant that technology had to be used as 
an enabler wherever possible. Lotus Notes was 
selected as the primary technological platform for 
capturing and disseminating internal information 
and knowledge.

Many successful cases in knowledge manage-
ment show that the data stored in database and data 
warehouse can be freely converted into meaning-
ful information (Teleos, 2004, 2006). However, 
information must be carefully designed and well 
organized to cater for individual knowledge 
workers’ needs in order to obviate the problem 
of information overload. ICT needs to be seam-
lessly integrated with information management 
to establish a knowledge platform for knowledge 
management (Detlor, 2000; Benbya et al., 2004).

New tools and technologies have been de-
veloped to enable and facilitate the conversion 
processes between data and knowledge (Liao, 
2003). Data mining and knowledge discovery, 
for example, can extract patterns from the huge 
amounts of data collected and stored in organiza-
tional data warehouses. However, the prospect of 
turning knowledge into data is not so promising. A 
fundamental reason might be due to the complex 
nature of knowledge (Nonaka et al., 1995; Alavi 
& Leidner, 2001; Song et al., 2005). The context 
attached to knowledge and the tacit aspects of 
knowledge are difficult and at times impossible 
to capture and store when the technological 
approaches are applied to convert knowledge 
into data. This shows that ICT can enable and 
facilitate conversion processes between data and 
knowledge.
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Furthermore, tacit knowledge is often lost in the 
process of converting knowledge into information, 
albeit this loss is likely less than in the process of 
converting knowledge into data, where the sepa-
ration of content and context, and the separation 
of data and metadata do occur. It is disappointing 
that ICT can do little in facilitating the conversion 
processes between information and knowledge. 
Artificial intelligence, electronic resources and 
knowledge portals hold some potential (Deng & 
Martin, 2003). Humans, however, play the key 
role in analyzing, understanding, digesting, ab-
sorbing, synthesizing, deducting, inducting, and 
reflecting on existing information and in turning 
it into knowledge (Blacker, 1995; Bhatt, 2001).

For the conversion processes between informa-
tion and knowledge to be really effective, knowl-
edge management requires new supportive tools 
and technologies (Deng & Martin, 2003; Maier, 
2004). Where there is little technology to enable 
and facilitate the conversion processes between 
information and knowledge, humans need to play 
major role and actively interact with ICT. Over-
all ICT can enable and facilitate the conversion 
of knowledge objects. The needs of knowledge 
management cannot be fully met by ICT, the 
contribution of which remains enabling and sup-
portive in nature. ICT still plays an important role 
in knowledge management, despite its limitations 
in supporting effective knowledge management. 
The majority of knowledge management projects 
use ICT as a backbone to achieve their knowledge 
management objectives (Teleos, 2004, 2006).

The success of knowledge management in an 
organization depends not only on the technolo-
gies used but also many other factors (Blacker, 
1995; Drucker, 1997; Martensson, 2000). These 
factors can be grouped as organizational and cul-
tural elements. Organizational element involves 
organizational strategy, management, resource, 
and structure. Cultural element involves beliefs, 
norms, values, assumptions, and behavior. These 
elements can directly impact on the success of 
technology-driven knowledge management proj-

ects. The depth analysis of the twelve organiza-
tions shows that the critical success factors for 
effective knowledge management include strategy 
alignment, senior management support, resource 
allocation, structure flexibility, people participa-
tion and knowledge management friendly culture 
in an enterprise (Teleos, 2004, 2006).

A NOVEL FRAMEWORK FOR 
EFFECTIVE KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT

The new insights arising from this study extend our 
understanding of knowledge and of the relation-
ship between ICT and knowledge management. 
Knowledge is an object that can be manipulated 
and the process of knowing, and the assets and 
capabilities that organizations must align with 
their business strategies to gain competitive edge 
(Martin & Deng, 2003; Song et al., 2005). knowl-
edge management is essential for organizations to 
leverage their knowledge in a dynamic life cycle. 
The role of ICT in knowledge management is 
to enable and facilitate knowledge management 
efforts (Alavi & Leidner, 2001; Early, 2001; 
Prusak, 2006).

Humans remain the major player in the dy-
namic cycle of knowledge management (Bhatt, 
2001). ICT needs to support and integrate with 
people for effective knowledge management. The 
knowledge management strategy and processes 
must be aligned with business strategy and or-
ganizational processes (Maier et al., 2006; Prat, 
2006). Organization management, structure and 
culture must be ‘knowledge-friendly’ for develop-
ing the capabilities that an organization needs to 
achieve its strategy.

The extended understanding of knowledge, 
of the relationship between ICT and knowledge 
management, and of the relationship between 
knowledge management and the internal knowl-
edge management environment emerging from 
this research lead to a further development of the 
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knowledge management process. Figure 3 shows 
a novel knowledge management framework with 
three tiers.

The outermost tier illustrates the boundary of 
an organization, the internal environment and the 
major components. The middle tier is the business 
process. An organization aims to establish its core 
business processes in order to achieve its business 
strategy (Earl, 2001). At the core tier, knowledge 
processes are embedded in business processes. 
Knowledge objects interact with knowledge pro-
cesses. ICT is seamlessly integrated with people 
to convert knowledge objects and streamline 
knowledge processes, to accomplish the knowl-
edge strategy, which must be in line with the 
business strategy.

The innermost of the core tier is composed 
of knowledge object conversion processes and 
knowledge processes including knowledge gen-
eration, codification, transfer and application. 
In the knowledge life cycle, knowledge objects 
are constantly converted into each other and 
transformed into different states or forms within 
the same component, with or without the support 
of ICT.

The conversion processes between data, infor-
mation and knowledge integrate the conventional 
model and the reversed model. When new knowl-

edge is abstracted from data and information, it 
can be explicated, captured and converted into new 
information and data. This reflects the process of 
internalization and combination (Nonaka et al., 
1995; Song et al., 2005). When this knowledge is 
explicated, captured and converted into informa-
tion and data, it can be the source of and basis 
from which new knowledge can be abstracted. 
This reflects the process of externalization and 
combination (Nonaka et al., 1995). The conversion 
within each component may be from one source 
to another, such as from people to system, or from 
one form to another. In this way, the conversion 
process from any component is continuous, itera-
tive and evolving in a spiral fashion. The conver-
sion processes between knowledge objects are 
closely related to the people who use them, and to 
the purposes, for which people use them. People 
are the major actors in the conversion processes 
and the knowledge management processes, with 
the support of ICT.

This framework can be used as a guide to 
direct knowledge management practitioners in 
knowledge management initiatives. A knowledge 
management project must start from its grounding 
in business strategy, business processes, organiza-
tional management, structure, culture, knowledge 
strategy, knowledge processes, knowledge objects, 
and people to ICT. The knowledge strategy must 
be aligned with business strategy. The knowledge 
processes must be embedded in business processes. 
The knowledge objects must be integrated with 
knowledge processes. The dynamic knowledge life 
cycle must be in harmony with the internal knowl-
edge management environment characterized by 
organizational management, and organizational 
structure and organizational culture.

CONCLUSION

This study investigates the role of ICT in knowl-
edge management. By employing a multi-method 
approach, the study confirms that ICT does play 

Figure 3. Knowledge management framework
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an enabling role in knowledge management. It 
shows that ICT enables and supports the conver-
sion of knowledge objects in an organization. The 
study also shows that the potential for conversion 
between knowledge objects is limited in facilita-
tion of the conversion of knowledge into data or 
information, and of information into knowledge. 
The knowledge life cycle is, therefore, only par-
tially supported by ICT. To enhance such support, 
new technologies are required

The study further confirms that while necessary 
for the successful implementation of knowledge 
management projects, ICT is not in itself suffi-
cient to ensure such success. Although ICT can 
play an important role in support of knowledge 
management, the effective use of ICT requires 
that knowledge management practitioners pay 
attention to a wide range of managerial, structural 
and cultural elements. It is essential that key align-
ments are obtained between knowledge strategy 
and business strategy. Without due attention to 
these elements in organizations, it is unlikely that 
knowledge management will succeed.
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Chapter  2.14

ABSTRACT

The shift to innovation and knowledge as the pri-
mary source of value results in the new economy 
being led by those who manage knowledge ef-
fectively. Today’s organizations are creating and 
leveraging knowledge, data, and information 
at an unprecedented pace—a phenomenon that 
makes the use of technology not an option, but a 
necessity. Software tools in knowledge manage-
ment (KM) are a collection of technologies and 
are not necessarily acquired as a single software 
solution. Furthermore, these KM software tools 
have the advantage of using the organization’s 

existing information technology infrastructure. 
Organizations and business decision makers spend 
a great deal of resources and make significant 
investments in the latest technology, systems, and 
infrastructure to support KM. It is imperative that 
these investments are validated properly, made 
wisely, and that the most appropriate technologies 
and software tools are selected or combined to 
facilitate KM, knowledge creation, and continuous 
innovation. In this chapter, a set of characteristics 
are proposed that should support decision makers 
in the selection of software tools for knowledge 
creation. These characteristics were derived from 
both in-depth interviews and existing theory in 
publications.
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INTRODUCTION

Imagine that, in the same way that a disc failure 
on your personal computer or laptop erases all 
information in the file folders, all intellectual 
capital within your organization is erased from the 
employees’ minds and the organization’s storage 
media. There is no doubt that the market value of 
such an organization will be affected severely as 
decisions in an organization are made based on suf-
ficient, relevant and accurate knowledge. Stewart 
(1997) supports this notion that the management 
of knowledge turned out to be the most important 
economic responsibility of individuals, businesses 
and nations, as it forms a key component of what 
is acquired, produced and sold.

Knowledge assets are of much greater value 
than any tangible asset, which includes natural 
resources, large factories, equipment and land – 
all of which provided organizations with a com-
petitive edge in the past (Alavi & Leidner, 2001; 
Davenport & Prusak, 1998). This knowledge 
asset provides the basis for creating sustainable 
competitive advantage in the knowledge age 
(Nonaka, Toyama, & Byosiere, 2001; Vandaie, 
2007). Furthermore, as new technologies, in-
novation, organizational flexibility and new and 
better forms of leadership propel the growth and 
earnings of knowledge-intensive companies, so 
the need to extract wealth from brainpower and 
knowledge (individual and organizational) be-
comes increasingly pressing. This importance of 
knowledge is confirmed by Becker et al (2001) 
who conclude that machinery and equipment 
are not the distinguishing aspects any more, but 
rather the capability to use it resourcefully. An 
organization that kept its workforce skills and 
expertise could operate quickly even though it 
lost all of its equipment. An organization that 
lost its workforce, while keeping its equipment, 
would never recover.

This shift to knowledge as the primary source 
of value results in the new economy being led by 
those who manage knowledge effectively - orga-

nizations that create, find and combine knowledge 
into new products and services faster than their 
competitors (Moss-Kanter, 1997). Drucker (Hib-
bard, 1997, p. 46) states that “We now know that 
the source of wealth is something specifically hu-
man: knowledge. If we apply knowledge to tasks 
we already know how to do, we call it productivity. 
If we apply knowledge to tasks that are new and 
different, we call it innovation. Only knowledge 
allows us to achieve those two goals.”

Today’s organizations are creating and le-
veraging knowledge, data and information at an 
unprecedented pace and the extraordinary growth 
in on-line information makes the use of technology 
not an option, but a necessity (Folkens & Spilio-
poulou, 2004; Lindvall, Rus, Jammalamadaka, 
& Thakker, 2001). This influence of technology 
on the maintenance of KM actions is widely ac-
cepted, as technology adds value by reducing 
time, effort and cost in enabling people to share 
knowledge and information (Chua, 2004). It is 
especially relevant when it is closely aligned with 
organizational requirements - the way people work 
and are supported by and integrated with relevant 
processes (Hoffmann, Loser, Walter, & Herrman, 
1999; Wind & Main, 1998).

In addition to the growth in information tech-
nology (IT), organizations embark on employee 
information access projects, like the creation of 
knowledge bases, intranets, chat rooms, full-
text indexing tools and document management 
tools as necessitated by KM (Lindvall, Rus, 
Jammalamadaka, & Thakker, 2001). KM agil-
ity and optimal support of technology motivate 
the need for research in which the focus is on an 
understanding of the key characteristics of a KM 
solution by exploring and describing the nature 
of knowledge. Therefore, this chapter focuses 
on providing guidelines in the selection of a KM 
system solution and provides an example where 
the selection criteria have been applied as a cost 
saving solution.
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BACKGROUND

While some epistemologists spent their lives 
trying to understand what it means to know 
something (Clarke & Rollo, 2001; Davenport & 
Prusak, 1998). Plato first introduced the concept 
of knowledge as justified, true belief in 400 B.C. 
(Meno, Phaedo and Theaetus as quoted by Non-
aka & Takeuchi, 1995). Advances in knowledge 
described the achievements of the ancient Greek, 
Roman, Egyptian and Chinese civilisations and 
the transforming impact of the industrial revolu-
tion was characterised by the application of new 
knowledge in technology (Clarke & Rollo, 2001; 
Moteleb & Woodman, 2007).

For the purpose of this chapter, a more prag-
matic approach has been followed and the fol-
lowing working description of knowledge has 
been explored (Davenport & Prusak, 1998, p. 5): 
“Knowledge is a fluid mix of framed experiences, 
values, contextual information and expert insight 
that provides a framework for evaluating and 
incorporating new experiences and information. 
It originates and is applied in the minds of know-
ers. In organizations, it often becomes embedded 
not only in documents or repositories but also 
in organizational routines, processes, practices 
and norms.”

Knowledge can either be categorized as being 
explicit or implicit. Explicit knowledge can be 
defined as knowledge that has been articulated 
in the form of text, diagrams, product specifica-
tions and so on (Clarke & Rollo, 2001). Nonaka 
(1995) refers to explicit knowledge as formal and 
systematic, like a computer program. In organi-
zations today, explicit knowledge resides in best 
practices documents, formalised standards by 
which goods and services are procured and even 
within performance agreements that have been 
documented in line with company and divisional 
goals and objectives.

Implicit knowledge is far less tangible than 
explicit knowledge and refers to knowledge 
deeply embedded into an organization’s operat-

ing practices (Kothuri, 2002). Tacit knowledge, 
as a dimension of implicit knowledge, includes 
relationships, norms and values. It is knowledge 
that cannot be articulated and it is much harder 
to detail, copy or distribute, to the contrary, the 
knowing is in the doing in this instance (Clarke 
& Rollo, 2001). Tacit knowledge can provide 
competitive advantage to organizations as it is 
protected from competitors (Hahn & Subramani, 
2000; Wessels, Grobbelaar, & McGee, 2003) 
unless key individuals are lured away, of course 
(Lindvall, Rus, Jammalamadaka, & Thakker, 
2001). The management of explicit and implicit 
knowledge is a multifaceted subject based on the 
dimensions of knowledge and therefore there are 
various and varied definitions for it (Newman & 
Conrad, 1999). McCullough (2005) concludes 
that, based on the vast majority of academic re-
search into KM, there is a general difficulty for 
organizations to explain what they mean when 
they use the term KM.

Sveiby (1997, p. 37) defines the management of 
knowledge as “the art of creating value by lever-
aging intangible assets”. Meyer and Botha (2000, 
p. 278) define it as “the management of corporate 
processes designed to create, disseminate and 
protect knowledge in support of sound decisions 
leading to profit”. Godbout (1999) defines KM 
by suggesting that it is not knowledge that gives 
the competitive edge, but the capacity to trans-
form knowledge into competencies and replicate 
know-how. According to Drucker (Edersheim, 
2007), the most direct use of knowledge within an 
organization is to build its own capabilities, and 
that the application of knowledge to knowledge is 
the critical factor in productivity moving forward. 
Lindvall, Rus et al (2001, p. 3) define KM as “the 
practice of transforming the intellectual assets of 
an organization into business value”.

For the purpose of this chapter the following 
definition of KM as suggested by Choo (2000) will 
be used: “a framework for designing an organiza-
tion’s goals, structures and processes so that the 
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organization can use what it knows to learn and 
to create value for its customers and community”.

Technology is a key enabler of KM and KM 
processes as it extends the reach and enhances 
the speed of knowledge transfer (Chua, 2004; 
Wilson & Snyder, 1999; Yu, Kim, & Kim, 2004). 
Technology permits the knowledge of an indi-
vidual or group to be structured and codified and 
allows distribution of knowledge across the world 
(Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Wessels, Grobbelaar, 
& McGee, 2003). KM technology is a broad 
concept and organizations apply a wide variety of 
technologies to the objectives of KM (Davenport 
& Prusak, 1998; Lindvall, Rus, Jammalamadaka, 
& Thakker, 2001).

Explicit knowledge is found in reports, docu-
ments and manuals and can easily be gathered 
and stored as a knowledge base (Dix, Wilkinson, 
& Ramduny, 1998; O’Leary, 1998). Organiza-
tions use groupware applications to collect, store 
and share their explicit knowledge, and once 
this has reached a sufficient level of efficiency, 
collaborative technologies such as intranet, the 
internet, extranet, e-mail, video-conferencing and 
tele-conferencing are used to assist in the growth 
of tacit knowledge transfer. In order to enable 
organizations to retrieve captured knowledge, 
knowledge route maps and directories are devel-
oped to create an understanding of the location 
of knowledge (Alavi & Leidner, 2001; Clarke & 
Rollo, 2001). Knowledge networks are created 
using virtual business environments such as chat 
rooms, team web sites and learning communities 
with the development of specific applications of 
technology such as databases, workflow systems, 
personal productivity applications and enterprise 
information portals (O’Leary, 1998; Wilson & 
Snyder, 1999). According to Tsai and Chen (2007, 
p.258) are “knowledge management systems more 
than just information systems or IT-enabled tools 
in support of knowledge management activities. 
Instead, a knowledge management system must 
be a socio-technical system as a whole which 
comprises the knowledge itself (the intellectual 

capital of the organization), organizational at-
tributes (intangibles such as trusting culture), 
policies and procedures, as well as some form of 
electronic storage and retrieval systems.”

Different ways of classifying KM technolo-
gies are utilised in the literature and Antonova, 
et al (2006) categorised technological solutions 
according to the following KM processes: (1) 
generation of knowledge, (2) storing, codification 
and representation of knowledge, (3) knowledge 
transformation and knowledge use and (4) transfer, 
sharing, retrieval, access and searching of knowl-
edge. These specific implications of knowledge 
and KM on KM solutions are important as these 
different views lead to different perceptions and 
definitions of KM systems (Asgarkhani, 2004). As 
such a KM solution enables knowledge creation, 
it provides the basis for continuous innovation 
as one innovation leads to another (Nonaka & 
Takeuchi, 1995).

KEY CONSIDERATIONS IMPACTING 
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

Organizations today face the challenge of creating 
an infrastructure that facilitates knowledge transfer 
– both explicit and implicit. Explicit knowledge 
is easy to identify based on the definitions above, 
but implicit – and specifically tacit – knowledge 
transfer, remains an area of focus. Organizations 
have to manage this process and key issues in 
order to enable the organization to transform tacit 
knowledge into explicit knowledge and make it 
available and accessible company-wide (Clarke 
& Rollo, 2001; Gordon, 1999).

Information Technology

Nonaka, Reinmoller and Toyama (2001, p. 829) 
identify several problems with the current use of 
software tools as the challenge for IT is to aid 
a dynamic process of knowledge creation, not 
a stagnant process of information management 
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and often emphasises the efficiency of process-
ing existing information rather than creating 
new knowledge. Furthermore, current IT-based 
KM mainly focuses on knowledge that has been 
articulated in some tangible form and fails to deal 
with implied knowledge such as hunches and gut 
feelings. Less or no emphasis is placed on new 
visions and innovation as these KM software tools 
extract profits through knowledge economies 
of scale by re-using existing knowledge only 
(Marwick, 2001). KM that relies only on such 
packaged tools, cannot gain sustainable competi-
tive advantage due to the rapid dissemination of 
best practice in IT (Davenport & Prusak, 1998).

A long-term view of fostering the knowledge-
base competence of an organization is required 
when selecting KM software tools and IT is needed 
that aids an effective and efficient knowledge-
conversion process while increasing the swiftness 
and ease of switching from one such process to 
another (Yu, Kim, & Kim, 2004).

Knowledge Work

KM is defined in this chapter as a framework for 
designing an organization’s goals, structures and 
processes so that the organization can use what it 
knows to learn and to create value for its customers 
and community (Choo, February 2000). In addition 
to this framework, organizations must take key 
strategic steps to define and quantify the source 
and nature of the bodies of knowledge that need 
to be included in the KM framework (Wilson & 
Frappaolo, 1999). The organization must protect 
itself from knowledge leaving the organization in 
order to optimally use what it knows across all 
perspectives – vision and strategy, roles and skills, 
policies and procedures and tools and platforms 
(Holloway, 2000; Lindvall, Rus, Jammalamadaka, 
& Thakker, 2001). An understanding of knowl-
edge in organizations, the modes and context of 
conversion of knowledge and the technologies 
used in this conversion are tactical approaches 
to knowledge creation. A strategic knowledge 

creation solution encompasses all of these steps 
in one seamless and complete procedure for 
knowledge work (Hoffmann, Loser, Walter, & 
Herrman, 1999; Kothuri, May 2002; Marwick, 
2001; Vequist & Teachout, 2006).

According to Naisbitt (1982, as quoted by 
Nickols, 2000), white-collar workers first out-
numbered blue-collar workers in the USA in 1956 
where the ratio of manual workers to knowledge 
workers was 2: 1 in 1920 and 1: 2 by 1980. The 
number of knowledge workers in the computer 
industry in the USA was estimated at 72% based 
on a testimony before a senate sub-committee 
(Nickols, 2000). This new type of worker requires 
a different type of management (Edersheim, 2007; 
Frappaolo, 2006; Garvin, 1998; Westhuizen, 
2002) and although knowledge is not new, the 
recognition of knowledge as a corporate asset, 
is new (Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Hoffmann, 
Loser, Walter, & Herrman, 1999; Stewart, 1997). 
Davenport (1998) concludes that there is cur-
rently a greater need than in the past to optimize 
organizational knowledge and to obtain as much 
value as possible from it. Table 1 summarises the 
definition of manual work and knowledge work 
(Nickols, 2000).

A major difference between knowledge work 
and manual work is that knowledge work is in-
formation-based and manual work is materials-
based. A manual work process, regardless of how 
much skill and knowledge is required of the 
worker, consists of converting materials from one 
form to another with tangible results. Knowledge 
work, on the other hand, consists of converting 
information from one form to another with fre-
quently intangible results (Nickols, 2000; Stewart, 
1997). This difference in work output informs 
how these workers will be performance managed 
and how they will be measured (Edersheim, 2007; 
Krogh, Ichijo, & Nonaka, 2000).
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The Learning Organization

Senge (1990) presented tools and ideas for the 
learning organization during the early 1990s. He 
claimed that learning organizations can be built 
“where people continually expand their capacity 
to create results they truly desire, where new 
and expansive patterns of thinking are nurtured, 
where collective aspiration is set free and where 
people are continually learning how to learn 
together” (Senge, 1990, p. 3). He identified five 
key dimensions for building organizations that 
can truly learn namely systems thinking, personal 
mastery, mental models, building shared vision 
and team learning.

The learning organization creates an environ-
ment where the behaviours and practices involved 
in continuous learning, are actively encouraged 
and facilitated. This process of continuous learning 
includes the exchange of both explicit and implicit 
knowledge (Asgarkhani, 2004; Garvin, 1998; 
Kotelnikov, 2001; Marwick, 2001; Salisbury, 
2003; Senge, 1990; Vequist & Teachout, 2006). 
Compared to a learning organization, a coaching 

organization goes beyond this exchange and also 
focuses on how to unlock the inner power of people 
in the organization in order to make them innova-
tors and self-leaders (Hoffmann, Loser, Walter, 
& Herrman, 1999; Kotelnikov, 2001). The next 
stage entails moving from a teaching organization 
where both learning and teaching take place to a 
coaching organization where coaching is added 
to the learning and teaching dimensions.

Kotelnikov (2001) defines unique advantages 
of such a coaching organization. The first ad-
vantage entails ensuring enhanced development 
of individuals and collective tacit knowledge 
through cross-coaching conversations. The second 
advantage is creating enhanced teamwork through 
facilitating a better understanding among team 
members and fostering a deeper integration of their 
activities (Agostini, Albolino, Boselli, Michelis, 
Paoli, & Dondi, 2003). The third advantage is 
ensuring improved development of people and 
the utilisation of their talents by building their 
personal capabilities (Yu, Kim, & Kim, 2004) 
and the last advantage is creating better employee 

Table 1. Manual work vs. knowledge work (Nickols, 2000) 

Manual work Knowledge work

Materials-based Information-based

Manual work process consists of converting materials from one 
form to another

Knowledge work process consists of converting information from 
one form to another

Tangible results Often intangible

Works with knowledge, information Works with and on knowledge, information

Working behaviours are public Working behaviours are private

Visibility of working is high Visibility of working is low

Results almost always immediate Results are not so apparent and rarely immediate

Relatively simple matter to observe linkage between manual worker, 
tools or equipment being used and materials being processed

Linkage between behaviour and results not apparent

Locus of control over work with manager Locus of control over work shifted to worker

Political and positional balance of power Political and professional balance of power

Worker is focus of control Work is focus of control

Compliance is measure of performance Contribution is measure of performance

Efficiency, the ability to get things done is key measure Effectiveness, the ability to get the right thing done is key measure
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empowerment by developing them as self-leaders 
(Edersheim, 2007).

Knowledge Management Barriers

Organizations in the new economy deal with two 
major management tasks given the dynamics of 
hyper-competition and globalization: the result-
ing re-invention of businesses and pressure for 
innovation, as well as the related re-alignment 
of corporate activity (Barclay & Murray, 1997; 
Kothuri, 2002). Further changes in this landscape 
that organizations need to deal with include global 
integration (Kotelnikov, 2001; Kothuri, 2002) and 
geographic distribution associated with the glo-
balisation of markets and growth in organizational 
scope – organizations have to do more with less 
and at an accelerating pace of change (Barclay & 
Murray, 1997; Gordon, 1999).

Obstacles for KM reveals three main groups 
of factors when staff attrition due to downsizing 
and reengineering, growing knowledge-intensity 
of products and services and the revolution in IT 
are considered (Barclay & Murray, 1997; Mc-
Cullough, 2005).

The first factor refers to flaws in the organi-
zational KM process (Murray, 2004), the second 

factor points to misconceptions of the role of 
technology in the process (Moteleb & Wood-
man, 2007) and the third factor is a disregard of 
the importance of the human factor in realising a 
successful knowledge managing and knowledge-
sharing culture (McCullough, 2005).

Van der Westhuizen (2002) describes some 
of the opponents of successful KM as follows:

• The empowered middle manager. A middle 
manager that forms part of a cross-func-
tional value chain running an autonomous 
operation as if his/her small section is the 
whole business, creates internal competi-
tion rather than focusing on the external 
competitors;

• The knowledge management software ven-
dor. The software vendor becomes an ene-
my of knowledge management if software 
products are sold as if it is a solution.

In addition to obstacles of knowledge manage-
ment that organizations deal with, there are also 
barriers to sharing knowledge as summarised in 
Table 2. These barriers are organization specific 
and include organizational hierarchy, geographical 
barriers, human nature and personality.

Table 2. Summary of knowledge management barriers 

Knowledge management barriers

Hierarchy (Andrew & Wes-
thuizen, 1999; Kotelnikov, 
2001)

•  Implicit assumption that wisdom accrues to those with the most impressive organizational titles 
•  Inequality in status among the participants in a knowledge sharing session is a strong inhibitor for 
    tacit knowledge sharing, especially when aggravated by different frameworks of reference

People and Human Nature 
(Frappaolo, 2006; Godbout, 
1999; Krogh, Ichijo, & Non-
aka, 2000)

•  Knowledge transfer is often a case of who you know versus what you know
•  Sharing one’s best thinking, data, understanding and opinion with others diminishes one’s personal 
competitive advantage 
•  Improving by generating new ideas continuously while getting rid of old conventional ideas is 
    difficult due to resistance to change 
•  Use of other people’s knowledge often presents a problem as the notion of ”it-was-not-invented- 
    here” is difficult to break down

Geographical barriers (Kotel-
nikov, 2001; Marwick, 2001)

•  Distance – both physical and time – is a strong inhibitor for tacit knowledge sharing.

Personality (Marwick, 2001; 
McCullough, 2005; Muller, 
Spiliopoulou, & Lenz, 2005)

•  Strong preference for analysis over intuition discourages employees to offer ideas without hard facts 
    to back it up 
•  Penalties for failure discourage experimentation
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Motivating users of a KM system to contribute 
their knowledge to the system is critical for the 
success of the overall KM initiative (Muller, 
Spiliopoulou, & Lenz, 2005). In view of the bar-
riers to sharing knowledge, the motivation of 
people to share their knowledge remains a chal-
lenge (Frappaolo, 2006; Muller, Spiliopoulou, & 
Lenz, 2005). Any KM initiative in an organization 
must address and alleviate these barriers to opti-
mize knowledge sharing as it forms the basis of 
value creation and leveraging of the intangible 
assets of the organization.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
AND INNOVATION

Organizations today realize that leveraging the 
already-accumulated corporate intellectual prop-
erty is by far the lowest-cost way available to 
increase their competitive standing (Frappaolo, 
2006; Koenig, 1998; Stewart, 1997; Tsai & Chen, 
2007; Wind & Main, 1998) and to harness inno-
vation (Krogh, Ichijo, & Nonaka, 2000; Leonard 
& Straus, 1997; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). KM 
practices make bottom line differences to all types 
of organizations (Frappaolo, 2006) and promote 
the methods and technologies that facilitate the 
efficient creation and exchange of knowledge at an 
organization wide level (Krogh, Ichijo, & Nonaka, 
2000; Lee, Kim, & Yu, 2001; Tsai & Chen, 2007).

In such a knowledge-based economy with 
knowledge creation and innovation as the out-
come, the infrastructure supporting KM must not 
be forgotten, as the components of intellectual 
capital, namely know-how and experience, must 
be channeled and made available (Frappaolo, 
2006). Knowledge that is accumulated externally 
is shared widely internally, stored as part of the 
organization’s knowledge base and utilised again 
to develop new technologies, products and ser-
vices stimulating continuous innovation that in 
turn leads to competitive advantage (Nonaka & 
Takeuchi, 1995).

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
SOLUTION SELECTION

An interpretive case study was concluded at a large 
telecommunication corporate within the South 
African context and the issues described in the 
previous sections of this chapter were considered. 
Emphasis was placed on an understanding of the 
key characteristics of a KM solution by exploring 
and describing the nature of KM. Potential research 
participants were selected based on their area of 
expertise and the knowledge work that they per-
form, by utilising both theoretical and convenient 
sampling (Whitman & Woszcynski, 2004).

These criteria were then applied across differ-
ent management (job grade) levels and leadership 
styles in the organization to obtain different per-
spectives from a global, as well as local context. 
By applying the criteria as defined in Table 3, 
research participants (referred to as RP) with dif-
ferent profiles were selected, as depicted in Table 
4. In order to ensure that all research participant 
profile criteria were addressed, as well as different 
combinations of criteria, eight participants were 
identified. This selection ensured that different 
perspectives on the research questions were 
obtained in order to contribute to the richness of 
interview data. Based on the findings of this study, 
a list of key characteristics that a KM solution 
must comply with was collated.

The criteria and rationale used to identify the 
research participants are summarized in Table 3 
and both these components informed the typical 
profile of the research participants. The main 
criteria that informed the participant profile were 
environments where knowledge and knowledge 
sharing are key priorities, behaviors regarding 
knowledge sharing and some knowledge on hu-
man resource aspects in order to obtain input on 
the human-computer interface and related issues. 
Furthermore, research participants with a techni-
cal background, who understand systems with 
broad business process knowledge, as well as a 
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systems and business architecture background, 
informed the profile.

Knowledge Management 
Solution Classification

In a previous section of this chapter, a classifica-
tion method for KM technologies was referenced 
consisting of generation of knowledge, storing, 
codification and representation of knowledge, 
knowledge transformation and knowledge use 
and lastly, transfer, sharing, retrieval, access and 
searching of knowledge (Antonova, Gourova, & 
Nikolov, 2006). This classification was utilised to 
group characteristics identified from the literature 

and to collate it with the characteristics obtained 
from the research participant interviews.

Some characteristics are relevant to more than 
one classification dimension and in such instances 
a primary grouping (■) and a secondary allocation 
(□) have been defined.

Classification 1: Generation 
of Knowledge

The first classification dimension is generation 
of knowledge which comprises of activities for 
knowledge creation, acquisition and capturing as 
shown in Table 5.

Table 3. Identification of research participants 

Criteria Rationale Typical participant profile

1 Technical / technology / systems 
background

Utilise their understanding of systems and 
systems architecture

Information Systems and Network Group 
(engineering) participants

2 Human resources / behavioural 
background

Obtain input in the human computer interface 
and any issues regarding this interface; capturing 
of implicit knowledge

Organizational Development (Human Re-
sources) participants

3 Environments where knowledge 
and knowledge sharing are key for 
success; environments where these 
key assets leave the organization’s 
premises every day

Determine issues regarding knowledge sharing 
within the whole company and regarding key 
specialist skills and knowledge

System specialists, business architecture and 
system architecture specialists

4 Job grade Obtain input from different levels of work and 
different operational levels; obtain input from 
different management and leadership styles

Different levels of participants with regards to 
job grades e.g. executives, general managers, 
senior managers, etc.

5 Broad business, people, process and 
system knowledge

Obtain input on “big picture” issues / require-
ments regarding business, people and knowl-
edge management

Generalists, participants required to integrate 
all management aspects in order to deal with 
their respective departments

Table 4. Research participant profile 

Criteria (referTable 5-1(a)) RP1 RP2 RP3 RP4 RP5 RP6 RP7 RP8

1 Technical / technology / systems background √ √ √ √ √ √

2 Human resources / behavioural background √ √

3 Environments where knowledge and knowledge 
sharing are key for success √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

4 Job grade (5 = executive; 4 = general manager; 3 = 
senior manager, 2 = team leader) in global group (G) 
and in local operation (O)

G5 O3 G4 O3 O4 O2 O4 O5

5 Broad business, people, process and system knowledge √ √ √ √ √
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With regard to knowledge content generation, 
authoring, knowledge creation, knowledge objects 
and content validation are important. Authoring 
encompasses sources of explicit knowledge line 
documents, manuals, proposals, e-mail messages, 
etc., as well as implicit knowledge. Knowledge 
creation refers to the generation of new knowledge 
through thinking or reasoning and knowledge 
objects encompass an object of structured infor-
mation, un-structured information, insight, facts, 
practical and theoretical experience, as well as 
best practice to be stored and manipulated. Con-
tent validation points to the validation and audit-
ing of knowledge objects when they are captured 
and resolves data and information conflicts.

Knowledge discovery allows the generation of 
knowledge through knowledge harvesting, content 
evolution and ensuring that this is made easily 
accessible and available via various distribution 
bearers. Knowledge harvesting is the process of 
pro-actively facilitating the harvesting and captur-
ing of ideas. Knowledge, expertise and content 
evolution refer to the creation of knowledge by 
combining new sources of knowledge, optimising 

feedback loops and by re-applying and re-creating 
knowledge.

Data capturing tools enable the capture of 
knowledge and consists of characteristics such 
as externalization, maintenance and update, 
storing and content capture. This toolset ensures 
that knowledge in the repository is maintained by 
providing mechanisms to refresh data and infor-
mation. Externalization refers to the connection 
of information source to information source and 
to creating interrelationships while maintenance 
and update ensure that knowledge objects in the 
KM system stays valid and recent.

It includes a formal change process for cap-
tured knowledge and also provides versioning 
of content. Storing supports knowledge creation 
through exploitation, exploration and codifica-
tion and content capture facilitates the capture 
of knowledge through mechanisms such as a 
keyboard, optical character recognition, bar code 
identification and real-time location sensors.

Table 5. Characteristics for the generation of knowledge 

Generation of knowledge Source

Dimension Characteristic Literature Research partici-
pant interview

Knowledge content generation

Authoring ■ ■

Knowledge creation ■

Knowledge objects ■

Content validation □

Knowledge discovery

Knowledge harvesting ■ ■

Content evolution ■ ■

Various distribution bearers □

Data capturing tools

Externalisation ■ ■

Maintenance and update ■

Storing □ □

Content capture ■

Refresh data and information ■

■primary grouping □ secondary grouping
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Classification 2: Storing, Codification 
and Representation of Knowledge

The second classification dimension is storing, 
codification and representation of knowledge, 
which comprises of activities contributing to effec-
tive storage, human-readable knowledge and the 
organization of knowledge, as depicted in Table 6.

The storing, codification and representation 
of knowledge classification dimension focuses on 

KM processes and the quantity, quality, accessibil-
ity and representation of the acquired knowledge. 
Several technologies for storage consisting of 
several relevant characteristics have been identi-
fied in the literature and obtained from the research 
participant interviews. Archiving refers to ar-
chiving ability based on certain criteria and busi-
ness rules specified by knowledge base adminis-
trators, while capability is the characteristics 
indicating the potential to influence action, pro-

Table 6. Characteristics for storing, codification and representation of knowledge 

Storing, codification and representation of knowledge Source

Dimension Characteristic Literature Research partici-
pant interview

Technologies for storage

Archiving ■ ■

Capability ■

Customization □

Flexibility □ □

Distributed architecture ■

Security ■ ■

Hardware platform independent ■

Storing ■ ■

Application scalability □

Back-up and housekeeping ■

Human-readable knowledge

Heuristic ■ ■

Content capture □

Content upload □

Content validation ■

Knowledge organization

Classification ■ ■

Customization ■

Date and time stamp ■

Externalization □ □

Flexibility ■ ■

Indexing ■ ■

Internalization □ □

Application scalability ■

Knowledge gap identification ■

Appropriateness □

Content upload ■

Taxonomy ■

■primary grouping □ secondary grouping
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cessing, decision-making and application. Cus-
tomization points to the configuration and set up 
of the system reflecting the specific organization 
or user context (‘personalization’). Flexibility 
refers to the characteristic regarding the handling 
of various media.

Security is an important characteristic that ad-
dresses physical and logical security, since knowl-
edge is such a valuable asset, while storing in this 
context refers to the commitment of knowledge 
to the data warehouse, knowledge warehouse, 
lessons learnt knowledge base or the data mart. 
Some characteristics like application scalability, 
back-up and housekeeping, hardware platform 
independence and distributed architecture ensure 
that the KM application can be adapted to the 
size, application and hardware configuration of 
an organization while ensuring accessibility and 
proper housekeeping of the physical infrastructure.

Human-readable knowledge consists of the 
characteristic set including heuristic and content 
capture, upload and validation. Heuristic means 
that the solution should constantly learn about its 
users and the knowledge it possesses as it is used. 
Its ability to provide a knowledge seeker with 
relevant knowledge should therefore improve over 
time. Content capture, upload and validation refer 
to the characteristics that ensure that knowledge 
is committed to the knowledge repository based 
on certain rules.

Knowledge organization includes classifica-
tion, customization, externalization, flexibility, 
indexing, internalization, appropriateness, tax-
onomy and content upload. Classification handles 
content management according to the context of 
the organization, while customization refers to the 
configuration and set-up of the system reflecting 
the specific organization or user context. Exter-
nalization refers to the connection of information 
source to information source and creating inter-
relationships, as well as the integration of organi-
zational interdependencies. Flexibility ensures that 
knowledge objects of any form as well as different 
subjects, structures, taxonomies and media can be 

included, while indexing means content manage-
ment according to the context of organization. 
Corporate taxonomy refers to the definition of 
how the knowledge is stored, where internaliza-
tion involves the extraction of knowledge from 
the external repository and subsequent filtering 
ensuring greater relevance and appropriateness 
to the knowledge seeker.

Knowledge gap identification is a feature that 
allows a knowledge user to identify areas of the 
knowledge repository that is utilized significantly 
vs. underutilization, as well as to identify areas 
where more content can be uploaded and popu-
lated in the knowledge repository. Two features, 
namely date and time stamp and application 
scalability, refer to the tagging of knowledge to 
track ‘recency’ and the mechanism to add more 
knowledge areas respectively.

Classification 3: Knowledge 
Transformation and Knowledge Use

Classification dimension three is depicted in 
Table 7, being knowledge transformation and 
knowledge use. This refers to the fact that once 
knowledge has been acquired it cannot be used 
in its raw form and must be transformed in order 
to become a valuable knowledge asset. Knowl-
edge transformation ensures that the knowledge 
conforms to the format of the target repository 
and consists of two secondary allocated charac-
teristics namely search and retrieval and access to 
information, encompassing the transformation of 
end-user collected data and information before it 
is committed to the knowledge repository.

Knowledge reconstruction ensures that knowl-
edge is presented in the particular reasoning 
method that is used by the KM system, e.g. edit-
ing into case formats to support case-based rea-
soning or a business intelligence dashboard.

Knowledge use and retrieval encompasses 
expert systems, decision support systems, visu-
alisation tools and knowledge simulation. This 
classification dimension consists of processes of 
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applying expertise to knowledge, the ease of learn-
ing and teaching how to utilize the KM system 
through a user-friendly user interface, which is a 
secondary characteristic allocation in this dimen-
sion. Application includes the timely availability 
of organizational and individual memory and just 
in time learning, as well as inter-group knowl-
edge access. Cognition refers to the connection 
of knowledge to process and suggestive, another 
secondary allocation in this dimension, proposes 
knowledge associations that the user is not able 
to make through the user interface.

Classification 4: Transfer, 
Sharing, Retrieval, Access and 
Searching of Knowledge

The fourth classification dimension is transfer, 
sharing, retrieval, access and searching of knowl-
edge, which comprises of knowledge access, 
searching, collaboration and sharing characteris-
tics, as shown in Table 8. With regard to knowledge 
access and transfer, only primary allocation of 
characteristics and features consisting of content 
delivery, access to information, multi-language 
support, user-friendly user interface and various 
distribution bearers, were concluded. Access to 

information is facilitated via a user-friendly user 
interface and the delivery of content consisting of 
the gathering of user-information and delivering 
appropriate content to meet specific user needs.

Collaboration includes person to person as 
well as team collaboration features encompassing 
the support of the knowledge sharing process 
through a social network analysis and collabora-
tive tools, as well as collective insights across 
operations and different geographical locations. 
Workflow enablement connects people in differ-
ent ways supporting increased work performance 
and productivity.

Knowledge sharing includes intermediation 
- the connection of people to people, i.e. bring 
together those who are looking for a certain piece 
of knowledge and those who are able to provide 
this piece of knowledge – and internalization, 
the connection of explicit knowledge to people 
or knowledge seekers.

For the search and find dimension accessibil-
ity, appropriateness, context-sensitivity, heuristic, 
suggestive, relevance, search and retrieval, timeli-
ness and responsiveness are important. A multi-
language user interface feature supports search 
and find. Accessibility provides an effective search 
and retrieval mechanism for locating relevant 

Table 7. Characteristics for knowledge transformation and knowledge use 

Knowledge transformation and knowledge use Source

Dimension Characteristic Literature Research partici-
pant interview

Knowledge transformation
Search and retrieval □ □

Access to information □

Knowledge reconstruction User sensitive ■ ■

Knowledge use and retrieval

Application ■

Cognition ■ ■

Suggestive □ □

Expertise applying process ■ ■

System learning agility ■

User-friendly user interface □

■primary grouping □ secondary grouping
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information, while appropriateness indicates the 
appropriateness level based on the filtering of 
multiple inputs for the same knowledge object.

Context-sensitivity refers to the feature that 
the solution should be able to understand the 
context of the knowledge requirement and tailor 
responses accordingly. Heuristic indicates that 
as the solution responds to many requests on a 
particular subject, it should learn how to assist 
multiple users in more depth on that subject, while 
suggestive deduces what the knowledge seeker’s 
knowledge needs are.

Relevance indicates the significance of knowl-
edge objects retrieved, and search and retrieval are 

primarily concerned with enhancing the interface 
between the user and information, knowledge 
sources, user-friendliness and learning agility. 
Timeliness and responsiveness refer to the fea-
ture that knowledge must be available whenever 
it is needed with almost immediate retrieval and 
presentation cycles.

Knowledge Management System 
Characteristics Application

A list of KM system characteristics were extracted 
from the literature, obtained from research par-
ticipant interviews and collated and discussed in 

Table 8. Characteristics for transfer, sharing, retrieval, access and searching of knowledge 

Transfer, sharing, retrieval, access and searching of knowledge Source

Dimension Characteristic Literature Research partici-
pant interview

Knowledge access and transfer

Content delivery ■ ■

Access to information ■

Multi-language support ■

User-friendly user interface ■

Various distribution bearers ■

Person to person and team collaboration

Collaboration ■ ■

User sensitive □ □

Expertise applying process □ □

Refresh data and information □

Workflow enabled ■

Knowledge sharing
Intermediation ■ ■

Internalisation ■ ■

Search and find

Accessibility ■

Appropriateness ■

Context sensitivity ■ ■

Heuristic □ □

Multi-language support □

Suggestive ■ ■

Relevance ■

Search and retrieval ■ ■

Timeliness ■ ■

Responsiveness ■

■primary grouping □ secondary grouping
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the previous sections. The characteristics were 
grouped using a classification mechanism for 
technological solutions (Antonova, Gourova, & 
Nikolov, 2006) according to the KM processes, and 
primary and secondary groupings were identified.

This list of grouped and defined characteris-
tics can be applied in two ways. The first is as a 
specification of the requirement of a KM system 
before technology is acquired. The second way 
is to evaluate existing technologies for compli-
ance to KM solutions, to identify gaps in exist-
ing technologies and to assess suitability before 
purchasing new technology.

The set of characteristics compiled based on 
the nature of knowledge and KM, can be used 
to evaluate technologies in order to establish 
whether it will be suitable as KM applications. 
Such a typical checklist is depicted in Table 9, 
where one dimension, namely person to person 
and team collaboration, with the characteristics 
collaboration, user-sensitivity, expertise applying 
process, refreshing of data and information and 
workflow enablement, was used as a requirement 
of a KM solution. Three technology solutions, 
namely eGain Knowledge, SharePoint and video-
conferencing, were evaluated against these char-
acteristics to establish whether it complies with 
requirements for a KM solution. From the result 
of the evaluation reflected in Table 9, a combina-
tion of eGain Knowledge and video-conferencing 
will comply with all the requirements listed for 
person to person and team collaboration, and a 

combination of these two technologies can then 
facilitate KM according to this example.

Merriam-Webster’s on-line dictionary (2007) 
defines a characteristic as “a distinguishing trait, 
quality or property” and this broad definition 
guided the collation of the set of characteristics 
shown in Table 10 as defined in previous sections 
of this chapter. Each characteristic is listed show-
ing the distinguishing feature of a KM system, a 
description of the distinguishing characteristic 
and an example clarifying the characteristic where 
appropriate. According to Offsey (1997), KM 
systems share many basic features although a 
specific KM system would be informed by the 
specific organization. The list of characteristics 
depicted in Table 10 is such a list of common, 
basic features that knowledge management solu-
tions share.

These characteristics may inform the descrip-
tion of a typical knowledge management system 
architecture from a knowledge management point 
of view. This architecture description uses mul-
tiple, concurrent views as the initial description 
of a KM architecture, and such an initial archi-
tectural prototype can be evolved to become a 
real system through several iterations.

FUTURE RESEARCH POSSIBILITIES

An issue accentuated by this research is the evalu-
ation of technologies suitable for knowledge man-

Table 9. Knowledge management system characteristics checklist (illustration only) 

KMS characteristic checklist Technology

Dimension Characteristic eGain Knowledge Share-point Video-confer-
encing

Person to person and team 
collaboration

Collaboration √ √ √

User sensitive √

Expertise applying process √

Refresh data and information √ √

Workflow enabled √ √
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Table 10. Knowledge management system characteristics 

KM Solution Characteristics

Characteristic Description Example

Accessibility Knowledge is a condition of access to information via different 
mechanisms (e.g. web based) and locations.

Role of IT is to provide effective search and 
retrieval mechanisms for locating relevant 
information.

Application Timeous availability of organizational and individual memory, 
just in time learning. Inter-group knowledge access

Expert systems, rapid application of new knowl-
edge through workflow systems

Appropriateness Indicates the appropriateness level based on the filtering of 
multiple inputs for the same knowledge object Prioritised search results

Archiving Refers to archiving ability based on certain criteria specified by 
knowledge base administrators Archiving of project specific information

Authoring
Encompasses knowledge objects i.e. sources of explicit (e.g. 
documents, manuals, proposals, email messages) or implicit 
knowledge (e.g. people)

Supported by standard authoring tools like 
word processors and database management 
systems (DBMS)

Capability Knowledge is the potential to influence action, processing, 
decision-making, application.

Role of IT is to enhance intellectual capital 
by supporting development of individual and 
organizational competencies.

Classification Handles content management according to context of orga-
nization

Corporate taxonomy as knowledge map sup-
ported by classifying and indexing tools

Cognition Refers to connection of knowledge to process Functions of systems to make decisions based 
on available knowledge

Collaboration

Support the knowledge sharing process through a social network 
analysis and collaborative tools; collective insights across opera-
tions and different geographical locations; multi-dimensional 
collaboration

Facilitate communication between users, collab-
oration among users and workflow management

Content capture Enable direct capture of information via front-end or user 
interface Bar-code scanning

Content delivery
Personalisation involves gathering of user-information and 
delivering appropriate content to meet specific user needs 
aligned to user profile

Electronic bulletin boards, through portals is 
knowledge distributed as needed by different 
applications

Content evolution Knowledge creation, combining new sources of knowledge, 
optimize feedback loops and re-apply, re-create Data mining and learning tools

Content upload Upload documents in various formats into the knowledge 
repository Operations manual in.pdf format

Content validation Validation and approval of content prior to making it available 
generally Site administrator or editor

Context sensitivity Solution should be able to understand the context of the knowl-
edge requirement and tailor response accordingly

Should be able to understand and respond 
differently between animal reproduction and 
document reproduction

Creation Refers to generation of new knowledge through thinking or 
reasoning Brainstorming

Customisation Configuration and set-up of solution aligned to organizational 
processes, requirements and architecture Branding

Date and time stamp Refers to date and time knowledge was committed to knowl-
edge base -

Distributed architecture
Ensures that the knowledge management application can be 
adapted to the size, application and architecture configuration 
of an organization

-

continued on following page
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Table 10. Continued

KM Solution Characteristics

Characteristic Description Example

Externalization
Refers to the connection of information source to information 
source and creating interrelationships; integration of organiza-
tional interdependencies

Focuses on explicit knowledge and provides a 
means to capture and organise this knowledge 
into a knowledge repository

Flexibility Solution should be able to handle knowledge of any form as 
well as different subjects, structures, taxonomies and media

If knowledge seeker wants to learn about gramo-
phone records, it should supply knowledge on 
the technology as well as purchasing trends and 
examples of famous recordings

Hardware platform in-
dependent

Application should be scalable and applicable to oganisational 
specific hardware configuration -

Heuristic

Solution should constantly learn about its users and the knowl-
edge it possesses as it is used i.e. continually refine itself as a 
user’s pattern of research is tracked by the system. Its ability 
to provide a knowledge seeker with relevant knowledge should 
therefore improve over time

If the solution responds to many requests on a 
particular subject, it should learn how to assist 
multiple users in more depth on that subject

Indexing Handles content management according to context of organiza-
tion, corporate taxonomy

Corporate taxonomy as knowledge map sup-
ported by classifying and indexing tools

Intermediation
Refers to the connection of people to people i.e. bring together 
those who are looking for a certain piece of knowledge and those 
who are able to provide this piece of knowledge

Primarily positioned in the area of tacit knowl-
edge based on its interpersonal focus

Internalisation Refers to the connection of explicit knowledge to people or 
knowledge seekers

Involves extraction of knowledge from the 
external repository and subsequent filtering 
ensuring greater relevance to knowledge seeker

Knowledge gap identi-
fication

Allows knowledge user to identify areas of the knowledge 
repository that is utilised significantly vs. underutilisation, as 
well as to identify areas where more content can be uploaded 
and populated in the knowledge repository

-

Knowledge harvesting Pro-active facilitation of harvesting and capturing of ideas, 
knowledge, expertise

Knowledge harvesting workshops and focus 
groups, defining tangible knowledge and 
capturing it

Knowledge objects

Data is facts, raw numbers. Information is processed / interpreted 
data. Knowledge is personalised information. Knowledge is 
an object of structured information, un-structured information, 
insight, facts, practical and theoretical experience, as well as 
best practice to be stored and manipulated.

KMS will not appear radically different from 
existing IS, but will be extended toward help-
ing in user assimilation of information. Role of 
IT involves gathering, storing and transferring 
knowledge.

Multi-language support Refers to user specification of preferred language for user 
interface -

Process Knowledge is a process of applying expertise.
Role of IT is to provide link among sources of 
knowledge to create wider breadth and depth of 
knowledge flows.

Refresh data and infor-
mation

Update of knowledge repository as new data and information 
becomes available Mobile handset manual

Responsiveness Knowledge must be available whenever it is needed with almost 
immediate retrieval and presentation cycles

Different time zone applicable in global com-
panies

Scalability Refers to independence of solution to size of organization Major corporate vs. small and medium enter-
prise (SME)

Search and Retrieval
Primarily concerned with enhancing the interface between the 
user and information / knowledge sources, user-friendliness 
and learning agility

Help users better understand the information and 
knowledge available by providing subject-based 
browsing and easy navigation

continued on following page
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agement or the optimization of an organization’s 
existing technologies in achieving knowledge 
management objectives. These ideas could be 
explored further and a comprehensive checklist 
and process can be designed to facilitate this in 
organizations today.

Holm, Olla et al. (2006) suggest that a process 
must be followed in order to create a knowledge 
management system architecture. The objectives 
and overall strategy of the knowledge manage-
ment system must be compiled first after which 
requirements for individual groups in the organi-
zation must be established (Holm, Olla, Moura, 
& Warhout, 2006; Marwick, 2001). Individual 
knowledge management tasks can be derived 
from the requirements that need to be structured 
in such a way that it provides a successful course 
of action for the organization (Holm, Olla, et al., 
2006; McManus, Wilson, & Snyder, 2004). The 

next step is to define the services, e.g. capturing 
tacit expertise and expert directories required as 
services to integrate processes, people and sys-
tems. The final step after the services architecture 
has been defined is to delineate the system archi-
tecture according to a layered approach building 
on to already existing infrastructure and services 
(Holm & Olla, et al., 2006).

CONCLUSION

Various dimensions of knowledge, namely explicit 
knowledge as well as implicit and tacit knowledge 
exist. Information becomes knowledge when 
it is retained as suitable representations of the 
relevant knowledge and when the value can be 
increased through analytical thought processes and 
by transforming knowledge into competencies, 

Table 10. Continued

KM Solution Characteristics

Characteristic Description Example

Security Have to address physical and logical security since knowledge 
is such a valuable asset

Implemented using inherent mechanisms in each 
tool or by using specific tools in addition to the 
existing system

Storing Support knowledge creation through exploitation, exploration 
and codification

Technology enabled store or knowledge reposi-
tory that can support less structured information

Suggestive Solution should be able to deduce what the knowledge seeker’s 
knowledge needs are

Suggest knowledge associations the user is not 
able to do

System learning agility Refers to how easy it is to transfer the skill of using the system 
to the users -

Taxonomy Organise knowledge repository in a defined way in order to 
retrieve Medical term taxonomy

Timeliness Knowledge is available whenever it is needed. Eliminates time-wasting distribution of informa-
tion just in case it might be required

User-friendly user in-
terface

Refers to ease with which user interface may be applied and 
whether interface usage is intuitive -

User-sensitive Solution should be able to organise the knowledge in the way 
most useful to the specific knowledge seeker

Should give knowledge relevant to knowledge 
seeker’s current knowledge level, facilitating 
easier understanding

Various distribution 
bearers

Refers to utilization of different mechanisms for distributing 
knowledge or handling knowledge requests

Mobile phone Short Message Service (SMS) 
notification

Workflow enabled Connects people in different ways supporting increased work 
performance and productivity

Notify users when any changes were made to 
the knowledge repository component that they 
are interested in
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replicating know-how in the process. In order to 
optimally use its know-how, organizations must 
gain an understanding of the source and nature of 
knowledge in the organization to create a strategic 
knowledge solution for knowledge work and to 
foster continuous innovation. Such a strategic 
solution is as much about innovation, the knowl-
edge management process, people and culture in 
an organization as it is about the technology that 
optimally supports it.

An understanding of explicit, implicit and 
tacit knowledge in organizations, the modes 
and context of conversion of knowledge and the 
technologies used in this conversion are tactical 
approaches to knowledge creation. A strategic 
knowledge-creation solution encompasses all of 
these steps in one seamless and complete proce-
dure for knowledge work, and these requirements 
must be considered in the design of a KM system 
architecture.

KM tools are enhancements of existing tech-
nologies although true KM technologies differ 
in several aspects from traditional technologies 
based on the nature of knowledge and KM as 
discussed in the previous section. Some of these 
aspects include an understanding of the context of 
knowledge, organization of knowledge in the way 
most useful to the knowledge seeker, capability 
of the solution to constantly learn about its users 
and the ability to deduce what the knowledge 
seeker’s knowledge needs are. Other aspects in-
clude access to sources of knowledge rather than 
the knowledge itself, support in user assimilation 
of information and providing effective search and 
retrieval mechanisms in locating relevant infor-
mation. A variety of software tools are available 
providing support to KM systems through four 
main functions, namely the association of people 
to people, the association of information source 
to information source, the association of explicit 
knowledge to knowledge seekers and the associa-
tion of knowledge to process.

KM systems share many basic features al-
though a specific KM system would be informed 
by the specific organization. The set of charac-
teristics obtained from the literature and from the 
research participant interviews are such a list of 
common, basic features that KM solutions share. 
This characteristic set can be utilised in two ways: 
the first is as a specification of the requirement of 
a KM system before technology is acquired, and 
the second way is to evaluate existing technolo-
gies for compliance to KM specific applications 
or to assess suitability before purchasing new 
technology.

The character of KM is about people, systems 
and processes in building core competencies 
through managing knowledge reserves. It supports 
enhanced learning and understanding through 
provision of explicit and implicit knowledge 
and aids the assimilation of information. KM is 
concerned with knowledge flows and the process 
of creation, sharing and distributing knowledge 
through organised access to content. It is inher-
ently linked to the sharing of knowledge between 
individuals, who are not necessarily collocated, 
by means of collaborative processes creating new 
knowledge and aiding innovation. Technology is 
a key enabler of KM and enhances intellectual 
capital by supporting the development of indi-
vidual and organizational competencies. It aids the 
gathering, storing and transferring of knowledge 
by providing access to sources of knowledge and 
knowledge itself through user-friendly capture 
and effective search and retrieval mechanisms 
enabling continuous innovation.
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ABSTRACT

Nonaka (1998) argued that for companies to 
prosper they must move away from a view of 
organizations as information processing entities 
with a focus on formal and systematic knowledge 
to exploit tacit knowledge. Much of the subsequent 
literature relates to commercial companies, often 
in North America. Public services in the UK are 
undergoing rapid change to improve cost effec-
tiveness, customer focus and improve outcomes. 

Reports such as Wanless (2002, 2004, 2007), Protti 
(2002) and Gray (2007) argue that this requires a 
more intelligent use of knowledge and informa-
tion. However, authors such as Avison and Wood 
Harper, (1990) have long argued that systems to 
support such information-based innovations are 
context dependent and should be viewed as socio-
technical systems rather than simply technological 
systems. This study uses Checkland’s Soft systems 
Methodology (SSM) to consider the local factors 
operating within a case study from a local NHS 
health informatics service organization to assess 
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the need to take account of local factors when 
applying knowledge management techniques in 
such cases, with a particular focus on managing 
the tacit knowledge components, highlighted by 
Nonaka.

INTRODUCTION

Nonaka (1998) argued that for companies to 
prosper they must move away from a view of 
organizations as information processing entities 
with a focus on formal and systematic knowledge 
to exploit tacit knowledge. He argues that this 
view is deeply ingrained citing Taylor’s principles 
of scientific management (1911) as the source. 
Taylor’s premise that “the remedy for this inef-
ficiency lies in systematic management, rather 
than searching for some unusual or extraordinary 
man” is still seen today in the emphasis on formal 
and systematic knowledge. For example, Keskin 
(2005) reports that organizations starting out in 
KM tend to initially concentrate on developing 
a strategy which is oriented towards explicit 
knowledge. On the other hand, writers such as 
Galliers and Newell (2003) define knowledge as 
something which is uniquely human. It labels the 
storage, generation and distribution activities of 
the computer as “information management”, while 
reserving the “knowledge management” term for 
activities performed by humans, based upon the 
principle that information becomes knowledge 
only when it is processed by a human mind.

This study uses a case study focused upon IT 
help desks. These environments, perhaps because 
of the technical background of many of their 
staff and managers, tend to emphasize the role of 
technology in knowledge management and focus 
upon explicit knowledge that can be codified and 
structured in the Taylorian tradition.

Focusing on technology as the core of KM 
can lead to inadequate attention being paid to 
the human elements of KM including, culture, 
creativity, innovation, social networks etc. Reli-

ance on a “technology push” (Damodaran and 
Olphert 2000) is not sufficient to achieve the 
organizational culture and context which will 
promote organizational learning. Cabrera, Collins 
and Salgado (2006) argue that technology alone 
cannot ensure that knowledge will be volunteered 
and shared and Kiluge et al (2001) suggested that 
those organizations most likely to fail at KM are 
those that implement technology-based solutions, 
and wait.

Holsapple (2005) argues that the exclusive and 
the identification perspective have “blind spots” 
(that obscure a clear vision of the relationship 
between technology and knowledge management. 
There is a more balanced, alternative “inclusive” 
perspective, which doesn’t equate knowledge with 
information, or conversely, create a boundary 
between them. This perspective recognizes that 
modern KM has been enriched by advances in 
technology, for example, decision support technol-
ogy, research support systems and communities 
of interest/practice. From this perspective a KM 
system is a socio-technical system which has as its 
objective the management and sharing of knowl-
edge to support the achievement of organizational 
goals, recognizing the importance of human and 
cultural aspects of KM and the enabling role of 
technology.

This view is supported by Jennex et al (2008)
Jennex and Olfman (2006) and Jennex and Olfman, 
(2005) who argue that “KM success is a multidi-
mensional concept. It is defined by capturing the 
right knowledge, getting the right knowledge to the 
right user, and using this knowledge to improve 
organizational and/or individual performance. KM 
success is measured by means of the dimensions: 
impact on business processes, strategy, leadership, 
the efficiency and effectiveness of KM processes, 
the efficiency and effectiveness of the KM system, 
organizational culture, and knowledge content.” 
and that “culture is a CSF but not an output of 
KM success.”

This increasing emphasis upon culture as a 
critical success factor for KM, leads the authors 
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to adopt a methodology designed to capture these 
aspects of culture, described in the next section. In 
particular, this study will seek to identify cultural 
barriers to effective knowledge sharing in support 
of the organizational goals, which might not be 
revealed using alternative approaches.

THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The aim of the research is to investigate the im-
portance of local and cultural factors in the suc-
cessful deployment of knowledge management, 
particularly in the management of high value 
tacit knowledge. The specific findings from the 
case study are necessarily not generalizable, but 
their importance to the success of the local case 
can be used to demonstrate the validity of the 
principle that the KM system should be viewed 
is a socio-technical system rather than a techno-
logical innovation.

Avison et al (1998) argue that “Traditional 
approaches to information systems development 
can lead to an over-emphasis on the design and 
construction of computer-based artifacts such 
that insufficient attention is given to the social 
and contextual aspects of information systems 
development”. Further, they argue that “any IS 
methodology that relies overmuch on technical 
rationality is, by itself, an insufficient foundation 
for IS development.”

Therefore, this research seeks a more holistic 
approach, favored by Hirschheim et al. (1996) who 
argue that “sophisticated social theories are needed 
to understand and make sense of IS development 
activity”. As a consequence, this research is based 
around an analysis of a case study using Check-
land’s soft systems methodology (Checkland, 
1999; Checkland and Poulter, 2006).

Developed by Checkland and Scholes (1990), 
SSM has been described as “partly aiming to 
structure previously unstructured problems rather 
than to solve well structured problems” (Platt and 
Warwick 1995). It is an approach that has been 

widely used by public and private sector managers 
to deal effectively with problems associated with 
organizational change. We shall use it to seek to 
establish whether it can reveal critical local factors 
justifying the view of the knowledge management 
system as a socio-technical system.

SSM attempts to understand a given organi-
zation holistically by analyzing the structure of 
organizations as a whole and from many view-
points. Checkland and Scholes (1990) have applied 
this methodology at the community level in the 
NHS, where they developed models of a system 
that could evaluate any health care project. They 
based this on the idea that health is a changing 
“norm” rather than an attainable goal.

SSM has been applied by a few authors in 
the Knowledge management area. For example, 
Fennessy (2002) used SSM in conjunction with 
SISTeM (Soft Information Systems and Tech-
nologies Methodology) to analyze KMS issues, 
human-computer interaction and the development 
of criteria for selecting a system. However, the 
study described herein uses SSM for a different 
purpose, to identify socio-technical factors which 
can influence the success of knowledge manage-
ment across an organization.

Gao et al (2002) argue for the importance of 
taking multiple perspectives into account within 
knowledge management, and identify a range 
of soft systems approaches which may be used. 
(Ackoff, 1979; Beer, 1972; Churchman, 1970;

Flood and Jackson, 1991; Linstone, 1999; 
Mason, and Mitroff, 1981; Ulrich, W. 1983). SSM 
was chosen for this study because of its emphasis 
upon learning and its previous application within 
the UK public sector

The traditional SSM model is organized into 
seven distinct stages, which are summarized in 
Figure 1. The methodology contains real world 
activities which involve people in the problem 
domain (Stages 1-2, 5-7) and systems thinking 
activities (Stages 3 and 4) that may or may not 
involve those in the problem domain.
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APPLYING SSM TO THE CASE 
STUDY PROBLEM

In stage one, the researcher seeks to data to define 
a view of the problem. The local case study was 
investigated using three complementary data 
collection techniques: an on-line questionnaire, 
focus group and one hundred randomly selected 
incident descriptions.

A link to an online questionnaire was e-mailed 
to all thirty eight service desk agents employed 
by the HIS across its six service desks. An infor-
mation sheet for participants was attached to the 
e-mail. The questionnaire is shown in Appendix 1.

Following this, all HIS service desk managers 
were invited to participate in a focus group. They 
were asked to consider two questions: “What 
barriers to knowledge sharing currently exist?” 
and “How can knowledge sharing be improved?”

They were asked to consider each question 
from three perspectives: within service desk teams, 
between HIS service desk teams and between 
service desk teams and local support teams, to 
enable a comparison to be made with the findings 
of the service desk agent survey.

The focus group was facilitated by one of the 
researchers. With the consent of participants, an 
audio recording was made of the session. This 
allowed the researcher to concentrate on listening 
and observing the session. It was also felt that a 
tape recording would provide a more reliable and 
comprehensive basis for analysis than field notes.

Finally, a download of one hundred randomly 
selected incident descriptions was obtained from 
one system. It was hoped that analysis of this data 
would help to achieve one of the key objectives 
of the knowledge audit, which was to identify 
the what proportion of incidents were resolved 
through the application of tacit knowledge and 
what proportion were resolved through the ap-
plication of explicit knowledge.

At stage two of the SSM, the data gleaned 
from stage one is represented as a “rich picture”, 
with all of the relevant relationships represented.

In stage three “root definitions” are constructed 
for the relevant Human Activity Systems (HAS) 
identified in stages one and two. The mnemonic 
CATWOE can be used as a checklist to ensure 
that the root definition is complete

(C)ustomer (people affected by the system)
(A)ctor (people participating in the system)
(T)ransformation (the transformation carried out 

by the system)
(W)eltanschauung (world view)
(O)wnership (person (s) authorized to decide on 

future of system)
(E)nvironment (the wider system)

In stage four a root definition is formed which 
provides the basis for a conceptual model contain-
ing all the elements of CATWOE.

Figure 1. Stages of SSM, adapted from Macias-
Chapula (1992)
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In stages five and six the conceptual model is 
compared with the real world to highlight possible 
changes in the real world and these will result in 
recommendations.

In stage seven recommendations are imple-
mented.

CASE STUDY: THE 
RESEARCH SETTING

North Mersey Health Informatics Service (HIS) 
provides information management and technology 
(IM&T) services to eight National Health Service 
(NHS) Trusts in North Merseyside in Liverpool, 
UK. There are currently six separate service desks.

According to the IT Infrastructure Library 
(ITIL 2007) the main goal of a service desk 
should be to provide a single point of contact for 
customers by receiving and recording calls from 
users, providing a initial asseSSMent of incidents, 
making a first attempt at incident resolution and 
monitoring and escalating incidents according 
to agreed service levels. This view reflects the 
Taylorian view of scientific management, where 
knowledge management is concerned with the 
systemization and codification of knowledge.

There is a paucity of published research 
concerning the implementation of KM systems 
within the IT service desk environment. However, 
research relating to the wider customer service in-
dustry must be considered to have some relevance.

Such research shows that many agents are 
reluctant to use KM tools (Downing 2004). Rea-
sons cited include the lack of training in the use 
of the KM tools, using the tools takes too much 
time and are not personally fulfilling, and that 
the tool doesn’t contain the required knowledge

The over-riding message from this research is 
that agents preferred to consult colleagues than 
to use the KM tool.

One service desk provides a service to three 
organizations. The other service desks are each 
dedicated to one organization. Each service desk 

has its own service desk system but the HIS has 
recently procured a new system which all desks 
will migrate to. The first service desk will migrate 
in August 2007.

The HIS has an organizational goal to increase 
the proportion of incidents resolved at first point 
of contact by its service desks. Limited perfor-
mance data is available from existing service desk 
systems. However, a HIS customer satisfaction 
survey (HIS 2007) carried out in April 2007 in-
dicated that, on average, across the six services 
desks, 42% of customers felt that their most re-
cently reported incident had been resolved at first 
point of contact. There was a significant variation 
between the highest (71%) and the lowest (30%). 
These statistics suggest that there is scope to both 
improve the average performance and to achieve 
more consistent performance across the HIS.

Findings from SSM Stage 1: The 
Problem Situation Unstructured

Data collected from the survey of service desk 
agents, the focus group attended by service desk 
managers and the download of data from a HIS 
service desk system were used to provide an un-
structured view of the problem situation, in our 
case study, the provision of help desk services. 
This elicited the following key findings:

Types of Knowledge Required 
by Service Desk Agents

Analysis of the data download resulted in the 
identification of 8 categories of incident, which 
are shown in Table 1, together with their relative 
frequency.

Further analysis of the data was undertaken in 
an attempt to determine the type of knowledge, 
explicit or tacit, that would have been required to 
resolve the incident. As the download included a 
description of the incident but not a description 
of the “fix” this proved to be difficult to achieve.
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At a superficial level it could be observed that 
certain categories of incident were more likely 
to be “hard” than “soft” problems and therefore 
would probably have been resolved through the 
application of explicit rather than tacit knowledge. 
For example, 42% of incidents in the sample were 
concerned with national applications, and of these 
a substantial proportion were concerned with 
the issue and renewal of smartcards. In order to 
resolve these incidents service desk agents would 
need to access explicit knowledge in the form 
of registration authority policies and procedures

A significant proportion of the 20% of inci-
dents that were concerned with hardware were 
requests for equipment. Again, in order to resolve 
these incidents service desk agents would need 
to access explicit knowledge in the form of local 
procurement policies and procedures

Use of Knowledge Sources

Findings from the survey showed that 79% of 
agents referred to colleagues for knowledge on a 
daily basis. Managers and “local experts” were 
also referred to on a daily basis by 44% of agents. 
The most commonly used “non-human” sources 
of knowledge were policies and procedures which 
were referred to on a daily basis by 42% of agents. 
Other sources, including known error bases, local 

knowledge bases and external vendor knowledge 
bases were used but on a less frequent basis.

The Role of the Service Desk Agent

Service desk agents were asked to assess the 
relative importance of various aspects of their 
role. The results show that respondents found 
it difficult to identify which particular aspect 
of their role was “most important”. A majority 
(68%) of those who responded regarded incident 
resolution as the “most important” aspect of the 
role. However, most (52%) also thought that log-
ging, assigning and escalating incidents was of 
equal importance. Only 44% felt that knowledge 
creation, for example recording details of fixes, 
fell into this category. Fewer still (40%) felt that 
sharing knowledge with colleagues was the most 
important aspect of the role

Sources of Knowledge

79% of respondents indicated that they consulted 
with service desk colleagues on a daily basis. A 
finding which seemed rather at odds with the fact 
that only 40% of service desk agents regarded 
information sharing as one of the most important 
aspects of the role.

Table 1. Categories of incident identified 

Type Examples Frequency

National applications
requests for new smartcards, smartcard renewals and personal identification 
number resets, and some requests for PCs to be configured to enable access 
to national applications

42%

Hardware eg requests to procure all types of hardware and reports of faults. 20%

Software mainly reports of software applications running slowly or crashing 18%

Telecoms requests for mobile phones, problems with mobile phones etc 5%

Security Incidents requests for advice on possible breaches of security, for example e-mails 
containing patient identifiable information 3%

Administration requests for changes to user profiles and e-mail accounts 2%

File Management eg requests for the creation and moving of folders 2%

Network reports of networks running slowly or problems with connectivity 2%
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Also referred to on a daily basis were, service 
desk managers (44%), “local experts” (44%).

This means that the three most commonly 
used internal sources of knowledge were “people” 
rather than “systems”. This finding was rather 
surprising given that it had been observed from 
a high level analysis of incidents by category that 
the majority of incidents received by service desks 
were resolved through the application of explicit 
rather than tacit knowledge. This suggested that 
much of the knowledge being obtained from ser-
vice desk colleagues, managers and local experts 
was knowledge that could be elicited, codified and 
made available via an internal knowledge base.

Policies and procedures were referred to on a 
daily basis by 42% of respondents and significant 
proportions of respondents indicated that, at least 
once or twice a week they accessed knowledge 
in known error databases (42%) and/or other 
local knowledge bases (53%). Real time system 
monitoring was used infrequently or never (32%), 
but this finding may reflect the fact that not all 
service desk teams have access to real time system 
monitoring. More surprising is the fact that 44% 
of respondents never access knowledge from 
service desk scripts.

External sources of knowledge were less used 
than internal sources. 47% of respondents used 
vendor knowledge bases at least once or twice a 
week. Only 26% indicated that they used online 
forums as a source of knowledge with the same 
frequency.

Recording and Sharing 
of Knowledge

According to the results of the survey, all respon-
dents record new knowledge in some way. 45% 
of respondents indicated that they record new 
knowledge in a way that it can be accessed by 
other service desk agents in their own team. The 
fact that only 22% record new knowledge in the 
service desk system may reflect the fact that some 
of the existing service desk system in use across 

the HIS do not have a knowledge base. However, 
the key statistic to note is that a third of all new 
knowledge was recorded for personal use only.

Although all respondents felt that knowledge 
was shared within service desk teams, in the ma-
jority of cases (56%) this was on an ad hoc basis 
rather than in a systematic way (44%). 44% of 
respondents felt that knowledge was not shared 
between HIS service desk teams. Of those who 
felt that knowledge was shared, only 11% felt that 
this was done in a systematic way. The remaining 
44% felt that knowledge sharing across HIS service 
desk teams took place on a purely ad hoc basis.

All respondents felt that some knowledge 
sharing did take place between the service desk 
team and other support teams, for example, 
server support teams and desktop support teams. 
However, again the majority (56%) felt that such 
sharing took place on an ad hoc basis rather than 
in any systematic way.

Almost a third of service desk agents (31%) 
felt that there were no barriers to knowledge shar-
ing within service desk teams, eg “Everyone is 
very happy to help and share their knowledge.” 
However, some technological and cultural barriers 
to knowledge sharing within teams were flagged:

Need for better knowledge base facilities within 
the service desk software.

People like to have power over things.

In the focus group, service desk managers 
described a situation which, in most respects, sup-
ported the data provided by service desk agents. 
That is, that knowledge was freely shared within 
service desk teams, but that knowledge sharing 
was ad hoc rather than systematic.

They also agreed that, as the survey findings 
had shown, colleagues and managers were the ser-
vice desk agents’ preferred source of knowledge. 
While the view was expressed that that this type 
of interaction within the team was a “good thing”, 
there was also recognition that if certain individu-
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als were being asked the same questions time and 
again, this could eventually lead to frustration.

Managers felt that the “knowledge is power” 
phenomenon was not usually encountered within 
service desk teams but they concurred with the 
service desk agents’ view that lack of time to 
share knowledge in any systematic way was a 
key barrier.

Another barrier identified by managers, which 
had not been mentioned in survey results, related 
to working patterns. Some service desk agents 
work part-time and others, where service desks 
are open 24/7, work nights only. These individu-
als were seen as being disadvantaged in that they 
did not encounter the same diversity of problems 
as their full-time, nine- to- five colleagues, and 
therefore did not have to source the knowledge 
necessary to resolve such problems.

Analysis of service desk agents’ responses 
again identified technological and cultural barriers.

Lack of centralized Knowledge Base.

A lot of people do not see the HIS as one big or-
ganization, a lot of people still have the mentality 
of ‘them and us’.

However, a quarter of respondents pointed 
out that HIS service desks serve a range of orga-
nizations which currently use different systems. 
Therefore, service desk teams have differing 
knowledge requirements.

Different systems therefore, some fixes at one site 
would be inappropriate at another.

Service desk managers agreed with agents that 
it was the differences between the services that the 
various service desks currently support that was 
the main barrier to knowledge sharing, although it 
was acknowledged that there were some positive 
examples of knowledge sharing between those 
service desks which support national applications.

Managers did not feel that the absence of any 
significant sharing of knowledge between HIS 
service desks was as a result of resistance by staff, 
but rather that there was no pressing reason to do 
so at this point in time.

Some service desk managers felt quite strongly 
that there were significant barriers to knowledge 
sharing between their own service desk teams and 
other local support teams and that these barriers 
were mainly cultural rather than technological. 
One manager noted, “We don’t have systems to 
do it, but that’s the least of it!”.

There was agreement that barriers to knowl-
edge sharing between service desk agents and 
support teams were less significant on sites where 
teams were small. In small teams there was more 
need for flexibility of roles. In fact, in one small 
team, 1st, 2nd and 3rd line support staff worked 
on a rota basis. However, on sites where teams 
were larger, support staff seemed less willing to 
work flexibly. When 2nd and 3rd line support staff 
were occasionally required to provide cover on the 
service desk, they did so very unwillingly and the 
outcome was inevitably degradation in service to 
customers. Managers felt that this again pointed 
to a perception by support staff that the role of 
service desk agent has lower status than the role 
of a “technician”.

Improving Knowledge Sharing

Almost half of the service desk agents’ suggestions 
as to how knowledge sharing within service desk 
teams could be improved, were focused on better 
use of technology, for example,

A shared service desk software should have the 
facility to store a knowledge base, as this is where 
all service desk operators will spend most of their 
time, then they won’t have to trawl through 1000s 
of folders on shared drives.
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However, other suggestions were more con-
cerned with cultural aspects of knowledge sharing, 
for example,

Time to be able to document and inform new 
starters.

Although managers had previously expressed 
the view that that there were no significant bar-
riers to knowledge sharing within service desk 
teams, they did agree with service desk agents’ 
view that a knowledge base could deliver benefits 
to the service.

They felt it was important that the knowledge 
base should be very easy to access and that ad-
equate training should be provided to service desk 
agents, so that users weren’t left on hold for long 
periods of time while service desk agents tried to 
find a solution to their problem.

More than half of service desk agents’ thought 
that knowledge sharing between HIS service desk 
teams could be improved through improved use 
of technology. For example:

Instant messaging is a superb tool; I have used it 
on other help desks and it is fantastic as you can 
contact experts whilst on the phone to a client 
massively increasing first line fix rates.

Initially service desk managers had expressed 
the view that lack of commonality in the services 
supported by the various HIS service desks meant 
that there was no real driver to share knowledge. 
However, as the discussion progressed, a number 
of areas were identified where there was agreement 
that knowledge sharing could deliver benefits, 
and some suggestions were made as to how this 
could be achieved.

For example, some service desks which op-
erate 24/7 provide an “out of hours” service to 
customers in other HIS partner organizations. 
There was agreement that the staff that provide 
this service could benefit from having access to 

“local” knowledge about the systems used in these 
other organizations.

Service desk managers felt that knowledge 
sharing between the service desk team and other 
local support teams was the area where there was 
most scope for improvement.

There was consensus that the quality of any 
knowledge base would be dependent upon the 
degree of “buy in” from support staff. If support 
staff were fully engaged with the knowledge base 
they would record and update knowledge about 
fixes as part of their daily routine. This would in 
turn improve the quality of knowledge available 
to service desk agents, and this in time would 
enable an increase in the proportion of incidents 
resolved at first point of contact.

However, it was clear to all that if this level 
of engagement was to be achieved, service desk 
teams and support teams would have to recog-
nize that they share the same objectives for the 
service, and that these would only be achieved if 
knowledge is shared.

Although the responses to an earlier question 
(4.4.1) indicated that a third of all new knowledge 
was recorded by service desk agents for their own 
personal use only, surprisingly most service desk 
agents felt that little knowledge would be lost if 
they left the organization. However, further con-
sideration of responses suggests that, for some 
service desk agents, the fact that their knowledge 
is stored on the shared drive leads them to believe 
that this knowledge would not be lost if they left 
the organization. This assumes that the knowledge 
is organized and recorded in such a way that it 
could be easily accessed by others.

I share all information and personal files are all 
on network drives.
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SSM Stage 2: Graphical 
Representation of the 
Problem Situation

In stage 2 the key findings were represented as a 
“rich picture”, reproduced in figure 2.

SSM Stage 3: Forming a Root 
Definition

In stage 3 a root definition was formed which ex-
pressed the purposeful activity of system described 
by the rich picture in a clear and explicit form.

An effective system which supports the creation, 
storage, transfer and application of knowledge and 
enables service desk agents to improve the service 
they provide to IT users and helps to ensure that 
the North Mersey remains the preferred provider 
of IT support to its partner organizations.

The key elements of the definition, according 
to SSM CATWOE criteria were identified as in 
Table 2.

In stage 4 the root definition and the CATWOE 
criteria provided the basis for construction of a 
conceptual model. This model (see figure 3) il-

Table 2. SSM CATWOE criteria 

C (Customers) IT service users within North Mersey HIS partner organizations

A (Actors) Service Desk Agents

T (Transformation) The creation, storage, transfer and application of knowledge

W (World view) Working towards improved IT support services in the context of the concept of Trusts having 
a choice of IT Support Services providers

O (Owner) The IT Support Services Provider - The North Mersey HIS

E (Environment) There are barriers to knowledge sharing that need to be overcome

Figure 2. Rich picture of support function
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lustrates the main activities necessary for the 
system and their logical dependencies.

In stage 5 the rich picture was compared with 
the conceptual model. The differences are noted 
in Table 3.

SSM Stage 6: Proposed Actions

Informed by the comparison of the rich picture 
with the conceptual model, in stage 6 a number 
of changes were recommended that would help 
to address the “problem” of knowledge sharing 
within and across HIS I.T. service desk teams.

1.  Establish an internal HIS-wide knowledge 
base

The HIS has recently procured a new service 
desk system, the functionality of which includes a 
knowledge base. Implementation is scheduled to 
commence in August 2007. This will provide the 
technical capability needed to support an internal 
HIS wide knowledge base.

The more explicit knowledge is captured and 
recorded in the internal knowledge base, the more 
service desk agents will be enabled to resolve 
incidents without reference to colleagues and man-
agers. A well populated knowledge base should 
enable even a “novice” to resolve the majority of 
straightforward incidents that are reported, and 
only complicated incidents, which are likely to 
be much fewer in number will need to be referred 
to an “expert”.

2.  Promote use of the knowledge base by service 
desk agents

Given service desk agents have expressed a 
preference for referring to colleagues for knowl-
edge, it would be foolish to assume that they 
will immediately be enthusiastic users of the 
knowledge base. A strategy should be developed 
and implemented to address the following key 
issues which should help to encourage use of the 
knowledge base by service desk agents:

Figure 3. Conceptual model for IT Service Desk KM system
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• the knowledge base must be easy to use
• agents must be trained to record and re-

trieve knowledge
• the knowledge base must be comprehen-

sive, reliable and current
3.  Promote the use of the knowledge base 

by support teams

The buy-in of support teams will be essential 
to the successful implementation of the knowledge 
base. This means that support team members must 
be committed to uploading and revising knowledge 
as part of their daily routine. It is clear from the 
findings of the research that this will require cul-
tural change. An action plan should be developed 
and implemented to deliver the following:

Service desk teams and support teams should 
come together on a regular basis to develop shared 
service objectives, set targets and review progress.

Support staff should be encouraged to have 
shared ownership of the knowledge base with the 
service desk team

Support teams will need to receive training in 
the use of the knowledge base. Training should 
cover, what knowledge should be recorded, how 
it should be organized and recorded, when it 
should be revised.

4.  Improve the management of tacit knowledge.

Tacit knowledge is more difficult to manage 
than explicit knowledge, but as evidence from the 
literature review has highlighted, it is extremely 
valuable to organizations and therefore should not 
be neglected in a knowledge management strategy.

Findings suggest that service desk agents and 
managers are in possession of tacit knowledge in 
the form of experiential and situational knowledge 
which would be difficult to elicit and codify. 
However, the findings of this research suggest 
that they are also in possession of “hard”, factual 
knowledge that is not currently recorded, but could 
be. Steps should be taken to encourage managers 
and agents to proactively populate the internal 
knowledge base with this type of knowledge as 

Table 3. Comparison of rich picture of current situation and conceptual model of desired state 

Rich picture Conceptual model

Most incidents reported to the service desk can 
be resolved through the application of explicit or 
“hard” knowledge

Explicit knowledge is codified and recorded in a single internal knowledge base.

Service desk agents prefer to ask colleagues 
and managers for knowledge, rather than refer 
to other sources

Service desk agents are fully trained in the use of the internal knowledge 
base and have confidence that they will find the knowledge they need there. 
The internal knowledge base is the first point of reference for explicit knowledge but 
service desk agents will continue to refer to colleagues and managers when a problem 
requires the application of tacit or “soft” knowledge, or when the internal knowledge base 
and other sources have failed to provide the necessary knowledge.

Some new knowledge is recorded by service desk 
agents, but often in a way that does not enable it 
to be shared with others

Service desk agents record new knowledge in the internal knowledge base. All explicit 
knowledge is codified and recorded.

Knowledge is shared within service desk teams, 
but on an ad hoc rather than systematic basis

The internal knowledge base enables systematic sharing of knowledge.

Most new knowledge is uncovered by support 
teams but is not shared with the service desk team

When an incident cannot be resolved by the service desk it is escalated to 2nd/3rd line support. 
Following resolution knowledge about the “fix” is recorded in the internal knowledge base.

Knowledge is not shared between HIS service 
desk teams

A single internal knowledge base is used by all HIS service desk teams.

There are both cultural and technological barriers 
to knowledge sharing

The internal knowledge base addresses many of the technological barriers to knowledge sharing. 
HIS Management team promotes a knowledge sharing culture across the organization.
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this would help to achieve a more rapid popula-
tion of the system and encourage use by service 
desk agents.

Although difficult to capture and make explicit, 
tacit knowledge can be shared in other ways. It 
is therefore essential that a knowledge strategy 
includes activities which will promote the sharing 
of tacit knowledge.

Stage 7 of the SSM methodology is concerned 
with the implementation of recommendations and 
is therefore yet to be completed.

CONCLUSION

The case study does not provide specific gen-
eralizable knowledge for the KM community, 
although with the current paucity of studies in UK 
public sector organizations, especially those that 
are knowledge intensive such as IT help desks, 
it may provide some useful insights.

However, it has much more significance to 
the wider community in demonstrating how a 
socio-technical approach can help gain a much 
greater understanding of the social and cultural 
factors acting as barriers and levers to knowl-
edge management. Traditionally, there has been 
a view of a binary divide between explicit and 
tacit knowledge: tacit knowledge is often stated 
to be that which cannot be made explicit. This 
study reveals evidence of knowledge kept tacit 
for social or cultural reasons. This situation is 
schematically represented in Table 4.

The bottom right hand quadrant is key, because 
it represents knowledge that could be structured 
and codified, but generally is not.

The socio-technical analysis revealed a number 
of key features about this specific organization. 
Most incidents reported to a service desk can 
be resolved through the application of explicit 
rather than tacit knowledge. However, most new 
knowledge is uncovered by support teams and is 
not shared with the service desk team. Where new 
knowledge is recorded by service desk agents it 
is often done in a way that does not enable it to 
be shared with others. Similarly, knowledge is 
shared within service desk teams, but on an ad 
hoc rather than systematic basis

For more complex problems, service desk 
agents prefer to ask colleagues and managers for 
knowledge, rather than refer to other sources. 
There are both technical and cultural barriers 
to knowledge sharing. Within this organization, 
knowledge which could be systemized and made 
explicit is effectively kept within the tacit domain 
for cultural rather than technical reasons.

These characteristics may be specific to this 
organization. However, the authors assert that it is 
implausible to suggest that other similar barriers 
to knowledge management arising from the social 
rather than technical dimensions do not exist in 
other contexts.

This may be regarded as “tacit meta-knowl-
edge” ie the tacit knowledge about the knowledge 
management function itself within an organization. 
Without tackling the management of this body of 

Table 4.

Explicit Tacit

Technical view Knowledge which can be structured and codified 
Should be codified to maximize access for 
staff and response times for customers

High value knowledge which cannot be readily 
structured and codified

Social and cultural view Knowledge which can be structured and 
codified. 
Is codified because possession is not valued 
by staff

High value knowledge which is not structured 
and codified either because possession con-
veys prestige and value to staff, or because it 
is more convenient for the holder not to do so.
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knowledge, the authors argue that the knowledge 
management function is likely to be sub-optimal.

The use of SSM to identify this tacit meta-
knowledge has proved useful in this specific case, 
but it is offered as one useful approach rather than 
a unique solution.
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APPENDIX

Online Questionnaire (Figures 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9)

Figure 4.
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Figure 5.
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Figure 6.
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Chapter  2.16

ABSTRACT

This work presents a methodology for auditing 
technological knowledge management that al-
lows the proposed solution to be aligned with the 
competitive strategy of organisations, as well as 
with their processes, key competences, and the 
associated knowledge resources. That enables 
the solution to be technologically oriented and 
to be applied to different types of business, from 
SOHO and SME to large companies.

Firstly, the authors will present their view 
regarding knowledge management, which is a 
technological perspective; they will specify the 

context of application and their objectives. Sec-
ondly, the authors will analyse the characteristics 
of knowledge as the object to be managed and will 
identify, analyse and criticise the most relevant 
knowledge management approaches, models 
and methodologies related to their objectives, 
then outlining the requirements that technologi-
cal knowledge management must meet. Thirdly, 
the authors will present the components of the 
model on which the methodology is based, and 
they will describe its stages and tasks. Then the 
authors will analyse the advantages of the model 
and methodology regarding other proposals. 
Finally, the conclusions and future lines of work 
will be presented.
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INTRODUCTION

Within literature related to Knowledge Manage-
ment there is a great diversity of models, which 
can be classified within the following dimensions 
or approaches: a) knowledge resources (Leonard-
Barton, 1995; Sveiby, 1997), b) knowledge activi-
ties (Alavi, 1997; Leonard-Barton, 1995; Nonaka, 
1994; Szulanski, 1996; Wiig, 1993) and c) factors 
of influence (Andersen & APQC, 1996; Szulanski, 
1996). While the first approach attaches impor-
tance to the sources of knowledge themselves and 
gives as its main purpose the measurement of the 
value of knowledge for the organisations where 
it is placed, the second focuses on the possibility 
of the evolution of knowledge and has as its main 
objective increases in creativity and innovation 
in organisations. Finally, the third approach is 
aimed at the structure of organisations and mainly 
investigates the adaptation of knowledge to their 
strategic objectives.

A second way of classifying the proposed ap-
proaches and models, complementing the first, 
is according to their dependence on technology, 
including the following categories: a) knowledge 
evaluation, b) knowledge management and c) 
technological knowledge management. While the 
first approach is aimed solely at the assessment of 
the intangible assets of organisations, regardless 
of whether their sources are people or informa-
tion systems (Sveiby, 1997), the second focuses 
on the management processes of said knowledge, 
which may be independent of technology (e.g. the 
creation of a training plan) or dependent on it (e.g. 
creating a document based project management 
system) (Leonard-Barton, 1995; Nonaka, 1994; 
Szulanski, 1996; Wiig, 1993), and the third focuses 
its attention on the management, mainly through 
processes and computer systems, of the knowl-
edge of organisations (Alavi, 1997; Andersen & 
APQC, 1996).

According to Holsapple & Joshi (2002), 
none of the mentioned models covers all of the 
specified dimensions. On the other hand, it can 

be seen that the group of models oriented mainly 
towards technological knowledge management is 
relatively small.

To better understand technological knowledge 
management, it is very useful for us to analyse 
the Conceptual Model of the Knowledge Manage-
ment System proposed by (Kerschberg & Weishar, 
2002), that is based on his Model of Knowledge 
Management Processes (Kerschberg, 2001) in 
which the author attempts to connect processes 
with data and their representation. The aforemen-
tioned conceptual model, based on three layers 
(the data layer, the knowledge management layer 
and the presentation and creation layer), proposes 
the modelling of a portal that is used as a vehicle 
to create, share and search for knowledge in or-
ganisations. If we observe the group of services 
defined in the middle layer, and taking into account 
the business model of organisations and the goals 
established by their strategic management, it can 
be divided into two sub-groups: a) Services Based 
on Unstructured Knowledge and Information and 
b) Services Based on Standardised Processes and 
Structured Information (Paniagua, 2007).

The services of the first sub-group are those 
that are aimed at the organisation’s needs relating 
to its competitive knowledge: business intelligence 
for the monitoring and management of processes; 
knowledge engineering for the modelling of in-
tensive knowledge processes and the culture of 
the organisation, management of the unstructured 
or semi-structured information of the organisation 
that amounts to 80% of all of the available infor-
mation, and work in group processes, containing 
a certain degree of automation of the workflow.

Therefore, a technological knowledge manage-
ment model must take the following requirements 
into account:

• To find a technological strategy, composed 
of a group of solutions, for the knowledge 
management of the organisation,

• To be composed of a group of services 
based on knowledge and unstructured in-
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formation, and which must be integrated 
into the services based on standardised 
processes and structured information.

• Said services must apply the appropriate 
activities of knowledge transformation to 
the identified and evaluated knowledge, 
from their competitive knowledge resourc-
es, which are part of their key skills and 
tasks,

• To support the implemented competitive 
strategy,

• And to be applicable to the structure and 
type of the organisation.

Taking into account this group of requirements, 
the two principal objectives that we set ourselves 
are the following:

• To design a technological knowledge man-
agement model in accordance with the 
identified requirements.

• To design a knowledge auditing methodol-
ogy based on the proposed model.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
APPROACHES AND MODELS

The Importance of Knowledge 
in Companies

Before analysing the different Knowledge Man-
agement approaches and models it is helpful to 
place the importance of knowledge in companies 
into context.

For companies, knowledge can be defined as 
the information that possesses value to be able 
to act, in other words, information that allows 
companies to generate a competitive advantage; 
either to satisfy market needs or to exploit op-
portunities through the use of the various skills 
of its resources. The different categories of useful 
knowledge for companies are:

• Tacit/Explicit: This is the knowledge that 
the human and physical resources of the 
organisation have, categorised according 
to its accessibility.

• Observable: This is the knowledge that is 
reflected in the products and services of-
fered by the organisation.

• Positive/Negative: This is the knowledge 
generated by the R+D area in the develop-
ment processes for new products or by in-
novation in processes, divided into discov-
eries (positive) and useless approximations 
(negative).

• Autonomous/Systemic: This is knowl-
edge that generates value without the need 
to apply sensitive modifications in the 
configuration of the organisation (autono-
mous), or is that related to the value gener-
ated by other components of the configura-
tion of the organisation (systemic).

• Intellectual Property System: This is 
the knowledge protected by Intellectual 
Property Law.

Knowledge Models

Once we are clear about the importance and about 
the different knowledge categories that a company 
wishes to manage, and to better understand the 
different approaches and models of Knowledge 
Management, we must analyse knowledge as the 
object that we wish to manage, from the point of 
view of the different models to which it can be 

Table 1. Knowledge models 

Sort of Knowledge Type of Knowledge

By its Accessibility Tacit, Explicit, Embedded, Passive, 
Active

By its Representation Declarative, Semantic, Procedural, 
Episodic

By its Cognitive Focus Application, Resolution of Problems

By its Nature Factual, Conceptual, Expectational, 
Methodological
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added. In Table 1 we can see a classification of 
said models.

Regarding its accessibility, knowledge can be: 
a) tacit, which are skills, abilities and experience 
that enable people to carry out a given task and 
fulfil established objectives; b) explicit, which is 
knowledge that is coded (or precoded) and dumped 
onto any communication format and which 
people can learn; and c) embedded, which is that 
intermediate knowledge between tacit and ex-
plicit that is not directly accessible, as is the case 
with tacit knowledge, but which has been inten-
tionally coded to form part of some artificial ar-
tefact.

In turn, these types of knowledge can be clas-
sified as active or passive. For example, in the 
case of tacit knowledge, the active knowledge 
is that which is present in peoples’ memory and 
the routines that they know how to apply, and 
the passive knowledge is represented by the facts 
and examples that they know in order to solve 
problems. In the case of explicit knowledge, the 
active knowledge is that which the Knowledge 
Based Systems (KBS) possess and the active is that 
which is contained in manuals, books and reports. 
Finally, in the case of embedded knowledge, the 
active knowledge is that which is contained in 
the artificial systems and the passive, that which 
forms an implicit part of technology.

Regarding its representation, knowledge can 
be:

• Declarative: Declarative representation 
shows us the knowledge we have over the 
command of an application, stating the 
concepts, together with their attributes, 
and the relationships that are established 
between them, mainly showing us its onto-
logical character.

• Semantic: Semantic representation shows 
us the internal structure that declarative 
knowledge has: a) relating concepts, at-
tributes and relationships to parts of the 
domain; and b) establishing the type of 
epistemological evaluation (classic logic, 
nonmonotonic logic, probabilistic logic, 
fuzzy logic etc).

• Procedural: Procedural representation 
shows us the sequence of actions that the 
conceptual domain objects use and affect.

• Episodic: Episodic representation shows 
us the examples of use, called “cases”, as 
units of knowledge that unify declaration 
and procedure, as we can remember them 
in “specific episodes” of problem solving.

In Table 2 we show the categories of knowledge 
according to their cognitive approach (Schreiber, 
Akkermans, Anjewierden, de Hoog, Shadbolt, Van 
de Velde, & Wielinga, 1999). Regarding said clas-
sification criteria, there are two sorts of knowledge: 
a) of application and b) problem solving.

On one hand, Domain Knowledge is composed 
of the concepts, attributes and relationships (at 
an ontological level) of the relevant parts of the 

Table 2. Classification of knowledge according to cognitive approach 

Sort of Knowledge Type of Knowledge Knowledge Sub-Type

According to Cognitive Approach Application Domain

Tasks

Inferences

Problem Solving Methods

Strategies

Control
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model that we are attempting to represent and 
upon which we wish to base our argument (at a 
meta-ontological level), Task knowledge is com-
posed of the hierarchical breakdown of the task 
processes that we wish to model, and Inference 
Knowledge is composed of the basic reasoning 
processes through which the task is constructed 
(in more detail than in the hierarchical breakdown).

On the other hand, Method knowledge is that 
which is applied when we have various alterna-
tives in problem solving, Strategy knowledge is 
the group of inference patterns that we apply when 
we solve problems, and Control knowledge is 
what we use to monitor and decide on the course 
of action during the process of problem solving.

According to its nature, knowledge can be 
classified into the following categories:

• Conceptual: This knowledge is composed 
of personal or shared points of view, in-
cluding shared experiences or approaches 
that are universally accepted, on models 
about the application domain (related to 
the ontological and meta-ontological lev-
els, declarative and semantic representa-
tions and domain knowledge).

• Factual: This knowledge is composed of 
the facts of a domain application known by 
people, which can be composed of person-
al observations, shared experiences, scien-
tific texts or models (related to semantic, 
procedural and episodic representations, 
and to domain knowledge).

• Expectational: This knowledge is com-
posed of the value judgements, beliefs, 
hypotheses and priorities that are estab-
lished during problem solving (related to 
semantic, procedural and episodic rep-
resentations, and to strategy and control 
management).

• Methodological: This knowledge is com-
posed of intuitive notions, expert strate-
gies, and generic methodologies used 
in problem solving (related to semantic, 

procedural and episodic representations, 
and to task, inference, strategy and control 
knowledge).

Technological Knowledge 
Management

What makes organisations competitive is its set of 
intangible resources, that is, the abilities of their 
resources (human and artificial), which are based 
on the knowledge that they possess. Therefore, 
the competitive advantage of an organisation is 
greater when its abilities are different and difficult 
to imitate. Hence, the importance of Knowledge 
Management in organisations, although first we 
should clarify said concept.

According to Davenport & Prusak (1998), 
Knowledge Management is a systematic process 
of searching for, organising, filtering and present-
ing information with the objective of improving 
peoples’ comprehension in a specific area of 
interest. According to Malhotra (2001) is the or-
ganisational process that searches for the synergic 
combination of data processing and information 
through the capabilities of Information and Com-
munication Technology (ICT) and the capabilities 
of peoples’ creativity and innovation. And accord-
ing to Sveiby (1997) is the art of creating value 
using the intangible assets of an organisation.

The different points of interest that are pro-
posed in Knowledge Management can be seen in 
these definitions. For Davenport & Prusak it is 
the process of managing knowledge (information 
that enables organisations to achieve an objective) 
that gives organisations a better understanding of 
its environment (internal and external); for Mal-
hotra it is the technological process that increases 
creativity and innovation (sources of competitive 
advantage) in organisations; and for Sveiby it is 
simply the identification of the value of knowledge 
(intangible assets) in organisations.

From our point of view, “(Technological) 
Knowledge Management is the set of (computer) 
processes and systems that enable organisations 
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to generate competitive advantage that is sustain-
able over time, by means of the efficient use and 
application of their knowledge”.

Knowledge Management Models

The different Knowledge Management approaches 
are embodied in a set of models, which we will 
describe and analyse below.

The Nonaka Model

The Knowledge Management model of Nonaka 
(1994), is based on processes of knowledge trans-
formation, that is, on the various phases that it 
passes through and which transform it, so that it 
can be used by organisations. From this approach, 
if we take into account the aforementioned models, 
Nonaka deals with the accessibility of knowledge, 
that can be of two types: tacit and explicit.

The proposed model is a process of dynamic 
and continual interaction between tacit and explicit 
knowledge. This is composed of a spiral that 
defines the permanent ontological transforma-
tion of knowledge, developed over four stages: 
socialisation (tacit), externalisation (explicit), 
combination (explicit) and internalisation (tacit).

The Wiig Model

According to Wiig (1993), knowledge is composed 
of facts, concepts, judgements, expectations and 
methodologies, that is, Know-How. Said knowl-
edge is accumulated and added and is stored for 
long periods of time and is available to solve 
specific situations and problems. Information 
solely consists of facts and information that is 
organised and used to describe particular situa-
tions or conditions.

Using this approach, Knowledge Management 
focuses on those functions (or activities) that 
enable organisations: creating, displaying, using 
and transmitting their knowledge based on the so-
called Pillars of Knowledge Management, which 

we could summarise as identification, evaluation 
and management.

The Leonard-Barton Model

The Knowledge Management model of Leonard-
Barton (1995) is based on two basic components: 
a) the basic capabilities of organisations, and b) 
their knowledge creation activities.

The basic capabilities of organisations are the 
knowledge management sources and activities 
that allow organisations to strengthen their knowl-
edge: a) the physical systems and the knowledge 
and skills of employees; b) the management and 
regulatory systems. The first two are the sources, 
and the last two are the management activities.

The knowledge creation activities are those, 
mainly aimed at the development of products that 
generate new knowledge in organisations. These 
are divided into four activities: a) problem solving 
(shared or creative) to produce current products; 
b) the implementation of new methodologies and 
techniques (and integration) to optimise current 
processes; c) experimentation and the creation of 
prototypes to innovate and create new capabilities 
in organisations, and d) the acquisition, importing, 
and absorption of external technology.

The KMAT Model

The Knowledge Management model of Andersen 
& APQC (Andersen & APQC, 1996), is based on 
the processes of knowledge management (creation, 
identification, compilation, adaptation, organisa-
tion, application, exchange) that organisations 
can use, applied to organisational knowledge. In 
said model, a series of instruments are considered 
(which we will call factors of influence) that 
positively or negatively influence the setting up 
of said processes.

Four facilitators that help Knowledge Man-
agement in organisations are also considered. 
These are:
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• Leadership: To establish the mission of an 
organisation and the strategy to improve its 
different abilities.

• Culture: To establish the mechanisms and 
actions that support innovation and knowl-
edge management in an organisation.

• Technology: To establish the role and 
importance of technology as a support to 
knowledge management in an organisation.

• Measuring: To establish the indicators of 
Intellectual Capital and the distribution of 
resources to strengthen knowledge, in or-
der to improve the competitiveness of an 
organisation.

Based on said model, Andersen & APQC 
propose two Knowledge Management systems 
using Information Systems: knowledge sharing 
networks and “packaged” knowledge systems. 
The first consists of supplying organisations with 
environments for access to and the sharing of 
knowledge in the so-called “practical communi-
ties”, the second strategy consists of supplying 
organisations with environments for access to 
standardised knowledge about the organisation 
(best practices, methodologies, tools, …).

The KPMG Model

The Knowledge Management model of KPMG 
Consulting (Alavi, 1997) focuses on those knowl-
edge management processes aimed at improving 
customer service in organisations, using the Web 
as a storage and consultation environment. The 
knowledge management processes that are carried 
out as sequences are:

• Acquisition of knowledge: In this pro-
cess, knowledge related to experiences and 
lessons learnt from projects executed with 
clients is created and developed.

• Indexing, Filtering and Linking: In these 
processes, the typical activities of library 
management are carried out, such as the 

emission, classification, addition and in-
terconnection of knowledge from different 
sources from those from which it has been 
acquired in the process of Acquisition.

• Distribution: In this process, the grouping 
and delivery of knowledge is carried out 
through Web pages (a problem of structure 
and design).

• Application: In this final process, the 
knowledge that has been acquired, com-
piled and delivered is used, to produce im-
provements in the products and services of 
the organisation.

The Szulanski Model

The Knowledge Management model of Szulanski 
(1996), focuses on the analysis of organisations’ 
internal structures, to evaluate the difficulty in 
the transfer of internal knowledge. In a similar 
way to the model of Andersen & APQC, both the 
knowledge transfer processes and the factors of 
influence in the organisation on said processes 
are analysed. The knowledge transfer processes 
are as follows:

• Beginning: At this stage, a need for knowl-
edge for the organisation is recognised, 
that requires a search for said knowledge 
and the transfer of said knowledge to sat-
isfy the need.

• Implementation: At this stage, the trans-
fer of the knowledge is carried out. Said 
process requires the identification of the 
source of knowledge, and the route that it 
must follow to the client (or recipient).

• Increase: At this stage, the recipient uses 
the transferred knowledge, applying it to 
problems not previously solved, after they 
have been identified and classified.

• Integration: At this final stage, the trans-
ferred knowledge, after being used suc-
cessfully, is institutionalised and becomes 
a routine within the organisation.
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The factors of influence are those negative 
characteristics (and which must be evaluated 
and reduced) related to the transfer processes and 
components of the transfer of knowledge. Table 3 
shows said factors of influence and their dangers.

The Sveiby Model

The Knowledge Management model of Sveiby 
(1997), focuses on identifying and evaluating the 
intangible assets of organisations. The model is 
composed of three parts:

• External structures: Composed of the re-
lationships with clients, suppliers, brands 
and reputation.

• Internal structures: Composed of the mod-
els, concepts, patents, ICT resources, or-
ganisational infrastructure and culture.

• Employee skills: The aptitudes and 
knowledge bases of the individuals inside 
organisations.

The Holsapple and Joshi Model

The Knowledge Management model of Holsapple 
& Joshi (2002) is an attempt to unify the different 
approaches that we have seen above. To this end, 
the authors identify three dimensions that appear 

to be fundamental in Knowledge Management: 
a) the knowledge resources; b) the activities of 
knowledge management; and c) the factors of 
influence.

In the study by Hoslapple and Joshi, it is shown 
that none of the models that we have seen so far 
include all of the three specified dimensions. What 
can be seen is that each one of them is interested 
in a specific dimension, focussing methodology 
towards resources, activities or the factors of 
influence.

Regarding the knowledge resources, the Leon-
ard-Barton model is the only one that considers 
them in a special way, classifying them into two 
types: employee knowledge and knowledge from 
physical systems.

Regarding the activities of knowledge man-
agement, the majority of the models explicitly 
consider said activities. However, a very strong 
focus can be seen (as is the case of Nonaka or 
Leonard-Barton), along with a very weak focus 
(as is the case of Andersen & APQC, Wiig, and 
Szulanski).

Regarding the factors of influence, only some 
of the models explicitly recognise them (as is the 
case of Andersen & APQC, Leonard-Barton, and 
Szulanski). However, only the Szulanski model 
analyses the dangers (although only in the activity 
of the transfer of knowledge).

From the study carried out, Holsapple & Joshi 
establish a model of three levels (or dimensions):

• Knowledge Resources: These are the 
sources of knowledge in organisations.

• Knowledge Activities: These are the 
processes that establish the handling of 
knowledge.

• Factors of Influence: These are the ele-
ments of organisations that could sup-
port or hinder the knowledge activities in 
organisations.

Table 3. Factors of Influence in the KM model 
of Szulanski 

Factor of Influence Threats

Knowledge Transfer Causal Ambiguity

Lack of Knowledge Verification

Source of Knowledge Lack of Motivation

Instability

Recipient of the Knowledge Lack of Motivation

Small Capacity for Assimilation

Small Capacity for Retention

Organisational Context Difficult Relationships

Barren Context
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In Table 4 we show the components of the three 
dimensions of Knowledge Management from the 
Holsapple & Joshi model.

From the analysis of these three components 
(or dimensions) we obtain a match with the three 
principal technological strategies of knowledge 
management: a) orientation to people; b) orienta-
tion to documents; and c) orientation to business.

Engineering and Technological 
Knowledge Management

Kerschberg (2001) presents a Model of Knowledge 
Management Processes to establish a structure of 
three layers: A Layer of Knowledge Representa-
tion, a Layer of Knowledge Management and a 
Layer of Information (Figure 1).

The Model attempts to connect the different 
Processes (Activities) of Knowledge Management 
with Information (Knowledge Resources) and 
finally their Representation. The Processes are:

• Acquisition: In this process, Knowledge 
Engineers capture knowledge from experts 
in a domain, by means of interviews, case 
studies, etc.

Table 4. Components of the Hoslapple & Joshi 
KM model 

Dimension Component

Knowledge Resources Knowledge of the Agents (people, 
physical systems)

Culture of the organisation (regula-
tions, principles, rules)

Infrastructure (functional level, op-
erational level)

Artefacts (products, services)

Strategy (mission, positioning, com-
petitive strategy)

External Resources (shared, acquired)

Knowledge Activities Acquisition of Knowledge

Selection of Knowledge

Internalisation of Knowledge

Use of Knowledge

Factors of Influence Influence of the Agents

Influence of the Management

Influence of the Environment

Figure 1. Model of knowledge processes
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• Refinement: In this process, knowl-
edge from various sources is captured, 
like Relational Databases (RDBs) or 
Object Oriented Databases (OODBs), 
Transactions, E-Mail, etc. Said knowledge 
is identified, classified and listed, establish-
ing the meta-information needed for the 
concepts and relationships of the domain.

• Storage and Retrieval: The information 
obtained is stored and indexed to achieve 
rapid consultations, based on concepts, key 
words, etc.

• Distribution: The knowledge can be 
distributed through a Corporate Portal, 
Electronic Messenger or Subscription 
Services.

• Presentation: The knowledge must be 
presented taking into account the interests 
of each user, and allowing their collabora-
tion so that they can share tacit knowledge 
and combine it with explicit knowledge in 
problem solving.

Based on said Model of Processes, Kerschberg 
& Weishar (2002), proposes a Conceptual Model 

of a Knowledge Management System (Figure 2), 
also based on three layers:

• A Presentation and Creation of 
Knowledge Layer: In this layer, the 
knowledge workers can obtain person-
alised information through the Portal, 
make search requests about specialised in-
formation, collaborate on the creation of 
new knowledge and transform tacit knowl-
edge into explicit knowledge through dis-
cussion groups.

• Knowledge Management Layer: In this 
layer, the middleware services associated 
with the indexing of knowledge and the 
Information Integration Services can be 
found.

• Information Layer: This layer con-
tains all the information sources of the 
organisation.

In Figure 3, based on the Conceptual Model 
of Kerschberg & Weishar, we show the compo-
nents of a Corporate Knowledge System. Using 
the three layer model, we can see the services 

Figure 2. Conceptual model of a knowledge management system
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that are defined in the middle layer, based on the 
Business Model and the goals established by the 
Strategic Management, which we can divide into 
two subgroups: Services Based on Knowledge 
and on Unstructured Information, and Services 
Based on Standardised Processes and Structured 
Information. Within each of the subgroups we can 
find the following services:

• Knowledge Based Services and 
Unstructured Information (KBS-UI). 
These services are aimed at the needs of 
organisations relating to knowledge: the 
Business Intelligence for the monitoring of 
competitive processes, the Knowledge 
Engineering for the modelling of the inten-
sive knowledge processes and the culture 
of organisations, as well as the manage-
ment needs of the unstructured informa-
tion, which is usually 80% of the total in an 
organisation, and finally, the Work in Group 

processes (and a certain amount of auto-
mation based on the WorkFlow).

The solutions aimed at these needs are Deci-
sion Support Systems (DSS) and Data Mining for 
Business Intelligence; Knowledge Based Systems 
(KBS) and Knowledge Engineering (KE) to man-
age the intensive knowledge processes (Intelligent 
Agents in Generic Tasks), the culture of the or-
ganisation (Corporate Reports), and developing 
Intelligent Agents that can be used for Learning, 
Information Retrieval Systems (IRS) combined 
with Document Based Management Systems 
(DBMS) to optimise the use of unstructured infor-
mation in organisations, and Collaborative Work 
Systems (CWS) to support the group processes 
within organisations.

• Services Based on Standardised 
Processes and Structured Information 
(SBSP-SI). These services are aimed at 

Figure 3. Elements of a corporate knowledge system
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the needs of organisations relating to stan-
dardised processes: Finance, Customer 
Relations, Production, Logistics and 
Products; using automation through the 
Work Flow, as well as the multi-platform 
of the WEB environment. All of this 
based on the structured information of 
organisations.

The solutions aimed at these needs are En-
terprise Resource Planning systems (ERP) for 
Production management and its connection to 
Finance, Customer Relationship Management sys-
tems (CRM) to manage communication between 
organisations and their clients or shareholders, 
Supply Chain Management systems (SCM) to 
manage Logistics, and Product Management 
systems (PM) to manage the life cycle of each 
product developed by organisations.

From the point of view of Knowledge Engi-
neering, the Knowledge Based Services and Un-
structured Information are the most relevant for 
organisations. Leaving the second subgroup, that 
of Services Based on Standardised Processes and 
Structured Information for Information Technol-
ogy Engineering. In any case, the second group has 
a supporting role to first, providing the necessary 
information about the standardized processes of 
the organization.

Therefore, we understand Technological 
Knowledge Management to be the vision, the 
mission, the business models, and the strategy 
that globally solve information management (and 
knowledge management) in organisations; and 
Knowledge Engineering to be the fundamental 
knowledge and methodologies related to Infor-
mation and Communication Technology (ICT) 
that allow organisations to use and integrate 
technological systems and solutions that meet 
said requirements.

As Pávez states (2000), Knowledge Manage-
ment establishes the direction to be followed, 
while Technological Knowledge Management 
(by means of Knowledge Engineering) develops 

the ways to move in said direction. The services 
in the Presentation Layer – Creation and Sharing 
of Knowledge – can be grouped into the four Ac-
tivities of Knowledge Transformation of Nonaka: 
Socialisation, Externalisation, Combination and 
Internalisation.

From the above, we reach the conclusion 
that Knowledge Management, which is finally 
implemented in “Technological Management”, 
must have a methodology that is consistent with 
the competitive strategy (the direction) and al-
low the appropriate handling of the technologi-
cal resources (the tactics) to manage knowledge 
(the capabilities) of a certain organisation (the 
configuration).

A MODEL OF TECHNOLOGICAL 
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

The Technological Knowledge Management 
model that is proposed is a combination, extension 
and qualification of the knowledge management 
model of Holsapple & Joshi (2002), the knowledge 
transformation activities of Nonaka (1994), the 
taxonomy of organisations of Mintzberg (1979), 
the knowledge assets of Schreiber & Cols. (2000), 
and the life cycle and breakdown of processes of 
the PMI (Project Management Institute) (2000, 
2001), taking into account the strategic manage-
ment models of Ansoff, (1965), Bueno, (1987), 
López (2007), and Porter (1980).

In Table 5 we show the resource components, 
transformation activities and factors of influence 
of our Technological Knowledge Management 
model.

In Figure 4 we can see the relations that are 
established between knowledge resources, the 
knowledge transformation activities and the fac-
tors of influence in Technological Knowledge 
Management.

It can be observed that the knowledge re-
sources (agents and physical systems), which are 
the tacit and explicit sources of knowledge (struc-
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tured, semi-structured and unstructured) respec-
tively, socialize knowledge (sharing experiences 
or experts), either through informal systems or 
with the support of ICT (Collaborative Work 

Environments or Knowledge Access and Transfer 
Environments), externalise knowledge, which 
will finally be stored in the physical systems 
(Ontology, Corporate Reports and Knowledge 

Table 5. Components of the technological knowledge management model 

Dimension Component Element

Knowledge Resources Knowledge of the Agents People and Core, Experience

Physical Systems, Information

Culture of the organisation Principles, Regulations and Rules

Infrastructure Functional Level

Operational Level

Artefacts Products

Services

Strategy Mission and Vision

Strategic Positioning

Competitive Strategy

Key Factors of the Competitive Strategy

External Resources Component 
(Shared, Acquired)

Knowledge Transforma-
tion Activities

Socialisation of Knowledge Sharing of Experiences

Identification of Experts

Externalisation of Knowledge Identification and Classification

Evaluation

Selection

Formalisation

Combination of Knowledge Fusion

Extension

Internalisation of Knowledge Learning

Access to Experiences

Factors of Influence in 
Knowledge Management

Influence of the Agents Motivation

Instability

Inertia

Skills

Influence of the Management Coordination Mechanism

Level of Grouping

Type of Centralisation

Level of Leadership

Core or Key Element

Influence of the Environment External Agents: (Clients, Suppliers, Competitors, Social 
Actors) 
Climate: PEST analysis
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Bases Systems), combine the explicit knowledge, 
extending it or fusing it in the physical formats, 
or internalise the explicit knowledge (Learning 
Environments, Tutorship, and Consultation, or 
Information Access Environments).

The presented model attempts to define and 
categorise the components that are the sources 
of knowledge for organisations, to be able to 
manage said knowledge by means of the model’s 
knowledge transformation activities, which will be 
supported or hindered by the factors of influence 
in the management of said knowledge.

AUDITING OF KNOWLEDGE

Auditing of Knowledge is the first step that must 
be taken if you wish to develop a Technological 
Knowledge Management project in an organisa-
tion. The principle objective of the Auditing of 
Knowledge is to select the technological strategy 
and define the key factors and indicators of the 
future Technological Knowledge Management 
project that will have to be implemented in the 
organisation. The results obtained from the Au-
diting of Knowledge will be the admissions (or 
requirements) to develop the project. The vari-
ous objectives of the Auditing of Knowledge are 
summarised as:

• To have the components of the 
Technological Knowledge Management 
model identified, classified and evaluated.

• To have the Opportunities and Threats that 
present themselves identified and evalu-
ated, and to have the internal capability 
analysed (Strengths and Weaknesses) to 
achieve or reduce them, respectively.

• To have the objectives of the Technological 
Knowledge Management defined and 
specified.

• To have the Technological Knowledge 
Management strategy selected.

• To have the Key Factors and indica-
tors available, which will allow evalu-
ation of the Technological Knowledge 
Management project that implements the 
strategy.

Stages of the Auditing of Knowledge

In Figure 5, the breakdown of the task of the Au-
diting of Knowledge is shown. The main stages 
are as follows:

• Analysis of Knowledge: In this first stage, 
the studies and analysis needed to identify 
the sources of knowledge of organisations, 
the knowledge transformation activities 
used (or that need to be used) and the fac-

Figure 4. Relations between the knowledge transformation activities and the factors of influence of the 
technological knowledge management model
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tors of influence that could support or hin-
der the appropriate Technological 
Knowledge Management are carried out.

• SWOT Analysis: In this second stage, 
the threats and opportunities in the 
Technological Knowledge Management 
are identified, and the strengths and 
weaknesses of organisations are evalu-
ated to be able to achieve or reduce them, 
respectively.

• Definition of Objectives: In the third 
stage, the desired objectives for the organi-
sation are established, based on SWOT 
analysis, defining them as accurately and 
realistically as possible.

• Selection of Strategy: In the fourth stage, 
a standard solution is selected that is 
specified in a Technological Knowledge 
Management strategy. Said standard solu-
tion is related to the three dimensions of the 
Technological Knowledge Management 
model.

• Definition of the Key Factors for Success: 
In the fifth and final stage, the key factors 
of the of the TKM are defined, which will 
enable success, and the indicators and val-
ues that will enable the TKM team to carry 
out the monitoring and evaluation of the 
project are established.

Knowledge Analysis

In the first stage of the Auditing of Knowledge, 
we must carry out an exhaustive analysis of the 
organisation, with the objective of identifying 
the sources of knowledge and identifying and 
classifying the various factors of influence in 
Technological Knowledge Management. To this 
end, this first analysis is broken down into the 
following activities:

• Definition of the Mission and Vision of 
the organisation: In this activity, the mis-
sion of the organisation is defined (what 
products and services it offers) and how 
the organisation wishes develop itself in 
this environment in the future, allowing 
it to specify the associated Competitive 
Strategy.

• Description of the Business Units: Each 
of the products or services that the organi-
sation offers is described in terms of the 
environmental parameters in the second 
activity.

• Description of the Functional Structure: 
In this third activity, the organisational and 
functional structure of the organisation is 
described, which will be of great use in the 
analysis of the allocation of resources to 
the processes that are carried out.

Figure 5. Structure of the auditing of knowledge task
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• Description of the Products/Services, 
WBSs, OBSs, and Processes: In the fourth 
activity, the Work Breakdown Structures 
(WBS) of each product or service that 
the organisation offers are described, 
along with their associated Organisational 
Breakdown Structure (OBS). This is a 
process that enables us to connect the op-
erational level (Life Cycle of the Product, 
Chain of Value, Tasks) to the functional 
level (Functional Organisation Chart, 
Allocation, Roles).

• Identification of the Competitive Blocks 
and Strategic Dimensions: The definition 
of the competitive blocks and strategic di-
mensions that the organisation uses is very 
important, since they will allow us to fo-
cus on the sources of knowledge needed 
to achieve the appropriate competitive ad-
vantage. Said process allows the analysis 
of the consistency between the established 
Competitive Strategy and the organisa-
tion’s behaviour and the client’s external 
vision. It also allows the analysis of the 
consistency with the key tasks of the WBS.

• Identification of Abilities and 
Competencies: In the sixth activity, the 
available abilities and competencies are 
identified to be able to carry out each of the 
WBS processes, identify which are differ-

ent competencies, and the agents that they 
have in the OBS.

• Identification of Knowledge Assets: In 
the seventh and final activity of this stage, 
the sources of knowledge and their nature 
are identified, which are used in the abili-
ties and competencies to competitively 
carry out the WBS processes.

Figure 6 shows the breakdown of the Analysis 
of the Knowledge of the Organisation.

SWOT Analysis of Knowledge

Now that we have an exhaustive and detailed 
description of the, mission, vision, business 
units, functional structure, competitive strategy, 
competitive blocks and strategic dimensions, the 
WBSs and OBSs of the products and services of 
the organisation, the components, stages and tasks, 
the competences, abilities and assets of knowledge, 
it is the time to analyse and categorise all this 
information to identify the Threats and Oppor-
tunities related to the Technological Knowledge 
Management in organisations, and evaluate if 
their Strengths and Weaknesses will allow us to 
carry out said management successfully or not.

Regarding the Opportunities, we can define 
them, in relation to the Technological Knowledge 
Management, as those Assets of Knowledge (in-

Figure 6. Structure of the Subtask of analysis of the knowledge of the organisation
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ternal or external) that are different competencies 
within the key processes of organisations, and as 
those Knowledge Transformation Activities that 
can be applied to said assets to obtain a sustain-
able competitive advantage.

Regarding Threats, we can define them as 
those Assets of Knowledge (mainly internal) that 
belong to threshold competencies (or deficient 
ones) within the key processes of organisations, 
and which therefore make them less competitive 
in their environment, or as those Knowledge 
Transformation Activities that organisations do not 
possess or do not know how to use appropriately 
to manage or improve said assets.

Considering these sets of Opportunities and 
Threats, we can define Strengths as those Fac-
tors of Influence of organisations that support or 
facilitate the development of TKM strategies to 
achieve appropriate management of the Assets 
of Knowledge, and the Weaknesses as those Fac-
tors of Influence that do nor allow or hinder the 
development of said TKM strategies. We can see 
said relationships in Figure 7.

In Figure 7 we can see that a Knowledge Ob-
jective can be an opportunity (to be achieved) or 
a threat (to be eliminated or reduced) for organi-
sations. And that these opportunities or threat can 
be either assets of knowledge that make organisa-

tions more competitive (or less competitive), or 
knowledge activities that organisations could 
apply to the assets (or which they do not know 
how to apply). We can also observe how the fac-
tors of influence can support or hinder the knowl-
edge activities and its assets. The structure of the 
SWOT analysis task is as shown in Figure 8.

Establishment of Objectives

From the SWOT Analysis, organisations only 
select those Opportunities and Threats that they 
can face with guaranteed success and which are 
priorities, that is, those that for organisations have 
the necessary Strengths to begin a TKM strategy 
and that generate (or recover) a considerable 
competitive advantage.

Taking the objectives from the TKM Objectives 
Table, organisations must organise them by order 
of priority and accept only those whose evalua-
tion is positive or very positive. In general TKM 
projects present a high risk in their development, 
both because of the nature of the knowledge, and 
because of the knowledge transformation activity 
that organisations wish to apply, and the factors 
of influence of organisations that affect the TKM. 
Therefore, it is better to adopt a conservative strat-

Figure 7. Relationships between the assets, activities and factors of influence
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egy, only accepting those objectives that show a 
high or very high degree of success.

Selection of Strategies

Once the TKM objectives have been selected that 
are of higher priority and that offer a high degree 
of success, we must select those TKM Strategies 
that best match said objectives.

In Table 6 are shown the different knowledge 
transformation activities, and, in Table 7, the 
strategies of technological knowledge manage-
ment. These depend both on the definition of 
Opportunity (or Threat), and the Strengths of 
the organisation (the basic types of business and 
political organisation have been eliminated).

If we use the nature of the Assets of Knowledge 
as a parameter, we can find three types of TKM 
Strategy: orientation towards people, orientation 
towards business and orientation towards docu-
ments (Table 8).

Definition of the Key Factors

Once the TKM Strategies have been selected, 
organisations have to establish what the Key 
Factors will be that will enable them to evaluate 
the development of the TKM Project. In this final 
stage of the Auditing of Knowledge, we should 
indicate those factors that will represent the ben-
efit that the TKM project will contribute to the 

Figure 8. Structure of the SWOT analysis task

Table 6. Knowledge activity patterns regarding type of organisation 

Organisation Type Coordination 
Mechanism

Key Element Centralisation Knowledge Activity

Entrepreneurial Direct Supervision Strategic Group Centralised Internalisation

Machine Standardisation of Work Technological Group Horizontal Decentralisation 
(limited)

Externalisation, Combina-
tion and Internalisation

Professional Standardisation of Skills Operations Group Horizontal Decentralisation Socialisation

Diversified Standardisation of Outputs Intermediate Group Vertical Decentralisation (lim-
ited and parallel)

Externalisation and Inter-
nalisation

Innovative Mutual Adjustment Support Group Selective Decentralisation Socialisation and Inter-
nalisation

Missionary Standardisation of Norms Culture Decentralised Internalisation

Political None None. Various Socialisation
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organisation, and the indicators that will be used 
for their measurement.

CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE 
MODEL OF TECHNOLOGICAL 
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

The comparison that we are going to carry out 
of the proposed model is going to be principally 
applied to the model of Holsapple & Joshi (2002), 
since this compares and include the previous 

models of Knowledge Management. In a first 
general comparison, we can identify the follow-
ing contributions:

Regarding the resources of knowledge, our 
model, as well as considering the different com-
ponents of resources in the model of Holsapple 
& Joshi (2002), studies the knowledge of the 
agents through the analysis of the key element 
of the organisation (Mintzberg, 1979), and in all 
those parameters related to the strategy: mission, 
vision, positioning, competitive strategy, competi-
tive blocks, strategic dimensions and key factors. 

Table 7. TKM strategies applicable to organisations 

Knowledge Asset Knowledge Activity Organisation Type TKM Strategy

Explicit Internalise Entrepreneurial Document Based Management Systems, Information Re-
trieval Systems 
Data Mining

Tacit Socialise Professional Collaborative Environments, 
Expert Management

Tacit 
Explicit

Externalise, 
Combine, 
Internalise

Machine Knowledge Based Systems, Corporate Reports, 
Document Based Management Systems, 
Data Mining

Diversified Corporate Reports, 
Data Mining

Tacit 
Explicit

Socialise 
Internalise

Innovative Collaborative Environments, 
Corporate Reports, 
Document Based Management Systems, 
Information Retrieval Systems, 
Data Mining 
Desktop Agent

Explicit Internalise Missionary Corporate Reports, 
Desktop Agent

Tacit Socialise Political Collaborative Environments,

Table 8. Assets of knowledge and TKM strategies 

Asset of Knowledge TKM Strategy Type TKM Strategy

Tacit Orientation towards People Collaborative Environments, 
Expert Management

Explicit Structured Orientation towards People Desktop Agents

Explicit Structured Orientation towards Business Knowledge Based Systems, 
Corporate Reports

Explicit Unstructured Orientation towards Documents Information Retrieval Systems

Explicit Structured or Semi-structured Orientation towards Documents Document Based Management Systems 
Data Mining
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Regarding the knowledge activities, instead of 
using a management process model, we use a 
knowledge transformation model in which the 
types of knowledge activity are adapted to the 
accessibility of knowledge (Nonaka, 1994), and 
we connect said activities to the typology of the 
organisation (Mintzberg, 1979). Finally, regard-
ing the factors of influence, we study the different 
components of organisational configurations; 
coordination mechanisms, levels of grouping, 
types of centralisation, levels of leadership and 
key elements (Mintzberg, 1979), to identify pos-
sible strengths and weaknesses when starting a 
Technological Knowledge Management project.

And in a second detailed comparison:
Within the stage of the Analysis of Knowledge 

of organisations: firstly, we add the strategic analy-
sis of organisations (Bueno, 1987; López, 2007), 
analysing the consistency between the vision, 
the positioning (Ansoff, 1965), the competitive 
strategy (Porter, 1980), the competitive blocks and 
the competitive dimensions (Johnson & Scholes, 
2001). Secondly, we add methodology techniques 
from Engineering Projects such as the Life Cycle 
of Products, WBSs and OBSs (PMI, 2001), and 
from Strategic Management, such as the Chain 
of Value (Porter, 1980) for the functional and op-
erational analysis of organisations, identifying the 
key tasks and resources within the different stages 
of the life cycle of products that must agree with 
the strategic analysis of organisations previously 
carried out. Thirdly, we analyses competencies, 
connecting them to their importance within WBSs 
and their assets of knowledge to the model of 
knowledge oriented towards the cognitive ap-
proach (Schreiber, Akkermans, Anjewierden, de 
Hoog, Shadbolt, Van de Velde, & Wielinga, 1999). 
Finally, at the stage of the Strategy Selection, we 
orient the strategies of technological knowledge 
management towards the assets of knowledge, the 
applicable knowledge activities (Nonaka, 1994) 
and the type of organisation (Mintzberg, 1979).

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 
LINES OF WORK

Firstly, the approach of Knowledge Management 
that is applied to this work has been defined, aimed 
at the selection of strategic technologies. Then, the 
object to be managed, the internal knowledge of the 
company and the different models of knowledge 
that need to be considered have to be analyzed, 
taking into account the inter-relations between 
them. Then, a critique of the different approaches 
and models of Knowledge Management has been 
made, and finally the dimensions and components 
of our model have been established, based on 
which, a methodology for the auditing of tech-
nological knowledge management in companies 
has been designed.

The presented model enables organisations 
to select a technological strategy for knowledge 
management in companies, composed of a group 
of services based on unstructured knowledge and 
information that must be added to the services 
based on standardised processes and structure 
information. Said services apply the appropri-
ate knowledge transformation activities to the 
identified and evaluated knowledge, from its 
competitive knowledge resources, belonging to 
their key competencies and tasks, and the proposed 
technology supports the competitive strategy 
implemented in the company and is applicable 
to different organisational types.

The approach used in the analysis of the assets 
of knowledge is based on a model oriented towards 
the cognitive approach, strongly influenced by 
Knowledge Engineering, which principally con-
siders the ontological and epistemological levels 
of knowledge.

Regarding the modelling of knowledge at a 
computer level, this presents a series of problems: 
the Problem of Tacit Knowledge, the Problem of 
Communication and the Problem of the Represen-
tation of Knowledge (Musen, 1993). When dealing 
with the first and third problems, Newell (1982) 
states that the Level of Knowledge does not show 
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any law of composition. Lecoeuche, Catinaud and 
Gréboval (1996), question said “pure absence” of 
structure, identifying that the major modelling 
methodologies of knowledge divide the level of 
knowledge through a process of “rationality in 
two steps” (Van de Velde, 1993): a) structuring of 
knowledge into a knowledge level model and; b) 
filling said model by using knowledge.

Regarding the structuring of knowledge, two 
lines of future work could consist of: a) develop-
ing semantic categories of knowledge that needs 
to be structured, taking into account the mean-
ing for the interpretant (the knowledge resource 
of the company), based on the works of Pierce; 
and b) based on the works of Morris, develop-
ing categories of behaviour in the light of said 
meanings, which would enable expectational and 
methodological relationships to be established in 
the representation of knowledge.
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Chapter  2.17

ABSTRACT

This chapter proposes the C3EEP typology as a 
framework of knowledge management strategies 
by using six knowledge based strategic dilemmas. 
A number of graphic presentations of the complete 
typology are reported. Based on the typology, nine 
taxonomies of knowledge management (KM) are 
proposed and are followed by a framework that 
uses the six dilemmas and the knowledge levers 
as leading dimensions for the development of 
organization’s knowledge management strategy. 
The proposed typology and taxonomies are closing 
a gap in academic knowledge management and 
strategic management literatures.

INTRODUCTION

Have you ever used a map to chart the route for 
an important destination? How about getting di-
rections off the Internet? Maybe you have used a 
travel agent to plan a trip or called upon AAA to 
create a trip ticket. Regardless of the method you 
may have used, the first step in creating your route 
is determining your beginning location. Without a 
clear starting point and desired destination, plot-
ting a course is next to impossible. The same is 
true when charting a path toward KM goals. You 
have to determine your Knowledge Base (KB) 
(Chapter 4). You have to determine your desired 
destination and you have to plot your course or 
a game plan (Chapter 9). You also will need to 
have a map. This is what this chapter is about.
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“ARE WE THERE YET?”

If you are going to use a map to plot your course, 
you might look at the mileage numbers, route 
numbers, or the legend for the information you 
need to make your decision. If you use a travel 
agent, he/she might volunteer the shortest or most 
interesting route, explain costs, and provide bro-
chures so you can make your decision. If you use 
MapQuest, you might select the shortest distance 
or maybe the shortest time. The important factor 
is that you trust the information the map, agent, 
or Internet is providing. By using a map, you are 
expressing your confidence that the people who 
created the map were skilled in the area of map 
making. In addition, you rely on the expertise 
of your travel agent and even the accuracy of an 
Internet directions tool. Bottom line, you trust the 
tool you have chosen to use or you wouldn’t have 
made the choice. Ultimately, you know your trip 
will be successful because the resources you used 
to make your trip plans and plot your course were 
timely and reliable.

Well, now you are beginning a KM journey. 
You know your starting point and you know your 
destination, all you need now is to decide the 
route. To do that you need to gather the informa-
tion necessary to make directional decisions and 
that requires the use of a resource you can trust. 
Like the creation of a map or the use of an expert, 
you want a tool that is reliable, valid, and created 
by skilled practitioners. You want a resource that 
has been tested in the field and has a history of 
success. The C3EEP Taxonomy is just such a 
tool. Need proof? See our academic supporting 
research (Russ et al., 2005; 2006, and Russ and 
Jones 2006; 2008; forthcoming). After all, we 
are practitioners turned academics so we love 
sharing our years of work with you. We will start 
with an introduction of the dimensions of the map 
(the typology). Then, using these dimensions we 
will identify and describe the different types of 
KM strategies an organization might have (the 
taxonomy).

C3EEP TYPOLOGY

In chapter 1, we talked about strategic thinking 
on a global level. In chapters 4, 7 and 9 we focus 
on strategic thinking coming into play for the 
organization. As mentioned in chapter 1, we have 
developed a matrix that requires management to 
focus on the types of knowledge it possesses or 
would like to possess and guides management 
toward making the most appropriate decisions 
based on where they want the organization to 
go. The C3EEP Typology is a way to interpret six 
possible strategic dilemmas so an organization can 
chose a direction to follow toward their desired 
KM destination. As mentioned in the introduction 
of the book, C3EEP Typology stands for:

Codification-Tacitness
Complementary-Destroying
Concealment-Transparent
External Acquisition-Internal Development
Exploration-Exploitation
Product-Process

Specifically, our research has determined that 
there are six strategic dilemmas/questions that 
organizations will face when it comes to deter-
mining their KM goals:

A.  “Should the company focus on codifying the 
knowledge or would it be better off leaving 
the knowledge tacit1?

B.  Should the company focus on developing 
knowledge that is complementary to its cur-
rent KB or would it be better off developing 
new knowledge even if this destroys the 
existing KB2?

C.  Should the knowledge be transparent or 
would the company be better off keeping 
the knowledge concealed3?

D.  Should the company focus on getting the 
most from its existing knowledge or would 
the company be better off experimenting 
with new knowledge4?
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E.  Should the knowledge be developed in-
ternally, or would the company be better 
off acquiring the knowledge from external 
sources5?

F.  Should the company focus on the KB that 
is supporting the process and creating the 
value, or should the focus of value creation 
and the KB supporting this be the product/
service6?” (Russ et al., 2006, pp. 3-4).

Our research and experience has also found 
that these six dilemmas are independent. In other 
words, an organization can decide to respond to 
each one of the six choices independently since 
they are not related. Therefore, we took them 
individually and created the C3EEP Typology for 
your use. So let’s take a moment to review each 
of the six strategic dilemmas. For a more formal, 
academic discussion of this subject see Russ and 
Jones (forthcoming).

Codification (Explicit) vs. Tacitness

Does the organization want to codify all of its 
knowledge or keep it tacit? Basically, write ev-
erything down and have it codified within the 
processes and systems or let the people maintain 
the knowledge. This is not a black and white 
decision. Most companies fall somewhere in the 
middle ground where a portion or different aspects 
of knowledge are codified and the remainder is 
kept at the tacit level. As with every decision 
point, there are advantages and disadvantages to 
every resolution. But that also has to be based on 
your industry, your culture, your risk management 
philosophy regarding knowledge, patent protec-
tion, industrial espionage, etc. This decision will 
guide management to invest in specific systems 
or processes or people.

Tacitness might nourish competitive advantage 
by making it more intricate for competitors to imi-
tate a company’s knowledge. On the other hand, 
by codifying knowledge and making it explicit (or 
embedded), the company can speed up the distribu-

tion of knowledge throughout the company more 
effectively than the competition. The application 
at this level is on the internal processes, tools, and 
controls of the company. The Tacitness strategy 
centers on the culture and routines necessary to 
share, protect, and control knowledge, while the 
Codification strategy converges on codifying the 
knowledge for internal sharing.

Tacit-explicit knowledge is a choice op-
portunity that companies have either implicitly 
or explicitly. Specifically, for example, it is the 
company’s strategic choice that will determine 
if it will invest in knowledge-base systems to 
encourage employee’s knowledge sharing or if it 
will sponsor employee travel for the purpose of 
personal interaction. Based on the strategic choices 
made, the company will conclude whether and 
how to remunerate employees for using databases. 
Knowledge might be in a tacit form, but the com-
pany might choose to transfer it into an explicit/
codified setting. Marriott, for example, made 
such a conversion with its operating procedures7 
at significant expense, with the intent that it will 
also increase the value of the knowledge. Such 
a codification is becoming less problematic and 
cheaper as the price of IS technologies drops and 
performance improves. Tacit-codification choices 
made are NOT dichotomous but continuous8. It 
is believed that there is a continuum of range 
or balance and it is the company’s choice (and 
strategy) as to where on this continuum it wants/
intends to situate itself.

Here is an example that will illustrate to 
you why such a balance and/or a right choice 
of which knowledge to use can be important. 
NASA invested a lot of money in codification 
of knowledge plus IS/KBS just to find that the 
most valuable knowledge they had was large scale 
project management. NASA found that the risk 
assessment and management aspect of the project 
was most valuable and that this tacit knowledge 
could only be transferred by either the cheap way 
(learning by observation, mentoring, consulting 
fees to retired experts) or by the expensive way 
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(trial and error). Unfortunately, the lesson was 
not learned until a few major disasters occurred 
and the agency became a famous case study in 
management failure9.

Complementary vs. Destroying

Does the organization want to develop knowledge 
that is compatible and complimentary with its 
existing knowledge base or does it want to build 
or acquire new knowledge that will destroy the 
current knowledge base to gain a competitive 
advantage? Again, this is a strategic question 
that will guide the decision-making process. At 
first it may seem counterintuitive to destroy or 
undermine the value of your current knowledge 
base. However, if that knowledge is obsolete, or 
will be obsolete in the future, you have to calculate 
the value of maintaining the status quo against the 
costs and potential income stream of replacing that 
knowledge with a new knowledge/technology. If 
KARMA (see chapter 4) told you that this was 
soon to be obsolete or this knowledge was solidly 
implanted within your organization, it might be 
an indication that the knowledge is useless, or it 
may also be the driver to fill a niche in a market 
that does not currently exist.

Complementary strategy can be depicted as 
a strategy based on using and developing only 
knowledge that is well-matched to the currently 
existing knowledge base within an organization. 
Such knowledge could even be “new to the world” 
innovation, but be connected and accommodating 
of the obtainable knowledge base of the company. 
Or, the knowledge could merely be a recombi-
nation of existing knowledge. The Destroying 
strategy can be portrayed as a strategy focused on 
mounting a new knowledge base while destroying 
the value of the existing knowledge base in order 
to cultivate a unique competitive advantage per-
mitting the company to revolutionize the industry.

The traditional academic thought regard-
ing disruptive technologies is that established 
companies have great difficulty developing and/

or absorbing innovations. It is a rare occurrence 
(an outlier) that an incumbent firm is successful 
in such an attempt. Companies are changing this 
pattern of behavior as more and more of them 
become aware of the risks they might be taking 
by avoiding/ underestimating innovations. A rising 
number of established companies are, therefore, 
embarking on incorporating (at least some) aspects 
of destroying strategies10.

Concealment (Secrecy) 
vs. Transparency

Does the organization want to conceal its knowl-
edge or does it want to let everyone know what 
is being done? This can be very tricky since it 
combines legal and regulatory issues, depending 
on the industry, as well as trade secrets, pat-
ent availability, etc. Pharmaceutical companies 
have to be fully transparent about new drugs 
going through the clinical trial process, but that 
is because of the law. It should also be noted that 
the law also rewards these companies for their 
transparency by granting patents to protect the 
investment. Microsoft is very careful to conceal 
the inner workings of its operating system and 
has gained a competitive advantage because of 
that secrecy. Only in recent years has Microsoft 
lost some of that advantage due to the latest court 
and regulatory rulings.

Research in international accounting recog-
nized secrecy and transparency as distinguishing 
values for a country’s accounting system. Secrecy 
was recognized as a value that denotes leaning 
toward confidentiality, disclosure within the legal 
confines only to constituencies that are the most di-
rectly involved with finance and management on a 
need-to-know basis. Transparency was recognized 
as being overtly open and accountable. The Anglo-
Saxon accounting system was acknowledged as 
the most transparent and the Less-Developed Latin 
system as the most secretive.

Research in the subject matter of patent law 
recognized two distinct frameworks for the pur-
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pose and effects of intellectual property laws. One 
contemplates patents as a means for privatizing 
information, and the second proposes looking at 
the patents as a means for validating and publishing 
information. Consistent with the former frame-
work, research established that companies exploit 
patenting as grounds to build bargaining power11. 
When companies deem their original patents are 
susceptible, they tend to rely on litigation. For ex-
ample, research insinuates that early secrecy might 
result in harming an asset protection plan, while 
transparency might result in an improved position 
as a preemptive effort in case of later litigation12. 
In a similar vein, Lev (nd) found that informa-
tion revelation by pharmaceutical companies in 
the vicinity of the time of FDA approval had a 
significant positive effect on a company’s stock 
value above and beyond the value consequential 
from the approval itself. Also, research established 
that the type of information being released had a 
dissimilar impact on the company--quantitative 
data producing a more positive influence than 
qualitative data13.

But, does this distinction persist also in other 
managerial areas? We know that knowledge can, 
at the same time, be both leaky (transparent) and 
sticky (tacit). This may imply another feature of 
knowledge, one that might be associated with 
the practice of knowledge. One example is in 
the subject matter of value formation and supply 
chain management. IS technologies are altering 
the associations between suppliers and customers 
and imposing partnerships and transparent rela-
tionships between partners. Research insinuates 
that companies are making a deliberate choice 
with respect to their level of transparency as well 
as the type of transparency employed internally 
and externally14. Another example is in the subject 
matter of strategic alliances, where learning and 
knowledge have been recognized as a critical 
matter. For example, research recognized the issue 
of how shielding the partners of their knowledge 
as an essential aspect of the knowledge acquisi-
tion process between partners15. For instance, 

the choice that Toyota made in relation to being 
more transparent than one would be expecting 
with its partner/competitor (GM) because it was 
not troubled by GM’s abilities to make use of this 
knowledge effectively in a timely manner.

Research identified three reasons why compa-
nies may want to share knowledge with competi-
tors: receiving inputs into their planning, formation 
of industry standards, and getting acceptance into 
professional networks16. One major implication 
is that companies should direct their employees 
about suitable behavior in the area as well as 
what and how knowledge can be shared. Another 
implication is that companies may want to have 
employees sign a confidentiality agreement in 
order to guard knowledge embedded in their 
systems, for example in a revenue management 
system thus utilizing trade secrets as a conceal-
ment mechanism. But, there is more to knowl-
edge fortification than patents and employees’ 
conduct policies, since knowledge has a number 
of distinctive characteristics that make protecting 
it different from protecting tangibles. Recently, 
Tapscott and Ticoll (2003) took this discussion one 
step further, suggesting that companies should see 
transparency not as a threat but as an opportunity 
to build trusting relationships with both internal 
and external constituencies. The premise for this 
dimension, in our opinion, is that companies might 
be better off balancing the need for transparency 
and concealment.

Exploration vs. Exploitation

Does the organization want to be innovative or 
does it want to exploit existing knowledge to gain 
an advantage? This decision can be based on the 
knowledge that resides within an organization. 
KARMA will tell an organization a lot about how 
knowledge is created. You may have an environ-
ment that fosters innovative ideas. You may be 
in a company that uses its knowledge base to ex-
ploit existing technologies to gain its advantage. 
However, if you are planning to move into a new 
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line of business, KARMA will allow you to as-
sess what knowledge is available for this purpose. 
KARMA may also show you that exploration 
may work in one division and exploitation may 
work in another division. This is especially true 
in larger organizations but it can also be found in 
small companies.

The Exploration strategy can be portrayed as a 
strategy typically using inventions and innovation 
in order to create new knowledge. An Exploitation 
strategy of knowledge assets can be portrayed as a 
strategy established on routinely using and refining 
accessible knowledge. There is also a distinction 
in regard to time frames; Exploitation usually 
focuses on the short term - which may generate 
long term risks, while Exploration concentrates 
on the long term - which may generate short term 
risks. The application of learning mechanisms is 
also different--the Exploration learning is variation 
-seeking and reconfiguration of new resources 
while the Exploitation learning is midpoint -seek-
ing and reconfiguration of existing resources. The 
culture, information systems, and reward systems 
that will be most valuable for each strategy might 
be different. For example, IS are fairly ineffective 
in advancing the innovation and creativity that 
are important for Exploration, but can be very 
cost-effective for sharing obtainable knowledge 
that is important for Exploitation.

Companies infrequently use the genuine style 
of the archetypes. For example, some companies 
can balance Exploration and Exploitation by using 
obtainable knowledge as an opening position for 
developing new knowledge. Harmonizing the two 
is seen as essential in new service development, 
dynamic capabilities development, research and 
development, organizational adaptation, and inno-
vation implementation in high technology manu-
facturing, and many other business applications. 
Such balancing can be challenging because of the 
“failure trap” and the “success trap.” The “failure 
trap” does not permit companies to experiment 
with new products, markets, etc, because delaying 
uncertain profits may be costly and not-beneficial. 

The “success trap” keeps the company within a 
narrow (existing) variety of products, markets, 
etc. since the company is content with the present 
profitability (and low investments and risk taking), 
which comply with its short-term goals. Such a 
strategy, however, generates long-term risks by 
creating rigidities. An additional complexity in 
having a thriving balance between exploration 
and exploitation is organizational. The activities 
supporting the strategies seem to have contradic-
tory processes and striking a balance might not 
be straightforward.

External Acquisition vs. 
Internal Development

Does the organization want to buy knowledge or 
develop it internally? Again, KARMA provides 
a baseline to help determine if the organization 
is better at assimilating knowledge from outside 
sources or creating the knowledge in-house. There 
is another element that could influence this and 
that is timing. If there is a limited window of 
opportunity for development of knowledge, you 
may determine that buying the knowledge is the 
better strategic fit even though your organization is 
better at creating its own knowledge. Remember, 
if you only acquire the processes and systems and 
not the people, there will still be an abbreviated 
“learning curve” to create the required knowledge.

Developing technologies for innovative new 
processes or new products can either be ac-
complished internally or acquired from outside 
the company by means of inter-organizational 
provisions. For example, research indicates that 
since the mid-1990s pharmaceutical companies 
located in the UK, viewed such an R&D option 
as another “make or buy” alternative. 17 The same 
choice dilemma can be recognized in other aspects 
of knowledge management in companies, for 
example, marketing, new product development, 
production, etc.

There is a widespread academic body of re-
search indicating that large companies are obtain-
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ing new knowledge from the outside, mostly from 
small, innovative and entrepreneurial companies. 
This is achieved by using a number of alterna-
tive means with differing extent of interaction 
between the partnering companies. Such acquisi-
tions may account for an increasing proportion of 
these companies’ R&D portfolios. For example, 
a partnership between an equipment supplier and 
buyer, in which the supplier extracts the engineer-
ing knowledge from their customer and the cus-
tomer, on the other hand gains an early peak into 
the potential of the technology, will illustrate the 
use of external sources of knowledge. This early 
peak affects the future equipment performance 
and gives a preview of new process technologies.

Research implies that companies contemplate 
strategic outsourcing for value propositions (not 
for cost saving purposes only), professing that 
companies might use such outsourcing arrange-
ments to intensify their innovation, intellectual 
depth and worldwide reach.18 Research also rec-
ognizes a number of concerns that companies 
need to be alarmed with, for example, entirely 
losing skill sets, difficulty in precisely identify-
ing expected outcomes, opportunistic risks, etc. 
This may propose why companies might want to 
balance their dependence on external sources with 
their internal development. Companies that are se-
riously engaged in external knowledge acquisition 
(or exchange) need to attain an “alliance learning 
capability” or, in other words, acknowledge a 
learning curve in managing the relationship with 
the external partners, what some19 call collab-
orative experience. Such capability might in fact 
include the capacity to understand, assimilate, and 
apply external knowledge, all of which are ingre-
dients of the company’s absorptive capacity. Also, 
the relationships that the employees have with 
external constituencies, specifically customers, 
could be seen as an important knowledge transfer 
mechanism by assimilating a knowledge-based 
indicator into the performances of the sales force.

The premise for this dimension, in our opinion, 
is that companies might be better off balancing 

the need for internal development and external 
acquisition. For example, research mentions two 
options of external sources for acquisition--within 
the industry and outside the industry, each having a 
different impact on new knowledge development.20

Take, for example, Kroger. The retailer is 
competing with Wal-Mart on price, with Whole 
Foods on differentiation, and with Trader Joes 
on differentiation and price. Kroger should be 
losing, right? Not exactly. Using analytics and 
customer loyalty cards supplied by a British 
company (Dunnhumby) the company is able to 
survive and show a profit21. But there must be more 
to the story than incorporating knowledge, in this 
case a system, plus software, plus results. For one, 
there is tacit knowledge exchange. Dunnhumby’s 
American headquarters is in Cincinnati, OH which 
is also the location of the Kroger headquarters. 
Actually, Kroger brought Dunnhumby to the US, 
even though they happen to be a division of a 
competitor (Tesco). But really, there is more to 
it. The abilities of different stores to respond to 
the unique circumstances they are in (Best Buy; 
another example of using the same software and 
systems) can only result from the freedom that 
store managers have to tailor their offerings to 
the identified needs PLUS the ability of corporate 
distribution to deliver systematically the needed 
goods on time and in price. No wonder few com-
panies can match this set of capabilities. Of course, 
knowledge management was not mentioned in 
the article or in related stories even once, but the 
reality is that it is all about putting the knowledge 
in action and creating value.

One additional aspect that must be mentioned 
here is that managing the acquisition of external 
knowledge as well as incorporating/integrating 
it into the organization and meshing/melting it 
with the internal knowledge is far from simple or 
routine. In all actuality, it is a skill/capability that 
organizations have to learn. In other words, there 
is a learning curve in acquiring knowledge from 
the outside, like in learning how to establish and 
manage successful strategic alliances, or how to 
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merge or acquire another company. Such a capa-
bility can be learned and some companies do, but 
many do not or even do not realize that they lack 
the skill. Even worse, many organizations have 
the capability but lack the awareness or have not 
realized that the knowledge is within one person 
and when s/he leaves the company, the knowledge 
and the capability are gone.

Product vs. Process

Does the organization want to produce a product 
or does it want to be the driver to produce the 
product better? Is the organization better at pro-
duction or re-engineering and streamlining the 
process and outsourcing the production? Again, 
KARMA provides the critical data that can be 
used to guide your answer.

The early 1990s brought a number of real-
izations: 1) The productivity paradox - despite 
spending great amount of capital in IS technology 
companies could not demonstrate positive returns 
or productivity improvements; 2) Continuous 
quality improvements were not adequate to bring 
the needed cost cutbacks necessary to be success-
ful against intense global competition; and, 3) 
The majority of reengineering programs failed 
or at best, the results were ambiguous.22 These 
realizations made it apparent that companies 
need to manage all of their processes consider-
ably better; hence process innovation, dynamic 
capabilities, value stream reinvention, six sigma, 
and BPM-Business Process Management among 
other processes. These processes exemplify the 
companies’ recognition that the “what” they pro-
duce could be as important as, the “how.” Indeed, 
recently there have been a number of endeavors 
to incorporate process management with KM. 
Another explanation of why process management 
came to the front is the relative intensification of 
the service sector and the (relative) decay of the 
manufacturing sector. Services can be described 
as an interaction between human actors, processes, 
and physical elements. Such a definition of the 

service economic sector is increasing the need 
to better appreciate and manage processes. Also, 
increasingly, manufacturing companies are broad-
ening their offerings by adding, or by bundling 
services as part of their product/service offerings.

What are the choice dilemmas offered by this 
dimension? One can be demonstrated by firms 
losing their innovative capacity and as a result, 
starting to concentrate on value creation through 
process efficiencies, or in a reciprocal cause and 
effect direction, and/or obtaining innovative ideas 
from small companies.23 In other words, new ideas 
that generate value for customers can be either a 
better new product or a cheaper product, or what 
we describe in strategy as “differentiation” and 
“low cost” strategies. For example, when a product 
is mature, it is much more complex to achieve 
product innovation, while competitor’s pressure 
and customer demands press for cost cutbacks 
by means of process development. A different 
type of choice dilemma is suggested by research 
which reveals that for companies, the selection of 
a specific product design is joined with a choice 
of a specific process in a reciprocal relationship.24 
For example, a tightly designed product will neces-
sitate a process that is intensively synchronized. 
Also, research established that when the life cycle 
of the product is short, process knowledge has a 
positive effect on the company’s performance.25

THE COMPLETE C3EEP TYPOLOGY

Now, we have to remind you that what we de-
scribed above are the dilemmas companies have 
to resolve. Rarely will such resolution or choice 
be a decision to adopt the extreme anchor as an 
alternative strategy. In the majority of the cases, 
companies will choose some kind a balance be-
tween the two anchors (for each one of the six 
choices). Taken together, the choices describe a 
space (typology26) in which companies are making 
decisions. Actually, the company may find that 
different SBUs, divisions, or functions might be 
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better served if their choice of a specific balance 
is different. Our early research supports this 
conclusion. For example we found that within 
one company, four different SBUs were mak-
ing different choices. See their different profiles 
below in Figure 1.

An alternative way to describe the profile of 
the strategy is described below by comparing the 
data of different industries. The average of all the 
companies participating in our earlier study is 
illustrated by the star and the average of the ser-
vice industries illustrated by the octagons. As one 
would expect, the service companies tend to be 
more process oriented and tend to codify those 
processes as well as keep them more transparent 
than the average company. They also seem to be 

more innovative (both more exploratory and 
destroying) as well as they rely more heavily (than 
the average company) on external development 
of new knowledge. (see Figure 2)

Next we will discuss some alternative strate-
gies companies are using when making different 
choices for the dilemmas we discussed.

C3EEP TAXONOMIES: 
THE STRATEGIES

Our early research (e.g. Russ et al., 2005, 2006) 
findings of the significant relationship between 
KB strategies and outcomes suggest that three of 
the six dimensions mentioned above might be the 

Figure 1. Four SBUs’ profiles based on the C3EEP typology

Figure 2. Industries C3EEP profile
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most important when considering specific strate-
gies. The possible KB strategies based on those 
dimensions will be discussed below.

Codification-Tacitness and 
Exploration-Exploitation Strategies

Our earliest research suggested that Codification-
Tacitness and Exploration-Exploitation strategic 
dilemmas might be of the most importance.27 
Four alternative strategies that companies can 
use when managing their KM assets (see Table 
1) were proposed within Taxonomy A. As part of 
this and later research28 we were also able to relate 
outcome effectiveness to the strategies identified29. 
Only in the case of this taxonomy, do we have 
definite conclusions.

Type (I) companies employ the Structured 
Utilization strategy. Structured Utilization com-
panies concentrate on exploiting their currently 
existing knowledge while also codifying that 
knowledge. The “Structured Utilizers” use codi-
fication and exploitation strategies concentrating 
on codification of knowledge when sustaining 
their new product development efforts to improve 
their existing products, and the servicing of their 
existing clients to achieve higher process effec-
tiveness. Such a strategy choice results in lower 
(within Taxonomy A) product effectiveness than 
the exploration alternative (Type III has a higher 
product effectiveness than type I) and in higher 
process effectiveness than the tacitness alternative 
(Type I has a higher process effectiveness than 
type II) based on our research results. Take for 

example NASA. NASA invested heavily in KM 
and in codification of knowledge and the appro-
priate IS/KBS systems. These strategies allow 
them to keep delivering on their mission, while 
reducing their budget and downsizing. BUT, the 
price of this strategy was significant system and 
mission failures, and learning that the most valu-
able knowledge they have is tacit and that they 
don’t know how to capture or manage that tacit 
knowledge30.

Type (II) companies employ the Intuitive Uti-
lization strategy. Intuitive Utilization companies 
concentrate on exploiting their currently existing 
knowledge while maintaining this knowledge as 
tacit. The “Intuitive Utilizers” rely on tacitness 
and exploitation strategies, concentrating on 
maintaining the knowledge as tacit and focusing 
on sustaining their advantage in new product 
development to enhance their contemporary 
products, and the servicing of their existing 
markets. Such a strategy choice results in lower 
(within Taxonomy A) product effectiveness than 
the exploration alternative (Type IV has a higher 
product effectiveness than type II) and in lower 
(within Taxonomy A) process effectiveness than 
the codification alternative (Type I has a higher 
process effectiveness than type II). This seems to 
be the least effective strategy (out of the four men-
tioned here) based on our research results. Take 
for example a small sized iron casting company 
located in Northeast Wisconsin. The company had 
been very successful in the past and has a core of 
knowledgeable employees that are very good at 
what they do. A number of them are getting ready 
to retire, and the HR director has started the pro-
cess of succession planning. To her surprise, she 
found that the most valuable knowledge of those 
middle level managers is not codified, as well as 
there are no individuals trained to replace those 
individuals when the time comes. Her first step 
was mapping alternative replacements as well as 
skills and competencies needed by the potential 
replacements.

Table 1. Taxonomy A: Codification-tacitness and 
exploration-exploitation strategies (Russ et al., 
2006. Used with permission. ©Inderscience) 

Codification Tacitness

Exploitation Structured Utilization 
I

Intuitive Utilization 
II

Exploration Structured Innovation 
III

Intuitive Innovation 
IV
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Type (III) companies employ the Structured 
Innovation strategy. Structured Innovation com-
panies concentrate on exploring new knowledge 
to the extent that it is feasible while codifying 
this knowledge. The “Structured Innovators” 
use codification and exploration strategies that 
concentrate on codification of new knowledge as 
sustaining new innovative product development 
and/or servicing new markets to attain higher 
process and product effectiveness. Such a strategy 
choice results in higher (within Taxonomy A) prod-
uct effectiveness than the exploitation alternative 
(Type III has a higher product effectiveness than 
type I) and higher (within Taxonomy A) process 
effectiveness than the tacitness alternative (Type 
III has a higher process effectiveness than type IV). 
Out of the four mentioned here this seems to be 
the most effective strategy based on our research 
results. Take for example the company that adopted 
an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system31 
to improve on their process efficiency and effec-
tiveness. The company was able to successfully 
implement the new software (and process) by 
modifying and adjusting its processes as required 
by the software and codifying them appropriately. 
Interestingly enough, during the implementation, 
the need to adjust the software to the processes 
and the need to tailor the training to the people 
and culture, suggested that significant aspects of 
knowledge were tacit and that caused some issues 
during the early stages of implementation.

Type (IV) companies employ the Intuitive In-
novation strategy. Intuitive Innovation companies 
concentrate on exploring new knowledge as much 
as they can while maintaining this knowledge as 
tacit. The “Intuitive Innovators” use tacitness and 
exploration strategies that focus on developing 
contemporary innovative products and/or servic-
ing novel markets while keeping their knowledge 
tacit. Such a strategy choice results in higher 
(within Taxonomy A) product effectiveness than 
the exploitation alternative (Type IV has a higher 
product effectiveness than type II) and in lower 
(within Taxonomy A) process effectiveness than 

the codification alternative (Type III has a higher 
process effectiveness than type IV) based on our 
research results. Take for example the heavy manu-
facturer and engine producer, which realized that 
their company needed to incorporate a new to the 
company, electronic, engine control technology. 
In order to accelerate the process, the company 
acquired that knowledge from an external partner 
(see strategy C below). Originally, there was a 
complete misunderstanding of and underestima-
tion of the complexity of the technology. The first 
round was a complete failure. The second round 
was a successful process, but the product was not 
in par with the market. Only in the third attempt 
did the company find the right partner and had 
the right process in place to integrate the external 
knowledge into their product. Compare that with 
the Chinese car manufacturer that realized it was 
embarking on a quantum leap technological and 
social change and was able to bridge the gap by 
recruiting the right managerial and technologi-
cal leadership and by acquiring the knowledge 
by using an appropriate intermediary that was 
rewarded appropriately.32

Exploration-Exploitation and 
External Acquisition-Internal 
Development Strategies

Our research findings (Russ et al., 2006 and Russ 
and Jones, 2006) suggest that the combination of 
the Exploration-Exploitation and of the External 
Acquisition-Internal Development dimensions 
is also significant (see Taxonomy B in Table 2).

Type (A) companies employ the External 
Utilization strategy. External Utilization compa-
nies concentrate on exploiting their presently 
obtainable knowledge while focusing on their 
core activities and utilizing knowledge and capa-
bilities from the outside to the extent that it is 
feasible for everything else. The “External Utiliz-
ers” employ external acquisition and exploitation 
strategies concentrating on their core capabilities 
to enhance their existing products and the servic-
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ing of their existing markets while concentrating 
on developing close relationships with external 
constituencies. This seems to be the least effective 
strategy in terms of product effectiveness (out of 
the four mentioned in Taxonomy B) based on our 
research results. This might suggest that outsourc-
ing strategies might not be the most effective when 
“product based outcomes” (for example new 
product development outcomes) are the focus of 
the strategy. However, this may not prevent this 
strategy from being the most appropriate with 
regard to process efficiencies (for example, cost 
cutting).

Type (B) companies employ the Internal Uti-
lization strategy. Internal Utilization companies 
concentrate on exploiting their currently existing 
knowledge while focusing on developing most of 
the knowledge they need internally. The “Inter-
nal Utilizers” employ internal development and 
exploitation strategies concentrating on internally 
developing the knowledge they need to improve 
their existing products and the servicing of existing 
markets while concentrating on developing close 
relationships within the company.

Type (C) companies employ the External In-
novation strategy. External Innovation companies 
concentrate on exploring new knowledge focusing 
on their core activities while acquiring the rest of 
the knowledge from external sources. The “Ex-
ternal Innovators” employ external acquisition 
and exploration strategies that concentrate on 
supporting new innovative product development 

and/or servicing new markets while centering their 
attention on developing close relationships with 
external constituencies.

Type (D) companies employ the Internal In-
novation strategy. Internal Innovation companies 
concentrate on exploring new knowledge to the 
extent that it is feasible while developing most of 
the knowledge they need internally. The “Internal 
Innovators” employ internal development and ex-
ploration strategies that concentrate on internally 
embracing the new knowledge needed to support 
new innovative product development and/or the 
servicing of new markets to achieve higher product 
effectiveness. This seems to be the most effective 
strategy (out of the four mentioned in Taxonomy 
B) based on our research results.

Codification-Tacitness and 
External Acquisition-Internal 
Development Strategies

The findings of our earlier research (Russ et al., 
2006, and Russ and Jones, 2006) also suggest that 
the combination of the Codification-Tacitness and 
that of the External Acquisition-Internal Devel-
opment dimensions might be of importance (see 
Taxonomy C in Table 3).

Type (1) companies employ the External 
Codification strategy. External Codification com-
panies concentrate on codifying their core ac-
tivities and utilizing knowledge and capabilities 
from the outside to the extent that it is feasible 

Table 2. Taxonomy B: Exploration-exploitation 
and external acquisition-internal development 
strategies (Russ et al., 2006. Used with permis-
sion. ©Inderscience) 

External
Acquisition

Internal
Development

Exploitation External Utilization 
A

Internal Utilization 
B

Exploration External Innovation 
C

Internal Innovation 
D

Table 3. Taxonomy C: Codification-tacitness and 
external acquisition-internal development strat-
egies (Russ et al., 2006. Used with permission. 
©Inderscience). 

External
Acquisition

Internal
Development

Codification External Codification 
1

Internal Codification 
2

Tacitness External Tacitness 
3

Internal Tacitness 
4
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for everything else. The “External Codifiers” 
employ external acquisition and codification 
strategies focusing on their core capabilities to 
enhance their products and the servicing of their 
markets.

Type (2) companies employ the Internal Codi-
fication strategy. Internal Codification companies 
concentrate on codifying the majority of their 
knowledge while developing most of the knowl-
edge they need internally. The “Internal Codifiers” 
employ internal development and codification 
strategies that concentrate on internally embrac-
ing the new knowledge needed to support new 
product development and/or the servicing of their 
markets to realize higher product effectiveness. 
This appears to be the most effective strategy (out 
of the four mentioned in Taxonomy C) based on 
our research results.

Type (3) companies employ the External 
Tacitness strategy. External Tacitness companies 
concentrate on maintaining their core capabilities 
knowledge as tacit and utilizing knowledge and 
capabilities from the outside as much as feasible 
for everything else. The “External Intuitives” 
use external acquisition and tacitness strategies 
focusing on their core capabilities to enhance 
their products and the servicing of their markets 
while focusing their attention on developing close 
relationships with external constituencies. This 
appears to be the least effective strategy (out of 
the four mentioned in Taxonomy C) based on our 
research results.

Type (4) companies employ the Internal 
Tacitness strategy. Internal Tacitness companies 
concentrate on maintaining their knowledge as 
tacit as much as they can while developing most 
of the knowledge they need internally. The “In-
ternal Intuitives” use internal development and 
tacitness strategies that concentrate on internally 
embracing the knowledge needed to enhance new 
product development and/or the servicing of their 
markets while concentrating on developing close 
relationships within the company.

Our recent study (Russ et al., 2008) suggested 
that the Product-Process dilemma might also be 
of significance. Below we describe the feasible 
taxonomies resulting from the combination of this 
dilemma with the other three dilemmas used above.

Product-Process and 
External Acquisition-Internal 
Development Strategies

The next taxonomy describes a combination 
of the Product-Process and that of the External 
Acquisition-Internal Development dimensions 
(see Taxonomy D in Table 4).

Type (α) companies employ the External 
Product strategy. External Product companies 
concentrate their core activities on developing 
and managing their product strategies externally 
and using knowledge and capabilities from the 
outside to the extent that it is feasible for every-
thing else. The “External Product” companies 
employ external acquisition to improve and/or 
develop their new products concentrating on their 
core capabilities to service their markets while 
making sure that their reward system is consistent 
and supportive of such activities.

Type (β) companies employ the Internal 
Product strategy. Internal Product companies 
concentrate on developing most of the product 
knowledge they need internally, while using as 
little knowledge and capabilities as possible from 
the outside for everything else. The “Internal Prod-
uct” companies concentrate their core capabilities 
on internal development to improve and or develop 

Table 4. Taxonomy D: Product-process and exter-
nal acquisition-internal development strategies 

External
Acquisition

Internal
Development

Product External Product 
α

Internal Product 
β

Process External Process 
γ

Internal Process 
δ
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their new products and use external partners to 
develop and service their markets, while making 
sure that their reward system is consistent and 
supportive of such activities.

Type (γ) companies employ the External 
Process strategy. External Process companies 
concentrate on maintaining their products and 
focusing their core capabilities knowledge on 
process improvement by using knowledge and 
capabilities from the outside as much as possible. 
The “External Process” companies use external 
acquisition and process improvement strategies 
concentrating on their core capabilities to improve 
their processes and the servicing of their markets 
while centering their attention on developing 
close relationships with external constituencies 
and while making sure that their reward system 
is consistent and supportive of such activities.

Type (δ) companies employ the Internal Pro-
cess strategy. Internal Process companies concen-
trate on improving the process knowledge they 
need internally, while using as little knowledge 
and capabilities as possible from the outside for 
everything else. The “Internal Process” companies 
use internal development that focuses on inter-
nally embracing the knowledge needed to support 
new process development and/or the servicing of 
their markets while focusing on developing close 
relationships within the company while making 
sure that their reward system is consistent and 
supportive of such activities.

Product-Process and Codification-
Tacitness Strategies

The next taxonomy describes a combination of 
the Product-Process and that of the Codification-
Tacitness dimensions (see Taxonomy E in Table 5).

Type (א) companies employ the Codified 
Product strategy. Codified Product companies 
concentrate on codifying their knowledge of 
product development and management focusing 
on their core capabilities to improve their products 
and servicing their markets. The “Codified Prod-

uct” companies sustain their process development 
efforts to improve their products and the servicing 
of their clients and achieve higher product ef-
fectiveness by using the most appropriate source 
of knowledge and using the appropriate IT systems 
to support their core capabilities as needed.

Type (ב) companies employ the Tacit Product 
strategy. Tacit Product companies concentrate on 
maintaining their knowledge of product develop-
ment and management as tacit, focusing on their 
core capabilities to improve their products, and 
servicing their markets. The “Tacit Product” com-
panies sustain their process development efforts to 
improve their products and the servicing of their 
clients and achieve higher process effectiveness by 
using the most appropriate source of knowledge 
and using the appropriate IT systems to support 
their core capabilities as needed.

Type (ג) companies employ the Codified Pro-
cess strategy. Codified Process companies concen-
trate on codifying their process knowledge as much 
as possible. The “Codified Process” companies 
employ codification strategies that concentrate on 
internally embracing the most appropriate source 
of knowledge and using the appropriate IT systems 
to support their core capabilities that will result 
in higher process effectiveness.

Type (ד) companies employ the Tacit Process 
strategy. Tacit Process companies concentrate on 
maintaining and developing their process knowl-
edge as tacit as much as they can. The “Tacit Pro-
cess” companies use tacitness strategies that focus 
on internally embracing the knowledge and the 
use of appropriate IT systems to support process 
development and/or the servicing of their markets 

Table 5. Taxonomy E: Product-process and 
codification-tacitness strategies 

Codification Tacitness

Product Codified Product 
א

Tacit Product 
ב

Process Codified Process 
ג

Tacit Process 
ד
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while focusing on developing close relationships 
within the company.

Product-Process and Exploration-
Exploitation Strategies

The next taxonomy describes a combination of the 
Product-Process and that of Exploration -Exploi-
tation dimensions (see Taxonomy F in Table 6).

Type (ا) companies employ the Product Utili-
zation strategy. Product Utilization companies 
concentrate on exploiting their currently existing 
product knowledge while servicing their existing 
and/or new markets. The “Product Utilization” 
companies employ existing and/or new pro-
cesses concentrating on their core capabilities to 
enhance their product strategies, focusing on their 
core activities and using knowledge and capa-
bilities to the extent that it is feasible for everything 
else.

Type (ب) companies employ the Product In-
novation strategy. Product Innovation companies 
concentrate on exploring new knowledge focus-
ing on new product development activities while 
utilizing their existing knowledge for the non core 
activities. The “Product Innovation” companies 
employ product and exploration strategies that 
concentrate on supporting new innovative product 
development and/or the servicing of new markets 
while centering their attention on delivering those 
products to their customers.

Type (ت) companies employ the Process Uti-
lization strategy. The “Process Utilization” com-
panies employ process and exploitation strategies 
concentrating on utilizing their currently existing 

process knowledge while also focusing on improv-
ing their process strategies and the servicing of 
existing markets.

Type (ث) companies employ the Process In-
novation strategy. Process Innovation companies 
concentrate on exploring new process knowledge 
to the extent that it is feasible. The “Process Inno-
vation” companies employ internal and/or external 
resources for development of new processes to 
service their markets while improving on their 
process strategies.

There are two additional dimensions of the 
C3EEP typology that were not yet used for KM 
strategy taxonomies (Complementary-Destroying 
and Concealment-Transparent). We suspect that 
these two dilemmas will become more and more 
important due to recent Information and Com-
munications Technology (ICT) trends. The ques-
tion raised here is, which of the nine plausible 
combinations that the two dilemmas are adding in 
combination with the previously mentioned four 
are of more importance (if there is any difference 
in importance)?

One answer would be to look into the number 
of levers (see Table 10) shared by any two dilem-
mas. Interestingly, the one that has the most (three) 
is also one that is very intriguing to us as well as 
one that is probably one of the less understood 
by the popular and academic literature.

Complementary-Destroying and 
Exploration-Exploitation Strategies

The next taxonomy introduced in this chapter is 
the Complementary-Destroying and the Explo-
ration-Exploitation dimensions (see Taxonomy 
G in Table 7).

Type (あ) companies employ the Complemen-
tary Utilization strategy. Complementary Utiliza-
tion companies concentrate on exploiting their 
currently existing product and process knowledge 
while servicing their existing markets. The 
“Complementary Utilization” companies employ 
existing processes concentrating on their core 

Table 6. Taxonomy F: Product-process and 
exploration-exploitation strategies 

Exploitation Exploration

Product Product Utilization 
ا

Product Innovation 
ب

Process Process Utilization 
ت

Process Innovation 
ث
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capabilities to enhance their product strategies, 
focusing on their core activities and using knowl-
edge and capabilities to the extent that it is fea-
sible for everything else. Such a strategy can be 
very successful in the short term but since no 
options for responding to future changes are ac-
quired, the company is taking on significant risk 
for the medium and long terms.

Type (い) companies employ the Comple-
mentary Innovation strategy. Complementary 
Innovation companies concentrate on exploring 
new knowledge focusing on new product and 
process development activities while adding 
this knowledge to its existing knowledge base 
and enhancing its value. The “Complementary 
Innovation” companies employ product and ex-
ploration strategies that concentrate on supporting 
new innovative product development and/or the 
servicing of new markets while centering their 
attention on delivering those products to their 
current and new customers. Such a strategy might 
create some short term risks, but if successful, 
could provide for mid term success. In long and 
mid term product life cycle (PLC) industries, this 
might even be successful long term. In industries 
that have short PLC, this strategy might be risky 
long term.

Type (う) companies employ the Destroying 
Utilization strategy. The “Destroying Utilization” 
companies employ counter intuitive strategy 
since they utilize some existing aspects of their 
knowledge base while destroying the value of it 
in other aspects. For example, a company can 

utilize their currently existing process knowledge 
while at the same time moving to a completely 
new product market, where it will need to develop 
new knowledge to serve new customers. Under 
this strategy, the transition is slow, and the new 
product market must be close to the old one, see 
for example the GM strategy of penetrating the 
Chinese market33. Such a strategy might create 
some short term risks, but if successful, could 
provide for midterm success. In long and midterm 
product life cycle (PLC) industries, this might 
even be successful long term. In industries that 
have short PLC, this strategy might also be risky 
long term, but on the other hand, the transition 
into a new product market could provide a valu-
able option for the future.

Type (え) companies employ the Destroy-
ing Innovation strategy. Destroying Innovation 
companies concentrate on exploring new prod-
uct and process knowledge to the extent that it 
is feasible, while also destroying the value of 
their current knowledge base. The ”Destroying 
Innovation” companies employ internal and/
or external resources for development of new 
processes and products to service new markets. 
An example here would be Corning which in the 
late 1990’s and early 2000’s, moved completely 
away from its kitchenware markets into the fiber 
communication, high-tech glass markets. The 
company invested heavily and successfully in 
R&D of new technologies and products taking 
significant technological risks and facing financial 
markets criticism for years of poor performance. 
Luckily, long term success paid off for the risk 
taken34. Such a strategy will create high short term 
risks, and also could provide for midterm risks. 
In industries that have short PLC, this strategy 
might provide the only option to survive while 
creating a valuable alternative for the company.

The last two taxonomies introduced in this 
chapter were selected using similar criteria to 
the one used earlier (number of levers, see tax-
onomy G).

Table 7. Taxonomy G: Complementary-destroying 
and exploration-exploitation strategies 

Exploitation Exploration

Complementary Complementary 
Utilization 

あ

Complementary 
Innovation 

い

Destroying Destroying Utili-
zation 
う

Destroying In-
novation 

え
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Concealment-Transparency and 
External Acquisition-Internal 
Development Strategies

The next taxonomy describes a combination of 
the Concealment-Transparency and the External 
Acquisition-Internal Development dimensions 
(see Taxonomy H in Table 8).

Type (甲) companies employ the External 
Concealment strategy. External Concealment 
companies concentrate their core activities on 
effectively developing and managing their prod-
uct strategies internally, and using knowledge and 
capabilities from the outside to the extent that it 
is feasible for everything else. The “External 
Concealing” companies employ external acquisi-
tion to improve and or develop their new pro-
cesses concentrating on their core capabilities to 
service their markets while making sure that their 
relationships with their customers are protected.

Type (乙) companies employ the Internal 
Concealment strategy. Internal Concealment 
companies concentrate on developing most of 
the product knowledge they need internally, 
while using as little knowledge and capabilities 
as possible from the outside for everything else. 
The “Internal Concealing” companies concentrate 
their core capabilities on internal development 
to improve and/or develop their new products 
and use external partners as little as possible to 
develop and service their markets, while making 

sure that their relationships with their suppliers 
and customers are protected.

Type (丙) companies employ the External 
Transparency strategy. External Transparency 
companies concentrate on maintaining their prod-
ucts and focusing their core capabilities knowledge 
on process improvement by using knowledge 
and capabilities from the outside while being 
transparent as much as possible. The “External 
Transparency” companies use external acquisition 
and process improvement strategies concentrating 
on their core capabilities to improve their processes 
and the servicing of their markets while centering 
their attention on developing close relationships 
with external constituencies and making sure 
that they are transparent with their suppliers and 
customers as much as possible, protecting only 
those aspects that are absolutely necessary.

Type (丁) companies employ the Internal 
Transparency strategy. Internal Transparency 
companies concentrate on improving the process 
knowledge they need internally, while using as 
little knowledge and capabilities as possible from 
the outside for everything else. The “Internal 
Transparency” companies use internal develop-
ment that focuses on internally embracing the 
knowledge needed to support new process de-
velopment and/or the servicing of their markets 
while focusing on developing close relationships 
within the company, making sure that they are 
transparent with their suppliers and customers as 
needed while protecting only those aspects that 
are absolutely necessary.

Concealment-Transparency and 
Codification-Tacitness Strategies

The next taxonomy describes a combination of the 
Concealment-Transparency and the Codification-
Tacitness dimensions (see Taxonomy I in Table 9).

Type (ㄱ) companies employ the Codified 
Concealment strategy. Codified Concealment 
companies concentrate on codifying their knowl-
edge of product and process development and 

Table 8. Taxonomy H - Concealment-Transparency 
and External Acquisition-Internal Development 
Strategies 

External
Acquisition

Internal
Development

Concealment External Concealment 
甲

Internal Conceal-
ment 
乙

Transparency External Transpar-
ency 
丙

Internal Transpar-
ency 
丁
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management, focusing on their core capabilities 
to improve their products and processes and ser-
vicing their markets. The “Codified Concealment” 
companies sustain their process development ef-
forts to improve their products and the servicing 
of their clients to achieve higher product effective-
ness by using the most appropriate codified source 
of knowledge while concealing the knowledge 
both internally and externally and using the ap-
propriate IT systems to support their core capa-
bilities as needed.

Type (ㄴ) companies employ the Tacit Con-
cealment strategy. Tacit Concealment companies 
concentrate on maintaining their knowledge of 
product and process development and manage-
ment as tacit, focusing on their core capabilities to 
improve their products and processes and servicing 
their markets. The “Tacit Concealment” compa-
nies sustain their process development efforts to 
improve their products and the servicing of their 
clients to achieve higher process effectiveness 
by using the most appropriate tacit source of 
knowledge, while concealing the knowledge both 
internally and externally and using the appropri-
ate IT systems to support their core capabilities 
as needed.

Type (ㄷ) companies employ the Codified 
Transparency strategy. Codified Transparency 
companies concentrate on codifying their product 
and process knowledge as much as possible, while 
making it available both internally and externally 
as much as needed. The “Codified Transparency” 
companies employ codification strategies that 
concentrate on internally embracing the most 
appropriate source of knowledge and using the 

appropriate IT systems to support their core ca-
pabilities sharing this knowledge as needed and 
resulting in higher process effectiveness, protect-
ing only those aspects that are absolutely necessary.

Type (ㄹ) companies employ the Tacit Trans-
parency strategy. Tacit Transparency companies 
concentrate on maintaining and developing their 
product and process knowledge as tacit as much as 
possible, while making it available both internally 
and externally as much as they can. The “Tacit 
Transparency” companies use tacitness strategies 
that focus on internally embracing knowledge and 
the use of appropriate IT systems to support process 
development and/or the servicing of their markets 
while focusing on developing close relationships 
within and outside the company, protecting only 
those aspects that are absolutely necessary.

Conclusion

Our own research as well as that of others35 would 
suggest that companies are using a combination 
of the nine taxonomies mentioned above, and that 
there are more synergies between some of them 
than others. For example, the “Internal-Codifier-
Innovator” strategy (“2” * “III” using our taxono-
mies notation) seems to be the most valuable in 
terms of product and process effectiveness (in our 
research, Russ et al., 2006). On the other hand, 
the “External-Intuitive-Utilizer” strategy (“3” 
* “II” using our taxonomies notation) strategy 
seems to be the least effective strategy. Miller 
et al. (2007) found within manufacturing firms 
that product strategies and exploration strategy 
together with a focus on radical innovation seem 
to work hand-in-hand as do process strategies and 
exploitation strategy with a focus on incremental 
innovation; which in our taxonomy translates 
into Product- Innovator- Destroyer and Process-
Utilizer-Complementer. Questions of interest can 
be raised here. Will some industries provide a more 
fruitful environment for different combinations 
than others? Will different sized companies have 
a tendency to use or avoid specific strategies and 

Table 9. Taxonomy I: Concealment-transparency 
and codification-tacitness strategies 

Codification Tacitness

Concealment Codified Concealment 
ㄱ

Tacit Concealment 
ㄴ

Transparency Codified Transparency 
ㄷ

Tacit Transparency 
ㄹ
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combinations of strategies? Also, what different 
key success indicators aspired to by the companies 
might be supported by different combinations of 
strategies? For example, outcomes of profitability 
and earnings might show different results.

KM STRATEGY FRAMEWORK

If the six C3EEP strategic dilemmas describe 
above are combined with the KM strategic levers 
and outcome measures identified in our earlier 
research36, a possible framework for KM strategy 
emerges (see Table 10). This framework can help 
your company in developing a detailed KM strat-
egy. The specific levers that were found to be of 
significance in regard to the strategic dilemmas 
as well as the outcome indicators in our earlier 
research are marketed with an “X” or with the 
specific typology identified in this chapter under 
each strategic dilemma.

This framework should provide KM practitio-
ners with advice as to what to focus their attention 
on and where and how to allocate resources. For 
example, companies that are investing greatly in 
IS technology and are utilizing the Codification 
strategy, are recommended to verify that their 
reward systems and employee utilization strategy 
(as well as culture) are aligned. Or, for example, 
companies that utilize the Exploration strategy 
should have an external market focus. Companies 
that have Product (versus Process) focus, are 
advised to ensure that their reward systems and 
their data and IT systems are aligned suitably with 
their strategy. Companies are also advised not to 
neglect the need to balance this internal focus 
with the necessity to expand new product devel-
opment as part of the Exploration strategy.

FINAL CONCLUSION

This framework should provide KM practitioners, 
as well as academic researchers, with guidelines 

as to where to focus their attention, and where 
to focus resource allocation when considering 
alternative business and KM strategies and their 
alignment.

For example, our early research confirmed that 
Codification strategy sponsored by a KM support-
ive culture is effective when the center of attention 
is on the process outcomes, while the “Exploration-
Codification-Internal Development” strategy is 
more effective when the center of attention is on 
the product outcomes. One possible explanation 
for this is that for processes to be effective, their 
codification might make it easier to manage and 
measure, while for New Product Development to 
be effective, discovering new needs and new cus-
tomers might be more relevant. There is intricate 
academic literature corroborating the importance 
of innovation and new product development for 
sustaining competitive advantage. On the other 
hand, there is very little research done on process 
management and the importance of codifying 
tacit knowledge in processes, especially in the 
service sector. Such research should have major 
consequences since the productivity of services 
(at least some of them) is comparatively low, and 
since the service sector represents about 70% of 
the developed economies GDP.

As mentioned in our earlier research, we would 
like to remind the reader, that there is a crucial 
need to incorporate the aspects of organizational 
culture and the technology aspects of KBS in each 
KM strategy discussion, which unfortunately is 
rarely done.
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ABSTRACT

Recent evidence of the adoption of technologically 
mediated systems of knowledge management as 
part of the trend to accountability in the Institutions 
of Higher Education around the world has been 
widely disseminated in World Bank and UNESCO 
reports, and the effects of assessment driven ac-
countability on preparation programs extensively 
debated in scholarly communities. Less scholarly 

attention has been paid to the institutional effects 
of the technology enhanced performance assess-
ment evidentiary demands on university programs 
undergoing review by national accrediting bodies. 
The lack of scholarly attention is addressed by 
presenting a case study examining the institutional 
dynamics of accreditation review experienced by 
faculty in one department that offered graduate 
programs leading to certification for education 
leaders. Drawing from institutional analysis 
(Scott, 2008a, 2008b) a conceptual framework 
is established in a discussion of conditions of 
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enactment of the regulative, normative and cogni-
tive facets of the institutional dynamics evident 
in the implementation ecology of accountability 
systems. The case study analysis outlines four 
phases of development of the essential elements 
of a web-based assessment system, and describes 
the questions raised by faculty about performance 
evidence, the assessment of that evidence, and 
the nature of measures of program outcome ef-
fectiveness. Classic theories of organizations fail 
to fully explain the concerns and questions that 
were raised by faculty. In contrast, Engeström’s 
(1999, 2001, 2008) theory of expansive learning 
grounded in Cultural Historical Activity Theory 
(CHAT) provides insights into faculty responses 
to questions raised by the criteria for program 
review established by the accrediting body. 
Artifacts of expansive learning evident in the 
development of a performance assessment system 
can be viewed as reflecting institutionalization of 
regulative, normative, and cognitive dimensions 
of the emergent evaluative state of leadership 
preparation around the world. Implications are 
suggested for understanding the development of 
information technology (IT) enhanced knowledge 
management systems (KMS).

INTRODUCTION

In the context of recent global economic volatil-
ity, many institutions of higher education (IHE) 
around the world are adapting to two significant 
trends of the past decade: 1) a turn to regulation 
and accountability (King, 2007, Shin & Harmon, 
2009), and 2) technology-based socioeconomic 
and institutional changes (Dolata, 2009, Hage & 
Meuus, 2006). These two trends have had particu-
lar import for IHE that contribute to the preparation 
of professionals by offering programs of study 
leading to certification to meet the standards set 
by external accrediting bodies.

The first of these trends, the turn to regula-
tion was evident over a decade ago. In an article 

documenting the changing face of accountability in 
higher education internationally that was leading 
to a new focus on monitoring and assessing insti-
tutional performance, Alexander (2000) observed

A new economic motivation is driving states to 
redefine relationships by pressuring institutions 
to become more accountable, more efficient, and 
more productive in the use of publicly generated 
resources. Earlier attempts by states to measure 
institutional efficiency and performance have 
generally been met with passive resistance or 
benign neglect in academic circles. Although 
this trend still prevails, an increasing number of 
educational leaders are now exhibiting awareness 
that the status quo is no longer a viable option 
for higher education. (p. 411)

As the millennium approached the account-
ability movement inundating many Organization 
of Economic Cooperation and Development 
(OECD) nations at that time was “premised on 
the perception that traditional measures of insti-
tutional performance and effectiveness such as 
peer review and market choice” were not suf-
ficient indicators of institutional value (p. 414). 
This shift had its roots in the previous decade 
when governments in OECD nations across the 
globe became interested in performance funding 
and budgeting for higher education (Brennan & 
Shah, 2000; Burke & Serban, 1997; El-Khawas 
& Massey, 1996; Jongbloed & Koelman, 1996; 
Layzell, 1998; Peters, 1992; Piper & Issacs, 1992).

By 2000, researchers had begun to study the 
impact of the systems for the assessment of quality 
in higher education that had been established in 
nations around the world (Brennan & Shah, 2000). 
This research focused on rewards/incentives, 
policies/structures and cultures of institutions. For 
example in a study of quality assurance systems 
in IHE in 14 OECD countries, Brennan and Shah 
found that although “changing institutional poli-
cies and structures is a complex process”, there 
was evidence of institutional changes impacting 
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“structures and policies which were fundamental 
to the life and organisation of the institution, i.e. 
changing the balance of power and organisa-
tional values” (p. 340). Specifically they found 
evidence of a

shift in the distribution of power within higher 
education. This shift has favoured the institu-
tional level at the expense of the basic unit. It has 
also tended to strengthen extrinsic over intrinsic 
values as both managerial and market concerns 
have acquired greater importance compared with 
disciplinary academic concerns. (p. 347)

Debates over the impact of what has come to 
be known as the “new managerialism” in higher 
education continued over the next decade. Re-
searchers studying IHE in the UK, found evidence 
of several models of managerialism, including that 
of the learning organisation (Easterby-Smith et 
al., 1999) in which there is “emphasis on cultural 
change, team-work, empowerment of employees 
and strategic scanning of the horizon” (Deem & 
Brehony, 2005, p. 225).

During this time a second and related trend in 
technology-based socioeconomic and institutional 
changes also impacted IHE. In the 1990s states and 
nations realized that to strengthen their competitive 
positioning they had to increase their involve-
ment in the development of human capital and 
research through higher education. As Marshall 
(1995) observed, “In this more competitive world, 
dominated by knowledge-intensive technology, 
the keys to economic success have become human 
resources and more effective population systems, 
not possible new organizations of production, 
not natural resources and domestic economies of 
scale” (p. 53). Characteristics of what is now called 
a post-industrial era include increasing knowledge 
and competence, competitive and technological 
dynamics, and growing environmental complex-
ity. Adapting to this context posed significant 
challenges to both private and public sector orga-
nizations. However, researchers following these 

trends reported a positive association between 
adaptability and innovativeness (Tuominen et 
al., 2003). By 2000 it was evident that organiza-
tions “seeking ways to manage their knowledge 
assets” were increasingly turning to information 
technology (IT) for solutions (Schultze & Boland, 
2000, p. 193).

IHE around the world responded to this turn to 
IT in context of pressures for accountability and 
the “new managerialism” by ratcheting up the 
processes of incorporating technology-enhanced 
performance assessment processes into their 
knowledge management (KM) practices. As a 
result of this process we see the emergence of 
techno-wizards, by which I mean IHE where 
networked bundles of post-Web 2.0 adaptations 
are anticipating Web x.0 and second life tech-
nologies. As documented in the growing body 
of KM performance evaluation research there is 
some evidence that technological adaptations are 
transforming organizational practices long viewed 
as embedded in fragments of the medieval cul-
tures from which modern IHE around the world 
have evolved (Chen & Chen, 2006). Indeed, with 
extensive investments in knowledge management 
systems (KMS) IHE and other organizations are 
now investigating how KM processes can best be 
organized to reap instrumental benefits. However, 
critics point out “most KM research, apart from 
being fragmented, overemphasizes knowledge 
creation and draws little attention to key inter-
mediaries in the KM process” (Datta, 2007). Yet 
intermediaries become significant when we recog-
nize that their involvement in the management of 
knowledge can have unintended consequences. As 
Schultz and Leidner (2002) note that “knowledge 
is a double-edged sword: while too little might 
result in expensive mistakes, too much might result 
in unwanted accountability” (p. 213). Indeed we 
do not have a good understanding of how orga-
nizational knowledge is related to organizational 
learning, in part because researchers have tended 
to focus on one or the other. Chiva and Alegre 
(2005) conclude that despite their implicit links, 
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the two areas of literature they have produced 
have in the past been relatively unrelated. It is 
also clear that IHE around the world are adapt-
ing to advancements in ICTs in ways that require 
exploration of the links between organizational 
knowledge and organizational learning such as I 
undertake in this case study using Engeström’s 
(1987, 2001, 2008) activity theoretical approach 
to understanding expansive learning associated 
with the IT enhanced performance assessment 
in IHE. In doing so I extend previous research 
on activity theory these arenas (see for example, 
Ditsa, 2003; Igira & Gregory, 2009; Roque & 
Figueiredo, 2006).

The need to explore the links between organi-
zational learning and organizational knowledge is 
especially pressing in the context of the interna-
tional trend for IHE to respond to accountability 
pressures (Brown, Desrosier & Edwards, 2009) 
by adopting newer assessment models that address 
complex learning outcomes and support measuring 
learning more authentically and providing alterna-
tives to the conventional, test-based assessment 
models (Moallem, 2009, Juneau, 2008). The case 
study I present focuses specifically on the design 
and implementation of a new type of assessment, 
a kind of electronic or web portfolio (DiMarco, 
2006; Wagner & Lamoureuz), that can be used 
in planning and formative evaluation (Ehrmann, 
2006).

SETTING THE STAGE

In 1999 the Department of Education Leader-
ship (EDEL) at a research intensive land grant 
university in a mid Atlantic state in the United 
States received the evaluation report of the Edu-
cation Leadership Constituent Council (ELCC) 
on its Masters in School Leadership program. 
As the special professional association (SPA) 
designated by the National Council for Accredita-
tion of Teacher Education (NCATE) to conduct 
accreditation reviews of professional certifica-

tion programs, the ELCC had begun to revise 
its expectations to emphasize a standards-based 
curriculum with a focus on developing knowl-
edge, skills and dispositions. With this charge, 
the ELCC began to seek evidence from programs 
seeking accreditation that students demonstrated 
competencies through completing performance 
activities associated with the 12 standards and 
over 100 indicators. The underlying focus taken 
by the ELCC evaluators of EDEL’s program was 
on assessing evidence of student performances 
of activities reflecting competencies or skills as-
sociated with effective school leadership. In the 
initial review, evaluators did not find adequate 
evidence, with their concerns falling into two 
categories. First, the program included numerous 
electives, making it difficult to ensure that every 
student would experience each of the indicators. 
Second, the evaluators sought evidence of clearly 
defined student performance activities.

The EDEL faculty was initially surprised and 
puzzled, and the scope of weaknesses identified 
led them to question the relevance of this evalua-
tion process. After much analysis and revision of 
approaches to linking fieldwork with coursework, 
the Department submitted its rejoinder report, 
along with two large binders providing examples 
of student work in the field associated with the 
indicators. At the heart of the revision was the 
development of a portfolio system which tracked 
students’ fieldwork associated with performance 
activities. In addition the faculty developed evalu-
ation rubrics for each performance activity. The 
rejoinder was accepted, and EDEL’s report soon 
was used as an exemplar of competency-focused, 
performance-based learning.

In the fall of 2002 EDEL began preparations 
for a new NCATE accreditation review, one that 
required development of a performance assess-
ment system and a system of monitoring program 
outcome effectiveness based the new ELCC (2002) 
standards for school building and school district 
leadership. The lessons gained in developing a 
portfolio system were useful; however, the chal-
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lenges of creating a comprehensive performance 
system went well beyond those previously ad-
dressed. The faculty confronted questions such as: 
What counts as evidence of performance? What 
criteria should be used to examine that evidence? 
How can validity and reliability be ensured? How 
can the performance assessment system be used 
to create measures of program outcome effective-
ness? How can a demonstration of dispositions 
be designed in a way that reflects the EDEL’s 
commitments? The design of EDEL’s web-based 
Performance Assessment System (WB-PAS) was 
a comprehensive response to these and other ques-
tions raised as part of the ELCC program review 
report. In August 2003, EDEL’s programs were 
fully accredited without weaknesses noted by 
the ELCC. The design of EDEL’s WB-PAS was 
recognized by the ELCC as offering evidence 
that the department’s graduate programs leading 
to school building and school district leadership 
meet the standards for national recognition.

This case study is structured into four parts. 
In the first part, I begin with a brief overview of 
the conditions of enactment of the regulative, 
normative and cognitive facets of the institutional 
dynamics evident in what I have called elsewhere 
the implementation ecology of accountability 
systems. In the second part of the case study, I 
describe the four phases of design that resulted 
in the development of the essential elements of 
EDEL’s WB- PAS, and the questions that were 
raised by faculty about performance evidence, 
the assessment of that evidence, and the nature 
of measures of program outcome effectiveness. 
In the third part of the case study, I consider how 
classic theories of organizations fail to fully 
explain the concerns and questions that were 
raised by faculty. In the fourth part of the case 
study, I explore how Engeström’s (1999) theory 
of expansive learning provides insights into the 
ways in which EDEL has responded to these, 
and other questions raised by the ELCC/NCATE 
criteria for program review. In doing so, I consider 
how the artifacts of expansive learning evident 

in the development of EDEL’s WB- PAS can be 
viewed as reflecting institutionalization of regula-
tive, normative, and cognitive dimensions of the 
unique ELCC/NCATE accountability system of 
the state. I discuss how institutionalization, in this 
context of accountability is evident as the system 
concentrates the efforts of faculty and creates a 
context for deliberate intervention in the design 
and delivery of graduate programs leading to cer-
tification for school building and school district 
leadership roles. I conclude the case study by argu-
ing that considering artifacts of expansive learning 
in the implementation ecology of accountability 
systems is useful in understanding the conditions 
of faculty engagement in active learning about, 
and innovation in aligning instructional practice, 
student performance activities, and assessments 
with standards for graduate programs for indi-
viduals seeking certification as school building 
and school district leaders. These arguments have 
broad implications for IHE around the world given 
the international trends to technology enhanced 
performance assessment as central to standards 
based professional preparation

CASE DESCRIPTION

Part 1: The Implementation 
Ecology of Accountability

The mid Atlantic state where the case study Univer-
sity is located requires that all programs leading to 
certification be accredited by NCATE. Its program 
approval is therefore contingent upon successful 
accreditation by NCATE and its SPAs, including 
the ELCC. In addition the state has adopted the 
School Leaders Licensure Assessment (SLLA) 
as a requirement for Administrator II (principal) 
certification in the state, establishing a cut score 
of 157. This means that candidates must complete 
Administrator I certification through an ELCC 
accredited MA program of preparation for school 
building leadership. However, the state does not 
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at this point require that the SLLA for superinten-
dents be taken for those seeking superintendents’ 
certification in the state. In fact, the State Board of 
Education regulation on Superintendent certifica-
tion allows candidates holding a masters degree, 
three years of successful teaching, and two years 
of administrative or supervisory experience, to 
apply for certification after completing a two-year 
program with graduate courses in administration 
and supervision.

Under the state’s regulatory framework, 
therefore, the approval of programs leading to 
certification for school building or school district 
leadership is contingent upon their accreditation 
by the ELCC for NCATE. Departments seeking 
accreditation of programs preparing school build-
ing and school district leaders are thus regulated 
by NCATE and ELCC requirements that they 
develop plans for comprehensive assessment 
systems that include:

• detailed descriptions of plans for collect-
ing, analyzing, summarizing and using 
candidate assessment information

• evaluation measures of outcomes that 
provide evidence of candidate proficien-
cies in professional, state and institutional 
standards

• clear communication of standards to 
candidates

• provisions for data collection to support 
accomplishment of program’s mission

The Department had to meet these require-
ments because it offered two graduate degrees in 
Education Leadership for the candidates seeking 
certification, a Master of Arts (MA), and a Doctor 
of Education (Ed.D.). Overviews of both programs 
are provided in Appendix A.

Both programs were revised to meet these 
new requirements for accreditation through four 
phases, all framed within the implementation ecol-
ogy of accountability. Phase one began in 1999 
and resulted in directions for the development of 

the PAS from faculty evaluation of performance 
assessment processes underway at the time. Phase 
two began in 2002 and ended in January 2003. Dur-
ing that phase, EDEL faculty reached agreement 
on the design parameters of the PAS, including: 
a) the determination of an outcome expectation of 
demonstration of basic level of proficiency in the 
new ELCC standards for candidates completing 
the programs leading to certification for school 
building and school district leadership; b) choice 
of a web-based data management system; and 
c) the central importance of internships. During 
this phase the WB- PAS design parameters were 
determined, new courses were developed and 
existing courses were revised. After the design 
of the PAS was completed documentation of it 
prepared for the ELCC program review report. 
Phase three involved the development of the PAS 
into a web-based system with interfaces enabling 
candidates, faculty, coordinators, and field men-
tors to submit assessments of the performance 
of indicators by individual candidates. The PAS 
also enables compilation of data into individual 
candidate reports of Professional Growth Profiles 
and program evaluation reports that aggregate 
individual data at key transition points to serve as 
the foci for compilation and analysis of candidates’ 
performance assessment data. The fourth phase, 
beginning in 2004 and continuing until 2010 has 
focused on refining the WB - PAS design for 
compiling individual candidate assessment data 
and for measuring program outcome effectiveness 
for program evaluation and improvement. The 
PAS design is intended enable EDEL faculty to:

• aggregate data to measure extent to which 
program outcome expectations of Basic 
Level of Proficiency have been met;

• evaluate program effectiveness in meeting 
NCATE program criteria for unacceptable, 
acceptable, and target levels, measure of 
program effectiveness;

• aggregate data to measure quality of field 
experiences and internships;
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• develop the Quality Assurance Performance 
Assessment Process (QAPAP) required by 
the ELCC/NCATE review

In subsequent parts of this case study, I consider 
the artifacts of expansive learning during these four 
phases in the context of the institutionalization of 
regulative, normative, and cognitive dimensions of 
the state’s ELCC/NCATE accountability system 
as it concentrates the efforts of faculty and cre-
ates a context for deliberate intervention. I refer 
to this context as reflecting the implementation 
ecology of accountability and have framed this 
conceptualization of institutional dynamics within 
the body of scholarship in institutional theory. 
Institutional theorists assume that organizations 
cannot be understood apart from their wider 
social and cultural contexts. I use Scott’s (1995; 
2008a, 2008b) definition of institution as a point 
of departure for the institutional dimensions of 
accountability systems:

Institutions consist of cognitive, normative, and 
regulative structures and activities that provide 
stability and meaning to social behavior. Institu-
tions are transported by various carriers- cultures, 
structures, and routines-and they operate at 
multiple levels of jurisdiction. In this conception, 
institutions are multifaceted systems incorporat-
ing symbolic systems-cognitive constructions and 
normative rules- and regulative processes carried 
out through and shaping social behavior. Mean-
ing systems, monitoring processes, and actions 
are interwoven. Although constructed and main-
tained by individual actors, institutions assume 
the guise of an impersonal and objective reality. 
(Scott, 1995, p. 33)

Scott (1995) observes that regulative, norma-
tive and cognitive systems have been separately 
emphasized by different social theorists, and ar-
gues that these varying emphases suggest that we 
can see each as a unique pillar of institutions. In 
his analysis the regulative, normative, and cogni-

tive pillars are distinguishable across dimensions 
of the basis upon which compliance operates, the 
mechanisms and logic each uses, the indicators 
of their presence and the basis of legitimacy each 
incorporate. Scott’s approach promises analytic 
clarity for those seeking to understand the nature 
of institutional dynamics under each pillar.

Such clarity must not come at the cost of 
capturing the kind of overlapping dynamics 
evident in the implementation of accountability 
systems such as is created by the ELCC/NCATE 
accreditation system. My orientation, therefore, 
also incorporates a more integrated conception 
of regulative, normative facets of institutions 
that contribute in interdependent and mutually 
reinforcing ways, to a powerful social framework. 
In taking this perspective I am guided by a more 
integrated conception of institutions offered by 
D’Andrade (1984). D’Andrade views institutions 
as over determined systems “in the sense that 
social sanctions, plus pressure for conformity, 
plus intrinsic direct reward, plus values, are all 
likely to act together to give a particular meaning 
system its directive force” (p. 98).

The case study analysis is premised on as-
sumptions that organizational environments cre-
ate the “infrastructures -regulative, normative, 
and cognitive- that constrain and support the 
operation of individual organizations. The formal 
structures of organizations are seen, at least in part, 
to represent theories of action that embody the 
prevailing cultural logics” Scott (1995, p. 151). 
Following Scott’s (2008a, 2008b) arguments that 
all organizations are institutionalized, my descrip-
tion of EDEL’s WB- PAS explores the nature of 
institutionalization of the accountability system 
created by the state by its mandating that gradu-
ate programs leading to certification for school 
building and school district leadership meet the 
ELCC/NCATE criteria for accreditation. I next 
consider the unique regulative, normative and 
cognitive infrastructures that are reflected in 
the EDEL PAS, and the institutional dynamics 
through which they were created during each of 
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the four phases its development and design and 
implementation.

Part 2: Phases of Design and 
Development of Web-Based PAS

Phase One: 1999 – 2002: Directions 
for PAS from Evaluation of 
Performance Assessment Processes

Viewed as a longer cycle of innovation, the first 
phase involved a process of revision and improve-
ment that led EL faculty to design a comprehensive 
performance assessment system. It involved all 
faculty members working both together and alone 
to revise courses, design curriculum and design 
a performance assessment system to meet the 
requirements for accreditation established in the 
2002 ELCC (and NCATE) standards. At several 
points during the process of design of the PAS, 
faculty met with officials of the State Department 
of Education, and consulted with the College of 
Education faculty responsible for NCATE review. 
The PAS was also designed to take into account 
the specific requirements for an Ed.D. in Educa-
tion Leadership that was developed to respond 
to the need for school district leaders to acquire 
the knowledge and capabilities necessary to lead 
complex systems focused on improving student 
learning and outcomes for all students, through 
collaborative processes that motivate all constitu-
ents (teachers, principals, community members, 
policy makers and others).

EDEL’s decision to initiate a process of broad 
consultation and begin comprehensive process 
of design coincided with the release of the 2002 
ELCC Standards that now also include indica-
tors for school district leadership. As a result, the 
design of the new Ed.D. benefited from faculty 
study of the ELCC standards and analysis of their 
implications for the development of the curricu-
lum, course content, assignments, and internships. 
However, it was the significant change in ELCC’s 
requirements for performance-based assessment 

evidence in program review reports that provided 
the impetus for EL faculty to design a performance 
assessment system that would provide candidates 
with formative and summative feedback, and that 
would enable faculty to analyze aggregated candi-
date data for program improvement. In designing 
the PAS, EDEL faculty also considered the lessons 
that they had learned from implementing a form 
of performance assessment of the internship and 
fieldwork of candidates seeking Administrator 1 
(principal’s) certification. These were candidates 
who had completed either an MA program in 
Education Leadership and Policy Studies or they 
were post Masters candidates who completed the 
set of 12-18 credits of course work from that MA 
program.

Initial directions for the PAS, came from analy-
sis of data on outcomes evident in MA candidate 
internship performance reports from the year’s 
1999- 2002. These performance reports had been 
designed to extend the work of the faculty in mov-
ing fully to a standards-based performance system 
that began in 1999 in which course revisions were 
made to show performances and assessments as 
part of a rejoinder report to ELCC. In 1999, fol-
lowing EDEL’s successful rejoinder to the list of 
concerns by the ELCC, the Department revised 
its MA program to ensure that candidates met 
the Standard for Internships, and that courses 
addressed the knowledge, skills and dispositions 
associated with each of the 11 areas (the 12th area 
focused on the internship) covered by the 1995 
ELCC Standards. Candidates were required to 
meet the performance expectations associated 
with each of the areas associated with the stan-
dards by completing assignments in courses that 
developed their knowledge of those areas, and by 
completing internships activities equivalent to six 
months of full time mentored fieldwork at several 
levels guided by the Internship Coordinator in 
collaboration with a field mentor.

In their tracking of all performance activities, 
candidates were required to identify the semester 
they completed the performance activity, the 
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course or field experience with which it was as-
sociated, the faculty member/ instructor, and the 
field mentor who helped the candidate plan the 
performance activity, and who guided and assessed 
it. The Standard, area, and the indicator addressed 
by the performance activity, a summary of the 
information about the activity outlined in the 
memo, and the time that was spent on the activity 
were also included in the candidate’s portfolio. 
The portfolio was presented to the Coordinator 
of Internships for review as evidence of meeting 
standards for school building leadership.

In January 2002, as part of the process of 
development of the PAS, data from summary 
tracking sheets and reflective memos of 18 can-
didates who met the requirements of demonstrat-
ing performances in each of the 11 areas covered 
by the 1999 Standards (nine MA and nine post 
masters course work candidates) were aggregated 
to assess whether the candidates had developed 
proficiencies set out in the standards. The data were 
organized around each standard, and a “crosswalk” 
was created that showed the relationship between 
the standard, area, indicator, total number of can-
didates submitting performances demonstrating 
proficiency in that indicator, and an example of 
the types of performance activities submitted, and 
the time that was spent on that example.

As specified by NCATE in its report on “ag-
gregating data”, the crosswalk aggregated data 
from the 18 individual performance reports to 
show that candidates who completed internship 
requirements submitted reflective memos describ-
ing performances covering all 11 areas of the 1999 
Standards. The crosswalk displayed qualitative 
samples of the kinds of performances that were 
presented to demonstrate understanding of the 
different areas. The crosswalk also presented 
quantitative data summarizing the numbers of 
candidates who presented performances for each 
indicator. These data provided a representation of 
candidate proficiencies related to the standards 
in the sense that NCATE has specified: data 
represents candidate proficiencies across all the 

areas (domains) of the 1995 ELCC Standards, 
and the data is taken from all of the candidates 
who successfully presented portfolios as evidence 
of meeting the requirements for fieldwork. The 
crosswalk included identification of candidate 
performances related to specific indicators that 
provided inadequate evidence of proficiency. 
Data summarized in the crosswalk is supported 
by one full example of a candidate reflective 
memo in Figure 1.

Phase Two: January 2002 – January 
2003: Faculty Agreements on Design 
Parameters of PAS

Faculty interpretations of the data presented in 
this measure of the outcome effectiveness of 
coursework and internship, and the performance 
assessment system itself, informed the design 
components developed for the WB- PAS. An 
example of the process of analysis is shown in 
Figure 1. As is shown, data were aggregated to 
assess whether the candidates had developed pro-
ficiencies set out in the standards. The data were 
organized around each standard, and a “crosswalk” 
was created that showed the relationship between 
the standard, area, indicator, total number of can-
didates submitting performances demonstrating 
proficiency in that indicator, and an example of 
the types of performance activities submitted, and 
the time that was spent on that example. Figure 
1 provides a sample of the faculty analysis of 
the crosswalk data, and the implications for the 
criteria included in the outcome expectation for 
Basic Level of Proficiency and for the design of 
WB- PAS.

In particular, the data showed that candidates 
could easily identify and engage in performances 
related to the 11 areas of the 1995 ELCC Stan-
dards. Indeed it was clear that candidates were 
very appreciative of the way in which the intern-
ship had been designed using strategies that sup-
ported adult learning. The candidates took full 
advantage of the opportunities to select as a focus 
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for their performance activities those indicators 
of standards of educational leadership that they 
felt best met their developmental needs (using 
the parameters provided by the Department as a 

guide). The faculty concluded that this feature of 
candidate choice in selecting their developmental 
path should be further developed in the PAS.

Figure 1. Crosswalk of summary data on effectiveness of MA program requirements for candidate demon-
stration of performances in each of the 12 areas of the 1999 ELCC standards for school building leaders
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However, the range of performances and the 
number of cases where inadequate evidence was 
presented confirmed the need for the PAS to 
include specifications of levels of performance 
activity, and levels of proficiency. For example, 
one candidate presented as evidence of indicator 
11.7, which called for candidates to develop ap-
propriate procedures and relationships for working 
with local governing boards, a performance show-
ing that she/he had “gone to a board meeting and 
written a paper on what was seen.” This could be 
considered adequate evidence of the candidate’s 
awareness of how to develop those procedures, 
however, the indicator called for candidates to ap-
ply knowledge to practice and to actually develop 
appropriate procedures. It was apparent to faculty 
that without clear criteria for distinguishing types 
of performances, candidates could well be led to 
ignore the principle that the cognitive and skill 
demands of assessments should closely match 
expectations defined in standards. In this case, the 
candidate presented evidence of awareness when 
the indicator called for evidence of understanding 
or capabilities. This analysis led the faculty to 
discuss the need to distinguish between aware-
ness, understanding and capability activities in 
designing a PAS that would meet the NCATE 
guideline that the cognitive and skill demands of 
assessments closely match expectations defined 
in standards.

Other examples in the crosswalk suggested 
that candidates lacked a clear sense of the level of 
proficiency that their performance should demon-
strate. These cases were indicated in the crosswalk 
with the notation: no adequate examples. Faculty 
concluded that the PAS should meet the NCATE 
guideline that rubrics or criteria that define suc-
cessful performance on assessments should be 
identified and clearly communicated to candidates, 
and used in evaluation of their work. The data 
in the crosswalk also revealed that candidates 
appreciated the opportunities to select their own 
developmental path. However, when individual 
tracking sheets were reviewed, it was evident that 

the candidates would have benefited from a clear 
understanding of the parameters of choices they 
could make in demonstrating that they had met 
the expectations of the Department. This analysis 
confirmed to the faculty the need to define clear 
outcome expectations that candidates can use to 
guide their selection of performance opportunities 
related to indicators of Standards. The outcome 
expectation that candidates completing programs 
leading to certification in school building or school 
district leadership demonstrate Basic Level of 
Proficiency (BLP) in ELCC standards was devel-
oped to address this and other requirements for 
the development of the kind of comprehensive 
performance assessment system called for by 
NCATE and ELCC.

The qualitative analysis of candidate’s reflec-
tive commentaries in comparison to the documents 
presented as artifacts also revealed wide disparity 
in the capacity of candidates to articulate their 
dispositions toward students learning, and toward 
issues of diversity and equity. In some cases 
candidates presented as evidence of addressing 
issues of student learning, documentation of very 
managerial efforts they undertook with little con-
sideration of the fundamental dispositions toward 
improving learning opportunities for all students 
that were central aspects of all the standards for 
educational leadership. The faculty concluded 
that more explicit means should be used to guide 
the development of candidates understanding 
of their own dispositions and their relationship 
to the ELCC standards. The faculty agreed that 
candidates should be provided with opportunities 
to formulate and examine an ethical platform upon 
which to rely on tough decisions.

Analysis of candidate performance evidence 
also revealed that few candidates had developed 
understanding of the role of school leaders in 
integrating technology throughout a school. 
There were few examples of performance ac-
tivities that demonstrated even awareness of how 
educational leaders could ensure that curricular 
design, instructional strategies, and learning 
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environments integrate appropriate technolo-
gies to maximize learning and teaching. Nor had 
candidates’ submitted evidence of awareness of 
how educational leaders ensure the integration 
of technology to support productive systems for 
learning and administration, or use it to plan and 
implement comprehensive systems of effective 
assessment and evaluation. This finding was of 
particular concern to the faculty because the state 
had determined that beginning in 2004; principals 
would have to demonstrate proficiency in the 
Technology Standards for School Administrators 
(TSSA), developed by the Collaborative for Tech-
nology Standards for School Administrators. The 
faculty concluded that any outcome expectations 
that were developed should include proficiency 
in the TSSA Standards.

Figure 1 provides an example of faculty analy-
sis of candidate performance evidence related to 
Standard 11 of ELCC’s 1995 set of standards. It 
shows how this analysis helped faculty members 
determine program strengths, weaknesses and 
draw some implications for program revisions. 
The aggregated data presented in a summary table 
enabled the faculty to evaluate the effectiveness 
of the performance assessments used to guide MA 
candidates completing the requirements to dem-
onstrate performances related to the 1995 ELCC 
Standards. This evaluation helped inform faculty 
debates and discussions about program revisions 
and new developments that were required to ad-
dress the 2002 ELCC Standards, which included 
indicators to be met by candidates preparing for 
school district educational leadership. Central to 
the design of the PAS were the agreements reached 
by the EDEL faculty during the initial PAS design 
stage that began in January 2002. This design 
phase included extensive faculty discussions on 
alignment of course content with indicators of 
standards of school building and school district 
leaders, individual faculty member’s analysis 
and revision or development of course content 
and assignments. Over the period of January to 

September 2002, EDEL faculty reached agree-
ment on the following key elements of the PAS:

• The faculty members who teach in each 
program would align content, pedagogy 
and assignments with indicators of school 
building, or school district leadership.

• Their course assignments would provide 
bridging experiences for candidates be-
tween course content and the workplace 
that feature clinical exercises and/or field 
settings where appropriate.

• Their course assignments would also foster 
candidate development of:
1.  Awareness, defined as acquiring con-

cepts, information, definitions, and 
procedures;

2.  Understanding, defined as interpreting 
knowledge to school environments, 
integrating concepts with practice, and 
using knowledge and skills in context; 
and

3.  Capability, defined as applying knowl-
edge and skills to specific problems of 
practice.

Faculty agreed that

• the central goal of the MA and Ed.D. pro-
grams would be to promote an understand-
ing of the connectedness of the various 
knowledge and skill areas of educational 
leadership by offering in several different 
courses many different kinds of perfor-
mance activities focused on specific indi-
cators of school building and district edu-
cational leadership.

• Candidates should be able to choose from 
a structured set of possible options the in-
dicators that they wish to explore through 
performance activities that best meet their 
developmental needs, yet also meet the 
ELCC requirement that candidates demon-
strate proficiencies across all Standards.
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• The criteria defining the Basic Level of 
Proficiency (BLP) provided acceptable 
measures of candidate proficiency in in-
dicators of educational leadership, and 
the BLP criteria defined acceptable lev-
els of the outcome effectiveness of both 
programs.

• In order to develop reflective practices in 
school building and school district leaders, 
candidates would be required to prepare 
written reflections on the dispositions evi-
dent in the performance activities that they 
complete.

• Candidates would be given opportunities 
to develop and examine an ethical plat-
form upon which to rely upon in making 
decisions.

• Candidates should demonstrate proficien-
cy in TSSA standards.

• In order to increase the consistency, accura-
cy, fairness and credibility of assessments 
of candidate performances demonstrating 
awareness, understanding or capability 
in indicators of school building or school 
district leadership, a common evaluation 
rubric would be used that distinguishes ru-
dimentary, developing, proficient and ac-
complished levels.

Choice of a Web-Based Data 
Management System

The faculty reviewed the data management needs 
outlined by NCATE, and concluded that a web-
based system would ensure that the Department 
had the data management capacity to retrieve 
candidate proficiency information easily quickly 
and frequently. It was agreed that the format 
developed for the web-based System would be 
guided by the four purposes of data management 
systems suggested by NCATE.

1.  To provide evidence of program effective-
ness, including important element of candi-
date competence for summative evaluation

2.  To make summative judgments about candi-
date qualifications relative to a recommen-
dations that the program must make about 
licensure

3.  To make formative judgments about candi-
date progress, thus supporting advisement 
and instructional purposes, and

4.  To review programs to determine whether 
the need for modifications is indicated.

In addition, the faculty reviewed the web-based 
Performance Assessment System developed by 
another department for teacher education can-
didates. The success of that web-based system 
led EDEL faculty to investigate the possibility 
of developing the PAS as a web-based system. 
Meetings the web designers from the University 
confirmed that the PAS could be developed as a 
web-based system that enabled:

a.  candidates to track their own development 
of their Basic Level of Proficiency (BLP) 
during their program of study by using the 
system to show their current Professional 
Growth Profile;

b.  candidates to create performance assess-
ment instruments to submit along with 
performance evidence to reviewers for 
confirmation of self assessment, or for re-
mediation planning at key transitions points 
of enrolment, pre-capstone, post-capstone 
and program completion; and

c.  internship and program Coordinators to 
create measures of program outcome ef-
fectiveness for program improvement by ag-
gregating individual candidate performance 
assessment data.

In addition, to the agreements noted above, the 
faculty agreed that although each course provided 
multiple opportunities for candidates to experience 
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clinical exercises that bridged course content with 
workplace experiences of educational leaders, 
substantial, sustained, standards-based internship 
and field experiences that were planned and guided 
cooperatively should be a central feature of both 
programs. Moreover, the “internship” courses 
were able to provide points of data collection on 
the progress that candidates are making towards 
demonstrating Basic Level of Proficiency (BLP):

• as they enrolled in the program;
• while meeting indicators that understand-

ing and capability type performances best 
met in fieldwork;

• as they prepare plans for capstone 
experiences;

• upon completion of capstone internships; 
and

• to submit a Professional Growth Portfolio 
to the Internship coordinator as evidence 
of Basic Level of Proficiency in the indi-
cators of school building or school district 
leadership.

These points provided targets for tracking indi-
vidual candidate development of BLP for the pur-
poses of advisement, guidance and remediation.

WB- PAS Design Parameters

The agreements reached by faculty established the 
following parameters that guided the work of the 
EL coordinator and the team of University web 
designers in designing the WB- PAS:

1.  The WB- PAS should be a candidate-friendly 
system using web-data base to demon-
strate level of proficiency in three types of 
performances:
 ◦ Awareness: Candidates demonstrate 

awareness of concepts, definitions 
and procedures:

 ◦ Understanding: Candidates demon-
strate understanding by interpreting 

their knowledge to school environ-
ments, integrating concepts with 
practice, and using knowledge and 
skills in context.

 ◦ Capability: Candidates demonstrate 
capabilities by applying the knowl-
edge and skills

2.  The WB- PAS should enable the Professional 
Growth Profile of candidates to be tracked, 
supported and refined as they develop and 
demonstrate levels of performance meeting 
the following criteria shown in Figure 2.

3.  The WB- PAS should enable measure-
ment of candidate performance against the 
Department’s expectation that:
 ◦ Candidates completing both MA and 

Ed.D programs in leadership will 
demonstrate through course assign-
ments and ongoing and capstone in-
ternship experiences performance of 
leadership practices consistent with 
the Department’s requirements for 
evidence of Basic Level of Proficiency 
(BLP) defined as:
1.  awareness at the proficient level 

in all indicators in Standards 1-6 
of ELCC standards;

2.  understanding at the proficient 
level in one indicator within 
each element of Standards 1-6 
of ELCC standards;

3.  capability at the proficient level 
in all indicators in one element 
within each of Standards 1-6;

4.  successful completion of ele-
ments of internship to meet 
ELCC Standard 7: substantial, 
sustained, standards- based, real 
settings, planned and guided 
cooperatively, for credit;

5.  demonstration of dispositions as-
sociated with narratives in each 
of the ELCC Standards 1-6 in 
the ethical platform submitted 
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in the candidate’s Professional 
Growth Plan upon conclusion of 
the program; and

6.  completion of a technology port-
folio demonstrating: a) aware-
ness at the proficient level of all 
indicators in TSSA Standards 1-6, 
and b) capability at the proficient 
level of one indicator in each of 
TSSA Standards 1-6.

Phase Three: January 2003 – Spring 
2004: Web-based PAS Development

The logic of the WB- PAS as it was developed 
becomes more evident when it is viewed as a 

web-based data management system in which 
candidates access an interface that allows them 
to prepare and submit performance assessments. 
The design logic of the WB- PAS is presented in a 
map of routes that candidates take to demonstrate 
BLP presented in Figure 3.

Key Transition Points as Foci for 
Compilation and Analysis of 
Performance Assessment Data

A key feature of EDEL’s WB- PAS is the incor-
poration of performance assessment processes 
at transition points that occur when candidates 
enroll in, register for, or complete requirements 
of field experience courses. These field experi-

Figure 2.Criteria for developing and demonstrating the levels of performance
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ences include key transition points at which per-
formance assessment data is submitted, complied 
and analyzed:

Upon Enrolment
Upon enrolment all candidates must register in 
Section 1 of a required field experience course. 
During this semester, candidates are introduced 
to the requirements for demonstrating BLP and 
are introduced to the PAS. During the first semes-
ter of registration in section 1 of these courses, 
candidates must submit an Internship Plan to the 
Internship Coordinator presenting their initial self 
audit of levels of awareness, understanding and 
capabilities in indicators of school building (MA), 

or school district (Ed.D.) leadership, and outlin-
ing plans for field-based experiences that will 
enable their development of proficiencies in those 
indicators and in indicators of TSSA standards. 
Individual candidate data in the Internship Plan 
is to be submitted to the WB-PAS. The WB-PAS 
database is accessible to individual candidates 
during their program, to Internship Coordinators, 
and to the Program Coordinator responsible for 
measuring program outcome effectiveness by ag-
gregating individual Performance Profiles

During Programs of Study
Candidates may choose to submit courses as-
signments as evidence of performance related to 

Figure 3. Candidate routes to demonstrating basic level of proficiency
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indicators of school building or school district 
leadership during their preparation programs. It 
is also recommended that each semester while 
registered in Section 1 of field experience courses, 
candidates submit at least one performance activ-
ity demonstrating proficient levels of capability 
in an indicator that they have identified in the 
Professional Growth Profile to the Internship 
Coordinator for confirmation of self- assessment 
or for development of a remediation plan. In this 
way candidates can engage in the sustained, sub-
stantial, standards-based experiences in multiple 
settings that are the focus of indicators of ELCC 
Standards 1-6 and TSSA Standards 1-6.

Pre-Capstone Internship Plan Review
Candidates nearing the end of their programs 
register for Section 2 of their field experience 
course to complete a required Capstone Intern-
ship experience. Upon registration in this section, 
candidates must present pre- capstone internship 
plans to the Internship Coordinator for review. 
Candidates must complete the equivalent of six 
months of full time mentored internship experi-
ence. At the minimum the internship must include 
one semester of full time internship. Full time 
commitment to a capstone mentored internship 
is defined as the equivalent of full time academic 
study requiring 10 hours per week over 13 weeks. 
Additional internship activities must be planned 
cooperatively with the Internship Coordinator 
to ensure that the candidate completes the full 
requirement of six months of full time mentored in-
ternship experience. The Pre-Capstone Internship 
Plan includes the candidate’s current Professional 
Growth Profile and a supporting commentary on 
how the capstone internship will enable the can-
didate to fulfill the requirements of Basic Level 
of Proficiency (BLP). The Internship Coordinator 
and the field mentor review the Pre-Capstone 
Internship Plan with the candidate and propose 
remedial activities if required for the candidate 
to fulfill requirements for BLP.

Post-Capstone Internship Performance  
Assessment
Candidates must submit post-capstone internship 
assessments providing performance evidence for 
assessment of proficiency level performances in 
capabilities associated with ELCC or TSSA Stan-
dards. Evidence includes an artifact accompanied 
by a reflective memo discussing the relationship 
of evidence to the criteria of Basic Level of Pro-
ficiency (BLP) addressed. Performance assess-
ment must also include the candidate’s current 
Professional Growth Profile and a supporting 
commentary on how the capstone internship 
enabled the candidate to fulfill the requirements 
of (BLP). Candidates submit a self-assessment of 
the Capstone Internship experience for review to 
both the site mentor and the Internship Coordina-
tor. Candidates meet with reviewer(s) to discuss 
discrepant assessments and reach agreement on 
remediation plan.

Upon Completion of Requirements for Basic 
Level of Proficiency
Upon completion of the requirements for the out-
come expectation of the MA or Ed.D. programs 
of demonstration of Basic Level of Proficiency 
(BLP) in indicators of school building or school 
district leadership, candidates must present a 
Professional Growth Portfolio to the Internship 
Coordinator for review. The Professional Growth 
Portfolio includes the following:

a.  The candidate’s PAS Professional Growth 
Profile;

b.  A reflective memo explaining patterns of 
performance evident in the PAS Professional 
Growth Profile;

c.  A sample of proficient performance in each 
standard demonstrating patterns described 
in the reflective memo;

d.  A reflective memo describing how dispo-
sitions demonstrated in the performances 
inform the candidate’s ethical platform for 
decision making; and
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e.  A Professional Growth Plan, outlining plans 
to extend levels of proficiency through ongo-
ing development.

The Internship Coordinator confirms candidate 
self-assessment that the Professional Growth Port-
folio demonstrates achievement of Basic Level 
of Proficiency. Discrepant assessment results in 
remediation plans.

Accomplished Level of Performance
Upon completion of requirements for Basic Level 
of Proficiency, candidates may also choose to 
submit additional evidence demonstrating their 
achievement of accomplished levels of perfor-
mance in an ELCC standard. Candidates seeking 
commendation for achieving Accomplished Level 
of Performance in a Standard must demonstrate 
accomplished levels of capability in all indicators 
of all elements of the ELCC or TSSA standard 
when submitting their Professional Growth Port-
folio for review.

Phase Four: 2004-2009 Use and 
Revision of the Measurements of 
Program Outcome Effectiveness 
for Program Evaluation and 
Improvement Planning

The WB- PAS provides a means by which indi-
vidual candidate performance assessment results 
can be aggregated for program improvement 
purposes. The program improvement processes 
that were designed included the creation of 
crosswalks showing the relationship of indica-
tors of the ELCC standards for school building 
or school district leadership, candidates levels’ of 
proficiency (rudimentary, developing, proficient, 
accomplished) in performances demonstrating 
awareness, understanding or capabilities. Faculty 
study the alignment of curriculum, instruction, 
assignments (assessments) with candidates’ lev-
els and types of performance in each indicator. 
The WB- PAS extends the process of measuring 

program outcome effectiveness that faculty used 
in examining the aggregation of data on perfor-
mances submitted for assessment by MA and post 
masters course work candidates for Administrator 
I certification (described as part of the first phase). 
The detailed processes of analysis of aggregated 
quantitative and qualitative data presented in a 
crosswalk are used to measure program outcome 
effectiveness. However, the WB- PAS creates a 
more comprehensive system for use in measuring 
program outcome effectiveness for program evalu-
ation and improvement planning by including the 
following components and processes:

1.  Criteria are established for demonstrat-
ing Basic Levels of Proficiency in school 
building or school district leadership es-
tablish benchmarks for program outcome 
effectiveness;

2.  Criteria are established for determining un-
acceptable, acceptable and target levels of 
candidate performance evidence of knowl-
edge, skills and dispositions as specified by 
NCATE establish benchmarks for program 
outcome effectiveness;

3.  Means have been developed for measuring 
candidates’ levels of proficiency in all indica-
tors at key transition points of entry, during 
the program, pre-capstone internship, post 
capstone internship, and program comple-
tion in the ongoing field experiences and 
capstone internship sections of both Master’s 
and Doctoral field courses.

4.  Methods of aggregating individual candi-
date data on levels of proficiency at these 
transition points have been designed that 
have enabled faculty to measure program 
outcomes in relation to criteria for BLP, and 
in relation to unacceptable, acceptable and 
target levels. Criteria and methods have been 
established for assessing the extent to which 
candidates’ field and internship experiences 
are sustained, substantial, standard-based 
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based, taking place in real setting, and 
planned and guided cooperatively; and

5.  A quality assurance performance assess-
ment process has been designed that enables 
faculty to assess the credibility of the PAS 
by determining the accuracy, consistency, 
fairness and avoidance of bias of the system.

Part 3: Conceptualizing Program 
Change from the Perspective 
of Organizational Theory

The ELCC requirements for program reviews 
reflect the kind of environmental demand that 
organizational theorists have variously interpreted 
to produce organizational responses. Yet, as I 
conclude in the following discussion, the theory 
of action evident in the ELCC/NCATE criteria for 
program review is not easily explained by orga-
nizational theories that have been widely used to 
study environmentally precipitated organizational 
change. Nevertheless, any effort to describe the 
processes by which a faculty member in a research 
intensive environment engages in the complex, 
and politically charged discussions of questions 
that touch on the heart of the scholarly enterprise 
must be conceptually framed to take into account 
the nature of the institutional dynamics at play 
when external control is exerted on organizational 
behavior. Researchers have considered these dy-
namics as reflective of processes of organizational 
adaptation in higher education that when focused 
on effectiveness may well elicit both conflict and 
consensus (Cameron, 1984;1986), but when they 
include institutional imperatives may also result 
in change (Kondakci & Van den Broeck, 2009)

Issues associated with adaptation to environ-
mental pressures are, of course, among the classic 
concerns in organizational theory, one that has 
been explored through a number of conceptual 
lenses (Aldrich & Pfeffer, 1976; Tolbert & Zucker, 
1983; Pfeffer, 1982, 1992). Most analyses of envi-
ronmental demands emphasize change occurring 
through learning and adaptation, however; at least 

two alternative conceptions can be found in clas-
sic organizational theory. Population ecologists, 
for example, argue that change in populations of 
organizations occurs partly because of the op-
eration of selection processes working on those 
organizations (Freeman & Hannan, 1989; Singh 
& Lumsden, 1990; Lemos, 2009). In one of the 
early efforts to explain this approach Hannan and 
Freeman (1977) noted, “Inertial pressures arise 
from both internal structural arrangements and 
environmental constraints… thus we should not 
presume that a course of action that is adaptive 
for a single organization facing some challenging 
environment will be adaptive for many compet-
ing organizations adopting a similar strategy” 
(pp. 931-932). Explanations of the particular 
responses to the questions faculty members faced 
when responding the requirements for program 
change precipitated by ELCC/NCATE standards 
and mandated accreditation by states could fruit-
fully be framed through the interpretive lens of 
population ecology. Certainly the conditions of 
accreditation faced by the “population of Col-
leges responding to state mandates, are consis-
tent with those that Pfeffer (1982) described as 
amenable to analysis using population ecology 
where “selection processes and the competition 
among forms are general, not just mediated by 
market mechanisms but mediated by political 
mechanisms, social legitimacy, and so forth” (p. 
192). For example, Abbott (2005) used ecologi-
cal theory to study the links between professional 
and political ecologies associated with medical 
licensing and the professional and cases linking 
professional and university ecologies in fields of 
computer science, criminal justice and applied 
economies. Similarly Adams (2009) exploring 
the relationship between regulated professions 
and the state over time in Canada, found many 
more regulated professions had emerged by mid 
twentieth century.

Yet, departmental decision-making in uni-
versities and colleges is clearly a highly political 
process. Indeed, many critics argue that although 
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departmental organizations are externally con-
strained, any effort to understand externally 
mandated program change must pay “greater 
attention to internal organizational political 
decision-making processes…[and must also take] 
the perspective that organizations seek to manage 
or strategically adapt to their environments’ (Al-
drich & Pfeffer, 1976, p. 79). Strategic adaptation 
to environmental pressures has been explored 
by resource dependency theorists, who claim 
that organizational behavior becomes externally 
influenced because the focal organization must 
attend to the demands of those in its environment 
that provide resources necessary and important 
for its continued survival (Pfeffer, 1982). State 
mandated accreditation by the ELCC/NCATE 
is a powerful external influence on Departments 
in publicly funded universities and colleges. Re-
source dependence theory, like population ecol-
ogy, could be used to understand the forms and 
nature of organizational and interorganizational 
behaviors that have emerged as faculty members 
respond to the questions raised in responding to 
the ELCC/NCATE criteria for demonstrating 
program effectiveness. For example, exploring 
the international debates around the increasing 
permeation of business practices and private sector 
ideas and values in higher education Ntshoe (2004) 
used resource dependency theory in a case study 
revealing the influence of influences promoting the 
new managerialism in the University of Pretoria 
in South Africa. Similarly, Tabulawa’s (2007) 
case study of the administrative/management 
restructuring exercise emphasizing effectiveness, 
quality and efficiency undertaken at the University 
of Botswana between 1998 and 2000 reflected the 
“reform fever currently gripping higher education 
institutions the world-over” (p. 457).

Notwithstanding the potential salience of 
conceptual guidance drawn from theories that 
focus on the influence of external controls on 
organizational decision making, any effort to un-
derstand program revision undertaken in response 
to ELCC/NCATE guidelines must also take into 

account the strategic responses of the department 
to the need for technological innovation.

To do so requires that we consider strategic 
response in light of organizations structural vari-
ables. Structural contingency theory, for example, 
draws attention to the influence of various con-
textual factors on the organizational structures 
that are adopted, thus recognizing that there are 
likely many ways of organizing, however, the 
way that is most effective depends on the context 
of the organization (Pennings, 1992). Thus, ele-
ments of size, “technology” and organizational 
environment have been explored in explaining the 
organization’s structural variables. Critics, claim, 
however, that structural contingency theories 
neglect the importance of strategic choice (Eisen-
hardt &Zbaracki, 1992). Researchers have found 
that an organization’s strategic orientation and its 
structures tend to adapt to each other (Miles, Snow 
& Pfeffer, 1974). Focusing on strategic choice 
draws attention to the ways in which the “link-
age between environments and organizations are 
“diminished through the operation of perceptual 
mechanisms and the various biasing effects that 
occur in such perceptions” (Pfeffer, 1982, p. 161).

The processes of program revision precipitated 
by ELCC/NCATE review requirements can cer-
tainly be viewed as interpretive, not only in the 
sense implied by theories of strategic choice, but 
also by social constructivist views of the ways 
in which individual faculty behave. Theories 
framed from a social constructivist perspective 
are “essentially cognitive and social definition-
ist in nature” (Pfeffer, 1982, p. 209). There are, 
however, differences in among orientations to 
this perspective along a number of dimensions. 
Pfeffer notes,

one dimension, then, is the extent to which situa-
tions are considered unique or whether the theo-
ries strive for explanations of sense-making that 
generalize across contexts. Another dimension 
is the amount and kind of cognitive processing 
involved... A third dimension distinguishing among 
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the theories is the extent to which they focus on 
cultural elements such as myths, symbols, set-
tings, and vocabulary, as contrasted with more of 
an emphasis on quasi-rational causal cognitive 
work as the process by which explanations for 
situations are derived. (p. 211)

These differences point to the potential to 
adopt an “emergent, process-oriented focus on 
organizations incorporating elements of the so-
cial construction perspective without confining 
the analytic framework to the individual level 
and without relying as heavily on assumptions 
of cognition and intentional action.” (p. 226). 
In the context of explaining faculty responses to 
questions raised by the ELCC/NCATE program 
review guidelines, there is utility in incorporating 
both aspects of structural effects and social reality 
construction in the ways used by institutionaliza-
tion theorists (Meyer, Scott, Cole & Intili, 1978). 
Meyer and Rowan (1977) provide a now classic 
explanation of institutionalization and organiza-
tional structure,

... organizations are driven to incorporate the 
practices and procedures defined by prevailing 
rationalized concepts of organizational work 
and institutionalized in society... To maintain 
ceremonial conformity, organizations that reflect 
institutional rules tend to buffer their formal 
structures from the uncertainties of technical 
activities by becoming loosely coupled, building 
gaps between their formal structures and actual 
work activities. (pp. 340- 341)

Meyer and Rowan’s analysis suggests that 
organizations are linked to their environments, 
but not in ways specified by population ecolo-
gists or by resource dependency theory. Pfeffer 
(1982) explains,

Because they are shared, institutionalized views in 
the environment about what organizations should 
look like and how organizational work should get 

performed, to maintain their legitimacy... organi-
zations import the form, if not the substance, of 
these rules and incorporate them in their structure, 
rules, and reporting requirements. However, such 
rules and structures may have little to do with how 
the work can or should get performed; in fact 
there is little impact on task performance and the 
behavior of those organizational members who 
actually do the work. (p. 245)

Meyer and Rowan (1977) explained that de-
coupling might be useful to organizations because 
it enables work to be done according to local-
ized judgments by those doing the work, while 
presenting an appearance of legitimated, rational 
organization of work. Meyer and Rowan’s analy-
sis focused on the ways in which schools resist 
evaluation. They argued that in the absence of a 
known technology of instruction, all that evalua-
tion will do is to call into question the legitimacy 
of the structures and procedures in place. In their 
analysis, institutionalization occurs not because 
practices are technically sound, but rather because 
social expectations are that a good organization 
uses such practices.

Meyer and Rowan’s analysis has, of course, 
become both well known and influential. Used 
as a framework for understanding the responses 
of faculty to ELCC/NCATE criteria for program 
review, their analysis would suggest that these 
responses may be efforts to provide the desired 
form of performance assessment, even incorporat-
ing the form into organizational structures, rules 
and reporting requirements. However, if Meyer 
and Rowan’s analysis is correct, the substance of 
the ELCC/NCLB criteria for programs meeting 
standards for national recognition would have little 
impact on the behavior of faculty and students 
involved in graduate preparation. An analysis 
of such effects would be both theoretically and 
practically important. However, such an analysis 
would have to consider the claims of proponents 
of standards-based leadership practice who have 
argued that ELCC/NCATE indicators represent 
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new “known’s” of “effective” technology of school 
building and school district leadership. If we take 
into account Rowan’s (1982) findings, institu-
tionalization of the substance of standard-based 
performance and performance-based assessment 
specified by ELCC/NCATE may well occur if the 
associated technical procedures are highly certain 
and standards of evaluation are easy to formulate. 
Critics of the ELCC/NCATE criteria for programs 
seeking accreditation argue that neither of these 
conditions applies.

This analysis leaves us in a new kind of black 
box, one that fails to explain the effects of dialogue 
and engagement in critique of the kind precipitated 
as faculty members undergoing ELCC/NCATE 
review consider questions such as those explored 
by EDEL faculty; questions about performance 
evidence, the assessment of that evidence, and the 
nature of measures of program outcome effective-
ness. These questions emerge in the intersection 
of the embedded context in which ELCC/NCATE 
reviews occur and the learning faculty members 
experience while engaged in dialogue and debate. 
These intersections are evident when we try to 
explain the responses of faculty to questions pre-
cipitated by their efforts to meet the criteria for the 
development of a valid and reliable performance 
assessment system designed to demonstrate the 
proficiency of candidates seeking certification 
for school building and school district leadership. 
They are highlighted in explanations of dialogic 
engagement by those who adopt sociocultural 
learning theories.

For example, Lave and Wenger (1991), Lave 
(1988), and Wenger (1998) formulated a theory 
of learning as a dimension of social practice that 
is distinct from conventional explanations which 
view learning as a process by which a “learner 
internalizes knowledge, whether “discovered,” 
“transmitted,” from others, or “experienced in 
interaction” with others” (Lave & Wenger, 1991, 
p. 47). In contrast to this conception of learning as 
process of internalization, “learning as increasing 
participation in communities of practice concerns 

the whole person acting in the world” (p. 49). 
The focus is consistent with a “theory of social 
practice which emphasizes the relational interde-
pendency of agent and world, activity, meaning, 
cognition, learning, and knowing… [and which 
claims] that learning, thinking and knowing are 
relations among people in activity in, with, and 
arising from the socially and culturally structured 
world” (pp. 50-51).

Wenger (1998) notes these conceptions of 
learning derive from a related set of “activity 
theories” which focus on the structure of activi-
ties as historically constituted entities. Activity 
theories emerged in the 1920s and 1930s from 
the line of theorizing and research initiated by the 
founders of the cultural-historical school of Rus-
sian psychology, L.S. Vygotsky, A.N. Leont’ev, 
and A.R. Luria. Following this line of theorizing, 
Lave and Wenger (1991) describe learning as a 
social practice which involves an individual’s 
participation in social communities, and implies 
“becoming able to be involved in new activities, 
to perform new tasks and functions, to master 
new understandings” (p. 53). Thus, activities, 
tasks, and functions are part of broader systems 
of relations that arise out of, and are reproduced 
by, social communities. Learning can therefore 
be conceived as an evolving form of member-
ship in communities of practice. Researchers 
interested in learning as a necessary condition for 
improvement of instructional practice have found 
these conceptions of communities of practice 
useful. Wenger’s (1998) theory has been used by 
a number of researchers interested in examining 
the issue of learning in the context of “sustain-
ing the interconnected communities of practice 
through which an organization knows what it 
knows and thus becomes effective and valuable 
as an organization” (p. 8).

Other scholars use sociocultural theory to 
focus on activity theoretical-ideas from different 
perspectives. For example, Engeström (1999, 
2001, 2008) explores innovative organizational 
learning through examinations of collaborative 
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learning that produces new solutions, procedures, 
or the systemic transformations in organizational 
practices. In bringing activity theory to bear on 
analysis of organizational innovation, Engeström 
connects concepts of activity theory with organi-
zational theories that have traditionally examined 
the ways individuals learn in organizational con-
texts. Organizational theories typically focus on 
organizational systems, structures, and politics, 
and on institutional forms of memory (Argyris 
& Schön, 1978; Senge, 1990; Brown & Duguid, 
1991; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). Engeström 
(1999, 2001, 2008) has shown how activity theory 
can provide a complementary but alternative ap-
proach to analyzing learning and problem solving 
in teams, a focus appropriate to exploring the 
dynamic conditions that are created as faculty 
respond to questions raised in meeting the criteria 
for ELCC/NCATE program review.

Part 4: Conceptualizing the 
Process of Expansive Learning

In exploring the enactment of these dynamic 
conditions I, therefore, find helpful the work 
by Engeström (1999, 2001, 2008) who views 
human cognition and behavior as embedded in 
collectively organized, artifact-mediated activ-
ity systems. Like other researchers studying ICT 
mediated organizational activities, my interest is 
in understanding the expansive learning in the 
context of technology adoption and use. The cul-
tural-historical activity theory (CHAT) conceives 
human cognition and behavior as embedded in 
collectively organized, artifact-mediated activity 
systems (Leont’ev, 1978; Engeström, 1987, 1999; 
2001, 2008; Cole & Engeström, 1993). Activities 
are social practices oriented to objects. Engeström 
(1999) cites Lektorsky (1984, p. 137) in explain-
ing how an entity becomes an object of activity 
when it meets a human need.

A subject constructs the object, “singles out those 
properties that prove to be essential for develop-

ing social practice” using mediating artifacts 
that function as “forms of expression of cognitive 
norms, standards, and object-hypotheses existing 
outside the given individual (Lektorksy, 1984, p. 
137). In this constructed, need –related capacity, 
the object gains motivating force that gives shape 
and direction to activity. (Engeström, 1999)

Objects in activity theory are distinct from goals 
attached to specific actions. Indeed goals do not 
explain the emergence of actions. Rather, follow-
ing Weike’s (1995) analysis of sense making in 
organizations, activity theory posits that goals and 
plans are formed and revised as individuals act, 
and become clearly specified only in retrospect. 
Engeström (1999) argues that an activity system 
constantly generates actions through which the 
object of the activity is enacted and reconstructed 
in specific forms and contexts but is never fully 
reached. The object of the activity system there-
fore often takes the form of problem finding and 
problem definition. Engeström (1999) suggests 
that although

mediating artifacts include tools and signs, both 
external implements and internal representations 
such as mental models…it is not particularly useful 
to categorize mediating artifacts into external or 
practical ones, on the one hand, and internal or 
cognitive ones, on the other hand. These functions 
and uses are in constant flux and transformation 
occurs as the activity unfolds. An internal repre-
sentation becomes externalized through speech, 
gesture, writing, manipulation of the material 
environment – and vice versa, external processes 
become internalized. Freezing or splitting these 
processes is a poor basis for understanding dif-
ferent artifacts. Instead, we need to differentiate 
between the processes themselves, between dif-
ferent ways of using artifacts. (p. 381)

Artifacts may be include those used to identify 
and describe objects (“what” artifacts), those used 
to guide and direct processes and procedures on, 
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within, or between objects (“how” artifacts), those 
used to diagnose and explain the properties and 
behavior of objects (“why” artifacts), and those 
used to envision the future state or potential de-
velopment of objects, including institutions and 
social systems (“where” artifacts). Significantly, 
artifact-mediated construction of objects “does 
not happen in a solitary manner or in harmonious 
unison. “It is a collaborative and dialogical process 
in which different perspectives and voices meet, 
collide, and merge (p. 382). In this conception, the 
often unsettled and conflicted relations between 
different positions and actors” are acknowledged 
as central feature of the context in which an activ-
ity system is created (p. 382).

Over the past decade Engeström (1999, 2001, 
2008) has explored cases of “miniature cycles 
of innovative learning” that could potentially 
become expansive, while acknowledging that 
small cycles may remain isolated events, and that 
the “occurrence of a full-fledged expansive cycle 
typically requires concentrated effort and deliber-
ate interventions” (1999, p. 385). His theory of 
expansive learning offers a conceptual lens drawn 
from activity theory that focuses on the interests 
that organizational learning theorists have in un-
derstanding the nature of innovative learning in 
organizations. Engeström describes his theory of 
expansive learning as based on the “dialectics of 
ascending from the abstract to the concrete” that 
occurs through specific “epistemic or learning ac-
tions.” It begins with individuals questioning the 
accepted practice, and it gradually expands into a 
collective movement or institutionalization. The 
theory is related to Latour’s (1987, 1988) actor-
network theory in that “both regard innovations 
as stepwise construction of new forms of collab-
orative practice” (Engeström, 1999, p. 383). The 
ideal-typical sequence of epistemic actions in an 
expansive cycle include seven actions: question-
ing, historical analysis, actual empirical analysis, 
modeling the new solution, examining the new 
model, implementing the new model, reflecting 

on the process, consolidating the new practice 
(pp. 383-384).

At the heart of Engeström’s (1999, 2001, 2008) 
theory of expansive learning, then, are sequences 
that reflect an ascent from the abstract to the 
concrete achieved through specific epistemic or 
learning actions. He argues that these actions, 
taken together, form an expansive cycle or spiral 
that follows an ideal-typical cycle best understood 
as “construction and resolution of successively 
evolving tensions or contradictions in a complex 
system that includes the object or objects, the 
mediating artifacts, and the perspectives of the 
participants” (1999, p. 384). Engeström has 
examined miniature cycles of learning that can 
be viewed as partially expansive beginning with 
actions of “questioning, criticizing, or rejecting 
some aspects of the accepted practice and existing 
wisdom” (p. 383). However, the theory has also 
been used to examine large-scale transformations 
in activity systems, spanning two or three years that 
while not common “typically requires concerted 
effort and deliberate interventions” (p. 385). This 
is the kind of transformation required in graduate 
programs leading to school building and school 
district leadership if they are to meet the ELCC/
NCATE criteria for accreditation. Department’s 
seeking accreditation must indeed make concerted 
effort and develop deliberate interventions if they 
are to meet those criteria.

In the case of EDEL, concerted effort occurred 
throughout the four phases that I previously 
described. Evident in those phases are artifacts 
that reflect resolutions and responses generated 
in debate and dialogue, through controversy and 
conflict, indeed through processes that Engeström 
terms negation. Typically these debates were 
triggered by deep questioning of the relevance 
and appropriateness of the ELCC standards, 
elements, and indicators, questions about the 
nature of a performance activity, and concerns 
about requirements that the Department develop 
a performance assessment system, and measure 
program outcome effectiveness. In the follow-
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ing discussion I highlight a few examples of the 
kinds of questioning, analysis, and modeling that 
occurred around these and other questions.

One of the ongoing discussions concerns the 
relevance of the standards, the appropriateness of 
indicators and performance assessments. Faculty 
wanted to know what, if any, relationship the ELCC 
standards had to the Department’s mission. The 
“what” artifacts of this process of questioning are 
evident in interpretation of EDEL’s goals in light 
of the purposes of the ELCC, described below in 
the commentary submitted to the ELCC outlining 
the Department’s conception of the knowledge and 
skill base of education leadership, its philosophy 
for preparation, and its goals and commitments 
for MA and Ed.D. programs outlined in official 
documents that were revisited and considered 
during the initial phases of program review. These 
documents noted,

The Department seeks to develop educational 
leaders committed to using their knowledge of 
central concepts of leadership and appropriate 
tools of inquiry to ensure learning and success 
for all students. The Department is committed to 
fostering the development of knowledge, skills, and 
dispositions that will enable educational leaders 
to ensure that diverse students reach challeng-
ing learning goals and achieve their potentials. 
Consistent with the Conceptual Framework of 
the College of Education, the preparation of 
school and district level educational leaders is 
also grounded in the Department’s commitment 
to research and inquiry, diversity, collaboration 
and technology.

Similar commitments were noted in the Depart-
ment’s Introduction to the Prospective Applicant’s 
Guide to Graduate Programs 2002-2003:

The Department (EDEL) brings together people 
from diverse backgrounds and with diverse as-
pirations to form a community of learners com-
mitted to working on tough issues of education 

leadership, policy, and reform within a social 
context of conflict, diversity, and change. The 
work undertaken in this community of learners 
rests on the fundamental belief that the goal of 
education is to promote the success of all stu-
dents. The Department’s work is based on the 
assumption that achieving this goal requires that 
students in graduate programs of preparation for 
educational leadership become reflective practi-
tioners committed to fostering a democratic and 
just society. A central goal of these programs is 
to provide students with opportunities to examine 
the political and moral aspects of the practice of 
educational leadership.

Using Engeström’s conception of epistemic ac-
tions, a critical aspect of the processes of expansive 
learning precipitated by the ELCC review involved 
faculty questioning the relevance of ELCC goals 
to those that had been developed through multiple 
debates among faculty across the department 
(as outlined above). Faculty questioned whether 
their goals were evident in the ELCC standards. 
The artifacts of the debates reflect the “what” 
kinds of concerns that Engeström suggests are 
used to identify and describe phenomenon. In 
this case faculty debates focused on whether the 
ELCC standards bore any identifiable relation-
ship to the goals that they held for the programs. 
Artifacts of this process include the analysis that 
was undertaken of the Department’s approach to 
developing reflective professionals as described 
in the Prospective Applicant’s Guide to Graduate 
Programs, 2002-2003:

Students are encouraged to become actively 
involved in both cooperative and independent 
inquiry, involving critical thinking about com-
plex problems and ideas… Every program in 
the Department offers a combined emphasis on 
scholarship and professional preparation, focus-
ing on the connections between theory, research, 
and practice.
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Examining ELCC standards and exploring how 
they related to Departmental goals also involved 
a second epistemic action; one that Engeström 
(1999) suggests focuses on analyzing the situ-
ation. He observes, “analysis involves mental, 
discursive, or practical transformation of the situ-
ation in order to find our causes and explanatory 
mechanisms” (p. 383). Debates among faculty 
focused took a “how” focus. Questions about how 
ELCC criteria would fit the Department’s focus on 
critical thinking about problems and ideas led to 
examination of the focus of the ELCC standards 
while faculty were engaged in designing the new 
Ed.D. program for school district leaders. The 
year-long design process brought together key 
faculty members, two superintendents, and a 
student member in multiple meetings that focused 
on the content of the program, modes of delivery, 
and alignment with ELCC standards.

Notably these meetings moved back and forth 
between questioning and analysis. Because the 
design of the Ed.D. involved the development of 
new courses, questions about the relationship of 
theory, research and practice were relatively ab-
stract. Yet the faculty also questioned practically, 
how the programs could be designed to meet the 
ELCC requirements that candidates have oppor-
tunities to demonstrate proficient performance in 
over 70 indicators.

While design of the Ed.D. was underway, 
review of the MA program leading to school 
building certification began. Faculty members 
responsible for courses in the program undertook 
an actual empirical analysis of the alignment of 
foci of courses with the ELCC indicators. Analy-
sis revealed that course content and expectations 
mapped on to the ELCC indicators very well, but 
also actually reinforced, elaborated and extended 
the ideas framing the standards. Faculty who are 
committed to developing connections between 
theory, research and practice could see similar 
thrusts in the ELCC standards once analysis of 
alignment of indicators with their commitments 
to fostering these connections.

Figure 4 is an artifact of these processes of 
questioning and analysis that was submitted to the 
ELCC as an indicator of excellence. The Figure 
reflects the analysis undertaken by individual 
faculty of the relationship between ELCC stan-
dards and indicators and their own conceptions of 
the qualities that courses leading to leadership in 
education should promote. This analysis revealed 
to faculty the shared conceptions of elements of 
leadership that should be emphasized (as noted in 
the number of courses that target similar indica-
tors). Analysis confirmed that the MA program 
ensured that candidates gained understanding of 
the holistic nature of Standard 1 indicators through 
integrated curricula evident in the number of 
possible performance activities addressing each 
indicator that multiple courses have developed. 
It also revealed the extent to which the “work” 
of students in the courses provided multiple op-
portunities for students to bridge theory to practice 
through activities focused on developing:

a.  awareness, through acquisition of concepts 
and information

b.  understanding through the integration of 
concepts with practice and the use of knowl-
edge in context and

c.  capability through the application of knowl-
edge and skills in a workplace environment.

As Engeström’s theory suggests the epistemic 
actions of questioning, analysis and model-
ing, through the kind of charting that Figure 2 
represents, did expand learning of the kind that 
supported subsequent innovations in design of 
the WB- PAS. Notably, the ELCC criteria that 
programs seeking accreditation have to meet pose 
challenges to existing institutional scripts. Indeed, 
they challenged faculty to consider the regulative, 
normative and cognitive dimensions of existing 
institutional practices.

Previously I noted the heuristic value of Scott’s 
(1995, 2008a, 2008b) conception of institutions 
as multifaceted systems incorporating cognitive, 
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normative and regulative pillars. Drawing from 
Scott I view these regulative, normative and 
cognitive elements not as separate pillars, but 
as dimensions of institutional arrangements that 
are enacted through different carriers: cultures, 
social structures, and routines. Table 1 illustrates 
these dimensions of institutional arrangements as 
adapted from Scott (1995, p. 52).

The ELCC criteria call into question regulative, 
normative and cognitive aspects of institutional 

practices carried in cultures, social structures and 
routines. For example, ELCC criterion 4, 5 and 
6 noted below led to questioning and analysis:

4.  Programs include: (a) the acquisition of 
concepts and information, (b) the integra-
tion of concepts with practice and use of 
knowledge in context, and (c) the applica-
tion of knowledge and skills in a workplace 
environment.

Table 1. Institutional Dimensions and carriers of culture, social structure, and routines [Adapted from 
Scott (1995, p. 52)] 

Institutional Dimensions Cultural Carriers Carriers of Social Structure Carriers of Routines

Regulative Rules, laws Governance systems, power 
systems

Protocols, standard procedures

Normative Values, expectations Regimes, authority systems Conformity, performance of duty

Cognitive Categories, typifications Structural isomorphism, identities Performance programs, scripts

Figure 4. Analysis of course content alignment with standard 1 indicators and overview of course as-
signments for MA courses
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5.  Bridging experiences are conducted between 
course content and the workplace that feature 
clinical exercises and/or field settings.

6.  All candidates are required to have perfor-
mance experiences in all standards as well 
as an extensive internship that requires the 
synthesis and application of appropriate 
knowledge and skills represented in the 
standards.

For EDEL faculty, these criteria caused debate 
and provoked analysis of the goals of the Depart-
ment. An artifact of this “what” questioning led to 
a historical analysis of the Prospective Applicant’s 
Guide to Graduate Programs, 2002-2003:

Students are encouraged to become actively 
involved in both cooperative and independent 
inquiry, involving critical thinking about com-
plex programs and ideas… Every program in 
the Department offers a combined emphasis on 
scholarship and professional preparation, focus-
ing on the connections between theory, research, 
and practice.

Further debate and analysis touched on regu-
lative, normative and cognitive dimensions of 
institutional practices. The “epistemic actions” 
of questioning and analysis were less conflictual 
when focused on the normative dimensions carried 
in cultural values and expectations of the faculty 
concerning the links between theory-research-
practice, as evidenced above in the Department’s 
focus on connections between these. Similarly 
normative stances of faculty to the essential knowl-
edge and skills of educational leadership, turned 
out upon analysis, to reflect a similar framework 
of essential knowledge and skills of educational 
leadership evident in the ELCC standards empha-
sizing the following:

• Leadership as collaborative, distributive 
practices focusing on a vision of learning 
shared by all;

• Leadership as consensus building;
• Leadership for accountability for learning 

processes and results;
• Leadership for collaboration with families 

and communities;
• Leadership for policy development;
• Leadership as moral and ethical agency.

These ELCC standards were mapped against 
the Department’s philosophy that emphasizes the 
preparation of reflective practitioners of educa-
tional leadership. Further analysis in response to 
questions posed by the ELCC review revealed 
the alignment of the Department’s philosophy to 
the Conceptual Framework of the College that 
NCATE specifies should be articulated. Con-
sistent with the Conceptual Framework of the 
College of Education, the preparation of school 
and district level educational leaders is grounded 
in the Department’s commitment to research and 
inquiry, diversity, collaboration and technology. 
These commitments are noted in the Department’s 
Introduction to the Prospective Applicant’s Guide 
to Graduate Programs 2002-2003:

The Department (EDEL) brings together people 
from diverse backgrounds and with diverse aspira-
tions to form a community of learners committed 
to working on tough issues of education leader-
ship, policy, and reform within a social context 
of conflict, diversity, and change.

Prompted by the ELCC reporting requirements, 
EDEL faculty agreed that the work undertaken 
in this community of learners rests on the fun-
damental belief that the goal of education is to 
promote the success of all students. The process of 
responding to the ELCC review led to discussion 
about the meaning of this goal, and a clarification 
that the department seeks to develop educational 
leaders committed to using their knowledge of 
central concepts of leadership and appropriate 
tools of inquiry to ensure learning and success 
for all students.
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Questioning by faculty intensified, however, 
when regulative and cognitive dimensions of 
institutional practices were challenged by ELCC 
criteria for program accreditation. For example, 
faculty debated extensively about the appropri-
ateness and feasibility of assessing student dis-
positions (as mandated by NCATE, not ELCC). 
Not only were “rules” seen as inappropriate, but 
also debates intensified around questions of how 
dispositions can be demonstrated and if they can, 
whether they should. The Department’s response 
noted below reflects a degree of agreement among 
faculty about what constitutes an appropriate 
degree of regulative procedure and cognitive 
scripting.

The Department recognizes that dispositions 
reflect the “proclivities that lead us in one direc-
tion rather than another within the freedom of 
action that we have” (Perkins, 1995, p. 275).1 
Consistent with the view of NCATE, the De-
partment recognizes that the development of 
appropriate professional dispositions can best be 
assessed along with performances associated with 
candidates’ developing awareness, understanding 
and capabilities of, and practices in educational 
leadership. It also recognizes that while the ELCC 
Standards are presented as discrete, they reflect 
overlapping knowledge, skills and dispositions 
of educational leadership. Although dispositions 
are not directly identified in the ELCC Standards 
(2002), the Department considers the narrative 
descriptions of each of the Standards to reflect 
the dispositions stated directly in the Interstate 
School Leaders Licensure Consortium Standards 
for School Leaders.2 Moreover, as previously 
noted, the Department agrees with NCATE’s judg-
ment that “dispositions are not usually assessed 
directly; instead they are assessed along with other 
performances in candidate’s work with students 
families, and communities” (NCATE Standards, 
Chapter 2, p. 19). The Department has, therefore, 
adopted a philosophy of preparation that best sup-
ports the development of a holistic understanding 
of leadership practices.

The Department is committed to fostering and 
developing in candidate’s dispositions associated 
with this framework. Dispositions are therefore 
seen as giving meaning to actions.3 The goal of the 
programs is to provide opportunities for candidates 
to reflect on, and gain, a deeper understanding 
of the beliefs, values, and commitments that put 
meaning to the ELCC standards for educational 
leaders. Candidates are expected to explain in 
reflective memos presented at key transition points 
of entry, prior to and upon completion of capstone 
internship experiences, and upon completion of 
their programs, how their performance activities 
in coursework and in internship activities dem-
onstrate dispositions outlined in the narratives 
describing each ELCC Standard.

I have highlighted some of the core debates that 
were precipitated by the ELCC review. Notably 
there is a clear congruence of a normative stance 
of EDEL to the values espouses in the ELCC 
goals, in the sense that Scott (1995, 2008a, 2008b) 
and other institutional theorists view as highly 
institutionalized contexts. It seems in that in the 
implementation ecology of accountability public 
sector institutions may engage in episodic actions 
leading to expansive learning around normative 
dimensions of the institutional context in which 
they are embedded. Practically, this means that 
faculty working together in the kind of program 
revision demanded by the criteria ELCC set for 
program accreditation may work from processes 
of critique and questioning that move toward 
innovative learning. Artifacts of this process are 
evident in the commentary on the alignment of 
EDEL goals with the ELCC standards. Thus, 
the department report to ELCC commented that 
faculty members,

are committed to fostering the development of 
knowledge, skills and dispositions that will en-
able educational leaders to ensure that diverse 
students reach challenging learning goals and 
achieve their potentials. The Department’s work 
is based on the assumption that this requires that 
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students in graduate programs of preparation for 
educational leadership become reflective practi-
tioners committed to fostering a democratic and 
just society. A central goal of these programs is 
provide students with opportunities to examine 
the political and moral aspects of the practice of 
educational leadership.

This artifact reflects the potential for inno-
vation as a collective achievement in the sense 
anticipated by Engeström. Innovative learning 
and knowledge creation does have a collabora-
tive and constructive aspect. Yet, in the context of 
the implementation ecology facing Departments 
undergoing a state mandated accreditation review 
by the ELCC/NCATE, Engeström’s assumptions 
about the nature of epistemic actions in an expan-
sive learning cycle may underestimate the impetus 
and direction for action created by such a system 
of accountability. In the concluding part of this 
case study, I turn to consider the limitations and 
utility of looking at and for artifacts of expansive 
learning in the responses that the Department had 
to the ELCC/NCATE review.

CONCLUDING DISCUSSION: 
IMPLEMENTATION ECOLOGY 
OF ACCOUNTABILITY FRAMING 
EXPANSIVE LEARNING

The expansive cycle is helpful in understanding the 
problem finding and problem defining activities 
in which EDEL faculty engaged in responding to 
the requirements of the ELCC/NCATE program 
review. At the same time, Engeström’s (1999, 
2001, 2008) theory leaves open the questions about 
the kinds of concentrated effort and deliberate 
intervention that generates expansive learning. 
These are questions I have considered in study-
ing the institutional dynamics of accountability 
(Mawhinney, 1995, 1998, 2003, Mawhinney 
& May, 2010). As a type of interpretive policy 
inquiry, my research has previously explored the 

interaction of regulative, normative and cognitive 
facets of accountability systems. I view these 
interactions as creating an implementation ecol-
ogy in which individual agency by actors cannot 
be dismissed, despite the power of broad institu-
tional scripts to define individual behavior. My 
interest is, therefore, in understanding the nature 
of agency of individual actors, in the implementa-
tion ecology created by accountability systems. 
I view implementation ecology as the particular 
conditions of legitimacy that frame the meaning of 
accountability systems for individuals in different 
organizations. Legitimacy is a dynamic condi-
tion reflecting the cultural alignment, normative 
support, and consonance with relevant rules that 
establishes the frame of agency for individual 
actors, and of course thereby underscores the 
potential enactment of power by actors and the 
conflict that can follow.

The phases of the process of design outlined in 
the previous part of this case study were marked 
by concerted efforts by the faculty to define the 
nature of the problem that the ELCC criteria 
posed, questioning, analysis, efforts to model 
possible designs, critical examination and testing 
of design elements, and currently implementing 
the PAS, while beginning to reflect on the process 
of design. In short, the process reflected at least 
the initial sequence of actions in what Engeström 
(1999, 2001, 2007, 2008) has called an expansive 
learning cycle. EDEL did receive ELCC approval 
of its programs leading to school building and 
school district leadership and in 2003 was awarded 
national recognition by that body. The WB- PAS 
was activated in 2005 and by 2010 over 200 MA 
and Ed.D. candidates had, or were using it for 
formative and summative feedback of their prog-
ress toward meeting the outcome criteria set by 
EDEL. As anticipated in the design of WBPAS, 
candidates view the WB- PAS a powerful form 
of personal knowledge management in the ways 
recently described by Agnihotri and Troutt (2009) 
in their study of effective technology utilization. 
Similarly, as intended in the design of the WB- 
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PAS, the candidate performance data has proven 
to be a very useful mode of used by faculty mem-
bers to reflect on program effectiveness. These 
reflective processes expanded the learning cycle 
begun as EDEL faculty designed responses to the 
ELCC criteria.

If Engeström is correct, reflective processes 
lead to consolidation of new practices, and in-
deed the processes prompted by WB-PAS have 
become embedded in EDEL’s activity systems. 
This is, of course, the intended outcome of the 
ELCC/NCATE program review process, yet it is 
an outcome that many theories of organizational 
change would predict is problematic, if not un-
likely. Although we have evidence of innovative 
learning in complex organizational contexts that 
suggests consolidation of new practice does occur 
in the context of expansive learning cycles from 
the work of Engeström (1999, 2001, 2007, 2008), 
and historically from Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995), 
Senge (1990), and Argyris and Schön (1978), crit-
ics argue that the transformation implied is highly 
constrained by social contexts and by issues of 
power and social antagonism (Avis, 2009). These 
are the issues that I have attempted to address 
by considering the implementation ecology that 
framed the expansive learning that took place in 
this case study. As I note next this framing high-
lights conflict and power in a way that addresses 
limitations of activity theory identified by Avis.

My purpose has been to discuss the processes 
by which EDEL faculty responded to the ELCC/
NCATE criteria for accreditation. Although my 
descriptions of the problem finding and designing 
processes have been broad, I have shown artifacts 
of what Engeström (1999, 2001, 2008) has char-
acterized as an expansive learning cycle. There is 
utility in examining the processes of responding to 
the ELCC/NCATE criteria as reflecting epistemic 
actions where conflict and debate productively 
accomplish progressive engagement of faculty in 
thinking about questions like those which preoc-
cupied EDEL faculty: What counts as evidence 
of performance? What criteria should be used to 

examine that evidence? How can validity and 
reliability be ensured? How can the performance 
assessment system be used to create measures 
of program outcome effectiveness? How can a 
demonstration of dispositions be designed in a 
way that reflects the EDEL’s commitments?

Expansive learning focuses on the “creation 
and practical application of powerful new con-
cepts... [and] puts a lot of weight on the local 
discursive construction of shared object and inten-
tion in knowledge creation” (Engeström, 1999, p. 
385). Appropriately for the purpose of exploring 
how faculty responded to the ELCC accreditation 
process, the theory also

emphasizes the central role of contradictions and 
debate in knowledge creation. The whole process 
is seen as energized and often radically refocuses 
by negation: questioning, criticizing, and even 
rejecting the accepted wisdom. (p. 385)

Negation is typically not viewed as resulting 
in innovation. Indeed, conventional views sug-
gests that in the context of decision making in 
departments peopled by highly verbal, analytic, 
and principled individuals, such negation is more 
likely a constraint to change than an impetus for 
innovation. Yet there is growing evidence of the 
importance of critical questioning and rejection 
of conventional notions as triggering innovative 
learning. As Tjovold and Tjosvold (1994) point 
out there is utility in constructive controversy. 
Focusing on the positive potential of conflicts in 
organizational change makes a great deal of sense 
if we are to speak truth to the reality of the intense 
debates that are precipitated by the regulative thrust 
of the ELCC accreditation process.

Yet innovation has occurred as the different 
perspectives of faculty were brought to bear on 
defining problems, and in this process there is a 
“progression of collectively achieved actions” 
(Engeström, 1999, p. 401). My intention in this 
case study has been to offer both analytic and 
descriptive commentaries on how innovation has 
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occurred as faculty responded to questions about 
what constitutes proficient practices by candidates 
for certification for school building and school 
district leadership during the four phases of de-
velopment of EDEL’s WB- PAS. My description 
of the features of EDEL’s WB- PAS was, there-
fore, purposefully framed in an analysis of what 
Engeström calls “epistemic” actions that occurred 
in the four phases of its development and design. 
This is not to say that the conflicts and tensions 
created during the phases of program revision that 
I have previously outlined in this case study were 
fully or easily resolved sequentially. Many of the 
tensions continued throughout the processes of 
designing the WB- PAS, and continue now. This 
suggests a more constrained conclusion of the 
potential for expansive learning than is anticipated 
by Engeström when he observes, “the process of 
expansive learning should be understood as con-
struction and resolution of successively evolving 
tensions or contradictions in a complex system 
that includes the object or objects, the mediating 
artifacts, and the perspectives of the participants” 
(1999, p. 384).

In other words, the analysis I have presented 
suggests that it may well be possible to have 
expansive learning under conditions of tension 
and contradiction, particularly in the context of 
the implementation ecology of accountability that 
public institutions face. Engeström’s (1999, 2001, 
2008) analysis is, of course, focused on innovative 
learning in work teams- where market forces are 
the drivers of organizational responsiveness. In 
contrast, the broad analysis I have presented here 
suggests that there is much to be learned about the 
nature of epistemic actions under the conditions 
of implementation ecology created in technology-
mediated public sector accountability systems. 
Using these conceptual lenses, I have explained 
the artifacts of expansive learning evident in the 
key elements used in designing the EDEL, WB-
PAS. Such artifacts provide new insights into the 
conditions that enhance the potential for faculty 
to design IT enhanced KMS that foster expansive 

learning. As a conceptual analysis of expansive 
learning the case study contributes to the new body 
of scholarship on the connections of activity theory 
to related theoretical traditions and provides new 
elaborations on institutional dynamics involved 
in the implementation ecology of accountability 
in the new IT-KMS in instructional environments 
(see for example, Elbanna, 2009). In sum, the 
case study I have presented here anticipates new 
directions in technological adaptability to emer-
gent ICT innovations associated with Learning 
Management Systems (LMS) (Forment, Guerrero 
& Poch, 2010) by providing a glimpse into the 
directions now being taken in this fifth phase of 
development of the EDEL WB-PAS. As in previ-
ous phases, it enhances the emergent evaluative 
state of education leader preparation now common 
in countries around the world.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Activity Theory (formally Cultural His-
torical Activity Theory (CHAT)): Conceives 
human cognition and behavior as embedded in 
collectively organized, artifact-mediated activity 
systems. Activities are social practices oriented 
to objects.

Artifacts: In CHAT Artifacts may include 
those used to identify and describe objects, those 
used to guide and direct processes and procedures 
on, within, or between objects, those used to di-
agnose and explain the properties and behavior 
of objects, and those used to envision the future 
state or potential development of objects, includ-
ing institutions and social systems.

Expansive Learning Theory: Offers a 
conceptual lens drawn from activity theory that 
focuses on the interests that organizational learn-
ing theorists have in understanding the nature of 
innovative learning in organizations. Expansive 
learning begins with individuals questioning the 
accepted practice, and it gradually expands into 
a collective movement or institutionalization.

Epistemic Actions: Are learning actions that 
in an ideal expansive cycle include: questioning, 
historical analysis, actual empirical analysis, 
modeling the new solution, examining the new 
model, implementing the new model, reflecting 
on the process, consolidating the new practice.
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Implementation Ecology: Created through 
the interactions of regulative, normative and 
cognitive facets of accountability systems. Cre-
ates the particular conditions of legitimacy that 
frame the meaning of accountability systems for 
individuals in different organizations.

Institutions: Consist of cognitive, norma-
tive, and regulative structures and activities that 
provide stability and meaning to social behavior. 
Institutions are transported by various carriers- 
cultures, structures, and routines-and they operate 
at multiple levels of jurisdiction.

Legitimacy: Is a dynamic condition reflecting 
the cultural alignment, normative support, and 
consonance with relevant rules that establishes the 
frame of agency for individual actors, and of course 
thereby underscores the potential enactment of 
power by actors and the conflict that can follow.

Performance Assessment System: A kind of 
Knowledge Management System (KMS) in which 
aggregations of assessments of proficiencies in 
the performances of specified activities are used 
for program improvement purposes.
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the inclusion of all members of the school 
community, ensuring that students have 
the knowledge, skills and values needed to 
become successful adults, a willingness to 
continuously examine one’s own assump-
tions, beliefs, and practices, doing the work 
required for high levels of personal and or-
ganizational performance. These stated dis-
positions match the narrative describing the 
ELCC Standard I: This standard addresses 
the need to prepare educational leaders who 
value and are committed to educating all 
students to become successful adults. Each 
educational leader is responsible for creating 
and articulating a vision of high standards 
for learning within the school or district 
that can be shared by all employees and is 
supported by the broader school community 
of parents and citizens. This requires that 
educational leaders be willing to examine 
their own assumptions, beliefs, and practices; 
understand and apply research; and foster a 
climate of continuous improvement among 
all members of the educational staff. Such 
educational leaders will commit themselves 
to high levels of personal and organizational 
performance in order to ensure implementa-
tion of this vision of learning.

3  The Council of Chief State School Officers 
(1996). Interstate School Leaders Licensure 
Consortium, Standards for School Leaders. 
(p. 8). Washington, DC: CCSSO
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APPENDIX A

Master of Arts (MA) in Education Leadership 
Leading to Administrator I Certification

Candidates for the Master of Arts degree leading to Administrator I certification must complete a 39-credit 
program of study. The program includes course work and internship activities that enable candidates to 
develop knowledge, skills, and dispositions associated with all seven ELCC Standards, and with TSSA 
Standards. Courses offer opportunities for candidates to demonstrate the awareness, understanding, and 
capabilities associated with the Basic Level of Proficiency (BLP) that the Department expects candidates 
to demonstrate by completion of their program. The Department’s philosophy of preparation emphasizes 
the use of bridging experiences between theory and practice. Many of these experiences are framed as 
course assignments, however, all candidates must also complete ongoing and capstone internships to 
meet the requirements of ELCC Standard 7 for substantial, sustained, standards-based, intern activities 
that take place in real settings and are planned and guided cooperatively. Candidates for the MA program 
also complete a seminar paper demonstrating their knowledge, skills and dispositions related to an ele-
ment of one of the ELCC or TSSA Standards.

Post-Masters Coursework in the Master of Arts in Education 
Leadership for Administrator I Certification

In addition to those students enrolling in degree programs, a number of individuals also utilize a set of 
courses in EDEL’s MA in Education Leadership to meet the special certification requirements for those 
holding Masters degrees in areas other than in Educational Leadership for Administrator I (leading to 
principal certification). These requirements were established by the state some years ago and remain in 
the state’s regulations. Individual’s who hold a Master’s degree from an accredited institution and have 
at least 27 months (3 years) of satisfactory teaching experience may complete 18 credits of additional 
course work in the Master of Arts program in Education Leadership and submit transcripts directly to 
the State Department of Educationfor Administrator I certification review.

Doctor of Education in Educational Leadership 
Leading to Superintendent Certification

The Ed.D in Leadership is designed to prepare educators for school district leadership positions. Gradu-
ates of the program are eligible to apply for superintendent certification. Candidates must have completed 
requirements for Administrator 1 Certification (school building leadership) prior to completion of this 
program. The program was designed in consultation with education leaders including superintendents 
in the state. It consists of coursework, performance assessments, a comprehensive examination, and 
a dissertation. The program is offered in both off campus cohorts and on campus, and is structured to 
enable students to complete course requirements in four years. Each of the program components is 
described below:

Course Work: Candidates will complete coursework that focuses on fostering and developing in 
candidates’ dispositions, and awareness, understanding and capabilities associated with the ELCC 
Standards for Educational Leadership. They will take a minimum of 30 credit hours in core courses, a 
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minimum of 9 credit hours in research and analytic methods, a minimum of 6 credit hours in internship, 
and a minimum of 10 credit hours in dissertation research for a total minimum of 55 credit hours. Work 
in these areas is intended to enable candidates to improve their capacity to collect and analyze data, 
to apply theory and research to practice, and to engage in independent research on topics of particular 
interest to them as they complete the requirements for Basic Level of Proficiency in indicators of school 
district leadership.

Assessment of Performances Developing Proficiency in (ELCC) Indicators of School District 
Leadership: Candidates will use a web-based performance assessment system throughout their program 
of study to create individual electronic portfolios recording assessments of performance activities and 
demonstrating their development of BLP in indicators of school district leadership. This electronic 
system will allow candidates to show how their coursework activities, capstone internship, and field 
experiences fulfill the performance requirements of the program. The Internship Coordinator will moni-
tor this portion of the program providing the candidates with consistent and focused attention on the 
integration of theory and practice.

Comprehensive Examination: The comprehensive exams are designed by faculty to help students 
make progress toward competing their dissertations. The comprehensive exams for this program will 
take the form of three substantive literature reviews in which candidates integrate information from 
courses and independent readings that they and their advisors have identified as critical to the develop-
ment of their dissertations.

Doctoral Dissertation: Candidates will develop a theoretically anchored, carefully designed study of 
an important topic in education. They will work with their advisors to identify areas of special interest 
and to develop proposals for their studies. Candidates will work with their advisors and doctoral dis-
sertation committee to complete this study.

APPENDIX B

ELCC Program Criteria

1.  Curricula are designed in an integrated or problem-based mode to promote an understanding of 
the connectedness of the various knowledge and skill areas in educational leadership.

2.  Instructional emphasis is placed on those methods and materials that anticipate learner performance 
in the workplace.

3.  Appropriate adult learning strategies are broadly used.
4.  Programs include: (a) the acquisition of concepts and information, (b) the integration of concepts 

with practice and use of knowledge in context, and (c) the application of knowledge and skills in 
a workplace environment.

5.  Bridging experiences are conducted between course content and the workplace that feature clinical 
exercises and/or field settings.

6.  All candidates are required to have performance experiences in all standards as well as an extensive 
internship that requires the synthesis and application of appropriate knowledge and skills represented 
in the standard.

7.  Opportunities are provided for candidates to formulate and examine an ethical platform upon which 
to rely for tough decisions.
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8.  A quality assurance process is used for candidate preparation, including (a) plans for, and use of, 
multiple measures to capture various proficiencies of candidates called for in the standards, (b) 
plans and/or accomplishments under continuing efforts to assure credibility - accuracy, consistency, 
fairness, and avoidance of bias – of the assessment and evaluation system, and (c) plans for using, 
or regular use of, assessment results to evaluate and improve programs and teaching.

9.  A program self-evaluation process that focuses on perceived program strengths and deviations for 
the ELCC standards.

This work was previously published in Cases on Interactive Technology Environments and Transnational Collaboration: Con-
cerns and Perspectives, edited by Siran Mukerji and Purnendu Tripathi, pp. 210-251, copyright 2010 by Information Science 
Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT

Enterprise/business process models that represent 
knowledge of business processes are generally 
designed for particular applications in a range of 
different enterprises. It is a considerable challenge 
to manage the knowledge of processes that are 
distributed throughout many different information 
systems, due to the heterogeneity of the process 
models used. In this paper, the authors present a 
framework for semantic annotation that tackles 
the problem of the heterogeneity of distributed 
process models to facilitate management of pro-
cess knowledge. The feasibility of the approach is 
demonstrated by means of exemplar studies, and 
a comprehensive empirical evaluation is used to 
validate the authors’ approach.

INTRODUCTION

Increasing numbers of enterprises are choosing 
to integrate their business processes with each 
other in order to facilitate collaboration between 
them, e.g., through workflow integration and 
Web Services orchestration. The use of models 
of integrated business processes can provide a 
common platform for process integration and 
Web Services orchestration. The process models 
of enterprises that are currently in use (legacy 
models) can be treated as reusable assets, from 
which knowledge of the processes used by those 
enterprises can be extracted, thereby facilitating 
the building of integrated process models. Knowl-
edge of these processes provides a guide for finding 
common ground between the processes used by 
the different organizations, and thus provides a 
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framework for optimizing the integration of the 
existing processes. However, there is significant 
heterogeneity in the process models that are used 
in individual enterprises: often, diverse business 
jargon and different modeling languages are used. 
This heterogeneity can lead to problems with re-
spect to the extraction of process knowledge and 
its use in building an integrated process model. 
The reconciliation of semantic heterogeneity has 
been identified as a very laborious task in integra-
tion projects (Doan, Noy, & Halevy, 2004). In this 
paper, we focus on the semantic interoperability 
of business process models.

Ontology-based semantic annotation is gen-
erally considered to be an appropriate technique 
for achieving semantic interoperability, and is 
achieved by introducing common means of un-
derstanding and standardization. Most semantic 
annotation work has been developed on and ap-
plied to unstructured (e.g., MnM (Vargas-Vera, 
Motta, Domingue, Lanzoni, Stutt, & Ciravegna, 
2002), KIM (Popov, Kiryakov, Kirilov, Manov, 
Ognyanoff, & Goranov, 2004), AeroDAML 
(Kogut & Holmes, 2001) and OntoMat-Annotizer 
(Handschuh, Staab, & Maedche, 2001) for textual 
resources) and structured (e.g., METEROR-S 
(Patil, Oundhakar, Sheth, & Verma, 2004), 
WSMO (Bruijn, Bussler, Domingue, Fensel et al., 
2005), OWL-S (Martin, Burstein, Hobbs, Lassila, 
McDermott, Mcllraith et al., 2004), SAWSDL 
(Kopecky, Vitvar, Bourne, & Farrell, 2007) and 
WSDL-S (Akkiraju, Farrell, Miller, Nagarajan et 
al., 2005) for Web services) artifacts to improve 
interoperability at different levels. A few semantic 
approaches (including our own) that use semi-
structured artifacts (usually enterprise models) 
have been developed in recent years, such as those 
reported in INTEROP (Interoperability Research 
for Networked Enterprises Applications and Soft-
ware; Panetto, Scannapieco, & Zelm, 2004) and 
ATHENA (Advanced Technologies for Interop-
erability of Heterogeneous Enterprise Networks 
and their Applications; Ruggaber, 2006). For the 
semantic annotation of unstructured and structured 

artifacts, semantic reconciliation focuses on one 
level only, that of the data in the text or in the 
schema. For semi-structured artifacts, semantic 
heterogeneities are taken into account on more 
than one level. These are usually either the meta-
model (i.e., modeling language) or model levels 
(i.e., model content), or even the intention level 
(i.e., goal modeling).

The objects of our research, namely business 
process models, are examples of semi-structured 
artifacts. Early accounts of ontology-based seman-
tic annotation frameworks of business process 
models have been presented elsewhere (Lin, Stras-
unskas, Hakkarainen, Krogstie, & Sølvberg, 2006; 
Lin & Sølvberg, 2007). Within this framework, 
semantic heterogeneity at the meta-model level 
is reconciled by means of mapping the process 
modeling constructs to the proposed process 
ontology, which consists of the most essential 
concepts of the process modeling languages. For 
the model level, annotations are made by building 
semantic relationships between model contents 
and domain ontologies. The domain ontology is a 
reference model that standardizes the representa-
tion of the conceptualization of a certain domain. 
The reference model is usually selected from the 
industrial standards within a particular domain 
that are agreed by the enterprises concerned. For 
the intentional level, goal annotations are included 
within our framework to identify the intended use 
of process models. In goal annotation, goals are 
represented as an ontology and linked to fragments 
of the process model. In this study, OWL (Web 
Ontology Language; McGuinness & Harmelen, 
2004) DL (Description Logic) was chosen for 
the ontology building language because of its 
combined semantic expressiveness and power 
for enabling inferences to be made.

Compared with the contemporary projects 
INTEROP and ATHENA, we focus mainly on 
the business process models defined as the CIM 
(Computation Independent Model), rather than 
the PIM (Platform Independent Model) and PSM 
(Platform Specific Model)1 of enterprise models. 
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We herein cover the horizontal mapping between 
the CIM models used by different organizations, 
rather than the vertical mappings for model 
transformation between CIM, PIM, and PSM. 
We propose a generalized, yet simple, process 
ontology for modeling language mapping rather 
than a unified, yet complicated, enterprise model-
ing language for model exchange and translation. 
These distinctions are inherent in the purpose of 
our study.

The main application of the work presented 
herein is the improved management of process 
knowledge within different groups of organiza-
tions via the semantic interoperability of process 
models. In a knowledge management system, 
knowledge processes essentially revolve around 
the creation or import, capture, use, retrieval of, 
and access to knowledge (Staab, Studer, Schnurr, 
& Sure, 2001). In our work, process knowledge 
is created or imported via the presentation of pro-
cess models in the proposed semantic annotation 
framework (by meta-model annotation). Process 
knowledge is captured by obtaining the essential 
contents of process models via annotation, and by 
standardizing their representation in a way that 
conforms to their ontology (by model annotation 
and goal annotation). Process knowledge can be 
retrieved and accessed via query or search tools, 
or by applying a description logics inference 
mechanism to derive further views of the process 
knowledge (using OWL DL). The possible uses of 
process knowledge include the analysis of existing 
process models, the reuse of the legacy models to 
create new process models, and the integration of 
systems using the process descriptions.

In this article, we first discuss our previous 
studies of an ontology-based semantic annotation 
framework and the tools used in business process 
models. We then provide exemplar studies also 
used e.g. in the INTEROP projects that demon-
strate the application of the semantic annotation 
approach. These exemplars show the operation of 
three different business process models within a 
logistics domain. The models used by two differ-

ent enterprises were applied using two different 
process modeling languages, namely EEML (Ex-
tended Enterprise Modeling Language; Krogstie 
& Jørgensen, 2004) and BPMN (Business Process 
Modeling Notation; White, 2004). SCOR (Supply 
Chain Operations Reference-model; SCOR, 2005) 
represents a standardized logistics process, and is 
formalized as the domain ontology for model an-
notation and the goal ontology for goal annotation. 
By applying the semantic annotation approach, the 
process knowledge of the models is represented in 
the semantic annotation models and aligned with 
the SCOR ontology. We then use an empirical 
evaluation of the exemplars cited to validate the 
applicability of our approach. The validation is 
further developed by using a set of requirements 
that fulfill the goals of the application. The evalu-
ation verifies that the annotations are helpful for 
the alignment of model semantics and for their 
enrichment by (a) the normative representation 
of the ontology and (b) more powerful structure 
for making inferences about the knowledge that is 
modeled. Possible improvements to this approach 
are also indicated via this evaluation. We conclude 
by suggesting avenues for future work.

SEMANTIC ANNOTATION 
FRAMEWORK FOR 
PROCESS MODELS

An ontology-based framework for semantic 
annotation has previously been proposed (Lin, 
Strasunskas, Hakkarainen, Krogstie, & Sølvberg, 
2006; Lin & Sølvberg, 2007). In this study, an-
notation is intended to make explicit the process 
knowledge that is carried by heterogeneous pro-
cess models. The annotation should be such as to 
enable a user of the model to come to a sophis-
ticated understanding of the process knowledge 
that is modeled. The proper comprehension of 
a process model depends on understanding the 
semantic representations of the process modeling 
languages, model contents, and model capabili-
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ties, which is dealt with by meta-model, model, 
and goal annotations respectively, within the se-
mantic annotation framework. Annotated models 
are formalized in Process Semantic Annotation 
Models (PSAMs). PSAMs are the representa-
tions of process knowledge that are used later on 
in applications for managing process knowledge.

GPO and Meta-Model Annotation

In order to provide a common understanding of 
different modeling languages, in the semantic 
annotation framework the meta-model annota-
tion maps the modeling constructs of modeling 
languages to their concepts in GPO (General 
Process Ontology). The GPO consists of core 
process modeling constructs, which are: Activity, 
Artifact, Actor-role, Input, Output, Precondition, 
Postcondition, Exception and WorkflowPattern2. 
Figure 1 shows the GPO concepts and their re-
lationships in RML (Referent Model Language; 
Sølvberg, 1999).

In the meta-model annotation, the modeling 
constructs of a process modeling language can be 
mapped to the GPO concepts by using one of 
three mapping methods:

• One-to-one mapping: one GPO concept is 
referred to by one modeling construct;

• One-to-many mapping: one GPO concept 
can be referred to by any one of several dif-
ferent modeling constructs;

• One-to-combination: one GPO concept 
is referred to by a combination of several 
modeling constructs.

Model Annotation

Models (contents) are instances of the meta-model 
that commonly describe certain domains. Domain 
ontologies are agreed as standard representations 
and semantic definitions of domain concepts. 
Semantic heterogeneity in the contents of mod-
els can be reconciled by making reference to the 
ontological concepts represented in domain on-
tologies. In the model annotation, the annotation 
method builds semantic mappings or relationships 
between model contents and domain ontologies. 
The semantic relationships and the corresponding 
annotation denotations that are commonly used 
for the model annotation are listed in Table 1.

Goal Annotation

The aim of goal annotation is to identify the intended 
use of process models. Goal annotation links pro-
cess model fragments with goal ontology, similar 
to the way in which tasks and goals are linked in 
i*/GRL (Goal-oriented Requirement Language, 

Figure 1. General process ontology
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http://www.cs.toronto.edu/km/GRL/). i*/GRL is 
designed as a top-to-bottom method for specifying 
requirements, in which top-level goals are broken 
down into lower-level tasks. However, no process 
is depicted in the goal models. Most approaches to 
modeling processes do not include goal modeling. 
In order to fill this gap, goal annotation specifies 
associations between the processes and the goals. 
In order to standardize goal representations, goals 
are formalized into a goal ontology following the 
meta-model shown in Figure 2.

The goal ontology provides the conceptualiza-
tion of business objectives and their relationships. 

It can also be derived from a domain reference 
model. In the semantic annotation framework, the 
annotation relationships between model fragments 
and goal ontologies are specified as “achieves” 
for hard goals, and “positively satisfies” and 
“negatively satisfies” for soft goals (Lin & Sølv-
berg, 2007).

PSAM

After the annotations have been made, the process 
knowledge may be described using a Process 
Semantic Annotation Model (PSAM). The model 
structure of a PSAM structure is derived from the 
meta-model annotation via the GPO. The model 
and goal annotation are employed in the PSAM. 
Therefore, a PSAM contains concepts of the 
GPO, the domain specific ontology, and the goal 
ontology and is defined as:

PSAM =(AV, AR, AF, WP, I, O, Θpre, Θpos, E, 
PD, Gl, PGg)

Where AV is a set of activities that make up a 
process, AR is a set of actor-roles that interact with 
a process, AF is a set of artifacts that participate 
in a process, WP is a set of workflow patterns, 
and each workflow pattern denotes an ordering of 
activities. I is a set of input parameters, O is a set 

Table 1. Semantic relationships and corresponding 
annotation denotations 

Semantic 
Relationship

Annotation Denotation

Synonym alternative_name (terminology level)
same_as (concept level)

Polysemy different_from

Hypernym kind_of

Hyponym superConcept_of

Meronym part_of (Artifact)
member_of (Actor-role)
phase_of (Activity) 
partialEffect_of (Exception)

Holonym compositionConcept_of

Instance instance_of

Figure 2. Meta-model of the proposed goal ontology
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of output parameters. Θpre are the preconditions at 
the start of a process, Θpos are the postconditions 
at the end of a process, and E is a set of possible 
exceptions that occur during a process. PD is a 
subset of the domain ontology (D) concepts, i.e. 
PD ⊆ D, including substance ontology concepts 
and task ontology concepts. Gl is a set of local 
goals and PGg is a subset of the goal ontology 
(Gg), i.e., PGg ⊆ Gg. Here, we are not concerned 
with the local goals. Given that Activity is the 
main concern in the goal annotation procedure, we 
describe an annotated activity structure as follows:

AV
i
 = (id, model_fragment, name, al-

ternative_name, has_Actor-role, taks_

role_of, has_Artifact, has_Input, 

has_Output, is_in_WorkflowPattern_of, 

has_Precondition, has_Postcondi-

tion, has_Exception, subActivity_of, 

same_as, different_from, kind_of, 

superConcept_of, phase_of, composi-

tionConcept_of, achieves|positively_

satisfies|negatively_satisfies_Goal)

Semantic Annotation 
Tool – Pro-SEAT

The Standalone Process SEmantic Annotation 
Tool (Pro-SEAT) has been developed using the 
semantic annotation framework. Because we 
need to import existing process models into the 
annotation tool, it must be able to read models 
created by certain modeling tools. In this study, 
we use Metis3 as our modeling environment. 
Metis supports different modeling languages, 
such as UML (Unified Modeling Language), 
EEML, and BPMN, by means of its powerful 
meta-model Developer. The meta-models and 
models created by Metis are stored in XML. The 
annotation tool therefore contains functions for 
parsing and reading Metis models. An additional 
parser would need to be developed to import the 
models into other tools.

OWL DL is chosen for modeling the ontol-
ogy. Therefore, the annotation tool provides an 
OWL ontology browser and an ontology selection 
tool to support the ontology-based annotation. In 
the prototype, we integrate PRO-SEAT with the 
Protégé –OWL API4.

The main function of the tool is to use the 
annotation framework for building relationships 
between models and ontologies. The annotation 
result is stored in an OWL instance file that is 
separate from the original process model. Figure 
3 shows the main components of the Pro-SEAT 
user interface.

EXEMPLAR STUDIES

In this section, we demonstrate the semantic an-
notation approach by exemplar studies. In our 
study, we describe process models that use the 
same business domain (logistics process), but are 
modeled by different enterprises using different 
modeling languages. OWL DL is used to formal-
ize a standard logistics process reference model, 
SCOR, as the logistics domain and goal ontolo-
gies. Using the semantic annotation framework 
and methods, we deploy the annotation using 
Pro-SEAT.

Examples

Three business process models are used to describe 
the different logistics processes of two enterprises 
A and B. PMA is a process for making purchase 
orders that is built in BPMN by Enterprise A. The 
results of the Metis model of PMA are presented 
in Figure 45. Two other models, namely PMB1 (a 
process for receiving items) and PMB2 (a process 
for delivering items), are taken from the logistics 
department in Enterprise B and are built using 
EEML (also in Metis). These two EEML models 
are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 66. The three 
models depict different details of the process 
knowledge in the two enterprises. Although the two 
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Figure 3. Main components of the UI in Pro-SEAT

Figure 4. The sales logistics process of enterprise A in BPMN
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enterprises have different ways of going about their 
business, they nevertheless share common goals.

SCOR Reference Ontology

SCOR is a process reference model that was 
developed and endorsed by the Supply Chain 
Council as the industry standard diagnostic tool 
for supply-chain management. A SCOR reference 
model has been developed to describe the standard 
business activities associated with all phases of 
satisfying a customer’s demand. The process ele-
ment level of the SCOR reference model consists 
of definitions of process elements, the input and 
output of information to and from process ele-
ments, process performance metrics, examples of 
best practice and the system capabilities required 
to support it, and systems/tools (SCOR, 2005).

The SCOR reference model was formalized 
as the domain ontology in the INTEROP proj-
ect (Panetto, Scannapieco, & Zelm, 2004). We 
extended this ontology by categorizing the con-
cepts of SCOR_MGM_PROCESS, SCOR_IN-
PUT_OUNTPUT and SCOR_ORGANISATION 
into 3A (Activity, Artifact, Actor-role) in order to 
annotate the PSAM models. The goal ontology 
is also taken from SCOR. Hard goals are derived 
from process elements, inputs, and outputs. Soft 
goals are defined according to performance at-
tributes and their metrics (Soffer & Wand, 2005). 
The concepts are modeled as OWL Classes and 
are organized into a subsumption hierarchy. An 
OWL model of the SCOR ontology is presented 
in Table 2.

Figure 5. The TelCo item receiving process of Enterprise B in EEML

Figure 6. The item delivery process of Enterprise B in EEML
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Semantic Annotations

We used Pro-SEAT to annotate PMA, PMB1, and 
PMB2, following the semantic annotation frame-
work. In Pro-SEAT, users manually build the 
mapping between the modeling constructs and 
the GPO ontology. The mapping results of the 
BPMN and the EEML modeling constructs with 
the GPO concepts are shown in Table 3. Using the 
meta-model annotation, the process knowledge 
in the three models used is hereby expressed in 
the form of PSAM models via the GPO concepts.

In the model annotation, the model fragments 
are manually referenced as instances of the GPO 
concepts using the SCOR ontology concepts. For 
example, the instances of Activities in PMA and 
PMB2 are annotated using the concepts from the 
category DELIVER under SCOR_MGM_PRO-
CESS. The instances of Artifacts and Actor-roles 
refer to the SCOR_INPUT_OUTPUT and 
SCOR_ORGANIZATIONAL concepts, respec-
tively. The relationships defined in GPO, such as 
has_subActivity, has_Input, and has_Output, are 
also instantiated in the model annotation.

Goals in the SCOR ontology are linked to 
model fragments by matching the targetActivity, 
targetArtifact, targetRole, and targetConstraint 
of the goals to the corresponding instances in 
the PSAM models (Lin & Sølvberg, 2007). The 
semi-automatic goal annotation function in Pro-
SEAT can provide annotation users with a list of 
possible matched goals for given model fragments.

Semantic Reasoning on 
Process Knowledge

After the annotations have been made, the process 
knowledge in the models is represented in PSAM 
models and aligned with the SCOR ontology. The 
PSAM models may be stored in a knowledge 
repository, which may be used for querying, dis-
covering, and navigating the process knowledge. 
Due to the fact that ontologies and annotations 
are all represented in OWL DL, description logic 
inference can be used for semantic reasoning for 
both ontological query and annotated models. 
Using this semantic reasoning, the semantics of 

Table 2. OWL definition of the SCOR ontology 

OWL Ontology Class Subsumption Relation OWL Properties Property Range

SCOR_MGMT_ PROCESS owl:subClassOf Activity hasInput multiple SCOR_INPUT_OUTPUT

hasOutput multiple SCOR_INPUT_OUTPUT

precedes multiple SCOR_MGMT_PROCESS

isPrecededBy multiple SCOR_MGMT_PROCESS

SCOR_INPUT_OUTPUT owl:subClassOf Activity isInputTo multiple SCOR_MGMT_PROCESS

isOutputOf multiple SCOR_MGMT_PROCESS

has_state (data property inherited from Ar-
tifact)

SCOR_ORGANIZATIONAL owl:subClassOf Actor-role - -

Goal has sub-Class Hard Goal, 
Soft Goal

has_parts multiple Goal

part_of multiple Goal

targetActivity multiple Activity

targetArtifact multiple Artifact

targetRole multiple Actor-role

targetConstraint (data property)
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queries may be matched with the semantics of 
annotated models.

The inference services of OWL DL enable 
semantic reasoning on classes, properties and 
instances of ontology, such as consistency, sub-
sumption, equivalence, instantiation, and retrieval. 
The reasoning on the classes and properties of an 
ontology is often called T-Box inference, with A-
Box inference being associated with the instances 
of the classes (Horrocks, 2002). Semantic reason-
ing is useful in ontology-based querying of process 
knowledge. A-Box inference may be employed 
when retrieving the process model fragments that 
are represented as the GPO instances in the PSAM 
model. T-Box inference can be applied when 
determining the semantic relationships between 
the ontological concepts that describe the query 
and domain ontologies.

Two examples of semantic reasoning are 
selected from the annotation results of the cases 
described above.

1.  The model user needs to look for some 
model fragments of the process that deal 
with “Bill” in both enterprise systems. The 

following steps must be taken (formalized 
in (i), (ii), and (iii)):
Query: ?x | (x,Bill)∈R: has_artifact, 

x∈Activity

w.r.t. Ogpo, Oscor  (i)

T-Box inference: ?C|C=Bill w.r.t. SCOR 
ontology Oscor

?C|C⊆Bill w.r.t. Oscor  (ii)

A-Box inference: ?y|(x,y)∈R: has_artifact, 
y∈Artifact w.r.t. Ogpo

(y,C)∈R: same_as, kind_of, part_of w.r.t. Ogpo  
(iii)

2.  The model user would like to search the 
process model fragments that affect the goal 
of improving delivery performance. Similar 
steps are undertaken formalized in (j), (jj), 
and (jjj):

Table 3. Mapping the BPMN and EEML modeling constructs to the GPO concepts 

GPO concepts BPMN elements in Metis 5.2.2 EEML elements in Metis 5.2.2

Activity Logical Process Task

Actor-role Swimlane, including Horizontal Swimlane and 
Vertical Swimlane

Organization, Person

Artifact Data Object, property ‘Data’ in Event Resource, Role, Information Object, Software Tool, 
Manual Tool, Material Tool, Location

Input Input Input Port

Output Output Output Port

WorkflowPattern Combination of Event (including Start Event, 
Intermediate Event, End Event), Sequence Flow, 
Gateway

Combination of Flow, Milestone and Decision Point

Precondition Event (including Start Event, Intermediate Event), 
Gateway

Milestone, Decision Point

Postcondition Event (including End Event, Intermediate Event), 
Gateway

Milestone, Decision Point

Exception Event (when event type is error) together with 
Sequence Flow

Decision Point
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Query: negatively_satisfies ImproveDeliv-
eryPerformance) ∈R: positively_satis-
fies,

negatively_satisfies, x∈Activity w.r.t. Ogpo, Oscor  
(j)

T-Box inference: ?C|C= ImproveDelivery-
Performance w.r.t. Oscor

=?C|C⊆ ImproveDeliveryPerformance w.r.t. 
Oscor

?C|ImproveDeliveryPerformance has_parts C 
w.r.t Oscor  (jj)

A-Box inference: (x,C)∈R: positively_sat-
isfies,

negatively_satisfies w.r.t. Ogpo (jjj)

Validation of Applicability

The semantic annotation framework (including 
GPO, the PSAM model, and Pro-SEAT) has been 
evaluated using a quality framework, SEQUAL 
(Krogstie, 2008; in Lin & Krogstie, 2009). We 
herein validate the applicability of the annota-
tion results derived from the semantic annotation 
framework. The validation is supposed to check 
whether the annotations can facilitate process 
knowledge management in a range of different 
organizations, which is the general application 
objective of this study.

The following application goals are set to define 
the general application objective. The validation 
involves measuring the achievement of the goals.

• G1: The annotation should help to iden-
tify and explicate the process knowledge 
obtained from the existing process models.

• G2: The annotation should help to retrieve 
process knowledge in different organiza-
tions within a domain.

• G3: The annotation should help in the 
analysis and validation of the existing pro-
cess models.

• G4: The annotation should help in the re-
use and integration of process models in 
different organizations.

A set of requirements is derived using these 
goals. We use SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Lan-
guage, combining OWL and RuleML; (Horrocks, 
Patel-Schneider, Boley, Tabet, Grosof, & Dean, 
2004)) to formalize the requirements of each 
annotation model. The SWRL rules provide the 
computational capability of the annotation models.

SWRL is a rule language of the Semantic 
Web. It allows users to write Horn-like rules to 
reason about OWL individuals and to infer new 
knowledge about them. A SWRL rule takes the 
form of an implication between an antecedent 
(body) and consequent (head), i.e., antecedent 
→ consequent. The intended meaning may be 
read as: whenever the conditions specified in the 
antecedent hold, so must the conditions specified 
in the consequent. Both the antecedent and the 
consequent consist of zero or more atoms. Atoms 
in rules can be of the form C(x) or P(x,y), where 
C is an OWL description, P is an OWL property, 
and x, y are either variables, OWL individuals or 
OWL data values.

The SWRL rules and queries are applied to and 
carried out on, respectively, the annotation results. 
Analysis of the results of rule execution helps to 
check the kind of knowledge that can be derived 
from the annotation results and also to check how 
the results fulfill the application requirements 
and goals. In addition, the semantic validity7 and 
semantic completeness8 of the annotation models 
may form the basis of a discussion of the results 
obtained.

The quality of the process models and the 
accuracy of the mapping between the ontologies 
and the models may affect the results of the vali-
dation. We therefore assume that the models are 
syntactically correct according to the grammar 
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rules of the modeling language. The syntactical 
correctness of the models is usually supported 
in most modeling tools. We also assume that 
the ontology-based annotation is accomplished 
by modeling experts and domain experts, who 
provide reliable mappings.

Application Requirements 
in SWRL Formulation

Navigation requirements (RE1) are derived from 
G1 in order to browse the knowledge and navi-
gate through the process models. In particular, it 
is necessary to identify the type of knowledge of 
the process models that can be read directly from 
the annotation results.

RE1 is decomposed into the following sub-
requirements by specifying the interests of the 
process properties:

• RE1.1: List Activities and their 
subActivities.

• RE1.2: List Activities and their preceding 
or succeeding Activities.

• RE1.3: List Activities and their Artifacts.
• RE1.4: List Activities and their Actor-roles.
• RE1.5: List Activities and their 

Preconditions or Postconditions

These requirements are formalized in the 
SWRL queries and rules, as shown in Table 4. 

As an example, the SWRL query of RE 1.1 is 
interpreted as: query all activities (the variable for 
activity is x) and their corresponding subactivities 
(the variable for subactivity is y), and then order 
the query results by activity name (Table 4).

G2 indicates the search requirements (RE2) 
for locating a knowledge candidate of interest, 
and for searching the corresponding process 
model fragments in different organizations via 
the SCOR domain ontology.

RE2 is decomposed into the following sub-
requirements by specifying the interests of the 
ontological concepts:

• RE2.1: Find the model fragments of the 
process models that refer to the SCOR 
Management Process.

• RE2.2: Find the model fragments of the 
process models that refer to the SCOR 
Input/Output.

• RE2.3: Find the model fragments of the 
process models that refer to the SCOR 
Organizational parameters.

• RE2.4: Find the model fragments of the 
process models that refer to the SCOR 
Goal.

Those requirements are formalized in Table 5.
G3 introduces semantics checking require-

ments (RE3) in order to infer the underlying 
process knowledge according to the annotation, 

Table 4. SWRL queries and rules for RE1 

RE1 Rule Name SWRL Formulation

RE1.1 QRule-Activity-subActivity Activity(?x) ^ has_subActivity(?x, ?y) → query: select(?x, ?y) ^ query: orderBy(?x)

RE1.2 QRule-Activity- hasPrecedingActivities Activity(?x) ^ has_precedingActivities(?x, ?y) → query: select(?x, ?y) ^ query: 
orderBy(?x)

QRule-Activity- hasSucceedingActivities Activity(?x)^has_succeedingActivities(?x, ?y) → query: select(?x, ?y) ^ query: 
orderBy(?x)

RE1.3 QRule-Activity-hasArtifact Activity(?x) ^ has_Artifact(?x, ?y) → query: select(?x, ?y) ^ query: orderBy(?x)

RE1.4 QRule-Activity-hasActor Activity(?x) ̂  has_Actor-role(?x, ?y) → query: select(?x, ?y) ̂  query: orderBy(?x)

RE1.5 QRule-Activity-hasPrecondition Activity(?x) ̂  has_Precondition(?x, ?y) → query: select(?x, ?y) ̂  query: orderBy(?y)

QRule-Activity-hasPostcondition Activity(?x) ̂  has_Postcondition(?x, ?y) → query: select(?x, ?y) ̂  query: orderBy(?y)
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and to check the semantic completeness and se-
mantic validity of the annotation models.

RE3 is decomposed into the following sub-
requirements by specifying the interests of the 
process semantics defined in PSAM:

• RE3.1: Check the Artifacts related to the 
Input/Output of Activities.

• RE3.2: Check the Activity sequence.
• RE3.3: Check the Artifacts in the 

subActivities.
• RE3.4: Check the Actor-roles in the 

subActivities.
• RE3.5: Check the goal annotations in the 

subActivities.
• RE3.6: Check the Preconditions/

Postconditions of the Activities.

• RE3.7: Check the information flow from 
the Outputs to the Inputs.

Those requirements are formalized in Table 6.
Knowledge discovery requirements (RE4) are 

derived from G4 for the reuse of model fragments 
in the integration of business processes. Implicit 
knowledge, such as the potential semantic rela-
tionships between the models, needs to be dis-
covered. RE4 is decomposed into the following 
subrequirements by specifying the interests of the 
potential relationships between the process prop-
erties of the different models.

• RE4.1: Discover the semantic relation-
ships between the Activities of different 
process models.

Table 5. SWRL queries and rules for RE2 

RE2 Rule Name SWRL Formulation

RE2.1 QRule-Activity-sameas Activity(?x) ^ same_as(?x, ?y) → query: select(?x, ?y) ^ query: orderBy(?y)

QRule-Activity-kindof Activity(?x) ^ kind_of(?x, ?y) → query: select(?x, ?y) ^ query: orderBy(?y)

QRule-Activity-phaseof Activity(?x) ^ phase_of (?x, ?y) → query: select(?x, ?y) ^ query: orderBy(?y)

RE2.2 QRule-Activity-Input-mappedto Activity(?x)^ has_Input(?x, ?y) ^ mapped_to(?y, ?z) → query:select(?x, ?y, ?z) 
^ query: orderBy(?z)

QRule-Activity-Output-mappedto Activity(?x) ^ has_Output(?x, ?y) ^ mapped_to(?y, ?z) → query:select(?x, ?y, ?z) 
^ query: orderBy(?z)

QRule-Activity-hasArtifact-sameas Activity(?x) ^ has_Artifact(?x, ?y) ^ same_as(?y, ?z) → query: select(?x, ?y, ?z) 
^ query: orderBy(?z)

QRule-Activity-hasArtifact-kindof Activity(?x) ^ has_Artifact(?x, ?y) ^ kind_of (?y, ?z) → query: select(?x, ?y, ?z) ^ 
query: orderBy(?z)

QRule-Activity-hasArtifact-partof Activity(?x) ^ has_Artifact(?x, ?y) ^ part_of (?y, ?z) → query: select(?x, ?y, ?z) ^ 
query: orderBy(?z)

RE2.3 QRule-Activity-hasActor-sameas Activity(?x) ^ has_Actor−role(?x, ?y) ^ same_as(?y, ?z) → query: select(?x, ?y, 
?z) ^ query: orderBy(?z)

QRule-Activity-hasActor-kindof Activity(?x) ^ has_Actor−role(?x, ?y) ^ kind_of (?y, ?z) → query: select(?x, ?y, ?z) 
^ query: orderBy(?z)

QRule-Activity-hasActor-memberof Activity(?x) ^ has_Actor−role(?x, ?y) ^ member of (?y, ?z) → query: select(?x, ?y, 
?z) ^ query: orderBy(?z)

RE2.4 QRule-Activity-achieveHardGoal Activity(?x) ^ achieves(?x, ?y) → query: select(?x, ?y) ^ query: orderBy(?y)

QRule-Activity-positivelysatisfiesSoft-
Goal

Activity(?x) ̂  positively_satisfies(?x, ?y) → query: select(?x, ?y) ̂  query: orderBy(?y)

QRule-Activity-negativelysatisfiesSoft-
Goal

Activity(?x) ̂  negatively_satisfies(?x, ?y) → query: select(?x, ?y) ̂  query: orderBy(?y)
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• RE4.2: Discover the semantic relationship 
between the Artifacts of different process 
models.

• RE4.3: Discover the semantic relation-
ships between the Actor-roles of different 
process models.

• RE4.4: Discover the goal relationship be-
tween the Activities of different process 
models.

• RE4.5: Discover the possible integration 
points in the different process models.

Table 6. SWRL queries and rules for RE3 

RE3 Rule Name SWRL Formulation

RE3.1 QRule-Activity-hasInput-relate-
dArtifact

Activity(?x) ^ has_Input(?x, ?y) ^ related_Artifact(?y, ?z) → query: select(?x, ?y, ?z) ^ 
query: orderBy(?x)

QRule-Activity-hasOutput- relate-
dArtifact

Activity(?x) ^ has_Output(?x, ?y) ^ related_Artifact(?y, ?z) → query: select(?x, ?y, ?z) 
^ query: orderBy(?x)

IRule-Activity-Input-hasArtifact Activity(?x) ^ has_Input(?x, ?y) ^ related_Artifact(?y, ?z) → Activity(?x) ^ has_
Artifact(?x, ?z)

IRule-Activity-Output-hasArtifact Activity(?x) ^ has_Output(?x, ?y) ^ related_Artifact(?y, ?z) → Activity(?x) ^ has_
Artifact(?x, ?z)

RE3.2 QRule-Activity-
hasPrecedingActivities- hasSub-
Activity

Activity(?x) ^ has_precedingActivities(?x, ?y) ^ has_ subActivity(?x, ?z) → query: 
select(?y, ?z) ^ query: orderBy(?y)

QRule-Activity- hasSucceedin-
gActivities-
hasSubActivity

Activity(?x) ^ has_succeedingActivities(?x, ?y) ^
has_subActivity(?x, ?z) → query: select(?z, ?y) ^ query: orderBy(?y)

QRule-Activity-iterative-preced-
ing

Activity(?x) ^ has_precedingActivities(?x, ?x) → query: select(?x)

QRule-Activity-iterative-succeed-
ing

Activity(?x) ^ has_succeedingActivities(?x, ?x) → query: select(?x)

IRule-Activity-preceding-inverse-
succeeding

Activity(?x) ^ has_precedingActivities(?x, ?y) → Activity(?y) ^ has_
succeedingActivities(?y, ?x)

IRule-Activity-succeeding-inverse- 
preceding

Activity(?x) ^ has_succeedingActivities(?x, ?y) → Activity(?y) ^ has_
precedingActivities(?y, ?x)

RE3.3 IRule-Activity-subActivity-
hasArtifact

Activity(?x) ^ has_subActivity(?x, ?y) ^ has_Artifact(?y, ?z) → Activity(?x) ^ has_
Artifact(?x, ?z)

RE3.4 IRule-Activity-subActivity-
hasActor

Activity(?x) ^ has_subActivity(?x, ?y) ^
has_Actor−role(?y, ?z) → Activity(?x) ^
has_Actor−role(?x, ?z)

RE3.5 QRule-Activity-subActivity-tran-
sitive-achievesHG

Activity(?x) ^ has_subActivity(?x, ?y) ^ achieves(?y, ?z) → query: select(?x, ?y, ?z) ^ 
query: orderBy(?z)

QRule-Activity-subActivity-tran-
sitive-positivelysatisfiesSG

Activity(?x) ^ has_subActivity(?x, ?y) ^
positively_satisfies(?y, ?z) → query: select(?x, ?y, ?z) ^ query: orderBy(?z)

QRule-Activity-subActivity-tran-
sitive-negativelysatisfiesSG

Activity(?x) ^ has_subActivity(?x, ?y) ^ negatively_satisfies(?y, ?z) → query: 
select(?x, ?y, ?z) ^ query: orderBy(?z)

RE3.6 QRule-Activity-hassamePrecon-
dition

Activity(?x) ^ Activity(?y) ^ name(?x, ?n) ^ name(?y, ?m) ^ swrlb: notE qual(?n, ?m) ^
Has_Precondition(?x, ?z) ^ has_Precondition(?y, ?z) → query: select(?x, ?y, ?z)

QRule-Activity-hassamePostcon-
dition

Activity(?x) ^ Activity(?y) ^ name(?x, ?n) ^ name(?y, ?m) ^ swrlb: notE qual(?n, ?m) ^
has_Postcondition(?x, ?z) ^ has_Postcondition(?y, ?z) → query: select(?x, ?y, ?z)

RE3.7 QRule-Activity-hasOutput-
mappedto-sameonto-Activity-
hasInput

Activity(?x) ^ has_Output(?x?p) ^ mapped_to(?p, ?o) ^ Activity(?y) ^ has_Input(?y, 
?q) ^ mapped_to(?q, ?n) ^ swrlb: equal(?o, ?n) → query: select(?x, ?y, ?o)
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Given that the SWRL rules can only be ap-
plied in one ontology file, the execution of RE4 
is based on the execution results of RE1, RE2, 
and RE3. The potential relationships between 
the models may be inferred from the annotation 
results and the ontology. For example, by running 
RE1.1, RE2.1, and RE3.2, we found that the an-
notations of two activities from different models 
are defined as sequential process elements in the 
SCOR ontology. We therefore consider that these 
two activities represent the potential integration 
point of the two models.

Deployment of Validation

Using the annotation results from the exemplar 
studies as a basis, the validation is carried out 
in a walkthrough application scenario, in which 
an integrated solution for the delivery of sales 
is required for a business collaboration between 
Enterprises A and B. The logistics process knowl-
edge obtained from Enterprises A and B must be 
identified and should guide the process integration 
in the organizations concerned.

The SWRL formulations for the requirements 
are executed on the annotation results of the three 
models PMA, PMB1 and PMB2 in order to query 
and infer process knowledge for integrating the 
delivery process:

• Step 1: A goal-oriented query is made as 
the starting point for obtaining goal-rele-
vant model fragments. For example, by 
running QRule-Activity-achievesHardGoal 
for R2.4, we first filter out the model frag-
ments that have an effect on the SCOR 
goals “Delivery_is_Processed” and 
“Invoice_to_Customer_Processed”.

• Step 2: Secondly, RE4 is executed on 
the model fragments that result from the 
first step. The aim of this step is to dis-
cover the semantic relationships that ex-
ist between the model fragments by us-
ing the reference ontology as a semantic 

mediator. For example, we run QRule-
Activity-phaseof, QRule-Activity-kindof 
and QRule-Activity-sameas for RE2.3, in 
order to discover how the activities are 
interpreted according to the SCOR ontol-
ogy “D1-Deliver_Stocked_Product”. The 
results of the query show that the activity 
“Deliver_Processing” in PMA is same_as 
“D1-Deliver_Stocked_Product” and the 
activities “Deliver_items_to_franchisee” 
and “Deliver_items_to_shops” in PMB2 are 
phase_of “D1-Deliver_Stocked_Product”. 
By using the semantic definitions in the 
SCOR ontology, the semantic relationships 
of activities in different model fragments 
can be derived: “Deliver_items_to_fran-
chisee” and “Deliver_items_to_shops” in 
PMB2 can be sub-activities of “Deliver_
Processing” in PMA.

• Step 3: In addition to the semantic relation-
ships, we also require the sequential rela-
tionship in order to integrate the activities 
into a process. The sequence of activities 
in the integration can be further refined 
by checking the sequential Activity and 
subActivities, and can also be adjusted us-
ing the ontology definition. For example, 
“Send_quotation” in PMA and “Credit_
control” in PMB2 are the query results from 
the first two steps. In order to refine the se-
quences of the two activities, we run QRule-
Activity-hasSucceedingActivties and 
QRule-Activity-hasPrecedingActivities 
for RE1 and QRule-Activity-
hasPrecedingActivities-hasSubActivity 
for RE3.2. “Client_quotation_processing” 
is found to be the succeeding activity of 
“Send_quotation” in PMA, and “Correct_
orders” is retrieved as the preceding activi-
ty of “Credit_control” in PMB2. By running 
RE3, we found that “Client_quotation_
processing” in PMA was annotated with the 
SCOR concept “D1.1-Process_Inquiry_
and_Quote”, whilst “Correct_orders” in 
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PMB2 was annotated as a phase_of “D1.2-
Receive_Enter_and_Validate_Order”. 
The sequence in which “Client_quota-
tion_processing” is a preceding activity of 
“Correct_orders” may thereby be inferred 
from the analysis of the query results de-
scribed above.

• Step 4: Finally, output-input flow can be 
checked, either to find missing activities 
or to re-arrange the sequence of activities. 
For instance, by running QRule-Activity-
Input-mappedto on the activity “Issue_in-
voice” in PMB2 we found that the input was 
mapped to “Customer_Delivery_Terms”. 
From the results of QRule-Activity-Output-
mappedto in PMA, we found that the ac-
tivity “Create_delivery” had an output 
“delivery” that is mapped to “Customer_
Delivery_Term” as well. It is therefore 
possible for the two activities to be inte-
grated with each other via the output-input 
flow.

Discussion of the Validation

By going through the validation of the applicabil-
ity, we have demonstrated how the annotations may 
be used in an application for managing process 
knowledge that involves different organizations. 
Through the fulfillment of the requirements, we 
conclude that the general application goals of the 
approach have been achieved.

By synthesizing the validation results, we 
propose the following findings that also point to 
some of the limitations of the annotation model 
and tool.

Automatic vs. manual annotation: During 
the validation, we found that the results of the 
SWRL queries for RE1 (Navigation requirements) 
could display the majority of the information con-
tained in the models by means of the annotation, 
but that nevertheless, some of the semantics of 
the original models were found to be missing or 
incomplete in the annotation models. The results of 

QRule-Activity-subActivity are the same as in the 
original models, i.e., it is semantic completeness of 
the Activity composition for the annotation. Such 
completeness is guaranteed by Pro-SEAT’s auto-
matic transformation from the Metis models to the 
PSAM models using the meta-model annotation. 
However, the results of QRule-Activity- hasPre-
cedingActivities, QRule-Activity-hasSucceedin-
gActivities, QRule-Activity- hasPrecondition and 
QRule-Activity-hasPostcondition are incomplete, 
because the current version of Pro-SEAT does not 
support the automatic annotation of the sequence 
of Activities. It is therefore necessary to annotate 
such information manually.

When checking the results of the QRule-
Activity-hasArtifact and QRule-Activity-hasActor, 
is became clear that the automatic annotation of 
the associating Artifact or Actor-role with the 
Activity is performed better on EEML models 
than on BPMN models. The reason is that the 
EEML Resource Role (GPO:Artifact/Actor-role) 
is encapsulated within the EEML Task (GPO: 
Activity) in Metis, which behaves in the same 
way as GPO. On the contrary, the BPMN Logic 
Process (GPO:Activity) is encapsulated within 
BPMN Swimlane (GPO Actor-role). The rela-
tions cannot be automatically transformed, as 
can the has_Actory-role properties in the PSAM 
models. The analysis described above enables 
us to conclude that the function of automatic 
transformation in Pro-SEAT should be improved. 
RE1 (Navigation requirements) is almost fulfilled, 
despite the missing annotation caused by the 
manual annotation.

Model analysis based on semantic relation-
ships: The reference ontology is introduced into 
the SWRL queries for RE2 (Search requirements). 
The links between the model fragments and the 
ontology concepts are built up via the semantic 
annotation. When executing the SWRL queries for 
RE2 (Search requirements) on the three models, 
we found that the synonym (same_as) (i.e. the 
semantic equivalence relationship) is mostly used 
to annotate Artifacts and Actor-roles, while the 
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hypernym (kind_of) and meronym (part_of, mem-
ber_of) relationships are rarely used. Nevertheless, 
for ontology-based annotations of Activities, the 
reverse is true: more meronym (phase_of) and 
hypernym relationships are used than synonym 
relationships. Such a phenomenon is observed 
in all three models. It shows that the Artifacts 
and Actor-roles in the three models are not very 
specialized, being instead relatively general and 
close the SCOR standard. In contrast, the Activi-
ties in the different models are quite different, and 
the modeling granularity of the Activity is smaller 
than that of the SCOR process elements.

Detect missing annotation: In order to de-
tect missing annotations, we run the query rules 
together with corresponding inference rules. For 
example, when only running QRule-Activity-
hasArtifact on PMB1, 19 records are returned. 
If the query is run together with IRule-Activity-
subActivity-hasArtifact, the set of results consists 
of 30 records. By running IRule-Activity-Input-
hasArtifact, and IRule-Activity-Output-hasArti-

fact with QRule-Activity-hasArtifact, the query 
returns 40 records. The results of the execution 
of these inference rules and queries on the three 
models are given in Table 7. When comparing 
the record numbers of the query results we can 
we can see that there are more missing annota-
tions on Artifacts in P MB1 than there are in P 
MA and in PMB2. The biggest discrepancy occurs 
between running QRule-Activity-hasArtifact alone 
and running QRule-Activity-hasArtifact together 
with IRule-Activity-Input-hasArtifact. This in-
dicates that many Artifacts are allocated within 
the sub-Activities in PMB1. Such knowledge is 
not represented explicitly in the original model; 
hence, it is difficult for an annotator to be aware 
of it during manual annotation. A similar case is 
observed when running QRule-Activity-hasActor 
and IRule-Activity-subActivity-hasActor on PMB2. 
When comparing the three models, we note the 
following: most Actor-roles are modeled in the 
subActivities of P MB2; no Actor-role is attached 
to the subActivities in PMB1; due to the fact that 

Table 7. Query results of the inferred annotation options 

SWRL inference rules and queries PMA PMB1 PMB2

QRule-Activity-hasArtifact 26 19 9

QRule-Activity-hasArtifact + IRule-Activity-subActivity-hasArtifact 27 30 12

QRule-Activity-hasArtifact + IRule-Activity-Input-hasArtifact 26 28 12

QRule-Activity-hasArtifact + IRlue-Activity-Output-hasArtifact 32 33 11

QRule-Activity-hasArtifact + IRule-Activity-Input-hasArtifact + IRule-Activity-Output-
hasArtifact

32 40 12

QRule-Activity-has hasArtifact + IRule-Activity-Input-hasArtifact + IRule-Activity-Output-
hasArtifact + IRule-Activity-subActivity-hasArtifact

33 47 15

QRule-Activity-hasActor 31 28 16

QRule-Activity-hasActor + IRule-Activity-subActiviy-hasActor 32 28 23

QRule-Acctivity-hasPrecedingActivities 30 20 12

QRule-Activity-hasPrecedingActivities + IRule-Activity-succeeding-inverse-preceding 37 31 14

QRule- Activity-hasPrecedingActivities + IRule-Activity-succeeding-inverse-preceding + IRule-
Activity-preceding-inverse-succeeding

37 31 14

QRule-Activity-hasSucceedingActivites 35 21 10

QRule- Activity-hasSucceedingActivites + IRule-Activity-preceding-inverse-succeeding 37 31 14

QRule- Activity-hasSucceedingActivites + IRule-Activity-preceding-inverse-succeeding + 
IRule-Activity-succeeding-inverse-preceding

37 31 14
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the way of modeling Actor-role in BPMN is dif-
ferent from EEML (see the previous paragraph), 
the annotation of the has_Actor-role for each 
Activity is made manually, but carefully (Only 
one annotation is missed by mistake). With respect 
to the annotation of the sequence of Activities, 
again most of the missing annotations are found 
in PMB1. The reason for this is still the hierarchy 
of the subActivities. The three levels of hierarchy 
of the subActivities prevents an annotator from 
selecting all the preceding and succeeding Activi-
ties inherited from the super-Activities.

However, not all of the inferred results should 
be considered as being missing annotations. They 
are just optional annotations that disclose the more 
implicit knowledge carried by the models. Some 
of the results of these queries also produce noise 
in the evaluation because they are not the correct 
annotation. For example, the Activity vn is the 
sub-Activity of V1 and the Activity V2 precedes 
V1, but vn is not the direct preceding Activity of 
V2 because vn is not the last sub-Activity of V1.

The query results of QRule-Activity-subAc-
tivity- transitive-achievesHG, QRule-Activity-
subActivity-transitive-positivelysatisfiesSG and 
QRule-Activity-subActivity-transitive-negatively-
satisfiesSG can be used for automatic goal annota-
tion. In any case, inference mechanisms should 
be taken into account in the development of the 
annotation tool for semi-automatic annotation.

Semantic validation: Some SWRL rules can 
be applied to validate semantic representations in 
both annotated and original process models. Two 
examples are provided here:

• When QRule-Activity-hassamePostcondition 
or QRule-Activity-hassamePrecondition is 
executed, the results are a set of Activities 
with the same pre/postcondition. From this 
observation, we can identify two situations:
1.  The results are caused by the way 

of modeling WorkflowPattern: in an 
EEML model, the logic connection 
“join” or “choice” is modeled by an 

EEML Milestone, and the annotated 
workflow branches from this connec-
tion share the same GPO Condition 
(“eeml:milestone” is mapped to 
“gpo:condition” in the meta-model 
annotation). Two evaluation results are 
therefore shown: a) The EEML model 
should be improved by changing the 
way of modeling to specify the seman-
tics of different conditions, and b) In 
the annotation model, the conditions 
for the different branches should be 
separate.

2.  Wrong model or redundant Activities 
with the same Conditions in the original 
models.

• QRule-Activity-hasOutput-mappedto-
sameonto-Activity-hasInput is normally 
used to navigate the flow of information 
between Activities, which also can be used 
for the semantic validation. For instance, 
two different Activities from PMB2 have 
the same local name. “Generate delivery 
protocol”, and the outputs of these two 
Activities are mappted to the same con-
cept “Customer Delivery Terms” in the 
annotation model. According to the query 
results from QRule-Activity-hasOutput-
mappedto-sameonto-Activity-hasInput, the 
outputs should be passed to the Actibity 
“Issue invoice” as the input. When we 
check the original model, one of the two 
Activities (named “Generate delivery pro-
tocol”) is a subActivity of “Deliver items 
to franchisees”, and it is indeed followed 
by the Activity “Issue invoice” in the origi-
nal model. However, the other “Generate 
delivery protocol”, which is a subActivity 
of “Deliver items to shops,” has no link to 
“Issue invoice” in the original model. The 
conclusions that may be made from such 
observations are as follows:
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1.  Two Activities “Generate delivery 
protocol” could be functionally imple-
mented by one component.

2.  The annotation of the outputs of the 
two Activities should be specified 
separately

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Semantic annotation enables and enhances e-
business and B2B, and continues to be an attractive 
and interesting research topic. Although the need 
for semantic annotation to reconcile heterogeneous 
information is crucial for cooperation between busi-
nesses, there exist few comprehensive academic or 
industrial standards, or sufficiently mature off-the-
shelf products, for semantic annotation. Further-
more, the related methodology and technology, such 
as the development and application of ontologies 
and the Semantic Web, are still issues that are open 
to ontology-based semantic annotation. Some sug-
gestions for future work are outlined below.

1.  Further automation is required to facilitate 
the annotation procedure. NLP (Natural 
Language Processing) techniques, such as the 
extraction of information from model contents 
(Francescomarino & Tonella, 2010), and AI 
(Artificial Intelligence) techniques, such as 
machine learning, could also be considered for 
the annotation of semi-structured information. 
Furthermore, a model abstraction mechanism 
could be used for categorizing models.

2.  The work should be further evaluated in vari-
ous domains and applications. Our approach 
has been evaluated on two models for one 
business domain. The examples have been 
taken from literature sources based on the 
needs of actual companies being involved 
in the INTEROP project. The usability and 
applicability should be further validated using 
data from additional case studies.

3.  Neither the evolution of ontologies nor the 
model changes have been taken into account 
in the annotation. This issue is associated with 
the flexibility of our approach. Given that 
no gold standard ontology is available and 
changes are impossible to avoid, the ontology 
will certainly evolve with the evolution of the 
domain knowledge, and the process models 
might change as well. When this happens, the 
annotation results will be inconsistent with 
the models and ontologies used. It should be 
possible to provide a mechanism for keep-
ing the annotation results for the unchanged 
parts of model and for changing the ontology 
references when the ontology is modified.

4.  Our approach has not taken into account the 
semantics of the relationships in the original 
models. Most of the annotation targets in our 
approach are entities/classes. The semantics 
conveyed by the relationships between the 
modeling entities/classes have not been pre-
served, but have instead been transformed 
into relationships between the GPO concepts, 
which might have led to some loss of seman-
tics. However, the annotation of relationships 
is complex, due to the complexity and flex-
ibility of the representation of the relationships 
in most semi-structured modeling languages.

5.  The relationship between the semantic an-
notations of the process models at the con-
ceptual level and the execution level could 
be developed further. Although the process 
models in our application could be regarded 
as a service, the difference between a Web 
service and a process model is that a Web 
Service is executable. A Web service uses 
programming-like control constructs as its 
basic building blocks, which are inadequate 
for many modeling applications. Our ap-
proach can compensate for this inadequacy 
to some degree using a different modeling 
perspective, but further work is require to 
address this problem.
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ENDNOTES

1  CIM, PIM and PSM are three different 
viewpoint models defined in OMG’s MDA 
(Model-Driven Architecture) (http://www.
omg.org/mda/).

2  Workflow patterns represent orderings of 
different activities. Workflow patterns can 
be refined into several specific patterns ac-
cording to the workflow defined in (van der 
Aalst, Barros, ter Hofstede, & Kiepuszewski, 
2000), such as Choice (ExclusiveChoice, 
MultipleChoice, ParallelSplit), Merge 
(SimpleMerge, MultipleMerge, Synchro-
nization), and Sequence.

3  Metis is a commercial enterprise modeling 
tool, which is now named Troux Architect, 
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marketed by Troux Technologies Inc, Austin 
Texas.

4  Protégé is a free, open source ontology edi-
tor and the Protégé-OWL is an extension of 
Protégé that supports OWL. The Protégé-
OWL API is an open source Java library 
for the OWL and RDF(S). (http://protege.
stanford.edu/).

5  Client RFQ processing, Client quotation pro-
cessing, Standard order processing, Delivery 
Processing, Transportation planning, and 
Transportation processing are represented 
by sub-processes (compound activities) in 
BPMN. Because the BPMN diagram was 
drawn in Metis, it appears somewhat dif-
ferent from the standard BPMN notations. 
The diagram only shows a top layer of the 
model, which hides some of the details due 
to the use of the Metis viewing techniques.

6  Tasks in EEML can be decomposed into a 
task-subtask structure, e.g. checking items 
in PMB1. More of the details of some of the 
tasks are hidden, e.g. checking consignment 
items, checking items from local suppliers, 
checking imported items in PMB1, delivering 
items to franchisees, and delivering items to 
shops in PMB2.

7  A model is semantically valid if it only 
contains statements that are in the domain 
modeled.

8  A model is semantically complete if all 
statements in the domain are included in 
the model.

9  Starting with ”Q” in the formulation name 
(see Table 7).

10  Starting with ”I” in the formulation name 
(see Table 7).

This work was previously published in International Journal of Information System Modeling and Design (IJISMD), Volume 
1, Issue 3, edited by Remigijus Gustas, pp. 45-67, copyright 2010 by IGI Publishing (an imprint of IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT

This chapter presents a novel Knowledge Manage-
ment model - VDF (Variation Mode and Effect 
Analysis & Design of Experiments & Finite Ele-
ment Analysis) for process innovation and efficient 
problem solving in enterprises. To date there is 
no practical unified tool that enables companies 
to switch from engineering chaos to a structured, 
sustainable process. Unlike process improvement 
the current method creates a multidisciplinary 
framework which promotes innovation into the 

organizations processes. The VDF triangulated 
approach uses the company’s tacit knowledge as-
set, convert it into explicit knowledge (through a 
Variation Mode and Effect Analysis) and it couples 
it with engineering scientific tools (Design of Ex-
periments and Finite Element Analysis) to solve 
problems and innovate inside the organization. 
The unified model was validated through multiple 
company case studies one of which is presented 
in this chapter. The use of this model resulted in 
a robust, controllable, innovative process which 
could be sustained due to the development of key 
knowledge.
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THE NEED FOR A PRACTICAL 
APPROACH TO PROCESS 
INNOVATION FOR 
MANUFACTURING COMPANIES

“Process creation is an innovation process that 
emphasises the need to design and redesign prod-
ucts in a way to match organisational needs with 
emergent technology” Zumd (1984). Its impor-
tance is founded in a study conducted by Yamin et 
al. (1997) that discovered that process innovation 
was the stronger predictor of performance over 
product innovation.

“A process innovation is the implementation of a 
new or significantly improved production or deliv-
ery method. This includes significant changes in 
techniques, equipment and/or software.”(OECD, 
2005)

Despite the perception that it does not provide 
significant economic benefits, process innovation 
is as important as product innovation to a company. 
Process innovation requires a significant amount of 
knowledge of the internal workings and processes 
of the company as well as potential machinery 
and technologies that can enhance the process.

Within companies engineers often feel that they 
have a thorough knowledge of their processes. 
However, this is often not the case, many times 
continuous problems in products such as a high 
rate of defects; low productivity and yield are due 
to problems with the production process and a lack 
of understanding of its capability and limitations. 
Often engineers spend time tweaking the process or 
machinery to try to address such problems which 
often result in new problems occurring. Taking 
the steps to innovate the process can often solve 
many of these underlying problems permanently, 
resulting in a more sustainable process.

To date the research in product innovation 
has been limited to the debate on which type of 
innovation is suitable for what type of companies 
and barriers to process innovation. There have 

been few practical models to assist companies 
to adopt process innovation in a scientific, struc-
tured method. There are tools available to support 
process innovation however companies are often 
unaware of which tools to select based on their 
suitability, furthermore as a standalone these tools 
have their limitations.

Within companies process innovation is often 
chaotic, based on trial and error or instinct. The 
need for a practical approach to guide companies 
in the area of process innovation is long overdue.

As mentioned previously process innovation 
is greatly concerned with the knowledge of the 
internal processes of the companies, much of 
this knowledge is undiscovered and people are 
unaware that it is required. Thus it involves a 
large amount of knowledge creation is required. 
This chapter outlines a novel model for process 
innovation that brings together the existing tacit 
knowledge of all stakeholders in the process con-
vert it into explicit knowledge and it couples it 
with engineering scientific tools to solve problems 
and innovate inside the organization.

The chapter will first discuss tools used in 
the process innovation and their limitations; it 
will then discuss a novel model that provides a 
practical approach to process innovation. It will 
then illustrate the successful use of this model 
using a case study.

2. EXISTING APPROACHES 
AND THEIR LIMITATIONS TO 
PROCESS INNOVATION

There are plenty of tools that can be used to 
facilitate process innovation but companies are 
unaware what tools to select to ensure the maxi-
mum efficiency during process innovation. Some 
of the most common engineering tools that have 
been used to improve and optimise processes are:

• Variation Mode and Effect Analysis 
(VMEA)
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• Design of Experiments (DOE)
• VMEA and DOE Combined
• Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
• DOE and FEA Combined

The following sections will discuss the use of 
these tools in the context of process innovation 
and outline their limitations

2.1 Variation Mode and 
Effect Analysis (VMEA)

Variation Mode and Effect Analysis (VMEA) is a 
variation risk management tool that ‘statistically 
aims at guiding engineers to find critical areas 
in terms of the effects of unwanted variation’ 
(Johansson et al., 2006).

It was failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA) 
and fault tree analysis (FTA) that initially inspired 
the development of VMEA. Failure mode and 
effect analysis was concerned with determining 
potential failures in a product and assessing them.

VMEA was first introduced by Chakhunashvili 
et al., 2004 but the salient features were compre-
hensively described later (Johansson et al., 2006). 
VMEA was developed to systematically determine 
the noise factors within a process and evaluate 
their affects on key product characteristics (KPCs) 
such as diameter, length, shape etc.

VMEA uses group techniques coupled with 
the statistical model in order to elicit the tacit 
knowledge in the minds of the people involved in 
the process and transform it into explicit knowl-
edge. Group dynamics, often poorly understood 
by engineers, management and operatives, can 
be controlled by using brainstorming techniques 
along with voting and ranking algorithms. These 
techniques guarantee that all staff and researchers 
have contributed to the analysis and feel that they 
are part of the problem solving process. This all 
inclusive technique promotes holistic ownership 
over the problem and provides a motivational 
incentive for everyone to contribute positively. 
Functional barriers within organisations can be 

lowered using this technique meaning that the 
multifunctional team operates with constancy-of-
purpose that is common to all involved.

‘Conducted on a systematic basis, the goal of 
VMEA is to identify and prioritise noise factors 
that significantly contribute to the variability of 
important product characteristics and might yield 
unwanted consequences with respect to safety, 
compliance with governmental regulations, and 
functional requirements’ (Chakhunashvili et al., 
2004).

Often in process innovation engineers believe 
they are aware the main causes of variation but in 
many cases it is one of the unsuspecting parameters 
which is not high on the list of offenders is the 
main cause of process problems and variation. 
VMEA provides a scientific method to discover 
the actual main causes of variation.

The VMEA is concerned with a team of en-
gineers, designers and technicians brainstorming 
regarding the product and causes of variation. 
Firstly the product characteristics for which 
variation can be a major company problem are 
identified. The team then identifies the potential 
elements of variation on each product charac-
teristic so for example Smoothness might be a 
product characteristic, potential elements that 
may cause the variation may be the temperature 
etc, these are known as sub-KPCs. They are then 
prioritised (assigned a priority number according 
to a specific table used for VMEA). For each sub 
KPC the noise factors associated with it are identi-
fied and again prioritised according to the table. 
For example a noise factor for temperature may 
be the length the of time the machine is on or the 
cooling element of the machine. Then the facili-
tator calculates a variation risk priority number 
(VRPN) thus indicating areas where reasonably 
anticipated variation might be detrimental. Based 
on the VRPN, practitioners can determine the 
product characteristics that are mostly influenced 
by variation. The variation is often some aspect of 
the process such as machine settings, raw material 
composition, temperature etc.
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The VMEA allows you to pinpoint potential 
causes of variation using a structured method and 
collating the knowledge of several profession-
als. However there is one main limitation of this 
methodology. VMEA does not provide a model 
to allow you to explore the effect of specific 
process parameters (or the causes of variation) 
on the product. It merely provides an insight to 
the engineer on what he/she may alter to innovate 
the process.

Furthermore because VMEA is reliant on group 
dynamics and brainstorming there may be issues 
with dominant characters in the brainstorming ses-
sion forcing their opinion on the rest of the group.

Another limitation of VMEA is it may provide 
a basis for company politics. Some departments 
or individuals opinions may be viewed as in su-
perior because of their position in the company 
and thus their contribution may not be given any 
weight in the VMEA.

In addition to companies politics in many 
organisations there are some employees which 
fail to share key knowledge because it provides 
them with a status in the organisation. Such in-
dividuals may not share this knowledge in the 
VMEA as they feel it will dethrone them from 
their organisational rank.

As a result of such limitations the outcomes 
of the VMEA need to be validated in some way.

2.2 Design of Experiments (DOE)

People execute experiments in their everyday 
lives in order to learn or develop knowledge. 
When one wishes to achieve a particular response 
in an unfamiliar act they often do so through 
trying various actions. For example if a person 
is learning to use a new washing machine they 
may try pressing different buttons to figure out 
which one starts the machine. The same occurs 
in engineering. Engineers conduct experiments to 
gather knowledge about a particular product or 
process. Often they conduct experiments like in 
real life on a “trial and error” basis, this approach 

is known as one factor at a time (Clements, 1995) 
in which engineers alter one factor of the produc-
tion process while keeping the others constant and 
run a product through to determine the effect. It is 
a slow procedure with very little methodological 
reasoning and is costly to conduct yielding little 
scientific knowledge. Often it only provides a 
temporary fix to a problem however it is still 
widely used in organisations today (Anthony et 
al, 2003).

A more structured approach to experimenta-
tion is Design of experiments (DOE). “Design of 
experiments is one of the most powerful quality 
improvement techniques for reducing variation, 
enhancing process effectiveness and process 
capability in the twentieth century” (Anthony, 
2006). Variation is an element in any production 
process that can lead to low quality products, 
increased costs and reduced yield. By designing 
products to take account of variation it permits the 
production of a product as close as to the required 
specification as possible. Design of experiments 
allows engineers to determine which process set-
tings can minimize variation.

Variation is as a result of a number of factors 
two of which are controllable. Signal factors are 
those parameters which are input into the produc-
tion process such as the settings on a machine, 
control factors are upper and lower limits of the 
product as set by the product developer. Phadke 
(1989) The third set of factors are uncontrollable 
and are known as noise factors, these factors are 
often unknown as they occur during production, 
they can be due to variation in the raw material, 
variation in the conditions during the production 
process such as temperature or variation as a result 
of overuse of machinery deteriorating or over 
operating. (Kackar 1985;Taguchi 1986; Phadke 
1989; Clausing 1994). Design of experiments al-
lows engineers to determine the optimal process 
settings which minimises noise.

DOE is a technique that can readily be used in 
the design and development of new products and 
their processes (Ellekjaer and Bisgaard,, 1998). 
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Furthermore DOE can assist the modification of 
existing processes and lead to the incremental 
improvements in such products. Thus it is use-
ful for both radical and incremental innovation 
and product and process innovation. “Radical 
innovations are fundamental changes that rep-
resent revolutionary change in technology. They 
represent clear departures from existing practice. 
In contrast, incremental innovations are minor 
improvements or simple adjustments in current 
technology”. This is significant in light of the way 
businesses operate today. Stalk (1993) highlights 
that with the fast moving pace of today’s business 
world, product lifecycles are constantly reducing, 
as a result it is important that companies address 
this issue with the ability to replace products with 
better versions.

DOE focuses on the improvement and iden-
tification of new processes regardless. “Process 
creation is an innovation process that emphasises 
the need to design and redesign products in a way 
to match organisational needs with emergent 
technology”. (Zumd, 1984)

However DOE is not without its limitations. 
A lot of economic recourses can be consumed 
through poorly designed experiments thus ad-
equate preparatory work is needed when approach-
ing DoE (Johansson et al., 2006). Furthermore 
badly designed experiments often generate little 
knowledge. (Franceschini and Macchietto, 2008) 
There have been a number of procedures for ef-
fectively planning and conducting DoE (Coleman 
and Montgomery, 1993; Montgomery, 2001), 
however, none of these tells us how assess and 
prioritise Noise Factors (NF) and determine their 
impact on important response variables. Often 
engineers perceive that they know what factors 
cause variation however what they perceive is 
not always the case. As a result it is important to 
introduce a methodology that can objectively and 
scientifically prioritise noise factors.

Traditionally DOE focused on conducting of 
experiments by varying inputs or factors to de-
termine their effect on the output and statistically 

analyse the results to determine the correlation 
between factors and responses (Viles et al 2009). 
However in later years DOE, particularly in 
Montgomery’s model (2005) guidelines have been 
included in the model to take account of how to 
determine a problem to be solved by experiments 
and select potential variables which may cause 
the variation. However this is not conducted in 
a scientific manner and there are no predefined 
methods or standards of how to scope the problem 
and select variables. This is worrying considering 
such inputs can significantly affect the success of 
the experiment.

Sufficient preparation is often reliant on the 
perspectives of a number of key stakeholders 
in the organisation who often have different yet 
complimentary knowledge of the process, for 
example the product designer may have a detailed 
knowledge of how the product works, the engineer 
a knowledge of the limitations of the manufac-
turing process, the manager a knowledge of the 
customer requirements or process capacity. DOE 
when applied is often conducted by individual 
engineers within companies and lacks consensus 
building between individuals who all have key 
knowledge that may significantly influence the 
product or process. Even Montgomery (2009) 
highlighted that experimenters have an opinion of 
the most appropriate experimental model this is 
often based on their opinion of the most significant 
factors on variation. However, it is possible that 
after running the experiment that the projected 
model is wrong. The success of the experimental 
model depends on experience and knowledge.

Another limitation of DOE is it is seen as 
largely an academic phenomenon which is difficult 
to apply in the real world due to what is felt its 
statistical nature; it is seldom taught to undergradu-
ate engineers thus the transfer of the method to 
industry is difficult. (Anthony et al 2003) The use 
of a model that reduces the threatening statistical 
terminology of DOE and increases the awareness 
of its potential would assist in the use of DOE in 
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industry by all stakeholders in the production and 
product design process.

2.3 Finite Element Analysis (FEA)

It is already known that there is a strong link 
between Process innovation and New Process 
design. So often to increase their competitiveness 
on the market companies require a redesign of 
their current process or adopting a completely new 
process. Finite Element Analysis (FEA) plays an 
important role during process modelling.

Shinar (1978) defined process modelling as 
the relation between ‘outputs’ and ‘inputs’, (feed 
conditions, design parameters and process adjust-
able parameters) in view of scale up from lab to 
industrial scale, prediction of process dynamics 
and optimization of operating conditions.

According to one of the well established Engi-
neering Finite Element Analysis providers – Ansys 
(2010) ‘In nearly every industry, driving product 
and process development through engineering 
numerical simulation technology has become a 
key strategy to develop more innovative products, 
reduce development and manufacturing costs.

Hastings et al. (1985) also showed that ‘The 
introduction of Finite Element Analysis (in product 
and process modelling) has substantially decreased 
the time to take products (and processes) from 
concept to the production line.’

The FEA embeds specialized software that can 
manage both the complexity of modelling and the 
analysis of a system. FEA allows entire designs to 
be analysed, constructed, refined, and optimised 
before the design is manufactured. Numerical 
simulation covers a large range of engineering 
analysis starting from the analysis of an individual 
part, such as a rivet to the simulation of an entire 
system such as an industrial processing plant. It 
can involve structural and electromagnetic, fluid 
dynamics, simulation process and data manage-
ment.

FEA is a powerful engineering tool and the 
results of the simulations might look great but one 

thing needs to be remembered all the time: after 
performing a FEA analysis, the findings need to 
be compared with the experimental results.. That 
might be considered one of the major drawbacks 
of the FEA analysis, the predictions will not be 
considered valuable until they are experimentally 
validated.

Many companies use dedicated Finite Ele-
ment Analysis packages (i.e. Ansys, DEFORM, 
ABAQUS, NASTRAN etc) to optimise or cre-
ate new design features for their products and 
processes.

However, using the FEA package during the 
process innovation might have a major disadvan-
tage. When building a model with FEA the designer 
has to make several assumptions and assume some 
restrictions about the real world structure. If the 
assumptions are not a good representation of the 
real engineering system and if the limitations and 
constraints are not well understood, then there is a 
real danger that the model generated by the FEA 
is completely wrong.

Another disadvantage of using the FEA is 
related to the engineer’s level of experience in 
modelling. According to Vince Adams (2009)

‘Specific to FEA, remember that a finite ele-
ment solver simply processes data to provide a 
solution. It doesn’t possess any additional insight, 
can’t prompt a user to consider other options, or 
in most cases, point out flawed inputs. In a man-
ner of speaking, your FEA solver trusts that you 
know what you’re doing. To many newer users, 
this may be one of its biggest limitations.’

As can be seen previously the common tools 
currently used for process innovation have many 
limitations when used in isolation. To overcome 
some of these problems some of the tools have 
been combined, however even when used together 
there are still some drawbacks. In this section we 
will look at how these tools have been combined 
in practice and their limitations.
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2.4 The Use of VMEA and DOE

As mentioned previously due to political issues, 
knowledge struggles and the lack of ability to 
provide concrete results the findings of the VMEA 
need to be validated in some way.

On the other hand the expense of DOEs, poorly 
designed experiments and the academic perception 
of it are all limitations associated with the design 
of experiments methodology.

The introduction of a statistical tool such 
as VMEA can be significantly beneficial when 
undergoing traditional industrial designed ex-
periments. It is important to consider that there 
have been a number of recent applications of the 
technique in industrial settings which highlight 
its many benefits associated with product/process 
optimisation, [36, 38]. None have been used in 
conjunction with DoE. However the two tools can 
complement each other efficiently.

VMEA can provide a structured method to 
provide an indication of key problem areas in 
the production process which may require further 
investigation reducing the number of experiments 
that need to be run. Furthermore it gathers knowl-
edge from a number of key areas rather than the 
perspective of one engineer. In turn DOE validates 
the findings of the VMEA and eliminates any bias.

VMEA has been successfully used with DOE 
in an applied research project. A small commodity 
based engineering company wished to operate in 
the highly regulated medical device sector. The 
company needed to innovate its processes so it 
would consistently produce high quality products 
within a very narrow specification in line with the 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) guidelines.

Time and cost were a significant factor in 
the project as a result it was decided to adopt a 
VMEA prior to designing the experiment. A new 
machine was purchased for the purposes of devel-
oping new products (a variation of their existing 
products expect on a smaller scale) to break into 
the medical devices sector.

The experiment focused only on seven of the 
eighteen potential factors that were expected to 
cause variation, the VMEA conducted was re-
sponsible for determining the factors that were 
the cause of 75% of the variation in the product 
responses. Furthermore the VMEA acquired excel-
lent R2 values in a small amount of time.

The VMEA assisted the engineer to collate 
knowledge from a number of departments and 
build a consensus gaining ‘buy in’ from all depart-
ments into the project. It identified the problem 
in lay mans terms using a structured scientific 
method which minimised the use of threatening 
statistical terminology. Furthermore it determined 
the most important factors influencing variation 
allowing a smaller number of experiments to be 
run reducing costs.

As a result of the project the engineering 
company in the case study is top of its class in 
the medical devices sector and understands its 
process more than even the largest manufacturing 
companies in its sector.

2.5 The Use of DOE and FEA

Some researchers have seen the advantages of 
using a combined model DOE and FEA for pro-
cess optimisation and innovation, overcoming the 
limitations of the FEA described in Section 2.3.

Al-Momani and Rawabdeh (2008) found 
out that the combination of both techniques 
(DOE+FEA) resulted in a reduction of the nec-
essary experimental cost and effort in addition 
to getting a higher level of verification. They 
concluded that the method used provided a good 
contribution towards the optimisation of sheet 
metal blanking process.

Chen and Koc (2007) concluded that the com-
bined DOE and FEA approach provided a rapid 
and accurate understanding of the influence of 
the random process variation on the springback 
variation in forming of advanced high strength 
steels, eliminating the need for lengthy and costly 
physical experiments.
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Koc and Arslan (2003) studied large and 
non-asymmetric precision forming tooling where 
conventional shrink-fit solutions cannot be applied 
effectively and economically. They proposed and 
validated an effective use of stress pins through a 
combined FEA and DOE analysis as an innovative 
approach to support the precision forming dies 
for reducing the amplitude of tensile stresses and 
deflections induced by the forming loads.

However the limitations of this approach are 
obvious. If the DOE uses a large range of process 
parameters that will not only have an impact on 
the total experimental analysis cost and quality but 
it might also increase the FEA simulation time.

3. THE VDF MODEL: DESCRIPTION

To overcome the limitations outlined in the previ-
ous section, a unified model is proposed.

The new VDF model is combining the three 
engineering tools: Variation Mode and Effect 
Analysis & Design of Experiments & Finite 
Element Analysis, in one powerful KM practical 
framework which is capable of using the exist-
ing tacit knowledge, converts it into an explicit 
knowledge package and uses that in the most 
efficient way to solve problems, optimise and 
innovate in companies.

The first component of the VDF model, the 
VMEA uses a brain storming- like technique in 
order to elicit the tacit knowledge in the minds of 
the team involved in the process and transforms 
it into explicit knowledge. Then using dedicated 
ranking algorithms, the VMEA finds and pri-
oritises the process characteristics for which the 
unwanted variation is detrimental. Those with 
the highest priority number are chosen for further 
investigation i.e. DOE. The right process param-
eters and the optimum number of inputs that will 
feed the DOE are determined which will ensure a 
minimum cost for the DOE analysis. In this way, 
the limitations of the DOE analysis described in 
Section 2.2 are overcome.

After the VMEA, a statistical DOE analysis 
will be performed to determine the process opti-
mum running parameters and the most suitable 
combination of these parameters which will ensure 
maximum efficiency of the process.

After the VMEA and DOE were performed, 
the FEA analysis comes into play, underpinning 
the process (see Figure 1). Using the combined 
VMEA+DOE approach prior to the process mod-
elling, overcomes the Finite Element Analysis 
limitations described in Section 2, providing 
realistic process conditions and parameters for 
constructing the model.

Using specialised modelling packages and 
dedicated engineering principles, FEA then 
simulates and predicts the process behaviour and 
finds out factors that went undetected by the 
VMEA and DOE methods. At the end of the 
simulation, the FEA results will be compared and 
evaluated with the results of the experimental 
DOE and the predictions will be validated.

Figure 1. VDF model: Going from engineering 
chaos to a optimised, robust, innovative process
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The three components of the VDF model act 
as feeds to one another and their complementary 
approaches produce the most efficient analysis of 
the process, creating a structured and sustainable 
platform for robust process and innovation into 
the company with minimum cost involved: the 
VMEA outputs constitute the starting point for 
the DOE analysis, the DOE inputs and outputs 
are then used to construct and validate the FEA 
model and in the end the results from the DOE 
and FEA are disseminated to the original brain-
storming group in a final VMEA using the find-
ings of the experiments and analysis and through 
discussion (see Figure 2), in this way the VDF 
model allows the knowledge to come back full 
circle to the individuals. A comprehensive body 
of knowledge is created which can be used later 
on by the company for further development on 
their process.

4.BENEFITS OF USING THE VDF 
MODEL: CASE STUDY

The engineering company in this case study is a 
medical company which presented itself with a 
product failure due to the unknown causes during 
the fabrication process.

Due to confidentiality issues, the company 
cannot be named, as well as their product and 
fabrication process. The names will be kept con-
fidential but the procedure will be explained to 
you in detail. To investigate the process and the 
root cause of the product’s failure the proposed 
approach was the VDF model. The VDF model’s 
procedure was described to you in detail in Sec-
tion 4 above.

The VMEA analysis was pursued first. The 
critical areas in the process, in terms of the effect 
of unwanted variation were identified through a 
brain storming session which involved a cross 
functional team with people from various areas in 
the company, i.e. Managerial team, Engineering 
department, R&D, Technical and Quality depart-
ment. The VMEA technique is described in detail 
in Section 2.1.

Firstly the Key Product Characteristics KPCs 
for which variation can be a major company prob-
lem were identified.In this case study the KPC was 
defined by the team as: ‘The Lack of Performance 
due to Product Failure before its prescribed time 
outlined in the Specifications due to the unknown 
causes during the manufacturing process’.

The team then identified the potential process 
elements of variation on the product characteristic, 
which is called the KPC casual breakdown and 
it involved separating of the KPC into a number 
of Sub-KPCs. The Sub-KPCs were broken down 
further into key process factors known as noise 
factors (NFs). Factor 1 to Factor 7 were identi-
fied as Sub-KPCs, Factors 1.2 to Factors 1.5 were 
identified as noise factors (NFs) for the Sub-KPC 
named Factor 1. Factor 2.1 was identified as NF 
corresponding to the Sub-KPC Factor 2 and so on.

The impact of the Sub-KPCs sensitivity on 
the KPC, the NFs sensitivity on the Sub-KPC and 
the NFs variation size was assessed by the cross-
functional team and assigned a weight according 
to the criteria given in Tables 1, 2 and 3.

Based on the given weightings, the Variation 
Risk Priority Number (VRPN) is calculated which 
computes the effect of noise factors on KPC/Sub-

Figure 2. VDF model: Component elements
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KPCs and determines the portion of variation 
contributed from each Sub-KPC to the KPC. It 
indicates the sub-KPCs that need to be further 
investigated.

Using the equation,VRPNNF = S1
2S2

2V1
2, the 

VRPN was calculated for a specified noise factor. 
where, S1 is the KPC sensitivity to the Sub-KPC 
(assessment criteria Table 1); S2 is the Sub-KPC 
sensitivity to the NF (assessment criteria Table 
2); V1 is the variation size of the NF (assessment 
criteria Table 3).

Then a total variation risk priority number 
was calculated for each Sub-KPC by summing 
up all the VRPNs for the NFs influencing the cor-
responding Sub-KPC as it can be seen in Table 4 

below (Note: the highest the total VRPN number 
- the greater the influence of that Sub-KPC on the 
product failure).

Table 5 is an extract from the VMEA Table 
above and it illustrates the calculation of the VRPN 
number of the Sub-KPC named Factor 1:

VPRN1.1 = 62 × 62 × 62 = 46656

VPRN1.2 = 52 × 52 × 62 = 22500

VPRN1.3 = 42 × 62 × 62 = 20736

VPRN1.4 = 32 × 22 × 22 = 144

Table 1. Criteria for assessing sensitivity of KPC to action of Sub-KPC 

Sensitivity of KPC to Sub-KPC Weight

Very low sensitivity: Variation of Sub-KPC is transmitted to KPC to a very small degree. 1-2

Low sensitivity: Variation of Sub-KPC is transmitted to KPC to a small degree. 3-4

Moderate sensitivity: Variation of Sub-KPC is transmitted to KPC to a moderate degree. 5-6

High sensitivity: Variation of Sub-KPC is transmitted to KPC to a high degree. 7-8

Very high sensitivity: Variation of Sub-KPC is transmitted to KPC to a very high degree. 9-10

Table 2. Criteria for assessing sensitivity of Sub-KPC to NF 

Sensitivity of Sub-KPC to NF Weight

Very low sensitivity: Variation of NF is transmitted to Sub-KPC to a very small degree 1-2

Low sensitivity: Variation of NF is transmitted to Sub-KPC to a small degree. 3-4

Moderate sensitivity: Variation of NF is transmitted to Sub-KPC to a moderate degree. 5-6

High sensitivity: Variation of NF is transmitted to Sub-KPC to a high degree. 7-8

Very high sensitivity: Variation of NF is transmitted to Sub-KPC to a very high degree. 9-10

Table 3. NF variation assessment criteria 

Variation size Weight

Very low variation of NF: NF is considered to be almost constant in all possible conditions. 1-2

Low variation of NF: NF has small fluctuations or lies within a small interval in all possible conditions. 3-4

Moderate variation of NF: NF exhibits visible but moderate fluctuations in all conditions. 5-6

High variation of NF: NF exhibits visible and high fluctuations in all conditions. 7-8

Very high variation of NF: NF exhibits very high fluctuations in all conditions. 9-10
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VPRN1.5 = 22 × 12 × 12 = 4

VPRNtotal = VPRN
x11

5

.∑  = 46656 + 22500 + 
20736 + 144 + 4 = 90040

From Table 4 it can be seen that the calcu-
lated highest VRPN total number (1730396) 
corresponded to the Sub-KPC Factor 7. It was 
concluded that the Factor 7 process characteristic, 
by its variation, has the greatest influence on the 
product failure.

Therefore a DOE was planned to be performed 
on the process stage named Factor 7 to determine 
the process optimum running parameters and the 
most suitable combination of these parameters 
which will ensure the product meeting the life 
outlined in the Specifications. As there were too 
many factors in this process stage which would 
make the DOE experiment very expensive, the 
most significant measurable factors had to be 
taken into consideration. Out of the 22 factors 
having an influence on the variation of the Factor 
7 process stage only 7 factors were identified as 
being significant and measurable.

The statistical package Wisdom and a Placket-
Burman Design with two centre points and one 
replicate were chosen for the DOE experiment 
(see Table 6).

Good R2 values, over 80%, were obtained for 
all of the factors from the DOE experiment. The 
R2 value indicates how much of the variation was 
attributed to that factor. Therefore, almost all 
experiments found at least 80% of the causes of 
variation.

The acquisition of the above R2 values was 
attributed to good factor selection, experimental 
array design, factor level selection and measure-
ment system.

An optimum process set up was found by the 
statistical package and a validation run took place.

The prediction equation provided by the 
Wisdom Package also showed that the product 
exhibited a non-uniform microstructure after fab-

rication and that was considered a possible cause 
for the product failure. This finding was confirmed 
by an SEM experimental microstructure analysis

Still more research had to be done to capture 
all of the process factors that have an impact on 
the product behaviour.

In the meantime, a FEA analysis was performed 
to simulate the product behaviour in order to get 
an understanding of the product parameters that 
were most likely to be influenced by the varia-
tion into the fabrication process and which could 
contribute to the failure.

The FEA Ansys multiphysics package was used 
to simulate the product behaviour – a thin metallic 
plate vibrating at a very high frequency. Different 
vibration mode shapes were found for different 
values of the Plate Natural Frequency (NF)

The results were compared with the literature 
models and experimental readings. Good correla-
tion was found as shown in Figure 3.

Therefore the FEA model was declared valid 
and its predictions were taken into consideration.

The model predicted that:

• There is a direct relationship between the 
stiffness of the material and the natural 
frequency

• An inverse relationship exists between the 
plate dome diameter and natural frequency

• There is a direct relationship between 
the thickness of the material and natural 
frequency

• The presence of cracks in the plate contrib-
utes to a decrease in the natural frequency

• A complete change in mode shape could 
occur if a material with a very low or very 
high elastic modulus is employed

The relationships above could not be identified 
by the VMEA and the DOE analysis described 
earlier.

After the product behaviour was modelled, 
the same FEA package simulated the process 
behaviour using the Ansys multiphysics Fluid 
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Table 4. VMEA table 

Process: Process 
ABC

Revision 
level 1.0

KPC Sub-
KPC

KPC sends 
to Sub-
KPC

NF Sub-KPC sends 
to NF

NF variation 
size VRPN (NF) VRPN (Sub 

KPC)

The lack of performance 
due to product failure 
before its prescribed time 
outlined in the specifica-
tions

Factor 1 6 Factor 1.1 6 6 46656 90040

5 Factor 1.2 5 6 22500

4 Factor 1.3 6 6 20736

3 Factor 1.4 2 2 144

2 Factor 1.5 1 1 4

Factor 2 8 Factor 2.1 3 3 5184 5184

Factor 3 8 Factor 3.1 3 3 5184 6482

4 Factor 3.2 3 3 1296

1 Factor 3.3 1 1 1

1 Factor 3.4 1 1 1

Factor 4 1 Factor 4.1 1 1 1 1

Factor 5 10 Factor 5.1 4 2 6400

8 Factor 5.2 4 2 4096

8 Factor 5.3 4 2 4096

8 Factor 5.4 4 2 4096

8 Factor 5.5 2 2 1024

2 Factor 5.6 2 2 64

Factor 6 5 Factor 6.1 2 2 400 400

Factor 7 9 Factor 7.1 8 7 254016 1730396

9 Factor 7.2 8 7 254016

10 Factor 7.3 8 6 230400

9 Factor 7.4 8 6 186624

7 Factor 7.5 8 7 153664

8 Factor 7.6 8 6 147456

8 Factor 7.7 8 6 147456

8 Factor 7.8 5 8 102400

9 Factor 7.9 7 5 99225

6 Factor 7.10 5 8 57600

5 Factor 7.11 5 8 40000

9 Factor 7.12 4 3 11664

9 Factor 7.13 4 3 11664

9 Factor 7.14 6 2 11664

9 Factor 7.15 3 3 6561

9 Factor 7.16 3 3 6561

9 Factor 7.17 2 3 6561

9 Factor 7.18 2 2 1296

continued on following page
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Table 5. Extract from the VMEA: VRPN calculation Sub KPC Factor 1 

Process: Process 
ABC

Revision 
level 1.0

KPC Sub-KPC KPC sends 
to Sub-KPC NF Sub-KPC 

sends to NF
NF variation 
size VRPN (NF) VRPN (Sub 

KPC)

The lack of perfor-
mance due to product 
failure before its pre-
scribed time outlined 
in the specifications

Factor 1 6 Factor 1.1 6 6 46656 90040

5 Factor 1.2 5 6 22500

4 Factor 1.3 6 6 20736

3 Factor 1.4 2 2 144

2 Factor 1.5 1 1 4

Table 4. Continued

Process: Process 
ABC

Revision 
level 1.0

KPC Sub-
KPC

KPC sends 
to Sub-
KPC

NF Sub-KPC sends 
to NF

NF variation 
size VRPN (NF) VRPN (Sub 

KPC)

9 Factor 7.19 2 2 1296

3 Factor 7.20 2 2 144

2 Factor 7.21 2 2 64

2 Factor 7.22 2 2 64

Table 6. DOE design table 

Plackett-Burman Design

Factors: 7 Replicates: 1

Base runs: 14 Total runs: 14

Base blocks: 1 Total blocks: 1

Center points 2

Factor 7.4 Factor 7.12 Factor 7.13 Factor 7.15 Factor 7.14 Factor 7.3 Factor 7.19

1.45 7.7 2.7 8 50 26.2 40

1.45 6.3 2.7 8 40 23.2 30

1.45 7.7 3.3 8.3 50 23.2 40

1.45 7.7 3.3 8.3 40 23.2 30

1.45 6.3 2.7 8.3 50 26.2 30

1.45 6.3 3.3 8 40 26.2 40

2 7 3 8.15 45 24.7 35

2 7 3 8.15 45 24.7 35

2.55 7.7 2.7 8 40 23.2 40

2.55 6.3 2.7 8.3 50 23.2 40

2.55 7.7 2.7 8.3 40 26.2 30

2.55 6.3 3.3 8 50 23.2 30

2.55 6.3 3.3 8.3 40 26.2 40

2.55 7.7 3.3 8 50 26.2 30
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option and the optimum setting parameters found 
through the DOE analysis.

A lot of variation during the fabrication process 
was predicted due to the flow behaviour Figure 
4, factor that was not possible to be identified by 
the VMEA and the DOE analysis and that could 
contribute to the premature failure of the product 
and to low yield.

Based on the FEA results above, a new feature 
of the fabrication process was designed to ensure 
a more uniform flow distribution (see Figure 5). 
A more consistent product’s microstructure and 
higher yield were expected.

The new process design feature along with the 
knowledge captured by modelling the product 
behaviour and the DOE analysis were imple-
mented into the process.

A better product’s microstructure uniformity 
was achieved, the product met the life expectancy 
outlined in the Specifications, the process became 
fully controllable and an increase in yield by 80% 
was recorded.

Figure 4. FEA simulation, process behaviour

Figure 5. FEA simulation, new process design 
feature

Figure 3. FEA simulation: Comparison with literature models (top) and experimental readings (bottom)
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In the final stage of the VDF approach, the re-
sults from the DOE and FEA were disseminated to 
the original brainstorming group in a final VMEA 
using the findings of the experiments and analysis 
and through discussion, allowing the knowledge 
to come back full circle to the individuals.

5. CONCLUSION

The VDF multidisciplinary approach proved its 
efficiency and validity through the successful case 
study results described in the Section 4 above. It 
also created a comprehensive body of knowledge 
which can be used later on by the company for 
further development on their process. Rather than 
having to conduct additional experiments blindly 
the FEA can simulate the effects of changes on 
the process and on the product.

The VDF unified model enabled the company 
to switch from engineering chaos to a structured, 
sustainable process and considerably improved 
the company’s competitiveness on the medical 
device market. Unlike process improvement the 
current method created a multidisciplinary practi-
cal framework which promoted innovation into the 
organization. The VDF triangulated approach used 
the company’s tacit knowledge asset, converted 
it into explicit knowledge (through a Variation 
Mode and Effect Analysis) and it coupled it with 
engineering scientific tools (Design of Experi-
ments and Finite Element Analysis) to successfully 
solve problems and significantly contribute to 
process innovation inside the company. Further-
more significant knowledge is generated through 
the model which can help to sustain and embed 
knowledge in the organisation.
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INTRODUCTION

In the past two decades, the widespread application 
of Information Technology (IT) has resulted in 
majority of organizational activities being auto-
mated and computerized. In order to solve busi-
ness problems, gain competitive advantage and 
sustain organizational improvement, organizations 
have been investing heavily in IT and business 
information systems development. Consequently, 
the complexity of business systems has created 
an infinite number of technical and functional 
problems. This complexity also means that us-
ers are not able to work at optimal productivity 
when they encounter technical problems related 
to the system. Organization may face potential 
loss in income, whether direct or indirect, im-
mediate or in the future. Help Desks (HD) were 

established to provide technical support to users 
when they encounter technical problems related 
to hardware, software, application programs and 
network connections.

HD, also known as computer call centre, 
contact centre, assist centre or support centre, is 
an access point to provide IT-related advice, in-
formation and troubleshooting-actions for users. 
It also acts as a facilitator to collect and analyse 
data that can transform itself to a more proactive 
role (Marcella & Middleton 1996). Van Bon et 
al. (2007) stresses that the responsibilities of HD 
include first line incident support in case of IT 
failure, day-to-day communication between the 
IT department and users, business systems support 
and service quality report generating. Workman 
and Bommer (2004) cite the importance of HD 
as a way to provide technical assistance to users 
in case of computer-related hardware or software 
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failure. In short, it is a first contact place for users 
relating to all IT support issues.

In most cases, HDs are divided into front 
line (first level), second and third levels support 
(Czegel, 2003). Enquiries come into the front line 
(first level) from various sources. At this level, 
the first level operator will attempt to provide 
answers to simple questions. Users can choose 
to access HD through various channels which 
include telephone, web forms, email, fax or walk 
in. If the first level operator cannot resolve the 
problem, it will be escalated to the second or 
third level. Second level analysts, who possess 
more in-depth IT knowledge, will conduct a se-
ries of research and testing to solve the problem. 
If it involves on-site support, such as hardware 
installation, second level engineer usually takes 
over the job. If second level analyst still cannot 
handle the problem, then the case will be passed 
to the third level specialist such as database ad-
ministrators, website developers or a vendor to 
solve the problem.

BACKGROUND: DEVELOPMENT 
OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
TECHNIQUES IN HELP DESK

The emphasis and popularity of business informa-
tion systems in organizations have increased the 
complexity of the IT infrastructure as well as the 
coverage of HD on software, hardware, network 
and other IT related areas. It is not unusual for a 
single HD to cover hundreds of thousands of IT 
related products. In addition, downsizing and busi-
ness process reengineering has led to the shrinkage 
of the size of HD due to overall budget has been 
reduced. This has not only reduced a significant 
number of experienced HD staffs, but has also 
led to the loss of priceless knowledge which is 
considered crucial for daily operation within the 
HD boundary (Leung & Lau 2005). When HD is 
expected to provide more service with less staff, 
the outcome is quite obvious: on the one hand, 

users have to wait comparatively longer before the 
first level operator is available to pick up the call. 
On the other hand, HD staff is no longer available 
for high level and proactive support activity or 
training. The above situation has been confirmed 
by several researches. For example, Broome and 
Streitwiieser (2002) and Leung and Lau (2007) 
report that the average call volume of HD industry 
has been increasing constantly. Van Velsen et al. 
(2007) points out that waiting time is one of the 
major factors that determines the service quality 
in HDs. Hence, the development of a mechanism 
that can control the overwhelming enquires from 
user is necessary.

Although HD is composed of HD support 
staffs and technical equipments, the actual axis of 
the overall support process is knowledge. When 
users require technical support, this means that 
they lack sufficient IT related knowledge to carry 
on their duty. These HD staffs are responsible to 
help solve the problem by using knowledge that 
resides in some sort of repository, such as human’s 
brain, database or technical manual. Since the 
amount of knowledge required is enormous, it is 
essential to develop and standardize a formal KM 
process to manage technical knowledge within 
the HD environment.

KM attempts to manage and capitalize on 
knowledge that accumulates in the workplace 
(Clarke, 2004). This is achieved by organizing 
formal and direct process to create, store, retain, 
evaluate, enhance and increase knowledge for 
the future benefit of the organization (du Plessis, 
2007). There are slight variations among research-
ers in describing the process of KM. For example, 
Wiig (1997) divides the process into knowledge 
building, transforming, organizing, deploying and 
using whereas Chait (1999) depicts that the KM 
process is based on capturing, evaluating, cleans-
ing, storing, providing and using of knowledge. 
Here, we summarize KM by dividing the entire 
process into five stages: create, store, make avail-
able, use and evaluate knowledge. To manage 
technical knowledge effectively in HD, a con-
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ceptual KM framework is developed by applying 
the five stages of KM as illustrated in Figure 1.

Technical knowledge required to solve user’s 
incoming enquiry usually exists either in form of 
explicit or tacit knowledge. Tacit knowledge is 
personal, complex as well as hard to communicate 
and formalize because it is gained through indi-
vidual insights overtime and is resided in human, 
mind and body (Eldridge et al., 2006; Nonaka et 
al., 2000). In contrast, explicit knowledge is 
structured, relatively simple and can be captured, 
recorded, documented, codified and shared using 
formal and systematic language (Wakefield 2005; 
Nonaka, & Takeuchi 1995). The technical knowl-
edge is created by both the approaches of exter-
nalization and combination. While externalization 
is used to convert skills, techniques, experiences 
and perception from experts into explicit knowl-
edge, combination is used to combine and revise 
explicit knowledge from manual, guidebook and 
training documentation into a more systematic 
and organized knowledge.

Consider the following scenarios that describe 
the techniques of externalization and combina-
tion: (1) During a training session conducted by 
the HD staffs on the usage of Oracle database, 
the HD staffs are required to encourage users to 
raise questions so that they can recognize users’ 
common difficulties and mistakes when using the 

software. HD staff have to answer users’ queries 
and note both users’ questions and answers. 
The recorded questions and answers are a form 
of explicit knowledge elicited from the skills, 
techniques and experiences of the HD staffs 
using the technique of externalization. (2) The 
HD staffs have organized ten training sessions 
on the usage of Oracle database. The ten differ-
ent sets of questions and answers can be merged 
and edited to become a more comprehensive and 
systematical set of explicit knowledge using the 
approach of combination. In this way, both types 
of knowledge are converted to a form that can be 
stored in an electronic repository and querying 
language, such as SQL can be applied to allow 
the HD staffs to retrieve the required knowledge 
from the repository. Advanced techniques such 
as search engine, agent technology and artificial 
intelligence can also be applied to retrieve this 
knowledge. The retrieved knowledge is used to 
resolve user’s problem.

The shorter product life cycle in IT also means 
the knowledge which resides in the repository 
is required to be evaluated regularly in order to 
maintain its validity. The invalid knowledge is 
either renewed and stored back into the knowledge 
repository or permanently removed from it. This 
conceptual KM framework has provided a way 
to manage knowledge in the HD. Undoubtedly, 

Figure 1. Conceptual knowledge management framework
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in order to maximize its effect, a certain degree 
of customization may be required depending on 
the organizations.

RE-DISTRIBUTED KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK

The conceptual KM framework enables HD 
to organize and manage enormous amount of 
knowledge in a structured and standard way, but 
the framework is not capable of releiving the 
HD from overwhelming enquiries. To ease the 
overloaded HD, the clue lies in the composition of 
the incoming enquiries. Knapp and Woch (2002) 
indicate that 80% of calls made require no special-
ized knowledge. Furthermore, Dawson and Lewis 
(2001) also point out that close to 50% of calls to 
the HD at Deakin University are related to login 
name and password. Both researches indicate that 
a majority of technical enquiries and difficulties 
can be classified as simple and routine. Rather than 
calling HD, users are capable of solving simple 
and routine technical problems themselves if suf-
ficient knowledge and guideline are provided. This 
argument is supported by the research conducted 
by Leung and Lau (2007) – more than 50% of 
users are willing to solve some of the IT related 
administrative issues and software problems if 
sufficient information is provided.

Academic researchers and HD practitioners 
have invested substantial resources in developing 
new HD models, support structures and tech-
nologies to ease the overloaded HD, however the 
results have not been encouraging. Most of the 
researches are focused on design issue that can 
provide users a more convenient way to contact 
HD. In fact, it actually encourages more users 
to contact the HD, for instance, e-support and 
virtual HD model actually allows user to contact 
HD twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week. 
In another instance, automatic call distribution 
system, one of the most significant HD tools, 
is designed to handle a large number of calls 

simultaneously on a single phone number. To ef-
fectively relieve the overloaded HD, the solution 
should be focused on call flow re-distribution. 
As a result, a re-distributed KM framework is 
developed to identify and re-distribute simple 
and routine enquiries.

Let us first define the phrase “simple and 
routine technical enquiries”. Simple and routine 
technical enquiries refer to technical problems 
that can be solved by user if adequate relevant 
information is provided without direct or indirect 
intervention from HD staffs. Based on the HD 
support areas defined by Sundrud (2002), these 
enquiries can be categorized into four types: IT 
administrative enquiries, hardware enquiries, 
software enquiries and miscellaneous enquiries. 
The IT administrative enquiries include account 
setup, account termination, account maintenance, 
account login, account suspension, password re-
trieval, password reset, password syntax informa-
tion, password invalid, software installation and 
purchasing, hardware installation and purchasing 
as well as service purchasing. The hardware and 
software enquiries include performance and 
functional concerns in relation to various types 
of hardware and software. The miscellaneous 
enquiries include queries on missing and cor-
rupted files, unreachable website and server plus 
their performances. Such categorization not only 
provides a structure way to further identify and 
elaborate simple and routine enquiries, it also 
helps to associate and retrieve solutions for the 
related enquiries. For example, software functional 
enquiries can be further categorized into functional 
enquiries of Microsoft products, Adobe products, 
Oracle products and so on. Thus, solutions for 
functional enquiries of Adobe PDF reader and 
Photoshop can be grouped under Adobe products 
category. When a user has a functional enquiry on 
Adobe products, the associated solutions of PDF 
Reader and Photoshop can be retrieved. Note that 
the above categories may vary due to the different 
types of software and hardware, users, users’ skill 
sets and business processes.
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One way to identify routine and simple en-
quiries is to use reports generated by the HD 
management system and the automatic call dis-
tribution system. These reports provide data and 
information on problem type, resolution method, 
call duration (time required to solve the problem) 
and so on. By inspecting the reports on a regular 
basis, HD managers can work out which enquiries 
are routine and simple. The mechanism of iden-
tifying simple and routine enquiries is illustrated 
in Figure 2. For example, the HD management 
report may have indicated that there were many 
enquiries about “email login failure” in which 
most of them were related to “password invalid” 
and the required resolution method was merely to 
“reset password”. Further, by matching the above 
information with call duration in the automatic 
call distribution system report, the HD manager 
can confirm the enquiries as simple and routine 
because the duration for each call was short. The 
classifications of the enquiries that have been 
deduced by the HD manager should be verified 
by the HD staffs to ensure accuracy. Hence, the 
advice from the first level support operator is 
extremely important because they are in the front 
line answering users’ enquiries daily. So, they have 
the ability to identify simple and routine enquiries 
that are not found in the HD management and 
automatic call distribution system reports.

To effectively re-distribute simple and routine 
technical enquiries, the mechanism will be added 
to the conceptual KM framework in Figure 1 and 

the resulting re-distributed KM model is shown 
in Figure 3. Rather than storing explicit knowledge 
into repository straight away after the processes 
of externalization and combination, the mecha-
nism will be applied after externalization and 
combination, with the aim to split the knowledge 
into two categories: (1) simple and routine, and 
(2) complex. While simple and routine knowledge 
is stored in a user self-help KMS, the complex 
knowledge will reside in the general knowledge 
repository. Consequently, users can first access 
the user self-help KMS and look for the most 
appropriate solution to solve their problem. Only 
if the solution is not available in the system, the 
user will then need to contact the HD for assistance. 
The repository where complex IT knowledge 
resides will be used by the HD staffs to answer 
complicated technical enquiries. Furthermore, 
knowledge evaluation will be conducted regu-
larly to remove invalid knowledge from the user 
self-help KMS and the complex knowledge re-
pository to ensure valid knowledge is stored and 
updated. The re-distributed KM framework not 
only retains the characteristic of the conceptual 
KM framework to create, store, make available, 
use and evaluate knowledge, but it also helps to 
minimize a large amount of incoming enquiries 
for HD. In other words, users are able to resolve 
simple and routine enquiries by retrieving the 
most suitable solution from the user self-help 
KMS instead of using HD.

Figure 2. Mechanism to identify simple and routine technical enquiries
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FUTURE TRENDS

Currently, there are two common forms of user 
self-help KMS: Frequently Asked Question lists 
(FAQ) or “keyword search” knowledge base. The 
former one is always overlooked by users because 
its mechanism lacks the ability to support users 
in a dynamic and flexible manner. Whereas the 
latter one fails to deliver high precision results in 
response to users’ queries because of its inability 
to understand semantic of billions of documents 
within the knowledge base. For example, search-
ing the knowledge base with the keyword “word” 
using keyword search engine will return any 
documents that contain “word” or with “word” 
as one of the indexes, regardless of whether 
“word” means a software or a unit of language 
on those documents. To solve this problem, KM 
researchers have recently started to switch their 
focus from using conventional keyword search 
technique to ontological approach. Ontology is a 
machine-readable specification of a conceptualiza-
tion in which the type of concepts used and the 
constraints on their use are explicitly defined. In 
this approach, documents are annotated in form 
of machine-processable metadata according to a 

domain or topic specific ontology (Davies et al., 
2005). Thus, the exploitation of ontological meta-
data allows a more precise collection of knowledge 
to be retrieved by using ontology-based search. For 
example, to look for “word”, a user is required to 
search for “word” as a concept of “software”. Then 
the search engine will be able to find the relevant 
pieces of knowledge by examining the ontologi-
cal metadata which has previously been added to 
the content of each piece of knowledge (Hasse et 
al., 2005). The development of ontology-based 
searches will play an important role in promot-
ing the self-help practise, thus determining the 
effectiveness of HD in enquiry re-distribution.

CONCLUSION

The conceptual KM framework enables HD to 
create, store, make available, use and evaluate both 
tacit and explicit knowledge. The re-distributed 
KM framework has demonstrated simple and 
routine enquiries can be re-routed to a user self-
help KMS. It allows user to solve their simple 
and routine problems without contacting the HD. 
This “self-help” practice provides a way to ease 

Figure 3. Re-distributed knowledge management framework
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the workload of the HD. The applications of the 
re-distributed KM framework frees up HD staff 
so they can handle high level support issues, 
participate in proactive support activities and to 
attend regular trainings. From the user perspective, 
rather than waiting in a long queue for a simple 
resolution, user can look for the most appropriate 
solution simply by using the KMS regardless of 
time and geographical restrictions. Alternatively, 
for those who have complicated enquiries, the 
waiting and troubleshooting durations will now 
be shorter because more staff are available and 
fewer users are in the queue. This means the user 
can enjoy a better, quicker and more direct service.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Combination: A method used to create 
knowledge by combining and revising explicit 
knowledge into a set of more systematic and 
organized knowledge.

Externalization: A method used to create 
knowledge by converting tacit knowledge into 
explicit knowledge.

Help Desk: An access point to provide IT-
related advice, information and troubleshooting 
action for user.

Knowledge Management: A formal and 
direct process used to manage and capitalize on 
knowledge that accumulates in the workplace.

Ontology: A machine-readable specification 
of a conceptualization in which the type of con-
cepts used and the constraints on their use are 
explicitly defined.

Re-Distributed Knowledge Management 
Framework: A mechanism that allows HD to 
manage both tacit and explicit knowledge. It also 
provides a practical way to ease the overloaded 
HD by re-distributing simple and routine enquires 
to user self-help KMS.

Simple and Routine Enquiry: Refers to 
technical problem that can be solved by user if 
adequate relevant information is provided without 
direct or indirect intervention from HD staffs.

This work was previously published in Encyclopedia of Knowledge Management, Second Edition, edited by David Schwartz 
and Dov Te’eni, pp. 1374-1381, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT

Existing literature propagates a variety of meth-
ods for assessment of intellectual capital (IC). 
This research argues that, due to complexities 
involved in selecting and customizing an ap-
propriate method or combination of methods for 
assessing intellectual capital, mechanisms are 
needed for managing and applying the evolving 
body of knowledge concerning such assessment. 
The assumption of complexity is supported by 
the results obtained from a survey (employing a 
self-administered questionnaire as instrument for 
data collection). This research proceeds to develop 
a model, referred to as a conceptual design, for 
a system to (i) provide management support to 

the process of selecting and customizing an ap-
propriate method (or combination of methods) 
for assessment of intellectual capital, (ii) utilize 
past knowledge and expertise to accelerate and 
improve decision-making, (iii) promote synergism 
through integration of methods, and (iv) manage 
the evolving body of knowledge concerning the 
assessment of IC.

INTRODUCTION

The shift from the industrial to the knowledge 
economy has impacted significantly on the way 
business operates and on the relative value of its 
value components (Green, 2005; Lev, Cañibano 
& Marr 2005). Intellectual capital (IC) – also 
referred to as intangible assets, knowledge assets, 
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core competencies or goodwill – is increasingly 
acknowledged as a dominant strategic asset, and 
a major source of competitive advantage for orga-
nizations (Harrison & Sullivan, 2000; Holsapple, 
2003; Housel & Bell, 2001; Kalafut & Low, 
2001; Kannan & Aulbur, 2004; Koulopoulos & 
Frappaolo, 1999; Mouritson, Bukh & Marr, 2004; 
Park, 2005; Sánchez, Chaminade & Olea, 2000; 
Teece, 2003).

Despite a rich and evolving body of literature 
on methods, model systems and frameworks for 
assessment of IC (Andriessen, 2004b; Bontis, 
2001; Chen, Zhu & Xie, 2004; Green, 2005; Smith 
& McKeen, 2003) and an increased awareness 
of the need for such assessment, relatively few 
organizations are actively and comprehensively 
assessing their IC (Bontis, 2001; Green, 2005; 
Marr, 2006; Smith & McKeen, 2003). IC has 
surfaced as a major value contributor (Hope & 
Frazer, 1997) – estimated to account for up to 
70% of the value of organizations (Sullivan, as 
cited in Green, 2005) – but still is not adequately 
reflected in current accounting practices (Green, 
2005; Lev, Cañibano & Marr, 2005; Mouritson, 
Bukh & Marr, 2004).

This research argues that, due to the complexi-
ties involved in choosing (selecting and custom-
izing) an appropriate method or combination of 
methods for assessment of IC, and the cognitive 
limits of human problem solving, there is a need 
for knowledge management support systems 
(KMSS) – management support systems (MSS) 
with knowledge components – to manage (orga-
nize, store and retrieve) the evolving knowledge 
concerning such assessment (see also Pretorius 
& Coetzee, 2005).

Note that the sensibility and usefulness of 
a KMSS for choosing IC assessment methods 
is dependent on judgment concerning the com-
plexity of the process of choosing IC assessment 
methods. In this research, the assumption is made 
that the complexity of the decisions to be made 
in choosing an appropriate method (or combina-
tion of methods) for assessment of IC (given any 

particular context) warrants the development of a 
KMSS, as defined earlier. This assumption needs 
to be explored and tested as part of this research.

It is argued that:

• It is not necessary to obtain an absolute 
and all-inclusive answer to the question 
of whether the complexities involved in 
choosing IC assessment methods warrant 
a KMSS to justify that the development of 
such a system makes sense.

• For such a system to be potentially useful, 
it needs to be useful to some relevant deci-
sion makers (individuals making decisions 
related to the choosing of IC assessment 
methods) and not necessarily to all rel-
evant decision makers.

Subsequently it is proposed that, if in the 
context of this research, a substantial portion of 
a suitable group of individuals knowledgeable 
on IC or aspects thereof perceive the decisions 
involved in choosing IC assessment methods as 
at least moderately complex (moderately or very 
complex) it is likely that:

• There is a need for such a system; and
• It makes sense to develop such a system – 

at least in a scientific sense – but even also 
in a business sense.

Accordingly, the fundamental question ad-
dressed in this research is phrased as:

If a suitable group of individuals perceive the 
decisions involved in choosing IC assessment 
methods as complex, what should the conceptual 
design be of a KMSS for choosing IC assessment 
methods?

In dealing with the research question, the 
following five subsidiary research questions are 
attended to:

• SRQ1: What methods are available for as-
sessment of IC, how can they be classified 
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and what factors determine appropriate-
ness of methods?

• SRQ2: What are perceptions on the lev-
els and types of complexities involved in 
choosing IC assessment methods?

• SRQ3: What are the contextual determi-
nants of a KMSS for choosing IC assess-
ment methods?

• SRQ4: What should the conceptual design 
of an appropriate KMSS for choosing IC 
assessment methods be?

• SRQ5: How can aspects of a KMSS 
for choosing IC assessment methods be 
demonstrated?

The aim of this research is to explore the 
concept of and develop a model, referred to as a 
conceptual design, of a system for supporting the 
decision making process about the choice of IC 
assessment methods. The type of support system 
proposed in this research, is referred to as a KMSS 
(as introduced earlier). The requirements of the 
proposed KMSS are to:

• Provide management support to the pro-
cess of selecting and customizing an ap-
propriate method (or combination of meth-
ods) for assessment of IC;

• Utilize past knowledge and expertise to ac-
celerate and improve decision-making;

• Promote synergism through integration of 
methods; and

• Manage the evolving body of knowledge 
concerning the assessment of IC.

More specifically, this research is intended 
to address the research question and subsidiary 
research questions introduced earlier in this sec-
tion. The scope of each of these subsidiary ques-
tions is such that a separate in-depth study (with 
a narrow focus) for each could easily be justified. 
Due to the interrelatedness of these subsidiary 
questions, however, and an insufficient existing 
base of literature from which such interrelations 

and implications thereof could be deduced, it is 
not considered advantageous (at this point) to 
consider them independently. Rather it is deemed 
necessary to consider these subsidiary research 
questions in such a manner that insight gained 
from exploring a particular subsidiary research 
question could complement the efforts directed 
toward the other subsidiary research questions. 
Therefore, an exploratory approach (with a wide 
focus) – as opposed to a formal approach (with a 
narrower focus) – is followed in addressing these 
research questions.

The resultant objectives of this exploratory 
study (corresponding to subsidiary research ques-
tions SRQ1 to SRQ5 respectively) are:

• O1: Review and report on methods avail-
able for assessment of intellectual capital, 
their classifications and factors determin-
ing appropriateness of methods.

• O2: Gather perceptions of a suitable selec-
tion of individuals knowledgeable on IC 
or aspects thereof regarding the levels and 
types of complexities involved in choosing 
(selecting and customizing) IC assessment 
methods.

• O3: Establish contextual determinants of a 
KMSS for choosing (selecting and custom-
izing) IC assessment methods.

• O4: Produce a conceptual design of an ap-
propriate KMSS for choosing (selecting 
and customizing) IC assessment methods.

• O5: Develop and apply a partial prototype 
to demonstrate selected aspects of a KMSS 
for choosing (selecting and customizing) 
IC assessment methods.

BACKGROUND

This section provides background to this research 
by discussing relevant terminology and concepts.
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Intellectual Capital

The notion of “intellectual capital” (IC) is vari-
ously conceptualized by different authors. Our 
intention is not to provide a definite or generally 
accepted definition. Rather, we accept the variety 
of definitions – and corresponding categorizations 
– and need to accommodate the various definitions 
and categorizations, given our aim. For example 
(as illustrated in Table 1):

• According to Brooking (1999) IC refers to 
the collective intangible assets that enable 
an organization to function, including hu-
man centered assets, market assets, infra-
structure assets and intellectual property 
assets.

• Similar to the components of IC identified 
by Brooking – but not explicitly including 
intellectual property assets – Sveiby refers 
to these components as individual compe-
tence, external structure and internal struc-
ture respectively (as cited in Bontis, 2001).

• Stewart observes that academics typical-
ly group IC into at least three categories, 
namely human capital, customer capital 
and structural capital (as cited in Smith & 
McKeen, 2003).

• Customer capital is also referred to as 
relational capital, including not only re-
lationships with customers, but also rela-

tionships with other stakeholders (e.g. De 
Pablos, 2004).

• Edvinsson and Malone subdivide structur-
al capital into organizational capital, pro-
cess capital and innovation capital (as cited 
in Kannan & Aulbur, 2004).

Assessment

Although the terms “measurement”, “(e)valu-
ation” and “assessment” are often used inter-
changeably, authors such as Andriessen (2004a), 
reflecting on the work of Rescher and of Swanborn, 
note a distinctive difference between measure-
ment and (e)valuation: Rescher (1969) portrays 
valuation (employing the term evaluation) as 
“a comparative assessment or measurement of 
something with respect to its embodiment of a 
certain value” (p. 61). Swanborn, on the other 
hand, describes measurement as “the process of 
assigning scaled numbers to items in such a way 
that the relationships that exist in reality between 
the possible states of a variable are reflected in the 
relationships between the numbers on the scale” 
(as cited in Andriessen, 2004a, p. 238). In this 
research the term assessment includes measure-
ment, (e)valuation and all other such notions for 
determining value.

Table 1. Components of IC (Adapted from Pretorius & Coetzee, 2006a) 

Brooking Sveiby Stewart Edvinsson and Malone

Intellectual 
Capital

(IC)

Human Centered Assets Individual Competence Human Capital

Market Assets External Structure Customer Capital (Relational Capital)

Infrastructure Assets Internal Structure Structural Capital

Organizational Capital

Process Capital

Innovation Capital

Intellectual Property 
Assets
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Choosing, Selection, Customization, 
Implementation and Application

The term “choosing” (IC assessment methods) 
is employed in this research to include both the 
“selection” and the “customization” of an appro-
priate method (or combination of methods) for 
assessment of IC, given any particular context. 
It should be noted that the selection process (of 
IC assessment methods) includes consideration 
of the customizability of the selected method 
to suite a particular context. In this research 
the term “customization” (of an IC assessment 
method) is used to refer to the adaptation of a 
method (or methods) to suit a particular context, 
i.e. the detailed design of the manner in which a 
particular selected method (or methods) will be 
implemented or applied in a particular context. 
The term “implementation” is employed to refer 
to the putting into operation of a method and the 
term “application” to refer to the customization 
and implementation of a method.

Model and Conceptual Design

A “model”, as described by Olivier (2004), “cap-
tures the essential aspects of a system or process, 
while it ignores the nonessential aspects”. He 
explains that it is neither possible, nor required, 
to provide “a single comprehensive model for 
any given system or process” (p. 45). Any model 
embeds assumptions about its context of appli-
cation, sometimes not explicitly recognized and 
defined, yet important for its plausible application. 
Models can be employed in different contexts, on 
different levels and with different areas of focus. 
Terms related to model, with overlapping mean-
ings, include “conceptual design”, “architecture” 
and “framework”.

In this research:

• The Zachman Framework for Enterprise 
Architecture (Hay, 2000; Sharp, 1999; 
Zachman, 1997) is employed to structure 

the process of modeling the proposed 
KMSS. Such modeling spans across vari-
ous levels of detail (represented by the rows 
of the Zachman Framework) and various 
areas of focus per level (represented by the 
columns of the Zachman Framework).

• The term model is employed in the con-
texts of business modeling and informa-
tion systems development, on the higher 
levels (first, second and upper level part of 
the third row) of the Zachman Framework, 
spanning all six of the columns of the 
Zachman Framework (data, function, 
network, people, time and motivation). 
Particularly note the following:
 ◦ The first (that is, uppermost) row of 

the Zachman Framework is referred 
to as objectives/scope, ballpark view 
or contextual level (i.e. the level 
where the context of the enterprise 
and its systems is viewed/described);

 ◦ The second row is labeled the enter-
prise, business or owner’s view or 
conceptual level (i.e. the level where 
the enterprise is viewed/described at 
the conceptual level); and

 ◦ The third row as called the system 
model or logical level (i.e. the level 
where a system serving or intended to 
serve the enterprise is viewed at the 
logical level).

• The term conceptual design (of a KMSS 
for choosing IC assessment methods) is 
used to refer to a model (of a KMSS for 
choosing IC assessment methods), in an 
information systems context, on the upper 
level part of the third row (system model/
logical level) of the Zachman Framework, 
considering all six columns of the Zachman 
framework but explicitly focusing on the 
first two columns (data and function). The 
other four columns (network, people, time 
and motivation) should be considered in 
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more detail in lower-level (more detailed) 
analysis and design.

Knowledge Management 
Support System

As illustrated in Figure 1, this research refers to 
a management support system that includes a 
mechanism for the management of knowledge, as a 
knowledge management support system (KMSS).

The term “management support system” 
(MSS), as defined by Turban, Aronson and Liang 
(2005), “refers to the application of any technol-
ogy, either as an independent tool or in combina-
tion with other information technologies, to 
support management tasks in general and decision-
making in particular” (pp. 11-12). Such tech-
nologies include management information sys-
tems (MIS), executive information systems (EIS), 
group support systems (GSS), decision support 
systems (DSS), expert systems (ES), knowledge 
management systems (KMS), neural networks, 
online analytical processing (OLAP) and data 
warehousing.

CHOOSING IC ASSESSMENT 
METHODS

This section presents issues relating to choosing 
(selection and customizing) IC assessment meth-
ods as well as solutions and recommendations.

Issues in Selecting and Customizing 
Methods for Assessment of IC

The following sub-sections elaborate on challeng-
es and existing supportive initiatives concerning 
the choosing of IC assessment methods.

Challenges

The growing interest in the assessment of IC is not 
matched by the practical application of IC assess-
ment methods (Bontis, 2001; Green, 2005; Marr, 
Smith & McKeen, 2003). Both practitioners and 
academics have conveyed “frustration and dissat-
isfaction” with the capability of current methods to 
assess intangibles such as IC (Smith & McKeen, 
2003, p. 354). According to Klein (1998) the IC of 
professionals (constituting the building blocks of 
the IC of organizations) is typically measured by 
“rough indicators such as education and years on 
the job” (p. 6). Van Buren (1999) notes that organi-
zations have “only a vague understanding of how 
much they invest in their IC, let alone what they 
receive from those investments” (p. 72). Almost 
a decade later Sullivan and McLean (2007) refer 
to assessment of this kind as the “confusing task 
of measuring intangible value” (p. 36).

Experiences on choosing (selection and cus-
tomization) of methods are not systematically 
organized and stored within organizations and 
channeled into academic literature. In particular 
there are limited case studies on the challenges of 
the customization process. Consequently:

• There are no clear supportive guidelines 
on which methods are suitable in which 
contexts: Selecting an appropriate method 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of a KMSS 
(Adapted from Pretorius & Coetzee, 2006a)
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or combination of methods for assessment 
of IC in a particular context appears to 
be a complex process entailing complex 
choices. Smith and McKeen (2003) note 
that “no single metric would work in all 
circumstances” (p. 361), Sveiby (2007) 
that “no one method can fulfill all purpos-
es” (p. 2) and Andriessen (2004a) that the 
“array of problems that is being addressed 
by many of the methods is so broad that is 
[sic] seems questionable whether they can 
all be solved using one method” (p. 239).

• There are insufficient guidelines for cus-
tomization. Instructions – e.g. for deter-
mining IC indicators: “look for good mea-
sures to monitor the levels of … intangible 
resources” (Sánchez, Chaminade & Olea, 
2000, p. 319) or “identify the indicators 
that best reflect those key success factors” 
(Andriessen, 2004b, p. 313) – may sound 
straightforward, but do not provide a clear 
indication of how such customization 
should take place. Customization decisions 
include, e.g.:
 ◦ which indicators and measures to 

use (Bontis, 2001; Castellanos, 
Rodriquez & Rangelov, 2004; Chen, 
Zhu & Xie, 2004; Klein, 1998; 
Sánchez, Chaminade & Olea, 2000);

 ◦ what weights to allocate (Bontis, 
2001; Chen, Zhu & Xie, 2004); and

 ◦ how to interpret, present and disclose 
results (Housel & Bell, 2001; Klein, 
1998; Mouritson, Bukh & Marr, 
2004; Sánchez, Chaminade & Olea, 
2000).

Furthermore, the human mind has cognitive 
limits in processing and storing information, 
limiting individuals’ problem solving capabili-
ties when a wide range of knowledge and diverse 
information is required (Newell & Simon, 1972; 
Simon & Associates, 1986). Knowledge about 
methods, models, systems and frameworks for 

assessing IC is scattered across existing literature, 
the operations and processes of organizations, 
various databases and the minds of academics and 
practitioners. In decision-making situations, rather 
than attempting to reinvent the wheel each time, 
there is a need to draw upon past knowledge and 
expertise to solve reoccurring problems and prob-
lems similar to those solved before (Baria, 2005; 
Falk, 2005; Turban, Aronson & Liang, 2005).

Supporting Initiatives

Existing initiatives that, to some extent, support 
the process of choosing IC assessment methods 
include the sharing of experiences through publica-
tion of case studies, the compilation of guidelines, 
and electronic support in the form of websites, 
tools and toolkits.

A number of case studies are available (from 
e.g. journal articles and conference proceedings) 
on the customization (application/implementa-
tion) of methods for assessment of IC, occasionally 
explaining how the method was selected and/or 
whether or to what extent it was “successful”.

Some general guidelines are starting to evolve 
on the spheres of relevance and/or strengths and 
weaknesses of methods, or categories of methods, 
e.g.:

• The “why” by “how” matrix of Andriessen 
(2004a) categorizes methods according to 
motive (“why”) and approach (“how”);

• Sveiby’s (2007) four categories with ad-
vantages and disadvantages for categories, 
provide an indication of application areas 
of methods belonging to these categories; 
and

• The November 2006 report of the Value 
Measurement and Reporting Collaborative 
proposes a set of nine selection criteria “to 
relate the needs of the organization for ad-
ditional measurement information with 
the characteristics of various approaches” 
(VMRC, 2006, p. 41).
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Electronic support for selection and customiza-
tion of appropriate methods for assessment of IC 
(initiatives whose requirements/objectives appear 
to overlap with - but not fulfill all of - the ones 
of the KMSS proposed in this research) include:

• Websites of researchers, practitioners 
and consultants from the IC community; 
e.g. the Intellectual Capital Startpage of 
Christiaan Stam, providing links (related to 
IC and IC assessment) to e.g. articles, jour-
nals, books, research, conferences, tool-
kits, personal profiles of other researchers, 
practitioners, consultants, IC methods, ser-
vices, solutions and simulations;

• An experimental version of An online 
Measurement Approach Selection Tool 
(VMRC, 2006) “to enable a company 
executive or professional advisor to se-
lect, from the variety available, the mea-
surement approaches that best meet their 
needs”; and

• Toolkits, e.g. the Sveiby Toolkit of Karl 
Eric Sveiby, that assists with the custom-
ization of his “most popular tools” e.g. 
the Intangible Asset Monitor and Invisible 
Balance sheet (Sveiby, 1999).

Other initiatives that could possibly be added 
to the list include electronic libraries (e.g. Em-
eraldinsight.com), internet search engines (e.g. 
GOOGLE), communities of practice and discus-
sion forums.

Solutions and Recommendations for 
Choosing IC Assessment Methods

An iterative, non-linear approach was followed 
in dealing with the challenges outlined earlier 
in this section. Solutions and recommendations, 
ordered according to the five subsidiary research 
questions identified earlier, are presented in the 
sub-sections to follow.

SRQ1: Existing Methods 
for Assessment of IC

In dealing with SRQ1, a literature review was 
performed, utilizing secondary sources such as 
journal articles, textbooks and dictionaries as well 
as tertiary sources such as online catalogues and 
Internet search engines. This literature review 
serves as theoretical base for the answering of 
subsequent research questions. Relevant sources 
were analyzed and synthesized to uncover ex-
isting methods available for assessment of IC, 
classification schemes for such methods, factors 
determining appropriateness of methods and 
potential for synergism.

The main findings and insights originating from 
the literature review of IC assessment methods are:

• Existing literature proposes over a hundred 
methods for assessment of IC, including 
Market-to-Book ratio, Tobin’s q, Return 
on Assets, Technology Broker’s IC Audit, 
BSC, HRA, Intangible Asset Monitor, IC-
Index, Skandia Navigator, Chen, Zhu and 
Xie’s model, as well as Citation-Weighted 
Patents (Andriessen, 2004b; Bontis, 2001; 
Chen, Zhu & Xie, 2004; Sveiby, 2007).

• Classification schemes for IC assessment 
methods include those by Andriessen 
(2004a), Housel and Bell (2001), Kannan 
and Aulbur (2004), Luthy (1998), Smith 
and McKeen (2003) and Sveiby (2007). 
Such classification schemes could serve 
as a starting point for determining which 
method(s) to utilize in a particular context 
and how to customize such method(s) to 
suit a particular context.

• Contextual factors (also referred to as di-
mensions) that could potentially be used to 
select an appropriate IC assessment meth-
od to be used in a particular assessment 
scenario include:
 ◦ Audience (Sveiby 2007);
 ◦ Business sector (Malhotra 2003);
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 ◦ Goals and objectives of organization 
(Harrison & Sullivan, 2000; Smith & 
McKeen 2003);

 ◦ Industry and line of business (Van 
Buren 1999);

 ◦ Level of assessment (Sánchez, 
Chaminade & Olea 2000; Smith & 
McKeen 2003);

 ◦ Purpose of or motivation for assess-
ment (Andriessen 2004a; Housel & 
Bell 2001; Sveiby 2007);

 ◦ Level of resources the organization 
is willing to commit towards assess-
ment of IC (Harrison & Sullivan 
2000); and

 ◦ Size of organization (O’Sullivan 
2005).

• Selection criteria derived by an initiative 
of the VMRC for a similar purpose, extend 
the above list of contextual factors.

• Synergism could potentially be achieved 
by integrating steps from different meth-
ods for assessment of IC.

SRQ2: Perceptions 
Concerning Complexity

Sensibility and usefulness of a KMSS for choosing 
(selecting and customizing) methods for assess-
ment of IC is dependent on judgment concerning 
the complexity of this process. It is proposed that, 
due to the complexities involved in selecting and 
customizing an appropriate method for assessing 
IC in a particular context, a KMSS is needed 
for managing the evolving body of knowledge 
concerning such assessment. The assumption is 
made that the complexity of decisions involved in 
selecting and customizing IC assessment methods 
warrants a KMSS. To explore and test this assump-
tion, perceptions of consultants, practitioners and 
researchers on the complexity of the decisions 
involved in selecting and customizing methods for 
assessment of IC were gathered and scrutinized. 

More specifically, perceptions were investigated 
(given any particular context) on:

• Complexity levels of decisions to be made 
in selecting a method for assessment of IC;

• Complexity levels of decisions to be made 
in customizing a method for assessment of 
IC; and

• Factors influencing appropriateness of 
methods for assessment of IC.

Primary data was collected, since the acces-
sible secondary data sources materialized as inad-
equate for answering SRQ2. The principle design 
type or strategy selected for dealing with SRQ2 is 
a survey. (Please note that this survey could also 
be viewed as a case study with a multiple-case 
design). Utilizing the descriptors of research de-
sign (appropriate for collection of primary data) 
proposed by Cooper and Schindler (2006), the 
design type can furthermore be characterized as 
exploratory, communication study, ex post facto, 
descriptive, cross-sectional, case (versus statisti-
cal study), field setting and modified routine. The 
instrument employed was a self-administered 
questionnaire (distributed via e-mail) since it 
allows for contact with respondents who would 
be inaccessible through other means, enables ex-
tensive graphical coverage at low cost and allows 
respondents time to think about questions. This 
questionnaire contains quantitative components, 
allowing for quantitative analysis of results, as well 
as qualitative components, providing respondents 
the opportunity to include narrative explanations.

The data collected on respondents themselves 
includes years of experience as consultants, practi-
tioners and/or researchers, the number of methods 
they have consulted on, used in practice and/or 
tested empirically and the number of methods 
they have studied. Such data collected on these 
respondents appear to confirm their expert status 
regarding IC and aspects thereof. Consequently 
they are considered a suitable group of individuals 
for answering questions concerning the levels and 
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types of complexities of the decisions involved 
in choosing IC assessment methods.

Findings were provided in the form of a 
descriptive summary. The main findings of the 
survey are (Pretorius & Coetzee, 2009a; Pretorius 
& Coetzee, 2009b):

• 65% of respondents indicated that the deci-
sions involved in selecting an appropriate 
method for assessment of IC, given any 
particular context, is often or always very 
complex.

• 55% of respondents indicated that the 
decisions involved in customizing an ap-
propriate method are often or always very 
complex.

• Decisions involved in selection are per-
ceived as marginally more complex than 
decisions involved in customization.

• Respondents provided valuable insights 
and rich examples of scenarios on the 
higher and lower regions of the complex-
ity scale, for the decisions involved in the 
selection, as well as, for the decisions in-
volved in the customization of IC assess-
ment methods.

• The majority of respondents considered 
goals and objectives of organization, pur-
pose of assessment, level of assessment, 
and audience as very important factors in 
selecting an appropriate method for assess-
ment of IC, given any particular context. 
Level of resources, business sector, indus-
try and line of business and size of organi-
zation were considered at least moderately 
important.

• Additional factors (suggested by corre-
spondents to be considered for incorpo-
ration into the list of contextual factor) 
pertain to the selector of IC assessments 
methods (e.g. his or her experience, knowl-
edge and understanding), the organization 
for which IC is assessed (including man-
agement, assessors, other key-individuals, 

history and culture), level of assessment, 
method employed for assessment of IC, 
audience, factors derived from VMRC’s 
work and others (e.g. certification schemes, 
availability of data and whether an estab-
lished model exists).

• As the list of proposed factors grows it 
would become increasingly important to 
have a means of grouping factors together 
in order to keep the size of the list manage-
able and to ensure that the same factor by 
different names does not prevent match-
ing of solutions to old problems with new 
problems. Identifying combinations of fac-
tors that correlate could be useful in reduc-
ing the number of factors, since factors that 
correlate (on a level deemed sufficiently 
significant) could probably be grouped 
together.

The results of the survey indicate that the 
decisions involved in choosing (selecting and 
customizing) an appropriate IC assessment method 
to be used in a particular context, are indeed 
perceived as complex by respondents to the self-
administered questionnaire, with the majority of 
respondents perceiving such decisions as always 
or often very complex. With a substantial portion 
of a suitable group of individuals knowledgeable 
on IC or aspects thereof perceiving the decisions 
involved in choosing IC assessment methods as 
always or often very complex, it is deemed likely 
that there is a need for such a system and that it 
makes sense to develop such a system.

SRQ3: Contextual 
Determinants of KMSS

The design of a system (e.g. for choosing IC as-
sessment methods) is dependent on the context 
in which such system is expected to operate. In 
dealing with SRQ3, contextual determinants of the 
proposed KMSS were uncovered by examining the 
wider knowledge management industry as well as 
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the individual generic consultancy firm expected 
to develop, maintain and use the proposed KMSS 
for choosing IC assessment methods. The primary 
design type or strategy employed in establish-
ing contextual determinants is model-building, 
supplemented by literature review of suitable 
frameworks and models and their application in 
related contexts.

Building upon the work by Pretorius and Coe-
tzee (2006b), we employed Porter’s “five forces” 
framework for industry analysis (Ghemawat, 
1999; Nickols, 2000a; Nickols, 2000b; Thompson, 
Strickland & Gamble, 2005), extended to include 
“complementors” (Brandenburg & Nalebuff, as 
cited in Ghemawat, 1999) and “regulators” (Carr, 
2005; Rugman & Verbeke, 2000), to examine 
influences from the wider management con-
sultancy industry on the individual consultancy 
firm. Drawing upon the insights and conclusions 
derived from analyzing the wider management 
consultancy industry, the first row of The Zachman 
Framework for Enterprise Architecture was used 
to systematically (cell-by-cell) consider charac-
teristics of the individual consultancy firm as it 
impacts on the business of assessing IC, directing 
attention towards data, function, network, people, 
time and function. These contextual determinants 
provide a context for the conceptual modeling 
process incurred in addressing SRQ4.

Contextual determinants with a direct bearing 
on the conceptual design of the proposed KMSS 
(adapted from Pretorius & Coetzee, 2006b) in-
clude:

• Access to knowledge on methods for as-
sessment of IC;

• Access to knowledge on appropriateness 
of existing methods for assessment of IC;

• Knowledge concerning client organiza-
tions’ strategic goals and motivations for 
assessment of IC;

• Effective management and application of 
knowledge;

• Infrastructure for obtaining access to 
knowledge;

• Mechanisms controlling quality of 
knowledge;

• Appropriately structured networks en-
abling effective knowledge sharing/
brokerage;

• Infrastructure for real-time response to re-
quests; and

• Consideration for legislatory require-
ments as well as cultural and language 
differences.

Contextual determinants (considered to be 
outside the boundaries of the proposed KMSS) 
that can be viewed as critical success factors for 
the successful implementation and use of the pro-
posed KMSS (adapted from Pretorius & Coetzee, 
2006b) include:

• Competencies and resources to provide 
mechanisms for on-going assessment of 
IC;

• Recruitment, retention, and development 
of suitable employees;

• Adherence to ethical principles;
• Building and maintenance of reputation;
• Incentives and management processes for 

effective sharing of knowledge;
• Mutual-beneficial coopetition through ef-

fective knowledge sharing;
• Effective diffusion of knowledge within 

relevant client industries;
• Existence of sound expansion strategy con-

cerning client base and physical locations;
• Development and nurturing of customer 

relationships; and
• Sound medium to long-term strategy con-

cerning development of competencies, 
competitive positioning, safeguarding of 
reputation, knowledge sharing and extrac-
tion of optimal economic value.
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SRQ4: Conceptual Design of KMSS

The main design type or strategy selected for deal-
ing with SRQ4 is model-building, supported by 
elements of literature review, deductive reasoning 
and inductive generalization. A conceptual design 
of a KMSS was produced by iterating through 
incremental cycles of modeling and evaluation. 
Modeling was performed by scanning and ana-
lyzing existing literature for potentially suitable 
structures, matching possible structures and com-
binations of structures with the requirements of 
the proposed KMSS. Evaluation was performed 
through personal reflection and sound-boarding 
against knowledgeable academics and practicing 
experts in the form of conference feedback and 
formal and informal discussions.

Building upon the characteristics of the indi-
vidual consultancy uncovered by iterating through 
the cells of the Zachman Framework’s top-most 
row, the characteristics of the business of assessing 
IC and of the proposed KMSS respectively, were 
considered according to the second and third rows 
of the Zachman Framework respectively. Within 
the context of these characteristics, a conceptual 
design was constructed for a system to (i) provide 
support to the process of selecting and implement-
ing an appropriate method, or a combination of 
methods, for assessment of IC, (ii) utilize past 
knowledge and expertise to accelerate and improve 
decision-making, (iii) promote synergism through 
integration of methods, and (iv) manage and apply 
the evolving body of knowledge concerning the 
assessment of IC.

The proposed KMSS, mapped to the upper level 
part of the third row of the Zachman Framework, 
builds upon existing knowledge on KMS, DSS, ES, 
and hybrid support systems, and in particular upon 
the components of DSS’s proposed by Turban, 
Aronson, Liang and Sharda (2007). The resultant 
model of a KMSS incorporates decision-making 
capabilities, knowledge management capabilities 
and intelligence, and facilitates interaction with 

consumers and providers of knowledge. It consists 
of (Pretorius & Coetzee, 2006a):

• A data management subsystem maintaining 
internal data sources and facilitating access 
to internal and external data sources;

• A model management subsystem main-
taining internal models and facilitating ac-
cess to internal and external models (i) for 
analyzing the problem space, and (ii) for 
assessing IC;

• A user interface subsystem facilitating in-
put, output and language processing, in-
cluding a user and developer/builder inter-
face, a user interface management system 
(UIMS) and an explanation facility; and

• A knowledge-based management subsys-
tem (KbMS) providing knowledge man-
agement capabilities and intelligence (i) 
for the selection and customization of ap-
propriate models, (ii) for knowledge ac-
quisition from a knowledge repository for 
keeping track of current and best practice 
scenarios, and (iii) for the explanation 
facility. The KbMS acquires knowledge 
from various internal and external sources 
through a combination of automatic, semi-
automatic and manual knowledge acquisi-
tion methods.

Data Management Subsystem
The data-management subsystem (refer to the 
bottom-left quadrant of Figure 2) maintains inter-
nal data sources and facilitates access to internal 
and external data sources. It consists of:

• A decision support database containing 
data extracted from internal (to the KMSS) 
and external (to the KMSS) data sources 
(Mallach, 2000; Oz, 2002; Sprague, 1980; 
Stair, 1996; Turban et al., 2007), as well as 
from users’ personal and unofficial data 
(Mallach, 2000; Sprague, 1980; Turban et 
al., 2007);
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• A database management system (DBMS) 
managing (creating, accessing and up-
dating) the decision support database 
(Sprague, 1980; Stair, 1996; Turban et al., 
2007);

• A data directory (also referred to as data 
dictionary) serving as a catalogue of all 

data in the decision support database and 
by answering questions concerning the 
availability of data items, their sources and 
their meanings (Stair, 1996; Turban et al., 
2007) as well as on responsibility for main-
tenance (Mallach, 2000); and

Figure 2. Conceptual design of a KMSS for choosing IC assessment methods (Adapted from Pretorius 
and Coetzee, 2006a)
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• A query facility accessing, manipulating 
and querying the data of the decision sup-
port database (Mallach, 2000; Stair, 1996; 
Turban et al., 2007).

The DBMS interacts with (and therefore con-
tains direct links to) the management systems of 
the other subsystems – namely the model base 
management system (MBMS), UIMS and knowl-
edge base management system (KBMS) – of the 
proposed KMSS.

Model Management Subsystem
The model management subsystem (refer to the 
top-left quadrant of Figure 2) maintains internal 
(to the KMSS) models and facilitates access to 
internal and external models. It is composed of:

• A model base containing internal models 
(Mallach, 2000; Oz, 2002; Stair, 1996; 
Turban et al., 2007) and a facility provid-
ing access to external models (similar to 
the database management subsystem facil-
itating access to external data). The model 
base of the proposed KMSS includes/
provides access to models supporting all 
phases of the decision-making process, in-
cluding models for analyzing the problem 
space (e.g. organizational goals and objec-
tives) as well as for assessment of IC;

• A model base management system 
(MBMS) performing model creation, 
model updating, model integration, ma-
nipulation of model data and generation of 
new routines and reports (Mallach, 2000; 
Sprague, 1980; Stair, 1996; Turban et al., 
2007). It employs model building blocks 
(Sprague, 1980), model building routines, 
modeling languages and modeling tools 
(Turban et al., 2007);

• A model directory providing a catalogue 
(Sprague, 1980) with definitions for mod-
els internal to the KMSS as well as for 
some models external to the KMSS. The 

model directory furthermore provides in-
formation concerning the availability and 
capability of models (Turban et al., 2007), 
as well as information on the sources of 
data, e.g. responsibility for maintenance 
and access limits (Mallach, 2000). Through 
providing information on the capability of 
models, the model directory assists with 
determining the sphere of relevance of 
models; and

• A model execution, integration, and com-
mand processor controlling the execution 
of models, combining the operations of 
more than one model when required, and 
accepting, interpreting and routing mod-
eling instructions from the user interface 
subsystem (Turban et al., 2007).

The model base of the proposed KMSS 
includes/provides access to models supporting 
all four phases of the decision-making process, 
including models for analyzing the problem space 
(e.g. organizational goals and objectives) as well 
as for assessment of IC.

The MBMS interacts with (and therefore con-
tains direct links to) the management systems of 
the other subsystems (DBMS, UIMS and KBMS) 
of the proposed KMSS.

User Interface Subsystem
The user interface subsystem (refer to the top-right 
quadrant of Figure 2) facilitates input, output and 
language processing. It is composed of:

• A user interface (including a natural lan-
guage processor, stand-alone graphical 
user interface and web browser) enabling 
the user to interact with the other subsys-
tems via input action languages and out-
put display languages (Mallach, 2000; Oz, 
2002; Sprague, 1980; Stair, 1996; Turban 
et al., 2007);

• A user interface management system 
(UIMS) facilitating interaction with the 
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user in a variety of formats (Lauden & 
Lauden, 1996; Oz, 2002), with multiple, 
different dialog styles and with a variety 
of input- and output devices and provid-
ing training by example, help capabilities, 
prompting, diagnostic, and suggestion rou-
tines (Turban, Aronson and Liang, 2005; 
Turban et al., 2007); and

• An explanation facility explaining the 
reasoning of the ES (Coppin, 2004; 
Giarratano & Riley, 2005; Jackson, 2000; 
Negnevitsky, 2002; Turban, Aronson & 
Liang, 2005; Turban et al., 2007) so that 
reasoning can be verified (Coppin, 2004; 
Giarratano & Riley, 2005). Negnevitsky 
(2002) adds that an ES should be able to 
“justify its advice, analysis or conclusion” 
(p. 32). The explanation facility enables 
the KMSS to explain to the user why cer-
tain causes of action are recommended, al-
low the user to experiment with different 
causes of action and encourage reflection 
and learning by the user.

The UIMS interacts with (and therefore con-
tains direct links to) the management systems of 
the other subsystems (DBMS, MBMS and KBMS) 
of the proposed KMSS.

Knowledge-Based Management Subsystem
The knowledge-based management subsystem 
(KbMS) of the proposed KMSS (refer to the 
bottom-right quadrant of Figure 2) supplies intel-
ligence/expertise (as provided by an intelligent 
system such as an ES) and knowledge (as provided 
by a KMS) to the other subsystems of the proposed 
KMSS. The KbMS consists of:

• A knowledge base management system 
(KBMS) responsible for the execution of 
the intelligent system and for the integra-
tion of the intelligent system with other 
subsystems requiring intelligence (Turban 
et al., 2007);

• An intelligent system such as an ES 
(Coppin, 2004; Giarratano & Riley, 2005; 
Mallach, 2000; Negnevitsky, 2002; Oz, 
2002; Stair, 1996; Turban et al., 2007) for 
(i) the selection and customization of ap-
propriate models (e.g. for assessment of 
IC) and (ii) knowledge acquisition;

• A knowledge base (Coppin, 2004; Stair, 
1996; Turban et al., 2007) containing facts 
about problem situations and rules for ap-
plying knowledge to solve problems;

• A knowledge repository (Turban, Aronson 
& Liang, 2005) storing knowledge on cur-
rent and best practice scenarios (for assess-
ment of IC) to be re-used in the solving of 
new problems; and

• A KMS (Kumar, 2005; Liebowitz, 1998; 
Turban et al., 2007) maintaining the knowl-
edge repository.

Acquired knowledge (e.g. on current and 
best practice scenarios) that is not structured as 
required for inclusion in the knowledge base is 
stored in the knowledge repository. Knowledge 
residing in the knowledge repository may (at a later 
stage) be converted, by the knowledge engineer 
or some automated process, to a format suitable 
for incorporation into the knowledge base and/or 
the rules/inference engine of the intelligent system 
extended to cater for this new type of knowledge. 
Alternatively, acquired knowledge could be routed 
directly to the knowledge base (with or without the 
help of a knowledge engineer), or, where appropri-
ate (in different formats), to both the knowledge 
repository and knowledge base. The (text-based) 
knowledge stored in the knowledge repository of 
the proposed KMSS (Figure 2) is sourced from 
actual implementations of methods and strategies 
for assessment of IC, and from external sources 
such as experts, literature, publications, current 
and best practices (in any format and from any 
origin), the Internet, intranets and extranets (Pre-
torius & Coetzee, 2006b). Refer to Table 2 for 
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sources of knowledge acquisitions as suggested 
by other authors.

The KBMS interacts with (and therefore con-
tains direct links to) the management systems of 
the other subsystems (DBMS, MBMS and UIMS) 
of the proposed KMSS.

SRQ5: Demonstrating Aspects 
of Suitable KMSS

In dealing with SRQ5, a partial prototype was 
developed and utilized to demonstrate selected 
aspects of a suitable KMSS. The prototype con-
tributes by serving as a tool for content analysis 
to explore case studies and academic literature as 
sources of knowledge acquisition, casting light on

the types of knowledge that can be acquired 
from secondary sources. The prototype further 
serves by illustrating the kind of functionality 
intended for systems of this kind and by expos-
ing facets of actual IC assessment scenarios. By 
providing a concrete medium for visualizing 
and exploring issues involved in choosing IC 
assessment methods, the prototype contributes 
towards the efforts involved in addressing the 
other subsidiary research questions, e.g. iterative 
construction of conceptual design.

The prototype employs case-based reasoning 
to learn from previous solutions of problems, in 
order to solve new problems. The appropriate-

ness of IC assessment methods – and of specific 
customizations of such methods – depends on fac-
tors such as the eight contextual factors identified 
while addressing SRQ1. These factors, referred to 
as dimensions in the context of the prototype, are 
used to mark cases as similar in order to match 
appropriate solutions to old problems with new 
problem scenarios. After initial matching, the 
resultant set of possibly suitable IC assessment 
methods can be further explored by drilling into 
more detailed knowledge about these. Once a 
particular method (or combination of methods) is 
selected, more matching can take place in order to 
assist with customization, e.g. with the selection 
of suitable indicators for scorecard methods such 
as the Skandia Navigator.

Two types of secondary sources were explored, 
namely case study type journal articles and lit-
erature review type journal articles and papers. 
Selected case studies (as first secondary source 
of knowledge acquisition) were sourced from the 
Emerald database and literature reviews (as second 
secondary source of knowledge acquisition) from 
the Emerald database as well as from the Internet.

The 13 case studies selected from the Emerald 
database provide a wealth of knowledge. Employ-
ing the prototype as tool for content analysis, it 
was found that, on average, the selected cases 
provide details for 73% of the contextual factors 

Table 2. Sources of knowledge acquisition for intelligent systems (Derived from Coppin, 2004; Giar-
ratano & Riley, 2005; Jackson, 1990; Turban, Aronson & Liang, 2005) 

Jackson Coppin Giarratano and Riley Turban, Aronson and Liang

Experts 
Examples 

Texts

Domain experts 
Examples of problems and their 

solutions (“cases”)

Human experts 
The Web 

Books 
Other documents

Human Experts 
Books 
Films 

Databases (public and private) 
Pictures 
Maps 

Flow diagrams 
Sensors 
Songs 

Observed behavior 
The web 

Multimedia documents
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introduced earlier and for 58% of the other data 
types experimented with.

Knowledge acquired from literature reviews 
includes descriptions of (IC assessment) methods, 
classifications of such methods into categories 
according to different classification schemes, sug-
gestions on the spheres of relevance of methods 
or categories of methods, customization details, 
and advantages and disadvantages of categories 
of methods.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

This research reports on the development of a 
model of a system – referred to as a KMSS – for 
supporting the decision making process concern-
ing the choice of IC assessment methods (on the 
upper level part of the third row of the Zachman 
Framework). It is recommended that, building on 
the efforts of this research, more detailed design 
(on lower levels in terms of the Zachman Frame-
work) and development of the proposed KMSS 
is performed. Thus, the sub-sections that follow, 
elaborate on future research possibilities, support-
ing such development of the proposed KMSS. 
These future research possibilities originate from 
insights gained during the research process. Fur-
thermore, quite a number of these suggestions 
could be suitable as independent research projects.

SRQ1: Existing Methods 
for Assessment of IC

Through dealing with SRQ1, the following future 
research possibilities were identified:

• A comprehensive set of IC assessment 
methods could be categorized according to 
various classification schemes. The results 
from such categorizations could feed into 
the database/knowledge base of the pro-
posed KMSS.

• A systematic literature review, geared to-
wards uncovering potential for synergism, 
could be performed to obtain a more inclu-
sive list of possible ways of achieving syn-
ergism, and of possible combinations of 
methods that could yield such synergisms. 
The results of such a literature review 
could feed into the database, model base 
and/or knowledge base of the proposed 
KMSS.

SRQ2: Perceptions 
Concerning Complexity

Through dealing with SRQ2, the following future 
research possibilities were identified:

• The questionnaire could be placed on a 
website, inviting more candidates to re-
spond. Furthermore, such a website could 
cater for ongoing responses to question-
naires, retrieving of results and comment-
ing on results, and could, potentially, be-
come a source of knowledge acquisition 
for the KMSS proposed in this research.

• The list of eight contextual factors provid-
ed in the questionnaire, could be extended 
to include more factors, e.g., as proposed 
by respondents to the questionnaire dis-
cussed in this research, as proposed by 
respondents to a questionnaire placed on 
a website, and/or by selection criteria pro-
posed by the VMRC.

SRQ3: Contextual 
Determinants of KMSS

Through dealing with SRQ3, the following future 
research possibilities were identified:

• Contextual determinants of alternative 
contexts for the proposed KMSS, e.g. aca-
demics using it as an analytical framework 
to investigate the problems, challenges, 
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influencing factors and steps pertaining to 
the selection and customization of meth-
ods, could be explored, and the resulting 
contextual determinants could assist with 
tailoring/extending/generalizing the pro-
posed KMSS to cater for such additional 
contexts.

• During lower-level design (in terms of 
the Zachman Framework) of the proposed 
KMSS, locations (physical or virtual) of 
potential knowledge brokers, suppliers and 
consumers, could be investigated in more 
detail.

SRQ4: Conceptual Design of KMSS

Through dealing with SRQ4, the following future 
research possibilities were identified:

• Since proper functioning of the proposed 
KMSS depends on efficient and effective 
knowledge acquisition, a detailed investi-
gation of the implications for conceptual 
design of cooperation, competition and 
coopetition – in respect of acquisition, dif-
fusion and use of knowledge – is required.

• Possible incentives and mechanisms to en-
able and encourage sharing of knowledge, 
possibly between competitors, and the ap-
plication thereof in the context of the pro-
posed KMSS, could be researched.

• The model of a KMSS proposed in this re-
search could be extended to explicitly con-
tain elements of (or links to) a knowledge 
brokering system.

SRQ5: Demonstrating 
Aspects of Suitable KMSS

Through dealing with SRQ5, the following future 
research possibilities were identified:

• Additional sources of knowledge acqui-
sition could be explored, e.g. case stud-

ies from conference proceedings, actual 
implementations of methods and strategies 
for assessment of IC, current and best prac-
tices, experts, other literature types, other 
Internet sources, intranets, extranets and 
databases.

• More electronic databases could be scanned 
for case studies reporting on aspects of the 
utilization of a specific method for assess-
ment of IC (for one or more individual or-
ganizations or for a set of organizations), 
to learn more about the types of knowledge 
that can be sourced from case studies and/
or to serve as source of knowledge acquisi-
tion for the proposed KMSS.

• Case studies could be scanned for addi-
tional factors or dimensions, e.g. as identi-
fied by the VMRC’s initiative.

• Occurrences of dimension-data captured 
by case studies could be analyzed to de-
termine suitability for matching between 
existing IC assessment solutions and new 
problems.

• Occurrences and instances of more data 
types captured (from case studies) by the 
prototype KMSS, could be analyzed.

• The availability of indicators of success 
of existing IC assessment solutions from 
various knowledge sources (including case 
studies) could be analyzed and the objec-
tivity and reliability of such indicators as-
sessed. In order to be able to do this, prior 
consideration of how the success or failure 
of an IC assessment solution applied in 
a particular context, could/should be as-
sessed, may be necessary.

• A larger selection of literature reviews 
could be explored as potential sources of 
knowledge acquisition (e.g. through using 
the prototype KMSS as tool for content 
analysis) in order to learn more about the 
types of knowledge that can be sourced 
from literature reviews and/or to serve as 
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source of knowledge acquisition for the 
proposed KMSS.

• A more advanced version of the prototype 
with the following characteristics could be 
developed:
 ◦ Exhibiting extended functionality;
 ◦ Capable of handling multiple simul-

taneous users;
 ◦ Suitable for deployment on an open-

source platform;
 ◦ Suitable for deployment over the 

Web (e.g. incorporating a browser in-
terface); and/or

 ◦ Employing intelligent system (e.g. 
ES) technology.

CONCLUSION

IC has no universal value. There is no single scale 
or method for assessing IC to be applied regardless 
of circumstance. Any worthwhile assessment of IC 
has to be exercised in relation to a specific known 
context. Therefore, to effectively choose an IC as-
sessment method, suitable to a particular context, 
the chooser has to be knowledgeable – or have 
access to knowledge – on IC assessment methods 
and on the context in which the assessment solution 
is to be deployed. Existing literature proposes a 
multitude of methods for assessment of IC. This 
research argues that, due to complexities involved 
in choosing an appropriate method or combina-
tion of methods for assessment of IC, systems or 
mechanisms – referred to as KMSS’s – are needed 
for managing and applying the evolving body 
of knowledge concerning such assessment. The 
embedded assumption of complexity is supported 
by the results obtained from a survey employing 
a self-administered questionnaire as instrument 
for data collection. Having explored the levels 
and types of complexities involved in choosing 
IC assessment methods, contextual determinants 
are derived, a conceptual design produced through 
iterative cycles of modeling and evaluation, and a 

partial prototype developed and applied to dem-
onstrate selected aspects of the proposed KMSS. 
The outcomes of this research are intended to 
guide more detailed design and development of 
a KMSS for choosing IC assessment methods.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Assessment: In this chapter the term assess-
ment is used as umbrella term to include mea-
surement, (e)valuation and all other methods for 
determining value.

Context: Assessment of IC can be required in 
various contexts. Various methods can be used for 

the assessment of IC. In this chapter context (of an 
IC assessment method) is interpreted as a vector 
comprised of factors determining appropriateness 
of IC assessment methods.

Data: A collection of (raw) facts, measure-
ments and/or statistics, about e.g. things, events, 
activities and transactions not organized to convey 
any particular meaning.

Information: Data that is timely and organized 
in such a manner that it is more valuable that the 
(raw) facts.

Intellectual Capital (IC): The aggregate 
intangible assets that contribute to the value and 
competitiveness of an organization, including, 
for example, human capital, customer capital and 
structural capital.

Knowledge Management Support System 
(KMSS): Management support system (MIS) 
that includes a mechanism for the management 
of knowledge.

Knowledge: Information (or data) that is 
contextual, relevant and actionable, e.g. rules, 
guidelines and procedures for the manipulation 
of data or information.

Model: Portrays the essential aspects of a 
system or process, ignoring unnecessary detail, 
and embedding assumptions about its context of 
application. Models can be employed in different 
contexts, on different levels and with different 
areas of focus.
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ABSTRACT

The significant development in knowledge 
management (KM) literature in recent years is a 
reflection of the growing interest to academics and 
practitioners/consultants involved in organisation-
al change and business transformation. Knowledge 
is a major source of competitive advantage and 
knowledge assets/intellectual capital has to be 
managed effectively. The importance of imple-
menting a knowledge management strategy to 
understand the relationship between physical and 
intellectual capital, to increase the market value of 
organisations and achieve corporate sustainability 
is examined. Using case studies of construction 
organisations and applying the STEPS knowledge 

management framework, it was found that there 
is a greater need for multinational organisations 
to implement KM. This is because they have 
knowledge that is diverse and geographically 
dispersed across a network of organisations. It 
is concluded that knowledge management has a 
catalytic role in developing intellectual capital 
to achieve corporate sustainability. The STEPS 
framework will enable multinational organisations 
to identify the reform, resource implications and 
the results of KM activities.

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge is seen as a major source of com-
petitive advantage and managing knowledge 
assets or intellectual capital is important. This is 
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increasingly recognised as crucial in many sec-
tors, industries and type of firms, particularly in 
multinational organisations. Knowledge is vital 
for business improvement but “it is not the knowl-
edge of the organisational members per se which 
is of critical strategic importance, it is the firm’s 
productivity in building, integrating and utilising 
its intellectual capital which is vital” (Jordan & 
Jones, 1997 p393).

Multinational organisations recognise the 
value of knowledge assets as a source of wealth 
creation. The need to bring knowledge assets to 
the centre stage in formulating strategic business 
objectives is critical in creating and maintaining 
a competitive advantage. Demarest (1997 p383) 
noted that ‘firms without knowledge management 
systems will be effectively unable to achieve the re-
use levels required by the business model implicit 
in the markets they enter, and will lose market 
share to those firms who do practice knowledge 
management’. As multinational organisations 
transform to global network organisations, they 
face a number of challenges relating to their hu-
man resource policies and practices, strategy and 
performance (Novicevic & Harvey, 2004). Human 
capital and knowledge strategy such as advice and 
knowledge sharing networks plays a pivotal role 
in the transformation process and in knowledge 
transfer across organisational boundaries and 
borders. Knowledge management is therefore 
important in multinational organisations because 
of their global networks; and the difficulty to de-
termine ‘who knows what’ in such geographically 
dispersed organisations (Robinson et al 2005a). 
Whilst an increasing number of multinational 
organisations now perceive managing knowledge 
assets or intellectual capital as crucial, there are 
major challenges associated with the implementa-
tion of knowledge management activities.

This chapter examines the importance of man-
aging knowledge assets and presents a knowledge 
management framework to facilitate a structured 
approach in developing intellectual capital for 
corporate sustainability. The chapter starts by 

exploring the relationship between knowledge 
assets and business performance. The rationale 
and business logic for managing knowledge assets 
and measuring intellectual capital is explained. 
The role of knowledge management in corporate 
sustainability, the concept of the STEPS knowl-
edge management maturity framework and its 
application are discussed drawing on the recent 
experiences of multinational construction organi-
sations. Organisational readiness to implement 
knowledge management such as identifying the 
resources required, reform needed and the results 
monitoring mechanism that underpins the STEPS 
framework as well as future challenges are also 
discussed.

KNOWLEDGE ASSETS AND 
BUSINESS PERFORMANCE

The traditional view is that business performance 
is measured in terms of physical capital such as 
buildings, plant and equipment. They remain es-
sential for the production of goods and services 
and the capital required (debt and equity) for 
financing business operations. Financial measures 
are normally incorporated in conventional balance 
sheets and accounting systems enabling managers 
to provide information on how much a company 
is worth in terms of cash in the bank, value of its 
land, plant and buildings, working capital and 
inventories. The dominance of financial indicators 
in measuring business performance such as sales 
and turnover, profit, market share, return on invest-
ment, and number of new customers is a reflection 
of traditional business and accounting practices. 
However, the emergence of the knowledge inten-
sive organisations such as professional services 
firms in accounting, engineering, architecture, 
surveying, law and management consulting has 
seen intellectual capital replace physical capital. 
Samuel DiPiazza Jr, Global Chief Executive 
Officer of PricewaterhouseCoopers, and Robert 
Eccles, former professor at Harvard Business 
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School, in their book titled ‘Building Public Trust: 
The Future of Corporate Reporting’ recognised 
the need for organisations to provide a broader 
range of information than financial reporting 
regulations require (DiPiazza & Eccles, 2002).

However, there is a need for better understand-
ing of how the key drivers of ‘soft’ knowledge 
assets or intellectual capital influences financial 
performance. This view is supported by many 
academics and practitioners, hence the importance 
of intellectual capital as a method for quantifying 
the knowledge assets of an organisation and to 
establish the link between knowledge and financial 
performance. For example, Moustaghfir (2008) 
argued that it is critical to understand the dynam-
ics of the knowledge value chain and how they 
impact on business performance to effectively 
manage these assets.

Understanding the Link Between 
Knowledge Assets and Performance

Financial measures such as market share, sales 
turnover and share prices are indicators partly 
reflecting the business climate. But they are also 
affected by knowledge assets such as business 
processes, competence of staff and customer 
relationships influencing business performance. 
The knowledge assets include, for example, 
the quality of leadership in an organisation and 
board structures (e.g. composition of direc-
tors, number of directors serving on board or 
its independence). It also focuses on customer 
knowledge and related market intelligence such 
as company brand, knowledge and creativity of 
staff, efficiency of business processes and, flow 
of new ideas and innovation from research and 
development expenditure. Stewart (1997) argued 
that an organisation’s innovation capacity depends 
considerably on the knowledge of its staff, business 
processes and customer relationships. The impact 
of knowledge such as creativity and innovation on 
profitability and business growth are beginning to 
be recognised. For example, the value of patents 

and intellectual property rights is increasingly 
acknowledged, and therefore proactively man-
aged by multinational organisations investing 
heavily in research and development (Chiu & 
Chen, 2007). The value of a brand and its effects 
are appreciated by the financial markets and are 
often reflected in the valuation of a firm (Peppard 
& Rylander, 2001). Ho & Williams (2003) also 
detected an association between board features and 
corporate performance. However, Khurana (2003) 
questioned the inferences that can be drawn from 
testing such association in the international setting 
studied, given cultural barriers and other factors 
can impact on multinational organisations. There 
is, at least, some recognition of the value of leader-
ship, brand, patents, goodwill and other knowledge 
assets of a business. This value is realised when 
a company is sold or bought for more than its 
book value. For example, IBM paid $3.5 billion 
for Lotus which was seven times its book value in 
1995 (Jordan & Jones, 1997). Knowledge assets 
or intellectual capital, complementing traditional 
financial information, can provide an explanation 
of the high market valuation of some companies 
(Peppard & Rylander, 2001). In other words the 
significant value added is due to knowledge in busi-
ness processes, staff and customer relationships. 
As Stewart (1997 p55-56) puts it ‘you don’t buy 
Microsoft because of its software factories; the 
company doesn’t own any. You buy its ability to 
write code, set standards for personal-computing 
software, exploit the value of its name and forge 
alliances with other companies’. Reliance on ‘hard’ 
physical capital without understanding the role 
of ‘soft’ knowledge or intellectual capital as key 
business drivers can therefore be misleading at 
best. At worst, it could result in corporate failure.

Types of Intellectual Capital

According to Roos (1998), intellectual capital 
surfaced as a response to vaguely defined domain 
of knowledge management and to address the 
specific needs of companies. Hence, intellectual 
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capital is seen more as a practitioner created con-
cept (Bontis et al, 1999). Originally, intellectual 
capital was seen as the sum of human and structural 
capital (Roos, 1998), supplementary information 
to financial information, non-financial capital 
often seen as a debt item - not an asset (Edvins-
son, 1997). There is now a gradual refinement 
and convergence of the terminology ‘intellectual 
capital’ (Peppard & Rylander, 2001). In recent 
academic literature, intellectual capital is defined 
as comprising human capital, structural capital 
and customer or relational capital, increasingly 
recognised as knowledge assets. Human capital 
is the tacit knowledge in people’s heads, acquired 
mainly through education, training and experience. 
Tacit knowledge is stored in individuals’ heads. 
Examples of tacit knowledge include estimating 
and tendering skills in construction acquired over 
time through hands-on experience in preparing 
bids for new projects and understanding of con-
struction tender markets. This type of knowledge 
is experiential, judgmental, context-specific and 
therefore difficult to codify and share. Structural 
capital on the other hand is explicit knowledge, 
codified or embedded in business processes such 
as organisational manuals of procedures, brands, 
patents and trade marks. Explicit knowledge is 
stored as written documents or procedures. As this 
type of knowledge is codifiable, it is reusable in 
a consistent manner and therefore easier to share. 
Examples of explicit knowledge in construction 
include design codes of practice, performance 
specifications, drawings in paper-based or 
electronic format, and construction techniques. 
Customer capital, sometimes called relational 
or reputational capital, is the tacit and explicit 
knowledge developed about an organisation’s 
customer relationships, products and services, 
marketing channels and market intelligence. 
Organisational knowledge is therefore a mixture 
of tacit and explicit knowledge.

New knowledge is created through the dy-
namic interaction of tacit and explicit knowledge 
associated with people, processes and products 

(services) created by the organisation (Nonaka 
& Takeuchi, 1995).

As a result, there is a complex relationship 
between the different forms of intellectual capital. 
Structural capital influence or support the use 
of human capital in an organisation. But it also 
conditions how human capital is deployed and 
codified as organisational knowledge. Structural 
capital (the nature of business processes), influ-
ences the product (or brand), which in turn affects 
customer capital (i.e. the type and number of 
customers). Changes in customer capital could 
signal the need for changes in the type of people 
employed (human capital) and the business pro-
cesses (structural capital). The effect could be the 
improvement of customer services in an attempt 
to expand the customer base (customer capital). 
Chang & Birkett (2004) noted that managing in-
tellectual capital creates a paradoxical challenge 
for knowledge intensive organisations or profes-
sional services firms. This is due to the need for 
innovation, on the one hand, requiring creative 
processes (changes in structural capital) ‘to do 
things differently’. On the other hand, there is a 
need for profitability ‘by doing the same things 
better’ through workforce productivity (changes 
in human capital). Whilst creativity is important 
in knowledge intensive organisations, Chang & 
Birkett (2004) argued for a balanced between 
creativity and productivity.

The Business Logic for Measuring 
and Managing Intellectual Capital

Thomas Stewart (Stewart, 1997 p222), Editor 
and Managing Director of the influential Harvard 
Business Review, in his book titled ‘Intellectual 
Capital - The New Wealth of Organisations’ argued 
that ‘ if it would be a mistake to mingle measures of 
intellectual capital with financial data; it would be 
a greater one not to use them at all’. Garcia-Meca 
& Martinez (2007) noted that in organisations with 
high market-to-book value ratios, often seen as 
knowledge intensive organisations; analysts tend 
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to incorporate more information on intellectual 
capital to justify recommendations. They found 
that an organisation’s profitability influences the 
extent of intellectual capital information use and 
concluded that the findings will have implications 
for accounting and financial reporting policy. 
Measuring intellectual capital is therefore im-
portant as ‘you cannot manage what you cannot 
measure’. Intellectual capital provides a holistic 
view of how to quantify knowledge assets of an 
organisation and helps to create a framework of 
how knowledge assets and resources interact to 
create value (Peppard & Rylander, 2001).

Skandia, a large Swedish insurance and fi-
nancial services company appointed a Director 
of Intellectual Capital in the early 1990’s. It was 
one of the first organisations to introduce an 
intellectual capital report in 1994 to persuade 
investors of the value of the organisation’s knowl-
edge (Edvinnson, 1997). Skandia argued that the 
knowledge is the hidden assets of organisations, 
which have to be nurtured like the roots of a tree 
for long-term success and corporate sustainability. 
The value creation concept showing the relation-
ship between financial and intellectual capital of 
an organisation is illustrated by Skandia’s tree 
metaphor in Table 1.

If knowledge assets (or the roots of the tree) 
are managed well, the ‘tree will bear fruits’ and 
the market value of the company will exceed its 
book value resulting in intellectual capital. How-
ever, failure to manage knowledge assets (or the 
roots of the tree) can result in the ‘tree collapsing’ 
or intellectual liabilities, characterised by a situ-
ation were the market value is less than the book 
value of the organisation. Market value is some-

times interpreted as the sum of financial capital 
and intellectual capital in an organisation. How-
ever, there is considerable debate on the nature 
of the relationship. Understanding the key drivers 
in knowledge intensive organisations and how it 
affects market value is crucial. Improvement in 
intellectual capital arises from, for example, 
positive leadership and staff changes (human 
capital) and improvement in processes (struc-
tural capital) resulting in new products and 
higher sales turnover (customer capital). Out-
dated business processes/products (structural 
capital) will lead to a drastic reduction in cus-
tomer base and deterioration in customer relation-
ship (customer capital). Changes in share prices 
or market value of an organisation is therefore as 
a result of changes in financial capital (e.g. debt, 
equity, sale of assets, unsold stocks etc) of the 
company and/or changes in intellectual capital. 
Other companies around the world such as Dow 
Chemicals, Canadian Imperial Bank of Com-
merce, Hughes Space and Communications also 
adopted the intellectual capital approach to un-
derstand the key drivers of value creation in 
knowledge intensive firms (Peppard & Rylander, 
2001).

If knowledge assets are the roots of organi-
sations, then knowledge management is about 
nurturing the roots to develop intellectual capital 
for corporate success and sustainability. Bukh et 
al (2001 p87) noted that the “relationship between 
intellectual capital and knowledge management is 
important because intellectual capital statements 
report on the activities that management supports 
in the name of knowledge management” and not 

Table 1. Skandia’s tree metaphor (source: adapted from Edvinnson, 1997) 

‘Hard Physical’ Assets Tangible Assets Debt Equity Financial Capital

‘Soft Knowledge’ Assets Structural Capital
(e.g. Goodwill Technology 
brands, patents, trade marks)

Human Capital
(tacit knowledge of highly 
skilled) 
Customer Capital
(value of customer relationship)

Intellectual Capital
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about knowledge which is a difficult and ambigu-
ous concept.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT FOR 
CORPORATE SUSTAINABILITY

Knowledge management (KM) is central to sus-
tainability as the way knowledge assets (human, 
structural and customer capital) are managed, 
alongside traditional physical capital or financial 
assets, can lead to improve corporate governance. 
Developments in sustainability reinforced the 
need for a change in business logic, requiring 
organisations to simultaneously address tradi-
tional financial indicators and intellectual capital 
measures. Intellectual capital relate to human, 
structural and customer capital. But it could also 
capture the sustainability dimensions of economic 
growth, environmental quality and social equity.

Unlike financial or economic issues, some 
environmental and social issues relating to hu-
man, structural and customer capital are some-
times perceived as difficult to measure. But this 
is gradually changing. Investors, customers and 
society are increasing the level of commitment 
and support for organisations embracing the con-
cept of corporate sustainability (Knoepfel, 2001). 
Developing intellectual capital to capture the 
economic, social and environmental dimensions 
therefore makes business sense particularly for 
multinational organisations increasingly subjected 
to global initiatives. Such initiatives include the 
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) for promoting 
sustainability reports by capturing non-financial 
information and the Dow Jones Sustainability 
Group Index for ranking organisations according 
to corporate sustainability performance. There are 
other significant developments such as the SIGMA 
Guidelines (2003) for embedding sustainability 
principles within core business processes. This is 
achieved by explicitly incorporating the dimen-
sions of human and social capital, alongside, other 
types of capital to achieve the goals of sustain-

ability. The guidelines are supplemented by the 
Environmental Accounting and Sustainability 
Accounting toolkits to enable organisations to 
translate sustainability principles into practice.

A knowledge management strategy is crucial 
to incorporate the goals of sustainability as it 
enables an organisation to unlock and leverage 
intellectual capital to become a forward thinking 
and learning organisation. The growing interest in 
knowledge management has resulted in a ‘renewed 
attention for the question of how to measure the 
value of knowledge’ (Dekker & de Hoog, 2000; 
Robinson et al, 2005b). There is also a shift from 
the first wave of knowledge management with 
a narrow focus to the second wave capturing a 
much broader view of all knowledge resources. 
The idea of knowledge management has moved 
to emphasize the value of knowledge on an or-
ganisation’s products and services (Mouritsen 
& Larsen, 2005). Jennex and Olfman (2005 & 
2006) developed a useful framework and model 
for assessing success in knowledge management 
and knowledge management systems. Kujansivu 
(2008) argued that intellectual capital management 
is still theoretical and managers do not know the 
most appropriate approach to operationalise the 
concept of intellectual capital. However, the dif-
ficulty for many organisations is that the imple-
mentation of knowledge management strategies 
and activities to measure and develop intellectual 
capital has often been ad hoc, without a coher-
ent framework and the steps required. There is a 
need for a more structured approach to implement 
knowledge management for benchmarking prog-
ress, measuring and managing intellectual capital.

STEPS Framework: Five 
Steps to Sustainability

The STEPS (Start-up, Take-off, Expand, Progress, 
and Sustain) maturity framework was developed 
to facilitate the management of knowledge as-
sets and measurement of intellectual capital. The 
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concept of the STEPS framework is illustrated 
below (see Figure 1).

The vertical scale reflects key attributes of 
knowledge management activities to develop 
intellectual capital from low to high level. Low 
level activities such as understanding the concept 
of knowledge management and awareness of the 
benefits are the dominant attributes at the start-up 
stage. High level attributes, such as measurement 
of intellectual capital and diffusion across business 
sectors, units and networks of organisations in 
the case of multinational enterprises, are associ-
ated with the advanced stage. The attributes reflect 
current themes in KM and organisational readiness 
in terms of the reform required the resource im-
plications and the availability of a result monitor-
ing system to review the impact of KM on intel-
lectual capital of the organisation. The horizontal 
scale reflects ‘attribute dimensions’ from low to 
high performance. For example, the dimensions 
for the attribute ‘resources’ could vary from lim-
ited (low performance) to sufficient (high perfor-
mance), and for ‘goals’ from vague (low perfor-
mance) to more specific and refined (high 
performance) as KM implementation becomes 
more mature. Similarly, the dimensions for at-
tribute ‘awareness of benefits’ is from preaching 

(low performance) to practice and realisation (high 
performance), and for ‘diffusion’ it is from lo-
calised in a business unit or particular organisation, 
applied either vertically, horizontally or diago-
nally in the business unit or organisation (low 
performance) to widespread application across 
all functions and business units within the or-
ganisation or between a network of organisations 
as in multinational enterprises (high performance). 
The STEP maturity framework is shown in Figure 
2 and the five key steps associated with it are 
discussed in detailed below.

Stage 1: Start-Up

Organisations at this stage are the least advanced, 
characterised by a gradual understanding of the 
concept of KM, and the evolution of different 
perspectives. There will be an awareness of some 
of the practical implications and an appreciation 
of some of the benefits of KM, at least, in theory. 
The goal of knowledge management (KM) or 
the role of a knowledge manager is sometimes 
misunderstood to be an information technology 
manager or a librarian. A knowledge manager is 
simply a facilitator or, using Skandia’s concept 
of a tree metaphor, a ‘gardener’ to nurture the 

Figure 1. Concept of KM maturity(source: Robinson, et al., 2006)
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roots of organisational knowledge to develop 
intellectual capital. There is clearly a difference 
between knowledge and information management. 
As Malhotra (2000 p11) explained ‘this strategic 
difference is not a matter of semantics; rather, it 
has critical implications for managing and surviv-
ing in an economy of information overabundance 
and information overload’. There has to be some 
recognition at this stage of the potential of KM 
in building the value of knowledge assets and 
developing intellectual capital.

Stage 2: Take-Off

The take-off stage involves establishing the goals 
of KM and exploring the strategic options for 
implementation. It is important to develop a KM 
strategy with a working definition to facilitate 
consensus. However, experimentation with KM 
on an ad hoc basis, localised or very small scale 
will be required to refine the strategy. The KM 
strategy could be demand driven (delivered in 
real time where and when it is needed) or supply 
driven (available in a central repository). It could 
focus on people interactions (personalisation 
strategy) with IT providing a supporting role. 

At the other extreme, it could be a codification 
or computerisation strategy where IT plays the 
dominant role. However, in practice the strategy 
is likely to be a mixture of both personalisation 
and computerisation to manage tacit and explicit 
knowledge more effectively. Table 2 shows vari-
ous KM tools (techniques and technologies) used 
to implement knowledge management strategy. 
The selection of the most appropriate tools will 
depend on important dimensions such as type of 
knowledge, business goals, knowledge transfer 
requirements between groups and individuals, 
different organisations or a network of the same 
organisation.

Establishing leadership, identifying resources 
for external support and consultancy is essential. 
Identifying barriers and risks associated with the 
development of the knowledge management 
strategy is also crucial at this stage. Dent & Mon-
tague (2004) suggested that it is better to scrutinise, 
review and celebrate success rather than develop 
specific KM measurement at the early stage. They 
foresee a need for more detailed measures when 
KM activity matures during the expansion and 
subsequent stages.

Figure 2. The STEPS maturity framework (source: Robinson, et al., 2006)
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Stage 3: Expansion

This stage is characterised by increasing scale and 
application of KM initiatives. It involves rolling 
out KM strategy to other business units, projects 
and offices. KM can be expanded either horizon-
tally, vertically or diagonally with performance 
measures to evaluate KM activities and specific 
measures for intellectual capital. There will also 
be a further strengthening of the KM team, better 
integration of KM activities with specific business 
objectives to increase both the visibility of the 
strategy, the team and its leadership. The role of 
knowledge manager and the team should be com-
municated not only to facilitate knowledge shar-
ing but to dispel fears sometimes associated with 
KM such as job insecurity. KM strategies should 
be fully resourced in terms of dedicated teams, a 
budget and an infrastructure to support the leader-
ship and expansion programme. Change manage-
ment programmes are required to deal with major 
barriers such as culture. Organisational culture is 
one of the most crucial factors contributing to the 
success of a KM project, and ‘perhaps the most 
difficult constraint that knowledge managers must 
deal with’ (Davenport et al, 1997 p14-15). KM is 
not only a technical problem involving the use of 
IT but a socio-cultural one involving motivating 
people to contribute knowledge for organisational 
use (Marshall & Sapsed, 2000). There is therefore 
a need to proactively tackle organisational culture, 
and associated barriers such as people’s fears, at-
titudes or resistance to knowledge sharing. The 
choice of KM tools to support specific initiatives 

is important. An increasing amount of corporate 
knowledge is available on Intranets and other 
information technology systems. However, there 
is widespread evidence that most organisational 
knowledge is in people’s heads and processes. 
Information technologies are not capable of cap-
turing some tacit knowledge without losing its 
context. However, there is a powerful symbiotic 
relationship between knowledge, and the use of 
information technology to enhance the knowledge 
management strategy (American Productivity and 
Quality Center, 1997).

Stage 4: Progressive

Proper alignment of knowledge management ac-
tivities to strategic business objectives and specific 
measures for intellectual capital is crucial. This 
enables the justification of KM initiatives and to 
demonstrate the impact on business or financial 
performance. The progressive stage is therefore 
characterised by integrating knowledge manage-
ment activities (KM) activities to strategic busi-
ness and measurement frameworks such as the 
Balanced Scorecard (Kaplan & Norton, 1996) and 
the Excellence Model (European Foundation of 
Quality Management, 1999). The benefits can be 
communicated by widespread publication of intel-
lectual capital reports alongside traditional balance 
sheets and profit and loss reports. Introducing 
incentive schemes to strengthen KM activities and 
to facilitate implementation is crucial. However, 
financial reward systems are difficult to put into 
operations. As one Chief Knowledge Officer put 

Table 2. Knowledge management tools 

KM techniques KM technologies

Key characteristics – focus on tacit knowledge of people and require 
strategies for learning. The goal is to link people so that tacit knowledge 
is shared. The emphasis is on creating people sharing networks within 
and between a network of organisations in multinational enterprises.

Key characteristics – focus on explicit knowledge and requires IT 
infrastructure and skills. The goal is to connect people with explicit 
knowledge. The emphasis is on creating IT networks to facilitate 
codification and knowledge sharing within and between a network 
of organisations in multinational enterprises.

Examples are: Brainstorming, Communities of Practice, Post-Project 
Reviews, Recruitment and Training

Examples are: Intranets/Extranets, Groupware, Expert Systems, 
CAD/Virtual Reality Systems, Data and Text Mining
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it ‘the real things in KM are the soft rewards, feel-
ing good about being contacted or appreciated by 
colleagues as an expert’. This view is supported 
by Sheehan (2000) who argued that peer acclaim 
is more likely to be successful. Imposing incen-
tive schemes for knowledge sharing may, at best, 
be difficult to monitor and, at worst, be seen as 
divisive. It may even be wasteful leading to what 
Lawton (2000) described as the ‘development of 
knowledge landfills’.

Stage 5: Sustainability

At the sustainable stage, KM is institutionalised, 
characterised by KM activities becoming aligned 
to business objectives and specific measures of 
intellectual capital. KM practices will be diffused 
in the entire organisation. It will also become 
embedded in organisational culture, employees’ 
behaviour, business processes, product develop-
ment and in dealing with customers. This final 
stage is also characterised by widespread report-
ing on the performance of knowledge assets or 
intellectual capital statements to support corporate 
sustainability. Table 3 shows some measurement 
tools used to evaluate knowledge management 
activities to support intellectual capital reporting. 
There is no universal standard for measuring or 
evaluating knowledge assets and/or knowledge 
management programmes (Robinson et al, 2005b). 
However, two distinct aspects of knowledge man-
agement are often measured. The first relates to 
knowledge assets (stocks). The knowledge stocks 
are, for example, leadership and talents of people 
employed (human capital), the efficiency of the 
processes used (structural capital), the nature of 
products and customer relationships (customer 
capital). The second relates to knowledge manage-
ment projects, programmes or initiatives (flow) 
aimed at improving or increasing the value of 
knowledge assets (stocks). Failure to embark 
on appropriate KM projects could decrease the 
value of knowledge assets (stocks of intellectual 
capital). For example, the absence of knowledge 

sharing networks could create difficulties in updat-
ing staff knowledge. People may not be able to 
understand new business processes or changing 
client requirements. The consequences will be 
a depletion or reduction of intellectual capital. 
Choosing an appropriate tool for measurement is 
crucial in assessing the effectiveness and efficiency 
of knowledge management programmes and the 
value of intellectual capital (knowledge stocks).

Application and Discussions

The STEPS maturity framework was used to assess 
the maturity of eight construction organisations. 
Figure 3 shows the position of the organisations 
in the KM maturity scale. The black ovals indicate 
ratings based on the interviewees’ perception of 
the current positions of their companies. The white 
ovals show the research team’s objective assess-
ment of the relative positions of the organisations 
following the studies.

The researchers’ ratings are based on the 
analysis of key attributes using the STEPS matu-
rity framework. Within each stage, ratings were 
used to indicate whether the characteristics are 
partially evident or fully evident. The assessment 
show that four organisations have over-estimated 
their level of maturity and one has under-estimat-
ed it. The remaining three made a reasonably 
accurate estimate. The case studies further illus-
trate that construction organisations are at various 
levels of maturity in implementing KM. One 
organisation is at the expansion stage and has 
made reasonable good progress. Two are at the 
take-off stage and have made limited to modest 
progress, and the others are at the start-up stage. 
All four case study organisations (A, C, E and H) 
leading in the maturity scale are multinational 
companies that are knowledge intensive organisa-
tions with significant presence in other parts of 
the world. The remaining four, (B, D, F and G), 
are all national, UK-based companies at the start-
up stage. The UK-based companies are exploring 
KM, without a strategy, resources and a dedi-
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cated leadership. The findings confirm that there 
is a greater need for multinational organisations 
to implement KM as they have a significant amount 
of knowledge that is more diverse and geograph-
ically dispersed. However, none of the organisa-
tions have a coherent structure for knowledge 
management in terms of the relationships between 
people (human capital), processes (structural 

capital) and products (customer capital). Under-
standing the dynamics between knowledge assets 
is crucial for the long-term development of intel-
lectual capital reports.

The initial focus of the work reported on 
the STEPS knowledge management maturity 
framework was based on analysis from con-
struction organizations (Robinson et al, 2006). 

Table 3. Examples of measurement tools used for knowledge management or intellectual capital 

Type of Tool Brief Description/
Focus of Tool

Links to 
Strategic 

Objectives

Application Area Advantages and/or limitations

Knowledge 
Assets 

(Stocks)

KM 
initiatives 
(Flows)

Skandia Navi-
gator

Five areas; financial, 
customer, process, re-
newal and development, 
and human capital with 
metrics for each area

Strong X Easy to implement but using too many 
measures can make it confusing. Does not 
deal explicitly with the quantification of the 
value and benefits of KM

Intangible As-
sets Monitor

Three families of in-
tangible assets: exter-
nal structure, internal 
structure and individual 
competence

Strong X Easy to implement but using too many 
measures can make it confusing. Does not 
deal explicitly with the quantification of the 
value and benefits of KM

Intellectual 
Capital Index

Consolidate different 
indicators into a single 
index and correlate 
the changes in IC with 
changes in the market

Strong X Easy to implement but problems with ob-
taining standardised metrics and industry 
benchmarking

KM Benefits 
Tree Approach

Relates knowledge ben-
efits to organisational 
benefits

Strong X Focussed on three levels of benefits: 
knowledge, intermediate and organisational 
benefits

Degussa-Huls 
Approach

Relates KM initiatives 
to transfer effects and 
successes based on six 
dimensions (people, 
management, processes, 
technology, innovation, 
customers and market)

Strong X X Focussed on the impact of key measures 
and provide an assessment of the impact 
on business results.

IMPaKT As-
sessor

Relates KM initiatives 
to performance metrics, 
strategic objectives and 
provides for quantifica-
tion of value

Strong X X Focussed only on measures related to stra-
tegic objectives and provides an assessment 
of the impact on key measures and business. 
Also facilitate the diagnostic of KM prob-
lems and the development of KM initiatives

Market-to-
book value 
ratio

Based on the concept 
that intellectual capital 
can explain the differ-
ence between the value 
assigned by the stock 
market and its book 
value.

Weak X Provides a very good overall indicator of 
value subject to stock market volatility. 
Limited information for developing strate-
gies on knowledge assets and knowledge 
management

Adapted from Robinson et al (2005b)
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However, the framework is applicable to other 
business or industrial sectors. The knowledge 
management framework can be used as a tool 
to identify weaknesses and to develop an action 
plan with appropriate measures to facilitate the 
implementation of knowledge management. This 
will therefore facilitate the development of appro-
priate measures for intellectual capital to achieve 
corporate sustainability. More significantly, the 
framework will enable organisations to assess their 
readiness to implement knowledge management. 
Organisational readiness assessment is critical as 
it will help to identify the reform necessary, the 
resources needed to support KM and the monitor-
ing system to evaluate the results of KM activities. 
Depending on the positions of organisations, action 
plans reflecting various gaps in reform, resources 
and results monitoring systems required, could 
be developed to improve KM implementation. 
Organisations are more likely to realise the full 
potential of KM if the five steps to sustainabil-
ity are translated into action plans necessary to 
successfully implement KM incrementally and 
develop the intellectual capital of an organisation.

FUTURE CHALLENGES

Corporate sustainability is a key issue for many 
sectors and industries, particularly in the construc-

tion industry. A survey of the top 100 companies 
shows that the construction and building materi-
als sector is one of the worst with 9% producing 
separate non-financial reports, significantly lower 
than the average of 23% (KPMG International, 
2003). The figures for other sectors are 50% for 
utilities, oil and gas (38%), pharmaceuticals (30%) 
electronics and computers (25%) and retail (15%). 
Knowledge management strategy can help in 
producing intellectual capital reports by capturing 
non-financial information to improve corporate 
sustainability. But there has to be a clear sustain-
ability agenda to underpin KM implementation. 
Figure 4 shows some of the factors considered 
or the sustainability agenda for construction or-
ganisations in implementing a KM strategy and 
to develop their intellectual capital for corporate 
sustainability.

Sustainability is not only about environmental 
damage limitation but improving understanding 
and the responsiveness to investors, employees 
and customer needs to develop an organisation’s 
intellectual capital. The benefits for multina-
tional construction organisations includes im-
proved access to global clients, better bid/win 
ratio, increased value of investment from ‘green’ 
clients, improved human development though 
higher staff retention and lower staff turnover or 
absenteeism. This could also facilitate the im-
provement of construction and business practices 

Figure 3. KM maturity levels of case study organisations (source: Robinson, et al., 2006)
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through reduction in carbon emissions, better 
health and safety regimes to reduce the high risks 
often associated with dirty and dangerous con-
struction sites. The overall effects will be sig-
nificant in terms of repeat clients and business 
due to regulatory compliance including corporate 
social responsibilities. Cost savings from avoiding 
high levels of rework, defects and wastage, and 
potential revenue gains will be achieved from an 
improved public and global profile.

Multinational organisations need to focus on 
(1) the development of appropriate sustainability 
objectives for both local and international con-
struction projects to reflect differences in country 
situation or context, (2) assessing the implications 
for knowledge management strategy (3) deter-
mine how sustainability objectives can be linked 
to knowledge assets or various dimensions of 
intellectual capital (human capital, structural and 
customer measures) and (4) appropriate measures 
should be selected. For example, designing out 
waste is a major issue for many construction firms. 
However, using ‘number of skips’ as a measure 
of wastage may inform the finance/accounting 
department about the level of waste in monetary 
terms but such information is of limited use to 
the environmental department and the environ-
mentally conscious clients. This is because it is 
important to understand the nature and origin of 
waste – i.e. composition by type of materials, 

void space, causes of waste, etc. Understanding 
the nature of the problem will enable the develop-
ment of an appropriate knowledge management 
strategy for waste reduction. As a result, it will 
improve the environmental image or intellectual 
capital of the company. High level of wastage 
could affect the image or how a construction 
company is perceived by its customers, both 
local and global clients as well as society. Nega-
tive image could have significant consequences 
leading to a reduction in business opportunities. 
However, a positive corporate image will result 
in more prestigious projects, loyalty and brand 
value, with significant improvement on financial 
performance. Bringing sustainability to the fore-
front of an organisation’s business and knowledge 
management strategy, particularly multinational 
organisations will therefore, have a significant 
impact on future wealth creation.

CONCLUSION

This chapter has demonstrated the importance of 
knowledge management by establishing the rela-
tionship between knowledge assets and business 
performance. The rationale for measuring (and 
managing) intellectual capital and the catalytic 
role of knowledge management in the process 
is explained. Both the principles of knowledge 

Figure 4. Sustainability agenda for construction organisations
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management and corporate sustainability have 
resulted in a fundamental shift in business logic. 
This requires multinational organisations to simul-
taneously address environmental and social issues, 
alongside traditional financial and economic issues 
within a knowledge management and intellectual 
capital framework.

Developing a knowledge management strat-
egy is central to understanding the link between 
knowledge and business performance. This 
facilitates an understanding of the way knowl-
edge assets are managed and how it is related 
to intellectual capital. The STEPS knowledge 
management framework presented is a structured 
approach to determine the steps involved and 
the actions required to implement a successful 
knowledge management strategy. It also enables 
benchmarking implementation efforts and to 
develop intellectual capital necessary to achieve 
the goals of corporate sustainability. Multinational 
organisations are expected to embrace the concept 
of sustainability and to apply its principles as a 
way of doing business.

Success in knowledge management is crucial 
in developing intellectual capital which could 
lead to improved corporate governance, business 
processes and products. It could also result in 
increased market value and enhanced customer/
stakeholder value. However, managing intellectual 
capital remains a major challenge for multina-
tional organisations. There are substantial benefits 
associated with KM, which includes enabling 
organisations to assess the impact of knowledge 
management activities on their knowledge stocks 
and flows. KM also help to identify competencies 
and knowledge gaps, learn from the corporate 
memory and share best practices within an organi-
sation or a network of organisations to improve 
business processes, products and services. This 
is essential if multinational organisations are to 
remain dynamic and innovative in the global 
market place.
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ABSTRACT

Due to contradictory results obtained in knowledge 
management (KM) initiatives, a model of audit 
is presented. The main action in the international 
project “Strategi” is the development and applica-
tion of a model to diagnose and propose suitable 
recommendations concerning the management 
of knowledge and intellectual capital of a firm. A 
brief description of the model is presented after 
the exposition of its key scientific assumptions.

INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, the importance of knowledge has 
been highlighted by both academics and practitio-
ners (Hislop, 2003; Braganza, 2004). Nowadays, 
knowledge is the fundamental basis of competition 
(Zack, 1999) and, particularly tacit knowledge, 
can be a source of advantage because it is unique, 
imperfectly mobile, imperfectly imitable and 
non-substitutable (Ambrosini & Bowman, 2001). 
However, the mere act of processing knowledge 
itself does not guarantee strategic advantage (Zack, 
2002); instead, knowledge has to be managed. 
Skyrme (2001) defines Knowledge Management 
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(KM) as the explicit and systematic management 
of vital knowledge - and its associated processes 
of creation, organization, diffusion, use and ex-
ploitation. This conceptualization concerns about 
three basic ideas. Firstly, organizations need to 
have a clear attitude and constant efforts to KM. 
Secondly, companies have to focus on managing 
core knowledge (both explicit and tacit) due to 
limited resources. Finally, KM is a process com-
posed by a set of different knowledge activities, 
which need to be properly managed.

From academic perspective, KM principles 
have been studied and implemented in every 
organizational discipline (Chourides et al., 2003) 
and related to many aspects, including strategy 
(Snyman & Kruger, 2004), human resources (e.g. 
Bierly & Daly, 2002), quality (e.g. Adamson, 
2005), information technology (IT), and marketing 
(Tsai & Shih, 2004). This diversity has contributed 
to the rapid advance of the field (Argote et al., 
2003), but also to a lack of integration of ideas 
(Scholl et al., 2004) and terminology (Clarke & 
Turner, 2004). In this situation, there are several 
challenges to establishing KM as a separate dis-
cipline (Nonaka & Peltokorpi, 2006). As a result, 
there is not a clear model about the factors that 
may enable or disable companies to adopt KM 
or about the variables which KM may have a 
significant impact on.

From practice perspective, firms are noticing 
the importance of managing knowledge if they 
want to remain competitive (Zack, 1999) and to 
achieve performance improvement (King et al., 
2008). Thus, many companies everywhere are 
beginning to actively manage their knowledge 
and intellectual capital (DeTienne et al., 2004): 
most large companies in the USA, and many in 
Europe, have some sort of KM initiative in place 
(Davenport & Völpel, 2001). Nevertheless, many 
KM systems have been unsuccessful (Tsui, 2005; 
Schultze & Boland, 2000), with Storey & Barnett 
(2000) reporting failure rates of over 80%, due to 
diverse reasons, such as an overfocus on IT, inap-

propriate organizational culture and KM strategies, 
or ignorance of KM consequences.

Literature is consistent in the idea that KM 
audits can play a significant role in the solution 
of many of the failures in KM programs (Hylton 
2002). By discovering what knowledge is pos-
sessed, it is then possible to find the most effective 
method of storage and dissemination. (Liebowitz 
et al., 2000). Thus, these audits must be the first 
part of any KM strategy (Henczel, 2000). Yet it 
has not been sufficiently recognized as being of 
supreme importance to every KM undertaking 
(Perez-Soltero et al., 2006). Thus, the purpose 
of present chapter is to contribute to the advance 
of KM research from a strategic point of view, 
by analyzing the importance of KM audits, and 
by proposing a model to implement a consis-
tent methodology for auditing knowledge. Our 
contribution may help organizations to put into 
practice such a complex and confusing concept 
as KM (De Long & Seemann, 2000; Firestone & 
McElroy, 2005).

LITERATURE ON KM AUDITS

Prior research agrees in that KM audits are para-
mount to the success of any KM program (Hylton, 
2002). Many of the mistakes of both earlier and 
more recent adopters of KM can be traced to the 
serious oversight of not including the knowledge 
audit in their overall KM strategies and initiatives 
(Burnet et al., 2004). Generally a KM audit will 
help to identify: the knowledge needs of the or-
ganization; what knowledge assets are available 
and where they are located; if knowledge gaps or 
bottlenecks exist; and the knowledge flow within 
the organization. KM audits are considered as the 
first part of any KM strategy (Henczel, 2000), since 
by discovering what knowledge is possessed, it 
is then possible to find the most effective method 
of storage and dissemination. (Liebowitz et al., 
2000). More recently, Cheung et al. (2007) con-
clude that many KM programs failed because the 
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companies themselves lacked the knowledge on 
KM and their knowledge organization. The prac-
tical implementation of the systematic approach 
for knowledge auditing allows an organization to 
reveal its KM needs, strengths, weaknesses, op-
portunities, threats and risks. Hence, appropriate 
KM strategy can be derived for better managing 
its knowledge.

There are many benefits in applying a KM 
framework or methodology to audit knowledge: 
offers legitimacy, provides consistent language, 
outlines a process, provides a checklist, offers 
a source of ideas and addresses non-technical 
aspects (Robertson, 2002). Specifically, benefits 
of KM audits include: ‘identifying what knowl-
edge is needed to support overall organizational 
goals and individual and team activities; it gives 
tangible evidence of the extent to which knowl-
edge is being effectively managed and indicates 
where improvements are needed; provides an 
evidence-based account of the knowledge that 
exists in the organization and how that knowledge 
moves around in and is used by the organization; 
provides a map of what knowledge exists in the 
organization and where it exists revealing both 
gaps and duplication; reveals pockets of knowl-
edge that are not currently being used to good 
advantage and therefore offer untapped potential; it 
provides a map of knowledge and communication 
flows and networks, revealing both examples of 
good practice and blockages and barriers to good 
practice; it provides an inventory of knowledge 
assets allowing them to become more visible and 
therefore more measurable and accountable and 
giving a clearer understanding of the contribution 
of knowledge to organizational performance; and 
it provides vital information for the development 
of effective KM programs and initiatives that are 
directly relevant to the organization’s specific 
knowledge needs and current situation’ (National 
Electronic Library Health, 2001).

Despite its potential benefits, KM audits 
have not been sufficiently recognized as being 
of supreme importance to every KM undertaking 

(Perez-Soltero et al., 2006) and few studies focus 
on the analysis of KM audit implementation. A 
reason for this situation may lay on the fact that 
researchers on the topic will frequently encounter 
references to reputable consulting enterprises that 
own proprietary knowledge audit methodologies. 
Such methodologies are not publicly available 
but can be acquired for a fee, if one wishes to 
implement KM within an enterprise. This may 
not always be an economically viable option for 
an enterprise, nor does it provide any opportuni-
ties for the client to compare the suitability of 
each technique. Despite the lack of published 
accounts that precisely detail how to execute a 
standard KM audit methodology, it is possible to 
extract sufficient insight from existing literature 
to develop a basis for the creation of a knowledge 
audit methodology (Schwikkard & Du Toit, 2004).

Methodology in a KM Audit

In general knowledge audits consist of various 
phases: the identification of knowledge needs 
through the use of questionnaires, interviews and 
focus groups; the development of a knowledge 
inventory mainly focusing on the types of knowl-
edge available; where this knowledge is located; 
how it is maintained and store, what it is used 
for and how relevant it is; analysis of knowledge 
flows in terms of people, processes and systems; 
and the creation of a knowledge map (National 
Electronic Library Health, 2001).

Phases of a KM Audit

A knowledge audit will consist of two major 
tasks, each of which can be done without the other 
(Stevens, 2000). The first, often called knowledge 
mapping, involves locating repositories of knowl-
edge throughout the organization. This effort is 
primarily technological and usually prepares 
the way for creating a knowledge database. The 
knowledge mapping process is relatively straight-
forward. It takes an inventory of what people in 
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the organization have written down or entered into 
information systems, as well as identifying sources 
of information employees use that come from the 
outside (such as public or university libraries, 
Web sites or subscription services). Finding and 
organizing all that data may be time-consuming, 
but it is not conceptually difficult. The second, 
more intensive category of audit task attempts 
to capture the patterns of knowledge flow in the 
organization. This knowledge flow audit examines 
how people process information that ultimately 
determines how well an organization uses and 
shares its knowledge (Stevens, 2000).

The specific detail of each phase is different 
depending on the methodology under study. Al-
though many researchers proposed different ap-
proaches of knowledge audit, some are either too 
theoretical or have limitations in practical value. 
Thus, a systematic methodology for KM audits, 
the Strategi model, is presented later as a solution 
for both academics and practitioners in this area.

Next, more salient models for performing KM 
audits are presented: KeKma-Audit Road-Map by 
Hylton; knowledge auditing model by Cheung 
et al. (2007); the KM audit model by Hadzic et 
al. (2008); the knowledge audit by Sharma & 
Chowdhury (2007); the KM audit by Biloslavo 
& Trnavčevic (2007); the knowledge audit by 
Liebowitz et al. (2000); and the knowledge audit 
tool by Hull et al. (2000).

The KeKma-Audit Road-Map by Hylton

The ©KeKma-Audit method (http://www.kekma-
audit.com/) provides a comprehensive Knowledge 
Audit, from start to finish. From the starting point 
of Research, Consultation, Assessments and Train-
ing, then to Questionnaire Survey and Interviews, 
and on to the Knowledge Inventory, and then to the 
final stage of Knowledge Mapping. The method 
is a Knowledge Audit system and tool designed 
to help an organization, in any industry, sector or 
business, know and assess its current knowledge 

assets focusing on the quantity, quality, use and 
value of existing corporate knowledge.

The Knowledge Auditing Model 
by Cheung et al. (2007)

Cheung et al. (2007) present a systematic ap-
proach for knowledge auditing which is com-
posed of a number of stages with the focus on 
the establishment of an overall framework and 
customized tools for knowledge auditing. Their 
method consisted of eight phases: orientation and 
background study, cultural assessment, in-depth 
investigation, building knowledge inventory and 
knowledge mapping, knowledge network analysis 
and social network analysis, recommendation of 
KM strategy, deploying KM tools and building 
collaborative culture, and continuous knowledge 
re-auditing. This KM audit involves a complete 
analysis and investigation of the company in terms 
of what knowledge exists in the company, where 
it is, who owns it and how it is created.

The model is trial successfully implemented 
in a railway company and results show that the 
method yields a number of benefits that include 
the identification of the critical knowledge and 
the subsequent recommendations can be derived 
for better managing the knowledge in the railway 
company.

The KM Audit Model by 
Hadzic et al. (2008)

Hadzic et al. (2008) propose a KM audit model to 
assist organizations to obtain an accurate picture 
of their knowledge-based assets and the strategies 
used to manage that knowledge across the organi-
zations. The model, consisting of the analysis of 
KM drivers, KM contingencies (socio-technical 
enablers, knowledge processes and knowledge 
stocks) and KM outcomes, also serves as a means 
for assessing how well the identified assets and 
strategies meet organizational business goals and 
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strategies. The practical application of the model 
is illustrated in the local government environment.

The Knowledge Audit by Sharma 
& Chowdhury (2007)

Their research outlines the construction and 
utilization of a diagnostic tool for performing 
what they call a material knowledge audit in 
an enterprise of medium complexity. The tool 
was developed by adapting some of the more 
applicable techniques suggested in the literature 
by practitioners. Their method composed of four 
phases: knowledge needs analysis, knowledge 
inventory analysis, knowledge flows analysis, 
and knowledge mapping. It was then put on trial 
in five organizations – a library, an it consulting 
firm, a research institute, a telecommunications 
service provider, and a media agency – which 
were involved in knowledge intensive business 
activities. Their results reveal the dearth of such 
diagnostic tools as well as the need to continu-
ally refine knowledge audit techniques so that 
the practice evolves from an art into a science.

The KM Audit by Biloslavo 
& Trnavčevic (2007)

In contrast to other methods for KM assessment, 
Biloslavo & Trnavčevic (2007) propose a KM 
audit consisted of two phases. In the first stage, 
the focus is on providing insights into the pres-
ent situation concerning KM in the organization, 
by means of a ‘snapshot’ of a number of crucial 
processes and preconditions. In the second stage, 
the stress is on providing strategies and tactics for 
the further development of KM in the organiza-
tion, by positioning the organization along the 
KM development path. Moreover, they consider 
that besides gaining some insights about the na-
ture of its own KM practices, an organization 
can use a KM audit as an external and internal 
benchmarking tool. As an external benchmark-
ing tool, a KM audit can help the organization to 

collect and transfer best practices from different 
industries. As an internal benchmarking tool, a 
KM audit can reveal internal best practices that 
have been overlooked and support their transfer 
to other parts of the organization. Since these 
best practices are also in a constant state of flux, 
the KM audit can be used in an ongoing way to 
continuously represent the changing profile of the 
organization’s KM competencies.

The Knowledge Audit by 
Liebowitz et al. (2000)

They view the knowledge audit as being the busi-
ness needs assessment, cultural assessment, and 
an examination of what knowledge is needed, 
available, missing, applied, and contained. Their 
focus is on the third strand of the knowledge 
audit described above, namely determining what 
knowledge is needed, what is available and miss-
ing, who needs this knowledge, and how it will 
be applied.

The Knowledge Audit Tool 
by Hull et al. (2000)

They develop a knowledge audit tool for analysing 
and improving the various forms of KM activity 
within the Innovation processes of companies. 
It is addressed principally to those companies 
with well-developed and sophisticated units for 
innovation, such as R&D departments. The main 
operational element of this Audit Tool is in the 
form of a questionnaire, which aims to act as 
both a discovery mechanism and as a prompt to 
further reflection on the specific KM activities 
within innovation processes. The questionnaire 
consists of some 80 questions, each in the form of 
a description of a specific KM practice (namely, 
knowledge processing characteristics, knowledge 
domain, format of the practice, and perceived 
contribution to unit performance) these having 
been derived from the case studies and additional 
desk research.
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THE STRATEGI MODEL 
FOR KM AUDITS

As previously highlighted, many researchers 
proposed different approaches of knowledge 
audit. Yet, some are either too theoretical or have 
limitations in practical value. Thus, a systematic 
methodology for KM audits, the Strategi model, 
is presented here as a solution for both academics 
and practitioners in this area.

The prominence of concepts and applications 
in the KM field has leaded some Region of Murcia 
(Spain) social agents to devise a mechanism to 
spread new management principles across busi-
nesses (Sabater et al., 2003). The Strategi project 
is formed by the following European regions: 
Murcia (Spain), Wien (Austria) and Aveiro (Por-
tugal) and is funded by the European Commission 
(European Social Fund). The project consists of 
the following main actions:

1.  Awareness Campaign: Two awareness 
activities about the importance of introduc-
ing KM concepts and initiatives have been 
done in each participant country. The first 
activity was a mailing where KM concepts 
and benefits were explained, and at the same 
time, the performance of a series of public 
conferences about the Strategi project was 
announced. Conferences, three in each par-
ticipant country, were structured as follows: 
a well-known national expert, an interna-
tional one, and, finally, a round table with 
firms possessing experience in Knowledge 
Management program implementation 
Candidates met in the third conference so 
that the project was explained in detail and 
firms’ commitment was shown.

2.  KM and Intellectual Capital (IC) Audit 
Among 36 Companies from the Three 
Countries: According to different criteria, 
such as innovation grade, geographical de-
centralization and industry, on the one hand, 
and interest and commitment, on the other 

hand, the participant firms were selected. 
Their membership consists of, first, attend-
ing specific training about KM and IC, and 
second, being audited as explained below. 
The aims of training are related to the sub-
sequent audit: to create a common language 
with common concepts, to make firms aware 
of the need for audits and, finally, to provide 
companies with resources so that they can 
manage themselves in the future, as they 
will have learnt from audit. This part of the 
project is where we are going to focus our 
attention in the next pages of this chapter.

3.  Portal Web: This action has a transverse 
nature and serves during the project as a 
communication tool among public, the 
participant firms and the auditors.

Background for the KM Audit 
in the Strategi Model

The purpose of audits is to diagnose and propose 
some recommendations for improving KM and 
Intellectual Capital (IC) measurement systems. 
The reasoning behind the Strategi methodology 
for implementing KM audits is based on two 
theoretical assumptions.

1. Simultaneous Consideration 
of KM and IC

We consider that the value of a firm’s IC is a 
stock variable, whereas KM is a flow variable. 
So, we will follow one of the KM kind of projects 
named by (Davenport et al., 1998] as “KM as an 
asset”. Although this alternative is in a minority 
(Almansa et al. 2002), we suspect being especially 
useful the link between KM Plan and the use of 
IC indicators. Bontis (1999) points that the real 
problem of KM is related to its measurement. 
Managers need a methodology to identify and 
value their KM efforts.

Being aware of initiatives such as APCQ 
(Lopez, 2001) especially interesting in the start-
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ing stages of implementing KM programs, our 
proposal deals with linking KM efforts and vari-
ables selected to measure intangible assets. Once 
practices have been chosen and KM programs 
came into operation, the attention is in linking 
its use (measured by a set of indicators) to the 
evolution of measurement IC system components.

Similarly, Iazzolino & Pietrantonio (2005) 
propose an innovative Knowledge Audit Approach 
(KAA) which has been particularly developed bas-
ing on two main fundamentals: first, the Balanced 
Scorecard classification scheme of the business 
objectives and goals; and second, an Intellectual 
Capital (IC) representation model.

2. Categorizing KM Approaches 
According to Strategy

IC measurement models ask for the need to adapta-
tion to the specific reality of each firm. However, 
there is no enough evidence of how to do it. 
Mainly according to Hansen et al. (1999), Hahn 
& Subramani (2000), Gray & Chan (2000), and 
Zack (1999), we want to analyze links between the 
firm strategy and KM strategy. Besides strategy, 
the very selection of the participant companies has 

been made in order to know about the influence 
of national culture, industry, innovation level, 
geographical distance and other variables.

Phases of the KM Audit 
in the Strategi Model

In order to perform the IC and KM audit, the 
following phases must be followed. Those stages 
are presented in Figure 1. The three main phases 
(inventory, strategic analysis and design of KM 
and IC systems) are further consisted of various 
steps (numbers in Figure 1) related to strategy, 
indicators and KM.

Inventory

The objective of this phase is to know about the 
initial state of the firm’s intangible assets and 
KM practices. This inventory is considered as the 
initial step of the auditing process in the Strategi 
model. This position contrasts to the proposal by 
Hylton (2002), since inventory is not the starting 
point in her KeKma-Audit Road-Map. Instead, 
we consider that a first stage in a KM audit must 
provide insights into the present situation of a com-

Figure 1. Intellectual capital and KM audit strategi model
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pany in terms of KM, as Biloslavo & Trnavčevic 
(2007) also state.

A set of questionnaires has been made to obtain 
information concerning:

• Strategy at the business level (step 1 in 
Figure 1). To measure business-level strat-
egy a diversity of typologies has been used 
in literature. Among them, this study tries 
to measure the more widely accepted and 
extended ones: Miles & Snow’s (1978) 
and Porter’s (1980) typologies. Two ba-
sic procedures were used. First, nominal 
descriptions of strategies. As previous lit-
erature (Snow & Hebriniak, 1980; Zajac 
& Shortell, 1989) we used written descrip-
tions of the four strategies in the Miles and 
Snow typology and asked top managers 
to classify their own organization. The 
second way we used to measure strategy 
was a multi-item scale containing different 
competitive variables considered the basic 
elements of two generic strategies (Dess 
and Davis, 1984; Segev, 1992; Kotha & 
Vadlamani, 1995), as shown in Table 1.

• For identifying key success factors (step 2 
in Figure 1) a set of questionnaires has 
been made from the literature revision 
(Edvinsson, 1996; Bontis, 1996; Brooking, 
1996; Roos & Roos, 1997; Euroforum, 
1998). Companies must assess the impor-

tance of each factor to the success of the 
firm (Table 2)

• KM practices used by the companies in or-
der to increase their Intellectual Capital are 
examined (step 3 in Figure 1). A generic 

Table 2. Inventory of key success factors 

Key Success Factors: Human Capital

Employees’ satisfaction

Type of employees (age, contract, …)

Knowledge an skills of employees

Employees with abilities to motivate others

Innovativeness of employees

Teamwork abilities

Key Success Factors: Structural Capital

Shared vision

Making processes of design, definition and revision of strategy 
regularly

Clear assignment of tasks, responsibilities and decision making

Patents and licenses

Production and sales activities

Complementary activities (HR management, finance, …)

Products/services design and development

Mechanisms for information and knowledge capturing

Mechanisms for information and knowledge sharing

Use of ICT

Making innovation processes regularly

Organizational culture

Key Success Factors: Relational Capital

Be aware of the type of customers

Customers’ loyalty

Reputation

Customers’ satisfaction

Customer service and attention

Be aware of changes in customers’ tastes and needs

Brand awareness

Collaborative relationships with customers

Collaborative relationships with competitors

Collaborative relationships with suppliers

Collaborative relationships with other stakeholders

Actions oriented towards attracting new profitable customers

Table 1. Inventory of strategy at business level 

Cost Leadership Differentiation

Competitive pricing Specialise in geographical segments

Concern for cost reduc-
tion

New product development

Operating efficiency Influencing distribution channels

Manufacturing process 
innovation

Customer service capability

Experienced personnel Innovation in marketing techniques 
and methods

Brand identification
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view of practices has been used partly 
based on Hahn & Subramani (2000) and 
Gray & Chan (2000). The final list in-
cludes: Individual Learning, Teams/
Communities of Practices, Training, 
External Sources of Knowledge, 
Knowledge Transferring Mechanisms, 
Business Computing Applications, 
Repositories and Electronic 
Communication Systems. Every KM prac-
tices focus either on a codification strategy 
or a personalization strategy (Hansen et al., 
1999). The codification strategy focuses on 
codifying knowledge using a ‘people-to-
document’ approach: knowledge is extract-
ed from the person who developed it, made 
independent of that person, and reused for 
various purposes. Codification firms invest 
heavily in IT. This strategy allows many 
people to search for and retrieve codified 
knowledge without having to contact the 
person who originally developed it, since 
knowledge is stored in documents, manu-
als, databases, electronic repositories, and 
so on. That opens up the possibility of 
achieving scale in knowledge reuse and 
thus of growing the business. Hence, codi-
fication creates intellectual capital, by con-
verting individual knowledge into struc-
tural capital. On the other hand, the 
personalization strategy focuses on dia-
logue between individuals, not knowledge 
objects in a database. It is a person-to-per-
son approach where knowledge is shared 
not only face-to-face, but also over the 
telephone, by e-mail and via videoconfer-
ences, thus building networks of people. 
Examples of KM practices included in the 
inventory phase are shown in Table 3.

• Finally, auditors will search for the indica-
tors used by the firm to monitor IC factors 
and KM.

Strategic Analysis

The context in which firms act conditions their 
present and future strategy and, therefore, the base 
of Intellectual Capital and knowledge that they 
should develop. Therefore, a Strategic Analysis 
is carried out distinguishing:

• EXTERNAL ANALYSIS. Its purpose is 
to identify those factors that may influence 
the firms but are not under their control. 
External analysis has two major compo-
nents: the general and the industry envi-
ronment analysis. The general environ-
ment (step 4 in Figure 1) is composed of 
elements that can influence an industry and 
the firms within it (Fahey & Narayanan, 
1986). To identify the key success ele-
ments derived from the general environ-
ment, we asked their top managers to as-
sess the influence on their own company of 
25 demographic, socio-cultural, economic, 
technological and political/legal elements. 
The second component of external analy-
sis is industry environment, which is the 
set of factors that more directly influenc-
es the firms in a particular industry (step 
5 in Figure 1). Companies have to assess 
the expected influence of each environ-
mental factor in the sector. Porter’s Five 
Forces Framework (Porter, 1980) is used 
to analysis industry environment. To mea-

Table 3. Inventory of KM practices 

Codification Strategy Personalization Strategy

Decision Support Systems Spontaneous knowledge transfer 
initiatives

Groupware Mentoring

Document repositories Teams/Communities of Practice

Knowledge maps Groupware

Workflow Video conferencing

Shared databases Yellow pages

Discussion forums
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sure the importance of the five forces two 
questions were included. In the first one we 
asked the top managers to asses the threat 
of each force. To complete this informa-
tion in a second question we asked the top 
managers to assess 15 variables which are 
considered determinants of the five com-
petitive forces. All the measures are shown 
in Table 4.

• INTERNAL ANALYSIS. It has been car-
ried out based on resource-based view of 
the firm (Grant, 1992). According to this 
view, the internal resources and capabili-
ties of firms are their main source of com-
petitive advantage (Barney, 1991; Grant, 
1991; Amit & Schoemaker, 1993). 
Although the main sources of competitive 
advantage are capabilities, the basic units 

Table 4. External strategic analysis 

General Environment

Political situation in the country will have a positive (negative) effect on the companies operating in my sector

Regional economic law will have a positive (negative) effect on the companies operating in my sector

National economic law will have a positive (negative) effect on the companies operating in my sector

EU economic law will have a positive (negative) effect on the companies operating in my sector

Fiscal law will have a positive (negative) effect on the companies operating in my sector

An important increase (decrease) in product demand is expected

The expected situation of production factors (human labor, capital, raw materials, …) will have a positive (negative) effect on the companies 
operating in my sector

National economic policy will have a positive (negative) effect on the companies operating in my sector

The expected situation of the labor market will have a positive (negative) effect on the companies operating in my sector

The expected social unrest will have a positive (negative) effect on the companies operating in my sector

Trade union activities will have a positive (negative) effect on the companies operating in my sector

The existence of social groups will have a positive (negative) effect on the companies operating in my sector

The existence of ethnic groups will have a positive (negative) effect on the companies operating in my sector

The existence of religious groups will have a positive (negative) effect on the companies operating in my sector

Values, attitudes, life rules and beliefs (culture) will have a positive (negative) effect on the companies operating in my sector

Movements to defend consumers will have a positive (negative) effect on the companies operating in my sector

R&D national policy and budget will have a positive (negative) effect on the companies operating in my sector

Innovation in production processes will have a positive (negative) effect on the companies operating in my sector

The development of new technologies will have a positive (negative) effect on the companies operating in my sector

Policies supporting new technologies will have a positive (negative) effect on the companies operating in my sector

Expected scientific and technical knowledge will have a positive (negative) effect on the companies operating in my sector

The existence of scientific and technical infrastructure will have a positive (negative) effect on the companies operating in my sector

Specific Environment

New firms can easily establish in the sector

Competitiveness among the firms in the sector is high

Customers show higher bargaining power than firms in the sector

Suppliers show higher bargaining power than firms in the sector

Products similar to the product sold in the sector are created easily
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of analysis are resources (Grant, 1991). 
Therefore, in this phase (step 6 in Figure 1) 
13 tangible and intangible resources of 
each firm are assessed in comparison to 
their competitors´ resources, asking top 
managers to do it (Table 5). To complete 
strategic analysis, we used opened ques-
tions to ask top managers about the infor-
mation of internal and external context that 
they systematically search and have into 
account to take decisions.

Design of Intellectual Capital and KM 
Measurement Systems

The objective of this phase is to design a system 
which will allow the firm to know the state of 
intangible assets and KM practices that lead the 
company to aim its strategy. This is such a creative 
process that each company has to put all its efforts 
(and employees) together in order to effectively 
design the system. The following stages must be 
followed:

• Identifying the firm’s future strategy and 
assessing key success factors (steps 7 

and 8 in Figure 1). A set of perspectives 
(human, organizational, relational and fi-
nancial) will be considered from some 
Intellectual Capital models: Edvinsson 
(1996), Bontis (1996), Brooking, (1996), 
Roos & Roos (1997), Euroforum (1998) 
and the Balanced Scorecard (Kaplan & 
Norton, 1992). For each perspective, there 
will have to search for factors that are con-
sidered as essential to achieve the selected 
strategy, as well as the casual-effect links 
between selected factors. Finally, a set 
of indicators will be proposed in order to 
monitor the degree of accomplishment of 
the selected corporate objectives.

• Defining KM practices (step 9 in Figure 
1). As mentioned earlier, the KM prac-
tices proposal will be based on firm strat-
egy. Finally, a set of indicators has to be 
proposed in order to assess the state of 
those KM practices. KM indicators, along 
with those concerning main Key Success 
Factors, will make up IC measurement and 
control proposal.

Organizations which adopt the Strategi method 
to perform KM audits will achieve their auditing 
objectives in a systematic way.

Application of the Strategi Model for 
KM Audits in Spanish Companies

The Strategi model has been implemented in di-
verse companies in Spain to test its applicability 
in real organizations. The target firms are SMEs 
(from 15 to 50 employees) because they are the 
most and, above all, because they have special 
features in the implementation of KM programs: 
different needs and less available resources. Ob-
viously, to obtain firms participation is crucial to 
project success. That’s why EU finances training 
and audits. Even being for free, companies must 
dedicate time and energy to the project. What’s 
more, the novelty of concepts and their being so 

Table 5. Internal strategic analysis 

Internal Analysis

Debt capacity

Capacity to obtain benefits

Aiming economies of scale

Plant location

Technological resources

Plant flexibility

Equipment flexibility

Employees’ experience

Employees’ adaptability

Employees’ loyalty and commitment

Patents

Resources for innovation

Reputation
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abstract could be an obstacle to firms without 
previous contact with the application of KM 
concepts. So, an important part of the project has 
been to communicate the benefits of taking part 
in the project to firms. In the initial conferences, 
the project was publicized and application forms 
distributed. Furthermore, due to the importance 
of firms’ commitment, mediating role of business 
promotion institutions and auditors are determi-
nant to obtain reliable candidates.

The application of the proposed model for KM 
auditing in the Spanish companies has revealed 
significant issues:

1.  All the firms agree in the importance and 
need for auditing KM. However, the number 
of workers involved in the audit differs from 
one company to another, with some organiza-
tions having up to 9 employees participating 
actively in each phase of the process while 
other firms hardly had one member involved. 
This situation can be seen as an indicator 
of the different implication and support 
of diverse companies in the adoption and 
implementation of KM principles.

2.  The companies are fully aware of the sig-
nificance and role of each phase in the KM 
audit model.

3.  The inventory and strategic analysis hap-
pened to be considered as the easiest phases 
in the KM audit, whereas most firms had to 
deal with some problems and difficulties in 
completing the last phase, that referring to 
the design of future systems.

4.  Firms where the Strategi auditing model was 
applied agree in the idea that a KM audit 
must be a step in the process of managing 
knowledge prior to the deployment of any 
knowledge strategy. Previous research also 
highlights the need for a KM audit in order 
to later develop a KM strategy (Biloslavo 
& Trnavčevic, 2007; Cheung et al., 2007).

Our experience, as presented in this chapter, 
may help academics and practitioners in their 
attempts to further develop and implement 
methodologies to perform KM audits. They are 
now aware of the real difficulties researchers and 
managers must deal with in the application of KM 
auditing methods in real companies.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

This chapter deals with important issues regarding 
KM audits, as previously observed. Although a 
method for auditing knowledge is proposed and 
applied, further research may be still needed. 
Literature in this area is still in its infancy, thus 
showing some inconsistencies and impracticali-
ties. These shortcomings for the development of 
KM audit research may be reduced or even elimi-
nated by further studying new methodologies.

On the other hand, the model proposed here 
has been trial implemented in diverse organiza-
tions. However, testing the KM audit method in 
other contexts (public sector, educational compa-
nies, healthcare organizations and so on) may be 
interesting. Also, differences in the validity and 
applicability of the Strategi model may arise due 
to firms’ characteristics as size, geography or age. 
Analyzing this possibility may be of interest in 
the near future.

Moreover, as learnt from the application of 
the proposed model for KM auditing in Spanish 
companies, the support corporate managers give to 
KM programs and audits is essential for their suc-
cess. Future research should focus on the factors 
which may influence a positive behavior and an 
active support to KM initiatives in organizations. 
Besides, the implementation experience shows 
us that most firms faced to some problems and 
difficulties in designing their future KM systems 
and strategies. This task needs for a creative pro-
cess which is seen somehow unfeasible by some 
managers. Further studies are needed in order to 
assist practitioners in performing the different 
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tasks of that creative process and provide them 
with appropriate tools.

As seen in this chapter, KM audits are seen as 
a first step in the process of managing knowledge, 
prior to the deployment of any KM strategy. Fu-
ture researchers may be interested in analyzing 
the process of planning and implementing a KM 
strategy consistent with the results of the KM 
audit and the measurement of its outcomes. A 
longitudinal study should be carried out since 
KM is thought to be a long-term concern with 
an impact on future performance. Also, it may 
be interesting to analyze companies in different 
periods of time in order to observe their advances 
in KM and the existence of a KM implementation 
lifecycle. Initially, different levels of formalization 
and KM strategy are expected over time.

Finally, organizational learning, sometimes 
considered as a part of a greater phenomenon called 
KM, is acknowledged as a key issue on strategic 
management. However, a detailed analysis of OL 
exceeds the purpose of this chapter, needing further 
research in future investigations. Also, the inter-
play of IT, human resources and organizational 
design may have an impact on KM strategy and 
its study may be of interest for research.

CONCLUSION

Nowadays, knowledge is the fundamental basis 
of competition. However, the mere act of process-
ing knowledge itself does not guarantee strategic 
advantage; instead, knowledge has to be managed. 
Firms are noticing the importance of managing 
knowledge if they want to remain competitive and 
to achieve performance improvement and they are 
beginning to actively manage their knowledge and 
IC. Nevertheless, many KM systems have been 
unsuccessful due to diverse reasons. KM audits 
can play a significant role in the solution of many 
of the failures in KM programs (Hylton 2002). 
By discovering what knowledge is possessed, it 
is then possible to find the most effective method 

of storage and dissemination. (Liebowitz et al., 
2000). Thus, these audits must be the first part of 
any KM strategy (Henczel, 2000). Yet it has not 
been sufficiently recognized as being of supreme 
importance to every KM undertaking (Perez-
Soltero et al., 2006).

Despite being of paramount importance in 
the deployment of KM strategies and, in turn, 
in today firms’ survival, KM audits are slowly 
implemented in companies and scarcely studied 
by academics. The purpose of present chapter has 
been to contribute to the advance of KM research 
from a strategic point of view, by analyzing the 
importance of KM audits, and by proposing a 
model to implement a consistent methodology 
for auditing knowledge.

From the literature review, one may draw the 
conclusion that although many researchers pro-
posed different approaches of knowledge audit, 
some are either too theoretical or have limitations 
in practical value. In order to overcome this situa-
tion, we propose the Strategi model as a systematic 
and practical methodology for performing KM 
audits. Practitioners can easily advance along the 
different phases in the audit process as they have 
the questionnaires to do it. This may constitute 
the main practical contribution of the chapter as 
most prior studies hardly provide with specific 
questions to perform KM audits.

Our experience, as presented in this chapter, 
may help academics and practitioners in their 
attempts to further develop and implement meth-
odologies to perform KM audits. The application 
of the Strategi model for KM audits in diverse 
Spanish companies reveals that firms agree in 
the importance and need for auditing KM, as well 
as in the idea that a KM audit must be a step in 
the process of managing knowledge prior to the 
deployment of any knowledge strategy. These 
companies are fully aware of the significance 
and role of each phase in the KM audit model, 
and the inventory and strategic analysis happened 
to be considered as the easiest phases in the KM 
audit, whereas most firms had to deal with some 
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problems and difficulties in completing the last 
phase, that referring to the design of future systems.

In sum, managers and researchers are provided 
with a systematic model for performing KM au-
dits (Strategi model) that has been developed by 
revising prior research in the area and considering 
previous experiences in the field. As the Strategi 
model has been applied in diverse companies, 
academics and practitioners are more aware of 
the real difficulties they may face to and deal 
with in the application of KM auditing methods 
in real companies.
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This section presents an extensive coverage of various tools and technologies available in the field of organiza-
tional learning and knowledge that practitioners and academicians alike can utilize to develop different techniques. 
These chapters enlighten readers about fundamental research on the many methods used to facilitate and enhance 
the integration of this worldwide phenomenon by exploring the usage of Wikis for technology proliferation, tele-
health, and data mining, to name a few. It is through these rigorously researched chapters that the reader is pro-
vided with countless examples of the up-and-coming tools and technologies emerging from the field of organiza-
tional learning and knowledge. With more than 20 chapters, this section offers a broad treatment of some of the 
many tools and technologies within the organizational learning and IT community.

Section III
Tools and Technologies
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ABSTRACT

Digital Libraries have achieved a fundamental 
role in our knowledge society. By making the 
wealth of material contained in libraries, museum, 
archives and any knowledge repository worldwide 
available they are giving citizens in every place 
of the world the opportunity to appreciate their 
global cultural heritage and use it for study, work 
or leisure. They are revolutionising the whole 
knowledge management lifecycle. In this chap-
ter, the history characterizing these “knowledge 
enabling technologies” is described. The history 
starts from the early attempts toward systems 
supporting knowledge discovery and reaches 
the current age in which a plethora of different 

realizations of digital library systems coexist. 
The evolutionary process conducting to the cur-
rent, multi-instanced and still evolving status of 
affairs as well as the motivations governing it are 
identified and presented. The main initiatives and 
milestones producing the nowadays instances of 
these knowledge enabling systems are mentioned. 
Finally, the impact these systems had and are hav-
ing on various aspects of our society is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Libraries, together with archives, have always 
been the primary institutions delegated to manage 
– collect, preserve and diffuse – human knowledge 
and culture. When advances in computer science 
allowed dealing with digital representation of 
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documents dedicated to capture human knowledge 
and culture rather than printed ones, libraries were 
particularly involved in exploiting the potential of 
the digital revolution. Thus “digital libraries” soon 
became the term to indicate the digital counterpart 
of traditional libraries. However, digital library 
systems have greatly evolved since their early 
appearance. Today they have become complex 
networked systems able to support communica-
tion and collaboration among different worldwide 
distributed communities, dealing with “digital 
objects” comprising not only the digital coun-
terpart of printed documents, but also images, 
video, programs and any other kind of multimedia 
objects a community may define as appropriate to 
its working and communication needs.

The evolution of digital libraries (DLs) has not 
been linear, coming from the contribution of many 
disciplines. This has created several conceptions of 
what a DL is, each one influenced by the perspec-
tive of the primary discipline of the conceiver(s) 
or by the concrete needs it was designed to sat-
isfy. As a natural consequence, the “history” of 
Digital Libraries, which is now approximately 
twenty years long, is the history of a variety of 
different types of information systems that have 
been called “digital libraries”. These systems are 
very heterogeneous in scope and functionality and 
their evolution does not follow a single path. In 
particular, when changes happened this has not 
only meant that a better quality system was been 
conceived superseding the “preceding” ones but 
also meant that a new conception of digital librar-
ies was born corresponding to new raised needs. 
As it will be seen, most of the systems dealt with 
in this history are still living in their original 
conception, even though not in their original 
technological solutions.

The rest of this chapter goes back over this 
history, giving an account of past and present un-
derstanding of these kind of systems and on-going 
work in the area. The chapter concludes with a 
vision of the impact that new DLs are expected 
to have in the near future.

2. DIGITAL LIBRARIES: 
THE EARLY TIMES

The digital library concept can be traced back to the 
famous papers of foreseer scientists like Vannevar 
Bush and J.C.R. Licklider identifying and pursuing 
the goal of innovative technologies and approaches 
toward knowledge sharing as fundamental instru-
ments for progress. Bush (Bush, 1945) devised 
“a device in which an individual stores all his 
books, records, and communications, and which 
is mechanized so that it may be consulted with 
exceeding speed and flexibility.”. Moreover, on 
top of it there is “a transparent platen. On this are 
placed longhand notes, photographs, memoranda, 
all sorts of things”. Because of the lack of digital 
support, he identified in “improved microfilm” the 
means for content storage and exchange: “contents 
are purchased on microfilm ready for insertion. 
Books of all sorts, pictures, current periodicals, 
newspapers, are thus obtained and dropped into 
place”. Of course, he envisaged also support for 
knowledge discovery (“provision for consultation 
of the record by the usual scheme of indexing”), 
access (“to consult a certain book, he taps its code 
on the keyboard, and the title page of the book 
promptly appears before him”) and management 
(“new forms of encyclopedias will appear, ready 
made with a mesh of associative trails running 
through them, ready to be dropped into the me-
mex and there amplified”). Licklider realized that 
computers were getting to be powerful enough to 
support the type of automated library systems that 
Bush had described and in 1965, wrote his book 
(Licklider, 1965) about how a computer could 
provide an automated library with simultaneous 
remote use by many different people through 
access to a common database. Because of this, 
Licklider is also considered a pioneer of Internet 
and in its book he established the connection be-
tween Internet and digital library. Thus, it is not 
surprising that research and development activity 
on digital libraries started in the early 1990s, with 
the Internet proliferation, and that Internet has 
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created unprecedented possibilities to discover 
and deliver human knowledge.

The first systems delivering knowledge ar-
tefacts in digital form can essentially be seen 
as archives of digital texts accessible through a 
search service and implemented by a centralized 
metadata catalogue.

An important example of a system conceived 
to respond to concrete needs went on-line starting 
in August, 1991. This system, originally named 
“e-print archive” and now worldwide known as 
arXiv, was born as an experimental means for 
making scientific communication more effective 
and economic, a requirement mostly expressed 
by the physicists community.(Ginsparg, 1994) 
Although tight to the technologies of those years, 
this system provided a paradigm for changes in 
worldwide, discipline-wide scientific information 
exchange, even though its rapid acceptance was 
facilitated by the pre-existing “preprint culture” 
of the community of high energy theoretical phys-
ics, in which the irrelevance of refereed journals 
to ongoing research has long been recognized.

The arXiv system opened the way to deal 
with the social and economical issues related to 
the open access to outputs coming from publicly 
funded research, that were later officially stated in 
the Berlin Declaration (http://oa.mpg.ed, (n.d.)), 
in 2003, and now strongly promoted by many 
initiatives and Funding Agencies (Council of the 
European Union, 2007). It can be considered as 
the prototype of (institutional) repository sys-
tems (Lynch, 2003), i.e. systems characterized 
by functionality for managing self-publishing 
(document submission, reviewing, editing, etc.) 
and dissemination of born digital documents.

The early ones of such systems were con-
structed on a rather simple architecture, with 
the exception of very few cases. This worked to 
the advantage of their diffusion and adoption by 
different scientific communities. Besides arXiv, 
significant examples of such early systems were 
archives of various type like Electronic Thesis 
and Dissertations repositories (ETDs), whose pilot 

project started in 1996 (Fox, Eaton, McMillan, 
et al, 1996), and archives of cognitive sciences 
papers (CogPrints, (n.d.)) and of research papers 
in economics (RePEc, (n.d.)) both launched in 
1997. The former was a system which was of-
fering services for submitting, browsing and 
searching electronic thesis in PDF format. The 
availability of this product stimulated the creation 
of the Networked Digital Library of Theses and 
Dissertations (NDLTD, (n.d.)) international or-
ganization, still operational, which registers and 
keep track of ETDs.

CogPrints, was initially conceived as reposi-
tory allowing the cognitive science community 
to self-archive their papers. It now contains more 
than 3,000 artefacts starting from 1950. In 2000 it 
was made compliant with the protocol defined by 
the Open Archives Initiative (see Section 3) and 
then its software was converted into the EPrints 
Digital Repository Software (EPrints, (n.d.)), a 
flexible platform supporting easy and fast set up 
of repositories of open access research outputs. 
Because of its simplicity, EPrints is currently 
widely used, more than 250 repositories declared 
to rely on it.

Similarly, RePEc was initially conceived as an 
open repository of electronic papers in a specific 
domain. Thomas Krichel, principal investiga-
tor of the RePEc Project, in 1997 illustrated the 
principles underlying a new realised version of 
this system by affirming “Distributed archives 
should offer metadata about digital objects (mainly 
working papers); the data from all archives should 
form one single logical database despite the fact 
that it should be held on different servers; users 
could access the data through many interfaces; 
providers of archives should offer their data to all 
interfaces at the same time.” Krichel, with these 
statements was anticipating a view that would 
have largely emerged few years later.

These systems – all still living in more recent 
and enhanced versions – represent very embryonic 
forms of digital libraries. In fact, their functional-
ity is essentially confined to (self-)publishing of 
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simple information objects and discovery of these 
information objects through rudimentary search 
and browse facilities.

In parallel with the repository systems, other 
kinds of systems, sharing with them the need for 
supporting digital documents storage and retrieval 
but oriented to enlarge the pool of services and 
functionality offered to their clientele, started be-
ing designed and developed. The founding ideas 
for these systems were extending and enhancing 
the capabilities of information and storage systems 
so that they could manipulate and deliver rich 
digital artefacts besides documents’ bibliographic 
description, i.e. metadata. Essentially, new sys-
tem development activities started with the goal 
of supporting scholars by providing them with 
the functionality of a traditional library (collect, 
store, organise and discovery information) in the 
context of distributed and networked collections 
of digital information objects in user-friendly 
ways (Belkin, 1999). The initiatives that started 
giving live to such systems, that can be reason-
ably considered as substantial digital libraries, 
were the Digital Library Initiative (DLI) in the 
US, while national initiatives, e.g. eLib in UK, 
and EU funded projects including a dedicated 
Network of Excellence, DELOS (DELOS, (n.d.)), 
have characterised the European scene (Griffin, 
Peters, and Thanos (2005).

The Digital Library Initiative (DLI) consisted 
of two major competitive funding programs, the 
first of which started in 1994 and funded six 
research projects (chosen among 73 proposals) 
over a four-year period (Schatz and Chen,1996) 
while the second phase was dedicated to extend 
the research carried out during the previous phase 
by including content providers thus to guarantee 
the availability of real testbed to validate research 
outcomes. However, the DLI funded projects 
have not been the only ongoing efforts (CACM, 
1995) even if they were very innovative because 
they focused on future technological problems. 
The six projects funded by DLI phase one were: 
the California Environmental Digital Library 

(Wilensky, 1995) focused on developing the 
technologies to access large, distributed collec-
tions of photographs, satellite images, videos, 
maps, documents, and “multivalent documents” 
and to support work-centred digital information 
services (Wilensky, 1996); the Alexandria Digi-
tal Library (Smith and Frew, 1995) focused on 
building an online, distributed digital library for 
geo-referenced1 information, including maps, 
aerial photographs, satellite imagery, and cata-
logue records, and on supporting geographically 
defined queries (Smith, 1996); the Informedia 
Digital Video Library (Christel, Kanade, Maudlin, 
et al., 1995) focused on establishing a large, on-
line digital video collection with full-content and 
knowledge-based search and retrieval (Wactlar, 
Kanade, Smith and Stevens, 1996); the Interspace 
(Schatz, 1995) focused on building a large collec-
tion of technical engineering and physics literature 
that can be searched effectively across multiple 
indexes with a single interface (Schatz, Mischo, 
Cole, et al., 1996); the University of Michigan 
Digital Library (Crum, 1995) focused on creating 
a digital library architecture based on the notion of 
software “agents” (Atkins, Birmingham, Durfee, 
et al., 1996); the Stanford Digital Library Project 
(Stanford Digital Libraries Group, 1995) focused 
on addressing aspects of interoperability over 
heterogeneous services and collections via the 
“InfoBus” protocol, which provides a uniform 
way to access a variety of services and information 
sources through “translators” (Paepcke, Cousins, 
et al., 1996).

Despite none of these systems exist anymore 
as a running service2, the solutions proposed, the 
technology developed as well as the resources 
collected and built have been largely used by 
more complex DLs developed later. It is well 
known that one of the most important success 
stories resulting from these projects is Google®. 
Page and Brin started working on their search 
engine while being PhD Students at Stanford 
working on the Stanford Digital Library Project. 
Actually, the Digital Library Initiative merits 
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goes far beyond the specific work that it funded 
and we can affirm that it gave shape to “digital 
library” as a new research discipline. Research in 
digital library topics was not new but it had been 
fragmented across many disciplines. This program 
led to conferences, publications and researcher 
teams explicitly interested in doing research in 
digital libraries. Moreover, it gave directions to 
the overall movement toward a practical research 
field.(Arms, 2001)

As anticipated, in Europe the scene was char-
acterised by the existence of DELOS initiatives. 
The activities of DELOS started with the “DELOS 
Working Group” at the end of the 1990s3, and 
the DELOS Thematic Network, under the Fifth 
Framework Program (2000 – 2003). Since its 
beginning, the main objective of DELOS was to 
advance the state of the art in the field of digital 
libraries by coordinating the effort of the major 
European research teams conducting activities 
in the main fields of interest. One of the early 
important achievements was the establishment 
of a formal collaboration with the US National 
Science Foundation and the creation of five joint 
EU-US collaborative Working Groups. These 
working groups explored DL-related technical, 
social and economic issues, and published a set 
of recommendations with respect to DL interop-
erability, metadata, IPRs and economics, global 
resource discovery and multilingual information 
access in a special issue of the International Jour-
nal of Digital Libraries (Griffin, Peters, Thanos, 
2005). The last phase of the DELOS evolution 
was its transformation into the DELOS Network 
of Excellence, under FP6 (2004 – 2007). Its mis-
sion was to integrate and coordinate the on-going 
research activities of the major European research 
teams in the field of Digital Libraries. The main 
achievement was the definition of the “DELOS DL 
Reference Model” (Candela, Castelli, et al., 2007), 
a formal and conceptual framework describing 
the characteristics of the Digital Library domain. 
The main merits of DELOS are represented by 
its significant contributions to the creation of a 

European DL research community, by the or-
ganisation of important durable scientific events 
and infrastructures (e.g. ECDL4, CLEF5, INEX6), 
and by notable suggestions, in the form of either 
prototypes or roadmap reports, anticipating many 
actions of the European Commission in the field 
of Digital Libraries (Thanos, 2009).

In parallel with the DELOS initiatives, in 
Europe activities dedicated to the development 
of exploratory systems going in the direction of 
“true” digital libraries started with the support of 
the European Commission programmes7. Among 
the projects initially funded, notable are those de-
scribed in the following. The European Chronicles 
On-Line (ECHO) (Savino and Peters, 2004) focus-
ing on the development of a digital library service 
for historical films by using an open architecture 
approach distributing digital film archive ser-
vices. In addition, it was intended to develop new 
models for intelligent audio-visual content-based 
searching and film-sequence retrieval, new video 
abstracting tools, and user interfaces specifically 
tailored to the new functionality. The provision of 
multilingual services and cross language retrieval 
tools was also addressed. Another project, i.e. An 
Integrated Art Analysis and Navigation Environ-
ment (ARTISTE) (Allen, Vaccari and Presutti, 
2000), focused on giving providers, publishers, 
distributors, rights protectors and end users of art 
images information, as well as the multi-media 
information market as a whole, a more efficient 
system for storing, classifying, linking, matching 
and retrieving art images. This environment was 
providing, for example, automatic extraction of 
metadata based on iconography, painting style, 
etc; content-based navigation for art documents; 
distributed linking and searching across multiple 
archives allowing ownership of data to be retained; 
and storage of art images using large multimedia 
object relational databases. The Collaboratory for 
Annotation, Indexing and Retrieval of Digitized 
Historical Archive Material (COLLATE) (Thiel, 
Brocks, Frommholz, et al., 2004) project focused 
on the development of a collaborative work envi-
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ronment for archives, researchers and end-users 
focused on historic film documentation, includ-
ing censorship files, photos and film fragments 
in which users take an active part in evaluating 
sources and adding valuable information.

Being dedicated to build exploratory systems, 
both the DLI funded projects and the FP5 funded 
projects spent the majority of their effort in imple-
menting proof-of-concept systems by integrating 
results from various and separate research fields 
and experimenting these solutions in a specific 
context. Thus, each project was dedicated either 
to serve the need of a specific community or to 
design and implement a certain functionality over 
a specific kind of information. Not surprisingly, 
the majority of first-generation digital library 
systems were “from scratch”, “monolithic applica-
tions”8 lacking of reusability, ease of installation, 
customisation and configuration. (Ioannidis, Y., 
Maier, D., et al., 2005)

Among the first attempts to overcome the 
monolithic approach notable are NCSTRL (Davis, 
J,R, Lagoze, C., 2000), the Networked Computer 
Science Technical Research Library, and its en-
abling technology Dienst (Davis, J.R., Lagoze, 
C., 1995). Dienst was based on quite innovative 
principles at the time in the digital library domain, 
namely: open architecture, federation and distribu-
tion. According to these principles: the functional-
ity of a digital library system were available in the 
form of distinct functional units, each exposing its 
operational semantics through an open protocol; 
digital library systems are compositions of these 
functional units and new functionality can be 
added through the implementation of value-added 
services, which interact with existing others us-
ing established protocols; the components (and 
content) of a digital library could be spread over 
the global Internet, but should be presented to the 
user as a single system. NCSTRL grew a lot in the 
United States. Approximately three years after its 
inception, the NCSTRL collection contained about 
22,000 documents from 118 different institutions.

In August of 1995, ERCIM, the European 
Research Consortium for Informatics and Math-
ematics, asked to join the NCSTRL network. This 
gave birth to ETRDL, the European Technical 
Report Digital Library (Biagioni, S., Borbinha, 
et al., 1998). This “expansion” of NCSTRL raised 
reliability and performance problems due to con-
nectivity characteristics of the global Internet. To 
overcome these issues and obtain good perfor-
mance, the Dienst initial architecture was modi-
fied by adding the notions of collection service 
and connectivity region (Lagoze, C., Fielding,. 
D, 1998). ETRDL was also the first important 
experience in Europe in designing and operating 
a digital library having a European scale. In col-
lecting requirements from the ERCIM community 
it became evident that this community had its own 
specific requirements (Andreoni, A., Baldacci, 
M.B., et al., 1999), not all of which were covered 
by the basic Dienst system as adopted by NCSTRL. 
The list of requirements included three important 
aspects: the need for classification mechanisms; 
the need to cater for languages other than Eng-
lish and the need to provide on-line document 
submission facilities. The ETRDL supporting 
technology was designed and implemented by 
maintaining interoperability with NCSTRL, so 
that users could perform cross-Atlantic searches, 
while at the same time extending this system to 
provide additional functionalities as requested by 
ERCIM users. Among the new functionalities, 
on-line document submission distinguished ER-
CIM from most of the contemporary DL systems. 
These were conceived to serve end-users only as 
consumers of information, and submission was 
usually performed outside the DL by means of 
specific procedures operated by either the author 
or a librarian. ETRDL engaged digital library 
designers in a lot of relevant choices. Most were 
technical ones, but some related to policy and 
administration. Most of the large European Ini-
tiatives funded few years later were the result of 
this early experience.
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The projects and initiatives described so far 
characterised the early times of the digital library 
domain, the birth of the field. Once established, the 
field evolved like any other research and develop-
ment field. The evolution has been multi-faceted 
and spontaneous, thus leading to the today status in 
which, despite the existence of a reference model 
(Candela, L., Castelli, D., et al., 2007), the term 
“digital library” continues to evoke different im-
pression in each digital library practitioner exactly 
like in the past (Fox, E.A, Akscyn, R.M., et al., 
1995). In the rest of the chapter the evolution of the 
field is described by clustering the main initiatives 
and projects in three main categories: those having 
large-scale content sharing as guiding principle, 
those dedicated to the definition and development 
of generic software systems for simplifying the 
building and operation of digital libraries (Digital 
Library Management Systems)(Ioannidis, 2005) 
and those leading to new research environments 
in which all researchers have shared access to 
scientific facilities including data, instruments, 
computing and communications regardless of their 
location in the world (a.k.a. e-Infrastructures)9.

3. DIGITAL LIBRARIES EVOLUTION: 
CONTENT SHARING

The construction of digital libraries similar to 
those just described was very resource-consuming 
since, for each new one, both the content and the 
software providing its functionality were built 
from scratch. At the end of the 1990s, the experi-
ences of using distributed architectures to imple-
ment proper digital libraries and the proliferation 
of independent repositories of valuable content 
stimulated the idea of reusing content already 
collected (and curated) in existing independent 
repositories so as to reduce the effort to build 
large-scale digital libraries. However, many ob-
stacles were to be solved to fully implement this 
solution. The major of them was certainly how 
to implement repository service interoperability, 

i.e. the capability of seamlessly accessing and 
using the content managed in distributed and 
heterogeneous repositories.

Approaches based on cross-searching multiple 
archives based on a common protocol, such as 
Z39.5010,, (Miller, P., 1999) were considered 
at the time costly and hardly scalable. A very 
important meeting toward the interoperability 
of electronic repositories was organised in Santa 
Fe, New Mexico, on October 1999, with the goal 
to establish recommendations and mechanisms 
to facilitate cross-archive value-added services. 
This meeting led to the Santa Fe Convention – a 
combination of organizational principles and 
technical specifications to facilitate a minimal but 
potentially highly functional level of interoper-
ability among scholarly e-print archives – and to 
the establishment of the Open Archives Initiative. 
(Van de Sompel, H., Lagoze, C., 2000) The meet-
ing started by discussing a concrete example of 
interoperability implemented through the UPS 
Prototype (Van de Sompel, H., Krichel, T., Nelson, 
M.L., 2000) and recognising its potentialities. 
The UPS prototype demonstrated the integrated 
action of a variety of services operating over 
data originating from a set of archives. Each of 
those services provided a reasonably rich level of 
functionality (accessible through a set of protocol 
methods). The participants recognised that trying 
to reach consensus on the full functionality of 
the prototype was “aiming too high” and that a 
proper degree of modesty in the approach toward 
integration capable to balance the cost of partici-
pation with the need for adequate functionality 
was mandatory. The Santa Fe Convention iden-
tified two key roles in participating institutions: 
“data providers” and “service providers”. Data 
providers were in charge to handle the deposit-
ing and publishing of resources in a repository 
and “expose” for harvesting the metadata (what 
they called record) about resources in the reposi-
tory. They were the creators and keepers of the 
metadata and repositories of resources. Service 
providers were in charge of harvesting metadata 
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from data providers for the purpose of providing 
one or more services over the collected data. The 
types of services that might be offered included 
a search interface, peer-review system, etc. The 
cooperation between content and service provid-
ers was regulated by a protocol, initially defined 
as a subset of the Dienst protocol and nowadays 
known as the Open Archive Protocol for Meta-
data Harvesting (OAI-PMH) (Lagoze, C., Van 
de Sompel, H., 2001). This is a simple protocol 
made by six protocol requests and responses and 
because of its simplicity and relatively low cost 
of adoption it is so diffuse as to become a sort of 
de-facto standard solution.

One of the first experiments of implementing 
a large-scale digital library search service across 
multiple data providers was performed by TEL, 
The European Library project, which started in 
2001 (Woldering, B., 2004). The key aim of TEL 
was to investigate the feasibility of establishing a 
new pan-European service which would ultimately 
give access to the combined resources of the na-
tional libraries of Europe. The technical issue at 
the beginning of the project was the heterogeneous 
nature of access to the data of the partner librar-
ies: some offered access to bibliographic data via 
the Z39.50 protocol, some did not. Furthermore, 
not all collections were included in the Online 
Public Access Catalogues (OPACs) (Altelman, 
K., Lineman, E., Pace, A.K., 2006) of the national 
libraries. The first task for TEL was to find a so-
lution for pooling the metadata of all collections 
and for offering for integrated search. A solution 
was firstly identified in using the Z39.50 protocol 
for OPACs and the Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
for the metadata not offered via Z39.50. After 
the publishing of OAI-PMH, this protocol was 
adopted by TEL for the harvesting of metadata for 
the central index of those resources not available 
via Z39.50. TEL was finished in 2004 and now 
delivers a web service for accessing the combined 
resources (books, magazines, journals, etc. – both 
digital and non-digital) of the forty-five national 

libraries of Europe. It offers free searching and 
delivers digital objects – some free, some priced.

Another important initiative for large-scale 
cross-repository services was DARE, the Digital 
Academic REpositories (Kuil van der, A. and 
Feijen, M., 2004). Started in 2003, this was a joint 
initiative by Dutch Universities, National Library 
of Nederland, and other Dutch Organizations. Its 
aim was to store the digital outcome of all Dutch 
research in a common network of Institutional 
Repositories (IRs) (Lynch, C.A., 2003) in order 
to facilitate its dissemination. DARE went to-
wards the construction of a federation of IRs by 
providing a set of guidelines for the cooperation 
and interoperability of otherwise independent IRs. 
The guidelines imposed a set of standards at the 
data level to which the participating repositories 
must line-up so as to enforce interoperability 
and enable the realization of services operating 
over the federation. Basically, DARE referred to 
OAI-PMH and adopted simple Dublin Core11 as 
the mandatory metadata set, plus DARE-qualified 
Dublin Core as an optional metadata set. IRs 
should convert their internal metadata format to 
the DARE metadata format and provide an expose 
their records through the OAI-PMH protocol. 
No particular document format or model was 
imposed to the repositories, but digital objects 
should be reachable for harvesting via HTTP links 
or through a jump-off page. Since June 2008, 
the DARE service can be accessed through the 
NARCIS portal12.

In the US, the National Science Foundation 
funded the National Science Digital Library 
(NSDL) (Zia, L.L., 2001) with the aim to provide 
organized access to high quality resources and 
tools that support innovations in teaching and 
learning at all levels of science, technology, en-
gineering, and mathematics education.13

These large-scale initiatives devoted to ag-
gregate in a single place knowledge that is spread 
across a plethora of archives and systems will ever 
exist for a series of reasons including the existence 
of various (institutional) repositories and the ever 
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growing multidisciplinary nature of our society. In 
particular, TEL and DARE anticipated important 
initiatives, namely, Europeana and DRIVER, re-
spectively, which were launched few years later.

Europeana14 is a Thematic Network funded by 
the European Commission under the eContentplus 
programme, as a part of the i2010 initiative15. Eu-
ropeana began in July 2007. Originally known as 
the European digital library network – EDLnet – it 
is the result of a partnership of 100 representatives 
of heritage and knowledge organisations and IT 
experts from throughout Europe. Objective of 
Europeana is to provide access to Europe’s cultural 
and scientific heritage through a cross-domain 
portal. The first Europeana prototype, launched 
in November 2008, provided simple search and 
retrieval facility on an information space of ap-
proximately two millions of digital objects selected 
from Europe’s museums, libraries, archives and 
audio-visual collections, harvested through the 
OAI-PMH protocol. The first production quality 
version of Europeana (called Rhine) will go live on 
July 2010, to be followed in April 2011 by a more 
sophisticate version (Danube), including more 
contents and offering a richer set of functionality. 
The intention is that by 2010 the Europeana portal 
will give everybody direct access to well over 6 
million digital sounds, pictures, books, archival 
records and films. Moreover, Europeana’s goal 
is to realize a system serving very different type 
of users. It should meet occasional curiosity of 
generic users as well as the information needs 
of school children and students. It should also 
provide academic students and teachers with 
certified information and the possibility to export 
information for courses, as well as offer expert 
researchers and professional the possibility of 
searching, verifying and annotating information 
and using ad-hoc services. In the context estab-
lished by Europeana, special type of providers 
are the aggregators, i.e. specialised DLs that act 
as collectors of content from other providers. 
For instance, Culture.fr is the largest aggregator, 
providing content from about 480 organizations 

in France, including the Louvre and the Musée 
d’Orsay. The information resources that populate 
Europeana’s information space are harvested as 
surrogates of the original objects that are located 
at content providers’ sites. Since surrogates may 
also contain elements of the original object (table 
of contents, full text index items, music and video 
abstraction etc.), the very interesting new feature 
of Europeana is that it will also deliver digital 
objects besides metadata. Clearly, heterogeneity 
and interoperability are main issues that such a 
DL is having to deal with, as well as, of course, 
with scalability, quality of service and, more in 
general, sustainability of the joint portal.

DRIVER16 is another notable example of a DL 
that relies on content provided by a large number 
of external data providers. It is the result of two 
subsequent projects funded by the European Com-
mission in the period 2006-2009. The main aim of 
these two projects is to create the organisational 
and technological conditions for the set up of a 
European Repository Infrastructure (Jones, S., 
Manghi, P., 2009). The main instrument identified 
by the project to address organisational issues is 
the DRIVER Confederation17. The Confederation 
partners represent European and international 
repository communities, like subject based com-
munities, repository system providers, service 
providers, as well as political, research, and fund-
ing organisations, who share the DRIVER vision 
to allow all research institutions in Europe and 
worldwide to make all their research publications 
openly accessible through institutional reposito-
ries. In the spirit of this shared goal, the DRIVER 
confederation encourages a combined effort of 
repository development by setting up guidelines 
and best practices that favour the realization of a 
shared, trusted, long-term repository infrastruc-
ture. From the technical point of view, DRIVER 
is based on the D-Net technology18. This enabling 
technology is quite innovative in the context of 
these kinds of aggregative systems because it 
is oriented to the realisation of a digital library 
infrastructure (cf. Sec. 5). D-Net is based on a 
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Service-oriented architecture, where distributed 
and shared resources are implemented as standard 
Web Services and applications consist of sets of 
interacting services. It offers services to both 
data providers, that through it can more easily 
share their content, and service providers, that are 
facilitated in implementing DLs that exploit the 
aggregated content.19 At the time of this writing, 
the DRIVER service provides access to approxi-
mately one million records out of 200+ repositories 
across 27 countries. Moreover, it delivers three DL 
applications: the Belgium national repository por-
tal, offering search over the Belgium Repository 
Federation subset; Recolecta national repository 
portal, offering search on the Spanish Repository 
Federation subset; and the main DRIVER portal, 
providing access and advanced functionality over 
the whole space.

The current Europeana and DRIVER services 
operate an information space of metadata records, 
i.e. they harvest metadata records through the 
OAI-PMH protocol from exiting repositories 
and then they run their services by exploiting 
this content. Because of this they suffer from 
the limitations that OAI-PMH poses if it has to 
be used to exchange information objects that are 
“rich” in structure and payload as those at the core 
of changing nature of scholarship and scholarly 
communication.(Van de Sompel, H., Payette, S., 
2004)(Van de Sompel, H., Lagoze, C., 2006) In 
particular, when feasible, they give access to the 
content associated with the metadata by exploit-
ing URL or some other information contained in 
the record. This solution to access information 
objects, however, suffers of two main problems: 
(i) the access is not always feasible since there is 
no standard protocol to access objects; (ii) there 
is no way of accessing compound objects since 
the structure and the relations holding among 
the different parts is unknown. A solution to this 
problem may come from the OAI-ORE20 standard, 
whose version 1.0 has been released in October 
2008 by the Open Archives Initiative. This stan-
dard, based on Web standards, proposes a solution 

to handle aggregations of Web resources. These 
aggregations, sometimes called compound digital 
objects, may combine distributed resources having 
multiple media types including text, images, data, 
and video as to form innovative research outcomes.

Both Europeana and DRIVER have already 
planned to move very soon to technologies à la 
OAI-ORE to manage compound objects.

All the systems and initiatives described in 
this section are essentially oriented to content 
sharing. Moreover, the majority of them is char-
acterised by a strong organisational effort since 
the model is based on a cooperative participation 
of the content providers. Content sharing across 
digital libraries is now being largely promoted as 
an important strategy to reduce the digital library 
set up costs largely coming from selecting, digi-
tising, describing, and digitally curating content 
resources. However, the realisation of wide and 
generalised content sharing is today still problem-
atic due to the great variety of proprietary models 
and ontologies adopted by existing systems and 
by the lack of systematic approach to interoper-
ability. DL.org (Castelli, D., Parker, S., 2009), a 
recently funded EC project stemming from the 
DELOS project, is paving the way for the future 
interoperability of DL systems thus making fea-
sible the implementation of global digital library 
infrastructures.

4. DIGITAL LIBRARY 
EVOLUTION: DIGITAL LIBRARY 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

The reuse of content is not the only strategy that 
has been put in place in order to reduce the cost of 
DL development. Another important step toward 
this aim has been the conception of digital library 
management systems (DLMSs), i.e. systems that 
provide the appropriate framework to both (i) 
produce and administer a Digital Library System 
incorporating the suite of functionality considered 
fundamental for Digital Libraries and (ii) inte-
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grate additional software offering more refined, 
specialised or advanced functionality.(Candela, 
L., Castelli, D., et al., 2007) Thus a DL can be 
built by configuring and deploying a DLMS and 
then loading or harvesting content. This approach 
largely simplifies and reduces the effort required 
to set up a DL and, generally, guarantees a better 
quality of service.

These generic systems have started to appear 
from the beginning of 2000 even though imple-
menting the devised DLMS features only to some 
extent. The major characteristics that distinguish 
them from each other are the class of functional-
ity offered, the type of information object model 
supported, and the openness of their architecture.

Repository management systems, i.e. systems 
specifically dedicated to implement repositories, 
represent a first primitive form of DLMSs. Usually, 
these systems are configurable to an extent that 
varies a lot from system to system, offer limited 
functionality to the administrators for managing 
the system once it has been installed; further, they 
are centralised and rarely extensible.

One of the first exemplars of these software 
systems is Greenstone (Witten, I.H., Bainbridge, 
D., 2002). This system, was conceived for sim-
plifying the construction and presentation of in-
formation collections by offering standard search 
and browse facilities. Its simplicity, easy to use 
and the activity conducted by the conceivers to 
promote the usage of digital libraries in develop-
ing countries as a mean to actively participate in 
the information society have been very important 
factors toward the dissemination of this software.

Another main representative of this class of 
systems is DSpace (Smith, M., Barton, M., et al., 
2003). This system, jointly developed by the MIT 
Libraries and Hewlett-Packard Labs starting from 
2000, was conceived as an open source digital 
repository software for research institutions. The 
objective of its designers was to realize a system 
that could: (i) enable organizations to capture 
and describe digital material using a submission 
workflow module, or a variety of programmatic 

ingest options; (ii) support the distribution of an 
organization’s digital assets over the web through 
a search and retrieval system; and (iii) preserve 
digital assets over the long term. (Tansley, R., Bass, 
M., Smith, M., 2003) The organisation of the infor-
mation space in DSpace is intended to reflect the 
structure of a typical research organization. Each 
DSpace repository is organised in communities, 
each corresponding to a laboratory, research center 
or department. Communities contain collections, 
which are groupings of related content, and each 
collection is composed of items, which are the 
basic elements of the repository. Many instances 
of DSpace are currently operational, widespread 
all over the world.21 DSpace is specifically appreci-
ated for its effectiveness and for the simplicity of 
its installation and operation procedures. However, 
it is suitable only for very specific application 
domains due to its limited flexibility.

Flexibility has been, instead, the major goal 
addressed in designing the Fedora (Flexible Ex-
tensible Digital Object Repository Architecture) 
(Payette, S., Lagoze, C., 1998) system, more or 
less in the same period in which DSpace was in-
troduced. Fedora was originally designed by the 
Digital Library Research Group at Cornell Univer-
sity under a NSF Grant and then its development 
proceeded as a collaboration with the University 
of Virginia Library funded by the Andrew W. Mel-
lon Foundation. Differently from other repository 
systems designed as turn-key, vertical applications 
for storing and manipulating information objects 
through a fixed user interface, Fedora has been 
conceived to act as the foundational layer for a 
variety of multi-tiered systems, service-oriented 
architectures, and end-user applications. This 
means that Fedora was conceived as a service 
to be used programmatically for building more 
sophisticated applications. To meet this goal it 
has been implemented as a set of web services 
that provide full programmatic management of 
information objects as well and search and access 
to multiple representations of them. (Payette, S., 
Thorton, S., 2002) Also, the Fedora information 
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object model is extremely flexible. It supports the 
expression of many kinds of compound objects. 
Objects are units of content which can include digi-
tal resources, metadata about the resources, and 
linkages to software tools and services (dissemina-
tors) configured to deliver the content in desired 
ways, even by producing it dynamically. (Lagoze, 
C., Payette, S., Shin, E., Wilper, C., 2006) In the 
original plans of its designers, the Fedora system 
was intended as a first element of a more complex 
service framework. This framework should consist 
of a set of loosely coupled services that interact 
and collaborate with each other. These services 
are expected to provide additional functionality 
that is not considered a fundamental function of a 
repository. Typical examples are the Fedora OAI 
provider and the Fedora Search service. Outside of 
the boundaries of the Fedora framework there are 
external services that can either call upon Fedora 
services or be leveraged by Fedora services in 
some way. The distinction between services within 
the Fedora Service Framework and those outside 
consists in that those within the framework are in 
a trusted relationship with the Fedora repository 
service and are designed to specifically interact 
with Fedora repositories, while services outside 
the framework are typically general-purpose 
services, or organization-specific services that 
call upon Fedora as an underlying repository for 
digital content.

Very recently (May 2009), the providers of 
DSpace and Fedora decided to create a new organi-
sation, DuraSpace22, with the goal to yield leader-
ship and innovation in open source technologies 
for global communities who manage, preserve, and 
provide access to digital content. DuraSpace will 
sustain and grow its flagship repository platforms 
– Fedora and DSpace – and will also expand its 
portfolio by offering new technologies and ser-
vices that respond to the dynamic environment of 
the Web and to new requirements from existing 
and future users. DuraSpace will focus on support-
ing existing communities and will also engage a 

larger and more diverse group of stakeholders in 
support of its not-for-profit mission.

Both DSpace and Fedora have essentially been 
conceived as management systems delivering 
digital repository functionality. Among the first 
management systems departing from this no-
tion of exclusively repository-oriented system is 
OpenDLib,(Castelli, D., Pagano, P., 2002) devel-
oped at the Italian National Research Council, in 
Pisa. The design and development of OpenDLib 
was initiated in 2000 as a response to a pressing 
request for a general purpose software that could 
be customized to meet the needs of different DL 
application scenarios. It was explicitly designed to: 
(i) provide basic DL services to support the submis-
sion, description, indexing, searching, browsing, 
retrieval, access, preservation, and visualization of 
information objects; (ii) offer other digital library 
specific services, such as the ones providing the 
enforcement of access policies on information 
objects and the management of “user-shelves” 
able to maintain information objects versions, 
result-sets, session results, and other information; 
(iii) support plug-and-play expansion, thus making 
the systems capable of growing over time along 
several dimensions, not only along services, but 
also metadata formats supported, hosting servers, 
user communities addressed, and so forth.(Castelli, 
D., Pagano, P., 2003) Moreover, OpenDLib sup-
ports a powerful and flexible information object 
model (Candela, L., Castelli, D., et al., 2003), 
capable of representing structured, multilingual, 
and multimedia objects in a way that can be 
customized according to which content has to 
be handled. Further, it has introduced the notion 
of virtual collections,(Candela, L., Castelli, D., 
Pagano, P., 2003) i.e. collections not necessar-
ily corresponding to an existing physical one, 
each characterized by its own access policy and 
dynamically update with new content whenever 
new objects matching the collection’s membership 
criteria become available. In addition to the set of 
functions dedicated to serve the DL end-user that 
publishes and seeks for information, OpenDLib 
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also provides a number of functions to support 
DL administrators in preserving objects, in ap-
plying object reviewing processes, in handling 
users and user group profiles and in deploying and 
managing services hosted by distributed servers. 
The introduction of these functions is actually 
the novelty of OpenDLib that makes it the first 
real exemplar of the class of software that the DL 
research community started later to name Digital 
Library Management System (Ioannidis, 2005)
(Candela, L., Castelli, D., et al., 2007), slightly 
changing the attribute of “Digital Library Service 
System” that originally characterized OpenDLib.

Other Digital Library Management Systems 
departing from the notion of repository-oriented 
ones started to be developed since the 2000. In 
fact, as soon as the digital library development and 
use were proceeding, it became evident that the 
digital context was offering innovative possibili-
ties that were not conceivable in the library world. 
Indeed, digital libraries could also become a major 
vehicle to support the entire cycle of scientific 
production, which comprise not only retrieval of 
relevant information, but also the analysis of this 
information and the production of new content 
that is then published and disseminated for use to 
others. Early systems that implemented this vision 
were developed in the framework of the Scholnet 
and Cyclades projects (Castelli, D., Pagano, P., 
Straccia, U., 2001), both funded by the EU 5th 
Framework Programme at the beginning of 2000. 
Both projects were aimed at extending the role of 
a digital library by providing services to support 
remote communication and collaboration among 
scholars. Scholnet was conceived to implement an 
enhanced set of specialised services enabling the 
immediate dissemination and accessibility of tech-
nical documentation within a globally distributed 
multilingual community. Accordingly, Scholnet 
was provided with the capability of delivering 
traditional services on multimedia documents 
such as videos of tutorials or seminars (possibly 
synchronized with corresponding textual slides), 
but also with innovative services such as handling 

document annotations. This service allowed dif-
ferent people to annotate documents with textual 
notes, ratings, links, etc. associated with either the 
entire document or with its parts, making annota-
tions accessible publicly or restricted to groups. 
In addition, Scholnet provided a cross-language 
search facility permitting users to query in their 
own language and retrieve documents in other lan-
guages, as well as an automatic personalised infor-
mation dissemination service, sending messages 
to the users potentially interested in newly arrived 
documents. Cyclades, instead, was conceived to 
realise an open collaborative virtual archive ser-
vice environment supporting both single scholars 
as well as scholarly communities in carrying 
out their work. (Straccia, U., Thanos, C., 2004) 
In particular, it provided functionality to access 
large, heterogeneous, multidisciplinary archives 
compliant with the OAI-PMH standard (Lagoze, 
C., Van de Sompel, H., 2001) and distributed over 
the Web. Distinguishing functionality regarded 
collection mechanisms (for dynamically structur-
ing the overall information space into meaningful, 
from some community’s perspective, collections), 
personalization and recommendation (for selective 
and automatic dissemination of newly available 
documents by relying on dynamically produced 
user profiles), and collaborative work support (by 
implementing shared working spaces referencing 
users’ own documents, collections, recommenda-
tions, related links, textual annotations, ratings, 
etc).(Candela, L., Straccia, U., 2003)(Avancini, 
H., Candela, L., Straccia, U., 2007).

A distinguishing typology of Digital Library 
Management System is represented by those 
dedicated to build a digital library by assembling 
a set of components. A notable example is repre-
sented by the DelosDLMS.(Ioannidis, Y., Milano, 
D., Scheck, H.J., Schuldt, H., 2008) This system 
has been developed in the framework of DELOS 
(Thanos, C., 2009) to integrate the various digital 
library services developed by DELOS members 
into a single working system. At the core of this 
system there resides an orchestrator that glues 
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together the single entities as to implement the 
expected functionality in terms of chains of ser-
vices calls. Another notable example of DLMS 
delivering a digital library by properly assembling 
existing components is represented by the series of 
tools (named 5SL, 5SGraph, and 5SGen) relying 
on the 5S framework (cf. Sec. 6) and designed by 
Gonçalves for modelling and semi-automatically 
customising digital library services. (Goncalves, 
M.A., 2004) 5SL is a declarative domain-specific 
language for digital library specification. 5SGraph 
is a domain specific visual digital library modelling 
tool whose output is a specification of a digital 
library in terms of the 5SL language. 5SGen is 
a component dedicated to the semi-automatic 
production of digital library components fulfilling 
the model of societies and scenarios expressed in 
terms of the 5SL language.

The rationale moving toward Digital Library 
Management Systems emerged quite naturally 
once the demand for digital libraries of various 
types started becoming diffuse and variegate. By 
analysing the development approaches character-
ising the first digital library systems – essentially 
based on from-scratch and ad-hoc development 
strategies – it becomes evident that they were 
neither proper nor sustainable if the goal is to 
serve production-oriented scenarios.(Ioannidis, 
Y., 2005) However, the lack of a common under-
standing of the functionality expected by digital 
libraries and the relative management systems led 
to the heterogeneous implementations described 
in this Chapter. Nowadays there is a relatively 
low number of systems that can be reasonably 
considered as “true” DLMSs, i.e. software systems 
equipped with management functionality support-
ing the development and operation of fully-fledged 
customised digital libraries. Despite these facts, the 
principle underlying them, i.e. resources sharing23, 
is universally recognised as a valid one for reduc-
ing development and operational costs of digital 
libraries. Moreover, it has been the foundational 
principle leading to the notion of e-Infrastructure, 
a new digital library evolution frontier.

5. DIGITAL LIBRARIES EVOLUTION: 
INFRASTRUCTURES, VIRTUAL 
RESEARCH ENVIRONMENTS 
AND ECOSYSTEMS

Today scientific activities require collaboration 
among parties that are widely dispersed and au-
tonomous. Collaboration is often cross-discipline 
and demands access to a variety of data and to 
specialized tools that support the analysis and 
processing of these data. If, in principle, digital 
libraries appear as potentially core enabling 
technologies for supporting such a new collabora-
tion, in practice their application turns out to be 
too expensive to sustain.24 Such a collaboration 
must rely on a wide range of heterogeneous and 
continuously evolving application resources, i.e. 
data and services, whose integration is very prob-
lematic as they are usually tailored to the specific 
requirements of the organisation that developed 
each one. Furthermore, the core functionality 
implemented by these applications (e.g. analysis, 
transformation, and extraction of knowledge from 
a large body of distributed and heterogeneous 
data) is computationally intensive and can rarely 
be sustained by individual organisations. Thus, 
setting up an appropriate collaboration framework 
is an expensive, time-consuming, and complex 
task that only few organisations can undertake 
in isolation.

To enable interoperability and uniform access 
to the heterogeneous wealth of available resources, 
new organizational patterns have been conceived, 
based on the notion of e-Infrastructure25. These 
approaches radically revolutionize the digital 
library organizational and development ideas 
by introducing a new paradigm which has also 
strong implication on all the digital library ac-
tors involved. According to such a paradigm, 
e-Infrastructures are technological solutions 
deployed and maintained operational by trusted 
organizations which guarantee their sustainability 
and the quality of the service offered to their users.
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e-Infrastructures facilitate the realization of 
digital libraries to different extents. The majority 
of e-Infrastructures that have been created until 
now provide capabilities for the curation and 
access of domain specific resources. Typically 
they rely on a resource organizational model in 
which resource providers, which locally maintain 
and curate their own resources, agree on sharing 
them through under certain policies. The shared 
resources may range from publications, multi-
media material, sensor and experimental data, to 
tools that manipulate these data, and computing 
and storage resources. A typical exemplar of 
this class of e-Infrastructures is the one built by 
the IMPACT26 project. It offers mechanisms for 
aggregating, homogenizing, curating and access-
ing data stored in different archives of genomes 
and proteomes and maintains them for multiple 
consumption scenarios. Therefore, life science 
digital libraries can outsource the realisation of 
their information space of genomes and proteomes 
knowledge to the IMPACT e-Infrastructure, 
instead of implementing it and maintaining it 
operational. By exploiting this possibility the 
overall cost of the DLs is thus largely reduced. 
Another notable exemplar is the GENESI-DR27 
infrastructure, built by the homonymous project. 
It not only supports harmonization and uniform 
access to Earth Observation (EO) data, but also 
offers and mediates access to shared tools and 
computational facilities for generating EO prod-
ucts, like specialised information maps, resulting 
from the processing of the shared data.

A distinguished e-Infrastructure is the 
D4Science e-Infrastructure28. It adds a new facility 
to those offered by the e-Infrastructures described 
above. This new facility makes it possible to sup-
port the dynamic construction and maintenance 
of digital libraries, which in the context of this 
project are called Virtual Research Environments 
(VREs)(Assante, M., Candela, L., et al., 2008). 
VREs tailored to specific needs of a scientific 
scenario can be created and maintained for the 
time they are required, and dismissed when the 

community does not need them anymore (e.g. 
when a user community project comes to its 
end). The D4Science e-Infrastructure operates 
as a “broker” in a market of resources29 accom-
modating the needs of resource providers and 
consumers. In the current version D4Science 
supports resource providers in “selling” their 
resources, and resource consumers, i.e. the scien-
tific communities, in “buying” and orchestrating 
such resources to build their VRE applications.30 
The e-Infrastructure provides communities with 
logistic and technical aids for VREs building, 
maintenance, and monitoring in order to reduce 
as much as possible the human intervention and 
facilitate these tasks. Interactive tools are made 
available to support the selection of the resources 
to be included in these environments from the 
pool of the available assets. Once selected, these 
resources are organised and manipulated by the 
e-infrastructure in order to make the VRE opera-
tional, e.g. the services are deployed on specific 
servers, monitoring of these services is activated, 
reallocation is executed when needed. All these 
tasks are performed transparently to the users.

Each of the above e-Infrastructures offers a 
service over a set of resources. Despite this solu-
tion notably facilitates the construction of digital 
libraries that use the resources registered in the 
infrastructure, there is a growing evidence that the 
requirements raised by cross-disciplinary research 
may not be satisfied within the boundaries of a 
single e-infrastructure, regardless of how wide 
in geographical scale and large in aggregation 
capacity it may be. Rather the expectation is that 
collaboration will need to span across resources 
managed by multiple institutions, disciplines and 
countries, thus potentially ranging across multiple 
e-Infrastructures.

The response to this central requirement can-
not certainly be the realization of a single global 
research infrastructure merging all the commu-
nity- or discipline-oriented resources. Too many 
are the financial, organizational, and technological 
reasons that will ever prevent the realization of 
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this solution. Recently, the research community as 
a whole has thus recognized that complying with 
today scientific enquiry still requires an additional 
step with respect to the e-Infrastructure solution 
experimented today. A more powerful and flex-
ible organizational model capable of supporting 
interoperability and collaboration without forcing 
everyone to comply with a single model must be 
introduced. The new concept of Knowledge Eco-
system model has thus been proposed as a possible 
answer to this need. In a Knowledge Ecosystem 
single e-Infrastructures, although independent, 
are not isolated but dynamically interoperate and 
influence each other. They may share not only 
information, but also services needed to analyze 
and process the available information. In such 
ecosystem single digital libraries can offer a 
specific functionality to their user communities 
by relying on the support of other components 
of the ecosystem, thus the implementation of the 
functionality is outsourced to the ecosystem as 
a whole. The exploitation of the aggregated re-
sources can then result in innovative applications 
made available to the communities served by the 
digital libraries which for reasons related to risk, 
cost, and scope are often excluded from the digital 
library roadmap for evolution. The realization of a 
Knowledge Ecosystem, which has just started to 
be investigated within the D4Science-II project31, 
will require a considerable technological and 
organizational effort especially to deal with the 
interoperability issues, a very challenging issue 
also in this context.

Actually, the whole digital library develop-
ment history and evolution, as presented in this 
Chapter, have evidenced how the multidisciplinary 
domain these innovative systems are requested to 
operate as well as the pragmatic and exploratory 
approaches adopted by the community for long 
time have concurred to characterise the digital 
library scope, its success stories as well as its 
drawbacks. Since the early times, digital library 
practitioners started borrowing solutions and ap-
proaches from other disciplines – including data 

management and library science – with the goal to 
experiment them to serve knowledge production 
needs. Synergies have been established between 
these disciplines and the digital library discipline. 
Substantial knowledge and experiences have been 
accumulated during this process. Unfortunately, 
despite the amount of evolution the field has 
reached and the enhancements it produced are 
tantamount to the evolution and enhancements 
of similar disciplines, a very limited effort has 
been dedicated to develop a foundational theory 
characterising the digital library domain. This is 
among the main reasons causing lack of success of 
some initiatives, hindering further digital library 
enhancements and convincing the practitioners 
on the need for renaming the field(Ioannidis, Y., 
2005)(Atkins, D.E., Droegmeier, K.K., et al., 
2003). However, the digital library is not com-
pletely lacking foundational oriented initiatives, 
as shown below.

6. A BIT OF FOUNDATIONS

Despite the life of Digital Libraries spans the last 
twenty years, a plethora of heterogeneous systems 
have been developed and classified under the 
digital library/digital repository umbrella. The 
development of a so large variety of systems, still 
ongoing, is not only due to the different applica-
tion needs but also to the difficulty experimented 
in systematically describing, understanding, 
comparing and reusing digital libraries (and their 
constituents). This difficulty has its main root in 
the historical lack of foundations for them.

Among the first attempts to develop a digital 
library domain theory there is the 5S framework.
(Gonçalves, M.A., Fox, E.A., Watson, L.T., 
Kipp, N.A., 2004) It is based on five fundamen-
tal abstractions, i.e. Streams, Structures, Spaces, 
Scenarios, and Societies, to define digital libraries 
rigorously and usefully. Societies define how a 
Digital Library helps in satisfying the informa-
tion needs of its users. Scenarios provide support 
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for the definition and design of different kinds of 
services. Structures support the organisation of 
the information in usable and meaningful ways. 
Spaces deal with the presentation and access to 
information in usable and effective ways. Streams 
concern the communication and consumption of 
information by users. By having this model as 
foundational theory, a series of tools and systems 
have been designed and envisioned as to prove its 
effectiveness (Gonçalves, M.A., 2004).

Few years later, in the framework of the DE-
LOS Network of Excellence, a very ambitious 
and challenging initiative started having the goal 
to provide the digital library community with a 
foundational, comprehensive and shared frame-
work capable to capture the intrinsic nature of 
the various entities of the digital library universe. 
This initiative, by benefitting from the collective 
understanding developed by European research 
groups in the context of DELOS as well as from 
the international collaborations established in this 
framework, led to the Digital Library Manifesto 
(Candela, L., Castelli, D., et al., 2006) and to the 
DELOS Digital Library Reference Model (Can-
dela, L., Castelli, D., et al., 2007). The former 
declaring the intentions, motives, overall plans 
and views of the initiative as well as introduc-
ing the main notions characterising the domain. 
The latter presenting the main concepts, axioms 
and relationships characterising the domain 
independently from specific standards, technolo-
gies, implementations, or other concrete details. 
Overall, the model distinguishes among three 
distinct notions of “systems” which are often 
confused in the literature: Digital Library; Digital 
Library System; and Digital Library Management 
System. These systems are characterized by a set 
of fundamental concepts belonging to six digital 
library specific domains, namely Content, User, 
Functionality, Quality, Policy, and Architecture. 
These systems support the operation of various 
actors playing four fundamental roles, namely 
End-User, DL Designer, DL System Administrator 
and DL Application Developer. Since December 

2008, the development of the Reference Model 
is managed by the DL.org project (Castelli, D., 
Paker, S., 2009), an EU funded project promoting 
a consolidation and enhancement activity of this 
artefact on a scale involving the digital library 
community in the large.

Despite the lack of a foundational, well-
established and universally accepted theory char-
acterising the digital library domain, a lot of steps 
have been performed since the early stages and 
the initial conceptions of these systems support-
ing knowledge management. Also, the novelties 
introduced by the digital library field induced 
changes in our society, and its operational model.

7. IMPACT OF DIGITAL LIBRARIES

Probably the social and economical impacts digital 
libraries would have made on the library world 
were not recognized at the time when early digital 
libraries appeared. Certainly, the possibility of 
making scientific communication more effective 
and economic was in the mind of Paul Ginsparg 
while designing the arXiv system, even though 
not the perception that, after a few years from 
his primitive intuition, systems such as arXiv 
would have radically changed the way scientific 
communication had been conceived and put into 
practice. After a few years, however, Ginsparg 
passed from believing that “in principle, the new 
electronic medium gives us the opportunity to 
reconsider many aspects of our current research 
communication, and researchers should take 
advantage of this opportunity to map out the 
ideal research communication medium of the 
future”(Ginsparg, P., 1996) to the full awareness 
of the revolutionary changes arXiv was making 
in the communication of research information in 
many fields of physics. His awareness was well 
based. In fact, in 1997 the set of arXiv archives 
were serving over 50,000 users worldwide from 
over 100 countries, and processing many millions 
of electronic transactions per month. In some 
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fields of physics, they had already supplanted 
traditional research journals as conveyers of both 
topical and archival research information. Thus 
Ginsparg could easily predict that “the traditional 
model of funding publishing companies through 
research libraries (in turn funded by overheads 
on research grants) is unlikely to survive in the 
electronic realm”.(Ginsparg, P. 1997)

In giving an account of impacts of digital 
libraries on library world, this Section properly 
starts from the effects produced by arXiv archives 
in the physics community. But many other factors 
contributed to the changes digital library develop-
ment gave start to (Borgman, C.L., 2007). Thus this 
“history” of impacts will continue proposing the 
economical crisis of libraries and the emergence 
of the Open Access Initiative as important eco-
nomic and social factors strengthening the effects 
of digital technologies on issues such as business 
models, copyrights, etc., traditionally taken for 
granted in the practice of scholarly communica-
tion. The largest part of this Section, however, is 
dedicated to discuss how digital library evolution 
has made scientists to envision new way to work, 
and, in turns, how scientists’ vision has moved 
digital libraries far beyond any connotation of the 
term “library”. In this context, special attention 
is given to the new roles that both librarians and 
users are called to assume and to issues related 
to education for digital libraries.

One of the most important factors contribut-
ing to make changes desirable by library world 
certainly was the economical crisis of libraries 
themselves. In the latter 1990s, many financially 
pressed research libraries began to be poised for 
triage of their journal subscriptions. The majority 
of them began to consider the traditional model 
of journal subscription and book purchasing no 
more economically sustainable32. At the same 
time, the Open Access Movement emerged with 
the mission of disseminating knowledge widely 
and readily to society. In a conference convened 
by the Open Society Institute on December 2001, 
i.e., the Budapest Open Access Initiative, the goals 

of this movement were expressed in the opening 
sentence of the conference, as follows: “An old 
tradition and a new technology have converged 
to make possible an unprecedented public good. 
The old tradition is academic scholars giving 
away the results of their research. … The new 
technology is the Internet. Together, these have 
made it possible from everyone in the world to 
share knowledge freely and openly”. Four years 
later, the Berlin 3 Open Access Meeting33 made 
new recommendations remedying the vagueness 
inherent in the Declaration’s original word-
ing about open access: “In order to implement 
the Berlin Declaration institutions should: (1) 
Implement a policy to require their researchers 
to deposit a copy of all their published articles 
in an open access repository and (2) encourage 
their researchers to publish their research articles 
in open access journals where a suitable journal 
exists (and provide the support to enable that to 
happen)”.

If “electronic archives” opened the ways to 
substantial changes in scholarly communications, 
although originally thought for speeding dis-
semination only, its successors, i.e. institutional 
repositories, presented themselves as the tools for 
realizing open access goals, as can easily be under-
stood. Moreover, the innovative functionality they 
have been provided with in the mean time were 
making them to emerge as a new strategy allowing 
“universities to apply serious, systematic leverage 
to accelerate changes taking place in scholarship 
and scholarly communication”(Lynch, C.A., 
2003) and even “rethinking” it (Van de Sompel, 
H., 2004). This strategic role of repositories has 
recently been confirmed by the Association of 
Research Libraries34.

In the early 2000s, the economic environ-
ment of libraries and the lively debate raised 
by Open Access movement35 broke the delicate 
balance among the roles of authors, publisher 
and academic libraries, involving hot issues as 
intellectual property, copyright and the concept 
of “publishing” itself.
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On the side of publishers, there were dif-
ferent reactions. The most important publisher 
of computer science literature, the Association 
for Computing Machinery (ACM), was the first 
to realize that a digital library of articles – and 
associated specialized services – had a greater 
chance of attracting scholars than simply provid-
ing subscriptions to printed and even electronic 
journals. Accordingly, it made an early strategic 
decision to orient its online development around 
a digital library rather than electronic journals. 
Discussing this choice, the ACM Deputy Direc-
tor of Publications clearly put in evidence that 
socio-economic issues associated with the delivery 
of on-line content and services are as critical as 
sound technological implementation, if indeed 
not more so, and that ACM had distinguished 
itself by paying much attention to such issues. In 
particular, by giving own solution to the function-
ing of copyright law in a networked environment 
with the development of a new business model, 
mediating between free-and-easy dissemination 
and the demand for revenue.(Rous, B., 2001) No 
similar choice was taken by trade publishers, that, 
instead, inaugurated a business model dictating 
that libraries acquire access to bundle packages 
of journals, thus depriving libraries of their fun-
damental role of selector of quality materials.

Nowadays, the tensions between publish-
ers and research libraries are far from being 
resolved(Shavell, S., 2009). However, some pacts 
of “no-belligerence” have been agreed, allowing 
authors to self-archive their research outputs into 
institutional repositories under certain conditions. 
This has given birth to different classes of pub-
lishers according to which copyrights conditions 
they are practicing.(SHERPA, n.d.) In the mean 
time, open access to outputs of publicly funded 
research is becoming a phenomenon more and 
more widespread36,37. Maybe this is the reason 
why someone affirms that a dialogue between 
publishers and librarians is possible.(Bowering, 
L., 2009)

In the same time digital libraries – or, more 
precisely, their primitive systems now called digi-
tal repositories – were restructuring the scholarly 
communication, the scientific community of the 
DELOS Thematic Network was working about 
a new vision for Digital Libraries, conceiving 
them as enabling “any citizen to access all hu-
man knowledge, any time and anywhere, in a 
friendly, multimodal, efficient and effective way, 
by overcoming barriers of distance, language, and 
culture and by using multiple Internet-connected 
devices”. This vision was declared in the so-called 
“San Cassiano Report”38 where also related socio 
economic issues were raised. In particular, beside 
the need of identifying business models for digital 
library operation and resolving copyright issues, 
the report recommended attention to how digital 
libraries could affect education and learning.

From that vision, digital libraries have made 
much progress in the direction of becoming univer-
sal knowledge repositories, making the wealth of 
material contained in libraries, museum, archives 
and any knowledge repository worldwide avail-
able. For this, Europeana (cf. Sec. 3) is a promi-
nent exemplar. But the impact digital libraries are 
having on research libraries are of very particular 
nature, so that they are assuming connotations 
far beyond those inherent in the term “library”.

Digital library evolution has made scientists 
to envision new ways how their work can be or-
ganized, and knowledge acquired, communicated 
and exploited. Scientists start dreaming integrated 
and collaborative working environments that by 
providing seamless access to the tools and the 
data they need offer an array of new research 
opportunities (Borgman, C.L., 2007). In their 
turn, advances in systems supporting e-research 
are inducing changes in the processes govern-
ing research activities in various fields as well 
as in what has to be conceived as end product 
of research itself. Datasets started becoming 
important research outcomes supplementing the 
traditional scholar communication objects and 
representing a valuable artefact for subsequent 
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research. As described in Section 5, at the core of 
the current innovation there are Virtual Research 
Environments. Virtual Research Environments 
can be considered evolved versions of the current 
“research libraries”, however they are revolution-
izing traditional concepts with strong impacts on 
librarians and users also.

In such new environments, these traditional 
library stakeholders will possibly loose their spe-
cific connotations and assume many shared ones. 
Which role these “new librarians” will have can 
be hypothesized considering services that people 
working in VREs are engaged in. For example 
they are called to instruct the infrastructure on the 
specificities characterizing a resource including 
the policies governing its usage. This information 
serves to properly handle that resource. Different 
kinds of resources require that different informa-
tion is specified39. The “new” librarians are also in 
charge to support resources ingestion40, validate 
and approve them41, as well as monitor their sta-
tus42. Thus, for guaranteeing VRE operation a new 
specific profile could emerge, possibly a very new 
one that integrates users’ specific competences 
(Candela, L., Castelli, D., Pagano, P., 2009).

VRE design and creation are other activities 
new librarians have to perform. These activities 
can be seen as an evolution of the more traditional 
ones played by librarians when supporting the 
library users in accessing the library content and 
services. Given the heterogeneity of the available 
resources and the complexity of the scientific pro-
cesses that VREs may be called to support, these 
activities certainly require multiple expertise. In 
particular, the new librarians must fully understand 
the needs of the specific research communities 
asking for the VREs and the characteristics of 
the available resources. They must be capable of 
selecting the resources to be included, deciding 
their most appropriate configuration, functionality 
workflow, and so on.

This means that “new” librarians must have 
domain knowledge in the specific user community 
discipline, knowledge in information manage-

ment, qualification in knowledge organization as 
well as be trained in IT.

The need for such an expertise should be sup-
ported by changes in digital library education. 
The need for information specialists capable to 
assist users in navigating complex information 
sources across heterogeneous repositories had 
already been evidenced in the end of nineties 
(Spink, A., Cool, C., 1999)(Schatz, B., Chen, H., 
1999), however an effort to design a curriculum 
for DL education supporting teaching and learn-
ing about DL development and management 
was started only later, with the Digital Libraries 
Curriculum Development project (Pomerantz, J., 
Wildemuth, B.W., 2006). The curriculum modules, 
still under evaluation at the time of this writing, 
seem to fit well the students for dealing with new 
library’s information objects – from multi-type, 
to multi-versioned multimedia documents – and 
organizational issues such as those inherent in the 
data-service provider paradigm. Organizational 
issues, in fact, will become more and more im-
portant as the infrastructure vision for federating 
repositories will advance, as the DRIVER con-
federation is demonstrating (Schmidt, B., Peters, 
D., 2008). But besides a managerial role, the DL 
evolving concepts and systems are calling for 
librarians and users as designers and operators 
(Candela, L., Castelli, D., et al., 2007) in Virtual 
Research Environments, as we have seen above. 
It is certainly not yet clear whether the entire VRE 
design, creation and maintenance process can be 
covered by a single professional. Certainly, how-
ever, innovative “librarians” profiles will have to 
emerge with complementary expertise from many 
disciplines (Lawton, F., 2009).

8. CONCLUSION

Digital libraries are undergoing a continuously 
evolving process, influencing all sectors where 
knowledge has to be created, stored, transmitted 
and used. This chapter has traced the history of 
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digital library evolution through its fundamental 
steps, driven by how digital libraries could newly 
be conceived in connection with the availability 
of new technologies and the changing needs of 
the community of library users.

We have identified the first step in how early 
repository architecture was improved by the dis-
tributed ones, identifying their technical founda-
tion in the Dienst system. The next important 
innovation was thinking about and dealing with 
interoperable technologies and frameworks, as 
succeeded in the Open Archive Initiative. Interop-
erability is the principle for content sharing and the 
basis on which all the worldwide digital libraries 
presently existing rely. The conception of Digital 
Library Management Systems represented the 
starting point for the spreading of digital libraries 
also in institutional environments not capable of 
supporting the cost of realizing a digital library 
from scratch. Since about 2000, Digital Library 
Management System projects such as Cyclades 
and Scholnet allowed for conceiving function-
alities much different from the traditional ones, 
so that the envisioning of digital libraries as col-
laborative environments could emerge. Finally, 
e-Infrastructures, Virtual Research Environments 
and Ecosystems have been presented as the chal-
lenges the digital library research is facing today.

Social impacts is the last argument of the digital 
library’s history as conceived in this chapter. It has 
primarily been concerned with impact on scholar-
ship, with special attention on what has happened 
and is happening in the context of scientific research 
and development, for two main reasons. First, be-
cause digital libraries are regarded by national and 
international institutions as the central technology 
for the access, dissemination and preservation of 
scientific information (Council of the European 
Union, 2007). Second, because the actors in this 
context have particularly been forced to deal with 
the changing ways of making their profession - also 
contributing to tailoring its development, really. 
Accordingly, the impact on the role of librarians 
has received much attention, as librarians are 

destined to cover, in various degrees, a very great 
spectrum of the profiles needed by future research 
environments, as predicted in the Digital Library 
Reference Model(Candela, L., 2008).

But current events impose deep changes of 
the concept of research library itself, feeding 
the debate on which future is to be expected for 
digital libraries.

The library is transforming itself from a 
resource-based information system to a knowl-
edge based service embedded into the research 
processes and collaborating with the researchers 
within the “knowledge ecosystem” that is being 
prospected as the needed future organizational 
pattern(Castelli, D., 2009). “Knowledge organiza-
tion, discovery, and experimentation are becoming 
a central part of research itself, not just passively 
supporting research, but actively or proactively 
stimulating, articulating, framing, guiding, and 
assessing research along the way right as the 
research is evolving. Research productivity in 
the future relies on this knowledge service in-
frastructure, and a new service mechanism is 
urgently needed to develop the infrastructure and 
to provide customized organizing, discovering, and 
computation services” (Zhang, X., 2009). These 
are the messages, among others, recently sent in 
the second GRL2020 Asia in Taipei, Taiwan43, 
where experts from around the world showcased 
best practices, case studies and pioneering work, 
with the aim of fostering innovative approaches 
supported by global research libraries.
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ENDNOTES

1  Associated with one or more regions (“foot-
prints”) on the surface of the Earth.

2  For instance, the Alexandria project has been 
continued by National Geospatial Digital 
Archive funded by the Library of Congress, 
University of California Santa Barbara, and 
Stanford University. See: http://www.ngda.
org/

3  Actually, the DELOS Working Group was the 
result of an European Research Consortium 
for Informatics and Mathematics (ERCIM) 
initiative that in set up the its Working Group 
on Digital Libraries having as main objec-
tive to stimulate interest and to encourage 
collaboration between the ERCIM research 
teams beginning to be active in this field.

4  The European Conference on Digital Librar-
ies. This annual conference rapidly became 
the main forum for the European DL com-
munity to present and discuss their research 
ideas and results.

5  Cross Language Evaluation Forum. http://
www.clef-campaign.org/

6  Initiative for the Evaluation of XML Retriev-
al. http://inex.is.informatik.uni-duisburg.de/

7  The Cultural Heritage Applications Unit of 
the Information Society Directorate-General 
of the European Commission started having 
“digital libraries” among the research top-
ics of the “DigiCult” (Digital Heritage and 
Cultural Content) area of 5th Framework 
Programme (FP5) for Research and Tech-
nological Development (1998–2002). In the 
course of the FP5 more than 100 projects in 
the DigiCult area were funded. This thematic 
priority area was also in the 6th Framework 
Programme (2002–2006) and is present 
in the current 7th Framework Programme 
(2007–2013).

8  The processes implementing the functional-
ity and the content managed were residing 
on the same server.

9  This is very similar to the Vannevar Bush 
“dream” expressed with the knowledge and 
the potentialities of today’s society.

10  Z39.50 Maintenance Agency web page 
http://www.loc.gov/z3950/agency/

11  Dublin Core is the common name for the 
Dublin Core Metadata Element Set, a vocab-
ulary of fifteen properties for use in resource 
description developed by the Dublin Core 
Metadata Initiative (http://dublincore.org). 
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Because of its simplicity and “core” nature, 
i.e. its elements are broad and generic, it has 
been largely used to describe a wide range 
of resources.

12  NARCIS (http://www.narcis.info/) provides 
access to more than 240,000 scientific publi-
cations (the majority of them are open access 
publications), more than 6,000 data sets, 
and information on researchers (expertise), 
research projects and research institutes in 
the Netherlands.

13  The NSDL program held its first formal 
funding cycle during 2000. From 2000 on-
ward, over 200 projects have been funded 
to create collections, services, and tools for 
teacher and learners at all levels, and perform 
targeted research in digital libraries and 
their application to education. The NSDL 
program is an unusual program for NSF in 
that its projects are engaged in building an 
enterprise much larger than the object of any 
one grant. As of October 2008, the NSDL 
transitioned to a new phase of development 
and organization, with the granting of awards 
for the NSDL Resource Center (RC), and 
Technical Network Services (TNS). http://
nsdl.org/about/?pager=organization

14  Europeana http://www.europeana.eu
15  Europe’s Information Society – i2010: 

Digital Libraries Initiative http://ec.europa.
eu/information_society/activities/digital_li-
braries/index_en.htm

16  Digital Repository Infrastructure Vision for 
European Research. www.driver-communi-
ty.eu

17  DRIVER Confederation is the name chosen 
for this organization at the time of the writing 
of this Chapter. The name may be changed to 
reflect the more international level that the 
Confederation is starting to cover including 
the U.S., Canada, Latin America, China, 
Japan, India and Africa.

18  D-NET. http://www.driver-repository.eu/D-
NET_release

19  D-Net is equipped with a set of tools that 
enable to register the repositories willing to 
share their content, check a number of qual-
ity parameters for these repositories, harvest 
through OAI-PMH, clean and integrate meta-
data records according to target metadata 
record formats. The resulting Information 
Space can then be accessed via an arbitrary 
number of DL applications built by service 
providers. D-Net also provide number of 
predefined and configurable services, such 
as Recommendation, Collection, Browsing, 
and User Interfaces that can be exploited by 
service providers in building their specific 
application.

20  Open Archives Initiatives – Object Reuse 
and Exchange http://www.openarchives.
org/ore

21  A list of known DSpace instances is re-
ported in the DSpace website (http://www.
dspace.org/index.php/DSpace-Instances/
Repository-List.html). In August 2009 this 
list contains more than 600 repositories.

22  DuraSpace. http://duraspace.org
23  The notion of “resource” has to be intended 

with the most abstract and generic meaning 
here as to potentially capture any entity in 
the Digital Library universe. Thus “sharing” 
should be realised on content resources as 
well as on functionality, user and any other 
resource having a value in a system different 
from the one it was been built for.

24  Existing technologies for content sharing 
(cf. Sec. 3) and Digital Library Management 
Systems (cf. Sec. 4) are valid approaches 
toward the realisation of such systems. Un-
fortunately, they are not yet mature enough to 
deal with the plethora of issues arising while 
dealing with the very variegated scenario 
eScience is posing.

25  The term ‘e-Infrastructure’ refers to research 
environment in which all researchers –
whether working in the context of their home 
institutions or in national or multinational 
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scientific initiatives – have shared access 
to unique or distributed scientific facilities 
(including data, instruments, computing 
and communications), regardless of their 
type and location in the world. http://cordis.
europa.eu/fp7/ict/e-infrastructure/

26  IMproving Protein Annotation through 
Coordination and Technology, http://www.
ebi.ac.uk/impact/page.php

27  Ground European Network for Earth Science 
Interoperations - Digital Repositories, http://
www.genesi-dr.eu/

28  DIstributed colLaboratories Infrastructure 
on Grid ENabled Technology for Science, 
http://www.d4science.eu

29  Resources here are intended as shareable 
generic entities, physical (e.g. storage and 
computing resources) or digital (e.g. soft-
ware, processes, data), that can interact with 
other resources to synergistically provide 
some functions serving their clients, either 
humans or automatic systems.

30  Selling is supported through the publish-
ing of resources according to the policies 
established by their owners. The propri-
etary formats and protocols used by these 
resources are transformed into common 
ones by the e-infrastructure services and 
facilities so that their seamless consumption 
is enabled. The pool of resources shared by 
third-party providers is enriched by a set of 
service resources, i.e. software units which 
deliver generic digital library functions, like 
retrieval, access, annotation of content and 
creation of new one. This pool of function-
ality which constitutes a core part in the 
majority of the VREs, can be used as any 
other public resource by exploiting available 
physical resources, implemented and made 
available by the e-Infrastructure itself.

31  D4Science-II is a project recently founded, 
whose starting date is October 2009.

32  The crisis is still ongoing, as documented in 
the “ARL Statement to Scholarly Publishers 

on the Global Economic Crisis” issued by the 
Association of Research Libraries in 2009 
and announced in the Association’s Press 
Release as “The Global Economic Crisis 
and Its Effect on Publishing and Library 
Subscriptions: ARL Issues Statement to 
Scholarly Publishers and Vendors” http://
www.arl.org/news/pr/econ-crisis-19feb09.
shtml

33  Berlin 3 Open Access: Progress in Imple-
menting the Berlin Declaration on Open 
Access to Knowledge in the Sciences and 
Humanities. Feb 28th - Mar 1st, 2005, Uni-
versity of Southampton, UK. http://www.
eprints.org/events/berlin3/outcomes.html

34  Association of Research Libraries. (2009). 
“The Research Library’ Role in Digital Re-
pository Services. Final report of the ARL 
Digital Repository Issues Task Force”. As-
sociation of Research Libraries, http://www.
arl.org/bm~doc/repository-services-report.
pdf

35  A comprehensive overview of the debated 
issues regarding Open Access can be found in 
the dedicated web site (http://www.earlham.
edu/~peters/fos/overview.htm) maintained 
by Peter Suber, one of the promoter of the 
movement.

36  In May 2009 SHERPA announced that its 
service RoMEO was listing 600 publisher 
policies on self-archiving.

37  The ROARMAP (Registry of Open Access 
Repository Material Archiving Policies), 
accessed in August 2009, listed 1436 open 
access repositories distributed worldwide. 
http://roar.eprints.org/

38  “Digital Libraries: future directions for a 
European research programme”. DELOS 
Brainstorming Report, San Cassiano, Italy, 
June 2001.

 http://delos-noe.isti.cnr.it/activities/re-
searchforum/Brainstorming/1st-ws.html

39  For instance, if the resource is a web ser-
vice implementing a specific functionality 
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its URL has to be provided, if the resource 
is a data source both a characterization of 
its content and the protocol governing the 
access to it must be given.

40  The e-Infrastructure needs to enrich the pool 
of resources explicitly specified at registra-
tion time. Librarians will guide the process 
complementing this pool with additional 
resources facilitating the exploitation of the 
initial ones. For instance, in the case of data 
sources, metadata collections in specific 
schemas can be generated, new collections 
of information objects resulting from original 
data aggregation and manipulation can be 
produced, different indices supporting data 
discovery can be automatically generated.

41  Librarians are requested to analyze the char-
acteristics of the registered resources and 
decide whether these resources are entitled 
to partake the infrastructure or not.

42  The data needed to monitor the resource 
status are per resource, i.e. the status of 
different resources is characterized by dif-
ferent aspects. For instance, the status of 
a web service includes its workload, the 
status of a data source includes the number 
of information objects it contains.

43  GRL2020 Asia, 2009. http://www.grl2020.
net/index.php/review
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Iglezakis, Tatiana-Eleni Synodinou and Sarantos Kapidakis, pp. 1-30, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an 
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ABSTRACT

This chapter investigates whether information 
technology tools typical of Web 2.0 can sup-
port Knowledge Management (KM) practices 
in organizations. An investigation on the Web is 
conducted and the appropriate literature exam-
ined. The information technology tools employed 
in organizations nowadays are discussed with 
the help of three guidelines which each present 
two opposing ideas: knowledge creation versus 
knowledge sharing, tacit knowledge versus ex-
plicit knowledge and hierarchical KM versus 
organic KM. It is argued that these tools reveal 
an innate contradiction: they are based on a cen-
tralized conception and production but aim to 
deal with informal, fluid processes, which resist 
structuring. The term Enterprise 2.0 is defined 

and examined, since it brings out a critical view 
of traditional KM technology. In this context, the 
prevailing technologies on the Web are described 
as well as the associated use practices. The tech-
nologies and practices highlighted are those that 
enhance the collective creation of information and 
knowledge-intensive products and the active, rich 
user participation which influences the develop-
ment of own technologies. Subsequently, many 
Web 2.0 tools and services that are, or could be, 
used in KM practices are described and the sites 
that provide them are indicated. It is noted that 
these new technologies are inducing cooperative 
and decentralized work processes that lead to 
emerging products of high quality and complexity. 
Furthermore, they are characterized by net effects, 
simplicity, ease of use, low cost and rastreabil-
ity. Nevertheless, there are some difficulties in 
the application of Web 2.0 technologies, among 
them, the attainment of performance requisites, 
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privacy and security, the possible emergence of 
counterproductive results and the need to motivate 
people to create content. The challenges and op-
portunities in the organizational use of Web 2.0 
technologies are remarked. Finally, the managerial 
interventions appropriate to enable the success 
of KM projects based on Web 2.0 technologies 
are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

There is no doubt that Knowledge Management 
(KM) has a human, social and political nature that 
goes far beyond the application of technological 
tools. In some cases, too much emphasis on the 
technological aspects can impair the implementa-
tion of KM projects. Taking into account, however, 
the pervasiveness of information and communica-
tion technologies in all human activities, especially 
those related to the Internet, one cannot talk about 
KM without commenting on the technologies that 
support and enhance it.

At the same time, these technologies (under-
stood here mainly as Information Technology 
– IT – tools and systems based on computers) do 
not satisfy those who utilize them (Davenport, 
2005). Knowledge workers are unsatisfied with 
the communication channels that are presently 
employed, especially e-mails, considering that 
they are overloaded and overused. It is debatable 
whether KM technological tools are effective in 
improving the creation and sharing of knowledge; 
they are, however, hardly used (McAfee, 2006). 
These tools aim to deal with dynamic and un-
structured knowledge, but are themselves rather 
formal and grounded on a centralized conception 
and production.

Recently, an intense discussion on the new 
social, economic and technological trends related 
to Web 2.0 has been going on (O’Reilly, 2005; 
Nass & Levitt, 2006, 2007; Ragsdale, 2007). The 
flexible, cooperative and pervasive nature of Web 
2.0 has been highlighted. Works that ask if and 

in what terms Web 2.0 practices and technolo-
gies are adequate to KM are starting to appear 
(McAfee, 2006).

In this context, this chapter intends to inquiry 
whether information technology tools typical of 
Web 2.0 can support Knowledge Management 
(KM) practices in organizations. For accomplish-
ing this, an investigation on the Web is conducted 
and the appropriate literature examined.

The first section of the chapter (Knowledge 
Management and Information Technologies) ques-
tions the information technology tools employed 
in organizations nowadays. They are discussed 
with the help of three guidelines which each 
present two opposing ideas: knowledge creation 
versus knowledge sharing, tacit knowledge versus 
explicit knowledge and hierarchical KM versus or-
ganic KM. Some main categories of technological 
tools that support KM are briefly examined, which 
supports the conclusion that very structured tools 
are employed to deal with inherently unstructured 
organizational knowledge. Therefore, it is claimed 
that these tools reveal an innate contradiction: 
they are based on a centralized conception and 
production but aim to deal with informal, dynamic 
processes, which resist structuring.

The prevailing technologies on the Web are 
described in the next section (Web 2.0) as well as 
the associated use practices. The technologies and 
practices highlighted are those that enhance the 
collective creation of information and knowledge-
intensive products and the rich user participation. 
The section is divided in four subsections (The 
Conception of Web as a Platform, Fostering 
Collective Intelligence, Innovation in Assembly: 
Users as Co-builders of Technologies and Rich 
User Experiences.)

Since it brings out a critical view of traditional 
KM technology, the term Enterprise 2.0 is defined 
and examined in a separate section (Enterprise 
2.0: A Critique of the Technologies that Support 
KM). The expression, created by McAfee (2006), 
represents exactly the application of Web 2.0 
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concepts to the creation of KM technologies in 
organizations.

In the subsequent section (Web 2.0 Technolo-
gies Used in KM), many Web 2.0 tools and ser-
vices that are, or could be, used in KM practices 
are described and the sites that provide them are 
indicated. A table illustrates the relations between 
the tools, KM functionalities and given examples. 
The approach does not mean to be comprehensive 
but exemplificative.

The challenges and opportunities in the or-
ganizational use of Web 2.0 technologies are 
remarked in the following section (Challenges 
and Opportunities). Since Web 2.0 tools involve 
less planning and unexpected uses of the tools can 
pop up, there must be trust in users. It is expected 
that building and sharing a common knowledge 
corpus will turn out to be more troublesome as an 
organization ages. The network effects of Web 2.0 
can help to solve this trouble (McAfee, 2006). As 
occurs with all technologies, especially the new 
ones, there are some difficulties in the application 
of Web 2.0 technologies. Some of them are more 
technical, such as questions related to perfor-
mance, security and privacy. Others are related to 
the particularities of the use of the technologies, 
like the emergence of counterproductive results 
and the necessity of motivating content creation.

Finally, the managerial interventions adequate 
to enable the success of KM projects based on Web 
2.0 technologies are discussed in the last section 
(Final Considerations). Some recommendations 
are similar to the ones made for KM projects that 
utilize more conventional tools. However, more 
specific recommendations for Web 2.0 technolo-
gies utilization are made, such as the choice of 
a unified platform or many platforms connected 
to organizational units, informal inauguration of 
KM projects, and a top management policy ready 
to cope with results that diverge from organiza-
tional goals.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT AND 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES

The literature on KM concerns the fundamen-
tal role played by information technologies in 
knowledge practices and processes. Davenport 
& Prusak (1998), for instance, categorized tech-
nologies employed in KM and warned against 
excessive confidence in technology as the main 
support of KM projects in organizations. Firestone 
& McElroy (2001) emphasized the technologies 
that ground knowledge production and sharing 
but remarked that KM processes are inherently 
human and must be treated accordingly – a point 
that reached consensus in KM literature.

Firestone & McElroy (2001) also reveal a 
common concern of KM authors that is related 
to the different emphasis on KM creation or KM 
transmission/sharing. This was more noticeable 
in the first years of the discipline. Some theorists 
like Nonaka & Takeuchi (1995) criticized the early 
reactions, especially in the USA, to fundamental 
KM works. In their view, the explicit processes of 
capture and transmission of knowledge have been 
overemphasized to the detriment of knowledge 
creation. This argument has since been developed 
by many researchers, such as Takeuchi (1998), 
Nonaka & Konno (1998) and Von Krogh, Ichijo 
& Nonaka (2001), who favor the conditions that 
facilitate creation and sharing of tacit knowledge 
instead of the elaboration of better techniques for 
making knowledge explicit.

These dichotomies – creation versus shar-
ing, tacit versus explicit – have an impact on 
the way in which managers should intervene 
in KM projects. There are more direct ways of 
manager interference, like establishing goals and 
evaluation parameters. Many, however, defend 
the idea, which is based on complex theory, by 
which interventions in KM processes should be 
synchronized not to be destructive, since there is 
an emergent order in natural systems that is not 
easily determined (Firestone & McElroy, 2001). 
Thus, to intervene effectively, one should act on 
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critical points that lead to contexts more propi-
tious for the creation of knowledge. From this 
contraposition, KM could be polarized between 
the hierarchical and the organic, as Mac Morrow 
(2001) observed.

A point of particular interest is that in KM the 
tensions and polarizations illustrated are present 
when technologies are debated. For instance, 
Turban, McLean & Wetherbe (2004) instituted 
two broad categories for technologies that support 
KM. The first one, the knowledge network model, 
references the technologies that are not focused on 
extracting knowledge from people and codifying 
it, but on enhancing the access to it. This model is 
akin to unstructured interventions of managers and 
knowledge creation. The paradigmatic example is 
the yellow pages. The second one is the knowledge 
repository model, which encompasses technolo-
gies that aim to concentrate knowledge in a more 
or less structured form in repositories and permit 
its transit from and to people. This model inclines 
to a more hierarchical managerial performance 
and codification/sharing of knowledge.

On a conceptual level, therefore, to under-
stand the KM initiatives better, one can transit 
from the pole organic intervention – knowledge 
creation – network technological models to the 
pole hierarchical intervention – knowledge shar-
ing – repository technological models. Of course, 
these categories appear mixed up in practice but 
they can be useful for demarcating the trends and 
main characteristics of KM projects and, in chief, 
determining ways of incorporating technologies 
into the projects.

The diversity of the technologies that can sup-
port KM in organizations have not, however, been 
expressed until now. Carvalho (2000) created a 
typology of software tools for KM, partially based 
on the types of knowledge involved (explicit, tacit) 
and on KM processes (generation, codification 
and transfer). We do not intend to describe these 
kinds of tools in detail but it is important to men-
tion them to illustrate how the technological tools 

that support KM are understood and character-
ized, and to discern some underlying principles.

Intranet-based systems are used extensively in 
corporate portals. The basic idea is the aggregation 
of information, envisaging integration and sharing. 
Groupware and workflow tools aim to facilitate 
working in groups. Groupware technologies help 
people to work together from a distance providing 
means of communication and cooperation, which 
are adequate conditions for knowledge creation. 
Workflow tools support standardized business 
processes and collective tasks and are thus more 
focused on codification and transfer of explicit 
knowledge. With similar focus, Electronic Docu-
ment Management (EDM) is meant to maintain 
repositories of explicit knowledge in the form 
of documents, which are neatly organized to be 
retrieved and interchanged.

The tools classified as Business Intelligence 
have their roots in systems built for supporting 
the decision-making of executives and include 
technologies like data warehouse, data mining or 
OLAP (On-Line Analytical Processing). Gener-
ally, they try to find information amid transactional 
data and present them in a more comprehensible 
and visual format.

The artificial intelligence-based systems are 
meant to represent and process knowledge in 
order to make inferences. This is the case with 
neural networks and expert systems. They try to 
encompass explicit and tacit knowledge as well 
as the processes of creating and conveying it.

Knowledge Map Systems do not contain 
knowledge itself, but point to its location, indi-
cating, for example, the experts in certain topics. 
This is typical of the network technological mod-
els which aim to comprehend difficult codified 
knowledge by forging access to it.

Finally, innovation support tools are common 
in industrial R&D (Research and Development). 
They are intended to support the activities of 
communities of practice and usually provide a 
technological knowledge warehouse, which does 
not occur in groupware. The focus is clearly on 
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establishing ideal circumstances for knowledge 
creation.

The description of the technologies related 
to KM points out their different goals and ap-
proaches, but highlights a fundamental point of 
convergence: all of them are tools produced in a 
centralized manner independent of their aims, even 
when these aims are creative and cooperative work 
and the emergence of tacit knowledge in complex 
and interactive processes. That is, extremely struc-
tured tools are utilized to deal with intrinsically 
unstructured organizational knowledge. This is 
the basis of a critic detailed in a following sec-
tion. We will examine first the characteristics of 
processes and technologies that are increasingly 
used in the Internet today and can be compared 
with the tools described in this section.

WEB 2.0

Web 2.0 is a term coined by the media company 
O’Reilly (2005) and is defined by Musser, J., 
O’Reilly, T., & O’Reilly Radar Team (2007, p. 
10) as “a set of economic, social, and technology 
trends that collectively form the basis for the next 
generation of the Internet – a more mature, distinc-
tive medium characterized by user participation, 
openness, and network effects.” The features of 
Web 2.0 usually mentioned in the literature and 
discussed here are based on those treated by Musser 
et al. (2007), O’Reilly (2005), Anderson (2004, 
2006), Nass & Levitt (2006, 2007), Ragsdale 
(2007), and others who treat correlated themes, 
such as Morville (2005) and Surowiecki (2005). 
The processes and technologies emphasized are 
those that result in information and knowledge-
intensive products and rich, active collaboration 
of users, which influence own development of 
the technologies.

The Conception of Web as a Platform

To make Web users cooperate effectively, it was 
first necessary to overcome time and geographi-
cal limitations. As a result of steadily decreasing 
storage costs, huge databases are proliferating 
on the Internet and documentation is available 
indefinitely. Internet users can communicate with 
peers across continents. The first step in achiev-
ing constructive collaboration is to guarantee 
inexpensive and virtually unlimited exchange of 
ideas and practices.

In this way, reference to the Web as a platform 
pertains directly to its pervasiveness and range. 
The idea also counterbalances the uniformity 
imposed by the adoption of specific technologies. 
So, the platform is ubiquitous, interoperable and 
independent of specific implementations. With a 
browser, one can access information no matter 
what its localization and format. Following certain 
standards, companies can provide services freely. 
Many data-sharing protocols in the Internet are 
based on geographical decentralization with digital 
objects residing in many machines, like point-
to-point protocols. The conception of platform 
involves geographical reach, technology diversity, 
protocols and communication standardization 
and flexibility.

Fostering Collective Intelligence

Keeping Web users connected at low costs contrib-
uted to the appearance of new forms of teamwork. 
These emergent forms of collaboration are not 
anticipated: they evolve naturally from diverse 
uses. Additionally, since users started to produce 
content intensely, they subvert the traditionally 
fixed roles of working on networks, undermining 
centers of know-how and intelligence. Therefore, 
it is convenient to adopt a metaphor of intelligence 
that is created and sustained collectively.

Collective intelligence or the ‘wisdom of 
crowds’ (Surowiecki, 2005) is increasingly em-
ployed in the Internet. The expression refers to 
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an architecture of participation in which the user 
collaboration aggregates value. The value can be 
created in a direct, explicit fashion, as in the virtual 
communities. In them, the content is provided by 
users, who upload files in sharing areas, comment, 
filter, recommend, search, talk online, interact and 
create links to others’ content. Since publishing on 
the Web is easier, many communities have been 
created around frequently-published diary notes 
or ‘blogs’. Some collective works of unexpected 
quality have appeared such as Wikipedia, an online 
encyclopedia.

In this context, the lines between users, infor-
mation organizers and tools creators are blurred. 
One example is the appearance of the ‘folkson-
omies’, which are taxonomies engendered by 
users when they generate labels for categorizing 
and retrieving content published on the Web. 
Sites like del.icio.us and Flickr pioneered their 
utilization. These sites provide, respectively, 
social bookmarking services (which consist fun-
damentally of storing and sharing preferences) 
and photo-publishing and sharing.

Nevertheless, the value of the architecture of 
participation is also created in an indirect, intrinsic 
manner, without necessarily involving a virtual 
community. One example of this is the Pagerank 
algorithm. It takes advantage of the link structure 
of the Web, which is constructed by users as a 
result of their natural and quotidian activities on 
the network. Pages to which many links point 
receive many ‘votes’ and are considered important 
or popular (which, in practice, assumes the role 
of a relevance indicator).

Another example of the implicit construction 
of ‘intelligence’ are the metadata created and 
enriched by users, like the products evaluation in 
the commercial site Amazon, which implements a 
word-of-mouth virtual recommendation system, 
or the shareable news indications in the site Digg. 
There is also the case of user profiles and appli-
cation use statistics, which constitute contextual 
information that could be used to improve Web 
search engines. This practice is termed rastreability 

and occurs, for instance, with data about previous 
searches or relations of most visited sites.

User participation is magnified by network 
effects. According to Musser et al. (2007, p. 16), 
the Metcalfe law states that the utility value of 
machines connected on a network – like tele-
phones or computers – do not increase linearly, 
but proportionally to the square of node number 
of the network. Also, the Reed law postulates 
that the value of applications that facilitate the 
formation of sub-groups on networks, such as 
the social network service provides Orkut and 
Myspace, increase even more speedily, following 
the exponential rate of 2n. These observations and 
empiric laws establish that the utility of networks 
grows faster than the quantity of nodes, which 
is particularly true in the case of networks that 
involve cooperative work. Taking advantage of 
these facts, Web companies tend to enhance user 
cooperation by providing initial advantages and 
significant contexts for creating content (adequate 
tools, personalization, aggregation, recommenda-
tion filters, etc.), trusting users and facilitating the 
emergence of functionalities by allowing, within 
certain limits, unforeseen uses.

Innovation in Assembly: Users 
as Co-Builders of Technologies

One of the most remarkable trends on the Web is 
the creation of services, protocols and applications 
by the community of users. Generally, this has been 
demanding highly technical specialization of the 
users. A transformation of the business models 
on the Web is related to this trend.

When adopting older business models, com-
panies try to protect their intellectual software 
rights. In the context of Web 2.0, however, there 
is a tendency for open standards, protocols and 
software to be used. The structure of these tech-
nologies is known. The source code is publicly 
available and can be altered by anyone, under 
certain conditions. Most of these technologies 
are products of a collective intelligence based on 
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structured cooperation, which guarantees quality 
and broad use. There are many operational sys-
tems, Web servers and programming languages 
in this situation.

Sites have evolved from a static structure, 
which exposes a specific set of information, to 
a dynamic content that is presented according to 
users’ demands. Dynamic sets are usually sup-
ported by a database that is accessed by means of 
a protocol or a programming language. Nowadays, 
these sites have progressed far beyond that and 
can no longer be characterized as information 
reservoirs, still dynamic, but as ‘platforms that 
provide data and services to facilitate entire new 
ecosystems’ (Musser et al., 2007, p. 24).

However, the most productive facet of in-
novation in the use of Web technologies is the 
affordability of products and services that can be 
altered by users without deep technical knowledge. 
Products and services can be made available in 
an adaptable fashion by, for instance, the creation 
of an Application Programming Interface (API), 
a set of routines with known functions and entry 
points, to be freely used. APIs are being integrated 
in business practices. For example, Amazon cre-
ated APIs that allow other companies to search its 
catalogue and provide shopping cart functional-
ities. The companies receive from Amazon a small 
percentage of the sales originated. Besides APIs, 
easier-to-use, small and reusable components 
are available, widgets or gadgets, which allow 
multi-source content to be integrated without 
programming effort. The use of APIs and widgets 
creates business partners and clients in an auto-
matic, scalable, cheap and transparent way. The 
so-called mashups are akin to these technologies. 
A mashup is a combination of easily-integrated 
services that combines content from many sources. 
Presently, the commonest mashups on the Web 
are constructed by combining the Google Maps 
API with other information sources, say property 
data. All these technologies, along with the various 
conceptions of their uses, allow innovations to be 
generated at low cost and with little programming 

effort since standardized and reusable components 
are easily assembled.

Rich User Experiences

Expanding the scope of the Web and allowing 
users to collectively create and transform technolo-
gies are trends related to more resourceful user 
experiences. The advance of Web 2.0 technologies 
engenders richer user experiences in many levels.

The first level is an immediate result of techno-
logical advances. As larger bandwidth is available 
and storage is cheaper, content is increasingly 
reproduced in rich media, like sophisticated graph-
ics, elaborate figures, sounds, videos and songs, 
accompanied by more numerous users and more 
varied applications.

A new level of user interaction is achieved 
when there is transference of applications from 
the desktop to the network environment. The 
advantages of desktop applications – rich inter-
activity, high user engagement, fast performance 
– are combined with the strong points of online 
software – collaboration, platform independence, 
ubiquitous access. The applications move from 
desktop to browser. Officer applications, like 
text editors or spreadsheet applications, which 
function online and store user data, are provided 
already on the Web. The applications are no 
longer artifacts but continuous services, termed 
‘software as a service’ (SaaS). Technologies like 
Ajax make possible data exchange between the 
server and the client browser without refreshing 
the page, which facilitates the implementation of 
advanced, highly interactive graphical interfaces 
in browsers.

Web 2.0 interfaces aim to enhance simplicity, 
usability, personalization and findability (Mor-
ville, 2005). The paradigm ‘the page metaphor’ 
has been abandoned. This means that content 
is no longer connected to a specific page ad-
dress, which derives from the more intense use 
of dynamic content. Sites therefore worry about 
providing addressability for users. Often, person-
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alization comes together. This is the case with the 
site Amazon, which generates dynamically most 
of the pages asked, adjusting them to the user’s 
preference and previous purchases. On the one 
hand, users can specify the page layout as well 
as, frequently, their own particular content, creat-
ing pages compatible with their interests. On the 
other hand, applications ‘learn’ from the user be-
havior and are able to anticipate needs, remember 
personal preferences and adapt when necessary.

ENTERPRISE 2.0: A CRITIQUE 
OF THE TECHNOLOGIES 
THAT SUPPORT KM

Given the consolidation of a culture around the 
emergent and dynamic use of the propagative Web 
2.0 technologies, the natural question is whether 
these tools would be useful in organizational 
environments, supporting KM processes and rem-
edying the deficiencies of the tools currently used.

This is the context of the term ’Enterprise 2.0‘, 
coined by McAfee (2006) to designate the Web 
2.0 platforms that organizations can construct or 
build in order to make visible the practices and 
outcomes of their knowledge workers.

McAfee (2006) argues that the information 
technologies currently employed by knowledge 
workers fall into two categories. The first one is 
channels, like e-mails and person-to-person instant 
messaging, which can be created by anyone but 
have a low degree of commonality of information. 
The second one comprises platforms like intranets, 
corporative sites or information portals, and, gen-
erally, all the tools described in the second section, 
which related KM to information technologies. 
Contrary to the first category, production of the 
tools is centralized in spite of the high degree of 
commonality of information. KM, however, aims 
to reach both commonality and decentralized 
cooperative production. According to McAfee 
(2006), this is the space that can be filled by Web 
2.0 technologies, which focus not only on the 

creation of knowledge but also the practices and 
outcomes of the knowledge workers.

Nass & Levitt (2007) particularly criticize the 
corporative portals, probably the most discussed 
of the old KM technologies. According to them, 
the many applications keep their own interfaces 
and repositories in spite of being gathered on the 
common interface of the portal. The criticism of 
the centralized production reappears, since it is 
a technical team who, on the basis of organiza-
tional politics, personalize the data presentation 
for the whole workforce. Furthermore, integra-
tion is essential but is complex, expensive and 
time-consuming. As regards business intelligence 
tools, the authors argue that it is difficult to install, 
configure, maintain and use them despite their 
spreading throughout the workforce, not just 
among managers. Thus, Nass & Levitt (2007) 
emphasize ease of use as an essential condition 
for facilitating the spread of KM technologies in 
organizations.

Ragsdale (2007) advises that content should be 
looked for no matter where it is. Generally, KM 
tools deal with authorized content, situated behind 
firewalls, with the exception of intelligent agents. 
The content search should be extended to virtual 
communities with specific interests, business 
associations and even blogs and sites previously 
authorized. Here, this is a convergence with the 
concept of platform and a claim for its expansion 
in business environments.

WEB 2.0 TECHNOLOGIES 
USED IN KM

Many features of the Web technologies analyzed 
previously are conducive to the improvement of 
KM in organizations. Some of them are recur-
rently considered as appropriate to remedy the 
weaknesses of the current use of technologies in 
KM, as it is by McAfee (2006), Nass & Levitt 
(2007) and Ragsdale (2007), whose arguments 
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were pointed out in the previous section. Web 2.0 
technologies basically:

• go beyond traditional time and special 
limits;

• are easy to use;
• provide means to collectively alter their 

outcomes;
• interface with users by means of personal-

ized, interactive and multimedia resources.

In organizations, technologies that stress 
these characteristics are denominated Enterprise 
2.0 technologies. McAfee (2006) highlights six 
components of Enterprise 2.0 technologies: (1) 
the links structure on the Web, where people’s 
ability and freedom to build links is of the ut-
most importance; (2) information search, whose 
performance is improved by the use of keywords 
instead of directories; (3) authoring tools, like 
blogs and wikis, which are focused, respectively, 
on information aggregation and interactivity; (4) 
categorization processes by means of tags and 
folksonomies; (5) extensions, namely recom-
mendations systems; and (6) the means to signal 
and disseminate up-to-date information (RSS).

All these technologies were explained and 
contextualized in the section about Web 2.0, except 
the sixth one, which deserves some consideration. 
RSS is an acronym for Really Simple Syndication. 
Syndication is the process of making information 
published in one site available to other sites and 
applications. The use of RRS feeds allows a person 
to be up-to-date with his/her preferred information 
sources automatically, without manual checking. 
There is a class of applications called aggregators, 
which can be desktop software or Web services. 
Their basic functionality is to direct information 
published in many sites toward only one point, 
regularly checking the existence of new content.

Table 1 distinguishes some typical Web 2.0 
technologies that were identified during research 
on Web services and sites, relating them to some 
ordinary KM functionalities. Of course, complete-

ness is not a goal, but some interesting observations 
can be made from the tools identified. To a certain 
extent, there is a tendency to implement, under 
Web 2.0 precepts, KM tools which are already in 
use in organizations, especially those that have 
functionalities of corporate portals, workflows, 
groupware, project management and publishing. 
Considering their affinity with Web 2.0 principles, 
we cite as main examples Cyn.in and Wrike.

Cyn.in1 is an application provided as a service 
that can be used to publish content on specific 
work team areas, company intranet area or pub-
licly accessible Web area. Notes are published, 
to which files can be attached. There is a simple 
categorization system by means of tags that can 
arrange the notes in a tree structure. All content 
can be disseminated by RSS feeds.

Like Cyn.in, Wrike2 is a service on the Web 
that focuses on collaborative work and controls 
its fluxes. Tasks are created and shared between 
work groups. The tasks and groups can be created 
automatically by e-mails. Basically, the service 
differs from a common workflow by virtue of its 
simplicity.

There are many other examples. In Central 
Desktop, public and private workspaces of many 
types can be created (such as wikis, databases, 
corporate blogs or user forums) or a meeting 
hosted. The project management unity records 
tasks and milestones, maintains a calendar, com-
bines access to documents and discussion in a tab, 
provides an overview of the project and can use 
tools such as Messenger, Google Talk and ICQ3, 
to detect user presence.

BoxesOS from Epazz4 is basically a portal 
to provide a unified access to emails, agenda 
and integration to CRM (Customer Relationship 
Management), ERP (Enterprise Resource Plan-
ning), and other backend organizational systems.

Liferay5 provides three products: a portal, 
a journal and a collaborative suite. The portal 
uses technologies such as Java and Ajax. It has a 
built-in CMS (Content Management System) and 
a collaboration suite. A site taxonomy is generated 
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dynamically. All web content can be tagged and 
dynamically published. The interface is based 
on gadgets (called portlets). The portal portlets 
offer data in microformats aiming integration 
to Yahoo or Technorati, among other resources. 
Many functions are implemented, such as blogs, 
blogs aggregation, RSS, wikis, message boards 
and instant messages.

Mindtouch6 is a wiki for authoring, aggregat-
ing, organizing, and sharing content. It is also 
a platform to create collaborative applications. 
There is an intuitive page creation functionality, a 
tool to compare pages and a system of permissions. 
The use of tag folksonomies is allowed. Pages 
are created and grouped according chronologies.

Drupal7 is an open source content manage-
ment platform. It provides a blogger API support, 
content syndication with a function that exports 
content in RDF/RSS format and a news aggrega-
tor. The application is multi-platform (Apache or 

IIS) and can utilize open source data management 
systems such as MySQL or PostgreSQL.

We noticed that generally most KM tools have 
a set of bundled functionalities such as:

• Document management or content 
management;

• Web publishing (and other tools for ex-
tending Knowledge Management across 
organizational boundaries);

• Workflow;
• Project management;
• Online communities support;
• Taxonomies use;
• Portals;
• Storytelling and narratives use;
• Search engines;
• Content Visualization;
• Communication (e-mails, discussion 

boards, etc).

Table 1. Association between typical Web 2.0 technological tools and KM functionalities 

Tools Functionalities Examples

Search mechanisms partially based on the 
Web link structure 
Search mechanisms specialising in all kinds 
of media 
Hypertext

Information search and access Google 
Google Images 
Kartoo8 (cognitive interface in a 
visual meta search engine) 
Technorati9

Customised Web portals Information and knowledge aggregation, integra-
tion and sharing

Cyn.in

Wikis Collaborative publishing and links creation Wikipedia

Weblogs Publishing, storytelling Blogger

Social Bookmarking Categorisation (tagging) 
Taxonomies creation (folksonomies)

Digg 
del.ic.ous10

flickr

RSS services 
News Reader 
Mashups

Signalling and disseminating up-to-date knowl-
edge and information

Bloglines 
Feedreader 
Netvibes11

Collaborative Work software Planning and management of collaborative 
projects

Wrike 
Cyn

Social Networks 
Virtual communities

Connecting/associating people in communities of 
practice

Orkut 
Linked In12

Mashups Knowledge and information combination 
Reusability 
Cooperative work 
Personalisation

Netvibes 
Pipes13
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These functionalities are provided with a focus 
on the ways the user-friendly tools are employed 
to produce the desirable outcomes, emphasizing 
cooperation and ease of use. They also try not to 
impose a strict structure on the manners the tasks 
are accomplished.

CHALLENGES AND 
OPPORTUNITIES

Given the novelty of the application of Web 2.0 
tools in KM, enquiry about their advantages and 
disadvantages is certainly useful. Table 2 sum-
marizes the main challenges and opportunities 
in using Web 2.0 technologies in KM projects.

Most advantages have been already discussed. 
The main point to be emphasized is the balance 
between structured and unstructured ways of 
working. More unstructured approaches favor 
creativity, collaboration and unexpected outcomes, 
but may detract from organizational goals and 
objectives.

Opportunities and threats are inherently 
situational. Less structured tasks, which involve 
creativity and breakthrough concepts, can benefit 

more from the highlighted features of Enterprise 
2.0 technologies. Also, these technologies can 
support structured and crystallized business tasks, 
providing a means of necessary innovation.

Some characteristics of Web 2.0 technologies 
are desirable in all circumstances. Low cost, sim-
plicity, intuitive use and ease of use make these 
technologies accessible to all, and can lower train-
ing costs. Rastreability, which involves detecting 
and recording patterns of use, can be very effective 
for the improvement and evaluation of the tools.

There are technical difficulties. Web 2.0 ap-
plications are simple, lightweight and loosely 
coupled. Achieving stricter requirements of 
performance, privacy and data security can be 
challenging. There are difficulties related to the 
uses and goals of Web 2.0 tools, including the 
affinity between these tools and unstructured 
data. One of many possible solutions is the adop-
tion of markup languages to build resources like 
microformats, which are small portions of semi-
structured information (such as a card or an ad-
dress) that are embedded in web page codes and 
can be understood by many applications. Another 
important point that must be remembered is that 
content creation must be induced. Web content 
is vastly consumed but produced by a minority. 
The knowledge workers must be motivated to 
utilize Web 2.0 tools more actively. This involves 
enhancing organizational strategies and culture, 
which should fit the Web 2.0 technologies in use 
and induce their use.

Previously, we mentioned that one of the 
advantages of Web 2.0 tools is less planning and 
structuring, which results in unexpected emergent 
uses. The other side of the coin is that these uses 
can sometimes hinder organizational goals. In 
these circumstances, prompt and adequate manag-
ers’ reactions are crucial to the success of a KM 
project. Errors should be accepted as natural, not 
condemned. Rules to assess unexpected outcomes 
should be established and made clear. Also, 
naturally, the most fruitful outcomes should be 

Table 2. Challenges and opportunities of employ-
ing Web 2.0 technologies to support KM processes 
in organizations

Opportunities

Low cost 
Simplicity 
Ease of use 
Software as a service 
Less training is necessary 
Intuitive use 
Emergence (emphasis on use, not on structure; less planning) 
Intrinsically collaborative mechanisms 
Rastreability

Challenges

Dealing with structured data 
Motivation to produce content 
Spontaneity (necessity of inducing emergence) 
Attainment of performance, security and privacy requisites 
Emergence of counterproductive results
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rewarded, clearly divulging the top management 
policies and organizational objectives.

FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

Knowledge Management transcends technological 
aspects but, in practice, deals with information 
technologies all the time, trying to enhance the 
benefits derived from their uses. There are, how-
ever, limits. The technologies currently used in 
KM reveal an innate contradiction. They depart 
from a centralized conception and production but 
aim to treat informal, fluid processes that resist 
being structured.

Web 2.0 technologies may be a means of 
diminishing this difficulty. As one can see when 
studying their uses on the Web, these technologies 
are inducing cooperative and decentralized work 
processes that lead to emerging products of high 
quality and complexity. In a situation the opposite 
of what happens with the traditional technologies 
employed in KM, the Web 2.0 tools projects 
involve less planning and centralization, which 
implies trust in users as creative and unforeseen 
uses are allowed. Usually, one assumes that creat-
ing and sharing a common knowledge basis will 
turn out to be more difficult as an organization 
grows. The network effects of Web 2.0 can be a 
response to this challenge (McAfee, 2006). Other 
characteristics of Web 2.0 are also desirable, like 
simplicity, ease of use, low cost and rastreability.

Nevertheless, there are difficulties to be 
faced in the use of these technologies. Some of 
them are more technical, like questions related 
to performance, security and privacy. Others are 
related to the particularities of their use, like the 
emergence of counterproductive results and the 
necessity of motivating content creation. One 
could add that successful cases reported in the 
literature are still rare.

As with implementation of all KM practices, 
managers’ interventions are a condition of suc-
cess. Some recommendations are similar to the 

ones made for KM projects that utilize more 
conventional tools. A culture more receptive to 
innovations must therefore be stimulated. The 
participation and support of high-ranking manag-
ers are decisive factors but more specific recom-
mendations for Web 2.0 technologies utilization 
should be made. One such involves the choice of 
a unified platform for the whole organization or 
many platforms directed at departments or work 
teams. In a case study in a European bank, there 
was the option for a unique platform aiming the 
emergence of unexpected collaborations (McAfee, 
2006). Another recommendation is an informal 
inauguration of KM projects, which would avoid 
the a priori establishment of rules and enhance 
the maturation of more natural uses of the tech-
nologies. A somewhat hierarchical structure could 
function as a starting-point. Finally, as mentioned, 
results that diverge from organizational goals can 
appear. A well-balanced and transparent reaction 
from the leaders can create an internal environment 
appropriate for the continuation of the project.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Collective Intelligence: The shared or group 
intelligence created by many individuals ac-
complishing common tasks by collaborating and 
competing.

Findability: Used to qualify the Web, infor-
mation architectures or information, refers to the 
property of being located or navigable.

Folksonomies: The collaborative final-user 
practice of creating and managing tags to annotate 
and categorize content on the Web.

Knowledge Management: A range of guide-
lines and practices used in organizations to enhance 
the creation and sharing of insights, experiences 
and knowledge.

Network Effect: The effect that one user of a 
product or service has on the value of that resource 
to the other users.

Rastreability: The capability embedded in the 
new Web technologies of detecting and recording 
patterns of use to improve their future utilization.

RSS: A set of standardized feeds formats used 
to publish frequently updated resources (such as 
news and blog posts) on the Web.

Software as a Service (SaaS): A model of 
software deployment where an application is 
licensed as a continuous service.
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ABSTRACT

DeLone & McLean’s success model has been 
actively used since its first introduction in 1992. 
In this article, the authors extend this model to 
describe the success of knowledge sharing in an 
information system that included a part of the 
knowledge base of a private educational institute. 
As the supply of private education is increased, 
it is vital to be aware if the offered educational 
services support the use of the knowledge base 
and if the service is perceived satisfactory by the 
customers. In this descriptive qualitative case 
study, the authors discuss how the DeLone & 

McLean’s information system success model 
can be used to assess educational services when 
apprenticeships form a salient part of teaching. 
This paper focuses on issues that interested the 
target organization.

INTRODUCTION

This paper highlights the need to assess infor-
mation systems that form the base business idea 
in private educational enterprises. Even if it is 
challenging to evaluate the quality of educational 
systems due to the versatility of available criteria 
(Wang et al., 2009), we add into the discussion 
of assessing education by introducing a descrip-
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tive qualitative case study where education with 
a virtual learning environment was seen as a 
service by a private organization. The service 
was offered to adult students who were seen as 
customers of the organization. As the competition 
between education providers was increasing, it 
was essential to evaluate the services that were 
offered in the field. To describe the service, we 
used the success model originally developed by 
DeLone and McLean (1992) and later modified 
and assessed by several researchers (e.g., DeLone 
& McLean, 2003; Holsapple & Lee-Post, 2006; 
Lin, 2007; Wang et al., 2007; Petter et al., 2008).

In virtual learning environments the partici-
pants typically communicate with other partici-
pants (Piccoli et al., 2001). There are electronic 
services where the product is not a physical ware or 
digital information product – instead, the services 
concentrate on producing pure service (Tiwana 
& Ramesh, 2001). Therefore, it is reasonable to 
assess the interaction between the participants as 
an important element of the service. In this paper 
the focus is limited to describe how knowledge 
sharing was perceived in the virtual environment. 
In the vocational schooling where the accepted 
apprenticeship formed the central part of the de-
gree, the role of tacit knowing was emphasized.

In this paper knowledge is understood as 
hierarchical concepts of data, information and 
knowledge. Besides concepts, knowledge is seen 
as a state of mind, object, process, prerequisite of 
accessing information, and in our paper, especially 
skills. We also look at knowledge as classified into 
tacit and explicit knowledge and note its cultural, 
functional, embedded, individual, social and prag-
matic nature (Alavi & Leidner, 2001; Blackler, 
1995; Choo, 1998; Nonaka, 1994.)

We acknowledged the ambiguous nature of 
knowledge and we aimed to find out how knowl-
edge is introduced in the literature. As our empirical 
material was collected from a private educational 
organization, we also looked knowledge as a key 
property of the organization (Becerra-Fernandez 
& Sabherval, 2001; Nissen, 2002). Among other 

means, the property was accessed with the help 
of a virtual learning environment and that set re-
quirements to the information system. However, 
as the information system was seen as a service, 
its value and usefulness was to be assessed.

The research approach was qualitative and 
interpretive (Walsham, 1995, 2006) and we 
converged the research problem with the help 
of a case study (Stake, 2000; Yin, 2003). Before 
introducing the case, we take a look at prior 
literature focusing on knowledge management, 
knowledge transfer and virtual learning environ-
ment. We emphasize the role of interaction and 
service as the case represents a core product of a 
private organization.

PRIOR LITERATURE

In this section we discuss the key concepts in our 
study. First, the nature of knowledge management 
and knowledge transfer is discussed. Then, virtual 
learning environment is presented emphasising its 
service nature. Finally, we introduce the DeLone 
& McLean success model and how it is used in 
prior studies related to virtual learning.

Knowledge Management 
and Knowledge Transfer

Knowledge can be found in several contexts 
such as relationships between people, processes, 
organizational memories and products. Therefore, 
it is important to understand its nature and value, 
not to forget its maintenance and transfer in its 
contexts. Before knowledge can be re-used, it 
must be stored and transferred for instance in 
organizational memory. Furthermore, to acquire 
organizational memory it necessitates that knowl-
edge is acquired and used in the organization. 
All storages – man-made databases, online data 
sources, emails – are explicit knowledge which 
is created from tacit knowledge. The storages are 
not useful to other people if the storages are not 
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connected well to the tacit knowledge of the user. 
(Huysman et al., 1994; Walsham, 2001.)

Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) defined the 
creation of tacit and explicit knowledge being 
affected by processes of socialisation, externalisa-
tion, combination and internalisation. According 
to the definition, socialisation is about sharing 
experiences. New tacit information is created 
by shared experience in social interaction. Tacit 
knowledge, such as mental models and techni-
cal skills, can be achieved by spending time in 
a joint environment by observing, imitating and 
practising. In externalisation tacit knowledge is 
expressed by concepts and tacit knowledge is made 
explicit to be shared with others who can use it 
as a base for new knowledge. Dialog is a good 
tool to transfer knowledge to others. Interaction 
between individuals is used when solving conflicts 
between tacit knowledge and surrounding context 
or between several people (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 
1995; Nonaka & Toyama, 2003.)

To be created, knowledge requires appropriate 
circumstances. Nonaka and Konno (1998) use the 
concept of ba to describe a shared space to en-
able knowledge creation in organizations. In their 
conception, ba is kind of a platform that includes 
four types of ba, namely originating ba, interact-
ing ba, cyber or virtual ba and exercising ba. Ba 
is kind of a mechanism to promote interaction to 
be used in knowledge creation and knowledge 
transfer. The mechanisms are seen as a physical 
space such as a meeting room or a virtual space 
such as email or even as a mental space such as 
shared feelings and concepts.

In organizations, knowledge is stored and 
organised in organizational memory, where 
knowledge is again retrieved to be used (e.g., Alavi 
& Leidner, 2001). Thus, knowledge is a part of 
organizational memory. With the development and 
widespread availability of advanced information 
technologies, information systems have become 
an essential part of this memory. Acquiring or-
ganizational memory and using it includes its 
acquisition and use. Organizational memory and 

knowledge management are related with each 
other and they influence organizational efficacy. 
Organizational efficacy is measured by finding 
out how efficiently the organization performs the 
critical activities that produce the product sold by 
the organization. (Huysman et al., 1994; Jennex 
& Olfman, 2002; Stein & Zwass, 1995; Walsh & 
Ungson, 1991.)

Knowledge is found and shared with the help 
of interaction between actors. Individual interac-
tion can influence organizational or team-based 
knowledge base either positively or negatively. 
Conducive communication reveals all available 
knowledge and it may enable the actors in the 
group to easily accept what is pertinent, relevant 
or useful in the current situation. Correspondingly, 
disruptive communication may discourage actors 
in the group to see the need to find additional 
information or the need to change available in-
formation into appropriate mode (Propp, 1999.)

Virtual Learning Environment 
as a Service

Web-based learning is defined as studying and 
learning using Internet (Wang et al., 2007) whereas 
virtual learning environment is understood as a 
computer-based environment that often is rela-
tively open system. In addition, in a virtual learning 
environment interaction between participants is 
significant. Similar to computer-based learning, 
a virtual learning environment enables a student 
to use learning material independently, to study 
subjects in different order and to use convenient 
material. With the help of interaction a virtual 
learning environment extends the learning process 
from individual learning experience to more com-
munal direction. Web-based learning can also be 
seen as a process where study material is delivered 
to students with the help of Internet, intranet or 
extranet, as audio or visual recordings, as satellite 
broadcastings, with the help of interactive televi-
sion or as CD-recordings. Especially, in a virtual 
learning environment a student can communicate 
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with other students and teachers. (Piccoli et al., 
2001; Holsapple & Lee-Post, 2006.)

E-service is web-based service where interac-
tion between customers and service providers takes 
place partly or totally in Internet. Customers may 
also receive the service using Internet directly at 
their homes. (Rust & Kannan, 2003; Surjadjaja 
et al., 2003.) As concepts, there are differences 
between e-service and web-service. Web-service is 
often seen as software or applications available in 
Internet and the concept is used when referring to 
technique whereas the concept of e-service is used 
either in the meaning of Internet-based versions of 
legacy services or as a synonym to web-services. 
E-services are often called as Internet-services 
or web-based services, too (Baida et al., 2004.)

Furthermore, e-services may be classified ac-
cording to their business character in three groups: 
Firstly, e-service can be a part of a process related 
to selling a concrete ware. Secondly, e-service 
may concentrate on producing products that are 
in digital mode, such as software. Thirdly, there 
are e-services where the product is not a concrete 
ware nor a digital information product but pure 
service. Real-time interaction provided by Mes-
senger is a good example of pure services. Thus, 
e-services can be classified in physical, digital and 
pure services (Tiwana & Ramesh, 2001.)

Chiu et al. (2005) approached virtual learning 
as a service and they introduce a concept of e-
learning service. Virtual learning can be enabled 
in serveral synchronic or asynchronic techniques. 
Synchronic web-based learning includes real-
time interaction between students and teachers 
while asynchronic web-based learning reminds 
individual studying but includes non-real-time 
interaction with teachers for example with the 
help of emails and discussion boards (Chiu et 
al., 2005.)

In all, one can conclude that virtual learning 
is defined in serveral ways and it may be realised 
by using real-time or non-real-time techniques. It 
also includes tecniques such as Internet but also 
interaction without Internet.

DeLone & McLean IS Success Model

In their well-known success model for information 
systems (in this paper called D&M1992) DeLone 
and McLean aimed to present influential factors 
and their relationships. The measure classes in 
D&M1992 include several known measures and 
only relevant measures should be chosen in each 
research case. Since its introduction, the model 
has been applied and modified in hundreds of 
studies which proves that a general approach 
is needed to measure the success. DeLone and 
McLean modified their model later and instead 
of five factors (‘system quality’, ‘information 
quality’, ‘use’, ‘user satisfaction’ and ‘individual 
impact’) that influence ‘organizational impact’ 
the new model (in this paper called D&M2003) 
includes six factors that influence ‘net benefits’. 
(DeLone & McLean, 1992; DeLone & McLean, 
2003; Petter et al., 2008.) The developed model 
included ‘service quality’ as a new factor, ‘indi-
vidual impact’ was removed, and ‘intention to 
use’ was added related to ‘use’. In addition, ‘net 
benefits’ replaced ‘organizational impact’ as an 
output of the measure.

DeLone and McLean applied D&M2003 also 
in measuring e-commerce success. They note how 
the measures in the six dimensions of the models 
are chosen to fit e-commerce and include measures 
such as download time, relevancy, overall support, 
easiness in navigation, time saving (DeLone & 
McLean, 2004).

Holsapple and Lee-Post (2006) extended the 
evaluation to concern the total process of web-
based learning and its total quality. They used 
both D&M1992 and D&M2003 but they note that 
especially D&M2003 appeared useful because it 
had already been developed to serve in assessing 
Internet-based systems. In their model Holsapple 
and Lee-Post emphasise the processual nature of 
evaluation and they included in their model as 
an approach the development of the web-based 
learning system and its phases (Holsapple & Lee-
Post, 2006.) Wang et al. (2007) explored the use 
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of D&M2003 in assessing success of web-based 
learning systems from the organizational ap-
proach. They also modified the model to be used 
from the learner’s point of view.

Lin (2007) used D&M2003 focusing on fac-
tors that influence successful use of web-base 
system (’online learning system’). Lin studied 
how system quality, information quality and 
service quality influence use via user satisfaction 
and intention to use.

In all, one can conclude that the success models 
developed by DeLone and McLean (1992, 2003) 
have been used in the context of virtual learning. 
However, the studies have focused on separate 
courses or information systems instead of long-
term learning.

Methodology

This study was a qualitative case study (Stake, 
2000; Yin, 2003). Eisenhardt (1989) delineates 
case study as a research strategy that focuses on 
understanding the dynamics present within single 
settings. Eisenhardt also supposes that case study 
research has important strengths like novelty, test-
ability and empirical validity which arise from the 
close linkage with empirical evidence. While the 
study was a qualitative case study, we completed 
it with quantitative figures that helped us to get a 
deeper conception about the empirical material. 
This approach is in line with the instructions of 
Brannen (2005) who delineates the use of mixed 
research methods by adopting a research strategy 
with more than one type of research method. 
Brannen concludes that mixed methods research 
also means working with different types of data. 
Furthermore, as limitations of one research per-
spective can be addressed by using an additional 
research perspective (Kaplan & Duchon, 1988), in 
our study the total sample was 25 and the quantita-
tive figures acted as descriptive additions in our 
qualitative study. We also applied “experiential” 
research methodology introduced by Grant et al. 
(2001) that highlights the need to understand the 

backgrounds of the phenomena under study. In-
deed, experiential research methodology involves 
both academics and practitioners who share their 
perspective in the research project. This approach 
was essential in our study especially due to the 
role of apprenticeship in the research focus.

The empirical material was collected with a 
questionnaire that was addressed to a carefully 
chosen group. Ideally, the questionnaire was 
addressed to students of basic or vocational ex-
aminations in computing or information systems 
and an essential requirement was that the virtual 
learning environment was used in the teaching. 
Four courses were still ongoing and one was 
ended before the questionnaire was available. 
Only students who had visited the virtual learning 
environment in the past 1.5 months were chosen 
to the respondent group and finally the target 
group consisted of 64 students. The questionnaire 
included 29 closed questions and 3 open questions 
and the used arguments based mainly on questions 
by Holsapple and Lee-Post (2006) and Wang et 
al. (2007). Only relevant questions and measures 
were included as advised by McLean and DeLone 
(1992, 2003). 25 responses were received and 52% 
of them represented long-term studies while only 
6 replies (24%) represented pure apprenticeship 
studies. Altogether 11 students replied that they 
had participated in apprenticeships and 14 students 
had no experience of finished apprenticeships so 
far. As the final number or received responses was 
25, the use of quantitative research methods was 
not adequate. Indeed, the study was descriptive 
in nature.

While the closed questions based on the frame-
works used by Holsapple and Lee-Post (2006) and 
Wang et al. (2007), the answers were interpreted 
in the framework (Figure 1) correspondingly. The 
open responses were interpreted and themes (see 
Silverman, 2000) were searched in them. As the 
focus of the study was to describe knowledge 
transfer in the environment, we articulated only 
the questions that were related to the focus. From 
the 32 questions 8 questions addressed apprentice-
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ship. As the interaction took place in the virtual 
learning environment, also the experiences about 
the environment were analyzed. In addition, re-
sponses to questions “What else would you like 
to have?” and “What has been most difficult?” 
were interpreted in this study.

Empirical Illustrations

The case organization was a private education 
institution that offered different schooling includ-
ing basic, further and supplementary vocational 
education, apprenticeship programs, labor policy 
education programs, and courses designed to meet 
individual requirements. In 2007 there were 13000 
students of who most were working adults who 
studied for vocational degrees. Typical schooling 
included contact learning, distant learning and 
learning in work. In certain programs, the degree 
was passed with apprenticeships in individual 
tasks.

In the beginning of 2008 the institution decided 
to take actions to evaluate its services as a private 
provider of vocational education. Therefore, a 
development project was initiated. The project 

focused on developing web-based teaching and 
it aimed to diversify and increase the offering of 
web-based studies. The current research was to 
contribute the development project. As the virtual 
learning environment was one of the core services 
provided by the organization we wanted to find out 
how the service was perceived by its users. In the 
assessment we used the success model introduced 
by DeLone and McLean (2003). In Figure 1 we 
described the evaluation model that was used in 
our study. The measures were classified accord-
ing to the framework described by Holsapple and 
Lee-Post (2006). Holsapple and Lee-Post define 
system design with three components, namely 
system quality, information quality and service 
quality (see Figure 1). Next the findings are in-
troduced according to the factors.

System Quality

In our study, System Quality was related to the 
learning platform Moodle that was mainly per-
ceived stable and available. Even if the technol-
ogy as such was not a core issue in our study, 
Moodle was needed to share knowledge about 

Figure 1. Modified evaluation model
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apprenticeships and studies. Two respondents 
out of 25 disagreed while the others agreed that 
Moodle operated without blames.

Information Quality

Regarding to apprenticeships, information qual-
ity was measured with an argument “Instructions 
about apprenticeships guide me in making the 
degree.” Out of the respondents, 16 students 
perceived that they had gained from the virtual 
learning environment. Seven students did not 
agree or disagree and one student disagreed. As 14 
students had so far no experiences of finished ap-
prenticeships, the result was interpreted positive. 
When asked about getting relevance information, 
nobody disagreed strongly. One student disagreed 
and the others agreed or strongly agreed. Likewise, 
the other questions about information quality re-
vealed that information was experienced useful, 
well organized, clearly written and up-to-date. 
Thus, information quality was evaluated positive.

Service Quality

In the context of sharing knowledge about ap-
prenticeship, service quality was about interaction 
between teachers and students. Students were 
asked if they received answers to their questions 

in the virtual learning environment. The responses 
revealed that the students were mainly satisfied 
with their teachers’ responses (Figure 2).

Concerning the perceived satisfaction on the 
interaction, nobody was totally dissatisfied but 
the other evaluations were dispersed (Figure 3).

System Delivery

In the modified framework (Figure 1), system 
delivery consisted of Use and User Satisfaction. 
The questions were about instructions concerning 
degrees and using the virtual learning environ-
ment. One student used the environment once a 
month and another even fewer. 17 students used 
the environment several times a week and six 
students once a week.

Again, one student informed not using the 
virtual learning environment when seeking infor-
mation about apprenticeships (Figure 4). However, 
only 11 students out of the 25 respondents had 
given apprenticeships at the time. Thus, the re-
sponses reveal that the students used the system 
to find out information about giving apprentice-
ships already before it was topical. Likewise, the 
students responded positively when asked about 
using patterns of apprenticeships in their plans. 
16 students strongly agreed, 5 students agreed and 
2 students did not agree or disagree.

Figure 2. Experienced teachers’ responses
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In the study, User Satisfaction was about 
opinions of using the virtual learning environment. 
The attitudes were positive as 19 students strong-
ly agreed and the rest agreed when asked if they 
were satisfied about having the virtual learning 
environment in use. Those 11 having returned 
their apprenticeships were asked additionally if 
the environment made it easier to return material 
concerning their apprenticeship. The satisfaction 
was obvious as 6 students strongly agreed, 1 
student agreed and 4 students did not agree nor 
disagree. An interesting finding came with the 

other question addressed to those 11 students who 
had given their apprenticeships: “With the envi-
ronment, I get valuable information from the 
reviewers before the evaluation discussion.” Only 
2 students strongly agreed, 1 student agreed and 
8 students neither agreed nor disagreed.

System Outcome

According to the model by Holsapple and Lee-Post 
(2006), system outcome consists of positive and 
negative aspects. In our study, positive aspects 

Figure 3. Experienced interaction between teachers and students

Figure 4. Use of environment when seeking information about apprenticeships
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were explored with measures such as improved 
learning, increased possibilities to study and saving 
time. The students expressed that the content and 
use in studies were beneficial (Figure 5).

In addition, positive aspects were revealed 
with measures concerning user satisfaction such 
as using the virtual learning environment and 
perceived usefulness of the environment.

The negative aspects were not addressed 
in the questionnaire but they were interpreted 
from the responses. The responses to the open 
question ”What was most difficult” revealed for 
example that ”The most difficult problems were 
tied with spending time …” and ”It was difficult 
to find self-discipline to carry out the studies.” 
A significant negative aspect was interpreted 
from the responses to the question if reviewers’ 
feedback benefited evaluating discussions. Even 
if the number of having returned their appren-
ticeship was small, the result was negative as 
three students were satisfied but the rest neither 
agreed nor disagreed.

To find out the experiences on apprenticeships 
of the students the questionnaire included ques-
tions related directly to the apprenticeships such 
as: “What kind of support related with studies 
and apprenticeships would you like to get in the 
virtual learning environment?”

The responses revealed:

I would like to get more extensive description on 
how the apprenticeship must be done and carry 
out. It is really difficult to discover anything if 
you haven’t seen how the others have done and 
understood it.

A demo about the apprenticeship already in the 
beginning of the studies could help the student. 
It would be nice to see a “ready“ apprenticeship 
folder...

I desire virtual apprenticeship models... maybe 
even extracts as a dialog from an apprenticeship 
session...

These extracts showed how abstractly the 
students perceived the apprenticeships. They 
wanted to have some “concrete“ description about 
apprenticeships shown by their peer students. 
However, one student announced to be satisfied:

I’ve received valuable information concerning e.g. 
building my apprenticeship folder etc. Thanks!

As the aim of the study was to benefit the 
development efforts of the organization, the 

Figure 5. Usefulness of virtual learning environment in studies
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questionnaire included a question to let the re-
spondents express their wishes. The wishes were 
about getting more material into the virtual learn-
ing environment, and having more exercises and 
patterns how to answer them.

DISCUSSION AND 
CONCLUDING WORDS

This qualitative and descriptive study aimed to 
find out how students experienced knowledge 
transfer when a virtual learning environment 
was the main platform for communication and 
interaction. The findings are described with the 
help of the success model developed by McLean 
and DeLone (2003). Instead of measuring the 
success factors with quantitative methods, the 
model was used as a descriptive tool. With this 
study, we wanted to add to the discussion about 
assessing learning environments, and instead of 
paying attention to time spent in school or the 
number of students in the class (Wang et al., 2009), 
we focused on a virtual learning environment. 
As knowledge is a diversified concept (Alavi & 
Leidner, 2001; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995), we tried 
to find out if it was successfully transferred in a 
virtual learning environment that formed shared 
space (c.f. ba) to enable knowledge creation and 
transfer (Nonaka & Konno, 1998). In the target 
organization, knowledge transfer was an essential 
part of the schooling where apprenticeship was a 
central issue. The teachers had to be able to transfer 
knowledge related to the many professions that 
the students desired to get degree in.

The problem was how to show one’s ability 
that could not be written down or was difficult to 
articulate. As the individual tasks differed, there 
was no explicit apprenticeship. Instead, every one 
of them differed from earlier ones and it aroused 
several questions from the students. Further, as 
the students were adults and already participating 
in the working life, they pursued at professional 
qualification and competence.

The knowledge was partly saved in the vir-
tual learning environment; partly it was tacit in 
the possession of the teachers. Correspondingly, 
the students had to be able to show their ability 
and transfer knowledge when they had to give 
evidence of their expertise; and then, knowledge 
was possessed by them.

As an environment desired for interaction 
between students and teachers (Piccoli et al., 
2001; Chiu et al., 2005), the virtual learning en-
vironment was a place for social interaction that 
enabled tacit knowledge to be created (Nonaka & 
Takeuchi, 1995; Nonaka & Toyama, 2003). With 
the help of the virtual learning environment the 
knowledge was to be created and shared between 
members in the environment and to be used by 
them when they entered the environment with their 
individual knowledge, as Propp (1999) describes. 
The empirical material showed that knowledge 
transfer was not found easy by the students. 
For instance, somebody wanted to have “more 
extensive description on how the apprenticeship 
must be done“.

From the organization’s point of view, it was 
important to get the knowledge stored in the or-
ganizational database to be used later (Huysman 
et al., 1994; Jennex & Olfman, 2002). When the 
virtual learning environment was used, the writ-
ten text was stored in the database. This was not 
experienced easy as can be drawn from the poor 
output to the argument of getting valuable infor-
mation from the reviewers before the evaluation 
discussion. Only one student was satisfied with 
teachers’ input.

In our research we studied a virtual learning en-
vironment as an enabler of transferring knowledge. 
The evaluation was made by the success model 
originally introduced by McLean and DeLone 
(2003). Among other IS evaluations, D&M2003 
has been in use in several evaluations concerning 
virtual learning (Holsapple & Lee-Post, 2006; 
Linn, 2007; Wang et al., 2007). Therefore it was 
a natural choice in our study. While most stud-
ies of computer systems are based on measuring 
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quantitative outcomes (Kaplan & Duchon, 1988), 
our study was a descriptive qualitative study that 
was supported by quantitative approach. However, 
at the same time the small sample size suggests 
further studies with more extensive number of 
respondents.

In this paper, we discussed only the issues and 
measures related to knowledge that was in close 
connection with apprenticeships in the organiza-
tion. In so doing, we also showed that D&M2003 
is usable also in evaluations that are difficult to put 
in explicit form. In our research we evaluated how 
knowledge was transferred between students and 
teachers in a case where both teachers and students 
had to be able to save and transfer knowledge.

We asked students how they perceived the 
environment especially associated with appren-
ticeships and we got elucidating responses. As 
apprenticeship was a central part of the degree, 
students told that they really looked for informa-
tion concerning apprenticeships from the virtual 
learning environment. They also used the of-
fered models of apprenticeships when designing 
their ones. The responses also revealed that the 
students desired more explicit information about 
apprenticeships.

Finally, it would be interesting to enquire 
teachers’ responses on the same issues, namely 
how they perceived the use of the virtual learning 
environment in their challenging work with stu-
dents who perform studies especially emphasizing 
apprenticeships.
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Chapter  3.4

ABSTRACT

Finding the right software is often hindered by 
different criteria as well as by technology changes. 
The authors performed an AHP (Analytic Hier-
archy Process) analysis using Expert Choice to 
determine which data mining package was most 
suitable. Deliberating a dozen alternatives and 
objectives led them to a series of pair-wise com-
parisons. When further synthesizing the results, 
Expert Choice helped provide a clear rationale for 
the decision. The issue is, data mining technology 
is changing very rapidly. This chapter focused 
only on the major suppliers typically available 

in the market place. The method and the process 
that was used can be easily applied to analyze and 
compare other data mining software or knowledge 
management initiatives.

INTRODUCTION

Based on the Knowledge Life Cycle model, four 
stages of knowledge creation, knowledge storage/
retrieval, knowledge transfer, and knowledge ap-
plication have been proposed by Alavi and Leidner 
(2001) and confirmed by Jennex (2006). “To be 
effective Knowledge Management Systems, KMS, 
must support the various knowledge management 
functions of knowledge capture, storage, search, 
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retrieval, and use” (Jennex, 2006, p.3). Knowledge 
discovery is generally one of important stages 
or phases of KM. And while this incorporates 
identifying critical knowledge (this may also be 
what this stage is called), using data mining to aid 
in knowledge discovery is appropriate as being a 
useful KM tool.

Data mining is a promising tool that assists 
companies to uncover patterns hidden in their 
data. These patterns may be further used to fore-
cast customer behavior, products and processes. 
It is important that managers who understand 
the business, the data, and the general nature of 
the analytical methods, are involved. Realistic 
expectation can yield rewarding results across 
a wide range of applications, from improving 
revenues to reducing costs (Davenport & Harris, 
2007; Porter & Miller, 2001; Wang, 2008). It is 
crucial to properly collect and prepare the data, 
and to check the models against the real figures. 
The best model is often found after managers 
build models of several different types or by 
trying different technologies or algorithms. This 
alone demonstrates the active role managers play 
in the data mining or other knowledge manage-
ment processes.

Selecting software is a practical yet very im-
portant problem for a company (James, Hakim, 
Chandras, King, & Variar, 2004). However, not 
enough attention is given to this critical task. 
Current literature is quite limited since selecting 
software is such a complex problem, due to many 
criteria and frequent technology changes (Elder IV 
& Abbott, 1998; Giraud-Carrier & Povel, 2003). 
Haughton, Deichmann, Eshghi, Sayek, Teebagy, & 
Topi (2003) generally reviewed several computer 
software packages for data mining including SPSS 
Clementine, XLMiner, Quadstone, GhostMiner, 
and SAS Enterprise Miner. Corral, Griffin, & 
Jennex (2005) examined the potential of knowl-
edge management in data warehousing from an 
expert’s perspective. Jennex (2006) introduced 
technologies in support of knowledge manage-
ment systems.

Firstly, this article will take a brief look at 
data mining today, through describing some of 
the opportunities, applications and available 
technologies. We will then discuss and analyze 
several of the most powerful data mining software 
tools available on the market today. Ultimately 
we will also attempt to provide an analytical 
analysis and comparison among the brands we 
have selected. Our selection is based, in part, on 
our own experience using data mining software as 
well as writing data mining code, SQL code and 
our work as relational database administrators. For 
our analytical comparison we will be using Expert 
Choice (Version 11) advanced decision support 
software (Wang, Hu, Hollister, & Zhu, 2008).

DATA MINING SOFTWARE

Data mining software analyzes- based on open-
ended user queries- relationships and patterns that 
are stored in transaction data. Available are several 
types of analytical software: statistical, machine 
learning and neural networks, decision trees, 
Naive-Bayes, K-Nearest Neighbor, rule induc-
tion, clustering, rules based, linear and logistical 
regression time sequence, etc. Along the lines of 
Mena (1998) and Martin (2005), the basic steps 
of data mining for knowledge discoveries are:

1.  Define business problem
2.  Build data mining data base
3.  Explore data
4.  Prepare data for modeling
5.  Build model
6.  Evaluate model
7.  Deploy model
8.  Results

Note: Each of these steps contains managerial 
issues which must be addressed.

The key to knowledge discovery is a true 
understanding of your data and your business. 
Without this understanding, no algorithm is going 
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to provide you with a result in which you should 
confide. Moreover, without this background you 
will not be able to identify the problems you are 
trying to solve, prepare the data for mining, or 
correctly interpret the results. There are many 
tasks involved in the construction of a database: 
data collection, data description, selection, data 
quality assessment and data cleansing, consolida-
tion and integration, metadata construction, and 
maintaining the database. In exploring the data, 
the manager must choose the appropriate hardware 
to accomplish this feat. The goal is to identify the 
most important fields in predicting an outcome, 
and determine which derived values may be useful. 
According to O Chan (2005), a good interface and 
fast computer response are very important in this 
phase because the very nature of your exploration 
is changed when you often have to wait up to 30 
minutes for some graphs to be created.

Preparing data for modeling consists of four 
main parts: selecting variables, selecting rows, 
constructing new variables and transforming 
variables. The managerial decision in this case 
focuses on identifying key variables to examine, 
non-fully functional variables inclusive. The time 
it takes to build a model increases with the number 
of variables while blindly including extraneous 
columns can lead to incorrect models. The most 
important thing to remember about data model 
building is that it is an interactive process. Many 
alternative models may have to be examined to 
find one that is most appropriate in solving your 
business problem. A manager searching for a good 
model may go back and amend the data he/she is 
using or even modify his/her problem statement. 
In the evaluation and interpretation process, the 
accuracy rate found during testing applies only 
to the data on which the model was built. The 
accuracy may vary if the data to which the model 
is applied differ in important and unpredictable 
ways from the original data set.

Once a data mining model is built and vali-
dated, it can be used in two main ways. First, the 
manager may recommend actions based on simply 

viewing the model and its results. For example, 
the manager may look at the clusters the model 
has identified, the rules that define the model or 
the lift and ROI charts that depict the effect of 
the model. The second process involves apply-
ing the model to different datasets. The manager 
may use the model to flag records based on their 
classification or assign a score such as the prob-
ability of an action.

Data Mining Software Alternatives

As stated earlier in our introduction, there are 
numerous data mining software alternatives that 
vary in the number of modeling and visualization 
nodes as well as in price. We have elected the fol-
lowing eight software vendors for comparison due 
to a limitation of trial version of Expert Choice 
(Version 11):

• Clementine from SPSS
• DB2 Intelligent Miner from IBM
• Enterprise Miner from SAS
• GhostMiner by Fujitsu
• Insightful Miner V5.2 for Insightful
• Megaputer PolyAnalyst
• Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Enterprise 

Edition
• Oracle Data Miner

Although there are various other comparable 
programs available, we were limited in our 
selection. One of the limiting factors was the 
inadequacy of alternatives in our decision tools’ 
evaluation copy.

Decision Tool

To aid in comparing our software choices, we used 
an evaluation copy of Expert Choice version 11, 
a leading software solution construed to analyze, 
categorize, prioritize, select, allocate and choose 
a selection based on relevant criteria (Expert 
Choice Inc, 2007). Expert Choice incorporates a 
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process known as Analytical Hierarchical Process 
(AHP) into its software (Saaty & Vargas, 2006; 
Saaty, 1980; 1996; 2001; 2005). Research has 
demonstrated that AHP is a powerful decision-
making tool that can help organizations avoid 
making costly mistakes caused by bad decisions 
(Hemaida & Schmits, 2006). AHP was developed 
by Saaty and Kearns and consists of four stages 
(Roper-Lowe, 1990). The first stage is to construct 
a hierarchy where the primary objective, or goal, 
is at the highest level. Criteria, which can also be 
sub-divided, follow in decreasing order. At the 
bottom of the hierarchy are the alternatives to be 
evaluated. The second stage calculates weights for 
the criteria using pair-wise comparisons. In the 
next stage, the alternatives are also compared to 
each other in respect to each criterion. Finally, all 
weighted scores are tallied to yield a final score. 
The alternative with the highest score is considered 
the best alternative.

SAMPLE PRODUCTS

In this section we will analyze the various fea-
tures and benefits offered by each of our software 
alternatives that are to be considered, as well as 
researching product reviews and professional 
opinions. The information gathered from this 
analysis will serve as the basis for the pair-wise 
comparisons of the software alternatives with 
respect to each of our criteria In other words, we 
will investigate how important one choice is over 
the other alternative given a specific criterion, 
when comparing any two software alternatives,

CART by Salford Systems

CART is an easy to use decision tree tool that 
uses the CART algorithm and boosting. Its’ main 
objective is to rifle through databases, identifying 
significant patterns and relationships, which are 
then used to generate predictive models. CART 
uses an exhaustive, recursive partitioning routine 

to generate binary splits by posing a series of yes-no 
questions. It searches for questions that split nodes 
into relatively homogenous child nodes. As the 
tree evolves, the nodes become more homogenous, 
identifying segments. CART supports more than 
80 file formats, including SAP, SPSS databases 
such as Oracle and Informix, Excel spreadsheets, 
and Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheets.

CART was formulated from the original 
CART code developed by Stanford University 
and University of California at Berkeley statisti-
cians. The frequent addition of new features and 
capabilities continually enhances the procedure, 
strengthening the accuracy and reliability of the 
results. CART has a no-stopping rule, which 
makes it unique. This means that more data are 
read and compared, and it ensures that important 
data are not overlooked by stopping too soon. It 
produces an over-grown tree, and immediately 
prunes it back for the most optimal results. CART 
also uses a powerful binary split search approach. 
This means the trees are more sparing with data 
and detect more structure before too little data 
are left for learning. Next, CART uses automatic 
self-validation procedures, which are essential in 
avoiding the trap of finding patterns that apply 
only to the training data.

CART was designed for both technical and 
non-technical users. It can quickly identify im-
portant data relationships. It offers users some 
flexibility, with the choice of how to split criteria. 
It also offers different models for scalability. The 
results are easy to read and understand, with de-
cision tree diagrams drawn out. Salford Systems 
understands that expert and timely technical 
support is a critical part of the business, which 
is why they offer many means of customer train-
ing and support. The company offers both public 
and private on-site instruction, user seminars, 
hand-on training courses, consultation services, 
and e-mail, NetMeeting, and phone support from 
offices worldwide.
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SPSS: Clementine

Clementine data mining software by SPSS is 
useful for organizations using SPSS infrastruc-
ture as well as those with mixed platforms. This 
program supports both client and server platforms, 
including the Windows family of products and 
Sun Solaris, HP-UX11i, IBM AIX, and OS/400 
server platforms.

With regard to reliability, Clementine by 
SPSS supports decision trees, neural networks, 
regression, self-organizing maps, clustering, and 
association rules (Lampe, 2004). However, the 
author states that Clementine implements “a broad 
set of statistical algorithms, but fewer than in the 
SAS and IBM packages” (Lampe, 2004 p. 18).

In the area of efficiency, Clementine works 
with SPSS, SAS and SQL and can export to C 
code and Predictive Model Markup Language 
(PPML) (Angus, 2006). It can also handle criti-
cal data preparation, rapid modeling, and model 
scoring tasks. These tasks are all performed us-
ing GUI graphical layouts, workflow diagrams, 
scatterplots, distribution, histogram, multiplot 
and web charts (which are unique to Clementine 
(Haughton et al., 2003)).

Training and support for Clementine are avail-
able from SPSS in the form of online tutorials, 
downloadable overview and demo of the program, 
along with online technical support and excellent 
help screens. The price of Clementine starts at 
$75,000 (Angus, 2006).

Enterprise Miner by SAS

Enterprise Miner was developed by SAS Cor-
poration, which was originally called Statistical 
Analysis System. Enterprise Miner is an integrated 
software product that provides widespread busi-
ness solutions for data mining based on SEMMA 
(Sample, Explore, Modify, Model, Assess) meth-
odology. It has many different statistical tools 
including decision trees, clustering, linear and 
logistic regression and neural networks. Data 

preparation tools include outlier detection, vari-
able transformations, random sampling, and the 
partitioning of data sets into training, test, and 
validation data sets. Its advanced GUI allows you 
to review large amounts of data in multidimen-
sional histograms with ease as well as compare 
modeling results graphically.

Enterprise Miner includes several procedures 
that automate traditional analysis tasks, such as 
choosing the variables to include in a model and 
applying the appropriate transformations. The 
system also provides extensive visualization to 
help users explore the data to decide on additional 
manipulations that the system itself does not 
recommend. Enterprise Miners’ graphical user 
interface and automated framework indicate that 
the user does not have to know how the tools work 
to use them. Release 8.2 provides cross-platform 
national language support that is especially im-
portant to international customers.

GhostMiner by Fujitsu

GhostMiner is a data mining software product 
from Fujitsu that not only supports common 
databases (or spreadsheets) and mature machine 
learning algorithms, but also assists with data 
preparation and selection, model validation, 
multi-models (like committees or k-classifiers), 
and visualization. GhostMiner provides large 
range of data preparation techniques; broad scope 
of selection of featured methods. Choice of data 
mining algorithms and visualization techniques 
are integrated.

GhostMiner offers several project features 
unique to their platform, which enables users to 
create simple interfaces for their specific needs. 
GhostMiner has a human machine interface (HMI) 
that is fairly user friendly and easy to start up right 
out of the box. The system is so easy to use that it 
actually has a feel of being too user friendly and 
may be missing some of the power of the larger 
server based data mining software tool such as 
Darwin IBM and Oracle. GhostMiner can be 
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loaded directly onto a Windows based PC and is 
equally adept at data mining a system database as 
it is a series of spreadsheets, text or ASCII files.

GhostMiner contains both data pre-processing 
capabilities as well as data visualization capabili-
ties. Data pre-processing includes data normal-
ization, standardization and many preliminary 
statistical analysis functions, such as variance, 
standard deviation, mean and median across the 
entire database. GhostMiner does not have the 
inherent flexibility of some of the larger, more 
robust products, and also does not offer the same 
levels of support as the products offered by Oracle 
and IBM. GhostMiner is a product marketed to 
small to mid size users who are looking for a 
simple to use product at a lower price than some 
of its larger, well known counterparts.

Insightful: Insightful Miner

Insightful Miner is a cost effective data mining 
software program. The software has numerous 
model types, algorithms and visualizers, including 
decision trees, Block Model Averaging, linear and 
logistic regression, neural networks, Naïve Bayes, 
Cox proportional hazard models, K-means clus-
tering and others. Insightful Miner offers highly 
scalable algorithms, which train models on very 
large data sets without the need for sampling or 
aggregation. Insightful also offers data pre-pro-
cessing and data cleansing as well as exploratory 
data analysis and visualization. Insightful Miner’s 
cost is typically $12,000.

According to a product review in DM Review 
(Lurie, 2004) the main strength of Insightful Miner 
is its ability to scale large data sets in an accessible 
manner. It provides the analytic tools required to 
transform fragmented raw data into “actionable 
knowledge” (Lurie, 2004, p. 88). Insightful Miner 
provides cutting edge analytics and reporting tools 
to identify patterns, trends and relationships in 
data. Insightfuls’ simplicity allows users to quickly 
aggregate, clean and analyze data. Its powerful 
reporting and modeling capabilities allow users 

to deliver clear, usable analytics to designers and 
producers. Simple visual work maps make it easy 
for users to become productive relatively quickly. 
Insightful Miner provides excellent product sup-
port and its documentation is complete and easy 
to understand.

In another product review of Insightful Miner 
(Deal, 2004), the software was found to be a 
comprehensive data mining application that in-
cludes extensive data input, data manipulation, 
and analysis capabilities. Insightful Miner can 
efficiently process large amounts of data by us-
ing a chunking and processing algorithm that is 
intended to be scalable to the mass of data used 
for each analysis. Insightfuls’ ability to integrate 
S-Plus strengthens and extends its functionality. 
Deal (2004) stated that Insightful Miner “is a very 
simple and intuitive process” (p. 46).

IBM: Intelligent Miner

IBM Intelligent Miner V7R1 is very user friendly 
software. It is an essential e-commerce tool, as it 
can aid in handling transactions as they come in. It 
has business intelligence applications, which allow 
it to make decisions that would be good for any 
business, large or small. The intelligence part of 
the software could cut costs and increase profits. 
The data screens help with decision making and 
improvement on processes that are out of date. It 
also makes maximizes the business to customer 
relationship, because of the personalization the 
software can provide for each client. This software 
package is also compatible with Windows, AIX, 
Solaris and Linux servers.

IBM Intelligent Miner V7R1 has IM Scor-
ing, in which the user has an advantage, because 
scores and ranks are done in real time. This means 
that as a new transaction takes place, it would 
then reorganize the scores/ranks of the custom-
ers’ information. For example, when a customer 
buys an item off the internet, the software would 
update for the payment due and when it should be 
posted. The same would apply for a dentist visit: 
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after six months it would indicate that it is time 
for another check up for the particular patient. As 
the appointment would approach, the higher the 
person would be on the list, i.e. moving up the 
ranks. Another advantage with the IM Scoring is 
the high performance and scalability of mining 
functions, thus making sampling obsolete.

The best aspect of this product is its user 
friendliness. The whole staff would be content 
with it. It can also be updated easily, without 
any disruption to the business. IBM is currently 
promoting the DB2 Query Management Facility 
version 8.1, since in March 2006, IBM withdrew 
Intelligent Miner from all marketing and ended 
all its support for Intelligent Miner tools.

Megaputer: PolyAnalyst

Another data mining software package is Poly-
Analyst (the newest version is 4.6) made by the 
Megaputer Company. This company is quite 
small, especially compared to some of the other 
companies we have profiled. Megaputer Intelli-
gence Inc. is a leading developer and distributor 
of advanced software tools for data mining, text 
mining, and intelligent e-commerce personaliza-
tion. The tools help reveal knowledge hidden in 
data. They add intelligence and insight to every 
step of the business decision-making process.

Since the Megaputer Company focuses primar-
ily on data mining programs, they can offer a more 
comprehensive program than other companies 
who simply have a data mining component to 
existing products. They offer a vast array of al-
gorithms from which a consumer can choose the 
ones they need specifically, making the product 
ready to be customized. The price for an older 
version of PolyAnalyst (the most recent pricing 
data found) is an affordable $2,300 for the base 
version and can go up to $14,900 with all the al-
gorithms. Also, the developer kit for PolyAnalyst 
is available for $16,000.

PolyAnalyst can be run either on a stand-alone 
system or in a client/server configuration, where 

the server would handle the data processing. It 
only works with the Microsoft Windows O/S 
which shows that it is not as portable as some 
other products analyzed. Also, Megaputer offers 
possible users a free evaluation version to decide 
if this is the software right for them. The program 
offers a rich set of features. PolyAnalyst by 
Megaputer seems to be a feature rich data mining 
software package. The price and ala carte feature 
set seem more suited for a smaller company that 
cannot afford to use a more expensive data min-
ing solution that would require the use of highly 
trained employees.

Oracle: Oracle Data Mining

Oracle Data Miner is the graphical user interface 
for Oracle Data Mining (Release 10.1 and above) 
that helps data analysts mine their Oracle data to 
find valuable hidden information, patterns, and 
new insights. Oracle Data Mining is a powerful 
data mining software embedded in the Oracle Data-
base that enables you to discover new information 
hidden in your data and helps businesses target 
their best customers and find and prevent fraud.

Oracle provides unique portability across all 
major platforms including Windows, Solaris, HP-
UX, IBM AIX, Compaq Tru64, and Linux and 
ensures that applications run without modification 
after changing platforms. There are two common 
ways to architect a database: client/server or multi-
tier. Two basic memory structures are associated 
with Oracle software: the system global area and 
the program global area.

Oracle Data Miner facilitates interactive data 
preparation, data mining model creation, evalua-
tion, refinement and model scoring. Oracle Data 
Mining provides the following supervised data 
mining algorithms: Naïve Bayes, Adaptive Bayes 
Network, decision trees, Support Vector Machines, 
attribute importance. Unsupervised algorithms 
are: clustering, association rules, feature selection, 
anomaly detection, text mining and unstructured 
data, life sciences algorithm. Mining Activity 
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Guides provide structured templates for all users 
to explore and mine their data.

Oracle Data Mining (ODM) enables companies 
to extract information efficiently from the very 
largest databases, and build integrated business 
intelligence applications and support data mining 
problems such as: classification, prediction, re-
gression, clustering, associations, attribute impor-
tance, feature extraction and sequence similarity 
searches and analysis. When the capabilities of 
Oracle Data Mining are combined with the ability 
of the RDBMS to access, pre-process, retrieve and 
analyze data, they create a very powerful platform 
for data analysis.

Oracle Data Mining can generate valuable 
new insights and reports that can help proactively 
manage your business, according to the Oracle 
Discoverer report. Oracle Data Miner models 
can be visualized graphically and can be display 
in tables, histograms, line graphs and pie graphs. 
Data may be in either Excel or the Database. Sig-
nificant productivity enhancements are achieved 
by eliminating the extraction of data from the 
database to special-purpose data mining tools 
(Berger, 2005).

Data size is unlimited. The expert analyst can 
adjust some or all of the parameters manually, but 
the option to allow the algorithms to optimize the 
parameters intelligently, with no intervention, is 
available. There are free demos available: Oracle 
Data Mining, Integration with Oracle BI EE, 
Spreadsheet Add-in for Predictive Analytics, and 
Text Mining. The tutorial Oracle by Example series 
and online training provides valuable hands-on 
experience, step-by-step instructions on how to 
implement various technology solutions to busi-
ness problems. Oracle Data Mining significantly 
reduces the cost of data mining. Savings are real-
ized in the avoidance of additional hardware pur-
chases for computing and storage environments, 
redundant copies and multiple versions of the data 
and duplication of personnel who perform similar 
functions. Database analytics includes: engine, 
basic statistics (free), data mining, text mining.

SQL Server 2005

SQL server 2005 is Microsoft’s solution to data-
base management and data mining. SQL Server 
database platform provides enterprise-class data 
management with integrated business intelligence 
(BI) tools. SQL Server 2005 combines analysis, 
reporting, integration, and notification. SQL server 
is closely integrated with Microsoft Visual Studio, 
the Microsoft Office System, and a suite of new 
development tools, including the Business Intel-
ligence Development Studio (Bednarz, 2005).

Microsoft SQL Server series utilizes the Win-
dows operating system and features four discrete 
algorithms. HMI features include a Windows’ 
interface, as well as complete integration with the 
Microsoft Office suite. Reports that are served by 
the Report Server in Reporting Services can run in 
the context of Microsoft SharePoint Portal Server 
and Microsoft Office System applications such as 
Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel (Fontana, 
2005). SharePoint can be used to subscribe to 
reports, create new versions of reports, and distrib-
ute reports. SQL Server 2005 also supports rich, 
full-text search applications. Query performance 
and scalability have been improved dramatically, 
and new management tools will provide greater 
insight into the full-text implementation.

SQL Server also features an online restore 
function, database encryption and a fast recovery 
option. It also has a system with built-in scalabil-
ity features such as parallel partition processing, 
creation of remote relational online analytical 
processing (ROLAP) or hybrid online analyti-
cal processing (HOLAP) partitions, distributed 
partitioned cubes, persisted calculations, and 
proactive caching.

COMPARISON

We use Expert Choice in the evaluation process 
and will attempt to analytically quantify the aspects 
of data mining software that best define overall 
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product quality. Before we describe the decision 
making process, we would like to present several 
assumptions on which our decision will be based:

1.  In addition to our experience, we will rely 
on manufacture specifications, descriptions 
and described attributes, along with third 
party reviews where available.

2.  We will base our needs on fundamental busi-
ness goals such as business-related decision 
making and business-driven information 
analysis. Although this definition may seem 
overly broad, we will attempt to further 
limit our scope by eliminating research and 
development, educational and political as 
well as most human resource applications.

3.  Since we are using a trial version of Expert 
Choice advanced decision making software, 
there will be limits with respect to importing 
and exporting data as well as with printing 
and possibly some advanced analytical tools. 
Therefore, we will utilize screen captures 
embedded into this document, and will manu-
ally write any necessary data as opposed to 
systematic imports or exports.

Criteria Revisited

Our selection process will be centered on the be-
low mentioned software quality criteria. We will 
attempt to compare all of our selections based 
on the specified criteria. Using Expert Choice, 
we will make objective ratings of each product, 
comparing in a pair-wise manner, attributes that 
define each element.

• Portability: the amount of platform inde-
pendence; the number of support platforms 
and supported software architectures as 
well as any software requirements needed 
to run the software.

• Reliability: the degree of completeness, 
accuracy and consistency, any stated war-
ranty and support provided by the vendor. 

The number of data models and algorithms 
available with the software as well as any 
templates or custom models available for 
creation of projects.

• Efficiency: the degree of efficiency and ac-
cessibility; the degree in which the product 
supports the general business goal assump-
tions and the number of tools available for 
data pre-processing.

• Human engineering: how well the soft-
ware interfaces and communicates with the 
outside world, plus the quality of the hu-
man machine interface (HMI). Testability 
– how well the software is structured; how 
results are displayed and how results are 
re-introduced into the process if applicable.

• Understanding: degree of self-descrip-
tiveness; the degree of simplicity of the 
machine interface, the use of graphical 
user interfaces, visual programming abil-
ity, summary reports, and data model 
visualization.

• Modifiability: the degree of augmentation 
ability and the ability to change over time 
and expand; the use of batch processing 
and any expert options as well as data size 
limitations.

• Price, training and support: price of 
product, availability of evaluation or demo 
versions, and the amount of post purchase 
support included in the package

Evaluation Model

Our evaluation criteria, as entered in the Expert 
Choice, are as follows:

• Portability, evaluated in terms of:
 ◦ Hardware platform (PC, Unix/Solaris 

workstation etc.)
 ◦ Software Architecture (standalone, 

client/server, thin client)
 ◦ Software requirements (DB2, SAS, 

Base, Java/JRE, Oracle, etc.
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• Reliability, evaluated in terms of:
 ◦ What model classes does the tool 

support?
 ◦ How many algorithms does the tool 

use?
 ◦ Does the tool allow custom model 

creation or simply uses templates?
 ◦ What is the reputation of the vendor 

supplying the tool?
• Efficiency, evaluated in terms of:

 ◦ How well does the product support 
our general business goal assumption?

 ◦ Ability to perform data pre-processing.
• Human Engineering, evaluated in terms 

of:
 ◦ Simplicity of HMI (human machine 

interface)
 ◦ Graphical layout
 ◦ Visual programming ability

• Testability, evaluated in terms of dissemi-
nation and deployment:
 ◦ How well the results are re-introduced 

into the process “closing the loop”
 ◦ How results are displayed

• Understanding, in terms of evaluation 
and interpretation of data:
 ◦ Are summary reports available?
 ◦ Can the model be visualized 

graphically?
• Modifiability, in terms of scalability and 

upgrades:

 ◦ What is the data set size limit?
 ◦ Are there expert options or batch 

processing?
• Training and support, evaluated in terms 

of:
 ◦ Is a free demo available?
 ◦ Is any free training or support avail-

able with the purchase?
• Price (where available) – if pricing is not 

available we will note our evaluation as 
price neutral.

PROCEDURE OF EXPERT CHOICE

Let’s use five products to demonstrate the whole 
process of Expert Choice on a small scale. We 
commence with pair-wise comparisons for each 
of our criteria. Figure 1 is a screen capture of 
our initial results of priorities. As can be seen in 
Table 1, we placed a great deal of importance on 
Human Engineering (weight of.220), slightly less 
on Training and Support (w=. 193) and then on 
Understanding (w=. 190). Our main driver was 
that for the software to be successful, people had 
to know and understand it. Our next highest prior-
ity was Reliability, with a relative weight of.142, 
followed by Portability, which is platform and 
hardware independence, with a relative weight 
of.128.

Figure 1.
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Next, we perform a pair-wise comparison of 
each software tool for each criterion; that is, we 
compare the components of each criterion on a 
case-by-case basis, assigning relative strengths 
and weaknesses to each product. Although this 
process is quite tedious, it provides an accurate 
measurement for each product. Table 2 shows an 
example of a pair-wise comparison for the con-

tribution of hardware platform independence to 
overall platform independence, which is a con-
tributor to overall portability within our quality 
structure.

Table 3 shows a graphical representation from 
the pair-wise comparison between all products 
for the hardware contribution, to overall portabil-
ity. The screen capture shows a weight for each 
product with SQL Server as the best in class (with 
a weight of.269) and GhostMiner as last in class 
(with a weight of.109). These criteria are also 
weighted individually so as to roll up into the 
overall contribution towards portability.

Overall Results

Table 4 shows the overall results from Expert 
Choice advanced decision support software. From 
the first iteration of our selection process, the best 
solution for our chosen attributes and assigned 
priorities is the CART product, with an overall 

Table 1. Weights assigned to criteria 

Category Priorities

Human Engineering 0.22

Training and Support 0.193

Understandability 0.19

Reliability 0.142

Portability 0.128

Modifiability 0.051

Efficiency 0.039

Testability 0.022

Price 0.016

Table 2. Pair-wise comparison grid WRT hardware platform 

CART by Salford Systems SAS Enterprise Miner Oracle 8i GhostMiner SQL Server 2005

CART by Salford Systems 3.0 3.0 3.0 7.0

SAS Enterprise Miner 2.0 3.0 4.0

Oracle 8i 3.0 3.0

GhostMiner 4.0

SQL Server 2005

Inconsistency: 0.73

Table 3. Class weightings for overall hardware 
platform independence 

Vendor Class Weighting

CART by Salford Systems 0.268

SAS Enterprise Miner 0.223

Oracle 8i 0.215

GhostMiner 0.141

SQP Server 2005 0.152

Overall inconsistency: 0.28

Table 4. Results from “Choosing a Data Mining 
Software Vendor” 

Vendor Overall Weight

CART by Salford Systems 0.191

SAS Enterprise Miner 0.215

Oracle 8i 0.222

GhostMiner 0.109

SQP Server 2005 0.263

Inconsistency: 0.73
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weight of.268, followed by SAS Enterprise with an 
overall weight of.223. We also performed several 
iterations, changing the weights of our criteria.

Table 5 shows the assigned weights of each 
category along with the overall score for all of 
the objects. This tool allows dynamic sensitivity 
analysis with respect to changing priorities. We 
used this tool to look at how much a change in 
one weight changes the overall goal. Using this 
tool is similar to the sensitivity analysis performed 
in Excel Solver; however, instead of listed 
ranges the Expert Choice tool allows for dy-
namic manipulation. From the chart we can see 
our weighted emphasis on Human Engineering 
(22%), Training and Support (19.3%) and Under-

standability. The window on the right shows which 
system best fits our stated criteria.

In Table 6 we change our requirements in 
order to verify the strength of our decision. We 
increase the importance of Price from 1.6% all 
the way up to 33.5%. We also change our Human 
Engineering requirement from 22% down to 5.8%, 
and also reduce Training and Technical Support, 
Portability, Reliability, Efficiency and Modifi-
ability (flexibility) substantially and still came up 
with CART systems as our best overall choice 
(24% weight).

Table 5. Dynamic sensitivity analysis 

Category Category Weight Vendor Vendor Preference Weight

Portability 12.8% CART by Salford Systems 26.8%

Reliability 14.2% SAS Enterprise Miner 22.3%

Efficiency 3.9% Oracle 8i 21.5%

Human Engineering 22.0% GhostMiner 14.1%

Testability 2.2% SQL Server 2005 15.2%

Understandability 19.0%

Modifiability 5.1%

Training and Support 19.3%

Price 1.6%

Table 6. Dynamic sensitivity analysis with different constraints 

Category Category Weight Vendor Vendor Preference Weight

Portability 0.1% CART by Salford Systems 24.0%

Reliability 2.6% SAS Enterprise Miner 18.5%

Efficiency 3.2% Oracle 8i 17.1%

Human Engineering 5.8% GhostMiner 20.8%

Testability 3.3% SQL Server 2005 19.6%

Understandability 21.5%

Modifiability 4.1%

Training and Support 15.7%

Price 33.5%
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SCENARIO ANALYSIS

We now start to compare eight leading data mining 
packages based on seven criteria. Determining 
the best software is a multiple objective decision-
making process since different companies may 
have completely different needs. An array of 
software may each be the best choice because 
their design and performance are defined within a 
certain type of institution. Usually, one data mining 
software can not be the best for every scenario. 
This is because specific software can not meet the 
expectations of every type of institution; therefore 
the creation of scenarios is a very important tool 
in term of decision-making process.

In order to make this project more accurate and 
realistic, we have combined different scenarios. 
Factors, such as size, budget, type of business, 
and the type of data we have to manipulate, can 
affect the software we attempt to choose and the 
reasons why we choose it. Having simulated many 
scenarios, we found that size is a decisive factor. 
For instance, if we choose two companies with dif-
ferent sizes and follow a traditional reasoning, the 
tentative result may contradict with our intuition.

After researching all the alternatives, we used 
our decision tool, Expert Choice, to make pair-
wise comparisons for each of them. A total of 392 
pair-wise comparisons were required to compare 

each of the alternatives with respect to each of the 
criteria (196 comparisons for each scenario). This 
was in addition to the 42 pair-wise comparisons 
required to assign weights to each criterion with 
respect to the goal (21 comparisons for each 
scenario). After completing all of the pair-wise 
comparisons the software synthesized all of the 
weights of the alternatives with the weights of the 
criteria and selected the best alternative of each 
of the two scenarios. Tables 7 and 8 summarize 
the weights of the pair-wise comparisons for each 
of the alternatives with respect to each criterion. 
As with the weights of the criteria, there is also a 
direct relationship between the calculated weights 
in each column and the respective criterion. In 
other words, the higher a number is in a given 
column the more important that sized company 
views that particular software for that specific 
criterion.

Based on our research of all the alternatives 
and the weighted criteria calculated by our deci-
sion tool, the software has determined that for a 
small-sized company the top three alternatives 
are Insightful Miner, Megaputer PolyAnalyst, and 
SAS Enterprise Miner. These results were some-
what unexpected. We had anticipated that Insight-
ful, Megaputer, and GhostMiner would be among 
the top three or four alternatives for a small-sized 
company, primarily because each of these vendors 

Table 7. Weights assigned to each alternative for both a small and large-sized company. 

Synthesized Weights - 
with respect to criteria

Efficiency Human Engineering \ 
Understandability Modifiability Portability

Large Small Large Small Large Small Large Small

Clementine 0.213 0.153 0.154 0.154 0.159 0.159 0.200 0.059

Enterprise Miner 0.176 0.174 0.155 0.155 0.151 0.151 0.221 0.059

GhostMiner 0.110 0.102 0.124 0.124 0.069 0.069 0.069 0.235

Insightful Miner 0.142 0.168 0.135 0.135 0.108 0.108 0.097 0.235

Intelligent Miner 0.106 0.130 0.112 0.112 0.155 0.155 0.097 0.059

Megaputer 0.086 0.091 0.090 0.090 0.060 0.060 0.067 0.235

Oracle Data Miner 0.102 0.103 0.104 0.104 0.151 0.151 0.148 0.059

SQL Server 2005 0.066 0.078 0.126 0.126 0.147 0.147 0.079 0.059
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offer stand-alone versions of their software and 
are also the least expensive among all the alterna-
tives. However, GhostMiner ranked lower than 
expected while SAS Enterprise Miner ranked 
higher. A closer analysis of the pair-wise com-
parisons shows that SAS was more efficient and 
had better human engineering than GhostMiner. 
Because of the weights given to these two criteria, 
SAS Enterprise Miner was able to beat all of the 
other alternatives despite its cost.

According to our decision tool, the top three 
alternatives for a large company are SPSS Cle-
mentine, followed by SAS Enterprise Miner 
and Insightful Miner. There was not one over-
whelming choice for a large company. The differ-
ences in weight among the top three alternatives 
were relatively small (16.7%, 15.9%, and 13.5% 
respectively). These results were also a little un-
anticipated. All of the software reviews that we 
have read, rated SPSS and SAS among the top 
leading data mining software that are commer-
cially available. We had not expected Insightful 
Miner to rank among the top three alternatives for 
a large company. We anticipated that Microsoft, 
IBM, or Oracle would round out the top three 
alternatives because these vendors offer enterprise 
class DBMS. Upon closer examination of the 
software analysis, Insightful Miner’s visualization 
and modeling nodes were comparable to those of 
an enterprise class data mining software program 

such as Enterprise Miner and Clementine. In addi-
tion, a closer review of the pair-wise comparisons 
showed that Insightful Miner ranked higher than 
the other alternatives (with the exception of SAS 
and SPSS) in human engineering and efficiency. 
It also tied for top weight for Training and Sup-
port/Price. Table 9 summarizes the results of the 
Expert Choice software.

Certainly, different companies may have dif-
ferent priorities, preferences, and prerequisites. 
We have explored a few individual scenarios.

Special Case 1: This is a large international 
company, with thousands of employees, doing 

Table 8. Weights assigned to each alternative for both a small and large-sized company (cont.) 

Synthes ized  Weights  – 
continued

Reliability Training and Support \ Price Testability

Large Small Large Small Large Small

Clementine 0.194 0.194 0.040 0.036 0.156 0.156

Enterprise Miner 0.206 0.206 0.027 0.025 0.149 0.149

GhostMiner 0.069 0.069 0.170 0.194 0.116 0.116

Insightful Miner 0.107 0.107 0.261 0.266 0.147 0.147

Intelligent Miner 0.110 0.110 0.029 0.024 0.099 0.099

Megaputer 0.147 0.147 0.261 0.349 0.151 0.151

Oracle Data Miner 0.101 0.101 0.108 0.051 0.096 0.096

SQL Server 2005 0.066 0.066 0.104 0.054 0.086 0.086

Table 9. Summary of synthesized results for each 
sized company 

Synthesized 
Weights - with 
respect to goal

Large Company Small Company

Clementine 0.167 0.138

Enterprise Miner 0.159 0.140

GhostMiner 0.102 0.123

Insightful Miner 0.135 0.160

Intelligent Miner 0.112 0.104

Megaputer 0.106 0.146

Oracle Data Miner 0.115 0.098

SQL Server 2005 0.102 0.092

Overall inconsis-
tency ratio

0.010 0.020
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business between U.S., Mexico and other countries 
in Latin America. It is an import and export com-
pany. The main goal of using data mining software 
is to determine the best distribution methods in 
order to maximize profits. Keeping costs down so 
it can compete with other companies, is always a 
concern. The three main criteria this company is 
looking for in a software package are: Training 
and Support with multi-lingual support because 
of the language difference between the countries, 
Human Engineering to assure that employees 
in different countries with possibly different 
computer skill levels, will be able to adapt and 
use the software, and Portability because it is an 
established company with an IT department and 
different platforms that include Microsoft, IBM 
and Sun Microsystems, as well as a range of 
desktop operating systems that includes Windows 
2000 and XP, Linux, and old legacy equipment. 
They must be certain that the software is compat-
ible with all existing platforms. Because large 
amounts of data are processed, software must be 
robust and reliable as well (see Table 9).

• Our goal is: To find the best data mining 
software.

• Our criteria are: Listed seven factors (see 
Figure 1). The three most important crite-
ria are Training and Support, Human engi-
neering, and Portability.

• Our alternatives are: Clementine, 
Enterprise Miner, Oracle, Microsoft SQL, 
IBM DB2, Salford CART, Megaputer, and 
Insightful Miner (see Table 10).

Special Case 2: This is a large national cor-
poration, between 500 and 1,000 employees, in 
the retail industry with many branches throughout 
the country. They already have an IT department 
and different types of platforms, including Unix 
Servers, Microsoft 2000 and 2003, as well as XP 
and 2000 Workstations. Portability is very impor-
tant to make sure that the software is able to run 
with the platforms already in place. This com-
pany already has a well-established customer base, 
so the goal of choosing data mining software is 
to find the best way to maximize customer reten-
tion, while lowering costs. The three most impor-
tant criteria that this company is looking for in a 
software package are: Portability, Efficiency to 
assure it supports the general business goal as-
sumption, and Modifiability since it is a growing 
business- they want to be sure that they can go 
back and customize the software if necessary.

• Our goal is: To find the best data mining 
software.

• Our criteria are: Listed seven factors. 
The three most important criteria are por-
tability, efficiency, and modifiability.

Table 10.

Criteria Weights Software Ranking

Portability .215 Clementine .136

Modifiability .181 Enterprise Miner .126

Training and Support .147 Oracle .162

Human Engineering / Testability .130 Microsoft SQL .109

Understandability .119 IBM DB2 .117

Reliability .109 Salford CART .123

Efficiency .100 Megaputer .111

Insightful Miner .117
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• Our alternatives are: Clementine, 
Enterprise Miner, Oracle, Microsoft SQL, 
IBM DB2, Salford CART, Megaputer, and 
Insightful Miner (see Table 11).

Special Case 3: This is a small start-up land-
scaping and construction company with less than 
50 employees. The employees have limited 
knowledge of computers and software. The goal 
of using data mining software is to find the best 
way to attract new customers.

• Our goal is: To find the best data mining 
software.

• Our criteria are: Listed seven factors. The 
three most important criteria we are look-
ing for are Human engineering, Training 
and Support, and Understandability.

• Our alternatives are: Clementine, 
Enterprise Miner, Oracle, Microsoft SQL, 
IBM DB2, Salford CART, Megaputer, and 
Insightful Miner (see Table 12).

OTHER CASES

Online Company/E-Commerce

An online/e-commerce company in the recently 
growing industry. First of all, since an internet 
company has both actual and potential custom-
ers, it needs a tool that can hold and analyze 
large amount of data. Secondly, it might have 
engineers or a technical department, so it may 
not put weight on human engineering and training 
and support. Consequently, we put more weight 

Table 11.

Criteria Weights Software Ranking

Modifiability .217 Clementine .134

Portability .171 Enterprise Miner .127

Efficiency .153 Oracle .163

Reliability .132 Microsoft SQL .110

Training and Support .126 IBM DB2 .115

Human Engineering / Testability .123 Salford CART .125

Understandability .078 Megaputer .108

Insightful Miner .117

Table 12.

Criteria Weights Software Ranking

Training and Support .226 Clementine .132

Human Engineering / Testability .201 Enterprise Miner .124

Understandability .166 Oracle .150

Reliability .145 Microsoft SQL .124

Efficiency .130 IBM DB2 .117

Modifiability .076 Salford CART .122

Portability .055 Megaputer .114

Insightful Miner .118
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on modifiability and less weight on engineering 
and support. As a result, Oracle would be the best 
tool for an online/e-commerce company because 
it scores the highest among 8 tools. If Oracle is 
not available, IBM would be the second choice.

Educational Institutions

Data mining software is used worldwide in the 
educational industry. One of Megaputer’s data 
mining software called PolyAnalyst gets a majority 
of its business from educational industry. Micro-
soft SQL came in first place with GhostMiner as 
the runner up.

Even though these scenarios can be used as 
references, they did not apply to every type of 
institution. Thus, it will be interesting to see what 
other choices are available in term of best data 
mining software. What would be the best data 
mining software for a medical institution?

CONCLUSION

With the use of Expert Choice we were able to ana-
lytically evaluate eight products within a complex 
yet controlled environment. The detailed analysis 
included prioritizing our constraints, evaluating 
the contributing criteria, entering comparative data 
and performing relevant sensitivity analysis. The 
software, Expert Choice, performed the analysis, 
based on our definition, priorities and data.

Data mining technology is changing very rap-
idly. Our paper focused only on the major suppliers 
typically available in the market place. There is 
no definite and explicit answer as to which tool 
is better suited to potential clients, mainly due 
to their unique priorities. As there are so many 
variables to quantify, the problem needs to be 
defined. Based on what approach the problem 
requires, then and only then can tools start being 
quantified. Certainly, the method and the process 
that we have used can be easily applied to ana-
lyze and compare other data mining software for 

each potential user. Although there is no pattern 
for pairing the correct software with the proper 
institution, with the use of this process, every 
institution should be able to determine which data 
mining software is the best for their operations.
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Chapter  3.5

ABSTRACT

The chapter illustrates how data mining and 
knowledge management concepts may be applied 
in a project oriented environment for both the 
private and public sectors. It identifies the project 
environment success roadmap that consists of 
four levels leading to project corporate success. 
Processes that control the dataflow for generating 
the projects data warehouse are identified and the 
projects data warehouse contents are defined. The 
rest of the chapter shows how data mining may be 
utilised at each project success level to increase 
the chances of delivering profitable projects that 
will have the intended impact on the corporate 
business strategy. The general conclusion is 
that there is a need to structure and prioritise 
information for specific end-user problems and 

to address a number of organizational issues that 
may facilitate the application of data mining and 
knowledge management in a project oriented 
environment. Finally, the chapter concludes by 
identifying the issues that need to be addressed 
by private and public sector organizations so that 
data mining may be utilised successfully in their 
decision making process.

INTRODUCTION

According to Bala (2008), data mining deals with 
the principle of extracting knowledge from large 
volume of data and picking out relevant infor-
mation that finds application in various business 
decision-making processes. By its very nature the 
project oriented environment deals extensively 
with data, information and knowledge for a wide 
spectrum of decision-making scenarios. This 
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direct and robust linkage of data mining with a 
project oriented environment will be illustrated 
throughout this chapter by demonstrating how 
data mining may be applied to resolve issues rag-
ing from assessing whether a proposed project is 
aligned with the strategic direction of an entity to 
the delivery of the project outputs and outcomes.

Two critical points must be emphasized. Firstly, 
no matter what your profession is, whether it is 
marketing, engineering, manufacturing or ICT 
development and whether you work for the private 
or public sector, you will at one time or another 
be involved in undertaking projects. Secondly, 
to keep clients satisfied, private and public sec-
tor organizations are continually faced with the 
development of products, services, and processes 
with very short time-to-market windows combined 
with the need for cross-functional expertise. In 
this scenario, the application of data mining in a 
project oriented environment becomes a very im-
portant and powerful tool for those organizations 
that understand its use and have the competencies 
to apply it.

A project management environment provides 
many challenges. As a project moves through its 
life cycle the issues involved become numerous. 
Some of these issues include managing the project 
portfolio; having a mechanism in place to capture 
and share project lessons learnt; maintaining the 
critical project data flow processes; defining 
project scope; preparing project bids; planning 
and controlling projects; and assessing project 
risk. Hence, the road leading to success in a proj-
ect oriented environment is a long and difficult 
one. Many of the concerns related to the issues 
highlighted above may be mitigated through the 
application of data mining tools by the thorough 
sifting and analysis of data related to projects 
previously undertaken.

Private and public sector organizations that are 
involved in delivering projects normally possess a 
tremendous amount of data related to past and cur-
rent projects. This voluminous historical projects 

data is often by itself of low value. However its 
hidden potential needs to be exploited for various 
purposes within the project life cycle to ensure 
the achievement of the business objectives and 
more specifically corporate success. Executive 
management must seek ways to exploit data to 
add value to processes and create a new reality 
in terms of establishing innovative practices by 
capturing intelligence and knowledge across the 
organization. Hence, the project oriented environ-
ment with its extensive data generating capability 
and capacity has a direct potential link with data 
mining application concepts for private and public 
sector organizations.

Data mining techniques have been success-
fully applied to various private sector industries 
in marketing, financial services, and health care. 
Governments are using data mining for improving 
service delivery, analyzing scientific information, 
managing human resources, detecting fraud, and 
detecting criminal and terrorist activities. How-
ever, literature is scarce regarding the application 
of data mining to a project oriented environment. 
Generally, the purpose of this chapter is to show 
how data mining concepts may be applied in a 
project oriented environment. It will examine the 
so called project success framework and show how 
data mining may be utilised at particular stages 
to increase the chances of delivering successful 
projects that will have the intended impact on the 
corporate business strategies of private and public 
sector organizations.

DATA MINING AND THE 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
ENVIRONMENT CONTEXT

Cooke-Davies (2002) argue that the ultimate aim 
of an organization should be to introduce practices 
and measures that allow the enterprise to resource 
fully a portfolio of projects that is rationally and dy-
namically matched to the organization’s business 
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objectives and corporate strategy. These practices 
and measures cover a spectrum of tasks, such as 
transforming data to information and information 
to knowledge thus optimizing the information 
value chain of an organization and therefore its 
ability to bring projects to a successful conclu-
sion. Sutton (2005) identifies four distinct levels 
of project success, with each level having its own 
discipline, tools and techniques. Thus, excellence 
at each level is viewed as being critical for absolute 
project success. The project success framework 
put forward by Sutton (2005) shown at Figure 
1 takes a holistic corporate approach by linking 
project delivery to corporate strategy. It provides 
a road map which leads to an organization being 
successful in a project oriented environment. The 
objective is to apply data mining techniques as 
one travels along the project success road map.

It is important to note that there is a definite 
tangible distinction and focus between the four 
success levels proposed by Sutton (2005). Project 
management success refers to whether a specific 
project has produced the desired output (project 
deliverables) while project success refers to 
whether a specific project has produced the desired 
outcomes (project objectives). Hence, project 
output and outcomes are viewed as being separate. 
Repeatable project management success refers to 
the organization’s ability to consistently execute 
projects that have produced the desired output.

Furthermore, a project corporate success re-
fers to whether the outcomes produced have the 

intended impact on the business strategy of the 
organization. Sutton (2005) insists that project 
failure may occur at any one of the four levels. 
Therefore, managers are to understand where and 
how they are failing and then target the measures 
that produce the greatest likelihood of success. The 
application of data mining techniques is viewed 
as providing an opportunity for management to 
produce the best likelihood of success at each 
of the four project success levels. Therefore, the 
objective is to identify how data mining may be 
applied at each project success level to facilitate 
corporate success.

In addition, an organization’s value chain be-
comes an important notion when examining the 
application of data mining to the project oriented 
environment. One should note that when referring 
to an organization’s value chain we are in reality 
referring to two separate concurrent but comple-
mentary value chains. One portrays the physical 
value chain and the other depicts the informational 
value chain. Hence, the physical value chain is 
the transformation of tangible resources, such 
as materials and labour, to a finished product or 
service; while, the informational value chain con-
sists of the data necessary to transform tangible 
resources to a finished product or service. Both 
value chains are necessary, each supporting the 
other, and ultimately they shape the basis of the 
organization’s business survival.

Admittedly in the knowledge management 
literature there is a major difficulty in the use of 

Figure 1. Project success road map: Sutton’s project success framework
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consistent vocabulary (Hicks et al., 2006). The 
informational value chain in this context was 
viewed to be similar to the knowledge hierarchy 
as defined by Nissen (2000). This researcher 
viewed the knowledge hierarchy as the traditional 
concept of knowledge transformations, where data 
is transformed into information, and information 
is transformed into knowledge. This is a rather 
simplistic representation of data transformation. 
Hicks et al. (2006, 2007) extended the knowledge 
hierarchy by adding a new personal knowledge 
class (wisdom). Furthermore, Pyle (2003) and 
Wong (2004) refer to the knowledge value chain 
where data is viewed as a detailed record of se-
lected events that is first identified and created, 
is summarised and structured into information 
for a specific purpose, is then transformed into 
knowledge from information by a structured 
framework. Reference to the informational value 
chain in this text should be viewed as incorporat-
ing the notions presented by these researchers. 
Data mining or knowledge discovery refers to 
the process of finding interesting information in 
large repositories of data (Ayre, 2006). There-
fore, the informational value chain is viewed as 
fundamental to the application of data mining in 
private and public sector entities.

Moreover, data mining is the process of 
analysing data from different perspectives and 
summarising it into useful information; infor-
mation that can be used to increase revenue, cut 
costs, or both (Palace, 1996). Hence, the focus of 
data mining in the project oriented environment 
context is the exploitation and application of the 
organization’s vast repository of projects data to 
the projects that are in the pipeline or are being 
implemented. The aim is to ensure the maximum 
return on project completion with the consequence 
that the undertaken projects will have the intended 
impact on the private and public sector organiza-
tions’ business strategy.

APPLICATION OF DATA 
MINING: THE PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT ENVIRONMENT

Managers are not interested in what data mining 
is, rather, they want to know what it will do for 
their organization (Pyle, 2003). Data mining is 
used to search for valuable information from the 
mounds of data collected over time, which could 
be used in decision making (Keating, 2008). This 
implies that data mining permits private and 
public sector users to analyze large databases to 
solve business decision concerns with the aim of 
increasing revenue and/or decreasing costs.

Additionally a project oriented environment 
incorporates an organization’s informational value 
chain to provide timely and complex analysis of 
an integrated view of data to strengthen the orga-
nization’s competitive position. This section will 
address two essential aspects. The first aspect is 
related to the contents of the data warehouse and 
the organizational processes that contribute to 
populate it. The second aspect is the application 
of data mining methods as a project travels along 
the four project success levels.

THE HEART OF THE MATTER: 
PROCESSES AND THE PROJECTS 
DATA WAREHOUSE

Management have six types of resources at their 
disposal to carry out the projects under their 
responsibility. These are money, people, materi-
als, equipment, energy and data. The focus of 
this section is data and the processes needed to 
support the data flow. Datta (2008) makes refer-
ence to the basic elements of data mining, two 
of which are; (a) extracting, transforming, and 
loading transaction data onto the data warehouse 
system; and (b) storing and managing the data in a 
multidimensional database system. However, for 
these elements to occur management must have 
the proper processes in place. These processes 
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permit the communication and dissemination of 
information and knowledge to the relevant people 
thus achieving the three remaining data mining 
elements, namely, data access by relevant profes-
sionals; analysis of data by suitable application 
software; and presenting results in a meaningful 
format to various organizational users.

In an environment where projects are con-
ducted by individuals in isolation, the processes 
will most likely be undemanding and involve only 
a few persons. However, in project oriented organi-
zational environments the processes that determine 
the information flow can be quite intricate. Figure 
2 provides a concise view of the complexity of 
the functions and processes that control project 
information flow in a private or public sector 

project oriented environment. Each functional area 
may generate a combination of data, information 
and knowledge that are required to be stored in 
a projects data warehouse for retrieval, analysis 
and compilation of meaningful reports to resolve 
complex problems. Figure 2 shows the strong 
integration of the various functional areas that 
contribute to the physical and informational value 
chains. The informational value chain consists of 
data from external and internal sources that com-
bine to provide a holistic and complete picture of 
the organizational project oriented environment 
at any one point in time.

Figure 3 illustrates that ICT plays a crucial 
role in bringing together the processes and data 
to populate the projects data warehouse that may 

Figure 2. Processes controlling project information flow and data warehouse contents
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be mined to determine operational patterns and 
resolve specific concerns for private and public 
sector organizations. Figure 3 demonstrates a 
number of fundamental features. Firstly, input 
data may consist of raw data that act as the input 
transactions for Management Information Systems 
(MIS) which generate the transactional databases 
or/and may consist of documented project expe-
riences, such as, business strategies; contracts and 
projects scopes; various concerns and solutions; 
and various conflicts and conflict resolution that 
are entered directly into the projects data ware-
house without an MIS filtering.

Secondly, MIS provides information for the 
projects data warehouse and may also utilise its 
transactional databases as an input source for 
Decision Support Systems (DSS) and Executive 

Information Systems (EIS). Thirdly, DSS and EIS 
may after executing the relevant business models 
provide information and knowledge to the projects 
data warehouse. Finally, the projects data ware-
house will consist of data, information, and 
knowledge that will be used by data mining 
methods for the resolution of a wide spectrum of 
project related concerns. The long term objectives 
are to reconcile the varying views of data; provide 
a consolidated view of enterprise data; create a 
central point for accessing and sharing analytical 
data; and develop an enterprise approach to busi-
ness intelligence and reporting.

This concept is inline with the five tier knowl-
edge management hierarchy of Hicks et al., 
(2007), where the data warehouse is populated 
from various sources, including individual experi-

Figure 3. Project data warehouse and data mining
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ence; databases; learning systems; DSS and EIS; 
knowledge pooling; best practices; expert systems 
and corporate strategy. It is important to note that 
the processes needed to support the data flow and 
the respective critical data sets that are generated 
by them are essential to the four project success 
levels. Finally, the concept is applicable to both 
the private and public sectors, irrespective of the 
industry or government department they represent.

THE ROAD TO SUCCESS: 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
SUCCESS (OUTPUTS)

Sutton’s (2005) project success Levels 1 and 2 
refer to the project management function. Success 
Level 1 refers to the successful completion of an 
individual project. However, Success Level 2 
refers to repeatable project management success, 
that is, the organization’s ability to consistently 
execute projects that have produced the desired 
deliverables. The emphasis of Success Level 1 
is related to the tasks that achieve project scope; 
project planning and control; and project risk 
management. While the focus of Success Level 
2 is having a definite project management stan-
dard and ensuring its compliance throughout 
the organization. Both success levels are related 
to project planning, control and execution. The 
literature revealed a number of potential areas 
where data mining applications may be applied 
to project management success. These potential 
data mining application areas are discussed below.

Project Proposal Preparation 
and Project Scope

Project proposal and project scope are intercon-
nected. A project proposal is an initial definition 
of the project outputs and outcomes, and precedes 
the project scope. Project scope defines in detail 
what needs to be done and what is excluded from 
the project. A project scope is only undertaken 

when a project proposal has been accepted by the 
client and is usually an annex of a formal legal 
contract between the client and the organization 
executing the project.

If a project proposal is issued as part of a com-
petitive tender process then timeliness, quality and 
accuracy of the bid preparation become critical. 
However, at the project scope stage quality and 
accuracy become the most important elements. 
It should be emphasised that the project proposal 
and project scope establish the overall project 
time and cost parameters, and normally also 
define the payment terms and payment schedule. 
Therefore, an organization must overcome three 
major hurdles: to outclass its competitors by 
promptly providing a precise and accurate project 
bid; to be awarded the project; and to execute the 
project within the defined project scope and the 
established contractual parameters to achieve its 
estimated profit margin.

Nemati and Barko (2002) argue that we are 
living in an age where information is quickly 
becoming the differentiator between industry 
leading firms and second rate organizations. The 
application of data mining at this level would focus 
on the analysis of the projects data warehouse to 
find similar project requirements configuration for 
projects that have already been undertaken by the 
organization. This may be achieved through text 
mining and rules generation using classification 
and association of the projects data warehouse 
(previous project scopes and contracts). A software 
tool may be used to automatically summarise text 
data and extract valuable rules that may be further 
transformed into a semantic network which may 
provide a concise and accurate summary of the 
analysed text. Nayak and Qiu (2004) have suc-
cessfully applied this data mining technique to 
analyse software problem reports in pure text for 
the accurate prediction of time and cost in fixing 
software problems at a global telecommunication 
company.

This data mining application goes beyond the 
concept of exploring patterns and relationships 
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within the projects data warehouse to discover 
hidden knowledge; it would aim at enhancing the 
decision-making process by transforming data 
and information into actionable knowledge and 
gaining a strategic competitive advantage. The 
application of data mining tools for the project 
proposal preparation and project scope would 
allow the project management team to prepare 
project bids and project scopes quickly, accurately 
and at a lower cost before the competitors, and 
to be aware of particular concerns related to a 
specific project type. Moreover, this data mining 
application would mean that project bids may be 
submitted to a higher level of quality before com-
petitors, thus conveying a positive image for the 
organization to potential clients with a resultant 
increase in good will.

Accurate Estimation of Time and 
Cost to Project Completion

Traditionally project management success and 
failure is seen as being dependent on the accurate 
estimation of the time and cost of the works to 
be completed and ensuring that works execution 
does not exceed these estimates. Thus, to deliver 
a project on time and within budget requires the 
application of best project management practices 
and tight control of the projects undertaken.

An essential step within the project planning 
stage is the accurate preparation of activity util-
ity data. The preparation of activity utility data is 
concerned with estimating the duration and cost 
that each activity within a project will take to be 
completed. Furthermore, an individual activity 
may be conducted by alternative methods using 
different types and combination of resources. 
Hence, the duration and cost activity estimate 
will need to be established for each alternative 
method. These calculations become important 
during project execution particularly when a 
project slips behind schedule and certain critical 
activities need to be expedited. However, a large 
and complex project may consist of hundreds of 

activities, with many activities having different 
execution methods. Therefore, the preparation 
of activity utility data for a particular project 
becomes a mammoth task both in terms of work 
effort and cost; and is open to the risk of errors 
and inaccuracies.

Hence, at the project planning stage, data min-
ing may be applied for the preparation of utility 
data for current project activities by analysing 
the projects data warehouse and using cluster 
analysis to identify similar activities that had been 
conducted in previous projects and extracting the 
related estimate data and alternative methods of 
executing the planned activities of the current 
project. This data mining application may be 
particularly beneficial to construction industry 
projects, where the resultant analysis may provide 
a combination of ways of executing particular 
activities utilising different equipment, crew sizes, 
and working hours. Admittedly, the resultant activ-
ity estimates and alternative methods would still 
need to be reviewed but the overall effort and cost 
to conduct this essential planning task would be 
significantly decreased.

The data mining becomes also extremely 
beneficial at the project implementation stage in 
situations where critical project activities are close 
to (or are) running behind schedule or when non-
critical activities are approaching being critical. 
In this situation data mining may be utilised to 
analyse similar activities from the projects data 
warehouse of current and previous projects, and 
suggest alternate methods to carry out the specific 
activity to recover lost time at an optimal cost. 
The overall objective in the application of data 
mining at this level is to ensure that the optimum 
economic project solution is being implemented 
with a change in project circumstances.

The application of data mining methods for 
the project planning and control stage embraces a 
number of different approaches. Iranmanesh and 
Mokhtari (2008) contend that traditional methods 
to deal with the complex task of controlling and 
modifying the baseline project schedule during 
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project execution to measure and communicate 
the real physical progress of a project are not 
adequate, since these methods often fail to pre-
dict the total duration of a project to completion. 
These researchers have applied the decision tree, 
neural network and association rule data mining 
tools to predict the total project duration in terms 
of Time Estimate at Completion. To calculate the 
Time Estimate at Completion, the Iranmanesh 
and Mokhtari (2008) model applies six input pa-
rameters, namely, actual cost of work performed; 
budget cost of work performed; budget cost of 
work scheduled; actual duration; earned duration; 
and planned duration.

The three data mining methods provided con-
sistent results in that the neural network showed 
that the cost performance index (budget cost of 
work performed divided by actual cost of work 
performed) had the largest weighting among all 
indexes to predict project completion time; whilst 
the decision tree and the association rule methods 
predicted consistent Time Estimate at Comple-
tion results. The objective of the study was to 
enable the applied data mining tools to accurately 
forecast the project completion time during the 
project execution stage so that the project team 
may assess and monitor project risk by measuring 
project progress in time and monetary terms and 
take proactive preventative actions to mitigate 
any adverse conditions.

Occupational Health and Safety

Many projects involving the output of physical 
items, such as in the engineering and construction 
environments, regularly encounter occupational 
health and safety issues. The consequences of ac-
cidents during project execution may turn out to be 
very harmful both in terms of human causalities 
and project cost escalation. For example, the West 
Gate Bridge in Melbourne, Australia collapsed 
during construction in 1978. Approximately 2000 
tonnes of steel and concrete came crashing down 
taking the lives of thirty-five workers with many 

others injured. The report from the Royal Com-
mission (VPRS 2591/P0, unit 14) stated: “Error 
begat error … and the events which led to the 
disaster moved with the inevitability of a Greek 
Tragedy.” The project was finally completed after 
ten years at a cost of A$202 million. While project 
cost escalation issues may somehow be resolved 
in the long-term, human lives are irreplaceable.

A data mining method that may be applied to 
reduce such tragic incidents would be very cost 
effective in terms of human causalities and proj-
ect expenditure. NASA Engineering and Safety 
Centre (NESC) was established to improve safety 
through engineering excellence within NASA 
programs and projects (Parsons, 2007). One of 
NESC’s objectives is to find methods that enable 
it to become proactive in identifying areas that 
may be precursors to future problems. Parsons 
(2007) argues that problems are better prevented 
than solved. Hence, the goal is to find a method to 
uncover adverse patterns. Parsons (2007) contends 
that NASA’s research findings indicate that clus-
tering techniques in their particular environment 
are a key component.

However, cautions show that there is a disparity 
between the generation of data and the true inter-
pretation (or understanding) of the meaning within 
the data. The findings suggest that when data is 
dynamic, voluminous, noisy, and incomplete 
then learning algorithms are the most ineffective 
and discovery algorithms such as clustering are 
optimal. Furthermore, when the data mining ob-
jective is exploration, clustering should be used 
as the optimal unsupervised learning technique 
(Parsons, 2007).

Hence, in a project oriented environment, data 
mining tools such as, learning and discovery al-
gorithms may be used to determine which project 
activities, skills or/and resources may be more 
prone to occupational health and safety issues 
so that appropriate steps are taken to mitigate or 
prevent adverse occurrences. Furthermore, deci-
sion trees and association rules may be used to 
detect anomalies in the way project activities are 
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being carried out in relation to past projects and 
current regulatory standards (e.g. engineering, 
construction, and occupational health and safety 
standards). The data mining methods applicable 
will depend on the organizational environment 
in terms of the data, information and knowledge 
characteristics, such as quality, volume, integrity 
and completeness.

Preventative Maintenance 
of Plant and Equipment

Many project oriented organizations, particularly 
those involving engineering and construction, 
increasingly rely on profits generated from the 
high utilisation of plant and equipment. The 
unscheduled disruption in the use of plant and 
equipment during project execution not only in-
curs direct costs of labour, replacement parts and 
consumables, but also the consequential costs of 
delays to contract, possible loss of client goodwill 
and ultimately, loss of profit. The findings of a 
study conducted by Barber et al. (2000) regard-
ing the cost of quality failures in two major road 
projects suggest that the cost of failures may be 
a significant percentage of total costs, and that 
conventional means of identifying them may not 
be reliable. Moreover, these types of costs will not 
be easy to eradicate without widespread changes 
in attitudes and norms of behaviour within the 
industry and improved managerial co-ordination 
of activities throughout the supply chain.

Srinivas and Harding (2008) propose a data 
mining integrated architecture model that provides 
a mechanism for continuous learning and may 
be applied to resolve concerns regarding process 
planning and scheduling, including extracting 
knowledge to establish rules for identifying 
maintenance interventions. Wang (2007) illus-
trates the use of data mining to solve a scheduled 
maintenance problem in a manufacturing shop 
which may also be applicable to a project en-
vironment. Wang’s data mining application has 
two objectives: classification - to determine what 

subsystems or components are most responsible 
for downtime, the “root cause”; and prediction - to 
forecast when preventative maintenance would be 
most effective in reducing failures. Finally, the 
generated information may be used to establish 
maintenance policy guidelines, such as planned 
plant and equipment maintenance schedule. In 
this example classification and prediction were 
achieved by utilising decision trees.

Wang (2007) applied the decision tree approach 
to classify machine health, with equipment avail-
ability being the target dependent variable. The 
developed model determined the most sensible 
plant and equipment that are most responsible 
to the low equipment availability. Therefore, the 
aim was to detect the plant and equipment with 
a low availability index thus focusing on specific 
apparatus (or group of apparatus) in order to 
make the maintenance effort more effective thus 
saving time and cost. The generated nodes on the 
decision tree consisted of the different plant and 
equipment that are classified by the evaluation 
of the equipment availability value. Hence, those 
responsible for maintenance are able to examine 
specific plant and equipment responsible for the 
low availability in this part of the classification 
and take the necessary action. Furthermore, the 
model is able to provide accurate knowledge about 
the specific component that is the “root cause” of 
failure within the indicated plant and equipment.

Project Risk Management

According to Hubbard (2009, p46.) risk man-
agement is the identification, assessment, and 
prioritization of risks followed by coordinated 
and economical application of resources to 
minimize, monitor, and control the probability 
and/or impact of unfortunate events. There are 
many causes of negative risks in project execu-
tion, including delays in the delivery of adequate 
supplies; inadequate quality levels of procured 
items; high turnover of project team members; 
and a host of other potential adverse elements. 
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These risk sources can be damaging to a project, 
such as having delays in project delivery dates 
and budget overruns. The consequences of these 
risk occurrences include financial loss; demor-
alisation of project team members; and harming 
the reputation of the project manager. Project risk 
management endeavours to foresee and deal with 
uncertainties that jeopardise the objectives, and 
the time and cost schedules of a project.

The basis for the project risk management 
process is information and knowledge. Earl (2001) 
argues that knowledge is a critical organizational 
resource and mentions examples from industry 
about how various organizations build and utilise 
their knowledge base. For example, he refers to 
BP Amoco’s philosophy of productivity through 
knowledge reuse and accelerated learning which 
is articulated by their expression: “Every time 
we drill another well, we do the next one better.” 
Earl (2001) illustrates how a typical productivity-
through-knowledge project at BP follows a number 
of stages, including: documenting the current work 
process; gathering, summarising and codifying 
knowledge and expertise on critical tasks; and 
conducting post project reviews to assess initial 
goals, examine what actually happened, and assess 
the variance between outcome and intent. Hence, 
both the positive and negative aspects of executed 
projects are documented for future utilisation.

The above process ensures that new learning 
and experience is added and validated by the proj-
ect team and expert facilitators. This way a projects 
data warehouse is maintained with knowledge 
and expertise that has the potential, if suitably 
applied, to identify and quantify risk so that an 
appropriate risk response may be undertaken by 
the project manager.

Datta (2008) identifies risk analysis as a key 
data mining application area where hidden rules 
may not be obvious to the decision maker. Data 
mining is extremely useful in facilitating project 
risk management. For instance, risk identification 
basically addresses the question: What might go 
wrong? The aim of this process is to identify and 

specifically name the project risks and their char-
acteristics. Data mining can be applied through the 
analysis of the projects data warehouse, seeking 
learning classification and association rules to 
determine the attributes of the potential identi-
fied risks. The analysis would closely examine 
the current project plan for areas of uncertainty 
when compared to projects that have already been 
implemented. Hence, the objective of the analysis 
would be to examine the project plans to search 
for issues that could cause the project to be behind 
schedule. The outcome of the analysis would be 
a full risk inventory that would categorise risk 
under a number of major headings consisting of 
two components, namely, the likely cause of the 
specific condition, for example, a sub-contractor 
not meeting the delivery schedule; and the general 
impact of the risk on the project, for example, 
milestones will not be achieved and/or the budget 
will be exceeded.

When the risk identification process is com-
pleted, the project manager will closely interpret 
the analysis containing the resultant risk inventory 
and decide on a risk by risk basis which project 
risks are to be further investigated through risk 
quantification. The risk quantification process 
would result in a prioritised list of project risk 
elements that will need a response from the proj-
ect manager to take advantage of the risk if it has 
a positive trait or to take action to mitigate any 
adverse circumstances should the risk have a nega-
tive attribute. Turner and Zizzamia (2008) apply 
a similar approach using a data mining predictive 
modelling for an insurance claims management 
scenario. They maintain that predictive model-
ling provides a better understanding of a claim, 
allowing it to identify and prioritise an appropriate 
and immediate response. Their predictive model 
has the potential to analyse hundreds of risk at-
tributes based on the available data to produce a 
numerical score (and rational) indicating expo-
sure level and complexity. Turner and Zizzamia 
(2008) argue that by using the predictive model 
to explore and pinpoint exposure, risk managers 
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can optimise resource deployment and minimise 
the process duration.

In a project management scenario, decision 
tree analysis provides a way of presenting a bal-
anced view of the risks and pay-outs associated 
with each possible alternative strategy. This type 
of application has the objective of answering the 
following questions: What is the probability of 
meeting the project scope, taking into account all 
known and quantified risks? By how much will 
the project be delayed? What level of contingency 
does the organization need to allocate in terms of 
time and cost to meet the desired level of certainty 
taking into consideration the predicted project 
delay? Where in the project are the most risks, 
taking into consideration the project network and 
all the identified and quantified risks?

Using decision tree analysis as a data mining 
tool is valuable because it visibly defines the 
decision to be resolved by showing all options 
and associated cost calculations; permits manage-
ment to fully assess all the likely consequences 
of a decision; provides a feasible framework for 
calculating the outcome values and respective 
probabilities of achieving them; and help man-
agement to evaluate the available information to 
arrive at the best decisions by selecting the better 
alternative. Statistical methods can also be used to 
assess the impact of all identified and quantified 
risks. The outcome of the statistical analysis is a 
probability distribution of the project’s cost and 
completion date based on project risks to predict 
schedule risk. Schedule risk is the probability 
that a project will go beyond its calculated time 
schedule and cost.

The data mining application may also provide 
the possible risk response based upon the proj-
ect risk identification and quantification, thus 
itemising the options available and defining the 
appropriate actions to enhance the opportunities 
and minimise the threats. The aim of the project 
manager at this stage would be to closely examine 
the data mining results and select the best ap-
proach to address each risk that merit attention 

and propose particular actions for implementing 
the selected risk policy. Furthermore, the project 
risk data mining application should be viewed 
as being a continuous process that will regularly 
monitor and control risk during the entire proj-
ect implementation life cycle. The continuous 
monitoring and control of risks will identify any 
change in the risk status or if a particular risk 
has developed into an issue. The inventory of 
project risk is not static and constantly changes 
as the project is being implemented, thus new 
risks evolve and other risks disappear. Hence, 
the data mining risk reviews allow the project 
manager to reassess and modify the risk ratings 
and prioritisation throughout the project lifecycle 
until its successful completion.

Repeatable Project 
Management Success

As stated previously repeatable project man-
agement success is the organization’s ability to 
consistently execute projects that have produced 
the desired output. The emphasis here is on “con-
sistency” in implementing projects successfully. 
Consistency in a project management context is 
normally achieved by having and adhering to a 
uniform project management standard through-
out the organization. Therefore, the objective is 
to ensure that the stages and steps in the project 
implementation life cycle do not deviate from the 
project management standard by detecting anoma-
lies in the way the project is being implemented. 
This is particularly applicable to projects that have 
a specific implementation framework, for instance, 
computer application software development and 
conducting research and development projects.

According to Eberle and Holder (2007) detect-
ing anomalies in various data sets is an important 
endeavour in data mining, particularly for handling 
data that cannot be easily analyzed. Anomaly de-
tection in data mining is related to the discovery of 
events that generally do not conform to expected 
normal behaviour. Such events are often referred 
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to as anomalies, outliers, exceptions, deviations, 
and other similar designations depending on the 
application domain. Although deviations may 
be infrequent events, their occurrence may have 
serious consequences and therefore their detec-
tion becomes extremely important. Most anomaly 
detection methods use a supervised approach that 
requires some sort of baseline of information from 
which comparisons or training can be performed 
(Eberle & Holder 2007). There are generally two 
steps in anomaly detection schemes:

• Building a profile of the “normal” behav-
iour. These profiles may be patterns or sum-
mary statistics of the overall population.

• Using the “normal” profile to detect anom-
alies. Anomalies being observations whose 
characteristics differ significantly from the 
normal profile.

In a project management standard compliance 
application, anomaly detection can be based on 
supervised learning whose goal is to develop a 
group of decision rules that can be used to deter-
mine a known outcome. For instance, the project 
management standard would form the basis of 
the data mining learning model, defining classes 
and providing positive and negative examples 
of objects belonging to the classes. Supervised 
learning algorithms can be utilised to construct 
decision trees or rule sets that work by repeat-
edly subdividing the data into groups based on 
identified predictor variables which are related to 
the selected group membership. The supervised 
learning algorithms, such as classification, create a 
series of decision rules that can be used to separate 
data into specific determined groups.

Typically, the major difficulty in detecting 
anomalies in a data mining context is to know 
what is “normal”. For instance, Eberle and Holder 
(2007) assume that an anomaly is not random and 
that an anomaly should only be a minor deviation 
from the normal pattern. They argue that anyone 
who is attempting to hide devious activities would 

not want to be caught, and therefore, they would 
want their activities to look as real as possible. 
This does not appear to be a concern in a project 
management standard compliance application, 
since the “normal” is established by the project 
management standard being used. Another con-
cern is having noisy data that may hamper efforts 
to detect deviations. However, the type of data 
being generated in a project oriented environment 
will be mostly filtered and therefore clean, hence 
noisy data should not present an obstacle for this 
type of application.

Furthermore, the project management standard 
may be codified or labelled through a standard 
work breakdown structure (WBS) framework that 
would be mirrored by the WBS milestones for the 
projects being implemented. Hence, the detection 
of any deviation from the project management 
standard by a specific project is a practical applica-
tion that may be easily achieved by the above data 
mining method. This would ensure that projects 
are implemented to the desired quality at a cost 
effective level; and that the organization’s ability 
to consistently execute projects that have produced 
the desired output is realised, thus achieving the 
primary objective of repeatable project manage-
ment success.

THE ROAD TO SUCCESS: PROJECT 
SUCCESS (OUTCOMES)

This is Sutton’s (2005) project success Level 3. 
Project management is often viewed as the appli-
cation of knowledge, competencies, methods, and 
tools to achieve the defined project tasks in order to 
satisfy stakeholder requirements and expectations 
from a project. This view takes into consideration 
two aspects, namely, project outputs, that is, the 
actual deliverables; and project outcomes that is, 
the project purpose and objectives. The previous 
section addressed how data mining tools may aid 
in attaining the project outputs; this section will 
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focus on how data mining may aid in achieving 
the project outcomes.

Active Project Stakeholders and 
the Perception of Project Success

An essential factor to a project’s level of suc-
cess will depend on the perceptions of different 
stakeholders that have an interest in the project. 
Therefore, a critical consideration is whether or 
not the project achieves its purpose and objectives, 
that is, does the project do what it is supposed to 
do? The answer to this question is very subjective 
because it depends on the eyes of the beholder, 
namely the different stakeholders’ perceptions. 
For example, in a building construction project, 
the outcomes are closely related to the users of 
the building. Is the building functional for the pur-
pose it was built? Does it accommodate different 
individuals’ general needs? For instance, does the 
building design cater for individuals with special 
needs? Hence, project outcomes are more difficult 
to achieve because they take into consideration 
the operational aspects of the deliverables after 
the project has been implemented.

The difficulty with achieving project success 
as distinct from project management success is the 
variety of the stakeholders that need to be satisfied. 
These stakeholders may include consumer groups, 
environmentalists, local communities, general 
public, mass media, shareholders, creditors and 
many others depending on the nature of the proj-
ect. Hence, each industry type may have different 
active stakeholders. However, it should be noted 
that individual entities normally conduct projects 
that are specific to their industry. Therefore, these 
individual entities are in a position to identify and 
know their influential and active stakeholders.

According to Rennolls and Shawabkeh, (2008) 
knowledge of various forms is recognized as 
a crucial business asset, to be utilized for the 
development of new products and services, and 
hopefully leading to competitive advantage. They 
argue that knowledge management has been high 

on corporate agendas, with the main concerns 
(apart from IT infrastructure) being people and 
culture, and communication and collaboration. 
Hence, gaining knowledge of the stakeholders’ 
needs, characteristics, and attitudes are achievable 
and are fundamental in influencing their percep-
tions. This may be translated into the application of 
data mining methods to establish a mechanism for 
building a knowledge warehouse and developing a 
learning organization, and utilising it for the pur-
pose of facilitating the achievement of the project 
outcomes. This process may consist of capturing, 
storing, analysing and sharing project lessons 
learnt about past project outcomes and profiling 
stakeholders’ needs, attitudes and characteristics.

Building a Knowledge 
Warehouse and Developing 
a Learning Organization

The generation of a knowledge warehouse and 
the development of a learning organization re-
quire continuous attention and effort. The major 
reasons for this are: (a) knowledge may be ob-
tained from both the organization’s internal and 
external environments, therefore knowledge is 
infinite; and (b) knowledge must be relevant to 
the organization’s needs, however deciding what 
is relevant may not be a straight forward matter. 
Hence, perfection is not entirely possible. Having 
said this however, even the imperfect achievement 
of a knowledge warehouse and the creation of 
a learning organization will have a tremendous 
positive effect on the project success performance 
rating. Currently, the maturation of data mining 
supporting processes which would take into ac-
count human and organizational aspects is still 
living its childhood (Pechenizkiy et al., 2008).

There are a number of activities that may help 
an organization to build and retain knowledge and 
thus develop a learning organization. For example, 
knowledge about project outcomes may be pos-
sible by collecting and storing remarks (and their 
source) appearing in the mass media, such as the 
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press, internet, virtual media, and televised and 
broadcast media about projects that are relevant 
to the particular industry in which the organiza-
tion is involved with. These projects may include 
project proposals or projects being undertaken 
within a similar cultural and operational envi-
ronment, and not necessarily conducted by the 
organization itself.

Academic literature suggests that a learning 
organization knows how to retain knowledge, 
appreciates the value of sharing collective knowl-
edge, and grows more knowledgeable with each 
activity it performs (Day and Rogers, 2006). The 
aim is to build a knowledge warehouse about the 
outcomes of projects, and the identification and 
profiling of influential stakeholders. The knowl-
edge source in this case will be mainly external 
and could come from anywhere and at any time. 
The type of knowledge to be collected will vary 
but the content of critical reviews and their source 
are obviously most relevant. This will enable 
the organization to gain knowledge about what 
society thinks about specific projects (likely out-
comes) and identify the influential stakeholders. 
However, in generating a knowledge warehouse 
it is important to examine ethical considerations, 
particularly data protection legislation in relation 
to the creation of stakeholder profiles. It is empha-
sised that reference about influential stakeholders 
should not be viewed as individuals but as generic 
designations.

Another means of collecting knowledge is 
through the maintenance of an electronic journal, 
documenting specific unique experiences during 
project implementation. This knowledge will be 
mainly from internal sources, however, external 
information sources are also possible, particularly 
from contractors and sub-contractors that are 
involved in the project. This knowledge source 
will involve projects specifically undertaken by 
the organization. Special focus should be given 
to factors related to satisfying project outcomes 
and specifically to remarks and other feedback 

from clients, potential end users of the project 
deliverables and society in general.

Finally, the creation of a learning organization 
is facilitated by conducting a post project imple-
mentation review, specifically when the project 
outputs have shifted to the operation stage, where 
project outcomes are brought to fruition. The post 
project implementation review evaluates the proj-
ect at completion to assess what went right and 
wrong with the project so that experience gained 
from a project is not lost. The organization should 
have the proper mechanisms for capturing lessons 
learnt through the documentation of the good and 
bad things in the management of the project and 
capture all comments and recommendations for 
improvements. Day and Rogers (2006) suggest that 
project reviews should occur after major events 
and milestones because data collected close to 
the event eliminates the bias of hindsight. Such 
a process facilitates a commitment to long-term 
relationships amongst the project teams and 
stakeholders with the primary objective of having 
continuous improvement through learning from 
project experience.

This data mining mechanism ensures that 
knowledge gained by individuals is retained for 
the benefit of the organization. A lack of such 
mechanism will mean that knowledge is likely 
to be lost, especially if the individual ceases 
membership to the organization. When employ-
ees leave an organization, they carry with them 
invaluable tacit knowledge which is often the 
source of competitive advantage for the business 
(Nagadevara et al., 2008). Knowledge lost to the 
organization is likely to be knowledge gained by 
a competitor. Therefore, data mining in a project 
management environment has the potential of 
allowing the storage, retrieving and analysing of 
project experience and knowledge that is shared 
throughout the organization for the achievement 
of the defined project outcomes and not hoarded 
by any particular individual.
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Utilisation of the Knowledge 
Warehouse

The terminology of machine learning and data 
mining methods does not always allow a simple 
match between practical problems and methods; 
while some problems look similar from the user’s 
point of view, but require different methods to be 
solved, some others look very different, yet they 
can be solved by applying the same methods and 
tools (Van Someren and Urbancic, 2006). Apply-
ing the appropriate data mining tools for problem 
solving in practice depends on experience and 
an innovative approach in the way a knowledge 
warehouse is utilised.

The focus in the utilisation of the knowledge 
warehouse to achieve project success is to share 
project lessons learnt about the outcomes from 
previous projects and stakeholder profiling. The 
aim is to predict stakeholder reactions to a proj-
ect, taking a proactive approach to mitigate any 
adverse stakeholder reactions to the project, thus 
influencing the eventual project outcomes. Ac-
cording to Datta (2008), data mining can facilitate 
in identifying and exploring patterns of informa-
tion from massive client focused databases and 
can help to select, explore and model large amount 
of data to discover previously unknown patterns, 
for the advantage of business. This application 
would be similar to a marketing environment 
related to launching a new product or service, 
where predicted reactions to the project by differ-
ent stakeholders are viewed as the likely project 
outcomes, and the stakeholders are associated to 
different types of clients, with each stakeholder 
type having different requirements, attitudes and 
attributes.

The objective of this data mining application 
would be to identify the various stakeholders that 
are likely to have an interest in a proposed proj-
ect; to identify the likely attitude to a proposed 
project by the identified stakeholders; to ascertain 
the characteristics of each stakeholder type; to 
itemise decisions taken in prior projects and their 

respective impact on stakeholder attitudes and 
project outcomes; and to provide suggestions that 
are likely to have a positive impact in changing 
stakeholder attitudes and therefore are likely to 
influence project outcomes. Stakeholder segmen-
tation analysis would be an appropriate method 
in this situation.

The stakeholder segmentation analysis would 
aim at identifying groups of stakeholders that have 
common attributes and that have an interest in a 
proposed project. The stakeholder attributes are 
likely to represent attitudes and resultant behav-
iours. This stakeholder segmentation analysis 
may be based on supervised learning algorithms 
that take the form of a hierarchical decision tree 
structure such that small segments form larger 
stakeholder segments, with each small segment 
representing a stakeholder type. Furthermore, 
using the knowledge about the attributes of each 
stakeholder type and the decisions taken in former 
projects and their respective impact on stakeholder 
attitudes and project outcomes, this data mining 
application may create a series of decision rules 
that may be used to generate ideas that are likely 
to positively change stakeholder attitudes to the 
proposed project for each stakeholder segment 
with the aim of favourably impacting the outcomes 
of the proposed project.

FINAL DESTINATION: PROJECT 
CORPORATE SUCCESS

Project corporate success is Sutton’s (2005) project 
success level 4. The consequence of business en-
deavours that do not support the business strategy 
is the misuse and under utilisation of corporate 
resources. Hence, it is essential that projects are 
aligned with the organization’s strategic direction 
and that their completion results in a positive 
impact on the organization’s business objectives 
(Cleland and Ireland, 2006). Applying data mining 
methods in a project oriented environment can 
facilitate corporate success. In a practical sense, 
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this means using data mining techniques to sus-
tain organizational initiatives by having a proper 
project selection processes and best practice in 
project portfolio management.

Proper Project Selection: 
Strategic Fit of Projects

According to Cleland and Ireland, (2006) projects 
are essential to the survival and growth of organiza-
tions. They argue that failure in the management of 
projects in an organization will impair the ability 
of the organization to accomplish its mission in 
an effective and efficient manner. Data mining 
may be used to determine if a project proposal 
is aligned with the corporate business strategy 
before a decision is made about whether to pursue 
it. Similar to the other data mining examples, this 
application is based on having and utilising the 
relevant information stored in the projects data 
warehouse (refer to Figure 3). A combination 
of decision tree learning and statistical methods 
may be used to construct a predictive model. The 
aim of this application is to conduct an analysis 
of the project proposal and the relevant informa-
tion items held in the projects data warehouse to 
determine a strategic fit index for particular project 
proposals. The strategic fit index would be based 
on assessing the following:

a.  The extent to which a proposed project fits 
within the organization’s activity boundary.

b.  Human and financial resource implications 
of the proposed project to ensure that it does 
not expose the organization to the risk of 
economic non-sustainability.

c.  Stakeholder values and expectations related 
to the proposed project to ensure that unre-
alistic project execution time frames that 
often lead to ineffective outcomes, do not 
occur.

d.  Long-term influence of the proposed project 
on the organization to ensure that undertak-
ing a major project does not restrict the 

organization from conducting other concur-
rent projects and hence adversely impact the 
organization’s potential for future growth.

This data mining application will evaluate the 
strategic fit of a proposed project and will also 
rank proposals in order of priority, since a high 
strategic fit index means a higher project ranking.

Project Portfolio Management: 
Project Partnerships and 
Analysis of Project Bids

Undertaking a major project can be viewed as a 
partnership between the project owner (client), the 
organization executing the project, and suppliers. 
The failure of one partner could be detrimental to 
the project and is likely to result in a financial loss 
to some or all of the partners. The extent of harm 
to the project will depend on the failing partner. 
For example, if the client fails, the project will 
likely be abandoned. However, if a supplier fails, 
the project will probably experience a delay with a 
resultant financial loss, but the project as a whole 
will likely survive. Project portfolio management 
in this text will take the view of the organization 
executing the project and consider a data mining 
application for determining the financial reliability 
of the client and contractors in the supply chain.

Van Someren and Urbancic (2006) cite an 
example that uses data mining for predicting fi-
nancial risk in the banking industry by evaluating 
credit worthiness to forecast the financial state of 
a person, company or other entity by exploring the 
characteristics of their current financial state and 
economic conditions. This example is based on a 
Bayesian model using information about similar 
clients and contractors whose status is known to 
establish a comparable appraisal baseline. The 
input to the model is a mixture of numerical 
and nominal data that is normally available in 
financial statements. Furthermore, Hensher and 
Jones (2007) using published financial data apply 
a mixed logit model (or random parameter logit) 
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to predict corporate bankruptcy. They argue that 
the development of more powerful and accurate 
forecasting methodologies to predict corporate 
bankruptcy is of importance to a range of user 
groups, including shareholders, creditors, em-
ployees, suppliers, ratings agencies, auditors and 
corporate managers.

A similar approach may be used to assess the 
financial reliability of the project partners, in 
this case, the client and contractors in the sup-
ply chain. However, it should be noted that the 
generated knowledge from the prediction model 
will need to be presented in a manner that is eas-
ily understood by the decision makers. There is 
no doubt that these data mining applications will 
enable the organization to understand and assess 
the financial reliability of potential partners and 
enable private and public sector organizations 
to choose their partners carefully and thus avoid 
partial or project failure.

FUTURE TRENDS

The applications described above are based on 
the ability to have a well synchronised team 
utilising the extensive knowledge that an enter-
prise possesses. To engage in innovative project 
management practices such as, supply chain 
management and the sharing of information and 
knowledge across the entire organization requires 
the acceptance of a collaborative spirit. Computer-
supported cooperative work (CSCW) systems are 
computer-based tools that support collaborative 
activities that meet the requirements of normal 
collaborative efforts among people (Zhu, 2006).

Future research should attempt to link data 
mining tools to CSCW. The future widespread 
use of data mining lays in the ability and capac-
ity of an organization to implement an enterprise 
knowledge framework that permits individuals to 
collaborate in the gathering, storing, analysing 
and sharing of data, information and knowledge 
across the organizational boundaries, be they 

private or public entities. An enterprise approach 
to knowledge management will increase an orga-
nization’s capacity to apply data mining tools for 
strengthening its competitive position and thus 
ensure corporate success.

CONCLUSION

This chapter has examined data mining and the 
project management environment. It has shown 
a number of applications where data mining and 
knowledge learning may be used at various stages 
in the project management lifecycle with the ul-
timate goal being to achieve corporate success in 
private and public sectors. Data collected on its 
own is not of much use and has to be converted 
into information and knowledge so that it can be 
used (Datta, 2008). Data mining is an analyti-
cal process specifically designed to explore the 
considerable magnitude of data from different 
perspectives in search of consistent patterns and 
relationships between variables and summarising 
the findings into useful information and knowledge 
that can help an entity to increase its revenue and/
or decrease its costs.

In the context of enterprise resource planning, 
data mining involves the search for patterns from 
statistical and logical analysis of large transaction 
data sets that can help in decision-making (Monk 
& Wagner, 2005). A proper project management 
environment integrates an organization’s informa-
tion value chain with its decision making process 
to increase its ability for making effective decisions 
in the implementation of projects.

On the other hand, there is a growing gap 
between more powerful storage and retrieval 
systems and the users’ ability to effectively 
analyse and act on the information they contain. 
Both relational and on-line analytic processing 
(OLAP) technologies have immense potential 
for navigating voluminous data warehouses. 
However there is a need to structure and prioritise 
information for specific end-user problems and 
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to address a number of organizational issues that 
may facilitate the application of data mining and 
knowledge management in a project oriented 
environment. Some of the major organizational 
issues that are applicable to both the private and 
public sectors include:

a.  Ensuring that data mining applications focus 
and support the strategic direction of the 
organization to gain a competitive advantage 
and satisfy clients’ satisfaction;

b.  Recognising that data, information and 
knowledge are a corporate asset that should 
be proactively managed like every other 
major asset;

c.  Respecting ethical values by ensuring that 
individuals are not the end target of profiling 
exercises since this may be in conflict with 
data protection legislation;

d.  Ensuring the support of executive man-
agement for sharing data, information 
and knowledge across the organizational 
boundaries;

e.  Recognising that data mining applications do 
not follow the conventional data processing 
way of thinking but require an innovative 
and creative mindset;

f.  Recognising that information and particu-
larly knowledge are dynamic and therefore 
must be constantly rejuvenated through 
continuous regeneration;

g.  Recognising that the contents of a data 
warehouse depends on well defined data 
flow procedures and processes;

h.  Ensuring that appropriate security measures 
and procedures are in place to protect the data 
warehouse from unauthorised access and/or 
deliberate and non-deliberate destruction;

i.  Ensuring that an appropriate organization 
structure is in place for knowledge man-
agement and its associated data mining 
functions.

j.  Selecting suitable analytical software tools 
that are compatible with the existing ICT in-
frastructure and the projects’ data warehouse.

Finally, it is essential to have a senior manage-
ment executive who will act as the organization’s 
data mining champion to guarantee the long-term 
sustainability of the data mining investment. These 
measures will ensure that using data mining in a 
project oriented environment will help an entity to 
achieve corporate success at unprecedented levels.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Data Mining or Knowledge Discovery: The 
process of analyzing data from different perspec-
tives and summarizing it into useful information.

Data Warehouse: A repository of an entity’s 
electronically stored data designed to facilitate the 
transformation and loading of data for retrieval, 
analysis, and decision making purposes.

Informational Value Chain: The data neces-
sary to transform tangible resources to a finished 
product or service.

Physical Value Chain: The transformation of 
tangible resources, such as materials and labor, 
to a finished product or service.

Project: A finite (temporary) piece of work 
that has a beginning and an end.

Project Corporate Success: Whether the 
project outcomes produced have the intended 
impact on the business strategy of the organization.

Project Management: The application of 
knowledge, competencies, methods, and tools 
to achieve the defined project tasks in order to 
satisfy stakeholder requirements and expectations 
from a project.

Project Management Success: Whether a 
particular project has produced the desired project 
deliverables (outputs).

Project Success: Whether a particular proj-
ect has produced the desired project objectives 
(outcomes).

Repeatable Project Management Success: 
The organization’s ability to consistently execute 
projects that have produced the desired outputs.

This work was previously published in Data Mining in Public and Private Sectors: Organizational and Government Applica-
tions, edited by Antti Syvajarvi and Jari Stenvall, pp. 337-357, copyright 2010 by Information Science Reference (an imprint 
of IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT

This chapter focuses on analysing system utilisa-
tion patterns, in connection with the use of the 
“Movement and Training” knowledge manage-
ment system. Developed with the aim of sup-
porting teaching courses at university level, or 
more precisely their preparation, realisation and 
follow-up, this web-based system is free of charge 
and has been available to a general educational 
audience since 2005. The authors present an ana-
lytic approach, which, in the first instance and 
from the user’s perspective, illustrates whether 
the intended utility and added values for instruc-
tors and learners have been achieved. A further 
intention was to identify any potential barriers 

that would obstruct utilisation of the system. In 
combination with basic theoretical principles 
and empirical findings relating to knowledge 
management, the authors derive implications for 
modifying the system with the aim of facilitating 
its future use.

INTRODUCTION

With the rapid dissemination of new technological 
possibilities in all areas of society, the utilisation 
and application of new information and commu-
nication technologies (ICT) is also increasingly 
becoming a focus of attention in the education 
sector. The Federal Ministry of Education and 
Research (Bundesministerium für Bildung und 
Forschung – BMBF) postulates that computers and 
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the Internet can even be considered as common-
place tools in the education system. This applies 
equally to schools, vocational training and further 
education, as well as to higher education. In this 
connection, the focus on the path to a globalised 
economy and knowledge society also applies to 
the “reorganisation and redefinition of learning 
processes that have so far been dominated by 
social interaction through the increased use of 
[Electronic Data Processing (EDP)] technology 
as a teaching and learning medium” (Heine & 
Durrer, 2001, 2 (translated)). But to what extent 
has the use of digital information and knowledge 
objects in fact already become part of everyday 
teaching and learning activities at German insti-
tutes of higher education? In this chapter we aim 
to explore this question, taking as an example the 
discipline of sports science, based on a specific 
systems development project.

Two perspectives are anchored within the scope 
of the project “eBuT – eLearning in der Bewe-
gungs- und Trainingswissenschaft” (eLearning 
in Movement and Training Science), supported 
by the BMBF: the perspective of the learner and 
of the teacher. For pragmatic reasons, teaching-
learning modules were developed for learners, and 
separately a multimedia database was designed to 
store the digital material to support lecturers dur-
ing their apprenticeship. While teaching-learning 
modules cannot be used according to their origi-
nal purpose during a seminar, a lecturer can use 
elements of the database as a fallback within a 
face-to-face seminar, to act as a cognitive anchor 
for the students.

With the development and implementation of 
the “Bewegung und Training” (Movement and 
Training) knowledge management system (KMS), 
a web-based application was created that offers 
instructors (e.g., lecturers in lectures, or students 
presenting papers in a seminar) digital information 
or knowledge objects that can be integrated into 
conventional presentation tools such as Microsoft 
PowerPoint at no cost. In accordance with the proj-
ect application, the conceptual design embodied 

the following goals relating to the utility and added 
value of the KMS for teaching in movement and 
training science (Igel & Daugs, 2002):

• Time- and place-independent access to 
digital information and knowledge objects,

• Enhancement of conventional teaching 
offers,

• Support of innovative teaching concepts, 
and

• Distribution of teaching materials to a wid-
er educational audience.

The whole discussion about learning and 
teaching technologies is not new, but has its ori-
gin in programmed instruction, where teaching 
and learning machines were common. Indeed, 
neither the teaching-learning modules nor the 
multimedia database should be, according to Cube 
(1968), seen as a “learning or teaching machine” 
to replace or substitute the teacher. The classical 
attempts by Pressey, Skinner and Crowder had the 
purpose of assisting the teacher, enabling him or 
her to devote attention to “real” teaching duties 
(Daugs, 1979, 34).

From the technological perspective, the 
“Movement and Training” KMS is based on a 
Windows 2000 server equipped with a MySQL 
database and Active Server Pages; its front-end 
is designed for a connection with a data rate of 
56kb/s. According to the “pull principle”, so-called 
digital information and knowledge objects can 
be retrieved and selected, collected in a separate 
download domain and, where required, archived 
and downloaded. Alternatively, users can make 
digital information and knowledge objects that 
they have created themselves available to the 
(scientific) community via the “push principle”. 
The two functionalities “search” and “submit” 
characterise the exchange platform. After the 
registration process, the user accesses the search 
mask (Figure 1). Now he can narrow his search 
to specified object areas and different search 
parameters (e.g., subject areas, file formats and 
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file dimensions). Afterwards the user receives a 
hit list. The more precise the search query – in 
other words, the more parameter specifications it 
includes – the more narrowly will the hit-list results 
be chosen. If a hit meets the user’s demands, he 
transfers it to his e-book, where hits can be stored 
permanently. Objects can be downloaded from the 
eBook as a zip file.

The digital information and knowledge objects 
include multimedia assets 1 and text and literature 
files, including full texts. In addition, a trilingual 
movement and training-science thesaurus is avail-
able via the Internet. Goal-directed retrieval is 
assured through markup based on an application-
specific adaptation of the metadata standard 
Dublin Core including integrated, multilingual 
thesauri. The KMS has a differentiated rights and 
roles management. The download of the digital 
information and knowledge objects takes the 
requirements of the German Copyright Act2 into 
account, on the one hand through declarations of 
assignment of temporally and spatially unre-
stricted rights of use by the authors and program-
mers, on the other hand through the digital sig-
nature of the stored digital information and 
knowledge objects, plus the archiving and docu-
mentation of their respective development files.

Literature files, assets and texts can be uploaded 
via the “push principle”. Before they are published 
they have to pass a quality-assurance stage. In 
close consultation with the educational network’s 
content experts the following steps are taken:

• The quality of the new object and its at-
tached information are examined.

• Positive classification leads to allocation to 
a subject area; if necessary the subject area 
is extended.

• The object gets an ID which acts as a pri-
mary key in identifying the database object.

• If a new object is published, the users will 
be informed via newsletter.

For clarification, two possible application sce-
narios are described here, including their expected 
added value. A course similar to a seminar is 
described. Multimedia-based assets in on-campus 
courses are supposed to be used in the framework 
of this teaching/learning scenario. Both lecturers 
and students who are expected to give presenta-
tions about certain topics have to consider the 
following steps in terms of their preparation time:

• KMS registration
• Goal-oriented search (influenced by inten-

tion and competence)
• Topic-related number of hits and their up-

load to the e-book
• Downloading the e-book to the client 

computer
• Integration of selected assets into a 

PowerPoint presentation

Besides multimedia-based enrichment of 
courses, the KMS can support students in their 
preparation and analysis of seminars or lectures. 
This will be addressed further in the second 
application scenario. As soon as a lecturer has 
provided information and knowledge objects in 
the framework of a seminar, for example, students 
can download them from any place at any time. 

Figure 1. The “pull principle”
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Students can reflect on lesson materials used in 
a seminar or lecture by means of provided texts 
and multimedia-based elements.

Possible application scenarios supported by 
information and knowledge objects of a KMS 
range from ordinary on-campus courses to asyn-
chronous work such as targeted review of learning 
contents for upcoming exams (“revision courses”). 
A further differentiation of application possibili-
ties is caused by thematically strongly diverging 
study regulations at universities. Furthermore, the 
protagonists do not play a minor role. The added 
value achieved by use of the KMS depends on 
the degree of factors of the opened pedagogical 
space (see also Daugs, 1979, p. 55).

PROBLEM AND OBJECTIVES

High expectations are attached to the application 
of new ICT at all levels of education, and espe-
cially for teaching and learning purposes. Kerres 
(2001) summarises three dimensions of potential 
improvement possibilities for different teaching 
and learning scenarios:

1.  Added-value dimension “distance”: 
Information can be made available regard-
less of place and time.

2.  Added-value dimension “multimedia”: 
Multimodal Information can be provided.

3.  Added-value dimension “interaction”: 
Information can be exchanged; interaction 
with computer (human-computer interac-
tion) and communication between teacher 
and learner via computer (human-computer-
human interaction).

There is currently no adequate answer regard-
ing exactly what form teaching and learning with 
new media is supposed to take, or what kind of 
use is to be expected. Although there are numer-
ous attempts in almost all scientific disciplines to 
force the use of multimedia-based applications, the 

existing projects and attempts do not go beyond 
the status of single isolated activities (Keil-Salwik 
et al., 1997, p. 73).

Taking application-oriented interests into ac-
count, this chapter focuses on the impact analysis 
of the system. We focus on the one hand on the 
question “How is the KMS utilised?”, and on the 
other hand on the question “What reasons do users 
have for not (or no longer) utilising the system?”.

The theoretical utilisation possibilities of a 
KMS as a time- and place-independent online 
distribution platform for teaching materials have 
already been described. But are they in fact actu-
ally used? How is the KMS used in day-to-day 
scientific work?

The utilisation of new ICT technologies is 
jeopardised by barriers3. The scientific literature 
postulates various kinds of barriers: material 
barriers, institutional barriers, socio-cultural bar-
riers, mental and psychical barriers, fundamental 
barriers, natural barriers, intentionally generated 
barriers (see also Ortner, 2002). According to 
Adelsberger et al. (2002, p. 531) two approaches 
can be isolated:

The object of the empirical approach is to 
identify barriers based on studies, and to develop 
suitable measures to overcome them (see also 
Bullinger et al., 1997). On the other hand, vari-
ous systematization approaches for identifying 
knowledge and learning barriers have been pro-
posed. In either case, however, it is unclear what 
measures should be taken in order to prevent the 
barriers from arising.

Based on this state of affairs, we aim to provide 
a second step that identifies, with the help of a 
theory-based analysis, concrete phenomena that 
hinder added-value utilisation of information and 
knowledge management systems (see also Sturm 
& Igel, 2005). The literature available in this field 
is, for the most part, restricted to a corporate con-
text. Enhanced by the sparse empirical findings 
relating to the difficulties encountered in utilising 
new media in the education sector, we draw up 
a system of personal and non-personal determi-
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nants that influence teaching and learning with 
the help of new ICT technologies, and hence also 
the potential use of the KMS (see also Figure 2).

Figure 2 shows several sub-dimensions as-
signed to each branch of the main dimension. 
Human barriers belong to the section of personal 
barriers and can be divided into two parts. The 
first is the area of skills, and the second the area 
of volition. Skills are taken as summarising all 
aspects of competence. Anxiety, efficacy, liking, 
awareness and usefulness are just a few of the 
motivational factors that influence voluntary use 
of a system. Non-personal barriers can be ascribed 
to system-related or organizational aspects, such 
as a lack of access to the Internet.

Figure 3 illustrates the different approaches be-
fore and during the use of the KMS. Non-personal 
barriers inhibit usage completely, while personal 
barriers impede it to a greater or lesser degree.

It goes without saying that the literature, 
mostly based on empirical values, also cites nu-
merous intervention measures that counteract the 

various barriers. One common practice when 
introducing new systems or software is to offer 
training courses, although empirical studies of 
their effectiveness tend to be rare (see also Siep-
mann, 1993). The findings, for the most part from 
pedagogical psychology and human-computer 
interaction research, are taken up and incorpo-
rated into the concept of a training course for 
system novices in the form of guidelines oriented 
towards Carroll’s (1990) principles of minimal 
instruction.

The factors that are obligatory in terms of 
training for end users remain uncertain. Therefore, 
the following questions also remain unanswered:

• What degree of competence requires 
training?

• When should training be recommended in 
terms of an EDP product, and what is the 
determining factor in this regard: design 
aspects or new functionalities?

Figure 2. Personal and non-personal barriers prior to and during the utilisation of new ICT technologies

Figure 3. Contact points of barriers before and during the use of the KMS
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• What does a good training course look like, 
and how can success be evaluated?

• What kind of training is most success-
ful? (Which instructional design is more 
suitable: constructivist, cognitive, behav-
iouristic or action theory-based? With or 
without instructions? With or without in-
struction materials (manuals)? Optimal 
group size for training courses? etc.).

• How long are training courses supposed to 
take, and how extensive should they be in 
order to compensate any missing applied 
knowledge?

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT

Utilisation analyses4 can be employed either to 
sound out the demand for new offerings prospec-
tively or to evaluate retrospectively the adequacy 
of the contents and design of existing structures. 
Such analyses study the users of a system or a web-
site and the way they utilise the system or navigate 
within the website. In addition to questionnaires 
and log-file analyses, more complex exploratory 
methods can also be applied, notably from the 
field of human-computer interaction research 
(e.g., registering eye movements). Based on the 
findings obtained, recommended actions can be 
formulated in order to increase the efficiency of 
working with the system, for example in the form 
of software-ergonomics proposals. Utilisation 
analyses are therefore used, among other things, 
to determine the information demand on the basis 
of utilisation correlations and user typologies, to 
analyse user potential and to identify utilisation 
barriers, with the aim, where applicable, of intro-
ducing suitable measures to reduce these barriers 
and evaluate user acceptance.

The present chapter focuses on the retrospec-
tive analysis of the adequacy of the contents and 
design of the “Movement and Training” KMS; the 
design aspect is thus not solely restricted to the 
design of the user interface, but first and foremost 

encompasses the functionalities of the KMS as 
such (Tröger, 2004). The following sections de-
scribe the analytical approach to examining the 
questions formulated above.

Methodical instruments are necessary tools 
for analysing real user behaviour given certain 
parameters and usage barriers. These instruments 
are supposed, on the one hand, to illustrate usage 
behaviour, and on the other to elicit user-typical 
correlations of human-computer interaction. 
Therefore,

• Server-side system-log-files were used to 
record usage behaviour;

• Standardized questionnaires were used to 
assess computer and Internet literacy, at-
titudes to computers and the Internet, and 
to software and hardware and Internet 
connectivity, and thus to get information 
about the cause variable and usage barrier 
“personal know-how” and “non-personal 
know-how” (“technology questionnaire”).

• One standardized questionnaire includ-
ing questions about intention and affinity 
with the Internet concerning system usage 
(“added-value questionnaire”) was used 
to assess usage and added value of the 
“Movement and Training” KMS.

• Finally, factors that influence individual 
usage behaviour were identified by means 
of a partly standardized Delphi method.

The analysis consists of two successive phases:

Phase 1: Exploratory Study

The first, exploratory study aimed to establish the 
suitability of the KMS for daily use in a real-life 
scenario, and to analyse this use with the help of 
qualitative and quantitative methods from em-
pirical social research. In addition to identifying 
typical behaviour patterns and search strategies, 
we looked for difficulties in use and attributed 
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them to the identified personal and non-personal 
barriers.

The data collection for the exploratory study 
covered the period from October 2005 to March 
2006, while the university’s winter semester was 
in session. It was expected that during this period 
the digital information and knowledge objects 
of the knowledge management system would be 
extensively retrieved, in particular by instructors 
in the field of movement and training science, 
and that these users would perhaps make digital 
information and knowledge objects of their own 
available to the community via the distribution 
platform.

Phase 2: Quasi-Experimental Study

In the second phase, the aim was to determine the 
impact of utilisation barriers on usage patterns in 
relation to the “Movement and Training” KMS, 
and possibly to identify the level and direction 
of impact.

We aimed to document whether a prior course 
of training proved to be the most suitable means 
of minimising the barriers identified in the explor-
atory study. Furthermore, a central purpose of this 
study was to make the impact of IT qualification on 
system-specific know-how more transparent, and 
to stimulate more intensive research in this field.

ANALYSIS APPROACH 
AND SELECTED RESULTS 
OF THE 1ST STUDY

Since the KMS is available free of charge via the 
Internet to a broad educational audience, and our 
exploratory study aimed to map real use of the 
system, we made no attempt to purposefully select 
the sample group. The fact that during the survey 
period the system was only accessible in German 
restricted the sample group to German-speaking 
users. The primary target group comprises domain 
experts in the field of movement and training 

science, as well as aspiring experts, and can be 
roughly quantified as follows:

The 75 German-speaking sports science in-
stitutes and universities are made up of 66 sports 
science institutes and universities in Germany, 4 
sports science institutes and universities in Austria, 
and 5 sports science institutes and universities in 
Switzerland. Movement and training science in 
itself comprises around 51 fields, employing more 
than 128 members of staff. In any one semester, 
almost 350 courses (218 seminars, 98 lectures and 
28 exercise/practical courses) are held on selected 
topics relating to movement and training science, 
which are attended by roughly 28,000 students. 
Added to these are Internet users from organised 
sport: from around 70 professional associations 
and sports federations with 87,000 clubs totalling 
27 million members, of whom in a given year some 
550,000 (exercise leaders etc.) require training at 
some level.

From an application-oriented point of inter-
est the investigation of user-KMS interaction is 
a particular emphasis of this exploratory study. 
The answer to the overall question “How is the 
KMS used?” implicitly includes many further 
questions, including the following:

• Who uses the KMS and when?
• Which functions are mainly used?
• What are the predominant search 

strategies?
• What do people look for?
• Which hits are selected?
• Are there technological or system specific 

reasons to avoid using the KMS?

Due to the variety of the data, the results pre-
sented within this chapter can be no more than a 
selected extract of those available.

Most of the users were students and young 
scientists between the age of 20 and 35; students 
make up the majority of these two groups. This 
corresponds with the expected age distribution of 
Internet users. As far as a clear assignment was pos-
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sible, there were 70% male and 24% female users. 
This result shows that there are still gender-specific 
differences in the use of new ICT technologies. 
After the activation of the KMS was announced 
in October, there were nearly 140 logins from the 
beginning of the second week of the semester. In 
December there were nearly 190 logins; thereafter 
logins fell back to an average of around 50 per 
month. Most accesses were made during working 
time or lecture periods (i.e., between 9am and 
5pm), and lasted until late evening. This suggests 
that in terms of teaching and learning purposes 
the system was being used for preparation and 
analysis of lessons, and does not exclude the use 
of the KMS in university courses.

Summary results:

• The respondents of the added-value ques-
tionnaire used the KMS as teaching sup-
port, as well as an independent learning 
aid.

• 17% of the people agreed that the KMS 
was very supportive in teaching, in that 
necessary materials were available to 
course participants at a glance without the 
lecturer having to distribute them to each 
participant.

• 96% of the students agreed that the KMS 
would be a helpful learning support for 
them in the future, the main reasons being 
the ability to revise unclear aspects fre-
quently and independently, and the conve-
nience for getting information for presen-
tations and term papers.

• Since nearly 90% of the actions in the log 
files were registered in “Search” and “eB-
ook”, the main focus was put on this aspect 
throughout the subsequent investigation.

• The main search strategies were narrowing 
down the topic area or entering keywords.

• Very often people looked for digital infor-
mation and knowledge objects in general 
– preferably assets – and would accept a 
big result list.

Selected usage events are the focus of further 
consideration. Besides investigating user typolo-
gies, the first visit is analyzed in detail in terms 
of its orientation role, and the last visit in terms 
of usage timidity.

There are certainly countless other possibili-
ties for identifying typical behaviour patterns by 
analysing the system log files. Within this chap-
ter, we (1) examine the logs of each user’s first 
session, in the hope of identifying patterns that 
reveal how users acquaint themselves with a new 
system, and (2) focus on the last session, in the 
hope that this will reveal some reasons for no 
longer utilising the system. From both of these 
perspectives we hope to gain insights into aspects 
that impede the smooth handling of the system, 
and in particular retrieval.

The First Session

We start by directing our attention to the first 
session of 200 users, which we assume is a time 
of “familiarisation with the new system”. Learn-
ability is a fundamental aspect of usability, char-
acterized by the time that needs to be invested 
in training before a user can work productively 
with a system. It is important that this time be 
short, since “users are busy people trying to ac-
complish tasks” (Dumas & Redish, 1999, p. 5). 
Users should be able to achieve their goals with 
the product simply, effectively and satisfactorily 
after a relatively short period of training.

It may be that usage patterns emerge from this 
time that allow inference of recommended actions 
for a training course aimed at counteracting ini-
tial reservations in utilising the system. To select 
representative users, a multi-stage procedure was 
carried out. Selection criteria were – depending 
on the context of the questions – the number of 
sessions, the length of the sessions, and the number 
of clicks in study-relevant domains of the KMS.

At first glance, the histories of the sessions do 
not suggest that the users have very much in com-
mon. The frequency distribution as an indicator for 
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particularly frequented domains in the KMS shows 
that of the 454 actions of the analysed data records, 
25% are retrieval actions and as many as 64% 
occur in the e-book. The chronological histories 
reveal that the user profile is called up relatively 
promptly after login, although only 50% actually 
make changes there. The subsequent actions take 
place in the parent search domain. In 80% of the 
cases, a successful search is carried out by entering 
individual search terms or by narrowing down the 
subject area, but without subsequently selecting 
any of the hits, which suggests that such searches 
in the first 25 to 35 actions were “exploratory”. 
Concluding that none of the hits corresponded 
to what the user was looking for seems unjusti-
fied, due to the short time span (<4sec.) between 
subsequent searches, and the failure to browse in 
the displayed hit lists. In those cases where the 
help function was called up, it was equally for the 
categories “e-book” and “submit”. This provides 
some first indications of what should be dealt 
with in the context of a training course for system 
novices in order to assure, optimise or stimulate 
the use of the system as intended by the project.

The Last Session

Schüppel (1996) and Lewin et al. (1996), among 
others, list a large variety of reasons that could 
deter users from utilising information and com-
munication technologies. In this section, we at-
tempt to identify motives that discourage users 
from further utilisation of the KMS. To this end, 
we considered in isolation the last sessions of the 
200 test users.

The data records were categorised, with re-
spect to their content, into successful and failed 
sessions5. In this section we investigate the lat-
ter, as they are deemed to be more meaningful 
for the present analysis. Successful sessions as a 
rule generate a new login. We also include in this 
category those sessions that show, among their 
last actions, the uploading of a hit into the e-book 
following a successful search, or the download-

ing of the e-book to the local computer. Sessions 
that do not meet these criteria are categorised as 
failed. 92 users’ last sessions fell into the “failed” 
category; 65 of these users furthermore showed 
no record of downloading the e-book. Contrary 
to our assumptions, the distribution with regard 
to the used functionalities hardly differs from the 
other data records analysed, with the exception 
of the number of actions in the e-book, which 
at 22% lies significantly below the percentage 
otherwise recorded. In parts, the data records of 
the sample demonstrate striking similarity with 
the first session. Most of the aborts occur directly 
after a successful parent search, which, despite 
narrowing down the subject area and entering 
search terms, led to a comparatively high number 
of hits (>50). It can be seen as more informative 
that many successful searches culminate in the 
upload of several hits, which are subsequently 
saved together in the e-book as a zip file. Contrary 
to our assumption that downloading the e-book 
would mark the end of a session, users repeatedly 
called up the help pages before ending. These 
phenomena could point to barriers in working 
with the system relating to the handling of the 
hit pages, the e-book, or the offered system help.

Usage Barriers from the 
Respondents’ Perspective

According to respondents who took part in a 
study carried out by the Hochschul-Informations-
System GmbH in 1996 concerning multimedia-
based support in university teaching, there were 
obstacles in terms of using the KMS that still 
exist today. This is sobering news, but may also 
refer to sport science as cultural science and 
Geisteswissenschaft. 6

The idea that there are various aspects that 
prevent existing as well as potential users from 
using all capabilities offered by the KMS was 
confirmed within the exploratory study. A number 
of results are given below to illustrate this.
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Having complete technical equipment, 
network-connected computers or Internet access 
does not automatically guarantee a new level of 
quality in teaching and learning.

Personal know-how is one determining aspect, 
which among other things contributes in terms of 
system competency.

Table 1 summarises EDP skills of the random 
sample. The figures are a result of self-assessment.

In summary, the majority of users reported 
that they had a significant level of computer and 
Internet literacy, but that their competence declines 
with the growing specificity of the application.

In their study, Kleinmann et al. (2005) inves-
tigated the influence of familiarity with particular 
computer applications on the use of eLearning 
offerings. Based on the HISBUS results it was con-
firmed that besides basic competencies regarding 
computer handling, familiarity with the Internet 
and communication applications is a prerequisite 
for unproblematic use of eLearning offerings.

Noting that “search tools” and “submission 
tools” (tools to submit digital information and 
knowledge objects) were predominantly marked 
“bad” or “still OK”, one might recommend a 
training course. The respondents consider subject 
and methodological skills as important in terms 
of an actionable and multi-valued use of online 
distribution platforms. Aspects assigned to the 
factor “volition” can only partly be regarded as 
inhibitory, since KMS users consider themselves as 
technophile (according to the “Computer Attitude 
Scale” developed by Loyd & Gressard in 1984), as 
motivated and curious, and with particular enthu-
siasm for working with computers. Following the 

model of Behaviourism, we considered cognitive 
aspects such as individuals’ working-memory-
dependent information-processing abilities, which 
influence both “skills” and “volition”, as being 
a form of “black box” and therefore not part of 
the exploratory study or quasi-experiment. Non-
personal barriers influence the use of information/
knowledge management systems only margin-
ally. Support provided by external institutions 
and people is very popular but not essentially 
necessary. Given the intended improvements of 
basic conditions at universities, and increasingly 
favourable conditions concerning the use of the 
Internet, those obstacles should soon be a thing 
of the past.

ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 
AND SELECTED RESULTS 
OF THE 2ND STUDY

Although the “acquisition of extensive EDP com-
petences and the habitualised use of computers” 
(Heine & Durrer, 2001, p. 2 (translated)) among 
the current generation of graduates is undisputed – 
they accord it a similar elementary status to basic 
skills such as reading, writing and arithmetic – the 
results of our quasi-experimental study of sports-
science foundation students’ use of a KMS as an 
online retrieval tool do not paint such a positive 
picture. Following the results of the exploratory 
study, in the quasi-experiment we decided to focus 
on the identified “system competency” usage bar-
rier, in the hope of reducing it in future by means 
of suitable intervention strategies. The follow-up 

Table 1. Self-assessment concerning EDP-skills 

Know-how [%] PC-Handling Web New Media KMS search tools submission tools

very good 21,1 10,5 5,3 - - 5,3

good 42,1 57,9 89,4 10,5 26,3 15,8

still ok 36,8 31,6 5,3 63,2 47,4 68,4

bad - - 26,3 26,3 10,5
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study was aimed at identifying the degree and di-
rection of influence on this “system competency”.

In addition, part of the study addressed the 
question of whether a system training course7 
attended before using the KMS for the first time 
could have a decisive positive influence. The fol-
lowing statements are limited to use of the KMS 
as an online search system, because of the small 
number of accesses to the submission function.

Prior to the quasi-experimental study, the 
impact of the “digital literacy” utilisation barrier 
and the effect of the “system training” interven-
tion measure on application and utilisation pat-
terns with respect to the KMS were formulated 
as follows:

• System users with a high level of system 
competence solve set tasks faster and more 
efficiently than system users with a low 
level of system competence.

• System training helps system users to solve 
set tasks faster and more efficiently.

• System training improves task solving 
knowledge, more so for users with a low 
level of system competence than for those 
with a high level of competence.

Tying in with gender-sensitive studies, we 
further pursued the heuristic goal of eliciting the 
influence of gender and system training on the 
solving of tasks using the KMS.

The above-mentioned hypotheses were to be 
verified or refuted by means of a “classical test”. 
With the use of classical control-group arrange-
ments to control all confounding variables (i.e., 
those that cannot be eliminated or held constant), 
the main goal is to examine changes of dependent 
variables concerning the effect of confounding 
variables, whether these changes (in part) had been 
emerged without treatment (intervention measure: 
training course to handle the system). The influ-
ences of the other barriers recognizable in Figure 
2 are controlled, as far as possible, by selecting a 
random sample and by the laboratory-like experi-

ment procedure. The access barrier “non-personal 
factors”, which predominantly depends on the 
hardware and software being used, is ruled out 
because all participants performed all parts of the 
experiment with one computer in a closed room. 
This computer will be described in more detail in a 
further concretisation of the experiment procedure. 
Furthermore, high Internet costs and long waiting 
periods concerning downloads of files were not an 
issue, since the laboratory computer is connected 
to the Internet via the university’s LAN. Also the 
second factor of influence, which was assigned to 
the non-personal category “authorization”, does 
not play a major role concerning students as a 
target group, since neither university policies nor 
any other restrictions prevented them from using 
the system. By presenting the users with tasks 
that are to be completed, “intention” as a course 
variable is almost completely regulated, since 
different individual intrinsically or extrinsically 
motivated approaches are limited. The remaining 
factors, which are predominantly assigned to the 
personal aspect “volition”, show different results 
(including pleasure-of-use, stress, fear, liking, 
usefulness, curiosity).

After the study, students were asked to fill 
out an evaluation form referring to these aspects. 
Figure 4 shows the plan of the two-random-sample 
experiment, which was realized as design without 
previous measurement. The system novices were 
first divided into two groups to relate a more 
effective and more efficient use of the KMS to 
the training courses on the system. One group 
consisted of system novices with a high degree 
of system competencies, the other with low com-
petencies. These groups were again divided into 
a treatment group and a control group.

Of 125 sports students on the foundation 
course, 48 were divided according to their digital 
literacy into two extreme groups with either high 
or low level of system competence. Within these 
two groups, matched samples were formed on the 
basis of digital literacy, gender and age. One 
student from each pair attended a training course, 
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while the other taught him/herself the retrieval 
functionalities of the KMS. In order to permit 
conclusions about the effectiveness of the training, 
tasks were designed that when successfully solved 
covered the entire set of program functionalities 
taught in the training course. The design of the 
tasks took account of the fact that in a real utilisa-
tion context users have different intentions and 
expectations when working with the system. A 
procedure scheme, which was developed before-
hand, was used to assess the solutions of specific 
tasks. A catalogue of criteria, validated beforehand 
by two domain experts, reflected the features of 
an optimal search strategy regarding so-called 
unspecific tasks. This catalogue reliably assesses 
the search process up to task solution, as well as 
the result of the task represented by the number 
of downloads of information and knowledge 
objects.

With respect to their central tendency regarding 
the quality of task completion, the comparison 
between the groups produced a significant inter-
action effect for one task type and for the gender 
factor. It appears that system training helps system 
novices with a low level of system competence 
in terms of their task-solving knowledge when 
completing specific, detailed set tasks more than 
it does system novices with a high system com-
petence (see also Figure 5).

Male participants in the training course perform 
considerably better than their untrained counter-
parts. For women, by contrast, participation in a 

training course has an influence that is even 
negative. The most significant differences can be 
identified for the solving of unspecific tasks (see 
also Figure 6)8.

Figure 4. Experimental design of the quasi experiment

Figure 5. Task solving knowledge regarding 
specific tasks

Figure 6. Task solving knowledge regarding low 
system competency
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The calculated p-values substantiate, for the 
remaining hypotheses, the insignificant difference 
between the identified middle ranks of both ex-
treme groups.

The results of the questionnaires provide an 
initial basis of explanation. Even though assessed 
as critical in training science, the subjective ap-
praisal of the training participants is pulled up as 
a criterion for success for the training objective 
due to the lack of substantiated alternatives. By 
logging all data transmissions from the various 
steps taken by users in solving a specific task it is 
possible to objectively assess whether a positive 
course rating correlates with efficient utilisation 
of the system. According to the estimates of the 
training participants, the performed treatment 
only had a limited effect in dispelling prejudices 
and fear of contact with the computer, with the 
Internet and especially with the KMS. This result 
was not in accordance with the self-assessment of 
the participants before taking the course. 78% of 
the course participants certify an improvement in 
handling the KMS. 68% of the participants argue 
that they could not have assessed the system more 
quickly on their own.

Course participants with a low system exper-
tise tend to be more motivated and focused, and 
therefore probably handle tasks more conscien-
tiously. They ask more questions in the scope of 
the system training and assure themselves of the 
fact that their user identification is still active at 
the end of the test phase. According to their own 
estimation they use their identification to access 
and research texts for exam preparation, and for 
assets used to visually enhance presentations. 
Unspecified emotionally motivated reasons could 
explain the performance of the training participants 
with high system competency, perhaps resulting 
from not being challenged enough, but this find-
ing is speculative.

There are still gender-specific differences 
between sport students regarding expertise and 
know-how in handling a personal computer. By 
separately observing computer and Internet skill, 

the formulated statements from past analyses are 
underlined to the disadvantage of female sport 
students.

CONCLUSION

For the further development of the system, ap-
proaches from AI research relating to adaptive 
systems could help to improve user friendliness. 
One might, for example, draw on the procedure 
proposed by Nebel & Paschke (2004) “with the 
help of which domain-specific knowledge about 
users is integrated into user profiles [...]” (Nebel & 
Paschke, 2004, p.264 (translated)), that contributes 
to earlier, qualitatively better and quantitatively 
richer inference processes. Within the scope of 
the exploration, intrapersonal search strategies 
were observed. The adaptation could, for example, 
take the form of organising the hit list according 
to user-specific preferences. One could also work 
to avoid the frustration caused by text-field entries 
that produce no hits: following the example of 
Google, orthographical errors could be handled 
by offering a “Did you mean...?” prompt with the 
correct spelling, while keyword entry could be 
supported by offering automatic completion using 
terms filed according to the entry field’s metadata.

While the utilisation of information technolo-
gies in the tertiary education sector can almost be 
considered commonplace9, impact research in this 
field is restricted principally to the question of the 
effectiveness of new media from the perspective 
of learners. Little attention has been given so far 
to the acceptance of using information technol-
ogy in teaching from the perspective of university 
instructors. Within the scope of the exploratory 
study we were able to confirm that there are 
aspects that deter existing as well as potential 
users from tapping the full capabilities associ-
ated with the KMS. Although computer training 
courses are taken for granted in practice, and the 
need for them is undisputed by experts, there are 
very few well-grounded models and studies in 
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this field. The relevance of this topic ultimately 
becomes clear not only given the importance of 
computer skills for the labour market, but also 
in light of the impossible-to-ignore discussion 
about “lifelong learning”. We therefore believe 
future research should more closely explore the 
behaviour-oriented approach and supplement and 
differentiate the findings described here, taking 
into account the influencing factors of learning 
success for the IT qualification of adults.

From an interdisciplinary point of view, re-
sults of cognitive-psychological studies should 
be increasingly taken into account. In particular, 
the influence of cognitive-capacity utilisation of 
working memory should be investigated with 
regard to teaching and memorizing capacity in 
the context of new information and communica-
tion technologies.
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ENDNOTES

1 Under the term “assets”, multimedia 
developments (incl. stills, animations, 
simulations, videos, VRML models) in any 
technological format (incl..swf,.rm,.png,.
gif,.pdf) are subsumed.

2 Further information about the German Copy-
right Act can be found on http://bundesrecht.
juris.de/urhg/index.html

3 As a synonym to obstacles, resistance or 
difficulty, the term barrier, negatively con-
noted, stands for a wide range of influences 
that impact or even prevent the unrestricted 
use of systems or their accessibility.

4 “User behaviour” and “analysis of usage 
behaviour” are widely used terms. There-
fore, there are no general definitions in the 
scope of scientific usage. Following the 
paradigm of human-computer interaction an 
operational definition is used, which focuses 
on the interaction of people and computers 
(and browser and Internet regarding the 
Knowledge Management System “Move-
ment and Training”) and makes them the 
object of empirical analysis.

5 Tying in with the comments of Schründer-
Lenzen (1995, p. 44), in which to explain low 
female computer affinity they recommend 
primarily questioning the success or failure 
attribution and the consequences arising 
from this for self-esteem and self-assessment 
as far as computer literacy and use are con-
cerned, success attribution is classified as a 
factor for the individual intention to work 
with the system.
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6 Lacking EDP skills and vague commitment 
regarding modern ways of teaching, unsatis-
fying spatial and technological preconditions 
as well as gaps concerning the implementa-
tion of media-based ways of teaching in the 
curriculum are just a few of the reasons, 
which can be looked up in detail in Sturm 
(2008).

7 Systematically planned teaching-learning 
process for computer users, which aims at 
independent handling of specific program 
functions of computer systems (Bannert, 
1996, p. 4 (translated)).

8 Unspecific tasks, as representative for 
browsing, accord the user a high degree of 
freedom for completing tasks using the KMS. 
In contrast to specific tasks, here only the 
topic outline is set; the individual user is free 
to decide on the approach and the selection 
of appropriate hits.

9 See also: High-tech strategy of the Bun-
desministerium für Bildung und Forsc-
hung (Federal Ministry of Education and 
Research). Retrieved April 12, 2007, from 
http://www.bmbf.de/de/equalification.php

This work was previously published in Interdisciplinary Advances in Adaptive and Intelligent Assistant Systems: Concepts, 
Techniques, Applications, and Use, edited by Gunther Kreuzberger, Aran Lunzer and Roland Kaschek, pp. 153-176, copyright 
2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT

Reusable learning objects can play an important 
part in enhancing interprofessional learning. 
They provide flexible support to students of 
health care and provide an opportunity during the 
creation process, for interprofessional educators 
to share knowledge and understand more about 
each other’s roles. When creating learning ob-
jects, a development and evaluation framework 
including technical expertise and quality control 
at critical stages is important, however it is the 
interprofessional community brought together at 
workshops at the start of the development cycle 
and the underlying pedagogical design principles 

that ensure the materials are fit for purpose and 
guarantee reuse across professional groups.

INTRODUCTION

Within the context of interprofessional e-learning, 
this chapter will describe three case studies illus-
trating the use of a development and evaluation 
model for creation of reusable learning objects 
(RLOs). A range of issues around RLO design, 
repositories for interprofessional learning (IPL) 
and collaborative approaches will be discussed 
and some recommendations made for future 
research and development. The four objectives 
of the chapter are:
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• To provide a working definition of RLOs 
and explain the relevance and importance 
of the RLO approach for interprofessional 
learning.

• To show a generalised model for the cre-
ation and evaluation of interprofessional 
RLOs in health and social care (HSC) and 
discuss the variants of this in the case stud-
ies described.

• To show how educational and content cre-
ation issues have been addressed in three 
case studies of RLO development and use 
involving interprofessional teams in health 
care education:
 ◦ Case study 1: Pharmacology RLOs 

to support interprofessional learning.
 ◦ Case study 2: Cross sector develop-

ment of RLOs for interprofessional 
learning in health care (LOLA).

 ◦ Case study 3: RLOs for service im-
provement in the UK National Health 
Service (NHS).

• To discuss issues arising from the case 
studies and make recommendations for 
further work and research.

BACKGROUND

Current e-learning practice has moved away from 
putting whole courses online towards the creation 
of smaller self contained ‘chunks’ of learning, 
recently termed reusable learning objects (RLOs) 
(Wiley, 2000; Harden & Hart, 2002). RLOs pres-
ent a number of educational advantages; they are 
stand-alone units of learning, which can be used in 
many different ways and across interprofessional 
disciplines (Windle et al., 2007a). This makes them 
extremely flexible and cost-effective. Material 
can be kept up to date more readily; it is much 
easier to update a single resource than an entire 
course. Students and teachers alike have access 
to these resources at any time or place through 
a standard web-browser. Teachers can combine 

various RLOs to form the basis for their own 
custom-made courses (Mason, Pegler & Weller, 
2005) or they can direct students to individual 
RLOs to support or explain particular concepts or 
processes as part of a blended learning approach 
(Lymn, Bath-Hextall & Wharrad, 2008). Critics 
of RLOs would argue that reusability is a myth, 
and any lecturer will always deliver a subject in 
their own style reflecting their own slant even in 
the most concrete of disciplines. In his paper on 
‘Learning objects: weapons of mass instruction’, 
Butson (2003) says “The overwhelming accep-
tance of learning objects is baffling given that 
they represent a decline of learning into a form 
of reductionism” (p. 667). If learning objects are 
used like Lego bricks to build courses comprising 
simply of content, then most educational practi-
tioners would agree with Butson. This chapter 
will refute this, by demonstrating in three case 
studies, how pedagogically designed RLOs, cre-
ated by interprofessional groups are making a real 
difference to learners.

Wiley (2000) first proposed the definition of an 
RLO to be ‘a digital resource that can be reused 
to facilitate learning’ and since then there have 
been a plethora of definitions in the literature 
and this is discussed in more detail in a chapter 
in this volume by Windle & Wharrad. One of the 
more pragmatic definitions (Leeder et al., 2002) is 
relevant to the RLOs described in this chapter: A 
reusable learning object is a web-based multimedia 
digital resource based on a single learning objec-
tive or goal, comprising a stand-alone collection 
of four components:

• Presentation: a presentation of the con-
cept, fact, process, principle or procedure 
to be understood by the learner in order to 
support the learning goal;

• Activity: something the learner must do to 
engage with the content in order to better 
understand it;
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• Self-assessment: a way in which the learn-
er can apply their understanding and test 
their mastery of the content;

• Links and resources: external resources 
to reinforce the taught concept and support 
the learning goal (Figure 1).

Both the process of developing RLOs and the 
utilisation of RLOs as resources within health and 
social care (HSC) education can contribute to the 
fostering of IPL in a number of ways. The col-
laborative development of RLOs, comprising a 
face to face workshop followed by further follow 

up team working, is a key element of our approach. 
Such development provides an opportunity for 
interprofessional educators and practitioners to 
combine intellectual effort and expertise towards 
a common goal (the production of a high quality 
RLO) in a ‘neutral’ setting, meaning that the in-
dividuals involved are usually novices at RLO 
development and, in this context, the learners as 
members of the group become equals in the task. 
These features of this collaborative process, the 
common goal, neutrality and equality, provide an 
ideal opportunity for (inter)professional develop-
ment via exchange of knowledge and skills 

Figure 1. Components of an RLO
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(Miller, Ross & Freeman, 2001), out with the 
pressures and constraints of the usual work setting. 
Gaining a better understanding of, and respect 
for, the different professional roles in health and 
social care (HSC) is an important positive outcome 
of this collaborative, community based approach 
(Craddock, O’Halloran, Borthwick & McPherson, 
2006).

Recognition of the value of online learning 
resources in interprofessional education is growing 
and there are many examples in the literature of 
projects seeking to capitalise on the affordances of 
technology for this purpose (Pulman, 2007; Miers 
et al, 2007; Cooper, Spencer-Dawe & Mclean, 
2005; Juntunen & Heikkinnen, 2004). The benefits 
of RLOs as resources to support interprofessional 
learning within HSC education will be discussed 
within each of the case studies described.

RLO CREATION AND EVALUATION

Interprofessional Collaboration 
in RLO Creation: A Model 
of the Development

The RLO development methodology used in 
the case studies is schematised in Figure 2. This 
approach and the associated tools and templates 
were developed and validated over a number of 
years, firstly by the Universities Collaboration 
in e-learning (UCEL www.ucel.ac.uk) (Leeder 
et al., 2002) and more recently by the Centre for 
Excellence in Teaching & Learning in Reusable 
Learning Objects (RLO-CETL www.rlo-cetl.
ac.uk) (Boyle et al., 2006).

The process begins with an ‘unlocking content’ 
workshop. Developing a community around the 
development process initiated via workshops is 
a crucial feature of the methodology. Our and 
others’ research shows this community of practice 
approach provides a forum for critical debate 
around the content creation leading to relevant, 
reusable and high quality materials (Windle et al., 

2007a; O’Keeffe, O’Regan & Cashman, 2008). 
The workshops foster a sense of ownership of the 
process and the outputs, leading not only to the 
use of the learning objects themselves but a grow-
ing community of use as networks are extended 
via a range of dissemination routes. This, inevi-
tably, is a labour intensive and expensive process, 
yet it is recognised that rich multimedia coupled 
with high production values have enormous 
power to engage the learner and aid understand-
ing (Edelson & Pittman, 2001). Outputs from the 
workshop are in the form of A0 size (1 square 
meter) laminated posters (Figure 2); these are 
digitised and stored as an archive forming the 
basis of the next stage which is the written 
specification or storyboard.

Storyboards are written through an iterative 
development cycle overseen by an instructional 
designer and learning technologist. Completed 
storyboards are peer reviewed; quality assurance 

Figure 2. Schematic diagram showing the de-
velopmental framework for the production and 
quality assurance of RLOs
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is extremely important to the validity of any e-
learning development, especially in the area of 
HSC. Reviewed storyboards then begin the media 
production process. A second peer review phase 
is undertaken on completed media. A set of stan-
dard forms available as Microsoft Word documents 
are available for each of the stages (specification 
template, peer reviews 1 and 2 forms and evalu-
ation questionnaires). Following appropriate 
amendments the completed RLOs and their assets 
are packaged, metadata tagged and added to a 
repository.

All the RLOs produced are freely available 
for educational purposes under the terms and 
conditions outlined by the Creative Commons 
Licence (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/

by-nc/2.0/uk/legalcode) and are available at 
www.nottingham.ac.uk/nursing/sonet. The recent 
policy announcements around open educational 
resources by the UK government (Lipsett, 2008) 
and various initiatives led by the UK Joint Infor-
mation Services Committee (JISC) (www.JISC.
ac.uk) suggests that open content initiatives will 
become an increasing focus for higher education 
(HE) and further education (FE) sectors in the UK.

Pedagogical Design

The pedagogical design underpinning the RLOs 
in each of the case studies to be described was 
based on IMS learning design principles (IMS 
Global Consortium, 2003) with the emphasis on 

Figure 3. Examples of A0 laminated storyboards – the outputs from the RLO creation workshops
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the environment in which the learning occurs, the 
roles played by the learner and “RLO-author” and 
the activities undertaken. Designs ensure that the 
most appropriate multi-media environment is cre-
ated, so that learners take active roles within the 
learning process and are supported by help and 
feedback (Windle et al., 2007b). Activities and self 
assessments in the RLOs are aligned with the learn-
ing goal (Biggs, 2003) and are important because 
users must be actively engaged in the process of 
learning (Laurillard, 2002) and need feedback from 
self assessments to determine whether they have 
successfully achieved the learning goal. A variety 
of activities including crosswords, drag and drop, 
open text, annotating diagrams, multiple choice 
quizzes were incorporated. High granularity, partly 
to facilitate reuse and “just-in-time learning”, but 
also as our research (Wharrad, Kent, Allcock & 
Wood, 2001) shows, small online learning units of 
between five and 20 minutes are the most valued 
and effective for the learner.

Evaluation Framework and Toolkit

The framework and tools used to evaluate the 
process and outputs of RLO creation have been 
devised by the RLO-CETL. The theoretical 
framework for the RLO-CETL evaluation strategy 
informed by Cultural-Historical Activity Theory 
has been reported elsewhere (Morales, Carmi-
chael, Wharrad, Bradley & Windle, 2007). The 
primary purpose of the evaluation is to ensure 
the pedagogical effectiveness of the RLOs, but 
we also determine the tutors’ views on the use-
fulness of the RLOs and an understanding of the 
various teaching and learning contexts in which 
the RLOs are situated, so for example whether 
the context is interprofessional or multiprofes-
sional. The evaluation tool kit includes: technical 
evaluations of the new content; assessments of 
changes in teaching and learning environments 
and practices; formative evaluation by teachers 
and students; and summative measures of use.

The key elements of the toolkit used in the 
case studies are listed below (the toolkit can be 
downloaded from www.rlo-cetl.ac.uk):

• A short online survey added to each RLO 
comprising 10 questions about usabil-
ity and quality (collated using Zoomerang 
software www.zoomerang.com).

• A more detailed questionnaire completed 
by students who have used one or more 
RLOs in their module.

• Tutors’ forms that collect information 
about the module and the context for the 
RLOs’ use. The tutor’s evaluation of learn-
ing effectiveness form is based on the JISC 
case study template (http://www.e-learn-
ing.ac.uk/effprac/html/cs_template.htm); 
this is a tool designed to encourage tutors 
to reflect on the RLOs’ use.

• Peer review forms comprised of fixed and 
open response questions to determine from 
independent experts in the field whether 
the RLO content accurately represents the 
subject area..

• Learning Object Attribute Metric (LOAM) 
tool. This allows RLOs to be classified ac-
cording to various attributes such as media 
richness, interactivity etc and is described 
in more detail in another chapter in this 
volume by Windle & Wharrad.

CASE STUDIES

Case Study 1: Interprofessional 
Development of Pharmacology RLOs

Students across all health professions find it dif-
ficult to relate pharmacology concepts to clinical 
experience. As more nurses, pharmacists and 
allied health care professionals seek training in 
prescribing, the levels of academic knowledge 
of trainee prescribers are likely to become more 
diverse. Lymn, Bath-Hextall & Wharrad (2008) 
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stated that almost half of students attending their 
prescribing course had no more than a GCSE in a 
biological science subject. There is also a lack of 
classroom time available for teaching pharmacol-
ogy (Wharrad, Allcock & Chapple, 1994; Latter, 
Rycroft-Malone, Yerrell & Shaw, 2001; Latter, 
Maben, Myall & Young, 2007; Avery & Pringle, 
2005), and students state that they would benefit 
from preparatory material covering basic prin-
ciples to develop familiarity with pharmacological 
terminology (Bradley, Bradshaw & Nolan, 2006). 
Perhaps part of the problem lies with the nature 
of pharmacology education which appears to 
utilise traditional teaching methodologies almost 
exclusively (Banning, 2004). While lectures result 
in delivery of information they do not necessarily 
engender learning and understanding, which may 
be better supported by blended or more applied 
teaching methodologies such as RLOs.

The first workshop to explore the possibil-
ity of developing pharmacology RLOs (Figure 
4) for healthcare courses was held in 2003 and 
was attended by seven lecturers responsible for 
teaching pharmacology to nurses, midwives and 
medical students (on both traditional and graduate 
entry courses) and two learning technologists. The 
different academic and professional requirements 
were debated and draft specifications were agreed 
and drawn up for seven RLOs covering bioavail-
ability, half life, first pass metabolism, plasma 
proteins, drug-receptor interaction, understanding 
the synapse and the lock and key hypothesis. Each 
lecturer produced a more detailed specification 
for one of the RLOs including sketching ideas 
for images, animations, activities, self assess-
ment and glossary. Animations were produced in 
Macromedia Flash and embedded in HTML web 
pages. Although funding was available to buy out 
lecturers from their teaching, in fact they did not 
or could not arrange this. No existing templates 
were available so these had to be developed from 
scratch and copyright free images were difficult 
to find and most had to be drawn. Peer review 
at the written specification and prototype RLO 

stages, lengthened the process (this was similar 
to journal article reviewing) so it took over a year 
to complete all the RLOs.

Since their release in 2004, thousands of stu-
dents from medicine, nursing, midwifery, phys-
iotherapy, dentistry, podiatry and veterinary sci-
ence have now been used interprofessionally and 
there is wide global reuse of the RLOs by a range 
of healthcare learners. This success has led to 
further workshops involving other lecturers from 
nursing, medicine and allied health professions. 
The number of pharmacology RLOs released to 
date is eighteen and evaluations are almost ex-
clusively positive. Access to RLOs statistically 
significantly increased an interprofessional group 
of post registration students’ perceived understand-
ing of pharmacology in successive cohorts and 
had an impact on their clinical practice (Lymn et 
al., 2008). The ability to visualise processes as 
computerised animations or videos compared to 
trying to understand from static text appears to 
enhance learning and increase test scores (Thatch-
er, 2007; Chew, Stiles, Joseph & Whitley, 1994). 
Qualitatively, student comments from our online 
evaluation feedback reinforces this claim,

“For me it was the visual aspect, actually seeing 
the concept visually was a huge bonus for me 
because it just made things click. We’d had key 
lectures and I’d read about things, but I think for 
me just to see how things worked visually was 

Figure 4. Screenshot from RLOs for Case Study 1
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what I needed to put the whole picture together” 
(Non medical prescribing student, University of 
Nottingham).

“The simplicity and the fact that it had text and 
diagrams to support the explanation. I also thought 
that the activity at the end was a good idea as it 
reinforced learning” (Podiatry student, University 
of Northampton).

The value of these pharmacology RLOs may 
be partly because they are, by their very nature, 
different to traditional e-learning tools – they re-
quire no more than around 15 minutes to complete 
thus they do not require a time-intensive input 
making them more flexible for students to use 
at work or home. Many students commented on 
being able to repeatedly use particular RLOs until 
they understood a concept. Similarly the visual, 
audio and interactive nature of these RLOs means 
that they have an appeal for visual, auditory and 
kinaesthetic learners an important issue bearing 
in mind data which suggests that learning style is 
important in web-based e-learning (Manochehr, 
2006).

Case Study 2: Cross Sector 
Development of RLOs for Lifelong 
Learning in Health Care Education

Despite many UK government policy recommen-
dations (DFES, 2003; 2005) cross sector education 
collaboration involving UK HE and FE are dif-
ficult to initiate and sustain for a whole variety of 
reasons (Weiss, 1987); however, more support is 
needed for learners moving from one educational 
sector to another. This case study (LOLA - Learn-
ing Objects, Lifelong Application), a three year 
project funded by the UK Eduserv Foundation 
in 2005, describes a cross sector collaboration 
involving a UK HEI (post 18 years university), 
FE College (post 16 years education) and an NHS 
Trust. The aim was to collaboratively develop a 
set of interprofessional RLOs in health spanning 

the lifelong learning continuum. The RLOs would 
be catalogued and housed in an ‘open’ repository 
along with all their constituent media components.

Along with a project director, learning 
technologist and researcher, the project team 
consisted of two lecturers from the HE sector 
(pharmacologist and infection control specialist), 
two NHS employees (a senior pharmacist and 
a senior infection control nurse both delivered 
professional development sessions to NHS staff 
and medical students) and two lecturers from a 
local FE College (a health visitor and a biologist). 
These members were content experts in the areas 
of infection control and medicines management 
and taught interprofessional groups of students. 
RLOs were produced following the process out-
lined in Figure 2.

Fifteen RLOs were produced on: aseptic tech-
nique, glove use, personal protective equipment, 
childhood obesity, body mass index, general adap-
tation syndrome, aminoglycoside dosing, volume 
of distribution, inflammatory response, bacteria 
and viruses, sizes and scales, prokaryotes and 
eukaryotes, introduction to clearance and clinical 
consequences of changes in clearance and home 
hazards. All the RLOs with one exception (Home 
Hazards) used a custom built ‘media player’ which 
housed the text, audio commentary and Flash and 
video components of the RLO and provided the 
navigational control buttons. The design template 
and functionality was informed by feedback 
from users of previous RLO designs (Windle, 
McCormick, Dandrea & Wharrad, 2009). RLOs 
were packaged using RELOAD and catalogued 
with the UK LOM Core Metadata Schema (this 
schema has fields relating to instructional design 
and pedagogy). A hundred and eighty media assets 
were catalogued using the simpler Dublin Core 
schema (Figure 5).

Online feedback data shows that the LOLA 
project and its outputs have benefited the wider 
community well beyond the immediate project 
team (Wharrad et al., 2008). The RLOs have been 
embedded into many modules particularly for the 
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HEI courses; the partner sector use is not as great, 
for the NHS sector this is because they do not 
deliver as many sessions; for the FE college the 
lack of IT facilities, lack of IT skills of tutors and 
students, and a concern that despite input and peer 
review from FE lecturers, the RLOs were too 
difficult for FE students not necessarily in terms 
of the subject content but the level of the language 
used in the text and narration. Whilst the indi-
vidual RLOs produced in this project are benefit-
ing many healthcare students, the repository 
represents an example of a bank of health re-
sources available for different professional groups.

Chapter 14 in this volume by Timmons et al. 
describes further research findings from this proj-
ect and the project website and repository contains 
the outputs and documentation from the LOLA 
project (www.nottingham.ac.uk/nursing/lola).

Case Study 3: RLOs for Health 
Professionals and Staff on Service 
Improvement in the NHS

The final case study describes a commissioned 
project funded in 2008 by the UK NHS Institute 
for Improvement and Innovation (NHSI), which 
took five months to complete. The project remit 
was to produce one hour of e-learning on service 
improvement in the NHS in the form of learning 
objects to be used by any health professional or 
other NHS employee either as part of an induction 

or training programme. The overarching aim of 
the improvement project is ‘to develop a future 
workforce that has the mindset to challenge and be 
challenged in the way that healthcare is delivered, 
together with the skills to make the necessary 
improvements’ (NHS Institute for Innovation and 
Improvement, 2008). This is to be achieved by 
threading the message into professional education 
and training that everyone, whatever discipline 
or grade, has a contribution to make to provide 
better, safer healthcare. Fifteen text based Leader 
Guides on improvement theory and practices (La-
her & Penny, 2005) had already been produced 
and included for example, the plan, do, study act 
(PDSA) cycle, process mapping and producing 
run charts. For us there were two key challenges: 
firstly how to select the most desirable content for 
the RLOs from the extensive text based resources 
already available; and secondly how to design 
them in a way that would be appropriate for this 
diverse user group.

At the initial workshop twenty NHS inter-
professional improvement trainers and educators 
who worked in NHS Trusts across the UK scoped 
ideas and content outlines for an RLO, each tak-
ing one of the broad Leader Guide themes. Using 
their expertise the key messages to convey in the 
RLOs were established along with some analo-
gies that could be developed into animations to 
illustrate the ideas.

Figure 5. Screenshot from the LOLA website, Case Study 2
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The first of three RLOs is on ‘Improving Care’. 
The key message is that improvement is everyone’s 
responsibility and that little improvements can have 
a big impact. The user is asked to think about an 
activity they have organised recently, maybe a fam-
ily event such as a party, they then work through a 
model for improvement that introduces an animated 
version of the Plan, Do, Study, Act cycle (Langley, 
Nolan, Nolan, Norman & Provost, 2009). ‘Planning 
for Improvement’ is the second RLO which takes 
the form of an interactive patient journey. The user 
identifies areas for improvement along this jour-
ney, and then uses the PDSA cycle to show how 
improvements could be planned. The third RLO 
challenges the user to think about their practice and 
how this relates to the six core dimensions of the 
Knowledge and Skills Framework (Department of 
Health, 2009). A portfolio tool allows learners to 
record and print information as they work through 
the package (Figure 6).

In this case study, there were variations to the 
standard development framework (Figure 2). The 
project team (two e-learning health science aca-
demics, two NHSI academics and two media 
developers) developed the RLO content using the 
workshop storyboards as a guide and a ‘distrib-
uted’ peer review process, implemented by putting 
links and online forms onto a closed project web-

site, was used to allow the workshop attendees to 
feedback on the prototype RLOs. The RLOs are 
in the NHS e-learning object repository (http://
www.e-learningrepository.nhs.uk/) and are also 
available at www.nottingham.ac.uk/nursing/
sonet. The RLOs are being incorporated into NHS 
induction programmes and HEI pre-registration 
interprofessional health courses, with positive 
evaluations.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE 
RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

This collaborative process for interprofessional 
RLO creation based on learning design principles 
has addressed some of the criticisms identified 
in previous investigations of the effectiveness of 
e-learning technologies for health professionals, 
among them cost, poorly designed packages, 
lack of skills, need for a component of face-to-
face teaching, time intensive nature of e-learning 
(Wharrad et al, 2001) and computer anxiety 
(Wilkinson, Forbes, Bloomfield & Gee, 2004; 
Childs, Blenkinsopp, Hall & Walton, 2005). 
Whilst the RLOs have been exclusively rated by 
users as high quality and having an impact on 
learning (Lymn et al., 2008; Windle et al., 2007; 
Wharrad et al., 2008; Windle et al., 2009), each 
case study project brought with it a different chal-
lenge in terms of the creation of RLOs: devising 
appropriate visual representations of complex 
scientific processes and reaching agreement on 
the core concepts in the first case study; in the 
second, the challenge of cross sector working and 
building a repository and the third – condensing 
a large amount of material into learning objects 
that would be suitable (not too difficult on the 
one hand or patronising on the other) for a very 
diverse range of users. A further synopsis of some 
key issues will follow with a focus on future di-
rections and research.

Figure 6. Screenshot from RLOs for Case study 
3. (© 2008, NHS Institute for Improvement and 
Innovation. Used with permission).
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Repositories of 
Interprofessional RLOs

A Gartner report (Yanosky, Harris & Zastrocky, 
2004) claimed that e-learning repositories have 
the potential to be transformational in the way 
HE delivers education yet many repositories 
are initially successful but have been difficult to 
sustain. Expensive knowledge repositories have 
been set up in a ‘top down’ manner and not used 
by lecturers for a range of technical, cultural and 
attitudinal reasons (Tate & Hoshek, 2009). Even 
community driven ‘bottom up’ repositories are 
difficult to sustain (Brosnan, 2005). In order for 
interprofessional users to share knowledge resid-
ing in a repository some key factors that we have 
identified, driving success are: ensuring that there 
is a critical mass of RLOs to make the repository 
worth visiting and searching; ensuring that the 
metadata describing the RLOs is effective so 
that lecturers and learners can access content in 
focused ways (Kwan & Balasubramanian, 2004; 
Nash, 2005); the need for enough context to al-
low evaluation of the content (Weiss, Capozzi 
& Prusak, 2004); providing guidance and sup-
port for contributors about copyright issues and 
continually adding to the RLO bank by seeking 
funding for new projects and partners. There is 
a difficult tradeoff between ensuring quality and 
control over the depositing of materials into a 
repository and the necessary flexibility and agility 
demanded by contributors who do not have a lot 
of time. Further research is needed to understand 
more about how lecturers and students are using 
repositories especially when federated searches 
and harvesting of RLOs from multiple interprofes-
sional repositories becomes possible.

Granularity and Context

Despite the success of collaborative workshops in 
producing fit for purpose interprofessional RLOs, 
granularity remains a key factor in ensuring reuse. 
The focus on a distinct learning goal is relevant 

to the use of RLOs within an interprofessional 
learning setting. Whilst a defined focus ensures 
that the RLO has a limited size or granularity, this 
can be a problem in interdisciplinary development 
teams when each discipline seeks to retain its 
own specific context. As shown in the case stud-
ies, by means of negotiation and cooperation, a 
satisfactory compromise can be reached and this 
process in itself is valuable for understanding 
more about the culture and practices of different 
professional groups.

Quality and Workflow

There is a tension between ensuring RLO qual-
ity, by adhering to the quality assurance steps, 
limited funding (Pulman, 2007) and deadlines 
for release of the materials or delivery to student 
groups. A major consideration is managing the 
process illustrated in Figure 2. In our experience 
the lecturer-centric approach is crucial to ensure 
materials are fit for purpose and reuse. This 
impacts on the complexity of project manage-
ment since RLO creation has to be fitted into an 
already busy lecturer’s and clinician’s schedule 
and project managers have to ensure work flow 
to media developers is not interrupted. As RLO 
communities of practice diversify to include 
more interprofessional groups, the logistics of 
project management become more complex. In 
the case studies described the time spent on this 
aspect of the project is hidden but it does add up 
to many person hours; however, the bite-sized 
RLO approach does have advantages over many 
technology development projects where loss 
of funding and momentum leads to unfinished 
products.

Collaborative Approaches

Creating RLOs collaboratively using the stan-
dardised framework and tools has allowed 
lecturers and clinicians new to, and sometimes 
sceptical of, e-learning to become involved. 
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Creators of RLOs are required to analyse their 
perspectives and teaching materials on the top-
ics they deliver and often be more critical and 
creative; the workshops always draw debate on 
what the focus of the RLOs should be; this is a 
new type of role for lecturers, lesson preparation 
is more often done in isolation and therefore 
much less transparent and open to scrutiny. 
Web 2.0 philosophies, that of students, users, 
carers and client groups contributing their own 
content in the form of stories and reflections 
using various technological platforms, (Pulman, 
2007) is becoming commonplace and we too are 
now involving these groups in RLO develop-
ment (Windle et al., 2008; Hallawell, Windle, 
Wharrad, Laverty & Williams, 2009). Further 
research might address how an interprofessional 
sharing culture is influenced by the process of 
RLO creation and how reuse is influenced by 
different content creators.

CONCLUSION

This chapter has illustrated via three case studies 
how an interprofessional collaborative method 
for creating RLOs has resulted in a widely, 
flexibly used and growing bank of high quality 
materials. The collaborative process of creation 
itself forces us to think in different ways. It 
demands that we take the wider view, broaden 
our horizons. Interprofessional collaboration en-
riches our perspectives, makes us more aware of 
others; this can only benefit healthcare outcomes 
in the long term. Interprofessional lecturers and 
educators, engaged in creating RLOs discover 
the need to reflect on the very processes of teach-
ing and of learning at a fundamental level; this 
informs their teaching practice in many other 
situations beyond the world of e-learning whilst 
also creating valuable high quality resources 
available for present and future generations of 
students. RLOs can thus be seen as a vanguard 
for interprofessional educational change.
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Chapter  3.8

ABSTRACT

This chapter will review the definition, develop-
ment and characteristics of reusable learning 
objects (RLOs) and outline examples of how 
these resources are meeting the challenges of 
interprofessional learning. It will discuss the ways 
in which pedagogy is developed and expressed 
within RLOs and how this may impact on inter-
professionality.

INTRODUCTION

Reusable learning objects (RLOs) are small, 
granular e-learning resources. They generally 
utilize multimedia elements to engage the learner 
in a visual and interactive learning experience. 

They are mostly web-based and increasingly are 
being offered as open-education resources, which 
can easily be accessed and used. Screen-shots 
from some health-related RLOs which have been 
used with interprofessional groups are shown 
in Figure 1, and “live” examples can be found 
at the following websites/repositories SONET 
(University of Nottingham, 2009), CIPEL (2009) 
and UCEL (2009).

As the name suggests, sharing and reusability 
are important drivers for the RLO model of e-
learning. This philosophy has obvious resonance 
with interprofessional learning. At its best, it in-
fluences every aspect of the design, creation and 
delivery of the resources. This includes the types 
of repositories used, compliance with technical 
standards to allow interoperability between IT 
systems and the licensing/copyright models ad-
opted. A robust learning object economy based 
on sharing of resources between diverse stake-
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holder groups has long been the vision of many 
in this field (Gunn, Woodgate & O’Grady, 2005; 
Weller, 2004). Such an economy offsets the 
production-costs of high quality, media-rich learn-
ing resources, by the number of times they can 
be reused; by different cohorts on the same course 
(vertical reuse), on different courses within the 
same institution (horizontal reuse) and between 
institutions, making the final cost per student a 
miniscule amount.

Although this model has resonance in many 
areas of higher and further education, it has par-
ticular potential in the area of interprofessional 
health and social care education given the large 
numbers of students involved. This is multiplied by 
the wide variety of health and social care courses 
offered by any one institution, the number of insti-
tutions offering such courses and the emphasis on 
continuing or life-long learning in this area. Taken 
together these factors mean that certain subject 
areas are revisited many times. For example, think 
for a moment how often hand-washing is taught 
within a given institution; between cohorts, on 
different courses and for different health and social 
care disciplines. When this is multiplied by the 
number of institutions teaching these courses in 

one form or another, the true potential for sharing 
becomes apparent.

Indeed, RLOs have been taken up extensively 
in health and social care education and have 
proved highly effective in meeting the educational 
challenges that these curricula face. For example, 
a series of chemistry RLOs were developed 
for an interprofessional nursing and midwifery 
programme to address the difficulties that these 
students experienced in this area. These proved to 
be highly popular and effective for these groups, 
both reducing anxiety and improving knowledge 
(Windle et al., 2007b). Moreover, these RLOs 
have also been widely reused by other health care 
professional students throughout the world. This 
suggests that that the RLO approach is effective 
at addressing similar areas of difficulty across the 
he care professions.

Despite examples like the one given above, 
and those that appear in a chapter by Wharrad and 
Windle in this volume, examples of widespread 
cross-institutional reuse are rare. Take the example 
of hand washing again. A quick internet search 
reveals the multitude of virtually identical learning 
objects produced by different organisations in this 
area. There does not appear to be an unwillingness 

Figure 1. Screenshots taken from examples of RLOs used for interprofessional learning
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to share resources on the part of those develop-
ing them (Currier & Campbell, 2002), but rather 
an unwillingness, or inability to reuse resources 
produced by others. This so-called “not invented 
here” syndrome is complex, but is partly related 
to a perceived lack of ownership of the resources 
by the potential reuser (Bond, Ingram & Ryan, 
2008). Therefore, there is a need to design RLOs 
to overcome this barrier in order to optimize their 
potential for reuse.

Although the drivers and barriers to sharing 
and reuse do not necessarily equate directly with 
those that influence interprofessional effective-
ness, there are obvious similarities. It could be 
argued that a resource that is optimized for reuse 
and which empowers the reuser will have many 
qualities that make it suitable for an interprofes-
sional audience. This chapter will explore aspects 
of the RLO philosophy that make it successful in 
modern health and social care education and the 
extent to which these support or hinder sharing 
in an interprofessional environment. In particular 
it will:

• Explore the definitions of RLOs;
• Discuss the community of practice ap-

proach that is so often at the heart of RLO 
development;

• Build a model of the pedagogical attributes 
that are encompassed by RLOs to inves-
tigate their relevance to interprofessional 
use and sharing.

BACKGROUND

Exploring the Definition of 
Reusable Learning Objects

The term reusable learning object is used widely 
and can mean very different things depending 
on the context of its use, or the user. Perhaps the 
most widely accepted definition of an RLO is 
that proposed by Wiley as “any digital resource 
that can be reused to support learning” (Wiley, 
2000). Although this is solid and objective, it is a 
very broad definition and can be applied to a wide 
array of resources that have traditionally be given 
the label “RLO.” Some examples of materials 
that have been included within the RLO umbrella 
are shown in Figure 2. The term can be seen to 
encompass everything from a couple of lines of 
text, to an entire multimedia module.

However, this broad interpretation of what 
constitutes an RLO is problematic for a number 
of reasons. Firstly, learning object repositories 
are often composed of a bewildering assortment 
of resources. This can hinder sharing and reuse 
as any potential user must navigate through an 
eclectic jumble of resources with variable peda-
gogical qualities and value. Not only does this 
make searching for the appropriate resource time 
consuming and difficult, but it may also undermine 
confidence in the quality of the resources being 
offered. Secondly, it is the materials at either end 
of the continuum (Figure 2) that are most open 

Figure 2. The reusable learning object continuum, demonstrating examples of the range of resources 
that have been defined under this umbrella term
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to criticism. At one extreme, materials are criti-
cized for being so small that they have little or no 
educational value as learning resources, being 
meaningless out of the context for which they 
were created. At the other extreme, materials are 
too large to be seriously reused in any other con-
text (Friesen, 2003; Polsani, 2003). Therefore, it 
may be argued that a more focused, less inclusive 
understanding of what constitutes an RLO is 
needed to provide confidence in their use and 
reuse. The very name reusable learning object 
itself provides a good starting point for this more 
focused understanding.

Reusable

Reusable implies that the content is appropriate 
for learners, outwith the immediate group that it 
was intended for. Thus the content being covered 
must have meaning and importance for different 
groups of learners. It also means that any con-
textual references included must not preclude its 
use by other groups. The reduction in contextual 
reference points can provide a tension between 
use and reuse (Freisen, 2003; Nurmi & Jaakkola, 
2005). Generally, materials designed for use with 
a particular group benefit from rich contextualiza-
tion in the form of familiar examples and so on. 
However, reuse is best served by context-neutral 
materials. This tension has obvious resonance for 
the potential use of resources in an interprofes-
sional sphere. Take an RLO on an aspect of phar-
macokinetics for example. It is clear that in order 
to explain this concept clearly, learning facilitators 
would prefer to use examples of drugs that are 
familiar to the learning group they are working 
with, but that these examples may be unfamiliar 
to practitioners in a different practice-discipline, 
who may wish to reuse the resource. However, 
with careful design it is possible to balance this 
issue (see Wharrad and Windle’s chapter in this 
volume) if consideration is given to the range of 
examples of drugs included and to their context 
of use. In some cases generic or hypothetical 

examples are used to illustrate the learning goal 
being addressed.

Reusability also requires that a resource is 
platform-independent. Resources requiring spe-
cialized software for delivery should be excluded, 
as should resources that are developed for, or 
locked away within, proprietary learning man-
agement systems or web environments. Formats 
such as HTML are most appropriate. Formats that 
have gained a high level of ubiquity in distribution 
such as Adobe Flash (player) are also appropriate. 
However, caution should be applied when down-
loadable drivers or driver-updates are required. 
Even if these are freely available, the presence 
of prohibitive security safeguards on networked 
computing environments is common in most 
health-care environments and may hinder reuse.

Resources should also be excluded if they are 
released with restrictive or prohibitive licensing 
agreements. Many suitable licensing models are 
available to support reuse, such as the Creative 
Commons Licensing model (Creative Commons, 
2009). This allows the owner of the material to 
distribute them freely for use and repurposing 
whilst retaining the copyright. The distributor of 
the RLO must have rights to use and distribute 
the media assets included within any resource, 
paying particular attention to materials where the 
copyright may be owned by a third party.

Case-studies, simulations and scenarios such as 
the RLO “Gateways to Health” (UCEL, 2009) are 
popular approaches to the development of RLOs 
for an interprofessional audience. Authenticity is 
an important aspect of interprofessional learning, 
but in order to allow resources to be reusable care-
ful attention must be paid to any potential issues 
of confidentiality for an individual or institution. 
Likewise, ethical and cultural issues must be re-
spected in the design of such resources,

Finally, for a resource to be considered reus-
able, it must be available for distribution in a form 
that is easy to locate and embed. Materials should 
be labeled with key terms that are searchable 
and meaningful to the different interprofessional 
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groups who may access it. Materials should also 
be offered in a format that is standards-compliant, 
such as an IMS content (IMS, 2005) or SCORM 
package (SCORM, 2004), so that it can be easily 
incorporated into learning systems.

Learning

For the term “learning” to be applied to a resource 
requires that it is more than merely a knowledge 
or content object, but rather that it has an inherent 
pedagogy (Boyle and Cook, 2003). The lack of 
attention to pedagogy in some resources, or the fact 
that they are instructivist rather than constructivist 
in nature, has invited further criticism of RLOs 
in general (Nurmi & Jaakkola, 2005), as has the 
fact that their design is sometimes driven more 
by technical considerations than real learners’ 
needs (Friesen, 2003). However, in recent years 
there have been attempts to address these con-
cerns with an increased emphasis on pedagogy. 
Therefore, it can be argued that for any resource 
to be considered an RLO it should have an inher-
ent pedagogy which engages the learner in an 
interactive learning experience. It might require 
them to develop, consider, manipulate, reflect 
upon, measure or analyse knowledge. Examples 
of this interactive approach can be seen in many 
of the RLOs in the collections outlined above. 
Another chapter in this volume by Wharrad and 
Windle outlines how this approach has been 
used in order to develop a family of objects that 
inform and challenge health care staff from a 
range of professions about improvement culture 
within their organizations. It should be noted that 
adherence to these guidelines may considerably 
limit the amount of resources falling within the 
RLO category, but will allow the user or learning 
facilitator to approach materials bearing the RLO 
title with far more confidence.

Confidence in the learning quality of a resource 
can also be fostered by more robust attention to 
quality control to ensure the validity of the content 
and the pedagogical approaches adopted. These 

quality control processes should be apparent and 
transparent. It is perhaps going too far to suggest 
that in order to be called an RLO a resource should 
have undergone such a procedure, but it does rep-
resent best practice. The current metadata schemes 
that have been designed for learning objects to not 
include provision for recording such processes, but 
this could easily be addressed. The issue of quality 
assurance is of particular relevance to resources 
used in relation to health and social care where 
the accuracy of the content within a resource may 
be of paramount importance. A quality assurance 
process also allows the materials to be reviewed 
by members of different professional groups, 
ensuring that that everyone can have confidence 
in its ability to support interprofessionality.

Object

The term “object” when applied to an RLO encom-
passes two important aspects of its construction. 
Firstly, it implies a level of portability and unity. 
For a resource to be called an RLO, it should be 
complete within itself and self-contained, adhering 
to the decoupling and cohesion model proposed 
by Boyle (2002). It should require no external 
dependencies or links to other materials in order 
to function as a learning resource. Secondly, the 
term implies something that is small in size, or 
granular in nature. Evaluation with health care stu-
dents has shown that small packages of e-learning 
are often their preferred format (Wharrad, Kent, 
Allcock & Wood, 2001).

However, granularity is very hard to define. 
What is small, what is granular? Lack of clarity 
or direction in relation to this parameter, perhaps 
more than any other, has led to the diversity of 
resources encompassed within Wiley’s definition 
(Wiley, 2000). So how should we begin to define 
a level of granularity that constitutes an RLO? It 
may be possible to determine this pedagogically. 
In general a learning object should only cover a 
single concept or learning goal.
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Alternatively, it may be possible to define a 
suitable level of granularity from a behavioral 
perspective, by suggesting that a single RLO 
should represent about 5-20 minutes worth of 
learning activity for the learner. However, this too 
is problematic for obvious reasons, as it supports 
an instructivist approach to learning as the time is 
defined by the RLO author rather than the learner. 
A pragmatic approach to this question based on 
the analogy of RLOs as “learning atoms” (Young 
& Morrison, 2002) may be helpful. In general an 
RLO should represent the highest level of granu-
larity, or smallest divisible unit of learning, that it 
is possible to achieve whilst retaining the purpose 
and holism of a single learning task.

It is recognized that a reductionist approach to 
e-learning has again been a major source of criti-
cism of RLOs, but it should be noted that despite 
their individuality, RLOs often work synergisti-
cally with one another, especially when combined 
and contextualized as part of a well planned learn-
ing facilitation. Modern tools are being developed 
that support this combining of resources, whilst 
allowing each individual resource to retain its 
independence (see below).

QUALITIES OF RLOs IN 
RELATION TO THEIR USE IN 
HEALTH CARE EDUCATION

Development Processes

To appreciate the full potential of RLOs for inter-
professional learning, it is important to take a step 
back from the resources themselves and consider 
their developmental framework. This discussion 
will draw upon experiences from the Centre for 
Excellence in Teaching and learning for Reusable 
Learning Objects (RLO-CETL, 2009), Centre, but 
has resonance with many contemporary RLO-
based development initiatives. The RLO-CETL 
was set up and funded by the Higher Education 
Funding Council for England in 2005 in an attempt 

to seed improvements in learning and teaching 
within higher education. The RLO-CETL is 
based at three institutions, London Metropolitan 
University, the University of Cambridge and the 
University of Nottingham. Its aim is to develop, 
research, implement and disseminate best practice 
is RLO development and design.

The detail of the development process that 
has been developed by the RLO-CETL has been 
published previously (Boyle et al., 2006). It 
begins with scoping workshops in which teams 
are brought together. These workshops have the 
functions of team building, exploring the nature 
and potential of RLOs and beginning to scope the 
outlines of the resource. At this point, the process 
remains technology-neutral and initial planning 
is done using large wipable storyboards. This is 
important as it prevents disenfranchisement of 
those who do not feel comfortable with technology 
and also prevents the constraint of creativity by 
the confines of the technology. Then the process 
of iterative development begins. Initially, the 
team work to develop a detailed storyboard, or 
specification. Before the specification enters the 
media development phase it undergoes a series of 
quality control audits or reviews. It is reviewed by 
an independent content specialist, representatives 
from the target learning group and also undergoes 
pedagogical and technical review if required. 
A series of tools have been constructed for this 
purpose. Only on successful completion of these 
reviews and necessary revisions do the materials 
enter the media development phase. Developers 
are free to use whatever software and media are 
appropriate and best meet the pedagogical needs 
outlined, so long as they remain within the guide-
lines outlined above.

Following completion of this phase, the review 
stage outlined above is repeated with a set of 
tools that focus on the media representations of 
the pedagogy. Finally, following further revision, 
the RLO is released. Generally it will be released 
for use with the target group of learners first. 
Extensive feedback and evaluation is collected 
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from this group in the initial phase of release. 
Details of the evaluation toolkit that has been 
created for this purpose, together with examples 
of evaluations of projects where RLOs have been 
used for interprofessional learning within Higher 
Education, Further Education and work-based 
learning are discussed in a chapter by Wharrad and 
Windle in this volume. Following evaluation and 
any necessary revision, the RLO will be released 
for open access as a content package labeled with 
metadata in the form of keywords, description and 
information regarding provenance, educational 
and technical format. Evaluation of the resource 
and is reuse continues through the inclusion of 
an online feedback form.

Traditionally many e-learning developments 
have been seen as “top-down” in nature with too 
great an emphasis on technical standards rather 
than pedagogy. This can lead to a mismatch be-
tween the developed resources and real learner-
requirements. Conversely, RLO development ini-
tiatives are often seen as “bottom-up” approaches 
that seek to empower key stakeholders to partici-
pate in and manage the e-learning development 
process (Cook, Holley, Smith, Haynes & Bradley, 
2006). The RLO-CETL, like many other projects, 
has a development framework based on Wenger’s 
community of practice model of organization 
(Wenger, 1998). The communities of practice 
fostered by the RLO-CETL consist primarily of 
lecturers and students from various disciplines 
who together develop small families of RLOs to 
address learning needs that they have identified. 
The communities are supported by instructional 
designers and multi-media developers. Whilst 
the model adopted does not represent a perfect 
adherence to the community of practice model, 
it does illustrate three elements that Wenger sug-
gests should be found in a functional community 
of practice.

Firstly, members of a community of practice 
should have a sense of connectedness, effective 
communication and belonging. Extensive research 
using network analysis has been conducted within 

the RLO-CETL’s communities of practice. This 
has demonstrated a high degree of connection 
between the members of the RLO-CETL’s com-
munities and also shown them to be dynamic 
and adaptive, mirroring the “life cycle” model 
of community outlined by Wenger (Morales & 
Carmichael, 2007).

Secondly, members should have an active 
and meaningful role. The actions they undertake 
should have purpose and value and be suited to 
the skills and needs of the individual providing 
them. It is certainly the case that tutors and learn-
ers are best placed to understand real learning 
needs and how these can be addressed within a 
given field. Other members of the team help in 
the formation of successful pedagogical strategies 
and delivery. This may include may include the 
translation of a pedagogical interaction from one 
format, for example a seminar, into a form that is 
appropriate for delivery within an RLO. During 
network analysis the different stakeholder groups 
within the RLO-CETL’s communities were able 
to articulate their roles and were able to see the 
value of their contribution to the finished product 
(Morales & Carmichael, 2006).

The third characteristic of a community of 
practice is that members are empowered. Very 
often tutors feel that their role in e-learning de-
velopment to is to hand over their content at the 
technologist’s door and leave. However, the com-
munity of practice model adopted here, together 
with the iterative development process that will 
be outlined shortly, aims to empower tutors and 
students to participate and influence all aspects 
of the development process. This is important 
as tutors and students not only understand the 
content that needs to be delivered, but will also 
have a clear idea of the types of pedagogical ap-
proaches that will, or will not work, in addressing 
these. Network analysis within the RLO-CETL 
demonstrates empowerment at all levels within 
these communities of practice. For example, this 
quote taken from a recent study shows the sense 
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of empowerment that student members of the 
RLO-CETL have articulated:

Student (2007) “Being part of something that is 
designed to help us. The RLO-CETL really wants 
us to contribute rather than just saying ‘yes, we 
have students’. But we are actually taking part 
and getting involved.” (Windle et al., 2008).

This empowerment has many ramifications. 
Many tutors and students are encouraged to 
develop further resources or to experiment with 
other areas of technology enhanced learning. 
Perhaps the greatest benefit from this empower-
ment, however, is the sense of ownership of the 
RLOs that it engenders (Windle et al., 2007b). 
This sense of ownership means that tutors and 
students are more likely to use the resources, un-
dertake research and evaluation around their use, 
and also, crucially, be more willing to share the 
resource and actively recommend them to others, 
thus providing a springboard for reuse. The role 
that students have developed as advocates for 
the resources through social networking sites is 
one of the surprising, unintended consequences 
of the RLO-CETL project. For example, another 
student from the recent study states:

Student (2007) “I would like to help students 
reusing the RLOs and developing them for their 
own courses - that will be fantastic!” (Windle et 
al, 2008).

It has been suggested that communities of 
practice such as those envisaged by Wenger can-
not be created; they either exist or they do not 
(Wenger, 1998). However, our experience is that 
communities of practice can be facilitated by 
providing resources, time, spaces, reward and 
recognition for individuals and groups (Morales, 
Carmichael, Leeder, Wharrad & Windle, 2007).

Benefits of Community of 
Practice Approach

Although this approach to e-learning development 
can be time consuming, there are a number of clear 
benefits, especially for the development of mate-
rials for interprofessional health and social care 
education. Firstly, placing those on the “pedagogi-
cal front-line”, namely tutors and students, at the 
centre of the development process should ensure 
that the resources produced are highly aligned to 
real-world learning needs. Data from projects, such 
as those outlined in this book, suggest that these 
RLOs have a high degree of alignment with the 
needs of the learners. Learners consistently rated 
them very highly in terms of the appropriateness of 
level, content and pedagogical approaches taken. 
Consistently they rate questions such as “this RLO 
supported my learning”, “was pitched at the right 
level for me”, “introduced new concepts clearly” 
or “was appropriate for m course” with approval 
ratings of over 90%. Moreover, these ratings are 
seen consistently across a wide range of subject 
areas, despite differences in the design of the 
RLOs, suggesting that tutors and students are 
indeed developing materials to meet the specific 
requirements of their own learner groups (Windle 
et al., 2007).

Secondly, RLOs developed by a community 
of practice approach have proved to be a highly 
effective way of unlocking content and encourag-
ing many into the e-learning development process 
for the first time. There are a number of reasons 
for this. The sense of empowerment, control and 
ownership undoubtedly play a large part, but it is 
also the granular nature of the resources themselves 
that helps. It is far easier to commit to developing 
content for a ten-minute learning package, perhaps 
involving a few days work, than a more traditional 
e-learning resource taking several months.

The effectiveness of the RLO development 
process in enabling many into the e-learning 
process can be clearly seen by the exponential 
growth in RLO development within the School 
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of Nursing at the University of Nottingham from 
2001-2009 (see Figure 3). The diagram shows an 
exponential increase in the number of RLOs be-
ing developed over this time and the number of 
tutors becoming involved in the process, from a 
handful of enthusiasts in the early days, to a much 
broader spread including many who would not 
consider themselves comfortable with technol-
ogy. It is estimated that over 40% of school staff 
have been involved in RLO development by 2009. 
Similarly, the subject areas being covered by RLOs 
has widened over this time (see Figure 3). To 
start with the subjects that had been traditionally 
receptive to e-learning, such as biological sciences 
and pharmacology were quick to experiment with 
this new approach, but over time RLO develop-
ment has spread into areas of the curriculum that 
were seen as less conducive to e-learning, such 
as learning disabilities, mental health and social 
sciences. This has particular relevance to the broad 
curricula that make up many health and social 
care education programmes.

By encouraging an increased involvement of 
staff in e-learning development, the RLO initiative 
has been seen as a model for institutional change 
across the RLO-CETL (Cook et al., 2007). The 
model suggests that there are tipping points beyond 
which the initiative’s further rate of adoption 
becomes self-sustaining. These tipping points can 
be seen in the development of a critical mass of 

RLOs for delivery in programmes and also in the 
number of individuals becoming involved in the 
RLO development process. Thus, as a model of 
institutional change, the RLO development pro-
cess may have much to offer the growth of inter-
professional learning initiatives within the UK 
and elsewhere.

Perhaps the biggest advantage of the com-
munity of practice RLO development model for 
interprofessional learning is the inclusive nature 
of the approach. The multidisciplinary community 
allows different individuals from different fields 
or areas of expertise to contribute equally to the 
development process. These individuals work to-
gether to develop a learning resource that reflects 
the experience and knowledge of each. In doing 
so each discipline represented can gain a sense of 
ownership. Moreover, other stakeholder groups 
can also contribute their knowledge and experi-
ence to the learning resource. The involvement of 
students has already been noted. Indeed, in some 
project areas, the vocational experience of students 
working with individuals with a learning disability, 
for example, has formed the very core of resources 
aimed at supporting an interprofessional approach 
to working with this client group and has tackled 
issues such as communication and person-centered 
planning (Windle et al., 2008). This methodology 
has also allowed us to engage with practitioners, 
practice-managers, service users and carers in the 

Figure 3. The growth of RLOs within the University of Nottingham School of Nursing, showing the 
exponential increase in the number of RLOs and number of RLO authors.
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development process. Obviously this is of crucial 
importance in modern health care education and 
provides a greater range of learning resources for 
the students.

Pedagogical Attributes 
of Learning Objects

When considering best practice for the design of 
RLOs for interprofessional learning, it is helpful 
to look at the pedagogical attributes that RLOs 
display. The facts that the community of practice 
approach necessitates a move away from high 
levels of standardization means that designs 
often reflects the pedagogical preferences of the 
content authors. This has led to a rich diversity 
of RLOs designs. Therefore, analysis of existing 
RLO collections enables us to investigate how 
different aspects of pedagogy influence factors 
such as reuse and interprofessionality. However, 
learning designs within RLOs are rarely explicit. 
Earlier attempts to classify RLOs tended to focus 
on their technical attributes or formats, such as 
the eCornell “Periodic Table of Online Learning 
Elements” (eCornell, 2003), or take a far broader 

view of what constitutes an RLO as discussed 
previously (Wiley 2001).

However, as part of an analysis of the ways 
in which pedagogy affects reusability of RLOs, 
we have constructed and validated a tool that 
reviews the pedagogical attributes of RLOs. The 
tools, known as the learning object attribute metric 
(LOAM) tool (LOAM, 2007), consist of twelve 
pedagogical attributes. An example of an RLO 
scored using the tool is shown in Figure 4. The 
attributes themselves are derived from the IMS 
learning design framework (Windle, Wharrad, 
Leeder & Morales, 2007). IMS Learning Design 
provides a framework for codifying any instance 
of learning, from a whole module, to a single 
learning activity and has been widely adopted by 
projects that seek to capture learning design, such 
as the Learning Activity Management System 
(LAMS 2002).

At its principle level IMS learning design 
defines a learning instantiation under three major 
headings: the environment in which the learning 
takes place, the roles played by those involved in 
the learning process and the activities undertaken 
(IMS, 2005). Although the twelve attributes of 

Figure 4. An example of the pedagogical footprint generated by the LOAM tool for the RLO “Levels of 
Measurement” that has been widely used in interprofessional learning.
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the LOAM tool were identified with the explicit 
intention to measure their effect on reuse, many 
of the drivers and barriers to reusability may 
equally apply to their interprofessional use. There-
fore these attributes will be discussed in relation 
to the design or selecting of RLOs for use in health 
care in interprofessional learning.

The attribute called “objective” describes the 
scope and focus of the learning objective addressed 
by the RLO and the extent to which it is explicit 
to the learner. The objective can range from small 
and highly focused to a broader, more diffuse goal. 
In general, for reuse, a highly focused goal is more 
appropriate. This tends to make the RLO more 
portable and clearer from the user’s perspective. 
Broader objectives tend to lose definition and 
to be more poorly aligned with the content of 
the RLO. The same guidelines may apply to the 
use of resources for interprofessional learning. 
Here especially, a tight focus is required so that 
the learning goal can be interpreted by learners 
coming to the RLO from different backgrounds 
and cultures. There is a recognized tension in that 
different professional groups may wish to append 
different learning outcomes to the same resource 
to meet the needs of their learners, but the ability 
of a group to coalesce around a single, jointly 
agreed objective may well be an important first 
step in designing truly interprofessional materials.

The attribute called “context” describes the 
degree to which the materials are contexualised 
for a particular group of learners. This attribute 
represents a major source of conflict between use 
and reuse, as outlined above, but in general, reuse 
is best served by materials that are as context 
neutral as possible. The same may well apply 
to interprofessional learning. Here the degree 
of contexualisation must be minimized below 
the level at which it would bias or alienate one 
professional group or another through the use 
of cultural references, language or terminology. 
The example of pharmacology has already been 
discussed, but another example involves RLOs 
that have been developed in the area of patient 

safety and communication for use with all health 
practitioners. Here, it was important to include 
examples from a range of professions and ensure 
that no professional group was used as an example 
of poor communication.

“Media richness” describes the standard and 
variety of media elements used within an RLO. 
In general, learners respond well to a resource 
that contains a rich mix of media elements, with 
visual and audio components known to support the 
learning process for health care students (Lymn, 
Bath-Hextall & Wharrad, 2008). A high standard 
of media elements also gives the resource a level 
of professionalism and credibility that impacts on 
learning. However, care must be taken to ensure 
that complex media elements do not detract from 
learning by over burdening it with an unneces-
sary cognitive load or become too complex to 
reduce reusability. The production of an authentic 
environment through the judicial use of media 
elements is likely to support interprofessional 
learning. RLOs that take the learner on a journey 
through simulated living or care environments 
have proved particularly useful for exploring is-
sues such as safety, and person-centered planning 
with an interprofessional audience.

The attribute “integration” describes the ap-
propriateness with which different media elements 
have been have employed to address specific 
pedagogical issues and the extent to which they 
have been combined so that the whole is greater 
than the sum of the parts. The careful selection 
of media elements is of particular importance in 
health and social care. Photographs and videos may 
be appropriate to illustrate certain techniques, or 
conditions, whereas in other situations the flex-
ibility or “distance” afforded by animations may be 
more useful. Interprofessionality must recognize 
that social constructs within media representation 
may have different meanings for different groups. 
A cartoon that one professional group might find 
amusing may be seen as offensive or a barrier to 
learning in another.
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“Interactivity” describes the extent to which 
the learner can engage with the RLO. In order to 
have an active and engaging learning experience, 
the learner should be able to engage interactively 
with the learning object. Linear (or didactic) con-
structions limit interactivity but may be necessary 
for effective communication of knowledge. In 
general, simple but engaging interactions spaced 
throughout the resource are most appropriate. 
Where interactivity is included it should be de-
signed to engage all professional groups, or to 
allow different professional groups to step into 
the shoes of another. RLOs such as Gateways to 
Health (UCEL, 2009) and Responses to Sexuality 
in People with a Learning Disability (University 
of Nottingham, 2009) are good examples of this 
approach.

“Navigation” describes the extent to which 
navigation forms an integral aspect of the learn-
ing design. Linear or directed navigation can be 
repetitive and tedious, but more open, non-linear 
constructs with multiple pathways can be con-
fusing and disorienting. The related attribute of 
“self-direction” describes the extent to which the 
learner has choice in how they work through the 
resource and its activities, and whether they can 
choose to undertake particular sections. Branch-
ing navigation and a high level of self-direction 
is often selected as an option when materials are 
developed for diverse groups of learners, such 
as those within an interprofessional setting, but 
their use should be carefully considered, as they 
can have the effect of hiding information from 
the learner and may actually act to reinforce 
interprofessional boundaries.

The attribute “assessment” defines the level 
of self-assessment available to the learner, whilst 
the related attribute “alignment” describes the 
extent to which the assessment elements measure 
attainment of the learning objective. In general 
self-assessment is a good aspect of a learning 
design within an RLO, but this must be gauged. 
Self-assessment elements have been shown to 
engender a sense of ownership of the learning 

process in health care students, especially when 
grappling with complex multifaceted curricula 
(Childs, Blenkinsopp, Hall, & Walton, 2005). 
However, self-assessment may not always be ap-
propriate, if an RLO is used to explore an ethical 
dilemma or to challenge perceptions for example. 
An example of such an RLO is a resource entitled 
“Should Sarah Smack her Child”. This interactive 
tool is aimed at interprofessional groups studying 
early years education courses. It invites the learner 
to listen to a range of stakeholders as they give 
Sarah their own advice and to contribute to the 
debate (University of Nottingham, 2009).

The attribute “pre-requisite” is another at-
tribute that has a major impact on reuse and is 
similarly relevant to interprofessional learning. 
It defines the level of knowledge required by the 
learner prior to undertaking the RLO. Obviously 
the pre-requisite level of knowledge in a particular 
subject area will vary between the different pro-
fessional groups and the learning facilitator must 
be mindful of this in preparation. Tools such as 
glossaries may also help to bridge gaps between 
different professional audiences.

The last two attributes are “support” and 
“feedback.” Support describes the amount of help 
and support provided to the learner by the content 
author within the RLO, including help menus, glos-
saries navigational support, on screen advice etc, 
whilst the attribute “feedback” describes the level 
of information provided to the learner in response 
to the learning tasks and assessments undertaken. 
Generally, the provision of support and feedback 
is quite low within RLOs despite the fact that a 
higher level of support is likely to support reuse 
and in the context of interprofessional learning; 
customizable help and support may be appropri-
ate to meet the needs of the different learning 
groups involved.

Attributes described here were designed to 
review the reusability of learning objects. Other 
attributes may need to be considered when design-
ing or choosing materials for interprofessional 
learning. Indeed, colleagues from the Centre 
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for Interprofessional e-learning (CIPeL) CETL 
are currently developing a series of attributes to 
meet this need. The attributes identified include 
authenticity, multiprofessionalism, problem solv-
ing, valuing-others and person-centeredness.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

It can be seen from the brief discussion here, that 
many challenges still exist in the construction of 
RLOs for reuse and interprofessionality, including 
the ability to produce granular, context-neutral 
materials, but at the same time provide integrated, 
contextualized materials. A number of tools are 
being developed that address these conflicts. As 
well as commercial tools, some, such as the Um-
brella Learning Object (ULO) creation tools are 
being developed as open source, or open- license 
software that will be freely available to learning 
facilitators and tutors (Taylor, Windle & Wharrad, 
2008). This allows individual RLOs to be integrated 
to form a broader learning resource and also allows 
the addition of contextual elements to personalize 
resources for particular groups of learners. Other 
tools are being developed that allow the adaptation 
of core RLOs. These so called generative learning 
object (GLO) templates allow the modification of 
content to meet the needs of specific learning groups 
(Boyle, 2006). Finally there is a growing array of 
rapid e-learning development tools that allow the 
almost immediate creation of learning objects from 
existing resource. These include Powerpoint-flash 
conversion tools and XML driven templating en-
vironments such as XERTE (Taylor et al, 2007).

Therefore, there are a number of options 
available to the tutor to customize materials for 
interprofessional use. However, whichever of these 
tools is chosen, it is essential that the pedagogical 
imperatives outlined above are addressed if the 
materials created are to be effective in supporting 
learning and reuse. The future is also likely to see 
a divergence between RLOs with Web 2.0 enabled 
functionality which will increase the collaborative 

nature of learning with RLOs; this will surely benefit 
the interprofessional audience and will require an 
extension of the current pedagogical approaches 
displayed by RLOs.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, RLOs represent an e-learning 
format with a great potential for use within 
the interprofessional setting. A community of 
practice model provides an approach that has 
the potential to harness and empower a range 
of stakeholders in the creation of learning re-
sources. It also has the potential to develop the 
collaborative sense of ownership of resources, 
which is central to sharing and reuse. Reusable 
learning objects themselves, by the very fact 
that they are designed for reuse also exhibit 
many characteristics that suit them for use in 
an interprofessional setting. However, it is the 
role of the learning facilitator to contextualize 
these resources and provide the higher levels of 
learning designs that is required in the complex 
environment of interprofessional pedagogy.
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Chapter  3.9

ABSTRACT

This chapter presents a case-study of a large-scale 
programme of interprofessional health education 
delivered through a virtual learning environment 
(VLE) and reusable interprofessional learning ob-
jects. The project commenced in 2005/2006, and 
brought together 1,800 students from 14 different 
health and social care disciplines in an InterPro-
fessional Learning Pathway (IPLP). Interprofes-
sional e-learning pedagogy and resources were 
developed to permit asynchronous interactions 
between large numbers of students from different 
disciplines, operating in virtual learning sets based 
around a series of patient scenarios which had 

been developed with service-user involvement. 
After the IPLP had run for the first three years, the 
experience of two of the 14 participating profes-
sional groups, dietetics students and physiotherapy 
students, was explored in 2008 through the use 
of focus groups and questionnaires. Both student 
groups felt the IPLP learning experience had a 
positive impact on their awareness of other roles 
and interprofessional issues, and offered greater 
insight into the total clinical pathway of individual 
patients. Overall, Physiotherapy students found 
engagement in the IPLP a more useful learning 
experience than Dietetics students. A range of 
logistical issues, both positive and negative, were 
identified by both student groups in terms of the 
practical processes associated with the complex 
operation of the IPLP.
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INTRODUCTION

Interprofessional learning is a process through 
which students and practitioners have structured 
learning opportunities for shared learning, to en-
able them to acquire knowledge, skills and pro-
fessional attitudes that they would not be able to 
acquire any other way (Funnell, 1995). However, 
there is evidence that indicates that whilst such 
interprofessional education provides a valuable 
learning experience for students (Barr, Koppel, 
Reeves, Hammick & Freeth, 2005), there are 
substantial logistical problems associated with 
the processes of seeking to bring large numbers 
of students from different professional courses 
together in a common learning environment 
(Thistlethwaite & Nisbet, 2007).

In order to seek to overcome these difficulties, 
in 2005 a novel programme of interprofessional 
education (IPE), delivered primarily through e-
learning, was introduced in the Faculty of Health 
and Life Sciences, Coventry University. This was 
called the Interprofessional Learning Pathway 
(IPLP) and involved the engagement of 1,800 
students from 14 different health and social care 
professions. The first students undertaking the 
whole three year IPLP completed their studies in 
2008. The innovative nature of this programme 
demanded the development of several new e-
pedagogies and e-resources; thus the experience 
was a novel one for learners and teachers alike 
(Clouder 2008).

Within this chapter, the impact of this edu-
cational intervention is explored with two of 
the fourteen participating student groups; BSc 
Physiotherapy and BSc Dietetics. The rationale 
for focusing in on specific groups was to consider 
how to improve their students’ experience of the 
programme. This exploration considers both the 
learning that occurred and the practical issues, 
both positive and negative, that were associated 
with the new mode of delivery. There were several 
important differences between the physiotherapy 
and dietetics professional groups; these differences 

had an impact on how the IPLP learning experi-
ence was perceived by the two student groups.

BACKGROUND

A healthcare professional from a single discipline 
would find it difficult to provide inclusive care 
that addresses all issues required to improve a 
patient’s health. An interprofessional approach 
to treatment enables individuals from various 
disciplines to share their unique perspectives by 
integrating information and working as a team to 
enhance a patient’s health status (Parsell & Bligh, 
1998). Interprofessional learning aims to facilitate 
the communication and collaboration between 
healthcare professionals, which is required to 
address each aspect of a patient’s rehabilitation 
(Lumague, Morgan, Mak, Hanna, Kwong, Cam-
eron, Zener & Sinclair, 2006) by creating a holistic 
healthcare package through empowering a group 
of professionals to cope with issues that surpass 
the scope of any one profession (Barr, 2002).

Interprofessional learning was initially de-
veloped for improving the quality of patient care 
and safety. The importance of developing good 
interprofessional working relations has been 
highlighted as a consequence of incidents of 
patients put at risk or who came to harm (WHO, 
1988). In the UK for example, the public inquiry 
into cardiac surgery at Bristol Royal Infirmary 
(Department of Health, 2001b) and the death of 
Victoria Climbié (Department of Health, 2003) 
both identified the need for radical reform of the 
education and training of professionals and the 
need to promote patient-focused collaborative 
working (Humphris & Hean, 2004). An integral 
part of the UK Department of Health’s NHS Plan 
(DoH, 2000) and policy (DoH, 2001a, 2002, 2004; 
2006, 2007, 2008; RCP, 2008) has been to improve 
interprofessional practice and enhance the quality 
of patient care and safety. Central to the policy 
is that pre-qualifying students ‘learn with, from, 
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and about one another to facilitate collaborative 
practice’ (Barr, 2000, p. 3).

Hugh Barr suggests that interprofessional edu-
cation was conceived to overcome ignorance and 
prejudice between health and social care profes-
sions. By understanding one another’s craft, they 
would value what others brought to collaborative 
practice whilst setting aside negative stereotypes 
(Barr, 2002). Thus, collaborative competencies 
are strengthened to effect change or improvement 
in practice, thus the quality of patient care (Barr, 
1998). In addition, interprofessional learning may 
enhance personal and professional confidence, 
promote mutual understanding between profes-
sions, and facilitate professional communication 
(Barr, 2000). Furthermore, interprofessional 
learning aims “to produce interdependent practi-
tioners....able to know how and when to involve 
colleagues of other professions to achieve more 
concrete solutions” (Ohio State University, 1999, 
p. 2).

Systematic reviews of evaluations of in-
terprofessional education (Barr, 2000; Freeth, 
Hammick, Koppel, Reeves, & Barr, 2002; Barr 
et al., 2005) find evidence suggesting that it can 
produce positive results. An evaluation of inter-
professional education for nursing, occupational 
therapy, physiotherapy and social work students 
found that they enjoyed the experience and they 
had learnt about one another’s professional roles 
(Banks & Janke, 1998). Research with team mem-
bers based in general practice, showed that the 
team improved their collaborative working (Bond, 
1997; Kristjanson, Dudgeon, Nelson, Henteleff & 
Balneaves, 1997). Falconer and colleagues (1993) 
report improved patient satisfaction and reduced 
length of patient stay in an interprofessional educa-
tion evaluation. In addition, DePoy and colleagues 
(1997) reported improved attitudes towards other 
professional groups. However, Parsell and Bligh 
(1998) suggest it is not yet established whether 
learning together during basic training results in 
better ‘working together’ in practice.

Contextualisating the (IPLP) 
Within Existing Provision

A series of previous cross-disciplinary initiatives 
at Faculty level meant that there was already a 
significant amount of ‘shared teaching and learn-
ing’ within the professional health and social care 
courses. This included the following two activities:

• Shared common core modules, in sub-
ject areas such as inequalities in health, 
research, evidence-based practice and 
management.

• Emphasis on interprofessional working on 
existing clinical placements, also reflected 
in the placement assessment requirements.

Although this represented a strategic move 
away from uniprofessional health care educa-
tion, and to a large extent fulfilled Funnell’s 
(1995) definition of interprofessional learning in 
providing ‘structured learning opportunities for 
shared learning’, the existing provision did not 
fulfil Barr’s (2000) definition of enabling pre 
qualifying students to learn ‘with, from and about 
one another to facilitate collaborative practice’.

The new (IPLP) was designed to address this 
perceived deficiency, and was to be delivered in 
addition to existing core shared modules (in health 
inequalities, research, evidence-based practice and 
management), and to existing enhanced interpro-
fessional learning opportunities for students on 
clinical placements, (for instance on a stroke unit, 
paediatric placements, or specialised rehabilitation 
wards). These four key elements are represented 
schematically for the BSc Physiotherapy course 
in Figure 1.

The IPLP was launched at the beginning of 
year one, as part of the large ‘Welfare, Health and 
Inequalities’ module. Pathway elements were also 
linked to specific modules in years one, two and 
three of the course. Performance within the IPLP 
was formally assessed, and students could not 
progress from one year to another, or graduate 
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from individual programmes of study unless this 
element was passed.

The project commenced in the academic year 
2005/2006, bringing together 1,800 students from 
14 different disciplines in health and social care, 
utilising a Virtual learning Environment (VLE), 
initially WebCT, more recently Moodle. The fol-
lowing professional groups participated:

• Adult Nursing
• Child Nursing
• Clinical Psychology
• Dietetics
• Learning Disability Nursing
• Medicine
• Mental Health Nursing
• Midwifery
• Occupational Therapy
• Operating Department Practice
• Paramedicine
• Physiotherapy
• Social work
• Youth work

Before the IPLP was run for the first time, it 
was formalised through a large, multi-professional 
review, as the new learning pathway was part of 
the approved core programme for all recognised 
health and social care courses involved. New 

learning materials were designed, with associated 
novel assessment techniques. A specific, credited, 
training programme ‘E-Spire’, was developed 
totrain lecturers involved in delivering and as-
sessing this new element. Development of these 
materials was co-ordinated and led through The 
Centre for Interprofessional e-learning (CIPeL), 
a collaborative Centre for Excellence in Teaching 
and Learning (CETL) between Coventry and Shef-
field Hallam Universities in the United Kingdom, 
funded by The Higher Education Funding Council 
for England (HEFCE). A further collaboration 
involved the participation of medical students 
from nearby Warwick University Medical School.

Student learning was focused primarily on 
a series of ‘patient-journeys’: detailed accounts 
released in sequence to students over a series of 
weeks, as the individual patient and their family 
proceed along a typical clinical pathway, expe-
riencing interventions from several healthcare 
professionals. Created utilising material based on 
‘real stories’, the journeys involved substantial 
service-user engagement in their development. 
Students worked in action-learning sets of ap-
proximately 20 participants, drawn from a range 
of professional backgrounds which were facili-
tated by an E-spire trained lecturer. The intended 
learning outcomes were assessed using a range 
of activities, including a requirement to engage 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the place of the IPLP in the BSc Physiotherapy course
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in making appropriate postings, and involvement 
in group discussions responding to the release of 
online posting of information.

Evaluating the Impact of the IPLP

In 2008, after the IPLP had run for the first three 
years, the experience of two of the 14 participating 
professional groups, dietetics students and phys-
iotherapy students was explored. Two ‘matched’ 
research projects were commissioned by CIPeL to 
evaluate the impact of the IPLP on those students. 
Both projects involved collecting data through 
identical questionnaires and focus groups ques-
tions to permit a broad comparison of findings.

The two student groups differed in two ways. 
Firstly, physiotherapy was the larger group, the 
intake being 162 students in September 2005, 
compared with the dietetics intake of 45. Secondly, 
both professions operate differently on a daily 
basis, physiotherapists interacting in a wide range 
of different clinical situations with large numbers 
of different professional groups at many points 
along a given clinical pathway, a work pattern 
shared with other similarly large groups such as 
nursing, medicine and occupational therapy. In 
contrast, it might be argued that dieticians engage 
in less varied clinical interactions, often along a 
specific patient pathway which is typically very 

specialised, presenting fewer opportunities for 
multi-professional contact. This specialist mode 
of operation is typical of other professional 
groups, including speech and language therapists, 
midwives, paramedics, operating department 
practitioners and clinical psychologists.

The overall aim was to develop a clear picture 
of students’ perceptions and experiences of par-
ticipating in the IPLP, and more fundamentally, 
to consider the impact of participation on their 
learning, and their mode of working on the clini-
cal placements that are integral to all health-care 
professional courses. Each project had comple-
mentary quantitative and qualitative elements that 
essentially covered the same areas of exploration. 
Data were collected using both focus groups, and 
a survey for each professional group. An open 
request for focus group participants was put to 
each cohort respectively. Eight physiotherapy 
students and six dietetics students responded and 
participated in two separate focus groups, one for 
each discipline. The discussion points listed in 
Table 1, were considered within the focus groups.

The questions were designed to thoroughly 
probe the students’ experience, and ascertain the 
perceived value of the IPLP as part of their 
larger programme. The impact of participation in 
the IPLP on later operation in the clinical place-
ment element of the courses was explored par-

Table 1. Focus group discussion points 

Focus: An exploration of the experience of participating in the inter-professional learning pathway as part of the BSc Dietetics/BSc Phys-
iotherapy programme

1.  What is your key impression of the IPLP?
2.  Did you find the on-line approach to IPLP effective (especially in year one)?
3.  What do you think has been the main impact of participating in the IPLP as part of your course?
4.  Did participating in the IPLP in the university make any difference to the way in which you worked on your clinical placements?
5.  Could you comment on the way in which participating in the IPLP impacted upon the way that you see your won professional role,
     and the roles of other members of the health and social care team? 
6.  What has been your experience of inter-professional learning I the clinical environment? 
7.  What factors have supported your inter-professional learning experience?
8.  What factors have hindered your inter-professional learning experience?
9.  How do you feel that participating in both the university and the clinically based components of inter-professional education will 
     impact upon your practice as a dietitian/physiotherapist when qualified? 
10.  How might the IPLP learning experience be improved?
11.  On reflection, what is the single best and worst feature of the IPLP on you BSc Dietetics/BSc Physiotherapy course?
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ticularly carefully, in order to address the observa-
tion of Parsell and Bligh (1998); that it was not 
yet established whether learning together during 
basic training results in better working together 
in practice.

The survey was administered conducted 
with the two cohorts at the end of a lead lecture. 
Questionnaires were completed by 97 out of 162 
physiotherapy students and 22 out of 24 dietet-
ics students. The questionnaire was designed to 
collect information on the following key areas:

• Satisfaction level of IPL modules (content, 
access, assessment, timing).

• Overall IPL experience within the 
University (enjoyment).

• The advantages and disadvantages of IPL 
learning modules, using open-ended ques-
tions (supported, hindered, suggestions for 
improvement).

• The importance, relevance and signifi-
cance of IPL in the University and on clini-
cal placement.

• The impact of IPL in terms of under-
standing, support and awareness of other 
professions.

• Demographic information of students: 
gender and age group.

There were a total of 20 rated items on the sur-
vey tool, and 5 sections for recording responses to 
open questions, which were subject to qualitative 
analysis. A substantial amount of information was 
collected from the survey (both quantitative and 
qualitative data) and the focus groups. The key 
messages and themes which emerge from the data 
overall are presented under the following headings:

• Impact of participation in the IPLP on 
learning.

• Practical issues related to the operation of 
the IPLP delivered through e-learning.

• A comparison of methodologies, and a 
comparison of groups.

Impact of Participation in 
the IPLP on Learning

Students from both professions identified a range 
of benefits of participating in the programme 
which included:

• A better understanding of other professions 
and what they do.

• An appreciation of the value of 
team-working.

• Insight into the existence of a ‘bigger pic-
ture’, and the importance of thinking about 
it.

• Better insight into the way professionals 
need to work together in a given patient 
pathway.

• Insight into roles of others facilitating ap-
propriate referrals.

• Pride in own profession, feeling valued.
• Confidence to initiate interprofessional in-

teractions on later clinical placements.
• Increased learning about clinical condi-

tions from the perspective of other health-
care professionals.

• Better preparation to actively engage with 
other professions in practice, and work 
supportively together.

• Ability to explore issues related to roles in 
a ‘safe’, non-clinical environment.

• Learnt to value the roles of others.

Overall, students describe a powerful learning 
experience that fulfils the definitions of both Barr 
(2002) and Funnell (1995). In addition, the stories 
told by students provide evidence that the experi-
ence of participating in the IPLP had a significant 
positive impact on interprofessional working in 
practice; an issue previously identified as unclear 
(Parsell & Bligh, 1998).

The learning outcomes in the IPLP required 
active participation of a wide range of health 
and social care professions, utilising e-learning 
resources that were strongly patient focussed, and 
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were delivered in a phased manner, permitting 
the patient story to gradually unfold over time. 
Students claimed a greater understanding and 
knowledge of other professions and groups. At the 
same time, and somewhat paradoxically, their own 
professional identities were strengthened, through 
a dual process of engagement in interprofessional 
teamwork and promotion of their own profession, 
consistent with earlier findings (O’Neill, Wyness, 
McKinnon & Granger, 2000). For instance:

“[The IPLP has] given us a better understanding 
of other professionals…. It has also given us a 
chance to promote what we do...You come to ap-
preciate why other professions do what they do.”

Poor perceptions of other professional groups 
are frequently linked to low levels of contact be-
tween these individual professional groups (Ken-
nard, 2002). Communication between groups is 
an essential pre-requisite to foster understanding 
and appreciation of the roles of others. Freeth et 
al. (1998) described how participation in interpro-
fessional education could reduce communication 
breakdown, increase morale and efficiency and 
avoid ‘unhelpful protectionism’. Students de-
scribed how participation in the IPLP promoted 
team working, removed barriers and reduced inter-
professional rivalry, through improved perceptions 
of other professions roles and skills:

“IPLP breaks down some barriers...It promotes 
team working...I was a bit more receptive to the 
occupational therapists ideas and to what the 
nurses had to say, as opposed to isolating myself.”

Interprofessional learning may engender re-
spect and understanding of other associated profes-
sions (McCroskey & Robertson, 1999). Students 
believed their professional practice would benefit 
from greater respect and appreciation for others. 
When on clinical placements, students described 
how senior clinicians, in both their own and other 

fields, appreciated their interprofessional learning 
experience:

“I think you’ll have more appreciation and respect 
of somebody else and you have more respect for 
other professions.”

“People who’ve been qualified for a while, they’re 
really quite keen on the fact that we have done this.”

Engagement in the IPLP meant that students 
gained insight into the bigger clinical picture, 
and hence into their role within the total patient 
scenario. This improved understanding of the 
roles of other professions and facilitated more 
effective patient referral.

“We’d say, ‘this is what we would do’ and wait 
for our part to come about... In that way you can 
see where your role fits in.”

“It helps you in referring a patient onto an ap-
propriate person realising when you’re not the 
right person for the job...”

Parsell and Bligh (1998) suggest that in order 
for interprofessional learning to be effective, 
professionals in training must feel themselves 
to be of equal standing with other professional 
groups and Barr (2000) argues that effective 
interprofessional learning may enhance personal 
and professional confidence. In fact, students felt 
that participation in the IPLP helped them to feel 
more confident in talking to other professionals, 
and that it facilitated communication and hence 
improved working relationships:

“it made me feel more confident with talking to 
other professionals because I knew what they 
were able to do.”

Participation in the IPLP elevated students’ 
self-esteem. Having the confidence to say, ‘this 
is what I would do’ helped them to ‘feel like the 
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expert, valued, and proud’ and gave them an au-
thority they might not have otherwise experienced:

“Well I felt like the expert in the group... I valued 
my own profession more, thinking ‘now I know 
what I’m talking about and I’m about to give you 
advice on what we do.”

Students gained the confidence to initiate in-
terprofessional interactions and asked to shadow 
professionals in areas of specific interest, thus 
directing their own learning path:

“Rather than me being invited I just asked and 
said ‘can I shadow you’. I think it may have been 
partly due to the IPLP experience.”

Students also emphasised how the IPLP con-
tributed to the human aspects of their role; friend-
ship, an interactive team, a nice atmosphere, the 
breaking down of barriers, and helping each other:

“It sets you up for becoming friends with every-
body else...it’s really important to work as a nice 
interactive team of friends.”

The existing body of research in this area 
suggests that interprofessional learning leads to 
increased knowledge of other disciplines, and gen-
erates opportunities for consultation with members 
of other professions (Geller, Rhyne, Hansbarger, 
Borrego, VanLeit & Scaletti, 2002). The outcomes 
of our study reflect previous findings, includ-
ing the facilitation of communication between 
professions through mutual understanding and 
respect (Geissler, Freeth, Hammick, Koppel, 
Reeves & Barr, 2002) and increased personal and 
professional confidence (Sinclair, 2004; Parsell 
& Bligh, 1998). Students felt valued, appreci-
ated their ‘expert’ status and increased pride in 
their role. Interprofessional learning encourages 
professionals to engage in reflective practice by 
examining their performance to make improve-
ments (Geissler et al., 2002). This study showed 

that the Physiotherapy students recognised their 
dependency on the interprofessional team in order 
to enhance care and maximise patient outcomes. 
They recognised the importance of other roles and 
actively initiated situations where they could work 
with professionals from other areas.

Practical Issues

When the IPLP was launched in September 2005, 
it was ambitious in both concept and implemen-
tation. Firstly, the large scale operation involved 
1,800 students, 14 professional groups and two 
separate University sites (Coventry and Warwick). 
Additionally, it incorporated the development of 
new e-pedagogies, including the design and deliv-
ery of the ‘E-spire’ training course for facilitators, 
and the design and development of sophisticated 
re-usable learning objects, in the form of a series 
of ‘patient-journeys’ utilising service-user and 
clinician expertise to ensure authenticity.

As the programme moved into the second and 
third year of operation, new learning objects were 
generated, and an increasing number of e-learning 
facilitators undertook E-spire training. This course 
was subject to educational evaluation and external 
examiner scrutiny. As a result, adjustments were 
made to the mode of delivery. The students who 
took part in this evaluation described several prob-
lems, which may be expected in the delivery of any 
innovation running through a first cycle. Many of 
the issues raised were resolved as the delivery of 
the programme settled into an established routine 
in the first, second and third (physiotherapy only) 
years, and those outstanding are discussed below.

Satisfaction Levels Associated 
with Participation in the IPLP

The combined results of both surveys showed that 
overall, students expressed high levels of satisfac-
tion with access to the learning experience, moder-
ate satisfaction with the timing and content, but only 
a third expressed satisfaction with the assessment 
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of the module. Within these overall figures there 
was a marked difference between responses of the 
physiotherapy and dietetics students.

Generally, physiotherapy students were satis-
fied with their IPL experience. They recorded very 
high satisfaction with access to the IPE learning 
experience in all three years, although they were 
moderately satisfied with the IPL content, with a 
dip in the third year, but they expressed dissatisfac-
tion towards the assessment of the IPL in all three 
years. In contrast, Dietetics students showed high 
dissatisfaction in their first year towards the content 
of the IPL module, the access, the assessment and 
the timing of the IPL learning experience. These 
proportions improved in their second year with 
respect to content and access but remained the 
same for assessment, and deteriorated for timing.

The content of the IPLP was viewed much 
more positively by Physiotherapy students than 
by Dietetics students, although by year three 
Physiotherapy students were less satisfied with 
the content. The focus group revealed that the 
dip in satisfaction with content in year three may 
have been due to students’ feeling it had become 
predictable in the items presented. It seems they 
need to have more intellectual challenge utilising 
experience they had by then gained from working 
in clinical environments.

An important point to note is that both groups of 
students participated in the same IPLP, and hence 
were presented with the same learning materials, 
at the same point in time, with the same access to 
facilities, and undertaking the same assessment. 
However, the value of what was presented to them 
was subject to differential interpretation by the two 
groups, with Physiotherapists tending to value the 
experience and find it useful, but Dieticians defining 
the situation in a significantly less positive way.

Benefits and Issues with Online IPL

The primary benefit offered by delivering a module 
using a VLE is pragmatic, it being impractical for 
such a large and diverse group to engage with one 

another in any other way. Thistlethwaite and Nisbet 
(2007) identified the key barriers to the success 
of interprofessional education; timetabling, rooms 
and resistance. Clouder (2008) describes how 
e-learning can address these practical problems, 
but identifies that issues such as ‘differences in 
professional requirements and entrenched norms’ 
pose long-term challenges. It is precisely these 
professional and social barriers that interprofes-
sional learning, delivered in any mode, is designed 
to ameliorate.

At the beginning of the IPLP process, students 
described feelings of confusion as they struggled 
to determine how the new system operated, and 
what was required of them. The new development 
created operational problems, such as accessing 
the VLE whilst on clinical placement, clashes with 
assessment deadlines, and lack of timely posting 
by some students. However, these were generally 
quite quickly resolved, and mostly viewed as is-
sues that might be expected with the initiation of 
any new system.

For both student groups these problems were 
largely resolved by the second year by which 
time they felt comfortable with the new system 
and valued the flexibility offered by a VLE that 
offered both space and time-independent learning. 
A dietetics student commented:

“I quite like the online because it’s much more 
flexible with everyone on different courses having 
different workloads, it’s not reliant on you meeting 
up at a particular time”

A similar comment arose in the physiotherapy 
focus group:

“The idea of online is quite good because I imag-
ine it would be quite difficult to actually get that 
number of people together to talk about something, 
and if you were busy you didn’t have a set time. 
You have to go on-line and contribute, if you were 
awake at midnight or whatever you could do it 
then, … you could fit it around other things.”
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However, the benefits of asynchronous learn-
ing were to some extent offset by learning-set 
participants not posting their profession-specific 
content until relatively late in the process:

“….towards the end where people haven’t been 
organised and well, not had the time, you’d just 
have an influx of responses and you find that you 
thought ‘well, if I’d had these responses before 
I’d probably have done a lot better in responding 
to them’….”

Additionally, although the convenience of an 
asynchronous posting facility was appreciated, 
students missed the face-to-face human element 
in online interactions. This was illustrated from 
the Physiotherapy focus group:

“You don’t get how they’re saying it do you across 
the Internet, so there’s not non-verbal communica-
tion,.... it’s just words on a page.”

Student Dietitians described similar feelings. 
However, they indicated that this was partially 
ameliorated where students participating in an 
action-learning set discussion forum were given 
an opportunity to meet prior to interacting on-line:

“I found it better because you knew who you were 
talking to because you had actually met them 
before, but I found that it wasn’t as interesting as 
sitting in a room with a group of people where 
you could all have a discussion with each other, 
and it didn’t have the same flow to it…”

As previously described, offering online IPL 
was essential; it was not possible to deliver interac-
tive learning experiences to very large numbers of 
students from a wide variety of health and social 
care disciplines any other way. Recent studies 
have indicated that this mode of delivery is both 
popular and effective with adult learners in the 
health care field (Ellis, 2007; Scammell, Hurch-
ings, Quinney, Hean, Dumbrell & Pulman, 2008; 

Walsh, 2007). These findings are generally sup-
ported in the detailed evidence provided from this 
study. On balance, students viewed this mode of 
delivery very favourably, feeling that the benefits 
substantially outweighed the costs.

DISCUSSION

Each project had both a quantitative and qualitative 
element, these two components essentially cover-
ing the same areas for exploration. In most areas 
there was a strong consensus between evaluation 
findings ascertained using the two different ap-
proaches, but overall the findings from the focus 
groups were more positive towards IPL than those 
from the surveys.

This may be illustrated, for example, by 
Physiotherapy students’ responses to the survey 
questions on the impact of IPE through e-learning, 
their understanding of their role, and their profes-
sional identity, Only a third (34) of students felt 
this was positively affected by engagement in IPE. 
In contrast, when the same question was asked 
in the focus group, participants gave numerous 
examples of the positive benefits of participation. 
A typical extract reads as follows:

“you’ve got more understanding of other peoples’ 
roles means that you can talk to them more easily, 
and I think the people that I worked with anyway 
appreciated the fact that we’d taken the time to 
actually understand what it was that they did. So 
you got on much better with them from the start.”

It may be conjectured that the different nature 
of the two research tools is responsible for this 
apparent difference in emphasis. Survey responses 
are made fairly quickly on an individual basis, 
whereas focus group responses are generally more 
considered and discursive, and involve active lis-
tening and participation with other group members. 
However, it is also possible that as interprofes-
sional education is generally accepted within the 
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University as being of value, underlying social 
pressures would mean that students in a group 
discussion situation would not like to challenge 
the worth of such a well established practice, any 
more than they would wish to challenge evidence 
based-practice, or reflective practice.

Another key trend was that Physiotherapy 
students’ experiences of IPL were overall more 
positively reported than those of Dietetics students 
in both questionnaire and focus groups. This could 
be due to the different nature of the two profes-
sions, Physiotherapy being a larger professional 
group having engagement with a wider range of 
patient pathways, whereas Dieticians are a smaller 
profession, with limited and specialist engagement 
with other professional groups. This was articu-
lated by a participant in the dietetics focus group:

“we were one of the ones that contributed slightly 
less because there were quite a few parts of the 
scenario that we wouldn’t have a great big role 
and say ‘this is what we would do’ and sort of 
waiting for our part to come about.”

However, it is important to note that these stu-
dents did identify significant benefits in learning 
about the roles of others, and how they themselves 
fitted into that bigger picture. A dietetics student 
encapsulated this:

“oh I’m not just a dietitian, I fit into a bigger 
picture, and then there was an insight that the 
bigger picture existed, and you had all to be 
thinking about it.”

It has been suggested that some professional 
roles are so specific in their application that 
interprofessional working is less of an issue. 
Future research could examine how such groups 
can be made to feel fully included within the IPL 
process as well as ways that teaching, learning 
and assessment strategies might enhance their 
learning experience.

SUMMARY AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS

This case study explores a large scale, complex 
and novel educational enterprise, the purpose of 
which was to permit large numbers of students 
from diverse professional backgrounds to work 
together around patient focussed scenarios. 
Facilitated online action learning sets provided 
an opportunity for students ‘to learn with, from 
and about one another to facilitate collaborative 
practice’ (Barr, 2000). It would be impossible for 
such large numbers of students to have undertaken 
such learning in any other way.

The evaluation indicated that the new system 
achieved the proposed educational objectives. Ele-
ments of the system were trialled in advance, but 
this was the first time the complete new system had 
been adopted. ed. Whenever a large-scale strategic 
change is introduced, there are likely to be initial 
operational problems that cannot be anticipated. 
Many of the issues raised in the evaluation were 
addressed through routine module evaluation and 
quality management.

However, there are areas where a benefit; 
such as the opportunity for flexible, asynchro-
nous posting, has an associated cost; in this case 
the inability to maintain a normal dialogue or 
discussion between participants. Our evaluation 
suggests this can be improved if students meet 
face-to-face before engaging in online discus-
sions, interestingly, similar conclusions have 
been reached regarding unprofessional online 
discussions (Bromage, 2004).

An unexpected finding was the difference in 
perception of participating in the IPLP of the two 
professional groups. This finding has not been 
highlighted in previous studies, probably because 
there has been no direct comparative analysis 
between participating groups. Whilst both groups 
found value in the experience, Physiotherapists 
demonstrated a substantially more positive 
view of IPLP compared to Dietetics students, as 
manifested in both quantitative and qualitative 
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evidence. It may be possible to develop strategies 
to partially ameliorate the dietetics students’ less 
positive perceptions, but the effect could be, at 
least in part, the inevitable consequence of the 
small scale and specialist nature of this profes-
sion. If so, these feelings might also be expected 
to be shared by other small and specialist groups, 
such as operating department practice or speech 
and language therapy.

The evaluation was undertaken at the end of the 
first full cycle of operation of the IPLP and so this 
also simultaneously represented the beginning of 
a new era of full integration of interprofessional 
education into all of the healthcare courses run 
within the Faculty of Health and Life Sciences. 
This new era demanded both that students learn 
to work together around patient-based scenarios, 
and that academics from different professional 
disciplines work together to develop and deliver 
this novel educational provision; a powerful learn-
ing experience for both staff and students.

“Coming together is a beginning; keeping to-
gether is progress; working together is success.” 
(Henry Ford).
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Chapter  3.10

ABSTRACT

With increased use of telehealth to provide health-
care services, bringing telehealth technology out 
of experimental settings into real life settings, it 
is imperative to gain a deeper understanding of 
mechanisms underlying the assimilation of tele-
heath systems. Yet, there is little understanding 
of how information systems are assimilated by 
organizations, more work is then warranted to 
understand how telehealth can be integrated into 
administrative and clinical practices and to identify 
factors that may impinge onto telehealth integra-
tion. Borrowing from institutional, structural 
and organizational learning theories, the authors 
develop a multilevel model for understanding 

assimilation of telehealth systems. Their study 
addresses limitations of past work and will be 
helpful for guiding research and managerial ac-
tions while integrating telehealth in the workplace.

INTRODUCTION

Telehealth has emerged as a key strategy for 
providing healthcare services to underserved or 
difficult-to-serve populations and low-cost spe-
cialty services to areas where full-time staffing 
would be uneconomical. It is expected to provide 
many other benefits such as shortening the time-
frame for decision-making related to diagnosis 
and treatment, cutting emergency transfer costs, 
reducing expenses for patient travel from remote 
regions to healthcare service points, reducing de-
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lays in providing healthcare, promoting continuous 
healthcare, and attracting and retaining clinicians 
in remote regions.

However, the experience with telehealth has not 
always been positive, for many reasons: lack of 
acceptance by physicians, poor-quality technology 
(e.g., low resolution video data), and premature 
funding termination (Bashur, Sanders and Shan-
non, 1997). Although some of these limitations 
have been resolved recently, additional problems 
have emerged such as legal issues pertaining to 
professional liability and cross-province licens-
ing; safety guidelines and standards regarding 
interconnectivity and interoperability; and the 
privacy, security and confidentiality of individu-
ally identifiable health information (DHSS, 2001).

Despite these barriers, governments keep fund-
ing telehealth projects and programs. Motivated 
by the collective performance of such programs 
in terms of clinical value and technical feasibil-
ity, governments are trying to integrate telehealth 
into the mainstream clinical care system. This 
concern, which seems a priori to be related to 
management, is also technological in nature, given 
the central role of information technologies in 
telehealth projects. Incorporating telehealth into 
the health-care system means inserting telehealth 
systems into clinical and administrative routines 
and integrating them into the technological and 
information architecture.

As a result, integration calls for adjustments 
not only to healthcare organizations’ administra-
tive and clinical routines (Saga and Zmud, 1994) 
but also to their work systems and technological 
configurations (Chatterjee and Segars, 2001; 
Keen and McDonald, 2000; Cooper and Zmud, 
1990; Kwon, 1987). Indeed, to be truly valuable, 
telehealth systems not only need be accepted but 
also must be smoothly assimilated (routinized 
and infused) into existing routines, as well as into 
clinical and administrative functions (Zmud and 
Apple, 1992; The Lewin Group, 2000). Many 
experts recognize that the most effective telehealth 
programs are those that are most seamlessly inte-

grated into current clinical and business practice 
and that can operate on their own in the absence 
of outside funding (Akerman, 2000). Their success 
should be measured by the extent to which they 
are no longer stand-alone applications (Grigsby, 
Schlenker, Kaehny, Shaughnessy and Sandberg, 
1995).

Thus, the assimilation of telehealth systems 
may not be as smooth as we would wish, as The 
Lewin Group Report states: “Unlike most new 
technologies that diffuse smoothly into health 
care delivery, implementing telemedicine systems 
and teleconsultation in particular, often presents 
departures from standard means of health care 
delivery, administration and financing” (2000, 
p.21). Therefore, understanding the mechanisms 
whereby telehealth systems are assimilated and 
the factors that influence this process is a matter 
of vital importance in both theory and practice. 
Little is known, however, about the process of 
telehealth systems assimilation and the enabling 
and impeding factors since most studies to date 
have focused on user acceptance and adoption; 
little has been said on what happens after the initial 
adoption decision has been taken.

In addition to being understudied in the litera-
ture on information systems, this phenomenon suf-
fers from a lack of theorization. Consequently, the 
aim of this chapter is twofold. First, it is intended 
to enrich our understanding of the process of tech-
nology assimilation by making both its dimensions 
and the underlying mechanisms more explicit. 
As well, it uses this understanding as a basis for 
identifying factors that could potentially influence 
assimilation. Thus, this chapter attempts to add to 
our knowledge of assimilation of large-scale infor-
mation systems in healthcare settings. Telehealth 
constitutes a new field for experimentation involv-
ing information technologies. It also provides a 
new context of study, given the specificities of 
the healthcare milieu in terms of organization, 
culture and professional practices. Due to their 
highly complex nature, healthcare organizations 
allow us to extend, propose and test theories that 
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go beyond our current understanding of informa-
tion technology assimilation. Borrowing from 
institutional, structuration and social cognition 
theories, this work proposes a multilevel model 
of the determinants relevant for the assimilation 
of telehealth systems in healthcare organizations.

The chapter begins with a consideration of 
the nature of telehealth systems and the issues 
related to their deployment. It then establishes a 
reference framework and principles guiding the 
modeling of the phenomenon and undertakes the 
multilevel development of the conceptual model 
as such. The chapter concludes by considering 
the theoretical and practical contributions of the 
study and specifies future orientations.

THEORIZING STRATEGY

As indicated above, this study proposes to develop 
a model of the assimilation of telehealth systems. 
Such an undertaking can only have value if the 
model is anchored in theory and if the theories 
applied make it possible to take account of the 
issues associated with the assimilation of these 
systems and analyze them appropriately. This 
entails at least two things. First of all, particular 
attention should be paid to the conceptualization 
of telehealth systems in order to clarify their 
characteristics. As well, it is necessary to take 
into consideration, on one hand, these systems’ 
cultural and computational aspects and, on the 
other, the effect of the social, historical and 
institutional contexts, and the way in which the 
systems are understood and used (Orlikowski and 
Iacono, 2001). By articulating the nature and role 
of these systems within their organizational and 
institutional contexts (Latour, 1987), we were able 
to identify the issues related to their assimilation 
and the theories likely to inform these issues, and 
thus ultimately to formulate, in a robust and logi-
cal way, a network of factors likely to influence 
assimilation.

UNDERSTANDING 
TELEHEALTH SYSTEMS

Traditional Conceptualization 
of Telehealth Systems

Given the centrality of information technology in 
telehealth, many studies in the field of information 
systems (IS) have investigated telehealth systems. 
A close examination of these studies revealed 
three salient streams, namely (1) user acceptance/
adoption of telehealth systems (Mitchell, Mitchell 
and Disney, 1996; Hu and Chau, 1999; Cohn and 
Goodenough, 2002); (2) the characteristics of these 
systems (McKee, Evans and Owens, 1996); and (3) 
the effectiveness of telehealth systems compared 
to conventional face-to-face delivery in different 
medical specialties (Picolo, Smolle, Argenziano, 
Wolf, Braun et al. 2000; Nordal, Moseng, Kvam-
men and Lochen, 2001; Bishop, O’Reilly, Daddox 
and Hutchinson, 2002).

In the IS literature on telehealth, the Technology 
Acceptance Model (TAM) is the most widely used 
model. The TAM is intended to be a theoretical 
model of the determinants of information tech-
nology acceptance that can explain the behavior 
of a fairly wide range of applications and user 
populations. It is based on the Theory of Reasoned 
Action (TRA) of which it is in fact a specialized 
version in that TAM ignores the subjective norm. 
Based on this model, the effective use of a system 
is determined by the intent to use, which in turn 
depends on attitude. Attitude is influenced by 
two intermediate variables: perceived usefulness, 
which denotes the degree to which individuals 
believe that using a given system could enhance 
their job performance at work; and ease of use, 
which denotes individuals’ beliefs regarding the 
effort required to use a given system. Venkatesh 
and Davis (2000) extended this model to include 
new constructs related to social influence. Their 
extension arises out of the recognition that the 
original version of the TAM might be inappro-
priate to account for the acceptance of systems 
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according to whether their use is voluntary or 
obligatory. This extension links up with the po-
sition of Thompson (1998), who found that the 
addition of appropriate measures related to social 
factors and motivation could enhance the TAM’s 
predictive power. Echoing this point of view, Hu, 
Chau and Sheng (2000) studied the adoption of 
telehealth. They claimed that, to improve the 
TAM’s explanatory power, they needed to add 
the following two constructs: the presence of a 
champion and technological support. Along the 
same lines, Croteau and Vieru (2002) combined 
the constructs of the TAM with those of technol-
ogy diffusion theory to develop a model that they 
used to study factors that might influence the 
intentions of two groups of physicians to adopt 
telehealth technology. Similarly, Succi and Walter 
(1999) extended the TAM by incorporating a new 
construct related to professional status in order to 
study physicians’ acceptance of telehealth.

The models and theories of IS performance 
presented above have contributed considerably 
to enriching our understanding of the dynamics 
related to the adoption, use, impact and, finally, 
success of information systems and technologies in 
organizations. Nevertheless, according to certain 
researchers, they are quite restrictive in view of 
certain hypotheses that they make and could be 
inappropriate for analyzing some classes of IS, the 
development of which requires complex techni-
cal and social choices (Iacono and Kling, 1988). 
In fact, the models and theories of IS success 
that we described in the previous sections are, 
in Kling and Scacchi’s (1982) terms, discrete-
entity models in the sense that they view and 
analyze IS as discrete entities; the social context 
in which the technology is developed and used 
and the history of the participating organizations 
are ignored. In discrete-entity models, the main 
impacts of a new technology are interpreted as a 
transposition of its technical attributes (quality 
of the system, quality of information, etc.) and 
its social attributes (better decisions). Thus, the 
system is examined in isolation from the operating 

activities and work organization that it is intended 
to automate or enable (Kling and Scacchi, 1982), 
leading to the idea that these models are univer-
sally applicable. The popularity of these models 
is partly due to their simplicity, which makes it 
easy to grasp their reasoning. An analysis con-
ducted with these models needs to focus on only 
the technical and economic characteristics of the 
new technology (Kling and Scacchi, 1982). The 
technical development of systems according to 
these models is based on two logics: substitution 
and incrementation (Kling and Scacchi, 1982). In 
the first case, to improve a system’s processing 
capacity, it is sufficient to substitute another that 
has greater capacity; in the second case, an existing 
system may be expanded. From the perspective 
of these models, the causes of system failure are 
also easily identifiable discrete entities, such as 
lack of support from senior management, lack of 
interest by users, insufficient system capacity, etc.

Discrete-entity models define an ideal. As 
such, they bring together several conceptions of 
information systems and technologies, namely 
the vision of technology as a tool, the vision of 
technology as a proxy and finally the information-
centered vision of technology (Orlikowski and 
Iacono, 2001).

The tool point of view is the most widespread 
conception of what technology is and means 
(Orlikowski and Iacono, 2001). According to 
this concept, an IS constitutes an artifact that 
is supposed to achieve the aim for which it was 
designed. Thus, the IS nature and functioning are 
perceived as technical phenomena; that is, they are 
defined, separable from other phenomena, fixed 
and subject to human control. As a tool, an IS may 
constitute a substitute for human work, a lever to 
increase productivity, a means of processing data 
and information, or finally, an element of social 
relations in the sense that we recognize that the 
introduction of new IS is likely to modify work 
processes, which can lead to a change in com-
munication methods and means. Thinking of IS 
as tools has several implications. First of all, they 
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constitute a resource whose use is independent of 
practices, the organization of work and the context 
in which the system is developed and used (Kling 
and Scacchi, 1982), since a well-designed tool 
should clearly indicate what it is intended to be 
used for. As well, the metaphor of the tool suggests 
that users have control and that they must be very 
careful to choose the most appropriate tools for the 
task or activity to be performed (Nardi and O’Day, 
1999). In other words, there is presumably an ex-
plicit process of alignment between the task and 
the tool, and consequently the impact of an IS on 
individual performance due to the match between 
the task and the selected tool (task-technology fit) 
is the result of a decision process.

The proxy point of view assumes that the 
critical aspects of IS can be captured by indirect 
reflexive measures, which are often quantitative 
in nature, such as individual perceptions, the dif-
fusion rate, incurred expenses, etc. (Orlikowski 
and Iacono, 2001). This conception incorporates 
the perception-centered perspective, with theories 
and models such as the TRA, the TAM, the theory 
of interpersonal behavior, etc. It includes the view 
of innovation centered on diffusion and the view 
that IS are an element of an organization’s capital.

The information-centered view of technology 
is quite similar to the tool view. IS are viewed 
as technical artifacts, completely ignoring their 
social and organizational aspects. In this concep-
tion, capacities for information representation, 
storage, extraction and transmission are the only 
IS characteristics worthy of interest (Orlikowski 
and Iacono, 2001).

Discrete-entity models have the advantage of 
simplicity of analysis; they are able to explain 
the development and use of IS with which only 
a few actors within an organization interact. 
However, they have not succeeded in explaining 
the problems that organizations face with the 
design and implementation of IS and are of little 
use in explaining IS impact on individuals and 
organizations.

The Very Nature of 
Telehealth Systems

Telehealth systems are IS that use a bundle of tech-
nologies designed to remotely deliver healthcare 
services (disease management, home healthcare, 
long-term care, emergency medicine) and other 
health-related social services like tele-education. 
They are therefore extended systems that connect 
two or more organizations and several categories of 
actors from each one. Consideration of the social 
context is essential to ensure the successful deploy-
ment of such systems. An understanding of social 
relations, the division of labor, cultural factors 
and the history of technologies in these organiza-
tions also appears to be essential. In the case of 
information systems like those used in telehealth, 
there are numerous decisions and the technolo-
gies are too vast and complex to be grasped by 
any one person’s cognitive capacity. As well, the 
decisions to acquire and deploy such systems are 
not generally at the discretion of a single member 
of the organization (Eveland and Tornatzky, 1990, 
p. 124). When the deployment of an information 
system requires complex organizational arrange-
ments instead of individual decisions, as is the case 
with telehealth, the deployment is often the result 
of numerous decisions dictated by economic and 
social considerations that extend beyond simple 
managerial logic.

In addition to the organizational context, ac-
tors and history of the organization, an analysis 
of information systems and technologies should 
take account of the nature of the technologies 
underlying these systems. Telehealth systems are 
made up of a variety of technologies depending on 
the specialty in question, and whether the project 
focuses on telemonitoring, telemedicine or tele-
education. There are therefore multiple telehealth 
applications deployed on the basis of varied 
technologies such as videoconferencing, medical 
imaging equipment such as Picture Archiving 
and Communications Systems (PACS), content 
entry devices, storage and extraction equipment 
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(sounds, images, plans and alphanumeric data), 
etc. The distinctive characteristics of these di-
verse applications mean that they all require the 
implementation of infrastructure such as Quebec’s 
health communication network (the RTSS), which 
permits data transmission, clinical data entry, the 
creation of multimedia databases, and communica-
tion among the various partner organizations. As 
such, telehealth systems include at least two of 
the three classes of information technology that 
can be found in healthcare organizations (Grémy 
and Bonnin, 1995).

In class 1 technologies, the computer performs 
numerical or logical calculations without interact-
ing with the user and without causing the user to 
lose any autonomy (Grémy and Bonnin, 1995). 
The partnership between human and machine 
can be subdivided into three successive steps: the 
user defines how the machine must function, the 
machine processes the instructions and provides 
the user with the results and new data, on the 
basis of which the user makes decisions (Grémy 
and Bonnin, 1995).

Class 2 technologies are designed to support 
clinical activities, reasoning and evaluation, and 
medical education. This class of technologies 
presupposes a high level of interaction with pro-
fessionals since it represents an intrusion in their 
area of activity. Consequently, individuals may 
experience a certain loss of autonomy in terms of 
their control over time and in terms of the repre-
sentation of the world that the system imposes on 
them. Reactions can range from fascination for 
some users to frustration for others (Grémy and 
Bonnin, 1995).

Class 3 technologies operate at a more collec-
tive level. They are linked to systems used in large 
institutions such as hospitals, where the challenge 
is to manage large volumes of information com-
ing from varied sources and destined for different 
entities, departments or people. These systems 
have no separate existence; they are an integral 
part of the bureaucratic organization (Grémy and 
Bonnin, 1995).

Telehealth systems can combine technologies 
from all three classes, as needed. They are there-
fore composed of an assembly of heterogeneous 
equipment made up of intrinsically complex and 
independent components (Paré and Sicotte, 2004). 
For this reason, it appears more appropriate to use 
web models to attempt to grasp these IS and capture 
the complex social consequences associated with 
their deployment. Unlike discrete-entity models, 
web models allow one to make explicit the connec-
tions between a technological system and its politi-
cal and social contexts (Kling and Scacchi, 1982). 
The web concept makes it clear that, even though 
the artifact is a central element of a technological 
system, it is just one element of an ensemble that 
also includes the components needed to apply the 
technical artifact to a given socioeconomic activity 
(Kling and Dutton, 1982; Illich, 1973). These com-
ponents include commitment, additional resources 
such as training, qualified personnel, organizational 
arrangements, the compensation policy and system, 
in short everything that is necessary to foster the 
effective management and use of the system (Kling 
and Scacchi, 1982). One can then conceptualize IS 
as evolving systems embedded in a dynamic and 
complex social context (Orlikowski and Iacono, 
2001) and thus examine how different social influ-
ences contribute to modeling the deployment of an 
IS and how different groups of users take ownership 
of it. Approaching telehealth IS with a web model 
also allows one to conceptualize them as structures 
in the sense that IS incorporate a set of rules and 
resources (Giddens, 2005/1987). These rules and 
resources are introduced by the designer during the 
design phase and are appropriated by users during 
their interactions with the system.

TELEHEALTH SYSTEM 
DEPLOYMENT: RELATED 
CONCERNS

Traditionally, computerization projects in the 
healthcare environment are analyzed at the orga-
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nizational level, and concerns generally relate to 
the individual preferences of the professionals who 
influence the phenomenon in question. Neverthe-
less, given the organizational arrangements that 
the implementation of telehealth projects requires, 
the analysis of telehealth IS deployment needs to 
focus on several levels of analysis, including the 
healthcare system, for two reasons. First of all, the 
integration of telehealth into the healthcare system 
has the mission of mitigating the inadequacies 
of the conventional healthcare system, which it 
expands and complements. This conceptualiza-
tion of the usefulness and potential of IS did not 
come out of nowhere and is not maintained by 
its own internal logic; rather, it is developed and 
supported by certain allegiances emerging from 
the social and economic maneuvers of society that 
it appeals to (Klecun-Dabrowska and Cornford, 
2002). Secondly, the implementation of telehealth 
projects, and consequently of the IS that support 
them, requires complex institutional arrange-
ments that involve different organizations and 
different units within a single organization. This 
complexity is increased by the fact that each of 
these organizations possesses specific clinical and 
organizational routines (Paré and Sicotte, 2004). 
For example, the telemedicine component of the 
National Infrastructure Initiative in Taipei brings 
together hospital centers that provide third-line 
care as well as university hospitals and regional 
hospitals providing second- and third-line care. 
Thus, in addition to extending the provision of 
care beyond geographical and temporal barriers, 
this program vertically integrates first-, second- 
and third-line care (Hu, Wei and Cheng, 2002). 
For all these reasons, the conventional analysis 
of individual factors must be taken to a higher 
level so that institutional influences can also be 
considered.

Telehealth projects in fact constitute a new 
way of providing healthcare services. Because of 
the institutional arrangements that these projects 
involve, these IS are likely to substantially change 
habits, rules and practices in the participating 

organizations, and thus in turn to influence the 
institutional environment into which they are 
inserted. For example, when interacting with a 
patient in a virtual context, a physician must learn 
new ways of feeling and seeing, which represents 
a real challenge from the point of view of learning 
(Hu et al., 2002).

Conditions that may potentially favor or dis-
favor the deployment of telehealth systems are 
some of the issues raised by the encounter of the 
healthcare system as an institution and telehealth 
projects as the expression of a new process of 
institutionalization. It is important to recognize 
that the healthcare system has sufficient weight 
to foster or constrain the implementation of tele-
health projects and that the importance attributed 
to telehealth projects results from negotiations 
of meaning among social groups with divergent 
material interests. Moreover, telehealth systems 
are not neutral. They are able to influence the 
institutional environment as much as they are 
influenced by it. It should also be remembered 
that institutional weight does not nullify the role 
of the preferences and the power of social groups 
and individuals in isolation.

MODEL DEVELOPMENT

Theoretical Logic and Principles

The development of the model in Figure 1 is based 
on three premises. The first considers that an orga-
nization is a social entity characterized by systems 
of activities and a permeable border (Daft, 1995) 
that includes individuals who interact within col-
lectives such as dyads, groups, teams, etc. (Klein, 
Dansereau and Hall, 1994). As a result, the orga-
nization is essentially multilevel in nature, and so 
are organizational phenomena (Rousseau, 1985). 
In fact, these phenomena possess the properties 
of dynamic systems, namely critical antecedents 
and processes and results that affect several levels 
of analysis within the organization (Chan, 1998). 
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Although it is more complex and more difficult to 
apply, the decision to adopt a multilevel perspec-
tive has some specific advantages (Barley, 1990). 
The second premise relates to the phenomenon 
of assimilation. Routinization and infusion are 
two concepts borrowed from Cooper and Zmud’s 
(1990) view of the IS implementation process, 
which comprises initiation, adoption, adaptation, 
acceptance, routinization and infusion. This model 
is inspired by Lewin’s (1947) planned change 
model. Adaptation corresponds to the unfreezing 
phase, while acceptance, routinization and infu-
sion correspond to the refreezing phase (Saga and 
Zmud, 1994). However, it is important to point out 
that researchers in this field soon moved away from 
the planned change model and began to view the 
IS implementation process as a dynamic process 
of mutual adaptation between the organization and 
the system (Leonard-Barton, 1988). Moving still 
further in this direction, Orlikowski (1993) and 
Orlikowski and Gash (1994) proposed the situ-
ated change model wherein change is significant 
but flexible and subtle. This transformation is 
primarily anchored in organizational routines, and 
secondarily in actors’ practices. More specifically, 
it applies when the users of a technology must 
handle the exceptions, opportunities, contingen-
cies and unexpected consequences related to their 
tasks (Barley, 1990). To sum up, researchers in 
this area recognize that technological innova-
tions trigger changes in organizational routines 
(Barley, 1986; Tyre and Orlikowski, 1994), which 
have been found to be strongly associated with 
cognitive and personal changes (Barley, 1986; 
Orlikowski, 1993). Based on these insights, we 
consider that the assimilation of IS innovations 
is essentially a multilevel phenomenon that 
originates in individual and collective cognition 
(social cognition), before manifesting itself at the 
organizational level. The third premise considers 
that an organization is an open system. As such, 
the members of the organization also belong to 
other social systems. Ultimately, the conceptual 
model will be a multilevel model in the sense that 

it articulates the phenomenon we are interested in 
– assimilation – at several levels of analysis at the 
same time as it describes the relationships among 
dependent and independent variables located at 
different levels of analysis. Such an undertaking 
requires some guidelines.

To guide the multilevel modeling, we were 
mainly inspired by the work of Rousseau (1985), 
Klein et al. (1994), Chan (1998), Morgesson and 
Hofmann (1999) and Kozlowski and Klein (2000). 
Three major concerns became evident. The first 
was the necessity of properly laying the theo-
retical foundations for the model; the second 
concerns the necessity of adequately clarifying 
the levels of analysis to avoid flaws in reasoning; 
and the third refers to the necessity of specifying 
the sources of variability. These concerns are 
expressed in the following guidelines.

A theorization exercise must start by designat-
ing and defining the phenomenon of interest and 
the theoretical constructs used to conceptualize 
it, because they determine the levels and the con-
nection processes that the theory or model must 
address (Kozlowski and Klein, 2000).

It is also indispensable to specify the hierar-
chical levels of interest that are relevant in the 
development of the theory or model. According 
to Kozlowski and Klein (2000), the process of 
specification must be sure to distinguish between 
formal and informal units. The importance of 
this distinction resides in the fact that problems 
can arise if one analyzes a phenomenon within 
certain formal units, when it is underpinned by 
informal organizational processes. Consequently, 
the levels and units of analysis must be coherent 
with the phenomenon of interest (Kozlowski and 
Klein, 2000). Rousseau (1985) recommends dis-
tinguishing between the reference, measurement 
and analysis levels. The reference level constitutes 
the focal level in the sense that it is at this level 
that generalizations are made. The measurement 
level corresponds to the unit directly associated 
with the data. The analysis level refers to the 
level at which statistical analyses are carried out. 
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Serious validity problems can arise if the differ-
ent levels are not appropriately identified and are 
involuntarily mixed up during the formulation 
of hypotheses, collection and analysis of data, 
and generalization of results (Rousseau, 1985). 
Rousseau recommends (1) explicitly defining 
the appropriate levels at which one can general-
ize; (2) specifying the functional relationships of 
constructs at the different levels; (3) considering 
the potential distortions associated with measur-
ing the constructs at one level and then analyzing 
them at another; (4) defining the analysis levels 
coherently with the focal or reference level; and 
(5) paying particular attention to the determination 
of the appropriate level for the dependent variable.

Given that multilevel models essentially aim 
to describe the phenomena that take place at one 
level and are generalizable to several levels, it 
is imperative to specify the formation of col-
lective constructs by clarifying their structures 
and functions (Morgesson and Hofmann, 1999); 
this amounts to clarifying how the phenomena 
are interrelated at different levels (Kozlowski 
and Klein, 2000). Collective constructs refer to 
the abstractions used to conceptualize collective 

phenomena resulting from the collective action 
of individuals, groups, departments, organiza-
tions, institutions, etc. (Morgesson and Hofmann, 
1999). Within these collectives, individuals and 
subgroups meet and interact within space-time. 
This interaction constitutes an event that is fol-
lowed by other events, triggering a joint behavioral 
cycle or pattern defined as collective action. This 
structure allows collective phenomena to emerge 
from interactions at the micro level; these phe-
nomena in turn have the capacity to influence 
subsequent interactions. In this sense, collective 
constructs are essentially dual. They result from the 
interactions among their components and become 
the context in which later interactions take place. 
Consequently, Morgesson and Hofmann (1999) 
recommend (1) clearly identifying these cycles of 
events that structure the collective phenomenon; 
(2) specifying the processes involved in the emer-
gence of collective constructs while being sure 
to note which ones are associated with critical 
events; and (3) considering the context in which 
these collective constructs emerge, while paying 
particular attention to the influence it could have 
on their emergence and structure.

Figure 1.
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Collective processes can develop via contex-
tual top-down processes or emergent bottom-up 
processes Kozlowski and Klein (2000). Top-down 
processes refer to the influence factors at one 
level have on lower levels. Conversely, bottom-up 
processes concern entities located at one level that 
emerges at higher levels. In the case of emergence, 
it is necessary to clarify whether composition or 
compilation is involved. Composition presup-
poses isomorphism and describes phenomena that 
are similar when they emerge at different levels 
(Kozlowski and Klein, 2000). These phenomena 
or constructs share the same content but are quali-
tatively different from one level to another (Chan, 
1998). There are five types of composition model: 
additive, direct consensus, referent-shift consen-
sus, dispersion and process (Chan, 1998, p. 235). 
Consequently, relations among the variables are 
supposed to be functionally similar at the different 
levels (Rousseau, 1985). Compilation describes 
phenomena that concern a common domain but 
are different when they emerge at different levels. 
In this case, by adopting a certain configuration, 
lower-level characteristics combine to form a 
higher-level property that is functionally equiva-
lent to its constituent elements. In other words, the 
constructs occupy the same function at different 
levels but are not structurally identical (Morges-
son and Hofmann, 1999; Kozlowski and Klein, 
2000). It also means that is mandatory for the 
theoretician or modeler to specify the construct’s 
original and current levels (Kozlowski and Klein, 
2000), because the construct level determines the 
measurement and analysis procedures to be used. 
Once the emergence process has been described 
and the nature or structure of the phenomena at 
different levels have been identified, Kozlowski 
and Klein (2000) recommend clarifying how the 
constructs and the phenomenon of interest are 
related at these different levels. The functional 
analysis of collective constructs may constitute 
an excellent means of linking constructs at dif-
ferent levels (Morgesson and Hofmann, 1999). 
Although the constructs’ structures tend to differ 

from one level to the next, their functions usually 
do not. Functional analysis therefore appears to be 
a mechanism for integrating the constructs into a 
nomological network. Indeed, a type of process 
whereby a lower-level construct emerges to form 
a higher-level construct corresponds to each kind 
of functional relations among constructs (Chan, 
1998). Finally, the sources of variability must be 
specified (Klein et al., 1994).

By applying these principles to the case that 
concerns us, we were able to develop the concep-
tual model in Figure 1, which shows the different 
forms of assimilation at the individual, group and 
organizational levels and the factors related to 
these three levels that may influence the process. 
In the following sections, we describe the construc-
tion of the model and discuss its various elements.

Assimilation

The concept of assimilation is defined in different 
ways in the literature, as Table 1 shows.

Inspired by these definitions, and especially 
the last one, we define organizational assimilation 
as a phenomenon that occurs after a technological 
innovation is implemented; it has two dimensions: 
routinization (or institutionalization) and infusion. 
Routinization expresses the idea that an informa-
tion system is inserted into the organization’s 
practices in such a way that, over time, it ceases 
to be perceived as a novelty and starts to be taken 
for granted (Saga and Zmud, 1994; Ritti and 
Silver, 1986; Zucker, 1977). The term infusion is 
used when the system becomes so deeply embed-
ded in the organizational routines that it configures 
the workplace architecture by contributing to 
linking different organizational elements such as 
roles, formal procedures and emergent routines 
(Cooper and Zmud, 1990; Kwon, 1987). Thus, 
routinization and infusion refer to the two orga-
nizational manifestations of assimilation. The 
focal or reference level of our study – that is, the 
level at which generalizations will be made – is 
the organization. The study, then, is limited to the 
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organizational field. Since we are studying a 
multilevel phenomenon, its manifestations at the 
individual and group levels are also presented. 
By doing this, we plan to show the structure and 
function of the collective constructs of assimila-
tion at each level, and reveal the processes of 
composition or compilation whereby the lower-
level constructs contribute to organizational as-
similation, defined in terms of routinization and 
infusion.

Individual assimilation or interpretation. At 
the individual level, we conceive of assimilation 
as resulting from an individual’s engagement in a 
process of making sense when he or she is faced 
with the potential use of a technological innova-
tion. In the course of this interpretative effort, 
individuals are engaged at three levels – emotional, 
behavioral and cognitive (Drazin, Glynn and Ka-
zanjian, 1999; Kahn, 1990) – since interpretation 
requires individuals to explain by words or actions 
their understanding, no matter how embryonic, of 
the object, both to themselves and to other people 
(Crossan, Lane and White, 1999).

In the case that concerns us, the need for 
interpretation – for making sense of telehealth 
systems – is the result of two conjoined events, 
namely the nature of these systems and the fact 
that telehealth constitutes a new way of providing 
health services.

Telehealth systems are complex information 
systems, not only because of the institutional ar-

rangements necessitated by their deployment but 
also because of their constituent technologies. For 
example, the wound care tele-assistance project 
set up by the Réseau universitaire intégré de santé 
(RUIS) de Sherbrooke (Sherbrooke integrated 
university health network) is deploying 73 tele-
assistance technologies in 65 points of service. 
The deployment is expected to take place in eight 
phases, each of which has a planned preparation 
activity that includes at least the organization of 
new clinical services, the development of a deploy-
ment strategy for these new virtual clinics, etc. 
(RUIS de Sherbrooke, 2007). In fact, telehealth 
systems combine diverse technologies such as 
medical imaging, videoconferencing systems, etc., 
whose deployment requires frequent interventions 
to improve and adapt them, which means that the 
development and implementation of these systems 
becomes an ongoing process (Weick, 1990).

Because of the combination of technologies, 
the presence of such systems in the healthcare 
environment can cause unaccustomed problems of 
interpretation and sense-making for both managers 
and healthcare professionals (Weick, 1990). Since 
these technological innovations are exogenous to 
the organizational context, their introduction is 
likely to create a certain mismatch between the 
existing systems of meaning, legitimation and 
domination and the new requirements for day-to-
day activities in the organizational context (Barley, 
1986). These new technologies therefore affect the 

Table 1. Definitions of assimilation 

Meyer and Goes, (1988) An organizational process that (1) is set in motion when individual organization 
members first hear of an innovation’s development, (2) can lead to the acquisition 
of the innovation and (3) sometimes to fruition in the innovation’s full acceptance, 
utilization, and institutionalization (p.897).

Fichman and Kemerer, (1997) Assimilation is defined as the process spanning from an organization’s first awareness 
of an innovation to, potentially, acquisition and widespread deployment (p.1346)… 
and is best conceptualized as process of organizational learning wherein individuals 
and the organization as a whole acquire the knowledge and the skills necessary to 
effectively apply the technology (Attewell, 1992) (p.1345).

Purvis, Sambamurthy and Zmud, (2001)
Chatterjee, Grewal and Sambamurthy, (2002)

Assimilation is defined as the extent to which the use of a technology diffuses accross 
organization work processes and becomes routinized in the activities associated with 
those processes (Cooper et Zmud, 1990; Tornatzky et Klein, 1982).
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ability of members of the organizational context to 
reason about the structures making up telehealth 
systems; because technologies in general and new 
information technologies in particular lend them-
selves to interpretive flexibility (Weick, 1990) in 
the sense that they allow different possible and 
plausible interpretations by various social groups 
and may therefore be misunderstood, uncertain 
and complex (Pinch and Bijker, 1987; Weick, 
1990; Orlikowski and Gash, 1994).

New technologies mean many things because 
they are simultaneously the source of stochastic 
events, continuous events, and abstract events. 
Complex systems composed of these three classes 
of events make both limited sense because so 
little is visible and so much is transient, and they 
make many different kinds of sense because the 
dense interactions that occur within them can be 
modeled in so many different ways. Because new 
technologies are equivocal, they require ongoing 
structuring and sensemaking if they are to be 
managed. (Weick, 1990, p. 2)

In addition, the meaning attributed to the 
technology may depend on a given actor’s ability 
to access the system’s schemas and artifacts, that 
is, the ability to reinterpret the schemas of the set 
of artifacts other than by means of the schemas 
already incorporated into these artifacts (Chae, 
2002).

This interpretive flexibility is based on the 
fact that any information system comprises both 
information technology artifacts and schemas (Or-
likowski and Iacono, 2001; Chae, 2002). Artifacts 
include tangible resources such as equipment and 
applications (Kling, 1987), intangible resources 
such as networking capacities and programming 
languages (Chae, 2002) and structural elements 
incorporated in the technologies (De Sanctis and 
Poole, 1994). Schemas refer to generalizable 
procedures that emerge from the context or from 
pre-existing institutions (Chae, 2002). In the 
context of implementation and use, they can refer 

to the installed base of the social organization of 
computerization (Kling and Iacono, 1989). Un-
like resources, which are objective, schemas are 
essentially virtual:

Schemas can be inferred from an array of extant 
institutional arrangements and cognitive imager-
ies which include an organization’s (or group’s, 
intra-organization’s) structure and history; value 
systems, norms, organizational routines and infor-
mal procedures, individual and collective memory 
culture, and existing bodies or rules, laws and 
regulations. They are the source for enactment 
(Weick, 1990) of technology (Chae, 2002, p. 52). 

The ambiguity introduced by telehealth sys-
tems is even stronger because in some cases the 
systems involved are extremely large: not only are 
numerous resources deployed on a large scale but 
many different entities are involved. For example, 
the wound care tele-assistance project includes 
13 health and social services centers in three 
geographic regions of Quebec and anticipates 
mobilizing 90 resource nurses. Consequently, 
there are numerous and complex schemas, which, 
moreover, are embedded in multiple structures.

All of the above arguments highlight both the 
ambiguous nature of telehealth systems for actors 
and the need for these actors to make sense of the 
technologies underlying these systems so that 
they can use them and integrate them into their 
practices. Interpretation, the process of making 
sense, is essential to assimilation, since the way 
in which individuals interact with a technology 
depends on their interpretation of it (Orlikowski 
and Gash, 1994).

Based on their interpretations, actors develop 
a certain number of hypotheses and expectations 
that form their understanding of what the technol-
ogy is and what it can be used for (Orlikowski and 
Gash, 1994). Thus, the process of interpretation 
or sense-making is ultimately applied to grasp the 
reasoning, the philosophy underlying the develop-
ment of the system, or in other words, its spirit 
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(De Sanctis and Poole, 1994). During the course 
of interpretation, individuals develop a kind of 
cognitive map (Porac, Thomas and Baden-Fuller, 
1989), schema or frame in which language plays 
a central role by allowing the individual to start 
naming and explaining what had formerly been 
a matter of sensation or feeling (Crossan et al., 
1999). This new meaning of technology concerns 
not only the nature of the information technology 
but also its applications and the consequences 
associated with their use in a given context (Or-
likowski et Gash, 1994). It conditions the actors’ 
actions: “… in this sense-making process, they 
develop particular assumptions, expectations, 
and knowledge of the technology, which serve to 
shape subsequent actions toward it” (Orlikowski 
and Gash, 1994, p. 175). Thus, sense-making is 
the principal generator of individual action with 
regard to innovation (Drazin et al., 1999).

Group assimilation. At the group level, we 
think of assimilation as an integration process 
during the course of which shared understand-
ings are formed and mutual adjustments are 
made between individual interpretations. Social 
interaction in the form of dialogue and joint ac-
tions is indispensable to this integration (Morges-
son and Hofmann, 1999; Crossan et al., 1999; 
Lauriol, 1998), which continues the process of 
interpretation by giving it the status of a social 
activity that contributes to clarifying images and 
eventually creating shared understandings and 
meanings. By allowing the group to arrive at a 
common discourse and decide on a principle for 
action (Lauriol, 1998), integration helps to reduce 
the ambiguity surrounding innovation (Daft and 
Weick, 1987). Our conceptualization is similar 
to that of Hall and Loucks (1977) regarding 
individuals’ levels of technology use over time. 
In the view of these authors, individuals first 
collect information about the technology so that 
they can make sense of it and prepare to use it. 
Later, they tend to move up to an increased level 
of use of the technology. To do this, they refine 
their understanding of both the technology and its 

various possible applications by interacting with 
it more, discussing their experiences with other 
people and, finally, coordinating their activities 
with those of other users. This last step is crucial 
in understanding technology assimilation since it 
constitutes the essence or engine of organization 
learning, of which routinization and infusion are 
the outcome. In fact, when users of a system must 
carry out interdependent activities using it, they 
need to confront their understandings of the sys-
tem’s nature and what it is meant to do. A shared 
understanding is indispensable to the coherence of 
collective action and may differ from one social 
group to another. The social cognition theory of 
knowledge creation teaches us that every social 
group, like every individual, is likely to develop 
common understandings – cultural and cognitive 
frames (Scott, 2001), also called technological 
frames (Orlikowski and Gash, 1994) – which are 
specific to itself. These frames develop due to 
the close relationships between group members 
resulting from the coordination of their activities 
(Schein, 1985; Strauss, 1978) and also due to 
the group’s influence on its members through its 
specific system of meaning and norms (Porac et 
al., 1989; Gregory, 1983; Van Maanen and Schein, 
1979). In short, the integration of individual in-
terpretations into shared understandings of what 
telehealth systems are and what they should be 
used for establishes a consensus on the meaning 
of these systems within the reference group.

Organizational assimilation. At the organiza-
tional level, we claim that assimilation has two 
aspects: first a process of institutionalization or 
routinization, then a process of infusion. Routi-
nization ensures that actions are specified, tasks 
are defined and the organizational mechanisms 
necessary for their achievement are set up (Cros-
san et al., 1999). Shared understandings lead to 
collective actions. Over time, the repetition and 
persistence of these collective actions define pat-
terns of interaction and communication, which 
routinization tends to formalize. By coordinating 
their actions with those of others, users or groups 
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of users construct new cognitive coordinations, 
memorize them and repeat them, transposing them 
to new situations until their use is perceived as 
normal, and using them more frequently, which 
means inserting them into the organization’s 
routines. As well, coordination requires one to 
take into consideration the organizing principles 
for interaction, such as norms and rules, as well 
as the organizing principles for individuals, such 
as scripts and previous representations. Taking 
these principles into consideration contributes to 
institutionalizing (or routinizing) the use of the 
system, by reproducing or enacting structures, 
since these organizing principles may conflict 
with the group’s sociocognitive orientations. When 
conflict occurs, it generates new cognitive con-
figurations and thus is likely to lead to a renewed 
social representation of the system as a function of 
the social marking that characterizes it (Lauriol, 
1998). Thus, as the organization advances in its 
understanding of the technology and its possibili-
ties, it is likely to modify its work architecture, 
following a cumulative learning curve:

Each successive configuration builds on the func-
tionality of the previous one, which parallels an 
incremental learning process as the technology’s 
users gain experience and knowledge about the 
technology and technology-facilitated work tasks. 
(Saga and Zmud, 1994, p. 80)

According to these authors, this in-depth under-
standing and the change in work architecture that 
it induces cause users to (1) use more and more of 
the system’s functionalities to execute a larger set 
of tasks; (2) use the system in a more integrated 
way to build links between sets of activities; (3) 
use the technology to perform activities that were 
not identifiable or feasible before the system was 
introduced. These three ways of using the system 
help to infuse it in the organization (Cooper and 
Zmud, 1987).

To sum up, we consider that assimilation oc-
curs first by means of an individual interpretation 

process in which individuals succeed in making 
sense of the new technology, then developing 
new categories and new schemas and scripts that 
shape their representation of the system. Then, 
through a process of integration, the individuals 
interact and integrate their understandings in or-
der to coordinate their activities. By doing this, 
they develop shared understandings or frames 
specific to their group. Over time, these frames 
are incorporated into routines, then infused into 
practices and beliefs until they endure within 
the organization even after the individuals who 
originated them have left.

The Emergence of Collective 
Assimilation Constructs

From the individual to the group: In the previous 
section, assimilation was viewed as a phenomenon 
that can be seen at different hierarchical levels of 
the organization: individual, group and organiza-
tional, with the individual as the level of origin. We 
can deduce at least two things from this: first, at 
these three levels, assimilation is defined as quali-
tatively distinct constructs; second, assimilation is 
manifested as an emergent phenomenon. In this 
regard, it is important to specify the nature of this 
emergence from the individual to the group and 
then on to the organization. Individuals interpret 
technological innovation within the framework of 
the organizational context. Individual cognitive 
frames, namely the expectations and hypotheses 
they develop regarding the technological inno-
vation, are marked by social interactions with 
their colleagues who are also engaged in the 
interpretation effort. It is legitimate to consider 
that, through this interaction, individual scripts, 
schemas and semantic labels are pooled to de-
velop shared understandings and a principle for 
action. In fact, when individuals face ambiguous 
situations, they start to seek the interpretations of 
other people who are experiencing the same thing 
(Swanson and Ramiller, 1997; Volkema, Farquhar 
and Bergmann, 1996). Through these interactions, 
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schemas and individual categorizations are dif-
fused throughout the reference group (Poole and 
DeSanctis., 1990). Interaction is undoubtedly the 
vehicle of this pooling, but common frames result 
primarily from the frequency of these interactions, 
which make up a cycle of events (Morgesson and 
Hoffman, 1999). A high level of interdependence 
among group members’ activities increases the 
presence of such cycles and consequently the 
emergence of group assimilation. The collective 
construct may result from the composition or com-
pilation of individual interpretations (Kozlowski 
and Klein, 2000). We opt for the first possibility, 
since assimilation at the individual and group lev-
els involves cognitive processes that result in the 
generation of reference and categorization frames, 
etc. In other words, the constructs of individual 
and group assimilation are similar in function 
but different in structure. We also hypothesize 
that individuals act homogeneously within the 
group when they pool their individual reference 
frames (Klein et al., 1994), since it is difficult 
to distinguish between individual and group 
contributions in the creation of common frames 
(Drazin et al., 1999). Likewise, the group reflects 
the steps of individual assimilation in its approach, 
namely the development of images, categories, 
a language, expectations and hypotheses, etc. In 
short, group assimilation and individual assimi-
lation are functionally isomorphic, in that both 
constructs have the same meaning and share the 
same content and the same nomological network 
(Kozlowski and Klein, 2000). This leads to the 
following hypothesis:

Proposition 1: Group assimilation results from 
intragroup consensus around individuals’ as-
similation.

From the group to the organization: Routi-
nization and infusion, the two manifestations of 
assimilation, are two essentially organizational 
phenomena and have no individual counterparts. 
Consequently, assimilation at the organizational 

level cannot occur on the basis of group assimila-
tion. It is true that routinization results from the 
repetition of behavior patterns as a result of group 
consensus. Nevertheless, when one moves from 
the group level to that of the organization, the 
assimilation process becomes less fluid and in-
cremental and more punctuated and disconnected 
(Crossan et al., 1999). Indeed, organizational 
assimilation usually entails modifications being 
made to existing systems and processes (Keen 
and McDonald, 2000; Chatterjee and Segars, 
2001). Such modifications raise issues that extend 
beyond the field of social cognition. In particu-
lar, one might mention the inertia characterizing 
existing institutions, which results in the more 
punctuated nature of organizational assimilation 
mechanisms compared to the greater fluidity 
of the phenomenon at the individual and group 
levels (Crossan et al., 1999). Moreover, through 
routinization, the modified structures, systems and 
procedures provide a new context for interaction 
such that the representations of groups, and still 
more so of individuals, have less weight because 
they are embedded in the organization (Crossan 
et al., 1999).

Moreover, there are theoretical reasons for 
believing that the emergence of organizational 
assimilation, which involves hundreds of people, 
may be substantially different from assimilation 
at the group level, which may involve no more 
than five or six people. In a large organization, 
individuals only interact regularly with a subset of 
other employees, whereas they will end up inter-
acting with most, if not all, of the other members 
in a group (Dawson, Gonzalez-Roma, Davis and 
West, 2008). Thus, organizational assimilation 
is probably a slower and more risky process and 
therefore is more sensitive to contextual factors. 
In fact, each social group within the organization 
(physicians, nurses, administrators, technicians) 
may well develop its own technological frames 
regarding telehealth systems for reasons as diverse 
as their specialty, occupation, ideology, etc. (Or-
likowski and Gash, 1994; Weick, 1995). We can 
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therefore imagine that, at the organizational level, 
assimilation results from a process of negotiation 
among the different frames specific to each group 
involved, with their divergent belief systems and 
interests (Drazin et al., 1999). In our view, there 
are two possibilities. First, the different groups’ 
technological frames, that is to say, their expec-
tations and hypotheses regarding the role of the 
technological innovation in business processes 
and its nature and use, may be irreconcilable. In 
that case, the implementation of the technologi-
cal innovation will become a source of conflict 
(Orlikowski and Gash, 1994). On the other hand, 
when the different groups’ frames are congruent 
(Orlikowski and Gash, 1994), an implicit and 
reasonable agreement may result concerning the 
nature, use and consequences of use of the tech-
nological innovation (Finney and Mitroff, 1986).

Cognitive frames of any kind guide how indi-
viduals or groups understand and act toward an 
organizational phenomenon. Frames give meaning 
to events, which then determine courses of action 
(Goffman, 1974). Thus, the frames specific to each 
group determine how that group inserts the use of 
the new technology into its practices. When the 
different frames are mutually coherent, in the sense 
that they share a certain number of categories and 
contents (Orlikowski and Gash, 1994), one can 
imagine that these specific practices may combine 
to configure the insertion of the technological in-
novation into the organizational routines of which 
it will become an integral part. It is also possible to 
imagine that, as this use is institutionalized, it will 
become more widespread and more integrated and 
modifications may be made to the technological 
architecture to take into consideration the way in 
which various organizational elements such as 
roles, formal procedures and emergent routines 
will henceforth be connected (Cooper and Zmud, 
1990; Kwon, 1987).

On the basis of the above discussion, we 
consider that organizational assimilation emerges 
from the compilation of the various frames specific 
to each social group. In other words, assimilation 

at the organizational level results not from the 
convergence of the technological frames of the 
various groups involved but instead from a com-
bination of these frames in a particular configura-
tion. Consequently, at the group and organization 
levels, the two constructs are qualitatively differ-
ent even though they are functionally equivalent 
(Kozlowski and Klein, 2000). While group-level 
assimilation results in a consensus concerning 
the role and use of the technological innovation, 
organizational assimilation is reflected in the inser-
tion of the innovation into organizational routines 
and subsequent changes to the administrative and 
technological infrastructure (Zmud and Apple, 
1992). Thus, both constructs concern the same 
domain, but they are manifested in different ways 
at the two levels of analysis. This development 
leads us to formulate the following hypothesis:

Proposition 2: Organizational assimilation results 
from a configuration of each group’s specific 
assimilation.

Antecedents of Assimilation

In the previous section, we established the rela-
tionship between the constructs of assimilation 
at different levels. In addition to the question of 
the structure of assimilation, which concerns the 
manifestations of the phenomenon at different 
levels, we also need to consider how the phe-
nomenon functions and, in particular, to identify 
its antecedents at the different levels of analysis.

Individual Factors

Psychological Ownership for the Organization 
and Felt Responsibility
Psychological ownership defines a state in which 
individuals feel that an object belongs to them, in 
whole or in part (Beggan, 1992; Pierce, Rubenfeld 
and Morgan, 1991). This feeling may develop for 
either tangible or intangible objects (Isaacs, 1993; 
Pierce, Kostova and Dirks, 2001). Empirical stud-
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ies have shown that individuals may experience 
feelings of possession toward their work (Beagle-
hole, 1932), their organization (Dirks, Cummings 
and Pierce, 1996), the practices of the organization 
(Kostova, 1998), and particular problems facing 
their organization (Pratt and Dutton, 2000). As 
well, psychological ownership of an organization 
denotes a psychological phenomenon whereby an 
employee develops feelings of ownership toward 
a target (Van Dyne and Pierce, 2004). This target 
may be any material or social object associated 
with the organization, such as particular problems 
or the technologies that contribute to solving them. 
Thus, psychological ownership is an attitude that 
includes both affective and cognitive components 
(Pierce et al., 2001). Three main mechanisms 
participate in the emergence of psychological 
ownership: control of the target or object for 
which ownership is felt; intimate knowledge of 
this target; and finally, self-investment in the target 
(Pierce et al., 2001).

Organizations give their members many op-
portunities to control, to varying degrees, differ-
ent factors that then constitute potential targets 
of psychological ownership (Pierce et al., 2001; 
Hackman and Oldham, 1980). The greater the 
degree of autonomy inherent in a job, the greater 
the level of control required and, as well, the 
greater the probability that employees will develop 
a feeling of ownership toward certain targets of 
the organization (Pierce et al., 2001). In healthcare 
organizations in particular, professionals enjoy a 
very high degree of autonomy in their areas of 
expertise because of the complex tasks they have 
to perform. The low level of bureaucratic formal-
ization and the decentralized decision-making 
power that characterize healthcare organizations 
are factors that favor high autonomy for healthcare 
professionals and, consequently, the likelihood 
that they will develop feelings of ownership for 
their work or for specific organizational problems 
related to it (Pierce et al., 2001).

Organizations also give their members op-
portunities to become more familiar with certain 

targets of psychological ownership. This intimate 
knowledge is fostered by the information given to 
employees concerning the organization’s objec-
tives and problems and, above all, by seniority 
in the organization. In turn, intimate knowledge 
favors the development of a feeling of ownership 
toward the organization or some of its targets 
(Pierce et al., 2001). The collegial nature of 
healthcare organizations means that profession-
als are constantly being informed and consulted 
about their institution’s problems and objectives 
and often about those of other establishments in 
the same administrative region. In addition, these 
organizations are characterized by low employee 
turnover, given the structure of the sector. All of 
these factors contribute to the fact that healthcare 
professionals know their organizations very well 
and thus increase the probability that they will 
develop feelings of ownership toward some of 
its targets.

Finally, organizations give their members 
opportunities to invest themselves in different 
aspects of organizational life. This investment 
may relate to the individual’s ideas, time, or 
physical and psychological energy (Pierce et al., 
2001). The greater the investment, the greater the 
psychological ownership of the target (Pierce et 
al., 2001). The degree of investment depends on 
the characteristics of the activity. Non-routine 
activities, which require more discretion, mean 
that the people who perform them invest more 
of their ideas, their specific knowledge and their 
personal style (Pierce et al., 2001). These activities 
therefore favor the development of psychological 
ownership of the result of this self-investment. 
Now, one of the most important characteristics of 
healthcare institutions resides in the uniqueness 
and novelty of the problems they are called upon 
to solve. This is reflected in non-routine activities 
whose duration, content and characteristics are 
unpredictable. Indeed, executing these activi-
ties requires healthcare professionals to acquire 
information and knowledge through the social 
processes of discussion, reading and education, 
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then to apply this knowledge to solving their 
patients’ problems. It is therefore legitimate to 
think that such a working environment promotes 
the development of psychological ownership of 
targets such as certain organizational challenges, 
protocols or practices, etc.

When individuals who are members of an 
organization feel that they own it, they tend to 
believe they have certain rights such as being 
kept informed and influencing the organization’s 
orientations, but they also tend to feel more ac-
countable to it than individuals who do not share 
this feeling (Pierce et al., 1991; Kubzansky and 
Druskat, 1993; Rodgers and Freudlich, 1998). And 
it has been shown that the felt responsibility leads 
individuals to adopt behaviors that go beyond the 
requirements of their formal roles (Pearce and 
Gregersen, 1991).

The above discussion helps us to understand 
that healthcare organizations combine conditions 
that favor the development of psychological 
ownership of certain targets by their members. 
One of these targets could be telehealth, given 
the fervor it has stirred up because of expectations 
that it will solve certain limitations hampering 
the current healthcare system. We also believe 
that the felt responsibility that results from psy-
chological ownership is one of the factors that 
explains why individuals in these organizations 
engage themselves in three ways – emotionally, 
behaviorally and cognitively (Drazin et al., 1999; 
Kahn, 1990) – in the effort to understand what 
telehealth systems are and what they should be 
used for. We therefore hypothesize that there will 
be a positive relationship between psychological 
ownership and individual assimilation, but that 
this relationship will be mediated by the feeling 
of responsibility.

Proposition 3a: Psychological ownership of the 
organization should have a positive impact on 
the individual assimilation of telehealth systems.

Proposition 3b: Felt responsibility will mediate 
the influence of psychological ownership of the 
organization on the individual assimilation of 
telehealth systems.

Group Factors

Interdependence
One of the fundamental characteristics of organi-
zations is the need for coordination. In addition to 
administrative prescriptions, coordination is the 
result of structural factors such as interdependence 
(Van De Ven, Delbecq and Koenig, 1976).

Interdependence expresses the extent to which 
the behavior of one member of a group affects 
that of the other members. In this research, the 
term group has a collective sense and designates 
any combination of individuals or work units that 
are interdependent and whose work is purpose-
ful (Morgesson and Hoffman, 1999). The object 
in respect of which the group members perceive 
themselves to be interdependent determines the 
nature and degree of this interdependence. These 
objects may include the differentiation of roles, 
the distribution of competencies and resources, 
the operating processes and technologies support-
ing them, and how performance is compensated 
(Wageman, 1995, p. 146). Notwithstanding these 
different sources, a distinction must be established 
between task interdependence and goal interde-
pendence (Mitchell and Silver, 1990).

Definitions of task interdependence (TI) are 
quite varied (Pearce et Gregersen, 1991). In some 
authors’ view, TI designates to what extent the 
members of a group depend on one another to 
achieve their respective tasks due to the structural 
relations among group members (Van De Ven et 
al., 1976; Van der Vegt, Emans and van de Vli-
ert, 1998; Thompson 1967). From this structural 
perspective, the patterns of interaction among 
group members vary depending on whether their 
interdependence is pooled, sequential or recipro-
cal (Thompson, 1967) or team interdependence 
(Van De Ven et al., 1976). Team interdependence 
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is associated with the most complex form of 
interaction. Other researchers have defined TI 
as the degree of interaction among members due 
to the nature of the task (Shea and Guzzo, 1987; 
Campion, Medsker and Higgs, 1993). Ultimately, 
we consider that TI expresses the extent to which 
group members must exchange resources (infor-
mation, advice and expertise) and coordinate their 
efforts to perform their tasks (Mitchell and Silver, 
1990; Wageman, 1995).

Goal interdependence (GO) expresses the 
extent to which members perceive their respec-
tive goals as being related to those of the group 
and acknowledge one another as contributors to 
a common project (Deutsch, 1973, 1949).

The fact that healthcare organizations are 
considered to be professional bureaucracies (Mint-
zberg, 1981), in which professionals are given 
a great deal of autonomy, does not preclude the 
need for coordination, and therefore the interde-
pendence. On the contrary, the structural changes 
that have occurred in these organizations in recent 
years tend to reinforce this need. In Quebec, for 
example, structural problems related to the acces-
sibility, coordination and continuity of healthcare 
and services have led to the emergence of several 
solutions, including the integration of services 
through the creation of integrated health and 
social services networks. The goal, of course, is 
the complementary use of resources and expertise, 
with the aim of facilitating the ongoing provision 
of healthcare and services. Despite these changes, 
two modes of intervention appear to coexist in 
healthcare institutions: multidisciplinarity and 
interdisciplinarity, with the emphasis upon the 
former.

Multidisciplinarity refers to the juxtaposition 
of professionals who are working with the same 
user (D’Amour, Ferrada-Videla, San Martin 
Rodriguez and Beaulieu, 2005; Payette, 2001). 
Each aspect of the user’s problem is handled by 
different professionals, who keep one another 
informed about the actions to be taken and the 
progression of results. In this way, they identify 

specific contributions, set rules for coordination 
and share information (Viens, 2006).

Interdisciplinarity, on the other hand, requires 
the integration of knowledge, expertise and spe-
cific contributions from each discipline in the pro-
cess of solving complex problems (Payette, 2001). 
It presupposes a common goal and integrated 
practices. Thus, while multidisciplinarity is most 
appropriate for less complex needs (D’Amour, 
2006), interdisciplinarity has proven to be more 
appropriate for complex cases (Payette, 2001). By 
necessitating convergent care, such cases create 
a situation of interdependence and partnership 
among stakeholders (Viens, 2006).

Despite their relative autonomy, then, stake-
holders in healthcare organizations are not totally 
independent from one another. The nature of their 
interdependence varies based on the complexity of 
the care services they provide. In all cases, if this 
interdependence is to be operative, stakeholders 
must share common frames regarding the nature 
of the care, practices and technologies they need 
to mobilize. This is especially true in the case of 
telehealth, where information technologies play 
a pivotal role. On this basis, it is reasonable to 
make the following propositions:

Proposition 4a: Task interdependence should have 
a positive impact on consensus building within 
different groups regarding what telehealth systems 
are and what they should be used for.

Proposition 4b: Goal interdependence should 
have a positive impact on consensus building 
within different groups regarding what telehealth 
systems are and what they should be used for.

Organizational Factors

At the organizational level, in view of how as-
similation is manifested, it may be influenced 
by specific organizational capacities and by the 
interaction between IS and the organization.
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In the context of this study, the organizational 
capacities that appear most relevant to us are those 
associated with the technological and sociocogni-
tive environments. The former refers primarily to 
the technological infrastructure’s IT capacities and 
the latter to the organizational climate.

Regarding the interaction between the system 
and the organization, we essentially refer to com-
patibility between the technological innovation 
and the institutional system, on one hand, and 
the organization’s existing technological systems, 
on the other.

IT Capacities
As indicated above, organizational assimilation 
implies that changes must potentially be made 
to the technological architecture to take account 
of how various organizational elements such as 
roles, formal procedures and emergent routines 
will henceforth be connected (Cooper and Zmud, 
1990; Kwon, 1987). To support the emergence 
and implementation of such changes, the orga-
nization must possess IT capacities that cover 
both technological and organizational dimensions 
(Bharadwaj, Sambamurthy and Zmud, 1999). In 
particular, the organization needs the capacity to 
maintain a close, ongoing partnership between 
the heads of business and IT processes. It also 
needs the capacity to mutually adjust operating 
and technological processes to maintain their effi-
ciency and effectiveness and exploit the capacities 
of emerging IT (Bharadwaj et al., 1999). In order 
to possess these capacities, the organization must 
have a sufficiently flexible, integrated IT infra-
structure; this is critically important (Broadbent 
and Weill, 1997), since it makes it possible to 
ensure continuous compatibility and interoper-
ability between telehealth systems and the systems 
already in place in the organization (Kayworth, 
Chatterjee and Sambamurthy, 2001). Moreover, 
the wide variety of hardware, operating systems 
and development tools makes it more and more 
crucial to maintain an IT infrastructure that is suf-
ficiently coherent to avoid fragmentation and lack 

of integration of the various systems. However, to 
ensure this cohesion between telehealth systems 
and the other information systems, networks 
and applications that are critical to the organiza-
tion’s mission, the technological infrastructure 
must have the necessary architecture. In fact, 
this integrated IT infrastructure must constitute 
a platform on which the organization’s shared IT 
capacities are articulated (Weill, Subramani and 
Broadbent, 2002).

By IT infrastructure, we mean a shared orga-
nizational resource comprising physical elements 
such as technological artifacts and intellec-
tual elements such as knowledge and know-how 
(Broadbent, Weill, Brien and Neo, 1996), all of 
which are kept in step by standards (Kayworth et 
al., 2001). The physical elements determine the 
infrastructure’s IT capacities, namely its ability 
to combine the organization’s resources in order 
to support their effectiveness (Amit and Shoe-
maker, 1993). As for the intellectual elements, 
they materialize in the relational and integration 
architectures required to exploit the IT capacities. 
Relational architecture is required to configure the 
operating modalities for IT capacities, while the 
function of integration architecture is to coordinate 
IT capacities in relation to the business capacities 
they are there to support (Sambamurthy and Zmud, 
2000). The sophistication of the IT infrastructure 
has been found to have a significant influence 
on the assimilation of information technologies.

Ultimately, an organization that has the neces-
sary capacities to maintain a close interrelationship 
between IT professionals and users of the IT and 
continually adjust the interface of its operating and 
technological processes, and whose technological 
infrastructure is flexible enough not only to allow 
these adjustments but to permit the exploitation 
of emerging technologies, provides favorable 
conditions for the routinization and infusion of 
a technological innovation. This leads to the fol-
lowing proposition:
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Proposition 5: The presence of a flexible infra-
structure that can integrate existing and emerging 
operating and technological processes should 
have a positive impact on the organizational as-
similation of telehealth systems.

Organizational Climate
For the same reasons mentioned in the previous 
section, we believe that the work environment, 
and in particular the organizational climate, may 
constrain or promote the organizational assimila-
tion of telehealth systems.

Organizational climate is defined as the indi-
vidual perceptions concerning the most salient 
characteristics of the organizational context 
(Schneider, 1990). It therefore corresponds, un-
like psychological climate, to patterns of meaning 
shared by the individual members of the organiza-
tion with regard to certain characteristics of the 
organizational context (Tracey, Tannenbaum and 
Kavanagh, 1995). It results from the interaction 
among objective elements that are observable 
in the organizational context and the perceptual 
processes of individual members of the organiza-
tion (Schneider, 1983). It is therefore theoretically 
possible to influence perception of the climate by 
appropriately configuring the elements and pro-
cesses of the organizational context (Kozlowski 
and Hults, 1987). As well, organizational climate 
is useful for understanding the normative response 
trends of members of the organization (Kozlowski 
and Hults, 1987). An overall conceptualization 
of organizational climate could prove somewhat 
irrelevant for studying a specific phenomenon 
(Kozlowski and Hults, 1987). Rather, the concept 
of organizational climate should be considered as 
a broad, multidimensional perceptual domain for 
which construct definition depends on the variable 
of interest (Schneider, 1985). Moreover, an orga-
nizational environment may have several climates 
depending on whether individuals attach specific 
meanings to separate sets of organizational events 
or factors (Schneider and Reichers, 1983). From 
this point of view, a work environment may be 

characterized by a climate of service, a climate of 
workplace safety or a climate of self-fulfillment 
(Mikkelsen and Gronhaug, 1999). Bearing this 
in mind, we shall consider only the dimensions 
of climate that appear to us to be most relevant 
to the routinization (or institutionalization) and 
infusion of telehealth systems.

The assimilation of telehealth systems derives 
its meaning from a long-term vision that views 
telehealth as a new way of organizing healthcare 
services that complements and extends existing 
systems. This perspective highlights at least two 
points: first, information and communication tech-
nologies are constantly changing. Consequently, 
one must plan for continual updates of both the 
telehealth systems as such and the other informa-
tion systems in order to benefit from technological 
advances to improve the quality of patient care and 
cope with emerging needs. Secondly, this means 
that medical, administrative and IT staff members 
must constantly upgrade their skills since the 
institutionalization of a technological innovation 
entails that staff competencies must be developed 
and updated (Kozlowski and Hults, 1987). Further-
more, the structure of healthcare organizations is 
such that individuals may belong to one or more 
groups dedicated to specific activities, but they 
have to work with members of other groups to 
provide patient care (Dawson et al., 2008). When 
this reality is reinforced by well-thought-out inte-
gration strategies, as was the case with Quebec’s 
health and social services networks, it can look 
like a climate of integration that fosters profes-
sional interdisciplinarity and cohesion among case 
managers, teams and departments, which then 
become institutionalized (Kozlowski and Hults, 
1987). In our view, such a climate is favorable 
both to the routinization of telehealth systems 
and to their use in more extended and integrated 
ways, which leads to infusion (Zmud and Apple, 
1992). It is therefore reasonable to think that if 
healthcare organizations implement strategies 
that reinforce learning, continuous upgrading and 
integration of their staff members’ competencies, 
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they could induce normative responses by their 
members that promote continuous upgrading of 
their skill level. An organizational climate that 
unites these three dimensions (learning, upgrading 
and integration of skills) could prove favorable to 
the assimilation of telehealth systems. This leads 
to the following proposition:

Proposition 6: An organizational climate that 
focuses on upgrading skills should have a posi-
tive impact on the organizational assimilation of 
telehealth systems.

Compatibility
Telehealth systems are not deployed in a vacuum, 
but in organizational contexts with well-estab-
lished social structures such as practices, profes-
sional culture, technologies and other sociotech-
nical elements (Gosain, 2004). It is essential to 
consider the impact of these structural elements on 
the assimilation of telehealth IS, because studies 
have shown that they can either constitute barriers 
to IS implementation or facilitate it by providing 
the necessary infrastructure or strengthening the 
organization’s absorptive capacity (Kling and 
Iacono, 1989; Chae and Poole, 2005). Similarly, 
because of the organizational arrangements they 
require, telehealth IS have the capacity to structure 
the behaviors of the organizations involved. Thus, 
the deployment of a new system, especially a com-
plex system like the ones supporting telehealth, 
not only triggers a process of mutual structuring 
among the host organizations and the system but 
may also raise the possibility of a mismatch (in-
stitutional misalignment) between the institutional 
regime of the organizations involved and the insti-
tutional logics conveyed by the technology (Gos-
ain, 2004). It is therefore possible that conflicting 
structural components may come into contact. 
To explain this, one must remember two things: 
first, the healthcare community is characterized 
by a strong disciplinary tradition characterized 
by well-established values, norms and cultural 
and cognitive schemas that shape and guide the 

behaviors of members of the medical profession. 
This tradition develops and is maintained thanks 
to the activities and vigilance of a number of in-
stitutional agents such as the educational system, 
supervisory agencies, professional associations, 
etc. The elements of this tradition are instantiated 
in rules, work procedures, protocols and codes of 
ethics, and the technologies used in the sector tend 
to stabilize professional practice. Indeed, disci-
plines as bodies of knowledge preserve concepts, 
practices, and values that are employed in action 
(Pickering, 1995) Moreover, information systems 
are “complex social objects” (Kling and Scacchi, 
1982) laden with intentionality (Chae and Poole, 
2005). Because of the artifacts that compose them, 
IS form a unique combination of three kinds of 
agency: material, human and disciplinary (Chae 
and Poole, 2005; Pickering, 1995). Agency denotes 
the capacity of a person or an object to produce a 
particular result. Human agency refers primarily 
to individuals’ reflexivity and ability to adjust 
their actions with the aim of achieving a defined 
goal, which may be a plan or intention (Chae 
and Poole, 2005). Material agency is physical or 
biological in nature. It is revealed in the actions of 
the specific powerful forces of certain generative 
mechanisms (Harre and Madden, 1975). Finally, 
disciplinary agency corresponds to the shaping 
and orientation of human action by cultural and 
conceptual systems (Pickering, 1995). In fact, 
in the development phase of a system, it goes 
through a “registration process” during which the 
dominant interests and the developers’ responses 
to institutional pressures and their vision of the 
world are reflected in the system’s functioning 
(Latour, 1992). In this sense, the people who 
develop telehealth systems have the opportunity 
to incorporate rules, functionalities and resources 
into them that are capable of structuring the users’ 
interaction with the system.

The above discussion helps us to understand 
that the encounter between telehealth systems and 
the organization raises the problem of compat-
ibility between the systems and the organization’s 
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operating infrastructure, on one hand, and the 
organization’s technological infrastructure in the 
sense of software, hardware and IT management 
procedures, on the other. In the first case, we refer 
to operational compatibility, whereas the second 
corresponds to technological compatibility (Jones 
and Beatty, 1998).

We therefore believe that if telehealth systems 
are compatible with the existing technological 
infrastructure and operating procedures, this will 
facilitate the assimilation of these systems into the 
organizations involved in the telehealth project:

Proposition 7: Telehealth systems’ compatibility 
with the organization’s operating infrastructure 
will have a positive impact on their assimilation. 

Proposition 8: Telehealth systems’ compatibility 
with the organization’s existing technological 
infrastructure will have a positive impact on their 
assimilation. 

Organizing Vision
In the case of innovations like telehealth systems, 
institutional processes play a role from the outset 
of the diffusion of such systems and help to reduce 
the ambiguity surrounding them by proposing 
an organizing vision (Swanson and Ramiller, 
1997). Since telehealth systems are essentially 
interorganizational in their application, their ori-
gin and rationale must be sought at the level of 
the organizational field (DiMaggio and Powell, 
1983), which is made up of the various entities 
comprising the healthcare system. The organizing 
vision (OV) is created and developed at this level:

…an interorganizational community, comprised of 
a heterogeneous network of parties with a variety 
of material interest in an IS innovation, collec-
tively creates and employs an organizing vision 
of the innovation that is central to decisions and 
actions affecting its development and diffusion. 
(Swanson and Ramiller, 1997, p. 459)

This makes it clear that, when the actors in-
volved in telehealth projects must make sense of 
the system, they are not acting in a vacuum but 
also making use of the representations of other 
actors to develop their own, since the organiza-
tion of which they are members is not isolated:

Instead it [organization] belongs to a complex 
community of organizations, the many members 
of which actively contemplate the new technology 
and ponder to varying degrees publicly what it 
means and where it is going. Thus much of what 
the sensemakers in the prospective adopter do is 
search and probe and engage the interpretations of 
others. (Swanson and Ramiller, 1997, pp. 459-460) 

In other words, an essential part of actors’ 
effort to interpret telehealth systems consists of 
inquiring about and evaluating the interpretations 
conveyed at the level of the organizational field. 
Indeed, telehealth projects can be very different 
from one another, which means that the systems 
use quite different technologies that have often 
not stabilized yet and are sometimes still in the 
prototyping phase (Klecun-Dabrowska and Corn-
ford, 2002). The technologies used and users’ 
understanding of them are incomplete and unstable 
(Rosenberg, 1994). In short, the components of 
these systems are not always well articulated and 
their implications may not be well understood 
(Swanson and Ramiller, 1997). In this context, 
the OV acts to formulate the spirit of the system 
in the sense of the philosophy underlying the 
artifact and the motives that led to its develop-
ment (Chae, 2002). The OV is a meaning-making 
structure that actors make use of to understand the 
nature of telehealth systems and their roles in the 
social, technical and economic context (Klecun-
Dabrowska and Cornford, 2002). In this way, the 
telehealth OV may remove, or at least reduce, the 
ambiguity characterizing telehealth systems and 
their possible applications:
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An organizing vision arises to encode and pro-
vide the necessary interpretations and to give 
institutional coherence to initiatives that might 
otherwise be viewed as of limited relevance, 
even organizationally idiosyncratic [p. 460]... 
that provide important cognitive structures that 
shape thought relative to innovation involving 
innovation technologies. (Swanson and Ramiller, 
1997, pp. 460 and 471)

By formulating expectations, hypotheses and 
knowledge regarding the key aspects of tele-
health systems, the OV contributes to ensuring 
the congruence of the different groups of actors’ 
technological frames (as discussed above) and 
may also align the institutional logics incorporated 
in the configuration of these systems with the 
organization’s institutional regime (values, prac-
tices, norms, culture and technologies). When this 
happens, organizations experience less conflict 
in the implementation and use of new systems 
(Orlikowski and Gash, 1994). Thus, we believe 
that the following proposition applies:

Proposition 9a: A preeminent organizing vision 
should have a positive impact on the assimilation 
of telehealth systems. 

The OV also provides a legitimation structure, 
which complements the meaning-making struc-
ture by considering in its discourse the aspects 
that justify the innovation. The discourse on the 
system’s legitimacy uses technical and functional 
arguments, as well as political, organizational 
and business arguments (Klecun-Dabrowska 
and Cornford, 2002). This dimension of the OV 
endeavors to communicate not only the expected 
benefits of the innovation, but also its spirit, that 
is, the underlying philosophies and the reasons 
motivating its development (Chae, 2002). For 
example, by presenting telehealth as a solution 
to the health problems experienced by people in 
remote regions and by underserved groups, and to 
the problem of recruiting and keeping physicians 

in these regions, etc., the OV not only clarifies the 
benefits of telehealth but also ties in with society’s 
concern for equity. By doing this, it emphasizes the 
importance of telehealth systems and strengthens 
the social norms and values that encourage and 
value their use (Orlikowski and Gash, 1994), and 
ensures that users take ownership of them. In turn, 
legitimacy favors the mobilization of the resources 
needed to move telehealth from the status of project 
to the status of current service, which involves 
changing practices and operating infrastructure 
so the telehealth system can be integrated. All of 
this leads us to think that an OV that formulates 
the rationale for telehealth systems in terms of 
existing values and social norms in the healthcare 
sector is likely to have a positive impact on the 
assimilation of telehealth systems by promoting 
the mobilization of the necessary resources. On 
this basis, we make the following proposition:

Proposition 9b: An OV that formulates the ra-
tionale for telehealth systems in terms of existing 
values and social norms in the healthcare sector 
should have a positive impact on the assimilation 
of telehealth systems. 

CONCLUSION

This chapter has undertaken a multilevel modeling 
approach that clarifies the process of assimilation. 
Our theory development involved introspection 
concerning the technological artifact to ensure 
that this concept and the social and institutional 
context are at the core of the model. Moreover, 
the model is anchored in theory, and the theories 
mobilized here have enabled us to take into account 
the issues associated with information system 
assimilation and to analyze them appropriately.

This chapter developed a theoretical perspec-
tive that enables us to gain a better understanding 
of the assimilation of information systems, based 
on their nature and the problems associated with 
their development. In this way, this chapter con-
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tributes to research in this area by emphasizing 
the necessity of anchoring the theorization process 
in the characteristics of the technological artifact 
and of the social and institutional context in which 
these systems are applied. Moreover, earlier work 
on the organizational assimilation of information 
technologies (Zmud and Apple, 1992; Saga and 
Zmud, 1994; Fichman and Kemerer, 1997/1999; 
Meyer and Goes, 1998; Purvis et al., 2001; Gal-
livan, 2001; Chatterjee et al., 2002) has certainly 
enriched our knowledge of this phenomenon. 
Nevertheless, the fact that these studies consid-
ered assimilation as an exclusively organizational 
phenomenon has undoubtedly overshadoweded 
more micro or meso explanations that could enrich 
our understanding still more. In particular, these 
studies are silent about the structure and functions 
of the assimilation constructs. Unlike those prior 
studies, our model proposes a detailed account 
of the assimilation process by clarifying both 
the structure (Kozlowski and Klein, 2000) and 
the functional relationships of the phenomenon 
(Morgesson and Hofmann, 1999). Put simply, the 
model accounts for how individual, group and 
organization characteristics interact to structure 
assimilation. Briefly, the adoption of a multilevel 
perspective resulted in a more comprehensive 
understanding of how the assimilation process 
unfolds across levels in organizations.

Our study also has implications for practice. 
In particular, it points to the importance of ex-
amining assimilation within the continuum of IS 
phenomena surrounding the deployment of tele-
health systems. As such, it helps understand why 
managerial actions intended to facilitate the as-
similation process should be employed as early as 
the adoption phase. For instance, issues related to 
the systems’ compatibility with the organization’s 
work infrastructure should be managed during the 
development phase. Briefly, even though routi-
nization and infusion are post-implementation 
behaviors, factors that are likely to influence them 
should be taken into consideration before systems 
are acquired. Moreover, by making explicit the 

functional relationships at the individual, group 
and organizational levels, this work highlights 
the range of managerial interventions required 
to secure the IS assimilation and consequently 
the telehealth systems’ effectiveness. In addition, 
beyond the policy level, the model provides a 
better understanding of the locus of authority for 
each specific managerial intervention. In so do-
ing, it will help to enhance the effectiveness of 
managerial actions and smooth the IS governance 
aspects of telehealth systems.

FUTURE WORK

The next step in our agenda is to test the model 
in an empirical, real-life setting. In addition to 
testing the model, this will allow us to identify 
additional contributing factors so we can better 
understand the assimilation of telehealth systems 
into the workplace.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Bottom-Up Processes: Describe phenomena 
that have their theoretical origin at a lower level 
but have emergent properties at higher levels.

Compilation Process: Describes phenomena 
that comprise a common domain but are distinc-
tively different as they across levels.

Composition Process: Describes phenom-
ena that are essentially the same as they emerge 
across levels.

Infusion: An information system’s embeded-
ness into the organization’s procedures and work 
Architectures.

Routinization: The incorporation of an IS 
into the organization’s work system in such a way 
that over time the IS ceases to be perceived as a 
novelty and starts to be taken for granted.

Telehealth: Healthcare services using informa-
tion and communications technology such as tele-
education, teleconsultation and teletraining, etc.

Top-Down Processes: Address the influence 
of macro levels such as organizational or group 
characteristics on micro levels such as individuals.

This work was previously published in E-Health, Assistive Technologies and Applications for Assisted Living: Challenges and 
Solutions, edited by Carsten Röcker and Martina Ziefle, pp. 161-194, copyright 2011 by Medical Information Science Refer-
ence (an imprint of IGI Global).
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Chapter  3.11

ABSTRACT

E-mail has become so ubiquitous that it has sur-
passed existing only as a tool of asynchronous 
communication. E-mail has contributed to the 
rise of the distributed organization that is widely 
dispersed across nodes and locations. Email is 
being used in diverse ways and for an increasing 
range of unintended purposes. This chapter charts 
the history of e-mail, from early investigations of 
handling e-mail overload, to a review of software 
applications designed to ameliorate unanticipated 
outcomes. It suggests that while e-mail has been 
appropriated for information and knowledge 
management, there has been minimal analysis of 
this beyond the individual. By presenting a case 

study of a distributed organization, detailing the 
process by which e-mail was leveraged for orga-
nizational knowledge through the design of an 
application that enabled visualization of e-mail 
data, this research shows e-mail technology can 
become a core repository of corporate knowledge.

INTRODUCTION

This chapter examines e-mail as more than just 
a communication tool. In contemporary society, 
e-mail has grown to be both an information 
database and a potential system for knowledge 
management. The pliability and accessibility of 
e-mail data makes it a worthwhile technological 
tool to examine communication norms and social 
interactions. Hence, we argue that much knowl-
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edge discovery is possible when e-mail traffic 
flows and patterns are made visible.

E-mail is an instrument by which learning oc-
curs when information is disseminated amongst 
individuals and groups. However, it is not lever-
aged by organizations as an information resource 
in the same way as the World Wide Web. As work 
processes become increasingly distributed, studies 
of the use of e-mail for knowledge mining have 
been undertaken. This chapter will provide an 
overview of research in this area and will discuss 
Visualization Using E-mails (VUE), an applica-
tion researched and developed as a collaboration 
between the Australasian Cooperative Centre for 
Interaction Design (ACID) and a commercial tes-
tbed organization. This case example will detail 
the process of participatory, user-centred inter-
face and interaction design underpinning VUE’s 
first release for public testing and evaluation in 
2008. Overall, the chapter aims to provide an 
insight into the critical role of e-mail in the ways 
that individuals and organizations interact and 
disseminate knowledge, as well as demonstrate 
through the case example a design intervention 
to improve these processes.

BACKGROUND

The academic literature on studies of e-mail fall 
into two main categories. The first is concerned 
with how volume of e-mail is managed in the 
context of “information overload” (Mackay, 1988, 
p. 344), to the extent that e-mail is now used peri-
synchronously, or nearly synchronously, rather 
than just asynchronously (Tyler & Tang, 2003). 
Such studies largely relate to individuals and their 
approaches to and feelings about e-mail, rather 
than the role of e-mail within an organization and 
its business relationships. As early as 1996, Whit-
taker and Sidner (1996, p. 276) noted that “there 
is little systematic data on its usage and utility 
as a workplace technology”. Although much has 
since been written about personal strategies for 

archiving e-mails and using it to manage tasks 
in work settings (Mackay, 1988; Tyler & Tang, 
2003; Whittaker & Sidner, 1996), there is scant 
research on the larger scale implications of using 
e-mail to manage and archive knowledge at an 
organizational level.

The second body of literature complements 
the first by attempting to address the problems 
identified in managing e-mail data through the 
development of software applications that enable 
alternative forms of information retrieval and 
visualization. These software applications share 
similar characteristics by seeking to represent 
aspects of e-mail interactions not as apparent in 
standard e-mail clients. The various ways in which 
this is done encompass: visualizing patterns of e-
mail exchange over time (Viegas, Boyd, Nguyen, 
Potter & Donath, 2004; Yiu, Baecker, Silver & 
Long, 1997), visualizing patterns of e-mail ex-
change between people (Heer, 2004), clustering 
similar sets of messages (Nardi, Whittaker, Isaacs, 
Creech, Johnson & Hainsworth, 2002), clustering 
people (Donath, 1995) and enabling more power-
ful search and retrieval functions beyond what is 
available in standard e-mail clients (Fernanda, 
Golder & Donath, 2006).

A range of case studies have documented the 
development of such applications. Donath (2004) 
provides an overview of those which primarily 
visualize, but do not allow much interaction or 
manipulation of the visualization and/or data, and 
which are concerned with individual and personal 
e-mail. An early example is TimeStore which 
plotted the messages within an individual’s e-mail 
inbox as dots on a two dimensional grid, with one 
axis being people and the other, time (Yiu, Baecker, 
Silver & Long, 1997). Likewise, PostHistory 
visualises “long-term e-mail exchange rhythms 
within an interface that is structured through a 
calendar” (Viegas et al., 2004), concentrating on 
dyadic communication, which refers to e-mail 
sent between two individuals. In addition, there 
are applications which use e-mail to represent an 
individual’s social networks, such as Visual Who 
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(Donath 1995), PersonalMap (Donath 2004), Con-
tactMap (Nardi et al., 2002) and Social Network 
Fragments (Viegas et al., 2004). These represent 
an individual’s relationships to other people based 
on e-mail activity and have been translated for 
more public uses of e-mail through applications 
like ConversationMap, which visualizes Usenet 
newsgroup message archives (Sack, 2003). Yet, 
“in principle, the system can be used just like a 
conventional news or mail reader [such as] Eudora 
[or] Netscape Messenger” (Sack, 2000, p. 1).

Beyond applications which simply visualize 
the contents of an individual’s e-mail inbox are 
those that allow the user a degree of interaction 
with the visualization. For example, Themail 
examines the conversational histories of e-mail 
correspondence between individuals, looking 
specifically at the content of messages and how 
this changes over time. Therefore, it provides both 
macro and detailed perspectives, allowing the 
user to interact with the visualization in ‘haystack 
mode’ or ‘needle mode’ respectively (Fernanda, 
Golder & Donath, 2006) in ways that exceed the 
capabilities of commonplace e-mail programs 
and which allow e-mail data to be mined more 
powerfully.

Extending the work on visualizing the contents 
and patterns of an individual’s e-mail inbox are 
applications that depict a body of e-mail data, 
such as eArchivarius, which focuses on making 
sense of historically significant e-mail archives. 
“eArchivarius uses a cluster-based visualization 
that depicts messages (or people) as spheres 
floating in space and positioned in proportion to 
inter-object similarity” (Leuski, Oard and Bhagat, 
2003, p. 468).

Likewise, Enronic visualises the e-mail com-
munication that occurred in the organization, 
Enron, as a possible way of making sense of the 
organization’s demise; Enron was a US energy 
corporation that was embroiled in a financial 
scandal in 2001 and later filed for bankruptcy, 
leaving behind record levels of debt. Enronic 
gives a macro ‘big picture’ view of the organiza-

tion. It maps relationships between employees by 
displaying categories of and connections between 
e-mails using a colour grading scale (Heer, 2004).

While both eArchivarius and Enronic analyse 
e-mail on an organizational scale, the applications 
assume a static body of e-mail data within a single 
organization. Other attempts to consider e-mail’s 
role in business productivity are the International 
Business Machine (IBM) corporation’s Remail 
application, which aims to reinvent e-mail by 
designing a prototype for a new mail client (Ro-
hall et al., 2004), as well as the Commonwealth 
Scientific and Industrial Research Organization’s 
(CSIRO) Cnawen application, “built around an 
archive of your corporate e-mail...[and] can sup-
port position handover, relationship management, 
legal discovery and more” (CSIRO, 2007). Both 
applications attempt to better adapt e-mail for 
organizational needs.

METHODOLOGY

This chapter uses a case study to contribute new 
knowledge to the fields of organizational knowl-
edge management, software development and 
human-computer interaction design. It investi-
gates inter-organizational e-mail correspondence, 
that is, e-mail between organizations rather than 
between individuals. It also seeks to visualize e-
mail correspondence in the context of a working 
organization in which the body of e-mail data is 
not a static archive but dynamic and growing.

The distributed nature of the organization 
meant that ethnography or any kind of contextual 
enquiry as recommended by Gaffney (1996) and 
Kuniavsky (2003) proved to be challenging. The 
distributed nature of the organization made study-
ing users in-situ, in their working environments, 
problematic. It also meant that a participatory 
design process which involved all users – that is, 
consensus participation (Mumford & Henshall, 
1983, p. 6) of all directors of the company – was 
difficult. Therefore, both interview and focus 
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group methods as suggested by Rogers, Preece 
and Sharp (2007) were employed as part of the 
following participatory design process which 
included individual interviews and focus groups 
with the company directors, including one with 
special needs.

Case Study

The case study is a unique illustration of mining 
e-mail data in an organizational setting that is en-
tirely distributed. It details the human factors taken 
into consideration when designing and developing 
an application that is premised upon e-mail as a 
form of organizational information and knowledge 
management. Unlike the previous studies of e-mail 
usage within large companies with established 
infrastructure, locations and offices, the case study 
focuses on an organization that is not centralized. 
Furthermore, it details the process of designing 
to leverage the knowledge embedded in e-mail 
within this particular organizational context. 
Thus, the application described in this chapter is 
not intended solely for the purpose of research, 
but rather to specifically assist the organization 
with its self-reported needs. Furthermore, the case 
study goes beyond the research on visualization of 
individual e-mails by treating e-mail as a source 
of organizational knowledge that must be pliable.

Pliability refers to “the degree to which in-
teraction feels involving, malleable, and tightly 
coupled” (Lowgren, 2006, p.1). In other words, 
the application should offer more than visualiza-
tion specifically, it must have the possibility of 
interaction, manipulation and exploration of the 
data by the user.

The use of a digital artefact is characterized as 
pliable if it feels like a tightly connected loop be-
tween eye and hand, between action and response. 
A pliable interaction is one where the user is drawn 
into a sense of shaping the digital information 
with her fingertips. (Lowgren, 2006, p.3)

FINDINGS

Case Study: Company 
History and Organization

Company 1 specializes in software development 
and support. It was set up in 2001 when a previ-
ous company closed its Sydney office and was 
going to abandon all the local clients it supported. 
Company 1 was established to pick up and fulfill 
these abandoned contracts. It was envisaged that 
the company would continue for about three 
years before the clients would move onto other 
technologies. However, over the years, Company 
1 continued to be contracted to support many of 
these clients as well as do further development 
on their systems. Thus, the company began with 
a short-term view of itself which negated the need 
for a long-term knowledge management strategy.

Company 1 is extremely distributed: all of the 
seven directors work from home, although all are 
Sydney-based and there is no physical shopfront 
for the company. Only one of the directors works 
full-time for the company as the others generally 
work part-time. The client company work-base 
is also very distributed: all are airlines and cargo 
companies, such as Korean Air, Garuda, Japan 
Airlines and Qantas. None, except for Qantas, are 
based in Australia. All correspondence is with the 
head offices of airlines in their home countries, 
including Korea, Indonesia, Japan and Australia 
respectively.

The organization’s primary, ‘bread and butter’ 
income is the provision of support to their clients 
in the use of software developed by Company 1. 
Directors are rostered to provide ‘on-call’ sup-
port to clients for periods of two weeks. Ninety 
percent of communication with clients is through 
e-mail with support requests coming through a 
central e-mail address. It is the responsibility of 
the director currently ‘on-call’ to respond in a 
timely manner. However, with all seven directors 
working from home, there is no centralised system 
for logging support requests and the respective 
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responses given. Therefore, efficient knowledge 
management is restricted by the direct relation-
ship between a client and the director who is ‘on 
call’ at any one time, and the minimal interaction 
which occurs between the directors.

Some directors have more specialised knowl-
edge of particular protocols than others but all 
directors on support have extensive technical 
experience of many computing environments. 
They are often able to draw upon this expertise 
to quickly fix a technical issue. Such quick fixes, 
because they seem natural and obvious to the 
expert, are considered unworthy of document-
ing. This has led to a problem of no electronic, 
central repository or reference point for problems 
or solutions that may have previously occurred 
which an ‘on-call’ director can access. The process 
is dependent on the company knowledge base of 
the directors remaining constant.

While Company 1 operates within a highly 
technical environment, its disparate structure is not 
amenable to managing and archiving knowledge 
(contained in e-mail support correspondence) 
within the company in a way that allows it to be 
easily accessed or transferred. Therefore, one of 
the key areas identified for improvement was 
knowledge sharing and management within 
Company 1. Furthermore, any proposed applica-
tion had to leverage the most common mode of 
communication both within and outside of the 
company: e-mail. Thus, the key questions the 
project sought to address included: 1) How can 
e-mail be leveraged for knowledge management? 
And 2) What value can be added to a standard 
e-mail search function?

The design of an application to facilitate better 
knowledge management within the company had 
to achieve three tasks. First, it had to compile a 
history of client e-mail support correspondence 
from distributed sources. Second it needed to 
allow the historical archive to be accessed in a 
distributed way. Finally, it was necessary that it 
enabled more sophisticated means of filtering 
e-mails than current applications allow.

Addressing these issues required creative 
problem-solving through an intervention in the 
organization’s techno-structure (Tan, 1998). 
But before any kind of technical solution could 
be proposed, an understanding of the organiza-
tional processes, the individuals working in the 
organization and the factors which constrained 
improved knowledge management, was required. 
In other words, it was necessary to be clear about 
how human-to-human interaction worked within 
Company 1, before any software application facili-
tating human-computer interaction for improved 
knowledge management could be designed.

Semi-Structured Interviews

Firstly, semi-structured face-to-face interviews 
of up to one hour with company directors were 
conducted in April 2007 in their home office 
environments to ascertain how they approached 
solving problems for clients. The interviews were 
recorded, transcribed and qualitatively analyzed, 
enabling the design team to identify the directors’ 
needs accurately, and resulted in the develop-
ment of two main personas and user scenarios. 
Following Brown (2006) and Kuniavsky (2003), 
personas were created by aggregating the collec-
tive knowledge of directors derived from inter-
views to form user archetypes. The interview data 
about the company directors revealed two clear 
‘personas’ or types of user. Persona 1 tends to rely 
on recollection of experiences to solve problems 
‘on-the-fly’. While, persona 2, tends to defer to 
notes, documentation and past e-mails to tackle a 
problem. The data was also examined for recurrent 
patterns of activity from which two typical sce-
narios for response to a support call by directors. 
In scenario 1 client experiences an urgent problem 
and contacts the company by mobile. In scenario 
2, client experiences a non-urgent problem and 
contacts the company by e-mail.

Subsequently, a step-by-step task breakdown 
incorporating both personas and scenarios was 
developed. First, the support request was received 
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by e-mail or phone. Second, an e-mail was sent 
to the client to inform him/her the problem was 
being addressed. Third, an e-mail request asking 
for more information was sent if required. Forth, 
a system check was performed to see if there were 
problems in the code. This subsequently led to the 
recall of past experience of similar problems and/
or reference to notes taken from previous cases. 
Finally, if the problem could not be solved the 
next step involved referring to past e-mails and/
or asking other directors for assistance. These 
insights into users and contexts-of-use defined 
the “problem space”, that is, the needs and re-
quirements of the organization (Sharp, Preece & 
Rogers, 2007, p. 17).

While the application was to be designed with 
consideration of the needs of the company, and 
would therefore be a business application, the user 
research also suggested the need for innovation. 
The application had to entice interaction from 
the directors. Because directors were used to 
operating without any knowledge-management 
tools, the application had to inspire a change in 
the interaction culture of the organization so that 
directors would be motivated to contribute to a 
centralised e-mail archive.

Khaslavsky and Shedroff (1999) have sug-
gested a positive user experience consists of three 
key stages: attraction, engagement and fulfilment. 
The experience must seduce the user to interact 
with the application, and ultimately satisfy the 
user’s reasons for using it. Interviews with the 
company directors indicated that as expert users, 
they would be open to novel and experimental 
forms of interaction in an application so long as 
it was easy to learn and use. Furthermore, use 
of the application would produce knowledge 
through accidental discovery, rather than by an 
explicit or onerous requirement to input data into 
a knowledge management system. This has been 
described as non-deliberate sharing by Weakley 
(2006), a form of casual and coincidental learning. 
Our application had to encourage users to explore 
existing data in new ways to uncover unexpected 

information. As Donath (2004) has maintained, 
visualizations “can provide some of the missing 
context by revealing the data and patterns that 
are hidden within the e-mail archive... At an 
organizational level, they can show who works 
together, who is the link between the groups of 
people” (p. 2).

The Application: VUE 
(Visualization Using E-Mails)

The first prototype presented to the company direc-
tors enabled a macroscopic view of the data and the 
relationship between the company and its clients, 
including the people within each client organiza-
tion (with whom the company correspond) and the 
volume of e-mails exchanged. Each organization 
was visualised as a column constituted by smaller 
columns representing individual staff members, 
with the height of each column depicting time. 
Although specific e-mail messages were not seen 
in this view, the conceptual design suggests that 
e-mails would be ordered within each column 
from the most recent, at the top of the column, to 
the oldest, at the bottom of the column.

The relationships between organizations/
columns were visualised by lines ploting chains 
of e-mails sent and received. Message lines were 
red at one end and faded to green at the other to 
indicate e-mails were sent (green) from one person 
and received (red) by another. The pliability of the 
visualizations in the initial electronic prototypes 
was restricted to rotation and zooming. However, 
even at such an early stage, it is easy to see how 
this can be used to gain insight into who is receiv-
ing and sending a high volume of e-mails.

Focus Group

Next, a one-hour focus group with company di-
rectors. During the focus group, a demonstration 
of VUE was given, the directors were given the 
opportunity to ask questions and general feedback 
was sought from directors. The focus group af-
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firmed most design decisions but also informed 
the direction of future changes. The layout of 
the columns and lines was easily understood by 
all directors. Representing people in company/
domain groups was considered appropriate as 
the directors agreed seeing e-mails in relation 
to a company, rather an individual, was more 
important. Furthermore, one director specifically 
mentioned that this sort of visualization of e-mail 
data greatly enhanced the user experience. How-
ever, one director expressed his inability to see the 
red/green lines clearly due to his colour-blindness.

Changes to the prototype were implemented 
based on the feedback from the focus group. In 
addition, an individual informal interview with 
the director who identified himself as colour-
blind was conducted in July 2007. The findings, 
together with research into the condition (see Cole 
& Lian 2006; Neitz & Neitz 2000), informed the 
decision to provide alternative means of display-
ing the direction of e-mail correspondence. The 
green (showing e-mails sent) and red (showing 
e-mails received) combination was found to be 
indiscernible to those with colour blindness. Alter-
native means, such as movement of patterns (see 

Figure 1) and personalisation of colours (Figure 
2), were introduced to allow the user to choose 
their preferred way to represent e-mail direction. 
Allowing a choice of colours is deemed accessible 
for those with colour-blindness (Hoffman, 1999).

The background colour was altered as all di-
rectors found the blue colour a bad choice. The 
company was moved to the centre of the circle, 
given that it was the ‘common denominator’ in 
all these relationships. That is, the company was 
only interested in correspondence between itself 
and its clients, not between clients. Additionally, 
more visual information was given. The heights 
of the columns were adjusted to represent the 
period of time over which e-mails were sent: the 
shorter the column, the shorter the period. Arrow 
heads proportionate to the number and direction 
of e-mails sent were implemented as a graphic 
element since many directors argued that seeing 
the relationship between the company and its 
clients was necessary to better manage customer 
relationships. The size of the arrows is intended 
to be proportionate to the number of e-mails being 
sent in any given direction. For example, an equal 
number of e-mails sent and received between two 

Figure 1. Replacement of static colours with animation to indicate e-mail direction
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correspondents would have similarly sized arrows. 
However, where a person is doing most of the 
sending to another person who is doing most of 
the receiving, a larger arrow would depict the 
stronger flow of e-mails in one direction.

Given that there were now two possible options 
for viewing the flow of e-mail correspondence, 
greater pliability and customisation of the appli-
cation was explored. This was implemented as a 
preferences panel that could be hidden behind the 
main window. The preferences panel allows the 
user to choose how they would like the directional 
flow of e-mail to be displayed. The user has a 
choice of colour or animation. If the user opts for 
the former, they can also nominate the colours 
used to depict e-mails sent and received. Users 
can dictate the organization they wish to appear in 
the centre of the visualization: all domain names 
contained in the e-mail archive are listed in a 
dropdown menu. Whichever the user selects as 
the ‘main address’, will be shown as the central 
column in the display.

Furthermore, the user could adjust the height 
of the columns. As the height of the columns rep-
resent the time over which e-mail correspondence 

occurred, the slide tool enables the user to focus 
in on a short period. To further assist pliability in 
the scale of the visualization, so that the user can 
easily move between ‘zooming in’ to a microscopic 
view and ‘zooming out’ to a macroscopic view, a 
diameter slider, which allows the user to stretch 
out the model to make room for a larger number 
of domains, was added. Comparable to the range 
slider recommended by Heer (2004), this enables 
the application to display numerous messages and 
for the visualization to remain comprehensible 
to the user. In being able to ‘zoom in’, that is, to 
magnify the visualization, the user can then select 
particular e-mails or e-mail threads.

Once an e-mail line is selected in the main win-
dow, it is differentiated by becoming animated or 
coloured. When the selection is made, the contents 
of the e-mail are displayed in an adjacent window. 
In Figure 3, an e-mail is selected which originates 
from the domain weakley.org.uk and has been sent 
to two recipients at the domains uts.edu.au and 
mac.com. The contents of that e-mail are displayed 
on the left. Thus, the pliability of the application 
is increased by allowing the user to move from 
an overall view of a body of e-mail data down to 

Figure 2. Preferences panel that can be hidden
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a microscopic view of a specific e-mail message. 
This concurs with Whittaker and Sidner’s (1996) 
notion of viewing by thread which “allows a user 
to select any message, use that message to access 
all messages from that conversation, and hence 
view any message in its conversational context” 
(p. 282). It also applies ‘needle’ and ‘haystack’ 
modes of interaction simultaneously (Fernanda, 
Golder & Donath 2006).

Individual In-Depth Unstructured 
Interviews

The final stage of user evaluation before the ap-
plication’s first public release consisted of indi-
vidual in-depth unstructured interviews with two 
company directors, BA and GN. The interviews 
were conducted as the directors interacted with the 
VUE application. The directors’ responses were 
recorded, transcribed and qualitatively analyzed 
for design recommendations and revisions in 
December 2007. Interview feedback was gener-
ally very positive. Both subjects liked the 3D 

representation of the data and suggested further 
ways the application could be improved in future 
development. Both directors were interested in 
how data could be filtered on the model. In addi-
tion, both could see the utility of the application: 
“…it would be really useful for people like me 
who are currently on support. Sometimes I have 
to go and find when this one came, when [this 
e-mail] went, etc” (BA, December 2007).

These interviews also highlighted that users 
could interpret the visualised data and glean 
knowledge from it more easily than in standard 
e-mail applications,

The big advantage I see is to tie the sent e-mail 
from a client to a possible response. This is some-
thing I think is missing from e-mail applications. 
You have the flags and everything to follow it up 
but there is nothing there [in the e-mail applica-
tion] to remind you to respond. In addition, a 
particular problem with clients like Garuda and 
our company is that people are changing all the 
time – you send e-mails to a group of people and 

Figure 3. Selected e-mail line displays contents of message in an adjacent window
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you do not know who is going to respond. This 
has the possibility of merging e-mails from differ-
ent e-mail inboxes into one visual display. This is 
great. (GN, December 2007)

This affirms Whittaker and Sidner’s (1996) 
recommendations that e-mail applications be 
designed to “track the status of a conversation” 
(p.282). In this instance, the directors can see the 
history of correspondence with a client, such that 
the application serves to highlight how responsive 
Company 1 has been to the client. This is similar 
to Tyler and Tang’s (2003) suggestions for an

e-mail responsiveness service [whereby] a timeline 
could remind recipients of messages that they have 
not yet responded to within their typical response 
times. The timeline could also alert senders of 
messages for which they have not received a re-
sponse within their typical expectations (p. 255).

This last round of user evaluation and testing 
finalised the main stages of participatory design 
before the application was scheduled for beta 
release.

FUTURE TRENDS

As this case study emerged from the actual needs 
of an organization, the next stage will be to observe 
and evaluate the process of adoption of the ap-
plication within the organization, and to analyse 
its use in the day-to-day operations of Company 
1. This will include an examination of the range 
of e-mail clients used by the Company 1 directors, 
and the possibilities for tighter integration with 
the application in order to leverage and visualize 
e-mail for organizational knowledge. It will also 
be necessary to look beyond Company 1 to gauge 
the relevance of the application to other distributed 
small to medium-sized organizations which do not 
have the enterprise systems of big corporations 
for knowledge management. What is the scal-

ability of the application to larger organizational 
contexts and numbers of users? Furthermore, how 
might the pliability of interaction be extended 
to cater to a diversity of users (both expert and 
non-expert) and allow them much more control 
over the interface?

Overall, the application exemplifies how a 
technological design intervention in the form of 
the VUE application has the potential to change, 
support and expand interactions at individual and 
organizational levels. For such an intervention 
to be successful requires a robust and ongoing 
process of understanding human needs and fac-
tors in the context of a working organization’s 
practices through user research and participatory 
design methods.

CONCLUSION

Through case study, this chapter has demonstrated 
how a small distributed organization relies heavily 
upon e-mail for its internal and external com-
munication. As such, it is necessary to move past 
the preoccupation with individual management 
of e-mail in work settings, with which research 
into e-mail has been primarily concerned, to an 
understanding of the ways that e-mail is used 
organizationally.

Conversely, software applications that provide 
the kind of powerful visualizations of e-mail that 
are absent from standard e-mail clients are also 
focused on the individual. The design and devel-
opment of the VUE application shows how this 
can be applied at an organizational level to aid 
the core business of a company. As e-mail is the 
means by which almost all business is done within 
a small, distributed organization such as Company 
1, the case study shows there is a compelling 
argument for leveraging e-mail as a platform for 
organizational knowledge management.
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Chapter  3.12

EXCUTIVE SUMMARY

This chapter aims at presenting the results of an 
empirical study, linking the fields of technology-
enhanced learning (TEL), Web 2.0 technologies 
and organizational learning, and their impact on 
the financial and non-financial business perfor-
mance. The chapter focuses on the presentation 
of the conceptualization of a structural model that 
was developed to test the impact of technology-
enhanced learning and Web 2.0 technologies on the 
organizational learning and business performance 
of companies with more than 50 employees. The 
paper provides detailed definitions of technology-
enhanced learning, Web 2.0 technologies and 
technical terms related to it, its scope and the 

process of organisational learning, as well as a 
method for business performance assessment. 
Special attention is given to the findings related to 
the observed correlations between the aforemen-
tioned constructs. The results of the study indicate 
a strong impact of ICT and technology-enhanced 
learning on organizational learning and the non-
financial business performance.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Success in a highly dynamic environment requires 
a more efficient response to customers from the 
side of the companies, more flexible approaches 
in facing their business circle and more focus on 
their core competencies (Smith, 2008). What are 
companies expected to do in order to introduce the 
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necessary changes in the whole business circle? 
The answer definitely lies in people. The employ-
ees’ knowledge and competencies significantly 
contribute to the company’s ability to react to the 
requirements of the fast changes markets, customer 
needs and successful business processes. With 
this in view, companies are obliged to manage 
and maintain the knowledge of their employees. 
Maintaining the knowledge means to evaluate 
the employees’ tacit and explicit knowledge, and 
provide knowledge within the company with the 
suitable tools (Reychav & Weisberg, 2009).

To perform this approach effectively, employ-
ees and all members of the company are expected 
to continuously refresh and enhance their skills 
and knowledge (Collins & Smith, 2006). As the 
human capital replacing the physical capital as the 
source of competitive advantage, organizational 
learning emerges as a key element for success 
(Varney, 2008). Only by making learning a truly 
strategic investment we can ensure an organiza-
tion in which every person within the company 
is fully enabled to perform effectively and meet 
the ever changing demands.

When companies devise their strategies for the 
employee knowledge acquisition, they can find the 
most suitable solutions among the methods based 
on information and communication technologies 
(ICT), Web 2.0 technologies and technology-
enhanced learning (TEL). Technology-enhanced 
learning as a way of acquiring knowledge and 
competences has been adopted by many compa-
nies as a promising time and cost saving solution 
providing learn-on-demand opportunities to indi-
vidual employees, TEL enables workers to access 
various on-line databases, tools and e-services 
that help them find solutions for work-related 
problems (Zhang, 2002; 2003). The term Web 
2.0 was coined by O’Reilly (2005) as a common 
denominator for recent trends heading towards 
the ‘Read-Write Web’, allowing everyone to 
publish resources on the web using simple and 
open, personal and collaborative publishing tools, 
known as the social software: blogs, wikis, social 

bookmarking systems, podcasts, etc. The main 
features of these tools are dynamism, openness 
and free availability. According to MacManus 
and Porter (2005), the power of social software 
lies in the content personalization and remixing 
with the other data to create much more useful 
information and knowledge. The continuously 
growing dissemination of social and open soft-
ware in technology-enhanced learning is expected 
to reshape the technology-enhanced learning 
landscapes that are currently based on closed, 
proprietary, institutionalized systems. Thanks 
to the web evolution, the use of social and open 
software for learning is becoming an increasingly 
feasible alternative to these closed, proprietary, 
institutionalized systems.

However, earlier authors (Roach, 1987) argued 
that ICT still had not paid off in terms of the 
required productivity growth. The phenomenon 
was called the ‘productivity paradox’ and it as-
serted that the ICT investments did not result in 
productivity gains (Navarette & Pick, 2002). Carr 
(2003) believes that ‘ICT may not help a company 
gain a strategic advantage, but it could easily put 
a company at a cost disadvantage.’ Indeed, the 
latest empirical studies (Dewan & Kraemer 1998; 
Navarette & Pick 2002; Dimovski & Škerlavaj 
2003) tend to reject the productivity paradox thesis 
– the phenomenon of organisational learning can 
be seen as a way out of the dilemma called the 
productivity paradox. In the last few decades the 
field of organisational learning has attracted a lot 
of interest from academics as well as practitioners. 
A key question in this context is the connection 
between ICT and organisational learning, and the 
impact they both have on the business performance 
(Škerlavaj & Dimovski, 2006).

In the past decade, quite a lot of research stud-
ies dealt with the influence of ICT (investments, 
usage, etc.) on (mainly financial) business per-
formance. We can divide them into four streams 
of research based on the observed units: busi-
ness, industry, national and international levels. 
The results were mixed. Some recent studies in 
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our context (Dimovski & Škerlavaj, 2003) that 
analysed the influence of hardware, software, 
telecommunications and knowledge investments 
on value added per industry in Slovenia for the 
period 1996-2000, demonstrated a statistically 
significant, positive influence of hardware and 
telecommunication investments on value added 
(Škerlavaj & Dimovski, 2006). Dimovski (1994) 
confirmed the positive impact on both – the finan-
cial and non-financial performance aspects, using 
a one-industry research design and a stratified 
sample of 200 credit unions in Ohio, based on 
the asset size criterion (Škerlavaj & Dimovski, 
2006). This study investigated the determinants, 
processes and outcomes of organisational learn-
ing, as well as the relationship between organi-
sational learning and performance. Sloan et al. 
(2002), Lam (1998) and Figueireido (2003) also 
arrived at similar conclusions. Simonin (1997) 
found strong effects of learning on the financial 
and non-financial performance in the context of 
strategic alliances.

This chapter has four parts. The first section 
provides definitions of technology-enhanced 
learning and Web 2.0 technologies, technical 
terms related to it, its scope and the process of 
organisational learning, as well as a method for 
the business performance assessment in order to 
develop a set of constructs and an empirical basis 
for the relationships among them. In the second 
part, the model’s operationalisation through the 
development of a measurement sub-model is 
presented. In the third section, the model is tested 
using a structural linear modelling technique. We 
conclude with a discussion on the implications of 
the results and offer some guidelines for future 
research.

CONCEPTUALISATION OF 
STRUCTURAL SUB-MODEL

A complete research model normally consists 
of two sub-models: measurement and structural 

(Jöreskog, Sörbrom, 1993). The measurement 
sub-model shows how each latent variable is 
operationalised through observations of corre-
sponding indicators, and also provides data on 
validity and reliability of the variables observed. 
The structural sub-model describes relationships 
between the latent variables, indicating the amount 
of unexplained variance. Development of a qual-
ity model requires first to establish a structural 
framework, which is usually implemented in two 
steps: presentation of fundamental constructs and 
review of potential correlations between them. 
Results of the final analysis greatly depend on good 
conceptualisation of a research model (Jöreskog, 
Sörbrom, 1993).

Technology-Enhanced Leaning 
and Web 2.0 Technologies

Technology-enhanced learning is a term intro-
duced along with the introduction of information 
and communication technology for educational 
purposes. Up to date companies have widely 
used this term as a synonym for e-learning (Arh, 
Pipan & Jerman-Blažič, 2006). Definitions of 
technology-enhanced learning are various, diverse 
and lack unity, consequently, it is of outmost 
importance to provide precise definitions of 
technology-enhanced learning and related no-
tions. Hereby we refer to the process of studying 
and teaching as technology-enhanced learning 
when it includes information and communication 
technology, regardless of the mode or the scope 
of its use (Henry, 2001).

Kirschner and Paas (2001) defined technology-
enhanced learning as a learning process in which 
the Internet plays the key role in the presentation, 
support, management and assessment of learning. 
Rosenberg (2001) defines technology-enhanced 
learning as a learning process in which informa-
tion technology partially or fully undertakes the 
role of a mediator between different stakeholders 
involved in the learning process. We refer to the 
process of studying and teaching as technology-
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enhanced learning when it includes information 
and communication technology, regardless of the 
mode or the scope of its use (Henry, 2001; Dinevski 
& Plenković, 2002). Technology-enhanced learn-
ing extends the company out to ever-widening 
circles of impact. The companies are participating 
in a radical redefinition of industries, markets and 
the global economy itself. Today, organizations are 
investing great efforts into the making of proper 
adjustments to the changing business environ-
ment in order to enhance their competitiveness. 
In an attempt to keep up with the development 
of information technology and the Internet, many 
businesses are replacing traditional vocational 
training with e-learning to better manage their 
workforce. However, it is questionable whether 
training programs actually change employee 
behaviour after the implementation. In the case 
of the US companies, only 10-15% of training is 
applied to work (Sevilla & Wells, 1988).

When we talk about technology-enhanced 
learning we cannot overlook the impact of the Web 
2.0 technologies on the process of technology-
enhanced learning. The Web 2.0 technologies 
are changing the way messages spread across the 
web. A number of online tools and platforms are 
now defining how people share their perspectives, 
opinions, thoughts and experiences. The Web 2.0 
tools, such as instant messaging systems, blogs, 
RSS, video casting, social bookmarking, social 
networking, podcasts and picture sharing sites 
are becoming more and more popular. One major 
advantage of the Web 2.0 tools is that the majority 
of them are free. There is a large number of the 
Web 2.0 tools, some of the more popular ones are: 
instant messaging systems, blogs, video-wiki and 
xo-wiki, Doodle, podcasting, RSS, etc.

Instant Messaging Systems (IMS)

The need for communication tools in the learn-
ing process is often underestimated by educators, 
especially those who feel comfortable with the 
traditional, instructive way of teaching. However, 

even with their ‘traditional’ approach learners need 
to communicate with each other when working 
together. At the beginning of the 90s, digital com-
munication tools were rather limited: apart from 
the direct face-to-face meetings, the main way to 
communicate was through the plain old telephone. 
Sharing course materials was only enabled by a 
copy or a fax machine. However, these devices 
were rarely available in ordinary households. The 
only barriers to communication that exist today 
are the lack of skills needed to operate the new 
technologies. This barrier goes mostly unnoticed 
with the younger generations that have grown up 
as digital ‘natives’, rarely pulling themselves away 
from their computers (even out on the street they 
keep the mobile phones in their pockets), but it is 
definitely still a serious obstacle for many educa-
tors. However, the new technologies are inevitably 
permeating our everyday lives, and it is probably 
not necessary to explain the purpose of instant 
messaging to anyone in 2009. The number of users 
of the world top 10 instant messaging systems is 
counted in hundreds of millions according to the 
Wikipedia (2008) statistics, e.g. QQ 783 million 
total, 317.9 million active, 40.3 million peak on-
line (mostly in China), MSN 294 million active, 
Yahoo 248 million active, Skype 309 million total, 
12 million speak online, etc. The decisive factor 
for choosing an instant messaging system by an 
ordinary user is a friend recommendation (most 
people start using the same system the majority of 
their friends are already using). The IMS are used 
for any kind of information exchange including 
communication between employees or students 
regarding their study or learning environment. 
This is the reason this practice is included in the 
technology that contributes to the personalized 
learning environment.

Blogs

A blog is a type of a web site in which entries are 
made as in a journal or a diary and are displayed 
in reverse chronological order. Basically, an 
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individual maintains his or her own weblog and 
it functions as a sort of a personal online diary. 
Regular entries such as comments, descriptions of 
events, or other types of materials combined with 
text, images, and links to other weblogs and web 
sites are the typical weblog ingredients. Blogs have 
attracted a lot of attention within the educational 
circles, where they are experienced as the tools that 
support several pedagogical aims and scenarios, 
ranging from an individual knowledge manage-
ment and competence development to group-
based learning activities. Therefore, blogs have 
become an important educational tool in recent 
years, providing an opportunity for both facilita-
tors and employees to publish their ideas, essays, 
or simply providing a space to reflect upon their 
particular learning processes and reading materi-
als. In the context of teaching and learning, blogs 
can do much more than just deliver instructions or 
course news items to employees. They can be an 
interesting collaboration tool for employees who 
can join relevant community and find people to 
collaborate with, give feedback to the management 
and others. In a learning environment blogs are 
most frequently used for content publishing and 
sharing. The blog technology can be improved 
by plug-ins such as the FeedBack tool used to 
track and integrate the content of other authors 
within one blog. FeedBack is a standard plug-in 
piece of code developed within the framework 
of the iCamp project (www.icamp-project.eu). 
In a simple way it is used to enable blog users 
to subscribe to each others’ blogs. The blogging 
technology, in combination with innovations such 
as the FeedBack specification, has definitely a 
high potential to be considered a powerful tool 
for learning with others.

Video-Wiki and Xo-Wiki

Publishing or presenting someone’s thoughts 
online usually means writing some text and il-
lustrating it with pictures. Still, the most natural 
form of communication for humans is face to face, 

and for most people the majority of information 
is presented orally, directly facing the presenter, 
whose non-verbally communicated information 
is often even more important than the words they 
utter. Video could serve as a replacement for the 
face-to-face presentation, since it can convey 
the visible behaviour and important non-verbal 
information. In the past, recording a video and 
making sure it reached the target audience was 
quite a big challenge. Depending on the number 
of intended users, TV broadcasts or video tapes 
could be used. Employees taking part in an 
e-learning course work in groups, and are sug-
gested to form groups by getting to know each 
other and discover some common topics. The 
mentor/tutor usually uses VideoWiki to record 
for ex. short self-introduction videos in which 
employees present their background, or explain 
their expectations regarding some specific topic 
for the group assignment. VideoWiki is based 
on the Red5 open-source Flash server written in 
Java and Flash. It allows video recording, search-
ing and playback through the main system web 
page or via the standard URL links. VideoWiki 
also provides RSS feeds for each name, space or 
author, and videos can be embedded on any web 
page using special code snippets. Collaborative 
creation and maintenance of knowledge artefacts 
is one of the emerging phenomena of the online 
Internet communities, such as Wikipedia.org, 
MediaWiki.org, LyricWiki.org, Microformats.
org and Wikitravel.org. A collection of web pages 
(a so-called wiki) can also be very useful for the 
teaching and learning purposes; for instance if 
learners need to collaborate to work on certain 
topics, or if facilitators wish to develop and share 
their learning content with others. Consequently, 
a contemporary approach to technology-enhanced 
learning requires tools which can enable learn-
ers to work on artefacts collaboratively, either 
by allowing them to publish small posts which 
can be reused and combined with others (see the 
blog-based solution presented in the previous 
section) or by providing real wiki functionality. 
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XoWiki is one such wiki implementation, realized 
as a component of OpenACS (Open Architecture 
Community System), a framework for building 
scalable, community-oriented web applications. 
XoWiki includes a rich text editor for easy creation 
and editing of wiki pages, and provides features 
for structuring, commenting, tagging and visuali-
sation of the wiki-based content.

Doodle

When employees work on a group project they 
need to divide tasks among the members of the 
group and monitor the progress of work. This 
requires the employees to engage in collaboration, 
discussion and decision making processes. In the 
context of bringing different cultures, educational 
systems, levels of teaching, languages and technol-
ogy skills into a common virtual learning space, 
planning a series of meetings several weeks in 
advance may simply not work. Taking this into 
account, employees must adopt simple solutions 
to meet their needs. There are plenty of solutions 
which can help make a project run smoothly. 
One of them is Doodle. Doodle can be described 
simply as a web-based tool for finding suitable 
appointment dates. Doodle allows employees to 
plan their meetings with partners, suppliers and 
other employees. In addition to time management, 
it can be used as a voting tool for any other is-
sue that arises as a part of the distance learning 
process; for example, the literature that needs to 
be selected and analysed in order to complete a 
particular task.

Searching the Net: ObjectSpot

ObjectSpot is a meta-search engine designed to 
facilitate different types of research. It can be used 
to find publications and other learning resources 
on the web. ObjectSpot realizes federated searches 
over an ever-increasing number of digital librar-
ies and learning object repositories. It provides 
access to more than 10 million learning objects 

spread across famous libraries such as the Direc-
tory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ), OAIster, 
EBSCO, ACM, CiteBase and IEEE. Some of these 
repositories are open access, whilst others require 
registration or subscription.

Organisational Learning

In recent years, the concept of organizational 
learning has enjoyed a renaissance among both 
academics and practitioners seeking to improve 
organizations. Early proponents (e.g. Argyris & 
Schön, 1978) found their ideas largely confined 
to the periphery of management thought during 
the 1980s, but the 1990s witnessed a rebirth of 
interest. The current renaissance is evident in the 
creation of a journal about organizational learn-
ing (The Learning Organization) as well as in 
the devotion of special issues of several journals 
to the topic (e.g., Organization Science, 1991; 
Organizational Dynamics, 1993; Accounting, 
Management and Information Technologies, 1995; 
Journal of Organizational Change Management, 
1996). The appearance of several major review 
articles is testimony to organizational learning’s 
growing stature in the research community (see 
Crossan, Lane & White, 1999; Dodgson, 1993; 
Fiol & Lyles, 1985; Huber, 1991; Jones, 2000; 
Levitt & March, 1998; Miner & Mezias, 1996). 
Moreover, a large number of articles in profes-
sional periodicals describing the design and 
management of learning organizations attest to 
the popularity of organizational learning and 
knowledge management among practitioners. 
New theories of knowledge creation have become 
prominent (Nonaka, 1994; Raelin, 1997), and 
formal knowledge management programs have 
been undertaken in many companies (Davenport, 
De Long & Beers, 1998). As we head into the 
twenty-first century, therefore, organizational 
learning promises to be a dominant perspective 
with influence on both organizational research and 
management practice (Argyris & Schön, 1996).
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Defining Organizational Learning

Organisational learning is defined in numerous 
ways and approached from different perspec-
tives. The pioneers (Argyris, & Schön, 1996; 
Senge, 1990) defined organisational learning as 
an individual’s acquisition of information and 
knowledge, and development of analytical and 
communicational skills. Understanding organi-
sational learning as a process, which can take up 
different levels of development, makes the learning 
organisational structure an ideal form of organisa-
tion, which can only be achieved once the process 
of organisational learning is fully optimised and 
the organisation is viewed as a system (Senge, 
1990). Jones (2000) emphasizes the importance 
of organizational learning for the organizational 
performance, defining it as “a process through 
which managers try to increase organizational 
members’ capabilities in order to better understand 
and manage the organization and its environment 
and accept the decisions that would increase orga-
nizational performance on a continuous basis.” The 
aforementioned statements regarding the lack of 
unity of organisational learning definitions are also 
supported by the findings of Shrivastava, 1983 and 
Dimovski, 1994. The former states that extensive 
research carried out in the field of organisational 
learning has mostly been fragmented, while the 
latter adds the fragmentation lead to the multitude 
of definitions (for ex. Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1996 
and Wall, 1998), differing according to the criteria 
of inclusion, scope and focus (Škerlavaj, 2003). 
Dimovski (1994) and Dimovski & Colnar (1999) 
provided an overview of previous research and 
identified four varying perspectives on organi-
zational learning. Dimovski’s model managed to 
merge informational, interpretational, strategic 
and behavioural approaches to organizational 
learning, and defined it as a process of informa-
tion acquisition, information interpretation and 
the resulting behavioural and cognitive changes 
which should, in turn, have an impact on the 
company performance.

Development of our research model is based 
on DiBella and Nevis’ model (DiBella & Nevis, 
1998) of integrated approach, according to which 
the organisational learning factors are divided 
into study guidelines and study promoters, and 
on the Dimovski approach (Dimovski, 1994), 
which combines the aforementioned four aspects 
of organisational learning.

In this sense the organisational learning can be 
defined as a dynamic process of the acquisition, 
transfer and use of knowledge (Crossan, Lane 
& White, 1999; Dibella & Nevis, 1998), which 
starts at the core of the organisation – related to 
individual and team performance – and enable 
companies to strengthen the efficiency of the 
financial and non-profit (non-financial?) business 
achievements (Tippins & Sohi, 2003).

Business Performance

Business performance assessments have advanced 
over the past years, and developed from traditional, 
exclusively financial criteria, to modern criteria, 
which include also the non-financial indicators. 
Due to numerous disadvantages of the classical 
accounts and the growing need for quality infor-
mation on company performance, the theory of 
economics started developing improved models 
for performance assessment, taking into account all 
shareholders: employees, customers, supplier em-
ployees and the wider community, also advocated 
by the Freeman’s shareholders theory (Freeman, 
1994; 1984). There are several approaches to the 
non-financial indicator selection, the most estab-
lished of which is the Balanced Scorecard – BSC 
(Kaplan & Norton, 1992). The existing models, 
based on the accounting categories, combine with 
the non-financial data and the assessment of the 
so called ‘soft’ business areas, which mostly im-
prove the assessment of companies’ perspective 
possibilities. For a good performance of a modern 
company we need to introduce the non-financial 
indicators along with the financial ones.
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Relationship among Constructs

Findings based on a rather wide overview and 
systematisation of literature has shown that we 
can expect positive impact of ICT and technology-
enhanced learning on organisational learning and 
business performance. Robey et al. (2000) do warn 
that technology-enhanced learning and relative 
ICT may take either the role of a promoter or the 
role of an inhibitor of organisational learning, so 
the following hypothesis can be posed:

H1. Technology-enhanced learning has positive 
impact on organisational learning.

H2. Technology-enhanced learning has positive 
impact on financial performance.

H3. Technology-enhanced learning has positive 
impact on non-financial performance.

Correlation between organisational learning 
and business success is often a controversial 
issue when we begin to deal with the company 
management (Inkpen & Crossan, 1995). Some 
authors believe better performance is related to 
organisational learning, though their definitions 
of business results differ greatly. In relation to 
this we can mention the capacity of organisa-
tional learning to have a positive impact on the 
financial results (Lei et al., 1999; Slater & Narver, 
1995), on the results related to shareholders (Goh 
& Richards, 1997; Ulrich et al., 1993) and on 
the business results, such as innovativeness and 
greater productivity (Leonard-Barton, 1992). 
Mintzberg (1990) says the company performance 
is an important piece of feedback information on 
effectiveness and efficiency of the learning pro-
cess. The study of Perez et al. (2004) has shown 
organisational learning has a significant impact 
on the company performance. On this basis, the 
following hypotheses can be put forward:

H4: Organisational learning leads to improved 
financial results.

H5: Organisational learning leads to improved 
non-financial results.

CONCEPTUALISATION OF 
MEASUREMENT SUB-MODEL

Having understood the hypothesized correlations 
between the latent variables, the following ques-
tion is logically raised: ‘How should these four 
constructs be operationalised and measured?’ 
There are certainly various approaches available, 
since the number and the type of indicators to be 
used for the assessment of a certain construct, the 
number and the type of items to be included under 
an indicator and the methods for their integration 
are decided on the basis of validity and variability 
of specific measuring instruments. Table 1 presents 
constructs, indicators used for construct assess-
ment, number of items summed up to give the 
value of an indicator and the theory or empirical 
research on the basis of which the measurement 
items were developed.

In short, the hypothesized model shall be 
composed of four constructs and 13 indicators, 
and will be of recursive nature, meaning that there 
shall be no cases of two variables appearing si-
multaneously, i.e. as a cause and a consequence 
to one another.

Development of Research Instrument

The questionnaire used has been under constant 
development and validation for more than 10 years. 
Dimovski (1994) used it on a sample of Ohio 
credit unions in order to measure the organiza-
tional learning process as a source of competitive 
advantage. Škerlavaj (2003) upgraded it to include 
the measures of non-financial performance, while 
he replaced the industry-specific measures of fi-
nancial performance with two measures valid for 
all companies. For this study the operationalisa-
tion of all four constructs involved was improved 
and applied on a sample of Slovenian companies 
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with more than 50 employees in 2007. The rea-
son to include smaller companies is to improve 
the generalizability of the research findings. The 
measurement instrument used in this study has 
22 items for the technology-enhanced learning 
construct, 29 items for the organizational learning 
construct, 3 items for the financial and 4 items for 
the non-financial performance. The pre-testing 
procedures were conducted in the form of inter-
views and studies with managers and focus groups 
of research and academic colleagues.

RESEARCH HYPOTHESES 
AND MODEL

Once the theoretical frame of the model is devised, 
illustration of conceptualisation by the means of 
a flow chart is to be tackled (Arh, Dimovski & 
Jerman-Blažič, 2008). Flow chart is a graphical 
representation of interrelations between various 
elements of a model. Measurement variables be-
longing to exogenous latent variables are marked 
with an x, while their measurement deviations 
are marked with a δ. Endogenous latent variable 
indicators are marked with a y, and measurement 
deviations with an ε. Structural equation deviations 
are ζ, exogenous latent variables are ξ, endog-
enous constructs are η, and one-way influence of 

exogenous latent variables on exogenous are γ. 
To describe relations between latent variables and 
their indicators (measurement variables) we use λ. 
The Figure 1 below is showing a conceptualised 
research model, presenting all basic constructs 
and hypothesized correlations between them. 
We aim at proving: (1) that the latent variable of 
technology-enhanced learning (TEL) has posi-
tive impact on organisational learning (OL), (2) 
financial (FP) and (3) non-financial performance 
(NFP); (4) that the latent variable of organisational 
learning (OL) as a process of knowledge creation 
leads to improved financial results (FP), as well as 
to (5) improved non-financial results (NFP); (6) 
that it is impossible to expect significant statistical 
correlations between financial performance (FP) 
and non-financial (NFP) performance.

RESEARCH PROCEDURE

The methodology applied to test our research 
model was structural equation modelling (SEM). 
This involves a combination of confirmatory fac-
tor analysis (CFA) and econometric modelling, 
which aims to analyse hypothesised relationships 
among the latent constructs, measured with ob-
served indicators (measurement variables). Table 
2 provides the procedure for data analysis.

Table 1. Specification of constructs 

Latent Variables Indicators and Number of Items from Questionnaire

Technology-Enhanced Learning
Information and communication infrastructure (ICI) – 9 items 
Education technology (ET) – 10 items 
Learning contents (LC) – 3 items

Organisational Learning
Knowledge acquisition (KAc) – 9 items 
Knowledge transmission (KTt) – 10 items 
Use of knowledge (UoK) – 10 items

Financial Performance
Return on assets (FP1) – 1 item 
Return on capital (FP2) – 1 item 
Value added per employee (FP3) – 1 item

Non-Financial Performance

Employee fluctuation (NFP1) – 1 item 
Share of loyal customers (NFP2) – 1 item 
Number of customer complaints (NFP3) – 1 item 
Supplier relations (NFP4) – 1 item
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First, the item analysis was performed to de-
scribe the sample characteristics, to investigate 
the item means, and to assess item-to-total cor-
relations. Second, exploratory factor analysis was 
performed to explore whether the items load 
highly on their intended latent construct, and have 
low cross-loadings. After the exploratory factor 
analysis, reliability of the underlying factors was 
discussed in terms of Cronbach’s alphas. Third, 
confirmatory analysis (CFA) was performed to 

ensure that the constructs are valid and reliable; 
this refers to the measurement part of the model. 
Consequently, CFAs (without any structural re-
lationships) were performed with LISREL 8.80 
to check whether the items meet the criteria for 
convergent and discriminant validity, as well as 
construct reliability. Properties of the four research 
constructs in the proposed model (Figure 1) and 
the five hypotheses were tested using LISREL 
8.80 and PRELIS 2.30 packages for structural 

Figure 1. Conceptualised research model

Table 2. Research procedure 

Stage Analysis Purpose

1. Item Analysis
Investigation of sample characteristics 
Investigation of item means 
Investigation of item-to-total correlations

2. Exploratory Factor Analysis

Exploration of loadings; removal of items with low loadings and 
high cross-loadings; 
Assessment of number of latent factors 
Assessment of reliability (Cronbach’s alpha)

3. Confirmatory Factor Analysis

Assessment of convergent validity 
Assessment of discriminant validity 
Assessment of construct reliability 
Assessment of correlations and multicollinearity

4. Testing Hypothesis
Assessment of structural relationship (H1-H5) 
Parameter Estimates for Overall Measurement Model 
Convergent and Discriminant Validity

5. Presentation of Results Discussion of findings
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equation analysis and procedures. As estimation 
method for model evaluation and procedures, the 
maximum likelihood (ML) method was utilized. 
Structural equation modelling (SEM) is designed 
to evaluate how well a proposed conceptual 
model that contains observed indicators and hy-
pothetical constructs explains or fits the collected 
data. It also provides the ability to measure or 
specify the structural relationships among the sets 
of unobserved (latent) variables, while describing 
the amount of unexplained variance. Clearly, the 
hypothetical model in this study was designed to 
measure structural relationships among the un-
observed constructs that are set up on the basis 
of relevant theories, and prior empirical research 
and results. Therefore, the SEM procedure is an 
appropriate solution for testing the proposed 
structural model and hypotheses for this study.

Data Gathering and Sample

Based on the model’s conceptualisation, a mea-
surement instrument (questionnaire) was devel-
oped and sent in June 2007 to the CEOs or board 
members of all Slovenian companies with more 
than 50 employees, which accounted for 1215 
companies. In the first three weeks 356 completed 
questionnaires were returned, five out of which 
were excluded from further analysis due to missing 
values. The response rate was 29.7%, which can 
be considered successful in the Slovenian context 
(using our primary data collection technique and 
no call backs). It is an indication that, beside 
academia, managers are also interested to know 
whether and in which circumstances investments 
in ICT and technology-enhanced learning pay 
off. We aimed at an audience of top and middle 
managers bearing in mind the idea of a strategic 
and to some degree even an interdisciplinary per-
spective of the companies in question, although 
there is some discrepancy between the desired and 
the actual structure of respondents. Based on the 
criterion of the average number of employees, in 
2006 73.88% of the selected companies had be-

tween 50 and 249 employees, followed by 14.61% 
with 250 to 499 employees, while 11.51% of the 
companies had 500 to 999 employees. Accord-
ing to the company revenues in 2006, 33.15% of 
the Slovenian companies had the annual revenue 
of 2 to 7.3 million EUR. A somewhat smaller 
proportion (32.87%) of companies had the net 
income of 7.3 to 29.2 million EUR in this same 
period, 19.94% had the annual turnover of more 
than 29.2 million euro, and only 14.04% have not 
reached the annual revenue threshold of 2 million 
euro. The questionnaire was mostly completed 
by middle management respondents (directors 
of functional departments). The top and middle 
management were almost equally represented 
within the sample.

Table 3 demonstrates the industry structure 
of the companies in question. Our respondents 
reported in almost half of all cases that their main 
industry was manufacturing, followed by 13.8% 
of companies in the construction business and 
11.5% in the wholesale & retail, repair of mo-
tor vehicles, personal & household goods. One 
out of fifteen industries have only one company 
representative, there was no company from the 
fishery sector and only two companies working 
the field of education. This is logical since we 
excluded the non-profit and small businesses 
from our analysis.

Parameter Value Estimates

The results of structural equation analysis by LIS-
REL were utilized to test the hypotheses proposed 
in this study. As discussed in the previous section, 
the relationships between the constructs were 
examined based on t-values associated with path 
coefficients between the constructs. If an estimated 
t-value was greater than a certain critical value 
(p <.05, t-value = 1.96) (Mueller, 1996), the null 
hypothesis that the associated estimated param-
eter is equal to 0 was rejected. Subsequently, the 
hypothesized relationship was supported.
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The maximum likelihood (ML) method was 
used to estimate the parameter values. In this phase, 
the hypotheses posed in the conceptualisation 
phase are tested. Even though several methods 
can be used for this purpose, ML is the one most 
often used and has the advantage of being statisti-
cally efficient and at the same time specification-
error sensitive because it demands only complete 
data and does not allow for missing values. All 
methods will, however, lead to similar parameter 
estimates on the condition that the sample is large 
enough and that the model is correct (Jöreskog & 
Sörbrom, 1993). Figure 2 shows a path diagram 
of our model (with completely standardised pa-
rameter estimates).

The Tpu construct demonstrated a statisti-
cally significant, positive and strong impact on 
the Ou. Namely, the value of the completely 
standardised parameter almost equals the margin 
of 0.70. However, Tpu did not exhibit any statis-
tically significant impact on the Fp, meaning that 
the hypothesis 2 must be rejected. The Ol construct 
demonstrated a statistically significant positive 
and strong impact on the Fp and an even stronger 
one on the Nfp. This means that the hypotheses 

4 and 5 can be considered empirically supported 
by the data at hand.

Global Fit Assessment

Bollen (1989) explained that the model fit relates 
to the degree to which a hypothesised model is 
consistent with the available data – the degree to 
which the implicit matrix of covariances (based 
on the hypothesised model) and the sample co-
variance matrix (based on the data) fit. The aim 
of the global fit assessment is to determine to 
what degree is the model as a whole consistent 
with the data gathered. Over the years numerous 
global fit indices have been developed. To every 
researcher’s regret, none of them is superior to 
the others. Different authors favour different 
measures. Diamantopoulos and Siguaw (2000) 
recommend using several measures and at the 
same time provide reference values for every one 
of them (Table 4).

The most traditional value is χ2 statistics. Us-
ing this fit indicator we test the hypothesis that 
the implicit covariance matrix equals the sample 
covariance matrix. Our goal was not to reject this 

Table 3. Structure of respondents (by industry) 

Industry (EU NACE Rev.1) Frequency Percent (%)

A Agriculture, hunting and forestry 7 2

B Fishing 0 0

C Mining and quarrying 7 2

D Manufacturing 158 44.4

E Electricity, gas and water supply 15 4.2

F Construction 49 13.8

G Wholesale & retail, repair of motor vehicles, personal & household goods 41 11.5

H Hotels and restaurants 12 3.4

I Transport, storage and communication 14 3.9

J Financial intermediation 7 2

K Real estate, renting and business activities 16 4.5

M Education 2 0.6

N Health and social work 1 0.3

O Other community, social and personal services 27 7.6
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hypothesis, however, in our case this hypothesis 
must be rejected (at a 5% level of significance). 
Nonetheless, quantifying the degree of misfit is 
often more useful than testing the hypothesis of 
exact fit, which χ2 statistics are designed for. All 
other indices lead to the conclusion that the 
model is an appropriate representation of reality. 
The root means square error of approximation 
(RMSEA) is the most widespread measure of the 

global fit and in our case points to the acceptable 
fitness of the model. The consistent Akaike in-
formation criteria (CAIC) of the model needs to 
be compared against the CAIC of the saturated 
and independent model, where smaller values 
represent a better fit. Standardised root mean 
square residual (standardised RMR) is a fit index 
calculated on the basis of standardised residuals 
(differences between elements of the sample and 

Figure 2. Research model (completely standardised parameter values, *significant at p > 0.05)

Table 4. Fit indices 

Fit Indices Reference
Value

Model
Value

Global
Fit

Chi-square (χ2) of estimate model (χ2/df < 2) 89.29 (df = 38) = 2.34 No

Goodness-of-fit index (GFI) ≥.90 .96 Yes

Root mean square residual (RMR) <.05 .023 Yes

Root mean square error of approximation 
(RMSEA) ≤.05 .062 Yes

CAIC CAIC saturated model 
CAIC independent model 281.79 Yes

Adjusted goodness-of-fit index (AGFI) ≥.90 .92 Yes

Non-normed fit index (NNFI) ≥.95 .97 Yes

Normed fit index (NFI) ≥.90 .96 Yes

Parsimony goodness-of-fit index(PGFI) ≥.50 .55 Yes

Comparative fit index (CFI) ≥.90 .98 Yes

Critical (CN) N = 248.77 356 Yes
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implicit covariance matrixes). The goodness-of-fit 
(GFI) index and the adjusted goodness-of-fit 
(AGFI) index are absolute fit indices which di-
rectly assess how well the covariances based on 
the parameter estimates reproduce the sample 
covariances (Gebring &Anderson, 1993). All of 
the indices described above lead to the conclusion 
that the model can be regarded as an appropriate 
approximation of reality (at a global level).

SOLUTIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS

The aim of this paper was to present the concep-
tualisation of a model for the assessment of the 
impact of technology-enhanced learning, and the 
respective information and communication tech-
nology on the business performance of Slovene 
companies with more than 50 employees. The 
theoretical and empirical grounds were studied 
in order to demonstrate the correlations between 
the aforementioned constructs with the basic aim 
to present a hypothesized research model as a 
concrete result.

The study focuses on the findings achieved 
through the estimation of the relations between 
information and communication technology and 
technology-enhanced learning, organizational 
learning and business performance, and their 
operationalisation. In accordance with stakeholder 
theory and balanced scorecard, both the financial 
and non-financial aspects of business performance 
are considered. Within this approach, a structural 
equation model was conceptualised based on the 
prior theoretical and empirical foundations.

In the study, five hypothesis were tested: (1) 
technology-enhanced learning has a positive 
impact on organizational learning, (2) technol-
ogy-enhanced learning has a positive impact on 
the financial business results, (3) technology-
enhanced learning has a positive impact on the 
non-financial business results, (4) organizational 
learning as a process of knowledge creation has a 

positive impact on the financial performance, and 
(5) organizational learning has a positive effect on 
the non-financial performance. A sample of data 
collected was used through the survey question-
naire, which was circulated among the CEOs and 
presidents of the management boards of Slovenian 
companies with more than 50 employees in June 
2007. Out of a total of 1215 questionnaires sent, 
356 correctly completed questionnaires were 
returned, which means that the response rate was 
29.7%. The questionnaire was structured in four 
parts. The first construct (technology-enhanced 
learning) was based on 22 measurement variables, 
the second construct (organizational learning) on 
29 measurement variables related to the acquisition 
of knowledge, knowledge transfer and the use of 
knowledge. The third and the fourth constructs 
were designed with the intention of measuring the 
financial and non-financial company results (three 
measurement variables for the financial and four 
measurement variables for the non-financial re-
sults). Equation modelling methodology was used 
for the analysis in the empirical part of the study. 
The methodology of structural equation model-
ling enabled us to concretely determine whether 
the hypothetical links between the constructs or 
latent variables are valid or not.

The results of the survey prove a statistically 
significant, strong and positive impact of ICT and 
technology-enhanced learning on organizational 
learning, and a decisive influence of organizational 
learning on the financial and non-financial busi-
ness results. The companies which systematically 
incorporated various advanced educational tools 
and systems into their daily work, and ensured 
high quality information and communication 
technology equipment recognized the importance 
of organizational learning as the most effective 
process for the production, dissemination and ap-
plication of knowledge. Furthermore, the positive 
effects of organizational learning on the financial 
and non-financial business results confirm that 
this concept really guarantees the achievement 
of higher performance both in financial and non-
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financial terms. Knowledge is definitely one of 
the most important criteria of the competitive 
advantage, which is confirmed by the results of 
the study.

The study contributes to the technology-en-
hanced learning and organizational learning base 
of knowledge in the following three dimensions: 
(1) theoretical, (2) methodological, and (3) prac-
tical. Technology-enhanced learning contributes 
to sustainable competitive advantage through its 
interaction with other resources. Recent literature 
suggests that organizational learning is a process 
that plays an important role in enhancing com-
pany’s competitive advantage (Lei, Slocum & 
Pitts, 1999), which may benefit from the judicious 
application of technology-enhanced learning. It 
has also been argued that a prerequisite for the 
firms to be successful is the completion of Tel with 
Ol. Within the broader conceptual framework, this 
study focuses on the relationship between tech-
nology-enhanced learning, organizational learning 
and business performance. As such, the conceptual 
model offers several research opportunities and 
provides a solid base for further empirical testing 
of hypotheses related to technology-enhanced 
learning and organizational learning.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Balanced Scorecard (BSC): The balanced 
scorecard (BSC) is a strategic performance 
management tool – a semi-standard structured 
report supported by proven design methods and 
automation tools that can be used by managers to 
keep track of the execution of activities of staff 
within their control, and monitor the consequences 
arising from these actions. It is perhaps the best 
known of several such frameworks, and was 
widely adopted in the English speaking western 
countries and Scandinavia in the early 1990s. 
The BCS based on the use of three non-financial 
topic areas as prompts to aid the identification 
of the non-financial measures in addition to the 
one looking at the financial measures. The four 
perspectives are: financial, customer, internal 
business, and innovation and learning.

Confirmatory Factor Analysis: Confirma-
tory factor analysis (CFA) is a powerful statistical 
technique. CFA allows researchers to test the hy-
pothesis of the existence of a relationship between 
the observed variables and their underlying latent 
construct(s).Researchers apply their theoretical 
knowledge, empirical research, or both, postulate 
the relationship pattern a priori and then tests the 
hypothesis statistically.

LISREL: LISREL is the pioneering software 
for structural equation modelling which includes 
statistical methods for complex data survey. LIS-
REL was developed in 1970s by Karl Jöreskog 
and Dag Sörbom, both professors at the Uppsala 
University, Sweden.

Organizational Learning: Organizational 
learning is an area of knowledge within the orga-
nizational theory that studies models and theories 
about the ways an organization learns and adapts. 
Argyris and Schön (1978) were the first to pro-
pose models that facilitate organizational learn-
ing; others have followed in the tradition of their 
work. They distinguished between the single- and 
double-loop learning. In the single-loop learning, 
individuals, groups, or organizations modify their 
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actions according to the difference between the 
expected and obtained outcomes. In the double-
loop learning, entities (individuals, groups or 
organizations) question the values, assumptions 
and policies that led to the actions in the first 
place; if they are able to view and modify those, 
then the second-order or the double-loop learning 
has taken place. The double-loop learning is the 
process of learning about the single-loop learning.

Structural Equation Modelling: Structural 
equation modelling, or in short SEM, is a statis-
tical technique for testing and estimating causal 
relationships using a combination of statistical data 
and qualitative causal assumptions. SEM allows 
both confirmatory and exploratory modelling, 
meaning it suits both theory testing and theory 
development. Factor analysis, path analysis and 
regression all represent special cases of SEM.

Technology Enhanced Learning: Technolo-
gy-enhanced learning (TEL) refers to any learning 
activity supported by technology. TEL is often used 

as a synonym for e-learning, however, there are 
significant differences between the two; namely, 
TEL focuses on the technological support of any 
pedagogical approach that utilizes technology. 
However, it rarely includes the print technology or 
developments related to libraries, books and jour-
nals occurring in the centuries before computers.

Web 2.0: Web 2.0 is a category of new In-
ternet tools and technologies created around the 
idea that those who consume the media, access 
the Internet, and use the web should not just pas-
sively absorb what is available; they should be 
rather active contributors, helping customize the 
media and technology for their own purposes, as 
well as those of their communities. Web 2.0 marks 
the beginning of a new era in technology – one 
that promises to help the nonprofits operate more 
efficiently, generate more funding, and affect 
more lives. These new tools include blogs, social 
networking applications, RSS, social networking 
tools, and wikis.

This work was previously published in Cases on ICT Utilization, Practice and Solutions: Tools for Managing Day-to-Day 
Issues, edited by Mubarak S. Al-Mutairi and Lawan Ahmed Mohammed, pp. 59-77, copyright 2011 by Information Science 
Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT

Wikis have been widely used as knowledge man-
agement tools. However, most of them do not 
support the conversion process of knowledge in an 
appropriate way. Specifically, they do not support 
brainstorming and creativity techniques, which are 
needed to convert tacit knowledge into explicit. 
This chapter presents how a wiki tool called the 
Spatial Hypertext Wiki (ShyWiki) can be used 
for supporting collaborative requirements elicita-
tion following the knowledge creation spiral of 
Nonaka. The knowledge conversions in the spiral 
(socialization, externalization, combination, and 
internalization) and the knowledge types in each 
conversion are related to different activities in 
requirements elicitation, which can be performed 
through ShyWiki. ShyWiki allows stakeholders to 

collaborate by creating, brainstorming, structur-
ing and reorganizing requirements contained in 
notes. In this way, the requirements negotiation 
and prioritization process can be done through 
the wiki pages which are seen as virtual boards 
that hold hypertext notes.

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge Management is composed of the 
activities, methods, processes, and software that 
validate, evaluate, integrate, and disseminate 
information for learning and decision making 
(Rhem, 2005). A Knowledge Management System 
(KMS) is an information system that improves 
the organizational process of creating, storing, 
retrieving, transferring, and applying knowledge 
(Leidner & Alavi, 2001).
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One of the most accepted models for knowl-
edge management is the knowledge creation 
spiral of Nonaka and Takeuchi, which describes 
how knowledge is converted into different types 
of knowledge (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). The 
diversity of existing types of knowledge such as 
tacit, explicit, unstructured and structured force 
organizations to use several knowledge manage-
ment approaches in order to deal in an effective 
way with the conversion between the types of 
knowledge (Leidner & Alavi, 2001). The concept 
of tacit knowledge was defined by Polanyi (1967) 
as knowledge that cannot be easily shared, and 
is composed of intuitions, unarticulated mental 
models, or technical skills. Explicit knowledge is 
the one that is documented and can be processed 
by computers (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995).

In any project, Requirements Elicitation (RE) 
is a critical phase due to the fact that most soft-
ware project failures are caused from inadequate 
requirements (Hofmann & Lehner, 2001). The RE 
phase is the first step in the requirements engineer-
ing process, where the requirements or the needs of 
a system are discovered (Sommerville & Sawyer, 
2004). Requirements elicitation is a creative pro-
cess in which all stakeholders collaborate in the 
creation of the needs that describe a new system 
(Robertson, 2001). The stakeholders involved in 
the requirements elicitation process must under-
stand a domain, and the problems that the differ-
ent stakeholders want to solve using a software 
system. Some of the proposed needs will become 
system requirements after their negotiation and 
prioritization (Sommerville & Sawyer, 2004). In 
requirements elicitation, diverse methods are used 
such as interviews, workshops, brainstorming, and 
protocol analysis (Davis et.al., 2006).

Tacit knowledge is related to undocumented 
work practices that workers use to take decisions. 
When stakeholders try to express their require-
ments of a system, they are converting part of 
their tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge. 
From this point of view, requirements elicitation 
is a knowledge intensive process which involves 

converting, managing and sharing different types 
of knowledge among different stakeholders.

Recently, wikis have emerged as an effective 
hypertext technology for enabling organizations 
and individuals to manage knowledge. The ad-
vantage of using wikis, is that the knowledge 
management tasks such as capturing, searching, 
and sharing knowledge can be performed in an 
open, collaborative, incremental and distributed 
way (Decker et.al., 2007), (Leuf & Cunningham, 
2001). Wikis are based on the principles of easy 
of use, incremental content creation, open struc-
ture for editing and evolution, and self organized 
structure (Cunningham, 2006). The content in a 
wiki page is defined by using a simple markup 
language, which allows the user to format the 
content and create hyperlinks. In this way, users 
do not have to be technical experts in the edition 
and design of hypertext. However, most wikis do 
not support the conversion process of knowledge 
in an appropriate way. Specifically, they do not 
support brainstorming and creativity techniques, 
which are needed to convert tacit knowledge into 
explicit. This is an important characteristic that 
would improve and extend the use of wikis in 
requirements elicitation.

This chapter presents the use of the Spatial Hy-
pertext Wiki (ShyWiki), a wiki which uses spatial 
hypertext for representing its content (Solis and 
Ali, 2008a, 2008b), for supporting requirements 
elicitation through the knowledge creation spiral 
of Nonaka. In ShyWiki, each wiki page can be 
seen as a virtual board composed of a set of notes. 
ShyWiki provides a flexible hypertext model that 
can represent the different types of knowledge 
involved in the knowledge creation spiral, and 
supports iterative knowledge creation. ShyWiki 
users are able to capture tacit knowledge by brain-
storming using the virtual board, and represent 
explicit knowledge which they can incrementally 
structure by using spatial hypertext. The later is 
supported by allowing stakeholders to add, move, 
or group notes, and by defining templates and 
their instances.
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The remaining sections of this chapter are 
structured as follows: First, we explain the knowl-
edge creation spiral of Nonaka and Takeuchi. In 
the next section, we describe how the knowledge 
creation spiral can be used in requirements elicita-
tion. Afterwards, we present how ShyWiki can be 
used to support requirements elicitation through 
the knowledge creation spiral. Then, we present 
related work to ours. Finally, conclusions and 
further work are given.

THE KNOWLEDGE 
CREATION SPIRAL

In this work, the taxonomy of knowledge types 
proposed by Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) is fol-
lowed. Knowledge is classified into two types: 
tacit and explicit. Tacit knowledge is composed 
of intuitions, unarticulated mental models, or 
technical skills (Polanyi, 1967). Tacit knowledge 
is personal, context specific and hard to commu-
nicate to others. Tacit knowledge has individual 
cognitive elements such as mental maps, beliefs, 
paradigms, viewpoints, concrete technical ele-
ments (know-how), and context specific skills 
(Leidner & Alavi, 2001).

Explicit knowledge is articulated, codified, 
and can be communicated in natural or symbolic 
languages (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). Explicit 
knowledge can be processed by computers. Ex-
plicit unstructured knowledge does not have a 
structure which explicitly indicates the correspon-
dences to the concepts and relations in a domain, 
e.g., plain text and images are unstructured. On 
the other hand, structured knowledge can be 
represented by using logic or models. The most 
common way for representing structured knowl-
edge is through a graph where nodes correspond 
to facts or concepts, and arcs correspond to the 
relations between concepts. Both nodes and links 
are usually typed (Sowa, 1991).

Organizational knowledge is created by a 
dynamic process called the knowledge creation 

spiral. The spiral has four types of knowledge 
conversion: socialization, externalization, combi-
nation and internalization (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 
1995).

The process can start from any of the four 
knowledge conversions. In socialization, tacit 
knowledge of an individual is shared with a group 
or another individual. Socialization is a conver-
sion from tacit knowledge to tacit knowledge, and 
is the acquisition of knowledge and experience 
directly from person to person.

Externalization is the knowledge conversion 
where tacit knowledge is articulated into explicit 
knowledge by capturing ideas and experiences 
of experts in order to solve a particular problem. 
Externalization is essential in the knowledge 
creation spiral because new concepts are created, 
and documented for the first time. Externalization 
is supported by groupware systems that allow 
users to brainstorm or create arguments (Nonaka 
et.al., 1996).

Combination is a knowledge conversion from 
explicit knowledge to explicit knowledge. In 
combination, explicit unstructured knowledge is 
transformed into systemic explicit knowledge. 
Combination is a process of improving explicit 
knowledge by organizing it in more logical ways, 
and combining different knowledge sources.

Combination is supported by systems that 
permit to refine and combine different knowl-
edge sources. For example, documents with 

Figure 1. Knowledge creation spiral (Adapted 
from Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995)
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unstructured text and images can be organized 
or classified into more detailed themes or topics 
using collaborative document editors (Nonaka 
et.al., 1996; Schmidt, 2005), or they can be an-
notated and mapped to concepts and relations in 
a domain (Uren, 2006). The objective is both to 
enable people to better understand the knowledge, 
and to allow systems to process it.

Internalization is the knowledge conversion 
from explicit knowledge to tacit knowledge. Inter-
nalization is basically learning from documented 
explicit knowledge and in training activities. In 
this way, previous explicit knowledge can become 
part of the individual tacit knowledge. Internal-
ization is supported by means of e-learning and 
knowledge repositories.

There are many knowledge management mod-
els other than the spiral model of Nonaka et al. All 
of them have described different knowledge types 
and activities. For example, the model proposed by 
Boisot (1998) classifies knowledge into codified 
or uncodified, and diffused or undiffused. Other 
models, such as the one proposed by Jordan and 
Jones (1997), view knowledge management tasks 
as: acquisition, problem solving, dissemination, 
ownership, and storage. Although Nonaka’s cat-
egories and KM tasks do not reflect all knowledge 
types and tasks encountered in organizations, it has 
the advantage of viewing knowledge management 
as a dynamic and recursive process of knowledge 
creation. Therefore, Nonaka’s model has been 
widely accepted by the Knowledge Management 
community.

THE REQUIREMENTS ELICITATION 
KNOWLEDGE SPIRAL

Requirements elicitation is a knowledge inten-
sive activity which can be performed following 
the knowledge creation spiral approach. In this 
way, the elicitation process consists of require-
ments socialization, requirements externalization, 

requirements combination, and requirements 
internalization.

Socialization is a continuous process in require-
ments elicitation which happens when stakehold-
ers communicate, and collaborate to understand 
each other and learn about each others needs, 
wishes and expectations (Apshvalka et.al., 2009). 
In socialization, stakeholders can gain trust among 
them and get to know who has the expertise and 
owner of specific knowledge. Socialization begins 
from the initial stages of software development 
which can start from the kick off meetings of the 
project and through the requirements elicitation 
process methods such as interviews, workshops, 
or brainstorming sessions.

In requirements elicitation, the concepts that 
are created in externalization are requirements, 
which are usually externalized as a result of 
interviews and brainstorming sessions. The use 
of creativity techniques is indispensable in the 
requirements elicitation process, because creative 
stakeholders can think in an innovative way 
(Maiden et.al., 2004a). Creative stakeholders 
are an important factor in the innovation of the 
companies (Ya & Rui, 2006). That fact has been 
confirmed by researches that have applied the 
creativity techniques during the elicitation process 
(Maiden et.al., 2004b). According to Mich et.al. 
(2005), brainstorming is the most used creativity 
technique for requirements elicitation (see the 
next subsection).

Requirements combination happens when ac-
cepted requirements are specified with more detail 
in order to have more complete descriptions that 
become specifications or when they are integrated 
and referenced in the artefacts of further develop-
ment steps. For example, accepted requirements 
can be specified using a requirement template, 
and can be referenced in other activities such as 
task assignation.

The discovered requirements should be stored 
in digital repositories that provide document man-
agement characteristics. In this way, stakeholders 
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can search, consult or edit the requirements and 
the domain language concepts definitions.

In the following section, we are explaining 
more in depth how brainstorming can be used in 
requirements externalization.

Requirements Externalization 
through Brainstorming

A technique commonly used for externalization 
is the Kawakita Jiro (KJ) method (Kawakita, 
1982) which is used by Japanese companies to 
brainstorm, evaluate and organize knowledge 
(Nonaka et.al., 1996). The KJ method is a three 
phase brainstorming session. In the first phase, 
ideas are generated and written on adhesive 
cards or post-it notes without any evaluation or 
critique. In the second phase, ideas are grouped. 
If the ideas are related, they can be placed near 
each other. The goal of the third phase is to cre-
ate a consensus about the solution to be adopted. 
In this phase, the groups of ideas are evaluated, 
i.e., ideas of a group are considered to be the best 
solution, then the second, and so on. In addition, 
the participants can vote about the risks in the 
realization of the ideas.

The WinWin method (Boehm, 1996) is a 
requirements negotiation approach where each 
stakeholder expresses her or his system needs as 
a list of winning conditions. WinWin provides 
principles and practices for finding winwin 
conditions shared among stakeholders of the 
project. In WinWin, when a winning condition 
of a stakeholder has conflicts with the winning 
conditions proposed by other stakeholders, a 
win-lose situation happens (Boehm and R. Ross, 
1989). A conflict among winning conditions of 
different stakeholders is called an issue. An issue 
is associated with the conflicting winning condi-
tions, and includes a description of the conflict. 
For solving an issue, the stakeholders propose 
alternative solutions which are called options. 
Then, the stakeholders have to evaluate the options 
and select or reject some of them. After several 

iterations over the options list, the stakeholders 
can have an agreement about the solution to be 
adopted. During the negotiation process, domain 
terms appear in the descriptions of the winning 
conditions, issues, options and agreements. These 
domain terms have to be defined in a glossary, 
and structured in a domain taxonomy.

EasyWinWin (Gruenbacher, 2000) is a light-
weight WinWin method that has lower entry 
barriers for stakeholders. EasyWinWin has many 
similarities with the KJ-Method for brainstorming, 
and provides a set of concepts and relationships 
that facilitate the negotiation and prioritization 
of requirements. In EasyWinWin, stakehold-
ers define their winning conditions through 
brainstorming. The stakeholders collaboratively 
define their winning conditions in an electronic 
brainstorming tool. In this way, they can share and 
view the different available winning conditions. 
The win conditions that are similar to others can 
be merged. As a result, a new win condition is 
created. The previous brainstorming statements 
are attached to the winning condition in order to 
preserve the rationale. In addition, the winning 
conditions can be organized in a taxonomy. For 
instance, a winning condition can be a refinement 
of others.

In the next step, the stakeholders prioritize 
the winning conditions in order to define their 
importance. The prioritization has two perspec-
tives: the business perspective, and the ease of 
realization. The first one defines the importance of 
the conditions for the business organization, and 
the second one defines the perceived difficulty 
of achievement. The difficulty and importance of 
achievement are subjective because each stake-
holder has a different perception of them, e.g. 
a developer can view difficulty of achievement 
as the difficulty of implementing a requirement 
in a specific programming language, whereas a 
user can view it as the difficulty of expressing 
conceptually the tasks she does. Both perspectives 
are measured in the scale from 1 to 10, being 1 
unimportant and difficult, and 10 very important 
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and easy. After the prioritization step, it can be 
observed which tasks are important and easy to 
accomplish, which are important and hard, which 
are easy to do but without importance, and which 
tasks will not be performed for being difficult and 
without importance.

SUPPORTING THE REQUIREMENTS 
ELICITATION SPIRAL WITH A 
SPATIAL HYPERTEXT WIKI

This section explains how the Spatial Hypertext 
Wiki permits supporting the knowledge creation 
spiral in the requirements elicitation process. First, 
an overview of ShyWiki is presented and later we 
explain how the different knowledge conversions 
in the knowledge creation spiral are supported in 
the requirements elicitation.

Overview of ShyWiki

Document centred hypertext is based on using 
hyperlinks for connecting documents. However, 
using this kind of navigation in large networks of 
documents, users can get lost in the hyperspace 
(Bernstein et.al., 1991). A way to solve such 
problem is by using map based hypertext, which 
shows explicitly the relations among hypertext 
documents (Strauss, 1990). Another way is by 
using implicit relations.

Spatial hypertext (Marshall & Shipman, 1995) 
is a kind of hypermedia that is based on using 
visual and spatial characteristics to define rela-
tions among hypertext elements, which are seen as 
“sticky notes” that can hold hypermedia content. 
Spatial hypertext can represent implicit hypertext 
structures, which are interpreted depending on 
the note’s spatial context (Marshall & Shipman, 
1993). In this way, the relations that are explicit 
in the map based approach are represented im-
plicitly by using visual and spatial characteristics. 
Therefore, hyperlinks become implicit. Spatial 
hypertext systems have special facilities in their 

user interface. For example, users can handle 
and move notes from one place to another in a 
hypertext document, or can change their visual 
properties or their size.

ShyWiki (Solis and Ali, 2008a, 2008b) is a wiki 
which uses spatial hypertext for representing its 
content. It is designed to support users in creat-
ing, storing, editing, and browsing information 
and knowledge structures. ShyWiki manages a 
network of wiki pages. Each page is a hypermedia 
document that is identified by its name and is made 
up of an unordered set of named attributes called 
notes. The main function of notes is to define the 
attributes that characterize the concept represented 
by a wiki page.

The content of wiki pages is spatially orga-
nized. Notes may be placed in different regions 
of the page, and can be moved around. Notes can 
have different sizes or colors. The notes can contain 
a mix of text, hyperlinks, or images. Composite 
notes can be created from simpler ones, helping 
in organizing information hierarchically. Figure 
2 shows a ShyWiki page. It is composed of notes 
that are organized spatially, and that are of dif-
ferent sizes. In Figure 2, it is also observed that 
there are two composite notes.

The components of the ShyWiki Hypertext 
Model are summarized in Figure 3. The root of a 
ShyWiki document is the ShyWikiWeb, which is 
composed of knowledge stored in WikiPages 
which are connected by hyperlinks. The WikiP-
ages are composed of notes. The AbstractNote 
class includes the properties which are common 
to other types of notes: ContentNotes, Transclud-
edNotes, and MapNotes. ContentNotes can con-
tain text, images, video and hyperlinks, and can 
be composed of other ContentNotes.

Transclusion is the inclusion of notes already 
defined in other wiki pages by reference, i.e., 
without duplicating them in the including note. 
A TranscludedNote is a note whose content is 
defined by another note. MapNotes are used to 
draw graphs. A MapNote represents a concept, 
and it is a node in the graph. The arrows in the 
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graph represent the typed hyperlinks that connect 
two wiki pages.

A template is a wiki page abstract type, and it is 
also a wiki page. One of the purposes of templates 
is the classification of other wiki pages. A wiki 
page can be an instance of one or many templates. 
If a wiki page instantiates a template, the notes in 
the template are created in the wiki page.

In the edit mode, a user can perform the fol-
lowing actions to create or modify wiki pages:

• Create wiki pages. When a wiki link is 
navigated for the first time, a new wiki 
page in the ShyWiki web is created.

• Create notes. The user can add new notes 
to the wiki page. The note types that can 

Figure 2. A wiki page in ShyWiki

Figure 3. ShyWiki hypertext model
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be added are content, transcluded or map 
notes.

• Edit notes. The content of notes can be 
changed anytime. The content of the notes 
is described using the ShyWiki mark-up 
language.

• Move notes. Notes can be moved freely 
in the interface by dragging and dropping 
them. In this way, the user can organize the 
knowledge as she or he desires.

• Group notes. The user can group the notes 
to create aggregations. In this way, a note 
can be dragged and dropped inside another 
note, and the note becomes a part of an-
other one. Once notes

• are grouped, a user can manipulate a set of 
notes together.

• Transclude notes. Users can transclude a 
note inside another wiki page by indicating 
the source document and the note identi-
fier. The position of the transcluded note 
can be changed, but the other properties 
can only be modified if the original note 
is edited.

• Label hyperlinks. Hyperlinks in ShyWiki 
can be typed. A label indicates the meaning 

or type of the association represented by a 
hyperlink.

• Create a template. This action allows the 
user to define a new template. A template 
defines a set of notes which are inherited 
by wiki page instances, and associations 
between a template and others.

• Instantiate a template. This operation is 
used to indicate that a wiki page is an in-
stance of a template. As a result, the notes 
defined in a template are added to the cur-
rent wiki page.

Requirements Socialization

Socialization takes places in any moment when 
stakeholders communicate during the develop-
ment of a project. Requirements elicitation is an 
intensive stage where needs are collected from 
the different customers and stakeholders. The 
initial step in the elicitation is the identification 
of the participant stakeholders. The identification 
of stakeholders helps participants to understand 
the social context in which the project will take 
place. ShyWiki provides a setup page that builds 
a wiki page for the project, a wiki page with the 
stakeholders list,a wiki page for each stakeholder, a 

Figure 4. Project setup interface
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wiki page with the initial requirements categories, 
and a glossary wiki page (see Figure 4). The wiki 
page for each stakeholder can contain a stake-
holder’s contact information, his or her interests 
in a project and his or her expertise. This aids 
stakeholders to socialize by knowing to whom 
they have to contact or interact.

Requirements Externalization

ShyWiki supports converting tacit knowledge 
of the individuals into explicit knowledge in a 
collaborative way. ShyWiki is an idea process-
ing system because its elements are similar to 
adhesive notes. In this way, a brainstorming ses-
sion is easily supported. ShyWiki has advantages 
over blackboard or paper based brainstorming. 
For example, ShyWiki can support different 
brainstorming sessions in parallel, one for each 
team working on a particular problem, the ver-
sions of the brainstorming session are stored, and 
notes can have hypermedia content which can be 
interconnected among them through hyperlinks.

The three phases of the KJ method can be 
developed inside ShyWiki. The participants can 
easily enrich other notes: by adding new content 
to the original ones, or by adding annotations to 

them. The drag and drop facilities aid in grouping 
ideas by using relations of proximity or covering 
one note with another. The grouping of ideas can 
also be done by creating container notes. In addi-
tion, ideas can be classified by using background 
or border colours. As a result, the relations that can 
be expressed among ShyWiki notes are richer and 
easier to manipulate than the blackboard or paper 
based techniques. For example, Figure 2 shows a 
brainstorming session about the security require-
ments of a web application. If a new requirement 
has to be added to the board, the stakeholders have 
to add a new note of type requirement.

ShyWiki allows stakeholders to vote about the 
importance and difficulty of a requirement, simi-
larly to the EasyWinWin requirements prioritiza-
tion approach (Gruenbacher, 2004). A stakeholder 
can assign a value from 1 to 10 to them.

In ShyWiki, any wiki page has a hyperlink that 
permits visualizing the priority of the notes that it 
contains. As a result, a web page that shows the 
list of requirements contained in the wiki page 
ordered by their priority is available (see Figure 5). 
The list is ordered according to the requirements 
importance to the business, and by their difficulty. 
The importance and difficulty of a requirement is 
calculated by the average of all the stakeholders’ 

Figure 5. Prioritization of a set of requirements
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votes. If the importance or difficulty is greater 
than 5, then the requirement is shown in green 
colour. Otherwise, it is shown in red.

An important part of the externalization of 
requirements is the capture of domain language. 
Stakeholders might use the same word with dif-
ferent meanings. The definition of an accurate 
meaning of terms helps in reducing ambiguity, 
misunderstandings and miscommunication. In 
this way, the different stakeholders can be aware 
of the terms, and can speak a common domain 
language.

Stakeholders have to add the new terms to the 
project glossary wiki page. The definition of the 
new terms is explained with detail in the wiki page 
corresponding to the term name. The open nature 
of wikis permits any stakeholder to participate in 
the definition of a term. In addition, the versioning 
capability of the wiki allows the stakeholders to 
observe the evolution of the definition. The defini-
tion of the terms can be performed incrementally. 
In the post-it notes of the brainstorming sessions, 
some terms of the domain language are mentioned. 
For each term in the domain language, a wiki link 
has to be added. For example, in Figure 1 the note 
about secure coding has hyperlinks to the terms 
SQL injection and stack overflow.

Requirements Combination

In ShyWiki, requirements combination is sup-
ported through knowledge types: unstructured and 
structured. They are explained in the following.

Combination Using 
Unstructured Knowledge

Wikis capture explicit unstructured knowledge 
in the content of their wiki pages as hypermedia. 
Users are not able to interact with the wiki in 
order to reorganize knowledge. However, this is 
possible in ShyWiki. Users can reorganize knowl-
edge by moving and grouping notes. In this way, 
requirements written in notes can be grouped with 

other requirements. For example in Figure 2, the 
Login Encrypted requirement forms part of the 
Collect Sensible Data Using SSL requirement. 
Stakeholders have defined them in different notes 
and moved the Login Encrypted requirement note 
into the Collect Sensible Data Using SSL.

The knowledge can be the one captured in 
the content of notes or the one captured in the 
relationships among notes that are represented 
implicitly using visual and spatial properties. They 
are implicit graphic knowledge structures that can 
express some logic and set relations (Francisco-
Revilla & Shipman, 2005). The following logic 
relations can be expressed graphically: disjoint, 
intersection, part of, and connection (see Figure 
6). The set relation is expressed by means of prox-
imity, visual properties, and alignment. A group 
of elements can form sets, lists, and stacks (see 
Figure 6). In ShyWiki, it is possible to represent 
implicit relations with different cardinalities: e.g., 
one to one (see Figure 6). The different ways of 
expressing graphic relations can be combined to 
form complex graphic relations.

Combination Using Structured 
Knowledge

In ShyWiki, structured knowledge is captured 
by means of named notes, typed hyperlinks, and 
templates. ShyWiki hypertext can have arbitrary 
node and hyperlink types. Any note in a wiki 
page can be optionally named. A named note is 
a property of the concept represented by a wiki 
page. A named note is a type of annotation to the 
content, and serves to describe it. Therefore, it can 
annotate texts, links, images or a mix of them. The 
graphic knowledge relations can be used together 
with named notes. In this way, a wiki page can 
represent relations among notes that represent 
specific properties of a concept.

A typed hyperlink is a relation which has a 
meaning or type that is indicated by a label. Any 
hyperlink can be labelled by users. The semantic 
net representation in ShyWiki is straightforward: 
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the name of a wiki page indicates the concept 
represented, and the labelled hyperlinks give the 
semantics to the relations. In ShyWiki, the syntax 
for labeling a link is the following: [[wiki page 
name | label]]. The first part indicates the name 
of the target wiki page of the hyperlink, and the 
second part is the label of the hyperlink. The inter-
pretation given is that the wiki page where the link 
appears is related to the target wiki page through 
a named relation, and the name of the relation is 
the hyperlink label. The relations represented with 
typed hyperlinks can be drawn in the web interface 
(Solis & Ali, 2008a) or consulted using SPARQL 
Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL) 
interface (Solis & Ali, 2010).

A ShyWiki template is an abstraction which 
represents a set of concepts that share common 
properties and relationships. A template has an 
identifier, which is a unique template name. A 
template defines the properties and relationships 
shared by its instances. A template permits the 
definition of 1 to 1 and 1 to N relationships.

The refinement of a requirement, represented 
by a note, can be performed in the wiki page as-
sociated to a note. In this step, the requirements 
are defined with more precision and detail, which 
is often called requirements modeling (Hofmann 
& Lehner, 2003). We have defined a set of tem-
plates for refining requirements which includes: 

requirement, project, stakeholder, option, agree-
ment, status, priority and difficulty templates. In 
the requirements model that we have defined, a 
requirement has a status, a difficulty, a priority, and 
belongs to a project. A requirement is related to n 
stakeholders, agreements, and options. The status 
template has the instances accepted, rejected, and 
pending. The priority and difficulty templates have 
the instances low, medium and high.

Figure 7 shows that the user has defined a 
template called Requirement. Each note is defined 
by giving it a name, a colour and optionally indi-
cating if it represents an association (relationship) 
of type 1 to N (by default it is a 1 to 1). When 
a note represents a property, only the name and 
colour have to be defined. In Figure 7, the notes 
Name, Number, Comments are properties. Notes 
Status, Priority, and Difficulty are 1 to 1 relation-
ships. Notes Person (stakeholder), Option, and 
Agreements are 1 to N relations. Figure 8 also 
shows that the Stakeholder relation is defined. 
The note’s name Stakeholder defines the name of 
the relation, and the associated concept Person is 
selected from the template list. The content of the 
note shows the definition of the relation: [[Person 
| Stakeholder]]N.

The instantiation of a template is performed 
in the following way: when a new wiki page is 
created, the user has the option to make it an in-

Figure 6. Logic, set and cardinality relations
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stance of a set of templates. If the user chooses a 
wiki page to be an instance of a template, the 
instance includes the properties and relations 
defined in the template. If the user edits a note 

which corresponds to a one to one relation, a 
select box of the instances of the associated tem-
plate is presented, and the user can select one of 
these instances. The user can also type a name 

Figure 7. Requirement template

Figure 8. Requirement instance
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that is not included in the select box. As a result, 
the wiki page indicated is declared an instance of 
the associated template. The definition of 1 to N 
relationships is similar to the definition of 1 to 1 
relationships. When a note corresponding to a 1 
to N association is edited then a select box of the 
possible associated instances and a text box to 
define a new one are presented. Also, an operation 
for removing the instanceof relation is provided. 
The result of this operation is the removal of the 
instance of relation between the template and the 
instance, but it does not remove any note in the 
wiki page.

Figure 8 shows the instance of the requirement 
data validation. It can also be observed that the 
requirement instances show the average impor-
tance, and difficulty resulting of stakeholders’ 
votes. The stakeholders involved in this require-
ment, Cristobal and John, were selected from the 
stakeholders list, which is shown to the user when 
a note representing the stakeholder relationship 
is edited.

Requirements Internalization

Internalization is supported in ShyWiki after that 
stakeholders work with the wiki, and make it part 
of their individual knowledge. Stakeholders can 
use the requirements in the wiki in order to learn 
about the requirements of the system and can refer 
others to specific captured knowledge. With their 
new knowledge, stakeholders can analyze the 
previous defined requirements or can create new 
ones. In other words, undetected requirements 
might be found as a result of reflection.

In a similar way to Nonaka’s Spiral Knowledge 
Creation Spiral, ShyWiki can be used iteratively or 
incrementally. For example after internalization, 
new requirements can be detected and captured 
in the wiki. The process of externalization and 
combination can be performed at any point.

RELATED WORK

Wang et.al. (2007) and Cress et.al. (2007) propose 
the use of wikis for knowledge management. 
They view wikis as platforms for externalization 
and internalization. Wiki users externalize their 
knowledge when they become active authors 
of the content, and they internalize knowledge 
when they act as readers of the content. They do 
not view wikis as platforms for combination of 
knowledge. However, the use of hyperlinks is 
a basic feature encountered in most wikis that 
permits the combination of different informa-
tion sources. Another feature that can be used for 
combination is transclusion. In addition, spatial 
hypertext and structured wiki pages improve the 
combination features available in wikis.

The lack of spatial features makes external-
ization harder. In most wikis, the acquisition of 
knowledge is done using the wiki page editor. 
Wikis do not satisfy the requirements needed 
to perform collaborative interpretation or brain-
storming. One of the main characteristics of col-
laborative interpretation is the emergence of ideas. 
The requirements, defined by Cox and Greenberg 
(2000), for systems that support the emergence 
of ideas are: provide a spatial visual workspace, 
let people express relationships between the data 
using spatial proximity, allow free-form annota-
tion of the underlying space, and allow the free 
creation and movement of data in the space. These 
are supported by ShyWiki.

Oren et al. (2006) propose the use of semantic 
wikis for knowledge management. Semantic wikis 
support the combination of explicit knowledge. 
Semantic wikis provide semantic web knowledge 
description languages which allow users to an-
notate explicit knowledge and create structured 
knowledge (Schaffert et.al.2008). Semantic wikis 
can represent structured knowledge, but they can-
not represent implicit visual and spatial relations 
among the concepts in the semantic wiki, and 
neither have good support for externalization. 
Wen and Jiao (2009) propose the Knowledge Fu-
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sion Creation Model Wiki, which is based on the 
knowledge management framework of Nonaka, 
and is implemented using a semantic wiki.

Wikis have been widely used for capturing 
software engineering requirements. For example, 
WikiWinWin (Yang et.al., 2009) is a wiki that 
implements the WinWin method. WikiWinWin is 
based on web forms, and does not have facilities 
for externalization based on brainstorming, which 
is a key element in requirements elicitation. In 
addition, WikiWinWin does not provide support 
for combination of requirements. Semantic wikis 
used for requirements engineering provide wiki 
templates, and typed relationships that permit to 
define the semantics of objects and relations in 
the domain of requirements engineering. They 
provide templates for stakeholders, uses cases, 
user stories, projects, etc. Examples of semantic 
wikis for requirements elicitation are SOP-wiki 
(Decker et.al., 2007) and SmartWiki (Knauss 
et.al., 2009). ShyWiki can also define templates 
and relations, and it is possible to define different 
conceptual models for requirements engineering. 
ShyWiki gives a more complete support to Non-
aka’s knowledge spiral than other wikis, because 
ShyWiki permits the collaborative creation of 
the different types of knowledge involved in the 
different knowledge conversions. In this way, 
ShyWiki can be considered an improved wiki 
solution for knowledge management.

CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK

ShyWiki supports the collaborative requirements 
elicitation process based on the knowledge cre-
ation spiral of Nonaka. Users can incrementally 
formalize the requirements in the wiki. They can 
start with an externalization process, make the 
requirements explicit and gradually incorporate 
annotations, and concept and hyperlink types

The externalization of requirements is per-
formed by using brainstorming techniques such 
as the KJ method. The combination of require-

ments is achieved using the different knowledge 
representations provided. The visual and spatial 
characteristics make this model suitable for rep-
resenting different types of explicit knowledge. 
Unstructured knowledge can be represented by 
means of the content of notes which can be grouped 
and moved, and by implicit visual and spatial 
relations among notes. Structured knowledge can 
be represented by means of typed concepts and 
typed hyperlinks. In this way, the requirements 
can be refined and improved in order to become 
specifications for further development steps. In-
ternalization is possible because the requirements 
are available on line for the stakeholders to learn 
and consult.

The requirements elicitation process can take 
advantage of wikis because they provide support 
for the open collaboration among stakeholders, 
and low entry barriers. Wikis facilitate the col-
laborative exchange of ideas, knowledge, and can 
trace changes by means of versioning. ShyWiki 
allows the stakeholders to manipulate spatially 
the requirements. They can group, relate or 
merge them easily. In this way, the negotiation 
and prioritization process can be done through 
the wiki pages which are virtual boards that hold 
hypertext card notes.

We are currently extending the ShyWiki tool 
for supporting synchronous communication and 
synchronous edition. In addition, we are per-
forming experiments to validate the usability of 
ShyWiki in requirements engineering and software 
architecture design.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Explicit Knowledge: The knowledge that is 
articulated, codified, and can be communicated 
in natural or symbolic languages.

KJ Method: It is a brainstorming method used 
by Japanese companies to make groups externalize 
their tacit knowledge.

Knowledge Spiral: A dynamic and recurrent 
process where knowledge is created by means of 
knowledge conversions: socialization, external-
ization, combination and internalization.

Requirements Elicitation: A critical phase of 
requirements engineering where the requirements 
or the needs of a system are discovered.

Spatial Hypertext Wiki (ShyWiki): A kind of 
wiki which uses spatial hypertext for representing 
its content.

Spatial Hypertext: A kind of hypermedia that 
is based on using visual and spatial characteristics 
to define relations among hypertext elements, 
which are seen as “sticky notes” that can hold 
hypermedia content.

Tacit Knowledge: The knowledge that cannot 
be easily shared, and is composed of intuitions, 
unarticulated mental models, or technical skills.
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Chapter  3.14

ABSTRACT

The software process consists of knowledge-
intensive procedures, involving various profiles, 
which handle a wide range of information. The 
adoption of a solution that satisfies the knowledge 
demands related to software engineering is not a 
trivial task. Despite all the investment made by 
research institutions and software development 
organizations in automated environments to 
support the software process, the quality levels 
and the productivity rates they need has not been 
reached. In software engineering, the experi-
ence, which helps avoid mistakes of the past and 
improve decision making, still lies mainly in the 
organization collaborators. This chapter intends to 
contribute to software engineering by proposing a 

new approach to support the capture, packaging, 
storage, mapping, maintenance and retrieval of 
the knowledge related to the software process. 
The approach will support the software process 
through the creation of a knowledge management 
model to assist the development of intelligent 
agents that can (i) realize the knowledge needs, 
(ii) interact with the Information Systems and (iii) 
support executing the software developers’ tasks. 
In other words, the chapter proposes creating a 
multiagent system to manage knowledge related to 
the execution of software development processes. 
This system will be the result of implementing 
the knowledge management models for support-
ing software process that will also be proposed 
in this chapter. It will consist of an Information 
System integrated with a knowledge base related 
to the implementation of software development 
processes.
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INTRODUCTION

Software Engineering (SE) involves managing a 
variety of knowledge about the various activities 
related to the software process. Moreover, each of 
these activities involves a set of macro actions that 
also involves a large number of specific knowl-
edge themselves. Furthermore, the wide range 
of different knowledge assets necessary for the 
different collaborators involved in the software 
process may play, in the tasks of the process, dif-
ferent roles, demanding the knowledge required 
by each of these roles.

The amount and variety of the knowledge 
involved in the software process of a Software 
Development Organization (SDO) can grow ex-
ponentially, depending on (i) the software process 
model (for example, RUP – Rational Unified 
Process), (ii) the project management model (for 
example, PMBOK), (iii) the software development 
model, and (iv) the capacity evaluation model, like 
CMMI (Capability Maturity Model Integration), 
adopted by the SDO. Although some capacity 
evaluation models are proven to be efficient to 
improve the quality of the software process, they 
involve a wide range of extra information about 
it, many times specific to the model, which shall 
also be internalized and, thus, assimilated by all 
the people involved in the software process.

Knowledge Management (KM) solutions can 
be used to allow the effective use of the knowl-
edge involved in the software process. The KM 
can be understood as a deliberate and explicit 
systematic of constructing, renovating and apply-
ing knowledge to maximize the effectiveness of 
the organization’s business processes, producing 
results and ensuring the competitiveness of the 
organization.

However, the effective implementation of 
KM is not a trivial task. This is due, mainly, to 
the fact that most KM initiatives adopt traditional 
approaches, transferring to the user a large part 
of the responsibility to collect, pack, store, map 

and recover knowledge. Inserting this extra step 
in the user’s work process is inefficient.

In this chapter, we propose constructing an 
intelligent environment to support KM under the 
SE, that will help those involved in the software 
process, in a proactive way, to capture, pack, store 
and retrieve knowledge related to all software 
process activities. To achieve it, the environment 
will have a multiagent system, where intelligent 
agents are going to learn with the users’ activities 
and suggest knowledge that can be useful to the 
several phases of the software process, depending 
on the profile of the user involved in the activity.

Among the direct benefits of the effective 
integration of intelligent agents with knowledge 
management (KM) in the software process, we 
can list: reach, objectivity, speed and effective-
ness. How these benefits are attained is discussed 
in what follows.

Reach

Generally, knowledge transfer is local and frag-
mented. Larger the Software Development Or-
ganization (SDO), greater the demand for some 
required knowledge, but lesser the chance of a 
worker (which needs it) to know how and where 
find it (Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Kock, 2000). 
A solution to this problem is offering knowledge 
automatically to workers when they need it, i. e., 
without the need of explicit requisition of knowl-
edge. This is important because most workers do 
not know which knowledge is available and, thus, 
they never search for it (Maurer & Tochtermann, 
2002).

The effective integration of intelligent agents 
into KM allows releasing knowledge to software 
workers without the need of explicit requisition. 
The use of intelligent agents allows identifying 
and releasing automatically the proper knowledge. 
Automatic identification of software worker 
demand on particular knowledge allows greater 
reach in knowledge transfer.
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Objectivity

It is possible to release specific knowledge for a 
particular demander after identifying the neces-
sary topics for some software function or worker, 
as discussed before. Personalized knowledge 
allows more objectivity in knowledge transfer, 
because it avoids time and resource wasting with 
knowledge transfer to software workers that do 
not need it. Knowledge will be transferred ob-
jectively to software workers that can use it for 
executing their activities (right knowledge to the 
right person on the right time). This increases the 
possibility of knowledge use and adds more value 
to the organizational intellectual capital, which 
increases when knowledge is used.

Speed

The speed knowledge arrives where it can add 
value is an important evaluation factor on how 
effective the organizational intellectual capital is 
being used. Usually, knowledge transfer happens 
on demand in the SDO. When a software worker 
needs a specific knowledge, either he searches the 
knowledge database, or he interacts with special-
ists in the subject. In both cases, this might take 
precious time. Integrating intelligent agents into 
KM allows releasing focused knowledge as soon 
as the lack of a particular knowledge is detected, 
thus increasing the knowledge transfer speed.

Effectiveness

Knowledge transfer effectiveness, that is, the 
knowledge percentage that has been assimilated 
and applied, is influenced mainly by the method 
used in the transfer process (Kock, 2000). Further, 
richer and more tacit is the knowledge, more ef-
fort should be placed to enable software workers 
to share it directly.

It is possible to reach greater effectiveness in 
knowledge transfer through the use of mentoring. 
Direct interaction with a specialist (knowledge 

provider) during certain periods of time allows 
acquiring more consistent and deeper knowledge 
about a particular area, as well as obtaining a 
greater amount of knowledge. This is true because 
the knowledge recipient gets more detailed and 
implicit knowledge. The long process of trying 
to extract and understand specialist’s knowledge 
by conversation, observation or interrogation pro-
vides workers with a better comprehension of the 
subject being learned than that acquired through 
learning processes based on non-interactive means 
(for example, searching in knowledge repositories, 
reading papers). Intelligent agents can efficiently 
identify knowledge requirements to improve 
software activities, as well as specialists to act as 
mentors in a mentoring training program.

REQUIREMENTS TO SUCCEED IN 
KM IN THE SOFTWARE PROCESS

Once KM is a relatively new area of research, 
there are not many directives about the benefits 
it can provide neither what kind of difficulties 
one must face when applying it in the software 
process. Despite of that, some important require-
ments have been identified to let KM succeed in 
the software process. The most important ones 
are the following:

1.  Improve the software workers’ creativity 
and the innovation of software products

The encouragement to create and innovate 
software products in a Software Development 
Organization (SDO) is an important item when 
applicating KM in the software process is consid-
ered. It is necessary a balance between toughness 
and flexibility of KM applications in the software 
process because while toughness inhibits creativ-
ity, the flexibility excess encourages creativity 
but it is unable to be controlled and turned into 
a software product of an SDO. As a result, it is 
verified a tension between process and practice, 
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that is, between the way software activities of an 
SDO are formally organized and the way these 
software activities are effectively carried through.

An aggravating factor in this process is the 
mentioned tension, that is different of most prob-
lems that an SDO uses to confront, which cannot 
be resolved or overcome. SDO must learn how 
to live with it and how to take advantage of it. 
Practice allows the coming up of new ideas and 
process allows controlling and putting them into 
effect. If balance is broken and the structure tends 
to a practical side, many new ideas may arise, but 
there will be no structure able of controlling it. 
This way, there is the risk it becomes useless. On 
the other side, if structure tends more to process 
side, the SDO can get a better one, but it will not 
be so flexible to make room to new and innovat-
ing ideas.

2.  Share essential knowledge with the software 
project phase that is being performed

KM intends to increase the effectiveness of 
a software project, and sharing knowledge is es-
sential to reach this goal. It is necessary to share 
relevant knowledge that may be useful to add 
value to the phase of the software project that is 
being executed.

3.  Increase the knowledge access

A common difficulty faced by KM is how to 
share the essential knowledge with a software 
project among all the software professionals. 
Trying to solve the tension between thoughness 
and flexibility, some organizations encourage 
creativity only among its high-ranked profes-
sionals, such as project managers and system 
analysts. This way, the work of the rest of the 
team becomes predictable, near the structure of 
the process. However, because of the constant 
changes in development strategies of a software 
project imposed by demands of the market, cre-
ativity becomes a requirement in all phases. Even 

during routine phases, such as software test, tasks 
are never performed in a precise order. This way, 
software workers are often compelled to impro-
vise ways to balance differences between routine 
programs and the environment conditions, which 
is in constant change.

4.  Promote knowledge transfer

The SDO faces a common problem during the 
KM application: the deficit of qualified workers to 
structure and plan ways of sharing its knowledge. 
Usually, the software teams of strategic projects 
of an SDO do not have resources to describe what 
happened during the software project execution 
neither to display this information from a reposi-
tory. Often, the few software workers with the 
required ability to perform these tasks do not 
have time to put their knowledge into a system.

5.  Increase the storage of explicit knowledge

The KM in the software process requires 
definition and storage of the best practices of the 
software projects for future reference, even if it is 
not a trivial task, especially considering the dif-
ference between specifying a task on a software 
process handbook (codified or explicit knowledge) 
and its practical execution. The effective execution 
of software tasks is full of improvisations, hardly 
definable for their executors. The KM needs to 
overcome these barriers deciding the best practices 
of the software project and store them as explicit 
knowledge.

6.  Increasing the exchange of tacit knowledge

KM needs to encourage also the exchange 
of tactic knowledge. Otherwise, tacit (implicit) 
knowledge about the software process cannot be 
easily articulated, formalized, communicated and 
codified, once it contains a personal aspect. They 
are deeply rooted in action, in behavior and in the 
involvement on a specific context.
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7.  Improve software workers’ motivation and 
behavior for learning

KM faces a huge challenge: motivate soft-
ware workers to pursue knowledge, because it 
is not interesting to provide an efficient tool for 
software process learning if software workers are 
not motivated to use it.

8.  Make the execution of software tasks more 
efficient

Despite all the advances provided by KM, 
most SDO continue wasting what can be turned 
out in their greatest asset, that is, the value of 
knowledge, like ideas and insights, which are 
commonly dispersed in all organizations. Because 
of that, these SDO do not succeed in capitalizing 
on their intellectual resources, obstructing the use 
of available knowledge to improve their software 
activities or combine them to known software 
processes to make up something new. The use of 
organization knowledge to optimize resources and 
execution of software processes helps the SDO 
to deal with a series of new challenges, enabling 
them to be more efficient than their competitors.

9.  Improve the quality of software products

KM should contribute for improving the intel-
lectual capital of an SDO, to increase the quality 
of knowledge (organizational skills) applied to its 
software products. Therefore, as the intellectual 
capital of an SDO increases, the quality of their 
products is also improved.

10.  Increase SDO profitability

An inherent requirement to every SDO strat-
egy is the increase of profits. If financial results 
are not favorable, all the basic assertions about 
organizational strategies should be revised.

AGENT MODEL FOR SUPPORTING 
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT IN 
THE SOFTWARE PROCESS

According to Castro (2006), the construction of 
Multiagents Systems (MAS) (Zambonelli et al, 
2000b) is not an easy task, because it has all the 
problems of the traditional distributed and concur-
rent systems, including additional difficulties that 
appear related to the requirements of flexibility and 
sophisticated interactions. Any methodology for 
the Agent-Oriented Software Engineering (AOSE) 
should provide appropriate abstractions and tools 
to model not only the individual tasks, but also 
the agents’ social tasks. In that context, several 
methodologies for the modelling of MAS have 
been proposed in the last years (Zambonelli et al, 
2000a). Some examples of these methodologies 
are Gaia (Zambonelli et al., 2005), Multiagent 
Systems Engineering (MaSE) (Deloach, 2001), 
MAS–CommonKADS (Iglesias & Garijo, 2005) 
and Prometheus (Wikinoff & Padgham, 2004).

The MAS-CommonKADS methodology 
(Iglesias & Garijo, 2005) is an extension of the 
CommonKADS methodology (Schreiber et al, 
2000), which includes aspects that are important 
for the modelling of MAS. CommonKADS is 
the main structured methodology for supporting 
knowledge engineering (Juchem & Bastos, 2001). 
According to Schreiber et al. (2000), several mod-
els are proposed, and the Experience Model is the 
main one of the CommonKADS methodology. 
Its objective is the modelling of the knowledge 
used by an agent to accomplish a task of problem 
solving. This model divides the knowledge of the 
application in three levels: domain level (declara-
tive knowledge about the domain), inference level 
(a library of generic structures of inference) and 
task level (order of the inferences).

According to Werneck et al. (2006), the model 
of life cycle for the development of MAS follows 
the approach of project management of Com-
monKADS, being driven by risks. It includes the 
following phases: Conception, Analysis, Project, 
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Codification, Integration, and Operation and 
Maintenance. The Conception phase consists of 
obtaining a first description of the problem and 
the determination of the use cases, which can help 
to understand the informal requirements and to 
test the system. The Analysis phase determines 
the requirements of the system from the statement 
of the problem. In the Project phase, it is defined 
how the requirements of the analysis phase will 
be transformed into specifications that will be 
implemented. In this phase, it is determined the 
agent and the net architectures. In the Codifica-
tion phase, each agent is implemented and tested. 
In the Integration phase, the complete system is 
tested. In the Operation and Maintenance phase, 
the system is installed and its operation is started, 
always looking for mistakes to be corrected, which 
were not detected in the previous phases, and 
also advancing in the development of the system 
through new functionalities.

MAS-CommonKADS defines seven models 
(Iglesias, 1998): Agent Model, Organization 
Model, Task Model, Experience Model, Commu-
nication Model, Coordination Model and Project 
Model. The Agent Model specifies the agent’s 
characteristics, that is, their reasoning power, 
abilities, services, sensor, groups of agents they 
belong to and agent’s class. An agent can be a 
human agent, a software or any entity capable of 

using a language for agent communication. The 
Organization Model is a tool to analyze the human 
organization in which the multiagent system will 
be introduced, as well to describe the agent soft-
ware organization and their relationship with the 
environment. The Task Model describes the tasks 
that the agents can accomplish, the objectives of 
each task and their decomposition. The Experi-
ence Model describes the necessary knowledge 
agents demand to reach their goals. This model, 
as well as in CommonKADS, can reuse librar-
ies of generic tasks. The Communication Model 
describes the interactions between a human agent 
and a software agent. It focuses in human factors 
for a given interaction. The Coordination Model 
describes the interactions among software agents. 
Finally, the Project Model describes the architec-
ture and the project of a MAS as a previous step 
to its implementation, being the only model that 
doesn’t deal with the Analysis. In the Figure 1, we 
can see the models of the MAS-CommmonKADS 
methodology.

This section will describe the modelling of the 
agents to support KM in the software process. 
Requirement Engineering was used as a base for 
creation of the agent model. The MAS –Com-
monKADS methodology was chosen for the 
agents’ modelling. This methodology was se-
lected by the following reasons:

Figure 1. MAS-CommonKADS models (Adapted from Iglesias, 1998)
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• It explains in full detail the employed mod-
els and demonstrates how to develop its re-
spective diagrams, besides possessing an 
initial phase of conception in which we can 
easily analyze the problem to be treated;

• It uses techniques of object-oriented meth-
odologies that favors the understanding for 
software programmers;

• It uses the spiral model to evaluate the ex-
istent risks in the planning of alternative 
strategies for the project, with the objec-
tive of not exceeding the deadlines and the 
costs;

• It enables the use of an independent ar-
chitecture for each agent, promoting 
more flexibility to the development of the 
application;

• The methodology is an extension of 
CommonKADS, which is widely applied 
in successful projects.

Next, the application of the MAS-Com-
monKADS methodology will be presented for 
agent identification and modelling.

Conception of the System

The Conception phase has the objective of express-
ing the initial idea of the system by using an user 
centered analysis through use case techniques. In 
this phase, the actors and the use cases of the system 
should be identified and described. According to 
Iglesias (1998), graphic and textual notations are 
usually used to describe the use cases.

Figure 2 presents the generic use case diagram 
of the environment, allowing a general visualiza-
tion of the actor’s relationships with the compu-
tational tools.

The MAS–CommonKADS methodology, as 
shown previously, is composed by seven models. 
The first model is the organization model, which 
has the objective of describing (i) the human 
organization, searching possible areas for agents’ 
application, as well as the possible impacts caused 
by the introduction of a multiagent system; and 
(ii) the organization of the agents’ society, where 
static relationships are demonstrated such as in-
heritance, aggregation, and authority relationships.

Figure 3 presents the organizational structure 
of the system.

In the next models, we will see if it is really 
possible the inclusion of agents in the environ-
ment.

Figure 2. Generic use case diagram
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Task Model

The tasks are the activities executed by the agents 
or of responsibility of them. It is through the ac-
complishment of tasks that agents usually reach 
their goals. This model allows presenting the 
functional decomposition of part of the functional 
areas of the organization which intend to use a 
multiagent system.

The tasks accomplished in the system are:

Task: Register Requirements
Goal: Register the requirements obtained through 

communication with the business specialists.
Description: This task is accomplished to register 

all the requirements obtained during the 
phase of requirement elicitation. Always 
maintaining the system updated with the 
necessary requirements is a primordial task.

Supertask: Manage Requirements
Task: Register Evolution of the Requirements
Goal: Keep the system updated considering the 

evolution of the requirements.
Description: This task seeks each evolution of a 

requirement and register it, what maintains 
the system updated. This way, the require-
ments can be traced from their elicitation to 
their implementation.

Supertask: Manage Requirements
Task: Obtain Requirements
Goal: Capture the system’s needs through com-

munication with the customers.

Description: This task is accomplished once one 
can understand the customer’s needs with 
relation to the software. To obtain the re-
quirements, several techniques can be used, 
such as interviews, observation, workshops, 
among others.

Supertask: Manage Requirements
Task: Analyze Risks
Goal: Discover risks during the project.
Description: This task has the objective of fore-

seeing risks that can disturb the course of the 
project. In this phase, the analysts and the 
project manager analyze each requirement 
and associate the risk to each one. When the 
risk is very high, plans are accomplished for 
controlling this risk.

Supertask: Manage Requirements
Task: Validate Requirements
Goal: Confirm that the specification is consistent 

with the requirement definition.
Description: This task verifies if the specification 

of generated requirements is consistent with 
the requirements defined by the customers. 
After the validation phase, the project phase 
is begun where all the documents generated 
in the validation phase will be used.

Supertask: Manage Requirements
Task: Create Teams
Goal: Create teams to work in several phases of 

the project.
Description: This task is performed by the project 

manager. He splits the analysts in teams 
based on their experiences for accomplish-

Figure 3. Organizational structure of the system
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ing the tasks that were delegated to them in 
each phase.

Supertask: Manage Requirements
Task: Distribute Requirements to the Teams
Goal: Distribute the previously validated require-

ments for the teams.
Description: After the validation of require-

ments, the project manager distributes the 
requirements that were validated among the 
teams. So that it is started the project phase 
of the system.

Supertask: Create Teams

Agent Model

For the specification of the agents, MAS-
CommonKADS proposes the agents description 
through spreadsheets, which give details of the 
agents and their goals, and CRC cards (Class-Re-
sponsibility-Collaborators). According to Oliveira 
(2000), each CRC card is made to specify a certain 
agent. The agent’s goals are listed and the plans 
(the actions that should be performed to reach a 
goal) are described. The employed knowledge in 
the plans, the other agents that collaborate in the 
execution of the plans, and the services through 
which happens the interaction among the agents 
are also identified.

Analyzing the task model and the use cases, one 
may find some functions accomplished by human 
agents that could be substituted or aided by intel-
ligent agents. These functions are described next.

Next, the student agent goals are presented.

Agent: AG 1

Type
 Intelligent agent (software)
Description
 This agent is responsible for the direct com-

munication with the user to motivate and 
capture some user’s characteristics. This 
agent contributes to satisfy the requirements 
1, 7 and 8 to succeed in KM in the software 
process, that is, improve the software work-
ers’ creativity and the innovation of software 
products, improve software workers’ motiva-
tion and behavior to learning and make the 
execution of software tasks more efficient, 
respectively.

In what follows, the goals of the manager agent 
team are presented.

Agent: AG 2

Type
 Intelligent Agent (software)
Description
 This agent is responsible for aiding the proj-

ect manager in the distribution of require-
ments and formation of teams. This agent 
contributes to satisfy the requirements 8 and 
9 to succeed in KM in the software process, 
that is, make the execution of software tasks 
more efficient and improve the quality of 
software products, respectively.

Table 1. CRC card of the professional agent 

Agent: AG 1 Class: mod_professional

Goals Plans Knowledge Colaboration Service

Adapt professional 
profile

Record the user’s infor-
mation

The professional’s data Inform profile

Motivate Look for and exhibit 
motivation

Deadlines AG 4 Motivate
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Table 2.

Goal 1: To adapt professional profile
Type
  Cognitive goal 
Input Parameters
  Information about the deadline accomplishment. 
Output Parameters
Adapted professional profile. 
Condition of Activation
When the professional puts back or finishes their tasks. 
End Condition
When the profile is updated. 
Description
The agent has as goal updating previously defined information 
about the professional profile of the participants of the team. This 
agent updates mainly the information about the execution of the 
goals.

Goal 2: To motivate Team or Professionals.
Type
Reagent goal 
Input Parameters
Data about deadlines for the project. 
Output Parameters
Motivation. 
Condition of Activation
When the agent notices that the team or the professional will not 
reach the goal. 
End Condition
When an image or motivation message is sent. 
Description
The objective is providing mechanisms for motivating the team or 
the professional. This motivation can be accomplished in several 
ways, such as images or motivation phrases.

Table 3. CRC card of the manager agent teams 

Agent: AG 2 Classe: mod_team

Goals Plans Knowledge Colaboration Service

Schedule tasks Distribute tasks to the 
teams

Requirements and teams AG 2 Inform tasks

Create teams Recognize similar pro-
files

Professional profile AG1 Inform teams

Table 4.

Goal 1: Schedule tasks
Type
Persistent reactive goal 
Input Parameters
Information about the professional profiles and the requirements 
that should be developed. 
Output Parameters
Distribution of tasks for each team. 
Condition of Activation
When all the requirements were already analyzed and validated. 
End Condition
When it is released to the project manager a sequence of tasks that 
should be developed and the teams that will accomplish them. 
Failure Condition
The project manager does not accept the generated suggestion. 
Description
The agent has the goal of analyzing the profiles and the require-
ments that should be developed, and of generating a sequence 
of tasks based on the requirement priority and distribute it to the 
created teams.

Goal 2: Create teams
Type
Proactive goal 
Input Parameters
Professional profiles. 
Output Parameters
Created teams. 
Condition of Activation
When the goal of assigning tasks are activated. 
End Condition
When the teams are generated. 
Failure Condition
The project manager does not accept the team. 
Description
This objective seeks to create teams based on the users’ profes-
sional profile. To generate the team, the profile of each one is 
analyzed based on the requirements that should be developed, 
righ after the team is generated. If the project manager refuses the 
team, the agent should be able to keep the information to know 
that for some requirements those teams should not be created.
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Next, the risks manager agent goals are pre-
sented.

Agent: AG 3

Type
 Intelligent agent (software)
Description
 This agent is responsible for aiding the 

project manager to reuse previously defined 
and implemented requirements. It also veri-
fies requirements that are pending during 
the project. This agent has a significant 
importance because the reuse of require-
ments allows decreasing the time and risks 
of the project. It also collaborates to aid the 
negotiation of new deadlines for the project. 
This agent contributes to satisfy the require-

ments 2, 3 and 5: succeed dealing with the 
KM in the software process, that is, share 
essential knowledge with the software proj-
ect phase that is being executed, increase the 
knowledge access and increase the storage 
of explicit knowledge, respectively.

In the following, the verification agent’s goals 
are presented.

Agent: AG 4

Type
 Intelligent Agent of Software
Description
 This agent aids the project manager and the 

analysts to verify if in the end of each phase 
all the artefacts were totally generated. For 

Table 5. CRC card of the risk manager agent 

Agent: AG 3 Class: mod_risk

Goals Plans Knowledge Colaboration Service

Look for similar pre-
viously developed re-
quirements

Search requirements Base of previously devel-
oped requirements

AG 2 To inform requirements

Inform risks Verify the risks related to 
the requirements

Base of previously devel-
oped requirements

To inform risks

Table 6.

Goal 1: Look for previously developed requirements
Type
Persistent reactive goal 
Input Parameters
Information about the requirements that should be developed. 
Output Parameters
Similar requirements that were previously developed. 
Condition of Activation
When the requirements are registered in the system. 
End Condition
When similar requirements are released to the project manager. 
Failure Condition
When any registered similar requirement doesn’t exist. 
Description
The agent has as goal to analyze the base of developed require-
ments and to find ones requirements by improving the reuse of 
requirements.

Goal 2: To inform risks
Type
Proactive goal 
Input Parameters
Similar already developed requirements. 
Output Parameters
Known risks. 
Condition of Activation
When the similar requirement is found in the base of developed 
requirements. 
End Condition
When the risks are informed. 
Failure Condition
Any similar already developed requirement doesn’t exist. 
Description
This objective seeks to inform the risks when the requirement was 
developed, enabling the project manager having a previous vision 
of what may happen.
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this, the agent accomplishes some activities, 
such as verification of idle teams, modifica-
tions in the requirements and verification of 
pending requirements. This agent contributes 
to satisfy the requirements 2, 4 and 6 to suc-
ceed in KM in the software process, that is, 
share essential knowledge to the software 
project phase that is being executed, facilitate 
the knowledge transfer and increasing the 
exchange of tacit knowledge, respectively.

Coordination Model

The coordination model was proposed in MAS-
CommonKADS to develop and describe the 
interactions among the agents of a MAS. The 
main objective is to approach the risks that are 
directly related to the development of these inter-
actions and to give support to the construction of 
MAS through a method that prevents these risks 
(Iglesias, 1998).

The coordination model deals with the dynamic 
aspect of the multiagent society, offering support 
to the description of message exchanges among 
agents during the accomplishment of their goals. 
This model is probably one of the more complex 
of the MAS-CommonKADS methodology due to 
the great amount of generated artefacts. The main 
generated artefacts of this model are: spreadsheets 
of conversation, diagrams of message sequences 

(MSC - Message Sequence Charts) and diagrams 
of basic channels.

The conversation spreadsheets describe the 
existent collaborations in the system and make 
possible the identification of agent interventions 
(changes of messages among agents) that compose 
the conversation.

A MSC allows to describe the sequence of 
messages exchanged in the system during the ac-
complishment of a certain conversation. Among 
its potentialities, we can mention the support to 
the representation of entities (agents or any other 
entity of the system, for example, classes and ob-
jects), actions, messages and conditions (states of 
the entities). The notation still allows to represent 
situations where parallel and alternatives messages 
may happen (Oliveira, 2000).

The diagrams of basic channels are composed 
by boxes and nominated arrows that represent, 
respectively, the agents and the accomplished 
interventions (messages). According to Iglesias 
(1998), the coordination model is oriented to 
services, in other words, an agent can offer the 
accomplishment of certain tasks (services) to 
other agents. Each service is requested through 
conversations and can be associated to certain 
properties, such as cost and duration.

The development of the coordination model 
must be accomplished following some activities, 
such as the identification of the conversations, their 
description, the identification of interventions for 

Table 7. CRC Card of the verification agent 

Agent: AG 4 Classe: mod_verification

Goals Plans Knowledge Colaboration Service

Verify idle teams Look for and inform idle 
teams

None AG 2 Inform idle teams

Verify modifications in 
the requirements

Notice the modified re-
quirements and inform 
them

None AG 2 Inform modifications

Verify generated ar-
tefacts

Analyze all the artefacts 
that were generated

Artefacts that should be 
generated

AG4 Informs artefacts that lack

Verify pending require-
ments

Analyze the requirements 
that are pending

None Inform pending requirements
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designing the MSC and the determination of the 
basic communication channels.

In the first activity, the identification of the 
conversations must be accomplished analyzing the 
use cases (described in the conception phase) and 
the CRC cards of the agent model. The identified 
objectives in these cards are probable candidates 
to conversations. To describe the conversations, 
it was created an internal use case diagram that 
demonstrates the conversations among the agents. 
For better visualizing the conversations, use case 
diagrams were developed to represent the com-
munications among agents, as follows.

Conversation 1: Show Motivation

Goal
 Exhibit messages or images to motivate the 

user.
Agents
 AG1 and AG4.
Initiator
 AG1.
Description
 When the user accesses the environment, 

AG1 communicates with AG4 looking for 
information about the pending requirements 

Table 8.

Goal 1: To verify idle teams
Type
Persistent reactive goal 
Input Parameters
Information about the responsible teams by the requirements. 
Output Parameters
Idle teams. 
Condition of Activation
When a team ends all the requirements. 
End Condition
When the information is released to the project manager. 
Description
The agent has as goal to analyze the development of the team in 
each phase of the project. When the agent verifies that a team is 
idle, it informs to the project manager so that he can delegate new 
functions to this team doing with that the project be developed 
more quickly.

Goal 2: To verify modifications in the requirements.
Type
Persistent reactive goal 
Input Parameters
Information about modifications in the requirements that will be 
developed. 
Output Parameters
Modified requirements. 
Condition of Activation
When the requirements are modified or are inserted new require-
ments. 
End Condition
When the groups are informed. 
Description
This goal seeks to monitor new inclusions or modifications in the 
requirements. The agent informs to the responsible teams for those 
to do the due arrangements.

Goal 3: To verify generated artefacts
Type
Proactive goal 
Input Parameters
Generated artefacts. 
Output Parameters
Lacking artefacts. 
Condition of Activation
When the artefacts are included in the system. 
End Condition
When the artefacts are informed. 
Description
This goal seeks to guarantee that all the artefacts are generated 
and, in case a lacking artefact be identified, the agent informs the 
artefacts that are necessary in that phase.

Goal 4: To verify pending requirements
Type
Proactive goal 
Input Parameters
Previously developed requirements and the requirements that 
should be developed in the project. 
Output Parameters
Pending requirements, the requirements that depend on them and 
the percentage of the development. 
Condition of Activation
When the project manager needs to verify the course of the 
development. 
End Condition
When the pending requirements are informed. 
Failure Condition
Any pending requirement doesn’t exist. 
Description
This goal seeks to inform the pending requirements to complete 
each phase of the development. This makes possible to the project 
manager to have a vision of the evolution of the development and, 
if necessary, to negotiate new deadlines.
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and artefacts by evaluating if the project is 
compliant with the expected deadlines and, 
if necessary, giving a motivation to the team 
or to the professionals.

End Condition
 Exhibited message or image to the user.

Conversation 2: Form Teams

Goal
 Create groups based on the users’ profes-

sional profile.
Agents
 AG1, AG2 and AG3.
Initiator
 AG2.
Description
 The AG2 is responsible for creating groups 

based on each analyst’s professional profile. 
That agent communicates with the AG1 to 
obtain each profile. After scheduling the 
tasks, that agent visualizes the division of 
the tasks and generates teams for each task.

End Condition
 A list of teams.

Conversation 3: Schedule 
Tasks for Idle Teams

Goal
 Verify idle teams and distribute new tasks 

for them.
Agents
 AG4 and AG2.
Initiator
 AG4.
Description
 AG4 communicates with AG2 to know the 

teams that were created. Right after, the agent 
verifies the requirements that are pending. 
Next, the AG4 sends the idle teams again to 
AG2, which distributes the pending require-
ments among the teams.

End Condition
 No idle teams.

The MSCs of the conversations are shown 
next (Figure 4, Figure 5, Figure 6).

Next, the collaboration diagrams are shown 
(Figure 7, Figure 8, Figure 9)..

Figure 4. MSC: Schedule tasks for idle teams

Figure 5. MSC: Form teams
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FINAL REMARKS

In this chapter, we described the project of intel-
ligent agents for supporting knowledge manage-

ment in the software process. A bibliographical 
revision was accomplished about the main 
concepts related to intelligent agents and about 
methodologies of the agent-oriented software 

Figure 6. MSC: Send motivation

Figure 7. Collaboration Diagram: Schedule tasks 
for idle teams

Figure 8. Collaboration Diagram: Form teams

Figure 9. Collaboration Diagram: Send motivation
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engineering, which offer support for modeling 
MAS. For modeling the MAS it was chosen the 
MAS-CommonKADS methodology, an extension 
of the CommonKADS that is addressed to MAS. 
CommonKADS is an acknowledged methodology 
for knowledge engineering, applied in several 
projects.

During the development of the work, the MAS-
CommonKADS methodology was very efficient 
for (i) the conception of the system, expressing 
explicitly the agents involved in the operations 
that will be accomplished by the MAS, (ii) rep-
resenting the interactions among the agents, and 
(iii) identifying of the tasks accomplished by 
each one of them, which constitute part of their 
knowledge model. The MAS-CommonKADS 
methodology fitted very well in such activities, 
because it defines precisely how to express the 
interactions among agents and how to integrate 
them inside of a tree of tasks, what constitutes part 
of the method of problem solving of the agents. 
Despite of not contemplating the implementation 
phase, the methodology describes in many details 
how the agents should be codified, facilitating the 
developers work.

The agent’s model proposed provides more 
autonomy and proactive features to an environ-
ment intended for supporting the knowledge 
management in the software process. Although 
the proposed model has been elaborated based 
on the Requirement Engineering phase, it can be 
easily adapted for any other phase of the software 
process.
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Chapter  3.15

INTRODUCTION

As Web-based content becomes an increasingly 
important knowledge management resource, Web-
based technologies are developing to help harness 
that resource in a more effective way.

The current state of these Web-based technol-
ogy – the ‘first generation’ or ‘syntactic’ Web – 
gives rise to well known, serious problems when 
trying to accomplish in a non-trivial way essential 
management tasks like indexing, searching, ex-
tracting, maintaining and generating information. 
These tasks would, in fact, require some sort of 
‘deep understanding’ of the information dealt 
with: in a ‘syntactic’ Web context, on the contrary, 
computers are only used as tools for posting and 

rendering information by brute force. Faced with 
this situation, Tim Berners-Lee first proposed a 
sort of ‘Semantic Web’ (SW) where the access to 
information is based mainly on the processing of 
the semantic properties of this information: “… the 
Semantic Web is an extension of the current Web 
in which information is given well-defined mean-
ing (emphasis added), better enabling computers 
and people to work in co-operation” (Berners-Lee 
et al., 2001: 35). The Semantic Web’s challenge 
consists then in being able to manage information 
on the Web by ‘understanding’ its proper semantic 
content (its meaning), and not simply by matching 
some keywords.

Gian Piero Zarri
University Paris-EstFrance

RDF and OWL for 
Knowledge Management

DOI: 10.4018/978-1-60960-783-8.ch3.15
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GENERAL BACKGROUND

An updated representation of the Semantic Web’s 
architecture originally proposed by Berners-Lee – 
the well-known SW ‘cake’ see, e.g., http://www.
w3.org/2007/03/layerCake.png – is reproduced 
in Figure 1.

‘URIs’ and ‘IRIs’ make up the basis of this 
hierarchy. URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) 
represents a generalization of the well-known 
URL (Uniform Resource Locator) that is used to 
identify a ‘Web resource’ (e.g., a particular page) 
by denoting its primary access mechanism (es-
sentially, its ‘location’ on the network). URI has 
been created to allow recording information about 
all those ‘notions’ that, unlike Web pages, do not 
have network locations or URLs, but that need to 
be referred to in a statement formulated in some 
SW language. These notions include network-
accessible things, such as an electronic document 
or an image, things that are not network-accessi-
ble, such as human beings, corporations, and 
bound books in a library, or abstract concepts like 
the concept of a ‘creator’. To be able to identify 

resources making use of languages different from 
English, IRIs (International resource Identifiers) 
have then been introduced as a complement to 
URIs. An IRI is a sequence of characters from the 
Universal character set, see Unicode/ISO 10646. 
The Unicode Standard provides a unique nu-
merical code for every character that can be found 
in documents produced according to any possible 
language, no matter what is the hardware and 
software used to deal with such documents.

XML (eXtensible Markup Language), see 
(Bray et al., 2004), has been created to overcome 
some difficulties proper to HTML (Hypertext 
Markup Language). An HTML file is a text file 
characterized by the presence of a small set of 
‘tags’ – like <Head>, <Body>, <Input>, <Applet>, 
<Font> etc. – that instruct the Web browsers how 
to display a given Web page. HTML is, then, a 
‘presentation-oriented’ markup tool. In spite of its 
evident utility, HTML suffers from a number of 
limitations, from its lack of efficiency in handling 
the complex client/server communication of today 
applications to (mainly) the impossibility of defin-
ing new tags to customize exactly the user’s needs.

Figure 1. Updated view of the Semantic Web architecture according to Tim Berners-Lee
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XML is called ‘extensible’ because, at the dif-
ference of HTML, is not characterized by a fixed 
format, but it lets the user design its own custom-
ized markup languages (through, e.g., a specific 
DTD, Document Type Description, see below) 
for limitless different types of documents; XML 
is a ‘content-oriented’ markup tool. Basically, 
the syntactic structure of XML is very simple. Its 
markup elements are normally identified by an 
opening and a closing tag, like <employees> and 
</employees>, and may contain other elements 
or text; the elements must be properly nested and 
every XML document must have exactly one root 
element. Markup elements can be specialized by 
adding attribute/value pairs inside the opening 
tag of the element, like <person name=”John”>; 
taking into account the nesting constraint, a 
very simple fragment of XML document could 
then be represented as: “<employees> <person 
name=”John”> <id>99276</id> </person> </
employees>”.

To allow a computer interpreting correctly a 
fragment like this, it is necessary, however, to 
specify the semantics of the markup elements 
and tags used to make up it; a simple way of 
doing this is to make use of a DTD. A DTD is a 
formal description in XML Declaration Syntax 
of a particular type of document: for example, 
a DTD may specify that every person markup 
element must have a name attribute, and that it 
can have an offspring element called id whose 
content must be text. There are many sorts of 
DTDs ready to be used in all kinds of areas (see, 
e.g., a short ‘official’ list at http://www.w3.org/
QA/2002/04/valid-dtd-list.html#full), that can 
be downloaded and used freely: some of them 
are MathML, for mathematical expressions, 
SMIL, Sync Multimedia Integration Language, 
CML, Chemical Markup Language, OSD, Open 
Software Description, EDI, Electronic Data In-
terchange, PICS, Platform for Internet Content 
Selection, SVG, Scalable Vector Graphics, etc.

A more complete, fashionable and up-to-date 
way of specifying the semantics of a set of XML 

markup elements is to make use of XML Schema 
(as mentioned in Figure 1 above). XML Schema 
– see (Thompson et al., 2001; Biron and Mal-
hotra, 2001) and a good tutorial in (Fallside and 
Walmsley, 2004) – is an XML-based alternative to 
DTDs that, like these last, describes the structure 
of an XML documents, but that supplies a more 
complete grammar for specifying this structure 
allowing us, e.g., to define the cardinality and the 
order of the offspring elements, to define data types 
for elements and attributes, to define default and 
fixed values for these elements and attributes, etc. 
Moreover, XML Schemas supports namespaces, 
and are extensible for future additions.

RDF: THE RESOURCE 
DESCRIPTION FRAMEWORK

Moving up in the structure of Figure 1, we find 
now RDF (Resource Description Framework), 
an example of ‘metadata’ language (metadata = 
data about data) used to describe generic ‘things’ 
(‘resources’, according to the RDF jargon) on the 
Web. An RDF document is, basically, a list of 
statements under the form of triples having the 
classical format: <object, property, value>, where 
the elements of the triples can be URIs (Universal 
Resource Identifiers, see above), literals (mainly, 
free text) and variables. To follow a well-known 
RDF example – see, e.g., (Manola and Miller, 
2004) – let us suppose we want to represent a 
situation where someone named John Smith has 
created a particular Web page. We will then make 
use of the RDF triple: <http://www.example.org/
index.html (object), creator (property), john_smith 
(value)>. Adding additional information about the 
situation, by stating, e.g., that the Web page was 
created October 20, 2004, and that the language 
in which the page is written is English, amounts 
to add two additional statements: <http://www.
example.org/index.html (object), creation_date 
(property), October 20, 2004 (value)> and <http://
www.example.org/index.html (object), language 
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(property), English (value)>. Note that RDF uses 
a particular terminology for denoting the three 
elements of the triples, calling then ‘subject’, 
‘predicate’ and ‘object’, respectively, the ‘object’, 
‘property’ and ‘value’ elements of the triples; this 
choice is really questionable because it introduces 
an undue confusion with well defined and totally 
different linguistic categories.

RDF triples can be represented as directed 
labeled graphs, by denoting resources as ovals, 
properties (predicates) as arrows, and literal values 
like October 20, 2004 or English within boxes. 
Figure 2a represents then under graph form the 
original statement: “John Smith has created a Web 
page”; the addition of information about date and 
language gives rise to the graph of Figure 2b, 
given that groups of statements are represented by 
corresponding groups of nodes and arcs. To simu-
late the actual conditions of utilization of RDF, 
in Figure 2 the properties creator, creation_date 
and language have been replaced, respectively, 
by http://pur1.org/dc/elements/1.1/creator, http://
www.example.org/terms/creation-date and http://
pur1.org/dc/elements/1.1/language; analogously, 
john_smith has been replaced by http://www.
example.org/staffid/85740. All these “http://… ” 

terms are URIs that identify in an unambiguous 
way specific RDF entities; more exactly, they 
refer to the ontologies/metadata repositories/lists 
of reserved domain names where these entities are 
defined. For example, http://pur1.org/dc/… refers 
to the collection of metadata terms maintained 
by the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative, see, e.g., 
(Dekkers and Weibel, 2003); in this collection, 
e.g., http://pur1.org/dc/elements/1.1/creator is 
defined as: “An entity primarily responsible for 
making the content of the resource”. The literal 
en (Unicode characters) is an international stan-
dard two-letter code for English, see http://purl.
org/dc/elements/1.1/language; the example.org 
Internet domain name is reserved for documenta-
tion purposes.

From what expounded until now, RDF seems 
to be nothing more than a downgraded form, 
Internet-oriented, of Semantic Networks as they 
were used in the Artificial Intelligence domain at 
the beginning of the seventies. Its significance in 
a Semantic Web context becomes more evident 
when we examine the way of writing RDF state-
ment into XML format – the so-called ‘RDF/XML 
syntax’, see (Beckett, 2004) – i.e., when RDF is 
seen as a sort of additional DTD of XML. A 

Figure 2. RDF statements represented into graph format
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shorthand, non-XML serialization of RDF, de-
signed with human readability in mind, is N3 
(Notation 3), see (Berners-Lee, 2006a). Box 1 
reproduces the simple example of Figure 2b mak-
ing use of the RDF/XML syntax.

The first line of the code, <?xml ver-
sion=”1.0”?> is the ‘XML declaration’, which 
states that what follows consists of XML, and 
which specifies the version used. In the second 
line we find an XML markup element that starts 
with the tag <rdf:RDF – this tag specifies that all 
the following XML code, until the </rdf:RDF> 
tag of the last line, is intended to represent RDF 
statements – and ends with the > symbol at the 
right limit of line 4. Within this markup element 
we find three ‘XML attributes’, see above, of the 
opening <rdf:RDF tag; all these attributes (xmlns 
attributes) have as values the declarations of the 
namespaces to be used within the RDF/XML code. 
An attribute like xmlns:rdf means that, according 
to the ‘value’ associated with this attribute (after 
the = symbol), all the terms/tags included in this 
RDF/XML content and prefixed with rdf: are part 
of the namespace identified with the URI: http://
www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#; analo-
gously for the xmlns:dc (Dublin Core terms) and 
xmlns:exterms (example terms) attributes.

After these preliminary, ‘housekeeping’ dec-
larations, lines from 5 to 9 represent the core of 
the RDF/XML representation of the example. 

The rdf:Description start-tag of line 5 indicates 
that we are now introducing the ‘description’ of 
a resource; this resource, http://www.example.
org/index.html, is identified as the value of the 
rdf:about attribute of the start-tag. The three fol-
lowing lines, 6-8, are examples of use of ‘property 
element’ constructions. In these lines, the tags are 
built up according to the XML Qname (Qname = 
Qualified name) convention, which allows short-
ening the writing of full RDF triples by introducing 
abbreviations for the URI references. A Qname 
tag contains, in fact, a ‘prefix’ that denotes a given 
namespace (e.g., exterms in line 6) followed, after 
a ‘colon’, by a ‘local name’ (creation-date, i.e., 
the name of the property); a full URI reference 
is then created by appending the local name to 
the URI of the namespace identified by the first 
part of the Qname. For lines 6-8, the full URIs 
become then http://www.example.org/terms/
creation-date, http://pur1.org/dc/elements/1.1/
Language and http://pur1.org/dc/elements/1.1/
creator. Note that the values of the properties 
corresponding to literals (lines 6-7) are directly 
included within opening and closing Qname tags; 
for the property of line 8, which corresponds to 
a resource, the value corresponds to the value of 
the rdf:resource attribute of the dc:creator Qname 
tag. The description of the resource introduced in 
line 5 ends with the closing tag of line 9.

Box 1. The RDF/XML syntax

<?xml version=”1.0”?> 

<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf=”http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#”

          xmlns:dc=”http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/” 

          xmlns:exterms=”http://www.example.org/terms/”> 

     <rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.example.org/index.html”> 

     <exterms:creation-date>October 20, 2004</exterms:creation-date> 

     <dc:language>en</dc:language> 

     <dc:creator rdf:resource=”http://www.example.org/staffid/85740”/> 

     </rdf:Description> 

</rdf:RDF>
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RDF Schema (or RDFS), see Figure 1 and 
(Brickley and Guha, 2004), is a very important 
complement to RDF that provides a mechanism 
for constructing specialized RDF vocabularies 
through the description of application-specific 
classes and properties: the RDFS facilities are 
provided as a specialized set of predefined RDF 
resources with their own special meaning. We can 
then use the constructs rdfs:Class to declare that 
a particular resource (denoted then by an URL) 
is a class denoting a whole set of resources; these 
resources are called the ‘instances’ of the class. 
More precisely, the instances of a specific class 
are declared making use of the rdf:type property, 
i.e., when a resource has an rdf:type property 
whose value is some specific class, than we can 
consider that this resource is an instance of the 
specified class.

To describe the properties that can be associ-
ated with the classes, RDFS makes use of the RDF 
construct rdf:Property, to be interpreted now as 
the class of all the RDF properties: rdf:Property 
is then an instance of rdfs:Class. Some specific, 
useful properties – instances of rdf:Property – are 
defined in RDFS, like rdfs:domain and rdfs:range. 
For example, we could define the creator property 
saying that it has the resource document as do-
main – i.e., the resource document is necessarily 
associated with this property – and that it has the 
resource person as ‘range’ (rdfs:range) – the value 
of the creator property is always of the person 
type. Moreover, one of the main interests of RDFS 
consists in the possibility of setting up hierarchies, 
both hierarchies of concepts (i.e., ontologies) and 
hierarchies of properties. RDFS provides then the 
specific property rdfs:subClassOf, which allows 
us to build up hierarchies of classes by relating a 
subclass to its superclass. Analogously, we will 
make use of the constructs rdfs:subPropertyOf 
to declare that one property is a sub-property of 
another.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 
IN AN RDF CONTEXT

The conceptual plainness of RDFS – RDFS has 
been defined as a sort of “minimalist knowledge 
representation for the Web” – and its simplicity 
of use have strongly contributed to its popularity 
in the Semantic Web (and Web 2.0) milieus. It is 
not surprising then to find this language at the 
core of some of the most recent and interesting 
SW developments: we will mention here quickly 
two among them, the query language SPARQL, 
see also Figure 1, and the Linked Data movement.

SPARQL, see (Prud’hommeaux and Seaborne, 
2008), is a simple query language for accessing 
RDF structures. As the majority of the query lan-
guages developed within a Web context, SPARQL 
is based on a strict ‘pattern-matching’ approach 
– see, by contrast, the equivalent FUM (Filtering 
Unification Module) query module in NKRL 
(Zarri, 2009 and the Chapter “Representation Lan-
guages for Unstructured ‘Narrative’ Documents” 
in this Encyclopedia), where the ontological re-
lationships among the answer and the retrieved 
entities are also explored. This means that there 
are no inference facilities directly associated with 
SPARQL: this language simply takes into account 
the description of what an application wants in the 
form of a query, and returns by pattern-matching, 
if possible, the required information as a set of 
bindings or as an RDF graph.

Another characteristic common to the Web 
query languages is their use of an SQL-like format. 
Let us consider, e.g., the (quite simple) SPARQL 
example reproduced in Box 2 and extracted from 
(Prud’hommeaux and Seaborne, 2008) already 
mentioned, which concerns a query for finding 
the title of a book from a given data graph. The 
data graph is represented in the upper part of Box 
2, the query in the lower part. This query consists 
then of two (SQL-like) parts, a SELECT clause, 
used to identify the variable that must retrieve a 
specific value within the data, and of a WHERE 
clause, used to supply the graph pattern to be 
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matched against the data graph. The graph pattern 
(as the data graph) is a single RDF triple; in this 
pattern, the variable ?title appears in the ‘value’ 
(in the ‘object’, according to the RDF’s jargon) 
position. There is only a possible solution for this 
simple query, that consists in supplying the pair 
?title: “SPARQL Tutorial” as the final answer.

The SELECT clause can include several vari-
ables, e.g., SELECT ?name ?mbox when we want 
to ask for both the ‘name’ and the ‘mailbox’ of a 
given person and, of course, the answer can include 
several associations between a name and a mail-
box. When the results must be shown under the 
form of a whole graph like that reproduced in Box 
1, rather than as sets of pairs ‘variable – value’, 
the operator CONSTRUCT must be used in the 
query instead of SELECT. The graph is built up 
according to a template that is used to generate 
RDF triples from the results of the matching 
between the query and the data graph patterns.

The general aim of the “Linked Data” move-
ment is that of popularizing the use of the Semantic 
Web techniques through the availability of large 
amounts of data in RDF format, presented under 
the form of a Web of interlinked datasets and no 
more as isolated islands.

The principles of Linked Data have been first 
outlined by Berners-Lee in a note published in 

2006, see (Berners-Lee, 2006b). They can be 
summarized by stating that:

• All items of interest on the Web should be 
identified using URI references.

• All these URI references should, through 
the usual HTTP protocol, be transformed 
into the RDF descriptions of the resources 
identified by the URIs, producing then an 
RDF collection of all the relevant informa-
tion about such resources.

• Every RDF triple obtained in this way 
must be conceived in turn as a hyperlink 
that can be followed by specific Linked 
Data browsers and crawlers.

This approach should then allow the user to 
start with one data source and then move through a 
potentially endless collection of data sources con-
nected by RDF links. In the traditional Web, the 
documents can be crawled by following hypertext 
links; in the Linked Data Web, they can be crawled 
by following RDF links to gather information 
stating that one piece of data has some kind of 
relationship to another piece of data. These rela-
tionships can be of different types. For instance, an 
RDF link connecting data about people can state 
that two people know each other; an RDF link 

Box 2. A simple example of SPARQL query

Data: 

<http://example.org/book/book1> <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/title> “SPAR-

QL Tutorial”  

. 

Query: 

SELECT ?title 

WHERE 

{ 

     <http://example.org/book/book1> <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/title> 

?title. 

}  
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that links information about a person to specific 
information about publications in a bibliographic 
database could assert that this person is the author 
of a specific paper.

The Linking Open Data project – see (Bizer 
et al., 2008) and the Wiki at http://esw.w3.org/
topic/SweoIG/TaskForces/CommunityProjects/
LinkingOpenData – aims in particular at identify-
ing datasets that are available on the Web under 
open licenses (such as Wikipedia, Musicbrainz, 
Geonames, Wordnet, and DBLP), at re-publishing 
these datasets in RDF format and at associating 
them with each other on the Web. Estimations 
about the size of the Web of Linked Data that 
stems directly from the effort of the Open Data 
community amount to over two billion RDF triples, 
originating from data sets in diverse domains such 
as geographic information, census information, 
people, companies, online communities, human 
languages, scientific publications, films, music, 
books and reviews. These data sets are interlinked 
by around three million RDF links. Several repre-
sentations of the Linking Open Data ‘cloud’ can 
be found on the Web see, e.g., http://esw.w3.org/
topic/SweoIG/TaskForces/CommunityProjects/
LinkingOpenData#dbpedia-lod-cloud – this last 
representing the situation of the cloud in November 
2009. From this diagram, it can be seen that sites 
acting as key ‘interlinking hubs’ are sites like 
DBpedia (a community effort to extract struc-
tured information from Wikipedia and to make 
this information available under Semantic Web 
form) and Geonames (a database of geographical 
names). More precisely, DBpedia extracts RDF 
triples from the ‘Infoboxes’ that can be found 
on the right hand side of Wikipedia articles, and 
makes these available on the Web in RDF for-
mat in order the can be crawled or queried with 
SPARQL. Geonames provides RDF descriptions 
of millions of geographical locations worldwide. 
These two sites provide then together URIs (and 
RDF descriptions) that concern many of the main 
things of interest in the world.

An important part of the work accomplished 
within a general Linked Data context concerns the 
development of Linked Data browsers, Linked 
Data crawlers, Web of Data search engines and 
other applications that can take advantage of the 
Linked Data approach. Examples of Linked Data 
browsers are Tabulator, Disco, the OpenLink data 
browser and the Zitgist browser. Examples of Web 
of Data search engines and lookup indexes are 
Falcons, Sindice, Swoogle and Watson, see again, 
e.g., the papers included in (Bizer et al., 2008).

OWL, THE WEB ONTOLOGY 
LANGUAGE

Moving to the next stage of the structure of Figure 
1, “Ontology”, we can note that:

• The basic ‘nature’ of ontologies as described 
in the Chapter “Knowledge Representation 
for Knowledge Management” of this 
Encyclopedia does not change fundamen-
tally in a Semantic Web context: they are 
still formed by hierarchies (DAGs) of 
concepts defined through properties and 
values.

• For their practical implementation, howev-
er, these Semantic Web ontologies make a 
large use of the RDF(S) syntactic/semantic 
constructs.

• Taking also into account that the level that 
follows “Ontology” in the cake of Figure 
1 is “Unifying logic”, the Semantic Web 
ontologies evidence a very strong logic 
influence.

On February 10, 2004, the W3C published an 
official ‘recommendation’ concerning OWL, the 
Web Ontology Language, see (Bechhofer et al., 
2004); W3C – the World Wide Web Consortium, 
coordinated by MIT (USA), ERCIM, the Euro-
pean Research Consortium for Informatics and 
Mathematics, and the Keio University (Japan) – 
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includes all the main bodies on earth interested in 
the developments of Internet and the Web. At the 
beginning of this document it is stated that: “The 
Web Ontology Language (OWL) is a semantic 
markup language for publishing and sharing 
ontologies on the World Wide Web. OWL is de-
veloped as a vocabulary extension of RDF (the 
Resource Description Framework) and is derived 
from the DAML+OIL Web Ontology Language 
… An OWL ontology is an RDF graph, which 
is in turn a set of RDF triples”. The mention of 
DAML+OIL (McGuinness et al., 2002) explains 
the strong logic orientation of OWL, given that 
OIL (Ontology Inference Layer), the ‘European’ 
component of DAML+OIL (DAML is the Darpa 
Agent Markup Language) was implemented in 
Description Logics (DLs) terms – DLs (Baader 
et al., 2002) have been created to offer, among 
other things, a formal foundation for standard 
frame-based systems.

OWL consists of three subsets (three specific 
sub-languages) characterized by an increasing 
level of complexity and expressiveness, OWL 
Lite, OWL DL (DL stands for Description Log-
ics) and OWL Full.

OWL Lite is the syntactically simplest sub-
languages; it includes only a reduced sub-set of 
the OWL language constructors and has a lower 
formal complexity than the other OWL versions. 
It is meant mainly to allow i) the implementa-
tion of simple classification hierarchies; ii) the 
familiarization with the OWL approach; iii) the 
possibility of a quick migration path for exist-
ing thesauri/taxonomies and other conceptually 
simple hierarchies. It employs all the features al-
ready introduced by RDFS making use of the same 
tags – like rdfs:subclassOf, rdfs:subPropertyOf, 
rdfs:domain, rdfs:range – with the same semantics. 
Note that rdfs:subclassOf is then the fundamental 
constructor that is used to set up ontologies in 
OWL. At already stated, it relates a more specific 
class (concept) to a more general one; if X is a 
sub-class of Y, then every instance of X is also 
an instance of Y. The relation rdfs:subclassOf is 

transitive: if X is a sub-class of Y and Y is a sub-
class of Z, then X is a sub-class of Z. With respect 
to RDFS, OWL Lite includes some new features:

• Constructors for equality and in-
equality, i.e., owl:equivalentClass, 
owl:equivalentProperty, owl:sameAs (two 
individuals may be stated to be the same), 
owl:differentFrom, owl:AllDifferent.

• Constructors used to provide specific in-
formation about properties and their val-
ues, like owl:inverseOf – e.g., stating that 
the property hasChild is the inverse of the 
property hasParent, and stating that Mary 
is endowed with the property (hasParent 
Lucy), this allows an OWL reasoner to de-
duce that Lucy is endowed with the property 
(hasChild Mary) – owl:TransitiveProperty 
and owl:SymmetricProperty.

• Constructors used to impose con-
straints on the way properties can be 
used by the instances of a class (con-
cept). They are owl:allValuesFrom and 
owl:someValuesFrom. For example, 
owl:allValuesFrom introduces a range re-
striction, imposing, e.g., that the property 
hasDaughter of the class Person is restrict-
ed to obtaining all its values (allValues-
From) from the class Woman. This allows 
a reasoner to deduce that, if an individual 
Lucy is related by the property hasDaugh-
ter with the individual Mary, Mary must be 
an instance of the class Woman.

• Constructors, e.g., owl:minCardinality and 
owl:maxCardinality, used to introduce a 
limited form of cardinality restrictions, 
stated on the properties of a particular 
class, and to be interpreted as constraints 
on the cardinality of that property when 
used in the instances of that class. Note 
that, for algorithmic efficiency reasons, 
OWL Lite allows using only the integers 0 
and 1 to express the cardinality constraints; 
this restriction is removed in OWL DL.
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• OWL Lite includes also a (restrict-
ed form) of intersection constructor, 
owl:intersectionOf, allowing, e.g., to 
state that the class EmployedPerson is 
the intersectionOf the classes Person and 
EmployedThings.

OWL DL is much more expressive than OWL 
Lite and is totally based on Description Logics – 
this is denoted by the suffix DL. OWL DL makes 
use of the full set of the OWL constructors, but it 
introduces also some constraints on their use to 
give rise to systems that are ‘complete’ (all the 
possible deductions are computable) and ‘decid-
able’ (all the computations will be executed in 
finite time). Mainly, OWL DL implements what 
is called ‘type separation’, which means that a 
class (concept) cannot be also an individual or 
a property, and that a property cannot be also an 
individual or a class. This restriction is removed 
in OWL Full. OWL DL adds to the OWL Lite 
list of constructors some new constructors like 
owl:oneOf (some classes may be described by enu-
meration of the individuals that make up the class), 
owl:hasValue (a property is required to have a 
given individual as value), owl:disjointWith (some 
classes can be described as disjoint from each other, 
see the classes Man and Woman), owl:unionOf, 
owl:complementOf, owl:intersactionOf (Boolean 
combinations of classes), etc.

OWL Full is the most expressive of the OWL 
sub-languages, and is should be used in situations 
where very high expressiveness is particularly im-
portant. It is similar to OWL DL but, in the OWL 
Full case, all the constraints have been suppressed 
– e.g., a class (concept) can be simultaneously 
treated as a collection of instances (individuals) 
and as an individual in itself. This can lead to the 
implementation of systems that are, at least partly, 
‘incomplete’ and/or ‘undecidable’: this means that 
it is not possible to perform automated reasoning 
on OWL Full hierarchies. Currently, no complete 
implementation of OWL Full exists.

To give now an at least partial picture of the 
representation of an ontology in OWL format, 
we reproduce in Box 3 a small fragment of the 
OWL version of the ‘wine’ ontology, an ontology 
often used for exemplification’s purposes in the 
Semantic Web milieus, see (McGuinness et al., 
2002; Smith et al. 2004). The code in this Box can 
be considered indifferently as Owl Lite, OWL DL 
or OWL Full. Note that, for simplicity’s sake, we 
have not reproduced in Boxes 3 and the following 
the ‘housekeeping’ declarations, see Box 1, that 
are necessary to identify all the XML namespaces 
associated with this ontology.

In the first line of Box 3, the class Wine is 
introduced making use of an rdf:ID attribute. At 
the difference of the rdf:about attribute used in 
Box 1 above, rdf:ID introduces as its value only 

Box 3. A fragment of the OWL wine ontology

<owl:Class rdf:ID=”Wine”>  

     <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”#PotableLiquid”/>  

     <rdfs:subClassOf> 

          <owl:Restriction> 

               <owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”#madeFromGrape”/> 

               <owl:minCardinality rdf:datatype=”&xsd;nonNegativeInteger”>1</

owl:minCardinality> 

          </owl:Restriction>   

     </rdfs:subClassOf> 

 ...   

</owl:Class>
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a ‘fragment identifier’ (here Wine) that represents 
an abbreviation of the complete reference to the 
URI of the resource being described. The full URI 
reference is formed by taking the base URI of the 
wine ontology, e.g., http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/
REC-owl-guide-20040210/wine, and appending 
the character # (to indicate that what follows is a 
fragment identifier) and then Wine to it, giving 
then the absolute URI reference: http://www.
w3.org/TR/2004/REC-owl-guide-20040210/
wine#Wine. Note that the Wine class can now be 
r e fe r r ed  to  by  us ing  #Wine ;  e .g . , 
rdf:resource=”#Wine” is a well-formed OWL 
statement. As already stated, the fundamental 
‘ontological’ constructor is rdfs:subClassOf; the 
second line of the code of Box 2 allows then the 
insertion of the class Wine into the global ontol-
ogy by asserting that it is a specialisation of the 
class PotableLiquid (liquid suitable for drinking) 
– which can be defined, in turn, as a specialisation 
of the class ConsumableThing.

The third line of the code warns that the class 
Wine is also a specialisation of a second class: 
this last is an ‘anonymous’ class, whose definition 
is included within the opening owl:Restriction 
markup element in line 4 and ends with the clos-
ing /owl:Restriction markup element in line 7. In 
OWL, in fact, a property restriction on a class is 
a special kind of class description, corresponding 
to the anonymous class including all the individu-
als that satisfy the given restriction. In line 5, the 
owl:onProperty constructor introduces then the 
name of the property, madeFromGrape, to be as-
sociated with the class Wine; line 6 specifies that 
the cardinality of this property is 1. The insertion 
of this restriction in the definition of Wine states, 
globally, that every specific wine must also be 
characterized by at least one madeFromGrape rela-
tion. Note that (1) the &xsd;nonNegativeInteger 
datatype used to introduce the literal 1 in the 
owl:minCardinality restriction of line 6 is part of 
the built-in XML Schema datatypes, see (Biron 
and Malhotra, 2001): their use is strongly rec-

ommended in an OWL context; (2) the value 1 
complies with the OWL Lite restrictions.

Following (Smith et al. 2004: 11-13), we can 
now supply, in the upper part of Box 4, the defini-
tion of the Vintage class – vintage is a particular 
wine made in a specific year. The lower part of 
Box 3 shows how the property vintageOf ties a 
Vintage to a Wine; the rdfs:domain and rdfs:range 
features indicate, respectively, that the property 
vintageOf can only be associated with terms of 
the Vintage type (e.g., RomaneeConti1998), and 
that the values of this property can only be specific 
terms of the Wine hierarchy, e.g., RomaneeConti.

To conclude about OWL, we reproduce in Box 
5 another fragment of the wine ontology that 
makes use of the specific constructors proper to 
the DL version of the language. The code fragment 
of Box 5 defines the class RedWine as the precise 
intersection (logical conjunction, ‘and’) of the 
class Wine and the set of things that are red in 
color (anonymous class). The presence of the 
attribute rdf:parseType=”Collection” is manda-
tory for this type of construction. Note the use of 
the DL constructor owl:hasValue to impose the 
value Red on the property hasColor of the anon-
ymous class.

The new OWL 2 proposals, see (Hitzler et al., 
2009), extends the ‘standard’ OWL Ontology 
Language with a small set of features that have 
been requested by users. These new features in-
clude extra syntactic sugar, an increased expres-
siveness of properties (properties can be made 
disjoint, and it is possible to define properties that 
can be reflexive, irreflexive, symmetric or anti-
symmetric), qualified cardinality constructors, 
extended datatype support, and a sort of meta-
modeling device called “punning” that relaxes 
the mandatory disjointedness of vocabularies in 
OWL DL when it is possible to disambiguate the 
exact meaning of a name (e.g., a name like Person 
can be used as a class, an individual or a prop-
erty).
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FUTURE TRENDS

The ‘upper levels’ of the cake of Figure 1 are less 
developed than the ‘lower’ ones – XML/RDF(S)/
OWL – and they are far from having reached a 
proper form of stability. For example rules – self-
contained knowledge units that entail some form 
of reasoning – are, obviously, an essential prereq-
uisite for a practical utilization of the RDF(S)/
OWL data structures. However, rules have not been 
included in the OWL standard, and they are still a 
hot topic of discussion in the Semantic Web and 
W3C milieus. In this context, Figure 1 mention 
RIF (Rule Interchange Format), see http://www.
w3.org/2005/rules/wiki/RIF_Working_Group; 

the work on RIF is carried on by a working group 
that is in charge of producing W3C recommen-
dations for interoperability among a variety of 
rule-based formats like Horn-clause logics, higher 
order logics, production systems etc. An update of 
the specifications of the “RIF-Core” (the Core of 
the Rule Interchange Format) has been recently 
published, see http://www.w3.org/TR/rif-core.

From an operational point of view, several 
solutions to the ‘rule problem’ have been proposed 
in the past. In RuleML, see (Boley et al., 2001), 
the inferential properties of Prolog/Datalog are 
associated with an XML/RDF-based rule for-
mat – for an introduction to Prolog/Datalog and 
to their logical support, Horn clauses, see, e.g., 

Box 4. Vintage class and vintageOf property

<owl:Class rdf:ID=”Vintage”> 

     <rdfs:subClassOf> 

          <owl:Restriction> 

               <owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”#vintageOf”/> 

               <owl:minCardinality rdf:datatype=”&xsd;nonNegativeInteger”>1</

owl:minCardinality> 

          </owl:Restriction> 

     </rdfs:subClassOf> 

</owl:Class> 

<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID=”vintageOf”> 

     <rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”#Vintage” /> 

          <rdfs:range rdf:resource=”#Wine” />> 

</owl:ObjectProperty>

Box 5. Use of OWL DL constructors in the context of the wine ontology

<owl:Class rdf:about=”#RedWine”> 

       <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”> 

         <owl:Class rdf:about=”#Wine” /> 

         <owl:Restriction> 

           <owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”#hasColor” /> 

           <owl:hasValue rdf:resource=”#Red” /> 

         </owl:Restriction> 

  </owl:intersectionOf> 

</owl:Class>
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(Bertino et al. 2001, pp. 112-121, 170-207). The 
main categories of rules considered in RuleML are 
the ‘derivation rules’ (i.e., rules used to automati-
cally defining derived concepts), ‘integrity rules’ 
(constraints on the state space), ‘reaction rules’ 
(for specifying the reactive behavior of a given 
system in response to specific events), ‘produc-
tion rules’ (if-then rules according to the classical 
expert systems paradigm) and ‘transformation 
rules’ (used to implement translators between dif-
ferent versions of RuleML, and between RuleML 
and other rule languages like Jess). TRIPLE, see 
(Sintek and Decker, 2002), is a rule language that 
follows as well the logic programming paradigm; 
its core is based on Horn logic clauses, and it has 
been syntactically extended to support RDF primi-
tives like namespaces, resources, and RDF triples 
– these last have given TRIPLE its name. Rules 
expressed in this core language can be compiled 
into Horn logic programs and then executed by 
Prolog inference engines like XSB.

SWRL is a recent proposal, see (Horrocks et 
al., 2004; 2005), based on a combination of OWL 
DL with the Datalog sub-language of RuleML. 
Concretely, the proposal extends the set of the 
OWL axioms to include Horn-like rules, enabling 
then these rules to be combined with an OWL 
knowledge base. The rules have the form of an 
implication between an antecedent (body) and a 
consequent (head); their meaning corresponds 
to say that, whenever the conditions specified in 
the antecedent hold, then the conditions specified 
in the consequent also hold. Both the anteced-
ent and the consequent consist of zero or more 
atoms; atoms can be in the form of C(x), P(x, y), 
sameAs(x, y) or differentFrom(x, y), where C 
is an OWL description, P is an OWL property, 
and x, y are either variables, OWL individuals or 
OWL data values. An XML- and an RDF-based 
syntax for the rules have also been defined. For a 
criticism of SWRL – and, more in general, of the 
W3C approach to setting up ‘rules’ – see (Zarri, 
2009: 203-205).

We will conclude this brief survey about the 
Semantic Web tools and methods by mention-
ing another ‘hot topic’, Semantic Web Services 
(SWSs), that is not explicitly mentioned in the 
cake of Figure 1 but that constitutes undoubtedly 
one of the most interesting domains of application 
of the SW techniques.

A ‘normal’ Web service can be defined as 
a Web site that does not simply supply ‘static’ 
information, but that allows us, also, to execute 
automatically some ‘actions’ (services), like the 
sale of a product or the control of a physical de-
vice; an increasing number of Web Services are 
accessible on the Web, developed by independent 
operators or large companies such as Amazon and 
Google. To carry out their tasks, Web Services must 
provide interoperability among diverse applica-
tions, using platform- and language independent 
interfaces for a smooth integration of heteroge-
neous systems. This has led to a standardization 
of the Web Service descriptions, discovery and 
invocation, making use of XML-based standards 
like WSDL (Christensen et al., 2001), a description 
protocol, and SOAP (Mitra, 2003), a messaging 
protocol. However these standards, in their present 
form, are characterized by a low level of semantic 
expressiveness. For example, WSDL can be used 
to describe the interface of the different services, 
and how these services are deployed via SOAP, but 
it is very limited in its ability to express what the 
overall competences of this service are. Seman-
tic Web Services are then Web Services that can 
specify not only their interfaces, but also describe 
in full their capabilities, and the prerequisites and 
consequences of their use.

OWL-S (Semantic Markup for Web Services), 
see (Ankolekar et al., 2002) – formerly DAML-S 
– is a specification, in the form of an OWL-based 
ontology, that describes different Semantic Web 
Services features. It should enable Web users 
and software agents to automatically discover, 
invoke, select, compose and monitor Web-based 
services. The ontology is structured into three main 
parts. The ‘profile’ component supplies a general 
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description of a particular Web Service by specify-
ing the input and output types, the preconditions 
and the effects. The ‘process model’ component 
describes how the Web Service works and the Web 
Service interaction protocol; each service is either 
an atomic process that can be executed directly or 
a combination of several processes. An example 
of atomic process can be a service that returns a 
postal code, or the longitude and latitude when 
supplied with an address. A complex service often 
requires some form of interaction with the user, 
who can make choices and provide information 
conditionally: an example can be that of a personal 
shopping agent, that can assist the user in finding 
and buying many different sorts of items, requir-
ing, in case, credit card and mailing information. 
The ‘grounding’ component specifies how the 
atomic processes defined in the process model 
can be mapped into WSDL descriptions, able to 
directly call up the described (atomic) service.

The ODE SWS framework, see (Gómez-Pérez 
et al., 2004), proposes both an ontology to describe 
Semantic Web Services and an environment to sup-
port their graphical development. A characteristic 
of this framework is the use of Problem Solving 
Methods to describe these Services at the ‘knowl-
edge level’, i.e., independently of the language in 
which they will be actually expressed. The ODE 
SWS ontology reproduces the upper level concepts 
of OWL-S, with the exception of the concepts 
associated with the ‘process model’ component 
that are substituted by method descriptions. The 
ODE SWS environment is composed of three 
main layers. The ‘data source’ layer is devoted 
to the integration of external applications. The 
‘domain’ layer includes the main modules of the 
environment, as the SWSOntologiesManager or 
the SWSInstanceCreator – this last module cre-
ates, from the graphical description of a particular 
service, the corresponding instance of a concept 
pertaining to the OWL-S ontology. The ‘presen-
tation layer’ consists of a SWSDesigner module, 
i.e., a user-friendly graphical interface that the 
user employs to describe a Service – according to 

the ODE SWS’ authors, this graphically-oriented 
process is more simple and less error prone than 
manipulating directly instance of the internal 
OWL-S ontology.

We can conclude about Semantic Web Services 
by mentioning an SWS approach, WSMO (Web 
Service Modeling Ontology), see (de Bruijn et al., 
2005), that is gaining popularity among the SWS 
scholars. The overall structure of WSMO includes 
four main elements: ‘ontologies’, which provide 
the terminology used by other WSMO elements, 
‘Web service descriptions’, which describe the 
functional and behavioral aspects of a Web service, 
‘goals’ that represent user desires, and ‘mediators’, 
which aim at automatically handling interoperabil-
ity problems between different WSMO elements. 
The use of mediators constitutes certainly one of 
the main characteristics of WSMO. For example, 
ooMediators links are used to resolve differences 
and conflicts among ontologies; wwMediators 
resolve process and protocol differences between 
services provided by a given business and other 
services they depend on; wgMediators resolve 
protocol and process differences between the 
requester and the provider; etc.

IMPLICATIONS FOR 
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

Implications for Knowledge Management of 
the Semantic Web techniques expounded in this 
Chapter could be very important. In fact, there 
is general agreement that, from a very concrete 
point of view, the notion of knowledge manage-
ment amounts, practically, to the set up and 
management of large corporate memories. These 
last can be defined, see (van Heijst, 1966), as 
the indexing and persistent storing of strategic 
knowledge about a given organization to facilitate 
its access, sharing and reuse by the members of 
the organization in their individual and collective 
work. Taking into account the fact that ontolo-
gies provide – see the companion Chapter in this 
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Encyclopedia, “Knowledge Representation for 
Knowledge Management” – a shared and common 
understanding of a domain, which can be com-
municated across people and application systems, 
corporate memories can, in turn, be materialized 
as a ‘Corporate Semantic Web’, this last consisting 
both of ontologies and of Web-stored documents 
annotated with ontological tools. In this context, all 
the Semantic Web conceptual tools mentioned in 
this Chapter, from XML to Semantic Web Services, 
can then contribute – at least in principle, see also 
next Section – to make Knowledge Management 
a tangible reality.

CONCLUSION

The use of Semantic Web techniques in the 
‘ontological’ domain is surely one of the most 
interesting novelties introduced these last years 
in the Knowledge Representation field. This ap-
proach, however, is still far from having reached 
a unanimous consensus among the Computer 
Science scholars and has raised several criticisms 
from the beginning.

First of all, languages like RDF and OWL are 
characterized by a low level of ‘expressiveness’ 
because of their intrinsic ‘binary’ nature – they 
cannot make use, in fact, of relations (properties, 
attributes) other then binary (i.e., taking only two 
arguments). This makes it extremely difficult to 
use them for describing in some detail relatively 
complex situations and events, e.g., those related 
in all sorts of ‘narrative documents’ like corporate 
knowledge papers, news stories, normative and 
legal texts, medical records, intelligence messages, 
actuality photos for newspapers and magazines 
etc., see the Chapter “Representation Languages 
for Unstructured ‘Narrative’ Documents” in this 
Encyclopedia and (Zarri, 2009).

Moreover, Berners-Lee’s architecture for the 
Semantic Web has raised many criticisms giving 
that it seems to ignore some fundamental compo-
nents of Computer Science today, from database 

technology (the whole world economy runs on 
SQL) to UML (Unified Modeling Language) – 
and this in spite of the fact that UML has, e.g., a 
type hierarchy comparable with OWL, and a class 
diagrams facility that can be compared to a frame-
based language. A general discussion about the 
proposals for defining transformations between 
UML and the Semantic Web ontology languages 
can be found, e.g., in (Falkovych et al., 2003). We 
can note in this context that Tim Berners-Lee and 
some colleagues have recently proposed a wider 
architectural framework than that depicted in 
the different versions of the SW ‘cake’: in this, 
the Semantic Web is only one of the components 
of a general ‘Science of the Web’ – the science 
of decentralized information systems – and Web 
Services, P2P approaches, social factors, natural 
language processing techniques, Bayesian tech-
niques etc. are also evoked, see (Berners-Lee et 
al., 2006).

In the context of the present, ‘standard’ Se-
mantic Web architecture, the choice of OWL 
as the paradigmatic language to be used for 
ontological work has also been criticized, and 
several knowledge representation specialists 
have challenged as hastily the endorsement of 
OWL by the W3C. Apart from the general RDF/
OWL ‘binary flaw’ mentioned before, specific 
‘practical’ criticisms about OWL concern, e.g., 
the conceptual difficulty of making use of this 
axiomatic and highly formalized language even for 
experienced software developers and the decision 
of building the central version of OWL (OWL DL) 
on Description Logics (DLs). These last were, in 
fact, already dismissed for concrete tasks at the 
beginning of the nineties because of their low 
degree of efficiency, linked to the reduced power 
of their main reasoning component, the automatic 
classification mechanism, see (Bertino et al. 2001, 
pp. 153-170). No significant industrial applica-
tions of OWL apparently exist at present, see also 
(Cardoso, 2007). It is then still unclear whether 
the use of OWL for setting up ontologies repre-
sents really a progress with respect to traditional 
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frame approach in a ‘standard Protégé’ style – an 
‘OWL plugin’ for Protégé exists, see (Horridge, 
2004) and http://protege.stanford.edu/overview/
protege-owl.html. It allows loading and saving 
OWL and RDF ontologies, editing and visualizing 
OWL classes and their properties and, mainly, sup-
porting reasoners such as the DLs classifiers. We 
can however remark that, at the difference of the 
pragmatically-based inference procedures proper 
to the ‘traditional’ frame systems, the OWL-based 
reasoning tools – see, e.g., RACER (Haarslev & 
Möller, 2003) – can make use of really sound and 
complete inference algorithms guaranteed by the 
fully unambiguous DLs’ semantics.

In spite of all the above criticisms, the Se-
mantic Web techniques – utilized in a pragmatic, 
non-dogmatic and collaborative way, see also 
(Schwartz, 2003) – can really way represent a 
quantum leap in the ‘knowledge management’ 
domain, in the widest meaning of these words; 
anyway, they are surely here to stay.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

eXtensible Markup Language (XML): 
Has been created to overcome some difficulties 

proper to HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) 
that – developed as a means for instructing the 
Web browsers how to display a given Web page 
– is a ‘presentation-oriented’ markup tool. XML 
is called ‘extensible’ because, at the difference of 
HTML, is not characterized by a fixed format, but 
it lets the user design its own customized markup 
languages (using, e.g., a specific DTD, Document 
Type Description) for limitless different types 
of documents; XML is then a ‘content-oriented’ 
markup tool.

Linked Data Movement: The general aim of 
the “Linked Data” movement is that of populariz-
ing the use of the Semantic Web techniques through 
the availability of large amounts of interlinked data 
in RDF format, where every RDF triple must be 
conceived as a hyperlink that can be followed by 
specific Linked Data browsers and crawlers. In 
particular, the Linking Open Data project aims 
at identifying datasets that are available on the 
Web under open licenses (such as Wikipedia, 
Musicbrainz, Geonames, Wordnet, and DBLP), 
at re-publishing these datasets in RDF format and 
at associating them with each other on the Web. 
Estimations about the size of the Web of Linked 
Data that stems directly from this effort amount 
to over two billion RDF triples, interlinked by 
around three million RDF links.

OWL: The Web Ontology Language (OWL) 
is a semantic markup language for publishing and 
sharing ontologies on the World Wide Web. OWL 
is developed as a vocabulary extension of RDF and 
is derived from the DAML+OIL Web Ontology 
Language. An OWL ontology is an RDF graph, 
which is in turn a set of RDF triples. OWL includes 
three specific sub-languages, characterized by an 
increasing level of complexity and expressiveness, 
OWL Lite, OWL DL – DL stands for Description 
Logics, a particular, logic-oriented, knowledge 
representation language introduced to supply a 
formal foundation for frame-based systems – and 
OWL Full. The new OWL 2 proposals extends the 
‘standard’ OWL Ontology Language with a small 
set of features like an increased expressiveness 
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of properties, qualified cardinality constructors, 
extended datatype support, and a sort of meta-
modeling device called “punning”.

RDF Schema (RDFS): Provides a mechanism 
for constructing specialized RDF vocabularies 
through the description of domain-specific prop-
erties. This is obtained mainly by describing the 
properties in terms of the classes of resource to 
which they apply: for example, we could define 
the creator property saying that it has the resource 
document as ‘domain’ (document is the value or 
‘object’ of this property) and the resource person 
as ‘range’ (this property must always be associ-
ated with a resource person, its ‘subject’). Other 
basic modeling primitives of RDFS allow setting 
up hierarchies (taxonomies), both hierarchies of 
concepts thanks to the use of class and subclass-of 
statements, and hierarchies of properties thanks 
to the use of property and subproperty-of state-
ments. Instances of a specific class (concept) can 
be declared making use of the type statement.

Resource Description Framework (RDF): 
An example of ‘metadata’ language (metadata = 
data about data) used to describe generic ‘things’ 
(‘resources’, according to the RDF jargon) on the 
Web. An RDF document is a list of statements un-
der the form of triples having the classical format: 
<object, property, value>, where the elements of 
the triples can be URIs (Universal Resource Iden-
tifiers), literals (mainly, free text) and variables. 
RDF statements are normally written into XML 
format (the so-called ‘RDF/XML syntax’).

Semantic Web Architecture: A layered archi-
tecture proposed by Berners-Lee for the Semantic 
Web applications. In this architecture, ontologies 
occupy a central place: they are built on the top 
of the RDF (Resource Description Framework) 
and RDFS (RDF Schema) layers, which are in 
turn built on the top of the XML layer.

Semantic Web Rules: Still a ‘hot’ topic in 
a Semantic Web context. The present proposals 

(like RuleML, TRIPLE or SWRL) are based on 
an expansion of the classical ‘logic programming’ 
paradigm where the inferential properties of Pro-
log/Datalog are extended to deal with RDF/OWL 
knowledge bases.

Semantic Web Services: A Web service is a 
Web site that does not simply supply static informa-
tion, but that allows also to execute automatically 
some ‘actions’ (services), like the sale of a product. 
To do this, Web services make use of XML-based 
standards like WSDL, a description protocol, and 
SOAP, a messaging protocol, characterized by a 
low level of semantic expressiveness. For example, 
WSDL can describe the interface of the different 
services, and how these services are deployed via 
SOAP, but it is very limited in its ability to express 
what the overall competences of this service are. 
Semantic Web Services are Web Services that can 
specify not only their interfaces, but also describe 
in full, under the form of OWL-based ontologies, 
their capabilities, and the prerequisites and con-
sequences of their use. For example, OWL-S is a 
specification that enables Web users and software 
agents to automatically discover, invoke, select, 
compose and monitor Web-based services.

SPARQL: A simple query language for ac-
cessing RDF structures. As the majority of the 
query languages developed within a Web context, 
SPARQL is based on a strict ‘pattern-matching’ 
approach, which means that no inference facili-
ties are directly associated with SPARQL. As the 
majority of the Web query languages, SPARQL 
makes use of a SQL-like format, employing then 
operators in the style of SELECT and WHERE.

XML Schema: A more complete methodol-
ogy, instead of using DTDs, for specifying the 
semantics of a set of XML markup elements. 
XML Schema supplies a complete grammar for 
describing the structure of the elements allowing, 
e.g., to define the cardinality of the offspring ele-
ments, default values, etc.

This work was previously published in Encyclopedia of Knowledge Management, Second Edition, edited by David Schwartz 
and Dov Te’eni, pp. 1355-1373, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT

This chapter examines the ‘happy convergence’ 
of two emerging social and technological trends. 
The first is the evolution of educational processes 
and methods from a traditional didactic approach 
towards a paradigm that seeks to empower the 
learner and enable a more involving learning 
experience to take place. This paradigm includes 
such approaches as student-centred learning, 
collaborative learning and problem-based learn-
ing. The second is the development of IT-based 
systems that enable the democratic involvement 
of end-users in their development and use and 
that encourage computer-mediated collaboration 
between individuals and groups having a common 
interest in a domain. Initially, at least, the main 
purpose of such software was for social network-

ing and leisure purposes, but the chapter identifies 
a number of instances of its use in practice for 
professional education purposes. The chapter then 
highlights some examples of professional learn-
ing communities in practice in UK educational 
institutions. It concludes by speculating on and 
discussing some possible future trends in the use 
of social software for professional learning and by 
summarising the phenomenon and identifying the 
factors that distinguish it from other approaches 
to learning.

INTRODUCTION

Social software is normally defined as a range of 
web-based software programs that allow users 
to interact and share data with other users (i.e. 
computer-mediated communication of CMC). 
Social software supports a ‘lifestyle’ in which 
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users employ CMC to maintain virtual contact 
and maintain social relationships. ‘Social’ sites 
(e.g. Facebook and MySpace) ‘personal media’ 
sites (e.g. Flickr and YouTube) and a variety of 
on-line forums and discussion groups are enjoying 
a rapid growth in use, firstly for social network-
ing and then as professional and learning support 
tools. Social (or conversational) technologies are 
now used in many organisations to enable the 
process of knowledge creation and storage (i.e. 
the ‘knowledge cycle’) that is enacted through 
collaborative writing. Constructivist learning 
theorists (e.g. Leidner & Jarvenpaa, 1995) explain 
that the process of expressing knowledge in an 
explicit form aids its creation and that conversa-
tion based on knowledge (i.e. discussion critical 
review) aid the refinement of knowledge. Social 
software fulfills this purpose because conversa-
tions on predetermined topics (e.g. a discussion 
forum) become a valuable source of knowledge in 
a community and contributions to the knowledge 
base by members of the community become a 
useful form of reference (Hasan & Pfaff, 2006a). 
Social software that supports conversation and 
encourages democratic contribution in this way 
(e.g. ‘wikis’, blogs and forums) provides support 
to the individual ‘knowledge worker’ and to the 
‘online community’ which results from its use. 
(Hasan & Pfaff, 2006b).

The word ‘professional’ originally had con-
notations of payment for work produced (this 
still applies in some field such as sport), but over 
time has gained a definition based on a body of 
knowledge and a system of regulation. A ‘profes-
sional’ is often required to possess a large body 
of knowledge in common with others in the same 
profession. This knowledge will be derived from 
training based on both experience and academic 
study (usually at the tertiary level), with a formal 
level of attainment almost always specified. Pro-
fessionals are to a degree subject to self-regulation 
in that their professional body usually controls 
the evaluation processes that admit new profes-
sionals, administers the training and assessment 

processes and judges whether the work done 
by its members is up to ‘professional standard’. 
Thus, professionals are subject to internal control, 
whereas in other kinds of work regulation (if it 
exists at all) is imposed externally. Professionals 
usually have autonomy in the workplace - they 
are expected to use their independent judgment 
and exercise ethical standards in carrying out 
their work. This implies a tension between the 
self-regulated group, the common body of knowl-
edge and the democratic rights and independence 
of the individual. This tension is the basis of the 
Professional Learning Community.

In terms of the learning process, the last de-
cade has included some fundamental changes in 
the way the nature and purpose of education is 
perceived (Estes, 2004), with a growing empha-
sis on supporting learners, not by a teacher (or 
teaching surrogate) providing knowledge and 
information to the learner but by developing in the 
learner the necessary resources and skills to engage 
constructively with continuous change (Iyoshi 
et al., 2005) and to promote ‘life-long learning’. 
This view tends to place the learning experience 
in a social context – and makes a ‘constructive 
conjunction’ of collaborative learning and social 
software not only possible but almost inevitable. 
The phenomenon of student-centred learning 
is based on the epistemology of constructivism 
theory (which is generally attributed to Jean 
Piaget) which attempts to describe how knowledge 
is ‘internalised’ by learners through processes 
called assimilation and accommodation. Piaget 
contended that individuals continually construct 
new knowledge from their personal experiences, 
and when individuals assimilate they ‘add’ the new 
experience to an existing framework of learning 
and construct a perception of the world (or of a 
body of knowledge) based on the accumulation of 
those experiences without necessarily changing 
that framework. This process may be enhanced 
or augmented by cognitive processes such as 
reflection, discussion and critical review. It is 
significant that at least two of these processes 
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are collaborative – discussion by definition and 
critical review by implication.

According to constructivism, accommodation 
involves the learner in reframing this mental rep-
resentation of the external world (i.e. the learned 
framework) to fit in with new experiences. Simplis-
tically, therefore, the learner’s knowledge base is 
created by assimilation and modified (or updated) 
by accommodation and so it is the learners who 
actually construct knowledge through a process 
of active learning. This process, it is contended, 
can be enhanced by engaging with other learners 
who are faced with the same problems, involved 
in similar activities and having common experi-
ences (Anhuradha, 1995). This is ‘collaborative 
learning’, which is learning approach in which 
the learners work together toward a common goal 
and are responsible for each another’s learning 
activities (i.e. assimilation and accommodation) 
as well as their own. It is enlightening to compare 
the group learning approach and the promotion 
of self-generating learning practices with the 
traditional ‘didactic’ approach. Proponents of col-
laborative learning claim that the active exchange 
of ideas within small groups not only increases 
interest among the participants but also promotes 
discussion and critical thinking (Atherton, 2005). 
Although much of Piaget’s original work con-
centrated on the learning processes of children, 
subsequent thinkers have extended his model to 
include adult or professional learners or developed 
more sophisticated professional models based on 
constructivist principles (e.g. Kegan, 1982).

PROFESSIONAL LEARNING

Hord (1997) notes that there is no universally agree 
definition of a professional learning community 
(PLC). In fact, the definition of a PLC has proved 
difficult to capture, even though there are claims 
(e.g., Morrissey, 2000) that the term PLC is self- 
defining. Toole and Louis (2002) propose that a 
professional learning community (PLC) is a group 

(virtual or real) of professionals who are engaged 
in common work; share a common set of values 
and who operate collaboratively using systems 
that foster interdependence among the members 
(Carpenter & Matters, 2003). Accordingly, we 
suggest that the concept of a PLC is composed of 
three inter-dependent domains, as follows:

• Professional - a community that empha-
sises personal connections and commonly 
accepted (or self-regulated) standards;

• Learning - learning culture that empha-
sises a learner-centred, knowledge based 
approach and an emphasis on inquiry and 
reflection;

• Community - a framework of conditions, 
structural supports and human and social 
resources that enable and support the inter-
actions between learners.

Additionally, Hord (1997) suggests that an 
‘ideal’ type of PLC can exist in practice, which 
can be used as a model and Eraut (1994) points 
out that the law and medicine have for some time 
been regarded as ‘ideal type’ professions, while 
Etzioni (1969) regarded teaching and nursing as 
‘semi-professions’. Significantly, each of these are 
good examples of CoPs and PLCs, but it is not 
always possible to identify a direct link between 
a profession and its community in terms of prac-
tice or learning. Grossman et al. (2000) note that 
a group of professional staff is not necessarily a 
‘community’ if it lacks a purpose (e.g. learning) 
and Dufour (2004) comments that people use the 
term PLC to describe every imaginable combina-
tion of individuals with a shared interest (in this 
case education).

There are varieties of PL called professional 
learning from the workplace’ (PLW) or ‘work 
integrated learning’ (WIL) that are described as 
‘pedagogic approaches concerned with integrat-
ing academic studies and professional practices 
so that students, staff, employees and employers 
can develop their understanding of the reciprocal 
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relationship between education and the world of 
work’ (see http://www.wmin.ac.uk/page-12991). 
PLW is claimed to encompass, ‘learning for work, 
learning at work and learning through work’ 
(Brennan & Little, 1996), aims to prepare learn-
ers for professional life using the knowledge and 
skills acquired in the workplace and is a key part 
of Continuing Professional Development (CPD) 
for established professionals.

The importance of KM in supporting specialists 
who carry out similar practices within a shared 
‘body of knowledge’ is called a community of 
practice (CoP). Lave and Wenger (1991, p. 98.) 
describe a community of practice as, ‘… a set 
of relations among persons, activity and world, 
over time and in relation with other tangential and 
overlapping CoPs’ and regard the use of knowledge 
to promote and enable learning in a CoP as ‘an 
intrinsic condition for the existence of knowledge’ 
(p. 98). The following definition of CoPs has been 
offered, ‘At the simplest level, they are a small 
group of people... They are peers in the execu-
tion of “real work”. What holds them together is 
a common sense of purpose and a real need to 
know what each other knows’ (Seely Brown & 
Solomon Grey, 1995, p. 78). The application of 
this approach to problem-solving and learning in a 
CoP involving photocopier technicians is studied 
by Orr (1990). In this case, the participation in 
the CoP as identified by Lave & Wenger (1991) 
is observed as the technicians gain experience 
by solving repair problems and legitimise their 
contribution to the CoP by the value of their ‘war 
stories’ in spreading knowledge that’s helped the 
other technicians to solve problems.

The theme of learning was therefore a major 
driver of the original concept of a CoP in its initial 
form, and it is this concept that is of interest in this 
chapter, extending the idea to a more specialist 
professional learning community (PLC). Three 
things can be learned from the case reported by 
Orr (1990) that relate to PLCs. First, there is the 
gathering of domain knowledge (e.g. how to 
solve a particular problem). Secondly, there is 

the development of the knowledge of practices 
specific to the CoP (for example knowledge of 
the features of an individual photocopier). Thirdly, 
there is the knowledge that the CoP holds about 
the potential value of its members in the problem-
solving or learning experience (e.g. through their 
‘war stories’). In the CoP if a problem had to be 
solved the members would gather the domain 
knowledge by interaction and working together to 
solve the problem – this is the basis of PLC, and 
it is possible to identify formal examples of PLCs 
in ‘learning intensive’ areas such as healthcare 
and education.

SOCIAL SOFTWARE TOOLS

The tools used in social software applications can 
be broadly divided into the categories of commu-
nication tools and interaction tools. Communica-
tion tools are generally asynchronous and usually 
capture, store, and disseminate person-to-person 
and group communications, usually in textual 
form but increasingly including through audio 
and video streaming. Examples of such tools are 
the democratic, user-centred web applications that 
make up what O’Reilly (2005) calls ‘Web 2.0’:

(http://www.oreillynet.com/pub/a/oreilly/tim/
news/2005/09/30/what-is-web-20.html?page=1)

Some typical examples of social software 
include the following:

• Instant Messaging: Instant messaging 
(IM) applications allow two or more people 
to communicate privately over a network 
in real time. Popular applications include 
Skype, Meebo, Yahoo! Messenger, MSN 
Messenger and AOL Instant Messenger. A 
registered user can add friends to a ‘buddy 
list’, by entering their email or ID and if 
the ‘friend’ is online at a given time, their 
name will be listed as available for chat. 
Clicking on their user name will activate 
a ‘chat window’ with a text box in which 
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to write to the other person, as well as read 
their reply on a ‘line by line’ message and 
response basis.

• Text chat: Internet Relay Chat (IRC) al-
lows registered users to join ‘chat rooms’ 
and potentially to communicate with many 
people at once, publicly. Users may join 
a pre-existing chat room or create a chat 
room and once ‘inside’, may add messages 
that all other users in the room can read, as 
well as respond to messages from the oth-
ers. Often there will be a steady stream of 
people entering and leaving, as with a real 
public room.

• Internet forums: Originally modeled af-
ter the bulletin or notice boards that would 
be used to make announcements in institu-
tions such as universities, internet forums 
are usually dedicated to a particular topic 
(and therefore appeal to a community of 
interest) and allow registered users to post 
a “topic” for others to read and respond. A 
‘thread’ will be formed as other users view 
the topic and post their own comments.. 
Most Internet forums are public, allowing 
anyone to register, although some impose 
a ‘probationary period before postings are 
allowed. A few are private or ‘gated’ and 
new members may be expected to pay a fee 
to join. Forums often contain a number of 
specialist topic areas and many include the 
ability to post images or files or the ability 
to quote another user’s post in a response. 
The larger Internet forums often include 
several thousand members addressing tens 
of thousands of topics. The more advanced 
forums may include translation and/or 
spelling correction software tools and may 
be supported by advertising or sponsorship 
(e.g. Yahoo! Groups and Google Groups). 
Sub-types of forums include the following:
 ◦ ‘Blogs.’ A blog (an abbreviation of 

‘web log’) is in effect a personal on-
line journal. The ‘blogger’ will post 

a ‘diary entry’ for public viewing, 
often allowing others to add com-
ments. Topics often include the blog-
ger’s daily life and personal views 
on subjects of importance to him or 
her or of general interest to readers. 
Blogs appear in different forms, rang-
ing from an online diary to a personal 
website that is updated regulary. As 
with most other types of social soft-
ware, blogs have gained functional-
ity and increased sophistication. The 
‘comments’ area of some blogs is in 
effect a discussion forum and some 
also have blog-rolls (i.e., links to 
other blogs), and may indicate the 
bloggers links other bloggers (e.g. 
by using the XFN social relationship 
standard). Pingback and trackback al-
low one blog to link to another blog, 
creating an inter-blog conversation. 
By making use of these features, 
Blogs continue to engage readers and 
can some can sustain a virtual com-
munity around a particular person or 
area of interest (e.g. Slashdot, and 
BlogSpot).

 ◦ ‘Wikis.’ A ‘wiki’ is a web-based ap-
plication, the content of which can be 
created, added, linked and organised 
by its users, usually for reference pur-
poses. Originally a very basic form of 
database and then an encyclopaedia, 
Wikis are now often used to create 
collaborative and community web-
sites. These ‘wiki websites’ are being 
used in many organisations to provide 
affordable and effective Intranets and 
for Knowledge Management pur-
poses. Wikis are generally designed 
with the philosophy of making it easy 
to correct mistakes. So, while wikis 
are open, they provide a means to 
check the validity of recent additions 
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and changes, usually through a spe-
cific list of recent edits. Some critics 
of wikis argue that the content can 
easily be corrupted, which is some-
times countered with the view that 
users will easily identify unwanted 
content and quickly correct it. Many 
wiki communities are private, par-
ticularly within organisations (e.g. 
professional communities) and are 
often used as learning applications. 
There are also WikiNodes (i.e. pages 
on wikis) that describe and link to 
related wikis. One way of finding a 
wiki on a specific subject is to fol-
low the wiki-node network from wiki 
to wiki; another is to take a ‘wiki 
bus tour’ (e.g. the Wikipedia Tour 
Bus). For those interested in creating 
their own wiki, there exists publicly 
available ‘wiki farms’ software (e.g. 
Socialtext, Wetpaint, and Wikia). For 
those interested in how to build a suc-
cessful wiki community, and encour-
age wiki use, Wikipatterns is a guide 
to the stages of wiki adoption and a 
collection of community-building 
and content-building strategies. This 
could be ideal for developing learn-
ing applications.

Social software supports a voluntary com-
munity in which the trust and respect of other 
members is earned, and the community’s direction 
is defined and its governance is carried out by the 
members themselves. Communities formed by 
these ‘bottom-up’ processes may be contrasted to 
those imposed by IT systems supported by cen-
trally-controlled software, which are developed 
by an external authority (e.g. ‘the IT department’) 
and controlled by rigid mechanisms (e.g. access 
rights). It is worth pointing out that the differences 
in outcomes between these two types of software 
can be greater than their differences in design or 

function. For instance, the open source groupware 
content management system Tikiwiki uses the 
gACL control system to control access and editing 
(http://info.tikiwiki.org/tiki-index.php) whereas 
Mediawiki does not have individual controls, 
allowing most of its content to be edited by most 
of its users, and uses ‘recent changes’ pages to 
indicate editorial authorship. This difference can 
have implications fore the type of social software 
that a community will prefer to use, depending 
on the social network paradigm that it embraces. 
Social software therefore reflects the traits of the 
social network that uses it and is often designed 
consciously to exploit the characteristics of that 
network. All social software systems create links 
between users, in effect forming a formal, practic-
ing community out of an informal ‘community of 
interest’. This has important implications for the 
learning process and for changes that have taken 
place in that process. It is important to note that 
the use of social software is becoming increas-
ingly popular for work as well as leisure purposes 
(indeed, there would appear to be a blurring of the 
boundaries between the two, as both Sabre Travel 
Network and Cisco have added social networking 
applications to their existing software. This type of 
development to existing Web-based applications 
is made easier by Asynchronous JavvaScript and 
XML (AJAX) which enables richer and more 
powerful applications (e.g. images and maps, 
etc.) to achieve satisfactory performance using 
existing Web technology.

EXAMPLES OF PROFESSIONAL 
LEARNING COMMUNITIES

An example of such a PLC in the UK would be 
the Open University’s Practice-based Professional 
Learning Centre (OUPBPL) which includes the 
following among its objectives:
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• Use online methods and partnerships to in-
crease opportunities for OU students to en-
gage in effective practice-based learning;

• Apply new advances in mobile technolo-
gies and e-learning to practice-based 
courses.

The Surrey Centre for Excellence in Profes-
sional Training and Education (SCEPTre) at the 
University of Surrey is a partly Government-
funded centre to support professional learning. 
The Centre claims to have developed one of the 
UK’s first campuses dedicated to teaching and 
collaborative learning. It provides a ‘technology-
rich environment to facilitate good conversation, 
interaction and collaborative learning between 
tutors, students on campus and in the work place, 
practitioners in the work place and visiting experts’ 
(See http://www.surrey.ac.uk/sceptre/index.htm) 
The Centre’s facilities include Tektura conversa-
tion walls, is wireless throughout the campus and 
features an Access Grid Node (Internet group video 
conferencing facility), IP videoconferencing with 
virtual whiteboards (accessed through tablet PCs) 
to facilitate the demonstration, sharing if ideas 
and collaborative learning. The Centre has a wiki 
and a comprehensive suite of learning software.

The range of functions and applications is ex-
panding continuously, but includes the following:

• A programme of activities and events to 
support Professional Development and 
Learning;

• Information resources to give guidance to 
professional learning facilitators;

• A network support base for personnel 
involved in helping students in work 
placements;

• Partnerships with employers to enhance 
students’ experiences of work placements;

• A fellowship scheme to promote good prac-
tice in professional education practices;

• A curriculum innovation scheme;

• A knowledge management scheme to gath-
er and disseminate new knowledge for bet-
ter practices in professional learning;

• Partnerships with other Centres of 
Excellence through the Work Integrated 
Learning Alliance.

(http://www.surrey.ac.uk/sceptre/index.htm)
Another example of a PLC community is the 

Centre for Excellence in Professional Learning 
from the Workplace (CEPLW) at the University of 
Westminster. The work of the Centre is to under-
stand what makes workplace learning effective and 
rewarding and to explore and develop innovative 
ways of capturing this learning for individuals 
or the wider group. The Centre team works with 
students, academic colleagues, employers and 
independent practitioners to understand, promote 
and reward excellence in a variety of areas such as:

• How students prepare themselves for the 
professional work environment, including 
understanding and matching employer ex-
pectations, and developing their abilities 
through entrepreneurship;

• Developing inquiry and reflection for self-
managed and sustainable learning through 
work;

• Engaging employers in programme de-
velopment, as well as mentoring, project-
work and assessment of learning;

• Working with organisations to support 
their organisational learning needs and 
the continuing professional development 
(CPD) of their staff and members.

CEPLW at the University of Westminster is 
locally important in enabling lifelong learning, 
in maintaining professional standards and in 
individual and organisational professional devel-
opment. The Centre works as a development and 
consultancy service unit within the University and 
with external partners. Its role is to integrate the 
professional work and learning from the work-
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place into the academic environment for students 
and staff of the University. It aims to ‘establish 
beneficial relationships between academics and 
employers and the service sector that support the 
lifelong learning of individuals and organisations 
and the transfer of research and expertise in both 
directions’. The CEPLW method of operation 
does not appear to stress the importance of the 
technology in the collaboration and learning pro-
cess. (see http://www.wmin.ac.uk/page-13732). 
The activities that CEPLW undertakes focus on 
events such as Symposia (local and international) 
such as the World Association for Co-operative 
Education (WACE) Symposium in, which brought 
together many UK-based stakeholders involved 
in work-integrated learning from many different 
fields in education and industry, including gradu-
ate recruiters and policy-makers in professional 
training and education. The aim of the symposium 
was the ‘to debate issues around developing work 
integrated learning for sustainable futures whilst 
sharing best practice and also to open networks 
for solutions’ (see http://www.wmin.ac.uk/page-
12250). In addition the Centre offers a programme 
of monthly workshops on different themes and 
hosted a Work Integrated Learning, Enterprise 
and Employability event in May 2007.

The National Centre for Work Based Learning 
Partnerships (NCWBLP) at Middlesex University 
is one of the leading PLCs in the UK, and has 
embraced learning technology completely. The 
Centre offers a wide range of higher education 
courses for over 1,200 students registered world-
wide in areas as diverse as Cyprus, the United 
States, South Africa and Hong Kong. When it 
was set up, the Centre found that the cost of 
moving lecturers to the students was prohibitive. 
It implemented ‘first generation’ learning tech-
nology based on video conferencing and web 
conferencing systems, but found that it did not 
meet its demands. NCWBLP therefore adopted 
Adobe® Acrobat® Connect™ Professional and 
Adobe Captivate™ software to provide a range 
of interactive eLearning courses with rich multi-

media applications (see http://www.adobe.com/
uk/showcase/pdfs/200709_middlesexuniversity.
pdf). It is significant in the light of the forego-
ing discussion on collaborative learning in CoPs 
that Adobe ®, which provides the technology 
on which the NCWBLP learning environment is 
based, stresses integration as a major advantage, 
‘Adobe Acrobat Connect Professional is an en-
tire system, whereas the other products are just 
tools.... The Adobe solution has a range of tools 
available and is an eLearning system in its own 
right. Microsoft NetMeeting, Yahoo! Messenger, 
MSN or the flavour of month, Skype, might have 
something like a whiteboard but Acrobat Connect 
Professional is an integrated system supporting all 
the functionality...’ (see http://www.adobe.com/
uk/showcase/pdfs/200709_middlesexuniversity.
pdf).

FUTURE TRENDS

Future developments in the use of social software 
in professional learning are likely to centre on 
improving performance and harnessing newly-
emerging technologies, including the following 
examples:

• Peer-to-peer social networks: This tech-
nology includes a combination of web-
based social networking tools, instant 
messaging technologies and peer-to-peer 
file sharing, with a view to improving us-
er-driven file sharing. Peer-to-peer social 
networks generally allow users to share 
blogs, files (especially images and video) 
and instant messages. Some examples are 
Wirehog, SpinXpress, and Soulseek. Also, 
KeriKa, Groove and WiredReach have 
similar functions. The former category of 
examples appears to be targeted at leisure 
use, while the latter would appear to offer 
greater potential to professional and dis-
tributed learning applications.
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• Virtual presence: Virtual presence implies 
that individuals or groups can interact with 
each other through mediating technolo-
gies. It usually indicates apparent physical 
appearance (i.e. a degree of realism) and 
is likely to improve the learning experi-
ence by replacing many of the social cues 
(e.g. ‘body language’ and subtle gestures) 
that are lost in most of the current learn-
ing technologies. This has the potential to 
improve group synergy and integrity and 
improve the learning experience.

• Personal Learning Environments 
(PLEs): This type of learning environ-
ment is becoming increasingly popular 
as learners take responsibility for their 
learning. Many respondents saw these as 
a key feature of the future. The idea of a 
Personal Learning Environment acknowl-
edges that learning is continuing and seeks 
to recognise the role of the individual in or-
ganising their own learning (Atwell 2006). 
Pressures for the further development of 
PLEs are based on the idea that learning 
takes place in different contexts and situa-
tions and will possibly not be provided by 
a single learning provider. In addition, the 
episodes of practical and informal learn-
ing may be exploited. Ubiquitous comput-
ing is likely to change the way in which 
learning is approached. (Atwell, 2006). 
This is likely to apply more to professional 
learning than any other type. In a survey 
jointly commissioned by the Research and 
Policy Advice and the Knowledge Sharing 
Services Projects in Australia respondents 
were invited to articulate their visions for 
the future relating to the use of social soft-
ware in Personal Learning. Some of the 
more interesting responses:
 ◦ ‘Unconferences’ for networking 

and collaboration, empowering par-
ticipants as they develop programs 
together;

 ◦ Better use of social bookmarking and 
‘folksonomies’ for knowledge shar-
ing and delivery;

 ◦ More sophisticated personal content 
management, including federated 
searching capability;

 ◦ Robust e-portfolio systems that sup-
port life-long learning;

 ◦ Greater emphasis on the use of mo-
bile technologies as the means of in-
terfacing with these environments.

CONCLUSION

Professional learning, through its principles of 
collaboration (i.e. PLCs) and its links with and 
practical procedures and interactions (i.e. CoPs) 
has specific technological requirements that differ 
significantly from those of conventional academic 
learning and teaching environments (e.g. universi-
ties) for the following reasons:

• The discussion of distributed and profes-
sional learning suggests that the common 
interests of members of a profession and 
their practical interests constitute a sound 
basis for CoPs as learning communities, so 
existing CoPs (e.g. in healthcare, the law 
and education) can easily be developed 
into PLCs;

• The way that professions are organised 
make the idea of life-long learning and 
practice-based professional learning al-
most axiomatic, and most professions have 
training programmes, but these tend to be 
‘traditional’ and do not take advantage of 
the latest developments in learning tech-
nology. The examination of the character-
istics of professions shows that they are, 
by nature, democratic and self-regulating. 
These are also features of social software, 
which suggests that the application will 
match the technology well;
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• It is suggested that the lifestyles and loca-
tion of professionals make it almost com-
pulsory for a PLC to employ and distrib-
uted infrastructure to support the learning 
process. Conventional learning and teach-
ing processes (i.e. based on the ‘class-
room’) are unlikely to support the PLC ad-
equately’. Distributed learning systems are 
mandatory in this environment, but often 
the in-house development of such systems 
would incur considerable cost. Social soft-
ware applications appear to offer signifi-
cant cost/performance advantage;

• The new developments in social software 
appear to offer the potential to offer im-
proved levels of acceptance by users in 
support of PLCs, as their use in profes-
sional learning mirrors their use for social 
and leisure purposes.

These are compelling reasons for further in-
vestigating the adoption of learning applications 
based on ‘Web 2.0’ social software to implement 
practice-based professional learning in support of 
professional learning communities.
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Chapter  3.17

ABSTRACT

This chapter reports on the use of online open 
content software as a learning resource for students 
enrolled in an initial teacher-training program at a 
British university. It features a study undertaken 
to support the development of professional prac-
tice in teacher education for undergraduate and 
postgraduate students using wikis. The 14 cohorts 
of student teachers in the program (n = 237) ap-
proached the activities in blended format, using 
a wiki as both a repository to store and retrieve 
their work, and as a discussion space where they 
could engage in dialogue with their peers and tutors 
outside of the classroom. Those who responded to 
the online questionnaire reported on their percep-
tions of the wiki as a learning environment. The 
main findings of the study are that students gener-

ated a large amount of content in a short space of 
time using the wiki and enjoyed its collaboration 
and communication tools, but resented the added 
time burden of having to complete minimum core 
tasks online. Students also found initial use of the 
wiki problematic due to lack of familiarity with 
the tools and the concept of group editing. The 
introduction of a series of wiki activities provided 
useful scaffolding for structured support in profes-
sional learning.

THE RISE OF SOCIAL SOFTWARE

Social software, it is claimed, has brought renewed 
enthusiasm to the use of web-based tools in edu-
cation (Jones, 2007). Because it relies heavily 
on user collaboration, social software has been 
instrumental in restoring the Web, reconciling it 
to the original vision of a space where all are able 
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to participate (Schaffert, Gruber, & Westenthaler, 
2006). The tools and features that contribute 
to the social Web (or Web 2.0)—for example, 
blogs, wikis, and social networking sites—have 
been dubbed the “architecture of participation” 
(O’Reilly, 2004) because they encourage users to 
move away from passive reception of the contents 
of web pages toward active involvement and even 
content generation (Kamel Boulos & Wheeler, 
2007; Williams & Jacobs, 2004). Web 2.0 tools 
offer students the opportunity to create, edit, 
share, and publish knowledge and information 
within and across communities of practice and 
interest (Rudd, Gifford, Morrison, & Facer, 2006). 
This is, of course, a highly desirable outcome for 
professional learning in that it fosters reflective 
learning and encourages engagement within the 
learning community. One social software tool, 
in particular, the wiki, is a website that can be 
edited and expanded by anyone who is a regis-
tered user. The wiki idea was first conceived by 
Ward Cunningham as a means of quick and easy 
online collaborative text editing (Cunningham 
& Leuf, 2001) and has rapidly caught on as an 
online collaborative tool for within education 
(Wheeler, Yeomans, & Wheeler, 2008). Wikis 
incorporate a number of content generation sup-
port features that enable students to contribute 
toward a shared online repository of knowledge, 
including tagging, versioning, hyperlinking, and 
commenting (Trentin, 2009). Wikis not only cre-
ate opportunities for students to benefit from the 
knowledge of others; there is also evidence that 
users can create their own group consciousness 
which contributes significantly toward community 
building (Fuchs-Kittowski & Kohler, 2005) and 
create their own “knowledge structures,” thereby 
achieving a sense of ownership (McGill, Nicol, 
Littlejohn, Grierson, Juster, & Ion, 2005).

There is however a caveat: Anyone who 
enjoys orderliness and clear structure could be 
uncomfortable when working with wikis. They 
generally appear to be chaotic and unstructured 
as they are constantly under development and 

are invariably a “work in progress.” As such they 
tend to have only a primitive form of navigation, 
so users must rely on hyperlinking and the use 
of a search function to locate useful information 
(Elgort, 2007).

WIKIS IN EDUCATION

Several successful uses of wikis have previously 
been reported in a number of educational contexts, 
including compulsory (K-12) education (Rich-
ardson, 2006), teacher education (Wheeler et al., 
2008), medical and clinical education (Kamel 
Boulos, Maramba, & Wheeler, 2006), university 
education (Bruns & Humphreys, 2005), language 
teaching (Godwin-Jones, 2003), and a host of 
other learning contexts (Lee, 2005; Parker & 
Chao, 2007). All the quoted studies share a grow-
ing understanding of the collaborative learning 
potential of wikis and their potential to actively 
engage students in learning. Previous studies have 
also shown that some students become aware of a 
larger audience when creating wiki content, and 
subsequently write more concisely and accurately 
(Wheeler et al., 2008).

Wikis also have specific pedagogic functional-
ity. They are useful for creating a record of knowl-
edge accumulation over a period of time, but they 
cannot and should not be used to generate quick 
answers or solutions. For iterative work, where 
students are required to discuss, construct, and 
negotiate meaning, they are an ideal tool. Most 
wikis feature a number of collaborative tools, 
including threaded discussion boards, tagging 
facilities, and messaging features. Site moderators 
can gain access to a page history tool that enables 
them to roll back to a previous version of the page 
if someone inadvertently deletes important con-
tent, or in the event of vandalism. For teachers, 
the wiki also offers the capability to track changes 
made on pages, and to view online transactions 
such as who has done which page edit, complete 
with a date and time stamp. Wetpaint (http://www.
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wetpaint.com/), for example, provides images of 
contributors in a sidebar. Based on the number 
of contributions a member has made, the size of 
their picture will grow or shrink correspondingly. 
Such a feature might prove useful in the context 
of the assessment of an individual’s progress and 
learning.

However, as has previously been noted, the 
wiki also has limitations. When users fail to update 
a wiki on a regular basis, this has a negative effect 
on the knowledge of the user group as a whole, 
and can work against productive collaboration 
(Hodgkinson-Williams, Slay, & Siebörger, 2008). 
Furthermore, the dynamics of online groups and 
perceptions of individual users can themselves 
exert a negative influence on the learning process. 
If students have an expectation that the learning 
space will be dynamic and vibrant but few visit 
the space or contribute to the discussion groups, 
disillusionment will be a likely outcome (McPher-
son & Nunes, 2004).

From earlier studies of the implementation 
of wikis in undergraduate teacher education, it 
has been observed that students required some 
semblance of structure in order to maintain their 
sense of purpose and avoid inertia (Wheeler et al., 
2008). It has also been recommended that there 
should be a real pedagogical purpose and that 
students should have a defined reason for partici-
pation in learning through social software (Kop, 
2007). Ebersbach, Glaser, and Heigl (2006) point 
out that if wikis are not integrated into a regular 
pattern of learning activity, the result is that one 
or two people usually do the writing and others 
merely read. The present study was conducted 
to investigate how a structured set of activities 
might enable students to optimize their use of 
the wiki, both as a collaborative writing tool and 
as a repository for the storage and retrieval of 
professional knowledge.

EVOLVING WIKI CULTURE

Despite the doubt and criticism voiced over their 
effectiveness in presenting relevant and accurate 
information (Keen, 2007), wikis continue to 
inspire, and are increasingly used to encourage 
collaborative learning. Yet beneath the surface, 
within the social layer of knowledge production, 
a primal, ruthless potential lurks. Wiki commu-
nities can exhibit a feral tendency, particularly if 
misleading or erroneous content is posted. False, 
inaccurate, or unsubstantiated wiki content is 
rarely left for long before someone either removes 
it or tags it as “needing a quote” or “in dispute,” 
or even deletes it entirely. It is clear then that 
wiki communities self-regulate both content and 
the behavior of their members. If contributors 
are found to be deliberately posting inaccurate, 
objectionable, or undesirable content to the wiki, 
they can be excluded from access to editing in 
future by other members of the group. So although 
the open nature of wikis creates opportunities for 
the deliberate sabotage of content, Owen, Grant, 
Sayers, and Facer (2006) reassure us that there 
is often a critical mass of users with sufficient 
ownership of a wiki who will quickly intervene 
and clean up unwanted postings and recover the 
site if malicious action occurs.

Within the emerging culture of wiki authoring 
several practices regulate content. “Mergism,” for 
example, is where the best content from disparate 
sources is mashed together to create a newer, better 
item; “deletionism” occurs when all “bad” items 
are removed to maintain encyclopedic standards; 
“eventualism” is the long-term view of the wiki 
where all is a “work in progress” and eventually, 
over a sufficient period of time, the content will 
develop into something of true value. This evo-
lutionary metaphor is extended into “Darwikian-
ism,” ensuring that only the “fittest”—that is, the 
most accurate and relevant entries—are allowed to 
survive and grow, whereas the weaker entries will 
be identified by community members and deleted 
or modified (mutated) to make them stronger. This 
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“wisdom of crowds” (Surowiecki, 2004) effect 
appears to be the most dominant in, for example, 
Wikipedia, the most visible and well-known wiki 
site in existence. In evolutionary terms, only the 
fittest (or in this case most accurate and relevant) 
content does actually survive.

New wiki pages grow exponentially when a 
site is first created. The authors and editors work 
hard to produce useful, relevant, and current infor-
mation for their pages. Eventually however, most 
wiki pages seem to “slow down” and eventually 
reach equilibrium, because there is simply no new 
material to be added. The evolutionary metaphor 
used to describe this aspect in the life cycle of a 
wiki can be useful in another way. When wikis 
have served their usefulness, they simply become 
“extinct.” In effect, no-one adds any more content, 
and visitor traffic declines.

WIKI ACTIVITIES: A FRAMEWORK

Wikis are essentially content free shells, so stu-
dents are confronted with blank spaces when they 
first log on. This can be a daunting prospect for 
some. More often than not, students will require 
some structure and initial content to build upon 
if they are to start well and exploit this space cre-
atively. “Primer” activities can be devised that not 
only provide students with that good start; they can 
also be used to scaffold deeper cognitive engage-
ment and to facilitate progressive involvement in 
collaborative working. Gunawardena, Lowe, and 
Anderson (1997) propose a framework for online 
collaborative learning in which they identify five 
phases of knowledge construction:

• Phase 1: The sharing or comparing of 
information;

• Phase 2: Discovery and exploration of 
dissonance and inconsistency among 
ideas, concepts, or statements by different 
participants;

• Phase 3: Negotiation of meaning and co-
construction of knowledge;

• Phase 4: Testing and modification of pro-
posed synthesis or co-construction;

• Phase 5: Phrasing of agreement 
statement(s) and applications of newly 
constructed meaning.

This seems to be a useful starting point from 
which wiki-based activities can be generated. In 
this study, several activities were devised and 
tested within the wiki so that trainee teachers 
could collaborate online. Some are documented 
below with brief annotation and rationale. It is 
possible to locate the activities within the phases 
proposed by Gunawardena and her colleagues.

All About Me

The first simple activity, “All about me,” is 
used primarily as an ice-breaker exercise for 
new groups, but also as a subtle device to orient 
students to the topography of the wiki. Students 
are invited to introduce themselves to the group 
with a few words about their personal interests 
and background. To do this they must create a 
personal space for themselves, which is labeled 
with their own name and hyperlinked from the 
main Activity page. They may also be asked 
to post an image that they think best represents 
them. A mix of personal portraits, favorite cartoon 
characters, and images of animals or inanimate 
objects is usually the result. The “All about me” 
activity can be identified as a Phase-1 activity 
in Gunawardena et al.’s (1997) framework, be-
cause it involves the sharing of information and 
has minimal social interchange. To successfully 
complete the task, students must learn how to 
enter text into the wiki, create a hyperlink, and 
upload an image.
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Establishing Wikiquette

Another starter activity draws more deeply upon 
the students’ interpersonal skills, tasking them with 
defining the boundaries of their group activities 
within the wiki space. Students are asked to decide 
on what they consider to be the key rules of the 
space, including what constitutes acceptable and 
unacceptable behavior on the wiki—this is now 
popularly referred to as “wikiquette.” Wikiquette 
differs from “netiquette” in that it is generally a 
set of rules that is agreed on, and imposed by the 
students themselves, and is therefore also policed 
by them. Wikiquette rules generally govern not 
only what is posted onto the wiki, but also the man-
ner in which discussion and editing is conducted. 
“Establishing wikiquette” is a Phase-2 task, in that 
it explores differences of opinion and encourages 
the group to attempt to reach a consensus on how 
they will behave within the shared online learn-
ing space. Discussion tools are the most useful 
features for use to capture this kind of dialogue, 
and there is usually also a dedicated wikiquette 
page on which for students to post their decisions 
so the entire group can revisit the agreed rules as 
often as they need/wish.

Gold Mining

One wiki activity has been designed to promote 
critical engagement by requiring students to find 
“gold dust” resources online that they consider 
indispensable to their studies. The students share 
resources by hyperlinking the URLs on the relevant 
wiki page. Next to the hyperlink students post 
an annotated commentary on why the resource 
is so important to them, while other students are 
invited to inspect the resource and provide addi-
tional or alternative commentary. This represents 
co-construction of knowledge in the peer group, 
making it a Phase-3 activity.

The above wiki activities are three of the 20 
activities that have so far been devised and ap-
plied. They can be seen as a thread of separate but 

gradually more complex social writing activities. 
They require the students to engage in individual 
research, which can lead to increasingly deeper 
levels of critical reflection and evaluation. As 
they work their way through the tasks students 
become more socially and critically aware, work-
ing within a community of learning to construct 
an online “shop window” of their findings over 
which they must eventually reach some level 
of consensus. The tasks facilitate collaborative 
writing and critical thinking within the wiki, and 
as they progress, deeper levels of critical engage-
ment, co-ordination, and co-operative dialect are 
achieved.

A FIVE-STAGE WIKI 
ACTIVITIES MODEL

To categorize the wiki activities, a five-stage 
model was devised. Reflecting both Gunawar-
dena et al.’s (1997) aforementioned model and 
Salmon’s (2004) five-step e-moderation model, 
the wiki activities lead students progressively 
through more complex layers of learning, but 
the model also depicts a progression of engage-
ment from solo inquiry to group collaboration 
through increasingly complex skills acquisition 
and application (modes). Additionally, it captures 
the journey from superficial technical, social, 
and academic content through to deeper levels 
of skill and knowledge construction (activities). 
The five-stage wiki activities model is depicted 
in Figure 1.

Although at the time of writing this model has 
yet to be empirically tested, it nevertheless proves 
useful as a means of visualizing how the activities 
can mesh together to provide a coherent learning 
pathway for students using wikis. There is, of 
course, a fine balance between providing too much 
content within an environment that by nature 
should be “content free,” and letting the students 
loose in an environment where there are no obvi-
ous signposts. The author of the present chapter 
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holds the opinion that offering minimal scaffold-
ing in the form of wiki activities can provide 
useful conceptual frameworks and guidance for 
students, who will then be well-placed to create 
their own content and devise their own learning 
routes thereafter.

METHOD

Data were gathered from three sources. Firstly, 
student use of the wiki was monitored on a weekly 
basis and quantitative data gathered to indicate 
the number of transactions, including page edits, 
views, and discussion postings (n = 237). Sec-
ondly, strategically positioned questions were 
occasionally posted to the discussion board to 
gain snapshot opinions from the groups. Thirdly, 
a 22-item, post-experience questionnaire based 
on a six-point Likert scale was given to students 
enrolled on the wiki.

Approximately one-third of the students com-
pleted and returned their questionnaires (n = 80), 
a response that was deemed sufficient to provide 
a representative sample of the activities and 
opinions of the entire user group. Responses from 
this questionnaire were coded and entered into a 
statistical package (SPSS) for further analysis. As 
space precludes full results from being reported 
here, the findings from the statistical analysis will 
be reported in other publications. All responses 

were anonymous and students participated on the 
understanding that results would be used solely 
for research purposes. Students did not receive 
any course credit or monetary reward for their 
participation and all did so willingly. The qualita-
tive responses from the questionnaire and online 
questions form the main data set for analysis in 
this chapter.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

One of the first properties students reported in 
significant numbers was their sense of ownership 
over the content they had generated on the wiki. As 
has previously been discussed, student ownership 
engenders a positive motivational influence on 
activities and fosters a sense of group conscious-
ness (Fuchs-Kittowski & Kohler, 2005), which can 
strengthen group cohesiveness and reinforce group 
identity. One student was particularly motivated 
by her own use of the web resources:

I think the usage of an online resource that learn-
ers can take ownership of is a good (and can be 
motivating) thing. 

Other observations from some students high-
lighted an important benefit. Comments were 
focused on the supportive and collaborative 

Figure 1. Five-stage wiki activity model
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nature of the wiki and its capability to draw the 
group together:

I think the wiki is a useful tool for consolidating 
the group—I certainly feel as if I am more in 
touch with the group than I would do if we did 
not have the wiki to interact with, particularly as 
we are only together for two days a week. It feels 
somehow “supportive”.

The main benefit is definitely the immediacy and 
interactivity and the possibility of sharing and 
solving problems with an online support group.

Some found the wiki so engaging that they 
spent considerable proportions of their study 
time online. The wiki became an always avail-
able resource, as can be evidenced by the time 
stamping of page edits, discussion group postings, 
and page views around the clock. Usage peaked 
immediately after taught face-to-face sessions, 
but instances of access, editing, and posting of 
discussion comments continued throughout the 
week, especially on weekends and during the 
evening hours. Some students adopted the idea 
and applied it in their own professional practice; 
at least two trainee teachers reported that they 
had created their own wikis and were using them, 
or planning to use them with their own students. 
One stated:

I think I will certainly consider using wikis in 
my practice. I feel they will engage students and 
provide a forum for distribution of information 
and ideas. 

Another was very impressed with the im-
mediacy and interactivity of the wiki, and said:

I love the wiki and it has inspired me to set one 
up for my family to use. I also think it will be a 
better, more flexible and interactive VLE [virtual 
learning environment] for me to offer my yoga 
teacher training students who currently get info 

and PDFs off my website. The main benefit is 
definitely the immediacy and interactivity and the 
possibility of sharing and solving problems with 
an online support group.

Technical difficulties became a barrier for 
some students, but even with access problems, 
lack of familiarity with navigation, and difficulty 
in initially coming to terms with the concept of 
shared collaborative online spaces, students still 
saw the value of the wiki, and eventually began 
to reap the benefits of their perseverance. The 
comment below typifies many that were received 
from students:

I found the wiki terribly hard to use. I had diffi-
culties logging on, and struggled from thereon in. 
However, I can see its use and I’m sure as I stick 
at it, I’ll find it easier and more useful.

Although all students participated in the wiki 
activities, inevitably the levels of participation 
varied. Some students began to question the 
meaning of their engagement in the process, 
particularly the amount of time they perceived as 
being required of them to successfully complete 
the wiki activities. One student reflected on her 
use of the discussion board, questioning the value 
of her own comments, but accepting that some 
of the wiki features had a valid collaborative, 
pedagogical purpose:

I sometimes feel I am making comments for com-
ments sake. I have found collaboration awkward 
logistically—It is very time consuming and ini-
tially was difficult to access. However, the web 
links have been useful and it is interesting to read 
other viewpoints.

Several students complained that they did not 
know enough about how to use the wiki effectively, 
and requested that they be given some training 
in its use. Evidently, one of the shortcomings of 
the project was that time and resource constraints 
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prohibited formal initial training in the use of 
the wiki for some groups. Due to the distributed 
nature of the groups and the disparate locations 
they met in, including military bases and prisons, 
initial training on the wiki was rarely possible, 
and resourcing was inconsistent. Some groups 
were therefore disadvantaged and this problem 
subsequently emerged in the discussion board 
comments:

This could have been a good resource had we been 
introduced to it in an IT suite where we could start 
tasks as a group. 

When starting the use it would have been good 
to have had a computer session in order to get 
everyone on and started, rather than assuming we 
know how to do it. I had great difficulties and at 
the start of a course it is extremely disheartening 
especially when I view my ICT skills as good. 

Lack of knowledge about the open nature of 
wikis also confused some students. Students often 
posted content into inappropriate areas of the wiki, 
or failed to link and signpost correctly to direct 
other course members to their pages. One student 
training at a naval (Royal Navy) base made an 
astute observation about the dangers of students 
missing information due to their inexperience, 
lack of wiki use, or the disorganized quality of 
the wiki content:

The success of how useful it is will be totally 
dependent on the group members gaining the 
experience and confidence to be able to make best 
use of the space. I think at the moment you could 
quite easily post something onto a wiki page and 
it be completely missed by the other members of 
the group. Not because they are not interested but 
through lack of wiki expertise.

One task required the students to seek out and 
post a hyperlink to a “gold dust” resource—a 
website or online learning resource they felt was 

essential for their studies. They were then tasked 
to post it to the “Useful resources” space and pro-
vide a short annotated commentary on why it was 
essential. Some enthusiastic students posted more 
hyperlinks than they were asked, accompanied by 
copious annotations. Unfortunately, their enthusi-
astic contributions appeared to cause information 
overload for some of their peers:

However, the sheer volume of data that appears 
for any one activity means that I have not had 
time to investigate, for example, all the gold dust 
resources posted by my peers. This is a shame as 
I am sure that many of them are just that—gold 
dust, but the necessarily contrived nature of the 
task meant that they have not been given the same 
consideration as spontaneously posted items.

One of the activities designed as an early col-
laborative exercise focused on establishing ground 
rules for use of the wiki. The wikiquette activity 
yielded some rich data in the form of online 
conversations between several group members. 
These discussions took the form of negotiations 
and decisions across the online communities until 
consensus was reached about acceptable and unac-
ceptable use of the wiki space. Overwhelmingly, 
across all the groups, students were uniformly 
concerned about averting conflict and maintaining 
respect for each other, including the avoidance of 
offensive language, bullying, and discrimination, 
and ensuring confidentiality. Significantly, stu-
dents in most of the groups unanimously agreed 
not to edit content posted by others, believing that 
it transgressed the social boundaries of ownership 
and intellectual property. One student started the 
wikiquette activity with this remark:

This is a very obvious one but I do think it’s im-
portant! Do you think it would be good wikiquette 
not to (intentionally!) change or delete an entry 
prior to discussion with that member? Not only 
will we minimise the risk of upsetting someone 
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and having cyber wars but it also means we can 
engage in useful discussion as a group.

Another student responded:

I agree with what you’ve said, but sometimes 
when something is new to you it’s difficult to 
avoid making mistakes. I suppose the most useful 
thing to remember is to check before you click 
that all-important button. That way you won’t 
(intentionally) delete someone else’s work. To 
avoid upsetting anyone in our discussions, cer-
tain topics must remain taboo; whilst keeping 
everything else as democratic and fun as possible. 
Maybe the best thing is to have a vote on which 
topics we would avoid. 

In another wiki group, one student replied to 
a rules list posted by another, with a hint of the 
affordances of online communication:

I completely agree with the rules above. As long as 
we are all respectful to other people on this site it 
should work well. Any comments added should be 
constructive and not offensive to anyone. I don’t 
believe anyone’s comments should be deleted, if 
people believe them to be wrong then it should 
be discussed not just deleted. This site is a good 
place to support each other and ask questions 
that we maybe don’t feel we can ask face to face.

It was apparent that wiki activities such as the 
wikiquette task were valuable for a number of 
reasons. They eased students into collaborative 
online working, helped them to orient themselves 
to the concept of wiki content generation, and 
encouraged self-organized learning, all within 
a gradual progression from superficial to deep 
cognitive engagement. Without the wiki activities, 
students would have encountered a blank page 
with no immediate signposts, and may well 
have floundered more than they actually did. 
The gradual progression toward group writing 
enabled them to explore the discussion tools, share 

the knowledge they accumulated, and critically 
evaluate and reflect upon their experiences in a 
manner that was more conducive to professional 
learning. The following comments place these 
issues into context:

The whole idea of the wiki space is very good, 
the resource as an aid to learning is first class. 
Having a space that is open to the students to do 
activities and to be able to share information is 
good. There are only limitations that are put there 
by the user, as a resource it should be used as what 
it is a very good means of sharing information.

Finally, it is apparent that some students were 
looking forward to continued contact with their 
peers after the course had ended. They saw the 
wiki as a potential meeting point once their stu-
dent passwords were rescinded and they could no 
longer access the online university student portal.

I think the greatest benefit would be when we’ve 
left the course and can’t use the student portal, it 
would be good to catch up with each other and 
discuss latest news, etc.

CONCLUSION

It is clear that the wiki has a number of pragmatic 
pedagogical uses, particularly in the promotion 
of collaborative learning, where online tools are 
required. It is further apparent that students in the 
study reported in this chapter used the site as a 
means of communication across the group, and 
also began to explore the affordances it offered 
over and above face-to-face contact. Students 
gained a sense of ownership due mainly to the 
user-centric character of the wiki, which demanded 
that they generate their own content. The wiki 
activity framework appeared to be successful as 
a form of scaffolding, to provide students with 
an initial template and guidance in how and what 
to add to the space. Issues of critical mass such 
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as those cited by McPherson and Nunes (2004) 
did not appear to exert a noticeable influence 
on engagement, possibly due to the reasonable 
group size (average of 18 students per group), 
and the fact that regular face-to-face sessions 
supplemented the wiki activities, which served to 
sustain the impetus of students’ use of the wiki. 
Each time a face-to-face session was conducted, 
wiki activity subsequently increased. Coupled 
with the structure and naturally progressive nature 
of the wiki activities, students were observed to 
maintain their own momentum, both singularly 
and collectively. Within the first two terms of the 
academic year (October 2007 to March 2008), the 
14 groups of students between them (n = 237) 
generated in excess of 65,000 wiki transactions 
including more than 1,000 message postings and 
over 3,000 page edits.

One of the chief problems identified during the 
wiki implementation was lack of initial training on 
how to access the wiki, create content including 
hyperlinks, and post comments to the discussion 
pages. Most students succeeded in overcoming 
this through trial and error and supporting one 
another. By far the most trenchant problem for 
students, however, was the inadvertent deletion or 
overwriting of someone else’s content. Invariably 
when this occurred, tutor intervention was required 
to roll back the page to its previous version to 
restore earlier content. Generally, the conclusion 
drawn from this study was that the wikis were 
used successfully to create useful repositories 
for professional knowledge, and students found 
them useful and engaging. Most students were 
reluctant to edit the work of others, but consensus 
was reached over much of the content they cre-
ated, using discussion.

Further problems arose when two or more 
students attempted to edit the same page simultane-
ously. The software precluded such functionality, 
and this tended to frustrate students when they had 
ideas they wished to capture, and could not access 
the page to complete their work. Issues occurred 
when students posted haphazardly or produced 

disorganized content, leading to confusion or 
information overload. As a collaborative tool, 
then, the wiki was not completely and directly 
successful, but due to the use of additional tools 
such as the discussion group, students were able 
to collaborate indirectly. The wiki activities were 
useful as scaffolding tools to encourage students 
to use the space and maintain impetus throughout 
their program of study. Some students reported that 
they wrote more concisely and correctly on the 
wiki, and further research will ascertain whether 
these skills are transferable to assessed academic 
writing. Future use of the wiki in teacher educa-
tion will take these considerations into account.
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Chapter  3.18

ABSTRACT

This chapter examines how collaboration and 
knowledge management (KM) can be supported 
using wikis and related tools. A wiki is a web site 
that makes it easy for users to create, edit, and link 
pages without specialized tools. The chapter seeks 
to help readers understand what KM and wikis are, 
and when and why wikis can support collaboration 
and KM. The chapter identifies associated chal-
lenges and best practices. Organizations should 
assess cultural factors, recognize the differences 
between top-down and bottom-up approaches, 
and leverage the KM “market”. Projects should 
be iterative, focus on either mapping or capture, 
start with pilot projects and simple structures, 
and focus on key users and roles. Systems should 
be off-the-shelf, avoid “either-or” conflicts, and 

provide structures to facilitate common tasks. 
The chapter also discusses future directions and 
implications in these rapidly changing areas.

INTRODUCTION

This chapter examines how collaboration and 
knowledge management (KM) can be supported 
using wikis and related tools. A wiki is a web site 
that makes it easy for users to create, edit, and 
link pages without specialized tools. Knowledge 
management (KM) is “the leveraging of collective 
wisdom to increase responsiveness and innova-
tion” (Frappaolo, 2006, p. 8). The chapter seeks to 
help readers understand what KM and wikis are, 
and when and why wikis can support collabora-
tion and KM. It identifies associated challenges 
and best practices, and reviews complementary 
tools and techniques. It emphasizes the flexibility 
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of wikis, including the ease with which they can 
be used to prototype and refine user interfaces 
for KM tasks and activities. It also discusses fu-
ture directions and implications in these rapidly 
changing areas.

The chapter provides a multidisciplinary per-
spective, since effective collaboration involves 
a variety of disciplines, including business, soft-
ware development, psychology, and sociology. 
Throughout this chapter, “platform” refers to the 
underlying tool, which could be used in many 
settings, and “system” refers to a actual instance, 
with content that is specific to an organization.

The chapter draws on the author’s experiences 
using and contributing to several wiki platforms, 
teaching with wikis, and consulting for business, 
educational, and governmental organizations seek-
ing to use wikis for KM, as well as experiences 
working in global organizations and managing 
global virtual teams. In particular, many of the 
examples are based on consulting projects. In 
the first, referred to below as SalesCom, the 
author worked with sales and marketing staff in 
a international company to develop a wiki KM 
system for product information and marketing 
materials, so that SalesCom staff could make 
better use of existing materials based on product 
line, customer, or geographic region. In the sec-
ond, referred to below as EnginCom, a group of 
engineers created a wiki for their own use that 
gradually spread across the engineering depart-
ment, and the author reviewed the resulting KM 
system and recommended next steps. In the third 
example, referred to as ResourceOrg, a group of 
faculty (including the author) started a public web 
site to share teaching materials.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as 
follows. The Background section provides relevant 
background on KM, wikis characteristics in gen-
eral, and uses of wikis for collaboration and KM. 
The Challenges section presents some of the key 
challenges in using wikis for collaboration and 
KM, grouped into several categories. The Best 
Practices section identifies and discusses best 

practices for initiating and sustaining wiki-based 
systems for collaboration and KM, organized into 
several groups. The Future Directions section 
describes future directions in wikis and their use 
in collaboration and knowledge management, 
as well as some implications. The Conclusions 
section is followed by lists of references and ad-
ditional reading.

BACKGROUND

This section provides relevant background on 
knowledge management (KM), wikis character-
istics in general, and uses of wikis for collabora-
tion and KM.

Knowledge Management

Making better and more efficient use of the 
knowledge of people in an organization can have 
enormous benefits (e.g. O’Dell & Grayson, 1998, 
p. 8-9), particularly for knowledge-intensive work, 
where professionals often spend 20-25% of their 
time trying to find needed information (Koenig, 
2001). Our main focus is on collaboration for 
knowledge management and information sharing, 
either within an organization or in a (usually vir-
tual) community. However, there are other forms of 
collaboration, such as collaboration within a team 
with a specific objective (usually project-based).

O’Dell and Grayson (1998) describe how KM 
can provide business value in three main areas: 
customer relationships, best practices to improve 
internal operations, and new product development. 
At SalesCom, customer relationships were a major 
goal, while EnginCom’s KM system supported 
engineering operations and new product develop-
ment. The author worked with a third organization 
to develop a wiki to manage and review propos-
als for internal development projects in order to 
allocate resources more effectively.

Views of KM have changed and evolved 
over time (e.g. Snowden, 2002; Figallo & Rhine, 
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2002). Initially, KM focused on supporting deci-
sion making and business process reengineering 
by treating knowledge as a collection of objects 
that could be gathered and organized. However, in 
the mid-1990s, the emphasis shifted to describing 
and sharing knowledge, recognizing an important 
distinction between explicit knowledge, which is 
easily codified, and tacit knowledge, which is more 
difficult to articulate, but often more valuable. For 
example, product specifications and pricing are 
explicit, while skills to identify prospects, develop 
relationships, and make sales are largely tacit. The 
relationships between explicit and tacit knowledge 
led to the “SECI” model (Nonaka, 1991; Nonaka 
& Takeuchi, 1995):

Socialization: Tacit → Tacit
Externalization (or articulation): Tacit → Explicit
Combination: Explicit → Explicit
Internalization: Explicit → Tacit

Despite this shift in emphasis, over half of 
KM systems failed to meet expectations, often 
due to problems with user training and education 
(KPMG, 2000; summarized in Koenig, 2001). 
More recently, KM has shifted to focus on col-
laboration and interaction, since it is often easier 
and cheaper to help individuals and groups quickly 
locate others with relevant knowledge, rather than 
attempting to codify and catalog knowledge that 
may not be needed or used. Thus, Frappaolo (2006) 
identifies four ways to use or apply knowledge:

1.  Intermediation: connect knowledge seekers 
with providers

2.  Externalization: capture knowledge in 
external repository

3.  Internalization: extract knowledge from 
external repository

4.  Cognition: apply knowledge to make 
decisions

For example, at SalesCom knowledge is ex-
ternalized when a sales representative adds notes 

from a sales call to a KM system, and internalized 
when another rep accesses those notes. Interme-
diation occurs when the second rep contacts the 
first to learn more, and cognition occurs when the 
reps change their tactics based on this knowledge.

KM projects that require significant up-front 
investments are usually initiated top-down, 
which also provides higher visibility, access to 
resources, and high-level champions, although it 
may be harder to convince people to invest the 
time and energy in a system when the individual 
benefits are not yet clear. As KM priorities have 
shifted and the cost of supporting IT systems has 
decreased, it has become easier and more common 
to start bottom-up, using small, self-selected pilot 
projects in which small groups address problems 
or opportunities that matter to them. Such proj-
ects generally require fewer resources, can start 
quietly, and can be extended once they have 
proven themselves. The author has worked with 
multiple organizations (including both SalesCom 
and EnginCom) where a wiki-based KM platform 
was installed on an extra desktop or laptop in a 
few days. After the system is properly configured, 
adding additional groups or projects is simple. 
Once the value of the system is clear, it is much 
easier to obtain resources and other support to 
expand and improve the system.

KM can be distinguished from other manage-
ment trends by three characteristics (Snowden, 
2006). First, KM has origins in several different 
domains. Second, KM focuses more on improving 
productivity. Third, KM encourages distributed 
collaboration rather than centralized control and 
IT systems. However, Snowden also argues that 
technology and other standards have been em-
phasized prematurely, and that the SECI is not a 
good general model for KM.

Wikis

A wiki is a web site with several distinctive features. 
(To distinguish the site from the supporting soft-
ware, the latter is referred to as the wiki platform.) 
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First, and most notably, wiki pages (also called 
topics) can be created, edited, and linked together 
using a standard web browser, with little or no 
specialized knowledge or experience. Initially, 
most wiki platforms used plain text or simplified 
markup conventions, but increasingly they include 
or support graphical text editors. Second, wikis 
store all previous versions of each page, including 
the author and time of the change. This enables 
users to review the page’s history and evolution, 
and to easily undo accidental or malicious changes, 
which is particularly important for wikis (such as 
WikiPedia, described below) with a culture of open 
access. Third, wikis try to separate the content 
of a specific page from the visual appearance of 
the overall site. Thus, users can focus on putting 
the right content in each page, while graphic de-
signers and the wiki platform provide consistent 
headers, footers, menus, color, fonts, and other 
details, so that the wiki looks like a coherent 
site, not a random assortment of pages. The first 
wiki was developed in 1994-1995 by Ward Cun-
ningham (Leuf & Cunningham, 2002); “wiki” is 
a Hawaiian word for “quick”. Currently there are 
over 100 wiki platforms, with a wide variety of 
characteristics and features (CosmoCode, 2008). 
Most wiki platforms are open source but there are 
also commercial platforms (see table 1).

Unlike other web sites or documents which 
are often controlled by a few gatekeepers, wikis 
make it easy to create, edit, and link content, so 
wikis can be used for personnel directories, sched-
uling, and other dynamic applications. For ex-
ample, the author often uses wikis to collaborate 
on grant proposals or other writing projects, since 
all authors have access to the most current version. 
At the same time, the wiki version history enables 
people to see who made specific changes, and 
view or reinstate previous versions of a page if 
necessary. Wikis also make it easy for people to 
progress gradually from adding comments and 
making minor changes to more complex format-
ting and larger restructuring. Wikis impose rela-
tively little structure on content, so it is easy to 
adjust the site’s navigational structure, or provide 
multiple parallel structures for different uses. This 
flexibility can also lead to confusion, particu-
larly for newly created wikis; it helps to have 
designated facilitators, and adopt patterns, prac-
tices, and structures that have worked well else-
where (Mader, 2008).

Probably the best known wiki is Wikipedia, 
“the free encyclopedia that anyone can edit” 
with over 2.5 million articles in English. People 
unfamiliar with wikis often assume incorrectly 
that Wikipedia is a typical wiki (Mader, 2008, 

Table 1. Some popular wiki platforms 

Wiki URL Open Source? Notes

DokuWiki docuwiki.org Y PHP

FosWiki foswiki.org Y Perl

MediaWiki mediawiki.org Y PHP, used by Wikipedia

MoinMoin moinmo.in Y Python

PmWiki pmwiki.org Y PHP

TikiWiki tikiwiki.org Y PHP

TWiki twiki.org Y Perl

Confluence atlassian.com N hosted or installed

PBwiki pbwiki.com N hosted

SocialText socialtext.com N hosted

WikiSpaces wikispaces.com N hosted
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p. 25), but there are important differences. For 
example, Wikipedia allows anonymous editing of 
most pages, while many wikis restrict access to 
members of a particular community, or are only 
available via an institutional intranet. Wikipedia 
is primarily an encyclopedia (although it also has 
areas for discussion, and to describe its internal 
processes), but wikis can support collaborative 
editing, discussion, and other uses. Wikipedia en-
tries have been proposed as conceptual identifiers 
for KM (Hepp, Siorpaes, & Bachlechner, 2007), 
and their history provides rich data for models 
of collaborative editing (e.g. Priedhorsky, Chen, 
Lam, Panciera, Terveen, & Reidl, 2007; Viégas, 
Wattenberg, & Dave, 2004; Viégas, Wattenberg, 
& McKeon, 2007).

Nearly all wiki platforms provide keyword 
searching, and can allow users to attach images or 
other (formatted) documents to wiki pages. Most 
platforms also support authentication and authori-
zation to determine who can access which pages, 
and what actions they can perform. However, many 
wikis, including Wikipedia, have a strong tradition 
of minimizing restrictions, and using community 
norms and the page history to prevent or correct 
problems. Finally, many platforms also make it 
easy to add new capabilities to the wiki without 
a detailed knowledge of the internal workings. 
“It’s impossible for a software vendor to please 
everybody, and it’s not a good business decision 
to do so, because the vendor should be focused on 
building an amazing, high-quality core product” 
(Mader, 2008, p. 54). As a result, the more popular 
wiki platforms have rich collections of extensions 
and customizations; MediaWiki, the platform 
used by Wikipedia, has over 1000 extensions. 
For example, the author has developed several 
extensions to support KM, including a TWiki 
module to help manage bibliographic entries, 
and other TWiki enhancements to allow users to 
weight search results.

Wikis for Collaboration and 
Knowledge Management

Wikis have a variety of uses in KM, and their 
potential has been described in the popular press 
(e.g. Hof, 2004; Swisher, 2004). Wikis are particu-
larly well suited for collaboration and interactive 
information design; “the chief difference between 
the wiki and more traditional content management 
(CM) or knowledge management (KM) systems is 
structure. … the wiki starts off with the minimum 
possible structure and grows a custom structure 
based on how each person, team, or project uses 
it” (Mader, 2008, p. 41). Wikis can help to codify 
explicit knowledge and map tacit knowledge, 
since content, pages, sections, and navigational 
schemes can easily be added or modified. For 
example, in ResourceOrg, resources were orga-
nized using three parallel ways: by discipline, by 
depth of knowledge (e.g. basic, intermediate, and 
advanced); and by when in the project lifecycle 
the resources are most relevant. This allowed 
users to browse the content in a variety of ways 
depending on their perspective and needs.

Wikis are used for KM in a variety of set-
tings, including university courses and libraries 
(e.g. Blake, 2006; Fichter, 2006; Glogowski & 
Steiner, 2008; Raman, Ryan, & Olfman, 2005), 
sales and marketing, and engineering. Chau and 
Maurer (2005) describe a case study of a software 
company that used a wiki to exchange ideas, docu-
ment decisions and rationales, share social infor-
mation, identify experts, and coordinate project 
tasks and collaboration. Users were motivated by 
the presence of needed information, ease of use, 
desire to help others, as well as encouragement 
from management. Most of the top contributors 
were developers, and none were managers, sug-
gesting that the wiki was mostly self-organized. 
58% of the content was in unstructured formats, 
demonstrating the roles of both tacit and explicit 
knowledge. 80% of read-accesses were to just 
over 20% of the pages, and 25% were to the top 
10 pages. Similarly, 10 users made 75% of con-
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tributions, and 5 made 55%. This pattern of wiki 
use and users is typical.

Majchrzak, Wagner, and Yates (2006) surveyed 
168 wiki users to understand why and how wikis 
are used in corporate settings. Most are used for 
KM in areas ranging from software development 
and project management to technical support, sales 
and marketing, and research and development. 
The median respondents use wikis that are 12-24 
months old, with an average of 12 contributors and 
25 other users, suggesting that most wikis are used 
within groups rather than across organizations. 
Older wikis tend to have more accesses and more 
participants, suggesting that wikis are sustainable 
beyond short-term projects. For contributors, 
the wiki makes their own work easier; improves 
knowledge reuse, collaboration, and process im-
provement; and enhances their reputation.

KM can benefit from other features and capa-
bilities, which can be provided by wikis or other 
tools (see Figallo & Rhine, 2002, ch 7; Wagner, 
2004). In some cases a wiki platform may provide 
enough functionality to obviate the need for other 
tools, simplifying the environment for users and IT 
staff. In other situations, a wiki can be the portal 
that accesses other tools which provide benefits 
that justify additional integration and learning. 
For example, the Trac project management system 
includes a wiki component which can automati-
cally link to tasks in the task tracking component 
and to files in the source code control system 
component. More structured information can be 
stored in traditional databases or in appropriate 
wiki pages; for example, TWiki enables users to 
define specific fields in a form, which can then 
be associated with pages; this is used in workflow 
applications such as document management and 
tracking tasks, defects, and features, including 
TWiki’s own defect tracking system. Blogging 
can be useful for unstructured KM (Cayzer, 2000), 
particularly if supported by tagging and search ca-
pabilities. Threaded discussion forums are useful 
for archiving conversations; for example, every 
article in Wikipedia has a corresponding “talk” 

page for discussion about the article. Blogs and 
discussion forums make it easy to share thoughts 
and best practices, but they tend to focus on the 
process of collaboration rather than the result, 
and so they may be less effective at summarizing 
best practices and other knowledge in ways that 
facilitate reuse.

The design and implementation of a system 
and its underlying platform, and the resulting user 
experience, can also facilitate (or discourage) 
participation and collaboration. Wikis allow users 
to focus more on content and less on the overall 
appearance of a page, which can be customized 
by a graphic designer. The wiki’s version history 
makes it easy to view or restore previous versions 
of a page, so that fewer security restrictions are 
necessary. Many wiki platforms allow users to 
create and continually refine templates for new 
pages. Increasingly, wikis provide ways to define 
and use more structured data, allowing further 
customization by users.

Thus, the net effect of these wiki features 
(templates, structured data, ease of search and 
navigation) is that non-technical users can quickly 
prototype and iteratively refine customized user 
interfaces for their KM tasks, without special-
ized tools and with limited support. As specific 
areas or tasks within the system become popular 
or important, they can be refined and improved 
incrementally.

CHALLENGES

Using wikis for collaboration and KM presents 
a number of challenges, which can be grouped 
into three categories, discussed in the following 
sections: organizational issues, tool and platform 
tradeoffs, and larger trends.
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Organizational Issues

A first set of challenges involve organizational 
issues, including barriers to the spread of best 
practices, and incentives for participation.

KM systems are usually intended to help 
share best practices. However, Szulanski (1994) 
reports that best practices can take over two years 
to spread across an organization, and identifies 
several barriers. People might not know that 
needed information is available within the or-
ganization, or might not appreciate its benefits. 
Furthermore, they might lack the time, resources, 
or existing relationships needed to utilize available 
information. O’Dell and Grayson (1998, pp. 18ff) 
identify five similar barriers: organizational silos, 
reluctance to use ideas developed elsewhere, lack 
of common perspectives and terminology, focus-
ing on explicit rather than tacit knowledge, and 
a lack of time or other resources. KM initiatives 
and systems are intended to help overcome such 
barriers. Furthermore, note that the effective use 
of a KM system entails additional best practices 
involving the KM process.

A variety of techniques can be used to address 
these challenges. Creating glossary pages can help 
to bridge terminology problems. Initially, it may 
help to focus on specific groups or sub-organi-
zations, where people have shared perspectives 
and mutual trust. For example, at EnginCom, one 
engineering group developed a KM system, and 
other related groups found it useful, which led to 
broader adoption. Another useful technique is to 
identify common document types or actions and 
develop corresponding tools, to make it easier for 
people to contribute to the KM system. Most wiki 
platforms allow users to create templates that are 
used for new pages, and some support fields for 
multiple-choice, numeric, or other data. For ex-
ample, SalesCom defined templates for sales call 
reports and for monthly status reports. The author 
helped another organization to develop forms to 
help people submit and review project proposals.

Participation is critical to system success. 
People must be confident that collaborating and 
using the KM system will help them find needed 
knowledge. Furthermore, they must be willing 
to contribute their own knowledge. However, 
“people rarely give away valuable possessions 
(including knowledge) without expecting some-
thing in return” (Davenport & Prusak, 2000, p. 
26). Thus, it is important to understand both the 
roles and incentives of people who use the system.

In most KM systems, the vast majority of the 
content is contributed by a few people, and most 
people contribute rarely (if ever), although they 
may well use knowledge in the system; this is il-
lustrated in Figure 1. According to Nielsen (2006), 
in most online communities 1% of participants 
contribute most of the content; 9% contribute 
occasionally, and 90% read but never contrib-
ute, while Wikipedia the frequencies are closer 
to 0.003%, 0.2%, and 99.8% - i.e., 1000 users 
contribute 2/3 of the content. Nielsen observes 
that it is impossible to overcome this inequality, 
but suggests some ways to encourage broader 
participation. A particular KM system probably 
has an optimal distribution, even if it cannot be 
calculated. If too few people contribute, they may 
become overwhelmed, or the system may not be 
useful. On the other hand, in some situations a 
KM system run by a few knowledgeable or well-
connected brokers might function quite well. At 
the other extreme, if too many people contribute, 
it may be difficult to find the truly useful knowl-
edge. Some online communities find that modest 
barriers result in higher quality (e.g. Taylor, 2007); 
this may also be true for KM projects.

There are many ways to encourage participa-
tion, although they can have unexpected draw-
backs. Organizations can hire or assign staff to 
create content, in order to help bootstrap the KM 
system so that it contains more information. 
However, this may lead other users to assume that 
contributing content is the sole responsibility of 
those assigned staff. Organizations can provide 
explicit incentives, although these may decrease 
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intrinsic motivation, or be manipulated. Often, a 
more productive tactic is to find ways for the KM 
system to simplify or streamline work that is al-
ready being done. For example, regular reports 
can be entered directly into the system rather than 
being sent to a manager for review.

Tool and Platform Tradeoffs

A second set of challenges involve tradeoffs in the 
design of the wiki platform (or other KM tools) 
and in the design of a particular KM system.

The KM system should be easy to use. Since 
(as described above) most people use it rarely and 
briefly, the system should not require experience 
or training in order to start seeking or contributing 
content. It should also be easy to add new content 
or structures to the system. At the same time, a 
smaller group of people contributes most of the 
content and does most of the editing and organiz-
ing. These users expect (and may be more willing 
to invest time learning) powerful tools to search, 
format, categorize, and restructure content. Some 
of these users will evolve gradually from the first 
group, so the system should support and encour-
age a gradual transition between these groups. 
Similarly, larger organizations need systems that 
scale well to hundreds or thousands of users, 
with different needs and in different locations; a 
tool intended for small groups may have trouble 
scaling to enterprise uses. For example, TWiki’s 

default search engine searches every page and 
returns an alphabetical list of pages containing 
given keywords. This may be sufficient for a small 
system, but is inadequate for a system with thou-
sands of pages. Fortunately, TWiki has extensions 
to create search indexes, and to weight results 
by importance. Another example of this tradeoff 
is the use of formatting in wikis. Initially, most 
wikis supported only plain text, with a limited set 
of formatting options using special conventions 
(e.g. “*bold*” or “_underlined_”). This made it 
simple to edit, search, and format content, and 
many early wiki users were technical users who 
were already familiar with using such conventions. 
Over time, wikis added more formatting options, 
and attracted users who were less comfortable 
with such conventions, and more accustomed to 
WYSIWYG word processing tools. As a result, 
wikis began to support WYSIWYG editors, 
although most still convert text into a different 
markup format for storage, which presents other 
problems. (Such editors were rare when wikis 
were first developed, so perhaps the emphasis on 
plain text was at least partly a rationalization of 
technical limitations.) There is a clear trend toward 
more complete (and complex) formatting options, 
in the near future, this should be the default for 
most major wiki platforms.

There are also tradeoffs between flexibility and 
structure. Although ease of creating and editing 
content is a great advantage, a wiki system can start 
to resemble a used bookstore with an enormous 
inventory but no way to locate specific items, 
or even know if a particular item exists. Some 
structure can help to avoid such problems, but too 
much can discourage users. Similarly, although 
most wikis encourage a flexible security model 
where anyone can edit any content, in many cases 
a more restricted model is necessary because of 
organizational politics, legal requirements (such 
as non-disclosure agreements), or other reasons.

Finally, there are tradeoffs between an em-
phasis on adding new content and an emphasis 
on refining existing content. A system focused 

Figure 1. Model of KM contributors
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on adding new content might emphasize features 
to support threaded discussion, comments on 
existing content, and attaching files. However, 
searching through pages of discussion or attach-
ments in a variety of formats can be inefficient 
and frustrating. In contrast, a system focused on 
refining existing content might discourage such 
features, and emphasize tagging, indexing, and 
collaborative editing to produce fewer but more 
reliable and more usable resources. However, this 
emphasis also requires more effort on the part 
of contributors. Of course, these tradeoffs also 
depend on organization culture and incentives, 
as discussed above.

Larger Trends

A third and final set of challenges involve larger 
trends that affect collaboration and KM.

The rapid pace of change in information 
technology presents both benefits and challenges. 
Some of today’s technical limitations (such 
as processing speed, disk space, and network 
bandwidth) may disappear within a few years. 
At the same time, there will be new challenges 
and limitations as systems strive to incorporate 
more and larger data objects, including images, 
audio, and video. It is difficult to predict what 
new applications and opportunities will appear, 
even in the next few years, which makes it dif-
ficult to design current platforms and systems to 
address future needs. For example, the Semantic 
Web (Antoniou & van Harmelen, 2004; Berners-
Lee, Fensel, Hendler, Lieberman, & Wahlster, 
2005) will annotate content using standardized 
taxonomies to make it easier for computers to 
perform search and analysis tasks currently done 
by humans. Some experimental wikis and related 
tools incorporate semantic concepts (e.g. Cayzer, 
2004; Schaffert, 2006).

There are also challenges from the increasing 
role of collaboration (particularly virtual collabo-
ration) in peoples’ lives. As described above, KM 
systems have evolved from archival databases 

designed to support executive decision making to 
system to support continual collaboration across 
and between organizations. It is increasingly com-
mon to work in virtual teams that span locations, 
organization, time zones, and national boundaries 
(e.g. Duarte & Snyder, 2000; Pinsonneault & Caya, 
2005; Powell, Piccoli, & Ives, 2004). People are 
increasingly comfortable socializing, networking, 
and collaborating with people they have never met 
face to face. As a result, tools for collaboration 
and KM are used by a wider variety of people for 
a wider variety of tasks. Popular conceptions of 
how systems should work and what they should be 
able to do are increasingly driven by a few major 
providers. Thus, people expect every search tool 
to work as well as Google and every text editor 
to work as well as Microsoft Word or Open Of-
fice, which presents daunting challenges for other 
vendors and products.

BEST PRACTICES

The following sections identify and discuss best 
practices for initiating and sustaining wiki-based 
systems for collaboration and KM, organized into 
three groups: organizational factors, project fac-
tors, and tool and platform factors.

Organizational Factors

Assess Organizational Culture

Organizational culture has a strong impact on 
KM projects, and particularly on wiki-based 
projects that depend on a variety of people con-
tributing, editing, and maintaining. DeMarco and 
Lister (1999, p. 4) remind software developers 
that “the major problems of our work are not so 
much technological as sociological in nature” 
(original emphasis). Thus, organizations should 
address cultural issues before focusing on techni-
cal details, particularly for a wiki, which “cannot 
function without a community and should not 
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be considered separately from it” (Blake, 2006). 
For KM systems to be effective, the organiza-
tional culture must value sharing over hording; 
this can be a challenge when the organization is 
facing rapid change, when employees compete 
with each other, or when they worry about job 
security. People must believe that they (as well as 
others) will benefit from contributing knowledge, 
and that their contributions will not be exploited, 
used against them, or attacked unfairly (Figallo & 
Rhine, 2002, p. 114). It is difficult for other factors 
to overcome cultural problems; “if the process of 
sharing and transfer is not inherently rewarding, 
celebrated, and supported by the culture, then 
artificial rewards won’t have much effect and can 
make people feel cynical” (O’Dell & Grayson, 
1998, p. 82).

At SalesCom, sharing product information 
helps sales and marketing staff work more ef-
fectively. Similarly, materials developed for one 
client can be adapted for other clients, as long as 
the original author is confident that their generos-
ity will be reciprocated. Closely knit engineering 
groups at EnginCom may be eager to share within 
the group, but more wary of sharing knowledge 
with other groups that compete for internal re-
sources. Conversely, it is very difficult to create 
effect KM in broader, less cohesive groups. Many 
public KM sites, including ResourceOrg, fail to 
reach critical mass; visitors don’t see enough use-
ful content, and so are reluctant to invest energy 
to contribute content of their own.

Top-Down or Bottom Up?

It is important to determine whether a specific 
KM project is being initiated top-down or bot-
tom-up, and plan accordingly. Particularly with 
wikis, both approaches are feasible. As discussed 
above, in the 1990s KM projects often needed a 
top-down mandate to obtain required resources 
for technology, integration, and training. A high-
level champion can help provide resources and 
support, and help to align personal and business 

incentives. Even if participation is mandated, a 
champion should model participation and continu-
ally remind others to participate (Charman, 2006). 
However, Charman also points out that top-down 
approaches can stall when the mandate changes 
or priorities shift, and that bottom-up approaches 
are preferable because they are more likely to 
become self-sustaining. A wiki’s low cost, ease 
of use, and general flexibility make it possible 
for KM projects to start within small groups and 
gradually grow in size and scope. Thus, in most 
situations, a bottom-up approach is preferable, 
and most of the project factors discussed below 
focus on bottom-up projects.

A bottom-up approach worked well at Engin-
Com, although it led to problems later when the 
engineering groups were reluctant to switch from 
their organic KM system to a different system 
deployed by the organizational IT department. 
It also worked at SalesCom, where the project’s 
original sponsors could demonstrate a working 
system before requested high-level support for 
broader deployment.

Understand and Manage 
the KM Market

Recognize that the KM system is a market (in the 
economic sense). There are sellers who provide 
or offer knowledge, and buyers who need or want 
knowledge. There are also brokers who try to bring 
buyers and sellers together. A factor analysis of 
wiki contributions (Majchrzak, Wagner, & Yates, 
2006, see above) identifies a fourth role: editors 
who integrate and (re-)organize existing content. 
People and organizations perform these roles, but 
so do systems and tools – the system is a broker, 
and improvements to its user interface (particularly 
its search, navigation, and authoring functions) 
can enhance the efficiency of the market. Mader 
(2008, p. 12) identifies additional roles in wiki, 
including some roles which make the system less 
efficient or less productive. Although most markets 
assume that buyers and sellers exchange goods 
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directly, markets such as KM systems where this 
does not occur can be understand using “balanced 
value flows” (Ghosh, 2005).

People and organizations perform the roles of 
seller, buyer, broker, and editor for a variety of 
reasons. Clearly, a buyer hopes to obtain useful 
knowledge from the system; but the incentives 
for sellers, brokers, and editors are less obvious, 
and thus more important to understand. “One of 
the challenges of knowledge management is to 
ensure that knowledge sharing is rewarded more 
than knowledge hoarding” (Davenport & Prusak, 
2000, p. 29). Incentives can be considered from 
several perspectives. Davenport and Prusak (2000, 
p. 31-34) identify three categories. Reciprocity is 
usually the most important - people give because 
they expect to receive. Next is repute; having a 
reputation for being knowledgeable can lead to 
greater reciprocity, job security, and other indirect 
benefits. Finally, there is altruism, where people 
don’t care about immediate benefits; this may 
depend on organizational culture. Figallo and 
Rhine (2002, p. 217) identify four categories of 
incentives. Some are purely personal, such as a 
desire to help, learn, or achieve respect. Others 
are cultural, based on organizational norms. A 
third group of incentives are goal-oriented, such 
as a desire to get work done faster or to save 
money. Finally, some are compensatory; people 
may receive salary or bonuses for participating, 
or when their contributions benefit others.

At both SalesCom and EnginCom, many 
users are both sellers and buyers, so reciprocity 
and repute are key incentives. At EnginCom, the 
system is organized as a set of largely separate 
wikis for individual groups, so that each group 
can effectively edit its own content. Conversely, 
SalesCom has one system for the entire sales 
organization, so that standards are most difficult 
to establish, and over time there is likely to be a 
greater need for editors. This is a clear problem 
on public wikis used for technical support – there 
can be multiple pages chronicling attempts to 
answer similar questions, making it more difficult 

for users to find the best answers efficiently. Note 
that compensatory incentives must be chosen 
carefully, however; SalesCom offered a bonus for 
employees who made the most contributions to 
a new KM system; as a result, some employees 
uploaded large collections of documents without 
really considering or appreciating how useful they 
would be for others.

Project Factors

Test Fast, Fail Fast, Adjust Fast

This slogan is attributed to Tom Peters, and rapid 
iteration is also central to many software devel-
opment methodologies; it is probably the most 
important advice for any new project. Try the 
simplest thing that seems likely to work, check to 
see how well it works, and then decide what to do 
next. More structured “waterfall”-style processes 
may be necessary when deploying large enterprise 
systems, but wikis are so flexible that a more agile, 
iterative approach is generally more successful. 
Problems can be detected and correctly quickly, 
and once a few groups are using the system suc-
cessfully, they provide good models for other 
groups to follow.

At SalesCom, search capabilities were en-
hanced using this approach. Initially, searching the 
system produced a list of all pages that matched the 
search string, listed alphabetically. People quickly 
noticed (and complained) when results near the 
top of the list were less useful than results further 
down. The search system was modified to count 
the number of matches, and display pages with the 
most matches first. This was a clear improvement, 
but some users suggested that pages which had the 
search term in the title or section headings should 
appear earlier in the list, prompting more changes.

Mapping or Capture?

Decide whether the goal is to map the location of 
knowledge that exists in people, organizations, or 
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other IT system, or to capture knowledge in the 
system where other people can access it. Hansen, 
Nohria, and Tierney (1999) review approaches 
to KM, and conclude that organizations need to 
decide strategically whether to emphasize explicit 
or tacit knowledge, because this decision has 
far-reaching implications. Those that emphasize 
explicit knowledge should try to capture knowl-
edge in materials that can easily be reused or 
customized for different purposes; this requires a 
larger investment for infrastructure, creating, and 
disseminating, but once materials are developed 
they can be reused very efficiently. On the other 
hand, organizations that emphasize tacit knowl-
edge should try to create maps to make it easy to 
identify and connect with experts; this is easier to 
create, but there is less potential for reuse. Wikis 
can be adapted to either strategy, or to a combina-
tion. The collaborative editing capabilities allow 
experts to contribute more explicit knowledge 
to the system, while the wiki version history can 
help to identify experts in particular topics so that 
they can be contacted directly.

In the author’s experiences, most wiki KM 
systems begin by capturing explicit knowledge, 
usually by uploading or copying and pasting 
content that already exists within the organiza-
tion. Common mapping techniques include 
departmental directories, user home pages that 
describe responsibilities and interests, and links 
to external resources. However, it is common for 
mapping to gradually emerge in the KM system, 
particularly when the system uses social network-
ing features, such as comments, discussion forums, 
frequently asked questions, and ways to rate the 
quality of information in the system. People can 
then identify experts from the frequency and reli-
ability of their contributions to related topics in 
the wiki. Researchers are investigating ways to 
assess the reliability of wiki content and authors 
(e.g. Priedhorsky Chen, Lam, Panciera, Terveen, 
& Riedl, 2007; Viégas, Wattenberg, & Dave, 
2004; Viégas, Wattenberg, & McKeon, 2007); in 

the near future, wikis should incorporate tools for 
automatic assessment.

Pilot Projects

Appropriate pilot projects are important to get 
collaboration and KM started in safe, supported 
environments, with supporting structures and 
examples that will help the system expand in the 
future (Mader, 2008, p. 63). Initially, pilots should 
be small enough to be manageable; it’s better to 
do one thing well than many things poorly. At the 
same time, pilots need to big enough to illustrate 
the system’s value; it might be unnecessary if 
all of the participants work in the same office 
and can speak to each other directly. The people 
involved in the pilot should be open to new ap-
proaches, focused enough to be successful, but 
diverse enough to be representative of the roles 
and attitudes across the organization.

Pilot projects worked well at SalesCom and 
EnginCom – in both cases, wikis were initially 
developed by small groups who could experiment 
freely and adjust as needed. In contrast, Resource-
Org started by designing high-level structures and 
supporting tools, some of which were never used.

Simple but Representative Structures

Albert Einstein is quoted as saying “Make ev-
erything as simple as possible, but not simpler.” 
This is certainly true of wikis for collaboration 
and KM. Keep the initial structure simple so that 
users can understand it and so that it can adapt as 
the KM system evolves. At the same time, make 
the structure complete enough that users can see 
how the larger system will work (Blake, 2006). 
Remember that “all models are wrong, but some 
are useful” (Box & Draper, 1987, p. 424); provide 
structure to help people be productive, rather 
than trying to address all possible problems in 
a comprehensive structure that isn’t relevant to 
immediate needs. Also, match parts of the wiki 
structure to the organizational structure. Conway 
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(1968) famously observed that system designs 
(particularly in software) mirror the structures 
of the organizations that produce them. Ensure 
that each team, department, or division using the 
system has a home page, with links to parent, 
child, and sibling units. Fortunately, in a wiki it 
is easy to maintain multiple navigation structures, 
so knowledge can also be accessed in other ways.

SalesCom developed templates for the most 
common pages; period reviews of new pages will 
help to identify opportunities for more templates. 
Initially, SalesCom imposed very little structure, 
although this may present challenges as the system 
grows. Conversely, EnginCom chose to create a 
separate structure for each engineering group, 
which makes it easier for people to find content 
from their own group, but may inhibit the sharing 
of information across groups.

Identify Key Users and Roles

Identify key groups of users in the organization, 
and then identify and work to understand the key 
users and roles within those groups. Help each 
group learn to adapt the wiki to its needs. Work 
to convert key users into project evangelists who 
can engage others, and work to convert evangelists 
into trainers, since they have valuable insight 
into how others in their group work and how they 
could benefit from the project (Charman, 2006). 
Look for emerging patterns or needs that can be 
leveraged to help the rest of the organization. For 
example, Mader (2008, p. 12) describes a variety 
of common user roles as patterns to be sought out 
and developed, as well as some “anti-patterns” 
to be avoided.

At both SalesCom and EnginCom, the wiki 
KM systems were initiated by typical users (sales 
and marketing staff, and engineers, respectively), 
with technical support from external consultants. 
However, both organizations may encounter 
problems when they expand their KM systems 
to organizational units that were not involved in 
the initial pilot.

System and Platform Factors

Buy or Borrow, Don’t Build

Use existing platforms and tools whenever pos-
sible, and build or extend them in house only as 
a last resort. It is generally more cost effective to 
use mature open source projects or commercial 
products. Such platforms provide a variety of ben-
efits that many not be apparent initially. Because 
they have survived in a competitive marketplace, 
they are more likely to be well designed, with 
robust architectures and usable interfaces. They 
have larger user bases, so it is more likely that 
problems have been identified and corrected, and 
that expert consultants are available to assist with 
configuration and customization. The major open 
source wikis, for example, have many extension 
modules to address specific problems, and main-
tain lists of people and organizations that provide 
consulting services. At the same time, O’Dell and 
Grayson (1998, pp. 88-89) recommend spending 
less than 1/3 of project resources on IT, and argue 
that more valuable knowledge, including tacit 
knowledge, should often use simple solutions. 
As discussed above, it is better to start simply, 
and add complexity only as needed.

Both SalesCom and EnginCom started with 
a mature wiki platform that provided most key 
features. At EnginCom in-house staff installed and 
maintained the system, and an external consultant 
was hired to review the system and recommend 
improvements. SalesCom invested in several days 
of consulting to install and configure the system 
and provide informal training to a few lead users, 
with additional consulting to review and enhance 
the system. At SalesCom, the KM system contains 
many attached files in a variety of formats; rather 
than paying consultants to enhance the wiki plat-
form to search these files, SalesCom will probably 
purchase a commercial search appliance.
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“Both-And” not “Either-Or”

Some of the challenges discussed above were 
presented as tradeoffs between options that ap-
pear mutually exclusive, but at times it is possible 
to achieve “both-and” rather than “either-or”. 
Thus, user interfaces can be both easy to use and 
powerful. For example, advanced features can 
be hidden from novice users, and then gradually 
revealed over time (through a “tip of the day” 
feature), via user preferences, or by monitoring 
user activity to predict likely next steps (e.g. 
Borges & Levene, 1999; Perkowitz & Etzioni, 
2000). Achieving “both-and” is often the result 
of extensive experimentation and testing, which 
is yet more justification for using existing plat-
forms and tools.

In the wiki KM system at SalesCom, users 
can sign up to receive email notifications when 
particular pages are modified. The wiki syntax 
used to specify these notifications is flexible and 
powerful, but confusing to novice or occasional 
users. Thus, the system was modified so that each 
pages includes a simple subscribe/unsubscribe 
button; this is much easier to use, but advanced 
users still have access to the underlying syntax.

Develop Supporting Structures

One the platform and system are in place, look for 
ways to facilitate common tasks. For example, cre-
ate templates for common page types; most wikis 
can do this easily, and a template makes it easier 
to create new pages quickly and consistently. For 
example, it is often useful to have templates for 
individuals, departments or other organizational 
groups, cross-functional project teams, competi-
tors, clients, and key products or product lines. 
Some wikis (e.g. TWiki) support user-defined 
forms for more structured data. Some wikis also 
support tagging, where pages can be annotated 
with user-selected keywords, which can then be 
used to organize and visualize pages in ways not 
anticipated by the original navigational structure. 

Such features should become more common and 
mature as wikis and other content management 
platforms continue to converge. Most of the popu-
lar wikis encourage the development of extension 
modules; this requires more time, expertise, or 
consulting support, but may be appropriate for 
tasks with special requirements. Finally, recognize 
that platforms provide a framework that imposes 
structure and good practices, but most of this can 
be changed as the real needs of the system become 
more apparent.

As described above, SalesCom developed tem-
plates for common documents. As people become 
more comfortable using the KM system to access 
explicit knowledge, they may become more will-
ing to use other parts of the system, particularly 
some of the social networking features that can 
facilitate access to tacit knowledge.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

This section describes future directions in wikis 
and their use in collaboration and knowledge 
management, as well as some implications.

KM will continue to develop as a source of 
competitive advantage, as will the best practices 
for how to manage (or enable) knowledge. As 
organizational structures become flatter, more col-
laborative, and more interconnected, KM systems 
will becomes more common, more connected, and 
more distributed, which will require “federated” 
tools to integrate and connect knowledge across 
and even between enterprises. More people will 
need or want to use KM systems, and they will 
have a wider variety of backgrounds, attitudes, 
and expertise. As a result, businesses and aca-
demic institutions will face new challenges and 
opportunities in helping people learn to starting 
using such tools quickly while at the same time 
develop deeper mastery when appropriate.

Wikis will continue their rapid evolution. In-
creasing numbers of occasional and non-technical 
users will make ease of use even more important. 
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Thus, more wikis may include features to support 
usability testing. Wikis will provide better support 
for formatted and structured text, and for non-text 
data, such as graphics, pictures, audio, and video. 
The increasing volume of content will drive more 
sophisticated search and navigation tools, includ-
ing formal taxonomies and user-generated tags 
for semantic analysis, and adaptive or predictive 
navigation (e.g. (e.g. Borges & Levene, 1999; 
Perkowitz & Etzioni, 2000). As wikis are used 
by larger and more traditional organizations, 
their security and permissions will become more 
sophisticated, which may lead to tension with the 
historically open wiki culture. Wikis and other 
content management platforms will overlap and 
converge. There will be fewer, more capable, and 
more differentiated platforms; others will fail to 
maintain a critical mass of users and developers. 
This consolidation will be difficult, but ultimately 
beneficial.

Wikis will continue to be valuable for col-
laboration and KM, particularly in areas and 
organizations with extensive tacit knowledge, or 
explicit knowledge which evolves quickly and is 
this not conducive to more structured KM systems. 
As wiki-based KM systems grow in scope and 
are used in larger organizations, they will need to 
strike a balance between consistency, for enhanced 
efficiency, and customization, to adapt to the ever 
changing knowledge landscape.

In addition to the organizational and techni-
cal opportunities described above, there will 
be other research opportunities, particularly in 
the social sciences. Collaboration tools, such as 
wikis, discussion forums, task tracking systems, 
and version control systems, provide a rich data 
source which can be mined in a variety of ways 
(e.g. Borges & Levene, 1999; Jensen & Scacchi, 
2007). In addition to studies focused on how people 
use specific tools, such data could also support 
studies of how people learn and different styles of 
learning, particularly for adult learners. There are 
also opportunities to study how KM systems and 
other virtual communities grow and evolve over 

time, including their norms and expectations for 
participation (e.g. O’Mahony & Ferraro, 2007).

CONCLUSION

This chapter examines the uses of wikis and related 
tools for collaboration and knowledge manage-
ment. Using wikis for collaboration and KM pres-
ents challenges involving organizational issues, 
tool and platform tradeoffs, and larger trends in 
technology and society. The chapter identifies and 
discusses best practices involving organizational 
factors, project factors, and tool and platform 
factors. The chapter also reviews complementary 
tools and techniques. It emphasizes the flexibility 
of wikis, including the ease with which they can 
be used to prototype and refine user interfaces for 
KM tasks and activities. The chapter also discusses 
future directions and implications in these rapidly 
changing areas. It is clear that wikis and related 
tools will continue to evolve rapidly, supporting 
knowledge management and information sharing 
within and between organizations, and providing 
opportunities for scholarship and innovation in a 
variety of related disciplines.
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Chapter  3.19

ABSTRACT

In science, examining how teachers can effectively 
learn content and inquiry-based pedagogy can 
often be nothing short of an intellectual, cognitive, 
and motivational maze. Professional develop-
ment (PD) programs constructed specifically to 
aid teacher learning may fall short of their goals 
due to the high background variability of the 
participants, especially when mixing novice and 
master-level teachers. Only through conscious 
reorganization of instructional approaches can PD 
programs effectively address specific content and 
pedagogical needs while concurrently aiding the 
transition from novice to master-level teachers. 
It is time for a shift in how PD providers think 

about how teachers learn. Utilizing a theoretical 
perspective from Science Education, this chapter 
will demonstrate the benefits of moving to more of 
a contextual-based discourse that is accomplished 
through a virtual telementoring-based professional 
learning community (PLC) in order to enhance 
content, pedagogy, leadership skills, and positively 
impact teaching self-efficacy.

INTRODUCTION

As of 2008, approximately 150 institutions of 
higher education, with 550 partnering K-12 school 
districts, had received funding from the National 
Science Foundation (NSF) to implement Math Sci-
ence Partnership (MSP) programs which focused 
on improving teacher content knowledge and 
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pedagogical skills (NSF, 2008). A common strat-
egy for professional development (PD) in these 
programs was to develop professional learning 
communities (PLCs) between teachers and higher 
education faculty members to collaborate to posi-
tively impact student learning. In order to attain 
this goal, effective instruction of the participating 
teachers cohorts was essential (Loucks-Horsley, 
Love, Stiles, Mundry, & Hewson, 2003).

Many educators have likely encountered PD 
partnerships that have been extremely successful 
in training teachers, as well as programs that have 
struggled. Based on years of personal experiential 
evidence in conducting PD programs, several 
common challenges for teachers attending one 
of these programs often include:

1.  A lack of background or familiarity with the 
content or the technology being addressed.

2.  A lack of understanding of inquiry and its 
place in the science classroom.

3.  A perceived lack of support from 
administrators.

4.  A perceived lack of acceptance from col-
leagues (feeling like they are doing this 
alone).

5.  The perception of a significant time com-
mitment to attend the training.

6.  Not enough incentive(s) to attend the 
training.

7.  Poor understanding of the context in which 
the knowledge or methods can be applied 
in the classroom.

8.  The influence of poor teaching self-efficacy.

Normally involvement in a PD program brings 
numerous incentives for teachers and their partner-
ing school districts. As a result, the composition 
of the cohort may exhibit a large percentage of 
novice-level teachers (not master level teach-
ers) who may be more extrinsically motivated 
to attend rather than intrinsically motivated to 
better themselves and their teaching. They may 
see the program as a means to achieve tenure, 

points toward re-certification, or even a source 
of free classroom supplies. While these reasons 
for participation are not inappropriate, when they 
become the primary reasons for participation, the 
long-term success of the PD program may hang 
in the balance.

All of these issues may impact how effectively 
teachers will interact with the information being 
communicated. Lack of personal motivation, in-
ability to visualize context or applicability, and 
low self-efficacy for teaching may have negative 
impacts on the learner. As one examines how 
teachers are learning in science PD programs 
specifically, it is often evident how many of these 
issues are not addressed, and may be exacerbated 
by the program itself.

PD science programs involving master-level 
teachers have their own challenges. Master-level 
teachers may not participate in a PD program due 
to being overtaxed as a resource in the school 
already, serving a mentor or department chair, 
or may not feel they need the additional training. 
Here we find the crux of the issue: should the PD 
program focus on rudimentary levels of science 
content and process instruction, or should the 
PD be more specifically geared toward pushing 
the participants from a novice/technical level of 
understanding to a mastery level? Are teachers 
in current PD programs learning components of 
content and inquiry, or should they be learning 
methods, context, and techniques to plan for a 
more thorough implementation of pedagogy in 
their classroom? If effective teacher learning is 
the critical issue, then differing approaches must 
be taken to achieve the desired master-level goals. 
Additionally, to what extent is technology-based 
mentoring in a PD partnership program effective 
in accomplishing this? Should PD in inquiry-based 
science be moving more towards a virtual com-
munity model where many of the objectives of 
the program are achieved electronically?

This chapter will focus on addressing these 
questions through a literature-based discussion of 
current PD strategies in Science Education where 
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effectiveness in these areas has been documented. 
Specifically, we will discuss:

• Novice vs. Master: Where Should PD 
Focus?

• How Do Master-Level Teachers Learn?
• How Can We Address Sources of Self-

Efficacy as a Means to Enhance Inquiry-
Based PD?

• What Are Current Examples of Science-
Based Telementoring PD Programs?

• What Are Recommendations for the 
Future of Telementoring and Technology 
in Science-Based PD Programs?

Operational Definitions

In order to provide common ground to discuss 
these questions, the following operational defini-
tions will be utilized for this chapter:

1.  Professional Development (PD)

PD is a process of ongoing education whereby 
a teacher develops skills and knowledge to ben-
efit their teaching. In science, this includes: use 
of inquiry; integration of content and pedagogy; 
integration of theory and practice; collaboration 
with colleagues; long-term planning; becoming 
a reflective practitioner; becoming a producer of 
knowledge about teaching; becoming a teacher 
leader; becoming a member of a professional com-
munity; and becoming a facilitator and source of 
change (National Research Council, 1996, p. 72).

2.  Mentoring

“Mentoring…is a teacher-to-teacher profes-
sional development strategy that sustains long-
term, ongoing professional learning embedded 
within a school culture” (Loucks-Horseley, et 
al., 2003, p. 219).

3.  Professional Learning Community (PLC)

PLCs are a professional development strategy 
that “…are structures for continuous learning 
and use of knowledge in the course of conduct-
ing the work of teaching…” (Mundry and Stiles, 
2009, p. 9) PLCs demonstrate characteristics of: 
a learning- based focus; collaborative culture; 
collective inquiry; action orientation; continuous 
improvement; and a focus on results (Mundry and 
Stiles, 2009).

4.  Telementoring

“Telementoring essentially serves the same 
purposes as traditional mentoring but [uses] tech-
nology to facilitate mentoring relationships…Typ-
ically the interaction…occurs through e-mail…
instant messaging, audio and video conferencing, 
and online discussion boards” (Guy, 2002, p. 28).

Summary

The overall mission of this chapter is to pro-
vide useful insights for K-12 educators, higher 
education faculty, and PD providers. For those 
who are involved in the development, teaching, 
or participation in a PD program in science that 
utilizes mentoring and technology, this chapter 
will offer examples of how these facets may be 
combined to provide an effective PD experience. 
Finally, a theoretical model for using the approach 
of telementoring for developing PD programs and 
PLCs will be offered.

BACKGROUND

The construction and implementation of PD 
programs for science teachers have recently un-
dergone significant changes, with the inclusion 
of standards-based, inquiry-focused programs 
becoming the priority for science educators at the 
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national, state, and local levels. As such, a large 
number of PD programs have come about to not 
only provide teachers with critical science content 
knowledge, but also exposure to inquiry-based 
methods of teaching.

The Role of Professional Learning 
Communities in Science PD

As stated by Loucks-Horsley, et al. (2003), sci-
ence is a discipline where active engagement and 
inquiry must be practiced. With the constructivist 
educational philosophy that undergirds inquiry, 
approaches for students (and teachers) to learn 
inquiry by doing inquiry effectively flows from 
a collaborative effort (Llewellyn, 2007). Teachers 
simply cannot teach inquiry from a collaborative 
perspective if they are not familiar with the expe-
rience of participating in a collaborative activity.

Professional learning communities (PLCs) 
provide this opportunity in a way that not only 
enhances teachers’ understanding of inquiry and 
science content, but also builds skills for effec-
tive leadership and collaborative participation. 
As discussed by Mundry and Stiles (2009), the 
idea of PLCs is not a new one, bordering on 
twenty years since the idea was first introduced. 
As a research-based approached to teacher learn-
ing, two of the most important facets of PLCs 
are ensuring that teachers are learning, and that 
teachers are working collaboratively with others 
to contextualize that learning into their own class-
room practice (Mundry & Stiles, 2009). In fact, 
they go on to characterize PLCs in the following 
ways (pp. 9-11):

• an overall focus on learning;
• the creation of a collaborative culture fo-

cused on learning;
• the utilization of collective inquiry;
• an action orientation and use of 

experimentation;
• a continuous improvement mindset;
• an outcomes-based orientation.

Taken together, these six characteristics iden-
tify a learning environment where learning, ap-
plication, assessment, and ongoing modification 
are done collaboratively. When put in a context 
of learning more about inquiry, one can see how 
teachers would benefit from this type of ongoing 
collaboration where the focus is on the successful 
learning by the community. Pair this with profes-
sional development, and a unique entity is created 
to help teachers learn about inquiry in a socially 
reinforcing way that benefits all members of the 
PD community.

Landel and Nelson (2009) and Loucks-Horsely, 
et al. (2003) both discussed the importance of plan-
ning and structure with a PD partnership. In order 
to create an effective PLC, several steps must be 
followed. As stated by Landel and Nelson (2009):

1.  First create the partnership between higher 
education and K-12.

2.  Focus the PLC on science content and peda-
gogical content knowledge (such as inquiry).

3.  Be supportive of the leadership roles of 
teachers and administrators.

4.  Find the balance between participant support 
and accountability.

5.  Work on expanding the PLC and increasing 
participation.

A PLC is only as effective as its weakest partner 
(whether that be an individual, a department, a 
school, or a college/university). One of the most 
critical factors for individuals attempting to create 
effective PLCs today is recruiting participants who 
are dedicated to the program for more than just 
financial and material incentives. Recruiting PLC 
members who have no intention of implementing 
content and pedagogy learned from the PLC into 
their own classrooms is simply an inefficient use 
of time and funds. Most importantly, students in 
the classrooms of those teachers actually lose out 
on potentially significant academic opportunities 
because their teacher or institution chose not to 
fulfill their PLC obligations.
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As discussed by Loucks-Horsely, et al. (2003), 
several critical issues need to be considered when 
developing PD programs since the reasons a 
teacher may choose not to effectively participate in 
a PD program or PLC are variable. These reasons 
can include: lack of professional knowledge, time 
commitments, lack of leadership skills, lack of 
support, or location of the training. Ultimately, one 
of the most critical factors affecting many teachers 
is their self-efficacy to teach science effectively in 
their classroom (Enochs & Riggs, 1990). If they 
are lacking the fundamental intrinsic confidence 
in their abilities to perform effectively, the training 
they receive as part of the PLC may be negatively 
impacted. For PD providers, having teachers with 
low self-efficacy in the PLC can be frustrating. 
It is difficult to see a return on investment when 
individuals simply do not have the background, 
confidence, or ability to visualize themselves 
being successful implementing new strategies 
and ideas in their classroom. Consequently, it 
is important that PD providers work to promote 
science teaching self-efficacy as a portion of their 
PLC planning.

Self-Efficacy and Technology 
as Means to Enhance Science 
Learning by Teachers

As stated by Bandura (1997), self-efficacy “…
refers to beliefs in one’s capabilities to organize 
and execute the courses of action required to 
produce given attainments” (p. 3). Self-efficacy is 
uniquely individual and uniquely situational. Not 
everyone has the same levels of self-efficacy for 
a given task in a given situation. When one looks 
at self-efficacy from an educational perspective, 
it is easy to see how learning and performance 
could be impacted (for either students or teachers). 
Bandura (1997) proposed four major sources of 
self-efficacy (see Figure 1): (a) enactive mastery 
experiences (being successful at a task); (b) vi-
carious experiences (feeling more efficacious by 
watching others perform); (c) verbal persuasion 
(verbal reinforcement by a peer or knowledge-
able other); (d) physiological and affective states 
(influence of positive moods and attitudes).

These sources of self-efficacy are not unique-
ly specific to science or inquiry-based learning. 
They can influence self-efficacy to perform any 
task. However, when looking at learning science 

Figure 1. Sources of self-efficacy (Based on Bandura, 1997)
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content and pedagogy specifically, a great deal of 
research has been done to further investigate how 
best to impact the low self-efficacy often observed 
in science teachers.

Since self-efficacy is a context-specific con-
struct, the literature relating to self-efficacy and 
science teaching is diverse. Initially, one of the 
most recognized instruments used to measure sci-
ence teacher self-efficacy was produced by Enochs 
and Riggs (1990): the Science Teacher Efficacy 
Belief Instrument (STEBI) Form B. This instrument 
has been the standard for many studies as well as 
the impetus for development of new instruments 
to measure the self-efficacy of science teachers.

A focus on new and pre-service teachers. 
Much of the more recent work relating to science 
teacher self-efficacy has focused on two specific 
populations: pre-service teachers learning to teach 
science and new/novice teachers teaching science 
in their own classrooms for the first time. Results 
have varied as to what has most impacted science 
teacher self-efficacy in these groups:

• Moseley, Reinke, and Bookout (2003) 
found that a PD program specifically de-
signed to train environmental education 
teachers had little impact on their science 
teaching self-efficacy, which was high be-
fore and during the program, but dropped 
significantly several weeks after the pro-
gram was completed.

• Smolleck, Zembal-Saul, and Yoder (2006) 
used the STEBI-B as a starting point to 
develop a new instrument, the Teaching 
Science as Inquiry Scale (TSI), specifically 
designed to measure pre-service teachers’ 
beliefs about teaching science via inquiry.

• ∙Richardson and Liang (2008) demon-
strated that pre-service teacher efficacy for 
learning science content and process skills 
can be positively impacted via inquiry-
based pedagogy. Similar results were ob-
tained earlier by Britner and Finson (2005).

• Jarrett (1999) demonstrated that prior ex-
perience and number of college science 
courses contributed to pre-service ele-
mentary teachers’ confidence in teaching 
science.

These representative studies of literature in 
this area point to a few important facts. First, self-
efficacy is extremely contextual and task-specific. 
Each of the studies represented here examined 
self-efficacy from a different perspective, and 
obtained different results. Second, all of the re-
search is focused on new or pre-service science 
teachers. While examining the science teaching 
self-efficacy of veteran master-level teachers is 
important, a significant amount of variability in 
self-efficacy seems to exist in the novice teacher 
population. This may signal an important red flag 
for PD providers as they construct programs to 
enhance pedagogical skills in their participants.

Self-efficacy, teachers, and technology. In 
regards to teachers’ self-efficacy for the use of 
technology, numerous studies have been done 
in this area as well. With the use of technology 
becoming a more integral part of a teacher’s daily 
routine, encountering an individual who is not 
familiar with basic types of instructional technol-
ogy (interactive whiteboard, Web 2.0 tools, docu-
ment cameras, etc.) is less common than even a 
few years ago. The following studies comprise a 
representative sample of recent research relating 
self-efficacy and the use of technology:

• Stevens, To, Harris, and Dwyer (2008) 
designed a continuing education program 
(LOGO Project) for teachers that had a 
goal of increasing self-efficacy for the use 
of technology to teach mathematics. They 
found that two of the critical factors affect-
ing self-efficacy were promoting individu-
ality and providing ongoing support from 
instructors.

• Watson (2006) studied the long-term self-
efficacy of science and mathematics teach-
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ers who were trained, via summer work-
shops and online courses, to integrate the 
Internet into their curricula. He found that 
self-efficacy remained high for an extend-
ed time after the initial summer training 
was completed, as long as participants re-
mained active through the online courses.

• Dawson (2008) examined Australian 
teachers’ use of various information tech-
nology resources for communication in 
the classroom. It was found that new/
novice teachers felt most efficacious in 
utilizing simple forms of technology such 
as word processing and presentation soft-
ware, email, and the Internet. Other types 
of communication (webpage design, on-
line forums) were used much less often. 
Similarly, Wu, Chang, and Guo (2008) 
found that perceived computer usefulness 
most significantly impacted teachers’ self-
efficacy regarding technology integration 
in the classroom.

• Zeldin, Britner, and Pajares (2008) re-
ported that gender may play a role in the 
predominant source of self-efficacy for in-
dividuals in careers in science, technology, 
engineering, and mathematics (STEM). 
Men were found to rely most heavily on 
enactive mastery experiences as the source 
of their career-based self-efficacy, while 
women favored verbal persuasion and vi-
carious experiences.

Three critical themes emerge from these stud-
ies: the importance of long-term support, confi-
dence with the technology, and impacts of gender. 
These factors influencing technology-based 
self-efficacy may be keys to designing effective 
technology-based PLCs and other PD programs.

Given this background discussion on PLCs 
in science and the importance of self-efficacy, it 
is apparent that multiple factors may be at work 
in a teacher participating in a PLC. Previous ex-
periences, expectations, and motivation may all 

impact how effective a PD program will be for 
a participant (Loucks-Horsely, et al., 2003). The 
other important factor to consider is experience. 
This leads to the next several points of discussion 
in this chapter. Specifically:

1.  Where should PD be focused—on the novice 
teacher or the veteran teacher?

2.  How do master-level teachers learn?
3.  How can we examine self-efficacy in 

technology-based PD?
4.  What are examples of successful current 

telementoring-based PLCs?

NOVICE VS. MASTER: WHERE 
SHOULD PD FOCUS?

How Do Master-Level 
Teachers Learn?

The concept of teacher learning is a relatively 
recent area of research (National Research Coun-
cil, 2000). As described in the previous section, 
several studies into aspects of science teaching 
self-efficacy have tended to favor novice and pre-
service teachers, both in aspects of learning and 
practice. This begs a few important questions to 
consider prior to the design of a PD program: (1) 
How should participants be chosen? (2) Should 
participants be novice teachers or master-level 
teachers? (3) Should there be a mix? (4) Which 
group would most benefit from this type of PD? 
In this section, the topic of teacher learning and 
PD will be approached from a science-based 
perspective.

Novice vs. Master: Where 
Should PD Focus?

Vasquez and Cowan (2001) discussed the unique 
differences between providing PD in science for 
teachers who are veteran master teachers and 
those who are at a more novice-level of service. 
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Several critical points were made regarding the 
effectiveness of many PD programs for teachers, 
such as: (a)While popular with many classroom 
teachers, the use of hands-on, kit-based training 
materials is not equivalent to the development of 
a curriculum; (b) There is a significant difference 
between “technical instruction of science” and 
“scientific discourse” (p.13); (c) PD programs 
must focus on the specific needs of the teachers 
involved; and (d) Many individuals who promote 
inquiry cannot effectively define inquiry.

Additionally, novice-level teachers may find 
themselves in PD programs where these issues are 
problematic. For example, a school district may 
be asked to participate in a PD program where 
several workshops are offered over time to increase 
in-service teacher knowledge in identified weak 
areas of science content and process. Novice-level 
teachers may jump at the chance to pick up new 
activities, supplies, course credit, etc. to help de-
velop their classroom environment. Master-level 
teachers may be overtaxed in the school already, 
serving a mentor or department chair, and may not 
feel they need the additional training or not have 
the time. In a larger sense this creates two critical 
questions that must be addressed: (1) What is the 
overall goal of the PD? (2) Is it focused specifi-
cally on impacting the learning of students, or the 
PD of teachers? If effective teacher learning is the 
critical issue, then different approaches must be 
taken to achieve the desired master-level goals. 
As Britner and Finson (2005) found, more has to 
occur for new teachers during PD instruction than 
just exposure to inquiry-based activities. The real 
challenge is in translating the experience of inquiry 
into a mode of planning for inquiry. In order to 
progress to an effective inquiry-based educator, 
a continuous progression to skills exhibited by 
master-level teachers is required.

How do master level teachers learn? Iden-
tifying what helps one learn to become a master-
level teacher is not difficult. Providing it can be 
a challenge. Vasquez and Cowan (2001) stated 
repeatedly that time is the key. Specifically, time 

to grow, time for reflection, time for self-exam-
ination, time for peer mentoring and coaching, 
and time for PD in science content.

One cannot learn to become a master-level 
science teacher in a short two-week summer PD 
workshop. Providing teachers with ongoing PD 
time, mentoring support for planning and imple-
mentation, and reflective practice are all essential 
(Neufeld & Roper, 2003). While learning science 
content is an ongoing role, application of science 
methodology to one’s own unique classroom 
situation is important (Supovitz & Turner, 2000). 
Application of ideas and skills only comes from 
understanding one’s own needs, limitations, and 
classroom context.

Vasquez and Cowan (2001) also provided 
common traits that master-level teachers exhibit. 
These are important characteristics for PD pro-
viders to include in their program development. 
Participants who are not given time, instruction, 
or mentoring support to develop these skills will 
likely get little out of the experience, and will not 
feel excited or efficacious enough to implement 
what they have learned in their own classrooms. 
Master-level science teachers view the importance 
of: (a) understanding that science provides suc-
cess in life, (b) knowing that both science content 
and processes are equally important, (c) seeing 
mentoring as essential, (d) viewing collaborative 
climates as beneficial, (e) developing effective 
questioning skills, (f) learning to manage activi-
ties wisely, and (g) knowing what the research 
says and using it.

None of these characteristics are learned 
quickly, but come with practice and application 
over time. In many cases, the development of 
teacher leaders has led to district-wide educa-
tional reforms (Reeves, 2007). While immersion 
into an inquiry-based environment helps teachers 
experience what inquiry may be like, it is ineffec-
tive in terms of professional growth when used 
in isolation.
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The Leadership Aspect 
of Teaching and PD

One of the more common aspects of PD programs 
today focuses on the training of teacher leaders to 
be effective peer mentors. Developing effective 
leadership skills is at the core of these programs, 
providing a concurrent goal of moving the novice 
teacher to more of a master-level. In discussing 
how best to provide PD programs for teachers, 
leadership should be a part of the conversation as 
it impacts these aspects of teacher training.

Donaldson (2009) likened leadership training 
to riding a bicycle. In essence, both activities 
involve a coordination of mind and body in a 
set of ongoing progressive steps that leads to 
expertise over time. It is not a quick process. It 
takes practice. Most importantly, it takes patience, 
dedication, and mentoring by someone with more 
experience. This provides the impetus for the 
creation of PLCs, as discussed earlier. Darling-
Hammond and Richardson (2009) stated that 
the PD programs that were most effective were 
ones that offered 30-100 hours of training spread 
over 6-12 months. PD programs of 14 hours or 
fewer in duration showed no effects on learning. 
This reiterates the importance of time in PD, as 
discussed above by Vasquez and Cowan (2001). 
Becoming an effective teacher takes time. Lead-
ership is not developed overnight. Novice-level 
teachers seeking PD must realize that there are 
no “quick fixes” for lack of content knowledge, 
pedagogical skills, collaborative experiences, and 
technological expertise. Participation in a PLC is 
an effective place to start, but ongoing dedication 
to personal growth and development are also 
keys. Hammerness, Darling-Hammond, Brans-
ford, Berliner, Cochran-Smith, McDonald, and 
Zeichner (2005) set out a framework for teacher 
learning that includes the following key areas: (a) 
understanding (of content, pedagogy, students, 
and social contexts); (b) practices (constructing a 
repertoire of classroom activities and approaches); 
(c) tools (theoretical tools and practical tools); 

(d) dispositions (habits of mind, metacognitive 
strategies, reflection); and (e) vision (goals and 
aspirations to guide practice and future learning).

Simply put, becoming a master-level teacher 
leader requires a significant amount of time and 
commitment. It requires the teacher to develop a 
great deal of self-confidence in their own abilities 
to teach effectively and collaborate with others. 
In essence, it means having high self-efficacy for 
content, for teaching, and for one’s own profes-
sional growth.

ADDRESSING SOURCES 
OF SELF-EFFICACY IN 
TECHNOLOGY-BASED PD

When one logically considers the four sources 
of self-efficacy discussed earlier (mastery ex-
periences, verbal persuasion, affective states, 
and vicarious experiences), are not all of these 
predicated upon past experiences and knowledge? 
Similarly, is not what one has learned and how it 
was learned then directly related to the personal 
confidence in one’s abilities to use those bits of 
knowledge and skills to perform a specific task? 
As is evident by the standards themselves, the 
Constructivist philosophy of learning underlying 
National Science Education Standards (National 
Research Council, 1996) should directly impact 
the pedagogy used by teachers. When we con-
sider how best to structure PLCs and other PD 
programs to promote inquiry skills, the develop-
ment of teacher leaders, and the increased use of 
technology within these programs, it is apparent 
that self-efficacy should also be a key construct 
that is addressed.

As discussed earlier, gender may play a role 
in the source(s) of self-efficacy most affecting 
an individual’s confidence in their ability to be 
successful in their STEM-related career (Zeldin, 
Britner, & Pajares, 2008). With men relying 
more on mastery experiences, and women being 
influenced more by vicarious learning and verbal 
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support, creating a PD model that addresses both 
aspects effectively would seem to be important, but 
also creates a more challenging PD design process. 
Overlay this with the use of technology as part 
of the PD program, and things are complicated 
further. The reason these create such challenges is 
that the participants involved are asked to perform 
not just one basic teaching-related task but several 
all at once. For example, the content focus for the 
day may be on developing an inquiry-based les-
son to teach about cells and DNA. Content is the 
first hurdle. Without a solid background in basic 
cellular structure, organelle function, membrane 
structure and permeability, DNA nucleotides, 
and protein formation, teachers may be at a loss 
for where to begin. As such, self-efficacy for the 
science content itself may be poor.

If the PD is science-specific, now add the 
inquiry wrinkle. Lack of familiarity with inquiry-
based instruction as a whole, how to plan for it, 
how to assess it, transition to it, integrate it with 
science content, and time required, make the 
overall process of creating this lesson even more 
difficult. Self-efficacy for inquiry now becomes 
a factor.

Then, include the need for technology—as 
part of the investigation to collect and represent 
data, word processing and publishing to create 
the lesson and handouts, use of email and/or 
Blackboard® types of systems to communicate 
with other teachers or with students—and this 
may simply be too much for many novice teach-
ers to handle. While self-efficacy for the use of 
basic technologies for communication and daily 
work may be high, when it is coupled with other 
aspects of teaching, the context for the overall task 
changes dramatically, as does the self-efficacy.

So realistically, can this ever work? Let us 
review some current successful science PD pro-
grams and PLCs where all of these factors have 
come together with positive results.

The Inclusion of Telementoring 
in Science-Based PD Programs: 
Examples of Success

Science Education has maintained a technologi-
cal edge to much of its PD training over the last 
15 years due to multiple factors, including the 
National Science Education Standards (National 
Research Council, 1996), which includes a series 
of PD standards. With instructional forms of 
technology becoming prevalent in most K-12 
schools today, PD has had to keep pace. All of the 
programs discussed below have demonstrated how 
a technologically-based PD mentoring program 
could work. Initially, we will focus on two exem-
plary programs where technology has been used 
not only for basic PD, but to form a virtual PLC 
to keep teachers and PD providers connected and 
communicating over long distances and extended 
periods of time.

National Science Teachers Association 
New Science Teacher Academy 
http://www.nsta.org/academy/

Beginning its third year in 2009, NSTA2 (as it is 
often referred to) was originally a collaborative 
effort between the National Science Teachers As-
sociation (NSTA) and the Amgen Corporation to 
provide PD training for novice science teachers at 
the secondary level. According to Ingersoll (2003), 
almost 50% of new teachers in science leave the 
profession within the first five years of teaching. 
For science educators, especially those in teacher 
preparation programs, this is an appalling trend. 
With a significant national shortage of teachers in 
science and mathematics currently, watching the 
best and brightest new generation of teachers fall 
away from their career is extremely disheartening.

NSTA2 has a unique structure, in that it relies 
completely on technology for most of the PD that 
occurs. Each year 100-200 participants (Fellows) 
are chosen through a rigorous application process, 
done completely online. The new Fellows are then 
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sorted into smaller cohort groups to form distinct 
PLCs which meet virtually online to accomplish 
their PD training. Each cohort is assigned a quali-
fied science education mentor who guides the PLC 
and also answers questions and helps them deal 
with problems or concerns encountered in their 
classroom. Fellows are given regular assignments 
dealing with various aspects of science teach-
ing, inquiry instruction, assessment, classroom 
management, and professionalism. Again, all 
discussions, deliverables, and interactions oc-
cur in a virtual world. At the end of the year, the 
program pays for each Fellow to attend the NSTA 
National Conference on Science Education, where 
they are able to finally meet their cohort peers and 
mentors face-to-face. Additional program-specific 
sessions and activities are offered to the Fellows 
at the conference.

This has been a very successful program to 
date. Time commitments are nominal, not over-
whelming, but are long-term over the course of 
the year. Fellows are given the time they need 
to learn, plan, interact, communicate, and grow. 
Not only is the program content-focused, but it 
provides the opportunity for these novice teachers 
to begin the metamorphic process to master-level 
teachers. Creating a successful experience is key, 
as is verbal support from the cohort and mentors. 
Vicarious learning can occur as well. It is an excel-
lent program from which to model a self-efficacy-
based, technological approach to learning how to 
teach through inquiry. It is a unique PLC that has 
demonstrated very encouraging initial results.

e-Mentoring for Student Success 
(eMSS) http://www.newteachercenter.
org/eMSS/menu.php?p=home

A precursor program to the NSTA2, eMSS (first 
begun in 2002) has been offered as a collabora-
tive effort by the National Science Foundation, 
The New Teacher Center at the University of 
California at Santa Cruz, and the Montana State 
University’s Science/Math Resource Center. The 

focus of eMSS has been to provide content-based 
mentoring for new teachers in an online environ-
ment. Participants engage in activities and discus-
sions that can be done literally anywhere at any 
time (provided they have access to the internet). 
Mentoring support comes on a grade-level specific 
and subject-specific format, while also permitting 
the participants access to a nationwide PLC of 
math and science professionals. Electronically, 
participants and mentors are given multiple levels 
of access to their mentor, including the following 
forums:

• Our Place page for private discussions.
• Mentee Place for larger group discussions.
• Mentor Place provides PD support for the 

mentors themselves.
• Inquiries are self-selected groups that fo-

cus on content and pedagogy for specific 
topics.

• Community Forums and Resources is a 
large scale community discussion on vari-
ous topics.

eMSS has had great success since its initial 
inception. The fact that participants can have 
access to a completely virtual PD experience 
that permits them the opportunity to network 
locally and nationally with others is appealing 
for many new teachers. The focus on eMSS is 
on serving new teachers in the profession, with a 
goal of showing them how to begin the process 
of moving to a level of more effective teaching, 
content knowledge, pedagogical application, and 
self-confidence for doing their job effectively. 
Supplemental leadership training for veteran 
teachers is available as well.

Additional Technology-
Based PD Programs

In addition to the two programs discussed, many 
other PD programs using technology-based 
mentoring have been created, creating an effec-
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tive literature base in this area. A representative 
sample of these studies includes:

• Slotta (2002) discussed the develop-
ment of the Web-Based Inquiry Science 
Environment (WISE) program to provide 
PD for teachers to integrate technology 
and inquiry.

• Signer (2008) created a model for online 
professional development for numerous 
academic disciplines, including science 
and mathematics.

• Project TIES (Technology Integration 
Enhancing Science), a technology-focused 
PD partnership program, was developed 
by Shane and Wojnowski (2005). In ad-
dition to focusing on the development of 
science content and pedagogy skills in K-8 
teachers, many of the participants also in-
creased their leadership roles as a result of 
the program.

• Barnett (2008) documented the develop-
ment of the Inquiry Learning Forum (ILF), 
a web-based PD program using online vid-
eos as a means to enhance pre-service and 
in-service pedagogy.

• National Research Council (2007) provid-
ed a unique view of an entire PD workshop 
on potential uses of information technol-
ogy to enhance PD for teachers, especially 
utilizing an online format. Several guide-
lines for planning and implementation 
were discussed, as well as a number of case 
studies found to be effective.

The key features highlighted here include: 
online mentoring, focus on content and pedagogy 
development, and providing the skills necessary 
for teachers to grow as leaders in their schools. 
While increased leadership ability is not always 
a specific objective of programs, it is often an 
unanticipated benefit. Providing an environment 
that is conducive to teacher skill development, 
self-efficacy improvement, and pedagogical un-

derstanding is complex, but the potential benefits 
of doing so are enormous.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE 
FUTURE OF TECHNOLOGY AND 
TELEMENTORING IN SCIENCE-
BASED PD PROGRAMS AND PLCS

So where does this leave one in trying to develop 
more effective PLCs and PD programs? Simply 
stated, planning an effective PD program is not 
a simple task. Numerous resources exist to pro-
vide examples of how to construct PD programs 
and PLCs (see Loucks-Horsley & Stiles (2001); 
Loucks-Horsley, et al. (2003); Mundry & Stiles 
(2009); Petto, Patrick, & Kessel (2005)). The 
difficulty arises in trying to integrate numer-
ous research-tested approaches into an effective 
overall plan for action. Multiple layers of PD 
development need to be addressed together.

Self-Efficacy

Recall from the previous discussion that self-
efficacy is a context-specific construct that pro-
vides a measure of confidence in one’s abilities 
to perform a specific task. In the context of PD, 
enhancing self-efficacy for teaching content and 
the use of pedagogies must undergird the PD plan. 
Recall the four main sources of self-efficacy (See 
Figure 1).

Additionally, gender may play a role in which 
source of self-efficacy is preferred. Men in 
STEM careers showed a preference for mastery 
experiences, while women relied more on verbal 
persuasion and vicarious learning experiences to 
impact their self-efficacy.

Overall, self-efficacy for any given task will 
vary between individuals and within individu-
als, depending on the context of the situation. In 
thinking about teacher learning, focusing on sound 
techniques and pedagogies for teaching provides 
one with the ability to solve problems and transfer 
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ideas to new situations. What is true for the transfer 
of learning is also true for the transfer of teaching 
(National Research Council, 2000).

Novice vs. Master-Level Teachers

The professional differences between pre-service/
novice teachers and veteran/master teachers are 
great. In developing a PLC or creating a PD 
program, special attention should be paid to 
addressing these differences yet also utilizing 
them for program benefit. Identifying what the 
needs are in each population is essential. A “one 
size fits all” approach to PD will not be effec-
tive. Master teachers possess numerous valuable 
characteristics which should be utilized to aid in 
the development of those less experienced. De-
veloping leadership skills should be an integrated 
and ongoing theme of the program.

Several keys aspects of PD are involved in 
planning for PD programs with novice and master 
teachers. Background knowledge and experiences 
of everyone involved relating to content, peda-
gogy, leadership, and collaborative work should 
be considered as useful resources in planning for 
mentoring and other collaborative experiences. 
Again, the formation of leadership skills supports 
the rest of the model.

Virtual Mentoring, Self-Efficacy, 
PLCs, and PD: A Theoretical Model

Combining the multiple components of effective 
PLC and PD program development discussed in 
this chapter is a daunting task. Self-efficacy is 
context-specific, so creating PD situations where 
participants can work to enhance their task-specific 
confidence is ultimately a function of their prior 
experiences. Veteran teachers will likely have 
more of those experiences than novice teachers. 
The end result of increased participant leadership 
abilities and holding individuals responsible for 
the role in the program is an ongoing process 
which must develop over time. Mentoring, col-

laboration between individuals, and the develop-
ment of successful partnerships (at the individual 
and institutional levels) are also time-sensitive 
processes which come as other programmatic 
factors evolve. Surrounding this entire venture is 
the virtual world in which it all takes place. Suc-
cessful PLCs (such as eMSS, NSTA2, and others) 
have utilized electronic means to structure their 
programs. These have been nationwide endeavors 
that have essentially resolved the ongoing PD 
issues of distance to receive training, and time 
expectations that were unworkable for many teach-
ers. Figure 2 summarizes the interaction between 
these varying aspects to create a theoretical model 
for developing a virtual PLC.

It is important to note that the model proposed 
here is a literature-based, theoretical scaffold on 
which multiple pieces of a PD program that utilize 
a telementoring format can hang. As discussed 
earlier, PLCs have been shown to be very useful 
forms of teacher PD in science. The model de-
scribed here takes the idea of a PLC and places 
it in a virtual world which combines overlapping 
aspects of leadership training, promotion of self-
efficacy, collaborative partnerships and mentoring 
experiences, and also the incorporation of knowl-
edge, experiences, and beliefs of the teacher 
participants.

While the entire model is a theoretical combina-
tion of multiple components, the individual pieces 
of this plan have been addressed in numerous 
studies, many of which have been discussed in 
this chapter. As the field of Education as a whole 
progresses further into demands for highly quali-
fied teachers, increased teacher accountability, and 
requirements for ongoing PD at all grade levels, 
PD programs as a whole simply must adapt to 
keep up with these changes. Teachers’ needs are 
changing, and a “one size, fits all” approach to PD 
is no longer effective. Creating virtual PLCs that 
utilize a telementoring approach has the potential 
of reaching many more teachers than traditional 
programs. By including aspects that relate to 
leadership, self-efficacy, collaboration, mentoring, 
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and teacher knowledge, the virtual PLCs that are 
formed have the potential to enhance the profes-
sionalism of numerous teachers.

Implications for the K-12 
Teacher and PD Provider

As a K-12 PD provider, or a teacher seeking to 
participate in a telementoring program, the theo-
retical model discussed in this chapter may seem 
somewhat intangible in relation to a program you 
are designing or considering joining. However, 
there are several take-home messages and ques-
tions from this chapter to consider that may benefit 
your participation and enhance your experience.

1.  Identify your goals for being involved in the 
PD program or PLC. What are you trying to 

accomplish? Be open and honest about your 
expectations related to tangible rewards, 
content, methodology, and professionalism.

2.  Identify the reasons for seeking (or provid-
ing) technology-based mentoring. Is a tele-
mentoring format a useful way for you (or 
others) to learn and interact (as opposed to a 
face-to-face program)? Are you comfortable 
utilizing a technology-based approach? Do 
you have the infrastructure to support such 
a program?

3.  What types of experiences make you (or 
your participants) feel most efficacious about 
teaching? How can those experiences be a 
part of your mentoring experience?

4.  Is the PD program or PLC focused on men-
toring novice teachers to help them become 
master teachers? How is leadership devel-

Figure 2. A theoretical PD model for developing a virtual PLC
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opment a part of the community? Which 
category of teacher do you fall into?

5.  How do you plan to implement what you 
learn? How will this experience better you 
as a teacher?

6.  What long-term PD goals have you set for 
yourself? How will telementoring support 
those goals? Does the PLC you are joining 
have a long-term component to it?

7.  Identify the needs of the participants early 
on, and adapt the program to address those 
needs. If you are a participant, be patient 
and flexible. Provide constructive feedback 
to your program planners on what you feel 
may be useful to include in the mentoring 
experience. Be involved. Be disciplined. Be 
ready to learn. Be ready to teach.

Translating theory into practice is not always 
a simple task for the PD provider or for a teacher 
participant. This chapter has provided numer-
ous resources on self-efficacy, PLCs, teacher 
leadership, and teacher learning. Based on years 
of personal PD program experiences, the most 
useful message to gain from this discussion is 
not to try to euphemistically reinvent the wheel. 
The theoretical model outlined in this chapter 
provides a framework for designing virtual tele-
mentoring-based PLCs. However, your program 
may not have the infrastructure or the resources 
to include all of these components. Make changes 
over time. Work towards a goal of implementing 
more aspects of the model as it is feasible for you 
to do so. Based on the literature discussed here, 
addressing any aspects of the model individually 
will provide benefits to teachers participating in 
the mentoring experience.

CONCLUSION

Science Education has seen numerous changes 
in content and pedagogy over the last 20 years. 
Standards have been created that never existed 

previously, now providing guidelines for teach-
ing, content, assessment, and PD among others 
(National Research Council, 1996). In response 
to these new inquiry-based approaches to science, 
numerous PD programs have been created to bring 
new and veteran teachers up to speed on content 
and pedagogy they may be lacking. In many cases, 
these efforts have been successful. However, in 
other cases programs have struggled to meet their 
objectives for a variety of reasons. With the widely 
varying backgrounds in teacher participants it is 
difficult to find a productive middle ground that 
is common to all involved and that permits col-
lective growth. Prior experiences with content 
and pedagogy lead to individual differences in 
self-efficacy for teaching.

Teachers entering a PD program with low 
self-efficacy may struggle. Some individuals are 
more receptive to mentoring in those areas than 
others. Many are concerned about time, expecta-
tions, and their rewards. While it is not possible 
to positively impact everyone in every way, there 
has been a distinctive shift in PD approaches seen 
in the research literature.

While the concept of a PLC is not new, it 
has seen a resurgence of popularity among PD 
providers. The potential benefits are great. Even 
though PLCs have been shown to be successful in 
a number of settings (see Mundry & Stiles, 2009), 
expectations of time and travel for PD still remain 
as hurdles for many teachers. This is where the 
utilization of a virtual PLC has demonstrated its 
usefulness. PLCs in science have been an effective 
model for the concept of telementoring. Programs 
like eMSS and NSTA2 have significantly raised 
the bar for virtual PLC use. The development of 
these online mentoring communities has reached 
thousands of individuals, and done so in a manner 
that is supportive and conducive to learning and 
professional growth. Creating an effective virtual 
PLC or PD program should address a number of 
key development issues, specifically: self-efficacy, 
leadership skill development, and identification of 
the unique needs of novice and master teachers. 
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Collaboration with mutual accountability should 
be viewed as critical components as well. Above 
all, a long-term, sustained effort where time is 
permitted for growth, reflection, and support for 
implementation should be a primary goal.

All teachers are capable of professional growth 
and all have the potential to be leaders in some 
aspect. As discussed by the National Research 
Council (2000), teacher learning is critical to 
achieving an expert level of ability. They specifi-
cally state:

• Teachers need expertise in both subject 
matter content and in teaching.

• Teacher need to develop an understanding 
of theories of knowledge (epistemologies) 
that guide the subject matter disciplines in 
which they work.

• Teachers need to develop an understanding 
of pedagogy as an intellectual discipline 
that reflects theories of learning….

• Teachers are learners and the principles of 
learning and transfer for student learners 
apply to teachers.

• Teachers need opportunities…to know 
how teaching practices build on learners’ 
prior knowledge.

• Teachers need to develop models of their 
own professional development that are 
based on lifelong learning….(p. 242)

As PD providers, we must provide an envi-
ronment where these evolutions can occur. As 
demonstrated in this chapter, technology can no 
longer be ignored in PD programs. While face-
to-face PLCs are still effective, we must realize 
as PD practitioners that the future of mentoring 
and PD lies in our current and future technologies. 
Only by embracing the use of online communities 
and other electronic forms of communication and 
mentoring can the field of PD continue to grow 
at a pace that is in-step with educational needs.
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ABSTRACT

The radical changes occurring in the global busi-
ness environment, that is, in the information tech-
nology field and in management practices, call for 
a general rethinking of firms strategic positioning 
and competition. In this scenario, firms having the 
capacity to manage all of their own intellectual as-
sets seem to be the only way to survive and succeed. 
The ability to comprehend the role that customers 
can play in contributing to a firm’s value creation 
is one of the main elements behind the growing 
attention of researchers and managers in context 
to managing a firm’s relationship with customers. 
This paper highlights the relevance of a Custom-
ers Relationship Management (CRM) issue in a 
Knowledge Management perspective as well as 
in Relational Marketing. In addition, this study 

shows how the rising and large adoption of Web 
2.0 technologies represents a real opportunity for 
the effective implementation of a CRM strategy.

INTRODUCTION

The radical changes occurred in the global busi-
ness environment, in the information technology 
field and in management practices call for a gen-
eral rethinking of firms strategic positioning and 
competition (Tapscott, 2006).

In the emerging digital landscape firms 
compete not on their own, but as a network of 
organizations (Geib et al., 2004) and grasping 
all that opportunities that can be derived by the 
strategic management of their own intellectual 
assets (Seemann et al., 2000; Grant, 1996).

Firms’ core competences result as the miscel-
laneous of that collective knowledge developed 
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by the entire system; and across this complex 
scenario, customers knowledge results one of the 
most important factors for firm’s competitiveness 
(Lorenzon et al., 2007). Even if largely diffused 
among different industries, this situation seems 
to be more evident in the sectors more driven by 
innovation, such as ICT, as well as in all that mar-
kets characterized by a high level of obsolescence 
affecting firms’ products. It is in those sectors that 
the capability of engage customers in an effective 
and rapid process of development of new product 
and service is becoming a fundamental approach to 
guaranty a successful positioning of firms offers.

Imposing the redesign of CRM policies until 
now adopted, this major comprehension of the 
customers needs and wills calls for a redesign of 
several firms’ process, from the marketing depart-
ment to that one devoted to development of new 
products and services.

Becoming an important element of the feed-
back loop that can influence innovation, and 
design processes of the firms and by this of the 
entire market, this new focus on knowledge shared 
by customers encourages practices about data 
collection and to do it through the firms’ several 
channels. There is, in fact, a sort of information 
that customers can provide responding to a firm’s 
or market’s request, some others provided by 
simply acquiring a product or a service, and a new 
and interesting typology that is accompanying the 
recent diffusion of a new generation of technology.

The aim of this paper is to analyze the rel-
evance of this kind of knowledge previously in a 
Knowledge Management and Relational Market-
ing perspectives but also at the light of the Web 
2.0 technological paradigm. We seek to provide 
a conceptual framework that helps broaden the 
understanding CRM in a knowledge management 
perspective and the role of Web 2.0 technologies 
in enhancing the effectiveness of the approach.

In this research we are typically based on 
analyzing previous literature and common sense 
on CRM in order to identify the main attributes 
and factors that impact in the failure of the CRM 

initiatives. The literature review analysis is based 
mainly in identifying and analyzing those stud-
ies that have provided empirical evidences about 
the reasons that have impeded firms to grasp 
the opportunities and the benefits of their CRM 
investments. Generally, the literature provides 
single factors or reasons of the failures of CRM 
strategies. While, in this paper we aimed to ex-
tract the factors reported by different authors as 
the causes of failure of CRM and integrate them 
together in a synthetic logical framework based 
on the adoption of Web 2.0 technologies. It is in 
this perspective that the concept of CRM 2.0 is 
introduced as that strategic approach at the rela-
tionship of customers based on the adoption of a 
new generation of web technologies.

The article is organized as follows: firstly, we 
explore the role of CRM in a KM perspective and 
Relational Marketing perspective. Then, we pro-
vide the list of main factors and causes of failure 
of CRM strategy based on previous literature 
and empirical studies. We then propose a frame-
work that puts together in an interdisciplinary 
framework all the factors previously identified. 
Finally, the role of Web 2.0, Technologies for 
the implementation of an effective Customers 
Relationships Management strategy is discussed.

1. CRM: A KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT PERSPECTIVE

In a context characterized by uncertainty and 
continuous changes, organizations are required 
to behave as open systems able to benefit of the 
multitude of exchange processes and interactions 
with the social environment in which they are 
embedded.

In this perspective, organizational reality is the 
result of the interaction of its members who must 
develop a joint interpretation. The knowledge of 
the organization results from former experiences 
in the enacted system and allows the development 
of common images (Argyris, 1964), collective 
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minds, shared interpretation systems and mental 
models (Senge, 1990).

By this definition, knowledge is not an “objec-
tive” mental reflection of reality but essentially a 
coexisting and conflicting interpretation of real-
ity based on the experience of each member of 
a joint interaction system (Wilkens et al., 2004; 
Pawlowsky, 2001). Moreover, it becomes clear 
as the key element of knowledge is not the intel-
lectual capacity, but the capacity to interact and 
develop a common understanding, a pattern of 
interpretation in dynamic fields (Wilkens et al., 
2004; Pawlowsky, 2001).

Business enterprises often have too much 
data and information to process and too many 
technologies. Sometimes for many high-risk and 
high-return strategic decisions, timely information 
is often unavailable as more and more it is exter-
nal in nature (Malhotra, 2005; Drucker, 1994). 
Following Malhotra (2005), many organizations 
are caught in a double helix trouble: on the one 
hand they don’t know what they know, having 
an incomplete knowledge about information and 
decision models; on the other hand their survival 
may depend on the obsolescing what they know.

Sometimes the knowledge management model 
in use is also driven by technological systems that 
are out of alignment with strategic execution.

Knowledge should be managed where it is cre-
ated and used; this kind of autonomy is a necessary 
condition for local intelligence to be exploited at 
its best (Bonifacio et al., 2002).

The management of relationship with custom-
ers, synthesized in the logic of Customer Rela-
tionship Management, is extremely important and 
widely recognized as a relevant field of research 
about KM approaches and technologies (Dous 
et al., 2005; Romano et al., 2003; Fahey, 2001). 
Whether a semi-structured or even unstructured 
process, CRM reveals a high complexity as well 
as strong knowledge intensity (Eppler et al., 1999).

Considering KM as “the process of critically 
managing knowledge to meet existing needs, to 
identify and exploit existing and acquired knowl-

edge assets and to develop new opportunities.” 
(Quintas et al., 1997), CRM becomes a systematic 
handling and management of knowledge collected 
at customer interaction points which is required 
for the efficient and effective support of business 
processes (Geib et al., 2004).

Defined as the deliberate design of processes, 
tools, structures with the intent to increase, re-
new, share or improve the use of the knowledge 
(Seemann et al., 2000), Knowledge Management 
results to be a strategic approach to manage that 
firm’s strategic assets for ensuring an organiza-
tion’s long-term success and survival (Seemann 
et al., 2000; Conner et al., 1996; Grant, 1996; 
Barney, 1991; Penrose, 1959).

Drucker (1994) claims that knowledge is not 
just another resource alongside the traditional 
factors of production but the only meaningful one.

It is in this perspective that researchers con-
centrated their studies on the contribution of the 
knowledge to the competitiveness of the firms, 
with a particular regard to the intangible nature 
of the organizational knowledge (Guadamillas et 
al., 2004; Nonaka et al., 1995).

Some other authors have argued (Haggie et 
al., 2003) that the organizations will not survive 
in the modern Knowledge Era unless they have a 
strategy for managing and leveraging value from 
their intellectual assets.

This ability to transform knowledge and all 
its intangible components into wealth creating 
resources has been defined by Edvinsson (2002) 
as Intellectual Capital.

The most significant literature about the Intel-
lectual Capital has individuated what consists of 
three different and important elements: Human, 
Structural and Relational Capital (Seemann et 
al., 2000; Bontis, 1998). The growing attention 
towards the relationship with the market has 
allowed to identify a further characteristic com-
ponent represented by customer capital, included 
sometimes in the firm’s relational capital. The 
concept of customer capital is so conceived as 
the set of business relationships with customers 
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includes also the brand recognition and goodwill 
(Allee, 1998).

The main themes of customer capital are rep-
resented by knowledge of marketing channels and 
customer relationships (Bontis, 1998). As argued 
by the author, “Understanding what customers 
want in a product or service better than anyone 
else is what makes someone a business leader as 
opposed to a follower”. The essence of customer 
capital is knowledge embedded in relationships 
external to the firm. It can be measured as a func-
tion of longevity, but for its external nature, is the 
most difficult to codify (Bontis, 1998).

This perspective has represented a radical 
change in the discussion about the firms strategic 
approach and in the marketers traditional vision of 
the world (Achrol et al., 1999; Gummesson, 1997).

The complexity and relevance of knowledge 
at customers level has been rigorously analyzed 
in a recent study by Dous et al. (2005) in this 
interesting work, devoted to describe the link 
existing between the relationships with custom-
ers and the process of Knowledge Management, 
authors have clearly synthesized how customers’ 
knowledge management (CKM) can be realized 
mainly at three levels:

• Knowledge for customers, represented by 
all that information about products, mar-
kets and suppliers that impact on custom-
er’s perception of the service quality;

• Knowledge from customers, defined as the 
amount of knowledge that can be incorpo-
rated by the company and used to realize 
process of product and service innovation, 
and new idea generation (Sawhney et al., 
2005);

• Knowledge about customers, to encompass 
the customer’s present needs and require-
ments, future desires, connections, pur-
chasing activity and financial capability 
(Kristensson et al., 2004).

This description of the several perspective 
about CKM (Garcia-Murillo et al., 2002) high-
lighting the complex components of this important 
firm’s intangible asset represents also a revolution-
ary interpretation of the managerial practices of 
customers relationship: a totally new rule is as-
signed to the customers in the economic-business 
processes (Lorenzon et al., 2007).

In this direction, the discussion about the 
Customer Relationship Management results of 
extreme actuality and it has been the subject of a 
very significant literature.

2. CRM: A RELATIONAL 
MARKETING PERSPECTIVE

Customer Relationship Management reveals a 
high complexity in several literature perspective 
as well for a strong knowledge intensity (Eppler 
et al., 1999) so as for firms’ strategic relevance 
(Gummesson, 1996; Gronroos, 1997).

Looking at its capabilities of generating and 
increasing the intangible resources of the firm 
(Gummesson, 1996; Gronroos, 1997), and acquir-
ing intangible assets, such as knowledge, com-
mitment and trust (Urban, 2003), in a relational 
marketing dimension, CRM is considered one 
of the main strategies used to gain a competitive 
advantage and create value (Iansiti et al., 2004; 
Gulati et al., 2000).

Since its first appearance, Relational Market-
ing has represented the synthesis of a shift from a 
marketing paradigm that founded its reliance on 
a strategic approach to anonymous masses to a 
new managerial perspective that focused on the 
importance of developing relationship personally 
with the customers.

In 1992, McKenna claimed that “companies 
faced the end of loyalty as a result of increasing 
customer choice” and that the only way to perse-
cute that was represented by the implementation 
of an integration process of the customers into the 
company in order to create and sustain by this a 
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long-term and profitable relationships with the 
customers. This has represented a radical change 
in marketing practices and theories; customers 
didn’t yet represent an asset to manipulate but 
actors to actively engage in the organizational 
processes and structure.

Companies that pursue a CRM approach focus 
on customer retention rather than on single sales 
(Parvatiyar et al., 2001; Webster, 1992). Formally, 
Relationship Marketing can be characterized as 
an integrated effort to establish, maintain, and 
enhance relationships building a network with 
individual customers, and the strengthening of 
this network for both sides’ mutual benefit.

For this reason, like some authors have concep-
tualized (Feinberg et al., 2002), CRM has become 
a strategic imperative for all companies as its 
effective implementation can increase customer 
satisfaction, loyalty and retention and so, overall 
sales and repeat purchases.

The integration of the ICT tools with CRM 
applications has showed several benefits such as 
(Sigala, 2004; Krishnan et al., 1999):

• Improved product and service quality;
• Customer satisfaction;
• Higher productivity;
• Improved financial performance and cre-

ation of barriers to entry;
• Enhanced convenience and customer ser-

vices, through the advent of new products 
and various delivery/service channels.

The different CRM tools enabling such benefits 
that can be classified as follow (Sigala, 2004; 
Dyche, 2001):

• Operational tools for improving customer 
service, online marketing and automating 
sales force;

• Analytical for building data warehouses, 
improving relationships, analyzing data, 
etc.,

• Collaborative for building online com-
munities, developing business-to-business 
customer exchanges, personalizing ser-
vices etc.

Looking at the last trends in the ICT, the rising 
of Web 2.0 technologies (McAfee, 2006; O’Reilly, 
2005) and their large adoption within users but 
mainly by the firms, has positively contributed 
at the growth of the attention offered by firms at 
the dialogue with the customers.

In the meantime, this new tools of commu-
nication have highlighted the contribution that 
customers can offer at the definition of firms’ 
strategy in several areas, and mainly in terms of 
development of new products and services (Del 
Vecchio et al., 2007).

3. FACTORS AND CONDITIONS 
FOR THE EFFECTIVENESS 
OF A CRM STRATEGY

Although CRM is one of the most well recog-
nized managerial approaches, and the theoretical 
discussion both in a KM and CRM perspectives 
results well structured, the deployment of CRM 
applications has not always delivered the expected 
result while many CRM initiatives have failed 
(Sigala, 2004).

It is argued that, many companies are dissat-
isfied with their CRM implementations (Scullin 
et al., 2002). Patton (2001) indicates that more 
than half of all CRM projects are not expected to 
produce a measurable return of investment while 
a prevision on trends in 2006 shows that, more 
than 50 percent of all CRM implementation, will 
be viewed as failures from a customer’s point of 
view (Talburt et al., 2004). Goldberg (2001) pub-
lishing the results of a study realized by Forrester 
Research, claims that “the 57% of companies 
surveyed could not justify investment in customer 
service programs due to the difficulty in measur-
ing their real impact on profitability”. A Bain & 
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Co. study (Patton, 2001) has showed that 19% of 
customer relationship management users decided 
to stop funding their CRM projects. Two out of 
five respondents said that their CRM projects are 
either “experiencing difficulty” or are “potential 
flops” according to Data Warehousing Institute 
survey released in the May of the same year. A 
more recent business survey suggests that up to 
50% of investment realized in the implementation 
of eCRM solutions do not yield measurable returns 
on investment (Scullin et al., 2002).

In order to justify the millions of dollars needed 
to successfully implement a CRM system, the 
firm’s decision-makers must identify and define 
their corporate strategy in order to see positive 
returns for their investment.

Even if a comprehensive reading of the phe-
nomenon is not existing, several studies have 
allowed to identified in a list of single factors the 
reasons of this failure or for difference the factor 
of a successful implementation. In this paragraph 
the main contributions are recalled with the aim to 
see in which way the factors identified can be posi-
tively integrated in a synthetic logical framework 
based on the adoption of Web 2.0 technologies.

Fiermestad et al. (2003), through the analysis of 
13 case studies have discovered in the “usability” 
(it contributes to the overall system functionality 
by making it accessible to the users and in turn 
facilitating the effective use of the system features 
and capabilities - Bennett, 1983) and “resistance” 
(it guides users behavior and influences the ac-
tions taken by managers and systems designers 
concerned with implementing computer based 
application - Markus, 1983) the reasons of the 
limited success implementation of eCRM solu-
tion and so of the all the CRM activity “e”-based.

While Talburt et al. (2004) have identified 
in the less customer-centric strategy across the 
enterprise the reason of this failure. A customer-
centric approach requires companies to interact 
consistently with them across all channels, 
gather customer data, and gain detailed insight 
into customer behavior and preferences. In their 

study, authors introduced an approach to customer 
information management that could increase the 
quality of customer data and at the same time 
establish relationships between firm and custom-
ers on an individual basis. As the authors follow, 
the mutual exchange between a customer and a 
company becomes mutually beneficial. The key of 
this model is customer loyalty and the concept of 
customer lifetime value that more than the analysis 
of the ROI on CRM can offer, according to the 
authors, the best way to evaluate the investment 
made by the firm to manage the relationship with 
its customer.

Some other authors have identified in the 
Privacy Issues, another important limitation of 
the CRM success and that is clearly in conflict 
with the personalization of the experience that is 
the real aim of the CRM. The greatest risks to a 
customer are privacy violations, like the selling 
of personal data so the companies that have CRM 
have to try to balance act between personalization 
of the service and privacy (Talburt et al., 2004).

Some other interesting contributions at the 
literature about the CRM effectiveness have 
identified in “trust” one of the main factor that 
impacts on Customer Relationship Management. 
In a work about the digital marketing strategy, 
Urban (2003) describes trust as the end product of 
“a four-level trust-building process”, with different 
level of commitment and participation. From the 
lower to the higher, the levels behind the process 
are: belief, confidence, reliance and true trust.

According to Bart et al. (2005) to create long-
term customer relationships, firms need to build 
customer trust. Moving from the consideration that 
Internet has evolved into an important marketing 
medium and that it is now an important part of 
strategy for firms, in their study, the authors fo-
cused their attention on the growing importance 
of the customer trust in the online context. But 
they identified also in the Brand strength another 
important factor of success (Bart et al., 2005). 
Other authors have studied the importance of the 
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brand in the management of customer relationship 
(Scott et al., 2003).

Studies made by several consulting firms 
have showed like most of the efforts made by 
the firms in the building the relationship with 
their customer do not take in consideration the 
management of the own brand. “Manage your 
Brand, not your Customers” (Madaio, 2005) 
has been suggested as a clear solution for wrong 
strategy of firms that think that it is possible to 
realize a successful investment in CRM without 
investing in the image and in all the factors that 
can contribute to realize a pleasant experience of 
buying (Madaio, 2005). Not less important is the 
role of the employees and all the human resources 
engaged in all firms’ CRM activities (Tan et al., 
1999; Nonaka et al., 1995).

4. CRM AT GLANCES: AN 
INTERDISCIPLINARY READING 
OF ITS STRATEGIC APPROACH

The literature discussion previously recalled has 
clearly showed the importance of a customer’s 
relationship strategy and the growing importance 
of the ICTs as fundamental enablers of a perform-
ing CRM. The complex emerging dimensions 
of the problem as well as the several limitations 
and factors of failure highlighted can be synthe-
sized through an integrative reading of the two 
managerial theories previous recalled, even if it 
is not possible to overcome a third perspective, 
represented by the ICT Management.

Conceived as the process of integration of 
ICT tools, strategies and application devoted to 
manage the relationships with customers (Sigala, 
2004; Krishnan et al., 1999), the ICT Management 
perspective in this case shows as the development 
of a CRM strategy is the result of the combination 
of hardware, software, processes, applications and 
managerial practices (Sigala, 2004; Rigby et al., 
2002). In the most recent times, a new generation 
of technologies is appeared and it is represented 

by a new generation of Social Software. Based on 
a user-friendly web application, technologies like 
Blogs, Wikis, RSS, are in fact recently impacting 
on the ICT firms’ reconfiguration and are becom-
ing a phenomena to take in great consideration 
also for the implementation process of a CRM.

Based on the integrative reading of previous 
literature backgrounds recalled, this study aims to 
provide a conceptual framework for the success 
of CRM strategy which is based on the adoption 
of the new web technologies and that allows to 
reach in a more effective and competitive way the 
market. With the purpose of contributing also at the 
literature discussion about CRM and Web 2.0 we 
will also demonstrate how these new generation 
of technologies can be seen as a valuable resource 
able to satisfy the requests of usability, resistance, 
customer-centric strategy, loyalty, privacy, trust, 
branding and strategic human resources policies 
identified by the authors as factors enabling the 
successful implementation of a CRM strategy 
(Figure 1).

The relevance of the limitations or the critical 
factors of success for each of the managerial 
theories recalled is different for each of them. A 
synthetic overview of the weight of each factor 
for according to the three managerial theoretical 
perspectives is presented in Table 1.

5. WEB 2.0, TECHNOLOGIES FOR 
THE IMPLEMENTATION OF AN 
EFFECTIVE CUSTOMERS 
RELATIONSHIPS MANAGEMENT 
STRATEGY

Web 2.0 represents the new stage of the World 
Wide Web. In a study of 2005, O’Reilly defined 
this new generation of technologies according 
several factors, and mainly in terms of “harness-
ing collective intelligence”.

This perspective implies that, when a large 
number of users participate, the collection of 
their judgments and knowledge can significantly 
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increase the overall value of knowledge (Shimazu 
et al. 2006). According to the aim of our study, this 
knowledge perspective represents the most valu-
able characteristic of the Web 2.0 technologies.

Web 2.0 is the right definition to synthesize 
the emerging dynamics across the web.

Several authors have largely discussed about 
the impact of the Internet on the traditional eco-
nomic processes as well as on the social dynam-
ics. In the most recent times a new idea about the 
World Wide Web is circulating: something in the 
world of the Internet has changed.

As argued by Best (2006), Web 2.0 can be 
defined as “the synthesis of the application of new 
technologies, concepts, ideas and realizations in 
the World Wide Web”. In other words with the 
Web 2.0 technologies we refer to at the youngest 
generation of technologies more focused on the 
ability of people to collaborate and share informa-
tion online, in a way that results more organized, 
dynamic an with a major emphasis on the social 
interactions between users, as published by Jupi-
terMedia Corporation in 2007. The 2.0 dimension 
highlighting the participatory dimension of the 
emerging Web generations clearly implies that 
this last can be seen as the natural evolution of a 
previous form, the 1.0 one that was characterized 
by the source of information functionality.

In an interesting work of Klamma et al. (2007) 
about the use if Blogs for knowledge management 
and the work performed by bloggers in terms of 
KM, have synthesized the main differences be-
tween the two generation of web technologies. The 
shift from Web 1.0 to Web 2.0 can be identified 
in the move from personal web pages to blogs, 
from publishing to participation and discussion, 
from content management to Wiki and RSS, from 
Taxonomy to Folksonomy (Klamma et al., 2007).

The characteristics that this emerging Web di-
mension presents are so mainly defined in terms of 

Figure 1. CRM - Framework of an interdisciplinary approach

Table 1. Critical factors and managerial theories 

ICT 
Management

Relationship 
Marketing

Knowledge 
Management

Usability X

Resistance X

Customer-
Centric Strat-
egy

X

Loyalty X

Privacy Issues X

Trust X X

Brand X

Human Re-
sources

X
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a more rich users’ experiences and participations, 
a more dynamic contents development, the tagging 
practice and the linked creation of metadata, the 
emerging of Web standards, the scalability of the 
applications (i.e., “the long tail”).

Even if the Internet application at business 
has just been discussed in several authoritative 
works, the application of Web 2.0 technologies 
seem to offer still further evidences, mainly for 
their application at the management of relation-
ships with the customers.

Web 2.0 is characterized by connection, flex-
ibility and communication; it is a new wave of 
personalization, contribution, networking and 
interaction enhancing websites and web services 
(Creese, 2007).

As described by O’Reilly (2005), in the open-
ing of the first Web 2.0 Conference, the main key 
principles characterizing these new generation of 
web applications are represented by:

• The Web as a platform, delivering applica-
tions directly through a browser;

• Data as the driving force, users can con-
tinuously monitor and control data;

• Network effects created by an architecture 
of participation

• Innovation in assembly of systems and 
sites composed by pulling together features 
from distributed, independent developers 
(a kind of “open source” development)

• Lightweight business models enabled by 
content and service syndication

• The end of the software-adoption cycle
• Software above the level of a single device, 

leveraging the power of the “long tail”
• Ease of picking-up by early adopters

The most diffused Web 2.0 technologies are 
represented by the Blog or Weblog, the Wiki, 
and Blicki (a new hybrid form that combines the 
cross-referencing and open edit-ability of the Wiki 
with the simpler blog format), RSS (Really Simple 

Syndacation), and XML (Extensible Markup 
Language) (Edington et al., 2005).

From a technical point of view, Web 2.0 appli-
cations have in common to combine the advantage 
of the web’s ubiquity with the quick response 
usability of locally installed computer programs 
(O’Really, 2005). This is achieved by means 
of pre-caching application interface elements, 
such as widgets, via employing asynchronous 
data streams predominantly by means of AJAX 
(“Asynchronous JavaScript and XML”) (Garrett, 
2007). Also, out-of-the-box interface modules for 
web database modification are easily implemented 
with AJAX, again making use of asynchronous 
data streams in order to maintain quick database 
response times. Under this technological per-
spective, a Customers Relationship Management 
strategy based on the adoption of Web 2.0 tools 
is able to overcome the limitations of usability, 
and resistance highlighted in Table 1.

One of the key properties of Web 2.0 applica-
tions is their social capacity, the principle of en-
abling users with no or little technical knowledge 
to actively participate in the authoring of content 
which is then instantly available publicly, or to 
the respective target community. Also under this 
perspective, the contribution at the discussion 
about critical factors listed in Table 1 is relevant 
in terms of social dynamic rising around a certain 
brand. By allowing to reinforce the devotion for 
a brand, this perspective impacts the loyalty, and 
trust critical factors highlighted in the discussion 
about the successful implementation of a CRM 
2.0 strategy.

The latest development in Web 2.0 tech-
nology comprises Semantic Web approaches, 
aimed at conveying standardized data formats in 
order to make user generated content or “meta-
information” machine-readable, thus, enabling a 
high degree of reusability. Another trend employs 
Web 3D content presentation technology, such as 
Second Life, enabling the user to assess the “look 
and feel” of products in a social 3D environment. 
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The concept of mutual user presence awareness 
is achieved by an avatar-based user interface.

Nevertheless, to this date, Blogs and Wikis 
are the most widely spread Web 2.0 applications. 
Commercially, the impact of this functionality 
becomes visible for instance when looking at 
virtual product communities (Creese, 2007); 
companies include their customers into an interac-
tive form of marketing. By using blog and wiki 
applications, products can be reviewed by users 
that can exchange opinions or insider informa-
tion on the product; for example as Casio does 
for the Exilim type of their digital cameras (there 
are even best picture competitions, etc.). The ef-
fectiveness of this approach calls for employees 
well informed and devoted at the management 
of the Web 2.0 initiatives. It could be extremely 
dangerous in terms of image and reputation to 
launch initiatives of dialogue on the web without 
to not monitor what people say about a product or 
the organization. Under this perspective, also the 
critical role of human resources for the successful 
implementation of a CRM strategy is satisfied by 
the new technological paradigm.

The adoption of these new technologies by 
firms has radically changed their traditional 
structures and their uses within a corporation, 
impacting on firms’ organization and strategy, is 
the main innovation behind the growing concept 
of Enterprise 2.0 (McAfee, 2006).

Enabling interesting dynamics and a more 
profitable relationships, these new technologies 
are very friendly usable and their relevance in 
terms of knowledge management is confirmed by 
the high level of accessibility and reusability that 
they presents in facilitating information recognize 
and the large repository of data presented. This 
is representing for firms a powerful way to build 
a large customers’ knowledge base across these 
customers virtual communities.

The literature on KM emphasizes the role of 
teams, and virtual teams in sharing knowledge 
across global enterprises. In the context of KM, 
these growing online communities pose two chal-

lenges for business about the capitalization on 
data, information and knowledge shared within 
the community and the definition and manage-
ment of a network culture able to maximize the 
benefits of this process of knowledge transfer 
(Garcia-Murillo et al., 2002).

In this more sophisticated process of CKM, 
enabled by the adoption of Web 2.0 applications, 
the companies continuously are called to focus on 
customer knowledge for innovation and product 
development, allowing by this to satisfy also the 
requirements in terms of customer centric ap-
proaches contributing at the implementation of a 
successful CRM strategy.

Therefore, the dynamic trends of both knowl-
edge about customers and the knowledge that 
customers possess across the Web request a more 
efficient approach at the Knowledge Manage-
ment and Knowledge Management Systems. A 
new approach that calls for a more structured 
knowledge-intensive process which can result 
only by a shift from an individual to a collabora-
tive dimension of actors engaged in these CKM 
activities (Lorenzon et al., 2007).

The growing relevance of knowledge in their 
daily working tasks is the main reason behind 
their new configuration as knowledge-workers 
(Thomke et al., 2002). This represents, according 
to the purpose of our study, one of the main chal-
lenges for a firms competitiveness in the actual 
global environment.

CONCLUSION

Starting from the evidences about the relevance 
of CRM both in the Knowledge Management 
and Relational Marketing discussions, the paper 
has showed as the development of a successful 
strategy of customers relationship management 
requires a well planned management of ICTs firm’s 
infrastructure. The rising of web 2.0, described 
as the new generation of web-based technolo-
gies enabling a more friendly discussion and the 
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process of knowledge and experiences sharing, 
has showed as these tools can be considered as 
a powerful solution at the needs of firms and or-
ganizations for interacting with their customers 
and including them within their organizational 
contexts. A further evidences, about the usefulness 
of web 2.0 technologies for the development of 
successful CRM strategies is represented by the 
characteristics of such web applications, that as 
showed in the previous paragraphs of this work, 
seem to be able to overcome the limitations at 
the development of a CRM strategy allowing to 
maximize the contribution of that conditions and 
factors that allow the implementation of a success-
ful relational marketing approach. In particular, 
the effectiveness of a CRM strategy based on 
the adoption of social networking technologies 
can be guaranteed by the higher level of trust 
and commitment that these kinds of initiatives 
can create. Beneficing of the positive effects that 
conversations can have in terms of trust, these 
virtual initiatives enabling knowledge sharing 
and interactions in more friendly way generate 
that consumer’s attitude towards a company, its 
product and its brand.

Through the pages of a blog or a wiki, a 
company have to realize to have the possibility 
to discuss with known or unknown customers, 
but this will produce a process of openness and 
enlargement its own boundaries, facilitating the 
creation of a “brand community” (Dwyer, 2007).

The emerging approach at CRM based on 
the adoption of Web 2.0 technologies, defined in 
this study as CRM 2.0, allows identifying some 
differences between the previous approach at the 
management of relationships with the customers 
defined by Kozintes (1999) as “data-base driven 
relationship marketing” and the actual and more 
valuable dimensions of a 2.0 approach, which are:

• A more active and conscious participation 
of customers;

• A more collective dimension of the 
relationship;

• The incredible amount of personal, social 
and cultural information available
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Chapter  3.21

ABSTRACT

This article deals with Knowledge Management 
under Coopetition and, in this context, illus-
trates the concept of Coopetitive Learning and 
Knowledge Exchange Networks (CoLKENs). It 
investigates the setting for inter-organizational 
knowledge management initiatives focusing on is-
sues related to cooperation-competition-dilemmas 
and intentional/unintentional knowledge transfer.

INTRODUCTION

Behind the emerging digital façade, companies 
have started to operate in a distributed fashion. 
The intricate connectivity among these firms 
implies the exchange of valuable resources like 
knowledge and information. Such ‘cooperation’ or 
‘collaboration’ is what enables organizations and 
individuals to make decisions collectively, learn 
from one another, communicate effectively, and 
thus create knowledge (Brown & Duguid, 1991; 
Huber, 1991; McDonald, 1995; von Krogh & 
Roos, 1995; Grant & Baden-Fuller, 2004).

However, cooperating organizations often 
simultaneously compete (coopetition). While re-
ciprocal knowledge sharing may enhance the total 
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and individual added value, inter-firm knowledge 
sharing may also affect the uniqueness and thus 
competitive contribution of a firm’s knowledge 
repository. Opportunistic behavior of counterparts 
may erode anticipated benefits of cooperation and 
result in unevenly distributed value.

The inherent balancing act between coop-
eration and competition requires designing and 
implementing specific management processes 
to enable economic value maximization for par-
ticipating individuals and firms. The value-driven 
balancing act is becoming increasingly relevant 
in business practice.

The article introduces the scientific literature 
on Knowledge Management under Coopetition 
and then describes the concept of ‘Coopetitive 
Learning and Knowledge Exchange Networks’ 
(CoLKENs), their components and their generic 
structure. It reviews CoLKEN fundamentals and 
components and suggests a CoLKEN taxonomy. 
Key research questions are followed by general-
ized key insights from studying CoLKENs as 
the setting for Knowledge Management under 
Coopetition. The article then examines the levers 
for managing CoLKENs and closes with future 
trends and brief conclusions.

BACKGROUND

The following literature review provides broad 
definitions and discussions relevant to Knowledge 
Management under Coopetition.

Fundamental Components 
of Knowledge Management 
under Coopetition

Knowledge is a complex concept and difficult 
to define, and when seen from a management 
perspective it exhibits unique properties that 
are distinctly different from the ones of tradi-
tional corporate resources, such as land, labor and 
capital. Intellectual resources are not naturally 

scarce (Suchmann, 1989; Argyres & Silverman, 
2004); knowledge may increase in value the 
more it is used, with investment in knowledge 
and knowledge-creating capabilities character-
ized by increasing returns (Teece, 1998; Smith, 
Collins, & Clark, 2005). These properties tend to 
make knowledge less amenable to management 
(Polanyi, 1966; Hedlund, 1994; Nonaka, 1994; 
Boisot, 1995; Grant & Baden-Fuller, 2004).

Who are appropriate knowledge agents for 
Knowledge Management under Coopetition? 
Who is intellectually capable, the organization 
or its individual employees? Does knowledge 
reside at individual and the organizational level? 
Among others, Drucker (1993) or Grant (1996) 
stress the predominant importance of individuals. 
Others (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995; Spender, 1996; 
Boisot, 1998; Lane & Lubatkin, 1998; Matusik & 
Hill, 1998; Crossan, Lane, & White, 1999; Inkpen, 
2000; Dyer & Hatch, 2006; Inkpen & Pien, 2006) 
consider organizational cognition or organizations 
as cognitive entities a suitable unit of analysis. In 
the organization science literature, organizational 
learning is a central tenet (Huber, 1991; Simon, 
1991; Argyris & Schön, 1996; Reagans & McEv-
ily, 2003; Hansen, Mors, & Lovas, 2005) and is 
believed to lead to competitive advantage (Senge, 
1990; Moingeon & Edmondson, 1996; Hansen & 
Nohria, 2004; Dyer & Hatch, 2006; Lavie, 2006). 
It is closely intertwined with inter-organizational 
learning (e.g. Larsson, Bengtsson, Henriksson, & 
Sparks, 1998, 1998; Greve, 2005) as the learn-
ing entities in both concepts positively affect 
each other (Doz & Hamel, 1998; Child, 2001; 
Holmquist, 2003).

Knowledge Networks are commonly defined 
as formally set up mechanisms, structures, and 
behavioral patterns that connect knowledge agents 
who were not previously connected because 
of functional, hierarchical, or legal boundar-
ies between organizations. Inter-organizational 
knowledge networks (e.g. Mowery, Oxley, & 
Silverman, 1996; Klein, 1996; Inkpen & Tsang, 
2005; Dyer & Hatch, 2006; Inkpen & Pien, 2006) 
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provide the setting for Knowledge Management 
under Coopetition.

Theoretical Underpinnings 
of Knowledge Management 
under Coopetition

The ‘resource based view of the firm’, along with 
its conceptual predecessor, the ‘industrial organi-
zation view’, and its extension, the ‘knowledge 
based view of the firm’, have shed light on the 
question why firms cooperate to learn from one 
another, share capabilities and knowledge, while 
- at the same time - manage knowledge as a valu-
able resource in the competitive environment.

Until the 1980s, competitive thinking - re-
flected in the ‘industrial organization view’ - has 
generally been seen focusing on companies’ 
environments (e.g. Porter, 1980; Spender, 1996; 
Teece, Pisano, & Shuen, 1997). As such, it stands 
for an outward focus. Since the mid 1980s, the 
so-called ‘resource-based approach’ (Wernerfelt, 
1984; Rumelt, 1987; Prahalad & Hamel, 1990) 
has partially built on Penrose’s conception of 
the firm as a “collection of productive resources, 
both human and material” (Penrose, 1959, p. 31). 
The resource-based approach builds on two basic 
assumptions: (a) the firm’s ultimate objective 
is to achieve sustained, above normal returns, 
and (b) a set of resources and their combination 
transformed into competencies and capabilities 
are a precondition for sustained superior returns 
(Rugman & Verbeke, 2002; Lavie, 2006). These 
resources are to be firm-specific (i.e. imperfectly 
mobile), valuable to customers, non-substitutable, 
difficult to imitate, and differently available to 
firms. Companies are seen as heterogeneous 
with respect to their resource and capability 
endowments (Teece et al., 1997). Assets such as 
knowledge are not readily tradable; they cannot 
equilibrate through factor input markets. Hence, 
critical resources can typically not be acquired via 
the market and consequently need to be developed 
internally. Competitive advantage is associated 

primarily with heterogeneous resource endow-
ments of firms (Wernerfelt, 1984; Prahalad & 
Hamel, 1990; Hamel, 1991; Barney, 1991; Felin 
& Hesterley, 2007; Newbert, 2007).

Recent extensions of the knowledge-based 
perspective (Grant 1996) are centered around 
its application to a ‘network of firms’, rather 
than an individual firm (Hamel, 1991; Prahalad 
& Ramaswamy, 2000; Dyer & Nobeoka, 2000; 
Gulati, Nohria, & Zaheer, 2000; Doz, Santos, & 
Williamson, 2001; Grant & Baden-Fuller, 2004; 
Smith, Collins, & Clark, 2005). As developed in 
the ‘relational view of the firm’, firms ought to 
look at inter-organizational networks as a source 
of sustainable competitive advantage (Liebeskind, 
Olivier, Zucker, & Brewer, 1996; Powell, Kogut, & 
Smith-Doerr, 1996; Powell, 1998; Dyer & Singh, 
1998; Dyer & Hatch, 2006).

Different scholars hold different views on 
what criteria need to be applied to differentiate 
critical from non-critical resources. Barney (1991) 
proposes ‘value creation for the company’, ‘rar-
ity compared to competition’, ‘imitability’, and 
‘substitutability’. Prahalad and Hamel (1990) 
distinguish ‘core competencies’ from ‘non-core 
competencies’ by outlining core competencies as 
being suitable for application in many different 
markets, creating a significant contribution to 
customer value, and being difficult for competi-
tors to imitate.

To specify resources that accommodate these 
criteria is equally controversial (Priem & Butler, 
2001a & b; Rugman & Verbeke, 2002). The lit-
erature offers a plethora of phrases such as ‘firm 
resources’ (Barney, 1991, 2001), ‘invisible assets’ 
(Itami, 1987), ‘dynamic capabilities’ (Teece et al., 
1997), ‘knowledge creation capabilities’ (Smith, 
Collins, & Clark, 2005), or ‘relation-specific 
capabilities’ (Dyer & Hatch, 2006).

Roos and Roos (1996) or Drucker (1993) 
proclaim that knowledge, whether referred to as 
invisible assets (Itami, 1987), absorptive capacity 
(Cohen & Levinthal, 1990; Lenox & King, 2004; 
Lane, Koka, & Pathak, 2006), core competencies 
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(Prahalad &, Hamel, 1990), core capabilities 
(Kogut & Zander, 1996; Tushman & Anderson, 
2004), or organizational knowledge (Nonaka &, 
Takeuchi, 1995; Argyris, 2004), can be seen as 
the only - or at least an important resource - that 
fulfils the foregoing criteria. Teece (1998) even 
argues that the essence of a firm is its ability to 
create, transfer, assemble, integrate, and exploit 
knowledge assets.

These lines of thought match the traditional 
analysis that both Ricardian and monopoly rent 
theorists derive in large part from intangible assets 
with organizational learning and knowledge be-
ing among the most crucial ones (Penrose, 1959; 
Liebeskind, 1996; McGaughey, 2002; Kaplan 
& Norton, 2004). By stressing the outstanding 
importance of knowledge, they have given birth 
to the ‘knowledge-based perspective’ as a special 
form of the resource-based one.

Coopetitive Learning and Knowledge 
Exchange Networks (CoLKENs) 
as the Setting for Knowledge 
Management under Coopetition

As outlined above, knowledge management has 
been increasingly considered as a key manage-
rial function necessary for achieving competitive 
advantage (Tsang, 2002; Chakravathy, McEvily, 
Doz, & Rau, 2003; Sambamurthy & Subramani, 
2005). Economic thinking leaves no doubt that 
scarcity is a precondition for property and thus 
commercial value of any resource. Consequently, 
it puts a question mark on generously sharing 
knowledge in an economic context. Thus, inter-
organizational knowledge sharing processes re-
volve around a formidable balancing act between 
borrowing knowledge assets from partners, while 
protecting one’s own assets (Loebbecke, van 
Fenema, & Powell, 1999; Levy, Loebbecke, & 
Powell, 2003). The challenge is to share enough 
skills to learn and create advantage vis-à-vis 
companies outside the network, while preventing 
an unwanted transfer of core competencies to a 

partner (Hamel, Doz, & Prahalad, 1989). This 
challenge is exacerbated when some members in 
the network are competitors. In such constella-
tions, the danger of becoming ‘hollowed out’ by 
‘predatory’ partners (Hamel et al., 1989; Kogut 
& Zander, 1996) seems particularly evident, sug-
gesting that appropriate steps be taken to ensure 
mutually beneficial sharing. Nevertheless, many 
of the skills that migrate between companies are 
not covered in the formal terms of a knowledge 
exchange (Loebbecke & van Fenema, 2000). 
Often, what gets traded - i.e. what is learned - is 
determined by day-to-day interactions between 
engineers, marketers, and product developers 
(Hamel et al., 1989).

CoLKEN Fundamental 
Statements and Components

Following the above insights, a ‘CoLKEN Con-
struct’ (see Figure 1) is built based on seven 
fundamental statements (see also Loebbecke & 
Angehrn, 2003a):

1.  Knowledge assets have their foundation not 
only in data and in information, but also in 
collaborative learning processes.

2.  Both the individual employee as well as the 
organization should be seen as knowledge 
agents capable of owning and processing 
knowledge.

3.  Knowledge agents exchange knowledge 
in knowledge networks within and - in the 
light of ubiquitous information, communica-
tion, and media technologies - increasingly 
between organizations.

4.  The increasing appearance of inter-organiza-
tional networks triggers a focus on learning 
and knowledge exchange processes between 
organizations during coopetition.

5.  Cooperation forms the basis for any knowl-
edge exchange process between organiza-
tions as it supports the learning processes 
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through which knowledge is created and 
acquired as well as shared and disseminated.

6.  In the light of competition, knowledge serves 
as a critical resource or asset to achieve 
competitive advantage and above normal 
rents.

7.  Management processes and actively man-
aged strategic interventions (stimuli) in 
knowledge exchanges allow organizations 
to create value by significantly impacting the 
composition, the exploitation and exploit-
ability, as well as the business results of 
learning, knowledge, and intellectual assets 
at large.

The three fundamental components, ‘Knowl-
edge’, ‘Knowledge Agents’, and ‘Knowledge 
Networks’ (Statements ‘1’, ‘2’, and ‘3’) lay the 
foundations for investigating inter-organizational 
learning and knowledge exchange networks in the 
context of coopetition (see also section on ‘Back-
ground’). The CoLKEN focus is represented as a 
central platform on which cooperation and com-
petition are performed (Statements ‘4’, ‘5’, and 
‘6’). In order to create and extract the maximum 
economic value, the challenge is to balance both 
aspects by designing and implementing manage-

ment processes for active strategic interventions 
in the CoLKEN (Statement ‘7’).

CoLKEN Taxonomy

Possible dimensions for differentiating CoLKENs 
are ‘information, communication and media 
technology (ICMT) usage’, ‘governance focus’, 
‘size’, ‘growth pattern’, ‘composition’, ‘degree 
of internal competition’. Selecting the first two 
dimensions, Figure 2 shows a CoLKEN taxonomy 
(adapted from Loebbecke & Angehrn, 2003b).

A cauldron, the large kettle or boiler used by 
witches mixing and cooking ingredients without 
a clear pattern, stands for intra-organizational 
and low-technology CoLKENs. An agora, the 
ancient Greek marketplace, represents inter-or-
ganizational, low-tech solutions. An eHive takes 
the concept of a hive, a container for housing 
honeybees, to the virtual level. It describes a busy 
intra-organizational environment without clear 
pre-arranged patterns of action or movements. 
An eCasbah, finally, transfers the concept of the 
older, native section of a north-African city with 
its busy market places to the ‘e’world, where it 
represents inter-organizational settings with 

Figure 1. CoLKEN construct
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learning and knowledge exchanges taking place 
solely via ICMT infrastructures.

While the basic assumption of coopetition be-
tween organizational units requires some degree of 
‘inter’-organizational networking, the horizontal 
axis takes into account the more or less overriding 
legal structures that may emphasize the ‘intra’-
setting for competing sub-units.

Research Drivers and Key Insights

Research concerning organizational and social 
aspects of CoLKENs as the setting for Knowl-
edge Management under Coopetition investigates 
initiatives ranging from local industry clusters 
to new forms for organizations with globally 
distributed knowledge workers operating within 
Open Source communities. Dominating research 
drivers are (1) the motivation for individuals and 
for companies to participate in the networks (e.g. 
Argote, McEvily & Reagans, 2003), (2) issues 
of leadership, coordination and control strate-
gies, and decision making, (3) the management 
of collaboration including knowledge creation, 
sharing and management as well as learning and 
innovation (e.g. Menon & Pfeffer, 2003), and 
finally, (4) the management of the competition 
dimension. These issues ought to be analyzed 
along the trajectories of ‘who’ (people), ‘what’ 

(topics), and ‘how’ (processes). Further, various 
contingencies for inter-organizational knowledge 
governance based on dominant knowledge types, 
the assessment of the ease of knowledge sharing 
and retention, and the direction of knowledge 
flows (unilateral or bi-directional/reciprocal) play 
an important role for investigating Knowledge 
Management under Coopetition.

Main research insights derived from the above 
lines of analyses can be summarized as follows:

• Individual managers are mostly motivated 
by opportunities to engage in new forms 
of collaborative learning and manage-
ment development. Organizations aim to 
achieve their objectives through acquisi-
tion of knowledge critical to their process-
es or strategy.

• The dominant form of collaboration and 
learning is traditional knowledge transfer, 
i.e. contexts in which members do not need 
to engage too personally or do not need to 
contribute their knowledge at all. More 
experiential forms are rare; they emerge 
primarily in non-critical domains and after 
having succeeded in helping members to 
develop more stable relationships and trust 
(for the impact of different kinds of inter-
ventions see also Cabrera, 2002).

• The competition dimension limits knowl-
edge exchange to pre-defined domains and 
formats which are perceived by members 
as non-competitive in terms of not releas-
ing much critical knowledge to potential 
competitors.

• By better aligning the motivation of their 
members and ‘selecting’ them accordingly, 
CoLKENs could reduce the negative in-
fluence of the competition dimension. On 
the other hand, ambitious growth strate-
gies lead some CoLKENs to operate less 
selectively when it comes to assessing and 
aligning the motivation of their members.

Figure 2. CoLKEN taxonomy
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• Appropriate coordination and control 
mechanisms are crucial for success; struc-
tural and interpersonal mechanisms out-
weigh procedural or technical mechanisms 
(see Figure 3).

Additionally, for instance Loebbecke and 
Angehrn (2003a, 2004), Teigland and Wasko 
(2003), and Loebbecke and Angehrn (2004), offer 
contingency dependent results for various settings 
of Knowledge Management under Coopetition.

Levers for Managing CoLKENs

With a significant number of inter-organizational 
networks failing in some sense (Inkpen & Beamish, 
1997; Lam, 1997), there is an established body of 
literature investigating factors causing such fail-
ures together with steps for improvement (Cohen 
& Levinthal, 1990; Hamel, 1991; Mowery et al., 
1996; Powell et al., 1996; Inkpen & Beamish, 
1997; Lam, 1997; Dyer & Singh, 1998; Kumar 
& Nti, 1998; Larsson et al., 1998; Powell, 1998). 
Possible management levers for dealing with the 
paradox of simultaneous cooperation and competi-
tion have emerged from this literature. The main 
factors for discussion are (1) factors influencing 
the extent of learning and knowledge sharing, (2) 
factors influencing the stability of the relationship, 

and (3) factors influencing the ability of CoLKEN 
partners to collaborate.

As factors influencing the extent of learn-
ing and knowledge sharing, Kogut (1988) and 
Mowery et al. (1996) name alliance contracts and 
governance structures. For instance, equity joint 
ventures lead to a higher degree of knowledge 
sharing than contract-based alliances. Cohen and 
Levinthal (1990), Dyer and Singh (1998), Kumar 
and Nti (1998), and Larsson et al. (1998) point 
to partners’ internal capabilities. According to 
Hamel (1991), Kumar and Nti (1998), or Larsson 
et al. (1998), the amount of learning taking place 
in the relationship depends on each partner’s col-
laborative strategy.

As the main factor influencing the stability of 
the relationship, Pfeffer and Salancik (1978) relate 
to bargaining power. If collaboration provides ac-
cess to other partners’ resources (e.g. knowledge 
and skills), dependencies caused by resource 
specificity may change or disappear and the al-
liance may be terminated (Inkpen & Beamish, 
1997). Hence partners who want to ensure alliance 
stability should prevent outsiders from learning 
‘all there is to learn’, create new knowledge, and 
consider the track record of their partners.

Finally, factors influencing the ability of net-
work partners to collaborate are discussed. For 
Dyer and Singh (1998) appropriate management 

Figure 3. Coordination and control mechanisms for knowledge management under coopetition
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processes and governance structures are crucial for 
turning membership into a source of competitive 
advantage. They even suggest protection against 
(a) opportunistic behavior in the network, (b) high 
volume of information exchange, (c) knowledge 
sharing routines, and also suggest the development 
of self-enforcing safeguards (trust and incentives) 
for sharing. The ability to have influence on the 
network structure and to occupy an information 
rich position shall provide network members with 
promising entrepreneurial opportunities (Powell 
et al., 1996).

FUTURE TRENDS

Further research is needed to compare ‘tradi-
tional’ settings for Knowledge Management under 
Coopetition, where there is less ICMT usage, with 
more virtual ones. Additional insights are to be 
sought as to the actual and potential impact of 
innovative technologies with regard to managing 
CoLKENs. One should investigate and assess (a) 
the real potential of ICMT for the majority of to-
day’s CoLKENs, (b) the ICMT-related challenges 
the organizations in question are likely to face, as 
well as (c) the new mindsets and competencies 
members and managers of such networks will 
require for taking full advantage of distributed ap-
proaches to learning and knowledge management.

CONCLUSION

The fact that motivations and incentives for par-
ticipation vary, makes Knowledge Management 
under Coopetition particularly complex. Here 
CoLKENs as settings for Knowledge Manage-
ment under Coopetition represent opportunities 
for individual managers to engage in new forms of 
knowledge management under coopetition: They 
provide organizations with opportunities to better 
achieve their objectives through acquisition of 
knowledge critical to their processes and strategy 

or through collaborative knowledge exchanges 
and initiatives.

Nevertheless, competitive logic can prevent 
individuals as well as organizations from taking ad-
vantage of constructive Knowledge Management 
under Coopetition. The competition dimension 
influences the design of value-creation processes 
such as ‘collaborative learning’, ‘knowledge 
exchange’, and ‘derived initiatives’.

To conclude, innovative forms and settings of 
Knowledge Management under Coopetition en-
able contributors to benefit from their participation 
in such inter-organizational knowledge manage-
ment initiatives, whereby members may decisively 
improve learning efficiency and cooperative acting 
while taking into account competitive positions. To 
exploit the opportunities derived from Knowledge 
Management under Coopetition to the fullest, ap-
propriate coordination and control mechanisms as 
well as a deliberate strategic approach towards 
Knowledge Management under Coopetition are 
indispensable.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Coopetitive Learning and Knowledge Ex-
change Network (CoLKEN): A specific setting 
for inter-organizational knowledge management 
initiatives focusing on issues related to cooper-
ation-competition-dilemmas and intentional / 
unintentional knowledge transfer.

CoLKEN Construct: Structure of main 
CoLKEN components: At the base level are 
‘knowledge’, ‘knowledge agents’, ‘knowledge 
networks’, at the CoLKEN focus level we find the 
balancing act between cooperation and competi-
tion, which should lead to value maximization 
on the top level.

CoLKEN Taxonomy: Depicting groups of 
CoLKENs by differentiating the overall variety 
along at least two dimensions: For practical and 
research purposes, the taxonomy shown in this 
article differentiates along the dimensions ‘ICMT 
usage’ and ‘governance focus’.

Coopetition: Simultaneous existence and 
relevance of cooperation and competition.

Knowledge Agents: Individuals or organiza-
tions storing, retrieving, transferring, and applying 
/ exploiting knowledge resources.
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Knowledge-Based Perspective: Special form 
of resource-based perspective stressing the sig-
nificance of knowledge as a scarce resource and 
organizational differentiator.

Knowledge Networks: Formally set up 
mechanisms, structures, and behavioral patterns 
that connect knowledge agents who were not previ-
ously connected because of functional, hierarchi-
cal, or legal boundaries between organizations.

This work was previously published in Encyclopedia of Knowledge Management, Second Edition, edited by David Schwartz 
and Dov Te’eni, pp. 791-803, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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Chapter  3.22

ABSTRACT

Knowledge management supports the key goals 
of an organization. For government this is creat-
ing public value, through trust, outcomes, service 
quality and cost effectiveness. These are vital 
matters for the UK government, and the need 
to mobilize knowledge is essential in delivering 
them. Knowledge management has tended to be 
about corporate knowledge inside an organization. 
This is important for government, not least in 
joining up its many parts to deliver more effec-
tive services and outcomes to citizens. However, 
citizens also have knowledge that can help deliver 
public value. How citizens and government share 
knowledge forms a second exploration. Citizens 
are also concerned about the use made by the state 
of personal data and knowledge about them; this 

forms the third strand. The issues that arise are 
mapped as ethical tensions onto Nonaka’s SECI 
model, providing both a framework for exploring 
ethics and for examining the space for organiza-
tional innovation.

INTRODUCTION

A group of us were gathered to discuss aspects 
of delivering the UK government’s new informa-
tion and knowledge strategy (HM Government, 
2008a). Who exactly is in this group, and for 
what is it responsible, I was asked by someone 
the group meeting. It’s an informal group of 
people who meet occasionally to exchange in-
formation and build each other’s knowledge, I 
replied, continuing that it had no formal author-
ity, governance or reporting, although we did so 
through various routes. The initial reaction of 
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my colleague civil servant seemed to be one of 
unease. This encapsulates and illustrates a feel-
ing in the government’s administration about the 
need to follow processes that can be monitored 
and for which it should be accountable. There are 
very good reasons for state administration being 
consistent, process-driven and open to scrutiny but 
meetings are consequently often representative, 
hierarchic and proceduralised. Sharing knowledge 
is not like that. Access to, and engaging with, the 
knowledge that people have, whatever their role 
and seniority, requires a major cultural shift from 
a procedure-based approach. The first section of 
this chapter looks at some of the aspects that need 
to be addressed in mobilizing knowledge within 
government.

The work of government in setting strategy, 
policy and implementation extends widely. The 
knowledge that is required to do each well does 
not only reside in public service officials. This is 
one reason for the large number of independent 
advisory bodies set up by the government in the 
UK. Beyond this more formal means of sharing 
knowledge from expert to government, is a move 
towards citizens communicating what they experi-
ence and sharing their knowledge through feed-
back mechanisms (HM Government, 2009c). To 
deliver the maximum benefit for society, everyone 
needs to be involved. This may be done, perhaps, 
through social media tools. The public, however, 
cannot get fully involved if they do not know 
what is going on, so there is also a major move 
in the UK to release data about public services 
and more generally to allow others to analyze and 
communicate (Cabinet Office, 2009). In release 
of data and use of social media, there are issues 
about data control, rights to use and re-use and 
intellectual property. The second part of the chapter 
explores what knowledge mobilization looks like 
when including people external to an organization 
into the delivery of its goals.

Individuals, whatever their role, expect that 
increased transparency should not lead to personal 
information being shared. With the increasing abil-

ity to analyze information, security and protection 
of data is essential. What is considered personal is 
itself a social construction. In the UK, people are 
astonished that Norwegians can put a name into a 
government website and discover how much they 
declared in earnings to the tax authorities. Or, that 
in USA one can type the name of a realtor and 
see if there has ever been a court case associated 
with that person. What is personal and what is not 
is yet to be clearly defined in the UK. Moreover, 
we can be double-minded about the use of data 
in the delivery of public services. When we need 
to report the death of a family member to the 
authorities, there can be 44 contacts in the UK 
(Varney, 2006) and people would like to be able 
to do it just once, as in Sweden, and all the public 
bodies know about it. But there is a strong and 
consistent reaction against the idea that informa-
tion might be shared between public bodies. The 
third section of the chapter examines this aspect of 
information and knowledge about an individual.

In summary, we look at mobilizing knowledge 
in government, mobilizing the knowledge in the 
citizenry and sharing it with government, and the 
knowledge that the state has about individuals and 
how that should be treated. We explore a number 
of issues and then consider the ethical aspects 
more specifically in the final fourth section. First, 
we begin with scoping the work of government 
that makes knowledge sharing critical and the 
ways in which knowledge management (KM) can 
contribute to its outcomes.

WHY LOOK AT KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT?

Why does an organization such as a government 
want to look at the mobilization and management 
of knowledge? KM is more usually associated 
with competitive business advantage (Liebowitz, 
1999).

There are a number of drivers for UK govern-
ment looking at how to mobilize and manage its 
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knowledge more effectively. First it is recognized 
that some implementation of government policy 
cannot take place without a broader integration 
of information and knowledge. For example, the 
welfare of children was highlighted through a 
major incident where a child died (Laming, 2003). 
Poor record-keeping and exchange of knowledge 
among different parts of the organization were 
given as contributory reasons. One result was the 
integration of some local government functions 
covering social and educational care. In that case 
organizational development was considered to be 
part of the overall solution. Another example is 
dealing with the context that gives rise to drug 
use, which can often involve policing, health and 
education policies. Traditionally these are in dif-
ferent sections of government. Recognizing this, 
for the first time, the UK government set all its 
targets for its three-year outcomes so that policies 
and actions across the various parts of government 
had to be joined up (McNabb, 2006). Many of 
the benefits to nations come when policies and 
practices are integrated. Mobilizing knowledge 
within and across different parts of a complex 
organization becomes critical.

In parallel, there is a strand that seeks to 
make implementation of policies more effective, 
in delivery and cost efficiencies. This includes 
delayering of the traditional staffing structures, 
outsourcing to new public bodies and outsourc-
ing to commercial companies independent of 
government. Each requires better exchange of 
knowledge. Delayering means that the organiza-
tion is much more sensitive to the movement of 
staff, who hold much of the knowledge. Outsourc-
ing policy implementation to new public bodies, 
while strategy is retained within central govern-
ment, can mean lack of access to knowledge on 
feedback. Specifically, is what is enacted what 
was intended, with consequent input to forming 
strategy. Outsourcing from the public to private 
sector can mean a similar lack of knowledge 
transfer, but one that is even more established 
through contract, custom and practice.

Such issues are common to all governments 
and most large organizations. They have the need 
for effective and efficient delivery units while 
finding ways to join up services around customers. 
Information management and knowledge mobi-
lization can be seen as glue between the tensions 
of forming delivery units that are sufficiently 
focused to implement the required outcomes and 
yet delivering an overall integrated service to a 
customer. The difference between governments 
and other organizations is moving beyond share-
holder value to something that can be judged to 
be in the public interest (HM Government, 2005).

PUBLIC VALUE

If the purpose of KM is to support the outcome 
of government, what exactly is that outcome? 
The benefit of KM is usually described in terms 
of using corporate knowledge as a competitive 
advantage to businesses (for example McElroy, 
2000). For the public sector the outcome can be 
described as public value. Work is underway to 
define this further in order to measure it and assess 
efficiencies and value for money. For example 
Jones (2003), Kaplan (1999), and others have 
examined public value from the perspective of 
balanced scorecard approaches. Kelly, Mulgan 
& Muers (2002) identified three main factors as 
service quality, outcomes and trust. In a recent 
review of the different approaches to public 
value, Lusk, Roberts & Mackie (2008) note that 
the different approaches coalesce around three 
main categories:

• public value is that which the public val-
ues- understanding what individuals in 
society need and transforming public ser-
vices to meet those needs with clear mar-
keting and communication;

• public value as a system of mandates- de-
livering public goods through the unique 
authority of government, for example to 
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levy taxes, to administer justice and impris-
on people or to provide welfare benefits, 
where each depends on the endorsement of 
elected representatives and expressions of 
public support;

• public value as equivalent to shareholder 
value- the government acting as a good 
corporate body in delivering efficiently, ef-
fectively and doing what is perceived by 
society as the right thing.

They believe that when looking at outcomes, 
all three should be considered in combination. 
Public value should deliver services that people 
need, that are endorsed and which are done ef-
ficiently and effectively. Clearly managing data 
and information well is essential to delivering 
on each of these categories of public value, but 
so is managing knowledge and, which we will 
consider in the second section, the engagement of 
citizens in the generation of public value. Before 
turning to how government can organize itself to 
mobilize knowledge, we clarify what we mean by 
knowledge in this context.

KNOWLEDGE IN THE 
PUBLIC SECTOR

We will use the increasingly standard distinctions 
between data, information and knowledge. Fol-
lowing Improvement and Development Agency 
(2004), data (using the term for both singular 
and plural forms) is something given, a discrete, 
specific or limited bit of communication. For 
example 3.000, 4.000, and “this care home has 
100 beds”. Information is the result of asking a 
question and (quite literally) being in-formed, with 
the asker being different as a result of knowing it. 
For example, 3.000m is the height of this aircraft, 
4.000m is the height of that mountain; or “these 
figures represent the bedding capacity of a care 
home, calculated as a theoretical capacity based 
on floor space or actually number of physical 

beds available at the home, or number of beds 
that the home is resources to support, backing on 
staff levels, health and safety, etc.”. Knowledge 
is about something in addition that is either not 
or, not easily capable of being codified, as for 
example: “aircraft that have got within 20 miles 
of that mountain at this height have often crashed” 
or, “this is a large care home that is likely to be 
difficult to manage because of the known staffing 
difficulties in this area of the city and tends to be 
the place where people go if they cannot afford 
private care”.

UK Government has tended to focus on two 
complementary types of knowledge strategy: 
connection and codification (Improvement and 
Development Agency, 2004). Connection strate-
gies focus on interactions and communications 
among people, while codification strategies seek 
to make explicit knowledge available, usually on 
some form of IT-based service. What is apparent 
is the most of the focus hitherto has been on the 
codification approach (see also McElroy, 2000, 
on this for businesses). Examining some models 
may help move knowledge strategies on.

Nonaka & Takeuchi (1995) researched the 
value of distinguishing between two kinds of 
knowledge: explicit and tacit. Explicit knowledge 
either has been or is capable of being captured 
somewhere, perhaps in a document or as notes 
attached to data. Tacit knowledge tends to be 
personal and rooted in experience, ideals and 
values, and is difficult, or found to be impossible, 
to articulate in a way that is codifiable. As those 
working in expert systems discovered to their 
frustration, what is done by top experts was often 
found not to be describable. This could either be 
because the models and language do not yet exist, 
or perhaps because knowledge is not processed in 
the conscious and rationalizing brain. These are 
closely related, and one way to develop the needed 
models and language is through group work. 
Nonaka’s SECI model describes a way of moving 
from a single person’s knowledge to others through 
discourse and internalization within a group, rather 
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than seeking to extract from someone as if they 
were a data store, and then codifying that for the 
benefit of others to internalize and use. Nonaka’s 
SECI model appears to be the most referenced in 
UK government documents, however there are 
other approaches that are valuable to consider 
because their classifications encompass elements 
that transcend internal organization development.

Costa & Silva (2007) review the major clas-
sifications of knowledge that lie in the different 
models. Boisot’s (2002) classifies knowledge as-
sets into three dimensions: uncodified to codified; 
concrete to abstract; undiffused to diffused. This 
is a helpful approach in determining progress in 
the process of sharing knowledge and making 
it sufficiently explicit to enable it to be shared. 
Antonelli (2005), considers the different kinds of 
knowledge from which it is useful to determine 
which one is being considered in managing knowl-
edge, whether as a public good, as a proprietary 
good or complex path dependent activity. This 
would be a valuable exploration for governments 
to make about their knowledge. In Costa, Prior & 
Rogerson (2008a) it is suggested that the different 
types of knowledge can be viewed in two dimen-
sions: an individual to system embedding and a 
market to non-market embedding. This could be 
fruitful for governments to explore since much of 
their knowledge is embedded in the administrative 
processes of government with specific areas of 
expertise in individuals. The process of delayer-
ing, noted above, changes the intrinsic knowledge 
of process and, potentially, ready access to tacit 
knowledge. Moreover, government actions affect 
markets, even without direct policy intervention. 
For example through release of data that can en-
courage development of new commercial services 
(Newbury, Bently & Pollock, 2008). Other models 
include a customer-focused knowledge strategy. 
Given that one of the main drivers for government 
is to support its policies for citizens, this kind of 
strategy may also be worth exploring.

MOBILIZING KNOWLEDGE 
WITHIN GOVERNMENT

Towards a Culture Change

KM has been a recurrent theme across national 
and local UK government over the past 15 years 
(for example, Hovland, 2003). Although some of 
the work could be described as closer to informa-
tion management (codification strategy), there is 
growing momentum to address the culture that 
is required for sharing knowledge (connection 
strategy).

There are various parts of government: the 
elected representatives who form the House of 
Commons and set the direction including through 
legislation; the senior civil service who develop 
policies on how to deliver required outcomes; 
and, a set of delivery bodies ranging from school 
education, health and policing through to admin-
istrative functions. The process of government in 
UK is based on a Cabinet of Ministers of which 
one is (s)elected as the Prime Minister, but each 
runs their brief and Department separately. Only in 
2008 was it established that outcome targets would 
be shared across the Departments in the Public 
Sector Agreements and Service Transformation 
Agreement (Comprehensive Spending Review 
2007 for period 2008-11) (National Audit Office, 
2009). Right from the top, there is separation of 
responsibilities with a consequent wide variety in 
organization. This results in state departments with 
very different cultures, that now need to begin to 
work together to deliver their targets. Mobilizing 
the expertise and knowledge of each has become 
a critical necessity.

Into this context, a review of knowledge and 
information management has pointed to how 
the success of technological approaches to data 
and information has tended to encourage people 
towards similar ones for managing knowledge. 
The much more important task is to develop a 
culture to mobilize the knowledge that exists 
among people (HM Government, 2008a). This 
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strategy proposes some actions, ranging from the 
informal to very formal, as follows: harness the 
enthusiasm for sharing knowledge that goes on 
via social networking sites and look for ways to 
establish profession and vibrant communities of 
interest within government; enable teams and com-
munities to achieve common business purposes, 
with simple support toolkits; integrate KM into 
core competencies as a priority so that senior staff 
adopt the appropriate behaviours; and review each 
Department’s capability in managing knowledge. 
These recommendations essentially constitute a 
culture change around connection strategies.

There are some early innovative approaches to 
connecting people. For example the Government 
Communications Headquarters (GCHQ) new 
building was explicitly designed to encourage 
the informal contact that leads to exchange of 
knowledge (HM Government, 2008a). Internal 
wikis are being used to build knowledge bases, 
and to identify those with knowledge through their 
contributions. Other social networking tools are in 
use within and across public bodies, for example 
the forums run by Improvement and Develop-
ment Agency for local government that are now 
being used by central government. When in 2008 
we wanted to build a community of experts in 
digital communication instead of the hierarchic 
council structure adopted by the IT profession 
(appropriate for them), we chose a free grouping 
approach, supplying some tools and encouraging 
others into trying out what might work and be 
useful. It looks as if it lacks general authority and 
might appear anarchic to some, but mirrors the 
loosely and constantly re-forming groups found 
on the Internet. It is working well, but the reaction 
of senior policy-makers to people forming and 
declaring new groups is sometimes instructional 
about how far the public sector needs to move 
culturally to mobilize knowledge!

Just as challenging are those aspects that are 
more sociopsychological: willingness to display 
differences of opinion and thought about what to 

do; to be prepared to say “I don’t know”; to give 
up individual reward for ideas.

Sociopsychological Factors 
Inhibiting Knowledge Mobilization

The wish to give the appearance of unanimity 
is a driving force in some organizations. For 
example, Coyle (2001) examined policy-making 
in the World Bank and International Monetary 
Fund. There she found that policy-making in 
both institutions was characterised by a tension 
between consensus and dissent, in which it proved 
difficult to incorporate dissenting knowledge into 
programmes and decision-making because of the 
need to present an image of the organization having 
the right answers and maintaining a consensual 
official line. My experience is that this is as true, 
if not more so, of government activities. The UK 
media, in particular, enjoys headlining disagree-
ment and controversy; any hint of that within 
policy-making is aired as some kind of failure. In 
a knowledge-sharing environment, however, it is 
essential that different views are heard, recorded, 
accessible and used to inform work as appropriate 
(HM Government, 2009a).

For this kind of reason, public bodies can also 
be reluctant to record lessons learned, case stud-
ies, and discussions or expressions of views in the 
policy-making process, particularly as these are 
open to Freedom of Information requests. The fear 
is that they might be used in a misrepresentative 
way to illustrate incompetence, whether directly 
from things that could have been done better, or 
merely from expressing a need for expertise from 
others. To address this concern, ways need to be 
found to ensure that the detail of case studies 
and lessons learned is not lost, while at the same 
time generalizing and anonymising to the extent 
that individuals and suppliers, for example, are 
not identifiable, even while the salient facts are 
communicated and those with knowledge able 
to be accessed. The codified knowledge may be 
sufficient, but often it is the start of access to tacit 
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knowledge. Last year I was invited to respond to a 
Parliamentary Public Accounts Committee report 
and its recommendations, including making a 
public statement in response to their press release. 
I was advised that this had to follow certain rules. 
I looked up the rules, but their interpretation and 
the usual practice was what I then wanted to know. 
I could not find anyone who had actually gone 
through the process, dealing with all the neces-
sary Ministers and briefing the Prime Minister. 
Indeed, I and the press office had a long discussion 
about interpretation that could probably have been 
circumvented by identification of a person with 
knowledge through experience. This is a typical 
need in large complex organizations.

Another cultural issue is the nature of exper-
tise in government. Recently there has been a 
strategy of qualification and professionalization 
for specific corporate functions of public bodies 
that support policy-making, for example, finan-
cial, HR, IT and project management, to add to 
the long-established legal, statistical and com-
munication professions. This is a shift within UK 
government, and introduces the idea of specialists 
working in partnership with the policy-making 
generalist whom can turn their brains and work 
to any subject required by the elected political 
party (Public Management and Policy Association 
& National School of Government, 2007). This 
gives scope for knowledge sharing that has hitherto 
not come easily to those familiar with generating 
new ideas and policies. New knowledge strategies 
are needed to encompass these aspects within a 
connection perspective.

Codification strategies assume that knowledge 
can be captured, distributed and managed primarily 
through IT systems in the form of documents and 
other digital media. Their focus is therefore on 
making knowledge explicit wherever possible and 
doing so in such a way that people are rewarded 
for contributing, and that others can easily find it 
and use it and are rewarded for doing so.

When the strategy has been restricted to put-
ting codified knowledge into structured databases, 

without the ease of process for finding it and any 
reward mechanisms for using or contributing, then 
little use appears to be made of it. New tools may 
offer a better approach to storing, accessing and 
retrieving stories, lessons learned, ideas and case 
studies. For example they might be stored in the 
discussions, comments and Question and Answer 
exchanges stored in social media, whether in fo-
rums, blogging or networking applications. Rather 
than structured databases as found in previous 
IT-based approaches, another means to facilitate 
retrieval is to mark up unstructured text in some 
way that enables findability. For example one 
might use the new W3C standards for semantic 
web to identify aspects in which others may be 
interested. This approach is already used by UK 
government for unpublished research reports, 
facilitating access and access control, in addi-
tion to some published information restructured 
for re-use (for example The London Gazette). In 
particular, marking up the individuals connected 
with lessons-learned document would be valu-
able, so that the knowledge searcher can ask the 
questions of the type “what other projects has this 
person worked on?”

These examples illustrate that what is needed in 
a codified approach is ease of contribution and ease 
of findability. Social media offers a natural way 
of contributing story, experience and expertise at 
point of need (i.e. there is known value for invest-
ment of time and effort). Explicit effort, however, 
towards use of new search and monitoring tools 
because of the many services supporting discourse 
and the different languages used to talk about a 
particular subject. Where knowledge is held on 
known services then semantic web mark-up of-
fers a natural way of handling unstructured data. 
Neither, however, will ensure that any knowledge 
will be used unless there is also a culture in which 
there is a reward system for contribution and us-
age. Some measures will need to be found that 
members of the public sector recognize as fair and 
equitable. They may include, for example, such 
measures as the number of contribution made, the 
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number of times the contribution is accessed, and 
the number of contributions used.

MOBILIZING KNOWLEDGE ACROSS 
ORGANISATIONAL BOUNDARIES

Mobilizing Citizen Knowledge

The work of the public sector cannot be easily 
bounded. The knowledge to set strategy, propose 
policy and implement effectively also engages 
many others beyond public sector officials, in-
cluding experts, stakeholders, voluntary sector 
and citizens. The value given to expertise among 
specialists can be seen in, for example, the hun-
dreds of government-funded independent advisory 
bodies and the solicitation of stakeholder views 
during public consultations. The public sector also 
works in partnership with the voluntary sector, 
who are also lobbyists for change. And citizens 
have experience of public services that can provide 
information for improvement or new strategies, 
and the UK Government is keen to gather this ex-
perience through feedback processes, conversation 
and collaboration (for example HM Government, 
2009c; Parker & Gallagher, 2007). Public value 
cannot be delivered without some meaningful 
interaction with citizens. What does KM look like 
when it includes people external to an organiza-
tion into delivery of its goals? Introducing a new 
dialogue to share knowledge present throughout 
society can be done through a variety of face 
to face or digital means, with varying degrees 
of direct, representational or mediated contact. 
These include citizen juries and forums, summits 
and wikis, workshops and petitions, feedback and 
public meetings, blogs and webchats, to name 
some of the available mechanisms. To deliver the 
maximum benefit for society, everyone needs to 
be involved (Graham, 1992).

There have already been successful initiatives 
in improving services at a local level through local 
engagement, in improving medical care through 

patients being able to comment on their experi-
ence of doctors and hospitals (through feedback 
opportunities in Patient Opinion and www.nhs.
uk), and through the introduction of some schemes 
such as Children’s Trusts that formalize inclusion 
of citizens. Parker & Gallagher (2007), point to 
four different means of encouraging such col-
laboration between government and the citizen: 
by incentivise with money or recognition; by force 
through introduction of new structures by law 
and funding mechanisms; by augmenting what 
government can do by working with partners and 
the voluntary sector; and by a small number of 
prioritized goals for a limited time. A propos this 
last, I argue in Pullinger (2001), that both culture 
and online tools encourage this kind of short-term 
political engagement by citizens.

Conversely, civil servants have been given 
permission and encouraged to participate in on-
line forums and respond to blogs as individuals. 
Previously any contact with the public was either 
routed through the press office or similar formal 
procedures, or designated as part of their frontline 
job. Commenting and participating in citizen 
discourse is a new departure for government as 
an organization and is being closely watched by 
other governments to see where this innovation 
might lead. The person can speak on their own 
behalf, instead of representing an elected repre-
sentative, provided they are clear about their role 
and limit commentary to agreed positions (HM 
Government, 2009b).

Since most dialogues occur on commercial 
web-interfaced Internet services, there are some 
interesting tensions around who owns what and 
who has the rights of re-use and under what con-
ditions, who can delete content and under what 
national jurisdiction would decisions be made. 
To give one small example, some online services 
have sought to claim that they own the copyright 
on whatever is stored in their service. Sometimes 
this may be Crown Copyright, but there is no rec-
ognized means for legally transferring of Crown 
Copyright in this way. The UK Government is 
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therefore exploring how to enable appropriate use 
of individual contributions and re-use of govern-
ment content that has previously been automati-
cally Crown Copyright (Cabinet Office, 2009).

Enabling Citizen Engagement 
through Data Release

The public cannot get fully involved if they don’t 
know what is going on, so there is also an important 
parallel move in the UK to release data (Cabinet 
Office, 2009) and, specifically, data about public 
service performance (HM Government, 2009c).

It is a major cultural change to release data 
and information in a form that others can use to 
create new analyses and services. In the UK, it 
was considered radical in 2000 when the then 
Prime Minister Tony Blair launched National 
Statistics, following the Labour Party Manifesto 
(1997). Prime Minister Gordon Brown made it 
completely independent of government in 2008, 
in the form of the United Kingdom Statistics 
Authority. The first step was a process whereby 
information about what was happening was issued 
even if it was inconvenient to the government. 
The potential discomfort was either its content, 
perhaps showing something different to what the 
government wanted to announce, or its timing, 
for example bad figures appearing on the eve of 
a party conference. The second step was to put a 
distance between productions of statistics about 
what is happening in UK to political comment 
upon it (HM Government, 2008b).

Systematically releasing data and information 
explicitly structured to enable others to use and 
re-use it in analysis, new services and commercial 
use is a further step. It has been routine in US, 
where there is a strong consensus that public data 
belongs to the public. There are however many 
concerns among the public bodies, including the 
following:

• risks and liabilities on the use of the data, 
whether, for example, on listing all schools 

with their locations, or releasing the results 
of health inspections of restaurants, which 
might damage their business. In what way 
might the public body be responsible for 
third party use?;

• worry about misuse, for example of giv-
ing a list of all schools that removes all 
those of a particular type, for example 
faith schools. In what way might the public 
body be responsible when not monitoring 
all uses?;

• apprehension over analyses that might 
come to a different conclusion about the 
policy that should be adopted to those of 
the public body releasing the data, for ex-
ample on catchment areas for local school-
ing. Will the role and identity of the public 
body need to change?;

• loss of revenue, where previously the data 
had been sold to cover some costs. What 
will have to stop being done if revenue is 
no longer forthcoming?;

• lack of resources in making data available 
in a form that others can use, which go be-
yond the requirements of the public body 
itself. Why spend money making things 
possible for others (especially given the 
fears listed above)?;

• uncertainty over whether there is any value 
in the data, when none has been demanded. 
Why spend if there might be no takers?.

It is agreed that no personal data will be re-
leased, but the power of information processing 
means that some unexpected combinations of data 
can amount to data being identified to particular 
individuals. For example, crime statistics are 
being mapped so that people can see hotspots. A 
search of local newspapers is likely to retrieve the 
victim’s name and even place of residence and any 
conviction will also result in that information being 
public. Although all this data is already available, 
it can be brought together into a service that might 
not have been anticipated, and transgress what 
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might be perceived as victims’ rights, even though 
that information is already in the public domain. 
This debate was aired in the national media (for 
example, Edwards, 2008). So there is a tension 
about deciding how to release the data. Where 
crimes are low in number, do you anonymise and 
place the incident anywhere in a large area to avoid 
all possible information processing and so deliver 
a service close to the point of uselessness, or do 
you say that it is already in the public domain 
and so should not be an issue? Both government 
and individuals have reason to be cautious while 
exploring these new data releases.

KNOWLEDGE THROUGH 
PERSONAL DATA

A common reaction to my writing this chapter 
has been for friends to launch into discussions of 
personal data. This appears to be in the context of 
the danger of the state “knowing too much about 
me”. Further exploration identified this as a feel-
ing of being known, but not having the reciprocal 
knowledge to what use the impersonal knower, 
the state, may put the knowledge “about me”. The 
question then is about power and its potential.

This has, of course, been widely analyzed and is 
reflected in Dahrendorf’s sociological definition of 
power: “is the ability to reduce, limit or eliminate 
alternatives for the social action of one person or 
group by another person or group” (Dahrendorf, 
1959, pp. 89). Boguslaw (1965) explicitly applied 
the idea to computer programmers and designers of 
computer equipment and languages, with Robins 
& Webster (1999) claiming that the information 
revolution does not lie in technical innovation as 
much as in “differential (and unequal) access to, 
and control over information resources” (p. 91).

This is of particular concern to individuals in 
regards to the state, which has need to gather data 
and information on its citizens in order to promote 
social, economic and welfare goals, for example 
through a census to plan for schools and hospitals, 

and the individual’s need to protect personal data 
as far as possible. This is part of the three-way 
relationship that individual citizens have with the 
state (Offe, 1996). Note that two of the three share 
commonality with the main strands in public value 
identified by Lusk, Roberts & Mackie (2008), but 
the middle one, with which we are concerned, is 
different:

• creators of state authority through the dem-
ocratic voice;

• potentially threatened by state force or co-
ercion, but protected by rule of law;

• dependent on the services and provision 
for welfare organised by the state.

Data and information about individuals are 
required to run the administrative function of the 
state. There is also non-codified knowledge about 
individuals. In UK this is at the interface between 
citizens and officials (for example, welfare and 
benefit officers) and service delivery agents (for 
example, nurses, police and teachers). Their 
knowledge is used for specific cases and increas-
ingly so for the care of children. However, it is 
rarely documented or codified and so open for 
others to use except when explicitly and legally 
required, for example when doctors suspect that 
patients are addicted drug users and for suspicions 
about the welfare of children (Recommendation 
16) (Laming, 2003). In order to improve public 
services, the expertise of these frontline workers 
is being encouraged to grow through knowledge 
sharing of observations and experience without 
an intention to discuss details of individual people 
except in exceptional circumstances (HM Gov-
ernment, 2009c). In particular, citizens want to 
ensure that their options for manoeuvre are not 
reduced by the state bringing data together in such 
a way that disadvantages them, either by painting 
an inaccurate picture through losing contextual 
and clarifying information (“this person lives on 
a boat”) or by identifying inaccuracies to which 
the state may want answers, thereby imposing 
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additional burdens of proof. Citizens also want 
free-loaders and criminal activity in relation to 
the state to be caught.

This leads to an interesting situation perhaps 
peculiar to the UK government: the history of 
public services has led to departments or agencies 
focusing on the supply of specific products rather 
than taking a citizen or business-led approach. 
Departments’ and agencies’ services are all devel-
oped independently of each other. It is leaving the 
citizen or business to join up the public service 
island economy to meet their needs (Varney, 2006, 
p. 4). As in the example recounted in the introduc-
tion to the chapter of a citizen needing to contact 
government 44 times following a bereavement, it 
is often the most vulnerable citizens who have to 
do the most joining-up between the public service 
islands; much of it could be avoided with more 
collaborative service delivery. Although people 
don’t want their information shared across the 
government, they also want the benefit of services 
that can only result from doing so. Why this might 
be is currently being explored, but ideas include: 
it might build up too comprehensive a picture 
(too much knowledge); contain errors that affect 
other services (inaccurate data); or be misapplied 
in situations other than the one for which it was 
given (contextual misapplication).

One approach is to identify what is reasonable 
to be shared across the whole public sector, what 
should not be shared, except with express permis-
sion of the individual concerned, and what falls 
into the middle ground where what is shared is a 
matter of consensus. Thomas & Walport (2008) 
began to explore these different categories. In the 
first category lies the registration and updating of 
records associated with births, deaths and name 
changes by choice or on marriage. The registra-
tion of citizens has been the most basic form of 
government because of the state’s role to protect 
and seek the well-being of its, and not that of 
others’, people along with rights of abode. Such 
registration answers the question about whom the 
state should be responsible for.

Despite some appearances to the contrary, there 
is often no need to share data in order to provide 
the services needed. For example, it is possible 
to interrogate data by asking if it meets certain 
criteria, without ever having access to that data 
or knowing what it contains. Thus to provide a 
free school meal at lunchtime for a child whose 
parents have no income, requires checking status 
of parents and their receipt of welfare benefits as 
an indicator. Data does not need to be transferred 
for this, only establishing if a condition is met. 
This approach means that there need not be the 
concatenation of data that might lead to knowledge 
that individuals consider inappropriate. Through a 
social consensus, it may therefore be possible to 
start to map a series of interactions with personal 
data that can be used to deliver services people 
want that is:

• able to be shared and updated (for example 
the death of someone);

• shareable but not changed;
• used and viewed for specific tasks but no 

transfer or recording made;
• interrogated with certain criteria with no 

viewing of the data;
• not accessible at all.

The Institute for Public Policy Research is 
beginning a series of qualitative discussions 
with citizens on such matters. This presumes we 
know what we mean by personal data and what 
should and should not be in the public arena. In 
fact there is little consensus over this. It varies 
considerably across nations as our examples from 
Norway, Sweden and USA have illustrated. That 
this information is socially constructed and varies 
widely in practice can be seen from comparison 
with other countries. Germany, for example, does 
not publish the names of its company directors. 
USA makes data about many events concerning 
individual’s public.

There is publication by statute of some indi-
vidual data in the UK as it is deemed important 
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for the overall welfare of citizens. These include, 
for example, names of those who are insolvent 
and so unable to pay bills, names of directors of 
companies, and those convicted of criminal of-
fences. In some areas citizens would like to go 
further, for example have published the location 
of people on the child sex register or convicted 
paedophiles. The state has obligations for their 
protection too, so arrangements are in place for 
ensuring protection of all parties. So to our former 
list, we can also add those data that are associated 
with being made public:

• that is published by law (statutory notices);
• that is published by custom (e.g. honours 

list);
• that is published routinely but was previ-

ously difficult to get hold of and so is per-
ceived to be newly available;

• that may be made available upon request 
(either set up to do so, or through Freedom 
of Information requests);

• for which there is public clamour that 
should be made available, but where the 
government has responsibilities to indi-
viduals (paedophile locations);

• which is used only in exceptional circum-
stances with explicit legal powers (for ex-
ample in counter terrorism actions in pro-
tection of citizens);

• for which the state is guardian and should 
never release (personal data);

• for which the state declares it will not it-
self use other than in aggregation (Census 
data).

Identification of individual data that is personal 
and falls into all these different categories is an 
urgent task in order to deliver the trust in the state 
that citizen wants in the context of the three-way 
relationship. There is no simple means for this, 
as the differences between nations exemplify. 
Rather there is a social construction leading to a 
consensus about what is and what is not acceptable 

to that society at that time. That acceptability or 
otherwise is usually described as ethics, to which 
we know turn, focusing on the KM issues.

ETHICAL TENSIONS

Most people are prepared to share if they get 
something back- if there is some perceived reci-
procity in making contributions. This appears to 
be part of the human condition in that the size 
of community groups are claimed to be created 
around reciprocity and avoiding freeloading, or 
freeriding as it is also described (Dunbar, 2007). 
The need to encourage sharing through some return 
has always been part of the problem about KM, 
and various attempts have been made to address 
it. For example, one might say that you cannot 
get information unless you give it (Thimbleby, 
Witten & Pullinger, 1995) or that there is a fi-
nancial reward to the contributor for its use (for 
example the knowledge-trading IQPort, Skyrme, 
2001). This is the exchange model that is found 
in all human societies, however old. Intellectual 
property is an outworking of this as the right to 
be associated with a contribution and get some 
return for it. This has been described as contribu-
tion justice (Mason, Mason & Culnan, 1995) and 
explored in Costa, Prior & Rogerson (2008b).

Nonaka’s SECI framework where external-
ization phase follows socialization identifies an 
associated problem with intellectual property- that 
it is often generated in a group. This is the con-
verse of the freerider, being where people may 
be contributing but not getting the recognition 
for doing so. The redactor may be writing up a 
group activity and some members of the group 
might look for credit for their contribution to the 
process and feel aggrieved if it is not there. New 
practices are required to encourage knowledge 
sharing and externalization by the identification of 
all players within recognition and reward structure. 
Contribution justice is as applicable a term here.
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A second theme to emerge is access to knowl-
edge. First in changing the culture so as to encour-
age its mobilization and then in finding ways to 
get access to people and knowledge in documents 
that cannot be fully codified in the same way as 
information, stored often in the form of stories, 
case studies, experiences, and lessons learned. 
The ethical tension comes in whether there is a 
presumed right of no access, or presumed right 
of access to others’ knowledge (and its associ-
ated data), and under what terms. The former 
has prevailed both within government and for the 
citizen about what the government does. There 
are moves to a presumed right of access, but this 
is still contested and requires more than an indi-
vidual reward and recognition- it is the interplay 
between the corporate task of building public 
value and the individual delivery components 
of the organization. The clarity of the business 
proposition about impact on the bottom line has 
yet to be developed in the public sector.

A specific tension for government, that may 
not be applicable to all organizations, is one that 
lies between three groups of people: the generalist 
policy-makers who need to be able to turn to any 
policy; the specialist corporate support functions; 
and the process-driven government administrative 
function. Public value cannot be delivered without 
joining these up across government. Moreover 
it is also necessary to include citizens and other 
stakeholders. Thus the process for sharing is chal-
lenging and requires a new recognition of the role 
and value of each within the overall purpose of 
delivering public value.

Another tension, related to the first, is the 
individual need to develop and be recognized for 
one’s knowledge at the very time one is subsum-
ing it for the greater good into the group. There 
are tensions over the time and effort in sharing 
knowledge that frequently conflicts with that for 
building on and developing further knowledge. 
Space is required to develop knowledge, either 
through accomplishing tasks and responsibilities 
or through reflection and learning, but it is only 

recognized when shared and released. In other 
words, reward is delayed relative to the cost and 
so can be hard to justify.

In summary, in mobilizing the knowledge 
from inside people’s heads and documentary 
evidence there are a number of tensions that must 
be resolved in any organization. For government 
this can pose a particular challenge as the public 
sector is extensive and includes many different 
organizations, as well as citizens in the process of 
delivering value for the nation. In examining the 
issues that arise around mobilizing and managing 
knowledge, one way of viewing the tensions is 
the use of Nonaka’s SECI framework:

Each of those tensions relates in some way to 
balancing our needs to pursue our own self-inter-
est with duties to make the best possible decisions 
for all parties concerned. If there were no such 
tensions, then we wouldn’t need to establish 
practices of what is acceptable and what is not. 
If our actions fitted naturally into what everyone 
else expected and wanted, then there would be 
no need. Conversely, if we could act as we wished 
purely on the basis of our own desires, then there 
would be social chaos.

Whereas there have been many broad treat-
ments of ethics in information management over 
the past two decades, for example Mason, Ma-
son & Culnan (1995) and the reader Dunlop & 
Kling (1991), there has not been the same focus 
on doing the same for mobilizing and managing 
knowledge. Using UK Government as a case study, 
this chapter has looked at some of the issues for 
government and the ethical tensions that arise. 
Many of these will be applicable to other large 
complex organizations.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

In exploring the issues for government and its 
citizens in mobilizing knowledge, we have identi-
fied a number of ethical tensions and mapped them 
onto Nonaka’s SECI model. Building on this model 
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and frameworks that have been developed from 
it, may be a fruitful way to uncover more issues 
and present a structure for discussing them in a 
coherent way. The SECI model has been used, as 
it is the one most cited by government documents 
looking at KM. However there is other with clas-
sifications that could prove fruitful for examining 
ethical issues. Throughout, we have also noted 
some organizational innovation. Again future 
research may wish to take the different models 
and ask more specifically how organizational in-
novation could be used at various parts to support 
the mobilization and use of knowledge. Finally, 
we have implied throughout the chapter that the 
ethical tensions should be resolved by consensus, 
pointing to national differences as evidence that 
these are socially constructed (Burr, 2003). Further 
research might usefully be done in identifying 
effective means to do this and so directly address 
the issues that arise in mobilizing knowledge.

CONCLUSION

Public value is driving many of the initiatives in 
the UK Government. This can be seen particu-

larly when expressed as trust, outcomes, service 
quality and cost effectiveness, (Lusk, Roberts & 
Mackie, 2008; Kelly, Mulgan & Muers, 2002) 
which are all vital issues for UK society in relation 
to government. The financial constraint initiated 
by the collapse of the banking sector in 2007 has 
further driven the need to deliver public value, 
and this was one genesis for UK Government’s 
strategy (HM Government, 2009c). It sets out 
the development of delivering professionalism 
and efficiencies through joining up and sharing 
across government and engaging citizens in a 
new dialogue to reform public services and give 
them information on public service performance 
to enable them to do so. The cultural challenges 
and need to develop consensus through social 
construction on the issues identified in the chapter 
suggest that such an agenda might take some time 
and may have to survive several political changes 
in order to be driven through. There are examples 
of organizational innovation and we have identi-
fied them through the chapter. These should be 
considered experiments to see what further ques-
tions are raised and if sufficient numbers can be 
drawn into their use to make a real difference. 
In each area there are ethical issues that need to 

Table 1. Ethical tensions displayed using Nonaka’s SECI framework 

SECI Point Conversion Process Examples of Organisational 
Innovation Ethical Tensions

Externalization Conversion of tacit knowledge into a 
form accessible to others

Use of wikis, forums, and other social 
media inside government; citizens 
sharing their experience of public 
services through online feedback 
mechanisms

Contribution justice: the right to be rec-
ognized and rewarded for contributions 
and reciprocal contributions

Combination Conversion into new sets of explicit 
knowledge that can be shared

Introduction of semantic web applica-
tions into government (using RDFa); 
reorganization of Local Authorities to 
integrate welfare for children

Development of individual knowledge

Internalization
Conversion of new explicit knowledge 
into individual (or organization) tacit 
knowledge

Development of individual knowledge

Socialization
Sharing tacit knowledge; convert-
ing individual knowledge into other 
people’s tacit knowledge

Permission for civil servants to blog 
and participate in forums and respond 
to blogs; construction of GCHQ build-
ing explicitly to encourage sharing of 
knowledge

Individual development of knowledge 
and being recognized as source to go 
to, while at the same time giving it to 
others; finding means to share knowl-
edge across organizational boundaries
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be made explicit as choices, so that a process of 
deliberation can be created in order to ascertain 
what will be acceptable and what will not in terms 
of mobilizing and sharing knowledge. This is true 
whether in terms of behaviour inside the public 
sector itself, in the citizen-state relationship and in 
what the state knows about individuals as persons. 
Nonaka’s SECI model has been much developed 
from the time when it was first published and 
alternatives proposed, nevertheless it has proved 
a useful structure for the initial identification and 
articulation of some core ethical issues.

DISCLAIMER

The author works at the Central Office of Infor-
mation, part of the UK Government, but writes 
in an individual capacity; nothing written here 
constitutes or should be taken to constitute UK 
Government policy, unless published as such in 
the documents referenced.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Codification Strategy: A knowledge manage-
ment strategy that focuses on making knowledge 
explicit, usually through an IT-based service.

Connection Strategy: A knowledge manage-
ment strategy that focuses on interactions and 
communications between people.

Contribution Justice: The perception of 
fairness and reciprocity in giving and receiving 
contributions, for example, knowledge.

Data Release: Free communication of non-
personal data for others to use and re-use.

Data Sharing: Communication of data to 
third parties.

Ethical Tension: The ongoing interplay be-
tween two goals about what is acceptable and not 
acceptable practice and behaviour.

Knowledge Mobilization: A preferred term 
to Knowledge management as it describes getting 
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knowledge moving around and across organiza-
tions.

Personal Data: Data specific to an individual.
Public Value: The purpose of government 

activity, equivalent to the competitive advantage 
in commercial organizations.

Social Construction: The idea that concepts 
and agreements are not delivered from outside a 
society but constructed through discourse within it.

This work was previously published in Ethical Issues and Social Dilemmas in Knowledge Management: Organizational Inno-
vation, edited by Goncalo Jorge Morais da Costa, pp. 232-249, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint 
of IGI Global).
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Chapter  3.23

ABSTRACT

This chapter examines three important aspects of 
folksonomies: common design factors found in 
folksonomies, developmental patterns of mature 
folksonomies, and the identification of knowledge 
consumer behaviors that can act as metrics for 
the evaluation of a small-scale folksonomy. In 
identifying desirable design elements, a compara-
tive examination of tags and objects was made 
using a study conducted at Lakehead University. 
From this project, an exemplar of an effective 
folksonomical data structure was derived. User 
behavior was examined and categorized to identify 
behaviors that can be monitored and measured as 
indicators of user satisfaction. The authors analyze 

the structures of a folksonomy and synthesize a 
practical model of an effective folksonomy in the 
context of knowledge management.

INTRODUCTION

In today’s knowledge economy, companies 
struggle to find ways to collect, retain and reuse 
information as efficiently as possible. Control 
structures found in traditional Knowledge Man-
agement (KM) systems are difficult to maintain 
and require specialized knowledge and training 
to be effective (Davis, Studer, Sure, & Warren, 
2005). Traditionally, knowledge management 
experts are hired to develop complex hierarchies 
and ontologies to design systems based on pre-
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defined information structures (such as categories 
and relationships). Maintaining these systems and 
ensuring they continue to match the needs of an 
organization is a skilled art. If managed poorly, 
these systems have the potential to miscategorize 
and lose data. Additionally, overly rigid infor-
mation structures can hinder the collection of 
information while overly ambiguous structures 
can draw information into a virtual black hole.

Recently, a new instrument has appeared in 
the knowledge manager’s toolbox -folksonomy. 
Folksonomies represent a nearly diametrically 
opposite approach to traditional information 
organization. For example, while ontologies rely 
on knowledge management experts to develop 
specific functional definitions, folksonomies im-
pose no preconceived definitions and allow group 
consensus to reinforce appropriate classifications 
that emerge organically.

Hierarchies attempt to organize information 
and give context to data through a branching 
structure while folksonomies allow for a mul-
tiplicity of contexts. Rather than working from 
the top down to build a structure and then insert 
data, folksonomies start at the data level and al-
low communities of knowledge for consumers 
to apply their own organization, in the form of 
tags and metadata, to whatever information they 
see as valuable. “Folksonomies [have allowed] 
communities of users to build structure on top 
of content using tags as annotations” (Dubinko, 
Kumar, Magnani, Novak, Raghavan, & Tom-
kins, 2006). As metadata grow, the context of 
the information also broadens and thickens. This 
process leads to folksonomies adapting to their 
communities’ needs and offers a flexible strategy 
for maintaining dynamic information resources: 
“[S]ystems employing free-form tagging that 
are encouraging users to organize information in 
their own ways are supremely responsive to user 
needs and vocabularies, and involve the users of 
information actively in the organizational system” 
(Mathes, 2004).

One of the most frequently observed challenges 
of the use of folksonomies in knowledge manage-
ment is the lack of control and structure around 
the use of tags (Peters, 2006): “A folksonomy 
represents simultaneously some of the best and 
worst in the organization of information. Its un-
controlled nature is fundamentally chaotic, suffers 
from problems of imprecision and ambiguity…” 
(Mathes, 2004). However, it remains to be deter-
mined whether, in scaling down a folksonomy from 
its traditional global scope (involving millions of 
contributors) to a size more commensurate with 
corporate-sized KM solutions, there is enough 
metadata to make a folksonomy effective.

Large-scale social bookmarking sites (such as 
Del.icio.us or Redit.com) have been among the 
earliest adopters of using folksonomies to organize 
information. These sites have been drawing a 
great deal of attention from the web-surfing public 
and some now claim to have client bases in the 
millions (Del.icio.us, n.d.). There is a plethora of 
anecdotal evidence to suggest that these sites are 
both appreciated and effective tools for storing, 
finding, and sharing Internet-based resources – a 
form of social knowledge management. Much of 
the success of social bookmarking is attributed 
to its loosely structured approach to organizing 
data and the ease with which consumers can 
learn and integrate a folksonomical strategy. If 
this knowledge management strategy could be 
adapted to a smaller scale, one that more closely 
matches user needs in a business environment, the 
benefits to the knowledge management industry 
would be significant. As Mathes (2004) notes, 
“Folksonomies leverage the expertise of knowl-
edge consumers to create an opportunity that has 
the lowest investment in time effort and cognitive 
cost to collect the information.”

The purpose of this chapter is to examine 
the critical success factors in the development 
of a small-scale folksonomy and outline the key 
features needed to build a folksonomy that can 
be scaled to a size that might be more readily 
operationalized in organizations.
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BACKGROUND

Folksonomies can be described as ad hoc infor-
mation management systems that acquire their 
entire structure through the context created by 
the descriptive contributions from an interested 
and involved community (Brooks & Montanez, 
2006). Within a specific folksonomy, there is a 
requirement that three entities exist: an object 
being classified; at least one descriptive single 
word tag to categorize the object; and an actor 
to interact with the object. For example, Jordan 
(the actor) may tag a photograph of a new puppy 
(the object) as “photo, puppy, Kujo, cute” (four 
distinct tags). While this example only manages 
data from a single knowledge consumer, theoreti-
cally other actors, such as Jordan’s family, could 
make contributions. Regardless of how informa-
tion is added to the folksonomy, it is important to 
recognize that a tag reflects the unique perspective 
of the contributor. Although two actors may use 
the same tag on differing objects, there may be 
disagreement between the actors as to the specific 
meaning of that tag. The argument therefore can 
be made that tag selection represents how knowl-
edge consumers think about data rather than how 
the data owners/managers perceive and classify 
it (Fichter, 2006). For this reason, folksonomies 
need to associate an object and its tags with the 
contributor to maintain a full definition of the 
object. Figure 1 illustrates this relationship.

Although a knowledge management solution 
is meant to facilitate the sharing of information, 
the motivation for individuals to contribute to 
such a system is somewhat more selfish (Fay, 
2007). By allowing members to have their own 
personal lists of contributions, the system grows 
around the needs of the knowledge consumer. In 
this way, it is the uncoordinated and selfish inter-
ests of the community’s individual members that 
create the folksonomy (Cattuto, Loreto, & Pi-
etronero, 2006). Each contributor adds links to a 
bookmarking site and tags it in a way that will 
facilitate future use. For an individual, the focus 

of activity is on personal needs and not the needs 
of the community. The community benefits from 
the activity by aggregating the selfish actions of 
all the participants: “Folksonomy is the result of 
personal free tagging of information and objects 
(anything with a URL) for one’s own retrieval. 
The tagging is done in a social environment (usu-
ally shared and open to others). Folksonomy is 
created from the act of tagging by the person 
consuming the information” (Vander Wal, 2007).

Critical Success Factors in 
Building a Folksonomy-Based 
Knowledge Management Tool

The popular trade media have already pointed 
at a number of social networking sites and enu-
merated several common characteristics for a 
folksonomy-based knowledge management tool. 
Importing data, popular links, recent additions, 
friends, ratings, privacy, tag suggestions, RSS, 
widgets, browser add-ons, among others, were 
identified by Read Write Web (Alex, 2006). The 
editors of the “Lifehacker Blog” also emphasized 
the importance of ranking, RSS, and various forms 
of collaboration as common features (Lifehacker, 
2007). Consultants Common, a social bookmark-
ing comparison tool, indicated several key factors 
that included: RSS, tagging, descriptions, book-

Figure 1. Entity relationships of a folksonomy
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marklets, tag browsing, sharing, importing, export-
ing, integration, and page caching (Webb, Kanter, 
White, Simon, & Loving, 2005). Therefore, the 
following critical success factors can be identified 
as being relevant to small-scale folksonomies:

• Personalized reference lists
• Community lists
• Tag clouds
• Metadata
• Tag recommendations
• A searchable database
• Cross linked tags, and
• Cross-linked users.

If an organizationally appropriate KM sys-
tem were to be built based on the experiences of 
large-scale social bookmarking sites, the evidence 
cited suggests that these eight features need to be 
included in the design.

Operationalizing the Critical 
Success Factors

For folksonomies to be adopted by knowledge 
workers in substitution for a traditional and hi-
erarchically structured KM system, there needs 
to be an exploration of some of the limitations 
or boundaries that constrain the folksonomical 
approach. Adopters must determine whether a 
folksonomy would work with a small number of 
contributors and how its performance would be 
measured. Three lines of inquiry can be identified 
that need to be explored to evaluate a folksonomy’s 
effectiveness as an organizational knowledge 
management tool:

• Identification of empirical measures of 
user interaction

• Identification of key features that would 
entice participation in the use of such a 
folksonomy tool, and

• Development of a user satisfaction instru-
ment to validate findings based on the first 
two challenges.

In effect, adopters must ask what a folksonomy 
might look like when implemented, what would 
people do with the tool, and how well does it 
satisfy their needs? “Performance measurement,” 
a measure of user interaction, is a crucial measure-
ment in knowledge management; in this regard, 
log files tracking user behaviour play a key role. 
Zipf’s principle of least effort developed in “Hu-
man Behaviour and The Principle of Least Effort” 
(1949), also known as Zipf’s Law, has been shown 
to be a signature behaviour for self-organizing 
human activity (Cattuto, Loreto, & Pietronero, 
2006). Zipf argued that people are predisposed 
to seek solutions that require the least effort; in 
essence, people create tools to solve problems 
more easily. The principle of least effort states 
that an information-seeking actor (person) will 
tend to use the most convenient search method 
available, generally opting for using that search 
method’s least exacting mode. In other words, if 
an online search tool is most readily available, as 
opposed to a printed resource, such as a textbook, 
the person will tend to search online. However, 
if the textbook is more useful (or the computer 
is further away and not turned on, for example), 
the person will use the textbook. Information-
seeking behaviour stops as soon as minimally 
acceptable results are found. Zipf’s principle 
holds true regardless of the user’s proficiency as 
a searcher or their level of subject expertise; it 
takes into account the user’s previous information 
seeking experience. The user will use the tools 
that are most familiar and easy to use that finds 
results. The principle of least effort is known as 
a deterministic description of human behaviour. 
The principle applies to any information seeking 
activity. Zipf’s argument is further supported by 
the notion of the selfish user (Fay, 2007).

Additionally, one can use Zipf’s Law to under-
stand how the principle of least effort is supported 
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by the use of tags and tagging behaviour. Zipf’s 
Law was developed using empirical data and sta-
tistical procedures; it refers to the fact that many 
types of data can be approximated with a Zipfian 
distribution, one of a family of related discrete 
power law probability distributions. Zipf’s Law 
maintains that given a body of language occur-
rences, such as tags, the frequency of any word 
in a body of textis inversely proportional to that 
word’s rank in a frequency table. Thus the most 
frequent word will occur approximately twice as 
often as the second most frequent word, which 
occurs twice as often as the fourth most frequent 
word, and so on.

Since large-scale social bookmarking sites can 
be viewed as following Zipf’s principle of least 
effort, it can be argued that if a small-scale folk-
sonomy also follows the principle of least effort, 
the information held within the folksonomy must 
have similar value to the community. When folk-
sonomies are deconstructed and tested, they are 
shown to follow the principle of least effort (Zipf, 
1949). While there are a number of distributions 
associated with tagging and folksonomies (Peters, 
2007), Zipf’s work clearly draws a connection 
between a power distribution and the knowledge 
consumers desire to act selfishly and reduce the 
effort that they are required to invest (Zipf, 1949). 
Butler (2004) succinctly sums up the connection: 
“I think the lack of hierarchy, synonym control 
and semantic precision are precisely why it works. 
Free typing loose associations is just a lot easier 
than making a decision about the degree of match 
to a pre-defined category (especially hierarchical 
ones).”

Within a folksonomy, there are certain actions 
that can always represent the transfer of informa-
tion. These value-indicating actions are behaviours 
identified in the system logs where participants are 
either accessing a resource listed in the database 
or contributing to the database in some way: add-
ing a link to a resource; adding a new resource; or 
editing the tags and metadata associated with an 
existing object. Therefore, the first line of inquiry 

- the identification of empirical measures of user 
interaction – can be addressed through examining 
log files for the types of value-indicating actions.

When displaying a collection of tags, social 
bookmarking sites often use minimal formatting; 
this gives a tag collection a chaotic appearance. 
To help identify which tags are most common, 
individual tags are often emphasized using a com-
bination of font sizes and colors. This gives the 
collection of information a cloud-like appearance 
and has lead to the adoption of the term tag cloud. 
Tag clouds appear to serve two purposes: (1) they 
display all the tags associated with an object, thus 
allowing the knowledge consumer an opportunity 
to holistically evaluate the community’s percep-
tion of an object; and, (2) they allow for a sense 
of key themes related to a given object. Figure 2 
shows an example of a tag cloud with varied font 
sizes and clickable links.

Folksonomies derive their structure from the 
reinforcement of tags through repeated use. If a 
tag referring to an object is used more frequently 
than another, it can be argued that that tag is 
perceived as more important to the description of 
the object by the users of the folksonomy. To 
create reinforcement behaviour, social bookmark-
ing sites often display some or all of the tags that 

Figure 2. Folksonomy tag cloud
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have already been used to describe an object. This 
reinforcement behaviour, combined with the 
development of a tag cloud, satisfies several of 
the critical success factors listed earlier.

Although folksonomies are popularly associ-
ated with the use of tags, social bookmarking 
sites frequently included additional metadata in 
the form of a comments field. This additional 
field is also tied to the search engine feature 
built into many social bookmarking sites. Social 
bookmarking is seen as community activity. Not 
only can tags be used to describe objects they can 
also be used to cross-link other objects, tags and 
users into common themes. This cross-linking 
ultimately exposes knowledge consumers to 
broader definitions for tags and could possibly 
impact how individuals select tags.

The final key to the measurement puzzle is 
related to user satisfaction and whether a tool, such 
as a folksonomy, actually improves participation in 
knowledge management projects. A simple survey 
tool can be used to explore such questions as:

• How satisfied were you using a tag cloud?
• How satisfied were you using a search tool 

based on metadata?
• How satisfied were you using your own tag 

lists to retrieve material?

Further, questions exploring whether tags con-
veyed important information, the degree of control 
a person felt over the data, and how effective the 
knowledge consumer felt the tool to be when 
coupled with the secondary data collected from 
log files will lead to a clear understanding of how 
well a folksonomy can be adapted to corporate or 
small-scale knowledge management.

Testing the Critical Success Factors

An online experiment was conducted at Lakehead 
University, where a Learning Object Repository 
was constructed based on the success factors 
identified above. The repository incorporated all 

eight critical success factors in its design: personal-
ized reference lists, community or global lists, tag 
clouds, metadata, tag recommendations, a search-
able database, cross linked tags, and cross linked 
users. Post-secondary instructors in Management 
Information Systems were invited to contribute to 
the repository and use a folksonomy to organize 
their materials. Forty-eight teaching professionals 
and other interested parties were tracked as they 
used the system. In two months, the participants 
were surveyed on their impressions of the Learn-
ing Object Repository.

To construct an effective small-scale folkson-
omy, a three-pronged approach was developed. 
The first step was to scrutinize the public social 
bookmarking environment and, as described, eight 
critical success factors were identified as crucial 
to developing a working folksonomy based tool. 
Next, metrics for evaluating and assessing user 
engagement were developed using information 
from log files. Although many important charac-
teristics of performance can be derived from log 
files, they are not the sole source of information 
regarding user satisfaction. As discussed above, 
only direct questioning of a system user can ad-
dress satisfaction issues.

All web hits entering and exiting the site were 
tracked to identify value-indicating actions. At the 
end of the trial period, the repository had been 
visited a total of 467 times. The repository grew 
to 37 objects with 172 distinct tags being used 
299 times. During the experiment, the website 
was visited an average of 8.19 times every day 
and 490 value-indicating activities occurred in 
203 of the visits to the repository. Of the 490 
value-indicating activities recorded, 86% of those 
activities involved following links to resources 
within the Learning Object Repository. When 
tags within the system were sorted by popularity 
and their frequency plotted against their rank, the 
results fully accord with the predictions consistent 
with Zipf’s Law.

The survey distributed to all the participants at 
the end of the research period had a 29% response 
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rate. The results indicated that participants consid-
ered the community tag cloud useful, scoring it 7 
out of 10. The survey also found that satisfaction 
with an individual’s own tag cloud was slightly 
more conservative, scoring 5.69 out of 10. The 
study determined that the folksonomy site had 
been an effective tool for managing information 
within small groups and that the critical success 
factors for a folksonomy were as described.

FUTURE TRENDS

Future applications of folksonomy-based ap-
proaches to knowledge management will require 
designers and managers to see past the current 
drawbacks that arise from the use of an uncon-
trolled vocabulary in the tagging activities. Indeed, 
it is this non-predefined use of language that 
presents a number of opportunities and unique 
benefits.

Using folksonomies to sort and organize im-
ages, for example, appears to be a good match to 
the capabilities of this KM tool. As others have 
noted (e.g., Jörgensen, 1999; Gordon, 2001), the 
classification of images using standard KM hier-
archies is both challenging and time consuming 
and may not lead to a usable data set. On the other 
hand, browsing as a method of navigating an im-
age collection is a fitting solution and within the 
capabilities of a folksonomy. Tagging images with 
user-defined tag sets encourages browsing and 
may add an element of serendipity to the results, 
which increases the value of the search results.

A major benefit of the folksonomical approach 
is that it begins with a blank slate on which the 
structure of a content space can be allowed to de-
velop through use until patterns emerge (Haverty, 
2002). Giving the end user control over the orga-
nization of content can also allow entirely new 
content domains to develop.

It becomes possible, then, to create specific 
tags to allow them to share new content forms 
that either have not been conceptualized at the 

time a hierarchical KM tool was designed or 
that are extremely difficult to classify under a 
hierarchical structure. For example, participants 
in Flickr.com have developed tags that permit 
them to share images of their computer desktops 
or instant messaging status as a sort of personal 
history or discovered narrative. In this way, 
categories become things, and the classification 
becomes a shared space for communities of users 
to explore and develop (Lakoff, 1987). As Herwig 
notes: “One of the outcomes of the research into 
folksonomies is FolkRank, a search algorithm that 
exploits the structure of folksonomies; the name 
reveals that it was inspired by PageRank, but as 
the graph of folksonomy structures does not cor-
respond to the web graph, some adaptations had 
to be made” (2008).

Other trends derived from this approach 
include: detecting trends (in tag sets); detecting 
spam in tag sets (a major challenge) to improve 
the results; and developing a logsonomy (i.e., the 
structure of search engine query log files). Dawson 
(2007) proposes five key frames for leveraging 
knowledge in organizations that are emerging as 
the successors to knowledge management and that 
executives find relevant, compelling, and action-
able: social networks, collaboration, relevance, 
workflow, and knowledge-based relationships.

CONCLUSION

Based on the results of the above study, it can be 
concluded that the critical success factors identi-
fied above are in fact effective design elements 
in a folksonomy-based knowledge management 
tool. The critical success factors are: personalized 
reference lists, community lists, tag clouds, meta-
data, tag recommendations, a searchable database, 
cross linked tags and cross linked users. Best 
design practices were identified from a selection 
of popular social networking sites and criteria for 
measuring the effectiveness of a folksonomy and 
user satisfaction were established.
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One of the major benefits of the folksonomical 
approach to knowledge management, as has been 
noted in this chapter, is the fact that it is devel-
oped and maintained by the users of that body of 
knowledge. In much the same way that wiki tech-
nology improves the availability of knowledge, 
folksonomies make the storage and dissemination 
of knowledge much more accessible to the user 
community itself. Although a folksonomy-based 
KM system is less expensive, more flexible 
(scalable), and user-friendlier, a socially created 
folksonomy demonstrates strength and value. 
Communities of users create storehouses of shared 
meanings and understanding when they contribute 
to the tag cloud of any given folksonomy. As this 
storehouse of knowledge evolves over time, it 
has the dual outcome of creating a more viable 
knowledge management tool while strengthening 
the bonds of the user community, which facilitates 
the longevity of the tool.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Folksonomy: Folksonomies can be described 
as an ad hoc information management structure 
that acquires its entire structure through the con-
text created by descriptive contributions from an 
interested community. A folksonomy is a user-
created taxonomy used to categorize information. 
Folksonomies rely on single word tags assigned 
by users to create context and establish the value 
of information.

Hierarchies: A series of ordered groupings 
within a system, moving from broad categories 
to narrowly defined.
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Knowledge Management: Knowledge man-
agement is the process by which information is 
collected and disseminated for the purpose of 
improving the effectiveness of a decision mak-
ing process.

Metadata: Metadata are structured data that 
describe the characteristics of a particular resource.

Ontology: The goal of an ontology is to ensure 
that all users of a given set of data have the same 
understanding of the words and concepts within 
that dataset. In knowledge management, ontolo-

gies focus on creating dictionaries of commonly 
defined terms.

Semantic Web: This term refers to the develop-
ment of a highly structured XML- based WWW 
alternative that is more conducive to automated 
analysis.

Social Networks: The term refers to individu-
als and their interconnections with others, which 
could include business relationships, kinship or 
trust.

This work was previously published in Handbook of Research on Social Interaction Technologies and Collaboration Software: 
Concepts and Trends, edited by Tatyana Dumova and Richard Fiordo, pp. 509-518, copyright 2010 by Information Science 
Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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Chapter  3.24

ABSTRACT

When analysing the transformation of the infor-
mation society an industrialisation of knowledge 
work can be observed. The maturity, the quality, 
the process-orientation and the alignment of 
knowledge to personal or organisational require-
ments are industrialisation aspects covered by 
knowledge work. This chapter focuses on process-
orientation, discusses the evolution of process-
oriented knowledge management and sees the 
current industrialisation of knowledge work as 
a challenge that needs to be tackled not only on 
social and technical level but also on a conceptual 
level. Hence the so-called knowledge conveyer 
belt approach is introduced that is a realisation 
framework of process-oriented and service based 
knowledge management. This approach is seen as 

an answer for the requirements of industrialisation 
of knowledge work that keeps the “human in the 
loop” and enables the business and knowledge 
alignment. The realisation concepts and two 
implementation show cases are introduced.

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge work is becoming a mainstream activ-
ity in organisations and is emerging towards be-
coming a holistic critical success factor. Focusing 
on the business-aspects it can be stated that almost 
all areas of daily work within an organisation are 
affected by the way knowledge is treated.

Before discussing the knowledge work in 
more detail it is important to distinguish between 
Knowledge Engineering (KE), which is prioritiz-
ing machine interpretable knowledge, and Knowl-
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edge Management (KM) which is focused on the 
human interpretable knowledge.

After both KE and KM already passed their 
hypes, both found their ways into applications 
although some of the original visions have not 
been realised yet. The technical KE approaches 
are prominently represented in the Semantic Web, 
whereas the human driven KM approaches can 
be found in Web 2.0 initiatives.

Today, knowledge techniques are used in 
everyday work by applying various methods and 
tools to steer, use or distribute knowledge. The 
challenge is to align knowledge with business 
requirements in a smart and flexible way. Hence 
the alignment between business requirements and 
knowledge provision is the topic of this paper.

This paper introduces the knowledge conveyer 
belt as a realisation framework for process-ori-
ented knowledge management that is based on 
service-oriented knowledge management and is 
now strongly influenced by flexible and ad-hoc 
knowledge technologies.

In the conveyer belt approach the knowledge 
worker is seen as participant in a knowledge 
process that produces knowledge products. The 
knowledge product is a concept that defines the 
“knowledge” that is used by knowledge work-
ers in a product-like way (cmp. (Make, 2005)). 
Each knowledge product can then be aligned 
with the consuming business process, similar to 
IT-Infrastructure which is now been aligned with 
business (Karagiannis, 2008).

Therefore the knowledge conveyer belt is 
based on the following concepts: (1) definition 
of the knowledge product that are as a result of 
the conveyer belt; (2) definition of the knowl-
edge management processes that represent the 
knowledge conveyer belt; (3) formalisation of the 
knowledge in order to mediate between the human 
knowledge worker and the IT-based machines; 
and (4) the identification of required knowledge 
resources that are the tools and raw material that 
is used at the conveyer belt.

In the following, the overview of the evolu-
tion of the knowledge conveyer belt approach is 
discussed through a brief overview of the his-
tory of Knowledge Management –Engineering 
and then a discussion introducing the idea, the 
concept and the realisation approach is discussed. 
Praxis reports of the knowledge conveyer belt are 
then described, where one scenario demonstrates 
the realisation of a conveyer belt using KE and 
the second scenario explains the realisation of a 
conveyer belt using KM.

OBSERVATIONS OF 
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

The history of KE started in the 1940’s with the 
first attempts of artificial intelligence. After the 
hype, disillusionment and first commercial suc-
cess, KE can be found today in semantic technol-
ogy (Karagiannis, 2001). A prominent sample is 
the Semantic Web.

KM in contrast evolved out of the KE com-
munity and has its origin in 1995 (Despres, 
1999). KM is a holistic view on the knowledge 
space that considers human interpretation – more 
prominently, but also take account of machine 
interpretation (Woitsch, 2004a,b; Mak, 2005; 
v.Brocke, 2007; Beckman, 1999).

In both cases model-based approaches provide 
concepts for the formalization although the level 
of formalisms is different. Humans have the abil-
ity to interpret incomplete and partly corrupted 
models – such as mind maps, processes or textual 
guidelines -, whereas machines require knowledge 
representations in a complete and correct manner 
– such as ontologies, workflows or rules. Hence 
in both cases it is reasonable to apply a model-
based approach.

Process-oriented knowledge management 
is established since 2000 as an own discipline 
although the term has been mentioned earlier in 
the literature. From that time we observed three 
phases. The first phase was the introduction of 
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the Process Oriented Knowledge Management 
(POKM) (Hinkelmann, 2002). The second phase 
was discussing the realisation of POKM via in-
troduction of the Service Oriented Knowledge 
Management (SOKM) (Woitsch, 2004ab). In 
the third phase, the Knowledge Integration - the 
current goals of investigation - cover integration 
approaches mainly in form of Mashups or SOA 
(Schmidt, 2009; Maier, 2005).

Process Oriented Knowledge 
Management Approach

The process-orientation within knowledge man-
agement was mentioned since the start of knowl-
edge management. During this time, there were 
several initiatives that made process-orientation 
the major part of the organizational dimension 
of knowledge management. A list of approaches 
includes (Gronau, 2003): (1) the Income approach 
which links knowledge resources to processes, 
(2) the Workware approach which distinguishes 
between tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge 
in a process, where tacit knowledge is aimed to be 
expressed in a different notation rather than pro-
cess sequences; (3) the EULE2 is an agent based 
supporting system considering knowledge flows 
as processes; (4) the K-Modeller is a modelling 
method for knowledge-intensive business pro-
cesses, whereas (5) the ARIS extension provided 
additional modelling elements for collaboration 
platforms like Hyperwave. Two research initia-
tives studied process-oriented knowledge manage-
ment very intensively. DÉCOR (Abecker, 2001; 
Papavassiliou, 2002) was an EU-Project linking 
ontologies with business processes. The focus 
within the DÉCOR was the ontology support of 
business processes. PROMOTE (Karagiannis, 
2000) was an EU-Project providing a holistic 
modelling language for process-oriented knowl-
edge management based on the business process 
management paradigm (Karagiannis, 1995).

Today beside PROMOTE® which evolved 
from a series of research initiative towards a 

commercial product, there is also the KMDL 
approach that has reached the commercial level. 
KMDL (Gronau, 2003) focuses on key processes 
and provides a dedicated model language for the 
analysis of processes. A reference framework for 
process-oriented knowledge management is pro-
vided from EuReKI, which classifies its different 
aspects and dimensions (Gronau, 2005).

Service Based Realisation of 
Knowledge Management

Following the Service Oriented approach avail-
able tools and resources have to be provided 
as services. Thus virtualisation will be applied 
to provide tool functionality as a service. Also 
human services can be integrated following the 
virtualisation approach. Service Oriented Knowl-
edge Management (SOKM) is therefore based 
on the assumption that successful implementa-
tion and execution of knowledge management 
relies on tools, resources and humans that can be 
virtualised. The SOKM approach introduces the 
usage of Knowledge Services (K-S) that define 
KM Tools on a conceptual level independent of 
the actual technical implementation (Woitsch, 
2004; Valente, 2001).

The service concept is therefore used for both 
the technical integration of different tools as well 
as the conceptual integration that considers the 
meaning of a service (Lindstaedt, 2009; Maier, 
2005). This enables knowledge technology to 
participate in the trend towards the Internet of 
Services (FoI, 2009; Di Nitto, 2009) by provid-
ing encapsulated knowledge tools via services.

The key challenge is the definition of the 
“meaning” of knowledge services, which is ap-
proached by defining formal models for services 
(Woitsch, 2004) or practical codes (MATURE 
D1.1, 2009).
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Knowledge Integration Frameworks

The Knowledge Bus is mentioned in MATURE 
(MATURE, 2009; MATURE D5.2, 2009) as an 
integration approach for K-S that can be realised 
following two integration approaches. One inte-
gration approach is the Service Oriented Approach 
which uses an Enterprise Services Bus (IBM, 
2009) and Virtual Organisations to describe, 
orchestrate and enact sequences of services. The 
abstraction of concrete knowledge to so-called 
knowledge services is seen as the virtualisation 
of tools, resources or humans like in Skype Prime 
(SkypePrime, 2009). The goal is to bridge the 
gap between the traditional knowledge systems 
and the Service Oriented infrastructure. This so-
called Service Oriented Knowledge Provisioning 
(SOKP) approach provides a way to channel the 
knowledge available directly to the knowledge 
intensive activities, and thus by implementing 
the knowledge management processes support 
the knowledge worker on an on-demand basis.

Alternatively the Enterprise Mashups (Jh-
ingran, 2006; Daniel, 2007; Maximilien, 2008) 
approach enables similar frameworks to connect 
Web-resources and define data exchange. One of 
the major milestones in the SOKP is the research 
on delivery channels, in order to provide adaptivity 
and flexibility to the knowledge service delivery. 
The assumption of Mashups is to: (1) simplify the 
usage of the SOKP systems (Hoyer, 2009), (2) 
involve the end users into design of the SOKP 
systems (Fischer, 2009) and (3) enable knowledge 
discovery and creation by combining different 
knowledge sources (Heath, 2007).

Currently there is no coherent positioning 
between these two approaches although there 
are attempts to identify the differences (Hoyer, 
2009). Both approaches aim for flexible usage, 
personalisation and user friendly handling.

The conveyer belt approach is a realisation 
framework that guides process-oriented knowl-
edge management towards a SO realisation in 
this third phase of evolution. It aims at further 

formalizing KE and KM to enable knowledge 
industrialisation. The assumption is that the 
knowledge work carried out and steered by 
knowledge management methods can be seen as 
a conveyer belt.

THE KNOWLEDGE CONVEYER 
BELT APPROACH

The knowledge conveyer belt has three abstrac-
tion levels. First the actual application scenario 
will be presented as the knowledge conveyer belt 
idea. Then the applied concepts are introduced 
before the realisation framework that describes, 
how organisations can use there conveyer belt is 
discussed.

Knowledge Conveyer Belt: The Idea

Knowledge workers have to face the challenges 
of simultaneously dealing with rapid change, 
uncertainty and emergence, dependability, as well 
as diversity, and interdependence (Boehm, 2008) 
of their daily work.

The answer to these challenges is to support 
the knowledge work with knowledge management 
processes, similar to a conveyer belt that supports 
the “industrial production” of knowledge. In 
such a scenario the knowledge worker requires a 
knowledge conveyer belt that provides the tasks 
to be done but also the knowledge support in a 
personalised manner. To tackle the assigned tasks 
the worker is provided with personalised knowl-
edge, sources the worker is capable to deal with 
as well as with tools the worker is able to handle.

The knowledge-role concept in the conveyer 
belt distinguishes between knowledge manager, 
knowledge worker and knowledge administra-
tor. Although the role-concepts separating the 
responsibility for tasks has been criticized in the 
Web 2.0 paradigm, we argue that the separation 
of roles is still valid but the fact that a person 
changes the role more frequently than in traditional 
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role-concepts or works in parallel in two roles is 
a phenomenon that was massively boosted by the 
Web 2.0 philosophy.

The knowledge manager is responsible for the 
configuration of the knowledge conveyer belt and 
for the configuration of the orchestration of the 
services. The knowledge administrator is respon-
sible for the technical deployment of the conveyer 
belt. Based on the experience of the knowledge 
worker, the template for knowledge manage-
ment processes is selected. Appropriate tools and 
knowledge sources are selected at runtime based 
on the pre-selected parameters from the knowl-
edge process used by the knowledge worker. The 
application scenario for the knowledge conveyer 
belt approach is the knowledge work in cases 
where (Hrgovcic, 2009) (a) knowledge is hybrid 
(implicit and explicit), (b) explicit knowledge is 
implemented in tools and (c) services and knowl-
edge can be virtualized.

The knowledge conveyer belt has three layers: 
(1) The Application Scenario where knowledge 
workers are provided with required tools, sources 
and contacts to co-workers virtualised as knowl-
edge services, (2) The Knowledge Middleware that 
is realised in form of the Knowledge Bus, allow-
ing the configuration of the knowledge conveyer 
belt, and orchestration of the available knowledge 
services, and (3) Knowledge Resources layer, a 
massive flexible and hybrid collection of avail-
able knowledge that can be virtualised as services. 
Hence the knowledge resources may be used for 
the SO approach by virtualising the resources, 
but in case an alternative approach is used, the 
identified resources need not be virtualised.

Three basic principles enable the realisation of 
the knowledge conveyer belt, which are introduced 
in the next section.

Knowledge Conveyer 
Belt: The Concept

The knowledge conveyer belt requires then fol-
lowing three concepts for its realisation:

1.  Models to describe Business and 
Knowledge Alignment

Models are used to describe the task and 
knowledge sources as well as to mediate the 
access of heterogeneous data and information 
sources by introducing intelligent mechanisms 
into the system. Therefore semantic is used for the 
necessary alignment of available knowledge with 
the requested knowledge of the worker. Semantic 
has therefore different application scenarios on 
different levels. First the technical integration 
of different sources and formats is tackled via 
semantic technologies. Second, the semantic 
service discovery and orchestration of services 
is performed by semantic technology. Finally the 
description of skills, tasks, domain and usage – the 
so-called “context” of the requesting worker - uses 
semantic technologies for the alignment.

To achieve these goals of semantic services 
a number of approaches have been discussed 
in (Martin, 2007; Polleres, 2006; Cabral, 2004; 
Stollberg, 2007). One of the first initiatives in 
this regard that still attracts a lot of interest has 
been DAML-S that is now known as OWL-S 
(DAML, 2009; OWL-S, 2009). Another approach 
for the standardisation of integrating semantics 
into Web-Services descriptions, called SAWSDL 
(Semantic Annotations for WSDL) can be found 
in the Working Group for semantic annotations 
in Web-Service descriptions (SAWSDL, 2009).

Further related proposals for standards in-
clude WSDL-S (Akkiraju, 2005), WSML and 
the related ontology WSMO (Roman, 2005) and 
IRS-III (Cabral, 2006). The Internet Reasoning 
Service (IRS) (KMI, 2009) is built upon WSMO 
and provides the representational and reasoning 
mechanisms for implementing the WSMO meta-
model to describe Web-Services.

An improvement of OWL-S is OWL-WS an 
extension of OWL-S that has been developed in 
research initiatives (Beco, 2005; Beco, 2006).

The conveyer belt approach is technology 
independent, hence the selection of the appropri-
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ate approach, depends on the given application 
scenario as well as on the legacy applications.

2.  Process-Orientation to describe 
Knowledge Work

The knowledge work can be expressed in a 
process-oriented manner building upon the facts 
that (Karagiannis, 2001) knowledge is embedded 
in the business process and knowledge processes 
can be modelled. The POKM approach is specified 
by the following views on processes:

1.  The first level in the POKM is covered by 
business process management. Here the 
business process is seen as a content mak-
ing implicit organisational knowledge about 
working procedures explicit.

2.  The second level sees the business process as 
a starting point and an integration platform 
to gain a common understanding, where 
knowledge is created and where it is re-
quired. Similar to Model Driven Architecture 
(MDA), the business process is seen as the 
starting point for knowledge management 
system requirements.

3.  The third level interprets the process as a 
management approach, thus defining the 
sequence of performed knowledge activities. 
These so-called knowledge processes pro-
duce knowledge products that are consumed 
by business processes. Hence the conveyer 
belt is the implementation of these knowl-
edge processes and deals with knowledge 
identification, accessing, usage, storage or 
distribution.

Service Orientation is a realisation approach 
for this process-orientation.

The OASIS article “Reference Model for a 
Service-Oriented Architecture” defines Service 
Oriented Architecture (SOA) as “a paradigm for 
organizing and utilizing distributed capabilities 

that may be under the control of different owner-
ship domains” (OASIS, 2006).

SOA is considered to be a perspective of the 
software architecture which is used to support 
needs and requirements of the software users by 
defining the usage of loosely coupled software. 
According to (Erl, 2005) loose coupling “is a 
condition wherein a service acquires knowledge of 
another service while still remaining independent 
of that service”.

In contrast to traditional architecture, where 
the components of a system know about exist-
ing interfaces and how to access them, in a SOA 
environment all services exist as loosely coupled, 
highly interoperable application services and 
are independent of the underlying platform and 
programming language. SOA is a conceptual and 
technology-independent concept on how to design 
a system in a heterogeneous environment.

As the aforementioned service oriented ap-
proaches discuss the technical aspects of service 
orchestration, the principle of “Virtualisation” has 
to be mentioned. Basically virtualisation is one 
of the key-concepts in the Grid (Foster, 2008), 
which had been adapted, so that today any re-
source – although resources that are not technical 
resources – are able to be virtualised and accessed 
through service interfaces (B4P, 2009). Applying 
the virtualisation in that sense enables to apply 
the SO approach to knowledge tools, resources 
and - assuming that humans can be virtualised to 
some extend – even human experts.

3.  Modelling for Externalisation and 
Formalization

The model based approach uses graphics and 
pictures in supporting knowledge workers to ex-
press their knowledge, as this has been successful 
over the last decades when it comes to expressing 
knowledge. Graphical models have the advan-
tage that besides the intuitive expressiveness of 
diagrams, there is a formalism that describes the 
meaning of the diagram.
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Modelling is used to describe specific scenarios 
in such a way that it allows certain tasks, previ-
ously solvable only by humans, to be supported 
by machines.

Models can be basically classified into non-
linguistic or iconic models which use signs and 
symbols that have an apparent similarity to the 
concepts of the real world and linguistic models 
that use basic primitives such as signs, characters 
or numbers. Nearly all models in computer science 
are of the linguistic type. Linguistic models can 
be further distinguished in being realized with 
textual and graphical / diagrammatic languages 
(Kalfoglou, 2003).

For the realisation of the conveyer belt three 
modelling layers are required:

• Domain Knowledge Modelling: To gather 
the requirements of the application scenar-
io. Here PROMOTE® as the most compre-
hensive knowledge modelling language is 
proposed.

• Ontology Modelling: Ontology is used for 
the alignment of the business knowledge 
requirements and the available knowledge. 
There are various ontology representation 
languages; the most prominent one be-
ing used is the Web Ontology Language 
(OWL) (OWL, 2009).

• Service and Workflow Modelling: The 
services integrated into the conveyer belt 
will be described and registered with an 
orchestration language. Based on the re-
quirements of the service handling the ap-
propriate languages can range from BPEL 
including semantic extensions to OWL-
WS or similar frameworks.

The applied models need to be integrated to a 
common knowledge conveyer belt model frame-
work that is used for the design, documentation 
and configuration of the knowledge conveyer belt.

Knowledge Conveyer Belt: The 
PROMOTE Realisation Method

The challenge to realise the knowledge conveyer 
belt is to bridge the gap between the demands of 
the business-oriented end user and the available 
knowledge services, thus the alignment of the 
knowledge requirement and available knowledge 
services. There are three assumptions for the 
realisation:

The first axiom states that the conveyer belt 
can be configured in a model-based way. A model 
is seen as an immaterial reflection of reality into 
a model system for the purpose of an individual 
(Kühn, 2003). This means, that modelling lan-
guages exist, or can be developed whose expres-
siveness is sufficient to describe all related aspects 
of the conveyer belt.

In the application scenarios the PROMOTE® 
tool was used as it provides a powerful and expres-
sive modelling language for knowledge.

The second axiom states that a model needs 
to be formalised for machine interpretation. This 
means that the models consist of business graphs, 
execution graphs and evaluation graphs. The 
business graph defines the concept; the execution 
graph defines the technological mapping between 
the concept and the IT-infrastructure whereas the 
evaluation graph defines the monitoring of the 
execution.

In the application scenarios the semantic an-
notated WSDL approach was followed by using 
a combination of BPEL, WSDL and ontology 
languages such as OWL or OPAL to provide the 
required formalism in a pragmatic way.

The third axiom is to use the meta model 
concept for the implementation of the model. 
The new models are therefore defined on three 
levels. The meta2 model level defines the basic 
modelling constructs like in CDIF, MOF or UML 
Profiles. The meta model level implements the 
formalised business graph, execution graph and 
the evaluation graph using the constructs of the 
meta2 model.
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In the application scenario the ADOxx® meta 
modelling platform has been applied, as it provides 
a well proven meta model that can be applied in 
a user-friendly way.

The three axioms are addressed by the PRO-
MOTE® platform. PROMOTE® is a holistic mod-
elling approach for process-oriented knowledge 
management that has been developed in the EC-
Project PROMOTE (IST Project 11658) (Woitsch, 
2004) and improved in recent years during com-
mercial and research projects. PROMOTE® has 
been successfully used and extended in the projects 
Akogrimo (Woitsch, 2006), AsIsKnown (Woitsch, 
2007) and Brein (Woitsch, 2008), as well as in the 
Austrian military within the central documentation 
department (Mak, 2005) and the NBC-Defence 
School which is the school to teach the defence 
against nuclear, biological and chemical weapons 
(Goellner, 2008).

The Knowledge Graph

The highest layer of knowledge structuring in 
PROMOTE® uses the concept of Knowledge 
Product. A knowledge product is consumed by 
business processes while they are executed and 
produced by a knowledge management process.

Beside the Knowledge Management Process 
– that specifies the logical sequence of knowl-
edge interactions, which produce the knowledge 
product - the Knowledge Environment needs to be 
described. PROMOTE® interprets skills, content-
oriented roles and knowledge-depending access 
rights as the so-called Knowledge Environment in 
order to allocate responsibilities, access rights and 
roles to knowledge workers within an organisation.

Further Knowledge Resources are modelled, 
which capture the available tools, content and 
knowledge.

Figure 1 introduces the PROMOTE® model 
stack used to configure the knowledge conveyer 
belt. The knowledge product model describes the 
knowledge products like surveys, publications or 
the provision of expertise in form of consulting. 

In order to produce these knowledge products 
different knowledge management processes are 
executed. For example the process of a survey, the 
review process for quality assurance of publica-
tions or the process of creating and writing new 
knowledge. Each knowledge management process 
consists of several activities. These activities need 
to be performed by humans that may be supported 
by machines. The domain of knowledge work 
can be classified using domain specific codes 
defined in knowledge structure model. Knowledge 
services are an abstraction of tools and resources, 
hence for the identification they are modelled in 
form of knowledge-services.

On the execution layer – represented as Knowl-
edge Bus (K-Bus) - each service as identified on 
the conceptual layer – represented as Knowledge 
Graph - has to be provided in order to be execut-
able at execution time. OWL is used to represent 
the knowledge graph in a standardised way in 
order to align the requested knowledge that is 
derived from the business process with the K-Bus. 
Therefore the “K-Bus ontology” integrates the 
domain knowledge models in a formalised way 
to be interpreted by the K-Bus models. This align-
ment between the knowledge domain and the 
technical K-Bus is not only a challenge of align-
ing requested knowledge with available knowl-
edge but also to transform semi-formal models 
– that are commonly used to describe the domain 
knowledge by the domain experts – into formal 
models – that are required by knowledge engineers 
and knowledge infrastructure such as the K-Bus.

The Execution Graph

The Knowledge Graph describes the domain 
knowledge and hence specifies the context of the 
conveyer belt. In order to execute the knowledge 
graph it has to be translated into a format that can 
be interpreted by IT-applications. Figure 2 pro-
vides a simplified description of the two different 
knowledge conveyer belts using either KE or KM.
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Figure 1. The knowledge graph of the conveyer belt

Figure 2. The execution graph of the conveyer belt
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The Knowledge Bus is depicted on two layers. 
First the execution graph describes executable 
models. Starting point is the orchestration of 
Web-Services, hence the workflow language 
BPEL is used to define the sequence of service 
invocations. The smart workflow approach applied 
in LD-CAST (Hrgovcic, 2008), uses an ontology 
– expressed in OPAL – to enable a loose coupling 
of concrete services – defined in WSDL – to the 
workflow. The adaptive workflow approach ap-
plied in FIT (Hrgovcic, 2008), used rules – ex-
pressed in SWRL – to describe so-called adaptive 
workflow sequences with a rule-based approach. 
The ontology – expressed in OWL – was used to 
define the facts that are used for defining the rules. 
Hence there was a direct binding of concrete 
services to workflow items, but the sequence was 
adaptive due to enriched expressions of rules 
defined by the ontology.

The execution layer is a set of tools that can 
interpret the execution level model. Based on exist-
ing K-Bus configuration some tools are mentioned 
as samples, but the following tool-overview has 
only explanatory character. Tomcat and XFire are 
deployed as Web-Service container. ActiveOS is 
used for the deployment of the workflow engine. 
The interpretation of rules is executed by the rule 
engine RHEA. The ontology management system 
is different depending on the ontology dialect. Pro-
tégé is used for the OWL representation whereas 
ATHOS is used for the OPAL representation.

The next section introduces different applica-
tion scenarios of the conveyer belt.

APPLICATION SCENARIOS 
OF THE CONVEYER BELT

This section demonstrates two different applica-
tion scenarios of the knowledge conveyer belt. 
The first scenario uses KE techniques for a smart 
and adaptive conveyer belt. The sample which is 
discussed has been applied with different focus on 
eGovernment platforms, where citizens who has 

few knowledge about the concrete administrative 
procedures triggers the conveyer belt based on her 
knowledge and is guided by smart and adaptive 
workflows to successfully accomplish her request.

The second application scenario introduces 
a conveyer belt using KM technology in the do-
main of software development, where software 
developers request information about “software 
middleware” and the conveyer belt provides 
knowledge according to the users context. Hence 
the conveyer belt is an assistance system and 
leaves all major decisions to the user.

As the K-Bus is a framework and hence can 
support different applications scenarios. Most 
likely it will be a mixture between KE and KM 
technology, especially when transforming an ex-
isting knowledge management system to a higher 
maturity. The following two application scenarios 
therefore show the bandwidth of possible conveyer 
belts configurations. The difference between these 
two samples is that in the KE approach a work-
flow engine with an additional rule engine and an 
ontology management system is used in order to 
set of tool is responsible for the interpretation of 
the models and the correct orchestration of the 
knowledge conveyer belt. In the KM approach 
a so-called process-stepper – a trivial workflow 
engine that can only check the status of tasks – is 
applied that interprets to models only to a small 
extend but the knowledge worker needs to interpret 
and orchestrate the conveyer belt on its own. So 
both scenarios follow the vision of a knowledge 
conveyer belt, but in the KE scenario a set of tools 
steer the conveyer belt, and in the KM scenario 
the knowledge worker steer the conveyer belt.

The Conveyer Belt Realised with KE

The application scenario refers two e-Government 
EC research projects (LD-Cast, FIT) that realises 
the knowledge conveyer belt. In the case of LD-
CAST project (Catapano, 2008) ontologies are 
used to delegate the decision on selecting ap-
propriate services - the worker was not able to 
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select - to the conveyer belt. The FIT approach 
(Hrgovcic, 2008) was to configure an adaptive 
system, which is able to support the knowledge 
work even in weakly –structured and thus chang-
ing processes. The aim in both approaches was to 
introduce and use the knowledge conveyer belt 
in order to provide available knowledge to the 
knowledge worker in an automatic way.

1. Domain Modelling

The first phase is the modelling of the application 
domain knowledge in form of business processes 
and domain models. This involves the configu-
ration of the knowledge conveyer belt which 
is achieved by a set of executable models like 
workflow models, services description models as 
well as semantic models like ontologies – using 
OPAL and OWL – and rule models with SWRL. 
The combination of the executive models is seen 
as the semantic workflow model (Hrgovcic, 2009).

2. K-Bus Modelling

The FIT project involved first the creation of the 
ontologies in order to use that knowledge to define 
business rules and to enrich the workflows. The 
workflow was enriched with a so-called “adaptive” 
workflow item. An adaptive workflow item is not 
represented as a sequence but as a set of rules that 
have to be considered. During the execution the 
so-called adaptive workflow item was represented 
as a Web-Service – so conceptually treated by the 
workflow engine like any other service to invoke 
–, which implements a rule enactor. This enactor 
is responsible for translation of the application 
data provided by the workflow engine used for 
the invocation of the rule engine.

The LD-CAST project involved the creation 
of domain ontologies and abstract workflows. 
The ontology was enriched with end user spe-
cific parameters. The next step was to bridge 
the gap between business processes and abstract 
workflows by using ontologies for the annota-

tion. Finally the services required for execution 
had been bound to the abstract workflow via 
the enriched ontology. The binding of concrete 
services to abstract workflows took place during 
runtime (see (Catapano, 2008) for more details), 
which enables the binding of concrete knowledge 
resources based on the end user inputs.

3. K-Bus Deployment

The third phase is to deploy the executable K-Bus 
models into the K-Bus infrastructure. This includes 
either the use of legacy application or requires the 
integration of new tools like ESBs, workflows or 
rule engines depending on the IT-landscape of the 
organisation. In the aforementioned sample the K-
Bus was deployed by the installation of workflow 
engines, rule engines, Web-Service containers 
and ontology management systems. There was 
additional effort in adapting some of the tools in 
order to fully realise the K-Bus.

The Conveyer Belt Realised with KM

This application scenario of the knowledge 
conveyer belt realises the K-Bus using KM 
technologies in the domain of software develop-
ment. The aim was to involve external software 
developers – from the viewpoint of the project 
they were treated as novices – to highly interact, 
use and contribute with the open community of 
the project BREIN. This was a key success fac-
tor of the BREIN project (Woitsch, 2008) as it 
supports the use of the middleware in the way it 
was developed in BREIN. The project provided 
the environment for a public show case in a hu-
man driven setting, as the available knowledge 
was very complex, tightly coupled with details 
of the system and provided in form of implicit 
knowledge. Therefore the knowledge conveyer 
belt was not used for automation but was used to 
support human intensive interaction.

Similar to the KE supported knowledge con-
veyer belt the main goal in this scenario was to 
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organize the knowledge about a software and 
provide access to the knowledge regardless of 
the nature of the knowledge sources.

1. Domain Modelling

The first phase specified the knowledge graph 
by modelling the software development process. 
Starting from a map of different software devel-
opment processes two sub-processes have been 
identified for the realisation within the knowledge 
conveyer belt: (1) development of new services 
and applications and (2) integration of existing 
services and applications.

This knowledge graph was modelled start-
ing from the business process and enriching the 
process with PROMOTE®.

2. K-Bus Modelling

The second phase the so-called process stepper 
instead of a workflow engine has been config-
ured to realise the knowledge conveyer belt. The 
knowledge resources have been virtualised and 
provided as knowledge services (regardless of the 
tool or resource used) that can be bound to the 
process-stepper model. Knowledge services have 
been identified in an analytical manner like – but 
not limited to – UML Repository, that stores the 
UML diagrams, Bug Reporting Database, Yellow 
Pages that lists senior developer per topic, Java 
docs that is a special form of software documen-
tation or Wikis that provide an overview of the 
whole software project.

3. K-Bus Deployment

The third phase is the deployment of the conveyer 
belt that is usually a configuration and integration 
of legacy application with the process stepper. 
The binding of the knowledge services with the 
process-stepper has been achieved in a similar way 
than using workflows. As in the previous sample 

the underlying technology – like workflow engine 
or rule engines – is hidden to the user, the user of 
the process stepper directly interacts with the tool.

Access to the knowledge conveyer belt was 
provided to the end users utilizing a web based 
GUI to the process stepper that guided the users 
through the knowledge space, showed the un-
derlying process model to the user and listed all 
annotated knowledge services as links as shown 
in Figure 3.

Through the binding of knowledge services 
with the process stepper, the knowledge worker 
gets guidance through the knowledge space that 
describe the software BREIN.

The aforementioned two scenarios demon-
strate that the knowledge conveyer belt can be 
implemented in different application scenarios 
and with different focus. In the KE scenario the 
knowledge conveyer belt was implemented to 
semi-automatically produce knowledge prod-
ucts and decisions have been shifted from the 
knowledge worker towards the system. In the 
KM environment the knowledge conveyer belt 
was used as an assistant system that guided and 
supported the knowledge worker during software 
development.

SUMMARY

The knowledge conveyer belt is seen as the reali-
sation framework for process-oriented knowledge 
management that applies service orientation to 
enable the execution of knowledge processes. 
Semantic technology is used to make the execu-
tion of knowledge processes smarter. Rules have 
been applied for adaptive workflows and ontolo-
gies have been used for service discovery and late 
binding of knowledge services.

The knowledge conveyer belt can be applied 
for knowledge systems which take over parts of 
human decisions or to guide the knowledge worker 
as an assistance system.
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Upcoming challenges are the technical evolu-
tion of the current systems. This is reflected in 
new workflow technologies, improved semantic 
technologies and the challenges of integration.

On the conceptual layer the model-based 
approach seems to be appropriate but needs to 
consider that modelling is commodity today, hence 
the knowledge conveyer belt needs to deal with 
different modelling languages within different 
domains and different formal expressiveness.

On the knowledge level the knowledge con-
veyer belt needs to consider the monitoring of 
knowledge. Knowledge is generated, used and 
distributed based on the available resources, skills 
and processes to achieve a certain knowledge 
output. Based on the balanced scorecard approach 
(as described in (Woitsch, 2009)) the performance 
of the knowledge conveyer belt can be measured.

This paper outlines that, knowledge tech-
nologies both, in knowledge engineering and 
in knowledge management have reached such a 
maturity that industrialisation of knowledge work 
can be observed.

Appropriate tools and methods are applied, 
whose main concern is how to treat knowledge as 
a valuable resource of an organisation. This can 
be compared to traditional production processes, 
whereas the major raw material is kept within the 
human mind.

Therefore the conveyer belt approach aims 
to realize a smart assistant system to support 
knowledge workers. As the motivation of people 
to contribute to the knowledge system is essential, 
the knowledge worker should not only stay “in 
the loop” of the knowledge system but also needs 
to get efficient knowledge support.

Figure 3. Web based access to the knowledge conveyer belt
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This section discusses a variety of applications and opportunities available that can be considered by practitioners 
in developing viable and effective organizational learning and knowledge programs and processes. This section 
includes over 20 chapters that review topics from case studies in Asia to best practices in Europe and ongoing 
research in the United States. Further chapters discuss knowledge management in a variety of settings (govern-
ment, R&D, a call center, higher education, healthcare, etc.). Contributions included in this section provide excel-
lent coverage of today’s IT community and how research into organizational learning and knowledge is impacting 
the social fabric of our present-day global village.
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Chapter  4.1

ABSTRACT

The global economy is transforming the sources 
of the competitive advantages of firms, especially 
for firms embedded in local manufacturing sys-
tems. Based on the theoretical contributions to 
knowledge management and industrial districts, 
this chapter describes alternative firm’s strategies 
and upgrading options by exploring the relation-
ships among innovation, marketing, and network 
technologies. Starting from the analysis of the 
Global Competitiveness Report and the European 
Innovation Scoreboard, this chapter focuses on 
the case of firms specializing in the “Made in 
Italy” industries (fashion, furniture, home prod-
ucts) to outline a framework explaining the new 

competitive opportunities for SMEs. Through a 
qualitative analysis the chapter presents four case 
studies of Italian firms that promote successful 
strategies based on a coherent mix of R&D-based 
innovation, experienced marketing, and design by 
leveraging on ICT.

INTRODUCTION

Global economy is transforming the sources of 
firms’ competitive advantages and especially for 
firms embedded in local manufacturing systems. 
As in the case of Italy, during the ‘80s and ‘90s 
small and medium enterprises (SMEs) localized 
in industrial districts and specializing in low or 
medium-tech industries have built their success 
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on productive flexibility, quality certification and 
incremental innovation. Literature on industrial 
districts has provided evidence of the sources of 
competitiveness of local systems (Pyke et al., 
1990). As opposed to the large multinational cor-
porations, district SMEs emphasize an alternative 
model of economic organization (Piore & Sabel, 
1984; Porter, 1998), in which external economies 
support distributed production processes within 
the local networks of firms. From this perspec-
tive, on the one hand, scholars focused on the 
advantages offered by proximity in terms of 
technology spillovers and economic externalities 
(i.e. Krugman, 1991) (collective goods). On the 
other hand, studies on the knowledge economy 
(i.e. Arora et al., 1998; Becattini & Rullani, 1996) 
consider industrial districts as knowledge man-
agement systems, where the local context is able 
to sustain and facilitate creation, exploration and 
exploitation of (mainly tacit) knowledge, rooted 
into social practices.

SMEs are now facing competitive forces that 
impact on the sustainability of their strategies in the 
next years. First, manufacturing internationaliza-
tion pushes firms operating in local supply chains 
to extend their networks beyond local boundaries 
to catch the opportunities of global value chains 
(Gereffi et al., 2005). While, on the one hand, a 
growing part of local productive activities may be 
transferred internationally with cost advantages, 
on the other hand, those paths may reduce a small 
firm’s control over economic processes with nega-
tive influence on learning-by-doing innovation.

A second major challenge refers to the devel-
opment and management of sales networks on a 
global basis, in a framework of stronger connec-
tions with the market. As many scholars have 
outlined, the interaction between customers and 
the firm through sales networks, as well as the 
web, is crucial in order to understand the market 
and anticipate demand trends. More important, 
building relationships with active customers (lead 
users and communities of customers) is part of 
a firm’s innovation strategy, to obtain profitable 

knowledge for product and brand management (i.e. 
Sawhney & Prandelli, 2000). From this perspec-
tive, SMEs have to improve their competencies 
in interaction with customers at the international 
level, overcoming local social and cultural bound-
aries as well as their traditional manufacturing 
approach. Such strategic options require more 
sophisticated marketing competencies, which are 
not usually available within SMEs operating in 
local productive systems.

Thirdly, the evolution of information and com-
munication technologies (ICT) contributes to the 
debate about the transformation of the district firm 
model and the advantages of local embeddedness 
(i.e. Chiarvesio et al., 2004). Global supply chains 
and international commercial outlets ask the firm 
to increase control on processes at the organiza-
tional level and within the firm’s extended value 
system. From this perspective, network technolo-
gies can strengthen information sharing, process 
transparency and interaction among players in the 
value system (final customers included). Large 
multinational companies were able to fill the 
gap with the flexible SME model in the 1990s, 
thanks to network technologies. These tools sup-
ported distance cooperative work, also increasing 
process monitoring, knowledge management and 
communication within a renovated firm model 
(Scott Morton, 1991). In the present scenario, 
SMEs are asked to update their strategies ben-
efiting from network technologies. SMEs have 
to overcome the local environment as the prime 
source of innovation - local tacit knowledge, 
mainly manufacturing-oriented and informally 
managed - by developing new capabilities to man-
age extended networks including research centers, 
designers, and customers (Biggiero, 2006; Corò 
& Grandinetti, 1999).

Based on the theoretical contributions to 
knowledge management and industrial districts, 
this chapter describes alternative firm’s strate-
gies and upgrading options by exploring the 
relationships among innovation, marketing and 
networks technologies. The chapter focuses on the 
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case of firms specializing in the “Made in Italy” 
industries (fashion, furniture, home products) to 
outline a framework explaining new competitive 
opportunities for SMEs. Our hypothesis is that 
the learning-by-doing innovation model that has 
characterized district firms in the past is no longer 
sufficient to sustain their competitive advantage. 
The R&D-based innovation, efficiently adopted 
in large corporations, can offer new strategic op-
tions to face international competition. However, 
it cannot be implemented easily in all district 
SMEs. Moreover, innovation cannot be limited 
to scientific knowledge management, but can 
benefit also from customer input and experience 
related to technical features as well as associations 
and symbols the product incorporates (i.e. Krip-
pendorf & Butter, 1984). From this perspective, 
the capabilities of SMEs to manage networks of 
relationships and to translate customers’ needs into 
products may open new competitive opportunities, 
under the condition of a well-defined ICT strategy.

In the first section this chapter analyzes the 
district SMEs’ model and its impact on Italian 
competitiveness, based on the contributions and 
approaches to innovation of the Global Com-
petitiveness Report and the European Innovation 
Scoreboard. The second section focuses on the 
drivers of competitive advantage and strategies 
of firms in terms of science-driven and market-
driven innovation, also considering the role of 
ICT. Through a qualitative analysis, in the third 
section, this chapter discusses four case studies 
of Italian firms that promote successful strate-
gies based on a coherent mix of R&D-based 
innovation, experienced marketing and design, 
by leveraging on ICT.

SMEs’ COMPETITIVENESS IN 
THE EUROPEAN SCENARIO

Despite scholars’ interests in the Italian economic 
model based on competitive local systems of 
SMEs (Piore & Sabel, 1984), international analysis 

stresses the marginal role of Italy in the global 
arena as regards SME’s capabilities to manage 
codified innovation. The Global Competitiveness 
Report of the World Economic Forum put Italy 
42nd in the international ranking. This study em-
phasizes the dynamics of growth and competitive 
factors of countries (with a focus on technology 
innovation, economic systems and institutional 
framework) through a comparative approach 
and identifies then the competitive potentials of 
firms localized in each country. As opposed to 
its success during the ‘80s and ‘90s, the Italian 
economic system, and specifically SMEs special-
izing in the so-called “Made in Italy” industries 
(home products, fashion, mechanics, food), seems 
to lack competitiveness, due to low investments 
in R&D and patents. Even in the European Union 
framework, the tool used to evaluate competitive-
ness and performances of nations and regions – the 
European Innovation Scoreboard – describes a 
quite negative picture of Italian firms, based on 
a few indicators on firm’s expenditure on R&D, 
the numbers of patents registered, investments in 
advanced services.

Italy (…) performs exceptionally badly in knowl-
edge flow (…) Given the structural problems con-
fronting innovation in Italy, as shown in EXIS, the 
Italian performance on innovation mode is above 
expectations (Arundel & Hollanders, 2005, p. 30).

As stressed by analysts, the prevalence of small 
and medium firms in the economic system is the 
principal reason for Italian weakness in managing 
innovation successfully. According to the data of 
European researchers, the Italian SMEs are char-
acterized by learning-by-doing innovation. Thus, 
SMEs are not able to translate new knowledge into 
patents and codified outputs. Moreover, SMEs do 
not approach (formal) innovation with strategic 
intent and, hence, do not invest a relevant amount 
of resources in R&D, training and new technolo-
gies. Despite this negative picture, those studies 
mention a few Italian SMEs’ strengths related to 
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organizational innovation and strategic control 
on technical activities such as product design.

From our perspective, such contradictory re-
sults can be explained by considering a broader 
approach to innovation, which does not cover only 
R&D-based activities. Instead, innovation can 
also be linked with the development of intangible 
features of the product and customer experience 
as the main drivers of value creation. From this 
standpoint, there are many different ways through 
which innovation can be deployed: the value 
created through innovation and its impact on 
competitiveness is rooted in the variety of forms 
and processes of the innovation each firm is able 
to design in its own original way.

Following this approach, recently, the Euro-
pean Union has upgraded its framework of analysis 
by creating the Innovation Diversity Index, which 
is a measure oriented to capture the alternative 
forms of innovation characterizing countries and 
regions. Such an index is influenced not only by 
innovative firms that invest in R&D and patents, 
but also firms that have positive performances 
based on organizational innovation and innovation 
in marketing and design.

From this point of view, the competitive ad-
vantage of Italy becomes clearer. Despite their 
specialization in low or medium-tech industries, 
Italian SMEs rank at the top in Europe with re-
gards to innovation management processes that 
develop and transform informal knowledge into 
value for the market. In this scenario, of near 
formalized procedures that lead to innovation – 
typically used in large corporations – one should 
also evaluate, on the one hand, the openness of 
the innovation cycle (innovation inputs beyond 
scientific knowledge and R&D) and, on the other 
hand, the results of innovation (outputs) and its 
use. Based on the Innovation Diversity Index of 
the EU, Italian SMEs show strong ability in the 
management of networks and collaboration. Tradi-
tional innovation drivers (R&D, skilled labor force 
and lifelong training) are weak in SMEs (ranked 

21 out of 25). Instead, small firms are stronger in 
new knowledge generation and implementation.

According to the categories developed by the 
EU, Italian firms are classified as “modifier” in 
their innovation strategy because they capture 
and transform external knowledge into products 
through informal processes. Such approach is per-
ceived either negatively, as it is not codified (and 
represents incremental innovation) or positively, 
as SMEs are flexible in knowledge management. 
Firms can reinvent products and processes in 
many original ways thanks to their reactivity to 
market inputs and demand and by developing 
differentiation strategies. This capability is sup-
ported by specific professional practices focused 
on product specialization available at the territorial 
level. We explain those results by referring to the 
economic district model, where small businesses 
belonging to local networks of production organize 
knowledge management through distributed in-
novation systems, instead of a large organization 
(Maskell, 2001).

During the fordism paradigm, the large firm 
model has been considered the best way and sci-
entific knowledge (and R&D) was the main driver 
of innovation. In the open innovation paradigm, 
distributed networks sustain innovation (Ches-
brough, 2003) and customers can contribute with 
their knowledge (von Hippel, 2005). Moreover, 
customers are available to pay for products that 
offer not only new features (technological innova-
tion), but also which offer them an experience and 
the intangible value linked to associations with 
sensemaking supported by brand strategy, design 
and social participation (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 
2003). From this perspective, innovation cannot be 
limited to technological innovation, but should also 
include aesthetic and intangible elements created 
through marketing strategy (communication) (Bet-
tiol & Micelli, 2005; Ravasi & Lojacono, 2005). 
According to this perspective, Italian firms may 
improve their position in the international com-
petitive arena because of their specific capacity 
to face innovation.
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STRATEGIES, KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT AND ICT

In low or medium-tech industries such as fashion 
or furniture, the competition is increasing and 
require firms to choose either cost leadership in 
the mass market or niche differentiation, while 
positioning in the middle-market is becoming 
more and more unsustainable (Silverstein & 
Fiske, 2003). As opposed to high-tech industries, 
in which the role of patents and collaboration 
with research institutions is crucial for product 
innovation, in the mentioned industries – as in 
the case of Italy – innovation cannot usually be 
perceived as patent-driven. Instead, innovation 
is linked to creativity, a firm’s ability to manage 
variety (innovation as organizational capability), 
and mix inputs coming from the market, design-
ers and marketing (Schmitt & Simonson, 1997). 
From this perspective, an evaluation of a firm’s 
innovation performance and its strategy should 
not be limited only to R&D activities and its 
outputs. Rather, from our perspective, in the open-
innovation paradigm (Chesborugh, 2003) it should 
also consider the extension and characteristics 
of the networks that sustain a firm’s innovation 
(as inputs of knowledge) as well as innovation 
outcomes. Marketing scholars emphasize the role 
of the intangible as part of the innovation process 
and a result of the value offered to customers. 
Products are not sold only because of their new 
features and functionalities, but also, and often, 
due to the meaning they transmit through their 
shapes (design) and the experience they give to 
customers (Pine & Gilmore, 1999).

Studies on innovation process have stressed 
the role of codified knowledge in knowledge 
management cycles, while the analysis of social 
dynamics (Brown & Duguid, 2000) has outlined 
the situated learning system and the relevance of 
experience as a driver to develop and share com-
plex knowledge. According to this point of view, 
SMEs operating in local manufacturing systems 
benefit from physical proximity to customers, 

suppliers and relevant communities of practices 
embedded into local contexts. However, the global 
competitive scenario forces SMEs to upgrade and 
develop new strategies where innovation processes 
are sustainable on a international level. In a com-
plex and global market, where leading customers 
are far from the firm and there are numbers of po-
tential knowledge sources for a firm’s innovation 
(Tapscott & Williams, 2007), the local economic 
and social system is inadequate to offer SMEs all 
the relevant and useful knowledge to compete. 
On the one hand, modularity and codification can 
guarantee a more open and extended circulation 
and use of knowledge, across contexts. On the 
other hand, the more complex the knowledge to 
manage, the higher the difficulties in codification 
and the need for promoting more sophisticated 
sharing strategies based on “pragmatic collabora-
tion” (Helper et al., 2000) (people-to-people by 
face-to-face interaction or web-based).

Based on this distinction and the literature 
contributions on the topic, we can represent the 
sources of firms’ competitive advantage (Grant, 
1996; Kogut & Zander, 1996) by comparing 
the different role of knowledge developed by 
firms and the alternative strategies of knowledge 
management adopted. We identified alternative 
models (Figure 1). On the one side, we can iden-
tify firms that compete by leveraging on R&D 
and scientific knowledge. Codification allows 
firms to enter into global networks of innova-
tion and exchange knowledge on a broad scale 
with universities and research centers (regional 
innovation systems, Asheim & Coenen, 2006). 
Local dynamics are supported by international 
connections, through which the firm is able to 
explore opportunities and exploit knowledge. On 
the other side, competitive advantage is based on 
customer relationship management built on ex-
perience. The firm is interested in selecting lead 
users and involving customer communities into 
the innovation processes, aiming at their sharing 
relevant knowledge (von Hippel, 2005). It is a 
form of entrepreneurial innovation, with a strong 
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role of marketing, as the firm’s organization and 
processes are oriented to the market and to interact 
with external players (customers and lead users) 
to co-develop the product and the meaning related 
to it (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). Our hypothesis 
is that in the complex competitive scenario, firms 
may develop sustainable competitive advantage 
by mixing the strengths of the opposite models, 
where patents and R&D-based innovation may 
be enhanced through marketing-based innovation 
and vice versa.

In such a competitive scenario, the analysis of 
a firms’ strategy about innovation management 
cannot be developed without the study of their 
approach to information and communication 
technologies (ICT). On the one hand, these tech-
nologies support information management at a 
distance, by stressing the advantages of effi-
ciency. On the other hand, thanks to multimedia 
tools, ICT allow the development of a virtual, 
interactive environment, where participants live 
the experience and are involved in social interac-
tion on line. This environment offers opportunities 
related to knowledge creation and sharing, even 

in the case of complex knowledge (i.e. product 
innovation).

It is not our aim to describe the debate on the 
impacts of ICT on knowledge management in 
detail 1. We would outline the SMEs’ approach to 
ICT investment and its influence on innovation. 
The international reorganization of manufacturing 
activities, as well as sales networks, push firms 
to adopt technological solutions that sustain co-
ordination of activities in extended networks and 
organizations (Scott Morton, 1991). Moreover, 
the transformation in the consumption models 
described above asks firms to interact with cus-
tomers in order to exploit the linkages with lead 
users and communities for innovation purposes. 
In both the strategic options of a science-based, 
competitive advantage (i.e. patents) and value-
driven by “customer intimacy” and sensemaking 
(Treacy & Wiersema, 1997), network technologies 
become key factors in supporting competitiveness. 
In the open-innovation paradigm, ICT is in fact 
the valuable infrastructure for knowledge man-
agement aims, where knowledge is spread across 

Figure 1. Competitive advantage and firm strategy (Source: Authors)
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contexts, organizations, and people (employees, 
customers).

Computer-mediated communication offers 
tremendous advantages of tracking and tracing 
dialogues and interactive relationships, as well as 
content development and sharing (digitalization, 
multimedia solutions, social software) (Kuomi, 
2002; von Hippel, 2005), even in complex 
situations. Hence, technologies can help firms 
overcome barriers and leverage the networks of 
connections characterizing the on-line environ-
ment (in primis among customers). Traditionally, 
ICT found primary application in large corpora-
tions, to solve coordination problems and support 
knowledge gathering and retrieval efficiently and 
effectively (Sproull & Kiesler, 1991). The role of 
technological infrastructure as a necessary condi-
tion for knowledge management did not match 
with the SME’s competitive model. Especially 
within local systems, small firms have developed 
knowledge management mechanisms rooted in the 
social sphere of their contexts of embeddedness 
(Becattini & Rullani, 1996). Knowledge processes 
are usually not codified in formal procedures, but 
lie in the intensive communication and personal 
linkages within the organization, as well as outside 
the working domain, in the social fabric of places.

As shown in studies on ICT adoption in district 
firms (i.e. Chiarvesio et al., 2004), as opposed to 
large corporations, small and medium firms local-
ized in local manufacturing systems have focused 
their attention on commodity-based technologies, 
such as email and web sites. Those technologies 
can be considered ready-to-use tools, which can 
be implemented in the organizational structure 
with low financial investments, as well as limited 
organizational changes. In industrial districts, 
SMEs’ strategies in ICT investments have been 
characterized by:

• selectivity in the technological solutions 
chosen;

• incremental innovation processes based on 
learning-by-doing paths;

• a bottom-up process (no “master mind” at 
the local level)

During the new economy many scholars and 
analysts stress the potentialities of e-commerce 
for SMEs in terms of market enlargement and 
efficiency. Instead, research on ICT adoption 
by Italian district SMEs show low rates of e-
commerce, while the web is exploited as an 
interactive marketing tool. Firms do not consider 
the e-commerce solutions available adequate to 
manage “Made in Italy” products for transactional 
purposes. Rather, firms stress the importance of 
web-based communication: the web becomes a 
medium to gather customers’ feedback on products 
and support brand strategies.

More advanced technologies such as ERP 
(Enterprise Resource Planning) or groupware, 
tailored to large firms, are less diffused in small 
organizations. However, those solutions are con-
sidered crucial tools to increase process transpar-
ency and the control on distributed networks at 
the international level. In this perspective, the 
more extended the firm’s value chain, the higher 
the need for upgrading the SMEs’ strategy, where 
ICT sustains the firm’s management beyond the 
local system. From our perspective, all the tech-
nological solutions available can be included in 
the framework of the knowledge management 
system, not limited to the organizational boundar-
ies, but involving the players operating upstream 
(suppliers, designers, etc.) and downstream (sales 
agents, customers) in the product innovation as 
well as marketing activities.

COMPETITIVENESS IN 
“MADE IN ITALY” FIRMS

In this theoretical framework, we considered the 
strategies of firms specializing in low and medium-
tech industries to explore the connection between 
R&D-based and marketing-driven innovation 
processes, and the role of ICT in supporting those 
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activities at the local and global level (Di Maria 
& Micelli, 2007).

In order to explore the strategies of “Made in 
Italy” firms in the scenario described above, we 
carried out a qualitative study on district SMEs 
to analyze knowledge management processes and 
firms’ innovation approach (Siggelkow, 2007; 
Yin, 1994). Based on a first selection of firms 
specializing in “Made in Italy” sectors and located 
in North East Italy, we interviewed entrepreneurs 
and the managers of R&D, design and information 
system departments. Interviews focused on a firm’s 
history and strategy, organizational structure and 
innovation management models and ICT adopted. 
The four cases discussed in the chapter are sum-
marized in Table 1.

Alpinestars: Innovation Through 
Lead Users

Localized in the sport system district of Montebel-
luna, Alpinestars is a leading firm in sport apparel 
and accessories for motorcyclists and car drivers. 
Innovation in Alpinestars is perceived as a dynamic 
and interactive process, where the managers, the 
team of creative people and technicians work 
together to develop new innovative products for 
the markets. The source of innovation is not local-

ized only in the province of Treviso (Alpinestars’ 
headquarter), but also in California, where the lead 
users adopt a firm’s products in their daily sport 
activities. According to long-term relationships 
Alpinestars was able to develop with customers, 
the firm can translate their needs and inputs into 
concepts and products, on an interactive basis.

The firm demonstrates having identified and 
implemented a successful strategy in recent years, 
where the positive economic performances stress 
its leadership in the district (characterized by 
negative trends). Alpinestars has obtained a lead-
ing international role through continuous product 
innovation and design. Based on a flexible and 
creative (not conventional) organization, the firm 
focuses on creating stable connections with the 
networks (the places and the players) of innovation 
in the market of sport apparel and accessories. In 
the framework of product innovation that couples 
technical performances and fashion components, 
Alpinestars relies on informal groups in charge 
of supporting the new product development. A 
fundamental component is played by California 
– Torrance, Agoura Hills – where the firm has 
located its own research center and interacts with 
most dynamic customers. In this scenario, innova-
tion is not rooted in the management of suppliers 
or customers within the local system boundaries. 

Table 1. Case studies 

Company Innovation strategy Main ICT investments

Alpinestars 100 Ml Euro turnover 
Car and motorbike apparel products 
(Montebelluna sport system district)

Focus on lead users, interaction in 
customer loci (Torrance, CA)

Web and multimedia, e-commerce

Lotto Sport 
Italia

120 Ml Euro - 230 employees 
Sport system: shoes and apparel (Monte-
belluna district)

Mix of R&D (patent, relations with 
universities) and design

ERP and explicit knowledge man-
agement processes

Horm 6 Ml Euro - 40 employees 
Furniture (Livenza furniture district)

Collaboration with external interna-
tional designers 
Patents

Internet to support on -line distrib-
uted product design processes

Bisazza 100 Ml Euro - 350 (900) employees 
High-quality covering for private/public 
buildings 
(Vicenza, mosaic district of Spilimbergo, 
India, China)

Design and brand (luxury) 
R&D and craft competences

ERP and CRM, collaborative de-
sign, e-learning, e-commerce
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On the contrary, the firm leverages on knowledge 
repositories available outside the district – in the 
customers’ loci – to reinvent and originally trans-
form those ergonomics and emotional inputs into 
products. Those relationships are also fundamental 
for the brand strategy of the firm.

In an international oriented organization as the 
one described, ICT is the key driver to support 
information sharing among the offices, as well 
as a tool (web) for communication. Multimedia 
allows rich and intense communication, where the 
discourse on the product and the brand meanings 
are nurtured also through videos and pictures 
shared on-line and created by the firm and lead 
users themselves. Alpinestars has also e-commerce 
solutions for customers.

Lotto Sport Italia: “Word 
Champions” in Mixing 
Design and Patents

One of the most famous companies of the Mon-
tebelluna sport system, Lotto started in 1973 
producing tennis shoes, followed by shoes and 
other products for individual and team sports. 
During the ‘80s the company internationalized its 
business, thanks to soccer shoes and international 
partnerships with Italian and foreign athletes. 
Moreover, Lotto is among the first district firms 
that invested in internalization of productive activi-
ties beyond the local manufacturing system. As a 
leading firm in the Montebelluna district, Lotto 
invests in innovation to support its competitive-
ness by coupling R&D-based activities (scientific 
research on new materials, ergonomics, etc.) and 
the involvement of lead users. One of its latest 
products is, in fact, a pair of football shoes without 
laces (Zhero Gravity), designed in collaboration 
with athletes. Meanwhile, in a framework of global 
production and commercialization of products, 
network technologies have been considered key 
elements in the management of extended supply 
and sales networks with the district as the core.

In the new millennium the attention for the 
investment in product quality has been increased 
through an explicit strategy that emphasizes the 
role of design and innovation as drivers of com-
petitiveness.

In the global competitive scenario, Lotto Sport 
Italia is oriented to reinforce its international pres-
ence. In this perspective, cost reduction as a key 
goal to face competition has to be coupled with 
continuous product innovation. The development 
of original ideas – where the “Zhero Gravity” 
comes from (launched for the German World 
Football championship in 2006) – is the start-
ing point in Lotto’s strategy. The management 
of internal knowledge is relevant both in terms 
of R&D and design – more than 20 patents have 
been registered or are in the process of registra-
tion. The development of research relationships 
with Italian and international universities stresses 
Lotto’s interests in exploring knowledge paths 
beyond the local district networks to sustain the 
company internationally.

As an open network firm, Lotto Sport Italia has 
invested in network technologies systematically, 
by gathering different technology solutions – from 
their Web site, to e-commerce, ERP, groupware 
and supply-chain management applications. The 
technological infrastructure sustains information 
flows and communication between the company 
and its international networks of partners and 
markets, in a strategic and codified knowledge 
management approach. In fact, Lotto is interested 
in acquiring and sharing informal knowledge avail-
able within the organization through ICT (digital 
archives, database for intellectual property rights 
management).

Horm: From the District to 
International Design Networks

Horm is a small firm specialized in the production 
of high quality furniture and wooden comple-
mentary house products. It was founded in 1989 
and is located in Azzano Decimo, in the furniture 
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district of Livenza (North East Italy). Horm has 
developed its strategy by focusing on product 
differentiation through design. Since 1998, Horm 
has been obtaining economic success and growth 
thanks to the international recognition of a few 
of the firm’s products – the Compasso d’Oro, a 
famous Italian Design Award promoted by the 
Italian Design Association - designed by one of 
Horm’s founders (Lucian Marson) and the Grafite 
design studio. From these awards, this small firm 
started relevant collaborations with international 
designers. Due to Luciano Marson’s and Paolo 
Chiarot’s investments in developing personal re-
lationships and connections with designers (Toyo 
Ito, Mario Botta and Steven Holl among others) 
all over the world (Japan, USA and Europe), 
the firm was able to increase the product range 
and international sales (60% of the turnover is 
export-based).

Horm’s strategy is oriented to exploiting inter-
nal strong competencies in wood transformation 
and production of “natural wood” furniture. The 
manufacturing process is organized in small-
scale stocks, with particular emphasis on product 
customization as regards to the material used and 
finishing activities. Specifically, a mix of hand-
made and technological innovation processes 
characterizes Horm’s made-to-order production.

As opposed to the typical district approach in 
which local suppliers are key players in the firm’s 
innovation processes, Horm has developed inno-
vation mainly internally, through R&D activities 
and patenting, and is able to increase the techno-
logical features of the products as well as their 
design characteristics (i.e. invisible hinges). In the 
global competitive scenario, Horm’s approach to 
innovation is double: on the one hand, the focus is 
on design and aesthetical components of products 
as drivers of economic success; on the other hand, 
this small firm invests also in codified knowledge 
to protect their ideas against competitors (1 to 3 
years is the average time of the product innovation 
cycle). Horm does not invest in market research. 
Instead, the firm exploits international designers 

and entrepreneur’s knowledge about customers 
and future trends, as an emerging process.

The entrepreneur is confident about the strate-
gic role of ICT to sustain the firm’s competitive 
advantage. Network technologies are key tools 
to support creativity processes, while the Web 
infrastructure allows Horm to interact with its 
commercial networks. Specifically, the firm’s 
exploitation of multimedia applications and 
broadband opens new opportunities in product 
design and development at the international scale. 
In fact, the product “Riddled” – obtained through 
a collaboration with the famous Steven Hollen’s 
design studio based in New York and produced 
in 39 plus 39 items – has been made possible 
thanks to on line communication and document 
sharing at a distance between Italy and the USA. 
At the same time, Horm has also created an open 
and distributed digital archive concerning all the 
documents and digital contents about products and 
innovation processes to use them for marketing 
and knowledge management purposes.

Bisazza: Upgrading the Product 
Through Communication Strategy

Even if Bisazza cannot be considered a “strict” 
district firm, this family company acts as a local 
organization able to upgrade its strategy in the 
“Made in Italy” product towards international 
markets. More specifically, in the last few years, 
Bisazza has developed a new strategy based on a 
mix of local craft competencies, technological in-
novation and marketing (brand strategy and focus 
on distribution). Founded in 1956 in a small town 
inthe Vicenza province (Alte, in the North East 
part of Italy), Bisazza is now a global leader in the 
production of glass mosaic and high-quality cover-
ing for private and public buildings. In the Italian 
context, Bisazza distinguishes itself because of its 
orientation to the culture of design-based products 
and its international vocation, by transforming its 
products into luxury ones.
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The Bisazza group has now more than 1,000 
employees, three factories, 11 branches and 
six shops, plus more than 6,000 points of sales 
worldwide. Since 2005, Bisazza has been a 
member of Altagamma, the Italian association 
of firms specializing in luxury products, and its 
turnover is about 100 million Euro. The firm is 
characterized for its focus on classic mosaic pro-
duction (glass) and gold-leaf based mosaic. The 
upgrading transformation started in 2000, when 
Piero Bisazza (the founder’s son) became CEO. 
Piero Bisazza outlined a twofold strategy. On the 
one hand, the focus is on product extension: the 
mosaic should overcome the covering use, to also 
become a fashionable product with furnishing 
applications. On the other hand, Bisazza’s brand 
strategy is oriented to transform the meanings 
linked with the brand and upgrade product posi-
tion to the luxury niche. To obtain such goals 
the firm invests in distribution and commercial 
sales networks (with brand stores, flagship stores 
and shop-in-shop), also participating in the most 
famous design fairs. Hence, the firm’s strategy is 
difficult to imitate, while the market positioning is 
based on strong internal production competencies 
as well as an innovative communication approach: 
with a product application shift from bathroom 
and private house areas to living rooms and public 
spaces (i.e. museums).

Mosaic production is internally managed. 
Concerning the artistic and limited edition mo-
saic productions, Bisazza involves knowledge 
and competencies of the historical district of 
Spilimbergo (North East Italy). The manufacturing 
process includes local and international suppliers. 
All the processes are controlled through network 
technologies. Beyond ERP systems, Bisazza in 
fact supports information sharing about produc-
tion steps and commercial details through digital 
connections (quality control, content management 
at a distance). It is important to stress the firm’s 
investment in developing a customized software 
solution able to describe and manage mosaic 
production and its technical application. Through 

such a solution Bisazza can share key knowledge 
with its partners within the value chain. Moreover, 
the company also invests in customer relationship 
management (CRM) solutions to interact with its 
USA branch, in addition to e-commerce tools. 
Recently, the firm is oriented to create new tech-
nological collaborative tools to support interior 
designers and architects’ activities, as well as an 
e-learning platform.

CONCLUSION

The four case studies are characterized by suc-
cessful strategies based on a mix of R&D-driven 
innovation and marketing, where firms developed 
strong relationships with customers. Innovation 
processes blend codified knowledge and tacit 
knowledge based on specific practices related to 
consumption (i.e. sport) or professional profiles 
(exploitation as well as exploration in knowledge 
management, March, 1991). The firms interviewed 
coupled scientific innovation with product innova-
tion based on design, the creation of experience 
and focus on communication. The local context 
in which these firms are embedded is important, 
but it is not the only source of knowledge in or-
der to build their competitive advantage. On the 
one hand, these firms are interested in creating 
new connections with foreign research centers to 
promote projects for product, technology or mate-
rial innovation. On the other hand, they develop 
relevant linkages with the loci of consumption 
and with key players for creativity, to nurture the 
innovation process interactively.

The local context offers competencies in the 
manufacturing domain and sustains the culture 
of the product. However, competitive SMEs are 
able to create and manage extended networks by 
operating in global value chains and approaching 
innovation through the entrepreneurial innovation 
model identified by the European Union. To be 
sustainable those strategies require information 
and communication technologies, where ERP 
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systems support advanced process management 
and increase interoperability, while web-based 
solutions for communication and product (docu-
ment) management are also implemented in supply 
chain and commercial sales networks.

Even if our study is still preliminary in its term, 
the case studies offer a few managerial implica-
tions in the way the innovation process is outlined 
as an open process. First, firms should understand 
the types of relationships characterizing the players 
involved in the innovation dynamics, in order to 
develop consistent mechanisms of management 
(codification vs. interaction). Second, there are 
interesting opportunities in combining different 
kinds and sources of knowledge, which have to 
be identified and coordinated. Today, firms are 
asked to develop capabilities in accessing external 
knowledge (exploration) through people-moving 
and electronic connections. In addition to this 
flexibility and openness they also have to pursue 
strategies and use tools (ICT) coherent with the 
relationships developed.

As described in the chapter, knowledge man-
agement emerges as a dynamic process where the 
selection of knowledge sources is crucial as well 
as the role of ICT.

Managers and practitioners should consider 
the advantages of connections with customers 
and lead users in general to improve the flow 
of valuable knowledge into the firm, for both 
product innovation and product improvement. 
More specifically, in low as well as in medium 
and even high-tech industries, focusing on the 
science-based inputs of product innovation can 
limit the firm’s potentialities. The role of custom-
ers in the innovation framework refers also on 
the marketing domain, where they lead users and 
communities can support firm’s brand strategy 
and sensemaking (non-technical innovation). 
Investing in identifying lead users becomes the 
starting point for the development of systematic 
relationships – on line and “off line” – between 
key customers and the firm. Those relationships 
allow managers to acquire insights about market 

perception of products and brands. Through lead 
users’ (as well as designers) inputs (narratives 
about products, storytelling, etc.), firms can shape 
the offering towards new perspectives, where the 
value is linked to intangible elements instead of 
- or in addition to - technical features.

Information and communication technologies 
enable knowledge flows at distance, not only in 
terms of codified process, but also through more 
flexible solutions that sustain rich computer-
mediated communication (i.e. multimedia). To 
enhance the knowledge management strategy, 
managers should identify the right mix of tech-
nological tools that support the key relationships 
with knowledge owners – within and outside 
the firm (employees, suppliers, distributors, 
customers, researchers) – keeping in mind that 
codification and people-to-people connections 
are both important. On the one hand, technology 
solutions such as ERP can increase formalization 
of specific procedures and, hence, improving the 
firm’s ability to extend their manufacturing and 
commercial processes at the international level. On 
the other hand, such solutions could co-exist with 
more open platforms where to manage interaction 
for knowledge exploration (on line communities).
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Chapter  4.2

ABSTRACT

In light of current interest in teacher education, 
this chapter presents an outcome of a study that 
sought to explore ways that the classroom prac-
tices and status of teachers might be improved. 
The enquiry used a model of professional learn-
ing that incorporated blended learning, reflective 
practice, performance management processes, 
authentic experiences, and tertiary learning to 
encourage change in classroom settings. Teacher 
insights were explored and their classroom prac-
tices analysed to identify any change in teacher 
behaviours that might be attributed to participation 
in the learning program. Findings suggest that 
teachers are largely dissatisfied with conventional 

approaches to professional development believing 
them to be separate from the classroom experience 
and ineffective in bring about change. However, 
teachers in this study found that a blended learn-
ing setting that fostered an intentional connection 
between theory and practice and collaborative 
learning provided a strong learning experience 
that translated to change in classroom practice.

INTRODUCTION

Many contemporary scholars assert that the role 
of the teacher is pivotal in the quality of student 
learning experience (Darling-Hammond, 2000; 
Hill & Rowe, 1998; Hattie, Clinton, Thompson & 
Schmidt-Davies, 1995; Hattie, 2003). Given the 
extensive body of literature exploring effective 
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teaching and learning practices (Dewey, 1929; 
Piaget, 1955; Vygotsky, 1978), it could reasonably 
be assumed that contemporary classroom practice 
would be informed by research findings. However, 
there is strong evidence that this is not the case 
(Cognition and Technology Group at Vanderbilt, 
1993; Newman & Cole, 2004) with some scholars 
arguing that school based learning has continued 
in a teacher centred manner despite evidence 
highlighting the limitations of this approach (Lau-
rillard, 1997). Some scholars argue that school 
based learning is essentially separate from learn-
ing in the lived in world in several ways: school 
learning largely promotes individual endeavour 
and cognition, school learning concentrates on 
promoting ‘pure thought’ and abstract represen-
tations and symbol manipulation is favoured in 
school learning. Finally, school learning promotes 
generalised, theoretical principles and skills. In 
contrast, learning in the lived in world values 
situation-specific capabilities, shared learning 
experiences, the effective use of tools and actions 
that are closely connected to the actual context 
of objects and events (Resnick, 1987). Newman 
(2004) suggests that this separateness might be 
described as a problem of ecological validity 
whereby schooling is systematically different 
from everyday practices.

Some researchers posit the outcome of pro-
fessional training activities is often a mere ten to 
fifteen percent of knowledge transfer from the 
leaning setting to the work place as a consequence 
of this separateness (Broad & Newstron, 1992; 
Burke & Baldwin, 1999; Facteau, Dobbins, Rus-
sell, Ladd, & Kudisch, 1995). It has been further 
suggested by Herrington (1997) that ‘school 
based and university learning are at risk of be-
ing isolated, irrelevant and marginalised from 
mainstream real world activity and performance. 
It has been argued that the apparent separation of 
theory and practice is a consequence of a focus on 
a discrete body of knowledge separated into sub-
ject areas that characterises traditional classroom 
settings (Herrington 1997). In addition, traditional 

classroom settings are often characterised by a 
prescribed timeframe and are removed from the 
realities of the lived in world. It has also been 
suggested that educational research has often been 
conducted without thought to connections between 
theory and practice (Reeves, 2000; Tanner, 1998). 
These assertions suggest that the constraints of 
the classroom setting and ill conceived goals 
of researchers compound separateness between 
theory and practice.

These views suggest that, in many instances, 
current educational practices do not reflect con-
temporary learning theory, are frequently divorced 
from the lived in world and are regularly not 
meeting the educational needs of stakeholders.

This situation suggests a need for enquiry into 
the ways that contemporary teaching and learning 
theory might be embedded in the practices of teach-
ers to facilitate pedagogic change in classrooms 
in ways that overcome the limitations of these 
settings. In addition, there appears to be a strong 
need to explore ways to connect the goals of the 
researcher with those of the practitioner and to 
explore the influence these factors might have 
on knowledge transfer from the learning setting 
to the workplace.

Technologies

Many questions are currently being asked re-
garding the capacity of learning technologies to 
meet these educational needs in some way. Some 
scholars see this technology as potentially an 
economic vehicle to offer more access to educa-
tion at a reduced cost (see Hiltz, 1998 p. 55; Holt 
& Thompson, 1998). Others see it as yet another 
fad in education that will go the way of radio and 
television, both of which promised to revolutionise 
education, but did not (Cuban, 1986 p. 74). Yet 
another faction sees technology as providing an 
opportunity to revolutionize the way we teach, 
providing the rich learning experiences that edu-
cators have advocated for many years (e.g. Hiltz, 
1998; Palloff & Pratt, 1999; Saettler, 1990).
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Those researchers, who advocate a change in 
the way we teach in order to take advantage of 
the potential of technologies, often cite theories 
of learning that report the role of social engage-
ment in the construction of knowledge as a 
vehicle for change. It has been further suggested 
that encouraging reflective practice provides a 
strong framework for bringing about change in 
teacher behaviours. Schön (1987) suggests the 
artistry of being a reflective practitioner lies at the 
heart of being a highly effective teacher. It is the 
ability to constantly and critically self-evaluate 
one’s program, methods, lessons, pedagogy, 
strategies and students’ individual performances 
that distinguish these teachers. Effective teach-
ers have the capacity to adapt and change their 
teaching in response to the needs of the students 
both in the moment and over a longer period of 
time. Reflective practice or reflection-in-action 
is acquired over time through experience in real 
classrooms in different contexts. Perry (2001) sug-
gest that video provides an excellent medium for 
case studies that might include the key elements 
of reflective practice (Stigler & Hiebert, 1999). 
Stigler and Hielbert pioneered the use of video 
for the analysis of teaching practice in the Third 
International Mathematics and Science Study and 
continued by others (Powell, 2005).

However, current understanding of the ways 
in which technologies might be used as a vehicle 
for educational change remains in its infancy. It is 
not clear in what ways the intentional combination 
of technologies including video and online com-
munication and educational theory might influence 
the transfer of knowledge from the learning setting 
to the classroom practice of teachers.

Research Questions

In response to this research need, this enquiry 
sought to explore the following questions:

1.  What learning supports do teachers require 
to engage in quality reflective practices?

2.  In what ways do teacher attitudes toward 
their own teaching alter as a consequence 
of engaging in reflective practices?

3.  In what ways might video be used to facili-
tate reflective practice and how might this 
influence teachers’ practice?

4.  In what ways does a context sensitive 
learning experience influence the transfer 
of knowledge from the learning setting to 
practice?

5.  In what ways does a performance manage-
ment process inform and support teacher 
professional learning?

BACKGROUND

This study was a collaborative endeavour between 
Edith Cowan University (ECU) of Western Austra-
lia and Ballarat and Clarendon College (BCC) of 
Victoria (Australia). ECU is a lead provider of both 
undergraduate and postgraduate teacher education 
programs in Australia. The university has a strong 
history of innovative instruction that connects 
theory to practice. In recent years BCC has invested 
heavily in teacher professional development and 
the use of video to support learning. The College 
has four observation classrooms equipped with 
multiple audio and video cameras supported by 
a control room with two way mirrors. Conscious 
of the investment in both technology and teacher 
professional learning the College approached ECU 
with a request to develop a framework that would 
take full advantage of the available resources to 
improve the quality of teaching in their school. 
This study is an outcome of that project.

METHODOLOGY

The quest for both fundamental understanding 
and application of findings were the guiding 
factors in the selection of both the research para-
digm and methodology. Accordingly, this study 
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seeks to engage in use inspired basic research 
(Stokes, 1997) with a dual focus on practical 
application of findings and a contribution to a 
growing theoretical knowledge base. Two further 
factors influenced the methodology adopted for 
this inquiry. The first was the context specific 
nature of the learning experience and the second 
was the desire to ensure congruence between the 
goals of the researcher and those of the industry 
partner (Reeves, 1999, 2000). Acknowledging 
that qualitative and quantitative paradigms are not 
mutually exclusive (Patton, 1990) both paradigms 
were used according to need.

In accordance with these influencing factors a 
Grounded Theory (Strauss, 1987) approach was 
chosen due to the inductive nature of generating 
theory from close contact with the empirical 
world (Patton, 1990). In the tradition of Grounded 
Theory data collection strategies were embedded 
in the experiences, actions and behaviours of the 
actors involved requiring a case study approach to 
the inquiry (Willig, 2001). An instrumental case 
considered an exemplar model (Willig, 2001) was 
selected for this study. This approach accounted 
for the context specific nature of the teaching and 
learning experience providing for the generation 
of theory from the actions of expert practitioners. 
This method also fostered a connection between 
the goals of the researcher and those of the prac-
titioner.

The selection of data collection methods was 
guided by the nature of case study research that 
required a certain level of triangulation (Wil-
lig, 2001), and the context specific nature of the 
teaching and learning experience. Data collection 
methods included: interviews, observations, ques-
tionnaires, video analysis and the institution per-
formance management processes. These methods 
allowed participants to describe their experience, 
allowed an objective interpretation of the experi-
ence and provided a way to quantify outcomes.

Questionnaire

A demographic questionnaire was employed to 
collect data on individual characteristics that 
might influence teaching practices including 
teacher experience, qualifications and years at 
the school. The questionnaire was also used to 
collect data on individual teacher’s perceptions 
of their classroom practice prior to engaging in 
the learning experience. Participating teachers 
were asked to complete the questionnaire at the 
beginning of the course.

An Attitudinal Survey

A survey was employed to collect data on teacher 
attitudes toward their own professional prac-
tice, their learning experience, the performance 
management process and their perceptions of 
knowledge transfer from the learning setting to 
the classroom. The survey was completed at the 
beginning and the end of the program to identify 
any shift in attitudes that might be attributed to 
participation in the program.

Interviews

Interviews were used to account for the teach-
ers’ understanding of the teaching and learning 
experience and the transfer of knowledge. In-
terview methods were sensitive to the teachers’ 
understanding and interpretation of the experience 
(Willig, 2001) and were conducted in the early 
stages of course delivery to establish baseline data 
and latter stages of course delivery to ascertain 
any variation.

OBSERVATIONS

Potential incongruence between what the inter-
viewee says and what actually happens was ex-
plored through the inclusion of an observational 
data collection strategy (Becker & Blanch, 1970). 
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Observations of the workplace behaviours of 
participating teachers were made to gauge the 
extent of knowledge transfer from the teaching 
and learning setting to classroom practices. These 
observations of workplace practices were made 
before teachers engaged in the learning experi-
ence, during the learning experience and then 
three months after the learning experience was 
complete. Observations followed a structured 
approach proposed by Kiddler (1981).

1.  What should be observed?
2.  How should observations be recorded?
3.  What procedures should be used to try to 

assure the accuracy of the observations?
4.  What relationship should exist between the 

observer and the observed, and how should 
such a relationship be established.

The observation schedule provided the oppor-
tunity to measure teacher practices and experiences 
before, during and after the learning experience. 
Observations were supported through the use of 
video technologies from the performance manage-
ment process. This approach ensured that teacher 
practice was recorded as a semi-permanent record 
that could be analysed and referred to over time. 
This feature provided the observer the opportunity 
to refer back to the practice as if they were refer-
ring to the actual event (Merriam, 1998).

DATA ANALYSIS

Resulting qualitative data sets were analysed using 
a constant comparative approach (Patton, 1990). 
Qualitative data were coded according to emergent 
themes. Themes were constantly compared with 
emergent categories to establish a best fit with the 
data set. Quantitative data collected through the 
survey were analysed using descriptive statistics 
in accordance with the limitations of a relatively 
small sample size.

THE CASE STUDY DESIGN

Adopting a case study approach to the research 
methodology is holistic in nature (Willig, 2001) 
allowing the study of professional learning in the 
context within which it exists. The case study meth-
odology affords a focus on the particular rather 
than the general and facilitates theory generation 
(Willig, 2001). While case study methodology 
was well suited to the goals of the research it was 
necessary to specify the type and design of case 
study that was used. A single case study approach 
is considered useful to test a well formulated theory 
or may be used when the case may represent an 
extreme or unique case of intrinsic interest or the 
case may be revelatory (Yin, 1994).

Prior to engaging in the selection of cases to be 
included in the study it was necessary to identify 
the difference between the case and the object to be 
studied (Hamel, 1993). Following the distinction 
drawn by Hamel (1993), a learning community 
was identified as the object of study while the 
case was the actual display of this phenomenon. 
Considering that the same case may be used to 
study different phenomenon (Bromley, 1986) it 
was necessary to state that the interrelationship 
between pre-existing conditions and forms of 
engagement and activity that facilitate commu-
nity development were of interest in this study 
(Willig, 2001).

THE SETTING

Learning Program Design

In response to the needs of participants the course 
was designed to be delivered in a blended set-
ting incorporating three face to face lectures and 
workshops and the equivalent of ten weeks online 
delivery. To model the intentional connection be-
tween theory and practice, participants were made 
aware that the learning program was designed 
according to guidelines espoused in contemporary 
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literature. Reflective dialogues (Powell, 2005), 
situated cognition (Herrington & Oliver, 1995), 
and community development in online settings 
(Brook & Oliver, 2003) guided the design of the 
learning program. Guidance was also taken from 
university requirements of a Master of Educa-
tion unit that included a minimum workload of 
36 hours of instruction or the equivalent online 
workload and a maximum of three appropriately 
sophisticated assessment points. In line with the 
school performance management process, teachers 
were required to video their classroom practice 
biannually. This video became the vehicle for 
analysing and reflecting on the act of teaching.

The course began with a review of contem-
porary literature investigating the apparent sepa-
ration between education theory and classroom 
practice. Following a brief review of this literature 
participants were asked to post a short comment 
on discussion boards. This activity was intended 
to be non-threatening and provide a meaning-
ful way for participants to explore the learning 
management system and initiate online dialogue 
with the instructors.

Participants were provided with a brief sum-
mary of the perceived benefits of reflective practice 
and were encouraged to explore a selection of 
current literature exploring aspects of reflective 
practice. Participants were encouraged to extend 
their reading beyond the provided literature and 
were given an in-depth review of the reflective 
dialogue model used by Powell (2005).

When reflecting on their classroom practices 
participants were asked to consider:

• Intentions and purpose
• Self awareness
• Practical reflection
• Technical reflection
• Perceptual awareness
• Critical reflection

This framework was presented as a useful 
mechanism to guide reflections, but was not 

presented as a mandated approach. Participants 
were encouraged to select the approach to reflec-
tive practice that they believe provided a good fit 
with the needs.

The nine discrete characteristics of situated 
learning environments identified by Herrington 
and Oliver (1995) were central to course design:

• Provide authentic context that reflect the 
way the knowledge will be used in real life

• Provide authentic activities
• Provide access to expert performances and 

the modelling of process
• Provide multiple roles and perspectives
• Support collaborative construction of 

knowledge
• Provide coaching and scaffolding at criti-

cal times
• Promote reflection to enable abstraction to 

be formed
• Promote articulation to enable tacit knowl-

edge to be made explicit
• Provide for integrated assessment of learn-

ing within the tasks (p 181)

All learning activities were based in the pro-
fessional practices of participants. A common 
symbol system was established through refer-
ence to contemporary literature (Louden, Rohl, 
Barratt-Pugh, Brown, Cairney, Elderfield, House, 
Meiers, Rivalland, & Rowe, 2005). Participants 
were exposed to expert performances through 
viewing the practices of others and required to 
engage in a collaborative analysis of that practice. 
Lecturers acted as facilitators of the learning 
experience providing appropriate coaching and 
scaffolding. Reflective practice was facilitated 
through an analysis of actual classroom practice 
articulated through the common symbol system. 
All learning activities were linked directly to 
classroom teaching and the assessment schedule 
and participants were encouraged to articulate 
their learning through a conference presentation.
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Central to course design was the notion of a 
common symbol system. It was acknowledged that 
in order to share knowledge and experiences there 
is a real need to ensure common understanding. 
This was facilitated through the six dimensions 
of quality literacy teaching and the correspond-
ing teaching practices identified in the 2005 In 
Teacher’s Hands study (Louden et al., 2005).

• Participation: (Attention, Engagement, 
Stimulation, Pleasure and Consistency)

• Knowledge: (Environment, Purpose, 
Substance, Modelling, Metalanguage and 
Explanations)

• Orchestration: (Awareness, Structure, 
Flexibility, Pace and Transition)

• Support: (Responsiveness, Explicitness, 
Persistence, Assessment, Feedback and 
Scaffolding)

• Differentiation: (Connection, Variation, 
Inclusion, Individualisation and Challenge)

• Respect: (Warmth, Rapport, Credibility, 
Citizenship and Independence)

This framework provided a common symbol 
system for communication and was used in com-
bination with a model of reflective practice to ex-
plore the individual teacher’s classroom practice.

A record of classroom practice was facilitated 
through the use of video and observational class-
rooms. Purpose built observational classrooms 
were available in the school setting. These class-
rooms utilised two way mirrors, multiple video 
cameras and strategically located microphones to 
record the practices of teachers and the activities 
of students. Observational classrooms had been 
in use in the setting for some time and were con-
sidered a key aspect of the teaching and learning 
program; as such their use was likely to result 
in accurate record of classroom activities. The 
resulting video was analysed by the classroom 
teacher or in collaboration with other teachers 
using computer software.

Some scholars (Bonk & Wisher, 2000; Hiltz, 
1998; Palloff & Pratt, 1999) propose that the 
social phenomenon of community might be put 
to good use in the support of online learning. 
Given the blended nature of this learning setting 
intentional action was taken to promote a sense of 
community (McMillan & Chavis, 1986) among 
participants. Figure 1 shows the Learning Com-
munity Development Model (LCDM) developed 
by Brook & Oliver (2004) as a useful framework 
for both exploring and promoting community 
development in online settings.

Figure 1. The learning community development model © 2004 Brook & Oliver. Used with permission.
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Care was taken to ensure that many of the 
presage factors that have been shown to present 
barriers to community development (Brook & 
Oliver, 2005) were overcome. To ensure reliable 
communication a well supported, easily accessed 
and reliable learning management system was 
used. To avoid unhealthy system promoted conflict 
among participants, assessment was based on a 
pass or fail system with no limit set on the num-
ber of participants who could achieve a pass grade. 
The instructors had extensive technical, peda-
gogic and social skill sets, the course itself was 
suited to collaborative endeavours and the cohort 
size was within recommended numbers. Partici-
pants were selected on a voluntary basis to ensure 
a willingness to participate and were informed of 
the collaborative nature of this learning setting 
prior to engagement.

Following the process component of the 
LCDM the reason and context for participation 
was driven by the opportunity to increase learn-
ing, reduce workload and work smart by linking 
professional learning with performance manage-
ment and classroom practice. The instructors 
established regular and meaningful meetings 
both online and face to face and maintained and 
appropriate pace for communication. A code of 
conduct was established to support communica-
tion and participants were encouraged to express 
themselves while accepting their responsibility 
to listen to others. The instructors took an active 
role in communication weaving the contributions 
of others and prompting deep thinking through 
critical reflection and further enquiry.

Over 100 teachers were invited to take part in 
the course with six volunteering. Although school 
administrators were welcome to engage, they 
chose not to in light of their reduced classroom 
workload. However, intentional action was taken 
to ensure school administrators were informed of 
course progress and included in scheduled course 
related face to face meetings.

Results

All six participating students volunteered to take 
part in the research project associated with the 
course of study. Table 1 introduces the volunteers 
and provides relevant descriptive details.

The demographics of the group suggest that 
participants in this learning program were famil-
iar with the school setting. All participants had at 
least three years experience teaching in the school 
and many have management responsibilities in 
addition to classroom teaching. In addition, 
Charles is characterised as an experienced prac-
titioner (20 years teaching) with senior manage-
ment responsibilities. These characteristics sug-
gest a cohort of experienced practitioners who 
are active in school management and decision 
making processes.

All participants identified experience in at-
tending professional learning programs. Table 2 
shows the nature of professional learning programs 
attended, the participant response to that program 
and the perceived impact on classroom teaching.

Participants identified three forms of profes-
sional learning commonly attended. That which 

Table 1. Roles and responsibilities of participat-
ing students 

Name Years at the 
school

Main responsibilities

Allan 3 years Years 11-12 
Information Technology and 
pastoral care

Charles 20 years Years 5,6,7,8, and 9 
Head of Middle School

Jan 7 years Years 7-12 
English

Ross 6 years Years 7-12 
Science and Chemistry, Maths, 
Personal Futures Physical 
Education

Susan 4 years Years 7-12 
English

Stuart 3 years Year 4 – 12 music 
Head of Music and Performing 
Arts
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is developed at the school level, that which is 
provided by external agencies and conferences.

When asked to describe the value of previous 
professional learning experiences participants 
commented that the professional learning devel-
oped at the school level was seen to be seriously 
deficient and resulted in only a limited impact on 
classroom teaching. Professional learning provid-
ed by external agencies was also perceived to have 
limited impact on classroom teaching. Participants 
commented that this form of professional learn-
ing was seen to be separate from the classroom 
practices of teachers, lacked a connection with 
educational theory and presented a limited or 
constrained view of teaching. Conferences were 
also perceived to have little impact on classroom 
teaching, as attendees tended to make limited con-
nections between the conference presentation and 
the classroom practices of attendees.

Responses suggested that participants were 
largely unsatisfied with their recent professional 
learning experiences, as these experiences had 
not provided the desired learning outcome or 
connection with classroom teaching.

Despite being largely unsatisfied with previ-
ous learning experiences, participants provided 
a strong indication of what they valued in the 
current professional learning activity. Table 3 
presents what participants identified as positive 
aspects of the professional learning experience 
under investigation.

Participants identified several common aspects 
of the course they believed to be useful in promot-
ing their learning. These included opportunities 
to connect contemporary teaching and leaning 
theory with their own classroom practices. In 
addition, participants articulated a belief that the 
learning experience would have a positive impact 
on their classroom teaching and an appreciation 
of the opportunity to engage in structured reflec-
tive practice. Common threads also included the 
enjoyable nature of the course, an appropriate 
pace and structure for learning.

Course Design

Close analysis of the data set revealed a number of 
factors that were seen to influence the teachers’ op-
portunity to engage in quality reflective practices. 
A review of contemporary literature suggests that 
in general terms teachers consider themselves to 
be reflective practitioners, but that reflection tends 
to be shallow in nature and perhaps more aligned 
to thinking about what one is doing rather than 
critical reflection. As might be expected, teach-
ers in this enquiry articulated a belief that they 
engaged in quality reflective practice prior to the 
commencement of the learning program. How-
ever, analysis of the data set suggests this might 
not be the case. The following section presents 
the data analysis using the research questions as 
a framework.

Table 2. Perceptions of professional learning programs attended 

Nature of professional learning Comments Perceived impact on Classroom 
Teaching

School developed professional learning Found to be seriously deficient Limited

External professional learning Haven’t related to classes taught 
Usually one-offs, with no follow-up. 
Lag time. 
Information limited and constrained 
Very sceptical of the ones that give you activi-
ties and games to do in the classroom, without the 
reasons behind them. You need the theory.

Limited

Conferences Not much to bring home and to work with Limited
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What Learning Supports do 
Teachers Require to Engage in 
Quality Reflective Practices?

The participants in the study emphasised four key 
support aspects, the first of which was the use of 
a peer group learning model. They commented 
that the already established peer learning model 
within the school provided valuable background 
to the work they undertook within this project. 
In particular, they emphasised the confidence 
they gained from such support and the “binding 
experience” gained by working with others who 
shared the same context and objectives. Second, 
the group members were positive about the uni-
versity staff providing immediate responses to 
questions. They identified the immediacy of this 
feedback as being both critical and highly valued. 
This is exemplified in a comment by Charles, 
“Instant support from the ECU staff has been great 
– strategic alliance with a tertiary institution has 

been very beneficial to take the helicopter view 
as critical friends.” Overall, a statement by Jan 
neatly summaries these first two aspects, “Email 
contact and online discussions with ECU staff was 
fantastic and together with staff contact here was 
enough to get me through.”

The school teaching staff also identified the 
importance of personal visits throughout the 
year by the university academics. These visits 
were made possible by the funding attached to 
this project and prove to be crucial to the school 
staff, who suggested that they were critical to 
sustaining the group’s interest and giving the 
sense that academics cared about their research 
and them as individuals. Stuart summarised the 
importance placed on this aspect when he stated 
that, “(The) one-to-one interviews really helped 
develop focus” and “(I) really liked the personal 
interest shown by the ECU staff.”

The final learning support, which received 
comment, was the incentive of academic credit 

Table 3. Positive aspects of this professional learning program 

Name Perceived benefit Comments

Allan Connecting with classroom practice Enjoyed it. Been an eye-opener. 
Enjoyed most of the readings.

Charles Sees himself as stepping out of classroom teaching role, 
but also knee-deep in it. Looking at what kind of coach-
ing he would like: getting significant staff input. Being 
able to teach the teachers, and enhance own learning 
(because of the need to look at it from two perspec-
tives: teacher and student)

Allowed me to look at my personal and professional needs 
Flexibility of the course allowed development of my own profes-
sional learning, and to develop skills and craft as teacher and 
leader within the school.

Jan Being able to combine teaching theory and practice. Good option and resources. 
Range of ideas with enough crossover to see common threads. 
Good having other people at school doing it. 
Enrolling was easy

Ross Actually links into teaching. 
Reflective practice is valuable. 
Looking at different ways of reflecting

Pretty good 
Enrolment process tricky. 
Working at a distance tricky

Susan Being able to draw on more experienced teachers’ 
knowledge, and look at my own practice in the class-
room.

Being able to draw on more experienced teachers’ knowledge, 
and look at own practice in the classroom.

Stuart It’s going to benefit my teaching in every way. Enjoying it. 
This is some of the best professional learning activities you can 
do. Gives an opportunity to reflect on own practice and that of 
individuals. 
Set timeframe is good, or else would just keep pushing it back.
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to complete the professional learning. It was seen 
by the group as being critical to sustain motiva-
tion and contributed to all members of the group 
completing the first year of the course.

Members of the group also suggested that a 
change to the structure might have provided an-
other learning support. They commented that the 
order of unit delivery might be changed so that the 
final unit was focused on active reflection. This 
change, they argued, would allow them to build 
on the scaffolding of learning from the previous 
three units. Within this unit, they thought that more 
opportunity could be provided to reflect as a group, 
with a symposium or reflection point, facilitated 
by ECU, to be built into the unit structure.

In What Ways do Teacher Attitudes 
Toward Their Own Teaching Alter 
as a Consequence of Engaging 
in Reflective Practices?

All members of the group commented that al-
though engaging in postgraduate study while 
continuing to teach necessitated a considerable 
amount of extra work, it was both manageable and 
worthwhile. Their comments in response to the 
questions associated with this research question 
can be categorised into three themes.

First, they discussed how they have been in-
spired to learn more and engage in the rigour of 
postgraduate study. The inspiration and rigour they 
experienced took them out of a sense of compla-
cency and gave them more of a sense of purpose 
in their teaching. Second, the group members 
commented that, in addition to their reflective 
practice becoming routinised, their postgraduate 
study gave them more structure and deliberation 
within this process. Ross commented:

We used to think that we were talking about our 
teaching, but really we were talking superficially 
about our students. Now our conversations are 
really about teaching – this is a very big change.

Third, these teachers described how they had 
made the link between theory and their own teach-
ing practice. This link, they argued, resulted in 
significant and validated (through video observa-
tion) improvement in their teaching. Ross neatly 
summarised this improvement when stating,

“Yes. It has underlined the value of the review sec-
tion of a lesson at the beginning and end. Shows 
that what you expect students to know isn’t always 
so, so there needs to be a structure to the review 
process and that’s what you researched.” Those 
who were in administrative positions also outlined 
improvements in this aspect of their roles due to 
the professional learning involved in this project.

In What Ways Does a Context 
Sensitive Learning Experience 
Influence the Transfer of Knowledge 
from the Learning Setting to Practice?

Unanimously, the teachers who participated in this 
project were vociferous when stating that there 
had been a definite transfer of knowledge from 
the learning setting to practice, with consequent 
improvements to their teaching and administrative 
tasks. Participating in this professional learning 
program, and the associated reading and research 
had provided a helicopter view for reviewing 
their own teaching and administrative practices. 
In relation to this transfer of knowledge, Jan a 
participant in the study stated,

Definitely had an impact on my classroom practice, 
and especially early on because the knowledge 
was coming from outside the school, so definitely 
supplemented changes that I was making to my 
teaching.

Group members also indicated that the impact 
of this knowledge transfer, which they discussed 
with both the school administration and other 
members of the teaching staff, resulted in wider 
changes to the school culture and policy. Two 
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examples were cited to describe the former. First, 
teachers in the school developed a common lan-
guage with which to discuss teaching and partici-
pate in professional dialogue. Second, the results 
of the project have assisted teachers to make links 
at a variety of levels: school, department, learning 
areas and the classroom.

Participants indicated that developing a com-
mon language for talking about their teaching 
was instrumental in promoting reflective practice. 
Through the common language teachers were able 
to engage in dialogue that promoted much deeper 
reflections than simply thinking about what they 
were doing. Ross commented:

Has allowed me to reflect on my practice – that 
was superficial before – now I have tools to dig 
deeper.”

In what ways does a performance management 
process inform and support teacher professional 
learning?

Two themes emerged from the group members’ 
responses to interview questions related to this 
aspect of the research. First, while they believed 
the project had shown the close links between the 
school’s performance management process and 
teacher professional learning, they acknowledged 
that confusion about the purpose and implementa-
tion of performance management still existed. As 
observed by Jan

“Gave a sense of direction and a framework to 
use for management for performance and that 
was a big improvement for credibility of the per-
formance management process. In the past there 
has been some resentment because of the previ-
ously subjective way things have been commented 
on in performance management, but using the 
Classroom Observation Schedule gave a common 
language to use for performance management.”

The second theme identified that support from 
the school administration had been critical to the 

success of this project. The teachers considered 
that the effort they had put into the professional 
learning was valued at senior managerial level.

In what ways might video be used to facilitate 
reflective practice and how might this influence 
teachers’ practice?

Members of the group were in total agreement 
that the use of video was a very powerful tool for 
reflecting on teaching. In making this comment 
they identified the necessity of using a common 
observation framework and suggested watching 
oneself teaching is the only way to see what is 
happening in the classroom. The observation 
framework provided them with a lens for self-
analysis, allowing them to compare reality with 
self perception. Comments from Ross and Jan 
summarise the group’s thoughts:

“I was able to see more of what was happening 
in the classroom rather than having an idealised 
view – positive or negative – of my practice.” 
Jan commented, “Although we’ve had a look at 
our own teaching before watching through the 
Classroom Observation Schedule framework gave 
specific insight on teaching practices rather than 
superficial things.”

While acknowledging the usefulness of video 
to facilitate reflective practice, the group mem-
bers commented on the confronting nature of 
such a practice. However, all suggested that this 
confrontation can be overcome. As observed by 
Stuart, “I would feel it was more confronting if 
viewed by others, but even that would be okay if 
sufficiently prepared.”

Discussion

An exploration of participating teachers past 
professional learning experiences identified three 
forms of professional learning typically attended: 
externally provided professional learning session, 
school based professional learning and conference 
based professional learning. Teacher perceptions 
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of the value of these forms of professional learning 
varied, but were generally negative.

School based professional learning was de-
scribed as seriously deficient, professional learning 
delivered by providers external to the school were 
depicted as one off sessions with no follow up, 
conferences were criticised for the lack of con-
nection with the realties of teachers. Importantly, 
all participants identified that learning presented 
through the three models of delivery had limited 
influence on their classroom practice.

This finding is in keeping with contemporary 
literature that describes a separation between edu-
cational theory, professional learning and class-
room practice. However, the findings of this study 
suggest that the design of a professional learning 
program can improve the transfer of knowledge 
from the learning setting to the classroom. By com-
parison with the types of professional learning in 
which these teachers had previously participated, 
this program incorporated performance manage-
ment, authentic experiences, reflective practices 
and tertiary learning. The professional learning 
program was delivered using a blended mode that 
included face-to-face lectures and workshops, 
together with the equivalent of 20 weeks of online 
learning; 10 weeks per semester.

Course features included reflective practice, 
basing learning activities on the professional 
practices of the participants; the use of a common 
symbol system; the use of video and observational 
classrooms; and the promotion of a sense of com-
munity among the six teachers. The findings of the 
study present interesting reading when compared 
with the existing literature on professional learn-
ing. Comments from the participants revealed 
that the authenticity of the learning experiences, 
that is, the explicit link between the program and 
their teaching roles in this program contributed to 
the definite transfer of knowledge from learning 
setting to practice. One of the key design ele-
ments of this professional learning course, the 
use of video, was seen by the participants to be 
a powerful tool in reflecting on their teaching. 

In addition, the use of a blended approach to 
courses delivery incorporating both face to face 
instruction and online communication proved an 
essential design element. This combination of 
learning spaces facilitated the ongoing sense of 
togetherness between students and academic staff 
essential to a quality learning experience.

Limitations

Due to the small sample size in this study, the 
generalisability of the findings requires some 
discussion. The teachers in this group were highly 
motivated to participate in this project, linked 
partly to the incentive of a postgraduate qualifi-
cation. If the lure of a postgraduate qualification 
was removed, and the study enlarged to include 
all teachers in the school, would the findings 
have been the same? Did the small size of the 
group, which enabled them to develop a sense 
of camaraderie, influence the findings? Working 
with a hundred teachers, not all of whom might 
be highly motivated, would present another set of 
challenges in designing and delivering a profes-
sional learning program.

CONCLUSION AND 
FURTHER RESEARCH

This study demonstrated that it is possible to de-
velop a learning setting that promotes change in 
practice by incorporating what we already know 
about teaching and learning. Insight suggests that 
course design should be derived from established 
learning theory. In this case, the program was de-
signed around reflective dialogues (Powell, 2005), 
situated cognition (Herrington & Oliver, 1995), 
and community development in online settings 
(Brook & Oliver, 2003). The program was deliv-
ered in a blended mode, which included authentic 
tasks, the use of video and a common symbol 
system. According to the study’s participants, the 
program design and delivery resulted in a definite 
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transfer of knowledge from the learning setting 
to practice; an indicator of an effective program.

Findings suggest that an effective learning 
program will demonstrate a direct link between 
learning activities contemporary research and 
classroom practice. Results from this study 
indicate that these factors motivated initial and 
continuing participation in the learning program 
and were seen to be instrumental in effecting 
change in classroom practice. A further finding 
is that accreditation appears to be a factor that 
motivates participation. In addition, evidence 
suggests that the professional standing of teachers 
within both the school and community setting was 
positively influenced through their participation 
in this learning experience.

In the case of this study participants ac-
knowledged the usefulness of blended learning 
incorporating online communication with the 
instructors, the face-to-face meetings were critical 
to the success of the program. This finding pro-
vides a basis for further research into the-nature 
of a blended learning setting that incorporates 
aspects of flexible learning supported by face to 
face instruction and support. In addition, a pivotal 
factor in effective learning programs appears 
to be support, awareness and engagement from 
senior administrators. In the case of this study all 
participants recognised the importance the senior 
administration team played in the success of the 
learning program. Issues to be considered in future 
research include investigating whether this study 
might be replicated on a larger scale, in a different 
school setting or with different content.
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Chapter  4.3

ABSTRACT

This chapter reports a pilot research study in-
vestigating the possibility for Interprofessional 
education in a 3D multi user ‘virtual world’ known 
as Second life® (SL) (Linden Corporation). 
Following a brief introduction and context of 
interprofessional education (IPE) in health and 
social care, the pilot research project is reported. 
The goal was to gather insights into IPE and 
teaching and learning in virtual worlds. An action 
research approach enabled the author to collabo-
rate with students and other experienced users 
of SL. Drawing on emerging interprofessional, 
constructivist and activity theories and insights 
from the research project, this chapter makes 
suggestions for utilising immersive worlds for 
interprofessional teaching and learning. It identi-

fies the need for further research focusing on the 
vital ingredients necessary for interprofessional 
learning in virtual worlds, and a requirement to 
ensure that patient/client/service users remains 
the focus of the students’ learning, which is the 
essence of successful interprofessional working.

INTRODUCTION

Headrick and Khaleel (2006) identify three key 
strategies for educating future health professionals 
to improve care. First, the integration or theory 
and practice, especially in the service of patients/
clients, secondly, the assessment of learning, and 
finally, the creation of interprofessional experi-
ences. It is the third of Headrick and Khaleel’s 
strategies, creation of interprofessional e-learning 
experiences, that this chapter addresses. Multi 
user virtual environments (MUVE) and Multi user 
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Dungeons (MUDS) have been used to facilitate 
multi-player games run over computer networks 
since the late 1970’s (Dieterle & Clarke, 2009) The 
affordances of MUVE are well known amongst 
gamers but less familiar to educationalists.

Teaching and learning in immersive worlds has 
interested many Higher Education (HE) establish-
ments throughout the world and specifically the 
United Kingdom. Chandler et al. (2007) identi-
fied that “once in a virtual world such as Second 
Life academics are faced by a new environment 
with novel ways of teaching and a wealth of 
potential resources to facilitate their teaching”. 
Conklin, (2007) suggested 101 uses for second 
Life in the college classroom. The evidence is 
that many Higher Education Institutions are using 
Immersive worlds for a variety of teaching and 
learning activities.

During 2008, teaching and learning in SL 
increased so rapidly that it is difficult to quantify 
the nature extent and variety of these activities. 
John Kirriemuir, (Eduserv 2007-2009) provides 
snapshots illustrating how higher education insti-
tutions in the United Kingdom (UK) are using SL. 
The January (2009) snapshot identified a record 
number of responses and the virtual world watch 
(VWW) has identified actual and potential needs 
of UK academic virtual world developers require. 
Examples of teaching and learning in SL range 
from research and composition skills (Robbins 
2007/8), computer science (Hobbs et al., 2006) to 
archaeology (Wheeler et al., 2008). In depth peer 
reviewed studies of learning and virtual worlds 
are still rare (Carr, 2008). Small research projects 
(Carr, Oliver & Burn, 2008) have focused on the 
teaching and learning in immersive virtual worlds.

Larger studies (Preview JISC 2008) have fo-
cused specifically on problem based learning for 
specific health care professionals (paramedics and 
clinical managers). Savin-Badin (2008) explores 
the socio political impact of virtual world learn-
ing on higher education, a major research project 
funded by the Leverhulme Trust. Pedagogical is-
sues and possibilities of second life are important 

not only because they might be different from 
other environments but because there are issues 
about power and control in games where avatars 
may be representative oneself or someone else 
(Savin-Badin, 2007): see http://cuba.coventry.
ac.uk/leverhulme/category/research-themes/
theme-3/. Some studies remain ‘work in progress’ 
(Hetherington, 2008; Chandler et al., 2008; (Savin-
Badin, 2008), but for others findings are emerging 
(Toro-Troconis et al., 2008), (Carr et al., 2008).

Interprofessional Education

The creation of IP learning experiences, has chal-
lenged educators to provide authentic, realistic 
and appropriate learning experiences (Wright 
2009). There are many reports of IPE provision 
(Goosey and Barr, 1998; Scammell et al., 2008) 
and interprofessional (IP) experiences (Craddock 
et al, 2006). Clinical or service based interprofes-
sional learning (IPL) experiences are common and 
a number of IPE initiatives such as ward based 
(Bray and Howkins, 2006) or placement learning 
(Armitage et al., 2009) based on short face to face 
interactive learning between the professions have 
been reported.

Emerging evidence of successful IPE experi-
ences been demonstrated (Freeth et al., 2002), 
most evaluations focus on student satisfaction 
and successful module delivery and most evalu-
ations of IPE programmes are often positive 
(Ireland et al., 2008). These evaluations, whilst 
important and informative do little to demon-
strate that learners have changed their behaviour, 
acquired communication skills and all necessary 
attributes and competencies of interprofessional 
working (CUILU, 2006). An alternative measure 
of the success or otherwise of IPE could focus 
on evidence of collaboration, understanding of 
roles and acquisition and demonstration of team 
working skills.

Emerging theory suggests that IPE takes place 
when practitioners work together, learn together 
and learn about each other (Barr, 2000) and that 
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this improves patient care. E-learning environ-
ments and online technology are often advocated 
as they support asynchronous learning and com-
munication. Since 2005, the Centre for Interpro-
fessional e-learning (CIPeL) a Higher Education 
Funding Council (HEFCE) Centre for Excellence 
in Teaching and Learning (CETL) has worked 
with the Faculty of Health and Life Sciences at 
Coventry University to provide IP experiences 
for undergraduate health and social care students 
know as the interprofessional learning pathway 
(IPLP), as described and discussed in Bluteau 
and Jackson’s chapter earlier in this volume. The 
intention of this chapter is to discuss a pilot study 
conducted within CIPeL to enable students to 
“learn with, from and about each other” (Barr et 
al 2005) utilising a multi user virtual environment 
(MUVE), Second Life® (SL).

Second Life® Learning Environment

Second Life® (SL) is a 3D virtual world that can 
be downloaded free of charge to your personal 
computer from the following website http://www.
secondlife.com. Jennings and Collins (2007) 
have considered how adopters of SL utilized it 
as a place of learning, research and socialisation. 
Jennings found two different types of virtual 
university campus: the first or “operative virtual 
campus” (Jennings, 2007) which resembled the 
real life version and provide activities based on 
traditional teaching (for example, virtual lectures, 
presentations and demonstrations) and the second 

a “reflective campus environment” (Jennings, 
2007). Toro-Troconis, (2009) developed a virtual 
hospital in second life using game based learning 
activities with virtual patients around diagnostic, 
investigative and treatment skills for medical 
students. Increasingly, educationalists are recog-
nising that MUVEs can contribute and shape how 
learners can communicate, participate, learn and 
identify themselves and that learning outside the 
classroom provides opportunities to change the 
traditional experiences of higher education.

Against the backdrop of IPE initiatives and 
experiences and a variety of virtual learning en-
vironments (VLE) there has also been interest in 
the transferability of computer acquired (virtual) 
skills to the real world. The most recent being the 
“virtual racing driver” transferring skills acquired 
using Gran Turismo©® to the real race track of the 
Dubai 24 hours (Meadon, 2009). This pilot study 
explores the possibility that health and social care 
students can acquire Interprofessional skills in a 
virtual world and transfer them to real life.

Interprofessional Educational 
Possibilities in Virtual Worlds

It will be argued that the spectrum of IPE (Figure 
1) may be extended further to immersive envi-
ronments or virtual worlds. It was thought that a 
virtual world (simulation, games and communica-
tion) could expand the variety of opportunities for 
learners to experience and engage in interprofes-
sional education meeting the needs of a variety of 

Figure 1. The potential spectrum of interprofessional education (IPE)
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learning styles and the so called ‘digital native’ a 
term coined by Prensky (2001).

Four popular theories invoked to help under-
stand IPE and e-learning are contact theory (Crad-
dock et al., 2006), identity theory (Barr et al., 
2005), constructivism (Craddock et al., 2006; 
Monty 2008) and activity theory (Engestrom, 
1991). They have particular resonance with im-
mersive worlds such as SL. For example, condi-
tions associated with contact theory – interaction, 
egalitarian, co-operative and mutually supportive 
learning have also been found in SL (Savin-Badin, 
2008; Carr et al., 2007). Identity theories are also 
used to underpin traditional IPE in practice to 
develop, trigger and argue issues around teams, 
roles and responsibilities and stereotyping. Activ-
ity theory has been associated with the location 
where learning takes place, learner activities, rules 
and roles. It is thought that by adopting an e-
learning approach some of the barriers associated 
with interprofessional learning may be reduced, 
in particular, accommodating very large student 
cohorts that tend the be associated with interpro-
fessional health and social care modules, and 
enabling students on clinical placement to have 
access to such modules.

The learning environment chosen to provide 
IPE is important; it needs to support a variety of 
health and social care disciplines and learning 
styles. In addition, it must provide opportunities 
for students to acquire and demonstrate commu-
nication and reflective skills. It was necessary 
to identify whether a virtual world could sup-
port instructor facilitated (moderator/e-teacher) 
case-based stories, vignettes and other learning 
approaches. In addition, it was an opportunity 
for the author to transfer skills acquired as an 
e-facilitator on the IPLP to an alternative envi-
ronment. It is, furthermore, timely to consider 
if immersive worlds such as SL can be used for 
interprofessional education.

INTERPROFESSIONAL 
EDUCATION AND IMMERSIVE 
WORLD: CASE STUDY

Salmon (2000) identifies four generations of on-
line learning environments which help to explain 
developments, differences and applications of 
e-learning environments. The IPLP is arguably 
a second generation learning environment as it 
supports web based, asynchronous discussions 
with linked resources through a virtual learning 
environment (VLE). Centres of excellence in 
teaching and learning (CETLS) such as CIPeL 
were intended not only to build on existing good 
practice, but to explore and develop that excel-
lence through further research (Higher Education 
Academy HEA website). Emerging immersive 
technologies (Salmon’s fourth generation learning 
environments) such as Xbox 360®, Playstation®, 
Ninentdo Wii® offer synchronous discussions, 
visual enhancement and possible alternative 
learning environments. Serious games such as 
flight simulators and simulation of emergency 
care also offer participants technologies derived 
from computer gaming for educational purposes. 
The author proposed a small pilot research project 
to ascertain if interprofessional education (IPE) 
could occur in different or other MUVEs to online 
discussion forums.

The aim of the study was to investigate whether 
IPE could take place in SL. The simplicity of the 
aim hides the complexity of the task. The objec-
tives were to create a specific IP environment in 
SL, to engage undergraduate health and social 
care students in SL, to repurpose/reuse IPLO in 
SL and to see if IPE could take place in SL. The 
author first became active in SL in October 2007, 
and a small research proposal was supported by 
CIPeL in November 2007.

The Research Procedure

By placing herself as the learner alongside the 
students the author planned to explore new ways 
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for interprofessional teaching and learning. “The 
most appropriate way in which we can assess the 
impact of using SL in an educational context is 
by using a technique called Action Research” 
(Bignell, 2007). An action research approach 
was adopted involving undergraduate health and 
social care students. On a macro level, the author 
wished to identify if students would access a 3D 
virtual environment to support their learning and 
on a micro level would students be able to acquire 
IP knowledge and skills. If the results of the pilot 
study were favourable, it was intended to submit 
a bid for funding to support a full study. This is 
important to demonstrate that IPE in SL could en-
able acquisition of skills transferable to delivery 
of health and social care.

The Second Life® Learning 
Environment

Second Life was chosen as the University had 
already purchased an island and built a virtual 
campus. Second life® (Linden Corporation) is 
a MUVE and a virtual world (VW) primarily 
intended as a social network. In preparation for 
students arriving in SL it was necessary to cre-
ate an IP learning environment. Following visits 
to several other educational locations in SL, it 
became apparent that others had already created 
virtual hospitals (Imperial College, London), clin-
ics (Plymouth) and zoo (Leicester University).

As the focus of this project was interprofes-
sional learning, the intention was to work with 
existing students (from any course) who had 
experience of building in SL to find a suitable 
location and virtual building in SL. The Coventry 
University SL Island was already being used for 
teaching and learning in Art and Design courses, 
Problem Based Learning (PBL) and the Serious 
Games Institute (SGI). The author negotiated 
some space on the Island for the pilot project to 
take place.

It was also necessary to design and build a 
suitable environment for IP experiences. In part-

nership with a CIPeL student intern, the author 
created a multipurpose CIPeL Centre in SL. The 
Centre is a multi functional building in which 
rooms can be customised for a variety of health 
and social care learners’ use. Capitalising on her 
experiences as an interprofessional facilitator, the 
author anticipated a ward based room, operating 
theatres, ‘home from home’ for health and social 
care students. In addition, a general reception 
area, café, shop and waiting area to allow social 
gathering of students and “patients”. Several rooms 
would remain “empty” for future development 
for example, office space, bedsit or kitchen. The 
intention was that in future, other IP educators 
may wish to explore teaching potentials of this 
environment and could collaborate and develop 
the Centre further. The reuse or repurposing of the 
environment would potentially provide longev-
ity for the research and be inclusive of a variety 
of health and social care professionals or other 
disciplines.

Recruitment and Student 
Engagement

The next phase of the pilot study involved recruit-
ing student participants in order for interprofes-
sional teaching and learning to take place in SL. 
Recruitment was via an advert on the IPLP and 
on notice boards (see Figure 2). In an attempt 
to attract students, they were paid £10 per hour. 
Light refreshments would be provided for the 
first session, which took place during the early 
evening in a University Computer Workshop on 
PCs pre-loaded with the SL software.

It was envisaged that over three sessions, each 
group would consist of six to eight students, and 
the plan was that by session two the participants 
would comprise students from at least three dif-
ferent professions. However, recruitment proved 
sluggish. Finally a combination of word of mouth 
and personal invitation elicited some interest, and 
session one was arranged. Of the six students who 
participated in the initial workshop, five were 
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paramedics and one was a medical student, and 
five were male and one female.

Student participation was voluntary and ethical 
approval was provided using the CIPeL ethical 
research approval application. Students participat-
ing in the study agreed to photographs being taken 
of their borrowed avatars during SL sessions and 
anonymity was ensured. In addition to evaluation 
of the SL experience, student opinions would be 
sought during debriefing after each SL Session. 
It was planned for students to provide verbal 
consent for each of the three workshops/sessions 

and there was no requirement to continue in the 
study in the future.

Educational Tools

Each room or area of the CIPeL Centre could 
be customised for a variety of avatar activities. 
Littleton and Bayne (2008) reported the advantage 
of using SL for learning is that small, intimate and 
private learning spaces can be used so that students 
feel comfortable communicating with each other. 
The wholesale lifting of existing IPLO materi-

Figure 2. Recruitment poster for the pilot study
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als was considered inappropriate as they were 
designed and intended for use in asynchronous 
discussion forums, while SL supports synchro-
nous discussions. Others (Savin-Badin, 2008; 
Robbins, 2008) have suggested that the value of 
transferring traditional materials to Second Life 
is also diminished.

Three SL sessions or workshops were planed:

• Session One: orientation to Second Life 
and acquisition of basic skills.

• Session Two: specific task (build a chair 
based on Conklin, 2007).

• Session Three: interprofessional working 
together to address a common dilemma 
or issue utilising an IPLO adapted for SL 
around a patient complaint.

Whilst others have created bespoke educational 
tools for example, Second Life PBL Game (Savin 
Badin, 2007) This study sought to repurpose pa-
tient journeys (Davidson & Courtney, 2004) and 
other IPLOs as a trigger to promote synchronous 
interprofessional discussions between the Avatars 
(students) within the virtual world. These IPE 
triggers were planned for session three, after the 
students had experienced shared learning in the 
first two sessions.

Photo Timeline of the 
Research Project

In order to demonstrate the construction and 
development of the virtual learning environment 
(VLE) the author now provides a visual timeline 
of the pilot project. Figure 3 represents the early 
days –building the CIPeL Centre in Second Life 
(January – April 2008). Figure 4 shows the com-
pleted CIPeL Centre on Coventry University’s 
SL island in use in July 2008.

RESEARCH FINDINGS

This section addresses the key experiences and 
findings of the pilot project. The results will be 
considered using the previous themes of learn-
ing environment, recruitment and preparation, 
and educational tools. These are followed by 
discussion, reflections, commentary and recom-
mendations. Readers should be mindful of the 
limitations evident in this pilot study and should 
be wary of making generalisations arising from 
such a small study.

Figure 3. An external view of the CIPeL centre in SL Figure 4. Session one: Second Life learning envi-
ronment (orientation and skills – early July 2008)
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The Second Life Learning 
Environment

The first workshop took place in the CIPeL re-
source room which has eight computers to which 
Second Life had already been downloaded. The 
aim of the first session was to expose students 
to this VLE. None of the student volunteers had 
accessed SL before and not all had access to a 
computer that could support this learning environ-
ment. The rationale being that SL is bandwidth 
hungry and students would be able to utilise 
avatars pre-created by Coventry University for 
the first workshop. It was not the intention to 
require students to acquire their own avatars or 
SL accounts until after the first workshop, when 
they would be able to choose if this environment 
was something they wished to use personally or 
further participation in the pilot study.

On the day of the first session scheduled in SL 
a message was sent to registered members sug-
gesting that during this day SL would be down 
for scheduled maintenance. The information was 
received too late to cancel the session, and the 
author had to hope that the down load would be 
completed prior to the students arriving. Concerns 
about using an educational tool that is owned by 
a commercial provider and not by the university 
were raised by Harrison (2007), and this incident 
demonstrated the realities of such concerns.

Student Engagement

a handbook or student guide were not provided 
as the main aim was to introduce the students to 
the environment and to enable them to identify if 
they wished to download the software and continue 
with the next stage (acquisition of own avatar and 
participate from home/other venue) Following 
on from the first visit to SL the intention was to 
direct students to (free) a guide and opportunity 
to engage in further SL skills using orientation 
places in SL.

The findings from workshop one are that the 
students found SL to be interesting and entertain-
ing. They were also well able to move about, 
communicate and control their avatars. Despite 
positive comments about this environment, this 
group of students were reluctant to commit to 
downloading SL to their own computers and to 
contribute to workshop two. The students identi-
fied IT issues and time constraints as contributing 
to their decision to withdraw.

Educational Tools

Six students completed an evaluation form for 
session one. Four students rated the session as 
“good” and two students “excellent”. All the 
participants felt that the session met the objec-
tives identified. Students had an opportunity to 
provide comments or recommendations, and the 
following are typical comments:

• Student 1: “might be a bit too distracting 
in real life, quite a bit going on”

• Student 2: “It’s a great idea, and can see a 
good future with this.”

• Student 3: “more structure”
• Student 4: “although a good idea, I would 

prefer a different style of PBL, steering 
away from online discussions”

The synchronous discussions enabled the 
participants to learn from each other some basic 
avatar skills for movement, expression and ex-
change of opinions during the workshop. Students 
were asked if they would like to take part in the 
next phase of the pilot study. Five of the six 
participants said that they would be interested in 
participation in session two. Unfortunately due to 
final exams, outstanding coursework and annual 
leave none of the students were able to commit 
to engaging in session two. At this stage it was 
clear that undergraduate students (especially those 
with requirements to attend clinical placements) 
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felt unable to engage further in this pilot study, 
and the pilot study came to an abrupt end.

Discussion and Analysis

On reflection, there were three main drivers 
for consideration of whether or not IPE could 
take place in SL. The first was an awareness 
that MUVE’s and 3-d virtual worlds offered af-
fordances for teaching and learning which were 
unavailable in other VLEs. Second life has the 
advantage of being a 3D virtual world, which 
some argue increases the fun and the experience 
of communication with friends. Advantages are 
that by creating an avatar, choosing where to visit 
and contributing to conversations where it is pos-
sible to instant message, see each others’ avatar 
then the experience is enhanced. In short, the 
environment provides the users with a virtual ‘life 
like’ experience (visual, expressive, spontaneous 
and entertaining) in addition to the “immersive” 
attributes of this environment.

Secondly, a strong argument for supporting 
education in multi user virtual environments 
(MUVE) is that today’s students grow up in a 
digital age and their thinking patterns and ways 
of processing information are different to those 
of their predecessors (Heatherington et al., 2008). 
However, whilst many visits to SL could be con-
sidered as educational, not all places and experi-
ences can be considered to support academic or 
professional development. Educators choosing 
SL as their teaching environment need to consider 
health and safety issues as with any other learning 
environment. For example, Leicester University 
Media Zoo (Salmon, 2008) is a safe place for new 
avatars to explore SL and engages students in a 
variety of learning opportunities.

Thirdly, Students can access the materials 
at different times and places and can engage in 
learning twenty four seven (24/7):

“The asynchronous learning method can assist 
learning in a diverse and fragmented higher edu-

cation world where students struggle with busy 
lives and increasingly face the pressure to work 
in paid employment while studying”

“the asynchronous learning method can promote 
greater reflection and higher levels of involvement 
from students who find that face to face seminar 
group contact is difficult and impersonal” (Bach 
et al., 2007, p. 186).

Synchronous learning (for example audio or 
video conferencing) can be used for groups or 
individual students and benefits from organisation 
and chairing (Clarke, 2004, p.118).

Time constraints affected the development of 
a “virtual environment” for the sessions to take 
place and the number of SL sessions that could 
be achieved by one researcher. Effective IPE and 
training benefits from starting small (Freeth et al., 
2005) and effectiveness is built on positive out-
comes, acceptable cost and without unacceptable 
side effects. Freeth (2005) considers that getting a 
balance between these elements is an evolutionary 
and iterative process. The author planned a small 
initial project with the view of a subsequent larger 
study if the initial findings demonstrated positive 
aspects of this environment. The intention was 
not only to ascertain if existing interprofessional 
e-learning materials could be utilised, but also 
to identify if IPE skills could be acquired in a 
MUVE. MUVEs have been used in education as 
they enable multiple simultaneous participants to: 
(a) access virtual contexts, (b) interact with digital 
artefacts, (c) represent themselves through avatars, 
(d) communicate with other participants and (e) 
take part in experiences incorporating modelling 
and mentoring problems similar to those in real 
world contexts” (Dieterle & Clarke, 2009).

The Second Life® Learning 
Environment

Salmon’s (2000) five stage model suggests that the 
amount of interactivity of the learners increases as 
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the learning increases. Salmon (2004, p. 30) sug-
gests benefits from using the five stage model to 
“exploit the system at each stage” and “avoid the 
pitfalls”. From access and motivation through to 
development the stages require good e-moderating 
as well as technical support.

Salmon is keen to point out that participants 
learn about ICT at the same time as learning 
through ICT; the integration of the two enables 
participants to learn along “with learning about a 
topic, and with and through other people” – fun-
damental to interprofessional learning. The self 
selected students all demonstrated a level of IT 
skills which enabled them to participate in SL. 
They also demonstrated acquisition of specific 
skills (instant messaging, flying and exploring 
their location). Dialogic learning, the cornerstone 
of personalised learning has also been suggested 
(Savin-Badin, 2008) as a theoretical underpinning 
for learning in MUVES. Effective communication 
is considered to be essential for effective inter-
professional working and consequent delivery of 
quality health and social care to patients (Day, 
2006, p. 81). Immersive worlds have potential 
as safe opportunities to acquire and demonstrate 
communication skills.

The findings from this pilot study demonstrated 
that interest in SL as an educational environment 
from undergraduate health and social care students 
does not match those of educators. SL may have 
the potential to support interprofessional learning 
but students do not necessarily share educators 
enthusiasm for this learning environment at this 
time. A particular limitation is the unwillingness of 
the students (due to time constraints) to continue 
with the pilot study. Given the current interest and 
fashion of this environment, however, it is likely 
that learners will in the future be exposed to it, 
and funded projects will provide the knowledge 
and understanding to develop new and engaging 
learning for health and social care students. In 
addition if patients (client, service user, carer, 
and consumer) also enter the world of SL new 

opportunities for interprofessional leaning will 
be afforded.

Student Preparation 
and Engagement

The students in the pilot study demonstrated that 
they quickly masterd basic SL skills. Carr, Oliver 
and Burn (2008) and Toro-Troconis et al. (2008) 
came to similar conclusions. Theoretically im-
mersive worlds such as SL will be so engaging 
that students will wish to frequently return and 
meet and communicate with a wide variety of 
health and social care professionals. This study 
revealed that if this learning environment is not 
a core component of their course it is unlikely 
that students will utilise it for educational pur-
poses. Interestingly, following-up the students 
also revealed that they were not intending to use 
SL for social networking. Undergraduates are 
preoccupied with coursework, assessments and 
clinical placement and are unlikely to wish to 
take on “additional learning” especially without 
a reduction in classroom contact or other reward. 
Following a period of reflection and follow up of 
the initial group, the author considers that a new 
pilot study would benefit from being embedded 
in a common core module to enable a reduction in 
the personal time and recognition of engagement 
and learning to be rewarded.

Educational Tools

Access, immersiveness and engagement were 
considered a ‘given’ by the author, and these 
affordances were not demonstrated in this pilot 
study. Participants in SL require training on net-
working and skills development (Wheeler et al., 
2008). Similarly, it is arguable that in order to 
“teach” in second life it is necessary to acquire 
skills and competence in using this environment. 
In keeping with other findings (Carr et al., 2008) 
the experience was busy, fast and chaotic. Teach-
ing in e-learning environments have been reported 
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by Moule (2007) and Salmon (2008). Little is 
known about the specific affordances of SL and 
in particular the transfer of skills and learning 
from a vitual world to the real world. More must 
be discovered about the nature of learning and the 
utilisation of educational tools in virtual worlds 
before widespread adoption in higher education.

Recommendations

The function of a pilot study is to refine and 
focus the research study, test out data collection 
instruments and procedures and to confirm the 
feasibility and value of the chosen techniques. 
It was found that in order to engage in a full or 
definitive study the following recommendations 
should be implemented:

The Second Life® Learning 
Environment

Education, according to Robbins (2008) does not 
have to be boring and teachers and institutions 
are showing the way to make it fun and interac-
tive using SL. (Robbins, 2008, p. 284) suggests 
that SL “makes use of the flexibility of the space 
to allow students to have hands on experience 
with topics that might be difficult to teach in the 
classroom”. The author recommends the use of 
“getting started in second life” Savin-Badin et al 
(2009) to enable teachers and learners to get the 
most out of the Second life experience.

Recruitment and Preparation 
of Students

The participants need to be from a variety of 
health and social care backgrounds. Having one 
particular profession dominate does not enable 
experiences to be validated or generalisations 
to be drawn with regard to IPE. Students who 
wish to engage in the development of artefacts or 
encounters in SL need recognition and reward-
ing for their contributions. Students need to be 

supported with a reduction in coursework or be 
allocated time within their course to participate in 
SL. Undergraduate health and social care students 
are especially loaded with work as many courses 
have theoretical and clinical practice workloads. 
These constraints need to be addressed prior to 
embarking on a full study. The pilot study identified 
that students would like detailed information to be 
available prior to engaging in learning activities. 
Experienced Second Life Educators (Salmon, 
2008; Savin-Badin, 2008; Carr, Oliver & Burn, 
2008) all advocate acquisition of core technical 
skills which enable avatars to participate in this 
environment.

Educators

Tutors should have prior experience of ‘living’ 
in SL and acquiring SL skills as well as being 
experienced in e-facilitation. One way for educa-
tors to prepare for effective use of virtual learning 
environments would be to use a training package 
such as InfoKit (JISC, 2008). Since the pilot 
project ended, a number of specific resources 
for educators in SL have emerged. Wheeler et al. 
(2008) produced a training programme using two.
pdf guides (one for teachers and one for learners 
or participants). The guides use other Web 2.0 
technologies (You Tube®) to support their train-
ing. Savin-Badin et al. (2009) have produced the 
JISC document “Getting started with Second life”.

Educational Tools

The tension between social network (informality 
and fun) and education (structure and outcomes) 
could be resolved with learning encounters us-
ing simulation or construction / development 
of a resource that is patient focused and student 
chosen. Robbins (2008) identified that simula-
tions, role play, building and social events in SL 
can all contribute to learning. Specific spaces for 
education have been created in SL where different 
approaches to learning may be encountered. There 
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are numerous locations and virtual campus which 
avatars can visit and engage in learning materi-
als, demonstrating the truly immersive aspects of 
this environment. Immersive worlds have been 
identified as ideal for some types of learning. 
Specifically, simulation (whereby the students 
can participate in real life simulated experiences 
without fear of harming or killing real patients) 
Toro-Troconis et al., (2008).

Conclusion

In summary, this chapter has identified some 
of the existing teaching and learning activity 
in an immersive 3D world namely Second Life 
®, considered the benefits of this environment 
and identified the potential for SL to be used as 
a platform for IPeL. Readers should draw their 
own conclusions on account and the small scale of 
the pilot study and the limited experiences of the 
author in SL. While there is evidence that SL is a 
useful additional platform for learning activities 
and learner participation around team building 
and communication skills (Savin-Badin, 2008), 
this was not demonstrated in this small pilot study 
reported in this chapter. The social constructivist 
approach to IPE in second life would seem to be the 
way forward and contact with other learners will 
enable the social exchange of values, beliefs and 
attitudes of the health and social care professions.

Health and social care professionals may 
also find this open access, immersive environ-
ment suitable for interprofessional learning and 
whilst higher education has been quick to see the 
potential for second life the UK National Health 
Service (NHS) may also consider other applica-
tions for patient and staff learning and training. 
In the future, it is intended to focus specifically 
on using patient journeys and triggers to provide 
IP learning experiences for undergraduate health 
and social care students.

The use of 3D learning environments has im-
mersive benefits for student learning but needs 
to be balanced against the high technological 

requirements to support this environment. In 
addition the utilisation of a social network for 
learning purposes demonstrates affordances and 
risks which are different to traditional learning 
environments. Teaching staff should be mindful 
of the dangers and difficulties of using an open 
source environment for professional courses.

In conclusion, the utilisation of a 3DVirtual 
World as an educational environment is a possi-
bility for IPE but undergraduate health and social 
care practitioners may need SL to be a core ele-
ment of their programmes before engagement is 
demonstrated. Further work is needed to consider 
the transferability of skills acquired in a virtual 
world to a real world. Future research is now 
required to explore the wider use of this MUVE 
and the contribution this type of e-learning can 
contribute to IPE.
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ABSTRACT

Professional development has mainly centered 
around training processes that involve updating 
knowledge, yet it has made little headway as a 
construct that includes both the professional and 
personal characteristics and working conditions. It 
has also focused more on developing training pro-
grammes than on analysing the tools for continuous 
training. This chapter analyses the relationships 
between professional development, organisational 
development and the creation and management of 
collective knowledge. These three concepts can 
be interrelated and contribute to change when 
we place ourselves within the framework of au-
tonomous organisations with collective projects 

focused on lifelong learning. It also outlines the 
Accelera experience of knowledge creation and 
management in communities, describing the 
model and process used. This article examines 
some of the findings and future prospects of the 
methodology presented.

INTRODUCTION

The knowledge society, and we would add the 
learning society, is taking shape as a new scenario 
with its own characteristics and requirements 
that differentiate it from the preceding models 
of society. Developing the knowledge society in 
education requires new curricular, didactic and/
or organisational strategies, as well as an optimal 
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development of educational professionals (teach-
ing staff, directors, social educators, pedagogues 
and educational psychologists, social integrators, 
etc.) if we want to contribute to increasing the 
competitiveness and quality demanded by the 
educational systems.

In this setting, what is needed is changes in the 
organisation of educational efforts and in the role 
of the agents, which in turn requires a revision 
of teaching competencies within the framework 
of the most autonomous school, characterised by 
carrying out institutional projects and teamwork. 
In the words of David Hargreaves:

To improve schools, one must be prepared to 
invest in professional development; to improve 
teachers, their professional development must be 
set within the context of institutional development. 
(Hargreaves, 1994, p. 436)

Compared to traditional, widespread prescrip-
tions for hiring, training and uniform working 
conditions, we are witnessing ever more contex-
tualised processes and the use of new professional 
development strategies.

In view of these changes, this chapter presents 
a strategy for the continuous training and develop-
ment of education professionals based on a model 
of knowledge creation and management.

After a brief description of today’s society 
and an analysis of the aptness of the continuous 
training applied in its organisations, we interrelate 
knowledge management, organisational develop-
ment and professional development, describing 
the framework in which educational organisations 
can be seen as learning communities. After that, 
we present the Accelera proposal for professional 
development by means of knowledge creation and 
management processes (henceforth KCM) which 
combines the creation of online learning commu-
nities (henceforth OLC) and the philosophy and 
technology of what is known as social software 
– “tools for content creation and sharing and for 

developing networks” (Graham, 2007, p. 6)-, 
along with several examples and some findings.

BACKGROUND

Constant societal changes, globalisation, increased 
competitiveness and technological development, 
as principal factors, require us to reconsider our 
systems and policies of training and professional 
development. Organisations, and not just educa-
tional ones, are required to be more innovative, 
creative and efficient, which entails many changes, 
including changing in training processes (Rubio, 
2007). A changing society requires organisations 
that adapt and revise their coherency and ways of 
acting according to the needs of the environment. 
Innovation, which was a trait of only creative, 
cutting-edge organisations, has become a wide-
spread need and a problem that is constantly be-
ing examined at different levels (a more adapted 
society, more adapted organisations, more adapted 
individuals) and with different strategies. Innova-
tion is a change that takes place because society is 
changing, organisations are changing and people, 
their relationships and their actions and results 
must change.

Some necessities to be taken into account are 
in line with the analysis of the new training trends 
in 21st century organisations (Table 1) conducted 
recently by the consultancy firm Overlap.

The aforementioned characteristics of the 
knowledge society clearly reveal the fast obso-
lescence of knowledge and the need for constant 
updating, in turn justifying the development of 
policies of compulsory continuous training and 
professional development in organisations. They 
contribute directly to increasing the intellectual 
capital of organisations, making possible educa-
tional improvements related to higher student 
performance and a response that more closely fits 
their educational and training requirements and 
needs.
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Professional development in organisations 
must therefore shed its adaptive and retroactive 
nature and instead push for proactive actions that 
are one step ahead of the social and workplace 
changes and the advent of new technologies.

In this way, in the specific case of educational 
organisations, the functions of teacher professional 
development can be reduced to just three (Day & 
Sachs, 2004): 1) aligning the teaching practices 
with educational policies; 2) improving students’ 
results by improving the teaching activity; and 3) 
improving the status and profile of the teaching 
profession.

Continuous training, planned and developed 
within the framework of organisations, thus at-
tempts to respond to both lifelong training and 
learning and the changing demands of society 
and educational services.

In this framework, knowledge creation and 
management (KCM) becomes a fundamental 
strategy as it combines personal/professional 
development and organisational development, in 
addition to doing this while respecting the condi-
tions of the context and reinforcing collaborative 
work and reflection on the problems and challenges 
posed by the educational practice.

After careful analysis of the definitions and 
inherent characteristics of knowledge creation 
and management, we can affirm that it consists of 
“a series of systematic processes (the identifica-
tion and gathering of knowledge; the processing, 
development and sharing of knowledge; and the 
use of knowledge) aimed at organisational and/or 

personal development and, consequently at gener-
ating a competitive advantage for the organisation 
and/or individual”. (Rodríguez, 2006, p. 32)

KCM processes make possible a true develop-
ment of continuous training in organisations as 
opposed to the simple sum of occasional training 
actions, as they are characterised by the follow-
ing features:

• Activities created in the day-to-day job;
• The ‘learner’ is responsible for acquiring 

the theoretical and practical knowledge, 
but the presence of a knowledge manager 
and moderator is also necessary to take re-
sponsibility for planning and developing 
the process;

• The learning that takes place during the 
KCM is generated collaboratively by the 
people around us;

• There may be some type of explicit “pro-
gramming” that guides the KCM process 
and will be conducted by and agreed to by 
the organisation itself;

• The goals of the KCM can be diverse, yet 
they can include resolving problems in the 
immediate setting and introducing organi-
sational changes;

• The motivation may be oriented at both 
achievement and emulation among learn-
ers; and

• The knowledge and competencies will be 
validated via everyday practice.

Table 1. Types of training needs (Overlap, 2007) 
L

ev
el

 o
f n

ee
d

Organisational Improved performance is focused on increasing organi-
sational effectiveness and efficiency through training and 
development programmes

The goal is to align and integrate the training strategy 
with the other business strategies in order to gener-
ate and reinforce competitive improvements that are 
sustainable over time

Individual The solutions focus on developing the needs detected 
in employees with regard to the competencies needed 
in the job they perform

The strategic component is crucial and consists of 
improving performance by designing and implementing 
individual programmes to retain talent

Tactical Strategic

Focus for implementation
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KCM also dovetails with the new approaches 
to continuous training in organisations that take 
advantage of the characteristics of the workplace 
organisation as one of the reference points for di-
versifying training initiatives. As against standard, 
mass and homogenising training programmes, 
individual and contextualised approaches are 
thereby generated, which meet both workplace 
and group needs and recognise the varied nature 
and diversity of workplace situations.

In any event, the implementation of KCM 
processes entails a prioritisation, in organisa-
tions, of the acquisition and/or development of 
technologies, methodologies and strategies for 
measuring, creating and spreading individual 
and collective knowledge. To achieve this, inter-
nationally renowned organisations such as the 
OECD (2003) seriously recommend studying the 
processes, tools and results of knowledge creation 
and management.

Among the various categories of knowledge-
related investments (education, training, software, 
R&D, etc.) KM is one of the less known, both from 
a quantitative and qualitative point of view as in 
terms of cost and economic returns. Thus, there 
is certainly a need to know more about these new 
knowledge-based activities; about the current 
state of KM as an organisational process within 
various kinds of companies and sectors; about the 
variety of methods and tools that are developed; 
and about the effects of KM practices that are 
currently observed. (OECD, 2003, p. 3)

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT, 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
AND ORGANISATIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT

Having discussed training, we shall use it as a 
springboard for relating the different stereotypes 
that often arise in organisations.

Training in organisations has the clear purpose 
of affecting people in order to modify their field 
of knowledge, change their attitudes or develop 
their skills. Providing knowledge about the work-
place, empowering workers to solve problems in 
their profession or job, driving knowledge of new 
technologies, promoting teamwork skills and the 
like are specific manifestations of this training that 
might be linked to specific organisations.

However important, training that is thus orient-
ed towards improving professional and personal 
performance can be considered a restrictive vision 
of training. First, we must understand that training 
is increasingly a collective responsibility if we 
take into account the fact that professional work 
is performed in organised setting whose mission 
is to gain the involvement and commitment of all 
its members. Secondly, its link to organisational 
development makes training the cornerstone of 
any transformation that the organisation would 
like to undertake.

Precisely the quest for new forms of training 
that enable organisations to place themselves in the 
best possible conditions for fulfilling their goals 
is what has fostered a change in the orientation of 
training. Whilst initially it focused on improving 
internal processes (detecting problems related to 
the stated mission, more efficiently executing 
jobs, better understanding of how groups work, 
etc.), the outbreak of crazy times (Peters, 1994), 
in reference to the turbulence of today, technology 
crises, impartiality and somehow also chaos have 
fostered an orientation towards external processes.

Under these circumstances, training is focused 
on restructuring, culture (the strength of an or-
ganisation lies in the values and links it forges), 
learning (the ability to “read” and personally 
interpret a mutable, difficult to universalise real-
ity), teams (building autonomous, self-led units 
with the ability to change), quality (the transver-
sal vector of processes and products within the 
organisation) and vision (global thinking, shared 
wisdom) (Pont, 1997). Training can therefore be 
regarded as the prerequisite for making it possible 
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for the organisation to achieve its purposes, as 
an inherent part of the organisation which acts 
as a tool that serves the organisation’s needs, 
as part of the strategy that makes it possible to 
develop advantageous positions when faced with 
change, or as the essence that makes it possible 
for the organisation to learn. Figure 1 identifies 
the types of training that can be considered under 
this perspective.

If we view the learning organisation as one 
that facilitates the learning of all its members and 
is constantly transforming itself, we are stressing 
the value of learning as a cornerstone of the or-
ganisation. The organisation’s development is 
based on the development of its people and on 
their ability to take on new ways of doing things 
inside the institution in which they work.

Organisations that are more capable of handling 
the future believe in themselves not because of 
what they are but because of their ability to cease 
being what they are; that is, they do not feel strong 
because of the structures they have but because 
of their ability to build themselves other more 
appropriate structures when needed.

This conceptual framework in which self-learn-
ing takes place is unquestionably the benchmark 
that enables the organisation to head confidently 
into the future. People are trained and developed 
not just to meet the organisation’s needs, which 
are predefined and prescribed, rather to expand 
their function. This new approach might even 
come to question certain issues related to leader-
ship, decision-making and the established con-

trol mechanisms. It also requires new learning 
strategies to be explored and training systems to 
be modified.

Many of these training and professional de-
velopment activities have often been targeted by 
governments to promote educational changes and 
reforms (Boyle, Lamprianou & Boyle, 2005, Day 
& Sachs, 2004). Therefore, they have set up mass 
encounters, workshops, classroom and distance 
courses that meet the informative needs of the 
educational administration more than meeting 
teachers’ needs. This sole via of continuous in-
tervention has been the main vehicle for teacher 
professional development, despite the existence 
of hosts of studies that reveal their insufficiency 
and inappropriateness.

Fortunately, other methodologies for training 
and professional development are starting to gain 
ground (Boyle, Lamprianou & Boyle, 2005): shar-
ing experiences among the teachers at the same 
school, sharing knowledge and competencies 
with the teaching staff from other schools, hiring 
consultants to develop training programmes at 
the school, drawing up and developing innova-
tion projects that include training programmes, 
and so forth.

Here we are addressing the right side of Table 
1, where training is linked to the institutional mis-
sion and even that might be included within the 
process of ongoing revision and improvement of 
the organisation in advanced situations. In these 
cases, the learning is indirect and linked to profes-

Figure 1. Continuous training in relation to organisations (Pont, 1997)
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sional development, personal development and 
the development of the organisation (Table 2).

Ongoing, internal training as part of the or-
ganisational strategy thus links directly up with 
processes of organisational learning, knowledge 
creation and management and, therefore, with 
high levels of organisational development. In 
short, KCM finds its chance be spearheaded as a 
strategy for professional development inside or-
ganisations (Rodríguez, 2006).

The goal is to take advantage of the experi-
ence and competency that the professionals who 
participate in organisations have amassed over 
years. Their knowledge in the broad sense can 
be related to teacher training and development, 
acknowledging them as the basis of KCM pro-
cesses, which have been identified by Day & Sachs 
(2004), based on Cochrane-Smith and Lytle, as:

• Knowledge-for-practice: formal knowl-
edge generated by researchers outside the 
schools;

• Knowledge-of-practice: generated by the 
teaching staff based on a critical evalua-
tion of their own classroom or school in 
terms of social justice, equality and student 
performance.

• Knowledge-in-practice: the teaching staff’s 
practical knowledge generated by system-
atic inquiries related to and stimulated by 
the efficacy in their own classroom.

• Knowledge-of-self: generated by the 
teaching staff by reflecting on their own 
values, goals, emotions and relationships.

Actions aimed at taking advantage of and shar-
ing professionals’ intellectual capital by means of 
KCM serve both the organisation and the individu-
als involved, closing the triangle of relationships 
among professional development, organisational 
development and knowledge management.

The professional development of the mem-
bers of any organisation is fundamental for the 
development of the organisation itself. Thus, for 
example, the majority of characteristics attributed 
to effective schools have a direct implication on 
the teaching staff (Bolam & McMahon, 2004; 
Teddie & Reynolds, 2000): they have to work col-
legially and cooperate to achieve common goals, 
have high expectations for their students, provide 
positive feedback, monitor students’ work, etc.

Finally, Bolam & McMahon (2004), citing 
Fullan, mention that the learning teacher is the 
key to organisational learning, and that one of the 
means of promoting it is by investing in profes-
sional development for the teaching staff.

Learning Communities as 
the Framework for Teacher 
Professional Development

Internal cooperation among the teaching staff in 
schools is already usually assumed (although it 
is not always present in practice) based on the 
commitments entailed in developing curricular 
autonomy: setting methodological criteria for the 
subjects; defining basic and additional goals for 
the subjects being learnt; setting and coordinat-
ing criteria on student evaluation and retesting; 
coordinating the functions of guiding and tutor-
ing students; proposing the organisation of the 
student groups; and promoting educational and 
extracurricular activities.

However, these are processes that are usually 
limited and circumscribed to the teachers, with 

Table 2. Kinds of professional development for 
teaching staff 

Inside Educational 
Organisations

Outside Educational 
Organisations

Direct 
Learning

Consulting, Mentoring Conferences, Work-
shops, Seminars, 
Courses

Indirect 
Learning

Mentoring, Peer 
Coaching, Active 
Research, Teamwork, 
School-Based Study 
Circles

Research, Networks, 
Communities of Prac-
tice, School-University 
Partnerships
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little or no participation by parents and students. 
As a result, the goal is to drive communitarian 
projects; promote cooperative classrooms that 
include shared knowledge and authority among 
the teaching staff, students and some participation 
by the parents; and setting up multidisciplinary 
teams of teachers and students for secondary and 
university education or other alternatives.

The similar holds true of external cooperation 
processes. There are real possibilities for institu-
tions to cooperate with each other. If there were 
not, we could not call to mind experiences such as: 
the association of schools under a single organi-
sational umbrella; school clusters in rural areas; 
associations of adult learning centres; networks of 
schools; and cooperative actions promoted within 
broader settings such as the “Proyecto Educativo 
de Ciudad” (City Education Project). However, we 
can state that these cooperative experiences are 
few and far between, mediated by specific needs 
and in many cases related to deficient situations.

Preventing the isolation that certain practices 
have prompted can only be overcome by fostering 
cooperative processes, which not only serve as a 
framework for a powerful professional exchange 
but can also provide mutual support at times 
when difficulties arise in the teaching-learning 
processes.

Taking on institutional commitments to profes-
sionalisation, fostering structures for cooperative 
work (teaching departments and educational 
teams) and generating processes of internal dyna-
misation are personal and institutional challenges, 
yet they will not be possible without modifying 
the current macro- and micro-structural conditions 
that are not always present in which the professors 
operate. Knowledge creation and management 
can contribute to the development of these com-
munities and the fulfilment of their objectives.

In any case, we are talking about collective 
work, shared culture and a connection between 
educational and organisational processes in which 
the teaching staff is at the core. This is the founda-
tion upon which the new philosophy stands, as 

long as we have professionals capable of teamwork 
and accepting collective action as conditions that 
are inherently linked to educational quality.

Today’s society requires individuals, diverse 
collectives, companies, organisations and institu-
tions to know how to work and learn in networks 
and communities in which new knowledge is gen-
erated and processes of innovation are promoted 
through active dialogue. As Poley (2002) points 
out, working in the knowledge age requires the 
ability to recognise models, maintain a broad set 
of relationships, share ideas with communities of 
interest and enrich oneself with these relationships.

Learning communities are an outstanding 
tool for promoting improvements in educational 
systems. These communities can be set up among 
professionals from the same school, between 
schools and education and social services within 
the same town, between schools and professionals 
from different towns and communities, and even 
among professionals from different countries. 
Some of these types of communities have been 
developed as part of the Accelera project, which 
we shall describe below.

Valuable knowledge is not always available in 
organisations, rather it must be created within the 
framework of the existing social systems, either 
intra-organisational or inter-organisational. This 
creation combines a social and a personal dimen-
sion. Knowledge, once validated socially, must be 
transformed and assimilated by each individual in 
particular. Therefore, we must view knowledge 
as a personal appropriation that does not exclude 
a social use and intense organisation.

Many different studies and publications con-
firm that the creation of networks and communities 
fosters the creation of knowledge and the processes 
of professional development (Aubuson et al., 2007; 
Leinonen & Järvelä, 2006; Snow-Gerono, 2005).

Aubuson et al. (2007) compile some of the es-
sential features of these professional development 
communities: knowledge is shared, a progressive 
discourse is developed that involves identifying 
a meaningful phenomenon and engaging in a 
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discussion aimed at getting a better grasp of it; 
mutual respect; developing a collective skill that 
goes beyond individual skills; true reflection and 
examination; and a determination to improve the 
communities in which they participate.

We are talking about communities, referring 
to the classroom, the school, a region or a online 
environment, viewed as a community of individu-
als that organise themselves in order to build and 
become involved in their own educational and 
cultural project, and that learn via cooperative, 
shared efforts.

Regardless of the specific guise they take, what 
is undeniable is that these communities all par-
ticipate in a series of minimal conditions, namely:

• Institutional changes that facilitate their 
development.

• The pursuit of effective models for them 
to operate.

• To make headway in the technical innova-
tions needed and provide tools that foster 
modern, flexible environments.

• Open participation and horizontal operat-
ing structures.

• Cooperative group work.
• Situating the individuals in the school.
• If these conditions obtain, the benefits can 

be manifold, because:
• By using dialogue as the cornerstone of the 

process, we achieve greater interaction and 
participation.

• Shared responsibility ensures that all the 
members of the community participate in 
the learning process.

• Knowledge is viewed as dynamic, and the 
process of building knowledge as an ac-
tive, cooperative process.

The interaction among the members of the 
community must make it possible for each and 
every member to advance while strengthening a 
common culture and the possibility that the learn-
ing and organisational improvement becomes real.

Hislop (2005) highlights the potential of com-
munities in relation to processes of knowledge: 
1) they underlie organisational innovation by 
supporting and promoting the creation, develop-
ment and use of knowledge; 2) they facilitate and 
promote individual and group learning, as well as 
knowledge sharing.

In this sense, we adopted the concept of com-
munity of practice proposed by Wenger (1999) to 
develop our KCM model. This community is based 
on the following indicators: mutually sustained 
relationships; shared methods for getting things 
done together; a quick flow of information; the 
absence of introductory preambles in conversa-
tions; and knowledge of what the others know and 
can do. They are extremely dynamic, with constant 
changes among members and the type knowledge 
and practices that characterise them, and learning 
and developing knowledge are inherent in their 
dynamics (Hislop, 2005).

Currently, the majority of these communities 
are developed and take place in online environ-
ments (Allan & Lewis, 2006; Graham, 2007; 
Rosmalen et al., 2006; Wei & Chen, 2006). 
Indeed, technology facilitates synchronous and 
asynchronous communication according to users’ 
needs. Network-based organising, virtual working, 
dispersed working and collaborative work, among 
others, are concepts and proposals that are widely 
known and used to refer to contemporary forms 
of organisation with an intensive use of ICTs.

Some of the characteristics of these online 
communities are:

• They are only feasible in cyberspace, inas-
much as their members communicate with 
each other in a space created using elec-
tronic resources.

• Their organisational model is horizontal 
with no vertical structures, given the fact 
that information and knowledge are con-
structed based on joint reflection.

• They share a space to build, as the partici-
pants, with their varied and variable inter-
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ests, goals and jobs, are the ones to give 
meaning to the community.

• Their members share a goal, interest, need 
or activity that is the underlying reason for 
setting up the community. They also agree 
on a context, a language and conventions 
and protocols.

• Their members take an active stance for 
participation and even share emotional ties 
and intense common activities.

• Their members have access to shared re-
sources and policies that govern access to 
these resources.

• There is reciprocity of information, sup-
port and services among their members.

In the specific case of KCM, the best-known 
and most successful projects have involved the 
use of intranets, data warehouses, decision support 
tools and groupware, among others. Nevertheless, 
we should be cautious in how we use these ICTs 
if we want to avoid perverting the usefulness and 
meaning of KCM processes in view of the lack 
of proven models and valid working procedures.

The Accelera Experience

The Accelera 1.0 project was developed from 
2003 to 2006 with the purpose of “delimiting 
and experimenting with a model that would al-
low knowledge to be created and shared among 
different members of the educational community” 
(teachers, education specialists, researchers, 
managers in the public administration and other 
stakeholders involved in the educational process) 
in an effort to make headway in creating a space 
in the knowledge society that had been theretofore 
underdeveloped in the field of education.

The creation of knowledge requires a social di-
mension in which processes of combination and 
socialisation of this knowledge can take place. This 
social dimension is where work, interaction and 

networked learning, either in person or virtually, 
gain meaning. (Gairín & Rodríguez, 2007, p. 10)

During the second stage of the project, Ac-
celera 2.0, which is lasting between 2006 and 
2009, the activities focus on analysing the roles 
of the stakeholders and processes that intervene 
and take part, respectively, in knowledge creation 
and management in online settings. There is a 
twofold goal:

1.  To describe and analyse the characteristics 
of the different stakeholders that take part in 
KCM communities (participants, moderators 
and knowledge managers) as well as the 
strategies they use during the KCM process.

2.  To analyse some of the fundamental pro-
cesses and factors for the proper development 
of KCM model: participation, motivation, 
group dynamics (cohesion, productivity, 
etc.), ethics, communication processes and 
content analysis, among others.

In line with the studies conducted by Ander-
son and Jones (2000) as part of the American 
Educational Research Association (AERA), we 
understand that creating KCM communities fos-
ters the processes of personal, professional and 
organisational change, as unlike other proposals 
in which experts generate the knowledge, they 
allow knowledge to be created and used in the 
same practical setting. We therefore believe that 
when professionals discuss their practical prob-
lems they can be viewed as knowledge generators 
and may be more willing to seek and use research 
conducted by “outsiders”.

The proposition we developed for Accelera 
started from three basic premises:

a.  As a strategy for continuous training and 
professional development in organisations, 
KCM is linked to processes of internal. 
This means that it is a type of training “in” 
the organisation, a type of internal training 
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that shares characteristics of both implicit 
/ informal training and of explicit / formal 
training.

b.  The learning must be meaningful for the 
person learning, and dialogue, action and 
intergenerational and inter-subject solidar-
ity can contribute to this if we consider that 
everyone is potentially both student and 
teacher.

c.  It assumes professionals’ ability to generate 
new knowledge by sharing the knowledge 

that emerges from reflection on and structur-
ing their own practice.

During the first stage of the Accelera project, 
the online space was organised into three OLC 
which fed a fourth OLC – MOMO – which worked 
as a base of knowledge for reflection on the pro-
cesses and dynamics generated in the other three 
OLC. The composition of each is shown in Table 3.

During the second stage of the project, the 
online space was made up of six intelligent OLC 
(Table 4), and the seventh OLC, MOMO, was 

Table 3. Knowledge creation and management communities in the Accelera project 

Community Participants Contents to be Developed

A
cc

el
er

a 
1.

0

ATENEA (40 people) Heads of primary and secondary schools (headmasters and heads 
of study), although education inspectors, initial training teach-
ers, lifelong training teachers and doctoral students took part

Organisation and management of educational 
institutions. During the first two cycles of 
KCM the following issues were addressed: 
bullying and teacher motivation

G A L AT E A ( 2 5 
people)

University faculty involved in the initial training of education 
professional, lifelong learning teachers and primary school 
teachers.

Teaching the social sciences dealing with 
immigration at school

THEMIS (34 people) This community was primarily made up of primary, second-
ary and university teachers, doctoral students and experts 
in coeducation and gender violence from all over Spain and 
from a variety of organizations (the Barcelona Town Hall’s 
Municipal Education Institute, SOS Racism, Platform Against 
Gender Violence, et.)

Coeducation and gender violence

MOMO (10 people) This community is made up of knowledge moderators and 
managers from the different KCM communities, the system 
administrator and other members of the research group, all of 
them experts I the different areas being studied in the processes 
and systems of knowledge management (such as: organizational 
culture, organizational learning, group dynamics and learning 
communities).

Characteristic, possibilities and limitations of 
knowledge creation and management model.

BABEL (15 people) Teachers and heads of the network of Jesuit schools relation to 
the Joan XXIII Foundation.

Proposal for developing a multilingual 
school.

A
cc

el
er

a 
2.

0

DEWEY (32 people) Students, alumni, external experts and professors in the Faculty 
of Education at the Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona (UAB)

Drawing up a document on the new curricula 
in educational degrees.

ARGOS (13 people) Professors and heads of the La Salle network of university centres Defining the basic jobs to be performed in 
the modernization of KCM networks among 
the La Salle university centres

IDES (-) Professors involved in the ‘Teaching Innovation Unit in Higher 
Education’ at the UAB

Defining the characteristics and implications 
of the ‘end-of-studies project’ that all degree 
programmes must have.

COYHAIQUE (23 
people)

Heads of schools in the town of Coyhaique, in southern Chile Efforts to develop the managerial functions 
in the region

REDAGE (22 peo-
ple)

Staff from institutions and programmes related to educational 
administration and management

Improving the administration and manage-
ment of educational institutions in South 
America
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kept in place serving the same purpose it served 
in the previous stage of research.

The core of the KCM model (Figure 2) consists 
of debate as a strategy through which we attempt 
to generate processes of combination, socialisa-
tion, externalisation and internalisation of knowl-
edge (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995), and the ‘min-
utes’ or diachronic record of what has been 
debated as formal documents that reflect every-
thing that has taken place or been dealt with in 
this debate.

The debate takes place via a series of tools 
including forums, chats and wikis, and it is fed 
by documents, bibliographic references, examples, 
experiences and ideas, which both fuel it and 
systematise it.

One important aspect that must be taken into 
account is that these external contributions do not 
only come from experts and knowledge modera-

tors or managers, rather the participants in the 
debate themselves can and should make contribu-
tions as well. For example, any document, book, 
article or website that is used during the debate to 
support any of the arguments put forth should be 
properly referenced in its corresponding section.

All the knowledge generated in the OLC 
is organised and structured by the community 
moderator, generating, after proposing debates 
or not, final contributions in the guise of articles, 
experiences, instruments, references and the like 
that can be used to disseminate this knowledge, 
or as initial contributions for other OLC or KCM 
cycles.

We thus shift from professionals’ tacit, personal 
knowledge to an explicit, collective knowledge 
that is only vaguely organised (minutes), and then 
to classified knowledge that is qualified and can 
and should be disseminated. This, then, includes 

Table 4. Sequence for developing an initial KCM in a newly-created community 

Reference Questions Purpose of the Analysis Tools Timing

What do we mean by…? Concept and Characteristics Forum Initial contact 1st to 12th of April
13th to 30th of April

How do we identify…? Examples Forum/Chat 2nd to 11th of May

How can we diagnose…? Aspects of application Wiki/Forum 11th to 21st of May

Construction or drawing up of an 
instrument/proposal

Aspects of application Wiki/Chat 22nd of May to 14th of June

Intervention guidelines Intervention guidelines Wiki/Forum/Chat 15th of June to 14th of July

Figure 2. KCM model
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the main stages that generically speaking any 
knowledge management process should contain: 
identify, capture, share, create, disseminate and 
use knowledge.

Finally, from a technological standpoint, the 
delimited and experienced KCM model has given 
rise to the Accelera platform, which is based on 
developing and adapting a CMS (Course Manage-
ment System) using open-source software such 
as Moodle (http://moodle.org), a type of FOSS 
(free, open sourced software) created originally 
to develop OLC and founded on educational prin-
ciples about the social construction of knowledge.

For example, Table 4 contains one of the stan-
dard sequences suggested during the early cycles 
of KCM for a newly-created community. It is a 
highly direct yet effective platform for starting the 
KCM process that allows the community to move 
forwards towards self-managed models of KCM.

The first question posed to the group (What do 
we mean by…?) enables us to examine the implicit 
assumptions that the different participants in the 
OLC have, as well as to negotiate meanings and 
explicitly outline and describe the concept, issue 
or problem being addressed and analysed. The 
forum is the instrument that facilitates interaction 
among the participants.

Likewise, the second reference question (How 
do we identify …?) serves to compile a set of 
contributions that enable us to identify, contex-
tualise and clearly and unequivocally delimit the 
issue being addressed. The tools in this case are 
the forum, which is a user-friendly venue for 
submitting proposals and comments, and the chat, 
which makes simultaneous interaction on given 
aspects of the contributions possible.

The contributions to each of the questions 
are summarised periodically and presented once 
again to the group for its approval. Therefore, for 
every 15-day period, the knowledge manager, or 
moderator in some cases, makes two summaries 
(one per week) and gives two or three days for 
the participants to add elements that were omitted. 

The approved summaries then remain as refer-
ences and tend not to be revised.

In this way, a concept is successively delim-
ited and characterised, real situations are shared 
in which it can be seen in a clear or debatable 
way, instruments are provided to diagnose situ-
ations (which are created based on the “wiki” 
tool, which enables proposals to be constructed 
cooperatively), evidence of the use in practice 
and results are gathered, and conclusions are 
drawn that act as indicative guidelines to guide 
intervention processes. The process also allows 
participants to evaluate the impact, gather new 
forms of intervention or state new problems, if 
they would like to keep examining the subject.

Some Findings from Accelera

The methodology used in the Accelera Project 1.0 
was the multiple-case study, an empirical inquiry 
that investigated contemporary phenomena in 
their real-life context, and specifically when the 
boundaries between phenomena and context are 
not clearly evident (Yin, 2003), with increased 
robustness sought in the study and its conclusions 
by arranging sources of information, instruments 
and information providers.

We consider three cases from Accelera 1.0 (see 
Table 3) characterised by: a) undertaking a KCM 
process in a socio-educational/training context; 
b) organising KCM based on online learning 
communities and c) being based on the Accelera 
KCM model (Figure 2). The cases selected were: 
the ATENEA community (consisting of heads of 
primary and secondary schools), the GALATEA 
community (consisting of primary and secondary 
education teaching staff specialising in social 
sciences) and the THEMIS community (consist-
ing of technicians and experts in gender-based 
violence working in the public administration). 
The number of participants in each community 
was 40, 25 and 34, respectively.

The data mentioned in this chapter were col-
lected during the 2003-2004 academic year and 
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specifically refer to one of the main functions of 
our initiative (professional development through 
KCM communities), to the key element in our 
KCM model (the moderator) and, finally, to some 
problems and barriers in this kind of OLC.

The methods used for gathering information 
were an exploratory interview with the institutional 
managers, knowledge managers and moderators 
of the three communities, content analysis of the 
forums, based on the Community of Inquiry model 
(Garrison, Anderson & Archer, 2001), analysis of 
the general operation of the communities, ques-
tionnaires for the participants and two discussion 
groups with the participation of some members 
of the communities, institutional managers and 
experts in various fields of KCM.

The selected results and comments presented 
below are organised based on three analysis 
categories: professional development, the mod-
erator’s tasks and functions and barriers in OLC.

As regards the link between the KCM processes 
and the professional development of the partici-
pants, in the absence of a thorough assessment of 
the impact of KCM on professional development 
and consequently on institutional improvement, 
those interviewed to date (managers, moderators 
and participants) all agree on the usefulness of 
KCM as a strategy for the training and profes-
sional development of those involved.

This undoubtedly gives you training. In other 
words, anyone who joins a community like this 
one ends up learning. […] I’ve learned things, 
and that wasn’t the objective. (participant)

[…] we sought people out and took advantage 
of the knowledge they already had to share it [in 
the OLC]. We said “we already have the subject 
and you’re the experts”… If we manage to make 
the exchange take place, they’re bound to learn 
more, because they already have solutions, they 
don’t need an expert to come and chat to them. 
[…] Organisations should use these formulas 
[KCM and OLC], either on a face-to-face basis 

or online, to complete people’s full development 
and training. (moderator)

KCM processes are clearly based on the prin-
ciples of social learning theories (Elkjaer, 2003) 
and this is what justifies their implementation 
based on OLC. In that regard, one of the partici-
pants said the following:

I think that if you participate in a community where 
what is being discussed is close to your knowledge 
area, it facilitates your professional development 
and the proper functioning of the community. […] 
I think that knowledge is generated when other 
people’s opinions are very different to yours, and 
that makes you think, and perhaps makes you move 
forward in terms of your knowledge. (participant)

Finally, as regards this first category of analysis, 
it is important to point out that although not all 
communities have the training and professional 
development of their participants as their main and 
explicit objective, all the KCM systems contribute 
in one way or another to professional development:

I can see two types of KCM communities and 
processes: (1) communities consisting of profes-
sionals who consider their concerns and seek 
alternatives to the problems they have […] they are 
people whose main objective is not training, but 
who indirectly receive training. […] (2) another 
type of community are those that are part of the 
formal processes that take place in universities, 
in which facts and theories are researched and 
discussed, and which contribute to professional 
development. (moderator)

In communities like those which arose in the 
Accelera project, in which the moderator is very 
important, he/she has many tasks and functions, 
but they can only be organised in three categories 
(see Table 5).

The organisational function entails preparing 
the subject matter, arranging it and planning the 
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questions for discussion and the material, includ-
ing focusing the discussion on critical points, 
asking questions and responding to the contribu-
tions made by students. One of the moderators 
tells us:

It is necessary to have a protocol with the mod-
erator’s tasks and the participants’ tasks. There 
must be a clear distribution of roles. The ideal 
moderator is one who goes even further, adds some 
energy, excitement and finds a thousand ways to 
look at the group and keep it alive. (moderator)

The social function requires the creation of a 
pleasant and friendly climate which encourages 
participants to become involved (creating an atmo-
sphere of co-operation which enables a community 
of learning to be generated). To achieve this, it 
is sometimes necessary to use media outside the 
KCM process. Some interviewees said:

For people to join the community, it is necessary 
to encourage participation, and provide positive 
feedback. To do that I send instructions by e-mail. 
[…]. The moderator must provide leadership, and 
be a reference point. That way the participants’ 
productivity can be enhanced. (manager)

The intellectual function involves summarising 
and compiling the main points and producing a 
synthesis of the points dealt with, and highlighting 
the emerging themes. The key task of the modera-
tor of a KCM community is to act as a guiding 
intermediary for the space and to encourage the 
exchanges that take place in the community. 

He/she must thereby guarantee the relevance 
and quality of the contributions made based on 
criteria for action that can change according to 
the characteristics and objectives of each project.

The moderator must not touch up, filter or modify 
messages. He/she must respect the contributions 
made. He/she must make sure that the criteria for 
participation are met and when this is not the case, 
he/she must contact the participant to suggest the 
necessary changes and set out the reasons for 
which the message has not been approved, and 
agree on the changes necessary to adapt it to the 
regulations of the community in which work is 
being done. (moderator)

Finally, as regards the barriers and difficulties 
in the development of OLCs, during the imple-
mentation of the Accelera 1.0 and 2.0 projects, we 
found one of the main problems for the implemen-
tation of OLCs is the lack of technological skills 
among a significant proportion of the teaching 
staff involved. One of the interviewees made the 
following comment in this respect:

We are dealing with a population in which the age 
of the participants is advanced, at around 45 or 
50 years old [...] Their technological skills are 
not very highly developed, we don’t have them, 
I include myself in this group [...] To avoid this 
problem, the initial process [of registration in the 
community] should certainly be much simpler. 
(moderator)

Table 5. Functions of the moderator in online environments (Anderson et al, 2001, p. 4) 

Anderson et al (2001) Berge (1995) Paulsen (1995) Mason (1991)

Design and organization of the 
teaching plan

Management Organisation Organisation

Facilitating discourse Social Function Social Function Social Function

Direct Teaching Pedagogical Function Intellectual Function Intellectual Function
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Curiously, the person in charge of other OLCs 
studied said that the fact that these communities 
make intensive use of technology indirectly fa-
cilitates the development of technological skills 
among the participants:

It is a benefit that is not perhaps very tangible 
[...] We now have a lot of people who know how 
to produce blogs, add comments, make a YouTube 
channel, link videos... these are normal skills for 
any citizen, as well as English, to operate in the 
twenty-first century. We are achieving this way 
and we are becoming major awareness raisers in 
this field [digital literacy]. (moderator)

The introduction of any change or innovation 
in the organisational context always requires the 
support or involvement of that organisation’s 
managers, (Gairín, 2006; Stoll & Flink, 1999). 
Without the support of managers, the change or 
innovation is doomed to failure. This can be seen 
in our experiences:

For me, the key was institutional support, and it is 
one of the things that the manuals always mention. 
There must be direct involvement by the managers. 
If the managers don’t make more effort than the 
professionals themselves (we can win them over 
later) but if managers don’t show willing, we can’t 
open the door to change. (moderator)

Finally, it is important to point out that written 
communication is a barrier to participation for 
some people. Participants must be persuaded of 
the virtues of written communication: it is more 
reflective, words and ideas are measured to a 
greater extent; furthermore, simple economy of 
effort means that only what is most important is 
said, with no time-wasting on preliminaries.

One of the participants made the following 
comment:

Having to write is a barrier in itself, because 
we all find speaking easier than writing. If you 

interviewed me now in writing, I wouldn’t say so 
much as if it was oral. [...] So written communi-
cation is a barrier, but at the same time I think 
it is a virtue. [...] Because you want to consider 
your words carefully and economise your efforts 
to say what is really important, when you end up 
giving your opinion you do so with more quality. 
(participant)

FUTURE TRENDS

The Accelera experience has shown the useful-
ness of KCM procedures based on OLCs for 
encouraging collaborative work among teaching 
staff for the improvement of educational quality, 
the development of the organisation and profes-
sional development.

After analysis of the operation of the various 
communities created, it has also shown some 
limitations, which are listed below:

a.  The restrictions imposed by using written 
language, especially for individuals with 
weaker language skills.

b.  The use of synchronic tools is limited, as not 
all the participants can access them at the 
same time, sometimes because of availability 
issues and at other times because they are 
working in different time brackets.

c.  The over-saturation of information and the 
complications involved in managing it can 
trigger problems if there are not enough ap-
propriate criteria for culling and managing 
this information.

d.  Lack of training on the use of the platform, for 
both moderators and the other participants.

e.  The difficulties that schools have in getting 
connections and the teaching staff’s exces-
sive workload makes it difficult to attain an 
optimal development of the proposed model, 
as seen in the results of the THEMIS and 
GALATEA communities.
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f.  The development of OLC requires not just 
minimal resources (time, space, computers) 
but also constant guidance and support for the 
community which spurs it on and showcases 
the headway it has made.

g.  The functionality of the proposal might be 
limited if there is not a highly co-operative 
culture and close co-operation from the heads 
of the institution.

Taking advantage of the opportunities and 
diminishing the problems might be a plausible 
proposition as long as they are considered to 
overcome the challenges and uncertainties that 
practice has exposed. Overcoming the dogmatic 
nature of some training communities, avoiding the 
exclusion of those who do not handle ICTs flu-
ently, constant encouragement of the participation 
and cohesion of users and establishing effective 
controls over the process and its results are issues 
that are worth bearing in mind.

For future KCM communities, some of the 
proposals for improvement that could be put forth 
based on our experience include (1) developing 
new and improved strategies for organisational 
development based on collective knowledge 
creation and management; (2) further specifica-
tion and study of the determining factors of the 
processes of organisational knowledge creation 
and management; (3) examination of the idiosyn-
crasy inherent in KCM models that use technology 
intensively; and (4) definition of the profiles and 
functions of some of the basic figures that must 
take part in the “KCM Team”.

These challenges are the basis for research in 
Accelera 2.0, and we hope that they can provide 
us with more alternatives in the near future. It 
is clear that further examination of knowledge 
management as a continuous training strategy 
is needed in order to determine whether it truly 
contributes to an improvement in continuous train-
ing and professional development in the different 
educational stakeholders and whether it leads to 
improvements in students’ learning.

Likewise, KCM studies and practices must 
be targeted towards a much more comprehensive 
definition of the phenomenon that would enable 
all the existing theories on learning processes to 
be harnessed in a better way. As Vera & Crossan 
(2003) propose, a multi-paradigmatic approach 
to KCM is crucial.

CONCLUSION

The professional development of teaching staff 
is increasingly closely linked to the development 
of organisations and to the use of tools that en-
able the needs of the organisation and those of its 
members to be satisfied.

The Accelera experience has been the basis 
for the training and development of OLCs based 
on a collective KCM methodology, and for the 
identification of the problems and resistance to 
the development of knowledge creation processes.

Some of the main potentialities of the Accelera 
KCM model are that it strengthens a corporate 
culture based on collaboration and co-operation 
between schools from different environments and 
stages in education, and promotes synergies that 
stave off institutional and professional stagnation, 
contributing to developing a workplace learning 
culture in the case of communities developed at 
the same school (i.e. BABEL).

Development of professional communities 
via an intensive use of technology and the use of 
asynchronic tools also facilitates co-operative pro-
cesses without threatening individual autonomy, 
fosters the participation of people who might be 
somewhat reluctant to speak up in real meetings, 
and promotes a greater use of ICTs by the teach-
ers participating.

The Accelera KCM model fosters the creation 
of products that can be disseminated and used 
by third persons and organisations, thereby con-
tributing to their professional and organisational 
development.
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Contextualised professional development re-
quires the existence of a climate and culture that 
are favourable to the exchange of knowledge in a 
community context in which the need for change 
is shared, as well as a professional commitment 
to improvement, the importance of dealing with 
specific problems and the idea that a professional 
exchange is a fundamentalism means of personal 
and organisational enrichment.

The focus of attention is the problems gener-
ated by professional work, with the classroom 
and teams of teachers (departments and educa-
tional teams) being the contexts for reference. The 
classroom is the space for detection of teaching 
problems and the teams of teachers are the place 
where alternatives can and must be debated.

In any event, collaborative work comes up 
against two essential questions. First, the collec-
tive working system is usually inefficient due to 
poor management of group work; second, it is not 
always possible to share professional concerns 
within a single organisation, whether this is pre-
vented by operational issues (not enough time for 
meetings, too few teachers, lack of space, etc.) or 
relational issues (a poor climate in the workplace).

The creation and development of OLCs (not 
limited to specific spaces or times) is in this regard 
a real possibility, which enables the opportunities 
for exchange between professionals to multiply. 
This is shown in the various communities created 
in Accelera.

However, what seemed most important to us 
was the validation of a working system using 
questions and administrators (moderators) who 
produce summaries of the progress made in the 
community. Their work enabled progress to be to 
put in objective terms and satisfaction of partici-
pants to be improved.

It can therefore be said that the Accelera model 
for KCM provides some new features for processes 
of educational change. It improves and complete 
the teaching staff’s reflection processes, by en-
couraging their systematisation, registration and 

dissemination, as well as reinforcing the creation 
of OLCs by using cultural strategies in group work.

Finally, as we have shown throughout this chap-
ter, educational policies must foster and strengthen 
communities of education professionals, taking 
advantage of the possibilities afforded us by ICTs 
and thus contributing to the professional develop-
ment of teachers, to organisational development, 
and presumably to an improvement in the quality 
and performance of our educational systems.
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Chapter  4.5

ABSTRACT

The importance of knowledge management (KM) 
to organizations in today’s competitive environ-
ment is being recognized as paramount and sig-
nificant. This is particularly evident for healthcare 
both globally and in the U.S. The U.S. healthcare 
system is facing numerous challenges in trying to 
deliver cost effective, high quality treatments and 
is turning to KM techniques and technologies for 
solutions in an attempt to achieve this goal. While 
the challenges facing the U.S. healthcare are not 
dissimilar to those facing healthcare systems in 

other nations, the U.S. healthcare system leads 
the field with healthcare costs more than 15% of 
GDP and rising exponentially. What is becoming 
of particular interest when trying to find a solu-
tion is the adoption and implementation of KM 
and associated KM technologies in the healthcare 
setting, an arena that has to date been notoriously 
slow to adopt technologies and new approaches 
for the practice management side of healthcare. 
We examine this issue by studying the barriers 
encountered in the adoption and implementation 
of specific KM technologies in healthcare settings. 
We then develop a model based on empirical data 
and using this model draw some conclusions and 
implications for orthopaedics.
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INTRODUCTION

The industrial economy has given way to the 
electronic economy creating an entirely new set 
of rules, opportunities, threats, and challenges 
(Accenture). The growth of electronic commerce 
(e-commerce) is vast, complex, and rapidly 
expanding. The evolution of the ‘Information 
Age’ in medicine is mirrored in the exponential 
growth of medical web pages, increasing number 
of online databases, and expanding services and 
publications available on the Internet. In order to 
make sense of the mass of data and information 
that is now being generated, organizations are 
turning to knowledge management techniques 
and technologies.

The healthcare sector is no exception to this. 
What we believe is not only interesting but also 
critical to understand is the adoption and imple-
mentation of knowledge management techniques 
and technologies in the healthcare sector–an 
industry that has to date been very slow to em-
brace new information technologies to benefit the 
administrative, as opposed to the clinical, aspect 
of medical practice (Battista and Hodge, 1999). 
To date, little has been written about knowledge 
management (KM) in healthcare, and even less on 
the phenomenon of the adoption and implementa-
tion of KM technologies and systems (Shakeshaft 
and Frankish, 2003).

In this chapter we address the void in the lit-
erature by presenting some results from a study 
of KM adoption in a select healthcare setting. 
This is a case of KM in an orthopedics practice 
in the United States. We analyze this case with a 
model that identifies the barriers to the process of 
adoption and implementation of KM in healthcare 
organizations. We believe that this type of research 
may lead to a better understanding of what it is 
about KM that is so crucial for healthcare today, 
and a better understanding of the processes and 
mechanisms that would help in its implementation 
(Eger et al., 2003).

The Healthcare Industry

Healthcare is not only a growing industry but 
it is also the biggest service business across the 
globe. Between 1960-1997 the percentage of Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) spent on healthcare by 
29 members of the Organizations for Economic 
Cooperation and Development (OECD) nearly 
doubled from 3.9 to 7.6% with the US spending 
the most–13.6% in 1997 (OECD Health Data 98). 
Hence, healthcare expenditures are increasing 
exponentially and reducing them; i.e., offering 
effective and efficient quality healthcare treat-
ment, is becoming a priority globally. Technology 
and automation have the potential to help reduce 
these costs (Institute of Medicine, 2001; Wick-
ramasinghe, 2000).

In their continuing effort to increase the role 
of technology in their operations, healthcare 
providers are exploring many opportunities that 
incorporate IT and telecommunications with e-
commerce strategies to improve service and cost 
effectiveness to its key stakeholders. Many such 
e-initiatives, including the e-medical record, are 
currently being implemented in various countries; 
however, these alone have been found to be in-
adequate for achieving the desired performance 
and economic goals without also concurrently 
incorporating KM techniques and technologies 
into clinical and administrative practices (Wick-
ramasinghe and Mills, 2001).

KEY FACTORS INFLUENCING 
THE US HEALTHCARE SECTOR

In the US, two key factors are leading the various 
stakeholders throughout the healthcare industry 
to adopt various new technologies with the aim 
to enable these organizations to practice better 
management. These factors are: (i) managed care 
and (ii) the Health Insurance Portability and Ac-
countability Act (HIPAA, Public Law 104-191).
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Managed care was introduced over a decade 
ago as an attempt to stem the escalating costs of 
healthcare in the US. It is aimed at creating value 
through competition, with the intended result of 
providing adequate quality healthcare and yet to 
minimize, or at least to hold, the line on costs 
(Wickramasinghe & Silvers, 2003) The principal 
participants involved in any managed care ar-
rangement include the following five categories 
of stakeholders: the Managed Care Organization 
(MCO), the purchaser, the member, the healthcare 
professional, and, if applicable, an administrative 
organization (Knight, 1998).

The Health Insurance Portability and Account-
ability Act was signed by President Clinton on 
21 August 1996. This Act is definitely providing 
a strong impetus for the US healthcare sector to 
embrace various e-technologies because it aims to 
improve the productivity of the American health-
care system by encouraging the development 
of information systems based on the exchange 
of standard management and financial data and 
by using EDI (Electronic Data Interchange). 
In addition, the Act also requires organizations 
exchanging transactions for healthcare to fol-
low national implementation guidelines for EDI 
established for this purpose. This poses many 
significant challenges to healthcare institutions. 
A key challenge is the need to make significant 
investments in technology to facilitate and enable 
these functions to take place and to also develop 
the appropriate standards and protocols required. 
In 2005-2006 the Bush Administration has also 
announced several initiatives to encourage the use 
of information technology in healthcare delivery.

THE FUTURE FOR HEALTHCARE

Healthcare has been shaped by each nation’s own 
set of cultures, traditions, payment mechanisms, 
and patient expectations. Given the common prob-
lem facing healthcare globally, i.e., exponentially 
increasing costs, no matter which particular health 

system one examines, the future of the healthcare 
industry will be shaped by commonalities based 
on this key unifying problem and the common 
solution; namely, the embracing of new technolo-
gies to stem escalating costs and improve quality 
healthcare delivery.

Currently, the key trends in the future that will 
perhaps significantly impact healthcare include: (i) 
empowered consumers, (ii) e-health adaptability; 
and (iii) a shift to focus on healthcare prevention. 
Key implications of these future trends include (i) 
health insurance changes, (ii) workforce changes 
as well as changes in the roles of stakeholders 
within the health system, (iii) organizational 
changes and standardization, and (iv) the need for 
healthcare delivery organizations and administra-
tors to make difficult choices regarding practice 
management (Wickramasinghe, 2000). In order 
to be well positioned to meet and manage these 
challenges within the US and elsewhere in the 
world, healthcare organizations are turning to 
KM techniques and technologies. Thus, as the 
role of KM in healthcare increases in importance, 
it becomes crucial to understand the process of 
adoption and implementation of KM systems.

THE NATURE OF KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT

Knowledge is a critical resource in any orga-
nization and is also crucial in the provision of 
healthcare. Access to the latest medical research 
knowledge is often the difference between life and 
death, between accurate or erroneous diagnosis, 
and between early intervention or a prolonged 
and costly hospital stay. Knowledge management 
deals with the process of creating value from an 
organization’s intangible assets(Wickramasinghe 
and Mills, 2001; Edwards et al., 2005). It is an 
amalgamation of concepts borrowed from the 
artificial intelligence/knowledge based systems, 
software engineering, BPR (business process 
re-engineering), human resources management, 
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and organizational behavior (Purvis et al. 2001). 
Knowledge management deals with conceptual-
ization, review, consolidation, and action phases 
of creating, securing, storing, combing, coordinat-
ing, and retrieving knowledge. In essence, then, 
knowledge management is a process by which 
organizations collect, preserve, and utilize what 
their employees and members know about their 
jobs and about activities and procedures in their 
organization (Xu and Quaddus, 2005).

THE NEED FOR KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT

Sustainable competitive advantage is dependent 
on building and exploiting core competencies. In 
order to sustain competitive advantage, resources 
which are idiosyncratic (thus scarce) and difficult 
to transfer or replicate are required. A knowledge-
based view of the firm identifies knowledge as the 
organizational asset that enables sustainable com-
petitive advantage especially in hyper competitive 
environments or in environments experiencing 
radical discontinuous change.

Thus, it makes sense that the organization 
that knows more about its customers, products, 
technologies, markets, and their linkages should 
perform better Gafni and Birch, 1993). Many 
organizations are drowning in information over-
load yet starving for knowledge. Knowledge 
management is believed to be the current savior 
of organizations, but its successful use entails 
much more than developing Lotus Notes’ lessons 
learnt databases. Rather it involves the thought-
ful design of various technologies to support the 
knowledge architecture of a specific organization 
(Wickramasinghe and Mills, 2001).

THE VALUE OF KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT TO HEALTHCARE 
ORGANIZATIONS

Knowledge management is a still relatively new 
phenomenon and a somewhat nebulous topic that 
needs to be explored. However, organizations in 
all industries, both large and small, are racing to 
integrate this new management tool into their 
infrastructure. Knowledge management caters to 
the critical issues of organizational adaptation, sur-
vival, and competence in the face of increasingly 
discontinuous environmental change (Rubenstein 
and Geisler 2003). Essentially, it embodies organi-
zational processes that seek synergistic combina-
tion of data and information processing capacity 
of information technologies, and the creative and 
innovative capacity of human beings.

Knowledge management realizes the impor-
tance of safeguarding and using the collective 
knowledge and information of an organization. 
Through surveys, interviews, and analysis, knowl-
edge management seeks to excavate, measure, 
assess, and evaluate the knowledge and informa-
tion held within an organization with the intention 
of making the organization more efficient and 
profitable. Essentially, knowledge management 
sifts through the collective knowledge of an or-
ganization, codifies it into an information base, 
and then spreads it throughout the organization 
so it can be easily accessed (Wickramasinghe and 
Mills, 2001; Geisler, 2006).

The knowledge management system is ex-
tremely helpful in the internal and external sectors 
of an organization. Internally, knowledge man-
agement is designed to enhance the maintenance 
and organization of the data bases. Externally, it 
aims to make a better impact on the customer and 
external partners. Figure 1 depicts the importance 
of knowledge management in an organization.
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THE ROLE OF KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT IN HEALTHCARE 
ORGANIZATIONS

The healthcare sector is characterized by its di-
versity and the distributiveness of its component 
organizations. There is a continuous process of 
generation of knowledge within each of these 
components (such as providers, patients, suppliers, 
payers, and regulators), as well as an immense 
volume of knowledge created at the interfaces 
among these organizations (Jadad et al., 2000; 
Pavia, 2001).

Healthcare provider organizations are a spe-
cial type of organizations in that they are for the 
most part motivated by topics such as quality 
and service, but without the profit drivers that 
animate private industry. At the same time they 
are highly professional institutions, populated by 
people with specialized knowledge that needs to 
be constantly updated, shared, and leveraged (van 
Beveren, 2003). This phenomenon creates even 
more pressure on healthcare providers and others 

in the sector to manage the knowledge that flows 
through the sector.

Although there has been little empirical inves-
tigation of how knowledge management benefits 
healthcare organizations, it is safe to assume that 
its contributions would be at least as positive as 
they are being shown to be in other sectors of the 
economy (Eid, 2005).

The role of knowledge management in health-
care organizations would be important in both 
clinical and administrative practices. Clinical care 
would be much more effective with increased shar-
ing of medical knowledge and “evidence-based” 
experience within and among healthcare delivery 
organizations (Nykanen and Karimaa, 2006).

Administrative practices in healthcare organi-
zations will benefit from the systemic interfaces 
of knowledge about technology, costs, “best-
practices,” efficiencies, and the value of coop-
eration. Such effects of knowledge creation and 
sharing would make it easier and more effective 
to manage the healthcare organization.

Finally, the role of knowledge management 
is especially crucial in the interface between the 

Figure 1. Aspects of a generic knowledge management system and their importance in the organization
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clinical and administrative functions. By and large 
these two categories of activities are separated 
by differentiations such as professional special-
izations, role in the organization, and goals and 
standards of practice. Hence, there is a tendency 
to avoid sharing knowledge and exchanging 
experience-based lessons so as not to upset the 
existing balance of power of the organization.

Tools and Techniques of KM

KM tools and techniques are defined by their social 
and community role in the organization in 1) the 
facilitation of knowledge sharing and socializa-
tion of knowledge (production of organizational 
knowledge); 2) the conversion of information into 
knowledge through easy access, opportunities of 
internalization and learning (supported by the right 
work environment and culture); 3) the conversion 
of tacit knowledge into “explicit knowledge” or 
information, for purposes of efficient and system-
atic storage, retrieval, wider sharing and applica-
tion. The most useful KM tools and techniques 
can be grouped as those that capture and codify 
knowledge and those that share and distribute 
knowledge (Duffy, 2000; 2001; Maier, 2001).

Capture and Codify Knowledge

There are various tools that can be used to capture 
and codify knowledge. These include databases, 
various types of artificial intelligence systems 
including expert systems, neural networks, fuzzy 
logic, genetic algorithms and intelligent or soft-
ware agents.

1.  Databases: Databases store structured 
information and assist in the storing and 
sharing of knowledge. Knowledge can be 
acquired from the relationships that exist 
among different tables in a database. For 
example; the relationship that might exist 
between a customer table and a product table 
could show those products that are produc-

ing adequate margins, providing decision-
makers with strategic marketing knowledge. 
Many different relations can exist and are 
only limited by the human imagination. 
These relational databases help users to 
make knowledgeable decisions, which is a 
goal of knowledge management. Discrete, 
structured information is still managed best 
by a database management system. However, 
the quest for a universal user interface has 
led to the requirement for access to existing 
database information through a web browser.

2.  Case-Based Reasoning Applications: 
Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) applica-
tions combine narratives and knowledge 
codification to assist in problem solving. 
Descriptions and facts about processes and 
solutions to problems are recorded and cat-
egorized. When a problem is encountered, 
queries or searches point to the solution. 
CBR applications store limited knowledge 
from individuals who have encountered a 
problem and found the solution and are use-
ful in transferring this knowledge to others.

3.  Expert Systems: Expert systems represent 
the knowledge of experts and typically query 
and guide users during a decision making 
process. They focus on specific processes and 
typically lead the user, step by step, toward 
a solution. The level of knowledge required 
to operate these applications is usually not 
as high as for CBR applications. Expert 
systems have not been as successful as CBR 
in commercial applications but can still be 
used to teach knowledge management.

4.  Using I-net Agents - creating individual 
views from unstructured content: The 
world of human communication and infor-
mation has long been too voluminous and 
complex for any one individual to monitor 
and track. Agents and I-net standards are 
the building blocks that make individual 
customization of information possible in the 
unstructured environment of I-nets. Agents 
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will begin to specialize and become much 
more than today’s general purpose search 
engines and “push” technologies. Two 
complementary technologies have emerged 
that allow us to coordinate, communicate 
and even organize information, without 
rigid, one-size-fits-all structures. The first 
is the Internet/Web technologies that are 
referred as I-net technology and the second 
is the evolution of software agents. Together, 
these technologies are the new-age building 
blocks for robust information architectures, 
designed to help information consumers find 
what they are looking for in the way that 
they require. The web and software agents 
make it possible to build sophisticated, well 
performing information brokers designed 
to deliver content, from multiple sources, 
to each individual, in the individual’s spe-
cific context and under the individual’s own 
control. The software agents supported with 
I-net infrastructure can be highly effective 
tools for individualizing the organization 
and management of distributed information.

Systems to Share and 
Distribute Knowledge

Computer networks provide an effective medium 
for the communication and development of knowl-
edge management. The Internet and organizational 
intranets are used as a basic infrastructure for 
knowledge management. Intranets are rapidly 
becoming the primary information infrastructure 
for enterprises. An intranet is basically a platform 
based on internet principles accessible only to 
members of an organization/community. The 
intranet can provide the platform for a safe and 
secured information management system within 
the organization, help people to collaborate as 
virtual teams, crossing boundaries of geography 
and time. While the internet is an open-access 
platform, the intranet, however, is restricted to 
members of a community/organization through 

multi-layered security controls. The same plat-
form, can be extended to an outer ring (e.g. dealer 
networks, registered customers, online members, 
etc.), with limited accessibility, as an extranet. 
The extranet can be a meaningful platform for 
knowledge generation and sharing, in building 
relationships, and in enhancing the quality and 
effectiveness of service/support. The systems that 
are used to share and distribute knowledge could 
include; Group collaboration systems; Groupware, 
intranets, extranets and internet, office systems; 
word processing, desktop publishing, or web 
publishing.

HOW TO BECOME A KNOWLEDGE-
BASED ENTERPRISE

Simply implementing a knowledge management 
system does not make an organization a knowledge 
based business. For an organization to become a 
knowledge-based business several aspects must 
be considered. An organization that values knowl-
edge must integrate knowledge into its business 
strategy and sell it as a key part of its products and 
services. To do this requires a strong commitment 
to knowledge management directed from the top 
of the organization. Furthermore, it is necessary 
for specific people, process and technology issues 
to be considered. First, the knowledge architecture 
should be designed that is suitable given the context 
of a particular organization in its industry as well as 
the activities, products or services it may provide. 
From the knowledge architecture it is important 
to focus on the organization’s structure and cul-
ture and key people issues. Do the structure and 
culture support a knowledge-sharing environment 
or perhaps a more team focussed, sharing culture 
needs to be fostered. In addition, strategies need to 
be adopted for continuous training and fostering 
of knowledge workers. Then, it is necessary to 
consider the processes of generating, representing, 
accessing and transferring knowledge throughout 
the organization. This also requires an evaluation 
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of the technologies required. Finally, a knowledge 
based business should also enable organizational 
learning to take place so that the knowledge that 
is captured is always updated and current, and the 
organization is continually improving and refin-
ing its product or service as well as enhancing its 
extant knowledge base.

BARRIERS AND FACILITATORS 
TO THE ADOPTION AND 
IMPLEMENTATION OF 
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT IN 
HEALTHCARE ORGANIZATIONS

There are four categories of barriers to the adop-
tion and implementation of knowledge systems 
in healthcare organizations. The first is technol-
ogy factors. These barriers are: (1) the attributes 
inherent in the technology, such as compatibility 
with other systems, complexity, and trialability; 
(2) applicability to the task for which the technol-
ogy is being adopted; (3) ease of maintenance; 
(4) quality (in terms of errors, breakdowns, and 
non-responsiveness); and (5) ease of updating or 
replacement. Relative ease of use will impact the 
degree of implementation of the technology. Tech-
nologies that are very complex, not compatible 
with existing systems, or hard to maintain and to 
update or replace will be more difficult to adopt 
(Fichman and Kemerer, 1999; Kaplan, 1987).

The second category of barriers is the set of 
organizational barriers. These include the tradi-
tional barriers to technology adoption, such as 
political rivalries, lack of senior management 
support for such technology and innovation, and 
prior experience of the organization with similar 
types of technologies and their implementation. 
Unsuccessful past events tend to hinder any cur-
rent attempts to adopt and implement technology.

In healthcare organizations there is also the 
added burden of the differences among organi-
zational units in their assessment of needs for the 
technology and the hindering effects of the high 

specialization of clinical departments. The reality 
in such organizations is a considerable differentia-
tion in how needs are assessed and what they mean 
to other units across the organization. Difficulties 
in establishing systemic value for a technology will 
hinder its adoption and implementation. Unless 
the technology under consideration has a wide 
appeal to a variety of clinical specialties (e.g., a 
diagnostic innovation), there will be resistance 
from other units and specialties to the adoption of 
a technology whose perceived value is restricted 
to a single clinical specialty (Scott et al., 2006).

A third category is human factors. These in-
clude cultural barriers, a complex learning curve 
needed to implement the technology, and unfa-
vorable perception of the role of the technology, 
its value to the organization, and its chances of 
successfully contributing to tasks and goals of 
the organization (Brender et al., 2006; Martens 
& Goodrum, 2006).

In the healthcare environment there is also the 
impact of barriers inherent in the technological 
aptitudes of the clinical personnel, and their at-
titudes towards technological innovations in the 
practice of medicine (Laupacis, 1992). The usual 
formula for adoption of technologies by medical 
professionals is to follow other industries where 
such technologies have been implemented and 
successfully diffused. Only then would healthcare 
organizations assume the risk of adoption and 
their clinical personnel would be willing to adopt 
and implement.

The fourth and final set of barriers is the eco-
nomic factors of the cost and cost-benefits of the 
technology. In the healthcare delivery environ-
ment capital expenditures for costly technologi-
cal innovations are evaluated with extra care. An 
excellent case must be made for the value to be 
derived from the adoption of the technology before 
the purchase is authorized. It is less arduous for 
healthcare organizations to approve and adopt 
less costly technologies with widespread use in 
the organization.
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FACILITATORS TO ADOPTION 
AND IMPLEMENTATION

The factors that seem to facilitate the adoption and 
implementation of healthcare technology are not 
necessarily the inverse or lack of barriers. They are 
affirmative factors that act to make the adoption 
and the implementation processes more feasible.

Two categories of these facilitating factors 
can be described. The first is the pressures that 
the external environment imposes on healthcare 
delivery organizations(Wickramasinghe and 
Reddy, 2006). This includes such factors as the 
requirements imposed by payers and regulators 
for billing and reporting purposes. These require-
ments may be based on administrative and clinical 
procedures and methodologies that must be made 
possible with the adoption and implementation of 
innovative technologies. Thus, healthcare delivery 
organizations would feel compelled to act and to 
facilitate the adoption of these technologies.

The second category includes factors inherent 
in the processes of healthcare delivery and in the 
perceived need to make them more productive and 
more efficient. For example, medical errors are 
embedded in the processes of healthcare delivery. 
This problem may trigger and facilitate the adop-
tion and implementation of technologies, whose 
purpose is to alleviate the problem (Institute of 
Medicine, 2001).

Another example includes the need to make 
procedures more efficient, due to such economic 
realities as “capitation,” DRGs (Diagnosis Re-
lated Groups), and “managed care.” When payors 
set limits to reimbursements for diagnoses and 
treatments, hospitals will explore ways to be 
more efficient and to reduce the cost of practice 
of medicine. Technology becomes one of the 
solutions, hence the impact of this situation as a 
facilitator of the adoption and implementation of 
healthcare technologies (Shakeshaft and Frankish, 
2003; Nykanen and Karimaa, 2006; Kaplan, 1987).

CLINICAL EXAMPLE: 
OPERATING ROOM

We discuss the major barriers and facilitators in 
the context of the clinical operating room because 
this is a case example that serves as a perfect mi-
crocosm for illustrating all the major challenges 
and potential benefits of a well structured KM 
initiative. Moreover in today’s context the oper-
ating room must also exhibit the characteristics 
of an innovating organization. The orthopaedic 
operating room represents an ideal environment 
for the application of a continuous improvement 
cycle that is dependant on the application of the 
tools and techniques of KM. For those patients 
with advanced degeneration of their hips and 
knees, arthroplasty of the knee and hip represent 
an opportunity to regain their function. Before 
the operation ever begins in the operating room, 
there are a large number of interdependent indi-
vidual processes that must be completed. Each 
process requires data input and produces a data 
output such as patient history, diagnostic test and 
consultations. From the surgeon’s and hospital’s 
perspective, they are on a continuous cycle of ad-
dressing central issues regarding access, quality 
and value at the micro level, or individual patient 
level, as well as at the macro level, or monthly/
yearly target level. The interaction between these 
data elements is not always maximized in terms 
of operating room scheduling and completion of 
the procedure. Moreover, as the population ages 
and patient’s functional expectations continue to 
increase with their advanced knowledge of medi-
cal issues; reconstructive Orthopaedic surgeons 
are being presented with an increasing patient 
population requiring hip and knee arthroplasty. 
Simultaneously, the implants are becoming more 
sophisticated and thus more expensive. In turn, 
the surgeons are experiencing little change in 
system capacity, but are being told to improve 
efficiency and output, improve procedure time 
and eliminate redundancy. However, the system 
legacy is for insufficient room designs that have 
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not been updated with the introduction of new 
equipment, poor integration of the equipment, 
inefficient scheduling and time consuming proce-
dure preparation. Although there are many barriers 
to Re-Engineering the Operating Room such as 
the complex choreography of the perioperative 
processes, a dearth of data and the difficulty of 
aligning incentives, it is indeed possible to effect 
significant improvements through the application 
of the KM. Figure 2 outlines critical KM steps 
that become important in such a setting

The entire process of getting a patient to the 
operating room for a surgical procedure can be 
represented by three distinct phases: preoperative, 
intraopertive and postoperative. In turn, each of 
these phases can be further subdivided into the 
individual yet interdependent processes that rep-
resent each step on the surgical trajectory. As each 
of the individual processes are often dependant 
on a previous event, the capture of event and 
process data in a data warehouse is necessary. The 
diagnostic evaluation of this data, and the re-
engineering of each of the deficient processes will 
then lead to increased efficiency. For example, 
many patients are allergic to the penicillin family 
of antibiotics that are often administered preop-
erative in order to minimize the risk of infection. 
For those patients who are allergic, a substitute 

drug requires a 45 minute monitored administra-
tion time as opposed to the much shortened ad-
ministration time of the default agent. Since the 
antibiotic is only effective when administered 
prior to starting the procedure, this often means 
that a delay is experienced. When identified in 
the preoperative phase, these patients should be 
prepared earlier on the day of surgery and the 
medication administered in sufficient time so that 
the schedule is not delayed. This prescriptive 
reengineering has directly resulted from mining 
of the data in the information system in conjunc-
tion with an examination of the business pro-
cesses and their flows. By scrutinizing the deliv-
ery of care and each individual process, increased 
efficiency and improved quality should be realized 
while maximizing value. For knee and hip arthro-
plasty, there are over 432 discrete processes that 
can be evaluated and reengineered as necessary 
through the application of a spectrum of KM tools 
and techniques (Wickramasinghe and Schaffer, 
2006).

In terms of the four major categories of barriers 
identified earlier the case vignette of the operating 
orthopaedic OR exhibits instances of all of these. 
In each stage from pre-operative, intraopertive and 
finally postoperative various clinical and admin-
istrative technologies are necessary. However, for 

Figure 2. The key steps of knowledge management
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effective and efficient process flow it is essential 
that these technologies are compatible and sup-
port seamless information flow (Wickramasinghe 
and Schaffer, 2006) By adopting the spectrum 
of KM tools and techniques what we find is that 
it becomes easier to monitor and evaluate these 
various technologies in action which in turn re-
sults in more effective use of the technology and 
efficient surgeries with heightened results. The 
continuous improvement also facilitates enhanced 
co-ordination between the various people, form 
surgeons, to nursing staff and even the patient, 
involved throughout the pre-operative, intraoper-
tive and postoperative stages; once again with the 
result of superior operations and the achievement 
of the six quality aims outlined by the American 
Institute of Medicine(Institute of Medicine, 2001) 
and hence addresses many of the human and 
organizational barriers.

In a similar fashion, the spectrum of KM 
tools and techniques also help to alleviate many 
of the organizational and human barriers. This is 
primarily due to the fact that critical data is now 
being captured and transformed into pertinent 
information and germane knowledge (Wickrama-
singhe, 2006). This in turn support and enables 
effective decision making (ibid) Finally, in terms 
of economic factors, more efficient and effective 
performance is not only achieved but sustainable. 
This facilitates faster throughput, higher quality 
and superior results which combine to decrease 
costs which are to a large extent due to the cu-
mulative additive effect of various inefficiencies 
(Wickramasinghe and Schaffer, 2006).

CONCLUSION

The preceding discussion has served to highlight 
the significance and key role for knowledge man-
agement in healthcare today. Specifically, this was 
done by discussing some of the major challenges 
facing healthcare today in terms of demographics, 
technology and finance and how KM tools and 

techniques might help to ameliorate this situation. 
In addition major barriers, including technology, 
organizational, human and economic and facilita-
tors both external and internal to the organisation 
were identified that must be considered when 
trying to implement an appropriate KM solution 
in healthcare. Finally, an example of how benefi-
cial the incorporation of such a perspective is in 
redesigning the current state of the orthopaedic 
OR to a future state of the OR was given. Taken 
together then, this chapter serves to under score 
the importance of taking a holistic approach to 
addressing the challenges currently faced by 
healthcare. Furthermore, by focusing on diagnos-
ing the current state and then finding appropriate 
solutions so that it is possible to prescribe strategies 
to make the key inputs into the healthcare infor-
mation system more effective and efficient it will 
then be possible to realize the value proposition 
for healthcare. While medical science has made 
revolutionary changes and advances, healthcare 
in contrast has made incremental change at best. 
The disparity between these two is one of the 
major reasons why today’s healthcare industry 
is faced with its current challenges. We believe 
that by embracing the tools and techniques of 
KM it will be possible for healthcare to make 
evolutionary changes and thereby meet patients’ 
greater expectations.
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ABSTRACT

This chapter explores the early development 
stages of an interactive interprofessional online 
learning package that updates and supports health 
and social care professionals who mentor students 
in practice settings. The package aims to present 
content that is relevant and useful to fourteen dif-
ferent disciplines accessing it. A benefit of online 
content is that learning can be undertaken when 
convenient for the mentor, 24 hours a day-7 days 
a week, with the facility to stop and restart as 
needed. Additionally the package is constructed 

so both individuals and groups can use it; this both 
meets a regulatory body’s requirement for having 
a face-to-face update every year, and provides 
support for interprofessional learning between 
mentors from different disciplines.

INTRODUCTION

This chapter outlines the process of developing an 
interactive and interprofessional online e-learning 
package that updates and supports health and social 
care professionals who mentor students in practice 
settings. The concepts of e-learning are explored, 
including the potential benefits, the importance 
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of ensuring it meets the learners’ needs, and how 
barriers to developing this tool were overcome. 
Finally the package is presented; identifying the 
steps mentors need to progress through to ensure 
they have developed the knowledge necessary to 
be effective in the role, to meet the standards set 
by professional bodies.

BACKGROUND

Health and social care students undertake place-
ments within the workplace because practice 
environments are excellent for gaining experience 
and building confidence and competence (Benner, 
1984; Schön, 1987). Qualified members of staff are 
expected to support them on placement, facilitate 
learning, and in some disciplines assess them, to 
ensure the student has the necessary psychomotor 
skills and underpinning knowledge base required 
for autonomous practice (Cope et al., 2000; Jones 
at al., 2001). Certain professional disciplines re-
quire these members of staff to regularly undergo 
mandatory updating (e.g. nursing, midwifery and 
operating department practitioners); for other 
professional groups this is a possible aspiration 
for the future.

Traditionally, for professions having manda-
tory requirements, update sessions are timetabled 
to be available many times throughout the year in 
a face-to-face event held in the placement areas. 
The purpose is to inform the clinical practitioners 
of curricula amendments, any changes within 
the Higher Education Institution (HEI) that may 
influence students’ learning, as well as offering 
a forum to discuss issues and to ask questions. 
Each event is facilitated by a member of aca-
demic staff (a health or social care professional) 
from the university placing students within this 
area. Whilst sessions may include content that 
may seem relevant to more than one profession, 
particularly with generic content such as the role 
of staff in supporting learners, they tend to focus 
on one profession’s content for curriculum and 

course structure. Therefore, in a placement area 
that supports students from more than one HEI 
or discipline, multiple sessions tend to be held, 
all of which must be attended if staff wish to be 
up-to-date.

This way of delivering the updates is very 
resource-hungry for academic staff, however, 
the staff presenters consider it a ‘necessary evil’ 
in order to provide sufficient opportunities for 
the vast numbers of practitioners to access all 
the necessary information. The academic staff 
would rather utilise this time to visit placement 
areas and discuss activities that are taking place; 
indeed, both Pulsford et al. (2002) and Hutchings 
et al. (2005) determined that members of staff 
supporting students wanted more contact with 
the HEI, which matched findings from previous 
research (Atkins & Williams, 1995). In addition, 
this delivery mode made it extremely difficult to 
exploit the opportunity that the update sessions 
offer for interprofessional learning between men-
tors from different disciplines and institutions.

Despite the many available opportunities to 
attend, increased workloads and limited staffing re-
sources are making it progressively more difficult 
for healthcare professionals to attend any activities 
requiring them to leave the practice environment. 
Pulsford et al. (2002) found that fewer than half 
of the members of staff surveyed had attended an 
update session in the past year, and 20 per cent 
had never attended one. When further questioned 
on what prevented them from attending, “Staff 
Shortages” was the most significant barrier, with 
“Lack of Prior Notification” and “Inconvenient 
Times” being also cited as problems. A positive 
note was that respondents appeared committed 
to the principle of updating, with only 2% citing 
lack of interest as a reason for non-attendance. 
However, this last point was contradicted by 
Joshua-Amadi (2002) who believed that staff often 
lacked incentive, motivation, encouragement and 
leadership to attend training.

Whilst concurring with Pulsford et al. (2002) 
that the staff members desired to provide support, 
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Wilkes (2006) found similar problems within the 
working environment, such as lack of resources or 
time. More recently Myall et al. (2008) identified 
that whilst most staff members were aware of the 
significance of their role in facilitating the devel-
opment of students’ clinical skills and acting as a 
source of support, staff shortages and an increasing 
demand on placement capacity contributed to an 
increased workload, often leading to a lack of time 
to carry out the role; such constraints were iden-
tified as preventing staff from attending regular 
updates. The problem may be exacerbated by the 
employers’ themselves. Jones (2005) identified 
that many Trusts failed to recognise supporting 
students as an investment priority, making it dif-
ficult for staff to undertake relevant training. In 
an attempt to both overcome structural barriers 
to participation, and to exploit the opportunity 
for interprofessional learning between mentors 
from diverse disciplines and institutions, it was 
decided to investigate the possibilities offered by 
e-learning for updating these members of staff, and 
reducing the burden on attendance and delivery.

Why Online?

Online learning has been reported to overcome 
some drawbacks inherent in traditional classroom 
teaching, especially its lack of flexibility (Rosen-
lund & Damark-Bembenek, 1999). Sigulem 
(2001), Neville (2003) and Cader and McGovern 
(2003) all reported effective education of health 
professionals using information and communica-
tion technologies, whilst Fox et al. (2001), Atak and 
Rankin (2002) and Huckstadt and Hayes (2005) 
demonstrated its positive use for post-registration 
Continual Professional Development education. In 
many cases, the authors focussed on the benefits to 
the organisation providing the courses, including 
widening accessibility of resources.

Others, such as O’Malley and McGraw (1999) 
report that students found online courses fitted in 
better with their schedules and saved time; a view 
concurred by Sit et al. (2005), with approximately 

30% of their respondents commenting that online 
learning reduced competing demands from work 
and study. In online learning, attending lectures 
is replaced by remote access of e-learning mate-
rials, which provides ‘on demand’ education at 
the students’ convenience. The most frequently 
reported satisfying aspect of online learning is 
its flexibility in learning, where students can 
study at their own pace and at convenient times 
(Rouse, 2000; Heidari & Galvin, 2002; Bentley, 
at al., 2003).

In healthcare education this is particularly 
important. Kozlowski (2002) argues that in nurs-
ing, the shift from ‘teaching’ to ‘learning’; from a 
teacher-centred approach emphasising instructing 
and lecturing, leads to a student-centred approach 
that aims to help students organise and sift through 
information. Peacock and Hooper (2007), inves-
tigating physiotherapy education, found this can 
encourage students to take personal responsibility 
for learning, and become independent learners. 
This was further demonstrated by Sit et al. (2005), 
who found that over 80% of their respondents 
agreed that through online learning they learnt to 
take responsibility for their own study and work 
at their own pace. Furthermore Jonassen (2000) 
argued that using technologies in this way helps 
learners elaborate on what they are thinking and 
to engage in meaningful learning. This can be 
achieved through interactive learning experiences, 
to increase stimulus and interest for students 
(Rosenlund & Damark-Bembenek, 1999).

The difficulty of producing an e-learning tool 
that facilitates the participation of members of 
different professions in interprofessional learn-
ing was recognised; indeed, the health and social 
care professional bodies themselves sought to 
understand the role of staff members who sup-
port students, to meet the needs of a multi-skilled 
workforce (Marshall, et al., 2004). One early 
example of the problems encountered throughout 
the project concerned terminology. For example, 
there was extensive discussion on the title of the 
project, as this was influenced by the title given 
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to members of staff who carry out this role, which 
differs significantly across the professions and 
had other connotations in some disciplines. This 
phenomenon is not new; as far back as 1995 
Wilson-Barnett et al. identified the potential for 
confusion caused by varying descriptions of this 
role, as, more recently, did Mulholland et al.’s 
(2005) exploration of five health care disciplines 
and the preparation of placement support staff. 
Ultimately the update working group agreed to 
adopt the term ‘Mentor’ (Association of Operating 
Department Practitioners [AODP], 2006; Nurs-
ing and Midwifery Council [NMC], 2008). This 
term will be used in the remainder of this chapter.

As this term is not used across all the disci-
plines involved, it was agreed that the context of 
‘Mentor’ needed to be clearly defined within the 
e-learning package to ensure those who do not use 
the term understood that it still applied to them. 
To further embed this thinking, definitions from 
relevant professional bodies of what this role 
entails within each discipline are presented in 
the first section of the package. This allows the 
mentors to consider similarities and differences of 
how their role is implemented across professions.

Mentorship

Russell and Adams (1997, p. 2) define mentorship 
as ‘an intense interpersonal exchange between 
a senior experienced colleague (mentor) and a 
less experienced junior colleague (protégé) in 
which the mentor provides support, direction, and 
feedback regarding career plans and personal 
development’ This view is supported in health-
care contexts by Dorsey and Baker (2004) who 
suggest that mentorship is a planned relationship 
between an experienced person and one who has 
less experience to achieve identified outcomes; in 
doing this, the mentor needs to create a safe place 
for the protégé to expose their vulnerability and be 
coached into confidence- and growth-promoting 
situations (Davis et al., 1977). Indeed, Barker 
(2005) states that mentoring involves bridging 

the gap between the educational process and the 
real-world experience; in doing this, mentors 
inevitably undertake clinical teaching, supervise 
students’ work, ensure professional socialization, 
and assess students’ practice (AODP 2006; Chow 
& Suen, 2001; Jones, et al., 2001; NMC 2002, 
2007; Spouse, 2000).

Mentors play a crucial part in engendering a 
positive learning environment (Myall et al., 2008). 
Well-prepared mentors are vital to the success 
of practice placements (English National Board/
Department of Health, 2001); they provide direct 
support in terms of the development of clinical 
skills, encourage critical thinking and reflection 
on practice (Cope et al., 2000), and promote in-
terprofessional working. Watson (2000) suggests 
that mentors must be provided with education, 
training and ongoing facilitation to function ef-
fectively in this demanding role; Andrews and 
Chilton (2000) also noted that a mentor has to be 
familiar with a range of information in order to be 
effective, including the programme of study, the 
documentation and the terms used in it.

Both the AODP (2006) and NMC (2007) sug-
gest how mentors should be integrated into stu-
dents’ learning. Mentors should have knowledge 
of the student’s programme to identify current 
learning needs; create and develop opportunities 
for students to meet their learning needs towards 
achieving learning outcomes; and be able to 
facilitate integration of learning from practice 
and educational settings. Pellatt (2006, p. 33) 
argues that the ‘role of the mentor in the prepa-
ration of practitioners who are fit for practice is 
paramount’, but that ‘better training, support and 
evaluation of their performance’ and an increase 
in their status, are needed.

Developing the E-Learning Package

The concept initially evolved at the University 
of Huddersfield in September 2007 to unify the 
updates for three professional groups; nurses, 
midwives and operating department practitioners 
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(ODPs). There were sufficient commonalities 
between mentor standards of these disciplines to 
make this a realistic challenge. A multi-profes-
sional working party, with staff representation 
from both academia and clinical areas was thus 
established; even at this early stage it was felt that 
involving key stakeholders was vital to promote 
ownership and ensure the package addressed the 
needs of all concerned.

A basic concept was conceived, whereby 
mentors of all three professions would access 
the update package online. It was structured as 
a linear branching pathway, which ensured that 
the update had to be completed, but in doing so 
it made the material relevant for everyone ac-
cessing it. This was achieved by presenting an 
initial generic section that reinforced the roles 
of the mentor and the mentee. Subsequently the 
user chose a route leading to profession-specific 
content, such as course structure, placement dates 
etc. Afterwards, they could go back and undertake 
the specific content for another discipline; this 
was particularly relevant for those who mentored 
more than one profession, for example, staff in the 
operating theatre. These early stages are further 
described by Ousey & White (2009).

An Expanded Remit

The package was almost ready for dissemination 
when regional initiatives influenced change. In 
May 2008, the regional Strategic Health Author-
ity (NHS Yorkshire and the Humber) decided 
that the concept of a multidisciplinary updating 
process deserved wider consideration, so funding 
was provided to establish a working group. This 
initially consisted of at least one health and social 
care academic from each university within the 
region, as well as Practice Learning Facilitators 
(PLFs) to represent staff from practice; these are 
very similar to the Practice Education Facilita-
tors (PEFs) described by Carlisle et al. (2009). 
The following nine Higher Education Institutions 
(HEIs) participated in the project:

• University of Bradford
• University of Huddersfield
• University of Hull
• University of Leeds
• Leeds Metropolitan University
• The Open University
• Sheffield Hallam University
• University of York
• York St. John University

Initially this group reviewed several existing 
models of update package, both e-learning and 
paper versions, prior to choosing the system that 
the University of Huddersfield had developed, as 
the template for the new package. This meant the 
new package would need to provide content for 
fourteen health and social care disciplines being 
delivered across nine universities, as shown below:

• Audiology
• Clinical Physiology
• Diagnostic Radiography
• Dietetics
• Midwifery
• Nursing
• Occupational Therapy
• Operating Department Practice
• Paramedics
• Physiotherapy
• Podiatry
• Radiotherapy
• Social Work
• Speech and Language Therapy

Collaborative Working 
Towards a Common Goal

Miccolo & Spanier (1993, p. 446) describe 
working collaboratively as a partnership ‘where 
mutual goal setting occurs, where authority and 
responsibility for actions belong to individual 
partners’. The importance of professional groups 
working in a multidisciplinary fashion was identi-
fied by the UK Department of Health [DH] (2000) 
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who presented their National Health Service 
(NHS) workforce strategy calling for “genuinely 
multi-professional” education and training that 
promotes:

• Teamwork
• Partnership and collaboration between 

professions, between agencies and with 
patients

• Skill mix and flexible working between 
professions

• Opportunities to switch training pathways 
to expedite career progression

• New types of workers

The International Council of Nurses code 
(2000) states that a co-operative relationship with 
co-workers in other fields is necessary, whilst 
the NMC in its publication ‘Standard to Support 
Learning and Assessment in Practice’, actively 
encourages interprofessional working and learning 
(NMC, 2008, p. 13, Section 1.3). Further to these, 
and particularly relevant to this project, Mallik and 
McGowan (2007) recommended standardisation 
of mentor programmes to promote an interprofes-
sional practice education framework. To achieve 
this, the members of the working group needed 
to move away from independence, to interde-
pendence, where strength and power are derived 
through working in partnership this required them 
to respect and trust each other, whilst sharing the 
vision, the planning, goal setting, work, successes 
and failures (Sullivan, 1998).

Maintaining Integrity

Although online learning may have seen a genesis 
of novel delivery, Barker (2004) stresses that sound 
web-based courses tend to be structured similarly 
to traditional classroom courses. Therefore, in 
developing the update package, it was important to 
embed the foundation established through years of 
presenting it by traditional methods. As Knowles 
et al. (1984) suggest, adults are most interested 

in learning about subjects that have immediate 
relevance to their job or personal life; and stu-
dents’ learning can be influenced by satisfaction 
with their learning experience (Ramsden, 1991; 
Espeland & Indrehus, 2003). Therefore, emphasis 
was placed on ensuring that the online package 
content provided information relevant to the role 
of supporting students in practice. It was further 
noted that specific elements were required in order 
to meet professional body mandates (NMC, 2007; 
AODP, 2006).

It was also important to consider what mentors 
themselves believed they needed. To determine 
this, mentors were asked their opinions during 
informal lunchtime meetings and one to one dis-
cussions. Their responses emulated much of Mallik 
and McGowan’s (2007) findings; their multi-
professional study into what mentors wanted, 
identified that the most frequently agreed subject 
areas were: roles, responsibilities and account-
ability of the mentor; learning contracts; setting 
student tasks; and monitoring students’ progress.

Mallik and McGowan (2007) also found that, 
in addition to the areas listed above, mentors 
indicated that they themselves should also be 
receiving supervision/mentoring. To promote the 
facility for supervision, the online update was 
developed to allow either individuals or groups 
to undertake it. This provides the opportunity for 
the group discussions to lead to interprofessional 
learning, where group members are from more 
than one discipline. One final benefit to the group 
facility is that updates carried out this way meet a 
requirement of the Nursing and Midwifery Council 
(2008, p. 14), for annual updating activities ‘to 
include an opportunity to meet and explore assess-
ment and supervision issues with other mentors/
practice teachers’.

E-Learning Package Structure

The package is designed with a linear structure, 
requiring mentors to work from start to finish 
before being designated as having completed 
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the update. This ‘forced completion’ mode was 
necessary in order to meet regulatory body require-
ments; during inspection visits evidence will be 
required that mentors have undertaken the update 
and whilst no-one is suggesting that these health-
care professionals would omit areas of content if 
able to do so, assurances would be needed that 
this is impossible. This does not, however, mean 
every mentor carries out the same activity, due 
to branching options at certain stages, as will be 
explained later.

Supporting Interprofessional 
Interaction

It was imperative that the package is not merely a 
repository of content. Chapman (2000) argues that 
philosophies of adult education, including Liberal, 
Behaviourist and Humanistic, for example, must 
still apply when information and communica-
tions technologies are used; e-learning should not 
merely refer to disseminating lecture information 
and content through the Internet. The questions 
and scenarios presented throughout the package 
provide the interactive nature of the package. 
Users are unable to progress through the sections 
without responding, so are thus being encouraged 
to consider their own practice. Responses denoting 
‘best practice’ are offered after each questions and 
scenario, so users can reflect on and reconsider 
their initial responses.

Integral to the package are audio recordings; 
‘soundbytes’ based on experiences of ‘real’ 
mentors and students. These introduce content 
at intervals throughout the package and allow 
the mentor to hear others’ thoughts around areas 
such as ‘what being a mentor means to a regis-
tered practitioner’ and ‘what a student perceives 
are the qualities that makes a good mentor’. For 
mentors who have hearing difficulties, or whose 
computing facilities do not have sound, a text 
version of this content is provided. The inclu-
sion of video or animation was also considered, 
so a test website was created for members of 

the working group to access at placement sites 
within the region. Unfortunately, due to security 
and firewall settings of computers within these 
sites, no single video format or player could be 
viewed at all placements. This meant video and 
animation were ruled out, as content would not 
be available to all users.

Finally, a ‘chat’ facility was included, pro-
viding opportunities for users to participate in 
synchronous discussions with others undertak-
ing the update. Chat, or Instant Messaging, is 
a popular means of communication in virtual 
communities; its informality and interactive, in-
stant support for negotiation of meaning has the 
many characteristics needed to provide help and 
information where needed (Nardi at al., 2000). On 
entering this area, the mentor can see the current 
conversation, as well as names and disciplines of 
all mentors who are currently online. They can 
then either join the current discussion, or send a 
private message to another user. Conversations 
can take place in the ‘open chat’ area, or within 
their profession-specific area.

Introduction and Generic Section

Figure 1 displays the opening page introducing 
the package and putting the update into context; 
it asks for the mentor’s details, to ensure the cor-
rect person is recorded as having completed the 
update. The mentor enters their choice of username 
and password, which they are reminded of both 
on-screen and by automated email. When logging 
back in, the mentor is asked to confirm that their 
personal details are unchanged, and then they are 
given the opportunity to re-enter the package at 
any point they have previously viewed; this al-
lows for content to be reviewed and reconsidered.

A section of generic mentor content that all 
users work through is then introduced. This mate-
rial was derived from lengthy discussions by the 
working group, to ascertain what information was 
relevant to all disciplines. The section enables the 
mentor to review their current knowledge of 
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mentorship; allowing them to reflect on their 
experiences undertaking the role; and updating 
their knowledge and awareness of contemporary 
mentorship. The intention is that they will address 
the objectives identified in Table 1.

Next, the mentor has to choose from one of five 
Sets; each Set includes four problem based learn-
ing scenarios, based around issues of ‘Students 
with Disabilities’, ‘Professional Behaviour’, ‘Cel-
ebrating Diversity’ and ‘Failing Students’, with 
differing scenarios in each Set. In each scenario 
the mentor is asked how they would react to a 
particular situation, after which they are presented 
with suggested resolutions against which they can 
evaluate their own response. It is anticipated that 
the mentor will explore and challenge the way they 
would have previously dealt with the situations. 

This would provide a meaningful way in which 
the participants could identify the importance of 
understanding the mentoring process.

Silen (2001) maintains that meaningful learn-
ing entails constantly making choices and being 

Figure 1. The first stage of the update

Table 1. Update objectives 

•  Review the principles of supporting learning and assessment 
    in practice 
•  Identify available support mechanisms 
•  Acknowledge the multi-professional dimensions of  
   supporting learners and assessment in practice 
•  Recognize the accountability and responsibilities of  
   supporting learning and assessment in practice 
•  Consider how to improve the quality of the learner’s  
    experience 
•  Contribute to a standard for those supporting learners in 
    practice form the Yorkshire and the Humber region
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able to view the knowledge in relation to other 
fields and areas of application. Being able to decide 
on the relevance of information and determine 
when it is necessary to study something in greater 
depth and why, are also important for develop-
ing self-directed learning skills. The minimum 
to be completed by the mentor is one Set (four 
scenarios); they then progress to stage two of the 
update. Some disciplines have a greater expecta-
tion of their mentors, so more than one Set has to 
be completed before they can progress.

Generic Professional Section

As shown in Figure 2, each mentor is then pre-
sented with content specific to their own discipline, 
regardless of which university their students at-
tend; for example, this may be national require-
ments, or regulatory and statutory guidance. Some 
disciplines also chose to add extra developmental 
content, due to the ‘infancy’ of their mentorship 
education and update processes; for these groups, 

Figure 2. The second stage of the update
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this package would also be utilised as a teaching 
tool, for trainee mentors.

The mentor then identifies which university 
their mentees come from and course-specific 
content is made available; for example, hours and 
patterns of work that the student is expected to 
complete while in the placement areas; an over-
view of academic assignments required by the 
students in each term/semester and so on. Hyper-
links within these sections allow the mentor to 
access content and documents on the institution’s 
own website, allowing them to view the most up 
to date information.

Following completion of this section some 
mentors will have completed their update and 
will progress to the evaluation and certification 
stage. However, where the placement is utilised 
by a range of students, the facility exists for the 
mentor to explore content for the same profession, 
but from another university, or material from 
another discipline entirely; a process that can be 
repeated as many times as necessary. Although 
this will extend the time it takes to complete the 
activity, it precludes the mentor from having to 
attend multiple events as they used to for traditional 
face to face updates.

Evaluation and Certification Section

Figure 3 exemplifies that once the mentor has 
completed their update, they evaluate the package, 
which collects quantitative data through a set of 
closed questions (Table 2). Each question allows 
the mentor to elaborate by providing a qualitative 
comment. The questions aim to establish whether 
the objectives have been met, and to determine any 
improvements that may be needed to the package.

On completion, an email is sent to the mentor’s 
email address, providing a web address linking 
to their certificate of completion. In addition to 
confirming they have carried out the activity, and 
the date of completion, the certificate features 
logos for each university that the mentor accessed 
the content of; providing evidence that they have 

been updated for all institutions that their mentees 
originate from. On the second page are a short 
series of reflective questions, allowing the mentor 
to review the update activity and how it has af-
fected their practice; this provides evidence for 
their annual appraisals or professional portfolios. 
On subsequent pages the responses they gave to 
questions asked during the update are provided; 
this can be used for review and personal develop-
ment.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

The online mentor package provides an alterna-
tive to the traditional ‘face to face’ sessions and 
allows multi-professional groups to learn and work 
together. This provides the opportunity for par-
ticipants to discuss and explore various mentoring 
styles and engage in discussion. The package is 
now ready to undergo heuristic evaluation, as de-
scribed below, followed by pilot implementation.

Heuristic evaluation will be used as it has 
been recognised as an effective method for the 
formative evaluation of educational software 
(Quinn, 1996; Squires & Preece, 1999; Albion, 

Figure 3. The final stage of the update
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1999). A small team of independent evaluators, 
representative of the professions taking part and 
who are knowledgeable in the field of mentor 
updates, undertake the package whilst consider-
ing a set of usability guidelines; the “heuristics.” 
Where problems are encountered they are graded 
in terms of severity against a Likert scale; with 
1 being a minor issue, through to 5 meaning it 
would make the package unusable. This process 
was used in the initial development work carried 
out at the University of Huddersfield and proved 
very effective in identifying problems which could 
then be resolved before the pilot process.

The emerging trend within health and social 
care is that practitioners do not have enough time 
to leave their clinical areas to attend educational 
sessions and are missing out on information that is 
not only vital to the support of learners, but also to 
their own personal and professional development; 
this may have repercussions on the quality of the 
care that is being delivered. The underpinning 
ethos behind the development of this package 
is to provide health and social care practitioners 
with the opportunity to develop their support of 
learners in practice, at a time that best suits their 
professional and personal schedules. The inclu-
sion of learning sets and scenarios supports the 
philosophy of problem-based learning; where 
the learning needs of users are related to the real-
life issues they may encounter when supporting 

learners in practice. The benefits of presenting 
the content in this way can be used by others who 
are engaged in supporting learners. Indeed, the 
template of this package could be adapted for a 
variety of subjects.

An evaluation of the package will be under-
taken following a six month trial period to ascertain 
if it is meeting the educational needs of the men-
tors; to establish if it develops the knowledge base 
of mentors at least as effectively as attending the 
traditional face to face sessions and if it promotes 
the problem solving skills of mentors. An action 
research approach will be used, allowing for users 
of the update package to be involved in its future 
development and to ensure that it meets the needs 
of its multidisciplinary audience.

CONCLUSION

The e-learning package described in this chapter 
was a multidisciplinary collaborative project to 
support thousands of staff who mentor health 
and social care students across the Yorkshire and 
the Humber region. Effective interprofessional 
learning is attainable if common ground can be 
found for each profession to discuss and learn. 
The sharing of good practice is paramount if the 
health and social care professions are to work and 
learn together in a seamless fashion.

Table 2. Evaluation questions 

•  Do you know where to access information relating to the mentorship of students? If not, please comment. 
•  Do you feel you have an improved understanding of how the mentor role can function in a multi-professional way? If not, please  
   comment. 
•  Do you feel you have been given all the relevant information to assist you in your mentor role? If not, please comment. 
•  Do you feel that your ability to mentor has been enhanced through carrying out this activity? If not, please comment. 
•  There are accountability and responsibility issues associated with mentoring, has this update improved your understanding of them?  
    If not, please comment. 
•  Has your understanding of how to improve the learner’s experience been enhanced? If not, please comment. 
•  Has this activity developed you professionally? If not, please comment. 
•  Was the update package easy to navigate? If not, please comment. 
•  Was carrying out the update an enjoyable experience? If not, please comment. 
•  Is there any information that you would like added to this package? If so, please comment. 
•  Overall, has the package met your needs? If not, please comment. 
•  Do you have any further comments?
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The package provides content relevant and 
useful for all participants, regardless of their 
profession, and the opportunity to learn and work 
together. The availability of the package, which can 
be accessed at a time convenient to the mentors 
either within or outside of the health care areas, 
alleviates the barriers of being ‘too busy’ to at-
tend the traditional face to face sessions. In turn, 
staff will be able to utilise this time in visiting the 
placement areas to provide further support, advice 
and feedback on their performance in the role.
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Chapter  4.7

ABSTRACT

The active and effective management of valuable 
knowledge is widely believed to be a core compe-
tency for solidifying the competitive advantage of 
an organization. Whether knowledge management 
(KM) is a new idea or just a recycled concept per 
se both managerial and academic campuses have 
sought a vast array of KM strategies, solutions, 
frameworks, processes, barriers and enablers, IT 
tools and measurements over the past decade. 
Although there are many KM studies for both 
public and private sectors, most of them focus 
on the practice of international companies and 
western experiences, relatively few cases are 
reported on KM deployment and implementation 

in the Chinese community, especially for knowl-
edge intensive research and development (R&D) 
institutes whose missions are to serve traditional 
industries. To reveal some of the accomplishments 
gained in the Asia-Pacific region, this chapter 
presents and discusses the lessons learned from a 
particular case study in fostering the KM initiative 
and system in a research-oriented institute serving 
the metal industry.

KNOWLEDGE ASSETS IN R&D-
ORIENTED ORGANIZATIONS

R&D plays a fundamental role in the competitive-
ness of technological innovation. These R&D 
processes can primarily be seen as information 
transformation processes, transforming infor-
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mation about client orders, market demand and 
technological advancement into product and 
process designs (Drongelen et al., 1996). In the 
case of R&D organizations, knowledge workers 
synthesize tangible and intangible resources to 
create value-added knowledge-based products 
as their major outputs. These knowledge assets 
are indexed in terms of consultancy, innovative 
products, expert reports, and intellectual proper-
ties. The majority of professional knowledge and 
expertise frequently originates in the context and 
activity of research projects and industrial services 
implementations. In a project-based engineering 
firm, there are three main aspects of knowledge: 
technical, entrepreneurial and project manage-
ment knowledge (van Donk & Riezebos, 2005). 
From another point of view, types of project 
knowledge can be viewed as: knowledge about 
projects, in projects and from projects (Damm 
& Schindler, 2002). Knowledge for R&D work 
exists in various forms and sources as indicated 
in Table 1. The ability to manipulate R&D knowl-
edge highly depends on the type of knowledge 
source and form. For instance, internal-explicit 

knowledge is easy to collect and manage, while 
external-tacit knowledge requires a lot of efforts 
to acquire and maintain. Accordingly, when an 
organization wishes to incorporate KM, the first 
step is to implement knowledge audit to identify 
the sources of R&D knowledge and decide the 
management priority.

In practice, Paraponaris (2003) further indi-
cates that, for R&D process, knowledge could be 
viewed as a stock of regular object inventories to 
explore the potential for innovation. Nevertheless, 
the transfer of implicit knowledge among indi-
viduals is another story. Knowledge acquisition 
is not a matter of ‘copy, paste and save’ between 
individuals or teams with the knowledge to those 
without it (Sapsed et al., 2000). Knowledge shar-
ing networks, (i.e. communities of practice) 
provide a common purpose and effective links 
allow for repeated interactions that create knowl-
edge spillovers based on shared knowledge cre-
ation. Moreover, accumulation of personal 
knowledge in each individual is not totally 
equivalent to accumulation of embedded knowl-
edge in the organization. In other words, the 

Table 1. Forms and sources of R&D knowledge (Adapted from Parikh (2001) Modified with additions 
by Chang (2008)) 

Internal External

Tacit

Experiences/judgments* 
Insights/intuitions/beliefs* 
Educational background 
Cultural background 
Intra-organizational relationships 
Unwritten rules of thumb 
History and stories 
Master technicians 
Experts/researchers

Industry experts/consultants 
Industry best practices 
Communities of professions* 
Inter-organizational relationships 
Consumers 
Academic researchers 
Informal social networks* 
Other research organizations

Explicit

Organizational databases 
Information systems 
File systems 
Standard operating procedures 
Discussion minutes/trails 
Design and prototypes 
Product manuals 
Own patents 
Training courses* 
Machine/equipment* 
Manufacturing processes*

Trade publications 
External databases 
Benchmarking matrices 
Others’ patents 
Competitors’ products and manuals 
Academics research articles 
Specifications and design manuals 
Seminars and conferences* 
Standards 
Regulatory guidelines and governmental policies*
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implicit characteristics for tacit knowledge and 
collective knowledge in know-how and business 
service experiences, and a culture that is unwill-
ing to share within an organization, make knowl-
edge transformation, accumulation and sharing 
difficult (Szulanski, 1996).

Milliou examined the impact of R&D informa-
tion on innovation incentives and welfare (Mil-
liou, 2004). If members in such research teams 
can agilely and correctly acquire and assimilate 
organizational knowledge assets that are already 
known to other organizational units, they can ac-
celerate tasks and improve the quality of outputs. 
For example, Booz Allen & Hamilton employed 
a ‘knowledge engine’ to better distill and deploy 
the firm’s ideas and learning (Burgelman, et al., 
2004). There are still many immeasurable parts of 
knowledge assets, some R&D organizations have 
tried to issue intellectual capital reports in terms 
of human capital, structural capital and relational 
capital (Leitner & Warden, 2004). These organi-
zations found, during the measurement, that they 
learned more about their knowledge production 
processes and explored some productive uses of 
knowledge-based assets.

KM IN R&D-ORIENTED 
ORGANIZATIONS

In the context of R&D, the barriers to promoting 
institutional knowledge cycle are mainly decided 
by the choices made in the organization structure 
and R&D strategy, which in turn depend on the 
business strategy and other functional strategies 
within the organization (Drongelen, et al., 1996). 
Common KM barriers and enablers found in 
R&D-oriented organizations are reviewed in Table 
2. Most of the barriers and enablers are similar 
with those found in many companies. In brief, 
issues on culture, infrastructure and technology 
are the three main concerns for implementing 
KM in R&D-oriented organizations. In the past 
decade, many R&D-oriented organizations have 

paid great attention to incorporate KM into their 
strategic management and routine practices. From 
review of literature, we summarize some of the 
KM efforts including initiatives and strategies in 
R&D-oriented organizations, as shown in Table 
3. The focus of KM varies with the characteristics 
of R&D-oriented organizations. For instance, 
some organizations are concerned about knowl-
edge integration and management with external 
partners, while others might be more interested in 
managing R&D outputs of projects and securing 
the pass-on of expertise knowledge.

CASE BACKGROUND

In recent years R&D organizations have en-
countered many intensified challenges includ-
ing increase of domain complexity, evolution of 
technology, competition for research funds and 
management of new operation modes, i.e. serving 
the needs of industry more effectively so as to raise 
private funds from industries. Thus, competition 
through knowledge exploitation, transfer and le-
verage are reaching a new paradigm in this sector. 
In reaction to these structural changes, some gov-
ernment sponsored non-profit research-oriented 
organizations in Taiwan have voluntarily begun 
to incorporate new instruments for managing 
knowledge-related activities more effectively and 
efficiently. These R&D organizations, including 
Industrial Technology Research Institute (ITRI), 
Taiwan Textile Research Institute (TTRI), Institute 
for Information (III), and Metal Industries Re-
search & Development Centre (MIRDC) provide 
diversified professional R&D and information 
services for the government and local industry. In 
addition, they are paying to improve the produc-
tion, productivity and performance of knowledge 
and its management.

In view of the history of KM development 
within these R&D organizations, the first KM 
initiative was introduced into a joint industry 
market research project - Industrial Technology 
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and Information Services (ITIS). This project 
was sponsored by the Ministry of Economic Af-
fairs and has been operated jointly by eighteen 
R&D organizations since the early 90s. In the 
beginning, a Web-based knowledge bank was 
formed in 1999 to effectively manage industrial 
information collected by these eighteen institutes 
and later, they tried to build a cross-institute KM 
framework facilitated by a famous international 
consulting firm.

However, the project-based KM idea was not 
successfully implemented due to two obstacles: 
first, the KM framework proposed by the interna-

tional consulting firm was based on their own KM 
experiences acquired from a single organization 
and the characteristics of group dynamics within 
a single organization and cross-institutes were 
different in terms of power structure, culture and 
fellowship. Second, it was hard for the project 
members to get equivalent support from their 
mother institutes for contributing their time and 
spending as the contributions these project mem-
bers made to the cross-institute KM community 
could not be acknowledged to the full extent by an 
individual institute. In other words, the disposition 
of each institute toward the KM initiatives varied, 

Table 2. Common KM barriers and enablers found in R&D-oriented organizations (Source Chang 2008) 

R&D oriented cases KM barriers KM enablers or success factors

British Telecom Labs 
(Warren & Graham, 2000)

Not mentioned Building the network

KM in research and development 
(Armbrecht, et al., 2001)

Not mentioned Culture, infrastructure, technology

R&D cooperation project of 
Nokia, Airbus France and Airbus 
Germany 
(Barnard & Poyry, 2004)

Lack of good tools 
Differences between groups 
Changes in economic and business situation 
making people unwilling to share 
Lack of personal contacts 
Lack of time& high workloads

Adequate KM tools and procedures 
People involved making a conscious effort for 
sharing 
The presence of people who facilitate sharing and 
become personally acquainted with other groups, 
thus enhancing trust.

Role of tacit knowledge in 
innovation processes of small 
technology companies 
(Koskinen & Vanharanta, 2002)

Bureaucracy Coaching type of leadership 
Engaging technology companies and their 
customers in interactive learning and effective 
sharing of tacit knowledge

A survey focused on strategies 
and tactical moves employed by 
CKOs from 22 companies in the 
Geneva Knowledge Forum 
(Raub & Wittich, 2004)

Unable to target key actors 
Using the hierarchy to put pressure on resistors 
Overemphasizing IT aspects and putting IT in 
the driver’s seat 
Fostering knowledge network 
Purchasing ready-made KM solutions in the 
market 
Excessive reliance on outside experts for KM 
implementation 
Delivering a purpose 
Presenting KM as a management fashion 
Keeping KM vague or avoiding KM terminol-
ogy together

Targeting key actors 
Aligning KM with contributions from key func-
tional units 
Gaining support from line managers and top 
management 
Fostering knowledge network 
Identifying and leveraging existing KM initiatives 
Establishing networks with outside KM practi-
tioners 
Delivering a purposeful message 
Adapting the message to different target groups 
Focusing on business value 
Communicating KM ‘quick wins’

French national project for the 
automotive industry (Barthès & 
Tacla, 2002)

In R&D projects, there is simply no extra time 
to organize a complete knowledge capitalizing 
cycle.

Not mentioned

Enhancing knowledge sharing – 
case studies of nine companies 
in Taiwan 
(Hsu, 2006)

Not mentioned CEO’s commitment on: 
Continuous learning initiatives 
Performance management systems which moti-
vate employee knowledge sharing 
Information disclosure to create climate of sharing
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therefore the recognition of a psychology contract, 
i.e. the expectations that members have about each 
other in return, among participants was in vain as 
no one was willing to actively participate and take 
it seriously. Undoubtedly, a KM community that 
lacks comparable knowledge contributions from 
each party is destined to be a failure, but in spite 
of the downfall, this pilot plan did ignite sparks 
for these institutes to take further KM action. For 
instance, in 2000, ITRI began its KM journey by 
forming a KM interest group and in the next year 
kicked off an organizational-wide KM scheme 
focused on constructing a ‘competency network.’ 
Six areas including white light LED, nanotechnol-
ogy, water world, mobile information appliances, 
innovative R&D and human resources were chosen 
to pilot run the six communities of practice. In 
2003, MIRDC also pioneered its KM journey by 
initiating a KM plan for a limited number of project 

members and a few months later expanding to an 
organization-wide KM portal. To establish a set 
of effective practices for managing workspace 
knowledge, MIRDC tackled its KM challenges 
by activating changes in organizational learning 
and sharing, and introducing an integrated KM 
portal to enhance productivity of knowledge work 
(Chang et al., 2004).

Founded in 1963 by the United Nations and 
transferred to the Taiwanese government in 1968, 
MIRDC has positioned itself for researching and 
developing the leading technology of the metal 
industry and related industries in Taiwan. After 
42 years of development, MIRDC has blossomed 
into the third largest research organization super-
vised by the Department of Industrial Technology, 
Ministry of Economic Affairs of Taiwan. The 
Centre has devoted itself to innovative R&D and 
has been granted nearly 300 patents, it carries out 

Table 3. A review of KM initiative and strategies adopted by R&D organizations (Source Chang 2008) 

Cases KM initiatives Bridge people with people Bridge people with system

British Telecom 
Labs 
(Warren & Gra-
ham, 2000)

Generate and dis-
seminate technology 
trend and comparative 
R&D information

Regular research audits in groups allow 
cross-fertilization of tacit knowledge

Build a central database and intranet-
based directory 
Use groupware 
Adopt automated patent classifier

R&D cooperation 
project of Nokia, 
Airbus France and 
Airbus Germany 
(Barnard & Pöyry, 
2004)

Develop procedures 
and tools for facilitat-
ing and improving 
KM processes among 
partners

Not mentioned Build the Knowledge portal, i.e. WISE 
Easy access to all documents, tools and 
people 
Provide knowledge object (KO) annota-
tion to enhance tacit knowledge transfer 
and knowledge generation trace

Samsung Ad-
vanced Institute of 
Technology (Sohn, 
2004)

Develop and secure 
Samsung’s leading-
edge position in key 
technology areas

A careful combination of a KM system and 
reinforcement mechanism 
Adopt ‘knowledge intensive (KI) staff meet-
ings’ integrated into formal problem solving 
process to form extensive social network 
across technology boundaries

‘Praise Ground’ website that address 
activities or behavior of knowledge shar-
ing, creation, collaboration and problem 
solving

French national 
project for the au-
tomotive industry 
(Barthès & Tacla, 
2002)

Develop a means 
of managing the 
knowledge created in 
complex high priority 
urgent R&D projects 
efficiently.

Not mentioned Groupware and agent are integrated to 
offer an agent-supported portal for col-
laborative R&D work.

Enhancing knowl-
edge sharing – case 
studies of nine 
companies in Tai-
wan (Hsu, 2006)

Not mentioned Tutor and lecturer development program 
Workshop and forum 
Knowledge modularization

Not mentioned
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hundreds of R&D projects and offers an array 
of managerial and technological services to the 
government and industrial communities. MIRDC 
has now positioned itself on firm ground for the 
transition of technology from basic research to 
purposeful applications and in terms of scale, it 
can be rated as mid-scale among worldwide R&D 
organizations. The annual turnover was around 
US$26-28 million from 2000 to 2005 and has 
increased to US$40 million in 2007. The total 
number of employees in 2007 was around 572, 
29 with PhD qualifications and 275 with Master 
Degrees, the majority of them well educated and 
with an average experience of 11 years, forming 
a large talent pool for R&D services to Taiwanese 
industries.

Prior to the implementation of the KM plan, 
very few efforts were undertaken to identify, 
capture and transfer the knowledge assets within 
MIRDC. Workspace knowledge, including R&D 
expertise, domain know-how, best practices, 
project documents, administration and customer 
information, was not systematically collected and 
organized as all the information was scattered in 
various departments, different directories and 
separate databases. As a result, engineers often 
complained about the difficulties in acquiring and 
accessing necessary information and knowledge 
that existed in the centre, and were hard to find. 
In order to be innovative in R&D performance, 
the knowledge utilization activities should not 
only apply existing knowledge but should also 
transform it into new and creative knowledge, 
which provides competitive advantage. The centre 
had to discover a routine practice to enhance its 
knowledge cycle, driving the initiatives of KM 
in MIRDC.

FIVE STAGE KM APPROACH 
ADOPTED BY MIRDC

Previous studies indicated that IT solutions can 
efficiently facilitate explicit knowledge access 

and utilization, while implicit knowledge shar-
ing and transformation is decided by people-to-
people interactions (Gold, et al., 2001; Huber, 
1991). From our survey, MIRDC believes that the 
organizational management strategy, application 
of IT solutions, cultivation of an innovative and 
sharing culture, and gaining support at all levels 
are the major enablers of KM deployment as 
raised in knowledge auditing. Undoubtedly, this 
means that KM manipulation is a sophisticated 
and multi-disciplinary task. Building internal al-
liances can pave the way to initialize a KM plan. 
Thus, MIRDC organized a cross-departmental task 
force consisting of supervisors, IT personnel and 
human resource managers to handle KM planning, 
coordination and implementation. In addition, in 
our review, MIRDC was clearly aware that if it 
wished to succeed in promoting KM, a cohesive 
and evidence-based deployment framework had 
to be developed beforehand.

Therefore, through a synthesis of previous 
concepts and best practices (Holsapple & Joshi, 
1999; Rubenstein-Montano, 2001; Maier and 
Remus, 2003), MIRDC proposed a KM approach, 
which is further summarized as a five-stage KM 
approach including auditing, planning, execution, 
evaluation and reinforcement, shown in Figure 1.

MIRDC attempted to synergize previous 
frameworks and developed a more exhaustive 
KM deployment framework that not only high-
lights KM key concerns and drivers but also in-
cludes detailed assignments, check points of 
quality control/quality assurance and resource 
allocation.

KM AUDITING

Varied modes of operation within organizations 
require different types of knowledge assets as well 
as KM systems. This activity is the groundwork 
of KM, which aims to clarify and examine the 
basic questions of KM initiatives. Therefore, the 
major work of the KM auditing stage is to conduct 
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a status quo survey across various workspaces 
in the centre. The survey conducted in 2003 pri-
marily focused on the identification of needed 
knowledge assets, the current KM practices in 
each department, what gaps existed in KM, and 
consensus of KM vision and mission throughout 
the organization. Once these knowledge assets 
were identified and represented in the form of an 
organizational K-map, managers were provided 
with a whole picture of knowledge resources and 
knowledge gaps.

The KM task force conducted two internal stud-
ies within three months in 2003, a questionnaire 
and a focus study group. Firstly, an open-ended 
questionnaire was sent to all employees to elicit 
comments and information about the current KM 
practice, type of knowledge assets, and expecta-
tions of KM objectives. Sixty-one replies were 
collected. A summary response analysis report 
regarding overall KM needs was prepared as 
background information for the focus group study, 
which was held five times and eight to ten cross-
department employees were invited each time.

Through KM auditing, MIRDC found that the 
intrinsic KM needs come from the occurrence of 
a ‘knowledge vacuum’, one of the greatest fears 
of organizational management, which refers to the 
losing of proper possession or the inability of uni-
fied government over organizational knowledge. 

After thoroughly examining the management sta-
tus of explicit and tacit knowledge, MIRDC found 
that a crisis of knowledge vacuum did exist for 
both types of knowledge that could be worsened 
if no actions were taken. Table 4 summarizes the 
KM gaps/barriers found in knowledge audits.

First of all, the management of explicit knowl-
edge was problematic as the majority of it (see 
Table 5) was dispersed and fragmented, due to 
the inherent individualism of the various depart-
ments. This explicit knowledge could be treated 
as a series of knowledge objects (KOs) and was 
supposed to be easy to handle but did not receive 
enough attention to be effectively managed as 
assets.

KM PLANNING

This activity defines the objectives, scope, strat-
egies and approaches of the KM plan. Prior to 
implementing KM, one elementary issue is how 
to integrate it with the organization’s vision and 
mission. For the sake of attaining KM goals and 
closing the KM gaps, two simple and straight-
forward strategies were formulated; ‘bridging 
people with systems’ and ‘bridging people with 
people’ as shown in Table 6. By applying the 
‘Plan-Do-Check-Action Cycle’ the KM deploy-

Figure 1. Five-stage KM approach and critical tasks involved (Source Chang (2008))
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ment framework was thoroughly configured in 
the planning stage to ensure every KM effort 
would be implemented and coordinated in an 
appropriate way.

KM EXECUTION

This activity represents an effort to realize the 
goals of KM in routine practice. Even though 
knowledge sharing and information exchange 
is part of the Taiwanese culture and is a strong 
advantage over U.S. organizations (Stankosky, 
2005), knowledge sharing and transfer does not 
spontaneously happen in a R&D organization as 
employee motivation for knowledge exchange is 
certainly influenced by national cultural norms. 
Hsu (2006) indicated that Chinese people tend to 
divide their ‘gainsharing’ circle into an ‘ingroup’ 

and an ‘outgroup’, and only the ‘ingroup’ can ef-
fortlessly enjoy knowledge sharing. Furthermore, 
influenced by Chinese culture, employees in 
Taiwan are often conservative when expressing 
their opinions because they were taught to re-
spect corporate power structures and behavioral 
norms, and that managers’ knowledge is superior 
to that of employees (Pun K. et al., 2000). As a 
result, challenges like relation circles, evalua-
tion anxiety and power barriers need to be faced 
when organizations in Taiwan wish to encourage 
knowledge sharing in KM practices (Hsu, 2006). 
KM is a series of long-term systematic processes 
and to combine them with synergies, people and 
tools, MIRDC established a sophisticated KM 
deployment framework as shown in Figure 2. In 
order to tackle the knowledge vacuum existent in 
MIRDC and avoid the KM gap, this framework 
covers the assignments, steps and control points 

Table 4. Summary of KM gaps/barriers found in knowledge audits (Source Chang (2008)) 

Aspects KM gaps/barriers

General issues

Lack of KM strategies and their alignment with organizational strategies 
Management support is not strong 
Researchers lack time and have high workloads, thus inhibiting their participation in KM activities 
KM activities are not tightly integrated with workflow 
The necessity awareness of KM among employees is poor

Explicit knowl-
edge

Knowledge is dispersed and management of explicit knowledge is problematic and unsystematic 
Hard to reach distributed databases and lack of KM portal
Lack of on-line collaboration platform 
Search efficiency for explicit knowledge objects is low 
Management of PKO, such as MS PowerPoint files, is insufficient. 
No clear regulations and procedures guiding the production, sharing and accumulation of explicit knowledge\

Implicit knowl-
edge

Rigidity of bureaucratic structure categorized by technology fields and each department operated as profit-center 
Cross department R&D networking is inadequate so that new knowledge creation, i.e. innovation, is slow
Internal expert skills directory is not available 
Lack of mechanisms and incentives to encourage implicit knowledge sharing

Table 5. Various forms of KO identified from knowledge auditing (Source Chang & Li (2007)) 

Origins Forms of knowledge objects

R&D works Patent documents, research logs, research reports, manuals, experiment records, engineering drawings, technical speci-
fications and project management notes

Education and 
training

Training reports, best practices, lessons learned, policy and strategy declarations, norms and rules

Customer account Customer profiles, customer contact records, proposals, bid files, market analysis reports and marketing plans
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for systematically managing KM progress by 
developing a series of ‘small steps’ within the 
five stages to deliberately manage the KM plan. 
For example, the first step of KM planning is to 
propose the KM plan to management in order to 
gain support and resources.

The major tasks in the KM execution stage 
can be divided into two groups. For the KM task 
force, their job mainly focused on developing the 
KM portal, facilitating organizational change and 
managing the KM progress. For example, to fa-
cilitate organizational change, the following ac-

Table 6. KM visions, strategies and goals of MIRDC (Source Chang & Li (2007)) 

KM visions

Enriched knowledge, diversified learning, interesting work, 
concrete impartation, faster processing, and quality output.

KM strategies KM goals

Bridging people with 
systems

1. A centralized knowledge repository, mainly powered by Lotus Notes, is used to store all knowledge objects 
as identified in knowledge auditing. 
2. Establish a KM portal to connect individual information systems which are dispersed at different sites.

Bridging people with 
people

1. Develop industry-focused communities of practice to call for a horizontal network platform that links 
employees to enable knowledge sharing. 
2. Link KM with collaborative R&D process management.

Figure 2. KM Deployment Framework in MIRDC (Source Chang & Li (2007))
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tions were undertaken: formulate the KO output 
and submission procedures in a rules and regula-
tions system, arrange five training seminars to 
present the KM concept and KM portal, and hold 
activities to promote the KM portal. The primary 
issues to be communicated in the trainings were: 
the kind of KM that was going to be carried out, 
the functionalities of the KM portal and how 
personal benefit associations were made. Parallel 
to the task force actions, the knowledge workers 
in R&D teams and administrative units were 
obliged to submit KO in response to the rules and 
regulations. This was particularly effective since 
most R&D projects were sponsored by the gov-
ernment and all R&D outputs had to be as re-
quested in the contracts. All the R&D outputs and 
related reports were recorded as part of the em-
ployee’s evaluation system. Nevertheless, MIRDC 
generated the administration databases for human 
affairs, accounting, procurement and internal news 
postings so that employees were free to access 
those databases to search for useful information.

In the planning stage the management also 
found that horizontal knowledge exchange and 
communications for creating a total solution to 
the clients were inadequate and inefficient due to 
a rigid hierarchical structure with the technology 
classifications. To initiate lateral communications 
and knowledge sharing across disciplines, MIRDC 
established six industry-focused communities of 
practice in 2005 and 2006 respectively. These areas 
were precision and micro parts/assembly, moulds 
and dies, transportation vehicle parts/assembly, 
flat panel display, motor and export-oriented 
metal fabricated products. However these com-
munities did not work well and additional actions 
were taken to enhance collaborative innovation. 
Two adjustments are argued in later sections. 
The promotion of KM awareness and initiatives 
to all departments influences the success of KM 
implementation in MIRDC, hence the task force 
has spent great efforts to promote KM awareness 
and educate employees about KM portal features. 
The successful introduction of the KM portal can 

be attributed to the following promotional activi-
ties and incentive programs:

• To encourage novice users to use the KM 
portal. The task force held a KM por-
tal knowledge seeking game and offered 
rewards (convenience store coupons), 
nearly a quarter of the total employees 
participated;

• Periodically published KM e-news to keep 
employees/staff aware of KM progress and 
the latest updates;

• Modified organization rules and regula-
tions to bring changes to work habits;

• Communication with managers to gain 
basic support for auditing the KO’s 
production;

• Invitation of two R&D teams to test run-
ning an ontology-enabled document man-
agement and collaboration system by re-
warding a free notebook to the team;

• Encouraging sharing of non work-related 
postings such as recreational topics, inter-
net jokes, inspiring stories and quotations 
to create an informal and receptive KM 
culture.

The three-layered architecture of MIRDC’s 
KM portal is illustrated in Figure 3. The infra-
structure services layer integrates various internal 
information systems and collaboration systems 
including the MIS system, Lotus Notes system, 
homepages of Websites, library system, E-learning 
system and individual file systems. The middle 
knowledge services layer aims to promote the 
knowledge cycle. Thus, knowledge services in-
cluding workflow management, document man-
agement, search engine and K-map are integrated 
to support such processes. The upper presentation 
services layer benefits users by providing access 
to a unified application for KM processes. The 
KM portal uses a Java-enabled Web interface 
for easy browsing and accessing of information 
and knowledge. Personal alert messages from 
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workflow management systems and operational 
databases are delivered to meet the specific needs 
of a user whenever he/she logs onto the portal.

KM EVALUATION

This stage refers to the activity of examining the 
impact of KM implementation on the organization 
and the performance of the KM system. A thor-
ough assessment of KM solutions usually involves 
evaluating the extent to which knowledge cycles 
are supported. Practically speaking, MIRDC did 
not take this KM plan from an academic perspec-
tive, thus it was unable to conduct a sophisticated 
evaluation for both the bridging people with sys-
tems strategy and the bridging people with people 
strategy. Alternatively, it assessed the success of 
KM through a user satisfaction survey for the KM 
portal system. These evaluations were important 
as they enabled the assessment of the effectiveness 
and usability of a developed KM system (Nagi 
and Wat, 2005).

First of all, the IT engineers tried to enhance 
the system stability based on user feedback. Later 

the IT managers interviewed heavy users in the 
first quarter of 2004 after introducing the KM 
portal and collected comments about how the 
portal could be further improved to fulfill their 
needs. Accordingly, in the second quarter of 2004, 
IT engineers added new functionalities to make 
it as robust as possible, which included on-line 
administration approval, personal workflow alerts 
and on-line booking. A user opinion survey was 
then conducted by asking several open questions 
about user perceptions of the KM portal, which 
72 users responded. The results showed that most 
users were satisfied with the improved system 
that offered the following benefits in facilitating 
knowledge work and knowledge flows across the 
organization:

• Almost all staff users enjoyed the conve-
nient single sign-on and integrated work-
flow functions such as MIS and Notes on-
line approval in the KM portal;

• More centralized knowledge storage, and 
more efficient knowledge discovery across 
dispersed databases facilitated by a search 
engine. For instance, most engineers and 

Figure 3. Three-layered architecture of MIRDC’s KM portal (Source Chang & Li (2007))
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managers felt a great ease in browsing var-
ious technical and training reports and then 
posting articles of interest;

• The on-line personalized workflow infor-
mation for daily work could give timely 
reminders for users and improve work-ef-
ficiency. Integration of personalized daily 
workflow and routine practices such as 
project alerts, accounting alerts and facili-
ties arrangement with the KM portal is a 
dominant function to the sustainability of 
the KM portal. Any information manage-
ment system that is isolated from routine 
practices is expected to fail in the long run;

• (4)Users were satisfied with the daily in-
dustry e-news provided by a Web spider, 
which gave a quick glance at the everyday 
news. The news headlines were then stored 
in the database and could be searched for 
future R&D work;

• Employees located at the MIRDC head-
quarters and in two regional offices in dif-
ferent cities were happy with the simul-
taneous administrative announcements 
without solicitation.

The growth of the KM portal usage is another 
factor to evaluate. The initial daily usage count 
was nearly fifty and after improving the KM 
portal functionalities based on user opinions, the 
average daily user count gradually grew as shown 
in next section. This evidence supports that the 
popularity of the new KM system was decided by 

the effective integration with the existing tools 
and culture. A rough estimate of the general cost 
of the KM deployment program throughout the 
organization in time and operational resources is 
given in Table 7. Total man power spent on the 
KM deployment program was estimated about 
18 man-months including the time spent by the 
task force, IT engineers and employees. Expenses 
spent on commercial software and KM portal 
construction was around US$62,000.

This activity concerns the continuous improve-
ment based on user responses and availability of 
new tools. The final stage in the manipulation of 
KM consists of monitoring progress and making 
adjustments accordingly on an ongoing basis. 
Following the introduction of the KM plan, more 
sophisticated KM portal functionalities (bridging 
people with systems) and knowledge sharing 
activities (bridging people with people) were 
implemented every few months, as indicated in 
Figure 4, to make the KM portal even more 
popular. These reinforcements consist of the link-
age with daily workflow as work proceeds (e.g. 
providing on-line administration approval and 
project report alerts), customer directory and 
personal messages (e.g. unknown work leaves, 
unchecked travel expenses), and automatic email 
publishing on the KM portal.

These reinforcements echoed user feedback 
and encouraged users to interact with the system 
and other people, significantly increasing the 
average daily usage of the portal as new functions 
were added.

Table 7. Estimate of general costs of the KM deployment (Source Chang & Li (2007)) 

Types of cost Items Spending

Manpower Time of cross-department task force spent throughout the deployment process 10 man-months

Time of internal IT engineers spent on configuring and setting up the IT platform 5 man-months

Others (time of employees spent on interviews and questionnaire) 3 man-months

Expenses IT software expenses (mainly for search engine, web spider and project workflow 
groupware)

US$30,000

Portal development by external IT service provider US$32,000
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As suggested by Barthès and Tacla (2002), the 
KM system must contain all the administrative and 
organizational knowledge deemed to be necessary 
for smoothing the user’s work. We found similar 
evidence from MIRDC experiences. By the first 
quarter of 2006 the average daily usage reached 
130 which indicated that roughly one third of the 
employees in the offices would log onto the KM 
portal to support their daily work. Perhaps this is 
not such a great achievement in comparison with 
other famous international research organizations, 
but at least it demonstrates that MIRDC has suc-
cessfully embedded the application of the KM 
portal into their organization. This case revealed 
that accessible central document management, in-
tegrated workflow system with personal alerts and 
on-line information sharing are essential to KM.

KM DEPLOYMENT IN R&D CONTEXT

Having reviewed the KM developments in 
MIRDC, this section will deliver the overall 
managerial implications for the KM field. The KM 
deployment framework is an enhanced approach 

in terms of applying process quality assurance 
and quality control concepts in KM implementa-
tion. Compared with other KM arguments which 
are mainly focused on the knowledge spiral or 
knowledge cycle (Holsapple & Joshi, 2002), the 
five-stage approach offers a holistic view of KM 
manipulation activities and serves as a clear and 
reliable guideline to assure that every step of 
KM implementation is properly undertaken. To 
examine the commonality and specificity of the 
KM deployment framework adopted by MIRDC, 
we conducted a literature review.

There are three types of KM frameworks with 
varied factors focused and questions concerned, 
i.e. system approach, step approach and hybrid 
approach as illustrated in Figure 5.

Based on our analysis, the MIRDC’s KM 
deployment framework was designed in an attempt 
to fully answer the question of why, what, when, 
where, who and how of KM. This is analogous 
with the hybrid approach which covers the over-
all perspectives of KM and is generally applicable 
in different workspaces. On the other hand, con-
sidering the specific nature of the project operation 
in the MIRDC context, the common communica-

Figure 4. Portal functionality replenishments & usage growth (Source Chang (2008))
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tion protocols existing in MIRDC such as speci-
fying assignments of KM task forces, control 
points and resource allocation are embedded in 
the deployment framework which allows manag-
ers to closely watch over the progress of KM and 
make adjustments when necessary.

Sharing and teamwork are common disciplines 
in the Taiwanese education system. Consequently, 
Taiwanese knowledge workers are more open to 
sharing thoughts and ideas, especially if they are 
encouraged to communicate (Stankosky, 2005). 
One primary solution to enhance knowledge 
flow between employee and across departmental 
boundaries is the structuring of social network 
(Dahl and Pedersen, 2005). However, not all social 
contacts diffuse knowledge. Our study observed 
that a rigid hierarchical R&D structure due to 
technology segmentation in MIRDC actually 
inhibited the dynamics of the knowledge cycle 
across domains and between departments, making 
it no longer able to meet today’s business demand 
for total solutions in one-stop.

MIRDC found that a parallel collaborative 
R&D structure with a focused industry interest 
across departments would streamline the sharing, 
exploitation and leverage of knowledge assets, 

thus to enhance the transfer of tacit knowledge, 
sharing should become a standard activity, not 
only for short-term projects. This is the reason 
why MIRDC started formulating six industry-
focused communities of practice since mid 2005 
in the hope of blending together individuals who 
have varying expertise and know-how. However 
it was observed that the organizational climate 
change to a more interactive one was slower 
than expected. One main reason was the lack of 
strong support from managers across departments 
and limited resources allocated to these loosely 
coupled communities.

To tackle this problem and promote knowledge 
innovation across domains and among engineers, 
MIRDC transformed some of the communities 
into industry-focused work teams, i.e. ‘Mission 
Offices’, to solidify the value system of team-
building. This change can be viewed as an evolu-
tion of the social network structure for solidifying 
interactive levels between employees. Necessary 
budget was allocated to these ‘Mission Offices’ to 
recruit specialists from various departments so that 
they could integrate their diversified knowledge 
and make the greatest contributions and produce 
innovations in the industry service.

Figure 5. An analysis of KM implementation frameworks (Source Chang (2008))
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In addition, previous studies revealed that the 
acquisition and transfer of tacit knowledge can 
be enhanced by action learning. This is a process 
through which participants learn with and from 
each other by mutual support, advice and ques-
tioning, as they work on real issues or practical 
problems while carrying out real responsibilities 
under real conditions (Koskinen and Vanharanta, 
2002). Therefore, MIRDC strengthened another 
new mechanism of bridging people with people 
called ‘Pioneer & Innovation Program’ by al-
locating more research funds. This program was 
initiated to encourage cooperation among cross-
departmental engineers by submitting collabora-
tive innovation ideas about new technologies or 
new applications of existing technologies. The 
budget supported the realization of the approved 
ideas, then knowledge exchange among engineers 
and new ideas began to boom. For instance, in 2005 
the quantity of conception-type proposals (max. 
sponsorship US$30,000/each) and exploration-
type proposals (max. sponsorship US$180,000/
each) was 24 and 9 respectively, and it increased 
to 44 and 14 in 2006.

It is found that the ‘Pioneer & Innovation 
Program’ serves as a KM interaction platform for 
conceptualizing innovative ideas and discussing 
their feasibility by including other parts of the 
organization in the process. Meanwhile, through 
proper horizontal networking KM can help to 
identify and address gaps in the firm’s core tech-
nology area and explore emerging areas.

It was observed that engineers were more likely 
to contribute their ideas under funding support 
and engaged in a sense of purposeful competi-
tion and operated under a project-based scheme. 
This contrasted with the original undisciplined 
and free knowledge share in KM communities, 
which often produced unproductive results. To 
deal with technological complexity and rapid 
change, this case illustrated that the fostering of 
‘co-opertition’ (a combination of co-operation 
and competition) in a R&D context is a key to 
boosting the value of intellectual capital. Pure 

competition, i.e. profit center mode, will tend to 
deter individuals from sharing knowledge, even if 
it will lead to new knowledge and to greater rates 
of innovation. Thus we agree with Brännback 
(2003) that competition and cooperation usually 
co-exist in a network and enable the formation 
of Ba across different ontological dimensions.

We also found that what MIRDC has con-
ducted is analogous to the work and findings of 
Díaz-Díaz, et al. (2006). They identified two tacit 
knowledge mechanisms, namely technological 
alliance as channels for the transfer of knowl-
edge, and the inter-firm mobility of engineers 
that would stimulate generation and integration 
of new organizational knowledge. Job changes 
help to build social networks across groups of 
firms by bridging the gaps between them (Dahl 
and Pedersen, 2005). Additionally, Möller and 
Svahn (2004) suggested that by constructing a 
strategic-innovation net and developing functional 
responsibilities, the collectivist and individualist 
could be merged and communication barriers 
between employees overcome.

Suitably flexible and united task communica-
tion in an environment with a fixed reward and 
control structure has been proved to successfully 
create a more comprehensive and interactive 
information flow among team members (Brown 
and Eisenhardt, 1995; Kpskinen & Vanharanta, 
2002), which is beneficial to creative works.

Figure 6 illustrates the knowledge network gap 
(KNG) between departments bridged by ‘Pioneer 
& Innovation Program’ and ‘Mission Offices’. 
As a result, by interweaving two horizontal 
networking instruments, i.e. ‘Mission Offices’, 
and ‘Pioneer & Innovation Program’, with the 
vertical management hierarchy, and by adopting 
departmental knowledge sharing quantity as a 
rating factor in the yearly performance evalua-
tion, MIRDC has successfully tackled the KM 
challenges in the Chinese context like relation 
circles, evaluation anxiety and power barriers, 
as indicated previously.
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This study further compared MIRDC’s KM 
networks with other literatures as illustrated in 
Figure 7. The formation of ‘Mission Offices’ 
naturally incur job changes and inter-firm mobil-
ity, while ‘Pioneer & Innovation Program’ acts 
like a technological alliance and a strategic in-
novation net.

AN INTEGRATED VIEW OF KM 
DYNAMICS

It is widely perceived that technology alone 
does not offer a complete solution to manage 
organizational knowledge; an extensive change 
at behavioral, cultural and organizational level is 
needed to make KM successful (Barnard & Pöyry, 
2004). Socio-technical perspective is another KM 
approach to understand the interweaving of social 
and technical factors in the way people work and 
adapt. Pan & Scarbrough (1998) claimed that a 
successful implementation of KM should comprise 
three socio-technical components:

• Infrastructure – refers to the technical 
components such as hardware and soft-
ware that enables the communications and 
interactions between people,

• Info-structure – incorporates a set of for-
mal rules and norms governing exchanges 
and sense making between people;

• Info-culture – involves the background 
knowledge embedded in social relations 
and work group process plus core values 
and beliefs influencing employees’ will-

Figure 6. KNG bridged by P&I program and 
mission offices (Source Chang (2008))

Figure 7. Comparison of mechanisms of KM networks (Source Chang (2008))
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ingness to exchange knowledge and help 
solve problems.

Snowden (2003) also discusses that the engi-
neering approaches have become a hygiene factor 
in KM implementation. Furthermore, Hsu’s study 
(2006) suggested a stage model of knowledge 
sharing in the Chinese context. At first, organiza-
tional knowledge sharing can be supported with IT 
tools and networking at a time when a company 
seeks to achieve knowledge centralization and 
modularization. Once this routine is established 
and self-normalizing, the company is changed 
from the role of manager to facilitator, which 
encourages a sharing climate. Consequently, based 
on our observation of MIRDC’s experiences and 
reviewed literature, we argue that different angles 
of KM approaches and organizational behavior 
studies are analogous with each other.

Herzberg’s two factor theory (Herzberg, 
Mausner & Snyderman, 1959) states that peoples’ 
attitudes about work and the social-technical KM 
perspective can be mapped harmoniously. Figure 
8 presents the integrated view between MIRDC’s 
KM practices, two factor theory and the social-
technical view of KM.

For KM enforcement, we argue that IT tools 
act as hygiene factors which can create KM dis-
satisfaction, but their presence alone does not 
motivate or create satisfaction. On the other hand, 
a sharing culture, trusting relationships and respect 
based on personal knowledge contributions are 
motivating factors that determine KM advance-
ment and achievement. Therefore, KM practitio-
ners should be aware of that under high IT condi-
tions (hygiene factors) and low sharing cultures 
(motivating factors), employees often have few 
complaints but are not highly motivated, while 
low IT availability and high sharing culture rep-

Figure 8. MIRDC’s KM approach, T-F theory and S-T perspective (Source Chang (2008))
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resents a situation where KM involvement is 
exciting and challenging, but complaints about 
supporting IT conditions occur.

Regarding the KM social-technical perspec-
tive, the three components play different roles. 
Info-structure serves as the ground rules and 
standards that guide the process of KM imple-
mentation.

The infrastructure of KM has higher impacts 
on explicit knowledge management and lower 
impacts on implicit knowledge management, 
while info-culture primarily decides the degree of 
networking between knowledge workers, which 
leads to the openness of sharing critical knowl-
edge stored in the minds of people. This leads to 
a schema of the interaction between MIRDC’s 
approach to KM, mapped onto Herzberg’s ‘Two 
Factor Theory’ (T-F theory) and a social-technical 
perspective (S-T perspective) as shown in Figure 8.

KM FAILURE ANALYSIS AND 
LESSONS LEARNED

Successful implementation of KM in MIRDC 
is very much dependent on the promotion of 
KM awareness within the organization and the 
implementation of a good reward mechanism to 
encourage contributions from engineers. Table 
8 reviews the KM gaps and barriers found in 
knowledge audits and related ‘remediation’ ap-
proaches adopted by MIRDC. In order to keep 
all parties involved, various activities such as 
focus group meetings, weekly KM news and 
competitive incentive programs are important to 
encourage user participation. Meanwhile, nonstop 
improvements on the KM portal and KM process 
play an important role to show the organization’s 
commitment to continuous growth in this area. 
The usage growth trend of the KM portal clearly 

Table 8. Review of KM gaps/barriers and approaches adopted by MIRDC (Source Chang (2008)) 

Dimensions KM gaps/barriers MIRDC’s approach

General issues Lack of KM strategies and their alignment with organizational 
strategies 
Management support is not strong 
Researchers lack time and have high workloads, thus inhibit-
ing their participation in KM activities 
Necessity awareness of KM among employees is poor

Develop KM strategies and policies 
Gain fund from project leaders 
Integrate KM portal with daily administration 
workflow 
 
 
KM promotion activities

Explicit knowl-
edge

Knowledge assets have not been clearly defined 
Management of explicit knowledge is problematic and unsys-
tematic 
Hard to reach distributed databases and lack of KM portal
Lack of on-line collaboration platform 
 
Management of presentational KO, such as MS PowerPoint 
files, is problematic. 
Search efficiency for explicit knowledge objects is low 
No clear regulations and procedures guiding the production, 
sharing and accumulation of explicit knowledge

Conduct knowledge audit and focused group 
discussion 
Use Lotus Notes as the central knowledge reposi-
tory 
Connect distributed databases through a KM portal
Invite two R&D teams to test run a project col-
laboration platform 
Develop a presentational KO management proto-
type system 
Outsource an intelligent Chinese search engine 
Formulate KM regulation and assign responsibili-
ties

Implicit knowl-
edge

Rigidity of bureaucratic structure categorized by technology 
fields and each department operates as profit-center 
Cross department R&D networking is inadequate so that new 
knowledge creation, i.e. innovation, is slow 
Expert skills and customer directory are not available 
Lack of mechanisms and incentives to encourage implicit 
knowledge sharing

Firstly formulate six industry-focused communities 
of practice, then replaced by mission offices 
Start the Pioneer & Innovation program 
 
Partly supported by KM portal
 
Enhanced by mission office and Pioneer & Innova-
tion program
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proves the Taiwanese saying: ‘Employees follow 
what their leaders do, not what they say’.

Except for the transformation of failed com-
munities of practice to ‘Mission Offices’ and 
‘Pioneer & Innovation Program’, during the pro-
cess of KM deployment in MIRDC, there are 
some KM efforts that were not successfully imple-
mented as expected:

• On-line R&D project collaboration: failure 
reasons may be owed to project engineers 
working in proximity, non-user-friendly 
collaboration platform and utilization of 
collaboration platform not obliged;

• KM strategies not intimately aligned with 
organizational strategies: After launching 
the KM portal, engineers enjoyed ever han-
dy knowledge sharing and access, however 
the alignment between KM pursuit and or-
ganizational performance remains vague. 
One major reason is the weak commitment 
from top management;

• The transfer of organizational tacit knowl-
edge, i.e. passing on the know-how and 
philosophy behind the engineering draw-
ings, cannot be systematically measured 
and secured.

There are two more lessons we have learned 
from this case. The first one relates to the politics 
among key stakeholders. After reporting the KM 
plan, the KM task force found that top manage-
ment does not seem to plan to allocate enough 
resources as expected. In a wish to launch the KM 
plan and establish the KM portal, the task force 
communicated with two general project leaders to 
improve document management, patent manage-
ment and on-line project collaboration, and the 
leaders were persuaded and endowed half of the 
budget. In other words, in a hierarchical structure 
paralleled with intensive project operations, i.e. a 
matrix system, there are different ways to acquire 
the resources you need to accomplish the goals. 
The second lesson learned relates to the package 

of KM activity. Perhaps it is better not to loudly 
advocate the term KM to enforce the management 
of knowledge because in many situations, KM 
might seem dangerous to employees in terms of 
job security and extra workload. Like the formation 
of ‘Mission Offices’ and ‘Pioneer & Innovations 
Program’ in MIRDC, they were not launched and 
announced by the name of KM, however they 
actually trigged lateral knowledge interactions, 
circulation and creation.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this case study contributes to the 
KM research in three aspects. First of all, this 
chapter reviews the development of KM among 
Taiwanese R&D organizations, contributing to a 
field which has not been extensively studied in 
previous literature. Secondly, this case reveals a 
very sophisticated deployment process for manag-
ing existing knowledge in the R&D workspace 
that could be very useful for other organizations 
in guiding and implementing a KM plan. Finally, 
this case echoes other studies which have identi-
fied that the organization structure can create 
significant effects on KM achievements. Many 
researches have revealed that the diffusion of 
knowledge between firms, departments and teams 
can take place either through formalized collabo-
ration or through informal social network (Dahl 
& Pedersen, 2005).

Social networks among R&D engineers carry 
knowledge across organization boundaries. Sev-
eral factors limit the scale and depth of social 
networks and communities including frequency 
of communication, physical proximity, mutual 
disclosure of information and mutual trust, etc. 
The case study emphasizes the perspective that 
a rigid hierarchical R&D structure through tech-
nology segmentation should also incorporate 
a parallel R&D collaboration structure that is 
cross-departmental and industry-focused to obtain 
horizontal networking and interactive knowledge 
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sharing. A parallel R&D collaboration can actively 
enforce the occurrence of information trading, 
the exchange of information between employees 
working for different interests in the organization.

With respect to the commonality and specificity 
of the KM deployment framework, based on the 
characteristics of our case, we suggest that the 
KM experiences gained from MIRDC might be 
generally applicable to other institutes that have 
similar organization structure and routine opera-
tion mode, i.e. technology-segmented organization 
structure, project-based operation and non-profit 
orientation.
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Chapter  4.8

ABSTRACT

Collaboration is fundamental to the goals and suc-
cess of knowledge management (KM) initiatives 
aimed at supporting decision making and problem 
solving. Yet many KM approaches and systems 
do not provide explicit mechanisms which allow 
knowledge to be collaboratively built up, validated 
and reconciled so that the more general goals of 
knowledge sharing and reuse can be achieved. 
In domains such as the call center, problems and 
solutions need to be created, retrieved, reworked 
and reused by multiple individuals and typically 
involves the use of multiple knowledge manage-
ment tools, knowledge scattered across disparate 
sources and implicit “know-how”. Acquiring, 
accessing, maintaining, sharing, reconciling and 
reusing knowledge in its various forms are par-

ticular challenges in the call center domain where 
the knowledge needed is complex and constantly 
changing made worse by short-term knowledge 
workers. The approach suggested allows knowl-
edge, in the form of rules, to be incrementally 
acquired as the problem arises, in the form of cases, 
as part of the daily routine. Using the approach, 
knowledge workers are able to collaboratively and 
incrementally capture and maintain the heuristics 
they use daily for trouble-shooting. Further the 
system is designed to integrate to a wide variety 
of information and knowledge sources including 
legacy systems, recognizing the investment and 
value of such sources and minimizing the need to 
duplicate existing resources. This paper reports 
experiences and issues with knowledge manage-
ment systems in the call center environment. A case 
study conducted during 2003-2006 is presented 
which describes how users found the incumbent 
systems and a prototype knowledge management 
system embodying the above approach.

Debbie Richards
Macquarie University, Australia
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INTRODUCING THE CALL CENTER

In the period 2003-2006 we1 have been work-
ing with the Sydney-based call center in a large 
multinational Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT) organization, which will be 
referred to as ORG X. Trouble-shooting failures 
or reduced system performance on the client’s 
equipment was difficult and time consuming 
due to the complex environments involving 
multiple vendors, machines, software products 
and topologies, in an infinite number of combina-
tions. It was no longer possible to expect a single 
expert to quickly find and resolve such issues. A 
better approach was needed, to allow both the 
accumulation of knowledge with guided trouble-
shooting techniques, along with interfaces to all 
other relevant knowledge bases and data sources. 
The call center of ORG X received around 5,000 
customer problem tickets per day globally, 1000 
were emailed automatically from faulty equipment 
to the support center’s case tracking software and 
another 4,000 per day came from customers, taking 
on average 2 hours to solve. According to their 
2004 Annual Report, ORG X’s cost of services 
as a whole were in the order of $US1 billion per 
annum. Better (re)use of trouble-shooting knowl-
edge could save time and result in improvements 
to the bottom line.

Timely retrieval of the pertinent knowledge is 
an issue for all call centers involved in problem-
solving. Additionally, while not necessarily true 
of ORG X, opportunities for career advancement 
in call centers are typically limited and motivation 
tends to be low with levels of ‘churn’ (the percent-
age of staff that need replacing) for call centers 
averaging around 31 percent, and as high as 51 
percent among outsourced centers (Batt, Doellgast 
and Kwon, 2005). A knowledge management 
system which would allow call center workers 
to handle the routine problems more quickly and 
solve more of the interesting problems that were 
commonly passed to higher, usually more tech-
nical, levels of customer support, could provide 

greater employee satisfaction and stability as well 
improve the company’s reputation and customer 
satisfaction.

A number of research instruments and tech-
niques were used during this project. We began 
with an exploratory approach in the form of an 
indepth case study at our host organization together 
with review of vendor offerings and the related 
literature. The case study involved interviews, 
observation and surveys but moved into action 
research (as defined by Gummesson 2000) as 
we participated in the life of the organization and 
sought to improve the current knowledge manage-
ment solution through the design, development 
and testing of a prototype.

Next let us consider the call center further by 
looking at the systems currently in use and the 
issues related to knowledge management.

CALL CENTER KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT AND 
SUPPORTING SYSTEMS

Traditional call center knowledge management 
software has supported case tracking of informa-
tion such as customer details and the problem 
description including the product affected, op-
erating system, version number, relevant error 
codes and who has been assigned to solve the 
case. These systems can be seen as an extension 
to Customer Relationship Management (CRM) 
systems. Integrating concepts related to CRM and 
KM recognizes the value of customers, the value 
of knowledge relating to products and services and 
the value of managing knowledge for, about and 
from customers (Gebert et al. 2003). Tradition-
ally clients call front-line personnel but facilities 
for clients to directly enter, and sometimes solve 
their problems are becoming more common. In 
our domain the problem cases/tickets may be ma-
chine generated and electronically forwarded. The 
Internet has opened up the possibility of “customer 
coaching” or “one to one marketing” via technolo-
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gies such as voice over IP (VOIP), conferencing 
and joint web browsing (Hampe, 1999).

Moving beyond the traditional model often 
requires redesign of workflows and user interfaces 
and upskilling of the call center staff. For example, 
Grundel and Schneider-Hufschmidt (1999) offered 
a custom built user interface for the call center 
environment in which calls and problems are 
passed from person to person and perhaps from 
a range of different device types, ranging from 
PCs to small handheld personal digital assistants 
(PDAs) using direct manipulation interfaces. XML 
to mark-up (web-based) documents is another 
key to supporting Service Centers of the Future 
(ScotF) (Schmidt and Wegner, 2000).

In a case study conducted in 3M’s Call center 
(Mukund, 2002) it was found that large organiza-
tions offering a diverse range of products require 
sophisticated technologies to provide efficient 
and effective customer support. Similarly, in the 
customer care call center for Panafon, Greece’s 
leading mobile phone operator in 2001, it was 
found that much of the knowledge that was 
needed was heuristic knowledge residing both 
in the minds of individuals and in the stories 
shared in their communities of practice which 
could be better managed for organizational re-
use in a propositional knowledge based system 
(KBS) (Tsoukas and Vladimirou, 2001). Other 
techniques from the field of artificially intel-
ligence (AI) have been suggested for the call 
center such as: machine learning (or data mining); 
neural networks; genetic algorithms and case 
based reasoning (CBR). However, most of these 
techniques rely on the availability of classified 
cases structured into attribute-value pairs. While 
CBR approaches, such as Chan, Chen and Geng 
(2000), do not require structured cases, there are 
a number of open issues limiting the technology 
including how to minimize the effort involved in 
manual indexing and how to adapt the retrieved 
case to the current case.

Some have noted that KMS require a multi-
perspective approach. For example, Cheung et al. 

(2003) propose the multi-perspective knowledge 
based system (MPKBS). In keeping with our 
findings in ORG X, they note that in conventional 
approaches to customer service there is significant 
reliance on “know-how, experience and quality 
of the staff” (Cheung et al. 2003, p. 459) and that 
this knowledge needs to be captured and shared. 
However the perspectives they refer to are knowl-
edge acquisition; knowledge diffusion; business 
automation; and business performance manage-
ment which we see as multiple functionalities 
of the system rather than perspectives as there 
is no consideration of capturing or reconciling 
differences of opinion. They point out that in the 
CBR approach they have developed “the semantic 
context is difficult to be analysed by the com-
puter. Therefore an encoding process is needed” 
(Cheung et al., 2003 p.460) and indexes need to 
be provided between the cases to the solution 
sets. The C-MCRDR approach, introduced later, 
addresses the CBR issues by using a combined 
CBR and KBS technique in which the indexing 
and encoding is performed by the system as users 
review cases and select features.

A key issue we identified from our own case 
study and the literature was the need for call center 
workers to make extensive use of external sources 
of knowledge to assist in the problem solving 
process. González, Giachetti and Ramirez (2005) 
call the drawing together of diverse knowledge 
sources in the organization, such as databases, 
files, experts, knowledge bases, and group chats, 
a “knowledge management-centric help desk” 
approach superior to the traditional technology 
focused approach to supporting the IT help desk 
function found in most organizations. Further, 
Parasuram and Grewal (2000) point out that 
CRM applications often fail because they do not 
integrate data from diverse sources or deliver the 
right information to the right people at the right 
time. Chang (2005) also believes that “disparate 
business processes and systems, compounded by 
the proliferation of customer contact points and 
channel, have created incompatible and discon-
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nected views of customers” with failure to inte-
grate to the business and legacy systems as key 
contributing factors to CRM failure rates around 
55- 75% (Chang, 2005).

One of the ironies of the call center situation 
pointed out by Raestrup (2002) is that while many 
call centers are designed to handle problems that 
can occur globally, call center research, policies 
and work practices tend to differ and be decided at 
the national or regional level. This makes offering 
corporate solutions that fit all call centers even 
more problematic. Taylor et al. (2002) also note 
that despite technology integration, there is huge 
diversity across call centers making them difficult 
to characterize and improve. They cite empirical 
evidence that shows nine different workflows 
within two call centers in the financial sector.

Bendixen and Mitchell (2004) report on a 
case study in Vodacom Customer Care where the 
organization went to lengths to provide a pleas-
ant environment, good training and an up-to-date 
knowledge base of their products. The success of 
these measures seem to have been counterbalanced 
by the addition of a quantitative performance 
measurement system to calculate staff bonuses 
which gave debatable and inconclusive results 
regarding improvements in productivity or sat-
isfaction. The complex and diverse call center 
environment provides a difficult domain in which 
to provide a KM solution.

ORG X EXPERIENCES 
WITH EXISTING KMS

The experiences of ORG X were gathered through 
interviews (formal and informal), observation, 
survey and participation. This section selects, 
summarizes and synthesizes from the overall 
data collected. Vazey (2007) and Richards and 
Vazey (2005) provide more detail of the data 
collection instruments, specific questions, results 
and analyses.

ORG X was using a well-known2 knowledge 
management solution together with a well-known 
case/ticket tracking system from another vendor. 
Typical of many KMS, when the knowledge man-
agement system was first introduced, it delivered 
significantly reduced time-to-resolution through 
application of Consortium for Service Innovation 
(CSI) knowledge management principles (CSI, 
2006a). However, over time the solution offered 
was no longer adequate for the problems being 
faced. As is common in large organizations, they 
were reluctant to transition to the new products 
superceding the original systems due to the large 
investment and commitment in terms of training, 
measurement metrics and management reporting. 
Possibly more problematic, changing to a differ-
ent system would involve major change at the 
cultural level.

The following statements, summarized from 
Vazey (2007), express the users’ view of the in-
cumbent KM systems recorded during a training 
session at ORG X:

1.  Extremely poor response times leading to 
reluctant and reduced usage;

2.  Many duplicate solutions and junk solutions;
3.  Inability to search the ticket tracking tool to 

find past cases similar to the current case;
4.  Limited searching in the knowledge base 

but there was no boolean or free text search 
facility;

5.  The lack of a shared ontology or means 
to identify and resolve semantic conflicts 
resulted in inappropriate or missed hits.

6.  Different KM tools used by different groups 
which were not integrated to allow knowl-
edge sharing.

During the period 2004-2006, the first issue 
regarding system performance was to some extent 
addressed. To address the second issue a lengthy 
and costly exercise was undertaken to scrub the 
knowledge base resulting in significant improve-
ment to the credibility and effectiveness of the 
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knowledge management product as a knowledge 
storage solution.

A lot of knowledge had to be rediscovered 
daily by multiple people. Not only was the prod-
uct knowledge being lost, the problem solving 
knowledge involving what questions to ask, how 
to identify the type of problem and how to find 
a solution was not being acquired. Das (2003) 
points out the importance of acquiring problem 
solving knowledge in call center KM initiatives 
to assist both knowledge users and providers to 
enhance productivity (Das, 2003). The following 
sentiment was frequently expressed: “We can’t find 
old solutions, even the ones we created ourselves!” 
By tracking individual cases, it was found that 
some cases took just as long or sometimes even 
longer to solve when they reappeared as they 
had the first time they were seen (Richards and 
Vazey, 2005). It was these repeat incidents that 
made capture and retrieval of past solutions and 
proven processes most worthwhile.

Following Folcher (2003), who found that 1) 
the instrument used to conduct a dialogue between 
the expert and the caller and 2) the complexity 
of the problem will effect the knowledge-based 
artifact that has been progressively co-elaborated 
(resulting in the case being worked up), it was 
important to provide a technique which supported 
a dialogue and a range of problem complexities. 
Not only does the case need to evolve between 
the call center employee and the customer, cases 
will often require multiple employees to collabo-
rate to specify the problem situation and/or the 
required solution. This need for cooperation and 
collaboration was identified in Adler and Simoudis 
(1992) where they examine the structure of help 
desk environments and the implications of this for 
distributed artificial intelligent (DAI) solutions.

In summary, ORG X needed a way of sys-
tematically gathering symptoms that provided a 
structured approach to both entering data into and 
retrieving data from a range of internal and external 
existing sources and formats including knowledge 
bases, case bases, manuals, documents, diagrams, 

and so on. The system needed to support evolution 
and incremental acquisition of the knowledge, 
including the problems and solutions, involving 
multiple individuals distributed by time and space 
who wanted to be able to rate the solutions, get 
feedback, and revise and revisit the knowledge as 
necessary. The knowledge acquisition approach 
needed to fit with the organizational culture, task 
workflow, require minimal training and be doable 
by the call-center worker.

THE COLLABORATIVE KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT APPROACH

In accordance with the findings of Adria and 
Chowdhury (2002), who studied the call centers 
at the group insurance company Sun Life and the 
Mayo Medical Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota, and 
our own KBS research with novice and domain 
experts (Richards 2000), user acceptance would 
be minimal unless knowledge workers were given 
control and ownership of their knowledge. This 
meant that knowledge acquisition and mainte-
nance needed to be intuitive and also to fit into 
the daily routine. For this reason a knowledge 
acquisition technique known as Ripple Down 
Rules (RDR) (Compton and Jansen, 1989) was 
chosen, which does not require knowledge to 
be entered by a knowledge engineer but allows 
the user themselves to become the engineer. Ad-
ditionally, the RDR approach uses cases to drive 
knowledge capture and support validation but uses 
rules to act as an index between cases. In ORG 
X we had problem tickets and solution cases in 
separate systems that needed to be linked and 
thereby close the feedback loop between problem 
and solution knowledge.

Starting with the strengths (Kang, Compton 
and Kang, 1995) and successes of RDR3 we found 
that the call center application domain required 
a number of extensions (Vazey and Richards, 
2004) to traditional Multiple Classification RDR 
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(MCRDR) (Kang, Compton and Preston, 1995) 
including:

1.  The need to support conflict resolution 
required when collaboratively acquiring 
knowledge from multiple and possibly 
conflicting sources of expertise;

2.  The need to work up cases over an extended 
period of time.

3.  The need to edit all aspects of the knowledge 
base including rules, cases and conclusions.

4.  The need to distinguish between a classifica-
tion and conclusion.

The modified knowledge representation 
is referred to in this paper as C-MCRDR, but 
known as 7Cs in Vazey (2007), representing the 
collaborative process by which problem cases are 

worked up and classified. Figure 1 shows a partial 
C-MCRDR knowledge base.

Within the solid line in Figure 1 we see an 
example of original MCRDR. An MCRDR knowl-
edge base consists of rules and associated cases. 
When a case is presented to the system it is pro-
cessed by the first rule, rule 1. As shown, this is 
the root node and is always true. This node can 
contain a default conclusion which covers the 
most common conclusion, such as “no conclusion” 
in the pathology report interpretation environment, 
and is a way of reducing the amount of knowledge 
needed to be captured to cover a domain. The 
inference engine then proceeds to test whether 
any of the child nodes are true. If a child node is 
true, all of its immediate children are evaluated, 
and so on, until the last true rule on each pathway 
is found. The conclusion at each final true node 
are the conclusions provided by the system.

Figure 1. A partial C-MCRDR showing original MCRDR within the box
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In our example within the box, rules 54 and 55 
would be last the true rules for case 32 and would 
return two conclusions “install Patch#234” and 
“Priority1”. Each node has at least one case as-
sociated with it, known as its cornerstone case/s. 
Knowledge is validated in the context of the cor-
nerstone case/s, which is the case that prompted 
the rule to be added, and all cases associated with 
all generations of connected child rule nodes. For 
example, the set of cornerstone cases for rule 
22 are {11, 18, 32}. MCRDR uses an exception 
structure in which knowledge is never changed 
but overridden by one or more new rules. When 
a conclusion is given that the user does not agree 
with, they attach a new exception rule to the rule 
which gave the misclassification by selecting an 
existing conclusion or specifying a new conclu-
sion and picking the features in the current case 
which differentiate it from the case associated 
with the rule which misfired. Table 1 provides 
a step-by-step description of how the MCRDR 
knowledge base may have formed.

Outside of the solid line some of the extensions 
supported by C-MCRDR (Vazey, 2007) are rep-
resented. As in MCRDR, multiple conclusions 

for each case may be given and each parent may 
have multiple children. However, C-MCRDR 
differentiates between classifications and conclu-
sions, allowing a classification to be linked to 
multiple conclusions and reuse of conclusions 
across multiple classifications. In the approach 
(Vazey, 2007), classifications are classes or groups 
that share a set of features and they may be labeled 
using text or hyperlinks, or remain unlabelled. 
Figure 1 shows some labeled classifications (for 
example, “Obsolete”, “Priority1”). A conclusion 
can be seen as one or more propositions, or final 
statements, including actions that one should take 
as a result of arriving at a given classification. 
Many conclusion types are available, such as the 
ones shown in Figure 1. For example, getAttrib-
ute (‘attributeName’) indicates that the user should 
be prompted to enter the value of a particular at-
tribute; ShowFile(‘fileName’) displays a file or 
provides a hyperlink to an uploaded file; 
advise(‘error-code’) provides a hyperlink to a 
description of a particular error code; and 
refer(ruleNodeID) refers to a conclusions or clas-
sification provided at another RuleNode. Also 
unlike the MCRDR knowledge representation, it 

Table 1. Demonstrating the MCRDR knowledge acquisition process using Figure 1

After meetings to discuss the knowledge domain and review of the data/case content and structure, a knowledge and/
or software engineer designs and implements the interfaces to other information sources and systems. The empty knowl-
edge base is set up with the default rule 1 which always evaluates to true. For this domain there is no default conclusion. 
Customer A rings and describes a performance problem with product A running on one of their XP machines. Knowledge Worker A 
(KWA) creates a problem ticket containing the case details (case 3). Only the default rule fires so KWA needs to find a solution from 
outside the knowledge base. KWA looks up a product catalogue, informs the customer that this product is no longer supported by 
their company, suggests that they purchase Product D which provides similar functionality and offers to put the customer through to 
the sales department. To capture this knowledge for future reuse, the KWA creates a conclusion “Product Obsolete” and selects the 
“prodType=A” feature from the case (rule 10). Rule 11 (not shown) is also added which states “If ProdType=A then suggest Product D”. 
Customer B rings with a problem with product B running on a Solaris platform. KWA creates a new ticket with this information but 
the system has no knowledge about how to solve this situation. The KWA asks another colleague if they know if there is any prob-
lem with product B. They are told that patch 123 is needed. KWA rings back the customer and creates a new case (case 11) from the 
problem ticket and a new rule by entering the conclusion “InstallPatch123” and selecting the feature “ProdType =B” from case 11. 
Customer C rings an hour later with the same problem with product B this time running on a Macintosh computer. The ticket is 
raised and the system informs KWA that Patch123 should be installed based on rule 22. However, Patch123 is for the Solaris plat-
form. The rule had been too general. When KWA discovers from the technical staff that a different patch is needed for each operat-
ing system, rule 36 is added as an exception to rule 22. Some feature which differentiates the cornerstone case (case 11) from the 
current case (case 18) must be specified. The exception is needed because the platform is a MAC rather than a Solaris system. 
At a later time Customer D rings with a problem with running Product B on a Window XP platform and rule 54 and case 32 are added. 
Rule 55 is also to indicate that the problem needs to be resolved quickly as the customer has paid for the top-level maintenance agreement 
(gold) and must be given priority.
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is possible for child nodes to have multiple parents 
and child RuleNodes may inherit the axiomatic 
behaviour of multiple parent RuleNodes using 
the refer() and/or link() function.

The C-MCRDR approach supports case-driven 
KA in the same spirit as MCRDR, however, the 
system also encourages and supports top-down 
rule-driven KA. This allows users to enter the 
rules they already have in their head or may 
have even codified without relying on a case 
to motivate knowledge acquisition. C-MCRDR 
allows editing of any aspect of the knowledge 
base, including past cases and rules to cater for 
the call center environment where cases are be-
ing worked up and may continue to change over 
a period of months. This may involve multiple 
people who are globally distributed. To resolve 
conflicts which may arise when edits are made, 
the system keeps track of all seen cases, and the 
relationships between cases, rule nodes, condi-
tions, classifications and conclusions. A key way 
in which conflict is identified and resolved is via 
the notion of live versus registered nodes, where 
live indicates that the system has determined that 
the node is the last TRUE rule on a pathway by 
the system and registered is where a human user 
has confirmed that the node should be active (that 
is, they agree). Through this mechanism users 
are advised when changes in areas of the global 
knowledge base relevant to them have occurred so 
that they may approve or disapprove a change. If 

the user disapproves, they add one or more refine-
ment rules. If the rule is accepted the rule’s status 
becomes live and registered. If nothing is done, 
then the rule is live but not registered. Another 
user at another time or place may choose to ap-
prove or reject the rule.

Referring back to Figure 1, outside the box we 
see a number of extensions to MCRDR. These dif-
ferences include: rule-driven knowledge capture; 
working up a case; changing a case; identifying 
and reconciling inconsistencies (that is, live versus 
registered); being able to provide conclusions and 
classifications; and linking and referring to other 
rules and conclusions to enable greater reuse of 
knowledge. The process is described using a 
hypothetical example in Table 2.

LESSONS LEARNED WITH KMS FOR 
THE CALL CENTER

Reports of interaction with KMS for the call 
center are largely in the form of promotional 
testimonials at vendor websites. While scant and 
often anecdotal, in the research literature there 
is some mention of user interaction with KMS. 
Bose and Sugumaran (2003) note a number of 
limitations of their prototype KM-based CRM 
system including: the need for more knowledge 
to be captured; increased maintenance issues of 
the knowledge over time and lack of interface to 

Table 2. A hypothetical C-MCRDR knowledge acquisition history based on Figure 1

Customer D rings back and asks how to install the patch. Knowledge Worker B (KWB) describes the process. When 
the call is over KWB decides to create a document containing the installation process and creates rule 64 so that fu-
ture customers will be notified about the file. This is an example of top-down rule driven knowledge acquisition.
Customer D rings again and informs knowledge worker C (KWC) that the solution they were given did not work. The C-MCRDR 
system assists the call center person to know what questions to ask in working up a case. Rule 67 added by another worker to cap-
ture knowledge they had previously gained requests that KWC ask which software version of product B is being used. The customer 
informs KWC that they are using version 2.1. Case 32 is updated with this new information and the system returns the conclusion 
“InstallPatch#456” (rule 82) which is the appropriate fix for software versions greater than 2.0. The system will record case 32 as 
live and notify users who are registered about any changes (and possible inconsistencies) that might have occurred to other parts 
of the knowledge base as a result of changing the case. Registered users will indicate whether they accept or reject the changes. 
A year later a customer rings with a performance problem with product B running on Windows XP. The system requests the version number. 
The customer indicates that the version number is 2.9 (case 1257). The system responds with rule 64 and 82. However: Product B is no 
longer supported for versions less than 3.0 and rule 1796 concludes that the product is obsolete by linking to the conclusion for rule 10.
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third party software. Gebert et al. (2003) found 
that the KM tool in their customer call center case 
study had an unmanageable navigational structure 
that was poorly linked to the many needed sources 
and half of the time spent using the system was 
taken up with waiting for MS Word documents 
to open in the Web browser.

As an example of the benefits of reusing 
codified knowledge, Hansen, Nohria, and Tierney 
(1999) describe the Access Medical Center, which 
had captured 50% of the call-center market under 
consideration and was growing at a rate of 40% 
per year, a somewhat novel call center allowing 
patients to call in to receive a diagnosis. They 
note that depending on the organization, KM 
strategies can be differentiated on the basis of 
whether the organization takes a codification or 
personalization view of knowledge, where codifi-
cation involves storing knowledge in repositories 
for use by others and personalization involves an 
individual directly sharing their knowledge with 
another individual.

Based on ORG X and the case studies men-
tioned from the literature, Table 3 summarizes 
the limitations/issues of existing KMS and what 
is needed.

Measurable goals of KMS in the call center 
environment include lower service cost, improved 
service and consistency in service (eGain 2004). 
Taking the view that KM and KMS are one and 
the same thing (Jennex, 2008), Jennex and Olfman 
(2006) have offered a KM success model which 
determines net benefit based on system quality, 
knowledge/information quality, service quality, 
user satisfaction and perceived benefit, In our 
context, success can be measured by the effective-
ness and efficiency by which customer problems 
are handled, for example: reduced problem inci-
dence, increased customer self-service, increased 
automation of problem diagnosis and solution 
matching, increased accuracy of solution match-
ing as measured by reduced case revisits, increased 
solution re-use, reduced duplication of solutions, 
rapid fault and enquiry resolution times, increased 
customer satisfaction, increased in-line self-
learning by support center staff, increased staff 
satisfaction, and reduced staff turnover. Return 
on investments (ROI) for KMS can be measured 
in terms of better efficiencies: reduced repeat 
calls, incorrect transfers, end-to-end call length, 
training time and staff premiums and increased 
call avoidance and first time fixes and reduced 

Table 3. Call center issues and requirements 

Call center Issue/Limitation KMS requirement

Knowledge distributed in multiple, including legacy and other 
vendor, systems.

KMS needs to handle and link knowledge in many different systems includ-
ing some which are external to the organization

Similar cases/problems often recur. Finding past solutions 
can be difficult.

KMS needs to support queries, searching and navigation of problem and 
solution spaces. A link must exist between the two.

Much knowledge resides in people’s heads and is difficult to 
transfer and reuse.

KMS must handle a wide range of types of knowledge, including tacit 
knowledge, involving different formats, locations, accessibility levels and 
availability.

Dynamic environments with changing technology, staff turnover 
and evolving knowledge resulting in inconsistencies, out-of-
date and redundant knowledge.

Simple maintenance strategies which allow inconsistencies and multiple 
stakeholder/ knowledge worker viewpoints to be reconciled.

The sooner and closer the problem can be solved to the first 
point of contact the better for client, company and worker.

Knowledge acquisition, maintenance and usage needs to be shared by 
multiple levels of users not just technical users or knowledge engineers.

High staff churn, low morale, sometimes requires complex 
technical knowledge.

Training and incentives for adding, updating, sharing and reusing knowledge 
needs to be incorporated

Call centers have diverse needs. KMS needs to be tailored to fit the local environment and allow personal, 
local and corporate knowledge to be captured.
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incoming phone calls for companies using web-
based self-service trouble-shooting KM systems 
(eGain 2004). Further ROI gains can be made, 
but harder to measure, in reduced customer turn-
over, increased repeat business and sales (eGain 
2004). As we can see, KMS can offer benefits to 
all stakeholders, which includes customers, 
knowledge-workers, management and the orga-
nization, and thus the solution must meet a wide 
range of goals including fitting in with the orga-
nizational culture and daily workflow.

The issues in Table 1 have been major design 
considerations for the approach we offer. The 
prototype KMS aims at addressing or minimiz-
ing these problems by supporting integration; 
rapid and incremental knowledge acquisition and 
maintenance and a simple navigational structure 
linking problems with solutions in whatever format 
they take and wherever they reside. A number of 
incentive schemes were suggested to be used in 
conjunction with the system to encourage knowl-
edge usage and particularly entry and validation, 
but we recognize that these do not always lead to 
the desired outcomes. Ravishankar (2008) cites 
a number of studies which reported negative im-
pacts of reward schemes on employee attitudes 
and knowledge sharing. One scheme which was 
successful was the one used by Rexon involving 
the concept of Knowledge Units (KU). Knowledge 
experts reviewed and awarded KU to individuals 
whenever they made a submission to the Kstore 
system. The experts accumulate KU for rating 
documents and anyone (re)using the knowledge 
in the system also accrued points. KUs translated 
to cash coupons redeemable at leading shopping 
chains. The rewards program not only encour-
aged KM it served to raise awareness about its 
importance.

To determine how users found the C-MCRDR 
prototype two studies were conducted. Following 
a training and introductory session, approximately 
20 participants from two levels of customer support 
and covering two product groups were asked for 
their initial impressions of the system and whether 

they felt it would be useful. With the results in the 
affirmative (Vazey, 2007, Appendix A: Part B), 
the real proof was in the usage of the system over 
a period of time. Methods for usability testing of 
call center applications have been suggested. For 
example, Liddle (1998) recommends the use of 
scripts and role-playing customers. Poston and 
Speier (2008) provide a rating scheme which 
calculates decision accuracy based on a trade-off 
between search effort and evaluation effort. Bau-
man (1999) recommends a matrix-based approach 
with the criteria: self-descriptiveness, consistency, 
simplicity, compatibility, error tolerance, and 
feedback, to determine the experience of the 
customer based on call center data and customer 
activity tracking software. In a similar vein, our 
second evaluation study involved tracking the 
activity and data generated by the call center 
worker when using the prototype. The trial of 
the C-MCRDR prototype system involving 12 
registered participants, reported in Vazey and 
Richards (2006), demonstrated that multiple users 
could collaboratively build up a trouble-shooting 
knowledge base using both bottom-up case-driven 
and top-down rule-driven knowledge acquisition 
according to the situation and their knowledge. 
After minimal training (one hour session attended 
by all participants) and seven hours (in total for all 
participants) of knowledge acquisition, knowledge 
workers were able to capture knowledge to cover a 
subdomain (specifically the problem cases which 
are automatically generated and emailed to the 
system by errant equipment) which was globally 
consuming somewhere between 4.5 hours, in the 
best case of 1 minute of resolution time, to 67.5 
hours per day, using the more likely estimate of 
15 minutes per case resolution time (though aver-
age resolution time of two hours was suggested 
by some participants). The estimated direct cost 
of resolving problems is this subdomain is $3.3 
million per annum. Our system covered approxi-
mately 90% of errors in the chosen subdomain 
by handling 270 of the 300 cases per day. These 
time and cost savings after just 7 hours of collec-
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tive knowledge acquisition effort are achieved by 
providing a mechanism to index solutions from a 
range of internal and external sources including 
existing legacy systems within the context of the 
existing task, workflow and processes.

CONCLUSION AND 
FUTURE DIRECTIONS

While the solution offered has been initially 
motivated by the problems facing high-volume 
call centres that support complex high-tech IT 
products it can be generalised to other call centers 
and problem domains which have problem cases 
to be classified or linked to solution cases.

We note that while widely accepted standards 
and metrics are still to emerge in this domain, there 
are movements in this direction as evidenced in the 
existence and growing membership of the Consor-
tium for Service Innovation (CSI). Nevertheless, 
CSI acknowledge that “tools are tempting, but not 
a panacea” (CSI, 2006b, p.1). In one case study 
reported by CSI (CSI, 2006b), the challenge was 
found to be the need to manage the complexity of 
multi-tier, multi-platform implementations, bottle-
necks imposed by knowledge quality assurance 
processes, solution redundancy and the need for 
additional data entry into customized KM tools 
resulting in poor quality entries. To address these 
challenges CSI advocate Knowledge Centered 
Support (KCS) based on the principles: Capture 
in the Workflow; Flag It or Fix It; Performance 
Assessment; and Leadership.

The C-MCRDR knowledge acquisition, main-
tenance and reuse cycle is a flag or fix it approach 
designed to fit with the ORG-X, and typical call 
center, workflow and also to sit on top of exist-
ing systems without the need for additional data 
entry. We note that our greatest impediment to the 
widespread uptake and expansion of our system 
across the organization is due to the lack of leader-
ship, defined as “Visible, ongoing commitment by 
management reinforc[ing] the message that KCS 

was a long-term standard for delivering support” 
(CSI, 2006b, p. 2), in the context of our project 
and KMS. Through organizational restructure, 
we lost our champion and project sponsor. As 
found in the Kstore experience at Rexon, KM 
champions play a vital role in ensuring the success 
of any KM initiative together with sociocultural 
and political influences within the organization 
(Ravishankar, 2008). Despite the very promising 
preliminary results the project came to an abrupt 
halt. Confirming the sad truth, that success it is 
not based on what a KMS knows, but on who 
knows the KMS.

Anticipated future trends in KMS, applicable 
to knowledge management in ORG X, call centers 
in general and beyond the call center, include 
increased system intelligence via incorporation 
of ideas and technologies used in query match-
ing/rewriting, data mining, information retrieval, 
agent technology, semantic web, natural language 
processing, XML, ontologies and Web services 
and other techniques from artificial intelligence 
increasingly being used behind today’s search 
engines. These technologies offer benefits, but 
addressing human factors is a more pressing need. 
There are lessons to be learnt to support collabora-
tive knowledge management from social software 
such as wikis, Communities of Practice, Blogs 
and even email. KMS and their interfaces need 
to support user modelling and allow greater end 
user participation and system ownership in line 
with increasingly sophisticated and demanding 
users. Rasmussen and Haggerty (2008) note that 
knowledge and cognitive overload due to access 
to too much knowledge, requires attention to 
be paid to what they term knowledge appraisal 
involving human consideration and evaluation 
of the knowledge presented from all dimensions 
(individual, organizational, tacit and explicit) and 
within each step of the knowledge cycle. The focus 
is on ensuring that only up-to-date, relevant and 
correct knowledge is stored and retrieved and that 
other knowledge is discarded, adapted or recreated. 
While performance assessment (validation) and 
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knowledge evolution are central to our approach, 
as a future challenge a technique for identifying 
and perhaps removing stale or unused sections of 
the knowledge base may be helpful. Halverson, 
Erickson and Ackerman (2004) found that the 
attitudes of the service provider (that is, is your 
role a mentor or problem solver?) and local and 
organisational preferences and constraints com-
bined to produce a bricolage of KM strategies 
and adoption models.

A collaborative approach involving integration 
with existing systems and work practices together 
with incentives and rewards for using the KM 
system were essential elements that we sought to 
deliver. Trials to date have validated the goals and 
prototype developed. However, like many other 
good ideas, if collaborative attitudes, approaches 
and actions are missing, disconnected knowledge 
silos or islands will prevail.
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ENDNOTES

1  The project reported in this paper was con-
ducted with my PhD student Megan Vazey. 
Full details of the call center description 
(section 1), the complete set of survey ques-
tions, findings and results of observations 
and interviews (section 2) and detailed 
description of the C-MCRDR knowledge 
representation can be found in Vazey (2007).

2  our client prefers to maintain the anonymity 
of its existing vendors with whom they have 
had a successful working relationship

3  For a description of experiences with other 
successful RDR systems see Edwards et 
al. (1993) regarding the Pathology Expert 
Interpretation Reporting Systems (PEIRS); 
Lazarus (2000) and Compton et al. (2006) 
regarding LabWizard; and Kang et al. (2006) 
regarding the help desk domain.

This work was previously published in Computational Advancements in End-User Technologies: Emerging Models and 
Frameworks, edited by Steve Clarke, pp. 78-92, copyright 2010 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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INTRODUCTION

Charities, also called voluntary-service not-for-
profit organizations (VSNFP), play a vital role in 
modern societies by addressing needs and provid-
ing services that benefit the public. These services 
frequently are available from neither markets 
nor governments. Many charitable organizations 
have been created to deliver or have expanded 
their range or scope of services as the result of 
governments “devolving” or transferring services 
to the non-profit sector (Gunn, 2004). Therefore, 
it is unsurprising that charities have a significant 
impact economically and socially. For example, 
volunteer work in Argentina, the United Kingdom, 
Japan, the United States, and is valued at 2.7, 
21, 23, and 109 billion (US) dollars respectively 
(Johns Hopkins University, 2005). Volunteering 

translates into significant resources for non-profit 
organizations. For example, Statistics Canada 
estimates that work equivalent to 1 million full-
time jobs was provided through volunteer labor 
in 2004 (Statistics Canada, 2006). While charities 
are part of the non-profit sector, research demon-
strates that charitable organizations differ from 
for-profit organizations in terms of their human 
capital management, management practices, and 
strategies (Bontis & Serenko, 2008). Failing to 
account for such differences may adversely affect 
theory (Orlikowski & Barley, 2001) and practice 
(Kilbourne & Marshall, 2005).

Our key question is: What is the extent of our 
understanding of the role of knowledge manage-
ment, both as process and system, in charitable 
organizations? We discuss this question by adapt-
ing the knowledge management (KM) research 
framework originally developed for examining 
KM in knowledge-based enterprises (Staples, 
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Greenaway & McKeen 2001). Many non-profits 
are “knowledge-intensive” organizations (Lettieri 
et al 2004:17). Therefore, this research model 
should be transferable to non-profit organizations 
including charities.

BACKGROUND

Charities are distinguished from other types of 
not-for-profit organizations by their staffing 
(more volunteers than paid workers) and their 
source of revenue (more donation than fee-based) 
(Kilbourne & Marshall, 2005). Hence, they face a 
set three unique challenges. First, human resource 
management challenges include declining num-
bers of volunteers, fewer volunteers contributing 
more hours, and the need to constantly replenish 
the volunteer base (Brock, 2003). Second is the 
challenge of assessing organizational performance. 
The “bottom line” for VSPNs is outcomes-based 
(including knowledge) not financially-focused 
(Hatry, 2007). Finally, charities may be limited 
in their ability to invest in or to make information 
technology a priority because they lack IT skills 
and financial depth (Corder, 2001).

Complicating this picture is the way volun-
teerism is changing. Handy & Brudney (2007) 
identify four types of “volunteer labor resources” 
that engage with non-profits − service learning 
(e.g., students earning credits for hours served 
with charities); episodic (e.g., assisting with a 
fundraising event or providing expert service); 
virtual (e.g., providing service electronically such 
as web design); and long term traditional (e.g., 
analogous to unpaid work). Volunteer turnover 
and the changing nature of volunteerism create 
organizational memory loss which may cause 
charities to repeat mistakes (Walsh & Ungson, 
1991). Knowledge Management (KM) initiatives 
provide a means for stemming this loss through 
increasing the retention of knowledge, facilitating 
the creation and acquisition of new knowledge, 

and reducing the need for and associated costs of 
re-training volunteers.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT IN 
CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS

Staples et al (2001) proposed a research frame-
work for investigating knowledge management in 
knowledge-based enterprises. We adapt this model 
to the VSNFP context as illustrated in Figure 1. 
To respect space constraints, we focus primarily 
on the Enabling Conditions and Knowledge Ca-
pabilities of the model. Further, we assume that 
Human Capital results from knowledge processes 
(Bontis & Serenko, 2008) and that organizational 
transformation is the ultimate outcome (Hurley 
& Green, 2005) for KM in non-profit settings.

Enabling Conditions for Knowledge 
Management in Charities

External enabling conditions: National culture 
influences knowledge management processes in 
organizations (Ang & Massingham, 2007; Bock 
et al., 2005; Michailova & Hutchings, 2006). As 
well, it influences levels of volunteerism (Erling-
hagen & Hank, 2006). However, the influence 
of national culture on knowledge management 
in VSNFPs has not been researched. Industry 
effects should also be considered (Kim & Lee, 
2006). For example, Bontis and Serenko (2008) 
demonstrated that size matters – larger organi-
zational size may undermine the success of KM 
initiatives. The charitable sector, as a sub-sector 
of NFP, is heterogeneous in its makeup (Lettieri et 
al., 2004:17). Charities provide a variety of types 
of services (e.g., healthcare, housing, arts) through 
a variety of types of organizations (e.g., different 
sizes, missions). Hence, this context may require 
different models for KM deployment.

Internal enabling conditions: Organizational 
culture and institutions characterized by trust, com-
munication, reward systems (Constant et al., 1994), 
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tolerance for failure and pro-social norms (Leonard 
& Sensiper, 1998) as well as formal and informal 
KM leadership and championship processes (Non-
aka, von Krogh & Voelpel, 2006) have been shown 
to promote effective knowledge management 
organizations. However, King (2007) argues that 
the relationship between culture and knowledge 
management is more complex. Some organizations 
may not operate with a “knowledge culture” but 
rely on more traditional controls. Studies on the 
influence of organizational structure suggest that 
the use of cross-functional teams, communities of 
practice and similar non-hierarchical structures 
contribute to more effective knowledge exchange 
(Bennett & Gabriel 1999; Rhodes et al., 2008). 
However, to the extent that non-profit organiza-
tions, in general, are characterized as “bureaucratic 
… risk averse, conservative and non-innovative” 
(Bontis & Serenko, 2008:11) we can argue that 
more research is needed to specify the influence 
of structural contingencies in charities on KM 
initiatives. Finally, organizational strategy refers 
to what the organization wants to achieve with its 
knowledge. For-profit organizations pursue com-
petitive advantage while non-profit organizations 
follow a self-defined mission, such as pursuing 
a goal that eliminates the need for the charity’s 
existence. This fundamental difference in strategy 
suggests that the knowledge requirements of the 
organization may differ. For example, charities may 

be more interested in managing their volunteers’ 
“miscellaneous or non-characteristic knowledge” 
(Lettieri et al., 2004, p.25) while for-profit firms are 
more interested in managing declarative, procedural 
or causal knowledge (Zack, 1999).

Knowledge Capabilities in Charities

Knowledge Acquisition and Creation

Knowledge acquisition means getting existing 
knowledge from external sources while knowl-
edge creation means developing knowledge with-
in the organization. Nonaka (1994) distinguished 
among four modes of knowledge conversion: 
socialization, combination, externalization and 
internalization. These modes explain the different 
manners in which tacit and explicit knowledge 
combine to create new understanding and capa-
bility within organizations. Becerra-Fernandez 
and Sabherwal (2001) refined this approach 
with a contingency perspective to distinguish 
among broad or focused process or content 
knowledge. These theories has been tested in 
various for-profit settings but our understanding 
of their applicability to non-profits, particularly 
charitable organizations, is lacking.

The types of knowledge (process or content, 
broad or narrow) acquired or created may be 
influenced by the kind of workers and volun-

Figure 1. Research model (adapted from Staples, Greenaway & McKeen, 2001: 5)
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teers available to the organizations. Lettieri et 
al (2004) mapped the knowledge domains of 
four Italian social service nonprofits and found 
differences within the six main categories. They 
argued that, paradoxically, high rates of vol-
unteer turnover may have a positive effect by 
constantly introducing new knowledge into the 
affected organizations. However, organizational 
memory loss may be accelerated by turnover thus 
creating a constant need to reacquire/recreate 
lost knowledge. The influence of the changing 
composition of the “volunteer labor force” also 
needs consideration. von Krogh (1998) argues 
the importance of informal relationships in 
enterprises to the success of knowledge conver-
sion. The extent to which socialization might 
dominate as a knowledge creation mode (given 
that charities depend on “social” assets more 
than “system” assets) is unknown.

Most knowledge creation and acquisition 
models assume that competitive advantage is the 
ultimate goal and, thus, seek barriers to preserve 
the value of knowledge through protections such 
as patents (Chakravarthy et al., 2005). In contrast, 
non-profit organizations operate in environments 
in which much knowledge is publicly available 
and readily shared through community level ex-
ternalization (Lettieri et al., 2004). The influence 
of the VSNFP’s mission orientation as a catalyst 
for internalization could also be argued.

Knowledge Capture and 
Storage in Charities

Knowledge capture represents another poorly 
understood aspect of knowledge management in 
charitable organizations. Knowledge capture in-
volves the technology, processes and strategies to 
identify and classify, store, and retrieve the knowl-
edge the organization wants to make available to its 
members. Hanson et al., (1999) propose two main 
approaches to managing knowledge capture based 
on whether the organization primarily emphasizes 
a technological (codification) or social approach 

(personalization). Codification works best with 
explicit knowledge and presumes an organiza-
tional capacity to effectively classify, store and 
manage retrieval from electronic repositories using 
highly structured tools. Personalization works best 
with tacit knowledge and presumes close work-
ing relationships among peers such that informal 
(e.g., asking questions, storytelling, mentoring) 
and formal (e.g., seminars, communities of prac-
tice) mechanisms can be used as appropriate for 
knowledge transfer. In this manner, the people 
are the knowledge repositories and access is less 
structured and more situational. Research has 
demonstrated the effectiveness of both strategies 
in different profit-oriented contexts. Hurley and 
Green (2005) argue for the applicability of the 
approaches to non-governmental organizations.

Knowledge Diffusion and 
Transfer in Charities

Once knowledge has been created or acquired, it 
is essential for it to be shared in order to maximize 
its usefulness to the organization. Knowledge 
sharing is the act of communicating knowledge 
to another individual and is arguably the most 
important of the KM processes. At the same time, 
it is the process most likely to fail due to numer-
ous factors (Hutzschenreuter & Listner, 2007). 
Effective knowledge sharing strategies in charities 
are believed to differ versus those in for-profit 
corporations and public entities (Bontis & Se-
renko, 2008). However, there are few studies that 
explicitly examine what those differences may be 
(Reige, 2005).

Volunteers at the operational level may experi-
ence greater levels of disengagement in the orga-
nization since they are often tasked with menial/
mindless duties and may not be involved in any 
decision making or decision support functions. 
Disengagement adversely impacts turnover and 
knowledge sharing (Ford, 2008). Thus, charities 
with a sizable volunteer complement may be 
more predisposed to experience a greater propor-
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tion of disengagement than for-profits that carry 
no volunteers. However, this may not be the case 
for employees of charitable organizations. Bontis 
and Serenko (2008) found different patterns of 
knowledge sharing between for-profit and non-
profit workers that suggested non-profit workers 
were more intrinsically motivated and continued to 
share knowledge even in situations where models 
would have predicted otherwise (such as reduced 
financial rewards and counter-productive behaviors 
like knowledge hoarding by some co-workers).

Self-perceived expertise is believed to create 
positive attitudes towards knowledge sharing as 
explained by self-consistency theory. This theory 
posits that one behaves in a way that is consistent 
with the positive praise of one’s peers. Hence, if 
one is perceived to be an expert then one would 
likely value behaviors aligned with this trait such 
as sharing more knowledge. However, it appears 
that volunteers in a charity may be sharing what 
they know regardless of whether they believe 
themselves to be an expert. This is believed to be 
due to the fact that volunteers are more likely to 
possess higher social capital which in turn promotes 
pro-social behaviors such as knowledge sharing 
(Vuong & Staples, 2008).

For charities, delivering effective programs in a 
professional manner requires paid staff who often 
bring specialized training and experience (Eisinger, 
2002). Factors such as altruism payoff and inter-
personal relationships may impact how paid staff 
in charities are motivated (Parsons & Broadbridge, 
2006). Areas where tasks are interchangeable be-
tween paid and volunteer staff may be good targets/
areas for knowledge transfer in order to minimize 
adverse impacts should a volunteer be required to 
substitute for a paid worker (Handy et al., 2008).

Knowledge Management 
Technologies in Charities

Knowledge management systems (KMS) typi-
cally serve one of three purposes: (1) transferring 
best practices, (2) creating a directory of internal 

experts, and/or (3) facilitating networking and 
communication among individuals (Alavi & 
Leidner, 2001). Any of these approaches would 
be useful to charities seeking ways to manage 
knowledge. For example, Gilmour and Stancliffe 
(2004) documented a case where an international 
charity was able to use a content management 
system to improve its effectiveness by cultivating 
best practices and avoiding duplication of effort.

Charities typically have limited finances which 
limits their ability to invest in KMS. This under-
scores the need for the system to be thoughtfully 
implemented with a clear view of what constitutes 
success. Taylor and Wright (2004) find that the 
quality of the information provided by an infor-
mation system supports knowledge sharing in 
governmental organizations. This is consistent 
with the DeLone and McLean (2003) success 
model and its respecification for KMS (Wu & 
Wang, 2006). The charitable sector would benefit 
from further KMS success investigations.

FUTURE TRENDS

Charities will continue to be challenged by the 
changing composition of their volunteer ranks as 
well as the ageing of their workforce. Knowledge 
management offers a means to ensure that service 
delivery can continue but charities must rethink 
several key issues in order to lay the groundwork 
for success. We believe successful KM initiatives 
in charities will have the following characteristics.

1.  Engage their volunteers. The shift from 
traditional long-term volunteers to shorter-
term relationships reflects our changing 
society. Engaging short-term volunteers, 
especially those with digital skills, may offer 
more meaningful and hence more valuable 
“work” including supporting KM initiatives.

2.  Focus on key knowledge requirements. 
The issue for charities may be to use KM as 
a means to reduce the level of their staff’s 
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involvement in non-essential activities by 
providing a KM based support to volunteers.

3.  Accelerate knowledge sharing within 
the sector. Focusing on adopting the best 
practices and proven techniques from other 
charitable organizations rather than trying to 
retrofit models designed for other purposes.

CONCLUSION

Charities, just like for-profit organizations, need 
effective knowledge management to succeed. 
However, charities face challenges distinct from 
those in for-profit corporations: organizational 
strategies and missions are different, the nature 
of the cash flow is different, and the nature of the 
labor is different. Acknowledging such differences 
when executing a knowledge management initia-
tive could mean the difference between success 
and failure. The questions posed in this article can 
form the basis for future research into the obvious 
as well as the subtle differences between charities 
and for-profit organizations. For now, what is cur-
rently known about knowledge management, in 
general, can help benefit charities now.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Disengagement: The significant removal of 
thought and interest from one’s role and environ-
ment (Ford 2008).

Knowledge Management System (KMS): 
An information system designed to help realize 
effective knowledge management strategies (Alavi 
& Leidner, 2001).
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Miscellaneous or Non-Characteristic 
Knowledge: Knowledge that is held by individuals 
that is not directly related to work or work related 
activities (Blackler, 1995; Lettieri et al., 2004).

Organizational Memory: Knowledge from 
the past that remains stored in the present within 
an individual or an information system (Stein & 
Zwass, 1995).

Self-Consistency Theory: A psychological 
theory asserting an individual will behave in a 

manner consistent with the what his/her social 
circle believes him/her to be (Korman, 1970; 
Vuong & Staples, 2008).

Social Capital: That which arises from col-
legial respect to form the basis for collaborative 
work (Vuong & Staples, 2008).

Volunteer-Service Not-For-Profit (VSNFP): 
A specific type of not-for-profit organization that 
relies on donations for revenue and volunteerism 
for labor (Kilbourne & Marshall, 2005).

This work was previously published in Encyclopedia of Knowledge Management, Second Edition, edited by David Schwartz 
and Dov Te’eni, pp. 641-649, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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Chapter  4.10

ABSTRACT

This chapter investigates the status of knowledge 
management practices implemented across federal 
agencies of the U.S. government. It analyzes the 
extent to which this status is influenced by the size 
of the agency, whether or not the agency type is a 
Cabinet-level Department or Independent Agency, 
the longevity of KM Practices implemented in the 
agency, whether or not the agency has adopted a 
written KM policy or strategy, and whether the 
primary responsibility for KM Practices in the 
agency is directed by a CKO or KM unit versus 
other functional locations in the agency. The 

research also tests for possible KM practitioner 
bias, since the survey was directed to members 
of the Knowledge Management Working Group 
of the Federal CIO Council and KM practitioners 
in federal agencies.

INTRODUCTION

The implementation of knowledge management 
practices has been underway in both the public 
and private sectors for many years. For the federal 
government this transition was well underway 
prior to the devastating events of September 11th, 
2001 (9/11). However those events increased the 
awareness of the value and importance of the 
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government’s stewardship of its knowledge. In 
fact, the 9/11 terrorist attack on the World Trade 
Center in New York City is considered by many 
to have been a ‘wake-up call’ for federal agencies 
to make both policy and process changes in order 
to prevent future attacks.

Knowledge management programs concen-
trate on managing and distributing what the 
government knows within and between agencies 
for the purpose of taking collaborative action. The 
basic tenet of knowledge management is that the 
right knowledge needs to be made available to 
the right people at the right time for the purpose 
of taking concerted action.

The most important role of the federal govern-
ment is unarguably to protect its citizens from 
harm, and specifically from terrorist threats. As 
a result of 9/11, President George W. Bush, upon 
a recommendation of the 9/11 Commission, (Na-
tional Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the 
United States, created in November 2002) began 
to rectify the gap in sharing knowledge and co-
ordinating action by creating the Department of 
Homeland Security (DHS). Twenty-two different 
agencies with a total of 180,000 employees were 
reorganized into a single agency for the purpose of 
preventing terrorist attacks and protecting citizens 
and infrastructure from threats and hazards. The 
intentional sharing of knowledge on the part of 
federal agencies is the new paradigm, albeit one 
in transition. The major objective is to ensure that 
the government knows what it needs to know, 
when it needs to know it.

Deployment of knowledge management pro-
grams in U.S. federal agencies has been hampered 
by two distinct conditions:

1.  Long-established hierarchical “command-
and-control” management styles and bu-
reaucratic organizational structures make it 
challenging for agencies to share knowledge 
through either intra-agency collaboration, 
and much less through cross-agency or 
inter-agency collaboration.

2.  Agency Information Technology (IT) 
systems are a mixture of legacy systems 
cobbled together with newer systems and 
technologies, making interoperability a 
technically difficult impediment both within 
and between different agencies.

The management of the government’s knowl-
edge is also made difficult by the vast amount 
of data and information contained in its reposi-
tories. In addition, the government’s knowledge 
is comprised of the working knowledge in the 
minds of approximately 1,800,000 federal em-
ployees (OPM Fedscope, 2004) To manage this 
bewildering resource of both explicit and tacit 
knowledge and harness its capabilities is enor-
mously demanding. Much of the knowledge in 
government organizations, and certainly within 
a constituency base, is tacit in nature, that is, 
knowledge that cannot be easily articulated and 
thus exists in people’s hands and minds, and only 
manifests itself through their actions. (Stenmark, 
2001) (Koh, Ryan & Prybutok, 2005)

A further problem is that the management of 
knowledge can be executed in many forms, but 
it is most useful to agencies when these forms 
are developed to fit specific agency objectives. 
This immediate utility is what gives knowledge 
its value to each agency. However, these unique 
uses and designs are what make it difficult to share 
knowledge across agencies. Much research has 
been pursued in the area of knowledge manage-
ment, in which knowledge management initiatives 
were internally focused, and principally aimed 
at collaboration and knowledge sharing among 
employees (Almashari, Zairi & Alathari, 2002), 
(Henderson & Venkatraman, 1993) (Lai & Chu, 
2003), (Liebowitz, 2003-2004) & (Koh, Ryan & 
Prybutok, 2005)

Unfortunately, there has been mixed com-
prehensive research into the value proposition 
of applying knowledge management practices 
to achieve improvements in productivity either 
within a single federal agency, or through the 
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transfer of knowledge between agencies to serve 
common customers.

The focus of this chapter and our research has 
been to answer the following question:

What factors influence the success of knowledge 
management practices within the U.S. federal 
government?

To answer this question, a survey of KM 
practitioners in federal agencies, members of 
the Knowledge Management Working Group 
(KM WG) of the Federal CIO Council, (Chief 
Information Officers), was conducted in 2005. 
The current website of the Federal Knowledge 
Management Working Group is located at http://
km.gov. The survey identified the status of knowl-
edge management programs in federal agencies 
and examined the extent to which this status was 
influenced by the size of the agency, whether or 
not the agency type was a Cabinet-level Depart-
ment or Independent Agency, the longevity of 
established KM Practices in the agency, whether 
or not the agency had adopted an effective KM 
policy or strategy, and whether the primary re-
sponsibility for KM Practices was directed by a 
CKO or KM unit versus another type of functional 
unit in the agency.

The question of the “success” of KM Prac-
tices is answered by the fact that we now have 
benchmark data on the KM Practices established 
in individual U.S. federal agencies, resulting 
from credible sources from the responses of the 
KM practitioners in these agencies themselves. 
This survey has obtained the first baseline data 
on this subject.

RESEARCH BACKGROUND

One of the most inhibiting and intransigent 
barriers contributing to the lack of knowledge 
transfer within and across federal agencies is the 
lingering presence and influence of the historical 

culture of organizational bureaucracy that is built 
into federal organizations. It is a hierarchical ap-
proach to management, more appropriate for the 
Industrial Age, in contrast to the practical and 
intentional establishment of collaborative working 
relationships between employees from different 
operational entities more suitable to the Knowl-
edge Age of the twenty-first century. Employees 
must be prepared to work across the independent 
silos of agency operations to bring their collective 
knowledge to bear on the most demanding issues 
facing the government, in times of normalcy as 
well as in emergencies.

In many European countries, the central gov-
ernment establishes knowledge management plan-
ning and implementation for the whole country 
through a central administration, and this acts as 
an effective mandate for knowledge management 
within and between governmental bodies in the 
country. Many of these countries are members 
of the Organization for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD). The OECD promotes 
knowledge management, and for that reason a 
separate discussion of the OECD’s role is included 
in this chapter.

In the United States, there is no comparable 
centrally administered mandate for the adoption of 
knowledge management programs in U.S. federal 
agencies. The Office of Management and Bud-
get (OMB) reporting to the President, mandates 
agency commitment to adopt an E-Government 
approach to provide electronic services to the 
U.S. public, in response to the President’s Man-
agement Agenda (PMA) adopted in 2002. The 
PMA contains the principles for the President’s 
vision for government reform: to citizen-centered, 
not bureaucracy-centered, results-oriented and 
market-based agency organizations. There is no 
concomitant mandate for the intentional transfer 
of knowledge through the implementation of 
knowledge management programs within and 
between agencies.

The General Accountability Office (GAO), 
an independent non-partisan agency reporting to 
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Congressional policy-makers and the public under 
the leadership of the U.S. Comptroller General 
(who holds the position for a period of 15 years) 
with the authority to improve the performance 
and ensure the accountability of federal govern-
ment programs.

In 1998, David M. Walker was appointed 
Comptroller General by President William J. 
Clinton. At the latter part of his career at the GAO, 
his work led him to conduct a series of “wake-up” 
tours around the country to warn about the wors-
ening fiscal condition of the federal government. 
In March 2008 he joined the Peter G. Peterson 
Foundation in New York as President and CEO. 
He recently shared his knowledge in a new book 
titled “Comeback America: Turning the Country 
Around and Restoring Fiscal Responsibility”.

While the GAO promotes knowledge man-
agement, and embraces it internally, it does not 
mandate knowledge management. However, the 
specific use of knowledge management for its 
transformational effect on organizations has re-
ceived longstanding support (GAO, 2004). One 
of the stated goals of the GAO’s Strategic Plan 
is to transform the federal government’s role and 
how it does business to meet twenty-first century 
challenges. The GAO considers transformation as 
the key to achieving a new model of management 
for government organizations.

In 2005, the GAO designated a new “high 
risk” watch area for federal agencies – that of 
establishing appropriate and effective information 
sharing mechanisms, citing the need for securing 
the homeland in a government-wide effort involv-
ing multiple federal agencies. (GAO, 2005).

In December 2005, the 9/11 Commission 
remonstrated that “The failure to share informa-
tion among and within agencies cost us dearly on 
September 11th”, and concluded “No single step 
is more important to strengthen our intelligence 
than to improve information sharing.” (9/11 Com-
mission Report Card, 2005).

Public Sector Governance: Traditionally, 
public administrations are bureaucratic organiza-

tions: an operational definition that gives a better 
understanding of the difficulties of bringing about 
change (OECD, 2000). The office organization is 
a collective order, a legitimate domination based 
on a set of procedures, a professional organization 
based on process. The production of services in a 
bureaucratic organization follows the concepts of 
specialization and sequencing of tasks. The advan-
tage to employees for this segmented, bureaucratic 
work style is that there was no requirement for 
employees to collaborate with others (Dupuy, 
OECD, 2000). From the other side of the equa-
tion, to receive services, the public had no choice 
but to follow the sequential steps imposed by the 
organization’s operational procedures. This is the 
antithesis of today’s customer-service orientation 
between the government as provider and the public 
as customer.

Sistare (2004) describes the concept of achiev-
ing government transformation and reorganization 
for the twenty-first century through means of a 
“virtual reorganization”. This has become increas-
ingly possible, due to the growth of the Internet.

There are four possible paths to achieve the 
virtual reorganization of federal agencies in lieu 
of a physical reorganization: virtual reorganiza-
tion through e-Government (firstgov.gov); virtual 
reorganization through coordinating councils 
(Council of Chief Information Officers); reorga-
nization by commission (the 9/11 Commission); 
and reorganization via legislative authorization 
(the forming of DHS). (Sistare, 2004).

An effective implementation of knowledge 
management to achieve electronic government 
requires that knowledge be managed horizontally 
across agencies. Citizens are not cognizant about 
where or how the government information they 
require is created, or whether the information they 
seek needs to be aggregated by federal agencies to 
provide the ultimate service. To effectively meet 
these objectives requires that knowledge be inte-
grated between independent segments of common 
service functions across government. Even though 
the federal government is organized vertically, 
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with each department and agency serving the 
public directly, much of what federal agencies do 
to effectively distribute “what it knows” to improve 
public services is achieved by sharing knowledge 
through horizontal partnerships. Government 
agencies are vertical bureaucracies (federal, state 
and local) that are inherently knowledge-intensive 
(Barquin, Bennet, & Remez, 2001). Knowledge 
management requires leveraging the collective 
knowledge of agencies to fulfill the mission of 
the overall federal enterprise (Barquin, Bennet, 
& Remez, 2001).

Knowledge Management Practices and the 
OECD: Headquartered in Paris, the Organiza-
tion of Economic Cooperation and Development 
(OECD) provides a forum where the governments 
of 30 industrialized countries, with democratic 
governments, work together to solve the common 
economic, social and governance challenges of 
the member countries. Knowledge management 
forms the central core of OECD focus.

In January 2002, the OECD launched the first 
international survey of knowledge management 
practices for ministries/departments or agencies of 
central government in OECD member countries. A 
comparison of seven functional sectors of central 
governments was obtained through a survey of 20 
participating members. These functions were the 
ministries of Economy, Trade and Industry, Edu-
cation, Finance/Budget, Foreign Affairs, Health/
Social Affairs, Home Affairs/Interior, and State 
Reform/Civil Service/Public Administration. The 
United States, a member of the OECD, submitted 
responses to the survey in all except the Finance/
Budget sector.

The broad conclusions of the OECD KM 
Practices Survey were that within the central 
government in OECD countries, activities are 
knowledge-intensive, staff is highly educated, a 
critical mass of knowledge exists in these public 
organizations, and central governments must 
have superior mechanisms with which to share 
knowledge across government organizations. 
The OECD survey was designed to review the 

actual KM Practices implemented, as well as to 
elicit a self-assessed perception of the results of 
these practices.

One of the significant results of the survey was 
that there is a need to think about knowledge man-
agement from a ‘whole of government’ perspective 
rather than from the perspective of individual 
organizations within central government. (OECD, 
GOV/PUMA, 2003. This is a key difference from 
the perspective of how knowledge management 
programs are implemented in the U.S. federal 
government. While they may be adopted within 
individual departments or agencies, they are not 
directed for adoption for the federal government 
as a whole.

RESEARCH DESIGN AND 
METHODOLOGY

The research methodology was designed to 
investigate the factors affecting success in U.S. 
federal agency’s adoption of Knowledge Manage-
ment Practices in Cabinet-level Departments and 
Independent Agencies reporting to the President. 
The Bureaus and Program Offices of the large 
Cabinet-level Departments are comprised of ap-
proximately 130 organizations.

Research Goal: The central research goal was 
to examine the influence of five key factors in 
the success of knowledge management practices 
within the federal government.

Research Hypothesis: Five research hypoth-
eses were developed to address this research goal:

HS:  Small federal agencies have higher KM 
Practices Index Scores than large agencies.

HI:  Independent agencies have higher KM Prac-
tices Index Scores than Cabinet agencies.

HL:  Agencies where KM has been in place for 
more than 4 years have higher KM Practices 
Index Scores than agencies where KM has 
been in place for less than or equal to 4 years.
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HP:  Agencies with a commitment to an effective 
written KM policy or strategy have higher 
KM Practices Index Scores than agencies 
with no effective written KM policy or 
strategy.

HR:  Agencies where the KM responsibility is 
assigned to a KM unit have higher KM Prac-
tices Index Scores than agencies where the 
KM responsibility is assigned to a different 
department.

Each of these hypotheses has an associated 
null hypothesis.

The dependent variable for this study is an 
index score of Knowledge Management Practices 
in federal agencies. The independent variables are 
the size of the agency, whether or not the agency 
type is a Cabinet-level Department or Independent 
Agency, the longevity of KM Practices, whether 
or not there is a commitment to adopt a KM policy 
or strategy, and whether the primary responsibility 
for KM Practices is directed by a CKO or KM unit 
versus other functional locations in the agency.

The KM Practices survey questions for this 
research are drawn from both the Statistics Canada 
KM Practices survey conducted in 2001, and 
from the first international KM Practices survey 
conducted by the OECD in 2002. Previous to the 
KM Practices survey of U.S. federal agencies, 
Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, 
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Ko-
rea, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovak Republic, 
Sweden, United Kingdom and the United States 
participated in the OECD Knowledge Manage-
ment Practices survey. This survey was limited 
to seven common functional government areas 
of operation in each country. The KM Practices 
survey of U.S. federal agencies was conducted 
in March 2005.

Research Population: The survey research 
targeted the population of the 16 Cabinet-level 
Departments and the 10 Independent Agencies of 
the federal government listed in Table 1.

Research Instrument: The KM Practices 
research instrument was used to determine the 
extent of KM practices implemented in the 26 
federal departments and agencies and the type of 
practices most frequently employed. It consisted 
of 45 questions in three sections: 27 questions 
about specific Knowledge Management Prac-
tices; 11 questions regarding the perception of 
effective results from the use of KM Practices; 
and 6 mixed questions.

Validation and Reliability: The survey instru-
ment was based on the previous KM Practices 
surveys conducted by Statistics Canada, Denmark, 
France, Germany, and the OECD. Our Web-based 
online survey was tested, and feedback was re-
ceived from a Survey Special Interest Group (SIG) 
of members of the KM WG interested in taking the 
survey in order to provide feedback prior to the 
survey distribution. Feedback from these members 
indicated a concern for the time required to take 
the survey, and adjustments were made.

Table 1. Survey research population 

The 16 U.S. federal government Cabinet-level Departments

Agriculture Housing & Urban 
Development

Commerce Interior

Defense Justice

Education Labor

Energy State

Environmental Protection Agency Transportation

Health and Human Services Treasury

Office of Homeland Security Veterans Adminis-
tration

The 10 U.S. Federal Government Independent Agencies

Agency for International 
Development

Office of Management and Budget

Army Corps of Engineers Office of Personnel Management

General Services Admin-
istration

Small Business Administration

National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration

Smithsonian Institute

National Science Foun-
dation

Social Security Administration
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Research Procedures: Procedures recom-
mended by Statistics Canada were followed in 
the administration of the research instrument. 
In addition, the recommendation of the central 
government office in Germany that piloted a 
Knowledge Management Practices survey to 
utilize a Likert scale was followed. The Canadian 
survey used a predictive scale that asked whether 
the respondent had implemented the KM Practices 
within the past 24 months, or whether they were 
considering an implementation within the next 
24 months. In January 2005, in a review of the 
survey prior to its distribution, Statistics Canada 
advised the use of a four-ratio Likert scale instead 
of a five-ratio scale.

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

The survey was distributed in the first week of 
March 2005. It remained open for 6 weeks and 
was closed in April 2005. The online survey was 
a blind survey, ensuring that no individual names 
were attributable to the information collected 
from each agency. The survey was distributed by 
a survey company via an e-mail code to 326 KM 
practitioners, employees of U.S. federal agencies 
and members of the KM WG of the Federal CIO 
Council.

After six weeks, the total count of survey 
responses received from 26 different agencies 
was 125, or 38% of the members of the KM WG. 
Of the 125 responses, 119 were included in the 
analysis, with 6 removed because of incomplete 
or missing data.

Validation of the Survey Instrument: The 
reliability of our survey tool was assessed after the 
initial review of the data analysis of the descriptive 
statistics concerning the respondent profiles and 
prior to considering the validation of the research 
hypotheses. An analysis of the normal distribution 
of the variables was performed before examin-
ing the possible variance analyses. A descriptive 
analysis was conducted in order to verify the kur-

tosis and skewness values of the various factors. 
It is generally accepted that variables obtaining 
an absolute value lower than 2 are acceptable 
(George & Mallery, 2005). In order to assess the 
discriminant and convergent validity, various fac-
tor analyses were conducted using the principal 
component method with a Varimax rotation and 
a Kaiser normalization. Only factors obtaining an 
eigenvalue greater than 1 were extracted.

The Cronbach’s alpha test was used to test the 
internal reliability of the KM Practices construct 
as well as its five dimensions. The overall alpha 
value for the KM practices is α=0.941, which 
reflects an excellent level of reliability. All the 
alpha values are greater than 0.7, which denote 
an acceptable level of internal reliability of the 
KM Practices construct.

Data Analysis: The KM Index Score for each 
agency was evaluated under 5 dimensions, as a 
result of the component factor analysis of the 27 
KM Practice questions. Each dimension was rated 
separately, and is described in Table 2.

In order to increase the validity and the reli-
ability of our analysis it was decided to include 
only the agencies where more than 1 respondent 
responded to the survey (frequency ≥2).

1. Agency Size Influence. Hypothesis HS tests 
the difference between the KM Practices Index 
Score (dependent variable) associated with the size 
of the federal department or agency (independent 
variable). HS: Small federal agencies have higher 
KM Practices Index Scores than large agencies. 
Table 3 shows the size of each agency respond-
ing to the survey. While not a federal agency, 
The World Bank was included in the survey as a 
public sector organization with a long and close 
affiliation with the Federal Knowledge Manage-
ment Working Group.

The KM Practices Index Score variable was 
measured on an interval/ratio scale of values 
ranging from (5-20). Since most agencies were 
large-sized, we used the median value of the 
agency size (45,431) in order to differentiate small 
versus large agencies. Agencies having a size 
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lower than or equal to 45,431 employees were 
categorized as “small” and the others as “large”. 
An independent-sample one-tailed t test was used 
to analyze the differences of means between the 
two groups (small and large). Table 4 provides 
the descriptive statistics of the two groups studied.

The probability associated with the Levene’s 
test for equality of variance is 0.012 (Table 5, row 
(1)). Because this is less than.05, we can be rea-
sonably certain that the variance of the KM Index 
score differs across the two groups. Data from the 
second row of Table 5 is used (equal variance not 
assumed).

Table 2. The KM index score dimensions 

Index Dimensions Description

Knowledge Engagement Agency implementation of KM Practices through KM policy, strategy as responsibility of a CKO or KM unit; 
including formal and informal training in Knowledge Management Practices

Knowledge Exchange Agency value system conducive to promote knowledge-sharing; improve workforce retention; monetary or 
non-monetary incentives; capture of Best Practices and Lessons Learned; SME locators; portal for shared docu-
ments; submit best practices

Knowledge Acquisition Partnerships/alliances to acquire knowledge; captures external knowledge; develop CoPs; transfer knowledge 
to less-experienced workers

KM Responsibility Responsibility of managers/executives; responsibility of non-management workers

KM Training and Men-
toring

Formal and informal mentoring; funding for work-related courses; funding for KM study

Table 3. Agency size 

Agency Frequency Percent Size Cabinet Independent

Department of Veterans Affairs VA 4 3% 236,495 Cabinet

Department of the Army US Army 9 7% 230,496 Cabinet

Department of the Navy 
(incl. US Marine Corps) US Navy 13 10% 174,350 Cabinet

Department of the Air Force USAF 3 2% 154,999 Cabinet

Department of the Treasury TREAS 6 5% 122,521 Cabinet

Department of Agriculture USDA 8 6% 101,472 Cabinet

Department of Defense Civilian DOD 13 10% 98,663 Cabinet

Department of Health & Human 
Services HHS 2 2% 63,514 Cabinet

Department of Transportation DOT 9 7% 55,611 Cabinet

Army Corps of Engineers USACE 5 4% 35,250 Independent

Environmental Protection Agency EPA 2 2% 18,452 Independent

Department of Energy DOE 11 9% 14,990 Cabinet

General Services Administration GSA 5 4% 12,472 Independent

The World Bank WB 2 2% 9,300 Special

Government Printing Office GPO 2 2% 2,395 Independent

United States Agency for International 
Development USAID 7 6% 2,317 Independent

Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation PBGC 10 8% 780 Special
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Applying the two-step rule, p=0.001 (one 
tailed) (lower than the pre-set α of.05) and direc-
tionality of the difference in sample means is 
consistent with HS (Small 13.12 > 11.21 Large). 
Thus, H0 is rejected and HS is accepted. We can 
be reasonably certain that small agencies have 
higher KM Practices Index Scores than large 
agencies.

2. Cabinet Agencies vs. Independent Agen-
cies Influence: Hypothesis HI tests the difference 
between the KM Practices Index Score (depen-
dent variable) associated with Cabinet-level and 
Independent Agencies (independent variable). HI: 
Independent agencies have higher KM Practices 
Index Scores than Cabinet agencies.

The KM Practices Index Score variable was 
measured on an interval/ratio scale of values 
ranging from (5-20). An independent-sample 
one-tailed t test was used to analyze the differ-
ences of means between the two groups (cabinet 
and independent). Table 6 provides descriptive 
statistics of the two groups studied.

The probability associated with the Levene’s 
test for equality of variance is 0.594 (Table 7, row 
(1)). Because this is more than.05, there is no 
reasonable certainty that the variance of the KM 
Index score differs across the two groups. Data 
from the first row of Table 7 will be used (equal 
variances assumed).

Table 4. Descriptive statistics of the 2 groups studied 

Size_S_L N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

KM Index Score Small 33 13.1192 2.03984 .35509

Large 53 11.2106 3.37009 .46292

Table 5. Comparison between the KM index score of small and large agencies 

Independent Samples Test

Levene’s Test 
for Equality 
of Variances

t-test for Equality of Means

F Sig. t df Sig. 
(2-tailed)

Mean Dif-
ference

Std. Error 
Difference

95% Confidence 
Interval of the Dif-
ference

Lower Upper

KM Index 
Score

Equal 
variances 
assumed

6.632 .012 2.932 84 .004 1.90861 .65089 .61425 3.20297

Equal vari-
ances not 
assumed

3.271 83.961 .002 1.90861 .58342 .74840 3.06882

Table 6. Descriptive statistics of the 2 groups studied 

Agency type N Mean Std. Deviation
Std. Error 

Mean

KMIndexScore Cabinet 75 11.3290 3.21994 .37181

Independent 32 12.6541 3.00754 .53166
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Applying the two-step rule, p=0.025 (one 
tailed) (lower than the pre-set α of.05) and direc-
tionality of the difference in sample means is 
consistent with HI (Independent 12.65 > 11.33 
Cabinet). Thus, H0 is rejected and HI is accepted. 
It is reasonably certain that Independent agencies 
have higher KM Practices Index Scores than 
Cabinet-level agencies.

3. KM Longevity Influence: Hypothesis HL 
tests the difference between the KM Practices 
Index Scores (dependent variable) associated 
with the longevity of the KM Practices (how 
long the KM practices have been in place in the 
organization) (independent variable). HL: Agen-
cies where KM has been in place for more than 
4 years have higher KM Practices Index Scores 

than agencies where KM has been in place for 
less than or equal to 4 years.

Table 8 illustrates that in our survey popula-
tion, 62.2% or more that half of the agencies have 
had KM Practices implemented for a period of 2 
to 4 years or less.

The KM Practices Index Score variable was 
measured on an interval/ratio scale of values 
ranging from (5-20). The longevity variable is a 
discrete categorical variable (Less than 2 years, 
2-4 years, 5-9 years, more than 10 years). A one-
way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) test was 
performed to analyze the differences of means 
between the various groups. Table 9 provides 
descriptive statistics of the various groups studied.

The probability associated with the Levene’s 
test for equality of variance is 0.743 (Table 10). 

Table 7. Comparison between the KM index score of cabinet-level and independent agencies 

Independent Samples Test

Levene’s 
Test for 
Equality of 
Variances

t-test for Equality of Means

F Sig. t df Sig.
(2-tailed)

Mean Dif-
ference

Std. Error 
Difference

95% Confidence 
Interval of the Dif-
ference

Lower Upper

KMIndexScore Equal 
variances 
assumed

.286 .594 -1.987 105 .050 -1.32516 .66696 -2.64761 -.00271

Equal vari-
ances not 
assumed

-2.043 62.476 .045 -1.32516 .64877 -2.62184 -.02848

Table 8. Longevity of agency KM initiatives 

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid < 2 years 38 31.9 31.9 31.9

2-4 years 36 30.3 30.3 62.2

5-9 years 15 12.6 12.6 74.8

> 10 years 8 6.7 6.7 81.5

Don’t know! 22 18.5 18.5 100.0

Total 119 100.0 100.0
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Because this is more than.05, we can not be rea-
sonably certain that the variance of the KM Index 
score differs across the different groups (equal 
variances assumed).

The results of the ANOVA test can be found 
in Table 11. The significance value p=0.028 is 
lower than the pre-set α of.05, which indicates 
that we can be reasonably certain that significant 
differences exist in KM Index Scores among the 
various groups studied.

In order to test our hypothesis we made a more 
precise comparison between the groups “<2 years” 
”2-4 years” and the other groups.

A pairwise multiple comparison test was 
performed and the result of the contrast test is 
displayed in Table 12. The significance value 
p=0.012 is lower than the pre-set α of.05. Thus, 
H0 is rejected and HL is accepted. We can be rea-
sonably certain that agencies where KM has been 
in place for more than 4 years have higher KM 
Practices Index Scores than agencies where KM 
has been in place for less than or equal to 4 years.

4. KM Policy Influence: Hypothesis HP tests 
the difference between the KM Practices Index 
Score (dependent variable) associated with agen-
cies that have adopted an effective written KM 
policy or strategy and the agencies with no writ-

Table 9. Descriptive statistics of the different groups studied 

N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error
95% Confidence Interval for 

Mean Minimum Maximum

Lower Bound Upper Bound

< 2 years 33 11.1827 2.54444 .44293 10.2805 12.0849 5.00 16.75

2-4 years 32 12.1618 3.04531 .53834 11.0638 13.2597 5.00 17.32

5-9 years 14 13.7454 3.08852 .82544 11.9622 15.5287 9.05 18.63

> 10 years 8 13.3135 2.72521 .96351 11.0352 15.5919 9.40 18.88

Total 87 12.1511 2.94919 .31619 11.5226 12.7797 5.00 18.88

Table 10. Test of homogeneity of variances 

KMIndexScore

Levene 
Statistic df1 df2 Sig.

.743 3 83 .529

Table 11. Result of ANOVA test 

KMIndexScore

Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig.

Between Groups 77.348 3 25.783 3.191 .028

Within Groups 670.659 83 8.080

Total 748.006 86

Table 12. Contrast test results 

Contrast Value of 
Contrast

Std. Error t df Sig. (2-tailed)

KMIndexScore Assume equal variances 1 -3.7145 1.44380 -2.573 83 .012

Does not assume equal 1 -3.7145 1.44765 -2.566 26.987 .016
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ten KM policy or strategy (independent variable). 
HP: Agencies with an effective written KM policy 
or strategy have higher KM Practices Index Scores 
than agencies with no effective written KM poli-
cy or strategy

The KM Practices Index Score variable was 
measured on an interval/ratio scale of values 
ranging from (5-20). An independent-sample one-
tailed t test was used to analyze the differences of 
means between the two groups (KM policy and 
no KM policy). Table 13 provides descriptive 
statistics of the two groups studied.

The probability associated with the Levene’s 
test for equality of variance is 0.620 (Table 14 
row (1)). Because this is more than.05, we can 
not be reasonably certain that the variance of the 
KM Index score differs across the two groups. 
Data from the first row of Table 13 will be used 
(equal variances assumed).

Applying the two-step rule, p<0.000 (one 
tailed) (lower than the pre-set α of.05) and direc-

tionality of the difference in sample means is 
consistent with HP (Policy 14.24 > 10.34 No 
policy). Thus, H0 is rejected and HP is accepted. 
We can be reasonably certain that Agencies which 
have adopted an effective written KM policy or 
strategy have higher KM Practices Index Scores 
than agencies with no effective written KM pol-
icy or strategy.

5. KM Responsibility Influence: Hypothesis 
HR tests the difference between the KM Prac-
tices Index Scores (dependent variable) and the 
functional area with primary KM responsibility 
(independent variable). HR: Agencies where the 
KM responsibility is assigned to a KM unit have 
higher KM Practices Index Scores than agencies 
where KM responsibility is assigned to a different 
department.

The KM Practices Index Score variable was 
measured on an interval/ratio scale of values 
ranging from (5-20). The functional area respon-
sibility variable is a discrete categorical variable 

Table 13. Descriptive statistics of the 2 groups studied 

KM policy in place N Mean Std. Deviation
Std. Error 

Mean

KMIndexScore KM policy or strategy 38 14.2423 2.37113 .38465

No KM policy or strategy 69 10.3391 2.72698 .32829

Table 14. Comparison between the KM index score of agencies with or without a KM policy or strategy 

Independent Samples Test

Levene’s 
Test for 
Equality of 
Variances

t-test for Equality of Means

F Sig. t df Sig.
(2-tailed)

Mean Dif-
ference

Std. Error 
Difference

95% Confidence 
Interval of the Dif-
ference

Lower Upper

KMIndexScore Equal 
variances 
assumed

.248 .620 7.411 105 .000 3.90320 .52667 2.84891 4.94749

Equal vari-
ances not 
assumed

7.718 85.773 .000 3.90320 .50570 2.89787 4.90852
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(Human Resources, Information Technology, KM 
Unit, Library Services, Executive Management, 
Grass-roots effort). A one way Analysis of Vari-
ance (ANOVA) test was performed to analyze 
the differences of means between the various 
groups. Table 15 provides descriptive statistics 
of the various groups studied.

The probability associated with the Levene’s 
test for equality of variance is 0.907 (Table 16). 
Because this is more than.05, we can not be rea-
sonably certain that the variance of the KM Index 
score differs across the different groups (equal 
variances assumed).

The results of the ANOVA test can be found 
in Table 17. The significance value p=0.028 is 
lower than the pre-set α of.05, which indicates 
that we can be reasonably certain that significant 
differences exist in KM Index Scores between the 
various groups studied.

In order to test our hypothesis, it was necessary 
to make a more precise comparison between the 
group “KM Unit” and the other groups. The result 
of the contrast test is displayed in Table 18. The 
significance value p=0.038 (one-tailed) is lower 
than the pre-set α of.05. Thus, H0 is rejected and 
HR is accepted. We can be reasonably certain that 
agencies where the KM responsibility is assigned 
to a KM unit have higher KM Practices Index 
Scores than agencies where the KM responsibil-
ity is assigned to a different department.

Table 15. Descriptive statistics of the different groups studied 

KMIndexScore

95% Confidence Interval 
for Mean

N Mean Std. Devia-
tion

Std. Error Lower 
Bound

Upper 
Bound

Minimum Maximum

HR 8 12.1220 2.38630 .84368 10.1270 14.1170 9.60 16.33

IT 17 12.6078 2.72768 .66156 11.2054 14.0103 9.23 18.88

KM Unit 22 12.8744 2.86626 .61109 11.6035 14.1452 6.25 16.98

Library 2 8.8708 2.33934 1.65417 -12.1473 29.8890 7.22 10.53

Executive 11 12.9644 2.92186 .88097 11.0015 14.9273 7.63 18.63

Grass-Roots 26 10.4692 3.23647 .63472 9.1619 11.7764 5.00 17.63

Total 86 11.9430 3.06369 .33067 11.2861 12.5998 5.00 18.88

Table 16. Test of homogeneity of variances 

KMIndexScore

Levene Statistic df1 df2 Sig.

.308 5 80 .907

Table 17. Result of ANOVA test 

KMIndexScore

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Between Groups 113.681 5 22.736 2.659 .028

Within Groups 684.144 80 8.552

Total 797.825 85
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CONCLUSION

The conclusions of the study were that the size 
of the agency does influence the advance of KM 
Practices within the federal agencies that were the 
subject of this study. We can be reasonably certain 
that small agencies have higher KM Practices, 
as measured by the KM Index Score, than large 
agencies. There was no previous expectation that 
agency size would have an effect on the level 
of the implementation of KM Practices in the 
research population.

The study also found that whether or not 
the agency is a Cabinet-level Department or an 
Independent Agency does influence the advance 
of KM Practices within the agency. Independent 
agencies have higher KM Practices Index Scores 
than Cabinet-level Departments. There was no 
expectation that the type of agency, either Cabinet-
level or Independent Agency, would have an ef-
fect on the level of their implementation of KM 
Practices. The research gives no indication for 
this conclusion. This is a new finding that could 
be explored further.

The research data were also analyzed to deter-
mine whether agencies where KM Practices were 
in place for more than 4 years had higher KM 
Practices Index Scores than agencies where KM 
Practices had been in place for less than 4 years. 
The study found that the longevity of KM Prac-
tices does influence the advance of KM Practices 
within agencies. Agencies where KM has been 
in place for more than 4 years have a higher KM 
Practices Index Score than agencies where KM 
Practices have been in place for less than 4 years. 
This conclusion would appear to bear out the fact 

that KM implementation matures and continues to 
expand over time. This is an encouraging finding.

The study also found that whether or not there 
is a commitment to an effective written KM 
policy or strategy does influence the advance 
of KM Practices in the agencies included in the 
study. Agencies with an effective written KM 
policy or strategy have higher KM Practices Index 
Scores than agencies without an effective written 
KM policy or strategy. As in most management 
disciplines, policy, planning and strategy set the 
tone for the agency’s commitment to become 
knowledge-centric organizations. This indicates 
the value that can benefit an organization whose 
management is committed to setting a policy for 
the implementation of a knowledge management 
program.

The study found that the location of primary 
responsibility for KM Practices – i.e., whether 
responsibility is assigned to a KM unit versus a 
different department – does influence the advance 
of KM Practices within the agency. Agencies 
where the KM responsibility is assigned to a KM 
unit have a higher KM Practices Index Score than 
agencies where KM responsibility is assigned to 
a different department or unit. We can conclude 
that when a KM unit is created and assigned the 
responsibility for the implementation of a KM 
program throughout an agency, that the visibility 
of this commitment results in a broader number 
of KM Practices.

The study also tested the difference between 
the KM Practices Index Scores associated with 
survey respondents who have a KM job title and 
respondents who have a job title not related to 
KM. The aim was to determine whether or not 

Table 18. Contrast test results 

Contrast Value of 
Contrast

Std. Error t df Sig. 
(2-tailed)

KMIndexScore Assume equal variances 1 -7.3375 4.08316 -1.797 80 .076

Does not assume equal 1 -7.3375 3.79480 -1.934 17.591 .069
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respondents with a KM job title provided higher 
KM Practices Index Scores than respondents with 
a different job title. The study found that we can 
not be reasonably certain that respondents with 
a KM job title provided higher KM Practices 
Index Scores than respondents with a different 
job title. Therefore, we can be reasonably certain 
that responses from KM practitioners relative to 
their agency’s implementation of KM Practices 
are not biased.

The significance of this research into the 
implementation of KM Practices in U.S. federal 
agencies has provided us with a first benchmark 
view into the demographic characteristics of the 
26 agencies that have successfully implemented 
KM programs.

Additional information about the nature of 
the KM practices implemented were also signifi-
cant – which practices were implemented most 
frequently across the responding agencies; the 
results and benefits from the implementation as 
indicated by the KM practitioners themselves; 
and the methods of measurement applied across 
agencies. Unfortunately, we were unable to present 
this information within the context of this chapter.
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Chapter  4.11

INTRODUCTION

At the end of the Cold War, the Intelligence situ-
ation (characterized in the past by a confrontation 
among equals and information scarcity) changed 
radically to the current situation of today, char-
acterized as an asymmetric threat: on one side, 
there is still a nation; but on the other, there is 
a relatively small group of individuals, brought 
together by a common ideology, usually with eth-
nic and religious elements. These individuals can 
only confront their opponent by using subterfuge, 
deception and terrorist acts. They try to disguise 
their activities by infiltrating society at large and 
seeking refuge in anonymity. This kind of conflict 
has long been analyzed in the military literature 
under names like low-intensity conflict (LIC) or 
operation other than war (OOTW) (for more on 

this perspective, the reader is referred to the clas-
sic work by Kitson (Kitson, 1971)). The task of 
the nations under terrorist threat is to detect the 
group’s individuals and their intentions before they 
can carry out destructive actions. For this, their 
Intelligence services count on large amounts of raw 
data, obtained from many different sources: signal 
Intelligence, open sources, tips from informants, 
friendly governments. However, this data is not 
always reliable, almost never complete, and the 
truly interesting events are usually to be found hid-
den among large amounts of similar-looking facts. 
To deal with this situation, Intelligence officers 
use sophisticated information technology tools. 
Several authors have pointed out that this task is 
not at all dissimilar from the task that strategists 
in Business Intelligence (BI) and Knowledge 
Management (KM) face: as in KM, in Intelligence 
the challenge is that “the right knowledge must 
get to the right people at the right time” (Pappas 
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and Simon, 2002). Therefore, the Intelligence 
experts may learn something from studying BI 
and KM, their history and milestones, while the 
business strategists may also be enlightened by 
the history and lessons of military Intelligence 
(after all, military Intelligence is an ancient 
discipline; in contrast, KM can be considered a 
newcomer). In this article, we describe the Intel-
ligence analysis cycle, and compare it with the 
KM cycle (we assume the reader familiar with 
KM, but not with Intelligence tasks). We point out 
the similarities (and the differences) between the 
two, and highlight several ways in which military 
Intelligence may benefit from the hindsight’s 
and techniques developed by KM practitioners. 
We also briefly describe tools and methods from 
military Intelligence that KM practitioners may 
find illuminating. We close with a discussion of 
future trends and some conclusions.

BACKGROUND: 
INTELLIGENCE ANALYSIS

The ultimate goal of Intelligence analysis is to 
provide a customer, military or civilian, with the 
best possible information to help in taking policy, 
strategic and tactical decisions that affect national 
security1. In this task, “Intelligence” is used to 
refer to knowledge and information, the basic end 
product of the analysis. Such analysis is carried 
out by highly trained analysts, who work in a 
continuous process involving the following steps2:

Need Analysis. Customers (policymakers 
and others) make requests that the analyst must 
translate to specific requirements and tasks, in 
order to make sure that the final product answers 
the needs of the customer. Customer demands 
often need interpretation or analysis before they 
can be expressed as an Intelligence requirement 
(Krizan, 1999). The customer may have additional 
constraints on the Intelligence product; the request 
may have time constraints (short-term versus 

long-term) or scope (broad or strategic versus 
narrow or tactical).

Collection. This refers to the gathering of 
raw (uninterpreted) data. Nowadays, there is an 
abundance of data, due to the variety and richness 
of sources:

• Signal Intelligence (SIGINT) includes in-
formation from radar, telemetry, and inter-
cepted communications.

• Imagery Intelligence (IMINT) refers to im-
ages delivered by electronic means, mostly 
satellites.

• Measurement and signature Intelligence 
(MASINT) is data produced from sensors 
(chemical, acoustic,...) other than SIGINT 
and IMINT.

• Human-source Intelligence (HUMINT) re-
fers to data provided by informants, either 
through clandestine means, or through offi-
cial contacts with allied nations, or through 
diplomatic missions.

• Open-source information (OSINT) refers 
to publicly available information (radio, 
television, newspapers, commercial data-
bases, etc.); this is in contract with all pre-
vious sources, which are usually classified 
and not open.

Processing and Exploitation. On this stage, 
the raw data is converted to a form suitable for 
further analysis. This includes translation of docu-
ments in foreign languages, analysis of sensor data, 
decoding of messages, etc. These tasks consume 
a large amount of resources from Intelligence 
agencies, since many of them are labor-intensive, 
and specialized personnel is needed to carry them 
out. Moreover, in this phase evaluation of the 
accuracy, reliability and meaning of the raw data 
(which continues in the next step) gets started.

Analysis and Production. On this stage the 
processed data is integrated, interpreted, and 
evaluated. On this crucial phase, the analyst must 
assess how reliable and complete the data pieces 
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are; how distinct pieces of data can be interpreted; 
and how they fit in an overall picture. The first 
task is needed since many times the sources of 
information are not trustworthy, and an adver-
sary may leave indications that actually mislead 
an Intelligence agency, in order to disguise real 
intentions. The second task is needed since raw 
data is rarely unambiguous; the same act (for in-
stance, buying fertilizer) may signal completely 
different intentions depending on the context (to 
work on a farm, or to prepare explosives). The last 
task is needed since data is rarely complete; after 
all collection is done, analysts usually have only 
fragmented and weakly related evidence. Finally, 
even after some conclusion is reached, there are 
two tasks left: first, analysts try to verify their 
work by correlating finished Intelligence with 
data from other sources, looking for supporting 
evidence and/or inconsistencies. Because the 
process is far from exact, and is based on partial, 
tentative evidence, all conclusions reached are by 
necessity also tentative, best-estimate interpreta-
tions. Note that in this step we go from facts to 
interpretation and judgment; hence, it is in this step 
that the danger is greater for presumptions, biases 
and other problems to arise. Second, the created 
Intelligence must be tailored to the customer, and 
an effort must be made to make sure that the prod-
uct answers the customer’s needs. In particular, 
the information produced must be relevant to the 
original answer, as accurate as possible (and, if 
uncertain, accompanied by some measure of its 
certainty), objective, useful for decision making 
(“actionable”) and timely.

Dissemination. This is simply the process of 
delivering the finished product to the consumer. 
Sometimes, this is followed by the consumers 
providing feedback to the Intelligence analyst so 
that the process can be improved, or by further 
requests.

While some Intelligence is produced in re-
sponse to a specific demand from a consumer, 
other Intelligence is produced simply in order to 
keep track of ongoing events, or to detect trends 

and patterns, or to be aware of events that may 
develop. As a result, finished Intelligence can 
be of one of several categories, depending on its 
origin, subject, type of analysis and/or intended 
use. With regards to origin, Intelligence may be 
analyst-driven, event-driven or scheduled (peri-
odical). With regard to subject, Intelligence may 
be economic, geographic, political, scientific, etc. 
With regard to type of analysis, Intelligence can 
be descriptive or inferential; in the latter case, it 
can be about the past, the present (warnings) or 
the future (forecasts) (Waltz, 2003).

In the United States alone, there are several 
Intelligence agencies which are collectors of data 
and/or producers of finished Intelligence, based 
on several departments. Collaborations among 
these agencies has been notably absent in the past.

KM in Intelligence Analysis

The idea that KM has a role to play in Intelligence 
Analysis is not new. In a seminar paper, Brooks 
(Brooks, 2000) already stated our main thesis; 
namely, that because of similarities in goals, issues 
and tasks, KM could lend significant insight when 
analyzing Intelligence work, and vice versa. Also, 
the book by Waltz (Waltz, 2003) has this very same 
thesis at its core. Moreover, the 9/11 commission 
has stated that some of most serious failures in 
Intelligence that had been observed (the lack of 
communication between FBI and CIA, and the 
obsolete information technology deployed at the 
FBI) stem from not having an adequate knowl-
edge management strategy in place: “In essence, 
the agency didn’t know what it knew”. The book 
by Krizan (Krizan, 1999) starts with a prologue 
under the subtitle “National Intelligence meets 
Business Intelligence”. Finally, another proof of 
the influence of KM in Intelligence work may 
the creation by the Central Intelligence Agency a 
few years ago of a nonprofit enterprise (In-Q-Tel) 
devoted to identify promising technologies and 
fund companies developing them. In this article, 
we focus on the influence of KM on Intelligence 
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work, concretely on techniques and tools of KM 
that could have an impact on Intelligence tasks. 
We will also briefly mention aspects in which 
Intelligence work is influencing KM, although 
this is not our main topic.

In order to achieve our goal, we start by list-
ing similarities and differences between KM and 
Intelligence, as this will help us understand which 
methods may transfer. Overall, it is clear that In-
telligence, like BI, is about knowledge discovery, 
creation, and dissemination. The following points 
make this likeness more concrete.

Relationship with a customer: Both BI and 
Intelligence have the need to satisfy a customer 
(the policymaker or military command in the In-
telligence case, the company executive in the BI 
case). Furthermore, in both cases customers may 
not articulate the exact needs in terms conducive to 
the Intelligence task, but in terms that make sense 
to themselves. Also, in both cases the customer 
requires “actionable Intelligence”, that is, informa-
tion that supports decision-taking and planning. It 
is up to the analyst to ensure that the final product 
of analysis has, at least to some degree, several 
characteristics that will make it useful to the 
customer: it is to be accurate, objective, usable, 
relevant and timely. Finally, because we live in 
an era where access to information is easy, both 
BI and Intelligence analysts need to add value, 
going beyond what the customer already knows 
(which may be quite a lot) by offering analytical 
skills that extract insights from the raw data.

Data Analysis: Both in the BI and Intelligence 
case, analysts have at their disposal large amounts 
of raw data (usually from open sources); however, 
the information sought is usually hidden within 
this massive set of uninterrupted, unconnected 
set of facts. Both BI and Intelligence rely on IT 
techniques to deal with this large amount of data 
(Waltz, 2003). However, there is no procedure 
that will yield the needed results on each case; 
several techniques must be used in the analysis, 
and most of the times the final product depends 
on the intuition and experience of the analyst. 

Another similarity is the fact that scenarios under 
analysis have widened considerably: in BI, it is 
routine now to watch data on many different 
fields, from technology to politics to the weather. 
Also in intelligence, routine political analysis is 
being complemented by historical, economical 
and other analyses.

Transformation of tacit knowledge: Both 
companies and Intelligence organizations have 
a large deal of tacit (implicit) knowledge in the 
head of senior personnel and in the informal 
networks developed over time as a byproduct of 
work processes. Analysts, either in business or 
Intelligence, absorb and internalize information; 
this manifests itself externally in social interac-
tion (meetings, memos, etc.) (Waltz, 2003). In 
both cases, it is very important to leverage (by 
making explicit, recording and cataloging) as 
much as possible of this internal knowledge. This 
is a difficult task but it offers the possibility of a 
large payoff in the form of expertise that is kept 
in-house when people leave the organization (Von 
Krogh et al., 2000).

Differences: An important difference is the 
adversarial nature of the Intelligence scenario. 
Each party tries to protect information about itself 
by hiding it and by deception. While in industry 
there is also a need and a practice for a certain 
amount of secrecy, there is usually no need for 
deception (at least not in a large, organized scale). 
Hence, Intelligence must deal with information 
that may not be trustworthy; the sources must be 
carefully considered and the information has to 
be crosschecked with other available information. 
BI does not have to bother itself with these issues. 
As a consequence, the amount of what we called 
processing and exploitation is much smaller in BI 
than it is in Intelligence; the analysis phase also 
takes in a different character. Because of the need 
to evaluate reliability of sources in Intelligence 
work, evaluating and selecting evidence is an 
important part of the analysis; this step is rarely 
needed in BI.
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Another important difference is the reserved 
nature of sources in Intelligence work. This has 
consequences throughout the Intelligence cycle: 
sometimes it is not possible to go back to the source 
for additional information; sometimes results can-
not be disseminated as this would compromise 
the source of some data. This is why sometimes 
the Intelligence cycle has been described as “the 
process of the discovery of secrets by secret means” 
(Waltz, 2003, page 2).

Finally, a crucial difference is the extreme 
need for security in Intelligence work. While 
companies are more and more aware of the need 
for security (due to industrial espionage, market 
competition, and malicious attacks to their net-
works), in the Intelligence world there are a series 
of long-standing procedures to restrict access, 
usually based on credentials (clearance levels) 
and in policies like need-to-know.

KM Techniques in Intelligence

Based on our previous analysis, we can sketch a list 
of KM techniques that are bound to be beneficial 
for Intelligence analysis:

Creation of an Organizational Memory, 
including a Best Practices Repository: Since 
much work by the analyst relies on the analyst’ 
experience and intuition, such experience and 
intuition is a great resource that must be kept and 
shared. Best practices repositories do just that. 
Such repositories help not only to improve ongo-
ing analysis, but are useful also for the purpose 
of training (Pappas, A. and Simon, J. M., 2002; 
Clift, 2003). The Intelligence community has rec-
ognized the importance of this approach and has 
tried to incorporate it into its practice, for instance 
by collecting best practices (called tradecraft in 
the Intelligence world); however, until recently 
(see below) this has been done mainly in print 
(Various, 1996), without the support of IT tools 
that would facilitate searching and dissemination 
(Watson, 2002).

Creation of communities of interest and com-
munities of expertise: Many times, Intelligence 
analysis requires considerable expertise in more 
than one area: economical, political, military 
and historical knowledge may be needed for a 
single task. No person is likely to possess all the 
knowledge; the analyst must frequently consult 
experts. Connecting analysts to the right person 
to consult for a given task would increase the 
quality of analysis. Note that, in creating such 
communities, the Intelligence agencies face the 
same problems that companies do; for instance, 
the common good problem (the cost of the effort 
to providers outweigh benefit to consumers, since 
the provider does not benefit). Several solutions 
applied in business may be useful here too: re-
ducing the cost to providers (make it as easy as 
possible to give advice, etc.), and/or rewarding 
them. Ultimately, one should strive to achieve 
equilibrium (mutual reciprocity), as providers 
also become consumers; at this point, the problem 
goes away. However, starting may be difficult, 
since communities need critical mass: they are 
only good if enough people use them. In fact, 
bootstrapping the community may be the hardest 
part of the process (Clawson and Conner, 2004).

Use of information management tools: KM 
has special information management needs that 
databases and other off-the-shelf software do not 
fulfill; certain tools and techniques are of special 
interest in KM. The same tools could be very 
useful to the Intelligence analyst. Among them, 
we point out:

• Document Management tools: A consid-
erable amount of information accessed 
by the analyst is disseminated in docu-
ments of several types: memos, reports, 
etc. The analysts, in turn, produce reports 
that may mention sources or other reports, 
and evolve over several versions. Such 
reports may need to be consulted later by 
other analysts, and therefore the capabil-
ity to search for the right report is need-
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ed. Hence, managing large collections of 
documents effectively is part of the needed 
infrastructure for Intelligence. In the con-
text of Intelligence work, such tools must 
include sophisticated access control (sepa-
rate privileges for viewing, versioning, an-
notating and printing, for instance) in order 
to deal with security issues (Mena, 2004).

• Natural Language Analysis tools: Clearly, 
one of the challenges on the Intelligence 
process is to find the relevant facts from 
among all the data available from differ-
ent sources. Databases can easily index, 
sort and access with efficiency structured 
data, that is, data that has been entered in 
a certain format, usually specified in ad-
vance by a database designer. Information 
in documents (emails, memos, etc.) is es-
pecially rich and relevant, as it may lead 
to tacit knowledge (Asprey & Middleton, 
2003). As an example, what people write in 
emails, memos, etc. gives strong clues as to 
what their view in some issue is. Because 
data in documents tends to be semistruc-
tured (i.e. it has irregular, dynamic struc-
ture) or unstructured (i.e. any structure is 
implicit and not known beforehand), data-
bases tend not to deal well with this sort 
of data. On the other hand, Information 
Retrieval (IR) systems deal well with such 
data, but usually offer only limited search 
capabilities (keyword-based processing). 
However, a new generation of tools is 
emerging around Information Extraction 
(IE) technology to specifically address the 
challenges of managing document-based 
information. Such tools can be a valuable 
aid for the analyst, as they support sophis-
ticated semantic search capabilities (i.e. 
search by entities).

• Social (network) analysis: A considerable 
amount of analysis is devoted to persons 
of interest, and to their collaborators. This 
data, and much other used in Intelligence, 

can be represented in the form of a graph or 
network -with the people or other entities of 
interest being the nodes, and relationships 
among them being the edges. Sociologists 
have carried out analysis of social groups 
using networks for years (Wasserman & 
Faust 1994); such analysis carries eas-
ily to terrorist groups, which resemble 
networks in their lack of clear structure 
(Sageman, 2004). However, Intelligence 
analysis brings in the added difficulties of 
incomplete data (not all nodes and edges 
are known) and unreliable data (some links 
may not be reliable). Moreover, theoreti-
cal analysis has shown that it is relatively 
easy to find links between any nodes in 
many types of networks that occur natu-
rally (Bornholdt & Schuster, 2003); such 
abundance of connections is bad news for 
the Intelligence analyst, who must care-
fully distinguish incidental from signifi-
cant links. Nevertheless, such tools are 
already in use in fraud detection, money 
laundering, etc. and can be quite useful for 
Intelligence. Another aspect of these tools 
is that they can be applied to the analysts 
themselves to help uncover communities 
of interest and expertise, and hence help 
find collaborators (see below).

• Collaborative tools: Due to the complexity 
of today’s Intelligence analysis, most ana-
lysts are experts in a well defined domain. 
This specialization means that complex 
problems that are best attacked from sev-
eral angles must be tacked by groups, not 
individuals. However, successful teams re-
quire good organization, effective commu-
nication, cooperation, and a shared mental 
model or at least vocabulary. Therefore, 
collaborative tools (groupware, communi-
cation tools, etc.) could be used in this re-
gard. Intelligence agencies are well aware 
of this situation: “Collaborative tools using 
commercial web technologies are being 
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developed through the Joint Intelligence 
Virtual Architecture program to assist to-
day’s analyst in locating and accessing 
valuable data, assessing such data, pro-
ducing an informed analytic product, and 
moving that product to where it will be 
of value.” (Clift, 2003). Common in KM, 
such tools are only recently being adopted 
by the Intelligence community, probably 
because of concerns about security and ac-
cess. However, the potential payoff of such 
systems is high, especially if dissemination 
of information (based on predefined pro-
files or dynamic requests) is added to the 
process being modeled.

• Workflow Management (WM) tools: 
Because each step in the Intelligence pro-
cess (see above) is likely to be given to a 
different expert, the final product is the re-
sult of a collaborative process, a true team 
effort. The members of this team must 
communicate easily and effectively; the 
better the communication, the more likely 
the final product will be high quality. WM 
tools help control collaborative processes, 
and therefore are very relevant in this area. 
Thus, just like collaborative tools address 
collaboration at the process level, work-
flow management tools support collabora-
tion at the analysis level.

• Intelligent indexing and search tools for 
multimedia data: Due to the variety of 
sources, Intelligence analysts work with 
data in several formats. We have empha-
sized so far documents (text) as a source, 
but clearly photography’s, maps, etc. are 
also relevant sources of information. The 
need to link all available data, unearthing 
unknown connections, means that all data 
should be indexed and tagged to facilitate 
further analysis. These tools are especially 
important nowadays because they help 
combat information overload and because 
with abilities like push/pull (subscribe/

query) dissemination, and intelligent 
text processing (sometimes in multilin-
gual environments), the tools support the 
knowledge exchange cycle, facilitating the 
transformation between tacit and explicit 
knowledge (Waltz, 2003).

• Cognitive/Analytical tools: Used es-
pecially in the analysis and production 
phase, these tools focus on the reasoning 
process itself: keeping track of hypothesis 
and goals, their interrelationship, choosing 
among alternatives, and performing “what-
if” analysis. The importance of these tools 
is that they help counteract natural biases 
and shortcomings of the analyst’s mental 
model. Because these are part of the inter-
nalized knowledge, such biases are diffi-
cult to identify and deal with, and consti-
tute a serious problem in Intelligence work 
(Heuer, 1999), where dealing with decep-
tion and hard-to-interpret information is 
part of everyday work (Waltz, 2003).

Note that the above list relies heavily on IT 
tools and techniques. Clearly, there is more to KM 
than IT. In fact, it is well known that managerial 
and organizational changes are needed in order 
to support KM (Davenport & Krusack, 1998; 
O’Leary & Studer, 2001). Therefore, strategies 
to make the tools work within the organization 
are an integral part of KM; some authors state the 
real KM is not achieved until there is a culture 
change in the organization (Davenport & Krusack, 
1998; Brooking, 1999). To support organizational 
learning, collaboration and team problem-solving, 
business have adopted a variety of strategies (Choo 
& Bontis, 2002). Such experiences are another 
source of knowledge from which Intelligence 
agencies may greatly benefit, since historically 
they have worked on a very different mindset -one 
that encouraged secrecy.
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State of the Art

The Intelligence community is well aware of the 
impact that KM techniques can have, and in the 
last few years there has been considerable effort 
to adapt some of the techniques mentioned above. 
In fact, some authors think that the information 
technology revolution maybe the single most 
important factor influencing intelligence today 
(Berkowitz & Goodman, 2000)3.

There is great interest recently on collabora-
tive systems that enhance communication, coor-
dination and collaboration (C3) among users. 
The surge in interest can be seen in specialized 
conferences (INSA 2007) and specially in recent 
project like Intellipedia. Intellipedia is an online 
system for collaborative data sharing used by 
the United States intelligence community (IC). 
It was founded in April 2006. Workers from any 
of the agencies in IC have access to it (provided 
they possess adequate clearances; the system is 
not open to the public). The system is designed 
as a set of wikis, running on proprietary networks 
(Intellipedia, 2008). Their main goal is to encour-
age the dissemination of relevant material and the 
open discussion of material interpretation. It is 
expected that the wider dissemination of informa-
tion achieved in this informal manner will alleviate 
the problem of information sharing, very acute in 
the IC as several agencies have created stovepipe 
systems that do not communicate and access to 
information is strictly enforced due to security 
reasons. While need-to-know policies make sense 
in the abstract, in reality many times an analyst is 
not fully aware of what she or he needs to know 
-and, not being aware of what is available, cannot 
articulate a request particular materials.

It is also expected that open discussion of the 
material will expose analysts to more diverse 
(including opposite) viewpoints, therefore coun-
teracting the “herd” mentality that may reign in 
small teams and the tendency to follow one’s 
biases inadvertently that is always a danger in 
individual analysis (Andrus, 2005).

Intellipedia is clearly modeled after Wikipedia 
(it uses the same software as Wikipedia, Medi-
aWiki), and it attempts to build on the model of 
open participation and interaction to achieve the 
same rapid response and coverage growth. Intel-
lipedia has exhibited pretty robust growth so far 
(despite strong initial resistance), and multimedia 
support has been added in the form of a video 
channel and a photo sharing service.

Clearly, the changes brought forth by this 
technology are not only technical but also cultural. 
Because the wiki is mainly driven by users, who 
provide the content, communities of interest and 
communities of expertise could arise from the 
interactions of the user base (Mika, 2007). This 
is a bottom-up organization that bypasses typical 
hierarchical, top-down flow of control common 
in most IC agencies until recently.

Other projects within the IC that put emphasis 
on collaboration and information sharing include 
A-Space, that provides access and search capa-
bilities to several sources (both classified and 
unclassified) and tools for messaging and social 
networking, as well as other (currently under 
development) systems that tap into virtual world 
technology.

FUTURE TRENDS

There is no doubt that the future will see still further 
interaction between the KM and the Intelligence 
communities. Their similarities mean that they will 
continue learning from each other and influencing 
each other. In the Intelligence side, as the com-
modization of sensors and other data acquisition 
technologies means that all parties will have access 
to most of the same data, the emphasis will shift to 
analysis and synthesis (Waltz, 2003). Use of data 
mining tools is already well established, and will 
continue to grow in importance (Thuraisingham, 
2003). Also, a fast-changing environment means 
that ability to cope with change will be needed by 
the Intelligence community. The business world, 
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having recognized this need time ago, has already 
addressed the problem (although not all techniques 
from the business world will be readily applicable 
-like sharing information with business partners 
and suppliers- due to security concerns) (Bennet 
& Bennet, 2003). Overall, KM processes and 
methods will become more and more relevant. 
Thus, it is likely that, in the near future, each 
area surveyed in this article will continue to be 
developed and lead to further interaction.

Some areas that will require further attention in 
the near future include how to share data securely; 
it will be necessary to track how information is 
being accessed and used, in order to make sure 
that security is not compromised. Thus, collabo-
ration tools will have to add the ability to deal 
with provenance information. Also, the stress on 
information access and dissemination means that 
new techniques for personalization, profiling and 
distribution (like push/pull systems (Glance et al., 
1998)) will become more and more appealing to 
Intelligence organizations.

Finally, the introduction of collaboration and 
other tools is already fostering the development 
of informal communities in Intelligence organiza-
tions; efforts in the business world to nurture and 
sustain such communities will provide guidance 
to the Intelligence community (Glawson & Con-
ner, 2004).

CONCLUSION

There is a strong connection between Knowledge 
Management and Intelligence work which only 
now begins to be explored with the depth it de-
serves. Several authors have already pointed out 
that the Intelligence Community needs KM due to 
the size and complexity of data being processed, 
the level of expertise needed to process it, and the 
sophistication of the final product, which must 
have the qualities of actionable knowledge. Here 
we have provided only a short introduction to this 
line of work. Some preliminary conclusions can 

be drawn already: the parallelisms this analysis 
unearths are resulting in a cross-pollination of 
techniques and tools that can only be beneficial 
to professionals on both sides; and there are still 
many parallelisms to be uncovered. Thus, it is 
important to continue work on this direction, 
especially in times of need like the present one.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Asymmetric Threat: Adversarial situation 
characterized by the inequality in resources be-
tween the contenders, which usually results in one 
of them resorting to covert and terrorist activities 
to continue the conflict.

Business Intelligence: The process of gather-
ing information in the field of business. The goal 
is to gain competitive advantage. Information 
gathered usually refers to customers (their needs, 
their decision making processes), the market (com-
petitors, conditions in the industry), and general 
factors that may affect the market (the economy 
at large, technology, culture).

Community: Group of people that share com-
mon characteristics; for a community of interest, a 
common role on a common task; for a community 

of expertise, a common area of knowledge and 
professional experience.

Intelligence Cycle: Complete process of Intel-
ligence data, divided into Data Collection, Data 
Processing and Exploitation, Data Analysis and 
Production and Dissemination.

Intelligence Data Sources: The origin of data 
captured in the Data Collection phase; it covers 
both people (HUMINT) or mechanical/technical 
means (SIGINT, IMINT, MASINT).

Military Intelligence: Discipline that focuses 
on information gathering, analysis and dissemi-
nation about adversaries, present and future, and 
conflict conditions (like area of operations), both 
for tactical and strategical purposes.

ENDNOTES

1  In this article, we will not distinguish be-
tween “national” and “military” intelligence 
(Waltz, 2003), as we are interested in a high 
level analysis for which this distinction is 
not very productive.

2  Our description of the Intelligence cycle 
is, out of necessity, highly summarized; 
the interested reader is referred to (Krizan, 
1996; Various, 1998; Waltz, 2003).

3  It must be pointed out that KM tools have 
been adopted in the mainstream of the 
US Army. As an example, the Program 
Executive Office Command, Control and 
Communications Tactical (PEO C3T) has 
developed a Knowledge Center Web portal 
that has served as a precursor and model for 
the service-wide Army Knowledge Online 
(AKO) Internet site. The portal has a variety 
of technology products and capabilities, such 
as project management tools, repositories, 
workflow applications and similar tools, 
and it serves as the daily operations center 
of the workforce for PEO C3T and other 
Army agencies. This tool has put recently 
emphasis on externalizing tacit knowledge; 
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efforts to capture knowledge and create com-
munities of practice among subject matter 
experts have also been extended (Donnelly, 
2003). Outside the Army, the FBI has re-
cently developed the Secure Collaborative 
Operational Prototype Environment for 

Counterterrorism (SCOPE), a data mart with 
more than 34 million documents related to 
counterterrorism, in which several knowl-
edge management tools (like collaboration 
tools) are being used.

This work was previously published in Encyclopedia of Knowledge Management, Second Edition, edited by David Schwartz 
and Dov Te’eni, pp. 612-623, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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Chapter  4.12

ABSTRACT

Knowledge management is many things to dif-
ferent people. Within complex organizations, 
this reality needs to be acknowledged. For an 
organization to utilize and enhance knowledge 
for competitive advantages, systems and culture 
need to be analyzed within the context of an or-
ganization’s strategy. Once analyzed, an honest 
appraisal of the knowledge systems in place and 
those needed to fulfill the strategic goals of the 
organization will have to be performed. For ev-
eryone within an organization to be able to “pull 
in the same direction” and achieve maximum 
value from a knowledge management system, 
that system will have to mean the same thing to 
all. If a knowledge management system is to be 
central in maintaining a competitive advantage 

for organizations, it will engulf the organiza-
tion. To understand financial systems, audits are 
undertaken to ensure that systems provide the 
information as expected. It is well understood 
that for financial information to be meaningful, 
it must be understood. To be understood, it must 
be logically prepared and presented in a manner 
useful and timely to the end user. Through an audit 
process of this nature performed on knowledge 
management systems within the context of busi-
ness strategy and culture, an organization learns 
what is needed to get their divergent individuals 
on the same page, as it were, to fulfill the prom-
ise of enhancing its most valuable resource in a 
competitive world. This chapter examines how 
to systematically conduct a knowledge manage-
ment audit. By design, the audit was simplified 
and designed around a single specific issue. By 
breaking apart where the organization needs to 
go and combining it with a study of what it will 
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take to get there from a knowledge management 
systems standpoint, individuals can come together 
to build the framework literally from the ground 
up. Companies can use this framework to assess 
how they plan with knowledge management as 
the central, differentiating factor in their business 
strategy.

BUSINESS ISSUE

The business world is increasingly global. Local 
ownership of companies is diminishing. With this 
comes the diminishing ability of local manage-
ment to affect decisions made in a community. 
Many local foundations rely on the generosity of 
companies located in their areas for funding their 
missions. This isn’t as easy as it used to be. In 
today’s business world, it may take months for a 
decision of any funding request. Getting a decision 
to fund a foundation request is usually a matter 
of personal contact. This is all the more difficult 
in the absence of local ownership. Turnover at 
either the foundation or corporate level adds to 
the complexity of maintaining personal contact 
information. Foundations can be funded from 
many different parts within an organization. Some 
companies have foundations of their own which 
support other foundation activities. Others rely on 
internal public affairs or relations budgets. Others 
support foundation activities through marketing 
departments. Identifying and keeping track of 
these avenues and leveraging this knowledge to 
increase funding is also complex. The business 
issue for foundations is to identify ways to raise 
more money in this environment. They need to 
do it more efficiently and with fewer resources.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
AUDIT INTRODUCTION

The Green Bay Chamber of Commerce – Founda-
tion was begun in 1982. It is broken down into 

two major programs. These are its economic 
development initiatives and its education and 
leadership initiatives. The majority of the funding 
needed to run these programs is raised primarily 
through private business contributions. For the 
Foundation to be able to fulfill its mission, these 
contributions not only must continue but increase. 
This is increasingly becoming more difficult due to 
the business environment described above. Com-
panies with local ownership and decision making 
capabilities are increasingly declining. The art of 
local networking for success is diminishing. With 
it is the ability to just “pass that knowledge along.”

Currently there is no system in place that ad-
equately addresses fundraising across the organi-
zation. This has created an information void in the 
Foundation’s fundraising. More importantly, the 
knowledge that is currently being learned while 
individuals in these groups are fundraising is never 
recorded, analyzed and used to enhance the prob-
ability of future success. Many organizations fund 
both Foundation initiatives and are openly asking 
the programs to justify why that should be so. To 
make matters worse, competition for funds has 
increased with the introduction of New North – a 
regional entity with many of the same goals as 
the chamber’s foundation programs.

Knowing there are issues and knowing what 
to do with them are usually two different things. 
Assuming that the chamber’s Foundation can 
go forward in a “business as usual” manner will 
surely fail. Moving forward, however, should not 
be through happenstance. It is expected that a 
thorough analysis of the current ways of fundrais-
ing tied to current best practices will enable the 
organization to record, analyze and enhance its 
ability to raise valuable funding resources. Passing 
that knowledge throughout the organization will 
help ensure success moving forward in this ever-
changing business environment. It is anticipated 
that the building blocks of data within the context 
of the Foundation will be used to create information 
which will allow staff to take fundraising action 
which will add value to the foundation. The fol-
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lowing sections, A-E, are components of a staff 
audit of the foundation’s knowledge management 
as it relates to the foundation. It is followed by a 
summary of findings.

A) Knowledge Types

Gottschalk (2002) gives us basic definitions of 
categories and levels of knowledge. They are 
supplied below.

Administrative Knowledge (p. 82) – Includes 
all the nuts and bolts information about firm 
operations, such as company policies, invoicing 
data, and system sign-on and use.

Declarative Knowledge (p. 82) – Includes 
specific knowledge of economic development, 
leadership and education professionals. This 
knowledge is acquired through educational op-
portunities in the specific area of interest. This 
is typically described as what people know and 
declarative knowledge is the starting point for 
procedural knowledge and any subsequent actions.

Procedural Knowledge (p. 82) – Is the “know 
how” of the individuals within the organization. 
Individuals use this knowledge to interact with 
their environment through action.

Analytical Knowledge (p. 82) – Results from 
analyzing declarative knowledge as it applies 
to a particular fact setting. As it relates to the 
Foundation, this knowledge should be applied 
to assist the interaction of the organization with 
its environment.

Core Knowledge (p. 81) – Is the basic knowl-
edge required to stay in business. This type of 
knowledge can create efficiency barriers for entry 
of new competitors. The foundation must have 
this type of knowledge.

Advanced Knowledge (p. 81) – This knowledge 
makes the foundation competitively visible and 
active. It allows the foundation to differentiate 
itself from its competitors.

Innovative Knowledge (p. 81) – This is knowl-
edge which allows the foundation to lead in a way 
that clearly differentiates it from anybody else. 

From a fundraising perspective, this knowledge 
can clearly tie the foundation program’s mission to 
the funding sources most appropriate. It can also 
identify new sources of competitive programming 
and the funding that will most likely result from 
the new programming.

Following are two knowledge matrixes of the 
foundation1. The first matrix (Table 1) represents 
the current situation of the organization and the 
second (Table 2) represents the desired state of 
where the organizational knowledge of fundrais-
ing should be.

Knowledge can be a funny thing within an 
organization. The Wissenmanagement Forum 
(2003) notes the unique role of organizational 
culture when it states

culture can be described as the declarative 
knowledge of an organization, since it provides 
the meaning and guidelines for behavior and thus 
forms the basis of all actions. Consequently, the 
organizational learning process follows compa-
rable phases to its human counterpart, whereby 
any changes in structure can be seen as procedural 
learning and changes in culture as declarative 
learning in an organization (p. 14).

In effect, both procedural and declarative 
learning will always interact. The foundation must 
have trust, commitment internal communication, 
and commitment to the funding success of all 
programming as core cultural components. The 
Wissenmanagement Forum (2003) also stated that 
“from a strategic point of view, it would appear 
wise to build up the core knowledge an organi-
zation requires to remain competitive internally, 
and only draw supplementary knowledge from 
free markets” (p. 20). Understanding how core 
knowledge is tied to each program’s mission and 
that mission’s tie ultimately to funding, limited 
resources will need to be applied wisely and fun-
neled directly towards areas that strengthen core 
knowledge.
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Table 1. Knowledge management matrix (current situation) 

Levels

Categories

Core Knowledge Advanced Knowledge Innovative Knowledge

Administrative
Knowledge

Accounting Knowledge / E-Mail 
Knowledge / Member Partner Lookup / 
Microsoft Office Products (Word, Excel) / 
Sign-on for system work

Web Site Manipulation / Query 
Member Partner / Billing Prepa-
ration / Fundraising Preparation 
/ Identification of Key Decision 
Maker in Funding Request

Declarative
Knowledge

Foundation IRS Status / Foundation 
Tax Reporting / Electronic Economic/
Education/Leadership sources / Budgets/
Minutes

Economic Statistics / DWD Sta-
tistics / US Census / Education 
Statistics / Leadership Statistics / 
Business Leaders / Government 
Leaders / Education/Leadership 
Leaders / “Value” of Funding

Community Solutions to 
Issues

Procedural
Knowledge

Accounting Procedures / Database update 
and additions procedures / Bylaws of 
Foundation / Plan of Action

Governmental Budgeting / 
School/Education Law / Billing 
Timing / Fundraising Process 
with Volunteers

Analytical
Knowledge

Spreadsheets / Graphics / Flowcharting / 
Site Maping

Economic Interpretation / Educa-
tion Interpretation / Education 
Achievement Statistics / Leader-
ship Interpretation

Fact Book / Truancy 
Statistics / Workforce 
Preparedness

Table 2. Knowledge management matrix (desired situation) 

Levels

Categories

Core Knowledge Advanced Knowledge Innovative Knowledge

Administrative
Knowledge

Accounting Knowledge /E-Mail 
Knowledge /Member Partner Lookup 
/Microsoft Office Products (Word, 
Excel) / Sign-on for system work / 
Office Automation / Electronic Case 
Entry

Web Site Manipulation / Query 
Member Partner / Billing Prepara-
tion/ Billing Timing / Fundraising 
Preparation / Identification of Key 
Decision Maker in Funding Request 
/ Mobile Information

Funding Request Timing / 
Funding Source Identifica-
tion w/in Targeted Organiza-
tion / Shared Best Practices

Declarative
Knowledge

Foundation IRS Status / Foundation 
Tax Reporting / Electronic Eco-
nomic/Education/Leadership sources 
Budgets/Minutes / Donations-Specif-
ic Data Base

Economic Statistics / DWD Statistics 
US Census / Education Statistics 
/ Leadership Statistics / Business 
Leaders / Government Leaders / 
Education/Leadership Leaders / 
“Value” of Funding / Customer Use 
Base

Community Solutions to 
Issues / Tie Back of Knowl-
edge to Funding Source / 
(Corporate Hot Button) / 
Personnel Change Reporting 
Base

Procedural
Knowledge

Accounting Procedures / Database 
update and additions procedures 
/ Bylaws of Foundation / Plan of 
Action / Donations Planning System 
/ Foundation Funding Request 
Standards

Governmental Budgeting / School/
Education Law / Fundraising Process 
with Volunteers / Electronic Library 
of Corporate Head Offices

Work Flow System for Fund-
raising / Intuitive, Open 
Query Function of Systems / 
Knowledge Base Analysis of 
Funding Results

Analytical
Knowledge

Spreadsheets / Graphics / Flowchart-
ing / Report Preparation / Presenta-
tion Preparation / Site Mapping 
PowerPoint / Query

Economic Interpretation / Education 
Interpretation / Education Achieve-
ment Statistics / Leadership Interpre-
tation / Tie of Donor Type to Funding 
Option Selected

Fact Book / Truancy 
Statistics / Workforce 
Preparedness / New Donor 
Identification / Multi Data 
Source Query / Forecasting 
Fundraising Success
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B) Knowledge-Based-Systems

The foundation is in a unique situation where 
the groundwork for a knowledge-based-system 
has already begun. The organization recently 
updated both its information and communication 
technologies. These technologies offer valuable 
support for the foundation’s current and desired 
knowledge management activities. Gottschalk 
(2000) discusses the different levels of knowledge 
management and breaks them down in a table 
between levels of knowledge and the tasks needed 
to achieve these levels. The levels of knowledge 
begin with any knowledge as simply an end-user 
tool, progress to knowing who know what, find-
ing out what individuals know and finally using 
a system to find out what individuals think. The 
tasks of knowledge are to distribute, share, cap-
ture and ultimately apply it. From this table, it is 
estimated that the foundation’s ability to utilize its 
IS/IT is somewhere close to the point of Capture 
Knowledge and What They Think. This is not the 

ultimate goal, however, as Knowledge Application 
in the fundraising activity is needed. Following 
are two tables showing the current desired IS/IT 
knowledge management matrix (Table 3) and the 
software supporting the current and desired IS/IT 
situation of the organization. (Table 4)

The hardware infrastructure of the organization 
has been set up for information sharing. Citrix 
software allows for the secure sharing of organi-
zational data from any location. Technology should 
always be seen as something that enables staff to 
not only do its job, but record, share and use the 
data in ways to further create value within the 
organization. Since any knowledge management 
initiative should not be primarily technology 
driven, software should be applied to specific 
needs as resources are available. Human re-
sources are critical and applying technology that 
nobody can use or has the ability to learn only 
makes the current situation worse. Because the 
foundation needs to focus on creating, organizing, 
integrating and transferring of knowledge, the 

Table 3. Knowledge management matrix IS/IT desired situation 

Levels

Categories

Core Knowledge Advanced Knowledge Innovative Knowledge

Administrative
Knowledge

Accounting System - 2 / E-Mail - 6 
Member Partner - 4 / Word Processing 
- 6 / Spreadsheets - 2 / Databases – 2 / 
Phone systems – 4

Internet - 5 / File Maintenance - 3 Information Merge- 2 / 
Communications Con-
vergence – 2/ Electronic 
Billing-0

Declarative
Knowledge

Electronic Census Sources -4 / Elec-
tronic Education Sources - 4 / Electronic 
Foundation Sources - 2

State/Local Economic Statistics 
Databases - 5 / DWD Statistics Da-
tabases - 4 / US Census Databases 
- 3 / Education Databases - 2 / Lead-
ership Databases - 2 / Government 
Databases-1

E-Mail Newsletter -3 / 
Electronic Fact Book (Pub-
lishing)-3 / Web Site – 1 / 
On-Line Externalization-1 
/ Combination Categoriza-
tion - 0

Procedural
Knowledge

Accounting Procedures-6 / Database 
update and add / Procedures - 3 / 
Document Standards - 4 / Document 
Templates – 3 / Contribution Meta-Data 
Definition - 0

Electronic Contribution Follow-
up/reminder-2 / Web Meeting-
Schools-2 / Group E-Mail Maint.- 3 
/ Committee Management-2

On-Line Contributions – 0 
/ Web Site Updates-1

Analytical
Knowledge

Corporate Statistics on Member 
Partner-2 / Pledge Source on Member 
Partner-2

Member Partner Contribution Track-
ing-2 / Database Tracking-2

Mission Tie to Funding 
Source-2 / Advanced Web 
Search-0 / Advance Da-
tabase Query-1 / On-Line 
Internalization - 1

Extent of Usage Scale: 1=Low 6=High 0=Desired
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focus of the technology tools needed should be 
content generation, formats and standards, docu-
ment management, communication technologies 
in an e-learning environment.

C) Culture, etc.

The Green Bay Chamber of Commerce Founda-
tion culture appears to be somewhat of a cross 
between a Power-Driven and Role-Driven culture. 
The attitude towards knowledge management is 
largely not formalized and is at best, departmental-
ized. Following is a list of questions and answers. 
(Table 5) (Table 6) (Table 7) The questions were 
developed by Russ et al. (2009a; see previous 
chapter) and help to explain the reasoning behind 
the culture comments above.

The chamber has functionally organized de-
partments and any knowledge services are for all 
practices, project teams and staff. These are char-

acteristics of a central KM strategy and that is 
borne out in the manner the organization has 
developed its IT structure – the current determinant 
of the organization’s knowledge management.

D) Business Strategy, etc.

3.1 Own products and/or services
a. Identify all products and services that are 

delivered by the entity that are considered 
important:
 ◦ Economic Development Attraction/

Retention (Table 8)
 ◦ Business Incubation (Table 9)
 ◦ Education/Corporate collaboration 

to address education issues affecting 
business and impacting economic de-
velopment (Table 10)

 ◦ Leadership Development – Teen 
through adult (Table 11)

Table 4. Knowledge management matrix for software supporting desired IS/IT situation 

Levels

Categories

Core Knowledge Advanced Knowledge Innovative Knowledge

Administrative
Knowledge

MAS90 - 6 / Microsoft 
Outlook - 6 / Member 
Partner - 3 / Microsoft 
Word - 4 / Microsoft Ex-
cel - 3 / Microsoft Access 
/ Oaisys NetPhone – 2

Microsoft Internet Explorer – 4 / Windows 
Browser – 2 / Windows 2003 – 4 / DoubleCheck 
Spam / Virus Protection-3 / Symantic Antivirus/
Backup - 6

Internet Explorer- 4 / Citrix – 5 / 
Adobe 8.1 - 4 / PDA/Palm / In-
tranet / Visual FoxPro / Microsoft 
Netmeeting

Declarative
Knowledge

Member Partner - 2 
/ NCES Website-2 / 
USCensus GoSoftware-3 
/ NEA Website-2 / Micro-
soft Access-4

Internet Explorer – 6 / Search Engines - 6 / 
Member Partner Pledge Module-0 / http://www.
foundationsearch.com / Customer Use Base

Microsoft FrontPage - 3 / SBA 
Web – 4 / BuildMyOwnSite.com 
- 2 / SBA Survey

Procedural
Knowledge

Microsoft Word – 4 / 
Microsoft Outlook-6 / 
Document Templates – 3 
/ Donations Planning 
System / Microsoft Office 
InfoPath

Member Partner - 4 / Microsoft Word – 6 / 
Microsoft PowerPoint – 3 / Microsoft Outlook – 6 
/ Electronic Library of Corporate Head Offices / 
Query Tool

Microsoft Office InfoPath / Open 
Query Function of Systems / 
Knowledge Base / Analysis Tool/
Report Writer

Analytical
Knowledge

Microsoft Visio-1 / 
Microsoft PowerPoint – 
4 / Adobe Writer Suite-4 
/ Microsoft Word-4 / 
Query

Member Partner Contribution Tracking-2 / 
Database Tracking-2 / Microsoft Exchange – 4 / 
NetPhone Chat-1 / Google-4 / Query Tool/Report 
Writer

Microsoft Access-2 / Webmine / 
Matchmaker

Italics denotes Desired Software or Software Capability
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Table 5.

4.5 Culture: Identify and describe how your organization is:

4.5.1 Developing a sharing culture • Bi-weekly staff meetings 
• Bi-weekly leadership meetings 
• One Centralized system 
• Groupware – Member Partner 
• Shared hard drive space for file sharing – available to all staff 
• Web site and common publications 
• In-house Microsoft Exchange server 
• Sharing financial results

4.5.2 Developing and implement-
ing appropriate behaviors

• Plan of Action 
• Strategic planning and reporting to boards 
• Bi-weekly leadership meetings to discuss behaviors and work towards solutions 
• Working on areas of trust 
This is an area where the foundation in particular struggles. Programs have multiple locations making this 
issue even more difficult. Development of appropriate behaviors is also difficult because the strategic align-
ment of outside partners to each of the foundation programs actually can clash.

4.5.3 Developing and implement-
ing appropriate reward 
systems

• Mostly done on the basis of program funding success – making the trust issue paramount. 
• This system does not lend to the process of sharing data – quite the opposite, it leads to one of territory and 
“departmentalization”

4.5.4 Supporting informal net-
works

This is an area the organization works quite well with its infrastructure. It was designed to take from a central 
date source and assist the entire organization in the identification of its members and their overall support of 
the entire organization. Included in that data source is the company and personal information needed to assist 
in the fundraising process. It also works to assist in volunteer and committee management. These network 
supports can be either formal or informal and the communication with them is also set up to automatically be 
saved for future reference

4.5.5 Developing a continuous 
learning environment

Here is an issue that is hardly addressed internally for various cultural and financial reasons. Culturally, 
management hasn’t been appraised of solutions which can be backed to fill the sharing and learning void. 
Also, the current culture has issues of trust, role power plays and lack of employee buy-in. The buy-in is par-
ticularly acute in areas where cutbacks have put a strain on personnel time to the point that any new learning 
is not viewed as that but rather additional work. Other financial issues in training or education dollars. Here, 
they compete with scarce programming dollars and usually lose out to the “community” good.

Table 6

4.6 Knowledge Leadership

4.6.1 Does your organization have an explicit 
vision for Knowledge Management? If 
yes, what is it?

No

4.6.2 What is the framework (if any) for the 
knowledge agenda?

The framework is basically the setup of the IT infrastructure. Be sure to be tied to the outside 
world and allow for the free-flow of information in and out.

4.6.3 Do people understand Knowledge Man-
agement?

Not to the extent of understanding how it could be of value organizationally. It is understood 
that there needs to be a departmental methodology of organizing data but to put that into the 
context of the entire organization and then to understand how it may be used to create value is 
not a point of consciousness for most of the staff.

4.6.4 Describe the commitment of your orga-
nization’s top executives to Knowledge 
Management.

Top management understands the need for computer networking and for utilizing e-mail, the 
internet and current data sources for maintaining contact between departments and with the 
community at large. The role knowledge management could play has not been a topic for 
strategic discussion.

4.6.5 Identify the knowledge champions Philip Mattek 
Marilyn Heim 
Sara Dodge 
Cindy Gokey 
Amy Mattek 
Nan Nelson 
Lori Lodes 
Lisa Schmelzer

4.6.6 Do you have a knowledge team/s? If yes, 
describe.

There are no knowledge teams
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Table 7.

4.7 Knowledge Roles and Skills Identify and describe how your organization is (if any):

4.7.1 Developing and implementing new knowledge specific roles at the following levels:

4.7.1.1 Individual The organization recognizes the need for additional support in the foundation fundraising process. To that end, it has 
worked with support staff and the VP of Finance to work through training in: 
• Member Partner Training 
• Fundraising for foundation programs 
These programs and this additional knowledge will be used to supplement the tacit knowledge of the program managers.

4.7.1.2 Team The organization currently does not have a knowledge team. An organizational leadership team and individual program 
teams substitute for the knowledge teams of the organization. This is a culture issue as the organization has previously 
run in this manner. A knowledge team for this project would be a new measure.

4.7.1.3 Organizational Leadership meetings fit the culture but leave the knowledge developed as tacit. This project would take one aspect of the 
organization and attempt to codify the knowledge related to fundraising.

4.7.1.4 Inter-organiza-
tional

To accomplish the goal of being able to utilize outside data, a fundraising data repository would need to be created. Cur-
rently, there is no formal inter-organizational linkage or new learning in this regard.

4.7.2 Developing and implementing new knowledge specific skills at

4.7.2.1 Individual On an individual level, management encourages training where it seems there are specific needs. Currently this includes: 
• MMA Course 
• Member Partner training 
• Program specific training

4.7.2.2 Team There is no team current team knowledge specific skill development occurring on a formal basis. Knowledge creation/
brainstorming/data mining are done in staff meetings with new knowledge skills remaining in the tacit repository of the 
individual.

4.7.2.3 Organizational N/A

4.7.2.4 Inter-organiza-
tional

Program managers’ mark and note outside knowledge-specific skills either through the internet or e-mail. Knowledge 
repositories are not codified on an organizational level and again, this has been the culture of the organization to leave all 
knowledge at a program specific, tacit level.

Table 8.

3.1.b Foundation Services – Economic Development Attraction/Retention

3.1.1 Identify the data/information/knowledge 
required for their successful development, man-
agement and delivery

For this information you would need to understand the local business environment and all 
the players of local government. That data is stored in multiple locations and is developed 
by the governmental affairs department of the chamber, advance staff and outside experts. 
They must also be able to relay information to organizations and create “sales” packets 
of statistical data of the community and oftentimes compare it to a competing outside 
location.

3.1.2 Who is collecting, storing, managing, diffusing 
this data/information/knowledge

Advance staff – particularly Cindy and Barb – collect, store, manage and diffuse this 
information.

3.1.3 How are they collecting, storing, managing, dif-
fusing, this data/information/knowledge

They post contacts onto a Lois data base and also use the internet and governmental 
websites to collect information. A sites and buildings data base is also maintained. The 
information is stored on the chamber’s fileservers and on web-based programs. The data 
is usually compiled into reports and shared with the company, local elected officials or 
volunteers who actually help with the process. Currently, Advance is also doing an e-wire 
to investors and other strategic partners to point out the activity which is being done 
within the community.

3.1.4 Where is this data/information/knowledge stored The knowledge is stored at the various sites listed above but primarily on the chamber’s 
file servers

3.1.5 Who are the users of this data/information/
knowledge

The users of this data are elected local officials, the companies requesting help in a loca-
tion/relocation and also the companies who are being called on locally. Advance uses the 
data for fundraising as proof of the work being performed for the community.

3.1.6 How, when and where is this data/information/
knowledge utilized

It is used for community reports, grant writing, municipal reporting. It is also used by 
companies who are looking to locate in the community. The retention committee uses it to 
help the companies they call on with issues that are uncovered on the retention call.

3.1.7 What are the key knowledge issues Organizing the data into easily usable formats for fundraising. The data should point to 
successes for the community that are directly attributable to Advance and the foundation.
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Table 9.

3.1.b Foundation Services – Business Incubation

3.1.1 Identify the data/information/knowledge required 
for their successful development, management 
and delivery

The data/information/ and knowledge are primarily in the marketing and financial mainte-
nance of a business incubator. They need to track new business startups, past tenant success 
and also work towards developing the current tenants. All this with a minimal budget and staff 
that still must effectively manage the facilities with multiple partners. Knowledge of the com-
munity is important along with networked resource contacts.

3.1.2 Who is collecting, storing, managing, diffusing 
this data/information/knowledge

Incubator staff – particularly Lori, Jen and Connie – collect, store, manage and diffuse this 
information.

3.1.3 How are they collecting, storing, managing, dif-
fusing, this data/information/knowledge

The majority of the data is being stored in spreadsheets, data bases or word documents on the 
chamber’s file servers. Also, outlook keeps the staff in constant contact with its network of 
experts and maintains a contact database for assisting in all facets of data/information/knowl-
edge.

3.1.4 Where is this data/information/knowledge stored The D/I/K is stored primarily on the chamber’s file servers but also on local drives of the 
remote desktops at their site on the NWTC Campus.

3.1.5 Who are the users of this data/information/
knowledge

The users of this data are elected local officials, the companies requesting help in incubation/
business plan development. Advance uses the data for fundraising as proof of the work being 
performed for the community. The chamber’s accounting function also used the data financial 
statement preparation.

3.1.6 How, when and where is this data/information/
knowledge utilized

It is used for community reports, grant writing, municipal reporting. It is also used by compa-
nies who are looking to locate in the community. The retention committee uses it to help the 
companies they call on with issues that are uncovered on the retention call.

3.1.7 What are the key knowledge issues Organizing the data into easily usable formats for fundraising. The data should point to 
successes for the communities that are directly attributable to Advance and the foundation. 
The community should also have a resource of incubation successes to assist new or aspiring 
entrepreneurs.

Table 10.

3.1.b Foundation Services – Education/Corporate collaboration to address education issues affecting business and impacting economic development

3.1.1 Identify the data/information/knowledge required 
for their successful development, management 
and delivery

For this information you would need to understand the local education environment and all 
the players in local school districts. Of vital importance is the added component of link-
ing educational issues to economic development outcomes. That data must be gleaned from 
multiple locations and is developed by the PIE staff, volunteers and outside experts. They must 
also be able to relay community and program information to outside stakeholders. There is 
also the technical issue of operating a youth apprenticeship program. This requires additional 
knowledge and information in human resources, personal taxation, insurance, employment law 
and payroll processing.

3.1.2 Who is collecting, storing, managing, diffusing 
this data/information/knowledge

PIE and Administration staff – particularly Nancy, Melinda, Amy, Lisa and Elizabeth – collect, 
store, manage and diffuse this information.

3.1.3 How are they collecting, storing, managing, dif-
fusing, this data/information/knowledge

Staff uses multiple software programs for collecting, storing and diffusing their work. Much of 
the educational information comes from data housed outside of the chamber’s computer infor-
mation and is typically retrieved either through mail, e-mail, internet searches or direct contact 
with professionals. The information is stored on the chamber’s fileservers and on web-based 
programs or in paper files for items that directly pertain to the youth apprentice students. The 
data is usually compiled into reports and shared with the companies, local elected officials, 
school district employees or volunteers who actually help with the process.

3.1.4 Where is this data/information/knowledge stored The knowledge is stored at the various sites listed above but primarily on the chamber’s file 
servers or in paper files.

3.1.5 Who are the users of this data/information/
knowledge

The users of this data are elected local officials, school district employees and the companies 
who are funding the work being done. Also, other community stakeholders with interests in 
educational issues use this information. Students, parents, workforce coordinators are the 
primary users of the youth apprentice payroll data. Granting agencies also use the data as proof 
of grant dollars.

3.1.6 How, when and where is this data/information/
knowledge utilized

It is used for community reports, grant writing, school district information, governmental re-
porting and community award programs. The PIE and chamber boards also use the information 
to ensure the ties to the overall mission of the chamber and the foundation.

3.1.7 What are the key knowledge issues Organizing the data into easily usable formats for fundraising. The data should point to suc-
cesses for the community that are directly attributable to PIE and the foundation.
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From a fundraising perspective, it is clear that the 
customers and potential funders for all of the 
programs listed above are potentially the same. 
This could be quite a complex mess to those who 
are actually funding the foundation. Why wouldn’t 
one contribution be sufficient for all program-
ming? In effect, this puts the programs in not only 
competition for funds with the rest of the com-
munity at large but with each other.

3.2 Core Competencies. Each of the founda-
tion programs is incredibly complex and 
fairly well developed. Defining, organizing, 
implementing a program for and reporting 
on community needs in the areas identified 
in section 3.1 require multiple competencies. 
The scope of this audit is on the aspects 
directly relating to fundraising and it is 

from that perspective which will drive the 
responses to follow.

a. Identify all core competencies of the entity.
 ◦ “Customer tracking” (Table 12)
 ◦ Volunteer and committee manage-

ment. (Table 13)

The heart of the issue in fundraising occurs 
here. Something which should be a core compe-
tency is being left to chance in the mind of the 
individual. The knowledge would leave should 
the individual leave. Worse yet, even while em-
ployed, the organization is not taking advantage 
of the information available to actually analyze 
and expand fundraising in a systematic manner.

3.3 Competitive Advantage. Each of the foun-
dation programs is incredibly complex and 

Table 11.

3.1.b Foundation Services – Leadership Development

3.1.1 Identify the data/information/knowledge 
required for their successful development, 
management and delivery

Must know leadership techniques and community areas for exposing potential 
leaders. Have to understand people and how leadership training is tied to personal 
and professional growth and success. Have to coordinate and remain in contact 
with many people who are not only in the current classes but who have been 
through the programs.

3.1.2 Who is collecting, storing, managing, dif-
fusing this data/information/knowledge

Leadership staff – Jeanne, Brian and Rebecca.

3.1.3 How are they collecting, storing, manag-
ing, diffusing, this data/information/
knowledge

Staff uses multiple software programs for collecting, storing and diffusing their 
work. Much of the leadershipl information comes from data housed outside of the 
chamber’s computer information and is typically retrieved either through mail, 
e-mail, internet searches or direct contact with professionals. The information is 
stored on the chamber’s fileservers and on web-based programs or in paper files 
for items that directly pertain to the individuals. The data is usually compiled into 
reports and shared with the companies, employees or volunteers who actually 
help with the process.

3.1.4 Where is this data/information/knowledge 
stored

The knowledge is stored at the various sites listed above but primarily on the 
chamber’s file servers.

3.1.5 Who are the users of this data/information/
knowledge

The users of this data are individuals or companies requesting help in leadership 
training. The leadership programs use the data for fundraising as proof of the 
work being performed for these individuals and the community. Granting agen-
cies also use the data as proof of work performed and results shown.

3.1.6 How, when and where is this data/informa-
tion/knowledge utilized

It is used for community reports, grant writing, school district information, 
governmental reporting and community award programs. The Leadership and 
chamber boards also use the information to ensure the ties to the overall mission 
of the chamber and the foundation.

3.1.7 What are the key knowledge issues Organizing the data into easily usable formats for fundraising. The data should 
point to successes for the community that are directly attributable to Leadership 
and the foundation.
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Table 12.

3.2.b Foundation Core Competency – Customer Tracking

3.2.1 Identify the data/information/knowledge 
required for their successful development, 
management and delivery

The data and information needed in this core competency are primarily individual and 
company demographics and baseline information. To be really successful, this should 
also include an area for “motivation.” Also, funding source department is needed to be 
tracked.

3.2.2 Who is collecting, storing, managing, diffus-
ing this data/information/knowledge

While the organization provides a centralized data base for the tracking of this informa-
tion called Member Partner, all staff are responsible for these tasks to varying success. 
Supplemental databases in Microsoft Access, Excel, Word and Outlook are also used 
by all staff.

3.2.3 How are they collecting, storing, managing, 
diffusing, this data/information/knowledge

Contacts are primarily recorded and stored in Microsoft Outlook. Accounting informa-
tion is recorded on Member Partner and specialty reporting is prepared by support staff 
or program managers to supplement the others.

3.2.4 Where is this data/information/knowledge 
stored

The knowledge is stored in the various program files listed above but primarily on the 
chamber’s file servers. Some information is stored on local pc hard drives as well.

3.2.5 Who are the users of this data/information/
knowledge

The primary users are staff responsible for securing the funding of the programs. 
This is usually the program manager. Finance and executive leadership also use the 
information. Volunteer committees also use the information stored when assisting with 
fundraising.

3.2.6 How, when and where is this data/informa-
tion/knowledge utilized

The data is used primarily to track payments and make new funding requests.

3.2.7 What are the key knowledge issues The key knowledge issues are to analyze what is occurring to minimize internal 
competition and expand the source of funding to other donors in areas that benefit can 
be proved.

Table 13.

3.2.b Foundation Core Competency – Volunteer and Committee Tracking

3.2.1 Identify the data/information/knowledge 
required for their successful development, 
management and delivery

The data and information needed in this core competency are primarily individual 
information at the company level. This requires demographics and baseline informa-
tion on both. To be really successful, this should also include an area for “motivation.” 
Also, personal contacts or “spheres of influence” should be known about the individu-
als working with foundation programs.

3.2.2 Who is collecting, storing, managing, diffus-
ing this data/information/knowledge

While the organization provides a centralized data base for the tracking of this 
information called Member Partner, all staff are responsible for these tasks with vary-
ing levels if success. Supplemental databases in Microsoft Access, Excel, Word and 
Outlook are also used by all staff.

3.2.3 How are they collecting, storing, managing, 
diffusing, this data/information/knowledge

Contacts are primarily recorded and stored in Microsoft Outlook. Accounting informa-
tion is recorded on Member Partner and specialty reporting is prepared by support 
staff or program managers to supplement the others. Personal contacts of volunteers 
and their “spheres of influence” are either not collected, managed and diffused or are 
informally collected in unknown places and diffused by chance.

3.2.4 Where is this data/information/knowledge 
stored

The knowledge is stored in the various program files listed above but primarily on 
the chamber’s file servers. Some information is stored on local pc hard drives as 
well. Much of the personal contact and spheres of influence is stored in the minds of 
program managers.

3.2.5 Who are the users of this data/information/
knowledge

The primary users are staff responsible for securing the funding of the programs. 
This is usually the program manager. Finance and executive leadership also use the 
information. Volunteer committees also use the information stored when assisting with 
fundraising.

3.2.6 How, when and where is this data/informa-
tion/knowledge utilized

The data is used primarily to track payments and make new funding requests.

3.2.7 What are the key knowledge issues The key knowledge issues are to analyze what is occurring to minimize internal 
competition and expand the source of funding to other donors in areas that benefit can 
be proved. Also, the information stored in the minds of program managers needs to be 
codified so that analysis of that data can be accomplished as well.
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fairly well developed. Defining, organizing, 
implementing a program for and reporting on 
community needs in the areas identified in 
section 3.1 require that somehow a competi-
tive advantage is maintained. The scope of 
this audit is on the aspects directly relating 
to fundraising and it is from that perspective 
which will drive the responses to follow.

a. Identify all the competitive advantages that 
are considered critical for the entity.
 ◦ Organizational leadership. (Table 14)
 ◦ Community knowledge. (Table 15)

3.4 Value-Adding Activities. Each of the foun-
dation programs is incredibly complex and 
fairly well developed. Defining, organizing, 
implementing a program for and reporting 
on community needs in the areas identified 
in section 3.1 require that somehow a value 
added activity can be shown. The scope of 
this audit is on the aspects directly relating 
to fundraising and it is from that perspective 
which will drive the responses to follow.

a. Identify all critical value-adding activities 
for the entity.
 ◦ Economic prosperity advocacy. 

(Table 16)
 ◦ Community resource hub. (Table 17)

3.5 Best Practices. Each of the foundation 
programs is incredibly complex and fairly 
well developed. Defining, organizing, imple-
menting a program for and reporting on 
community needs in the areas identified in 
section 3.1 require that best practices are 
implemented. The scope of this audit is on 
the aspects directly relating to fundraising 
and it is from that perspective which will 
drive the responses to follow.

a. Identify all critical best practices for the 
entity.
 ◦ Program Value Proposition. (Table 

18)
 ◦ Fundraising strategy. (Table 19)

3.6 Organization’s Strategy. Each of the foun-
dation programs is incredibly complex and 

Table 14.

3.3.b Foundation Competitive Advantage – Organizational Leadership

3.3.1 Identify the data/information/knowledge 
required for their successful development, 
management and delivery

This starts with the basic training and education levels applicable to each 
program and extends into leadership influence sphere that can actually raise the 
funds required. Here, the ability to absorb all of the community information is 
critical. This occurs not only at the codified level but also through face-to-face 
exchanges of tacit information.

3.3.2 Who is collecting, storing, managing, dif-
fusing this data/information/knowledge

Staff records minutes of meetings and also compiles strategic plans to be imple-
mented. This is sent out to committees and other staff via e-mail and shared files.

3.3.3 How are they collecting, storing, manag-
ing, diffusing, this data/information/
knowledge

Most of this data is diffused through staff meetings. The culture of the organiza-
tion is not conducive to data collection of this type. Individuals are expected to 
absorb this ever-changing data and use it to lead.

3.3.4 Where is this data/information/knowledge 
stored

Most leadership data is stored with the individual. The influence sphere is nomi-
nally tracked through e-mail contact lists.

3.3.5 Who are the users of this data/informa-
tion/knowledge

Funders of programs use this data as a measure of how much they can “trust” the 
organization to accomplish the task that money is being asked for. Committees 
and volunteers also use this information in determining their use of time within 
the organization.

3.3.6 How, when and where is this data/infor-
mation/knowledge utilized

The data/information is utilized in marketing materials, information pieces, press 
releases, and other public relations areas of the organization. It is also used in 
grant writing and funding requests.

3.3.7 What are the key knowledge issues The key knowledge issue is the understanding that the information is related to 
the person and no attempt has been made by the organization to codify, analyze 
and expand the scope of its influence in a systematic manner.
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Table 15.

3.3.b Foundation Competitive Advantage – Community Knowledge

3.3.1 Identify the data/information/knowledge 
required for their successful development, 
management and delivery

This starts with community demographics in all areas of the foundation’s scope 
and continues intimate knowledge of individual business entities within the com-
munity. Governmental and school district knowledge is also needed as well as 
resource identification throughout the community.

3.3.2 Who is collecting, storing, managing, dif-
fusing this data/information/knowledge

Each program manager and their support staff are collecting, storing, managing 
and diffusing this information. It is being done in independent files throughout the 
system.

3.3.3 How are they collecting, storing, manag-
ing, diffusing, this data/information/
knowledge

They are accomplishing this mostly through the paper, internet, personal meetings 
and e-mail.

3.3.4 Where is this data/information/knowledge 
stored

Most of this information is stored in personal files throughout the chamber’s 
file server. Very little is stored in the central data base. Some is available on the 
chamber’s web page.

3.3.5 Who are the users of this data/information/
knowledge

Outside funders, government agencies, granting agencies, school districts, volun-
teers, committees, community stakeholders all use this data.

3.3.6 How, when and where is this data/informa-
tion/knowledge utilized

This is used for fundraising, showing program effectiveness, recruiting business/
individuals to the community and for identifying need.

3.3.7 What are the key knowledge issues The key knowledge issues are maintaining this knowledge and actually find-
ing what you need when you need it. Old knowledge needs to be eliminated and 
updated constantly for the ever-changing nature of the community.

Table 16.

3.4.b Foundation Value-Adding Activities – Economic Prosperity Advocacy

3.4.1 Identify the data/information/knowl-
edge required for their successful 
development, management and 
delivery

The data is diverse and from all sources within the community. Most comes from 
census and school district data but others are internally generated in entrepreneurship 
figures and leadership positions assumed. The knowledge needed is to find, assemble 
and analyze it to show the economic benefits of programs so that economic prosperity 
for business translates to economic prosperity for all within the community.

3.4.2 Who is collecting, storing, manag-
ing, diffusing this data/information/
knowledge

Program heads and their support staff do all the data collection, storing and diffusion 
with the help of a communications department.

3.4.3 How are they collecting, storing, 
managing, diffusing, this data/infor-
mation/knowledge

Most of this is done through staff research and task force participation. Strategic plan-
ning assists in identifying the most “valuable” advocacy positions. It is tracked through 
progress reports and diffused through newsletters, the web site and e-mails.

3.4.4 Where is this data/information/
knowledge stored

This information is stored in annual reports, strategic plans, web pages, committee 
reports and official meeting minutes. It is stored electronically on the chamber’s file 
servers but in individual files throughout.

3.4.5 Who are the users of this data/infor-
mation/knowledge

Those who fund the foundation programs are most concerned with this data. Also, 
those who are looking to start or locate businesses in the community need this also. 
Individuals looking to move to the community use this information as well.

3.4.6 How, when and where is this data/
information/knowledge utilized

It is used to underscore the relative success of the programming being performed by 
the foundation. It is also used in fundraising and economic development discussions 
throughout municipalities and school districts in the county.

3.4.7 What are the key knowledge issues The key knowledge issues are primarily defining the metrics to show this is occur-
ring. Once identified, it is the continuous maintenance of this data. Also, getting this 
information out in a timely and useful manner is difficult. Communication of this 
value-added activity is also very difficult. Not so much from the ability to do it, but 
communicating in a meaningful manner. There is also no search for outside users to 
access this data on their timeframe.
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Table 17.

3.4.b Foundation Value-Adding Activities – Community Resource Hub

3.4.1 Identify the data/information/knowledge required 
for their successful development, management 
and delivery

Business, government, school and other influential community individuals need to be known. 
Tying people, business, schools, and government to resources needed is critical. Knowing 
where the resources are in the community – especially the personal resources is a value added 
in the foundation.

3.4.2 Who is collecting, storing, managing, diffusing 
this data/information/knowledge

All staff is responsible for collecting this data. Program heads are primarily responsible for the 
diffusing of the data with the assistance of the chamber’s communication’s department. Many 
volunteers and committee members also collect this data for the chamber.

3.4.3 How are they collecting, storing, managing, dif-
fusing, this data/information/knowledge

The data is collected in meetings and stored in minutes of those meetings. It is also collected 
via surveys, phone calls, e-mails and from web sources. It is diffused in much the same manner 
with the addition of newsletters. It is stored by happenstance at best throughout the organiza-
tion.

3.4.4 Where is this data/information/knowledge stored Most of this information is stored as tacit knowledge by the individuals who run into it. The 
organization is small and “experts” are known. Most staff knows who to ask to get an answer.

3.4.5 Who are the users of this data/information/
knowledge

Those who fund the foundation programs are most concerned with this data. Also, those who 
are looking to start or locate businesses in the community need this also. Individuals looking to 
move to the community use this information as well. Companies within the community use it 
as a shortcut for finding solutions to issues they may have. Marketers use some of the codified 
information to purchase mailing lists. The community at large uses it for business and com-
munity related questions.

3.4.6 How, when and where is this data/information/
knowledge utilized

This information is used to solve specific issues. It is often utilized to save time and it is 
always used for the betterment of those within the community.

3.4.7 What are the key knowledge issues There is no central repository proving that this is occurring. Without that, it is hard to market 
this value-added process unless you stumble across it. It is also difficult to retain this knowl-
edge if a person should leave. This is a “word-of-mouth” value and its value can be limited due 
to who is answering the question.

Table 18.

3.5.b Foundation Best Practices – Program Value Proposition

3.5.1 Identify the data/information/knowledge required 
for their successful development, management 
and delivery

This information comes from primarily tracking program outcomes and measuring against key 
metrics for success. Additional sources come from advertising agencies and proposed value of 
donor exposure. Communications information and knowledge are utilized to develop program-
specific marketing and fundraising materials.

3.5.2 Who is collecting, storing, managing, diffusing this 
data/information/knowledge

Program heads and their support staff do all the data collection, storing and diffusion with the 
help of a communications department.

3.5.3 How are they collecting, storing, managing, diffus-
ing, this data/information/knowledge

Most of this is done through staff research and tracking. Strategic planning assists in identify-
ing the most critical aspects of the program’s value proposition. It is tracked through progress 
reports and diffused through newsletters, the web site and e-mails, direct mailings and phone 
and face-to-face meetings.

3.5.4 Where is this data/information/knowledge stored This information is stored in annual reports, strategic plans, web pages, committee reports 
and official meeting minutes. It is stored electronically on the chamber’s file servers but in 
individual files throughout.

3.5.5 Who are the users of this data/information/
knowledge

Those who fund the foundation programs are most concerned with this data. Also, staff doing 
the funding requests, rely on the data being accurate and up-to-date. Media also use the data in 
feature stories about the programs.

3.5.6 How, when and where is this data/information/
knowledge utilized

It is used to underscore the relative success of the programming being performed by the founda-
tion and to allow foundation staff an ability to propose a ROI to a prospective donor or grant-
ing agency. It is also used in fundraising and economic development discussions throughout 
municipalities and school districts in the county.

3.5.7 What are the key knowledge issues The key knowledge issues are primarily defining the metrics that tie a “ROI” to a particular 
donor. Once identified, it is the continuous maintenance of this data. Also, getting this informa-
tion out in a timely and useful manner is difficult. Communication of this value proposition is 
also very difficult. Not so much from the ability to do it, but communicating in a meaningful 
manner. There is also no search for outside users to access this data on their timeframe. This type 
of knowledge is “customized” to the donor ad as such, requires an ability of chamber staff to 
make needed adjustments to existing data to fit the need. There is limited ability to accomplish 
this quickly from the stored information. This process is too time consuming.
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fairly well developed. Defining, organizing, 
implementing a program for and reporting 
on community needs in the areas identified 
in section 3.1 require that organizational 
funding strategies are implemented.. The 
scope of this audit is on the aspects directly 
relating to fundraising and it is from that 
perspective which will drive the responses 
to follow.

a. Identify the strategy of your organization.
 ◦ Tie program to funding source to max-

imize overall fundraising success.

b. Identify the relevant strategies of your entity 
that support the strategy mentioned above.
 ◦ Fundraising committees (Table 20)
 ◦ Centralized IT infrastructure and bill-

ing (Table 21)
 ◦ Leadership staff fundraising strategy 

face-to- face sessions (Table 22)
3.7 Organization’s Goals. Each of the founda-

tion programs is incredibly complex and 
fairly well developed. Defining, organizing, 
implementing a program for and reporting 
on community needs in the areas identified 
in section 3.1 require that organizational 

Table 19.

3.5.b Foundation Best Practices – Fundraising Strategy

3.5.1 Identify the data/information/knowledge 
required for their successful development, 
management and delivery

This knowledge is primarily a leadership best practice. The data, information, knowl-
edge needed is internal operating and program procedures. Sources of funding are 
identified and knowledge is gained on who to contact, what they will fund, when 
their funding cycle and decision process is, where they are located and can meet, 
and why an organization will fund a program. The same process is used with grant 
preparation. Volunteers and staff must know this information when making an ask. 
Staff is constantly discussing the possibilities of referrals or personal contacts with 
potential donors. Paul Jadin and his knowledge of the business, governmental and 
educational communities is an invaluable resource.

3.5.2 Who is collecting, storing, managing, dif-
fusing this data/information/knowledge

Program heads and their support staff do all the data collection, storing and diffusion 
with the help of an accounting department.

3.5.3 How are they collecting, storing, managing, 
diffusing, this data/information/knowledge

Most of this is done through staff research and tracking. Web searches and readings 
of papers and periodicals also help. Information comes from the chamber’s current 
Member Partner database and personal contact lists. Volunteer input, suggestions 
and contacts are actively requested. Most of the high-level information and data is 
stored in the tacit knowledge of the program managers and Paul Jadin. It is typically 
diffused through face-to-face contacts or meetings. Other ways are through internal 
e-mails and phone conversations.

3.5.4 Where is this data/information/knowledge 
stored

This information is stored in strategic plans, committee reports and official meeting 
minutes. It is stored electronically on the chamber’s file servers but in individual files 
throughout. It is also stored as a component of the organization’s overall intelligence. 
Mainly, it is stored in program manager and Paul Jadin’s tacit knowledge.

3.5.5 Who are the users of this data/information/
knowledge

Staff doing the funding requests, rely on the data as do volunteers who are utilizing 
personal contacts or other tacit information they may have about a potential donor. 
Accounting uses the data to also track receivables and payments.

3.5.6 How, when and where is this data/informa-
tion/knowledge utilized

The data is used between program managers and Paul Jadin. It is also used in program 
planning and budget preparation. Fundraising committees also use it to make calls 
on behalf of the foundation.

3.5.7 What are the key knowledge issues The key knowledge issues here are taking the information, knowledge and data 
from the minds of program heads and Paul Jadin and somehow get it codified. Once 
accomplished, regularly updating and analyzing the data are important. There will 
be the strategic issues of using the data for expanding the funding sources database. 
Somehow, information known will have to be combined with data from outside 
sources to bring this all to fruition.
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Table 20.

3.6.c Organization Strategy – Fundraising Committees

3.6.1 Identify the data/information/knowledge required 
for their successful development, management 
and delivery

Tacit information of the volunteers. Financial goals responsible for as an organization. Company/
individual data. Program goals and objectives. Program successes. ROI statistics for community 
and company if applicable.

3.6.2 Who is collecting, storing, managing, diffusing this 
data/information/knowledge

Program staff collects stores and manages this information. Departmental managers work with 
volunteers to ensure they have all the information needed.

3.6.3 How are they collecting, storing, managing, diffus-
ing, this data/information/knowledge

Most of this is done through staff research and tracking. Strategic planning assists in identifying 
the most critical aspects of the program’s value proposition. It is tracked through progress reports 
at regularly scheduled meeting dates and times.

3.6.4 Where is this data/information/knowledge stored This information is stored in annual reports, strategic plans, web pages, committee reports and 
official meeting minutes. It is stored electronically on the chamber’s file servers but in individual 
files throughout.

3.6.5 Who are the users of this data/information/
knowledge

Primarily program heads are the users of this data. They use it to track success and adjust as needed.

3.6.6 How, when and where is this data/information/
knowledge utilized

It is used to track the relative success of the fundraising efforts and that in turn points directly 
to programming success in those areas of the foundation. Feedback from meeting and requests 
are tracked in meetings, phone calls and e-mails.

3.6.7 What are the key knowledge issues The key knowledge issues are ease of retrieving data and once disseminated, tracking results. 
Follow-up with volunteers is critical in this effort and outside communications with e-mail and 
phone service are primarily what is used.

Table 21.

3.6.c Organization Strategy – Centralized IT infrastructure and billing

3.6.1 Identify the data/information/knowledge required 
for their successful development, management 
and delivery

This requires the individual/company raw data to be continually updated. Individuals must be 
able to get information from the chamber’s Member Partner program.

3.6.2 Who is collecting, storing, managing, diffusing this 
data/information/knowledge

All staff has access to this program and is encouraged to utilize the features of the program. Updates 
to the data occur continually and are the responsibility of Marilyn and Sara. While departmental 
staff has the ability to create invoicing, the accounting department does much of this for the 
departments. All staff has access to billing records and outstanding amounts for any organization.

3.6.3 How are they collecting, storing, managing, diffus-
ing, this data/information/knowledge

Updates to the individual/corporate record are routed to Marilyn or Sara primarily via e-mail. 
Others come from individuals calling and requesting that their records be updated. Some of 
the corporate records are also changed from written notes on returned invoices. Annually, the 
corporate record with the individuals associated with that company is e-mailed to the organiza-
tion and updates are requested.

3.6.4 Where is this data/information/knowledge stored This is stored on the chamber’s file servers.

3.6.5 Who are the users of this data/information/knowledge All staff uses this information at some level.

3.6.6 How, when and where is this data/information/
knowledge utilized

This data is used for any interaction with an organization that includes a financial transaction. 
It is also used to populate the member portion of the web site. Updates are automatic to the 
web site when made. Staff utilizes it to break out business by industry. The data is also sold as 
lists to members. As the data hold e-mail and fax addresses, it is used for electronic “blasts” to 
members. A non-member portion tracks donors who are not chamber members as prospects. 
Lookup is a component of this program and electronic communications with members is tracked 
automatically. There is a “contacts” site in this database which is used sporadically. That section 
would be beneficial for the inclusion of tacit knowledge about individuals/companies that is 
not currently codified.

3.6.7 What are the key knowledge issues The key knowledge issues are primarily regularly updating the data, retrieving the data and 
analyzing the data. While the organization has done a pretty good job at systematically ensuring 
that the data is up-do-date, data retrieval and analysis is lacking. Query is difficult and typically 
requires a more than passing knowledge of the process. Reports are not written by chamber staff 
and need the help of the program’s staff in Oklahoma. With so much and such diverse data held 
in one place, understanding the structure of the entire data base and what might be out there 
takes time. There is limited staff time for training new or inexperienced staff on the intricacies 
of the program. Because of the retrieval and analysis issues, much of the tacit knowledge the 
system should be collecting is not occurring. Program heads do not see the value connection 
of inputting the data if there is not an adequate and almost instantaneously available output.
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goals are implemented and met. The scope 
of this audit is on the aspects directly relat-
ing to fundraising and it is from that perspec-
tive which will drive the responses to follow.

a. Identify the goals and key success indica-
tors (KSI) of your organization. Are they 
balanced?
 ◦ Annual program budgetary goals – 

Success indicator is meeting/exceed-
ing budget.
1.  These are directly related to the 

financial needs of the program in 
any given fiscal year.

2.  Because they are based on annual 
budgetary needs of the program, 
they are balanced.

 ◦ Program funding stabilization goals: 
Program reserves or Endowment 
Fund established for the program’s 
ongoing operations.

1.  These goals are needed to ensure 
the continuation of the program 
and move program managers 
from the primary role of “fund-
raiser” to program execution.

2.  These goals are not clearly defined 
and as such, remain unbalanced.

b. Identify the goals and KSI of your entity 
that support the mentioned above. Are they 
balanced? Do they support those at 3.7.a?
 ◦ IT and phone infrastructure continu-

ally operational and robust enough 
for foundation informational needs. 
(Table 23)
1.  These goals are as balanced as 

they can be given the constraints 
of staff, time and money. These 
goals also work in the realm of 
change and compatibility which 
both require continuous balancing 
and re-balancing.

Table 22.

3.6.c Organization Strategy – Leadership Staff Fundraising Strategy Face-to-Face Sessions

3.6.1 Identify the data/information/knowledge 
required for their successful development, 
management and delivery

Tacit information of the staff. Financial goals responsible for as an organization. 
Company/individual data. Program goals and objectives. Program successes. ROI 
statistics for community and company if applicable.

3.6.2 Who is collecting, storing, managing, diffus-
ing this data/information/knowledge

Currently nobody is collecting or storing the tacit knowledge. The program goals 
and objectives are collected by program heads and their staff. Company information 
is collected through Member Partner in the manner previously discussed. For donor 
information not on that data base, web information is usually the source and that is 
collected by staff.

3.6.3 How are they collecting, storing, managing, 
diffusing, this data/information/knowledge

These are face-to-face meeting sessions held every other week. They can also be 
meetings with Paul Jadin, sales staff or any other staff that may have knowledge 
related to a certain company the foundation is looking to receive donations from. 
Diffusion is through face-to-face or e-mail follow-up. Sometimes phone conversa-
tions are also used.

3.6.4 Where is this data/information/knowledge 
stored

Some is stored in e-mail but the majority remains with the program heads or in the 
minds of staff. Some of the information is written down and stored in paper files 
of the company.

3.6.5 Who are the users of this data/information/
knowledge

Department heads use the information in fundraising. Volunteers also use this 
information.

3.6.6 How, when and where is this data/informa-
tion/knowledge utilized

The data and knowledge is used to match the ask with the appropriate individual/
company or department of the potential donor. It is also used to understand granting 
requirements or even granting agencies.

3.6.7 What are the key knowledge issues The key knowledge issue that this information remains tacit knowledge with limited 
ability for retrieval and analysis.
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2.  These goals are critical to the 
overall support of the goals men-
tioned in 3.7.a.

 ◦ Accounting and Member Partner sup-
port. (Table 24)
1.  These goals have been the focus of 

staff since implementation of the 
systems and remain a priority of 
the organization supported from 
Paul Jadin down. They are bal-
anced to the extent of budgetary 
and time constraints. Reporting 
and analysis goals are the areas 
that currently are the least bal-
anced. Unfortunately, this is 
causing the most severe issue in 
staff perception of need to capture 
tacit knowledge.

2.  The accounting and Member 
Partner support goals work better 
in the support of Annual program 
budgetary goals. Because of the 
reporting and analysis issues 
in this goal being unresolved, 
they are not supporting to their 
capability the program funding 
stabilization goals.

 ◦ Strategic planning at program and or-
ganizational level. (Table 25)
1.  These goals are incredibly bal-

anced in the annual program bud-
getary goals as that has been the 
focus of leadership over the past 4 
years. Because of the culture and 
nature of the organization, pro-
gram funding stabilization goals 

Table 23.

3.7.c Organization Goals – IT and Phone Infrastructure Continually Operational and Robust Enough for Foundation Informational Needs.

3.7.1 Identify the data/information/knowledge required 
for their successful development, management 
and delivery

Outside professional IT and phone support. Of vital importance is the internet bandwidth 
issue. Knowledge of IT/phone systems a must. Use patterns of staff and program managers 
needed and changes in these industries has to be monitored.

3.7.2 Who is collecting, storing, managing, diffusing 
this data/information/knowledge

Amy keeps track of the IT/phone vendors as well as the internet service provider. IT/phone 
vendors are responsible for capturing system specific knowledge. New products/updates 
are also the vendor’s responsibility with the expectation that a ROI will be required for any 
expenditures made by the chamber. Staff updates Phil on issues or needs for additional new 
products/services. Also, face-to-face meetings occur with the technicians where updated 
information is passed along.

3.7.3 How are they collecting, storing, managing, dif-
fusing, this data/information/knowledge

Amy stores the contact information in the shared drive of the chambers file servers. Reception-
ists also have paper copies of this data. Most of the product update/new product information is 
retained with the vendor and utilized in solution presentations as needed. Phil retains much of 
the information as tacit knowledge. Staff is surveyed on current situation/needs basis. Budget 
process includes capital and system needs.

3.7.4 Where is this data/information/knowledge stored The data, information and knowledge is stored on the chamber’s file servers. Vendor knowl-
edge is stored at their locations. New product/services are stored in e-mails, phone calls, as 
tacit knowledge or in paper files.

3.7.5 Who are the users of this data/information/
knowledge

The users of the data are primarily the technicians in conjunction with Phil and Paul Jadin in 
the expenditure decision making process.

3.7.6 How, when and where is this data/information/
knowledge utilized

The data is used to weigh the benefits with costs and compatibility of existing systems. The 
pace and quantity of change in this environment requires continuous monitoring. Being able 
to communicate with a diverse customer base is also a challenge. Ensuring network security 
and limiting outside exposure is also a main consideration.

3.7.7 What are the key knowledge issues Being able to keep up with this information bombardment when it is not a primary function 
of anybody on staff is incredibly difficult. Vendor choice is critical. IT choice for compat-
ibility and financial strength (staying power) are very important criteria. Understanding how 
different components of the infrastructure work in tandem and sometimes against each other 
is also a challenge.
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have not been a driven strategy 
and thus are not balanced.

2.  These goals directly relate and 
support the goals in section 3.7.a. 
No money, no mission. The stra-
tegic planning goals ensure the 
programs are tackling the most 
pressing issues of the community 
related to the foundation’s mis-
sion and that adequate financial 
resources are in place to do that. 
Due to the changing nature of any 
community, programs must adapt 
and adjust as well. Economic and 
community development don’t 
just happen, they require constant 
care. The goal of the organization 
and ultimately its supporters is to 
move from a year-to-year funding 

mentality to a longer-term sus-
tainable funding base. Currently, 
the planning does not support this 
long-term approach.

4.1 Company Strategy and Knowledge (Table 
26)

4.2 Knowledge Management Strategic Issues 
(Table 27). 

4.3 Levers of Knowledge Management (Table 
28). 

4.4 Knowledge Management Challenges 
(Table 29). 

4.9 Knowledge Processes (Table 30)

IC AND SUMMARY

4.8 Intellectual Capital (Table 31)
4.13 Intellectual Property (Table 32)

Table 24.

3.7.c Organization Goals – Accounting/Member Partner and Budgetary Support.

3.7.1 Identify the data/information/knowledge required 
for their successful development, management 
and delivery

Mas90 and Member Partner knowledge along with ability to incorporate the information 
from Microsoft Excel and Word documents. Query ability and database manipulation needed. 
Report writing and analysis work is vital.

3.7.2 Who is collecting, storing, managing, diffusing 
this data/information/knowledge

Primarily this is being done by the accounting staff and Marilyn. Program managers also use 
their knowledge in the preparation of base data.

3.7.3 How are they collecting, storing, managing, dif-
fusing, this data/information/knowledge

Information is collected and diffused from written reports and e-mail primarily. Phil also uses 
socialization to extract tacit information from program heads. That information is usually 
hand written onto worksheet documents. Phone is also used. Information to volunteers and 
other interested community parties is usually diffused through e-mail and the inclusion of 
appropriate attachments.

3.7.4 Where is this data/information/knowledge stored The data/information/knowledge is primarily stored on the chamber’s file servers. However, 
much of the socialized information is in binders in the form of hand written notes. Tacit 
knowledge at the program level or at the executive level remains in their domain.

3.7.5 Who are the users of this data/information/
knowledge

The users of the data are primarily the program heads, Paul Jadin, volunteers, donors, granting 
agencies, auditors, and boards.

3.7.6 How, when and where is this data/information/
knowledge utilized

This is primarily used in budgetary times but also it is used on a monthly basis in comparing 
budgets to actual performance. Due to the lack of query and analysis tools, it is not being 
used to expand the funding base. Volunteers use it to track the financial performance of the 
programs and granting agencies use the information for their own purposes for disbursing 
and awarding funds.

3.7.7 What are the key knowledge issues One of the biggest issues, surprisingly, is the definition of the meta-data. Accounting and the 
program managers must understand what it is exactly they are looking at. Capturing tacit 
knowledge is also quite difficult. To be of any value, query and analysis must occur. There 
are system limitations on those levels. Also, data must be timely and accurate.
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SUMMARY

6.1 Conclusion (Table 33)
6.2  Implications (Table 34)
6.3  What else did you learn? What other sug-

gestions, proposals might you have?

Aligning an organization’s Knowledge Man-
agement with its strategic objectives and goals 
is an incredibly thought provoking and in many 
instances, controversial process. It isn’t enough 
to know that something may or may not be in the 
interests of an organization, one also has to be 
able to justify and convince others of the need. 

Once the need is established, to have others take 
responsibility for KM activities is no small task. 
The KM Manager cannot be driving an initia-
tive for his or her own sake, it must be aligned 
appropriately with strategic objectives and those 
objectives must remain the responsibility of the 
appropriate individuals. It cannot be something 
just for “someone who has the time,” it must be 
a cultural shift in thinking and then process for 
the continued competitiveness and survival in the 
business environment of today.

Change is never easy and I doubt most in my 
organization will take the time to read something 
this long, much less try to absorb and understand 

Table 25.

3.7.c Organization Goals – Strategic Planning at Program and Organizational Level.

3.7.1 Identify the data/information/knowledge 
required for their successful development, 
management and delivery

Program statistics. Community and company demographics. Volunteer information. 
Competitor information. Internal process and procedures.

3.7.2 Who is collecting, storing, managing, diffus-
ing this data/information/knowledge

Program managers and their staff are doing this collection, storing, managing and 
diffusing of data. Administrative staff assists with overall organizational informa-
tion and support.

3.7.3 How are they collecting, storing, managing, 
diffusing, this data/information/knowledge

Most of the data is collected from outside web sources, e-mails, phone conversa-
tions or through socialization interactions in the community or with staff. Official 
minutes are kept at committee or board meetings and strategic planning documents 
are prepared annually for each functional program. These documents are put on the 
web site, handed out in meetings, e-mailed or mailed.

3.7.4 Where is this data/information/knowledge 
stored

The data, information and knowledge is stored on the chamber’s file servers or indi-
vidual hard drives. The combined organizational strategic plan is in the organization’s 
shared drive and available to all staff. Supporting data or tacit knowledge are diffused 
throughout the organization and are not systematically cataloged.

3.7.5 Who are the users of this data/information/
knowledge

The users of this data are all program managers, staff responsible for budgeting, vol-
unteers and committee members, potential donors, actual donors, granting agencies, 
governmental and educational entities and interested community stakeholders. External 
auditors also use this data in determining the foundation’s relative staying power.

3.7.6 How, when and where is this data/informa-
tion/knowledge utilized

It is used for determining the availability of funding for any given year. As budgets 
are developed, the programs can expect to accomplish the strategies with the funding 
available. This also helps to prepare any program ROI and ultimate “fundability.” 
Much of what these documents contain is used by volunteers and staff in the fundrais-
ing quest. Granting agencies need this information in their decision-making process. 
Auditors use it, as was stated above, to make a determination of a foundation’s relative 
staying power. They also use it to ensure that the foundation remains within its stated 
purpose for IRS and donor purposes.

3.7.7 What are the key knowledge issues The key knowledge issues are finding relevant and reliable data sources. Informa-
tion needed must then be analyzed and put into an absorbable format. As with any 
information, it needs to be up-to-date and timely. The organization will need to find 
new information to help support the long-term funding issues. That information will 
need to be defined, codified, sorted, analyzed and finally used.

E - KM Strategy, etc.
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Table 26.

4.1.1 Is your industry knowledge intense? In what Areas

The programs of the foundation rely entirely on knowledge. The end product is service and accomplishment of goals as determined by 
community need. The continuation of funding requires that knowledge needs to be developed, analyzed, stored, utilized and disbursed. 
The intensity of the knowledge relates to the following areas: 
• Change – this occurs continually in both the community and foundation program. 
• Technology – Sources of new knowledge are continually being developed. This is most acute at the state, local and federal government 
level. These changes make it imperative to have the latest data sources and most up-to-date information. Also, being a data source and 
having the ability to communicate electronically with donors is very important not only for identifying and asking for funding, but also 
for ensuring that the funding continues over the life of a program. 
• Business and people – This is continuous change and having the data as up-to-date as possible is the most important component in get-
ting fundraising sources identified and utilized. 
• Economic Environment – Fundraising is dependent.

4.1.2 What Specific Areas of knowledge are extremely important to your company? Why?

Collective Knowledge – From a fundraising perspective, this knowledge becomes vital in ensuring that the same source is not used for 
multiple purposes. All must be able to possess this knowledge for this process. Because the programs encompass such a variety of issues 
and are funded by such a broad range of possible organizations and governmental entities, no one person can hold all of this knowledge. 
Procedural Knowledge – for the reasons stated under collective knowledge, staff has to have and follow procedures in this area in order 
to be successful. No analysis could be performed on the collective knowledge if procedures weren’t in place for its capture. 
Declarative Knowledge – This is the “know what” of knowledge and program heads must possess this knowledge to communicate is-
sues, solutions and successes. This is critical in building a case for an entity to fund a program. 
Explicit Knowledge – This knowledge is needed for analysis purposes. Too many “asks” from the same source will result in less actually 
received for the foundation. Not understanding who and which departments within companies is actually funding which program will re-
sult in less success for all as well. Information on these points gained at the tacit level needs to be made explicit in order for this analysis 
to occur. 
Tacit Knowledge – The organization relies on this knowledge type too extensively. While the culture, change, technology environment 
and pragmatic budget considerations will always make this a very important knowledge area, for fundraising, it would be better if this 
knowledge were used less than it currently is.

4.1.3 What are (might be) your company’s key benefits of active Knowledge Management? Which benefits are critical for 
your company’s success?

• Increased fundraising effectiveness 
• Increased fundraising efficiency 
• Increased sharing of data 
• Increased trust among staff 
• Better relations with funding organizations 
• Improved employee morale 
• Improved program effectiveness 
While all of the above benefits would be improvements to the organization, it is critical that fundraising effectiveness and efficiency are 
met. No money, no mission – and little money, little mission. Once the benefits of the KM initiative can be shown, the other benefits can 
have a chance to occur. The foundation has survived without this initiative but the real issue is “can it thrive.”

4.1.4 What are (might be) your organization’s/entity key benefits of active Knowledge Management? Which benefits are 
critical for your company’s success?

Here again, fundraising at the company and organization/entity level have the same key benefits. Correspondingly, the critical benefits 
would also be identical. 
• Increased fundraising effectiveness 
• Increased fundraising efficiency 
• Increased sharing of data 
• Increased trust among staff 
• Better relations with funding organizations 
• Improved employee morale 
• Improved program effectiveness 
While all of the above benefits would be improvements to the organization, it is critical that fundraising effectiveness and efficiency are 
met. No money, no mission – and little money, little mission. Once the benefits of the KM initiative can be shown, the other benefits can 
have a chance to occur. The foundation has survived without this initiative but the real issue is “can it thrive.”
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Table 27. Identify and describe how your entity is:

4.2.1 Developing strategy to exploit new knowledge

The organization continuously looks at new methodologies for exploiting new knowledge. Meetings of both internal staff and external 
volunteers are the most common method for developing strategy and the inception of this fundraising KM project has been done in much 
the same manner. Informal/formal meetings, e-mail and phone contacts are being used to determine strategy for this new knowledge. 
Ultimately, the new knowledge is tied to strategic objectives. Practically speaking, the base strategies of collaboration, trust, and sharing 
of data – culture change – are being developed to further exploit this new knowledge.

4.2.2 Leveraging knowledge at all levels?

This question goes back to 4.1.4. The organization is leveraging knowledge in the fundraising arena by taking advantage of the potential 
benefits to their fullest extent. 
• Increased fundraising effectiveness 
• Increased fundraising efficiency 
• Increased sharing of data 
• Increased trust among staff 
• Better relations with funding organizations 
• Improved employee morale 
• Improved program effectiveness 
With limited staff, these areas will be left less to chance and the skill of an individual and more to culture and process.

4.2.3 Integrating knowledge from various areas?

Currently, the organization integrates knowledge in a very haphazard manner. Because knowledge resides within programs and person-
nel knows who typically owns or has the most accurate tacit knowledge on a subject, integration for any specific purpose is done on an 
as-needed basis. The organization does facilitate shared systems and communications tools on its file servers for integrating knowledge 
when needed. The organization also encourages use of a common data base – Member Partner – for company/individual data. When out-
side sources of knowledge are needed, they are mainly found electronically at the outside source and copied into employee-specific files. 
Again, these can be shared but they are not systematically cataloged, tagged, verified or otherwise identified as knowledge that can be 
integrated. The web site is currently the main area where the organization integrates knowledge from various areas. Other areas include 
financial data, internal human resource data, strategic planning documents and board and committee meeting minutes.

4.2.4 Integrating Knowledge Management with the overall business plan of the company?

The organization began this process in the previous year when it went through the computer and phone upgrades needed to its infrastruc-
ture. This integration of systems was considered imperative to achieving the goals of the strategic plan. The organization plan included 
the goals of: 
• Shared services 
• Shared information 
• Seamless integration of data into existing sources of knowledge 
• Increased productivity of staff in goal accomplishment 
• Increased funding for all programming 
• Better customer information sources 
• Improved customer sharing of data at reduced costs 
• Sharing of information at any location 
Where the organization is lacking in this regard is a common best-practices or community of practice as it relates to getting the funding 
portion of all programs accomplished. Collecting, recording, analyzing of fundraising data in an agreed upon manner is the step which 
must be tied back to the overall business plan of the company.

4.2.5 Improving knowledge of company goals at all levels

The organization is making a conscious effort to improve the knowledge of company goals at all levels. This is primarily being done 
through the strategic planning and budgeting process. The organization has adopted benchmarks which are in the early stages of being 
defined and reported. These are not only used at the programming level, but are reported to the chamber board on a quarterly basis 
throughout the year. The leadership team of the organization is responsible for the reporting of the benchmarks. Budgetary goals are re-
ported to staff with budgetary responsibility on a monthly basis to budget and against forecasts after six months of the fiscal year. Boards, 
committees, volunteers and staff review financial results and goal results on a monthly basis. While reports are systematic, most of the 
knowledge is passed along and retained at a tacit level.

continued on following page
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Table 27. Continued

4.2.6 Identify SWOT of knowledge areas

Strengths:
• High level of competency of current individuals - 
• Centralized IT infrastructure – for backups and storage issues 
• Mobile access to data 
• Internet infrastructure is good with speed and e-mail 
• Filtering of incoming e-mails

Weaknesses:
• Mobilization and conversion of tacit knowledge 
• Analysis of existing knowledge 
• Resources – staff time and dollars 
• Query of all knowledge sources 
• Staff training in knowledge areas 
• Use of knowledge areas in strategy development

Opportunities:
• Identification of key knowledge areas that can ease burden on hu-
man resources and increase resources of money and consequently 
– staff 
• Codification of tacit knowledge 
• Query tools 
• Staff training in use of knowledge areas to achieve program 
strategies 
• Analysis of knowledge for fundraising opportunities

Threats:
• Staff turnover/depletion 
• Too much systems/programming knowledge in the tacit domain 
of too few individuals 
• Knowledge obsolescence 
• Knowledge competition

Table 28. Identify and describe the following:

4.3.1 Knowledge of people, processes and technology used currently as core competencies.

The chamber and, consequently, the foundation are currently Intuitive Utilization organizations. They focus on exploiting their currently exist-
ing knowledge while keeping this knowledge tacit. Again, keeping this focused on the fundraising portion of the equation, raw, demographic 
and informational knowledge of people are utilized via the chamber’s Member Partner database and Microsoft Outlook. The core competency 
is fundraising and communications. Lists are maintained of possible interested donors. These are accomplished with Outlook, Word or the 
Member Partner database. Procedures are relatively non-existent until billing or accounting is involved. Technology is used both to push 
and pull data on the programs and also to push and pull data on the donors. Personal face-to-face is typically required to secure the funding.

4.3.2 Knowledge of people, processes and technology to be used in the future as Core Competencies

This is where the entire concept of Knowledge Management as it relates to the fundraising process takes the core competency to the next 
level. Here, processes of consolidating data for the dissemination after analysis makes the knowledge more valuable and efficient. Housing 
the data in one, centrally acceptable database with pre-defined meta-data and query definition makes the process something that can be done 
in the context of existing staff. The project isn’t so large as to be over-burdensome on any one department but the results are such that all 
who need the information benefit. The procedures needed to do this will insure that data is accurate and timely. The query and meta-data 
definitions will help avoid confusion. Staff will learn to trust each other and the system needed to encourage growth. Company and individual 
analysis before an ask is made will become common practice. If a company is asked to give to multiple programs, timing and department 
identification will be considered on top of just pushing data and competing with other foundation programs.

4.3.3 Knowledge of people, processes and technology used currently as Competitive Advantages

Currently, personal knowledge of people and process in the funding of programs is utilized either at a program manager or volunteer level. 
Personal, tacit knowledge of a prospective donor is always considered a competitive advantage when fundraising. Letters through snail mail, 
e-mails, phone conversations and face-to-face meetings are all included as methods for maintaining this advantage. Staff keeps in regular 
contact with funding sources through newsletters, minutes, reports and web site.

4.3.4 Knowledge of people, processes and technology to be used in the future as Competitive Advantages.

In the future, the personal touch will continue to be a competitive advantage. However, to expand fundraising, analysis as to what has been 
successful will be utilized expand into other funding sources. Being able to identify industries, foundations, granting agencies will be fa-
cilitated with such analysis. Having an up-to-date data source on personal contacts will be used to identify funding hot-buttons and possible 
additional fits for companies that otherwise wouldn’t have been thought of. Query and electronic reporting as well as procedures to ensure 
the capture and use of the data will be needed. Either the existing Member Partner data base will be expanded or a new, central repository 
will need to be identified. Tacit knowledge previously unknown will be more readily available and easily shared.

4.3.5 Information Technology tools/platforms enhancing the organization’s knowledge base.

The organization is pretty well situated from an IT perspective to implement this item of its knowledge base. The tools needed are query 
tools and analysis tool. Also, linking tools to external data sources will be required once the tacit knowledge is codified. The goal will not 
only be to increase the information but then to use what is known to find additional organizations that fit our donor profiles. Analysis tools 
will also be looking for “close fits” as well.

continued on following page
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4.3.6 Is the organization well organized to generate new Knowledge? To share and diffuse existing knowledge?

The organization is well organized to generate new knowledge. Because each program is so different, multiple perspectives on similar 
issues are always popping up. The issue is resources and trust to share and diffuse existing knowledge. The current systems limitations 
make this difficult and limitations of funding and knowledge personnel to facilitate the sharing and diffusing of knowledge are difficult 
obstacles to overcome.

4.3.7 Perceived value of:

4.3.7.1 – Formal knowledge offices - There would be limited perceived value of this office. The organization shares administrative services and 
this would be considered overhead that simply could not be absorbed by foundation programming any further than is already being incurred.

4.3.7.2 – Organizational knowledge base – The perceived value of this for fundraising would be high. Frustrations mount whenever there 
is a feeling of competition for dollars amongst staff and this would be one area that transparency could not only show the programs aren’t 
competing, but also that administrative help in the identification and expansion of funding sources would be appreciated.

4.3.7.3 – Demonstrable knowledge leadership – Each program manager understands the value of leadership throughout the organization so 
for this function, demonstrable knowledge leadership would be greatly valued.

4.3.8 Are there formal knowledge offices? There are no formal knowledge offices in the foundation or the chamber as a whole.

Table 28. Continued

Table 29. Identify and describe the:

4.4.1 Biggest obstacles/challenges in your organization to knowledge transfer; to acquisition of external knowledge

The foundation’s biggest challenges to knowledge transfer are cultural. Quite honestly, this hasn’t been an area of high priority and cer-
tainly not a strategic issue. If knowledge transfer were really important, compensation would be tied at least somewhat to this area. As it 
is, the closest we have is the expectation that coworkers will at least respect each other. While this allows for a somewhat collegial work-
ing environment, it doesn’t enable the organization to get to the next level in its needs. As for the acquisition of external knowledge, these 
challenges are much different. The organization doesn’t have a filtering mechanism outside of individual program manager socialization 
that addresses this issue. Because so much external knowledge is brought to the organization, the issue of knowledge overload becomes 
almost paralyzing. Because everything seems “possible,” everything seems important. Filtering incoming knowledge to targeted areas for 
maximum results is a very large challenge.

4.4.2 Biggest obstacles/challenges in your organization to disseminate knowledge; to create new knowledge

The biggest challenges to the foundation for disseminating knowledge are: 
• Trust of the new knowledge 
• Time to absorb and use the new knowledge to its potential 
• Reporting new knowledge in a manner that is easily understood and applied 
• Tying knew knowledge to real programming need 
• The development of common meta-data and categories between programs 
Much of these areas relate to the transfer of knowledge and are impediments to actual knowledge generation program occurrence.

4.4.3 Culture of the organization as challenge/supportive

The organization’s culture has been a topic of many of the previous sections of this audit. Challenges of the power-driven/role-driven 
culture – which the foundation is – include the following: 
• Do not have many rules and regulations 
• Depend on telepathy for effectiveness – quite difficult when discussing knowledge management 
• Talk rather than write 
• Are essentially autocratic and bureaucratic at the same time – a very confusing and frustrating aspect for new members of the team in 
particular 
• Learn by trial and error 
In short, getting agreement, teamwork, and any knowledge codified is an extremely difficult proposition. This is further exacerbated due 
to the fact that the compensation system is in no way tied to knowledge management. 
This doesn’t mean the culture is without its merits. Paul Jadin does encourage and support fast individual decision-making. This has been 
very helpful in an ever-changing environment. He does encourage stability so not much tacit knowledge of value is lost amongst his top 
foundation program management team. Because both the role and the individual are valued within this cultural taxonomy, independence 
in knowledge acquisition is encouraged.

continued on following page
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4.4.4 Supporting informal networks.

This is what the organization, with its culture, is good at. Part of the role each program manager accepts is to be a creator of informal 
networks. The socialization between the community and all program managers simply makes informal networks a byproduct of activity. 
This can lead to new funding sources but at the end of the day, it is a hit-or-miss proposition with no real ability to duplicate and expand. 
It does, however, ensure a steady, ever-renewing flow of external knowledge.

4.4.5 Major risks in your organization to managing knowledge.

The biggest risk to managing fundraising knowledge in the foundation is the potential misappropriation of responsibility. In the under 
funded and understaffed environment of the foundation as it exists today, something of this importance could be assumed to be the 
responsibility of the “knowledge manager.” The logic goes something along the line of “if you want that information, you do it. I don’t 
have any time.” And with that attitude, responsibility is shifted not only for the creation of knowledge, but also the results anticipated 
from any knowledge management initiative. Because compensation is not tied to performance along these lines, another risk is that it 
will be done in a less than stellar manner. While leadership would like to see managing knowledge done to a higher level, with the staff-
ing and funding as it is today, leadership loss is always an issue. One last issue is that managing knowledge means that it continues to 
keep knowledge fresh and useful. This cannot be an excuse to stop doing what is successful today. Knowledge management must be an 
enhancement to today’s activities and an insurance policy for tomorrow’s success.

Table 29. Continued

Table 30. Describe the systematic approaches your organization has to:

4.9.1 Create new knowledge

Because of the culture of the organization, much of the creation of new knowledge is systematically gained through socialization. Meet-
ings, phone calls and to an extent e-mail are all utilized in creating new knowledge. This is particularly true in the fundraising approach 
of the foundation. While this may not seem “systematic,” these activities are all planned with expectations transferred it a program’s plan 
of action.

4.9.2 Acquire new knowledge

As in the creation of new knowledge, much knowledge is acquired for the organization in much the same manner. Add to this the 
internet, news sources and other statistical and business oriented publications and that are subscribed to and you are filling in how the 
organization acquires new knowledge. The organization also systematically partners with other local, state and national foundations and 
programs to acquire knowledge specific to the programs. Again, brochures and publications along with examples of best practices are 
oftentimes cited and included in the knowledge base of the organization and employees.

4.9.3 Codify knowledge

Hit or miss. There is no real systematic methodology although newsletters, e-newsletters and program brochures are all areas where 
program knowledge is codified. The business database of Member Partner is systematically updated by identified individuals and further 
updates are encouraged of all staff. The only real systematic approach other than this is through formal minutes of meetings. While 
chamber board minutes are on the shared drive and accessible to all, others are not. Also, none of the minutes are in a format for easy 
cross-reference.

4.9.4 Warehouse knowledge

Outside of the care and feeding of program manager brains, warehousing of codified knowledge that does exist is quite systematic and 
planned. Systems were designed to include mobile access, unlimited sharing and nightly backup. Security of these systems was consid-
ered paramount and thus Citrix was used to overlay access to the data. Also, antivirus and spam filtering occur on two levels. Firewall 
protection of file servers along with a DMZ file server help to ensure unwanted access to the knowledge servers.

4.9.5 Diffuse knowledge

Computing and internet advances have assisted this process for the organization in many systemized ways. Formal mailing and e-mail 
lists are maintained and scheduled dates of “knowledge diffusion” are important components of all program managers. This is enhanced 
through shared calendars of all staff. Setting up meetings for the socialization process to occur for diffusing knowledge is also systematic 
and was designed to integrate with a recipient’s calendar software as well. Planned press conferences and releases via e-mail and (God 
help us) faxes diffuse knowledge to the general public. These lists are also systematically maintained in the communications department 
and are a part of the codified knowledge that is retained even through turnover. The system was designed to diffuse any “program spe-
cific” knowledge in as seamless a manner possible. All files under the domain of an individual who leaves are automatically transferred 
to the domain of the individual who is brought on board. Also, e-mail contact lists and calendars are also set up from the old to the new.

continued on following page
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Table 30. Continued

4.9.6 Measure knowledge

The only real systematic approach the organization has in measuring knowledge is really in the dollars raised programmatically. This isn’t really a knowl-
edge measurement but rather an outcome measure of the entire process. The organization has begun reporting on benchmarks and this process is evolving 
throughout. Because measuring knowledge has not been a part of the culture in the organization, it is by no means a competence. This will have to evolve 
into a competence as the culture evolves with knowledge measurement as a goal.

4.9.7 Protect knowledge

The codified knowledge of the organization is protected in the manner discussed in warehousing. Security of these systems was considered paramount and 
thus Citrix was used to overlay access to the data. Also, antivirus and spam filtering occur on two levels. Firewall protection of file servers along with a 
DMZ file server help to ensure unwanted access to the knowledge servers. However, because so much of the knowledge the organization needs to currently 
protect is tacit, special consideration is given to benefits that the organization offers employees. The health plan is geared towards a healthy lifestyle with 
rewards offered for not only health status but also for healthy lifestyle choices. The organization doesn’t consider vesting in its 401K but rather show the 
value of the benefit from acceptance into the plan. Sick days are unlimited with a reward of 3 additional vacation days if fewer than 3 are used in any year. 
Life insurance, long and short-term disability is also carried for staff. Staff are encouraged to use all vacation days earned. Outside activities and interests are 
also encouraged. Basically, the human resource approach to knowledge management helps to ensure the protection of the tacit knowledge.

4.9.8 Exploit knowledge

There is very fine line between the diffusion of knowledge and the exploitation of it. The foundation uses one (diffusion) to accomplish the other (exploita-
tion). The IT infrastructures as well as applications software purchased all were systematically chosen to enable the efficient exploitation of knowledge. 
However, as is the case with most knowledge in the organization, it remains tacit. Systematic training of the individuals on the software and in the systems 
of the organization is not occurring. However, socialization – that which works in the culture present – is highly encouraged and actually, most staff is 
very willing to work with each other in sharing ways to exploit the knowledge of the systems and programs. Formal, systematic exploitation of fundraising 
knowledge needs to be accomplished in order to be expanded.

4.9.9 Disseminate knowledge

Dissemination of knowledge is done in much the same manner as was discussed in Diffusion and exploitation of knowledge. In addition to electronic and 
socialization means, however, the organization does publish a bi-weekly newsletter as well as a bi-monthly magazine. Each scheduled event is also system-
atically promoted according to our best event practices. One crucial aspect is the systematic dissemination of knowledge between staff. Again, this is only 
“systematically” done at regularly scheduled socialization events – staff/leadership meetings. This does not, however codify and make the tacit knowledge 
explicit.

4.9.10 Describe the use of Knowledge Management in your organization’s decision making

Knowledge management isn’t in the current lexicon of the organization’s culture. The culture relies more on face-to-face knowledge in coming to organiza-
tional decisions. Programs use these individual bases on an as-needed bases and rely on the abilities of staff to “pull together” the information required at any 
given time. The foundation is a knowledge intensive organization in which knowledge is the key asset that needs proper consolidation. There is a de facto 
community of practice surrounding fundraising. New knowledge needs to be continuously created for the organization to survive. These facts point to the 
need for interaction with the people of the organization to make decisions. The knowledge and instincts of the program managers coupled with specialized 
internally or externally created reports and information is how the typical decision making of the foundation is achieved. Little if any quantitative indicators 
in Knowledge Management are used or found.

Table 31.

4.8.1 Describe the ways your organization identifies/quantifies the value of knowledge

The organization identifies knowledge in fundraising primarily from a business listing perspective. As most queries are tacit and handled 
through socialization, knowledge is only quantified at the outputs end.

4.8.2 Describe the ways your organization links knowledge to the bottom line

Program knowledge is directly related to program fundraising. Fundraising dollars raised drive program goals. Program goals and 
fundraising are incorporated into overall budget processes. The actual amounts raised are reported against budget on a monthly basis. The 
success or failure is consistently known and tracked.

4.8.3 Describe how your organization invests/allocates resources that increase its knowledge base in a measurable way

The organization does invest in employee training through conferences and memberships in statewide and national organizations of 
similar types. This allows for the accumulation of tacit knowledge in best practices in other similar organizations. The resources are allo-
cated on a programmatic basis through the budgeting process and include the lodging and travel costs associated with such training. The 
organization also pays management fees to its Member Partner vendor for updates and improvements to the data base of organizations 
and individuals. These investments are made on a prospective basis with intended future benefits expected and anticipated. Resources are 
also allocated through the budget process with the business case for both tacit and system expenditures expressed either through written 
or verbal exchange.
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Table 32. Identify and describe how your organization is:

4.13.1 Identifying its Intellectual Property and its value

a. Brand Name – Currently attempting to enhance with radio marketing – no valuation

b. Reputation – Identifying through brand but no valuation

c. Trademarks – Have logos trademarked – no valuation

d. Patents – N/A

e. Copyrights – Web-based copyright laws otherwise not identified or valued

f. Topography Right – N/A

g. Rights in protectable data bases – Through Licensing – not valued

h. Regulatory approval and authorizations – Through granting agencies – value of grants

i. Trade Secrets – N/A

4.13.2 Managing the value (and taxation) of its Intellectual Property

a. Brand Name – The organization has begun radio marketing. Publications, web site and family of logos are used to manage the 
value of the organization. N/A

b. Reputation – This is being done through the quality of the staff and its leadership. Also, programming and events are managed 
value fo the organization

c. Trademarks – this is being managed through the family look of all program logos.

d. Patents – N/A

e. Copyrights – Managed through review of web-based law and in conjunction with Build My Own Site.com.

f. Topography rights – N/A

g. Rights in protectable data bases – Managed through annual contracts with data base vendor.

h. Regulatory approval and authorizations – Internally, staff manages the entire granting process from application through pay-
ment and final closure

i. Trade secrets – N/A

4.13.3 Protecting, managing the risk and insuring its Intellectual Property

a. Brand Name – Officers and Directors Liability insurance for volunteers. The organization also utilizes hiring practices that help 
to ensure quality hiring. Personnel policies are also in place to protect the brand. Staff review and accountability practices are 
also used in the protection of the brand name.

b. Reputation – This is protected and managed in much the same manner as brand name with the addition of legal action against 
those threatening harm to the reputation of the organization. For this, the organization carries additional insurances.

c. Trademarks- Trademarks are registered and infringements are met with legal challenges. Close to trademarks are domain names. 
These are registered with national registers as well and maintained for the benefit of the organization.

d. Patents – N/A

e. Copyrights – Most of this is protected through web-based copyright protections of Buildmyownssite.com

f. Topography rights – N/A

g. Rights in protectable data bases – Business insurance is included for this protection and the IT infrastructure set in place to 
protect the data includes firewalls, Citrix overlay and a DMZ file server. All access to database materials is also password 
protected with varying levels of accessibility based on position and job duties.

h. Regulatory Approval and Authorizations – To maintain a foundation and receive donations or grants, certain IRS regulations 
need to be met. The organization authorized an independent outside financial audit for these purposes. Tax returns are prepared 
in conjunction with audit duties.

i. Trade Secrets – N/A
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Table 33.

6.1.1 The current stage of your organization’s experience with knowledge management is?

For as small as the organization is, it is actually quite phenomenal how much planning has gone into the knowledge management aspects without 
any formal recognition of knowledge management. IT and phone infrastructure are in place based on an understanding that the sharing of informa-
tion at any location amongst the organization’s staff and volunteers is quite valuable and needed for not only survival, but expansion of operations. 
Of the three taxonomies identified by Russ et al. (2009b see chapter 7), the organization is an intuitive utilization, Internal Utilization and External 
Tacitness. The characteristics of these point to an organization that: 
• exploits current existing knowledge while keeping this knowledge tacit 
• Tries to sustain new product development to improve present products and services 
• Tends to have lower product effectiveness and lower process effectiveness 
• Focuses on exploiting currently existing knowledge while focusing on developing most of the knowledge needed internally 
• Focuses on close relationship within the company 
• Focuses on keeping core capability knowledge tacit and using knowledge and capabilities from the outside as much as possible for everything 
else 
• Seems to be the least effective of the four strategies represented in each of the three taxonomies 
This has been the knowledge plan to date and it has created the culture within the organization as it exists. Because the organization is in such a 
high-knowledge industry, this points to a need for change in strategy. Since the previous strategy caused the culture as it exists, it will be difficult 
to implement strategy that changes both the experience with knowledge management and the culture required for that change.

6.1.2 The current status of knowledge management offices is?

The currently does not exist any formally identified knowledge management office within the organization.

6.1.3 The most valuable aspects for your organization, of knowledge management are?

There are two primary aspects are the tacit knowledge of fundraising and donors which is resident with staff and the organization’s data base 
within its IT infrastructure. This is made valuable because of the leadership within the organization. These combinations have enabled the organi-
zation to at least maintain the status quo from a fundraising standpoint over the past decade.

6.1.4 The critical gaps in knowledge strategy are?

The largest gaps in the current knowledge strategy are: 
• Not having a formal knowledge strategy concerning fundraising 
• Allowing for the majority of fundraising knowledge to remain tacit 
• Too little procedural knowledge for capturing tacit knowledge and converting into explicit knowledge
• Very little analytical definition and activity regarding fundraising 
• Limited query capability of internal and external data bases 
• Unable to tie multiple data sources together within organizations systems 
• Cultural gaps that could move current knowledge strategy to one of “most effective” in the taxonomies identified by Russ et al. (2006) 
• Not tying compensation systems to the acquisition, documentation and sharing of knowledge throughout the organization

6.1.5 Other most important findings are?

Outside of the gaps, important findings of this audit are that a lot of the groundwork for developing and implementing a knowledge strategy are 
in place. The IT infrastructure is in place, leadership is strong and staff tacit knowledge is something that could be collected on many levels. What 
remain critically lacking are the resources to accomplish what needs to be done from both a financial and personnel standpoint. Time and money 
should not be critical impediments but the organization does need to a plan to overcome them. Leadership backing of a knowledge initiative of this 
sort will be critical for success.

Table 34. Where and when should your organization go from here, in regards to:

6.2.1 Knowledge strategy

The organization should work throughout the current planning cycle to identify and hammer out plans to implement a knowledge strategy 
concerning fundraising for fiscal 2009. They will need to identify: 
• People responsible 
• Project scope 
• Major stakeholders 
• Information needed 
• Sources of knowledge 
• Systems needed 
• Processes agreed upon 
• Resources allocable – financial, systems, human 
• Goals and objectives 
• Outcomes/Measurements

continued on following page
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what KM truly is and how it can assist in achiev-
ing strategic objectives. Knowing this makes me 
realize that I am going to have to work out a plan 
to deal with the truly most forceful barrier to KM 

– our own employees. I know we discussed that 
it is critical to have support from the top and that 
leadership in these initiatives is crucial but the only 
suggestion I would have is to identify by name 

Table 34. Continued

6.2.9 Security

This was one area that the organization took great pains to implement in the latest IT and phone upgrades. Web-based security and e-mail 
security continue to be challenging areas in the organization and documented, planned upgrades need to be planned. While most of the 
software upgrades are set to occur automatically and external IT support is contract for regularly scheduled maintenance, centralized and 
documented procedures and actual work performed should be recorded.

6.2.10 Knowledge Initiatives

This is a knowledge initiative that should be undertaken by the organization. This audit pointed to areas where adjustments need to be 
made and where there were gaps to implementing a knowledge initiative. Educating the leadership of the organization in knowledge 
management, working up a pilot project of this minimal magnitude and then planning for continued initiatives as resources permit are 
clearly in the organization’s best interest.

6.2.2 Knowledge Processes

This will need to begin and be nurtured with leadership from the top. Once that has been accomplished, a clear understanding of the 
concepts of knowledge management is going to have to be inferred upon staff in order to come to a common understanding of what is 
being done, why it is being done and how it will tie to the organizational goals of increased fundraising. A knowledge strategy will need 
to be developed that incorporates the items listed above. Timelines will be developed but a small project should be worked on initially so 
success and momentum of the process can occur.

6.2.3 Knowledge value measures/Intellectual Capital

Value measures should be discussed in the strategy-setting part of the project but continually refined and adjusted as the process moves 
forward. Initially, getting the knowledge codified will be the focus and this will require value measures on that data. These can be tracked 
as the process progresses. Particularly insightful Intellectual Capital should be acknowledged throughout the collection process. Once 
up, utilization value measures should be identified with success factor targets met. The intellectual capital needed in the extraction and 
analysis of the data combined with new reporting methodologies will then need to become a part of the process.

6.2.4 Leadership/roles/skills

Leadership will need to take on this issue as soon as is practically possible. Once identified as an organization priority by Paul Jadin 
(the chamber President), the leadership team will need to identify project leaders/team members and ensure that the skills needed from a 
knowledge perspective and the resources required are in place.

6.2.5 Culture

In analyzing the taxonomies of Russ et al. (2006), it became apparent that the culture of the organization is a direct result of its strategy. 
Because the strategy will need to be changed in order to accomplish anything resembling a “most effective” knowledge strategy, culture 
will also need to change. Information sharing will need to be a norm. Codifying knowledge will need to be a priority and trust issues will 
need to be overcome. These will need adjustments to compensation systems and that should occur simultaneously with the implementa-
tion of the new knowledge initiative.

6.2.6 Infrastructure/KBS

A study will need to commence regarding tools that can assist the knowledge team in query, search and reporting of both internal and 
external sources of knowledge. The majority of a sharing and open infrastructure and KBS is in place with the exception of these much 
needed tools to assist in the fundraising for the foundation’s programs.

6.2.7 Resource allocation

Time, people and money resources were identified as items that were impediments to the knowledge initiative. Leadership will have to 
decide where and when these resources need to be available and where they will ultimately come from. This analysis should begin im-
mediately as eliminating as many barriers to successful completion as possible is critical.

6.2.8 Intellectual Property

The organization should at a minimum begin to understand and track its intellectual property. Much of the product developed by staff 
could be copyrighted and new ideas used to further enhance other intangible assets such as the overall brand and standing of the human 
capital within the community and industry. Ultimately, leveraging these will also help in the fundraising aspects of the foundation pro-
grams.
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those who are going to need to understand what 
is being proposed and have a plan to effectively 
pass this knowledge on to them and deal with 
them before the process begins.

6.4  What would you add or change in this audit?

As I move forward with this initiative, I will 
be looking to add visuals that help explain the 
concepts, timelines, strategy, goals, implementa-
tion, and ultimately flow processes that tie KM to 
the organization’s strategic objectives and show 
KM as a vital core competence moving forward.
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Chapter  4.13

INTRODUCTION

Entrepreneurship, supported by continual in-
novation, is central to those economies regions 
and businesses which want to maintain competi-
tive edge (Atherton, 2006). Businesses need to 
develop flexible, self-adapting organization 
structures that evolve and grow amidst constant 
and unpredictable change in their markets. Many 
businesses have removed political, top-down, 
command-and-control corporate cultures sub-
stituting open, non-hierarchical, team-driven, 
knowledge-sharing, innovative and rapid response 
cultures. A distinguishing feature of the success-
ful ‘post Network Age’ enterprise is its intrinsic 

entrepreneurial character that manifests itself in 
key organizational knowledge practices relating 
to organizational culture, processes, content and 
infrastructure.

This article reports on the outcome of field 
research conducted in the period 1999 to 2003 
in which entrepreneurial firms in four geographic 
regions were analyzed with the help of a diagnostic 
research tool specifically developed for profiling 
organizational knowledge-based practices. The 
diagnostic tool was applied in firms located in 
the US Silicon Valley, Singapore, the Netherlands 
and Israel.

The article provides evidence that innovative, 
entrepreneurial firms, irrespective of location, tend 
to exhibit organizational knowledge practices, 
cultural beliefs, values and behavioral norms 
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that are more akin than dissimilar, regardless 
of national context. Key practices common to 
leading-edge firms in all regions included: (1) 
a propensity for experimentation; (2) collective 
sharing of knowledge, and (3) collective decision-
making. The paper has four aims. It describes the 
research in terms of a cross-cultural comparison 
of the four regions, it shows key determinants of 
competitiveness, profiles regional characteristics 
which enhance innovation and entrepreneurship 
and finally closes with a discussion on the implica-
tions of the research outcomes for entrepreneurial 
firms seeking to build a global presence. The 
rapid rate of technological change, shorter prod-
uct life cycles and intense global economies has 
transferred the competitive position of regional 
economies (O, Shea, R. 2007.171). This is the 
subject matter of the paper.

CONTEXT

Knowledge and knowledge management are both 
complex constructs and attempts to define the 
terms pose both practical and epistemological 
problems. However, for the purposes of this paper 
we suggest that Knowledge is either ‘hereditary, 
learned or logico-mathematical’ (Traill, 2008). 
Different forms of knowledge exist simultane-
ously: knowledge of an individual of him - or 
herself, knowledge of an individual, of the prop-
erties of a collective, knowledge of a collective 
of an individual, knowledge of a collective of 
another collective, and so on (McElwee, 2008). 
Definitions should allow the measurement through 
international national and regional statistical and 
survey data the knowledge-based business and 
knowledge economy.

Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) define two realms 
of knowledge: “tacit” and “explicit”. Explicit 
knowledge is easily identifiable, easy to articulate, 
capture and share – it is the stuff of books, manuals 
and reports. By contrast, tacit knowledge consists 
predominantly of intuition, feelings, perceptions 

and beliefs, often difficult to express and therefore 
difficult to capture and transfer. Of the two, tacit 
knowledge carries the greater value in that it is 
the essence of innovation.

Managing knowledge and innovation in the 
post-Network Age is a multidimensional challenge 
requiring understanding and application of four 
inextricably linked domains (Figure 1): culture, 
content, process and infrastructure, all of which 
have a tacit as well as an explicit dimension. In 
Figure 1, the solid areas indicate our estimation of 
the explicit knowledge portion; the open areas, the 
tacit knowledge for each of the four dimensions 
(Chait 1998, Tovstiga and Korot 1999).

Knowledge Culture or “Knowing 
Who We Are”

It is in this domain that the values, beliefs and be-
havioral norms are played out. It is the most elusive 
domain but is the prime determinant in the success 
of knowledge management. It is here where we 
find the cutting distinction between Industrial Age 
and Network Age enterprises. With reference to 
Schein’s (1992) three levels, culture ranges from 
the highly explicit, visible organizational struc-
tures and procedures (“artefacts”) to those highly 
tacit, largely out-of-awareness, deeply imprinted 
core beliefs that guide an individual’s behavior.

Knowledge Content or 
“Knowing What We Know”

This domain comprises the firm’s stock of stra-
tegically relevant knowledge – both explicit and 
tacit. It exists in the firm in the form of:

• experiential knowledge - highly tacit, de-
rived from previous experience and often 
difficult to articulate.

• formal knowledge - refined, documented, 
highly explicit in nature

• emerging knowledge - both tacit and ex-
plicit, emerging at the interface of highly 
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innovative and cross-disciplinary interac-
tions in the firm such as new product de-
velopment projects.

Knowledge Infrastructure or 
“Knowing the ‘How’ and the ‘Where’”

This domain encompasses all functional ele-
ments in the firm that support and facilitate the 
management of knowledge. Information and 
communication technology is one such element. 
For many organizations, knowledge management 
stops here. But, knowledge infrastructure is much 
more – it includes the carriers of knowledge such 
as cross-functional, cross-national project teams. 
Fluid processes (Maira, 1998) and flexible teams 
ensure the rapid transfer of knowledge across 
complex and shifting internal and external orga-
nizational boundaries.

Knowledge Process or 
“Knowing How We Know”

A firm’s knowledge process domain incorporates 
how knowledge is created, converted, transferred, 
applied and ultimately discarded. Nonaka and 
Takeuchi (1995) have identified four key knowl-
edge conversion processes – “socialization” (tacit 
to tacit), “internalization” (explicit to tacit), “ex-
ternalization” (tacit to explicit) and “combination” 
(explicit to explicit). Knowledge processes can 
also involve roles played by knowledge workers 
in the firm (Tovstiga, 1998).

The diagnostic tool used in this study was cre-
ated to measure knowledge management practices 
in these four domains. It is based on the simple 
conceptual model shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Organizational knowledge domains
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METHODOLOGY

We examine organizational practices in four 
different regions of the world. In the field of 
comparative management, much writing and 
research has been devoted to understanding the 
influence of national culture on organizational 
behavior and practices. Hofstede’s work (1991) 
promoted a number of studies in which cultural 
dimensions have been used to examine a broad 
range of topics. For example, recent studies have 
used these cultural dimensions to look at national 
differences in achievement motivation and the 
relationship between national culture and capital 
structure (Chui, Lloyd and Kwok, 2002).

These cross-national studies conclude that 
national culture similarities override similarities in 
management thinking and processes as opposed to 
a high-technology subculture that may transcends 
national culture boundaries.

The survey data for this paper was collected 
from managers and technical professionals in 
knowledge-intensive organizations: 32 Silicon 
Valley enterprises, 26 enterprises in Israel, 30 
Singaporean enterprises and 8 Dutch enterprises. 
Surveys were distributed to each of the organiza-
tions by the researchers or by internal research 
assistants. The average return rate was 45%. The 
firms that surveyed in each of the four regions were 
drawn from a broad spectrum of region-specific 
startups and established multinationals in industry 
sectors including computer hardware and software, 
biotech, bio-medicine, and telecommunications.

Survey Instrument

The Knowledge Practices Survey (KPS) instru-
ment developed by Tovstiga and Korot (1999) and 
used for the purpose of this research is based on the 
simple conceptual model shown in Figure 1. The 
survey instrument consists of a research question-
naire based on 21 items which utilize and explore 
the four major domains of knowledge manage-
ment described earlier. The conceptual model’s 

four knowledge domains provide the basis for the 
instrument’s four constructs: Knowledge Culture, 
Knowledge Content, Knowledge Infrastructure, 
and Knowledge Process. Respondents were asked 
to (1) give their perceptions of the current practices 
within their organization and (2) indicate how 
important they consider a specific practice to be 
on the basis of a 5-point Likert scale. Knowledge 
Culture items include questions that probe the 
organizations’ learning focus, experimentation, 
participation, openness and trust, and organiza-
tional structure. Knowledge Content items include: 
where knowledge resides, sources of knowledge, 
knowledge dissemination and knowledge flow. 
Knowledge Process items include strategy process, 
learning process and gap management. Knowledge 
Infrastructure includes items such as access to key 
knowledge, sharing of knowledge, and degree of 
interpersonal networking.

The survey instrument was translated and back-
translated in the native language although English 
was chosen by the majority of the companies, 
reflecting the reality that for high-technology, 
knowledge-intensive companies around the globe, 
English and “techno-talk” are rapidly becoming 
universal.

NATIONAL/REGIONAL 
CULTURAL CONTEXT

Silicon Valley is a small area, 35 miles long and 
10 miles wide, south of San Francisco and is the 
most concentrated source of technological inno-
vation in the world. Fuelled by an extraordinary 
fusion of technical talent, imagination and capital, 
enterprises with the Valley continue to set the pace 
for globally driven entrepreneurship. There remain 
over 6,500 technology companies crammed into 
this narrow corridor over 30 of which are in the 
Fortune 100 in 2008 (Reed 2006). A number of 
phenomena account for this unique center of the 
evolving Network Age:
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• Sheer density, providing access to a deep, 
constantly refreshed, pool of talent.

• In formal and informal forums, in coffee 
houses and restaurants and through the 
constant movement of people from com-
pany to company, technology “geeks” 
continue to transfer knowledge, both tacit 
and explicit, and consider how to translate 
their ideas into fundable, commercial ap-
plications. This continual exchange is en-
hanced by an advanced, broad, networked 
infrastructure.

• A regional culture that rewards innova-
tion and risk-taking and accepts failure as 
a natural consequence of experimentation.

• A global perspective in which product 
marketing and manufacturing knows no 
geographical boundaries.

• A concentration of universities and re-
search laboratories (Stanford, University 
of California, Xerox and Fuji PARC’s, 
NASA Ames Research Center, Lawrence 
Livermore Laboratory) that provide R&D 
resources for technology transfer.

• Multi-ethnic, young knowledge workers 
driven by the opportunity to be on the fron-
tier of innovation and by the possibility of 
creating personal wealth.

• Venture capital – despite the increased cau-
tion of VC’s, the Valley still remains the 
major global source of capital, with $8 bil-
lion invested in 2005.

Israel

Only this tiny nation rivals the Silicon Valley in 
technology innovation. Israel now ranks third in 
the industrialized world (behind the United States 
and the Netherlands) in terms of university degrees 
per capita; it has 135 scientists and technicians per 
10,000 workers – more than any other industrial-
ized country. Israel has 14 qualified engineers per 
1,000 workers with. 8 per 1,000 for the U.S. and 

7.5 per 1,000 for the Netherlands. This extraor-
dinary base of knowledge professionals, coupled 
with high expenditures on research and develop-
ment, has enabled Israel to transform itself from 
an agricultural based economy into a technology 
driven economy. High tech products and services 
now account for 75% of exports.

In the year 2005, the Global Entrepreneur-
ship Monitor ranked Israel third in the world in 
entrepreneurial activity. Investors and multina-
tionals are attracted by Israel’s highly educated 
and trained workforce and by the concentration 
of technology parks and technology incubators. 
Similarly to the Silicon Valley, high technology 
enterprise in Israel is represented by the presence 
of major companies such as IBM, Intel, Micro-
soft, Motorola, AT&T and by the generation of 
indigenous new technology ventures.

Singapore

Although only 646 square kilometres in area, Sin-
gapore is home to almost 100,000 entrepreneurs, 
the majority being small family enterprises. In 
1985, the Small Enterprise Bureau of Singapore, 
was established to create schemes for entrepre-
neurs and to provide a one-stop service for small 
enterprises.

In the last 20 years, government has invested 
heavily in moving Singapore into a technology-
centered future. In 2008, every other home has 
a personal computer, taxis are rigged with GPS 
systems and Singapore ONE is the world’s only 
nationwide high-speed broadband network. 
Hardware, software and IT industries generate 
more than $7 billion in revenue. Supporting this 
development of technology-based enterprises 
are Nanyang Technological University, a major 
resource for technology R&D and for trained 
knowledge professionals. Venture capital can 
come from the extended family and from venture 
capital firms (Acs & Dana, 2002).
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The Netherlands

With a population of sixteen million ranks second 
only to the United States in terms of university 
degrees per capita, providing a rich source of 
technical professionals and knowledge workers. 
The services sector, primarily trade, financial ser-
vices and government contributes 50% of GDP; 
25% of GDP is represented by industrial activity 
– food processing, chemical, petroleum refining, 
electrical machinery and microelectronics. High 
technology activity is found primarily in large 
companies such as Philips with few indigenous 
high technology entrepreneurial firms. Some of 
the earliest technologies parks were founded in 
the Netherlands. These still function as centers 
for innovation and are traditionally linked with 
technical universities and research labs.

ANALYSIS

In an analysis of high-technology centers around 
the globe, WIRED magazine rated 46 regions 
from 1 (low) to 4 (high) on each of four factors 
(Hillner, 2000):

1.  the ability of area universities and research 
facilities to develop new technologies and 
to provide skilled knowledge professionals

2.  the presence of established companies and 
multinationals to provide expertise and 
economic stability

3.  the population’s entrepreneurial drive to start 
new ventures and

4.  the availability of venture capital to ensure 
that ideas make it to market

Three of the four regions represented in this 
study, Singapore, Israel, and the Silicon Valley 
were rated by WIRED: Singapore as 7, Israel 
15, and the Silicon Valley the highest rating, 16.

If regional infrastructure and culture are key 
drivers for high technology innovation, it may 
be proposed that the KPS results for the highest 
performing organizations will be found in the 
Silicon Valley and in Israel, with lower perform-
ing organizations found in the Netherlands and 
Singapore. Figures 2 – 5 show current practice 
and perceived importance for the four regions 
individually; Figure 6 shows a comparison of 
current practice for all regions.

Figure 2. Silicon Valley KPS results -comparison of perceived “current” (solid symbol) practices vs. 
“importance” (open symbol)
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Analysis

Averages of the four regions for all 21 of the KPS 
items are in Table 1.

Contrary to our proposal, there is no statisti-
cally significant differences among the four re-

gions in terms of current practices, although the 
Netherlands lags behind the other three regions. 
In terms of the gap between current practices and 
importance assigned to the practices, there is a 
significant gap in the Silicon Valley, close to a 
significant gap in Israel, no significant gap in 

Figure 3. Israel KPS results - comparison of perceived “current” (solid symbol) practices vs. “impor-
tance” (open symbol)

Figure 4. Singapore KPS results -comparison of perceived “current” (solid symbol) practices vs. “im-
portance” (open symbol)
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Singapore and a very significant gap in the Neth-
erlands.

It may be suggested that in both the Silicon Val-
ley and Israel we find highly motivated knowledge 
workers with a strong sense of their own capabili-

ties, but their organizations fall short of employee 
expectations. The major gaps both groups identify 
are centered on lack of openness and access to 
knowledge, limited sharing of knowledge across 

Figure 5. The NetherlandsKPS results -comparison of perceived “current” (solid symbol) practices vs. 
“importance” (open symbol)

Figure 6. Overall comparison of KPS results - Comparison of perceived “current” practices for all 
regions [● Singapore; ■ Netherlands; ◆ Silicon Valley; ▴ Israel]
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both internal and external boundaries and the 
lack of opportunity for training and development.

Singapore shows a minimal gap between cur-
rent practices and importance, probably reflecting 
a relatively low level of expectation and cultural 
comfort with a more authoritarian, hierarchical 
work environment.

The Netherlands group shows the lowest level 
of current management practices in virtually ev-
ery area of managing knowledge and innovation. 
Compared to the other three regions, there is a very 
significant gap between current practices and the 
importance of those practices. In follow-up discus-
sions with respondents, what emerged is that the 
employees see a major discrepancy between what 
top management preaches and what is actually 
practiced. In the employees’ view, management 
espouses creating a much more open, collabora-
tive, team oriented corporate culture but is unable 
to relinquish its traditional grasp on knowledge 
and decision-making power. This discrepancy 
has been magnified as the Dutch government is 
withdrawing subsidies and demanding that orga-
nizations such as IT consulting groups stand on 
their own. As the KPS results demonstrate, this 
transition from Old Economy to New Economy 
practices has been difficult and for the employees, 
painful and frustrating.

To understand the practices that drive innova-
tion, the authors drew from their total research 
sample those companies that are characterized 
as “leading-edge”. The firms in this sub sample 
are all from the Silicon Valley. To be included in 
this sub sample, the KPS average current practices 

score must be above 3.5 and the technology driv-
ing the firms must be regarded by the investment 
community as state of the art. For these leading 
edge firms, the average scores (current practice) 
in the four domains are:

Knowledge Culture = 3.6
Knowledge Content = 3.7
Knowledge Infrastructure = 3.7
Knowledge Process = 3.2

Leading Edge Companies

When comparing current practices to perceived 
importance (Figure 7), two intriguing reversals 
from the expected emerge – experimentation and 
dependence on external networking. Follow up 
interviews with members of these firms revealed 
a need to slow experimentation and give the or-
ganization an opportunity to digest and solidify 
new products and processes. In terms of external 
networking, there was a feeling of information 
overload accompanied by an expressed need for 
more internal focus.

The four areas where current practice falls 
significantly short of perceived importance are 
flow of knowledge throughout the organization, 
openness and trust, learning process and tacit 
knowledge transfer. The constant pressure to cre-
ate and take products to market, leaves little time 
for members of the organization to get together 
informally and also prevents the organization from 
investing time and resources in professional de-
velopment programs.

What is clear in this leading edge KPS profile, 
the current practices of the firms demonstrate com-
mitment to constant experimentation, open and 
collective sharing of knowledge, dissemination 
of that knowledge through formal and informal 
networks, flexible strategy, loose organizational 
structures, dedication to customer needs, and a 
team centered, participative management culture 
– the epitome of network age organizations.

Table 1.

Current 
Practices

Importance Gap

Silicon Valley 3.01 3.56 0.55

Israel 2.96 3.30 0.34

Singapore 2.96 3.14 0.18

Netherland 2.65 3.83 1.18
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CONCLUSION

This study partially demonstrates the tight symbio-
sis between regional culture and infrastructure in 
the development of innovative, high technology, 
knowledge-driven organizations and that there 
are multiple drivers for supporting business start 
up in regions [Atherton (2006), Atherton and 
Hannon (2006)]. The region which most clearly 
demonstrates that symbiosis is the Silicon Valley. 
Both the WIRED ranking and the results from the 
KPS leading edge analysis coincide, illustrating 
the powerful interdependency between knowledge 
management and innovation practices within 
organizations and a region’s infrastructure.

Singapore demonstrates a symbiosis between 
regional cultural values and norms in that there 
appears to be a comfort with the status quo and 
little appetite for risk taking and experimentation.

The Israel results show that this country is simi-
lar to the Silicon Valley in terms of infrastructure 
and the drive for high technology innovation; this, 
as in the case of the Silicon Valley and Singapore 

regions, appears to be enhanced by the consider-
able ethnic diversity characteristic of the region.

On the negative side, the Netherlands has not 
yet been able to achieve this symbiosis despite 
commitment by organizations and government 
to encourage the development of more open, 
innovative, self-reliant technology/knowledge 
driven organizations.

The area we have chosen for this study – the 
bond between regional culture and infrastructure 
and the creation of highly innovative organiza-
tions within regions - is valuable in that it can 
illuminate the key regional and organizational 
factors essential to entrepreneurial development. 
Regional development is critical if enterprising 
regional economies are to be developed (Atherton 
and McElwee, 2007). Further exploration of the 
following issue will be useful to understand the 
extent of regional knowledge management. In 
terms of policy, a key issue emerging from the 
findings of this research concern the extent to 
which resources in support of business should 
be directed.

Figure 7. KPS results -comparison of perceived “current” (solid symbols) practices vs. “importance” 
(open symbols)
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Explicit Knowledge: Universal knowledge 
that is easily identifiable, easy to articulate, cap-
ture and share – typically codified as in books, 
manuals and reports.

Innovative, Entrepreneurial Firms: Com-
mercial enterprises with a propensity for risk 
taking and experimentation; in terms of enterprise 
maturity these are often (though not necessarily) 
positioned in the emerging phases of an industry 
life cycle.

Knowledge Culture: The domain of an organi-
zation in which its values, beliefs and behavioural 
norms determine the effectiveness and efficiency 
with which knowledge is exploited and used to 
achieve competitive advantage.

Knowledge Infrastructure: This describes 
the mechanisms, systems and enabling factors 
deployed within an organization in support of 
its key knowledge processes (e.g the transfer of 
strategically relevant knowledge to key users of 

this knowledge with the firm); part of this infra-
structure might be hard-wired (e.g. the organisa-
tion’s intranet); much of it, however, is embedded 
within the organisation’s culture.

Knowledge-Intensive Firm: An enterprise 
engaged in the production of valuable new 
knowledge or goods of an intangible nature; R&D 
organizations, consultancies and many service-
oriented enterprises typically fall in this category.

Network Age Enterprise: An emerging form 
of organization that derives much of its commercial 
activity by virtue of its high degree of connectiv-
ity in networked communities; interactions may 
be largely virtual and boundaries of the firm are 
typically permeable.

Tacit Knowledge: Highly contextual (‘here 
and now’) knowledge consisting the predomi-
nantly intuition, perceptions, experience and skills 
sets; this knowledge is difficult to articulate and 
to transfer; it is typically embedded in people’s 
minds.

This work was previously published in Encyclopedia of Knowledge Management, Second Edition, edited by David Schwartz 
and Dov Te’eni, pp. 163-174, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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Chapter  4.14

ABSTRACT

This article presents challenges facing higher 
education in South Africa and how knowledge 
management can be applied to ameliorate the 
situation. Some of these challenges include inter-
nal and external pressures for accountability and 
transparency in the management of the institutions; 
declining state subsidies; stiff competition from 
global counterparts; low graduate throughput; 
declining enrolments; inadequate facilities (e.g. 
space, ICTs and equipment); ill-prepared gradu-
ates for the job market; limited partnership with 
industry and government; brain drain; bureaucracy 
and general poor service delivery. The authors 
submit that South African universities have largely 

not embraced knowledge management practices 
and argue that KM integration within the universi-
ties’ strategic processes and operations can help 
address the challenges facing them. The paper 
is largely based on authoritative secondary and 
primary sources complemented by the authors’ 
experiences working within university environ-
ments in Southern Africa.

INTRODUCTION

As centres of knowledge, universities have long 
been under public scrutiny because of the special 
status they enjoy in society and their dependence 
on public funding. The World Bank (1999) 
observes that there is always a push for higher 
education to become relevant to the changing 
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needs of society out of various drivers and trends 
including the transition towards a knowledge-
based economy, massification and democratisa-
tion of higher education, and the integration and 
assimilation of information technology into the 
academic environment. Internationalisation of 
higher education and proliferation of research 
collaboration coupled with the growing student 
mobility and increased competition for funding 
have, recently occasioned global ranking of uni-
versities based on their research outputs, quality 
of graduates, use of ICTs, visibility on the Web, 
number of international faculty, number of Nobel 
Prize, laureates, impact of research, etc.

Universities of today are expected to meet more 
complex society expectations. The early univer-
sities were not necessarily centres of scientific 
discovery as they merely collected knowledge, 
preserved it and passed it on without the need 
to create or apply such knowledge (The Higher 
Education Working Group, 2005). The role of a 
modern university as espoused by the founder 
Wilhelm von Humboldt, who in 1809 established 
the Berlin University, includes knowledge cre-
ation; knowledge dissemination; and academic 
service to society. Moreover, a modern univer-
sity is expected to guarantee the most efficient 
contact between university research results and 
their possible applications in society. Universities 
also promote lifelong learning because in some 
disciplines, what students learn today, will be 
obsolete tomorrow and in order to prevent this, 
universities must offer a wide-range of courses 
and seminars to make sure that graduates can keep 
up with scientific developments.

There is increased external and internal pres-
sure on universities with regard to information 
needs of faculty and administrative staff. The 
pressure arises because of the need to keep abreast 
of changing standards, curricula, and pedagogical 
methods; the need to expand universe of knowl-
edge; limited budgets for conference and research; 
demands for accountability and improvement in 
education. Moreover, though some universities 

have information systems in place, a number of 
barriers limit their use. Such barriers include the 
lack of staff to provide analyses of raw data, vari-
ant standard of data collection within departments, 
lack of leadership due to high staff turnover, lack 
of integration of technology in the curricula, lack 
of integration of information management systems 
in the missions and visions of universities, and 
distrust about sharing of data among staff due to 
risk of misrepresentation.

CHALLENGES FACING SOUTH 
AFRICAN HIGHER EDUCATION

South Africa consists of 23 public universities 
(Ministry of Education, 2006) following the 
completion of the restructuring process which 
started in 2002 and resulted in mergers of some 
of the original 36 state universities and technikons 
(now universities of technology). The challenges 
engendered by this restructuring process included 
de-racialising education, forging new institutional 
identities and cultures through development of 
new institutional missions, social educational 
roles, and academic programme mixes. Moreover, 
the restructuring process obligated the universi-
ties to achieve equity, standardise language of 
instruction, undertake curriculum reform, expand 
access, etc. Besides, South African formal educa-
tion is largely modelled on Anglo-Saxon tradition 
which is proletariat in nature, and the curricula 
is shaped to a high degree in such a manner that 
primary and secondary education were not meant 
to be preparatory processes to university (The 
Higher Education Working Group, 2005) instead, 
the path to a university is perceived as being a 
progression from primary through secondary to 
tertiary level. In addition, a lot of resources have 
been allocated to education without necessarily 
getting the desired outcomes. Traditionally, there 
has long been a misplaced notion within the South 
African higher education that theory comes out of 
the academic universities and is then converted 
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into applied technology in the technical colleges 
and university of technologies.

Florida (2000) points out that during the 1980s, 
the university was posed as an underutilized 
weapon in the battle for industrial competitive-
ness and regional economic growth and had a 
civic duty to ally itself closely with industry to 
improve productivity. Consequently, university 
after university, designed new research centres to 
attract corporate funding, and technology transfer 
offices were started to commercialize academic 
breakthroughs. Both research and innovation 
undertaken by universities are critical for meeting 
these needs. Key factors for a successful transition 
to the knowledge economy other than improved 
education may include among others, adequate 
funding for research and development (R&D) 
in basic and applied sciences, and appropriate 
mechanisms of technology transfer, from the 
laboratories to the companies. However, the South 
African higher education is largely preoccupied 
with producing graduates (rather than conduct-
ing innovative research to address knowledge 
economy needs) to fill skills shortfalls in the 
economy in such technical fields as architecture, 
engineering, IT, law, health, accounting, auditing 
and communications. As the global and national 
economy evolves, the South African universities 
will need to become more responsive to meet the 
skills demand of the knowledge economy as well 
as technology innovation and transfer needs. Ad-
ditionally, the dynamism within the trajectories of 
knowledge and technology is such that specific 
skills for specific needs are changing so fast that 
they increasingly have to be generated on the job. 
This in turn means that knowledge origination, 
technology advancement and economic activity 
need persons with very high levels of generic 
knowledge. Yet, knowledge in any discipline 
or multidisciplinary fields is becoming highly 
specialised requiring people to be exposed to the 
education process for longer period of time to 
acquire necessary levels of specialised knowledge 
(The Higher Education Working Group, 2005).

The knowledge economy has several com-
ponents that are inextricably interlinked such as 
infrastructure, mechanisms of capacity building, 
producers or suppliers, consumers, regulatory 
agencies, policy makers, etc. Understanding such 
diverse environment that the knowledge economy 
engenders requires general skills, but at the same 
time particular jobs in such areas as e-commerce, 
content development, supply chain management, 
etc require specific skills. Moreover, knowledge 
management (KM) a critical ingredient of the 
knowledge economy comprises a range of prac-
tices within organizations which identify, create, 
archive and distribute knowledge for awareness 
and learning. These practices while aligned with 
the organizational objectives are intended to lead 
to the achievement of specific outcomes, such 
as shared intelligence, improved performance, 
competitive advantage, and higher levels of in-
novation. The South African education system 
is less able to teach specific skills that would 
produce students who are able to fit immediately 
into the job market. When the apartheid regime 
was ended by the democratically elected gov-
ernment in 1994, most of what used to be black 
universities were poorly resourced compared to 
the few universities for the whites. This created a 
situation where specialised programmes such as 
medicine, engineering, architecture, etc could only 
be offered in a few well resourced universities, 
while the majority of the universities offer generic 
resource-less intense programmes in humanities, 
social sciences, linguistics, etc which are not in 
high demand in the economy.

South African universities moreover, are faced 
with the challenges of declining state funding thus, 
impelling some of them to embark on a range of 
innovative and entrepreneurial activities as a way 
of new sources of income for financial sustain-
ability (Badat, 2008). The former technikons (now 
university of technologies) face a serious shortage 
of quality research skills. Lamprecht (2008) points 
out that South African government while it has 
increased spending on skills development, innova-
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tions from universities have dried up because learn-
ing is not put to practical use. This, he explains, is 
exemplified by incubators or innovation hubs in 
the country which are hard-pressed such that one 
can hardly find any start-ups or small businesses 
that stem from university research. This trend does 
not seem unique to the South African universities. 
Mattoon (2006) citing Richard Vedder’s work on 
expenditure in colleges and universities observes 
that some prominent studies have reported on the 
direct and indirect economic impacts of universi-
ties on their local communities and regions while 
others have questioned whether spending more 
on higher education necessarily provides larger 
returns for the local economy work. Vedder’s 
work has found that states with higher spending 
on colleges and universities often fail to have 
faster economic growth than states with lower 
spending, even after controlling for differences 
in other key variables.

Nevertheless, one of the important factors for 
incubator performance is the strength of their link-
ages to the university sponsoring the technology 
incubator. One of the arguments for technology 
incubators associated with universities is the 
access to knowledge-based assets that are often 
needed for technology-based start-ups (Rothaer-
mel and Thursby, 2005). Mattoon (2006) notes that 
cutting edge research leads to the development of 
patents and licenses, which in turn leads to new 
technology companies but quickly acknowledges 
that this may not be true beyond creating new 
industries. Fischer (2006) adds that now more 
than ever, higher education is seen as the key 
to helping manufacturing-based cities catch up 
and compete in a highly skilled global economy. 
Moreover, knowledge infrastructure provided by 
higher-education institutions, especially research 
universities, is as important, if not more so, than 
the sweetheart tax breaks and real-estate deals 
conventionally used to attract and retain corporate 
headquarters and new factories. This in part ex-
plains why Rochester college leaders are seeking 

closer partnerships with civic and business leaders 
to harness the universities’ strengths.

The paucity of innovative products from 
incubators reflects the low quality or impact of 
university research in South Africa. In developed 
world such as North America, 25% of technology 
incubators are sponsored by academic institu-
tions (Linder, 2003) suggesting that technology 
incubators are a growing part of the institutional 
infrastructure for university industry technol-
ogy transfer and this important for technology 
commercialization. Apart from low quality of 
research output, South African universities are 
facing declining students’ enrolments, low gradu-
ation rates, students’ dropouts, etc (Badat, 2008) 
are causes of concern. The government of South 
Africa and the public service are dissatisfied 
with the quality of graduates from universities 
with regard to the nature and appropriateness of 
their qualifications, training and competitiveness 
in some fields. This is exacerbated by shortage 
of high level skills arising out of small intake of 
students in some programmes. The dissatisfac-
tion with universities, it would seem is not only 
confined to South Africa. Florida (2000) states 
that state and local governments are becoming 
disillusioned that universities are not sparking the 
kind of regional growth seen in the classic success 
stories of Stanford University and Silicon Valley 
in California and of MIT.

South Africa does not have in place a labour 
market intelligence gathering mechanism that can 
assist government to determine skills needs in the 
market. It is projected that by 2009, demand for 
ICT skills will exceed supply by 24% because 
the output from universities is inadequate to meet 
market demand and there is currently a shortfall 
of 37,000 ICT related skills needed in the market. 
Moreover, a large % of university graduates who 
enter the labour market are not job ready and often 
require another two years of retraining to become 
competent on the job. More shockingly, 80% of 
students who enter ICT related programmes drop 
out for various reasons that range from maths-
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intensive nature of the programmes to lack of 
hands-on experiences (Wesso, 2008). The Minister 
of Education, Naledi Pandor (Ministry of Educa-
tion, 2006) noted that the drop-out and through-put 
rates in the universities are bad not only because 
of poor school education but also due to poor 
teaching at the universities. The Southern Africa 
Regional Universities Association (2008) notes 
that there is 60% university dropout rate in South 
Africa. The students affected are mainly from poor 
families who drop out before completing their 
studies on account of pregnancy, finding campus 
life too boring and structured; social and personal 
problems; having to care for sick relatives, and 
peer pressure. Moreover, 43% of learners do not 
complete high school level of education.

Most ICT degree programmes in South African 
universities, do not have inbuilt provisions for 
attainment of human-related skills, but instead rec-
ommend add-ons from other departments which 
students sometimes do not take seriously (Wesso, 
2008). Jordaan and Biermann (2008) in a study on 
research skills found that ICT research students 
on a graduate level in South Africa experience a 
large array of problems such as writing, search-
ing and presenting original work. In particular, 
students from first year are exposed to a culture 
of copying especially within programming fields. 
They also point out that the status of research at 
the universities of technology is poor because of 
the scarcity of research expertise, inexperienced 
supervisors, and supervisors working in fields 
that differ from their specialisations. This situa-
tion results in low research outputs, and generally 
discourages students who would wish to continue 
with their postgraduate studies.

Global ranking of universities that has been 
carried out in the last three years reveals that though 
South African universities are far ahead of their 
counterparts in Africa, they are not among the 
top ranked 100 universities worldwide. The 2006 
ranking by Internet Lab shows that South Africa 
was the leading country in Africa in that year with 
22 out of the best 50 universities. However, none 

of the African universities was among the best 300 
in the world. The top institution, the University 
of Cape Town, was in position 546 globally in 
2006. The other South African universities that 
were favourably ranked included University of 
Stellenbosch which was second in Africa fol-
lowed by the University of Pretoria, University 
of Witwatersrand, University of Western Cape, 
University of South Africa and the University of 
KwaZulu-Natal (The Standard, 2006).

South Africa has suffered in recent years from 
brain drain of up to 25% of its graduates to the US 
alone. Besides, 9.7% of all international medical 
personnel in Canada are South Africans (Interna-
tional Monetary Fund, 2006). It is estimated that 
up to 1.6 million people in skilled, professional 
and managerial occupations have left the country 
since 1994 (Ndulu, 2004). The brain drain is caused 
by among other factors, perceptions of deteriorat-
ing quality of life, dissatisfaction with the cost of 
living, high level of taxation, low remuneration, 
unrealistic workloads, poor infrastructure, sub-
optimal conditions of work, high levels of crime, 
and rising demand for skilled workers in the UK, 
US, Canada, and New Zealand (Ndulu, 2004).

The Ministry of Education (2006) in South 
Africa observes that the key challenge facing 
South African universities is how to ensure that 
higher education simultaneously develops the 
skills and innovation necessary for addressing 
the national development agenda, as well as for 
participation in the global economy. Talent and 
creativity is concentrated in a small number of 
individuals which need to be nurtured and retained 
in the country’s national system of innovation. In 
addition, there is need to provide the conditions in 
universities that encourage critical talent to remain 
in order to promote the aims of the developmental 
state. South African government is concerned that 
the country’s higher education is not performing 
well with regard to training new researchers thus, 
hampering the nation’s ability to enter new and 
important global areas of innovation. This exac-
erbated by the shortage of researchers with PhDs 
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in the universities with only 11 of our 23 higher-
education institutions accounting for 90% of the 
research output (Ministry of Education, 2006).

A study by Brown and Czerniewicz (2008) on 
trends in student use of ICTs in higher education 
in South Africa revealed that there is low use of 
ICTs for communication both in general and for 
academic purposes. The study found that 25% of 
students hardly ever communicate with fellow 
students by e-mail in general and 50% hardly 
ever participate in discussion lists. Another half 
does not communicate with lecturers and tutors by 
email, and more than half does not use or engage 
in synchronous activities online. Moreover, despite 
the rise of Web 2.0 tools for sharing information, 
25% does not share resources using these tools, 
about half does not upload resources using these 
tools and 67% does not use these resources to 
publish content. 75% does not use blogs as part of 
their studies, 67% does not exploit the option of 
working collaboratively with other students online.

The Southern Africa Regional Universities 
Association (2008) February report states that 
South African universities are bandwidth starved; 
as a result students and lecturers complain that 
the slow speeds make internet-based research and 
work virtually impossible and may even create a 
negative sentiment towards it as a research tool. 
This is exacerbated by the fact that though Tel-
kom’s broadband footprint of ADSL and WiMAX 
now covers about 90% of the country (Telkom, 
2007) prices have only come marginally down. 
For example fast ADSL (348 kbps) rents at ZAR 
152 (US$ 15.2) per month, less by 66% than in 
January 2005 making access still beyond the reach 
of many institutions and worse for individuals. A 
study by the Business Leadership Group on 15 
countries world wide said ADSL (broadband) costs 
in South Africa were 139% higher than the aver-
age rate in the nations surveyed (Naidoo, 2007). 
This situation was caused by the previously highly 
regulated telecommunication sector in South 
Africa. However, government has recently eased 
its grip and monopoly on the telecommunication 

sector and a number of players have entered the 
sector with the hope that this will help bring down 
the costs of access and connectivity. Moreover, a 
number of broadband infrastructure developments 
are going on and it is hoped that once these are 
completed, the cost of access will come done. 
An article carried in one of leading papers in the 
country Mail and Guardian on 7-13 November 
2008 (Gedye, 2008) succinctly captures the cur-
rent constraints and future prospects with regard 
to access in South Africa. He observes:

“Simple calculation shows that South Africa 
needs about 50 gigabits of international capacity 
to service one million broadband subscribers in 
the country, but has only 10 gigabits. At present 
95% of all African traffic is directed to Europe and 
North America. This situation is bound to change 
for the better in the next one year when Seacom 
a 15,000 KM fibre optic undersea cable under 
construction on east coast shore of Africa linking 
South Africa to East Africa (Mozambique, Kenya, 
Tanzania, Uganda, Sudan, Djibouti, Ethiopia, 
Madagascar, Egypt) Europe (France, England) 
and Asia (India, Saudi Arabia) is completed. 
Gedye (2008) observes that Seacom impending 
completion has already forced broadband prices 
down 90% from ZAR8000 (US$800) to ZAR800 
(US$80) per megabit per month. Seacom also 
plans to halve these prices again when it becomes 
operational in 2009”

The University of Stellenbosch 2007 Annual 
Report points out that the university faces a num-
ber of challenges that include: limited student 
access, low through flow rates, backlog with 
regard to facilities, equipment and other capital, 
and decreasing government subsidies. The report 
expresses concern that the university suffers from 
lack of credibility and therefore needs to improve 
its relevance to society. Kok (2007) points out 
that in view of the realities of the present funding 
system in higher education in South Africa, there 
is need to exploit alternative forms of income, 
specifically the “third money stream” (where 
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funds are earned from other sources than students 
and government).

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
PARADIGM

The Organisation of Economic Cooperation and 
Development (2003) defines KM as a broad 
collection of organisational practices related to 
generating, capturing and disseminating know-
how; and promoting knowledge sharing within 
an organisation with the outside world. In both 
definitions, emphasis is placed on management 
of human capital (i.e. knowledge or know-how). 
Knowledge management focuses on the following 
aspects (White, 2004):

• Intellectual capital or intelligence
• Personal experience
• People’s beliefs, perspectives, judgments, 

expectations, intentions, relationships, etc
• Know-how, skills and competencies
• Learning, critical thinking, and innovation
• Knowledge application
• Explicit and tacit representations.

Wagner (2008) identifies three major com-
ponents of KM to include: people who create, 
share and use knowledge; processes that acquire, 
create, capture, organise, share, transfer and ap-
ply knowledge; and technology that stores and 
provides access to knowledge. Processes in KM 
may include scanning, document imaging, forms 
processing, classification, indexing, categorisa-
tion or taxonomy, backup and recovery, search 
and retrieval, publications, archiving, storage, 
migration, records management, e-mail manage-
ment, etc. Within an organisation, knowledge is 
embodied in wisdom of people, expertise and 
talents, databases, records, portals, memos, best 
practices, competitive intelligence, infrastructure, 
staff, course outlines, academic programmes, vi-
sions, missions, budgets, accounting and financial 

systems, human resource systems, etc. Technol-
ogy is at the centre of knowledge management 
and helps to retrieve the information embodied 
in various sources. Knowledge can be explicit 
(documented information express-able in formal 
shared language) or tacit (embodied in peoples 
minds).

The increasing adoption of knowledge man-
agement in organisations has been fuelled by a 
number of factors. For instance, as the founda-
tion of industrialised economies has shifted from 
natural resources to intellectual assets, executives 
have been compelled to examine the knowledge 
underlying their business and how the knowl-
edge is used. Besides, the rise of networked 
computers has made it possible to codify, store, 
and share certain kinds of knowledge more eas-
ily and cheaply than ever before (Hansen et al., 
1999). The motivations for integrating knowledge 
management in organisation processes cannot be 
over emphasised. The pressure of competitiveness 
and the incentives to lower costs are increasing 
with time in public sector organisations. There 
is also increased pressure for the public sector to 
demonstrate accountability and transparency in 
the use of public resources

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
STRATEGIES

Hansen et al. (1999) in a study of knowledge 
management strategies of companies in several 
industries especially the consulting firms found 
two major practices of knowledge management 
which they respectively called Codification and 
Personalisation. The Codification approach in-
volves information being carefully codified and 
stored in databases, where it can be accessed and 
used easily by anyone in the company. Codifica-
tion involves using people-to-documents approach 
where, knowledge is extracted from the person 
who developed it, made independent of that person 
and reused for various purposes. For example, 
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after removing knowledge from the person, 
knowledge objects are developed by pulling key 
pieces of knowledge such as interview guides, 
work schedules, benchmark data, and market 
segmentation analyses out of documents and stor-
ing them in the electronic repository for people to 
use. This allows many people to search for and 
retrieve codified knowledge without having to 
contact the person who originally developed it. 
This approach makes it easy to reuse knowledge 
especially in developing projects proposals thus 
saving great amount of time.

The Personalisation practice involves knowl-
edge being closely tied to someone who developed 
it and shared mainly through person to person con-
tacts. This strategy focuses on dialogue between 
individuals not knowledge objects in a database. 
In this case, knowledge that has not been codified 
is transferred in brainstorming sessions and one-
on-one conversations. To make this knowledge 
management strategy work, heavy investment 
is made in building networks to experts. Knowl-
edge is shared not only face-to-face but also over 
telephone, by e-mail, via videoconferences, etc. 
Networks are developed by transferring people 
between offices, by supporting a culture in which 
consultants are expected to return phone calls from 
colleagues promptly, by creating directories of ex-
perts and by using consulting directors within the 
firm to assist project teams (Hansen et al., 1999).

Firms have been found to focus on one of 
the strategies and using the other in supporting 
roles. Hansen et al. (1999) state that Codification 
provides high quality reliable and fast informa-
tion systems implementation by reusing codified 
knowledge. It invests once in knowledge asset and 
reuses it several times. However, Codification in-
vests heavily in IT systems while Personalisation 
invests only moderately in IT resources. Codifica-
tion is useful where organisation is dealing with 
similar problems all the time. Personalisation 
is important for rapidly changing environment. 
Most solutions in Codification have been proven 
and are reliable. The Codification approach is 

cost-effective especially in reusing software 
programmes. Personalisation on the other hand 
can be very expensive because of high consultant 
fees that may be involved. Codification enhances 
sharing of knowledge while, Personalisation s 
relies on tacit knowledge which is difficult to 
share and is time consuming, expensive and slow 
to transfer. If a company offers a standardised 
product or a mature product, it may benefit from 
a reuse model. On the other hand, if a company 
relies on tacit knowledge to solve its problems, 
then Personalisation model may be appropriate 
(Hansen et al., 1999).

KM in South African Universities

Increasingly, higher education in today’s envi-
ronment is subject to the same pressures of the 
marketplace and increased competition is push-
ing universities to think like business. Moreover, 
the educational markets are becoming global as 
universities and higher education institutions at-
tempt to internationalise their curricula and offer 
high-quality programme to students regardless of 
location. They also face higher competition for a 
share of student market, both local and interna-
tional. Moreover, they have to adjust themselves 
and develop strategies to respond rapidly to the 
changes in technologies and increasing demands 
of stakeholders.

Though medieval universities were expected 
to collect, preserve and transmit knowledge, they 
were not involved in its creation and application. 
This is a great departure from the modern univer-
sities whose core role is not only the creation of 
knowledge, but its dynamic storage, transmission 
and application. This role is well captured in most 
universities’ mission statements, aims and objec-
tives which are consistent with knowledge man-
agement tenets of discovery, acquisition or creation 
of knowledge (through research), the transmission 
or dissemination of knowledge (through teaching); 
the application of knowledge to human problems in 
the interests of public service; and the preservation 
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of knowledge in libraries, museums and archives 
(Allen, 1988:66). Despite the fact that KM is of 
critical importance in modern universities, it has 
not seamlessly been integrated within the cultural 
milieu of most universities. This perhaps explains 
why Maponya (2004) observes that universities 
do not generally manage information well instead, 
they tend to lose it, fail to exploit it, duplicate it, 
do not share it, do not always know what they 
know and do not recognise knowledge as an asset.

The South African higher education environ-
ment, it would seem is conducive for application 
of KM. Within the universities, an enormous 
amount of policy support (especially research and 
training) is taking place (Singh, 2000). Research 
and development is supported by private sector, 
foundations and foreign aid to a large extent. 
Government is spending closer to 1% of GDP on 
research. All government regulatory frameworks 
for higher education seek to create a new trajectory 
for knowledge development, knowledge sharing, 
knowledge management and knowledge utilisa-
tion away from the preservation for racially defined 
minority (Singh, 2000). Moreover, higher educa-
tion and science and technology systems have seen 
the publication of White papers which require 
greater responsiveness to development priorities 
on the part of knowledge systems, institutions 
and organisations as well as great efficiency and 
accountability with regard to the expenditure of 
public funds. Moreover, the connection between 
knowledge resources, knowledge capabilities 
and national social and economic development is 
made strongly and often in government’s position.

The government has through deeds challenged 
higher education and science systems to ensure 
South Africa’s successful entry into the globalised 
knowledge economy by increasing capacity to 
produce, access and apply knowledge which is 
both technical and social. The government has 
further demonstrated its commitment to harness-
ing knowledge to participate effectively in the 
knowledge economy by establishing government 
funded research support organisations such as the 

Human Sciences Research Council (HSRC) and 
National Research Foundation (NRF) to enhance 
knowledge generation and build research teams, 
facilitate multidisciplinary and problem-solving 
research which cut across disciplinary and insti-
tutional boundaries, promote knowledge diffu-
sion and dissemination and link academics and 
researchers with industry, government and civil 
society. The government has also taken steps to 
regulate intellectual property issues especially 
with regard to indigenous knowledge systems 
and biodiversity resources.

A number of local factors are reportedly placing 
knowledge management issues at the forefront of 
an increasing number of South African corporate 
sectors. The motivations for adopting KM by the 
corporate sector include (McLean, 1999): isolation 
from global economy during apartheid regime 
resulting in a huge knowledge disconnect from 
world class business practices which has come 
to the fore through entry of multinationals in the 
South African economy. The other factor relates 
to brain drain which results in the massive net 
outflow of intellectual capital and the consequent 
need to explore technologies and methodologies 
that would facilitate retention of those knowledge 
assets within organisations beyond the persons’ 
physical departure. Finally, transformation initia-
tives needed to redress the historical imbalances 
within the economy require rapid knowledge trans-
ference to ensure that the full intellectual support 
infrastructure is in place to improve the success 
of the transformation process (McLean, 1999).

Stellenbosch University seems to recognise 
the importance of knowledge management in its 
operations. The 2007 Annual Report says, the 
university places great emphasis on sharing ac-
quired knowledge through publication of research 
results in national and international journals 
as well as in books and chapters in books, and 
strong postgraduate programmes. For example, 
in 2005 the university contributed 11.2% and 
10.6% of masters and doctoral degrees awarded 
at South African universities respectively. The 
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university had in 2007, 224 National Research 
Foundation (NRF)-rated researchers (research-
ers of great distinction). On the other hand, the 
Vice-Chancellor’s Report 2007 of the University 
of Cape Town (University of Cape Town, 2007a) 
reveals that UCT was among the top 200 universi-
ties in 2007 based on the Times Higher Education 
Supplement World University Ranking. UCT was 
the only African University among the four in the 
developing world to be named in the rankings. 
UCT also experienced student enrolment growth 
by 3% in 2007. UCT has currently 26 of the 70 
research chairs nationally spread in all universities. 
In 2007 UCT had 28 new NRF ratings bringing 
the total to 279.

UCT enhances its research through the 
Thuthuka programme that is aimed at human 
and institutional capacity development. The Pro-
gramme provides support for women, black and 
young researchers, within the research, innovation 
and knowledge generation arena in the country, as 
part of research capacity development. The core 
objectives of the programme are: improvement of 
the qualifications of the designated research group 
to doctoral and postdoctoral levels; accelerate the 
progression of the designated research group into 
the mainstream of competitive national and other 
research support opportunities; contribute to the 
sustainable research capacity development of 
the designated research group and; and increase 
the number of NRF rated researchers from the 
designated research group in research nationally 
and internationally. This initiative has helped in-
crease the research output of participants at UCT 
and improve on academic exclusions while at the 
same time diminishing dropouts. Moreover, this 
effort has resulted in increased completion rates, 
among first-time entering undergraduate cohorts 
with success rate ranging between 86-90%. Focus 
is overly on teaching and learning in terms of 
expertise, resources and constructive engagement 
with problem areas. Innovations in teaching and 
learning are encouraged and examples of good 

practice identified in the academic reviews are 
disseminated widely.

UCT has also shown significant progress in 
integrating strategies to improve teaching and 
learning into mainstream faculty plans. The 
University has increased its interventions within 
high schools systems notably through maths 
and science education project. Other initiatives 
include marketing campaign that seeks to widen 
undergraduate applicant pool so that there will be 
broader range of students to consider for places 
at UCT. UCT recognises challenges facing it to 
include transforming the profiles of staff more 
rapidly, improving customs and behaviour that 
structure personal interactions with university 
community, and HIV/AIDS prevalence of 10% 
but projected to increase to 12% by 2010. The 
University carried out a research to trace registered 
students who achieved 50% of credits necessary 
for qualification, but who dropped out of courses 
in targeted scarce skills areas. Other outreach 
projects include building long term strategy 
for enrolment planning in higher education in 
targeted areas, discussion with business schools 
about provision of opportunities for continuing 
professional development, etc. UCT is also in-
volved in networking with communities through 
colloquiums on interconnectedness of research, 
teaching, social responsiveness and curriculum 
responsiveness.

UCT enhances its research visibility by, 
among other things, making it locally responsive 
and engaging with various stakeholders. The 
University research strategy emphasises global 
competitiveness of its research outcomes. The 
research capacity in the University is enhanced 
through support for postgraduate studies, start up 
grants for new appointees, strategically selected 
research focus areas, support for departmental 
accredited journals, and the continuous review 
of its research strategy (Research Office, 2007).
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KM BENEFITS TO UNIVERSITIES

Florida (2000) observes that in the new economy, 
ideas and intellectual capital have replaced natu-
ral resources and mechanical innovations as the 
raw material of economic growth. The university 
becomes more critical than ever as a provider of 
talent, knowledge, and innovation in the age of 
knowledge based capitalism. It provides these 
resources largely by conducting and openly pub-
lishing research and by educating students. The 
university is powered in this role by generating 
new discoveries that increase its eminence.

Kidwell et al. (2000) identify some areas that 
may benefit from knowledge management in uni-
versities to include research process, curriculum 
development, student and alumni services, ad-
ministrative services and strategic planning. With 
regard to research process KM application would 
be applied in developing a repository or portal of 
research interests within the institutions and af-
filiates containing for example, research results; 
funding organisations; commercial opportunities 
for research results; pre-populated proposals; 
budgets and protocols; proposal routing policies; 
award notifications; account set up procedures; 
negotiation policies; procedures for technical 
and financial support; internal services and re-
sources. The benefit from these KM applications 
with regard to research would include: increased 
competitiveness and responsiveness for research 
grants, contracts and commercial opportunities; 
reduced turnaround time for research, facilita-
tion of inter-disciplinary research, leveraging of 
previous research and proposal efforts; improved 
internal and external services, reduced administra-
tive costs; and outsourcing to meet internal skills 
shortfall (Luan, 2002).

With regard to curriculum development, KM 
may be applied to develop a repository of curricu-
lum revision effort including research conducted, 
effectiveness measures, best practices, lessons 
learned, portal of information related to teaching 
and learning with technology. Such portal would 

also contain hubs of information in each discipline, 
including updated materials, recent publications, 
repository of analysed students’ evaluations, 
guides on developing curriculum, etc. The KM 
benefits from this application would include: 
enhanced quality of curriculum, improved speed 
of curriculum revision; improved administrative 
services, interdisciplinary curriculum design, etc. 
(Kidwell et al., 2000).

The students’ alumni KM application would 
relate to portal for student services to enable 
faculty and students to be well informed in 
their respective roles. Information on the portal 
would include policies and procedures related 
to admissions, financial aid, registration, degree 
audit, billing, payment, housing, dining, career 
placement services; alumni contacts, research 
interests, etc. KM benefits from this application 
would include: improved services for students, 
improved service capability for faculty, improved 
services for alumni, improved effectiveness and 
efficiency, etc. The administrative services appli-
cation of KM on the other hand, would include: 
portal for financial services i.e. budgeting and 
accounting, best practices, procedures, templates, 
communities, procurement (e.g. purchasing, ac-
counts payable, receiving, warehousing); human 
resources (e.g. vacancies, payroll, affirmative ac-
tion, best practices, templates), etc. With regard to 
strategic planning, KM application would relate to 
portal for internal information that catalogues the 
strategic plans, reports developed from external 
environmental scans, competitor data, and links 
to research groups. Benefits here would include 
improved ability to support the trend towards 
decentralised strategic planning and decision-
making; and improved sharing of internal and 
external information (Kidwell et al., 2000).

Dyer and McDonough (2001), state that the 
primary business uses or domains of KM include: 
capturing and sharing best practices, provid-
ing training and corporate training, managing 
customer relationships, delivering competitive 
intelligence, providing project workspace, man-
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aging legal and intellectual property, enhancing 
web publishing, supply chain management, etc. 
Milam (2001) observes that colleges will be better 
able to increase student retention and graduation 
rates, retain a technology workforce, expand new 
web-based offerings, analyse the cost effective 
use of technology to meet more enrolment, etc. 
Through KM, distributed learning will become 
the norm where information and knowledge that 
is not necessarily located on campus can be ac-
cessed by professors as well as students. The goal 
would be to help improve teaching effectiveness 
by encouraging self-guided exploration, and 
collaborative learning. KM would also enable 
distance learning where students not necessarily 
on campus can gain access to knowledge using 
electronic means (e.g., synchronous and asynchro-
nous technologies). In general, companies that 
adopt KM have the following benefits: improve 
profits, grow revenues, support e-business initia-
tives, shorten product development cycles, and 
provide project workspace.

CHALLENGES OF KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT

As universities contemplate adopting KM prac-
tices, they will have to take cognisance of a 
number of possible challenges. Milam (2001) 
citing Dyer and McDonough (2001) identifies 
several knowledge management challenges 
including: employees having no time for KM; 
current culture that fails to encourage sharing; 
lack of understanding of KM benefits; lack of 
skill in KM techniques; lack of funding for KM; 
lack of incentives or rewards to share; lack of 
appropriate technology; and lack of commitment 
from senior management. Kidwell et al. (2000) 
explain that relying on institutional knowledge of 
some staff with specific expertise and knowledge 
may hamper the flexibility and responsiveness of 
any organisations. The challenge to convert the 
information and those individuals’ knowledge and 

make it widely and easily available to any faculty 
member, staff person or constituent is critical.

Hansen et al. (1999) observe that since knowl-
edge management is so young, executives have 
lacked successful models that they could use as 
guides. Most knowledge management systems 
relate to inadequate or outright lack of human re-
sources, infrastructure, finance, illiteracy, relevant 
content, and technologies. Leonard (1999) notes 
that challenges with KM relate to the difficulty of 
handling knowledge in different formats, issues 
relating to protection of intellectual property, pat-
ent processing, confidentiality protection, dealing 
with intangible products and auditing intellectual 
capital that involves establishing its existence, 
its ownership and its value. Other challenges of 
knowledge management relate to the difficulties 
of (Storey and Quintas, 2001):

• Winning trust, motivation and commit-
ment of stakeholders

• Managing workers who are not conven-
tional employees such as contract workers 
and consultants

• Reliance on knowledge workers who may 
leave the organisation without their knowl-
edge having been captured

• Vulnerability of Web-based systems and 
other technology infrastructure

• Replication and piracy.

WAY FORWARD FOR KM IN 
SOUTH AFRICAN UNIVERSITIES

Kidwell et al. (2000) point out that as organisations 
contemplate adopting knowledge management 
approaches, the following steps are recommended:

• Start with strategy and determine what you 
wish to accomplish with KM

• Avail human resources, financial resources 
and information technology to support KM
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• Seek a high-level champion who can advo-
cate for KM as needed

• Select a pilot project for KM with high im-
pact and low risk on the organisation

• Develop a detailed action plan for the pilot 
that defines the process, the IT infrastruc-
ture, roles and incentives of the project 
team

• After the pilot, assess results and refine the 
action plan.

As the South African universities implement 
KM practices, they need to undertake business 
process reengineering, nurture a KM culture in 
the organisation, (re)develop content in the form 
of portals, websites, intelligent agents, etc. Build-
ing a culture of sharing would involve buy-in by 
customers to the tenets of knowledge manage-
ment. Moreover, KM must be integrated with the 
firm’s existing strategic direction so that the core 
competencies, and employee capabilities can be 
transformed and the performance of the organisa-
tion improved. Additionally, a knowledge audit 
is needed before implementing KM approaches. 
Such a KM audit would facilitate finding, analys-
ing, interpreting, and reporting of a company’s in-
formation and knowledge policies, its knowledge 
structure and knowledge flow (Hylton, 2002).

Knowledge management can also be enhanced 
in organisations by motivating staff so as to keep 
their skills and avoid depletion of the talent pool. 
Organisations can offer security of long term em-
ployment, in order to minimise high staff turnover 
and costs of knowledge maintenance. Besides, 
effort should be made to develop a recruitment 
policy that emphasises research skills, postgradu-
ate programmes with student funding schemes, 
mentorship systems, creating a research culture, 
improving research infrastructure (such as access 
to well equipped libraries, offices, classrooms, 
access to the Internet and electronic journals) 
(University of Botswana, 2006). Oosterlinck 
(n.d.) makes proposals on how universities can 
improve KM practices that include: drafting a 

mission statement that incorporates KM; creating 
awareness concerning the responsibility and ac-
countability of the university members towards the 
university’s stakeholders; increasing international 
openness; preparing students for the knowledge 
society; professors and students working together, 
in order to strengthen the total research quality 
and the overall level of academic performance.

CONCLUSION

The importance of KM as a natural process in 
education cannot be over emphasised. KM t holds 
great potential for higher education in South Africa 
but for this to be realised it is important for those 
responsible for managing universities to have an 
understanding of how to align, within a specific 
environment context three core resources namely; 
people, processes and technology. Organisations 
that invest in new technology without under-
standing their organisation and human patterns 
of information sharing are bound not to reach 
their investment potential. Besides, leveraging 
organisation’s know-how and best practices can 
make a dramatic difference to a university’s basic 
competence, its flexibility, its responsiveness, and 
its customer relationship. Finally, as universities 
the world over including those in South Africa 
contemplate adopting KM practices, Davenport 
and Prusak (1998) principles of knowledge man-
agement are worthy keeping in mind, namely that: 
KM is expensive, KM needs both people and 
technology, KM is highly political; KM needs 
knowledge managers; KM must be practical 
and simple; creation and sharing of knowledge 
is unnatural; knowledge work processes must 
be promoted and supported through KM; access 
to knowledge is only the beginning of KM; KM 
never stops; and KM needs a knowledge contract.
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Chapter  4.15

ABSTRACT

This chapter discusses innovation in the Roma-
nian healthcare sector, from the point of view of 
organizational learning, which is influenced by 
the components of organizational culture. Start-
ing from the premise that hospital organizational 
culture differs from other types of organizations, 
we investigated the perceptions of a mixed sample 
of doctors and nurses from an internal medicine 
clinic of a large teaching and research hospital. 
The Dimensions of the Learning Organization 
Questionnaire and items selected from a ques-
tionnaire developed by the authors were used 
in order to study how the two groups perceived 
organizational culture and, subsequently, innova-

tion, as both a component and a result of it. The 
results of the study show differences in perception 
between physicians and nurses, consistent with 
the ones presented in literature, and account for 
which facets of hospital organizational culture 
affect learning easiness versus which factors are 
negatively correlated with it.

HOSPITAL ORGANIZATIONAL 
CULTURE

In Anatomy of a Hospital, Ashley (1987) makes 
an intriguing figurative diagnosis of the hospital 
organizational life. So it is this hospital culture, 
supported by many figures, but still intriguing in 
its essence, and posing threats to whoever would 
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attempt to approach it in an orderly managerial 
manner. To speak about innovation in a system 
which is financially burdened, on the one hand, 
and socially compelled to excellence, on the other, 
is not a comfortable position. Still, healthcare in-
novation (Djellal & Gallouj, 2005), under the pres-
sure of changing lifestyles (Kivisaari, Saranummi 
& Väyrynen, 2004), increasing healthcare costs, 
and diversification of customers demands (Boland, 
1996), is an issue to be considered. The relation-
ship between innovation and adoption was first 
examined in 1982 in a study by Tornatzky and 
Klein. The two researchers selected 75 articles on 
innovation characteristics. Several variables, as 
prediction, adoption and implementation, design, 
measurement, number of characteristics, number 
of innovations, locus of innovation, empirical 
findings and statistical tests were monitored in 
these articles, in the form of a meta-analysis. 
The correlation between the presence of a certain 
characteristic of innovation and its adoption and 
implementation was computed, and the results 
show that it is important for an innovation to be 
compatible in order to be adopted, to be bring a 
relative advantage, to be communicable, observ-
able, to reach social approval, the first two being 
the most relevant, while complexity of an innova-
tion hinders its adoption.

Taking just the first characteristic positively 
related to adoption, compatibility, which means, 
according to Rogers and Shoemaker (1971, p. 15), 
‘the degree to which an innovation is perceived 
as being consistent with the existing values, past 
experiences, and needs of the receivers’, the con-
nection between innovation and organizational 
culture is neatly revealed. McLean (2005) provides 
a comprehensive review on this relationship, quot-
ing, for instance, Amabile et al. (1996 P. 1155): 
‘The social environment can influence both the 
level and frequency of creative behavior’. Adop-
tion is both technologically bound, and culturally 
bound. The interaction between the two is exam-
ined by Frambach, Herk and Agarwal (2003) in 
a research on the telecom industry. In a classical 

article from 1981, Kimberly and Evanisco assess 
the influence of a triad of factors, individual, orga-
nizational and contextual, on innovation adoption 
in hospitals. Culture appears as a factor in all these 
three perspectives, as individuals, organizations 
and contexts are not culturally free.

Sarros et al. (2008) use the Organizational 
Culture Profile developed by O’Reilly et al. (1991) 
and revised by Sarros et al. (2005), comprising 
seven factors, supportiveness, innovation, com-
petitiveness, performance orientation, stability, 
emphasis on reward, social responsibility, in order 
to assess the readiness for change in organizations. 
Again, the relationship between organizational 
culture and innovation is ascertained. A study 
by Sta. Maria (2003) brings into discussion also 
organizational learning, relying on Watkins’ and 
Marsick’s (1993, 1996) dimensions of the learning 
organization. Analyzing the diffusion of innova-
tion in healthcare organizations, Greenhalgh et al. 
(2005) take into consideration the inner context 
of innovation, the environment which filters the 
innovation, from the moment of its emergence to 
the moment of its adoption. Particularizing previ-
ous studies (Damanpour, 1991, 1992, 1996) to the 
healthcare system, they distilled several factors, 
as size, structural complexity, leadership and 
decision-making, climate and receptive context, 
supporting knowledge manipulation, which are 
relevant to innovation creation and adoption.

Two ideas are to be discussed, from their 
conclusion. First, they advocate that, since there 
are individuals with a certain combination of 
personal characteristics (higher education, higher 
social status), who are predisposed to more easily 
adopting innovation, organizations which are rich 
in this type of individuals will, in their turn, be 
more innovative. Following the thesis according 
to which the agglomeration of intelligent individu-
als does not make organizational intelligence, but 
rather, if we admit the Braess paradox, it leads to 
‘collective stupidity’. This evidence makes the the-
sis regarding the linear summation of innovation 
in organizations debatable. Second, they present 
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large size and complexity as being favorable to 
innovation, because of the possibility to create 
specialized niches which are well protected in 
a large and efficient organization, and can con-
centrate on specific problem-solving. This may 
be so, for the moment of innovation emergence, 
but creates bottlenecks especially insofar as dif-
fusion is concerned.

There should be operated a distinction between 
innovation as a component of organizational cul-
ture, and innovation as a result of organizational 
culture. We suggest using the term of pro-forma 
innovation for the component of organizational 
culture which is inactivated, in its normal state, 
and which, at a particular moment, is transformed 
into innovation as such, the result of an innovation-
oriented organizational culture. Culture, as Schein 
defined it, is the outcome of a learning process, 
in which the organization becomes aware of how 
to solve the problems related to its survival. The 
next step to be taken is the culture of performance, 
where external adaptation and internal integration 
should serve the purpose of obtaining a competi-
tive advantage.

The particularities of the hospital organiza-
tional culture have to be analyzed, in connection 
with the willingness of the hospitals to promote 
and adopt innovation. According to Tidd, Bessant, 
and Pavitt (2001), organizational culture plays a 
significant role in promoting or inhibiting inno-
vation. We take here the approach of Klingle et 
al. (1995), who developed a scale of the hospital 
culture. Building on the idea that the approach 
to medical services providing has to be a col-
laborative one, involving team work from the 
part of physicians and nurses, on the one hand, 
and medical staff and patients, on the other hand, 
Klingle et al. discuss the challenges this collabo-
ration poses to the organizational culture of the 
health providing institutions. They review the 
theses of Hodes and Van Crombrugghe (1990), 
Campell-Heider and Pollock (1987), stating that 
physicians and nurses are not guided by the same 
set of norms and behaviors, and this happens, 

usually, because physicians tend to regard nurses 
as their subordinates, while nurses tend to view 
themselves as partners, whose role in the care 
process is essential and expanding.

The demand that Ashley (1987) was formulat-
ing, ‘take me to your manager’, seems to steer, in 
hospitals, an insolvable dilemma. And the idea of 
taming hierarchies for the sake of collaboration is, 
even at a twenty years distance, easier said than 
done. The loose power relationships (Patterson, 
2001), which identify managers with enables, 
rather than with leaders, affect the way hierar-
chy is understood. What a faculty dean said, that 
managing academics is like ‘trying to herd cats’, 
because their critical spirit will hardly allow that, 
is even more adequate for describing the work 
relationships in hospitals. Still, these people with 
various educational and professional backgrounds 
and with diverging representations of their roles 
in the organization have to work together. As con-
flicts affect the quality of care, and undermine the 
mission of the clinic, the diversity of the studies 
on hospital culture is not at all surprising. The old 
culture, of ‘everything to everybody’, a collegial 
community based on disinterested care, which 
performed a sine qua non social role, is replaced 
by a culture of performance, in which hospitals 
should professionalize, and admit the limits of care.

In a recent article on e-health, Callen et al. 
(2008) reassess the idea of the differences in per-
ception of doctors and nurses, in the specific matter 
of IT management. The doctors and, respectively, 
the nurses groups, are discussed as subcultures, 
following Scott et al. (2003), Braithwaite (2006), 
and the problem of external contributions to culture 
(for instance, doctors being more likely to pay 
attention to the values and beliefs of their profes-
sional organizations, national or international, 
than to the norms of the hospital) is put forward. 
The Organizational Culture Inventory (Cooke and 
Lafferty, 1989) was used, in order to assess the 
way different subgroups perceive the culture of 
their hospital, as being either constructive (further 
split in humanistic, affiliative, achievement and 
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self-actualizing components), passive/ defensive 
(with approval, conventional, dependent and 
avoidance components) and aggressive/ defensive 
(oppositional, power, competitive, perfection-
ist). The model employs also two axes, task vs. 
people orientation, and satisfaction needs vs. 
safety needs. Their results have shown that doc-
tors perceive the hospital culture as being rather 
aggressive-defensive, while nurses perceive it as 
being constructive.

This may stem from the difference between 
the more affiliative style of nurses, and the more 
perfectionist style of doctors. Making them work 
together becomes an issue of cross-cultural man-
agement, between sub-cultures which are equally 
stable and powerful. Considering the model ad-
vanced by Quinn and Rohrbaugh (1983), based 
on two axes, flexibility vs. control and internal 
vs. external, and delimiting four quadrants, hu-
man relations model (flexible and internal), open 
systems model (flexible and external), internal 
process model (controlled and internal), and 
rational goal model (controlled and external), 
hospitals should be, ideally, placed in the first and 
second category, having some characteristics of 
the human relations, and some characteristics of 
the open systems. Still, the general perception on 
hospitals, from the point of view of the staff and, 
at the same time, from the point of view of the 
patients, is that of highly controlled institutions. 
Here lies the cultural schism, between the way cul-
ture is projected, and its desirable characteristics.

These characteristics influence the capacity 
and the willingness to innovate. Martinssons and 
Chong (1999) have proven that even the most ef-
ficient technology can be sabotaged, if people in 
the organization perceive it as threatening their 
relational nexus. Cooper (1994) has also referred 
to a pressure on innovation, from the culture’s side. 
If the innovation is not compatible, it will be either 
forced to adapt, or eliminated. We will further 
examine the way hospital culture is perceived 
in a clinic of internal medicine, in a Romanian 
teaching and research hospital.

METHODOLOGY

We identify innovation here with the easiness 
to learn, which is the long-term counterpart of 
curiosity or of an inquisitive mind. We select, 
as a working definition, the definition proposed 
by Levitt and March, ‘the process of encoding 
interfaces from history into routines that guide 
behavior’, which relates organizational learning 
to organizational culture and to the dynamics of 
disruption and routine which is characteristic to 
innovation processes. In Table 1 we list a num-
ber of the available definitions of organizational 
learning. We used, in our approach, two differ-
ent instruments: the questionnaire developed by 
Watkins and Marsick (1993) on the dimensions of 
the learning organization, as a benchmark of our 
research, and a questionnaire on organizational 
culture and innovation developed by ourselves.

Our research purpose is to show the correla-
tions between organizational culture characteris-
tics and organizational learning, and the effects 
of these correlations on the level of innovation. 
The sample included 30 respondents, 20 physi-
cians and 10 nurses, working in the same clinic, 
which was selected as a representative single 
holistic case study for innovation in hospitals 
(according to Yin, Bateman and Moore, 1983). 
The sample is a total one, including all the person-
nel working in the considered healthcare unit.

Our questionnaire included 18 variables, 
consistent with the variables used by Watkins 
and Marsick, customized for the healthcare case 
study, as follows: res (similar personal results 
in any other clinic), dis (periodic discussions of 
interesting cases), yng (students and residents 
actively involved in learning), mem (archiving 
case solutions for further use), prs (each treatment 
is part of a process), inf (patients are informed on 
choices), out (physicians/ nurses not observing the 
values of the clinic are out), imp (the performance 
of the clinic is systematically improved), new 
(new therapies are experimented), ext (the clinic 
integrates the experience of physicians/ nurses 
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having worked in other clinics), per (the clinic 
studies the performance of similar clinics), for 
(the clinic integrates foreign experts in teams), fbk 
(the clinic integrates patients’ feedback), inv (the 
clinic monitors training and technology invest-
ments), prf (it is known why the patients prefer 
this clinic), rep (good results can be repeated in 
further cases), tmw (it is known what makes the 
teams work), nrd (the clinic’s performances are 
not random).

The degree of agreement considering the 
presence of these factors in the organization was 
recorded on a 1 to 7 Likert scale. The Cronbach’s 
Alpha factor for the considered variables is.753, 
which accounts for the reliability of the analysis. 
The results obtained, by means of general linear 
modeling and factorial analysis, are presented 
below in Tables 2, Table 3, Table 4, Table 5 and 
Table 6. We have also assessed the organizational 
learning processes in the considered clinic, by 
means of the Watkins and Marsick questionnaire, 
with its eight components: creating a supporting 
culture, gathering internal experience, access-

ing external learning, communication systems, 
mechanisms for drawing conclusions, developing 
an organizational memory, integrating learning 
into strategy and policy, applying the learning. 
These were assessed on a 0 to 4 Likert scale.

RESULTS

The results1 for the Dimensions of the Learning 
Organization Questionnaire, in the case of physi-
cians, are presented in Table 2 and 3. As it can be 
seen, the values for all the eight dimensions are 
well below the maximum value of four, indicating 
that doctors seem to perceive their organizational 
culture as being only somewhat supportive and 
prone to developing a memory of the organiza-
tion, while both internal experience and external 
knowledge are highly disregarded.

The radar diagram corresponding to these 
answers for physicians is presented in Figure 1.

In the case of the nurses, the results of the 
survey are presented in Table 4.

Table 1. Definitions of organizational learning 

Argyris and Schön (1978) Single-loop learning: change of behaviours and actions as an effect of the gap between intentions and 
facts; Double-loop learning: change of performance improvement measures after reviewing the assump-
tions leading to wrong decisions; Deutero learning: ability of learning to learn.

Morgan and Ramirez (1983) The process through which the members of an organization use learning to solve a common problem 
they are facing

Fiol and Lyles (1985) The process of improvement of actions through better knowledge and understanding

Levitt and March (1988) The process of encoding interfaces from history into routines that guide behaviour

Senge (1990) Continuous testing of experience and its transformation into knowledge available to the whole organiza-
tion and relevant to its mission

March (1991); Simon (1991) Organizations learn through individuals who learn

Huber (1991) OL implies acquisition, dissemination, interpretation and storage of new knowledge

Dodgson (1993) Structured and systematic method applied by an organization to motivate its employees to learn

Kim (1993); Morgan (1997) Acquisition, dissemination, interpretation and storage of new knowledge

Argote (1999) Acquisition, sharing and storage of new knowledge

Jones (2000) The process through which managers try to increase the organization’s members’ capabilities, in order 
to better understand and manage the organization and its environment

Marchand et al. (2000) Gradual process by which staff learn through experience and co-operate with each other

Murray and Donegan (2003) Lengthy process leading to changes in individual and organizational behaviour
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It can be noticed that the overall scores are 
comparable, but they are differently allocated. 
Consistent with previous research, as mentioned 
in our review of literature, nurses tend to perceive 
a more supportive culture than doctors, while they 
signal poorer communication and less internal 
and external learning acquisition. The figural 
representation of these scores is shown in Figure 
2. The second questionnaire was administered to 
the entire sample, doctors and nurses together.

The results of the factorial analysis, taking into 
account the 18 variables included in the analysis, 
are presented in Table 5.

It can be seen that seven variables of the 18 
initially considered account for the three factors of 
organizational learning in the clinic. The dimen-
sions of organizational learning are: knowledge 
sharing, process orientation and incremental in-
novation, obtained by means of the two above. In 
other words, although the clinic continuously puts 
in practice new paths of action, the knowledge of 
what had worked previously is carefully archived, 
in an old-new continuum. It is the specific of the 
organizational culture, and of the knowledge 
sharing patterns in this particular organization.

The focus, as resulting from the analysis, is 
more on organizational and contextual variables, 
than on the individual ones, as individuals not 
aligning to the principles of the clinic are elimi-
nated.

We applied general linear models to the concept 
of learning easiness, which is essential to innova-
tion, in the hospital culture, in order to trace its 
dependency on each of the factors. The results of Ta
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modeling, in various degrees of complexity, are 
presented in Table 6.

The change in R2 indicates that the last model, 
including all the considered variables in the three 
factors, is the most representative for learning 
easiness. The process approach to tasks, and the 
knowledge absorption from exterior sources, like 
studying the performance of similar clinics, and 
integrating foreign experts in teams are seen as 
negatively correlated with learning easiness. The 
adherence to process is known to ‘tame’ innovation 
(Dougherty and Heller, 1994). This indicates that 
innovation in hospitals does not suit the model of 
the open system, but rather that of the functional 
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considered clinic 

Item Loadings

Factor 1: Knowledge sharing (α = 0.813)

Students and residents are actively involved in 
learning

.833

Patients are informed on choices .822

Physicians/ nurses not observing the values of 
the clinic are out

.863

Factor 2: Process orientation (α = 0.796)

Each treatment is part of a process .722 
.759Solutions are archived for further use

Table 6. GLM for learning ease 

Model
1

Model
2

Model
3

Model
4

Constant 6.219 5.172 4.125 3.601

YNG 0.221 0.012 0.102 0.021

PRS -0.032 - 0.148 - 0.070 - 0.042

INF 0.109 - 0.036 - 0.050 0.037

OUT 0.213 0.093 0.061 0.025

NEW -0.257 - 0.230 - 0.091

MEM 0.124

TMW 0.223

R2 adjusted 1.3% 2.4% 6.1% 9%

Change in R2 1.1% 3.7% 2.9%
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niches, where every sub-culture concentrates on 
a particular nucleus of innovation. The dissemi-
nation, prior to adoption (i.e. as a proposal to be 
discussed, and post-adoption, as a new principle to 
be put in practice) is thus hindered. Innovation is 
an internal process, with little or no absorption of 
external knowledge, based on competition, rather 
than on cooperation, between various sub-cultures.

CONCLUSION

The study, at the level of an internal medicine 
clinic of a large teaching and research hospital, 
underlined the particularities of the organizational 
culture in this type of organizations, and the as-
sumptions of the two main categories of personnel 
regarding these characteristics. The two sub-

Figure 1. Organizational learning profile (Physicians)

Figure 2. Organizational learning profile (Nurses)
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cultures, which are expected to cooperate closely, 
hold different points of view in terms of axes of 
culture, the physicians being more ‘perfectionist’ 
or oriented towards personal achievement, while 
the nurses are more prone to affiliation. From 
here stems the perception that they contribute 
more to the way culture is edified, which entitles 
them to a more central position than physicians 
believe they deserve. It is debatable which is, in 
fact, the category, or the sub-culture, which gives 
to the organizational culture its characteristics. 
Nevertheless, differences between subcultures, 
especially when they are related to blocking in-
novation, because of conflicting attitudes towards 
it, have to be recognized and somehow quanti-
fied. It was our purpose here, to relate innovation 
adoption to learning easiness, and to decompose 
learning easiness into simpler factors, which can 
be compared with Watkins’s and Marsick’s scale. 
Some other items, present in literature, as freedom, 
risk-taking, confidence in the internal and in the 
external environment have to be taken into account 
in an expanded version of the questionnaire, to 
be used for further research.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The need for the adoption of knowledge manage-
ment practice, particularly knowledge sharing is 
pressing in any modern organisation today in order 
to ensure their survival in this highly competitive 
world. It is evidence that knowledge sharing has 
given untold advantages to organisations such as 
the ability to make good decisions and formulate 
new strategies. This in turn enables organisations 
to remain competitive in their respective industry. 
Knowledge bears no value unless it is shared and 
well disseminated, particularly among workers 
within the organisation. Despite its advantages, 
knowledge sharing seems to be taken lightly by 

many organisations in Malaysia and only a few 
studies have been carried out. Therefore, the au-
thors take an initiative to identify factors affecting 
knowledge sharing in Malaysian public sector. An 
extensive literature review has been conducted in 
this area in order to determine such factors. Synthe-
sizing from the literatures, this chapter proposes a 
theoretical framework that takes into consideration 
the individual, organizational and technological 
dimensions that might affect knowledge sharing 
practise in Malaysian public sector. It is not the 
intention of this chapter to include the findings 
of this study and therefore the current study only 
develops a framework based on literature review. 
The findings of the study will be reported upon 
completion of the entire study.

Zawiyah Mohd Yusof
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INTRODUCTION

Malaysia, as many other countries, is always 
concerned with the efficiency and effectiveness 
of its public service. As the government is striving 
towards becoming a developed nation in the year 
2020, the role of public agencies is seen crucial 
to materialise the vision. Thus, the efficiency, 
speedy, transparency, openness, resourcefulness, 
integrity and accountability of public agencies 
have always been important issues (Ali, 2006). It 
is indicated statistically by the Public Complaints 
Bureau (PCB) of Malaysia that on average, 50 per 
cent of complaints received by the PCB were on 
the failures or delays in attending or responding 
to the needs of customers (Ninth Malaysia Plan, 
2006). Though there are many factors contributing 
to this problem, but it has been identified that lack 
of information and knowledge sharing become 
the prime reason for the situation.

It has been argued that knowledge management 
could improve both the speed and the quality of 
public service delivery (Wigg, 1999). On the con-
trary, organisations hardly embark on the endea-
vour as they are not convinced of the advantages 
of sharing their knowledge and expertise. This 
is due to the fact that people are not willing to 
share knowledge unless it is useful and beneficial 
to them (Ryu, Hee & Han, 2003). Furthermore, 
it is simply difficult for any one person to share 
knowledge (Davenport & Prusak, 1998).

It is the aim of this paper to extensively and 
critically review the existing research in the area 
in order to determine the factors that contribute 
to the seemingly low acceptance of knowledge 
sharing. Finally, a theoretical framework of fac-
tors that influence knowledge sharing in public 
sectors is proposed. The results from the proposed 
model will not be presented here as the empirical 
study yet to be completed.

KNOWLEDGE SHARING AS A 
DIMENSION TO KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT

Knowledge management is a fast growing disci-
pline with various issues yet to be tested, resolved 
and discovered (Beckman, 1999). Knowledge 
management is a process of identifying, organizing 
and managing knowledge resources (Al-Hawam-
deh, 2003). It involves creating, generating, cap-
turing, storing and using of knowledge to support 
and improve individual performance (Kinney, 
1998; Davenport & Prusak, 1998). Despite the 
wide area covered by knowledge management 
field, Al-Hawamdeh (2003) suggests that there 
are at least five important dimensions to knowl-
edge management activities namely: knowledge 
capture, knowledge creation, knowledge use 
(leverage), knowledge sharing, and knowledge 
retention. This paper focuses on the knowledge 
sharing dimension of knowledge management.

What Is Knowledge Sharing?

Knowledge sharing is a process that takes place 
between individuals (Ryu, Hee & Han, 2003). 
This process is not visible as it cannot be observed 
physically (Lee, 1989). In a broader perspective, 
knowledge sharing refers to the communication of 
all types of knowledge including explicit knowl-
edge (information, know-how and know-who) 
and tacit knowledge (skills and competency) (Al-
Hawamdeh, 2003). However sharing knowledge 
does not merely mean giving something to some-
one, or getting something from someone (Senge, 
1990). This process occurs when an individual 
is interested to help others in developing a new 
capability for action. Thus, knowledge sharing is 
perceived to be only taken place if there is willing-
ness of individuals in an organization to share the 
knowledge they created or possessed (Gibbert & 
Krause, 2002). Knowledge sharing is also defined 
as a deliberate act that make knowledge reusable 
by other people through knowledge transfer (Lee & 
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Al-Hawamdeh, 2002). Van den Hooff et al.(2003) 
added a new dimension to the above definition by 
asserting that knowledge sharing is a process in 
which individuals exchange knowledge (tacit or 
explicit) and together create new knowledge. It 
is also noted that knowledge sharing involves the 
dissemination of information and knowledge to the 
entire organization or department (Yang, 2004).

Despite various definitions of knowledge shar-
ing, in this paper, knowledge sharing is defined 
as a process that involves individuals in public 
sector to share knowledge (tacit or explicit) with 
the intention to increase the performance and the 
quality of public service delivery.

Knowledge Sharing: Why 
Is It Importance?

Knowledge is considered critical and crucial to 
organizations (Ives, Torrey & Gordon, 2000) 
but it has little value unless it is shared (Small 
& Sage, 2006). Knowledge-based Theory of the 
Firm (Grant, 1996; Spender 1996) posits that 
knowledge is the most strategically significant 
resource of an organization to gain competitive ad-
vantage and increase organizational performance. 
Although knowledge belongs to individuals, it is 
only expressed when people cooperate in social 
communities such as groups, organizations and 
networks. In this environment, knowledge shar-
ing exists.

In organization, knowledge sharing could serve 
four functions as follows (Zhang, Li & Shi (2005):

1.  increases intellectual capital structure in 
organizations. Al-Hawamdeh (2003) asserts 
many industries nowadays are facing aging 
population and as a result it reduces the 
number of workforce. This situation requires 
knowledge which has been stored for years 
to be codified and transferred before they 
retire.

2.  changes individual competitiveness into 
organizational competitiveness, minimize 

organizational dependency on individual 
and reduce the possibility of lost employee 
because of changing place of work;

3.  changes organizational competitiveness 
into individual competitiveness in which 
individual can gain knowledge from or-
ganizational repository. This will increase 
individual competitiveness;

4.  the cost to gather knowledge in organization 
will be reduced compare to those available 
in the market.

STUDIES ON KNOWLEDGE 
SHARING IN PUBLIC SECTOR

Apparently, nowadays, the public organizations 
globally begin to acknowledge the importance of 
knowledge management. Knowledge manage-
ment has been acknowledged to significantly 
contribute to making good decision, formulat-
ing good policies and better service delivery 
(Thomas, 2005). In public sector, knowledge 
sharing seems to be important to increase public 
sector performance and deliver better service to 
the public. However, study in this area is rather 
limited (McAdam & Reid, 2000) particularly in 
the developing countries like Malaysia (Syed 
Omar & Rowland, 2004).

Studies on knowledge management in public 
organizations have been carried out by a number of 
researchers like Liebowitz & Chen (2003); Shields, 
Holden & Schmidt (2000), Lee & Al-Hawamdeh 
(2003) and Wiig (2002). In Malaysia, studies on 
knowledge management in public sector have been 
conducted by Quin, Yusoff & Hamdan (2005) and 
Salleh & Syed Ahmad (2005). However, there were 
only three studies related to knowledge sharing 
in public organizations in Malaysia. The studies 
were carried out by Syed Omar (2005), Supar, 
Ibrahim, Mohamed, Yahya & Abdul (2005) and 
Ahmad, Sharom & Abdullah (2006).

Syed Omar (2005) conducted a study on 
knowledge transfer performance in a ministry in 
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Malaysia. He studied the relationship between 
organizational elements and knowledge transfer 
performance. Syed Omar (2005) developed a 
model (Figure 1) to study how the organizational 
culture, organizational structure, technology, 
human resource and political directive affect 
knowledge transfer performance in a ministry.

Syed Omar (2005) model hypothesised that 
knowledgetransfer performance is influenced by 
sharing culture, individualistic, document confi-
dentiality status, communication flow, ICT infra-
structure, ICT tools, ICT know-how, posting, 
training, staff turnover and directive from politi-
cian. The results of the study show that organiza-
tional culture, individualistic, training, ICT 
know-how have significant relationship with 
knowledgeperformance transfer. However com-
munication flow, ICT infrastructure and posting 
have no significant relationship with knowledge-
performance transfer.

Supar et al. (2005) studied on factors affect-
ing knowledge sharing in three selected higher 
institution and its impact on performance. The 
objective of the study is to understand the factors 
affecting knowledge sharing among academicians. 
The factors identified are culture (socialibility, 
solidarity, power distance), information technol-
ogy (availability of IT infrastructure, availability 
of IT infrastructure for the purpose of knowledge 
sharing, expert vs, distributed model, problem of 
codification), communications (trust, face-to-face 
communication, reciprocity, reputation, altru-
ism, acknowledgement), organizational support, 
rewards, mentoring, knowledge sharing to be 
included as part of work process). The results of 
the study indicates that management support is 
the most significant predictor to knowledge shar-
ing followed by solidarity, expert vs. distributed 
model, knowledge sharing to be part of work 
process and the availability of IT infrastructure. 

Figure 1. Syed Omar (2005) knowledge transfer performance model
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Other factors have no significant impact on 
knowledge sharing among academicians in those 
three selected higher educations. The study also 
indicates that knowledge sharing has a significant 
impact on performance.

Ahmad, Sharom & Abdullah (2006) conducted 
a study on knowledge sharing in public sectors 
from business process perspective. They studied 
the knowledge sharing behaviour of public sectors 
in terms of individual attitudes, organizational 
environment, reward system and information 
and communication technology (ICT) within the 
system. The study looks into the business process 
management which embedded in a knowledge 
sharing behaviour. The preliminary results of the 
study indicate that all the dimensions contributed to 
the knowledge sharing environment in Malaysian 
public sector. Individual attitude was found to be 
the highest contributor.

From the studies mentioned above, it shows 
that study on knowledge sharing in public sector 
is limited. Why study on knowledge sharing in 
public organization is under researched? One of 
the reasons could be due to the status that public 
sector is a non-profit organization (Syed Omar 
& Rowland, 2004) which does not stress the 
importance of knowledge sharing. It shows that 
the adoption of the knowledge sharing practice 
in public sector is not pressing as compared to its 
private counterparts. Nevertheless, knowledge 
sharing is crucial to improve performance, in-
crease customer and employee satisfactions (Pan 
& Scarbrough, 1999) whether in private or public 
sectors. Hence, to fill the gap, this study focuses 
on the knowledge sharing in public organizations 
in Malaysia.

PROPOSED MODEL FOR 
KNOWLEDGE SHARING

There are many factors that influence knowledge 
sharing in organization and a few models have 
been developed by previous researchers. For 

instance, Riege (2005) has listed three dozens 
factors or barriers that affect knowledge sharing 
behaviour in organization and divides them into 3 
categories namely: individual, organizational and 
technology. Lee & al-Hawamdeh (2002) suggest 
that actors, channels, organizational elements and 
environment are factors that affect knowledge 
sharing behaviour. Taylor & Wright (2004) sug-
gest six factors that influence knowledge sharing 
behaviour namely change readiness, innovative 
culture, clarity of responsibility, quality of infor-
mation, strategic connection and accountability. 
Obviously, there are many factors that influence 
knowledge sharing practice.

Using Syed Omar (2005) model as the basis 
for the proposed framework as shown in Figure 
2, this study focuses on how organizational and 
technological factors affect knowledge shar-
ing quality among Malaysian public sector of-
ficers. In Syed Omar’s model, sharing culture, 
individualistic, document confidentiality status, 
communication flow are organizational factors. 
Whereas ICT infrastructure, ICT tools, ICT 
know-how are technological factors. Meanwhile 
posting, training, staff turnover are considered 
human resource factors. Directive from politician 
is environmental factor.

In this study, modification is made to the 
Syed Omar’s model using Orlikowski (1992) 
structurational model of technology as a basis. 
In her model, Orlikowski consider people, orga-
nization and technology are interrelated. Human 
create technology and decision makers to an 
organization. Technology facilitates human to do 
jobs. Organizational values influence how people 
interact with technology. Interaction between 
technology, people and organization is determined 
by social process, organizational structure and 
workers’ activities with technological support 
(Orlikowski, 1992).

Based on Orlikowski’s model of technology, 
Syed Omar’s model lacks of individual factors. 
Thus, this paper considers individual factors as 
another potential predictor of knowledge sharing 
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behaviour in public sector. The role of human is 
important in donating and using knowledge(Van 
den Brink, 2003). An effective knowledge man-
agement requires organizations to change their 
ways of doing business and people is the key of 
any effective change (Davis, 1998). Therefore, 
individual or human factors are important to 
implement knowledge sharing in any organization. 
Many researchers combined socio-psychological 
theories in developing theoretical framework to 
study knowledge sharing in organization (Samieh, 
2007). Many researchers studied factors influenc-
ing knowledge sharing from organizational and 
technological perspective but less emphasis on 
individual perspective (Samieh, 2007). Many 
researchers agree that knowledge sharing depends 
on individual criteria such as experience, values, 
motivation and trust (Lin 2007). Therefore this 
study combines the individual factors together 
with organizational and technological factors in 
studying knowledge sharing in public organization 
in Malaysia. Other elements are not included in this 
study because of time and financial constraints.

The common question raised in knowledge 
management is the quality of knowledgeshared 
(Larsson & Ohlin 2002). Therefore, this study 
considers knowledge sharing quality instead of 
knowledgetransfer as dependent variable because 
quality knowledgebecomes important attention in 
a matured community (Chiu et al. 2006). Syed 
Omar focused on knowledgetransfer which in-
volves one way interaction whereas knowledge 
sharing involves two ways or parties who are the 
donors and the receivers. Furthermore this study 
focuses not only on knowledge sharing but also 
the quality of the knowledgeshared. The knowl-
edgethat is shared should be useful for decision 
making, performance improvement and better 
service delivery. Employees should not spend 
time sharing knowledgewhich is not relevant to 
their jobs at workplace. It wastes time and does 
not benefit to the organization. In a matured com-
munity, people are more concerned about the qual-
ity of information and knowledgethey received. 

Although knowledge sharing can be divided into 
formal and informal knowledge sharing, what 
is important is the quality of the knowledgethat 
can complement each other (Zahra, Neubaum & 
Larraneta 2007). Therefore, organization should 
take both types of quality knowledge sharing to 
maximise achievement through quality knowledge 
management (Nidumolu et al. 2001; Orlikowski 
2002).

Syed Omar’s (2005) model is chosen and 
adapted because the study is done in Malaysia 
though only tested on only one public organization. 
Testing the model on a few public organizations is 
deemed necessary to draw generalization. Supar 
et al. (2005) is not chosen because the study was 
conducted on higher institutions not government 
organizations. While Ahmad et al. model was not 
considered because the focus in on the business 
process perspective rather than public service. 
Based on Syed Omar’s (2005) model and upon 
critically synthesising literatures in the area such 
as Orlikowski’s (1992) model of technology, Lee 
& Al-Hawamdeh (2002) actor’s framework and a 
study by Van den Brink (2003), the authors suggest 
a theoretical framework as shown in Figure 2. The 
proposed framework is considered comprehensive 
as it includes combination of individual, organi-
zational and technological factors as predictors 
of knowledge sharing quality. Factors affecting 
knowledge sharing at individual level must be 
understood in order for organizations to fully le-
verage their knowledge-based assets (Sharratt & 
Usoro, 2003). In terms of organizational factors, it 
is important to be considered because knowledge 
sharing is a process between individuals (Ryu et al., 
2003) that takes place in organizations (Disterer, 
2001; Van den Brink, 2003). Meanwhile, the role 
of information and communication technology is 
important to facilitate knowledge sharing process.

Individual Factors

Four components of individual dimension that 
affect knowledge sharing are proposed. These 
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are: awareness (Lee & Al-Hawamdeh, 2002); trust 
(Sharratt & Usoro, 2003); personality (Awad & 
Ghaziri, 2004); and job satisfaction (Engstrom, 
2003). Unawareness represents the first phase 
of knowledge sharing initiative in organizations 
without knowledge sharing process in place (Van 
den Brink, 2003). Awareness about the important 
of knowledge sharing is considered as an attitude 
that every employee should have including the 
top management.

Knowledge sharing is also facilitated by recip-
rocal and trust amongst members in a community 
(Scarbrough & Swan, 2001). Trust is described 
as an expression of confidence between several 
parties during whatever exchange, which means 
confidence that does not harm or risk through other 
parties’ action, or confidence that is not exploited 
by any party (Jones & George, 1998). So, trust 

is the key to knowledge transfer (Davenport & 
Prusak, 1998).

According to Awad & Ghaziri (2004), personal-
ity is one of the impediments of knowledge sharing 
and employees who are extroverts, self confidence, 
feel secured have more tendency to share their 
experience and knowledge compared to those who 
are introverts, self-centred of security conscious. 
An individual personality can be characterized 
through his values, attitude, mood and emotion 
(Van den Brink 2003). In this study, personality is 
defined as employee’s attitude whether extrovert, 
confident and feel secure to share knowledge 
compare to those who are introvert, self-centred 
and cautious (Awad & Ghaziri, 2004).

An employee should feel satisfied with his 
daily jobs in order to be in knowledge transfer 
environment (Engstrom, 2003) Through commu-
nity of practise, employees share ideas and best 

Figure 2. Proposed theoretical framework
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practise to increase job satisfaction and overall 
team performance (Socitm Insight, 2003).

Organizational Factors

There are five variables identified under orga-
nizational dimension. These are organizational 
structure (Lee & Al-Hawamdeh 2002; Syed Omar 
& Rowland, 2004; Sharrat & Usoro, 2003), organi-
zational culture (Lee & Al-Hawamdeh 2002; Syed 
Omar & Rowland, 2004; Sharrat & Usoro, 2003), 
reward and recognition, (Lee & Al-Hawamdeh 
2002), work process (Lee & Al-Hawamdeh, 2002), 
and office layout (Lee & Al-Hawamdeh, 2002).

Organizational structure refers to how people 
and task in an organization is arranged to ensure 
the work done (Encyclopaedia of Management, 
2000). Traditionally, public sector organizational 
structures are compartmentalized and this com-
plicates the information and knowledge sharing 
between units and different levels in organizations 
(Cong & Pandya, 2003). Organizational structure 
defines how task, responsibilities, coordination 
and communication flow are managed (Van den 
Brink, 2003).

Organizational culture is one of the biggest 
challenges to knowledge sharing (Skyrme, 1997). 
Organizational culture means beliefs or values that 
are shared (Van den Brink 2003). Long (1997) 
explains organizational culture in terms of values, 
norms and practises.

Rewards could be in terms of both monetary 
and non monetary incentives (Bartol & Srivastava, 
2002). But Davenport & Prusak (1998) suggest that 
monetary value such as financial rewards, salary 
increment and the like should be used to encour-
age and create a consistent knowledge sharing.

Knowledge management process similar to 
knowledge sharing should be included in work 
process (Davenport & Prusak 2000). Realising 
this, many organizations around the world had 
and are trying to introduce effective knowledge 
management in their work process (Chaudhry, 
2005). According to Andersson (2000), one should 

be able to contribute knowledge as part of their 
work process. Larsson & Ohlin (2002) believe that 
the implementation of knowledge management 
initiatives (such as knowledge sharing) should be, 
if possible, integrated into current work process.

Davenport & Prusak (2000) suggest that corpo-
rate planner, architects, academics and executives 
should give consideration and creative thought to 
the issue of office design which hinder corporate 
world citizens from working with knowledge. 
It has becoming more important to design of-
fices that could encourage socialization between 
employees to transfer knowledge (Arora, 2002). 
Furthermore, it is argued that office layout could 
encourage social interaction among employee 
(Lee & Al-Hawamdeh, 2002).

Technological Factors

Based on Orlikowski’s model (1992), Van den 
Brink (2003) defines technology as software and 
hardware (ICT) that people in organizations use in 
order to perform their task. The main role of ICT 
in knowledge sharing is ‘to connect people with 
other people or with explicit knowledge (Van den 
Brink, 2003). Although real knowledge sharing has 
little to do with hardware or technology (Wenger 
& Synder 2000), three variables are considered to 
be included in the study. These are ICT tools, ICT 
infrastructure and ICT know-how (Syed Omar & 
Rowland, 2004).

In addition, effective knowledge manage-
ment depends on the readiness of employees 
to share knowledge through computer facilities 
that could be accessed by other employees in 
the organization. ICT infrastructure is needed to 
support knowledge creation, knowledge structure, 
knowledge penetration and knowledge use (Van 
den Brink, 2003).

Apparently, ICT tools play important role in 
knowledge management (Smith, 2001) and the 
functionalities could be divided into five segments 
(Anderson & Smith, 1998). These are office ap-
plications (e-mail, messaging, calendaring and 
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scheduling), groupware (databases, application 
sharing and electronic meeting systems), docu-
ment systems (digital documents), work process 
systems (workflow management systems, process 
support systems and e-forms) analytical systems 
(decision support systems and data warehouse) 
and knowledge systems (portals, e-learning and 
knowledge sharing). ICT tools that exist in public 
organizations could help and facilitate employees 
to share knowledge (Syed Omar & Rowland, 
2004). Also, sufficient and suitable ICT training 
to all employees have a positive relationship with 
knowledge creation and knowledge transfer.

Knowledge Sharing Quality

Much of the previous studies were focussing to 
only knowledge sharing behaviour. The quality 
of the knowledge shared was never become the 
concern. This study concentrates on the quality 
of knowledge shared among individuals in orga-
nization. Quality knowledge becomes central as 
community become mature (Chiu et al. 2006). 
In this study, the quality of knowledge shared is 
measured based on McKinney et al. (2002), De-
Lone & McLean (2003), Chiu et al. (2006) as the 
approach is relevant, easy to understand, accurate, 
complete, can be trusted and timely.

EVALUATION

The proposed theoretical framework provides the 
ground work for the next phase of the study. The 
framework has several advantages compared to 
previous knowledge sharing models related to 
public sector. Firstly, this model uses Structura-
tional Model of Technology (Orlikowski 1992) as 
a basis which considers three important categories 
namely individual factors, organizational factors 
and technological factors. The combination of 
these three factors can be considered comprehen-
sive because they are interrelated to each other. 
Secondly, factors like awareness, personality, job 

satisfaction and office layout have not been studied 
empirically particularly in public sector. Thirdly, 
important factors such as trust, organizational 
culture, organizational structure, rewards and 
recognition, ICT know-how, ICT infrastructure 
and ICT tools were not left out because they were 
empirically tested in previous researches and found 
to be important predictors to knowledge sharing. 
Finally, this paper focuses on knowledge sharing 
quality rather than knowledge sharing behaviour 
because quality knowledgeis important for perfor-
mance improvement, decision making and better 
service delivery.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Methodologically, this study uses triangulation 
approach which combine both questionnaire and 
interview. Triangulation is an approach in which 
multiple observations theoretical perpsectives, 
sources of data and methodologies are combined 
(Bryman, 1996). Once the technique is identified, 
the next step is to develop questionnaires and 
interview questions to collect data. To ensure the 
validity and reliability of the instruments, pre-test 
and pilot study has to be conducted. Officers from 
three selected government agencies in Putrajaya, 
the administrative capital of Malaysia, has been 
selected as unit of analysis. Self-administered 
questionnaires are to be distributed to respondents 
from those agencies. The survey is complemented 
by face-to-face interview with a few government 
officers from those agencies. The interview could 
unearth factors that cannot be expressed through 
survey (Sekaran, 2005)

This study limits its investigation on factors 
affecting knowledge sharing quality to only three 
government agencies. As such the findings could 
not be generalised to wider public agencies. Fu-
ture research ought to consider bigger samples 
involving more agencies to be more meaningful.

In this study, both questionnaire and interview 
are used to collect data. It is suggested that in 
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future, another technique like participation ob-
servation technique should be considered to yield 
better results as the last technique would be able 
to collect detail information about the quality of 
knowledge sharing.

Research should also be extended to knowledge 
sharing between organisations rather than to only 
knowledge sharing within organisation. Samples 
should also comprise of senior officers and sup-
porting staff so as to enable vertical knowedge 
sharing to be explored. As it is now, this study 
limits its sample to only officers from middle 
management group.

CONCLUSION

It is imperative to note that for public organizations 
to fully leverage the knowledge of their employ-
ees, they must first understand the factors that 
make their employees share knowledge. Sharing 
knowledge is an ‘unnatural’ act (Al-Hawamdeh 
2003) because knowledgeis considered as ‘power 
syndrome’ (Davenport & Prusak 1998; Lee & Al-
Hawamdeh 2000). If a worker considers knowled-
geas a power, this will make knowledge sharing 
unnatural act in most organizations (Mitchell, 
2006). Therefore knowledge sharing has to be 
nurtured. To encourage knowledge sharing, factors 
that influence the behaviour have to be identified.

Effective knowledge management requires a 
combination of many elements such as technol-
ogy, human resource, structure and organisa-
tional culture (Donoghue et al. 1999). Thus, this 
study proposed a theoretical framework which 
comprises twelve factors seemingly to influence 
the practice of knowledge sharing in Malaysian 
public sector. Those factors are grouped into three 
categories namely individual, organizational and 
technological factors as suggested by Donoghue et 
al. (1999). The constructs have been operationally 
defined based on the scope of the research. The 
operational definition provides the foundations 
for empirical testing of the research model in the 

subsequent phase of the study. Groundwork is laid 
for a follow up study that will test and validate 
this framework. The findings of the study are yet 
to be finalised.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Awareness: To what extent an officer’s un-
derstands knowledge management, knowledge 
sharing and benefits he/she can get when sharing 
knowledge.

ICT Infrastructure: To what extent an officer 
feels ICT infrastructure available in his/her office 
such as computers, internet and computer networks 
affect his/her knowledge sharing behaviour.

ICT Know-How: To what extent an officer 
feels ICT training is sufficient and facilitate him/
her to share knowledge.

ICT Tools: To what extent an officer feels 
ICT tools such as groupware and computer-based 
information systems affect his/her knowledge 
sharing behaviour.

Job Satisfaction: The satisfaction level of an 
officer on daily works, job completion and col-
leagues’ help to overcome problem.

Office Layout: To what extent and officer feels 
his/her superiors, colleagues and subordinates’ 
offices, physically open or close, affect his/her 
knowledge sharing behaviour.

Organizational Culture: To what extent an 
officer feels organizational culture encourage 
knowledge sharing, helping each other, knowledge 
dissemination and teamwork.

Organizational Structure: To what extent 
an officer feels document confidentiality hinder 
information retrieval, organizational structure 
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hinder information flow and bureaucratic structure 
hinder knowledge sharing.

Personality: To what extent an officer finds 
himself/herself as extrovert or introvert, self 
confidence or self-centered and secure or security 
conscious.

Reward and Recognition: To what extent an 
officer feels incentives given by organization in 
terms of monetary, promotion and performance 
appraisal influence his/her knowledge sharing 
behaviour.

Trust: The confidence level of an officer on 
his/her colleagues’ expertise and help, and his/
her colleagues do not exploit him/her for their 
own interest.

Work Process: To what extent an officer feels 
procedures, levels, routines and policies in doing 
daily works affect his/her knowledge sharing 
behaviour.

This work was previously published in Knowledge Management in Emerging Economies: Social, Organizational and Cultural 
Implementation, edited by Minwir Al-Shammari, pp. 157-170, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint 
of IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT

The objective of this chapter is to study the effect 
of the color of e-learning platforms as an atmo-
spheric variable of the interface on the learning 
process. It focuses on two important variables: 
memorization and trust. First, it aims to explore 
the effect of color on the memorization of the 
educational content available in an e-learning 
platform. It investigates if the colored appearance 
of an e-learning system reinforces readability, 

suitability, and above all the memorizing process 
leading to learning. Second, it investigates the 
effect of color on trust in an e-learning platform 
and in the e-learning content. The chapter offers 
an examination of the role of the interface and the 
color in e-learning and memorization and pres-
ents trust in e-learning based on an exploratory 
qualitative study on how trust is developed in a 
website, as a result of the colors of the online 
interface. A case of an e-learning platform has 
been investigated to understand how the colors of 
the interface can enhance student memorization 
of the content as well as trust.
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1. INTRODUCTION

E-learning enhances the speed of training people, 
drastically reducing costs for educational institu-
tions and businesses facing an increasing need 
to train people rapidly. E-learning often relies on 
the goodwill of some teachers or practical ap-
proaches of companies specialized in e-learning. A 
growing body of literature has studied e-learning 
with several studies focusing on principles for 
e-learning design and implementation (Scott, 
Shurville, Maclean et al., 2007; Ettinger, Holton 
and Blass, 2006; Siqueira, Braz & Melo, 2007). 
Based on 29 research case studies of organizations 
implementing e-learning projects, Ettinger et al. 
(2006) present key areas that should be taken into 
consideration. These studies point out that quality 
content and user-friendly technology needs to be 
carefully chosen, as they are even more important 
than for traditional learning. Among the various 
issues that are associated with e-learning, the 
interface is of primary importance. As mentioned 
by Weinreich et al. (2006), a breakdown of page 
characteristics shows that users often do not take 
the time to read the available text or consider all 
links. An e-learning platform cannot suffer from 
this type of problem, since learners have to trust 
a system where the information is neither hidden 
nor difficult to identify. The latest can be partly 
solved by a professional use of colors, (a) of text 
and hyperlinks (foreground color) and (b) of 
background.

The web interface is the portion of the website 
that is visible to the web user (Dailey, 2004). In 
parallel, drawing from Kotler’s (1973) definition 
of brick and mortar atmospherics, web atmospher-
ics can be defined as the conscious design of web 
environments to create positive effects in users 
(e.g., positive affect, positive cognitions, etc.) in 
order to increase favorable responses (e.g., site 
revisiting, browsing, etc.) (Dailey, 2004). An 
important user behavioral response to a stimu-
lus such as a course presented on an e-learning 
platform to learners, can be the memorization 

of educational content. Drawing from previous 
studies in e-commerce (Pelet, 2008, 2010b), the 
atmospherics of the e-learning interface can argu-
ably have an important effect on memorization. 
However, with regard to research dealing with 
an element of the interface appearance, such as 
color, we have little information about the role in 
the process of memorization of e-learning content. 
Limited studies refer to this topic, and empirical 
studies dealing with the effect of interface con-
sistency or inconsistency on learning processes 
for e-learning remain still quite rare.

With the large amount of information presented 
on e-learning websites, memorization becomes an 
important factor for online learning since studies 
are facilitated when the learner can retain infor-
mation from one page to the next. This implies 
that memorization of information in an e-learning 
website may have an impact on learners ability to 
digest and understand the subject matter and may 
allow consequently for success at their exams. This 
can potentially be facilitated by the website colors. 
However, the relationship between memorization 
and learning online has not been investigated. In 
addition, there is a lack of research regarding color 
and its effect on memorization and learning in e-
learning websites. Hence, the education industry 
would probably find interesting results linking 
color, memorization and trust, since e-learning is 
close to e-commerce in terms of looking for and 
retaining information from a screen. Results from 
a previous research on the effects of color have 
proven how important this attribute of the inter-
face was for the perception of time for example. 
Gorn et al., (2004) focusing on the impact of the 
three color components on downloading time 
perception demonstrate that a lengthy waiting 
time influences the user’s appraisal of the web site 
and can lessen his/her desire to recommend it to 
others. The same could be evocated in a learning 
context, since learners increasingly go for “quick 
to acquire embrace” content.

This chapter investigates the effect of the 
color component on the memorization of online 
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educational content and trust. As Tricot and Plégat-
Soutjis, (2003) point out the visual use of a device 
such as the computer screen is only effective if it is 
perfectly consistent with the entire device. The user 
behaves with what he recognizes to make sense 
with the e-learning platform. This is the principle 
of affordance proposed by Gibson (1977), which 
corresponds to the suggestive capacity of action 
for an object, a button or a form. Affordance 
theory states that the world is perceived not only 
in terms of object shapes and spatial relationships 
but also in terms of object possibilities for action 
- perception drives action (Gibson, 1977). This 
is the reason why measuring the content of the 
information stored by respondents seems interest-
ing. It serves to make assumptions regarding the 
learners’ perception of the color appearance of 
the used e-learning platform since what a learner 
memorizes depends on what he understands ac-
cording to the e-learning platform interface and 
its variables such as colors.

Following Rhee et al.work (2005), who stud-
ied the question of the effect of consistency of 
interface on learning and the potential differences 
between groups of students skilled in computers 
versus novice students, our aim is also to inves-
tigate the effect of the colors of an e-learning 
interface on user trust. We posit that the colors 
of an e-learning environment can influence user 
perceptions regarding the trustworthiness of the 
e-learning platform, the educational content as well 
as the actors involved in the e-learning process. 
Our findings could provide both researchers and 
practitioners with new criteria for color contrast 
design issues in the era of e-learning.

As a first step, we review the factors aiding 
the memorization of the educational content dis-
cussed in the literature. We will then investigate 
the research issues related to the effects of the 
colors of websites that could improve our under-
standing in the field of e-learning. The chapter 
then presents the concept of trust by linking it to 
e-learning and how it can be influenced by the 
use of colors. The link between online trust and 

color is further examined with a qualitative study 
that is presented next. The study continues by 
providing an exploration of the effect of color on 
memorization and trust of e-learning users using 
a case study of an e-learning platform and brief 
conclusions end our chapter.

2. E-LEARNING INTERFACE

E-learning platforms are information systems are 
increasingly used in organizations in the business 
as well as the educational sector (Pelet, 2010a). 
Most of the users of such platforms are known as 
lifelong learners as the skills they acquire mean 
that they are continuously challenged and search 
for information (Reisman, 2003, 240). Some of 
these lifelong learners can also be gamersplayers. 
Literature suggests that 3-D virtual worlds such 
as Second-Life can be well suited for experiential 
learning environments (Jarmon & al., 2009). This 
looks like a new approach of e-learning.

Literature in the area of e-learning points out 
that the quality of educational software is signifi-
cantly related to its interface quality (e.g. Buzhardt 
et al., 2005; Cantoni et al., 2004; Chu and Chan, 
1998; Hinostroza & Mellar, 2001). Regardless of 
the technical type of the platform, desktop software 
or internet website, the interface remains equally 
problematic, dealing with the behaviour of the user, 
depending on its perception of the latest. The inter-
face quality of educational software or websites, 
moreover, has a serious impact on the learning 
outcome of the student (Gauss & Urbas, 2003; 
Jonassen & Wang, 1993). Crowther et al. (2004) 
argue that the impact of a poor interface design 
in education is more serious than in business. It 
impairs a student’s overall motivation, as well as 
their learning performance, and has serious moral 
and ethical implications. In essence, interactivity 
between student and interface has been considered 
as the most important aspect in several studies 
on how to improve quality of education through 
e-learning (Cantoni et al., 2004; Chou, 2003; 
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Ellis & Blashki, 2004; Gauss & Urbas, 2003). 
According to interface consistency theory, which 
deals with the interaction between the user and 
the interface, increasing the consistency levels of 
interface results in a significant decrease of error 
rates in computer and web-based tasks (Ozok & 
Salvendy, 2004).

On an e-learning platform, the learner views 
various web pages, which use different features 
such as color, animation, sound, text, animations, 
photos, textures, and graphics in order to draw 
the learner attention. Among the range of visual 
factors that define the web interface, color can be 
deemed to be of high importance. The interface 
is made of components which affect the visual 
and auditory ability to stimulate the senses of the 
learner, in order to perceive its emotional, cogni-
tive, psychological, physiological and behavioural 
functions through their changes. This is even 
verified referring to the psycho-environmental 
model from Mehrabian and Russel (1974), also 
called Stimuli-Organism-Response (SOR) model.

Before succeeding scoring on an e-learning 
platform, learners need to read and memorize. 
Students in an e-learning course have to analyze 
and synthesize the information they read on e-
learning websites. But they also have to memorize 
where this information was, and how to reach it 
quickly for getting results they want efficiently. 
They also have to memorize it if they want to fill 
a questionnaire. This is why memorization is so 
important for e-learning objectives, as a part of 
the entire process of learning online.

Literature on the development of computer-
assisted courses has provided for a long time 
inquiries on the use of text, color and graphics 
(Aspillaga, 1991, Livingston, 1991; Rubens & 
Krull, 1985; Soulier, 1988; Steinberg, 1991; Szabo 
& Poohkay, 1994). The most important difficulty 
in the development of such courses is to facilitate 
learning as much as possible in order to reduce 
the external cognitive load which is associated 
to the use of the tool and to the type of presenta-
tion in order to benefit to the intrinsic cognitive 

load related to acquiring content (Sweller, 1999). 
For this reason many techniques, combining for 
example graphics, images, videos and sounds, 
must be developed in this direction in order to 
optimize the storage capacity of the learner. It was 
shown that the learner memorized more content 
if both memory channels, audio and visual, were 
prompted at the same time (Mayer, 2001; Mayer 
& Gallini, 1990; Clark & Paivio, 1991; Ando & 
Ueno, 2008).

The visual channel refers to the reading and 
retention of content on an e-learning platform. 
Readability represents the reaction time required to 
find a target word when searching in a website (Hall 
& Hanna, 2004). Readability is rather informa-
tive in this stage with respect to basic processing, 
it does not address outcomes such as retention, 
which is based on the cognitive architecture. The 
term “cognitive architecture” refers to the manner 
in which cognitive structures are organized. The 
two most important of those aspects of human 
cognitive architecture relevant to visually based 
instructional design and around which there is 
broad agreement are the working memory and 
the long term memory (Sweller, 2002). While 
considerable work has been carried to the organi-
zation of human cognitive architecture (Sweller, 
2002), far less effort has gone into investigating 
the memorization of the information presented on 
e-learning platforms. De Groot’s (1965) work on 
chess (first published in 1946) demonstrated the 
critical importance of long-term memory to higher 
cognitive functioning. He showed that memory of 
board configurations taken from real games was 
critical to the performance of chess masters who 
were capable of visualising enormous numbers 
of board configuration. The skills depended on 
schemas held in long-term memory, thanks to the 
retention of information.

Retention is a very important factor for a 
learner facing a large number of information on 
the websites he/she must visit before answering 
to questions and pass courses. It is an important 
factor for e-learning applications, since the user’s 
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goal is usually to retain the information beyond 
the time the page is being read: in order to score 
at exams based on reading and retention of infor-
mation permitting to answer to questionnaires, 
memorization appears as the main way to score 
on e-learning courses. Thus, measures of higher 
level processing, such as retention remains an 
important topic in examining the effects of text-
background color combinations, for the success 
of e-learning websites.

3. EFFECT OF COLOR 
ON E-LEARNING

Studies have shown that 80% of the information 
processed by the brain of the Internet user comes 
from the sense of sight (Mattelart, 1996). This 
implies that the visual function of the learner is 
a key factor for e-learning. The visual function is 
linked to light, color, and various other dimensions. 
This visual function is important to consider since 
it has already been established that human beings 
appeared to be exceptionally sensitive to visual 
learning (Kobayashi, 1986) and that any use of 
visual content could enhance its acquisition. On 
the contrary, over-cognitive load associated with 
excessive use of graphical means do not seem to 
be productive. Indeed, research has shown that if 
learners are sensitive to fixed or animated images, 
this is even more true if these images facilitate 
navigation without overloading its access or its 
clarity (Wright et al, 2000). This is especially 
important for schools or educational institutions 
interested in embracing e-learning. Color and 
typeface are two important characteristics of 
visual stimuli that may affect visual performance 
(Shieh et al. 1997). Color can be an effective 
means to improve human-computer communica-
tion (Pastoor, 1990; Silverstein, 1987). Color is 
also commonly expected to provide an additional 
subjective benefit by making work seem more 
pleasant and trustworthy.

Although color is widely researched topic 
(Divard & Urien, 2001), to this day there is a lack 
of studies focusing on color in the online context. 
Color in websites has been studied within infor-
mation systems, especially in human-computer 
interaction, usability and e-commerce, recognized 
as a fundamental aspect in web interface design 
(Lee & Koubek, 2010; Wu et al., 2008; Coursaris 
et al., 2008; Kang & Corbitt, 2001). Research has 
found color to be an important factor in e-com-
merce, influencing website aesthetics (Agarwal 
and Hedge, 2008; Coursaris et al., 2008; Schmidt 
& Liu, 2005) e-retailer perceptions (Agarwal & 
Hedge, 2008), user preference for e-commerce 
web sites (Lee & Koubek, 2010). With the interac-
tion with the system, as well as the aesthetics of 
the interface being also of similar importance in 
the context of e-learning, it can be assumed that 
these works can imply a link between color and 
memorization and trust in e-learning,

Color is one of the components that take part 
in the physical consistency (Rhee et al. 2005). 
The physical consistency is part of the interface 
consistency of the e-learning platform. The lat-
est is also composed of communicational and 
conceptual consistency.

• Physical consistency is the consistency 
of the graphical appearance or the visual 
characteristics of an interface feature;

• Communicational consistency is the con-
sistency of the input and the output of the 
interface;

• Conceptual consistency is the consistency 
of metaphor applied to an interface fea-
ture or an action that is embodied within 
a feature.

Among the modes of visual recognition of the 
human being, color is at the origin of a significant 
number of work on the acquisition of knowledge, 
allowing to improve the development of printed 
materials (Moore & Dwyer, 1997). For example, 
we know that the structure of the text will affect 
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the memorising of some part of it (Kintsch, 1970; 
Meyer, 1975; Meyer et al, 1980). Color allows the 
learner to distinguish the learning object (Gibson, 
1966). It is also a major paralinguistic organizer, 
which means that a presentation can be graphical 
or temporal and allows presenting the displayed 
information in a structured manner. This effect is 
even more strengthened when it is associated with 
a color that allows either to focus on some of the 
text, or to categorize the information (Dwyer & 
Lamberski, 1982-83). The color should also be 
used as a learning strategy. The choice of colors 
used to raise specific issues or to prioritize the 
importance of information to be integrated into 
the thinking at the design stage is thus very im-
portant to take into consideration. This is to limit 
the potential risk of overloading. The concepts 
of learning and memory are thus directly related 
since the content of e-learning platforms and the 
colors used are key factors for the readability of 
information.

The graphic of the e-learning platform website, 
which represents the whole graphical presentation, 
contains basically two colors: the foreground color, 
also called tonic or dynamic color by webmasters, 
and the background color, which is the dominant 
one. This association reveals the contrast, which 
corresponds to a strong difference between a 
foreground and a background color, as defined by 
the W3C (Accessiweb, 2008). Its main function is 
to enhance the readability of the displayed infor-
mation, and a fortiori the memorization and the 
fact of passing the examination in the case of an 
e-learning platform. It seems therefore interesting 
to know what information is stored and what can 
be the successful completion of an examination 
related to a previously learned content through 
such a platform.

In any case, research about the impact of color 
on the effectiveness of online learning does not 
concern the use of color that much for an entire 
text, although the use of black text on white back-
grounds seem preferred to transfer knowledge 
(Hall & Hanna, 2004). As part of an experiment 

the purpose of which was to measure how much 
and what quality of information was retained by 
the consumer when he visited an e-commerce 
website, interesting results have emerged. They 
show that the memory score grows when colors 
of foreground and background are chromatic, i.e. 
different than black and white and their intermedi-
ate greys (Pelet, 2008). Interaction effects of hue 
and brightness operate on free recall, especially 
when background and foreground colors, i.e. 
green and yellow in the context of the evocated 
experimentation, are used.

Memorization is a very important factor for 
the large number of information-based websites 
that currently exist. It is important for e-learning 
applications, since the user goal is usually to retain 
the information beyond the time the page is being 
read. In order to understand the effects of color 
on consumer memorization we have to take into 
account the quality and quantity of information a 
user has memorized while visiting an e-learning 
website. We posit that memorization varies ac-
cording to the colors of the website, and especially 
according to the contrast between the dominant 
and dynamic colors, in agreement with the work of 
Hall and Hanna (2004). In general, information is 
stored according to an encoding process enabling 
one to sort out information thanks to criteria which 
will then allow one to retrieve this information. 
The role of these criteria is to connect a piece of 
information to other similar information already 
stored (Ladwein, 1999).

4. E-LEARNING AND TRUST

Trust has traditionally been a complex, multi-
dimensional and context-specific phenomenon 
(Lewis & Weigert, 1985; Butler, 1991; Barber, 
1983). It has been the topic of numerous research 
studies in various disciplines, including psychol-
ogy, sociology, economics and marketing. It has 
long been identified as a key factor in any kind of 
relationship and has been shown to be of particular 
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importance in traditional as well as in electronic 
settings, such as e-commerce (Gefen et al., 2003; 
Papadopoulou, 2007).

As is evidenced in the literature, trust is char-
acterized by a lack of consensus regarding its 
definition. It is a multi-faceted concept, resulting 
in a collection of multiple, diverse definitions of 
trust, which is evidenced across all disciplines 
where trust has been studied. Divided in two 
dominant conceptualizations, trust is viewed by 
many as a belief or expectation implying a notion 
of confidence and trustworthiness stemming from 
the partner’s expertise, reliability, or intentions 
(Blau, 1964; Pruitt, 1981). Under this stream of 
research, the concept of trust has also been widely 
studied under the notion of beliefs about trust rel-
evant attributes of the trustee, largely referring to 
the perceived benevolence, competence, integrity 
and predictability of the trustee (McKnight et al., 
1998). From another perspective, trust is seen as a 
behavioral intention or willingness to be vulner-
able and rely on another party, accepting the risk 
and uncertainty emanating from the assumption 
that the party will behave within accepted norms 
(Williamson, 1975; Coleman, 1990; Deutsch, 
1960). Researchers adopting this view have sepa-
rated beliefs from trust conceptualizations and 
defined them as antecedents of trust (Mayer et 
al., 1995). While discriminating between beliefs 
and behavioral intention, a third research stream 
has argued that both are necessary components 
of trust (Moorman et al., 1992; McAllister, 1995; 
McKnight et al., 1998).

Trust is an important factor in the decision of 
people when they choose others with whom to 
interact (McKnight et al. 1998, Zaheer et al. 1998). 
In the case of an e-learning platform, the learner, 
in order to use it, decides if the interface can be 
trusted or not or if the lecturer can be trusted or 
not depending on whether the content displayed 
on the screen is acceptable for him. Several fac-
tors may explain why high initial levels of trusting 
beliefs and intentions might be observed (Stewart, 
2003). These include individuals’ disposition to 

trust (Rotter, 1967), the existence of assurance 
mechanisms (Zucker, 1986), security felt in the 
situation in which the trust target is encountered 
(Lewis and Weigart, 1985), calculations regarding 
the incentives and penalties to the target of acting 
in a trustworthy manner (Lewicki and Bunker, 
1996), and cognitive processes such as stereotyp-
ing and categorization (McKnight et al., 1998).

Trust has recently been identified as being an 
important parameter in e-learning. Anwar and 
Greer (2008) characterise trust as a cornerstone 
of safe and engaging e-learning environment. 
Orton-Johnson (2009) has shown a high tendency 
of students not to use e-learning material attribut-
ing it to their trust in traditional texts as authentic 
academic knowledge and an instrumental and stra-
tegic approach to study. Arguably, in the context 
of e-learning, trust can be an important variable 
for e-learner behavior. As e-learning involves 
the use of an electronic, usually online, means, 
it changes the learning process and creates new 
challenges, with trust being one of them.

Trust in the context of e-learning can include 
several aspects that affect the success of an e-
learning system. In order to effectively adopt and 
use an e-learning system, users should have trust 
in the e-learning system or platform. This refers 
to the interface and the characteristics offered by 
the platform. In addition, users should have trust 
in the content provided in the e-learning platform. 
This trust aspect is very important for e-learning 
since if users do not believe that the content of 
an e-learning system is reliable and trustworthy, 
they will not use the e-learning system or they 
will not exploit its advantages to a maximum. 
Trust is also related to the actors involved in 
the e-learning platform, i.e. students, educators, 
moderators/administrators, content providers. The 
trust of the users of an e-learning system may 
vary among the actors according to their role and 
their content provision. For instance, students of 
an e-learning platform may have more trust in 
the content provided by an educator than in the 
content provided by other students.
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Color, as an important interface element, is 
expected to influence user perceptions regarding 
the trustworthiness of the e-learning system. A 
previous study has shown that trust was considered 
as an important variable to consider when accom-
plishing a research on the effects of color interfaces 
on users. In particular, color proved to be directly 
linked to the trustworthiness felt when facing an 
interface where the association of background 
and foreground colors reinforces readability and 
memorization of the content. Indeed, the contrast 
reinforces the buying intention when it is accurate 
(Pelet & Papadopoulou, 2010). In a similar vein, 
color can be associated with the trust that a user 
creates in an e-learning environment. The effect 
of color on trust can be attributed to the colors 
used as well as to the contrast of foreground and 
background colors. The colors, in terms of hue, 
saturation and brightness as well as the contrast 
can provide interface characteristics, such as 
ease-of-use, which can be perceived by the user 
as signals of trustworthiness. The colors used 
in an e-learning platform could affect user trust 
in the e-learning content, as well as trust in the 
educator/tutor of the platform or in other actors 
contributing content to the e-learning platform. 
In this direction, an investigation of the effect of 
color on trust perceptions of an e-learning user will 
facilitate our understanding regarding the effect 
of color on e-learning. This study will focus on 
trust in an e-learning system largely referring to 
trust in the content as well as the teacher of the 
e-learning platform.

5. THE EFFECT OF COLOR 
ON ONLINE TRUST: A 
QUALITATIVE STUDY

An exploratory qualitative study was conducted 
in order to understand the relationship between 
color and trust (Pelet & Papadopoulou, 2010). 
The objective of the study was to investigate 
how user trust in a website is influenced by the 

colors of the interface. The study was based on the 
literature and the former studies examining these 
websites. We wanted to understand what made the 
respondents feel that they could trust a website 
they already have used. Our data collection aimed 
at identifying and classifying the elements which 
referred to the trust felt by users during a website 
visit, as a result of the colors.

The study was conducted using semi-structured 
interviews with 21 persons, regular users and 
skilled ones, close to web designers in terms of use 
of the web. We asked interviewees to speak about 
past visits to websites of their choice. The interview 
guide was structured and open and allowed us to 
collect data related to the subjects experience in 
websites. We adopted a neutral attitude with regard 
to them so as not to influence them in the way 
they answered. Interviews were conducted using 
what interviewees recalled from their past visit on 
websites. To ensure that the respondents only used 
their memory to provide information about their 
browsing websites, it was not possible for them to 
look at a screen showing a website interface during 
the interview (Jallais, 2006). The reason for which 
we investigated the memory can be understood 
by the following example. When people learn in 
traditional or electronic classrooms by relying on 
what they stored in their brain regarding courses 
information (date, equation, theoretical concept, 
etc), they rely on what they memorized. Indeed, in 
everyday life there is no trigger helping learners 
recall the content of an e-learning website they 
visited or compare it with another course. Most 
of the time, learners can not visit the e-learning 
website where they found relevant information 
while they walk in the street. In case they can try 
and compare courses information for example, 
they can only trust what they stored in their long 
term memory. It seemed therefore relevant to 
conduct our interviews by respecting the same 
conditions as real life ones.

The objectives of the qualitative study were 
pursued on the basis of the following questions:
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• Is color one of the atmospheric elements 
of websites that is important for Internet 
users?

• Do Internet users feel particular emotions 
while using a website? If yes, does color 
affect the emotions of the users?

• Do Internet users trust a website thanks 
to the colors as a variable of the website 
atmosphere?

• Does a website’s color affect user percep-
tions of a website? How is trust influenced?

• Does color affect users trust and percep-
tions about a website in a positive or in a 
negative way?

5.1. Respondents Characteristics

The exploratory qualitative study took part in 
France with French respondents. A total of 21 
subjects participated in the study, 43% of which 
were female. The age of the sample population 
ranged from 31 to 57 years old. The majority of 
the participants (15 persons) were regular Internet 
users, while 6 of them were webmasters. The 
representation of webmasters and regular users 
according to the users numbers used in the study 
is summarized in Table 1. The interviews were 
based on websites related to different activities 
according to the interviewed persons and their 
habits. Different websites related to everything 
about selling were also used for description since 
selling products and courses can be compared ac-
cording to us. Websites dedicated to downloads 
for webmasters also came to the discussion with 
the interviewed webmasters, such as Flashloaded 
for example.

5.2. Data Analysis

Data were analyzed following the different stages 
of content analysis suggested by Vernette and 
Giannelloni (1994). Interviews can be analyzed 
in multiple ways following the research objec-
tives (Evrard, Pras and Roux, 2003), which in 

our case was to explore the importance of color 
in trust and in what ways it was important. The 
responses were coded and the preliminary readings 
(Bardin, 1996) allowed us to identify the items. 
A cluster by topic and frequency of appearance 
of the variables followed. We respected a certain 
number of stages in identifying the subjects and the 
useful semantic units, as in any content analysis. 
The qualitative data were analyzed with a table 
summarizing all the results of our respondents, 
where each construct was assigned a ‘1’ value for 
every instance. For each respondent, we analyzed 
the interview and we extracted instances of trust 
that were mentioned and that were related to 
color. We then grouped the ‘result’ columns of 
all our respondents in the final table in order to 
understand precisely what the answers meant. This 
corresponded to a total of 22 columns, with cells 
having either a ‘1’ value or being empty. Rows 
in this table indicated the different themes issued 
from the interview guide. Topics and words related 
to a precise field appeared in a ‘result’ column, 
showing the frequency of appearance of each 
construct. The results are summarized in Table 1.

This exploratory qualitative analysis enabled 
us to note that color was actually an integral part 
of the websites interfaces. A number of elements, 
presented in Table 1, were revealed as important 
to user perceptions, as a result of the colors used. 
The elements, which appear essential to the in-
terface due to the impact of color, can be mainly 
grouped into:

• elements related to usage - putting the 
organization of the site as a main factor, 
thanks to its clarity and the readability of 
its tree structure: this serves in favor of 
building trust

• elements allowing a rapid navigation with-
in the site, by the provision of search en-
gines in particular: this plays in favor of 
memorization since no time is wasted.
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6. THE CASE OF KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT AND CONTENT 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM KMCMS

In this section we attempt to investigate how 
the interface of an e-learning environment and 
particularly the use of the colors can influence 
memorization and trust. A 6-years experience 
(between 2003 and 2009) using a knowledge 
management platform and content management 
system, is presented. Our description and pictures 
are extracted from an actually in use e-learning 
platform, Knowledge Management and Content 

Management System (KMCMS). KMCMS is 
an online learning tool, in the form of a wiki, 
designed to help students to prepare their major 
projects in different courses. The wiki was built 
in 2003 and today, around 1500 contributions 
dedicated to very precise topics are available inn 
it. Project-related material, home works or major 
projects such as dissertations, has to be easily pub-
lishable and accessible for editing by any student 
logged on the platform. As time passes, more and 
more students publish their work (syntheses of 
academic papers, journalistic ones or reviews of 
literature on a particular topic) making it avail-

Table 1. Qualitative analysis results summary 

Respondent 
No

Respondent 
expertise Trust Color Effect

1 RU rich website, interactivity, cold, austere, minimalism of the interface

2 RU Reassuring, facilitate the link visibility, content is put to the fore, convenience of website, usability 
procures help

3 RU delimitate zones, ergonomics (search engines), zones facilitate tracking, harmonious, ergonomics helps 
the user

4 W fluid navigation, clear, playful, harmonious, playability to use the whole website

5 RU delimitate zones, reassuring, sober, facilitate tracking of links, clarity of the presentation

6 RU rapidity, communicate, practical, enlighten, fluidity of actions

7 W feeling of speed, cold, beautiful, not practical website, high level of information aspect

8 RU enhances the content, boring, clarity, beautiful, sober

9 RU Vivid, speed, convivial, procure advice, help information is simple

10 RU make dream, deceive, lack of trust, poor information, poverty of information deceives

11 RU clarity, aggressive, conviviality, no respect of the consumer, violent colors aggress users

12 RU trusted website, secure website, competence, feeling of speed, fluidity reassures

13 RU absorbed, professionalism of the website, ergonomics, feeling to save time, information structure serves 
information content

14 W pleasure, ease of use, practicality, ease of finding information, ease of use thanks to color contrasts

15 W distrust, poverty of information, conviviality, cheap look, vivid colors don’t enhance trust

16 RU absorbed, give advice, feeling of saving time, reliability, conciseness of information helps the user

17 W richness of information, deception, rapidity of finding information, indecision, too much information 
doesn’t serve the website

18 RU rapidity to find information, attractive prices, stress, boredom, simplicity and aesthetic aspect

19 W lot of choice in the catalog, suspicious, practicality, beautiful, aesthetic, richness of information and right 
choice of color family

20 RU indecision, sober, easy-to-learn website, fluidity of information, clear zones of explanations help users

21 RU purchase without pressure, conviviality, complex way of buying, espionage, conviviality and simplicity
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able for the overall community of students. The 
phenomenon is thus becoming autonomous since 
students get help from the contribution of other 
students, and also help the others to find easily 
what they could be interested in by working on it, 
adding their “knowledge”. One of the key factors 
of success of such a tool lies in the search engine 
mechanism that is embedded into the system to 
accelerate search and results found. This is one 
of our findings since any student working on this 
platform refers to this search engine first. As for 
any User Generated Content website, the role of 
the lecturer is to moderate each new contribution 
by asking the student to modify it if necessary.

This platform aims at sharing knowledge is-
sued from reading papers (academic publications, 
student projects, books, managerial cases, etc), 
on a social network platform. The possibility to 
create pages with synthesis of academic readings 
or work experience projects, to communicate with 
other students or to present works from the plat-
form to the wall of a room during “live” lessons, 
by using PowerPoint presentations for example, 
contributes to share this way of learning. The 
platform is therefore a powerful e-learning tool 
built on the restitution of readings from different 
levels (students, professors) and in different top-

ics related to marketing, information systems and 
design themes, focusing on consumer behavior, 
ergonomics or usability on the Internet. These 
topics represent the main themes evocated by 
authors during lectures or across their academic 
publications. The same principles as those already 
used in the e-business industry are followed in the 
educational sector, with ratings and log files so as 
to understand the user behavior more precisely. 
Log files can show what content is read first, 
what page is the most popular and so on, exactly 
like a teacher does with an e-learning platform. 
(Figure 1).

6.1. Exploring Memorization and 
Trust

On the home page of this e-learning platform, 
students can easily see what is new about a lec-
ture or a topic and what they have to do for their 
lesson. Once logged onto the e-learning platform, 
the trust of students in the e-learning platform in-
creases thanks to the facility to view each lecture 
and the provided URL allowing to go to the page 
of a lesson, case or literature in one click. Colors 
of schools or Institution logotypes reinforce the 

Figure 1. Log file from kmcms.net
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feeling of trust that students need to have when 
logging on this type of website. (Figure 2)

Like on any e-learning platform, a search 
engine helps the student to look for any type of 
content. (Figure 3)

After having typed their request, students can 
filter the search results by title, abstracts, key-
words, authors, date of creation and content. In 
order to enhance the trust of the student in the 
results found, the word typed in the search engine 
is highlighted with a fluorescent yellow color on 
the results page. It helps the student to identify if 
the word comes from the title, abstract or any 
other part of the offered results. For example, 
when typing «color», in the search engine, 223 
pages have been found in the database. As 
Maruyama and Akahori (2008) have shown, the 
use of color to highlight certain words in a text is 
effective in memorizing when one word only was 
highlighted. The first results appear on the pages 
as shown below (Figure 4).

The possibility to ask for the “search in context” 
also exists; its function is to avoid for the student 
to open each page obtained among the results of 
the “results page”. This feature can be very useful 
as it could indeed be dramatically long to check 
223 pages to look for an information in this case. 
In this way, facilitating their search and reducing 
the time required for locating results, students 
trust as well as memorization are increased. The 
search engine offers answers containing the ab-
stract, titles and keywords from pages of the 

Figure 2. Homepage of the e-learning platform

Figure 3. Search engine of the e-learning platform
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databases. By providing paragraphs in the answer, 
containing the 200 characters before and the 200 
characters after the word typed in the search en-
gine, it is then unnecessary to open the page linked 
to the results page, since the student understands 
in which domain the typed word belongs to, in 
order to appear on the e-learning platform. The 
fact that there is no need to open unuseful pages 
enhances students trust towards the e-learning 
system. The system saves the students time, and 
enhances their trust in proceeding with their next 
request. It also reduces students effort to retaining 
the content found. Here is an example of the 
“search in context” result, when the word “hu-
meurs” has been typed in the search engine (Fig-
ure 5).

This e–learning platform is usable for old or 
low vision students. An option offers the possibil-
ity to enlarge and decrease the size of the fonts 
used on the e-learning platform. This is espe-

cially relevant when the student has to prepare a 
presentation and then present it in the classroom 
using a video transmitter. There is no need to bring 
the presentation on a USB stick, since it can be 
viewed directly from this platform and projected 
to a white board. It is simple to increase the size 
of the font by pressing several times on the links, 
dedicated to this functionality (A, a), and the 
presentation thus appears in a proper manner on 
the screen. (Figure 6).

There is also a possibility to change both the 
foreground (text) and background colors, by using 
a scroll bar that modifies the hue, brightness and 
saturation levels of both of them. This functional-
ity improves the quality of the readability. The 
system appears to be particularly relevant for 
colorblind students (8% of males and 0,5% of 
females), studying in their proper conditions of 
colors when setting the colored appearance of the 
screen thanks to this functionality. It therefore 

Figure 4. Results of the search engine request appear thanks to a highlighted word
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contributes in enhancing students memorization 
of the content as well as their trust in the e-
learning platform. (Figure 6).

Here is an example of the platform after being 
modified on the color level (Figure 7).

The customization of e-learning systems for 
computing novices appears like a way to bridge 
the gap in education equity according to Rhee, 
Moon and Choe (2005). The possibility offered 
to modify the aspect of the interface can also 
contribute to play in favor of the sustainable de-
velopment since learners can use proper tools in 
this direction. Dark screens effectively participate 
to save the electric energy of the screen. Thereby, 
e-learning contributes to protect the environment 
by the use of a function aiming at modifying the 

colors of the interface by preserving a good read-
ability to stay concentrated.

A vertical navigation bar is also provided as 
part of the KMCMS interface. The description of 
the possibilities offered is explained between the 
two images (Figures 8 & 9).

In the vertical navigation bar, each domain, 
lecture, field etc. corresponds to a proper color, 
enabling the students to look for a particular 
content more easily, by recognizing the color 
dedicated to it.

The figures into brackets provide information 
to the student: the number of pages available for 
the lecture/field etc. This is another way to en-
hance student memorization of content and trust 
towards the whole system.

Figure 5. Results in context save students time by showing the result pages without opening them
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Figure 6. An e-learning platforms option allows to modify the size of the text, and the colors of both 
text and background

Figure 7. Appearance of the e-learning platform once its colors have been modified
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One can notice that in order to make the con-
tent easier to read, the navigation bar uses a light 
grey font: a pale color making it discrete during 
an “unused period” (Figure 8), whereas once the 
cursors is on rollover, on the e-business section on 
Figure 9, the grey becomes darker. It is supposed 
to help the student to read the menu of the naviga-
tion bar more easily thanks to a better contrast.

The same colors also appear when the student 
looks for content which is available on the plat-
form. The domain of the content is then easier to 
recognize since the student approximately knows 
what he is looking for on the system. This can be 
even more relevant if he knows exactly which color 
corresponds to the lecture he has to read, learn 
and memorize. It is also another way to enhance 
his trust towards the system. It is noticeable that 

the number of pictures contained in each page is 
written in another color in order to provide infor-
mation that can help the student, especially if he 
looks for particular content. (Figure 10)

When a page is opened, it offers a common 
visual aspect in order to help students know where 
the information is on the interface. The content 
of the box (n°1 in Figure 11) uses the same back-
ground color as the title of the navigation bar 
already presented, and the same color of the course 
‘color’. This box - green on the following picture 
- always provides information such as:

• the date the page has been created,
• the domain it takes part of on the platform,
• the name(s) of the author(s) of the al-

ready read publication, in the case of a 
publication,

Figure 8. Each lecture owns its proper color, they 
reveal the different lectures that are available on 
the e-learning platforms at once

Figure 9. On rollover, the vertical navigation bar 
has a bigger contrast to get a better readability
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• the abstract of the page and the keywords 
chosen by the editor.

By preserving this consistency in the interface, 
the students are facilitated in memorizing the 
content and in trusting the platform.

A control bar (n°2 in Figure 11) is also placed 
on the right hand-side of the page, in order to fa-
cilitate the most repeated actions on the e-learning 
platform. This control bar will be described below. 
Finally, the content (n°3 in Figure 11) always ap-
pear in a proper format making reading easy, thanks 
to the chosen font, length of each line, size of the 
underline, and of course, use of styles such as bold, 
italic, underline and colors, following ergonomics 
guidelines (Figure 11). All these characteristics 
and their combination are important for increas-

ing students memorization of the content and also 
their trust in the e-learning system.

The control bar appearing on each page of the 
e-learning platform is a tool which is particularly 
relevant when the time spent on the platform is 
important. Each button has effectively a proper 
role that will activate the navigation by making 
it more fluid. The control bar is very important 
for students trust and memorization, particularly 
in navigating and using the interface (Figure 12).

Like in any content management system, a 
wiki platform enables the student to edit the con-
tent in a simple way (Figure 13). Each cell of the 
edition page is modifiable, and offers the common 
tools available in the Web 2.0 Internet commu-
nity. Thus, a student can choose the font, its size 
and color; insert a link, an image, a flash or video 

Figure 10. Each page offers an aspect that is differentiated thanks to colors
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content, and bullets and so on. This is very com-
mon nowadays, but it contributes to a better ap-
propriation of the content by students when they 
decide to modify any part of it on their own. This 

is useful in enhancing trust in the content, based 
on personalized, student by student, content man-
agement.

Figure 11. Each page has a common interface in order to facilitate the memorization of the content

Figure 12.The control helps the student to gain time by accessing quickly to the main functionalities of 
the platform during a session on the platform
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In order to further augment student trust in the 
e-learning platform as well as in the e-learning 
content, the system shows when the page has been 
updated (Figure 14).

An e-learning platform, like a social network, 
can help students develop trust and stay loyal by 
offering them the possibility to comment what 
the professor says, or what their colleagues say. 
It obviously stimulates the dialog and enhances 
the trust towards the platform, especially if stu-
dents are solicited to comment the content of 
pages. It also helps in memorizing the sequence 

of activities related to specific content. These 
comments can be described after the content of a 
lecture. An administration of these comments has 
not been useful for the last 6 years since students 
need to log in, being therefore identifiable by the 
professor (Figure 15).

Exams or whole class projects can also take 
part of the content of the e-learning platform, 
permitting the lecturer to follow the class progress 
in a single view. This feature facilitates not only 
students trust but also the educator trust in the 
e-learning platform. It also aids in keeping in 

Figure 13. Each part of the content of each page of the e-learning platform can be modified easily 
thanks to a wiki system
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Figure 14. The use of connectors serves the content since it provides information such as the date it has 
been updated among other functionnalities

Figure 15. Comments of the page enrich its content, and enhance trust towards the platform
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memory the status of a project and the progress 
of students. It is then possible to think larger and 
work on major projects involving a whole group 
of students for example (Figure 16).

7. CONCLUSION

The design of an e-learning platform is of 
paramount importance for e-learning success, 
influencing learner interaction and behavior. 
This is in line with a large stream of research 
in information systems which have studied web 
design and have shown that web site quality and 
web site characteristics influence online consumer 
behavior (Torkzadeh & Dhillon, 2002; Singh et 

al., 2005; Hampton-Sosa & Koufaris, 2005). Color 
constitutes an important variable for the design of 
e-learning platforms, as reported in information 
system studies, especially in usability, human-
computer interaction and e-learning literature (Lee 
& Koubek, 2010; Coursaris et al., 2008; Agarwal 
& Hedge 2008; McKracken et al., 2004).

Memorization is a key goal of an e-learning 
system, ultimately aiming to make students learn 
and retain the educational content available. At 
the same time, trust in the e-learning platform is 
necessary in order for users to effectively adopt 
e-learning. The advanced usability of an e-learning 
platform offered by a careful selection of colors 
can enhance students trust in the e-learning plat-
form and the available content. Our conclusion 

Figure 16. An entire class can work on a single page easily, for big projects for example
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follows Rhee, Moon and Choe (2005) results, 
showing that skilled students are generally more 
sensitive to interface consistency than novice 
students. The trust felt thanks to a proper assem-
blage of colors can enhance the appropriation 
of the e-learning platforms and help novices to 
become skilled, in order to perform more quickly 
and easily to exams. This study extends previous 
research on color in the context of e-learning and 
website design and contributes to existing infor-
mation systems literature offering findings with 
important implications. Our study is the first, to 
our knowledge, that examines memorization in 
the context of e-learning. We introduce trust as a 
factor influencing memorization, contributing to 
the existing body of literature on antecedents of 
memorization in e-learning. We also examined two 
factors influencing memorization, color and trust.

The contribution of our study to information 
systems and more specifically e-learning literature 
mainly lies in providing findings on color that 
can inform and guide the design of websites in 
e-learning so that they are effective for attracting 
learner interest. By looking into trust, as a vari-
able, which is an antecedent of retention and is 
influenced by color, our study further contributes 
in information systems. The research implications 
are most important for trust, as it is proposed as 
a new factor predicting memorization of online 
learners.

Our results on the effect of color on trust and 
memorization are not only relevant to e-learning 
web design but to web interface design in general 
and are also of value for research in web aesthetics, 
usability and human-computer interaction. Hence, 
our findings are relevant and important to infor-
mation systems researchers, particularly to those 
active in the areas of usability, human-computer 
interaction and e-learning or the intersection of 
these areas.

These results must be related to the studies 
conducted by Silverstein (1987) who noticed that 
monochrome screens entailed more eyestrain and 
overall tiredness. Therefore, e-lecturers should be 

aware of this and choose carefully the colors that 
they will use on their site so as to adjust them to 
their target. They should also take into account 
the aesthetic and functional impact of those col-
ors: their contrast facilitates finding information 
on a webpage. Learners recall information more 
easily when they had difficulty reading on an 
e-learning website.
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Chapter  4.18

ABSTRACT

The Japanese contribution to knowledge manage-
ment results from the work of Ikujiro Nonaka and 
his colleagues, who developed an Organisational 
Knowledge Creation Theory. In fact, throughout 
the literature the importance of these scholars 
in knowledge management is evidently recog-
nisable. However, it is important to understand 
this theoretical contribution in the context of the 
socio-cultural background that pervades it. For 
that reason, this chapter explores the relation-
ship between the Japanese school of knowledge 
management and the socio-cultural systems of 
Japan. Furthermore, the chapter also demonstrates 
that this relationship disrupts organisation’s ba (a 
field of knowledge creation and sharing), and as 

a consequence some social dilemmas arise, most 
importantly a degradation of trust.

INTRODUCTION

Japanese business scholar Ikujiro Nonaka and 
his colleagues developed an organisational 
knowledge creation theory as a basic theory of 
knowledge-based management, rooted mainly 
in their observations of Japanese manufacturing 
firms such as Honda, Sony, Kao, Canon and NEC. 
They recognised that the competitive advantage 
of Japanese firms in the international market has 
derived from the skill and ability of these firms with 
regard to organisational knowledge creation. This 
theory is composed of four conceptual elements: 
a socialisation-externalisation-combination-
internalisation (SECI) model, ba (spatial and time 
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settings of organisational knowledge creation), 
knowledge assets, and knowledge leadership. 
The theory is based on a number of ideas such as 
tacit knowledge (Polanyi, 1966; 1958), the logic 
of ba or place (Nishida, 1933; 1911), teleonomic 
evolutionary theory (Imanishi, 1976), and holons, 
fluctuation, self-organisation and ba in bioholonics 
(Shimizu, 1992; 1978). Many of these ideas are 
based on Eastern thought.

This chapter deals with knowledge creation 
and sharing in Japanese organisations, focusing 
on organisational knowledge creation theory (e.g., 
Nonaka & Konno, 1998; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 
1995) and Japanese socio-cultural characteristics, 
including uchi/soto awareness, insular collectiv-
ism and the hon’ne/tatemae tradition (Adams, 
Murata & Orito, 2009). In particular, the nature 
of the ba/field, in which knowledge creation and 
sharing activities are made, is examined from a 
Japanese socio-cultural perspective. In that ex-
amination, the author explores how knowledge 
creation and sharing in Japanese organisations 
is enhanced or restricted by the cultural charac-
teristics of Japanese society. Success and failure 
factors in organisational knowledge creation and 
sharing are the targets of the investigation in this 
chapter. This clarifies intrinsic Japanese elements 
embedded in the knowledge creation theory and 
could be useful for non-Japanese organisations 
in applying the theory.

The structure of the remainder of this chapter is 
as follows. The next section describes the ideas and 
the background of the organisational knowledge 
creation theory, based on the studies of Nonaka 
and his colleagues. The following section exam-
ines the relationships between the organisational 
knowledge creation theory and Japanese culture. 
The last section investigates how ba, as a field 
of knowledge creation and sharing, should be 
managed in Japanese business organisations to 
permit them to achieve successful knowledge 
creation and sharing in Japanese socio-cultural 
circumstances.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
ORGANISATIONAL KNOWLEDGE 
CREATION THEORY

Information Creation as a 
Self-Organising Activity

The organisational knowledge creation theory 
was originally developed as the antithesis of the 
scientific or analytical strategic planning theory 
(e.g., Abel & Hammond, 1979). Nonaka (1985) 
noted that the adoption of analytical strategic man-
agement methodologies such as product portfolio 
management in uncertain economic environments 
triggered the paralysis by analysis syndrome in 
many firms, in which strategic staff tend to ex-
aggerate quantitative analysis and consequently 
design infeasible strategic plans. He also pointed 
out that modern organisational theory and con-
tingency theory are useless in the ever-changing 
business environment, and stressed the necessity 
of evolution of business organisations by shifting 
their focus of strategic and organisational design 
from the analysis of market environments to the 
creation of information or new ways of thinking 
and behaving.

Nonaka’s arguments are based on scientific 
research into areas such as dissipative structure 
(Nicolis & Prigogine, 1977), synergetics (Haken, 
1983), teleonomic evolutionary theory (Imanishi, 
1976) and bioholonics (Shimizu, 1978), among 
others. Bioholonics addresses life phenomena, and 
characterises a living system as a self-organising 
system where holons (autonomous components 
of a living system) create a new order for the 
whole system cooperatively, with each constituent, 
through fluctuation and entrainment. Applying the 
ideas of these scientific findings to the manage-
ment of organisations, Nonaka described the nature 
of business organisation evolution and concluded 
that it essentially involves the creation of informa-
tion through self-organising activities proactively 
conducted by organisational members in an intra-
organisational environment designed to enhance 
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the self-organising processes. According to his 
theory, typical evolutionary or self-innovative 
organisations have the following characteristics:

• they face rapidly changing business 
environments;

• they develop an organisational scheme to 
create internal fluctuation by generating 
chaos, diversity and/or uncertainty;

• internal individuals and groups are con-
tinually provided organisational sup-
port to behave autonomously to generate 
fluctuation;

• they develop a management scheme 
to enhance innovative destruction and 
self-transcendence;

• they develop an organisational mechanism 
to promote entrainment or synchronisation 
of fluctuation generated by internal indi-
viduals and/or groups;

• they enhance information/knowledge shar-
ing among organisational members to de-
velop learning organisations;

• their evolution is not random, but 
teleonomic.

Organisational Knowledge 
Creation and Management

Tacit and Explicit Knowledge

Scepticism about the practical effectiveness of 
the information processing paradigm (Galbraith, 
1973; March & Simon, 1958; Simon, 1957), in 
which organisations are characterised as entities 
that process information to adapt to the uncertain 
environment surrounding them through solving 
problems given in the environment, and the belief 
that organisations are entities that proactively 
change their environment through creating in-
formation and knowledge motivated Nonaka 
(1990) to formulate the organisational knowledge 
creation theory. Based on the traditional theory of 
knowledge and Polanyi’s concept of tacit knowing 

(Polanyi, 1966; 1958), he recognised that knowl-
edge has two aspects or phases: explicit and tacit. 
The former is objective and rational knowledge 
that can be expressed in words and numerals, and 
shared among people in terms of formulae, data, 
procedures, universal principles and so on. The 
latter is subjective and experiential knowledge, 
and expressing this type of knowledge clearly in 
words and/or numerals is difficult.

Somewhat unlike Polanyi’s definition, Non-
aka’s tacit knowledge, containing technical skills 
like know-how and cognitive skills like mental 
models (Johnson-Laird, 1983), is considered to 
have a cyclic and complementary relationship 
with explicit knowledge. Tacit knowledge can 
be converted into explicit knowledge in certain 
organisational settings using metaphor and anal-
ogy as a tool for the conversion. Polanyi, on the 
other hand, considered that tacit knowledge is 
hidden behind explicit knowledge and that it is 
impossible, or at least extremely difficult, to make 
tacit knowledge explicit. Once tacit knowledge 
is articulated or converted into explicit knowl-
edge, it becomes sharable among members in 
an organisation. The converted knowledge can 
then be internalised to enrich the existing tacit 
knowledge possessed by individual members. 
Nonaka’s knowledge creation theory was based 
on the belief that knowledge is created and ex-
panded through the transition between tacit and 
explicit knowledge.

Nonaka also considered that someone’s tacit 
knowledge could be transferred to others. This is 
typically observed in the process of training of an 
artisan or a martial artist. This transfer is called 
socialisation. Another type of knowledge creation 
is that of combination, which represents the pro-
cess of creating new explicit knowledge through 
the combination of existing explicit knowledge.

Of the four modalities of knowledge creation, 
articulation, conversion of tacit knowledge into 
explicit knowledge, and internalisation, conver-
sion of explicit knowledge into tacit knowledge, 
are fundamental because they deeply relate to 
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self and subjectivity, and therefore enhance self-
organisation. On the other hand, socialisation and 
combination create surface or phenomenological 
knowledge.

Individual and Organisational 
Knowledge Creation

Nonaka (1990) correctly recognised that an or-
ganisation cannot create knowledge. Instead, an 
organisation can create an environment or context 
for supporting and encouraging knowledge cre-
ation by individual members of the organisation. 
Individual knowledge creation in an organisation 
is the actual source of organisational knowledge 
creation.

Nonaka pointed out that intentional fluctua-
tion and a certain level of autonomy on the part 
of individual organisational members in a well-
designed organisational setting tends to enhance 
double loop learning (Argyris & Schön, 1978) 
and information/knowledge creation by organisa-
tional members. Knowledge creation performed 
by individuals in an organisation is social as well 
as personal in that knowledge creation generally 
occurs through interaction with others.

However, the tacit knowledge of individuals 
must be shared among organisational members 
to create organisational knowledge. According 
to Nonaka, setting up a field or ba for interaction 
among individuals in groups in an organisation is 
fundamental to enhancing tacit knowledge sharing. 
In this field, interaction with continual and candid 
dialogue among those who have strong mutual 
relationships makes it possible for each group 
member to relativise his/her own perspective and, 
therefore, any tacit knowledge the member has can 
be shared and verbalised or conceptualised among 
the members. This creative dialogue or concept 
development process in a group is supported by 
leadership which is the basis for constructive com-
munication among the members and facilitates 
the development of useful concepts.

Concept development by groups is the basis 
of organisational knowledge creation. Concepts 
developed in groups often cause fluctuation in an 
organisation, which can be recognised as a non-
equilibrium self-organising system or a living 
system. When the fluctuation is amplified through 
entrainment (Shimizu, 1992; 1978) or dynamic 
cooperation among groups as components of the 
organisation, a new order in the living system 
is formed. Then, if the order is fed back to each 
group, and the dynamic cooperation among the 
groups is enhanced, a new stable order of the 
organisation is formed. This newly created order 
or knowledge should be endorsed and justified by 
existing values shared among the organisational 
members. Therefore, the quality of the created 
knowledge tends to depend on the attitudes of 
the organisational leaders and members. In addi-
tion, created knowledge has to be materialised as 
products and services, for example. This enables 
the organisation to gain feedback information 
from individuals inside and outside the organisa-
tion, which enriches the organisational semantic 
network. The created knowledge and the revised 
organisational semantic network are resources for 
further knowledge creation in the organisation.

Organisational knowledge creation as order 
formation from disorder or chaos requires infor-
mation redundancy in the organisation to enable 
dynamic cooperation among groups through the 
generation of mutual trust relationships. The 
organisation must also contain requisite variety 
(Ashby, 1956), which is internalised in individual 
members of the organisation to deal with informa-
tion redundancy.

Middle-Up-Down Management

Based on the observation of Japanese firms that 
have been successful in organisational knowledge 
creation, Nonaka (1990) identified a new manage-
ment style that these firms had developed, one that 
worked well in a fiercely competitive business 
environment with rapid changes in technology. 
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He called it middle-up-down management. In this 
management style, top managers set out their vi-
sion or present grandiose, abstract concepts and 
values or grand theories (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 
1995) that are, for example, embedded in the 
missions and domains of their companies. Lower 
managers in the same companies pragmatically 
face up to reality and generate realistic concrete 
concepts. When the concepts presented by top 
managers contradict, to some extent, those ex-
pressed by lower managers, middle managers then 
go on to create moderate concepts or mid-range 
theories (Nonaka &Takeuchi, 1995) to resolve 
the contradiction.

Here, unlike top-down or bottom-up manage-
ment, organisational members from the top to the 
bottom commit organisational knowledge creation 
cooperatively. The top managers are catalysts 
of organisational knowledge creation who offer 
fundamental general directions or visions for 
information/knowledge creation in their organisa-
tions. They set up fields for knowledge creation, 
assign appropriate people to specific fields, and 
encourage them to engage in constructive com-
munication with each other. They also fix deadlines 
for such creation when necessary.

Middle managers as knowledge producers 
(Nonaka, Toyama & Konno, 2000) are at the 
crossover point of macro/global and micro/local 
information provided by the top and lower man-
agers, respectively, and are expected to play a 
central role in organisational knowledge creation. 
They develop their own information or concepts 
by integrating macro and micro information, 
and promote the realisation of organisational 
knowledge creation based on these concepts by 
generating and amplifying fluctuation. Thus, 
they occupy a strategic position and are required 
to demonstrate entrepreneurship. The decisions 
of top managers as to who should be assigned to 
middle management as entrepreneurs in a field 
of knowledge creation is extremely significant 
in organisational knowledge creation.

The lower managers are experts who respond to 
the dreams of top managers from the standpoints 
of their own specialties. Trust among members 
within a field of knowledge creation is necessary 
to successful middle-up-down knowledge creation 
because it is essential to this type of knowledge 
creation that the members in the field candidly dis-
cuss about concepts the middle managers propose.

Organisational Knowledge 
Creation Model

The SECI Model

In contrast with the Western definition of knowl-
edge, as justified true belief, which has been 
strongly affected by Cartesian dualism, Nonaka 
& Takeuchi (1995) declared that knowledge is 
created in social interaction and is defined as a 
dynamic human process of justifying personal be-
lief towards the truth. The observation of Japanese 
firms made them realise that these firms recognise 
knowledge as being primarily tacit. Based on this, 
and the Japanese intellectual tradition represented 
by terms of subject-object unity such as oneness 
of humanity and nature, oneness of body and mind 
and oneness of self and other, they considered that 
the organisational knowledge creation and sharing 
that were successful in the Japanese firms they 
observed could be described as an ordered spiral 
process of knowledge conversion between tacit 
and explicit knowledge. This process is embodied 
in the SECI model (Figure 1), where SECI stands 
for the four modalities of knowledge conversion 
(Nonaka & Konno, 1998). The SECI process can 
be interpreted as follows.

First, personal tacit knowledge is converted 
into group knowledge; i.e., tacit knowledge is 
shared among individuals in a group through 
physically proximal shared experiences. This 
conversion is called socialisation, as described 
above, and this creates sympathised knowledge 
such as shared mental models and know-how.
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Second, shared tacit knowledge is converted 
into explicit or conceptual knowledge, typically 
through dialogue using metaphors, analogy and 
models, in that order. Nonaka & Takeuchi (1995) 
called this knowledge conversion externalisation, 
which includes articulation. Externalisation is 
crucial to successful knowledge creation in an 
organisation. Nonaka & Konno (1998) suggested 
that an individual commits to the group and thus 
becomes one with the group during this stage of 
knowledge creation.

Third, explicit knowledge shared among 
members of a group is combined with explicit 
knowledge from other groups inside the organisa-
tion, and sometimes from outside the organisation, 
and is consequently converted into systematised 
explicit knowledge or systemic knowledge. This 
conversion or combination can be enhanced by the 
use of information and communication technology 
(ICT)-based facilities such as databases and email, 
and middle managers often play an important 
role as information editors for the realisation of 
the combination.

Finally, systemic knowledge is converted into 
organisational tacit knowledge in the form of, 
for example, organisational mental models and 
know-how. This internalisation brings about op-
erational knowledge; it also enriches the personal 
tacit knowledge of individuals and, consequently, 
further enhances the higher-order knowledge 
creation started in the socialisation stage. Explicit 
knowledge should be verbalised or schematised 
as documents, manuals and stories, for example, 
to facilitate the internalisation.

ba as a Field of Knowledge Creation

To represent organisational settings that enable 
knowledge creation and sharing, Nonaka and 
his colleagues often use the Japanese term ba, 
which can be translated as field, place, space, 
playground, forum, agora or occasion. Nonaka & 
Konno (1998) explained that ba is a shared context 
or framework, made up of the borders of space 
and time in which knowledge is created, shared 
and used. Knowledge is embedded or resides in 

Figure 1. SECI model: Spiral evolution of organisational knowledge creation and sharing (Source: 
Nonaka & Konno, 1998, p. 43, Figure 1)
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ba and is not isolable from it because knowledge 
is primarily personal and contextual. ba can be 
physical, virtual, mental or any combination of 
these. ba has a complex and ever-changing nature, 
and the creation of ba by design is a good way of 
motivating people in organisations to engage in 
creative activities.

Nonaka & Konno (1989) stated that there are 
four types of ba corresponding to the four modali-
ties of knowledge creation in the SECI model; 
the ba terms were modified slightly by Nonaka, 
Toyama & Konno (2000) (Figure 2). Originating 
ba, where individuals in a group share feelings, 
emotions, experiences and mental models, is the 
primary ba from which the knowledge creation 
process begins. Physical face-to-face interaction 
is the key to sharing personal tacit knowledge 
among group members. Care, love, trust and 
commitment, which are the basis for knowledge 
conversion, emerge from this ba.

Tacit knowledge is converted into explicit 
knowledge in interacting ba or dialoguing ba. 
Dialogue with figurative language such as meta-
phors and analogies is helpful in actualising the 
conversion. This type of ba can be constructed 
more consciously than originating ba. Cyber ba 
or systemising ba is a framework of collective 
interaction in which the combination of existing 

explicit knowledge takes place. ICT-based systems 
provide this ba with efficient and effective support 
to enhance the combination. Exercising ba fa-
cilitates the conversion of explicit knowledge into 
organisational tacit knowledge. This type of ba 
synthesises transcendence and reflection through 
action such as on-the-job training.

Knowledge Assets and Leadership

ba is the platform for the resource concentration 
of organisational knowledge assets, which are the 
foundations of knowledge (Nonaka & Konno, 
1998). During the spirally repeated knowledge 
creation processes conducted in the four types 
of ba, knowledge is accumulated and stored in 
the organisation as knowledge assets. Nonaka, 
Toyama & Konno (2000) defined knowledge as-
sets as the input, output and moderating factors of 
the knowledge creation process. They recognised 
four types of knowledge assets: experiential, 
conceptual, systemic and routine.

Experiential knowledge assets are composed 
of tacit knowledge shared by organisational 
members as well as by people inside and outside 
the organisation through shared experience. The 
typical example of this type of knowledge asset 
is the skills and know-how acquired and accumu-

Figure 2. Four types of ba (Source: Nonaka, Toyama & Konno, 2000, p. 16, Figure 6)
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lated by individuals through experience at work, 
and shared with other people in the workplace. 
Emotional knowledge like care, love and trust is 
another example of experiential knowledge assets. 
Conceptual knowledge assets are made up of ex-
plicit knowledge articulated with images, symbols 
and language, whereas systemic knowledge as-
sets consist of systematised explicit knowledge. 
Routine knowledge assets are composed of tacit 
knowledge embedded in organisational routines 
of day-to-day operations, know-how and culture.

Nonaka, Toyama & Konno (2000) pointed out 
that to create knowledge successfully, the spiral 
knowledge creation processes should be well man-
aged by knowledge producers or middle managers 
through the provision of proactive commitment 
and leadership in ba, and they should be properly 
supported by top managers. Top and middle man-
agers should take a leadership role, not only by 
leading but also by reading the situation in terms 
of what kind of knowledge assets are available to 
their organisation, rather than in terms of what kind 
of knowledge they are lacking. Top managers are 
expected to articulate knowledge vision, which 
defines what kind of knowledge the organisation 
should create in what domain, and the value system 
that evaluates, justifies and determines the quality 
of the knowledge that the organisation creates. 
Top managers are also expected to communicate 
this throughout the organisation. Middle managers 
must break down the values and visions created 
by the top managers into concepts and images 
that can guide the knowledge-creation process 
in effective directions.

ORGANISATIONAL 
KNOWLEDGE CREATION 
AND JAPANESE CULTURE

Japanese Personal Identity and ba

Nonaka and his colleagues seem to consider that 
the actuality socially constructed by autonomous 

individuals in an organisation deeply influences 
what is created in the organisation as knowledge. 
However, as long as ba is composed of people, 
the human activities and interactions in ba are 
inevitably affected by the socio-cultural charac-
teristics surrounding it.

Japanese ethicist Tetsuro Watsuji characterised 
ethics as a study area to investigate the order 
and logic that underlie human relationships and 
communities (Watsuji, 1934). He conducted an 
etymologic analysis of the Japanese term ningen, 
corresponding to the English concept of human 
beings. Watsuji concluded that ningen is a term 
used to express the world or seken a person lives 
in and, simultaneously, a person who lives in a 
seken. People can become human beings when 
they reside in a seken and are recognised as human 
beings because they represent the whole seken. 
Watsuji maintained that the principal problem of 
ethics is the fundamental dualistic structure of 
ningen. Ningen is self plus certain relationships 
with others or aidagara, and the inseparability 
of human existence from aidagara should be 
understood.

Watsuji’s insistence of human existence in 
aidagara adequately represents a typical Japa-
nese way of thinking and behaving. In fact, many 
other scholars have presented similar views. For 
example, the Japanese mentality of amae (Doi, 
1973), which means an assumption of the good 
will of others, reflects Japanese people’s realisation 
that their living is ruled by interdependent relation-
ships with others. Kimura (1981) mentioned that 
the personal identity of an individual is usually 
determined based on his/her perception of relation-
ships with others. Kimura called this aida, which 
has the same meaning as aidagara. Abe (1995) 
also pointed out that an ordinary Japanese person 
lives, at least mentally, not in society but in a seken, 
which is a small world defined by relationships 
with others whom the person recognises a pres-
ent and/or future connection with and, therefore, 
considers the need to do his/her duty toward and 
to have human empathy with.
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From the viewpoint of an Eastern mind-body 
theory, Yuasa (1987) interpreted existence in aida-
gara as human existence in a definite spatial ba. 
Instead of ba, he used the Japanese term basho, 
which has the same meaning as ba. Yuasa char-
acterised Watsuji’s aidagara as an intersubjective 
space or ba. Yuasa pointed out that Watsuji’s view 
of a person emphasises space as the ba of human 
existence and hence stresses the spatial existence 
of the body, whereas the traditional Western view 
of humanity generally considers that time or histo-
ricity is more important than space, and that mind 
is more important than body. Yuasa identified the 
traditional Japanese and Eastern mode of think-
ing about the relationship between humanity and 
nature behind Watsuji’s view as the inseparable 
unity of mind, body and nature.

ba in Shimizu’s Bioholonics

Nonaka & Konno (1998) explained that the con-
cept of ba was originally proposed by the Japanese 
philosopher Kitaro Nishida and has been further 
developed by Hiroshi Shimizu. Shimizu’s bioho-
lonics has exerted a considerable influence over 
theories of organisational knowledge creation.

Nishida’s logic of ba involves identifying an 
authentic dimension of self. He contended that 
the self can reach correct knowledge of the Be-
ing of beings when it transforms itself from the 
everyday self grounded in ba of being to self as 
ba based on the ba of nothing (Yuasa, 1987). On 
the other hand, Shimizu’s study was motivated by 
the question of “what is living?” He addressed this 
research subject from a natural scientific viewpoint 
and arrived at a recognition that the core of life 
phenomena is the macro living systems’ sponta-
neous creation of order or information, through 
self-organisational and self-referencing processes, 
in order to survive and evolve in an unpredictably 
changing external environment (Shimizu, 1992; 
1978). Contrary to the law of entropy increase, 
living systems, as non-equilibrium open systems, 
universally create dynamic order from chaos. They 

are hierarchy-like entities within which supersys-
tems and subsystems usually exist. Micro living 
systems or holons that make up a macro system 
originally exhibit autonomous behaviour and fluc-
tuate so that the macro system can survive in its 
changing environment. Once certain conditions are 
achieved to create a new but rudimentary order in 
the macro system as a consequence of the choice 
of a desirable outcome among the ones brought 
about by fluctuation, they react synergistically 
to create dynamic order cooperatively. Dynamic 
cooperation such as entrainment is directed by 
information concerning the place or location of 
each micro system in the macro system, provided 
by the rudimentary order, and the cooperative 
behaviour of the micro systems promotes the 
transformation of the rudimentary order into an 
established one.

A living system is controlled not by energy but 
by information, in terms of the necessity of con-
tinuing to create meaningful information for the 
system to survive and evolve in its environment. 
This occurs through information-feedforward and 
-feedback control, in processes of which informa-
tion is exchanged between the living system and its 
supersystems and subsystems. In the feedforward 
and feedback processes, the semantic environ-
ment or ba surrounding the systems plays a role 
in providing each micro system with information 
about its semantic location in the whole system, 
or information about the ba, to enable dynamic 
cooperation among the micro systems.

Shimizu (2003) maintained that the nature 
of life or living is the functioning of a cyclical 
process of creation that develops ba, locates ex-
istence of self in ba and develops new ba through 
expressing self in existing ba. Life exists as ba or 
globally existing self and, simultaneously, as an 
individual substance located in that ba or locally 
existing self. Living things cannot exist indepen-
dently of ba, because the function of life is to 
express itself. Based on these arguments, Nonaka 
& Konno (1998) defined ba as the world where 
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the individual realises himself/herself as part of 
the environment on which his/her life depends.

Shimizu (2003) highlighted the oneness of a 
human being and ba by noting that no human be-
ing can be separable from ba and the others in ba. 
He explained that when we attempt to undertake 
some action, we unconsciously envisage ba in 
which the action will be taken and those who will 
be involved in ba. Sharing of ba among people, 
therefore, is affected by the values and culture that 
people have. The greater the diversity in people’s 
values and culture, the more that sharing of ba 
among them tends to be difficult.

Although Shimizu’s conceptualisation of ba 
is basically derived from his natural scientific 
research, it is also strongly affected by Eastern 
thought, including Zen Buddhism and Nishida’s 
philosophy (Shimizu, 2003), and is influenced by 
the ideas underlying the art and skill of the Yagyu 
Shin-Kage-Ryu Japanese swordplay tradition 
(Shimizu, 1996). He recognised that Japanese 
culture is characterised as the culture of ba, which 
was developed based on Buddhism, and that this 
culture has enabled co-creation in Japanese society 
(Shimizu, 2003). His recognition has similarities 
with views on Japanese culture provided by other 
researchers such as Abe (1995), Yamamoto (1983), 
Kimura (1981) and Nakane (1970).

Japanese Aspects of Organisational 
Knowledge Creation Theory

Both Nishida’s and Shimizu’s thoughts were af-
fected by Zen Buddhism. This means that they 
were consciously or unconsciously influenced 
by the Daoist thought of Laozi and Zhuangzi, 
which constituted the foundation from which Zen 
and Jodo (Pure Land) Buddhism were developed 
during the Sui and Tang Dynasties. These Daoist 
gurus preached that everything in the universe is 
unity, and that language and letters are useless for 
perceiving or telling the truth. Only experiential 
intuition makes it possible for people to under-
stand the truth. They contended that artificiality 

is an obstacle to knowing the world as it is (Mori, 
1987). Daoism has influenced the Japanese way of 
thinking and behaving via Zen and Jodo Buddhism 
since the end of the 12th century, when these sects 
of Buddhism started to spread throughout Japan; 
thereafter, however, these separate sects combined 
with the tradition of spiritual life in Japan and 
developed independently (Suzuki, 1944). Thus, 
it is not surprising that we find the influence of 
Japanese and East Asian culture throughout the 
organisational knowledge creation theory that 
Nonaka and his colleagues have developed, 
whereas the theory also has aspects that are uni-
versally effective.

For example, many Japanese people can 
easily understand the paralysis by analysis syn-
drome because they tend to believe that the real 
world cannot be fully understood through logical 
analysis, according to Daoism. Socialisation, the 
conversion of personal tacit knowledge into tacit 
knowledge shared among group members, can be 
recognised as ishin denshin or knowing the de-
tails of another person’s knowledge by telepathy 
among associates on the same wavelength. This 
relates to the characteristic of Japanese linguistic 
culture, where implication is often used when 
important things are communicated (Kindaichi, 
1975) and also to Japanese collectivism or, more 
precisely, groupism culture where group members 
are expected to behave cooperatively based on 
common basic values.

The importance of the commitment of individu-
als to the group they belong to, and their becoming 
one with the group in the externalisation stage 
of organisational knowledge creation, is easily 
understood by Japanese people immersed in a 
groupism culture and the intellectual tradition 
of oneness of self and other. It is recognised in 
Japanese society that members of a group can be 
unified and that the group is essentially an indi-
visible social unit. This sort of group is typically 
composed of five to seven individual members 
who share a workplace and work cooperatively 
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on a constant basis. This serves as the basis for 
the citizenship of its members (Nakane, 1978).

The meanings and nuances of ba as fields of 
knowledge creation activities, with spatial and time 
boundaries, may be comprehensible to Japanese 
people, at least in an obscure way, because they 
are living in a groupism culture. Nakane (1978) 
pointed out that Japanese people can behave 
animatedly as individuals and enjoy working and 
dealing with acquaintances when they are in their 
own small groups as the social units described 
above. They tend to have loyalty to their own 
groups and understand their responsibility only 
for those groups. Simultaneously, as Hamaguchi 
(1982) described, they are not totally ruled by the 
groups, but autonomously commit prosperity of 
the groups and attempt to accomplish symbiosis 
between the groups and the group members 
through the commitment. In fact, in a Japanese 
business organisation, people tend to be expected 
to behave as representatives of their own groups 
based on their recognition concerning their posi-
tions in the groups as well as in the organisation. 
If they forget their positions and behave in fully 
individualistic fashion, they are often branded 
incompetent employees.

In the context of knowledge creation in busi-
ness organisations, this suggests the importance 
of the leadership exerted by middle managers, and 
their ability to edit information and knowledge. 
It is only they who are expected to be actually 
capable of behaving autonomously, even though 
they are also under the unification pressure from 
the groupism culture, among those who engage in 
knowledge creation in ba, in which organisational 
members from different groups can participate. 
Reading the situation or sensing the atmosphere 
in ba is an extremely important art that they are 
expected to develop, in order to avoid causing 
unnecessary friction among small groups, and to 
avoid discouraging participants in ba, thus ensur-
ing that knowledge creation is not affected by a 
negative atmosphere. In fact, a situation in which 
some dominant atmosphere, for better or worse, 

shapes organisational decisions beyond dispute 
often exists in Japanese organisations (Yamamoto, 
1983). Nemawashi or informal previous arrange-
ments for consensus-building between leaders of 
groups from which participants attend ba is also 
a significant task middle managers have to do to 
make ba function well in Japanese business or-
ganisations because they are managed based not 
on individualistic but rather on communitarian 
principles (Yamada, 1985).

MANAGEMENT OF ba IN 
JAPANESE SOCIO-CULTURAL 
CIRCUMSTANCES

Characteristics of Japanese 
Communication Culture

Figure 3 shows the in-group/out-group or uchi/
soto model describing the Japanese people’s 
understanding of the relationship between self 
and others (Adams, Murata & Orito, 2009). The 
innermost regions are the individual self (watashi) 
and the close family (miuchi). The outermost 
region consists of tanin, those who can never 
be inside one of the individual’s in-groups. The 
separation between uchi and soto is not a fixed 
measure but a sense of the relative psychological 
distance between people. In general, the further 
away one moves from the self, the less informa-
tion is revealed. In speaking to members of one’s 
uchi group, one uses hon’ne speech; that is, one 
speaks the bare truth or one’s real intention. When 
speaking to members of one’s soto group, one uses 
tatemae speech; that is, one communicates just 
what one politely says on the surface to casual 
acquaintances (Orito & Murata, 2008).

The uchi/soto awareness is directly related to 
Japanese insular collectivism (Adams, Murata & 
Orito, 2009). In a society characterised by insular 
collectivism, Japanese people tend to place more 
importance on the interests of the uchi group to 
which they belong than on their personal interests 
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(Hendry, 2003; Benedict, 1946) or the good of 
society as a whole (Haitani, 1990). This Japanese 
form of groupism creates strong vertical hierar-
chies based on strong personal relationships with 
superiors and subordinates, weak horizontal re-
lationships with fellow subordinates of a supe-
rior, and very weak ties to other members of the 
organisation.

Figure 4 shows a typical situation where ba 
is created in a Japanese organisation. Individuals 
in ba recognise a hierarchical human relationship 
between them. This relationship is not necessarily 
the same as the one described in the formal organi-
sational structure of the organisation. Members at 
the same horizontal level of the hierarchy who have 
the same superior communicate with each other 
using hon’ne speech, whereas they use tatemae 
speech when talking with other members in ba. 
Subordinates behave carefully to prevent their 
superiors losing face and, therefore, they often 
hold back their true feelings in meetings held in 
ba. Instead, subordinates are sometimes required 
to express their superiors’ views through reading 
the superiors’ minds based on their words, ex-
pressions and gestures. Meanwhile, superiors are 
expected to give their support to their subordinates. 
Note that the basic human relationships between 

Japanese people are bilateral ones, constructed 
in uchi groups, which are recognised as unified, 
and not separate (Nakane, 1972).

Promotion of Organisational 
Knowledge Creation and Sharing in 
Japan

In the typical situation in ba in a Japanese organi-
sation, individuals, except for those at the top of 
the hierarchy, usually find it difficult to behave 
autonomously and talk frankly. At the same time, 
individuals in ba consider that they should all 
take responsibility concerning knowledge cre-
ated in ba. If some harm occurs due to the use 
of the knowledge, ambiguity regarding the locus 
of responsibility prevents loss of face on the part 
of the superiors and of the groups. However, this 
means that no one may take any responsibility 
regarding the knowledge.

On the other hand, due to a culture of insular col-
lectivism, knowledge created in one insular group 
tends to be considered something not invented here 
by those in other insular groups. They sometimes 
hate to lose their own insulars’ face as well as their 
superiors’ face by easily accepting knowledge 
created by another insular. This can degrade the 

Figure 3. Uchi/soto model (Source: Adams, Murata & Orito, 2009, p. 334, Figure 2)
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function of ba as a basis for knowledge creation 
and sharing. When ba is composed of individuals 
from different insulars, the insular group to which 
a person at the top of the hierarchy in ba belongs 
tends to be recognised as an owner of knowledge 
created in that ba. It is not unusual that a person 
who committed knowledge creation but doesn’t 
belong to the owner insular tells “actually, I was 
opposed to creating such knowledge” when the 
knowledge is used or shared. In addition, because 
any creation somewhat contains disavowal of 
the past and can become a threat to those who 
have vested interests, newly created knowledge 
is prone to be misconstrued in the externalisa-
tion stage and to be ignored or disallowed in the 
combination stage.

To avoid these difficulties, managers who 
are in charge of knowledge creation and sharing 
should remove invisible barriers between insular 
groups and shorten the mental distance between 
participants in ba. They are expected to show 
magnanimity to individuals in ba so as to develop 
a relaxed atmosphere in ba so that everyone in ba 
is encouraged to commit to knowledge creation. 
Fostering a sense of ownership of knowledge 

created in ba among participants in that ba is 
extremely important for successful sharing of 
created knowledge. In addition, nemawashi 
between relevant organisational members are 
usually necessary to be made by the mangers in 
order for created knowledge to be accepted in the 
organisation. Of course, these are not necessarily 
easy to do. Development of relationships based on 
trust between people, not assurance (Yamagishi 
& Yamagishi, 1994), should be recognised as an 
issue to be addressed in order to make organisa-
tional knowledge creation and sharing successful 
in Japanese society.

On the other hand, a high level of ba cohesive-
ness can be expected when ba is composed of 
individuals from the same insular group. This type 
of ba may be helpful for incremental or adaptive 
creation. However, sharing created knowledge 
from this ba across insular groups is difficult, as 
is innovative creation.

Figure 4. Vertical human relationship and communication
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CONCLUSION

The organisational knowledge creation theory 
that Nonaka and his colleagues have developed 
includes useful concepts such as the SECI model, 
ba, middle-up-down management, knowledge 
assets and leadership for modern business or-
ganisations. Even though the theory is purported 
to be universally effective, these concepts have 
close relationships to Japanese culture and are 
therefore culturally bounded. Moreover, the Japa-
nese socio-cultural characteristics of uchi/soto 
awareness, insular collectivism and the hon’ne/
tatemae tradition can make it difficult for Japa-
nese business organisations to create and share 
knowledge. These may cause malfunctions of ba 
as a field of organisational knowledge creation 
and sharing. Knowledge creation processes and 
ba should be properly managed to avoid these 
difficulties. Developing trust among people is a 
social issue that contributes to successful organi-
sational knowledge creation and sharing in Japan.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Ba: Can be interpreted as field, place, space, 
playground, forum, agora or occasion. In organisa-
tions entails a shared context or framework, made 
up of the borders of space and time in which 
knowledge is created, shared and used.

Japan: Country located in the Pacific Ocean 
that comprises by 6,852 islands. A major economic 
world player belonging to the G8, and a non-
permanent member of the UN Security Council. 
Regarding knowledge management theories is 
well known the work of Nonaka and his colleagues.

Organisational Knowledge Creation: Multi-
level process (because it involves all levels of an 
organisation) that intends to combine personal with 

existing organisational knowledge (or vice-versa) 
in order to produce new knowledge. The process 
is unique in each organisation, and in Japanese 
organisations is bounded to ba.

Organisational Knowledge Sharing: Other 
multi-level process which aims to facilitate knowl-
edge transfer/sharing between all the individuals, 
as well as between the individual and the organisa-
tion (or vice-versa). Again, due to organisational 
culture the procedure is distinctive in every or-
ganisation, and in Japan is circumscribed to ba.

Socio-Cultural Characteristics: Cultural and 
social norms or, traditions that guide our basic 
behaviours within different contexts.

This work was previously published in Ethical Issues and Social Dilemmas in Knowledge Management: Organizational In-
novation, edited by Goncalo Jorge Morais da Costa, pp. 1-16, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint 
of IGI Global).
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Chapter  4.19

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This chapter examines how knowledge manage-
ment (KM) develops within the Malaysian house-
building industry. The objectives of this chapter 
are twofold. First, it explains how innovation is 
able to encourage or influence housing develop-
ers in generating the new Build Then Sell (BTS) 
system. Second, it identifies the characteristics of 
successful adopters so that other developers can 
imitate them and funnel resources to those areas 
that successful adopters emphasise. Focus group 
and semi-structured interviews were conducted to 
obtain in-depth responses from one house buy-
ers’ organisation and successful BTS adopters. 
The effort to implement BTS is seen as being the 

result of a strategic investment in new knowledge 
by developers responding to the pressure they 
have experienced on the part of the house buyers 
and the government. Discussion and the sharing 
of both explicit and tacit knowledge between 
the main stakeholders have generated the finer 
details of the BTS. A strong learning culture and 
the development of KM tendencies also lead to 
successful BTS implementation.

INTRODUCTION

Contemporary housing development industry 
is characterised by dynamic markets, continu-
ous technological advancement, and increas-
ingly discerning house buyers. To cope with 
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these trends, housing developers must become 
more flexible, and one certain way for them to 
do so is to strengthen their potential to learn as 
organisations. Thus, for enlightened companies, 
knowledge and the flow of information become 
the essential organisational drivers of innovative 
ideas and value.

The Knowledge Management (KM) approach 
can be used to help housing developers to focus 
more on their particular organisational processes 
and the creation of new knowledge to remain one 
step ahead of their competitors. By implementing 
KM, these companies can shift from management 
based on compliance to a management system 
based on self-control and self-organisation. This 
change towards a more aggressive business mind-
set can then lead these companies to shift from 
the utilisation of already known knowledge to the 
creation of new knowledge. This shift in strategy 
had been described by Binney (2001) as the move-
ment from pure technology KM applications to 
the inclusion of process applications.

The new housing delivery system known as the 
Build-Then-Sell (BTS) system is a manifestation 
of KM in progress. The system can be viewed 
as the newly created new knowledge that can 
improve the product offerings of developers for 
the existing housing market. Initially proposed 
by consumer associations to protect the rights of 
house buyers, the BTS system has been slowly 
embraced by some property developers as an in-
novative product that can help them to increase 
their market share. The system has undergone a 
series of metamorphoses since it was originally 
developed that have made it more attractive to 
housing developers. It has been argued that the 
BTS system was mainly implemented by those 
housing developers with a strong learning cul-
ture and well developed KM tendencies. This 
evidence encourages the implementation of KM 
in organisations.

This chapter examines how KM develops with-
in housing developers’ organisations in Malaysia 
by exploring their readiness to adopt the new BTS 

system. The chapter is based on a study done by 
the authors who investigate housing developers’ 
organisational capabilities in trying to imple-
ment the BTS system. The BTS system generates 
benefits not only for customers but also for the 
developers themselves and the housing industry 
as a whole. The objectives of this chapter are two-
fold. First, this chapter explains how innovation 
is able to encourage or influence housing devel-
opers in generating knowledge-based products, 
processes, or services. The second objective is to 
identify the characteristics of successful adopters 
so that other developers can imitate and funnel 
resources to those areas that adopters successfully 
practice. We argue that a strong learning culture 
and well developed KM tendencies will lead to 
successful BTS implementation. Successful BTS 
adopters are likely to become points of reference 
for other organisations that help to facilitate the 
implementation of BTS in the housing industry.

In order to obtain in-depth information about 
the BTS system as perceived from house buyers’ 
point of view, a focus group interview was carried 
out with one house buyers’ organisation. House 
buyers’ organisation is one of the main proponents 
of BTS implementation in Malaysia. The focus 
group interview was attended by the chairman, 
secretary and the treasurer of the association and 
three members of the research team. The discus-
sion was held at the association’s main office and 
lasted approximately three hours.

A series of interviews was also conducted with 
housing developers that have successfully imple-
mented the BTS system. A snowballing method 
was employed to locate these developers. This 
type of sampling method was employed because 
it is extremely difficult to locate the developers 
who have experience adopting the BTS system. 
Referrals from the initial developer were used to 
locate additional developers. The initial developer 
was identified based on its self-identification in 
media reports as a BTS adopter. In total, three 
BTS-adopting developers’ organisations partici-
pated in semi-structured interviews held between 
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July and August of 2008. Preliminary telephone 
conservations were conducted with the develop-
ers to secure their participation and identify those 
individuals who are most knowledgeable, have 
the most experience and are in the best position 
to provide information regarding the implementa-
tion of the BTS system in their housing projects. 
Phone calls were then made to the identified indi-
viduals, followed by official confirmation letters. 
Interviews were conducted to obtain in-depth re-
sponses from the respondents regarding the issues 
surrounding BTS implementation. The meetings 
were held face-to-face at the participants’ office 
or at a location determined by the participants. 
An interview guide was developed to minimise 
variation and add flexibility to the discussion. The 
key themes of the interviews were the main driv-
ers for BTS implementation and their experience 
in implementing the BTS system. Each interview 
was tape-recorded and subsequently transcribed in 
full by student assistants into word documents as 
quickly as possible. The transcriptions were then 
cross-checked by the interviewers with written 
notes taken during the meetings and to ensure 
accuracy. The data were analysed manually using 
content analysis following Miles and Huberman 
(1994). The transcribed data were categorised us-
ing several codes. After eliminating or combining 
code categories, the final codes were organised 
according to common themes to identify patterns 
and highlight important ideas.

The chapter begins by highlighting the prob-
lems in Malaysia’s housing industry and the 
need for a new housing delivery system. It then 
describes the new BTS system in depth and dis-
cusses how innovation promotes the generation 
of knowledge-based products, processes, and 
services. It will also emphasise the importance 
of experience in readying housing developers to 
adopt BTS. Conclusion and directions for future 
research are presented at the end of the chapter.

PROBLEMS IN THE MALAYSIAN 
HOUSING INDUSTRY

Serious concerns have been voiced about the 
performance of the Malaysian housing industry, 
which is based on the decades-old practice of 
“Sell Then Build” (STB), which allows devel-
opers to sell houses and collect payments before 
construction is completed. Complaints abound 
regarding abandoned housing projects, housing 
oversupply and poor workmanship. Abandoned 
projects are projects in which all work and con-
struction activity has stopped for a period of no 
less than six continuous calendar months even 
when sale and purchase agreements have been 
signed (MHLG, 1999). Surprisingly, data on 
abandoned housing projects is scanty. Most sta-
tistics only cover projects abandoned by private 
developers in Peninsular Malaysia. The first case 
of an abandoned housing project was reported in 
1983 during an economic downturn that resulted 
in a huge property overhang. In 1986, 126 private 
housing projects involving 14,568 units and 6,834 
house buyers failed to be completed as scheduled 
(Raman, 1997). After 1990, ‘project accounts’ 
were introduced to help resolve the problem of 
abandoned housing projects. However, the in-
troduction of project accounts and the end of the 
recession did not end the problem of abandoned 
projects. Between 1990 and 2002, 80,070 house 
buyers became victims of abandoned housing 
projects involving 544 private housing projects 
and 125,649 housing units valued at RM 9.5 bil-
lion (MHLG, 2003). The Ministry of Housing 
and Local Government (MHLG) revealed that 
while some of these projects could be salvaged, 
others could not be revived at all. As of April 
2009, 146 housing projects were still abandoned 
(Hassanuddin, 2009). The causes of abandoned 
housing projects are various, but one of the main 
factors that encourage developers to stop their 
projects is STB, which allows anybody to become 
a developer and provides prospective developers 
with an easy way out; they can simply abandon 
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their projects when they face problems (Mohd. 
Hanipah, et al. 2005; HBA, 2005). Abandoned 
projects place a particular burden on buyers, 
who not only make up-front payments for the 
new houses but also continue to pay rent for their 
existing accommodations during the construction 
process (Raman, 1997).

In addition to the issue of abandoned projects, 
there is also a problem of housing oversupply. Of-
ficial figures published by the National Property 
Information Centre (NAPIC) on housing over-
supply are disturbing. In 2000, out of 5,338,000 
housing units supplied in Malaysia, including 
existing and committed housing units, the country 
required only 3,941,000 units to fill its housing 
needs. Thus, around 1,396,000 housing units 
that were approved by planning authorities in 
that year were in fact oversupply. In an efficient 
housing delivery system, market forces push the 
housing market toward a point of equilibrium, 
balancing supply and demand (Eisendiel, 1997). 
However, the preceding discussion suggests that 
the STB system has contributed to an imbalance 
between demand and supply in the Malaysian 
housing market. Speculation by housing develop-
ers, weaknesses in the housing forecast process 
and ineffective procedures for assessing new 
development applications may have contributed 
to this imbalance (Yusof, et al., 2009). Under the 
STB, only 40% of a project’s houses need to be 
sold during the first launch, leading developers to 
begin development even if there is an oversupply 
of houses in the area. The problem is compounded 
by a lack of rigorous market studies by develop-
ers and the current approval criteria set by local 
authorities, which are based on to what extent the 
developers comply with regulations and by-laws 
rather than on the local demand for housing.

The current STB system has also encouraged 
shoddy workmanship. Shoddy workmanship has 
occurred as a result of poor supervision, the use 
of substandard materials and negligence by the 
parties concerned (Ong, 1997). A typical sale and 
purchase agreement signed between developers 

and house buyers requires that the developer ad-
here to good, fair construction standards. However, 
such requirements seem to have had little impact 
on the actual quality of completed houses. Given 
that houses built under the STB system are sold 
before completion, developers are believed to have 
less incentive to provide quality workmanship 
(Chau et al., 2007). Developers do not monitor 
their housing projects diligently because they have 
received payment for houses still under construc-
tion. In addition, model houses, which have been 
widely used by developers to market their houses, 
have often been a poor indicator of the quality of 
actual units purchased and built (HBA, 2005). The 
quality of the workmanship, the finish, and the 
fittings provided in housing units often differ sub-
stantially even between different units of the same 
project in the same phase of construction (ibid). 
There are vast quality differences between units 
at different phases of construction and between 
different projects. There is a dearth of concrete 
data on the incidence of shoddy workmanship in 
the Malaysian housing industry. However, reports 
made to consumer associations and those high-
lighted by the mass media have provided ample 
examples. Every year, HBA statistics show that 
not less than 7% of house buyers complain about 
shoddy workmanship and defects. The percentage 
may be small, but studies in other countries reveal 
that the cost for defect rectification is around 5% 
of the construction contract value (Mills, et al., 
2009; Josephson and Hammarlund, 1999). This 
finding shows that defects are costly and cannot 
be ignored.

Considering the above-mentioned problems, 
it would appear that something must be done to 
ensure the quality completion of housing projects 
and to protect the rights of house buyers. Many 
have argued that an overhaul of the present concept 
of housing delivery in Malaysia is long overdue 
and essential to protect the reputation of the indus-
try. This idea suggests feasibility of introducing a 
new housing delivery system commonly known 
as the BTS system.
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THE NEW BTS SYSTEM

The proposed solution is a move towards a system 
that allows houses to be sold only after completion 
and aims to promote better quality housing and 
to provide greater protection for house buyers. 
The new BTS system was introduced in April 
2007 by the government alongside the exist-
ing STB system. The BTS system will require 
housing developers to find alternative sources of 
project financing rather than relying on advance 
payments from house buyers through pre-sale 
financing. Thus, under the new system, develop-
ers need to be financially strong before carrying 
out housing development. In addition, the BTS 
system will cause developers to be more cautious 
with regard to completion time and the quality of 
the houses that they develop, which means that 
these developers will need to be better organised, 
with improved working practices and optimised 
project delivery systems (ibid). Nonetheless, the 
BTS system has the potential to benefit not only 
house buyers but also developers and the housing 
industry in general. Under the new system, buy-
ers are able to examine finished houses and their 
surroundings before deciding to buy, and they 
are also able to move in soon after purchase and 
thereby avoid buying an abandoned project (HBA, 
2003). Developers can benefit as well because the 
actual construction costs are known at the time of 
sale, and thus, the selling prices of housing units 
under BTS reflect actual costs and market condi-
tions (Kasi, 1992). It is also argued that the BTS 
system would likely give rise to stronger hous-
ing development companies that would invest in 
advanced technologies and efficient construction 
methods for better quality control to persuade 
purchasers to buy their products (Yusof et al., in 
press). This practice would raise the standard of 
construction and the quality of houses produced 
by the industry as a whole.

In order to encourage developers to implement 
the new BTS system, the government has offered 
incentives to developers of BTS projects: fast-

track approval, exemption from building low-cost 
housing and exemption from paying deposits of 
RM 200,000 (40,728.5 Euro) for a developer’s 
license. Unfortunately, not many developers have 
taken advantage of the government’s offer (Star, 
June 2008). This finding is not surprising; the 
conventional STB system has proven profitable 
to developers for more than 40 years, and few de-
velopers would risk a new, unproven system when 
given the option of continuing to use a profitable 
existing one. Even in other countries worldwide, 
evidence suggests that the housebuilding industry 
is not keen to adopt new systems or products. 
Among the reasons for this phenomenon include 
fear of changes in attitude and the perception that 
change can influence employees and clients in 
an undesirable way (Barlow, 1999). In addition, 
the temporary nature of housing projects and 
the involvement of sub-contractors and other 
external consultants (Asibong & Barlow, 1997) 
also make the adoption of new systems or prod-
ucts challenging within the industry. In several 
developed countries, expenditure on research 
and development in the housing industry is also 
minimal (Gibb, 1999). Does the same scenario 
apply in Malaysia? In other words, are Malaysian 
housing developers are capable or ready to adopt 
the new BTS system?

Interestingly, some Malaysian developers 
have already implemented BTS in their housing 
development projects. Bandar Tasik Semenyih 
Group (BTSG), Guthrie Properties and World-
wide Holdings Ltd are a few housing developers 
that claim in media reports to be BTS adopters. 
For example, in 2004, BTSG undertook a 16-
acre project, intending to build 136 residential 
properties: bungalows, semi-detached units and 
link houses. They were to use the BTS system in 
Kajang Township. Encouraged by the success of 
the first phase of the project, the BTSG recently 
began Phase Two using the same new BTS sys-
tem. Phase Two will entail building 19 units of 
double-story bungalows and another 58 units of 
double-story semi-detached houses. In addition, 
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Guthrie Properties launched its first BTS develop-
ment in 2005. The development consists of 160 
link housing units with prices ranging from RM 
420,000 (82,380 Euro) per unit to RM 620,000 
(121,610 Euro) per unit. These BTS projects are 
relatively small in scale, and all have already 
been completed and are sold out. Some were even 
completed ahead of schedule.

Nevertheless, housing developers differ in 
terms of their size, the location of their opera-
tions and their number of years in business. It 
is suspected that not all developers will be able 
to adopt BTS. The effort to implement BTS is 
seen as a result of strategic investments in new 
knowledge (in this case, BTS) by developers 
responding to the pressure from the government 
and house buyers. Investments in new knowledge 
and increasing knowledge levels among managers 
and employees pertaining to the BTS system have 
resulted in these developers’ launching new BTS 
houses that show better-quality and conform to 
house buyers’ needs, thus allowing them to gain 
competitive advantage. Therefore, there is a need 
to ascertain the characteristics of those developers 
that are most likely to succeed under a BTS system 
so that other developers also adapt themselves to 
this mode of house construction.

THE ROLE OF INNOVATION IN 
GENERATING THE BTS SYSTEM

The literature on innovation is well established. In-
novation can generally be described as the adoption 
of an idea, technology, process or product that is 
new to an organisation (Herkema, 2003). Since it 
involves the adoption of an entity that is new to the 
organisation, innovation adoption will definitely 
occur in a process whereby knowledge is acquired, 
shared and distributed among organisation mem-
bers. Gloet and Terziovski (2004) describes this 
process as KM, by which innovation is created, 
developed and implemented in an environment 
that is conducive to sharing knowledge. According 

to Cavusgil et al. (2003), knowledge-sharing is a 
pivotal factor for organisations seeking to foster or 
support innovation. Herkema (2003) goes further 
in her definition of innovation by stating that in-
novation is the adoption of an idea or behaviour 
that is new to the organisation. The innovation 
can be a new product, a new service or a new 
technology. Innovation is related to change, which 
can be radical or incremental. These definitions of 
innovation have put into context the origin of BTS, 
its development and application in the developed 
countries, its proposed implementation by house 
buyers and the Malaysian government, and its 
adoption by a few housing developers.

It has been generally accepted by the stake-
holders in the Malaysian housing industry that 
BTS was originally conceived by the house buy-
ers associations. Due to the housing developers’ 
incompetence and their inability to fulfil their 
promises, the associations suggested that major 
improvements be made to solve the problem. As 
one respondent from a house buyers’ organisation 
described its efforts in lobbying for BTS:

‘Realising the challenges we are up against are 
too great, we made use of every opportunity that 
we have had to expound on our views, to lobby… 
We even gave a briefing to the chairman of the 
national public account committee on why we feel 
that implementing BTS is the right thing to do. 
And he was very sympathetic to us. Immediately 
the following day, he made a very strong press 
comment calling for the implementation of BTS.’

They argued that the roots of the problems 
prevalent in the housing development industry can 
be traced to the existing housing delivery system. 
The widely used STB system makes house buyers 
assume all of the major risks. This lopsided struc-
ture means that for over six decades, the housing 
developers were operating in a market that was 
always favourable to them. It can be postulated 
that the low-risk exposure and high profit margin 
that the market could offer them had made the 
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housing developers complacent. Without pres-
sure to perform exceptionally well to stay in the 
business, many housing developers simply stuck 
to tried and tested strategies to continue profiting 
from the housing market. It can be argued that this 
low-pressure environment led to the stagnation of 
new ideas and products in the industry. In the end, 
it was the customers who were disadvantaged in 
this traditionally oriented and backward culture.

Housing developers must accept the fact that 
over the years, the nature of the industry has been 
changed by the speed of innovation, which has 
been precipitated by rapidly evolving technology, 
shorter new housing product lifecycles, and a 
higher rate of development of new housing con-
cepts. The industry as a whole must ensure that 
its product offerings are innovative to face more 
discerning house buyers and changing customer 
needs. In the case of BTS innovation, the push 
towards implementation in the Malaysian housing 
industry actually came from the house buyers. The 
housing developers must accept that the housing 
market is slowly changing from a seller’s market 
to a buyer’s market. The change in the industry 
landscape began with the 1997 Asian economic 
crisis, which led to property glut in the housing 
market. This excess in housing supply turned the 
industry structure on its head by increasing the 
bargaining power of house buyers. This major 
change only strengthened the calls by house buy-
ers for the implementation of a new, innovative 
housing delivery system: the BTS.

It is not surprising that when the government 
announced the implementation of the BTS sys-
tem, this house buyers’ organisation was very 
pleased. Nevertheless, it was mindful of the time 
lag factor: the policy had to be streamlined with 
the existing law before it could become effective. 
One respondent said:

‘We were very glad in June 2006, when Najib Abdul 
Razak (then the Deputy Prime Minister) made the 
announcement that BTS would run concurrently 
with the present STB system for a trial period of 

two years. But because the law has not changed… 
this is only a policy in its beginning stages…. So 
even if the developers want to implement BTS, 
they cannot do so. To implement [BTS] you have 
to have the law intact.’ 

Afraid to change the status quo, the housing 
industry did not respond enthusiastically to the 
proposed implementation of BTS. In order to 
maintain the push towards BTS, the government 
took advantage of the house buyers’ strong market 
position by formally incorporating the system 
into the Malaysian housing delivery system. De-
spite the slowness of the industry to implement 
the new BTS system, a few housing developers 
demonstrated their high level of market elastic-
ity by taking up the new system as a challenge 
and then integrating innovative features into it. 
Talking about some developers’ bold decision to 
implement BTS, one respondent revealed,

‘Even S (a housing development company) got its 
own version of BTS—i.e., the 20:80 BTS system…
S has already implemented the 20:80 program, 
meaning that you pay 20 percent (as the) down 
payment… After that, there will be no more pay-
ments until the project is completed.’

Another respondent continued in the same vein:

‘There are also some developers who give buy-
ers [an option of] a 10 percent down payment, 
and during the duration of the construction, the 
developer would service the bank interest for the 
house buyers. There are some developers making 
that [kind of offer], who service the interest, and 
it is equivalent to 10:90… meaning that you don’t 
have to pay any interest during the duration of 
construction. Instead, the developer is making the 
arrangements with the banker… that is, during 
construction; the developers pay the loan interest 
(of house buyers) directly to the banker.’
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Commenting on these efforts by housing de-
velopers, the respondent went on and said:

‘…so it is all in the making… in one form or an-
other, this Build Then Sell will be seen.’

These companies recognised that the evolved 
KM process that had given birth to BTS is extreme-
ly dependent on innovation to make it successful. 
The original BTS system was proposed by the 
house buyers through their representatives at the 
house buyers’ organisation, which had observed 
the success of such systems in developed nations. 
However, there is no guarantee that this system 
would work in the Malaysian context. Thus, the 
complexity of the house buyers’ BTS needed to be 
unravelled and then reconstructed using innovative 
inputs from the housing developers.

As previously explained, BTS innovation was 
initiated by the house buyers, the government, 
and then, later in the BTS development process, 
the housing developers. BTS innovation allows 
collaboration among these important stakeholders. 
They worked together to achieve shared business 
and economic objectives, producing benefits 
for all stakeholders. This collaboration, in turn, 
plays an especially significant role in the transfer 
of both tacit and explicit knowledge related to 
BTS. Initially, the house buyers associations only 
managed to engage the government as part of this 
collaboration. Without the other main player in the 
equation, i.e. the housing developers, the transfer 
of tacit and explicit knowledge was fairly limited.

It is widely accepted that the stronger the re-
lationship is between collaboration partners, the 
greater the extent of the tacit knowledge transfer 
will be (Scarbrough, 2003). Some innovative 
housing developers were able to see the benefits 
of BTS and began to become involved in the 
collaboration between the house buyers and the 
government. The transfer of tacit knowledge that 
had happened between the house buyers and hous-
ing developers was evidenced by the cooperation 
between a house buyers’ organisation and a number 

of small property developers who were interested 
in implementing BTS in their projects. Having 
understood each other’s needs and requirements, 
both the house buyers’ organisation and the hous-
ing developers embarked on the next stage of their 
plan of action: to work out the finer details of the 
system. Depicting how the system was first begun, 
one respondent said,

‘We helped out this first-time developer…. They 
heard about us proposing the 10:90. They came 
to us and asked us to help with how to go about 
[instituting] this 10:90. And we helped them out. At 
that time, the regulations were not there…. So this 
developer came out, he had this proposal wanting 
to implement the 10:90 but had no idea how to 
work it out. And we worked with this developer.’

As the BTS is a new policy, the housing de-
velopers in particular were not sure of the needs 
of the house buyers with regard to asking price, 
methods of payment, and amortisation period. 
There had to be a convergent point where both 
the house buyers and housing developers could 
understand one another’s needs and requirements. 
Even though the HBA had outlined the needs of 
the house buyers, the developers still insisted on 
having meetings with the house buyers just to 
ensure that they understood the buyers’ require-
ments clearly. By the same token, it was clear 
that the developers used the meetings to com-
municate their tacit knowledge to house buyers’ 
organisation, especially regarding the scenario of 
the housing market in Malaysia. It had long been 
argued by researchers that many developers based 
their marketing decisions on hunches and guesses 
rather than on intelligence drawn from marketing 
research. Cadman and Austin-Crowe (1983) argue 
that, despite the need for a proper market analysis 
prior to development, many projects have been 
developed without sufficient study of the market. 
Cognisant of these facts, the housing developers 
used the series of meetings that they had with the 
house buyers’ organisation to communicate their 
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intuitions, guesses, and hunches to the house buy-
ers so that the latter understood what they could 
expect from the former under the BTS system.

When the government announced the use of 
BTS in June 2006, the Ministry of Housing and 
Local Government had not yet finalised major 
parts of the BTS implementation plan. This lack 
of finalisation was the main obstacle that hindered 
the implementation of BTS system. After much 
lobbying, one of the respondents said,

‘…the law has been changed along the way; they 
brought the matter before the parliament. We were 
there when it was debated. And on 12 April 2007, 
the bill was passed and the Housing Developers 
Act was amended.’

Despite the official announcement made by 
the government regarding the implementation of 
BTS, many housing developers and house buy-
ers complained that the system was ineffectual. 
After the announcement, it was discovered that 
the schedule of payment upon which the deliv-
ery system is based had not been amended. To 
resolve these problems, all of the stakeholders 
involved-namely, the house buyers’ organisation, 
the government and the housing developers-had a 
succession of meetings. One of the main outcomes 
of these meetings was the agreement regarding 
the schedule of payment to be used in this system. 
Said one respondent, describing the involvement 
of the three parties (housing developers, the house 
buyers’ organisation and the government),

‘…you cannot simply change the schedule of 
payment… So we [the housing developer and the 
house buyers’ organisation] went to the Ministry 
of Housing and local government, to this spe-
cial unit…. and we got the schedule of payment 
changed…. and it then became the new schedule 
for 10:90. This is the pilot program (for BTS)…. 
and the developer launched the project in February 
2007. So this is one of those innovative developers 
which does not bother about Housing Act being 

changed or what, but they took the initiative and 
go for it.’

In short, the schedule of payment, known as 
Schedule G in the BTS system, is a testament to 
explicit knowledge creation and sharing in action 
involving the three main stakeholders.

THE IMPORTANCE OF EXPERIENCE 
IN CREATING THE HOUSING 
DEVELOPERS’ READINESS

Now that the housing developers are showing 
more interest and are beginning to adopt BTS in 
their housing delivery process, the next challenge 
in the development of BTS is the implementation 
of the system. No system can be claimed as a 
success if it is not rigorously tried and tested in 
various scenarios and situations. In the case of 
BTS, a number of housing developers have already 
implemented the system with mixed results. The 
majority of the BTS adopter-developers have 
managed to improve their revenue by implement-
ing the system. However, there are some cases of 
housing developers who have claimed that they end 
up with unsold houses as a result of BTS system 
implementation. Nevertheless, after further inqui-
ries, it was discovered that these developments 
were simply because the development projects 
were not selling well.

A case study commissioned by the govern-
ment was conducted on three housing developers 
that had gainfully and successfully implemented 
BTS. These companies were happy to share 
their experiential learning process with the other 
stakeholders in the BTS system (the government) 
because they strongly believed in the sharing of 
tacit and explicit knowledge necessary to make 
the system a success. The companies are based in 
three different geographical settings: the northern, 
central, and southern parts of Peninsular Malaysia.

The findings of the study indicate that these 
three companies share a common characteristic: 
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all of them have a structured land banks policy. 
This result means that the companies have a long-
term strategy in the housing development industry 
because they know that once they complete one 
project, there will be another one started as a 
result of a steady stream of land bank purchases. 
Table 1 summarises the findings regarding these 
housing developers.

As shown in Table 1, the three developers that 
have successfully used BTS models all possess 
their own land banks as a result of a land banks 
policy. Interestingly, one developer (Developer 
B) intimated that it had only ventured into the 
housing development industry because it had been 
holding a vast tract of matured land banks that 
had originally been intended for more than 10 
years to become agricultural developments. It 
could be said that this company demonstrated its 
willingness to change its strategies and policies 
according to the needs of the purchasing market. 
This inclination was made possible by a knowledge 
support structure available within the company 
whose main role is to help decision-makers to 
identify the activities that the company will be 
involved in and the resources required. Nonethe-
less, the main driver of the company’s willingness 
to change its strategies was perhaps the company’s 

leadership aspirations and ability. Debowski 
(2006) terms this type of leadership as that of the 
‘knowledge leader’ whose role is to provide stra-
tegic visions and guidance and to identify priori-
ties among changes to take place.

In addition, none of these three developers 
relied entirely upon bank financing. Instead, they 
made use of their own capital during the early 
development stages. A representative of Developer 
B commented that the bank was not supportive in 
giving a loan to finance the company’s project. 
Moreover, he said,

‘We encountered a lot of trouble dealing with 
banks, they don’t understand the concept. I feel 
that the reason why they are not supportive is that 
they don’t gain [from it].’ 

A representative of Developer C also stated that 
he tried to avoid obtaining a loan from the bank 
because he found that the bank was ‘unfriendly’ 
in its reception of his company’s BTS ideas. 
This finding supports the argument that banks 
are not yet doing much to encourage developers 
to adopt BTS.

Nevertheless, some small developers are still 
able and motivated to adopt 100 percent BTS or 

Table 1. Housing projects of BTS adopters 

Developer A Developer B Developer C

Location of Project 
(District, State)

Tanjung Bungah, Penang Hulu Langat, Selangor Muar, Johor

Type of Houses Built Condominium Double-story terrace houses and 
shop lots

Single-story semi-detached and 
single story bungalows

Number of Units 104 units 77 units of terrace housing and 
12 units of shop lot

12 semi-detached units and 10 
bungalows

Types of Financing Mix of own capital and bank loans Used own funds in the earlier 
period; later used bank loans

Retained profit and financing 
from co-operative

Possess Own Land Bank Yes Yes Yes

Received Incentives No No No

Approval of Local Authority More than 12 months Nearly one year Usually 12 months

Target Market Middle-end to high-end Middle-income Government servants (middle-
income)
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the 10:90 BTS model. Developer B consciously 
implemented a BTS system to penetrate the 
housing market. Cognisant of its limitations as a 
small-sized and relatively new housing developer 
on the supplier side of the market, it decided to 
jump on the new bandwagon of BTS to build up 
its reputation with the buying public. Developer 
B’s representative noted that

‘We went for this 10:90 BTS because we have no 
track record and no references—we are indeed a 
new player in this industry. For example, would 
you buy from me if you didn’t know me at all? 
So by adopting this concept, we hope to instil 
confidence in the buyer.’

The remarks made by Developer B show 
that increasing customer demand and changing 
market needs are another important driver of the 
implementation of the BTS system. Although the 
driving force is coming from outside the company, 
it is ultimately creating the need for change and 
increasing companies’ tendency to implement 
the BTS system.

As mentioned earlier, to promote the concept 
and implementation of BTS among the housing 
developers, the government offered them a number 
of BTS-related incentives. Fast-track approval, 
exemptions from building low-cost housing and 
exemptions from paying RM 200,000 (40,728.5 
Euro) deposits for a developer’s license are 
incentives offered to encourage developers to 
implement the BTS system and thus stimulate 
the supply of BTS houses in the market. None 
of the three developers received any incentives 
from the government, simply because they had 
started their projects before the incentives were 
announced. This finding shows that these inno-
vative companies are already self-motivated to 
use a new system that they thought would give 
them a competitive advantage against their rivals. 
Their capacity to change in response to external 
demand without relying too much on the help of 
the government or financial institutions signals 

these companies’ adaptability with regard to the 
new system. According to Dennison and Mishra 
(1995), this adaptability comes from the norms 
and beliefs developed within a company, which 
in turn translates into catering customer demand 
or transmitting signals from the environment into 
product or process change.

Developer A’s representative brought up an 
interesting point about the quality of its BTS 
projects. The company discovered that the quality 
of construction under the BTS system is appre-
ciably better than that of STB houses. Developer 
A was able to fairly compare the quality of both 
BTS and STB previous projects because the same 
contractor was used for each project. Developer 
A maintained that the monitoring system for BTS 
projects is much more stringent than that for 
STB projects because many precautions need to 
be taken before delivering completed houses to 
BTS buyers. House buyers also submitted fewer 
complaints regarding defects in the BTS houses.

Table 2 shows the number of defects reported 
in a 6-month period for the STB and BTS projects 
of Developer A. It is obvious that the number of 
defects detected under the BTS project was much 
lower than that under the STB project during the 
same time period. This result suggests that BTS 
is effective in motivating developers to be more 
cautious about the quality of houses built.

Developer A revealed that better housing qual-
ity is first achieved under the BTS system through 
the selection of appropriate individuals. To ensure 
that the project team has the ability to integrate 
knowledge from various sources, the conven-
tional approach to employee selection was revised. 
The required knowledge and skills were identified 
in advance, and an improved approach was ad-
opted that allows individuals with appropriate 
competencies and attitudes to be employed or 
selected from different units to that particular BTS 
project team. This approach helped to create the 
environment that the developer desired, one that 
is conducive to implementing new ways of doing 
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things (in this case, stricter monitoring of project 
work).

Additionally, a system is developed in which 
experience from past projects can be learned from 
and shared among the parties involved. Experience 
from past projects and lessons learned were sys-
tematically collected from the respective parties 
and kept in databases. These databases come from 
the weekly project meetings held by the project 
team and feedback received from the house buy-
ers or the residents of past projects. The databases 
provide guidelines for future projects and are easily 
accessible to all individuals involved.

Thirdly, a reward system aimed at promot-
ing lessons learned and knowledge sharing is 
also in place. Employees who have been able to 
acquire the new knowledge to be learned have 
been rewarded, as have employees who are able 
to share the new knowledge they have acquired, 
either through bonuses or through promotions to 
higher position.

According to Developer A, the above-men-
tioned efforts have helped the firm to successfully 
implement the BTS system with better quality 
houses and thus to gain the element of competi-
tive advantage crucial for its survival.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 
RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

BTS is a system that has been developed through 
knowledge sharing among the three main stake-
holders in the housing development industry: 
house buyers, the government, and housing de-
velopers. The push towards BTS was initiated by 
representatives of house buyers at the house buy-

ers’ organisation who were seeking to protect the 
legal rights of these house buyers. Over time, the 
government and then housing developers became 
part of the team. Ideas and input from these stake-
holders through discussions and the sharing of 
both explicit and tacit knowledge made the system 
more innovatively generated and acceptable to all 
stakeholders. The meetings and discussions that 
the house buyers, the government and the hous-
ing developers had in the early stages of the BTS 
implementation plan generated the finer details 
of the BTS, especially regarding the schedule of 
payment (Schedule G) to the housing developers. 
Finally, knowledge or experience sharing amongst 
the members of the developer’s company is also 
important for the successful implementation of 
the new BTS system.

The study adds to our limited knowledge 
on how a housing delivery system is improved 
through knowledge creation and sharing in the 
Malaysian housebuilding industry. Nevertheless, 
the results of the study should be interpreted in 
light of the limitations posed by the data collec-
tion techniques employed in the study. Because 
the data were gathered through focus group and 
semi-structured interviews with one house buy-
ers’ organisation (which represents the house 
buyers’ views) and only three developers, it is 
difficult to generalise the results to other coun-
tries, especially emerging economies where KM 
is still new. Therefore, we call for more empirical 
research to explore and test whether knowledge 
sharing among the key stakeholders and a strong 
learning culture and developed KM tendencies 
will lead to successful innovation implementa-
tion. In addition, many past studies have proved 
that effective leadership and employee skills are 

Table 2. Defects reported in 6 months for two different projects of developer A 

Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total Defects

Project A (STB) 47 64 70 59 59 37 336

Project B (BTS) 11 14 10 17 19 13 84
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crucial factors in the successful implementation 
of innovation in an organisation. A strong leader-
ship commitment at top levels encourages other 
members of an organisation to join in the change 
process, thus eliciting their knowledge of business 
processes and leading to the successful adoption 
of new ideas (Kearns and Lederer, 2004). On 
the other hand, employee skills are also crucial. 
Lim (2003) stresses that knowledge and skills of 
an organisation’s workforce are among the most 
important factors contributing to the organisation’s 
ability to implement new products, processes, or 
services. Siemieniuch and Sinclair (2004) suggest 
that individuals responsible for developing and 
implementing new ideas must possess appropriate 
knowledge, skills and expertise, either via formal 
training or through experiential learning oppor-
tunities made available within the organisation. 
Because these factors are not fully investigated, 
we suggest additional studies concerning the in-
fluence of leadership commitment and employee 
interest on knowledge that will help developers to 
implement the new BTS system or other types of 
innovation. This chapter also indicates the need for 
holistic studies on the role of KM in other stake-
holder organisations within the housing industry 
that influence the implementation of the new 
system, product or process. Research into ways 
to enhance knowledge development, including 
house buyer empowerment and higher levels of 
professionalism on the part of the approving and 
monitoring authorities, would be valuable.
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Housing Delivery System: The procurement 
of houses, from the signing of the Sales and Pur-
chase Agreements to the handover stage.

Housing Industry: An economic sector that 
concerns the supply and demand in the housing 
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Innovation: Innovation can generally be 
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process or product that is new to an organisation.
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through interactions between the tacit and explicit 
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Knowledge Management: The targeted co-
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and the management of the organisational environ-
ment to support individual knowledge transfer and 
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which knowledge is exchanged among all the 
relevant stakeholders in any organisation of 
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collect payments before housing completion.

Stakeholders: The parties involved that form 
the basis of the housing industry.
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Chapter  4.20

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Entrepreneurs in general, do contribute to the 
development of national economies. We need their 
innovation and risk-taking to create wealth, gen-
erate employment and fuel the economy. Hence, 
knowledge management – both soft and hard 
is crucial. The benefits of great entrepreneurial 
venture using the most advanced technology can 
be nullified by poor knowledge management 
practices. It is knowledge and management that 
is the link between success and growth. The key 
objective of this chapter is to explain different 
perspectives on what is meant by the Knowledge 
Management (KM) in relation to entrepreneurship 
through two cases from India. It is essential that 
research and policy development fully take into 
account the differing perspectives of entrepre-

neurship and knowledge as no single definition 
fully captures the concepts, nor their underlying 
assumptions. The chapter focuses on understand-
ing KM as a tool for developing competitive 
edge and identifies areas of KM application for 
entrepreneurship success.

INTRODUCTION

As commercial organizations face up to modern 
pressures to downsize and outsource they have 
lost knowledge as people leave and take with them 
what they know. This knowledge is increasingly 
being recognized as an important resource and 
organizations are now taking steps to manage 
it. In addition, as the pressures for globalization 
increase, collaboration and co-operation are 
becoming more distributed and international. 
Knowledge sharing in a distributed international 
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environment is becoming an essential part of 
Knowledge Management (KM). In this chapter I 
make a distinction between hard and soft knowl-
edge within an organization and argue that much 
of what is called KM deals with hard knowledge 
and emphasizes capture-codify-store. This is a 
major weakness of the current approach to KM. 
Therefore, new systems are required that not 
only locate, capture, store, share and leverage 
data and information, but also knowledge that 
too soft knowledge.

The chapter focuses on understanding KM as 
a tool for developing competitive edge and tries 
to identify areas of KM application for entre-
preneurship success. Knowledge that supports 
the decision making process is an obvious vital 
resource; however, knowledge has often suffered 
from under management in the past. It is only in 
recent years that knowledge has been taken more 
seriously.

The structure of the chapter is as follows: the 
first part gives the theoretical backdrop like what 
is knowledge, relationship of data, information and 
knowledge, soft and hard knowledge, emergence 
of entrepreneurial economy and strategy for KM. 
The second part of the chapter would comprise 
of understanding the unique challenges faced by 
the entrepreneurs during the adoption of KM, the 
switch over, the impact on the working of enter-
prises. For this part the methodology adopted is 
as below.

BACKGROUND

What is Knowledge?

According to Webster’s Dictionary, knowledge 
is “the fact or condition of knowing something 
with familiarity gained through experience or 
association”. In practice, though, there are many 
possible, equally plausible definitions of knowl-
edge. A frequently used definition of knowledge 
is “the ideas or understandings which an entity 

possesses that are used to take effective action to 
achieve the entity’s goal(s). This knowledge is 
specific to the entity which created it.”

An understanding of knowledge requires 
some grasp of its relationship to information. In 
everyday language, it has long been the practice to 
distinguish between information — data arranged 
in meaningful patterns — and knowledge — which 
has historically been regarded as something that 
is believed, that is true (for pragmatic knowledge, 
that works) and that is reliable.

In recent times, theoretical objections to the 
concept of truth (e.g. by post-modernists) or to 
that of reliability (e.g. by positivists) have led to 
some blurring of the distinction. The interchange-
able use of information and knowledge can be 
confusing if it is not made clear that knowledge 
is being used in a new and unusual sense, and 
can seem unscrupulous insofar as the intent is to 
attach the prestige of (true) knowledge to mere 
information. It also tends to obscure the fact 
that while it can be extremely easy and quick to 
transfer information from one place to another, 
knowledge is sticky: it is often very difficult and 
slow to transfer knowledge from person to another. 
(C.f. the World Bank’s 1998 World Development 
Report on Knowledge for Development which 
begins with the false assertion that knowledge 
travels at the speed of light.) In assessing attempts 
to define knowledge it can be helpful to remem-
ber that the human mind has often been seen as 
capable of two kinds of knowledge — the rational 
and the intuitive.

In the West, intuitive knowledge has often been 
devalued in favor of rational scientific knowledge, 
and the rise of science has even led to claims that 
intuitive knowledge is not really knowledge at all. 
However, recognition of the difficulties inherent 
in transferring knowledge from one person to 
another has tended to highlight the importance 
of tacit knowledge e.g. notably in the writings of 
Polanyi (1975), and Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995). 
In an effort to distinguish knowledge from mere 
information, some Western analysts (Karl Erik 
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Sveiby) have tried defining “knowledge” as wholly 
tacit (i.e. as capacity in action), thus consigning 
what others have considered as explicit knowledge 
to mere information

In the East, the tradition has been to celebrate 
the importance of the intuitive, in comparison with 
the rational. The Upanishads for instance speak 
about a higher and a lower knowledge, and asso-
ciate lower knowledge with the various sciences.

Chinese philosophy has emphasized the com-
plementary nature of the intuitive and the rational 
and has represented them by the archetypal pair 
yin and yang.

Debates about the meaning of knowledge have 
continued for thousands of years, and seem likely 
to continue for some time to come

Most definitions and explanations of knowl-
edge seem to cover the same vocabulary, concepts 
and words. Rather than provide a standard defini-
tion, the paper addresses the general themes and 
fundamentals that have become evident in recent 
years.

• Knowledge goes through a process of shar-
ing tacit with tacit knowledge, tacit to ex-
plicit, explicit leverage, and explicit back 
to tacit.

• Knowledge can be created and tested.
• Knowledge can be distinguished from data 

and information.
• Explicit knowledge is usually filtered, 

stored, retrieved and dispersed across the 
organization.

• A culture that does not foster and reward 
the sharing of knowledge cannot expect 
technology to solve its problems (Srinivas 
2000).

Relationship of Data, 
Information and Knowledge

Knowledge is built up from data and information 
as well as prior knowledge. Data have no meaning 
or significance in themselves. Examples include 

individual mental symptoms shown by a particular 
patient or items in a computer spreadsheet. Infor-
mation is data which have meaning because of a 
relational connection. In other words, information 
is data which have been processed to be useful. 
Information aims to provide answers to the ques-
tions ‘Who?’, ‘What?’, ‘Where?’ and ‘When?’ 
It is worth noting that although information is 
intended to be useful, it is not necessarily so. 
Merely aggregating data and identifying relation-
ships between variables do not guarantee utility. 
Knowledge is information to which a process 
has been applied, which may eventually become 
expertise (Liebowitz, 2000). It is ‘the collation of 
information for a particular purpose, intended to 
be useful’ (Bellinger et al, 1999).

Knowledge aims to answer the question ‘How?’ 
Developing new knowledge from that which al-
ready exists to answer the question ‘Why?’ may 
be defined as understanding. However, while 
knowledge is a necessary prerequisite for under-
standing, the availability of appropriate knowledge 
does not guarantee understanding.

The relationships between data, information 
and knowledge are summarized in Figure 1. 
However, this is not necessarily unidirectional, 
but is often circular or iterative. For example, 
individual items in a clinical data-set constitute 
data. When aggregated, they can yield information, 
which in turn can be appraised and interpreted to 
give knowledge. However, designing an entrepre-
neurial data-set includes making a decision about 
which items are needed and how they should be 
coded. These decisions are informed by existing 
knowledge, but they may need revision in the light 
of new knowledge developed from the use of the 
data-set. In the same way, reviewing the formula-
tion of an individual entrepreneur’s presenting 
problems (knowledge) may lead to a reappraisal 
of individual symptoms (data).

Figure 1 also aims to distinguish knowledge 
management from data management, information 
management and information technologies. In-
formation technologies, as the term is used in 
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everyday language, are tools which support the 
management of data, information and knowledge. 
They include computer hardware and software, 
storage, indexing and retrieval systems, and so 
on. Data management and the technologies avail-
able to support this are relatively simple. An 
example would be a simple spreadsheet. Aggre-
gating and analyzing data from such a spreadsheet 
using statistical software, or bringing data to-
gether from different sources using a relational 
database, illustrate information management. In 
practice, these technologies clearly overlap. 
However, this overlap has been exaggerated by 
conceptual confusion. For example, the main 
purpose of the KM and Entrepreneurial Strategies 
appears to be to optimize knowledge management, 
even though most of the time the focus is on in-
formation management and does not make a clear 
distinction between these two areas of activity. 
The distinction is important because it helps to 
highlight the central role in entrepreneurship 
development methodologies and technologies 
supporting knowledge management.

Enterprises and entrepreneurs realize that ac-
cess to quality information and knowledge will 
help them remain competitive. However, with the 
advent of rapidly changing business environments, 
entrepreneurs are now realizing they need to de-
velop an effective knowledge strategy and provide 
enterprise and employees with best available 
knowledge to support the decision making process. 
Data warehousing initiatives, utilizing various data 
mining techniques, have found common place in 
many business infrastructures for supporting the 
decision making process. However, as the vast 
majority of knowledge exists in the minds, the 
quality of support these provide, especially for 
intensive queries, is somewhat uncertain (Nemati, 
Steiger et al. 2002).

Knowledge management has recently become 
a fashionable concept, although many entrepre-
neurs and enterprises are still unable to explain 
what knowledge is. More importantly, they are 
unable to develop and leverage knowledge to 
improve performance. This is due to organizations 
becoming increasingly more complex in structure, 
resulting in knowledge that is fragmented, hard 
to locate, leverage, share and difficult to reuse 
(Zack 1999). Tacit knowledge is subconsciously 
understood and applied, difficult to articulate and 
usually developed from immersing oneself in an 
activity for an extended period. Explicit knowledge 
can be easily communicated to others through a 
system of language, symbols, rules, equations and 
objects. It consists of quantifiable data, written 
procedures, mathematical models etc (Nemati, 
Steiger et al. 2002). An established discipline 
since 1991 (Nonaka 1991), KM comprises a range 
of practices used in an organization to identify, 
create, represent, distribute and enable adoption 
of insights and experiences. Such insights and 
experiences comprise knowledge, either embod-
ied in individuals or embedded in organizational 
processes or practice. Bradley (2007) points out 
a recent development in the world of business. 
There has been the emergence of new departments 
in corporations which carry the word “Insight”.

Figure 1. Data-information-knowledge relation-
ships
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A general definition of knowledge manage-
ment, adapted from Macintosh (1997), is that 
it ‘comprises the identification and analysis of 
available and required knowledge, and the subse-
quent planning and control of actions to develop 
knowledge assets so as to fulfill individual and/
or organizational objectives’. The processes and 
outcomes of knowledge management are sum-
marized in Figure 2. Within entrepreneurship, 
knowledge management can be defined as the 
creation, acquisition, analysis, maintenance and 
dissemination of knowledge for the benefit of 
entrepreneurship care and development.

Managing Knowledge: The 
Challenge

Three major issues facing organizations are glo-
balization, downsizing and outsourcing and all 
three have implications for knowledge sharing 
and management. Downsizing and outsourcing 
(Davenport and Prusak, 1998) mean a reduction 
in personnel. As people leave, organizations have 
come to realize that they take with them valuable 
knowledge. Globalization is a separate issue which 
affects most organizations in some form (Castells, 
1996). Many organizations are now undergoing 
some form of structural change to cope with the 
increased internationalization of business. For ex-
ample, Castells (1996) has observed the emergence 
of what he calls the Network Enterprise, made up 
of several organizations of different sizes working 
together. These changes mean that information and 
knowledge have to be shared between individu-
als and companies who perhaps never expected 
to work together. As globalization impacts upon 
organizations, they are finding they have to turn 
to international teams to maintain an essential 
flexibility (Manheim, 1992). These teams may 
find themselves operating in different locations, 
which mean that groups need to share knowledge 
asynchronously between different locations. There 
is clearly a need to manage such knowledge and 
Knowledge Management (KM) can address 

this. But there is a need to understand the state 
of KM and distinguish between ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ 
knowledge. Soft knowledge is an aspect of KM 
that is currently under-explored. Understanding 
and examining the role of KM for entrepreneur-
ship in international environment is also crucial.

Managing Hard Knowledge

Much of the KM literature has a common view 
of knowledge that continues to concentrate on the 
capture-codify-store cycle of management. In this 
sense, KM does not seem to have moved on from 
what was previously termed Information Manage-
ment. For example, the view of knowledge as being 
‘hard’, that is codifiable, has led to attempts to 
extract knowledge from one group of ‘experts’ so 

Figure 2. KM elements
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that it can be used by another, less skilled, group. 
However, the results of such expert systems have 
been disappointing (Roschelle, 1996; Davenport 
and Prusak, 1998).

Another ‘hard’ knowledge approach aims to 
support, as opposed to replace, the knowledge 
worker. With this approach, knowledge is codi-
fied into operating procedures or other forms of 
instruction for action. Orr (1990) reported a study 
of copier repairers who had manuals containing 
the procedures to be followed when repairing 
a copier. These were laid down by the design-
ers and catered only for the problems foreseen 
by them. However, there were occasions when 
problems occurred that were not covered by the 
procedures. The repairers tackled such problems 
by creating ‘workarounds’. Workarounds in this 
context constituted an example of what we refer 
to as soft knowledge.

Despite its evident problems, the management 
of ‘hard’ knowledge is now well established and 
there are many tools and frameworks available for 
this form of KM. The soft knowledge embedded 
in the day-to-day working practices of groups 
is much less amenable to a capture-codify-store 
approach. Some researchers have begun to rec-
ognize the challenges raised by soft knowledge 
(e.g. Macintosh (1998); Buckingham Shum, 1997) 
but there is a need to understand more fully the 
nature of soft knowledge and the means by which 
it might be managed

Managing Soft Knowledge

There is a wide body of literature that suggests 
that there are ‘softer’ types of knowledge (Nonaka, 
1991; Kogut and Zander, 1992). This knowledge is 
less quantifiable (Kidd, 1994; Skyrme, 1998) and 
cannot be captured, codified and stored so easily. 
Examples of such knowledge might include tacit 
knowledge that cannot be articulated, internalized 
experience and automated skills, and internalized 
domain knowledge and cultural knowledge, and 
embedded in practice.

Soft knowledge is acquired through the praxis 
of work and consequently when an organization 
loses staff, the soft knowledge that is lost cannot 
easily be replaced. As companies have cut out 
layers of middle management they find that they 
have lost the people who knew whom to approach 
for specific problems; how to deal with different 
people and who best to use for different tasks. In 
short, people who knew how to make things hap-
pen. The loss of such personnel creates a problem 
for organizations as they move to cheaper, less 
knowledge-rich, workers.

As a first step towards the management of 
such knowledge we need to understand the social 
processes that govern its construction and its suste-
nance in an organization. Lave and Wenger (1991) 
suggest that soft knowledge is created, sustained 
and shared through communities of practice by a 
process called legitimate peripheral participation 
(LPP). They describe how groups are regenerated 
by newcomers joining and eventually, replacing 
existing members. The newcomers learn from 
“old-timers” through co-practice that is gradu-
ated, permitting them to undertake more central 
and critical tasks. In so doing, they not only learn 
the domain skills associated with the practice but 
they also learn the language of the community, 
its values and its attitudes. Through this kind of 
participation newcomers move from peripheral 
positions to more central ones and in so-doing 
are transformed into old-timers. Membership is 
legitimated though participation and participation 
is legitimated through membership.

Seely Brown and Duguid (1991), have ex-
tended Lave and Wenger’s community of practice 
model and applied it to technological communi-
ties. Their example is based on Orr’s description 
of the work of copier repairers given above (Orr 
1990, 1997). When a problem could not be solved 
by adherence to the manual, or when newcom-
ers had difficulties, they would enlist the help of 
colleagues. By applying their shared experience, 
they would arrive at a solution to the problem. But 
such solutions were not then forgotten, the new 
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knowledge was shared with other members by 
what Orr describes as the telling of ‘war stories’. 
War stories not only represent the soft knowledge 
of the community, but their telling also serves to 
legitimate a newcomer as they move from pe-
ripheral to fuller participation. Soft knowledge is 
embedded in the practices of, and relationships 
within, the group. Secondly, the source of the 
legitimacy of the knowledge differs from hard 
knowledge. ‘Hard knowledge’ is accepted as 
legitimate by virtue of the formal authority of 
the designer of the system or the author of the 
procedure. Soft knowledge becomes accepted 
by virtue of informal authority and consensus 
within the group. Although newcomers might 
have a degree of hard domain knowledge, their 
soft knowledge only develops as they move from 
being newcomers to fully-fledged members of 
the community.

Thus, KM efforts typically focus on organiza-
tional objectives such as improved performance, 
competitive advantage, innovation, the sharing 
of lessons learned, and continuous improvement 
of the organization. KM efforts overlap with Or-
ganizational Learning, and may be distinguished 
from that by a greater focus on the management 
of knowledge as a strategic asset and a focus on 
encouraging the sharing of knowledge.

KM efforts can help individuals and groups to 
share valuable organizational insights, to reduce 
redundant work, to avoid reinventing the wheel 
per se, to reduce training time for new employees, 
to retain intellectual capital as employees turnover 
in an organization, and to adapt to changing en-
vironments and markets (McAdam & McCreedy 
2000)(Thompson & Walsham 2004).

Duality of Knowledge

If we view knowledge as a duality then by implica-
tion, all knowledge is to some degree both hard and 
soft: it is simply that the balance between the two 
varies as shown in Figure 3. This approach need 
not exclude some of the categorizations discussed 

earlier: the softer aspects of knowledge are those 
that cannot be externalized and the harder aspects 
are those that can be articulated, captured and 
stored. However, viewing knowledge as a dual-
ity means that both perspectives are needed and 
both must be taken into account in any attempt 
to manage knowledge.

Nonaka contends that tacit knowledge is hard 
to formalize and therefore difficult to communi-
cate: it is (in Polanyi’s terms) knowledge that is 
not at the forefront of consciousness. However, 
that which is tacit varies from one situation to 
another. For example when reading a text, words 
and linguistic rules function as tacit subsidiary 
knowledge while the attention of the reader is 
focused on the explicit meaning of the text. In 
another situation, those same linguistic rules might 
become explicit knowledge.

Although under certain circumstances tacit 
knowledge can become explicit, it is perhaps more 
accurate to say that even then only part of what is 
tacit is made explicit. This is because even what 
we normally think of as explicit knowledge has a 
whole history of culture, conventions of language 
and cross-referencing of thought that are never 
made explicit. There is always more that is embed-
ded, implied, assumed and presupposed than can 
ever be externalized and made explicit. In practice, 

Figure 3. Duality of knowledge balance
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the tacit and explicit dimensions to knowledge are 
inexorably and inextricably interwoven.

Viewing knowledge as a duality can help to 
explain the failure of some KM initiatives. When 
the harder aspects are abstracted in isolation the 
representation is incomplete: the softer aspects 
of knowledge must also be taken into account. 
As they put it, ‘the important knowledge is all 
in people’s heads’, that is the solutions on the 
server only represents the harder aspects of the 
knowledge. For a complete picture, the softer 
aspects are also necessary. Similarly, the expert 
systems of the 1980s can be seen as failing because 
they concentrated solely on the harder aspects 
of knowledge. Ignoring the softer aspects meant 
the picture was incomplete and the system could 
not be moved from the environment in which it 
was developed.

However, even knowledge that is ‘in people’s 
heads’ is not sufficient - the interactive aspect of 
‘knowing’ must also be taken into account. This 
is one of the key aspects to the management 
of the softer side to knowledge. The notion of 
knowledge as a duality is clearly useful, but this 
in turn leads to new problems. Seeing KM as 
including the management of both hard and soft 
knowledge poses a different set of challenges for 
entrepreneurs dedicated to developing workable 
KM solutions in their enterprises.

Finerty (1997) points out that technology has a 
role to play, but that the emphasis needs to move 
from trying to package knowledge as an object to 
using technology as a way of sharing experience. 
This view is supported by Davenport and Prusak 
who emphasize the potential of technology as a 
means to create links between people:...the more 
rich and tacit knowledge is, the more technology 
should be used to enable people to share that 
knowledge directly. It’s not a good idea to try 
and contain or represent the knowledge itself 
using technology. Information Technology alone 
is not a satisfactory solution and many authors 
(e.g. Leonard & Sensiper, 1998; Kimble, et al., 
2000) emphasize the continuing need for physi-

cal contact. However, even with physical contact, 
there remain difficulties in the management of 
softer knowledge, for example, the importance 
of language - not just national language but also 
professional or technical language.

Clearly there needs to be a shift from simply 
capturing and leveraging knowledge to supporting 
learning and the sharing of knowledge. Capturing 
and storing the harder aspects of knowledge in 
procedures, books or reports and then disseminat-
ing them is now well established in the field of 
information resource management and is part of 
the solution. But how can it be applied for entre-
preneurship? How can it be managed if it cannot 
be captured and stored? What happens when there 
is no opportunity for situated learning, and what 
happens when entrepreneurs are not co-located? 
Viewing knowledge as a soft-hard duality begs 
the question - how can this duality be managed 
when entrepreneurs as a group are where the 
softer aspects of knowledge are created, nurtured 
and sustained.

The Strategy of Knowledge 
Management

The first and perhaps most difficult of launching 
a knowledge management program is to put in 
place a strategy for sharing knowledge. It entails 
a collective visioning as to how sharing knowl-
edge can enhance organizational performance, 
and the reaching of a consensus among the senior 
management of the organization that the course 
of action involved in sharing knowledge will in 
fact be pursued. Implicit in such a process is a 
set of decisions about the particular variety of 
knowledge management that the organization 
intends to pursue, including:

What knowledge to share? Knowledge-sharing 
programs may aim at making available various 
types of content. The program will be very dif-
ferent depending on whether the intent is to share 
know-how, best or good practices, or knowledge of 
clients or customers, or competitive intelligence, or 
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knowledge of processes. The knowledge-sharing 
program will differ considerably depending on the 
type of knowledge being shared. Comprehensive, 
organization-wide programs for sharing knowl-
edge typically emerge when the organization’s 
know-how is perceived as critical to its mission, 
where the value of the organization’s knowledge 
is high, and where the enterprise is geographi-
cally dispersed. Some examples: the knowledge 
management strategies and programs at Ernst & 
Young, Arthur Andersen, and the World Bank. 
In other cases, knowledge sharing programs are 
limited to a specific function, such as sales and 
marketing, or research, or a specific area of ex-
pertise such as engineering.

The question of “what to share” includes not 
only the type of knowledge, but also its quality. 
In organizing knowledge-sharing programs, it 
is common to put processes in place to ensure 
that the content that is shared reaches a certain 
minimal threshold of value and reliability. Some 
programs make no explicit distinction between 
different levels of reliability of the material of-
fered, once the initial threshold has been met, thus 
allowing users to reach their own conclusions as 
to its ultimate value. Other programs, particularly 
those that offer external knowledge sharing, pro-
vide explicit guidance on whether the material 
has been authenticated, so that users can make 
inferences about its reliability. Most knowledge-
sharing systems also allow in varying degrees the 
inclusion of new and promising ideas that have 
not yet been authenticated and in this sense is not 
yet knowledge.

Choices about what knowledge to share must 
go beyond generic prescriptions. The local con-
text is often unpredictable; hence knowledge of 
the local context and local know-how become 
very important. Often in complex environments, 
problems will appear as wicked problems, in 
which the issue is not so much finding the answer 
to a defined problem, as it is one of defining the 
problem to which one is trying to solve. Once 

the problem is successfully defined, the answer 
may be obvious.

In entrepreneurial cases one of the major de-
cisions concerns is intended beneficiaries of the 
knowledge-sharing system. Knowledge sharing 
programs may aim at sharing with either an inter-
nal or an external audience. Internal knowledge 
sharing programs typically aim at making the 
existing business work better, faster or cheaper, 
by arming the front-line staff of an organization 
with higher quality, more up-to-date and easily 
accessible tools and inputs to do their jobs, and 
so add value for clients or save costs. External 
knowledge sharing poses greater risks than internal 
sharing programs — raising complex issues of 
confidentiality, copyright, and in the case of the 
private sector, the protection of proprietary assets 
— but it may also offer greater potential benefits.

There needs to be a consensus within the en-
trepreneurs class as to the principal channels by 
which knowledge will be shared, whether face-
to-face, or by way of help desks, by telephone, 
fax, email, collaborative tools or the web, or some 
combination of the above. It is important not to 
ignore face-to-face communications, since this 
is still the best and highest quality to transfer 
knowledge between individuals.

Why will knowledge be shared? Knowledge 
management is not something that is undertaken 
for its own sake, but rather something that sup-
ports the business of the organization. Reaching 
explicit agreement as to why knowledge is being 
shared, and its likely contribution to the enterprise 
performance, is crucial to sustaining support over 
the medium term. These motivations may relate to:

• increasing speed,
• lowering costs of operation,
• accelerating innovation, or
• widening the client base.

Since pursuing all of these worthy objectives 
simultaneously may result in a failure to achieve 
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any of them, it will be useful to make an explicit 
choice about objectives from the outset.

New firms are usually small and pose no oligop-
olistic threat in national or international markets. 
In the model of the entrepreneurial economy, no 
external costs – in the form of higher prices – are 
imposed on consumers in the national economy as 
is the case in the model of the managed economy. 
Fostering local economies imposes no cost on 
consumers in the national economy.

Entrepreneurs differ in the degree and type of 
novelty that they introduce to the economy. But 
why should entrepreneurs share knowledge or in-
formation? This part examines why entrepreneurs 
share when others can steal their ideas. I present 
an information sharing framework which builds 
on the assumption that ideas are abundant and of 
predominantly poor quality. Rather than hold ideas 
as stable constructs, the framework examines the 
case where profiting from innovation is related to 
the complementarities of specific assets, facing 
the “lemons” selection problem under conditions 
of novelty.

A fundamental concern to entrepreneurs, and 
academics alike, is that someone will steal their 
idea. This concern is so pervasive it is represented 
across a broad range of theoretical disciplines, 
from utilitarianism theories of social welfare 
and labor economics, to philosophical theories 
of justice, personhood, and individual identity 
(Fisher, 2000). In information economics, the 
concern for the theft of ideas is named the fun-
damental paradox of information (Arrow, 1971). 
Arrow’s fundamental paradox argues that there 
is the problem of opportunism in the sharing 
information as information must be shared to be 
valued, but after it is shared it has no additional 
value (Williamson, 1985).

The problem of Arrow’s fundamental paradox 
has been recognized in some form for hundreds 
of years (Granstrand, 2000), and is reflected in a 
broad range “intellectual property rights” theories 
and practices. It argued that when intellectual prop-
erty rights are available and strong, the problem 

of information sharing can be ameliorated and 
the entrepreneur can benefit from a “market for 
ideas”, rather than from product markets (Gans 
& Stern, 2003). Yet, in most industries, formal 
intellectual property rights play a small role in 
the appropriation of innovation (Cohen, Nelson, 
& Walsh, 2000; Levin, Klevorick, Nelson, & 
Winter, 1987), and many firms “freely reveal” 
much about their innovations to rivals (Harhoff, 
Henkel, & von Hippel, 2003). Similarly, informa-
tion sharing from cold calling is pervasive, from 
entrepreneurs (Birley, 1985) through to venture 
capital firms (Shane & Cable, 2002).

While histories of entrepreneurship are replete 
with stories of stolen ideas, they tend to focus on 
the hazards of information sharing rather than the 
motivation for sharing. Implicitly, these histories 
have adopted two simplifying assumptions. First, 
history typically treats ideas as stable constructs. 
Implicit in this notion is that entrepreneurs did not 
update with new information, even under early 
conditions of uncertainty. Second, the literature 
treats ideas as valuable. Implicit in this notion is 
that ideas were scarce and were of relatively low 
cost to assess.

SETTING THE STAGE

While business schools thrive training young 
people for jobs in large scale operations, these 
same schools house researchers establishing 
a revival of small-scale operations. In the late 
1980s and early 1990s fascinating data material 
is published: the share of smallness varies in 
modern economies, but increases everywhere. In 
the United States the average real GDP per firm 
increased by nearly two-thirds between 1947 and 
1989 – from $150,000 to $245,000 – reflecting a 
trend towards larger enterprises and a decreasing 
importance of small firms. However, within the 
subsequent seven years it had fallen by about 14 
percent to $210,000, reflecting a sharp reversal of 
this trend and the re-emergence of small business 
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(Brock and Evans, 1989). Similarly, small firms 
accounted for one-fifth of manufacturing sales in 
the United States in 1976, but by 1986 the sales 
share of small firms had risen to over one-quarter 
(Acs and Audretsch, 1993).

Such a U-shaped relation between number 
of firms and time, or inverse U-shaped relation 
between average firm size and time, seems to be 
ubiquitous. There is much debate about its mean-
ing, but two things seem evident: the trough, or 
the summit, is not determined by the calendar 
year but by the level of economic development 
of a country. It is as if the trough, or the sum-
mit, marks a regime switch. The first can be 
best illustrated using the material of the Global 
Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM). The second 
is documented by Audretsch and Thurik (2001a 
and 2004) distinguishing between the managed 
and the entrepreneurial economy.

CASE DESCRIPTION

The case studies were carried out for entrepreneurs 
located in India. Secondary sources used are 
from published records either from government 
or registered associations which are focusing on 
development of entrepreneurship like Chamber 
of Commerce, Entrepreneurship Development 
Cell, and Confederation of Indian Industry etc. 
Information and data collected to make assess-
ment has been suitably analyzed.

The respondents were from Pune, Mumbai 
and Hyderabad. These places being highly de-
veloped regions of India in terms of industrial 
development, education and financial services 
with excellent climatic conditions and has seen 
a rise in entrepreneurial activities in the past few 
years especially in knowledge based industries.

The case studies have been undertaken from 
India where various entrepreneurs especially in 
knowledge based industries are setting their shops. 
The study has been conducted in two parts.

The first part was a survey collecting factual 
information. A questionnaire was issued to 50 units 
and 19 were returned (a response rate of 38%). 
The questionnaire looked for respondents who:

• are in regular contact with entrepreneurs/
peers doing similar jobs;

• talk with colleagues to solve problems;
• share projects with others;
• swap anecdotes/experiences;
• learn from discussions..

These five metrics were used as indicators of 
membership in communities of practice. Using 
the above it was possible to identify potential 
examples of soft knowledge being shared in a 
community of practice. The second stage consisted 
of semi-structured interviews with 6 entrepre-
neurs. The aim of the interviews was to obtain 
richer data regarding the types of KM practices 
in vogue, issues and challenges for entrepreneurs 
in KM and strategies adopted for betterment of 
entrepreneurship.

Case 1. Ideaforge Birth: 
Formal Approaches to KM

As a kid, he dreamt of the impossible. When he 
saw Superman, he wanted to be like him and do 
whatever he did. At school, his teacher told him 
his ideas were good, but there is still a lot more 
to learn. He started thinking about the mechanics 
of engines very early in life, wondering how they 
worked and how processes could be changed to 
make things work better.

His father used to have long chats with him 
everyday on the achievements of great inventors 
like Albert Einstein and Thomas Edison. This 
made a profound impact on him and fuelled his 
imagination further. ‘Why can’t I be an Einstein?’ 
he wondered. The ability to question and probe 
everything was his motivation to keep moving 
forward.
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This deep interest in engineering brought Ankit 
Mehta to the Indian Institute of Technology. Ankit, 
a top ranked student at IIT Bombay, did not attend 
a single placement interview when his friends got 
the greatest offers from the best of companies. For 
him, it was a pursuit of ideas, a journey to achieve 
what he had always dreamt of. “The journey was 
tough, it took us an year to actually give shape 
to the start-up company. The lack of experience, 
opposition from parents, and financial problems 
made it tougher to get started,” Ankit says.

But the strong belief in the idea and support 
from friends, Rahul Singh and Ashish Bhat, and 
a grant from the government led to the birth of 
Ideaforge in 2007 when Ankit Mehta was just 24 
years old. Ideaforge got started with its pioneer-
ing work at the Technology Business Incubator, 
SINE at IIT Bombay. “I have been very fortunate 
to get like-minded people like Ashish, who has 
been innovative and designing electronic gadgets 
ever since he was a school kid, and Rahul who 
gave up a plum post to be a part of this start-up,” 
Ankit says.

Today, Ideaforge develops human powered 
cell phone chargers and fully automated Micro 
Air Vehicles (MAVs). With these chargers, you 
can charge your phone while in a car, bike, etc. 
Ankit lives with an idea bank and that’s why he 
calls his company Ideaforge. “The joy of creat-
ing a product gives the satisfaction which no 
high-paying job can,” he says happily. It gives 
him immense pleasure to work even if it means 
working till the wee hours. For him, every day 
is a chance to strive harder and make his dreams 
come true. He has no regrets about giving up the 
luxuries, which many of his classmates are used to. 
“A start-up is a great way to be selfish,” he adds.

Ankit Mehta, managing director, Ideaforge, 
reveals more about the exciting world of entre-
preneurship and also gives hints regarding formal 
approached to KM.

With an initial investment of Rs 1.5 lakh (Rs 
150,000) and a government grant. The company 

was registered in February 2007 and it got incu-
bated at IIT.

The day starts at 10-11 and our work goes on 
till 1-2 a.m. With a team of 10 members, the core 
team working late the work goes on. People see 
it as a great opportunity to work in a start-up. It 
gives them a sense of fulfillment, which no other 
job can give. There are parallel roles, people 
love the challenge. The risk and rewards too are 
equally exciting.

Education at premier institution like IIT plays 
a huge role in overall development. It boosts 
confidence, to become better than the best. The 
environment is very competitive, yet friendly. The 
atmosphere opens up the brain so much. Education 
plays a vital role. Education gives tremendous 
confidence and knowledge is essential for mak-
ing products.

The effort is to popularize clean technology 
products and lead the way to an environment-
friendly world. Their mission is to make energy 
sources available everywhere.... be mobile.

The amount they invested less than Rs 1 crore 
(Rs 10 million) so far. They have developed a 
mechanical energy storage and release device and 
applied for a patent. It will take about 18 months 
to get the patent for this. They have about seven 
different types of charging devices, which include 
a mechanical charger, a USB charger, a bike 
charger, a car charger and even a wall charger. 
These chargers can be used with any handset. 
They have also developed fully automated Micro 
Air Vehicles (MAVs) like a small helicopter that 
can fly, take photos and videos. While on the on 
GPS-hold mode, it acts like a virtual pole in the 
sky streaming high quality live video to the ground 
station with all camera controls in user’s hand. 
These can be trained to even go inside buildings 
and take photos. In the age of increased surveil-
lance, these products come in handy.

The major milestones achieved are of establish-
ing a good distribution network. Their national 
distributor is Brightpoint India Pvt Ltd. Today, 
products are available through major retail chains 
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like eZone, Hot Spot, RPG Cellucon, The Mobile 
Store and Exide’s retail outlets and sites like 
eBay, Indiatimes, homeshop18, et cetera. They 
have also started a pilot project with the Tatas so 
products will be available in Tata stores as well 
and will soon tie up with Airtel. They have been 
able to reach out to the rural areas with a tie-up 
with ITC’s e-choupal.

Innovation is vital for any entrepreneurship 
to succeed and it is absolutely essential to create 
value with new ideas and offer a product that the 
market requires. An idea pays and it is the step-
ping stone to success. The product should have a 
good market value. These are the issues of utmost 
importance for increasing the rate of entrepre-
neurial growth. The most important things that 
entrepreneurs must have to succeed are patience 
to go on, perseverance of the goal. Impatience also 
as it helps to get things done faster. A great team 
is essential. One must be able think differently. 
One has to believe in the idea and it should, of 
course, have a logical end. Make the right use of 
opportunities. There are billion ways of doing 
the same thing. One must make the right choice. 
Make sure to get finance and see to it that there 
is someone to bail you out in the event of a crisis. 
Ability to listen to others’ ideas, and be receptive 
to new ideas is the key to succeed and for these 
ingredients there is a need to adopt the formal 
approach to knowledge management

Case 2. A Nutritious Business: 
Benchmarking for KM Adoption

At 17, when most girls of her age were set to go 
to college for higher studies, Sarala Bastian, now 
a successful entrepreneur got married.

But Sarala Bastian did not wish to just be 
confined to her house. She wanted to do some-
thing on her own. She wanted to be independent 
and carve out identify for herself. “My father 
gave me the initial capital of Rs 15,000 to start a 
business in 2004. I started a mushroom farm in 
my backyard,” says Sarala. There has been no 

looking back since…..today; she is a successful 
entrepreneur in a field not explored by many. It 
has been an incredible journey for the 32-year-old 
Sarala. To add to her glory, she has been short listed 
for the prestigious Youth Business International 
(YBI) Entrepreneur of the Year award for 2009. 
YBI is a UK-based network established by Prince 
Charles to encourage young entrepreneurs. Ghada 
Ba-ageel of Saudi Arabia and Linet Indiazi of 
Kenya are the other two nominees in the female 
category for this year’s award. The award, to be 
announced on November 16, will comprise a cash 
prize of $1,000, a certificate and a medal.

Here’s how Sarala transformed herself from a 
simple housewife into a successful entrepreneur 
with minimum resources at her disposal and has 
been facilitating benchmarking for KM adoption 
to small entrepreneurs.

The Beginning Years

She spent her childhood in Coimbatore where her 
father worked as an auditor in the state co-operative 
society. In school, she learnt typewriting and short-
hand. She was married to Sebastian after passing 
class 12 exams and so came to Chennai with him. 
She has two daughters, elder one is 14-years old 
and seven year old younger daughter is mentally 
challenged since as a baby, she had brain fever 
and life changed for the worst because of this.

Becoming an Entrepreneur

There never was any financial difficulty and she 
was happy with what husband earned. But it was 
a dream to start something on their own, be in-
dependent and offer jobs to other needy women. 
That is why 95 per cent of employees are women. 
The dream is to make all women financially inde-
pendent. The idea to cultivate mushrooms came in 
mind as she felt it was a very ‘nutritious’ business 
and had not been attempted by many.
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Funds to Start the Business

She got a lot of support from my father who gave 
the initial capital of Rs 15,000 to start the busi-
ness in 2004. She started a mushroom farm in 
backyard. Before starting mushroom farming, she 
attended training classes at eleven different places, 
including the agricultural college in Coimbatore.

The Art of Cultivating Mushrooms

It was very difficult to get seeds in those days, 
bought one seed for Rs 60 and got started. The 
seeds are kept in a perforated plastic cylinder 
between layers of cleansed hay. Within 17 days, 
mushrooms start coming out of the holes in the 
cylinder. From one cylinder, they get about 2 kg 
of mushrooms.

Initial Struggles

There was a time when she used to go to the super-
markets and beg them to keep their mushrooms in 
their shops. They used to reluctantly agree after a 
lot of persuasion. Today, early in the morning, they 
call and ask, ‘Madam, how many packets would 
you send today?’ It takes time for any business to 
flourish, but ultimately you succeed. Within three 
months of starting business, they made a profit of 
Rs 65,000. Whatever profit have made so far, they 
have put back into the business. More than making 
money, the aim is to expand the business. Besides 
fresh milky and oyster mushrooms, they also sell 
processed foods like pickles, soup powder, jam, et 
cetera. The turnover is around Rs 250,000 every 
month these days. Now, the aim is to inspire more 
women. So, she meets many self-help groups and 
asks them to do something worthwhile.

Working with Jail Inmates

Some college students from Oorambakkam (near 
Chennai) wanted her to teach them mushroom 
cultivation for a project. Later, she found that the 

students had adopted a village and they wanted 
her to teach the villagers too. She decided to teach 
them free of cost. When these college students 
were planning to train jail inmates, she went to 
meet the female inmates of Puzhal prison in Chen-
nai. Initially, though a bit scared she was able to 
convince them to work hard on their own, after 
they come out and only after they promised, she 
agreed to teach them how to cultivate mushrooms. 
The process is really simple, anyone can do it. She 
plans to give them regular work, and the process 
for the same is on.

International Award

It was the Bharatiya Yuva Sakthi Trust that had 
been helping with lot with business advise from the 
time she started my enterprise who recommended 
for her name to the Youth Business International 
(YBI) Entrepreneur of the Year award for 2009. 
About 50 names from India had been sent and she 
is the only Indian short listed from the thousands 
of names they got from all over the world.

CURRENT CHALLENGES 
FACING THE ORGANIZATIONS

The challenges faced by the organizations are 
mostly in the area of developing innovative ap-
proaches and application of knowledge manage-
ment techniques. They also have limitations in 
terms of adapting to technological changes which 
are at a faster rate than their own ability to cope 
up due to being small in size of operations.

Entrepreneurial knowledge is an important 
construct because it shifts attention from “hoarding 
information” theories (Aldrich, 1979; Campbell, 
1960) about appropriability to theories which ad-
dress specific asset configurations in addition to 
novel information. There are a number of reasons 
why this is useful. First, a “more novel information 
is better” approach is subject to increasing mis-
information costs (Ackoff, 1967) and search costs 
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(Fiet, 2007). Second, entrepreneurial knowledge 
anchors novelty in a place where it is more tangible 
(Schumpeter, 1934) and therefore easier for both 
researchers and entrepreneurs to assess (Carlile, 
2002). Finally, entrepreneurial knowledge shifts 
attention from the ex post moral hazard problem 
of information disclosure (Arrow, 1971), typically 
associated with agency and monitoring (Jensen & 
Meckling, 1996), to the ex ante selection problems 
associated with entrepreneurial markets (Akerlof, 
1970) and development (Schumpeter, 2005).

This of course is subject to number of limita-
tions. First, the historical record regarding the 
Kearns’ windshield wiper is complex and con-
tinues to be contested. Second, the construct of 
entrepreneurial knowledge has not been directly 
observed as much as it has been inferred from 
anomalies in specific cases. Third, the cases 
chosen are not representative of the population 
in general, and may not even be representative 
of many entrepreneurial processes. The cases are 
chosen to be illustrative and to ground the theory 
in more tangible phenomena. However, the role of 
entrepreneurial knowledge is important because 
it provides a pragmatic and theoretical rationale 
for the sharing of information under hazards of 
opportunism.

KM Facilitates Entrepreneurial 
Innovativeness

Entrepreneurial innovativeness depends both on 
individual factors and on the environment in which 
the individual acts. In particular, high educational 
attainment, unemployment and a high degree of 
self-confidence are significantly associated with 
entrepreneurial innovativeness at the individual 
level. Furthermore, the distribution of innova-
tive and imitative entrepreneurship varies across 
countries. Entrepreneurs in highly developed 
countries are significantly more likely to engage 
in innovative rather than purely imitative activities.

Why are some entrepreneurs more innovative 
than others? This question surely belongs to the 

core of entrepreneurship research (Shane and 
Venkataraman 2000). Surprisingly, our knowledge 
about what exactly leads to innovative rather than 
purely imitative business ventures is still very 
limited. To some extent, this may be due to a 
lack of suitable empirical data to investigate this 
question. Studying different types and degrees of 
entrepreneurial innovativeness obviously poses 
some challenges to identify a relevant population 
and to define, disentangle, operationalize and 
empirically measure the concepts of entrepreneur-
ship and innovation in a precise way. In addition, 
it constitutes a theoretical challenge because it 
requires researchers to think about and take a 
stand on the nature and origins of entrepreneurial 
opportunities and the question why some rather 
than other individuals exploit these opportunities. 
Until today, no comprehensive theory is available 
that answers these questions. Arguably, a more 
problematic issue is that we still lack a common 
understanding of what entrepreneurship, innova-
tion, and opportunity actually mean (Davidsson 
2005, Koppl 2007, McMullen et al. 2007).

SOLUTIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS

Many histories of technology entrepreneurs 
have demonstrated that the firms who are the 
first to commercialize new product or process 
innovations often profit less than competitors 
and imitators (Schumpeter, 2001; Teece, 1986). 
Gans and Stern (2003) extend Teece’s classical 
analysis to propose that the principle challenge 
that technology entrepreneurs face is that the 
owners of complementary assets have the greatest 
incentives to imitate the innovator. They argue that 
when innovation value is reinforced by existing 
complementary assets, innovators will use a “mar-
ketplace for ideas” (p.341). When the technology 
is excludable, innovators will share information 
when they can increase their bargaining power 
by “credibly threatening to pursue an idea with 
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a third party” (p. 338). And when the technol-
ogy is not-excludable, innovators will choose to 
cooperate when “incumbents foster a reputation 
for ensuring mutual advantage” (p. 334).

In the knowledge management literature, the 
novelty of information is represented as informa-
tion associated with novel action (Nonaka, 1998). 
Some knowledge, such as explicit knowledge 
can be readily transferred to others, whereas 
other knowledge is tacit and difficult to imitate. 
The implication of this view is that individuals 
possessing more tacit knowledge may accrue 
advantages from novel knowledge that is dif-
ficult to codify. Both the information economics 
and knowledge management literature objectify 
novelty as a construct associated with an indi-
vidual actor. However, knowledge is more than 
a fad; it is now at the centre of an organization’s 
strategic thinking. The essence of any knowledge 
management strategy can be summed up by the 
following quote, from Drucker (Drucker 1993) 
“A company’s key to success resides not so much 
in its work and capital as in the capacity to treat 
knowledge, corporate knowledge, be it explicit 
or tacit.”

Despite all the inherent difficulties of such 
research work and without claiming to resolve 
them, the aim here is to contribute to the entrepre-
neurship literature by providing some theoretical 
considerations and empirical evidence that helps us 
better understand the emergence of different types 
and degrees of entrepreneurial innovativeness. The 
conceptual approach is based on a judgment and 
decision making framework that analyses factors 
influencing individual decision making combined 
with additional insights that help us understand 
where different decision alternatives come from. 
Knowledge as an input into economic activity is 
inherently different from land, labour, and capital. 
It is characterized by high uncertainty, high asym-
metries across people, and high transaction costs. 
An economy where knowledge is the main source 
of competitive advantage is more consistent with 
the model of the entrepreneurial economy. Apart 

from these the entrepreneurs who adopt KM will 
certainly derive the following benefits:

• Avoidance of costly mistakes
• Sharing of best practices
• Faster problem solving
• Faster development time
• Better customer solutions
• Opportunities for new business
• Improved customer service

A broad range of thoughts on the KM discipline 
exists with no unanimous agreement. Approaches 
vary by author and school. As the discipline ma-
tures, though the academic debates have increased 
regarding both the theory and practices of KM, 
the following perspectives need further research:

• Entrepreneurial and organizational - 
with a focus on how an enterprise design 
at business plan level itself to facilitate 
knowledge processes best.

• Holistic issues - ecological, environmen-
tal, ethical and sustainable aspects with a 
focus on the interaction of people, identity, 
cross culture and knowledge.

A Personal Reflection

The motivation of this paper is to draw attention 
to important issues of KM in entrepreneurship. It 
reflects the need to store not just different forms 
of knowledge, but different types of knowledge. 
However, it should be remembered that an over-
emphasis on technological aspects of KM might 
force an enterprise to concentrate on knowledge 
storage, rather than knowledge flow. New insights 
and opportunities are available to entrepreneurs 
if they are able to integrate knowledge across 
shared and different contexts. The Internet has 
enabled the creation of virtual communities, net-
worked through technologies only available just 
a few years ago. As the Internet is becoming the 
standard form of collaboration, the trend of the 
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e-knowledge network looks set to continue. While 
technology can greatly enhance an enterprise’s 
knowledge management strategy, it does not 
necessarily ensure an enterprise is managing its 
resources and capabilities in the right way. How-
ever, technology is vital to enable the capturing, 
indexing, storing and distribution of knowledge 
across and with other organizations. Knowledge 
can be viewed in a number of other contexts, it 
is vital each is addressed if an organization is to 
improve performance.

• Successful knowledge strategies depend 
on whether organizations can link their 
business strategy to their knowledge re-
quirements. This articulation is vital to al-
locating resources and capabilities for ex-
plicating and leveraging knowledge.

• The competitive value of knowledge must 
be addressed to assess areas of weakness. 
Strategic efforts should be made to close 
these knowledge gaps to ensure the organi-
zation remains competitive. The strategic 
value of knowledge should be addressed, 
focusing on the uniqueness of knowledge.

• Finally, an organization should address the 
social aspects affecting knowledge initia-
tives, namely cultural, political and reward 
systems. Beyond the entrepreneurial and 
management roles proposed herein, the 
environment should promote co-operation, 
innovation and learning for those partaking 
in knowledge based roles.

• Preparing this paper has itself been a use-
ful personal experience of knowledge 
management and entrepreneurship. Much 
of the literature I found was from unfamil-
iar sources and it was striking that, despite 
the clear importance of knowledge man-
agement to entrepreneurship, most of the 
literature referred to business settings. In 
appraising this literature, I found it very 
difficult to apply the standard methods 
used. Two main factors influenced the de-

cisions about what to include in the paper. 
First, some concepts and/or authors were 
cited in multiple sources, suggesting that 
they had been appraised as useful and rel-
evant. Second, and even more important, 
it was possible to identify examples from 
enterprises, venture setting up practice, in-
dicating that they at least had face value. 
This process has certainly given me new 
knowledge.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Development of Knowledge: The develop-
ment of knowledge includes not only processes 
of external knowledge procurement (i.e. through 
cooperative efforts, consultants, new contacts, etc.) 
or the creation of specific knowledge resources 
like research and development departments. The 
formation of personal and technical knowledge 
networks is also part of the development of 
knowledge.

Entrepreneur: an individual engaged in the 
process of starting and growing one’s own busi-
ness or idea.

Individual Competence: refers to the capacity 
of individuals/employees to act in a wide variety 
of situations. It’s their education, skills, experi-
ence, energy and their attitudes that will make or 
break the relationships with the customers and 
the products or services that are provided. Sveiby 
uses it instead of Knowledge.

Innovation: Introduction of a new idea into 
the marketplace in the form of a new product or 
service, or an improvement in organization or 
process.

Knowledge Management and the Indi-
vidual: The individual as the initial point of 
knowledge management have been neglected, 
especially as knowledge management has become 
a topic important in the business world. Most 
companies at first relied on technology-based 
knowledge management, which has mostly led 
to the implementation of databases.

Knowledge Management: The systematic 
process of finding, selecting, organizing, distill-
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ing and presenting information that improve the 
comprehension in a specific area of interest.

Patent: A property right granted to an inventor 
to exclude others from making, using, offering for 
sale, or selling the invention for a limited time in 
exchange for public disclosure of the invention 
when the patent is granted.

Startup: A new business venture in its earliest 
stage of development.

The Entrepreneurial Process: Creativity 
and its links to enterprise, the three stage process 
of entrepreneurship; Opportunity screening; In-
novation and competitive advantage; Acquiring 
resources – financing ventures and the role of 
family, friends and fools.
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APPENDIX A

Online Resources

www.ncoe.org
www.entreworld.org
www.ruraleship.org
www.entre-ed.org
www.cfed.org
www.nfte.com
www.sba.gov

APPENDIX B

Questions and Answers

1.  What is knowledge management in entrepreneurship?
 Knowledge management refers to the systematic process of finding, selecting, organizing, distilling 

and presenting information to improve the comprehension in a specific area of interest in promoting 
and developing entrepreneurs.

2.  Is entrepreneurship growth related to better knowledge management practices?
 Entrepreneurship growth in general is related to better resource management,, never the less the 

most important resource especially in the globalized world is human resource and since more 
economies are becoming knowledge based economies the growth in entrepreneurship is definitely 
going to be related to adoption of better practices.

3.  What stage of entrepreneurial process should the design of knowledge management is incorporated?
 Ideally speaking the design of knowledge management should be incorporated right from the prepa-

ration of business plan, but we all know that enterprises and entrepreneurs come into existence in 
both planned and unplanned manner. Research in entrepreneurship reflect that all the reasons of 
how entrepreneurs are made are not known – however wherever possible it is better to incorporate 
knowledge management right from the business plan stage.

4.  What are difficulties in implementing knowledge management techniques?
 The difficulties in implementation of knowledge management techniques are both on the front of 

technology and human resource. Highly enable technology driven KM tools and techniques tend 
to be costly and human interface based tools and techniques tend to be messy and vague.

5.  Which are the ideal knowledge management practices for small entrepreneurs?
 Some of the simple knowledge management practices which are ideal for small entrepreneurs are: 

creation of knowledge repositories with respect to new enterprises and entrepreneurs, innovation 
models and practices, lines of business and venture capital and funding practices. Apart from this 
entrepreneurs’ experience sharing and developing case studies would be helpful.

6.  In the cases given what are the underlying principles of knowledge management?
The underlying principles of knowledge management in the cases discussed are:
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1.  Knowledge based entrepreneurship will help in establishing market position.
2.  Knowledge benchmarking needs to be done even if the enterprise is small or non-technical.
3.  Facilitating development of entrepreneurs.
4.  The institutions of learning can be creators and knowledge facilitators for entrepreneurs.

Lessons learned
1.  Knowledge Management is crucial for development of entrepreneurial class.
2.  More research needs to be undertaken for developing effective tools and techniques for 

management of knowledge.
3.  Knowledge management has cultural aspects, bias and implications for entrepreneurs 

and society as a whole.

This work was previously published in Knowledge Management in Emerging Economies: Social, Organizational and Cultural 
Implementation, edited by Minwir Al-Shammari, pp. 325-346, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint 
of IGI Global).
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Chapter  4.21

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This chapter explores knowledge management 
practices in a software organization. It argues 
that software companies are knowledge intensive 
organizations and therefore they must properly 
address the matter of knowledge management. 
This case study highlights the importance of 
understanding the practices of knowledge man-
agement and describes knowledge acquisition, 
protection, transfer, and application practices in 
the context of a Brazilian software organization. 
The authors hope that this chapter increases un-
derstanding of existing knowledge practices in 
software organizations.

INTRODUCTION

Software development and maintenance are 
knowledge intensive activities. Fast technology 
development and reduced time to market make 
software business thoroughly dynamic. Software 
organizations in general must rely upon the abil-
ity of its software engineers to adapt to a chal-
lenging environment and, in consequence, their 
results can be highly influenced by its intellectual 
capital. In this context, knowledge management 
can be one influential factor affecting software 
organizations’ performance and therefore must 
be properly addressed.

Specifically regarding the software engineer-
ing context of a Brazilian software organization, 
results of a recent survey (Furquim, Oliveira, 
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and Amaral, 2007) show that knowledge reposi-
tories were not used by software practitioners, 
who preferred to use the organization’s software 
process portal as a knowledge base. These results 
motivated the development of this case study 
to understand which knowledge management 
practices are developed at the referred Brazilian 
software organization.

Knowledge Management in 
Software Organizations

According to von Krogh, Ichijo, and Nonaka 
(2001, p. 38) it is much easier to talk about knowl-
edge management than to act accordingly. To the 
authors, as it has been practiced in organizations, 
knowledge management is a disturbing paradigm 
instead of a reforming one. Alavi and Leidner 
(2001) recommend a conceptual structure to the 
analysis of organizational knowledge manage-
ment based on the view of the organization as a 
knowledge system. In accord with this structure, 
organizations consist of four groups of socially 
enacted knowledge processes: a) creation, b) stor-
age and retrieval, c) transfer and d) application.

From the point of view of Grover and Daven-
port (2001) knowledge processes can be resumed 
in knowledge generation, knowledge codification 
and knowledge transfer/realization. Lee and Choi 
(2003) believe that knowledge management pro-
cesses can be resumed in create, store, share and 
use knowledge. Gupta and Govindarajan (2000) 
claim that knowledge management comprises 
two large tasks: accumulating and mobilizing 
knowledge. The task of accumulating knowledge 
concerns knowledge creation (learning by doing), 
acquisition (internalizing external knowledge) 
and retention (minimizing the loss of proprietary 
knowledge). The task of mobilize knowledge can 
be disaggregated into a set of sub-tasks: knowl-
edge identification (uncovering opportunities for 
knowledge sharing), knowledge outflow (motivat-
ing potential senders of knowledge to share it), 
knowledge transmission (building effective and 

efficient channels for knowledge transfer) and 
knowledge inflow (motivating potential receiv-
ers to accept and use the incoming knowledge).

Lai and Chu (2000) reviewed different knowl-
edge management theoretical models, and grouped 
the different knowledge management tasks they 
found in the literature in a set of six activities: a) 
initiation, b) generation, c) modeling, d) reposi-
tory, e) distribution and transfer and f) use and 
retrospect. To Gold, Malhotra, and Segars (2001) 
successful knowledge management can be under-
stood as an organizational capability to acquire, 
protect, convert and apply knowledge combined 
with a knowledge infrastructure consisting of 
technology, structure and culture.

To Guptara (1999) the main reason of failure 
of knowledge management initiatives lies on or-
ganizational culture. Figallo and Rhine (2002, p. 
119) affirm that real incentives and demonstrations 
of faith in the new cultural direction can foster a 
knowledge sharing culture in organizations. Be-
sides culture, there are several other factors that 
influence the success of a knowledge management 
initiative. Jennex and Olfman (2005) summa-
rized 12 critical factors that impact knowledge 
management initiatives and knowledge manage-
ment systems, which are: integrated technical 
infrastructure; knowledge strategy; common 
enterprise wide knowledge structure; motivation 
and commitment of users; organizational culture; 
senior management support; establishment of 
measures to assess the impact and effectiveness 
of the knowledge management system; existence 
of a clear goal and purpose for the knowledge 
management system; learning organization; easy 
knowledge use supported by the knowledge man-
agement system functions; work processes and 
knowledge protection. Yeh, Lai, and Ho (2006) 
summarized the knowledge management enablers 
and success factors found on the literature in four 
main categories: strategy and leadership; culture; 
people and information technology.

To understand knowledge management in soft-
ware organizations it is necessary understand these 
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organizations and their environment. According to 
Rus, Lindvall, and Sinha (2001), software engi-
neering is a complex business that involves many 
people working in different phases and activities. 
Every day new problems are solved and knowledge 
is created. The knowledge in software engineering 
is diverse and of enormous proportions. Software 
organizations, in general, have problems to define 
this knowledge, to determine where it is and those 
who have it. The authors state that there are two 
types of specific knowledge regarding software 
development and maintenance: knowledge that 
is embedded in software artifacts and knowledge 
related to software products and processes. They 
assert that software organizations have specific 
needs to be attended by knowledge management, 
such as: capturing and sharing knowledge about 
products and processes; domain knowledge; 
acquiring knowledge about new technologies; 
sharing knowledge about local policies; knowing 
who knows what; distance collaboration.

Because of this complex context, in general, 
research on knowledge management in software 
engineering focuses on construction and usage 
of knowledge repositories; knowledge mapping 
tools; knowledge management and software 
process; knowledge network and strategies; 
knowledge enablers and organizational learning 
(Bjørnson & Dingsøyr, 2008). Some studies ad-
dress the problem of understanding the relationship 
of knowledge management practices and software 
process improvement, like those of Corbin, Dun-
bar, and Zhu (2007), Falbo, Borges, and Valente 
(2004), Kukko, Helander, and Virtanen (2008) 
and Ward and Aurum (2004).

Bjørnson and Dingsøyr (2008) affirm that 
having an established development process can 
improve both communication and learning, but 
they also see that it is important to focus on shar-
ing tacit knowledge. In fact, some authors suggest 
that software process improvement practices 
(SPI) can foster knowledge creation and other 
knowledge management capabilities in software 

organizations (Arent, Nørbjerg & Pederson, 2000; 
Kneuper, 2002).

Arent et al. (2000) state that software process 
improvement can promote knowledge creation in 
software organizations by claiming that to improve 
software practices it is therefore necessary to cre-
ate and institutionalize new and better knowledge 
about how software is developed. Mathiassen and 
Pourkomeylian (2003) affirm that SPI is a par-
ticular form of knowledge creation, sharing and 
management. Kneuper (2002) states that the main 
support that SPI can offer to software developers 
is providing the knowledge they need to perform 
their tasks. Nonetheless, some scholars believe 
that researches following this line of investiga-
tion are insufficient to initiate the outline of a 
theory (Ravichandran & Rai, 2003; Schönström 
& Carlsson, 2003).

ORGANIZATION BACKGROUND

SERPRO (an abbreviated form of “Serviço Federal 
de Processamento de Dados”, a Brazilian Portu-
guese name that, literally translated to English, 
is “Federal Data Processing Service”) is one of 
the biggest information technology companies in 
Latin America. It is a Brazilian publicly owned 
company, created in 1964 which is geographically 
distributed throughout Brazil. It has 10 major 
branches in Brazilian capitals and smaller offices 
and representations in other 330 municipalities. 
It has around 10,000 employees among which it 
is estimated that 3,000 are directly involved in 
software engineering activities.

SERPRO was created to modernize and 
expedite strategic sectors of Brazilian public 
administration. Its main business is to provide in-
formation technology services and solutions to the 
government sector, among which are software and 
systems development and maintenance, network 
and connectivity solutions, data center services, 
etc. It develops technological solutions in several 
domains, like: human resources, governmental 
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expenditure and revenue, international trade, so-
cial control, among others. Amid its main clients 
there are: the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry 
of Planning and Administration, external control 
agencies, among others. Its main market is public 
finance, corresponding to 82.5% of SERPRO’s 
annual sales, according to the company 2009 
annual report.

In addition to its president and vice-president, 
its board of directors has five members, each 
of which responsible for one strategic area. 
The software development business is under 
the superintendence of development, which is 
supervised by a software development director. 
The superintendence of development has soft-
ware development pools in 10 major Brazilian 
capitals and some software teams groups in other 
offices. Since 1999 SERPRO has been investing 
in knowledge management and software process 
improvement programs. The company also stimu-
lates the adoption of project management best 
practices like those of Project Management Body 
of Knowledge (PMBOK). In 2002 it received its 
first Capability Maturity Model (CMM) certifi-
cation. It has a well-defined standard software 
process that comprises with Capability Maturity 
Model Integration (CMMI) model and it is now 
working to include agile methods in its software 
life-cycles. Following Brazilian policies, the 
organization is investing heavily in the adoption 
and usage of open source software and fostering 
the public software philosophy.

SETTING THE STAGE

According to organizational records there have 
been knowledge management initiatives at SER-
PRO since 1999. The company invested in the 
education of its employees on the subject of knowl-
edge management by supporting post-graduation 
level courses. Initially, SERPRO’s knowledge 
management initiative was conducted by a com-
mittee with representatives in all its units. Later, the 

company established its knowledge management 
program, which has coordinated the work of the 
knowledge management specialists. The special-
ists were distributed among SERPRO’s units and 
were not subordinated directly to the manager of 
the knowledge management program. Among 
their responsibilities was the development of a 
knowledge inventory, knowledge yellow pages 
and an organization-wide knowledge repository.

The knowledge yellow pages were imple-
mented in the form of a web information system 
in which each employee should entry his/her 
specialties, knowledge and abilities as well as his/
her perceived level of mastery on each subject. 
The knowledge inventory resulted in a knowledge 
mapping structure in the form of a knowledge 
tree, which were incorporated in knowledge 
repositories. Nowadays there is no corporative 
program specifically regarding knowledge man-
agement, although there is a knowledge manage-
ment project within the company structure. One 
observable effect of this change is that the usages 
of the knowledge yellow pages and the knowledge 
repository have been diminishing in the organiza-
tion as a whole.

Since 1999 SERPRO has been working on 
software process improvement (SPI). One of its 
main results was the creation of the SERPRO’s 
Solution Development Process or simply PSDS 
(PSDS is an acronym for the Brazilian Portuguese 
expression Processo SERPRO de Desenvolvim-
ento de Soluções), which was released in 2001. 
The SPI initiative has been supported by high 
management levels by means of establishing 
organizational policies, providing resources and 
monitoring and controlling the whole SPI program. 
The process of creating and maintaining a well 
defined software process began with one group 
of people. Later, specialized groups (GE) that 
are responsible for each software discipline (i.e. 
requirements, design, configuration management, 
etc) were created. Concurrently, software quality 
assurance (SQA) groups were created, followed 
by the creation of software engineering process 
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groups (SEPG), whose job was to train and support 
practitioners in the tailoring and usage of the newly 
created organization standard software process. 
Nowadays there are corporative SEPG and SQA 
groups as well as local SEPG and SQA groups 
in each software development pool. In general, 
the groups are mainly constituted of software 
practitioners, although there are some people that 
work only with process improvement and do not 
participate in software projects.

It was necessary to adopt an enterprise-wide 
technological infrastructure to support the SPI 
program. The organizational process asset library 
was implemented in the form of an Intranet por-
tal which comprises the organization standard 
software process (PSDS), as well as tailoring 
guidelines, models, templates, technical guide-
lines, samples, life-cycle descriptions, training 
material, checklists, etc. Several commercial tools 
were adopted to support requirements manage-
ment, configuration management and project 
management. Some other tools and systems were 
developed internally, like systems to support SQA 
reviews and reports, metrics analysis and manage-
rial information systems and tools for managing 
process changes.

PSDS is widely used within the organization. 
Initially it was conceived to comply with the CMM 
requirements, among other reasons. Afterwards, 
it has been adapted to comply with the CMMI 
requirements. PSDS’s main references are Barry 
Boehm’s spiral model, SERPRO’s previous soft-
ware development methodology which was called 
MUSE and the Unified Software Development 
Process (USDP).

PSDS is a well-defined process, in terms of SPI 
terminology. It means that it is a defined process 
that has inputs, input criteria, validations, tasks, 
outputs and output criteria well documented, 
consistent and complete. PSDS is structured as 
a group of macro-activities. Each macro-activity 
has a set of activities that are described in terms of 
workflow, responsibilities and artifacts. A macro-

activity can be related to software engineering, 
managerial or complementary activities.

In this context, activities are work units that 
must be executed by an individual who is play-
ing a role within the software process. Activities 
have a clear purpose, usually expressed in terms 
of creation or update of an artifact. Each activ-
ity is attributed to a role. The granularity of an 
activity can vary from a few hours to a few days. 
If an activity is considered complex, it can be de-
composed in sub-activities. A role is the definition 
of an individuals’ behavior and responsibilities. 
However, roles are not individuals. One person can 
perform different roles in the same software proj-
ect. Artifacts are work products that are produced 
during software development or maintenance. 
Models, diagrams, plans, reports are examples 
of artifacts. Activities use artifacts as inputs and 
produce artifacts as outputs. A project can be de-
fined as a group work effort with a defined goal, 
within an established term and limited resources. 
Usually projects are originated from SERPRO’s 
clients’ needs.

CASE DESCRIPTION

This case study is part of an ongoing research 
project. The main objective of this case study was 
to identify and describe knowledge management 
practices in a Brazilian software organization. To 
accomplish this purpose, SERPRO was chosen 
for its distinguished position among Brazilian 
software organizations. In addition, recent research 
conducted at SERPRO indicated that SERPRO’s 
software developers preferred knowledge base was 
the software process portal, even if other knowl-
edge bases were available in the organization 
(Furquim et al., 2007). These results motivated 
this case study to understand how knowledge is 
acquired, protected, transferred and applied within 
the software unit.

This case study was conducted at one of 
SERPRO’s software pools. The software pool in 
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question had approximately 186 people work-
ing directly with software development and 
maintenance. These people were distributed in 
18 divisions. The software pool had a team of 
approximately 11 SQA consultants and 10 SEPG 
members. It had, on average, 394 software projects 
per month. Most of the software projects were 
conducted according to the organizational stan-
dard software process (PSDS), and regular SQA 
audits were performed within different phases of 
the projects.

To accomplish this study we conducted semi-
structured interviews and observational visits. 
We interviewed 10 software practitioners and the 
software pool manager. We elaborated two main 
interview scripts, one directed to the software 
practitioners and one directed to the pool manager. 
Each interview script contained approximately 
50 questions. Among the software practitioners 
interviewees there were project leaders, require-
ment analysts, configuration managers, metrics 
analysts, programmers, software architects, soft-
ware testers, software quality auditors and SEPG 
consultants. We also realized eight observational 
visits.

The interviews questions focused primarily on 
software practitioners and managers’ practices and 
perceptions of knowledge acquisition, protection, 
transfer and application within software project 
teams, software maintenance teams as well as 
in the context of their pool and the organization 
as a whole. The focus of our case study was on 
organizational knowledge in general. We made 
no distinction among knowledge forms, types or 
taxonomies.

Each interviewee described his/her knowledge 
acquisition and transfer behavior, as well as his/
her practices and perceptions on how knowledge 
is protected and applied in a personal, group and 
organizational context. Each interviewee de-
scribed its usual office routine, their roles within 
software development and maintenance teams as 
well as their perception about the effectiveness 
of knowledge management practices and the or-

ganization climate regarding knowledge sharing. 
Our interviews were recorded verbatim digitally.

The observational visits main purpose was 
to collect qualitative data to complement and 
triangulate the results from the interviews. We 
observed six different software teams during eight 
days. During our visits we could observe software 
practitioners and managers’ daily routines as well 
as meetings, decision making contexts, informal 
talks, presentations, group work, work processes, 
usage of tools and artifacts and newcomers’ recep-
tion processes.

We used the software NVivo to perform our 
data analysis. First we imported our interview 
transcripts and observational notes. Second we 
manually coded each document and after review-
ing the code we performed text, node and proximity 
searches to identify possibly missed connections. 
Eventually we built co-occurrence matrixes for 
each main construct (knowledge acquisition, 
protection, transfer and application) relating each 
main concept to its means and channels.

Before presenting our results we will briefly 
detail the main constructs of this case study.

KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION, 
PROTECTION, TRANSFER AND 
APPLICATION AT SERPRO

There is little, if any, consensus among knowledge 
management researchers regarding the terminol-
ogy of knowledge processes. To our work we 
chose an approach that is mainly based on Alavi 
and Leidner (2001) and Gold et al. (2001) defini-
tions. We adapted their terminologies and resumed 
knowledge management capability in four main 
disciplines: knowledge acquisition, protection, 
transfer and application (APTA).

Knowledge acquisition has to do with obtaining 
and creating knowledge. It involves knowledge 
creation as defined by Nonaka and Takeuchi 
(1995) SECI model, as well as innovation and 
obtainment of knowledge that is external to the 
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organization. Knowledge protection encompasses 
the establishment and maintenance of an orga-
nizational memory. This memory can contain 
knowledge bases and repositories, knowledge 
trees, knowledge maps, taxonomies, processes, 
routines, procedures, artifacts, decision contexts, 
among others. Knowledge codification and mod-
eling is another aspect of knowledge protection. 
Knowledge protection also comprises information 
and knowledge security, access control, security 
policies and traceability. Knowledge transfer 
comprehends aspects of knowledge sharing. It 
has to do with the transfer of knowledge from one 
point to another within the organization. It includes 
what Gupta and Govindarajan (2000) denominate 
mobilizing knowledge and Lai and Chu (2000) call 
knowledge distribution. Knowledge application is 
the least explored of all knowledge capabilities in 
the knowledge management literature. It can be 
understood as the usage of knowledge to accom-
plish tasks that are relevant to the organization. 
The knowledge management practices we found 
within the software pool are described below.

Knowledge Acquisition

We found the following knowledge acquisition 
practices within the software pool: training, inter-
personal interactions, study of the organizational 
standard defined process, participation in forums, 
Internet search and self-study, as illustrated in 

Table 1.The interviewees in general emphasized 
that, although knowledge can be acquired through 
study, human interaction and training, learning 
depends heavily in practical use of acquired 
knowledge. According to the interviewees, learn-
ing usually occurred when they played their roles 
in the software process, i.e. performing require-
ments analysis, managing software configuration, 
programming, etc.

Newcomers to the software pool were stimu-
lated to browse the PSDS portal. In most of the 
cases newcomers received general training regard-
ing PSDS’s main concepts and disciplines and 
specific trainings concerning their specific roles 
within the software process and the tools they 
were going to use. Examples of typical software 
development roles were: requirements analyst, 
project leader, programmer, software designer, 
and software architect. Some interviewees de-
clared that once they began to play a role in a 
software project, that information in the form of 
routines, procedures, technical guides, etc that 
they found at PSDS became new knowledge to 
them. In that sense, PSDS can be understood as 
a knowledge integration mechanism, as defined 
by Fernandes, Raja and Austin (2005).

Usage of forums is also common among the 
software developers: 5 interviewees declared they 
use forums as a source of external knowledge on 
a regular basis. All interviewees declared that 
eventually they resorted to Internet search engines 

Table 1. Knowledge acquisition practices 

Practice Means Channels

Training Expositive classes Slides, books, student notes

Distance learning Intranet and Internet distance learning environments

Interpersonal and group in-
teractions

Socialization Meetings, informal gatherings, telephone calls, e-mail, personal 
network, video conferences, mentoring

Studying PSDS Reading PSDS portal

Participation in forums Anonymous interpersonal and group in-
teraction

Intranet e Internet forums

Internet search Reading Internet search engines, specialized websites

Self-study Reading Books, periodicals
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to find specialized websites in which they could 
obtain new knowledge. A few interviewees (n=2) 
declared that they recoursed to self-study in order 
to obtain knowledge. In general, when forums 
and self-study were not effective they required 
external training.

We observed that prior to initiate external 
search for knowledge people usually consulted 
their immediate superior and closest colleagues or 
other people in their personal network, browsed 
the PSDS portal and asked SQA and SEPG groups 
for support. Once they believed that external 
knowledge should be acquired, they started 
searching for specialized websites or forums. If 
specialized websites and forums were not effec-
tive, they would consider engaging in training or 
contracting consultancy services.

Knowledge Protection

The following knowledge protection practices 
were identified within the software pool: estab-
lishment and maintenance of PSDS, establish-
ment and maintenance of PSDS’s solutions base, 
knowledge modeling in terms of process definition 
and improvement; knowledge mapping sheets; 
version control, configuration control and access 
control. The means and channels of each practice 
are listed in Table 2. The practice of knowledge 
modeling was mainly related to knowledge 
externalization (the conversion of experts’ tacit 
knowledge into explicit knowledge according to 
the SECI model) and combination (the conversion 
of separated explicit knowledge into systemic 
explicit knowledge). The storage and protection 

practices were more related to the technological 
aspects of knowledge protection.

Access to PSDS and PSDS’s solutions base 
was allowed to anyone connected to SERPRO’s 
intranet. PSDS’s solutions base was a knowledge 
repository that contained outstanding examples 
of good software engineering practices. The ex-
amples usually were previous projects experi-
ences, artifacts, decision contexts or anything that 
could be considered potentially reusable knowl-
edge. The final decision about whether an experi-
ence was appropriate or not to be included in the 
solutions base was taken by the corporative SEPG. 
The PSDS solutions base was released in 2008 
as a result of seven years of process improvement.

The knowledge yellow pages were used to 
identify who knows what within the software 
pool. Each division manager would periodically 
map its team member’s knowledge according to 
a predefined set of selected subjects. Each team 
member was supposed to indicate the level of 
knowledge they had regarding each subject.

We observed that certain CMMI practices, 
especially those related to process areas like or-
ganizational process definition and organizational 
process focus strongly influenced the software 
pool knowledge protection practices, in a similar 
way of that described by Falbo et al. (2004).

Knowledge Transfer

As a rule, the primary approach to knowledge 
transfer in the software pool was socialization. 
Developers and managers declared that the first 
thing they did when they needed knowledge was 

Table 2. Knowledge protection practices 

Practice Means Channels

Modeling Process modeling, lessons learned and good practices Specialized groups (GE), Software Engineering Process Groups 
(SEPG), PSDS solutions base

Storage Version control, configuration control Configuration control tools, PSDS portal

Protection Access control, backup procedures, knowledge 
yellow pages

Security policies and tools, knowledge mapping sheets
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to talk to someone who, according to their judg-
ment, should possess that sort of knowledge. This 
behavior was observed in all observational visits. 
As a rule, communication used to flow naturally 
within the software pool, and it was observed and 
declared by interviewees that the software pool 
as well as SERPRO as a whole had a knowledge 
sharing culture.

In addition to interpersonal and group inter-
actions, other evidences of knowledge transfer 
observed in the software pool were: internal 
training, usage of PSDS portal and PSDS solu-
tion base, mentoring, reviews and participation in 
special groups and committees. Internal trainings 
are trainings ministered by SERPRO’s employ-
ees, as detailed in Table 3. It was observed daily 
accesses to the PSDS portal but not frequent ac-
cesses to the PSDS solution base. The practitioners 
declared that there were few good practices and 
experiences in the solution base because it was 
in its earlier stages.

Mentoring was the favorite knowledge trans-
fer practice among the software developers. Ac-
cording to them, mentoring had a practical dimen-
sion that made it preferable to trainings, which 
could be more time consuming and less effective. 
According to Dreher and Ash (1990), the mentor-
ing system has another potential advantage: it 
grants access to relevant social networks. In gen-
eral, these social networks are repositories of 

valuable information that is usually unavailable 
through formal communication ways.

Review activities were also mentioned by inter-
viewees as a fruitful knowledge sharing practice. 
We observed several evidences of knowledge 
sharing during review activities. There were dif-
ferent types of review in the software pool: SQA 
reviews, peer reviews, post mortem reviews and 
senior management reviews.

SQA reviews were conducted by a software 
quality consultant in different phases of software 
projects. The main purpose of SQA reviews was 
to ensure that the organization standard software 
process is being used within the software proj-
ects. The SQA consultant reviewed the works of 
the project leader and the project team based on 
procedures described at PSDS. After reviewing 
the artifacts the SQA consultant used to hold 
meetings with the project leaders and some team 
members, to discuss the findings. According to 
the interviewees, several doubts were eliminated 
in this process.

Peer reviews were reviews in which a work 
product was examined by its author and one or 
more colleagues within the same area of expertise. 
Peer reviews were usually based in checklists and 
procedures, both described at PSDS. Post mortem 
reviews were conducted at the end of software 
projects. One of its main purposes was to register 
lessons learned during the project. These lessons 

Table 3. Knowledge transfer practices 

Practice Means Channels

Internal training Expositive classes Slides, books, student notes

Interpersonal and group interactions Socialization Meetings, informal gatherings, telephone calls, e-mail, 
personal network, video conferences

Browsing PSDS and PSDS solu-
tions base

Internalization PSDS portal

Mentoring Coaching and hands-on Structured meetings

Reviews SQA reviews, peer reviews, post mor-
tem reviews

Structured meetings

Participation in special groups and 
committees

Socialization Structured meetings
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learned would then become part of the organi-
zational memory and could be utilized in other 
contexts. Our findings reinforce Dingsøyr (2005) 
affirmation that learning is inherent to reviewing 
activities. In addition, reviews can represent a 
structured alternative to the problem identified 
for Desouza (2003), when he states that the main 
obstacle to manage knowledge in software orga-
nizations is the difficulty to put software people 
together to talk and share knowledge. Some in-
terviewees reported that to participate in special 
groups facilitates knowledge transfer especially 
between different departments and branches.

SEPG and SQA groups can be considered com-
munities of practice that were formed at SERPRO 
as an effect of its SPI program. We observed that 
knowledge transfer was also supported by other 
communities of practice that were formed within 
the software pool as well as across the organiza-
tion, usually grouped by software disciplines 
like Requirements, Configuration Management 
and so on.

Knowledge Application

As a rule, when asked about how they applied their 
knowledge, software practitioners responded by 
describing their roles within the software process. 
At first, they usually answered in a general way 
like “all my activities require the application of 
my knowledge”. When they were required to 
detail these activities, usually they described the 
same activities defined at PSDS. As detailed in 
Table 4, other evidences of knowledge applica-
tion capability were decision making processes 

and problem solving abilities, which could be 
observed individually and in a group level.

Some people were specific when describing 
evidences of knowledge application, i.e.: “I write 
and manage software requirements. I produce use 
case specifications, I write business rules, glos-
saries and non-functional requirements.” Other 
people simply cited their most common role as 
an example of knowledge application, while some 
other people declared: “I cannot prescind from 
any knowledge I have in order to do my job as a 
project leader”. Although the means and channels 
of knowledge application were more elusive than 
the other knowledge management activities, it 
seemed that having a well-defined process helped 
to clarify the knowledge application dimension. 
Notwithstanding, we observed some situations in 
which some activities were performed in an au-
tomatic way, not being clear whether there were 
real knowledge application. Regardless, one can 
argue that such automation is only achieved after 
a long period of practice and experience and can 
be considered a different manifestation of knowl-
edge application.

To Rus et al. (2001) software development is a 
process in which all people involved have to take 
a considerable number of decisions, each of which 
usually has more than one alternative. For example, 
a project leader must select the project team, and 
plan the project, which implies the selection of 
a process and a set of methods and techniques; a 
designer must select an efficient algorithm and a 
programmer must decide on which functions or 
type of variables to use. We noticed that having a 
well-defined software process is usually helpful 
in some decision making contexts. Nevertheless, 

Table 4. Knowledge application practices 

Practice Means Channels

Playing a role within the software 
process

Accomplishment of daily tasks and responsibilities Well defined roles, activities and 
artifacts

Decision making and problem solving Usage of personal knowledge, experience and intuition Solitary reflection
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we observed that problem solving and decisions in 
general were made based in personal knowledge, 
experience and intuition.

DISCUSSION AND 
FURTHER RESEARCH

At SERPRO, the SEPG group was responsible 
for the continuous improvement of the software 
process by analyzing or proposing improvement 
changes to the defined process. The SEPG job, in 
a knowledge management perspective, ultimately 
was to make tacit knowledge explicit in the form 
of procedures, artifacts templates and models, 
workflows, role definitions, etc as well as to com-
bine different pieces of explicit knowledge into 
systemic explicit knowledge. The SEPG group 
played a role mobilizing knowledge within the 
organization, by deploying new versions of the 
process and supporting it with trainings, mentor-
ing, etc.

We verified that the SQA group also contributed 
to the task of transferring and mobilizing knowl-
edge within the organization. By continuously 
counseling software practitioners and examining 
their work, SQA consultants kept the process 
adoption alive. In addition, they provided feed-
back to process improvement groups regarding 
developers’ perceptions about the process and 
the degree of process institutionalization. This 
feedback helped to make process improvement 
changes more effective.

Among the results of our study, one could verify 
that the software pool presented a capability for 
knowledge acquisition, protection, transfer and 
application. Based on our observational visits 
and in some of our interviews, it seemed to us 
that knowledge management practices within the 
software pool were strongly influenced by certain 
generic SPI practices, such as: train people, assign 
responsibility, objectively evaluate adherence, 
establish a defined process, collect improve-

ment information and ensure continuous process 
improvement.

It is also possible that other generic and specific 
CMMI practices were related to how knowledge 
was acquired, protected, transferred and applied 
in the software pool, although further research 
is necessary to examine the relationship among 
CMMI practices and knowledge management 
activities in the software pool.

It seemed that some SPI practices helped to 
strengthen the main bases that sustained a knowl-
edge sharing environment at SERPRO. It looked 
like some SPI practices and results facilitated the 
creation of shared context and the building of 
social and intellectual capital. For future research 
it is recommended to explore the social side of 
knowledge management situating Communities 
of Practice (CoP’s) Value Network Approach 
(VPN) and Complexity Theory in KM within the 
theoretical framework and results, as well as to 
investigate the role of adopted CMMI practices 
on enabling knowledge management capability 
within the software pool.

CURRENT CHALLENGES 
FACING THE ORGANIZATION

After the completion of our study we could 
identify a few challenges that SERPRO had yet 
to face. In our point of view, although software 
process improvement and knowledge management 
practices at SERPRO were clearly intertwined, 
SPI had not been conducted within a knowledge 
management perspective in the organization. On 
the other hand, albeit knowledge management 
initiatives conducted by SERPRO’s corporative 
knowledge management program had been recog-
nized by software practitioners as efficient in the 
sense of establishing a knowledge sharing culture 
at SERPRO, they were not totally effective within 
the software context.

In terms of software organizations, we would 
consider a knowledge management program to be 
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efficient if it satisfies the basic needs highlighted by 
Rus et al. (2001): capturing and sharing knowledge 
about products and processes; domain knowledge; 
acquiring knowledge about new technologies; 
sharing knowledge about local policies; know-
ing who knows what and distance collaboration.

Moreover, SERPRO’s software departments 
had specific knowledge needs that could be satis-
fied by an effective integration of a knowledge 
management program with the SPI program. Amid 
these needs one would highlight the incorpora-
tion of different ways of work with reference to 
open source and public software technologies, 
processes, tools and agile methods as well as 
establishing software product lines.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Knowledge Acquisition: The process of ob-
tainment of external knowledge.

Knowledge Application: The process of usage 
of organizational knowledge.

Knowledge APTA: The organizational ca-
pability to acquire, protect, transfer and apply 
knowledge.

Knowledge Protection: The process of mod-
eling and storage of organizational knowledge.

Knowledge Transfer: The process of sharing 
and mobilizing organizational knowledge.

Organizational Capability: The ability and 
capacity of an organization to perform a task.

Software Process Improvement: The practice 
of continuously identify, analyze and improve 
existing software process to meet organizational 
goals and objectives.

This work was previously published in Knowledge Management in Emerging Economies: Social, Organizational and Cultural 
Implementation, edited by Minwir Al-Shammari, pp. 213-226, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint 
of IGI Global).
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Chapter  4.22

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In the Czech Republic, Knowledge Management-
related problems occur at all knowledge stages 
with difficulties more predominant at an organi-
sational level. In principal, they originate from the 
lack of an utilisable and detailed KM implemen-
tation methodology; varying perceptions of KM 
coupled with the notion, that KM equates and is 
limited to information technologies and the like. 
As a reaction to these problems, the Faculty of 
Informatics and Management at the University 
of Hradec Králové (FIM UHK) developed a new 
KM implementation methodology. It aims to pro-
vide interested parties with a set of ground rules 
distributed among a number of phases. Further 

development is underway to elaborate the method 
by integrating project management tools, bench-
marking exercises and critical success factors. 
Despite this endeavour, there is an on-going need 
for further research given the reality that small and 
medium sized enterprises constitute the majority 
of organisations in the Czech Republic.

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge Management (KM) as a managerial 
discipline emerged over twenty years ago. Glob-
ally, both practitioners and academicians have ad-
opted it and the Czech Republic is not an exception. 
Its acceptance has been complicated as it holds a 
wide range of descriptions and interpretations that 
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are reflected in the various existing KM narratives. 
Therefore, several analyses on KM perceptions 
such as those formulated by Bureš (2005), and 
Wallace (2007) are available. In general, before 
analysing the situation in the Czech Republic, 
one considers KM as defined by the expert Karl 
Wiig “KM is the systemic, explicit, and deliberate 
building, renewal, and application of knowledge 
to maximize an enterprise’s knowledge-related 
effectiveness and returns from its knowledge as-
sets (Beckman, 1999). It is common to experience 
problems connected with KM at the conceptual 
and operational levels. The Czech Republic as a 
nascent market-economy and transitional society 
in Central Europe is not an exception. Moreover, 
there are certain specifics related to the Czech 
cultural and commercial environment. It is possible 
to identify several problems. In addition, there is 
a general lack of information on the state of KM 
in the Czech lands due to infrequent surveys. 
Moreover, even current KM resources lack a con-
notation of the cross-cultural differences and are 
not readily available in the Czech language. This 
chapter describes the situation of KM in the Czech 
Republic and provides an insight to the long-term 
effort in this field based on the essential features 
of a particular methodology. Equally, it exposes 
the measures undertaken to ameliorate research.

From both a practical as well as a research 
perspective, one raises the question as to the 
role of cross-cultural differences and the unique 
character of the Czech Republic. Some KM 
critics may cite the Czech failures as additional 
fodder to the statement, “…like many a business 
concept, KM has evolved from a hot buzzword 
to a phrase that now evokes more scepticism than 
enthusiasm” (Frappaolo, 2006). Have our Czech 
colleagues widely abandoned a notion that they 
perceive as inept and an imported fad consciously 
or do cultural constraints and framework render 
the question moot.

Overall, the discussion that follows addresses 
three primary issues relative to the Czech KM 
experience: KM specifics from a purely Czech 

perspective, the KM methodology developed 
by the University of Hradec Králové - a work in 
progress introduced as KM-Be.At-It and lastly, 
Cross-Cultural Management issues associated 
with the further development of KM in the Czech 
Republic.

KNOWLEDGE-RELATED ISSUES 
IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC

Bureš and Čech (2008) identify four knowledge 
levels depicted in Figure 1. It describes the overall 
environment wherein knowledge-related activities 
arise. Each level differs from the other in many 
aspects. An increase of the resolution of any one 
level permits the discovery of another. Exemplars 
of this refinement are particular economic sec-
tors (tourism, engineering, telecommunications, 
and education), or clusters that have different 
knowledge needs, utilisable tools, techniques 
and procedures. They are frequently uncovered 
between the national and the organisational level 
demonstrating that the demarcation between levels 
is ambiguous.

Supranational Level

This level is both the broadest and the most 
general. It operates by means of concepts of 
the Knowledge Economy (KE) and Knowledge 
Society (KS) in which tangible knowledge does 
not play a role. Many forces such as, international 
affairs; cultural and technological developments; 
political circumstance; cross-border amalgamates 
and institutions (the World Bank, the OECD, the 
United Nations) shape this level.

Within a Czech context, this level distinguishes 
itself particularly through numerous strategic 
documents issued by the European Union (EU). 
Recently the European Council published the 
“Lisbon Strategy.” The report emphasises KE 
as a strategic and fundamental objective. The 
document states that the EU desires to become a 
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world-leading economy that is both competitive 
and knowledge-based. It states that “the Union 
has today set itself a new strategic goal for the 
next decade: to become the most competitive and 
dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world 
capable of sustainable economic growth with 
more and better jobs and greater social cohesion” 
(European Council, 2000). Although revised and 
objectives modified several times, this strategy 
influences particular member states and their 
partners. In this vein, KE and knowledge-based 
competition are no longer theoretical concepts 
limited to academicians or articles published in 
scholarly journals (Drucker, 1993; Nonaka and 
Takeuchi, 1995). Subsequently, the position of 
the Czech government reflects this EU initiative.

Equally, the many scientific and research proj-
ects either fully or partially funded by the EU form 
part of this level. The majority of these projects 
focus on different aspects of KM. Other suprana-
tional institutions that influence and guide both the 
Knowledge Economy and the Knowledge Society 
also manipulate the Czech Republic. Examples are 
the OECD and UNESCO. The OECD outlines its 
orientation in its various reports particularly one 
released in 2004 and the earlier report entitled, 
“The Knowledge-Based Economy” (1996). In a 

similar fashion, UNESCO issued its “Towards 
Knowledge Societies” in 2005. Given the titles 
of these publications, their point of reference is 
perceptible and the content and recommendations 
consistent with other supranational institutions 
influence the awareness of the KE and KS within 
Czech society.

National Level

With globalisation, there exists a noticeable 
increase in the flow of goods and services, and 
the migration of people, ideas, and wealth on an 
international basis. The advantages both tangible 
and intangible of this movement are numerous 
and significant. Companies of a national character 
must compete with international enterprises in 
their domestic market. In the Czech environment, 
former privately or state owned corporations are 
now controlled by management councils located 
outside national borders. Companies must re-
main vital in the current highly competitive and 
trans-border environments. The lack of critical 
knowledge on an appropriate mix of personnel, 
technology, intellectual assets, and physical assets 
may lead to the demise of indigenous businesses 

Figure 1. Knowledge levels (adopted from (Bureš, 2009))
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and significantly influence organisational and 
national culture.

At the national level, KE and KS exhibit a 
Czech dimension reflecting the historical, cultural, 
economic, legislative, and geopolitical specifics. 
KE and KS are associated with authentic condi-
tions and the needs of a particular organisation 
in the country. On the national stage, the Czech 
business environment exhibits the appropriate con-
ditions and the opportunities to regard knowledge 
and knowledge assets as important resources for 
the same reasons that many foreign enterprises 
located outside the Czech borders have done so 
successfully. This recognition of knowledge goes 
far beyond business. Numerous government posi-
tion papers and declarations such as, the Strategy 
for Economic Growth of the Czech Republic; 
the Strategy for Human Resource Development 
for the Czech Republic and the Strategy of the 
Government of the Czech Republic within the 
EU framework identify this position.

With the publication of the Strategy for Eco-
nomic Growth of the Czech Republic, many dis-
cussions ensued producing a considerable number 
of journal and newspaper articles as well as reports 
in the popular media. Interestingly the first chapter 
is entitled “Czech Republic – Knowledge and 
Technological Centre of Europe with a growing 
standard of living and high employment” (Jahn, 
2005). It further suggests to “…support the cre-
ation KM centres and its instruction at universities 
and public research institutions” (Jahn, 2005).

Organisational Level

Genuine KM transpires at this level. KM encom-
passes a knowledge-based and knowledge-orien-
tated organisational management irrespective of 
organisational mandate or nature. Therefore, KM 
may be present in business organisations, educa-
tional institutions, or even, civil administration. 
Many Czech institutions including commercial 
interests realise that traditional assets are no longer 
the sole resources managed during the transition to 

KE and KS. In doing so, highlight the prominence 
to knowledge resources and knowledge processes.

Many problems exist at this stratum within 
the Czech Republic. The transition to KE and 
KS is in parallel with other major and histori-
cal changes. The Czech economy continues in a 
transitory state of flux vis à vis its historical past 
of sixty years of oppressive regimes. The reason 
is that the Czech Republic as a country with an 
evolutionary financial system encounters many 
problems originating from its cultural heritage of 
the socialist era. Cultural aspects, including social 
and individual barriers, contribute significantly 
(Bureš, 2003). The multiple perceptions of KM 
create additional barriers. These substitute KM 
with off-the-shelf solutions of software-based 
applications. Although necessary in the overall 
scheme as implementation or deployment tools, 
KM in both theory and practice is more con-
cerned with the human dimension and therefore, 
constitutes a process. Lastly, there is a lack of 
KM implementation methodology available in 
and specific to the Czech Republic. Case studies 
of successful KM implementation tend to deal 
mostly with larger concerns outside the Czech 
borders involving large and impressive organisa-
tions like Chevron, British Airways, or BP Amoco 
(Ahmed, Lim and Loh, 2002). The majority of 
Czech companies neither project the magnitude 
nor posses the power of the latter. Subsequently, 
available models are not applicable to the Czech 
environment contributing to the lack of success-
ful KM implementation. For these reasons, there 
exists a compelling need for further research and 
model-development to address the distinct Czech 
reality. Without the appropriate “Home-Made” 
tools, Czech organisations revert to services pro-
vided by consultancy companies that due to cost 
often render KM out of reach. In other instances, 
local enterprises often seek foreign-developed 
methodologies. In both cases, methods and pro-
cedures created in different settings that ignore 
the cross-cultural connotations confront the Czech 
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organisation. Moreover, they lack sufficient detail 
and are seldom available in the Czech language.

Management of Knowledge 
(MoK) Level

MoK represents the lowest but also the most 
basic of levels wherein attention to knowledge 
is practiced. Incorporated at this fundamental 
level are methods, techniques, and principles of 
research work within fields such as information 
science, knowledge engineering, knowledge-
based systems, pedagogy, psychology, sociology, 
or other cognitive sciences. MoK focuses, for 
example, on database data mining (Witten and 
Frank, 2005); knowledge systems design and 
implementation (Mikulecký, Ponce and Hynek, 
1997); push technologies (Mikulecký, 2001); 
knowledge representation (Olševičová, Ponce 
and Haviger, 2006); cognitive maps (Gavalec and 
Mls, 2005); knowledge ontology (Ponce, 2007); 
recommender systems (Čech and Olševičová, 
2009); or computer supported decision making 
(Tučník and Mohelská, 2009). A relationship be-
tween managers and MoK exists. KM achieves its 
goals by utilising MoK outputs within the scope 
of its own activities. Managers are not usually 
cognisant of the basic principles of the MoK 
products. The situation is comparable to other 
work activities in which the operations behind 
the result are transparent. For instance, how many 
managers know the workings associated with 
the generation of pseudo-random numbers in the 
popular MS Excel application? Even with daily 
job specific tasks such as, financial reports and 
financial indicators one would be surprised at the 
number of managers who are not cognisant of the 
calculations and/or formulae require to prepare 
these compilations. Obviously, MoK products or 
services require a degree of awareness and intent. 
Although many tools and applications are “easy-
to-use” and quickly implemented such as, wikis, 
discussion forums, videoconferencing, and docu-
ment management systems, other applications that 

entail expert systems or multi-agent technologies 
require awareness of knowledge acquisition, or 
knowledge storage.

Relationship Among and 
Between Single Levels

Each level generates one coherent system that 
comprises its own considerable relationships. 
However, as MoK entails the basis for all knowl-
edge related activities, if it is not operational or 
functions improperly, activities at preceding levels 
are at risk to be incomplete and compromised. This 
is of considerable concern as subsequent products 
function within the organisational level. Despite 
this strong dependency on technology, the MoK 
level does not support a technological approach to 
KM nor does it stress its technological origins. It 
does nonetheless; accentuate the fact that modern 
technologies catalyse change. Briefly, the organi-
sational level constitutes the basis for the KE at 
the national and supranational level.

The higher the level, the lower is the signifi-
cance of specific knowledge. While MoK operates 
with real knowledge - no matter the acquisition, 
progression, distribution or exploitation of the 
knowledge - and develops tools and procedures 
at the organisational level it is not feasible to 
manage knowledge. Rather one creates the ap-
propriate conditions for successful knowledge 
manipulation. Consequently, managers concen-
trate on schematic (purpose, strategy, culture, 
and structure), content (participants, artefacts), 
and knowledge resources (Holsapple and Joshi, 
2001). At the national and supranational levels, 
the objective of all activities remains the creation 
of an environment as an economical, political, 
legislative framework from which lower levels 
can operate successfully.

Once KM embeds into the context of a greater 
vision substantial relationships at any single level 
or among particular levels is not only preserved, 
but also emphasised.
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Institutions that deal with supranational and 
national affairs that include institutions related to 
the EU public administration or specific Czech 
national authorities present another interconnec-
tion of single parts. KM at the organisational level 
and products of the MoK level can be utilised by 
these organisations for improved performance.

Within these levels, individuals who focus on 
knowledge are more often politicians, managers, 
information technology experts, and academi-
cians. There are various setbacks at these levels 
from the Czech perspective. They demand a 
systemic view wherein KM is entrenched into the 
context of a larger custom. In this way, substantial 
relations at a single level and among particular 
levels are both preserved, and emphasised.

METHODOLOGY OF KM 
IMPLEMENTATION

There exist many methodologies and approaches to 
KM implementation that include the Standardized 
KM Implementation (Coviello, 2001), as well as 
the On-To-Knowledge (Sure, 2004). In general, 
methodology is an explicit way of structuring 
and thinking. According to Jayaratna (1994) it 
contains a model that reflects selected views on 
reality that originate from a set of philosophical 
paradigms. Methodology dictates which steps are 
to be conducted, why and in what sequence. From 
the systems engineering perspective, a method-
ology provides the conceptual structure and by 
which a task or series of tasks are to be performed 
whereas, a project provides the infrastructure from 
which the methodology is acted upon and finally 
implemented.

At the Faculty of Informatics and Management 
(University of Hradec Králové), a new method-
ology, KM-Be.At-It, was developed. It aims to 
overcome some of the difficulties, barriers, and 
other problems encountered. The name represents 
one of two views. The colloquial KM-Be.At-It 
promotes the action of doing as in Knowledge 

Management “be at it” thereby, inspiring enter-
prises and practitioners -to be at it- with interest 
and zeal. On the other hand, the more insightful 
significance KM-Be.At-It compels the audience to 
master KM as in to beat KM-related issues as well 
as to beat a purely IT-based approach, grounded 
in a complex systemic.

Using Tiwana’s KM Toolkit (2000), Wiig’s 
building blocks (1999) and Kim’s P2-KSP 
(2003) among others as theoretical foundation 
the creative process of design and development 
comprised several stages. The central consider-
ation omnipresent throughout this process is the 
applicability to the Czech reality. The initial focus 
of the preliminary phase is the definition of KM 
subsequent to lengthy analyses of the abundant 
sources. An in-depth review of the strengths and 
weaknesses of existing methodologies as well as 
the definition of the basic attributes for the new 
adaptation followed this preliminary examina-
tion. Figure 2 schematically depicts an overview 
of the content associated with the KM-Be.At-It 
methodology.

KM-Be.At-It consists of several phases. Each 
phase comprises an objective, purpose and content, 
basic prerequisites relative to the initiation, 
completion criteria, resource documentation, 
critical success factors, as well as the effort and 
the relationship of these actions to each other. 
Every phase consists of several activities and 
tasks. Since KM-Be.At-It works with a deep-
level resolution, and includes a specification for 
each activity including the specific goals, inputs, 
outputs and examples of utilisable methods, tech-
niques and tools. Single phases, graphically de-
picted in particular figures, provide a view of the 
sequence of activities. Dashed lines indicate the 
possibility of several iterations before the activ-
ity that follows commences. The width of the 
rectangle refers to the relative suggested time 
interval for performing each activity. For this 
reason, this waterfall approach originates from 
the systems engineering standpoint (Hitchins, 
2007).
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The formation of a project team in the initial 
phase has, as principal objective, the acquirement 
of support from higher management and/or the 
owners of the organisation. The project team is 
responsible for the whole process of KM imple-
mentation and is foremost in the acquisition of 
management sponsorship. This phase consists of:

1.  Without the patronage and support of higher 
echelons of management and in the case 
of the Czech small and medium sized en-
terprises, the owner, or owners, all further 
steps are futile. Management must not only 
be aware of the KM process and benefits 
but they must sanction the associated costs. 
This initial step may prove to be the most 
arduous.

Figure 2. KM implementation process using the KM-Be.At-It methodology
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2.  The evaluation of the possibilities and 
capabilities inherently available within the 
organisation required to undertake a KM 
project.

3.  The “GO / NO-GO” decision process dur-
ing which all parties agree to pursue or to 
table the notion of KM implementation. For 
many Czech enterprises, the decision is a 
crucial one requiring serious review. The 
KM-Be.At-It documentation suite contains 
a number of templates with one entitled 
‘Business Case’ that is especially useful at 
this decisive juncture.

4.  Once approved, establish a team as KM 
gatekeepers whose major functions include 
educating the organisation, developing the 
organisational strategy, and implementing 
the latter. The team embraces a cross-section 
of the organisation thus avoiding groupthink.

5.  From within the team, assign a group lead 
or team manager. Following this nomina-
tion, clearly define and document roles and 
responsibilities. Determine and establish a 
method of financial tracking as part of the 
project management procedures. Templates 
and procedural guides constitute part of the 
methodology documentation set.

6.  As not all team members are required for 
the entire duration of the endeavour, it is 

imperative to define assignment completion 
dates.

Whereas the first phase concentrates on setting 
ground rules and identifying the key players, phase 
two identifies the current state of KM within the 
organisation prioritising the areas requiring im-
provement. In essence, this phase consists of eight 
steps:

1.  Survey of existing knowledge resources 
and the compilation of a comprehensive 
inventory;

2.  Detailed description of the nature and 
components of each identified knowledge 
resource;

3.  Identification, definition and cataloguing 
of existing knowledge processes including 
ownership;

4.  Evaluation of the existing state of knowledge 
processes within the organisation;

5.  Identification, definition and cataloguing of 
organisational processes;

6.  Investigation, documenting and defining 
the current state and type of organisational 
culture;

7.  Compilation and coordination of the results;
8.  Publication of results including in-depth 

analyses and recommendations to move 
forward.

The third phase is extremely crucial to the 
successful KM implementation and for the healthy 
survival of KM within the organisation. The ob-
jective of this phase is to finalise the knowledge 
strategy that supports the business strategy, 
knowledge-related activities, and ultimately, the 
KM goals that in turn affect overall business 
objectives. Not to minimise the importance of this 
step, the seven major activities (with others in-
corporated depending on local circumstances and 
initiatives) include:

Figure 3. Activities in the phase of project team 
formation
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1.  Determine and define realistic KM goals;
2.  Compare the existing with the proposed and 

identify gaps;
3.  Draft the list of activities required to address 

the gaps;
4.  Prioritise activities and the creation of a 

schedule;
5.  Elaborate an action plan considering tactics 

and policies relative to the overall project;
6.  Finalisation of the knowledge strategy and 

subsequently, the business plan and strategy;
7.  Identify KM metrics follow-up plans and 

benchmarking practices.

The last phase in the process accomplishes the 
actual realisation of KM activities, if not in its 
final state, at least in a preliminary or trial mode. 
The KM-Be.At.-It methodology promotes a flex-
ible but well documented approach as outlined in 
the supplied documentation. Although structured 
the process permits additional local innovation to 
accommodate the Czech management actuality.

During this end phase of the process the com-
pletion of various activities, sub-projects, and ac-
tion plans continues. Typically these are associated 
with the actual deployment and may include among 
others, educational and motivational programmes 
for increased employee knowledge sharing and 
involvement; the naming of an individual as the 
“knowledge prime” who continues the function 
as knowledge group leader in the future. Based on 
the identified KM strategy, the various elements 
of the KM programme are rolled-out in varying 
states of finalisation that can include a Community 
of Practice, intranet sites, on-going training and 
discussion groups to tackle learning and sharing 
barriers. The management or the ownership team 
promotes on-going efforts across the organisation 
as part of their sponsorship role.

Figure 7 depicts the activities in each phase 
of the whole methodology illustrating the itera-
tions and loops within each.

Figure 4. Activities in the phase of current state 
analysis

Figure 5. Activities in the phase knowledge strat-
egy development Figure 6. Realisation of particular knowledge 

activities
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Continuous Knowledge Management

Although an important movement forward the 
KM-Be.At-It methodology is only the initial 
step on the long journey to KM (Figure 8). Once 
instituted no matter how meagre the attempt, it is 
necessary to recycle from the beginning at regular 
intervals. As knowledge evolves and reinvents 
itself, so must KM. Knowledge resources perform 
extensively throughout the project phases and in 
order to maintain this knowledge-centric exercise 
the momentum continues. If not, all is spent in 
vain in fulfilment of yet another management fad 

rather than an enriching experience leading to 
shared knowledge and tangible benefits.

The aim of the first cycle is to set things in 
motion. Continuous application of the methodol-
ogy leads to the desired changes within the or-
ganisation.

Benefits of KM-Be.At-It

KM-Be.At-It comprises numerous benefits and 
advantages while respecting the recommended 
requirements, characteristics and criteria of meth-
odologies, or KM methodologies in particular 

Figure 7. Phases and activities of KM-Be.At-It
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(Jayaratna, 1994; Hoog et al., 1999; McElroy, 
2004). Furthermore, it is in accordance with the 
KM frameworks prescribed by Wiig, Hoog, and 
Spek, (1997) and respects the viewpoints outlined 
by Beckman (1999). To avoid the Czech percep-
tion of KM being synonymous with turnkey 
technological products, KM-Be.At-It assumes 
the utilisation of information, communication, 
and knowledge technologies but does not empha-
sise these solutions within the process. Rather it 
stresses a “green” usage of what is already at hand. 
This approach also reinforces the position that KM 
need not be costly while it respects the economic 
as well as the collective business objectives. This 
theme of changing what is currently available 
equally applies to the organisational culture and 
its impact on the success of a KM initiative. This 
avoids the expensive expenditures often associated 
with IT-based solutions.

As defined in its literature KM-Be.At-It 
sustains a high degree of neutrality in that it is 
an approach developed by a group of academi-
cians and practitioners. Unlike some consultancy 
firms, the only profitability concerns are those of 
the implementers. The goal of the methodology 
is specifically to meet the requirements of the 

Czech audience and its objectives do not reflect 
one specific branch within industry. The steps and 
phases associated with deployment, documented 
in the Czech language, include a high degree 
of flexibility permitting customisation to meet 
individual institutional differences. Moreover, it 
incorporates both a “top-down” and “bottom-up” 
approach. The “top-down” is extremely beneficial 
in the initial phase seeks approval and consensus. 
The “bottom-up” is essential during the phases 
that follow and the on-going recycling.

Critical Success Factors

As with any process of magnitude, KM-Be.At-It 
relies on a set of predetermined factors critical to 
its success and acceptance by its future adherents. 
The methodology’s toolkit discusses the follow-
ing in more depth and cites recommendations 
for overcoming obstacles and the on-going task 
of educating on the benefits of KM in practice. 
The methodology stresses two groups of critical 
success factors, the human, and the strategic. 
Within these groups, the major success criteria 
consider the higher management/ownership team; 

Figure 8. Continuous KM
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employees; KM project team; business strategy, 
and knowledge strategy.

Higher Management/Ownership Team

This category is crucial not only at the onset of 
the initiative but throughout the process. As the 
KM endeavour is not static but fluid so must be 
the sponsorship by members of the firms’ leader-
ship team. Three of the more common roadblocks 
encountered are: (1) the under- or overestimation 
of KM and its deployment; (2) lack of significant 
involvement from the firms’ leadership and finally, 
(3) an over burdened level of requirements and 
responsibilities either assigned or expected from 
the KM project team. Management theory teaches 
that practitioners often “oversell” or “undersell” 
a project to gain favour. This happens when de-
livering what the receiving party expects to hear 
despite tangible indications to the contrary. As 
with all similar cases, this somewhat dangerous 
approach creates either the underestimation or 
overestimation of KM and its potential. In the 
first case in point, the leadership team believes 
that KM is simply another management vogue 
and therefore, pays lip service to its implementa-
tion. On the other hand, when overestimated, KM 
becomes the sole method of survival expecting 
customers to start immediately knocking at the 
door. In all cases, equilibrium is the objective and 
reality primary on the agenda. To avoid such cases 
of extremes, additional emphasis is imperative on 
the fact-finding abilities of the project team during 
scrutiny of the existing knowledge state as well 
as in the preparation of the business case. Lip 
service alone is insufficient and will ultimately 
result in the premature cessation of any KM ven-
ture especially during the recycling or continuous 
KM periods. What is more disconcerting occurs 
when management believes that KM is restricted 
to experts and not exclusive to an internal or-
ganisational mandate. Early in the KM-Be.At-It 
methodology, the process defines the relationship 
as one of strategic management in which all mem-

bers of the organisational culture become and are 
on-going participants. Organisational executives 
are made cognisant of their role, encourage KM 
and recognise the benefits of this common effort.

Employees

One of the most salient results of KM implementa-
tion is that it affects the way the enterprise conducts 
business and the way that the members work and 
operate on a daily basis. Literally, it influences 
the entire organisation but most importantly the 
base, the employee-knowledge workers. There 
are two main considerations in this area: the lack 
of sufficient and continuous training and the un-
willingness to support change at the grassroots. 
KM has been, especially in the Czech Republic, 
limited to management, academia, or the politicos. 
Even within these circles the actual mechanics 
supportive of this process remain at best, vague; 
hence, the reliance on oftentimes foreign con-
sultancy firms. From the onset and throughout 
the KM process, employees must be aware of its 
nature, the purpose, and the beneficial results. 
This is especially important in cases where non-
management members are unionised. To avoid 
viewing KM as a threat, the organisation defines 
and communicates the communal advantages. 
Training, information, and KM progress reports 
are de rigueur.

Change within management and an organi-
sation is a constant dilemma worthy of its own 
discipline recognised as change management. No 
matter the size of the establishment, it is inherent 
of human nature to resist change as it involves the 
unknown. Without the proper KM induction, train-
ing and subsequent follow-up employees resist 
KM until they realise the favourable components. 
The project-process team, although hyphenated 
represent the same group of people, are those 
most heavily monitored as to the success factors 
and the many obstacles to which they are subject. 
There are a myriad of impediments and many vary 
on the size and the nature of the organisation and 
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other unique conditions subject to circumstance. 
Due to the significance and predominance of 
this group, individual headings treat the factors 
worthy of concern.

The Composite Nature of the Team

Given that the methodology concentrates on ad-
dressing the needs of the Czech small to medium 
range of enterprises, one assumes that budgetary 
restrictions exclude outside sources and that 
the effort is internal. The KM-Be.At-It package 
includes ample background information on all 
aspects of KM using a number of pedagogi-
cal methods including the popular “cookbook” 
technique. If necessary, an instructor or advisor 
is available for classroom instruction. The induc-
tion sessions (in the Czech language) discuss in 
lay terms and illustrate with examples the why, 
where, when and how. The training is self-paced 
and contains the necessary reviews. Also vital to 
the success of the project team is its composition 
in that it represents a segment of all members. 
During this learning cycle, there is no longer an 
employer-employee bias as learning holds no 
status and knowledge is ignorant of social rank. 
The exclusive delegation of KM-related activities 
to a low level of the organisational hierarchy risks 
allocating the responsibility to a group who may 
not possess the necessary experience, power, and 
exposure to succeed.

The investigation and planning cycles of the 
KM process require adequate concentration and 
studious review. This cycle is central to the suc-
cess of the project as it determines the costs and 
benefits both tangible and intangible attributable 
to the deployment. The attempt is considerable and 
conducted with the highest degree of professional-
ism and exactitude. The development of forecasts 
and projections is an exercise of planning and 
organisation. This exercise is not superficial or 
frivolous but one of analysis of reality both current 
and expected. Failing to do so create the over- and 
underestimating scenarios discussed in previous 

paragraphs that affect the project negatively and 
lead to disappointment and suspicion. As with any 
plan, identify risks from the project inauguration.

An abundance of methods, tools, and tech-
niques facilitate the implementation process. 
Although the project team members are encour-
aged to investigate and evaluate how the afore-
mentioned may assist the project to progress, avoid 
over dependence on any one of these. Avoid any 
approach that boasts of an overall solution no mat-
ter how attractive due to its popularity, modernity, 
or cost-savings. The implementation process is 
about the coordination of numerous approaches 
and is not about the perfect application of only 
one of them.

Business Strategy

The business strategy forms the apex for all activi-
ties within the organisation. In essence, it is the 
raison d’être of the enterprise. KM focuses on the 
support of the business strategy. Thus, any flaws 
in the latter mirror in the KM approach. If the 
business strategy is non-existent, is antiquated, 
or unrealistic, the KM process suffers and may 
actually contribute to the demise of an enterprise. 
A short-term strategic orientation may overly 
concentrate on one goal such as the reduction of 
production costs while ignoring equally pressing 
issues. Similarly, a long-term orientation in the 
same case creates rigidity. Both long- and short-
term strategies can be successful if they are well 
balanced, flexible and reviewed on a regular basis.

If the knowledge strategy is a result of an 
outdated business strategy, the lack of congru-
ency between the strategies and the current cir-
cumstances and goals jeopardises the potential 
for a successful realisation. The development of 
the business and knowledge strategy in parallel 
is the framework for an identified period. The 
organisation continues to review and update both 
when necessary.
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Knowledge Strategy

The knowledge strategy renders sense and mean-
ing to all KM related activities. The knowledge 
strategy establishes the direction for all predeter-
mined activities. Any failures, unseen risks left 
undetected, or omissions within the knowledge 
strategy impinge on the successful achievement 
of the KM undertaking in proportion of their 
gravity. The content of the knowledge strategy is 
constantly scrutinised and re-evaluated to avoid 
these possible repercussions.

Comparable with the business strategy, it 
owns its own lifecycle that demands monitoring. 
Although its existence derives from the business 
strategy, its survival depends largely upon the 
flexibility of the latter. Monitoring of the knowl-
edge strategy confirms its compatibility with the 
business goals and aspirations. The on-going al-
liance of both strategies assures the realisation of 
objectives and the narrowing of the gap between 
the existing and the sought conditions.

In conclusion, the global market environment 
influences transition economies in many possible 
ways. It demands changes that organisations have 
to produce. Therefore, some enterprises seek 
knowledge as a unique resource. KM ensures a 
higher level of competitiveness. Nevertheless, 
this higher level materialises only through proper 
KM deployment. Critical success factors during 
implementation require supervision, and control 
and specifically related to higher management, em-
ployees, the project team, and of equal significance 
the business strategy and the knowledge strategy.

THE CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE

Despite the rapid growth of KM over the past 
decades, organisations that implement an IT-
based solution allocate meagre consideration 
for this effort. Associated with one of the major 
principles of KM, knowledge sharing is often 
implemented by enterprises who use sophisticated 

web based products to enable the sharing under 
the assumption that all employees at all levels of 
the enterprise will avail themselves of these IT 
services. Management invests money, time and 
technology so that corporate members consult the 
intranet sites for vital information, save crucial 
documents such as best practices, communicate 
through forum and consult their contents for sales 
leads. What is commonplace however, although 
the site is user friendly, many pages remain blank, 
“under construction” or require updating.

In this instance, KM has hit a “cultural wall,” 
wherein the human-machine interface has not 
been exploited to its fullest. The intended audi-
ence lacks sufficient initiation whether through 
training or informative sessions on the utilities and 
benefits of the intranet. KM necessitates changes in 
corporate culture but also in the fashion in which 
technologies modify work procedures. While IT 
enables searching, storing, manipulating, and shar-
ing of considerable volumes of knowledge, the 
human factor remains the foremost concern. The 
essence that knowledge depends on individuals 
is understandable.

These same individuals, the primary force in 
an exercise of knowledge sharing, must enjoy the 
ability to interpret the knowledge within context. 
The work techniques used by employees ultimately 
determine the degree of efficiency of the technolo-
gies deployed to convey and share knowledge. 
Again, this demonstrates that in the KM process, 
IT plays a substantial role but not a central one. 
At first glance, it appears that the easiest method 
to ameliorate knowledge sharing is to subject 
corporate culture to a stringent overhaul. Prior to 
embarking on this journey one must realise that 
this change requires time, energy and financial 
resources. The corporation alters culture to ac-
commodate KM or KM adjusts to accommodate 
the existing corporate culture. In both situations, 
common cultural barriers subsist.

Recognition of knowledge in both a subjective 
and an objective nature is necessary. In its objective 
form, it is explicit, implicit, and tacit whereas the 
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subjective components constitute social practices, 
working groups and the like. Both share equal im-
portance. Institutional communication flows from 
individuals to groups and vice versa. Social prac-
tices, the elements of corporate culture, therefore 
affect the knowledge and consequently, the act of 
sharing. Knowledge in this instance constitutes the 
accumulation of activities within this context but 
depends on its own creation by the social group. 
Once created this collective knowledge and not 
individual knowledge becomes the basic asset of 
the community, institution, or enterprise. Ideally, 
this environment produces members who actively 
and willingly share knowledge with repositories, 
reports, and verbal exchanges as an integral part 
of their daily routines. This utopia in turn results 
in higher productivity, effectiveness, and innova-
tion. Yet prior to reaching this ideal state or any 
varying grade possible within realistic terms, 
issues of corporate culture, individual and social 
barriers demand review.

Individual barriers: Largely, individual barri-
ers are related to the employees’ sense of worth, 
value and sense of security within the organisation. 
The axiom of knowledge is power compels some 
members to fear a loss of power whether real or 
imagined. To the employee the exclusivity of in-
fluence once reduced entails the loss of face and 
potentially, income. Just as there is fear through 
the revelation that by sharing this knowledge has 
intrinsic value, the reverse is also valid in that the 
knowledge holds little worth. In both instances, 
embarrassment descends onto the worker. Junior 
workers due to their lack of experience, seniority, 
and possibly status at the workplace may feel that 
there is little merit in sharing their knowledge. 
They are usually on the receiving end of the knowl-
edge flow; their inexperience acts as a hindrance 
and possible humiliation. Sharing knowledge and 
subsequent experience appears for some as being 
outside the normal job functions and is therefore, 
additional work. This creates the expectation 
of supplementary rewards-either tangible or 
intangible. Finally, there is a difference between 

awareness and knowledge. Some are unable to 
describe the corporate mission statement but are 
very knowledgeable on corporate processes.

Social barriers: Many of the social barriers 
compose daily corporate life and are not obvious 
without conscientious reflection. One frequent and 
common example is the use of language. Acro-
nyms, abbreviations, technical terms, and reacted 
jargon differ from business unit to unit that lead 
to obstruction within internal communication and 
the distinct possibility for knowledge sharing. In 
addition, if the sender is not able to estimate the 
state and size of the receiver’s knowledge base, 
knowledge sharing does not have to be fecund 
even when the communication process occurs. 
Rigid bureaucracy and the tendency to adhere 
to strict administrative guidelines may lead to 
incompatible paradigms of personal versus corpo-
rate interests. It may also breed an atmosphere in 
which members avoid risk and innovation as not to 
deviant from the status quo. Higher management 
whose attitude is patronising may underestimate 
the talents and abilities of their workforce. Under 
these circumstances management, if they do opt for 
a KM solution, will pursue one heavily dependent 
on IT technologies to store past information under 
the assumption that future needs remain the same. 
This approach renders the knowledge worker as 
a passive receiver only and management as the 
knowledge providers. By doing so, management 
gathers the content of the organisational memory 
as the final product in design time and then dis-
seminates its content. This style operates contrary 
to the notion that the knowledge worker creates 
the new knowledge at the workplace. The knowl-
edge worker as expert solves new and ambiguous 
problems daily. Workers not management create 
the organisation’s knowledge base as side effects 
of the tasks and challenges encountered. Emo-
tions also affect the willingness of employees 
to share knowledge with others. It is difficult to 
compel two employees to share knowledge with 
each other when the relationship is unpleasant or 
difficult. Similarly, pseudo-innovators are those 
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who exaggerate their opinions as “necessary” al-
though unwanted or unsolicited improvements to 
the ideas of others to emphasise their importance 
and indispensability.

Motivational Conflict

One of the main reasons of insufficient knowl-
edge sharing is motivational conflict at an in-
dividual level. This clash is often a frustrating 
experience as it frequently involves postponing 
the necessary or covetable reaction or decision. 
Decision-making is repeatedly awkward due to the 
reciprocally incompatible tendencies. K. Lewin’s 
model (2008) defines conflict as the “opposition 
of approximately equally strong field forces.” The 
definition encompasses five basic conceptual com-
ponents: appetence-appetence; aversion-aversion; 
appetence-aversion; “I do not want to, but I have 
to” and “I want to, but I can not.”

Basic to the discussion are two assumptions:

1.  Organisations employ a wide-range of 
incentives. These incentives should ensure 
knowledge sharing among individuals, in-
dividuals and groups and groups within the 
establishment thereby overcoming existing 
barriers. This incentive system including 
financial and intangible rewards, is perceived 
positively by employees and thus motivating;

2.  The majority of individuals perceive 
knowledge sharing as negative, unpleasant, 
or undesirable due to the five conceptual 
components cited above.

The appetence-appetence conflict arises when 
the individual has to choose between two posi-
tive alternatives. The solution lies in the sudden 
higher attraction of one alternative over the other. 
If this type of conflict does occur, it is a positive 
dilemma in that the employee has to select one 
incentive or reward from the system.

The opposite is true with the aversion-aversion 
conflict whereupon an individual has to select from 

two negative alternatives. The individual usually 
postpones the final decision as long as possible. 
With time, the negativity of one emerges as the 
same for the other alternative. If one grows less 
unpleasant, the individual selects it. The individual 
may abandon the idea, but in the end still has to 
decide.

An appetence-aversion conflict arises when 
the object, the knowledge sharing, is both inviting 
and forbidding. This conflict type is the most fre-
quent. Incentives exist, but it is necessary to share 
knowledge to attain them. For some employees 
this entails a questioning of their positions, and 
values. From a psychological perspective, the 
intensity of aversion grows in proportion to this 
awareness. The reciprocal is also valid. Once the 
consciousness draws on the negative feelings, the 
barriers increase. N. E. Miller (1950) in research 
based on this conflict type postulated principles 
of ambivalent behaviour:

1.  the tendency to approach to the goal is 
stronger when the subject is nearer to this 
goal;

2.  the tendency to avoid a negative alternative 
is stronger when the subject is closer to this 
alternative;

3.  the tendency to avoid a negative alternative 
increases upon approaching this alternative 
when compared to the tendency to approach 
the positive alternative;

4.  appetence and aversion gradients depend on 
the intensity of encouragement; the tenden-
cies are more intensive with stimulation that 
is more concentrated.

In the third point, the individual realises that 
the dissonance appears with the effort to reappraise 
the decision. Immediately after the decision to 
share knowledge, the member accepts both the 
positive (rewards) and the negative attributes 
(potential loss of ownership). At the same time, 
the individual acknowledges the refusal of the 
positive attributes of not sharing knowledge 
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(increased self-confidence, power, promotion). 
This reassessment occurs due to the reduction in 
conflict and consists mainly of overestimating 
the positive qualities of knowledge sharing and 
in underestimating the negative. Knowledge non-
sharing invokes the reverse process. By pursuing 
these processes, the employee assures himself/
herself of the appropriate choice. The role of the 
organisation in this progression is one of guidance 
and enlightenment.

The conflict, “I do not want to, but I have 
to,” has typically negative motivational goals for 
the individual swayed by external values. The 
individual feels obliged to achieve the goal. The 
conflict is common in circumstances in which 
higher management introduces KM as part of an 
overall company-wide endeavour without having 
properly introduced the programme or obtained 
feedback from the employee team.

The “I want to but I can not” conflict is the 
inverse to the previous however the mechanism 
is the same. This condition is not as common as 
the previous in that one would find it difficult to 
envision an organisation directly preventing the 
sharing of knowledge among its employee base.

Individual and social barriers often prevent 
effective knowledge sharing. It is therefore 
necessary to identify and eliminate the maximal 
number of these barriers. Some of them are pos-
sible to remove completely but others remain. 
The remaining barriers are necessary to minimise 
in relation to the given conditions. One of these 
remaining barriers is motivational conflict arising 
from knowledge management processes particu-
larly, knowledge sharing. This barrier is deeply 
rooted in the social system and often supported by 
incentives. In combating individual and social bar-
riers management call upon tools and techniques 
such as story-telling, expressive communication, 
trust, people management, teamwork, and bal-
anced usage of codification and personalisation 
approaches, design and workplace organisation. 
In addition, the use of social information systems 
such as Babble (Thomas, Kellogg and Erikson, 

2001), or KM realisation models such as SER 
(Fisher and Osvald, 2001) assist management in 
removing these obstacles.

The Cross-Cultural View

An area deficient in research attention is the cross-
cultural relationship to Knowledge Management. 
Hofstede (1980, 2001) states that managers cannot 
assume that organisational cultures exist inde-
pendently of the national cultures in which they 
operate. Furthermore, different national cultures 
emphasise distinct values by means of diverse 
languages. These additional factors influence the 
ability to implement extensive initiatives success-
fully. In an increasingly international business 
environment, organisations need to comprehend 
if and how cross-cultural differences influence 
knowledge management and KM-methodologies.

As noted throughout this chapter, the pre-
dominant challenge facing enterprises aspiring to 
gain a competitive advantage through knowledge 
management is the creation of a culture and en-
vironment in which knowledge sharing thrives. 
Without the appropriate culture, knowledge 
transfer is difficult, and does not occur (Dav-
enport and Prusak, 1998). Hofstede argues that 
organisational culture resides within the national 
culture and influences the why the nation and its 
adherents conduct business. Furthermore, stud-
ies investigating the effectiveness of knowledge 
transfer between international partners discover 
that cultural differences affect information flow, 
knowledge management processes, and knowl-
edge transfer (Lyles and Salk, 1996). Simonin 
(1999) concludes that the cultural distance between 
firms increases the difficulty of performing these 
processes successfully. Previous research suggests 
that national culture and cross-cultural distance 
may influence knowledge processes.

Hofstede defines national culture as “the collec-
tive programming of the mind which distinguishes 
the members of one human group from another” 
(1980, p. 25) and collective programming as “a 
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broad tendency to prefer certain states of affairs 
over others” (1980, p. 19). Members of a culture 
have similar sets of preferences on they view the 
world. Hofstede proposes four factors that became 
the dimensions of the taxonomy: Individualism/
Collectivism; Uncertainty Avoidance; Power 
Distance, and Masculinity/Femininity. In 2001, 
Hofstede developed a fifth dimension, Long Term 
Orientation. The differences in these dimensions 
direct the knowledge processes within any organi-
sation. For instance, cultures that measure high on 
Individualism value the accomplishments of the 
individual, whereas Collectivistic cultures place 
more value on group or team accomplishments. 
One possible implication is that Individualistic 
cultures demonstrate more difficulty in knowl-
edge sharing as knowledge is a source of power 
and a tool for success. Similarly, cultures that are 
high in Masculinity (competitiveness) have more 
difficulty in knowledge transfer if the competi-
tiveness is between individuals and not limited 
to organisations.

Power Distance and Long Term Orientation 
alter knowledge processes (or the adoption of 
knowledge processes). Countries that have a high 
Power Distance possess hierarchical structures, 
therefore knowledge is more likely to flow from 
the top down, or is more limited than knowledge 
flows within a culture that has less Power Distance. 
If a culture has a Long Term Orientation, then the 
members of that culture work for the long-term 
goals and benefits that accompany knowledge 
management. Since benefits of knowledge man-
agement are not realised in the very short term, 
a Long Term Orientation promotes and values 
knowledge management processes.

In summary, national cultures and knowledge 
transfer intersect in the following ways:

a.  Cultures that rank high on Individualism 
have more difficulty in knowledge transfer 
than cultures that value Collectivism.

b.  Cultures dominant in the Power Distance 
dimension possess a top-down flow of 

knowledge than cultures that are lower on 
the Power Distance scale.

c.  Cultures that are high in the Masculinity 
aspect conduct less knowledge transfer 
between organisational members if com-
petitiveness is individually based. There 
may be no difference if competitiveness is 
organisationally centred.

d.  Knowledge transfer between heteroge-
neously composed cultural groups is more 
difficult- requiring more time and effort- than 
a knowledge transfer within homogenously 
composed cultural groups.

The aspect of cross-cultural management 
and the influence on knowledge transfer and 
KM in general merits a full discussion in its 
own right. Despite this brief discussion, there 
are two characteristics worthy of note. KM is 
predominantly a process of the Anglo-American 
management realm. As identified previously, the 
concentration within the Czech reality is specific 
to organisations that do not resemble the typical 
case studies. There are many examples in the 
current literature. Three of these consulted deal 
with cultural dimensions in global virtual teams 
(Usoro, 2005); cultural impacts within selected 
European Union countries (Gulev, 2005) and 
Deutsche Bank’s human resources database (Heier 
and Borgman, 2002). Within these case studies, 
each author relies heavily upon Hofstede’s (1980) 
cultural dimensions to substantiate the dissimilari-
ties between the American KM model and those 
studied. Furthermore, the conclusions attribute 
any perceived organisational problems to the 
cultural differences. This premise consequently 
alleviates the burden from the authors to conduct 
any further research as what may have been the 
true origin of the difficulties such as, the lack of 
training or language.

Heier and Borgman study the impact on na-
tional culture on the development, rollout, and 
usage of KM-based projects. Once identified 
and categorised the attributes of the research are 
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validated against a conceptual framework based 
entirely on Hofstede’s cultural dimensions. In a 
similar vein, Gulev seeks to develop two criteria 
from which to evaluate the cultural impacts on 
knowledge flows and knowledge sharing in four 
European countries: Germany, Austria, Denmark, 
and Slovenia. Data collection is part of a larger 
project using questionnaires and follow-up inter-
views via telephone or face-to-face. The authors 
use two methods of empirical data analysis, 
Spearman rank correlation and the Standard linear 
correlation tests. Results are categorised into logi-
cal groupings sharing the same attributes. These 
two examples represent only a meagre sampling 
of the available research. The methods deployed 
by the authors are however, consistent with other 
studies consulted in that they rely principally on 
the use of surveys, questionnaires, and face-to-
face interviews to secure their data.

RESEARCH CHALLENGES

Knowledge Intensity

Although introduced to the public, the KM-Be.
At-It methodology did not produce the forecasted 
results and recognition. Managers- Czechs are not 
an exception-require motivation to deploy and to 
appreciate the anticipated changes. Therefore, it is 
necessary to establish a concept of organisational 
knowledge intensity and to confirm the positive 
influence of a KM programme within such

It is understandable that the knowledge inten-
sity of specific nations, industries, or organisations 
is of crucial importance to the whole knowledge 
hierarchy. While measuring the benefits of 
KM implementation or the intellectual capital 
development in organisations is quite common 
today, overall organisational knowledge intensity 
quantification including both static (knowledge 
resources) and dynamic (knowledge processes) 
aspects of KM is rare. Autio, Sapienza and Almeida 
(2000) define knowledge intensity as the extent 

to which a firm depends on its knowledge as a 
source of competitive advantage. Davenport and 
Smith (2000) assert that knowledge intensive com-
panies will allocate more resources to knowledge 
management. However, the criteria enabling the 
classification of organisations according to their 
knowledge intensity lacks description. Likewise, 
knowledge intensity may not be associated with 
KM programmes whatsoever. Every organisa-
tion possesses knowledge resources and realises 
knowledge processes, but few recognise such 
consciously.

In general, the concept of knowledge intensity 
is widely known. It consists of minimally four fac-
tors: engagement of knowledge and understanding 
required to perform assignments; expertise neces-
sary for the competent handling of work-related 
unpredictability; severity of consequences of 
potential work inaccuracy, and swiftness of ac-
tion. However, there lacks a generally accepted 
methodology used to measure organisational 
knowledge intensity from a managerial perspec-
tive. This observation enables managers to view 
their organisations from a different standpoint. 
Firestone (1999) considers the organisational 
information and knowledge infrastructure to 
consist of two models. The first represents the 
organisational and human components and their 
continual interaction. Design does not dictate 
this model, but it emerges from the dynamics of 
the enterprise process and its activities. Thus, it 
is natural. The second model is a conceptually 
distinct and integrated system that arises from 
the former. It includes computers, software, or 
electronic components. This model is artificial and 
developed by design. The resulting information-
knowledge processing infrastructure is often a 
blend of the two. Since organisations are complex 
systems, humans are not able to design fully the 
infrastructure leaving one natural phenomenon to 
propagate an unexpected and emergent behaviour 
(Čech, 2005). Monitoring of the organisational 
knowledge intensity assists managers in evaluating 
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how the representations are interrelated, developed 
and their weak and strong points.

The Project

Knowledge management aims to intensify the 
comprehension of knowledge processes and the 
utilisation of knowledge resources. Nevertheless, 
these are present at some level in every organisa-
tion regardless how explicit the nature of their 
development. Existing explicit knowledge man-
agement initiatives are probably more intensive 
than those without similar functions. Therefore, 
the proposed project investigates organisational 
knowledge intensity models, representation, 
monitoring, and usage. The research proposal 
concentrates on several goals:

1.  systemic exploration and acquisition of deep 
knowledge on the research performed at the 
organisational level specifically in the area 
of knowledge management, knowledge in-
tensity, and methodologies used to evaluate 
overall organisational results;

2.  based on results of the above, the creation of 
state-of-the-art tools to compile existing at-
titudes and measurements of both the organi-
sational overall performance and knowledge 
management. The process incorporates the 
description of mutual relationships and the 
existing strengths and weaknesses inherent 
with these approaches;

3.  development and design of a complex 
methodology for the quantification and 
monitoring of organisational knowledge 
intensity and its experimental verification 
on an international basis, utilising results 
acquired from Czech, Slovak, and Canadian 
companies.

Simultaneously, the project seeks answers to 
the following questions:

• What is a definition of organisational 
knowledge intensity and what are the pos-
sibilities of its quantification?

• In what manner do particular factors such 
as cross-cultural management, organisa-
tional processes, customer base, informa-
tion and communication technologies, or 
knowledge technologies contribute to or-
ganisational knowledge intensity?

• What is the perception of organisation-
al knowledge intensity (described or 
modelled)?

• For organisational knowledge intensity 
quantification which methods, techniques, 
and tools are used? How does one design 
and implement such within a managerial 
environment?

• How does one benchmark the knowledge 
intensity of organisations in the knowledge 
economy?

The Research Perspective

From the research perspective, the entire knowl-
edge hierarchy involves many scientific disci-
plines such as economics, international trade 
theory, management science, political science 
but also informatics, sociology and psychology. 
One current problem is that these disciplines 
usually analyse at a single strata without deep 
consideration or linkage to other levels. The more 
one escalates in the hierarchy, the more evident 
are the research problems related to economics 
or management whereas, in the opposite direc-
tion, research problems related to informatics or 
psychology are evident. Consider this perspective 
when conducting research at the organisational 
level and organisational knowledge intensity.

Therefore, the application of a systems ap-
proach and thinking is necessary while studying 
organisational knowledge intensity in the context 
of the complete hierarchy. Moreover, a systems 
approach is applied when contemplating or-
ganisational knowledge intensity and using it as a 
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practical indicator. Unfortunately, the majority of 
managers are not prepared as training concentrates 
on a mechanism rather than a systems approach.

Increased knowledge and insight originate 
from an interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary 
research. The proposal emphasises the multidis-
ciplinary to explore organisational knowledge 
intensity. Knowledge economy development 
(Chen, 2005), knowledge intensive industries, 
cross-cultural management, knowledge manage-
ment, modern managerial measurement systems 
(Kaplan, 1996), organisational culture, human 
resources, and knowledge technology applications 
(Mikulecký, Ponce and Hynek, 1997) are only 
some of the facets considered. Throughout the 
proposed study, attention focuses on the possibili-
ties of the further development of organisational 
knowledge intensity, the performance of particular 
organisations in knowledge management activities 
and on the general indicators of their performance.

The proposed research concentrates on five 
major industry segments - public administration, 
banking, ICT and telecommunications, academia, 
and tourism services) and uses the following 
methods:

• Survey Research: Self-administered ques-
tionnaires comprise the nature of the sur-
vey research. The participant completes 
the self-administered questionnaire on-
line. The web site contains both the survey 
instructions and questions. The goal is to 
acquire data relative to methodological 
modification and enrichment.

• Qualitative Field Research: Establishing 
a focus group from selected organisations 
used for final methodology verification. In 
addition, in depth face-to-face interviews 
conducted with senior management. The 
forecast is to interview two from each in-
dustry segment in the Czech Republic, 
Slovakia, and Canada.

The Significance to Practice

The methodology design ensures practical value 
enabling organisations to quantify their knowl-
edge intensity and benchmark their performance 
from a knowledge viewpoint with others at an 
international level. The practical implication 
evolves from the composition of the research 
team. Moreover, the benefits of the project include 
not only the methodology but also amelioration 
to the existing body of knowledge. The theoreti-
cal results enhance managerial familiarity of the 
relationship between KM and organisational 
knowledge intensity. Organisational knowledge 
intensity relates to KM, wherein it can serve as 
a tool for the justification and substantiation of 
related initiatives. Therefore, project output sup-
ports and facilitates managerial decision-making. 
KM-related decisions reinforced by managers’ 
knowledge and awareness of processes, and 
resources are the new process. Equipped with 
this information management takes efficient and 
more effective decisions as to resource allocation, 
financial budgeting, and in other day-to-day tasks. 
Incorporating cultural aspects within the total 
problem ensures an undisputable relationship 
between the proposed project and practice.

Knowledge oriented activities are viewed at 
several levels of the knowledge hierarchy. At the 
supranational level, management interpret objec-
tives as guidelines for national and organisational 
development. The Czech Republic is not immune 
as Czech enterprises strive to improve their per-
formance and competitiveness. Unfortunately, the 
contemporary vision excludes systematic KM as 
a viable option. Several reasons previously cited 
contribute to this condition. Previous efforts 
demonstrate that there is no “turnkey” solution 
available to meet the special circumstances of the 
majority of companies in the Czech Republic.

To support further development on KM the 
proposed project focuses on the organisational 
knowledge intensity. Its ultimate result – a meth-
odology for monitoring organisational knowledge 
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intensity –provides managers with an appropriate 
tool for the justification of a KM programme and 
monitoring of its development. Once familiar with 
this tool, managers who lack system-thinking 
ability should avoid the seemingly straightfor-
ward solutions that are obviously insufficient to 
implement KM.

CONCLUSION

2009 marks the twentieth anniversary of the Velvet 
Revolution. During this brief span of time, the 
Czech Republic experienced the fall of commu-
nism, the re-emergence of a market economy and 
the adhesion to NATO and the European Union. 
Within one generation, the nation transformed 
itself from a Soviet satellite to a democracy that 
held the Presidency of the European Union for the 
first half of year 2009. The “return to Europe” is an 
exceptional adventure for the Czechs manifest by 
many successes despite its share of Euro-sceptics 
dispersed throughout all levels of society, the in-
telligentsia, and government. As with other areas, 
the business environment expands and equals that 
of other developed economies. Nevertheless, the 
Czech environment possesses several unequivo-
cal characteristics that influence every national 
activity including KM implementation. These 
characteristics are illustrated with the help of 
knowledge levels that include the supranational 
level, national level, organisational level, and 
management of knowledge level. The described 
specifics of the Czech Republic comprise the lack 
of an utilisable and detailled KM implementation 
methodology that reflects Czech needs as well 
as the many diverse perceptions of KM coupled 
with the notion that KM equates and is limited 
to information and/or knowledge technologies. 
Any individual, who has not had exposure to 
other societies and cultures, may tend to assume 
that managerial standards practiced in the home 
country are the same throughout the world. The 
notion of globalisation reinforces this tendency. 

Moreover, unless assigned to an international 
project many practitioners lack contact with col-
leagues outside their own jurisdictions. The same 
is true about Knowledge Management. KM thrives 
in the United Kingdom, the United States, and 
Australia; therefore, there exist no impediments 
to a successful deployment in the Czech Republic. 
The authors demonstrate in this chapter that such 
is not the case. Preliminary research indicates 
that unique historical and cultural circumstances 
hinder the winning conditions to prevail in the 
Czech Lands. The initiation of certain innovations 
such as the KM-Be.At-It methodology assist in 
determining the root causes to the KM barriers. 
This methodology represents a general frame-
work consisting of several stages that need to be 
performed in order to introduce effectively KM 
into an organisation. To do so, particular organisa-
tions have to develop their own instance from this 
framework customised to suit their own specifics 
and needs, i.e. create their own KM project with 
the help of the general methodology.

The exercise is ongoing. The need for further 
research combined with an intense proliferation 
of the methodology aimed at the small to medium 
size category of Czech businesses accounts for the 
majority of the planned activities. Nonetheless, 
detailled investigation remains the sole method 
by which a permanent solution takes form. Con-
sequently, the brief description of research activi-
ties conducted in the Czech Republic outlined in 
this chapter emphasise topics related to KM that 
require exploration while suggesting questions 
that should be answered.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Knowledge Hierarchy: is a model of the 
global knowledge society consisting of several 
knowledge levels. These are supranational level, 
national level, organisational level, and manage-
ment of knowledge level.

Knowledge Management Processes: (also 
knowledge processes) identify a number of 
processes considered the foremost essentials in 
the evolution of knowledge in an organisation. 
Particular knowledge processes follow the general 
knowledge life cycle. Therefore, these include 
knowledge creation, purchase, development, 
modification, storage, sharing, distribution, usage, 
application, renewal, and replacement.

Knowledge Management: represents a mana-
gerial approach of organisational leadership, the 
creation of an organisational environment and the 
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achievement of organisational objectives based on 
the alignment of knowledge and processes through 
the usage of knowledge resources and appropriate 
methods, techniques and tools.

Management of Knowledge: represents a set 
of disciplines such as psychology, informatics, 
pedagogy, and cognitive science, together with 
particular tools, techniques, and methods for work 
with knowledge. Outcomes from the management 
of knowledge are used at the organisational level 
for implementation and realisation of knowledge 
management.

Methodology: represents an explicit and 
structural way of thinking. Methodology contains 
a model that reflects selected views on reality and 
which derive from a certain set of philosophical 
paradigm. Methodology determines which steps 
are performed, how these are performed, but 
above all, it explains why everything is done in 
the specific order. In other words, methodology 
is a set of recommended phases, approaches, 
principles, rules, documents, methods, techniques, 
and tools, that answer the questions who, when, 
what and why.

Organisational Infrastructure: New units 
and roles created to establish, coordinate, and 

manage the technology and tools, and to facilitate 
the capture, development, and distribution of 
knowledge. These units generally direct the func-
tion of ensuring the usage and institutionalisation 
of common approaches.

Power Distance Dimension: reflects the de-
gree to which the culture believes that institutional 
and organisational power should be distributed 
unequally and the decisions of the power holders 
should be challenged or accepted.

Technological Infrastructure: ICT aims at 
the development, identification, and applica-
tion of appropriate technological approaches for 
the management of ICT-supported learning that 
equips employees with the knowledge required 
to perform successfully their engagements. ICT 
augments and interconnects resources enabling 
the distribution of information, consistent with 
the organisational requirements for team-based 
management and responsiveness to change.

Uncertainty Avoidance Dimension: is the 
extent to which the culture feels threatened by 
ambiguous, uncertain situations and attempts to 
avoid them by establishing more structure.

This work was previously published in Knowledge Management in Emerging Economies: Social, Organizational and Cultural 
Implementation, edited by Minwir Al-Shammari, pp. 20-46, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of 
IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT

Connected learning using video conferencing, 
the interactive whiteboard and Web 2.0 tools is 
possible in the new “interactive classroom” more 
than 2,240 New South Wales public schools will 
receive over the next four years. In Australia the 
New South Wales Department of Education and 
Training (NSWDET) is delivering $AUS 158 mil-
lion of infrastructure and services to schools and 
technical and further education campuses for new 
technologies and applications to support teaching 
in the 21st century. The intention of the Connected 
Classrooms Program is to create a “large con-
nected and collaborative learning community” of 
teachers, students and parents that can go online 
for information, resources and communication 
“anywhere, anytime” across a state that covers over 

800,000 square kilometres. This paper describes 
the three projects in the program, the underpinning 
prior work and seven teacher professional learn-
ing platforms that reference anticipated learning 
outcomes and future directions. In its third year, 
this case study is a descriptive insiders snapshot. 
It provides an overview for project administrators 
and participants in other national and international 
education milieu who may be responsible for 
planning and implementing enhanced technology 
environments.

INTRODUCTION

The Connected Classrooms Program has a four-
year timeframe (2007-11) to provide education 
sites with enhanced technologies and applications 
for teaching and learning. This approach sits in a 
broader Australian education policy context that 
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seeks to improve infrastructure for information 
and communication technologies (ICT) in schools, 
as well as recognise that today’s students like to 
learn digitally. Led by NSWDET this initiative is 
built on prior evidence from education research 
in schools, regional ICT strategies and local trials 
in technology (Schuck & Kearney, 2006; DET- 
Engaging Pedagogy, 2007; Groundwater-Smith, 
2007).

THE AUSTRALIAN CONTEXT

In Australia significant reports published by the 
Ministerial Council on Employment, Education, 
Training and Youth Affairs Information and 
Communication Technologies in Schools Task-
force (2005, 2006, 2008) document technology 
integration in teaching and learning. Other key 
education guidelines (Kearns, 2002), in particular 
the Education Goals for Young Australians, cite 
reasons for schools to give priority to student 
learning with technology:

Successful learners have the essential skills in 
literacy and numeracy and are creative and pro-
ductive users of technology, especially ICT, as a 
foundation of success in all leaning areas when 
students leave school they should be confident, 
creative and productive users of new technolo-
gies, particularly information and communication 
technologies, and understand the impact of those 
technologies on society (p.4).

Initiatives of the Schools Taskforce and the 
National Goals seek Australian or bi-lateral col-
laboration on digital content, systems and services, 
policy, standards and operational agreements. This 
action supports the development of a framework 
by which jurisdictions can evaluate and report their 
progress on the implementation of ICT priorities 
detailed in Learning in an Online World (2005).

Prior to the election of Prime Minister Kevin 
Rudd in 2007, the promise of a “digital educa-

tion revolution” further positioned technology 
as a key political platform for effective learning 
for students in Australian schools. Commitment 
by the Federal government involves $AUS 1.2 
billion over five years (2008-12) to “turn every 
secondary school in Australia into a digital school” 
(Ministerial Council on Employment, Education, 
Training and Youth Affairs, 2008, p. 5).

In July 2008, the Federal Minister for Educa-
tion, Training and Industrial Relations, Julia Gil-
lard, wrote to all teacher employers in Australia 
indicating that funds of up to $AUS 11.25 mil-
lion will be directed to ICT- related school based 
professional development for teachers under the 
Australian Government Quality Teacher Program 
(AGQTP). Further funds for such programs are 
not available beyond 2009, and are being replaced 
by new funding arrangements for teacher profes-
sional learning using ICT.

NSW initially withdrew from the Council of 
Australian Governments (2008) agreement in 
September 2008 arguing that the initial $AUS 
1.2 billion was insufficient to cover the delivery, 
installation and ongoing maintenance of wireless 
learning devices for each student. By December, 
the Commonwealth had agreed to provide an 
additional 807 million to meet further costs in-
curred by the States in implementing the National 
Secondary School Computer Fund:

Each State will report on their progress toward 
reaching 1:1 student to computer ratio for Year 9 
to 12; and to pass on the non-government sector 
their share of these funds (Council of Australian 
Governments, 2008).

In 2010 the Ministerial Council on Employ-
ment, Education, Training and Youth Affairs 
and the Australian ICT in Education Committee 
are developing a Digital Education Revolution 
Road Map that includes a Teaching in the Digital 
Age Work Plan. It focuses on the teacher profes-
sional development required to integrate ICT into 
pedagogical practice to connect learning, to meet 
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students’ needs and therefore harness the resources 
of the “digital education revolution.”

NSWDET CONTEXT

Historically public schools and technical and 
further education (TAFE) colleges have imple-
mented various strategic plans for ICT integration. 
Such plans have included large and small-scale 
technology reforms; technology oriented profes-
sional learning and training for teachers, as well 
as technical hardware and services for classrooms. 
This public education system has 2,243 schools 
and 10 TAFE institutes with 100 campuses taught 
by over 90,000 full-time teachers with more than 
1.5 million enrolled students.

In the early 1980s computers were provided 
to all public schools. Hardware resources were 
accompanied by technology professional learning 
programs for teachers, for example Technology 
Integration into Teaching and Learning. Along-
side developing the technology skills of teachers 
NSWDET sought to assess whether this was 
being translated into improved computing skills 
for students.

In 2006 the NSW Board of Studies trialled and 
implemented various computer skills assessment 
regimes, eventually authorizing a computer skills 
test for all Year 10 School Certificate students. 
This test assesses five computer skills in opera-
tions, word-processing, spreadsheet and database, 
graphics and multimedia, internet and email skills.

In March 2007, a State election commitment of 
$AUS 158 million was announced for NSWDET 
with Connected Classrooms, the largest State 
Treasury enhancement for an education technol-
ogy program in Australian education history. This 
four year program seeks to increase bandwidth to 
education sites, provide an “connected classroom” 
for every school, and enable access to a range of 
new learning tools and Web 2.0 applications for 
teachers and students.

For reader ease the Connected Classrooms 
Program will be referred to as the “Program” for 
the remainder of the case study.

UNDERPINNING RATIONALE 
FOR THE PROGRAM

Alongside NSWDET technology reforms and 
various national initiatives (affecting the educa-
tion landscape across Australia, are local projects, 
research and trials that have increased understand-
ing of how, when and why teachers integrate 
technology into teaching and learning.

Key evidence for the development of the 
Program arose from five substantial reports 
containing:

• Research conducted by NSWDET in part-
nership with the University of Technology, 
Sydney which explored pedagogy using in-
teractive whiteboards (Schuck & Kearney, 
2006);

• Results of a micro trial in February 2007 
in six schools of a learning management 
system tool to support teachers’ meta-cog-
nitive planning for learning;

• Outcomes from a quantitative study in May 
2007 which examined how 300 teachers 
used online resources in student learning;

• Findings from another technology teach-
er professional learning project titled 
Engaging Pedagogy; and

• Further research in a study (Groundwater-
Smith, 2007) undertaken with 200 students 
to understand how they learn with digital 
technologies at home and at school.

Findings from these five data sets, including 
a year-long interactive whiteboard strategy in 
Western NSW Region, and a small-scale trial of 
‘connected classrooms’ in Western Sydney Region 
informed direction of the Program.
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TEACHING AND LEARNING 
AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
OF THE PROGRAM

The vision of the Program is to create a “large 
connected and collaborative learning community,” 
it also stems from the demands of teaching and 
learning in a digital age. As an initiative of the 
NSW state government its objective is:

to provide staff and students with new opportuni-
ties to connect with each other across enhanced 
facilities for sharing resources and data collabo-
ration. (Program Flyer, 2008, p. 1)

The Program is governed by a Business Ex-
ecutive, a Program Control Group and a Business 
Executive for each project; there are three projects 
in the Program:

1.  Interactive Classrooms. This project com-
mands the largest capital input with over 
$AUS 66 million, it will equip every school 
with an ‘interactive or connected classroom’ 
and provides the necessary infrastructure 
to facilitate collegial support networks for 
teachers across the state. It consists of an 
interactive whiteboard, video conference 
facility and desktop sharing software.

2.  Network Enhancement. The project will 
increase bandwidth capacity to 10Mbps to 
enhance interactive environments and the 
delivery of learning tools to all sites by pro-
viding greater bandwidth and speed. Valued 
at $AUS63 million, it will also enhance 
authenticated and filtered internet browsing 
services.

3.  Learning Tools. The third component will 
deliver the latest Web 2.0 technologies (e.g. 
blogs and wikis) and provide a secure online 
workspace for staff and students to support 
the creation, storage, editing and delivery 
of digital content from collections and 
repositories across the NSWDET. Valued 

at $AUS29 million, the project includes 
upgraded email, access to student reports for 
parents and collaborative environments for 
the discovery and sharing of digital content.

Teacher professional learning to support the 
changing ICT context and deliver the ‘connected’ 
environment required by the Program is built upon 
seven significant platforms:

• Program office support structure and the 
appointment of specialist education out-
comes business change managers at a se-
nior Program level;

• Master training in the hardware and soft-
ware applications at the system level;

• Program bulletin, website and specialist 
learning activities;

• NSWDET professional learning initiatives 
and models of practice;

• Regional models, including accreditation, 
technology innovation centres and school 
based projects;

• Teaching standards in ICT from the 
Professional Teaching Standards 
Framework developed by the NSW 
Institute of Teachers; and

• Technology user groups managed by 
vendors.

Each platform is described in the following 
sections.

1.  Program office support structure and the 
appointment of specialist education out-
comes business change managers at a senior 
Program level

The Program has an office structure supported 
by a director, program co-ordinator, finance spe-
cialist, communications senior project officer 
and two education outcomes business change 
managers. There is often criticism that the world 
of technology does not respect the educational 
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knowledge of teachers (Zhao, 2003). In the school 
context the issue of technology integration is often 
“somebody else’s problem.” The two domains of 
technology and pedagogy are ruled by different 
people; teachers are in charge of pedagogy and 
technicians are in charge of technology. One group 
views the other as ‘luddites’ and the other sees an 
ignorance of learning, education theory and the 
reality of schools and classrooms.

The governance structure of the Program 
recognized this divide and has sought to bring 
these “two worlds” together, the office structure 
is also a departure from previous public school 
reform models:

The organization (NSWDET) has finally rec-
ognized that in order to implement successful 
whole of system technology change to teachers’ 
work requires the adoption of a business model of 
change (Comment from a senior officer, 2008).1

2.  Master training at the system level in lesson 
creation software

Enterprise lesson creation software for the 
‘interactive classroom’ was purchased after a 
tender and procurement process. Such large-scale 
procurement of software necessitates teachers to 
be skilled in how to use the software application 
in an effective and time efficient manner.

The successful vendor provided two ‘master 
trainers’ from the United Kingdom to train 62 
senior officers who would act as “master trainers” 
in the ten regions. This “train the trainer” model 
of teacher professional development in software 
use meant ‘expert users’ worked with teachers 
in schools as each “interactive classroom” was 
installed. Regions also provided additional training 
which is supported by teams from the Information 
Technology Directorate.

In March 2009 the “procured software” was 
expanded to include two applications. Teachers 
had demanded greater choice of software; this 
decision recognised that many were already 

highly experienced and adept in using a range 
of interactive whiteboard software. The second 
application is supported by a similar training and 
skills regime.

3.  Program bulletin, website and specialist 
learning activities

Communication to all stakeholders is a key 
activity of the Program. Each fortnight the CCP 
Bulletin is published and distributed across the 
intranet. At its core, this publication has a pro-
fessional learning focus as providing updates 
to schools and TAFE about new developments 
including Stories from the Field (i.e., short case 
studies or examples of practice of teachers and 
students using the new connected technologies in 
the local context).

A virtual 3D model of a 21st century learning 
environment’ is a feature of the Program website 
and is available at https://www.det.nsw.edu.au/
strat_direction/schools/ccp/index.htm.

Principals use the model to support planning a 
suitable site for the new “interactive classroom” 
in their own context, the model is iterative and is 
added to as new components commence.

Various specialist learning activities have been 
supported by the Program to enhance teacher 
professional learning using digital technologies 
including conferences and workshops. For exam-
ple, the Program held a Dig for a Dinosaur video 
conference to “model practice” for teachers in 
schools. Two palaeontologists from the Australian 
Museum spoke to 300 Stage 3 primary students 
in 10 schools. This simple concept reinforced to 
schools the notion of good planning, compelling 
content and engaging presenters, which, according 
to Martin “needs creative and imaginative teach-
ers to unlock the potential of video conference” 
(2005, p. 404). The activity arose out of work with 
students when they were asked “who they would 
like to talk to using video conference” (Hunter, 
2008, p. 3).
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4.  NSWDET professional learning initiatives 
and “models of practice”

Every public school has a budget for teacher 
professional learning. The funds enable teachers 
in each region to engage in professional initiatives 
on a regular basis. This learning might involve 
Curriculum K-12 Directorate consultants, Com-
monwealth education colleagues or academics 
in universities. For example, Curriculum K-12 
Directorate has specialist curriculum consultants 
who develop units of work with teachers according 
to NSW Board of Studies (BoS) syllabus docu-
ments. These subject matter experts produce high 
quality resources, provide advice, host workshops 
and courses, and plan syllabus implementation in 
collaboration with teachers, professional associa-
tions and officers from the BoS:

Professional learning contributes to the profes-
sional growth of staff and improves learning in 
NSW public schools. The individual, the school, 
the state office and regions share responsibility for 
promoting, planning, implementing and evaluat-
ing professional learning in schools (NSW Public 
Schools, 2009, p. 3).

Teacher professional learning “models of 
practice” that embed digital technologies include:

• Small and large–scale action learning 
projects;

• Specialist education research on particu-
lar education issues, including practitioner 
research;

• Evaluation studies;
• Mentoring programs in the school context 

with beginning teachers based on the ICT 
components in the Professional Teaching 
Standards Framework;

• The establishment of professional learning 
communities in the regional or school con-
text. including side by side professional 
learning in the classroom; and

• Whole school change plans.

Martha School is an example of whole school 
change planning in ICT using “connected learn-
ing.” This school for specific purposes (SSP) in 
Sydney Region has 70 students ranging in age from 
4 to 18.2 The principal described how the school 
embraced its move into an ICT enhanced context:

I wanted to find out how cabling and installation 
of IWBs and other new connected technologies 
in a school without any such resources might be 
prepared (Dina, 2009)

Central to its foray into “ICT readiness” were 
targeted classes who participated in an “ICT for 
the 21st Century” action research curriculum proj-
ect support by their regional office. The project 
tracked the introduction of ICT over two terms in an 
“adopting school”| context and eventually mapped 
a three year plan for technology development.

5.  Regional support models, including ac-
creditation, technology innovation centres 
and school based projects

The ten regions that manage 2,243 schools 
cover a geographical area of over 800,000 square 
kilometres. In physical geography terms, NSW 
is a large area where one region, Western NSW, 
crosses two time zones and is greater than the 
size of Germany. The sheer size of NSW and 
the nature of the Program implementation mean 
ICT consultants in each region have significant 
responsibility for supporting teacher professional 
learning using the new technologies in the local 
context.

One regional support model involves teams 
from the Information Technology Directorate 
certifying groups of teachers to be proficient in:

• The use the interactive whiteboard;
• The construction of learning sequences in 

the lesson creation software;
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• The provision of “hands on” tuition in the 
use of video conference to single and mul-
tiple school sites; and

• The use of an online booking system for 
schools for “virtual excursions” both in 
and beyond NSW.3

Certification gained from this two-day course 
is approved by the NSW Institute of Teachers and 
acts as 16 hours of professional accreditation for 
teachers at the level of Professional Accomplish-
ment. In 2009-10 an ongoing regional support 
model for video conferencing was provisioned. 
This means technical support to schools from a 
regional office, as well as access to a centralised 
Helpdesk service.

Technology innovation centres like the Centre 
for Learning Innovation in NSWDET have a man-
date to “the produce quality learning resources and 
provide leadership to staff in the use of technol-
ogy in education and training.” www.tale.edu.au 
is one example of the type of service this centre 
provides to teachers, parents and students in ICT.

Technology learning using school based project 
approaches led by specialist innovation centres 
affiliated with NSWDET. The Macquarie ICT 
Innovations Centre at Macquarie University is one 
such instance. At this centre, groups of teachers 
from schools attend workshops, conferences and 
presentations on a range of technology applica-
tions. To illustrate this point, the centre engages 
teachers in projects that involve animation soft-
ware like Marvin, other have experimented with 
learning activity management systems like LAMS 
and Moodle.

In addition to projects led by technology 
innovation centres, more than 750 schools par-
ticipate annually in large Commonwealth funded 
teacher professional development opportunities 
like the Australian Government Quality Teaching 
Programme. This activity uses an action learning 
framework, lesson study in the school context and 
in recent years, has required teachers to embed 

ICT into teaching and learning across all cur-
riculum areas.4

6.  Teaching standards that refer to ICT in the 
Professional Teaching Standards Framework 
from the NSW Institute of Teachers

All graduate teachers are required to be regis-
tered with the NSW Institute of Teachers in order 
to teach in a public school. For early career teach-
ers part of their undergraduate or postgraduate 
study at university has mandated components of 
technology learning. At the Graduate Teacher level 
in Element 1 for example, Teachers Know their 
Subject and How to Teach that Content to their 
Students, the aspect of “Knowledge of Information 
and Communication Technology” states teachers 
must demonstrate:

Current knowledge and proficiency in the use of 
the following: basic operational skills, informa-
tion technology skills, software evaluation skills, 
effective use of the internet, pedagogical skills 
for classroom management (NSWIT Handbook, 
2006, p. 4)

Element 4 is another ICT standard, Teachers 
communicate effectively with their students, the 
aspect of “Teaching Strategies” states teachers 
must:

Use a range of teaching and learning strategies 
and resources including ICT and other technolo-
gies to foster interest and support learning (NSWIT 
Handbook, 2006, p. 9)

In order to be deemed professionally compe-
tent and pass their probationary year, early career 
teachers need to move from Graduate Teacher level 
to that of Professional Competence where they 
are required to demonstrate application, creation, 
selection and use of ICT in teaching and learning.
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7.  Technology user groups

Vendor driven technology user groups have 
arisen from the needs of teachers in the school 
context. Recognition of this need by business 
has enabled another source of teacher technology 
learning to flourish. When bureaucracies procure 
technical resources centrally one of the criteria 
considered is the vendor’s ability to also provide 
technical skills based education and after sales 
service. For example, SMART Technologies have 
established user groups in most regions. Teachers 
in these groups meet regularly in their own time 
to build technology skills and share resources.

All seven teacher professional learning plat-
forms form a tapestry of available ICT support 
designed to weave the “large connected and col-
laborative learning community.”5

TECHNOLOGY INFRASTRUCTURE

Technology infrastructure for the Program targets 
greater bandwidth capacity and reliability, authen-
ticated and filtered internet browsing services and 
faster internet speed:

The vast majority of our schools today are on two 
megabits [bandwidth speed] and we would hope 
that we would be able to increase their speed to 
10 megabits or more [by 2011]. Instead of storing 
files on either the school’s local area network or 
on thumb drives … teachers will be able to store 
files in a secure environment and access it where 
they want and when they want (Wilson, 2008, pp. 
13-14)

In 2009 the major procurement activity allowed 
for the expansion of the core network. This devel-
opment enabled blogED to be released in March 
2010. The new blogging tool allows teachers who 
want to use it to create “private” and “public” blogs 
for teaching and learning. The current priority in 
the Learning Tools Project is the creation of an 

e-backpack for staff and students to access online 
storage and wikis.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND 
FUTURE IMPLICATIONS 
OF THE PROGRAM

The Business Benefits Realisation Framework 
has been developed in consultation with various 
external bodies to examine the educational out-
comes agreed to by NSW Treasury for the original 
Connected Classrooms business case. Following a 
model that uses the language of business, the key 
performance indicators (KPIs) for the Program 
sit within the State Plan. KPIs target being able 
to measure increased student learning, student 
retention and expanded curriculum offerings as 
a result of the $AUS158 million investment. The 
evaluation framework includes metrics of usage 
and case studies of practice using the “connected 
technologies” in the Program. Planned research 
on the Program as it was being implemented did 
not occur. Future implications from the Program 
for technology focussed professional learning for 
teaching may well be considerable. There is intense 
interest in the Program’s experience to date, and 
keen consideration of the final report on how Con-
nected Classrooms were implemented is awaited.

Early evaluation of the experience of 200 
school principals in the “first phase of the Pro-
gram” in 2008 resulted in changes to initial 
installation processes, software procurement 
and policy direction. The Program was flexible 
enough to respond to the changing demands of 
the deployed technologies, or any global pricing 
fluctuations, as well as respond to the needs of 
principals, teachers and students in public schools 
and TAFE colleges. Almost at the end of its third 
year, it is timely to describe what has occurred in 
this government commitment, and try to predict 
what observers might see when the Program is 
completed in 2011 when it’s ‘business as usual’ 
in the NSWDET.
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ENDNOTES

1  The Program uses Prince2, a process-driven 
project management methodology.

2  Martha School and the principal’s names 
are pseudonyms. The students needs reflect 
challenging levels of behaviour, difficulties 
with engagement due to autism, obses-
sive compulsive disorders and cognitive 
impairments that impact on their academic 
capabilities.

3  For example, schools use video conference 
for debates, master classes, specialist as-

sessments, learning tournaments, teacher 
professional learning and trips to NASA 
and the Great Barrier Reef.

4  In 2009, the government mandated that 25% 
of all school professional learning projects 
need an ICT component.

5  The Program engages in regular consulta-
tion with the teachers union in NSW, parent 
associations and school principals to ensure 
any potential concerns regarding the amount 
and timing of teacher professional learning 
in technology are addressed.

This work was previously published in International Journal of Virtual and Personal Learning Environments (IJVPLE), Volume 
2, Issue 1, edited by Michael Thomas, pp. 65-73, copyright 2011 by IGI Publishing (an imprint of IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT

This chapter seeks to develop a model for under-
standing Knowledge Management (KM) practice 
in an Arab socio-economic context. To achieve the 
objectives of the study, a conceptual KM model 
was proposed and described; it was then illustrated 
using a case study. The chapter adopts a case study 
approach as a powerful source of understanding 
the KM specificities. Twelve interviews were con-
ducted with executives of a telecommunications 
company, and then were systemically analyzed. 
Based on the findings of the study, a profile of 
KM in an Arab country is developed as well as 
a holistic and integrative KM model. The final 
model concludes with a proposed a three-layer 
KM model. The first layer includes KM drivers 
(market liberalization, technological advance-

ments, and customers’ preferences); the second 
includes KM processes (knowledge strategizing, 
sourcing, composing, sharing, and using), whereas 
the third layer includes KM enablers (KM buying 
behavior, convergence of business and technol-
ogy, source-data quality, project championship, 
process-based structure, and sharing culture). 
However, the proposed model requires further 
testing through conducting more case studies to 
be able to capture the best practice of KM in this 
important region.

INTRODUCTION

Business organizations of the new economy oper-
ate in a highly competitive and turbulent business 
environment. Organizations are faced with fierce 
competitive pressures arising from technological 
advancements, globalization of markets, deregula-
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tion, liberalization, privatization, as well as rapid 
political and governmental changes that place huge 
demand on firms to remain flexible, responsive, 
and innovative (Drucker, 1995; Teece et al., 1997).

The resource-based view of the firm recog-
nizes the importance of organizational resources 
and capabilities as a principal source of creating 
and sustaining competitive advantage in market 
competition. According to this approach, resources 
are the main source of an organization’s capa-
bilities, whereas capabilities are the key source 
of its competitive advantage (Grant, 1991). As 
knowledge is one of the principal resources in 
service-oriented firms, effective usage and man-
agement of knowledge resources is a prerequisite 
of gaining distinctive advantage.

However, successful implementation of busi-
ness concepts and practices in industrial Western 
economies may not necessarily replicate itself 
with success in emerging economies, e.g. the 
Arab region, if implementation was not carefully 
customized to fit the available organizational in-
frastructure and to the specific society and culture. 
The aim of the paper is to develop an understand-
ing of Knowledge Management (KM) approach 
in a changing and fast growing Arab region, and 
to propose a model for a successful KM strategy 
in such a socio-cultural context.

THE IMPORTANCE OF KNOWLEDGE

The beauty of using knowledge as a base of 
sustainable competitive advantage is that it is a 
non-depleting resource. Unlike other business 
resources that diminish once shared, knowledge 
development follows the law of increasing returns 
- the more knowledge is used, the more value it cre-
ates. Furthermore, the more knowledge is shared, 
the more new knowledge is generated. Knowledge 
sharing, therefore, is becoming a successful way 
to increase the value of ‘intellectual assets’ in 
improving knowledge-intensive processes and 
adding value to customers and profitability to 

the business. There are several key attributes 
of knowledge, which must be factored into KM 
practices (Kluge, et al, 2001; and Davenport and 
Prusak, 2000):

• Subjectivity: context and individual 
background shape the interpretation of 
knowledge.

• Transferability: knowledge can be ex-
tracted and transferred to other contexts.

• Embeddedness: knowledge is often in 
static and buried form that makes it diffi-
cult to extract.

• Self-reinforcement: knowledge is the 
only unlimited resource, the one asset that 
its marginal utility increases and does not 
decrease once used or shared.

• Perishability: knowledge can become 
outdated.

• Serendipity (spontaneity): knowledge 
can develop unexpectedly in a spontaneous 
or incidental process (e.g., water cooler 
knowledge exchanges).

• Velocity:speed with which knowledge 
moves through an organization (e.g., com-
puters and networks excel at enhancing the 
velocity of knowledge).

• Viscosity:richness or stickiness of detailed 
or subtle knowledge transferred (e.g., ap-
prenticeship or mentoring relationship)

KM MODELS

Although KM is a young discipline for which no 
universally accepted model has been established, 
some authors were concerned with creating KM 
models. The role of KM models is to oversee, or 
provide guidance for, the discipline (Rubenstein-
Montano et al., 2001a). KM strategy model is a 
high-level approach for outlining the processes, 
tools, as well as organizational and technological 
infrastructure needed to manage knowledge gaps 
or surpluses and to permit knowledge to flow ef-
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fectively (Zack, 2002b). Some researchers argue 
that KM strategy may replace the firm’s busi-
ness strategy, or, a business strategy may evolve 
to become a KM strategy, or, the two strategies 
may complement one another (Civi, 2000; Vera, 
2001; Krogh and Grant, 2002; and AlAmmari 
and Fung, 2008).

The KM strategy models, with their very 
general approach to KM, provide an excellent 
starting point for developing a business-specific 
KM process model. KM process models are ap-
proaches or methodologies that are more specific 
than models, detailing how to actually carry out 
KM in a manner consistent with a particular model.

There are a number of KM strategy models 
worthy of mention, including those that have incor-
porated models for the KM process, such as Wiig 
(1993), Holsapple and Joshi (1997), Wiig (1997), 
Beckman (1999), Probst et al. (1999), Davenport 
and Prusak (2000), Rubenstein-Montano et al. 
(2001a,b), Tiwana (2001) and Jashapara (2004), 
and Liebowitz (2004). In addition to these KM 
process models, there are a few KM successful 
implementation models presented by Lindsey 
(2002), Massey et al. (2002), and Jennex and 
Olfman (2003).

KNOWLEDGE ENVIRONMENT 
IN THE ARAB REGION

Many international and regional development 
agencies have put forward their contributions for 
the best utilization of knowledge for sustainable 
national development. The World Bank Institute 
(Aubert and Reiffers, 2003) offered its concep-
tual model for the creation of knowledge-based 
development strategies in different region of the 
world. The model is composed of the following 
five ‘pillars’:

• An economic and institutional model that 
provides incentives for the efficient cre-

ation, dissemination, and use of knowledge 
to promote growth and increase welfare;

• An educated and skilled population that 
can create and use knowledge;

• An innovation system of firms, research 
centers, universities, consultants, and other 
organizations that can tap into the growing 
stock of global knowledge, adapt it to local 
needs, and transform it into products val-
ued by markets;

• A dynamic information infrastructure that 
can facilitate the effective communica-
tion, dissemination, and processing of 
information.

• An intangible component that makes a soci-
ety function efficiently and move forward, 
such as the capacity to formulate a vision, 
the level of trust and self-confidence, and 
the appropriateness of guiding values.

United Nations Development Program (UNDP) 
published in 2002 the first Arab Human Develop-
ment Report (AHDR, 2002) that addressed the 
most important development challenges facing 
human development in the Arab World at the be-
ginning of the third millennium. The second report 
(AHDR, 2003) continues the process by examining 
in depth one of these challenges: the building of a 
knowledge society in Arab countries. Although it 
is a fact that Arab countries have greater resources 
than some developing countries that rank above 
them in various indices of human development, 
the need for sustainable human development 
in the Arab region is immense, as the region is 
“richer than it is developed” (AHDR, 2002). The 
second AHDR (2003) underlined the importance of 
knowledge to Arab countries as a powerful driver 
of economic growth through higher productivity. 
It also affirmed that knowledge could help the 
region to expand the scope of human freedoms, 
enhance the capacity to guarantee those freedoms 
through good governance.

The relevance of this study is based on the 
premise that leveraging of the firm’s intellectual 
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capital and core competencies is a mean to achieve 
efficiency and competitiveness in a region that is 
in immense need for sustainable development. 
Today’s opportunity for the social and economic 
development of the Arab countries is to fuel bank-
ing and telecommunications industries as well as 
other relevant sectors with knowledge.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The paper represents an exploratory study that 
follows the assumption that predictors of KM 
successful implementation and best practices in 
developed countries do not necessarily create 
value to other cultures, i.e. the Arab culture, when 
directly implemented. KM adoption needs to be 
customized to the organizational context and to 
the specific society and its national socio-cultural 
values.

This paper seeks to examine the implementa-
tion of KM in a telecommunications company in 
the Arab region, and to develop a model for KM 
strategy in such a cultural context. In particular, 
the paper sought to:

• Identify the business drivers for KM 
initiatives.

• Investigate the KM life cycle processes.
• Examine enabling factors that lead to a 

successful adoption of KM initiatives.
• Develop a profile of KM in an Arab country
• Develop a KM strategy model in an Arab 

context that integrates KM drivers, pro-
cesses, and enablers.

THE RESEARCH MODEL

The review of KM models clearly showed that 
these models were predominantly similar in their 
main building blocks (acquire/create, codify/
organize, share/distribute, and apply), almost 
any of the KM strategy models could serve as 

a reference preliminary theoretical base for KM 
studies. However, KM strategy models showed 
slight differences in some elements of process 
models, and some detailed KM models, e.g. Hol-
sapple and Joshi (1997, 1998), Tiwana (2000), 
and Rubenstein-Montano et al. (2001a,b), have 
added some components (e.g. visions, strategic 
agendas, and objectives) prior to KM process or 
after it (e.g. infrastructure, culture, etc.).

The adopted KM research model integrates 
the main components of the aforementioned KM 
process and successful implementation models 
into a comprehensive one composed of three 
major layers (Figure 1):

• Layer One: KM environmental drivers’ 
layer.

• Layer Three: KM enablers’ layer.
• Layer Two: KM development processes’ 

layer.

THE CASE METHODOLOGY

The present study is exploratory in nature that 
sought to understand the various issues concern-
ing KM practices and to generate a model for a 
successful implementation of KM initiatives in 
the context of an Arab country. The exploratory 
nature of the study reflects an observation that the 
literature lacks an understanding of KM practices 
and success factors in Arab countries.

The exploratory nature of the study required 
a qualitative research methodology. The goal of 
a typical KM case study is to understand and 
explain technological, informational, and busi-
ness phenomena with its socio-cultural and or-
ganizational context. A typical case study in KM 
adopts a qualitative research methodology based 
on interviews with experts.

A list of executives in the organization, who 
have direct relationship to KM, has been used as 
a primary source of data. There were 12 in-depth 
face-to-face interviews that have been conducted 
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to solicit viewpoints of the concerned managers 
from different levels and functions. Interviews 
were conducted with general mangers, senior 
managers, managers, and other specialists from 
marketing, human resources, information and 
communication technology (ICT) applications and 
services, product development, customer support, 
and customer business development. Interviews 
at the company were voice recorded (except 
one un-recorded informal interview), enabling 
a later transcription of the text and afterwards a 
systematic analysis of the contents. Notes were 
also taken on some issues during the interviews. 
In addition, the company’s newsletter and other 
appropriate organizational documents and reports 
were consulted and utilized as a source of second-
ary data in order to be able to achieve objectives 
of the study.

The researchers analyzed the contents, recog-
nizing structures and patterned regularities in the 
text and makes replicable and valid inferences on 
the basis of these regularities. This process was 
assisted by a Qualitative Data Analysis (QDA) 
computer application called the NUD*IST (from 

QSR- Qualitative Solutions & Research Inter-
national). NUD*IST stands for Non-numerical, 
Unstructured, Data: Indexing, Searching and 
Theorizing. Put simply, it works with textual 
documents, and facilitates the indexing of com-
ponents of these documents; is able to search for 
words and phrases very quickly; and claims to 
support theorizing through enabling the retrieval 
of indexed text segments, related memos, and text 
and index searches.

Transcribed interviews were imported into the 
QSR NUD*IST package as text files. Subsequently 
every paragraph was thoroughly examined and 
categorized under one or more free nodes that 
represented the emerging issues. The process of 
assigning free codes to nodes is known as open 
coding in the grounded-theory methodology 
(Strauss et al., 1990). The grounded-theory is an 
inductive approach to create a detailed and inte-
grative model at the end of the research project. 
Open coding is a process of reducing the data to 
a small set of themes that appear to describe the 
phenomenon under scrutiny.

Figure 1. The conceptual model
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CASE FINDINGS

While each one of the aforementioned KM issues 
was initially part of the cases study protocol, how-
ever, the results documented here cover only to 
the final list of categories of issues derived from 
the categorization of transcribed interviews using 
the NUD*IST software. New categories of themes 
emerged and others were regrouped as transcripts 
were analyzed.

KM DRIVERS

The undertaking of KM initiatives at the in-
vestigated company can be considered as an 
organizational response to several drivers in the 
business environment. The main drivers were 
market liberalization, ICT advancements, and 
customers’ preferences.

Market Liberalization

In the company’s under investigation, the gov-
ernment established the telecommunication 
regulatory commission (TRC) in 2001, and as a 
result, the local telecommunications market was 
officially declared deregulated in 2003. The market 
witnessed an entry of the first telecommunica-
tions competitor to the local market. Ever since 
the liberalization of the market, the company felt 
that it couldn’t continue to run business the same 
traditional way using the same old technologies 
in the impending turbulent business environment. 
The main driver for a major KM initiative, i.e. 
Customer Relationship Management (CRM), was 
the impending competition due to deregulation of 
the local telecommunications market announced 
in 2001 and took effect in 2003.

ICTC Advancements

The CRM system intends to develop a better under-
standing of customer needs in order to better serve 

them, presents to employees’ valuable information 
about different aspects of the business and the 
customers, and to equip them with knowledge to 
better perform their jobs and improve employee 
satisfaction. The CRM provides a single source of 
consolidated and integrated information through 
consolidated and integrated data and applications, 
which will improve productivity and information 
sharing processes. CRM also seeks to contribute 
to improving corporate image since the company 
will be seen as a company investing in enhancing 
its performance.

Customers’ Preferences

In 1998/1999, the companies had some fore-
sight that knowledge was critical to establish-
ment of long-term relationships with customers 
and improvement of profitability in impending 
competitive environment. In 2001, it decided to 
initiate the development of a two-folded solution: 
CRM project to be able to manage their customer 
knowledge.

KM PROCESSES

The company’s vision is to be the first choice 
communications partner for customers in the local 
market and in chosen markets across the region 
and to serve as a role model for other communi-
cations companies. The company’s mission is to 
deliver a simple and complete customer experience 
-offering a full range of reliable, competitively 
priced communications services and solutions. 
The business strategic vision was cascaded down 
to the following specific corporate objectives:

• Enhancing customer satisfaction.
• Delivering impressive year-on-year profit 

growth.
• Increasing efficiencies across the company 

and its subsidiaries.
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• Ensuring that we properly train, motivate, 
reward and retain its employees.

• Protecting and build upon its outstanding 
corporate image.

The KM development process included the 
following components:

• Sourcing Knowledge
• Composing Knowledge
• Sharing Knowledge
• Utilizing Knowledge

Sourcing Knowledge

Organizations interact with their environments 
(internal as well as external), absorb informa-
tion, turn it into knowledge, and take action 
based on it (combined with their experience, 
values, and internal rules). Knowledge sources 
come from conscious and intentional techniques 
like acquisition (e.g. of Lotus by IBM, NCR by 
AT&T), rental (sponsorship of research in aca-
demic institutes, hiring a consultant), dedicated 
resources (research centers and universities like 
Xerox PARC, McDonald’s universities), fusion 
(via brainstorming and retreats), adaptation (e.g. 
via learning sabbaticals), corporate universities, 
KM workshops, group dinners, and knowledge 
networking (Davenport and Prusak, 2000).

In order to maintain and enhance its competi-
tive position, the company needs to continue to 
generate new ideas, products/services, or KM 
initiatives. The company’s source of knowledge 
and KM awareness were found to come from the 
internal as well as external sources.

Internal Sources

The internal sources included examples such as 
professional training, on-job training and de-
velopment, job rotation, and business meeting, 
committees, and task forces.

External Sources

The external sources included examples such as 
relationships with vendors (include selling ideas 
to top management through on-site presentations), 
partnership with a worldwide telecommunications 
company, and participation in knowledge fairs, 
workshops, seminars, or exhibitions, conferences, 
and professional meetings.

Composing Knowledge

The history of KM at the company started in 1995 
with a cultural change towards a customer-centric 
organization, and since then, the company has 
been undertaking various KM activities. However, 
many of the KM initiatives were fragmented and 
didn’t seem to be part of a formal corporate-wide 
action plan. Nevertheless, there was almost no 
disagreement among the senior managers and 
managers who participated in the study on the 
merit of the KM concept and its applications. In 
fact, they expressed their interest in the concept 
and acknowledged its importance and value to 
their business.

Organizational Transformation (OT)

During 1994-95, the company started thinking 
about introducing organizational change initia-
tives. In 1996, the company launched a major 
human-based organizational transformation pro-
gram known as Organization Transformation (OT) 
project. The human resource management (HRM) 
department championed the project, which was 
mainly concerned with reengineering business 
processes and improving organizational perfor-
mance. In 1996, the Organizational Transforma-
tion Phase 1 (OT1) initiative was completed, and 
followed by Phase 2 (OT2) and Phase 3 (OT3) 
in 1999, and 2001 respectively. Each initiative 
took almost a year of studying and two years of 
implementation.
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In OT1, the company started questioning some 
of their old ways of doing things, i.e. bureaucratic 
procedures, and underwent a lot of organizational 
changes, which basically shifted the management 
system from a bureaucratic (control oriented, 
very top down management) to a democratic one. 
Some business procedures at the company were 
bureaucratic-type of operations that were there 
only to satisfy some people’s quest for power and 
didn’t add any value to the business; in fact, they 
wasted time, effort and money. In January 1996, 
and as part of the OT1 initiative, Communication 
and Audit Teams were formed. These teams met 
personally with every single employee of business 
groups in order to communicate to them the nature 
and objectives of the program, and to solicit their 
views and reactions as well.

In 1999, and after practicing OT1 for a few 
years, the company found some shortcomings that 
were not addressed, and as a result, launched Phase 
2 (OT2). In the year 2000, the company decided 
that it was time to reengineer business processes 
by cutting out the non value-adding processes, 
and integrating information systems (IS) together. 
There were many fragmented or stand-alone sys-
tems that were doing many important things but 
they were not “talking” to each other.

Starting from 2001, and as part of OT3, the 
company foresaw the need for a transformation 
of the organization from an engineering-led 
(product-based) to customer-led business strat-
egy. The end of the year 2002 witnessed the 
completion of the first stage called “Increased 
Business Value”. In the year 2003, the second 
Phase (“Expansion and Growth”) should have 
presumably started. In 2003, several work teams 
are looking at the various functions and processes 
for possible improvement and re-engineering. 
Phase 3 (OT3) was labeled “Get Ready”, and was 
launched in mainly to help the company face the 
impending business competition by transforming 
the company from product-led to customer–led 
business Then, different organizational initiatives 
were carried out to promote that line of change. 

An outside consultant was called in to lead the 
organizational transformation process. However, 
the consultant faced some resistance when the 
issue of restructuring was tackled. Restructuring 
became part of the organizational politics and 
inertia emerged as a result.

One of the specific initiatives launched by the 
company under the newly emerged customer-led 
form was to increase the exchange and integration 
of knowledge across divisions, i.e. sales (customer-
facing or front-end) and product development 
(marketing-oriented or back-end). These divisions 
never used to talk because they have a culture of 
“we got our own things to do; you got your own 
things to do”.

At the beginning of 2003, the Sales and Product 
divisions were merged, and as a result of shared 
knowledge of these two units the company has 
launched its new Mobile Price Plan. That whole 
undertaking couldn’t have done possible in the past 
with all of ‘silos’ or ‘stovepipe’ structure in place. 
A ‘silo’ or ‘stovepipe’ structure is a function-based 
form of organizations, supported with “islands” 
of data, which does not promote communication 
across departments or units.

Customer Relationship 
Management (CRM)

In 1998/1999, the company had some foresight 
that knowledge was crucial to establish long-term 
relationships with customers. In order to manage 
this knowledge they decided in early 2003 to 
implement the first formal KM initiative, viz. the 
CRM program. In 2000, the company tendered the 
CRM system and selected the supplier. In the first 
quarter of 2001, the initial stages of the project 
began. The operational side of the CRM system 
was up and running in 2005, but the analytical 
side is still under development.

The CRM is composed of Enterprise Data 
Warehouse (EDW), Operational CRM, and ana-
lytical CRM. The EDW initiative was announced 
in 2001 and it was up and running in early 2003. 
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The EDW initiative was being used for KM 
purposes. The EDW is a repository of data com-
ing from operational legacy systems, namely, 
customer care, billing system (including the three 
customer profiles: IT, GSM, and fixed line billing), 
finance system, accounts receivable and others. 
The system capitalizes all knowledge in terms 
of historical data and it can be used to improve 
decision making regarding product development, 
marketing plans, customer segmentation, product 
and services usage and others. The CRM system 
was thought to be a strategic system and major 
enabler for the company’s continued success in 
the impending fierce competitive environment.

For the CRM project, the company formed 
different committees to oversee the EDW Phase of 
the project. These were the Business Intelligence 
Steering Committee (BISC) representing general 
managers (GMs) and Project Management Com-
mittee (PMC) consisting of the project manager 
of IT and the key business representatives from 
marketing, from sales, from back office, and 
customer care. There were also subcommittees 
looking into technical details of the system such 
as format of system reports and quality of data.

To be able to understand the whole business 
processes and objectives, the vendor of the CRM 
project redefined processes, identified key busi-
ness deliverables and prioritized them into about 
100 business cases, like customers, products, rev-
enue, traffic, and sensitivity analysis. The vendor 
formulated some strategies, presented them to 
management, and came up with experiences and 
recommendations of how to best exploit knowl-
edge in terms of processes and structure. At the 
same time the company formed a committee in 
order to align the system to business objectives 
in terms of who should be getting what access?, 
what sort of information should be going on it?, 
and how to structure the project phases?.

The vendor played a leading role in being the 
main source of knowledge for the company and 
in partnering with the business units to define 
their business requirements. So they could final-

ize the design and start to develop the CRM and 
extracting information from the source system 
into the CRM system.

Sharing Knowledge

Since 2002, and as a result of transformation of 
the company from bureaucratic to democratic 
management, and from a product-centered to a 
customer-centered business there has been more 
encouragement for internal sharing and absorp-
tion knowledge through committees. This may be 
due to the fact that the company will no longer 
be able to enjoy its monopoly of the market, and 
has to improve its competitive position through 
organizational transformation and leveraging of 
knowledge-based core competencies.

To transfer knowledge from experts to trainees 
in case of employees getting sick, having vaca-
tions or getting transferred, a twofold method is 
used. First, there is a direct transfer of knowledge 
through training and coaching, and second, there 
are knowledge gatherings that join together people 
undertaking similar activities. For example, watch 
keepers, who have two different shifts, overlap 
one hour for knowledge exchange.

Although the existing culture is remarkably 
different as knowledge is being shared through 
corporate manuals, guidelines, memos, meet-
ings, and other relevant personal information 
related to employees themselves (e.g. through 
the HRM system) or related to employees’ work 
are accessible electronically; nevertheless, there 
have been some down sides, due to the position/
power differences among staff members. Some 
staff may be hesitant to ask a senior manager or 
a GM in particular.

Utilizing Knowledge

Since the company implemented CRM program 
and transformed its business, good financial 
performance results were achieved. Net profits 
climbed to about 25.2% during the first quarter 
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of the year 2004 against the same period in 2003. 
This increase is attributed to a year-on-year rise 
in gross revenues, and a reduction in costs largely 
due to non-recurring exceptional items related 
to restructuring, which were successfully imple-
mented in 2003.

KM Enablers

The company has worked hard to maintain its 
strong market position as competition is impending. 
Following the implementation of the CRM and OT 
initiatives, the company has achieved mixed results, 
i.e. remarkable performance at the financial side but 
almost complete failure at the level of operational 
excellence at the level of customer service and 
satisfaction. The significant financial performance 
gains may be attributed to the corporate downsiz-
ing that followed the transformation program. Yet 
technology-based KM initiatives, such as the CRM, 
has to mature into concrete corporate-wide change 
effort based on a clear plan and strategy still have 
a long way to go before being able to fully realize 
corporate-wide benefits.

In light of the case findings, the critical suc-
cess factors (CSFs) of KM implementation were 
composed of six interrelated components that are 
in alignment ‘equilibrium’ with each other. Any 
change in one of the components would entail a 
need for a change in another component. These 
enablers were KM buying behavior, convergence 
of business and technology, source-data quality, 
project championship, process-based structure, 
and sharing culture.

KM Buying Behavior
It seems to be that due to lack of experience with 
KM projects in the region, the company’s KM 
buying behavior looks like a ‘solution buyer’, 
which prefers all-in-one solutions, thinking that 
KM projects are same as ICT projects. The ICT-
based KM initiatives at the company seemed to 
be created and used on the basis of ‘vendor-push’ 

rather than ‘business-pull’ buying behavior. The 
KM technology components were driving, instead 
of enabling the KM strategy. The focus of the 
vendor seemed to be limited to customization and 
implementation of ICT tools, but not ensuring that 
the process and organization elements are in place 
for effective management of the KCRM project. 
Effective vendor’s role and involvement, as well 
as effective management of relationship with 
vendors are very essential to the CRM success.

Convergence of Business and Technology
In implementing KM projects, business should 
be the driver whereas ICT would be the enabler. 
Therefore, and in order to continue to keep KM 
projects ‘business-driven’ rather than ‘technology-
driven’, and to secure a successful adoption of KM 
projects, it seems that it would be better to have 
business managers champion the KM project. 
Business managers and their staff are the power 
users of KM systems who are responsible for 
generating knowledge about different aspects of 
the business, the market, and the customers. Ac-
tive involvement, support, and participation from 
senior-management levels and ICT managers are 
also essential for a successful implementation of 
KM projects.

Source-Data Quality
Data accuracy is very critical as KM systems, 
e.g. CRM, retrieve data from EDW and put them 
in the required format, but if the raw data were 
not completely filtered, then the validity of the 
project’s information would be at risk. Poor data 
quality at the company resulted from accumula-
tion of a lot of data inaccuracies over the years, 
and there is a need to conduct an urgent work on 
cleaning these data. Studies conducted by Jennex 
and Olfman (2006) and Finnegan and Sammon 
(2002) indicated that attention should be given to 
source-data quality for successful implementation 
of KM systems.
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Project Championship
In the case of the CRM project, although there have 
been active involvement by senior management, 
ICT managers, business managers, and the vendor 
in its development process. The CRM project was 
not just a suite of software products but a business 
strategy to provide benefits to the business, e.g. 
improve levels of customer satisfaction, boost 
customer loyalty, and increase revenue from exist-
ing customers. However, an ICT manager rather 
than one of the knowledge users championed the 
CRM project at its beginning. It looks like that 
the technical mind-set of ICT people didn’t fit the 
business nature of the ICT-driven KM projects. 
Soon the company understood that it had to be 
business driven and one of the general managers 
was appointed as the sponsor.

Process-Based Structure
The organizational structure is function-based that 
does not foster the concept of KM in a formal and 
cross-unit holistic approach through experimenta-
tion, documentation, sharing, and dissemination 
of knowledge across different departments. The 
change towards networked structure and busi-
ness process-orientation will allow to improve 
performance of initiatives already in place and 
to promote new initiatives that might be needed, 
such as the establishment of an electronic library, 
‘yellow pages’, ‘knowledge maps’, that can facili-
tate the buying and selling of specific knowledge 
created by workers in different departments within 
the company.

Sharing Culture
It was found from the case study that successful 
implementation of a KM strategy requires a major 
shift in organizational culture and commitment at 
all levels of an organization to initiate a focus on 
people and methods to enhance learning, improve 
communication, and encourage knowledge sharing 
instead of knowledge hoarding. In the company, 
some employees have misinterpreted the notion 
that ‘knowledge is power’, and therefore, tend not 

to cooperate in sharing their knowledge with other 
colleagues thinking that loss of power could mean 
loss of position. The situation has aggravated as the 
company undertook the OT3 initiative, wherein 
some positions have been cancelled. Such a finding 
was supported by Davenport et al. (1998), Jennex 
and Olfman (2000), Long and Fahey, (2000), and 
Alavi and Leidner (2001), and Hart and Warne 
(2006), and Usoro and Paisley (2006).

A PROFILE OF KM IN 
THE ARAB REGION

The work of Zhu (2004) questioned the claim that 
KM is a universal concept, and presented evidence 
that, despite growing overlaps, heterogeneity 
among KM styles is likely to continue due to 
differences in histories, cultures and institutional 
forces, which render a universal concept of KM 
unrealistic, counterproductive and undesirable. 
Zhu (2004) proposed KM in cross-cultural 
contexts that clearly reveal the unique associ-
ated problematics of different KM styles: the 
American, the Japanese, the European, and the 
Chinese. Based on the findings in this study, this 
paper adds a new KM profile for the Arab region 
(Table 1). The Arab KM profile is compared with 
other styles in line with the following dimensions 
set by Zhu (2004): motto, mentality, ideal-type, 
embodiment, mechanism, aim, focus, strategy, 
process, means, and metaphor.

A PROPOSED KM MODEL IN THE 
ARAB CONTEXT

Based on the findings of the study, a detailed 
integrative model for KM strategy was proposed 
(Figure 2). The model shows a three-layered cyclic 
diagram with multiple feedback loops. The first 
layer includes KM drivers; the second includes KM 
processes, whereas the third layer is KM enablers.
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DISCUSSION

Formal corporate-wide KM initiatives in the com-
pany were hardly been found in the investigated 
company. The KM initiatives were fragmented, 
same as the organization structure that was made 
up of many functional ‘silos’. There also was an 
absence of an officially documented and declared 
KM strategy embraced by the company, although 

senior managers stressed the need to create, share 
and distribute knowledge. According to Lessem 
and Neubauer (1993), the Anglo-Saxon orienta-
tion to knowledge creation can be categorized 
as pragmatic, the French-Nordic as rational, 
Japanese as holistic, Latin as humanistic. KM 
in the Arab region has not yet entered into the 
‘knowledge catch-up’ stage prevalent in many 
emerging economies such as Korea (Kim, 2001). 

Table 1. A profile of the Arab KM style 

Dimension Arabic Description

Motto I codify, therefore, I am The KM culture that prevails is ‘data processing’-centric, wherein ‘codification’ 
is emphasized and ‘personalization’ is deemphasized.

Mentality Functionalism/Incrementalism Knowledge development is not looked at from a holistic process-perspective; 
rather, development of KM projects on a gradual and localized exploitation basis 
prevails. Silo knowledge mentality among employees in different departments 
is enhanced by functional structures. Silo mentality hinders knowledge sharing 
among employees.

Ideal-type Knowledge as forgotten resource Knowledge is rarely considered as a valuable resource to companies. Competition 
is traditionally product-centric, but is showing gradual concern with achievement of 
customer-centric competitive advantage. Personal knowledge is not usually shared.

Embodi-
ment

Knowledge system Emphasis on formal KM systems to capture/create structured knowledge, which 
in turn is stored, shared, and disseminated.

Mechanism Knowledge outsourcing Knowledge is created through internal and external sources. External sourcing 
dominates the knowledge scene and refers to out-of-the-house development or 
acquisition of ready-made KM systems. Sometimes, it follows a vendor-push 
mode where KM systems are pushed by vendors rather than pulled by companies.

Aim Diffusion of environmental pressures A critical response activity to environmental pressures such as competitors, lib-
eralization of markets, advancement of ICT, and growing power of customers. 
Sometimes, KM projects end-up as vendor-push ICT projects introduced merely 
to follow the latest ‘fashion’ of the market? Vendors play a significant role in sell-
ing ideas of new ICT-based solutions that may end-up with no or little alignment 
with business strategies.

Focus Explicit-structured knowledge Explicit- structured knowledge is emphasized, whereas human and tacit-subjective 
knowledge is de-emphasized.

Strategy Ad hoc KM strategies are chaotic and still in their infancy. Lack of clear identification of 
business requirements, and more focus on computerized systems. A formal KM 
strategy hardly exists at a corporate level, although senior managers constantly 
stress the need to create, share and distribute knowledge.

Process Buying Vendors sell KM solutions formulate KM strategies; identify key business deliv-
erables and present recommendations of process and structural changes to best 
exploit knowledge.

Means ICTs 
People 
Vendors

ICTs 
People 
Vendors

Metaphor Rich in data, yet poor in knowledge Plenty of data exist, about customers for example, but rarely have these data been 
converted into knowledge and used to create sustainable competitive advantage.

Exemplar Al-Shammari (2005). Implementing 
Knowledge-enabled CRM strategy in a 
large company
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Therefore, KM effort in the Arab region creation 
can be categorized as ‘chaotic’ as it has not de-
veloped a structured and systematic approach or 
strategy. This finding is consistent with Jennex, 
et al. (2003) who investigated the need for hav-
ing an organizational KM strategy to ensure that 
knowledge benefits gained from Y2K projects 
are captured for use in the organization. They 
found that benefits from projects were not being 

captured because the parent organizations did not 
have a KM strategy/process.

Davenport et al. (1998) observed that few 
firms employ the word ‘knowledge’ in strategy or 
planning documents. The very small numbers of 
firms that have a ‘knowledge strategy’ have not 
linked it to business strategy in any specific way. 
Despite theoretical linkages, KM is not yet tied 
to business strategy and performance in practice. 
Davenport et al. (1998) further noted that such 

Figure 2. A Three-layer KM strategy model (A: drivers, B: processes, and C: enablers)
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concepts as ‘communities of practice’, ‘knowledge 
sharing’, ‘and organizational learning’ have been 
advanced by academics, consultants, and leading 
practitioners, but have yet to enter the realm of 
business strategy. As of the source of ideas for 
new KM projects, it was found that they come 
from internal as well as external sources. Internal 
sources come from human intellectual capital. In a 
study on KM in Kuwaiti organizations, Al-Athari 
and Zairi (2001) found that the most important 
sources of ideas come from existing knowledge 
of employees and organization. In another study 
on Egyptian software firms, Seleim et al. (2007) 
investigated three components of intellectual 
capital, human, structural, and customer-based 
relational capital, and found them associated 
with organizational performance and competitive 
advantage.

The KM initiatives taken by the company 
showed ICTs as the key enablers for KM. Major 
explicit KM initiatives, i.e. the CRM system, 
seemed to be created and used on the basis of 
‘push’ by vendors of technology, not on the basis 
of ‘pull’ by real market need. The company has 
incorporated and maintained substantial tech-
nology-based knowledge distribution more than 
people-based knowledge sharing. The company 
has overemphasized explicit knowledge resources 
but deemphasized subtle ones, which means sig-
nificant loss of the potential to utilize intellectual 
assets of human resources. The reason for such an 
overemphasis on explicit KM initiatives could be 
attributed to the prevailing ‘data processing’ cul-
ture in the company that is fetish of transactional 
processing of highly structured daily routines. The 
interviewees, at large, have many times mixed 
between KM and other business disciplines. In-
terviewees have on large perceived explicit KM 
initiatives, i.e. CRM, as synonymous to ICT, and 
implicit KM initiatives, such as organizational 
learning and knowledge sharing, as synonymous 
to human-based management fields, such as HRM, 
Organizational Behavior (OB), or Organizational 
Change and Development (OCD).

However, at the level of operational excellence 
(i.e., service time, lead time, quality of service, 
productivity), and satisfaction/loyalty of stake-
holders (customers, employees, vendor, etc.), the 
results of technology-based KM solutions were 
not encouraging. The company faced and/or is 
still facing migration, workflow, and efficiency 
problems. Migration or testing problems lasted 
for couple of days; many data did not go through 
the operational CRM, as their data fields were 
not validated by the system. Workflow problems 
emerged as the people at network department for 
example could not trace the workflow of sales order 
processes, which in turn, adversely affected the 
ability to meet customer expectations. System’s 
inefficiency was a result of the inability of the 
operational CRM to capture basic customer data; 
which would result in longer order fulfillment 
or service completion time, low productivity, 
customer dissatisfaction, and possible defect to 
competitors. The CRM system can be considered 
a good case of bad implementation.

As of the role of technology in KM, ICT-based 
approaches to KM particularly shine in the combi-
nation process, where explicit knowledge in docu-
ments, email and databases can be manipulated to 
create new kinds of knowledge. However, without 
the quality of connectivity and the simplicity and 
commonality offered by the software interface 
to application that is provided by an Intranet, for 
example, an organization’s ability to create, share, 
capture and leverage knowledge is stuck in the 
‘stone age’, just above the level of typewriters, 
faxes and snail mail (Rumizen, 2001).

Leading KM authors, e.g. Davenport and 
Prusak (2000), caution against a technology-push 
approach to KM, but argue that a technology 
ingredient is a necessary ingredient for success-
ful KM projects. Senge (1990), the influential 
author in organizations, argued that organizations 
seeking to manage knowledge have placed too 
much emphasis on information technology and 
information management. Instead, he advocated 
organizational learning, which places too little 
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emphasis on structured knowledge and use of 
technology to capture and leverage it. Accord-
ing to Senge (1999:3), learning organizations are 
‘organizations where people continually expand 
their capacity to create the results they truly desire, 
where new and expansive patterns of thinking 
are nurtured, where collective aspiration is set 
free, and where people are continually learning 
to see the whole together’. On a personal level, 
an individual in learning organizations work on 
developing ‘personal mastery’ of one’s capaci-
ties, which refers to one’s spiritual inner drive to 
learn and to be the best that one can be through 
developing one’s vision, one’s abilities, one’s 
focus of energy (Senge, 1990). Siemens, one of 
the top KM-driven companies worldwide, has also 
affirmed its stand that the role of people is more 
important than technology in KM. Siemens KM 
program focused on a culture of sharing, synergy, 
and customer focus, especially in markets and 
fast-moving technology areas where the customer 
needs are more for total business solutions and 
sector intelligence than mere technology (Dav-
enport and Probst, 2002).

The Arab region has greater resources than 
many developing countries (AHDR, 2003), but it 
has long suffered from ‘digital divide’ or ‘knowl-
edge gap’, although it was known for presence 
of significant human capital, which under more 
promising conditions could offer a substantial base 
for an Arab knowledge renaissance in the business 
sector as well as in the society as a whole. Cultural 
impacts and differences in KM implementation 
have been recently the concern of many scholars, 
researchers, and conferences. In the Arab region, it 
seems that there is a widespread misconception that 
transferal or ‘consumption’ of technology alone is 
the key for bridging the ‘knowledge/digital gap’ 
with developed countries and achieving sustain-
able development. Arab countries’ experiments 
with the transfer and adoption of technology 
have neither achieved the desired technological 
advancement nor yielded attractive returns on 
investment. Importing technology has not led 

to its adoption and internalization in the host 
country, let alone to its diffusion and production 
(AHDR, 2003).

One of the main features of this knowledge 
‘consumption’ pattern prevailing in Arab coun-
tries, especially rich oil countries, is a high 
dependence on depleting resources, mainly oil, 
and reliance on external imports. This economic 
pattern attracts societies to import expertise and 
technology from outside because this is a quick 
and easy resort that ends up weakening local de-
mand for knowledge and opportunities to produce 
it locally and employ it effectively in economic 
activity (AHDR, 2003). A large part of the Arab 
economic activity is not knowledge-intensive 
and is concentrated on primary commodities, as 
in agriculture, which remains largely traditional, 
and in industries specializing in the production 
of consumer goods, which depend heavily on 
franchising agreements with foreign companies. 
This definitely calls for a decisive move towards 
developing renewable resources through knowl-
edge and technological capabilities and towards 
diversifying economic structures and markets to 
be more knowledge-based (AHDR, 2003).

The two biggest gaps that account for the 
failure in ‘technology-based’ knowledge devel-
opment pattern in the Arab region have been the 
absence of effective innovation and knowledge 
production systems in Arab countries, and the 
lack of rational policies in the region that ingrain 
those essential values and institutional models that 
support knowledge development. The problems 
have been aggravated by the mistaken belief that 
knowledge can be built through the importation 
of scientific products without investing in the 
local production of knowledge through human 
creativity and innovation (AHDR, 2003).

The Arab educational system needs to equip 
successive generations with new approaches to 
knowledge acquisition, synthesis, sharing, and 
utilization through rigorous schooling. R&D, as 
a source and a way of applied knowledge, can 
assist Arab countries to identify gaps in strategi-
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cally important and complex developmental is-
sues. R&D should follow the concept of the KM 
lifecycle in generating and leveraging knowledge 
to offer competitive advantage. The hybridization 
of internal and external sources of knowledge is 
also critical in building synergy for innovation. 
Therefore, it is important to establish collabora-
tive research support programs and/or strategic 
alliances, bilateral or multilateral cooperation 
between local and global universities, multina-
tional companies, science and technology parks, 
research centers and international organizations. 
At the organizational level, there is a necessity for 
new forms of organizations to proactively undergo 
the process of ‘‘de-siloing’’ by transforming from 
the structure of rigid hierarchical silos to organic 
de-layered, knowledge-intensive organizations 
(Mirghani et al., 2008).

In an effort to revitalize knowledge, new 
strategies and action plans need to be explicated. 
The Arab world can revert from the status of 
‘‘knowledge entropy’’ to the former ‘‘golden age’’ 
of Islam – if the principles of modern knowledge 
are effectively leveraged and cross-bred with 
traditions to result in a lucrative ‘‘knowmadism’’ 
(Mirghani et al., 2008). Specifically, epistemo-
logical pluralism is required for success in the 
realm of the ‘‘knowledge society’’. Hence, the 
relationship with the West should neither be 
contentious, nor submissive. A ‘‘coopetitive’’, 
or cooperative competition, relationship is good 
enough to build the ‘‘knowledge society’’. The 
Arab tribal system is more effective in sharing 
and synthesizing knowledge than is a systematic 
modern corporate system, which is demonstrated 
by cross-functional teams, communities of prac-
tice (CoPs), communities of interest and even flat 
organizational settings. CoPs can be considered 
the neoclassical version of tribal communication 
and relationships. The region has for centuries 
been equipped for knowledge nourishment. For 
instance, ‘‘Souk Oukaz’’ was the first known CoP 
in the region, and the very first command in the 
Holly Quran is strictly about knowledge. In some 

cases, ethnographic knowledge-sharing within the 
tribal system is more effective than some forms 
of corporate knowledge-sharing within CoPs or 
communities of interest. The Arab world needs 
to extend the same ideas to build the sense of a 
business system of ‘‘megatribe knowledge’’ that 
would blend all forms of business pluralism, such 
as strategic alliances, and ‘‘coopetition’’ consid-
erations (Mirghani et al., 2008).

Arabic culture has been labeled as ‘contact 
culture’ in which stronger emphasis is placed 
on people and personal contact and much less 
on institutionally derived procedures and rules 
(Wagner et al. 2003; Zakaria et al., 2003), which 
in turn increases personalization in the design of 
business solutions (Scarborough, 1998). Zaharna 
(1995) points out that Arabic preference for oral 
communication connects with higher usage of 
metaphors, analogies, and story telling to establish 
the story telling of the message. These observations 
on Arabic cultural values should be able to help in 
paving the way for a ‘personalized’ KM approach 
that heavily relies on exchange of knowledge and 
experiences. Hansen et al’s (1999) suggested that 
organizations need to select a single strategy to 
concentrate on, while using the other strategy in a 
support role yet also recognizes that this strategy 
will change as the organization’s personnel be-
come more experienced in the use of knowledge. 
As KM adoption in Arab companies is still in its 
early stage, it seems more appropriate to adopt 
a ‘personalized’ KM strategy before a ‘codified’ 
one, and use ‘contact’ KM tools before ‘content’ 
ones. KM contact tools encourage sharing and 
distribution of existing subtle knowledge among 
knowledge workers, whereas content tools are 
advanced enterprise KM systems, e.g. CRM, Data 
Mining, and Business Intelligence, which aim at 
discovery and creation of new knowledge.

To keep the momentum of the ‘‘knowledge’’ 
society in the Arab region, the new initiatives for 
knowledge organizations must expand and be 
sustained. Economic prosperity and growth in the 
Arab region is allegedly unsustainable due to its 
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dependence on tangible resources. In the ‘‘knowl-
edge economy’’, any solution that comes from a 
tangible commodity is considered local anesthesia 
and not an eternal panacea. The sustainability of 
this momentum needs uninterrupted diffusion 
and infusion of innovations and perpetually rel-
evant knowledge, which may need restructuring 
at the organizational level. Senge (1990) argued 
that sustainable competitive advantage resulted 
from learning organizations where people learn 
faster than their competitors do; this is achieved 
when the resulting competitiveness of the whole 
organization is more than the sum of its parts. 
However, in the Arab world all Senge’s principles 
are disrupted by non-economic parameters. For 
instance, the conflicts in the region caused peri-
ods of crises, ambiguity, turbulence, and acute, 
potentially irreversible, changes. The turbulent 
economy is highly affected by the conflicts in the 
region, which result in fluctuations of oil prices 
(Mirghani et al., 2008).

The work of Zhu (2004) presented evidence 
that, despite growing overlaps, heterogeneity 
among KM styles is likely to continue due to 
differences in histories, national cultures, and 
institutional forces. As a way out, the paper called 
for an interactionist, rather than a universal, 
strategy of constructing, connecting, and shar-
ing knowledge across-cultural contexts, wherein 
cultural differences and diversity are important 
sources of competence rather than obstacles to 
overcome. The KAFRA model for KM (Okunoye 
and Bertaux, 2006) also called for an increased 
sensitivity to global diversity that could serve as 
a link between organizations and their environ-
ments in the creation of KM. The model ensures 
that KM is approached with consideration to the 
environment in which organizations operate. In 
the Tunis KM forum, papers have addressed the 
theory and practice of KM, with a distinctive focus 
on two complementary perspectives (francophone 
and Anglo-Saxon), but were able to integrate the 
discussion within the local environmental settings 

and needs of specific organizations (Passerini, 
et al., 2007).

This study came up with a set of enablers for 
successful implementation of KM initiatives, 
and, adds a socio-cultural perspective to prac-
tices and literature of KM strategy. The results 
of this study suggest that the link between KM 
strategy and business strategies need to be clearer 
in the Arab region, and calls for a formulation of 
organization-wide formal strategy for KM ‘buy-
ing behavior’ and for learning best practices and 
for the development for new projects. The results 
of the study also point out a major, not minor, 
role for human-based issues in KM. In the line 
of cross-cultural diversity in KM practices, the 
proposed KM model was thought to be useful to 
Arab companies in detecting areas of weakness 
in the existing situation and in helping them to 
concentrate their efforts on improving them. 
Knowledge gained from the model and embed-
ded in the organization’s core business processes 
and strategic decision-making processes may help 
Arab companies to create a profound impact on 
their organizational performance, productivity, 
and possibly competitive advantage but some-
time in the future. However, the proposed model 
requires further testing through conducting more 
case studies to be able to capture the best practice 
of KM in this important region.

CONCLUSION

It should be noted, though, that at this stage any 
conclusions drawn from this research must remain 
to some extent provisional, and might not be 
generalized to other situations in other developing 
countries. The conclusions drawn from the case 
may not have implications beyond the specific 
context of the case that has been studied. This is 
especially true when only a single case is inves-
tigated; any generalizations made are tentative 
ones that must await further support from other 
studies- perhaps support from additional case stud-
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ies or other kinds of qualitative studies. Thus, the 
type of study that future researchers might want 
to embark on would be to conduct more in-depth 
and multi-level analyses of multiple KM cases 
within the same Arab cultural context.

It seems that KM in the Arab region has not yet 
carved out its identity although there have been 
many KM initiatives that were undertaken but 
under different titles. This study clearly reflected 
the premise that KM in the Arab region is still in 
its infancy stage, and it is expected that projects 
that manage knowledge as an intellectual asset 
would offer very little to help Arab companies 
survive if not thrive. Due to these reasons as well 
as the inhomogeneous financial, educational, in-
novational, and technological infrastructures and 
constraints that prevail in the Arab region, it is 
suggested that Arab organizations need to develop 
a greater appreciation for their intangible human 
assets, captive in the minds and experiences of 
their knowledge workers. Management should 
encourage staff members to start thinking within 
their organizations of those of who could benefit 
from or in ‘need’ for their own knowledge, and 
determining which employees ‘own’ knowledge 
that, in turn, would be useful to them.

Arab companies may need to undertake KM 
projects that relate to the enhancement of the envi-
ronment for knowledge sharing and collaboration, 
before projects that aim at creation of knowledge 
repositories, improving knowledge accessibility, 
and projects that manage knowledge as a strategic 
asset. Usage of simple KM sharing tools, rather than 
advanced KM enterprise solutions, might be the most 
suitable solution to start with in Arab socio-cultural 
context. Arab organizations need also to design 
performance appraisal and compensation systems 
in a way that incorporates knowledge sharing into 
employees’ performance, and provide financial 
reward for those who share relevant and needed 
knowledge with others. When established procedures 
are not conducive to the sharing of knowledge, the 
company must be ready to restructure itself into an 
organization more amenable to knowledge sharing.

Knowledge gained from critical success fac-
tors once embedded in the organization’s core 
business processes and strategic decision-making 
processes may help Arab companies to create a 
profound impact on organizational performance, 
productivity, and possibly competitive advantage. 
Moreover, the paper concludes that there is a need 
to redefine KM success. In designing a KM strat-
egy, success shouldn’t be confined to the success 
in technical implementation of ICT-based systems, 
but should be expanded to the adoption side rela-
tive to its local context. Successful implementation 
of a KM strategy relates to technical success in 
the development of a KM solution, whereas suc-
cessful implementation of a KM strategy relates 
to the wider business-context success, from an 
internal perspective (e.g., operational efficiency) 
as well as an external perspective (e.g., customer 
satisfaction).
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This section includes a wide range of research pertaining to the social and behavioral impact of organizational 
learning and knowledge around the world. Chapters introducing this section critically analyze and discuss trends 
in organizational theory, such as needs analysis and Personalized Learning Environments. Additional chapters 
included in this section look at problem-solving style, problem complexity, and knowledge generation. Also inves-
tigating a concern within the field of organizational learning and knowledge is research which discusses the effect 
of trust on personalized knowledge management. With more than 20 chapters, the discussions presented in this 
section offer research into the integration of global organizational learning and knowledge as well as implemen-
tation of ethical considerations for all organizations.
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Chapter  5.1

INTRODUCTION

All organizations depend on communication, 
namely the exchange of information with the 
sender’s intent that the message be understood 
and considered by the receivers. And as organiza-
tions are designed for action, most organizational 
communication is intended for driving action and 
for promoting working relationships between ac-
tors. Indeed, communication plays a pivotal role 
in organizations and may be seen as the founda-
tion of organizational action (Galbraith, 1977; 
Weick, 1979).

Effective communication, particularly the 
communication of knowledge rather than the com-
munication of facts, requires knowledge of how the 
message may be understood and considered by the 
receiver. Conversely, communication is required 

for knowledge communication and transfer but 
this issue is beyond our scope. Furthermore, our 
discussion is restricted to computer-based knowl-
edge management, as well as computer mediated 
communication. Therefore, the terms knowledge 
management (KM) and communication, whenever 
used here, imply that these functions involve 
computer support.

Despite the central role of communication in 
organizations, organizational communication is 
unfortunately susceptible to numerous obstacles 
and barriers. Barriers to communication occur 
at the individual and organizational level. At the 
individual level, interpersonal dynamics interfere 
with communication, people choose inappropriate 
channels and media, senders and receivers use 
different semantics that create misunderstanding, 
and senders communicate conflicting cues in 
different messages confusing the receiver. At the 
organizational level, people in different depart-
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ments see things differently, power and politics 
interfere with open and sincere exchanges, and 
organizational norms or policies dictate ineffective 
channels and inappropriate forms of messages.

Knowledge in and about the organization can 
overcome some of the barriers, and in particular, 
KM can enhance computerized communication 
support systems such as structured e-mail, video 
conferencing, listservs, instant messaging and so 
forth. Knowledge about the message in the context 
of knowledge in the organization, such as similar 
messages communicated in the past, improves the 
comprehensibility of the message. Knowledge 
about the receiver can serve to personalize the 
message for better learning. And knowledge about 
the relationship between sender and receiver can 
determine the common ground between them 
and adapt the message accordingly. However, to 
do so, designs of KM systems must be based on 
an understanding of the communication process. 
This chapter presents a working framework of 
organizational communication and shows how it 
can be used to capitalize on knowledge to improve 
communication.

BACKGROUND

Our understanding of communication, and par-
ticularly computer-mediated communication in 
the organizational context, has developed dra-
matically in the last few decades. The classical 
information-transmission model introduced by 
Shannon and Weaver (1949) has transformed into 
more active, psychological, and social models of 
communication (Axley, 1986). See, for example, 
Riva and Galimberti, 1998 for an overview of 
these transformations in theories and metaphors 
of communication. In the interest of brevity and 
in order to identify the role of KM in enhancing 
communication, we select one model of organiza-
tional communication (Te’eni, 2001) that helps to 
define the link between KM and communication. 

The model has three main factors, each of which 
includes several attributes:

1.  Inputs to the communication process include 
(a) distance between sender and receiver, (b) 
values and norms of communication, and (c) 
attributes of the task that is the object of the 
communication;

2.  A cognitive-affective communication pro-
cess of exchanging a message that describes 
the choice and implementation of (a) one 
or more communication strategies used to 
transmit the message, (b) the form of the 
message and (c) the medium through which 
it is transmitted; and

3.  The communication impact: (a) the mutual 
understanding and (b) the relationship be-
tween the sender and receiver.

Consider the following example. A product 
designer in an industrial plant may send a message 
to the marketing director about a new product 
under development, explaining the bill of materi-
als expected for the product. This information is 
useful to the marketing director when pricing the 
product. The communication (semantic) distance 
between the communicators may be large due to 
their different background disciplines (engineering 
and marketing). However, working for the same 
company, they accept the same communication 
norms by which information in the organization 
is always openly shared as early as possible. The 
sender may choose to communicate the message 
by a typed letter (choice of medium) and using the 
formal template for internal budgeting (choice of 
message form). Additionally, the sender sends an 
informal memo in the form of a story describing 
how this product has been developed at home by 
one of the engineers. This story provides contex-
tual information about the product and explains 
the rather expensive list of required materials 
(this is an example of a communication strategy). 
Finally, the impact of the communication is es-
sentially that the marketing director understands 
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the message and prices the product accordingly. 
This example demonstrates how organizational 
communication can take on different forms and 
media and how the communication situation and 
people involved adapt these communication pa-
rameters to ensure effective communication. This 
article explores how KM can help communicators 
achieve this goal.

KM FOR SUPPORTING 
COMMUNICATION: A FRAMEWORK

Four concepts in this model are especially relevant 
to the link with KM: context, levels of abstraction, 
adaptation, and organizational memory. The idea 
of context is central to the model. We assume that 
in any communication there is a core message that 
the sender wishes to convey to the receiver. Senders 
add contextual information to the core message 
to increase the likelihood that the receiver will 
understand their intentions. Whatever information 
receivers choose to use (from the information 
available to them) in reasoning about the core 
message can be regarded as context. Part of this 
context is in the receivers’ heads or in other avail-
able sources and part needs to be provided to the 
receivers by the senders as contextual information 
to ensure mutual understanding. Some first steps 
toward a formal treatment of context can be found 
in Ghidini and Giunchiglia, 2001.

Contextual information refers to several pos-
sible aspects of the core message: the situation 
in which the message was produced, the situa-
tion in which it is anticipated to be received, an 
explanation about a statement, an explanation 
how to go about executing a request for action, 
or the underlying assumptions about an argument. 
Providing the contextual information to explain 
the core message is a common communication 
strategy called contextualization. Contextual 
information can be seen as layers of information 
around the core message and contextualization can 
be seen as the act of adding more coats of infor-

mation. KM techniques capable of determining 
and identifying context, retrieving or generating 
the information, providing the information in 
effective message forms and through effective 
media, and testing its impact may play a crucial 
role in enriching communication with appropriate 
contextual information.

The second idea involves levels of abstraction 
in the core and contextual information commu-
nicated. In thinking and communicating, people 
represent action at multiple levels of abstraction, 
and at any one moment, one of these levels is their 
focal level (Vallacher & Wegner, 1987; Berger, 
1998). Moreover, people tend to remain on higher 
rather than lower levels of abstraction, but shift 
their attention to a lower level of abstraction 
when communication complexity increases and 
breakdowns occur. The lowest levels of abstrac-
tion in communication concern the lexicon and 
syntax (i.e., the terminology and grammar of the 
language). A higher level is the semantics (i.e., 
meaning of the message). Finally, the highest 
levels concern the task or pragmatic aspects of 
the message (i.e., the impact of the message on 
thought and action). A failure of communication 
at any level will hinder mutual understanding. KM 
techniques capable of identifying communica-
tion breakdowns and correcting them must rely 
on knowledge of communication at all levels of 
abstraction (such knowledge may be modeled as 
a multi-level model of communication analogous 
to the Open Systems Interconnect seven-layered 
protocol model). These KM techniques would be 
essential for ensuring effective communication 
and correcting lower levels of communication 
in order to enable communicators to concentrate 
on higher levels.

Another concept is that of adaptation in com-
munication. Effective communicators match the 
medium, the message form, and the communica-
tion strategies to the communication situation, and 
the dynamics of the dialog. For example, com-
munication between heterogeneous communica-
tors should include more contextual information 
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and may be more effective when richer, rather 
than leaner, media is selected. Knowledge of the 
communication situation (e.g., the relationships 
between communicators) as well as knowledge 
of how to communicate can be used to generate 
more effective communication. Communication 
complexity can be seen as a systemic measure of 
the communication situation and its susceptibility 
to communication breakdowns (Te’eni, 2001). It 
can therefore act as a sensor to trigger adaptation. 
KM techniques capable of detecting the need to 
adapt and also capable of adapting the system 
parameters can play an important role in facilitat-
ing communication support systems that provide 
tailored communication.

The last concept is the role of organizational 
memory (OM) in communication (Anand, Manz, 
& Glick, 1998). OM is a general term for the col-
lection of information and knowledge “known” to 
the organization, as well as the KM necessary to 
acquire, store, and utilize this knowledge. There-
fore, OM is essential for communication not only 
because it is a source of contextual information but 
also because it embodies the knowledge of how to 
communicate effectively in the organization (e.g., 
who knows, or should know, what). Furthermore, 
the information known to the organization is, in 
a substantial part, represented in organization 

communication on digital media such as e-mail 
and bulletin boards. It follows that computer-
mediated communication can be a major source 
of the information stored in the OM. In other 
words, communication is a major provider of 
knowledge as well as being an essential enabler 
of KM. Returning to Figure 1, while the focus of 
this article is the arrow flowing from the OM to 
communication; we also see how communication 
injects knowledge into the OM. The relationship 
between communication and KM is bidirectional. 
Indeed, KM techniques are needed to store, or-
ganize, and make the information embodied in 
the communication available, via the OM, for 
distribution in future communication. Very often 
the core message of today becomes the context 
of tomorrow.

These four concepts (context, levels of abstrac-
tion, adaptation, and OM) are interrelated. In 
particular, OM should be modeled to enable ef-
fective contextualization, comprehensive support 
for all levels of abstraction and a basis for adap-
tation. OM will need to encompass a wide range 
of message forms (e.g., formal as well as informal 
materials and structured as well as unstructured 
information) and utilize a mix of media such as 
text, voice and video. Without such a mix, com-
puter-supported communication will fall short of 

Figure 1. Communication enhanced by organizational memory (adapted from Te’eni, 2001)
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the flexible and adaptive nature of effective or-
ganizational communication. Moreover, OM will 
need to include information organized along 
levels of abstraction in order to support commu-
nication that fluctuates between levels, for in-
stance, design OM to store and retrieve episodic 
memories (e.g., in the form of stories) as well as 
abstract rules generalizing the episodes. We return 
to the design of OM later on.

The three factors of the communication model, 
along with the four concepts discussed, create a 
framework for analyzing the role of KM in com-
munication (see Figure 1). One can conceive of 
KM technologies that: (1) identify the inputs (e.g., 
the initial distances between communicators); (2) 
support the formulation of goals and the choice 
of communication strategies, choose and provide 
medium and message form, and gauge the com-
plexity of communication in order to adapt it; 
and (3) provide the user with feedback on impact. 
Organizational memory is a key resource in sup-
porting each of these types of functionality, but it 
also builds on the information and feedback from 
the communication.

APPLICATIONS AND 
FUTURE TRENDS

Following Figure 1, we examine several dem-
onstrations of the potential roles of KM in the 
support of computer-mediated communication. 
First is the identification of the communication 
situation as well as the partners to communica-
tion. Groupware that helps the user identify “who 
knows what” and “who knows whom” in the 
workplace are examples of systems that employ 
KM techniques to identify whom to communicate 
with (e.g., Moreland, 1999). For example, IKNOW 
(Contractor, Zink, & Chan, 1998) is a program 
that organizes information about a network of 
colleagues and what knowledge each one has. In 
other words, the software attempts to answer the 
question: “Who knows who knows what?”

Given that two communicators are about to 
communicate, the relation between them can be 
characterized using organizational and personal 
knowledge. For example, knowledge of the or-
ganizational structure or of personal ontologies 
is the basis for computing the linguistic distance 
between the communicators (Maedche & Staab, 
2001). Similarly, systems that employ collabora-
tive filtering based on user profiles can compute a 
measure of similarity between profiles to decide 
what information to provide. For example, elec-
tronic media is personalized on the basis of user 
profiles (e.g., www.crayon.net), and similarly 
Intranet-based communication can be personalized 
according to internal employee profiles.

Finally, the information included in senders’ 
signature files also can be used to define work 
relations between communicators (e.g., levels of 
expertise). As users may use different signatures, 
depending on the role they wish to assume in a 
particular communication, knowledge of the or-
ganizational structure combined with the user’s 
choice of signature is particularly informative. 
When a sender from one department communi-
cates with a colleague from the same department, 
a communication support system based on an 
OM that includes the organizational structure 
will be able to recognize the communicators as 
presumably sharing the same terminology. When 
the receiver is from a different organization, the 
signature could provide some clues on the semantic 
distance between the communicators. On the basis 
of such information, the communication support 
system can adapt the communication process to 
provide more or less contextual information.

KM can enhance the communication process 
in several ways. First, the initiation and control of 
the communication process relies on knowledge. 
For example, organizational maps can determine 
who should be contacted on what occasion. Live-
Maps (Cohen, Jacovi, Maarek, & Soroka, 2002) 
tracks and analyzes colleagues using the same 
information. Another example is the early work 
on Coordinator (Winograd & Flores, 1986), which 
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shows it is possible to assign to each message its 
purpose. A related communication support system 
is CHAOS (De Cindio, Simone, Vassallo, & Zana-
boni, 1986), which organizes communications as 
a bank of conversations that serves as the basis for 
supporting communication and action. It includes 
a knowledge builder that observes messages and 
updates the bank of conversations accordingly.

Contextualization is perhaps the prime meet-
ing point between communication and KM. First, 
the smart organization of messages (e.g., intel-
ligent categorization of messages into folders 
and keywords) and then the advanced retrieval 
of information (e.g., text mining techniques) are 
crucial for effective contextualization. A knowl-
edge-based mailer called kMail is an example 
of contextualization in communication support 
systems (Schwartz & Te’eni, 2000). The system 
builds links to relevant information automatically 
by parsing outgoing messages to detect possible 
information that elaborates the message. Indeed, 
contextualization highlights the role of knowledge 
management techniques in CMC. Such techniques 
are essential for detecting relevant knowledge, 
linking it to the core message and delivering it 
in context and in time.

Moreover, different people hold different 
views of context for the same core message. For 
instance, a production manager will think of a 
particular product, such as men’s trunks, in terms 
of a production specification and the resulting 
product. In contrast, the marketing manager’s 
mental model of the same product may be a 
packaged set of 10 pairs of colored trunks, with 
its associated sales and customer information. In 
kMail, the different views, owned by different 
communicators, are indexed so that people can 
see a message in light of alternative perspectives 
(see Figure 2). While the current picture of the 
trunks is part of the marketing view (mental 
model), an alternative view may depict a sketch 
with dimensions and other production specifica-
tions such as color options. Being able to depict 
the different views of the same product so that 

the communicators can appreciate the different 
context held by their partners requires advanced 
KM. Another communication support system is 
Spider (Boland, Tenkasi, & Te’eni, 1994), which 
is designed to present context in a variety of forms 
so that it can lead more efficiently to better and 
richer communication. The system displays the 
different rationales behind an issue in the form 
of cognitive maps that highlight the similarities 
and differences in the communicators’ perspec-
tives. This requires KM that is not only capable 
of maintaining individuals’ ownership over their 
own perspectives but also KM techniques that 
can compare and contrast perspectives (e.g., by 
comparing cognitive maps).

Contextualization can very quickly overload 
and needs to be prioritized according to the com-
municators, task, norms, and situation (see Figure 
1). Prioritizing contextual information found in 
the OM so as to show only the most relevant in-
formation or enable the user to select, say, the 10 
most relevant items requires advanced KM tech-
niques such as those employed in search engines. 
For example, if knowledge in the OM is organized 
according to levels of abstraction, context can be 
presented at higher levels and expanded to lower 
levels only when needed. In kMail, knowledge 
items in the OM were classified as either a defini-
tion or a related item. A definition of a term (such 
as “BOM-bill of materials”) can be shown at the 
highest priority, while lower abstraction levels of 
context can provide guidelines and templates for 
preparing a BOM and also may include examples 
of previous cases. KM is needed to organize the 
knowledge and provide it according to a hierarchy 
of levels. kMail also relies on the organization’s 
communication maps to determine the likelihood 
of the communicators using the same or different 
terminologies, and accordingly recommending 
high or low levels of contextualization. A more 
recent system based on a Formal Language for 
Conversations, which also relies on previous 
messages in organizational memory, builds threads 
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of associated messages and provides them as the 
context of the message sent (Takkinen, 2002).

Organizational knowledge can be managed 
so as to preserve the progression of information 
items from low to high formality (e.g., stories, 
facts, and abstract principles). Cleverly designed 
KM could be used to enable communication sys-
tems to supply the right level at the right time. 
Clearly, some knowledge sharing involves close 
human-to-human interaction and cannot rely on 
automatic processes for storing and retrieving 
data via structured databases. KM must therefore 
not only maintain knowledge in different forms 
but also enable their exchange through different 
media to support rather than replace human-to-
human communication. Some messages such as 
stories are best sent as texts but accompanied by 
voice messages highlighting or interpreting some 
complex or sensitive point. In other words, human 
knowledgeability combines with predefined rules 

embodied in the KM systems to provide more 
effective communication. Furthermore, complex, 
tentative, and fuzzy ideas are often communicated 
informally and safely between colleagues (friends) 
in the form of conversations or ongoing dialog. 
Communities of practice (Wegner, 1998) are an 
essential enabler of meaningful conversations, 
and knowledge-based software (sometimes called 
“communityware”) helps organize such conversa-
tions (Wellman, 2001).

Ultimately, feedback on the impact of com-
munication must come from the user’s own reac-
tion, but future systems may effectively channel 
this feedback back to the sender. The OM can 
be designed to include results of successes and 
failures of communication that are provided to 
the sender at the appropriate time. For example, 
in a multinational organization, a history of poor 
communication between certain departments in 
two different nations should be fed back to these 

Figure 2. Contextualization based on organizational memory, showing on the right hand side different 
perspectives of different communicators
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communicators in order to take the necessary 
precautions such as a higher level of information 
redundancy and more detailed feedback. Little 
research has been carried out in this area but as 
communication support systems become more 
common, the importance of informing senders of 
the communication impact will grow. Some form 
of feed-forward may be possible, for example, 
a simulation of probable errors due to a high 
semantic distance between communicators (e.g., 
communicators speaking different languages). 
Furthermore, advanced computer support may be 
able to dynamically sense fluctuations in commu-
nication complexity and adapt the communication 
accordingly to ensure effective communication. 
Clearly, there is still much to do in terms of de-
veloping ways of identifying and reporting on 
communication failures.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, KM is becoming a crucial element 
in the design and enhancement of organizational 
communication. The model shown in Figure 1 
provides a framework for understanding the dif-
ferent types of enhancement to computer-mediated 
communication contribution that can build on 
knowledge (stored in OM) and KM. The knowl-
edge is of two types: knowledge about the issue 
communicated and knowledge about how and with 
whom to communicate. KM must be designed to 
utilize both types of knowledge to enhance com-
munication. It does so through techniques such 
as content and document management, contex-
tualization, profiling people in the organization, 
finding contextual information through text and 
data mining, categorizing information, and more. 
Several of the systems described use these tech-
niques to capitalize on organizational knowledge 
for enhancing communication.

Not all knowledge, however, can be communi-
cated explicitly. Some forms of knowledge shar-
ing are inherently tacit. KM techniques that rely 
on explicit information are therefore necessarily 
limited to part of organizational communication. 
Nevertheless, as computer-mediated communica-
tion accounts for a growing part of organizational 
communication, KM is rapidly becoming a neces-
sary component of computer-supported commu-
nication systems. Moreover, our discussion has 
focused on cognitive aspects of communication 
and KM. Future research will need to expand to 
include cultural and political aspects as well as af-
fective aspects of organizational communication. 
Future communication systems will learn to adapt 
to the communicators’ emotions as well as their 
genres of communication. KM will undoubtedly 
be called on again.

As computer support for organizational 
communication expands within organizations, 
including dispersed organizations, and extends 
to different forms of knowledge (data, stories, 
policies, best practices, etc.) and different media 
(synchronous and asynchronous text, voice, mul-
timedia, etc.), KM will have to invent new ways 
to organize and integrate the multiple sources of 
knowledge available in the organization. Com-
munication relies on knowledge regardless of its 
form and medium and KM will have to rise to 
the occasion.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Cognitive Maps: Cognitive maps are struc-
tured representations of decision depicted in 
graphical format (variations of cognitive maps are 
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cause maps, influence diagrams, or belief nets). 
Basic cognitive maps include nodes connected 
by arcs, where the nodes represent constructs 
(or states) and the arcs represent relationships. 
Cognitive maps have been used to understand de-
cision situations, to analyze complex cause-effect 
representations and to support communication.

Communication: Communication is the 
exchange of information between two or more 
people with the intent that the sender’s message 
be understood and considered by the receiver.

Context: Contextual information refers to 
several possible aspects of the core message: the 
situation in which the message was produced, the 
situation in which it is anticipated to be received, 
an explanation about a statement, an explanation 
how to go about executing a request for action, or 
the underlying assumptions about an argument.

Organizational Memory: OM is a general 
term for the collection of information and knowl-
edge “known” to the organization, as well as the 
KM necessary to acquire, store, and utilize this 
knowledge.

This work was previously published in Encyclopedia of Knowledge Management, Second Edition, edited by David Schwartz 
and Dov Te’eni, pp. 560-569, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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Chapter  5.2

ABSTRACT

This chapter presents an overview of key Human 
Systems Integration (HSI), Human Factors (HF), 
and Knowledge Management (KM) methods that 
support building user-centered systems. The chap-
ter stresses that KM can benefit the systems design 
process by reducing rework and duplication of ef-
fort. In addition, tools aiding KM implementation 
within the HSI and Human Factors (HF) domains 
are discussed. HSI practices created and employed 
within the discipline of Systems Engineering (SE) 
have brought positive changes to the systems 
development lifecycle (SDLC) process, affording 
increasingly complex and smarter systems to be 
built. These increases in systems complexity have 

created a need for systems designers and program 
managers to apply KM principles to systematically 
create, share, retain, and transfer workforce skills, 
facts, processes, capabilities, and experiences in 
a systematic fashion. The authors describe the 
importance and benefits of integrating HSI and 
KM practices to build better and smarter systems.

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge Management

Knowledge Management (KM) is a multidisci-
plinary practice spanning fields such as infor-
mation systems and business administration. It 
has many applications in industry. Knowledge 
Management focuses on identifying, employing, 
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storing, and distributing available resources on a 
project to generate expertise, insight, and informa-
tion during the development of a product, service, 
or model. The process of KM incorporates ele-
ments of knowledge acquisition, its creation, and 
its transition into the information stores of society 
(Phoha, 2001). Studies indicate that the effects of 
a changing, diverse, and mobile workforce result 
in companies having an increasingly difficult time 
retaining knowledgeable employees (Ryan, 2000). 
The integration of Human Factors in Knowledge 
Management entails capturing and retrieving 
information relevant to human capabilities and 
limitations to build new knowledge or extend 
current knowledge. This process is inextricably 
bound and inseparable from human cognition, 
introducing all sorts of bias. It is a classic problem 
of psychology, where the cognitive agent must 
study its own workings, complete with biases, 
limitations, and perceptual qualities.

Therefore, the management of knowledge 
occurs within a biased behavioral, cultural, and 
personal context. This context may vary greatly 
between individuals. Past research in KM has 
revealed the importance of considering human 
cognitive and physical factors when designing 
knowledge management systems. Human factors 
practitioners study and apply knowledge relative 
to human physical, cognitive, and sensory capa-
bilities and limitations to design better products, 
processes and interfaces (Karwowski, 2006a). KM 
is especially important in situations where tacit 
(as opposed to implicit) knowledge exists. Tacit 
knowledge is not consciously known or recallable 
by a subject performing a task (he or she “just 
knows how to do it”), while implicit knowledge 
is knowledge which is easily transferred by the 
subject to others, and thus, can be easily docu-
mented (Alavi & Leidner, 2001). The advantages 
of adopting KM practices include:

• Rapid formation of subjective, objective, 
and empirical knowledge

• Knowledge integration

• Accessibility and conductivity to collab-
orative problem solving

Human Systems Integration (HSI) is pertinent 
to systems engineering, specifically, the human 
component of every system. HSI aims to prevent 
system designs that do not adequately consider 
human capabilities and limitations. Thus, HSI is 
the choice interdisciplinary process for integrat-
ing human capabilities and limitations within 
and across all system elements, i.e. an essential 
enabler to systems engineering practice. The goal 
of HSI is to optimize total system performance 
while accommodating both select and general 
characteristics of the end user population that will 
operate, maintain, and support the system in an ef-
fort to minimize overall system lifecycle costs and 
enhance human-system compatibility (Folds et al., 
2008). Throughout system design, development, 
fielding, sustainment, and retirement processes, 
HSI experts work to ensure the consideration and 
accommodation of human capabilities and limita-
tions. Within systems engineering, the human is 
recognized as an integral element of each system 
through the HSI component, which ensures that 
human factors have a prominent place throughout 
the total system lifecycle. Good design practices 
include the human element within requirements, 
reliability, and maintainability processes.

The attention to HSI in system development 
programs have resulted in hundreds of human-cen-
tered design improvements and enhanced human-
system compatibility. Efforts were concentrated 
on maximizing total system performance through 
improvements in workload management, safety, 
maintenance, and reliability. These efforts resulted 
in billions of dollars saved and the prevention of 
hundreds of possible system related safety issues 
(Booher and Minninger, 2003).

Karwowski (2000) stated that system-human 
compatibility should be considered at all levels, 
including physical, perceptual, cognitive, emo-
tional, social, organizational, and environmental 
considerations. This requires quantification of 
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the inputs and outputs that characterize a set of 
system-human interactions. Karwowski (2000) 
stated “at the present time, no universal matrix 
for measurement of such compatibility exists”. 
A new science deemed ‘Symvatology’ has been 
introduced based on investigations of human-
system compatibility. Symvatology was proposed 
to help to advance the progress of the ergonomics 
discipline by providing a methodology for system 
design for compatibility.

The Human Factors Engineering (HFE) field of 
study is concerned with studying human capabili-
ties and limitations to improve work performance, 
safety, and efficiency (Dempsey et al., 2006) (Kar-
wowski, 2006). The array of work human factors 
and ergonomics professionals perform has been 
discussed in detail by Karwowski (2005; 2006) 
and Salvendy (2006). The primary focus for HFE 
is to consider human capabilities and limitations 
within system design to achieve optimal levels 
of total system performance across factors such 
as operation, maintenance, repair, and disposal. 
Comprehensive task analysis are utilized by HFE 
to help define system functions and, in turn, allo-
cate those functions to meet system requirements.

Benefits of Knowledge 
Management to Organizational 
Workforce and Global Economy

The rapid changes inherent in globalization, in-
creasing pressures in terms of reduced resources, 
increased complexity in the design process, and 
influx of regulations have all forced organiza-
tions to adapt their operations. The most critical 
resources are no longer material in nature, but 
exist within the human mind. Ideas such as hu-
man capital, workforce retention, and workforce 
development now are prevalent in industry. The 
formation of the Knowledge Management field 
seems to mirror the ergonomic movement dur-
ing the Second World War. Human labor was no 
longer seen as expendable, and so practices and 
regulations were put into effect to first protect 

workers from acute and cumulative stress injuries 
and to maximize their efficiency. Human physical 
limits were measured and understood, and work 
processes were tailored around these limitations 
and capabilities. As with the human cultural de-
velopment, once the physical needs of people are 
attended to, the cognitive needs soon are placated.

KM can be considered analogous to this pro-
cess. The knowledge, skills, experience, and ca-
pabilities of the workforce must now be employed 
with the greatest efficiency while understanding 
and accounting for limitations on the social and 
cognitive levels. There are fewer and fewer op-
portunities to be a “jack of all trades,” and it is 
impossible to be an expert on everything, even 
within a given industry. Information sharing and 
transfer are more important than ever. Duplication 
of effort across organizations and recreating previ-
ous discoveries and solutions waste organizational 
time and resources. KM provides the tools and 
processes to prevent such inefficiencies.

The global economy has increased pressures to 
outsource and distribute a workforce in the interest 
of recruiting the best talent at the best price. This 
action forces organizations to develop a plan for 
transferring knowledge to these outlying branches 
(Baum and Greve, 2001). Knowledge is a resource, 
and the best use of this resource leads to increased 
competitive advantage for an organization (Argote 
and Ingram, 2000). A good example of using 
distributed teams for competitive advantage is 
that of global software engineering. Thanks to 
time zone differences, a 24-hour development 
process is attainable. However, this process must 
be managed effectively and work handed off ap-
propriately to reduce possible overhead that would 
erode the seemingly non-stop workday benefit 
(Gorton and Motwani, 1996). A good analogy 
is a relay race; the individual runners must time 
their handoffs with minimal losses in time, thus 
maximizing their intense energy outputs. Just as 
in a relay race, however, proper “handoffs” of 
work outputs are critical.
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Today’s economic pressures force many smaller 
organizations to merge. Many of these mergers fail 
for cultural reasons, both on a corporate and national 
level. When two culturally dissimilar corporations 
merge, performance generally decreases as individu-
als within the merged new entity tend to overestimate 
the performance level of the new organization based 
in its new size and capability. They blame the lack 
of actual performance on the members of the other 
organization rather than the actual cause created by 
the conflicting culture and overhead costs introduced 
(Weber and Camerer, 2003).

KM attempts to understand and overcome 
social issues as well. Individual expertise levels 
affect knowledge sharing within heterogeneous 
groups. For example, Thomas-Hunt et al. (2003) 
found that expertise as well as social isolation 
level affects an individual’s tendency to share 
their own knowledge as well as acknowledge 
the contributions of others. Individual expecta-
tions, as well as notions of social connectedness 
affect perceptions and ultimately actions in group 
activities. Good practices encourage sharing by 
all members, not just the well-connected and 
positively perceived experts.

Knowledge Management 
Best Practices

KM best practices seek to understand, employ, 
and overcome our inherent social tendencies and 
streamline the group process. In times of tough 
global economies and scarce resources, managing 
the most important resource, the knowledge or hu-
man capital resource, becomes critical. Knowledge 
work processes are structured around four main 
categories, capturing knowledge, transferring 
knowledge, knowledge creation, and knowledge 
integration (see Figure 1). Knowledge integra-
tion can be thought of as the end product of the 
process. Integration requires inputs from the other 
three activities with the results of the integration 
process driving the remaining three. In the first 
stage of most projects, the focus is capturing 
knowledge from all resources. Over time, focus 
starts to shift to transferring knowledge to more 
stable processes and activities after which fruitful 
knowledge creation and implementation occurs. 
In this model, knowledge integration happens at 
any stage to foster value creation and positive 
impacts on systems design and usage.

Figure 1. Human factors knowledge work processes (Extended model based on original framework by 
Back, 2005)
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Experts in the HSI domain contribute to KM 
by ensuring that human capabilities and limitations 
are identified and considered early in system 
design phase. It has become clear from real world 
application that treating the system as separate 
from the users results in poor performance and 
potential failure in the operational setting of the 
system. Continued growth in technology alone 
while neglecting user population characteristics 
and needs has not delivered desired results. Sys-
tems engineers and other disciplines are beginning 
to understand the role humans play in technology 
systems. The core challenge is to balance suc-
cessful hardware and software solutions with 
human capabilities and needs. To this end, the 
human element must be considered as a part of 
the system, and included within the entirety of 
the design process.

To define the requirements of humans as a 
fundamental system component, it is essential 
to understand the inherent capacity of end user 
populations and their typical operational environ-
ment (Booher, 2003). A description of a popula-
tion’s capacity incorporates more than the basic 
anthropometrics or the cognitive capability of the 
average member of the user population (Chapa-
nis, 1996). For example, the U.S. Air Force HSI 
program has been designed to support mission 
critical operations by incorporating systems that 
optimize human performance at every level. Two 
studies conducted by the U.S. Air Force Science 
Advisory Board (AF SAB, 2005) indicated that 
the increased need on human operators negatively 
affected the accuracy of decisions, decreased oc-
cupational safety and increased the total lifecycle 
cost of the system. This is generally caused by 
increased volume and complexity of information, 
limited amounts of decision time, varying job 
demands and decreased manpower constraints 
(i.e. fewer operators allowed). Recommended 
actions included the importance of strengthening 
HSI methods during the systems engineering pro-
cesses. Paul Kaminski, a United States Air Force 
subject matter expert, stressed the need for systems 

engineering and incorporating HSI knowledge 
management methods in the following statement:

“The central problem is a breakdown in the most 
basic element of any big military project: accu-
rately assessing at the outset whether the techno-
logical goals are attainable and affordable, then 
managing the engineering to ensure that hardware 
and software are properly designed, tested and 
integrated. The technical term for the discipline is 
systems engineering. Without it, projects can turn 
into chaotic, costly failures.” (Taubman, 2008)

Failure to incorporate HSI methodology within 
systems engineering processes may result in failure 
to meet desired system objectives, poor design, 
unnecessary burdens on the workers, and in some 
cases negative environmental impacts that could 
affect public health and safety. The owner of the 
system may incur unnecessarily high costs in 
connection with total ownership. The long-term 
success of the system and customer satisfaction 
rely heavily upon demonstrated effectiveness 
of the total system inclusive of its operators, 
maintainers, supported customers, sustainers, 
and the support network. In all systems, failure 
to address long-term lifecycle issues can result 
in lost customer confidence, decreased market 
share, product liability, and a decrease in repeat 
business. The aforementioned methodologies 
include the familiar, carefully structured approach 
to meeting functional and non-functional require-
ments. The systems engineering team relies on a 
multidisciplinary approach to assist in analyzing 
customer requirements.

The study of human factors in KM is con-
cerned with capturing, organizing, and retrieving 
information in order to build knowledge. The field 
is further focused on fostering human factors in 
organizational learning, organizational memory, 
workplace design, and expertise management. Hu-
man factors methods and practices have become 
more commonplace especially within the past 
three decades. Current research in KM is limited 
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in areas that focus on human cognitive, social, 
and behavioral factors. In a recent study, Thomas 
et al., (2001) stated the following:

“Knowledge is bound up with human cognition, 
and it is created, used, and disseminated in ways 
that are inextricably entwined with the social 
milieu. Therefore, we argue that knowledge man-
agement systems must take both human and social 
factors into account… we describe a number of 
the research findings and applied techniques that 
motivate our work. We believe that these pieces 
are vital parts of any picture of knowledge man-
agement. At the same time, we acknowledge that 
there are undoubtedly other missing pieces to the 
KM puzzle, and that many distinct, but still valid, 
pictures of KM are possible” (Thomas et al., 2001).

Large organizations falsely conclude that by 
simply making information widely available 
without context or organization will solve most 
KM problems. Knowledge storage is only as 
good as the ability to recall and use it. IBM has 
found one approach in which to correct this issue. 
The IBM management-training program is very 
scenario-based and is one of the few examples of 
successful interactive KM implementation. A typi-
cal training scenario asks trainees to make choices 
in realistic situations common to those systems 
designers and managers face. These scenarios are 
based on analysis of real cases. They assume that 
when the individual makes a wrong decision, it 
motivates the person to read and understand the 
rationale behind the concept of a specific design. 
The advantage of such simulations is that even 
if the individual learner is sitting alone in front 
of a computer console, learning is influenced by 
individual cognitive and social contexts. These 
contexts of application that provide much of 
the motivation, interest, and guidance on what 
constitutes a good system design decision. Re-
cent work at IBM Research Labs has focused on 
developing a comprehensive mixture of strategies 

for enhancing creativity and knowledge creation 
(Thomas et al., 2001).

Elements of Human Systems Integration and 
Knowledge Management are derived from require-
ments for performance, efficiency, safety, environ-
ment, operation, maintenance, and training. Some 
of the relevant human-centered requirements can 
be nested deep within design requirements (e.g. 
mechanical and electrical requirements). During 
the requirements analysis phase of the project, 
systems engineering elicits requirements from 
the various engineering teams. HSI team mem-
bers will have to work with systems engineers 
to develop additional well-defined requirements 
based on referenced standards and relevant HSI 
knowledge. These requirements are incorporated 
into the functional or non-functional requirements 
as applicable.

An effective method to influence KM design 
from an HSI standpoint is to institute a regular 
review process by establishing a joint working 
group that includes representatives from various 
engineering teams. During the design review 
process, each of the domains identify several HSI 
issues. In some cases, a particular issue cannot be 
eliminated, or the design change may only resolve 
part of the problem. In such cases, the working 
group then assigns the issue to training to see 
if it is feasible to develop a standard operating 
procedure (SOP) that will minimize the impact 
to the human and the system. This should not be 
construed as a license to shift the responsibility 
(and cost burden) from design to training. Rather, 
it should be regarded as a joint process or even 
better a last-resort that requires an authorized 
deviation from requirements. It is important for 
experts in the KM domain to build relationships 
with members of the integration team and con-
tinue supporting the systems engineering team in 
order to rejoin the project at the right time to help 
support the integration process.

A critical component for HSI and KM meth-
odology should be the verification and validation 
process that provides a clear way to evaluate the 
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success of the system. The HSI team should de-
velop a test plan that can easily be incorporated into 
the systems engineering test plan. Performance 
of the human in the system must be validated as 
part of the overall system. Nowadays, systems 
engineering practitioners need a stand-alone 
testing method for KM to show the interaction 
between the user and the controls or displays as 
well as user performance on a specific task. The 
key objective is to develop a close relationship 
between KM and systems engineering. This 
methodology can address the performance of 
the human operator, maintainer, or both with 
respect to the overall system. The HSI and KM 
practitioners find it difficult to convince program 
managers of the full value of implementing KM or 
HSI applications (Booher and Minninger 2003). 
Nowadays, the requirements and technologies 
have changed and, as a result, systems and engi-
neering strategies that worked with past systems 
may not work with present or future systems. 
Best practices can be applied to KM and HSI 
scope of activities in order to maximize the return 
on investment, starting with the point when key 
technologies are matched to a basic set of user 
requirements. According to Walker (2000), best 
practices divide the product development stage 
into two phases—system integration and system 
demonstration. Figure 2 illustrates a HSI system 
development phase incorporating best practices.

In order to achieve optimal system design, best 
practices used by commercial firms indicate that 
optimal results can be achieved by the concurrent 
completion of product/system development with 
low rate production. Achieving low rate produc-
tion could allow the firm to verify when a product 
has met user requirements while under Statistical 
Process Control (SPC), and satisfy HSI require-
ments in both operational conditions and manu-
facturing processes. Best practices used by HSI 
practitioners provide early risk reductions which 
improve quality while reducing cost and schedule. 
For example, the Comanche Rotor System Design 
(CRSD) program provides excellent lessons 
learned for industry on the benefits that can accrue 
when KM best practices and recommendations 
are adopted.

“The Boeing-Sikorsky design team had originally 
considered a rotor blade design that met govern-
ment specifications but one for which MANPRINT 
and ILS contractor personnel had raised main-
tainability and transportability concerns. Because 
the team was still in competition with McDonnell 
Douglas, it was reluctant to expend extra design 
resources where they were not required by govern-
ment specifications. Nevertheless, by bringing the 
full focus of the domains together on this issue, 
MANPRINT/ILS persevered, and the team decided 
to develop a new modular design that was easier 

Figure 2. Product development phases with HSI knowledge mapping to ensure mature design (Modified 
from original model by Walker, 2000)
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to maintain, reduced the potential for installa-
tion error, and eliminated close-fit tolerance for 
transportability” (Booher and Minninger 2003).

The amount of additional effort needed in the 
analysis, testing, drawing change, and evaluation 
for the Comanche Rotor System Design was re-
ported as approximately 395 man-hours, with the 
total cost below $50,000. However, when a life-
cycle cost analysis was conducted, approximately 
$150 million was avoided due to improvements in 
the design. Savings would be in the area of man-
power, and specifically, requirements reductions 
in skill and numbers, due to reduced maintenance 
on the rotor system and reductions in transporta-
tion requirements (Booher and Minninger, 2003). 
In estimating HSI and KM return on investment, 
program managers encounter the problem of mak-
ing a decision on whether or not to pursue further 
HSI implementations. This involves selecting an 
alternative over a set of choices based on specific 
HSI performance measures as discussed in the 
next section.

HUMAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION 
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
COMPONENTS

Successful integration of HSI and KM into the sys-
tem design process starts at the very beginning of 
a project with the development of a comprehensive 
human systems engineering strategy, employing 
both joint systems engineering and HSI working 
groups. The strategy clearly articulates project 
roles to ensure that all team members understand 
the role of each HSI team member and how each 
of these roles relates to the integration of the hu-
man into the overall system. The strategy will go 
on to define how HSI and KM as a whole will 
impact the systems engineering process. In order 
for the HSI plan to be effective it should include a 
detailed method along with a description of how 
each of the domains within HSI will interface 

with all the other project team elements (including 
project management, various engineering teams, 
along with systems engineering and support ser-
vices, such as integrated logistics support). A HSI 
strategy will serve a dual purpose in identifying 
the process and methods and allowing other team 
members to know what services will be provided 
(Ahram and Karwowski, 2009a,b). Other team 
members will know what services the HSI team 
will be providing and what is expected from them 
in return. Context is critical to HSI test and evalu-
ation. Time spent to develop use-case scenarios 
during mission task analysis is a good investment. 
Scenarios chosen for HSI demonstration should be 
those that are critical for mission and maintenance 
success (Ahram and Karwowski, 2009).

Figure 3 shows a KM model with three main 
components: Human Factors, Systems and Pro-
cesses, and Technology Integration (sometimes 
referred to as knowledge sharing technology) 
which includes data repositories (i.e. web based 
material repositories and digital libraries). KM 
components are connected together with a net-
working medium (i.e. communication systems, 
discussion forums, email).

In Figure 3, HSI forms the center of three KM 
components (Human Factors, Systems and Pro-
cesses and Technology Integration); each of these 
components interacts with each other to promote 
knowledge generation. The interaction is dy-
namic and the structure of the interactions depends 
on the focus and goals of a particular task or 
system functionality. External factors, such as 
environmental factors (i.e. community of practice 
and best practices in industry), contribute by 
capturing external knowledge related to the system 
while the internal factors (i.e. organization inter-
nal knowledge systems) refer to extracting knowl-
edge in order to identify what is relevant to system 
design and to the overall integration task. Here 
are some questions that HSI analysts commonly 
investigate:
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• Which conditions are people the most 
fatigued?

• What are the critical decisions?
• What are their triggers?
• What combination of circumstances gener-

ates extreme hazards?

HSI advocates testing and running the inte-
grated system in situations where performance 
is critical. The demonstration will evaluate op-
portunity for human error, keeping in mind that 
errors can be induced by equipment shortcomings, 
the inadequacy of the human-system interface, or 
human actions themselves. Errors can be captured 
during the demonstration by trained observers, 
system databases that record system status during 
executions of tasks, or usability tools that track 
keystrokes and eye movements or user reports. 
Many “human error” accidents were the result 
of hardware and software designs that neglected 
HSI. The HSI evaluation must also demonstrate 
the resilience of the integrated system and answer 
the following:

• When the equipment fails, does the system 
provide information enabling the operator 
to formulate and execute remedial actions, 
or does the operations concept call for 
evacuation and abandonment?

• Has the information support plan been 
modified without human systems integra-
tion review to remove data sets that would 
otherwise enhance the ability of the opera-
tor and maintainer to diagnose and respond 
to anomalies?

Moving on to knowledge management, current 
challenges include the failure of many KM efforts 
associated with huge organizational losses and 
high cost in some cases (Davenport et al., 1998). 
The reasons for current KM problems have to do 
with treating knowledge similar to information 
or referring to knowledge as an asset that could 
be generated at no cost (Ladd & Ward, 2002). 
Researchers also note that a conflict between the 
goals of KM, environmental and organizational 
culture might cause a major conflict, reducing 
the effectiveness of projects (Davenport et al., 

Figure 3. HSI knowledge management components
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1998) (Ladd & Ward, 2002). Ladd and Ward 
(2002) referred to this conflict in KM and organi-
zational culture as the reason to study a possible 
relationship between organizational culture and 
knowledge transfer.

Developing KM test parameters, as shown in 
Table 1, can be an effective strategy for defining 
and executing initial KM practices at the system 
level. Managing these parameters during task 
analysis establishes traceability (Ahram et al., 
2009). Parameters are evaluated against objective, 
physical criteria while others require evaluation 
in the context of use-case scenarios in order to be 
meaningful. Subjective evaluation is required for 
the more general parameters, which can be accom-
plished by using rating scales or by administering 
questionnaires developed by HSI specialists and 
can also be supplemented with interviews. Thus, it 
is clear that HSI is an important aspect of systems 
engineering that brings human considerations into 
the system design process and seeks to maintain 
the human elements of the system.

MODEL-BASED HUMAN-SYSTEMS 
INTEGRATION FOR KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT

The model-based HSI approach for knowledge 
management system differentiates between human 
performance effectiveness criteria. These criteria 
determine the total system mission performance 
and acceptability that is directly attributable to 
specific actions allocated to human performance 
metrics (Ahram et al., 2009). These indicators 
measure which performance effectiveness criteria 
are met. The basic steps for the HSI-KM approach 
are summarized below:

1.  Human Systems Integration KM Process: 
Apply a standardized approach that is inte-
grated with systems processes.

2.  Top-Down Requirements Analysis: 
Conduct this type of analysis at the begin-
ning of the design process and continue the 
process to decide which steps to include in 

Table 1. Sample human systems integration KM test parameters (Source: Folds et al., 2008) 

•  Access to amenities •  Illumination conditions

•  Acoustics •  Maintenance/installation safety

•  Atmosphere (temperature, pressure, humidity, quality, etc) •  Maintenance/installation time to complete

•  Auxiliary equipment and attire form, fit, function •  Motivation of performance

•  Decision correctness •  Physiological state as a function of time (fatigue, stress)

•  Decision, time to make •  Range of motion

•  Disorientation and awareness •  Safe, rapid ingress/egress

•  Effectiveness of error prevention or mitigation designs •  Safety restraints

•  Effectiveness of workspace layout •  Sound, vibration effects on performance

•  Equipment handling by population (weight, force required) •  Storage space

•  Error rate per unit time •  Stress levels

•  Error recovery rate per unit time •  Task complexity

•  Fault identification and correction •  Training adequacy

•  Food and water availability •  User population qualification / experience

•  G-forces or zero-G effectiveness •  Waste disposal adequacy

•  Hazard protections •  Variability of human response

•  Human-system interface effectiveness and usability •  Weather conditions

•  Information transfer •  Workload
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the optimization of workforce and system 
performance.

3.  Human Systems Integration Strategy: 
Incorporate inputs into system processes 
throughout the lifecycle.

4.  Knowledge Management Integration 
Plan: Prepare and update HSI plan regularly 
to facilitate implementing various activities.

5.  Human Systems Integration Risks: 
Identify, prioritize, track, and mitigate 
factors that will adversely affect human 
performance.

6.  Knowledge Management Metrics: 
Implement practical metrics in specifica-
tions and operating procedures to evaluate 
progress continually.

7.  System Interfaces: Assess the relationships 
between the individual, the equipment, the 
individual, between the individual (or orga-
nization) and the organization to optimize 
physiological, cognitive, or socio-technical 
operations.

8.  Modeling: Use simulation and modeling 
tools to evaluate tradeoffs.

Knowledge Management 
Modeling using Systems 
Modeling Language (SysML)

This chapter emphasizes the importance of human 
factors in knowledge management in an effort 
to build better systems through Human Systems 
Integration (HSI). The manner in which to ap-
ply human factors knowledge to achieve safe 
and efficient engineering practices is the goal of 
HSI. A model-based human systems integration 
framework based on Systems Modeling Language 
(SysML) will be presented in order to facilitate 
human factors knowledge extraction, organization, 
and management.

Systems Modeling Language (SysML) bor-
rows heavily from the Unified Modeling Language 
(UML), and several diagram similarities between 
the two languages exist. The Object Manage-

ment Group (OMG) (http://www.omgsysml.
org/) defines systems Modeling Language (OMG 
SysML) as:

“a general-purpose graphical modeling language 
for specifying, analyzing, designing, and verify-
ing complex systems that may include hardware, 
software, information, personnel, procedures, 
and facilities. In particular, the language pro-
vides graphical representations with a semantic 
foundation for modeling system requirements, 
behavior, structure, and parametrics that are 
used to integrate with other engineering analysis 
models. SysML represents a subset of UML 2 with 
extensions needed to satisfy the requirements of the 
UML for Systems Engineering RFP as indicated” 
(OMG SysML specification, 2007) 

Figure 4 depicts a typical SysML diagram 
taxonomy with KM model considerations. The 
KM capabilities have been identified under both 
the behavior and structure diagrams. This serves 
as a placeholder for a human capabilities diagram 
and task requirements with respect to human 
performance diagram. Figure 5 provides a sum-
mary for the system model with HSI methods as 
a framework for analysis and traceability.

In Model-Based Systems Engineering 
(MBSE), human behavior model libraries and 
behavior analysis can be integrated with user-
domain model libraries. Friedenthal et al. (2008) 
stated:

“Model-based systems engineering (MBSE) is the 
formalized application of modeling to support sys-
tem requirements, design, analysis, verification, 
and validation activities beginning in the con-
ceptual design phase and continuing throughout 
development and later life cycle phases.”

The KM model shown in Figure 6 extends 
the three main components for Human Factors 
Knowledge work processes:
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1.  Capturing Knowledge with the following 
functions:
 ◦ Task Descriptions
 ◦ Task Flows
 ◦ Goal Oriented Task List
 ◦ Decision and Task priorities
 ◦ Product Points Design Scenarios
 ◦ Functional Analysis

2.  Creating Knowledge and design synthesis 
with the following functions:

 ◦ HSI Requirements and Specification
 ◦ Rapid Prototyping
 ◦ Decision Support Tools
 ◦ Usability Testing
 ◦ HSI Improvements

3.  Transferring Knowledge with the following 
functions:
 ◦ HSI modeling
 ◦ Design improvements
 ◦ Model testing

Figure 4. Extended SysML diagram taxonomy incorporated with HSI and KM considerations (Extended 
model based on original framework by Friedenthal et al, 2008)

Figure 5. Extended system model incorporating HSI-KM as a framework for analysis and traceability 
(Extended model based on original framework by Friedenthal et al., 2008)
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 ◦ Model requirements
 ◦ HSI software design
 ◦ Evaluation
 ◦ Testing and proof of concept
 ◦ Updates to model

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
SOFTWARE IMMPLEMENTATIONS

Human Factors in KM is challenging, especially 
for large organizations with complex projects in-
volving multiple disciplines. Despite our increas-
ing ability to communicate and share knowledge, 

it seems that many engineering groups do not 
share their findings outside of their group (Stasser 
and Stewart, 1992). Certain groups or individuals 
acquire a skill or trade and keep it, employing 
it when called upon. Such groups rarely leave 
a legacy or ability to transfer this knowledge to 
their replacements, forcing the organization to 
re-learn and re-create that which it already knew. 
Obviously, this is counter-productive to the fast-
paced design world.

Human Factors Engineering groups and 
systems engineering practitioners have realized 
the importance of skill acquisition problems and 
coined the term “Lessons Learned.” This concept 

Figure 6. Human systems integration knowledge management model components
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tracks significant findings found during the de-
sign process. These findings are categorized, and 
organized logically into a database. This database 
can take many forms, from Commercial-Off-The-
Shelf (COTS) synthetic environment database 
solutions to highly specified custom coded in-
ternal database. Newly hired systems engineers 
and practitioners transferred onto the design 
program are encouraged to review the database, 
to avoid the dreaded “duplication of effort.” The 
market has realized the importance of KM, and 
thus a few software products have been created 
to assist organizations with this effort. Successful 
KM practices (and thus software based on these 
practices) require:

• Ease of use: it is unlikely that something 
awkward or difficult to use will be used

• Varied format input: aside from scribbling 
on notebook paper, the software should ac-
cept many document and file formats

• Traceability: inputs should be traced to 
their owner

• Security: all users may not require access 
to all elements of the knowledge database; 
proprietary, secret, and competitiveness 
concerns must be addressed

• Routine: inputs should be encouraged 
while the idea, solution, or process is still 
fresh in the creator’s mind

• Organization: without a structured meth-
od of entry or search, then acquired knowl-
edge is meaningless, it should be viewable 
top-down, or searchable as well as condu-
cive to browsing on a given topic

A key feature for analysis of human factors 
in KM is the subscription feature. Subscriptions 
are implemented across many software and 
networking applications. A user “subscribes” 
to an item, and is notified of future updates to 
that item. Within the design community, this is 
critical. Individual engineers and designers may 
subscribe to a specific part related to their design 

area. When that part changes subscribers are 
notified via the means of their choosing (usually 
e-mail). They are free to take action accordingly. 
This facilitates design by keeping just the right 
amount of information being shared, sending the 
relevant updates without overwhelming users with 
unnecessary information.

Currently there are few applications to facilitate 
Human Factors in KM integration and require-
ments allocation. One of the software applications 
that support a full HSI and KM within a systems 
engineering process is IBM® Rational DOORS. 
DOORS stands for Dynamic Object Oriented 
Requirements System. DOORS facilitates re-
quirements entry, organization into hierarchies, 
and display. Users make changes and link any 
given requirement to sub requirements and related 
requirements. DOORS requires individual users 
to have accounts. Each account can be restricted 
to elements of the database, and given read-only 
or administrative-level rights. Changes made 
are tracked at the user level, allowing manag-
ers to trace changes. Test plans and verification 
methods are also linkable. For sharing purposes, 
this information can be output to common office 
software such as Microsoft Excel. Furthermore, 
documents can be attached to the DOORS da-
tabase, actual drawing files from CAD/CAM 
software, text analysis results, statistical software 
outputs, images, and web pages are examples of 
what can be attached. Many systems engineering 
teams have weekly requirements review sessions 
where additions, changes, and test plans are de-
cided. DOORS provides a structured framework 
for adding, viewing, and changing requirements.

Another application is Dassualt V5 Suite of 
tools for Product Lifecycle Management (PLM). 
Dassualt has created a large suite of tools aimed to 
cover the entire Systems Development Life Cycle 
(SDLC). These engineering tools contain CAD/
CAM software, a sophisticated database for storing 
design models and related items, and a manufactur-
ing engineering solution tool. Human Factors in 
KM design components are also integrated using 
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ENOVIA database application created by Dassault. 
ENOVIA stands for Enterprise Innovation Via, the 
“via” element suggests innovation via collaboration 
representing database-centric concepts. ENOVIA 
is a complex design KM storage system for 3D 
CAD/CAM models. Models are kept in a secure 
database and only those accounts with proper 
permissions can access data. Along with model 
storage, entries within the ENOVIA database can 
have additional documents attached to them such 
as human performance analysis results, human-
based requirements lists, biomechanical, structural 
or system design images, or other related media.

The Computer Aided Three Dimensional In-
teractive Application (CATIA), made by Dassault 
Systems and distributed by IBM®, is an integrated 
suite of Computer Aided Design (CAD), Com-
puter Aided Engineering (CAE), and Computer 
Aided Manufacturing (CAM) applications for 
digital product definition and simulation. Figure 
7 depicts a CATIA session for designing modern 
car seats with position prediction based on human 
factors engineering and ergonomics guidelines as 
discussed in the Handbook of Human Factors and 
Ergonomics Standards and Guidelines (Karwowski, 

2006). Figure 7 also illustrates a CATIA session 
for designing modern car dashboard and console 
based on human factors work envelope principles. 
CATIA allows manufacturers to simulate all the 
industrial design processes, from the pre-project 
phase, through detailed design, analysis, simulation, 
assembly, and maintenance. CATIA is primarily 
used by the automotive and aerospace industries 
for automobile and aircraft design.

The above examples are tools that can help 
achieve these goals. Ultimately, organizations are 
responsible for employing a process or a set of 
processes for human factors knowledge creation, 
implementation, and utilization. With proper 
practices in place, duplication of effort is mini-
mized, and the system design cycle is streamlined.

CASE STUDY: HUMAN-
SYSTEMS INTEGRATION 
MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
FOR MEDICAL ROBOTS

The following case study demonstrates the advan-
tages and costs savings resulting from implement-

Figure 7. CATIA session for designing modern car dashboard and seats with position prediction based 
on human factors engineering and ergonomics guidelines
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ing HSI and KM model components with SysML 
in the design and operation of medical robots. 
Human specialists sharing the workspace with 
the robot led to the integration of human factors 
needs in robotics used in the medical field. Hu-
man components have to be integrated early in the 
development process. Modeling languages such as 
SysML provided very useful tools for modeling 
systems and facilitating the implementation of the 
HSI model. In this example, SysML was chosen 
as the primary language to communicate the criti-
cal need for consideration of human capabilities 
(Ahram et al., 2010). SysML supports the analysis 
of a medical robot and functional allocation, task 
analysis, and leveraging human error in systems 
engineering. SysML diagrams not only detail all 
interactions between actors and the system, but 
also between actors themselves.

An actor is defined as an outside user or re-
lated set of users who interact with the system. It 
is also possible for an actor to be a human user 
or an external system. This type of modeling 
facilitates the handling of interactions for safety 
and regulatory studies. In the example, there is a 
robotic system with two components, a robotic 
system controller and the robot scanner or probe. 
The robotic system controller interacts and takes 
actions from the actor specialist who is responsible 
for the examination. This process is detailed in 
Figure 8 and 9.

A significant barrier in current robotic medical 
applications is that many formal languages and 
analysis techniques are unfamiliar, difficult to 
understand, or delve deeply into requirements 
analysis. Systems engineering processes combined 
with HSI practices aims to include human factors 
considerations in systems design. This supports 
the position that medical robots developers must 
also integrate and contain the requirements of 
medical specialist throughout the system’s defini-
tion. The use-case patient management diagram 
shown in Figure 9 provides scenarios of com-
munication between the patient and the medical 
expert that are essential to a successful scan ex-

amination. This led to a design solution to include 
a two-way video-audio real time communication 
system. The Equipment service provider is the 
person (actor) in charge of the robot management 
and involved in the task achievement.

Human factors in safety aspects and HSI 
requirements are a major concern during safety 
analysis of medical robotic systems. In this case 
study, SysML was used in order to guarantee 
consistency of information between engineers, 
doctors, human factors specialists, and other 
professionals throughout the development process 
with a particular emphasis on the requirements 
analysis, validation and verification. Throughout 
the human factors analysis major advantages can 
be identified such as integrating safety concerns 
during system design, using supporting models 
to identify and analyzing human errors.

CONCLUSION

Knowledge Management (KM) and Human 
Systems Integration (HSI) are quickly becom-
ing a critical element of the systems engineering 
process. This chapter has presented an overview 
of a growing body of knowledge, as well as 
advances in human factors and new technolo-
gies that developed to capture critical aspects 
of KM. The development of a KM framework 
for Human Systems Integration with Systems 
Modeling Language (SysML) will enable teams 
to collaborate better by providing a common lan-
guage and process to distribute KM models and 
share information. By employing KM practices, 
systems engineers will be able to recognize the 
human as an integral element of every system in 
a more systematic, organized fashion that orga-
nizes, retains, and sustains knowledge elements 
for future use.
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Figure 8. Example of class diagram for the HSI and KM model implementation in the design of a medi-
cal scan robotic system

Figure 9. Example of use case diagram for the HSI and KM model implementation in the design of a 
medical scan robotic system
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Chapter  5.3

ABSTRACT

It does not seem that recent social events occur 
simply due to the inappropriateness of a particular 
individual human action or a particular technologi-
cal system. Most social events are caused largely 
by insufficient organizational management and 
inappropriate organizational climate in which 
the participants are scarcely motivated to develop 
them and to continue their work in a discretionary 
manner. Organizational performance is improved 
by designing the organizational environment 
where the participants are inspired to work in a 
recursive learning process underpinned by in-
novative operations management on the basis of 
systemic thinking. The purpose of this chapter is 

to present empirical evidence on organizational 
learning type shaped by strategic business unit 
(SBU) in industry and to compare organizational 
performance representing self-discretion, team 
reciprocity by learning type, and also to identify 
multiple causations among the structural variables 
of predictors, such as work environment, leader-
ship and organizational learning, and criteria of 
organizational performance. Characteristic causa-
tion was identified among the predictors of work 
environment and the criteria of organizational 
performance with the mediators of leadership 
and organizational learning. The study results 
in this chapter suggest that organizational learn-
ing type is formed by depending on the goals 
and visions in the SBU or in the logical level 
of management, and that the recursive process 
of organizational learning and leadership play 
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mediating roles of leverage in developing the 
participants’ job capabilities and in improving 
organizational performances. Empirical evidence 
on the linkage of participants’ perceptions and 
organizational performance described in this 
chapter may be meaningful in redesigning service 
delivery operation in healthcare sector as well as 
in the industrial area.

INTRODUCTION

It is most important to foster the participants of 
organization in which they are inspired to act and 
respond more effectively to the organizational 
visions and goals in a discretional manner than 
merely to work in accordance with the manual 
provided in a particular discipline. In an innovative 
organization underpinned by knowledge manage-
ment, organizational learning and communication 
among leaders and followers or heterogeneous 
participants are a powerful means to enhance team 
coherence, team member reciprocity or dynamic 
stability of the organization (Saito, Inoue and 
Seki, 2002, Saito, Murakami, and Karashima, 
2007) and to leverage the organization into be-
ing a more effective and intelligent organization 
which enables to cope with a changing society.

In this chapter, organizational learning, as one 
of the mediators between perceived work envi-
ronment and perceived performance, is focused 
on as one of the effective means or catalysts in 
redesigning current workplace into an innovative 
organization. The following four points, namely, 
classification of organizational learning, organiza-
tional performances by cluster, causal relationship 
by learning type, and mediating roles of leadership 
and organizational learning, are discussed for 
improving organizational performance. Empirical 
evidence provided in this chapter suggests that 
organizational learning type depends upon orga-
nizational goals and business strategies, and that 
causal relationship among structural variables 
representing organizational environment, leader-

ship and organizational learning differs depending 
upon organizational learning type, and also sug-
gested that organizational learning and leadership 
play important mediating roles to determine the 
criteria of organizational performance

THEORETICAL BACKGROUNDS 
ON ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING

In order to improve organizational performance, 
job ability of the participants has to be developed 
in the process of organizational learning. Organiza-
tional learning is developed in a recursive process 
constrained by the antecedents of the enterprise, 
such as organizational strategies, structure, and 
climate. In the recursive learning processes, the 
participants are able to acquire knowledge and 
skills, and interpret input information so as to 
transfer it and then implement it in the field. In 
the course of recursive learning in the organiza-
tion, the participants consisted of heterogeneous 
disciplinary members, develop their skills through 
collaboration in order to enable them to overcome 
difficulties and disruptions which may happen 
in the course of doing daily work. Innovative 
ideas emerge through collaboration with a multi-
disciplinary staff..

Improvement of organizational performance 
is leveraged by organizational learning which has 
been reported in the theories relevant to systemic 
thinking (Senge,1990, Flood,1998), and also by 
diversity management structured by three logical 
levels of management embraced with three types 
of organizational learning, such as single loop 
learning in operational management, double loop 
learning in strategic management and triple loop 
learning in legitimate management (Flood and 
Romm, 1996, Espejo, Schuhman, Schwaninger 
and Bilello, 1996, Schwaninger, 1997, 2000).

In the relation of information processing with 
organizational learning, knowledge acquisition 
and knowledge transfer are mainly dealt with 
predetermined or extrinsic knowledge information 
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processing which represents single loop learning. 
Knowledge interpretation is dealt recursively 
together with intrinsic and extrinsic knowledge 
in addition with knowledge acquisition and 
transfer which represents double loop learning 
(Argyris,1992, 1994, 2004). All the processes of 
knowledge information processing, such as acqui-
sition, transfer, interpretation and implementation 
are progressed in triple loop learning (Flood and 
Romm, 1996, 1998). In the relation of organization 
learning level with technology, single loop learn-
ing is supposed to be a tool of deficiency-supply 
technology, double loop learning is of new value 
or another action-inducing technology, and triple 
loop learning is of autonomy-emerging support 
technology, as described in Chapter 2. As far as 
we have observed in the workplace, the type of 
organizational learning is formed depending on 
organizational goals, or the goal of the strategic 
business unit (SBU). The recursive process with all 
types of learning plays a crucial role in changing 
organizational culture to develop into an innova-
tive organization.

To identify the relationship among perceived 
organizational environment, leadership and or-
ganizational performance, three hypotheses are 
prepared as follows. Survey methods and the 
results testified are in the following sections.

Hypothesis 1a: Organizational learning type is 
formed by organizational goals.

Hypothesis 1b: The participant’s learning type 
differs by the role of the work allotted.

Hypothesis 2a: Self-discretion representing work 
environment differs by learning types of the 
participants.

Hypothesis 2b: Interpersonal relationship repre-
senting team reciprocity differs by learning 
types of the participants.

Hypothesis 3: Causal relationship among work 
environment, leadership and organizational 
learning exits by the type of organizational 
learning

SUBJECTS SURVEYED AND 
SURVEY METHODS

Subject numbers in this section were 252 employ-
ees engaging in industries, their average age and 
SD are 42.3 ± 9.2 in male worker and 31.7 ± 7.2 
in female worker. All the subjects were asked to 
respond to the questionnaires on organizational 
work environment and organizational learning 
prepared for these surveys. In addition to the ques-
tionnaires we had made, Team Member Exchange 
(TMX) which has 34 question items developed by 
Seers, 989 (Seers, 1989, Seers, Petty, Cashman, 
1995) was applied for extracting team reciproc-
ity. Multifactor Leader Questionnaires (MLQ) 
which has 21 questionnaire items developed by 
Bass, 1999 (Bass, and Avolio, 1990, Graen and 
Uhl-Bien, 1995, Bass, 1999) was also applied for 
extracting leadership variables.

SURVEY RESULTS

Learning Type by the Work 
Allotted or the SBU in Enterprise

As shown in Figure 1, organizational learning was 
classified into three clusters, Cluster 1 with the 
higher factor loading in what and why types of 
learning, but the lower in how type of learning, 
Cluster 2 with the higher factor loading in how 
type of learning, but the lower in what and why 
type of learning, and Cluster 3 with the lowest 
factor loading all in how, what and why types of 
learning. Cluster 1 is constituted of knowledge 
workers belonging in the higher levels of orga-
nizational hierarchy and research workers in the 
Dept. of Research & Development, Cluster 2 is of 
the customer service area in the local level of the 
organization, in fact, most of them were female 
workers in charge of counter service work for 
customers and Cluster 3 is of part time work-
ers, most of them were allotted the rule-based 
or manual work which is given, and they do not 
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have any work autonomy. The results suggested 
that the formation of an organizational learning 
type was dependent upon the work allotted by 
the constraint of a strategic business unit (SBU) 
in the enterprise. Hence, Hypothesis 1a and 1b 
were supported as we predicted.

Perceived Work Environment and 
Team Reciprocity by Cluster

Self-discretion representing work environment, 
interpersonal relationship and team cooperation 
representing team reciprocity, were significantly 
different among Cluster 1, Cluster 2 and Cluster 
3, as shown in Figure 2, 3 and 4. The workers in 

Cluster 1 who work through the process of critical 
and recursive organizational learning in the levels 
of what and why types of learning are able to act 
at a higher level of self-discretion, better inter-
personal relation and better cooperation among 
team members than the workers in Cluster 2 and 
cluster 3. These results supported Hypotheses 2a 
and 2b as we predicted.

Causal Relationship by Learning 
Type

Causal relationships among structural variables 
on organizational environment and organizational 
learning were tested to find an independent causa-

Figure 1. Clustering employees by learning type, how, what, why

Figure 2. Self-discretionary action by learning type
Figure 3. Interpersonal relationship by learning 
type
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tion by learning type. Each causation was mediated 
by characteristic leadership with higher values 
of good fitness index (GFI=0.940, AGFI=0.901, 
RMR=0.029 in how-learning, GFI=0.945, 
AGFI=0.915, RMR=0.028 in what-learning and 
GFI=0.925, AGFI=0.888, RMR=0.037 in why-
learning) As shown in Figure 5, leadership was 
characterized by the learning type. How the type 
of learning is mediated by the leader who makes 

the effort to support subordinates’ work by training, 
what type of learning is mediated by the leader who 
watches if subordinates are appropriately rewarded, 
while why type of learning is mediated by a charis-
matic type of leader. The leadership appropriate to 
fit to the organizational context plays a role in af-
fecting team performance in each level. The factors 
representing organizational environment extracted 
as exogenous factors were also characteristically 
dependant upon leadership and learning type, such 
as in the relationship between organizational envi-
ronment and leadership, communication(γ=0.59, 
P<0.01) and shared information (γ=0.18, p<0.05) 
in how-learning, and communication(γ=0.58, 
P<0.01) and job discretion(γ=0.18, P<0.05) in 
what learning, communication(γ=0.64, P<0.01) 
and job discretion(γ=0.17, P<0.01) in why learn-
ing. Significant relationships between leadership 
and learning type were tested, such as significant 
levels are β=0.27, P<0.01 in how type of learning, 
β=0.66, P< 0.01 in what type, β=0.62, P<0.01 in 
why type respectively. These results supported 
Hypotheses 3 as we predicted.

Figure 4. Cooperation amoung team members 
by learning type

Figure 5. Causal relationship by how-learning, what-learning and why-learning
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Mediating Roles of Leadership and 
Organizational Learning in 
Improving Organizational 
Performance

Mediating roles of leadership and organizational 
learning were clarified by covariance structure 
analysis (Onozato,2004, Saito, Karashima, 
Nishiguchi, and Seki, 2007). Both mediators give 
significantly effective power on organizational 
performance, as shown in Figure 6. Significantly 
positive effect (γ= 0.79, P<0.01) of work environ-
ment representing shared information(X1), job 
discretion (X2) and communication (X3) was ob-
served on leadership representing charisma(X4), 
considering subordinates’ work(X5) and their 
rewards(X6). The mediating construct of leader-
ship which gives continuously positive effect on 
organizational learning (β= 0.67, P<0.01) and 
then makes powerful effect (β=0.92, P<0.01) 
on organizational performance representing 
action with self-efficacy(X10), good interper-
sonal relations (X11) and cooperation among 
members (X12). Multiple causal relationship 
constituted by two mediators, leadership and 

organizational learning, proved quite near 
to a real situation of workplace (GFI=0.907, 
AGFI=0.843, RMR=.072), as shown in Figure 5. 
The two mediators play crucial roles in improv-
ing organizational performance.

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

In coping with complex and uncertain organiza-
tions, such as observed in the industrial domain, 
autonomy/or self-regulation and team reciprocity 
in the higher level are needed in transforming 
an organization into a more effective and inno-
vative organization and in fostering individual 
proficiency. In assisting individual workers to 
work in a discretionary manner, recursive learn-
ing of what-learning and why-learning based 
on efficient operation of how-learning which is 
usually given from the top of organization by 
the unit of business strategy plays a crucial role 
as a leverage of organizational transformation. 
As observed in Cluster 1 with a higher level of 
what-learning and why-learning in comparison 
with those of Cluster 2 and Cluster 3, significantly 

Figure 6. Causation among organizational environment, leadership, learning type and organizational 
performance
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higher performances are expected to transform 
into an innovative organization. Each local level 
constrained by the SBU has characteristic lead-
ership type and organizational learning type as 
mediators to achieve organizational goals and 
to improve organizational performances. The 
recursive learning process in innovative organi-
zation is mediated by characteristic leadership 
to develop organizational performance. Organi-
zational learning type is formed by depending 
upon strategic goals of the organization, such as 
the SBU in industrial organization. Flexibility or 
recursiveness in the learning process is needed 
in order to transform into an innovative orga-
nizational culture which leads the participants 
to achieve their desired reality in the future, 
and which develops further their individual job 
proficiency.

CONCLUSION

Organizational learning plays a decisive role 
in the leverage of developing organizational 
performance. Individual ability for achieving 
the work allotted and individual capability, for 
creating another action to induce an innovation 
and for developing job proficiency to acquire an 
insight from the present into the future is fostered 
in the processes of critical and recursive organi-
zational learning. Empirical evidence provided 
in this Chapter suggests that an organizational 
learning type is formed in accordance with the 
logical level of strategic management, and that 
the recursive process of organizational learning 
that plays a role of leverage leads to inspire 
the participants’ appreciation in the context of 
complex environment and converges into some 
purposeful actions for the individuals to act as 
an organizational citizenship.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Enhancing Organizational 
Competence in the Future

Job competence is the different between individual 
and collective levels. Individuals are expected to 
take action as an organizational citizenship, and 
are expected to make every endeavor to fit within 
individual and organizational future goals and per-
spectives through organizational learning process. 
To enhance organizational competence is to foster 
the participants to be a good organizational citi-
zen or actor. Without organizational competence 
which enables the overcoming of turbulences and 
disruptions, redesigning an organization into an 
innovative organization is rarely achieved to the 
level planned in the initial stage and is equally 
rarely expected to sustain in the near future.

Management by Values as Well as 
by Instruction and by Objectives

Traditional management by instructions and by ob-
jectives which had been most popularly applied in the 
field and has been one of major tools in improving 
workplace conditions, is required to strengthen its 
management competence by complementary adop-
tion of knowledge management which embraces 
another mean of management by values. Value 
congruence is very important in improving cogni-
tive misfit between individuals and collectives, and 
also very important in predicting job satisfaction, or 
withdrawal behaviors. The results described in this 
chapter suggest that organizational learning and lead-
ership leverage as the mediating roles in managing 
by values for all the stakeholders of the organization. 
Organizational learning and leadership are effective 
means and play mediating roles in improving orga-
nizational performance. Complementary approaches 
applying both traditional management and knowl-
edge management may effect in redesigning work 
organizational environment not only in the industrial 
area, but also in the healthcare sector.
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Chapter  5.4

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge management is one of several human-
oriented interventions (such as training, human 
factors design, automation, and human resources 
management) that are targeted at improving the 
performance of people and organizations. The 
analysis stage preceding the development of a 
human-oriented intervention is often misunder-
stood and neglected by both practitioners and 
potential customers of the analysis. Very often 
there is a rush to find a “silver bullet” solution 
that impedes careful analysis of the problem and 
evaluation of all the possible solutions and how 
they might be blended together.

The key to any good analysis is an approach 
that will be referred to throughout this article as 
organizational needs analysis (ONA), (the idea 
behind it has often been linked with a variety of 

other terms such as performance analysis, human 
performance technology, performance improve-
ment, and front-end analysis). The basis of ONA 
is that before undertaking any significant change 
to an organization, it is first necessary to study and 
understand the organizational system, the goals of 
the organization, potential causes for lack of ef-
fectiveness or efficiency in achieving those goals, 
and building a research foundation for the selection 
of appropriate solutions from a full knowledge of 
all the possible interventions (and their variants). 
ONA precedes requirements analysis for a spe-
cific intervention (such as building a knowledge 
management system) and should be carried out 
by someone who does not have a vested interest 
in applying a particular solution type.

The development of the ideas and methods 
around ONA can be traced to a number of think-
ers, most notably Thomas Gilbert (1978) and Joe 
Harless (1969). Gilbert, at a time when most people 
were focused on training as the primary means of 
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improving performance in organizations, noted 
that there are six variables in improving human 
performance: information, resources, incentives, 
knowledge, capacity and motives. Training targets 
only one of these resources and not always in an 
efficient manor. He saw the need to understand 
and alter the total environment under which work 
took place in organizations. Harless (1969) used 
the term front-end analysis for the activity of 
creating a rigorous diagnostic framework prior to 
introducing new interventions into an organiza-
tion. He argued that solutions are often adopted 
without sufficient understanding of what the real 
problems are. In particular, training was often 
adopted when non-training solutions could prove 
more effective.

An example from the author’s experience 
illustrates this dilemma. In a major military or-
ganization, it was identified that new radio opera-
tors were having trouble operating their radios in 
secure frequency hopping mode, despite passing 
all their tests after a period of training. Training 
analysts were called in and recommended the 
construction of a $4 million dollar radio simulator 
to provide more practice. The actual problem was 
caused by new operators forgetting a sequence of 
up to ten operations (e.g. button presses and dial 
turns). They remembered the sequence just after 
training at the test, but in the intervening weeks 
or months between the radio training and join-
ing an active unit, they forgot. An organizational 
needs analyst as opposed to a training analyst 
would have looked at all the possible solutions, 
and considered altering the environment, e.g. by 
laminating a reminder of the steps on the actual 
radio, a more cost effective solution to this prob-
lem. They would also consider that the human 
factors engineering on a lot of technology design 
is often neglected by manufacturers, and would 
consult with the manufacturer on making future 
designs more intuitive.

The problem is that there are relatively few 
solution neutral analysts trained in organizational 
needs analysis. There are however lots of people 

trained in requirements analysis for training, infor-
mation technology and knowledge management, 
who although well intentioned, will have a bias 
towards advocating the intervention they know 
best. To be effective, ONA must be carried out 
using systems thinking and with no pre-conceived 
notion of a problem’s solution.

Systems thinking was prominently highlighted 
in an organizational context by the work of Peter 
Senge (1990). Systems thinking applies in both 
understanding the root of the problem and in de-
veloping a solution to it. Often a perceived cause 
of a problem will vary depending on a particular 
perspective within the organization. The actual 
cause of a problem may not be apparent without a 
complete and objective view of how the whole or-
ganizational system operates. Interventions such as 
knowledge management are themselves systems, 
which become sub-systems of the organizations; 
as such they need to be considered in relation to 
other interventions active in an organization, such 
as training and IT systems. A good organizational 
needs analyst understands when a solution does 
not fit a problem and when a blend of interven-
tions (e.g., training plus knowledge management) 
is more appropriate than a single approach.

The concepts, methods and theories relating 
to ONA derive from a variety of sources and 
disciplines (including organizational psychology, 
instructional design and operations research). They 
are generally promoted by the interdisciplinary 
association known as the International Society for 
Performance Improvement (ISPI – www.ispi.org).

BACKGROUND: APPROACHES 
TO ORGANIZATIONAL 
NEEDS ANALYSIS

Organizational needs analysis (ONA) has three 
component activities: (1) Understand the orga-
nizational system. (2) Analyze data to identify 
gaps between the desired performance level and 
the actual performance level, and the causes 
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for the gaps. (3) Select the appropriate blend of 
interventions that will address the causes. Often 
this is regarded as a discrete phase in a develop-
ment process for new interventions, but it should 
ideally be regarded as continuous activity within 
all organizations. ONA forms the foundation for 
all the other activities relating to interventions 
(requirements analysis, design and development, 
implementation, and evaluation). It plays a par-
ticular role in supporting evaluation, as it is not 
possible to determine the value of an intervention 
without having analysis data that would allow 
one to show improvement over a baseline level 
of performance.

Managers, supervisors and executives may be 
inclined to believe that when performance prob-
lems exist, it is the individual’s knowledge and/
or skills at fault; less frequently do they consider 
environmental factors. As a result, training is usu-
ally the solution they select. Performance analysis 
identifies all factors contributing to performance 
by focusing on a performer and his or her work 
environment. There are a number of models and 
methods available to organizations that help to 
systematically identify performance problems 
and needs. A full review of these can be found in 
Stolovitch and Keeps (2006). A few of the major 
approaches are summarized below.

Kaufman’s Organizational Elements Model 
presents a method for gathering information 
related to the problem and the performance en-
vironment. This model acts as a framework for 
organizations to link the efforts and results of the 
organization itself, as well as the payoffs it brings 
to society. Kaufman particularly emphasizes cor-
porate responsibility, where organizations analyze 
not only their internal needs, but also how these 
align with the needs of the societies they operate 
within. It includes five elements that are a part of 
every organization, including: inputs, processes, 
products, outputs, and outcomes. Each of these 
elements are used to compare against the “What 
Is” and “What Should Be” (Kaufman, 2003).

Swanson’s performance diagnosis model 
follows a process of identifying the purpose of 
a particular performance and allows the analyst 
to follow one of three starting points including 
assessing performance variables, specifying 
performance measures or identifying the perfor-
mance needs. Each of these steps in the process 
contains specific activities for analysts to follow 
such as analyzing current data, identifying outputs 
and classifying performance. This is followed 
by the final phase of constructing a performance 
improvement proposal (Swanson, 2007).

Wedman and Graham’s (1998) Performance 
Pyramid builds upon the work of Gilbert (1978) 
and includes factors relating to knowledge and 
skills, motivation and self-concept, capacity, ex-
pectations and feedback, tools & environment, and 
rewards & incentives. This model asserts that if one 
of these variables is inadequate or is absent from 
the performer or the environment, planned results 
are at risk. The Performance Pyramid also includes 
organizational culture, vision, and finances. The 
organizational culture comprises the attitudes and 
values of the organization, which may not always 
be apparent but can influence performance. Orga-
nizational vision underlies organizational culture 
and can influence processes, product offerings, 
and other aspects of the organization through 
strategic planning and other initiatives. Finances 
surround the pyramid, representing the importance 
of identifying the resources necessary to provide 
critical job support.

Clark and Estes (2002) present case studies il-
lustrating data-driven ONA in action. In one case, 
a client suggested extra training was needed on 
the new assembly process that was experiencing 
problems. Using an ONA approach, the consul-
tants quickly identified that the problem was not 
a knowledge/skills issue. Data collected by focus 
groups, document reviews, and interviews indi-
cated that workers were not receiving the critical 
parts for the new assembly process. In addition, 
a lack of communication between employees 
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existed. After the implementation of process and 
non-training solutions, errors were reduced by 
43%, productivity increased 31%, and on-time 
deliveries increased 46%. The initial proposed 
solution to the problem wasted resources, and 
without the correct analysis approach, perfor-
mance would have likely remained unchanged.

In this case, an analysis-to-evaluation cycle 
was completed, which allowed for the collection 
of data critical to determining the effectiveness 
and return-on-investment of the intervention. 
Most models of ONA stress the need to identify 
and collect performance measures in order to 
compare pre- and post intervention performance.

THE RELEVANCE OF 
ORGANIZATIONAL NEEDS 
ANALYSIS TO KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT

There are three significant ways in which ONA 
is related to Knowledge Management (KM) and 
therefore warrants being an important area of 
study from KM practitioners.

1. ONA Should Precede any 
Knowledge Management 
Implementation

Practitioners in KM should be aware of the full 
range of potential interventions aimed at enhanc-
ing organizational performance (see Table 1). 
Although KM is a powerful solution, it may have 
to be supplemented with other interventions for 
improving performance. ONA often results in a 
blend of interventions being advocated, and a good 
understanding of the contents of Table 1 will en-
able an informed choice of what should be added 
to compliment KM. For example, by blending a 
knowledge management solution with the provi-
sion of the correct incentives for contributing and 
using knowledge. When knowledge needs are 

identified as a means to improving performance, 
it is also important to balance the requirements of 
knowledge in the head and knowledge available 
in the working environment. This requires that the 
development of knowledge management systems 
be coordinated with training systems.

2. The Process of ONA Should be 
Supported by KM

Knowledge Management is usually targeted at 
improving the operational knowledge of an organi-
zation. The process of ONA should not primarily be 
targeted at developing interventions as providing 
meta-knowledge about how the company operates, 
its goals, and the barrier to improving performance. 
This continuous improvement activity is prob-
ably the most important area where knowledge 
management should be applied. It is important to 
consider how knowledge management can support 
the ONA process. Sasson and Douglas (2006) 
describe a system and functioning prototype that 
can be specifically used to achieve this aim. The 
system was constructed after observing how ONA 
was undertaken in the US military.

It was observed that although excellent or-
ganizational needs analysis was undertaken, it 
was not always well communicated. The main 
method of communication was written reports 
with limited distribution. The reports were not 
categorized and stored in a way to make them 
easily accessible to all those that could learn from 
them. This led to situations where analysis was 
needlessly replicated in different units of the same 
organization (in this case the US Department of 
Defense). A knowledge management system for 
ONA allows a one-stop location that can avoid 
replication and enable new analysis to be built on 
what has already been done.

A key aspect of the approach described in 
Sasson and Douglas (2006), is the concept of 
a “performance analysis object” as the organi-
zational unit of knowledge (see Table 2). Each 
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analysis object includes a definition of a work 
goal, measures of its attainment, possible causes 
of problems, and recommended interventions 
(training, new equipment, change in methods) 
that can help an individual achieve their goal with 
greater success.

A prototype IT system called net-centric per-
formance analysis demonstrates how performance 
analysis objects, a catalogue of intervention com-
ponents, and evaluation results on these interven-
tions can be delivered directly to relevant indi-
viduals. The three main types of knowledge are 
interlinked and can be augmented by informal 
discussions about the quality and implications of 
each knowledge object. The discussion is open 
to performers and stakeholders in the particular 
role and goal being analyzed, supported, and 

evaluated. All workers charged with contributing 
to given performance goals access knowledge 
relevant to their goals directly in the knowledge 
system. They do not have to find the knowledge 
by searching and sifting through documents that 
cover general areas of performance and may or 
may not contain knowledge relevant to their 
specific goals.

3. ONA Provides an Organizing 
Structure for KM

An important concept used in ONA is that of 
alignment (Joshi, et al., 2003). This involves 
establishing the strategic goals for the organiza-
tion and then ensuring that process, team, and 
individual goals are aligned to the organizational 

Table 1. Interventions to improve organizational performance 

Interventions directed to the 
person

Coaching 
Mentoring 
Monitoring 
Simulations 
Training: 
Instructor led instruction 
Computer-based training 
Web-based training 
On-the-job training

Selection criteria: 
Physical capacity 
Mental capacity 
Emotional capacity 
Psychometric testing 
Competency-based evaluations 
Leadership development 
Developing Self-motivation

Interventions directed to the 
environment

Clear standards 
Performance expectations 
Accurate job descriptions 
Knowledge management 
Software 
Hardware 
Materials 
Safe work environment 
Electronic performance support 
Job aids 
Checklists 
Flowcharts 
Procedural manuals 
Decision aids 
Work samples

Process re-engineering 
Cultural change 
Financial incentives 
Non-financial incentives 
Recognition programs 
Benefits 
Development/ advancement opportunities 
Commission 
Documentation 
Help system 
Orientation 
Resume tracking system 
Internal candidate tracking system 
Benchmarking

Interventions directed to both the 
person and the environment

Communication initiatives 
Feedback system 
Team meetings 
Process mapping 
Performance appraisals 
Work space/ergonomics

Change management 
Time allotment 
Job redesign 
Assessment center simulations 
Resume tracking system
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goals. While organizations often spend a lot of 
time defining high-level goals in the form of a 
mission statement, it is not always made clear to 
employees how what they do specifically contrib-
utes to the attainment of these goals. In an aligned 
organization, each individual and team will have 
clear work goals and clear metrics for those goals. 
Individuals will be able to trace how their personal 
goals contribute to team and process goals, and 
how these in turn contribute to the attainment of 
the organizational goals.

This process of alignment and goal identifica-
tion forms a useful and unexplored mechanism 
for knowledge organization with KM systems. 
Douglas (2008) presents “Performance Case 
Modeling” a means of assisting in the visualiza-
tion of the specific performance roles and goals 
active in an organization and how they are aligned 
with higher-level process and organizational goals. 
This approach is based on a component Unified 
Modeling Language (UML), a modeling language 
that was initially developed to support computer 
systems modeling but which has been adapted for 
organizational modeling (de Cesare et al, 2003). 
The Performance Case models form the basis for 
collaborative brainstorming and are a potential 
organizational structure for reusable knowledge.

FUTURE TRENDS: 
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
OF ORGANIZATIONAL 
NEEDS ANALYSIS

There is much scope for building on the work 
reported in Sasson and Douglas (2006). KM can 
effectively support ONA and the resulting analysis 
structure (aligned organizational, unit/team, and 
individual roles and goals) is a means of organiz-
ing the access to operational knowledge and other 
forms of performance support. The general ideas 
contained in McElroy’s conception of second-
generation knowledge management is relevant 
here. Among other things, McElroy (2003) sought 
to reconcile the work in Knowledge management 
with Senge’s influential concept of the learning or-
ganization (1990). He defined second-generation 
knowledge management as being an implementa-
tion strategy for organizational learning (p. 203). 
The practical details for how this might operate 
are an important research area.

As noted above, the root of Senge’s work is 
systems thinking, which has been equally influ-
ential in the development of approaches to ONA. 
What ONA provides is a rich stream of practical 
approaches to organizational systems analysis, 

Table 2. Elements of an analysis object 

Element Description

Performance Goal The desired achievement, result, or output

Primary Role The individual performer or unit that is the focus of the performance analysis process

Secondary Role Other roles that interact with the primary role to achieve a performance goal

Optimal Performance Describes the desired performance required to reach organizational goals

Gap Statement The difference between desired performance and current performance

Indicators Quantifiable criteria for a performance goal

Cause Statement of proposed root causes inhibiting optimal performance

Recommended Solution Statement of a proposed blend of interventions that correct the root causes

Related Object Links Unique identifiers of any digital solutions that are reused or created subsequent to the analysis and 
any relevant evaluation studies

Metadata Additional information provided that complies with established metadata standards, e.g. author, 
date of creation
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from which the relevant organizational learning 
knowledge can be generated. What is not so well 
developed is a means to efficiently stream that 
knowledge to those who can evaluate and use it. 
The so-called Web 2.0 technologies, which em-
phasize collaborative knowledge development, 
are likely to have an important role in improving 
this situation in the future.

CONCLUSION

This article has examined on what should that 
happen before someone declares we need a new 
intervention in an organization. Before it is de-
clared, “X is what we need to solve our problem”, 
there should be an examination of the evidence 
that the problem is understood and the correct 
intervention has been selected. Organizational 
Needs Analysis provides a set of models and tools 
to ensure these questions have been answered. It 
focuses on the goals of an organization and how 
both individual performance and the interventions 
that support it, can be aligned with those goals. It 
seeks to obtain not just solutions but measurable 
improvements.

Knowledge management practitioners need to 
be aware that ONA is a necessary first step and 
that there are a large number of possible interven-
tions that may potentially substitute or comple-
ment a knowledge management solution. ONA 
practitioners have yet to fully realize the potential 
that KM provides in making the organization and 
communication of ONA more efficient. There is 
scope for research in how these two areas can 
better compliment one another. There is potential 
for structures developed in ONA, particularly 
organizational systems models, to be used as an 
organizational framework for knowledge manage-
ment and other performance support interventions 
that seek to improve an organization’s operation.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Alignment: The process of linking the high 
level performance goals of an organization with 
the more specific performance goals given to 
units, teams and individuals.

Intervention: Any change (e.g. implemen-
tation of a new Knowledge Management or IT 
system) in an organization aimed at effecting an 
improvement in organizational performance.

Meta-Knowledge: Knowledge about knowl-
edge. In this article it refers to the knowledge 
derived from analyzing operations of the orga-
nization.

Organizational Needs Analysis (Perfor-
mance Improvement, Front-end Analysis, Hu-
man Performance Technology): A collection of 
models and methods for analyzing performance 
needs in an organization, identifying problems in 
attaining that performance and determining appro-
priate interventions for improving performance.

Performance Analysis Object: A formal 
unit for storing information about a specific 
performance goal assigned to an individual or 
unit undertaking an operational role within an 
organization.

Performance Case Modeling: A means of 
diagramming performance roles and goals and 
their relationships to one another.

Systems Thinking: An approach that empha-
sizes the interconnected nature of the different 
components that make up a system. Thus, to 
understand a problem with performance in an 
organization, you must analyze the whole organi-
zational system not just the component (process, 
unit or individual) that on the surface seems to 
be the root of the problem.

This work was previously published in Encyclopedia of Knowledge Management, Second Edition, edited by David Schwartz 
and Dov Te’eni, pp. 1290-1297, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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Chapter  5.5

ABSTRACT

At present, many Web 2.0 activities are being 
integrated into the e-learning spaces designed 
for learners. We need to analyze and learn from 
these activities to derive insights about their ef-
fectiveness, in order to promote the systematic 
application of technology in post-compulsory 
educational contexts, from undergraduate to post-
graduate levels and also in professional training. 
This chapter deals with one aspect of “E-learning 
2.0” (Downes, 2005) practices, specifically the 
importance of acquiring and mastering a set of 
personal knowledge management (PKM) skills to 
perform successfully in the Web 2.0 environment 
for learning in tertiary education. The authors first 

present a PKM skills model based around a divi-
sion into (1) basic PKM competencies associated 
with the social software web practices of Cre-
ate–Organize–Share; and (2) higher-order skills 
focusing on the advanced management of one’s 
personal knowledge. A learning design model and 
related examples are presented, aimed at inspiring 
and guiding tertiary educators in designing and 
implementing activities consistent with the goal 
of developing students’ PKM skills.

INTRODUCTION

The traditional approaches to e-learning in tertiary 
education have so far been dominated by the use 
of virtual learning environments (VLEs), with 
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teaching and learning structured around courses, 
timetables, and assessments. This approach has 
been criticized as being mainly driven by the 
needs of the institution rather than by those of 
the learner (Wallace, 1999; EDUCAUSE Learn-
ing Initiative, 2006). Recent developments in 
web-based technologies offer new opportunities 
to experiment with e-learning, where formal and 
informal activities merge and spaces for knowl-
edge management can be created—all drawing 
on people and their ability to network and learn 
naturally and informally (McFedries, 2007). 
Learning is seen as the integration of formal, 
informal, and non-formal activities occurring in 
both online and real-world contexts.

The development of “Web 2.0” (O’Reilly, 
2005; see also McFedries, 2005) services and 
technologies is paving the way for a new era of 
e-learning. Downes (2005) has coined the term “E-
learning 2.0” to refer to these new developments, 
and to describe the increasing use of Web 2.0 tools 
in e-learning, along with other emerging trends. 
E-learning 2.0 involves digital learning spaces in 
which students create content, collaborate with 
peers to form learning networks for knowledge 
sharing and exchange, and engage in activities that 
take advantage of multiple sources of aggregated 
content, immersing themselves in rich learning 
experiences that utilize various tools including 
but not limited to online references, courseware, 
knowledge management applications, collabora-
tive and search tools. Many innovative Web 2.0 
activities are beginning to emerge as e-learning 
practices evolve and change (Alexander, 2006).

This chapter deals with one aspect of new 
and emerging e-learning practices, highlighting 
the need for learners to develop a set of personal 
knowledge management (PKM) skills (Frand 
& Hixon, 1999; Avery, Brooks, Brown, Dorsey, 
& O’Connor, 2000; Barth, 2005; Dorsey, 2001; 
Wright, 2005; Grey, 2006; Pollard, 2005) in order 
to perform successfully in the Web 2.0 environ-
ment and knowledge society. Learning to use any 
new technology effectively necessitates acquiring 

a set of abilities and skills, but in order to help 
tertiary students fully benefit from the develop-
ments in Web 2.0-based tools and services, there 
is a need to devise strategies to assist them in 
developing particular skills in the use and appli-
cation of these digital tools to achieve their own 
learning outcomes. In this chapter, the authors 
define such a core set of skills as PKM skills. 
They also propose an instructional approach to 
developing resources that support the develop-
ment of these skills among learners. The chapter 
provides a list of PKM skills, divided into basic 
and higher-order PKM skills. It also offers a 
learning design model conceived to support the 
acquisition of both types of PKM skills, together 
with guidelines and scenarios to demonstrate the 
application of the model.

BACKGROUND

The continuous and radical changes underway as 
a result of the widespread diffusion of information 
and communication technologies (ICTs) is affect-
ing the way we come to know and learn using 
tools, and our social relations and interactions, 
both as individuals and in groups (Laurillard, 
2002). There is a strong case for recognizing PKM 
skills as a critical asset in today’s professions, in 
which digital/online and face-to-face actions and 
interactions are inextricably intertwined.

The term “PKM” (Frand & Hixon, 1999; 
Dorsey, 2001; Sorrentino & Paganelli, 2006) refers 
to a collection of processes that an individual un-
dertakes to gain and share knowledge in his or her 
daily activities, and how these processes support 
work activities and the management of personal 
knowledge acquired through ICTs. The set of abili-
ties first identified by Dorsey (2001) and Pollard 
(2005) hinges around seven main competencies: 
retrieving information, evaluating information, 
organizing information, analyzing information, 
presenting information, securing information, and 
collaborating around information.
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PKM skills encompass a multifaceted set of 
abilities that are somewhat different from digital 
and information literacy (Martin & Ashworth, 
2004; Martin, 2006; Cronje, 2006; Mayes & 
Fowler, 2006). Social and relational aspects of 
learning and social interaction, as described by 
Siemens in his book, Knowing knowledge (2006), 
also include attitudes and a particular mindset. 
Siemens highlights the fact that that mastering 
technology is but one aspect of a more complex 
skill set that entails the acquisition of social, cog-
nitive, and personal attributes and competencies. 
Acquiring PKM skills is a complex and long-
term process that can be facilitated by creating 
conditions that help people to learn relevant and 
effective self-management skills, behaviors, and 
values needed to operate in the knowledge society.

Developing PKM competencies in learning 
environments supported by Web 2.0 tools can 
help today’s tertiary education learners for life-
long learning, enabling them to perform better 
in a globalized, connected world. Universities 
and colleges have a responsibility to equip their 
graduates with the skills necessary for participa-
tion in the new forms of lifelong and life-wide 
learning supported by social media. The term 
“Lifelong Learning 2.0” is used by the authors of 
the present chapter to denote the new set of skills 
needed by the emerging generation of graduates. 
Educational practitioners and researchers should 
not be misled by a general assumption that today’s 
tertiary education students are all “digital natives” 
who have the ability to use Web 2.0 technologies 
in the most effective way (Pettenati, Cigognini, 
Guerin, & Mangione, 2009). Contrary to Prensky 
(2001), who proposed the notion of “digital na-
tives,” other researchers (Lohnes & Kinzer, 2007; 
Kennedy, Judd, Churchward, Gray, & Krause, 
2008) argue that the distinction between “digital 
native” versus “digital immigrant” is not a func-
tion of age. Instead, it is a function of attitude, a 
mindset of experimentation and experience with 
technology. Siemens (2007) also warns against an 
uncritical belief in the competencies of so-called 

“digital natives.” He says that although references 
to digital natives and immigrants abound in the 
literature, the terms have little merit “beyond a 
buzz phrase that has outlived the role it initially 
played in getting educators to think about the 
different types of learners now entering our class-
rooms” (para. 3). According to him, “the concept 
of immigrant/native gained popularity because it 
expresses emotions/feelings many educators have 
about next generation students. They are, like every 
generation before, different” (para. 2). It would 
also be a mistake to assume that all learners enroll-
ing in and completing tertiary education courses 
have the knowledge and abilities to use Internet 
technologies for effective lifelong learning, and 
therefore the authors of the present chapter argue 
that there is a case for teaching them PKM skills.

Most Web 2.0 tools and technologies have 
been developed outside of academia. Their pur-
poses resolve mainly around social networking, 
creative expression, and sharing of content, among 
other informal uses. For this reason, using these 
tools for personal and social ends is quite differ-
ent from using them for traditional academic or 
formal learning purposes. Recent studies (Katz & 
Macklin, 2007; Salaway, Katz, Caruso, Kvavik, & 
Nelson, 2006; Kvavik, 2005; Warlick, 2004) into 
how children and young people become competent 
in using the Internet and other information tools 
highlight the finding that the information literacy 
skills of young people have not improved despite 
widening access to technology; in fact, their ap-
parent familiarity and competency with computers 
disguises and obscures some worrying problems 
and skills deficits in key areas of PKM (Lorenzo 
& Dziuban, 2006). As an example, there is no 
evidence in the empirically based literature that 
young people possess greater expertise as search-
ers, nor that the search skills of young people 
have improved with time. Research into young 
people’s web-searching behaviors shows that they 
scroll through web pages quickly and treat the 
content on them superficially, spending little time 
evaluating information for accuracy and authority. 
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Faced with a long list of search hits, young people 
find it difficult to assess the relevance of material 
presented, and often print off pages with no more 
than a surface level glance at them. Moreover, 
young people have a poor understanding of their 
information needs and thus struggle to develop 
effective information search and retrieval strate-
gies (Centre for Information Behaviour and the 
Evaluation of Research [CIBER], 2008). Studies 
pre-dating the widespread public use of the In-
ternet have reported that young searchers often 
appear to have difficulty in selecting appropriate 
search terms, and research into Internet use has 
consistently pointed to similar difficulties.

Another issue of current interest, and indeed, 
concern, is the way young people evaluate—or 
rather, fail to evaluate—information from elec-
tronic sources. Here, too, there is little evidence 
that this has improved over the last 10 to 15 years. 
Information management and higher-order think-
ing skills are needed more than ever before, and 
at more advanced levels if people are to reap the 
benefits of resources available in the information 
society. Making an assumption, therefore, that all 
“Net Generation” learners (Oblinger & Oblinger, 
2005) are sufficiently skilled to undertake online 
formal/informal learning, and to do so proficiently 
to achieve high-level outcomes, would be a severe 
misjudgment. Though technologically talented 
(Kennedy et al., 2008), the “digital natives” may 
lack critical abilities and ethical knowledge needed 
to maximize and self-regulate their learning. (See 
also Chapter 16 in this book.)

The research presented in this chapter is in-
tended to encourage educational institutions to 
rise to the challenge and address the importance 
of teaching PKM skills to students through the 
development of specific interventions and web-
based courses.

LIFELONG LEARNING 2.0

In this section, the concept of PKM skills is ex-
plained and elaborated on, with reference to the 
authors’ previous studies, dividing them into basic 
and higher-order skills. The discussion begins 
with an overview of what is meant by a “Lifelong 
Learner 2.0” and the skills he or she possesses.

Defining the Lifelong Learner 2.0

What characterizes a Lifelong Learner 2.0? What 
is the nature of the learning territory that he or 
she traverses? Building on the authors’ previous 
work, a Lifelong Learner 2.0 may be defined as 
an individual who makes use of specific skills 
and knowledge acquired through training and/or 
experience while intensively using the Internet—
especially social networking applications and 
other Web 2.0 tools—to engage in a self-regulated 
lifelong learning journey involving continual 
formal and informal knowledge construction 
activities. If a lifelong learner is a multifaceted 
and interconnected figure immersed in the Web 
2.0 environment, in order to take advantage of a 
Web 2.0 learning environment, he or she needs a 
set of abilities that are equally multifaceted and 
versatile. This specific set of skills enables the 
learner to construct meaning and derive under-
standing from the learning landscape that he or 
she constantly traverses.

It is argued in this chapter that becoming an 
effective user of Web 2.0 technologies for tertiary 
and lifelong learning requires learners to master 
a set of PKM skills (Pettenati, Cigognini, & Sor-
rentino, 2007; Pettenati, Cigognini, Mangione, & 
Guerin, 2007; Cigognini, Mangione, & Pettenati, 
2007a, 2007b). As Web 2.0 is relatively new ter-
ritory for many educators, an innovative learning 
design, implementation strategy, and evaluation 
process are proposed for teaching PKM skills in 
an online learning environment.
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Developing PKM Skills

The development of PKM skills is rooted in a 
complex picture in which individual choices and 
activities converge with social and technological 
aspects. Some of the authors who have dealt with 
this topic (e.g., Frand & Hixon, 1999; Dorsey, 
2001; Barth, 2005; Avery et al., 2000; Pollard, 
2005; Grey, 2006; Wright, 2005) present a detailed 
reference framework relating to terms describing 
a repertoire of skills associated with PKM. These 
terms point toward some of the specific features 
of the concept PKM. Comparing PKM to the 
concept of “literacy,” for example, some related, 
though distinct, skills emerge. According to the 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cul-
tural Organization (UNESCO), “Literacy is the 
ability to identify, understand, interpret, create, 
communicate, and compute, using printed and 
written materials associated with varying contexts. 
Literacy involves a continuum of learning to en-
able an individual to achieve his or her goals, to 
develop his or her knowledge and potential, and 
to participate fully in the wider society” (2004, p. 
13, citing an international expert meeting in June 
2003 at UNESCO). Another related concept is 
“digital competence,” which involves the confi-
dent and critical use of information systems and 
technology for work, leisure, and communication. 
It is underpinned by basic skills in ICTs: the use 
of computers to retrieve, assess, store, produce, 
present, and exchange information, and to com-
municate and participate in collaborative networks 
via the Internet (European Union, 2006). The 
European e-Skills Forum, building on the activi-
ties of the Career Space initiative, has adopted the 
term “e-skills” and developed a scheme covering 
three main categories—ICT practitioner, user, and 
e-business skills—but this scheme is centered 
primarily around the use of tools and applications. 
To define and distinguish PKM skills it is therefore 
necessary to focus on the more complex concepts 
of literacy and competence/competencies by 
adopting a holistic approach that is attuned to the 

new knowledge-creation processes and learning 
landscapes enabled by Web 2.0 tools and services 
(McLoughlin & Lee, 2008).

Based on their own empirical work and other 
resources cited from the literature, it is the authors’ 
contention that the notion of PKM skills provides 
a useful concept that encompasses the range of 
skills required to learn in the information society. 
The following terms have been identified as being 
linked to the concept of PKM skills: “information 
literacy” (Irving & Crawford, 2007), “media/
multimedia literacy” (Aviram & Talmi, 2004), 
“e-skills” (The European e-Skills Forum, 2004; 
Commission of the European Communities, 2007), 
“e-literacy” (Martin & Ashworth, 2004; Martin, 
2006), “digital literacy”, and “digital competen-
cies” (Mayes & Fowler, 2006; Varis, 2005; Midoro, 
2007; Tornero, 2004; Buckingham, 2007). How-
ever, the authors’ vision of PKM skills, which will 
be detailed in the next section, is focused on an 
interpretation of a set of skills closer to the concepts 
of personal knowledge, learning, and management 
of personal learning within the context of social 
networking environments (Dorsey, 2001; Sor-
rentino & Paganelli, 2006; Pettenati, 2009). The 
communicative, socio-cultural, and management 
aspects of learning call for a rethinking of the 
skills required by the lifelong learner to include 
a complex set of higher-order skills incorporating 
metacognitive and conceptual knowledge (Martin, 
2006; Midoro, 2007; Hilton, 2006).

In this vein, skills such as reflection, learn-
ing management, knowledge construction, and 
networking (Frand & Hixon, 1999; Dorsey, 
2001; Pollard, 2005) become key. Such a holistic 
approach of mindset and skills for the lifelong 
learner is considered essential for achieving the 
objectives of the European Commission’s Lisbon 
agenda (Commission of the European Communi-
ties, 2007). The remainder of this section outlines 
and illustrates the process of developing basic 
and higher-order PKM skills. It also stresses 
the important role played by three broad-based 
factors that form the foundation of PKM skills, 
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and three background factors that constitute en-
abling conditions for the development of PKM 
skills. In describing their PKM skills model, the 
authors acknowledge that, at a first glance, one 
might notice some overlap between the “basic” 
and “higher-order” PKM skills. In the authors’ 
view, however, the basic PKM skills encompass 
abilities and skills that can be deliberately learned 
and applied as direct “know how,” while the 
higher-order PKM skills require more complex 
thinking, reflection, and experiential processes, 
which call for mastery of a more elaborate set of 
competencies and attributes.

PKM Basic Skills

The issue of defining PKM skills required to sup-
port lifelong learners in the knowledge society 
has been treated in previous work by the authors 
(Pettenati, Cigognini, & Edirisingha, 2007; 
Pettenati & Cigognini, 2007; Pettenati, 2009; 
Cigognini et al., 2007a, 2007b). These studies 
focused on the development of a pedagogical 
model aimed at identifying and representing 
the skills that the learner should develop in 
order to be able to engage more effectively and 
meaningfully with formal and informal learning 
processes in an online environment. In previous 
research, the authors of the present chapter have 
also attempted to establish a methodological link 
between PKM skills and learning design. To this 
end, PKM skills were grouped under the follow-
ing three macro-competency categories: Create, 
Organize, and Share. Each macro-competency is 
interpreted as an umbrella concept or grouping of 
several, more specific PKM skills, as shown below 
(Avery et al., 2000; Dorsey, 2001; Sorrentino & 
Paganelli, 2006):

• Create: Editing (e.g., generating and 
modifying digital content/information in 
multimedia formats); Integrating (post-
processing of recordings, reuse, digital 
annotations, automatic abstracting, etc.); 

Correlating (making connections, draw-
ing diagrams, producing mind maps); 
Managing content security issues (manag-
ing privacy, intellectual property rights, 
digital rights management, etc.).

• Organize: Searching and finding (select-
ing search engines, querying search, etc.); 
Retrieving (reading, managing cognitive 
load, etc.); Storing (archiving, consider-
ing resource availability and accessibility, 
etc.); Categorizing/classifying and synthe-
sizing (defining relations among pieces, 
using taxonomies and folksonomies, etc.); 
Evaluating (extracting meaning, determin-
ing/attributing relevance, effecting trust 
levels).

• Share: Publishing (presenting relevant in-
formation, using appropriate publication 
channels, etc.); Mastering knowledge ex-
changes (being concise, using appropriate 
language, taking turns, focusing on topic, 
etc.); Managing contacts (keeping profiles, 
contact contexts and social network rep-
resentation, etc.); Relating (establishing 
connections, communicating through new 
media, understanding peers, using differ-
ent languages, etc.); Collaborating (shar-
ing tasks, working to achieve a common 
goal, etc.).

A sample process of how to promote acquisi-
tion of basic PKM skills is illustrated in a later 
section of the chapter. It is suggested that the 
skills are best developed through the use of a 
scenario, related “e-tivities” (Salmon, 2002), and 
supporting Web 2.0 tools, and that the learning 
environment should be designed according to the 
phases depicted in the PKM learning design model 
that appears in Figure 1. The basic PKM skills 
identified are part of a complex set of cognitive 
skills that individuals need to develop, and that 
cannot be considered complete without accounting 
for deeper mastery of skills such as creating and 
sharing knowledge within a network and using 
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its resources (Cigognini et al., 2007b). This view, 
supported by the authors’ research and teaching 
experiences, led them to extend the basic model 
(Cigognini, Pettenati, Paoletti, & Edirisingha, 
2008) to include higher-order skills and abili-
ties, elicited through conducting interviews with 
individuals deemed to be expert Lifelong Learners 
2.0 (Pettenati et al., 2009).

Higher-Order PKM Skills (HO PKM 
Skills)

The set of higher-order skills and competencies 
are grouped into four main categories, as follows 
(Pettenati et al., 2009):

1.  Connectedness: Being connected has 
emerged as one of the fundamental skills 
of the Lifelong Learner 2.0. However, this 
does merely mean being connected in a 
technological sense through computer net-
works, mobile communication devices, and 
the Internet. Rather, it refers to the process 
of being networked, i.e., developing and 
exercising skills to collaborate and interact 
with others for the purpose of establishing, 

growing, and maintaining social networks. 
In line with this perspective, the connected 
person needs to develop specific abilities to 
communicate effectively on the Internet and 
to manage his or her online identity, while 
dealing with the multiplicity of identities 
and being aware of how his or her online 
identity and communication sits within a 
global system.

2.  Ability to balance formal and informal 
contexts: This includes the ability to listen 
to a variety of opinions sensibly; manage 
time and relations, being driven by what the 
authors call the “procrastination principle,” 
i.e., “to deal with problems only as they 
arise—or leave them to other users to deal 
with;” combining employment, education/
training, and leisure tasks to find a balance 
between the different learning contexts 
with which the learner can be confronted; 
engaging and participating as a listener, 
observer/reader, and author; being open to 
interdisciplinary working/learning; being 
methodical, systematic, punctual, and goal 
oriented; being “spongy,” i.e., able to absorb 
as much as possible, understanding the es-

Figure 1. Instructional design principles and online learning phases (Pettenati, 2009)
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sence of the interactions with content and 
relations so as to manage multiple perspec-
tives as necessary.

3.  Critical ability: The adoption of a critical 
ability in the use of Internet-based resources 
(contents and relations) is closely related to 
the ability to identify the resources relevant 
to the context of use, i.e., understanding 
possible uses of such resources and being 
aware of their limitations. A key part of this 
skill is being able to integrate the resources 
identified into a personal resource manage-
ment style or approach, which is constantly 
fine tuned by the learner, closely linked to 
his or her learning objectives.

4.  Creativity: The process of developing a 
creative attitude and approach to lifelong 
learning requires both structured and 
serendipitous explorations, observation, 
linking, and association to perceive and/or 
imagine unexpected and unusual connec-
tions between ideas and entities. Developing 
a creative mindset for lifelong learning 
provides concrete ways through which to 
engage in one’s knowledge construction 
path—interpreting, linking, proposing, and 
experimenting with new knowledge con-
struction strategies.

Gaining proficiency in the basic PKM skills is 
simply the first step or entry point into a learning 
journey leading to the mastery of higher-order 
skills and competencies, hence enabling and 
preparing students for a true lifelong learning 
experience. In order to validate their PKM skills 
model, the authors conducted a set of semi-
structured interviews (Cigognini, Pettenati, & 
Paoletti, 2008) with 23 respondents involved in 
education (both from private-sector companies 
and universities, and from multiple disciplines 
including biology, medicine, and education). An 
additional goal of the interviews was to assist in 
the identification of a set of learning strategies 
for each HO PKM skill.

A Learning Design Model 
for PKM Skills

In order to provide guidance to educators 
wishing to design e-learning activities targeted 
at the development of students’ PKM skills, 
the key points of the authors’ learning design 
model are illustrated, highlighting the stages of 
learning, the enabling conditions, and possible 
technological tools to be used for the purpose 
(Pettenati, 2009). The learning design model is 
presented in Figure 1, Figure 2, and Figure 3, 
which emphasize the main elements of learning 
design: Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the instruc-
tional design principles and associated phases, 
and the enabling conditions, competencies, 
and skills needed for the learning process to 
occur; Figure 3 depicts the set of environments 
and tools that can be integrated to support and 
increase the learning processes of knowledge 
Activation, Integration, Demonstration, and 
Application. While these figures have been 
presented as three separate diagrams to draw 
attention to and clarify the three main elements 
of learning design mentioned above, all three 
figures are essentially components of what can 
be thought of as one large, composite figure. The 
learning processes depicted in Figure 1, Figure 
2, and Figure 3 can be used as a simple model 
to guide the design of learning activities and 
environments in different educational contexts.

Figure 1 shows the circular and incremental 
process, in which three main elements can be 
identified: the learning design principles (activa-
tion, demonstration, application, and integration), 
similar to those proposed by Merrill (2002), 
overlapping with stages of knowledge evolution 
(pre-knowledge, conceptual knowledge, factual 
knowledge, and reflection/metacognition) adapt-
ed from the work of Reigeluth (1999), as well as 
the phases of online learning experience identified 
by Calvani (2005), expressed as a sequence of 
four phases:
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1.  access to resources and social spaces;
2.  information exchange, connection forming, 

and selection filtering;
3.  contribution and involvement for knowledge 

co-construction;
4.  self-guided informal learning and knowledge 

construction.

Figure 2 shows a set of enabling conditions 
that are relevant to the development of basic 
PKM processes. These are awareness, receptiv-

ity, and motivation; group culture, social culture, 
meaning perception; basic PKM skills; individual 
and social recognition; and higher-order PKM 
skills. The enabling conditions to support PKM 
skills acquisition are shown as a cyclical model 
that progresses from basic skills to higher-order 
achievements.

The authors believe these enabling conditions 
are linked to the development of lifelong learn-
ing skills, such as self-motivation, goal setting, 
and self-regulation (Pettenati, 2009). Once such 

Figure 2. Enabling conditions, competencies, and skills needed in the learning process (Pettenati, 2009)

Figure 3. Tools that can be integrated to support and enhance PKM learning processes (Pettenati, 2009)
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conditions are created and met in an e-learning 
context, the learner can engage in lifelong learn-
ing. However, if such conditions are not met, 
the educational institution is required to play a 
central role in guiding and scaffolding effective 
learning experiences as well as taking steps to 
increase the learner’s skills. The more expert the 
learner becomes, the less scaffolding, guidance, 
and structured activities will be required from the 
educator and educational institution.

Finally, the authors’ learning design model 
advocates thoughtful and systematic use of ICT 
tools to foster PKM skills. Figure 3 represents a 
possible setup of Internet tools and services for 
developing and sustaining the acquisition of PKM 
skills. These include traditional VLE tools, Web 
2.0 tools and services including social networking 
sites, e-portfolios, and personal learning environ-
ments (PLEs)—again, all mapped onto instruc-
tional design principles and linked to enabling 
conditions and the development of the relevant 
competencies and skills.

The circular process in the figure shows how 
the learning experience needs to start in a closed 
and structured environment, gradually moving 
towards PLEs, and finally to open source tools 
and social networks as the individual grows in 
his or her learning experience, maturity, and 
independence.

Guidelines to Apply the Learning 
Design Model: Learning 
Scenario and “E-tivities”

This part of the chapter shows how the phases 
of the learning design model can be applied to 
a learning context, and how the conceptual ap-
proach presented thus far can be translated into 
practice. The work presented here is based on real 
learning experiences—some research has already 
concluded, with more evaluation still in progress 
at the time of writing. Most of the learning activi-
ties conducted in the skills development modules 
(SDMs), which are based on the concept of “e-

tivities” (Salmon, 2002), were developed from 
suggestions, experiences, and comments collected 
through the interviews with the experts alluded to 
earlier (details are reported in Cigognini, Pettenati, 
& Paoletti, 2008). The SDMs were developed in 
the Moodle (http://www.moodle.org/) VLE, which 
provides integration of and links to Web 2.0 tools, 
customizable to suit the students’ needs and skill 
levels. An initial questionnaire was constructed 
to measure and calibrate the instructional design 
phases around the students and their expected 
learning outcomes.

In the subsections that follow, each of the 
four phases of the model is described in terms of 
its focus or position with respect to the circular 
structure of the model, the targeted learning out-
come at that phase, and e-tivities in the form of 
possible uses and applications of Web 2.0 tools 
aimed at supporting the development of the spe-
cific PKM skills.

Phase 1: Access to Resources 
and Social Spaces

This is in the Activation phase, where prior 
knowledge is recalled. In this stage, individuals 
become accustomed to “handling information 
[and knowledge] abundance” (Siemens, 2006, p. 
45), and are first confronted with the resources 
(people and contents) and tools of the new learn-
ing environment. Phase 1 can be supported using 
the following suggestions:

1.  Focus: This phase is focused on highlight-
ing previous knowledge related to Create–
Share–Organize PKM skills and related to 
balancing formal and informal activities 
leading to the development of HO PKM 
skills.

2.  Learning outcome: Specific learning activi-
ties should be designed to leverage already 
internalized methods for managing personal 
knowledge.
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3.  E-tivities for this phase:
a.  Use of a “café” forum as a socialization 

space, with the aim of sharing impres-
sions and expectations on the course; 
personalization of user profiles in the 
VLE.

b.  Searching, classifying, and comment-
ing on resources posted in online 
spaces for the course—for example, 
documents posted in the Moodle VLE, 
figures and tables posted on photo-
sharing sites (e.g., Flickr—http://
www.flickr.com/), introductory audio 
files posted by the teacher on the 
course podcasting channel (e.g., using 
MyPodcast—http://www.mypodcast.
com/), video-sharing (e.g., YouTube—
http://www.youtube.com/), also using 
course/subject and e-tivity-specific 
tags, through a social bookmarking or 
wiki site. Students rank and comment 
on the resources to enhance clarity, 
flag difficulties, make suggestions, and 
raise questions to ask to the teacher.

Phase 2: Information Exchange, 
Connection Forming, and 
Selection Filtering

This is the Demonstration step, in which con-
ceptual knowledge starts to be developed. At this 
stage individuals begin to use tools and resources 
to create and form a personal network of resources 
(people and content). At this point, the learners 
start to be active in the learning space in terms of 
consuming or acquiring new resources and tools 
(Siemens, 2006). Phase 2 can be supported using 
the following suggestions:

1.  Focus: Phase 2 is centered around the “Share” 
PKM basic skill and the “Connectedness” 
HO PKM skill.

2.  Learning outcomes: Specific learning ac-
tivities, designed according to the degree 

of preconditions realized (ubiquity and 
being always online), should be created to 
support the development of social behavior 
and communication skills used in knowledge 
exchange through the network.

3.  E-tivities for this phase:
a.  Each learner studies one of the themes 

discussed in the Demonstration phase 
using a wiki (within Moodle or a 
separate wiki site). The sample wiki 
page should contain at least three web 
references—appropriately tagged and 
classified, shared with the peers—as 
well as two multimedia resources (im-
ages, audio, video). The learners are 
then invited to comment and recipro-
cally evaluate the shared wiki-based 
information and resources.

b.  The learners work in groups, with each 
group discussing one of the themes 
from the Demonstration phase using 
a social networking environment such 
as Facebook (http://www.facebook.
com). Learners create and update their 
profiles and subscribe to the theme-
specific group. Each learner is respon-
sible for collecting two multimedia 
resources and a web reference, which 
they comment on and reciprocally 
rank. Once a group’s theme is set up, 
it allows the other groups to view its 
resources, thereby enabling knowledge 
sharing within and across groups.

Phase 3: Contribution and Involvement 
for Knowledge Co-Construction

This is the Application step, in which the learner 
begins to actively contribute to the learning net-
work—essentially becoming a “visible node.” The 
learner’s active contribution and involvement al-
low other nodes on the network to acknowledge his 
or her resources, contributions, and ideas, creating 
reciprocal relationships and shared understand-
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ings (or, if social software technology is used, 
collaboratively-created understanding). Phase 3 
can be supported using the following suggestions:

1.  Focus: Phase 3 is centered around the 
“Create” PKM basic skill and the “Creativity” 
HO PKM skill.

2.  Learning outcomes: Specific learning ac-
tivities should be designed to leverage the 
innovation and experimentation aspects 
of creativity, encouraging and challeng-
ing learners to adapt traditional/existing 
models and create new models for using 
technologies.

3.  E-tivities for this phase: Inside the course 
space of the social networking environment 
(Facebook), the learners create a social event, 
for instance an end-of-course party.
a.  The online event should be linked to the 

best student’s assignments, in order to 
build a class portfolio and a synthesis 
of the activities developed through 
creation of a class journal.

b.  The event should be also documented 
and narrated online, allowing learners 
to exercise creativity and initiative. 
Activities related to coordinating/
organizing the event can be supported 
through various shared calendars and 
task management utilities, including 
both those that are internal and exter-
nal to the VLE (Moodle) and social 
networking environment (Facebook) 
spaces.

Phase 4: Self-Guided Informal Learning 
and Knowledge Construction

This is the Integration step, in which reflection 
on the knowledge processes and products, self-
reflexivity and self-evaluation, as well as meta-
cognition (Reigeluth, 1999; Calvani, 2005) play a 
prominent role. Individuals are actively involved 
in modifying and rebuilding their own learning 

networks, acting as network-aware and compe-
tent participants. The experience acquired at this 
stage within the learning network should result 
in an understanding of the nuances of the space 
and the knowledge inputs, allowing the subject 
to both act as a provider of valuable support and 
help to other networked learners, as well as being 
capable of accessing just-in-time and personalized 
knowledge. Phase 4 can be supported using the 
following suggestions:

1.  Focus: Phase 4 is centered around the devel-
opment of “Critical ability” (an HO PKM 
skill).

2.  Learning outcomes: Specific learning activi-
ties should be designed to address selection, 
evaluation, synthesis, and development of 
PKM models, and for reflection and advance-
ment on the learner’s progress.

3.  E-tivities for this phase: The activities relate 
to the creation of an individual e-portfolio—
using a platform such as Elgg (http://www.
elgg.org/), for example—describing and 
documenting the experiences and competen-
cies acquired during the course.
a.  The individual components of the PLE 

are negotiated and shared with regard 
to objectives and their meaning. Each 
phase of the creation of the portfolio 
includes self-examination and evalu-
ation through Web 2.0 tools that allow 
comments, ranking, and tagging. The 
learner’s personal blog is used for self 
and group reflection on the ongoing 
learning process, building upon teacher 
and peer feedback.

CURRENT PROGRESS, 
LIMITATIONS, AND FUTURE WORK

The learning design model presented above was 
intended to describe an approach to designing 
teaching and learning interventions aimed at facili-
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tating the development of basic and higher-order 
PKM skills. One of the most important aspects of 
the application of what has been presented in this 
chapter relates to the assessment of learners’ acqui-
sition of PKM skills within a broader evaluation 
framework dealing with the learning experience 
as a whole (Cigognini et al., 2008a). To this end, 
a basic SDM was conducted with undergraduate 
students (studying towards Bachelor degrees) in 
two different entry cohorts (April/May 2007 and 
October/November 2007). The first SDM targeted 
at developing HO PKM skills has been trialled 
with postgraduate (Master’s-level) students, and 
at the time of writing a second cohort consisting 
of students from different backgrounds (psychol-
ogy, economics, mathematics, foreign languages, 
engineering and educational sciences) is undertak-
ing the HO SDM.

The SDMs are designed and tailored to the 
skills entry-point level of the students; as men-
tioned earlier, in each case an initial questionnaire 
is used to measure and calibrate the instructional 
design phases around the students and their ex-
pected learning outcomes. Overall, three question-
naires are used to evaluate the effectiveness of 
the SDMs: in addition to the initial questionnaire, 
one is administered at the end of the course, and 
another six months after the end of the course. 
The questionnaires are aimed at assessing the use 
of Web 2.0 tools as introduced to learners in the 
SDMs, both with regard to the intended mode of 
use as well as possible alternative uses adapted 
and adopted by the learners themselves.

Evaluation Framework and 
Preliminary Results

The results obtained so far are encouraging. The 
preliminary results collected from the basic PKM 
SDM suggest that it was a successful experience. 
The results attest to the learners’ satisfaction and 
the achievement of favorable learning outcomes 
(Level 1 in Kirkpatrick’s four-level evaluation 
model—see Kirkpatrick, 2006). They also contain 

evidence of increased levels of PKM basic skill 
among the learners. Improvements in abilities 
(Level 3 in Kirkpatrick’s model) and the transfer 
to the learners’ daily practices will continue to be 
evaluated by the researchers.

The authors have identified some problems 
with the HO PKM skills development model, 
leading them to conclude that the experiments 
require further iterations and refinements. The 
groups of student participants outlined above 
have been non-homogeneous in terms of their 
prior knowledge, and the students have lacked 
sound and structured background knowledge on 
HO PKM practices, due in large part to the limited 
scope and duration of the course (being only a 
20-hour blended learning course), in which the 
Application and Integration phases of the model 
were only able to be partially developed. In view 
of this, the authors plan to conduct a further itera-
tion of the study with another cohort of Master’s 
students. The course duration planned for this 
cohort seems more suitable to allow coverage of 
all the learning design model phases. Moreover, 
the group is highly motivated because the course 
is oriented toward supporting them in writing up 
their final theses.

Research in this area is still in its infancy, and 
demands continued attention and dialogue from 
researchers and practitioners. At the moment, the 
findings revolve around two main reflections. 
The first is that both users’ attitudes and available 
technologies are mature enough so that it can be 
envisaged that each Internet user could easily 
engage in a personal lifelong learning experience, 
if properly guided by appropriate methodologies 
and sustained by pedagogically designed and 
developed PLEs. The second is related to the 
development of basic PKM skills. There are some 
factors that imply they cannot yet be translated 
into an explicit, coherent, and structured learning 
design to guide the three stages of content creation, 
sharing, and delivery. Design of learning activi-
ties must be based on the level and motivation of 
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students, and must be grounded in the relevance 
of PKM abilities for their lifelong learning needs.

Last but not least, it is necessary to highlight 
the fact that it is crucial to create appropriate 
learning scenarios with different levels of use and 
complexity to allow learners to build personal, 
individualized knowledge construction paths 
leading to the development of PKM skills.

CONCLUSION

This chapter reported on ongoing research into one 
important aspect of lifelong learners in the knowl-
edge society: how best to support them to become 
more effective learners in Web 2.0-based learning 
environments. This topic is currently a priority of 
the European educational agenda (Commission 
of the European Communities, 2000; European 
Centre for the Development of Vocational Training 
[CEDEFOP], 2008), and is also receiving similar 
levels of attention and interest elsewhere around 
the world. In light of recent developments in web-
based technologies and services that hold great 
potential for learning, the e-learning landscape is 
changing to incorporate and accommodate Web 
2.0. Learners need support, guidance, and peda-
gogical interventions to make the best possible 
use of these and other emerging technologies 
to support their learning goals. The concept of 
PKM skills was introduced and explored in this 
chapter, and a model presented for realizing the 
conditions that maximize the potential of using 
Web 2.0 technologies for learning.

Research and development in the area of PKM 
skills faces a number of immediate challenges and 
issues. Indeed, one of the obstacles that must be 
overcome is the need to gain acceptance of PKM 
skills such as those identified in this chapter as a 
fundamental skill set in tertiary education, and also 
a mindset to be nurtured in and by each lifelong 
learner. Successful implementation of the authors’ 
model requires the development of a systemic 
and integrated approach to teaching and learning 

PKM skills, with adequate support at the depart-
ment, institution, and sector levels. Foresight and 
long-term planning are needed to support these 
learning outcomes in order to fulfill the ultimate 
goal of delivering PKM training in a systematic 
across different academic contexts and disciplines, 
to help prepare our students to become effective 
lifelong learners in today’s knowledge society. 
Another issue that must be acknowledged relates 
to the need for developing sound and practical 
support to ensure the creation and implementation 
of appropriate learning designs that translate the 
ideas and theory into practice. Overcoming these 
challenges is dependent on continual and ongoing 
scholarly inquiry into the cognitive, social, and 
lifelong learning needs of 21st-century students.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Connectedness: Being networked, being a 
web connector, collaborating and interacting for 
the purpose of building, developing, and maintain-
ing social networks.

Creativity: A mental process involving the 
generation of new ideas or concepts, or new as-
sociations between existing ideas or concepts.

Digital Literacy: The ability to read, write, and 
interact within and across digital social networks.

Lifelong Learner 2.0 (or Learner 2.0): A 
connected (networked) lifelong learner capable of 
balancing formal and informal learning contexts, 
who has the critical ability to evaluate online re-
sources and contacts and to use such resources to 
empower his or her creativity in his or her PKM.
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Personal Knowledge Management (PKM): 
The act of managing one’s personal knowledge 
through technologies.

PKM Basic Skills: Basic skills related to the 
use of social software, organized around the three 
main competencies of Create–Organize–Share, 
that enable the effective management of one’s 
personal information and knowledge.

PKM Higher-Order Skills: Competencies 
going far beyond the basic skills of information 

management, which constitute the distinctive 
assets in one’s PKM: connectedness, ability to 
balance formal and informal contexts, critical 
ability, creativity.

Skills and Competencies: The learned capac-
ity or talent to effectively carry out some task to 
a certain standard / level of performance, and/or 
to achieve a particular goal/outcome.

This work was previously published in Web 2.0-Based E-Learning: Applying Social Informatics for Tertiary Teaching, edited 
by Mark J.W. Lee and Catherine McLoughlin, pp. 109-127, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of 
IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT

Knowledge management is a set of purposeful 
activities led by management in order to enable 
and support generation, storage, transfer and ap-
plication of knowledge within an organization so 
as to create value and improve the organization’s 
effectiveness. The effectiveness of these activi-
ties is in a large part dependent on organizational 
culture, which can support or impede the two-way 
social process of learning and knowledge sharing 
between individuals, groups, organizations, and 
artifacts. This chapter discusses the fundamen-
tals of organizational culture and knowledge 
management, their definitions, components, and 
processes. Specifically, the study presented is 

focused on how different types of organizational 
culture, as defined by the competing values frame-
work, might be related to the iterative processes 
of knowledge generation, storage, transfer, and 
application in higher education.

INTRODUCTION

In the knowledge society, also known as the post-
industrial, post-capitalistic and information soci-
ety, knowledge is its most important production 
factor, rather than capital, land or labor (Drucker, 
1993). In modern economy successful organiza-
tions are organizations which create, store, share 
and embody new knowledge in the form of new 
or improved products and services. Therefore, it 
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is not surprising that in the last decade and a half, 
a new field of research in management has been 
developed, known as ‘knowledge management’ 
(KM). Knowledge management is a complex 
multi-faced and multi-layered concept which 
we can define as a coherent system of activities 
oriented to “find, select, organize, disseminate, 
and transfer important information and expertise 
necessary for activities such as problem solving, 
dynamic learning, strategic planning and decision 
making” (Gupta et al., 2000, p. 17).

Knowledge management is especially im-
portant for organizations that are comprised of 
experts (Dawson, 2000) where success depends 
upon the generation, utilization, and uniqueness 
of their knowledge base (Donaldson, 2001). Such 
institutions are characterized as having knowledge 
as both their main production factor and their final 
product (Goddard, 1998). It would seem appropri-
ate to consider higher educational institutions as 
organizations comprised of experts.

Higher educational institutions (HEIs), just as 
any other organization that operates in a dynamic 
environment, have to respond rapidly to changing 
environments in order to survive. They also need 
to anticipate further changes that will require yet 
more redesign in organizational structure and 
practice. A number of different external drivers 
of change regarding HE have been cited in the 
literature (Bates, 1997; Levine, 2000; Middlehurst 
& Woodfield, 2006), these are the radical shift from 
an industrial to a knowledge society, government’s 
demand for usable knowledge and cost efficiency, 
demographic changes, market pressures from 
industry, internationalization of higher education, 
lifelong learning, the paradigm shift from teaching 
to learning, new technologies, and globalization. 
All these drivers bring new challenges to HEIs, 
which, it has been argued, can be partly solved 
by adopting forms and practices used in private 
and corporate management, especially regarding 
forms of educational governance (Meyer, 2002), 
but in the largest part only effective KM seems 
to be the appropriate solution.

Ward (Zappia, 2000) wrote, that education “is 
an enterprise so wholly dissimilar from those of 
ordinary business life that an entirely different set 
of principles must be applied to it throughout.” 
The nature of HEIs is that they are at the same 
time educational and research institutions where 
knowledge processes (should) occur on a daily 
basis. It is perhaps because of this specific nature 
that most KM research has been done in the com-
mercial sector while comparatively little has been 
done to investigate KM processes within HEIs, 
as Sharimllah Devi et al. (2007) write (see also 
Kidwell et al., 2000; Park et al., 2004).

On the other hand, we cannot properly discuss 
about KM if we do not consider its relation to 
organization culture. Organization culture devel-
ops during the process of external adaptation and 
internal integration and consists of underlying as-
sumptions, collective memories, and core values 
which most people share (Schein, 1984). Most 
scholars agree that organizational culture has a 
large impact on the processes within organiza-
tions, starting with Schein (1996, p. 231) who 
claimed that culture is “one of the most power-
ful and stable forces operating in organizations” 
(see also Bollinger & Smith, 2001). This view 
is also shared by managers as the benchmarking 
company survey ranked culture as the most criti-
cal success factor (Mertins et al., 2001). Based 
on that we can conclude that people within HEIs 
have to accept some common rules and ways of 
doing, which are part of the organizational culture, 
if they want to effectively work together, learn, 
and share knowledge.

The aim of this chapter then is to develop a 
better understanding of the relationship between 
organizational culture and KM processes in HEIs. 
The Competing Values Framework devised by 
Robert E. Quinn and John Rohrbaugh was used to 
analyze the differences in organizational culture 
profiles and how the might be related to the vari-
ous KM processes. Such an understanding would 
enable practitioners to be aware of the impact dif-
ferent cultural types might have on KM processes 
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in HEIs and based on that prepare possible future 
activities for better managing scholarly knowledge 
in a certain cultural setting or changing organi-
zational culture through appropriate initiatives.

The results of our research reveal that there 
are significant relationships between some orga-
nizational cultural types and KM processes within 
HEIs. These results are mostly in line with similar 
studies conducted by other researchers on the 
topics of organizational culture and knowledge 
management. However, others deviate and give us 
an intriguing starting-point for further discussion. 
Yet, we need to be careful in the interpretation of 
our results because of the limited sample size.

BACKGROUND

Organizational Culture

Throughout human evolution many different types 
of cultures at different levels of human society 
have emerged and they impact each other through 
language, symbols, rules, gestures, and ways of 
thinking, feeling, and acting. Tylor (1871) was the 
first scholar who defined culture. He claimed that 
culture is “that complex whole which includes 
knowledge, belief, art, moral, law, custom, and 
any other capabilities and habits acquired by man 
as a member of society” (id.: 1). An extended 
form of this definition more than a century later 
is offered by Schein (1992, p. 12) who described 
culture as “[a] pattern of shared basic assumptions 
that the group learned as it solved its problems of 
external adaptation and internal integration, that 
had worked well enough to be considered valid, 
and therefore, to be taught to new members as the 
correct way to perceive, think and feel in relation 
to those problems”. Schein (1985) argued that 
culture is composed of three dimensions – as-
sumptions, values and artifacts. Sharimllah Devi 
et al. (2007, p. 61) define assumptions as “widely 
held, ingrained subconscious view of human 
nature and social relationships that are taken for 

granted”. Values represent preferences for alter-
native outcomes and ways to achieve them, and 
just like physiological and psychosocial needs, 
are part of man’s essence. Artifacts embrace the 
more visible, tangible and audible manifestations 
of culture that include rituals, slogans, traditions 
and myths.

As mentioned before, different levels of culture 
exist. Hofstede (1997), who stressed that we do 
not inherit the culture, but we learn it, enumerated 
six different layers of culture or, as he wrote, of 
“mental programming”. The sixth is that of orga-
nizational culture. According to Hofstede (1997, 
p. 18) “corporate culture is a soft, holistic concept 
with, however, presumed hard consequences”. 
Cameron and Quinn (1999, p. 15) went deeper 
into the concept and defined organizational culture 
as a reflection of “what is valued, the dominant 
leadership style, the language and symbols, the 
procedures and routines, and the definitions of 
success that make an organization unique”. Tavčar 
and Biloslavo describe organizational culture 
as “a set of all artifacts of employees’ behavior, 
including values and basic underlying assump-
tions which coordinate this behavior” (Biloslavo, 
2006, p. 122). For Hatch and Schultz (1997, p. 
363) organizational culture “forms the context 
within which identity is established, maintained 
and changed and corporate attempts to manipulate 
and use it are interpreted, assessed and ultimately 
accepted, altered or rejected”. Referring to these 
definitions, we can conclude that organizational 
culture is a set of explicit and implicit rules of 
what is and is not acceptable behavior in an or-
ganization, influenced by core values, norms and 
underlying assumptions.

Kotter and Heskett (1992) wrote that organiza-
tional culture has two levels, which differ in terms 
of their visibility and their resistance to change. 
The first level is almost invisible and consists 
of values shared by the people, which are hard 
to change. People are usually unaware of values 
they share and this is the reason they prefer the 
current state. The second level is more visible and 
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easier to change, because it represents behavior 
patterns that exist in the organization and which 
employees – old and new – follow. The two levels 
are strongly connected and influence each other.

In respect to the fact that “values are both more 
accessible than assumptions and more reliable than 
artifacts” (Howard, 1998, p. 233), organizational 
values are seen as the most suitable manifestation 
of organizational culture from the point of view 
of culture research. Lamond (2003, p. 47) came 
to the conclusion that organizational values differ 
from wider cultural values and “should be seen 
as more specific conceptions of the desirable by 
which organizational members, individually and 
collectively, judge the organization’s end states, 
and methods of reaching them, as desirable or not”.

Handy (1976) was the first scholar who went 
deeper into exploring the nature of different 
organizational culture, referring to the work of 
Roger Harrison. According to them both, four 
main types of organizational culture exist and 
these are: power culture, role culture, task culture, 
and person culture (Handy, 1993). Their work 
was continued by Deal and Kennedy (1982), who 
also defined four types of culture based on two 
criteria – speed of feedback and level of risk. The 
work-hard play-hard culture, tough-guy macho 
culture, process culture, and bet-the-company 
culture were formulated. In the meantime, other 
scholars have tried developing new models, also 
deriving knowledge from psychology. Starting 
with the Jungian framework for identifying per-
sonality types in 1923 and continuing with the 
work of different psychologists (Myers, Briggs 
and others), it is now known that most of us form 
similar categories for organizing information in 
our minds, and this is called the psychological 
archetype (Cameron & Quinn, 1999). Referring 
to the latter, such underlying archetypes influence 
interpretations of cultural information in orga-
nizations, and also the way of experiencing and 
transmitting culture (Cameron & Freeman, 1991). 
This was the basis for Quinn and Rohrbaugh’s 
competitive values model of organizational ef-

fectiveness presented in 1981, later renamed 
Competing Values Framework (CVF).

With statistical analysis two major dimensions 
were found that divided indicators into four main 
groups (so called core dimensions). The first 
dimension divides effectiveness criteria into two 
groups – one emphasizes flexibility, individuality, 
and spontaneity (a more organic view), the other, 
stability, order, and control (a more mechanistic 
view). The second dimension has effectiveness 
criteria which stress an internal orientation, 
smoothing activities, and integration on one side, 
and external orientation, competition and dif-
ferentiation on the other. These two dimensions 
form four quadrants that represent a distinct set 
of organizational effectiveness criteria of what is 
valued in a certain type of organization or more 
explicitly - culture.

That is why, Quinn and Rohrbaugh named 
these quadrants hierarchy, market, clan, and 
adhocracy. The hierarchy culture type represents 
a well-structured and formalized organization, 
where formal procedures, rules, policies and clear 
expectations bind the organization together. The 
main strategic tasks are maintaining the stability 
and smooth-running of the organization which will 
ensure the organization’s efficiency. This culture 
type is very similar to the bureaucratic organization 
which Max Weber created. The market culture 
type represents an organization as a market. This 
means it is open to the external environment and 
there are numerous transactions which enable the 
organization to gain competitive advantage and 
market leadership. Such an organization is strictly 
goal oriented and operates by market rules. The 
main values are competitiveness and productivity. 
The clan culture type is like an extended family 
where everyone takes care of each other, and it 
is a nice place to work. Such an organization is 
therefore tightly connected and teamwork prevails. 
The main strategic objectives are building the 
commitment through mentorship which enables 
personal growth and a positive working climate. 
The adhocracy culture type is a very dynamic and 
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creative place to be. Therefore the organization is 
very flexible, which enables innovations, growth 
and the gaining of new resources (id. 33-40).

However, we need to emphasize that each cul-
tural type has its own weaknesses and strengths, 
and one is not better than another. For that reason, 
some authors as Grey and Densten (2005) have 
come to the conclusion that effective organizations 
present all four organizational culture types in a 
“balanced” measure. It is important to mention 
that CVF is also used as a guide for change and 
therefore another dimension is significant – the 
dimension of dynamics which separates quadrants 
on the basis of speed (how quickly?) and scope 
(how much?) of needed action for change from 
one to another. Therefore, changes from the lower 
left quadrant to the upper right quadrant can be 
incremental to transformational (i.e. a question of 
magnitude), and from the lower right corner to 
the upper left corner fast to long-term (i.e. a ques-
tion of velocity) (Quinn et al., 2006). To be able 
to measure and to define organizational cultures, 
Cameron developed a CVF culture questionnaire 
with a six-item ipsative measure (Quinn, 1988, 
pp. 142-143). Each item has four descriptions of 
organization and respondents are asked to dis-
tribute 100 points among them. This distribution 
shows the respondent’s view of the organization.

Different empirical research studies have found 
that CVF has both face and empirical validity, 
and helps incorporate many of the dimensions 
of organizational culture proposed by various 
researchers (see Goodman et al., 2001; Kwan & 
Walker, 2004; Lamond, 2003; Zammuto et al., 
1999). Howard (1998) in his study concludes 
that the CVF perspective provides a valid metric 
for understanding organizational cultures. It is 
based upon these arguments that we adopted the 
CVF to measure the organizational culture of the 
HEIs under study.

Knowledge

Knowledge may be defined as contextualised 
information, experience, perspectives and insights 
that provide a framework from which to evaluate 
the events of the world and act upon them (Daven-
port & Prusak, 1998). Steyn (2004, p. 617) furthers 
this definition by stating that knowledge is “the 
personal ability to interpret information through a 
process of giving meaning to the information and 
an attitude of wanting to do so”. It originates and 
is applied in the minds of people, is essentially 
related to human action and is context specific 
and relational. It is dynamic in nature due to its 
constant changes. We consider that knowledge 
provides an individual or group with the capacity 
to act, and it is developed through formal learning, 
practical hands-on experience and socialization. 
Knowledge is anchored in the beliefs of its holder. 
Core of individual’s knowledge is therefore hard 
to capture in words or in any other unequivocal 
explicit symbols. For this reason corporate data-
bases and ICT infrastructure that support infor-
mation exchange and storage cannot be the sole 
element of KM. KM needs to encompass broader 
issues that include people, process, technology 
and culture (Kakabadse et al., 2001).

Drucker (2001, p. 287) wrote that “knowledge 
is not impersonal, like money. It does not reside 
in a book, a databank, a software program; they 
contain only information. It is always embodied in 
a person, carried by a person; created, augmented, 
or improved by a person; applied by a person; 
taught and passed on by a person; used or misused 
by a person.” Drucker implicitly described two 
types of knowledge in this definition – tacit and 
explicit. The first scholar, who argued that there 
is a clear distinction between explicit knowledge 
and tacit knowledge, was Michael Polanyi, who 
established that we know much more than we can 
say (Gamble & Blackwell, 2001). The ‘explicit’ 
dimension of knowledge is easily codified, com-
municable and transferable as it can be expressed 
in words, drawings and numbers. It is absorbed by 
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organizations by abstracting it from the individu-
als who possess it and embedded into the writ-
ten strategies, structures, policies and norms of 
organizations (Krome-Hamilton, 2005/2006). The 
‘tacit’ dimension of an individual’s knowledge is 
“sticky knowledge” (Szulanski, 1996) embedded 
in individual action (i.e., skills, habits and expe-
rience) and cognition (i.e., values, perspectives 
and insights) that is context-specific, difficult to 
communicate and even more difficult to transfer. It 
is important to recognize that explicit knowledge 
represents only the tip of the iceberg of an entire 
body of knowledge (Roth, 2003) and cannot be of 
practical use if individuals do not simultaneously 
apply relevant tacit knowledge represented by their 
own experience and contextual understanding.

Besides individual knowledge we can also 
define organizational knowledge. Tsoukas (2001, 
p. 983) defines organizational knowledge as 
“the capability members of an organization have 
developed to draw distinctions in the process of 
carrying out their work, in a particular concrete 
context, by enacting sets of generalizations (propo-
sitional statements) whose application depends on 
historically evolved collective understandings and 
experiences”. Starbuck (1992) sees it as “stocks of 
expertise”, which an organization has, uses, sells 
or elevates. Knowledge becomes organizational 
knowledge when there are processes in place to 
transform tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge, 
allowing others in the organization to use it for 
decision making (Broadbent, 1998). Basically 
knowledge creation in organizations is the pro-
cess of mobilizing tacit knowledge possessed by 
individuals in the form of cognition (Kolb, 1984) 
and practical skills (Brown & Duguid, 1991), and 
transferring it to the knowledge stock embedded 
in computer supported knowledge repositories, 
organizational practices and organizational cul-
ture (Krome-Hamilton, 2005/2006). It can also 
be concluded that organizational knowledge is 
a strategic asset of an organization and properly 
managed can represent a source of competitive 
advantage for any type of organization.

Knowledge Management Processes

Leading on from the above discussion, we can say 
that knowledge management enables and supports 
knowledge creation and its application in organiza-
tions. Knowledge management starts and finishes 
with the individual, and through it members of 
an organization develop new job-related techni-
cal, normative or procedural knowledge, or new 
interpersonal skills, while at the organizational 
level they collectively develop new, or update 
existing, organizational products, practices, and/
or organizational values. KM is thus composed 
of different processes.

Several scholars have defined KM processes, 
starting with the SECI model by Nonaka and 
Takeuchi (1995). They described how to convert 
different forms of knowledge with four modes, 
which they named socialization (from tacit to 
tacit), externalization (from tacit to explicit), 
combination (from explicit to explicit), and inter-
nalization (from explicit to tacit). Because knowl-
edge creation is an ongoing process, a constant 
interaction between tacit and explicit through 
the four modes, a spiral of knowledge is formed.

Another model is that of Demerest, as one 
of the so-called socially constructed models, it 
“views knowledge as being intrinsically linked 
to the social and learning processes within the 
organization” (McAdam & McCreedy, 1999, p. 
102). The model emphasises social interaction and 
describes four processes – knowledge construc-
tion, embodiment, dissemination, and use.

We also propose a model based on four pro-
cesses: knowledge generation, storage, transfer, 
and application. While we present the four pro-
cesses in successive manner for convenience of 
discussion, we emphasize that there exists consid-
erable interdependency among them. First, new 
knowledge can be created or acquired within the 
knowledge generation process. Knowledge is, in 
the first place, always created at the individual 
level by combining existing knowledge, which 
is comprised partly of knowledge that the indi-
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vidual already possesses, partly of knowledge 
available to the individual from others in hard 
copy, electronic format or different other forms of 
artifacts and partly of knowledge available to the 
individual from his/her interactions with others. 
It is, for various reasons, sometimes easier and 
cheaper for an organization to go and search for 
external knowledge. External knowledge is avail-
able in different forms from experts, consultants, 
business partners (i.e., suppliers, customers and 
even competitors), and can be bought or leased. 
Internally or externally generated knowledge can 
then be linked, combined and integrated as to add 
more value to organization’s stakeholders.

New knowledge that is created in the knowl-
edge generation process needs to be stored for 
later use as an organizational memory. The process 
of knowledge storage involves finding ways of 
converting documents, models, human insights 
and other artifacts into forms that make retrieval 
and transfer easy without losing the ‘true meaning’ 
of the knowledge. This can be done with the use 
of information technology such as, for example, 
with the development of repositories or maps of 
an organization’s knowledge about its custom-
ers, projects, processes, suppliers, competitors, 
technology and the organization’s knowledge 
itself. Having said this, we need to bear in mind 
that information technology can effectively deal 
with only a small part of the entire body of orga-
nizational knowledge (i.e., only that knowledge 
which is explicit), the bulk of organizational 
knowledge is stored in the form of organizational 
routines, operating paradigms, power structures 
and organizational culture (i.e. implicit collective 
knowledge).

Unfortunately, “the mere possession of po-
tentially valuable knowledge somewhere within 
an organization does not necessarily mean that 
other parts of the organization benefit from this 
knowledge” (Szulanski, 2000, p.10). To overcome 
this problem, an organization needs to find a way 
to make barriers to knowledge transfer more per-
meable. We can identify two generic knowledge 

transfer strategies: ‘push’ and ‘pull’ (Davenport 
& Prusak, 1997). The ‘push strategy’ is charac-
terized by a central provider who decides which 
knowledge is to be distributed to whom, while in 
the ‘pull strategy’ it is the user who judges what 
knowledge he/she needs. One key finding of recent 
research in KM is that for effective knowledge 
transfer a high level of interpersonal trust is 
needed (Andrews & Delahaye, 2000; Davenport 
& Prusak, 1998; Hislop, 2005; Maznevski & 
Chudoba, 2000; Newell & Swan, 2000; Roberts, 
2000). Without trust, no organization’s policy 
or system (i.e., its control and reward system or 
information system) can successfully mitigate 
barriers that exist between individuals, groups, 
departments or projects.

Ultimately, without knowledge application, all 
the aforementioned processes are of little value. 
Only through the application of knowledge can an 
organization ensure that its knowledge amounts 
to a viable source of sustainable competitive 
advantage. To be of value to the organization’s 
stakeholders, organizational knowledge needs to 
be transformed into more effective and efficient 
organizational processes, better products or both.

We can conclude that “KM processes are 
heavily influenced by the social settings in which 
they are embedded and are subject to various 
interpretations based upon organizational norms 
and social interactions among individuals” (Alavi 
et al., 2006, p. 193).

Organizational Culture 
and KM Processes

Bell DeTienne et al. (2004) wrote that organi-
zational culture impacts not only on actions and 
relationships of everyone in an organization, but 
also on the management of knowledge. Alvesson 
and Kärreman (2001) and McDermott (1999) came 
to the conclusion based on their own research that 
managing knowledge partly becomes a matter 
of managing organizational culture. A similar 
opinion is held by Gayle et al. (2003, p. 41) who 
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argue that “culture may be viewed as both the 
framework that influences, and is influenced by 
decision making and by the behavior of people 
making these decisions”.

Ribiere and Sitar (2003, p. 41) similarly 
claimed that “organizational culture is the main 
barrier to success or an important precondition [of 
KM initiative failure]” and confirmed their claim 
with results from Pauleen and Mason’s research 
from New Zealand, where 45% of respondents 
indicated organizational culture as the main im-
pediment to knowledge sharing (see also Berman 
Brown & Woodland, 1999; Gold et al., 2001, p. 
189). Gupta et al. (2000, p. 18) argued, that “[o]
ften, organizational culture itself prevents people 
from sharing and disseminating their know-how in 
an effort to hold onto their individual powerbase 
and validity. Determining who knows what in an 
organization itself could be a time consuming and 
daunting task”. The results from the Jarvenpaa and 
Staples’s study (2001) showed that organizational 
culture had a very direct impact on how indi-
viduals perceived the ownership of organizational 
knowledge. In a similar vein O’Dell and Grayson 
see organizational culture as “a key driver and 
inhibitor of knowledge sharing” (in Rollett, 2003, 
p. 24), and Geng et al. (2004, p. 1031) wrote that 
“cultural expectations may suggest priorities and 
needs for using knowledge”. However, Alavi et 
al. (2005/06) conducted research that showed that 
the relationship between organizational culture 
and KM is even more complex than we thought, 
because it impacts not only on knowledge sharing 
and seeking but also on everything related to KM 
(i.e. technology selection, the role of KM leaders 
and the expected outcome of KM use.

In their paper, De Long and Fahey (2000) 
argued that culture shapes assumptions about 
which knowledge is important. They even stress 
that not only culture, but particularly subcultures 
heavily influence which knowledge will be fo-
cused on and managed. Because culture is a set 
of explicit and implicit rules, we can suppose that 
it also influences the distribution of knowledge 

throughout the organization that is between the 
organization and individuals. Regarding the latter, 
it is obvious that culture has a great impact on 
social interactions in organizations. If employees 
can freely socialize and communicate and do not 
feel pressured by the rules, we can assume that this 
has a positive effect on knowledge processes and 
consequently on organizational success. Lastly, 
culture dictates who will be the source of new 
knowledge – internal or external environment. The 
organization can adopt it from external sources 
(often structured knowledge) or can create it 
internally with the information from the external 
environment and then interpret it “in the context 
of the firm’s existing knowledge to create new 
knowledge that becomes a basis for action” (De 
Long & Fahey, 2000, p. 123).

In a similar way we can understand Chin-
Loy’s (2003) argument that since organizational 
culture influences decision making, management 
style, employee relations and behavior pattern 
in the organizations, any KM initiatives must 
match the organizational culture. Lawson (2003) 
summarized findings of several researches and 
found out that “for the effective implementation 
of knowledge management a certain culture type 
must be present in an organization” (id. 28) or as 
she wrote “cultural dimensions” like sharing, flex-
ibility, collaboration, trust, learning and innovation 
(id. 43; see also Manville & Foote, 1996; Park et 
al., 2004). This implies that a strong relationship 
between organizational culture and knowledge 
management processes exists.

ISSUES, CONTROVERSIES, 
PROBLEMS

Higher Education in State of Flux

Higher educational institutions are complex 
political systems where the varying interests of 
stakeholders are in constant flux (Mintzberg, 
1983) because of the changes in global and also 
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local environment (i.e. funding, accountability, 
conditions of academic work, open boarders 
and higher/smaller numbers of students) (see 
also Deem, 2003). While, as one might expect, 
there are different and contradictory emphases 
in priorities depending on different stakehold-
ers’ interests and local culture, the actual sense 
of unease within HE is not limited to one or few 
countries but is a global phenomena as explained 
by Sir Christopher Ball (1990, p.190) almost two 
decades ago: “Many nations, rich or poor, in each 
of the three worlds and all of the five continents, 
exemplify the interesting modern paradox of dis-
satisfaction with their systems of education and 
desire to increase educational opportunities. They 
seek both “more” and “different” … This creative 
dissatisfaction is the result of social, political 
and economical pressures. The most important 
of these are the issues of wealth creation, equity 
and cost.” At the same time we cannot change 
HEIs overnight if we want to preserve their role 
as the storehouse of past erudition and the creator 
of new knowledge.

Traditionally, universities have been consid-
ered to be ‘bureaucratic’ institutions (Mintzberg, 
1983) and, more specifically, professional bu-
reaucracies. Chubb and Moe (1990), for example, 
have described schools and educational systems 
as being the most rigid, unresponsive and bu-
reaucratic of institutions. Organization that can 
be defined as professional bureaucracies have a 
clear division of labor tasks (e.g. in HEIs we can 
find a clear division between different departments 
and research areas), clearly defined authority and 
responsibility (i.e. in a HEI a tenured professor has 
considerable autonomy whereas a young research 
assistant needs to be very careful what he or she 
says or does), and a strong emphasis on formal 
expertise (i.e. in HEI there is a clear differentia-
tion between an assistant professor, an associate 
professor and a full professor in terms of their 
status, their assumed range and grasp of specific 
knowledge domains and their power within the 
organization). On the one hand, the procedures 

are standard, but also complex, but on the other, 
there are high levels of professionalism and pro-
fessional autonomy and expertise has authority 
(Martin & Marion, 2005).

Weick (1976) claims that HEIs are a good 
example of loosely coupled systems which means 
that there is a kind of connection between the parts 
but at the same time each part has its own orien-
tation and identity (i.e. departments, programs, 
teaching, research, courses as well as professors are 
largely independent from each other). Therefore 
there is a common idea or strategy that holds HEI 
together but at the same time different actors start 
many different actions, projects etc., which can 
be more or less in line with the main orientation 
of the HEI. As to preserve the common orienta-
tion HEIs developed a kind of formal collective 
process where new ideas receive support or are 
dampened based on their fitness with the system 
(Mintzberg, 2007). Unfortunately this process is 
almost entirely subjective and some good ideas and 
initiatives will not pass because misunderstood, 
novel or politically threatening. Basically the 
same thing happens also with the new knowledge 
development and application.

Giroux (2003), referring to Hoftstadter, pointed 
out three interesting points about HE:

• HE, for many educators, represents the 
central site for keeping alive the tension 
between market values and those values 
representative of civil society (more tacit).

• The growing importance of corporate cul-
ture has, at least in USA, begun to uproot 
the legacy of democracy, and the rights 
that have historically defined the purpose 
of HE.

• HE is becoming more and more profit-ori-
ented and corporations are more willing to 
provide resources.

Serban and Luan (2002, p. 1) claim that “col-
leges and universities exist to create and share 
knowledge”. HEIs are about the creation, transfor-
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mation and transmission of knowledge (Laudon & 
Laudon, 1999) or as Clark (1984, p.107) would say 
“clusters of professionals tending various bundles 
of knowledge”. Therefore the greatest challenge to 
modern HEIs is to meet the needs of the academic 
staff who are simultaneously developers, users, 
and carriers of high level knowledge, and genera-
tors and learners of new knowledge. Under the 
relentless pressure of different forms of e-learning 
and virtual universities on one side and budget 
constraints on the other, HEIs are in the process of 
transforming themselves from ‘bricks and mortar’ 
to ‘bricks and click’ cost-sensitive organizations. 
Given these circumstances we believe effective 
knowledge management is of vital importance for 
increasing the quality and efficiency of education 
and research, for retaining the best professors and 
researchers, for developing new curricula, for 
improving cost efficiency and for exceeding the 
limits of time and space allowing for the fulfillment 
of student expectations anywhere and at anytime.

Organizational Culture, KM 
Processes and HEIs

The main purpose of KM, according to Wiig 
(1997), is maximization of the organization’s 
knowledge-related effectiveness and returns from 
its knowledge assets and their constant renewal. In 
the era of globalization, information and commu-
nication technology, and constant environmental 
change, knowledge and especially the ability to 
manage knowledge has become the most important 
component of organizational success for all types 
of organizations. Sallis and Jones (2002) argue 
that in the 21st century the most successful orga-
nizations will be those that are to use information 
and manage it wisely in order to create sustained 
additional value for their stakeholders. This also 
refers to HEIs. Geng et al. (2005, p. 1032) share 
a similar opinion as they see knowledge manage-
ment in HE “as the art of increasing value from 
selected knowledge assets”, which could improve 
its effectiveness.

Joseph (2001) defines KM from the perspec-
tive of HEIs as a process where organizations 
formulate ways in the attempt to recognize and 
archive assets within the institutions that are de-
rived from the employees/academics of various 
departments of faculties, and in some cases, even 
from other organizations that share similar areas of 
interest. Knowledge in HE can be found in many 
forms or, as Geng et al. (2005, p. 1032) argue, 
two types – scholarly and operational. Scholarly 
knowledge is expressed through teaching, research 
documentation, publications, conferences, patents, 
and service activities. Operational knowledge 
becomes explicit through employees who also 
provide support functions and services.

HEIs are specific, because knowledge is their 
input and also output. Wiig (1997, p. 7) claims that 
“faculties within universities and other learning 
institutions have been concerned about knowledge 
transfer processes and the creation and application 
of knowledge for several millennia”. Similarly, 
Rowley (2000) writes that the educational sector 
has always been recognized as the focal point for 
various knowledge processes, namely, knowledge 
creation, dissemination and learning.

Tippins (2003) stressed that managing knowl-
edge in HE is often very difficult because of 
several bureaucratic and cultural factors which 
present obstacles. Referring to several scholars 
he explained:

• Knowledge is considered as private prop-
erty and not as an asset with a value.

• Knowledge is considered as a possible 
source of differentiation or power, but usu-
ally this has the opposite effect.

• There is a lack of interest because of com-
placency and disengagement from the 
learning process. This usually influences 
the promotion process.

• HE members possess different levels 
of knowledge stores and capabilities. 
Although willingness to give an explana-
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tion exists, the explanation would not be 
sufficient because of the lack of knowledge.

• There is a lack of social interaction which 
influences effectiveness of the communi-
cation process and the creation of social 
networks.

• Unawareness of where to look or what to 
seek (i.e. seminars are offered, but not well 
attended).

• Time and resource constraints (i.e. every-
thing is available apart from time).

It is our contention that the main obstacle to 
effective implementation of knowledge manage-
ment in HEIs is the basic nature of these orga-
nizations. Although it is generally accepted that 
knowledge is an asset that increases in value when 
shared by individuals it is interesting to observe 
that many faculty members consider knowledge 
to be their private property (Wind & Main, 1999). 
Knowledge is considered a possible source of 
individual differentiation (Wiig, 1993) that gives 
power to whomever possesses it. Srikanthan and 
Dalrymple (2002) claim that “typical current cul-
ture in higher education is bureaucratic in nature, 
more prone to conflict than collaboration”. Some 
negative implications of such a view are:

• knowledge is not shared freely between 
faculty members and in some cases knowl-
edge may even be lost,

• knowledge is not enriched by different per-
spectives from different fields of study and 
in this way educational standards may be 
compromised or, at least, opportunities to 
generate new knowledge are foregone.

White and Weathersby (2005) state that, in 
HEIs, persistent obstacles exist that hinder the 
development of learning communities. In practice, 
these obstacles include a high need for individual 
autonomy, varying conceptions and understand-
ing of knowledge, internal competition, negative 
aspects of expert status and posturing, and the 

significant use of electronic, relatively impersonal 
modes of communication (Tippins, 2003).

We can conclude that although HEIs are edu-
cational and research institutions at the same time, 
and therefore knowledge is their main input and 
also output, the impact of organizational culture 
on KM processes is still very strong. This does not 
differentiate HE institutions from other organiza-
tions on the contrary it reinforces the notion that 
HE institutions are the ideal place for considering 
and researching KM processes.

Empirical Research

Sampling Approach

Regarding the institutions selected we employed 
two criteria. The first criterion was a track record 
of student enrolment in the last decade. The sec-
ond criterion was an extension of use of ICT to 
support learning and teaching processes within a 
HEI. The former criterion was chosen based on the 
supposition that HEIs with a good track record of 
student enrolment are more willing to undertake 
such a research than HEIs with a bad track record 
of student enrolment, which are more focused on 
solving their day-to-day funds related difficul-
ties. The later criterion was chosen based on the 
proposition that ICT has an important impact on 
effectiveness of KM processes (Syed-Ikhsan & 
Rowland, 2004). ICT can give an important sup-
port to explicit knowledge storage and transfer. 
Yet at the same time, with the intensive use of 
ICT, faculty can work from home and commute 
to work only when necessary. Therefore, social 
networks are harder to develop and as a result, 
so too are the conditions for effective knowledge 
creation (i.e. especially is difficult to build trust 
between co-workers). Based on the above stated 
criteria, we selected three business faculties (each 
one is part of different university), a faculty of 
organizational sciences, a faculty of social sci-
ences, and a faculty of sport.
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Before sending a questionnaire to the selected 
HEIs we asked their deans for their permission to 
conduct our study. Sadly, only two of them gave 
us permission to proceed - a faculty of business 
(HEI1), and a faculty of sport (HEI2). However, 
the explanations of other four deans for rejecting 
our request were very interesting and show the 
current atmosphere in Slovenian HE:

• “If we allow you to do your study in our 
institution it will reveal too much about 
ourselves and based on that we can lose 
our competitive advantage or other HE 
institutions can use your data to gain an 
advantage over us.” (Dean of the business 
faculty 1)

• “Data within your study are so important 
and sensitive, and therefore crucial for our 
institution, that I cannot allow your study 
to be done. We do not trust you because 
some members of your team could take ad-
vantage of it.” (Dean of the business fac-
ulty 2)

• “We had a similar study which was done 
in several stages – as a real project - and 
there is no need to bother my employees 
with another one. And also, this is not the 
right time for doing such research because 
my colleagues have better things to do.” 
(Dean of the faculty of social sciences)

• “Your research will burden my colleagues 
even more. We have a lot of problems right 
now even without your research. It would 
be hard to answer these questions. I am 
sorry, but you will have to collect data in 
another way.” (Dean of the faculty of or-
ganizational sciences)

As can be seen from the statements above, 
these deans believe that the data collected during 
this kind of research are strategically sensitive and 
it is implied that they also believe organizational 
culture and KM processes can represent a source 
of competitive advantage, whether is or is not this 

to be true in their case. These statements again 
confirm that organizational culture and KM pro-
cesses are seen as critical for an HE institution’s 
success in the globalized higher education market.

At the time the study was conducted, the 
business faculty (HEI1) had 37 full- and 53 part 
time members of academic staff. The faculty of 
sport (HEI2) had 78 full- and 34 part-time mem-
bers of academic staff. All of these individuals 
were involved in the study. However, we did 
not include the administrative staff in our study 
since it is our contention that the members of the 
academic staff are those most actively involved 
in issues pertaining to KM processes (Chaudhry 
& Higgins, 2003; Luby, 1999). The academic 
staff is responsible for generating knowledge via 
research, and for disseminating knowledge via 
lecturing and consulting.

We sent the questionnaire to the academic 
staff of both institutions by email in May 2007. 
We asked them if they preferred to get a printed 
version of it. If answer was positive we sent a 
printed version of the questionnaire by regular 
mail the second day after we got the email reply.

The Questionnaire

The research was grounded in two stages. Firstly, 
the questionnaire was piloted on a sample of fac-
ulty from our own higher education institution in 
order to test its appropriateness, readability and 
comprehensiveness. The second stage comprised 
the design and implementation of the study.

The research instrument was based on work 
by Wilkens et al. (2004), translated into Slovene 
and elaborated to reflect current conditions in 
the Slovenian higher educational sector. Initially, 
we tested the questionnaire on a small sample of 
academics, refined it and conducted a pilot survey 
in our own institution. The initial questionnaire 
was structured around four basic KM processes 
and consisted of 37 statements designed to elicit 
responses on a six-point Likert-type scale ranging 
from 1 (very strongly disagree) to 6 (very strongly 
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agree). After piloting the questionnaire we adjusted 
some statements as to improve its readability.

The final questionnaire consisted of three sec-
tions, the details of which are explained below:

1.  Section 1 contains Organizational Culture 
Assessment Instrument (OCAI) developed 
and validated by Cameron and Quinn (1999) 
based on the theoretical model of CVF. 
The OCAI consists of six questions. Each 
question has four alternatives. By dividing 
100 points among these four alternatives 
we can assess which type of organizational 
culture according to CVF is present in the 
organization. The list of six content dimen-
sions is not comprehensive, but different 
studies have proven it to provide an accurate 
picture of the type of culture that exists in 
an organization.

2.  Section 2 contains questions concerning 
the nature and characteristics of knowledge 
management processes as perceived by the 
academic staff. This part of the question-
naire was divided into four themes relating 
to four knowledge management processes, 
namely the generation, storage, transfer and 
application of knowledge.

3.  The last section contains a limited number of 
questions designed to collect some general 
data about the individual characteristics of 
the respondent (i.e., gender, academic posi-
tion, etc.)

Of the 202 questionnaires distributed, 79 
were returned (55 from HEI1, 24 from HEI2), 
constituting a 39% response rate. After checking 
all the questionnaires returned, we eliminated 1 
questionnaire from organizational culture assess-
ment as some data were missing in the first part. 
We consider the response rate to be low in the 
HEI2. Due to their interest as knowledge creators 
and users, we had incorrectly assumed respondents 
would be eager to collaborate in the research.

The limited sample size does not allow us to 
generalize our results. Despite this limitation, data 
could be compared with results in similar studies 
(Kwan & Walker, 2004; Sharimllah Devi et al., 
2007). However, we would like to emphasize that 
even if limited sample size is a clear limitation 
from a quantitative point of research our results are 
still interesting because they could give us some 
new information that could be lost by averaging 
within the big sample. As such they could open 
some new directions for further research and 
hypothesis testing.

Data were analyzed with SPSS 13.0 for descrip-
tive statistics and reliability analysis.

Sample Characteristics

Table 1 presents the respondents’ characteristics. 
Of the respondents in the sample, 24% had been 
employed in HE1 and 92% in the HEI2 for 5 
years or more. The years of work experience in 
this particular organization is relevant because 
in an expert organization such as a HEI, knowl-
edge management processes are complex and 
we assume that respondents with longer work 
experience can better recognize some of the soft, 
‘fuzzy’ elements of these processes hidden behind 
people’s formal and informal relationships and 
modes of communication.

There is a significant discrepancy between the 
sample and the population regarding job status. 
In the sample, 60% of respondents in the HEI1 
and 96% in the HEI2 were employed in either a 
full-time capacity or had appointments that were 
in excess of 50% full-time status, while in the 
whole employee population only 41% of staff in 
the HEI1 and 70% in the HEI2 were in either of 
these categories. It could be assumed that respon-
dents with full time or more than 50% full time 
positions form a more cohesive group with more 
commonly shared goals and values compared to 
those who are employed for less than 50% full-
time positions or on a contractual basis. These 
full-time academic staff members have more 
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personal interest in and commitment to the long-
term success of the organization than others and 
are therefore more likely to be interested in 
knowledge management processes and hence in 
the results of our study as well.

The most important difference between the 
two samples can be found in the number of days 
that employees spend at each institution. In the 
case of HEI1 we can see that we have more or 
less equal distribution of employees who spend 
less than 1 day at the institution, 1 to 2 days, 2 
to 3 days, and more than 3 days. Such a limited 
presence of these employees at the institution 
is likely to limit trust building and also inhibit 
knowledge sharing at least when we talk about 

knowledge, particularly the sharing of knowledge 
through face-to-face communication. In contrast 
to HEI1, in the HEI2 all respondents spend more 
than 3 days at the institution, which we believe 
can positively influence trust building among 
them if the proper cultural values are in place 
and this is not just a result of the organization’s 
policy requirement.

Results

The results of our study are interesting, but should 
be considered in light of the inherent limitations 
that have been mentioned above.

Table 1. Demographic information of the two HEIs 

HEI 1 HEI 2

Sample of respondents (n =55) Sample of respondents (n =24)

f % f %

Gender

male 33 60 20 83

female 22 40 4 17

Academic title

teaching assistant 18 33 9 37,5

lecturer 15 27 0 0

senior lecturer 8 15 0 0

assistant professor 9 16 3 12,5

associate professor 5 9 10 42

professor 0 0 2 8

Employment era at HEI

less than 5 years 42 76 2 8

5 years or more 13 24 22 92

Type of employment:

full time 33 60 23 96

half-time 5 9 0 0

contract 5 9 1 4

I weekly spend at HEI (in average)

less than a day 15 27 0 0

1 – 2 days 12 22 0 0

2 – 3 days 14 25,5 0 0

more than 3 days 14 25,5 24 100
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Tables 2 to 5 provide descriptive statistics 
and also validity tests. Cronbach’s alpha was 
used to assess the reliability of the instrument. 
All constructs had an alpha value of greater that 
0.7, ranging from 0.828 to 0.872. For convergent 
validity, items having item-to-total correlation 
scores lower than 0.4 were dropped from further 
analysis. Ten items relating to different KM pro-
cesses had an item-to-total correlation of less than 
0.4 and thus were eliminated from further analysis. 
A study was then performed on the 27 items that 
measured the four KM processes. (Table 2, Table 
3, Table 4, Table 5)

The average means of the four KM processes 
in the HEI1 vary quite significantly as it goes 
from the highest value of 4.22 for knowledge 
generation to the lowest value of 2.1 for the 
knowledge storage, with the other two values for 
knowledge transfer and application both above 
3. On the other hand, values of the four KM pro-
cesses in the HEI2 do not vary significantly. All 
means are between 3.04 and 3.6. The data reveal 

that the HEI2 is effective in knowledge genera-
tion, and application but it is not so in knowledge 
transfer. In consideration of the scale employed, 
we can define all results above 3 as good and 
results below 3 as poor. Based on that we can see 
that both institutions have good knowledge gen-
eration, application, and transfer. However, be-
tween all four processes only knowledge genera-
tion in HEI1 could be considered to be very good. 
On the other hand the HEI1 has a poor knowledge 
storage.

Table 6 shows the average scores for all the 
cultural types as obtained from the OCAI. These 
scores are presented in Figure 1 for easier com-
parison between the two institutions. Regarding 
organizational culture, we can see that the HEI1 
is characterized by the dominant market culture 
with the presence of all three other cultural types. 
The least present is the clan culture. However, the 
differences between the adhocracy, hierarchy and 
clan culture are quite small. On the other hand, 
the HEI2 is characterized by a hierarchy culture 

Table 2. Statistics for knowledge generation 

Cronbach’s Alpha = 0,835 HEI 1 HEI 2

StatementMy HE institution (HEI) actively supports 
cooperation with other HEIs on joint projects.

Item-
to-total 
correla-

tion0,500

Mean4,2000 Std. Devia-
tion1,63752 Mean3,5833 Std. Devia-

tion1,63964

My HEI constantly benchmarks itself with the best HEI 
from its field. 0,487 4,2545 1,56605 3,2500 1,42188

My HEI regularly includes well-known practitioners in 
its educational process. 0,478 3,9636 1,69928 4,0000 1,47442

My HEI has well developed research activities. 0,668 4,0727 1,41231 3,6667 1,30773

My HEI encourages student involvement in its research 
activities. 0,511 4,2182 1,28655 3,4583 1,35066

My HEI invites world-known academics to give guest 
lectures. 0,640 4,2182 1,43618 3,8750 1,36135

My HEI actively supports publishing of (short) research 
reports. 0,594 4,0364 1,76345 3,5417 1,69344

My HEI encourages its employees to publish their work 
(i.e. monograph, books, text book, …) 0,658 4,8182 1,61120 3,5000 1,50362

Knowledge generation 4,2227 0,26200 3,6094 0,23773

* Agree is the sum of very strongly agree, strongly agree and agree
** Disagree is the sum of very strongly disagree, strongly disagree and disagree
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Table 3. Statistics for knowledge storage 

Cronbach’s Alpha = 0,843 HEI 1 HEI 2

StatementMy HEI regularly stores knowledge 
(has an archive) on the content and implementa-
tion of educational process.

Item-
to-total 
correla-

tion0,773

Mean2,4545 Std. Devia-
tion2,22626 Mean3,7917 Std. Devia-

tion1,53167

My HEI regularly stores knowledge (has an archive) 
on the content and implementation of research 
projects.

0,736 2,3636 2,32828 3,7917 1,55980

My HEI has a well-structured documentation of 
employees’ 
competencies and achievements.

0,662 2,2182 2,07891 2,8333 1,60615

My HEI has an archive of most important lectures 
and researches as examples of best practices. 0,549 1,4000 1,71702 2,7917 1,91059

Knowledge storage 2,1091 0,48265 3,3021 0,56558

* Agree is the sum of very strongly agree, strongly agree and agree
** Disagree is the sum of very strongly disagree, strongly disagree and disagree

Table 4. Statistics for knowledge transfer 

Cronbach’s Alpha = 0,828 HEI 1 HEI 2

StatementMy HEI has an efficient system of coaching 
and mentoring young academics.

Item-
to-total 

correla-
tion0,512

Mean3,1818 Std. Devia-
tion1,59966 Mean3,4583 Std. Devia-

tion1,38247

My HEI enables young academics to become aware of 
different research topics. 0,571 3,7455 1,62410 3,6250 1,43898

My HEI actively supports participation in multi-disci-
plinary research teams. 0,474 3,6727 1,62224 3,5833 1,21285

My HEI encourages the debate on main concepts and 
terminology from research and educational fields (i.e. 
Wikipedia style).

0,634 3,6545 1,55418 2,9583 1,54580

My HEI regularly organizes presentations and debates 
on research achievements of employees. 0,617 3,9091 1,55483 2,9583 1,42887

My HEI regularly organizes internal educational work-
shops on educational methods and approaches. 0,589 3,6000 1,60555 2,6250 1,55515

My HEI has an effective computer based system for 
accessing and searching in its own knowledge bases. 0,452 3,3636 1,77809 3,3750 1,66322

My HEI has an efficient computer based system to sup-
port collaboration between employees. 0,453 2,5455 1,87398 2,6250 1,78916

My HEI has a lot of space where employees can infor-
mally meet and talk. 0,513 3,2727 1,55700 2,1667 2,01444

Knowledge transfer 3,4384 0,40924 3,0417 0,50561

* Agree is the sum of very strongly agree, strongly agree and agree
** Disagree is the sum of very strongly disagree, strongly disagree and disagree
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Table 5. Statistics for knowledge application 

Cronbach’s Alpha = 0,872 HEI 1 HEI 2

StatementMy HEI successfully applies best prac-
tices in educational process.

Item-
to-total 

correla-
tion0,693

Mean3,7818 Std. Devia-
tion1,41016 Mean4,2083 Std. Devia-

tion1,06237

My HEI successfully applies best practices in research 
projects. 0,708 3,9273 1,46382 3,9583 0,95458

My HEI successfully applies disposable knowledge 
for development of new curricula. 0,668 4,0182 1,54549 3,4583 1,10253

My HEI successfully applies disposable knowledge 
for development of new research projects. 0,687 4,0545 1,35289 3,6250 0,87539

My HEI successfully makes use of disposable intel-
lectual potential. 0,736 3,4909 1,51380 2,9583 1,36666

My HEI successfully applies disposable knowledge 
for promotion of its research and educational potential. 0,565 4,0727 1,56175 3,4167 1,34864

Knowledge application 3,8909 0,22327 3,6042 0,43918

* Agree is the sum of very strongly agree, strongly agree and agree
** Disagree is the sum of very strongly disagree, strongly disagree and disagree

Table 6. Organizational cultural types scores 
based on the CVF 

HEI1 HEI2

The Clan Culture 20 19

The Adhocracy Culture 26 18

The Market Culture 32 27

The Hierarchy Culture 22 36

Figure 1. Organizational cultural types in the two HEIs
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with the difference between the dominant cultural 
type and the clan and adhocracy cultural types, 
notably the least present.

HEI1 has a strong market culture which is in 
line with being a newer institution. It had and still 
has to generate new knowledge (new products 
and services) if it wants to be successful and gain 
competitive advantage. The main aim is to dif-
ferentiate itself from others and to ‘beat them in 
their own game’ without mercy. Organizational 
change within the institution was not incremental 
but rather over night. Namely, it has transformed 
from a small business college to state-known 
faculty with strong international relationships. 
The dominant market culture is, on the other hand, 
well balanced with adhocracy culture. Creative 
and crazy ideas are needed if the organization 
wants to be innovative and break new ground. 
For organizations like HEI1 there is little time at 
their disposal and if they want to create value, 
they have to be fast or proactive. This shows 
HEI1’s extensive use of ICT in support of educa-
tional process. It was the first in the state to include 
e-learning in its educational process (e.g. the e-
classroom) and is constantly developing and 
improving it. We could say that it is on the way 
to another transformation to become a ‘bricks-
and-click’ organization.

Striving for the first position in the market, 
however, is not without casualties. The organiza-
tion is not a very friendly place to work. There 
is a huge employee turnover and people do not 
really know each other because the growth has 
been so fast. The workforce is hired mostly as the 
need arises. This must be changed in the future, 
otherwise there will be harmful consequences. 
Also the results of the KM processes show that the 
organization is very good in knowledge genera-
tion, which shows that it is capable of competing 
on the market and selling its services. Low value 
of knowledge storage process could be the con-
sequence of its fast growth. This could mean that 
organization has lack of employees appointed to 
take care of knowledge storage or lack of proper 

ICT support or simply lack of time because ev-
erything develops too fast. We can conclude that 
higher education sector from this point is no dif-
ferent than the business sector.

In contrast to HEI1, there is HEI2 with its 
dominant hierarchy culture. This was not surpris-
ing because it is a member of a very rigid system 
of our oldest university. Everything has to be in 
order, procedures are well-known and a lot of time 
is needed to change them. Study programs have 
not changed a lot since it was established or, to put 
it in another way, they changed only when there 
was a clear demand (reactive style). Employees 
have to be present at the faculty every day. This 
is in line with Cameron et al. (2006) findings. 
If any changes happen, they happen only when 
they are absolutely necessary and then in a step-
by-step manner. As new knowledge is created 
slowly organization has time to store it, which 
is also supported by many organization’s formal 
policies. However even the most rigid systems 
have to adapt if the environment is changing. 
The HEI2 has realized that it needs to change 
in the near future if it wants to attract students 
and the revenue they bring. HEI2 is trying to 
adapt its programs to the Bologna process and is 
looking for partners to help it to create new and 
attractive study programs. These changes must 
be made quickly to match the pace of emerging 
competition. In Slovenia, as in some other former 
socialist countries in Europe, new faculties and 
new programs spring up almost over night.

The Pearson correlation analysis presented 
in Table 7 shows that a strong correlation exists 
between some cultural types as well as between 
different KM processes. Meanwhile, only clan and 
market culture types have significant correlation 
with KM processes.

It is important to point out that findings of 
Kwan and Walker’s study (2004) in Hong Kong’s 
nine HE institutions confirm that market culture 
is not unusual for new HE institutions just as 
hierarchy culture is not unusual for older HE 
institutions. Sharimllah et al. (2007) conclude 
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from their study in a public university in Malay-
sia that there is a strong correlation between ad-
hocracy and market culture and KM processes. 
Hierarchical culture had the lowest positive cor-
relations with KM processes.

Solutions and Recommendations

From the point of view of KM processes, we can 
see that a significant correlation between knowl-
edge generation, transfer and application exists. 

Table 7. Correlation between organizational culture and KM processes 

Correlations

Clan Adhocracy Market Hierarchy
K_ 

generat
K_ 

storage
K_ 

transfer
K_ 

appl

Clan Pearson Cor-
relation 1 -0,127 -,649(**) -,438(**) ,250(*) ,229(*) ,335(**) ,318(**)

Sig. (2-tailed) 0,269 0,000 0,000 0,028 0,044 0,003 0,005

N 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78

Adhocracy Pearson Cor-
relation -0,127 1 -0,080 -,530(**) 0,195 -0,222 0,134 -0,019

Sig. (2-tailed) 0,269 0,484 0,000 0,087 0,051 0,242 0,872

N 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78

Market Pearson Cor-
relation -,649(**) -0,080 1 -0,121 -0,201 -,309(**) -,358(**) -,286(*)

Sig. (2-tailed) 0,000 0,484 0,290 0,078 0,006 0,001 0,011

N 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78

Hierarchy Pearson Cor-
relation -,438(**) -,530(**) -0,121 1 -,243(*) 0,184 -0,149 -0,076

Sig. (2-tailed) 0,000 0,000 0,290 0,032 0,107 0,192 0,509

N 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78

K_generat Pearson Cor-
relation ,250(*) 0,195 -0,201 -,243(*) 1 0,197 ,497(**) ,722(**)

Sig. (2-tailed) 0,028 0,087 0,078 0,032 0,083 0,000 0,000

N 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78

K_storage Pearson Cor-
relation ,229(*) -0,222 -,309(**) 0,184 0,197 1 ,378(**) ,342(**)

Sig. (2-tailed) 0,044 0,051 0,006 0,107 0,083 0,001 0,002

N 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78

K_transfer Pearson Cor-
relation ,335(**) 0,134 -,358(**) -0,149 ,497(**) ,378(**) 1 ,552(**)

Sig. (2-tailed) 0,003 0,242 0,001 0,192 0,000 0,001 0,000

N 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78

K_appl Pearson Cor-
relation ,318(**) -0,019 -,286(*) -0,076 ,722(**) ,342(**) ,552(**) 1

Sig. (2-tailed) 0,005 0,872 0,011 0,509 0,000 0,002 0,000

N 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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This result can be explained if we understand 
KM processes as interlinked parts of a continuous 
knowledge generation process (i.e. knowledge 
spiral) similar to one proposed by Nonaka and 
Takeuchi (1995). As more knowledge is generated 
within an organization, more knowledge can be 
transferred and in the final stage applied, which 
again creates even more fertile ground for new 
knowledge generation.

On the other hand, we can conclude based on 
the results that no direct correlation exists between 
knowledge generation and knowledge storage, 
which in our opinion demands careful reflection. 
We speculate that a few possible explanations 
exist for such a result. The one that seems the 
most likely to us is that the majority of people 
perceive knowledge storage as a specifically 
designed activity that organizations perform so 
as to transform human capital (i.e. knowledge in 
employees’ heads) into structural capital. From 
that point of view, knowledge storage seems to 
be the most “artificial” among all KM processes 
in the sense that other processes more or less 
”emerge” from individuals in social relationships, 
while knowledge storage is a more “planned” 
or intended process performed by somebody 
outside the subjects indirectly involved in the 
knowledge spiral. Also, it is quite probable that 
in the respondents’ minds knowledge storage is 
primarily linked to explicit knowledge, which is 
going to be digitalized or stored in some tangible 
form. Because of this, respondents unintention-
ally skip the possibility that implicit knowledge 
is stored in form of organizational anecdotes or 
stories, for example.

Based on our results, however, we can conclude 
that knowledge storage is indirectly linked to 
the process of knowledge generation in a similar 
way as we find in Nonaka and Takeuchi’s (1995) 
process of knowledge combination. Knowledge 
stored in different forms within an organization 
is linked together during the execution of tasks 
at hand. Such a conclusion is confirmed by the 

significant correlation that exists among knowl-
edge storage, transfer, and application.

Other results regarding KM processes confirm 
findings from other similar studies. The study’s 
results show that significant correlation either 
among knowledge storage, transfer, and applica-
tion and between knowledge transfer and applica-
tion exists. The amount of knowledge application 
is then indirectly linked to the effectiveness of 
knowledge storage as well as transfer.

The most important difference between our 
study and others is the “missing” link between 
some organizational cultural types and KM pro-
cesses. Different empirical research confirms 
that a positive correlation exist between cultural 
types according to CVF and KM (Lawson, 2003; 
Sharimllah Devi et al., 2007). In our study we found 
that a significant correlation at the 0.01 level exists 
between the clan culture and knowledge transfer, 
and application, and between the market culture 
and knowledge storage, and transfer. Further, we 
found a significant correlation at the 0.05 level 
between the clan culture and knowledge genera-
tion, and storage, between the market culture and 
knowledge application, and between the hierarchy 
culture and knowledge generation. As we can 
also see, with the exception of the clan culture, 
all other correlations are negative. Reasons for 
such results are as follows:

1.  The study’s results confirm that organization-
al culture is a very important organizational 
characteristic in relation to KM processes; 
however, it is not the only one. Gupta and 
Govindarajan (2000) conclude based on their 
research that KM processes are influenced 
by six organizational factors: information 
systems, organizational structure, reward 
systems, processes, people, and leadership. 
Even if we regard some of these factors to 
be cultural artifacts (e.g. structure, reward 
system, processes, leadership), we need to 
consider that organizational characteristics 
can change for various reasons without 
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changes happening in cultural values or 
assumptions, and still these changes affect 
employees’ behavior and therefore directly 
influence KM processes. We can then con-
clude that organizational culture influences 
KM processes not only directly but also 
indirectly through cultural artifacts. At the 
same time there are other organizational 
factors that impact KM processes.

2.  In our study adhocracy does not correlate to 
any one of the KM processes. This is again 
a deviation from other research where this 
cultural type was determined to be the best 
cultural type for new knowledge creation. 
In our opinion this result can be explained 
by the difference in basic values of adhoc-
racy and the basic idea behind KM, which 
assumes that KM processes are purposeful 
and continuous activities performed by the 
organization. Within adhocracy, people have 
a lot of freedom for improvisation and experi-
mentation for developing ‘break-through’ 
knowledge, while knowledge generated 
within KM processes is more incremental 
even if is new for the organization, perhaps 
even for other organizations. Because of the 
continuity and purposefulness of the activi-
ties that we asked about, we also assume they 
cannot be improvised. We still believe that 
the adhocracy cultural type has an important 
influence on developing the rule-breaking 
knowledge but this particular knowledge 
and related psychological processes are not 
part of the KM model, which takes a more 
macro view of knowledge-related processes 
within an organization.

3.  Market culture with its highly demanding 
goals and hard-driving competitiveness is 
not an appropriate place for effective KM 
processes. As the study’s results show, mar-
ket culture is negatively correlated to all KM 
processes, with the exception of knowledge 
generation (i.e. there does not exist statisti-
cally significant correlation). This result can 

be explained by a willingness of employees 
inside such a culture to compete and win, 
as possession of knowledge can give them 
a kind of competitive advantage when they 
hoard it from their co-workers (i.e. reward 
system is based on other goals and not on the 
amount and quality of shared knowledge). 
On the other hand, the same employees do 
not want to apply new knowledge if they are 
uncertain if by applying it they will achieve 
their demanding goals.

4.  Clan culture with its values of care for 
each other and teamwork is based on our 
study the most important cultural type for 
KM processes. Our results show this type 
of organizational culture positively influ-
ences all KM processes. However, even if 
we found that in both HEIs a certain level 
of clan culture exist, from our study as well 
as from other studies, we can come to the 
conclusion that this type of organizational 
culture is not prevalent in HEIs. This could 
therefore form the direction for possible 
future changes in HEIs.

Future Research Directions

Future research could be directed at collecting 
and analyzing responses about KM processes and 
organizational culture across a greater number of 
departments and faculties in order to build up a 
‘true picture’ of the knowledge spiral within HEIs 
and the impact of organizational culture upon 
it. In the future cultural and behavioral issues 
which have a profound effect on successful KM 
implementation can be addressed in more detail 
especially regarding tacit knowledge transfer, new 
knowledge creation and breakthrough innovation. 
Also the relationship between KM processes and 
culture change within HEIs can be addressed, 
maybe by use of the dimension of culture dynam-
ics as proposed by Quinn et al. (2006).

The second stream of research can be more 
oriented to the question of distinction between 
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teaching oriented knowledge and research oriented 
knowledge (Lueddeke, 1998) as well as between 
scholarly and administrative knowledge. In the 
HE we can find either predominantly research or 
teaching oriented universities as well as univer-
sities that try to excel in both. However the last 
ones are often stuck-in-the-middle. Yet could be 
interesting to explore if organizational culture as 
well as KM related processes are different based 
on HEI’s strategic orientation to mostly promote 
research, teaching or both of them equally.

CONCLUSION

The research instrument presented in this study 
enables one to assess the effectiveness of KM 
processes in HEIs and additionally to better rec-
ognize how organizational culture impacts these 
processes. The questionnaire can help HEIs that 
are eager to develop further their KM processes 
in different ways. Firstly, managers of HEIs might 
use the questionnaire developed in the study to 
determine if there is a gap between the optimum 
and the institution’s actual KM effectiveness. HEI 
managers would then be in a position to clearly 
communicate to the academic staff what it is they 
are trying to achieve. Secondly, the question-
naire might be used to determine if there are any 
significant discrepancies between the managers’ 
and the academic staff’s perceptions of KM ef-
fectiveness. If serious gaps do exist, the detailed 
nature of the questionnaire would direct manag-
ers on how to close the gaps. Thirdly, a proposed 
approach of assessing organizational culture and 
KM processes at the same time may also have a 
strategic application. HEI managers might take 
the results of similar studies into account and 
determine whether or not any proposed strategy 
would improve KM processes, and if the proposed 
strategy is feasible with regard to the dominant 
cultural profile.

Given the importance of KM for any expert 
organization, the management of KM processes 

should not be left to chance. Pan and Scarbrough 
(1999) also write that the real challenge for HEIs 
is to develop and continuously maintain a knowl-
edge-enterprising culture whereby employees 
trust each other and therefore feel comfortable 
and motivated to share knowledge. This enables 
them to create new ideas (entrepreneurs) and 
gain appropriate rewards. In a similar vein, Steyn 
(2004, p. 629) writes that if HEIs want to become 
global organizations they will have “to move from 
predominantly collegially networked institutions 
with a limited international learner base and/or 
knowledge base towards the creation of a shared, 
extensive, global knowledge base”.
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ABSTRACT

Managing knowledge is essential to facilitate the 
process of organizational learning and to foster 
organizational culture in which the participants 
are inspired and feel confident to contribute to 
the organization and to enhance competitive 
advantages. The participants develop their capa-
bilities driven by the process of cognition-action 
coupling at individual and collective levels. The 
role of knowledge management is inevitably to 
redesign the organization into an innovative one 
by inspiring the participants to create new values. 
The first topic in this chapter is on the conceptual 
models of business performance, such as our 
basic model of organizational adaptability and 
organizational learning capability model explain-

ing organizational learning process (i.e., cogni-
tion-action coupling process in organizational 
environment). In the second topic, continuity of 
reflexive organizational learning for creating new 
values and the process models of organizational 
learning are discussed for harnessing organiza-
tional learning development (OLD). The final 
important topic is on the relevance of knowledge 
management to organizational learning and to 
technology. Innovation (i.e., knowledge genera-
tion and knowledge generalization) emerges in 
the recursive information processing harnessed 
by technology, which in turn leads to flexibility, 
adaptability of organization and inspires people 
to achieve shared goals. The focus of this chapter 
is placed on the participants of the organization 
who are most important business assets and a 
fundamental aspect in knowledge management 
in redesigning innovative organizations.

Murako Saito
Waseda University, Japan
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INTRODUCTION

It is by the strategic application of knowledge 
management underpinned by advanced technol-
ogy that redesigning of an organization enables 
the development of the organization into being 
more effective and competitive and to cope with 
the changes in society. To become innovative 
means that the participants are inspired to develop 
through the course of organizational learning 
by sharing organizational visions and missions. 
Knowledge management facilitates the process 
of inquiry by creating new values to develop the 
future direction and for restructuring workplaces 
where the participants can achieve business goals 
for competitive advantage. Human assets for any 
businesses, such as in manufacturing, services, 
and in R&D, are enhanced by being activated and 
inspired through the process of cognition-action 
coupling at both levels of individuals and collec-
tives. In the activated and inspired organizational 
climate, new values emerge through the cognition-
action coupling processes, namely, the process 
of organizational learning. People feel confident 
helping each other to develop in the recursive or 
reflexive learning process and in the favorite cli-
mate of organizational environment provided with 
advanced information technology. Organizational 
learning development (OLD) plays a crucial role 
in sharing information, amplifying outcomes and 
innovating organizations for business prosperity.

The focus in this Chapter is on organizational 
learning and leadership which play important me-
diating and moderating roles in improving business 
performance. Business performance in an informa-
tion society is harnessed by managing knowledge 
for fostering all the stakeholders of business. 
Fostering and empowering the participants are 
made in the process of organizational learning. In 
the recursive process of organizational learning, 
people understand why and how the organization 
functions and how to attain organizational goals. 
The participants as service-providers are able to 
acquire necessary information to develop their 

skills and careers. The participants as service-
recipients are able to learn how to inquire and 
request the necessary information in the recursive 
process. The OLD is enhanced by a strategic 
reciprocal relationship on both sides of the par-
ticipants. Leadership also plays another important 
role in improving organizational performance by 
aligning different cognitions and values among 
multi-disciplinary staff and teams, and by making 
strategic action for encouraging the participants 
to spread the information acquired.

The topics dealt with in the following sections 
are organizational learning and leadership as 
mediating or moderating roles in developing an 
innovative organization and appropriate processes 
for overcoming turbulence in a dynamic society. 
The roles of organizational learning and leadership 
are critical in making knowledge management 
initiatives successfully embraced in the workplace.

ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING AND 
LEADERSHIP FOR IMPROVING 
ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE

Basic Model of Organizational 
Adaptability

Business resources, such as human resources, 
physical resources and information systems and 
technology are subsumed into a total system or 
a whole system of the enterprise. Organizational 
adaptability which is the main engine of the en-
terprise is to be empowered by human resources 
supported by advanced technologies and fostered 
by organizational learning and leadership. The 
basic model of organizational performance in-
troduced by our studies (Saito et al, 1998, 2000, 
2002) consists of three components, business 
constraints as the antecedents, organizational 
environment as a central part of the enterprise 
and business performance as the consequences 
as shown in Figure 1. The levers, at least two 
levers, i.e. organizational learning and leadership, 
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are necessary to improve business performance 
and to cope with a dynamic social environment 
Mediating or moderating roles of organizational 
learning and leadership are crucial to encourage 
the participants to follow a course of action with 
confidence in order to improve organizational 
performance. Leaders inspire their follower’s 
organizational learning and lead them to attain 
successful outcomes appropriately aligned to the 
organization. Leadership fosters employee devel-
opment. Networking among multiple disciplinary 
staff with multiple paradigms is fostered by the 
moderating roles of organizational learning and 
leadership, which leads to the change in the cur-
rent organizational culture.

Learning capability in the organization is very 
important to enhance interpersonal coherence and 
team reciprocity which in turn may lead to orga-
nizational flexibility or resilience. Creation of 
ideas and their spread into the related organiza-
tions are brought about by the learning capabil-
ity of the participants and their leadership. Through 
the organizational learning processes under ap-
propriate leadership, the participants are inspired, 
and new ideas and values for all the stakeholders 
emerge. New ideas and knowledge are stored in 
a systematic data-base, and are used to generate 
explicit knowledge which is then shared among 
different disciplinary areas in order to improve 
business performance.

Empirical evidence on the causation of the 
relationship among business constraints, leader-
ship, organizational learning and organizational 
performance in a healthcare context is described 
in Chapter 14.

Leadership in European Foundation 
for Quality Management (EFQM) 
as an Excellent Model

In excellent enterprises, leadership plays a critical 
role in motivating employees. In most European 
countries, the EFQM model shown in Figure 2, 
or Baldrige model which is known as a revision 
of the EFQM, is frequently adopted in the US 
healthcare sector. The antecedent in both models is 
leadership which drives organizational resources, 
such as people, policy and strategy, partnership 
resources, and activates the learning process which 
brings people results, customer results and society 
results to improve organizational performances, 
as shown in Figure 2.

Leaders, employees as followers, customers, 
shareholders and all the stakeholders are posi-
tively related to the development of organiza-
tional learning. Leadership development drives 
business prosperity by means of a causal value 
chain as shown in Figure 3. Employee satisfaction 
leads to customer satisfaction, customer satisfac-
tion drives shareholder value which finally en-
hances business prosperity. Leadership develop-

Figure 1. Basic model of organizational adaptability
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ment drives its members to create values for all 
the stakeholders related to the organization. Lead-
ership plays a decisive role in enhancing business 
prosperity through internal and external organi-
zational learning on multiple levels of organiza-
tional learning as descried in Chapter 14.

In our model shown in Figure 1, business vi-
sions and business culture as enterprise constraints 
are placed as the antecedents, but in the EFQM 
and Baldrige models, leadership was placed as 
the antecedent. Leadership works as a moderator 
or mediator instead of the antecedent variable in 
our model shown in Figure 1. There may be 
something different in the DNA of each culture 
in Western and Eastern. Leaders in the context of 
Japanese culture do not drive their followers to 
work as managers command to follow, but rather 
help and cooperate as a guardian to encourage 
their followers to work. In doing so, a higher 
contribution and better result has been obtained 

as a result of the workers having confidence in 
achieving their tasks and in improving self-effi-
cacy. Our surveys suggested that, the workers 
having confidence and self-efficacy, do not want 
to be forced or led, but want to act as being pro-
fessional in a discretionary or autopoietic manner 
(Saito and Seki, 1998, Saito,1998, Saito, Ikeda, 
Seki,2000, Saito,2006).

Organizational Learning Capabilities

Organizational transformation for adapting in 
a dynamic society is enabled by organizational 
learning capabilities of acquiring and generating 
new information and knowledge, and then of gen-
eralizing this knowledge with other members of 
the organization (Yeung, Urlich, Nason and von 
Glinow, 1999, Cameron and Quinn, 1999, Tsai, 
2001, Todorora and Durisin, 2007). Knowledge 
management plays its roles in all the steps of 

Figure 2. The European Foundation for quality management excellent model

Figure 3. Value chain to emerge business prosperity through organizational learning
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information processing, such as acquiring, gen-
erating, sharing and implementing. Acquiring is 
for understanding the information and knowledge 
presented or given, generating is for creating new 
additional information and knowledge among the 
members with a similar mindset; while sharing 
is for understanding with all members having 
different mental models, or for generalizing the 
information and knowledge with different disci-
plinary fields. Implementing is for understanding 
the information and knowledge, and for taking 
action to achieve its goals, rendering services in 
the field with team members of different disci-
plinary mindsets.

Organizational learning capabilities include 
all the processes of acquiring, generating, shar-
ing and implementing information so as to cre-
ate and generalize knowledge. Social accidental 
issues reported remind us of the importance of 
knowledge management in all the steps of knowl-
edge information processing, especially in the 
implementation of these steps. Team members 
for implementing final decisions are made by the 
persons with various mental models in accordance 
with field circumstances, so that interpretation 
of the issue or the way of implementation is not 
similar among team members. Team performance 
may not be predicted by particular team members. 
Team performance may decrease, and an acci-
dental situation may happen due to inappropriate 
modification, or the different procedural ways 
of the implementation among disciplines. The 
role of knowledge management is crucial in all 
the steps from acquisition to implementation in 
order to check whether information interpretation 
is properly identified or not.

Organizational learning capability which is 
developed in the knowledge acquiring, gener-
ating and sharing or absorbing processes in an 
organization, plays an important role in improv-
ing organizational performance and in achieving 
organizational goals. Contingency factors, such 
as power relationship in the organization give 
crucial effect on organizational performance. It 

is inevitable that sharing knowledge among mul-
tiple disciplines has a pitfall which may lead to 
performance decrement, incident experience, or 
accident unless procedural knowledge is properly 
assured among work performers with different 
disciplinary mindset. Attention must be paid on 
this point to prevent performance decrement and 
accidental occurrences. Some work performers 
who believe the knowledge established in their 
disciplinary field to be the best, or who own a 
protective mindset, are easily caught in a trap. 
Once they share the procedural knowledge pre-
determined in their disciplinary field, they readily 
take the procedure to be the best and then act in 
a routine manner. Shared procedural knowledge 
in a particular field was found to be negatively 
related to team performance (Banks and Millward, 
2007). Knowledge processing, such as acquiring, 
interpreting, implementing, is naturally differ-
ent among disciplinary fields, and this in turn 
impacts on the building of necessary data-bases 
for business and on sharing the knowledge in a 
heterogeneous organization. The effects of shared 
knowledge on organizational performance differ 
in regard to strategic business unit, work team, 
or disciplinary field.

Social organizations have their visions with 
organizational and technological constraints as 
the antecedents and business performance to be 
achieved as the consequences. As shown in Figure 
4, organizations have some advantages and limita-
tions in adapting to the changing society, but the 
organization which is built in terms of flexibility 
or resilience has a power of competitive advantage 
in business. To align and develop organizational 
competence is to increase adaptability to a dy-
namic society. Organizational learning capabili-
ties enhanced in recursive processes of single-, 
double- and triple-loop learning, play a critical role 
in harnessing adaptive potential and in improving 
organizational performance. Three logical levels 
in organizational learning are described in the last 
section of relevance of knowledge management 
to organizational learning and technology.
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ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING 
DEVELOPMENT (OLD)

Continuity of Reflexive 
Organizational Learning for 
Creating New Values

An organization is a structure formulated as a 
means to achieve certain goals and to fulfill the 
enterprise’s strategies. Therefore, an organization 
needs to be continuously redesigned in response to 
the changes in society. The structure and functions 
of organizations differ according to organizational 
goals and strategic visions of the specific enter-
prise. Organizational performance of inquiring and 
creating new values can be obtained in the reflexive 
course of organizational learning in which the dis-
ciplinary practitioner is able to act as a professional 
employee under the constraints of the enterprise, 
namely, under the limitation of organizational and 
technological resources. Practitioners including 
assistant workers as well as professionals are 
required to be alert and be aware of any changes. 
They are expected to take appropriate action in 
the course of reflective organizational learning. 
New values are driven in the continuing process 
of organizational learning. Three components in 

any organizations, i.e. individuals as actors, the 
collective consciousness under the organizational 
climate and the technologies as the means for tak-
ing appropriate and quick action toward realizing 
organizational goals, are coupled into a creation 
of new values of organizational performance as 
shown in Figure 5.

The progress of organizational learning de-
pends on the total management in each practical 
field constrained by individuals, organizational 
climate and technologies. Fundamental steps in 
traditional quality management started by Deming, 
1982 were ‘plan, do and see’ which progressed 
into four steps, plan, do, check and act (PDCA). 
In PDCA cycle, the learning process as well as 
the planning and the operational processes are 
very important in motivating people and in induc-
ing new ideas in the age of advanced ICT rather 
than just following the established manuals or 
just maintaining the rule-based process provided.

Process Models of 
Organizational Learning

Designing of learning processes in an organi-
zation is very important for gaining an insight 
into various disciplines and into the future. An 

Figure 4. Organizational learning capability model
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organization is a complex socio-technical system 
in which the participants reflect the complex-
ity of the real world by paying attention to the 
various components in the context of problematic 
situations. The participants can observe the real 
world through the reflexive cycle of continuous 
inquiry. The continuous inquiry leads to progress 
in practice and serves to foster organizational 
competence of interpreting the problems, which 
gradually enables the organization to transform its 
structure and its functions. The participants know 
their constraints and potentials which enable new 
knowledge and values to create in the learning 
process in the context of the given organization 
climate. The new knowledge and values form the 
power of organizational flexibility, resilience or 
adaptability. The new knowledge that emerged 
from such a cultural context can be rapidly trans-
mitted and assimilated within the enterprise into 
another culture.

There are many organizational learning 
process models reported in the past. Deming 
(1982) started to progress statistical methods 
for problem-solving. His original model and its 
revision to PDCA (plan, do, check and act) cycle 
are the archetypes in quality control and quality 
management process. The steps in the approaches 
to the inquiring and solving of problems are pro-

vided in various organizational contexts, and still 
continue to provide appropriate steps depending 
upon each problematic situation. In order to set up 
each step in the process of organizational learn-
ing, it is important to read or interpret the future 
scenario for approaching a desired reality, which 
is different depending upon the situations of the 
field; thus the steps in the learning process differ 
according to the workplace situations.

The models provided with four steps are 
PDCA(Deming, 1982) as mentioned above, 
AAAA(appreciate, analyze, asses and act, Minger 
and Gill, 1996), OADI(observe, asses, design 
and implement, Kim, 1993, Maruyama, 1992, 
Schwaninger, 1996 in Cybernetic systems meth-
odology), SECI (socialization, externalization, 
combination and internalization, Nonaka, 1998). 
These four-step models are fundamental in solving 
problems, and appreciation or interpretation in the 
organizational learning process from the goals to 
be achieved in the future to the problems to be 
solved in the present is different dependent upon 
the situations involved. The following models 
with six, seven and eight steps described below 
are examples of enterprises in various fields that 
have been reported by knowledge management 
researchers in industry.

Figure 5. New values emerge in the recursive process of organizational learning constrained by indi-
viduals, organizationls climate and technologies underpinned by vision/future policy and strategies in 
the enterprise
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The models with six steps are goal setting → 
analysis → interpretation → control feasibility 
→ strategic treatment → implementation (Ulrich 
and Probst,1988), plan → align organization 
→align employees → continuous improvement 
→ analysis → adapt (Kaplan, R.S. and Norton, 
D.P., 2006).

The models with seven steps are discussions 
with individuals and groups → perceived world 
→ discourse → created meaning →assemblies 
of related intentions and accommodations → 
purposeful action → development of IT-based IS 
(Checkland, P. 1981, Checkland, P. and Holwell, 
S. 1998), delimiting the program →establishing 
the network → apprehending the dynamics → 
interpreting the behavioral possibilities → de-
termining the control possibilities → shaping the 
control interventions → further development of 
the problem solution (Probst, G.J.B. and Gomez, 
P, 1992).

The model with eight steps are identification 
of the strategic unit→ developing a vision and 
defining objectives → business and environ-
ment analysis→ developing business strategy→ 
corporate strategy concept → creation of owner 
strategy → assessment of strategies → realization 
and evolution of the strategies (Gomez, 1999).

The learning process of the perpetual step-
forward-step-back process in the eight steps 
(above) reminds us of a diamond cut like model 
provided with many recursive trials among steps. It 
is important to note that you do not run in a smooth 
sequence. The process models of organizational 
learning are dependent upon organizational vi-
sions and organizational culture. Interpretation 
in each step of the learning process is required if 
successful outcomes are to be expected. With these 
continuous inquiries and interpretations, more ef-
fective steps of the organizational learning process 
are designed to achieve the organizational goals.

RELEVANCE OF KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT TO 
ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING 
AND TECHNOLOGY

As shown in Figure 6, three logical levels in 
organizational learning are 1) single loop learn-
ing developed by Wiener, N.1948 which pursues 
production efficiency by paying attention to the 
question ‘doing things right?’ in operational man-
agement, 2) double loop learning developed by 
Argyris and Schon, 1978 which inquires ‘doing 
right things?’ in strategic management, and 3) 
triple loop learning developed by Flood and Rom, 
1996, Jackson, 1998 which fulfills overall tasks 
in long term perspectives. Single loop learning is 
for routine tasks supported by deficiency-supply 
technologies. Double loop learning requires 
another ways or alternatives based on advanced 
technologies for inducing new values. Triple loop 
learning requires future development of the or-
ganization to enhance organizational competence 
which then brings enterprise prosperity.

These three logical levels of systemic thinking 
are all incorporated in the processing of knowledge 
information, i.e. iteration of information pre-
sented in single loop learning, interpretation of 
the information in double loop learning, and 
implementation for building a desired reality in 
triple loop learning. They are for processing in-
formation into knowledge creation. Knowledge 
generation and knowledge generalization, name-
ly, innovation, are made to spread new knowledge 
beyond boundaries, to develop resilience, flexibil-
ity and versatility of organizational fitness to 
manage the turbulence in society, and to reduce 
cultural entropy within the organization. An es-
sential element is a robust infrastructure of ad-
vanced information technology.
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CONCLUSION

Managing knowledge for enhancing the partici-
pants in the recursive processes of organizational 
learning rather than merely following the instruc-
tions or the established manuals, leads to the cre-
ation of ideas and values. People know that it is 
not meaningful to extrapolate their future simply 
from their past. Knowledge management fosters 
the participants to become cleverer and more 
talented workers having powerful techniques for 
transforming themselves, enhancing adaptability 
or resiliency of the organization. Knowledge 
management is tantamount to value management 
or integrated value management which combines 
the basics established by normal scientific meth-
odology together with whole or holistic systems 
approaches inquiring to achieve a desired reality 
in the future. In aligning complex organizations, 
it is necessary to take strategic action for trans-
forming the organization which can adapt to the 
field, and also might enjoy business prosperity.
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Chapter  5.8

ABSTRACT

The knowledge management paradigm of com-
munities of practice can be efficiently realized 
in Web-based environments, especially if one 
considers the extended social networks that 
have proliferated within the Internet. In terms of 
increasing performance through the exchange of 
knowledge and shared learning, individual charac-
teristics, such as learners’ preferences that relate to 
group working, may be of high importance. These 

preferences have been summarized in cognitive 
and learning styles typologies, as well as emo-
tional characteristics which define implications 
that could serve as personalization guidelines for 
designing collaborative learning environments. 
This chapter discusses the theoretical assumptions 
of two distinct families of learning style models, 
cognitive personality and information process-
ing styles (according to Curry’s onion model), 
and the role of affection and emotion, in order to 
explore the possibilities of personalization at the 
group level of CoP.
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INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, the social aspect of learning from 
a psychometric point of view has been correlated 
to personality traits. For example, a widely used 
personality psychometric tool is the Myers Briggs 
Type Indicator (MBTI) classification of types 
(Myers-Briggs et al, 1998), that separates the way 
people perceive and learn in mutually exclusive 
preferences that involve (or not) social interac-
tion (specifically, orientation to people: Feeling 
vs. Thinking types).

Moreover, major factor analysis approaches to 
personality (Feist and Feist, 2006) refer to extra-
verted and introverted persons, whose behavior 
is more or less socially oriented, with consequent 
effects to group dynamics. It must be stated that 
this extraversion-introversion scale is not the 
equivalent to MBTI extraverted/ introverted types, 
which are derived from the work of C.G. Jung and 
refer to the conceptualization of the outer world.

However, personality traits and their integra-
tion in an adaptive mechanism might seem rather 
vague in terms of quantifying and optimizing pos-
sible implications; still, the role of social interac-
tion in learning has already been summarized in a 
number of cognitive and learning style theories, 
providing a useful personalization guideline for 
Web-based CoP designers.

The term Communities of Practice obviously 
emphasizes on collaborative learning processes 
that are conducted horizontally within groups of 
people. The three elements that comprise a Cop 
are (Wenger, 1998):

• Domain: the area of knowledge
• Community: the group of people
• Practice: body of knowledge, methods 

and tools

The concept of incorporating individual 
characteristics in the context of a Web-based en-
vironment could fit both in the Community and 
Practice elements, since:

• The usage of adaptive tools and methods 
(Practice element) can increase the level 
of comprehension by matching the learn-
ing material to the cognitive and emotional 
style of the learner, or by providing differ-
ent types of knowledge resources to groups 
of participants with common cognitive and 
emotional characteristics.

• Collaborative learning processes can be 
optimized by assigning equally distributed 
different types of individuals in groups. 
Such an allocation would increase the 
number of problem solving approaches, 
since different types of learners approach 
problems in distinct ways (e.g. rely on oth-
ers or work alone, theoretical vs. practical 
etc).

At the generic level of learning, Web-based 
environments need to integrate individual and 
group characteristics in order to facilitate effective 
learning for every single user. It has been argued 
that the distribution of learning material in ways 
that match learners’ ways of processing informa-
tion is of high importance, since it “can lead to 
new insights into the learning process” (Banner 
and Rayner, 2000). Regarding these individual dif-
ferences, there have been many attempts to clarify 
cognitive and learning parameters that correlate 
to the effectiveness of learning procedures, often 
leading to comprehensive theories of learning or 
cognitive styles (Cassidy, 2004).

Amongst these theories, some deal with the 
most intrinsic individual cognitive characteristics, 
such as Riding’s CSA (Rayner and Riding, 1997) 
or Witkin’s Field Dependence (Witkin et al, 1977), 
whilst some also take into account group interre-
lationship characteristics, such as Kolb’s Learning 
Style Inventory (Kolb and Kolb, 2005) or Felder/
Silverman’s Index of Learning Style (Felder and 
Silverman, 1988), regardless of their theoretical 
classification. As a result, the selection of the 
appropriate cognitive or learning style theory to 
be integrated in a Web-based application should 
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be in accordance to the context or the goals of 
each environment, and of course the availability 
of between learners’ interactions.

Communities of Practice are essentially based 
on participants’ interactions and socializations 
(Wenger, 2004), which subsequently seem to 
favor personalization on the basis of a theory 
that emphasizes on the social aspect of learning. 
In any case, an effort to personalize the way an 
individual learns through a Web-based CoP envi-
ronment could follow three distinct approaches:

a.  By incorporating a theory such as Kolb’s 
LSI, different types of learners that have a 
different approach in problem solving could 
be equally distributed in Web-based CoPs, 
in order to avoid the possibility of one-sided 
approaches to the building of knowledge. 
Thus, this leads to personalization at the 
group level, since the CoP Web-environment 
allocates users according to their profile.

b.  By choosing a more individually focused 
theory (e.g. CSA), application designers 
could offer to users learning material that 
matches their cognitive preferences; at a 
second level, the exchange of similar mate-
rial between same types of learners could 
be enhanced. It could also be hypothesized 
that interactions between same types may 
increase comprehension or performance, 
which is the case of i-Help (Bull and 
McCalla, 2002).

c.  By taking into consideration the affective 
and emotional attributes of all the com-
munity members in a way that a further 
adaptation to the individual characteristics 
and to the community behavioral style can 
be achieved. In order to make this possible, 
team dynamics and intra-group interaction 
principles must be examined, as well as the 
emotional intelligence and emotional regula-
tion mechanisms of the individual must be 
analyzed and adapted to the whole.

The issue of personalizing content for each 
single user has already been under the scope of 
Adaptive Hypermedia research, and relevant 
functional applications have been developed 
(Papanikolaou et al, 2003; Gilbert and Han, 1999; 
Carver et al, 1999; Triantafillou et al, 2002), while 
the significance of cognitive/ learning styles, 
emotional mechanisms and intrinsic individual 
parameters in hypermedia environments consti-
tutes a main research question (Germanakos et 
al, 2005; Graff, 2003, Lekkas et al, 2007). The 
authors have already conducted experiments that 
demonstrate that matching Web-based learning en-
vironment to a number of cognitive and emotional 
characteristics increases learning performance 
(Germanakos et al, 2007).

On the basis of Adaptive Hypermedia, cogni-
tive/learning styles research and emotional pro-
cessing mechanisms analysis, this paper examines 
how these theories describe distinct ways in which 
individuals could fit in collaborative working 
groups, setting a corresponding strategic context 
for personalized participation in Web-based CoPs.

One of the main challenges in Personalization 
research is alleviating users’ orientation difficul-
ties, as well as making appropriate selection of 
knowledge resources, since the vastness of the 
hyperspace has made information retrieval a rather 
complicated task. By personalizing Web-based 
content, taking into account emotional process-
ing, we can avoid stressful instances and take full 
advantage of his / hers cognitive capacity at any 
time. We primarily aim to ground our hypothesis 
that personalizing Web content according to the 
participants’ emotional characteristics (an indi-
vidual’s capability or incapability to control his / 
hers emotions and use anxiety in a constructing 
way), is of high significance in optimizing com-
puter mediated learning processes.
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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Learning Styles

The hypothesis that learning styles provide 
Web-CoP designers a useful tool for incorporat-
ing individual and group characteristics can be 
supported by the argument that as implied above 
learning styles are a link between cognition and 
personality (Sternberg and Grigorenko, 1997). It 
is a fact that it would be extremely ambitious to 
construct a model of users or groups that involve 
numerous personality and cognitive traits com-
bined together, not to mention the psychometric 
challenges; therefore, learning style typologies 
could be the “next best thing”. Learning styles, 
on the other hand, are widely varied, and some 
of them fail to exhibit satisfactory reliability and 
validity (Markham, 2004). However, as research 
often demonstrates, learning style is an important 
factor in computer mediated learning processes 
(Tsianos et al, 2006), though not always in an 
expected way (John and Boucouvalas, 2002; 
Redmond, 2004).

Curry’s 3-layer onion model (Curry, 1983) 
classifies learning styles in a way that they are 
not mutually exclusive, but co-exist at different 
levels of learning processes. Specifically, moving 
from the inside to outside, the innermost layer is 
called cognitive personality style, and is the most 
stable trait. The middle layer is the information 
processing style, whilst the outermost consists of 
instructional preferences (see Table 1).

Theories that fall into the inner layer are 
mostly related to cognition or traditional person-
ality research, while more learner-centered ap-
proaches fit in the middle layer. The outer layer 
is more unstable, and it should be mentioned that 
according to Sadler and Riding (Sadler-Smith and 
Riding, 1999) it is affected by the inner layer. 
However, the Dunn & Dunn model that belongs 
to the layer of instructional preferences exhibits 
high reliability and validity, but its implications 
are not discussed here, since they are not easily 
related to Web environments.

Learning style theories are classified by Atkins, 
Moore and Sharpe (2001) on the basis of this onion 
model as shown in Table 1.

In educational settings, all of these well-known 
theories have been tested; still, most hypermedia 
research focuses on theories that fit in the inner 
layer (with the exception of INSPIRE system 
(Papanikolaou et al, 2003). We believe that is 
strongly related to the fact that inner layer theories 
usually include scales of terms easily represented 
in hypermedia applications, such as preference 
for visual or verbal information, and structural 
organization of the presented content. On the 
other hand, middle layer theories provide a less 
cognition-based approach, since they focus on 
behavior and style in traditional learning environ-
ments, from a wider perspective.

Inner Layer Theories

Between theories that belong at the same layer, 
there are great similarities. At the inner layer, 

Table 1. Classifications of learning style theories according to Curry’s onion model 

Cognitive Personality Style Information Processing Style Instructional Preferences

Witkin’s FD/FI Kolb’s LSI Dunn & Dunn Model

Riding & Rayner’s CSA Honey & Mumford Model

MBTI Gardner’s Multiple Intelligences

Felder & Silverman ILS McCarthy’s 4MAT model

Gregorc’s Learning Style Types
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Witkin’s construct of psychological differentia-
tion (Field Dependency vs. Field Independency) 
is strongly correlated with CSA’s Wholist/
Analyst Scale, since the latter is derived from 
the former (Sadler-Smith and Riding, 1999). 
Felder Silverman’s ILS adds to CSA’s two scales 
(Visual-Verbal, Wholist- Analyst) the similar to 
MBTI scales of Extraversion-Introversion and 
Sensing-Intuition.

It would seem that Felder Silverman’s ILS 
could be a very inclusive theory, but it needs yet 
to provide further evidence for its theoretical 
and statistical grounding (Cassidy, 2004). The 
long history of MBTI certainly guarantees for its 
grounding and wide acceptance, but its extended 
questionnaire and personality rather than learn-
ing orientation are somehow impractical for Web 
settings.

In our opinion, though there are still reliability 
and validity issues to be resolved (Peterson and 
Deary, 2003), Riding & Rayner’s CSA seems to 
be the appropriate representative of the cognitive 
personality style layer, and its individual and group 
implications will be further discussed.

Middle Layer Theories

With the exception of Gardner’s Multiple Intel-
ligences, all theories that have been classified in 
the middle layer of Curry’s onion model, share 
common characteristics in the way they define 
types of learners (Kolb and Kolb, 2005; McCar-
thy, 1990; Gregorc 1982; Honey and Mumford, 
1986) (see Table 2).

Each horizontal row of Table 2 shows types 
of learners that share common characteristics, 
according to their theoretical description. We 
should mention at this point that these similarities 
haven’t been unnoticed by Gordon and Bull who 
have proposed a meta-model that combines mul-
tiple similar learning style models (Gordon and 
Bull, 2004), taking also under consideration 
theories that are not mentioned here.

These middle layer models directly refer to 
learners’ attitude towards collaborating and work-
ing in groups; speaking in terms of personality 
theories, some types are people oriented and some 
are more logical (feeling vs. thinking). This is 
especially true for the case of Kolb’s LSI, where 
convergers and assimilators are thinking types, 
while accommodators and divergers are feeling 
types, according to correlations with MBTI scores. 
We should clarify that these types (regardless of 
specific theory) are not absolutely stable, but one 
person can gradually change style; it is possible 
that a learner can alter his type as years go by. 
Moreover, belonging to a type doesn’t necessary 
exclude the possibility that at instances a person 
can perceive information in any of these four 
styles, even though his persistence on a specific 
style is relatively stable (Sharp, 1997).

For the purpose of exploring the possible 
integration of middle layer learning styles into 
CoP environments, we believe that Kolb’s LSI is 
the most appropriate representative of the afore-
mentioned models, due to extended research on 
its implications and correlation with other psycho-
metric constructs (such as the MBTI) (Kolb and 
Kolb, 2005). However, analogous considerations 

Table 2. Types of learners as defined by information processing style theories 

Kolb’s LSI 4MAT Model Gregorc’s Learning Styles Honey & Mumford Model

Converger Dynamic Learning Concrete-Random Pragmatist

Assimilator Analytic Learning Abstract-Sequential Theorist

Accomodator Common Sense Learning Concrete-Sequential Activist

Diverger Imaginative Learning Abstract-Random Reflector
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can be projected on other models that share the 
same theoretical assumptions.

Emotional Processing

Research on modelling affect and on interfaces 
adaptation based on affective factors has matured 
considerably over the past several years (Kort and 
Reilly, 2002), so that designers of educational 
products are now considering the inclusion of 
components that take affect into account. Emotions 
are considered to play a central role in guiding 
and regulating learning behaviour by modulating 
numerous cognitive and physiological activities. 
The purpose in our research is to improve learning 
performance and, most importantly, to personal-
ize Web-content to users’ needs and preferences, 
eradicating known difficulties that occur in tra-
ditional approaches. The emotional aspect of our 
model attempts to apply rules that help the system 
regulate user emotions on a Web-based learning 
environment, since we are attempting to measure 
and include emotional processing parameters, by 
constructing a theory that addresses emotion and 
is feasible in Web-learning environments.

In our study, we are interested in the way that 
individuals process their emotions and how they 
interact with other elements of their information-
processing system. Emotional processing is a 
pluralistic construct which is comprised of two 
mechanisms: emotional arousal, which is the ca-
pacity of a human being to sense and experience 
specific emotional situations, and emotion regula-
tion, which is the way in which an individual is 
perceiving and controlling his emotions. We focus 
on these two sub-processes because they are easily 
generalized, inclusive and provide some indirect 
measurement of general emotional mechanisms. 
These sub-processes manage a number of emo-
tional factors like anxiety, boredom effects, anger, 
feelings of self efficacy, user satisfaction etc.

Emotional Arousal

Among these, our current research concerning 
emotional arousal emphasizes on anxiety, which 
is probably the most indicative, while other 
emotional factors are to be examined within the 
context of a further study. Anxiety is an unpleas-
ant combination of emotions that includes fear, 
worry and uneasiness and is often accompanied 
by physical reactions such as high blood pressure, 
increased heart rate and other body signals like 
shortness of breath, nausea and increased sweat-
ing. The anxious person is not able to regulate his 
emotional state since he feels and expects danger 
all the time. The systems underlying anxiety are 
being studied and examined continuously and it has 
been found that their foundations lie in the more 
primitive regions of the brain. However, given the 
complexity of the human nature, anxiety is char-
acterized as a difficult to be understood construct 
of emotions which is at a balance between nature 
and nurture and between higher perception and 
animal instinct (Kim and Gorman, 2005).

Barlow (2002) describes anxiety as a cognitive-
affective process in which the individual has a 
sense of unpredictability, a feeling of uncertainty 
and a sense of lack of control over emotions, 
thoughts and events. This cognitive and affective 
situation is associated as well with physiological 
arousal and research has shown that an individual’s 
perception is influenced in specific domains such 
as attentional span, memory, and performance 
in specific tasks. In relation to performance, the 
findings are controversial but there is a strong 
body of research which supports that anxiety is 
strongly correlated to performance and academic 
achievement. (Spielberger, 1972; Spielberger and 
Vagg, 1995)

Emotion Regulation

Accordingly, in order to measure emotion regula-
tion, we are using the construct of emotion regula-
tion. An effort to construct a model that predicts 
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the role of emotion, in general, is beyond the 
scope of our research, due to the complexity and 
the numerous confounding variables that would 
make such an attempt rather impossible. However, 
there is a considerable amount of references con-
cerning the role of emotion and its implications on 
academic performance (or achievement), in terms 
of efficient learning (Spielberger and Vagg, 1995). 
Emotional intelligence seems to be an adequate 
predictor of the aforementioned concepts, and is 
surely a grounded enough construct, already sup-
ported by academic literature (Goleman, 1995; 
Salovey and Mayer, 1990). Additional concepts 
that were used are the concepts of self-efficacy, 
emotional experience and emotional expression.

Self-efficacy is defined as people’s beliefs 
about their capabilities to produce and perform. 
Self-efficacy beliefs determine how people feel, 
think, motivate themselves and behave. Such 
beliefs produce these diverse effects through 
four major processes. They include cognitive, 
motivational, affective and selection processes.

Emotional experience is the conceptualization 
of an emotion, the way in which the individual is 
dealing with it and how he perceives it.

Emotional expression is the way in which the 
individual is reacting after an emotion triggers. 
It is his behaviour after an affective stimulus. It 
can be argued that emotional expression is the 
representation of an emotion (Schunk, 1989). 
We created a questionnaire based on the afore-
mentioned concepts of emotional intelligence, 
self-efficacy, emotional experience and emotional 
expression that we named emotion regulation. The 
questionnaire provides us with measures of the 
individual’s ability to control his emotions and 
use them in a creative manner.

According the abovementioned theoretical 
approaches, it is evident that participants in CoPs 
differ in a variety of ways, at least as long as learn-
ing and problem solving are involved. Cognitive 
personality style theories demonstrate that dif-
ferent types of learning materials and objects in 
the information space should be used according 

to individuals’ preferences, whilst information 
processing style theories show that each individual 
can be classified to a specific problem solving 
approach. Additionally, the moderating role of 
emotions seems to have an effect in participants’ 
interactions in such a setting. The next section 
proposes a way of integrating these considerations 
in on-line CoPs.

INDIVIDUAL CHARACTERISTICS 
CONSIDERATIONS FOR COPS

According to our rationale, there are two distinct 
ways to group users in CoP applications:

1.  Learners with common cognitive styles (as 
classified by Riding’s CSA that we use in 
our paradigm) and emotional profiles (as 
can be extracted from the combination of 
emotional arousal and emotion regulation 
mechanisms), could be grouped together and 
collaborate in an environment that serves 
better their preferences- this is the case with 
i-Help that we mentioned above. Learners, 
in general, prefer to send information the 
way they receive it, and vice versa.

2.  In addition, each group of people should 
consist of practitioners of all different types 
of learners (according to LSI taxonomy that 
will be further discussed and their emotional 
attitude towards the learning procedure), 
in order to increase the variety of proposed 
problem solving approaches (with regards 
to social interaction) and to promote more 
efficient Knowledge Management practices.

These two ways of integrating cognitive and 
learning style typologies, and emotional and 
motivational attributes in Web-CoPs are not mutu-
ally exclusive: the first case refers mainly to the 
material used and its structure, whilst the second 
paradigm deals rather with group composition.
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The Paradigm of CSA

The CSA taxonomy is consisted of two indepen-
dent scales, Imager/ Verbal and Wholist/ Analyst. 
The Imager/ Verbal scale affects the way learn-
ing resources are presented, and is probably less 
important in terms of overall CoP grouping; it is 
important though in Web-content presentation. 
Within adaptive Web architectures, users who 
have been identified as Imagers or Verbals, could 
be presented with the corresponding learning 
resources (e.g. images or text).

The Wholist/ Analyst scale, though, is about 
organizing and structuring information (see Table 
3), and is consequently related to navigational 
patterns. It would make much sense that users 
with common navigational route and structural 
approach would work collaboratively more effi-
ciently, the same way that matching teaching and 
learning style is expected to increase performance.

Otherwise, a radically differentiated approach 
on behalf of learners could hamper communica-
tion and the way tasks are perceived, since wholists 
move from the whole to the parts, while analysts 
follow the exact opposite route. Intermediate 
learners are expected to perform equally well in 
both structural settings.

Additionally, to the extent that the wholist/ana-
lyst scale coincides with Witkin’s FD/FI scale, it 
can be argued that wholists are little more oriented 
towards other people, whilst analysts are more 
introverted. Moreover, wholists exhibit higher 
assertiveness than analysts.

Safe conclusions could be drawn only after 
this hypothesis is tested in a Web-CoP environ-

ment, and the aforementioned matchmaking is 
proven as important as the matching of teaching 
and learning style.

The Paradigm of LSI

On the contrary, the aforementioned middle layer 
theories (as represented by Kolb’s LSI) describe 
learner types also in terms of collaboration. In 
other words, working in groups is perceived dif-
ferently by each type; some types rely on others 
whilst some simply do not.

As in Riding’s CSA (and the rest of the middle 
layer theories), Kolb’s 4 types are drawn from two 
independent scales: Concrete Experience vs. Ab-
stract Conceptualization, and Reflective Observa-
tion vs. Active Experimentation. People-oriented 
types are those that tend to Concrete Experience 
rather than Abstract Conceptualization, which in 
terms of personality theories are rather Feeling 
than Thinking.

More specifically, by focusing on group col-
laboration preferences according to Kolb’s LSI 
[37], learners’ characteristics are summarized in 
Table 4.

As it is clearly defined by theory, diverger and 
accommodator’s individual characteristics dem-
onstrate a strong preference in group working, 
since collaboration may be a necessary prerequi-
site for maximizing learning performance. It also 
could be argued that the present modus operandi 
of Web-learning in general favors types of learn-
ers that prefer working alone (convergers and 
assimilators), than those who are people-oriented.

Table 3. Wholists/Analysts Characteristics 

Wholists Analysts

View a situation and organize 
information as a whole

Organize material in loosely clus-
tered wholes

View a situation as a collection 
of parts and often stress one or 
two aspects at a time

Organize information in clear-cut 
groupings (chunking down)

Proceed from the whole to the 
parts Exhibit high assertiveness Proceed from the parts to the 

whole Exhibit low assertiveness
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Implications for designers of CoP applications 
can be summarized in the equal distribution of the 
different types of learners, and in further motivat-
ing convergers and assimilators to participate. For 
example, if for any reason a group consists only of 
these latter two types, then the CoP’s functionality 
may be impaired.

A Combined Approach

Whether should an information processing style 
theory be chosen over a cognitive personality 
style theory (e.g. LSI vs. CSA), and which would 
that theory be, is still a matter of debate. Practical 
and convenience reasons, as much as reliability 

and validity scores, determine at some extent the 
final selection.

On the other hand, since these theories are not 
mutually exclusive, it is possible that they could 
be combined in a unified model that separates 
the practical implications of each theory accord-
ing to the CoP element they relate to. Theories 
such as the CSA focus on the individual (practice 
methods and tools), while theories such as the 
LSI can be applied on group composition (com-
munity). Ideally, the concept of personalization 
in a Web-based CoP should address both these 
levels (see Figure 1).

It should be clarified that the term “problem 
solving approaches” refers mainly to learners’ 

Table 4. Learners’ Characteristics in terms of group working preferences according to LSI 

Divergers Accommodators Convergers Assimilators

Are oriented towards people Learn by teaching others Prefer usually to work alone Prefer working alone

Excel at brainstorimg and work-
ing in groups Excel at influencing others See group work as a waste 

of time Will work in groups if assigned

Learn by sharing ideas and 
feelings

Rely on others for information in solv-
ing problems Appear bossy and impersonal Prefer the instructor reader to 

be an authority

Prefer the instructor/leader to be 
a motivator Work well in groups

Figure 1. Unified approach to personalization in CoPs
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preference (or not) to work with other people to 
promote efficient learning through practice, since 
this is of relatively higher importance in the con-
text of CoPs. Moreover, some people tend to 
“lead” others in collaborative learning processes, 
while some tend to “follow”. Therefore, it is of 
importance to mix these types within a group.

This model demonstrates how cognitive and 
learning style theories may serve as well-defined 
guidelines for designers that are interested in 
expanding their center of attention to individual 
characteristics and their implications on group 
considerations, the same way that CoPs have 
changed the way Knowledge Management is 
conducted.

The Moderating Role of Emotions

Human emotions and qualities are developed 
through participation in social contexts (Vygotsky, 
1985). This makes it possible for individuals to 
interact as feeling human beings and effective 
members of the various communities to which 
they belong. Through participation in the society 
or societies to which they belong, individuals learn 
more about human behaviour and develop an un-
derstanding of their role and function. People can 
become more effective participants through the 
interpretation given to these social interactions. 
Communities of Practice as a social setting are 
one location in which people may learn about 
their behaviour and emotions. This is in part due 
to the idea that effective learning and human re-
lationships play a vital part in helping community 
members to achieve their learning objectives. 
The competence of emotional awareness, defined 
as the ability to ``recognise one’s emotions and 
their effects’’ (Goleman, 1998) is ``our guide in 
fine-tuning on-the-job performance of every kind, 
managing our unruly feelings, keeping ourselves 
motivated, tuning in with accuracy to the feelings 
of those around us, and developing good work-
related social skills, including those essential for 
leadership and teamwork’’ (Goleman, 1998). If 

this competency is truly enhanced it could sug-
gest that they are much more in control of their 
emotional states and possibly less inclined to be 
emotionally reactive.

Enhanced emotional awareness may help them 
to identify their attitudes and the main power 
relationships, and provide the means for them to 
understand and manage the group dynamics more 
effectively (Langley, 2000).

Another important issue is the feeling of safety 
that some individuals have to feel in order for them 
to function properly and perform their best within 
the boundaries of a team, group or community. 
This feeling of safety requires the existence of 
trust within the group and the lack of uncertainty 
and anxiety. Teams that show high levels of trust 
and are provided with an environment which is 
perceived as safe and aesthetically appealing to 
the user, tend to perform better. It is strongly 
recommended that trust and safety should be of 
primary focus to the community culture and that 
behavior and other elements that promote trust 
and protection should be encouraged in teamwork 
(Erdem and Ozen, 2003).

Our proposal concerns the implementation 
of an interface that can appraise human emotion 
through the use of a set of parameters that can 
adapt according to the emotional condition of the 
user. An emotionally tense or unstable individual 
will be able to adjust the contents of a Webpage 
based to what he considers boring or entertaining 
and exciting etc. A certain emotional condition 
demands a personalization of equivalent propor-
tions. The user will have the capability to respond 
emotionally either after being asked or after a 
question from the system. Another important 
aspect of a related system should be the ability 
to inform the database about the user preferences 
and inclinations.

At the interface level, the above notions would 
necessarily lead to the integration of an adaptive 
mechanism in CoPs supporting systems. A short 
practical overview of the personalization tech-
niques that could be employed follows:
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• First of all, users are required to build their 
profiles by the corresponding psychomet-
ric tests.

• Content selection and presentation is af-
fected by each user’s cognitive style (CSA). 
Navigation menus are either sequential or 
extensively hyperlinked (wholist or ana-
lytic mode of processing), while textual 
or imagery content predominates (verbal 
or imagery preference). This applies to 
the individual level of interacting with the 
interface.

• The assignment of users to each CoP is 
performed automatically by the system, 
ensuring that all types of problem solving 
approaches are included, as defined by the 
LSI.

• As it concerns the role of emotions, us-
ers should be able to provide emotional 
feedback to the system. Besides the inclu-
sion of the corresponding psychometric 
tests, a self report measurement (i.e. a bar 
of anxiety) could serve as an indicator of 
emotional state, triggering the response of 
the adaptive mechanism of the system. The 
response is a) additional help, support and 
reinforcement and b) aesthetical enhance-
ment of the interface.

The positive effect of the abovementioned per-
sonalization techniques (excluding the assignment 
on the basis of the LSI) in a hypermedia learning 
setting has been reported in previous work of the 
authors (Tsianos et al, 2008).

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

The number and types of group interactions that 
learners are involved in a Community of Practice 
are strongly related to individual characteristics, 
which determine the degree of preference to group 
working, or at least common ways of structuring 
information.

Even if these social preferences are directly 
linked to personality factors, personality theories 
have far too complicated implications for CoP 
environments that focus on Knowledge Man-
agement, while theories that address low-level 
cognition processes are often too individualistic 
to consist a basis for user grouping.

Learning style theories and mechanisms that 
regulate emotions could be described as a much 
needed link between personality and cognition; 
still, one must not be too optimistic until issues 
of reliability and validity of psychometric instru-
ments are resolved. Nevertheless, at theoretical 
level, these constructs provide useful insights for 
Knowledge Management applications that intend 
to explore the integration of learning methods of 
group working into Web-based CoPs.

As shown above, not all learning style theories 
address issues of group interaction at the same 
extent. Therefore, Web-CoPs designers that wish 
to incorporate individual learning characteristics 
should distinguish that each cognitive/learning 
style theory addresses issues of different elements 
of a CoP:

• cognitive personality style theories relate 
to the Practice element, since their implica-
tions may lead to a personalized approach 
to methods, tools and material.

• information processing style theories are 
relevant to the Community element, in the 
sense that different types of learners should 
be combined together in order to assure the 
occurrence of interactions at the level of 
shared learning and the building of coher-
ent knowledge.

Subsequently, this leads to the need of ex-
perimentally evaluating the positive effects of a) 
matching content to practitioners according to their 
cognitive style (personality cognitive style models 
like CSA), and b) assigning to each group equally 
distributed different types of learners (information 
processing style, such as Kolb’s LSI).
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In any case, collaborative working is not a mere 
result of random real-time dynamics, but also the 
resultant of learner characteristics that individuals 
carry along, whatever the circumstance. Therefore, 
taking into account their preferences may promote 
efficient cooperation, or at least alleviate difficul-
ties that occur from widely varied methods of 
learning between practitioners in CoPs.

More than a technologically driven determin-
ism, personalization provides a very flexible 
platform for individual differences to be taken 
into account, and to assess their importance and 
role in cognitive processes. Still, there is the issue 
of which users’ characteristics are to comprise 
the basis of personalization, since it is not yet 
clarified which cognitive science theories apply 
to human-computer interaction. The issue of 
Emotional processing is under research, since 
its role and effect on academic performance and 
learning is yet to be proven. There are indications 
though that taking emotions into account can 
help people to adjust easier into a group and find 
their role while at the same time cooperate with 
other group members with different emotional 
characteristics. Emotion regulation can be the 
motivational factor that humans need to activate 
their capabilities at a cognitive and a social level 
simultaneously.
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Chapter  5.9

ABSTRACT

The discipline of Personal Knowledge Man-
agement (PKM) is depicted in this chapter as 
a dimension that has been implicitly present 
within the scope and evolution of the Knowledge 
Management (KM) movement. Moreover, it is 
recognized as the dimension that brought forth 
Knowledge-based Development (KBD) schemes 
at organizational and societal levels. Hence, this 
piece of research work aims to develop parallel 
paths between Knowledge Management moments 
and generations and the PKM movement. KM 
will be depicted as a reference framework for a 
state-of-the-art review of PKM. A number of PKM 
authors and models are identified and categorized 

within the KM key moments and generations 
according to their characteristics and core state-
ments. Moreover, this chapter shows a glimpse of 
the knowledge citizen’s PKM as an aspect with 
strong impact on his/her competencies profile; 
which in turn drives his/her influence and value-
adding capacity within knowledge-based schemes 
at organizational and societal levels. In this sense, 
the competencies profile of the knowledge citizen 
is of essence. Competencies are understood as the 
individual performance of the knowledge citizen 
interacting with others in a given value context. 
The chapter concludes with some considerations 
on the individual development that enables PKM to 
become a key element in the knowledge citizen’s 
profile, such as the building block or living cell 
that triggers Knowledge-based Development at 
organizational and societal levels.
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INTRODUCTION

It is widely recognized in the context of knowledge 
economy (Carrillo, 2001,2002) that people are a 
highly valuable asset, and the most relevant and 
strategic differentiation, resides in the people that 
make up any human entity (Martínez, 2007). In 
this chapter, segment “A” addresses the personal 
dimension of knowledge management, which 
considers the origin and starting point of the 
Knowledge-Based Development (KBD) schemes 
at organizational and societal levels. The state 
of the art in PKM is determined on the basis of 
a review of the moments and generations in the 
evolution of KM. Likewise; the author identifies 
the knowledge-based Value Systems approach 
(KBVS) (Carrillo, 1996), as a reference frame-
work for PKM. Thus, PKM is located within an 
integral and strategic conception that is based, 
on one hand, on its relation with the societal, or-
ganizational, and chiefly individual dimensions; 
and on the other on the KM processes (manage-
ment of capital systems, of human capital and of 
instrumental capital).

In segment “B”, the basic elements managed 
in Personal Knowledge Management are defined 
using as reference the fractal relation between the 
knowledge-based Value Systems. Concurrently, 
different background data are discussed as they 
address strategic performances in the profile of the 
knowledge citizen, from an individual standpoint 
in interaction and into a context (competencies), 
and the concept of Knowledge Citizen (Carrillo, 
2005) is defined.

In segment “C”, the conclusions relate to 
some considerations on individual development 
that enables PKM to become a key element in the 
knowledge citizen’s profile.

STATE-OF-THE-ART PKM

Indeed, the PKM notions and concepts have grown 
in emphasis and popularity in recent years. As 

this Chapter develops, some of the key elements 
considered stem from Carrillo’s work (Carrillo, 
1996, 2001a, 2001b, 2002; CSC, 2001, 2002; 
Martinez, 1999) based in his concepts on KM 
perspectives. However, it should be acknowledged 
(Carrillo, 1996) that in the onset of the movement 
the personal/individual dimension of KM received 
scarce attention from researchers and practitioners. 
Although Personal Knowledge Management 
concepts are mainly used today within the KM 
field, such notions have an earlier foundational 
background rooted in a number of disciplines 
related to individual human development; such 
as philosophy, psychology and sociology. More 
recently, the same notions have been used to 
support considerations such as the Emotional 
Intelligence approach developed (among others) 
by Goleman (1995) and Frand and Hixon (1999), 
and Personal Intellectual Capital (Carrillo, 2002).

The KM movement where PKM resides has 
evolved significantly from a scattered condition 
to professionalization and consolidation. Carrillo 
has identified and put together the features of the 
developmental moments in the field of KM (Car-
rillo, 2001b, 2002). The most relevant features 
of the developmental moments in the KM field 
(Carrillo, 2001) are described below. In its first 
moment –scattering–, knowledge is understood 
as an object, and consequently stresses building 
information stock and solutions based on infor-
mation systems, as well as documenting and 
codifying management. In the second moment 
–professionalizing KM–, knowledge is defined as 
a process and the presence of an emerging com-
munity of professionals who study this discipline 
is acknowledged. There is likewise a presence of 
groups specialized serving this field profession-
ally, there are relevant actions in KM research and 
education. In the third KM moment –consolida-
tion–, understanding of knowledge emphasizes 
value alignment and balance and the emergence 
of alternate approaches built on value systems 
knowledge; and accounting practices based on 
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the chief pivot –called the capitals system– are 
widely spread.

In line with the stages of evolution of the KM 
movement, Carrillo (2001a) recognizes three 
KM generations, differentiated by the level of 
knowledge integration they elicit, which in turn 
determines the level of knowledge they manage. 
A parallelism can therefore be observed between 
KM and the developmental stages of PKM. The 
characteristics of the three generations of KM are 
described below.

In the first generation the concept of knowledge 
pivots on records and capitalization is achieved by 
their containment, and KM is understood as a tool 
to identify, safeguard, order and exploit the organi-
zational knowledge base. In the second generation, 
knowledge is defined as a flow, and therefore it 
is capitalized by spreading it and KM is defined 
as a method to identify, codify, structure, store, 
retrieve, and spread knowledge. Third-generation 
knowledge is understood as the net future value 
and capitalized by balancing value; while KM is 
defined as a strategy to identify, systemize, and 
develop the universe of capitals in the organiza-
tion. In short, the first generation pivots on the 
object, the second on the agent, and the third on 
the context (Carrillo, 2002).

Consequently, it may be concluded that the 
essence of the third generation (Carrillo, 2002) 
is the creation of value starting from the entity’s 
Value System and its corresponding operational-
ization in a capitals system, contrary to the first 

and second generations, which stress and focus on 
accumulation and flow of knowledge, respectively.

The following table shows the recognized 
concurrence of KM and the stages of PKM de-
velopment. Table 1: Parallelism between relevant 
elements in KM and PKM shows the correspon-
dence of emphases in one and the other, according 
to their stage of development.

Within the first KM generation (Carrillo, 
2001b) the core aim is to collect and store infor-
mation, in the same way that PKM defines its first 
moment of conceptualization. Not surprisingly, 
PKM has been widely used in the KM field from 
an instrumental standpoint: emphasis on the use 
of methods and technologies to manage informa-
tion at a personal level. More particularly, the use 
of information technology is privileged in order 
to support the individual’s capacity to manage 
large amounts of information. Clearly, this KM 
generation pays considerable attention to the 
handling and use of information on a personal 
basis. Researchers that assume PKM from this 
perspective and illustrate this instrumental prin-
ciple within PKM at different degrees of inten-
sity are, amongst others: Boyd (2001), Frand and 
Hixon (1991), and Sidoli (2000). These authors 
recognize in KM a clear inclination to the per-
sonal dimension. They emphasize that KM initia-
tives in an organization are constructed starting 
from the individuals that make it up; yet, they still 
show an emphasis on knowledge only as an object 
and a process. Boyd (2001) makes a reference to 
knowledge management through documentation 

Table 1. Parallelism between relevant elements in KM and PKM 

Generation KM PKM

First Tool oriented to save and ac-
cumulate information stock

Stresses handling and management of personal information

Second

Method to facilitate and circulate 
information

Stresses personal information interconnections 
Awareness of the interpersonal information flow and the flow of what 
others know and what the person knows 
Use of the personal information

Third Strategy oriented to achieve a 
value balance

Emphasizes the personal value system as the basis for decision-making 
and personal development
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of what employees know; and this contemplates 
the transformation of tacit knowledge into ex-
plicit knowledge by means of documents, charts, 
and the like. Frand and Hixon (1991) highlight 
the importance of initiatives to capture informa-
tion by focusing support technology on just in 
time knowledge.

On the other hand, Kaplan (2000) has in-
troduced the notion of personal management 
effectiveness into the PKM perspective. His 
definition incorporated the process through which 
individuals integrate experience into their daily 
lives, and by doing so he went a step beyond the 
first PKM generation. However, Kaplan (2000) 
made this attempt from an original emphasis on 
information management and the assimilation of 
tools to foster personal management effectiveness. 
He identified his advancements as CUEOD, an 
acronym for the key actions undertaken in each of 
the cycle stages he proposed: C for Capture, U for 
Understand, E for Evaluate, OR for Organize and 
D for Deploy. Also, some contributing elements 
to the PKM second generation such as fostering 
Knowledge flows can be recognized in Sidoli 
(2000). In this case, features of a third generation 
PKM may be found in Carrillo’s (2002) perspec-
tive, as he recognized and stressed the significance 
that information may have for the individual, that 
is, the articulation and sense a person makes of 
the information.

Additionally, authors such as Ash (2002) ad-
vanced a more integral perspective beyond first 
generation PKM. The author emphasized the 
relevance of knowledge of workers’ competencies 
in a context of continuous and swift change, and 
the relevance of developing such competencies. 
Ash and the team involved in the Association of 
Knowledge (2002) have worked around notions of 
how to take advantage of the individual’s personal 
knowledge so that s/he takes the lead of his/hers 
own personal development, and focuses on factors 
that allow an individual’s self-development from 
his/her own knowledge. In Ashes’ initiative, an 
inclination to appreciate knowledge beyond the 

instruments and tools of personal information 
management is clearly observed. Some of the 
greater categories he proposes that seem to match 
an integral scope for PKM are: collaboration, 
performance, learning, and strategy, among others.

Barth (2000) addressed a wider concept of 
PKM condidering that the economy of knowledge 
value in the organization derives from the intel-
lectual capital of its knowledge workers. Barth 
emphasized the concept of self-organization 
that relates to the personal dimension where a 
fundamental issue is the self as the basic unit and 
critical ingredient in the creation of the ecology 
of knowledge where a balance and congruence 
are key issues.

Sidoli (2000) also brought a more integrative 
PKM scope and highlighted the relevance of the 
individual’s values, since these orient his/her 
behavior. He advanced an audit in terms of PKM, 
starting from some of the key elements found 
in third-generation KM, such as values and key 
targets, as well as core competencies and personal 
strengths within a network interaction. He also 
highlighted the existing correspondence between 
the strategic elements within the individual, his/
her behavior, and his/her development.

Likewise, Sidoli (2000) established, as signifi-
cant PKM elements, learning acquired throughout 
the life span plus a plan for living and working, 
and proposed the promotion of a feedback loop 
between such plan, values, and lifelong learning, 
so that each one briefs the other in an enveloping 
fashion.

Other parallel elements Sidoli contributed 
to a the construction of PKM are, for instance, 
that Goleman’s (1995) approach of emotional 
intelligence as paraphrased by Ricardo (2000) 
constitutes a source for the foundations of PKM. 
Sidoli considers that the skills of emotional in-
telligence and cognitive skills are necessary and 
synergetic. The competencies of emotional intel-
ligence are the keys to personal and professional 
success. Competencies in emotional intelligence 
contributed to PKM are, for instance: empathy, 
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self-discipline, initiative, personal competency, 
emotional awareness, self-regulation, reliability, 
integrity, adaptability, commitment, innovation, 
motivation, and optimism.

A psychology background that contributes 
to the foundations of PKM is from Erickson 
(in Woolfolk, 1990), and specifically refers to 
the construction of an identity emphasizing the 
psycho-social dimension in this process and the 
significance of the family and cultural environ-
ment where the individual evolves. Identity is a 
fundamental element in the overall perspective 
of PKM, as it constitutes the starting line from 
which each individual, as an integrated entity, 
recognizes himself, and vis-à-vis others. Likewise, 
Hoffman (in Woolfolk, 1990) spots the stages of 
the process where the concept of others develops 
in an individual. This process goes from an initial 
stage of total personal non-differentiation regard-
ing the other, to a final stage where the individual 
gains awareness and understands that other people 
have their own identity, history, and future. Otero 
(2000) addressed the subject of alterity noting 
that others are recognized as similar to us, and 
concurrently external and agree that the relation 
between oneself and the other is not only total 
reciprocity and empathy, but also the notion that 
he/she is not I. It is thus that the incorporation of 
the foundations of alterity constitute a significant 
input in the construction of the PKM concept.

PKM AND ITS FRACTAL RELATION 
WITH KNOWLEDGE-BASED 
VALUE SYSTEMS MODEL: 
PROFILE OF THE KNOWLEDGE 
CITIZEN COMPETENCIES

In this chapter, the Knowledge-Based Value 
Systems Model (KBVS) submitted by Carrillo 
(1996) constitutes the frame of reference that 
provides leverage to PKM. The KBVS model is 
made up of both the KM dimensions and the key 
KM processes.

The KBVS model contemplates three dimen-
sions where the individual dimension resides, 
besides the social and organizational dimensions 
(Carrillo, 2002). The individual dimension is 
clearly oriented to the individual’s potential and 
self-management (Carrillo, 1996, 2002). Individ-
ual development is considered to be the building 
block or living cell of a development based on 
organizational and social knowledge (Carrillo, 
2002). He concretes conceptual elements and ap-
plications made (CSC, 2001; Martínez, 2001) that 
include a value basis that provides the foundation 
of application of PKM by means of individual 
and group self-management from a human per-
spective. This model is strongly related with an 
approach of PKM, as it is based on the recognition 
of human potential and the conviction that each 
individual has cad guide the course of his/her life. 
It likewise ranks as fundamental those attitudes 
and values that favor people’s involvement and 
growth in a self-managed learning environment. 
It considers that four competencies are required 
for self-management as an element of personal 
knowledge management; namely: self-esteem, 
self-knowledge, self-evaluation, and self-teaching 
(Martínez, 1999; CSC, 2001). It also contemplates, 
as basic elements: self-confidence, risk-taking, 
tolerance for ambiguity, internal orientation (or 
internal control locus), recognition of strengths 
and weaknesses, questioning, will power, and 
conscience; including two large meta dimensions, 
one related to the cognitive domain and the other 
to the emotional domain.

In parallel, meta cognition is recognized as the 
ability to deliberately direct the cognitive activity 
of the self to accomplish successful results from 
learning (Martínez, 1999). This implies that the 
individual should be able to ponder about the cog-
nitive process and control it “from outside”. The 
meta mood (Goleman, 1995) refers to awareness 
of the emotional state and the conscious, continu-
ous attention to this state. It involves pondering 
emotional processes and is emotional competency 
in trems of the knowledge of the self’s mood and 
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thinking about it. The meta mood is a factor that, 
similarly to meta cognition, is incorporated to 
the comprehensive self-management model of 
Knowledge System Center.

In turn, the key KM (2001) processes are 
identification, development, and optimization of 
the capitals system (universe of entity value); the 
administration of the human capital (alignment 
and optimization of those internal elements of 
individuals that allow them a competent perfor-
mance given a value context) and the instrumen-
tal capital (alignment and optimization of those 
external elements that provide leverage for their 
performance given a value context).

Dimensions and processes in the Knowledge-
based Value Systems model are incorporated in 
such a manner to a relation that, in each par-
ticular dimension, the three processes that ensure 
knowledge is being managed strategically in each 
setting –personal, organizational and social– are 
applied. Figure 1 shows this relation between KM 
dimensions and processes.

Thus, regarding relationship among its dimen-
sions, particularly the individual and the three 
processes, the KBVS, allows derivation of a re-
lationship between PKM and a profile of the 
knowledge citizen. This profile is made up of 
significant competencies and strategies in a value 
context representative of the economy of knowl-
edge, specifically, the city of knowledge.

The individual perspective in the KBVS ap-
proach allows approaching and focusing on the 
completeness of performances required in the 
personal setting and recognizing that the primary 
aspect to consider in this sense refers to identi-
fication, development, and optimization of the 
Individual capitals system, as well as management 
of the Individual Agent Capital (or individual 
Competency Capital) and, finally, management 
of the Individual Instrumental Capital. On Table 
2. Fractal relation among the dimensions in the 
KBVS model and PKM: manageable elements, 
shows the major elements to manage in the PKM 
approach from an all-embracing perspective of 
KBVS (Carrillo, 1996). It is called fractal because 
the basic structure of KBVS is repeated in a parallel 
fashion matching a different scale in the individual 
setting, which is constituted as PKM. It is thus 
that the elements to be managed are specifically 
identified when we are in the field of PKM.

It is thus that, from an integral perspective and 
based on the KBVS proposal, PKM involves an 
explicitation of the value systems of the indi-
vidual entity, its operationalization and the respec-
tive explicitation in a personal capitals system. 
From the latter, one may foresee the determination 
of the capitals gap by comparing the actual status 
and the ideal status of each capital and its evolu-
tion according to the entity’s strategic elements 
(CSC, 2003).

Figure 1. Relationship among KM dimensions and processes
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Thus we may derive the need of a differenti-
ated competencies profile for the knowledge 
citizen. A forerunner of this is the Taxonomy of 
competencies in the profile of the knowledge 
citizen (Martínez, 2005), as constituted by both 
the specific and the general competency catego-
ries, in which performances expected from the 
knowledge citizen are specified. For the specific 
ones, expectations include performances related to 
the development of internal and external referents 
(Development of Referents), to the articulation of 
significant personal relationships and relations 
with significant contexts (Articulation), and with 
an implementation directed to the concretion of 
actions that lead to personal and community de-
velopment (Deployment). Likewise, the general 
competencies category refers to the use of interac-
tion instruments (Instrumentation for Interaction).

An additional forerunner in this same line 
of thought contains the proposal of building the 
profile of the knowledge citizen on the basis of the 
abundant advancements in the democratic citizen’s 
competencies and the proposal of complementarity 
and ensurance of competencies of the knowledge 
citizen, since the development of both competen-
cies does not occur in an isolated manner, but in 
a dynamic interaction (Buendía, Martínez, Mar-
tínez, 2005; Martínez, 2006). Such competencies 
include, among other thingss: generating new 
forms of value contribution through the applica-
tion of knowledge management processes from 
a strategic perspective; developing an innovative 
attitude as an agent in the context where the citi-
zen evolves, relating the contribution of personal 

value to city, community, nation, region, and world 
needs; aligning personal values to personal stra-
tegic definitions and to the strategic definitions 
of the city, community, nation, region, and world; 
identifying and defining the total dimensions of 
personal value, operationalizing and developing 
them; cultivating relations that are significant to 
personal value dimensions, as well as city, na-
tional, and regional values. These competencies 
enable the individual to diagnose, design, apply, 
and evaluate initiatives from a comprehensive 
perspective that considers all the value elements 
in a given context, and to participate as well in 
their construction, explicitation, and development.

On the other hand, a very congruent profile 
(Martínez, 2007) is found that strengthens the 
connection between PKM and the profile of a 
knowledge citizen, one that considers competen-
cies that are critical in a context of interaction 
among people who have common objectives and 
aspects they consider vital: the practice com-
munity. It is an inherent concept and reality in 
a city of knowledge where the citizen evolves. 
The profile of the members identified in entities 
emerging in cities of knowledge is made up of: 
cognitive competence (an awareness of own think-
ing that allows self-knowledge and self-control); 
ethical competence (reaching a decision to act or 
refrain from acting as a result of a clarification 
and planning process focused on what is to be 
achieved, the why and the criteria, considering the 
wellbeing of those involved); vision competence: 
(analyzing and understanding global trends and 
issues on the basis of knowledge of the world-

Table 2. Fractal relation among the dimensions in the KBVS model and PKM: manageable elements 

KBVS PKM

Identification, development, and optimization of 
the capitals system

Individual capitals system: identification, explicitation, ordering, systematizing, 
categorizing, and operationalizing the Personal Value System

Management of the human capital Individual Agent Capital (or Individual Competence Capital): package of compe-
tencies that make up the offer of personal value

Management of the instrument capital Individual Instrument Capital: set of external resources and processes available to 
and usable by the individual
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wide context); articulation competence (taking 
action to facilitate the process of shaping/build-
ing a community and generating a self-managed 
community process; identifying common aspects 
that will generate rapport/affinities and encourage 
interaction among the members to generate and 
transfer knowledge); management competence 
(facilitating and ensuring the construction process 
for strategic or guiding elements in the community 
and congruence between decisions and actions).

It is thus that the approaches that focus and 
delve into the strategic performances (competen-
cies) involved in the profile of the knowledge citi-
zen from an individual perspective in interaction 
with the context; inherent aspects of PKM. PKM 
is thus recognized as a fundamental element in 
the profile of the knowledge citizen and natural 
congruence is found between the PKM approach 
and the essence of people who are members of a 
city of knowledge.

It should be noted that, for the purpose of 
this chapter, profile is understood as the set of 
competencies that characterize the performance 
potential of citizens in the cities of knowledge; 
and competencies (Martínez, 2007) such as the 
individual performance that involves an indivis-
ible set of concepts, skills, attitudes, and values 
that come into play when the citizen interacts with 
others in the city context.

Likewise, the connection between PKM and 
the knowledge citizen should be leveraged con-
sidering the definition of city of knowledge and 
knowledge citizen. According to Carrillo (2005), 
city of knowledge is understood as an arrange-
ment of a given value that induces preference for 
a congregation of people and its permanence. This 
implies a deliberate, systematic action to generate 
a sustainable balance of the universe of capitals 
that becomes attractive for people who recognize 
an exchange of productive value. This interac-
tion involves an ongoing mutual construction 
performed by the citizen and the city. Knowledge 
citizen is defined as an agent who establishes and 
develops a relationship where productive value 

is exchanged, in a value-based context (city of 
knowledge) and capable of self-managing his/her 
knowledge, concurrently contributing to manage 
knowledge in his/her city.

CONCLUSION

On the basis of developing this chapter and fur-
thering its purpose, it may be concluded that there 
are significant advancements and contributions 
around PKM and that the framework of its KM 
moments and generations, constitutes a sound 
referent to order and analyze them, thus allowing 
identification of the state-of-the-art PKM.

Likewise, we may conclude that the KBVS 
model, with its dimensions and processes, is 
a robust conceptual foundation that allows for 
derivation of an integral and strategic comprehen-
sion of PKM and, further yet, assuming that the 
individual is interacting with his/her context, he/
she is the most important strategic asset in human 
organizations; in this case, particularly in cities 
of knowledge. Therefore PKM, from an integral 
and strategic perspective, and the viewpoint of 
its particular components (competencies such as 
individual performance when interacting in a given 
value context), are found to be fundamental for the 
development of potential in the individuals them-
selves, as well as for the respective development 
of more extensive contexts (i.e.: organizational 
and social).

Thus, PKM is considered a building block or 
living cell in a development based on organiza-
tional and social knowledge, in the extent that 
it boosts the influence and added value of an 
individual development based on organizational 
and social knowledge. From this standpoint, the 
knowledge citizen is constituted as an agent of 
change, with a vision and a mission that target on 
personal balance and social value with identify 
and define his/her own personal value accounts, 
as well as those pertaining to the city of which 
he/she is part and parcel.
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The construction of PKM needs to continue; 
as it is a powerful subject, highly relevant in the 
development and wellbeing of knowledge citizens 
and their living space. The study and shaping of 
PKM should endure as a specific field of knowl-
edge; whereas it is a fundamental subject in the 
present context as well as in the context built in 
the future, a future shaped as of now with each 
and every building block used.
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Chapter  5.10

ABSTRACT

Being knowledge management crucial to com-
panies, it seems reasonable to understand an 
organisation intellectual capital. The three leading 
components of intellectual capital (human capi-
tal, structural capital and relational capital), are 
intrinsically bounded to the organisational ICT 
system, organisational structure, and to workers 
personal mastery. Nonetheless, in order to evolve 
organisational intellectual capital it is required a 
high level of personal mastery, which is clearly 
bounded to human resources. Therefore, this 
chapter aims to promote a theoretical and empiri-
cal discussion in order to understand the diverse 
dimensions between renewal, personal mastery, 
and employee wellbeing within a knowledge-
based organisation (Finnish ICT-company). For 

that, the chapter is divided into six major sections: 
the research questions; theoretical framework and 
main concepts; the case study organisation and 
research methods applied; findings; discussion; 
and future research.

INTRODUCTION

Powerful technological development in society 
and the Internet has changed world business struc-
tures and communication infrastructure massively 
since the 1990s. The Internet, which enables global 
activities and enhances globalization, has caused 
an ever-faster changing business infrastructure in 
which knowledge at all levels plays a more crucial 
role than ever before. Knowledge and the ability 
to renew are therefore among an organisation’s 
key assets (Harrison & Kessels, 2004).
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Plentiful research exists in many scientific 
fields on the organisation of learning, quality 
management, and change management. However, 
general wellbeing at work is current particularly 
in technology, economics, psychology, and social 
science research. A common understanding is that 
work environments must become more people-
friendly for organisations to continue to innovate, 
creating better products and services for changing 
markets in a growing, knowledge-based economy 
(Torvi & Kiljunen, 2005). As everything in the 
world connects and changes, the ability to adapt 
and to renew becomes crucial to organisations and 
individuals (Ståhle & Laento, 2000). Learning and 
change always go hand in hand: change prompts 
learning and learning is a way to change. Change 
management means- among other tasks- managing 
team learning, individual learning, and learning 
at an organisation level (Otala, 2002; Argyris & 
Schön, 1996). It is the starting point to studying 
renewal. This study aims to recognise the state of 
an organisation’s intellectual capital (IC). When 
weaknesses and strengths are acknowledged, 
processes and procedures can be developed from 
the results.

This article is based on a study carried out in 
spring 2005 in a Finnish ICT-company supplying 
information services to a large ICT company. The 
study looked to increase empirical knowledge of 
the renewal ability of knowledge-based organisa-
tions, and of employee wellbeing in a changing 
work environment. The purpose was principally 
to investigate the state of IC in that organisation. 
The theoretical background for the investigation 
stands on principle elements of a learning organisa-
tion and IC. Research methods were qualitative; 
the empirical data consisted of interviews within 
the case study organisation. Experts, it was as-
sumed, to possess qualities of personal mastery, 
and a personal responsibility for learning. It was 
interesting therefore to examine how an organisa-
tion’s culture and structure support or inhibit the 
expert’s renewal ability and contribution to the 

organisation’s ability to innovate and work ef-
fectively. In order to perform well, it is crucial to 
evaluate employees’ personal mastery, in relation 
to the organisation’s culture, values, goals, struc-
ture, and management practises. Performing well 
is also a question of power and how it is shared 
between employees, management and partners. In 
further sections the theoretical background of the 
study is presented, the research methods applied 
are described, and the main findings of the study 
reported. The article concludes by discussing the 
findings and further studies.

THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Traditionally, human resource (HR) managers 
have been responsible for enhancing and develop-
ing the organisational knowledge that resides in 
people. IC, however, belongs to the organisation 
as a whole. Organisational structures should sup-
port the development of organisational knowledge 
and competencies based on it, transforming those 
competencies into the property of the entire organi-
sation. Before IC can be measured or developed, 
its present state must be investigated: existing 
processes and structures and their effects must- for 
instance- be known. By acknowledging the present 
state of competencies and their related renewal 
ability, the present state of an organisation’s IC 
can be investigated and its commitment issues 
shared. To understand developing activities is part 
of investigating the present state of IC, because 
an organisation must balance economical objec-
tives and intangible resources (Rastas & Einola-
Pekkinen, 2001). In this study, the author examines 
organisational renewal through the central issues 
of its IC, including knowledge management (KM), 
relations with business partners, and structural 
capital, a critical factor between the human capital 
and the customer capital of an organisation. The 
research questions were set out as follows:
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1.  How does the IC renews itself?;
2.  How does the renewal support achievement 

of the organisational goals?;
3.  How does the renewal affect the organisation´s 

intellectual capital?;
4.  How does the renewal support relations with 

the customers?;
5.  What is the present state of the organisation´s 

IC?.

The first research question investigates whether 
the renewal of IC is in different areas: proactive 
or reactive, and if the channels are communicat-
ing the need for change and renewal. The second 
question approaches the meaning of renewal in 
relation to organisational goals. The third ques-
tion clarifies how renewal supports individual and 
organisational learning, and how staff perceives 
the customer relationship. The last question, the 
most significant, elucidates about the present 
state of the IC.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
AND MAIN CONCEPTS

The theoretical framework of this article com-
prises the concepts of renewal ability, personal 
mastery, and IC, including the components of an 
organisation. These ideas and their relations are 
displayed in Figure 1.

Renewal Ability

Renewal ability evolves at an individual level 
and at a collective level. A quality of managers 
and other staff, renewal ability can be seen in 
practical procedures, and it directly influences an 
organisation’s ability to carry out strategy and to 
adjust to changes in environment (Ståhle et. al., 
2002). Theories of learning organisation identify 
cumulative learning and constant self-renewal 
as the keys to success: a successful organisation 
combines flexibility and effectiveness. Mobil-
ising knowledge, a high priority in a learning 
organisation, requires knowledge sharing and an 
open door policy that encourages staff members 
and managers to bring problems to the attention 

Figure 1. The key elements of organisational renewal
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of top management (Minzberg, Ahlstrand & 
Lampel, 2005).

Renewal ability, a quality of an organisation’s 
members, can be seen in the way those members 
work. The ability to renew directly impacts an 
organisation’s ability to carry out strategy and 
adapt to changes in society, and is based on 
proactive learning and on efficiency in “taking 
advantage of new possibilities” (Ståhle et. al., 
2002, pp. 10). According to the organic growth 
principle, all members of an organisation must 
share common goals and a common vision, so 
that they can take responsibility for developing 
IC in the right direction. Employees must know 
what skills they will need to add value to the IC 
(Brooking, 1996).

An organisation can adapt easily to changes 
within a society by developing, planning, and 
managing information resources and processes. 
Just as it is important to be able to learn new 
things, it is equally important to unlearn old ways 
of thinking and old patterns of behaviour (Choo, 
1998). Commonly, people only see their own 
place within an organisation and the positive sides 
of their behaviour and work. The impact of the 
work of other people, however, cannot be seen 
on a large scale. It also is typical to scapegoat 
and blame the system without trying to identify 
underlying reasons behind the existing problems 
(Senge, 1990). All people are different and all 
have their own limitations to sharing and receiv-
ing information (Choo, 1998). By applying the 
concept of KM, one may remove old patterns of 
thinking, leaving room to learn new things. In-
novation and creativity can be enhanced through 
learning, and efficient decision-making can occur 
(Choo, 1998).

Personal Mastery

Personal mastery evolves mostly at an individual 
level, relating to personal responsibility for learn-
ing, and suggesting a special level of proficiency: 
personal and professional. Those with personal 

mastery live in a mode of continual learning 
(Senge, 2006), with a totally new attitude to life, 
an openness to new things, and a strong will to 
develop and grow as a human being. Furthermore, 
those with personal mastery, have a strong vision 
and a clear mission for where they are going, and 
what they want to become. They are often found 
in changing environments, because people with 
personal mastery do not use their energy to resist 
change. They also actively seek to change their 
environment without trying to control it (Senge, 
1990).

Himanen, Torvalds & Castells (2001) also 
describe the importance of personal responsibil-
ity in learning. With personal responsibility they 
describe self programming, often called personal 
development (PD) in literature. They separate 
seven different characteristics for personal devel-
opment that help people to get ahead in life and 
cope with change in society (Himanen, Torvalds 
& Castells, 2001). Growth as a human being, an 
essential part of personal mastery, starts with a 
commitment to something that truly matters. A 
commitment to personal growth is important, 
particularly for managers. Through the theory of 
personal mastery it is easier to understand that 
an organisation or a team is a social system and 
that there are more integrated ways of looking at 
problems (Senge, 2006).

Intellectual Capital

Interest in IC has grown steadily since Stewart 
introduced IC as a concept at the beginning of the 
1990s. According to Stewart (1997), IC is the sum 
of everything people know that gives a competi-
tive advantage in the market. IC consists of three 
components: human, structural, and customer 
capital. It has been defined, moreover, as a set of 
knowledge that creates value for the organisation, 
or can create value in the future (Castellanos, 
Rodriquez & Ranguelov, 2004). Common to 
these two definitions is the understanding that IC 
adds value to existing outcomes by producing, for 
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instance, a competitive advantage (see Iivonen & 
Huotari, 2007).

Intellectual capital has become a popular con-
cept as the number of knowledge-base organisa-
tions has increased. While the expert is the most 
important element of knowledge-based organisa-
tions, only a few companies can tell the value of 
an expert’s intellectual capital. According to a 
survey carried out in the UK, companies use only 
around twenty percent of employee competence. 
The use of intellectual capital is valuable for the 
company and for motivating and rewarding the 
expert (Brooking, 1996).

IC involves human capital (HC), structural 
capital (SC), customer capital (CC) or, relational 
capital (RC). HC is knowledge, skills, know-
how, experience, creativity, education, and the 
capability to innovate. RC is relations to custom-
ers, stakeholders, and also of image, brands, and 
contracts with business partners. SC is patents, 
technology, information systems, processes and 
procedures, values, organisational culture, and 
management philosophy (Lönnqvist & Mettänen, 
2003). Iivonen & Huotari (2007) considered that 
the IC components of a university library indicate 
the potential contribution of that library to the 
overall performance of the university IC. Iivonen 
& Huotari (2007) referred to Seetharaman, Sooria 
& Saravanan (2002), who claim that even at the 
end of the last millennium, too much about the 
nature of IC remained unknown and was difficult 
to capture it in explicit terms. They contributed 
to this discussion by presenting summaries of the 
major components of IC, as displayed in Table 1.

Human Capital

HC is a component of IC whose content most often 
describes employee competence (see Table 1).

HC includes the explicit and tacit knowledge 
of employees and relates strongly to the cultural 
aspects of organisational knowing. Tacit knowl-
edge is crucial to HC; because, personal and 
private knowledge is difficult to communicate 
to others. Tacit knowledge grows in time through 
experiences and can be seen as intuition, vision, 
and know-how (Choo, 1998). The concept of tacit 
knowledge can be traced to Michael Polanyi (1891-
1976), a Hungarian researcher of medicine who 
identified tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge 
as concepts, and to Ikujiro Nonaka, who popu-
larised the concepts in the mid-1990s. However, 
according to many authors, tacit knowledge has 
been used too superficially as a term in certain 
cases (Huotari & Iivonen, 2004; Yates-Mercer 
& Bawden, 2002; Cook & Brown, 1999). Tacit 
knowledge plays a vital role in HC, and manifests 
as the implicit knowledge of employees, crucial 
to promoting organisational learning and inno-
vations (see Choo, 1998). Tacit knowledge can 
be transferred by teamwork and by learning-by-
doing methods (Sveiby, 1997). As much as tacit 
knowledge is deeply rooted in organisational 
practices and culture, it may also have a nega-
tive impact by causing change resistance among 
staff members (Stewart, 1997). Embedded tacit 
knowledge may sometimes reduce the ability to 
enhance organisational performance.

Table 1. A description of HC (Source: Iivonen & Huotari, 2007, pp. 85) 

Components of IC Edvisson & Malone 
(1997)

Magic Project 
(Seetharaman, Sooria & 

Saravanan, 2002)

Castellanos, Rodriquez & 
Ranguelov (2004)

Johannessen, Olsen 
& Olaisen (2005)

HC

All the individual 
capabilities, knowledge, 
skill, and experiences of 
the company’s employ-

ees and managers

The basic potentials of an 
organisation

The set of explicit and tacit 
knowledge of the people in 
the organisation, shared or 
not amongst them, that has 
value to the organisation

The sum of internal 
and external knowl-

edge bases in a 
system
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Structural Capital

The SC of IC, its internal processes, may be or-
ganisational and include, for example: learning, 
management, and business processes; culture; and 
technological processes consisting of databases, 
licenses, and information systems. For the study 
this article reports on, SC is a crucial component 
of IC that includes an organisation’s capability for 
continuous improvement, often called “innovation 
capital”. Also, SC encompasses the ability of an 
organisation to adjust to environmental change and 
to create its own future, which in turn is entitled 
“systemic capital”. According to Johannessen, 
Olsen & Olaisen (2005), SC consists of organi-
sational learning and innovation. Explicit knowl-
edge, state Castellanos, Rodriquez & Ranguelov 
(2004), relates to the internal processes of SC, 
both organisational and technological.

Edvinsson & Malone (1997) have separated a 
specific innovation capital that consists of renewal 
capability and of the results of innovation in the 
form of protected commercial rights, intellectual 
property, and other intangible assets and talents. 
Johannessen, Olsen & Olaisen also separate sys-
temic capital, which they regard as an ability to 
adjust to changes in the environment demonstrated 
by social systems, and also an ability to create 
one’s own future (Iivonen & Huotari, 2007).

Personnel development processes are neces-
sary for an organisation to perform in changing 
business environments; they make learning pos-
sible at all times. Effective communication, sup-
ported by a strong structure of teams, is needed 
to secure continuous functioning and a flow of 
information on current issues, future changes, 
and new goals. Technology is needed to spread 
information about changes and new goals. By 
evaluating areas of knowledge and expertise, we 
can discover what goals must be reached and what 
is needed to achieve them in the future. Career 
plans are also required to develop learning pro-
cesses, motivate employees, and simply to add 
knowledge and motivation. Also, a rewarding 

economic reflection of the work- and processes of 
reward in general- are crucial to structural capital 
in a knowledge-based organisation. Open feed-
back processes and their evaluation are needed. 
Learning, training, and developing competence 
is especially important, allowing supervisors and 
managers to lead teams, services, and products 
(Harrison & Kessels, 2004). It has been suggested 
that the nature of the reward is essential: the re-
search shows that public recognition of skill and 
contribution, rather than plain economic reflec-
tion of the input measured, motivates the expert 
to work harder and stay longer with a company 
(Lee-Kelley, Blackman & Hurst, 2007).

Processes, the glue that keeps the components 
of an organisation together, should reflect its (the 
organisation’s) values and management philoso-
phy. The values of top management will not be 
visible in an organisation if middle management 
is not committed to working according to the 
values, mission, and strategy of the organisation; 
to quality processes, information management, 
change management and a continuous striving 
to work better. Among these strategies, com-
munication methods are significant (Brooking, 
1996). Structural capital can also help managers 
to build fences, support weak communication 
processes, or weaken the flow of information 
and learning in organisation. By simplifying and 
lowering organisational structure, processes can 
become even more effective, adding value for 
the customer. Well-formed structures support an 
efficient information flow between customers, 
stakeholders, and organisations. If they do not, an 
invisible informal structure can develop beside the 
formal structure, stronger than the “actual” formal 
structure. Different structures, upon analysis, ei-
ther support or inhibit the successful work of an 
organisation (Rastas & Einola-Pekkinen, 2001).

Relational Capital

The RC (also called customer capital, market 
capital, or network capital) of IC comprises an 
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organisation’s relationships and includes the 
explicit and tacit knowledge of how an organisa-
tion deals with its external agents (Castellanos, 
Rodriquez & Ranguelov, 2004). In today’s tur-
bulent, networked environment, an organisation 
cannot survive without relations to stakeholders 
(Iivonen & Huotari, 2007). Success in a relation-
ship is based on quality: in an inter-organisational 
collaboration, quality means shaping cooperation, 
trust, mutuality, and joint learning. Supporting the 
building of such relationships is not easy, given 
the competitive culture and transactional rela-
tionships usual to “organisational” life (Senge et 
al., 2007). Organisations usually have customers 
and stakeholders, but according to Schein (2004) 
definitions may be vague.

Is the customer, for instance, the person who ul-
timately buys the product; or the career occupant’s 
peers in a neighbouring department, dependent 
on the department he or she is in; or the boss; or 
subordinates; or the community? “Client” and 
“customer” vary as concepts by function and by 
occupational community. Each community has 
norms for how to “get along”, for information 
that can be passed or withheld, and for interests 
that must ultimately be protected (Schein, 2004).

An organisation’s internal relations are essen-
tial to RC, being also essential to RC is the ability 
to network, to create and maintain relations beyond 
internal and external organisational boundaries. 
Success in collaboration stands, therefore, on an 
organisation’s strategic-linking capability; RC 
indicates a capacity to build partnerships (see 
Iivonen & Huotari, 2007). Guiding ideas develop 
when people share values, vision, and general 
guidelines, resulting in a network of people work-
ing together, everything connected and renewed 
constantly through learning and change. In such 
a network, people share a common language by 
which to interpret their experiences to create 
something new and investigate shared values and 
beliefs (Choo, 2002). Partners have a joint interest 
in value creation and in mutual success, and must 
learn to trust in a joint future despite occasional 

mistakes and shortcomings, without looking for 
new service providers when dissatisfied (Iivonen 
& Huotari, 2007).

Modern organisational networks usually con-
sist of teams, groups that share a common goal 
and vision. A team employs a variety of processes, 
procedures, and systems to achieve that goal and 
vision. Managers encourage employees to work 
towards a shared aim, and reorganise people to 
make teams (Scholtes, 1997). Team learning 
correlates the highest with resource adequacy. 
Simply being a team member may possibly give 
some employees greater job satisfaction. The 
independent nature of experts in a knowledge 
organisation is reflected in a low correlation of 
relations to co-workers. Experts value colleagues, 
but personal reward does not result from being 
with them; teamwork may not come naturally to 
experts. Knowledge workers tend to see devel-
opment and learning as a personal thing. If team 
work is vital to a project, it needs to be managed 
carefully (Lee-Kelley, Blackman & Hurst, 2007).

Organisational Culture

Organisational culture and the ideas behind an 
organisation change constantly due to changes 
in society. Organisational culture defines how 
people should act and work within an organisation 
(Hofstede, 1993). A power that affects everything, 
it takes organisation and fragments it, knitting a 
collection of individuals into an integrated entity. 
Culture is what is unique about the way we do all 
things. It is interpretations shared collectively in 
a social process. No private cultures exist. There 
might be individual activities, but their signifi-
cance is always collective (Minzberg, Ahlstrand, 
& Lampel, 2005).

According to Schein (1996), a culture can be 
a set of basic tacit assumptions about how the 
world is and ought to be. Culture is a group of 
people that share and determines their perceptions, 
thoughts, feelings, and, to some degree, their overt 
behaviour. Cultures arise within organisations 
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based on their own histories and experiences. It 
manifests itself at three levels: the level of deep 
tacit assumptions that are the essence of the cul-
ture. Also the level of espoused values reflecting 
group’s wishes to be ideally and what it wants to be 
publicly. Finally there is the day-to-day behaviour 
that represents a complex compromise among the 
espoused values, the deeper assumptions, and the 
immediate requirements of the situation. Differ-
ent kinds of organisations exist, but common to 
all of them is that their internal functions have 
to be in balance with their mission, techniques, 
external functions, and their member needs and 
expectations (Aula & Hakala, 2000).

THE CASE STUDY 
ORGANISATION AND RESEARCH 
METHODS APPLIED

The Case Study Organisation

The case study organisation reported on in this 
article is a knowledge-based organisation special-
ising in engineering work, in the environmental 
sciences, and in information sciences. The case 
study organisation is located in five major cities 
in Finland and also in “international” locations: 
in China, India, Russia, and in Sweden. The study 
was conducted within the Information Services 
branch of the organisation, which produces a 
variety of information technology services that 
demand a high level of expertise based on a high 
level of education, a strong practical knowledge 
of the work, and on excellent English skills. Most 
of the employees work as technical writers, as the 
main users of databases, as information designers, 
or in other “information support” functions within 
customer organisations.

The Qualitative Approach

It is typical of qualitative research that its empiri-
cal results can be observed from many different 

angles. It is also typical of qualitative research 
that its data is expressive, rich, multileveled, 
and even complicated to understand (Alasuutari, 
1995). Qualitative research is part of the exam-
ined organisation’s world, a type of sample about 
language and culture of the organisation under 
investigation (Alasuutari, 1995). This research 
aims to explain certain phenomenon within the 
case study organisation, which is quite common 
in qualitative research, rather than to expose or 
prove phenomenon (Alasuutari, 1995).

The data was collected by applying the 
“theme interview” method, a half-structured 
interview method. In this type of interview, the 
form of the themes discussed is the same for all 
interviewees, but the interviewer can state the 
themes in a different order if necessary (Hirsjärvi 
& Hurme, 2000). Applying the theme interview 
method, all individual experiences can be studied, 
including thoughts, beliefs, feelings, and experi-
ences (Hirsjärvi & Hurme, 2000). The theme 
interview method is excellent for situations and 
circumstances in which, a deeper and increasing 
understanding of the research is needed (Hirsjärvi 
& Hurme, 2000).

Collecting and Analysing 
the Empirical Data

The basis for the empirical study was formed from 
thirty-seven organisational members in two teams. 
The team managers also had members in other 
cities and in other location. The staff members to 
be interviewed were selected randomly, though, 
as the personnel in the case study organisation 
were homogeneous, the backgrounds of the study 
subjects displayed no variation when compared to 
the backgrounds of the rest of the staff. Features 
common to those interviewed included an age 
of around thirty, a master’s degree at university 
level, and three years’ work experience. Of the 
study subjects, seventy percent were women and 
thirty percent men. The services this company of-
fered were outsourced from services provided by 
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a larger technology company: a significant factor 
in employee backgrounds. Some of the subjects 
of the study had worked in the large company, 
which was their customer now, while others were 
new employees.

Some significance to the findings concerning 
the SC and RC of the case study organisation was 
caused also by the arrangement, where some of 
the interviewees were working in the customer’s 
premises, while others worked in the company’s 
own premises and were in contact with the cus-
tomer mainly by e-mail or by phone.

The data was collected by interviewing the 
members of two teams in March and April 2005. 
The themes of the interview were divided into 
three main categories, namely HC, SC, and RC. 
Fourteen staff members altogether, from two 
separate teams, were invited for interviews. The 
researcher interviewed eleven study subjects either 
in a company meeting room or staff members’ 
own offices. Each interview was recorded, and 
took from thirty-five minutes to an hour and fif-
teen minutes, depending on the interviewee. The 
recordings were transcribed within a few days 
after the interviews, and the researcher had the 
atmosphere and the details clearly in mind when 
analysing the data. The theme interview proved 

a suitable method for studying issues also of a 
more intangible nature, since it was possible in 
the interaction between the researcher and the 
study subjects to discover so-called “grey areas” 
connected to the subject. As a final remark, the 
author points out that Figure 2 shows the main 
themes of the study, which form the basis for both 
interviews and analysis.

FINDINGS

The Renewal of Intellectual Capital

IC is renewed mainly through customer orders, 
through changes in employees, and through the 
joint learning of employees. In the case study, 
renewal occurred principally by adjusting to 
new customer processes, new IT tools, and to 
new projects. The values, goals, and strategies of 
the case study organisation itself were unknown 
to employees; all those employees interviewed 
said that most important to the organisation was 
economic profit.

We are here only to make money for the company, 
that´s it (Person A on the theme of values)

Figure 2. The central themes of an interview based on the theory of learning organisation
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Well, a company can have all kinds of values, but 
you see the actual values in how things are done. 
There can be anything on paper. Those values 
have been presented to us in info sessions, but to 
tell you the truth, I can´t recall them. (Person H 
to the question about values)

The organisational structure showed signs of 
inflexibility at work, binding frames and pro-
cesses so tightly together in certain procedures 
that employees found them almost impossible 
to change. This was evident even in situations in 
which personal competence and knowledge would 
suggest change. Staff learning together- one aspect 
of renewal activities- was possible due to good 
team spirit, due in part to the similar educational 
background and age structure of the staff. While 
top management were seen as distant and almost 
invisible, ten out of eleven study subjects found 
their nearest project managers easy to get along 
with and regarded them as equally important col-
leagues. However, six out of the ten staff members 
interviewed found it almost impossible to influ-
ence their own work environment.

Many of us have the competence to develop our 
services; we actually could do documents of excel-
lent quality, but the company doesn´t want that, 
they are missing common sense in all the deci-
sions. The bureaucracy is too thick. It just isn’t this 
company’s thing to do excellent documentation. 
The customer has seen that also: when busy, we 
are trying to let out all kinds of crap (Person D to 
the question can you use your own full competence 
in your work?)

Managers promise to deliver whatever the cus-
tomer asks. They don´t know how to be strict 
about what can be ordered. They can´t negotiate 
(Person H to the question about structural capital 
theme ‘managerial work’)

To achieve proactive renewal and enable 
better, innovative practices, an organic or even 

a dynamic organisational structure is needed. 
Managers require new competencies and quali-
ties in this type of environment, including an 
ability to motivate people, to support learning 
and insight, and to motivate staff members and 
skills for KM (Rastas & Einola-Pekkinen, 2001). 
Those staff members interviewed wanted- in ad-
dition to nice managers- increased proactivity for 
change, better planning abilities, better negotiation 
skills, sturdiness, and better managing skills in 
general. According to Kessels (2001), managers 
can also be helpful facilitators who create the 
necessary environment for knowledge work. At 
worst, traditional managers who organise work in 
obedience to bureaucratic rules are a hindrance to 
the development of knowledge networks, which 
are a prerequisite for knowledge productivity 
(Kessels, 2001).

Renewal and Goals

Goals are an important foundation and motivat-
ing factor at individual, team, and organisational 
levels of decision making. A shared vision can 
be a goal that all members of an organisation can 
recognize. To achieve that vision, all members of 
an organisation must be committed to it and want it 
to work. It is extremely difficult for an organisation 
to succeed in a changing world without long term 
goals that all the members’ share (Senge, 1990).

Organisations should have a plan for learning 
and renewal: not an educational program tied to 
a certain time or place, but a culture of learning 
visible in every-day work practises. Routine, work, 
and learning should mesh naturally in the everyday 
life of an organisation, creating an environment 
that supports and encourages the ability of staff 
to adopt changes and new procedures and to in-
novate (Harrison & Kessels 2004, 155). When 
an organisation has a clear goal, employees do 
not need to be pushed to change, but want to 
change of their own will, and look consciously 
to improve the quality of their work and of their 
work environment (Senge, 1990).
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In the case study organisation, the biggest 
problems connected to a lack of goals were: 
insufficient commitment to work, and a lack of 
processes for evaluation and reward. All the staff 
members, ten out of eleven interviewees, did not 
have clear goals in their work. This was stated for 
example as follows:

There aren’t any goals. Life goes on only by ongo-
ing work orders. If something new suddenly comes 
up, they quickly try to train us for that. We just 
need to jump into new things with our head up. 
Whoever happens to have most time gives advice 
and trains as much as they possibly can, while 
taking care of their own projects. Work duties 
are tied too much to one person here. (Person A 
to the question what kind of goals do you have?)

Moreover, all the interviewed (11/11) thought 
the evaluation, reward, and feedback processes 
were inadequate or even poor:

There isn´t a formal feedback channel. Feedback 
comes when it comes, just by accident sometimes. 
By e-mail, for example. Appreciation for work is 
not shown in the salary. It doesn´t give any eco-
nomical feedback about how well or poorly you 
do your job. It just doesn´t matter. (Person I to 
the question: on salary, feedback and rewarding 
practices, what thoughts come to mind?)

Goals of the case study organisation other than 
economic were unknown to the staff, who were 
also without any personal goals or career plans. 
Work and training was planned according to cus-
tomer orders. Also, lack of evaluation, reward, and 
feedback processes decreased motivation and the 
level of performance at work. The company did 
have regular “development discussions” between 
managers and staff members once a year, but these 
were considered inadequate and even useless.

The Effects of Renewal on 
Intellectual Capital

People find it rewarding to use their competencies 
at the highest level, which for an employer means 
taking risks instead of maximizing security and 
giving the freedom to innovate, even sometimes to 
fail. New methods should therefore be preferred to 
actions that have become routine. How beneficial 
new information is depends on the structure of the 
organisation. A mechanical structure aims to save 
organisational knowledge, an organic structure to 
renew knowledge, and a dynamic structure to in-
novate new, better practices (Ståhle et al., 2002).

In the case study organisation, in-service train-
ing was regarded as inadequate and lacking in 
consensus as to priorities. However, employees 
learned by doing, by guiding each other at work and 
finding solutions together. This is a practical way of 
transferring tacit knowledge between employees 
and of generating new information or knowledge 
through shared experiences and meanings (Nonaka 
& Takeuchi, 19955). An unwillingness to share 
one’s knowledge or a lack of shared time- among 
other hindrances- may obstruct the transfer of tacit 
knowledge. An organisation geographically scat-
tered or under constant change has poor chances 
to benefit from the tacit knowledge its members 
have gained at work (Grönroos, 2003).

In the present study, all eleven interviewees 
regarded a heavy workload and even burnout as a 
significant problem in their organisation. Among 
factors causing burn-out stated in answers, the 
most common were those connected to the SC. 
A lack of resources was mentioned by all in-
terviewees in all answers as the culprit causing 
burnout; employees had been overburdened with 
work for a long time. Changes in personnel or 
sick-leaves due to burnouts resulted in a need for 
those remaining to work overtime, as expressed, 
for example, as follows:
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Burnout, it exists. People have taken other jobs. 
Meaningless work causes exhaustion; week 
after week you don´t know what you are doing, 
you can´t plan your work, contracts regulate 
everything, there are too many crisis situations, 
resourcing is below judgement. It is hard to feel 
any professional pride; working at a cash desk 
in a shop wouldn´t make any difference to this. 
Although good, skilful people, we feel humiliated 
and treated as slaves. (Person D to the question 
if they had found burnout in their job).

Customer demands and strictly-restricted as-
signments were regarded as obstacles to work. 
Eight out of the eleven study subjects felt that 
employees could not benefit from their capabilities 
in their work because of too many strict contracts. 
All the interviewees were prepared for more chal-
lenging tasks. Guiding others was not allocated 
any resources, and was supposed to happen along 
with one’s own tasks. The most common reasons 
for exhaustion at work are overburdening, illeg-
ibilities, conflicts between aims and roles, a lack 
of independence and options, boredom at work, 
and problems connected to interaction (Hakanen, 
1999). This study concludes, on the basis of the 
interviews, that reactive renewal in an organisa-
tion increases exhaustion among workers, and in 
that way has a negative impact on the IC of the 
organisation.

Proactive Renewal and Wellbeing 
at Work Close to the Customer

Of those interviewed in the present study, two 
were working on customer premises, while the 
remainder worked geographically apart from their 
customers. These two persons present an interest-
ing exception: they appeared more satisfied with 
their jobs than the rest, having more freedom to 
develop their modes of action with customers and 
make arrangements and interact face-to-face as 
the following comment shows:

I work quite freely. I use my own relationships for 
taking care of things. (Person X answers a ques-
tion about their chance to effect on own tasks).

The majority of those interviewed, by contrast, 
seemed regulated by agreements and strictly re-
stricted tasks. One of the interviewees also pointed 
out a deterioration of customer relations after 
moving away from the customer´s premises. His 
view of this customer partnership was as follows.

I don´t know, really. The relationship has deterio-
rated after we moved away from their premises. 
(Person K answers the question about partner 
relationships)

In summarising the renewal of customer 
relations, it can be said that they are still mostly 
renewed by different requirements and agree-
ments- as the following comment shows:

You really can´t be creative here; we should have 
more time and better knowledge of the products. 
If average or even poor quality has been ac-
cepted earlier, there really isn´t much motivation 
to improve the quality later either. In most tasks 
everything is really boring and strictly specified; 
all the orders come ready, like, “Do this, and do it 
exactly like this!” (Person H to the question about 
using one’s full competence at work.)

Unfortunately this type of renewal supports a 
non-active culture in the organisation, character-
ised by a lack of confidence with no prospect of 
active participation to develop working conditions. 
According to the study, change was possible, but 
required face-to-face communication with the 
customer in confidential relationships.

Trust between partners is the key to strategic 
partnerships. Changes in surroundings put the 
endurance of the partnerships in a permanent test 
situation. Two out of three started partnerships fail, 
according to researchers. A strategic partnership 
requires- in addition to joint strategy- a shared goal 
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and open actions towards achieving that goal. Ev-
erything is based on trust. A successful partnership 
results in efficiency in costs, predictability, and 
innovativeness, and benefits all partners (Vihma, 
2005). According to Bradley & Vozikis (2004) 
(cited in Huotari, Hurme & Valkonen, 2005) when 
building confidence, the emphasis must be on 
creating an atmosphere for communication that is 
open and encourages co-operation. For individual 
skills, of equal importance is a positive attitude 
towards communication, as well as participation 
in decision making, and attentiveness. Building 
confidence requires that versatile abilities com-
municate. Good practises in co-operation indicate 
deep trust between partners (Huotari, Hurme & 
Valkonen, 2005).

The Current State of 
Intellectual Capital

At the end of the analysis, empirical findings 
were collected through a SWOT (Strengths, 
Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) analysis, 
and the organisational strengths, weaknesses, op-
portunities, and threats could be analysed easily, 
based on investigation of the interview data. The 
findings of the study show the principles of a 
mechanical organisational structure at work, at-
tempting to control an ever-changing environment 
through typical methods, namely strictly specified 
work tasks, an excessive amount of reporting, 
and formal methods of communication with the 
customer. Moreover, when customer orders are 
the only input for renewal, an organisation cannot 
not produce its own goals or proactively renew, 
which in turn causes a lack of motivation, stress, 
and even cases of burnout among highly educated 
personnel. According to many interviewees, the 
prominent reasons for burnout were the lack of 
possibility to affect the work environment, a lack 
of goals, fragmented project work, and inadequate 
and improper processes for reward and feedback. 
Stress occurs, states Ek, when individual interests 
and ambitions do not meet the challenges or pos-

sibilities the environment has to offer (Ek, 2000). 
Threat can also be reactive renewal in itself. 
Knowledge and competence based on customer 
processes is not the same as the organisation’s own 
competence, and can even be a risk to a business. 
It is also very likely that professionals will leave 
the organisation in the long run to seek better 
opportunities, better financial satisfaction, more 
respect, and above all a more internally reward-
ing job. A high level of sick leaves and of experts 
leaving an organisation should be considered as a 
warning that the organisation is losing IC and ul-
timately its competitive advantage (Sveiby, 1997).

Strengths of the case study organisation in-
cluded a highly educated staff; endeavour towards 
self-development and developing the work com-
munity appeared as strengths in the SWOT analy-
sis. The stuff had- furthermore- homogeneous 
backgrounds and good relations with co-workers 
and project managers. A clear opportunity exists 
for the organisation to utilise personnel more 
effectively in planning and developing services. 
Besides the possibility of better services, this 
would earn the company more profitable results 
in the long run, not to mention personnel happier 
about their work. According to Siltala (2004), 
workers who feel pleasure at work stay healthy, 
have fewer periods of sick leave, and produce 
a better outcome than workers continuously on 
overtime and overburdened.

Figure 3 illustrates the present state of the intel-
lectual capital of the case study organisation, in 
the frame of the SWOT analysis. The key issues 
in renewal of the intellectual capital have been 
taken into account, namely human, structural, 
and relational capital. Figure 3 summarises the 
results of the present study in intellectual capital.

DISCUSSION

The findings of this study are based on empirical 
data from a Finnish ICT company operating in a 
constantly and rapidly changing environment, in 
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which, tasks and organisation were based on a very 
strong customer orientation totally determining the 
sequence, nature, and speed of the experts’ work. 
This study concludes that while it may seem easy 
to attempt to control a changing work environ-
ment with methods familiar from a mechanical 
organisation structure, such as: strictly regulated 
tasks; formal reporting; and manager control of 
communication and development work. And, this 
approach does not work in a knowledge-based 
organisation.

In a knowledge-based organisation, mechani-
cal structural methods cause reactive renewal of 
IC, not proactive renewal. They engender a lack 
of aims in the personal development of highly 
educated, creative employees, arriving at exhaus-
tion and an absence of motivation. The material 
studied shows that employees working in cus-
tomer’s premises were more satisfied with their 
work, because they could regulate their working 
conditions and content of work and also had an 
opportunity to learn more effectively. In addition, 
employees working in customer premises felt that 

they could benefit the partnership more by better 
customer contact. Interpersonal communication 
is the starting point for the renewal of intellectual 
capital. The key to successful renewal is to sup-
port interaction between the customer and the 
team serving the customer. In-service training 
is required, and clear short and long-term objec-
tives; also, possibilities to develop the content 
of the work, and processes producing incentive, 
processes of evaluation, feedback, and reward. 
Building a shared strategy and goals is crucial to 
working with partners (Harrison & Kessels, 2004).

An organisation’s culture is a shared reality, 
is assumptions and unrecorded rules; these either 
encourage or slow learning. To gain the new, 
constructive ways of thinking and acting that are 
necessary to make justifiable decisions, you must 
also consciously give up old attitudes and beliefs. 
In the case study organisation, the customer had 
considerable influence on every facet of activity. 
The interviews demonstrate that the company’s 
attitude to the customer was an essential part of 
its culture, but appeared unfavourable to human 

Figure 3. SWOT analysis on the present state of IC
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capital and structural capital, and especially to 
relational capital.

The interviews indicate, however, that proac-
tive change may be produced when it is seen as 
valuable, and that it is possible to allocate resources 
to that change. Two persons working on customer 
premises felt that they were treated as experts and 
that their expertise was in full use and appreci-
ated. As experts they also enjoyed appreciation 
of the customer, who asked for their advice. One 
employee working on customer premises said she 
could find better methods of working and could 
improve actions, meaning that she made the ef-
fort to introduce and justify those new ideas to 
the customer. In these cases, the integration of 
the IC produced added value for the customer, 
while mutual confidence in their co-operation 
increased. This type of activity should be rewarded 
consistently, giving more employees endurance 
and a willingness to develop co-operation towards 
proactive procedures. As a phenomenon this can 
be called social intelligence, meaning good ne-
gotiation skills, a deep knowledge of one’s own 
competence, and excellent communication skills 
(Choo, 2002).

Among the management and personnel depart-
ment, the outcomes of the study raised interest and 
they were unaware of the current situation of the 
IC. Details of the employees’ working day had 
remained unknown to the distant top management 
and even to middle management. The renewal of 
intellectual capital among management and its 
expansion to the borderlines of customer contact 
would make a fruitful subject for further study, 
the outcomes of which may contribute to mutual 
understanding, and lead to better partnerships. 
So, Table 2 shows recommendations for actions 
in the case study organisation.

An organisation reaching towards successful 
development has its basis of functions in different 
elements of learning. The keys to the renewal of 
an organisation are: developing competence 
management; problem solving abilities; social 
and communication skills; capability of creating 

new information; and creating and encouraging 
an atmosphere for learning. Creative-chaos-
producing innovations are also needed, while on 
the other hand stability and time is necessary for 
finding and adopting new solutions and practical 
judgement in routines. The situations in which 
practical judgement is missing are easily detected, 
but it seems more complex to define the meaning 
of practical judgement where routines and learn-
ing are concerned (Harrison & Kessels, 2004).

FUTURE RESEARCH

The current situation within global financial 
markets affects all organisations, even in Fin-
land. General wellbeing at work is an important 
issue that has been examined within the fields of 
technology, economics, psychology, and social 
sciences. This research expands the scope of KM 
and related Information Management (IM) to 
wellbeing at work in knowledge-based organisa-
tions. In this context, IM is crucial to providing 
information for the knowledge-based work of 
experts, for which information is seen- among 
other things- as an input to knowledge processes 
(Huotari & Iivonen, 2005).

Personal mastery has been used frequently as 
a concept in organisational learning, in innova-
tions, and in expert organisations. An organisation 
needs the commitment of employees with personal 

Table 2. Recommendations for actions in the case 
study organisation 

•  Staff should be considere an investment 
•  Long and short term goals should be clear to everybody 
•  The human resource department need to support managers in 
   managing learning and in coordinating the organization’s 
   goals and its needs for learning 
•  Evaluation and reward processes that support learning are 
    needed 
•  Management that supports learning 
•  A proactive and goal oriented relationship to the customer 
•  Shared strategy with the customer 
•  Better negotiation skills and partnership skills are required
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mastery to achieve its goals, mission, and vision. 
García-Morales et al. (2007) have examined 
the affect of personal mastery on organisational 
performance by calculating and analysing the 
correlations between personal mastery, innovation 
constructs, and organisational learning. Significant 
and positive correlations between personal mas-
tery and organisation’s performance exist directly 
and indirectly through organisational learning 
and innovation, state these authors. Further, or-
ganisational learning influences organisational 
performance positively, both directly and indi-
rectly through organisational innovation (García-
Morales, 2007). Also, Lee-Kelley, Blackman 
& Hurst (2007) demonstrate in their research a 
relationship between learning organisation theory 
and the potential to retain knowledge workers. By 
breaking down the elements of learning organisa-
tion, including personal mastery, managers are 
provided with a better insight on how a learning 
organisation´s disciplines impact knowledge 
workers. According to Lee-Kelley, Blackman & 
Hurst (2007), HR managers should adapt per-
sonal mastery to link HR strategies pertaining to 
challenge, sharing vision and developing holistic 
systems throughout the organisation (Lee-Kelley, 
Blackman & Hurst, 2007).

The talents of knowledge workers are put 
to optimal use through material provisions and 
especially through an educational environment 
that furthers personal expertise. This type of 
climate enhances and stimulates the participation 
of talented employees in interesting and useful 
projects in professional networks. Employee 
surroundings should enhance the development of 
individual perspective within opportunities for the 
organisation’s strategic objectives (Kessels, 2001). 
According to Hamel, in every human being are 
innovation genes that managers and HR leaders 
simply do not know how to turn on; for that, the 
theory of innovation is required. Some individuals 
at certain points in time see opportunities that are 
invisible to everyone else (Hamel, 2009).

This research aims to increase our understand-
ing of personal mastery in relation to wellbeing at 
work and to the renewal ability of an information-
intensive, knowledge-based organisation. This 
includes, for example, the following aspects:

• increasing understanding of the relation 
between effective IM and experts’ wellbe-
ing and satisfaction at work;

• indicating the factors including communi-
cation and information competencies that 
affect personal mastery and wellbeing at 
work;

• increasing understanding of organisational 
change when communicating internal in-
formation processes

Through these aspects the study will contribute 
to our understanding of the nature of innovative 
knowledge- based work and its management. 
Therefore, Figure 4 describes the connection 
between personal mastery and the organisation.

CONCLUSION

While the limits of transactional ways of inter-
acting are apparent, generating change at a scale 
that matters often requires engaging large com-
munities of diverse participants with different 
motivations. All members should share a strong 
commitment to the success of the organisation as 
a whole (Senge et al., 2007). On the basis of the 
attributes of personal mastery, power, and intel-
lectual capital in relation to renewal ability, the 
following questions can be stated:

1.  What are the main perceived qualities of 
personal mastery of the experts in case study 
organisations?;

2.  What is the relation of wellbeing at work to 
carrying out personal mastery in practise?;

3.  How are experts able to influence their work 
environment and tasks at work?;
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4.  What kind of factors, for instance culture, 
climate, and structure, affect experts’ ability 
to renew?;

5.  What kind of communication infrastruc-
ture supports individual and organisational 
renewal?;

6.  How does management philosophy support 
experts’ personal mastery?;

7.  What is the difference between change-
related formal documentation and face-to-
face communication?

An expert’s knowledge is power, but the key 
problem is how to utilise all this potential knowl-
edge within an organisation (Castrén, 2001). 
This new research project will add knowledge 
of managing information for knowledge-based 
work within the fields of technology and health 
care. Growing interest lies in experts in the ICT 
field and in medical doctors who are specialists 
within their fields. My future study will pursue 
comparisons of the personal mastery of those 
professionals within their organisations and its 
management.

Due to the interdisciplinary nature of KM, 
the results of future research will contribute to 
the fields of Information Studies, Management 
Information Systems (MIS), Organisational Com-

munication and Administrative or, Management 
Sciences. The results will be scrutinised in the most 
significant domestic and international scientific 
journals and conferences within these fields.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Human Resources: It includes all the exist-
ing personnel inside an organisation. Is the most 
important asset within a learning organisation, be-
cause personal mastery is commonly an individual 
feature, however human resources management 
policies seem to neglect this reality.

Intellectual Capital: A set of knowledge that 
creates, or might create value for the organisa-
tion in a near future. Its components are: human 
capital (encompasses workers explicit and tacit 
knowledge); structural capital (characterizes in-
ternal processes); and, customer capital (includes 
an organisation’s relationships).

Learning Organisation: An organisation that 
in which all systems, processes, and structures- at 
all levels (individual, group, department, system-
as-a-whole)- constantly seek data on system 
performance, and use it at all levels to make the 
organization more productive/creative now (in-
tegration), as well as simultaneously allows it to 
achieve a successful organisational position in an 
uncertain environment (adaptation).

Organisational Culture: Can be resumed as 
the way organisations recognize themselves. It 
is based on history and structure, giving a sense 
of identity: “who we are”; “what we stand for”; 
“what we do”. It determines the existing organi-
sational procedures.

Personal Mastery: Enables an individual 
feature, and implies a high level of proficiency: 
personal and professional.

Renewal Ability: Encompasses two levels: an 
individual; and, a collective. Related to the ability 
to people execute practical procedures or, how an 
organisation executes its strategy and adjusts to 
the changing environment.

This work was previously published in Ethical Issues and Social Dilemmas in Knowledge Management: Organizational Inno-
vation, edited by Goncalo Jorge Morais da Costa, pp. 160-179, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint 
of IGI Global).
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Chapter  5.11

ABSTRACT

This chapter presents the findings of a study 
aimed at investigating how the fit between the 
problem-solving style of a product development 
team and the cognitive environment induced by 
the perceived problem of complexity affects the 
amount and type of knowledge generated.

It is assumed that organizational knowledge 
is created as a by-product of collective creative 
technical problem-solving, when people work 
together to deal with unfamiliar and unexpected 
situations. Two major outcomes emerge from the 
analysis of experimental data: (1) different cogni-
tive environment patterns are more conducive than 
others to organizational learning; (2) there exists 

some fit between the cognitive environment pat-
tern and the team technical problem-solving style, 
as some cognitive practices and social behaviours 
adopted during technical problem-solving are 
more effective than others in certain cognitive en-
vironments. Particularly, practices and behaviours 
that are more associated to creativity have a not 
negligible weigh in the generation of knowledge. 
Ninety-one cases of technical problem-solving 
occurred during product innovation within 35 
small firms studied.

INTRODUCTION

A large body of literature clearly distinguishes 
between creativity, innovation, and learning 
and knowledge generation at the organizational 
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level. While creativity is more associated to the 
generation of new concepts and the exploration 
of new ideas, innovation is associated to the 
conversion and implementation of the ideas into 
tangible products and processes, and learning to 
the adoption of new knowledge and behaviors 
within the organization (Cook, 1998; Craft, 2005; 
Oldham and Cummings, 1996). However, these 
processes are strongly interconnected and it is 
usually difficult to separate them (Brennan and 
Dooley, 2005; McAdam and McClelland, 2002a). 
Creativity is often considered the front end of the 
innovation process, while learning is the output 
of innovation (Amabile, 1983; Majaro, 1988; 
McAdam and McClelland, 2002b). When people 
carry on innovation, they manifest their creativ-
ity when they are able to find new solutions to 
old problems or identify new problems to solve 
(Treffinger and Isaksen, 1992). In the same time, 
knowledge and learning are critical inputs of the 
creative process, and vice versa, creativity is a 
form of knowledge creation. Urabe (1988, p. 3) 
describes innovation as a “never one-time phe-
nomenon, but a long and cumulative process of a 
great number of organizational decision-making 
process, ranging from the phase of generation 
of a new idea to its implementation phase”, and 
recent models of the innovation process emphasize 
how it is often a chaotic, iterative and interactive 
and not easily planned process in which several 
people, teams, organizations and institutions work 
together to search, refine, recycle, nurture informa-
tion and knowledge to solve problems, generate 
new ideas and develop products and processes 
(Kline and Rosenberg, 1986; Chesbrough, 2004; 
Cheng and Van de Ven, 1996; Van de Ven, Pol-
ley, Garud and Venkataraman, 1999). According 
to Argyris and Schon (1978, p. 3) organizational 
learning is:”[...] a process in which members of 
an organization detect an error or anomaly and 
correct it by restructuring organizational theory 
of action, embedding the results of their inquiry 
in organizational maps and images”. Thus learn-
ing is affected by the organization capabilities, 

practices and behaviors adopted to search, pro-
cess, interpret and transfer information during 
technical problem-solving. An important source of 
learning – particularly in small organizations – is 
creative technical problem-solving that teams and 
individuals carry on during the innovative activity. 
This technical problem-solving usually proceeds 
randomly, without any planned or deliberated 
choice, but individuals conceptualize problems 
only when drawbacks occur and do not make 
any attempt to anticipate and prevent problems 
carrying on institutional R&D. Moreover, it is 
not rare that solving complex technical problems 
requires that people have to deal with problems 
of management.

Technical problem-solving is thus of crucial 
importance for all these processes, both as it is 
a common piece of the intrinsic nature of them 
and as it can shape and influence their dynamics. 
Creative technical problem-solving that individu-
als and teams implement during innovation affects 
how learning occurs and its output, e.g. knowledge 
created in its different shapes and amount. People 
working together in product development teams 
adopt different problem-solving styles, combin-
ing together a number of social behaviours and 
cognitive practices, depending on the amount of 
the perceived problem complexity (i.e. activating 
relationships to exchange information with the 
customer, developing either internal or external 
communication networks, approaching to problem 
solving by problem framing or problem widening, 
implementing experimentation and planning when 
dealing with problems, or divergent thinking) 
(Amabile, 1983; Andrews, 1975; Bell, 1982; Clark 
and Fujimoto, 1991; McKee, 1992; Raaheim, 
1974; West and Farr, 1989). Problem-solvers 
perceive problem complexity as a consequence of 
the perceived state of ambiguity and uncertainty 
that characterizes the problem-solving cognitive 
environment (Daft and Lengel, 1986). Both the 
amount of perceived problem complexity and how 
technical problem-solving is managed by people 
(e.g., the problem-solving style) are particularly 
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important to learning and the generation of new 
organizational knowledge. In particular, (1) the 
cognitive practices and social behaviours imple-
mented in technical problem-solving influence 
the nature and amount of knowledge generated 
during learning, and (2) the perceived cognitive 
environment has a moderation effect on the gen-
eration of knowledge.1 The investigation of these 
relationships is the main goal of this chapter.

The organization of the chapter is the follow-
ing. In section “Background” it is explained how 
technical problem-solving is a major ingredient 
of learning and knowledge generation; in sec-
tion “Modeling the generation of organizational 
knowledge” a model that explains how new 
organizational knowledge is generated during 
technical problem-solving. In particular, the cogni-
tive environment induced by perceived problem 
complexity, problem-solving collective cognitive 
practices and social behaviors that have an effect 
on the generation of new knowledge are discussed. 
A detailed presentation of the research methodol-
ogy is provided in section “Methodology”, while 
findings are presented and discussed in sections 
“Results” and “Discussion and conclusion”. Fi-
nally, new research trajectories are proposed in 
the “Future research” section.

BACKGROUND

Knowledge is at the base of the construction of 
the capabilities of an organization and, it often 
allows to raise barriers that prevent competitors 
to imitate its products. A large part of the value 
added generated inside an organization can be 
explained through the generation of new knowl-
edge that according to Grant (1996, p. 375) is: 
“[…] the most strategically significant source of 
advantage of the firm”.

To acknowledge the role that knowledge has as 
a means to improve the organization performance 
stimulates scholars to investigate more in depth 
how organizations absorb, generate, transfer, save 

and use it. However, the issue of new knowledge 
generation inside organizations remains particu-
larly critical. Generating new knowledge means, 
indeed, not only to accumulate new knowledge, 
but also to substitute existing knowledge that is 
obsolete and ineffective, modifying and changing 
it from one shape to another or refining existing 
knowledge. The organizations that use intensively 
knowledge to remain competitive in the market 
need to create it continuously, and can survive 
only if their stock of knowledge is re-generated 
with a certain frequency. Of course, even though 
less critical, new knowledge generation remains 
a relevant strategic issue for those organizations 
that compete in less dynamic and not technologi-
cally drive markets.

Even though literature has often emphasized 
the role and the importance of knowledge as a 
source of competitive advantage (Rumelt et al., 
1992; Teece et al., 1990), there is a relatively small 
number of studies (theoretical and empirical) that 
propose models capable to shed light on the way 
new knowledge is created inside organizations 
and only in the last years some scholars focused 
attention on this issue (Nonaka, 1994; Davenport 
& Prusak, 1997; Nonaka a7nd Konno, 1998; 
Brown & Duguid, 1991). The proposed models 
emphasize the interaction within teams, in which 
individuals having different backgrounds and 
experiences but convergent interests, informally 
meet to exchange ideas, opinions, judgments and 
evaluations. A crucial element of organizational 
knowledge generation is therefore social interac-
tion, through which individual knowledge is trans-
formed into collective knowledge and becomes 
explicit from tacit.

However, models based on interaction do 
not take into account many aspects of the pro-
cess of generation of organizational knowledge 
that develops from the individual knowledge, 
in particular the characteristics of the different 
learning structures where organizational learning 
occurs. Another critical ingredient of the process 
of knowledge generation is creativity, both at the 
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individual and collective level. Individuals mani-
fest their creativity when they deal with unusual 
and not trivial situations, during problem-solving 
that occurs whenever innovation is implemented 
within organizations (Kolb, 1974; Smith, 1989; 
von Hippel, 1994; von Hippel & Tyre, 1993). 
Problems can be well-structured or ill-structured, 
depending on the extent to which individuals in-
volved in problem-solving feel they are familiar 
with the initial and/or the final state of the problem, 
and the transformation process to get from the 
initial state to the final state (Mayer, 1983; Simon, 
1979). If individuals and team face a problem in 
which they are familiar both with the initial and 
the final states, and the transformation process, 
then they are dealing with a well-structured prob-
lem. In this case individuals will adopt standard 
operating routines to solve the problem, as the 
situation is repetitive (Argyris & Schon, 1978; 
Glaser, 1986).2 Vice versa, if they are unfamiliar 
with one or both the states of the problem or the 
way to pass from the initial to the final state of 
it they are confronting ill-structured problems to 
solve which they need innovative responses. In 
this situation they have to devote great efforts to 
identify effective strategies to solve them. In highly 
complex situations problem-solvers will modify 
their assumptions, search strategies, adopting 
new logical mental categories for giving mean-
ing to things and interpret reality, and selecting 
new behaviors (Argyris & Schon, 1978, Jelinek, 
1979; Winograd & Flores, 1986). This change in 
the perspective of analysis of a situation typical 
of ill-structured problem-solving generates new 
organizational knowledge. Learning occurs 
during technical problem-solving because the 
intermediate and final outcomes of the problem-
solving activity are stored in the collective and 
organizational memory of the organization, in 
order to be used in other circumstances - similar 
or not. These outcomes are incorporated in the 
organization memory in form of new knowledge 
(either situational or procedural type) (Tulving 
& Schachter, 1990). Cycles of individual and 

collective creative problem-solving – planned 
or random -, as a consequence, become a not 
minor element of the process of generation of 
new organizational knowledge as a means for the 
activation of creativity, social behaviors and cog-
nitive practices necessary to produce knowledge 
(Amabile, 1983; Corti & lo Storto, 1997; Corti 
& lo Storto, 1999; Rickards & Freedman, 1978; 
Zwicky & Wilson, 1965).

It often happens that a great bulk of organiza-
tional knowledge (even not technical knowledge) 
is generated and accumulates as a by-product of 
technical problem-solving associated to a not sys-
tematic search for new knowledge (such as R&D). 
Indeed, according to Nelson (2004, p. 458): “much 
of practice in most fields remains only partially 
understood, and much of engineering design 
practice involves solutions to problems that profes-
sional engineers have learned ‘work’ without any 
particularly sophisticated understanding of why”. 
Looking at the creation of knowledge as an activ-
ity which is separated from other activities of the 
general process of knowledge management (i.e., 
adoption, embodiment, diffusion, etc.) within an 
organization is indeed another controversial issue 
in the literature. Many activities of the knowledge 
management process are interacting and cannot 
be easily split. For instance, when knowledge is 
transferred inside the organization, it is usually 
refined, contextualized, and new knowledge is 
consequently generated.

Moreover, even though the importance of 
studying how knowledge is created inside organi-
zations is well acknowledged since time, empirical 
literature remains still scarce and the small number 
of empirical studies focused only on some aspects 
of the subject, such as the transfer of knowledge 
within or between organizations, the interaction 
between different shapes of knowledge (i.e., 
tacit and explicit). It should also be added that 
small size organizations (i.e., small companies 
or teams) are fundamentally missing in empirical 
studies, thus contributing to diffuse a false belief 
that the creation of knowledge is not a matter of 
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small companies or teams. In particular, small 
companies, for their nature and characters (lack 
of resources, ownership and management infra-
structure, organizational structure, etc.) need the 
development of ad hoc interpretive models and 
not only the adaptation of models developed for 
large companies as they – it is now well accepted 
– are not large firms in their infancy.

Locating creative technical problem-solving 
in a central position of the process of knowledge 
creation allows to have a tool to build a contin-
gent model of the organizational learning process 
that may be particularly useful to generate both 
scientific and practical implications. If creative 
technical problem-solving both at the individual 
and collective level is a major determinant of the 
generation of new knowledge within organiza-
tions, how problem-solving occurs and the ef-
fective fit between problem-solving practices and 
behaviors with the perceived problem complexity 
have an influence on the typology and amount of 
knowledge generated and learning trajectories. 
Consequently, as to a certain extent technical 
problem-solving can be purposely managed, also 
learning and knowledge creation inside organiza-
tions can be more effectively guided.

MODELING THE GENERATION OF 
ORGANIZATIONAL KNOWLEDGE

In the following sections a model that explains 
the generation of organizational knowledge as an 
output of organizational problem-solving within 
a cognitive-constructionist perspective (Meindl, 
Stubbart & Porac, 1996) is presented.

The Nature of Organizational 
Knowledge

Several scholars (e.g. Davenport & Prusak, 1998; 
Nissen et al., 2000; von Krough et al., 2000) have 
conceptualized a sort of hierarchy of knowledge, 

distinguishing between knowledge, information 
and data3.

Knowledge differs from information. While 
information is rather objective, knowledge is as-
sociated to a particular cognitive structure of indi-
viduals that develop and use it. At the individual 
and the organizational level knowledge derives 
either from the interpretation of new or existing 
pieces of information (Daft & Weick, 1984) or, 
developing – more or less consciously – a new 
comprehension of surrounding events (Fiol, 1994; 
Weick, 1995). For instance, Nonaka & Takeuchi 
(1995, p. 58) describe knowledge as “a meaningful 
set of information”, while Davenport et al. (1998, 
p. 43) underlines how knowledge is “[…] infor-
mation combined with experience, environment, 
interpretation and reflection […]”. Knowledge 
is not independent, but fundamentally situated, 
being partially a product of the activity, the envi-
ronment and the culture in which it is generated. 
The transformation of individual knowledge into 
organizational knowledge critically depends on 
organizational culture characters (Schein, 1996). 
Shared norms, values, interpretive categories, 
and behaviors are all indicators of organizational 
knowledge.

Organizational knowledge is based on indi-
vidual knowledge, but it substantially differs from 
the second one. According to Hedberg (1981) even 
though organizational learning occurs through 
individuals, it would be a mistake to believe 
that organizational learning – and henceforth 
knowledge – is only the cumulated learning of 
the single organizational members. Organizations 
do not have brains, but have cognitive systems 
and memories. Members move inside and outside 
the organization and leadership changes, but the 
memories of the organization preserve certain 
behaviors, mental maps, norms and values.

A large amount of organizational knowledge 
remains in an informal shape, as tacit knowledge 
that is created and used when formal results leading 
to formal knowledge are generated.4 Tacit knowl-
edge is made of facts, ideas, opinions, judgments, 
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assumptions, meanings, questions, decisions, 
stories that cannot be saved in some physical sup-
port. It is rather invisible, idiosyncratic and not 
easily imitable (Nelson & Winter, 1982), transitory 
and ephemeral, contrarily to explicit and formal 
knowledge (Polanyi, 1958; Winter, 1987; Corti 
& lo Storto, 2000), “disorganized, informal and 
relatively inaccessible, making it potentially ill-
suited for direct instruction” (Wagner & Sternberg, 
1985, p. 439). It is almost impossible to grasp 
it for an individual who is not familiar with the 
original organizational processes that lead to the 
accumulation of that stock of knowledge inside the 
organization, even though this latter can observe 
and speak with the organization experts. Tacit 
knowledge remains difficult to communicate or 
share, but, it is a “rich untapped source of new 
knowledge” (Nonaka, 1994, p. 16; Nonaka & 
Takeuchi, 1995, p. 8).

There is a great level of unawareness in tacit 
knowledge and even the expert finds it difficult 
to codify it or transfer the underlying decision-
making rules to other people. Tacit knowledge 
cannot be easily extracted as it is embedded in a 
complex and invisible system of social relation-
ships or individual artisanal practices associated 
to the specific organization. On the contrary, ex-
plicit knowledge includes knowledge contained 
in books, manuals, documents, instruments and 
machines. It can be produced and stored by the 
members of the organization as technical reports, 
technical literature, plans, electronic spreadsheets, 
drawings, blueprints, formulas, patents, notes, 
etc. The organizations do not have great difficul-
ties to capture this kind of knowledge. Nonaka 
(1991) and Itami (1987) suggest that explicit and 
formal knowledge is more systematized than tacit 
knowledge and, as a consequence, it can be easily 
communicated, transferred and shared (Bada-
racco, 1991). Some scholars clam that not all tacit 
knowledge can be made explicit (e.g. Ambrosini 
& Bowman, 2001; Janik, 1988; Tsoukas, 2003).

Organizational knowledge can be classified in 
terms of its being or not associated to action, as 

routines or procedural knowledge and declarative 
knowledge (Winograd & Flores, 1986). While 
declarative knowledge only provides the base 
and the tools to interpret facts and circumstances 
(i.e., mental categories), it does not help us to 
manage these circumstances, how to change 
things and facts to achieve a desired goal, but 
we need procedural knowledge to use declarative 
knowledge and modify a situation. Procedural 
knowledge provides the organization with a capa-
bility to use efficiently and effectively declarative 
knowledge. Thus, procedural knowledge has a 
strong behavioral orientation. Organizational 
procedural knowledge emerges from the collec-
tive behaviors of the members of the organization 
and it manifests as a collection of routine systems 
(Gersick & Hackman, 1990; Nelson & Winter, 
1982). Routines, rules and standard operating 
procedures acquire a particular weight in shaping 
the organizational knowledge (Nelson & Winter, 
1982; Chow, 1998), as they make declarative 
knowledge and organizational memory operative 
and useful for the organization. According to Levitt 
& March (1988) they include forms, rules, con-
ventional procedures, strategies and technologies 
enabling the organization to work and compete. 
They also include the belief structures, schemata, 
paradigms, codes, culture that strengthen, change 
or substitute formal routines. Organizational 
routines represent a particular way to do that 
the organization has developed and learned. As 
the organizations, teams and individuals acquire 
experience and tend to adopt habitual modes of 
behavior (e.g. routines), devoting attention and 
efforts to modify them rarely. Routines can be 
viewed as a concatenation of actions saved in the 
memory of the organization (Walsh & Ungson, 
1991). Behind these “routinized” behaviors there 
lie specific shared mental models (Johson-Laird, 
1983)5. For instance, there exist mental models to 
carry on problem-solving activity. Organizational 
routines tend to institutionalize a particular com-
petence of the organization. A successful story to 
solve a problem or to execute a task can lead the 
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organization to create one or more routines to link 
individual skills, behaviors, knowledge and the 
task. By using routines, individuals and organi-
zations adopt a collection of rules accumulated 
in the organizational memory that allows them 
to perform actions with a reduced mental effort. 
They can be more or less equivalent to working 
standard procedures that are formulated more 
explicitly and have a normative standing (Cohen 
& Bacdayan, 1994). Usually, these routines have a 
strong tacit dimension that make them difficult to 
imitate or to be modified (Johnson-Laird, 1983)6. 
But, notwithstanding there is a common belief that 
routines are difficult to be changed so that stabil-
ity is usually used as an attribute characterizing 
them, a great bulk of organizational routines can 
undergo substantial changes as a consequence 
of organizational learning (Feldman, 2000)7. 
Pentland & Rueter (1994) use the metaphor of 
grammar to explain how routines can be changed. 
As a grammar allows some individuals to create a 
variety of sentences that have a meaning for other 
individuals who know the grammar by combining 
the elements of the language according to well 
defined rules, also routines allow some individuals 
to select certain elements from a repertory (in the 
same way of a language) to put together sequences 
of actions that make sense for the other members 
belonging to the same organization.

A recent empirical study carried on by Feld-
man (2000) showed that even the grammar can be 
changed inside organization, because its members 
not only use common rules to combine elements 
of a repertory, but develop a new repertory of 
interpretive categories and new rules, i.e. new 
modes to put together the elements. Empirical 
literature focusing on learning during product in-
novation in small manufacturing firms support this 
perspective (Corti & lo Storto, 1997; Corti and lo 
Storto, 2000). This conceptualization of routines is 
consistent with the idea proposed in the literature 
that considers two levels of the organizational 
learning (Argyris & Schon, 1978). Routines are 
the more efficient way for the organization to 

embed knowledge (having a procedural nature) 
within collective models of behaviors shared 
by its members and considered successful, and 
consequently to institutionalize some particular 
competences (Cohen, 1991; Cohen & Levinthal, 
1990; Huber, 1991; Nelson & Winter, 1982).

Organizational Learning, Creativity, 
and Technical Problem-Solving

Research carried on in the fields of cognition and 
behavioral science describes individual learn-
ing as a process that implies the acquisition and 
interpretation of new knowledge to solve prob-
lems (Spearman, 1927). As individual learning, 
organizational learning can be viewed either as a 
change in the system of beliefs (e.g. the cognitive 
view), or as a change in the system of routines, 
rules and behaviors (e.g. the behavioural view) 
(Dodgson, 1993; Hwang 2003; Polito & Watson, 
2002). Many times, organizational learning is in-
duced by a reply to a stimulation from the external 
environment (i.e., the request from the customer 
for a new product), as the identification and cor-
rection of drawbacks or experimentation, just as 
individual learning (Cook & Yanow, 1993). In 
a more comprehensive knowledge-based view, 
organizational learning is the process of creating, 
acquiring and transferring knowledge within the 
organization (Teare & Rayner, 2002).

The relation between individual and organi-
zational learning remains obscure (Duncan & 
Weiss, 1979; Weick & Westley, 1996; Edmondson 
& Moingeon, 1998). Rarely there is agreement 
among scholars relatively to the origin of orga-
nizational learning and the way it occurs (Fiol & 
Lyles, 1985).

Some scholars affirm that only a few number 
of individuals (key individuals) are learning 
agents in their organization. According to Simon 
(1991, p. 125) “[…] All learning takes place 
inside individual human heads; an organization 
learns in only two ways: (a) by the learning of 
its members, or (b) by ingesting new members 
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who have knowledge the organization didn’t 
previously have[…]”. Several scholars underlined 
how organizational learning differ from individual 
learning and it is not the summation of pieces of 
learning relative o single individuals belonging to 
the organization (Argyris & Schon, 1978; Hedberg, 
1981; March & Olsen, 1975). Indeed, Argyris and 
Schon (1978) claim that individual leaning is a 
necessary condition but not sufficient to organi-
zational learning. According to Huber (1991, pp. 
89-90): “[…] An organization learns if any of its 
units acquires knowledge that it recognizes as 
potentially useful to the organization […] more 
organizational learning occurs when more of the 
organization’s components obtain this knowledge 
and recognize it as potentially useful, when more 
and more varied interpretations are developed, and 
when more organizational units develop uniform 
comprehensions of the various interpretations 
[…]”. The core of organizational learning is: 
“[…] the acquiring, sustaining, and changing of 
inter-subjective meanings[…]” (Cook & Yarrow, 
1993, p. 449). Organizational learning is a process 
that is mediated by the investigative collaboration 
of single members of the organization (Argyris 
& Schon, 1978). New organizational knowledge 
is created through a process of amplification and 
articulation of individual knowledge (Nonaka, 
1994; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). It is complex 
as it implies not only the generation or acquisi-
tion of new knowledge, but rather the existence 
of mechanisms and practices capable to activate 
storing and retrieval processes of knowledge from 
the organization memory (Jelinek, 1979).

Literature identifies different typologies of 
organizational learning. Some of them are based on 
the degree of completeness of the learning process 
(March & Olsen, 1975), and the mechanisms that 
lead to the solution of the problem that stimulated 
learning - learning before doing, learning by doing, 
learning by trial and error, learning by failing, 
learning by using (e.g. Arrow, 1962; Fleck, 1994; 
Maidique & Zirger, 1984; Rosenberg, 1982; von 
Hippel & Tyre, 1993). Some other typologies are 

based on the size of effect that learning has upon 
organization and/or the level of complexity and 
radicalism of the process itself (Argyris & Schon, 
1978; Hedberg, 1981; Nystrom & Starbuck, 1984). 
Particularly, two different typologies have been 
identified: single-loop and double-loop learning 
(Argyris & Schon, 1978), adaptive and genera-
tive learning (Senge, 1990; Schein, 1996). These 
classification are indeed very similar. Generally, 
adaptive learning levers upon existing stocks of 
knowledge, comprehension of events and expe-
rience that exist in the organization. Adaptive 
learning occurs when the organization is capable 
to identify a problem or there exists a gap between 
the state where it is and the state where in should 
be in. Finding a solution to the problem makes 
possible to close this gap. Adaptive learning is 
based on a frame of past experience, looking at 
the environment as stable and foreseeable. Orga-
nizational learning aims at achieving a level of 
stability by means of incremental improvements. 
Generative learning is associated to a process 
of re-framing (Schein, 1996). Indeed, this kind 
of learning occurs within a reference frame that 
differs from the existing one, and is aimed at ac-
tivating a discontinuous or transformative change 
substituting past assumptions with new concepts 
and ideas, making possible a new comprehension 
of events by developing new knowledge. Schein 
(1996) has emphasized how generative learning 
happens when organizations find that in order to 
identify a problem or the gap between the desired 
and the actual state it is necessary to modify the 
way problems are perceived and dealt.

Technical problem-solving has a critical 
importance in organizational learning and the 
development of new knowledge within teams and 
organizations that carry on innovation (Newell & 
Simon, 1972). According to Argyris (1982, p. 38) 
learning is: “[…] a process in which people dis-
cover a problem, invent a solution to the problem, 
produce the solution, and evaluate the outcome, 
leading to the discovery of new problems [...]”. 
There is a strong association between learning 
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modes and problem-solving activity. von Hippel 
and Tyre (1993, p. 5) affirm that: “[…] learning 
by doing is simply a form of problem-solving that 
involves application of a production process (or 
product, service or technique) in its intended use 
environment […]”.

Creativity is an essential ingredient of techni-
cal problem-solving. It is needed to find effective 
solutions to novel technical problems. Indeed, 
Lumsdaine and Lumsdaine (1995, p14) recall 
that […] creativity is playing with imagination 
and possibilities, leading to new and meaningful 
connections and outcomes while interacting with 
ideas, people, and the environment.” Guilford 
(1970, p. 161) claims that: “[...] problem-solving 
and creative thinking are closely related. The very 
definitions of those two activities show logical 
connections. Creative thinking produces novel 
outcomes, and problem-solving involves produc-
ing a new response to a new situation, which is a 
novel outcome […]”. Moreover, Guilford (1977) 
considers problem-solving as the activity of deal-
ing with a situation without being prepared to do 
that. This occurrence stimulates people to move 
beyond the available amounts of information and 
knowledge, starting a new and more effective 
intellectual activity which makes possible to find 
new answers.

However, problem-solving is in the same time 
both a creative and a rational activity (Guilford, 
1977; Torrance and Myers, 1970). Thus, creative 
thinking embedded in problem-solving may be 
either “bounded” or more effectively managed by 
adopting cognitive practices and individual and 
collective behaviours suggested by experience 
and literature.

Problem-solving activity may be extremely 
complex and develop through a multeplicity 
of stages, with several tasks and sub-activities 
(Brightman et al., 1988). In general, scholars iden-
tify three stages (Marples, 1961; Wagner, 1993; 
Mintzberg, Duru and Theoret, 1976): the initial 
stage of problem formulation when a drawback is 
perceived as a problem, the problem is identified, 

described and its implications are rationalized; the 
stage of diagnosis, when hypotheses are generated, 
the search for causes is planned, and finally causes 
are determined; the final stage of identification 
of the solution, in which strategies for searching 
problem solution are planned and implemented, 
a solution is eventually found, the solution is 
implemented and the outcome is evaluated.

Problem-solving may be more or less difficult 
depending on the representation and classification 
of the problem which is done during the stage of 
problem formulation (Hayes, 1978). For instance, 
a problem may be represented in a real or abstract 
way, using a mathematical formula, logical sym-
bols, or words or drawings. Problems may be 
either “ill structured” or “well structured”. New-
ell, Shaw and Simon (1979) claim that problems 
that need a creative approach to be solved are, on 
principle, ill structured and generally ambiguous, 
and a great amount of the problem-solving effort 
reduce to the formulation of correct logical frame 
of the problem. The newness, complexity and 
ambiguity of problem are all characteristics that 
influence individuals’ capability to find a useful 
logical frame of the problem (Mintzberg, Duru 
& Theoret, 1976).

In a cognitive perspective, the more critical 
stage of problem-solving activity is that of problem 
formulation. All problem-solving activity begins 
and is affected by problem formulation, even 
though the problem is still loosely specified and 
individuals are far from being fully aware of its 
implications. A large part of scholars that investi-
gated problem-solving emphasized the importance 
of this stage, which they refer to using various 
terms (e.g. problem setting, problem formulation, 
problem identification, problem framing, etc.) 
(Lyles & Mitroff, 1980; Schwenk & Thomas, 
1983; Rein & Schon, 1977). This stage requires 
a particular effort of problem-solvers (Mintzberg, 
Raisinhighani & Theoret, 1976; Polya, 1945; 
Duncker, 1945; Wertheimer, 1945).

According to Smith (1989a and 1989b) the 
stage of problem formulation may be identified 
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in terms of a number of mental states of people 
who are engaged in problem-solving activity. 
These states are characterized by specific cog-
nitive processes that allow problem-solvers to 
move from the initial state to the final state of the 
formulation stage and, henceforth, to complete 
the stage of problem definition (Pounds, 1969).

Problem-solving begins with the perception 
of stimuli that are associated to the existence of 
a problem that induces a state of apprehension 
of people. In this state the problem identification 
occurs. This cognitive state finishes when a full 
awareness and convincement that the problem 
exists, moving to the next state of problem defi-
nition. In this state, the problem-solver specifies 
the problem with the purpose to construct a com-
prehensible representation of the problem useful 
to communicate and make it understandable to 
others. The cognitive process that lead to the 
conceptualization or construction of problem uses 
the stock of information and knowledge available. 
In the next state, a frame is give to the problem 
(Dery, 1983; Rein & Schon, 1977). Framing the 
problem is of paramount importance, as it gives 
the problem-solver the possibility to decide how 
to deal with the following solution of the problem, 
and finally, to choose an effective solving strategy 
(Smith, 1989a). The stage of problem formula-
tion becomes critical as a preparation step for the 
problem-solving activity. The logical sequence of 
these states is not rigid, but problem-solvers can 
move back to refine or change the definition, or 
even, the identification of problems before passing 
to the framing of it. Getzels and Csikszentmyhalyi 
(1976) demonstrated that problem formulation is 
more intimately associated to creativity and in-
teraction among individuals than the other stages 
of problem-solving activity, and the identification 
of the solution itself can be more or less difficult 
depending on the representation and framing of 
the problem that individuals generate during the 
formulation stage (Hayes, 1978).

Problem-Solving Contextual Factors, 
Cognitive Practices and Behaviors 
Affecting Organizational Learning

Problem-solving generally takes place through an 
iterative cycle of search and selection (Marples, 
1961). With each cycle, as different technical 
solutions are identified and tested and a subset 
among them is chosen, the gap between the initial 
state and the desired state of the system becomes 
more and more narrow. In searching for a solu-
tion of the problem, the problem-solver needs 
to receive feedbacks about how each alternative 
will perform in the new environment defined by 
the modified operating choices and conditions. 
This search proceeds iteratively and allows the 
problem-solver to gain important insights about 
the performance of each potential solution.

Problems can be well-structured or ill-struc-
tured, depending on the extent to which individuals 
involved in problem-solving feel they are familiar 
with the initial and/or the final state of the prob-
lem, and the transformation process to get from 
the initial state to the final state (Simon, 1973). 
If individuals face a problem in which they are 
familiar both with the initial and the final states, 
and the transformation process, then they are 
dealing with a well-structured problem. In this 
case the initial search for problem causes and 
solutions seems to be guided by three heuristic 
rules: search for a model of the problem recalling 
from the organizational memory similar problems 
already faced; search for problem causes in the 
“neighbourhood” of problem symptoms; search 
for problem solutions in the “neighbourhood” of 
current already adopted alternatives. Therefore, 
problem-solvers will make their attempt to solve 
a problem treating the new problem as an old 
well known problem. The individuals will adopt 
standard operating routines to solve the problem, 
as the situation is repetitive (Schrader, Riggs & 
Smith, 1991). In an organization, routines for 
solving problems exist in the head of individuals 
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or are codified in the form of personal memos, 
operating procedures or organizational manuals.

However, in the stage of problem construc-
tion, problem-solvers may feel unfamiliar with 
one or both the states of the problem or the way 
to pass from the initial to the final state of it, 
perceiving the problem as being particularly 
ill-structured as a consequence of its complexity 
and, consequently, of the cognitive environment 
uncertainty and ambiguity. These conditions 
require the problem-solvers to devote great ef-
fort to identify innovative responses to solve the 
problem (Argyris & Schon, 1978; Glaser, 1986). 
In highly ambiguous situations problem-solvers 
will modify their assumptions, search strategies, 
adopting new logical mental categories for giv-
ing meaning to things and interpret reality, and 
select more effective behaviors. This change in 
the perspective of analysis of a situation typical 
of ill-structured problem-solving generates new 
knowledge that is stored in the organizational 
memory (Argyris & Schon, 1978, Jelinek, 1979; 
Winograd & Flores, 1986). Uncertainty is the 
cognitive state in which a problem-solver falls as 
a consequence of the lack of information (Daft & 
Lengel, 1986). This lack of information increases 
with task complexity, and in particular, with its 
variety. Indeed, the increase of the number of 
secondary tasks increases the number of activities 
not strictly correlated that should be executed. 
Uncertainty arises both as a consequence of the 
increased variance of the knowledge domains that 
managers and technicians have to master in the 
same time, and of the difficulty of planning. When 
a great number of tasks have to be executed it is 
not easy to define accurately all the details before 
problem-solving is started, and new information 
has to be acquired during the process as the not 
expected events produce a gap in the knowledge 
or competences. Therefore, when uncertainty in-
creases, organizations need to collect and process 
a larger amount of information.

Effective problem-solving clearly depends 
upon accurate and efficient exchange of informa-

tion among individuals participating in problem-
solving (Fiol, 1994). Although problem-solvers 
need information which is both reliable and 
relevant, the complexity of the problem and the 
characteristics of the situation may require them 
to process information at a level that exceeds their 
cognitive abilities, thus declining efficiency in 
their abilities to use information. Networking - 
internal and external - allows to lower uncertainty 
related to environment as it makes it possible to 
collect information and transfer knowledge to the 
locus of problem-solving. When individuals par-
ticipate in decision-making exercitating influence, 
interacting and exchanging information, they can 
provide ideas relatively to new and more efficient 
ways to work. A decentralized structure allows to 
take into account different points of views, and with 
great probability, to produce a greater diversity 
of ideas. The variety of perspectives relatively to 
a problem improves the quality of solution. New 
knowledge to solve technical problems often 
emerges in the interface between different areas 
of technological knowledge. von Hippel (1978) 
found that in many industries the customer has a 
primary role in stimulating innovation, suggest-
ing technical specifications, innovative solutions, 
technical targets that go beyond the ordinary tar-
gets that the firm is used to deal with, providing 
information and knowledge.

Henceforth, intense and frequent relationships 
with the customer firm during product innovation 
usually provides the supplier firm with valuable 
information helpful to substantially improve its 
technical and functional features. Furthermore, 
the exchange of information during technical 
problem-solving between the two parties has also 
a positive effect on the generation of different 
alternatives, while the transfer of information and 
explicit knowledge from external sources makes 
possible the accumulation of new organizational 
knowledge through mechanisms of “interpreta-
tion” and socialization.

Although generating a large number of alter-
natives can help to reduce uncertainty, it cannot 
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resolve the uncertainty about the effect of these 
alternatives. A very direct way to test the effect 
of the alternatives is to apply each alternative to 
a model of the problem. The most important ap-
proach to generate and facilitate these feedbacks 
is experimentation (Ulrich & Eppinger, 1995). 
By adopting a trial and error approach, experi-
mentation enables problem-solvers to simulate 
only rough approximations of what my happen, 
but it makes it possible (and convenient) to try 
a large number of alternatives. By conducting 
experiments on the model of the problem, the 
consequences can be anticipated, and uncertainties 
can be more readily managed. Experimentation 
takes several forms and can be conducted under 
a variety of conditions (Pisano, 1994).

Planning and formalising tasks can alleviate 
the stress of individuals by reducing the amount of 
information they have to process at one time, help-
ing them to search for information, knowledge, 
and competences when they are needed. Planning 
and formalising tasks induce problem-solvers to 
reflection, as a consequence of the separation 
of idea generation from idea evaluation (Olton, 
1980). This separation may positively affect the 
problem-solving activity enhancing the interpre-
tative capabilities of problem-solvers (Andrews, 
1975; Braybrooke & Lindblom, 1963; Rickards 
& Freedman, 1978).

Unfortunately, the introduction into the or-
ganization of new information to be processed 
often adds further ambiguity to the initial ambi-
guity of the original formulation of the problem. 
Ambiguity defines the cognitive state perceived 
by a problem-solver when several different inter-
pretations, usually contrasting, of a problem are 
possible. When technical problems generated by 
the exceptions encountered during technological 
innovation cannot be correctly framed, the search 
for a solution cannot be easily planned and has 
ambiguous aspects. Ambiguity appears when 
knowledge becomes more tacit or less articulated 
(Daft & Lengel, 1986; Polanyi, 1958; Weick, 
1995; Winter, 1987). If knowledge cannot be 

articulated, technical problems can be defined 
only vaguely, and engineers and technicians can-
not easily address problem-solving. A decreasing 
level of articulability of knowledge is associated 
with a growing difficulty of search, transfer of 
requested information, and contextualization of 
knowledge (Perrow, 1967; Winter, 1987). By only 
increasing the amount of available information 
and knowledge it is not possible to satisfy all 
the requirements of information and knowledge 
within the organization. New data can generate 
confusion, and even increase uncertainty if they 
increase the number of possible interpretations 
in the same time conflictual of a certain situa-
tion (Daft & Lengel, 1986). New data could not 
provide any solution when ambiguity is high. Re-
framing the problem-solving activity by splitting 
and decomposing the problem into sub-problems 
or identifying controllable factors permits the 
use of specialized capabilities. Further, it helps 
problem-solvers to increase their information 
processing capabilities, by grouping information 
into categories (or chunks) and arranging them by 
order of importance.

Frequently, the “true problem” of problem-
solving activity is in the apparent familiarity of 
task. Ways to deal with a problem and conventional 
assumptions that proved to be successful in the 
past might not work when the characteristics of 
the problem differ. Changes in the problem rep-
resentation, of the identification of sequences of 
search heuristics more efficient can burgeon the 
domain within which people who are involved in 
the solution of the problem move. Creative ways 
to deal with problems that criticize the past ex-
perience allow to overcome the inertia enriching 
the cognitive behavior of individuals. A change 
in the assumption defining the boundaries of the 
problem-solving domain, stimulating problem-
solvers to relate previously unrelated ideas, can 
be very effective in generating more appropriate 
alternatives (Amabile, 1983; Davis & Manski, 
1966). Both internal and external networking, 
and certain human resource practices enhancing 
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individual and collective divergent thinking (i.e., 
brainstorming) may support problem re-framing 
by transferring rich information and tacit knowl-
edge to the locus of problem-solving allowing to 
test several alternatives and widen problem rep-
resentation. Moreover, a high level of interaction 
between customer and supplier allows both formal 
and informal information to be processed, creating 
the conditions for enhancing trust between par-
ties, resolving conflicts, and reducing ambiguity.

METHODOLOGY

Sample and Data Collection

Ninety-one cases of technical problem-solving 
occurred within small firms were studied in depth. 
Only ill-structured or partially structured technical 
problems were included in the sample, while data 
were collected using structured interviews. Even 
though technical problems had a various nature, 
all of them were linked to the ill or no functioning 
of a new machine or equipment under develop-
ment. Furthermore, they were all mechanical-type 
problems. Firms belong to the food-equipment 
manufacturing industry and are located in Southern 
Italy. They manufacture products for an industry 
where processes and products are neither based 
on sophisticated and complex technologies, nor 
carry on any formalized R&D activity. They are 
low-technology firms and their markets are local 
and of niche.

Any change in the amount of declarative 
and procedural knowledge accumulated by the 
organization as a by-product of the specific 
problem-solving activity were considered as a 
performance variable of the learning process. 
Declarative knowledge denotes the ability of de-
scribing and understanding situations and facts, 
while procedural knowledge the capability to 
execute a set of activities to modify situations 
efficiently. To resolve the conceptual/operative 
difficulty of assessing the emergence of new 

procedural knowledge, routinized behavior was 
associated to a set of condition-action rules pre-
scribing the actions to be made for every condi-
tion. The change in procedural knowledge is thus 
identified by the change in the corresponding set 
of rules of actions and decision-making criteria. 
To measure constructs reflecting the nature of 
variables, Likert-type scales were developed fol-
lowing a logical-deductive reasoning, and using 
both results of an in depth case-study investigation 
and the literature (Churchill, 1979). Each scale 
contained different items proposed as questions 
during the in-field data collection. Measures were 
obtained as summation of the scores given to the 
single items of each scale after standardizing the 
value distribution for every item. The construct 
validity of measures developed for the study 
was established by factor analysis of item sets 
designed to measure the constructs. Measures 
reliability and internal consistency was assessed 
by using the alpha cronbach index (Nunnally, 
1967). Values for alpha ranged from 0.64 to 0.92. 
Table 1 shows variables affecting the creation 
of declarative and procedural knowledge during 
technical problem-solving.

Table 1. The description of variables used in the 
study 

Variables

uncertainty (UNCERTAINTY)

ambiguity (AMBIGUITY)

interaction with customer (CUSTINT)

internal networking (INTNETWORK)

external networking (EXTNETWORK)

problem-solving framing (FRAMING)

problem-solving widening (WIDENING)

experimentation during problem-solving (EXPERIMENTATION)

problem-solving planning (PLANNING)

Divergent thinking in problem-solving (DIVERGENT THINK-
ING)

declarative knowledge (KNOWLEDGE)

procedural knowledge (ROUTINE)
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Data Analysis and the Measurement 
of Fit

A set of organizational cognitive environment 
typologies was derived as patterns of the com-
bination of states of ambiguity and uncertainty 
perceived by problem-solvers. Cluster analysis 
was used to uncover homogeneous patterns of 
environment (Arabie & Hubert, 1994). Variables 
were normalized to make them more commensu-
rable by standardizing them obtaining variables 
with “0” mean and “1” standard deviation (Mil-
ligan & Cooper, 1988; Morrison, 1967). In order 
to identify the appropriate number of clusters 
and the optimal clustering strategy, the VRC 
(Variance Ratio Criterion) index was calculated 
(Milligan, 1981; Milligan & Cooper, 1985; Baker 
& Hubert, 1976). Appendix reports details of the 
VRC analysis. The results of cluster analysis 
were validated by splitting the sample into two 
groups, randomly reducing it twice by randomly 
eliminating 35% of its cases. Every time the larg-
est sub-sample was cluster re-analyzed separately, 
and the results were then compared for the three 
situations. Cluster centroids in the three cases 
remained almost stable.

A hierarchical moderated regression analysis 
was performed to investigate fit between knowl-
edge amount and type and technical problem-
solving cognitive practices and behaviors.

The existence of fit between the patterns of 
cognitive environment and problem-solving style 
was investigated adopting a standard procedure 
suggested by literature. In general, in order to 
explore the existence of fit between cognitive 
environment and structural or process variables 
scholars adopt different approaches and method-
ologies, influenced by the aim of the study (Drazin 
& Van de Ven, 1985; Gresov, 1989; Venkatraman, 
1985). Indeed, in the strategic and organizational 
literature many different conceptualizations of fit 
have been proposed (Fry, & Slocum, 1984; Mohr, 
1982). Drazin and Van de Ven (1985) classified 
these conceptualizations into three main approach-

es: fit as interaction, fit as selection, and fit as a 
system. Here a bivariate interactive conceptualiza-
tion of fit is adopted. In the interaction approach 
it is assumed that the interaction between couples 
of factors of environment and structure affects the 
performance of the unit analyzed (Schoonhoven, 
1981; Venkatraman, 1989).

This perspective of fit is more reflective of the 
logic behind the study. The profile of problem-
solving style is indeed a reaction that problem-
solvers have when they perceive to be upset with 
a situation. Furthermore, the lack of a comprehen-
sive theoretical framework providing conceptual 
models of the way new knowledge is generated in 
small firms and the relationship between cogni-
tive environment and learning process does not 
make it possible to test the fit of empirical data 
to an ideal type a priori theoretically identified 
(Schoonhoven, 1981).

In order to test the interaction effects of fit, the 
hierarchical moderated regression analysis tech-
nique was performed. As literature suggests, the 
moderated regression analysis represents a tech-
nique to test hypothesized contingency relations 
since it permits to consider and examine the effects 
of the interaction between two variables (Covin & 
Slevin, 1988; Schoonhoven, 1981; Drazin & Van 
de Ven, 1985). Following a procedure proposed 
by Sharma, Durand, and Gur-Arie (1981), given 
a dependent variable Y (i.e. a variable which in-
dicate a performance), an independent variable 
X, and an independent variable Z (the variable 
hypothesized as moderator of the effect of X on 
the dependent variable Y), it is possible to assess 
the magnitude of the effect of the interaction of 
Z with X computing the regressions:

Y=a+b1X (1)

Y=a+b1X+b2Z (2)

Y=a+b1X+b2Z+b3XZ (3)
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If the addition of the interaction term sig-
nificantly increases “the power” of the regression 
equation to explain the variance of the dependent 
variable (i.e., the value of R-squared), then it can 
be affirmed that an interaction effect exists. Par-
ticularly, the coefficient b3 must be significantly 
different from zero so that it is possible to affirm 
that X and Z interact, and consequently there is 
an influence on Y. Additionally, a positive coef-
ficient b3 which significantly differs from zero 
implies that the positive influence of X on Y is 
larger for the higher values of Z. A negative value 
of b3 and significantly different from zero implies 
the contrary.

Independent variables to be used in the hi-
erarchical moderated regression analysis were 
obtained running a stepwise forward regression. 
This analysis provided an ordered sequence of 
the factors defining the problem-solving style that 
mostly affect the generation of new knowledge. 
That was done to limit the number of independent 
factors considered in the regression analysis and 
to obtain a ranking of them for relevance of effect 
on knowledge (Figure 1).

RESULTS

Table 2 shows the statistics and comparison across 
clustering identifying different environment pat-
terns. The VRC index procedure supports a 4-clus-
ters solution (see Appendix for details). Indeed, 
there clearly emerge 4 clusters that describe four 
different environment patterns. The first cluster 
identifies a cognitive environment pattern in 
which centroid means for both ambiguity and 
uncertainty achieve average values. This cluster 
includes 36 technical problem solving processes. 
The second cluster identifies an environment 
pattern in which the mean value of the perceived 
uncertainty amount is much lower than average, 
but – vice versa - the perceived ambiguity amount 
is higher than the average. This cluster contains 7 
technical problem-solving processes.

The third cluster refers to a cognitive environ-
ment pattern where both ambiguity and uncer-
tainty achieve very high values (higher than aver-
age). This cluster includes 23 technical 
problem-solving processes. Finally, the fourth 
cluster (25 problem-solving processes) is associ-
ated to an environment pattern in which both the 
uncertainty and ambiguity amounts are lower than 
the respective average values in the sample. Fig-

Figure 1. The relations between the generation of organizational knowledge, problem-solving cognitive 
environment, practices and behaviors investigated in the study
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ure 2 plots all 4 clusters in a two dimension 
(ambiguity-uncertainty) quadrant.

Table 3 reports the ANOVA outcome relative 
to variables describing the technical problem-
solving style across the four cognitive environment 
patterns. The last column shows the results of the 
Tukey test for differences across means of vari-
ables. Couples of patterns whose problem solving 
style variable means significantly differ at 90% 
are indicated in brackets. From data in Table 3, it 
emerges that several profiles of problem-solving 
style are associated to the four patterns. Further-
more, there exist differences in the amount and 
type of knowledge (KNOWLEDGE and ROU-
TINE) acquired with problem-solving activity. In 
particular, pattern 2 in which there are higher 
values of ambiguity but lower values of uncer-

tainty, the amount of knowledge generated during 
technical problem-solving is higher than in the 
other patterns. Moreover, when all patterns are 
examined, it clearly appears that the lower amount 
of knowledge is generated in pattern 4 with 
lower values for ambiguity and uncertainty.

Thus, an association between the typology of 
pattern and amount of knowledge generated dur-
ing problem-solving is evident. Pattern 1 is char-
acterized for having values of the problem-
solving style variables in the average. Pattern 2 
has high values for EXPERIMENTATION and 
DIVERGENT THINKING, but lower values for 
variables that are associated to social behaviors. 
Pattern 3 is characterized for having high values 
for WIDENING, FRAMING, EXTNETWORK, 
and INTNETWORK. In pattern 4, values for most 

Table 2. Statistics and comparison across clusters for environment (clustering) variables 

variable pattern 1 
(n=36)

pattern 2 
(n=7)

pattern 3 
(n=23)

pattern 4 
(n=25)

F prob.

mean st.dev. mean st.dev. mean st.dev. mean st.dev.

uncertainty 0.247 0.043 0.080 0.055 0.391 0.064 0.108 0.052 136.1 0.000

ambiguity 0.275 0.044 0.357 0.035 0.401 0.071 0.128 0.057 103.5 0.000

Figure 2. Plot of points belonging to identified clusters. Cluster boundaries are only indicative
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variables are substantially below the average – 
particularly WIDENING, FRAMING, EXTNET-
WORK - except for DIVERGENT THINKING, 
and EXPERIMENTATION.

Table 4 shows the output of the stepwise for-
ward regression analysis. This analysis was per-
formed twice, adopting each time KNOWLEDGE 
and ROUTINE as dependent variables. In both 
cases, four variables entered the regression equa-
tion. Some of the variables are common to both 
equations (FRAMING, and EXTNETWORK), 
others are specific (EXPERIMENTATION, DI-
VERGENT THINKING, WIDENING, and CUS-
TINT). These variables were used as independent 
variables in the moderated regression analysis.

Table 5 and Table 6 respectively show the 
output of the hierarchical regression analyses 
performed using KNOWLEDGE and ROUTINE 
as dependent variables. A 4-state categorical vari-
able CLU was introduced to take into account the 
moderation effect of the cognitive environment 
pattern. The introduction of this variable allowed 
to assess both the existence and amount of a 
moderation effect of the cognitive pattern on 
technical problem-solving style. Information 
contained in the original 4-state categorical vari-
able was codified in a set of 3 dummy binary 
variables (CLUi, for i=1, 2, 3). Using these dum-

mies, all cases that belong to a particular catego-
ry were assigned a code of 1; cases not in that 
category received a code of 0. Following this 
coding convention, a set of dummy variables for 
the categorization was constructed so that any 
particular environment was coded 1 on one and 
only one dummy variable in the set. Pattern 4 was 
chosen as a reference category for the categorical 
variable CLU, both as it contains a sufficient 
number of cases to allow a reasonably precise 
estimate of the pattern centroid means, and as it 
denotes a low-complexity cognitive environment 
in which problem solving occurred. Henceforth, 

Table 3. Statistics and comparison across clusters for problem-solving style variables 

variable pattern 1 pattern 2 pattern 3 pattern 4 F Tukey test

INTNETWORK -0.078 -0.831 0.596 -0.182 5.220 (1,3) (2,3) (3,4)

EXTNETWORK 0.010 0.175 0.653 -0.638 8.213 (1,3) (1,4) (3,4)

CUSTINT 0.273 -0.800 -0.024 -0.148 2.722 (1,2)

FRAMING -0.118 0.011 0.708 -0.484 7.200 (1,3) (3,4)

WIDENING 0.020 0.112 0.644 -0.653 8.435 (1,3) (1,4) (3,4)

PLANNING 0.170 0.257 0.066 -0.378 1.768

EXPERIMENTATION -0.007 0.391 -0.197 0.082 0.703

DIVERGENT THINKING 0.106 1.128 -0.399 -0.102 4.999 (1,2) (2,3) (2,4)

KNOWLEDGE -0.023 0.988 0.583 -0.780 14.412 (1,2) (1,3) (1,4) (2,4) (2,4)

ROUTINE 0.042 0.607 0.436 -0.631 6.743 (1,4) (2,4) (3,4)

Legend: Tukey HSD multiple comparison was implemented to test for significance of difference between cluster means. In brackets clusters 
whose means differ significantly at least with prob. <.10 are indicated. Variables were standardized.

Table 4. Stepwise regression analysis 

number of 
variable 
in:

dependent variable: 
KNOWLEDGE

dependent variable: 
ROUTINE

1 FRAMING WIDENING

2 EXTNETWORK FRAMING

3 EXPERIMENTATION CUSTINT

4 DIVERGENT THINK-
ING

EXTNETWORK

F to enter 1.76 2.24

minimum 
tolerance

0.796 0.692

R 0.674 0.786
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the bivariate regression coefficient for the dummy 
variable expresses the average increase (or reduc-
tion) in KNOWLEDGE (or ROUTINE) of Pattern 
“i” respect to the reference Pattern 4. In other 
words, the regression coefficient expresses the 
difference between the average contribution of 
pattern i to KNOWLEDGE (or ROUTINE) and 
the average of reference pattern.

Three regression models were explored. In the 
simplest model (Model 1) the dependent variable 
is a linear function of the set of variables obtained 
from the stepwise regression analysis. The second 
model (Model 2) differs from the first model as 

it includes three dummy variables to account for 
environmental pattern differences. This model 
makes it possible to determine whether the ex-
pected value of the dependent variable differs in 
a systematic way for given values of environment 
perception. To test for interaction effects between 
the environment pattern and the problem-solving 
style, a specification to estimate differential effects 
and ascertain their significance was introduced 
in the regression equation. For every quantitative 
variable three product terms were constructed and 
added in the specification, thus obtaining Model 
3. This last model allows to test for the existence 

Table 5. Moderated regression analysis with KNOWLEDGE as dependent variable 

variable Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

std. coeff. prob std. coeff. prob std. coeff. prob

CONSTANT 0.000 0.921 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.007

FRAMING 0.468 0.000 0.396 0.000 0.089 0.558

EXTNETWORK 0.304 0.001 0.196 0.029 0.430 0.011

EXPERIMENTATION 0.114 0.181 0.146 0.066 0.536 0.000

DIVERGENT THINKING 0.114 0.187 0.021 0.804 -0.189 0.268

CLU1 0.245 0.011 0.275 0.011

CLU2 0.358 0.000 -1.061 0.190

CLU3 0.299 0.006 0.296 0.019

CLU1_FRAMING 0.269 0.040

CLU2_FRAMING -0.198 0.037

CLU3_FRAMING 0.175 0.160

CLU1_EXTNETWORK -0.192 0.120

CLU2_EXTNETWORK -0.227 0.047

CLU3_EXTNETWORK -0.134 0.264

CLU1_EXPERIMENTATION -0.204 0.047

CLU2_EXPERIMENTATION 0.785 0.087

CLU3_EXPERIMENTATION -0.365 0.007

CLU1_DIVERGENT THINKING 0.189 0.119

CLU2_DIVERGENT THINKING 1.162 0.066

CLU3_DIVERGENT THINKING 0.122 0.357

R-squared 0.454 0.559 0.698

F 17.480 0.000 14.672 0.000 8.396 0.000

ΔR-squared (Model i+1 - Model i) 0.105 0.139

ΔF 5.192 1.811
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of fit between the environment perceived and 
technical problem-solving style for knowledge 
generation. The new variables, CLUi_VARI-
ABLE, were computed by multiplying the three 
dummies CLUi (i=1, 2, 3) for each one of the four 
variables describing the problem-solving style. 
Twelve new variables were included in the regres-
sion equation.

In Model 1 of Table 5, EXTNETWORK and 
FRAMING significantly affects KNOWLEDGE. 
Shifting to Model 2 and controlling for the environ-
ment pattern effect, these two variables continue 
to affect KNOWLEDGE, even though, their effect 

diminishes. Furthermore, EXPERIMENTATION 
acquires a weight. The significativity of all dum-
mies indicates a strong effect of the cognitive 
environment pattern. In particular, in all cases 
there is a positive increase of KNOWLEDGE, 
even though in the environment pattern 2 this 
increase is greater. Model 3 is still statistically 
significant as the R-squared and ΔF show val-
ues. Further, some of the product variables have 
statistically significant coefficients, indicating 
the existence of interaction effects. The effect of 
the environment pattern controlling for all other 
variable remains significant and positive for pat-

Table 6. Moderated regression analysis with ROUTINE as dependent variable 

variable Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

std. coeff. prob std. coeff. prob std. coeff. prob

CONSTANT 0.000 0.837 0.000 0.754 0.000 0.953

WIDENING 0.503 0.000 0.511 0.000 0.644 0.000

FRAMING 0.292 0.001 0.311 0.000 0.142 0.325

CUSTINT 0.144 0.041 0.189 0.009 0.015 0.936

EXTNETWORK 0.113 0.139 0.116 0.131 0.200 0.198

CLU1 0.019 0.820 0.022 0.831

CLU2 0.199 0.009 0.226 0.090

CLU3 -0.081 0.399 -0.010 0.937

CLU1_WIDENING -0.088 0.379

CLU2_WIDENING -0.060 0.840

CLU3_WIDENING -0.170 0.100

CLU1_FRAMING 0.236 0.069

CLU2_FRAMING -0.011 0.960

CLU3_FRAMING 0.013 0.906

CLU1_CUSTINT 0.109 0.479

CLU2_CUSTINT 0.087 0.486

CLU3_CUSTINT 0.106 0.323

CLU1_EXTNETWORK -0.084 0.467

CLU2_EXTNETWORK -0.087 0.764

CLU3_EXTNETWORK -0.022 0.842

R-squared 0.618 0.667 0.714

F 34.019 0.000 23.153 0.000 9.077 0.000

ΔR-squared (Model i+1 - Model i) 0.049 0.047

ΔF 3.456 0.811
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tern 1 and pattern 3. Indeed, pattern 2 is more 
sensitive to interaction effects. Negative signs 
for the regression coefficients of product terms 
indicate differentiated effects of the environment 
pattern on the specific variables shaping the profile 
of technical problem-solving style. FRAMING 
and EXTNETWORK have a negative effect on 
KNOWLEDGE in environment pattern 2. Vice 
versa, EXPERIMENTATION and DIVERGENT 
THINKING have a strong and positive effect in 
pattern 2, but negative in the other two environ-
ment patterns.

In Table 6, the moderated regression analysis 
performed with ROUTINE as dependent variable 
shows different findings as the introduction of 
interaction terms in Model 3 is not significant. 
WIDENING, FRAMING, and CUSTINT have a 
positive effect on ROUTINE not controlling for 
the effect of environment pattern and cross-effects 
(Model 1). When control for the environment 
pattern is introduced, the effect of the previous 
variables remains positive and strong. Moreover, 
an environment effect is evident as in pattern 2 
there is an increase in the value of ROUTINE.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The analysis of empirical data shows that the 
perceived cognitive problem-solving environment 
has a statistically significant effect on the type and 
amount of knowledge generated. Particularly, the 
environment cognitive patterns where ambiguity 
and uncertainty achieve higher values seem to be 
more conducive to new organizational knowledge. 
Data reported in Table 3, Table 5 and Table 6 show 
this findings. The outcome of new organizational 
routines of pattern 2 is relevant.

Data in Table 5 and Table 6 reveal that certain 
cognitive practices and behaviors modeling the 
problem-solving style are more effective in certain 
problem-solving cognitive environment patterns 
when the performance of organizational learning 
is assessed in terms of new declarative knowl-

edge. Vice versa that is not true when procedural 
knowledge is the outcome of learning. Focusing 
our analysis on declarative knowledge, two issues 
merit further consideration. The great positive 
weight that experimentation and divergent think-
ing have in environment pattern 2 (the interaction 
effects amplify the linear effect of both factors) 
and the negative effect of problem framing and 
external networking in pattern 2. These findings 
put emphasis on a uniqueness of cognitive envi-
ronment pattern 2. Problem-solvers who tackled 
with the technical problems considered in the 
study tended to use divergent thinking as a tool 
when they felt that they were fully aware that the 
problem could not be tackled in the traditional 
way, but it required a considerable mental effort 
to find new approaches to solve it. Appealing to 
divergent thinking during problem-solving (for 
instance, fostering individual or group brainstorm-
ing) introduces new alternatives that could be 
further sources of ambiguity. But, this increase 
in ambiguity is more manageable than before, as 
people generate alternatives having clear in their 
mind how to refine and select them. Divergent 
thinking works differently from problem-solving 
widening. In problem-solving widening problem 
solvers modify the problem representation when 
they understand that the original representation 
does not enable them to proceed. To modify the 
representation of the problem means to modify 
the knowledge domain of the problem in terms 
of variables, relationships, constraints, solving 
strategies. Changing problem representation 
implies to alter the environment pattern in which 
problem-solvers have to move. People find a solu-
tion to the problem identifying a new problem, 
and solving this one:

“[...] we have understood that it is necessary to 
take into account the effective conditions of use of 
the machine. Particularly for the grated-ice drink 
machines. Indeed, we suggest our customer to use 
a certain percentage of sugar (15%), but in most 
cases we know that this indication is rejected to 
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save money. Therefore, we decided to build ma-
chines able to work satisfactorily in conditions 
slightly different from the conditions we suggest” 
                                    [source: field interviews]

Ambiguity decreases because the problem 
changes. Problem-solving widening is henceforth 
a strategy of “ambiguity avoidance”. In order to 
reduce this increase in ambiguity problem solvers 
do experiments, that is to say, by trial and error 
they simulate possible solutions of the problem. 
Experimentation is indeed a strategy of ambiguity 
reduction. Whenever people do not have informa-
tion and need to generate useful data, or, more 
frequently, whenever they do not have enough 
information to choose among alternatives (when 
ambiguity is high) and there is a lack of objectivity, 
experimentation remains the most effective way 
to proceed. Problem solving framing is a typical 
strategy of ambiguity reduction. As it reduces 
problem complexity by splitting the original 
problem into a set of linked sub-problems easy to 
deal with, it is able to alleviate ambiguity because 
it reduces the number of variables to consider in 
the same time. A problem representation with too 
many variables means to have a great number of 
combinations of variables, a great number of con-
nections among them, too many interpretations to 
search. The fragmentation of the problem when it 
is framed allow problem solvers to re-organize the 
information set they have into new categories. In 
this way they are able to give an orientation to the 
problem solving activity, stimulating the collection 
of new information, thus reducing uncertainty.

The study shows that cognitive practices 
and collective behaviors modeling the problem-
solving style that are more intimately associated 
to creativity are more critical in the process of 
organizational knowledge creation and learning 
when teams carry on innovation.

As it usually occurs with empirical data 
analysis, the study presents both theoretical and 
empirical limitations. Most of the results confirm 
the idea that the problem-solving style influences 

the amount and type of knowledge created during 
learning associated to innovation and that this 
influence may be more o less important depend-
ing on the amount of complexity perceived by 
problem-solvers. Of course, the problem-solving 
process was simplified and the large part of its 
tasks and sub-processes are with no doubt more 
complex than assumed in the study.

The assumption was done that the variables 
included in the statistical analysis have reached 
a stable state and the relationships among them 
were explored since that time. Vice versa, learn-
ing is fundamentally dynamic. Furthermore, as it 
was underlined, the model includes only a limited 
subset of factors that may affect the generation of 
new knowledge. Indeed, as a choice, the focus of 
this study is on those factors (cognitive practices 
and social behaviors) which can be purposely 
modeled to positively affect learning.

Problems of construct and statistical conclusion 
validity, common in all empirical research, are also 
present in this study. That was primarily due to 
the substantial lack in the literature of pre-tested 
scales to measure the variables of the model and 
to the absence of a theory of knowledge creation 
which made it hard to identify factors influencing 
the process of knowledge generation.

The contingent approach without any doubt 
has a number of limitations. Contingency theories 
postulate a direct linkage between environment 
and organization characteristics as a materialistic 
ontology. The perspective of fit as interaction 
presents some weakness points (Drazin & Van de 
Ven, 1985; Venkatraman, 1989). First, the meaning 
of fit is strictly tied to the performance variable. 
The amount and type of knowledge is just one of 
the set of possible measures of performance of 
the learning process. A further limitation is the 
intrinsic reductionism. The theory is unable to 
capture the gestalt of the overall learning process 
(Drazin & Van de Ven, 1985; Venkatraman, 1989). 
The focus on a simplified environment attribute 
measured on a categorical scale does not capture 
the complexity of the way processes develop. 
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Some scholars suggest to develop theories of 
multiple contingencies (Gresov, 1989) or follow 
a systemic/configurational approach (Venkatra-
man, 1989). Of course, the interpretation of the 
effect of multiple contingencies is not always 
immediate and easy.

However, even though limits are present, the 
findings have relevant implications in the prac-
titioner perspective as they give insights for an 
active intervention to guide the process of learn-
ing during technical problem-solving in order to 
enhance the knowledge asset of the organization.

FUTURE RESEARCH

The study has explored how new organizational 
knowledge is generated during technical problem-
solving when teams are engaged in product de-
velopment. But, the need to simplify the model, 
and particularly the empirical analysis, required 
to focus the study only a specific aspect of the 
knowledge creation process, e.g. the effect of 
the problem-solving style on the learning output. 
Consequently, the cognitive and social mecha-
nisms that - both at the individual and organiza-
tion level – govern the dismantling of obsolete 
knowledge and the retrieval and storing of new 
knowledge in the organizational memory were 
not investigated. As it was emphasized in the 
introductive discussion, knowledge creation and 
knowledge accumulation are processes that can-
not be separated. Henceforth, the organizational 
memory process should be included in the model.

The model does not distinguish between 
individual and team problem-solving styles, but 
focuses on collective cognitive practices and social 
behaviors assuming the team as the unique actor 
of the problem-solving process and associated 
learning. This view is extremely reductive and 
the dualism “individual-team” merits a more in 
depth analysis. Both problem-solving and learning 
are largely influenced by the interaction between 
individuals and groups. Thus, the individual and 

the organizational dimensions and the interaction 
between them has to be investigated.

Finally, even though the choice of the research 
methodology adopted (a survey) was induced by 
the goal to have generalizable relations that were 
not rigidly linked to the specific case study, both 
future research trajectories outlined require a 
major reflection about its real effectiveness and 
practicability.
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ENDNOTES

1  Even though it is here fully acknowledged 
that problem-solving cognitive practices 
and social behaviors implemented are not 
the only factors that influence both the 
problem-solving success and the learning 
process, but some other factors may be 
even more critical, such as (see West, 2002) 
people experience and knowledge, people 
personal attributes (i.e., the problem-solver 
leadership and influence, task motivation), 
organization characters (i.e., the communi-
cation and decision-making structure, the 
organization climate), the main focus is 
on those factors – cognitive practices and 
collective behaviors – that are more easily 
purposely modeled to guide the learning 
process.

2  In an organization, routines for solving 
problems exist in the head of individuals or 
are codified in the form of personal memos, 
operating procedures, or organizational 
manuals.

3  Some scholars and practitioners use inter-
changeably “information” and “knowledge” 
(Bouthillier and Shearer, 2002), thus generat-
ing great confusion.

4  Nonaka (1994) and Nonaka and Takeuchi 
(1995, p. 8) also distinguish technical tacit 
knowledge (know-how and skills) from cog-
nitive tacit knowledge (mental models).

5  Mental models guide individuals’ behaviors 
in the organization, determining what is rel-
evant to understand a certain phenomenon 
or to solve a particular problem (Mintzberg, 
1976; Brief & Downey, 1983; Simon, 1987; 
Clement, 1989), and a well defined mental 
model pre-determines the relevant domain to 
identify the solution to the problem (Clem-
ent, 1989). According to Mintzberg (1976, p. 
54): “[…] in effect, managers (like everyone 
else) use their information to build mental 
models of their world, which are implicit 
synthesized apprehensions of how their or-
ganizations and environments function. 
Then, whenever an action is contemplated, 
the manager can simulate the outcome using 
his implicit model”.

6  More rarely routines are in the form of 
procedures or formalised rules inside the 
organization (Cyert & March, 1963).

7  For instance, some switching rules that 
indicates what organizational tasks should 
be executed when determined conditions 
occur can give a certain degree of flex-
ibility to routines (March & Simon, 1958). 
Further, routines can be modified – even 
though not immediately and easily – after 
new behaviours inside the organization have 
been experienced (Hedberg, 1981; Hedberg 
et al., 1976).
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APPENDIX

The Calinski and Harabasz (1974) index (VRC, variance ratio criterion) is calculated as follows:

VRC=
(n-k)

(k-1)
BGSS
WGSS

,

where

n is the sample size and k is the number of clusters
BGSS is the between-group sum of squares
WGSS is the within-group sum of squares

According to the Calinski and Harabasz criterion, the right number of cluster is the number k for 
which the VRC has an absolute or first local maximum.

It was assumed k=2, 3,..., 10, as the maximum number of 10 cluster solutions was set, and for every 
solution the VRC index was computed. Figure 3 shows the results of this analysis. Values reported are 
limited to 5 clusters. The maximum VRC was obtained for k=4.

This work was previously published in Technology for Creativity and Innovation: Tools, Techniques and Applications, edited 
by Anabela Mesquita, pp. 52-83, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).

Figure 3. The variance ratio criterion index
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ABSTRACT

The attainment of lifelong learning objectives is 
being mediated by a complex process of innova-
tion in education and society, by the integration 
of institutional actions and by the major role of 
coordination that university has assumed. The 
revolution that technology has engendered in every 
field has flowed into a rethinking of knowledge, 
knowledge management, teaching and learning, 
networks and the individual. The knowledge 
society requires new roles and skills, new forms 
of communication and a new awareness as “ac-
tive citizens”. Consequently, the shifting role of 
education systems in networked organizations is 
decisive in order to support learners in forming 
diverse personal learning networks to deeply 

understand complex fields. This chapter aims to 
discuss consistency (i.e. solidity and reliability) 
and effectiveness (i.e. success, usefulness and 
value) of a personal learning environment as a 
new learning space and to highlight its contri-
bution and relevance to lifelong learning. PLE 
critical points and approaches will be discussed 
exploiting three case studies.

INTRODUCTION

The only man who is educated is the man who 
has learned how to learn […] how to adapt and 
change […]. Changingness, a reliance on process 
rather than upon static knowledge, is the only thing 
that makes any sense as a goal for education in 
the modern world. (Kirschenbaum & Henderson, 
2002, p. 304)

Sabrina Leone
Università Politecnica delle Marche, Italy

PLE:
A Brick in the Construction of a 

Lifelong Learning Society
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The introduction of lifelong learning objectives 
and policies has poised us on the threshold of 
major change in education and society. By now, 
learning to learn and learning have become the 
first motivation towards development, empower-
ment, continuity and generation of value, with the 
help of Web 2.0 tools.

The implications of the adoption of a lifelong 
learning paradigm, which is strongly supported 
by the use of new technologies, are profound 
and they have already impacted on all aspects of 
educational institutions. Undoubtedly these are 
exciting, but challenging times. The revolution 
that technology has engendered in every field has 
flowed into a rethinking of knowledge, knowledge 
management, teaching and learning, networks and 
the individual. The knowledge society requires 
new roles and skills, new forms of communica-
tion and a new awareness as “active citizens”. 
Consequently, the shifting role of education 
systems in networked organizations is decisive 
in order to support learners in forming diverse 
personal learning networks to deeply understand 
complex fields.

This process is catalyzed by two dimensions: 
the learner’s awareness of the importance of a 
personal approach to knowledge, beyond fixed 
educational paths; secondly, the learner’s inter-
action with a learning community capable of 
stimulating, negotiating and validating personal 
modes of knowledge management in a knowledge-
sharing environment. In this perspective, educa-
tion in general and eLearning in particular have 
become strategic. But which eLearning? Today 
designing online adult education means being 
able to build modules or courses which favour 
generative learning, a personalised and shared 
construction of knowledge: the learner needs to 
interact, together with his/her peers, with a system 
in which he/she can act as a co-protagonist in the 
construction of his/her knowledge. New teaching 
strategies have to be adopted to achieve this aim. 
Accordingly, it is necessary to move from a trans-
missive approach to a constructivist one, from a 

linear learning system to a networked one, from 
an individual vision to a cooperative one, from 
a fixed programme to a project to be organized.

All this is possible if to the two levels of 
planning, teaching planning of modular learning 
objects and technological planning of the com-
munication environment, a third level is added, 
that is informal eLearning. The adoption of online 
learning tools and methods should be preceded 
by the distinction between formal teaching spaces 
and the spaces agreed in the learning communi-
ties. Formal teaching spaces are defined within 
LMSs. Spaces agreed in the learning communi-
ties, instead, are to be used by social software 
(dynamic platforms, blogs, wikis, e-mails). They 
are aimed to build networks of virtual identities 
and to define personal learning environments 
of dynamic contents, based on continuous ac-
cesses, validations, dialogic exchanges. As a 
consequence, the process by which technologies, 
used by communication experts, impose learning 
within prescribed interactions is inverted; social 
software allows the learner to the fundamental use 
of technologies as means to represent, connect 
and express his/her knowledge.

In my experience as a teacher, a student and 
an individual, lifelong learning paradigm and 
social constructivism respond effectively and 
coherently to the need for greater emphasis to be 
put upon flexibility, transferability, individualisa-
tion, modularisation and mobility in education. 
However, are teaching and learning developing 
to make these changes possible? Can we really 
speak of “new” learning environments? Are learn-
ing tools and support adequate (availability of 
technology-based tools, open and distance learning 
methods access, teachers/trainers trained)? How 
does the teacher’s role change when technology 
is used? How does the learner’s way of working 
change? Which learning strategies are useful in 
technology-enhanced environments? What are the 
changes and the expectations when conventional 
class activities are, partially or completely, shifted 
into a technology-rich learning environment? 
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How should the learner’s efforts in personalised 
learning be supported? To what extent can we 
speak of “personalised learning environments” 
coherently? Can PLE be considered as a brick in 
the construction of a lifelong learning society?

This chapter aims to discuss consistency (i.e. 
solidity and reliability) and effectiveness (i.e. 
success, usefulness and value) of a personal 
learning environment as a new learning space 
and to highlight its contribution and relevance to 
lifelong learning.

The first section will analyse the theoretical 
framework of the new learning paradigm for a 
lifelong learning approach, the synergy of new 
technologies and person-centred teaching and 
learning and, finally, the progression from Virtual 
Learning Environments (VLE) to Personal Learn-
ing Environments (PLE). The current definitions 
of personal learning environment within research 
literature will allow for the exploration of models, 
approaches and theories implied, to define the 
evolution of personalised learning. In particular, 
the differences and peculiarities of the two learning 
paradigms of VLE and PLE will be highlighted, 
also in order to point out the progression from 
Web 1.0 – “the original web”-, Web 2.0 – the web 
of blog, forum and wiki – and Web 3.0 – a future 
web, Tim Berners-Lee’s “Semantic” Web – and 
their continuities.

In the second section, PLE critical points and 
approaches will be discussed exploiting three 
case studies:

1.  a recent experience of introduction to the con-
struction of personalised learning environ-
ments that I have carried out at the University 
of Wollongong, Australia, with my students 
of third year of Italian Language and Culture. 
I have designed and implemented a blended 
learning system which has allowed me to 
have the students introduced gradually to a 
technology-enhanced learning environment 
and to acquire the necessary skills to become 

creative and effective designers of their own 
learning space;

2.  a personal experience of formal learning in 
a blended environment that I carried out in 
2002 at the University of Florence, Italy, 
within a postgraduate course for eLearning 
designers. Beyond the extremely useful 
and positive practice of online cooperative 
learning, it gave to me the opportunity to 
realize the creation of a personal learning 
environment within a formal setting;

3.  the third case study is my personalised learn-
ing space. I do believe in lifelong learning 
as the fundamental tool to contribute and 
participate in the global society, and being 
a student helps me to improve myself as a 
teacher/facilitator. After an acceptable period 
of “dependence” (Hochswender, Martin 
& Morino, 2006), my personal and learn-
ing goals have been “independence” and 
“collaboration” at the same time. I’m still 
working to achieve pure “interdependence”.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

A New Learning Paradigm for a 
Lifelong Learning Approach

“Lifelong learning is a cultural term denoting a 
new paradigm. It is a shift away from the notion of 
provider-driven ‘education’ toward individualised 
learning.” (UNESCO, 1999). Furthermore, it in-
cludes “all learning activity undertaken throughout 
life, with the aim of improving knowledge, skills 
and competencies within a personal, civic, social 
and/or employment-related perspective.” (Euro-
pean Report on Quality Indicators of Lifelong 
Learning, 2002). The Italian National Strategic 
Plan 2007-2013 (Quadro Strategico Nazionale 
2007-2013, 2006) defines lifelong learning as a 
system that aims to contribute to the employability 
of active population and the qualification of human 
resources promoting the process of modernization 
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and innovation of education, training and work 
systems. As a result, learning to learn is the key 
competence for lifelong learning, the basic one 
to be developed within a suitable learning envi-
ronment for all citizens, including persons with 
fewer chances (those with special needs and school 
dropouts), throughout the whole lifetime (from 
pre-school to adult learners) and through formal, 
non-formal and informal learning environments 
(Fredriksson and Hoskins, 2007). Learning to 
learn consists in acquiring the necessary skills 
to organise one’s own knowledge and learning, 
finding, choosing and using various sources and 
modalities of information and education. A learner 
can search among those formal, non-formal and 
informal environments which offer adequate flex-
ibility and response to the his/her time available, 
personal strategies and methods of study and work.

Starting from 1996, in Europe lifelong learning 
policies have brought awareness and promotion 
of “lifelong learning for all”, thus supporting 
attentiveness to an active citizenship (Demetrio, 
2002) in the knowledge society (in terms of 
information, participation and training). These 
guiding principles have induced new interpreta-
tions of teaching and learning, new approaches 
which consider the variety of needs, education 
systems, issues related to the social organization 
and to the level of technological development of 
a country. Ever since, lifelong learning has been 
very much debated and has become the central 
concern in most European education and training 
policies and conference agendas.

In this regard, over recent years research 
literature has urged a new theoretical framework 
of teaching and learning methods in tertiary edu-
cation (Alberici, 2007; Avallone, 2006; Catarsi, 
2007; Colapietro, 2007; Cusmai, 2007; Grimaldi 
& Quaglino, 2004; Marconato, 2003) to sustain 
the new educational models that are being intro-
duced. The traditional instruction paradigm, in 
which the time of learning is held constant and 
learning varies, is being progressively replaced 
by the learning paradigm (Barr & Tagg, 1995; 

Jonassen & Land, 2000; von Glasersfeld, 1998), 
which allows to give emphasis to the learner’s 
needs and to the learning process, rather than to 
the teacher as a repository of knowledge and to 
teaching itself. Accordingly, the trainer is increas-
ingly becoming a facilitator and an interpreter of 
strategic aims; his/her professionalism is widen-
ing from knowledge transfer towards an overall 
view of organizational development and human 
resources (Avallone, 2006; Frigo, 1993; Grimaldi 
& Quaglino, 2004). The teacher’s new mission is 
to produce learning, to create powerful learning 
environments and to elicit students’ discovery and 
construction of knowledge (Grimaldi & Quaglino, 
2004; Loiodice, 2007). Success is measured by 
students’ learning and achievement outcomes, 
learning growth and the quality of arousing stu-
dents’ interest and engagement (Leone, 2008a). 
A large number of researches (Alberici, Catarsi, 
Colapietro & Loiodice, 2007; Varisco, 2002) 
have foregrounded the necessity to regard the 
learning paradigm as the suitable framework to 
support an effective implementation of lifelong 
learning policies. The result of this synergy can 
be summed up in the following key elements of 
a lifelong learning approach:

• flexible delivery, with a modular approach 
(multiple options for scheduling, location 
and modes of learning);

• increasing self-directed learning, to suit in-
dividual learning goals and needs;

• constructivist learning methods, including 
experiential learning and problem based 
learning;

• the teacher acting as an expert and a facili-
tator, providing a well-designed learning 
environment to promote active and involv-
ing learning experiences;

• acknowledgement and assessment of prior 
(experiential) learning, which includes 
the various skills and competencies (non-
formal and informal learning) that learners 
bring, in addition to the traditional formal 
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qualifications earned upon completion of 
secondary school;

• provision of services needed by adults (ca-
reer and academic advise prior to enrol-
ment, assistance with financing education, 
childcare and transportation, revision of ac-
ademic skills as needed prior to the course, 
and learning support while participating in 
higher education) (Leone, 2008b).

Although this outline is emerging in response 
to a new model in knowledge construction, it 
nonetheless engenders new issues related to the 
combination of blocks of knowledge, to the design 
of well-constructed education plans and training 
projects on the part of the individual (Frigo, 2000; 
Avallone, 2006). Undoubtedly, new learning en-
vironments are focused on the individual and on 
small communities (Avallone, 2006), enhanced 
by new data communication and the Internet. ICT 
is increasing interaction in learning and teaching 
processes and a new psychological approach is 
being developed (Annacontini, 2007) as a result 
- connessionism.

The Synergy of New 
Technologies and Person-
Centred Teaching and Learning

The decisive effects of new technologies and 
the Internet on the world of communication and 
education are evident by now. The widespread 
embracing of ICTs in education has brought about 
multifaceted benefits: more flexible, personalized 
and self-paced learning environments; the capac-
ity to reinforce students’ engagement, to enhance 
critical analysis and to encourage the social con-
struction of knowledge as well as the creation of 
virtual collaborative learning spaces; efficiency 
in managing contents, people and communication 
(Leone, 2008a).

If technology undoubtedly betters the learning 
experience and makes it more authentic, never-
theless, the point of departure has to be a revised 

teaching and learning approach. The benefits 
arising from a technology-enhanced learning 
environment have to be evaluated within the learn-
ing experience, the usefulness of learning and its 
enhancements. A simple access to contents does 
not make students learn. The shifting role of educa-
tion systems in networked organizations is crucial 
in order to sustain learners in creating assorted 
personal learning networks to deeply understand 
complex fields. This process is conditioned by 
two major points: the learner’s awareness of the 
importance of a personal approach to knowledge, 
beyond fixed educational contents; secondly, the 
learner’s interaction with a learning community 
capable of stimulating, negotiating and validat-
ing personal modes of knowledge management 
in a knowledge-sharing environment. In this 
perspective, education in general and eLearning 
in particular have become strategic. But which 
eLearning? Pushed by the deep change that the 
so called “Web 2.0” is effecting on the numerous 
services present in the Net, users are assuming a 
more and more active role in the production of 
contents – for example through blogs and video 
(YouTube), image (Flickr) and slide (SlideShare) 
sharing. This evolution is overshadowing all the 
hard work that has been carried out over recent 
years on formal eLearning, namely platforms 
and Virtual Learning Environments. These orga-
nization-centred spaces are now being brought 
into question by the driving Personal Learning 
Environments, which are person-centred settings 
(Bonaiuti, 2007). Person-Centred Teaching and 
Learning theory has been elaborated by the famous 
American psychologist Carl Rogers as a totally 
new approach to education that is valid for learners 
of all age groups independent of their social back-
ground (Rogers, 1983). In Roger’s view, human 
beings are constructive in nature and make every 
effort to realise and express their “experiencing 
organism”. Individuals’ constructive tendency 
can expand better in a setting that is character-
ized by the three requisites known as “Rogers’s 
variables”: realness (in terms of congruence, 
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genuineness, authenticity), acceptance (in terms 
of respect, positive regard, caring manners) and 
empathic understanding. Although the American 
psychologist’s approach could seem incompatible 
with traditional curricula, as a teacher I have found 
that person-centred teaching/learning, combined 
with the use of new ICT tools, is a really successful 
and motivating approach (Leone, 2008a), which 
Motschnig-Pitrik & Mallich (2004) refer to as 
PCeL (Person-Centred eLearning).

The framework of the learner-centred new 
alternative to traditional VLE consists of the fol-
lowing elements (Giovannella, 2008):

• connessionism and situationism as domi-
nant pedagogic visions;

• the web is used as a platform or an environ-
ment, rather than a medium, where various 
services (like Flickr, De.licio.us, ePortfo-
lio) and contents can be aggregated for the 
construction of a PLE, according to the 
needs of the moment; the space can work 
off-line as well, thanks to the application 
of suitable widgets;

• educational materials are socially pro-
duced (all the participants play an active 
role) and symmetric relations develop 
among the various parties involved in the 
education path;

• open source, open content and open soci-
ety which, as a result, foresee the adoption 
of open “machine-readable” standards (not 
only specific for education) and the inter-
connection with proprietary ones;

• working life as a workflow; the learning 
process is included only at specific steps of 
the workflow and contextualised collabo-
ration is preferred;

• the learner’s capability of managing learn-
ing processes aiming to social interac-
tion, as a means to learn to produce and 
communicate;

• ePortfolio as main tool to communicate 
one’s own aggregation of knowledge and 
competences.

Indeed, over recent times the debate of 
researchers on eLearning has progressively 
moved towards the potential of informal learn-
ing (Bonaiuti, 2007). This approach is based on 
“informal” interactions, networked ones and in 
the Net, which aim to mutual learning (Trentin, 
2004). Acquisition and development of new con-
tents are mainly linked to learning how to exploit 
the knowledge which can be functional to one’s 
own professional or personal life. The “2.0 age” 
demands that education becomes more person-
centred and more attentive to the uniqueness of 
the person’s learning experience. Consequently, 
systems of selective access to knowledge in the 
right moment need to be promoted and fixed. An 
extraordinary support to these processes is offered 
by the synergy of knowledge management/sharing 
technologies and those centred on the semantic 
connotation of information, like the “semantic 
web” (Berners-Lee, Handler & Lassila, 2001), 
with the technologies of group and interpersonal 
interaction between the members of a distributed 
professional community, like net technologies in 
general and groupware technologies in particular 
(Trentin, 2005). On the whole, eLearning 2.0 
foregrounds the possible exploitation of social net-
working and of the tools for informal cooperation 
to improve and enrich formal eLearning as well.

The Progression from the 
“Original Web” to the “Semantic 
Web”, from VLE to PLE

The progression from the network as information 
provider (Web 1.0) to the network as platform (Web 
2.0), introduced by O’Reilly (2005), has brought 
about a new technological paradigm (Gaballo, 
2007). The shift from Web 1.0, “the original web”, 
to Web 2.0, the web of social networking tools, 
such as blogs, forums, wikis and podcasts, has 
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created unique and powerful information sharing 
and collaboration features. We have witnessed the 
evolution from simple web sites that were largely 
read-only to read-write ones, from centralization 
of information to decentralization and spreading 
of knowledge. Contents and competences are no 
more delivered through a top-down education 
process, but they are created and used through a 
bottom-up procedure, through symmetric interac-
tion and real-time information, through the mil-
lions of blogs which are present in the universe 
of bits of the World Wide Web.

Over these years the extremely rapid transfor-
mation in social relationships that are established 
in the web is definitely influencing the planning 
and the delivery of blended or pure online learn-
ing environments. Communication in the Net is 
undergoing the following major changes (Giovan-
nella, 2008):

a.  a generalised tendency towards a more 
limited use of e-mail, which is replaced by 
more and more popular instant communica-
tion tools like Messenger and Skype;

b.  a highlight of blogs and personal sites that 
meet the participants’ need to turn into the 
protagonists of the Net;

c.  the driving growth of peer-to-peer systems, 
that are becoming real mutual assistance and 
knowledge-sharing communities;

d.  the evolution of social sharing and publi-
cation tools for links (De.licio.us), images 
(Flickr) and videos (YouTube);

e.  the diffusion of shots of news which are easily 
collected by suitable aggregators that allow 
for their circulation and social sharing;

f.  the broad use of folksonomies as a valid 
alternative to traditional ontologies in the 
development of semantic or relational search 
engines.

Folksonomies themselves can become the key 
factor for the development of a future web, Web 
3.0, Tim Berners-Lee’s “Semantic” Web: it is not 

“a separate Web”, it is “an extension of the current 
one” where information is attributed “well-defined 
meaning, better enabling computers and people to 
work in cooperation” (Berners-Lee & Handler & 
Lassila, 2001). In Berners-Lee’s vision, the Web 
is a universal catalyst for data, information and 
knowledge exchange. Consequently, in his view 
the Semantic Web represents the Web’s evolu-
tion into an environment where the documents 
published (html pages, files, images, etc.) are 
associated to information and data (metadata) able 
to define the semantic context of the documents 
in a suitable format for search, interpretation, and 
automatic processing in general. In the near future, 
this will lead to refined searches thanks to the 
introduction of intelligent agents in the text, and 
to the construction of networks of relations and 
connections between documents, far beyond the 
current simple hypertextual links. In brief, while 
the Web 2.0 is people-oriented and users develop 
and exploit it to communicate, the Semantic Web is 
machine-oriented and users structure data to have 
the machines communicate among themselves 
(Ankolekar et al., 2007). The evolution of the 
Semantic Web will proceed if new actors will be 
involved and new applications will be designed for 
generic users. Moreover, processors for semantic 
data, services based on semantic technologies, 
revolutionary collaborative applications are neces-
sary to start the real sharing of semantic notations.

A step further is the Social Semantic Web, 
the combination of technologies, strategies and 
methodologies from the Web 2.0 and the Semantic 
Web. While the Semantic Web will provide means 
for businesses to interoperate across domains, the 
Social Semantic Web will encompass the creation 
of explicit and semantically rich knowledge rep-
resentations as a result of developments in social 
interactions, opening up for a more social inter-
face to the semantics of businesses. As a whole, 
the Social Semantic Web can be considered as 
a Web of collective knowledge systems, a Web 
which aims to integrate the formal frame of the 
Semantic Web with a pragmatic approach based 
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on description codes for semantic browsing using 
heuristic classification and semiotic ontologies. 
The core of a social semantic system is a continu-
ous process of eliciting key knowledge of a field 
through semi-formal ontologies, taxonomies or 
folksonomies.

An evident parallel effect of the evolution of 
the Web through the three stages described above 
(and in Table 1) is increasing questioning about 
the standards which have been applied to use-
lessly delimit learning and teaching processes in 
the name of interoperability of contents (Learning 
Objects). Current discussion about the pedagogical 
vision of technology-enhanced learning is focus-
ing on the validity and the adequateness of online 
learning environments of Web 1.0 age, namely 
Virtual Learning Environments (VLE). At the 
same time, researchers (Calvani, 2005; Downes, 
2005; Trentin, 2004; Wilson, 2005; Attwell, 2006; 
Buonaiuti, 2007; Fini e Vanni, 2004; Ranieri 2005) 
are debating on the adoption of Personal Learning 
Environments (PLE) as the new generation of 
learning settings - Learning 2.0 (Downes, 2005)-, 
capable of interpreting present and upcoming 
trends and behaviours and based on the aggrega-
tion of Web 2.0 services (Wilson, 2005).

Giovannella (2008) proposes a third alternative 
between organization/product-centred VLE and, 
with a vision which swings from open market to 
open society, user-centred PLE: Learning Places 
(LP), settings that are opened to the interaction 

with the outside and attentive to the development 
of individuals’ virtual identity.

The main criticism to traditional VLE regards:

• the focus on the creation on rigid schemes, 
blocks and platforms, which engenders the 
lack of sharing and common spaces;

• asymmetric relations, and the consequent 
limited production of contents according to 
the participants’ roles (teachers/learners);

• the lack of adoption of open and simple 
standards, like for example RSS;

• a poor interaction with the community ex-
ternal to the learning environment, in terms 
of visibility of the outcomes of the learning 
process, lack of access to the contents – not 
even to the alumni. Dequalification of the 
learning community and scanty interrela-
tion among different education contexts 
are the evident consequences.

In particular, in view of a lifelong learning 
approach, traditional VLE shows insufficient 
consideration of learning as a social practice 
strongly centred on dialogic exchange (including 
constructivist school’s collaborative and coopera-
tive model). As a result, knowledge tends to be 
frustrated within the restricted space of a specific 
learning process. Furthermore, this closeness of 
traditional VLE impedes the construction of the 
individual’s virtual identity, which is, instead, 
a crucial aim in lifelong learning policies. The 

Table 1. From Web 1.0 to Semantic Web 

Web 1.0 Web 2.0 Semantic Web

Personal websites Blogs Semantic blogs

Content management systems Wikis Semantic wikis

Altavista, Google Google personalised, dumbfind Semantic search

Citeseer, project Gutenberg Google scholar, book search Semantic digital libraries

Message boards Community portals Semantic forums and community portals

Buddy lists, address books Online social networks Semantic social networks

Semantic social information spaces
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comparison between VLE and PLE points out 
how the latter is more adherent to the users’ ex-
pectations of flexibility, active participation and 
individualisation of a learning environment (Cal-
vani, Buonaiuti, Fini & Ranieri, 2007; Downes, 
2005). A Personal Learning Environment is an 
open system, interconnected with other PLEs and 
with other external services; it is an activity-based 
learning environment, user-managed and learner-
centred. In Downes’s view (2006), a PLE is a tool 
that allows anyone to “engage in a distributed 
environment” made up of “a network of people, 
services and resources”. It does not consist of “just 
Web 2.0, but it is certainly Web 2.0” since “it is 
a read-write application” (in the broadest sense 
possible). A PLE is a concept rather than specific 
software, a group of techniques and a variety of 
tools to gather information, explore and develop 
relationships between pieces of information. A 
PLE helps to view the subject as a landscape as 
well as individual pieces of information; to create 
a personal repository of materials and relationships 
clustered around a unifying topic or concept; to 
document, reflect, communicate, collaborate. 
Information and knowledge reside in electronic 
sources (locally produced files and notes, Internet/
Intranet, eLearning courses, reference sites, text/
audio/video/graphics files, shared presentations, 
RSS feeds) and in non-electronic sources (books 
and journals, classroom based courses, profes-
sional meetings, live interaction with colleagues). 
A PLE, at the same time, develops and is fed by 
autonomy, pragmatic, relevance, building on 
prior knowledge, goal-directed approach. A PLE 
facilitates the access to and the aggregation, the 
configuration and the management of the indi-
vidual’s learning experiences (Lubesky, 2006). 
In this sense, a VLE is much less flexible than a 
PLE; however, the two settings can be intercon-
nected through sharing-knowledge technologies, 
like RSS.

Anderson (2006) concurs that VLEs may sur-
vive if they will adopt the learner-centred model. 
Attwell (2007) sets out from the assumption that 

ePortfolio, a basic tool of PLE, is the future of 
learning systems to state that PLE is the new learn-
ing setting to look at. Buonaiuti (2007) outlines 
hypothetical scenarios for the school of the future 
in which learning has the informal features of PLE.

Finally, the passage from the current to the 
emerging eLearning paradigm has been promoted 
by users, later followed by institutions. In Italy, 
two universities are experimenting a PLE for their 
students: the University of Siena with the “3_is 
PLE 0.2” and the University of Florence with 
“LTEver”, that will be presented and analysed as 
case study in the second section of this chapter.

CASE STUDIES OF PERSONAL 
LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS

This second section aims to examine three case 
studies illustrating different contexts of adoption 
of the learner-centred approach and of creation of 
a personal learning environment. The following 
discussion aims to evaluate solidity, usefulness 
and value of a personal learning environment as 
a new learning space and to highlight its contri-
bution and relevance to lifelong learning. All the 
three examples come from my background as a 
teacher, a student and an individual.

Case Study 1: An Experience of 
PLE for the Students of Italian 
Language and Culture at the 
University of Wollongong, Australia

This case study reports a recent experience 
of blended learning and of introduction to the 
construction of personalised learning environ-
ments that I have carried out at the University 
of Wollongong with my students of second and 
third year – 26 and 7 students respectively - of 
Italian Language and Culture. The students were 
between 20 and 25 years old; 30 girls and 3 boys. 
The experience has aimed at enhancing students’ 
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language skills through a more aware and active 
learning process.

While I was preparing this environment, I 
wondered continuously if I was really going to 
provide the students with the crucial skills and 
tools to support their increasing awareness as 
active learners: they should have been able to 
identify their needs and preferences in learning, 
to acquire a “personal learner’s know-how”, like 
basic tools of interaction and research, online 
and offline (Siemens, 2008). Brain storming and 
problem solving have been used to analyse the 
students’ learning method, their learning goals in 
the view of their personal goals, how they choose 
their learning contents, how they interact with a 
network (learning by doing). Metacogntive tasks 
have been central in the development of the work.

All the students were already familiar with the 
Internet, a few were already aware of the use of 
technologies in a different manner and context 
(podcasts, forums and communities), but, still, 
some didn’t feel self-confident and preferred not 
to use technology before this course. Only two 
of the seven students in third year had worked 
previously (none in second year) in a technology-
enhanced learning environment (WebCT), which 
they had lived as positive, even though they la-
mented a lack of communication because many 
participants hadn’t made use of the forum. Most 
of the students were unfamiliar with cooperative 
learning and with social interaction, and they were 
at their very first experience of online community. 
This has required a thorough and sensitive con-
struction of an emotionally favourable learning 
environment to reduce their affective barriers and 
support learning, through scaffolding, mediation, 
focus on achievements, positive reinforcement, 
peer assessment and self assessment.

I have designed and implemented a blended 
learning system (Motschnig-Pitrik & Mallich, 
2004; Cusmai, 2007) because it would have al-
lowed me to have the students introduced gradually 
to a technology-enhanced learning environment 
and to acquire the necessary skills to become later 

creative and effective designers of their own learn-
ing space. Major issues during our classes have 
been: approach to knowledge and to knowledge 
management (Gaballo, 2007), collaboration and 
cooperation, time management concerns in learn-
ing. The blended learning pedagogical model was 
implemented on two compulsory face-to-face 
weekly two-hour classes in second year, and on a 
compulsory face-to-face weekly three-hour lecture 
in third year, on additional optional e-tutoring 
for an average of two hours per week and on an 
average of four hours per week of self-learning, 
online and offline, employing the personalised 
learning environment that they would have built 
step by step along the formal eLearning course. 
The blended learning pedagogical model has 
combined:

1.  learners’ independent work with CALL 
(Computer-Assisted Language Learning) 
tasks and materials for developing language 
skills in an online web-based interactive 
multimedia environment;

2.  online and face-to-face tutoring by the Italian 
teacher-tutor;

3.  face-to-face classes with the Italian teacher-
tutor, as an opportunity to check learning 
outcomes, to provide feedback and to emo-
tionally support learners helping them build 
their personal confidence and fix learning 
objectives.

The web-based interactive multimedia gath-
ered all the CALL materials, task-based activities, 
and ICT tools learners were provided with at the 
beginning of the semester (Autumn 2008). Each 
module included language learning activities and 
tasks which provided the students with opportuni-
ties to learn by doing, to develop autonomy, to 
work at their pace exploiting multimedia contents 
and online synchronous (chat) and asynchronous 
communication (one-to-one emails, mailing lists, 
forums) (Absalom & Marden Pais, 2004). Learners 
were exposed to foreign language input through au-
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diovisual material depicting real characters which 
allowed for multimodal content delivery to reach 
heterogeneous learning styles. Students interacted 
with Italian communities in communicative tasks 
which engaged them in socio-cognitive processes 
and gave them opportunities to be in touch with 
a real audience (Barr & Tagg, 1995; Ellis, 1999; 
Jonassen & Land, 2000; Varisco, 2002; von Glaser-
sfeld, 1998). Special attention was given to issues 
of online pedagogy (Calvani & Rotta, 2000), such 
as providing a more human-like dimension for 
positive and corrective feedback, giving students 
the sense of belonging to a learning community, 
and helping them develop their self-confidence 
as they worked on their language skills through 
individual practice, communication - both through 
CMC and face-to-face- and collaboration.

Only half of the 26 second year students affec-
tively participated in the activities. As a matter of 
fact, most of the learners showed strong barriers to 
the use of new technologies, but while half of them 
were curious and motivated by the challenge, the 
rest manifested resistance and frustration which 
ended in a global loss of enthusiasm. The third year 
students’ initial frustrating impact with an intense 
use of new technologies was overcome and in the 
following steps they appeared to be involved and 
motivated. At the end of the course, a survey was 
submitted to the students to have their feedback 
about the impact of the use of new technologies in 
Italian classes (overall impact on the participants, 
difficulties and advantages, outcomes in terms of 
creation of networks and cooperative learning). 
Second year students’ global view was affected 
by the strong initial barriers to new technologies 
and an insufficient closeness in and between work 
groups. Third year students’ overall perception 
appeared to be extremely positive, despite initial 
difficulties (a software incompatibility and poor 
Internet connection on campus).

On the whole, learners defined as “challeng-
ing” learning how to use new technologies, but 
definitely worth it for the “very useful know-how” 
they acquired: “a broader perspective on topics, 

an easier way to communicate and collaborate 
ideas and points of view”. In their opinion, “it was 
just a matter of getting used to a different way of 
learning”. “It was an interactive experience, and 
enabled us to learn in varied ways which kept 
our interest. It introduced us to new things and 
widened our ideas of what is available and useful 
in a classroom. We were provided with an op-
portunity to interact with not only our classmates, 
but with other people around the globe. It was 
also accessible at home and you could submit it 
with the click of a finger. The technologies were 
a great idea!”.

Case Study 2: The Creation of a 
Personal Learning Environment 
within a Formal Learning Experience 
at the University of Florence, Italy

ELearning offers a wide range of scenarios simul-
taneously characterised by different approaches. 
In this sense, formal and informal eLearning can 
interoperate. The border line between the two 
systems is not always well defined and it gives 
space to a continuity which allows the individual 
to identify the most suitable mix of learning tools 
and contexts. Formal eLearning is one of the pos-
sible means that the members of a professional 
community have to acquire new knowledge, and 
knowledge management/sharing methods and 
technologies (informal learning) can be added 
progressively to complete institution-driven learn-
ing spaces with the opportunity for the individual 
to personalise learning solutions (Trentin, 2005).

The learning experience described below 
represents an example of possible coexistence of 
formal and informal learning. It involved me as a 
student within a post-graduate course on eLearning 
(specialization in planning of online education), 
delivered in a blended environment, that I attended 
in 2002 at the University of Florence.

The course aimed to provide the participants 
with the fundamental planning, organizational and 
relational skills to effectively exploit the Internet 
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in an educational project, in terms of access to 
and employ of remote educational resources, in 
terms of new communication, cooperation and 
management opportunities, both for the education 
system and for companies interested in eLearning. 
Particular attention was reserved to the evaluation 
of all the necessary key factors during the design 
of an online educational path: needs, costs, tech-
nological platform, tutors, assessment, quality 
standards. The course lasted five months over an 
average of 150 hours of work and it encompassed 
three face-to-face classes. The participants admit-
ted were 250; most of them were secondary school 
experienced teachers, some were VET trainers and 
some were human resources managers in private 
companies. The course was later subdivided into 
ten sub-areas of specialization and within each 
area work groups of eight to ten people were 
formed to carry out cooperative activities (last 
phase). The organization in small groups was the 
fundamental premise to promote collaborative 
activities in which the learners could experience 
debate and negotiation in the construction of the 
project work, for which cohesion and interdepen-
dence are necessary. (Calvani, 2005).

The tutor-supervisor coordinated and sched-
uled activities, answered to technical and organi-
zational doubts, emotionally supported the tutors 
of sub-groups in their challenging role. The tutors 
of the sub-groups supplied technical, pedagogical, 
methodological, organizational and social support 
to the learners. Books, educational materials and 
guide-lines were delivered to the participants at 
the very beginning. The course was articulated 
on four steps: individual technological warm-
up, personal documentation (an introduction to 
contents and general issues related to the themes), 
sharing and socialization activities, cooperative 
project work. Online activity was developed in 
three stages: documentation (individual), shar-
ing (tutor-groups) and collaboration/cooperation 
(collaborative/cooperative groups).

The environment drew its theoretical frame-
work from the constructivist model of dispersed 

learning, according to which knowledge has to 
be situated in a context and in a social space, 
collaboratively constructed through sharing. 
Consequently, this learning experience showed 
adherence to the engaged learning approach, 
namely those situations in which at least three key 
elements summed up in the formula “relate-create-
donate” are present (Calvani & Rotta, 2000). The 
basic assumption of this model is that learning is 
enhanced in collaborative groups, through project 
works and if the result is authentic and “spend-
able”. The general theoretical background of the 
course can be expressed by the following key 
factors. In relation to the adoption of technolo-
gies in teaching and learning, ICTs are used as 
a tool to support the development of a learning 
community, rather than as a means to deliver 
contents. Basic technological facilities and tools 
were proposed to make the interaction between 
participants simpler. From the methodological 
point of view, the global approach was centred 
on the collaborative group and on the consequent 
highlight of relational dynamics. The course was 
metacognitive and oriented to favour the learners’ 
reflection on the methodologies used and on the 
crucial factors in online activities, rather than be-
ing centred on the output and on specific contents. 
Great importance was attributed to the project 
work (project oriented approach). Contents were 
targeted on adult learners with prior expertise and 
available to collaborate and share their knowledge, 
namely teachers and professionals. Emphasis 
was on textuality (sending, presentation of writ-
ten messages/texts, discussion, text production), 
with a consequent increase of the participants’ 
involvement. The guide-lines provided at the 
beginning were modular and included possible 
integrations by the participants (co-authoring). 
The organizers chose not to adopt groupware 
platforms nor proprietary environments. The 
technologies employed were gradually introduced: 
web pages in the documentation phase, emails for 
support and communication with the tutor, web 
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forum and mailing-list in the phases of sharing 
and collaboration.

Area forum and mailing-list were used for the 
collection of materials and tasks assigned by the 
tutor supervisor, for discussions about general 
questions and for interaction between sub-groups. 
Later, each sub-group adopted a platform for 
autonomous communication (for example a Ya-
hooGroups mailing-list) and other tools (Nicenet) 
for collaborative work.

Considering that the course was addressed 
to teachers and professionals, the experience 
was hands-on to provide the participants with a 
repeatable experience in their work place (meta-
course). In this sense, strengths were: the use 
of a basic technological framework (absence of 
installation procedures, free access, transparency 
of the server); the punctual focus on reflection 
on operative methodologies and on the recurrent 
organizational and management issues related to 
the work carried out.

At the end of the course, the participants were 
individually interviewed about the contents devel-
oped and the outcomes of their personal experience 
online. Some of the participants pointed out their 
uneasiness with the learning team-centred model 
adopted within the course. In their opinion, a 
deeper explanation of the numerous issues related 
to designing an online learning environment would 
have let the learners better exploit the following 
hands-on phases. Moreover, the large number 
of persons enrolled in the course, their different 
background and levels of knowledge were the main 
reasons for unsatisfactory interaction. Finally, time 
constraints were an issue along the whole course.

My sub-group’s and my personal point of view 
were nearly opposite to our colleagues’. We, too, 
felt pressed by time constraints and deadlines, 
nevertheless we appreciated the usefulness of 
metacognitiveness and the challenge of being 
for most of the time involved in hands-on activi-
ties. We realized how productive and gratifying 
working collaboratively and cooperatively can 
be. Furthermore, we rated social and professional 

communication strongly motivating and enriching. 
In the end, I didn’t expect such a positive and flex-
ible experience from a formal environment and, 
beyond this, I had underestimated the opportunity 
of exploiting between-the-lines communication 
to develop a personal learning space. I was glad 
to find out, a few years later, that the University 
of Florence had started out an informal continua-
tion of its formal learning environments: LTEver, 
which is illustrated in the following case study.

Case Study 3: My Personalised 
Learning Space from “Dependence” 
to “Interdependence”

On one occasion, a Buddhist monk explained 
that there are three stages in the development of 
human beings: dependence, independence and col-
laboration. Unfortunately the majority of people 
is completely unaware of the third stage, collabo-
ration (or interdependence), and they consider 
only two options, dependence or independence. 
(Hochswender, Martin & Morino, 2006, p.130)

This third case study aims to report an example 
of personal learning environment started out by an 
Italian University, as a bridge from the formal to 
the informal learning environments active within 
its organization. As an alumna, I was invited to 
join the space.

In January 2007 the Laboratorio di Tecnologie 
dell’Educazione (Laboratory of Technologies for 
Education) (LTE) of the University of Florence 
set out a virtual community for staff, teachers, 
students, alumni and contributors: LTEver (http://
lte-unifi.it/elgg), with the suffix “ever” (for ever) 
to indicate continuity.

As a rule, at the end of courses, virtual class-
rooms, forums and other environments lose their 
interest and end, too. Alumni’s and teachers’ 
recurrent intention to keep in touch and build a 
community is seldom put into practice. Inadequate 
technological support tools chiefly account for 
this: traditional platforms (LMSs) are limited in 
flexibility, personalization and control elements. 
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As a result, recently researchers (Attwell, 2007; 
Calvani et al., 2007; Downes, 2006; Wilson, 
2005) have been promoting the diffusion of Per-
sonal Learning Environment (PLE) as a suitable 
learner-centred setting to support both formal and 
informal learning.

LTEver is based on Elgg (http://elgg.org), 
an open source system that its authors (Tosh & 
Werdmüller, 2004) have defined as “learning 
landscape”, explicitly a system that, starting with 
basic elements such as blogs, ePortfolio and social 
networking, is able to encourage reflection and 
socialization in learning communities. LTEver was 
designed to provide members with a totally self-
managed personal space fit to support activities 
like blogs, file sharing, creation of communities 
and social networking through tags automatically 
obtained from the users’ contents and profiles. 
Besides, this system is a connection to the courses 
that members have attended and attend within 
Moodle, where students can find, in their virtual 
classrooms, links to the recent activities in LTE-
ver. The compatibility between Elgg and Moodle 
allowed the implementation of an ePortfolio for 
current students. This outcome is an example of 
interoperability between “personal” and “insti-
tutional” systems, in view of the new eLearning 
2.0 paradigm (Calvani et al., 2007). Freedom of 
action and symmetric relations characterize Elgg 
and are vital for the development of LTEver. Once 
users are logged in, they can freely configure their 
personal space by completing or updating their 
profile, adding RSS feeds from other sites, building 
communities, sharing files and inviting new users 
to join the community. Furthermore, attention to 
privacy and confidentiality is ensured through 
a simple control of the allowed level of access, 
which can be determined by the user. (Fini, 2008)

A certain number of studies are being carried 
out on LTEver, and some weaknesses and strengths 
have already been stressed. The system shows 
some information overload, mainly due to the 
originally muddled aggregation of the informal 
blogs; secondly, some problems of usability of the 

system arose (Rigutti et al., 2008); finally, active 
participation seems to be restricted to a relatively 
small number of users, a threat in the case of a 
small and highly focused professional context 
(Calvani et al., 2007), although the majority of 
social media have evidenced this trend. On the 
other hand, positive elements are: high quality of 
contributions, so effectively filtered information, 
assessed on the basis of the significantly lower 
“level of noise” (i.e., the quantity of not pertinent 
posts) in comparison to the generality of the 
blogosphere; steady trend of growth of users and 
posts; the take-up of some spontaneous initiatives 
(for example the participation in the online course 
“Introduction to Open Education”), principally 
within consolidated communities (Fini, 2008). 
This finding highlights 2.0 communities’ poten-
tial as future active promoters of more structured 
activities.

DISCUSSION

Nowadays, central objective of all education 
systems should be orienting learners towards a 
lifelong learning vision of their knowledge and 
of the world. Educational institutions‘ current 
challenge consists in a rethinking of their inter-
actions with learners. Rapid information growth, 
enhanced learner control of knowledge creation 
and diffusion, and the increasing reference to 
network models to interpret and support complex 
social changes are trends that impact more and 
more society (Siemens, 2008).

In my opinion, reframing the transmission and 
the management of knowledge means reflecting 
on far beyond its access, rather on its construction 
and reproduction, on social active participation, 
on new roles and relations. In my experience as a 
teacher, a student and an individual, illustrated in 
the case studies above, lifelong learning paradigm 
and social constructivism respond effectively and 
coherently to the need for greater emphasis to be 
put upon flexibility, transferability, individualisa-
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tion, modularisation and mobility in education. 
However, are teaching and learning developing 
to make these changes possible? Can we really 
speak of “new” learning environments? Are learn-
ing tools and support adequate (availability of 
technology-based tools, open and distance learning 
methods access, teachers/trainers trained)? How 
does the teacher’s role change when technology 
is used? How does the learner’s way of working 
change? Which learning strategies are useful in 
technology-enhanced environments? What are the 
changes and the expectations when conventional 
class activities are, partially or completely, shifted 
into a technology-rich learning environment? 
How should the learner’s efforts in personalised 
learning be supported?

Undoubtedly, the adoption of a lifelong learn-
ing paradigm has to be embedded in a highly 
technology-enhanced educational setting to re-
spond adequately to the pressure of these times. 
I can only partially agree with the many voices 
sustaining that technology is the only solution to 
a still partially rigid and remote education system. 
Actually, I concur that the systematic use of new 
technologies should be accompanied by pre-
liminary research, testing, training and top-down 
support. The embracing of the latest technology 
cannot alone carry any durable, regular and ef-
ficient improvement to teaching and learning to 
turn current learning environments into “new” 
ones. Noticeably the use of emerging technologies 
needs to be supported by a marked pedagogical 
change in which teachers’ skills and role need 
to be redefined. Teachers need to develop peda-
gogical background and technological skills that 
represent a sizeable change to the more traditional 
teaching and learning system and that allow the 
instructional designer to keep up with the critical 
role of educator to educators.

Moreover, the construction of technology-
oriented learning environments (ICT, eLearn-
ing) must be modulated on the basis of concrete 
cognitive and cultural pre-requisites and objec-
tives, strictly related to the participants and to the 

context. The shifting role of education systems in 
networked organizations is a crucial change to 
facilitate learners to develop and participate in 
diverse personal learning networks.

In my view, this process is catalyzed by two 
dimensions: the learner’s awareness of the impor-
tance of a personal approach to knowledge (“learn 
to learn”); secondly, the learner’s interaction with 
a learning community capable of stimulating, 
negotiating and validating personal modes of 
knowledge management in a knowledge-sharing 
environment. The space between these two di-
mensions has to ensure participation in a shared 
context, but also the opportunity to react creatively 
and autonomously to it. An integrated vision 
of a learning environment has to modulate the 
varied modalities of transmission of knowledge: 
from traditional to intentional trans-generational 
transmission to a self-directed and metareflec-
tive one. At this point, the univocity of the roles 
adult-teacher and teenager-learner has turned off.

The three case studies that I have proposed in 
the second section aimed to highlight how impor-
tant the modulation of learning strategies and tools, 
according to the learner’s needs, expectations and 
background, is to successfully feed a personal 
learning environment intended in the broadest 
sense. Besides, I am convinced that the synergy 
of formal and informal learning environments, 
VLEs and PLEs, offers a complete and powerful 
learning landscape. While the second case study 
reported my experience as a student within a 
VLE (a post-graduate course on eLearning) at 
the University of Florence, the third case study 
illustrated how the two spaces can effectively 
interoperate if they are supported by a suitable 
technological system (LTEver). As a member of 
LTEver, I regret of not having enough time to 
be more active. As an alumna, I have found this 
informal environment very interesting and useful, 
even though I sustain that complex fields need 
more than PLEs to be understood and acquired; 
they need in-depth and continuous engagement 
in “learning places” (Giovannella, 2008). In rela-
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tion to this, I have wondered to what extent we 
can speak of personalised learning environments 
coherently and if a PLE is a solid, consistent and 
effective learning environment. Certainly, third 
generation eLearning models aim to produce 
knowledge and to optimize its fruition, at the 
same time. They mean to ensure the develop-
ment of personal skills of contents analysis and 
aggregation to be applied within shared learning 
programmes. Nevertheless, designing PLEs based 
on services and contents aggregators could lead to 
the development of weak aggregations in which 
the risk would be a reduction of the solidity of 
the educational and pedagogical experience as a 
result of the reduction of cultural stratification. 
Apart from this, in technology-oriented settings the 
possibility to express individual epistemic models 
and make them accessible, represents a chance 
of great expressive value and an opportunity of 
relational exchange.

The adoption of online learning tools and 
methods should be preceded by the distinction 
between formal teaching spaces and the spaces 
agreed in the learning communities. Formal 
teaching spaces are defined within LMSs. Spaces 
agreed in the learning communities, instead, are 
to be used by social software (dynamic plat-
forms, blogs, wikis, e-mails). They are aimed to 
build networks of virtual identities and to define 
personal learning environments of dynamic 
contents, based on continuous accesses, valida-
tions, dialogic exchanges. However, I insist on 
the usefulness of the identification of modes of 
continuity and coordination between formal and 
informal spaces. In this way, the process by which 
technologies, used by communication experts, 
impose learning within prescribed interactions 
is inverted; social software allows the learner to 
the fundamental use of technologies as means to 
represent, connect and express his/her knowledge 
(Vitali, 2007), previously deepened within formal 
learning environments.

Finally, can PLE be considered as a brick in 
the construction of a lifelong learning society? It 

certainly can, as a brick. A brick is not a whole 
construction, but a bricklayer can’t do without it to 
make a building. Starting from Stephen Downes’s 
(2006) definition, my personal learning environ-
ment is a concept, a variety of techniques and 
tools which allow me to engage in a distributed 
environment, made up of a network of people, 
services and electronic and non-electronic resourc-
es, to gather information, explore and develop 
relationships between pieces of information; to 
document, reflect, interact, collaborate, cooperate. 
My personal learning environment, at the same 
time, develops and is fed by autonomy, pragmatic, 
active participation, building on prior knowledge, 
goal-directed approach. It draws from formal, 
non-formal and informal learning environments. I 
do believe in lifelong learning as the fundamental 
tool to contribute and participate in the global 
society, and being a student helps me to improve 
myself as a teacher/facilitator. After an acceptable 
period of “dependence” (Hochswender, Martin & 
Morino, 2006), my personal and learning goals 
have been “independence” and “collaboration” at 
the same time. I’m still working to achieve pure 
“interdependence”.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The evolution of technology has accelerated the 
production and the diffusion of information, and 
it has engendered a continuous knowledge turn-
over. Our knowledge becomes inadequate rapidly, 
our life styles change, our professional profiles 
change; however our working life gets longer and 
longer and we have a growing need of acquiring 
new knowledge, competences and skills.

The new educational challenge is integrating 
formal eLearning with the informal tools provided 
by Web 2.0 and by social software. Net surfers 
can choose among a very large number of tools 
to aggregate, manage, organise and share their 
knowledge. Anyhow, the results of researches 
and reflections have to be systematized again to 
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keep the flexibility that Web 2.0 offers and the 
coordination and the validation that an institution 
can grant. Education cannot be confined within 
imposed learning spaces; it has to evolve towards 
various forms of social software and integrate 
formal and informal. The challenge is a reconsid-
eration of teaching methodologies as a result of 
new learning needs and Web 2.0 communicative 
and technological innovation.

CONCLUSION

The introduction of lifelong learning objectives 
and policies has poised us on the threshold of 
major change in education and society. By now, 
learning to learn and learning have become the first 
motivation towards development, empowerment, 
continuity and generation of value, with the help 
of Web 2.0 tools. The revolution that technology 
has engendered in every field has flowed into a 
rethinking of knowledge, knowledge manage-
ment, teaching and learning, networks and the 
individual. The knowledge society requires new 
roles and skills, new forms of communication 
and a new awareness as “active citizens”. In this 
perspective, education in general and eLearning 
in particular have become strategic. But which 
eLearning? Formal eLearning, through Virtual 
Learning Environments, or informal eLearning 
2.0, through Personal Learning Environments? 
Attention has moved from LMSs and e-content, 
to professional experience added to knowledge 
sharing and learning communities. From learning 
to learn to learning through others, the importance 
of informal learning is an evidence at the end of 
this study, informal eLearning in particular. PLE 
can certainly be considered as a brick in the con-
struction of a lifelong learning society. A brick is 
not a whole construction, but a bricklayer can’t 
do without it to make a building.
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GLOBALIZATION 3.0

Information Technology (IT), and the subsequent 
broad acceptance of Information and Knowledge 
Management (IM/KM) methods revolutionized 
the way business is thought of and practiced. 
With e-business facilitating the ability to do more, 
more, faster, at a wider range, and to influence 
ever larger and more diverse consumer groups, the 
impact of technology on commerce, finance, and 
global economy has been frequently compared to 
the “paradigm shift” that Kuhn (1970) proposed 
as the essence of scientific revolution. Yet, despite 
the transformational influence of modernity on 
the ancient art, the fundamental principles of 
business have not changed: overreliance on the 
facilitation of business operations as the substitu-
tion for the adherence to the soundness of their 

conduct fuelled rampant growth of corporate 
laisse faire, and already twice brought the world 
to the brink of economic disaster (Stiglitz, 2003; 
Steingart, 2008).

Ultimately, a new realization begins to emerge: 
e-business makes cut-throat competition, winning 
at any price, and “devil take the hindmost” phi-
losophy (Chancellor, 1999) not only obsolete but 
perceived by the increasing number of business 
leaders as harmful if not even dangerous (e.g., 
Greenwald and Kahn, 2005; Mittlestaedt, 2005; 
Prahalad and Ramaswalmy, 2004). Instead, the 
notion that “we are in this boat together” is gaining 
an ever wider acceptance: under the influence of 
technology the world has, indeed, changed (e.g., 
Canton, 2006). It started to converge, and now 
some even conceive it as “flat” (Friedman, 2005.) 
In reality, the world is probably not “flat” but far 
more three-dimensional and textured than it has 
ever been before. Technology converted point to 
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point interactions into a complex set of relations 
that, based on networks where knowledge is the 
most sought commodity (Wickramasinghe and 
von Lubitz, 2008), and we now live embedded 
in a rapidly evolving, globe-spanning mesh of 
a “network of networks” (von Lubitz, 2009; see 
Figure1). Simultaneously with the development 
of new technology-based transaction platforms, 
another major technology-facilitated transfor-
mation began to occur: subtly, but with an ever 
increasing force, business interactions begun to 
move away from the traditional concept of own-
ership and its transfer as the basis of transaction 
between firms, firms and their customers, and 
even among customers themselves. Instead, ac-
cess to goods and services among organizations 
became the increasingly prominent form, and 
Friedman’s era of Globalization 3.0 (Friedman, 
2005) became synonymous with Rifkin’s “Age 
of Access” (Rifkin, 2003). Individuals rather 

than state and corporate bureaucracies acquired 
unprecedented power, and started to actively shape 
the world. In contrast to the first and second stage 
of Globalization, the process of change altered 
its direction, the flow now moving upward, from 
the bottom up, instead of hierarchically sanctified 
top-down descent of orders, commands, and di-
rectives. The boost for the change was provided 
by the intensification of horizontal exchanges 
conducted across boundaries of time, space, and 
specialization among individuals and groups of 
increasingly diverse character. Technology not 
only altered the way we do business but caused a 
fundamental transformation in the way we think 
about business. While Globalization 2.0 (Fried-
man, 2005) had the characteristics of Kuhnian 
“paradigm shift” (Kuhn, 1970), the forces that 
induced Globalization 3.0 induced business mu-
tagenesis – a permanent alteration in the hitherto 
immutable “genetic” structure of the organism.

Figure 1. The network mesh consists of several network layers (e.g., financial, reporting, logistics, 
etc.) each associated with its data/information/knowledge storage facilities, analytic centers, and entry 
portals). Within each layer activities are conducted using a wide variety of computing and analytic 
platforms (grid and cloud computing, network-centric operations). All layers are interconnected, and 
data/information/knowledge flows are omnidirectional, i.e., the output of one entity (or network layer) 
may provide input to another one. User-oriented outputs consist predominantly of actionable informa-
tion and actionable knowledge
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THE CONSEQUENCES OF CHANGE

While transformation in global relations that 
Friedman (2005) termed as Globalization 1.0 and 
2.0 took place over approximately 200 years, the 
second stage – Globalization 3.0 – occurred within 
less than ten, at a pace unprecedented in the his-
tory of humanity. The new political and economic 
realities of the “global world” (Haas, 2005; Sachs, 
2005) provided fertile ground for the develop-
ment of new customer- and knowledge-driven 
concepts of doing business (Wickramasinghe 
and von Lubitz, 2008) conducted by the growing 
number of learning organizations (Senge, 1990) 
able to both understand better and respond with 
a much greater agility to the shifting demands 
of markets. The concomitant intensification of 
consumer-generated pressures altered the nature 
of competition: “the hunter became the hunted” 
(Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2004; Greenwald 
and Kahn, 2005). Size and power-based quest 
for market dominance that characterized earlier 
stages of globalization transformed into customer-
driven need for innovation, adaptability, and 
highly innovative approaches to product develop-
ment, marketing, and sales. Ultimately, business 
strategies based on collaboration, knowledge 
sharing, and increasing level of organizational 
transparency became increasingly the norm 
rather than exception (Christensen et al., 2004; 
Kim and Mauborgne, 2005; Evans and Wurster, 
2000). Increasingly, and in a curious similarity to 
political confrontation and conflict (Smith, 2007), 
modern business operations became increasingly 
conducted “amongst the people.”

Technology shrunk the world in both physical 
and temporal sense (Friedman, 2005.) It simpli-
fied processes, reduced bureaucratically-imposed 
loads on business, and increased efficiency. Yet, 
because it also increased the range of operational 
permutations, escalated the number of direct and 
indirect actors, intensified their mutual relation-
ships, and introduced technology-specific com-
plexities, technology also led to the emergence of 

a tightly coupled, highly intricate global system 
of mutual dependencies and vulnerabilities. With 
the chances of failure depending exponentially 
on system’s complexity, and with the resulting 
failures often having catastrophic proportions 
(Ebenhart, 2003; Mandelbrot, 2004; Taleb, 2007), 
globalization created the environment in which 
potential for such catastrophic events became 
increasingly greater.

The complexity characteristic of closely 
coupled systems is also the source of elevated 
“random noise”, i.e., normal and quite harmless 
performance variation. However, that very same 
random noise may mask critically destabilizing 
events that hide below the level of detection based 
on casual observation (Mandelbrot, 2004; von 
Lubitz and Wickramasinghe, 2006; Taleb, 2007). 
Information technology is now used very exten-
sively as the means to detect such events through 
gathering of business intelligence, operational 
performance monitoring and control, and alert 
generation. Increasingly more ubiquitous “smart 
portals” (Wickramasinghe and von Lubitz, 2007) 
provide access to web-based analytic tools, and 
grid- and cloud computing, and network-centric 
approaches (von Lubitz, 2009; Chang, 2008) 
enhance the speed and the range of the data/in-
formation/knowledge retrieval, manipulation, and 
analysis. In turn, their outputs facilitate generation 
of pertinent knowledge and evidence-based prac-
tices (von Lubitz and Wickramasinghe, 2006a).

Under ideal circumstances, all participating 
actors, whether within the same entity or across 
collaborating entities would have equal status and 
equal access to all inputs and outputs involved in 
these processes. In reality, however, while inputs 
may be shared among collaborators, most of the 
outputs are generated within narrowly defined, 
discipline-oriented sectors of action. Furthermore, 
the products of analyses are distributed hierarchi-
cally in a bottom-up flow. Individual streams of 
knowledge are subsequently converted at the 
executive level of the organizational pyramids into 
actionable knowledge, then distributed in form of 
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standard operational practices, doctrines, rules, 
and regulations in the top-bottom direction. More 
importantly, the generated actionable knowledge 
has also a very limited lateral spread: it is domain 
related and affects predominantly only those at 
whom it is directly aimed, i.e., intra-domain spe-
cialists and experts. Consequently, many actors 
for whom such knowledge would be pertinent 
and germane (von Lubitz and Wickramasinghe, 
2006b) remain entirely unaware of its existence. 
Despite all advantages offered by information 
technology and increasingly ubiquitous informa-
tion/knowledge management techniques, their 
current employment in business operations does 
not engender creation of the cardinal transforming 
catalyst – the actionable understanding. Yet, it 
is the latter which transforms the wealth of pre-
existing actionable knowledge into a clear strategy 
and links it to cohesive operations conducted in 
the precise alignment with the strategy-defined 
objectives.

THE CONCEPT OF ‘TEAMS 
OF LEADERS” (ToL)

The concept of “actionable understanding” has 
been introduced several years ago by the US 
Army general Frederic Brown (Brown, 2002; 
see also Bradford and Brown, 2008) to denote 
the final “product” of all actions and activities 
performed within the broad realm of the “Teams 
of Leaders” (ToL) environment. ToL is the direct 
outcome of the requirements faced by the US 
Army following the end of the Cold War, where 
decisions made by the “man on the spot” have the 
potential to influence national interests, the fate of 
alliances, and the difference between rebuilding 
broken societies and perpetuation of armed con-
flict. The new demand necessitated a new breed 
of soldier-leaders: flexible, adaptable, versatile, 
and comfortable in operating within the complex 
setting of Joint Interagency, Inter-government, 
Multinational (JIIM) operations in which military 

and civilian concepts intertwined into a tightly 
woven mesh (Brown, 2002; Brown, 2008a,b; 
Bradford and Brown, 2008). In several aspects, 
the issues affecting the US Army were and are 
nearly identical to those seen in the conduct of 
global-scale business activities: increasing orga-
nizational complexity and spectrum of operations, 
the need for mission-centered cooperation of oth-
ers, be it corporate partners, regulatory agencies, 
or customers themselves, and the need to adapt in 
order to address increasingly larger host of rapidly 
diversifying issues. The process of this far ranging 
transformation is complicated by the fact that it 
must be enacted while continuing simultaneous 
engagement in routine activities (Brown, 2008a).

WHAT IS ToL?

Conceptually, ToL centers on the active, platform 
independent fusion of advanced IM, KM and High 
Performing Leader Teams (HPLT; see Bradford 
and Brown, 2008; also von Lubitz, 2009; Figure 
2). What distinguishes ToL from a specialized 
social network is the essential prerequisite for the 
development and functions of HPLT: the shared 
foundation of skills, knowledge, and attitudes 
based on the previously acquired appropriate and 
universally high-quality professional preparation 
of individual team members. The preparation 
demands intensive training to task, condition, 
and standard, and the ability to demonstrate 
complete, practical mastery of performance. To be 
efficient, the rigorous professional training must 
satisfy strictly defined metrics-based performance 
standards. Consequently, general uniformity of 
education/training outcomes is attained, assuring 
not only the high professional capability of the 
participants, but also shared confidence in mutual 
professionalism and ability to act appropriately 
under a very wide range of conditions both as 
individuals and teams of individuals. Mutual 
trust and sharing are the cornerstones of suc-
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cessful performance, and their development and 
strengthening a contiguous process.

Training alone is not sufficient: it must have 
roots in active learning which, in the context of 
leader team development, requires collaborative 
learning shown to significantly improve critical 
thinking and task performance (Bradford and 
Brown, 2008, von Lubitz, 2009). To assure task 
performance to a predetermined standard, the 
learning process is experiential rather than didac-
tic, and involves routine exposure to sudden, 
unpredictable scenario changes (“confounders”). 

The latter develops the required mental flexibil-
ity and adaptability of individuals within the team 
as well as the entire team (Brown 2002; Bradford 
and Brown, 2008). This type of training has been 
used with the great success in medicine, nursing, 
and in advanced business education, and assures 
the mastery of skills, knowledge, and also emer-
gence of the related mental and physical attributes 
employed with equal ease under routine circum-
stances and in the environments of maximum 
stress, uncertainty, and tempo.

Figure 2. A high performing leader team (HPLTs) may consist of individuals (I), teams of individuals 
(TI), organizations (O), and virtual organizations (VO). The latter may be created ad hoc by the team 
members as the means of addressing specialized aspects of the mission, or enter HPLT as already formed 
entities. The foundations of an HPLT are shared Skills, Knowledge, and Attitudes (SKA) whose team-based 
application promotes development of shared trust, vision, competence, and confidence. All intensely col-
laborative, purpose-oriented, and meaningful interactions among Team members are based on/facilitated 
by the extensive, platform independent use of all available IT/IM/KM resources. Interactions result in a 
rapid development of shared vision, empowering sense of mutual trust, and confidence, and the conver-
sion of actionable knowledge possessed by individual team members into mission-oriented actionable 
understanding shared by all members of the team. In the process of that conversion, new knowledge is 
generated which is fed back (bottom-up generation) into the world of computing clouds, grids, nets, and 
Web, where it is converted into tacit and/or explicit knowledge, then distributed (top-bottom) either as 
such or as actionable information back into the HPLT “universe” (von Lubitz, 2009). The entire process 
is made possible through the intense use of all available IT/IM/KM tools and resources. The wide variety 
of high-level expertise characterizing HPLTs serves as the principal facilitator in access to, acquisi-
tion, and transformation of multi-domain information and knowledge into a unified, mission-relevant 
body of knowledge supported by mission-oriented actionable understanding. The latter constitutes the 
culminating output of the team (von Lubitz, 2009)
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Performance assessment under rigorous and 
highly demanding conditions constitutes the 
essential part of High Performing Leader Team 
development: the process becomes a chain of 
objective self-evaluation which promotes further 
training leading to pitch efficiency of the teams. 
Due to the standardized approach used in HPLT 
development, teams can be inserted as “modular 
elements” whenever and wherever required, and 
the standardized training/testing regimen as-
sures that organizations, whether real or virtual, 
which co-opt HPLTs as part of their operational 
profile will have full confidence and trust in their 
capabilities. The latter is of possibly the greatest 
significance in the development of efficiency 
and cohesion that, in turn, serve as the critical 
lubricant in multi-organizational efforts (Smith, 
2007). Conversely, it has been demonstrated on 
several occasions that absence of such trust and 
acceptance are among the primary reasons for 
several failures (see von Lubitz, 2009 for further 
references).

THE IMPACT OF ToL ON 
GENERATION OF NEW 
KNOWLEDGE AND EVIDENCE-
BASED, BEST PRACTICES

Continuing limitations in the use of sophisti-
cated, technology-based methods in the process 
of generating actionable knowledge (see above, 
and von Lubitz, 2009) may lead to inadvertent 
“stove-piping.” Implementation of ToL avoids 
this issue through the “horizontal spread” (Figure 
3) attained by means of platform-independent, 
peer-to-peer exchanges, social and professional 
networks, text- and visual blogs, avatars, etc., 
whose increasing functionality, reach, and prac-
ticality of use are supported and expanded by the 
rapidly growing impact of Web 2.0. Combined 
with the enterprise-wide access to the internal 
and external primary information and knowledge 
sources, the resulting pervasive, system-wide use 

of IT promotes generation of ad hoc collabora-
tive entities (teams) needed to address common 
problems or develop “just-in-time” solutions. In 
the process of such interactions, and by fusing 
expertise of team members and teams with all 
available e-based resources and analytic tools, 
both new knowledge and best practices are created.

Extensive use of a wide range of technology 
platforms and technology implementation con-
cepts frees individual team members and teams 
themselves from the constraints of time, space, 
organizational/inter-organizational cultures, and 
– most importantly – the destructive influence of 
organizational status and rank (Bradford and 
Brown, 2008). For this reason ToL and its inher-
ent processes of action and interaction have been 
employed with a great success by the US Army 
in a wide range of pilot projects involving both 
military and civilian affairs ((Brown, 2008a,b; 
Bradford and Brown, 2008). Moreover, with the 
already well proven methods and techniques ToL 
is now vigorously implemented on the national 
and international/multinational scale by the orga-
nization of great complexity, involved in a wide 
range of support and nation building missions 
which demand the closest possible cooperation 
with other, equally complex organizations of 
national, international, multi-national, or even 
global level (Brown 2008a; Bradford and Brown. 
2008).

ToL AND “ACTION SWARMS”

The extensive use of IT, IM, and KM as the means 
of sharing information and knowledge serves 
as a powerful promoter of rapid development 
of shared vision, competence, confidence, and 
trust (Bradford and Brown, 2008) that constitute 
the critical attribute of High Performing Leader 
Teams. The close relationship of team members 
to each other, and to members of other teams is 
the chief mechanism which transforms previously 
top-down bureaucratic and organizational struc-
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tures into a bottom-up/lateral knowledge and “best 
practices” generator. Due to the pervasive nature 
of the exchanges within the lattice of the rapidly 
forming relationships, the process of transforma-
tion helps to demolish the existing organizational 
barriers. Instead, close socialization ensues, and 
fosters further growth of mutual confidence and 
trust among members of leader teams.

The transforming process has chain-reaction 
characteristics: professional and social relation-
ships based on universal trust and confidence 
expand rapidly and freely, and lead to the emer-
gence of Teams of Leaders (Bradford and Brown, 
2008; see also Lipnack et al., in press). Individu-
als and groups who have been physically and/or 

organizationally isolated convert into “swarms” 
and converge whenever needed based on the exact 
match to the requirements of the task and mission 
at hand (Figure 4). Such swarms are essential 
when addressing problems affecting performance 
at the “Domain of Domains” complexity level, 
and the activities of Teams of Leaders have been 
shown to restore coherence to disorganized multi-
organizational efforts (Brown 2008a; Bradford 
and Brown, 2008), and help in aligning them with 
the underlying strategies. Indeed, ToL reached 
the level of maturity and broad utility that its 
implementation and applications manual has been 
developed and disseminated by the US Army 
(Lipnack et al., 2009).

Figure 3. Information and knowledge generation and distribution in ToL environment consisting of formal 
and informal teams. While informal teams provide supporting roles (background functionality), formal 
teams generate actionable knowledge, best practice definitions, and define the framework of actionable 
understanding. Individual HPLTs and Teams of Leaders share information and knowledge both horizon-
tally among themselves (indicated by the overlap of individual teams) and vertically, along hierarchical 
chains of command. Horizontal spread results in the generation of new knowledge and formulation of 
“best practices.” Vertical flows provide inputs to the executive layer of the organization where strategies 
are formulated and modified on the basis of bottom-up inputs. All flows are bi-directional (arrows). ToL-
based interactions prevent both vertical and intra-specialty/domain information/knowledge distribution. 
Because of this characteristic, ToL environment provides the ideal setting for both broad-spectrum and 
specific intelligence gathering, analysis, and dissemination across organizational/institutional boundar-
ies. At present, no other approach is equally powerful in these tasks (after von Lubitz, 2009)
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ToL AND THE SYNTHESIS OF 
ACTIONABLE INTELLIGENCE AND 
ACTIONABLE KNOWLEDGE

Throughout the course of transition from HPLT to 
ToL a less tangible but critical advantage emerges: 
people who previously had no knowledge of each 
other, who might have been separated by distance, 
institutional or specialty barriers begin to rapidly 
form a network of close social relationships.

Consequently, the development of collabora-
tive spirit that often characterizes interactions be-
tween local actors can now emerge among groups 
of actors residing on different continents. The 
collaboration-building attribute of ToL is further 
strengthened by the fact that teams can change 
their status from informal to formal depending on 
circumstances. Also, because of the intensity of the 
existing interactions, team members cooperate as 

readily and effectively in distributed environments 
as when the contact is based either on the mix of 
physical and distributed, or direct interactions.

ToL based activities enhance both the exter-
nal reach and tempo of action. It is important to 
stress that the enhancement is made possible due 
to significantly improved intelligence gathering 
which, in ToL environments transcend classical 
concepts of business intelligence. The largely 
multidisciplinary nature of HPLT permits gath-
ering of intelligence data in a wide variety of 
forms and from a wide variety of sources (Brown, 
2009a,b; Bradford and Brown, 2008), while close 
collaboration among HPLT members converts 
individual, domain-centered data streams into 
intelligence-based operational picture. The latter 
has two major functions: it helps in selecting the 
elements constituting actionable intelligence that 
leads to immediate organizational response, and as 

Figure 4. Among the principal attributes of ToL interactions is task/mission-centered swarming. Simple, 
intra-domain tasks can be addressed by relatively small swarms representing relatively narrow range 
of often highly specialized expertise and knowledge (A). Very complex missions performed in domain of 
domain” environments (B) may require several HPLT “swarms” addressing individual sub-components 
or component-aggregates of the overall mission. Nonetheless, individual swarms cooperate very closely, 
coordinate their actions, and share information, knowledge, and results (bidirectional arrows). This type 
of interactions, possible only in ToL environments maximizes efficiency, maximizes strength and utility 
of effort, and increases operational OODA Loop revolution speed. Overall, strategic goals are attained 
through collaborative rather than confrontational means, and the entire process is both faster and less 
resource demanding
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the predictor of the forthcoming needs to modify 
the accepted strategy to better suit and respond to 
the forthcoming changes within the operational 
environment. During the latter process action-
able knowledge is rapidly generated. Altogether, 
the outcomes of network-centric activities that 
might have been shared between two isolated but 
professionally related groups (von Lubitz, 2009) 
are transformed through ToL-based interaction 
into a broad based “actionable understanding” 
which unifies several groups (Bradford and 
Brown, 2008).

Actionable understanding constitutes the most 
essential prerogative for operational efficiency in 
the environments of uncertainty and rapid, un-
predictable change (Bradford and Brown, 2008) 
seen in complex, multi-entity business operations 
conducted in the environment of uncertain po-
litical and economical influences. Circumstantial 
evidence clearly indicates that the lack of such 
understanding may be among the chief sources 
of errors (Mittelstaedt, 2005).

ToL AND SYNTHESIS 
AND DISSEMINATION OF 
MULTIDISCIPLINARY KNOWLEDGE

The process of globalization transformed rela-
tively straightforward business operations into the 
new realm of “domain of domains.” It is intensely 
complex, involves disciplines that, until recently, 
seemed to be entirely alien to commercial activities 
(e.g., military operations, nation building, global 
healthcare, etc.). Modern business conducted on 
the worldwide scale represents probably the only 
arena outside military operations where success 
of missions (particularly when conducted on a 
national, international, or global scale) demands 
extraordinarily close cooperation of vast numbers 
of individuals, agencies, and nations.

Implementation of ToL practices in business 
will unquestionably have major impact (Table 1) 
due to the nature in which information and knowl-

edge are gathered, handled, and disseminated. At 
peer-to-peer level, ToL promotes lateral spread 
and sharing of information and knowledge to the 
audiences greatly extending beyond one’s own 
professional specialty. Likewise, ToL supports 
downward migration of knowledge from more 
experienced/senior professionals within teams 
to the more junior ones. The direct advantage of 
such spread is the enhancement of distributed so-
cialization across unrelated but mutually relevant 
intra and inter-domain professional specialties. 
In similarity to within-profession trends, on-line 
communities of practice will form. However, ToL 
promotes and consolidates from the outset the 
interdisciplinary and trans-domain communities 
of practice rather than narrow, domain-restricted 
ones. Cumulatively, ToL offers the most fertile 
ground for innovation, lateral and vertical dis-
semination of knowledge, and the dissemination 
and development of evidence-based practices. 
All of these are of utmost importance for busi-
ness in Globalization 3.0 environment: changed 
relationships that this stage introduced demands 
major change of practices and substitution of the 
rigid top-down methods by the ultra-agile and 
dynamic bottom-up generated advances.

“FORCE MULTIPLIER” ROLE OF ToL

At present, there is a clearly perceptible absence 
of a clearly defined “global strategy” and foresight 
among the Western nations mirrored in the failure 
to incorporate into the future plans anything be-
yond the most obvious. The inability of the West 
to detect, analyze, and counteract the growing 
dissatisfaction with its policies is among the prin-
cipal causes underlying the explosive emergence 
of anti-Western sentiment, religious extremism, 
and – ultimately – international terrorism as the 
sole means available to the populations of the 
“gap” to attain emotional if not economical “par-
ity” with the developed countries.
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In turn, the political destabilization that typi-
cally accompanies these extreme forms of protest 
weakens the economies in the underdeveloped 
regions, promotes escalation of poverty, and 
leads to an even greater decline of their already 
meager (or practically nonexistent) economies. 
Consequently, despite substantial funds provided 
by the multinational Western sources, most at-
tempts to establish comprehensive solutions to the 
problems of the developing and underdeveloped 
world continue to fail.

ToL may change all that. It brings to the fore-
front the fact that technology, no matter how pow-
erful it might be, serves nothing but the solution of 
“tactical” tasks whether simple or unimaginably 
complex. Processes (such as IM and KM) or their 

combination (network-centric operations) lead 
to the formulation and operational implementa-
tion of actionable knowledge, in typically very 
task specific (i.e., narrow) context. By bringing 
together people able to maximally exploit their 
mutual talents and expertise, able to efficiently 
implement technology and technology-based 
processes, and by rooting their activities in the 
maximum, platform-independent use of all tools 
and methods and processes offered by ITC, ToL 
permits to develop the strategy which serves as 
the guide and rationale of all subsequent opera-
tions (Figure 5).

Such strategy cannot be devised by even the 
most intense application of either technology or 
processes alone. ToL provides the needed catalyst 

Table 1. Impact of ToL-based activities (after von Lubitz, 2009) 

TYPE IMPACT

OPERATIONS Generates actionable understanding
Supports strategy development 
Promotes mission definition 
Promotes actor cooperation and collaboration across disciplines and domains 
Speeds OODA Loop cycles 
Increases OODA Loop operational space and reach 
Promotes extraction and analysis of mission-relevant intelligence 
Promotes generation of alternative approaches 
(“workarounds”) 
Serves as force multiplier 
Maximizes mission support through the employment of shared skills, knowledge and attitudes

RESOURCES Promotes strategy-relevant resource assembly 
Promotes mission-centered, parallel use of intellectual and material resources 
Maximizes optimal resource exploitation 
Utilizes legacy and future IT/IM/KM platforms 
Maximizes resource deployment speed 
Promotes mission-relevant resource concentration 
Maximizes utilization of platform-independent 
CT/IT/IM/KM resources

ORGANIZATION Promotes creation of collaborative actor grids 
Promotes ad hoc creation of collaborative virtual organizations and communities pf practice 
Maximizes mission-centered utilization of actionable information and actionable knowledge
Supports hierarchical and peer-to-peer interaction 
Maximizes information and knowledge sharing among all actors of the mission grid 
Generates bottom-up actionable knowledge generation and top-bottom actionable information flows
Promotes interdisiciplinary and interdomain information and knowledge distribution and use

SOCIAL Maximizes generation of trust and understanding among all actors 
Enhances mentoring 
Maximizes personal contacts 
Enhances personal knowledge and competence beyond boundaries of own discipline/specialization (promotes 
“generalist” education) 
Maximizes development of shared skills, knowledge, and attitudes
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and force multiplier. It is in that context that ToL, 
contrary to “within the profession” approaches, 
supports the development of both evidence-based 
methods and of best practices among a much 
wider range of professionals, disciplines and 
agencies at a scale that has not been possible 
previously. The new “rules of engagement” that 
the jointly created best practices represent are 
among the major beneficial “side effects” of ToL 
implementation (Bradford and Brown, 2008).

Most importantly, however, ToL brings 
people to the forefront: it facilitates generation 
of locally appropriate solutions by the “people 
on the ground.” It transforms grand but unre-
alistic international schemes into a coordinated 
“bottom-up” effort whose ground effect becomes 
measurable, lasting, and aligned with the overall 
strategy devised on the basis of vertical inputs 

generated within the realm of ToL operations. 
All that relates directly to the manner in which 
e-tools, methods, and processes are used in the 
operational environment of ToL-based business 
operations: ToL transforms advanced technol-
ogy from a Ferrari accessible only to a few into 
a hammer available to all.

ToL AS THE PLATFORM FOR 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
FLEXIBLE STRATEGIES

In the ToL environment, results are generated at 
the practitioner level rather than at the level of 
executive policies (von Lubitz and Beakley, 2009). 
What emerges is the bottom-up spread of knowl-
edge developed through consensus of practitioners 

Figure 5. Operations of teams of leaders. Individual, multi-, inter-, and trans-disciplinary HPLTs join 
into mission-oriented “swarms.” Their intense interactions both within and among individual HPLTs 
generate mutually shared actionable understanding. Through vertical bottom-up spread, actionable 
understanding assists in formulating a coherent strategy. The latter is then implemented as precise, 
focused (“effect-oriented”), and simultaneous operations. Actionable understanding is critical for the 
development of strategy-based, coherent operations conducted in “domain of domains” environments 
such as global range business activities. While for some of these operations actionable knowledge may 
be sufficient, increasing environmental complexity and the number of the participating actors shifts the 
balance toward ToL-based solutions and enhances the demand for actionable understanding prior to 
operational execution of the intended missions (after von Lubitz, 2009)
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supported by joint practical experience and ac-
ceptable by the business communities, consumers, 
and regulatory bodies far more willingly than 
directives descending from the executive level 
of corporate headquarters or the governmental 
and international bureaucracies. Once thoroughly 
analyzed and tested within “communities of ac-
tors” (i.e., producers of goods and services, their 
distributors, and the consumers), the generated best 
practices can be converted via hierarchical process 
into a flexible and practical strategies with clear 
and attainable objectives. Endowed with these 
attributes, such strategies are readily acceptable 
and understandable to all involved actors at the 
horizontal and hierarchical levels of administra-
tion and operations. Moreover, the continuous 
up-down-lateral interactions keep will keep the 
strategy attuned to changes in the operational 
environment; knowledge ceases to be confined to 
the vertical and often entirely separated channels 
of profession and bureaucracy but spreads laterally 
and the strategy becomes actionable rather than 
bureaucratic (von Lubitz, 2009).

By promoting mutual trust, ToL furthers rapid 
development and coalescence of shared attitudes 
among all actors. It is a process of critical signifi-
cance in international and multinational operations 
in any arena, be it civilian or military (Bradfford 
and Brown, 2008, Brown, 2008a, Smith, 2007). It 
has been said that, in the context of globalization, 
mutual trust has eroded since the policies of the 
developed nations are rooted within their mono-
cultural, ethno-centric concepts, and the remedies 
proposed by the rich may therefore be both beyond 
the reach and without any relevance to the pres-
ent and future problems of the poor (e.g., Sachs, 
2005). ToL not only allows for fully empowered 
inclusion and interaction of all affected groups – in 
order to be effective, the concept of ToL demands 
such inclusion since only then can problems be 
addressed effectively and efficiently. By its very 
nature, ToL makes global business into the busi-
ness of the people of the globe.

WHY ToL?

It would be exceedingly naïve to expect that con-
sequent implementation ToL practices will offer a 
dilemma-solving panacea for the global business. 
Nonetheless, in the realm of complex, modern 
business operations it may provide the launch-pad 
for the needed remedies. ToL is endowed with a 
number of distinct and unique advantages. First 
of all, the essential physical constituents already 
exist: computational methods based on grid- and 
cloud computing begin to impact the realm of 
near-real time data analysis, high-speed Internet 
access rapidly transforms from a Western luxury to 
high-speed Internet the popularly available global 
tool, wireless communications networks increase 
their reach and presence, while Web 2.0 offers 
increasingly wider range of tools and platforms. 
Intuitively applied, the ToL concept serves as the 
foundation of modern practice in national and 
global medicine and biomedical sciences (von 
Lubitz, 2009a,b). It is also a pre-eminently suitable 
tool in the development of disaster preparedness 
centered on mitigation of catastrophic incidents 
in which close collaboration among national and 
international agencies is required (von Lubitz et 
al., 2008). Most importantly, however, ToL is 
implemented with a remarkable success in solv-
ing extremely difficult challenges of international 
cooperation and collaboration by the US European 
Command (EUCOM) as part of its extensive in-
teraction with the civilian authorities of several 
European and non-European countries (Bradford 
and Brown, 2008). Thus, the “lessons learned” can 
be readily adopted into a broad range of purely 
civilian environments and activities and in order 
to facilitate rapid dissemination of the concept 
into the widest practical implementation, EU-
COM published recently a “rapid implementation 
manual” of ToL which allows users operating in 
practically any field to rapidly implement ToL-
based operations at essentially no cost, and based 
on the already existing IT and personnel resources 
(EUCOM, 2008).
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In conclusion, one aspect of ToL must be 
forcefully underlined: ToL unifies continuously 
disconnected fields of business, social responsibil-
ity, environmental protection, and global security 
and stability, and, for the first time, a concept has 
been crated that fosters rapid development of 
actionable understanding rather than actionable 
knowledge. As argued in the preceding sections, it 
is actionable understanding rather than actionable 
knowledge which serves as the prerequisite and 
the essential prelude to creating a solid founda-
tion for the development of the very badly needed 
collaboration and cooperation among all involved 
actors on the global business stage. Without such 
understanding, all efforts to relieve the mounting 
pressures of conflicting demands, inequities, and 
deficiencies will ultimately fail. The signs of the 
approaching collapse are clearly visible already, 
and the currently favored erratic application of 
ever larger amounts of money or increasingly 
complex, technology-based solutions to avert 
the inevitable is, has been condemned by many 
leading businessmen and economists of the world 
as utterly inadequate. ToL does not represent a 
“paradigm shift” but a conceptual mutagenesis 
necessary if the increasingly more difficult and 
polarizing problems of the contemporary world 
are to be addressed successfully.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Actionable Knowledge: Knowledge which is 
necessary for and required to initiate immediate 
response to changes in the operational environ-
ment. Hence, Actionable Knowledge includes in 
its fullest form both pertinent and germane forms 
of knowledge, the latter two providing only the 
supportive background. Actionable Knowledge is 
typically domain-restricted even if its application 
may affect several related domains.

Actionable Understanding: The state of 
uniform understanding of and agreement about 
the purpose, goal, strategy, and operational intent 
developed among all actors about to participate in 
a complex, often multidisciplinary operation per-
formed on a very large scale within a domain-of-
domains (national, international, or multinational/
global) environment. Actionable Understanding 
is the most critical and fundamental prerequisite 
necessary in the development of strategy, for-
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mulation of “commander’s intent” necessary for 
the translation of strategy into a set of actions 
to be executed (theater activities) in order to 
reach strategy-determined objective. Actionable 
Understanding assures maximum flexibility in 
the execution of strategy-determined actions, 
and frees individual subcomponents of the orga-
nization from command-control influences into 
share-collaborate-coordinate pattern of activities.

Domain-of-Domains (Environment): En-
vironment characterized by extreme complexity 
of interactions among individual often seemingly 
unrelated subcomponents, the latter existing as 
individual domains in their own right. In contrast 
to closely coupled systems, events in one domain 
may or may not affect events taking place within 
another constituent domain. Therefore, detection 
of critical events cap able of producing wide-
ranging perturbations and crises is significantly 
more difficult, requires a much broader range of 
expertise and knowledge, and most often remains 
undetected by domain-centered human experts 
or automated monitoring systems. (e.g., ERPs)

High Power Leader Team (HPLT): A group 
of individuals, organizations, virtual organiza-
tions, or teams of individuals centered on devis-
ing solutions to a complex task or complex task 
aggregate. Members of the team can be either 
distributed (even globally) or partially co-located. 
All members posses demonstrable advanced pro-
fessional skills, knowledge, and abilities (SKAs) 
and have been thoroughly trained in their practical 
use. All interactions within the team are built on 
mutual trust, competence, and shared vision, and 
most are conducted using the entire range of the 
available IT platforms and means of data/infor-
mation/knowledge exchange. Rapidly developing 
trust promotes intensification of sharing necessary 
to develop broad-based solutions to the task at 
hand. HPLTs can be formal (created within the 
organization to address a specific task), informal 
(devoted to addressing general issues affecting the 
field or domain), permanent or ad hoc.

Network-Centric Operations: Operations 
based on the maximum use of multi-layered 
data/information/knowledge networks (mesh of 
networks) that facilitate command and control of 
all activities. Originally devised as the means to 
decentralize the two latter functions, it evolved into 
a hierarchical up-down command approach that 
allows the executive levels full and instantaneous 
access to ground level information. Consequently, 
in current implementation, network-centric activi-
ties serve as a “peek over the shoulder” approach.

Teams of Ledaers (ToL): HPLT groups united 
on addressing a common task within a domain-
of domains environment. ToL interactions are 
based on the foundation of shared actionable 
understanding, trust, and vision. HPLTs within 
ToL environment can either act in full concert or 
aggregate as “just-in-time” swarms devoted to 
the solution of specific, suddenly emerging and 
mission-critical tasks, then disperse to participate 
in other strategy-dictated activities. ToL-based 
exchanges are both horizontal and vertical, and are 
also based on the maximum platform-independent 
utilization of all capabilities and advantages of-
fered by IT/IM/KM Horizontal exchanges promote 
development of best practices and evidence-based 
methods. They also provide real-time upgrades to 
the state of actionable knowledge and significantly 
elevate the range and pertinence of intelligence 
gathering processes. Vertical interactions chan-
nel best practices, evidence-based methods, and 
newly generated actionable knowledge and high 
quality intelligence information needed to retain 
organizational agility, and strategic adaptability 
to sudden and unpredicted changes within the 
operational environment. ToL interactions are 
free from influences of organizational hierarchies, 
influence of rank or status of participants, and 
assure maximum freedom of content exchange 
and analysis.

Theater of Operations: The entire complex 
of people, processes, technologies, and methods 
involved in specific set(-s) of activities within a 
specific geographic/political realm and including 
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both own resources, resources of allied organiza-
tions and entities, and those of the opposition. 
In order to have full utility, all actions executed 
within the theatre of operations need to have roots 
in a coherent strategy, be executed in a manner 
that promotes reaching strategy-determined 
objective(-s), and the execution of such actions 
must be characterized by coherence and cohesion. 
Actions performed within the theater of operations 

have strategic impact but are often executed as 
tactical events, i.e., activities affecting only a small 
segment of the major activity (e.g., construction 
of a new air/sea container terminals at strategic 
locations represents coherently conducted tactical 
action in the strategic effort to simplify transoce-
anic supply chain linking several collaborating 
and closely coupled entities).

This work was previously published in Encyclopedia of E-Business Development and Management in the Global Economy, 
edited by In Lee, pp. 488-503, copyright 2010 by Business Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT

In today’s competitive environment, it is widely ac-
cepted that knowledge is a key strategic resource. 
Nevertheless, to be a source of competitive advan-
tage, the knowledge embedded in individuals must 
be transformed into organizational knowledge. 
This chapter defends the idea that this process 
can happen in work teams, but only if they have 
the necessary characteristics to be considered 
communities of practice. These characteristics 
are: self-managed teams whose members have 
individual autonomy, heterogeneous and comple-
mentary skills, a common understanding, with a 
leader that encourages work teams and a climate 
of trust which favors knowledge management.

INTRODUCTION

In the last two decades, knowledge has received 
increasing attention in strategic management 
literature. In fact, some authors (e.g. Grant, 
1996b; Nonaka, Toyama & Konno, 2001) claim 
that knowledge is the main source of sustainable 
competitive advantage. In the business context, 
knowledge can be defined as relevant informa-
tion that is applied and based partially on experi-
ence (Leonard & Sensiper, 1998). Nevertheless, 
knowledge, especially its tacit dimension, is 
embedded in the individual, and to be a source 
of competitive advantage it must be transformed 
into organizational knowledge (e.g. Grant, 1996a, 
1996b; Nonaka & Konno, 1998; Teece, 1998; 
Powell, 1998). This is the essence of knowledge 
management and to achieve this goal, organiza-
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tions must provide a context of shared identity 
which favours this process (Kogut & Zander, 
1996; Szulanski, 1996). But, how does the firm 
create this context?

The field of management practice shows that 
the past two decades have witnessed a dramatic 
increase in the use of work teams (e.g. Cohen and 
Ledford 1994; Goodman et al, 1988; Kirkman and 
Rosen 1999; Kirkman and Shapiro 1997, 2001; 
Kirkman et al, 2001; Nicholls et al, 1999; Trist 
et al, 1977; Wall et al, 1996; Wellins et al, 1990). 
From Grant’s (1997, 2001) point of view, this 
new tendency of organizational design could be 
considered a way to access the tacit knowledge 
of the organizational members and thus, a way 
to create the appropriate context for knowledge 
management.

However, for individual knowledge to become 
organizational knowledge, it is not enough to 
organize the firm around work teams because 
formal corporate structures may be insufficient 
for the development, application and spread of 
knowledge (see, for example, Cabrera and Cabrera 
(2002), who address social dilemmas). Thus, in 
recent years scholars and reflective practitioners 
have turned their focus to the emerging theoreti-
cal concept of communities of practice in hopes 
of better understanding the dynamics underlying 
knowledge-based work (e.g. Brown & Duguid, 
1998; Ruggles, 1998; Lesser & Prusak, 1999; 
Asoh, Belardo & Neilson, 2002).

Lave and Wenger (1991) coined the term while 
studying apprenticeship as a learning model. 
People usually think of apprenticeship as a rela-
tionship between student and master, but studies 
of apprenticeship reveal a more complex set of 
social relationships through which learning takes 
place mostly with journeymen and more advanced 
apprentices. The term community of practice was 
coined to refer to the community that acts as a liv-
ing curriculum for the apprentice. In other words, 
communities of practice are groups of people who 
share a concern or a passion for something they 

do and learn how to do it better through regular 
interaction (Wenger, 2005).

In essence, the community of practice is a group 
of people sharing know-how, since people need to 
work in a group for their knowledge to be put into 
practice. Thus, its function is the development of 
a shared understanding of what is done, how to do 
it and how to relate it to other practices (Brown 
& Duguid, 1998 and 2001; Ruggles, 1998). But 
how can a firm create communities of practice?

It is difficult to build a community of practice 
from scratch (Callahan, 2005). In our opinion, 
firms must start from their work teams and de-
fine the characteristics that those should have in 
order to become communities of practice. These 
characteristics will be those that work teams need 
to encourage knowledge management. Conse-
quently, it is the objective of this chapter.

The rest of the chapter is structured in three 
sections. First, we define the process of knowledge 
management, which shows that the community of 
practice is the most appropriate context in which 
to create organizational knowledge. Second, 
from the literature on team work, we deduce 
the characteristics those teams need in order to 
become true communities of practice. Third, the 
conclusions are shown.

THE PROCESS OF KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT: DEVELOPING 
IT WITHIN COMMUNITIES 
OF PRACTICE

The competitive scene that companies have faced 
in recent years is characterized by a high level of 
dynamism. The increasing speed of the changes 
in markets, products, technologies, competitors, 
regulations and even in society means significant 
structural variations which modify what is stra-
tegic for organizations (Teece, 1998). To survive 
under those new circumstances “[...] the continual 
renewal of competitive advantage through inno-
vation and the development of new capacities” 
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(Grant, 1996a:382) has become necessary. In this 
context, “innovation can be better understood as 
a process in which the organization creates and 
defines problems and then actively develops new 
knowledge to solve them” (Nonaka, 1994:14).

In order to understand how firms achieve and 
sustain competitive advantage under these new 
circumstances, in the last ten years, it has been 
assumed that knowledge management is the new 
activity being carried out by those firms (e.g. 
Nonaka, Toyama & Konno, 2001; Grant, 1997; 
Miller & Shamsie, 1996). Knowledge manage-
ment may be defined as doing what is needed to 
get the most out of knowledge resources (Arm-
brecht et al, 2001). It focuses on organizing and 
making critical knowledge available (Sabherwal & 
Becerra-Fernández, 2003) and from there creating 
organizational knowledge (Nonaka, 1994; Nonaka 
& Takeuchi, 1995; Nonaka & Konno, 1998).

The main problem in doing this is that knowl-
edge is a resource created within the individual 
(Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995) or as Grant (1996b) 
says, knowledge is embedded in the members of 
the organization in a specialized way. Therefore, 
the challenge for knowledge management is to 
know how to transform individual knowledge 
into organizational knowledge, which amounts to 
something more than the sum of those members’ 
individual knowledge and is owned by the firm1.

The knowledge management process has 
been studied by many authors (e.g. Hedlund, 
1994; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995; Grant, 1996a, 
1996b, 1997) and in summarizing their ideas, we 
can say that individual knowledge, once created, 
has to undergo a process of transfer and integra-
tion which in turn gives rise to organizational 
knowledge. This process will occur on different, 
but linked, ontological levels. Firstly, knowledge 
created (creation) in the mind of each individual 
of a small group should be transferred to others 
(transfer)2, then, that shared knowledge should 
be assimilated among them (integration)3, thus 
generating group knowledge (which is now part 
of organizational knowledge). Afterwards, the 

knowledge born in every group will be transferred 
and integrated between groups in a single work 
place, department, area, or similar, leading to 
knowledge of a higher ontological level. Finally, 
the transfer and integration of knowledge cre-
ated in other sections of the firm will give rise to 
organizational knowledge.

The knowledge-based theory of the firm 
(Conner, 1991; Conner & Prahalad, 1996; Grant, 
1996a, 1996b, 1997) argues that firms have the 
ability to integrate knowledge across individuals, 
because “[…] coordination and learning are devel-
oped within the organizational context of shared 
identities. This shared identity not only lowers 
the costs of communication [versus market], but 
establishes explicit and tacit rules of coordination 
and influences the direction of search and learn-
ing” (Kogut & Zander, 1996:503). In other words, 
the firm provides a context in which its members 
articulate and expand their own perspectives of 
the world through social interaction.

The question is: how does the firm create this 
context? Initial efforts at managing knowledge 
focused on information systems with disappoint-
ing results. However, communities of practice 
provided a new approach, focussing on people 
and the social structures that enable them to learn 
with and from each other (Wenger, 2005). Hence, 
the creation of communities of practice is seen as 
a good way of achieving that context.

Brown and Duguid (1998) stress the role of 
communities of practice in providing a common 
structure and meaning for the transfer of experi-
ence, which is, in essence, tacit knowledge. Tacit 
knowledge is personal knowledge; it is difficult 
to discern and difficult to express. According to 
Boisot (1999) there are three types of tacit knowl-
edge to consider: (1) things that are not said be-
cause everyone understands them and takes them 
for granted; (2) things that are not said because 
nobody fully understands them; and (3) things 
that are not said because, although some people 
understand them, they cannot articulate them 
without effort. It is possible to adopt individual 
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strategies to manage each type of tacit knowledge. 
However, a comprehensive strategy that addresses 
the management all three types of tacit knowledge 
involves the identification and nurturing of com-
munities of practice (Callahan, 2005).

Ruggles (1998:85), addressing the creation of 
networks of knowledge workers, argues that “the 
Institute for Research and Learning says it is the 
informal, socially constructed communities of 
practice that form within organizations that are 
the true mechanisms through which people learn 
and through which work gets done”.

A community of practice is described as a set 
of relationships among people, activities, and the 
world, over time and in relation with other tan-
gential and overlapping communities of practice 
(Lave & Wenger, 1991). It may also be defined as 
a group of individuals who share knowledge, learn 
together and create common practices (Wenger, 
1999; McDermott, 1999).

Communities of practice are not a new type of 
organizational unit, but rather a different “section” 
of the structure of the organization that emphasizes 
the joint learning of the individuals rather than the 
unit to which they are accountable, the project 
on which they are working or the people they 
know. Along those lines, Brown and Gray (1995) 
consider that, at a more basic level, a community 
of practice is a small group of people working 
together over a period of time. It is not a team, it is 
not a work force, nor is it necessarily an identified 
and authorized group (Wenger & Snyder, 2000). 
It is colleagues carrying out a “real job”. What 
holds them together is a common purpose and a 
real need to know what each of the others knows. 
Hence, according to Wenger (1999), a community 
of practice is defined more by the knowledge than 
by the task, and exists because participation is 
valuable to its members. In fact, legitimization 
and participation are the major aspects of a com-
munity of practice. On one hand, legitimization 
is the dimension that is concerned with power 
and authority relationships in the group. It does 
not necessarily have to be formal, but it is built 

over time. On the other hand, participation pro-
vides the key to understanding communities of 
practice, because they imply participation in an 
activity in which all participants have a common 
understanding about what it is and what it means 
to their lives and community.

More specifically, Allee (2000) points out 
that the community of practice is an intrinsic 
condition for knowledge to exist, since it can-
not be separated from the group that creates it, 
uses it and transforms it. According to Wenger 
(1999), communities of practice are the “hub” for 
the exchange and interpretation of information. 
That is, since all the members have a common 
understanding, they know what is relevant to 
communicate and how to present the information 
in a useful fashion. As a result, a community of 
practice is the ideal channel for moving informa-
tion about best practices, tricks of the trade, etc. 
within the confines of the organization. In turn, 
communities of practice preserve the tacit aspects 
of knowledge which the formal systems cannot 
capture, thus helping to retain the knowledge. 
Moreover, they can contribute competencies that 
keep the organization in the forefront, since the 
members of those groups analyze new ideas, work 
together to overcome problems and are always 
collaborating to make new discoveries because 
they invest their professional prestige in being part 
of a dynamic community. Finally, they provide 
an identity because they are organized according 
to what their members value.

In sum, the community of practice may consti-
tute the group through which know-how is shared, 
since people need to work in a group for their 
knowledge to be put into practice. Then, its func-
tion is the development of a shared understanding 
of what is done, how to do it and how to relate it 
to other practices (Brown & Duguid, 1998 and 
2001; Ruggles, 1998). But how can a firm create 
communities of practices? In our opinion, firms 
must start from their work teams. The next section 
explains how a work team is transformed into a 
community of practice.
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FROM WORK-TEAM TO 
COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE

Many organizations, in their search for structures 
which are focused on strengthening the individual 
identify with the firm, have made changes in their 
traditional operative structures. Thus, since the 
1990s, a noticeable increase in the establishment 
of work teams has been evident (Cohen & Ledford 
1994; Goodman et al, 1988; Kirkman & Rosen 
1999; Kirkman & Shapiro 1997, 2001; Kirkman 
et al, 2001; Nicholls et al, 1999; Trist et al, 1977; 
Wall et al, 1996; Wellins et al, 1990). 

A work-team is a group of interdependent in-
dividuals who solve problems or complete tasks 
within an organizational context. Interdependence 
can be defined as the extent to which the individu-
als depend on one another or are supported by the 
others in carrying out their work (David, Pearce 
& Randolph, 1989). Alderfer (1977) believes that 
a work-team is a group of individuals who are 
interdependent in their tasks, share responsibility 
for the results, and are seen by themselves and by 
others as an intact social entity belonging to a larger 
social system, and which manages its relationships 
within the confines of the organization (Galve & 
Ortega, 2000). In the teams, there is a coming 
together of people possessing complementary 
knowledge that is exchanged, producing a positive 
synergy, which, by definition, is the main benefit 
of that form of organization (Lazear, 1998), i.e. 
the output of the work-team is greater than the 
sum of the individual outputs of all its members.

From Grant’s (1997) point of view, the orga-
nization of human resources into work-teams is 
a means of protecting the company’s competitive 
advantage. As mentioned before, knowledge that 
is created and stored by the individuals comprising 
a company is nowadays considered the company’s 
most important strategic resource. Organizing 
the work around the team philosophy makes it 
impossible for competitors to know which person 
actually possesses that resource, the source of com-
petitive advantage, because it does not reside in 

any one person alone. In other words this resource 
has the property of causal ambiguity. Moreover, 
work-teams are specific to one company, insofar 
as their effectiveness depends on unique historical 
circumstances or on their relationships with other 
work-teams. Therefore, the knowledge deposited 
in them is characterized by its high specificity. 
In addition, since the group’s success depends, 
at least in part, on the trust and good relations 
that its members develop, the knowledge attains 
a social complexity which makes it difficult to 
transfer between organizations. Finally, the indi-
viduals themselves, the creators of knowledge, 
will not be able to specifically measure their own 
contributions to the results, making it impossible 
for them to appropriate the rents associated with 
their own human capital (Jones, 1984).

The most widely developed type of work-team 
is the self-managed work-team, which has become 
the management practice chosen by organizations 
wishing to be more flexible, to place decision 
making in the forefront, and to use the total intel-
lect and creativity of their employees (Wageman, 
1997). The benefits of a structure based on this type 
of team centre on the team’s capacity to manage 
and lead itself, in other words, a reduced need 
for management along the classical hierarchical 
lines. In addition, initiative, the sense of respon-
sibility, creativity and problem solving, all born 
within the group, as well as self-confidence are 
the cornerstones of the benefit of self-managed 
work-teams (Kirkman & Shapiro, 1997). Many 
studies have shown how adopting this form of 
management increases productivity (e.g. Cohen 
and Ledford, 1994; Goodman et al, 1988; Kirkman 
& Rosen, 1999), customer satisfaction (e.g. Kirk-
man & Rosen, 1999; Wellins et al., 1990), security 
(e.g. Cohen and Ledford, 1994; Goodman et al., 
1988), job satisfaction (e.g. Cordery, Mueller & 
Smith, 1991; Wall et al, 1996) and organizational 
commitment (Cordery et al., 1991).

However, some authors, such as Kirkman 
and Rosen (1999) believe that to create true 
high-performance teams -which would be the 
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context within which to create organizational 
knowledge- the managers should go beyond self-
managed work teams to reap the true potential of 
their employees. In that sense, they propose the 
development of teams with empowerment, that is, 
teams which (a) believe in their own efficiency; 
(b) consider their tasks important and valuable, 
collectively sharing the significance of the tasks; 
(c) experience freedom, independence and discre-
tion in their work; and finally, (d) teams whose 
members seek, share and collectively understand 
the feedback from other members of the organi-
zation. Similarly, Robbins (2001) considers that 
this type of team is characterized not only by 
self-management and individual responsibility, 
but also by other factors, such as their members’ 
skills, the possession of a common commitment, 
the presence of leadership and the development 
of mutual trust. Those contributions show the 
need to endow the team with certain additional 
characteristics for it to truly be a good context 
for the knowledge management process. Those 
additional characteristics are contained in the 
concept of a “community of practice”.

For Hildreth, Kimble and Wright (2000) and 
Hutchins (1995), work-teams become commu-
nities of practice when they begin to develop 
informal relationships and change the sources of 
legitimisation. In that way, a formally built group 
or team may become a community of practice 
when its members develop their social relation-
ships and get to know one another outside formal 
relationships. Moreover, a face-to-face contact 
and close personal relationships are the keys to 
building a community of practice because, when 
the members get to know one another and they 
have a sense of mutual trust, they gain legitimacy 
in the eyes of the others (Hildreth et al. 2000). 
Communities of practice become much more 
aligned with knowledge management and their 
function or purpose is described as building 
and exchanging knowledge, and developing the 
capabilities of the membership. In contrast, the 
purpose of a team is to accomplish a given task, 

and for a work group it is to deliver a product or 
service (Wenger & Snyder, 2000).

Subsequently, we explain the characteristics 
which work teams need in order to encourage 
knowledge management and thus, to become a 
community of practice.

CHARACTERISTICS OF 
WORK TEAMS TO FAVOUR 
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

Self-Managed Team

To determine the characteristics that a work team 
needs to favor knowledge management, firstly, we 
can focus on the concept of the self-managed team. 
Self-managed teams are groups of employees with 
all the technical skills, as well as the authority, 
needed to direct and manage themselves. Their 
members manage themselves, assign jobs, plan 
and schedule work, make production -or service- 
related decisions, and take action on problems 
(Wellins et al, 1990). Self-managed teams have 
become the management practice chosen by or-
ganizations wishing to be more flexible, to place 
decision making in the forefront, and to use the 
total intellect and creativity of their employees 
(Wageman, 1997). Initiative, the sense of respon-
sibility, creativity and problem solving, all born 
within the group, along with self-confidence are 
the foundations of the benefit of self-managed 
teams (Kirkman & Shapiro, 1997).

According to Nonaka (1994) self-management 
is the first characteristic that the team should have 
to become a social context in itself, within which 
personal knowledge can be expanded. Thus, the 
adoption of self-managed teams, in addition to 
improving various aspects pointed out by other 
researchers -and cited before in this chapter-, 
enhances knowledge management in the team.
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Individual Autonomy

In self-managed teams important decisions are 
made and executed by the teams (Kirkman & 
Rosen, 1999). Thus, high levels of team autonomy 
may actually decrease individual autonomy, and 
responsibility is diffused rather than granted to a 
single individual when important decision making 
is shared rather than carried out alone (Uhl-Bien 
& Graen, 1998). This aspect is positive for the 
work team, because it favors group cohesion 
(Baron & Kreps, 1999). But, in the knowledge 
management literature individual autonomy is 
considered an important dimension for creat-
ing organizational knowledge. According to the 
studies of Nonaka (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995; 
Nonaka, Toyama, & Konno, 2001), to be able to 
build organizational knowledge, all the members 
of the organization should be permitted to work 
autonomously, circumstances permitting. In this 
way, the probability of introducing unexpected 
opportunities is increased. Moreover, it will be a 
source of individual self-motivation, especially in 
knowledge creation. According to the literature 
on organizational learning (e.g. Cohen & Sproull, 
1996; Moingeon & Edmondson, 1996), a neces-
sary relationship between learning and the active 
involvement of the employee is expected. In that 
way, each person learns different things about the 
organization’s processes and the top management 
should provide a context where the worker (of any 
level) is independent, assumes responsibilities, 
experiments, makes mistakes and continuously 
learns to put in a lot of effort (Spender, 1996). 
Moreover, Fahey and Prusak (1998), in their work 
on the mistakes made in knowledge management, 
stress the fault of not recognizing the importance 
of experimenting in organizations. According to 
those authors experimenting means trying new 
approaches to analysis, beginning new projects, 
doing things on the basis of “trial and error” and 
allowing individuals to assume additional tasks 
and responsibilities.

In sum, the members of a community of prac-
tice will have more individual autonomy than the 
members of a traditional work team.

Team Leader

If with individual autonomy what is sought is a 
deliberate strategy of divergence of perspectives, 
it should be borne in mind that it is necessary 
to manage the profusion and richness of ideas 
which take place in the team (Leonard & Strauss, 
1997). Communities of practice do not normally 
need complex organizational structures but their 
members do need time and space to collaborate; 
they do not need much management but they do 
need leadership. Thus, Wenger (1999) says that, in 
order to legitimize the community –which could 
be a team- as a place for sharing and creating 
knowledge, the figure of the team leader is neces-
sary. The main task of the leader is to co-ordinate 
and focalize the different viewpoints found within 
the work team (Leonard & Strauss, 1997; Leonard 
& Sensipier, 1998). In addition, and following 
Eppler and Sukuowski (2000), team leaders 
must provide not only real and virtual spaces for 
communication, but also guidelines for the team. 
Their function is to serve as a model to the col-
laborators, and thus, they should be prepared to 
share information openly, put themselves in the 
others’ shoes, provide constructive feedback and 
show all those attitudes and behaviors associated 
with encouraging knowledge creation.

Heterogeneous and 
Complementary Skills

If the members of a community of practice are 
distinguished by participation and the exchange of 
ideas (Wenger, 2005), complementary knowledge 
is also necessary. This could create a positive syn-
ergy (Lazear, 1998), because, when individuals 
with heterogeneous and complementary skills join 
a team, everyone can apply different structures 
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and mental models that produce a multifaceted 
dialog (Leonard & Sensiper, 1998; Robbins, 2001).

This dialog can be defined as the intellectual 
conflict which is produced when a team includes 
people from different backgrounds (cultures, or-
ganizational experiences, type of education and 
training, etc.) who face a common challenge. 
Each member of the group will structure both the 
problem and the solution according to the mental 
outlines and models that s/he understands best. The 
result will be a cacophony of perspectives that must 
be channeled into new ideas and products. Pro-
vided there is a high enough level of overlapping 
knowledge to ensure effective communication, the 
interaction between individuals possessing various 
different knowledge structures will increase the 
capacity of the company to achieve innovation 
beyond that which any individual could achieve 
(Nelson & Winter, 1982; Utterbach, 1971). Along 
the same lines, Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) ex-
plain how variety is a condition which helps the 
advance of the knowledge spiral that they define 
and which we regard as a process of the creation, 
transfer and integration of knowledge. Finally, 
Ashby (1956) also explains the importance of 
variety, indicating that the organization’s internal 
diversity must accompany the complexity of the 
environment in such a way that the company is 
prepared to face the challenges emerging from 
that environment.

In sum, the interactions between individuals 
with different and diverse knowledge structures 
will increase the organizational capability for cre-
ating knowledge (Nelson & Winter, 1982; Nonaka 
& Takeuchi, 1995). Hence, heterogeneous and 
complementary skills are another important char-
acteristic for favoring knowledge management, 
which should be borne in mind when identifying 
work teams as communities of practices.

Common Understanding

As described by Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998: 
253), “To the extent that people share a common 

language, this facilitates their ability to gain access 
to people and their information. To the extent that 
their language and codes are different, this keeps 
people apart and restricts their access”. This use 
of common language includes, but goes beyond, 
languages such as English, Spanish, Japanese, 
etc. It also includes a common understanding 
of what they are doing (Lesser & Storck, 2001). 
Nevertheless, Grant (1996b) establishes that this 
need for a common understanding gives rise to 
the following paradox: “The benefit of knowledge 
integration is in meshing the different specialized 
knowledge of different individuals –if two people 
have identical knowledge there is no gain from 
integration- yet, if the individuals have entirely 
separate knowledge bases, then, integration cannot 
occur beyond the most primitive level” (Grant, 
1996b: 116). This is true, but we must take into 
account that the concept of common understand-
ing does not means that the knowledge of all the 
team members is exactly the same, but that there 
is a certain redundancy in their knowledge. As 
Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) argue, redundancy is 
especially important in developing concepts, that 
is, when it is necessary to create images rooted 
in knowledge. In other words, given a sufficient 
level of overlapping knowledge which ensures ef-
fective communication (common understanding), 
the interaction between individuals with different 
knowledge bases (heterogeneous and complemen-
tary skills) will increase the organization’s capac-
ity to achieve innovation beyond that which any 
individual member can achieve (Nelson & Winter, 
1982; Utterback, 1971; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995; 
Ashby, 1956). In sum, we consider that common 
understanding, which is another characteristic of 
work teams that are communities of practices, 
encourages knowledge management.

Climate of Trust

Finally, a community of practice is not merely a 
community of interest. Members of a community 
of practice are practitioners (Wenger, 2005), hence, 
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the members of a community of practice value par-
ticipation and invest their professional prestige in 
the team. However, they will only do so if there is 
a positive atmosphere. If this atmosphere does not 
exist, then interpersonal co-operation, essential for 
the generation of true organizational knowledge, 
will not take place (Zárraga & Bonache, 2005). 
The literature on knowledge management has 
described this atmosphere as one of true internal 
collaboration among group members (Miles et al, 
1998) which goes beyond mere communication 
and information exchange (El Sawy et al, 1997). It 
amounts to the ‘mental’ element of what Nonaka 
& Konno (1998) call a ‘shared organizational 
context’. Von Krogh (1998) calls it ‘high care’, 
and states that high care will be present in the team 
as long as the following premises exist: mutual 
trust, active empathy, access to help, clemency in 
judgment and courage.

Mutual trust in the relationships within the 
work team is necessary in the sense that it is im-
possible to help others to grow and bring them up 
to date unless there is trust that the teaching and 
advice will be used in the best possible manner. 
Reciprocally, in order to accept help, the person 
will have to believe in the good faith of the one 
who is offering it as well as in their worth as a 
transmitter of knowledge (Szulanski, 1996; von 
Krogh, 1998). Active empathy, understood to be 
the proactive seeking to understand another person, 
is especially relevant to the transfer of knowledge. 
In other words, an arduous and distant relation-
ship increases the barriers to knowledge transfer 
(Szulanski, 1996), while emotional expression 
may be crucial for the desired exchange to take 
place. Access to help in the work team is essential 
at the time of sharing knowledge. Help must be 
available to whoever needs it and whenever it is 
needed. This is a problem in many organizations 
where there is fear that the act of sharing one’s 
own knowledge with others will lead to the loss 
of one’s own potential or position of privilege or 
superiority (Szulanski, 1996). Clemency in judge-
ment, understood as taking into consideration, 

when making a judgement, certain aspects such 
as the context of the offence, the background of 
the accused, his psychological state at the time 
of the offence, and his ignorance of the conse-
quences, is necessary in organizations that expect 
their members to experiment with new solutions. 
Finally, courage in the members of the work team 
is necessary precisely to experiment with new 
solutions and to present the results of their experi-
ments. Moreover, it is necessary to encourage the 
team members to express their opinions or to give 
feedback without fear, as part of the process of 
helping others (von Krogh, 1998).

In the light of these considerations, we can 
establish that a climate of trust or ‘high care’ helps 
to create organizational knowledge and thus, it is 
a characteristic of the team which is truly a com-
munity of practice.

CONCLUSION AND 
FUTURE TRENDS

Community of practice is a concept that has 
been adopted by people in business because of 
the recognition that knowledge is a critical as-
set needs to be managed strategically (Wenger, 
2005). Thus, communities of practices are groups 
of people working together to achieve specific 
goals through the creation, sharing, harvesting 
and leveraging of knowledge. Their focus is on 
exchanging knowledge and information in order 
to achieve the specific goals and objectives related 
to the work they have to execute.

In this chapter, we have defined a community 
of practice as a work team where it is possible 
to create organizational knowledge –i.e. where 
the process of knowledge management can oc-
cur. We have defined the process of knowledge 
management as a process of creation, transfer and 
integration of individual knowledge which in turn 
produce organizational knowledge. Therefore, in 
order to achieve a community of practice, it must 
be more than a traditional work team. It is a team 
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with certain special characteristics: self-managed 
team whose members have individual autonomy, 
heterogeneous and complementary skills, a com-
mon understanding, a leader who encourages 
team work, and a climate of trust which fosters 
knowledge management.

From our point of view, the concept of com-
munity of practice has been sufficiently studied 
in the academic literature. However, there are two 
issues which require more research.

First, here we have defined the concept of 
community of practice from the work-team con-
cept. But, the practitioners know that not all work 
teams are (nor ever could be) communities of 
practices. The real situation is that the communi-
ties of practice are informal groups which already 
exist in organizations. Thus, the first challenge 
for management in the organization is to identify 
these groups, which in itself is a difficult task and 
there are few academic studies on it.

Second, as Wenger (1999) argues, from the 
perspective of communities of practice, the knowl-
edge of an organization lives in a constellation 
of communities of practice each taking care of a 
specific aspect of the competence that the organi-
zation needs. However, some characteristics that 
make communities of practice a good context for 
knowledge management –self-managed teams, 
individual autonomy- are also characteristics that 
make them a challenge for traditional hierarchi-
cal organizations. How this challenge is going 
to affect these organizations remains to be seen.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Explicit Knowledge: Knowledge which can 
be codified or contained in manuals, information 
technology, annual meetings, etc. So, it can be 
transferred easily among persons or units.

Knowledge: Relevant information that is ap-
plied and that is based partially on experience.

Knowledge Management: Doing what is 
needed to create organizational knowledge from 
individual knowledge.

Self-Managed Work Team: A group of 
employees with all the technical skills, as well 
as the authority, needed to direct and manage 
themselves. Their members manage themselves, 
assign jobs, plan and schedule work, make pro-
duction -or service- related decisions, and take 
action on problems.

Tacit Knowledge: Knowledge embedded in 
the experience and skills of the organisation’s 
members and is only revealed through its applica-
tion. It cannot be codified or contained in manuals 
and can only be observed through its application.

Work-Team: A group of interdependent in-
dividuals who solve problems or complete tasks 
within an organizational context. Interdependence 
can be defined as the extent to which the individu-
als depend on one another or are supported by the 
others in carrying out their work.

ENDNOTES

1  See Grant (1996a) who says (p.111): “Lack 
of clear property right results in ambiguity 
over the ownership of knowledge. While 
most explicit knowledge, and all tacit knowl-
edge, is stored within individual, much of 
this knowledge is created within the firm 
and is firm specific”.

2  Knowledge transfer takes place through 
mechanisms such as socialization and exter-
nalization defined by Nonaka and Takeuchi 
(1995), the articulation and expansion of 
knowledge defined by Hedlund (1994) or 
direction and sequencing mechanisms like 
the ones defined by Grant (1996a, 1996b, 
1997).

3  Knowledge integration takes place through 
mechanisms such as internalization and com-
bination defined by Nonaka and Takeuchi 
(1995) or organizational routines defined by 
Grant (1996a, 1996b, 1997).

This work was previously published in Handbook of Research on Communities of Practice for Organizational Management 
and Networking: Methodologies for Competitive Advantage, edited by Olga Rivera Hernáez and Eduardo Bueno Campos, pp. 
32-45, copyright 2011 by Business Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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INTRODUCTION

The importance of motivation in knowledge 
management (KM) debates is now generally ac-
knowledged. Motivation affects the overall quality 
of knowledge used and produced in the work situ-
ation, the willingness to contribute to KM systems, 
the willing engagement in knowledge sharing and 
many other facets. Lacking sustained motivation 
in association with an insufficiently knowledge-
friendly culture has often been mentioned as the 
principal culprit for failed KM initiatives and 
programs (Davenport, DeLong, & Beers, 1998; 
McKenzie, Truc, & Winkelen, 2001). As Hislop 
(2005, p. 44) notes, KM authors have not always 
recognized this prime role of motivation. In the 
era when KM was – wrongfully – equated with 
information technology by many authors, an 

era that is – again wrongfully – labeled as first 
generation KM by some authors, motivation 
was one of many socio-cultural factors that were 
ignored. In recent years, the KM literature has 
incorporated and elaborated older, sometimes 
more critical debates regarding social aspects 
of knowledge and its role within organizations. 
These broader developments, fuelled by such 
concepts as communities-of-practice and social 
epistemologies and informed by critical rebuttals 
of KM proponents’ managerialist ideologies, have 
secured a place for motivation in the KM arena 
as a socio-cultural factor that is indispensible for 
understanding knowledge processes and KM.

BACKGROUND

The basic reason for recognizing the key role of 
motivation in KM is the acknowledgment that 
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knowledge does not just have explicit aspects, but 
is fundamentally embodied, tacit and inextricable 
from practices of individual human knowing 
(Hislop, 2005). An economically-inspired account 
of knowledge as an organizational resource that 
primarily builds on the explicit, theoretical and 
generalization sides to knowledge is bound to treat 
motivation as an external factor that may have an 
effect on knowledge processes, but that is not in 
center stage. An appreciation of the individual’s 
role as a member of epistemic communities with 
possibly conflicting collective worldviews shows 
that the ontological and epistemological founda-
tions of knowledge cannot be separated from issues 
of motivation (Hendriks & Sousa, 2008). What 
Blackler (1995) describes as the embodied (or 
individual tacit) and encultured (or collective tacit) 
sides to organizational knowledge cannot be fully 
understood unless socially-mediated individual 
incentives for engaging in knowledge-producing 
or knowledge-using activity are included.

Notwithstanding its increasingly recognized 
relevance to KM, knowledge about motivation 
issues in the KM arena is scarce and scattered. 
Huber (2001, p. 72) argues that “the management 
practice literature is replete with reports of prac-
tices being used to motivate a firm’s knowledge 
workers…to participate with commitment in the 
firms’ knowledge management system.” Empirical 
research on the effectiveness of such practices, 
however, is in short supply. With respect to the 
connection between KM practice and motivation 
for knowledge work, our ignorance exceeds our 
knowledge (Huber, 2001). Whereas empirical 
research on the impact of KM practices on motiva-
tion is lacking, research does exist that addresses 
how motivation affects aspects of knowledge 
work. Studies show the role motivation plays in 
explaining knowledge worker turnover and career 
development (e.g., Tampoe, 1993; Kubo & Saka, 
2002). Others address how motivation is linked 
to knowledge aspects of work, such as creativity 
and other facets of knowledge exploration, and 
cooperation and knowledge transfer in knowledge 

teams. Questions addressed in such studies are 
how motivation plays a role in the establishment 
of key mechanisms that will lead to knowledge be-
coming organizationally valuable (e.g., Amabile, 
1997; Janz et al., 1997; Osterloh & Frey, 2000).

Understanding the effect of KM practices on 
motivation presumes an understanding of how 
motivation plays a role in knowledge-related as-
pects of work. Regarding these aspects, the focus 
in KM debates is on the combination of (a) the 
collective element in organizational knowledge 
that surfaces in knowledge transfer, distribution 
and sharing and (b) the learning focus in such 
knowledge processes as knowledge application 
and knowledge creation. The label we will use 
here to combine (a) and (b) is ‘collaborative 
knowledge creation’. The organizational setting 
– including KM programs – simultaneously forms 
the background for collaborative knowledge cre-
ation processes to emerge and is constituted by 
these processes. The agenda for addressing the 
connections between motivation and collaborative 
knowledge creation follows from this conceptu-
alization. Firstly, work motivation needs to be 
defined and work motivation theories have to be 
specified. Secondly, the link has to be established 
between these theories and the role of individuals 
in collaborative knowledge creation. Thirdly, the 
mutual connection has to be addressed between 
the role of motivation in collaborative knowledge 
creation and the work context. This agenda defines 
the structure of this article.

THE MOTIVATION FOR 
KNOWLEDGE-RELATED 
ASPECTS OF WORK

The Concept of Work Motivation 
and Work Motivation Theories

Motivation concerns the question: “What is in it 
for me?” Motivation is about what makes people’s 
clocks tick. That is, it concerns how behavior is 
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instigated and inspired by the expected outcomes 
of that behavior defined as goals, aspects of suc-
cess, performance or in other ways. What involves 
restricting the motivation concept to the work 
situation is succinctly expressed by the title of 
Maccoby’s (1988) monograph on work motiva-
tion: ‘Why Work?’ Work motivation concerns the 
individual’s degree of willingness to exert and 
maintain an effort towards aligning individual 
goals with organizational goals, organizational 
success, organizational performance, and so 
forth. The concept of work motivation is closely 
related to such concepts as work commitment, 
attachment, involvement and engagement. These 
concepts refer to the degree and different aspects of 
emotional binding to the job. Therefore, they can 
serve as indicators of motivation. Work motiva-
tion is also related to job satisfaction, or personal 
assessment of work revenues. Job satisfaction 
simultaneously plays the role of a cause and an 
effect of work motivation.

Drawing from the plethora of motivation 
theories that such disciplines as psychology and 
sociology have brought forth, organization studies 
have had their share in adding to the smorgasbord 
of motivation-related concepts, ideas and frame-
works (for an excellent overview, see Ambrose & 
Kulik, 1999). Figures 1 and 2 describe represent 
the core conceptual categories in work motiva-
tion theories (please note that Figures 1 and 2 
are not intended as some meta-theory of work 
motivation but as a descriptive account of impor-
tant theoretical constructs in existing theories). 
Figure 1 presents the basic constructs, whereas 
Figure 2 elaborates one of these basic constructs 
(Box B). Three basic constructs or classes of 
work-motivational concepts can be discerned 
(see Figure 1). Firstly, theories stress that work 
motivation has several antecedents in individu-
als, including needs, values and personal traits 
(Box A in Figure 1; the individual background 
of motivation). Secondly, the core definition of 
motivation concerns an understanding of how 
behavior is fuelled by expected outcomes, which 

involves a mediation of individual accomplish-
ment by social variables (Box B in Figure 1; the 
interaction of individual and social). In work 
motivation, outcomes are typically connected to 
organizational task-definition as a social media-
tor. Thirdly, a focus on work motivation also adds 
the role of the work context (Box C in Figure 1; 
the social background in the organization). The 
contextual role of the organization has two sides 
to it. The first is that an organization is constituted 
by presence and absence of work motivation (cf. 
arrow (2) in Figure 1). The second connection 
is that how work is organized is bound to affect, 
whether intentionally or not, the degree and form 
of work motivation (cf. arrow (3) in Figure 1). 
The role of KM programs targeted to remove 
motivational hurdles and enhance motivation is 
one possible specification of this connection in an 
active, premeditated sense. The second and third 
construct are presented in some more detail below.

Within the second construct, which concerns 
the socially-mediated establishment of motivation 
in individual workers, four concepts can be dis-
cerned in collected work motivation theories (see 
Figure 2). Firstly, a job as a collection of tasks 
involves goals that individuals should embrace 
(this is the ‘it’ in ‘what’s in it for me?’), and 
therefore that descriptive variables of jobs, tasks 
and the implied goals are important for motiva-
tion. This notion is most clearly present in Goal-
Setting Theory (Locke, 1968; Locke & Latham, 
1990) which states that higher performance results 
from specifying goals, depending on how and by 
whom that specification is given. Once individu-
als determine the goals they intend to achieve 
these goals and intentions direct and motivate 
efforts to attain them. Studies based upon Goal-
Setting Theory indicate that levels of goal speci-
fication are related to level of success in goal 
attainment (see Ambrose & Kulik, 1999). Indi-
viduals must be aware of the goal and accept it. 
Specific and difficult objectives lead to better 
achievement than vague or easy ones (Durham et 
al., 1997). Goals should involve a challenge; to 
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boost motivation, they should entail an extra ef-
fort. Research has also demonstrated that par-
ticipation in goal-setting is critical to commitment 
to the goal (e.g., O’Leary-Kelly, Martocchio, & 
Frink, 1994). Goal-Setting Theory adopts a cog-
nitive perspective on job descriptions. Recent 
research on the other hand stresses the important 
role of subconscious processes, focusing on the 
role of affect and emotion (see Latham & Pinder, 
2005). An important theory here too is Job Char-
acteristics Theory (JCT, Hackman & Oldham, 
1980). This theory involves a three-stage model, 
specifying a set of core job characteristics that 
impact critical psychological states (meaningful-
ness, responsibility, knowledge of results). These 
influence a set of affective and motivational out-
comes. The five job characteristics are: (1) skill 
variety, which describes the degree to which a job 
requires the exercise of a number of different 
skills, abilities, or talents; (2) task identity, defined 
as the extent to which a job requires completion 
of a whole and identifiable piece of work; (3) task 
significance, referring to the degree to which the 
job has an impact on the lives of other people; (4) 
autonomy, or the extent to which the jobholder is 
free to determine work procedures; and (5) feed-
back, or the information an individual obtains 

about performance effectiveness. Factors (2) and 
(3) in JCT – task identity and task significance 
– can be seen as characteristics of jobs and tasks 
that may lead individuals to adopt the implied 
goals.

Secondly, motivation implies a perception of 
the individual and organizational outcomes of 
the task. It concerns how motivation is affected 
by the successful or unsuccessful performance of 
the task. This notion is present in Goal-Setting 
Theory, but it is also recognizable in the concept 
of valence, or the belief in the desirability of the 
outcome, of Vroom’s Expectancy Theory (Vroom, 
1964). In recent work the classical notion of suc-
cess and performance is augmented by ideas such 
as citizenship and counterproductive behavior 
(Latham & Pinder, 2005). The vital importance 
of feedback or explicitly connecting outcomes to 
tasks is stressed by several theories (e.g., JCT and 
Goal-Setting Theory; see the feedback arrow in 
Figure 2). If an employee does not get timely and 
accurate feedback on performance, it is impossible 
to know what behaviors to continue in order to 
achieve similar goals in the future (e.g., Carson 
& Carson, 1993; Gambill et al., 2000).

The third concept concerns the actual or self-
perceived competencies in connection to task and 
performance recognition, and the chance of suc-

Figure 1. Basic contructs of work motivation Figure 2. Concepts of work motivation as socially-
constituted individual accomplishment
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cess. The most important theory here is Bandura’s 
(1986; 1997) Social-Cognitive Theory, featuring 
the concept of self-efficacy, which links elements 
of expected or desired outcomes of work behavior 
to the perception of what feasible outcomes are, 
given one’s capabilities and competencies. The 
theory is based on the premise that people are 
more likely to engage in certain behaviors when 
they believe they are capable of executing those 
behaviors successfully. Critical factors in the 
development of self-efficacy are self-regulation, 
setting standards and goals, self-observation, 
self-judgment, and self-reaction. Much empiri-
cal evidence supports Bandura’s contention that 
self-efficacy beliefs affect how well individuals 
motivate themselves and persevere in the face of 
adversities (e.g., Pajares, 1996; Gibson, Randel, 
& Earley, 2000; Gibson, 2001; Tierney & Farmer, 
2002). The constituent role of competencies 
in work motivation is, in a theoretically less-
developed sense, also represented in a concept 
such as skill variety in JCT, and in the notions of 
expectancy (the belief that a certain effort will be 
successful) and instrumentality (the belief that a 
certain successful performance will produce a 
desired outcome) of Vroom’s Expectancy Theory 
(Vroom, 1964).

The fourth concept of collected motivation 
theories regards the role of the actor who defines 
the tasks, sets the goals, and defines the perfor-
mance rules and other aspects of motivation. This 
concept concerns the role of self-regulation (a 
concept from Goal-Setting Theory) and of self-
determination. The latter concept is the basis of 
Deci and Ryan’s (1985; 2004) Self-Determination 
Theory (SDT, which is severely contested by 
Locke and Latham; the notions of self-regulation 
and self-determination are therefore not identical). 
SDT has introduced the distinction between intrin-
sic and extrinsic motivation, which is probably the 
most used distinction in motivation discussions. 
These concepts are closely related to what Herz-
berg (1968; 1987) in his Two Factor Theory calls 
motivators and hygiene factors. Intrinsic motiva-

tion works through immediate need satisfaction. 
A person is intrinsically motivated to perform an 
activity when the goal of the action is themati-
cally identical with the action itself, that is, when 
it is carried out for the sake of its own objectives. 
Extrinsic motivation works through indirect need 
satisfaction, for example, through monetary and 
symbolic compensation. Intrinsic motivation 
and extrinsic motivation represent positions on a 
continuum describing where the locus of causality 
or degree of self-determination lays in particular 
behavior. In intrinsically motivated behavior, that 
locus is fully internal. It moves to external and 
impersonal to the extent that individuals fully 
assimilate outside regulations or ignore these 
(with several intermediate positions identified, 
see Deci & Ryan, 2004). An important implied 
variable here is autonomy, or the extent to which 
the jobholder is free to determine work procedures 
(a factor that is embraced by several motivation 
theories, including JCT, SDT, Goal-Setting Theory 
and Two Factor Theory).

The overall model presented in Figure 1 also 
includes the basic construct of work context (Box 
C) comprising all those factors that affect the other 
factors of work motivation and their relation-
ships (e.g., culture, organization structures, and 
technologies). An important element of these is 
the notion of organizational justice (Greenberg, 
1990), which involves a specification of Adams’ 
(1965) Equity Theory. This theory stresses that 
the balance of one’s own outcomes and inputs is 
always weighed against the outcome/input bal-
ances of others. Equity Theory is based on three 
principles. The first is that motivation presumes a 
perception of the balance that is needed between 
the contribution an individual has to make and 
the outcomes of that task. The second principle 
concerns the social comparison of weighing one’s 
own contribution-outcome balance against other 
persons’ balances within one’s social environ-
ment. The third principle states that in situations 
of perceived inequity the primary effort of people 
will be aimed at returning to a situation of equity.
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MAIN THEMES OF 
MOTIVATION IN KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT DEBATES

Knowledge as an organizational resource or capa-
bility is connected to the motivation issues shown 
in Figures 1 and 2 in many ways. We will focus 
here on three classes of connections. Firstly, the 
role of motivation is discussed when a knowledge 
perspective on work is adopted (within Box B in 
Figure 1). Secondly, it will be explored how mo-
tivation through processes of knowledge sharing 
and creation co-determines the establishment of 
organizational knowledge (from Box B to Box C 
in Figure 1). Thirdly, the passive and active roles 
of the work context in affecting motivation will 
be addressed (from Box C to Box B in Figure 
1). No explicit attention will therefore be paid to 
Box A (individual traits that act as antecedents for 
motivation) and its connections to the establish-
ment knowledge-related work motivation (cf. 
arrows (1) in Figure 1). It may suffice to note that 
several authors in knowledge debates identify the 
relevance of specific personal traits in motivation. 
For instance, Szulanski (1996) points at the role 
of personal belief systems as an antecedent for 
motivated engagement in knowledge transfer. 
Also Bock et al. (2005) address such antecedents, 
more specifically the personal attitude toward 
knowledge sharing that, when favorable, is shown 
to enhance the intention to share.

Motivation for Collaborative 
Knowledge Creation

The first area in which motivation plays a key 
role in KM debates concerns its impact on 
knowledge-related aspects of work (this concerns 
a specification of Box A in Figure 1 as elaborated 
in Figure 2). As argued above, the combined 
themes of knowledge creation and knowledge 
sharing are central in such a perspective. Table 
1 shows how different studies addressing these 
two connected themes use the work motivation 
theories presented above.

Regarding the collaborative elements of 
knowledge processes, research stresses and shows 
the fundamental importance of intrinsic motiva-
tion. Several studies support the idea that intrinsic 
motivation for knowledge sharing is an important 
element in team motivation that will improve team 
performance (e.g., Janz et al., 1997; Janz, 1999). 
Osterloh and Frey (2000) argue that intrinsic 
motivation is particularly important for the trans-
fer of tacit knowledge. Intrinsic motivation and 
extrinsic motivation are not independent. The 
most extensively researched phenomenon show-
ing this is the fact that the introduction of extrin-
sic motivators (e.g., money) may reduce intrinsic 
motivation, which is discussed under the label of 
the ‘hidden cost of reward’ or the crowding-out 
effect (Osterloh & Frey, 2000). Market arrange-
ments, which only provide extrinsic motivations, 

Table 1. Motivation theories and knowledge processes: Sample studies 

Knowledge sharing, cooperation, partici-
pation in communities, knowledge teams Knowledge creation

Self-Determination Theory (Deci & Ryan), 
Two Factor Theory (Herzberg)

(Hendriks, 1999; Huber, 2001; Wilkesmann 
& Rascher, 2002)

(Amabile, 1997; Wilkesmann & Rascher, 
2002; Amabile, Schatzel, Moneta, & Kramer, 
2004)

Job Characteristics Theory (Hackman & 
Oldham)

(Janz, Colquitt, & Noe, 1997; Janz, 1999; 
Wilkesmann & Rascher, 2002) (Amabile, 1988, 1997)

Goal-setting theory (Locke & Latham) (Durham, Knight, & Locke, 1997; Reinig, 
2003)

(Carson & Carson, 1993; Gambill, Clark, & 
Wilkes, 2000)

Self-efficacy theory (Bandura) (Cheng, 2000; McClough & Rogelberg, 2003)
(Spreitzer, 1995; Janssen, 2000; Tierney & 
Farmer, 2002; Shalley & Gilson, 2004; Tierney 
& Farmer, 2004)
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are problematic when the transfer of tacit knowl-
edge is at stake, because of this crowding-out 
effect. In addition, Wilkesmann and Rascher 
(2002) show that the importance of intrinsic mo-
tivation in knowledge transfer also derives from 
the fact that without it, the team element in learn-
ing will not be established, and groups cannot 
solve the free-rider problem. Several studies show 
that the context in which knowledge transfer takes 
place (its purpose, the support mechanisms in 
place, the roles played by transfer partners) lead 
to different motivators being important (Janz et 
al., 1997; Hendriks, 1999; Wasko & Faraj, 2000). 
A factor such as ‘challenge of work’ shows to be 
relevant when knowledge sharing concerns the 
team element in learning, but not when the trans-
fer of best practices is at stake. A sense of achieve-
ment and responsibility appear important motiva-
tors for the role of conveying to others what one 
has learnt. Operational autonomy appears a key 
motivator for acquiring knowledge from others 
(Janz et al., 1997; Hendriks, 1999). However, in 
a team setting, high task interdependence with 
other teams reduces the importance of autonomy 
as a motivator. Also, when knowledge transfer 
concerns communities, as a more organic form 
of knowledge sharing than knowledge transfer in 
teams, moral obligation and generalized reciproc-
ity (that is defined as reciprocity at the level of 
the community rather than individuals) have been 
shown to define intrinsic motivation rather than 
motivation factors that focus on self-interest, along 
with the more ‘selfish’ motivator of keeping 
abreast of innovations (Wasko & Faraj, 2000).

Knowledge sharing and other knowledge-
based forms of collaboration are no ends in 
themselves, but are typically discussed as en-
hancers of learning processes in knowledge 
application and knowledge creation. Knowledge 
creation and associated innovation processes are 
widely recognized in the KM literature as the 
knowledge processes defining the key focus of 
KM, with knowledge sharing as an important, 
organization-related supporting process (e.g., 

Nonaka’s knowledge spiral or SECI model which 
is a model that merges knowledge sharing and 
knowledge creation, Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995) 
Creativity is the first step in knowledge creation 
and innovation. The connection between motiva-
tion and creativity has attracted much research at-
tention for decades (e.g., Ambrose & Kulik, 1999). 
Amabile (1997), a leading researcher on what 
motivates creativity, is one of many researchers 
who stress that a particularly strong connection 
exists between creativity and intrinsic motiva-
tion. She summarizes this core research finding 
in the Intrinsic Motivation Principle: “Intrinsic 
motivation is conducive to creativity. Controlling 
extrinsic motivation is detrimental to creativity, 
but informational or enabling extrinsic motivation 
can be conducive, particularly if initial levels of 
intrinsic motivation are high” (Amabile, 1997, 
46). A person’s social environment can have a 
significant effect on that person’s level of intrinsic 
motivation, and therefore affects that person’s 
creativity in an indirect way. Job characteristics 
have been shown to play a critical role in creativ-
ity (Amabile, 1988). Research supports the idea 
that specific job characteristics, most notably skill 
variety, task identity and autonomy, are associated 
with greater intrinsic motivation, especially for 
growth-oriented people (Smith & Rupp, 2002). 
Challenging and complex jobs for which em-
ployees have the autonomy to plan their work are 
crucial for creativity (Shalley, Gilson, & Blum, 
2000). The effect of goal-setting in creative work 
has been shown to be positive: research confirms 
that clearly stated missions, clear organizational 
goals and the assignment of creativity goals are 
critical factors for high creativity (e.g., Carson & 
Carson, 1993; Gambill et al., 2000; Carson, 2001). 
Elements of the work environment have also 
been shown to be correlated with the motivation 
for creativity (Amabile, 1997; Shalley & Gilson, 
2004): supervisory encouragement, work group 
supports, adequate availability of resources, ab-
sence of undue workload pressure and other work 
contextual variables have been shown to have 
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a positive impact on creativity. Most empirical 
studies show that working for reward can be dam-
aging to both intrinsic motivation and creativity 
(see Hennessey & Amabile, 1998). Nonetheless, 
rewards may support intrinsic motivation and 
creativity if presented carefully (Carson, 2001).

Motivational Aspects of 
Organizational Knowledge

A second area where motivation is discussed in 
connection to KM concerns the constitution of 
organizational knowledge as an element of work 
context (cf. arrow (2) in Figure 1, from Box A 
‘Work Motivation in Knowledge Processes’ to Box 
B ‘Organization as Motivational Context’). The 
shared worldview, and also the possibly conflict-
ing different worldviews within the organization, 
forms the epistemic mortar that connects the bits 
and pieces of the work context. Motivation is 
recognized as an important factor in the processes 
of shaping and reshaping these worldviews. A 
fundamental discussion here concerns issues of 
appropriation by the organization. Organizations 
typically aim at closure of the knowledge they 
need to remain in business (Scarbrough, 1999). 
To the individual, what gets appropriated by the 
organization may imply the loss of tacit peculiari-
ties of knowledge, may erode the basis in existing 
knowledge to generate new knowledge and may 
endanger the essentially individual competence of 
connecting the organization-endorsed generaliza-
tions to individual practices. Conflicts, both at the 
individual and organizational level, are bound to 
arise, affecting motivation. Several topics have 
been identified that connect to this theme. These 
include concerns over the visibility of an indi-
vidual’s knowledge to senior management when 
contributions were made to electronic knowledge 
exchange forums (Ciborra & Patriotta, 1998). Also 
beyond concerns of visibility, motivation-related 
impediments to contributing to organizational 
knowledge-based systems have attracted sub-
stantial research attention, particularly when such 

systems are being introduced to support virtual 
communities. The motivational basis of contribut-
ing to virtual communities is, for example, dis-
cussed by Ardichvili et al. (2003). These authors 
found that within one Fortune 100 multinational 
organization contributing was considered the 
normal situation, because knowledge was seen 
as a public good, but that for some individuals 
impediments prevented them from contributing. 
These included the fear to lose face or the sense 
of some newcomers that they had not yet “earned 
the right to publish.”

The broader discussion implied here con-
cerns the situation where knowledge sharing is 
not perceived as the social process within com-
munities per se, but as mediated by systems in 
which knowledge is ‘stored’. Motivation is an 
important element in explaining why – or why 
not – individuals are motivated to contribute to 
organizational computer-based KM systems. For 
example, King and Marks (2008) explore the 
motivational role of management in acceptance 
of a knowledge management system (KMS). They 
show that supervisory control, which they link 
to extrinsic motivation, enhances the frequency 
of contributions. They also show that organiza-
tional support, which is more closely related to 
intrinsic motivation, positively affects the ef-
fort to provide input to the KMS. A particularly 
interesting element in their research is that it 
shows that frequency of contribution depends on 
the extrinsically motivating role of supervisory 
direction and does not need an additional sense 
of organizational support. On the other hand, the 
degree of effort individuals make in contributing 
to the system, which is bound to affect the qual-
ity of the system’s contents, will benefit more 
when supervisory direction is backed by broader 
organizational support. Bock et al. (Bock et al., 
2005) also show that favorable attitudes toward 
knowledge sharing – in the sense of contributing 
to an organizational KM system – may even be 
hindered by an organization focusing on extrinsic 
rewards (e.g., money). Thus, extrinsic rewards 
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may not only be non-effective as shown by King 
and Marks (2008), but even counterproductive 
(cf. also Osterloh, 2007).

Knowledge Management 
and Motivation

The third theme concerns the impact of the or-
ganizational setting on the motivational aspects 
of collaborative knowledge creation (arrow (3) 
in Figure 1, from Box B ‘Organization as Mo-
tivational Context’ to Box A ‘Work Motivation 
in Knowledge Processes’). KM literature has 
discussed an extensive list of factors that define 
the motivational impact of work context on col-
laborative knowledge creation, beyond the adop-
tion of technology-based KM systems and delving 
deep into critical appraisals of what organizations 
are. Hislop (2005, pp. 49-53) provides a concise 
summary of some of these factors. They include 
the role of organizational conflict, power, status 
and expertise issues, the multiple roles of trust, 
and the role of the organizational culture. Three 
particularly relevant discussions within this theme 
concern the level of organizational commitment 
in connection to perceived equity, the role of mo-
tivation in success and failure of KM programs 
and the intentional selection and definition of KM 
interventions to boost motivation.

Firstly, several authors have recognized that 
the quality of collaborative knowledge creation is 
strongly influenced by a sense of equity and fair-
ness on the part of the organization, in combination 
with a conveyed image that the organization really 
cares, even if KM scholars have not conceptually 
grounded their accounts in Adams’ (1965) Equity 
Theory of motivation or in Greenberg’s (1990) 
associated notion of organizational justice. For 
instance, as Kim and Mauborgne (1998) show, 
knowledge hoarding and lacking participation 
in knowledge teams is bound to result when 
organizations cannot convince their employees 
that procedural justice is ensured. That concept 
refers to the perception that the opinions held 

by shop-floor workers are taken into account by 
management, that expectations are clear and that 
the organization abides by the principle that what’s 
sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander. A 
study by Bock et al. (2005) shows that the extent 
to which the organizational climate is perceived 
to be characterized by fairness, innovativeness 
and affiliation influences knowledge sharing 
behavior, but more strongly in an indirect sense 
(through subjective norm) than directly (affecting 
the intention to share knowledge).

Secondly, motivation is among the factors 
that explain whether or not KM programs and 
practices are successfully adopted by an organi-
zation (Davenport et al., 1998; Bailey & Clarke, 
2001; McKenzie et al., 2001; Malhotra & Gal-
letta, 2003). Empirical research in this domain is 
scarce and inconclusive. In a small-scale survey, 
McKenzie et al. (2001) found, perhaps not sur-
prisingly, that an understanding and recognition 
of the value of a KM initiative by the end users 
is the best guarantee that these will be motivated 
to adopt the initiative. This finding suggests that 
a close connection between intrinsic motivation 
and the KM program is essential. Exploratory 
research by Malhotra and Galletta (2003) suggests 
that, next to intrinsic motivation, also introjected 
regulation (taking in a regulation for reasons of 
anxiety and guilt without fully accepting it; this 
is an extrinsic motivator) and external regulation 
(adopted behavior to satisfy an external demand 
or reward contingency; this too is an extrinsic 
motivator) explain for the motivation whether or 
not to participate in a KM initiative. Hendriks and 
Sousa (2008) show that in the case of university 
researchers not so much the design and content of 
KM systems in place define success or failure in 
terms of honoring and boosting intrinsic motiva-
tion, but the management practices of adequately 
selecting and applying these systems in individual 
situations via processes of bargaining and rene-
gotiation. One further discussion element that 
concerns this connection is the motivation to draw 
upon an existing KMS, which is the counterpart 
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of the motivational element in submitting to a 
KMS addressed above. For instance, Ardichvili 
et al. (2003) describe how a sense of belonging 
to a tight-knit community will make the KMS 
redundant and the intricacies involved in com-
plex problem situations may make the generic 
information contained in the system inaccurate.

Thirdly, KM as knowledge-directed interven-
tion in organizations offers several strategies, 
means, and practices aimed at affecting an in-
dividual’s motivation, most of which stem from 
organization design theories and from the HRM 
arena. Much research shows that work design 
is a key factor in the motivation of knowledge 
workers and that work design forms the backdrop 
against which additional interventions such as 
HRM practices gain relevance (e.g., Hackman & 
Oldham, 1980; Osterloh & Frey, 2000). Winning 
motivation strategies have been shown to include 
allowing individuals and teams the freedom to 
define their work, the design of challenging jobs, 
and ensuring the support from top management 
for knowledge-related initiatives (McKenzie et 
al., 2001). Flexibility in work practices, cash 
rewards for knowledge products, and recruitment 
practices aimed at hiring people that fit existing 
culture prove to be less successful motivation 
strategies (Despres & Hiltrop, 1996; Horwitz, 
Heng, & Quazi, 2003). In line with these findings, 
Horwitz et al. (2003) show the strong motivational 
importance of what they describe as ‘job crafting’, 
or the degree of freedom for individuals to adapt 
the physical and cognitive elements in the task 
and relationship boundaries of their work. Within 
the broad spectrum of motivational measures for 
knowledge work, the class of incentive and re-
ward systems has received special attention (e.g., 
Amabile, Conti, Coon, Lazenby, & Herron, 1996; 
Despres & Hiltrop, 1996; Hennessey & Amabile, 
1998; Carson, 2001; Krönig, 2001; McKenzie et 
al., 2001; Salo, 2001; Hislop, 2002; Kubo & Saka, 
2002; Storey & Quintas, 2002; Osterloh, 2007). 
Prescriptions for knowledge-friendly reward 
systems, which are partly backed by research, 

include that reward systems should be perceived 
as rational by the individual and the team, that 
they should focus on insights rather than status 
and hierarchical position, that they put challenge 
before monetary compensation, that they should 
involve an appropriate degree of flexibility and 
adaptability and that the drafters of such systems 
should be aware that rewards can also demotivate 
because of crowding-out effects.

FUTURE TRENDS

KM researchers and practitioners show a sustained 
high level of interest in matters of motivation. 
Simultaneously, there is a growing awareness of 
lacking insight as to how motivation plays a role 
in the knowledge arena, and how and when KM 
may improve or decrease motivation. Therefore, 
a rise in research efforts in this domain may be 
expected. Prevailing research plans, programs 
and calls for research show at least four trends 
in motivation research. Firstly, future research 
aims at establishing a conceptually more rich 
connection between motivation and organizational 
knowledge. This concerns using our growing un-
derstanding of what does and does not constitute 
organizational knowledge to guide inspections of 
motivation elements for knowledge work, instead 
of looking for knowledge elements in extant 
motivation theories. For instance, if knowledge 
work is not defined by knowledgeability but by 
ambiguity, as Alvesson (2000) argues, what does 
this then tell us about motivation? It also concerns 
an increased attention for the question how differ-
ent cultures, and other situational factors, imply 
different motivators. In addition, an exploration of 
the broader landscape of motivation theories and 
the possible combinations between elements of 
existing theories in the light of the discussions of 
organizational knowledge is necessary. Secondly, 
a trend can be noted toward broadening the scope 
of motivation research in KM. Currently, most 
motivation research is geared toward knowledge 
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exploration, knowledge transfer, and their con-
stituent themes. Also other knowledge processes, 
including knowledge combination, application and 
retention, plus a broader set of constituent themes 
(e.g., aspects from learning theories) deserve at-
tention in motivation research. Thirdly, there is a 
clear need of qualitative and quantitative empirical 
research both on the intricate relationships between 
motivation and knowledge aspects of work and 
on the effectiveness of KM programs and prac-
tices. Fourthly, the themes that define the KM 
landscape, such as knowledge creation, the tacit 
nature of knowing, and power-related intricacies 
of communities-of-practice, are beginning to enter 
into motivation research agendas (e.g., Latham 
& Pinder, 2005). A perspective on knowledge 
helps expand and reshape the research agenda of 
motivation researchers from other disciplines. One 
interesting example is the argument by Linstead 
(2007) who – perhaps partly in a speculative 
fashion – argues that mainstream motivation 
perceptions as they enter KM practices misinter-
pret the goals implied in motivation as willful, 
conscious and functionalist constructs, whereas 
the passion underlying knowledge creation, which 
is arguably the prime source of motivation, is by 
its nature essentially free-flowing and escapes 
KM curtailment.

CONCLUSION

The motivation for knowledge work appears as 
an intriguing phenomenon that we are only begin-
ning to understand. Its relevance for KM derives 
from the fact that it connects the content side 
of knowledge work with the associated aspects 
of knowledge work processes and knowledge-
friendly organization structures to the people side 
of KM with its attention for talents and compe-
tences. How work is organized appears crucial for 
motivated knowledge workers. Their individual 
talents, dispositions and intrinsic motivation are 
the other side of the medal that decide whether the 

promises of a knowledge-friendly work environ-
ment are fulfilled. Furthering our understanding of 
what to do and what not to do in attempts to boost 
knowledge work motivation, requires a deepened 
understanding of how motivation relates to the 
various themes, such as creativity and knowledge 
sharing, that define what is commonly described 
as knowledge work. Only by lifting the veil of 
such container concepts as knowledge work and 
knowledge worker may we hope to unravel the 
motivation aspects involved.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Extrinsic Motivation: The motivation to 
engage in an activity as a means to an end, based 
on the believe that participation will result in de-
sirable outcomes such as a reward, or avoidance 
of punishment.

Goal-Setting Theory: This theory, developed 
by Locke and Latham, states that individuals make 
calculated decisions about their desired goals, and 
that these goals and intentions, once established, 
direct and motivate efforts to attain them.

Intrinsic Motivation: The motivation to 
engage in an activity for its own sake, because 
the activity is considered enjoyable, worthwhile 
or important.

Job Characteristics Theory: This motivation 
theory, which stems from Hackman and Oldham, 
identify several characteristics of jobs, such as 
skill variety and autonomy, that influence the 
experienced meaningfulness of work, and there-
fore the internal motivation and job satisfaction 
of workers.
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Motivation: Motivation is an energizing force 
directed toward a specific target considered to 
explain behavior.

Self-Determination Theory: A motivation 
theory, developed by Deci and Ryan, which 
suggests that individuals have three innate psy-
chological needs: autonomy, competence, and 
relatedness. It distinguishes between intrinsically 
motivated, or autonomous, self-determined activ-
ity, and extrinsically motivated activity, which is 
more controlled (i.e., less autonomous).

Self-Efficacy Theory: This motivation theory, 
which was developed by Bandura, posits that 
motivation is the combined product of beliefs 
about whether one is capable of performing (or 
learning) some task, and beliefs about whether 
such performance will lead to desirable outcomes.

Work Motivation: Involves the restriction to 
those motivation elements that relate to the work 
situation: it concerns the individual’s degree of 
willingness to work towards organizational targets.

This work was previously published in Encyclopedia of Knowledge Management, Second Edition, edited by David Schwartz 
and Te’eni, pp. 1167-1182, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT

Knowledge Management (KM) initiatives are 
expanding across all types of organizations world-
wide. However, not all of them are necessarily suc-
cessful mainly due to an unfriendly organizational 
culture. Organizational trust is often mentioned 
as a critical factor facilitating knowledge sharing. 
For this research we took an empirical approach 
to validate this assumption. The purpose of this 
research is to explore the relationships between 
organizational trust, a knowledge management 
strategy (codification vs. personalization) and 
its level of success. This study was conducted 
among 97 US companies involved in knowledge 
management. A survey tool was developed and 

validated to assess the level of trust, the level of 
success and the dominant KM strategy deployed 
by an organization. Nine main research hypotheses 
and a conceptual model were tested. The findings 
show the impact of trust on the choice of the KM 
strategy as well as on the level of success.

INTRODUCTION

In 2001, the Journal of Management Information 
Systems (JMIS) had a special issue on knowledge 
management (KM). In their editorial, Davenport 
and Grover (2001), mentioned that a significant 
gap between KM theory and practice existed and 
that research in the domain seemed fragmented. 
Ten years later, we can say that the literature 
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and interests on KM have continued to grow but 
research remains fragmented and very few KM 
theories and frameworks have been generally 
developed and fully accepted. It seems like the 
multidisciplinary aspect of KM slows down the 
process of developing commonly accepted prin-
ciples, models and theories. KM might be one of 
the few fields that requires various disciplines 
(Management, Information Sciences, Computer 
Science, Economy, Education, Psychology) to 
share and to develop common theories and it seems 
that such integration remain a challenge. Earl 
(2001) created a taxonomy of schools of KM that 
describes and summarizes in three categories the 
different approaches/views of KM; Technocratic, 
Economic and Behavioral.

KM has been a hot topic for more than fif-
teen years and organizations worldwide are still 
struggling to successfully implement it and to 
significantly benefit from it. Bain & Company 
conducted a study in 2007 regarding the global 
Management tools and trends (Rigby & Bilodeau, 
2007). Knowledge Management was ranked in the 
top 10 list (7th position (tie)) in term of usage. 
Unfortunately it was also ranked in the bottom 5 
for satisfaction in every survey for the past ten 
years! This fact illustrates that organizations are 
still struggling to fully take advantage of their KM 
investments. The context and business strategy of 
each company should be taken into consideration 
while defining a KM strategy. Becerra-Fernandez 
and Sabhervawal (2001) argue that a contingency 
perspective should be adopted in order for each 
unit to try to better understand the characteristics of 
their tasks which will consequently lead to select-
ing the KM processes that are more appropriated 
to them. This finding is aligned with the one from 
Alavi, Kayworth & Leidner (2005) who suggest 
that differences in culture values within firms 
might influence the choice, use and effectiveness 
of different KM enabling technologies. Markus 
(2001) also emphasizes the need to provide differ-
ent types of knowledge repositories for different 
types of reusers. All these findings suggest the 

need to take a more micro approach to KM and 
to develop KM strategies that are more granular, 
flexible and customizable enough to meet every 
individual and groups’ needs.

This research embraces a knowledge based 
view of the firm where the primary role of the 
firm is the integration of knowledge to create 
organizational capabilities and to gain a sustain-
able competitive advantage (M. Alavi & Leidner, 
2001; Dinur, 2002; Grant, 1991). We went through 
different waves and tools of KM but what remains 
at the center of managing knowledge is people. If 
people are not willing to share and acquire knowl-
edge even the best IT tool will be inefficient. So in 
order to gain a sustainable competitive advantage 
the human aspect of KM and knowledge sharing 
behaviors must be better understood. Various 
studies and authors (Maryam Alavi, et al., 2005; 
M. Alavi & Leidner, 2001; Barth, 2000; Fahey & 
Prusak, 1997; Gold, Malhortra, & Segars, 2001; 
William R. King, 2006; William R. King, 2007; 
Knowledge Management Review, 2001; KPMG 
Consulting, 2000; Microsoft, 1999; Pauleen & 
Mason, 2002; Rigby & Bilodeau, 2007) report 
that organizational culture remains the main bar-
rier to successful KM implementation. Corporate 
culture is a set of values, norms, symbols, guiding 
principles that enable and encourage people to 
involve into knowledge activities of knowledge 
generation, codification, storage, sharing and 
use behavior. Culture shapes assumptions about 
which knowledge is important, it mediates the 
relationship between organizational and individual 
knowledge, it creates a context for social interac-
tion, it shapes processes for the creation and adop-
tion of new knowledge (William R. King, 2007). 
It encourages knowledge creation by influencing 
employees to getting involved in learning activi-
ties in organization, it encourages employees to 
use information technology to codify and store 
knowledge in knowledge management systems, 
it encourages knowledge sharing by making it 
the norm of acceptable behavior and it stimulates 
knowledge use by influencing employees to 
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constantly innovate and implement knowledge 
gained. Therefore corporate culture is needed to 
encourage all phases of the knowledge manage-
ment cycle and to focus on tacit as well as explicit 
knowledge. Since tacit knowledge resides in em-
ployees, culture should support its creation and 
sharing through interaction, whereas for explicit 
knowledge culture should encourage employees 
to codify it, to enter it into knowledge manage-
ment systems, and to take part into activities for 
its transfer. Positive culture can be the difference 
between successful companies and those that fail. 
A study shows that only 10% of companies are 
successful at creating a high-performance culture 
(HR Focus, 2007).

As King (2007) and Alavi, Kayworth & Leidner 
(2005) highlighted, few studies have investigated 
how some cultural values might be related to KM 
technology and practice use and KM outcomes. 
This empirical and exploratory study will contrib-
ute to fill this gap. Trust is often listed as one of 
the most important cultural value that facilitates 
knowledge sharing and which facilitates KM suc-
cess (Maryam Alavi, et al., 2005; T. Davenport 
& Prusak, 1998; De Long & Fahey, 2000; Hinds 
& Pfeffer, 2003; Hubert, 2002; Kinsey Goman, 
2002a, 2002b; Lee & Choi, 2003; Rao, 2002; Rol-
land & Chauvel, 2000; Von Krogh, 1998). Trust is 
getting more and more interests in organizations 
and the literature on the topic is also growing 
rapidly (Kramer, 2007; Schoorman, Mayer, & 
Davis, 2007). Unfortunately very few studies 
have attempted to measure the effect of Trust on 
KM initiatives (Renzl, 2008). This research will 
focus on this particular aspect.

“Trust is the one essential lubricant to any and all 
social activities. Allowing people to work and live 
together without generating a constant, wasteful 
flurry of conflict and negotiations” (Cohen & 
Prusak, 2001)

RESEARCH QUESTION 
AND DEFINITION OF MAIN 
RESEARCH VARIABLES

This study attempts to better understand how 
organizational trust affects the choice and use of 
KM tools and technology and the resulting suc-
cess of the organization’s KM initiative, or lack 
thereof. Our main research question is as follows:

Does the level of organizational trust influence 
the success of a KM initiative?

In order to study this research question, the 
level of organizational trust is assessed through 
a questionnaire distributed to knowledge work-
ers from different organizations involved in KM. 
Second, the types of KM tools and technology 
implemented and used in these organizations were 
evaluated. Finally, the level of success achieved 
was assessed. The next sections define these 
aforementioned variables.

Organizational Trust

Considerable research has been conducted con-
cerning the concept of trust, both interpersonal 
trust and organizational trust. As with the concept 
of organizational culture, organizational trust has 
been defined somewhat differently in the literature 
by numerous authors (Carnevale & Wechsler, 
1992; Culbert & McDonough, 1986; Griffin, 1967; 
Luhmann, 1979; Matthai, 1989; H. D. McKnight 
& Chervany, 2000). The definitions of trust are 
numerous and sometimes confusing mainly due 
to each discipline viewing trust from its own per-
spective. Two definitions of trust were selected:

“Trust consists of a willingness to increase your 
vulnerability to another person whose behavior 
you cannot control, in a situation in which your 
potential benefit is much less than your potential 
loss if the other person abuses your vulnerability” 
(Zand, 1997).
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“Belief that those on whom we depend will meet 
our expectations of them” (Shaw, 1997).

Trust is often categorized in two forms (Levin, 
Cross, & Abrams, 2002a, 2002b; McAllister, 
1995), cognition-based and affective-based trust. 
The cognition-based dimension of trust is asso-
ciated with beliefs about competence, integrity, 
responsibility, credibility, reliability, and depend-
ability. It is mainly task-oriented. The affective-
based dimension of trust is based on beliefs about 
reciprocated care and concern, benevolence, 
altruism, commitment, and mutual respect. It is 
relationship-oriented. In organizational settings, 
the cognition-based form of trust is more central 
since it impacts more particularly reliability and 
dependability (Cook & Wall, 1980). This dimen-
sion of trust will be assessed and used for this study.

In addition to the many definitions of trust, 
many tools have also been created to assess its 
level in an organization. Five trust factors defined 
by De Furia (1996, 1997) were determined to be 
most relevant to our research: (1) sharing relevant 
information; (2) reducing controls; (3) allowing 
mutual influences; (4) Clarifying mutual expecta-
tions; and, (5) Meeting expectations. These fac-
tors are described in more detail in the following 
section of this chapter.

Very often people think that an organizational 
culture with a high level of sociability also implies 
a high level of trust. This is not always true. Con-
sider the example of a parent-child relationship: 
you love your children but it does not imply that 
you trust them (e.g., you will not leave them by 
themselves). The opposite is also true: you might 
trust someone but might not necessarily like this 
person (e.g., an airplane pilot). One also needs to 
remember that trustworthiness takes a long time to 
build, and yet trust can be destroyed in an instant. 
These different examples show the complexity 
and fragility associated with trust. Trust is part of 
the social capital of an organization, even though 
in some particular cases its effect on knowledge 

sharing might be limited (Bakker, Leenders, Gab-
bay, Kratzer, & Van Engelen, 2006).

Knowledge Management 
Strategies and Their Associated 
Tools and Technologies

Numerous publications present knowledge man-
agement practice/tool/technology frameworks. 
Among them, the knowledge management spec-
trum, presented by Binney (2001), offers a good 
overview of different KM tools and practices that 
are offered to organizations to better manage their 
knowledge. The tools and practices are organized 
in six categories: transactional, analytical, asset 
management, process, developmental, and inno-
vation and creation. Nevertheless, most of them 
are IT oriented, since IT is the main enabler for 
KM. Nevertheless, other KM practices that are not 
driven by IT must also be taken in consideration 
in order to fully understand the KM strategy of 
an organization.

Two main KM strategies or approaches 
emerged: codification versus personalization. 
(Hansen, Nohria, & Tierney, 1999) describe how 
different companies focus on different practices 
and strategies in order to manage their knowledge. 
Additional reasons for this particular categoriza-
tion of KMS approaches are offered by Jennex 
and Olfman (2003). Dennis and Vessey (Dennis 
& Vessey, 2005) also used these two strategies as 
the bedrock for their three knowledge manage-
ment systems: knowledge hierarchies (where 
knowledge is viewed as a formal organizational 
resource), knowledge markets (where knowledge 
is treated as an individual resource), and knowl-
edge community (where knowledge is viewed as 
a communal resource).

The Codification Approach

The first strategy identified by Hansen, et al. 
(1999) is called “codification”, which relies heav-
ily on IT. One of the benefits of the codification 
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approach is the reuse of knowledge. “Knowledge 
is codified and stored in databases, where it can 
be accessed and used easily by anyone in the 
company. Knowledge is codified using a people-
to-documents approach: it is extracted from the 
person who developed it, made independent of that 
person, and reused for various purposes” (Hansen, 
et al., 1999). It has been named and described dif-
ferently by other authors: The cognitive network 
model (Swan, Newell, Scarbrough, & Hislop, 
1999); The collecting dimension (Denning, 1998); 
The product view approach (Know-Net, 2000); 
The transformation model (Natarajan & Shekhar, 
2000); Distributive applications (Zack & Michael, 
1998); and, The document-centered approach and 
The technological approach (Wick, 2000). After 
a close analysis of these different portrayals, one 
can conclude that all of these descriptions and 
definitions are very similar and depict the same 
type of practices and tools (Ribière, 2001).

The Personalization Approach

The personalization approach (Hansen, et al., 
1999) focuses on developing networks for linking 
people so that tacit knowledge can be shared. It 
invests moderately in IT. This approach focuses 
on dialogue between individuals, not knowledge 
in a database. “Knowledge that has not been 
codified--and probably couldn’t be--is transferred 
in brainstorming sessions and one-on-one con-
versations” (Hansen, et al., 1999). An investment 
is made in building networks of people, where 
knowledge is shared not only face-to-face but 
also over the telephone, by email, and via video-
conference. All the previously cited authors who 
defined the codification approach also came up 
with their own definition for this approach: The 
community networking model (Swan, et al., 1999); 
The connecting dimension (Denning, 1998); The 
process-centered approach (Know-Net, 2000); 
The independent model (Natarajan & Shekhar, 
2000); The collaborative approach (Zack & 

Michael, 1998); and, Socio-organizational knowl-
edge management (Wick, 2000).

KM Initiative Success

It is always difficult and open to controversy to 
define and measure “success”. Different metrics 
(qualitative and quantitative) can be used to 
measure success. For example, Jennex and Olf-
man (2004) offer a success model based upon the 
Delone and McLean (1992) IS Success Model and 
discussed four different models of KM success: 
(1) The Knowledge Value Chain (Bots & Bruiin, 
2002); (2) the KM Success Model (2002); (3) 
the KM Effectiveness Model (2002); and, (4) the 
KMS Success Model (2003). Four main indica-
tors defined and used by Davenport et al. in their 
publication concerning “successful knowledge 
management projects” were adopted (T. Daven-
port, De Long, & C., 1998):

1.  Growth in the volume of knowledge available 
since the KM initiative has been launched 
(e.g., number of documents available)

2.  Growth in the usage of knowledge available 
since the KM initiative has been launched 
(accesses to repositories, or the number of 
participants for discussion-oriented projects)

3.  The likelihood that the project would survive 
without the support of a particular individual 
or two, that is, the project is an organizational 
initiative, not an individual project

4.  Growth in the resources (e.g., people, money) 
attached to KM initiatives.

Success was measured based on two dimen-
sions. Since the main purpose of a KMS is to 
facilitate the flow and dissemination of knowledge, 
an important dimension for success is the fact that 
different employees use the system. Success fac-
tors #1 and #2 were used to measure this dimension 
of success. The second dimension of success used 
is based on the “robustness” of the KM initiative. 
If KM is given the resources and if there is a clear 
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commitment from senior management to make it 
happen, then robustness is a success factor. Suc-
cess factors #3 and #4 were used to measure this 
second dimension of success.

We believed that it would also be relevant to 
check if the expected benefits of the KM initiative 
were achieved and, if “yes”, to what degree. To do 
so, we used a questionnaire developed by KPMG 
(2000). Fifteen main benefits often expected after 
KM implementation were used (KPMG, 2000).

Additional success factors could have been 
used such as the 12 KMS success factors presented 
by Jennex and Olfman (2004) but it was easier 
to work with a smaller number of core variables.

The average of all the success factors was used 
to obtain the success level score.

RESEARCH HYPOTHESES AND 
PROPOSED CONCEPTUAL MODEL

Research Hypothesis #1

As previously presented, organizational trust 
seems to be an important cultural factor influencing 
interaction and knowledge sharing between indi-
viduals. Nelson and Cooprider (Nelson & Cooprid-
er, 1996) demonstrated a significant relationship 
between mutual trust and shared knowledge be-
tween IS groups and their line customers. Politis 
(Politis, 2003) also used a quantitative approach 
to demonstrate the relationship between trust and 
knowledge acquisition. His findings support that 
most interpersonal trust dimensions are positively 
related to the variable of knowledge acquisition. 
Despite these two researches very few studies 
have been conducted to demonstrate the direct 
relationship of trust on knowledge sharing. A lot 
of research focus on demonstrating the relation-
ship between variables like; personal motivation, 
social capital, communication, … and knowledge 
sharing particularly on topics focusing on virtual 
teams and communities of practice (Teoh & Avvari, 
2004). All these studies reinforce the importance 

of trust in individual interactions (face to face 
or assisted by technology). KM personalization 
approaches are based on practices and tools that 
support direct relations between individuals. If 
the level of trust in between employees is high 
we can expect more direct communication and 
more knowledge sharing. Our first hypothesis is 
based on this assumption:

H1: The level of organizational trust positively 
influences the level of usage of KM personaliza-
tion tools and practices.

Research Hypothesis #2

What is the relationship between organizational 
trust and the usage of codification tools? We are 
now focusing on a human-technology relation-
ship. The knowledge used has been codified and 
is available in an information system. The ques-
tion becomes, does someone who doesn’t trust 
his/her colleagues will still use the knowledge 
they codified in the system or not? In fact this 
problem has 2 facets; trust in the system and trust 
in its content. We can think that if people don’t 
trust the system they are not going to use it, so 
they will not be able to get and use the knowledge 
available in it. This type of research concerns the 
field of the adoption of technologies and among 
the most used model we can mention the TAM 
model originally developed by Davis (Davis, 
1989). The trust variable was originally not part 
of the TAM model but the numerous evolutions 
of the model as well as its customization to e-
commerce applications made the trust variable 
appear as important additional component of the 
model (Bahmanziari, Pearson, & Crosby, 2003; 
D. H. McKnight, Choudhury, & Kacmar, 2002; 
H. D. McKnight & Chervany, 2000). Bock, Sab-
herwal and Qian (2008) developed and tested a 
model of knowledge repository success (KRS) 
including perceived KRS searchability, perceived 
KRS output quality, perceived usefulness and user 
satisfaction. They examined how three aspects of 
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social context (extrinsic rewards, intrinsic rewards, 
and organizational trust) affected the dimensions 
of the KRS success. The model was tested on KM 
systems following a codification strategy. Their 
findings suggest to 1) develop organizational trust 
and 2) to facilitate intrinsic rewards for knowledge 
contribution partly through organizational trust.

Now if we assume that a person does trust the 
system but doesn’t trust people who populated its 
content with knowledge artifact, what can happen?

• I don’t trust this person so I am not go-
ing to contact him/her directly to get their 
knowledge but I have no problem access-
ing knowledge they shared in the system. 
The key is to acquire knowledge no matter 
how it was obtained.

• I don’t trust this person and I will not even 
trust what this person shared on the system.

These two scenarios reflect the two types of 
trust previously described (cognitive and affective 
(McAllister, 1995)). In the first scenario there is 
no affective trust between the 2 individuals but 
some cognitive trust. In the second scenario both 
types of trust are lost and knowledge acquisition 
will not occur.

Based on the following discussion we postu-
lated the following hypothesis:

H2: The level of organizational trust positively 
influences the level of usage of KM codification 
tools and practices.

We think that the level of organizational trust 
does influence the usage of KM codifications tools 
but we are also conscious that other dimensions 
present in the TAM model will also play a role 
in this relationship. Consequently we expect the 
relationship between trust and codification to be 
moderate (not too strong).

Research Hypothesis #3

Early in the 1990s, Jack Welsh had already un-
derlined the important role of trust:

“Trust is enormously powerful in a corporation. 
People won’t do their best unless they believe 
they’ll be treated fairly--that there’s no cronyism 
and everybody has a real shot. The only way I 
know to create that kind of trust is by laying out 
your values and then walking the talk. You’ve got 
to do what you say you’ll do, consistently and over 
time” (Welch, 1993). 

The early KM efforts conducted by Buckman 
laboratories have been coroneted with success 
and once again trust was mentioned as a critical 
component: “It is important to create a climate of 
continuity and trust so that we may have proac-
tive knowledge sharing across time and space. 
Organizational culture must change from a state 
of hoarding knowledge to gain power to one of 
sharing knowledge to gain power” (as quoted in 
Davenport and Prusak, 1998). When the level or 
organizational trust is high people are more open 
to interact, to collaborate, to innovate, to take risks, 
and of course to share and acquire knowledge. This 
leads us to postulate the following hypothesis:

H3: The level of organizational trust positively 
influences the success level of a KM initiative.

Hypothesis #4

The personalization approach is intended to fa-
cilitate the interaction and collaboration between 
individuals so they can share their tacit knowledge, 
solve problems more rapidly, make better decisions 
in a fastest way, grow intellectually, and be more 
creative. Very few studies have been conducted to 
assess the relationship between personalization ap-
proaches and the success of KM initiatives. Among 
them we can mention the research conducted by 
Delmonte and Aronso (Delmonte & Aronson, 
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2004) who demonstrated a significant relation-
ship between social interaction and knowledge 
management system success. The trust factor is 
often mentioned in this study has been critical. 
Another study conducted by Choi and Lee (Choi 
& Lee, 2002) establishes the effect of four KM 
styles and their effect on corporate performance 
(based on benchmarking). Their results shows 
that companies adopting a “Dynamic style” 
(highly tacit and explicit oriented) are the most 
successful. Results of companies that are mainly 
“system-oriented” (focus on explicit knowledge) 
or the ones which are “human-oriented” obtain 
similar scores (lower than the “dynamic” style).

Based on these findings we postulated the 
following hypothesis:

H4: The level of usage of KM personalization tools 
and practices positively influences the success 
level of a KM initiative.

Hypothesis #5

Based on Choi and Lee’s study (Choi & Lee, 
2002) previously described it looks like both ap-
proaches (codification ad personalization) have a 
positive effect on the success of a KM initiative. 
Not everyone agrees with this idea. McDermott 
(McDermott, 1999) for instance clearly stated 
in a provocative paper titled “Why information 
technology inspired but cannot deliver knowledge 
management” that ICT can only carry the infor-
mation that will be used for individual or group 
thinking which become source of knowledge. To 
leverage knowledge, thinking must be leveraged 
with appropriate information. For McDermott 
the solution resides in Communities of Practice 
(CoP) but he doesn’t deny the enabling effect of 
ICT in KM. We could not think about KM these 
days without the use of technology but as often 
mentioned its role needs to remain an enabler and 
not the center of a KM strategy. Our last research 
hypothesis is:

H5: The level of usage of KM codification tools 
and practices positively influences the success 
level of a KM initiative.

Hypothesis #6

Lee and Choi (2003) studied the relationships be-
tween knowledge management enablers, processes 
and organizational performance. Their study, 
conducted among 63 major Korean companies, 
demonstrated significant relationships between 
KM enablers → Knowledge creation processes 
→ Organizational creativity → Organizational 
performance. Organizational performance was 
measured based on an adaptation of the balanced 
scorecard, where the company compares itself to 
its competitors using five factors. Wu (2008) con-
ducted a longitudinal examination of 36 companies 
which won the MAKE award (Most Admired 
Knowledge Enterprises) to assess the relationship 
between KM performance and firm performance 
in terms of accounting and market measures. His 
findings show that KM performance is a predictor 
of superior bottom line performance. Anantatmula 
(2007) conducted a survey to link KM effective-
ness attributes to organizational performance. 
All the selected key attributes (similar to ours) 
confirmed to have an effect on improving orga-
nizational performance. An extensive literature 
exist on this topic, Chen and Chen (2005) con-
ducted a review of survey research in knowledge 
management performance measurement between 
1995-2004 and grouped them in eight categories; 
qualitative analysis, quantitative analysis, finan-
cial indicator analysis, non-financial indicator 
analysis, internal performance analysis, external 
performance analysis, project-oriented analysis, 
and organizational-oriented analysis together with 
their measurement matrices for different research 
and problem domains. Following this classifica-
tion we could state that our organizational benefits 
assessment tools fits into the internal performance 
analysis category. Other KM performance clas-
sifications can be used, for example Dudezert 
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(2006), based on an extensive literature review, 
defined two categories; macro-organizational 
(composed of competitive performance of KM 
and of the financial performance of KM) and a 
micro-organizational approach to KM evaluation 
(composed of process-based approach and of a 
systemic approach to the performance of KM). In 
our research we consider KM as being a process 
used to identify, capture, store, share and transfer 
knowledge in an organization in order to support 
its core business processes and in alignment with 
its business strategy. Since KM is about improv-
ing business processes by better managing the 
knowledge flows around them, its resulting impact 
should be directly visible at the organizational 
level. Its impact might be more or less visible 
depending on the effectiveness of the KM initia-
tive but it should be present to some extent. This 
leads us to postulate the following hypothesis:

H6: The success level of a KM initiative positively 
influences organizational benefits

Hypotheses #7 and #8

Keskin (2005) conducted a study among 128 
Turkish SMEs and found that the codification ap-
proach had a direct impact on firm performance. 
Based on his findings the impact of the codifica-
tion approach was greater on performance than 
the personalization one. Schulz (2001) conducted 
a study among 98 subsidiaries of multinational 
corporations based in the US and in Denmark 
and found that companies that used a focused 
approach to codification or personalization will 
have positive effect on performance. Schulz 
argues that a focused codification approach will 
have a stronger impact on performance than a 
focused personalization approach. A focused ap-
proach is defined as KM strategies that regulate 
knowledge flows by controlling the degree to 
which knowledge is encoded in forms that match 
the information intensity and ambiguity of their 
knowledge (Schulz & Jobe, 2001). Zack (1999) 

also argues that the nature of the benefits gained 
from managing explicit knowledge depends on 
the type of application. Based on these findings 
we postulated the following two hypotheses:

H7: The level of usage of KM personalization 
technologies and practices positively influences 
organizational benefits.

H8: The level of usage of KM codification tech-
nologies and practices positively influences 
organizational benefits.

Hypothesis #9

Assessing the impact of trust on organizational 
performance is a difficult task and very few 
researches have been conducted to validate this 
relationship. Among them we could mention the 
work of Sako (2006) who argues that performance 
factors can be classified in three categories; re-
ducing transaction costs, investment with future 
returns and continuous improvement and learning. 
She used a sample of 1,415 responses from first-tier 
component suppliers in the automotive industry in 
Japan, the USA, and Europe and asked respondents 
to evaluate how much trust they could place on 
their customers. Three types of trust were used to 
validate their relation with business performance; 
goodwill trust, contractual trust and competence 
trust. Goodwill trust was estimated to have the 
stronger influence on business performance. Tam 
and Lin (2009) demonstrated that the positive rela-
tion between trust in coworkers and performance 
is fully mediated by trust in their organization. 
De Furia (1997) argues that the benefits of high 
trust include; Stimulates innovation, leads to 
greater emotional stability, facilitates acceptance 
and openness of expression and encourages risk 
taking. Therefore, we proposed:

H9: The level of organizational trust positively 
influences organizational benefits.
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Research Model

The five previous hypotheses served as foundation 
of the following model (Figure 1).

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Assessment of Variables

A survey tool (a questionnaire) was developed in 
order to assess:

• The level of organizational trust
• The level of use of different KM tools and 

technologies deployed in each organization
• The perceived success of the KM initiative.
• Organizational benefits

Assessing Organizational Trust

The selected tool, the Organizational Trust Survey 
(OTS), was developed and validated by De Furia 
(De Furia, 1996, 1997) where trustworthiness 
(TW) is based on five behaviors:

TW = SI + RC + AI + CE + ME

Sharing relevant information (SI) refers to 
the behaviors whereby one individual transmits 
information to another person.

Reducing controls (RC) refers to the behaviors 
affecting the processes, procedures or activities 
with which one individual (1) establishes the per-
formance criteria or rules for others, (2) monitors 
the performance of another person, (3) adjusts the 
conditions under which performance is achieved, 
or (4) adjusts the consequences of performance 
(i.e., positive or negative reinforcements).

Allowing for mutual influences (AI) occurs 
when one person makes a decision that affects 
both individuals. Mutual influence means that both 
individuals have approximately equal numbers of 
occurrences of convincing the other or making the 
decision for both individuals.

Clarifying mutual expectations (CE) refers 
to those behaviors wherein one person clarifies 
what is expected of both parties in the relation-
ship. It involves sharing information about mutual 
performance expectations.

Meeting expectations (ME) involves any 
behaviors in which one individual fulfills the 
behavioral expectations of another person. It 
is closely related to confidence, reliability and 
predictability.

The OTS allows organizations to measure the 
trust-related behaviors of various categories of 
people within the organization― upper managers, 
first line supervisors, and coworkers― in relation 
to how employees’ trust-related expectations are 
being met. It also measures trust-related behaviors 
between organizational units and the perceived 

Figure 1. Research model
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impacts of organizational policies and values on 
trust-related behaviors. This tool is based on 50 
questions (10 questions for each of the 5 factors). 
We used this tool because it measures differ-
ent dimensions of trust at different levels of an 
organization and also because the OTS has the 
advantage to be easy to administer with a limited 
number of questions and it had been previously 
tested and validated.

Assessing the Use of KM 
Tools and Technologies

For this section of the questionnaire an assessment 
tool was developed. The most common tools and 
technologies used for knowledge management 
initiatives were listed, based on a literature review. 
These technologies cover the six categories of the 
knowledge management spectrum, presented by 
Binney (2001).

Respondents were asked to list the KM tools 
and technologies used at the organizational level 
(cf. Table 2). A sense of the degree of use or uti-
lization ranging from “most used” to “least used” 
was employed to enrich this insight. It might be 
argued that some of the personalization tools, e.g., 
corporate yellow pages, in fact are examples of 
codified knowledge, the critical delineator is how 
the tools are used in practice. For example, the 
crucial fact about corporate yellow pages is not 
that it is a knowledge repository, but that employ-
ees use it to connect to experts. At the time of the 
data collection social networking tools were not 
yet popular, but future research should include 
them. Their classification in the codification/
Personalization scheme might be difficult since 
they fit in both categories, even though their initial 
intend is to network (socialization).

KM Initiative’s Success and 
Organizational benefits

Four items were used to assess the level of KM 
success and 15 items were used to assess the 

organizational expected and achieved benefits. 
Respondents were asked to assess on a five point 
Likert scale to what degree they believed that the 
following statements corresponded to the current 
success status of their organizational KM initiative.

• I have noticed a significant growth in the 
volume of knowledge available since the 
KM initiative has been launched (number 
of documents available).

• I have noticed a significant growth in the 
usage of knowledge available since the 
KM initiative has been launched (accesses 
to repositories and number of participants 
for discussion-oriented projects)

• I believe that the project would survive 
without the support of a particular indi-
vidual or two

• I believe that resources (e.g., people, mon-
ey) attached to KM initiatives are going to 
grow

Regarding the 15 KM benefits (as shown in 
Table 1) expected and achieved the respondents 
were asked to assess on a five point Likert scale to 
what degree they believed that the benefits were 
achieved (only if expected).

As mentioned earlier in this paper four main 
indicators were used to assess the level of success 
as well as 15 expected benefits. Respondents were 
asked to assess on a five point Likert scale to what 
degree they believed that the following statements 
corresponded to the current success status of their 
organizational KM initiative.

• I have noticed a significant growth in the 
volume of knowledge available since the 
KM initiative has been launched (number 
of documents available).

• I have noticed a significant growth in the 
usage of knowledge available since the 
KM initiative has been launched (accesses 
to repositories and number of participants 
for discussion-oriented projects)
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• I believe that the project would survive 
without the support of a particular indi-
vidual or two

• I believe that resources (e.g., people, mon-
ey) attached to KM initiatives are going to 
grow

Regarding the 15 KM benefits (Table 1) 
expected and achieved, the respondents were 
asked to assess on a five point Likert scale to 
what degree they believed that the benefits were 
achieved (only if expected).

Validity and Reliability of 
the Survey Instrument

Due to the space limitation of this publication, 
we will only provide a summarized version of the 
results of the different tests that were conducted 
to verify the level of validity and reliability of our 
instrument (Ribière, 2005). In order to test the 
internal validity of the different dimensions as-
sessed we performed a Cronbach alpha test (Table 
3). The results demonstrate an acceptable level of 
internal validity. Some items were removed from 
the instrument due to their low level of correlation 
with the other items composing the construct.

A factor analysis was conducted to test the 
validity of each construct. For the codification 
and personalization constructs, some items had 
to be removed due to their low loading on the 
factors. For the other constructs all the items were 
retained. Overall, we consider that the levels of 
validity and of reliability of the assessment tool 
were acceptable.

Table 1. Fifteen common KM benefits 

Better decision making Sharing best practice

Better customer handling Reduced costs

Faster response to key business 
issues

New ways of working

Improved employee skills Increased market share

Improved productivity Create additional business 
opportunities

Increased profits Improved new product de-
velopment

Increased innovation Staff attraction / retention

Increased share price

Table 3. Results of Cronbach alpha test 

Construct (number of items remaining) α

Organizational Trust (24) 0.94

Codification (7) 0.801

Personalization (7) 0.827

KM Success (4) 0.708

Organizational benefits (15) Not applicable

Table 2. Codification and Personalization KM 
Tools and Practices 

KM Tools and Technologies

C
od

ifi
ca

tio
n

Email & Listserv

Corporate Intranet – Extranet – Internet

Database Management Systems

Search Engines - Intelligent Agents

Data Warehouses – Data Marts

Web-based training – e-learning

Help-desk applications

DMS

Multimedia repositories

DSS and Expert Systems

Data mining- Knowledge Discovery

Knowledge Mapping

Pe
rs

on
al

iz
at

io
n

Expertise locators – Corporate Yellow pages – Who’s who

Communities of Practice (interests in the same topic, field)

Communities of Purpose (project, task oriented)

Groupware

Teleconferencing (shared applications, whiteboards)

Best practices repository

Videoconferencing (using audio and/or video)

Mentoring - Tutoring

Story Telling

Desktop computer conferencing

Online Chat & Instant Messaging
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Data Collection and Analysis

Data were collected through two main mechanisms. 
An online version of the questionnaire posted on the 
Web as well as a paper version were used. Most of 
the responses received (98%) came from the online 
version. The target population was Chief Knowledge 
Officers (CKOs), managers, and other employees 
involved in knowledge management initiatives at 
any level in an organization. A total of 1050 emails, 
asking for participation, were sent out to targeted 
people involved with KM (members of KM groups 
and associations). A total of 129 responses were 
received. This represents a response rate of 12%. A 
fundamental premise of the research was that tar-
geted organizations must have had experience with 
KM initiatives. Of the 129 questionnaires received 
only 97 were complete and were representative of 
organizations involved in KM.

Organizations which participated were predomi-
nantly (68%) large organizations (>1,000 employees) 
and were in the fields of ICT-telecommunications 
(27%), consulting (23%) as well as agencies of 
the US Federal Government (23%). Respondents’ 
organizations were mainly (61%) service-oriented 
offering both standardized and customized products/
services (64%). A large portion of the respondents 
hold an executive/managing/director position (59%).

MODEL VALIDATION

A path analysis using structural equation modeling 
techniques was performed to test our model. The 
test was performed using the “CALIS” procedure 
of the statistical software SAS. This procedure 
uses parameter estimation based on maximum 
likelihood. The path diagram is presented on Fig-
ure 2. The goodness of fit indexes are presented 
on Table 4.

The value of the Chi square listed on this table 
represents the null hypothesis test that the covari-
ance matrix generated based on the data col-
lected has the same structure as our theoretical 
model, meaning that the model fits our data. 
Other indicators of fit are presented on the same 
table. The model presented can be considered as 
acceptable based on the values of the fit indexes 
to obtain a “good model” (Hatcher, 1994).

MAIN FINDINGS

Most of the coefficients on the model are highly 
significant. Among the most significant coefficient 
we can mention the one between the “success of the 
KM approach” and the “organizational benefits” 
(0.72) with a high prediction level (R2=0.69). This 

Figure 2. Path analysis diagram
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finding demonstrates the positive impact that a 
KM initiative can have on an organization in term 
of reaching its business objectives. This finding 
reinforces the fact that a KM strategy should be 
closely aligned with the business strategy of an 
organization to bring the most value.

The level of organization trust impacts almost 
equally the use of personalization and codifica-
tion approaches (H1 and H2). As explained in the 
definition of the research hypotheses we originally 
expected the influence of trust to be higher on 
personalization than on codification but it seems 
that organizational trust does impact both almost 
equally. Nevertheless, the trust factor seems to 
be a better predictor of personalization usage 
(R2=0.23) than of codification usage (R2=0.16). 
Trust then becomes a critical cultural element for 
organizations who want to engage in any type of 
KM initiatives. This fact is also reinforced with 
the direct significant relationship between the level 
of organization trust and the success level of the 
KM initiative. It shows that even if technology 
is not or moderately used, trust will contribute to 
the success level of the KM initiative and indi-
rectly will benefit the organization as whole. As 
previously stated trust facilitates the relationships 
between people, their social interaction and their 
predisposition to share knowledge.

Other factors (not included in this model) will 
affect the usage of KM technologies. For instance 
a framework labeled Requirements of Acceptance 
Model (RAM) was formulated by Ericsson and 

Avdic (2003). In their model the acceptance of 
knowledge management systems is a function 
of perceived relevance, system accessibility and 
management support. The model previously de-
scribed of Bock, Sabherwal and Qian (2008) is 
also source of valuable findings.

The control variable “rewarding knowledge 
sharing” was surprisingly only significant when 
applied to the personalization construct and not 
on the codification construct. Most companies 
currently reward people to codify their knowledge 
and/or to get it from the knowledge repository. 
Employees usually don’t like to document things 
and the quality of the resulting codified knowledge 
is often low because of that. Rewarding people 
to socialize and to share their knowledge through 
people to people interactions (personalization) 
seems to have a greater impact and might be 
“more fun” and rewarding. Mentoring for instance 
is a great way to pass tacit knowledge to junior 
employees. It requires experts and/or senior 
employees to dedicate a large amount of time to 
explain their acts, decisions, behaviors, approaches 
… to junior employees on daily activities. Ap-
propriated rewards should be given in exchange 
of such service. The recent emphasis on Web 2.0 
(social networking) tools seems to validate this 
trend of encouraging people to “connect”.

The usage level of personalization tools has 
a statistically significant impact (0.18) on the 
organizational benefits of a company (H7). This 
relationship was not significant between the usage 

Table 4. Goodness of fit indexes for final model 

Goodness-of-Fit Index Values For a “good” model the value should be:

Chi2 11.70 The smallest as possible

Degrees of freedom 6

Prob>Chi2 0.07 As high as possible >.05

Comparative Fit Index (CFI) Bentler 0.96 Greater than 0.90

McDonald’s Measure of Centrality 0.96 Greater than 0.90

Non-Normed Fit Index (NNFI) Bentler & Bonett 0.91 Greater than 0.90

Normed Fit Index (NFI) Bentler & Bonett 0.93 Greater than 0.90
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level of codification tools and the organizational 
benefits variable (H8). Having employees to in-
teract, collaborate and share seems to provide 
more benefits to a company that people simply 
using IT system to codify and acquire knowledge. 
These findings are aligned with McDermott’s 
vision (1999) expressed in a provocative paper 
titled “Why information technology inspired but 
cannot deliver knowledge management” that ICT 
can only carry the information that will be used 
for individual or group thinking which become 
source of knowledge. To leverage knowledge, 
thinking must be leveraged with appropriate in-
formation. For McDermott the solution resides in 
Communities of Practice (CoP) but he does not 
deny the enabling effect of ICT in KM. We could 
not think about KM these days without the use of 
technology but as often mentioned its role needs 
to remain an enabler and not the center of a KM 
strategy. These findings are also aligned with the 
study conducted by Bayyavarapu (2005) where 
80 Canadian organizations were used to assess 
the impact of KM strategies to firm performance. 
He defined three main KM strategies; IT centered 
strategy, Capture-based strategy and learning KM 
strategy. Two types of performance, short term 
and long term were used. Bayyavarapu argues that 
IT-centered KM strategy in isolation yield neither 
short term performance nor long term performance 
benefits. Capture based KM strategies yield short 
term performance and learning based KM strate-
gies yield long term performance. These three 
strategies are complementary and yield better 
performance benefits when used simultaneously.

To our surprise the level of organizational trust 
did not have a significant impact on organizational 
benefits (H9). The effect of organizational trust in 
our model might be indirectly affecting organiza-
tional benefits through the different KM variables 
composing our model. The concept of mediating 
variable was not tested. This finding is aligned 
with the research conducted by Zaheer, McEvily 
and Perrone (1998) that showed that interpersonal 

trust did not have a significant direct impact on 
performance.

The control variable “rewarding knowledge 
sharing” was surprisingly only significant when 
applied to the personalization construct and not 
on the codification construct. Most companies 
currently reward people to codify their knowledge 
and/or to get it from the knowledge repository. 
Employees usually don’t like to document things 
and the quality of the resulting codified knowledge 
is often low because of that. Rewarding people 
to socialize and to share their knowledge through 
people to people interactions (personalization) 
seems to have a greater impact and might be “more 
fun” and rewarding (Earl, 2001). Mentoring for 
instance is a great way to transfer tacit knowledge 
to junior employees (Swap, Leonard, Shields, & 
Abrams, 2001). It requires experts and/or senior 
employees to dedicate a large amount of time to 
explain their acts, decisions, behaviors, approaches 
… to junior employees on daily activities. Ap-
propriated rewards should be given in exchange 
of such service. The recent emphasis on Web 2.0 
(social networking) tools seems to validate this 
trend of encouraging people to “connect”.

The usage level of personalization (H4) and 
codification tools (H5) both have a significant 
impact on the success level of a KM initiative. 
The impact of the personalization tool usage fac-
tor (0.28) is slightly higher than the codification 
one (0.24) but not different enough to draw any 
conclusion.

FUTURE TRENDS

It is clear that more research need to be conducted 
in order to fully understand the impact of the trust 
factor on the use of KM practices and tools. This 
research used a quantitative approach and we 
will suggest complementing it by a qualitative 
approach to better understand the motivations 
behind the trusting and non-trusting behaviors. 
This research was only conducted with US com-
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panies and it will be valuable to test such model 
in other countries to assess the impact of national 
culture/traits on the willingness to trust and to 
share knowledge. The new strong emphasis on 
social networking tool might be a new way to start 
building trust in between individuals. Research 
in this new direction might although be fruitful.

CONCLUSION

Very few quantitative studies had been conducted 
to demonstrate and quantify the influence of 
organizational trust on the usage level of vari-
ous KM approaches as well as on the success of 
a KM initiative and on the emerging benefits 
for organizations. This initial study is a first at-
tempt to do so. The theoretical model presented 
has an acceptable fit with the data collected but 
will greatly benefit from further validations with 
larger data sets and with more diversity in term 
of industries represented.

The preliminary theoretical and practical 
findings of this research show that organizational 
trust plays an important role in the success of KM 
initiatives and in the usage level of personaliza-
tion and codification technologies (which is not 
always obvious for the latest). The level of KM 
initiative success demonstrated to have a strong 
and direct impact on organizational benefits. Or-
ganizations with a high level of trust were more 
likely to be successful in their KM initiatives and 
the choice of a KM dominant strategy (codifica-
tion, personalization, or balanced) that leaded to 
success seemed to follow a contingency approach. 
In term of technology usage, it looked like simple 
tools as emails, intranet applications and database 
management systems remain the most used in 
term of codification tools and expertise locators 
and communities of practices and interests for 
personalization tools. One has to be very cautious 
about this last finding since, as Alavi, Kayworth 
and Leidner (Maryam Alavi, et al., 2005) men-
tioned, one cannot expect uniformity in how 

groups will use KM tools since their respective 
cultural values might influence their choice and 
needs. One of the practical implications of our 
preliminary findings is that companies should 
assess their level of trust at the organizational 
level and at the unit level in order to better define 
a successful KM strategy(ies) since, for instance, 
the adoption of socialization tools will not be likely 
to be high if the level of trust is low. This study 
could not fully demonstrate the strong value that 
personalization tools and practices could bring to 
the success of a KM initiative and to companies 
resulting benefits but we believe that their impact 
might be significant if the organizational culture 
embraces knowledge sharing behaviors.

Not all organizations have yet realized the 
beneficial influence that trust could bring to their 
environment and the impact it could have on facili-
tating knowledge sharing, knowledge re-use and 
the creation of new knowledge. When present, trust 
is part of the social capital of an organization, even 
though, in some very particular circumstances, 
this statement might not be validated (Bakker, et 
al., 2006). A culture and/or leadership change will 
often be required for organizations to increase their 
level of trust. Williams (2004) provides a list of 
factors on how to build or repair trust; integrity, 
reliability, fairness, caring, openness, competence, 
loyalty, invest in employees, promote open com-
munication, behave in an ethical and socially 
responsible manner, provide job security. Other 
authors like Schoorman, Mayer and Davis (2007) 
summarize these various factors in three main 
dimensions; Ability, Benevolence and Integrity 
and Blomqvist, and Ståhle (2000) group them 
in term of ; competence, goodwill and behavior. 
Finally, Galford and Drapeau (2003) provide a 
good set of simple practices that can help to fight 
the enemies of trust.
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Chapter  5.17

INTRODUCTION

In this article, we will, after reviewing the litera-
ture, analyze the cultural dimension of Intranets 
as knowledge management tools within organiza-
tions. Intranet is an Information Communication 
Technology (ICT) based upon the Internet (http://
www, TCP/IP) technology. The Intranet phenom-
enon has been introduced in the early 1990s by the 
idea that it can integrate all the computers, software 
and databases within a particular organization into 
a single system that enables employees to find and 
share all the information they need for their work 
(Bernard, 1997, Cortese, 1996). Intranets function 
as a Computer Mediated Communication (CMC) 
tool and are used as computing networks used 
for sharing organizational information. While 
Internet technology is leading, access is restricted 

exclusively to organizational members (by means 
of electronic firewalls). In a study to the role of 
Intranets in strategic management decisions, Curry 
and Stancich (2000) define Intranets as ‘…private 
computing networks, internal to an organization, 
allowing access only to authorized users’ (p. 
250). The term private indicates that Intranet is 
a network that can be accessed only by members 
of a particular organization. The term network 
emphasizes the connection between computers 
that enables corporate communication. Intranets 
run on open but controlled networks that enable 
organization members to employ the same www 
servers and browsers, which are distributed over 
the local area network (LAN).

The latest developments in Intranet and the 
implementation in organizations is the intro-
duction of social networking software like the 
Wiki-technology (Manchester, 2007; Tapscott & 
Williams, 2007; Shirky, 2008). The idea is to use 
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Wikis – collaborative written online documents 
(the encyclopedias Wikipedia is the best-know 
example) to make it easier for groups to write, 
edit in a collaborative working environment. 
Wikis and other Web 2.0 social software (such as 
RSS (Really Simple Syndication) used for blogs 
and YouTube, Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook) 
in combination with more ‘traditional’ Intranets 
can be used to build companies websites, data-
sets and project management plans in a more 
informal and collaborative online environment. 
Using Wikis will eventually transform Intranets 
into Intranet 2.0 (Sumner, 2006 (Sumner is edi-
tor of a book on Intranets published for free on 
the Web) and Boué, 2008). Although Web 2.0 is 
not without its critics (e.g. Van Dijck & Nieborg, 
2009; Fuchs, 2009 state that the content of Web 
2.0 is used mainly for commercial and surveillance 
purposes), it is seen as a promising new way to 
make the Internet more interactive and thus more 
suitable for organizational learning.

In recent debates on strategic management 
and learning, an organizational learning culture 
has been introduced as one of the main ‘critical 
success factors’ underlying the effective use of 
Intranets (Carayannis, 1998) and Intranet 2.0 
(Sumner, 2006). The aim of this article is to 
analyze the cultural aspects of Intranets as tools 
in organizational learning processes. It is not so 
much a presentation of the instrumental effects of 
Intranets for the learning organization culture – the 
way Intranet influences organizational learning 
processes is not taken for granted, but studied by 
the way it is used in different settings. We will 
present a framework for analyzing the cultural 
dimension of intranet within specific organiza-
tional contexts.

Many studies of Intranets dealing with the ef-
fectiveness and efficiency of knowledge sharing 
and Knowledge Management take a static and 
deterministic point of view. That means that the 
focus is on structural constrains without paying 
attention to the actual use of Intranets. In con-
trast with this, we plea for a approach focusing 

upon communicative actions and stress the com-
munication between people on the Intranet on 
the basis of normative agreement and feelings 
of mutual understanding and belonging. In this 
article, we highlight three dimensions from which 
this cultural context of Intranet can be defined, 
studied and analyzed. These dimensions, which 
indeed apply to any Enterprise System (ES) and 
which in a way also represent historical phases 
in the development of technology (Silverstone 
and Haddon, 1996; Boersma & Kingma, 2005), 
will in our contextual analysis be specified as the 
‘constitution’ of Intranet, Intranet as a ‘condition’ 
of the learning organization, and the (unintended) 
‘consequences’ of Intranet use. Intranet-in-use. 
An analysis on these levels is crucial for those 
scholars who want to grasp the cultural dimen-
sion in the actual use of Intranets as a knowledge 
management tool.

INTRANET AND 
ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE

Often, the objective for the implementation of an 
Intranet is that it will facilitate knowledge shar-
ing among members within a single organization. 
There is a growing body of publications that 
sees Intranet as a tool for organizational learning 
(e.g. Carayannis, 1998; Curry & Stancich, 2000; 
Scott, 1998; Ottosson, 2003; Braganza, Hackney 
& Tanudjojo, 2007). With regard to Knowledge 
Management, it has been analyzed in terms of 
knowledge banks, e-learning platforms, expert 
networks, online information sharing tools and 
the like. Recently, Intranets are identified as an 
infrastructure supporting knowledge management 
(Harvey, Palmer & Speier, 1998, Damsgaard & 
Scheepers, 2001; Lehmuskallio, 2006). In this 
body of literature, Intranets are presented as 
promising knowledge management ICT tools 
in the sense that Intranets will be complemen-
tary to or even replace existing information 
and communication carriers within and among 
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organizations. In addition, Intranets are seen as 
promising instruments for information sharing and 
collaboration across departments, functions and 
information systems (Damsgaard & Scheepers, 
1999; Lehmuskallio, 2006). Internet based ICT’s 
like the Intranet are even introduced as radical and 
disruptive innovations, since the implementation 
is intended strongly to influence the knowledge 
base of the organization (Lyytinen & Rose, 2003, 
Mustonen-Ollila & Lyytinen, 2003).

Together with the stories on the promising 
aspect of Intranets, however, came the stories 
about organizational restrictions, misalignments 
and user resistance. Discussions can be found 
about organizational constraints, such as the lack 
of standards, immature interfaces, weak linkages 
to other information systems, bandwidth avail-
ability and information overload and the lack of 
an internal organization to authorize, support and 
organize the quality of the information. In many 
occasions, however, it is the organizational culture 
that has been introduced as an explanation for 
misalignments or as a condition for a successful 
implementation and use of Intranets (Damsgaard & 
Scheepers, 2001: 5). Curry and Stancich state that 
“To obtain maximum value from an intranet, both 
the ‘soft’ cultural issues of information sharing 
and change in work processes must be addressed 
alongside the ‘hard’ systems issues of managing 
the Intranet as an information system and a busi-
ness recourse” (p. 255). Moreover, it has been 
argued that a cultural shift to information sharing 
is necessary to solve problems of information 
sharing by means of Intranets (Harvey, Palmer & 
Speier, 1998). A positive culture, in this respect, is 
the motivation to create, share and use information 
and knowledge to solve problems with each other 
within the organization.

It is, however, difficult and often misleading 
to establish direct causal links between organiza-
tional culture and the performance of Intranets, 
since we must realize that culture is part and 
parcel of the entire organization and affects all 
kinds of actions and relations (Alvesson, 2002). 

The definition of ‘organizational culture’ is itself 
problematic. It has been described in the literature 
as a pattern of shared assumptions often produced 
by the top management (Schein, 1992). Such a 
description of culture as a set of shared assump-
tions is rather oversimplified (Martin, 1992). 
Empirical research provides us with a far more 
complex picture and shows that tensions can grow 
and remain between the individuals’ interests 
and organization aims. Because of cognitive and 
normative diversity within an organization, the 
attribution of meaning (which is an important part 
of the cultural process) is complicated and leads 
to integration as well as fragmentation; unity as 
well as diversity.

In line with this, organizational culture has 
been defined as a sense-making process (Weick, 
1995). That means that we have to study how 
individual workers give meaning to their actions. 
In using Intranets, like texts such as reports, sta-
tistics, protocols and minutes, the organizational 
members give meaning to their activities. In this 
way “…we can understand such interpreta-
tions as stemming from the very use of intranet 
itself.” (Edenius & Borgerson, 2003, p. 131). 
The use of Intranet (2.0) can generate a kind of 
consensual knowledge and, as long as different 
workers get into mutual trust, this can lead to a 
feeling of belonging. To use Intranet is making 
sense of experiences, routines and insights. On a 
more abstract level, Wenger introduced the term 
‘communities of practice’ to describe the process 
of people who share common goals or interests 
and how the people interact with each other to 
learn how to do better. These communities are 
formed by people who engage in a process of 
collective learning in a shared domain of human 
endeavor (Wenger, 1998, Wenger, McDermott & 
Snyder, 2002). Communities of practice enable 
practitioners to share knowledge, to create a link 
between learning and performance and to make 
connections among others across structural orga-
nizational boarders. In line with this thinking, we 
will discuss Intranet and organizational culture 
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in terms of ‘shared’ meaningful work practices, 
while at the same time recognizing the existence of 
multiple working cultures dealing with Intranets.

INTRANET (2.0) AND 
ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING

As argued above, the Intranet can facilitate knowl-
edge sharing among organization members. The 
idea is that the knowledge put on the Intranet is 
explicit knowledge (in the terms of Polanyi) that 
can be easily shared by members of the user group. 
However, the term ‘knowledge sharing’ is prob-
lematic, because the people’s tacit knowing – i.e. 
how to do things - is never fully shared (Walsham, 
2002). Only if the data (the explicit knowledge) 
on the Intranet is connected to the tacit knowing, 
then the Intranet can offer something interesting 
to that user; i.e. the Intranet can generate a kind of 
consensual knowledge. That implies that the user 
must have the skills and competence in selecting 
the appropriate explicit knowledge. In other words, 
the knowledge is not in the computer system, but 
within the human being. It is the end-users that 
give sense to the data and messages on the Intranet 
by means of their tacit knowing.

Like other ICTs, Intranets are the outcome of 
choices made by individual actors or groups and of 
organizational constraints that together influence 
the character of this particular technology. This is 
known in the literature as the process of mutual 
shaping (Williams & Edge, 1996, Orlikowski, 
2000). While using Intranets, actors produce and 
reproduce communication and information pat-
terns within organizations. Organizational learning 
on Intranets thus can be analyzed as a social process 
of structuration (in line with Berends, Boersma 
& Weggeman, 2003). From this structurationist 
framework it has been stressed, in particular by 
Orlikowski (2000), that individual actors are 
always situated actors. In using ICT tools actors 
reproduce at the same time important norma-
tive and power relations. Thus linkages can be 

specified between on the one hand the meanings 
attributed to technologies and on the other hand 
the normative prescriptions and power relations 
of organizations.

It has been argued before that an Intranet is 
as good as its content (Curry & Stancich, 2000). 
Intranets facilitate communication and informa-
tion sharing among organization members only 
if the employees can find the data they need, can 
judge the information to be valid and current, 
and can trust the persons – gatekeepers - who 
are responsible for the content of the Intranet. 
However, Edenius and Borgerson (2003) argue 
that this idea of Intranet as being a container-like 
tool where knowledge is seen as a stable stock of 
fixed information, takes a conventional rational 
discussion about knowledge management as 
a starting point. According to them, this view 
underestimates that Intranet works as a dynamic 
configuration that also produces knowledge. In 
other words, the use of an Intranet is part of the 
living act of knowing.

The use of Intranet as a tool for Knowledge 
Management needs actors who creatively realize 
learning practices and communication patterns 
as part of organizational cultures. That means 
that organizational learning consists of changing 
organizational practices via the development of 
knowledge, realized in social practices (Gherardi 
& Nicolini, 2001). The benefit of knowledge 
sharing (i.e. learning processes) throughout the 
organization via Intranet cannot be reduced to 
individual learning or individual learning plus 
something extra such as the sharing of knowledge. 
Individuals will benefit from Intranets in terms 
of information sharing only if the technology 
‘fits’ into their daily routines embedded within 
organizational cultures. In this perspective, the 
organizational knowledge is part of and lives in a 
constellation of communities of practice (Wenger, 
1998). The Intranet can be a challenge for these 
communities, because it offers a platform for 
sharing knowledge and mutual understanding.
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In defining Intranet (2.0) from this point of view 
three different but mutually related dimensions 
should be taken into account. These dimensions 
include the constitution of Intranet (stressing the 
redefinition of learning practices), Intranet as a 
condition of organizations (stressing the virtual-
ization of organizations) and the intended as well 
as unintended consequences of Intranet (stress-
ing the globalization of organizations and power 
relations). In the interaction between these three 
dimensions of ERP we find how organizational 
cultural aspects shape this technology and how 
this technology in its turn influences organiza-
tional cultures.

Three Dimensions of Intranet

The first dimension in our approach is the study 
of the constitution of Intranet. This dimension 
refers to the material, time-spatial, appearance 
of Intranets. It concerns the artifacts and persons 
Intranets are made of, including PCs, cables, 
mainframes, software packages, interfaces, reports 
and Intranet programmers and operators. Similar 
to the argument Downey (2001) makes for the 
Internet, Intranet-workers can only be revealed if 
we consider the artifacts, labor and space simul-
taneously. Therefore a cultural study of Intranet 
should pay serious attention to the material and 
geographical aspects of these systems. Concep-
tions of organizational culture, usually not only 
refer to values and rules but also to material arti-
facts (Schein, 1992), which increasingly consist 
of ICT systems. In line with the discussion above, 
the evolution of Intranets can only be interpreted 
by studying the interests and perceptions of the 
various actors that use this ES. Intranet is not a 
given technology, although it has some scripts 
i.e. standard procedures for users, but is a mal-
leable tool shaped by social forces within the 
organization.

The second dimension, the condition of 
Intranet, refers to the functional integration of 

knowledge (sub) systems by the use of Intranet. 
Intranet may contribute to the development of 
‘network enterprises’, defined by Castells (1996). 
This type of organization is rather flexible because 
it can both reallocate its means of production and 
change its goals. Intranet, as a knowledge-sharing 
tool, can function within network organizations as 
an enabling tool to reconfigure themselves. Like 
the Internet, Intranets create new patterns of social 
behavior and communication (DiMaggio, Harg-
ittai, Neuman, & Robinson, 2001). Knowledge 
sharing within network organizations is facilitated 
but not determined by ICT systems like Intranets. 
In this respect, the borders within and between 
organizations are constantly re-interpreted, be-
cause the structure of the Intranet makes it pos-
sible to bind people working at different locations 
together – it is the virtual space of Intranet that 
is the new condition for a learning environment. 
In a way, Intranets link employees, divisions and 
companies, and provide information anytime and 
anyplace, enable and reinforce network structures. 
The aspect of the Intranet as a virtual dimension 
of an organization where partners are located over 
a wide area linked seamlessly together, however, 
is yet to be reached due to the relative recency of 
the system (Kim, 1998). The resent developments 
of the transformation of Intranets into Intranet 
2.0 make this dimension even more urgent. The 
introduction of social networking technologies – 
Wikis – has the ambition to make the organization 
more interactive and collaborative (Boué, 2008); 
they will also enable the enterprise to become 
more networked.

The third dimension highlights the conse-
quences of the use of Intranet for organizational 
culture and the wider environment. This dimension 
refers to the actual effects of Intranet, and concerns 
the intended as well as unintended consequences. 
Effects concerning the scaling-up and globaliza-
tion and the managerial control over knowledge 
flows seem particularly relevant for the cultural 
analysis of Intranet. Organizations are embedded 
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in extended networks and operate often in global 
markets. In some way they have to control these 
global operations and manage knowledge flows 
in this context in a coordinated manner. The in-
tended and unintended use enhances the capacity 
of panoptic control and disciplinary power - an 
architecture of power closely associated with ICT 
systems (Zuboff, 1988). Management can use 
the stored information on the Intranet to monitor 
and interfere with the performance of individu-
als and groups. At the same time individuals can 
be empowered by the system and carry out their 
tasks with more responsibility based on their own 
insights, preferences and information from the 
Intranet. However, there are unintended conse-
quences due to these virtual aspects. While the 
use of Intranet can lead to a sense of belonging, a 
possible decrease in face-to-face communication 
is the other side of the coin (Hine, 2000). This can 
easily lead to a loss of shared identity and weaken 
social relationships with colleagues within the 
same organization. Participation on the Intranet 
in this respect is rather anonymous, without much 
engagement and therefore maybe less effective as 
a tool for Knowledge Management.

FUTURE RESEARCH

Intranets are likely to be further developed in many 
organizations in the near future as a new commu-
nication infrastructure. It is presented both within 
popular management literature as in international 
journals as another promising bandwagon for orga-
nizations (Lynch, 1997). There is a growing number 
of managers that implement Intranet as a solution for 
knowledge-sharing within the organization. This can 
also been said about the introduction of Wikis and 
the transformation of Intranets into Intranet 2.0 (see 
for example and interview with Ethan McCarty, the 
editor-in-chief of IBM’s intranet: McCarty, 2008). 
Future research should study the consequences of 
Intranets as a tool for Knowledge Management to 

understand the organizational cultural aspects in the 
way it is presented in this article. It is the people 
who work with the system that give meaning to the 
data on the Intranet. To understand how people give 
meaning to the (data on) Intranet, we have to follow 
the evolution of Intranets (within specific contexts) 
over a longer period of time. This means that ‘…
attempts to create unified, universally applicable 
models or “best practice” guidelines for designing 
and implementing Intranets are futile. Instead we 
have to recognize organizational diversity and that 
the technology is embedded in, and shaped by, its 
social context” (Bansler, Damsgaard, Scheepers, 
Havn & Thommesen, 2000: 18). We want to argue 
that it is necessary to integrate both the individual 
contributions (i.e. the use of technology), group 
dynamics and the organizational cultural aspects in 
a well-balanced manner during the implementation 
and use of Intranets in the process of organizational 
learning.

Important questions to raise in this respect are 
inspired by the way Hine questions the ‘virtual 
life’ on the Internet (in: Hine, 2000):

• how do the users of Intranet understand its 
capacity and how do they interpret it as a 
medium of communication?

• how does the Intranet affect the organiza-
tion of social relationships within the orga-
nization and is this different to the way in 
which ‘real life’ is organized?

• what are the implications of Intranet (2.0) 
for the authority and power relations with-
in the organization (i.e. in the context of 
data surveillance)?

• how do people define the boundary be-
tween the real data and the virtual data on 
the Intranet?

• how do web 2.0 technologies – and the in-
troduction of Intranet 2.0 – influence the 
collaborative and networking functions of 
the enterprise?
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CONCLUSION

Intranets have been implemented in organizations 
as promising tools for Knowledge Management. 
Next, the introduction of Wikis and the transfor-
mation of Intranets into Intranet 2.0 are seen as 
the next step into the direction of informal and 
collaborative organizations. Due to the idea that 
it are the users that give meaning to the Intranet, 
however, we argue that “…organizations need 
to carefully consider how their intranet should 
be deployed so as to reap the maximum benefit 
in terms of knowledge creation” (Damsgaard & 
Scheepers, 2001: 11). Intranets and Intranet 2.0 
are not a pre-given and unproblematic tool for 
Knowledge Management. Instead, the implemen-
tation and use of Intranet as a tool for knowledge 
sharing needs a careful understanding of its 
social-cultural impact and at the same time has to 
be seen as a cultural phenomenon in itself. This 
means that the Intranet should not be treated as 
the explanans (the thing or solution that explains 
the communication problem) – i.e. with the help 
of the Intranet we can solve our communication 
problems - but rather as the explanandum (the 
thing or solution that has to be explained): what 
are the cultural features that shaped the Intranet 
and in what way does the use of Intranets shape 
and reshape communication patterns within the 
organization.

In order to understand the cultural aspects of 
Intranets and Intranet 2.0, we have to incorpo-
rate the sensemaking processes both during the 
managerial implementation process as well as in a 
socio-cultural analysis. In our approach this means 
a careful analysis of the condition of Intranets 
(what are the socio-technical choices made to 
build the technology), Intranet as a constitution 
(what kind of organization is made possible by 
the Intranet), the consequences of Intranets (how 
does the Intranet affect the communication pat-
terns within the organization; how is the content 
of Web 2.0 used for workplace surveillance). This 
perspective offers the possibility to integrate the 

‘virtual’ communication on the Intranet with the 
patterns of social behavior in the ‘real’ world.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Bandwidth: Term used to denote the capacity 
of a communication channel for information: a 
narrow bandwidth implies slow or limited com-
munication. It describes the carrying capacity of 
the users connection or the server connection. It 
is commonly measures in bits or bytes per second 
instead.

Computer Mediated Communication 
(CMC): A general term referring to a range of 
different ways in which people can communicate 
with one another via a computer network. Includes 
both synchronous and asynchronous communica-
tion, one-to-one and many-to-many interactions, 
and text-based or video and audio communication.

Communities of Practice: Communities of 
practice are formed by people who engage in a 
process of collective learning in a shared domain 
of human endeavor. For a community of practice 
to function it needs to generate and appropri-
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ate a shared repertoire of ideas, commitments 
and memories. It also needs to develop various 
resources such as tools, documents, routines, 
vocabulary and symbols that in some way carry 
the accumulated knowledge of the community.

Intranet: An Intranet is a restricted-access 
or internal network that works like the Internet 
(www://http). It enables employees or those with 
access to browse or share resources. Intranets are 
private computing networks, internal to an organi-
zation used for sharing organizational information.

Intranet 2.0: The introduction of Wikis in 
Intranet-technology. Wikis are a piece of server 
software that allows users to freely create and edit 
Web page content using any Web browser (see: 

www.wiki.org). Intranet 2.0 makes the Intranet 
more interactive and collaborative representing 
the evolving collection of social Web tools.

Local Area Network (LAN): A group of 
computers and associated devices that share a 
common communications line or wireless link and 
typically share the resources of a single processor 
or server within a small geographic area.

Organizational Culture: This term refers to 
the way people give meaning to their actions in an 
organizational setting. Because of cognitive and 
normative diversity within an organization, the 
attribution of meaning is complicated and leads 
to organizational cultural integration as well as 
fragmentation; unity as well as diversity.

This work was previously published in Encyclopedia of Knowledge Management, Second Edition, edited by David Schwartz 
and Dov Te’eni, pp. 1280-1289, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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Chapter  5.18

ABSTRACT

This chapter will present an overview of the 
challenges presented to modern power utility 
companies and how many organizations are fac-
ing particularly pressing problems with regards 
to an ageing workforce and a general shortage 
of skills; a situation that is anticipated to worsen 
in the future. It is proposed that knowledge 
management (KM) and decision support (DS) 
may contribute to a solution to these challenges. 
The chapter describes the end-to-end processes 
associated with KM and DS in a power utility 
context and attempts to provide guidance on ef-
fective practices for each stage of the described 
processes. An overview of one particular power 
utility company that has embraced KM is pre-
sented, and it is proposed that the function of asset 

management within power utilities in particular 
may benefit from KM. The chapter focuses not 
only on KM techniques and implementation, but, 
equally, if not more importantly, on the various 
cultural and behavioural aspects that are critical 
to the success of any KM/DS initiative.

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge management (KM) and decision sup-
port (DS) provide opportunities to reduce many 
forms of risk, to improve business processes, 
to increase workforce engagement and morale, 
to enhance training programs and to ultimately 
deliver financial benefits. Furthermore, there are 
significant problems presently being experienced 
throughout the power utility industry associated 
with the retirement of experienced employees and 
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a shortage of skilled personnel being available to 
enter the business. These problems are anticipated 
to worsen in the future. This situation has height-
ened interest in the potential for KM and DS as 
tools with which such problems can be addressed.

However, it is very important that a measured 
and systematic approach is taken to KM and DS. 
There is certainly no single solution that can be 
used in all circumstances, and there are many 
examples of KM projects and applications that 
have resulted in a failure to meet expectations 
and, in some cases, in the disenfranchisement of 
personnel. This chapter will provide an overview, 
and hopefully some guidance, into the various 
components of KM and will illustrate, through 
examples and references, the main steps and 
considerations that must be taken when planning, 
implementing, maintaining and evolving KM and 
DS initiatives.

The Problem

Executives in power utility companies are pre-
sented with many strategic issues and challenges. 
These include: privatization and the emergence of 
new market entrants; an almost continual process 
of mergers, acquisitions, formation and dissolution 
of corporate partnerships; changing legislation 
and government policy, e.g. the UK government’s 
decision to permit future use of nuclear energy, 
which was previously discounted as a future 
power generation option (British Broadcasting 
Corporation, 2007); the drive for green energy 
and increasing penetration of distributed genera-
tion; the demand for increased shareholder return, 
countered by mounting pressure on wholesale fuel 
prices and negative publicity and consumer senti-
ment associated with increasing consumer energy 
prices; increasing moral and legal obligations with 
respect to health and safety; and many others.

All of these issues and challenges must be 
faced in an environment where there is a dwindling 
skills resource, exacerbated by the fact that there 

is an increasing shortage of skilled professional 
engineers. In (American Public Power Associa-
tion, 2005), it is stated that, with reference to 111 
organizations’ responses to a survey carried out in 
2005 (and a similar survey carried out in 2002):

• “50 percent of the respondents indicated 
that more than 20 percent of their work-
force would be eligible to retire in the next 
five years;

• 63 percent of respondents identified 
“skilled trades” as being among the utility 
positions with the most likely retirements 
over the next five years;

• 52 percent of respondents indicated that 
vacancies among the “skilled trade” posi-
tions would be among the most difficult to 
fill;

• 64 percent of respondents believe that re-
tirements will pose either a moderate or 
very great challenge to their utility;

• Twice as many respondents in 2005 believe 
that retirements will create a “significant 
challenge” for their utility than in the 2002 
survey; and

• The most significant challenges created 
will be the loss of knowledge due to retire-
ments, the difficulty finding replacements, 
and the lack of bench strength within the 
organization.”

It is clear that there will be widespread prob-
lems for power utilities in ensuring access to the 
appropriate levels of skills and expertise to under-
pin their businesses in the future. Coupled with 
this are significant changes to both the business 
environment and to employees’ career models. 
The aforementioned issues of privatization and 
industry deregulation, an increase in the penetra-
tion of distributed generation and the requirement 
to extensively refurbish and replace generation, 
transmission and distribution networks, are just 
some of the issues that will require knowledge 
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and experience to ensure that utility companies 
react to and effectively manage their businesses 
through such a changing landscape. Secondly, 
the concept of a “job for life” is alien to many 
early and mid-career level employees, with many 
individuals expecting to occupy several positions, 
whether with one employer through job rotation, 
or through frequent changes of employer as their 
career progresses.

The single most pressing challenge for utili-
ties is therefore to ensure that the knowledge and 
experience that is required to ensure effective 
business performance is readily available. Some 
means of identifying, capturing, sharing and 
maintaining this knowledge and experience is 
therefore critical.

Knowledge Management: 
A Potential Solution?

Knowledge management is a discipline of manage-
ment science that is often thought of as being a 
relatively recent development. However, it could 
be argued that knowledge management has been 
in existence for centuries, if not longer. There 
is a biblical quote that states, “there is nothing 
new under the sun”. While the credibility of this 
statement itself may be the subject of debate, it is 
difficult to dispute the assertion that the recording 
of information in an organized fashion, for the 
subsequent re-use and reference to by others, has 
been practiced throughout the history of civiliza-
tion, from cave paintings and carvings, through to 
hieroglyphics, books, TV and the internet.

The emergence of knowledge management as 
a stand alone discipline has developed through a 
recognition that:

• information and data are constantly grow-
ing in volume and complexity, and there is 
a need to sort, filter and organize what is 
available;

• the power and value of knowledge has been 
become recognized, particularly in mod-
ern, privatized, competitive environments;

• the development of technology and, in 
particular, internet and intranet-based tech-
nologies, can support and enhance the pro-
cesses of knowledge capture, sharing and 
exploitation.

With particular reference to electric power utili-
ties, the attractiveness of knowledge management 
is increased by a number of inter-related factors 
and drivers. Firstly, as already stated, many utili-
ties face issues with workforce age demographics 
(American Public Power Association, 2005). The 
requirement for personnel to rotate within orga-
nizations is also becoming increasingly evident. 
In addition to these HR-related issues, there is 
an ever-increasing drive for shareholder return 
through efficient processes and reduction of costs. 
There is also a requirement to manage and reduce 
risk in many aspects of a utility’s business, and 
utilities also must always focus on ensuring the 
health and safety of their employees, other work-
ers and the public.

There is a requirement to make optimal use of 
experienced personnel, freeing them from “fire 
fighting” and allowing them to undertake more 
strategic or intellectual roles. It is also important 
to ensure that any lessons are learned and acted 
upon and that error-rates within business processes 
are reduced, if not eliminated. The requirement to 
optimize staff training and to permit faster, more 
efficient induction programmes and training for 
both new employees and role-changers is also in-
variably an objective within utility organizations.

All of these factors and drivers can be ad-
dressed and/or supported by effective knowledge 
management programs.

Knowledge Management: Definitions

Before proceeding further, it is necessary to define 
exactly what is meant by knowledge management 
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in the context of this chapter. The term knowledge 
management is rather nebulous in nature and many, 
sometimes conflicting, definitions and interpreta-
tions of the term exist. For the purposes of this 
chapter, knowledge management is defined as:

The identification, capture, structuring and 
sharing of knowledge and experience in order 
to provide personnel with access to experience 
and supporting resources for the purposes of 
decision support.

In other words, knowledge management and 
decision support systems should provide access to 
experience, which may be in the form of lessons 
learned, frequently asked questions, examples of 
good and poor practice, risks, recommendations 
and other experiential-content. This must be orga-
nized and provided in the context of the decision 
making processes to which it applies. It is also 
very important, in addition to providing access 
to knowledge and experience, to provide access 
to any supporting resources, which may be in the 
form of relevant documents, training material, 
spreadsheets, software packages, contacts within 
and external to the organization, websites, etc.

To reiterate, knowledge management and 
decision support should be completely focused 
on the requirements of the user and the business; 
giving users and the business what they need and 
want in order to make them more effective, while 
reducing any inefficiencies and frustrations that 
may be evident.

Knowledge management involves identifica-
tion, capture, sharing and maintenance of experi-
ence and supporting resources, all in a structured 
and systematic fashion. Technology, which may be 
in the form of intranets, wikis, forums, document 
management systems, and other applications, has 
an important part to play but should be used as a 
tool, not as a definer of the problem or solution. Any 
technology should be built around and supportive 
of the organization’s and users’ requirements, and 
any solution should not be technology driven.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT: 
CHANGE, CULTURAL AND 
IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

Culture and Change

Many businesses have stated that they operate as 
a collection of ‘silos’, with an element of isola-
tion and lack of integration and communication 
between individuals, teams and departments. 
Consequently, knowledge and experience, which 
could potentially be used throughout the organiza-
tion, resides within individuals or is restricted to 
small, often co-located groups, and is not shared 
to a great extent.

There are a number of pre-requisites for a 
successful implementation of any KM program 
or initiative. It must be ensured that participants 
(both contributors and consumers of knowledge) 
are actively included in all stages of defining, 
implementing and maintaining any KM/DS 
initiative. A number of guidelines that should be 
followed in the promotion and management of a 
KM program are described in the remainder of 
this section.

Personnel should feel that they have defined 
the need for and been involved in the specification 
of the features of the organization’s KM solution, 
not that the solution has been foisted upon them 
by management, or that KM is a department’s 
or individual’s “pet project”. Sponsorship and 
continual engagement from senior management 
is critical to ensuring the success of any program.

It is important to ensure that the culture within 
the organization is amenable to a KM initiative. 
This is not always easy to achieve but is an ab-
solute prerequisite for the success of any KM 
project; in fact, KM should not be viewed as a 
project, rather it should be viewed as a permanent 
change in the way of working and as providing 
personnel with tools to help them perform their 
function more effectively. The initiative should 
not be communicated as providing personnel with 
more tasks or a higher workload; the opposite 
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should be true if the initiative is well designed and 
effective. A great deal of thinking must be devoted 
with respect to how the initiative is presented to 
personnel, with a clearly stated objective, message 
and communications strategy.

To encourage employees in all departments to 
share knowledge and experience with one another, 
a shift in culture is often required and one of the 
most effective ways to do this is via a campaign 
of publicizing both the need to capture and share 
experience and, possibly more importantly, ex-
plaining the benefits of undertaking such a course 
of action to all participants and inviting questions, 
comments, suggestions and volunteers.

Promotion and explanation of the benefits and 
rationale underlying a KM/DS initiative is critical. 
Participants in a KM initiative should never need 
to ask, “Why are we doing this?” The reasons for 
undertaking a decision support program must be 
explicit and stated in plain language, while at the 
same time, the benefits both to the business as 
a whole as well as to each individual employee 
at various levels within the business must be 
publicized.

It is also important to identify sponsors, 
champions and user-representatives within and 
across the organization in order for the initiative 
to succeed. Newsletters, road shows, employee 
meetings, intranet sites, KM charters, and con-
sultation with employees (e.g. asking them what 
information/knowledge they would have access 
to in an “ideal world”) can all be used to both 
publicize and encourage engagement with pro-
posed initiatives.

When publicizing or launching such initiatives, 
the organization and sponsors must be viewed as 
“listening”, and being open to suggestions, from 
employees’ perspectives.

Keeping the program and initiative interesting 
delivers benefits. It is important that end users 
want to look at any decision support system in 
order to help them perform their job and in de-
veloping and expanding their understanding. This 
is achieved by ensuring that the decision support 

system is lean and that the content is supportive of 
users’ needs, which is best achieved by capturing 
knowledge that:

• is concentrated within individuals;
• is relied upon by many to support critical 

decisions;
• is related to areas where good practice re-

wards the business, and poor practice may 
damage the business;

• is, or may be, at risk of moving within or 
leaving the business;

• is generated in ‘one-off’ projects, that may, 
however, be re-encountered at a later date;

• is in an area where variability in practice 
is evident.

Implementing and Embedding 
KM within the Business

KM initiatives and systems should, as far as 
possible, be connected and fully integrated with 
existing business processes that personnel are 
already familiar. This is an important prerequisite 
for success, and there are various ways of achiev-
ing this. For example, a KM/DS system could be:

• an underpinning element of staff induction 
programs;

• an element of Continuous Professional 
Development (CPD) and training 
programs;

• used as a risk (corporate & functional) cap-
ture, measurement and management tool;

• used as part of a compliance-management 
process;

• used as an element of a risk management 
system;

• used as an element of gathering (and, 
most importantly, reacting to) employee 
feedback;

• utilized as an ‘At Desk’ support tool for 
specific functions – providing access to 
decision support and resources (e.g. tem-
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plates, checklists, etc.) that enable employ-
ees to perform their roles effectively;

• used as part of the employee appraisal 
process;

• part of a regular internal business event, 
e.g. a system could be used to record the 
outcomes of lunchtime seminars, which 
could include the incentive of a free lunch 
for attendees, but with the requirement that 
each attendee asks a question and/or shares 
experience – at such events, an employee 
presents an area of activity and others dis-
cuss and share related experience;

• used to capture and manage output from 
learning groups and/or communities of 
practice.

While a KM system may be “nice to look 
at” and contain valuable information, if it is not 
embedded or connected with users’ normal roles 
and functions, then there is a significant danger 
that the system may fall into disuse. Furthermore, 
careful thought must be devoted to the design, 
layout, features and content of any system – as 
already stated, involving users in specifying 
exactly what type of knowledge, experience and 
decision support is required, and in what context, 
prior to the widespread launch of any system, will 
help to ensure that user uptake and acceptance of 
the solution is maximized.

Technology: Only an Enabler

A description of the role that technology has to 
play in any KM initiative has deliberately been 
reserved to the end of this section. That is not to 
say that technology is not extremely important 
and potentially powerful; however it is critical that 
technology is not permitted to drive the solution. 
The solution should use technology to achieve 
its aims. (Marwick, 2001) provides an excellent 
overview of how technology can be used to support 
the various forms of knowledge sharing that are 

typically undertaken. The modes of knowledge 
sharing covered include:

• Socialization (tacit to tacit):Socialization 
includes the shared formation and com-
munication of tacit knowledge between 
people, e.g., in meetings. Knowledge shar-
ing is often done without ever producing 
explicit knowledge and, to be most effec-
tive, should take place between people who 
have a common culture and can work to-
gether effectively

• Externalization (tacit to explicit):By its 
nature, tacit knowledge is difficult to con-
vert into explicit knowledge. Through con-
ceptualization, elicitation, and ultimately 
articulation, typically in collaboration 
with others, some proportion of a person’s 
tacit knowledge may be captured in explic-
it form. Typical activities in which the con-
version takes place are in dialog among 
team members, in responding to questions, 
or through the elicitation of stories.

• Combination: (explicit to explicit):Explicit 
knowledge can be shared in meetings, via 
documents, e-mails, etc., or through educa-
tion and training. The use of technology to 
manage and search collections of explicit 
knowledge is well established. However, 
there is a further opportunity to foster 
knowledge creation, namely to enrich the 
collected information in some way, such as 
by reconfiguring it, so that it is more us-
able. An example is to use text classifica-
tion to assign documents automatically to 
a subject schema. A typical activity here 
might be to put a document into a shared 
database.

• Internalization (explicit to tacit):In order 
to act on information, individuals have to 
understand and internalize it, which in-
volves creating their own tacit knowledge. 
By reading documents, they can to some ex-
tent re-experience what others previously 
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learned. By reading documents from many 
sources, they have the opportunity to cre-
ate new knowledge by combining their ex-
isting tacit knowledge with the knowledge 
of others. However, this process is becom-
ing more challenging because individuals 
have to deal with ever-larger amounts of 
information. A typical activity would be to 
read and study documents from a number 
of different databases.

Technology has progressed significantly since 
2001 when the text quoted above from (Marwick, 
2001) was written. However, many of the technolo-
gies described in the paper (such as groupware, 
intranets, chat software, document management 
systems) still exist and can provide support to 
KM. However, as already stated, the focus must 
remain on KM requirements and users needs, and 
not on the technology itself.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT: 
THE PROCESS

Overview

Knowledge management is a cyclic and continual 
process. It should not be viewed as a project per 
se, but rather as an initiative that is intended to 
introduce a new way of working and thinking 

across the organization. The end-to-end knowl-
edge management process can be thought of as 
cycling in nature, and has a number of stages, as 
presented in Figure 1.

Starting a Knowledge Management 
Initiative

The phases represented in Figure 1 are associ-
ated with the implementation of KM within a 
business. Prior to this, however, it is important to 
ascertain or diagnose the level of maturity of the 
organization with respect to KM and to establish 
the exact requirements of the organization in 
this respect. Much work on this has been carried 
out by other researchers, including (Collison & 
Parcell, 2001). Diagnosing the organization’s 
present state may involve generally canvassing 
opinion with respect to KM, evaluating processes 
to establish where and how KM (even if it is not 
termed KM) is already being used, either formally 
or informally. For example, many individuals or 
groups may produce ad-hoc spreadsheets that 
contain information for sharing; such activity can 
be categorized is a form of KM. It is important 
to not take an overly-theoretical approach. As 
stated in (Collison & Parcell, 2001), the statement 
below is often made by members of personnel 
with respect to KM:

Figure 1. The knowledge management process
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We think this is really good. The only problem we 
have is that we don’t have the time right now on 
top of everything else we have to do.

An effective response to this statement is 
proposed:

What if we told you someone else has already done 
the very task you are about to do. We just need to 
find out who and what they learned.

This leads to the basic question of “what do we 
need to learn” and, again in (Collison & Parcell, 
2001), this is proposed as a very good starting 
point and a message that can be used to focus 
participants’ attention, while simultaneously act-
ing to alleviate any concerns that personnel may 
have over the effort that will be required on the 
initiative and/or the benefits that may be accrued.

Effectively selling knowledge management to 
all participants and users is critical to the success 
of a KM initiative. The approach to this varies 
depending on the profile of the target party. Di-
rectors and business owners will be motivated by 
the overall protection of (previously) intangible 
assets, the use of KM to identify and reduce risk 
and from the improvements in communication, 
productivity, training and engagement with the 
workforce that are all facilitated by effective KM. 
“Experts” will be amenable to KM if it is seen 
to reduce time spent by them on “firefighting”, 
to reduce time spent on answering questions that 
have already been asked and answered in the 
past, to be freeing them to perform more strate-
gic/valuable functions and providing them with 
increased recognition (and potentially reward) for 
their efforts. The operational workforce, or users 
of any KM system, will perceive similar benefits 
to those offered to “experts”, with the additional 
benefits of having access to a more supportive 
environment, decreasing the potential for errors, 
having the opportunity to contribute knowledge 
to the business and to feel more engaged with the 
decision making process.

To summarize, initiating a KM program re-
quires an effective communication of the need 
for KM, the canvassing of opinion as to what 
KM should offer and publicizing of the benefits 
of KM to all parties involved at all levels of the 
organization. Communication is therefore central 
to the process of preparing for and starting any 
KM initiative. This communication may be via 
email, intranet, seminars, articles in company 
newsletters, etc.

Identifying what Knowledge 
Should be Captured

Before embarking upon a detailed knowledge 
capture exercise, it is important to identify exactly 
what should be captured and to prioritize with 
respect to areas of the business where knowledge 
capture will be undertaken. Of course, it is always 
sensible to try to establish “quick wins” in any 
project, so selecting an area of the business where 
benefits will be readily achieved and where these 
benefits will be apparent to many within the busi-
ness is the overriding objective in identifying initial 
areas where KM should be applied.

There are four high level objectives of any 
identification exercise, and these are to establish 
areas of the business where:

• Experience may be concentrated.
• Experience may be at risk, for example 

through retirement, job rotation, moving to 
another organization.

• There is evidence or a suspicion that prac-
tices may be variable.

• There is evidence that good/poor practice 
directly rewards or damages the business.

A knowledge audit exercise should be an 
effective mechanism for identifying topics and 
business functions for subsequent attention. In 
(De Brún, 2005), it is stated that:
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“The term ‘knowledge audit’ is in some ways a 
bit of a misnomer, since the traditional concept 
of an audit is to check performance against a 
standard, as in financial auditing. A knowledge 
audit, however, is more of a qualitative evalua-
tion. It is essentially a sound investigation into 
an organization’s knowledge ‘health’. A typical 
audit will look at:

• What are the organization’s knowledge 
needs?

• What knowledge assets or resources does it 
have and where are they?

• What gaps exist in its knowledge?
• How does knowledge flow around the 

organization?
• What blockages are there to that flow e.g. 

to what extent do its people, processes and 
technology currently support or hamper 
the effective flow of knowledge?

The knowledge audit provides an evidence-based 
assessment of where the organization needs to 
focus its knowledge management efforts. It can 
reveal the organization’s knowledge manage-
ment needs, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, 
threats and risks.”

There are many analytical and assessment 
tools available to support knowledge audits; 
but the principle activities and objectives of any 
knowledge audit exercise are generic and include:

• Identification and quantification of an or-
ganization’s reliance on knowledge and ex-
perience in specific areas of their business.

• Identification of areas where knowledge is 
concentrated and/or is widely used and/or 
is critically important.

• Identification and evaluation of existing 
knowledge and experience management 
methods and tools.

• Identification of areas where there is a 
known (or suspected) variance in practice.

• Identification of past events within the 
business that exemplify good and/or poor 
practice with respect to knowledge and ex-
perience management.

• Identification of how knowledge and expe-
rience flows around the organization, both 
intra-departmental and inter-departmental 
and identification of blockages or other 
impediments to these flows.

• Identification of how knowledge and expe-
rience is interchanged with parties external 
to the business and any risks associated 
with these processes.

• Identification of key customers/users of 
knowledge and experience and their KM 
requirements.

• Identification of any gaps that may exist in 
an organization’s experience base in order 
to establish the specific risks faced by the 
business and to make recommendations on 
the most appropriate continuing profes-
sional development and training activities 
to mitigate these shortcomings.

• Identification of areas where knowledge is 
at imminent risk due to staff demographics 
and/or anticipated movements.

• Quantification of the effects of knowl-
edge loss, deviation from proper practice, 
improvements to practices through effec-
tive knowledge capture and dissemination, 
business interruptions/accidents due to im-
proper application or non-availability of 
knowledge and experience.

• Evaluation and quantification of the busi-
ness benefits of a more comprehensive de-
cision support provision than that which 
currently exists. This will include identifi-
cation and prioritization of specific func-
tions that would benefit from the provision 
of knowledge management and decision 
support solutions.

• Provision of input to the development of 
an ongoing and future strategy (including a 
prioritized list of target topics/individuals) 
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for the capture, retention and dissemina-
tion of experience.

• Provision of recommendations relating to 
improvement of knowledge and experience 
capture, protection and dissemination.

It must also be noted that KM does not only 
involve capture of knowledge from personnel. 
Individuals, when making decisions, do not only 
rely on previous experience, but often call upon 
a wide range of supporting resources in order to 
make decisions and perform tasks. The identifica-
tion of these supporting resources must also be 
included, both during an audit exercise and also 
during subsequent knowledge capture activity.

To facilitate an audit, carefully designed 
questionnaires and surveys, seminars, presenta-
tions, on-line tools, focused interviews with a 
cross-section of personnel, and other canvassing 
techniques, can all be used. For an excellent 
overview of knowledge audit techniques, refer 
to (Community Knowledge).

Capturing, Codifying and 
Disseminating Knowledge

Knowledge capture, or knowledge elicitation, is 
arguably the most important element of any KM 

program. There is an adage, “garbage in, garbage 
out” and this is a very appropriate statement in the 
context of KM. It is important to capture and share 
knowledge that is: useful to the organization and 
individual users; is not necessarily widely known 
(to avoid the “so what?” reaction); is validated 
and that all appropriate measures are taken to 
ensure accuracy; is seen as being open to query, 
criticism and modification – it is important that 
captured knowledge is not viewed by others as 
being absolute and not open to challenge, the last 
thing that a KM programme should produce is an 
organization full of automatons.

The processes of knowledge capture (and the 
preceding step of knowledge identification) are 
summarized in Figure 3. This process is loosely 
based on the CommonKADS (CommonKADS) 
model, where knowledge can be thought of as 
having multiple “layers”, those being: the task 
layer, which describes the process or function to 
be carried out; the inference or decision layer, 
which describes decision that must be taken, with 
their associated inputs and outputs; and the layer 
of experience and supporting resources that are 
used to inform and input to the decision making 
processes. The model presented in Figure 3 can 
be used to guide both knowledge capture and the 
associated process of representing knowledge, 

Figure 2. KM involves identification and capture of both knowledge and supporting resources
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either via documents, graphically or via some 
form of software system.

Knowledge Capture Techniques

The overarching objective in a knowledge cap-
ture exercise is to capture and protect knowledge 
and experience for decision support purposes. It 
is important to capture only relevant and useful 
experience. For example, the objective of the 
exercise not to “re-write” a textbook or manual 
(unless none exists). The focus of the exercise 
should be on the end-users of the experience and 
their specific requirements. For experienced per-
sonnel, it may be that only esoteric, unusual and 
other such experience may be required.

Conversely, when capturing knowledge for 
consumption by trainees and/or job rotators, a 
more comprehensive approach, similar to business 
process mapping, may be required.

There are many techniques that can be used to 
support knowledge capture. These include

• Observation
• Brainstorming
• Structure problem solving
• Surveying
• Repertory grids
• Graphical techniques/mind mapping
• A number of other techniques

There are also formal frameworks and meth-
odologies that have been developed to assist in 
many aspects of knowledge capture and structur-
ing, such as the CommonKADS (CommonKADS) 
framework.

Figure 3. Knowledge identification and capture process
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Structured Interviews for 
Knowledge Capture

Many of the most effective knowledge elicitation 
methods involve the use of structured interview-
ing techniques; this therefore warrants further 
description. Such techniques involve conducting a 
knowledge elicitation meeting in accordance with 
a comprehensive pre-prepared and pre-agreed 
agenda. The interview is recorded, transcribed and 
the participating expert(s), and ideally a selection 
of his/her colleagues, subject the transcript docu-
ment to review and validation.

The approach to conducting structured inter-
views is summarized in Figure 4.

The elicitation program should be based on 
areas of expertise identified during the identifica-
tion/audit phase. The strategy adopted during 
elicitation should be to initially conduct a scoping 
meeting, which is based around and builds upon 
the results of the knowledge audit and communica-
tion with the expert(s) prior to the meeting. The aim 
of the scoping meeting is to obtain a “shallow cut” 
across the entire area of knowledge, identifying key 
tasks and processes within the area that require 

knowledge and experience (and supporting re-
sources) to be employed in their execution. At the 
end of the scoping meeting, a draft of the agendas 
for all of the future knowledge elicitation meetings 
on this area should be drawn up and agreed in 
principle with the expert(s). Formal, agreed versions 
of the agendas are produced prior to the beginning 
of the detailed knowledge elicitation phase.

During the detailed knowledge elicitation 
meetings, the agenda items should be discussed 
with the elicitor constantly searching for and 
attempting to draw out key tasks and sub-tasks, 
the decisions that require to be made within these 
tasks and the tacit knowledge and other sources 
of support (e.g. manuals and other procedural 
documents) that are required to inform and sup-
port these decisions. The elicitor should always 
attempt to explore the justification for why things 
are as described by the expert and should never 
blindly accept explanations offered by the expert. 
Typical questions that may be asked during elici-
tation include:

“Scoping” questions (focus on identification, 
not detail):

Figure 4. Structured interview approach
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• What do you do?
• Can you describe the process and its 

sub-tasks?
• Which are the most important decisions?
• Which decisions are most reliant on 

experience?
• Which areas have most risk associated 

with them?
• Which areas have the most variance in 

practice?
• Where have mistakes been made in the 

past?
• Where could improvements be made?
• What are the main sources of support – 

data, documents, software, other people?

“Detailed elicitation” questions (focus on de-
tailed capture of experience and decision making 
processes):

• With reference to this particular process, 
re-confirm the main decisions requiring 
experience.

• For this decision, can you discuss the back-
ground, why it is done the way it is, how it 
was done in the past?

• For this decision, can you establish the im-
pact of making an error – what are the pos-
sible errors, how much do they cost?

• For this decision, could any improvements 
be made? What would the benefits be?

• What are the FAQs associated with this 
decision?

• What are the inputs and outputs?
• Are there any risks: how can they be iden-

tified and mitigated? What is the impact of 
these risks – what is the current level of 
this risk?

• Can you describe examples of good 
practice?

• Can you describe examples of poor 
practice?

• Can you describe case studies – these 
may be structured as concise after-action 

reviews (what was done, what was good, 
what was bad, what was learned)?

• Do you have any general or specific 
recommendations?

• Are there any knowledge gaps around this 
process?

• For this decision making process, can you 
detail the supporting resources and how 
they are used, which are most relevant, 
which are maybe not so relevant? Should 
any of these resources be changed/updat-
ed? Are there any other recommendations 
relating to resources?

In addition to these questions, the discussion 
should be regularly summarized and “teach back”, 
where the interviewer summarizes the main ele-
ment of the interviewee’s description, should be 
performed periodically throughout the interviews 
to improve engagement with the interviewee and 
also to prompt the interviewee to elaborate and 
extend previous explanations. It is also worth-
while attempting to encourage the interviewee 
to question their assertions through regular use 
of the basic question “why?”

A transcript of the meeting should be produced 
(normally digital audio recorders are used to 
provide a record of the meeting for transcription 
purposes). This transcript should be structured 
according to the agenda, with the key processes, 
decisions and supporting knowledge being explic-
itly represented and described within the transcript 
document – often using a template for the transcript 
(containing, for example, sub-headings of “back-
ground”, “FAQ”, “Risks”, “Recommendations” 
“After Action Reviews”, “Supporting Resources”, 
etc. for each decision making process) can be an 
effective method of communicating the outcomes 
of the meeting and aids validation and verification 
of content. The categorization of content using 
such a template approach, rather than merely 
documenting the discussion in uncategorized 
prose, has been found to be effective in ensuring 
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that interviewees comprehensively engage with 
the validation process.

Following completion of the scoping meeting 
and the subsequent series of detailed knowledge 
elicitation meetings, a validated, consolidated 
transcript document, containing all of the elicited 
knowledge for the particular area under study, 
should be available.

Another powerful technique for knowledge 
elicitation, or to be more accurate, knowledge dis-
covery, is through the use of knowledge discovery 
in databases (KDD) and data mining techniques 
(Data mining). This is useful for organizations 
with large amounts of data relating to their busi-
ness (e.g. sales and other business performance 
data, technical process data, etc.). If an expert has 
a suspicion that inter-relationships and/or patterns 
exist within such data, KDD can provide a means 
of investigating whether these hypotheses are 
in actual fact true. The outcomes from such an 
exercise could be knowledge, for example in the 
form of rules, which could subsequently be used in 
the future to improve aspects of the performance 
of the business.

The Importance of Listening 
During Knowledge Capture

Knowledge capture involves extensive periods 
of listening and a continual attempt to engage 
with the interviewee on the part of interviewer. 
Listening is critical to the success of the exercise 
and effective listening will have the benefit of 
encouraging the interviewee and fostering a posi-

tive relationship between both parties. There are 
a number of interesting observations that have 
been made by others (Carter, 2003) relating to 
the act of listening:

• Individuals listen at a speed of 125-250 
words per minute, but can think at a speed 
of 1000-3000 words per minute.

• 75% of the time, individuals are distracted, 
preoccupied or forgetful when “listening”.

• 20% of the time, individuals remember the 
details of what the other party said.

• More than 35% of businesses think listen-
ing is a top skill for success.

• Less than 2% of people have had formal 
education with listening.

Furthermore, the authors of the statistics listed 
above also summarize the average communica-
tions skills education compared to the amount of 
utilization of each mode of communication:

From Table 1, it is clear that the mode of com-
munication most used is that for which the least 
amount of formal training is typically received. 
It is therefore very important that interviewers in 
a KM program are aware of the requirements for 
listening, and they should ideally attend some 
form of listening/interviewing training course 
prior to taking part in any KM exercise.

Tacit Knowledge

The capture and codification of tacit knowledge is 
often discussed as being one of the most difficult 

Table 1. Modes of communication, education and utilization (adapted from Carter, 2003) 

Communication Mode Average Time Spent in Education in 
Communication Mode

Typical Proportion Time that 
Communication Mode is Used

Writing 10-15 years <10%

Reading 6-10 years 15-20%

Speaking 1-3 years 20-40%

Listening 0-10 hours 40-60%
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challenges to knowledge management practitio-
ners. It is recognized that tacit knowledge, defined 
in (Wikipedia, 2008) as knowledge that is “appar-
ently wholly or partly inexplicable”, is difficult, if 
not impossible to capture. However, the proportion 
of tacit knowledge within an organization can be 
reduced through structured sharing and ongoing 
maintenance of experience within KM systems.

Consider the analogy of riding a bicycle. While 
explicitly describing (in words) how to ride a 
bicycle may be viewed as difficult or almost im-
possible, an experienced cyclist may be able to 
share valuable knowledge with an inexperienced 
cyclist (that is capable of basic cycling) relating 
to technique that can have an immediate positive 
impact on performance; for example, spinning 
the pedals at a higher cadence in a certain gear 
may be more efficient than spinning at a lower 
cadence in another gear for the same over-ground 
speed (this could be viewed as an example of 
good practice). Knowledge management should 
focus on identifying and capturing such “tricks 
of the trade”, and similarly on capturing “pitfalls 
of the trade”, and making these available so that 
others may benefit.

It should also be noted that tacit knowledge, 
while difficult to codify, can often be shared 
through storytelling and/or demonstration. Many 
people learn to ride a bicycle through mimicking 
others and/or by trial and error (often with some-
one, usually a parent, initially running alongside 
the embryonic cyclist, holding the bicycle and 
then letting go). This situation is an example of 
knowledge sharing where “show-how”, through 
physical demonstration, can be more effective 
than sharing of “know-how”, through words. 
Technology can often provide effective means of 
sharing “show-how”, for example through video, 
virtual reality, games/role-playing, etc.

Knowledge management cannot promise to 
render all tacit knowledge within an organization 
explicit. However, by publicizing KM and under-
taking KM exercises that produce clear benefits 
to all participants, an environment can be created 

where knowledge creation, capture and sharing are 
central to all activities and become second nature 
to individuals within the organization.

Sharing Knowledge

Knowledge can be shared using a variety of means, 
from relatively simple, document-based sharing 
of knowledge, through people-based techniques 
such as informal exchanges, regular meetings 
and seminars, to searchable, multi-media systems 
containing previously captured knowledge and 
supporting resources. This chapter is deliberately 
not focused on technology, however, as previously 
indicated, (Marwick, 2001) describes various 
technologies (such as groupware, intranets, chats, 
document management systems) and their appli-
cability to KM. There are also many providers of 
KM solutions, and information relating to such 
providers is readily available on the internet.

Encouraging knowledge sharing underpins any 
successful KM initiative. As previously stated, 
the benefits of KM must be explicitly stated and 
continually reinforced. The approach taken will 
vary depending on the nature of the individual 
participant in the program. Directors and busi-
ness owners will be motivated by the overall 
protection of (previously) intangible assets, the 
use of KM to identify and reduce risk and from 
the improvements in communication, productiv-
ity, training and engagement with the workforce 
that are all facilitated by effective KM. “Experts” 
will be amenable to KM if it is seen to reduce 
time spent by them on “firefighting”, to reduce 
time spent on answering questions that have al-
ready been asked and answered in the past, to be 
freeing them to perform more strategic/valuable 
functions and providing them with increased 
recognition (and potentially reward) for their 
efforts. The operational workforce, or users of 
any KM system, will perceive similar benefits 
to those offered to “experts”, with the additional 
benefits of having access to a more supportive 
environment, decreasing the potential for errors, 
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having the opportunity to contribute knowledge 
to the business and to feel more engaged with the 
decision making process.

The benefits stated above should be used to 
encourage both the consumption of knowledge 
and, more importantly, the sharing and contribu-
tion of new knowledge, or knowledge that, while 
not new, was not previously readily available 
within the organization.

The Role of Reward in Encouraging 
Knowledge Sharing

Reward and other incentives can be used to encour-
age knowledge sharing, as discussed in (Bartol, 
2002). In this paper, the role of monetary and 
non-monetary reward in encouraging knowledge 
sharing is analyzed in detail. It is proposed that, 
unless potential knowledge sharers obtain a posi-
tive answer to the question, “What’s in it for me?” 
then effective knowledge sharing is less likely to 
happen. The reward itself may be in the form of 
direct financial bonuses, through non-financial 
bonuses such as theatre tickets, vacation trips, 
etc. or through internal or external recognition 
and praise via company publications, websites, 
employee meetings, seminars and social events.

The paper also discusses how rewards can be 
made to individuals, to teams and/or to the entire 
organization, based on the knowledge shared and 
the benefit it has delivered. It is also stated that 
means of measuring the contributions of individu-
als and teams must be subject to validation, as 
carried out by Xerox (Brown & Duguid, 2000), 
and that contributions should be readily quantifi-
able, both in terms of quantity and quality. The 
paper describes how Cap Gemini Ernst & Young 
awards merit pay decisions partly on the basis of 
the knowledge sharing activities of its employees. 
On a scale from 2 to 5, employees cannot score 
more than 3 points if they have not participated 
in knowledge sharing activities (Stevens, 2000). 
Similar practices exist at the Lotus Development 
division of IBM and at Buckman Laboratories 

and these are also described in (Stevens, 2000). 
In terms of measuring the benefits arising from 
contributed knowledge, there are a number of 
available methods, including measuring the per-
formance increase (if possible) introduced by the 
shared knowledge. Measurement can be difficult 
and complex; in the paper, it is stated that Cap 
Gemini Ernst & Young measures the value of 
knowledge contributed on the basis of how many 
people are known to have used that knowledge.

It is proposed that methods of measuring 
explicit knowledge sharing activities are best 
facilitated by database/knowledge base systems. 
However, it must also be recognized that other 
means of knowledge sharing, both informal and 
formal, exist and must be encouraged.

Maintaining Knowledge

At the precise moment when knowledge is created 
and/or captured; it is effectively “time stamped” 
and may soon become irrelevant, erroneous or 
obsolete. Accordingly, it is crucial that all content 
within any KM/DS system be regularly main-
tained in order to avoid any problems associated 
with inaccurate, out of date or lapsed content. 
There are many ways that this can be achieved; 
technology can help, but an effective knowledge 
maintenance program relies largely on effective 
processes being embedded within the business to 
ensure that knowledge is regularly reviewed and 
updated. This can be facilitated through:

• Creation of KM steering groups or simi-
lar managerial structures, that are respon-
sible for overseeing and ensuring that KM 
systems are being used and updated ac-
cordingly (and reacting appropriately and 
sympathetically if this is found to not be 
happening);

• Regular scheduled knowledge capture/re-
view sessions, where the appropriate ma-
terial is reviewed and any modifications, 
additions and/or deletions are made;
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• The appointment of “knowledge owners” 
within the business, with a specific respon-
sibility to review content;

• Introducing regular after-action reviews, 
where system(s) are updated following 
completion of tasks by individual(s);

• Creation of communities of practice – 
these may be supported by technology – 
chat software, online collaboration tools, 
blogs and other types of on-line diary/col-
laboration software;

• Providing (controlled and monitored) ac-
cess to content to all employees, with a 
clear message that all staff are encouraged 
and expected to comment upon/review 
and/or modify content as necessary;

• Continually publicizing the KM initiative 
and, in particular, any “success stories”, 
with a reminder and encouragement to all 
to participate, including reviewing and up-
dating content where relevant.

Maintenance of knowledge relies upon engage-
ment of personnel, and it is important that staff are 
motivated to participate, are aware of the rationale 
and benefits of the program and ultimately view 
knowledge management as a tool, not as a task.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT IN 
POWER UTILITIES: APPLICATIONS

China Light and Power

China Light and Power’s (CLP) business in 
Hong Kong is a vertically integrated (generation, 
transmission and distribution) power utility. CLP, 
with an installed generation capacity of 6,908 
megawatts, and a transmission and distribution 
network of 12,958 kilometers in length, supplies 
electricity to approximately 80% of Hong Kong’s 
total population (CLP, 2008).

CLP is one of the leading KM practitioners 
in the electric power utility industry. This is 

evidenced by their numerous publications in this 
area. They are also the first Asian utility to receive 
PAS 55 accreditation in recognition of their asset 
management practices.

In (Mak, Choi, 2003), an overview of the 
application of knowledge management in the 
project management function associated with 
power transmission networks is described. In this 
paper, a diverse range of KM applications, and 
their attendant benefits, is presented. Applications 
described in the paper include: knowledge capture 
and exploitation in the areas of architecture and 
civil engineering; project engineering in the Chi-
nese mainland, with a particular focus on dealing 
with process and cultural differences between 
Hong Kong and mainland China; an application 
that ensures best practice for cable laying, a general 
FAQ/ “knowledge quiz” on engineering project 
management; and finally, and interestingly, an 
application on the “softer” skills associated with 
relationship management.

The paper illustrates how a diverse range of 
business functions, from those that are highly 
technical and process-oriented, to softer and 
less procedural functions, can benefit from KM. 
Another interesting fact to note about this paper 
is that a diverse range of approaches to the imple-
mentation are adopted, showing that, while the 
high-level KM strategy may be consistent, each 
application makes use of a number of alternative 
tools and methods in order to best meet users’ 
needs within the particular application domain. 
This also emphasizes the requirement, as stated 
elsewhere in this chapter, to canvass user opinions 
and requirements and subsequently develop ap-
plications to meet these stated needs.

Another paper from CLP (Poon, 2005) dis-
cusses more strategic and management-oriented 
issues associated with KM. It is stated that staff 
development and growth are facilitated by KM, 
while also acknowledging the fact that problems 
associated with an ageing workforce also highlight 
the need for organized and effective KM within 
the business.
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A valuable insight into the management of 
KM within CLP is presented in the paper. Figure 
5 below highlights how a comprehensive orga-
nizational structure has been created to deal with 
the capture, organization, validation and ongoing 
maintenance of knowledge within CLP:

The strategic objectives of KM within CLP 
are to:

• identify and retain critical knowledge;
• enhance infrastructure to facilitate ex-

change of knowledge;
• promote the value of sharing working 

knowledge;
• develop new knowledge.

The paper also illustrates how CLP has un-
dertaken a measured approach to identifying and 
prioritizing knowledge that must be captured and 
how a structured approach to knowledge capture, 
sharing and maintenance has been adopted in a 
number of application areas, using a variety of 
enabling IT systems.

The topics of promotion and reward and rec-
ognition for KM participants are also described 
in the paper, and it is clear that CLP has a mature 
and comprehensive approach to KM.

A later publication from CLP (Chan, 2007) 
discusses four dimensions of KM within CLP: 
knowledge, process, technology and human. The 

knowledge dimension is targeted at corralling 
and categorizing existing documents, presenta-
tions and other explicit material that is deemed 
to contain knowledge and making this available 
to all via a portal. The process dimension focuses 
on defining processes that will encourage, and in 
some cases, mandate the sharing of knowledge 
within, and as a key component of, business 
processes. The technology dimension identifies 
and introduces technology solutions that can 
facilitate the objectives of KM, and the technol-
ogy is stated as including: shared workspaces; 
discussion forums; email alerts to highlight the 
existence of new or updated knowledge; search 
engines and content management systems. Finally, 
the human dimension is discussed in the paper, 
and an effective “human touch” is highlighted as 
being a pre-requisite for a successful KM initiative. 
The need for senior management support and the 
various means of promoting and recognizing KM 
activities are described, similar to the description 
presented in (Poon, 2005).

Other references containing further informa-
tion on the various aspects of CLP’s knowledge 
management activities include (Lau, Chan, 2000), 
(Choi, Lau, 2003), (Chan, 2006) and (Chan, 
Leung, 2006).

Figure 5. CLP KM organizational structure (adapted from Poon, 2005)
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Knowledge Management 
and Asset Management in 
Power Utilities: PAS 55

Asset management is probably the most important 
central function that is common to all modern 
power utilities, and involves the key tasks of: 
identifying the need for, in some cases designing 
the application of, and subsequently inviting ten-
ders for and procuring new infrastructure assets; 
commissioning, operating and maintaining assets; 
troubleshooting and repairing assets as necessary 
and refurbishing, replacing or decommissioning 
obsolete assets. Utilities often outsource elements 
of their asset management function, but should 
always retain in-house expertise to effectively 
monitor and manage the performance of service 
providers. Increasingly, utilities must demonstrate 
comprehensive, documented and effective asset 
management practices to shareholders and external 
stakeholders such as regulators, health and safety 
organizations and consumer groups. It is important 
that these practices include the interfaces with 
and management of service providers.

PAS 55 is a relatively recent development and 
is, “the British Standards Institution’s “Publicly 
Available Specification” for the optimized man-
agement of physical assets and infrastructure - it 
provides clear definitions and a 21-point require-
ments specification for joined-up, optimized and 
whole-life asset management systems”. (PAS55)

PAS 55 accreditation has now been recom-
mended for all licensed power utility companies 
in the UK by Ofgem (the UK regulator for gas and 
electricity) (AFAQ). PAS 55 documentation is pub-
licly available and provides detailed step-by-step 
guidance on the processes that are required to en-
able any organization to gain PAS 55 accreditation. 
In a paper by (Woodhouse, 2006), it is stated that 
there is a need for a “joined up approach” to asset 
management. This approach can be facilitated by 
clarifying and making explicit all decision-making 
processes, and knowledge management has an 
obvious part to play in achieving this.

Interestingly, in (Woodhouse, 2006) there is a 
section entitled “Human Assets”, and in this sec-
tion it is stated that there is a requirement to create 
a collaborative environment and that a total of 44 
component skills have been identified that are 
necessary to effectively manage assets. A figure 
adapted from the paper (Woodhouse, 2006) also 
outlines how different categories of personnel 
can provide answers to questions associated with 
asset management.

It is clear that knowledge management is there-
fore a fundamental enabler of asset management 
and can be a facilitator of PAS 55 accreditation. 
From Figure 6, there are a number of terms that are 
concordant with KM. “Continuous improvement”, 
“teamwork”, “understanding”, “communication 
skills”: all of these can be enabled by KM. Ad-
ditionally, within the PAS 55 documentation itself, 
knowledge management and decision support 
systems are both identified as specific compo-
nents of asset information, risk assessment and 
planning functions.

Knowledge Management: Benefits 
and Business Case

At the highest level, KM initiatives can deliver 
benefits in three main areas: productivity and ef-
ficiency improvements; the management of many 
forms of risk; and in enhancing the efficiency and 
effectiveness of training processes.

A breakdown of the benefits in each of these 
areas is presented below, along with an overview 
of the potential financial benefits of an effective 
KM initiative.

• Productivity and Efficiency. Benefits in 
this context may include:
 ◦ Time savings. Time spent query-

ing others who may be difficult to 
obtain or unavailable is reduced. 
Furthermore, answers to questions 
previously unavailable can be made 
available on-line via KM initiatives. 
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The incidence of incorrect courses of 
action that may have been taken in 
the past can be reduced, directly im-
proving productivity.

 ◦ Efficiency savings. Time spent search-
ing for appropriate reference material 
is reduced. A reduction in the amount 
of repeated mistakes can be achieved.

 ◦ Standardization and re-use of exist-
ing resources. Production of dupli-
cates, triplicates, or worse of docu-
ments and reports that may already 
exist can be avoided by providing 
access to existing documents, which 
may act as templates, or even ready-
made solutions.

 ◦ Experience-led advice is always 
available. Direct access to examples 
of good and poor practice can be con-
stantly available on-line, therefore 
acting to reduce the incidence of re-
peated mistakes.

• Training. An obvious use of the experi-
ence and resources captured through any 
KM initiative is for training and e-learning 

purposes. The benefits of e-learning are 
well documented and include:
 ◦ Time savings. 40-60% time saving 

in delivery compared to instructor-
led programmes (review of 130 case 
studies) (Hall).

 ◦ Cost savings. Reduced attrition costs 
through the provision of experience-
rich training, resulting in new em-
ployees reaching full productivity 
faster. (Costs of attrition can range 
from 50% to 400% of annual salary 
depending on the position in question)

 ◦ Reduced instructor(s) costs. Reduced 
travel, accommodation and subsis-
tence costs associated with employee 
off-site course attendance.

 ◦ Lost opportunity savings. Employees 
training and learning in-situ through 
accessing at-desk training are still 
available to respond to events as nec-
essary; this may not be the case if 
they attend an off-site course or an 
in-house instructor-led course.

Figure 6. “Listening to those best-placed to know the answers (adapted from Woodhouse, 2006)
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 ◦ Consistency. The consistency of de-
livery is improved through reduced/
eliminated use of instructors.

 ◦ Accessibility. There is effectively no 
limitation on the number of trainees 
and no restrictions on the geographic 
location of trainees – training can be 
undertaken at any time and from any 
location.

 ◦ Increased retention of information. 
It has been established that effective 
training and e-learning results in a 
56% improvement in retention of 
learning points.

• Risk Management. A significant element 
of any KM initiative should focus upon 
the identification of risks and how best to 
mitigate or eliminate them. The benefits 
of capturing, verifying and disseminating 
how best to mitigate risks using KM tech-
niques include:
 ◦ Corporate risk management. Risks 

associated with staff turnover and ab-
senteeism (whether through illness, 
travel, etc) are mitigated if key indi-
viduals’ knowledge and experience is 
captured and made available to others 
via KM initiatives.

 ◦ Functional risk management. Risks 
(and methods for their mitigation) as-
sociated with technical procedures, 
hazards, safety, etc. can be captured 
and widely disseminated using KM 
techniques.

 ◦ Risk identification and ownership. 
The visibility, ownership and ac-
countability associated with risks can 
be captured and widely disseminated 
using appropriate KM techniques.

 ◦ Risk mitigation. The use of multime-
dia resources (e.g. photographs and 
video-clips) to illustrate risks, their 
impact and mitigation techniques are 
provided through KM portals.

 ◦ Compliance. Access to regulations 
and legislation and an explanation of 
their impact on individual business 
processes can be provided via KM 
portals.

 ◦ Planning. Predicting risk occurrence 
and planning preventative action is 
greatly enhanced – this minimizes 
time spent “fire-fighting” through the 
repeated making of mistakes.

 ◦ Feedback. Using feedback and com-
munities of practice facilities, feed-
back on new or emerging risks and 
ways to mitigate and/or eliminate 
them can be encouraged. Once cap-
tured, the newly identified risks can 
be made available to the appropri-
ate personnel via some form of KM 
portal.

• Financial Benefits. As already stated, the 
quantification of any benefits specific to 
an organisation requires analysis of the in-
dividual client’s situation. However, con-
sidering the following general questions 
may be useful when attempting to quantify 
financial benefits, as effective KM initia-
tives may help to reduce some of these 
costs or realise a benefit associated with 
exploiting experience contained within the 
business. Some of the criteria that will be 
discussed include1:
 ◦ How much do (or could) theoretically 

avoidable mistakes and errors cost 
the business in a particular function?

 ◦ How much does variability in prac-
tice (e.g. across teams, departments 
or business groups) cost the business?

 ◦ How much could freeing experts/
teams from “fire-fighting” and allow-
ing them to concentrate on their main 
role save the business?

 ◦ How much could be saved by reduc-
ing/eliminating reliance on external 
consultants in certain areas?
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 ◦ How much time is wasted (and what 
does it cost) waiting for a decision 
from an experienced individual or in 
looking for information or resources 
that should be readily available?

 ◦ How much is spent on training (ex-
ternal and internal) in a particular 
function? This cost should include 
both the cost of the training, the cost 
of trainees being unavailable to their 
department, the cost of trainees while 
they are reaching full productivity, the 
cost of experienced mentors/trainers 
not being available to their own func-
tions due to training commitments, 
etc. One utility has publicly stated 
that it spends over £250,000 on train-
ing for each graduate trainee over a 
two-year period in their business.

 ◦ What opportunities are being missed 
(and how much is this costing the 
business) due to insufficient resourc-
es/experience being available?

 ◦ Are there any commercial opportuni-
ties through providing (and charging 

for) access to the organization’s expe-
rience in certain areas to third parties?

A summary of the benefits that can be obtained 
from KM is presented graphically in Figure 7:

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This chapter has presented an overview of the 
challenges that are presented to modern power 
utility companies and how many organizations are 
facing particularly pressing problems with regards 
to an ageing workforce and a general shortage 
of skills; a situation that is anticipated to worsen 
in the future. Knowledge management and deci-
sion support can act to address these challenges, 
but it is important that a number of factors are 
taken into account when planning, implementing, 
maintaining and monitoring the performance of 
a knowledge management initiative.

Firstly, knowledge management should focus 
on decision support and on the requirements of 
users. Opinion and needs should be canvassed and 
taken into account by the sponsors and participants 
in the initiative. The culture and attitudes towards 

Figure 7. The benefits of knowledge management
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knowledge sharing, and change in general, within 
the organization are critical and the objective 
should be to ensure that KM is viewed as a tool, 
and not as a task, by all. It is important to establish 
the benefits of any KM program and to strive to 
develop metrics by which the performance and/
or the contribution of KM to other aspects of the 
organization’s performance may be measured. A 
number of reward strategies have also been dis-
cussed, in addition to the attention that must be paid 
to ensuring that the content of any KM/DS system 
is maintained and effectively evolves over time.

An insight into the experience and lessons 
learned by China Light and Power has been 
presented in this chapter, and the main message 
arising from this insight is that this company has 
clearly invested heavily in KM, has tailored dif-
ferent approaches to KM for different applications 
within its business and recognizes the importance 
of the human factors and the need to continually 
promote and maintain KM within the organization.

Finally, KM must never be viewed as a project, 
and certainly not as an IT-based project. KM, 
while not necessarily new, should be seen as a 
way of encouraging openness, should act to en-
courage and reward the sharing and documenting 
of knowledge and the importance of KM must be 
continually publicized, recognized and valued by 
sponsors within the organization.
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opportunities is obviously a subjective issue 
and this must be addressed and agreed with 
stakeholders involved in any KM initiative.
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Chapter  5.19

ABSTRACT

The merging of knowledge management and hy-
brid learning has gained more and more attraction 
and has been put in the focus of interests lately, 
for the simple reason that both areas can benefit 
from each other. As a result, this chapter deals 
with knowledge management for hybrid learning. 
This chapter begins with a short introduction, 
followed by a brief clarification showing our 
understanding of hybrid learning. Afterwards, 
knowledge and associated attributes are defined 
precisely – definitions are derived and taxonomies 
for knowledge are described. This section closes 
with a first reflection on knowledge in the context 

of hybrid learning. Subsequently, the authors take 
a closer look at knowledge management by intro-
ducing different schools of thought and models for 
knowledge management. Opportunities to delve 
deeper into the subject individually are offered 
passim. The main part of the chapter provides a 
comprehensive view of knowledge management 
for hybrid learning. The described features range 
from general conclusions to theoretical aspects, 
exemplary projects, and finally practical aspects 
– previous deliberations are brought together, cur-
rent insights concerning the research perspective 
are described and tools as well as techniques which 
foster knowledge management for hybrid learn-
ing are presented. Finally, a critical reflection as 
well as an outlook and some thoughts concerning 
future issues conclude this chapter.
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INTRODUCTION

Knowledge management as well as learning 
in general or e-learning and hybrid learning in 
particular are two areas that have developed 
independently in the past. Lately these fields are 
starting to converge, and theories, methods, and 
findings are being combined. These joint consid-
erations benefit both areas with new insights and 
enhancements but also increase the complexity 
and number of obstacles for those interested in 
these topics and those in charge of setting up a 
proper solution for a specific setting. Individually, 
the area of hybrid learning already brings with 
it a vast number of settings. The virtual parts of 
learning can range from a minimum support up to 
a broadly considered, pedagogically sophisticated 
offer. Of course traditional learning can be scaled 
the same way.

Figure 1 shows the shift of learning paradigms 
by summing up the resulting number of systems 

assigned to each paradigm, and it gives an impres-
sion of the consequential increasing importance 
of blended and hybrid systems, respectively.

Knowledge management, on the other hand, 
can be strictly formalized and strategically 
grounded in a learning institution, or can be more 
informal, dynamic and self-paced. If an attempt 
is made to combine these two already complex 
and partially opposing areas, it is just a simple 
matter of mathematics to realize that complexity 
increases and the number of possibilities is over-
whelming.

The main objective of this chapter is therefore 
not to describe one way of setting up knowledge 
management for hybrid learning, but instead to 
build a continuum of possibilities and opportuni-
ties that knowledge management offers for hybrid 
learning – and the other way round – considering 
a variety of important aspects that differ from one 
setting to another. Depending on the particular 
instance, one setting can turn out to be extremely 

Figure 1. Shift in learning paradigms reflected by number of existing systems (Graham, 2005, p. 6)
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helpful while it is hardly of use for a different 
problem or field of application.

HYBRID LEARNING

Real learning gets to the heart of what it means 
to be human. 

Through learning we re-create ourselves.

Through learning we become able to do something 
we never were able to do.

Through learning we re-perceive the world and 
our relationship to it.

Through learning we extend our capacity to cre-
ate, to be part of the generative process of life.

There is within each of us a deep hunger for this 
type of learning. (Senge, 2006, pp. 13-14)

Since this whole book is dedicated to the area 
of hybrid learning, definitions have been given in 
previous chapters. In addition, there are already 
good definitions and descriptions as for instance in 
Bonk, Graham, Cross, & Moore (2005). Therefore, 
the intention behind this part of the chapter lies in 
clarifying our understanding of hybrid learning 
rather than giving a broad literature review and 
discussion on possible definitions, understanding, 
and views of hybrid learning.

There is a variety of approaches to defining 
hybrid learning. For our concerns, we adopt the 
perspective that defines hybrid learning as a 

mix of two general approaches to learning – the 
traditional classroom learning on the one hand, 
and the technology enhanced e-learning on the 
other hand. “The hybrid instructional model is 
a blend of conventional face-to-face instruction 
and Web-based distance learning. In other words, 
a hybrid instructional model consists of both 
classroom face-to-face meetings and distance 
learning” (Koohang & Durante, 2003, p. 106), 
where distance learning or distance education 
“is any form of teaching and learning in which 
teacher and learner are not in the same place at 
the same time, with information technology their 
likely connector” (Gilbert, 1995). Briefly stated 
“Blended learning is the integration of classroom 
learning with elearning” (Siemens, 2005).

We also adopt the term “blended learning” since 
– in our opinion – the terms “hybrid learning” and 
“blended learning” are interchangeable and can 
be used synonymously. “Blended” therefore also 
refers to the mix of traditional classroom learn-
ing and technology enhanced distance learning, 
as defined above.

In order to visualize our understanding of 
hybrid learning we use the continuum of blended 
learning introduced in Jones (2006) that is shown 
in Figure 2.

This chapter is meant to serve as guideline for 
anyone in charge of a particular instance of learning 
that takes place in a hybrid environment consisting 
of face-to-face as well as virtual parts. This may be 
as teacher at a university, school, or in a unit of an 
enterprise responsible for further education of em-
ployees. Hence, we explicitly include university as 
well as enterprise settings on a general stage in order 
to be of use for a variety of specific settings.

Figure 2. Blended learning continuum(Jones, 2006)
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KNOWLEDGE

Knowledge is the only resource that increases 
with use. (Probst, Raub, & Romhardt, 1999, p. 1)

To be able to talk about knowledge management, 
it is important to agree about what is to be man-
aged. Therefore, this section gives a broad but 
considerate definition of knowledge. The general 
definition will then be followed by a distinction 
of different knowledge types according to varying 
differentiations. Finally, this part concludes with 
some reflections about the definition and the – as 
assumed – special kind of knowledge concerning 
hybrid learning.

General Definition

The term itself derives its origin from philosophy 
as an elementary problem from the early stage of 
this science. Debates in this area typically start 
with Plato’s formulation of knowledge as “justi-
fied, true, and believed”. Perception is, accord-
ing to Plato, only achieved because of prenatal 
knowledge. In contrast, Aristotle, Plato’s student, 
already disagreed and argued that knowledge is 
abstraction gained by experience and reflection. 
These two Greek philosophers are the first known 
representatives of two contrary approaches to 
epistemology, the branch of philosophy concerned 
with the nature and scope of knowledge, – Plato 
and rationalism on the one hand, and Aristotle 
and empiricism on the other hand. These early 
roots were later continued and strengthened by 
the two mainstreams of modern epistemology: 
Continental rationalism and its representative 
René Descartes and British empiricism with its 
advocate John Locke. A third mixed approach was 
founded by Emmanuel Kant by trying to combine 
the two contrary approaches.

Since nature and scope of a subject are com-
monly initially expressed in a profound definition, 
definitions of knowledge are available in abundant 
supply. To start at a general and neutral point, the 

Oxford English Dictionary1 provides a very broad 
definition: knowledge, noun (i) information and 
skills acquired through experience or education 
(ii) the sum of what is known in a particular field 
or in total (iii) awareness or familiarity gained by 
experience of a fact or situation.

Proceeding in trying to get a suitable definition 
for the concerns of hybrid learning, we employ 
the differentiation of the well-known chain data, 
information, knowledge, and wisdom, which 
serves as an important aid in defining the term 
knowledge and delimiting its boundaries. In the 
field of information technology, at least two dif-
ferent branches concerned with an appropriate 
definition of knowledge can be found – informa-
tion science and knowledge management. Roots 
of today’s common definitions can therefore be 
found in both of these branches (Sharma) and will 
briefly be described below.

Nevertheless, one of the first definitions un-
expectedly comes from a completely different 
field at a quite early stage; art of poetry and one 
of its famous representatives T.S. Eliot. At the 
beginning of his play “The Rock”, published in 
1934, the questions “Where is the life we have 
lost in living? Where is the wisdom we have lost 
in knowledge? Where is the knowledge we have 
lost in information?” (Eliot, 1934, p. 7) are part 
of the first scene. Hence Eliot is supposed to be 
the first to have promoted this hierarchy.

Looking closer at the branch of information 
science, roots can be found in a publication by 
Harlan Cleveland. The article “Information as 
Resource”, published in the journal “The Futurist” 
in 1982 (Cleveland, 1982), picks up Eliot’s sug-
gestions and provides the three-level hierarchy of 
information, knowledge, and wisdom. Cleveland’s 
focus is on depicting information as a special 
intangible resource that is expandable, compress-
ible, substitutable, transportable, diffusive, and 
shareable all at once. In the following, knowledge 
is distinguished in a bottom-up differentiation to 
information.
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The branch of knowledge management and 
its early roots for defining knowledge are repre-
sented by two authors – Milan Zeleny and Russell 
L. Ackhoff. Zeleny (1987) supplies a four-level 
hierarchy that explicitly includes data as its first 
syntactic layer. This layer is followed, bottom-up, 
by information, knowledge, and wisdom. The 
important shift, according to Zeleny, happens 
between the layers of information and knowledge, 
since data and information are always just partial 
or atomic by nature and knowledge and wisdom 
are, in contrast, holistic, integrative, and most 
importantly expressed through systemic network 
patterns. To signify his definition, Zeleny remarks 
that “knowledge is not ‘processing of informa-
tion’ but a coordination of action” (Zeleny, 1987, 
p. 59). The state of management and metaphors 
describing the state of knowledge at a particular 
level, as shown in Table 1, facilitates a deeper 
understanding.

In contrast, Ackhoff’s insights (1989) classify 
the content of the human mind in five categories: 
data, information, knowledge, understanding, and 
wisdom. His definition of data and information 
is quite simple; data are symbols and products of 
observation, while information is contained in 
descriptions and inferred from data. The final 
differentiation of all categories is accomplished 
by employing the different lifetimes of those 
categories: “Information, like news, ages rela-

tively rapidly. Knowledge has a longer life-span, 
although inevitably it too becomes obsolete. 
Understanding has an aura of permanence about 
it. Wisdom, unless lost, is permanent; it becomes 
a permanent endowment of the race.” (Ackhoff, 
1989, p. 9) The finding that information, knowl-
edge, and understanding focus on efficiency, while 
wisdom adds value by requiring judgement and 
can therefore, in contrast to previous stages, not 
be automated, concludes his deliberations.

Figure 3 summarizes the different definitions 
and shows the most common hierarchies.

Numerous variations and extensions of these 
basic models exist and have been summarized, 
broadly described, and carefully examined by 
various authors. For further literature review, two 
of them should be mentioned: Rowley (2007) 
offers a sophisticated literature overview of 
definitions as well as the origins of the structure 
in the beginning, and he finally revises the hier-
archy by outlining several findings and including 
a well-considered discussion, while Hey (2004) 
first provides broad definitions, and then takes a 
closer look at the links between two particular 
levels.

To summarize, nowadays common understand-
ing of the main hierarchy data, information, knowl-
edge, and wisdom is briefly defined according to 
Ahsan & Shah (2006): “Data is seen as simple 
facts that can be structured to become informa-
tion. Information, in turn, becomes knowledge if 
it is interpreted, put into context, or when mean-
ing is added to it. (…) Finally, when values and 
commitment guide intelligent behavior, behavior 
may be said to be based on wisdom. “ (Ahsan & 
Shah, 2006, p. 272)

Of course there are different approaches that 
attempt to get a suitable definition. Nonaka & 
Takeuchi (1995, p. 58) address the definition 
problem by defining knowledge according to 
its differences and communalities to and with 
information. Their definition of knowledge after 
all is coined by three observations. “Knowledge is 
about beliefs and commitment” and “Knowledge 

Table 1. Association of management description 
and metaphors with data, information, knowledge, 
and wisdom (Zeleny, 1987, p. 60) 

Management Metaphor

Data Muddling through KNOW-NOTHING

Information
Efficiency 
(measurement + 
search)

KNOW-HOW

Knowledge Effectiveness 
(decision making) KNOW-WHAT

Wisdom Explicability 
(judgement) KNOW-WHY
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is about actions” express differences between 
knowledge and information, while “Knowledge is 
about meaning” describes common features. These 
observations finally conclude in the predication 
that “information is a necessary medium or mate-
rial for eliciting and constructing knowledge”.

Taxonomies of Knowledge

A scientific paper dealing with definition and 
types of knowledge has almost no alternative but 
to start with the distinction of tacit and explicit 
knowledge that was first made public by Michael 
Polanyi (Polanyi, 1967). His famous expression 
“We can know more than we can tell” (Polanyi, 
1967, p. 4) constitutes this distinction. Polanyi 
shows that human beings actually “know” certain 
aspects and issues without actually being aware 
of knowing, even if explicitly questioned.

Tacit knowledge, according to Polanyi’s defini-
tion, always requires two things: the two terms of 
tacit knowing that need to be logically connected 
in order to become tacit knowledge. Moreover, 
tacit knowledge consists of three constituting 
aspects: the phenomenal, the semantic, and the 
ontological aspects, each of them expressing a 
particular connection between the two terms of 

tacit knowing. The functional structure of tacit 
knowing expresses the fact that “(…) in an act of 
tacit knowing we attend from something for at-
tending to something else” (Polanyi, 1967, p. 10).

In a final step, Polanyi reasons that the at-
tempt to explicitly formalize all tacit knowing is 
condemned to failure; identifying problems for 
instance – mathematical or other nature – requires 
tacit knowledge that often cannot be explicified.

These thoughts about the distinction of dif-
ferent knowledge types were later taken up and 
extended by the work of Ikujiro Nonaka and Hi-
rotaka Takeuchi (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). The 
core foundation of this knowledge and knowledge 
creation are classified by two dimensions: the 
epistemological dimension and the ontological 
dimension. The two dimensions and their features 
are shown in Figure 4.

The epistemological dimension has two values: 
explicit and tacit knowledge as defined by Polanyi. 
Tacit knowledge herein includes cognitive as well 
as technical elements and is created “here and 
now”, while explicit knowledge is more about 
past events or objects, or the “there and then”. 
Linking to Bateson (1973), these two types of 
knowing are also attributed with “analog”, refer-

Figure 3. (Sub-)models of the hierarchy data, information, knowledge, understanding, and wisdom
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ring to tacit knowing, and “digital“ concerning 
explicit knowledge.

The ontological dimension symbolizes the dif-
ferent levels of knowledge which create entities 
such as individuals, groups, organizations and 
inter-organizational entities. Strictly, knowledge 
can only be created by individuals. In order to 
enable organizational or even inter-organizational 
knowledge creation, it has to be understood that 
organizational knowledge creation amplifies the 
knowledge created by individuals (Nonaka & 
Takeuchi, 1995, p. 59).

Other contributors to this area, like Beckman 
(1999), also start with the work of Polanyi but add 
a third kind of knowledge – implicit knowledge. 
The accessibility of knowledge is used as criterion 
for this distinction. Tacit knowledge is therefore 
only indirectly accessible and always involves 
“(…) difficulty through knowledge elicitation 
and observation of behaviour” (Beckman, 1999, 
pp. 1-4). In contrast, implicit knowledge is ac-
cessible more easily through discussions or the 
querying of the knowledge carrier; however, this 
kind of knowledge has to be located before it can 
be communicated. Obviously, explicit knowledge 
is characterized by its direct accessibility.

Of course, tacit and explicit knowing are not 
the only origins for distinguishing different kinds 
of knowledge. Hence, the overview given in this 

section cannot be all-embracing. Nonetheless, 
a few selected and miscellaneous distinctions 
should be mentioned in order to provide further 
interesting aspects.

One further classical distinction that is often 
chosen is the differentiation of declarative and 
procedural knowledge. Concisely stated, declara-
tive knowledge is the knowledge of facts about 
the world. In contrast, procedural knowledge 
is knowledge concerning how to do something 
(Anderson, 1976, p. 78).

Other criteria that can be employed are the 
degree of formalization (Beckman, 1999) or the 
stage where knowledge is needed and accessed 
– before, during, or after knowledge-related ac-
tivities. Various authors like Davenport & Glaser 
(2002) or El Sawy & Majchrzak (2004) are work-
ing on the accessibility of knowledge at certain 
desired stages.

Knowledge in the Context 
of Hybrid Learning

The general definition, and especially the data, 
information, knowledge, wisdom chain, is cer-
tainly also applicable for hybrid learning, but of 
course the context of hybrid learning provides 
several special aspects and attributes that need 
to be considered.

Figure 4. The two dimensions of knowledge and knowledge creation (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995, p. 57)
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If we apply the findings presented above to this 
context, the ontological dimension of knowledge 
and knowledge creation consists of four different 
perspectives: the perspective of a single user, the 
perspectives of groups of users, the organizational, 
and the inter-organizational perspective.

Moreover, the context of hybrid learning 
presents at least two kinds of users that need to be 
considered: learners on the one hand, and teach-
ers or tutors on the other hand. Even additional 
complexity increases due to each learner’s and 
teacher’s choice to adopt different perspectives. 
Taking into account the structures usually applied 
for learning, a learner can adopt an intra-course 
perspective, a broader view including all courses 
of a particular semester, or, more generally, a 
particular time unit, and finally an all-embracing 
perspective involving all courses constituting a 
particular course of study or training. Similarly, 
a teacher can adopt the following perspectives: 
starting bottom up, a teacher also can adopt an 
intra-course perspective and a semester-wide view 
including all courses the teacher is in charge of 
for a particular semester or time unit, as well as 
the all-embracing perspective.

Of course these deliberations also apply to 
the organizational perspective. Herein, the struc-
tural organization of the institution in charge of 
providing the knowledge has to be considered; 
different granularities depending on the specific 
structure are possible. In the instance of universi-
ties, perspectives can be the view of a single chair 
or the perspective of a whole faculty. Naturally, 
equal deliberations can be made for enterprises 
of all sizes.

Further – more informal – questions arising 
from dealing with knowledge in the context of 
hybrid learning are various: What exactly is 
knowledge in the context of hybrid learning? 
How does knowledge differ from information and 
data or content in this context? In which manner 
is knowledge in learning? Who actually creates 
content and knowledge? How can knowledge be-
longing to the non-digital part of hybrid learning 

be digitalized? Are there special types of content? 
How is the content used? Which part of the content 
can be used to which extent?

Some of these questions can already be an-
swered by applying the definitions given above. 
The imprecise definition of knowledge prevents 
the limitation of knowledge to certain aspects 
of hybrid learning. What became obvious is the 
indispensability of paying particular attention to 
tacit knowing. Especially in hybrid learning where 
a certain factor of distance separates teachers and 
students at a given time, tacit knowledge seems 
even harder to caption, convert, and communicate 
than it already is. The question of whether this 
endeavour is possible at all will be discussed in 
section 5 of this chapter.

Therefore, general questions concerning the 
creation, maintenance, and conversion of knowl-
edge need to be discussed initially and will be 
answered in the next section by presenting models 
for knowledge management. Specific questions 
which take into account the kind of content and 
special features of hybrid learning will be answered 
in section 5 of this chapter.

This section concludes with an assertion of 
Thomas H. Davenport and Laurence Prusak pub-
lished in “Working Knowledge” in order to, in 
conclusion, express the multiplicity of knowledge.

Knowledge is a fluid mix of framed experience, 
values, contextual information, and expert insight 
that provides a framework for evaluating and 
incorporating new experiences and information. 
It originates and is applied in the minds of know-
ers. In organizations, it often becomes embedded 
not only in documents or repositories but also in 
organizational routines, processes, practices, and 
norms. (Davenport & Prusak, 1998, p. 5)

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

The key to success is to bake specialized knowledge 
into the jobs of highly skilled workers – to make 
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the knowledge so readily accessible that it can’t 
be avoided. (Davenport & Glaser, 2002, p. 108)

Since the last section described our understand-
ing of knowledge – knowledge in general as well 
as peculiarities of knowledge in the context of 
hybrid learning – the literal next step is now to 
think about ways of how to manage knowledge. 
Since knowledge is considered to be the most 
important resource of today’s economy, it should 
be appropriately managed.

(…) the real, controlling resource and the ab-
solutely decisive ‘factor of production’ is now 
neither capital nor land nor labor. It is knowledge. 
(Drucker, 1993, p. 6)

The field of knowledge management arose as 
part of general management theories in the 1990s, 
and therefore most of the classical literature deals 
with organizational knowledge management. 
Since we explicitly do not exclude organizational 
settings, and most of the publications include a 
general consideration of knowledge management, 
most of these deliberations can be considered 
useful or can even be substituted for knowledge 
management in hybrid learning. The overall as-
sumption upon which this section is based, is 
the conviction that knowledge management in 
general has the objective to ensure the delivery 
of the right information to the right person at the 
right time. This assumption seems tenable and 
applies to knowledge management for organi-
zational concerns as well as for the concerns of 
hybrid learning.

In particular, there is a variety of different 
schools of thought for knowledge management 
that will be briefly described below. The practi-
cal aspect of knowledge management, basically 
referring to knowledge management tools, will 
be directly integrated into the next part of this 
chapter and will concentrate solely on knowledge 
management for hybrid learning, since there are a 
huge number of tools available in general.

Knowledge Management 
According to Nonaki and Takeuchi 
(Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995)

Ikujiro Nonaka and Hirotaka Takeuchi are often 
seen as cofounders of knowledge management. 
Their book “The Knowledge-Creating Company”, 
published in 1995, is still one of the foundations of 
many publications and entrepreneurial decisions. 
Although their thoughts were originally meant to 
be relevant just for knowledge management in 
organizations, their work concerning knowledge 
creation has become an international standard 
throughout the entire domain of knowledge 
management.

Based on Michael Polanyi’s definition and 
distinction of tacit and explicit knowledge, Nonaka 
and Takeuchi develop a theory of organizational 
knowledge creation which is considered to be the 
most important asset for successfully managing 
knowledge, and therefore serves as the core part 
of their theory. The important part that constitutes 
most of knowledge creation is “the mobilization 
and conversion of tacit knowledge” (Nonaka & 
Takeuchi, 1995, p. 56). According to this model, 
knowledge is created by a continuous transforma-
tion between tacit and explicit knowledge that 
takes place between individuals.

The central part of this theory is therefore a 
model describing the different modes of knowl-
edge conversion – the SECI-model. The four 
existing transformations – socialization, exter-
nalization, combination, and internalization – are 
shown in Table 2.

The first mode is the conversion from tacit to 
tacit knowledge – socialization. An individual 
acquires tacit knowledge during the process of 
experience-sharing with others. The most common 
way of gathering tacit knowledge takes place by 
observation, imitation, and practice and is an 
important part of programs like training-on-the-
job. Knowledge gathered by socialization is called 
“sympathized knowledge”.
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The transformation from tacit to explicit 
knowledge – called externalization – serves as 
the second part of this model. The mode is “(…) 
typically seen in the process of concept creation 
and is triggered by dialogue or reflection” (Nonaka 
& Takeuchi, 1995, p. 64). Even simple writing 
can be an act of converting tacit knowledge into 
explicit knowledge. The knowledge resulting is 
usually called “conceptual knowledge”.

Thirdly, explicit knowledge is transferred to 
explicit knowledge. This mode is the combination 
that happens when concepts are systemized and 
different parts of explicit knowledge are combined 
in order to create new knowledge. Existing infor-
mation is sorted, added, combined, and categorized 
and therefore gains new value. The output of this 
mode is referred to as “systemic knowledge”.

Finally, the process of converting explicit 
knowledge to tacit knowledge, internalization, 
takes place. All experiences gained by socialization, 
externalization, and combination are adapted and 
integrated into an individual’s knowledge base by 
being converted to tacit knowing. Experiences of 
others, personal experiences, or information gath-
ered become part of “what an individual knows”. 
This process is often referred to as “learning by 
doing” and produces “operational knowledge”.

Obviously, the process of transforming knowl-
edge is supposed to take place several times. The 
continuous and dynamic interaction of these 
modes results in a knowledge spiral that is shown 
in Figure 5. Recalling the different dimensions 

of knowledge, it is important to be aware that 
this process does not take place within a single 
individual but requires interaction with others in 
order to shift between the different modes.

At a later stage the SECI-model was com-
pleted by the concept “Ba” that “offers an inte-
grating conceptual metaphor for the SECI model 
of dynamic knowledge conversions” (Nonaka & 
Konno, 1998, S. 45). “Ba” can be thought of as 
a shared space where knowledge can be ex-
changed. Hence, “if knowledge is separated from 
ba, it turns into information, which can then be 
communicated independently from ba” (Nonaka 
& Konno, 1998, S. 41).

Knowledge Management According 
to Davenport and Prusak

Another popular school of thought is knowledge 
management according to Thomas H. Davenport 
and Laurence Prusak. The basis for the whole 
theory is established by ten general principles 
of knowledge management (Davenport, 1996).

1.  Knowledge management is expensive (but 
so is stupidity!)

2.  Effective management of knowledge re-
quires hybrid solutions involving both people 
and technology

Table 2. The four modes of knowledge conversion 
(Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995) 

TO

Tacit
Knowledge

Explicit
Knowledge

FR
O

M

Tacit
Knowledge

Socialization 
sympathized 
knowledge

Externalization 
conceptual 
knowledge

Explicit
Knowledge

Internalization 
operational 
knowledge

Combination 
systemic

knowledge

Figure 5. The knowledge spiral (Nonaka & 
Takeuchi, 1995)
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3.  Knowledge management is highly political
4.  Knowledge management requires knowl-

edge managers
5.  Knowledge management benefits more from 

maps than models, more from markets than 
hierarchies

6.  Sharing and using knowledge are often un-
natural acts

7.  Knowledge management means improving 
knowledge work processes

8.  Access to knowledge is only the beginning
9.  Knowledge management never ends
10.  Knowledge management requires a knowl-

edge contract

Getting more specific, the process of knowl-
edge management is divided into three sub-
processes: knowledge generation, knowledge 
codification and coordination, and knowledge 
transfer (Davenport & Prusak, 1998). These 
sub-processes have been carefully examined in 
a detailed study of over 25 international enter-
prises. Concerning the sub-process of knowl-
edge generation, this process is divided into five 
modes: acquisition, dedicated resources, fusion, 
adaption, and knowledge networking. For the 
sub-process of codifying knowledge, the authors 
emphasize the importance of basic principles and 
the consideration of different knowledge types. 
The sub-process of knowledge transfer however 
should be coined by priorities like the indispens-
ability of a common language in order to share 
knowledge – not just everybody being capable 
of speaking a certain language, but also having a 
common background like “mechanical engineer” 
in order to understand each other.

In order to further clarify the whole process of 
knowledge management, attention also has to be 
paid to the different roles of knowledge workers. 
Therefore in “Thinking for a Living” (Daven-
port, 2005) a classification system to segment 
knowledge workers is developed. Transaction, 
integration, expert, and collaborative are the four 
categories of segmentation that should be applied.

These theories emphasize the significance and 
importance of knowledge workers concerning 
the organizational success. Since the knowledge 
workers are the center of these theories, they can 
be considered useful for the concerns of knowledge 
management for hybrid learning where, obviously, 
the learner should be the focus of efforts most of 
the time.

Knowledge Management According 
to Probst, Raub, and Romhardt 
(Probst, Raub, & Romhardt, 1999)

The theory of knowledge management according 
to Gilbert Probst, Steffen Raub, and Kai Romhardt 
seems most prevalent in the German-speaking 
world. The resulting model is a best-practice model 
that was developed in collaboration with many 
well-known, not only German but international, 
companies.

The theoretical groundwork is constituted by 
the following general understanding of knowledge 
and knowledge management. Knowledge and the 
creation of knowledge result in a continuum that 
exists between data and knowledge. Concern-
ing knowledge management, Probst, Raub, and 
Romhardt state that “knowledge management 
can be applied to individuals, groups, or organi-
zational structures” (Probst, Raub, & Romhardt, 
1999, p. 37). Since this theory and model arose 
in the organizational environment, they aim at the 
improvement and increase of the organizational 
knowledge base. The organizational knowledge 
base though consists of individual and collective 
knowledge assets. Improvement of this base there-
fore enhances individual and collective knowledge 
which is why this model is described here.

The best-practice model pinpoints six core 
processes of knowledge management, describing 
and addressing the main operational problems: 
knowledge identification, knowledge acquisition, 
knowledge development, knowledge sharing and 
distribution, knowledge utilization, and knowl-
edge retention. However, difficulties may not 
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only occur due to direct operational problems, but 
due to the fact that knowledge management is not 
embedded within an overall strategy. Therefore, 
the two additional building blocks – knowledge 
goals and knowledge assessment – are added in 
order to turn the model into a management sys-
tem with knowledge itself “(…) in the centre, as 
the sole structuring principle” (Probst, Raub, & 
Romhardt, 1999, p. 35). Figure 6 shows all as-
sets, and the resulting logical interrelationships 
between the single assets.

Other Schools of Thought and 
Contributors

There are, of course, many others that have also 
contributed and are still benefiting the area of 
knowledge management who cannot all be named 
and specified in appropriate depth. In order to 
nonetheless encourage a broad view of different 
directions that can and have been taken, a select 
few are characterized.

Peter Senge’s vision, theories, and work about 
learning organizations has for instance signifi-
cantly influenced the area of knowledge manage-
ment. According to Senge a learning organization 
is “an organization that is continually expanding 
its capacity to create its future” (Senge, 2006, 

p. 14). His book “The fifth discipline” (Senge, 
2006), first published in 1990, identifies four 
disciplines – personal mastery, mental models, 
shared visions, and team learning – as central 
aspects of learning organizations. Since the four 
disciplines themselves are indeed distinctive but 
it is nonetheless vital that they are developed as 
an ensemble, Senge places systems thinking as 
fifth and most important discipline for successfully 
bringing a learning organization into existence. 
The four core disciplines, and the fifth discipline 
in particular, are described in Senge (2006), while 
Senge (1995) is meant to serve as a guideline for 
practitioners.

Another approach is defined by looking at 
knowledge management from an even more 
pragmatic side. The so-called “communities of 
practice” arose in the 1990s and their importance 
was – among others – already emphasized and 
approved by early publications by John Seely 
Brown, Paul Duguid, and Estee Solomon Gray. 
Brown & Duguid (1991) deduce the opportuni-
ties of communities of practice and how com-
panies should envision themselves – as “(…) a 
community-of-communities, acknowledging in 
the process the many noncanoncial communities 
in its midst” – while Brown & Gray (1995) de-
scribe how companies such as Xerox and National 

Figure 6. Building blocks of knowledge management (Probst, Raub, & Romhardt, 1999, p. 34)
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Semiconductor are learning to foster and support 
communities of practice in order to facilitate the 
sharing of knowledge.

At a slightly later stage, communities of practice 
were significantly influenced by Etienne Wenger 
and his work. Wenger proposes “…a framework 
that considers learning in social terms” (Wenger, 
1998, p. 9) in his book “Communities of Practice”. 
Meaning, practice, community, and identity are 
the components that need to be integrated in 
order to apply a social theory of learning. The 
discussion of these components and implications 
of their connectedness set the seminal concept of 
communities of practice. Subsequently, the book 
“Cultivating Communities of Practice” (Wenger, 
McDermott, & Snyder, 2002) describes how to 
successfully develop and facilitate different kinds 
of communities.

A management strategy implemented in 
knowledge is business-process-oriented knowl-
edge management which has, to a great extent, 
been examined by Peter Heisig. According to his 
observations and theories, the key success factor 
is minimizing barriers for efficient knowledge 
management, and therefore the integration of 
knowledge management tasks directly into daily 
work tasks and the daily business process (Heisig, 
2001). A model specifically designed for business-
process-oriented knowledge management – the 
GPO-WM® – is the consequent result of his 
studies. The model includes a reference model 
as well as a procedure model and tools support-
ing analysis and finally the creation of solutions 
(Heisig, 2005).

As mentioned before, this section is meant 
to serve as a brief summary. There are different 
papers, like Alavi & Leidner (2001), providing a 
good overview and a broad literature review that 
can be used to delve into the subject.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
FOR HYBRID LEARNING

What e-learning has done is set a context for KM. 
(Barron, 2000)

The implications of knowledge management for 
e-learning are huge. Rather than simply relying 
on instruction, we can use well-structured infor-
mation as well as productivity enhancing tools to 
help people learn and improve their performance. 
(Rosenberg, 2001, p. 109)

In contrast to other sections, this one starts 
with two quotations describing different views 
on knowledge management and learning.

First of all, these two brief quotations already 
reveal a minor problem concerning the area of 
knowledge management for hybrid learning. Pub-
lications dealing specifically with the integration 
of hybrid learning and knowledge management 
are hard to find. Most of the previous and current 
research issues concerning knowledge manage-
ment and learning address e-learning in general 
and not hybrid learning in particular. Since our 
definition of hybrid learning was intentionally 
widespread, most of the findings can be considered 
useful for the particular area of hybrid learning as 
well. We therefore also use the term “e-learning”, 
depending on the origin and original subject of 
the work referred to. While selecting theories and 
results, we carefully analyzed the usefulness for 
and transferability to the area of hybrid learning. 
Additionally, we were trying to add thoughts and 
features referring to the special character of hybrid 
learning in contrast to pure e-learning.

Secondly, these two quotations serve as a first 
distinction of how knowledge management and 
hybrid learning can be integrated and combined. 
The first quotation by Clark Aldrich, the former 
research director of the Gartner Group responsible 
for creating and building the company’s e-learning 
practice, refers to learning in the context of knowl-
edge management. It illustrates one direction of 
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the relationship between the fields of knowledge 
management and e-learning or hybrid learning. 
Starting from the area of knowledge management, 
the main objective lies in delivering information 
and knowledge to people, as well as connecting 
people to each other. This goal is obviously accom-
plished when either self-paced or collaborative 
e-learning takes place (ITtoolbox, 2004). Hence 
e-learning can foster knowledge management and 
its objectives.

The second quotation looks at this relationship 
the other way round. The quotation cites Marc 
Rosenberg who is a management consultant, 
writer, educator, and leading figure in the world 
of training, organizational learning, e-learning, 
knowledge management, and performance 
improvement. It describes a way of looking at 
knowledge management from the perspective of 
learning. The field of e-learning or hybrid learn-
ing also, by definition, involves information and 
knowledge. Obviously, every area dealing with 
information or knowledge workers can benefit 
from theories and findings in the area of knowledge 
management, especially if achieving the increase 
of information and knowledge of individuals or 
groups is the main objective, as it is for learning. 
Therefore, knowledge management can help to 
improve the experience and success of e-learning 
or hybrid learning for every concerned party. Since 
this whole book is concerned with hybrid learn-
ing, we adopt this view of initiating knowledge 
management from hybrid learning.

If we now rely on the definition and distinctions 
of knowledge presented earlier, the differentiation 
of tacit and explicit knowing becomes an important 
aspect, since similarities to informal and formal 
learning can be drawn immediately. Formal learn-
ing and explicit knowledge obviously seem to be 
connected, as well as tacit knowledge and informal 
learning. As soon as parts of the learning experi-
ence are self-paced and not formally defined, like 
in face-to-face parts of hybrid learning, informal 
learning becomes more and more important. The 
following quotation ought to convey the impres-

sion of these thoughts and their importance for 
hybrid learning.

I usually ask audiences at my keynote speeches 
about their experiences with e-Learning or On-
Line Learning? When I ask how many people 
in the audience have recently taken an On-Line 
Course, the response is often between 20 and 30 
percent. One day, my tongue got a bit tied and I 
asked the question with a few changes.

‘How many of you have learned things on-line 
recently?’

Suddenly, almost 98% of the hands in the au-
dience went up. I was shocked until I realized 
how I had fundamentally changed the question. 
(Masie, 2002)

Since the process of knowledge generation is 
one crucial factor for knowledge management in 
any case, the presented findings employ an even 
greater importance of knowledge generation for 
the area of hybrid learning. First of all, knowledge 
generation is split by definition. On the one hand, 
information is transferred and hence knowledge 
is supposed to be created in the face-to-face parts 
of learning; on the other hand, the self-paced 
learning complements the face-to-face part and 
contributes additional information and knowledge. 
For one thing, this separation determines a variety 
of points of knowledge generation that need to be 
considered, and for another thing, the informal part 
of learning increases and the capturing of informa-
tion and knowledge gets harder, since, in order 
to manage knowledge successfully by using tools 
or techniques, it has to be explicitly expressed in 
digitalized form. Special attention must therefore 
be paid to the generation of knowledge or more 
precisely the digitalization, formalization and 
revealing of existing information and knowledge.

In order to show possible solutions for these 
problems, the application of the knowledge man-
agement models presented in the previous section 
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concerning the area of learning are examined and 
presented in the following part. This first part also 
takes into account more specific approaches to 
integrating knowledge management and hybrid 
learning.

The second part takes a closer look at the more 
practical and pragmatic aspects of this integration 
by introducing different techniques and tools 
already offering possibilities for actually imple-
menting this integration, or at least parts of it.

Research Perspective

One way of trying to employ knowledge manage-
ment for hybrid learning is to transfer existing 
knowledge management models into the context 
of hybrid learning. Hence the knowledge manage-
ment models presented above will now be carefully 
examined and tested for their applicability and 
usefulness in the area of hybrid learning.

Woelk & Agarwal (2002), as well as Nübel 
(2005) transferred the SECI-model to a learning 

context. Woelk & Agarwal first enhance the SECI-
model by a fifth phase – cognition – which is sup-
posed to represent the application of knowledge 
that has been exchanged in previous phases to a 
specific problem and a sixth phase – feedback – 
embodying the evaluation of learners’ progress. 
Figure 7 shows the results of these extensions 
plus the combination of knowledge management 
and e-learning.

The original phases of the SECI-model are 
assigned as follow: Socialization takes place when 
tacit knowledge is transferred from the knowledge 
holder to the knowledge seeker, since direct in-
teraction is necessary in order to successfully 
transfer the knowledge from one person to an-
other. Concerning hybrid learning, socialization 
happens in face-to-face-meetings on the one hand, 
or, on the other hand, in any section of the vir-
tual part where questions are answered and dif-
ferent issues are discussed with two or more 
persons participating. Most important of all, so-
cialization does not necessarily require a teacher, 

Figure 7. Phases of the SECI-model with e-learning enhancements (Woelk & Agarwal, 2002, p. 2)
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but can also take place between two or more 
students. Since socialization is one of the most 
important aspects to consider if tacit knowledge 
is examined, it is crucial for the success of hybrid 
learning to foster socialization, especially in the 
virtual parts of the hybrid learning concept, by 
providing a range of tools that allows a comfort-
able and intensive exchange of all participants 
and therefore represent at least parts of informal 
learning.

In contrast, externalization occurs if a knowl-
edge holder formalizes knowledge that is stored 
in a knowledge repository. Speaking in terms 
of hybrid learning, knowledge can be explicitly 
formalized by creating lecture notes or by provid-
ing information of different kinds in the learning 
environment. Additionally, knowledge can also be 
represented or created by a participant that shares 
her/his insights by posting in a public forum or 
contributing in a collaborative task.

Combination in this model is supported by 
knowledge organizers and instructional designers. 
Existing knowledge can be structured according 
to superior aspects, or new aspects of knowledge 
can be abstracted from different single assets. In 
the context of hybrid learning, combination can 
again be performed by a single user or by a group 
of users – i.e. self-paced or collaborative. A group 
of users can, for example, rework the results of a 
face-to-face meeting and connect these results to 
previous parts of other sessions. Specialists can 
also process existing material with pedagogical 
techniques and take into account aspects of self-
paced learning.

To complete a first circulation of the four 
phases, internalization finally takes place when a 
knowledge seeker learns the knowledge existing in 
the knowledge base and hence extends his personal 
knowledge. For hybrid learning, this phase can be 
associated with traditional learning as well as self-
reflection. The number of participants necessary 
to perform this task varies – generally the learner 
is the only participant needed, but nevertheless, 

she/he can be supported by a teacher or a group 
of other learners while performing this task.

It is obvious, that the boundaries of the differ-
ent phases are smooth and that some activities can 
be assigned to one as well as another phase. This 
finding merely emphasizes the interdisciplinary 
and cross-linking of hybrid learning.

These results and considerations are confirmed 
in Nübel (2005). Nübel presents an application 
of the SECI-model as result of an intensive study 
including ten different companies. This applica-
tion is shown in Table 3.

Obviously, communities turn out to be a core 
feature for successful application. This finding 
already combines two different models of knowl-
edge management – the SECI-model, as pre-
sented above, and communities of practice as a 
second model.

An approach dealing especially with commu-
nities of practice is presented in Leblanc & Abel 
(2008). The environment introduced is called 
E-MEMORAe2.0 and is one of the successors of 
the initial project MEMORAe, a system fostering 
the capitalization of knowledge in the context of 
organizations. E-MEMORAe2.0 is especially 
designed to support e-learning; particularly “E-
MEMORAe2.0 is an environment which enables 
learners to access, share, and capitalize knowl-
edge” (Leblanc & Abel, 2008, p. 112).

Table 3. Phases of the SECI-model and corre-
sponding possibilities for knowledge transforma-
tion (Nübel, 2005, p. 235) 

Phase of SECI-model Possibilities for knowledge 
creation and conversion

Socialization Communities, face-to-face-meetings

Externalization Exchange in communities by using 
forums, chats etc.

Combination Exchange in communities by using 
forums, chats etc.

Internalization Application of what has been learned 
to a specific context
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The overall objective of this environment is to 
foster the access and exchange of information at 
any time. Hence the capitalization of knowledge 
on the three different levels of knowledge creation 
as provided by Nonaka & Takeuchi (1995) – in-
dividual, group-wise, and organizational – is the 
focus. Each level is provided with a memory and 
facilitated by the use of a shared ontology. The 
ontology can be used for navigation. Additionally, 
a vertical navigation employing topic maps is of-
fered. Information exchange is fostered by offer-
ing the possibility to switch between the different 
levels of memories, of course the possibility to 
add resources and information on everyone of the 
different levels of memory, and finally by employ-
ing a special forum “(…) structured according 
to the knowledge to learn, allowing the students 
to communicate in a more contextual way: the 
learning activity that is carried out” (Leblanc & 
Abel, 2008, p. 111).

First evaluations have already shown that the 
transfer of different levels of knowledge cre-
ation to an environment has positive effects and 
increase the usability for students. Nevertheless, 
the authors are still working on improvements for 
a better integration of the forum, since students 

tend to not use the forum, probably because of 
the extensive face-to-face parts.

In contrast, Pettenati & Ranieri (2006) propose 
a reference model that employs communities of 
practice with an emphasis on informal learning. 
The presented model is framed by a social net-
working layer that is supposed to foster informal 
learning and collaboration. Moreover, this layer 
helps “(…) to create a social climate and a shared 
social grounding” (Pettenati & Ranieri, 2006, p. 
349) that cultivates motivation and a group culture 
which both have been found to be indispensable 
for a high level of participation. The importance 
and usefulness of social awareness have also 
been examined by other authors such as Braun & 
Schmidt (2006). The inner layers organization and 
collaboration management are more specifically 
designed to support the activities of collaborative 
groups such as management of user, content, and 
communication. Figure 8 shows the reference 
model and its individual layers.

Similar deliberations concerning the use of 
communities of practice as a core concept of 
modern knowledge management for e-learning 
and hybrid learning are employed by various 
authors in different levels of depth. Varlamis & 
Apostolakis (2006) are developing a framework 

Figure 8. Reference model for collaboration in distributed communities of practice (Pettenati & Ranieri, 
2006, p. 351)
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for building virtual communities supporting life-
long learning. As a special feature, they explic-
itly add a knowledge base that serves as memory 
of these communities.

Although the SECI-model and communities 
of practice are indisputably the most dominant 
models when it comes to integrate knowledge 
management and learning, other models also 
offer opportunities that have to be kept in mind. 
The technique described by Davenport & Prusak 
(1998) especially takes into account informal 
knowledge and its formalization by dividing the 
general process of knowledge management into 
the three sub-processes of knowledge generation, 
knowledge codification, and knowledge transfer. 
In contrast, the Probst, Raub & Romhardt (1999) 
model can be employed to add an overall strategy 
to hybrid learning and connect this strategy with 
a clearly defined circle of knowledge integrated 
into the hybrid learning strategy.

As the combination of the SECI-model and 
communities of practice have already proven, 
a combination of different models seems to be 
the most sufficient way to integrate knowledge 
management and hybrid learning in order to meet 
the specific needs that every particular environ-
ment brings with it. The previous remarks have 
shown that there are models and techniques that 
integrate knowledge management and hybrid 
learning without explicitly naming it. Hence, the 
application of knowledge management models to 
the particular environment of hybrid learning is of 
course not the only way to integrate knowledge 
management and hybrid learning.

In order to think about possible combinations 
or the integration of two different areas, a first 
step can, for example, comprise the outline of 
some important differences. Rosenberg (2001) 
compared training and knowledge management 
according to different viewpoints. Since training 
in this case is defined as classroom or online learn-
ing or a combination of both, the results can be 
applied to e-learning as well as hybrid learning. 
The specific results are shown in Table 4.

Adapted from his findings, instruction vs. 
information as the core essence seems to be the 
most crucial difference between training and 
knowledge management. So the enrichment of 
hybrid learning with opportunities to inform the 
user without strictly interrupting can also provide 
a useful integration.

The project “learning in process” (lip)2 aims 
at this objective by adding context awareness 
(Schmidt, 2005). According to the project findings, 
the separation of e-learning and knowledge occurs 
due to “(…) their respective limited and isolated 
consideration of context” (Schmidt, 2005, p. 204). 
Hence the project aimed at “(…) integration of 
working and learning on a process level and learn-
ing management, knowledge management, human 
capital management and collaboration solutions 
on a technical level” (Schmidt, 2005, p. 205). 
Briefly stated a matching procedure is employed 
to present context-specific information to the 
user. The complete process is shown in Figure 9.

Since this process takes into account the user’s 
context, information can be presented based on 
the competency and missing assets of the indi-
vidual user. The entire approach is described in 
depth and summarized in Schmidt (2008). These 
thoughts have been continued with “APOSDLE”3, 
the advanced process-oriented self-directed learn-
ing environment. APOSDLE is based on “re-
using a wide variety of knowledge artifacts 

Table 4. Comparison of training and knowledge 
management (Rosenberg, 2001, p. 77)a

Training Knowledge Management

Purpose is to instruct. Purpose is to inform.

Requires the interruption of 
work to participate (even 
online).

Normally requires less work 
interruption than training.

Program dictates how the user 
will learn.

User determines how s/he will 
learn.

Goal is to transfer skill and 
knowledge to user.

Goal is to be a resource to 
the user.
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within an organization (…) for learning” (Bon-
estroo, Ley, Kump, & Lindstaedt, 2007, p. 9).

Besides, there are also other authors dealing 
with context awareness related to e-learning and 
knowledge management, like Pedroni (2007), who 
is working on the development of special tools 
for context management as an additional axis for 
learning environments. In addition to those project-
specific and more pragmatic approaches, there are 
also contributions dealing with identifying barriers 
of this integration in general, as for instance Ras, 
Memmel, & Weibelzahl (2005). These authors 
identified eight different integration problems and 
provide possible solutions as well as future issues. 
The problems are problems on a conceptual level, 
problems on a technical level, problems of neglecting 
learning process, problems of the amount of guidance 
provided, problems of context neglect, problems of 
structuring and annotating content, problems of lack 
of interactivity, and problems of dynamic adaption, 
whereby some of them have already been addressed 
above and approaches to solutions have been pro-
vided. Further attempts to solutions can be found in 
Ras, Memmel, & Weibelzahl (2005).

Knowledge Management Tools 
and Techniques: State of the Art

As previously stated, we are now going on an 
excursion to the area of knowledge management 

tools and techniques suitable for the context of 
hybrid learning. Table 5 shows a general overview 
– tools for learning and knowledge management 
are presented on the one hand, and, on the other 
hand, tools supporting and fostering communica-
tion and cooperation that can be used for learning 
as well as for knowledge management.

Since these tools for communication and coop-
eration are considered in a separate chapter of this 
handbook, a further exploration of details is not 
provided here. General tools for learning and 
knowledge management are also skipped due to 
the fact that the named methods are rather general 
and have already been examined by various other 
authors and contributions such as Hoffmann (2001).

Figure 9. LIP Matching process (Schmidt, 2005, p. 209)

Table 5. Overview on common tools for learning 
and knowledge management (Nübel, 2005) 

Learning Tools Knowledge 
Management

Online training ma-
terial

Forums Knowledge data-
bases

Online courses Chats Expert databases

Web-based trainings Bill-Boards Yellow Pages

Glossaries Virtual classrooms Best Practices

Groupware Project reports

Whiteboards

Application Shar-
ing
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Hence, our strategy is to present different 
continuative approaches that can also be used 
for knowledge management. In addition, these 
approaches can be considered useful, especially 
in the context of hybrid learning, since most of 
them are related to the area of learning in some 
case. The presented approaches are assigned to 
two different categories – structured approaches 
and more or less unstructured approaches.

Representatives that can be assigned to this 
category are metadata models like the Resource 
Description Framework (RDF)4 and the Dublin 
Core Standard (DC)5, which are often connected 
to the Semantic Web. On the one hand, annota-
tions offer help detecting existing knowledge; 
on the other hand, these possibilities can be used 
to model and describe knowledge that was not 
explicitly formalized before. Techniques that 
can be used for similar purposes are Topic Maps6 
and ontologies. Ontologies are used to define a 
semantic context for digital content. In order to 
set up ontology, a specific language like OWL7 is 
needed. Ontologies define relationships between 
different concepts, for example by using tech-
niques like RDF or DC. Obviously – recalling the 
previous deliberations – representing context is 
one of the key concepts for integrating knowledge 
management and hybrid learning. Furthermore, 
ontologies are common throughout the domain of 
knowledge management as well as in the area of 
e-learning. The use of ontologies can therefore be 
very helpful. Ontologies are, for instance, used in 
(Leblanc & Abel, 2008) fostering the integration as 
described above. Another approach using ontology 
in web based learning is described in Sridharan, 
Tretiakov, & Kinshuk (2004). The framework, 
shown in Figure10, using ontologies, represents 
the core of this approach.

The role of ontology is to support the effective 
knowledge acquisition and creation processes in 
the learning environment. Ontology plays the role 
of a binding factor that brings various knowledge 
items and processes together to provide a richer 

and integrated view of the knowledge domain to 
the learners. It allows for interrelating, combin-
ing, and thus reusing standalone knowledge units. 
(Sridharan, Tretiakov, & Kinshuk, 2004, p. 664)

Topic Maps are, in contrast, an ISO-standard 
for the representation and exchange of knowledge 
that can also be used in combination with ontol-
ogy. A Topic Map consists of different topics that 
are connected by a specified relationship and can 
therefore also be used to reason new knowledge. 
An approach showing the use of Topic Maps – 

Figure 10. Framework for knowledge management 
in web based learning (Sridharan, Tretiakov, & 
Kinshuk, 2004, p. 664)
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a tool currently mainly assigned to the area of 
knowledge management – is presented in Dicheva, 
Dichev, & Wang (2005). The toolkit TM4L8 was 
developed as an “ontology-based environment to 
complement existing TM editors and visualization 
tools for the area of e-learning” (Dicheva, Dichev, 
& Wang, 2005, p. 1).

Proceeding with the category of unstructured 
approaches, delegates of this section are methods 
like Mind Maps or technologies like blogging 
and tagging. All these methods are highly suit-
able to formulate knowledge that was gained by 
informal learning or in non-digital parts of hybrid 
learning classes.

Mind Maps are a semantic organization tool 
that has been used to foster learning and support 
visualization and structuring. In contrast to Topic 
Maps, Mind Maps do not require the representation 
of any semantic meaning symbolized by connec-
tions. A particular use case is described in Willis 
& Miertschin (2006). In contrast, Chacón (2003) 
shows a quite different approach of how to use 
Mind Maps for web based learning – Mind Maps 
are used to develop learning templates.

More recently, issues of social computing 
have been gaining interest in the area of knowl-
edge management and learning. Collaboration 
tools like blogs and wikis are integrated into the 
learning environment in order to offer a more 
informal method of communication. Also, the 
technology of tagging can be used to structure 
existing knowledge. However, since all of these 
are text-based, they are mainly of use for sup-
porting explicit knowledge transfer. The usability 
for covering more informal aspects of learning 
roughly depends on underlying models of usage.

There are various contributions analyzing the 
use of social software for the concerns of hybrid 
learning. An example of how to integrate social 
aspects has already been described above and was 
originally presented in (Pettenati & Ranieri, 2006).

FUTURE TRENDS AND 
CONCLUSION

Since possibilities for integrating knowledge 
management and hybrid learning have now been 
outlined, this chapter must take a look at critical 
issues of this integration.

Firstly, there are critical voices concerning 
the externalization of implicit knowledge. The 
question of whether the nature of tacit knowl-
edge has been understood at all is discussed and 
reasoned in detail by Tsoukas (2003). According 
to Tsoukas, Nonaka’s & Takeuchi’s interpretation 
of tacit knowledge is erroneous since “it ignores 
the essential ineffability of tacit knowledge, thus 
reducing it to what can be articulated” (Tsoukas, 
2003, p. 425) and “(…) tacit knowledge cannot 
be ‘captured’, ‘translated’, or ‘converted’, but 
only displayed, manifested, in what we do”. The 
main critique is that knowledge creation is not an 
organizational process but a process of socializa-
tion. Exactly that point is referred to in models 
adopting the SECI-model for the purpose of hybrid 
learning presented above.

Main progress and future development will 
have to focus on the improvement and spreading 
of technologies like ontologies or RDF employed 
for knowledge management in the area of hybrid 
learning. The concepts and existing work of those 
possibilities sound promising, but there are nu-
merous technical problems and issues that need 
to be worked on.

This chapter has given a broad overview of 
the foundations of knowledge and knowledge 
management in order to allow a profound esti-
mation of presented approaches for knowledge 
management in the context of hybrid learning.

It is obvious that the process of bringing 
knowledge management for hybrid learning into 
existence has only just started and that there are 
a lot of obstacles and problems that have to be 
cleared and solved. But what should also have 
become obvious is that the process has already 
begun and that there are a lot of benefits that 
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this integration can and will bring to both areas 
of knowledge management and hybrid learning.

At this stage of the process, critical issues and 
voices are easy to find but – to repeat Rosenberg’s 
(2001) summary – there are at least some implica-
tions that knowledge management already deliv-
ers for e-learning.

Rather than simply relying on instruction, we 
can use well-structured information as well as 
productivity enhancing tools to help people learn 
and improve their skills. (Rosenberg, 2001, p. 109)
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Hybrid Learning: Hybrid Learning is located 
in the continuum of blended learning and there-
fore a mix of different forms of information and 
knowledge transfer.

Knowledge: Knowledge is information en-
riched with context and interpretation. Various 
distinctions for different kinds of knowledge exist 
and are used according to the associated purpose.

Knowledge Management: Knowledge Man-
agement in general is the process of gathering, 
maintaining, processing, and providing knowl-
edge. There are specific models for knowledge 

management – of a formal as well as a more 
informal character – that integrate knowledge 
management into complex settings.

Knowledge Management for Hybrid Learn-
ing: Knowledge management for hybrid learning 
is the integration of two separately developed 
branches that brings benefits to both branches 
and offers opportunities for an actually already 
existing connection – knowledge & learning.
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ABSTRACT

Knowledge is now becoming the most valuable 
asset of the construction organisations to gain 
competitive advantages by improving quality 
while reducing cost and time of work completion 
in projects. Knowledge Management (KM) is the 
most effective way to deal with the intellectual 
capital of the organisations through facilitating 
the capturing and sharing of existing knowledge 
and creating new innovative knowledge. The most 
useful knowledge in construction projects is tacit 
knowledge since it includes the people ideas, 
perceptions and experiences that can be shared 
and re-used to improve experiences and enhance 
abilities of employees for problem-solving and 
decision-making. Many of methods have been 

adopted to deal with knowledge in the construction 
organisations, but they are still far from enough, 
particularly in dealing with tacit knowledge gained 
from construction projects. This paper presents a 
methodology for dealing with tacit knowledge ef-
ficiently and effectively in construction projects. 
A case study has been conducted to evaluate the 
proposed KM method and to test its importance 
and usefulness in the construction industry.

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge management (KM) is now becoming 
more vital for successful management of con-
struction projects and also as a complement to 
the business activities of the organisations. With 
knowledge-based economy increasingly growing, 
knowledge is becoming an important asset for 
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organisational success among other assets such 
as capital, materials, machineries, and properties 
(Kelleher & Levene, 2001; Fong & Wong, 2005). 
Through successful knowledge capturing, sharing 
and creation, industrial companies can improve the 
process of organisational learning to enhance the 
performance of the organisations and create more 
possibilities to gain competitive advantages (Li & 
Gao, 2003; KLICON, 1999; Ahmad & An, 2008).

The current interest in KM has been motivated 
by the need for continuous changes and improve-
ments to enhance the construction processes 
(KLICON, 1999). KM has benefited from the 
remarkable development of computer technol-
ogy which provides the people with the ability to 
digitally capture, search and transmit knowledge 
and electronically contact with other people (Car-
rillo et al., 2000; Blumentritt & Johnston, 1999). 
The construction organisations have showed an 
increased awareness of KM as a necessary prereq-
uisite for improving quality, business performance, 
efficiency of project delivery, relationships with 
partners, suppliers and clients and innovations to 
gain competitive advantages (Egan, 1998; Kamara 
et al., 2002; Love et al., 2003). KM systems provide 
end-users with the tools and services necessary 
to capture, share, re-use, update, and create new 
experiences and best practices to aid them in pro-
cesses, such as problem-solving, decision-making 
and innovation, without having to spend extra 
time, effort and resources on reinventing solutions 
that have already been invented elsewhere in the 
organizations (Ahmad et al., 2007).

In order to encourage the senior management 
to implement KM in their organisations, many of 
researches on the relationship between KM and 
supply chain management have been conducted 
to demonstrate business benefits and competitive 
advantages compared to cost of implementation of 
KM. Davenport et al. (1997) and Robinson et al. 
(2004) argued that KM has a high positive impact 
on the performance of the organisations, the speed 
of learning of new knowledge and technologies 
and the decision making process in the supply 

chain. A study conducted by Burgess and Singh 
(2006) suggested that knowledge, infrastructures 
and corporate governances can work together to 
produce the innovations that lead to a desirable 
improvement of the organisation performance. 
Carlucci et al. (2004) reviewed the role of KM on 
the business performance management models, 
such as the Balance Scorecard (Kaplan & Nor-
ton, 1992; Marr & Schiuma, 2001), the Business 
Excellence Model (EFQM, 1999) and the Perfor-
mance Prism (Neely et al., 2002), and indicated 
that KM can be classified into four knowledge 
asset groups, i.e. knowledge of human resources, 
management/stakeholder relationships, physical 
infrastructure and virtual infrastructure. According 
to Carlucci et al. (2004), this classification will 
lead to enhancements in competencies, effective-
ness and efficiency of organisational processes, 
business management abilities and business per-
formance, which will finally lead to an increase 
in value generation for the organisations. The 
value of intellectual capital can be measured by 
using methods such as cause-and-effect map that 
measures contribution of KM initiatives to the 
strategic objectives of the organisation, evaluation 
roadmap which is an interactive tool that guides 
the users to select the most appropriate technique 
on the basis of a set of structured questions to 
measure the impact of each KM initiative on the 
user business performance, cost-benefit checklists 
that compare costs of each KM initiative to its 
potential tangible and intangible benefits, and 
priority matrix that prioritizes KM initiatives of 
users based on effectiveness and efficiency of 
performance (Robinson et al., 2004). Verification 
test is a method that can be applied to determine 
whether the KM system operates according to 
the required design and specifications by using 
questionnaires to collect users’ feedback (Lin et al., 
2006). Validation test is another method that uses 
questionnaires to collect users’ feedback about the 
usefulness of the KM systems (Lin et al., 2006). 
The aim of the previous methods is to evaluate 
the KM systems by developing measurement 
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rations and benchmarks of the systems (Gupta 
et al., 2000). Although these methods can help 
organisations to have better views of the perfor-
mance and usefulness of their KM systems, there 
are still no precise ways to evaluate the return on 
investment in knowledge and the impact of KM 
on the business performance (Robinson et al., 
2004; Carlucci et al., 2004; Chong et al., 2000).

Many of environmental factors such as or-
ganisational culture and management support 
can affect the ability of KM initiatives to deliver 
desirable results for individuals and organisations 
(Burgess & Singh, 2006). In order to obtain suc-
cessful KM systems, the organisations need not 
only to improve KM processes and technological 
contents but they also need to enhance the knowl-
edge environment and change the behaviours of 
employees through practices such as building 
awareness and cultural acceptability (Davenport 
et al., 1998). Egbu and Botterill (2002) studied 
the use of IT-tools for KM in the construction 
organisations and concluded that IT is more useful 
for the transmission of explicit knowledge while 
face-to-face interactions and verbal conversations 
are more efficient in sharing and transferring tacit 
knowledge because of the effects from some en-
vironmental factors such as the lack of employees 
awareness of the potential benefits of IT-tools, the 
lack of a formal strategy to apply the KM system, 
the short-term nature of projects that cause dif-
ficulties with building teams, ‘Communities of 
Practice’ and trust among employees, and finally 
the human nature for preferring familiarity of 
using the old routines of doing jobs over having 
to learn new methods of applying and using new 
technologies. A research carried out by Ahmad 
and An (2008) suggested that these influential 
factors can be categorised into a number of 
groups such as individual factors, organisational 
factors, technological factors, economical factors, 
customer factors and regulation factors, which 
affect the design, implementation and use of KM 
systems. The study also highlights the importance 
of management support and the roles of KM teams 

to maintain and improve the KM systems in the 
organisations. However, some factors may hinder 
the process of knowledge coordination and sharing 
among employees in the different construction 
projects of the organisation which may cause ev-
ery project to work as a separated unit. This may 
cause failure of using knowledge of other projects 
and learning from past mistakes and experiences 
(Carrillo et al., 2000). Clear evidences have shown 
that some individual behaviour (e.g., cultural 
frictions) can have significant negative effects 
on the KM process (Davenport & Prusak, 1998). 
However, by applying procedures such as provid-
ing incentives, accepting and rewarding creative 
errors, providing times and places for learning, 
meeting and sharing knowledge, and encourag-
ing relationships and trust among employees etc, 
organisations can reduce the influence of these 
factors. The environmental factors that may affect 
the ability of KM methods, tools and activities to 
deliver desirable outcomes for individuals and 
organisations are shown in Figure 1 (Davenport 
& Prusak, 1998; Ahmad & An, 2008).

DATA, INFORMATION, EXPLICIT 
KNOWLEDGE AND TACIT 
KNOWLEDGE

Although the terms data, information and knowl-
edge are extremely related, they should not be 
used interchangeably (Blumentritt & Johnston, 
1999; Kakabadse et al., 2001). An useful way to 
differentiate between these three concepts is by 
representing them in a hierarchy where knowledge 
is represented at the top with the most value and 
meaning for the end-users, and data is represented 
at the bottom with the least value and meaning to 
the end-users but with the most availability and 
programmability in the organisation (Awad & 
Ghaziri, 2004; NDR, 2003; Bierly et al., 2000).

Recent literature classifies knowledge into two 
categories: explicit knowledge and tacit knowl-
edge. This classification helps organisations to 
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identify the types of knowledge with different 
nature that may need different procedures, tools 
and methods to be processed and managed (Tserng 
& Lin, 2004; Lin et al., 2006; Ahmad & An, 2008). 
Explicit knowledge is the knowledge that can be 
expressed in formal, systematic languages and 
shared in the form of scientific formulae, specifica-
tions, manuals and such like. Explicit knowledge 
is easy to be captured, retrieved, shared and used 
because it can be expressed in words and numbers 
that can be managed more easily. Tacit knowledge 
is personal and exists in the individuals’ heads 
and memories in the form of experiences and 
know-how, which are not easy to be shared and 
managed (Gore & Gore, 1999; Lin et al., 2006; 
Nonaka, 2007; Ahmad & An, 2008). However, 
tacit knowledge has the most valuable type of 
contents since it combines information with a 
person’s experiences, skills and understanding, 
which enables the employees of the organisations 
to find the best solutions and reduce the possibil-
ity of repeating mistakes in their construction 
activities (Awad & Ghaziri, 2004; Baker et al., 
1997; Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Gupta et al., 
2000; Tiwana, 1999; Tserng & Lin, 2004). Some 
of tacit knowledge can be captured, mobilized and 
turned into explicit knowledge, which would be 

accessible by others in the organisation to enable 
the organisation to progress rather than requiring 
its members to relearn from the same stage all the 
time (Gore & Gore, 1999). However, a complete 
tacit explicit split can not be achieved because of 
the nature of these types of knowledge (Nonaka & 
Takeuchi, 1995; Inkpen & Dinur, 1998). Therefore, 
it is useful to understand that the different types of 
knowledge require different processes, procedures 
and tools to be managed and dealt with.

Figure 2 illustrates a hierarchy that provides 
a useful way to understand the differences and 
relationships among data, information, explicit 
knowledge and tacit knowledge (Davenport et 
al., 1998; Probst et al., 2000; Awad & Ghaziri, 
2004; Bierly et al., 2000; NDR, 2003). This 
representation helps to understand the different 
characteristics and values for different types of 
contents and how these contents can be trans-
formed from one type to another. Blumentritt 
and Johnston (1999) suggested that in order to 
gain competitive advantages, organisations need 
to enhance the information-knowledge balance 
through the implementation of IT-based improve-
ments to enhance information management and 
socially-based mechanisms to enhance knowledge 
management.

Figure 1. Influence of environmental factors on KM outcomes
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KM systems can be viewed as the development 
and improvement of information systems that 
enhance the ability of these systems to manage 
organisational knowledge, by providing the or-
ganisations with the ability to capture, organize, 
retrieve, analyze, apply, update and share tacit 
and explicit knowledge (Gupta et al., 2000; 
Alavi & Leidner, 2001). Data mining tools are 
important in the KM systems, since they help 
organisations to transform existing data into more 
useful shapes of information and knowledge that 
can be more applicable and available to employ-
ees in almost everywhere in the organisation at 
any time (Gupta et al., 2000).

CHALLENGS OF MANAGING 
TACIT KNOWLEDGE

As stated earlier in this paper, there are many 
challenges of the implementation of KM systems 
in the construction organisations such as the com-
plexity of industry, diversity of work players and 
adversarial relationships (KLICON, 1999). These 
challenges become more difficult when dealing 
with tacit knowledge because individuals normally 
regard their tacit knowledge as a source of strength 
and a personal rather than organisational property 

(Carrillo et al., 2000). The complex nature of tacit 
knowledge and construction context increase the 
difficulty for organisations to plan and implement 
formal KM initiatives. A vast amount of tacit 
knowledge resides in the heads of individuals who 
may belong to different specialities, ranging from 
non-skilled workers to professionals or may belong 
to different divisions and companies, that cause 
difficulty for people to collect, share and manage 
their knowledge within limited time and budget 
of construction projects (Carrillo et al., 2000).

Studies conducted based on leading construc-
tion organisations in the UK showed that the or-
ganisations lack the adoption of well formulated 
strategies and implementation plans to KM, and 
a high percentage of them have not appointed a 
knowledge manager or a team to implement the 
KM strategy while most of these adopted KM 
strategies lack the alignment with business strate-
gies of the organisations (Robinson et al., 2004; 
Robinson et al., 2005). Although construction 
sector is one of the largest industrial employers 
in the world, most of this sector consists mainly 
of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). 
For example SMEs consist about 96% of the 
European construction sector and about 99% 
of the construction sector in the UK (European 
Commission, 2005; Hari et al., 2005). Most of 

Figure 2. Data, information, explicit knowledge and tacit knowledge
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these SMEs of construction companies may lack 
the required resources to undertake the additional 
cost, time and effort of dealing with and managing 
tacit knowledge. According to empirical studies, 
small and medium construction companies are less 
successful in KM implementation than their larger 
counterparts (Robinson et al., 2004), because they 
suffer lack of awareness of many important issues 
associated with knowledge management and its 
benefits for construction organisations (Hari et 
al., 2005). Other challenges can come from the 
fact that managing tacit knowledge may require 
organisations to apply new management structures 
and work procedures, which need additional work 
efforts and time to deal effectively and efficiently 
with (Carrillo et al., 2000). A survey carried out 
by Carrillo et al. (2004) indicated that the most 
significant barrier to KM implementation in the 
UK construction organisations is the lack of 
standard work processes such as having too many 
different procedures to perform similar activities, 
and the lack of systematic procedures for collect-
ing and reusing lessons learnt and best practices 
from previous projects. The inflexible hierarchical 
organisational structures and the existence of too 
many multi-disciplinary teams in each project 
can cause more difficulty in managing and using 
tacit knowledge in the construction organisations 
(Carrillo et al., 2000). Unrepeated nature of the 
construction projects is an important challenge to 
the management of tacit knowledge. A problem-
solution or best practice in a project may confuse 
other users having similar problems in different 
projects with different characteristics and contexts. 
KM systems are designed to help the users to 
find problem-solutions rather than providing the 
ultimate solutions for their problems. Fong and 
Wong (2005) argued that, despite the importance 
of tacit knowledge in reducing the risk of “rein-
venting the wheel”, it is difficult for people in a 
project to re-use and re-apply tacit knowledge of 
other projects. The reason is that it is difficult for 

employees in a project to understand the context 
and the reasons for decisions that have been made 
in other projects simply by using reports or draw-
ings kept after projects’ completion.

Although many studies have attempted to 
select or to develop an appropriate KM strategy 
for the construction industry, many of the existing 
KM methods, techniques and tools can only deal 
with explicit knowledge because the organisations 
have recognised the importance of documenting 
explicit knowledge in their projects in the form of 
drawings, standards, specifications, etc. (Weiser 
& Morrison, 1998). However, many studies have 
approved that tacit knowledge is playing the most 
important role of KM in the organisations, but the 
role of tacit knowledge and why it seems to be 
so highly valued and important still needs more 
research (Burgerss & Singh, 2006). Knowledge 
generated in construction projects, especially tacit 
knowledge, can be lost from the company due to 
many reasons, such as when people with experi-
ences leave the company or when knowledge is 
saved in unsearchable filing systems (Carrillo et 
al., 2000). This represents a lost opportunity for 
the organisation if its competitors succeeded to 
share and leverage similar knowledge efficiently 
then they may gain competitive advantages (Zack, 
1999).

These challenges and barriers that may affect 
the successful management of tacit knowledge 
cause the need for a more coherent and struc-
tured approach for utilising tacit knowledge in 
the construction organisations. Therefore, it is 
essential to develop a new KM method that can 
be used as a navigation aid tool to deal with tacit 
knowledge to satisfy the needs of the industry. 
This study addresses this problem by developing 
a methodology that can deal with tacit knowledge 
more efficiently and effectively. A case study col-
lected from the construction industry was used to 
demonstrate how the proposed methodology can 
be used to improve the industry KM performance.
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CURRENT METHODOLOGIES OF 
MANAGING TACIT KNOWLEDGE

Many methods, techniques and tools have been 
developed, used, reviewed and evaluated in the 
literature to enhance the management of tacit 
knowledge and reduce the effect of KM barriers. 
Examples can include knowledge maps (Lin et al., 
2006; Woo et al., 2004), KM models (Abdullah 
et al., 2002), Activity-Based KM systems (Tserng 
& Lin, 2004) and Ontology-Based KM systems 
(Gruber, 1993; KLICON, 1999; El-Diraby & 
Kashif, 2005). However, these KM techniques 
need a more structured coherent approach to KM 
and a better alignment of KM to business goals 
in the construction organisations.

Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) suggested that 
knowledge can be created through continuous 
interactions between tacit and explicit knowledge 
to form four modes, Socialization, Externaliza-
tion, Combination and Internalization (SECI) as 
shown in Figure 3. It would be a non-stop process 
to re-create the new knowledge, which everyone 
in the organisation acts as a knowledge worker. 
Nonaka (1991) stated that new knowledge always 
begins with individuals and the individuals’ 
knowledge can be transformed into a valuable or-
ganisational knowledge such as when an engineer 
uses his experience to enhance work processes 
or provide innovations. The spiral presents the 
continuous movement between different modes 
of knowledge creation and the increase of the 
spiral radius shows the movement and diffusion 
of knowledge through organizational levels. 
Socialization is to share or acquire other experi-
ences and tacit knowledge through meetings, 
direct conversations, observation, practicing and 
training. For example, an engineer can learn the 
tacit secrets of solving a problem from an expert 
or senior engineer in the construction projects 
(tacit to tacit). Externalization is to transform tacit 
knowledge into explicit knowledge to enable its 
communication, for example, a senior engineer can 
translate his tacit knowledge such as experiences, 

ideas, know-how and perceptions into explicit 
in the format of reports, specifications, articles, 
procedures and descriptions that can be easily 
understood, captured, shared and reapplied (tacit 
to explicit). Combination of various related ele-
ments of explicit knowledge to form new explicit 
knowledge is important in the knowledge creation 
process because it creates a more useful form of 
knowledge that is available for other users and 
contributes to the knowledge base of the organisa-
tion. For example, a report can combine explicit 
knowledge with other related knowledge, which 
provides more details, analysis and understand-
ing to produce more valuable explicit knowledge 
available for other employees (explicit to explicit). 
Internalization indicates the process of develop-
ing new experiences by learning from, reusing 
and reapplying the existing explicit knowledge to 
produce new tacit knowledge that if successfully 
externalized can help to update and revalidate the 
existing explicit knowledge. Explicit knowledge 
that is reapplied by employees can produce new 
experiences and tacit knowledge (explicit to tacit). 
These new experiences and tacit knowledge can be 
shared among individuals through direct contacts 
(i.e., socialization) to start a new iteration of the 
continuous spiral.

Li and Gao (2003) studied knowledge creation 
and its constraints based on the fundamental points 
of tacit knowledge of Nonaka’s SECI model and 
indicated that the spiral-type model provides an 
analytical framework for KM activities in business 
management. However, the study agreed with 
Polanyi (1996) to further categorise the tacit 
knowledge into two parts: implicit knowledge 
and real tacit knowledge. Implicit knowledge is 
defined as the ability of people to express and 
articulate knowledge, but they may be unwilling 
to do so because of specific reasons under certain 
settings (such as behaviour, culture or organiza-
tional style). However, it is of a great value for 
an organisation to arrange activities to encourage 
the people to transform implicit knowledge into 
explicit knowledge through suitable incentive 
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schemes to make this knowledge available and 
useful for other employees across the organisation 
(Li & Gao, 2003). According to Planyi (1996), 
the real tacit knowledge is hard to be communi-
cated among people with different levels of 
knowledge and it is useless and costly for an 
organisation to try to organize it for sharing.

McInerney (2002) argued that to effectively 
manage knowledge and successfully transfer tacit 
knowledge into explicit accessible formats in any 
organisation, there should be a clear understand-
ing of the dynamic nature of knowledge. Explicit 
knowledge can be defined as knowledge that has 
been explained, recorded or documented, while 
tacit knowledge includes the rest of other forms 
of knowledge that if has not been represented and 
made explicit, there could be lost opportunities 
of competitive advantages. However, knowledge 
can also be a disadvantage to organisations if it 
is incorrect or misleading, if it is inhibiting or 
discouraging, or if it is not aligned with or does 
not satisfy organisation’s mission or strategy. 
Knowledge is considered to be dynamic because 
it is constantly changing in individuals through 
experiences and learning, and in organisations 
through the movement of knowledge to be trans-
ferred or shared. Due to the dynamic nature of 
knowledge, the knowledge stored in the current 

system repositories need to be ensured that they are 
updated regularly, as well as keeping knowledge 
systems flexible enough to deal with continuous 
updating and changing requirements from all 
sectors of the organisation. However, instead of 
investing efforts in the initiatives of extracting 
knowledge from the employees, it might be more 
productive for organisations to invest efforts in 
creating a knowledge culture that encourages 
employees to learn and share the knowledge, 
such as establishing small group meeting rooms, 
conducting on-site seminars, rewarding those 
who continuously practise learning and who 
teach others what they know, offering informal 
“water cooler”-type meeting places throughout 
the workplace, encouraging trust, dialogue and 
collaboration among employees, etc. Figure 4 
illustrates the interaction of tacit knowledge 
and explicit knowledge through internal and 
external processes within and among people in 
an organisation. The figure provides a graphical 
representation of a knowledge continuum which 
shows that a static collection of knowledge is 
insufficient, but continuous knowledge creation 
is essential for knowledge to be used effectively 
and to keep organisations healthy and innovative.

Although many studies have used the terms 
of tacit and implicit knowledge synonymously, 

Figure 3. The SECI model (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995)
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some other studies have differentiated among 
three knowledge dimensions, including explicit, 
implicit and tacit, emphasizing that tacit and 
implicit knowledge have significant difference 
and cannot be used interchangeably (Alonderiene 
et al., 2006; Nickols, 2003; Newman & Conrad, 
1999; Bennet & Bennet, 2008). Nickols (2003) 
introduced a representation that provides a useful 
way to distinguish among explicit, implicit and 
tacit knowledge as shown in Figure 5. Explicit 
knowledge consists of knowledge that already has 
been articulated or codified in the form of text, 
tables, diagrams, drawings, photos, audios, videos, 
etc. Therefore, they can be directly and com-
pletely captured, re-used or shared, such as 
documented articles, books, reports, best prac-
tices, manuals, specifications and standards 
(Nickols, 2003; Newman & Conrad, 1999). Im-
plicit knowledge is the knowledge that has been 
identified that it can be articulated and turned into 
explicit in the future but has not yet been articu-
lated. This can be caused by some reasons such 
as if the codification or capturing process has not 
been completed or even started yet, if the com-
pany has not decided to capture this form of 

knowledge yet or if the company has decided that 
they do not need to capture this form of knowledge 
currently. Tacit knowledge refers to knowledge 
that people have, but they cannot articulate, express 
or transfer to explicit knowledge by using lan-
guages, because articulating it will fail to capture 
its essence (Nickols, 2003; Polanyi, 1997; Alond-
eriene et al., 2006). Examples include people skills 
and experiences that cannot be easily described 
such as how to deal with different people and read 
the reactions on their faces or the ability and speed 
to solve problems, provide ideas and innovate.

The research by Bennet and Bennet (2008) 
discussed the differences and relationships among 
explicit, implicit and tacit knowledge. Explicit 
knowledge is the knowledge that has been de-
scribed accurately by words and/or visuals, while 
implicit knowledge is more complicated and not 
readily accessible. The individuals may not know 
they have implicit knowledge, but they discover 
it through questions, dialogues, reflective 
thoughts, or as a result of an external event. Once 
this knowledge emerged, the individual can have 
the ability to capture it in the form of explicit 
knowledge or may not have this ability and so the 

Figure 4. Tacit-explicit knowledge continuum (McInerney, 2002)
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knowledge remains as tacit. Tacit knowledge is 
the knowledge that even if individuals know they 
have, they still cannot put it into words or visuals 
that may be useful for others to use and to create 
new knowledge. Tacit knowledge should be stud-
ied in terms of four aspects; embodied, intuitive, 
affective and spiritual, where each of these aspects 
represents different tacit knowledge sources with 
different characteristics as presented in Figure 6 
along with explicit and implicit knowledge. Em-
bodied tacit knowledge is related to the movement 
of the body such as knowing a craft or how to use 
a tool, and the five human senses such as knowing 
the quality of a material or a finished work from 
its appearance. This kind of knowledge can be 
learnt through practicing and behavior skill train-
ing, and through time it becomes embedded in 
memory and retrieved automatically when 
needed. Intuitive tacit knowledge is the knowing 
that may affect decisions and actions that come 
from the individuals’ sense but the actors cannot 
explain (unconscious) the reason for taking this 
action. Intuitive knowledge is developed in the 
people minds as a result of continuous learning 
through meaningful experiences that can be built 
up by practicing making decisions and actions, 
collecting feedback on these decisions and actions, 
and interpreting the feedback. These practices 
will help people to develop intuitive skills such 
as developing the ability to evaluate situations 
quickly and to predict the consequences of such 
situations (Klein, 2003). Affective tacit knowledge 

refers to people feelings that may have impact on 
behaviours, thoughts and responses. Thus affective 
tacit knowledge is related to other types of knowl-
edge because feelings as a form of knowledge 
can influence decisions and actions, such as feel-
ing fear or upset that could prevent the decision-
maker from taking an action. Finally, spiritual 
tacit knowledge can be described as the animating 
principles of human life which may affect thoughts 
and actions such as the moral aspects, the emo-
tional part of human nature and the mental abili-
ties.

To encourage the creation of tacit knowledge 
and to enhance transferring tacit and implicit 
knowledge from individuals to the repositories 
and/or to other individuals, organisations need to 
use sorts of KM tools, techniques and methods. 
Building Communities of Practices (CoPs) is one 
of the most widely used techniques to encourage 
creating and sharing tacit knowledge (Carrillo & 
Anumba, 2002; Egbu et al., 2003). An organisa-
tion usually have many CoPs where each CoP 
consists of a group of people (e.g. engineers and 
experts) who may have different skills, back-
grounds and/or experiences, but they share com-
mon interests and can collaborate to perform a 
shared job or task to achieve shared goals (Egbu 
et al., 2003). A useful way to transfer tacit knowl-
edge among individuals and from individuals into 
a repository in an organisation is to use some sort 
of community-based electronic discussions (Dav-
enport et al., 1998). A good practice in projects 

Figure 5. Distinguishing among explicit, implicit and tacit knowledge (Nickols, 2003)
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that may effectively enhance the creation and 
capturing of tacit knowledge in the form of ex-
plicit knowledge is to conduct a post-project review 
at the end of each project (Egbu et al., 2003; Car-
rillo, 2005). Busby (1999) indicated that the 
benefit of post-project reviews is that it provides 
an important learning mechanism that can effec-
tively enhance disseminating tacit knowledge 
about good practices and problem-solutions, and 
can also help correcting errors of individuals’ 
knowledge. An effective way to encourage the 
management of tacit knowledge is to embed KM 
activities into the work activities of the employees 
in the construction organisations by making these 
activities operate as an integral part of individuals’ 
work (Carrillo et al., 2000; Ahmad et al., 2008). 
For a successful implementation of this method 
the organisations may need to apply changes to 
the routine work processes combined with 
changes of organisational culture and commitment 
at all organisational levels (Gupta et al., 2000; 
Ahmad et al., 2008). In this case, dedicated tools 
and initiatives need to be established to encourage 
cultural change and enhance knowledge sharing 
in the organisations (Carrillo et al., 2000). En-
couraging relationships, collaborations and inter-
actions through electronic collaborative tools and/
or direct face-to-face interactions are very impor-

tant practices that can be applied to build trust, 
enhance effective learning and improve knowledge 
sharing among employees (Egbu et al., 2003; 
Davenport & Prusak, 1998). A main driver for 
implementing such KM initiatives is the need to 
maintain the tacit knowledge of key employees 
of an organisation (Robinson et al., 2004; Car-
rillo, 2005).

The following section presents a proposed 
simple and practical KM method to deal with, man-
age and exploit tacit knowledge, and to show how 
this kind of knowledge can be transferred to other 
types of knowledge such as explicit knowledge. 
As stated earlier in this paper, tacit knowledge is 
hard to be captured, formalised and communi-
cated since it is highly personal and only exists 
in people’s heads. In the proposed KM method, 
electronic knowledge repositories combined with 
other knowledge sharing and communication tools 
have been employed, which allow organisations 
to create, capture, organize, store, disseminate and 
share tacit knowledge. While most of the previ-
ous methods have concentrated on categorising 
knowledge into two or three types of knowledge 
and discussing how each type differs from other 
types in terms of nature, format and characteristics, 
the proposed method of this research further cat-
egorises knowledge into four types of knowledge 

Figure 6. Continuum of awareness of knowledge sources/contents (Bennet & Bennet, 2008)
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that require different management procedures and 
translate these categories into a practical, com-
prehensive and structured methodology that helps 
users from the construction industry to identify 
the required knowledge resources, processes, 
methods and tools for managing each type of 
knowledge, and to satisfy the specific needs and 
requirements of projects.

A PROPOSED METHOD FOR 
MANAGING TACIT KNOWLEDGE

As described earlier in section 4, in order to dis-
tinguish the differences in nature and processing 
procedures for the different types of knowledge 
in an organisation, a KM framework consisting 
of five components has been developed as shown 
in Figure 7. The aim of the development of the 
KM framework is to facilitate understanding, 
implementing and applying a proposed method 
for managing knowledge in the construction or-
ganisations. The Method is designed to provide 
a practical way that can enhance handling tacit 
knowledge and understanding the dynamic nature 
of knowledge that may result in transformation 
of knowledge from one type into another more 
useful and valuable type of knowledge in the 
organisation.

The proposed KM framework starts with 
identifying knowledge resources that are available 

in the organisation, then deciding processing 
procedures and activities to handle and manage 
each type of knowledge resources by applying 
the IT and Non-IT tools that may be required in 
support to the KM activities. With regard to dy-
namic nature of knowledge, processing activities 
help the organisation to transform knowledge to 
a more useful and valuable shape of knowledge 
that should be dealt with as a new knowledge 
resource that need to be managed and maintained 
in a continuous basis to update, validate and add 
more value to the knowledge in the organisation. 
In this study, a KM approach has been developed 
to provide a better understanding of the different 
types of knowledge resources and to show how 
different KM tools, activities and methods are 
required to deal with the different types of knowl-
edge in the organisation as shown in Figure 8. 
The proposed KM method also helps the organi-
sations to deal with and manage the new resultant 
knowledge in a dynamic and continuous basis to 
update, re-validate, and add value to the knowledge 
in the repositories of the KM system.

Identifying Knowledge Resources

Obviously, identification of the available types of 
knowledge resources is important for a successful 
implementation of a KM system in an organisation. 
Examples of knowledge resources may include 
books, organisational documents and individuals’ 
experiences. A useful way to categorize knowledge 
resources in an organisation is by distinguishing 
among four levels of knowledge, i.e. combined, 
explicit, implicit and tacit knowledge as shown 
in Figure 8. An advantage of this classification is 
that it differentiates among four types of knowl-
edge with different nature and formats that may 
require different processing procedures, tools 
and technologies to be captured, shared and/or 
re-applied. Combined knowledge is the knowledge 
that can be captured, categorized and adapted in 
the repositories, which is searchable and avail-
able for the end-users of the KM system. This 

Figure 7. A proposed framework for managing 
knowledge
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type of knowledge is the product of combining 
related pieces of knowledge together to produce 
more valuable and applicable knowledge. Explicit 
knowledge includes the knowledge that can be 
codified in paper-based and/or electronic-based 
documents. It can usually be found either inside 
the enterprise in the form of manuals, specifica-
tions, contracts, reports, photos, drawings, and/
or organisation’s database, or outside the organi-
sation in the form of books, journals, news and 
regulations. However, this type of knowledge is 
not usually made available and cannot be easily 
searched and re-used by end-users of the KM 
system. But this type of knowledge can be easily 
transferred from its resources into repositories 
of a KM system that will make it available and 
searchable for the end-users of the KM system. 
Implicit knowledge is the part of tacit knowledge 
that can be easily identified by the organisation and 
people, which can be transformed and articulated 
into formats similar to explicit knowledge, for 
example, experiences, know-how and problem 
solutions that can be captured into articles, reports, 

memos and/or other types of electronic or paper-
based documents. Although implicit knowledge 
is more difficult to be stored and formalised and 
requires more efforts to be managed than explicit 
knowledge, the implicit knowledge is more valu-
able and useful for the companies since it includes 
people experiences, problem solutions, lessons 
learnt, best practices and innovations, which may 
help an organisation to improve its performance 
of work processes and enhance the quality of its 
final products. Finally, tacit knowledge refers to 
the rest of knowledge that cannot be captured 
and turned into explicit knowledge because 
articulating this type of knowledge may fail to 
deliver the meaning and the context of influence 
or because capturing past experiences may oppose 
privacy, confidentiality and/or security regula-
tions. Additionally, sometimes people may feel 
that this knowledge is personal that cannot be 
made available to others across the organisation. 
Furthermore, organisations cannot capture all the 
knowledge from their employees since capturing 
too much knowledge can make the repositories 

Figure 8. Proposed KM method to simplify tacit knowledge handling
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of the KM system overloaded that negatively af-
fects the KM system performance and confuses 
people, who search for the required knowledge, 
by having too many choices that makes difficult 
for them to decide which knowledge is important 
for making decision of the best problem solution.

Knowledge Processing

At this stage the organisation needs to decide which 
processing activities are required to process and 
manage the different types of knowledge for a 
successful implementation of the KM system. On 
the basis of the types of the knowledge resources 
these activities can be categorized into four levels, 
i.e. knowledge internalisation, knowledge combi-
nation, knowledge externalisation and knowledge 
socialization that need to be dealt with as shown 
in Figure 8. Knowledge internalization includes 
the activities as described in section 4 that the 
organisation needs to deal with combined knowl-
edge. The use of technological tools provided by 
the KM system to retrieve, re-use, evaluate and 
update the knowledge that previously stored in 
the repositories are examples of the activities that 
can be done to process combined knowledge at 
this processing level. Knowledge combination is 
about managing explicit knowledge by captur-
ing documents, combining related contents, and 
putting contents into proper formats. This level 
of knowledge processing may include activities 
such as digitizing (e.g., Scanning) paper-based 
documents, reviewing, editing, attaching files, 
photos and videos, referring to related people, 
resources and links, categorizing and finally ap-
proving knowledge to make it available for the 
end-users to be searched and re-used. Knowledge 
externalization includes the activities required to 
capture implicit knowledge and transform it into 
explicit and combined knowledge. This level of 
knowledge processing requires people to codify 
their work experiences, perceptions, know-how 
and best practices. That may require people of the 
organisation to prepare reports of problems, solu-

tions, meetings, discussions, innovations and ideas 
in the projects, and articulate them into explicit 
formats that can be captured easily in the reposi-
tories of the KM system. Knowledge socialization 
includes the processing activities required to deal 
with tacit knowledge that cannot be captured and 
stored explicitly in the repositories of the KM 
system. However, the tacit knowledge may be 
more useful for the organisation if successfully 
shared among employees through technological 
and non-technological tools of the KM system. 
This would be useful if the combined knowledge 
is not good enough, outdated or with insufficient 
details. Thus this method can help the end-users 
to create new knowledge to edit, combine and 
add new contents, in other words, more meaning 
and value, to the previous knowledge base in 
the repositories of the KM system. Furthermore, 
the organisation needs to decide which types of 
explicit knowledge are required and also im-
portant for the repositories of the KM system. 
But, however, capturing too much knowledge 
in the repositories may waste the organisation’s 
money, time and efforts. Therefore, some shapes 
of explicit knowledge that may be not useful to 
the organisation must not be captured or must be 
removed from the repositories. On the other hand, 
some knowledge can be made available such as 
books, manuals and specifications to people from 
outside the organisation for their use and learn-
ing. Finally, through the continuous processes of 
knowledge identification and processing, new 
knowledge formats can be identified which require 
the organisation to apply new methods, tools and 
activities to capture, share and use them through 
the KM system.

New Knowledge (Identifying 
Processing Resultants)

The organisation needs to identify new knowledge 
produced from the processing of previous knowl-
edge and monitor the usefulness and importance 
of the new produced knowledge. This will help 
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the organisation to re-validate and add value to 
the previous contents in the repositories of the 
KM system.

Knowledge internalization activities aim to 
help people in re-using combined knowledge 
to produce new knowledge with more value to 
the organisation and others. Knowledge inter-
nalization can help the end-users to learn new 
methods, procedures and experiences gained by 
others by using knowledge searching and retrieval 
tools. For example, KM systems can help junior 
engineers to learn faster rather than the need to 
spend extra time and efforts to learn through the 
long duration of projects’ life cycle. Moreover, 
re-using combined knowledge of past experiences 
and best practices can shorten problem-solving 
and decision-making processes, and enables 
the end-users to make better decisions while 
generating new experiences. The new generated 
experiences and methods can be used to modify, 
update and re-validate the previous, old contents 
in the repositories of the KM system. Knowledge 
combination includes activities such as capturing, 
digitizing, reviewing, combining, categorizing 
and approving knowledge from inside and outside 
the organisation, which can help the organisation 
to transform explicit knowledge into more valu-
able, searchable and applicable new combined 
knowledge. Implicit knowledge can be processed 
through knowledge externalization activities to 
produce new explicit knowledge that can be eas-
ily captured, reviewed, categorized, approved 
and stored in the repositories to make it available 
for the end-users of the KM system. Knowledge 
socialization tools and activities help people to 
share tacit knowledge to learn and produce new 
experiences and knowledge. The end-users can 
find solutions of problems associated with a project 
by using tools provided by the KM system such 
as e-mail, e-discussion etc to search and contact 
people with the required experiences related to the 
problems, rather than searching for solutions in 
the KM system repositories. People interactions 
and discussions may help to find better solutions 

adaptable to the special characteristics and con-
texts of a project than the solutions provided in 
the repositories of the KM system.

As described in section 4, the organisation can 
benefit from the dynamic nature of knowledge by 
planning a continuous process for re-identifying 
and re-processing the produced new knowledge 
as shown in Figure 8. This continuous process 
helps the organisation to update, re-validate and 
enhance the existing knowledge for use, which 
also ensures continuous processes of knowledge 
creation to provide competitive advantages for the 
organisation. This process is important to check 
the validity of contents and to remove outdated, 
incorrect and misleading knowledge from the re-
positories of the KM system. Identifying the types 
and importance of the produced new knowledge 
provides feedback that helps the organisation to 
recognize the necessary improvements required 
for KM methods, tools, and activities to success-
fully manage the new knowledge.

IT-Tools

Information and communication technology plays 
an increasingly important role in KM systems 
of the organisations. As described earlier in this 
paper, the IT tools need to be defined on the basis 
of four levels of knowledge processing activities, 
i.e. combined knowledge, explicit knowledge, 
implicit knowledge and tacit knowledge, in or-
der to provide a better service to the end-users. 
Developments in information technology have 
transformed the abilities of the KM systems in the 
organisations. Figure 9 illustrates some useful IT 
technologies. For example, at Level 1, combined 
knowledge can be captured and organised by ap-
plying knowledge maps. Knowledge mapping is 
a technique often adopted by multi-organisations 
and project-oriented organisations to understand 
where knowledge resides in their organisations 
and the nature of its transfer between those who 
hold it. When applied in this context, knowledge 
mapping provides the basis for understanding the 
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requirements of individuals and the organisation 
in order that appropriate mechanisms can be 
developed reflective of their contextual nature. 
It is not difficult to understand other techniques 
described in Figure 9 at Levels 2 and 3. However, 
it should be noted that tacit knowledge at Level 4 is 
highly personal and hard to encode. Individuals are 
the primary repositories of tacit knowledge that, 
due to its transparent characteristics, is difficult 
to communicate because such tacit knowledge 
depends on the experiences of individuals that 
developed with time in the form of ‘know-how’ 
that also depends on mental models, perspectives 
and beliefs therefore cannot easily be articulated. 
Therefore, tacit knowledge contains many shapes 
of knowledge such as descriptions of problems 
and solutions, experience notes and procedures, 
ideas, viewpoints and innovations. However, tacit 
knowledge is difficult to be captured simply by 
normal tables, but if it is implicit knowledge then 
it can be captured and stored in forms similar to 

articles including those attached descriptions, 
pictures and videos that provide more details and 
clarifications to the knowledge contents (Ahmad 
& An, 2008). An effective method to share the 
real tacit knowledge is through direct and indirect 
contacts, for example, by using e-messaging, 
e-chatting and e-meeting. Employee maps and 
yellow pages provide the people an opportunity 
to approach the individual experts who have the 
required knowledge and experiences by pro-
viding searchable details about the employees’ 
backgrounds and experiences. However, for a 
successful implementation and application of IT-
tools, the organisation needs to plan and install a 
compatible hardware and software infrastructure 
with the specifications required to support the 
implemented technological tools.

Figure 9. Technological and non-technological tools that enhance and support KM initiatives and activities
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Non-IT Tools

A set of methods and activities need to be devel-
oped and established in the organisation in order 
to enhance the implementation and application and 
assess the overall performance of the KM system 
efficiently and effectively. There are many non-IT 
tools that can be used for successful implementa-
tion of the KM system as illustrated in Figure 9. 
These non-IT tools need to be developed on the 
basis of processing the four types of knowledge. 
At the different levels of knowledge processing, 
an effective application of these non-IT tools is 
important for capturing and sharing knowledge 
among individuals. For example, it is important 
for the organisation to establish the management 
support, the alignment mechanisms within the 
organisational strategy and objectives, and the 
arrangements of cost and time issues to satisfy the 
needs of customers and deliver the required results. 
Therefore, the developments of strategies for the 
implementation and application of KM should 
set out clear goals, provide plans for activities 
to be undertaken and determine timeframe and 
resources required for these activities (Cannon, 
1968; Carrillo et al., 2000).

A reward system that may include financial, 
recognitional and/or developmental incentives to 
the employees can be very essential to motivate 
knowledge capturing, sharing and creation in an 
organisation (Walker, 2001). Examples of recog-
nitional incentives may include providing awards 
in an organized gatherings to the people who have 
the most contribution to the KM system and/or 
presenting their work in an internal newspaper. 
However, it is recommended to implement organi-
sational and peer-recognition based mechanisms 
that can be applied through the KM system tools 
and services, for example, by presenting people’s 
contributions and achievements in the news 
pages, showing management appreciation for 
people through the system pages and messages, 
providing a service were users can publish their 
own profiles that may include backgrounds, ex-

periences, achievements and published works of 
the employee, and/or by applying a rating system 
that enables a user to evaluate the usefulness and 
importance of a published work or a contribution 
of an expert in an electronic community system, 
which will finally provide an indication of the 
people’s contribution to the KM system in terms 
of frequency of using their work and percent-
age of positive feedbacks. Finally, methods for 
evaluating and monitoring the KM system also 
need to be applied to evaluate the success of the 
implementation and application processes of the 
KM system and the effect of the KM system on 
the organisational performance. It is important 
to emphasise that the application of a small scale 
implementation (Prototype) before wide imple-
mentation of the KM system tools will help the 
organisation to collect feedback from the end-users 
so that the problems and errors of the implemented 
tools can be found and modifications can be made 
without wasting money, time and efforts due to 
large scale implementations.

CASE STUDY

A case study has been carried out to evaluate the 
proposed KM approach in the UK construction 
industry. The case study approach aims at provid-
ing an example of how the proposed KM model 
can be used for a successful implementation and 
application of KM systems and how it can be used 
to improve the existing ones. It shows how ap-
plying the proposed KM model helps to enhance 
dealing with and managing tacit knowledge in 
the construction organisation. Evaluation of the 
proposed KM approach has been conducted by 
using questionnaire survey to evaluate the useful-
ness and usability of the proposed KM method. 
The questionnaires have also been used to evaluate 
the importance of the different types of knowl-
edge and the importance of the tools required to 
deal with the different types of knowledge. This 
shows the importance of classifying knowledge 
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according to the proposed method especially for 
dealing with tacit knowledge, which was proven 
by the questionnaire that it is the most valuable 
type of knowledge to the organisation. In this 
case, a construction company with more than 7000 
employees and many years of experience involv-
ing highly sophisticated construction projects was 
selected as a test site to introduce the proposed KM 
approach. The company is interested in improving 
their existing KM system to maintain knowledge 
and experiences of their senior employees in order 
to enhance the competitive advantages. Before 
the proposed KM approach was introduced, an 
analysis and evaluation were carried out on the 
feedbacks from end-users of the existing KM 
system. However, the results showed that there 
would be a need to improve the existing system 
by enhancing the way of managing different 
knowledge resources.

The organisation has adopted a stage-based 
methodology to implement and enhance the KM 
system that has been applied in the organisation 
since the year 2000. Analysis, design, imple-
mentation and evaluation of KM system are a 
cyclic process as shown in Figure 10, where the 
first iteration related to the implementation of a 
prototype of a small scale implementation of the 
KM system or any part of it. The feedback from 
the evaluation of the prototype provides valuable 
information and knowledge to modify the design 
of the system and re-start a wide range imple-
mentation of the KM system. Feedback from the 
implemented KM system provides knowledge 
for continuous implementation of new KM parts, 
tools, enhancements and maintenance of the exist-
ing system. Data, information and knowledge of 
32 previous projects finished before the applica-
tion of the KM system have been collected and 
stored to enrich the content of the implemented 
KM system. The organisation has implemented 
and applied the KM system according to a pro-
cedural process that provides more details to the 
methodology as shown in Figure 11.

In order to improve the existing KM system 
performance, a set of technological and non-
technological tools, activities and procedures has 
been planned, implemented and applied as de-
scribed in section 5. For example, a KM strategy 
has been established and KM activities, tools and 
procedures have been chosen to encourage the 
employees getting involvement with the KM 
activities across the organisation. Roles of a KM 
team have been set up to capture, store, categorise, 
approve, and create new knowledge from the 
projects. Furthermore, KM activities have been 
embedded into the routine activities of work 
processes of the employees. The proposed meth-
ods as shown in Figures 7, 8 and 9 have been used 
to provide the employees with an understanding 
of the dynamic nature of knowledge in order to 
keep the KM system and the knowledge contents 
updated and validated. The proposed method 
provides guidelines to the organisation to de-
velop and establish detailed plans that introduce 
and describe the required activities, procedures 
and tools to manage the different types of knowl-
edge. One of the tasks of the KM team is to assign 
one or more knowledge workers for each project 

Figure 10. The cyclic process of analysis, design, 
implementation and evaluation of KM systems 
(Ahmad & An, 2008)
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to capture, digitize, store and categorise any piece 
of explicit knowledge in a project such as reports, 
manuals, specifications, correspondences, draw-
ings, email messages, etc. Then the KM team 
reviews and approves the captured contents and 
provides levels of authorities that determine the 
availability of contents for the different end-users. 
Other responsibilities of the KM team include 
conducting training programmes, ensuring and 
encouraging management support, enhancing the 
awareness of employees about the importance 
and benefits of the use of the KM system and 
encouraging the participation of the employees. 
Conducting training programmes and providing 
technical and management support to the employ-
ees can reduce the time and effort required by 
employees to learn the new work procedures and 
methods of applying the KM system.

The organisation has adopted the proposed 
KM methods, tools and procedures as described 
earlier in this paper in managing and dealing with 
the different types of knowledge. For instance, 
to improve processing explicit knowledge, the 
organisation has further developed its document 
management system to manage and deal with the 

different existing formats of documents, drawings 
and images including paper-based and computer-
based documents such as standards, specifications, 
books, articles and news. To encourage employ-
ees to re-use knowledge from the KM system 
repositories (Combined knowledge), searching 
tools have been enhanced with more characteris-
tics to refine the results and simplify finding the 
required knowledge. The knowledge maps have 
been applied in the KM system to provide a clear 
idea about the available and missing knowledge in 
the system repositories and to introduce effective 
knowledge retrieval and searching tool. In order 
to encourage people to save their experiences in 
the KM system repositories (Implicit knowledge), 
training programmes have been conducted to 
increase the employees’ awareness about future 
benefits of capturing such knowledge. New items 
that appreciate and award participation and add-
ing to the KM system repositories have been 
adopted in the performance appraisal system of 
the organisation. In addition, recording meetings, 
reporting problems and solutions, and describing 
procedures, best practices and changing orders dur-
ing the different stages of projects have also been 

Figure 11. The procedural process of the KM implementation and application
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introduced and embedded in the work processes 
of the employees. Another practice that has been 
adopted to encourage the employees to capture 
projects’ implicit knowledge is the application of 
post projects reviews to review, discuss and record 
best practices and lessons learnt throughout the 
life cycle of the projects.

To improve processing tacit knowledge, knowl-
edge sharing tools, such as e-messaging, e-chatting 
and e-discussion tools, have been installed in the 
organisation. Training programmes have been pro-
vided to employees to improve their learning and 
awareness about the future benefits of these tools. 
Electronic discussion communities have been en-
couraged to form Communities of Practices (CoPs) 
where people with similar interests, specialities 
and/or experiences can communicate and interact 
to discuss ideas, answer inquiries and resolve 
problems. Maps of employees and Yellow pages 
have been developed to simplify searching and 
contacting people with appropriate experiences to 
provide required knowledge for problem-solving 
and decision-making. Furthermore, user-friendly 
interfaces of the KM system have been developed 
to provide the employees with a useful platform 
of knowledge searching and to deliver a compre-
hensive idea about the services available in the 
system. Help-disk services also provide supports 
to the end-users of the KM system.

In order to evaluate the effect and usefulness 
of the proposed KM approach, a questionnaire 
survey has been conducted within the company 
including members of the knowledge team, knowl-
edge workers and active users of the KM system. 
The participants include 43 people from different 
departments and positions in the organisation - rep-
resenting a 24% response rate. The questionnaire 
aims to collect feedback from end-users about 
the usefulness of the improvements to the KM 
system, the importance of applying KM services 
through the technological part of the KM system, 
and the importance of applying non-technological 
procedures and activities to the KM system per-
formance. The results of the questionnaires show 
that the new method can encourage employees to 
use and add to the KM system and to share their 
knowledge with others as shown in Figure 12.

The results of the questionnaire show that 82% 
of the end-users believe that the new KM method 
help employees to use the KM system more ef-
ficiently and effectively. The other 18% are not 
sure if the new approach is useful or think that 
applying the new method is not useful to improve 
the performance of the KM system. The main 
reason described by many respondents is that 
applying and implementing new KM tools, pro-
cedures and activities require the organisation to 
restructure the daily work processes and the em-
ployees’ roles. This may require the organisation 

Figure 12. Evaluation of the usefulness and importance of the KM method
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to spend more effort and time to help the employ-
ees to learn the new methods and procedures of 
the improved system. To avoid this problem the 
organisation should provide training programmes 
and support to increase the employees’ awareness 
about the future advantages of the application of 
the KM system and to reduce the time and effort 
required for employees to learn the new proce-
dures.

The questionnaires also include questions to 
evaluate the importance of a set of technological 
tools and non-technological activities categorized 
according to the four types of knowledge resources 
as shown in Figure 13. The questionnaires use 
five levels of rating scales, where 1 stands for less 
important and 5 stands for most important. The 
results of the questionnaires have shown that the 
end-users believe that both technological tools 
and non-technological activities are important and 
can work together for a successful implementation 
and application of the KM system. The results 
show the highest importance of the technologi-
cal and non-technological tools in the cases of 
sharing tacit knowledge and re-using combined 
knowledge. But in the cases of capturing implicit 
knowledge and explicit knowledge, the evalu-
ations from the end-users have shown that the 
non-technological activities are more important 
when capturing implicit knowledge, while the 

technological tools are more important when 
capturing explicit knowledge. This result shows 
that more efforts on applying non-technological 
activities and procedures, such as providing train-
ing programmes, support, and awareness etc, are 
needed to enhance the use of the KM system and 
encourage the employees to add to the system 
repositories from their own implicit knowledge.

A set of motivations that may encourage the 
organisation and employees to apply and use KM 
systems has also been evaluated in the question-
naires as shown in Figure 14. The motivations 
have been categorised according to the four types 
of knowledge resources. Every two motivations 
have been combined to test the motivations for 
applying tools and approaches for each type of 
knowledge, where 1 stands for less important and 
10 stands for most important. The results show 
that the most important motivation to the employ-
ees for applying KM tools, methods and ap-
proaches is to share and transfer tacit knowledge 
among employees. The second in importance is 
the motivation to have the abilities to search and 
use the combined knowledge in the KM system 
to learn, innovate and find problem-solutions and 
best-practice. The lower importance rate for the 
motivations of capturing implicit knowledge of 
employees provides an indication that some 
people are unwilling to make their knowledge 

Figure 13. Evaluation of the importance of technological tools and non-technological methods
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available to others in the system repositories 
because they still think that implicit knowledge 
is personal. The organisation needs to apply more 
incentives and spend more efforts and time to 
enhance the awareness of employees about the 
importance and the future benefits of capturing 
their own knowledge and making them searchable 
and applicable for other end-users.

As research work proceeds, another question-
naire survey has been carried out in order to obtain 
the feedback from end-users regarding the effect 
of the proposed KM method on the performance 
by using the KM system. The results from a se-
lected group of end-users show that there is us-
ability and usefulness of the enhancement of the 
KM system after integrated the proposed KM 
method. The survey of usability of the system 
includes system specification issues such as ease 
of use, comprehensiveness, reliability, appropri-
ateness, applicability and sufficiency. The evalu-
ation of the enhancement in the usefulness of the 
system covers an assessment of benefits to the 
end-users, for example, reducing mistakes, time 
and cost while improving quality of the com-
pleted works, and improving decision-making, 
training, team working, coordination and knowl-
edge maintenance of employees. The question-
naires used five levels of rating scale where 1 
stands for strongly disagree and 5 stands for 

strongly agree. The participant users include four 
senior engineers with a 15-year experience, two 
senior engineers with 10-year experience, two 
project managers with 5-year experience, two 
junior engineers and two knowledge workers. The 
weighted average score is 4.63 of usability and 
4.58 of usefulness of the KM system, which in-
dicate that the users favourably agree that the 
proposed KM method has made the existing KM 
system more feasible and applicable. The results 
of the evaluation of the KM method are illus-
trated in Table 1.

CONCLUSION

Although management of construction knowledge 
has received considerable attention recently, the 
methods, tools and approaches currently used in 
KM cannot be applied efficiently and effectively 
because the different types of knowledge resources 
have different natures and require different meth-
ods, tools and approaches to deal with, particularly 
in dealing with tacit knowledge. This paper pres-
ents a new KM method and its application to a case 
study in the construction industry, which provides 
a simple, structured and procedural approach for 
KM to enhance understanding of the different 
types of knowledge resources. The proposed KM 

Figure 14. Evaluation of the motivations
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method adopts different tools and approaches to 
deal with the different types of knowledge and 
emphasises the importance of applying non-
technological approaches and activities for the 
successful implementation and application of 
KM systems. The proposed KM method provides 
better understanding, dealing with and benefiting 
from the dynamic nature of knowledge, which 
helps the organisations to update and validate the 
knowledge in the repositories of the KM system. 
The proposed method also provides an approach 
to review, test and overcome the shortcomings, 
and enhance the performance of the existing KM 
systems used in the construction organisations.

The results from the questionnaires conducted 
in the case study show that the proposed new 
method has improved the existing KM system, 
which helps the employees of the organisation 
to use the KM system more efficiently and ef-

fectively. The results also show that applying 
non-technological approaches and activities are 
extremely important when dealing with implicit 
and tacit knowledge.

Tacit and implicit knowledge require more 
efforts of the organisation to manage than ex-
plicit knowledge. But, however, tacit and implicit 
knowledge provide more value and benefits to the 
organisation. Therefore, the application of both 
technological services and non-technological 
activities and approaches through the KM sys-
tem to deal with such two types of knowledge is 
important. An effective way is to apply a set of 
non-technological activities and approaches to 
encourage employees to share, capture and create 
such knowledge and also requires the organisa-
tion to provide time and places for employees to 
learn the new procedures and methods of using 
the KM system. Furthermore, the organisation 
may need to enhance the culture that encourage 
employees to spend time to perform high quality 
works rather than performing high quantity works 
with low quality that may cause additional costs 
and efforts of repeating works and fixing errors 
in the future.

The proposed KM method motivates a con-
tinuous procedure of processing different types 
of knowledge to produce more valuable shapes of 
knowledge and erase outdated knowledge, by ei-
ther deleting them or saving them in other archives, 
because the existence of outdated knowledge in 
the repositories of the KM system can be a disad-
vantage that negatively affects the performance of 
the end-users. The continuity of such procedures 
is essential for a successful implementation and 
application of the KM system.

The research has shown that the most important 
motivations for applying and improving a KM sys-
tem are to share and transfer tacit knowledge. Tacit 
knowledge is complex and hard to be formalised 
and managed. However, the proposed approach 
provides the practitioner with a comprehensive 
technical and social understanding of the nature 
of tacit knowledge, and identifies areas for im-

Table 1. Results of the evaluation of the KM method 

No Questions Average 
Score

System Usability:

1 Ease of use 4.75

2 Comprehensiveness 4.67

3 Reliability 4.42

4 Appropriateness 4.58

5 Applicability 4.75

6 Sufficiency 4.50

Weighted average: 4.63

System Usefulness:

1 Mistakes reduction 4.67

2 Time reduction 4.42

3 Cost reduction 4.50

4 Quality improvement 4.67

5 Decision making improvement 4.75

6 Training 4.42

7 Collaboration 4.58

8 Innovation 4.50

9 Maintaining knowledge of employees 4.67

Weighted average: 4.58
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provements, which helps in determining what 
and how changes can be applied to achieve the 
desired goals of the organisation. The research 
also shows that the non-technological tools play 
important roles in the management of tacit knowl-
edge and the generation of innovation. Effective 
knowledge management requires a management 
strategy that allows organisations’ management 
to identify technological and non-technological 
aspects to manage their intellectual capital in 
an integrated manner. This study represented an 
integrated framework that provides a platform to 
manage different types of knowledge resources in 
construction organisations and for future multi-
disciplinary research.
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ABSTRACT

Traditional forms of assessment used in face-to-
face and distance learning education are insuffi-
cient to ascertain the increase of the knowledge 
acquired and the learners progress, therefore do 
not provide enough information to detect their 
learning gaps necessary to improve their compe-
tencies. Another point is that traditional assessment 
ways rarely involve the student in monitoring his 
own learning through his metacognitive abilities. 
Nowadays, professional skills to obtain a working 
position changes at the same velocity than the 

increase of knowledge and have to be considered 
by any professional and/or student to be qualified 
for a new job. This paper presents a model for 
formative assessment and certification in Lifelong 
Learning based on cognitive and metacognitive 
measurements that will make possible the identi-
fication of the professional learning gaps showing 
a roadmap to obtain educational and conceptual 
certification for his/her competence. Moreover, 
it presents the architecture of a computational 
environment for student knowledge mapping 
that will allow identifying more specifically the 
learning gaps in order to supply the educational 
system with qualitative information.
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INTRODUCTION

The rapid technological development and the 
growing changes in the profiles of professionals 
required to act in any area, in particular the area 
of IT, have taken people to seek ever more new 
capacities, by the other side Educational Institu-
tions have sought to offer a lot of different types 
of courses and modes of learning for the main-
tenance and improvement of skill levels of these 
professionals called Longlife Learning.

Evaluate people, choosing training or its 
complement to obtain a good job placement 
involves many complexities. The combination 
of factors is very large, resulting in a number of 
personal profiles, almost infinite, and very dif-
ficult to compare.

The assessment process plays an important role 
in producing information that can help students 
and professionals, parents, teachers and educa-
tional administrators to know and deal better with 
the learning gaps. Teachers and the Intelligent 
Tutoring Systems (ITS) can use this information 
to adapt the instruction to the student’s learning 
needs and difficulties and to work as guidelines 
to his/her formation.

The Assessment Reform Group (1999) based 
on their research stands that successful learning 
occurs when learners have ownership of their 
learning; when they understand the goals they are 
aiming for; when, crucially, they are motivated 
and have the skills to achieve success. Not only 
are these essential features of effective day-to-day 
learning in the classroom, they are key ingredients 
of successful Lifelong Learning.

Another important aspect in the learning 
process relates to the student’s metacognitive 
abilities, i.e., the process of reflecting about the 
own knowledge which Flavell (1979) called meta-
cognition. Knowledge about knowledge itself is 
very important to the learning with quality.

Many teachers rely on a traditional, pre-test 
and pos-test design to document student progress 
as showed by Shepard (2001). Pretest results 

are used to establish each students’ achievement 
level or location but are typically not used to gain 
insight into the nature of student’s understanding, 
e.g., when a problem is missed, it is not known 
what partial knowledge or competing conception 
is at work. Moreover, to develop students’ meta-
cognitive knowledge about what helps in their 
own learning, there might be explicit discussion 
of both the facilitating and inhibiting effects of 
background knowledge.

The ongoing assessment that aims to diagnose 
and to improve the learning instead of merely 
classify the students is basic in distance learn-
ing education to increase the adaptability of the 
systems and the personalization of the educa-
tion, increasing the motivation and reducing the 
evasion rate, besides increasing the quality and 
productivity of the learning. Moreover, it can help 
to minimize the problems of credibility lack on 
who effectively took the assessment, allowing 
monitoring the evolution of the learning instead of 
having only one measure at the end of the course. 
In distance learning education the majority of 
computational environments involves some kind 
of ongoing student assessment, in which observa-
tion is based on documentation of the student’s 
interactions with the environment as showed by 
Silva and Vieira (2001).

This paper presents a model for formative as-
sessment and certification in Longlife Learning 
based on cognitive and metacognitive measure-
ments that will make possible the identification of 
the professional or student learning gaps. More-
over, it presents the architecture of a computational 
environment to implement the proposed model.

The model will support the monitoring and the 
development of metacognitive processes in order 
to allow the person to have control of his/her own 
learning through the process of self-regulation, 
which is self-monitoring, self-evaluation, and self-
reinforcement. As a cognitive measurer this paper 
will propose the Knowledge Acquisition Level 
(KAL) obtained for each item of the knowledge 
domain, making possible the identification of 
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the gaps of learning. KAL is not only a prompt 
measure, but its evolution can be tracked during 
the process, through continuous assessment.

The document is organized as follows. Next 
section discusses about continuous assessment 
and certification. Following a conceptual model 
for knowledge monitoring and certification 
is presented. In the sequence a computational 
learning environment, as well as, a certification 
environment are designed. Finally, additional 
considerations and some conclusions about this 
work and future work are made.

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT 
AND CERTIFICATION

Management of Skills is a tendency for the mar-
ket from the early 90s. The companies currently 
working to assess their internal talent and also 
to seek professionals in the market is based on 
a competency model to acquire more precise as-
sessment in the process.

Perrenoud (2000) studied the relationship be-
tween training and skills, he explicitly declares that 
training is continuing to improve the development 
of skills, expanding the capacity of professionals 
to carry out their tasks and expect that this should 
also develop their professional skills. It is up to 
him include such features in their abilities and 
attitudes.

Competence to Perrenoud is a know-raise, this 
is not a technical or know one, but an ability to 
mobilize a number of resources, i.e., knowledge, 
know-how, the assessment schemes and actions, 
tools, attitudes -- in order to effectively deal with 
complex situations and unpublished. It is not 
enough, therefore, it is necessary enhance the range 
of resources availibles to teachers to automatically 
monitoring their learning. A virtual knowledge 
will continue until it is absorbed or mobilized as 
support to their ability to use it properly.

The same occurs in the process of formative 
assessment; we cannot say that any continued 

training alone leads to the construction of skills. 
In the process of continuous evaluation there is 
a recursive process, namely the development of 
skills that occurs in the conscience of apprentices, 
and possibly in a group of professionals. This takes 
the form of motivation and guides the continued 
training for skills. The completion of training in 
the working environment contributes to improve 
the competence of the student or trainee, not only 
because it is a collective training, but also because 
the training happens in the workplace. This reduces 
the distance between the absorption of a concept 
and its incorporation as competence.

Assessment and feedback are essential for help-
ing people learn. An assessment process consistent 
with the learning principles should be continuous 
as part of the instruction and supply information 
about the student’s learning level to teachers, 
parents and de own student: this is formative as-
sessment (Bransford, 2003), (Perrenoud, 2000).

In a continuous learning assessment and ac-
companiment process, first of all, it is necessary 
to identify the purposes of assessment. Falchikov 
(2005) have classified these purposes into two 
main categories: summative and formative. In 
the first group the main purposes of assessment 
are restricted to selection, certification, account-
ability and effectiveness monitoring. Purposes 
in the latter group are more student-centered, 
and include diagnosis, motivation, feedback and 
learning improvement. Our focus in this work is 
on formative assessment.

Lifelong Learning

Lifelong Learning is the process of acquiring 
knowledge or skills throughout life via educa-
tion, training, work and general life experiences. 
This term recognizes that learning is not confined 
to childhood or the classroom, but takes place 
throughout life and in a range of situations (Aspin, 
2007). During the last fifty years, constant scien-
tific and technological innovation and change has 
had a profound effect on learning needs and styles. 
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Learning can no longer be divided into a place 
and time to acquire knowledge, like school, and a 
place and time to apply the knowledge acquired: 
the workplace (Fisher, 2000).

Many aspects of effective teaching apply to 
all age groups. However, adults have had more 
life experiences and in many ways are differ-
ently motivated than children. Adults are more 
self-directed in their learning and have a greater 
need to know why they should learn something. 
Learning should be applicable to the learner’s work 
or to other responsibilities valued by the learner. 
Thus, it is important that the instructor know the 
learner’s needs and design learning activities that 
are relevant to those needs. The learner should be 
actively involved in learning, with the instructor 
acting as a facilitator (Collins, 2004).

To prevent skilled professionals from being 
phased out or forced into professions for which 
they are not talented, organized forms of lifelong 
learning are needed. Continuing professional 
development is an approach supporting Lifelong 
Learning (Aken, 2007).

Continuous Assessment

A clear distinction should be made between as-
sessment of learning for the purposes of grading 
and reporting, which has its own well-established 
procedures, and assessment for learning which 
calls for different priorities, new procedures and 
a new commitment.

Assessment of learning tends to be summative 
and is carried out periodically, e.g. at the end of a 
unit or year or key stage. Assessment for learning 
is the process of seeking and interpreting evidence 
for use by learners and their teachers to decide 
where the learners are in their learning, where they 
need to go and how best to get there. Assessment 
for learning is formative in nature and takes place 
all the time in the classroom (ARG, 1999).

The majority of distance learning computa-
tional environments involves some kind of student 
assessment; this is done by collecting the student’s 

interactions with the environment. Silva and 
Vieira (2001) describe a method for the ongoing 
assessment of students in distance courses, based 
on the identification and structuring of relevant 
information regarding their interactions with 
the learning environment. These environments 
contain four ongoing assessment tools: tracking 
actions (log), redirection by test, records of mes-
sages from chats, and records of messages from 
discussions lists.

Learning on the Web (distance learning educa-
tion) requires high self-regulatory skills. Virtanen 
et al (2003) stands that, in order to develop Web-
based learning, we must pay more attention to 
learners’ characteristics and help learners to be 
more aware of their learning processes and give 
guidance as to how to develop strategic learning. 
Therefore is still important to investigate effective 
ways of including metacognitive support in the 
design of natural and computer-based learning 
environments in order to improve the learning 
accompaniment.

Knowledge Monitoring

In the past century, influential thinkers such as 
Dewey, Piaget and Vygotsky have argued that 
knowledge and control of one’s own cognitive 
system play a key role in cognitive development 
as described by White et al (1999). One of the 
major conclusions from the research on cognition 
over the past 30 years is that students who moni-
tor their learning are more effective learners than 
those who do not (Tobias and Everson, 2002).

The process of thinking about how we think, 
how we remember and how we learn was called 
metacognition by Flavell (1979). He claimed 
that through systematic training it’s possible 
increasing the quantity and quality of children’s 
self-monitoring skills as well as their metacogni-
tive knowledge.

Many researchers have developed instruments 
and methods to measure metacognition as a whole 
or components of it. These methods range from 
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self-questionnaires, where learners themselves 
rate their metacognitive skills and knowledge, to 
interviews or verbal-reports, in which the learners 
recall what they did and what they thought during 
a learning experience, as listed by Gama (2004).

Tobias and Everson (2002) have proposed a 
modular model of metacognition and it will be 
used as the theoretical foundation for this study. 
Their model assumes that the ability to differentiate 
between is known and unknown is a prerequisite 
for the effective self-regulation of learning. This 
skill is called knowledge monitoring and it sup-
ports the development of other metacognitive 
skills, such as comprehension monitoring, help 
seeking, planning, and revising. How much more 
students are aware of their thinking processes as 
they learn, much more they can control their own 
learning: self-awareness promotes self-regulation.

Learning and Certification

The knowledge acquiring process has changed 
dramatically in the last years. The development 
and delivery of instructional material have been 
improved using the nine-stepped Robert Gagné 
(1970) model (Silveira et al., 2004), which could 
be organized as a set of learning objects through a 
multi-level structure that would allow information 
retrieval through ontology, for instance.

Though, in order to allow educators to advise 
this knowledge building process, an individualized 
profile for each student must be set up. Such an 
analysis could be performed by using computer-
based tools which would support Adaptive Learn-
ing Environments (ALE), possibly through using 
Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) techniques. 
Such environments would allow educators to 
build:

1.  Competences and skills-based dynamic 
curricula, instead for static contents, which 
would require adaptive, coarse-grained 
Learning Objects.

2.  Adequate representation mechanisms for 
competences and skills, which would al-
low continuous student tracking through 
cognitive grading obtained during learning 
process.

3.  Structures for apprentices’ initial evaluation, 
in order to settle a cognitive reference board 
for each student cognitive state, by taking 
into account their knowledge, skills and 
competences

4.  Individualized learning plans which allow 
students to follow personalized learning 
paths from an initial landmark, established 
by an initial evaluation, to achieve a given 
certification.

5.  Context-dependant, meaningful and interac-
tive learning.

6.  Learning certification strategies that take into 
account the process of knowledge building 
along with apprentice’s evolutionary process 
while interacting with the system.

This proposal is linked to the following ele-
ments: knowledge evaluation (areas and concepts 
that are pre-requirements for certification process 
development), evaluation of previously obtained 
competences and skills, and what are those that 
must be developed in short and long-terms, and 
characterization of learning profiles, including 
learning styles, personal interests and motiva-
tions. By doing this, an ITS or ALE would be able 
to offer a detailed learning report, as well as to 
provide information that could be used to ascend 
student to upper hierarchical levels.

Certification represents the possibility of rec-
ognizing knowledge and abilities acquired along 
the life, as well as it helps to break barriers for 
job market and to continue and conclude studies. 
According to Rada (1999), certifying is “to attest 
as meeting a standard, and in educational arena, 
a certificate is a document that assures one has 
fulfilled some predefined requirements”.

The certification process can be classified ac-
cording to three different knowledge dimensions:
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• Conceptual Certification is concerned 
about individual’s capacity and the po-
tential. A third-part emitted certificate is 
considered a test of truth on the acquired 
knowledge by any educational structures.

• Professional Certification is market-driv-
en, since it is generally provided by corpo-
rations, according to the experience during 
a professional career. This is a sort of non-
formal certification as the educational and 
conceptual certification are.

• Educational Certification is traditionally 
supplied by formal educational organiza-
tion, like colleges and universities, which 
are responsible for evaluation and approval 
criteria, as well as the emission of the cer-
tificate or title.

According to CHEA (2005), accreditation is a 
process of external quality review used by higher 
education to scrutinize colleges, universities, and 
educational programs for quality assurance and 
quality improvement. In order to propose a model 
for knowledge certification it is necessary to 
structure and to organize the required knowledge 
for the area been certified.

For such, Omar (2005) shows that it is nec-
essary to define the required contents and the 
structure of the knowledge, to establish the pre-
requisite for each item of the content, to identify 
the desired skills and abilities for each content 
and to structuralize an evaluation process that al-
lows certifying this knowledge and competencies. 
These resources are showed in Figure 1.

A MODEL FOR KNOWLEDGE 
MONITORING AND CERTIFICATION

Working on the principle that assessment and 
feedback are essential for learning and improve-
ment we have proposed a model for knowledge 
monitoring in distance learning education based 
on three measurers detailed as follow: KMA, 

KMB and KAL. The basic idea is to obtain these 
measurers from ongoing assessments on com-
puter activities and to use them to monitoring to 
knowledge acquisition level of the student. The 
results obtained by learners could be used to the 
certification of skills and competences leading 
the professional to high position. In the sequence 
the description of the proposed metacognitive 
and cognitive measurers followed by the steps 
for certification.

Metacognitive Measurers: 
KMA and KMB

Knowledge Monitoring Accuracy (KMA), created 
by Tobias & Everson’s (2002) refers to how skil-
ful a student is at predicting how he will perform 
on a learning task: it reflects his awareness of the 
knowledge he possess. The KMA resulted from 
the match between two pieces of information: first 
asking her confidence level in solving a problem 
and later asking him to solve the problem.

Knowledge Monitoring Bias (KMB) provides 
a statistical measure of any tendency or bias in the 

Figure 1. Basic architecture for certification 
(Omar, 2005)
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learner’s knowledge monitoring ability. The KMB 
measure was created by Gama (2004) since the 
KMA does not provide a detailed account about 
the type of inaccuracies the student may show. The 
KMB takes into account the way student deviate 
from an accurate assessment of her knowledge 
monitoring. If there is no deviation, we say that 
the student is realistic about her assessment of her 
knowledge. On the contrary, the classification of 
student’s current KMB state can be optimistic, 
pessimistic or random.

Table 1 shows some sample data obtained from 
empiric studies conducted by Pimentel (2006). 
KMA can assume High, Medium or Low values 
according to the preview and the student’s as-
sessment performance. For example, the student 
ID 12 is a Medium KMA level because he had 
realized 8 correct previews (CP) from 13 resolved 
problems. He had also performed 4 medium 
pessimistic errors (MP) and 1 great optimistic 
error (GO). Both, KMA and KMB ranges from 
-1.00 to 1.00. Concluding, he has a 0.38 KMA, 
classified as medium and a negative 0.08 KMB 
classified as Random, because sometimes he make 
right previews and sometimes he make mistakes. 
More details about calculations can saw at the 
referred paper.

A Cognitive Measurer: KAL

The Knowledge Acquisition Level (KAL) indi-
cates the learner’s knowledge level in a specific 
subject of a knowledge domain. The zero value 
identifies total lack of knowledge. This measure 
can be obtained in several knowledge assessments 
units (AU) whose must associate the subjects or 
topics included in that UA. This will make possible 
to establish the student knowledge acquisition 
level in each topic of a domain.

Table 2 presents the simulation of one student’s 
performance in four topics, during ten assess-
ments activities. For example, Table 2 shows that 
“topic 1” in the T5 instant got the grade 0.8. The 
measure in T0-0 can be considered the student’s 
initial mental state.

As shown in Figure 2, for “topic 1” and 
“topic 2”, the KAL value can increase or decrease 
through ongoing assessments. This measure can 
be used for the accompaniment of the student’s 
knowledge acquisition level.

It is known that a continuous assessment pro-
cess will produce a large mass of data, demanding 
automatic or semi-automatic procedures for treat-
ment and analysis. Advances in computer technol-
ogy have made it possible store and to process a 
larger amount of data and new technologies have 
been developed to help extract information from 

Table 1. KMA and KMB demonstration 

ID NP CP
Errors

KMA KMB Legend
MO MP GO GP

3 11 11 0 0 0 0 1.00 High 0.00 Realistic

ID – Student Identifier
NP – Number of Problems
CP - Correct Student Preview
MO – Medium Optimistic Errors
MP – Medium Pessimistic Errors
GO – Great Optimistic Errors
GP – Great Pessimistic Errors

61 8 5 3 0 0 0 0.44 Medium 0.19 Random

12 13 8 0 4 1 0 0.38 Medium -0.08 Random

67 18 9 1 7 1 0 0.22 Medium -0.11 Random

14 9 4 1 4 0 0 0.17 Medium -0.17 Random

53 6 3 0 2 0 1 0.17 Medium -0.33 Pessimistic

34 13 5 2 5 0 1 0.04 Medium -0.19 Random

50 10 3 2 2 0 3 -0.20 Medium -0.30 Pessimistic

44 4 0 0 4 0 0 -0.50 Low -0.50 Pessimistic
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these databases, emphasis laid on the Knowledge 
Discovery in Database (KDD) and the Data Min-
ing (DM). KDD is the process of finding useful 
information and patterns in data. Data Mining is 
the use of algorithms to extract information and 
patterns (Fayyad, 2002).

The Certification Process

The basis for the certification process is the 
definition of skills and abilities necessary to the 
performance of a specific function. At this point 
a person can then make a series of evaluations to 
determine their knowledge level which can be 
categorized as: basic, intermediate or advanced 
the Figure 3.

Table 3, gives an example for the Database 
Administrator function. The values in columns 

Basic, Intermediate and Advanced correspond to 
the minimum level needed for workers be classi-
fied at that level. The value zero indicates that the 
person don’t´’ need to have those skills, at that 
level. The value five indicates the maximum 
degree value.

If the function corresponds to a position in a 
company, to be framed in that position, the profes-
sional should obtain the minimum rates in all 
skills of it

In this proposal, each competence will be 
composed by “skills”. Competence models have 
been defined by many consortiums: IMS standard 
[2002], IEEE [2005] and HR-XML [2007]. For 
them the word competence serves to designate 
generically, knowledge, skills, attitudes and 
abilities. Here a competence will be used as a set 
of attributes and patterns needed to carry out a 

Table 2. The KAL evolution during 10 assessments 

TOPICS
Assessments – Time Line (0 to 9)

T0 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9

Topic 1 0.5 0.7 0.4 0.8 0.4 0.8 0.8 1.0 0.9 0.9

Topic 2 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.8

Topic 3 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Topic 4 0.2 0.0 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.4

Figure 2. KAL evolution
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specific task. This patterns are associated to each 
job required by any employer by his own.

Another aspect to consider is the number of 
skills needed to compose a particular competence. 
For example, Bailey et. al. (2001) lists 85 skills 
needed for computer programmers working in the 
U.S. industrial sector.

In general, the standards above model as 
competency what was called skill in this study. 
The IMS (2002) and IEEE (2005), specify five 
compulsory elements, as showed in Figure 4:

1.  identifier - a unique and universal code 
enough to reference the skill any other 
system.;

2.  title - a short name for the skill making sense 
to the human user; the title may be repeated 
in several idioms;

3.  description – a text, detailing and explain-
ing about the skill, can also be repeated in 
several languages;

4.  definition – describes the data types, default 
values, maximum and minimum;

5.  metadata – store the values measured in a 
particular skill instance.

The set of skills and abilities required for 
practicing a particular function also defines the 
knowledge (concepts) needed. Figure 5 presents a 
hierarchical scheme in which associated with each 
competence we have the knowledge (concepts).

It is from this structure of knowledge repre-
sentation that assessments can be established for 
identifying the professional knowledge level as 
showed in the scheme of Table 4. First of all there 
are the competences (A) needed for a specific 
activity. After that, it is necessary to identify the 

Table 3. Competences for the database administrators (DBA) function 

Competences Basic Intermediate Advanced

Logic and Physical Data Modelinga 0 5 5

Installation, Configuration and management of the. DBMS 0 3 5

Definition and Modification of the Data Schem 3 5 5

Maintenance and Data Retrieving. 3 5 5

Grant of Authorization for Data Access. 0 3 5

Monitoring and Performance Optimization 0 3 5

Definition of Strategies for Backup and Recovery Data. 0 3 5

Figure 4. Outline of the standard competency 
model in IMS (2002)

Figure 3. Knowledge levels
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set of concepts or knowledge (B) should be con-
trolled to acquire each competence. Through 
continuous assessments (C) the person’s (profes-
sional) metacognitive and cognitive profile is 
obtained. Finally, with this information is possible 
to prepare a learning plan to lead the person for 
certification.

A LEARNING ENVIRONMENT 
ARCHITECTURE

Most of Computational Learning Environments 
(CLE) has incorporated some mechanisms of 
classroom assessment, classified as first generation 
of computer-based assessment based on objective 
tests (Ardigo, 2004).

This section presents the architecture of a 
computational environment for formative assess-
ment in distance learning education based on the 
cognitive and metacognitive described in Section 
3. A general view of this architecture is presented 
in Figure 6 that shows the relationships among 
the modules and sub-modules.

The use of a computational learning environ-
ment will favor the application of the formative 
assessment purposes and all its characteristics. 
Starting with a general setting capable of repre-
senting the knowledge to be reached or certified, 
the computational learning environment in its 
several modules will allow the diagnosis, learning 
monitoring, motivation, feedback, learning im-
provement, involvement and student awareness.

Moreover, intelligent tools will help to identify 
the cognitive and metacognitive student profile 
in order to assist the professor and the student 
himself in the result analysis and in setting the 
next learning stages.

There is a similarity between the proposed 
architecture and the traditional ITS architecture. 
The main difference is the new Assessment Mod-
ule, which, by using information from the Student 

Figure 5. Knowledge levels

Table 4. Competences for the database adminis-
trators (DBA) function 

CERTIFICATION PROCESS FOR FUNCTION “A” 
LEVEL “X”

A) Competences

• Competence 1 
• Competence 2 
• … 
• Competence N

B) Contents

• Concept A 
• Concept B 
• Concept C 
• And so on

C) Ongoing Assessment

• Exercises that would allow verifying and certificating each 
competence in different knowledge levels (basic, intermediate 
and advanced) 
• Each assessment must to associate the questions to the 
contents to make possible to establish knowledge measurer for 
each content

D) Learning Planning

• From the monitoring of cognitive and metaconitive knowl-
edge sets up a study plan to achieve the desired level for 
certification

E) Certification

• Based on Knowledge measurers gotten from the assessments 
and minimum measurers established for each content of this 
learning object
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Module and the Domain Module will prompt 
the generation adaptive assessment according to 
the cognitive and metacognitive learner profile. 
Moreover, the learning gaps diagnosis will supply 
information for personalized learning plans, in 
such way that, once these gaps are filled, students 
may resume their learning, according to their 
expectations. In a traditional ITS, the assessment 
is generally concealed in the Tutoring Module.

It must be pointed out that the architecture 
proposed here does not present the Tutoring 
Module because the instructional process is not 
included in this work. However, this module can 
be normally connected to this architecture. The 
next subsection presents the description of the 
proposed environment modules as well as the 
relationships among them.

Communication Module

Through this module, teacher and student will be 
able to interact with the environment in order to 
perform their respective tasks. The teacher will 
be able to directly interact with the management 
module and the accompaniment module and 
indirectly with the other three modules: student, 
assessment and knowledge.

The communication module (interface) will 
adapt to user-end (teacher or student) and to front-
end device (personal computer, mobile device, 
palm-top, cell phone, etc).

Management Module

The management module will be accessed by the 
teacher or anyone else responsible for the learn-

Figure 6. General computational learning environment architecture
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ing assessment and accompaniment process and 
will enable:

• To include data gathered from the peda-
gogical project of the course into knowl-
edge module in order to reflect the learning 
objectives;

• To record assessment units associated to 
the learning objectives of each content, 
with the learning process involved equally 
specified;

• To create diagnostic, summative and for-
mative assessment;

• To grade assessments performed by stu-
dents when it was required.

Knowledge Module

To allow the learning accompaniment, this module 
will structure the knowledge in learning hierar-
chies by using ontology that specifies a vocabulary 
relative to a set domain. This vocabulary defines 
the terms (classes, predicates, entities, properties 
and functions) and their relationships, representing 
a powerful tool to support the specification and the 
implementation even of complex computational 
systems (Guizzardi, 2000).

In order to establish the student cognitive state 
in each knowledge item, this module will record 
the knowledge representation and the concepts 
relationships. It could be said that this module will 
also contain the Learning Model. The objectives 
will be classified according to Blooms’ revised 
taxonomy, enclosing the knowledge and the 
cognitive processes associated to each objective.

Student Module

This module will store the cognitive and meta-
cognitive student profile as well as the account 
of assessments.

Based on these data, it will be possible to 
report the student knowledge level immediately, 
select tasks or activities in that level or determine 

the learning needs to be filled to reach the objec-
tives set.

Assessment Module

This is the main module of this computer archi-
tecture and will store the assessment units that 
form the basis for the assessment settings. Each 
assessment unit will be associated with the objec-
tives and consequently with the taxonomy.

In this paper, an assessment unit can assess 
even a simple concept, associated with either an 
indivisible content or some interrelated contents. 
For this reason, this paper does not use the term 
question found in traditional assessment methods. 
Hence, the attributing of a measure (right/wrong) 
to an assessment unit entails doing it in a detailed 
way, identifying the key failures.

Planning represents an important moment 
of assessment, since it must not only reflect the 
proposed objectives, but also record reliably the 
student’s knowledge level. The elaboration of 
complex questions, what usually happens in the 
traditional system, without associating them with 
the addressed contents, hinders the identification 
of the learning gaps, that is, it is not favorable for 
a back-tracing in the sense of identifying accu-
rately the contents that are blocking the student’s 
learning improvement.

The assessment grading process (attribution of 
measures) could be automatic in objective ques-
tions or semi-automatic or manual when it comes 
to open questions. The automatic assessment 
grading is an open research field and deserves 
special attention since it consumes a long time 
of teachers’ job. Moreover, assessment-grading 
makes room for certain subjectivity. However, this 
is not included among the objectives of this paper.

The adaptive assessment module should 
generate suitable assessments to the cognitive 
and metacognive student profile. The traditional 
educational system assesses all students in the 
same way, not considering the student’s current 
knowledge level. Concerning formative assess-
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ment, it is necessary to take the student’s current 
knowledge level into account and assess him ac-
cordingly, in order to contribute for his learning 
improvement.

To create adaptive assessments, the system 
will take into account the student’s previous 
performance, stored in Student Module, besides 
attributes like: difficulty level of the assessment 
unit and contents relationship. According to the 
student’s performance, the system will select 
suitable assessment units, with a lower or higher 
difficulty level, or will approach simpler or more 
complex contents.

As important as the data collection, in this 
module, is the treatment of these data in order to 
generate a set of simplified information that allows 
a human analysis or a computational analysis to 
support the decision-making. In this sense, the 
data-mining submodule should apply pattern-
recognition algorithms to discover new knowledge 
in the assessment data. This submodule will sup-
ply information to the accompaniment module.

Accompaniment Module

This module could be accessed by students and 
teachers in order to monitor the student’s knowl-
edge and learning improvements by means of 
cognitive and metacognitive measures gathered 
from assessments.

The feedback generated by the assessment 
grading process (automatic or manual) and the 
information provided by data-mining tasks will 
make it possible for teachers and students to ac-
company the learning process. Some decisions 
related to educational objectives could be taken 
from the information stored in this module, such 
as: to issue certificates and indicate the next 
instructional process stage based on the student 
cognitive and metacognitive level.

The cognitive measures will indicate the stu-
dent’s actual performance in the assessments. The 
possibility of selecting time periods will make 
it possible to track the student’s evolution. The 

unstable student performance in some contents 
(high and low) could indicate that these contents 
are not adequately sedimented, while a continu-
ous unsatisfactory student performance in some 
contents could indicate that this content is critical 
for the student to advance to the next step. In other 
words, the environment besides presenting results, 
will also allow for the Educational Users to verify 
the critical learning contents in individual level 
as well as in collective level.

Another important point in learning accompa-
niment in this work is continuity. Thus, having a 
unique or an interconnected knowledge database 
for several domains will make it possible to use 
it in several modules, courses or even in several 
education degrees.

The metacognitive measures are a differential 
in this work. The metacognitive accompaniment, 
mainly by the student, will offer him conditions 
to realize his actual level of knowledge. It is 
considered that metacognitive measures could be 
used in selecting the next instructional step and 
mainly in choosing the level of complexity of the 
next assessments. For example, the indication of 
a metacognitive pessimistic profile can suggest 
that the environment should select more complex 
contents for next assessments, besides keeping 
constant dialogue with the student to make him 
aware that his knowledge in fact is wider than 
he thinks.

The environment should not only show results 
to the student, but also compel him to hold a 
dialogue with it by selecting options, filling the 
gaps etc, in order to force him to read his results 
and in a certain way, to get his agreement.

THE CERTIFICATION 
ENVIRONMENT ARCHITECTURE

In fundamental and high school people are pre-
pared with a set of knowledge patterns, focusing 
on language, mathematics and science in general 
view. So, people choose a career and go to College 
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or University. After that, in Lifelong Learning, 
usually when the person is already in a company, 
the market determines the required competences 
to take on a particular function. This section pres-
ents a general architecture to integrate a Learning 
Environment to a Certification Environment. As 
showed in Figure 7, the core is the required compe-
tences. Following, the Certification Environment 
(figure right side) is detailed.

Competences Module

This module will hold the positions and functions 
in an organization. Associated with these positions 
will be a detailed set of competences (skills) rep-
resents as an ontology, indicating the depth degree 
needed for each competence in each function. It is 
the sum of the minimum competencies that will 
determine if a person can be or not certified in 
a particular function. Basically, this module will 
establish the minimum criteria for competence 
certification. At this module the system will incor-

porate informations about competence certificates 
acquired by the person formerly.

Professional Module

This module will store the person’s professional 
profile as well as his/her certifications history. 
This module is similar to the Student Model in 
the Learning Environment. The main difference 
is that the view here is connected to his/her com-
petences. In the Student Model the focus is the 
Knowledge Acquisition Level. Based on these 
data, it will be possible to report immediately his/
her certified competences and also his/her gaps. 
This will feed the learning plan for a desired 
certification and so on.

Certification Module

This module is similar to the Assessment Model 
in the Learning Environment. The main difference 
is that here assessments are connected to required 

Figure 7. General certification environment architecture
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competences and not to objectives. This module 
will store assessments units and different kind 
of tests that form the basis for certification. It is 
important to note the connection between this 
module with the profile of vocational and skills 
required for each position / function.

CONCLUSION

The Society of the Information has made pos-
sible that the people can learn in the most diverse 
places and moments. Many times this learning is 
full of gaps demanding a process of knowledge 
certification. Moreover, Management of Skills is 
a tendency and Companies are currently working 
to evaluate their internal talents and also to seek 
professionals in the market based on a compe-
tency model.

This paper has presented a model for formative 
assessment and certification in Lifelong Learning 
based on cognitive and metacognitive measure-
ments that will make possible the identification of 
the professional learning gaps showing a roadmap 
to obtain educational and conceptual certification 
for his/her competence.

Most of Computational Learning Environ-
ments hides the assessment process and doesn’t 
take into account the assessments inputs and out-
puts for the next step of a learning process. Forma-
tive assessment based continuous assessment can 
improve the learning in distance learning system 
education providing adaptive and personalization 
of the education, increasing the motivation and 
reducing the evasion rate. Besides, it can help 
to minimize the problems of credibility lack on 
who effectively took the assessment, allowing 
monitoring the evolution of the learning instead of 
having only one measure at the end of the course.

The environment architecture proposed in this 
article brings the assessment to the center in which 
assessment acts as a learning engine, gathering 
data that could identify precisely the student’s 
knowledge level, and use this information to im-

prove the learning process. We have proposed three 
measurers for monitoring the student knowledge 
acquisition level in distance learning education: 
KMA, KMB and KAL.

Concluding, the model integrates the Learning 
Environment with the Certification Environment, 
connecting the Educational System world, that 
deal with students, with the Organizations and 
Companies world, that deal with professionals 
an his/her required competences. This model is 
still under development and beyond the complete 
environment implementation case studies will be 
conducted for this proposal validation.
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ABSTRACT

There is growing interest in the way that com-
munication between doctors and patients affects 
important aspects of patient care and health 
outcomes. However, there is not much research 
on quantifying the effect of specific training 
programmes in communication skills for doctors. 
The aim of this chapter is to describe a research 
project that addresses this issue by first asking 
patients to provide feedback to doctors on their 

interpersonal skills. A set of training objectives 
is then discussed with individual doctors based 
on patient feedback. A training programme is 
subsequently undertaken by doctors, who are re-
assessed by patients to determine the effectiveness 
of the feedback and training. The results indicate 
significant improvement on re-measurement. The 
chapter discusses the reasons for this improvement 
and the implications for providing personalised 
interpersonal skills training programs that target 
those skills that have been specifically identified 
by patients.
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INTRODUCTION

Increasing importance is being placed on the abil-
ity of doctors to communicate effectively with 
patients. For instance, the Accrediting Council 
for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME, 2007) 
stipulates that ‘Residents must demonstrate in-
terpersonal and communication skills that result 
in the effective exchange of information and 
collaboration with patients, their families, and 
health professionals’. The ACGME (n.d.) also 
provides an educational resource on advancing 
education in interpersonal and communication 
skills, where various methods are introduced 
and discussed for teaching interpersonal skills, 
including cinemeducation (the use of video clips 
using actors (Alexander, 2002)) and invite-listen-
summarize (ILS) model role play in small group 
format (Boyle, Dwinnell & Platt, 2005) to teach 
and assess patient centred communication.

The growing importance of ensuring effective 
communication between doctors and patients 
is documented by Rowland-Morin and Carroll 
(1990), who provide a comprehensive review 
of how research in ‘bedside manners’ during the 
1970s has now evolved into an important area of 
research concerning the content of medical train-
ing programs. In addition to this recognition that 
doctor-patient communication can affect health 
and clinical outcomes (e.g. Kaplan et al, 1989; 
Stewart, 1996; Epstein et al, 1993), there is also 
recognition that good doctor-patient communica-
tion can help offset the threat of malpractice suits 
(Levinson et al, 1997). In other words, there is 
growing evidence that poor communication skills 
are correlated with patient dissatisfaction and that 
clinical outcomes can depend to some extent on 
doctors’ interpersonal skills (Trumble et al, 2006).

BACKGROUND

Training modules in communication and interper-
sonal skill building are now prevalent in medical 

education programmes. Such modules typically 
involve senior colleagues observing student doctor 
interaction with standard patients and providing 
feedback to help student doctors improve their 
interviewing techniques (e.g. Roth et al, 2002). 
Performance-based training can also be used in-
volving evaluation of clinical performance.

Patient feedback (outcomes-based research 
using patient questionnaires) has received little 
attention as a potentially effective educational tool 
in the training of medical practitioners. Research 
shows that discussing one’s results of patient 
feedback with a more experienced colleague has 
a significantly positive impact on future perfor-
mance (Cope et al, 1986; Blurton and Mazzaferri, 
1985; Greco et al, 2001). Whilst there is some 
evidence that the use of patient feedback can 
stimulate change for doctors-in-training, there is 
little evidence that the same can be said of fully 
qualified and practising doctors as opposed to 
doctors going through medical education (Greco 
et al, 1998).

With regard to outcomes-based research, a 
number of tools have been developed to measure 
patient experience of interaction with doctors. 
For instance, Trumble et al (2006) used 10 ques-
tions modelled on the ‘Art of Medicine Survey’ 
(Webster, 1989):

• How well did the doctor listen to your con-
cerns and questions?

• How respectful was the doctor?
• How well did the doctor understand your 

problem?
• How accepting was the doctor of you and 

your problem?
• How well did the doctor explain to you 

what he or she was doing?
• How well did the doctor use words that are 

easy to understand?
• How well did the doctor cover what you 

expected of them?
• Did the doctor spend enough time with 

you?
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• How much confidence do you have in the 
doctor’s ability?

• Overall, how satisfied are you with the ser-
vice you received from your doctor?

Patients were tested one week prior to an edu-
cational workshop for their doctors and again at 
least three months after the workshop. Trumble et 
al (2006) showed that while patients were generally 
satisfied prior to the workshop there was a shift 
towards complete satisfaction after the workshop. 
They conclude that the brief educational interven-
tion results in improved performance across the 
full range of doctors’ communication skills. No 
attempt was made by Trumble et al (2006) how-
ever, to identify a specific programme of training 
based on patient feedback so that key areas for 
improvement could be targeted.

Issues and Problems

The aim of this chapter was to undertake a more 
systematic outcomes-based analysis than that 
presented in Trumble et al (2006). In particular, 
it is not clear from the earlier work what the ef-
fect would be if the pre-workshop questionnaire 
were analysed and a specific training programme 
put in place for individual doctors based on the 
pre-questionnaires. Also, there is little under-
standing of how the various interpersonal skills 
and overall satisfaction with a doctor are related. 
Some interpersonal skills may be more important 
than others for contributing to patient satisfaction 
with their interaction with doctors, for instance. 
If so, it may be important to know about these 
relationships when constructing personalised 
training programmes for doctors, as part of either 
their medical education training or continual 
professional development.

Patient questionnaires issued prior to train-
ing intervention and then after the intervention 
must take into account immediacy of effect. The 
question arises as to whether the outcomes of a 
training intervention are more immediate (within 

a matter of weeks rather than months, as is the 
case with Trumble et al, 2006). This may have an 
impact on future research strategies and methods 
for outcomes-based patient surveys, as well as for 
the content and structure of training programmes.

Finally, an outcomes-based analysis using 
pre-training intervention questionnaires must 
distinguish between two levels: for the cohort of 
doctors as a whole, and for individual doctors. 
For the cohort of doctors as a whole, the level 
of analysis needs to be focused on all patient 
responses, irrespective of which doctor they saw. 
The results of such analysis provide valuable 
information on whether the training intervention 
has improved the communication skills of the 
cohort of doctors as a whole. But another level of 
analysis concerns individual doctors and whether 
a personalised training intervention has improved 
their performance.

We are not aware of any previous work that ad-
dresses the level of individual doctor improvement 
through personalised training interventions. The 
purpose of giving feedback to individual doctors 
is to raise awareness of areas of communication 
that may need enhancing for their training inter-
vention. These can then be re-measured after the 
training intervention to see if their performance 
has improved in relation to the cohort of doctors.

In summary, the aim of this chapter is to explore 
whether devising personalised training interven-
tions based on pre-intervention questionnaires 
leads to improved post-intervention outcomes, 
from the perspective of patients, both for individual 
doctors and for doctors as a whole.

METHOD

In order to carry out this task, we conducted pre 
and post intervention workshop surveys which 
included GPs and hospital doctors (consultants, 
specialist registrars and SHOs) employed in the 
South West of England. Doctors undertook the 
Doctors Interpersonal Skills Questionnaires 
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(DISQ) with 20-50 patients prior to the one-day 
workshop (pre-DISQ), and did the same again 
six weeks after the workshop (post-DISQ). In the 
intervening workshop, doctors reflected on their 
patient survey results from DISQ, their motiva-
tions, explored new ways of approach in patient 
care and involvement, and importantly trained in 
specific communication skills. Figure 5 in the Ap-
pendix provides a specimen patient questionnaire 
and Figure 6 in the Appendix provides an overview 
of the skills taught and their link to the DISQ.

The workshop began with doctors reviewing 
a summary of pre-intervention patient feedback, 
including specific patient comments and how 
their results compared to national averages for 
their specialty group. Upon reflection, doctors 
were invited to identify a specific questionnaire 
item that they would most want to improve. They 
discussed in small groups their goals, the meaning 
that item had for them and the communication 
techniques that involved doctors learning and 
rehearsing the following skills:

• Greeting or welcoming skills;
• Collaboratively setting an agenda for the 

consultation;
• Reflective listening;
• Explanations (i.e. information which pa-

tients understand);
• Eliciting patient concerns and fears;
• Expressing empathy;
• Acknowledging emotions and returning to 

the agenda;
• Non-verbal communication;
• Collaboratively developing an action plan.

The workshop consisted of short lectures, 
reflective exercises, small group facilitated dis-
cussions and group activities. Videotaped case 
studies (cinemeducation) and live actors (ILS-type 
model) allowed participants to rehearse specific 
skills. The 1059 patients completed the pre-DISQ 
for 33 doctors. The post-DISQ was completed 
by 25 doctors from the original sample. Of these 

doctors, 896 patients completed pre-DISQ forms 
and 925 patients completed post-DISQ forms. The 
eight doctors from the original 33 not included in 
the post-DISQ left employment prior to comple-
tion of the study or had insufficient numbers of 
questionnaires.

ANALYSIS

Two levels of analysis were undertaken. The first 
level of analysis consisted of checking whether 
there was a significant difference in patient 
responses pre-DISQ and post-DISQ. This level 
of analysis determines whether the educational 
intervention had any effect at all on the cohort 
of doctors as a whole. Each of the 12 items was 
compared across the two patient populations (t-test 
for equality of means). The second level of analysis 
consisted of aggregating patient responses for each 
doctor (‘per doctor’) on each set of pre-DISQ and 
post-DISQ questionnaires separately. The method 
of aggregation was to take the mean response, item 
by item, across all patient responses on that item 
for a doctor. So, for instance, if a doctor had 10 
completed patient questionnaires for the 12 DISQ 
items, the doctor’s aggregated item score for item 
1 was the mean of the 10 patient responses on item 
1, and similarly for the other 11 items.

Each doctor therefore had 24 aggregated 
scores: 12 pre-DISQ and 12 post-DISQ. Two inter-
personal skills indexes (ISIs) were then calculated 
for each doctor (Greco et al, 2001). The first was 
an ISI (ISI-1) per doctor based on summing the 
12 aggregated pre-DISQ scores and the second 
(ISI-2) on summing the 12 aggregated post-DISQ 
scores per doctor. These ISIs are essentially scales 
formed from the 12 aggregated items through 
simple summation (rather than using weighted 
items). SPSS Version 14.0 for Windows was used 
for all statistical analysis.

Table 1 provides an overview of the first 
level of analysis summary statistics across both 
surveys (pre-DISQ average 35.84 responses 
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per doctor, minimum 9, maximum 56, std. dev. 
13.474; post-DISQ 37.00, 9, 86, 16.882) on the 12 
questionnaire items pre-DISQ and the 12 question-
naire items post-DISQ, item by item, showing a 
significant difference between the means of the 
questionnaire items between the two surveyed 
patient populations (t-test for equality of means, 
two-tail significance p<0.01 for all 12 items) for 
those 25 doctors taking part in both pre-DISQ 
and post-DISQ.

The standard technique for testing the reli-
ability of a questionnaire is Cronbach’s α, which 
is a measurement of the reliability of any psycho-
metric instrument. Values of α over 0.85 are 
considered strong indicators of questionnaire 
reliability in terms of the items making up the 
questionnaire. In our data the overall reliability 
of the 12 questionnaire items across both surveys 
was very high (Cronbach α = 0.964, inter-item 
correlation mean (IICM) of 0.691) with good 
intra-class correlation (ICC - a measure of respon-
dents’ agreement ranging from -1.0 to +1.0) on 
how the 12 items are to be interpreted and used) 
of 0.688. Reliability and agreement remained 
almost identical when the responses were split by 
survey (pre-DISQ α = 0.964, IICM 0.692, ICC 
0.689; post-DISQ α = 0.972, IICM -.683, ICC 
0.680), indicating no significant difference be-
tween the two surveyed patient populations in 
terms of interpretation and use of questionnaire 
items.

To check that there was indeed a significant 
difference pre-DISQ and post-DISQ at the cohort 
level of scale analysis rather than an individual item 
level, a paired-samples T-test was undertaken on 
ISI-1 and ISI-2. A paired-samples test compares 
the means of two variables for a single group 
(in this case, the doctor cohort) and checks for 
a significant difference. The mean for ISI-1 was 
52.77 and the mean for ISI-2 54.36 (25 doctors). 
The paired-samples t-test showed a significant 
difference in doctors’ ISI-1 and ISI-2 (t=-3.47, 
two-tailed significance <0.01). On the basis of 
these results at both levels of analysis, the sig-

nificant difference (improvement) in the means 
of the two surveyed patient populations and ag-
gregated scores for doctors pre- and post-DISQ 
can be attributed to workshop influence.

A deeper analysis was then undertaken to iden-
tify the reasons for the improvement. A hierarchical 
cluster analysis of questionnaire items was run on 
aggregated patient responses per doctor separately 
for the two surveys, using inter-item correlation 
strength as the distance measure for revealing the 
internal structure among the 12 questionnaire items 
(Figures 1 and 2). The aggregation consisted of 

Table 1. Summary of improvement in results be-
tween pre-DISQ (Survey 1 – maximum 896 patient 
responses) and post-DISQ (Survey 2 – maximum 
925 patient responses) for the 25 doctors return-
ing sufficient patient responses in both surveys 

Group Statistics

Survey N Mean Std. 
Deviation

Std. 
Error

Q1 1 
2

889 
918

446 
458

.724 

.667
.024 
.022

Q2 1 
2

891 
925

446 
460

.728 

.639
.024 
.021

Q3 1 
2

876 
921

445 
460

.749 

.668
.025 
.023

Q4 1 
2

879 
922

439 
454

.792 

.700
.027 
.023

Q5 1 
2

881 
921

436 
446

.782 

.742
.026 
.024

Q6 1 
2

884 
915

447 
457

.748 

.670
.025 
.022

Q7 1 
2

883 
917

438 
454

.815 

.707
.028 
.023

Q8 1 
2

889 
923

454 
468

.687 

.589
.023 
.019

Q9 1 
2

884 
916

424 
441

.837 

.765
.028 
.025

Q10 1 
2

877 
908

439 
450

.790 

.727
.027 
.024

Q11 1 
2

886 
910

435 
450

.804 

.711
.027 
.024

Q12 1 
2

888 
910

447 
458

.756 

.667
.025 
.023
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calculating the mean for items per doctor using 
all patient responses for that doctor.

A hierarchical cluster analysis was also under-
taken on the aggregated data of individual doctor 
improvement using cluster analysis per doctor. 
Squared Euclidean distance was used as the dis-
tance measure.

DISCUSSION

For the pre-DISQ patient responses (Figure 1) 
there is a strong association between doctor con-
cern (item 11), recommendation to friends (item 
12) and doctor warmth (item 2). Item 9 (amount 
of time) is a clear outlier, followed closely by 
item 1 (overall satisfaction). Confidence in the 
doctor’s ability (item 6) is strongly associated 
with reassurance (item 5) and explanation (item 
4). Post-DISQ (Figure 2), ability to listen (item 3) 
and explanation (item 4) are now most strongly 

Table 2. Summary of change in patient scores for the whole cohort of doctors, with significances 

F Sig. t df Sig. 
(2-tailed)

95% Confidence 
Interval of the 

Difference

Lower Upper

q1 16.749 .000 -3.584 1805 .000 -.181 -.053

-3.579 1782.208 .000 -.182 -.053

q2 34.702 .000 -4.596 1814 .000 -.210 -.085

-4.585 1765.175 .000 -.211 -.084

q3 22.145 .000 -4.248 1795 .000 -.211 -.078

-4.239 1763.118 .000 -.211 -.077

q4 23.516 .000 -4.290 1799 .000 -.220 -.082

-4.277 1747.717 .000 -.220 -.082

q5 4.835 .028 -2.952 1800 .003 -.176 -.036

-2.948 1783.319 .003 -.177 -.035

q6 17.547 .000 -2.920 1797 .004 -.163 -.032

-2.915 1760.536 .004 -.163 -.032

q7 38.284 .000 -5.795 1798 .000 -.284 -.141

-5.776 1719.718 .000 -.285 -.140

q8 51.744 .000 -4.608 1810 .000 -.197 -.079

-4.595 1747.427 .000 -.197 -.079

q9 5.350 .021 -4.545 1798 .000 -.246 -.098

-4.538 1770.231 .000 -.246 -.098

q10 10.763 .001 -3.066 1783 .002 -.180 -.040

-3.061 1758.654 .002 -.181 -.040

q11 21.428 .000 -4.228 1794 .000 -.222 -.081

-4.221 1754.996 .000 -.222 -.081

q12 19.873 .000 -3.279 1796 .001 -.178 -.045

-3.275 1770.519 .001 -.179 -.045
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Figure 1. Hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) of pre-DISQ patient responses aggregated per doctor, 
using correlation as the distance metric. Correlation strengths have been rescaled so that the strongest 
relationships occur on the left side of the diagram (items 11, 12 and 2, for instance, are grouped tightly 
together) and weaker ones to the right (items 4, 5 and 6), followed by a description of how these items 
form larger clusters (the cluster consisting of items 11, 12 and 2 first merges with item 10 and then items 
3 and 8, for instance). The item numbers refer to the 12 questions in the questionnaire (Figure 4 in the 
Appendix). The dendogram is horizontal with the root of the tree on the extreme right. The table below 
the dendogram provides the key to interpreting the variable names

Figure 2. HCA of post-DISQ patient responses. Item 9 (time given for visit) is still an outlier but there 
have been subtle shifts in patients’ perceptions of their doctor (see main text)
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linked, whereas they were separated pre-DISQ. 
Overall satisfaction (item 1) is more centrally 
embedded with ability to listen, explanation and 
reassurance (items 3, 4 and 5).

From this, we can conclude that the major 
outcome of the individualised workshop for 
doctors was to integrate listening and explana-
tion skills much more closely with reassurance 
and overall doctor satisfaction. Another outcome 
from the workshop was to relate confidence in 
the doctor more closely with doctor concern for 
the patient. Also, whereas doctor consideration of 
patients’ personal situation in deciding treatment 
(item 10) was embedded within a number of in-
terpersonal skills (warmth of greeting, listening, 
respect shown) pre-DISQ, after the workshop 
this item stood outside a number of interpersonal 
skills, demonstrating that patients appreciated 
the difference between doctors’ communication 

skills on the one hand and advice on treatment 
on the other. In other words, patients were more 
satisfied with advice on treatment, provided that 
the doctor was an effective communicator who 
listened, explained, reassured and showed concern 
for the patient.

Pre-DISQ, one doctor stood out as an outlier 
(Figure 3). Doctor 4158 was between one and two 
standard deviations below the mean on one item, 
between two and three standard deviations below 
the mean on four items, and more than three stan-
dard deviations below the mean on the remaining 
seven items. However, after the workshop, Doctor 
4158 moved to the centre of the population. The 
‘worst-performing’ doctor is now Doctor 4242, 
who nevertheless was not more than two standard 
deviations below the mean on any item (lowest raw 
average of 3.88 on the original Likert scale, which 
corresponds to between ‘good’ and ‘very good’).

Figure 3. HCA of all 25 doctors using aggregated pre-DISQ patient responses. Doctor 4158 (system 
case number 23) is a clear outlier with significantly below average performances on every item
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From this we can conclude that the workshop 
helped doctors improve their performance across 
the board and, in the case of one doctor, led to 
much improved patient scores.

CONCLUSION

Figure 2 can be interpreted as providing a ‘blue-
print’ for how individual aspects of communication 
join with other aspects to provide an overview of 
why patients are satisfied with doctors and have 
overall confidence in them. Figure 2 clearly as-
sociates listening with explanation skills, which 
together provide reassurance and lead to overall 
satisfaction with the doctor. It appears that a doctor 
who listens carefully and takes time to explain and 
provide reassurance is also a doctor that patients 
are satisfied with. Similarly, overall confidence 
in a doctor is strongly associated with showing 
concern for the patient’s wellbeing, leading to 
patients recommending the doctor to others.

Patients’ rating of a doctor’s treatment and 
advice (performance based aspects) is associated 
with overall satisfaction and overall confidence 
with the doctor. This may explain earlier results 
that relate clinical outcomes with doctor com-
munication skills: a doctor’s suggested treatment 
leads to better clinical outcomes if patients have 
overall satisfaction and overall confidence in that 
doctor, where such satisfaction is associated with 
listening and explanation skills and confidence 
with showing concern.

Two interesting aspects of Figure 2 relate to 
amount of time given to the consultation and the 
three aspects of allowing patients to express their 
concern, respect shown by the doctor and warmth 
of greeting. Amount of time is an outlier in both 
Figures 1 and 2, indicating that patients did not 
relate amount of time given to a consultation with 
communication skills and therefore satisfaction 
and confidence in a doctor. It appears that patients 
recognise that quality of time spent with a doctor 
is more important than quantity of time.

Also the three aspects of allowing patients to 
express their concern, doctors showing respect to 
the patient and warmth of greeting by a doctor, 
according to Figure 2, are not strongly associated, 
if associated at all, with overall satisfaction and 
confidence in the doctor. While respect shown by 
the doctor is associated with allowing patients to 
express their concern and warmth of greeting, these 
appear peripheral to the core aspects of overall 
satisfaction and confidence in the doctor. Again, it 
appears that patients are making subtle distinctions 
between the social aspects of a consultation and 
the caring/treatment aspects of that consultation.

While these interpretations need further inves-
tigation with controlled experiments, they never-
theless provide for the first time some guidance 
on how it may be possible to construct individual 
training programmes in communication skills. 
The most important aspects of communication 
can be hypothesised to be listening, explaining 
and providing reassurance skills (to increase 
overall satisfaction with the doctor), followed by 
showing concern (to increase overall confidence 
in the doctor). Together, these provide patients 
with confidence that the suggested treatment will 
work, leading to better clinical outcomes.
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Figure 4.
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Table 3. DISQ items and doctor behaviors that can improve patients’ report of their experience 
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Warmth of Greeting ✓ ✓ ✓

Listening Skills ✓ ✓ ✓

Clarity of Explanation ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Reassurance ✓ ✓ ✓

Confidence in Ability ✓ ✓ ✓

Allows Expression of Con-
cerns/Fears

✓ ✓ ✓

Respect Shown ✓ ✓ ✓

Time Given ✓ ✓ ✓

Considers Personal Context ✓ ✓

Concern for Patient as Person ✓ ✓ ✓



This section presents contemporary coverage of the social implications of organizational learning and knowledge, 
more specifically related to the corporate and managerial utilization of information sharing technologies and 
applications, and how these technologies can be facilitated within organizations. Core ideas such as training and 
continuing education of human resources in modern organizations are discussed throughout these chapters. Issues, 
such as a conceptual model to show how managers evaluate internal (relative advantage and compatibility of 
adopting an innovation) and external (competitive pressure and partner conflict) determinants that affect the in-
tention to adopt technological innovations in organizational learning and knowledge, are discussed. Equally as 
crucial, chapters within this section discuss how leaders can manage corporate responsibility in order to foster 
desired intangibles in their employees. Also in this section is a focus on how to implement organizational learning 
in offshoring or outsourcing practices.

Section VI
Managerial Impact
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Chapter  6.1

ABSTRACT

Knowledge management (KM) has been found 
to be a critical success factor for organizational 
performance. However, most organizations are 
found to be purely focused on the technological 
perspectives of KM initiatives at the expense of 
people perspective. They fail to realize that the suc-
cess of any KM system relies upon the acceptance 
and motivation of knowledge worker (k-worker), 
the primary player in any KM initiatives. Here, 
knowledge leaders have a crucial role to play in 
influencing and encouraging k-workers to adopt 
KM practices. However, a transformation of leader 
behavior is required to manage this new genera-
tion of workers. This chapter thus highlights the 
power-influence approach to leadership behavior 
in promoting and instilling KM practices among 
k-workers.

INTRODUCTION

Leadership is one complex phenomenon that is 
evolving and has been addressed from diverse 
perspectives. A review of the current literature 
(Pearce, Sims, Cox, Ball, Schnell, Smith, & 
Trevino, 2003; Yukl, 2006) indicates that there 
are a myriad of leadership models that have been 
constructed to define leadership behavior. Leaders 
have been elucidated in terms of character, man-
nerism, influence and persuasion, relationship 
patterns, role relationships, and as administrative 
figures. In short, leadership is defined as influ-
ence processes that affect the action of followers 
(Ansari, 1990; Yukl, 2006).

Recently, there is a strong call for transforma-
tion of leader behavior. The underlying essence 
of this call for transformation is that the various 
models and taxonomies on effective leader behav-
ior that have been developed over time may no 
longer be directly applicable in this knowledge era. 
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With the advent of a new generation of workers-
-k-workers who are clearly different from other 
workers--there is a significant change in leader-
subordinate relationships (MacNeil, 2003; Viitala, 
2004) with a noticeable shift of power from leaders 
to k-workers (McCrimmon, 1995). In fact, Gapp 
(2002) reported that leadership and management 
style has undergone a major revolution under 
the system of profound knowledge. In essence, 
k-workers require eccentric people management 
practices (Amar, 2001; Hislop, 2003; Ribiere & 
Sitar, 2003).

Although it is apparent that leadership perme-
ates as the foundation for KM system success, there 
is very little research to support the relationship 
between leadership behavior and knowledge man-
agement (Politis, 2001). The present chapter aims 
at bridging this gap in the literature by advocating 
the use of power-influence approach to leadership 
in a knowledge-based context. Given a relative 
paucity of research in the KM area, our discus-
sion builds upon a narrative review (rather than 
meta-analytic review) of the literature to develop 
a framework based on the power and influence 
taxonomy (Ansari, 1990; French & Raven, 1959; 
Raven, 1962).

We have divided the discussion into four ma-
jor sections. First, we discuss the failure of KM 
initiatives and the key role of the leaders in ensur-
ing the acceptance and eventually the improved 
performance of these initiatives. Second, we set 
the stage for further discussion on the issue of 
the transforming workforce and the emergence 
of a new generation of workers referred to as 
“k-workers.” The discussion on the transforming 
workforce is an eye opener to the need for the 
transformed leadership behavior which would be 
based on the interpersonal influence and social 
power model. Third, we advocate the effectiveness 
of leadership behavior that we believe should be 
employed to successfully influence k-workers to 
embrace KM practices. Fourth, we suggest direc-
tions for future research, followed by a conclusion.

THE BACKGROUND

The Underlying Essence of 
KM Initiative Success

Knowledge management (KM) can be defined 
as the organized process of creating, capturing, 
storing, disseminating, and using knowledge 
within and between organizations to maintain 
competitive advantage (Darroch, 2003; Davenport 
& Prusak, 2000; Nonaka, 1994). It requires the 
transformation of personal knowledge into cor-
porate knowledge that can be shared and applied 
throughout the organization (Skyrme, 1997).

Over time, KM has evolved as a strategic 
process that has a clear link to organizational 
performance. Most organizations are seeking 
benefits of KM in order to build on their com-
petitive advantage such as capturing and sharing 
best practices, effectively managing customer 
relationships, and delivering competitive intelli-
gence (Ming Yu, 2002; Syed-Ikhsan & Rowland, 
2004). A survey by Reuters (2001) revealed that 
90 percent of the companies which deploy KM 
solutions benefit from better decision making 
whereas 81 percent say they noticed increased 
productivity (as cited in Malhotra, 2001). Some 
companies such as the BP Amoco, Xerox, and 
Dearborn experience great levels of cost savings 
by leveraging knowledge it had (Ambrosio, 2000; 
Lam & Chua, 2005). In essence, KM initiative 
has a forceful influence on maximizing organi-
zational performance (Axelsen, 2002; Karlenzing 
& Patrick, 2002; Talisayon, 2002). Bearing this in 
mind, most organizations are trying to outdo one 
another in implementing the best KM systems to 
evade being left out and to harvest the promised 
benefits (Lam & Chua, 2005).

However, despite the focus on implementing 
KM enabling technologies and systems, countless 
KM initiatives fail to realize what they set out 
to do (De Long & Fahey, 2000; Smith, Black-
man, & Good, 2003). Disturbingly, KM experts 
divulged that KM failure rates are estimated to 
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be between 50 percent and 70 percent (Ambro-
sio, 2000). In addition, about 84 percent of KM 
projects implemented had no notable result on 
the organizations, which indicates the failure of 
these projects (Lucier, 2003).

The major cause for the letdown would be the 
failure of organizations to comprehend that the 
success of the KM system does not solely rely on 
technology or a web of networks, but even more 
so on the k-workers’ acceptance and commitment 
towards the KM system (Ambrosio, 2000; Lam & 
Chua, 2005; Malhotra, 2002). The fundamental 
nature of KM involves the attainment of organi-
zational aspirations through strategy-driven mo-
tivation and facilitation of k-workers to develop, 
improve and employ their ability to deduce data 
and information using their experience, skills, 
culture, character, personality, and feelings (Bei-
jerse, 1999). Although undeniably, information 
technology plays a key role in establishing KM 
systems, human capitals are the ones who create, 
share, and use the knowledge to contribute towards 
organizational effectiveness (Asllani & Luthans, 
2003; Malhotra, 2002).

Therefore, simply boasting of a technologi-
cally advanced KM system and providing access 
to it will not initiate changes in behavior or lead 
to greater understanding (Smith et al., 2003). 
Instead, knowledge organizations need to focus 
on influencing and motivating k-workers to be 
committed and involved in their KM initiatives. 
Organizations must realize that unlike technology, 
human capital--the source of internal competency-
-cannot be copied by competitors. Thus it serves as 
a critical ingredient in sustaining the competitive 
advantage of any organization (Smith & Rupp, 
2002).

However, influencing k-workers to adopt KM 
practices is easier said than done. The difficulty in 
motivating employees poses as the major stum-
bling block for many KM initiative implementa-
tions (Davenport, 1999; Fedor, Ghosh, Caldwell, 
Maurer, & Singhal, 2003; Lam & Chua, 2005). 
Hence, changing the k-workers’ attitude and 

behavior to be more supportive of KM system 
implementation requires the practice of excellent 
leadership skills (Chong, 2006a, 2006b; Gapp, 
2002; Ribiere & Sitar, 2003). Forceful interac-
tions should exist between leadership and KM 
to encourage k-workers to adopt KM supportive 
behaviors (Politis, 2001).

Then again, one would assume that the earlier 
models of effective leadership behavior may be 
applicable to the present situation. However, 
these traditional models have been challenged in 
recent times. Gapp (2002) highlighted that it is 
necessary for knowledge leaders to change their 
style to match the major upheaval of the system 
of intense knowledge. The need for transformed 
leaders arises because of the changing nature of 
workforce. At present, the workforce is evolv-
ing to become more knowledge based. In fact, 
knowledge has become a new buzz word that is 
taking over organizations like a tidal wave. This 
interesting development has paved the path for 
the adjustment in leader-subordinate relationships 
(MacNeil, 2003; Viitala, 2004). Leader power 
is being transferred to k-workers (McCrimmon, 
1995). In short, knowledge leaders must be pre-
pared to lead k-workers using unconventional 
people management practices (Amar, 2001; Ri-
biere & Sitar, 2003) to encourage them to be active 
participants of any KM initiatives.

Understanding the Transforming 
Workforce: The Reason for 
Transformed Leadership

Numerous researchers have attempted to clearly 
define k-workers. The term “k-worker” was first 
coined by Peter Drucker about 50 years ago in his 
book Landmarks of Tomorrow. Drucker classified 
k-workers as people who rely on brains over brawn 
in carrying out their job. Based on his definition, 
Drucker (1959) quoted an extensive array of 
k-workers ranging from scientists to hamburger 
flippers. However, not many people went by this 
classification of a k-worker. Instead, most early 
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researches on k-worker were exclusively focused 
on workers from the field of information technol-
ogy. Subsequently, this classification scheme was 
considered to be too narrow and limited. As time 
went by, researchers broadened their horizon and 
allowed the term “k-worker” to include other 
workers involved in knowledge work such as 
lawyers, medical practitioners, business experts, 
and so on. Withey (2003) classified k-workers 
into three broad categories to help facilitate the 
process of understanding who k-workers actually 
are. The three categories were as follows: High 
(e.g., professors, scientists, researchers), moder-
ate (e.g., managers, coordinators), and low (e.g., 
clerical workers, administrative officers).

Put simply, k-workers are “participants in 
the knowledge economy” (Spira, 2005) with the 
fundamental aspiration to achieve organization 
goal (Scott, 2005). A comprehensive yet simple 
definition of a k-worker would be as follows: K-
workers are individuals who are highly educated 
and possess specialized knowledge and skills that 
are utilized for knowledge creation and complex 
problem solving that improves organizational 
performances through value creation (Davenport, 
1999; Kelley, Blackman, & Hurst, 2007; Ware & 
Grantham, 2007). Essentially, their work strongly 
relies upon “their dependence on technical knowl-
edge and prior expertise, their ability to manage 
their own schedules and process, dealing with 
different people to perform their work, and being 
in an environment with a relatively flat hierarchy 
and coordination among personnel that are not 
physically collocated” (Scott, 2005, p. 270).

This new generation of workers as often 
referred to as “gold-collar” workers with the un-
derlying notion that these workers are essentially 
different from other workers (Amar, 2001; Kelley 
et al., 2007; Ribiere & Sitar, 2003). K-workers 
are highly knowledgeable and thus confidently 
exercise self-control and self-learning (Awad 
& Ghaziri, 2004). They equip themselves with 
enhanced knowledge and expertise to build their 
personal career development and not for corporate 

advancement (Bogdanowicz & Bailey, 2002; Kel-
ley et al., 2007). They are also willing to take risks 
and expect to learn from their mistakes.

In line with k-workers’ wider skills, expertise 
and work responsibilities, they have an increas-
ing need for autonomy and empowerment (Gapp, 
2002; MacNeil, 2003). In addition, these workers 
need autonomy to successfully deal with their daily 
work that consists of ambiguous, unstructured, 
unpredictable, multidisciplinary, non-routine, 
and complex tasks (Scott, 2005). Therefore, they 
do not enjoy working under close supervision or 
direct control (Kubo & Saka, 2002). In fact, with 
most valuable knowledge locked within the mind 
of k-workers, they tend to exercise their power to 
decide what they want to contribute to the organi-
zation and how they want to contribute (Hislop, 
2003; Lang, 2001; Syed-Ikhsan & Rowland, 2004).

K-workers have also been found to be widely 
connected with people and divisions both within 
and outside their own division. Besides relying on 
networks as prescribed by the hierarchy, they also 
tend to source for resources outside this formal 
network to get their job done (Scott, 2005).

Unlike their predecessors, k-workers are 
extremely mobile and are constantly looking for 
greener pastures to move on to (Bogdanowicz & 
Bailey, 2002; Ware & Grantham, 2007). They gen-
erally have the penchant to switch jobs often. This 
propensity to leave causes k-workers to take their 
individual knowledge with them in their search 
for self-advancement and this evidently exposes 
organizations to the risk of losing crucial knowl-
edge—the underlying ingredient of competitive 
intelligence (Bogdanowicz & Bailey, 2002).

In a nutshell, k-workers “have substantially 
different expectations of their employers than 
ordinary workers” (Kelley et al., 2007, p. 208). 
The workforce is transforming and being dif-
ferent, k-workers require idiosyncratic people 
management practices. As leadership has often 
been quoted as an important element in managing 
k-workers (Gapp, 2002; MacNeil, 2003; Viitala, 
2004; Politis, 2001, 2002, 2005), this prominent 
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change in the workforce naturally calls for a 
transformation in leader behavior. We next turn 
our attention to discussing in depth the leader 
behavior that is deemed suitable in influencing 
and motivating k-workers.

THE KNOWLEDGE LEADER

Linking Knowledge Leader’s Roles 
to the Influence Process: The 
Need for Certain Types of Power 
to be Perceived as Effective

People are the fundamental contributor to the social 
system of KM initiatives (Ribiere & Sitar, 2003; 
Alvesson, 2004). Past research (e.g., Crawford, 
2005; Jayasingam et al., 2008; Politis, 2005) has 
highlighted that motivating and influencing the 
human capital to significantly contribute and 
be part of the KM initiatives requires effective 
leadership behavior. Despite that, there is very 
little pragmatic research conducted to identify 
the specific leadership behavior that can promote 
KM supportive behavior and subsequently KM 
initiative success.

Nevertheless, an analysis of the roles outlined 
by several researchers (e.g., Dfouni, 2002) for 
knowledge leaders clearly supports the notion that 
the ability to influence important players particu-
larly the top management and k-workers to work 
towards a concept or idea is a crucial leadership 
skill that is needed in the knowledge network. The 
need for certain type of social power is highlighted 
by the fact that KM initiatives thrive through the 
active involvement of the human capital (Dfouni, 
2002). Essentially, leaders are in a position to use 
their personal influence to motivate k-workers 
to do better and bring about innovation (Amar, 
2001; Politis, 2005).

The significance of certain types of social 
power can be highlighted by assessing distinctive 
roles of a knowledge leader. Firstly, knowledge 
leaders are expected to convince senior manage-

ment about the benefits and potential of KM 
initiatives (Dfouni, 2002). Chong (2006a, 2006b) 
stressed that the most important critical success 
factor for any KM initiative is top management 
leadership and commitment towards KM. He 
stated that only the top management has the abil-
ity to move all other critical success factors to 
support and initiate KM implementation success.

Once top management support has been es-
tablished, knowledge leaders also need to obtain 
support from the staff (Dfouni, 2002). In order 
to successfully convince them and create shared 
awareness, knowledge leaders are also expected 
to develop well thought out strategies for the KM 
initiatives (Dfouni, 2002). The strategies would 
include getting staff to learn and create knowledge 
(Vitaala, 2004), voluntarily share their knowledge 
(Dfouni, 2002; Ribiere & Sitar, 2003), and finally, 
apply that knowledge. The successful execution 
of the knowledge strategies stated above requires 
the leader to enlist the support of the staff to carry 
out these practices.

For case in point, the facilitation of knowledge 
creation requires the leader to provide intellectual 
stimulation and expert guidance to encourage 
employees to seek new knowledge (Politis, 2001; 
Ribiere & Sitar, 2003; Vitaala, 2004). Leader may 
also need to network with sources of knowledge 
both inside and outside the organization to ob-
tain access to usually unattainable expertise to 
bring in new ideas that would contribute towards 
knowledge creation and application (Sarin & Mc-
Dermott, 2003; Fedor et al., 2003). To further en-
courage and influence employees to continuously 
derive new knowledge, attractive rewards must 
also be provided by the leader (Crawford, 2005).

On the other hand, getting people to share their 
distinctive knowledge is particularly challenging 
as employees tend to perceive a loss of power if 
they share their unique knowledge (Gray, 2001). 
Handling this behavior of knowledge hoarding 
requires the leader to be a role model and culti-
vate trust among their staff so that they become 
more open to the idea of sharing knowledge 
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(Chen, 2004; Ribiere & Sitar, 2003). In addition, 
rewarding knowledge sharing behaviors would 
also lend a helping hand to knowledge leaders 
to induce knowledge sharing among employees 
(Chen, 2004, Crawford, 2005).

In essence, being able to convince and mar-
shal the support of the important participants is 
necessary for the successful implementation of 
any KM initiatives. Therefore, knowledge leaders 
must be able to influence and convince the top 
management and k-workers, who in turn would 
contribute to the dynamic process of knowledge 
creation, sharing, and application. The next sec-
tion intends to provide a broad picture on ideal 
social power knowledge leaders should adopt or 
shun in order to reach out to k-workers.

The Proposed Framework

Although a number of power typologies or 
frameworks exist, perhaps the most influential 
and frequently used and cited is that of French 
and Raven’s (1959) bases of power. A power base 
is the source of influence in a social relationship 
(Ansari, 1990). Power is defined as the ability to 
influence or “influence potential” (French & Ra-
ven, 1959), whereas influence is the demonstrated 
use of power or power in action (Ansari, 1990). 
Initially, French and Raven’s power taxonomy 
distinguished among five bases of power that 
could contribute to the agent’s overall ability to 
influence a target. These bases of power were 
reward, coercive, legitimate, referent, and expert. 
Subsequently, two more bases of power—informa-
tion (Raven, 1965) and connection (Ansari, 1990; 
Hersey, Blanchard, & Natemeyer, 1979)--were 
incorporated into the French and Raven (1959) 
taxonomy. The general definitions of the bases 
of power are specified below to fit the case of 
knowledge leaders (Aguinis, Ansari, Jayasingam, 
& Aafaqi, 2008; French & Raven, 1959; Raven, 
1965).

• Reward power is based on the perceiver’s 
assessment that the knowledge leader has 
the ability to offers reward to them for do-
ing something he or she wants.

• Coercive power is based on the perceiver’s 
assessment that the knowledge leader has 
the ability to inflict various organizational 
punishments.

• Legitimate power is based on the perceiv-
er’s assessment that the agent has the right 
to prescribe and control others by virtue of 
his or her organizational position.

• Referent power is based on the perceiver’s 
assessment that the knowledge leader is 
worthy of emulating based on a sense of 
identification.

• Expert power is based on the perceiver’s 
assessment that the knowledge leader pos-
sesses special knowledge, experience, 
or judgment that others do not possess 
themselves.

• Information power is based on perceiver’s 
assessment that the knowledge leader has 
the ability to control the availability and 
accuracy of information. 1

• Connection power is based on the perceiv-
er’s assessment that the knowledge leader 
is well connected with other powerful 
individuals.

Numerous researches have been conducted 
to determine the relationships between bases of 
power and important outcomes such as satisfac-
tion, productivity, and compliance, among others. 
Bases of power such as expert, referent power, 
connection, and information power consistently 
had positive relationships with various criterion 
variables. For example, soft power bases such as 
expert and referent power were considered more 
effective (Erchul, Raven, & Ray, 2001). Ansari 
(1990) found connection power to affect most 
of the influence tactics, regardless of whether it 
was upward influence or downward influence. In 
fact, it was found that the possession of adequate 
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expert, referent, connection and information power 
clearly distinguished successful entrepreneurs 
from unsuccessful ones (Aguinis et al., 2008; 
Jayasingam, 2001). On the other hand, coercive 
power was negatively related to criterion variables 
such as commitment, satisfaction and entrepre-
neurial success (e.g., Hinkin & Schriesheim, 1989; 
Elangovan & Jia, 2000; Jayasingam, 2001).

The effect of reward and legitimate power 
has been found to be inconsistent. Some studies 
on reward power have reported positive impact 
on certain criterion outcomes such as quality of 
relationship (Aguinis, Nesler, Quigley, Lee, & 
Tedeschi, 1996), efficiency rating (Ivancevich & 
Donnely, 1970), and entrepreneur success (Agui-
nis et al., 2008; Jayasingam, 2001), whereas others 
have highlighted the negative effect on variables 
such as satisfaction with the leader (Bachman, 
Smith, & Slesinger, 1966). Legitimate power 
demonstrated weaker, yet significant, positive 
relationships in some situations such as help-
ing relationships (Burke & Wilcox, 1971) and 
compliance (Rahim, 1989). On the other hand, 
the use of legitimate power was found to evoke 
negative feelings such as dissatisfaction with the 

leader (Bachman, et al., 1966) and employee stress 
(Elangovan & Jia, 2000).

Evidently, the power framework has been 
useful for managers in general and entrepreneurs 
in particular. Given that, we are expecting KM 
specialists to also use these bases of power. As 
established earlier (in the “Linking knowledge 
leader’s roles to the influence process” section), 
it is evident that knowledge leaders need to be 
actively involved in influencing people to ensure 
the successful implementation of KM initiatives. 
Therefore, using these bases of social power as 
the foundation, a framework is developed (see 
Figure 1) specifically for the knowledge leader.

The framework above clearly delineates six 
leadership aspects considered as important for 
knowledge leaders to practice to be able to influ-
ence k-workers to adopt KM practices. These six 
leadership dimensions were developed with refer-
ence to the seven power bases discussed earlier. 
Theoretically, these seven bases of power can be 
grouped into two distinct categories—personal 
power and position power (Etzioni, 1961). These 
two concepts of power have been found to be 
relatively independent and each includes several 
distinct but partially overlapping components 

Figure 1. A proposed framework for leadership behavior for knowledge leaders
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(Ansari, 1990; Yukl & Falbe, 1991). Position 
power refers to the potential influence derived 
from the opportunities inherent in an individual’s 
position in the organization (Yukl, 2006; therefore, 
legitimate and coercive power that originate from 
the leaders’ position are clustered together as 
position power. In contrast, personal power is 
derived from the attributes of the agent and the 
agent-target relationship (Yukl, 2006). Thus, 
expert and referent power which are derived from 
a leader’s own training, experience and personal 
qualities are grouped as personal power (Ansari, 
1990; Yukl, 2006). Finally, reward, information, 
and connection power can originate from overlap-
ping sources—a leader’s position as well as the 
leader’s personal qualities. Therefore, these pow-
ers were grouped together.

These leadership dimensions have been 
reviewed to suit the needs of the knowledge net-
work. A brief description of these dimensions is 
presented in Table 1.

A detailed discussion about each of these di-
mensions follows. As mentioned earlier, the 
discussion builds upon narrative reviews (rather 
than meta-analytic reviews) of the literature since 
not many studies were available on this subject 
in the KM area.

The Intellectual Stimulator

Researchers have long advocated that effective 
leaders should possess specialized knowledge 
and be experts in their relevant field in order to 
guide subordinates (Aguinis et al., 2008; Hinkin & 
Schriesheim, 1989; Yukl, 2006). At present, with 
k-workers known to be experts themselves, do we 
still need leaders with expertise to function as a 
coach or guide for them? The answer seems to be 
in the affirmative. In essence, although k-workers 
strongly embrace the “I did it on my own” concept 
that advocates solving all problems on their own 
(Amar, 2002) using their wider skills, expertise, 
and work responsibilities (Amar, 2001; Janz & 
Prasarnphanich, 2003; MacNeil, 2003), they still 
seek expert guidance indirectly from their respec-
tive leaders to solve their problems, without even 
realizing it (Amar, 2002).

Knowledge leaders need to grasp the fact that 
power derived from the possession of specific 
knowledge and not hierarchical position, facilitates 
influencing k-workers (MacNeil, 2003). Leaders 
who encouraged intellectual stimulation were 
found to have a positive effect on knowledge 
acquisition (Politis, 2001, 2002), knowledge 
sharing (Chen, 2004), and overall KM practices 
(Crawford, 2005). This was further substantiated 
by findings which reported a positive relationship 
between leader’s expert power and knowledge 
acquisition (Politis, 2005, Jayasingam et al., 2008), 

Table 1. Description of the leadership dimension

Leadership dimensions Description

Intellectual stimulator The use of leader’s expert power to stimulate intellectual activities such as knowledge creation 
among their staff

People person The use of the leader’s personality and warmth (referent power) that is expected to draw respect from 
their staff and subsequently influence them

Reinforcer Leader’s use of reward power to influence k-workers

Disciplinarian…Not The reduced use of legitimate and coercive power in influencing k-workers

Flexible gatekeeper The leader is expected to exercise relaxed control over information access and facilitate the dissemi-
nation of information to employees (reduced information power)

Networker The leader should network with important others (connection power) to source for new knowledge
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knowledge sharing, and knowledge utilization 
(Jayasingam et al., 2008).

Hence, influencing k-workers with special-
ized expertise requires leaders to lead through 
intellectual power, conviction, persuasion, and 
interactive dialog (Ribiere & Sitar, 2003). Leaders 
with expertise can embrace the role of knowledge 
coaches or experts to help novices learn how to 
create and utilize knowledge through guided 
experience (MacNeil, 2003; Amar, 2002). They 
can promote and support behavioral skills and 
traits of k-workers indispensable for knowledge 
acquisition (Politis, 2005). Besides guiding, 
leaders with expertise can also inspire k-workers 
to develop new ideas or stimulate their creative 
streak (O’regan & Ghobadian, 2004; Jong & 
Hartog, 2007). In short, leaders should be able 
to tell k-workers what they do not already know 
and stimulate a healthy debate that leads to the 
development and application of new knowledge.

The People Person

Unlike the “Intellectual Stimulator,” the concept 
of “People Person” refers to the leaders who are 
relationship oriented, likeable, respected, and 
perceived as worthy of emulating. Effective 
leadership has been associated with individuals 
who strongly display the people person qualities 
(e.g., Bachman et al., 1966; Hinkin & Schriesheim, 
1989; Yukl, 2006). Interestingly, knowledge 
based organizations have given this relationship 
a fascinating twist.

We advocate a “people person” leader when 
encouraging knowledge sharing among k-workers. 
In a knowledge network, leaders are expected to 
adopt personal mentoring and internal consulting 
(McCrimmon, 1995) and help build a culture 
of trust by demonstrating concerns, keeping 
promises, morality fairness, openness, honesty, 
discretion, consistency, integrity and delivering 
expected results (Ribiere & Sitar, 2003). These 
dispositional elements encourage trust building 
and social interaction and are therefore essential 

for knowledge sharing (Connelly & Kelloway, 
2003). Individualized consideration dimension 
was found to positively influence knowledge shar-
ing (Chen, 2004) in particular, and KM processes, 
in general (Crawford, 2005). Consequently, a 
leader who displays personal qualities that sup-
ports knowledge sharing will become a role model 
for k-workers to emulate.

However, in other scenarios such as when pro-
moting knowledge acquisition and utilization, we 
believe that knowledge leaders should not rely on 
the display of these characteristics. Known to be in-
dependent, k-workers determine what knowledge 
they want to contribute and how they aim to apply 
it (Amar, 2001; Politis, 2005). They trust their own 
proficiency and do not reckon their leader to be 
correct based on the leader’s personal appeal and 
relationship-oriented behavior (Politis, 2005). In 
fact, Politis (2001, 2002, 2005) and Jayasingam 
et al., (2008) found being considerate to workers 
and subsequently being likeable to be negatively 
related to knowledge acquisition.

Basically, k-workers are matured and inde-
pendent enough that they no longer perceive the 
need for a leader to be supportive and nurturing. 
Instead, they want their leaders to “walk the talk.” 
They expect their leaders to be great role models 
who display values such as honesty and integrity. 
However, the leader’s personal magnetism stops 
at meriting respect, admiration, and identification 
among k-workers. Being likeable and respected 
may not take a knowledge leader far when it comes 
to getting k-workers to do things in accordance 
with the leader’s desire. K-workers avoid doing 
things because they like someone. They have 
their own mind and strongly rely upon their own 
judgment.

The Reinforcer

The “Reinforcer” is different from the “Intellectual 
Stimulator” and the “People Person,” as they do 
not rely on personal attributes such as expertise 
or personality. Instead, the use of rewards to in-
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fluence people is the dominant characteristic of 
this leadership dimension. The form of reward 
varies from tangible or monetary rewards (e.g., 
pay, bonus) and non-tangible or non-monetary 
rewards (e.g., assignment of challenging task, 
promotions, social recognition, praise, and award). 
The use of any form of rewards has been claimed 
to be a powerful tool to reinforce behaviors needed 
for performance. However, there seem to be two 
schools of thought when analyzing the effect of 
reward power. Although some studies have found 
leaders who use reward power to have a positive 
impact on certain criterion outcomes such as qual-
ity of relationship (Aguinis, Nesler, Quigley, Lee, 
& Tedeschi, 1996), efficiency rating (Ivancevich 
& Donnely, 1970), and entrepreneur success 
(Aguinis et al., 2008), most studies have found no 
significantrelationship with any outcomes (e.g., 
Elangovan & Jia, 2000; Rahim, 1989; Schriesheim, 
Hinkin, & Podsakoff, 1991;) or negative effects 
on various indicators of leader effectiveness (e.g., 
Ansari, Aafaqi, & Oh, 2008; Elangovan & Jia, 
2000; Schriesheim, et al., 1991).

The same scenario seems to exist in the current 
knowledge-based environment. Several studies 
reported that reward power was negatively related 
or unrelated with leader effectiveness. These 
findings were supported in a knowledge-based 
environment when Politis (2002, 2005) stated 
that leaders who provide rewards if k-workers 
perform in accordance, disable rather than en-
able knowledge acquisition. Typically, k-workers 
view reward administration to motivate them as 
manipulative and too simplistic (Amar, 2002).

On the other hand, a good number of stud-
ies on reward power or contingent reward have 
reported reward as a powerful motivator in in-
fluencing k-workers’ behavior and commitment 
(Crawford, 2005; Jayasingam et al., 2008; Kubo 
& Saka, 2002). The need for reward was also 
evident in Smith and Rupp’s (2002) research 
that reported reinforcers such as management’s 
concern for work-life balance, followed by career 
acknowledgment, professional accomplishment, 

remuneration, customer relations, prospects of 
career progression, career and intellectual chal-
lenges, workforce benefits, coworker relationships 
and personal growth were found to be important 
incentives in a knowledge-based organization to 
foster employee commitment. It should, however, 
be noted that k-workers typically indulge in KM 
practices for their own interest rather than for the 
betterment of the organization (Gal, 2004) and are 
extremely mobile, dangling a carrot in front of 
them would definitely serve as a motivating factor.

One important point to bear in mind when as-
signing rewards is that the link between reward 
and performance must be equitable. A clear link 
between k-workers’ contribution and the reward 
system strongly motivates them to embrace 
change and display considerable involvement in 
KM practices (Smith & Rupp, 2003). However, 
it is crucial to note that when assigning reward in 
relation to performance the “new pay goes beyond 
rewarding the traditional measures of perfor-
mance, and places emphasis on other measures, 
such as customer service, leadership, employee 
satisfaction, cycle time, quality, teams, skills, and 
competencies” (Smith & Rupp, 2002, p. 254).

Evidently, leaders need to reform their culture 
and reward system so that employees are encour-
aged to generate, implement innovative ideas 
(Jong & Hartog, 2007), and share their knowledge 
with others (Lin & Tseng, 2005; Un & Cazurra, 
2004). Provided that knowledge leaders do not 
manipulate the use of reward in influencing k-
workers, and reward k-workers fairly based on 
their contribution to the knowledge base of the 
organization, we believe reward is a powerful 
motivator. Leaders can resort to reward mecha-
nisms such as assignment of interesting tasks to 
their k-workers or even offer personal recognition 
(O’Regan & Ghobadian, 2004). Leaders need to 
also ensure job prospects are challenging and the 
pay scheme is competitive enough to retain their 
valuable k-workers.
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The Disciplinarian…..Not

The “Disciplinarian” refers to a greater reliance 
on the leader’s formal position to influence 
employees. Traditionally, leaders believed they 
needed to exercise some form of control using their 
position power to create compliance (Bachman 
et al., 1966; Burke & Wilcox, 1971; Ivancevich 
& Donnely, 1970). With the passage of time, this 
perception was proven wrong in most cases. For 
example, leaders who used punishment to control 
their subordinates caused negative effects on 
levels of satisfaction and commitment (Hinkin 
& Schriesheim, 1989; Elangovan & Jia, 2000). 
In fact, leaders who used position power caused 
people to perceive them as ineffective (Aguinis 
et al., 2008; Erchul, Raven, & Ray, 2001, Yukl, 
2006). In simple words, although the use of au-
thority to gain compliance seems to be an easy 
way out, the reliance on position power to force 
subordinates to comply with the leader’s request 
were deemed ineffective in the long run.

The effect of this power erosion is felt even 
more in the knowledge era. At present, the power 
relationship between managers and k-workers has 
arguably evolved and caused the attrition of formal 
authority in the knowledge-based environment 
(Amar, 2002; McCrimmon, 1995). As such, acts 
of controlling and reprimanding workers with 
the use of formal power and status is considered 
a barrier to KM practices such as knowledge 
acquisition (Politis, 2005), knowledge transfer 
(Riege, 2007), and knowledge application (Jong 
& Hartog, 2007).

The complete disregard towards the use of 
authority by leaders stem from k-worker’s need for 
greater autonomy and power in the workplace. This 
can be attributed to their wider skills, expertise, 
and work responsibilities (Amar, 2001; Janz & 
Prasarnphanich, 2003; MacNeil, 2003). Therefore, 
they do not enjoy working under close supervision 
or direct control (Kubo & Saka, 2002). Any at-
tempt to manage, control, or codify organizational 
knowledge is likely to produce internal conflict 

(Hislop, 2003). In a nutshell, k-workers mock at 
influence attempts based solely on position power 
(McCrimmon, 1995).

Fundamentally, a knowledge-based organiza-
tion functions best as a symbiosis and leaders are 
expected to avoid drawing their power from their 
formal position (Amar, 2002). Thus, managers 
can no longer depend on the traditional command 
and control mechanism to influence k-workers 
(MacNeil, 2003). A reprimand or punishment 
will not only obliterate k-workers’ initiatives to 
create, share or apply knowledge, but also dampen 
future attempts by others (Amar, 2002). In order 
to promote idea generation and implementation, 
leaders are expected to delegate and adopt con-
sultative measures instead of practicing excessive 
monitoring (Jong & Hartog, 2007).

The Flexible Gatekeeper

Besides relying on their personal and position 
power, leaders also tend to use their control over 
access of information to influence. This behavior 
is best described as a “Gatekeeper”. They hold the 
key to the source of information and they hold the 
power of controlling the availability and accuracy 
of information—in other words, “information 
power” (Raven, 1965, 1992). Losing control over 
this “goldmine” reflects loss of information power 
(Gray, 2001, Kelly, 2007). Thus, leaders tend to 
avoid providing uncontrolled access to sources of 
information in order to maintain their indispens-
ability (Gray, 2001). However, knowledge leaders 
may also be worried about the issue of knowledge 
protection. Bearing that in mind, they may want 
to govern the access to valuable information and 
ensure that this crucial information does not fall 
into the wrong hands.

Knowledge leaders may have good intentions 
in mind when controlling the access to valuable 
information. However, the tight control of infor-
mation may be detrimental to the success of KM 
practices in the long run. With the proliferation of 
information, leaders would be buried in them and 
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would eventually find it difficult to filter ceaseless 
flow of information. This would possibly cause a 
loss of relevant information needed by k-workers, 
as leaders would not be able to pay full attention 
to the limitless information available. Moreover, 
depriving k-workers of crucial information may 
affect the worker’s ability to function effectively 
in generating ideas, sharing their information, and 
subsequently applying appropriate knowledge.

Instead of functioning as a “Gatekeeper”, 
knowledge leaders should cultivate a scholarly 
network and foster network, and sharing of in-
formation needed for the development of expert 
intelligence (Smith & Rupp, 2002). K-workers 
need information about the needs, development, 
and tribulations within their business environ-
ment to process and create valuable knowledge 
(Beijerse, 1999; Beveren, 2002). Stimulating the 
dissemination of information among subordi-
nates enhances idea generation (Jong & Hartog, 
2007). Hence, if leaders control access to crucial 
information, they may be depriving their workers 
from necessary information needed to support 
knowledge creation.

Additionally, when leaders are perceived to 
control and hoard information, they would pave 
the path for k-workers to follow. K-workers would 
imitate this behavior portrayed by their leaders 
and knowledge sharing practices would be stifled. 
Leaders need to model the proper behavior to 
cultivate knowledge supporting culture within 
the organization (Ribiere & Sitar, 2003).

Furthermore, access to information provides 
k-workers a frame of reference of what knowledge 
should be applied and how to apply. K-workers 
need to keep up with the happenings in their 
business environment to ensure the knowledge 
they apply in their strategies are up-to-date and 
in-line with the current business conditions. When 
information availability is controlled, knowledge 
utilization could meet a dead end.

In summary, although maintaining control 
over who has access to important information is 
necessary, knowledge leaders should maintain 

some flexibility and allow k-workers to have easy 
access to information they specifically need. This 
would allow the k-workers themselves to source 
and filter all relevant information related to their 
area of interest. Instead of operating as a strict 
gatekeeper to information sources, they could 
employ mechanisms to facilitate easy yet protected 
knowledge access such as the use of passwords 
to allow authorized access. This brings about the 
leadership dimension “Flexible Gatekeeper” as 
an ideal behavior to be practiced by knowledge 
leaders in order to be perceived as effective.

The Networker

Connection with important others is the distin-
guishing feature of the “Networker” when com-
pared to the other leadership aspects discussed 
earlier. Asllani and Luthans (2003) suggested 
that successful knowledge managers need to pay 
relatively more attention to networking and com-
munication activities. Knowledge leaders who 
established connections both inside and outside 
the organization often have access to unattainable 
information and expertise which, in return, equips 
them with integrity and authenticity (Fedor et al., 
2003; Sarin & McDermott, 2003). This facilitates 
knowledge creation within the organization as the 
leader would bring in new ideas and concept to 
further stimulate intellectual activities. Moreover, 
a leader’s display of effort to source for knowledge 
from important others and share it with k-workers, 
displays a positive model of knowledge sharing to 
be emulated. To boot, leaders who establish and 
maintain connection with important people may 
bring in new knowledge to stimulate thinking and 
subsequently lead towards knowledge application. 
As a result, it is good for senior executives to 
network outside the organization and pull together 
groups with likely synergies (McCrimmon, 1995) 
to bring in new ideas and concepts needed for 
knowledge generation and application.
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In a Nutshell….

An overall observation of the above discussion 
seems to suggest that knowledge leaders can no 
longer go by rules of traditional leadership prac-
tices. Traditionally, leaders focused on the orga-
nization, and subsequently set out to mould their 
workers to display behavior that leans towards the 
achievement of organizational objectives. Now, 
with workers who are extremely independent, 
motivated, and autonomous, leaders should set 
out to serve their workers. The underlying belief 
is that when subordinates are catered for, they 
would naturally perform their best that results 
in improved organizational performance (Stone, 
Russell, & Patterson, 2004). As well, knowledge 
leaders need to seek and fulfill the needs of k-
workers—feed their curiosity, stimulate their 
intellect, acknowledge their achievement, and 
supply them with all resource (e.g., networks, 
information). Providing k-workers with what they 
need will help them flourish.

WHAT NEXT ….

Knowledge leaders need to modify their approach 
when managing k-workers. However, there are 
many more unturned rocks that could provide 
interesting findings in future research. We have 
a few major concerns that we have not addressed 
here but strongly believe has a significant impact 
on the domain of this topic. First, our recommen-
dations and suggestions are based on the general-
ized conception of a k-worker. It is possible that 
k-workers may be different among themselves 
on the basis of tenure, skill level, personality, 
relationship with leader, and so on. For example, 
with reference to Withey’s (2003) classification of 
high-moderate-low k-workers, it is possible that 
high k-workers may require different leadership 
behavior in comparison to low k-worker. Future 
research could determine whether knowledge 

leaders need to vary their style from one k-worker 
to another.

Second, we have not incorporated the cultural 
context when dealing with k-workers. There have 
been indications of cultural effects on the pre-
ferred leadership behavior among k-worker. For 
example, although hierarchy and position have 
been strongly advocated to be detrimental to KM 
practices, some researchers (e.g., Forstenlechner & 
Lettice, 2007; Jayasingam et al., 2008) have found 
that in different regional context, authority and 
power is needed to encourage knowledge sharing 
practices. Forstenlechner and Lettice (2007) also 
found regional differences in terms of preference 
for reward. It is important for future researchers 
to explore this grey area and identify whether 
cultural differences might influence the preference 
for behavior displayed by knowledge leaders.

CONCLUSION

Undeniably, KM has become the catchphrase for 
establishing competitive advantage. As much as 
we would like to believe that technological systems 
are the success factor for any KM initiative, we 
have been proven wrong over the years. With the 
technological systems as the foundation, any KM 
initiative needs human capital to ensure its success.

The human capital in the knowledge age is 
currently undergoing a metamorphosis. Com-
monly referred to as k-workers, this fresh breed 
of employees are pushing forth the need for 
organizational change. One area that is facing 
the pressure to evolve is the role of knowledge 
leaders. As leading k-workers require idiosyncratic 
practices, knowledge leaders should be prepared 
to embrace their new role with zest. Failure to 
cater to the expectations and preferences of this 
new generation of workers would definitely be 
detrimental in the long run.

We believe knowledge leaders to no longer 
hold their reigns too tightly. They should learn 
to exercise flexibility when leading k-workers. 
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K-workers do not want to be suffocated with a 
leader always hovering over them with the pretext 
of keeping a watchful eye. After all, k-workers 
are confident, independent, and autonomous 
individuals. Instead, knowledge leaders should 
embrace the role as a facilitator or a knowledge 
coach that guides and serves their workers when 
deemed necessary. They should acknowledge 
valuable contribution and stimulate KM practices 
indirectly by being a good role model.
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ENDNOTE

1  Expert power and information power are 
related but distinct constructs. Expert power 
refers to the knowledge leader’s personal 
knowledge and skills, whereas information 
power refers to the knowledge leader’s abil-
ity to secure accurate information (Aguinis 
et al., 2008).
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Chapter  6.2

ABSTRACT

Over the past decade, the rapid proliferation of 
knowledge management (KM) has been one of the 
most striking developments in business. Viewing 
KM as a key driver of competitive advantage, 
we attempt to provide managers with important 
guidance on how to create and deliver a suc-
cessful KM strategy. Specifically, we develop a 
framework of three factors that are vital to KM 
success: top management support, a culture of 
organizational learning, and effective measures 
of KM performance. To offer a better understand-
ing of the factors, their multiple facets are further 
investigated and discussed.

INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, knowledge management (KM) 
has increasingly become a vital strategic practice 
that enables organizations to operate more ef-
ficiently and gain competitive advantage in the 
marketplace. As pointed out by Bill Gates (1999), 
the co-founder of software giant Microsoft, KM 
is of great strategic importance because it will 
ultimately lead to a higher corporate IQ – an 
enhanced ability needed by a company to get the 
best collective thoughts and actions. Indeed, prior 
research suggests that effective KM initiatives 
can bring important strategic consequences to 
organizations by enhancing innovation, promoting 
firm productivity, increasing agility, maximizing 
market share, fostering customer loyalty, boosting 
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product/service quality and variety, and so forth 
(Holsapple & Wu, 2008b).

Although KM has been widely recognized 
as a main driver of competitive advantage, there 
is little well-developed guidance for managers 
on how to create and deliver a successful KM 
strategy. As Russ and Jones (2005) argue, creat-
ing and delivering an effective KM strategy is an 
important first step for organizations to develop a 
shared knowledge base that is required to increase 
process management efficiency and to improve 
their competitive positions. They thus suggest the 
need to build a comprehensive framework that 
focuses on the key factors critical to the develop-
ment and delivery of a successful KM strategy. We 
think such a framework will assist both research-
ers and practitioners in understanding not only 
how to apply KM initiatives in ways that lead to 
competitive advantage, but also why some firms 
are better at converting their KM investments into 
superior KM performance.

This study contributes to such framework. 
More specifically, the objective of this chapter 
is to identify factors important to the success of 
a KM strategy and to discuss their roles in sup-
porting and sustaining effective KM initiatives. 
In particular, we contend that KM strategies and 
initiatives are less likely to be successful without 
such key elements as top management support, a 
culture of organizational learning, and effective 
measures of KM performance. Previous research 
suggests that these factors are critical because they 
all play significant roles in facilitating an organi-
zation to expand, cultivate, and apply available 
knowledge in ways that add value to its products 
and services (Wu, 2008). Next, we will discuss 
these factors in the context of KM.

TOP MANAGEMENT SUPPORT

Management support that starts at the top level 
in the hierarchy is one of the primary factors that 
strongly influence the success of a KM strategy. 

Prior research suggests that top management 
support is essential because the implementation 
of KM initiatives is resource intensive (Holsapple 
& Wu, 2009). Substantial financial, human, and 
material resources are necessary to carry out KM 
initiatives: sufficient budget is allocated to KM 
activities; eligible employees are assigned to 
perform those activities; and adequate facilities 
are employed to do the job. Such resources are 
more likely to be available when KM initiatives 
receive support from top management (Wu, 2008).

In addition, significant and visible top man-
agement support contributes to the legitimacy 
of KM initiatives. Legitimization indicates the 
validation of employees’ particular activities and 
beliefs in an organization. As an important signal 
from executives, top management support is often 
used as a normative template to ensure employees 
about the organizational legitimacy of activities 
and beliefs. Therefore, top management support 
for KM initiatives will encourage employees’ 
adoption of, and commitment to, the initiatives.

Emphasizing the importance of KM through 
organizational mission and goals also reflects the 
supportive role of senior management. By using 
organizational mission and goals to emphasize an 
organization’s commitment to KM, top manage-
ment credits KM initiatives with high priority, 
captures the attention of employees, and sets up 
the notion that KM initiatives are important to the 
success of the company.

Top management support for KM can be 
translated into a company structure that, by itself, 
sends a strong message to staff in terms of the 
significance of KM. For example, to respond to 
the business environment in which KM needs more 
respect and support, an organization may create 
a new management position – Chief Knowledge 
Officer (CKO). Job responsibility of a CKO may 
include “leveraging knowledge content,” “devel-
oping a knowledge strategy,” and “promoting 
awareness of KM” (McKeen & Staples, 2003).

Another important approach to show top man-
agement support is to link reward and personnel 
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evaluation structures to desired KM behaviors 
(Jennex & Olfman, 2004). Reward and punish-
ment standards set by top management help 
define acceptable behavior because they usually 
specify what activities are encouraged and what 
are prohibited. Thus, by incorporating desired KM 
behavior into annual performance evaluation, top 
management supports KM initiatives via encour-
aging such KM behaviors as knowledge creation, 
sharing, and application.

Finally, top management can also support 
KM through developing and implementing KM 
systems (KMS). Alavi and Leidner (2001) define 
KMS as “a class of information systems applied 
to managing organizational knowledge. That is, 
they are IT-based systems developed to support 
and enhance the organizational processes of 
knowledge creation, storage/retrieval, transfer, 
and application” (p. 114). Organizations can use 
KMS to better leverage its knowledge resources 
by applying IT-based tools for knowledge creation, 
codifying and storing knowledge for reuse, and 
employing electronic communication channels 
for knowledge sharing.

In summary, this chapter identifies six impor-
tant facets of top management support for KM 
(as shown in Figure 1). To provide more insights 

into these facets, we discuss each in further detail 
below.

ALLOCATING RESOURCES TO KM 
INITIATIVES

Wernerfelt (1984) conceptualizes resources 
broadly to include anything that may be thought 
of as a strength or weakness of a given firm. Based 
on this conceptualization, he defines resources as 
all tangible and intangible assets that are closely 
tied to an organization and can be used by the 
organization to create value. Similarly, Holsapple 
and Wu (2008a; 2008b) regard resources as vari-
ous necessary production inputs that are owned 
or controlled by a firm. They assert that resources 
can bring a competitive advantage to an organi-
zation when they are rare or difficult to imitate, 
have no direct substitutes, and enable companies 
to pursue opportunities or avoid threats. In other 
words, resources must have some value that can 
be utilized by an organization to compete against 
its industry rivals.

Past research has attempted to categorize 
resources into different types. Barney (1991) 
contends that resources can be classified into three 

Figure 1. Facets of top management support
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categories: physical, human, and capital. Grant 
(1991) adds three types of resources to the classifi-
cation: finance, technology, and reputation. Based 
on a Delphi study, Holsapple and Joshi (2003) find 
that organizational resources can be categorized 
into four classes: financial, material, human, and 
knowledge. Grounded on Wernerfelt’s definition 
of resources, Grant (1991) identifies three resource 
modes: tangible, intangible, and personnel-based. 
Tangible resources involve financial capital and 
physical assets such as facilities, equipments, 
and materials. Intangible resources include as-
sets such as patents, trademarks, and copyrights. 
Finally, personnel-based resources consist of 
technical know-how and other knowledge assets 
that are rooted in organizational culture, employee 
training, employee education, etc. To create and 
maintain a competitive advantage, an organiza-
tion must make different types of resources work 
together to create organizational capabilities.

To make KM initiatives a success, an organi-
zation needs to ensure that proper resources are 
brought to bear at appropriate times and that they 
appropriately relate to each other during the con-
duct of KM activities. This requires management 
to ensure that KM initiatives are provided with 
sufficient funding, that KM activities are per-
formed by eligible employees, and that adequate 
materials and facilities are employed for the KM 
activities (Wu, 2008). However, these cannot be 
realized without the commitment of top execu-
tives, because it is their support that sets the tone 
and provides the resources.

LEGITIMIZING KM INITIATIVES

Legitimacy can be defined as a generalized 
perception or assumption that the actions of an 
organization’s members are desirable and appro-
priate within the organization’s structured system 
of mission, values, goals, norms, policies, and 
regulations (Suchman, 1995). Legitimizing KM 
initiatives can be viewed as processes in which 

employees are encouraged to formulate general 
perceptions that the KM initiatives are necessary 
and proper.

Previous research suggests that top man-
agement support plays a significant role in the 
legitimacy of KM initiatives. For example, Em-
manuelides (1993) asserts that top management 
support can secure required legitimacy of busi-
ness activities. Similarly, Weaver and colleagues 
(1999) also argue that top management support 
contributes to enhanced legitimacy. In summary, 
legitimization makes employees believe that KM 
initiatives are useful in their work processes and 
task activities, and thus facilitates employees’ 
tendencies to welcome and embrace the initiatives.

Using Mission and Goals to 
Emphasize the Significance of KM

Mission and goals are recognized as the core pur-
pose of an organization—what it wants to accom-
plish in the future (Sathe & Smart, 1997). Usually, 
mission and goals not only describe the business 
that an organization is in, but also provide the 
rationale for its current existence. Setting a clear 
target and timetable can make mission and goals 
more concrete because it provides near-sighted 
milestones to keep the organization moving in the 
right direction at the right time (Sathe & Smart, 
1997). In addition, the statements of mission and 
goals should be meaningful, memorable, and com-
municative to all members of the organization so 
that its units and members can establish their own 
objectives that fully conform to the organization’s 
core purpose.

Members’ appreciation for the mission and 
goals of an organization plays an important role in 
encouraging coordination efforts and supporting 
organizational objectives (Desouza, 2005). To help 
employees achieve an intrinsic understanding of 
an organization’s mission and goals, management 
should do the following. First, it should turn the 
statements of mission and goals into actions. As 
Desouza (2005) indicates, actions speak louder 
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than words. To make employees appreciate its 
core purpose, an organization not only needs to 
rely solely on pronouncements and directives, 
but also needs to exhibit concrete actions that 
highlight its mission and goals. Second, it should 
live the organization’s mission and goals by setting 
examples that encourage employees to incorporate 
them into their daily work as guiding principles. 
This can be further realized by publicizing the 
statement of mission and goals as widely as pos-
sible (e.g., webpage, informational handouts, 
newspaper articles), keeping employees engaged 
in the discussions of organizational mission and 
goals, and linking their daily work to the overall 
goal of the organization.

Many important organizations have leveraged 
their mission and goals to emphasize the signifi-
cance of KM and strategic use of knowledge. For 
example, part of the mission statement of Fuji 
Xerox is that “we, the Fuji Xerox Group, will 
strive to build an environment for the creation and 
effective utilization of knowledge” (Fuji Xerox, 
2002, p. 3). Here, the mission statement focuses 
on the necessity of knowledge creation and ap-
plication. Another example, which highlights the 
strategic use of knowledge, is from Buckman 
Laboratories: “We… will excel in providing 
measurable, cost-effective improvements in out-
put and quality for our customers by delivering 
customer-specific services and products, and the 
creative application of knowledge” (Buckman 
Laboratories, 2005, p. 1). Meanwhile, as a lead-
ing consulting firm, KPMG has a similar mission 
statement that emphasizes leveraging knowledge 
for value creation: “KPMG is the global network 
of professional advisory firms whose aim is to 
turn knowledge into value for the benefit of its 
clients, its people and its communities” (KPMG, 
2002, p. 2). These examples indicate that KM is 
widely recognized by organizations as an essential 
ingredient for striving to achieve and maintain a 
competitive advantage.

Using Organizational Structure 
to Show the Importance of KM

Organizational structure refers to an organization’s 
internal degree and pattern of integration among 
its members: whether they are primarily atom-
ized as individuals, integrated through relation-
ship networks, or separated by formal divisions 
(Brickson, 2000). Past research identifies three 
main dimensions of organizational structure, each 
of which appears to have substantial implications 
for organizational strategic decision making and 
conduct of business activities.

The first is the dimension of centralization, 
which refers to the degree to which decision 
making and activity evaluation authority is con-
centrated (Fry & Slocum, 1984). In a centralized 
organization, decisions are usually made by very 
few managers at the top level and thus organi-
zational decision making is relatively easy to 
be controlled and coordinated (Geisler, 2001). 
However, it is often the case that top managers in 
such an organization are not well positioned for 
making effective decisions, because they suffer 
from limits in cognitive capacity due to the lack of 
detailed knowledge that are necessary for quality 
decisions (Mukherji et al., 2004).

The second is the dimension of formalization, 
which refers to the degree to which organizational 
behaviors are prescribed by the rules, procedures, 
regulations, and policies (Hall, 1977). An orga-
nization with high level of formalization usually 
involves many standardized operations and busi-
ness behaviors, and enforces a relatively high 
degree of control over its members and even its 
stakeholders (Geisler, 2001). Such an organization 
receives the benefit of eliminating role ambiguity, 
but limits members’ decision making discretion 
(Mukherji et al., 2004).

The third is the dimension of complexity, which 
refers to the degree to which an organization is 
differentiated by the skills, functions, and occupa-
tions of its members and units (Mukherji et al., 
2004). Hall (1977) argues that there are three types 
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of complexity: horizontal differentiation, vertical 
differentiation, and spatial dispersion. Horizontal 
differentiation refers to the degree to which units 
are differentiated at the same level of an organi-
zation’s hierarchy, while vertical differentiation 
refers to the number of hierarchic levels in the 
organization (Geisler, 2001). Spatial dispersion 
refers to the degree to which the organization’s 
functions and units are distributed in different 
locations. An organization that simultaneously 
has many units at one hierarchy level, multiple 
hierarchical levels, and several geographic loca-
tions is considered to be highly complex.

Many organizations intuitively realize that they 
are not able to leverage knowledge resources to 
full potential unless decision making and activity 
evaluation authority for KM are concentrated at 
top level. That is, they need to change their organi-
zational structures by creating a top-level position 
like Chief Knowledge Officer (CKO), who is in 
charge of KM initiatives and reports directly to the 
CEO. Moreover, a CKO can also efficiently and 
effectively deal with organizational structure com-
plexity and thus ensure smooth implementation 
of new KM initiatives. Translating the strategic 
importance of KM into organizational structure 
has evolved further in leading companies. For 
example, it has been estimated that about one-fifth 
of the Fortune 500 companies have the position of 
CKO, even though some positions are not titled as 
CKO (Wu, 2008). In addition, Watt (1997) finds 
that with the big consulting firms leading the way, 
the approach of using organizational structure to 
emphasize KM has been adopted by many firms 
since the early 1990s.

A CKO should be a strategist, with the ability to 
see the big picture in the mind of the CEO and to put 
it into action by formalizing the rules, procedures, 
regulations, and policies for KM. According to 
McKeen and Staples (2003), an organization can 
leverage knowledge into tangible business benefits 
through the efforts of a CKO designed to: (1) set 
knowledge management strategic priorities, (2) 
establish a knowledge database of best practices, 

(3) gain senior executives’ commitment to sup-
port a learning environment, (4) teach knowledge 
seekers to ask better and smarter questions in using 
intelligent resources, (5) put in place a process for 
managing intellectual assets, (6) obtain customer 
satisfaction information in near real-time, and (7) 
globalize knowledge management. John Peetz, 
the first CKO of Ernst and Young, summarizes 
his job in three separate roles: evangelizing about 
the importance of sharing knowledge, running 
and supporting projects that find, publish, and 
distribute knowledge, and managing his staff (Wu, 
2008). In short, realigning organizational structure 
with the importance of KM is an important step 
to the success of KM initiatives.

Developing Knowledge 
Management Systems

KMS allow organizations to leverage their 
knowledge resources by using computer-based 
technologies. Prior research identifies two models 
of KMS: the repository model and the network 
model (Wu, 2008). These two models are also 
known as integrative architecture and interactive 
architecture, respectively.

The repository model involves a codification 
strategy that allows knowledge to be carefully 
codified and digitally stored so that it can be ac-
cessed and used easily by anyone in the organi-
zation (Hansen et al., 1999). Thus, this approach 
focuses on knowledge reuse through knowledge 
codification and storage. One important technical 
component for repository model is an electronic 
knowledge repository (EKR) that involves tech-
nologies such as Lotus Notes, Web-based intranets, 
and Microsoft’s Exchange, and that is usually 
enhanced by search engines, document manage-
ment tools, and other tools that support editing 
and access (Wu, 2008).

The network model involves a personalization 
strategy that helps people transfer knowledge in a 
geographically distributed business environment 
by using computer networks (Hansen et al., 1999). 
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Thus, this approach focuses on knowledge sharing 
among people through computer-based communi-
cation channels. Important technical components 
for network model include electronic mail, which 
provides users with one-to-one and one-to-many 
communication channels, and groupware which 
allows people in the same group to have topic-
based discussions and collaborative interchanges.

According to Jennex and Olfman (2004), two 
different approaches can be employed to develop 
a knowledge management system: the process 
approach and the infrastructure approach. The 
process approach focuses on the use of knowl-
edge in a business process and aims to make the 
process more efficient. When using this approach, 
developers must recognize knowledge needs in 
the process: what type of knowledge is required, 
who needs the knowledge, and when it is needed. 
Because this approach is business-process-based 
and users of the system usually know how to ex-
ploit the knowledge, the approach places minimal 
demands on the system to capture knowledge 
context and application guidelines.

The infrastructure approach differs in two 
ways. First, it focuses on the use of knowledge 
within and across a whole organization and aims 
to allow all the units of the organization to take 
advantage of the knowledge codified into the 
system. Second, the approach captures a great deal 
of knowledge context and application guidelines 
in order to explain the codified knowledge and 
the technical details needed to help users identify, 
retrieve, and utilize the knowledge. Thus, this 
approach emphasizes strong network capacity fa-
cilitating fast knowledge transfer, well-developed 
database structure enabling efficient knowledge 
storage, and appropriate knowledge classification 
differentiating various kinds of knowledge. To 
create comprehensive KMS, an organization can 
use both approaches: with the process approach 
facilitating the development of KMS for a specific 
business activity and infrastructure approach fos-
tering the integration of the process-based KMS 
into a single comprehensive system that can be 

leveraged by the entire organization instead of 
just a single functional department (Jennex & 
Olfman, 2004).

LINKING REWARD AND PERSONNEL 
EVALUATION STRUCTURES TO 
DESIRED KM BEHAVIORS

Reward and personnel evaluation programs are 
important not only because they give manage-
ment a clear picture of employees’ performance, 
but also because they motivate employees to 
perform in accordance with management’s ex-
pectations. Generally, the objective of a reward 
and personnel evaluation program is to improve 
firm performance and to make a fair judgment 
about employees’ performance that can be used 
for decision making. According to Levinson 
(1987), a reward and personnel evaluation program 
provides managers with five major benefits: (1) 
an opportunity to learn about employee expecta-
tions, fears, potential, and goals, (2) a chance to 
learn more about their managerial style and how 
it impacts employees’ performance, (3) clues into 
the informal day-to-day life of the organization, 
(4) a formal approach to reward and motivate 
employees and to reinforce effective performance, 
and (5) trustworthy information that can be used 
to make decisions about compensation, promo-
tions, and job design.

Reward and personnel evaluation structures 
have been recognized as one of the most im-
portant determinants of desired KM behaviors. 
Using rewards as a means to encourage criti-
cal KM behaviors has already been adopted by 
many organizations. For example, to create a 
knowledge-sharing environment in the World 
Bank, management of the organization makes 
knowledge-sharing activities as part of the annual 
performance evaluation. Similarly, the incentive 
and promotion systems at McKinsey & Company 
are designed to recognize and reward employ-
ees who create and share knowledge (Ghosh, 
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2004). This knowledge creation and sharing is 
facilitated by creating a Practice Development 
Network (PDNet), which allows employees to 
codify and select knowledge from repositories. 
Also, to ensure that the knowledge sharing is 
not skewed towards sharing between experts, 
McKinsey assigns experts to its client studies so 
that everyone on the study can share the expertise 
(Ghosh, 2004). Another example is that rewards 
are used to promote organizational learning. For 
instance, at one consulting company, employees 
are required to document what they have learned 
about what works and what does not, and they are 
partially compensated based on how often their 
documentation is accessed by others (Wu, 2008). 
As these examples reveal, reward and personnel 
evaluation can play an important role in guiding 
KM behaviors of employees.

A CULTURE OF ORGANIZATIONAL 
LEARNING

Organizational Culture

Organizational culture refers to “the set of shared, 
taken-for-granted implicit assumptions that a 
group holds and that determine how it perceives, 
thinks about, and reacts to its various environ-
ments” (Schein, 1985, p. 238). Thus, culture can 
be viewed as a shared mental model that influences 
how individuals interpret behaviors and behave 
themselves (Saxena & Shah, 2008). The manage-
ment literature suggests two different levels of or-
ganizational culture: deepest level and observable 
level. At the deepest level, organizational culture 
comprises values, which are inherent preferences 
about what an organization wants to pursue and 
how to achieve it (Kayworth & Leidner, 2003). 
At an observable level, organizational culture 
includes norms and practices that stem from un-
derlying values (Delong & Fahey, 2000).

As the personality of an organization, culture 
is holistic, historically determined, and socially 

constructed (Ajmal & Koskinen, 2008). It exists 
at various levels in the organization and manifests 
itself in virtually all aspects of organizational life. 
Generally, different organizations have distinctive 
“personalities”, i.e., distinctive cultures at work. 
In other words, culture may serve as a label of 
the identity of an organization – “who we are,” 
“what we do,” and “how we operate” (Wu, 2008). 
It determines, through the organization’s legends, 
rituals, beliefs, conventions, values, norms, and 
practices, the way in which “things are done around 
here” (Saxena & Shah, 2008). According to Ajmal 
and Koskinen (2008), organizational culture also 
serves as a foundation for management style and 
structure. Because it provides norms regarding 
the “right” and “wrong” methods of operation, 
organizational culture guides the ways a company 
manages business processes and reacts to external 
environmental changes. That is, organizational 
culture determines how to achieve business objec-
tives, how business decisions are made, and how 
employees should behave in particular situations.

Organizational Learning

Organizational learning refers to the ways that 
organizations build, supplement, and structure 
knowledge and routines around their activities and 
within their cultures, and develop organizational 
efficiency by improving the use of the broad 
skills of their workforces (Dodgson, 1993). The 
term “routines” includes not only the structure 
of codes, beliefs, values, and frameworks that 
shape and define the firms, but also the forms, 
policies, procedures, conventions, and strategies 
under which firms are constructed and operated 
(Wu, 2008).

To enrich the concept of organizational learn-
ing, researchers have described it in detail via its 
attributes: existence, breadth, elaborateness, and 
thoroughness (Huber, 1991). Existence of orga-
nizational learning refers to the assumption that 
an organization learns if any of its departments 
(no matter how many) obtain knowledge that is 
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relevant and valuable to the organization. Breadth 
of organizational learning refers to the assertion 
that more organizational learning occurs when 
more of the organization’s departments acquire the 
knowledge and regard it as relevant and valuable. 
Elaborateness of organizational learning refers to 
the claim that more organizational learning occurs 
when more varied interpretations are derived. 
Finally, thoroughness of organizational learning 
refers to the statement that more organizational 
learning occurs when more departments of the 
organization uniformly comprehend the various 
interpretations.

Learning in an organization has three levels: 
individual, team (i.e., learning in small or large 
groups), and firm. All these levels of learning are 
necessary for an organization to possess the requi-
site knowledge for strategic business objectives. 
From a business strategy perspective, all levels 
of learning are critical, and should be nurtured 
and made a natural part of organizational culture; 
this is because organizational learning reflects a 
company’s capacity to acquire or generate the 
knowledge necessary to survive and compete in 
its environment (Bennet & Bennet, 2003). This 
perspective is in keeping with that advanced by 
Friedlander (1983, p. 194): “the crucial element 

in learning is that the organism be consciously 
aware of differences and alternatives and have 
consciously chosen one of these alternatives. 
The choice may be not to construct behavior 
but, rather, to change one’s cognitive maps or 
understandings.”

A culture of organizational learning can have 
a strong impact on individual, team, and firms’ 
pursuit of knowledge and skills. More specifically, 
the culture influences organizational learning 
through values, norms, and practices (Delong & 
Fahey, 2000). From a KM perspective, a culture of 
organizational learning is an integral part of KM 
strategy and reflects an organization’s capability 
in undertaking effective KM initiatives. Prior work 
suggests that such an organizational culture is of 
great importance to KM success because it fos-
ters activities of generation, storage, sharing, and 
application of knowledge (Kayworth & Leidner, 
2003). Particularly, it facilitates knowledge shar-
ing by encouraging peer collaboration and open 
communication; it promotes knowledge genera-
tion through helping specify and determine what 
should be created, why to create it, and when it 
should be created. Two very important components 
of developing a culture of organizational learning 

Figure 2. Developing a culture of organizational learning
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are building communities of practice (CoP) and 
providing employee training.

Communities of Practice

A CoP refers to a group of people who have a 
common interest and work together informally 
in a responsible, independent fashion to promote 
learning, solve problems, or develop new ideas 
(Storck & Hill, 2000). Within a CoP, people col-
laborate directly, learn from each other, and share 
knowledge and experience; all these activities 
foster a culture of organizational learning. More-
over, the creating, learning, sharing, and using 
of knowledge in a CoP are usually spontaneous 
because the community has a focus on the open 
sharing of ideas and best practices (Bennet & 
Bennet, 2003). Groups are important to both what 
people learn and how they learn. Wegner (1999) 
observes that knowledge, traveling on the back 
of practice, is readily shared among community 
members. Similarly, Brown and Duguid (2000) 
argue that a community enables its members 
to generate, share, and deploy highly esoteric 
knowledge.

In general, a community facilitates both single-
loop and double-loop learning. Single-loop learn-
ing often takes place when problems are solved 
by changing actions or approaches for achieving 
a desired outcome, but without changing the un-
derlying theory or assumptions about those actions 
(Bennet & Bennet, 2003). Focusing on a specific 
field, a community provides a thought test-bed for 
creating and sharing better ways of taking actions, 
developing new processes and approaches, and 
applying new management ideas. In this way, a 
CoP fosters single-loop learning.

Sometimes, the open exchange of ideas and 
direct interactions among members of a com-
munity may challenge the underlying theory and 
assumptions about the actions and the approaches 
(Bennet & Bennet, 2003). In other words, when 
a problem occurs and never seems to be solved, 
something may be wrong with the underlying 

theory about the actions and the approaches. This 
indicates that when the environment changes, 
the underlying theory or assumptions need to be 
improved to work with the new settings. When 
this happens, an entirely new understanding of the 
problem and the difficulty of solving it must be 
reviewed and a new theory needs to be developed. 
This is known as double-loop learning.

A CoP also plays a critical role in double-loop 
learning, because a community encourages the 
exchange of ideas, experiences, and assumptions 
that open its members to new ways of under-
standing a problem as well as to new theories of 
tackling the problem. Since a CoP facilitates both 
single-loop and double-loop learning, it has been 
recognized as one of the most important elements 
of any organization that strives to construct and 
deliver a successful KM strategy. In addition, 
a CoP can serve as a bridging mechanism that 
cuts across regional, divisional, and geographic 
boundaries within an organization. This bridging 
role enhances the function of the action-oriented 
and knowledge-based CoP in fostering a culture 
of organizational learning.

Employee Training

Training is a means to develop specific useful skills 
through learning. Employee training is crucial to 
the development of a culture of organizational 
learning because it improves employees’ knowl-
edge processing capabilities and thus motivates 
them to learn more. Lee and colleagues (1995) 
suggest that formal training in an organization 
fosters a culture of learning due to the factor that 
training significantly influences employees’ skills 
and job performance. In a study of the relationship 
between individual difference and skill in end-user 
computing, Harrison and Rainer (1992) also indi-
cate that training plays a key role in facilitating a 
culture of organizational learning.

Having clear training goals is an important 
ingredient in employee training success. In order 
to be measurable, training goals should clearly 
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describe what skill will be developed, what related 
knowledge will be learned, and what type of job 
behavior will be changed as a result of training. 
In addition, training goals should also state how 
the training will contribute to employees’ career 
growth: from where they are today to where they 
will be in the future (Roberts et al., 2005). Set-
ting clear training goals not only helps managers 
evaluate a training program, but also motivates 
employees to participate in it.

Training can be conducted in different types of 
environments and two of them are classroom-based 
environment and virtual learning environment. In 
a classroom-based environment, learners usually 
sit in a real classroom and have instructors give 
lectures. In such a training environment, learners 
and instructors form a learning community and can 
easily communicate face-to-face with each other 
to achieve optimal learning outcome. A virtual 
learning environment is a collection of computer-
based tools that allow real-time interactions among 
participants and provide access to a wide range of 
resources. In this training environment, learners 
can access the training materials independently 
through computers, study at their own pace at times 
that fit their schedules, and use different material 
displays based on their individual needs (Piccoli et 
al., 2001). Because a virtual learning environment 
is usually built upon a well-established network 
infrastructure, it fosters communities of learners 
and encourages electronic interactions and discus-
sions. In the environment, the learning process is 
thus no longer an isolated individual effort, but a 
particular course of many-to-many collaborations 
among learners and with instructors (Piccoli et al., 
2001). The most important difference between 
virtual learning and classroom-based learning is 
the interaction style. In a classroom-based learning 
environment, face-to-face interaction is the main 
communication method for students and instruc-
tors, while in a virtual learning environment, they 
all use computer-mediated communication and 
hence, cannot really see each other.

Measuring training effectiveness is critical 
because it helps managers identify progress toward 
training goals. In addition, showing training results 
can encourage management to support training 
programs because managers are more willing to 
undertake or sponsor a program that will yield a 
return on investment. As a pioneer training and 
education researcher, Kirkpatrick (1998) proposes 
that training programs can be evaluated at four 
levels: reaction, learning, behavior, and result. The 
first measures the satisfaction of learners with the 
training material, instructor, lecture, schedule, and 
environment. The second measures the percentage 
of skills learned by learners through comparing 
their newly acquired skills with the skills defined 
by the training goals (Roberts et al., 2005). The 
third measures the effect of training on learners’ 
job performance. At the fourth level, the effect of 
training on overall organizational performance is 
measured. Any discrepancies identified during 
these evaluations should be noted and necessary 
adjustments should be made to the training pro-
gram to make it meet specified goals (Roberts et 
al., 2005).

EFFECTIVE MEASURES OF 
KM PERFORMANCE

The inherently intangible characteristic of KM 
makes its measurement difficult (Ahn & Chang, 
2004). However, to make KM strategy a success, 
it is essential to effectively measure KM perfor-
mance (Holsapple & Wu, 2008b). Well-designed, 
reliable measures are necessary for managers to 
assess KM progress, improve KM initiatives, and 
achieve valid comparisons with other companies. 
It is also widely accepted that effective measures 
of KM performance are indispensable to encourage 
further organizational investment in knowledge 
management. Although there is little one-size-
fits-all guidance on measuring KM performance, 
some useful approaches emerge after reviewing 
prior studies.
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To identify leading organizations in the 
knowledge-based economy, Teleos and KNOW 
Network have conducted the internationally rec-
ognized Most Admired Knowledge Enterprise 
(MAKEsm) study (Holsapple & Wu, 2008a). Teleos 
is an independent KM and intellectual capital 
research company based in the United Kingdom; 
the Web-based KNOW Network is operated by 
Teleos and aims to help practitioners achieve 
the best possible levels of KM performance. To 
measure KM performance, the MAKEsm study 
employs eight criteria that are deemed primary 
elements of KM success: (1) ability to develop 
and deliver knowledge-based goods/services, (2) 
top management support for managing knowl-
edge, (3) success in establishing an enterprise 
knowledge culture, (4) effectiveness in creating 
an environment of knowledge sharing, (5) suc-
cess in maximizing the value of the enterprise’s 
intellectual capital, (6) effectiveness in managing 
customer knowledge to increase loyalty and value, 
(7) success in establishing a culture of continuous 
learning, and (8) ability to manage knowledge in 
ways that create shareholder value (Holsapple & 
Wu, 2009).

In developing a “knowledge value chain” 
(KVC) framework, Lee and Yang (2000) argue 
that it is difficult to evaluate KM initiatives via 
financial ratios and thus propose two kinds of 
non-financial assessments: operating performance 
measures and learning measures. Examples of 
the former include lead times, customer satisfac-
tion, and employee productivity, while the latter 
involves the numbers of participants in CoP, of 
employees trained, and of customers benefited 
by the implementation of KM initiatives. They 
further argue that these non-financial measures 
are all key indicators of KM competence.

Understanding the difficulty of measuring 
business benefits of KM, de Gooijer (2000) 
has introduced a framework for measuring KM 
performance and another for measuring KM 
behaviors. The former employs a scorecard to 
assess the degree to which KM objectives are 
achieved in six key result areas: (1) KM strategy, 
(2) products and services, (3) IT infrastructure, 
(4) business processes, (5) relationships among 
stakeholders, and (6) organizational culture. The 
latter involves seven levels of people’s skills in 
adopting and using KM resources: (1) awareness 

Table 1. KM performance measures 

Researcher KM Performance Variable KM Construct

Bogner and Bansal (2007) KM capability (1) New knowledge development, (2) internal KM, and (3) KM capture.

Choi, Poon, and Davis (2008) KM strategy (1) KM focus and (2) KM source.

Chuang (2004) KM capability (1) Structural KM resource, (2) cultural KM resource, (3) human KM 
resource, and (4) technical KM resource.

Darroch (2005) KM orientation (1) Knowledge acquisition, (2) knowledge dissemination, and (3) 
responsiveness to knowledge.

Decarolis and Deeds (1999) Organizational knowledge (1) Knowledge stocks and (2) knowledge flows.

Marques and Simon (2006) KM practices

(1) Orientation towards the development, transfer, and protection of 
knowledge, (2) continuous learning in the organization, (3) an under-
standing of the organization as a global system, (4) development of an 
innovative culture that encourages R&D projects, (5) approach based 
on individuals, and (6) competence development and management 
based on competences.

Tanriverdi (2005) KM capability (1) Product KM capability, (2) customer KM capability, and (3) 
managerial KM capability.

Wiklund and Shepherd (2003) Knowledge-based resources Knowledge position (i.e., measuring procedural knowledge).
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but non-use of KM tools or practices, (2) seeking 
information about KM, (3) personal experimen-
tation with KM tools and practices, (4) personal 
implementation of KM practices, (5) engagement 
with impacts and consequences of KM behavior, 
(6) active collaboration in all aspects of work, 
and (7) refocusing KM skills on new business 
opportunities. The framework also shows some 
typical behaviors of managers and the roles they 
play in relation to individuals at each level.

Emphasizing the need for metrics to assess 
the effectiveness of KM initiatives, Lee and col-
leagues (2005) propose a knowledge management 
performance index (KMPI) defined as a logistic 
function involving five major KM activities: 
knowledge creation, accumulation, internaliza-
tion, sharing, and utilization. Multiple constructs 
are further developed to measure each of these 
five contributors to KMPI. More specifically, 
knowledge creation is assessed by using two 
constructs: knowledge creation by task under-
standings and knowledge creation by information 
understandings; knowledge accumulation includes 
three constructs: database utilization, systematic 
management of task knowledge, and individual 
capacity for accumulation; knowledge internal-
ization depends on three constructs: capability 
to internalize task-related knowledge, education 
opportunity, and level of organization learning; 
knowledge sharing involves two constructs: core 
knowledge sharing and common knowledge shar-
ing; and knowledge utilization also consists of 
two constructs: degree of knowledge utilization 
in organization and knowledge utilization culture.

In addition to the above studies, other prior 
work on the relationship between KM performance 
and firm performance also offers some valuable 
solutions to the measurement problem. Table 1 
summarizes these solutions.

CONCLUSION

Over the past decade, the rapid proliferation of KM 
has been one of the most striking developments 
in business. Regarding KM as a primary driver 
of competitive advantage, this chapter suggests 
that organizations must develop a clear strategy 
for making their KM initiatives a success, rather 
than merely have some form of KM practice. The 
chapter provides important guidance for manag-
ers on how to create and deliver a successful KM 
strategy. Specifically, we propose a framework that 
identifies three factors critical to the success of 
the strategy: top management support, a culture of 
organizational learning, and effective measures of 
KM performance. Multiple facets of these factors 
are advanced to cover more of the subject and gain 
a better understanding of the three factors. This 
study contributes to practice by giving managers 
a clear picture of why top management support is 
vital to the success of KM initiatives, what needs 
to be integrated into an organizational culture, 
and how to directly and effectively measure KM 
performance.
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Chapter  6.3

INTRODUCTION

Despite the more than 25 years since Nonaka 
wrote the Knowledge Creating Company in the 
Harvard Business Review (1991) there are still 
many barriers to implementation of knowledge 
management (KM) strategies. These include a 
lack of time and financial resources allocated 
to sharing knowledge, a lack of organizational 
understanding of the philosophy and the benefits 
of KM, a lack of skills in KM and difficulties in 
effectively establishing a return on investment 
(ROI) in KM. However both case studies and 
survey data show that greatest acknowledged 
obstacle to the implementation of a KM strategy 
is the management culture of the organization 
(Alavi & Leidner, 1999; DeTienne, Dyer, Hoopes, 
& Harris, 2004; H. Lee & Choi, 2003; McAdam 

& Reid, 2001; Murray, 1998; Ruzzier, Sohal, 
Katna, & Zyngier, 2008) These obstacles reveal 
a problem in the implementation of an organiza-
tional KM strategy. The problem lies not in the 
implementation of a given strategy per se, but in 
the lack of governance of that strategy.

The governance process is a framework of 
authority that ensures the delivery of anticipated or 
predicted benefits of a service or process (Farrar, 
2001). The operationalization of that strategy and 
is therefore executed in an authorized and regu-
lated manner. Governance mechanisms must be 
invoked to guide both the initial implementation 
and the ongoing control and authority over of KM 
strategies. A governance framework will provide 
management of risk, review mechanisms and fiscal 
accountability in leveraging tacit knowledge and 
sharing explicit knowledge within an organization. 
Knowledge is therefore not a series of artefacts 
to be managed, but rather this article identifies 
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the processes of management that are subject to 
governance. KM governance centres the decision-
making authority as an executive framework to 
deliver the expected benefits of the strategy and 
for these benefits to be delivered in a controlled 
manner. This is achieved by the establishment 
of checks and balances in the implementation of 
the strategy. It ensures that evaluation measures 
feed back that enables deliberate adjustment of 
the delivery of the strategy and ensures that needs 
and expectations are being met. If the needs and 
expectations of the organization cannot be met 
then the governance process should then be able 
to establish and manage the cause.

The first part of this article discusses KM strat-
egy development and the shows the origins of KM 
governance in the concept of the practice of gov-
ernance principles and practices. The second part 
will discuss the central issues in KM governance 
being authority, evaluation, measurement and risk 
management. The third part of this article suggests 
a structure or model for KM governance through 
case study and recent survey research confirma-
tory research and explains its operationalization 
in those contexts.

BACKGROUND

The Role of Leadership

Executive management leads and establishes the 
culture and consequent ability of an organization 
to capture, share, and manage its knowledge. In the 
past leaders in organizations were empowered to 
order changes and then all that was required of the 
organization was to implement the plan (Bridges 
& Mitchell, 2000). The culture of an organization 
is developed by the structure, by the attitude and 
example of management. Krogh, Ichijo, and Non-
aka, (2000) describe how effective management 
and support of knowledge creation depends on the 
physical, virtual and emotional context in which it 
is manifest. Where there is a strong commitment 

at the level of executive management to change 
organizational culture an organization is able to 
begin to create the values that lead to knowledge 
sharing across boundaries (O’Dell & Leavitt, 
2004). Generally, interpretations of knowledge 
management leadership (Davenport, Wilson, & 
Prusak, 2003; Kulkarni, Ravindran, & Freeze, 
2006; 2007; Tiwana, 2002) endow the leader with 
the responsibility to direct, to conduct or to guide 
functions in the implementation of such a strategy.

The terms knowledge champion, leader or 
sponsor are used interchangeably in the knowl-
edge management literature. The terms variously 
indicate a person who initiates a KM strategy, or 
one who supports and promotes the initiation of 
such a strategy. Therefore the person or persons 
responsible for the implementation of a KM strat-
egy may have the sole responsibility for the de-
velopment and implementation of a KM strategy. 
This cannot ensure buy-in from the organization 
as a whole. These risks are revealed as found in 
Australian and international surveys that have 
disclosed some of the obstacles to KM strategies 
(DeTienne et al., 2004; Hackett, 2000; Holsapple 
& Joshi, 2000; H. Lee & Choi, 2003; K. C. Lee, 
Lee, & Kang, 2005; Ruzzier et al., 2008; Zack, 
McKeen, & Singh, 2006; Zyngier, 2001).

KM Strategy Development

KM literature describes many approaches to the 
development of a strategy or a plan to be imple-
mented as a means of achieving organizational 
objectives of sharing tacit and explicit knowledge 
within the organization. Strategies are usually 
grounded in a theoretical methodology that will 
provide the greatest leverage in implementation 
with each meeting perceived needs in the orga-
nization (Zack, 2002). There are two categories 
of strategies – deliberate and emergent strategies. 
Deliberate strategies must be articulated in a plan 
that must then be implemented. Emergent strate-
gies are those that emerge in the organization as 
part of the process of learning what works well 
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and what does not. Mintzberg (1994) suggests 
that strategic planning processes fail when they 
are not constructed to understand, internalise and 
synthesise: that is to learn from the successes or 
failures of the strategic process as is implemented. 
In this sense strategic planning would be a static 
and inviolate process. This is where the concepts 
of strategic approaches to KM are vulnerable un-
less the strategy is conceived of as a learning or 
evolutionary process. This being so, then a KM 
strategy or plan is not inflexible but rather is an 
operational process that will enable learning and 
can evolve to take into account new and emerging 
environments within and outside the organization. 
KM obstacles lie not in the plan but in the pro-
cesses that surround the planning, implementation, 
feedback and ongoing development of the plan. 
These processes are governance processes.

Governance Principles and Practice

There are a number of current contending uses of 
the term governance. In this article governance 
refers to the governance processes of control or 
regulation within companies, interpreted as the 
implementation of authority through a framework 
that ensures delivery of anticipated or predicted 
benefits of a service or process, in an authorized 
and regulated manner (Weill, 2004). This approach 
forms a context for analysis, management, risk 
management and the ongoing development of 
strategies to manage organizational knowledge. 
It is also a means of developing measures of the 
effectiveness of those strategies. Governance will 
be affected by the composition of the membership 
of the governing body, the personal characteristics 
and history of the individuals involved and the 
visions and principles enshrined in organizational 
structures and processes.

There are two main theories in the gover-
nance literature that relate to the purpose of the 
corporation and whose interests it should serve 
(Farrar, 2001; Van den Berghe & De Ridder, 
1999). These are

1.  The shareholder model where the primacy 
of serving shareholder interest and value 
is the underlying philosophy or driver of 
governance, cost minimization and profit 
maximization are paramount, and

2.  The stakeholders model where the primacy 
interest of all stakeholders including orga-
nization’s owners or shareholders, the credi-
tors, employees and the local communities in 
which the firm exists, creditors, employees 
and the communities in which the organiza-
tion exists.

The stakeholder or consultative model may be 
considered a less managerially neat option due 
to the need to consult and reconcile conflicting 
interests however where decisions are made and 
endorsed by the majority of stakeholders there 
is greater acceptance of decisions and activity 
around those decisions (Vinten, 2000).

In the stakeholder model a greater contribu-
tion decision-making is expected at all levels. 
Internal stakeholder governance processes are 
not merely good management processes but can 
also be viewed in terms of ensuring that a wide 
range of organizational needs are represented and 
being met. While to-date governance principles 
have rarely been applied to other managerial 
strategies, this approach is seen in the work of 
the IT Governance Institute, & COBIT Steering 
Committee (2000; 2005) and the International 
Standards Organization (2007). The notion of 
IS/IT governance activity is already apparent as 
a subset of governance. This framework similarly 
facilitates the provision of feedback mechanisms 
within other managerial strategies to serve as a 
model of continuous improvement in organiza-
tional structures. Responsiveness to stakeholder 
interests enhances the capacity of the organization 
to identify and analyze a greater range of risks and 
to better deliver services or products.

Governance is at the centre of the decision-
making authority. It is a framework to deliver the 
expected benefits of investments in a controlled 
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manner, through the establishment of checks and 
balances in the mode of service delivery. It ensures 
that evaluation feeds back into the service delivery 
strategy, and that stakeholder needs and expec-
tations are being met. This approach is echoed 
by Galliers’ (1999) socio-technical approach 
to business and IS strategy formations and the 
management of organizational transformation that 
takes into account the organizational environment, 
business strategies and processes and required in-
frastructure. He sees that implementation requires 
the allocation of responsibilities with clearly 
defined objectives, timescales and performance 
measures. This is paralleled by on-going evalua-
tion and review, including long term planning and 
perspective and the recognition and accounting 
for consequential or emergent strategies.

Weill and Woodham (2002) propose that the 
design of governance mechanisms are constructed 
in the context of the competing operational, 
structural and infrastructural forces that operate 
within a business and in harmony with organi-
zational objectives. A governance framework 
must understand how decisions are made in key 
domains. These domains are principles, infra-
structure strategies, architecture and investment 
and prioritization. Thus, governance concentrates 
the relationships and processes that develop and 
maintain control over the infrastructure and human 
resources utilized in order to deliver the service 
to the organization. It provides check and balance 
mechanisms that enable the decision-making 
processes and results in IT contributing as a value 
adding function in service of the enterprise.

Emphasis on strategy, risk-management, 
delivering financial value and performance mea-
surement indicates the ongoing management of 
best practice. Applied to organizational IT, it is 
suggested that ‘at the heart of the governance re-
sponsibilities of setting strategy, managing risks, 
delivering value and measuring performance, are 
the stakeholders values, which drive the enterprise 
and IT strategy’ (IT Governance Institute, 2001, 
p. 10). This does not a linear mechanism but that 

is intended to feedback both the positive and 
negative aspects of performance. These response 
mechanisms will in turn moderate and improve 
practice in addition to responding to the effects 
of internal and external in the organizational 
environment.

FOCUS ON KM GOVERNANCE

The delivery of a KM strategy in an organization 
provides services to, and exists to meet the needs 
for the creation, dissemination and utilization of 
tacit and explicit knowledge to fulfill organiza-
tional objectives. How this function is fulfilled 
is reflected in the timeliness of service delivery 
and the satisfaction levels of the internal and also, 
potentially, of external clients. The processes and 
principles that act as a framework for examina-
tion, regulation, supervision and revision of KM 
strategies are termed KM governance. Knowledge 
management governance processes determine 
organizational knowledge access conditions, 
quality maintenance, decision making processes 
and means of resolving KM obstacles. Those 
processes are authority, KM policy development, 
management of risks to KM, financial fiduciary 
duty and evaluation and measurement of KM 
outcomes. These processes in turn enable the 
review and revision of policy both in relation 
to outcomes and also in the context of changing 
organizational environments.

Authority

KM governance can meet process objectives 
through the development of an effective un-
derstanding of the potential of KM within the 
organization; an effective understanding of the 
role of KM within the organization and the 
alignment of KM with the value proposition and 
strategy of the organization. Finally the regular 
review, approval and monitoring of KM invest-
ments in infrastructure and in human resources. 
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KM governance centers the decision-making 
authority, an executive framework to deliver the 
expected benefits of the strategy. This can then 
be delivered in a controlled manner, through the 
establishment of evaluation, measurement and 
risk management in service delivery. It ensures 
that these processes feed back into the service 
delivery strategy, and that all stakeholder needs 
and expectations are being met. If they cannot be 
met, then the governance process will be able to 
establish the reason and resolution.

Policy

Through development of policy, KM governance 
determines how decisions are made and solu-
tions developed for resolving obstacles, strategic 
alignment of strategy and corporate strategy, risk 
management, access to knowledge resources and 
under what conditions, quality maintenance. KM 
policy is the strategic tool that directs the devel-
opment and then the implementation of strate-
gies to leverage organizational knowledge. KM 
policy reflects the shifting internal and external 
environment in as much as it reflects the strategic 
direction of the organization.

The development of policy acts to guide strat-
egy, the management of risks, the delivery of value 
and measurement of performance, while reflecting 
the stakeholder’s needs and values, drives the 
KM strategy. How this function is fulfilled can 
be measured in the timeliness of service delivery 
and the satisfaction levels of the internal and ex-
ternal stakeholders. Linked to the strategic goals, 
the mission and the values of the organization, 
then the KM strategy must support the work and 
transfer of knowledge in the organization. This 
should be reflected in the policies that underpin 
KM strategy development and implementation. 
It is the role of governance to establish policies 
for this purpose.

KM staff have full knowledge of the aims and 
objectives of the strategy as embodied in KM poli-
cies. They are secure in their position in relation to 

competing interests for funding in the organization. 
They have full knowledge of the body to which 
they must address funding requests and what the 
expectations of that body are. This gives clarity 
of process and transparency of outcomes to that 
process, to staff and to the governing body.

Risk Management

Governance processes manage the risks of KM 
to acknowledge and challenge the cultural issues, 
structural obstacles and other relevant issues as 
they arise during the implementation and ongo-
ing operation of the strategy. The management 
of these risks assisting in their resolution and 
strengthens strategies to manage knowledge 
within the organization. The need for risk man-
agement in KM was formally indicated in 2001 
(Standards Australia) with the need to identify 
assets, the risks and controls associated with the 
implementation of strategy. Obstacles to the ef-
fective management of organizational knowledge 
include a management culture in the organiza-
tion that hinders KM, with concomitant change 
management issues. Additionally the philosophy 
of knowledge management is often inadequately 
understood in the organization and conflicts of 
organizational priorities are problematic for the 
development and initiation of a KM strategy. For 
many organizations, the development of criterion 
for knowledge collection is difficult (Zyngier, 
2001; Chase, 1997)

Risk management is a proactive strategy 
of analysis and anticipation of risks to the KM 
strategy before they arise (Standards Australia, 
2005). By engaging with the risks it becomes 
possible to develop a means of risk resolution. 
The resolution may require organizational change 
management, the provision of additional financial 
or infrastructural support, or a realignment of the 
original strategy in light of unforeseen or emergent 
activity within the organization. Risk management 
requires regular evaluation of the strategy and the 
organization that it serves.
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Financial Fiduciary Duty

Organizations frequently cite financial con-
straints as an obstacle to the development of a 
KM strategy (Chua & Lam, 2005; Riege, 2005; 
Zyngier, 2002). This an issue for KM as it is an 
organizational service activity frequently funded 
by cross-business-unit investments or from cen-
tral head office funds (Swart & Kinnie, 2003). 
Governance processes seek accountability for 
expenditure on KM strategy based on a rationale 
for the financial allocation that is required (Weill, 
2004; Zyngier, 2007b).

The where requests for funding are guided by 
KM policy, a KM governing authority is then in 
an informed position to approve or reject a ma-
jor financial request, although smaller financial 
decisions are often delegated to management at 
the planning or even implementation level (Kaen, 
1995). Measurement activities support financial 
responsibilities in that they provide the evaluation 
measures required for effective ongoing finan-
cial responsibility. These activities ensure that a 
KM strategy can also be fiscally viable through 
its alignment with the policies and goals of the 
organization. The desired outcome of fiduciary 
responsibility of and financial security for KM 
strategy is the secure and sustainable implementa-
tion of KM programs of strategy.

Evaluation and Measurement

Governance in KM implies and demands deliber-
ate consideration of the strategies in place in the 
long and in the medium term. KM governance 
processes incorporate evaluation and measure-
ment in order to prove the value, to progress and 
to develop existing practices. Governance mecha-
nisms must maintain a collective knowledge of 
trends in industry, technology, and the corporate 
structural and social environment.

Evaluation looks at both successes of and 
obstacles to the implementation of a KM strategy 
(Choy, Yew, & Lin, 2006; Jennex & Olfman, 

2004). Evaluation of successes must take into 
account the contribution made to the aims and 
objectives of the organization. Where the suc-
cesses make a contribution then they should be 
continued. Where they do not make a contribu-
tion then consideration should be given to their 
continuance. Evaluation of obstacles to the KM 
strategy implies the capacity to question why the 
risk may not have been foreseen and therefore 
managed. Evaluation of obstacles must take into 
account the barriers they create for the aims and 
objectives of the organization. Where this is the 
case then can these ends be achieved utilizing an 
alternative solution or method?

There are a number of criteria currently used to 
establish the return on investment for KM strate-
gies: Leibowitz and Wright (1999) look at human 
capital growth, Sveiby (1997) uses intangible 
assets, some use the Balanced Scorecard (Kaplan 
& Norton, 1996) with a number of measures in-
cluding financial, growth, customers and internal 
business processes. Probst, Raub, and Romhardt, 
(2000) look at the normative, the operational and 
the strategic goals of an approach to see if they 
are being met. Other common techniques include 
simple measures of staff retention or in improve-
ment of “product to market” delivered on time, 
in quantity and quality. If these are evident and 
are the only variance from usual practice, then 
the strategy is seen as successful.

A KM Governance Framework

KM literature deals with the need for alignment of 
strategy with organizational aims and objectives, 
and for leadership of that strategy. This process 
is supported by information and communications 
technology (ICT) and operates in the organization-
al context of the corporate governance principles. 
There is an explicit link between the market and 
the organization in its aims and objectives that 
lead to governance processes.

The governance framework presents the func-
tions of KM as supporting the aims, objectives 
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and governance processes of the organization in 
the context of the broader environment of its ex-
ternal stakeholders which includes its customers 
and consultants and the regulatory environment. 
Evidence to-date shows that the leadership of 
KM is predicated on the size of the organization 
- sometimes lead by a stakeholder group/commit-
tee and sometimes lead by an individual CKO, 
a CIO or a CEO (Ruzzier et al., 2008; Zhang & 
Faerman, 2007; Zyngier, 2007a, 2008). The KM 
strategy is developed by KM leaders in the plan-
ning of a process of identification, acquisition, 
development, sharing and distribution, utilization 
and finally retention of knowledge. The practice 
of KM implementation follows with the execution 
of a course of action that is intended to fulfill KM 
policy that in turn supports the aims and objectives 
of the organization as a whole. The relationship 
between the KM strategy and the KM implemen-
tation is not unidirectional where implementation 
is merely the following through of the strategic 
plan. This relationship is often interactive, as those 
responsible for the implementation may also have 
a level of responsibility for the development of 
the strategic plan. KM governance is the layer 
exercising the authority processes and principles 
that act as a framework for examination, regula-
tion, supervision and revision of KM strategies.

The KM strategy is developed by KM prac-
titioners. The interaction between the develop-
ment of strategy and governance is twofold. The 
governance process develops the principles and 
rationale for the impetus and momentum of the 
strategy, the management of risks, the financial 
control and accountability for stakeholder re-
sponse. The governance process also evaluates 
KM activity according to previously defined and 
articulated performance measures.

The KM strategy is implemented or operation-
alized by KM staff and supported and promoted by 
champions in the organization. The implementa-
tion of the strategy is evaluated according to the 
criterion established by the governance body. 
Evaluation will also take into account changes in 

product and customers, changes in the regulatory 
environment, inputs from consultants or industry 
partners. It reflects the aims and objectives of the 
organization that it serves. The KM strategy is 
planned and may be revised as the need arises. The 
evaluation data flows from KM implementation 
via the planning entity to the governance entity 
which then feeds its decision/s back to the review 
and redevelopment of the policy - if appropriate 
- and ultimately of the strategy.

Companies that rely on or utilize KM for the 
transfer of strategic knowledge should work to 
establish a formal KM governance authority en-
tity – either through committees including stake-
holder representation or by endowing the KM 
leader with governance powers.

There are two fundamental objectives in this 
governance process. These are:

• to ensure that KM delivers value to the 
identified stakeholders. This value is de-
rived from the value proposition of the 
organization and the organizational strate-
gies put in place to achieve those ends;

• to control and to minimize the risk to the 
KM strategy. The strategy must be capable 
of adjustments required in response to per-
ceived flaws in its capacity to effectively 
transfer knowledge. A KM strategy is not 
a single prescribed formula that can ‘fit’ 
all organizations or even ‘fit’ organizations 
within a particular industry segment.

KM governance can meet the above objec-
tives through:

• sponsorship of an effective understanding 
of the role and potential of KM within the 
organization;

• the alignment of KM with the value propo-
sition and strategy of the organization as 
expressed through policy;

• regular evaluation review, approval and 
monitoring of KM financial and non-finan-
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cial investments in infrastructure and in 
human resources;

• the management of the risks of KM.

In acknowledging knowledge as the organiza-
tion’s strategic asset and differentiator, it can be 
seen that the ultimate responsibility of the KM 
governance process is to ensure the governance of 
KM as a means of pursuing success in the imple-
mentation of a KM strategy in the organization.

FUTURE TRENDS

KM governance is currently the subject is of ex-
tensive research that has built the model described. 
Future research possibilities lie in looking in depth 
at the interrelationships between governance and 
stakeholders, in evaluation and measurement, in 
risk management techniques and in authority over 
infrastructure and investments. The governance 
model described was developed by in-depth case 

Figure 1. Framework for KM governance
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studies in several multinational organizations and 
then further testing the model through broad scale 
global survey research. Future research possibili-
ties may lie in the further testing of this model.

CONCLUSION

Governance processes operate to manage the risks 
of KM to acknowledge and contend with the cul-
tural issues, structural obstacles and other relevant 
issues as they arise during the implementation and 
ongoing operation of that strategy. The manage-
ment of these risks will assist in the resolution of 
such issues and in turn strengthen the strategies 
to manage knowledge that are employed within 
the organization. Acknowledging knowledge as 
the organization’s strategic asset and competitive 
differentiator is not the ultimate responsibility of 
the governance process. The effective governance 
of KM may be a means of pursuing success. How-
ever governance of KM implies more that this. It 
implies and demands strategic thinking about the 
strategies in place for long term and medium term 
planning. Such strategies should not be regarded 
as linear in direction but incorporate feedback 
both in the positive and negative aspects of the 
KM strategy that will in turn modify; progress and 
to develop existing plans and practices.

This article has outlined the theoretical frame-
work of internal organizational governance and its 
application in strategies to manage organizational 
knowledge for the implementation of those strate-
gies. Governance functions operate to ensure that 
KM delivers value to the identified stakeholders 
and provides a control mechanism to minimize 
risks to the successful implementation of a KM 
strategy. The governance framework given for 
these processes and practices may better enable 
an effective and coordinated outcome for KM 
strategies that ensures the delivery of anticipated 
benefits in an authorized and regulated manner.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Authority: An established power to enforce 
moral or legal decisions. Organizational authority 
is accountable for its actions. Authority is a right to 
demand and instruct subordinates. Authority may 
also be delegated or be derived from delegated 
control. The organization may mandate power to 
a role or position a group or individual in author-
ity, or power may be assigned or sanctioned by 
consensus.

Evaluation: The assessment of the effective-
ness of service delivery and the identification of 
obstacles or barriers to service delivery. Some 
means of evaluation include understanding the 
perceptions of improvement in the organization 
in the manner in which it formalizes knowledge 
processes, knowledge structures and underlying 
systems. These in turn will affect operations, 
products or services delivered. Another means of 
evaluation of the effectiveness of a KM strategy 
is through establishing increased awareness and 
participation in that strategy. The Balance Score-
card (Kaplan & Norton, 1996) is a technique that 
considers these human issues.

Governance: A process that is a framework 
of authority to ensure delivery of anticipated or 
predicted benefits of a service or process. The 
operationalization of the particular organizational 
strategy and is therefore executed in an authorized 
and regulated manner. Governance act to manage 
risk, evaluate and review strategic goal and objec-
tives and exercise fiscal accountability to ensure 
the return on investment of those strategies.

Measurement: Is substantially a quantitative 
tool. It may rely on direct comparison of perfor-
mance before and subsequent to the initiation and 
establishment of a KM strategy. The organization 

may choose to measure of its performance in mar-
ket competitiveness and acceptance, it may look 
at the contribution of the KM strategy to financial 
benefits and viability. It can also measure contribu-
tions to and the growth in the volume of explicit 
knowledge content stored and used by staff. Some 
knowledge managers may regard the increase in 
the resources attached to the project as a measure 
of the acceptance and hence the understanding of 
the value of KM to their organization.

Organizational Environment: Refers the 
aims and objectives of the organization in the 
context of the way in which it structures itself and 
its activities. The structure of the organization is 
the way in which the organization is arranged for 
the implementation of authority. Generally, this 
structure is either an hierarchical structure, a flat 
structure or a management matrix. An hierarchi-
cal structure typically shaped like a pyramid with 
power or control centralized in a CEO who has 
managers reporting back. These managers have 
subordinates who also exercise delegated author-
ity over their subordinates. There may be several 
layers of authority and delegation depending 
on the size and complexity of the organization. 
Ultimately power and control lies in the CEO. 
A management matrix has a series of control 
mechanisms where the workforce may report to 
their direct superior, and additionally to one of a 
series of team leaders. This requires a sequence 
of devolved authorities and responsibilities. A 
flat organizational structure has devolved power 
and responsibilities without a cascading series of 
reporting structures.

Return on Investment (ROI): Is commonly 
used as an accounting term to indicate how well 
an organization has used its investment in re-
sources. In a knowledge management context, 
ROI describes the return on both the human and 
financial capital invested in that strategy. Some 
measures may include sustainable growth, calcu-
lable efficiencies in product development cycles; 
improved decision-making; better ability initiate 
and integrate new employees; lower rates of staff 
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turnover reflecting improved employee morale; 
better ability to retain customers reflecting trust 
in employees’ expertise.

Risk Management: A tactic to minimize 
the susceptibility of the KM strategy to risk and 
subsequent failure or ineffectiveness. Risk must 
be analyzed to assess the potential exposure to 
the chance of human or infrastructural barriers. 
Example of these risks may include: (1) manage-
ment culture in the organization that hinders KM, 
(2) the philosophy of KM is not understood in the 
organization and (3) conflicts of organizational 

priorities (4) the development of criterion for 
knowledge collection is clouded. Risk may also 
threaten operational or to financial elements of 
the strategy. Examples of risks to processes may 
include: (a) an understanding of the knowledge 
types and artefacts associated with specific 
business functions (b) current informal organic 
knowledge transfer strategies and systems (c) 
risks associated with system development (d) 
managing the changes and their implementation 
and additionally managing the expectations if 
staff and of executive management.

This work was previously published in Encyclopedia of Knowledge Management, Second Edition, edited by David Schwartz 
and Dov Te’eni, pp. 354-365, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT

This chapter introduces a framework for analyzing 
governance arrangements of KM programs. The 
framework is used to analyze the organizational 
structures, processes and relational mechanisms, 
including leadership matters, which guide the KM 
program of a large European corporation. The 
analysis focuses on the issues KM leaders and 
staff encounter in defining their KM position in 
the organization as well as issues regarding their 
collaboration with each other. The results of the 
study highlight the impact that various factors 
exert on the development of the KM governance 
configuration and the role of the KM leader. The 
chapter concludes with recommendations detail-

ing important governance and leadership aspects 
which contribute to the establishment of KM in 
the organization.

INTRODUCTION

The importance of knowledge as a core strategic 
resource for organizations has been widely rec-
ognized (Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Nonaka, 
1994). While organizations have traditionally 
focused on resources such as labor, land and 
capital, knowledge as a critical resource has in-
creasingly received the attention of organizations 
and their decision makers. Drucker (1993) states 
that “we are entering the knowledge society in 
which the basic economic resource is knowledge 
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and where knowledge workers will play a central 
role” (p. 7). Knowledge is driving innovation and 
organizations are competing with knowledge and 
knowledge intensive products in this emerging 
knowledge based economy. Drucker, together 
with a range of other management researchers 
(e.g. Liebeskind, 1996) concludes that knowledge 
is the most important asset that a firm possesses.

This recognition of knowledge as an important 
basis for organizational success has encouraged 
firms to focus on appropriate ways for its manage-
ment. Knowledge management (KM) has emerged 
as a field which focuses on the management of 
diverse knowledge resources and knowledge pro-
cesses in an organizational context. The KM field 
focuses on tools and concepts from established 
disciplines which address various knowledge 
processes (Raub & Rüling, 2001). KM seeks 
to strategically integrate these diverse elements 
to support knowledge creation and knowledge 
sharing in organizations. Stimulated by the well-
publicized benefits of KM, many organizations 
have started to actively engage in KM activities. 
Recent data shows, for example, that 24 percent 
of Fortune 500 companies have created the role of 
Chief Knowledge Officer (CKO), and 80 percent 
have formalized their KM activities through the 
development of a KM strategy (Holden, 2004).

Though a large number of organizations have 
adopted KM programs, a considerable number of 
these programs do not provide the expected ben-
efits to the organizations. Fluss (2002) observes 
that KM programs and individual initiatives have 
a high rate of failure, and Chua and Lam (2005) 
even state that: “KM projects attract an alarmingly 
high level of risk“ (pg. 15). While the importance 
of managing knowledge and the potential of the 
KM field are widely recognized, organizations 
often struggle to establish and maintain successful 
KM programs. Research has identified a range 
of factors which contribute to the failure of KM 
programs. Among the main reasons for these fail-
ures are a lack of business integration and align-
ment, a lack of clear strategic objectives, unclear 

distribution of authority and user involvement as 
well as a lack of top management and leadership 
support (Chua & Lam, 2005; Riege, 2005; Storey 
& Barnett, 2000). Often, KM programs do not 
meet the requirements of the business and fail to 
attract attention and support from senior manage-
ment. While KM programs focus on integrating 
and coordinating tools and initiatives across the 
organization, often the decision making authority 
for these efforts has not been clarified.

In related disciplines, a lack of business inte-
gration and unclear allocation of responsibilities 
are considered symptoms of inappropriate gov-
ernance arrangements (A. E. Brown & Grant, 
2005). Governance arrangements describe the 
structures, processes and mechanisms through 
which responsibilities are allocated and strategic 
decisions are made. In the IT domain, sophisti-
cated governance arrangements are attributed to 
improved business-IT alignment and the creation 
of significantly higher returns on IT investment 
(Weill, 2004). It has been shown that a focus on 
IT governance has significantly improved IT 
performance in organizations (Van Grembergen, 
2004). Despite the value of governance research 
in related disciplines, little research has been 
conducted which focuses on governance in a KM 
context. Very few studies focus on the governance 
of KM programs and investigate the diversity of 
arrangements which guide the development of 
KM programs. This chapter addresses this lack 
of governance research which has been identified 
as a critical gap in the knowledge management 
literature.

The following sections identify the core aspects 
of knowledge management and describe the gov-
ernance concept. A KM governance framework 
is then introduced which outlines the diversity of 
governance configurations which have emerged 
in organizational KM programs of organizations. 
Next, a case organization is introduced and its 
KM governance configuration is analyzed and 
discussed. The chapter concludes by highlight-
ing some of the important governance related 
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considerations, including the role of leadership, 
when establishing a KM program.

KM AND ITS GOVERNANCE

KM has emerged as a field which focuses on the 
management of the diverse knowledge resources 
and knowledge processes in an organizational 
context. One of the most prominent definitions 
of KM is provided by Wiig (2000) who defines 
KM as “the systematic, explicit, and deliberate 
building, renewal, and application of knowledge 
to maximize an enterprise’s knowledge-related ef-
fectiveness and returns from its knowledge assets” 
(p.6). Hence, KM integrates a series of explicit 
organizational initiatives such as the implementa-
tion of electronic repositories or the establishment 
of communities of practice among staff members 
to systematically address and support the different 
knowledge processes in the organization.

Organizations have established different ap-
proaches to do KM. Hansen et al (1999) have 
identified two distinct KM approaches: the 
codification approach and the personalization ap-
proach. A codification approach describes a KM 
program which emphasizes the externalization, 
dissemination and storage of knowledge. Orga-
nizations which adopt this approach focus on the 
creation of knowledge assets and on making these 
knowledge assets available for reuse throughout 
the organization. This KM approach is also termed 
a people-to-document approach since it is charac-
terized by a reliance on information technology 
through which codified knowledge assets can be 
stored, indexed and made available throughout the 
organization (Desouza, Jayaramam, & Evaristo, 
2002). The goal of this approach is to connect 
people with reusable codified knowledge through 
the use of IT tools. A personalization approach, 
on the other hand, describes a KM program which 
focuses on linking people together to encourage 
the sharing of tacit knowledge and the creation 
of new knowledge through interactive discourse 

(Hansen et al., 1999). The personalization ap-
proach, which is also termed a people-to-people 
approach, is characterized by moderate IT in-
vestments and a focus on initiatives such as the 
development of communities of practices to 
encourage the exchange of knowledge between 
staff (Binney, 2001). Technical tools are mostly 
used for communication purposes, and employees 
are explicitly rewarded for mentoring and direct 
knowledge sharing activities.

The cross-disciplinary nature of KM is one 
of the reasons why the approaches taken to do 
KM by different organizations are so diverse. In 
order to support various knowledge processes, 
KM borrows from a wide range of organizational 
disciplines, including Information Systems, Hu-
man Resources and Quality Management (Nordin, 
Pauleen, & Gorman, 2009fc; Raub & Rüling, 
2001). This interdisciplinary character of KM 
poses practical implementation challenges for 
organizations. Among the main concerns are 
questions such as: where does KM fit into the 
organizational structure, and how should the 
initiatives be controlled and guided in order to 
create the expected benefits for the organization? 
A governance perspective helps to address these 
questions.

In the IT domain governance is generally de-
fined as “the distribution of … decision-making 
rights, and responsibilities among enterprise 
stakeholders, and the procedures and mechanisms 
for making and monitoring strategic decisions” 
(Peterson, 2004, p.8). It is a thoroughly studied 
phenomenon in the IT domain and since the IT 
discipline constitutes one of the major contribut-
ing disciplines of the KM domain (Kim, Yu, & 
Lee, 2003; Nordin et al., 2009fc) it is used here 
to conceptualize the governance phenomenon in 
a KM context.

IT based research generally focuses on three 
perspectives to conceptualize the governance 
phenomenon: the formal governance structures, 
the formal governance processes and the infor-
mal relational mechanisms which play a role in 
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guiding and directing the IT program (Peterson, 
2004). The majority of these IT based studies fo-
cus on the investigation of formal IT governance 
arrangements, in particular on the centralization or 
decentralization of the IT governance structures 
(Sambamurthy & Zmud, 1999). Governance pro-
cesses have been a focus of a range of maturity 
models which distinguish between different levels 
of formalization for strategy development and 
decision making arrangements (Luftman, 2003). 
The relational mechanisms have received less 
attention in IT governance research even though 
it has been recognized that these informal discus-
sions and alliances play a significant role in the 
formulation of the organizational IT direction (C. 
V. Brown, 1999).

The KM Governance Framework

Elsewhere, we have defined KM governance as the 
structures, processes and relational mechanisms 
established to steer, coordinate and control explicit 
and deliberate knowledge management initiatives 
in an organization (Schroeder, Pauleen, & Huff, 
2007). In order to establish a systematic way of 

analyzing governance configurations in the KM 
domain, we have devised a KM governance frame-
work (Table 1). Based on established governance 
theory from related domains this KM governance 
framework focuses on the structures, processes 
and relational mechanisms, which contribute to 
the control and guiding of the KM program in 
organizations.

The KM governance structure defines the 
formal roles and positions through which KM 
programs are developed and guided in organiza-
tions. The framework considers four structural 
aspects to characterize the KM governance struc-
ture of an organization: 1) the ‘distribution of KM 
authority’ characterizes the division of KM deci-
sion making rights in the organization and distin-
guishes between centralized, decentralized and 
federal structures; 2) the ‘reporting point of KM’ 
focuses on the location of KM in the organization 
and differentiates between KM functions which 
are associated with support functions or opera-
tional business functions; 3) the ‘form of the KM 
group,’ describes the way in which the KM re-
sponsibilities are institutionalized in the case 
organization as either full-time KM functions or 

Table 1. KM governance framework (adapted from Schroeder et al, 2007) 

Structural aspects Specific variations of the structural aspects of KM governance

Distribution of KM authority Centralised, Federal, Decentralised

Reporting point of KM Support function, Business function

Form of KM organization Standing organization, Hybrid organization, Community based organization

KM governance groups Internal director group, Focus group, Customer group, No governance group

Process aspects Specific variations of the procedural aspects of KM governance

KM strategy development Formal process, Informal process, No strategy

Planning and decision making Internally focused, Externally focused

Reporting and monitoring Advanced reporting, Basic reporting, No reporting

Funding Fixed budget, Project based budget, No budget

Relational aspects Specific variations of the relational aspects of KM governance

KM: Top management Personal network KM leader, KM sponsor

KM: Business Physical co-location, Account management structure, Staff transfer schemes, Frequent operational 
interaction, Personal network of the KM leader

KM: Support function Physical co-location, Liaison roles, Staff transfer, Communities of practice, Personal network of 
the KM leader, Integration of the KM leader in other initiatives
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community based part time KM roles; 4) the fourth 
and final structural aspect refers to the establish-
ment and form of ‘KM governance committees’.

In addition to these four structural aspects, four 
process aspects describe the formal mechanisms 
and procedures through which the KM programs 
are guided: 1) the ‘KM strategy development’ 
focuses on the existence of an explicit strategy for 
the KM program and the level of formality used 
for its development; 2) ‘KM planning & decision 
making’ describes the activities through which 
individual KM initiatives are selected and priori-
tized and includes the extent to which non-KM 
staff are involved in these processes; 3) ‘reporting 
& monitoring’ identifies the mechanisms through 
which the KM organization gives account to its 
respective reporting points characterized by its 
level of sophistication; 4) ‘KM funding & budget 
allocation’ describes the arrangements through 
which resources for KM projects and services 
are acquired focusing on the source of the funds 
as well as the mechanisms through which these 
funds are obtained.

The third aspect of the KM governance frame-
work focuses on the relational KM governance 
mechanisms. Relational governance includes 
mechanisms outside the formal structures and 
processes, especially the KM leadership, which 
contribute to the development of the KM program 
and its integration with the rest of the organiza-
tion. Three levels of strategic relationships are 
considered: 1) ‘relational mechanisms between 
KM and top management’ focuses on the informal 
ways through which senior management guides 
the development of the KM program. Mechanisms 
which contribute to this informal governance 
include personal relationships between the KM 
leader(s) and senior management as well as the 
KM sponsor at the top of the organization. 2) 
‘relational mechanisms between KM and the 
business’ comprises the informal arrangements 
through which representatives from the business 
side of the organizations contribute to guiding 
the development of the KM program. Among the 

mechanisms which are considered, are physical 
co-location, account management structure and 
staff transfer schemes among others. Finally, 3) 
‘relational mechanisms between KM and support 
functions’ include the arrangements through which 
representatives from the other support functions 
contribute to guiding and developing of the KM 
program. Mechanisms which are considered 
include collocation of KM staff and personal 
network of the KM leader.

This KM governance framework accounts for 
the diversity of mechanisms which help to control 
and guide the development of the KM program 
in an organization. It serves as the basis for the 
systematic analysis and categorization of the KM 
governance configurations of the case organization 
subsequently described in this chapter.

THE ORGANIZATION

The case organization is a large European provider 
of technology services. The core business of the 
organization focuses on the provision of a wide 
range of traditional as well as new and innova-
tive technology services to private and corporate 
customers. The organization is very diverse with 
some parts focusing on providing reliable and ef-
ficient services, while other parts are focused on 
developing innovative new products and services 
for its customers. In the last years the organiza-
tion has acquired a number of subsidiaries within 
Europe and internationally.

Together with its subsidiaries the organization 
includes more than 80,000 staff and has a turnover 
of more than US$30 billion. The organization 
has a divisional structure with three major busi-
ness groups each focusing on the provision of 
a particular range of technology services. The 
three business groups, are headed by a corporate 
headquarters which focuses on the overall strat-
egy and the integration of the different services. 
The business groups have developed into fairly 
self-contained entities with their own headquar-
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ters and support functions. In the last decade the 
relationship between corporate headquarters and 
the individual business groups has repeatedly been 
reconfigured, shifting between forms of centraliza-
tion and decentralization. These reconfigurations 
created a number of substantial organizational 
restructurings over the last several years.

The culture of the organization is described 
as extremely diverse. This diversity is attributed 
to the variety of services provided and each 
business unit’s independence. Some parts of the 
organization are described as having start-up 
characteristics with largely team-based working 
environments, while other parts are portrayed as 
highly hierarchical bureaucracies with a strong 
emphasis on line management. As a whole, the 
organization is described as highly political 
with complex relationships and frequent power 
struggles among stakeholders. A reported lack 
of trust amongst the different divisions is linked 
to overlaps in service portfolios and competition 
between the business groups.

KM programs at the case organization were 
launched between 2001 and 2002 at two levels 
of the organization: at corporate headquarters as 
well as in two of the three business groups (see 
Figure 1).

KM at Corporate Headquarters

The KM program at corporate headquarters was 
officially launched in 2002 by the senior man-
agement board. It was the initial objective to 
develop an organization-wide KM program. An 
organization-wide KM governance framework 
would identify roles, specify decision making 
mechanisms, and synchronize and direct KM 
activities throughout the organization. The de-
velopment and implementation of generic KM 
tools and KM related infrastructure was also part 
of the initial KM concept. The CIO championed 
the KM program as an opportunity to officially 
assign KM responsibility to somebody other than 
the IT department. The situation was described 
by a corporate KM staff member:

“The CIO was happy that KM was properly al-
located in the organization and that they [the IT 
department] were not the only ones responsible 
for the related tools and practices.”

The five staff of the KM function were 
mostly recruited internally. The KM staff had 
a wide variety of organizational and technical 
backgrounds. The KM leader of the group was 

Figure 1. Timeline of KM programs
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an experienced manager with a background in 
quality management and a considerable history in 
the organization. The KM function was allocated 
to the internal consulting group, alongside other 
functions, such as business process, e-business 
and project management.

One of the first tasks of the corporate KM 
program was the establishment of a KM gov-
ernance council to bring together stakeholders 
of KM related activities and interested decision 
makers throughout the organization. The objec-
tive of the governance council was to identify a 
common goal among stakeholders and achieve 
consensus regarding the organization-wide KM 
program. However, the KM governance council 
ran into difficulties due to incompatible KM 
perspectives and was abandoned within the first 
year. Since no collaboration could be established 
and no support from the business groups could 
be obtained, the objective of the corporate KM 
program was subsequently changed. Instead of 
aiming for an organization-wide approach, the 
corporate KM program turned to providing KM 
consulting services. The new focus was to provide 
support and expertise for individual projects in 
different parts of the organization, in order to 
ultimately promote the KM concept to the wider 
organization.

Through the consulting based KM approach, 
the corporate KM function became involved in a 
number of projects throughout the organization. 
Among these projects was the development of a 
knowledge sharing tool for a widely distributed 
working team and a knowledge repository to con-
solidate the administration of a range of complex 
contracts as well as a large knowledge repository 
for the entire in-house consulting function. These 
particular projects were not only selected to help 
individual parts of the business, but also to create 
a portfolio of reference KM projects to further 
promote the KM concept in the organization, 
and to increase awareness and understanding of 
potential KM activities.

KM at Business Group A

The KM program at Business Group A was initi-
ated in 2001 by the HR director of the business 
group. It was part of a wider restructuring of the 
HR department. The initial objective for the KM 
program was to develop capacity for KM and to 
integrate KM aspects into other organizational 
initiatives. The KM program was not set up to 
address an immediate or particular issue in the 
organization.

The KM group consisted of five staff who were 
mostly appointed from within the HR department 
and who predominantly came from a non-technical 
background. The KM function was led by a dual 
leadership team: an administrative manager and a 
subject matter manager. The administrative man-
ager had been in the organization for more than 
10 years where he has held different management 
positions within the HR department. The subject 
matter manager had been a KM consultant who 
previously held contracts as a staff trainer in other 
parts of the organization.

The KM function formed part of the HR 
department which is a headquarters support 
function of the business group. The KM func-
tion was positioned alongside functions such as 
change management and the organizational culture 
group. The KM leader reported to the HR director 
through another management level. In addition to 
this reporting relationship, a wider group of del-
egates was established to assist the development 
of the KM program. During an initial review of 
KM related activities within the business group, 
the KM function identified a number of staff and 
stakeholders who were interested in the potential 
of KM tools and practices. This group of around 
25 staff and stakeholders were brought together 
on a regular basis. They acted as a sounding board 
for the KM program and reviewed and discussed 
the planned initiatives. Members of the group also 
forwarded interesting project opportunities to the 
KM function. However, no explicit KM strategy 
was established to define the goals and overall 
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objectives of the KM program. The subject mat-
ter manager reported: “The only comment from 
above was, that the general direction is correct”.

The KM program at Business Group A was 
mainly focused on the provision of localized KM 
solutions. The provision of localized KM solutions 
referred to projects such as the development of an 
expert locator systems or the development of a 
board game to help facilitate knowledge sharing 
among call centre staff. All KM projects were 
conceptualized as pilot projects and an emphasis 
was put on developing a solution which could 
easily be adopted by other parts of the business 
group. The KM function also focused on iden-
tifying good KM practices in the organization 
which were publicized on the intranet in order to 
encourage wider adoption of these KM practices 
in the business group. The KM program was solely 
focused on addressing issues within its host busi-
ness group and did not integrate with other parts 
of the organization.

KM at Business Group B

As with Business Group A, the KM program 
at Business Group B was initiated as part of a 
restructuring of the HR department in 2002. The 
KM function was formed as part of an intellec-
tual capital group, which also included change 
management and performance management 
functions. Due to budget cuts, only the KM and 
change management functions were established.

The KM function consisted of two staff, the 
KM leader and one assistant. The KM leader had 
been with the wider organization for a number of 
years, and had a background in intranet develop-
ment and web design. Due to the financial dif-
ficulties which the organization had experienced 
in the previous years, the KM function had only 
a small operational budget. The lack of funds 
prevented the KM function from growing to the 
initially intended size.

The KM leader reported to the manager of the 
intellectual capital group and had two reporting 

levels between him and the senior management 
board. It was pointed out by the KM leader that 
his superiors had little interest and understanding 
of the objectives of the KM program and that he 
also received little top management support for its 
development. Similar to the other business group, 
the KM leader had also sought to establish a KM 
advisory board which would review the KM pro-
gram and contribute to its individual initiatives. 
However, the development of this group proved to 
be difficult due to the large international distribu-
tion of the business group. No operating group of 
KM representatives was established.

Like the other business group, the KM program 
at Business Group B focused on establishing local-
ized projects in the form of pilot projects which 
could subsequently be replicated in other parts of 
the organization. Among these pilot projects were 
the conceptualization of a business intelligence 
search engine and the development of an expert 
locator application. In addition to these projects, 
the KM leader was also integrated into a range of 
other projects to provide KM related advice. The 
KM program at Business Group B was limited to 
its particular business group and did not integrate 
with other parts of the organization.

THE KM GOVERNANCE 
CONFIGURATION OF THE 
ORGANIZATION

In this section the KM governance configuration 
of the case organization is systematically analyzed. 
The analysis is based on the KM governance 
framework discussed earlier and focuses on the 
structures, processes and relational mechanisms 
(see Table 2).

KM Governance Structure

The KM governance structure of the organization 
is identified by a diversity of formal roles and 
positions. Overall, the distribution of the KM 
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governance authority can be characterized as hav-
ing a federal structure. A corporate KM function 
was established with the goal to coordinate the 
different KM projects in the organization. In ad-
dition KM functions in two of the three business 
groups were established, which only focused on 
the KM programs and projects of their respective 
business unit. Interestingly, all of the three KM 
groups were allocated with support functions as 
the corporate KM function is part of the in-house 
consulting group while both divisional KM func-
tions are part of the HR department. The KM 
groups were established as standing functions 
while the entire KM staff of the organization was 
full-time allocated to the KM program. Further-
more, formal governance groups were established 
to assist the development of the KM program, 
but only for one of the KM functions: while the 
KM group at Business Group A had established 
a KM governance committee, both the corporate 
KM group and the KM group at Business Group 
B tried to establish a governance group but failed.

Following the established governance litera-
ture, the distribution of authority can be considered 
to be the most prominent characteristic of an orga-
nizational governance structure (C. Brown, 1997). 
In the IT domain, federal governance structures 
are often highlighted for their potential to provide 
the organizational initiative with a central focus 
while also providing opportunities for local varia-

tions to cater for particular needs of the individual 
business groups (Sambamurthy & Zmud, 1999). 
Unfortunately, no such benefits were reported for 
the case organization, which may be due to the 
fact that the federal structure was the result of an 
unsuccessful attempt to centralize the KM pro-
gram. At the time the corporate KM function was 
charged with the task of integrating the distributed 
KM program, the entire organization started to 
further decentralize giving the KM functions in 
the business group the necessary political power 
to resist the centralization attempts, as reported 
by the corporate KM leader:

“The individual business division obtained such 
power that they did not allow headquarters to 
dominate their programs. […] During this time 
there were a lot of central projects which did not 
get buy-in.”

Similar scenarios in which a change in orga-
nizational power impacted the development of 
governance structures, were reported in the IT 
governance literature by Brown and Magill (1994). 
Hence, the KM based observation here confirms 
with findings from the IT domain, which have 
identified that governance structures generally 
tend to mirror organizational structures (A. E. 
Brown & Grant, 2005; C. Brown & Magill, 1994; 
Ein-Dor & Segev, 1982; Sambamurthy & Zmud, 
1999; Tavakolian, 1989). Arrangements which run 
counter to this principle face resistance.

KM Governance Processes

Governance processes identify the formal mecha-
nisms and procedures through which organiza-
tional initiatives are guided in their development. 
The case organization exhibits only a small number 
of formal governance structures. None of the KM 
groups developed a formalized strategy for the di-
rection of their overall KM program, and decisions 
about the actual KM projects were mostly done 
internally with little outside stakeholder involve-

Table 2. KM governance categorization of the 
case organization 

Structural aspects Specific variations of the 
structural aspects of KM 

governance

Distribution of KM au-
thority

Federal KM

Reporting point of KM Headquarter support function (HR 
& inhouse consulting)

Form of KM organization Standing KM function

KM governance groups Focus group (Business Group A) 
No governance group (Corporate 
Group, Business Group B)
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ment. The reporting and monitoring was limited 
to simple standard reporting processes focusing 
on project progress reports and justification of the 
resource consumption. With regards to the funding 
& budget allocation process, differences between 
the three KM functions can be identified. The 
corporate KM group and the KM group at Busi-
ness Group A obtained an ongoing budget from 
which the operational costs and most projects were 
funded. Hence, it can be described as General KM 
budget. The KM group at Business Group B did 
not have access to such a budget for KM projects 
and services and required the beneficiaries of the 
KM projects to provide direct funding.

The formalization level of governance pro-
cesses is a critical question in most governance 
research, and maturity models have been es-
tablished which clearly identify and rank the 
sophistication of the governance configurations. 
The IT Governance Institute (2003) provides 
a particularly prominent model which concep-
tualizes governance maturity along five levels: 
informal, adhoc, repeatable, defined and man-
aged. By applying this maturity model to the KM 
governance situations of the case organization, 
an overall low level of governance sophistication 
can be observed. Considering that for the entire 
organization no KM strategy was established and 
no external stakeholders were involved in the de-
cision making the level of the overall governance 
maturity can only be considered as ‘adhoc’: the 
development of the program was largely based on 
the initiative of the KM function itself.

To observe such a low sophistication of the 
governance processes in such a large organization 
is a surprise. Organizational research has identi-
fied that large organizations in general tend to 
develop more formalized governance processes 
(Miller, 1987). Research in the IT domain has 
also identified that large organizations have more 
formalized planning practices (Doll & Torkzadeh, 
1987). However, differences between KM and IT 
also seem to impact the sophistication of the formal 
governance processes employed. Since KM pro-

grams require considerably less investment than 
IT programs, a lower formalization level may be 
appropriate for governing the KM program. An-
other explanation for the lower sophistication of 
governance processes is the lower level of urgency 
for KM programs and their individual initiatives. 
A considerable number of IT systems in organiza-
tions are mission critical while most KM tools and 
initiatives do not have such an immediate impact 
on the organization. The low sophistication level 
of the KM governance processes encountered 
here is likely to be a combination of these factors.

KM Governance Relational 
Mechanisms

Relational KM governance mechanisms focus 
on the informal (or less formal) structures and 
processes which guide the development of a KM 
program. In the case organization it was observed 
that the informal relationships between both 
KM and the top management as well as KM and 
the business side were limited. The interactions 
between all three KM functions and the busi-
ness side or top management were only based 
on formal interactions. Informal relationships 
were only identified between the KM functions 
and the other support functions as all three KM 
functions in the organization have reported strong 
relational ties and frequent interactions with other 
support functions

In particular, representatives of the KM func-
tions identified the lack of informal relationships 
between KM and the business as a considerable 
disadvantage, and they reported difficulties 
identifying potential users of their projects in the 
business. This lack of informal relationships can 
partially be explained by the particular project 
based KM approach the case organization had 
adopted. In all three cases the interaction between 
business and KM function was focused around 
individual projects. The corporate KM function 
was either directly approached by the business 
to help with a particular problem or the wider 
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in-house consulting group handed over a business 
request to the corporate KM function. However, 
no regular interaction between corporate KM and 
the business took place beyond the project level. 
The interaction of both business group level KM 
functions was also limited to individual projects 
that were mostly pro-actively identified by the 
KM leaders. Hence, no ongoing collaboration was 
established which would have created an under-
standing of the requirements businesses had, and 
the projects and services the KM program could 
offer. This situation had led to cases in which KM 
tools were developed that did not address explicit 
requests from the business and significant efforts 
had to be made by the KM function to launch and 
pilot them.

While the interactions with the business side 
were fairly limited, all three KM functions were 
in ongoing communication with other support 
functions. The corporate KM function frequently 
collaborated with other parts of the in-house 
consulting group, where they were integrated 
into projects, or projects were passed on to them 
through this network. The KM function at Busi-
ness Group A collaborated with other HR support 
functions, and the KM leader sat on a number of 
steering committees. The KM leader at Business 
Group B reported that he extensively collaborated 
with the change management group, which shared 
the same reporting point as the KM function. All 
of the participants described these interactions as 
very important means for project collaboration 
and project acquisition. However, it remained 
an ongoing challenge to also engage the parts of 
the organization which did not share the same 
reporting point in the overall governance structure.

THE QUESTIONS UNDERLYING 
KM GOVERNANCE

KM governance describes the mechanisms 
which control and guide the organizational KM 
program. Control and guidance include formal 

governance structures and processes, as well as 
informal relational mechanism. However, these 
different governance aspects are not necessarily 
independent from each other. By considering 
the relationship and dependencies of these KM 
governance mechanisms, a number of questions 
emerge:

• Where should KM be located in the 
organization?

• Should KM governance be formalized?
• What is the role of the KM leader?

Each of these questions is briefly addressed 
below.

Where should KM be Located 
in the Organization?

The analysis has shown that all three KM functions 
were associated with support functions which were 
related to the headquarters of the respective busi-
ness parts of the organization. The literature has 
identified that KM functions are either allocated 
to business functions or support functions such 
as HR or IT (Maier, 2002). It could be assumed 
that the association with a particular function also 
determines the development of the KM program, 
for example, an association with an HR function 
leads to the establishment of an people-oriented 
KM program while an association with the IT 
function leads to the development of a technical 
oriented KM program. Surprisingly, this was 
not the case in this organization as the KM ap-
proaches were well balanced between technical 
and organizational elements.

However, what can be observed is that the 
allocation has impacted the development of 
relationships between the KM functions and the 
wider organization. It can be seen that all three KM 
functions established ongoing relationships with 
other support functions, which can be explained 
by their close association in the organizational 
structure. As KM is an interdisciplinary manage-
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ment program, individual initiatives need to be 
well integrated with the other support functions. 
Hence an allocation with the other support func-
tions has the potential to create value for the entire 
KM program. But at the same time an association 
with the business function would create value 
as it is likely to facilitate a close relationship 
and integration between KM and the business. 
Hence, both positions have their benefits and 
drawbacks as KM programs can derive distinct 
benefits from their particular associations. Care 
needs to be taken to establish the appropriate 
mechanisms and instruments to complement the 
existing governance structures.

What is particularly interesting in this case is 
that due to the allocation with support functions, 
the KM functions had not only failed to develop 
important relationships with the business but had 
also threatened the reputation of the whole KM 
program. Members of the KM groups had pointed 
out that the functions to which the KM leaders 
reported had weak reputations in the organiza-
tion, which in turn impacted the development of 
the KM programs. The KM leader of Business 
Group A explained that the association with the 
HR department had an impact on the acceptance 
of the KM program in the organization. The HR 
department in this organization was perceived as 
having a focus on compliance issues instead of 
being strategic and innovative:

“Our HR department is not very well regarded 
in the organization […] it is seen as something 
that only calculates your remaining days of an-
nual leave.”

Such an impact on the reputation of the KM 
program through its association with an HR func-
tion has also been reported by other researchers 
(Oltra, 2005). However, the corporate KM func-
tion faced a similar challenge due to its position at 
corporate headquarters. The KM leader explained 
that corporate headquarters is often described as 

trying to dominate and interfere with business 
group initiatives. In addition he noted:

“A lot of projects driven from headquarters de-
partments have failed, and therefore few people 
are enthusiastic about them.”

Being affiliated with corporate headquarters 
had created difficulties in promoting the KM 
program and engaging the wider organization. 
Considering these observations it seems advis-
able to not only consider the placement of the 
KM function with regard to the opportunities for 
integration of the KM program, but also with re-
gard to the reputation of the associated functions.

It is shown in this case that the position of 
the KM function matters. While it did not matter 
with regards to the nature of the KM approach, 
it did matter with regards to the relationships and 
the reputation of the KM program. Both of these 
aspects are very important. While no generic rec-
ommendation can be derived from this, it clearly 
shows that care must be taken to position the KM 
function strategically, as the position might either 
create opportunities or barriers for the develop-
ment of the KM program.

Should KM Governance 
be Formalized?

A review of the KM governance processes indi-
cated a very low level of formalization. No formal 
KM strategy was established and the reporting 
processes were also limited. In the IT governance 
domain the level of formalization is considered 
very important. The level of formalization is 
considered a sign of IT governance sophistica-
tion, and widely accepted maturity models argue 
that it should be the objective of an organization 
to formalize the IT governance processes (Van 
Grembergen, 2004).

At this point, however, it is not clear if such a 
formalization of the governance processes is also 
necessary for the development of KM programs. 
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Formalized control processes are expensive, and 
as KM tools and applications often do not have 
the value or urgency of IT, it is difficult to justify 
such highly formalized control processes. While 
explicit KM strategies and sophisticated report-
ing processes might improve the strategic align-
ment of the KM program and the transparency 
of the actual KM initiatives, it might also create 
unnecessary overhead which is not necessarily 
important for all organizations. However, one KM 
governance process which seemed to be critical for 
the development of the KM program is the way 
individual KM initiatives are prioritized. As the 
KM domain provides a large number of interest-
ing applications and possible projects, it seems 
very important to establish mechanisms which 
clearly identify those projects the organization or 
departments actually require. In the present case, 
tools and practices were developed by the KM 
function without developing the case for a clear 
need in the organization. Hence, care should be 
taken that processes are in place which integrate 
the users into the priorization of potential projects. 
Such prioritization mechanisms are particularly 
important in instances like the present case or-
ganization, where the KM function is not part of 
the business and few informal relationships have 
been established which would provide avenues 
for feedback from the business.

What is the Role of the KM Leader?

One of the most critical aspects in the whole KM 
governance discussion is the role of the KM leader. 
Related research has shown that KM leaders can 
build relationships to the top of the organization, 
bridge the gap to the business and even create a 
close liaison with other support functions (Schro-
eder & Pauleen, 2007). However, in the present 
case none of the KM leaders managed to build 
relationships to the top of the organization or to 
the business. While this can be attributed to the 
location of the KM function in the organization, it 
can also be related to the personal background of 

the KM leaders in the organization. Even though 
all three KM leaders had worked in the organiza-
tion beforehand, they had all been part of support 
functions, and none of them had actual experi-
ence in the business. Such a background clearly 
made it difficult for the KM leaders to establish 
relationships with the business.

The background of successful leaders has also 
been investigated in the IT domain, and it has been 
determined that it is advantageous to nominate 
a CIO with a business background (Stephens, 
Ledbetter, Mitra, & Ford, 1992). CIO’s need to 
bridge IT and business, and having experience in 
both domains clearly facilitates the understand-
ing of the subject domain, as well as creating the 
necessary relationships in the organization. Iden-
tifying the optimal background of a KM leader 
is even more difficult since KM initiatives often 
do not only require an understanding of business 
and IT, but also an understanding of HR, quality 
management and records management. While it 
is already difficult to find a good CIO, it is even 
more difficult to find a KM leader who had expo-
sure in all these areas. The fact that KM leaders 
require a unique skill set, has also been reported 
by Awazu & Desouza (2004) and it can be safely 
assumed that most KM leaders do not have such 
a rare and diverse background. Considering that 
a single person is unlikely to have developed ex-
pertise in such an array of disciplines, the focus 
of recruiting a KM leader should be on his or 
her ability to create relationships and integrate 
the various areas of expertise in the organization.

Due to their association with support functions 
all three KM functions were detached from the 
operational business. Furthermore, the respec-
tive KM leaders also had their background in 
the support functions, which made it even more 
difficult to establish the necessary relationships 
between KM and the business. Other organiza-
tions have made a conscious decision to recruit 
respected business professionals from within the 
organization, and it was shown that such a move 
had been very beneficial for creating the neces-
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sary buy-in for the KM program (Schroeder et 
al., 2007). Clearly, the KM leader plays a critical 
role in the establishment of the KM program by 
complementing the existing governance structures 
and processes and mitigating its deficiencies. 
While the governance structures and processes 
may help certain aspects of the KM program, it 
is the KM leader with his or her background and 
the ability to create relationships, who allows for 
the emergence of informal governance as viable 
mechanisms for control and guidance of the KM 
program.

CONCLUSION

Research into the governance of KM is still rela-
tively new. A large number of organizations have 
established dedicated KM programs but little is 
known about the structures and processes which 
have been put in place to direct and organize KM. 
For KM to play an effective role in an organization 
and to obtain the expected benefits, it requires an 
appropriate position in the organizational structure 
and embeddedness in the organizational processes. 
Important questions to ask are: where should KM 
be located in the organization?; which level of the 
hierarchy should KM report to?; through which 
processes and structures should the KM function 
obtain its direction?; and who should lead the 
KM program?

The present case study has introduced the KM 
governance configuration of a large divisionalised 
organization. Three independent KM functions 
had been set up independently at different levels. It 
has been shown that all three KM functions faced 
considerable difficulties in developing their KM 
program due to a lack of top-level support and 
difficulties in establishing relationships with the 
business. This case helps to illustrate the concept 
of KM governance, and draws attention to the 
complexity of issues around it. The governance 
framework which was developed as part of this 
research has the potential to assist KM leaders 

in reviewing the governance arrangements of 
their respective KM program. The framework 
constitutes a tool which can be used to describe 
the current KM governance situation and to com-
municate the governance configurations which 
the organisations need to establish.

Further research should continue to examine 
the issues outlined above, so as to develop a 
theory that better explains the developments of 
organizational KM and illustrates how success and 
failure of KM are influenced by the governance 
configuration adopted. Ultimately, the research 
goal should be to provide further theoretical 
support for practitioners who seek to implement, 
modify or assess their KM program supported by 
an appropriate KM governance configuration.
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ABSTRACT

Managing organizational knowledge in alliances 
implies establishing the best possible strategic 
design to create, acquire, maintain, transfer, 
and apply organizational knowledge developed 
between the partners (or acquired from partners) 
in order to achieve competitive goals. In this 
chapter, the role of knowledge management 
strategy (KMS) in strategic alliances is analyzed 
in a technology-intensive company. Focusing on 
this, the importance of alliances for technological 
companies and the necessity of designing suit-
able KMSs in alliances–in terms of establishing 

objectives, knowledge management tools, and 
support systems–are explained first of all. This is 
followed by the analysis of a case study of KMS 
in the strategic alliances of a company currently 
developing different businesses in technological 
settings. Finally, a number of conclusions are dis-
cussed, based on how the implementation aspects 
concerning KMS in strategic alliances have been 
managed and the way they have contributed to the 
attainment of the company’s objectives and goals.

1. INTRODUCTION

The growth of alliances has generated considerable 
interest in this topic among both academics and 
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practitioners. Strategic management literature has 
recognized alliances as a source for firms to acquire 
and improve their knowledge-based capabilities 
in current innovation-intensive environments 
(Oxley and Sampson, 2004). Thus, alliances can 
act as mechanism for firms to develop a competi-
tive advantage over their rivals, outperforming 
them by means of the company’s proven access 
to economies of scope and scale, complementary 
capabilities and knowledge, the possibility of 
competing in new markets, the improvement of 
their learning capacity, or the sharing of costs 
and risks of R&D projects, among other reasons 
(Saxton, 1997; Ireland, Hitt and Vaidyanath, 2002; 
Luo, 2008).

Knowledge Management Strategy (KMS) 
constitutes one of the main factors in order for 
firms to achieve these objectives and build col-
laborative advantages through strategic alliances. 
Managing organizational knowledge in alliances 
involves working on the best possible strategic 
design to create, acquire, maintain, transfer and 
apply organizational knowledge developed or 
acquired amongst the partners in order to achieve 
competitive goals (Guadamillas, Donate and 
Sánchez de Pablo, 2006).

A clear relationship exists between strategic 
alliances and the KMS of firms. Lane and Lubat-
kin (1998) and Stuart (2000) contend the main 
objective of partners in a technological alliance 
is the inter-organizational learning, as a conse-
quence of the difficulty faced by each partner in 
terms of solving their environmental problems 
internally. Inter-organizational learning is based 
on the absorptive capacity of the company, which 
represents its ability to value, assimilate and use 
the external (acquired) new knowledge (Cohen and 
Levinthal, 1990; Lane and Lubatkin, 1998). Ab-
sorptive capacity depends on the path-dependent 
investment in R&D and technology developed 
by the company, so the more innovative the 
firm is, the more likely it is to invest in alliances 
with a view to inter-firm learning. However, in 
order for such learning to take place, an adequate 

KMS has to be developed in order to effectively 
manage and exploit the flow of knowledge that 
is produced in the strategic alliance (Grant and 
Baden-Fuller, 2004). In doing so, this will speed 
up the development of innovation, thus making its 
implementation over a short period of time pos-
sible, ultimately leading to important advantages 
for the firm whilst encouraging a superior level of 
learning at the same time (Stuart, 2000).

It is also important to remark on certain key 
organizational and technical aspects related to 
the role of KMS in the management of strategic 
alliances: the use of information technology 
(IT) and the systems that make the access to 
knowledge easier, the organizational culture that 
fosters innovation development and ethical and 
responsible behavior, and human resources (HR) 
practices. All of these make the establishment of a 
coherent structure for knowledge management in 
strategic alliances a complicated issue (Schmaltz, 
Hagenhoff and Kaspar, 2004).

Furthermore, there are other kinds of problems 
that arise in strategic alliances which make the 
effective development of collaborative activities 
and knowledge sharing complex. The first problem 
is both the specificity and tacitness of knowledge, 
meaning its effective storage and transfer are dif-
ficult. Moreover, the distrust between partners and 
the cultural barriers in respect of collaboration 
imply certain reluctance on the part of companies to 
participate in alliances (Lane and Lubatkin, 1998; 
Ireland et al., 2002). Excessive technological and 
knowledge diversity (or similarity), for example, 
can be problematic insomuch as it gives rise to 
difficulties in terms of learning from partners (Lane 
and Lubatkin, 1998). Finally, the organizational 
form and the governance structure of the strategic 
alliance should be adapted to accomplish the alli-
ance objectives and specific requirements of the 
companies involved.

In this chapter, we attempt to analyze the KMS 
of companies involved in strategic alliances, and 
in particular, a number of aspects related both to 
the sharing and transmission of knowledge from 
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the knowledge-based view of the firm. Thus, the 
role of technical and organizational factors in these 
processes will be analyzed in relation to culture, 
HR practices and the management of IT systems. 
The chapter will be structured as follows: first of 
all, the importance of KMS for individual compa-
nies in alliances in order to develop a collaborative 
advantage and obtain important returns on their 
R&D investment will be explained; secondly, we 
shall analyze the importance of organizational and 
strategic aspects that are involved in this process, 
stressing those factors that make the effective 
transmission and sharing of knowledge difficult.

Finally, the role of KMS oriented towards in-
novation in strategic alliances will be analyzed in 
a Spanish company within a technology-intensive 
industry. This firm maintains cooperation agree-
ments considered as being essential for knowledge 
creation and innovation development. Thus, the 
manner in which implementation aspects con-
cerning KMS in strategic alliances have been 
managed and the way they have contributed to 
the attainment of their strategic objectives shall 
be explained.

2. KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
STRATEGIES IN STRATEGIC 
ALLIANCES

As Inkpen (2000) points out, learning in a strategic 
alliance consists of gaining access to the partner’s 
knowledge in order to combine it with the par-
ticular assets of the firm to be used in business 
activities. Moreover, Inkpen and Beamish (1997) 
contend that while the establishment of an alliance 
permits access to knowledge between partners, 
the transfer of knowledge which enables learning 
will only occur when certain conditions that make 
this possible are in place. Furthermore, owing to 
tacit and non-observable knowledge being more 
valuable in terms of strategic content (Spender, 
1996), firms may establish specific mechanisms 

to acquire this kind of knowledge, all of which is 
difficult and costly when put into practice.

Hamel (1991), Khanna, Gulati and Nohria 
(1998), Lane and Lubatkin (1998) and Stuart 
(2000) argue that the main objective of partners in 
strategic alliances is inter-organizational learning 
as a consequence of the difficulties faced by firms 
when attempting to internally resolve problems of 
differing natures for which specific knowledge is 
required. Hence, learning can be based on a wide 
variety of aspects such as market characteristics, 
operational problems, technological capabilities, 
management abilities and so on. On the other hand, 
the formal alliance structure can be considered as 
a “laboratory” for the organizational learning of 
each partner where the firm’s knowledge pool is 
created and developed (Inkpen, 1998). In order to 
make this possible, learning has to be an important 
aspect of the strategic intention of partners who 
should also have skills to learn and integrate the 
new knowledge into their current knowledge base.

In addition to this, certain elements are required 
to make the advantages that have been gained 
through learning and knowledge transfer effective 
for partners. Mesquita, Anand and Brush (2008) 
point out the following: (1) knowledge transfer 
has to be agreed; (2) assets and capabilities have 
to be specifically developed through the alliance; 
(3) a suitable governance structure has to be 
developed in order to protect specific assets and 
coordinate the use of complementary resources 
and capabilities.

Firms establish different kinds of objectives 
and they can try to attain them through the devel-
opment of diverse types of strategic alternatives. 
The KMS of a firm is based on the best possible 
strategic design in order to create, maintain, trans-
fer and apply organizational knowledge to achieve 
competitive goals (Earl, 2001; Maier and Remus, 
2002; Choi and Lee, 2003; Garavelli et al., 2004; 
Donate and Guadamillas, 2007). The development 
of a KMS includes all the operations related to the 
creation, acquisition, integration, storage, trans-
mission, protection and application of knowledge 
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(Day and Wendler, 1998). In relation to strategic 
alliances, KMS is oriented to manage those flows 
of knowledge which are linked to exploitation and 
exploration processes, depending on the goals and 
scope of the established cooperation agreement. 
Based on the works of Donate and Guadamillas 
(2007) and Earl (2001), four dimensions make up 
the KMS of a company: (1) Knowledge manage-
ment (KM) conception; (2) KMS objectives; (3) 
KM practices and tools; (4) KM support systems, 
all of which shall be analysed next.

KM Concept

Strategic alliances enable the firm to acquire 
and/or exploit the knowledge of one or more 
partners in order to attain specific objectives and 
goals. In general terms, the KM concept refers 
to the company’s strategic orientation in respect 
of knowledge, which is reflected in the way the 
board of directors understand the potential con-
tribution of KM for the firm. For example, they 
could understand that KM is just related to the 
use of information technologies or, conversely, be 
aware that it is a wider concept that includes both 
human and technical aspects (Huplic, Pouloudi and 
Rzevski, 2002). In relation to strategic alliances, 
it would express the main role that KM plays in 
the inter-organizational system. Obviously, the 
KM concept should be consistent with the alliance 
objectives because the more coherent they are, the 
more effective the final result of the cooperation 
agreement will be.

KMS Objectives

This dimension could be understood as a com-
pany’s orientation towards the solution of the 
knowledge “gap” in different operative and 
strategic areas within the organization: quality 
problems, efficiency searching, new product de-
velopment, solutions to customer service failures, 
etc. (Zack, 1999; Earl, 2001: 229). In general, 
organizations attach greater importance to the 

accomplishment of certain objectives over oth-
ers. Moreover, managers will consider that KS 
can contribute towards the fulfilment of this to 
a greater or a lesser degree. This fact can influ-
ence the way KM tools are designed and used in 
order to accomplish these objectives (Davenport, 
DeLong and Beers, 1998). In relation to alliances, 
objectives are established to acquire, explore or 
exploit partner knowledge, thus influencing the 
KM tools, the governance structure of the alliance 
and its implementation support systems. Clearly, 
all these aspects will differ depending on the 
alliance goals, as pursuing the improvement of 
technological capabilities as an objective is not 
the same as improving the level of the efficiency 
in the manufacturing area, for example.

KM Tools

These are the specific methods or initiatives 
used by the organization to support the creation, 
transfer, storage, retrieval and application of 
knowledge, and they can include technical as 
well as human components (Alavi and Leidner, 
2001; Alavi and Tiwana, 2003). As Davenport et 
al. (1998: 44-45) point out, these KM initiatives 
specifically seek to create knowledge reposito-
ries, to improve knowledge access and transfer 
or manage knowledge as an asset –including its 
protection. In addition, the organization could 
focus on several procedures in a comprehensive 
manner, or on using some of its tools in a specific 
way. In an alliance, the main method for a partner 
to generate knowledge is through its acquisition, 
either on a voluntary basis or through learning by 
doing. Once the knowledge is created, mechanisms 
may be established to transfer knowledge from 
one location to another. Moreover, the storage of 
explicit knowledge can constitute a necessity, for 
which IT-based instruments built on a common 
basis could be very useful. Some initiatives might 
also be developed to apply the alliance knowledge, 
such as interdisciplinary teams or specific instru-
ments based on IT, such as expert systems (Alavi 
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and Tiwana, 2003). Finally, knowledge protection 
in the alliance is an important issue, although in 
some cases partners can protect their knowledge 
by establishing clauses in contracts, designing 
specific mechanisms (e.g. passwords, firewalls) 
or relying on the establishment of cooperation 
agreements in the future (Inkpen, 1998).

Implementation Support Systems

These are organizational aspects that should make 
the development of KM processes easier, such as 
a “knowledge-focused” culture, HR practices, 
flexible structures, and technical systems. Culture 
should promote knowledge exchange and sharing 
in order to allow for continual innovation and 
change (Nonaka, 1994).

Moreover, there are a number of essential 
changes that KM initiatives imply in HR prac-
tices to make implementation possible. Thus, 
those related to the promotion of access to or 
availability of the knowledge of experts, the 
development of work teams and communities of 
practices, or incentive methods for monitoring 
and controlling process systems, among others, 
stand out as important elements in accomplishing 
the strategic –knowledge– objectives of alliance 
partners. The implementation of a KMS should 
also be supported by a suitable structure, which 
encourages the attainment of objectives and the 
development of knowledge processes in the co-
operation agreement. Finally, technical systems 
refer to IT-based tools used for developing (and 
making easier) certain knowledge processes, 
such as data bases, e-learning tools, intranets or 
other communication instruments among partners. 
In general, the promotion of inter-dependence 
among partners is an essential aspect in order to 
improve the impact of the KMS on the alliance 
performance. Thus, inter-dependence has a key 
role by promoting cooperation (Dyer, 1997), 
generating synergies (Saxton, 1997), encouraging 
reciprocity, and leveraging commitment to and 
trust in the alliance1.

One of the most relevant aspects in the KMS 
development process is the design of the imple-
mentation support systems, which are referred to 
technical, human and organizational elements of 
KM in relation to the management of the alliance. 
Owing to their importance, all these aspects will 
be analyzed in more detail next.

3. TECHNICAL AND 
ORGANIZATIONAL ASPECTS OF 
KMS IN STRATEGIC ALLIANCES

Culture

Culture can be understood as a collective thinking 
that identifies members in a group or category 
(Hofstede, 1991; Rodríguez and Wilson, 2002). 
In order for knowledge transfer that is produced 
among partners to generate learning, it is necessary 
that a certain difference between their knowledge 
bases exists (Lane and Lubatkin, 1998). At the 
same time, the relationship has to be close enough 
so for an appropriate transfer of knowledge to take 
place (Mowery et al., 1998). Thus, for learning 
to be effective, a balance concerning these two 
aspects has to be achieved; when the cultural dis-
tance is greater, the novelty in terms of knowledge 
also increases albeit this also impacts on the com-
munication capacity to transfer that information or 
knowledge by reducing it. Therefore, as learning 
is being developed, partners capacities tend to 
converge and knowledge transfer is considered 
to be a critical aspect.

As the alliance evolves, a common culture 
based on shared values is created which generates 
trust and supports mutual learning among part-
ners through which new knowledge and shared 
capabilities are created, all of which increases the 
alliance value (Inkpen, 1998). That said, culture 
is related to trust, as cultural rules and values 
influence its development over the course of 
time. In this sense, it is necessary to understand 
the partner’s culture, by trying to identify which 
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values are more beneficial to the alliance, along 
with those aspects that require a greater level of 
control. Moreover, trust and cultural adjustment 
are both interdependent elements, as poor cul-
tural adjustment may produce suspicions among 
companies and form a significant barrier in the 
way of building up mutual trust (Sampson, 2005).

Another important aspect concerning culture in 
strategic alliances is its link with HR management. 
In this sense, HR has to contribute in building a 
shared culture that strengthens the alliance and 
encourages employees to accept common objec-
tives in addition to mutual identification with a 
common project, making the coordination and 
control processes easier in the domain of the 
cooperation agreement. This common culture 
reduces uncertainty, promotes the endeavors of 
partners, creates respect for the basic values of each 
partner, generates interdependence and facilitates 
conflict resolution (Guadamillas et al., 2006). In 
order to make this possible, information sharing, 
transparency, trust and leadership –people acting 
as an intermediary, managing information flows– 
are necessary (Sampson, 2005).

HR Management

Quinn, Anderson and Finkelstein (1996) point 
out a number of changes that KM implies for 
HR management. Thus, practices that support the 
development of knowledge processes stand out, 
such as the development of teams and communi-
ties of practice, control based on the assessment 
of processes instead of results, or the incentives 
(monetary and non-monetary) that are designed 
in order to share knowledge.

HR practices in an alliance may have a sig-
nificant influence on its success because it can 
contribute to making the adjustment between 
corporate partners’ cultures and specific HR 
practices of the companies easier (the establish-
ment of common objectives and practices), offer 
more effective control mechanisms, promote 
inter-organizational learning, and encourage the 

selection and development of teams that are able 
to share knowledge and work in an effective man-
ner for the organization through collaboration. 
Thus HR management could contribute towards 
increasing productivity of the alliance and improve 
the abilities of partners in order to maximize the 
value of the cooperation agreement.

In addition, an effort must be made within 
the parameters of the alliance to offer employ-
ees the kind of in-house training that cannot be 
obtained within the labor market, so as not to 
distract from the main objective at the heart of the 
agreement, knowledge transfer (Mesquita et al., 
2008). In general terms, capabilities which must 
be learnt should be incorportated into specific 
inter-organizational government mechanisms 
or covered under special modes of knowledge 
transfer (Mesquita et al., 2008).

HR management should, therefore, be designed 
to make the knowledge transfer among alliance 
partners easier, improve communication and 
promote trust, especially in terms of the partner-
partner relationship (in which the search and 
selection processes for a partner are included), 
partner-alliance relationships (which seeks a co-
herent and structural integration of knowledge) 
and the search for an optimal management of the 
asymmetries of the partners in relation to culture, 
vision and values. The main HR practices that 
promote knowledge transfer and organizational 
learning are: strategy and procedures training; 
development of a common culture for the alli-
ance; promotion of the work teams; development 
of employees’ careers; programs which cater for 
increased work experience at various locations, 
functions and countries through the transfer of 
explicit knowledge; development of handbooks 
for employee training; development of specific 
databases and electronic systems to gather, share 
and apply knowledge in the alliance domain.

The most important aspects of HR practices 
in the different stages of the development of a 
strategic alliance shall be addressed next.
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The search for an alliance partner. The main 
objective is to identify potential partners in keeping 
with the objectives of the KMS –exploration or 
exploitation, depending on the knowledge gaps 
the company wishes to cover– and analyze the 
partner/s strategic reasons in wanting to establish 
the cooperation agreement. Thus, certain aspects 
have to be considered in relation to partners, such 
as cultural and management style differences, 
their objectives and motives, the capabilities and 
resources they will contribute to the alliance and 
their previous alliance experience and results. 
The main HR issue in this previous stage will be 
the planning of HR practices in relation to KMS 
objectives for the strategic alliance.

Alliance development. The main aspects 
to analyze at this stage are the physical site of 
the alliance, the design of the alliance structure 
and the recruitment and selection of the alliance 
managers in line with goals and objectives. In 
the most complex alliance types (for example, 
a joint venture), negotiation among partners 
will be necessary to design the HR policies. In 
more simple alliances (for example, an alliance 
established through a contract) responsibilities 
are better defined, making it is easier for each 
partner to design their own policies concerning 
the alliance (recruitment, selection, contracting 
and job specification).

Alliance implementation. At this stage, vi-
sion, mission, values, strategies and structures have 
to be assessed. Partners also need the support and 
development of suitable HR mechanisms that al-
low them to learn, share and exploit knowledge in 
keeping with goals and objectives that have been 
established under the KMS. They should design 
specific actions such as: persons in charge of 
tasks, abilities and skills necessaries to carry out 
those tasks, assessment and monitoring systems, 
career planning, support to employees, training 
and incentives for knowledge sharing.

Control and assessment. Finally, the control 
and assessment of the attainment of knowledge 
objectives is necessary in order to evaluate whether 

the alliance is producing benefits (and/or prob-
lems) for all the alliance partners. An individual 
(company) assessment also has to be made to 
evaluate the contribution and pay-offs that have 
been obtained by the company. Good results from 
the alliance will imply that partners have been 
capable of learning from each other and social 
capital and new knowledge will have been cre-
ated. If problems arise, a new perspective will be 
required in which KMS objectives, KM concept, 
tools and implementation systems will have to be 
aligned to ensure that flows of knowledge go in 
the right direction.

Effective HR management should, therefore, 
contribute to the improvement of learning pro-
cesses, create and exploit synergies and efficiency, 
and support the development of knowledge pro-
cesses. In order to accomplish these objectives, 
critical aspects and potential HR issues derived 
from the cooperation agreement that the firm has 
to consider in relation to its KMS are:

1.  Employees are reluctant to changes. In 
this sense, problems will depend on the 
alliance type (obviously, some agreements 
will imply more changes than others) and 
motives for the companies to establish the 
cooperation agreement (e.g., exploration 
vs. exploitation). Some motivation systems 
and information transparency are required 
in order to make the implementation and 
acceptance of changes easier.

2.  Owing to the independence that each firm 
maintains, partners should make the HR 
strategy that is developed in individual 
companies compatible with the HR strategy 
which is applied to the alliance, because 
some problems could arise in relation to 
employees, such as:
a.  Company employees might perceive 

that the treatment given to employees 
connected with the alliance is better 
concerning certain HR practices: in-
centives, salary, social benefits, etc.
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b.  Alliance employees might consider that 
the HR strategy is better for them than 
the strategy which is applied in their 
companies. Thus, when the alliance 
finishes or his/her role has finished and 
the employee returns to the company, a 
period of adjustment will be necessary 
to ensure that the employee’s perfor-
mance is not affected by such changes.

c.  Lack or difficulties of adaptation to 
new work tasks that are developed in 
the ambit of the alliance, mainly as a 
consequence of cultural differences in 
relation to individual companies.

3.  In some cases certain situations could arise, 
in which company executives might perceive 
their jobs as being threatened if there is a 
possibility of substituting certain tasks (e.g., 
outsourcing) by carrying them out in the am-
bit of the cooperation agreement. Therefore, 
a feeling of insecurity might creep in and 
motivation could drop, all of which would 
affect firm performance.

4.  Owing to the temporary nature of alliances, 
HR managers have to make an effort to moti-
vate employees involved with the alliance to 
ensure they work properly. In this stage, the 
generation of an atmosphere that encourages 
innovation and knowledge exchange is an 
essential aspect; all the employees should 
know the objectives and meaning of the 
agreement and the positive and negative 
effects on their current situation.

5.  The assignment of executives to the alliance. 
The rotation of executives linked to the 
agreement is a sensible manner in which to 
operate, not only on the basis of organiza-
tional learning but also by way of avoiding 
excessive dependence of a specific person in 
certain aspects of the KMS for the strategic 
alliance.

6.  Recruitment and selection of the rest of 
employees involved in the alliance. Personal 
recruitment may be carried out by each of 

the companies (partners) or jointly, taking 
into account the alliance features. Sometimes 
the personnel selected for the alliance are 
not suitable or some employees might be 
disappointed by the fact that they have not 
been selected to form part of the alliance 
personnel.

7.  Controversies over reward and salary sys-
tems. Incentive systems should be the same 
for the employees who are participating in 
the alliance, irrespective of what company 
they come from and whether they are work-
ing exclusively on the agreement or not. 
Nevertheless, certain problems related to 
rewards and incentives, such as justice and 
equity, could arise. In an attempt to avoid 
issues such as these, the design and establish-
ment of a committee made up of members 
from all of the partnerships is advisable in 
order to ensure that the incentives are paid 
as a result of the contribution to the alliance 
objectives without considering personal 
aspects (e.g., hierarchical position).

IT Systems

IT can play a critical role as a supportive tool in 
alliances and they can be said to help to explain 
the fast growth of networks in the last few years 
(Gulati et al., 2000). The utility of IT can be 
considerable in the management of some of the 
more important tasks of the agreement, such as 
the transmission and storage of knowledge and 
the outcome of monitoring of activities.

Strategic alliances reduce transaction hazards 
because of trust generated among partners. In this 
sense, IT tools permit the storage of information 
about partners and thus, diminish organizational 
asymmetries. In addition to this, they reduce 
the loss of information resources in the network 
(Clemons and Row, 1992). At the same time, IT 
tools also contribute to leverage the value cre-
ated in alliances through partners’ joint use of 
design, engineering or computer assistance tools 
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in production. In this case, logic is a by-product 
of the advantages of synergy gained through 
the concentration of each partner on their core 
resources and capabilities –i.e., areas that they 
know how to make better.

IT tools are a critical aspect of the activites of 
organizational knowledge management –knowl-
edge and information access, transfer, sharing and 
storage. IT tools play a critical role in the manage-
ment of the organizational knowledge owing to the 
fact that knowledge, under certain conditions (i.e., 
codification), can be treated as an object that can 
be divided up in modules (structured), gathered 
and transferred (Zander and Kogut, 1995; Sanchez 
and Mahoney, 1996).

Thus, knowledge management and the advan-
tages of IT application in alliances and networks 
are, in the first instance, related to the management 
of the firm’s social capital as an intensive resource 
in knowledge and information. Secondly, they are 

critical for the building, improvement and use of 
valuable inter-firm specific knowledge-sharing 
routines that are difficult to imitate and substitute 
(Dyer and Singh, 1998).

IT tools are critical for enabling and support-
ing information and knowledge sharing processes 
among partners that permit the creation of specific 
routines and the possibility of obtaining relational 
rents (Dyer and Singh, 1998). In most cases, these 
routines make partners an important source of 
information and ideas, which result in an innova-
tive stream for the firm. However, organizational 
differences, knowledge bases and IT structure 
among partners influence on the way knowledge 
is managed in the alliance with the objective of 
leveraging the experience and competencies of the 
participants (Schmaltz, Hagenhoof and Kaspar, 
2004). Figure 1 shows how IT can support the 
alliance development and management, within 

Figure 1. Knowledge management systems (KM systems), IT and strategic alliances 
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the context of a knowledge management system 
at firm and alliance level (considering two firms):

As the model shows, alliance advantages can 
occur on two different levels: (1) individual, 
through value creation during the interaction 
process between alliances management and social 
capital in each firm; (2) dyadic, through the cre-
ation and improvement of specific inter-firm 
knowledge-sharing routines. They can be defined 
as “a regular pattern of inter-firm interactions 
that permits the transfer, recombination or creation 
of specialized knowledge, (…) and these are in-
stitutionalized inter-firm processes that are pur-
posefully designed to facilitate knowledge ex-
changes between alliance partners” (Dyer and 
Singh, 1998: 665).

Two issues arise in relation to knowledge 
transfer among alliance partners that affect IT 
tools and their use and effectiveness in support-
ing the creation and improvement of inter-firm 
routines and the potential for obtaining relational 
rents. First, IT tools are required for knowledge 
codification processes. In doing this, knowledge 
can be transferred across firm boundaries and 
can be understood among partners –including the 
development of a common code shared by firms 
in the cooperative relationship (Kogut and Zander, 
1992) which could even constitute an advantage 
for partners (Oliveira, 1999). In addition to this, 
IT tools can improve the absorptive capacity of 
each alliance partner, based on the support for the 
development of overlapping knowledge bases and 
the interaction between routines.

In general terms, the establishment of a coher-
ent structure for the development of knowledge 
management in strategic alliances implies solving 
some technical problems and taking decisions 
about what information technologies to use, 
along with the design and implementation of the 
knowledge management system.

4. COOPERATION ISSUES 
RELATED TO KMS

In some cases, alliances fail or their results fall 
short of what was expected owing to problems 
in the sharing of knowledge between the firms 
involved. The main difficultly is to face two po-
tential concerns: to maintain an open knowledge 
exchange to achieve collaborative advantages 
and to control knowledge flows to avoid the un-
intended leakage of valuable technology (Oxley 
and Sampson, 2004).

Firms often erect barriers that make the ef-
fective development of collaborative activities, 
knowledge sharing and transmission in alliances 
difficult. The main problems discussed in this 
section will be: (1) the specificity and complexity 
of knowledge; (2) distrust between partners; (3) 
technological knowledge diversity; and (4) the 
organizational form or governance structure of 
alliances (Guadamillas et al., 2006).

The Specificity, Complexity 
and Tacitness of Knowledge

In order to carry out the alliance objectives suc-
cessfully, it is essential for a certain amount of 
specific knowledge to be shared between the 
participating partners. There are some difficul-
ties in relation to knowledge transmission and 
sharing, especially when knowledge is specific, 
complex and tacit. This kind of knowledge is dif-
ficult to keep and transmit because it depends on 
the context, experience, language and previously 
accumulated knowledge (Grant, 1996; Oliveira, 
1999). Tacit knowledge is difficult to share and 
transfer to other people (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 
1995). The same problem arises with knowledge 
that is specific to a context or culture (Zander 
and Kogut, 1995). Transferring tacit and specific 
knowledge is a very costly and lengthy process. 
When knowledge is explicit, it is easier to share 
and to transfer, but it has a smaller strategic value 
than tacit knowledge (Zander and Kogut, 1995). 
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Acquiring the latter kind of knowledge can be the 
main reason to participate in an alliance.

Protection of Strategic Knowledge

One of the main risks of strategic alliances is the 
difficultly in protecting certain types of essential 
knowledge (Oxley and Sampson, 2004: 727): hints 
and ideas about strategy orientation, directions 
and partial results of technological research; com-
petitive benchmarking data; codified knowledge 
contained in formulas, design and procedures; tacit 
knowledge involved in skills and routines and the 
essential competences of key employees that can 
be hired when the alliance is finished. The risk of 
the partner developing an opportunistic behaviour 
in the alliance and appropriating this kind of stra-
tegic knowledge is one of the main factors that 
discourage firms from participating in an alliance. 
On the other hand, sometimes the sharing of some 
strategic knowledge is necessary for achieving 
alliance objectives. Trust between participants is 
required in order to make this possible.

Mutual Distrust Among Partners

Firms are especially reluctant to share knowledge 
with companies that may become competitors in 
the future. Mechanisms and systems to reduce 
distrust and opportunism and to improve collabora-
tion between partners are very important. The com-
mon space created in an alliance allows partners 
to share their tacit and explicit knowledge, their 
abilities and productive processes. Furthermore, if 
an adequate level of trust is attained it is possible 
to create and exchange new knowledge, especially 
that which is tacit, generated in the agreement and 
which afterwards is absorbed and assimilated by 
firms, leading them to improve their capabilities 
(Inkpen, 1998). Therefore, it is possible to affirm 
that the last goal of a cooperation agreement, car-
ried out to access the partner’s knowledge, is the 
internalization of this knowledge and also of that 

generated in the alliance. In this case, cooperation 
is a tool that makes organizational learning easier.

Alliance Organizational Form 
or Governance Structure

The lack of common routines, clear lines of author-
ity and limited hierarchical organizational forms 
can make cooperation difficult, along with the 
sharing of knowledge and learning for the mem-
bers of the alliance. Although all organizational 
forms have disadvantages, partners must imple-
ment that which is optimal according to the nature 
of the agreement (joint ventures, alliances, joint 
equity ventures, etc.). The more hierarchical the 
organizational forms are the more they facilitate 
the control of processes and performance, albeit 
they also imply higher costs and more bureaucracy 
(Oxley and Sampson, 2004).

5. CASE STUDY ANALYSIS: KMS IN 
TECNOBIT STRATEGIC ALLIANCES

Introduction

In general, a case study aims to examine a 
“contemporary phenomenon within its real-life 
context” (Yin, 1994: 13). As a research method, 
it is viewed as improving our knowledge of 
individual and organizational phenomena (Van 
Maanen, 1979; Yin, 1994). Case studies primarily 
involve researchers undertaking an in depth study 
of a particular organization with a wide variety 
of information being collected as a result. In our 
case, we collected multiple data and informa-
tion from interviews with one of the company’s 
main directors and other company documents. 
In interviews, questions were kept unrestricted 
in order to encourage the manager to converse 
freely (Maykut and Morehouse, 1994). Extracts 
from internal reports, the company’s web page 
and other relevant documentation were also used 
to make up the case study.
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The company analyzed has been chosen be-
cause it has developed its growth strategy based on 
new knowledge created internally but especially 
through strategic alliances. The company was 
founded in 1976 as DOI-Associate Engineers. 
Located in Madrid (Spain) its main activity centred 
on the control of industrial processes. In 1981, an 
industrial plant was created in Valdepeñas (Ciu-
dad Real, Spain) and the company’s name was 
changed to Tecnobit. Over the next decade, the 
company’s development took place: in 1983, an 
important contract was signed with the Spanish 
Ministry of Defence; in 1987, the command and 
control activities began; in 1992, the first EF-2000 
contracts (avionics) were obtained; in 2000, the 
Tecnobit Group was created; and in 2003, compa-
nies that made up the Tecnobit Group were melted 
into a single legal entity. The current name for the 
company is Tecnobit S.L., and its shareholders 
are: CCM Corporation (48%), IT Deusto (48%) 
and other shareholders (4%).

Tecnobit develops five activity lines, with the 
following sales income distribution (2007): Avion-
ics (49%); command and control systems (21%); 
simulation systems (14%); optronics (8%) and 
IT systems (8%). It has two plants, Alcobendas 
(Madrid, Spain) and Valdepeñas (Ciudad Real, 
Spain), with a total extent of 20.300 m2. It has 330 
employees, of which 60% have a university degree 
in engineering or computer sciences. In respect 
of financial data, in 2007 Tecnobit improved on 
the (good) results of 2005 and 2006. (Table 1)

Tecnobit has also devoted, on average, 8.5% 
of sales income to R&D (in 2007 €4.9 million 
was invested). Moreover, in the last few years it 
has improved its efficiency due to the reduction 
of commercial and general expenses, achieve 
through functional and organizational restructur-
ing, all of which is reflected in the financial 
performance of the company.

What is especially interesting about the evolu-
tion of the company is how it has diversified its 
business lines, beginning with its main activity of 
aviation electronics (avionics) spreading to new 
simulation and training projects within the same 
industry2, as well as towards the IT field, through 
the creation of command and control systems, 
the development of software, and knowledge 
management projects. The diversification has 
been carried out via internal development and 
knowledge acquisition through cooperation agree-
ments and the purchase of certain companies. 
With the newly acquired companies, Tecnobit 
extended its activities beyond the electronics 
industry, to provide maintenance and technical 
support to other companies within the industry. 
During 2003-2007, Tecnobit furthered its ex-
pansion strategy, incorporating a new computer 
services company into the business, and currently 
continues to consolidate its position and growth 
in related industries. One important point worth 
mentioning here is the company’s effort towards 
its international expansion, which has resulted 
in international sales by the firm representing an 
increasing proportion of its total sales income, as 

Table 1. Main figures (evolution) in Tecnobit 

Concept* 2005 2006 2007 %∆ (2006-2007)

Equity 25.3 28.6 33.5 17.13

Incomes 40.7 50.4 57.3 13.69

EBITDA 10.4 12.2 14.7 20.49

Net profit 2.6 3.5 4.9 40

Clients’ portfolio 144.2 159.4 162.9 2.19

*Million of €
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a consequence of its reputation and the consolida-
tion of its brand image.

Industries in which this company operates are 
rapidly changing because they are technology-
intensive, and there is an increasing trend towards 
industrial concentration to gain advantages derived 
from size. In this setting, and to face these com-
petitive conditions and the innovation challenge, 
Tecnobit has designed a dynamic and aggressive 
growth strategy, with the objective of generating 
synergies (essentially based on taking advantage 
of the knowledge that it possesses) and improv-
ing the value of the company through internal 
development and related diversification. Thus, 
Tecnobit has based its diversification pattern on 
the application of available resources, and its ex-
pertise and knowledge in IT, internally developed 
or acquired, for the development of new products 
and services.

Additionally, Tecnobit attaches great impor-
tance to internal IT systems, and it tries to manage 
them in order to take advantage of the great po-
tential which, from a strategic and organizational 
viewpoint, these technologies can offer in relation 
to certain critical activities for knowledge manage-
ment –to ease the access to and the transfer and 
storage of knowledge and information within the 
firm and in strategic alliances as well.

Strategic Alliances in Tecnobit

Tecnobit has successfully developed a growth 
strategy through diversification involving related 
businesses representing the aviation electronics 
and IT industries. This strategy was based on the 
application of its accumulated knowledge, which 
was internally developed by the organization or 
obtained and integrated in its knowledge base 
as a result of its external acquisition in strate-
gic alliances and the purchasing of companies. 
KMS applied to its strategic alliances and their 
management (IT systems, governance structure 
or HR practices) has played a fundamental role 
in this process.

Strategic alliances and the purchase of com-
panies have been used by Tecnobit to acquire 
knowledge that the company did not possess and 
that would have been difficult and costly to develop 
internally. Sometimes, the acquired knowledge 
has been complementary to existing knowledge, 
with which it has been successfully integrated, 
bearing in mind that the firm has a good level of 
absorptive capacity (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990), 
and occasionally, such knowledge has directly 
been used to break into new markets.

Alliances have been developed by Tecnobit 
to cover different objectives, both to exploit and 
explore knowledge in different areas (Grant and 
Baden-Fuller, 2004; Rothaermel and Deeds, 
2004). Alliances frequently present themselves 
as an option for Tecnobit to grow technologically 
because they involve less financial risk compared 
to other alternatives, such as company acquisitions. 
They are also appropriate when technological 
capabilities are too difficult to develop internally 
and the firm would spend too much time in doing 
this3. Tecnobit, apart from technological alliances, 
has entered into cooperation agreements with other 
firms and institutions in financial, commercial, 
service, manufacturing and industrial domains4. 
Sometimes, these firms have important differ-
ences to Tecnobit in aspects such as size, sectors 
or countries, but they are always characterised 
by complementary knowledge and a compatible 
culture which have enabled alliance objectives to 
be accomplished.

Some cooperative agreements entered into by 
Tecnobit have particular significance, even if they 
are of a very different nature. On the one hand, in 
the avionics area, it has established an exploration 
alliance with the Israeli company, Rafael DM, on 
the joint development of a laser indicator5. It has 
also been working with the American companies 
Lockheed Martin and Cubic Defence Electronics, 
in the development of diverse simulators. It is try-
ing, for example, to adapt Cubic’s air simulator (in 
which this company is the world’s technological 
leader) to the terrestrial domain, such as in combat 
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cars. Moreover, co-operative agreements have 
been developed with public institutions, such as 
the University of Castilla-La Mancha, for the 
development of various technological projects. 
On the other hand, Tecnobit has signed an agree-
ment with the German firm Hyperwave for the 
exploitation of its computer tool –also referred to 
as Hyperwave, as previously point out– through 
commercialization in Spain and Latin America. 
In general, Tecnobit is satisfied with all these alli-
ances, in terms of objectives attainment, acquisi-
tion of complementary technological knowledge 
through learning, and the possibilities this gives 
to Tecnobit of growing through the exploration 
and exploitation of new markets and products6. 
Moreover, Tecnobit has channelled some of its 
cooperative agreement projects through its par-
ticipation in official R&D programs7, for which 
it has received financial support. For example, it 
has participated in the Technological Aeronautic 
Plan II, which includes important financial support 
for carrying out these investment projects. It also 
maintains collaboration projects in technological 
matters with other government research centers, 
such as the R&D Army Center (CIDA).

In some cases, and due to the difficulties 
of incorporating certain capabilities and tacit 
knowledge into the organization through stra-
tegic alliances or other means (imitation, hiring 
of technical experts, etc.), technology-intensive 
firms that had the required capabilities were 
directly acquired. Essentially, the explanation 
for these acquisitions is based on the knowledge 
characteristics to be transferred; that is to say, due 
to problems of causal ambiguity, high specific-
ity and context-dependency, which would have 
made the transfer or replication of knowledge 
and capabilities difficult to carry out otherwise 
(DeCarolis and Deeds, 1999; Grant, 1996; Reed 
and DeFillipi, 1990).

KMS for Alliances in Tecnobit

In this section, Tecnobit’s KMS in strategic 
alliances is exposed, distinguishing in turn its 
objectives and KM conception, KM tools and the 
most significant aspects of the implementation 
support systems.

Objectives and KM Conception

As has previously been pointed out, objectives 
for KMS in alliances combine exploitation and 
exploration issues. On the one hand, depending 
on the exact nature of these goals, cooperation 
agreements have ranged from joint ventures in 
the case of exploration objectives in order to pool 
knowledge and other kinds of resources with 
the partner company, to contractual agreements 
and informal structures when the exploitation of 
the partner’s knowledge and resources has been 
necessary. For Tecnobit, the more exploratory 
the alliance is, more innovative the final aim of 
the cooperation agreement will be. Obviously, 
the structure of the alliance will be different in 
relation to tools and systems because the prob-
lems that need to be solved are different as well. 
On the other hand, the perspective of Tecnobit’s 
managers concerning KM conception is clear: the 
company employees should bear in mind that the 
human and cultural component is as important 
as IT tools in the development of projects, and 
KM should not only be centered on information 
management but in trying to promote interaction 
and knowledge sharing among employees, and 
employees-partners in strategic alliances.

IT Tools and Systems for KM

Tecnobit’s current IT tools for knowledge manage-
ment, apart from being oriented towards external 
markets, are widely used in the internal organiza-
tion as well as strategic alliances. They are based 
on the use of web technologies in open and multi-
platform systems, jointly with the development 
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of applications and content with international 
standards through the use of document manage-
ment and content tools. In terms of KM tools 
based on IT, the following stand out as being the 
most important: information and control systems, 
document management tools, storage systems 
and other data and information archive systems. 
Overall, these tools have been designed to assist 
in the creation, storage, retrieval, transfer and ap-
plication processes of knowledge management, 
permitting the development of these processes in 
order to attain the company and alliance objectives 
in the ambit of KMS.

KMS Support Systems

Tecnobit considers that one of the main success 
factors in an alliance is the trust between partners. 
For this reason, it considers it necessary to develop 
a shared culture with its alliance partners in order 
to generate trust and an efficient HR strategy. 
To achieve this aim, an optimal alliance plan is 
necessary, in which the search for a partner and 
the understanding of the partner´s culture are key 
issues. Consequently, Tecnobit selects partners 
that will complement their culture in the search 
for common goals.

With the objective of enhancing efficiency 
and integration even further whilst providing 
greater flexibility to its innovative activities and 
change, the organization has been structured in 
terms of projects. The decision-making process 
is, therefore, decentralized, on the basis that the 
closer the decision unit is to the decision taken, 
the better qualified they are to do this. This kind 
of flexible structure is applied in some exploration 
alliances under which the integration of employees 
from different companies is required. Tecnobit 
has developed a policy whereby employees are 
continuously moving between projects, thus 
increasing flexibility. In doing so, communica-
tion between employees and knowledge transfer 
becomes easier.

A high level of flexibility exists because the 
employees are assigned to diverse projects within 
different lines of activity to cover the alliance 
needs, thus attempting to develop a “concurrent 
engineering” where employees “can think about 
everything”, by having a global vision of the 
company’s projects. As a result, the employees 
move within all lines of activity, which promotes 
the sharing of knowledge and ideas, and stimulates 
creativity (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). This 
organizational structure also allows Tecnobit to 
rapidly respond to changing customer needs and 
preferences, which ultimately enables it to adjust 
to the dynamic and complex conditions of its 
competitive environment.

The main HR practices of Tecnobit that support 
the KM processes in alliances are:

• The design and implementation of exten-
sive training practices. It is important to 
highlight that the knowledge generated in 
an alliance cannot be used easily by other 
competing firms –i.e., it is highly specific 
to the alliance.

• The use of teamwork. The firm considers 
that teamwork is the best option in order to 
achieve its alliance goals. The interaction 
between employees from different firms 
increases shared knowledge, making the 
development of learning processes pos-
sible. In teamwork it is important to select 
the most suitable employees to achieve the 
common objectives. Moreover, a continual 
negotiation process should be carried out 
between partners to immediately solve the 
problems which may arise.

• The specific contracting of highly qualified 
external employees.

• The identification of internal employees 
with the best abilities, skills and quali-
fications to work in each activity of the 
alliance. HR policies can contribute to 
the alliance success if managers are able 
to identify employees with the ability to 
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form better interpersonal relationships, 
on the basis that they have more highly 
developed social abilities and are able to 
learn and transfer knowledge more easily. 
Moreover, the knowledge generated in al-
liances for these workers will be integrated 
into the firm more efficiently, thus making 
them the most suitable employees to work 
in the alliance. During the last year, certain 
exploratory studies have been carried out 
in Tecnobit in order to identify the most 
suitable employees from a learning per-
spective in terms of its intra-organizational 
learning network. With this knowledge in 
mind, managers can better develop reward 
systems and motivational schemes for their 
employees and adjust their management 
style to the existing conditions (Sánchez 
de Pablo et al., 2008).

• The design and implementation of vari-
ous incentive systems to promote specific 
aspects in the alliance, such as knowledge 
sharing or the extensive use of IT.

• The development of a shared culture be-
tween partners. The importance of a shared 
culture has been analyzed previously but 
it is necessary to emphasize that Tecnobit 
fosters a shared culture which encour-
ages employees to accept a common vi-
sion. Thus, more benefits can be obtained 
by making the coordination and control of 
common activities easier; (control must be 
carried out on two levels: individual and 
inter-organizational).

• The design of employees’ careers. Usually, 
alliances are of a temporary nature, that is 
to say, their time span is limited. To avoid 
uncertainty among employees who work in 
the alliance, Tecnobit has developed well-
established career plans in order for em-
ployees to be able to perceive their future 
possibilities in the firm.

• The development of a balanced remunera-
tion plan within the alliance. Its main ob-

jective is to avoid situations of unfair fi-
nancial compensation on either side of the 
alliance.

• The use of electronic databases and other 
specific IT solutions.

Finally, it is important to also note that these 
practices allow for some degree of individual and 
group autonomy while ensuring the achievement 
of the goals of the cooperation agreement.

As a result of this analysis, a table (Table 2) 
has been drawn up, which details Tecnobit’s KMS 
in relation to its strategic alliances.

6. CONCLUSION

In this chapter, we have analyzed KMS in alliances 
as an instrument for achieving the objectives of 
partners by establishing the company’s orientation 
towards KM, tools and instruments to develop 
knowledge processes and systems to support the 
KMS implementation, amongst which HR prac-
tices and flexible alliance structures are included. 
Organizational problems in alliances concerning 
knowledge management have also been addressed. 
Finally, the way in which an innovation-intensive 
company establishes its KMS in order to attain 
objectives, based around alternatives of knowl-
edge exploration or exploitation in alliances, has 
been discussed.

In general, although each alliance implies the 
development and implementation of a specific 
KMS considering its own circumstances and 
objectives, the analysis of this case shows how, 
in order to face the strong competitive require-
ments of the current environment, the coherence 
of the KMS in relation to the aim of the strategic 
alliance has to be taken into account. Certain as-
pects concerning the exploration or exploitation 
of the knowledge that is generated, shared and 
applied also have to be analyzed by each part-
ner, such as: the exclusivity and complementary 
domains of strategic knowledge, the creation of 
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new knowledge, and finally, the appropriation of 
profits derived from these, through the establish-
ment of mechanisms which permit the protection 
of each partner’s knowledge domain while the 
knowledge sharing among them is maximized. 
Thus, managers should ask themselves certain 
questions concerning the structure and gover-
nance of the strategic alliance, such as: how can 
we develop new knowledge and what are the 
factors that influence this process? For each fac-
tor considered, what kinds of mechanisms are 
available for the company and how can we use 
them to make knowledge management easier? In 
this sense, is the existing organizational alliance 
flexibility adequate? How can we make better use 
of IT tools to manage knowledge in the alliance? 
What kind of HR practices would facilitate the 

sharing of knowledge, minimizing the risk of 
undue appropriation of our strategic knowledge?

The response to all these questions implies 
the design of adequate KMS’s for the firm’s 
alliances, wherein objectives, the vision of man-
agers in relation to KM, the KM tools and the 
implementation systems must be coherent and 
support the overall strategy of the organization. 
Particularly, it is especially important to manage 
cultural elements and deal with human aspects in 
cooperation agreements. In doing so, the transfer 
of knowledge is made possible, both to exploit and 
explore the knowledge of another partner(s). As 
the case of Tecnobit has shown, in technological 
settings, where knowledge is in a state of con-
stant development, single companies operating 
by themselves come up against difficulties in 
terms of developing all the necessary knowledge 

Table 2. KMS in Tecnobit’s strategic alliances 

Dimensions Explanation

KM Concept To obtain knowledge and integrate it to achieve exploration or exploitation objectives, bearing in mind 
that KM is not only related to IT management but that cultural and human factors are also very important 
for alliance success.

KMS Objectives Exploitation of partners’ technologies and resources to gain in respect of quality, efficiency or service 
to clients.

Exploration of partners’ knowledge in order to improve innovation capabilities and learning.

KM Tools Knowledge creation Socialization and sharing of knowledge through formal and informal 
meetings, teamwork and tools based on IT.

Interdisciplinary teams with university researchers

Knowledge storage Databases for each common project

Knowledge protection Confidentiality and non-concurrence agreements in contracts

Implementation support sys-
tems

Culture To establish principles and values based on the transfer and sharing 
of knowledge among partners in relation to alliance goals

To develop inter-organizational knowledge networks through 
cooperative projects

HR Practices Promotion of access to databases

Rewards given to employees who suggest new ideas and share 
their knowledge

To assign key employees to the alliance

Structure Work teams, joint ventures, contracts or informal structures, de-
pending on the alliance objectives (exploration vs. exploitation)

Technical Systems Databases, data-mining, data warehousing

Collaborative systems based on networking
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in order to grow, enter into new markets and be 
technologically innovative in respect of products 
and processes, meaning that alliances and coop-
eration agreements are essential to gain access 
to important knowledge for the firm. Companies 
also have to search for technological solutions 
in order to store, create and transfer knowledge 
effectively in the alliance, whilst protecting their 
most valuable knowledge from imitation. In this 
sense, it is more difficult for a partner to imitate 
tacit knowledge over explicit knowledge, which 
should be protected from unwanted appropriation 
through some kind of specific mechanism. In 
any case, for a firm to be able to assimilate and 
exploit a partner’s knowledge, it requires a certain 
amount of absorptive capacity, which ultimately 
depends on its internal innovative path (Cohen 
and Levinthal, 1990).

Finally, it should be pointed out that trust is the 
key factor in the success of a cooperation agree-
ment, because it is the link between responsible 
behavior and knowledge sharing in the alliance. 
Trust needs to be generated between partners in 
cooperation agreements, in order for a firm to 
develop its business activities and achieve its 
strategic objectives.
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ENDNOTES

1  Luo (2008) points out that inter-dependence 
is basically based on resource interdepen-
dence, strategic links and relational and 
structural aspects. He also stresses the im-
portance of economic integration, defined 
as the interdependence which is created by 
partners in relation to resources that have 
been jointly generated and their future use.

 2 Some examples are: electro-optical sen-
sors, command systems, naval control and 
aviation operations control systems.

 3 Joint ventures, for example, have been 
occasionally used by Tecnobit in order to 
reduce risk and generate new technology 
in a short period of time.

 4 Obviously, in order to develop these alli-
ances, the firm must have alliance govern-
ment abilities, because the success of the 
alliance, in terms of objectives achievement 
strongly depends on this (Ireland, Hitt and 
Vaidyanath, 2002)

 5 In this sense, the enlargement of Tecnobit’s 
facilities to appropriately face the coopera-
tive projects with this company has actually 
been carried out.

 6 Interview with Tecnobit’s plant Manager 
(Valdepeñas, Spain, 2007).

 7 Among these programs we can highlight 
ATICA, PATI, CEDETI and PROFIT.

This work was previously published in Knowledge Management Strategies for Business Development, edited by Meir Russ, pp. 
240-260, copyright 2011 by Business Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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Chapter  6.6

ABSTRACT

This paper presents a model for the integrated 
management of Corporate Responsibility (CR) 
initiatives and intangible resources. The model 
defines an approach for structuring a company’s 
social efforts (stakeholder management) in such 
a way as to increase competitiveness through 
the development of the intangible resources. 
After having presented an analysis of the stud-
ies conducted on the benefits of CR initiatives 
on the development of intangible resources, the 
text proposes a protocol to evaluating each CR 
initiative according to the model.

INTRODUCTION

The growing importance of Corporate Respon-
sibility (CR) dates back to the 1970s, a time in 
which debate surrounding it began to gradually 
involve society as a whole.

Initially the conflict of interests was between 
believers in an economic formula that limited the 
responsibility of corporations solely to the maxi-
mization of profit (Friedman 1962) and promot-
ers of a new business concept that extended the 
responsibility of corporations to results of a social 
nature, an idea which was only completely codi-
fied in time (Freeman 1984). Springing from that 
idea, over time the following schools of thought 
were established:
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• the sustainable development spread glob-
ally by way of the Bruntland Report (1987) 
and was affirmed in the successive UN 
summit held in Rio de Janeiro (1992). In 
particular, studies to that end attempted to 
comprehend how corporations could oper-
ate in order to guarantee that “the needs of 
current generations are met without com-
prising the ability of future generations to 
meet their own needs” (World Commission 
on Environment & Development 1987, p. 
43);

• the corporate citizenship theorized the rec-
ognition of corporate responsibilities in 
line with the role that a company plays as 
distributor of civil and social rights not to 
mention facilitator of the diffusion of rights 
of a political nature (Matten, Crane 2005);

• the corporate responsiveness claims that 
«being responsive enables organizations 
to act on their social responsibilities with-
out getting bogged down in the quagmire 
of definitional problems that can so easily 
occur if organizations try to get a precise 
fix on what their true responsibilities are 
before acting» (Carroll 1979, p. 502);

• the social contract is based on the hypoth-
esized existence of a contract between a 
corporation and society, in which the com-
pany concerns itself with responding to 
social pressures receiving in exchange so-
ciety’s approval to operate (Scconi, 2006). 
The company therefore must demonstrate 
that its operation: «reflects a positive nor-
mative evaluation of the organization and 
its activities, a prosocial logic that differs 
fundamentally from narrow self interest» 
(Suchman 1995, p. 579);

• the corporate social performance consid-
ers business performance in the light of the 
existence of responsibility (Wood 1991). 
Such a model appeared incapable of fully 
merging the existence of ethic and moral 
values in corporate decisions with respect 

for the principles of economic rationality 
into a single theory (Swanson 1995).

It is the aim of this paper to supply a contri-
bution to the last school of thought: corporate 
social performance. It suggests a new approach 
to the study of social performance, in particular 
to the analysis of the existing connection between 
it and the financial performance of a company. 
The intention is therefore to demonstrate how 
the adoption of an instrumental approach to CR 
initiatives results in a competitive advantage that 
results in financial improvement.

BACKGROUND

The relationship that exists between the protection 
of the shareholders’ economic interests (bottom 
line) and the extension of corporate responsibility 
to other stakeholder has been widely investigated, 
so much so that in time a mass of empirical stud-
ies was constructed having been accumulated 
in the attempt to respond to a twofold question: 
what relationship binds the social and financial 
performances of a company? Is the relationship 
negative, neutral, or positive?

Lee E. Preston and Douglas P. O’Bannon 
(1997), referring to the mass of studies conducted, 
identified four different categories of interpretation 
for such a relationship: (1) financial performance 
as an independent variable; (2) social performance 
as an independent variable; (3) the existence of 
a relationship of reciprocal influence; (4) the 
absence of a relationship.

1.  The first group of studies concluded that 
CR initiatives positively influence financial 
performance, suggesting that the financial 
performance was subject to a dependent rela-
tionship. These studies pointed out a positive 
connection in certain cases and a negative 
one in others. Two distinct motives were 
given in support of the existence of a posi-
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tive relationship. The first is the existence of 
society’s ability to influence a corporation, 
justifying the financial performance’s depen-
dence on the social performance as related to 
the ability of stakeholders to influence and 
be influenced by the corporation (Cornell, 
Shapiro 1987). The second is the capabil-
ity of management, as the prime support of 
the existence of a positive relationship, in 
obtaining optimal results in a social, envi-
ronmental, and economic sense. At the same 
time, the studies that identified a negative 
relationship sustained their ideas referring 
to the theory of arbitration. This theory 
states that the assumption of responsibility 
by a corporation leads to inefficient use of 
corporate resources that could result in a 
more successful financial performance if 
invested in productive activities (Aupperle, 
Carroll & Hatfield 1985).

2.  Although it was not widely circulated, a 
second group of studies proposed the social 
performance as a dependent variable. In 
that vein of studies, two explanations were 
made in support of the existence of a positive 
relationship: first, the excess of resources, 
which favours the generation of discretionary 
power in the use of the exceeding resources, 
making it possible therefore to use them to 
increase stakeholder satisfaction resulting in 
improved social performance (Kraft, Hage 
1990); and second, the stability of the orga-
nization manifested in companies capable 
of maintaining good financial performance 
which can more easily pay heed to demands 
of a social nature allowing management to 
dedicate more time to satisfying the expec-
tations of stakeholders beyond the limits 
imposed by the law (McGuire, Sundgren 
& Schneeweis 1988). The prevalence of 
self-interest with respect to company ob-
jectives was given as support in the studies 
maintaining that the financial performance 
negatively influences social performance. It 

was observed how the personal goals of man-
agement can present elements that conflict 
with the interests of a company, explaining 
therefore the existence of inefficiency tied 
to company costs (Williamson 1985). In 
the case in which the financial performance 
produced is unsatisfactory, management is 
led to justifiably forego potentially damag-
ing investments of a social nature with the 
aim of improving the short term financial 
performance, the principal criteria by which 
the quality of their conduct is evaluated.

3.  A third vein of studies examined the existence 
of a reciprocal relationship between social 
and financial performance. According to 
this approach, the relationship between the 
two dimensions is based on the existence of 
a complex of synergies, and, consequently, 
the character of the relationship depends on 
the prevalence of the positive or negative 
effects associated with it. Therefore, the 
relationship is positive when the interactions 
between the two performance types display 
a prevalence of positive over negative ef-
fects, and vice versa, therefore, if negative 
synergies are prevalent then the relationship 
will be negative (Waddock, Graves 1997). 
In this sense the CSR consists in the extent 
to which a firm internalize non-market costs 
(Heal 2005). Companies may behave in a 
socially responsible manner because they 
anticipate benefiting from these actions. So 
the results of the relationship between social 
and financial performance depends on the 
difference between social costs internalized 
and benefits achieved in term of higher ca-
pability to manage stakeholders (Coombs, 
Gilley 2005).

4.  One last category of contributions to the 
theory of the existing tie between the social 
and economic performances, which pre-
sented a limited number of empirical studies, 
proposed the hypothesis of the absence of 
a causal connection (McWilliams, Siegel 
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2001), and therefore a neutral relationship. 
A model based on the supply and demand 
of responsibility was given as the support 
for the absence of the relationship. The 
theory presented is based on the fact that, 
in a microeconomic dimension, investments 
connected to the assumption of responsibil-
ity are carried out in order to respond to 
existing demand on the part of stakeholders 
for such initiatives. A company’s effort to 
achieve positive social performance does 
not relate to the financial performance ob-
tained. From this perspective then, the two 
performance types are independent of each 
other. According to the authors, the level 
of social performance is correlated to the 
intensity of the demand for assumption of 
responsibility on the part of companies: there 
where stakeholders manifest an increasing 
demand for social performance, it is possible 
to observe a determined effort of a company 
towards some theme, but once social demand 
lessens, company efforts also decrease.

Despite the studies conducted through the 
years that allowed for greater awareness of the 
relationship existing between social and economic 
performance, a degree of confusion still persists as 
to the nature of such a relationship, accentuating 
the necessity for an authentic perspective on all 
the studies conducted. The most detailed attempt 
towards such a perspective was conducted by 
Joshua D. Margolis and James P. Walsh (2003), 
who analyzed the empirical evidence of 122 studies 
conducted from 1971 to 2001. The analysis con-
ducted shows how fifty-nine studies sustained the 
theory of a positive association, thirty supported 
the existence of a neutral relationship, while only 
seven concluded a negative one. Therefore, the 
majority of the studies furnished proof to support 
the concept of a positive relationship between 
social and economic performance. Marc Orlitsky, 
Frank L. Schmidt, and Sara L. Rynes (2003), later 
developed a critique of the Margolis and Walsh 

study founded on the inadequate consideration 
attributed to the methods of analysis used in the 
synthesized studies, so much so that it appears 
to also include studies of contestable results 
using statistical methodologies that can lead to 
miscalculations. The authors analyzed a part of 
the literature used by Margolis and Walsh and 
corrected the results in light of the methodological 
errors identified. The analysis observed how the 
majority of studies that demonstrated a negative 
relationship presented problems of a methodologi-
cal nature limiting the weight of their findings, 
in particular because of excessive residual vari-
ances. In addition Orlitsky, Schmidt, and Rynes 
maintained that the explanation for different 
results obtained in the study of the relationship 
between social and financial performance can be 
derived from the various research methodologies 
employed and the use of performance indicators 
that differ substantially from study to study.

The debate around environmental responsibil-
ity began in the 1970s, as governments increas-
ingly focused on environmental issues related to 
industrial operations. Industry topics of social 
concern have evolved over time focussing on 
different aspects. Initially the attention was on 
emission to water and air (1970s), then on re-
cycling and chlorine bleaching (1980s) and on 
forestry and forest management, and forest (1990s) 
certification and, in recent year, on global climate 
change (Panwar et al. 2006). In response to these 
environmental issues of public concern, the firms 
has developed a renewed focus on sustainable use 
of natural resources and prevention of climate 
change through energy efficiency and the reduc-
tion of pollutant emissions. In this way a large 
number of firms are engaged in environmental 
management, often by adopting standards or 
management system (i.e. ISO 14001). Nowadays 
the environmental management issue of the most 
relevant issues a top-manager has to face and a 
lot of studies were done on the relation between 
operations and environmental responsibilities. So 
discuss about the Corporate Responsibility means 
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deal with social, environmental and financial 
performance.

Starting from the compilation and its critique, 
the following paragraphs furnish a contribution 
to the studies with regard to the hypothesis of a 
relationship of reciprocity between the different 
performance types. A new functional approach 
is presented in order to demonstrate how the as-
sumption of responsibility can lead to improved 
financial performance if directed at maximiz-
ing the creation and development of intangible 
resources.

Before diving into the study of the existing 
relationship between CR and intangible resources, 
it is useful to clarify to which realms this second 
category refers. The many studies of intangible 
resources do not seem to have led to the acceptance 
of a common definition, but they have certainly 
allowed researchers to determine a series of charac-
teristics that in time came to be recognized by both 
the academic and entrepreneurial communities. 
By now, it is common to identify the intangible 
resources by the following characteristics:

• the lack of tangibility, that represents the 
primary characteristic of such resources, 
and is the cause of the majority of prob-
lems management encounters in the moni-
toring of such resources;

• the presence of probable future profits, in 
as much as intangible resources « are the 
real source of competitive power and the 
key factor in corporate adaptability for 
three reasons: they are hard to accumulate, 
they are capable of simultaneous multiple 
uses, and they are both inputs and outputs 
of business activities » (Itami, Roehl 1987, 
p. 12);

• the possibility of monitoring by the com-
pany, since this same characteristic of in-
tangible resources is connected to the pos-
sibility of control of goods.

THE INTEGRATED APPROACH

The study of existing synergies between CR and 
intangible resources represents a new perspective 
on interpreting the relationship between social and 
financial performances since it views intangible 
resources as a variable on the relationship (Molteni 
2004). The integrated management model upholds 
that CR initiatives can influence the wealth of 
intangible resources and thus, can positively influ-
ence a company’s financial performance, through 
variation of that wealth.

The new model is useful for promoting the 
inclusion of CR related initiatives into the range 
of tools used to increase competitiveness, given 
their capacity to develop resources that primar-
ily contribute to it. This is a new paradigm in the 
management of business activities as well as in the 
interpretation of connections between social and 
financial performances. In this model, CR initia-
tives are an integral part of the structure needed 
to sustain the performances, as they make up the 
basis for the company development potential. 
Specifically, these initiatives act as the pillars of 
a temple, and as such, they sustain the architraves: 
the intangible resources. Thus, implementing CR 
initiatives means setting the conditions to guaran-
tee positive financial performance in the future.

CR Initiatives

The initiatives a company undertakes to satisfy 
stakeholders’ expectations beyond the precepts 
of the law and as expressions of a management 
that respects the principles of fairness in both 
value creation and distribution fall under the 
heading of stakeholder management. Following 
this model, every company should develop a CR 
initiative system consistent with the intangible 
resource wealth it intends to build and its existing 
relationships with stakeholders. Consequently, the 
initiatives undertaken within this system are often 
creative and represent original solutions. This 
characteristic is at the heart of CR proliferation 
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over the years, transforming the landscape of CR 
practices focused on the assumption of corporate 
responsibility in a broad sense, making it highly 
varied. It would be difficult, if not impossible, 
to present an exhaustive list of initiatives that 
relate to corporate assumption of responsibility 
in a broad sense. Facing this difficulty, it seems 
appropriate to trace CR initiatives back to a set 
of themes, before focusing on the explanation of 
the model’s basic connections. Every initiative, 
though it has an impact on the totality of company 
stakeholders, concentrates its effects on certain 
prevalent categories. So it can be affirmed that 
every stakeholder management practice has an 
orientation given by the prevalence of certain 
effects. Based on this assumption, it is possible 
to divide stakeholder management activities into 
three categories, which vary according to their 
prevalent orientation towards:

• satisfying the expectations and requests of 
internal stakeholders, whose main areas of 
concern are linked to themes of company 
welfare and the expansion of the corporate 
governance system;

• satisfying the expectations and requests 
of external stakeholders, whose predomi-
nant areas of interest can be identified in 
the development of a social accountability 
system, in the management of community 
relations and in activities of socially re-
sponsible investing;

• developing productive processes expressed 
through the implementation of company 
management systems, which have the ob-
jective of integrating attention to internal 
dynamics with the operating processes 
while assuring ethical and social correct-
ness of the supply processes.

Following are the explanations of the main 
initiative areas leading back to every orientation 
identified, along with the explanation behind each 
initiative categorization. Every CR initiative can 

thus be traced back to one of the following areas: 
(1) company welfare; (2) corporate governance; 
(3) social and ethical accounting; (4) corporate 
philanthropy; (5) socially responsible investing; 
(6) environmental management; (7) ethical supply 
chain management.

1.  Company welfare consists in a structure of 
initiatives that offer collaborators a series of 
services that go beyond those required by 
current regulations. For example, company 
welfare programs can cover topics such as: 
workplace security, workers’ physical health, 
supplemental insurance or pension offers, 
work-related stress management, spread of 
awareness on smoking-related problems, or 
more generally, activities focused on increas-
ing or safeguarding the workers’ well being. 
The development of such activities should be 
carried out while taking into consideration a 
series of factors that significantly influence 
the programs’ efficacy, including (Davis, 
Gibson 1994): company size, history of the 
company, service and resource availability, 
the unionization rate, the organization’s 
administrative structure, the existence of 
processes which allow the correct identifi-
cation of personal and collective workers’ 
problems.

2.  The introduction of a stakeholder view in a 
company requires the rethinking of interests 
within the corporate governance system. 
This change renders the goal set in tradi-
tional systems obsolete: that is, assuring the 
(main) shareholders an adequate safeguard-
ing of their investments by the managers 
(agents) (Schleifer, Vishny 1997). The CR 
approach suggests that the groups towards 
which a company is responsible and whose 
interests define its management include 
many other groups than simply the share-
holders (Hemphill 2004). The extension of 
corporate responsibility leads the corporate 
governance system to evolve from a tradi-
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tional principal-agent relationship to new 
guidelines based on a company-stakeholder 
relationship. Companies are pressed to rede-
sign the corporate governance system, with 
the objective of considering the stakeholders’ 
expectations. This inclusion can take place 
through a representative democratic system 
– based on the introduction of worker rep-
resentatives in decision making bodies – or 
through participative democracy – where 
stakeholders are involved in the broader 
decision making process (Mintzberg 1983). 
The broadening of the corporate governance 
system is manifested through company 
introduction of tools such as ethical codes, 
internal social auditing systems, ethical 
boards, or through the development of 
highly innovative tools created to respond 
to specific company requirements.

3.  Social accounting includes all activities 
encompassing the collection and successive 
communication of independent evaluations 
as to financial, social, and environmental 
performances (Elkington 1997). In practice 
social accounting is «the preparation and 
publication of an account about an organi-
zation’s social, environmental, employee 
community, customer and other stakeholder 
interactions and activities, and, where pos-
sible, the consequences of those interac-
tion and activities» (Gray 2000). Social 
accounting allows for the establishment 
of a communication process focused on 
educating stakeholders and implementing 
a democratic participation system in the 
company (Owen et al. 2000). The activity 
is based on a performance indicator system, 
but its true purpose is that of encouraging 
dialogue in order to improve stakeholders’ 
perceptions of the importance given to the 
company’s direct and indirect impact on 
stakeholders’ areas of concern (O’Dwyer 
2005). The ultimate goal of social accounting 
is to offer a method by which stakeholder 

expectations are discussed and considered in 
company decisions (Ball 2004, Kerr 2004), 
thus allowing increased participation in the 
company’s operation (Thomson, Bebbington 
2005, Unerman, Bennett 2004).

4.  Stakeholder management systems find sig-
nificant expression in initiatives carried out 
in the local community, specifically in the 
form of donations and philanthropic-type 
activities performed by a company. Those 
activities represent a discretional corporate 
responsibility acceptance, which does not 
only materialize in the unequivocal transfer 
of wealth, in money or otherwise, from the 
company to the local community (Kotler, 
Roberto & Lee 2002). The philanthropic-
type activities can also contribute to the 
creation of advantages for the company 
through the so-called strategic philanthropy 
(Post, Waddock 1995). This denomination 
represents the aim to establish an interpre-
tation of community-oriented stakeholder 
management activities which distance them-
selves from wealth redistribution operations 
(Margolis, Walsh 2003) and move towards 
the achievement of increased company com-
munity involvement, and thus versus a win-
win operational paradigm (Elkington 1994). 
To achieve positive community relations, 
companies can: publicize the philanthropic 
initiatives undertaken, in order to boost the 
benefits in terms of reputation (Fombrun 
2005, Levy 1999); manage philanthropy 
so as to obtain advantages regarding a dif-
ferentiation of the company position (Porter 
2003, Porter, Kramer 2002) or to create new 
business opportunities thanks to the devel-
opment of new services or products (Smith 
1994).

5.  It is possible to define socially responsible 
investing (SRI) as the process of integrating 
personal values and social concerns into in-
vestment decision-making. During the 90s, 
SRI involved a growing number of compa-
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nies and persons, and began to represent a 
widely valued investment opportunity (Sethi 
2005, Stone 2000). For a company, SRI 
specifically means realizing activities that 
allow it to cope with two challenge areas: one 
regards financing and consists of the need 
to meet responsible investors’ requirements 
and thus attract capital investments following 
ethical and social criteria (Schueth 2003); 
the other challenge regards investment – in 
concrete terms, the necessity of assuring 
that the company’s portfolio of businesses 
participations is aligned with ethical-social 
criteria, whilst assuring promising invest-
ment profitability (Ahrens 2004).

6.  The acceptance of wide-ranging company 
responsibilities also leads to an evaluation 
of the effect its production has on the envi-
ronment. Responsible companies are mo-
tivated to develop strategic environmental 
management activities: a system that allows 
the assumption of corporate responsibility 
regarding the environmental effects of its 
production with the goal of matching the 
increased attention to environmental needs 
that now characterizes consumers (Orsato 
2006). The target of environmental man-
agement systems is thus to alleviate clients’ 
environmental concerns, and consequently 
to access clients with particularly high 
attentiveness towards the environmental 
aspect of the services or products offered 
by a company, thus creating a differentiating 
advantage that would be difficult to imitate 
(Reinhardt 1999). The systems mentioned 
contribute to the company’s environmental 
sustainability and to the positive effects that 
an improved environmental performance 
creates on a company’s competitiveness 
(Cohen, Fenn & Naimon 2000, Christmann 
2000, Dowell, Hart & Yeung 2000).

7.  Management of the production line cur-
rently needs to face regulatory and consumer 
pressures, since social and environmental 

dimensions are implicated in supplier rela-
tions. Thus, stakeholder management can 
be realized as an activity within the supply 
chain, which – when directed towards a re-
sponsible management system – integrates 
environmental and social dimensions into the 
processes that assure the efficiency of deliv-
ering the right product at the right moment 
(Jamison, Murdoch 2004). Development 
of responsible management of the produc-
tion process system entails a revision of the 
operational processes, of the objectives and 
the criteria to ensure that supplier relations 
are handled conscientiously (Mamic 2005). 
The development of the aforementioned 
system leads to a rethinking of the supply 
chain and mainly leads to the consideration 
of ethical and social criteria when choosing 
suppliers. Therefore, the company works to 
ensure that the supply operations are able 
to: guarantee the efficiency of the supply-
ing processes; permit the company to take 
on indirect responsibilities tied to supplier 
behavior (Jamison, Murdoch 2004).

The Intangibles

The core element of the integrated approach con-
sists in maintaining that the attention given to the 
social dimension in stakeholder relations during 
the development of the productive process can 
and should uphold the support beam of company 
performance: the intangible resources. The CR 
initiatives should thus be chosen and implemented 
with the perspective of favouring the develop-
ment of at least one of the cardinal elements of 
intangible resources. A broad discussion about 
what are the different components of IC took 
place in the last years. A first construct posits IC 
in a two-level construct (Sveiby 1997): human 
capital, definite as the knowledge created by and 
stored in a firm’s employees, and structural capital, 
defined as the embodiment, empowerment, and 
supportive infrastructure of human capital. Then 
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the structural capital is divided into organizational 
capital, that includes the knowledge created by and 
stored in a firm’s information technology system 
and processes, that speeds the follow knowledge 
through the organization) and customer capital, 
that are the relationships that a firm has with its 
customers (Edvinsson, Malone 1997). The cus-
tomer capital was also discussed as one aspect of 
relational capital, the capital that encompasses all 
external relationships (Bontis, 1996). This view 
is similar to that referred to as external social 
capital by sociologists (Bourdieu, 1985; Burt 
1992; Coleman 1998) and management theorists 
(Abler and Kwon, 2002; Nahapiet and Ghoshal 
1998; Pennings et al. 1998; Stewart 1997; Yundt 
et al 2004). Finally the proposed classifications 
of intangible resources agreed on the existence 
of three cardinal elements:

• the human capital, which implies all of 
the immaterial resources not incorporated 
in the company, but who are present any-
way as the individuals who work within it. 
This capital can disappear the moment an 
individual decides to quit his cooperation 
with a company. Thus, the company does 
not own this capital, but it may include it 
among its resources as a consequence of a 
worker’s choice to perform for the com-
pany. This category includes dimensions 
such as employee motivation and involve-
ment, competency and ability of the people 
working within the company, and the over-
all shared company environment (Sveiby 
1997).

• the organizational capital, results from ac-
tivities that have the effect of transferring 
knowledge and competence from workers 
to the company, allowing it to acquire own-
ership thanks to knowledge that is trans-
formed from tacit to explicit. This capital 
is independent of individual workers and 
thus, even if the working relationships end, 
it remains available to a company. This 

category is further subdivided into two cat-
egories: the totality of company processes 
and the activities of innovation and devel-
opment. The totality of company processes 
is the combination of information avail-
able to a company, strategically speaking 
– including the company mission; the main 
economic-social positioning features; the 
awareness of the competitive advantage 
maintained in the past and to be maintained 
in the future, as well as activities necessary 
to encourage and expand it – in activities 
carried out cooperatively, and the product 
and service portfolio offered by the com-
pany. Generally speaking, the idea is to use 
the processes to identify the methods, pro-
cedures, and operational systems, which 
together have the objective of positioning 
collaborators to effectively apply compe-
tence and ability in order to produce value. 
Innovation and development activities, on 
the other hand, include initiatives aimed at 
modifying the specialization level of the 
company, improving operational process-
es, developing new products/concepts for 
company implementation, and carrying out 
sales and marketing activities.

• the relational capital, gathers the company 
relations and collaborations held with in-
dividuals and organizations outside of the 
company. This includes four sub-catego-
ries: the value of customer relations, the 
value of the relations with suppliers, the 
value of company-investors relations, and 
the value of the relations with all other in-
terest holders present in the context, gener-
ally referred to as network relations.

The commitment to CR initiatives, thanks to 
the resulting development of intangible resources, 
allows a company to benefit from the improve-
ments in financial performance that such resources 
generate. In fact, intangible resources are marked 
by a heightened capacity of generating value when 
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compared to other resources. This capacity is 
explained by certain economic properties which 
characterize them (Lev 1999):

• scalability, since the principle of competi-
tive usage is not applicable to intangible 
resources given that the use of a resource 
by one individual or organization does not 
exclude its use by another. This charac-
teristic entails that once the development 
of an intangible resource has been estab-
lished, the only limitation to its use are 
set by the dimensions of the market itself 
(Romer 1998), thus allowing a company 
limitless possibilities in generating value 
from a single intangible resource;

• possibility of obtaining growing economic 
returns, since the “knowledge is collec-
tive, every idea is based on the idea pre-
ceding it, while machines wear and need 
to be changed. In this sense, every dol-
lar invested in knowledge brings about a 
positive contribution to earnings, while a 
good three quarters of private machinery 
and equipment investments are needed just 
to cover their depreciation” (Grossman, 
Helpman 1994, p.34). This possibility can 
be fuelled by four factors (Teece 2000): 
the creation of standards, since the stan-
dard’s owner reaps larger advantages 
in the growth of the organizations or the 
people that have adopted that standard; the 
so-called customer lock-in phenomenon 
(Farrell, Shapiro 1988), since the consum-
er acceptance of a standard heightens the 
transaction costs from one technology to 
another, thus creating an entrance barrier 
for new technologies; the high impact of 
development costs; knowledge economies, 
since increased knowledge favours the pro-
ducer, who accumulates experience within 
a specific category of goods and can thus 
take advantage of the acquired experience.

• imitation difficulty, fuelled by three differ-
ent phenomena: casual ambiguity, since 
the cause and effect relationship that al-
lowed for immaterial resource develop-
ment is difficult to replicate; path depen-
dency, since the development of intangible 
resources generates a process of knowl-
edge accumulation, which makes it so 
that the obtainable results are influenced 
by and dependent on choices made previ-
ously; time compression, because intan-
gible resource development requires a long 
period of time, thus discouraging imitation 
(Liebowitz, Margolis 1999);

• the relevance of the network effect, which 
expresses its potential if an initial control 
of the network is gained, so that the poten-
tial users, seeing the benefits for current 
members of the network, decide to join, 
further incrementing the positive returns 
(Shapiro, Varian 1999). However, observa-
tions show that “the centre of an important 
network holds an innovation, which was 
further developed and transformed into a 
product or service, whose ownership rights 
are guaranteed by patents, brands or by 
a strong name” (Lev 2003, p. 34). Often 
the availability of an immaterial good is 
characterized by a cycle, which includes 
the creation of an idea, its production, and 
network control. Therefore, intangible re-
sources open up the possibility of taking 
hold of the centre of a network thus offer-
ing advantages connected to growing re-
turns of a network.

Within the scope of the model, CR initiatives 
should be undertaken as useful ways to profit 
from the results of intangible resources: scal-
ability, increasing returns, difficult imitation and 
the network effect.

But which are the relationships that link CR 
initiatives targeted towards stakeholders and 
processes with the development of the three in-
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tangible resource dimensions? How do the three 
pillars encourage the development of intangible 
resources and thus assure the company’s long-term 
competitiveness?

Following is a detailed relation of this engine 
of change, including a discussion of the combined 
synergies that link the social dimension with that of 
intangible resources, also in light of an analysis of 
theoretic studies investigating those relationships.

THE FUNDAMENTAL 
RELATIONSHIPS IN THE MODEL

Before describing the relationships that constitute 
the model, it is useful to point out how the correct 
application of the new paradigm requires adapta-
tion of the model to fit each corporation in which 
management intends to develop a joint strategy 
between assumption of responsibility and devel-

opment of intangible resources. Each practice of 
CR could produce different levels of benefits in 
each corporation, as related to the usefulness of the 
intangible resources generated for the strategy and 
the nature and quality of the relationships main-
tained with the stakeholders. Given the diversity 
that characterizes corporations, the purpose of 
this paper is to propose a model that specifies the 
potential synergies that link up the activities of 
stakeholder management, the generation of intan-
gible resources, and, subsequently, the financial 
performance. The goal is to draw attention to the 
benefits available to a company and to propose the 
assumption of responsibilities in a form coherent 
with the win-win model in which benefits gener-
ated for society as a whole are also advantageous 
to a company. After that, the paper will proceed 
to an analysis of the ways in which each pillar of 
the model sustains the development of intangible 
resources, and, therefore, the competitiveness of 

Figure 1. The relationships in the model
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the company. Figure 1 shows a map of the overall 
complex of ties that bind the different elements 
that make up the model.

CR Activities, Human Capital, and 
Financial Performance

The activities aimed at satisfying the demands of 
employees beyond the standards required by law 
are positively related to the development of human 
capital. In fact, the realization of activities in the 
best interests of employees allows management 
to obtain:

• increased motivation and involvement of 
the personnel;

• improvement in the overall effectiveness 
of the company;

• enrichment in office environment.

Stakeholder management activities directed 
prevalently at the internal company structure, 
demonstrate attention to non-economic appeals 
resulting in an increased sense of belonging and 
employee motivation (Drumwright 1996). The 
establishment of a positive opinion of the company 
appears to present a positive relationship with 
employee loyalty to the company. Confirming 
the aforementioned relationships, some stud-
ies pointed out how the companies that satisfy 
employee requests beyond standards set by law 
have a turnover rate lower than those that do not 
utilize such methods (Greening, Turban 2000, 
Krackhardt, Hanson 1993). The positive relation-
ships between the implementation of stakeholder 
management activities directed at the internal 
company structure and the level of employee moti-
vation is upheld by studies that demonstrated how 
in responsible companies employee behaviour 
motivated solely by self-interest is less present 
(Dyne, Graham & Dienesch 1994, Schein 1999) 
favouring the existence of an alignment between 
corporate goals and stakeholder behaviour (Gott-
schalg, Zollo 2007).

Attention to the non-economic expectations 
of the employees also allows for an expansion 
of competencies available to the company (Hess, 
Rogovsky & Dunfee 2002). This connection finds 
justification in the ability of companies attentive to 
the needs of employees to attract highly qualified 
persons, placing the company in such a position 
as to acquire the finest honed competencies avail-
able in the job market (Backhaus, Stone & Heiner 
2002). Empirical evidence has demonstrated how 
such attractiveness represents an advantage for 
companies especially in periods during which 
the job market is subject to intense competition 
(Albinger, Freeman 2000). Another factor that 
supports the ability of CR initiatives to improve the 
competencies available to a company is observable 
in the attention responsible companies pay to equal 
opportunity between employees. Attention in this 
area leads to the establishment of human capital 
marked by an increased variety of personalities, 
experiences, and management styles. The pres-
ence of such increased variety allows a company 
to benefit from an elevated degree of creativity, 
resulting in a extremely valuable human capital 
(Edvinsson, Malone 1997).

A third advantage gained through activities of 
stakeholder management aimed primarily at the 
people within the company structure is a more 
collaborative office environment. (Paine, Organ 
2000). Activities that demonstrate a company’s 
attention to non-economic appeals accentuate 
the importance employees give to satisfying the 
requests of other stakeholders and environmental 
conditions. Generally speaking, such activities 
favour the development of adaptability on the part 
of employees (Katz, Kahn 1966). Likewise, the 
amplification of the collaborative dimension in 
the office environment allows for improvements 
in the efficiency of inter-functional work groups 
(Hatten, Rosenthal 1999) as well as in groups 
which share resources and competencies between 
various company departments (Gabbay, Zucker-
man 1998, Tsai, Ghoshal 1998). A collaborative 
working environment favours the intensification 
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of employee contributions to strategy formation. 
Since employees are more advantageously posi-
tioned than top management to be able to identify 
and correct company problems (Wright et. Al 
1999), their contributions favour the development 
of strategies that allow for an improved market 
position (Azzone, Noci 1998, Handfield et al. 
2001, Polonsky et al. 1998).

The progress observed in human capital 
through activities of stakeholder management 
directed at the internal company structure, specifi-
cally in the employment of such increased capital 
in management, allows for advancements in the 
financial performance of the company first and 
foremost in terms of productivity (Estes 1996, 
Korten 1995, Makower 1994, Van Buren 1995). 
In fact, the development of human capital ob-
tained through stakeholder management allows an 
organization to contain their costs sustained for:

• substitution of personnel, since the dras-
tic reduction in the turnover rate leads to 
improved motivation leading to cost re-
ductions for the training of newly hired 
personnel (Hillmer, Hillmer & McRoberts 
2004) and recruitment activities (Greening, 
Turban 2000);

• company inefficiencies, since the com-
pany can benefit from the development of 
personal competencies as a way to reduce 
costs related to possible structural short-
ages in the company (Spender 1996);

• knowledge enhancement, since a more 
collaborative office environment benefits 
from more efficient and effective processes 
of reciprocal learning (Mowery, Oxley & 
Silverman 1996, Powell, Koput & Smith-
Doerr 1996);

• operative processes, since improved mo-
tivation, results in increased productivity 
among employees as well as a widespread 
reduction in operative costs (King, Lenox 
2000, King, Lenox 2002). For example, 
empirical evidence demonstrated how con-

cessions of days off for illness of a family 
member, the possibility to work from home, 
the proposal of flexible working hours and 
part time positions have a positive relation-
ships with productivity (Siegwarth, Meyer, 
Mukerjee & Sestero 2001).

The development of human capital resulting 
from CR initiatives focused on internal stakehold-
ers, in addition to reduction of operational costs, 
also favours an increase in productivity thanks to 
a more efficient use of resources.

Specifically, the development of human capital 
results in:

• increases in long-term efficiency of the 
productive processes, thanks in particular 
to activities of employee training (Cook, 
Seith 1991). Some studies demonstrated 
how stakeholder management activities 
cantered around training lead to increases 
in individual and collective productivity 
(Koch, McGrath 1995);

• improvements in each employee’s produc-
tivity, since the company as a whole bene-
fits from increased motivation. To that end 
some studies identified employees who 
have a high respect for company values as 
among the most efficient ways to increase 
productivity (Dyer, Reeves 1995, Getzner 
1999, Macduffe 1995, Dyer, Singh 1998);

• Growth in the ability to identify and take 
advantage of synergies existing among re-
sources (Hitt et al. 2001), in as much as it 
is possible to observe how improved mo-
tivation of the human capital allows for 
raising the potential for development and 
innovation. Such growth is manifested 
in: a more efficient sharing of resources 
(Christensen, Anthony & Roth 2004); and 
improved production and knowledge shar-
ing (Choo, Bontis 2002, Nonaka, Takeuchi 
1995, Zander, Kogut 1995).
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CR Initiatives, Relational Capital, 
and Financial Performance

The implementation of CR initiatives intended 
primarily for those outside of the company struc-
ture leads to substantial improvement in the value 
of the company’s relationships, and therefore, in 
the many resources comprising relational capital. 
The assumption of responsibility was proposed 
by certain authors as a useful way to improve the 
overall opinion external stakeholders has of the 
company thus developing the best possible com-
pany reputation (De Man 2005, Fombrun 2005, 
Schnietz, Epstein 2005). Therefore, the initiatives 
aimed at external stakeholders improve the intan-
gible resources represented by relationships with 
clients, suppliers, investors, and farther reaching 
networking relationships.

Expressions of the intention to assume cor-
porate responsibilities in an extended dimension 
permit a company to benefit from an improved 
opinion on the part of customers, particularly when 
considering the positive opinion that said custom-
ers have concerning the social and ethical orienta-
tion that characterizes the company (Brown, Dacin 
1997). The theory that stakeholder management 
represents an opportunity to achieve improvement 
in customer relations can be observed in efforts 
made by companies to enhance their actions of 
assumption of responsibility through publicity 
and advertisement campaigns, trying in this way 
to maximize the benefits obtained in terms of 
customer relations (Stroup, Neubert 1987).

As for relationships with the suppliers, the 
activities aimed at reconciling interests of a social 
and environmental nature nourish the reciprocal 
and collaborative dimension of the relationships, 
accentuating the importance that such dimensions 
have for a cost-efficient and proficient manage-
ment of the supply chain (Bell, Oppenheimer & 
Bastien 2002, Meel, Saat 2000). Some studies have 
noted how increased attention to social appeals 
favours stability in relationships with suppliers 
(Uzzi 1997), allowing companies to obtain benefits 

resulting from the possibility to involve suppliers 
in the development of new products and services 
(Kamath, Liker 1994).

The assumption of responsibility also produces 
positive effects on the relationships that company 
maintain with investors, in particular it favours 
enrichment thanks to an increased transparency 
that activities of responsibility induce in manage-
ment (Richardson, Welker & Hutchinson 1999). 
The development of attention to stakeholders’ need 
to be informed, along with the identification of 
the company as ethical and responsible, favours 
a positive attitude on the part of investors in their 
assessment of the company and boosts the stability 
of relationships. In particular, as previously dis-
cussed, the activities of stakeholder management 
directed at investors allow for increases in the 
capital invested by those who contemplate ethical 
and social concerns when choosing investments.

Improvement in relational capital generated 
by activities of stakeholder management encom-
passes all the relationships held by persons from 
the categories previously discussed, seen together 
as a company’s networking relations. Initiatives 
aimed at those outside of the company structure, 
in particular, allow a company to accelerate the 
process of social legitimization (Wokutch, Spencer 
1987). Such increased legitimization is cemented 
in collaborative relationships with political and 
administrative institutions (Handelman, Arnold 
1999), with social movements (Davis, McAdam 
2000, Maignan, Ralston 2002), and with the 
communities in the region in which the company 
operates. Collaboration can be attained in through 
engaging in philanthropic activities coherent with 
company values (Godfrey 2005) and activities 
of integration in the local community (Adler, 
Kwon 2002, Fukuyama 1995). The development 
of legitimization helps to improve the quality of 
the relational capital available to a company, and, 
through improvements in the opinions of those in 
the network, reinforces the company reputation 
and reduces the vulnerability of the company to 
the media (Shane, Spicer 1983).
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The development of relational capital result-
ing from activities of stakeholder management 
allows a company to observe improvements in 
productivity. The consequent improvement in the 
quality of the relational capital through stakeholder 
management also allows for a reduction in costs 
sustained for:

• insurance, thanks to the reduction in prob-
ability that economic damages could 
emerge as a result of activities of boycot-
ting by individuals or organizations atten-
tive to social and environmental themes 
(Pruitt, Friedman 1986);

• transactions with suppliers, since improve-
ment in the relationships with suppliers al-
lows for a higher rate of collaboration with 
them and therefore, a containment in part 
of costs tied to inefficiency in transaction 
processes (Dollinger, Golden & Saxton 
1997). It is possible for the company to 
take advantages of benefits generated by 
the gradual transformation of relationships 
with suppliers towards partnerships, with 
consequential reductions in supervision 
costs (Dore 1985).

The activities of stakeholder management that 
fuel relational capital also allow for increases in 
growth of the company, in particular because of 
a higher number of development opportunities 
resulting from the quality of relationships en-
tertained (Fombrun, Gardberg 2000). Relational 
capital enrichment resulting from the attention to 
appeals of external stakeholders allows a company 
to generate benefits in terms of future growth 
because of the widened range of strategic oppor-
tunities available to a company. In that direction, 
a particularly significant opportunity lies in being 
able to develop valuable processes of co-creation 
with customers, who have an opportunity to inform 
themselves as to what the consumers desire and 
expect (Edvinsson, Malone 1997). Given this in-
side information not available to its competitors, a 

company can take the opportunity to be the first to 
take action (Lieberman, Montgomery 1988). The 
development of corporate responsibility initiatives 
aimed at external stakeholders allows, in addition, 
for an improvement in the company reputation 
and subsequently all the opportunities stemming 
from such an improvement. The development of 
a good reputation allows a company to obtain 
benefits in terms of premium price (Porter, Van 
Der Linde 1995); to contain the threat of possible 
damages to the reputation deriving from informa-
tion of a negative nature (Kytle, John 2005); to 
attract an increased number of customers thanks 
to a differentiation of the company founded on 
mechanisms of the reputation as a responsible 
company (Brown, Dacin 1997); and to obtain im-
provements in terms of market shares (Srivastava 
et al. 1997, Vergin, Qorofleh 1998).

The CR Activities, the Organizational 
Capital, and Financial Performance

The activities of stakeholder management aimed 
prevalently at the processes seem to primarily 
impact the organizational capital available to a 
company, inspiring activities of innovation and 
development conducted by the company and 
improving the effectiveness and efficiency of the 
productive processes.

The development resulting from activities of 
stakeholder management allows for enrichment 
in company innovation and development due to 
the existence of two relationships.

The first relationship comes from the innova-
tion that the introduction of systems of responsible 
management produces in the productive processes. 
The introduction of a management system founded 
on principals of responsibility leads to a neces-
sity to revise the overall company processes with 
the aim of bringing them into coherence with the 
extended assumption of responsibility. Such a 
revision leads to the establishment of activities of 
innovation and development that are then imple-
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mented in the partial revision of the productive 
processes.

The second relationship is manifested in 
increased involvement of external persons who 
are inspired by the stakeholder management 
initiatives. This proves that stakeholders can 
directly contribute to company innovation and 
development. Their involvement affords a com-
pany improved innovative capacity in as much, 
as confirmed by some studies, that capacity is 
primarily determined by the cognitive network 
established with other economic individuals or 
organizations rather than with the internal capacity 
of the company (Pisano, Teece 1994, Shan, Wal-
zer & Kogut 1994). The activities of stakeholder 
management, acting in an efficient way directly 
on the company’s cognitive network, favours 
the organizational capital development of the 
company, thanks to a higher degree of company 
innovativeness (Pittaway et al. 2004).

Upon attainment of improvement in organi-
zational capital obtained by way of stakeholder 
management activities aimed at processes, it is 
possible to associate progress both in productivity 
and company growth.

In terms of productivity, a company engaged 
in activities of stakeholder management directed 
at processes, thanks to the partial or total revision 
of the processes, can benefit from a reduction 
in company inefficiencies, and, consequently, 
observe a reduction in operational costs.

The most consistent benefits gained in terms of 
productivity are in the fine tuning of the processes 
and the attainment of improved effectiveness and 
efficiency. Along with this, improvements in terms 
of both costs of production and use of company 
resources are generated by the increased capac-
ity to innovate and develop (Lev 1999, Parisi, 
Schiantarelli & Sembenelli 2006).

Company growth is positively associated 
with activities of innovation and development. In 
particular it is interesting to note the tie existing 
between the activities of stakeholder management 
and the possibility to develop patented products 

and services. Some studies have demonstrated 
how statistically a positive relationship exists 
between the number of patents a company holds 
and its future growth (Bloom, Van Reenen 2002). 
Therefore, the development of systems of stake-
holder management aimed at processes allow a 
company to benefit from increased growth oppor-
tunities. In particular, the assumption of corporate 
responsibilities creates opportunities to create a 
line of products and services with heightened 
environmental or social characterizations. Inno-
vation activities carried out to those ends allow 
companies to gain in the category of responsible 
customers and, consequently, to generate new 
strategic opportunities.

Consumer choices seem increasingly more 
considerate of the ethical and environmental 
characteristics of products and services offered by 
a company (Mohr, Webb & Harris 2001), attribut-
ing, therefore, an increased strategic relevance to 
the market segment of responsible consumers or 
those sensitive to environmental concerns (Hart, 
Ahuja 1996, Johnson, Greening 1999).

The Model Toolkit

But how does a company draw benefits from the 
combined synergies previously discussed? How do 
they go about choosing the most efficient CR initia-
tives from among the many possible projects? To 
assist management with incorporating the model 
in the decision making process, the following 
simple, useful toolkit helps to put the theoretical 
design previously described into practice.

Considering the widely recognized difficulty 
in attributing a monetary value to intangible 
resources, it was decided to objectively evaluate 
tools designed for that purpose. It was decided 
to propose a tool that favours a qualitative and 
descriptive analysis of the benefits in terms of 
intangible resources connected to each CR initia-
tive, without however making estimates as to the 
potential financial benefits.
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The following paragraphs describe a useful 
protocol for prioritizing CR initiatives within 
the outlook of the model, analyzing them as to 
the effects produced on the three dimensions of 
intangible resources. That protocol is subdivided 
into four steps: (1) the evaluation of the portfolio 
of doable initiatives (2) the choice of the initia-
tives to embark on, (3) the determination of a 
working plan, (4) the monitoring of the results 
of the initiative.

1.  The first step towards rendering the model 
functional consists of evaluating the possible 
impacts that each CR initiative could have on 
the company’s intangible resources. All the 
initiatives, whether they are characterized by 
being subjected to constant modifications in 
order to adapt to company goals or by a high 
level of creativity (including cause-related 
marketing activities) or by being regulated 
by standards (including the publication of a 
sustainability report), must each be objects 
of evaluation. In order to proceed to the 

definition of such a conclusion, it is sug-
gested to use a practical tool for rendering 
this analysis organic (Figure 2).

The goal of using this tool is to define the 
level of benefits that a CR initiative could gener-
ate throughout the different components of intan-
gible resources. One must then proceed to an 
evaluation of the expected benefits for each of 
the intangible resources the tool addresses at-
tributing an opinion on a scale from 1 to 5 (1=bad, 
2=improvable, 3=fair, 4=good, 5=very good). The 
attribution of such an opinion should be assigned 
with respect to the benefits expected in terms of 
intangible resources that could be produced by 
the tool.

The expression of such opinions permits evalu-
ators to differentiate between the different sectors 
of the model presented, which, once completed 
with the compilation of opinions expressed, repre-
sent the benefits of the initiative on the intangible 
resources in a synthetic way. The primary goal of 
the tool is not to reach an objective quantification 

Figure 2. The model toolkit: Expected figures
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of the benefits, as much as to favour the confronta-
tion between the people charged with identifying 
relevant initiatives with reference to the synergies 
existing between CR and intangible resources. 
The necessity to express a team opinion favors 
dialogue held to reinterpret each member’s duty of 
CR in the perspective of the model. Should people 
make contrasting opinions, they will be called 
upon to explain the reasoning behind their judg-
ments. A discussion about the synergies existing 
between the activities of CR and the development 
of intangible resources naturally leads to more 
specific identification of a company’s intangible 
resources and its existing synergies. The toolkit 
aids in structuring a discussion centred on the 
interrelations existing between the dimensions of 
corporate responsibility and intangible resources.

2.  Once a profile has been compiled and ap-
proved for each CR initiative from among 
those possible to implement, comparing 
each of their graphs, it is possible to display 
a general perspective of the synergies each 
CR initiative would be capable of activat-
ing. The analysis of the various graphics 
produced aids in the selection of future 
projects to undertake, concentrating invest-
ments in CR where the benefits would be 
most consistent. Such a tool helps to identify 
the practices that present the best benefits 
expected in terms of intangible resources 
at the same time as best responding to the 
contingent demands of the enterprise. The 
authenticity of the evaluations conducted 
allows a company to implement the CR 
initiatives in line with their own strategies 
of development, preferring those that assure 
the development of intangible resources 
in line with the strategy. If, for example, 
management identifies the development of 
employee motivation as a priority, it will be 
opportune to direct choices towards those 
CR initiatives that generate benefits in that 
area, even if the overall number of benefits 

is inferior to other areas. The choice criteria 
for CR initiatives does not reside therefore 
in the maximization of the overall general 
benefits in terms of intangible resources, as 
much as in generating intangible resources 
selected in the implementation of the com-
pany strategy. The toolkit was not designed 
to help companies impartially identify CR 
initiatives that deserve the most attention, 
but rather support the implementation of 
those strategic choices leading to company 
development.

3.  Once the initiatives top management be-
lieves most opportune have been identified, 
it is necessary to consider each possibility 
critically, specifying a working plan for their 
implementation. Such a plan should include 
the following: the project budget, the project 
leader, an implementation timeline and any 
possible secondary activities of involvement/
information of the stakeholders that allow 
for the maximization of benefits in terms of 
intangible resources obtained through the 
project. Though the first four categories are 
typical of the activities of project manage-
ment, and therefore do not warrant closer 
examination, the last category deserves a 
short explanation. In order to understand this 
category, it is necessary to begin by stating 
how often implementation of CR initiatives 
are insufficient in order to favour the maxi-
mization of benefits, a scenario easily im-
proved should they have been implemented 
with the involvement of the stakeholders 
themselves. In this case, in addition to the 
activity of publicity that constitutes the first 
level of involvement, other activities can be 
identified with the aim to directly involve 
stakeholders in the project. The benefits in 
terms of intangible resources will grow to 
the measure by which forms of stakeholder 
participation in the project have been antici-
pated, whether in the decision-making phases 
or in those operative or in the evaluation of 
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the results obtained. The optimal situation 
that leads to maximization of the benefits in 
terms of intangible resources anticipates the 
involvement of the stakeholders at all levels. 
In order to understand what this entails, let’s 
identify the practices of involvement that 
can be realized with reference to company 
initiatives of a philanthropic nature. At the 
decision-making level, from the perspective 
of maximizing the intangible resources, it is 
currently standard to distribute and collect 
survey forms to employees and local com-
munities as to the definition of initiatives to 
support. An effective, widely used practice is 
to administer the employees a questionnaire 
so as to gather their opinions as to a pack 
of initiatives that could potentially gather 
donations. With reference to functional in-
volvement, the company can provide sign-up 
forms of active support for the initiative to 
the workers, who may then, for example, 
concede volunteer working hours. In this 
way, in addition to allocations in money, 
employees become participants in as much as 
they may dedicate a portion of their working 
hours to time to support the project. Finally 
the evaluation can be structured foreseeing 
the presentation of a financial statement of 
the outcomes obtained in the balance of sus-
tainability, favouring in this way continued 
dialogue with stakeholders and putting the 
employees in a condition to understand the 
produced benefits.

4.  The last phase of the protocol consists in the 
periodic monitoring of the results obtained 
so as to understand if the expectations in 
terms of improvement of the intangible 
resources have been achieved. The process 
of evaluation conducted in the first phrase 
of the project can be repeated more than 
once, periodically, or at the project’s con-
clusion. It would therefore involve holding 
discussions about the opinion of the benefits 
attained, compiling a profile with respect 

to the real benefits generated by the project 
on the intangible resources. Superimposing 
the two evaluations on a single tool, it will 
be possible to proceed to an analysis of the 
differences existing between the expected 
and actual benefits. An example of such a 
result is given in Figure 3.

The analysis of such contrasts encourages a 
discussion concerning the strong and weak points 
of the project, allowing participants to understand 
the reasons behind the decreased or increased 
results obtained. Such contrasts, in fact, may be 
due to various causes: the conditions previously 
established may have been unexpected, there may 
have been excessive expectations with respect to 
the project, a change in the project conditions 
different from those foreseen may have developed, 
or still other explanations that would have been 
impossible to anticipate. This phase is of particu-
lar importance since, operating on a partially 
unexplored plane, it becomes indispensable to 
start a process of gradual learning and fine-tuning 
that, in time, allows a company to significantly 
develop the intangible resources it has available. 
Continual improvement is an essential element 
of the model, since the development of intangible 
resources and the sustainability of the model itself 
are conditioned to the continual adaptation of the 
existing practices. Only a careful process of 
evaluation may allow a company to develop those 
skills necessary to better respond to the needs for 
intangible resources dictated by the strategy as 
well as respond to the fluctuating demands of 
external stakeholders.

The toolkit is intended to support the de-
velopment of a CR strategy that best serves the 
financial performance. The endeavour is to equip 
top management with a methodology that allows 
them to carefully review choices of CR practices 
that present an accentuated capacity of generat-
ing intangible resources. The tool is deliberately 
simple and flexible in order not to restrict the 
creativity that, necessarily, distinguishes the search 
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for solutions capable of taking advantage of those 
spaces in which the initiatives undertaken are 
capable of satisfying the expectations of stake-
holders while contributing to the competitiveness 
of the company.

CONCLUSION

The model presented consists of a new approach 
to the development of CR initiatives, which 
contrasts the idea that upholds that the attention 
to stakeholders’ non-economic expectations is 
detrimental to the shareholders’ interests. On 
the contrary, CR activities can be an opportu-
nity for shareholders, being that the latter can 
benefit from financial performance improve-
ments produced by a pragmatic attention to the 
stakeholders’ non-economic requests. If attention 
towards stakeholders’ requirements is part of a 
strategy directed at exploiting the relationships 
with intangible resources, it is possible that these 
activities may generate higher values, both for the 

shareholders and the stakeholders, bringing the 
company closer to the implementation of strate-
gies that are responsible and successful from a 
competitive perspective. Thus, an adoption of 
this model eases the tension existing between 
stakeholder and shareholder interests, allowing the 
assumption of responsibility to directly contribute 
to the process of increasing company value. In 
this perspective, CR initiatives are not limited 
to donations or philanthropic activities, which 
consist in redistributing wealth produced amongst 
stakeholders, but insofar as they can support the 
intangible resource development, they become 
essential elements of company competitiveness.

The model’s central thesis thus consists in 
proposing that CR activities management needs 
to take place within a new perspective, taking dif-
ferent approaches as to concerns of stakeholders, 
approaches which are creative and better able to 
exploit the existing links with intangible resources. 
In this respect, an attentive management of social 
investments becomes strategic, since insufficient 
or overstated situations can be damaging for the 

Figure 3. The model: Expected and actual figures
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company. Overextension of CR activities can 
certainly favour the structure’s stability over time, 
but it can also remove resources from company 
development, requiring higher investments for 
performance maintenance over time. On the 
contrary, insufficient appropriations for those 
activities can lead to difficulties in sustaining 
business performance over time, leading to the 
disappearance of intangible resource development, 
which fuels a company’s financial performance.

Thus, the necessity emerges for an increased 
commitment of attention towards CR activities’ 
impact on intangible resources. Specifically, the 
many possibilities offered by the model’s imple-
mentation– done successfully and complete with 
all proposed connections – seems to suggest dif-
ferent paths for optimizing the benefits proposed 
by that paradigm.

The first path consists in assisting companies 
currently developing CR practices in recognizing 
the convenience of giving corporate responsibility 
strategic relevance. Thus, the suggestion is to oper-
ate in the direction of increased awareness amongst 
top managers about opportunities offered by the 
integration of responsibility in company strategy, 
highlighting specifically how an approach, which 
intends to derive benefits from such practices, is 
not opposed to and does not deny the philanthropic 
nature of these operations. The development of the 
attention towards company benefits, in fact, does 
not reduce the social value of the realized actions, 
and furthermore does not diminish participants’ 
philanthropic interests. Thus, it is a question of 
favouring a management culture change towards 
the increasingly creative orientation for the imple-
mentation of win-win strategies, able to reconcile 
philanthropic and competitive tensions.

A second path consists in developing the 
awareness of synergies and instruments to support 
creativity. The commitment to benefiting from 
the synergies proposed by the model requires 
entrepreneurial creativity in looking for innovative 
activities sure to benefit from the suggested cause 
and effect connections. The use of such creativity 

is thus a necessary condition for the optimiza-
tion of the benefits suggested by the proposed 
paradigm, but it does not seem to be sufficient to 
guarantee achievement. In this respect, it seems 
necessary to proceed with the development of a 
specific knowledge package regarding efficiency 
conditions for every stakeholder management 
system area.

These forward-thinking steps seem necessary 
to overcome the deceptive conflict between the 
tension towards profit and the attention to social 
responsibility, thanks to the possibility of CR ac-
tivities contributing directly to the value creation 
process of a company. The proposed model thus 
suggests how such activities should not be limited 
to wealth redistribution amongst stakeholders, 
since they can become fundamental elements in the 
company’s competitiveness to the extent that they 
support the development of intangible resources.
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INTRODUCTION

In tandem with the growth in knowledge manage-
ment (KM) interest and practice over the past 
twenty years, competitive intelligence (CI) activi-
ties have also mushroomed. Although knowledge 
assets benefit from full collection and dispersion, 
such activities, particularly given their digital 
nature, also make proprietary knowledge more 
vulnerable to CI by competitors. Any firm looking 
to better manage knowledge assets needs to evalu-
ate both the benefits and the potential losses from 
spreading valuable knowledge more widely. In 
some cases, the optimal strategy may be refraining 
from full development of these intangible assets in 
order to effectively protect them. Strategic firms 
can also take some fairly simple steps to better 
protect their knowledge assets.

BACKGROUND

Although a few prominent exceptions exist, an 
implicit assumption in the field of knowledge 
management (KM) is that more is unambiguously 
better. More organizational knowledge should be 
identified, more should be captured or catalogued, 
and more should be distributed or made accessible 
so as to leverage these knowledge assets for com-
petitive advantage. Theoretically, if all members 
of the firm held or at least had access to the full 
knowledge assets of the entity, that firm would 
maximize its potential competitive advantage 
from better knowledge management.

But if knowledge is valuable to a specific 
firm, it is often of similar or even greater value 
to competitors. Organized efforts defined by the 
field of competitive intelligence exist to target and 
obtain specific competitor knowledge. As a result, 
there is a growing sense among practitioners that 
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proprietary knowledge assets need to be protected. 
Academics are increasingly recognizing the same 
issue. A balance must be struck between how 
much knowledge is to be developed and shared 
and how much it is to be protected.

Striking the correct balance has much to do with 
pronounced trends in both knowledge manage-
ment and several other related areas. This article 
will detail those trends and the implications for 
KM programs.

PROTECTING KNOWLEDGE ASSETS

Knowledge management (KM), as a field, is based 
on better identifying and then utilizing the knowl-
edge assets of the organization. A vast trove of 
strategies and techniques exist for accomplishing 
all the related activities, which we won’t review 
here, but these choices almost invariably involve 
distributing knowledge with few restrictions—the 
attitude can be expressed as the more access to the 
knowledge assets, the better. Ideally, all employees 
of the firm can get to knowledge pertaining to 
any problems or questions they might need ad-
dressed. And superior management of knowledge 
assets leads to competitive advantage (Gupta & 
Govindarajan, 2000)

Within the KM community, some concern 
has arisen about knowledge assets getting into 
unintended hands, a problem of “leakage”, but 
very little of the literature actually addresses the 
issue (Liebeskind, 1996, Zander & Kogut, 1995). 
Indeed, at times, the leakage of key knowledge is 
considered a good thing as it might set a techno-
logical standard in a given field. But worries about 
harmful knowledge leakage into competitors’ 
hands are usually not top of mind in academia.

This is unfortunate, as practice in industry is 
increasingly toward aggressive actions to obtain 
competitive information and knowledge and to-
ward consequent protection plans. Competitive 
intelligence (CI) as well as more legally and ethi-
cally questionable economic espionage efforts are 

both prominent and growing in the contemporary 
business world (Herzog, 2007). The Society of 
Competitive Intelligence Professionals (SCIP) 
is the professional organization of those operat-
ing on the ethical side of things. Governmental 
recognition and scrutiny of the trends is clear 
from the passage of the Economic Espionage Act 
in 1996 and related enforcement activities of the 
Department of Justice since the Act’s passage 
(Cybercrime, 2008).

CI operations are organized efforts to uncover 
information and knowledge concerning a specific 
competitor, its current activities, and possible 
future activities (Fleisher & Bensoussan, 2007, 
Fuld, 1995). Operations tend to focus on publicly 
available information (press, public appearances 
by officers, regulatory and other governmental fil-
ings, etc.), human intelligence (former employees 
of the targeted firm and its collaborators, individu-
als with knowledge of the targeted firm, etc.), and 
active gathering (direct observation, facility tours, 
etc.). From these activities, CI operatives look 
to build a sense of the targeted firm’s activities, 
strategies, and even future directions. The more 
information and knowledge they can obtain from 
or concerning the targeted firm, the more accurate 
their efforts to analyze and understand that target.

At the same time as the growth of KM and 
CI activities, business has undergone another 
substantial change, instituting a number of e-
business platforms designed to increase efficiency 
in operations by means of the web (Ranganathan 
& Brown, 2006). Enterprise resource planning 
(ERP) systems and related software such as 
supply chain management (SCM) and customer 
relationship management (CRM) platforms have 
institutionalized web-based operational systems 
that freely trade data and information between 
a core business and its network of suppliers, 
vendors, and other collaborators (Bendoly & 
Jacobs, 2005). While not usually of a nature 
that we would characterize as knowledge as-
sets, the systems, data, and information are of 
some value to the firms employing the system 
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(Brynjolfsson, Hitt & Yang, 2002). And they can 
be of great interest to CI operations looking to 
determine what is going on in that targeted firm 
and its e-network. This data and information have 
been characterized elsewhere as pre-knowledge 
(Erickson & Rothberg, 2008). It’s not necessar-
ily knowledge yet, but it can become knowledge 
in the targeted firm, and it can certainly become 
important knowledge to another firm gathering 
competitive intelligence. Snippets of data and 
information can be invaluable and lead to deep 
insights concerning a competitor’s strategies and 
operations. The bottom line is that contemporary 
web-based platforms are constantly transferring 
knowledge and pre-knowledge between e-network 
partners—and this knowledge and pre-knowledge 
is of great interest to competitors.

All these diverse trends add up to a particular 
threat to KM. Firms are looking to identify and 
collect knowledge through KM systems and 
pre-knowledge through ERP and related plat-
forms, consolidating such knowledge assets in 
a centralized place. These knowledge assets are 
then accessible by a wide variety of employees 
in the core firm and, given the nature of KM and 
ERP-like systems, by any number of employees 
in e-network collaborators as well. And it is all in 
digital form and easily downloaded and copied.

So, in the mid-1990’s, a CI operation might 
look to pick off an employee of the firm and learn 
what they know (by hiring them, by chatting them 
up at a meeting, or by some other means). That 
employee would know about their own job and 
activities, but would be limited in what they could 
yield up to the competitor’s efforts. The loss from 
any CI incursion would likely be minimal. Today, 
there are multiple points of entry (employees, 
employees of collaborators, individual computers 
or other media devices), all with access to a much 
wider range of knowledge (not only their own but 
anything they can access in the KM or enterprise 
system), in digital form (easier to remove and 
leaves no obvious trace of removal), inside and 
outside the core firm.

What is the point for knowledge manage-
ment? Essentially, firms practicing KM need to 
evaluate how far to expand their efforts, and they 
need to do that evaluation in a strategic manner 
(Rothberg & Erickson 2005). A trade-off exists. 
Fail to develop your knowledge management 
to its potential, and you run the risk of being 
at a strategic disadvantage to a competitor who 
does a better job. But develop your knowledge 
management too much and share knowledge too 
widely, and you run the risk of appropriation by 
the competitive intelligence activities of a com-
petitor. Whatever advantage one might gain from 
excellent knowledge management could be gone 
in a heartbeat as a competitor would now be able 
to employ the same critical knowledge assets to 
its operations.

What determines the level of these offsetting 
risks? In part, the national environments within 
which a firm operates play a part as legal pro-
tections for intellectual property, trade secrets, 
confidential business information, proprietary 
data, and other categories of knowledge and pre-
knowledge can differ markedly from jurisdiction to 
jurisdiction. The level of competitive intelligence 
and/or economic espionage can also vary, not 
only due to legal constraints but also economic 
culture and custom.

Industry-level differences also exist. In some 
knowledge-based industries, KM is critical for 
competitive advantage, while in others it is much 
less important. Similarly, CI activity is much 
more rife in certain, predictable industries (e.g. 
pharmaceuticals) and much more measured in 
others (e.g. mining). And, of course, differences 
will exist by firm as some organizations can ben-
efit more from concerted KM activities or from 
protecting themselves from CI. Whether because 
of their resources, their experience, or simply the 
nature of the competitor(s) they face, firms should 
come to unique decisions about the optimal mix of 
knowledge development and knowledge protec-
tion for their circumstances.
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And what do we know about their environments 
that will allow them to make these evaluations? 
Based on the literature and what we have seen in 
practice, a good amount of it appears to be based 
on the nature of the knowledge and pre-knowledge 
important to a firm given its national, industry, 
and specific circumstances. The well-known 
distinction between tacit and explicit knowl-
edge, for example, appears to make a difference 
(Choi & Lee, 2003, Schulz & Jobe, 2001). When 
knowledge is more tacit than is typical, KM may 
hold less potential for a firm. And CI may also 
be less threatening when more valuable propri-
etary knowledge is highly personal and difficult 
to communicate. When knowledge is more tacit, 
it is harder to leverage through KM but also less 
likely to benefit a competitor looking to obtain it 
through aggressive CI operations. Alternatively, 
firms operating in environments with more explicit 
knowledge will probably need to install substantial 
KM systems in order to compete and will face much 
more threatening CI operations from competitors. 
Other potential variables to consider would be 
complexity (whether knowledge can be valuable 
in and of itself or only when part of a complex 
system of learnings) and specificity (whether 
knowledge is useful outside of the firm-specific 
circumstances within which it is currently used) 
(Kogut & Zander, 1992). Essentially, each firm 
needs to evaluate its circumstances and the type 
of knowledge assets it employs, and then use the 
evaluation to strategize how much far to develop 
its KM systems and what levels of protection will 
be necessary.

So the potential is there for organizations to do 
a more strategic job in determining how much to 
invest in knowledge management systems, how 
far to employ them, and how widely to share the 
knowledge embedded within them. Similarly, 
some thought should be given to the level of 
access provided to pre-knowledge systems such 
as ERP and related installations. Regardless of 
where firms decide to operate on the knowledge 
development vs. knowledge protection continuum, 

however, they can improve their situation by taking 
reasonable steps to better protect their knowledge 
assets. A number of these steps are summarized 
in Table 1.

Some steps are standard operating procedure 
at most firms of any size, particularly regarding 
IT. But the context and the nature of the knowledge 
or pre-knowledge involved does make some as-
pects of the list different. In particular, the first 
set of activities can be critical, those related to 
getting a handle on what an organization’s knowl-
edge assets might be, what their value is, and how 
at risk they might be from competitive appro-
priation. Many firms do this with their formal 
intellectual property, but as the nature of the 
knowledge asset becomes fuzzier, as one moves 
through intellectual capital to information and 
data, it is less and less likely that an entity will 
recognize the value of the full range of its knowl-
edge and pre-knowledge. In order to manage and  
protect such assets optimally, a firm must under-
stand what it has. With a handle on available 
assets, the organization can then value and fully 
exploit and/or protect them.

Table 1. Knowledge and pre-knowledge protection 
(from Carr, Erickson & Rothberg, 2004) 

Proprietary assets ●   Identify 
●   Assess value 
●   Risk assessment

Information technol-
ogy (IT) systems

●  Firewalls and passwords 
●  Encryption 
●  Locks on computer drives 
●  Restrict access/use of portable media 
    (laptops, PDA’s, phones, flash 
    drives, etc.)

Personnel ●  Designating confidential knowledge 
     and pre-knowledge
●  Limiting access 
●  Training and awareness 
●  Appropriate destruction procedures 
●  Limiting outsider access to facilities 
●  Review all external communications

Collaborators ●  Contractual agreements 
●  Certification
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In terms of information technology, the sug-
gested protection options are straightforward, 
ranging from firewalls to encryption. Probably 
the newest aspect of computer security is ensuring 
that not only computers are secure, but all media 
devices, from phones to flash drives. Although 
such IT security is necessary and helpful, security 
experts typically stress that it’s the softer aspects 
of security that are more troublesome. Unwanted 
intruders get into knowledge and pre-knowledge 
systems by “social engineering” more than by 
hacking, especially since the former is legal (if 
done carefully) and the latter isn’t. Further, trade 
secret law, especially in the US where it is most 
defined, only helps those who help themselves. 
Sloppiness in protection is not rewarded and can 
render a trade secret no longer a trade secret. So 
first-rate organizations do all the recommended 
IT protection activities but they also make sure 
to train personnel so that they are better able to 
judge what knowledge assets are important to 
keep secret and which are not. Further, who are 
where to discuss matters with is also critical to 
know. Hence, business conversations, public pre-
sentations or interviews, and other such leakage 
opportunities can and should be reviewed.

Finally, in another often overlooked area, the 
protection practices of collaborators also need to 
be reviewed. As noted earlier in this article, mas-
sive amounts of knowledge and pre-knowledge 
are routinely exchanged across e-networks every 
day. Firms may not even know which collaborator 
of a collaborator of a collaborator has access to its 
knowledge assets. Consequently, much like certi-
fications for quality or environmental practices, 
organizations are well-advised to develop a means 
to ensure that participants in their e-networks take 
knowledge protection as seriously as they does 
(Carr, Morton & Furniss, 2000).

KM undoubtedly benefits from collecting and 
centralizing the greatest amount of knowledge, and 
then distributing that knowledge to the greatest 
number of affiliated individuals. And web-based 
tools undoubtedly help that process. But the flip 

side is that those same factors make the valuable 
knowledge and related pre-knowledge much more 
vulnerable to the growing competitive intelligence 
efforts we see in contemporary firms. A balance 
must be struck, and the more organizations un-
derstand about what knowledge they need to be 
successful and how to best manage and protect 
that knowledge, the more competitive they will 
be. By following the most basic steps listed above, 
organizations will be able to more fully exploit 
knowledge assets with less security concerns. In 
cases in which knowledge is particularly valuable 
or vulnerable, even more strict standards might 
be employed.

FUTURE TRENDS

The broad trend in competitive intelligence is that 
interest continues to grow in obtaining knowledge 
and information concerning key competitors 
and their plans. There seems little prospect that 
KM systems will stop expanding their depth of 
knowledge assets and their reach or that enterprise 
systems will continue to draw billions of dollars in 
investment from corporations better synchronizing 
operations and related functions. Consequently, 
the trade-off between knowledge development and 
knowledge protection will likely become more 
dramatic and a bigger problem for knowledge-
based firms. Substantial research opportunities 
exist in identifying and measuring the variables 
that define the KM potential and CI threat faced 
by any given industry or firm.

CONCLUSION

While KM benefits from more centralization and 
more subsequent dispersal of knowledge assets, 
these very activities put a firm at more risk from 
CI incursions from competitors. Current and future 
research will help firms better understand how 
this trade-off affects them and how they should 
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react. Conceivably, if a firm fully comprehends 
its circumstances, it can plan an optimal strat-
egy. Such a strategy comes from not only being 
cognizant of the full range of knowledge and 
pre-knowledge assets held by the organization 
but from understanding all KM development 
and protection mechanisms available to fully by 
safely exploit them.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Competitive Intelligence: Organized efforts 
to gather information and knowledge concerning a 
specific competitor, brand, product or similar tar-
get, typically using publicly available information, 
human intelligence, and active gather techniques.

Complexity: A sense of how complicated a 
specific knowledge asset might be, whether it can 
be understood and used easily in another applica-
tion or whether it is complex and so dependent on 
relationships with other knowledge in its original 
setting.

Economic Espionage: Similar to competitive 
intelligence but including techniques that are more 
ethically or legally questionable (hacking, theft, 
misrepresentation, and others).

Enterprise Systems: Web-based information 
systems such as Enterprise Resource Planning 
(ERP), Supply Chain Management (SCM), and 
Customer Relationship Management (CRM), ty-
ing together all aspects of the enterprise so that 
operations, the supply chain, distribution chan-
nels, accounting systems, and other information 
transfers are coordinated among the core firm and 
all relevant collaborators.

Explicit Knowledge: Knowledge that is easy 
to express and communicate.

Pre-Knowledge: Organizational data and in-
formation that has some value in and of itself and 
that may become knowledge when subjected to 
appropriate analysis. In the context of this article, 
especially that data and information exchanged 
with e-network collaborators through enterprise 
systems.

Specificity: Organizational knowledge that 
loses some of its value when removed from its 
original application and firm.

Tacit Knowledge: Knowledge that is hard to 
express and communicate.

This work was previously published in Encyclopedia of Knowledge Management, Second Edition, edited by David Schwartz 
and Dov Te’eni, pp. 1336-1342, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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Chapter  6.8

 ABSTRACT

The chapter focuses on how small KIBS 
(Knowledge-Intensive Business Service) firms 
manage their knowledge-based processes, or 
what are termed “intellectual assets.” It finds 
that approaches to the strategic management of 
intellectual assets varies significantly according 
the size and type of KIBS firm. Differences in 
these approaches impact on the development of 
effective innovation processes, with resource 
deficiencies in smaller firms constraining their in-
novation capability. New technology-based KIBS 
firms are less likely than traditional professional 
service KIBS firms to have effective formalised 
learning systems in place, and generally operate 

within a more ‘fluid’ working environment. Mea-
sures of absorptive capacity indicate that firms 
perceive gaps in their ability to assimilate and 
apply knowledge which they recognise to be of 
strategic importance. The authors conclude that 
small KIBS firms face particular challenges in 
managing the innovation process and establishing 
sustainable knowledge management practices, and 
may benefit from targeted policy intervention. 

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge-Intensive Business Services (KIBS) 
firms supply knowledge products or use knowl-
edge to support their clients’ own knowledge gen-
eration and knowledge processing activities (Miles 
et al., 1995; Muller & Zenker, 2001; Miles, 2005). 
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The KIBS sector covers activities such as computer 
services, R&D services, legal, accountancy and 
management services, architecture, engineering 
and technical services, advertising and market 
research (Miles, 2005). KIBS firms rely heavily 
on professional knowledge to supply intermediate 
products and services that are knowledge based, 
fusing general codified (recorded) information 
with experience and tacit knowledge (den Hertog, 
2000). KIBS firms are a subset of business services 
and can be grouped into two main categories, 
namely: traditional professional services, such as 
professional services, advertising, marketing and 
architectural services; and new technology-based 
KIBS firms, consisting of software design, engi-
neering services and computer-related activities 
(Miles, 2005).

This chapter focuses on how small KIBS 
firms manage their own knowledge processes as 
part of their strategic management approach for 
creating competitive advantage. It operationalises 
the concept of intellectual assets (IA), which we 
distinguish from intellectual capital (although in 
practice the two terms are often used interchange-
ably) – assets being based on ownership or propri-
etorship, and capital on stocks – to study a sample 
of small KIBS firms. The study draws on concepts 
from the strategic management literature, such as 
the resource-based view of the firm (Wernerfelt, 
1984; Barney, 1991) and absorptive capacity (Co-
hen & Levinthal, 1990), to understand how small 
KIBS firm value, accumulate, and utilise their 
IA. The analysis of strategic management within 
a small firm environment demonstrates that such 
firms operating in knowledge-intensive markets 
face a range of challenges in seeking to ensure 
they are effective knowledge-creating firms which 
maximise their own knowledge capabilities and 
strategies (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). In other 
words, it illustrates the issues these firms face in 
becoming intelligent enterprises able to leverage 
their IA (Quinn, 1992), and demonstrates varia-
tions based on firm size and type.

In general, the management of IA within small 
firms is likely to be relatively informal, while 
in large firms more formal modes of manage-
ment are required. Small firms are typically less 
bureaucratic than their larger counterparts, with 
often few, if any, complex management systems 
(McAdam & Reid, 2001). This leaves small 
firms with less ‘ready made’ infrastructure for the 
measurement, management and development of 
knowledge and other intangible assets (Chaston 
et al., 2001; Ward, 2004; Thorpe et al., 2005). 
Small firms often work in an environment of 
pervasive risk and high pressure (Lambe, 2002). 
All firms face environmental pressures, but this is 
magnified in a small firm which has less control 
over its immediate environment. Small firms are 
often preoccupied not with internal efficiency and 
effectiveness, but with maintaining turnover and 
seeking new opportunities (Wiklund & Shepherd, 
2003).

Some of the key differences between small and 
large firms in relation to IA can be summarised 
as follows. Small firms are less likely to register 
patents or hold other forms of intellectual property 
rights. This is most likely due not to a lack of 
ideas but high costs, complexity, and administra-
tive burden. Small firms are likely, particularly 
during their earliest stages, to embed much of 
their IA base in human capital (Honig, 2001). 
The fundamental ideas and processes supporting 
small firms at this stage are likely to depend upon 
the founder and immediate employees. High costs 
and small scale, particularly within service-based 
and knowledge based companies, will typically 
lead to lower quantities of tangible assets, such 
as machinery and buildings. Small firms are less 
likely to own less IT-based assets, such as complex 
knowledge management intranets, billing and au-
tomated procedures (Wiklund & Shepherd, 2003). 
Small firms, perhaps more so than larger firms, 
require agility and a capacity to liaise and work 
with external organisations (Thorpe et al., 2005).

Part of the key to management success is the 
allocation and transparency of responsibility for 
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certain resources and assets. With regard to IA in 
a large firm, this responsibility is often explicitly 
demarcated on a departmental basis, following the 
traditional vertical task specialisation organisa-
tional hierarchy (Thorpe et al., 2005). This struc-
ture gives transparency to complex operational and 
management structures. However, in a small firm 
environment it is less likely that such transparency 
will exist. The organisational structure of a small 
firm is far more likely to consist of a horizontal 
system of cross specialisation where responsi-
bility for asset management is more implicitly 
embedded within a range of employees, whose 
role is such that they are involved in managing 
a number of different resources and assets. This 
adds a layer of complexity that is not so evident 
in a large firm environment and may itself be a 
key feature of knowledge management in a small 
firm environment (Ward, 2004).

Managing this complexity is itself a key feature 
of IA management in a small firm environment, 
in terms of making explicit the organisational 
and network capital that is ‘contained’ within 
particular individual employees but is not highly 
visible. In other words, the challenge is to shift 
small firms for an internally complex and hu-
man capital dependent structure, to one that is 
able to create, recognise and mobilise assets that 
are embedded in the firm rather than individu-
als. The remainder of this chapter is structured 
in two broad sections: first, a review of the key 
substantive literature related to KIBS and the 
management of IA in a small firm environment; 
second, an empirical analysis of IA management 
among small KIBS firms.

IA MANAGEMENT

Handy (1989) suggests that the IA a corporation 
possesses is usually three or four times the tangible 
book value. In technology stocks, the vast gaps 
between book and market values highlight the 
importance attributed to IA. Microsoft’s market 

to book ratio in 1996 was 11.2, indicating that the 
market valued Microsoft at 11.2 times the asset 
value shown by the balance sheet. This provides 
a strong justification for interest in IA and asso-
ciated measures (Bogdanowicz & Bailey, 2002). 
Stewart (2001) notes that in a survey of FT500 
companies, 76% had not assigned any value to 
intangible assets in their annual report. In the 
UK, the government has argued that “intangible 
and IA are increasing in significance. However, 
company accounts mainly report hard financial 
information on physical assets. To give a more 
complete picture of a company’s true worth its 
accounts need to be supplemented by information 
on intangible assets” (DTI, 1998).

Developing an IA management model allows 
an understanding of the different types of invest-
ment that drives the creation and value extraction 
of stocks of IA, and furthermore allows managers 
to comprehend the ways in which stocks of IA 
relate to performance. However, perhaps one of the 
most significant benefits of measurement model 
development is its ability to promote learning. 
Learning is a vital element of IA measurement. 
As Bontis (1998) argues, examining the process 
underlying IA development may be of more 
importance than even finding out what it is all 
worth. Intellectual asset measurement instruments 
provide the organisation with the means to learn 
about competitiveness drivers, uncover hidden 
costs and explore value creation opportunities 
(Sveiby, 2004).

Intellectual asset valuation should not be 
viewed as merely a managerial tool, but as a means 
of empowering all within the organisation. IA 
valuation allows the organisation to focus upon 
those assets that contribute the most value to the 
company. This, in turn, impacts upon investment 
decisions, and may aid in approaching funders, 
and valuing the organisation in the event of sale 
or merger situations. Intellectual asset valuation 
assists in identifying the gaps between current 
business strategy and existing intellectual property. 
Identifying, valuing, and managing IA offers the 
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organisation benefit both now, and in the future. 
Drawing upon and investing in current IA provides 
the organisation with a sound base of competitive 
advantage, which may be built upon and exploited 
over the course of the organisation’s development 
and growth.

However, whilst the benefits of IA measure-
ment are clear, the process of locating IA contains 
inherent challenges, as they are typically scat-
tered and difficult to find. They are often stored 
in obscure notebooks, on computer disks, and in 
networks. Accordingly, many accountants and 
corporate executives are reluctant to recognise 
IA in financial reports and balance sheets (Lev 
and Gu, 2001). Although IA are highly valuable 
to an organisation, they are often ignored, and 
frequently undervalued by traditional account-
ing methods. As Brooking (1996) explains, these 
accounting methods do not recognize intangible 
assets, which prevents most businesses from 
knowing their true value. Current accounting 
systems may lead to organisations ‘forgetting’ 
that knowledge and intangible assets are there, or 
underestimate their value and contribution. This 
may also lead to poor investment decisions, which 
may jeopardise the potential contribution of IA 
(Hauser and Katz, 1998). In summary, measuring 
IA can aid organisations in:

• Understanding the organisational structure, 
and relevant roles and responsibilities.

• Awareness of corporate strategies and 
thinking.

• Understanding IA within the business 
context.

• Identification of the intellectual properties, 
which the company wants to protect and 
the methods for ensuring protection.

• Criteria for licensing IP.
• Improving internal management.
• Education and awareness.
• Improving external reporting.
• Statutory and transactional requirements.

SMALL FIRMS AND IA 
MANAGEMENT

One of the key challenges in accurately assign-
ing valuations to organisations in the knowledge 
economy is the lack of any universally agreed 
measurement model for IA. Due to their inher-
ent nature they are difficult to manage, value, 
contain, maximise, measure, and process. As 
Grasenick and Low (2004) argue, “there seems to 
be no clear evolutionary path of intangible asset 
management as a discipline”. These complexities 
and difficulties have led to a plethora of measure-
ment methods, indicators and approaches. These 
tools are typically pursued by large high profile 
companies, and to a great extent this has left small 
firms ‘out of the loop’. Wong and Aspinwall (2005) 
find that just 19% of UK SMEs are involved in 
any IA measurement as part of their knowledge 
management techniques. Yet, the nature of the 
knowledge economy is such that small firms 
will become more, rather than less, significant. 
As firms focus their efforts in their core areas of 
competency (sticking to the knitting), and retain 
only core staff, they will increasingly work in a 
networked fashion with other small organisations 
to meet their desired objectives.

Formalising IA management is a mode of 
bureaucratisation – of organizing efficiently, of 
maximising assets, and is typically required as 
the organisation grows. Methods of IA harnessing 
might include contact databases, company news-
letters, manuals, formalised training sessions, and 
possibly the development of a role dedicated to 
IA management. Micro-organisations can benefit 
from IA management in a more informal way, with 
more basic indicators and measurement systems. 
Laying the foundations of IA management at this 
stage will aid the organisation as it grows. When 
the organisation becomes larger, it becomes im-
portant to find ways of ‘knowing what you know’, 
and finding ways of measuring, controlling and 
sharing this information.
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No model will be capable of showing all 
things to all people. Such a model would be 
highly complex, hugely detailed and unwieldy, 
and would therefore negate its overall purpose. 
A management system that provides a full and 
comprehensive picture of all assets is, as Sveiby 
(1997) notes, not possible. In order to present as 
full a picture of the organisation as is possible, 
any IA model must seek to combine both financial 
and non-financial information. Many aspects of 
IA may be quantified, such as patent revenue, 
customer value, and investment in R&D. However, 
many other aspects defy such quantification, for 
example, reputation and customer and supplier 
relationships.

One of the mainstream techniques aimed at 
overcoming these constraints are the use by firms 
of scoreboards and scorecards. The most well-
known is the Balanced Scorecard, pioneered by 
Kaplan and Norton (1996). It has since become 
a model for many other reporting systems that 
include non-financial measures and incorporates 
four key perspectives: financial measures (how the 
organisation appears to stakeholders), customer 
measures (how customers see the organisation), 
internal process measures (what elements must 
the organisation focus and excel at), and learning 
and growth measures, (ways of improving and 
creating value). A balanced scorecard approach, 
therefore, enables organisations to track financial 
results while simultaneously monitoring progress 
in building the capabilities and acquiring the in-
tangible assets they need for future growth.

The balanced scorecard use of ‘nonfinancial’ 
indicators supplements the conventional set of 
financial indicators, and offers a more complete, 
holistic picture of the organisation. Financial 
measures alone are inadequate for guiding and 
evaluating the journey that information age com-
panies must make to create future value through 
investment in customers, suppliers, employees, 
processes, technology and innovation. Lev’s 
(2000) Knowledge Capital Scoreboard has shown 
that nonfinancial indicators have a higher correla-

tion with market returns than either net earnings 
or operating cash flows, again demonstrating the 
valuable role that nontraditional assets, such as 
IA can play in building successful businesses.

As Starovic and Marr (2002) note, the evident 
shortcoming of many evaluation models is that 
they lack practical and widespread testing, and do 
not enable comparisons to be made between one 
firm and another, or between business sectors, or 
nations. Furthermore, one of the key problems 
with existing approaches is the current lack of 
applicability to the small firm community, since 
they have been devised and formulated to meet the 
needs of large companies, and have been refined 
based on large corporation experiences. Small 
firms clearly face rather different challenges in 
uncovering, measuring and managing IA, and 
whilst the concept, objectives and key benefits of 
the scoreboard remain relevant, the devising of 
suitable indicators must be tailored specifically 
to small firm needs.

KNOWLEDGE-INTENSIVE 
BUSINESS SERVICES (KIBS)

While KIBS firms are highly diverse, there are 
also a number of underlying commonalities. KIBS 
firms are professional entities with a focus on 
knowledge intensiveness through the creation, 
accumulation or dissemination of knowledge 
(Miles et al., 1995). This differentiates KIBS from 
their service sector counterparts, which do not 
rely to such an extent on knowledge as their key 
source of competitive advantage. Due to the high 
dependence on knowledge, employees in KIBS 
firms are typically well-qualified educationally 
and seek to combine codified and tacit knowledge 
in unique ways to produce profitable results for 
clients. This requirement necessarily impacts on 
the way KIBS firms are structured and managed 
(Miles et al., 1995; den Hertog, 2000; Miles, 2005).

KIBS firms often work closely with clients 
following a ‘consultancy’ approach to develop 
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knowledge-based solutions for a variety of busi-
ness challenges, such as information technology 
systems designed to facilitate change management 
(Muller & Zenker, 2001). The work of KIBS firms 
tends to be tailored to client needs and may be 
difficult to standardise. Furthermore, due to high 
knowledge-component levels, outcomes and 
‘products’ may be highly intangible necessitat-
ing high levels of competence and trust. Also, 
there is the possibility of information asymmetry 
leading to clients being unable to fully evaluate 
the standard of the service produced (Miozzo & 
Grimshaw, 2005).

A new source of KIBS activity is the creation 
of consultancy and similar firms by professionals 
who have been ‘downsized’ (Wood, 2002). Others 
emerge out of university departments and govern-
ment laboratories. This has broadened the range 
of organisational structures and histories, bringing 
depth of experience and intense competition to 
the sector. KIBs firms may act as change agents 
and provide benchmarking assessments, enabling 
clients to gain an insight into best practice and 
areas requiring improvement (Bessant and Rush, 
1995). On the other hand, there are also pressures 
to distance relationships with client companies. 
In this scenario, KIBS are increasingly looking 
for ways to standardise services to benefit from 
economies of scale through the introduction of 
commodified products and services (den Hertog, 
2000; Miles, 2005).

The increasing economic focus on knowledge 
has spurred the growth and development of KIBS 
to such an extent that they have become one of the 
fastest growing sectors in advanced and develop-
ing economies, as well as an increasingly important 
source of innovation (Miles & Boden, 2000; Wong 
& He, 2002). In general, the KIBS sector consists 
of relatively few international firms alongside a 
substantial proportion of small and micro-sized 
businesses, with the sector showing an extreme 
J-curve size structure, with over 60% of enterprises 
consisting of sole traders, and a relatively small 
proportion of middle sized firms (Miles, 2005). 

Although the majority of enterprises within the 
KIBS sector are small, most of the sector’s em-
ployment and production output is centred around 
larger KIBS businesses. Many clients are demand-
ing to work with the same service provider around 
the world and, as a result, some KIBS firms are 
expanding their international horizons to satisfy 
these new client demands. However, many KIBS 
users are also seeking increasingly high levels of 
specific knowledge, requiring niche or so-called 
‘boutique’ offerings – a phenomenon potentially 
favouring small firms (Miles, 2005).

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Intellectual assets are not a new phenomenon. Over 
a century ago, Marshall (1890) in his ‘Principles 
of Economics’ highlights knowledge as an impor-
tant resource and powerful engine of production. 
However, its significance in shaping the economy 
and the way in which firms operate has rapidly 
grown in significance in recent years (Romer, 
1990; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995; Huggins & 
Izushi, 2007). The terms IA and intellectual capi-
tal are often used interchangeably are part of the 
discourse examining knowledge-based resources. 
However, we identify differences between the two 
concepts. Intellectual assets are part of the stock 
of institutionalised knowledge a firm owns over 
time, while intellectual capital is the total stock 
of knowledge a firms may have access to at any 
given time (Walsh & Ungson, 1991; Subramanian 
& Youndt, 2005).

We define IA as recordable intangible corpo-
rate assets, including assets such as the company 
name, reputation and goodwill to the company, as 
well as company brands, trade secrets, business 
processes and know-how. Intellectual assets are 
context specific and what a firm can and cannot 
influence depends on many factors, which may 
make one firm include as IA something that another 
firm would not (Bontis et al., 1999). In defining 
intellectual capital, Edvinsson (1997) provides a 
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classification consisting of human capital, organi-
sational capital, and customer capital. Adapting 
this classification, we propose a typology of IA 
consisting of organisational capital, network 
capital, and intellectual property.

Organisational capital can be considered as 
the assets that remain in the confines of firms 
when human capital assets have left for the day 
(Edvinsson & Malone, 1997). Organisational 
capital is the ‘glue and skeleton’ of firms, provid-
ing strength and cohesion between people and 
processes (Brooking, 1996). Organisational capital 
consists of the hardware, software, databases and 
organisational structure supporting workers and 
managers including institutionalised knowledge 
and codified experience (Hall, 1992; Davenport 
& Prusak, 1998).

As Daft and Weick (1984) argue, while indi-
viduals come and go, firms preserve knowledge. 
Examples include organisational flexibility, 
documentation services, knowledge centres, and 
the use of information technologies and organisa-
tional learning capacity. On an operational level, 
examples of such capital include company manu-
als, shared drives/intranets, websites, brands and 
reputation, training and induction techniques, 
advertising, and recognition, in terms of awards 
and quality standards. Organisational capital can 
aid in transforming tacit knowledge into explicit 
firm-‘owned’ knowledge. Structuring IA with in-
formation systems can turn individual know-how 
into group property. Firms, therefore, can exert 
ownership over organisational capital, and can 
further develop and manage such assets to achieve 
sustainable competitive advantage (Teece, 2000).

Network capital is an investment in calculative 
relations by firms through which they gain access 
to knowledge to enhance expected economic re-
turns (Huggins, 2010). Network capital consists 
of the business and professional network assets 
built by firms. These relationships can include 
contractual agreements, such as partnering or dis-
tribution arrangements, as well as non-formalised 
relationships with, for example, customers, sup-

pliers and investors (Marr, Schiuma & Neely 
2004). Network capital can provide long-term 
sustainable competitive advantage, and serves to 
improve efficiency and effectiveness in knowl-
edge distribution. As well as relationships with 
suppliers and customers, examples of network 
capital include contact lists and databases, and 
external collaboration and partnerships. In other 
words, network capital consists of the management 
and investment in interactions and relationships 
external to the firm (Huggins, 2010).

We distinguish network capital from social 
capital, defined as investment in social relations 
by individuals through which they gain access 
to embedded resources to enhance expected 
returns (Lin, 2001). In the strategic management 
environment, social capital has been linked with 
intellectual capital based on relationships and 
interactions within, rather than across, firms (Na-
hapiet & Ghosal, 1998). Although social capital 
can usually be considered as a form of intellectual 
capital it does not necessarily fulfill the criteria of 
an IA as it is embedded in individuals in the form 
of social obligations and mutual trust (for a full 
review of the differences and interdependencies 
between social capital and network capital see 
Huggins, 2010). In a small firm environment there 
is evidence that high levels of external interaction 
assists access to new knowledge, technological 
competency, innovativeness and competitiveness 
(Huggins, 2000; Thorpe et al., 2005). The final 
element of our typology is intellectual property, 
consisting of patents, copyrights, trademarks, 
and licensing agreements. While most existing 
studies categorize intellectual property as element 
of organisational capital (Davenport & Prusak, 
1998), we place it outside this domain given that 
it is likely to be a very specific and distinguishing 
element among small firms (Miles et al., 1995; 
Kitching & Blackburn, 1999).

Although it is clear that firm size will be re-
lated to differences in organisational structure and 
management processes, a less discussed aspect are 
differences in the dependency of human capital 
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embedded within each employee (Schultz, 1961; 
McAdam & Reid, 2001). For example, assuming 
each employee within a firm possesses an equal 
amount of human capital, an employee within a 
firm with only 10 employees can be said to account 
for double the amount of total human capital in 
firm with 20 employees. This means the smaller 
the firm, the more vulnerable it is to losing a larger 
proportion of its total human capital through the 
exit of one employee. The natural outcome of 
this is that transferring embedded human capital 
into more explicit and recordable asset forms is 
more important the smaller the firm. Without such 
transfer, firms are unable to effectively protect and 
consistently utilise their total stock of knowledge.

To a large extent, this system of transfer is at the 
heart of the IA management process. This primarily 
consists of the transfer of human capital, in the 
form of articulated and unarticulated knowledge, 
into IA represented by documented and accessible 
firm-bounded knowledge processes. Some studies 
have found that when human capital is insuf-
ficiently linked with intellectual capital or assets 
there is actually a negative association with firm 
capabilities (Subramanian & Youndt, 2005). As 
Stewart (1997) notes, in reality intangible assets 
do not come in ‘discrete wads’ but as mutually 
reinforcing, interdependent elements that cre-
ate wealth and competitive advantage. Part of 
this interdependence can managed through the 
transformation of human capital into IA that can 
be exploited across the firm. Such management 
is central to the knowledge-based view of the 
firm (Grant, 1996), and knowledge management 
theories (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995).

As a means of determining the role of IA in 
small KIBS firms we draw upon a number of 
concepts from the strategic management literature, 
such as competitive strategy, the resource-based 
view of the firm, value creation, competitive 
advantage and absorptive capacity. Firstly, the 
concept of competitive strategy refers to the 
means by which firms are able to compete more 
effectively to strengthen their market position 

(Porter, 1980). Clearly, a key means of competing 
effectively is through strategic planning to ensure 
the optimum allocation and investment of a firm’s 
resources. The resource-based view of the firm 
recognises that a firm’s resources, including their 
application and transferability, are critical factors 
in creating and sustaining competitive advantage 
(Wernerfelt, 1984; Barney, 1991; Rangone 1999).

Such resources includes both the tangible and 
intangible assets a firm owns or controls, and are 
a source of the value creation activities of firms, 
i.e. the means by which competitive advantage 
is achieved. In their review of the literature on 
knowledge use in SMEs, Thorpe et al. (2005) find 
that most studies adopt a resource-based view of 
the firm whereby competitive advantage is related 
to the capability of managers and entrepreneurs to 
successfully integrate their knowledge of markets, 
such as awareness of customer and supplier needs, 
as well as the technology, routines and norms 
underpinning ‘everyday organisational activity’.

In our model, value creation is linked to the 
effective application of resources, as well as the 
capacity to accumulate resources considered to 
be of strategic importance. From the perspective 
of intangible resources and IA, a more refined 
theory of the role of knowledge has developed in 
recent years. The knowledge-based view of the 
firm focuses on knowledge as the key competi-
tive asset of firms, emphasising the capacity to 
integrate tacit knowledge, or ‘knowing how’, as 
distinct from explicit knowledge, or ‘knowing 
about’ (Grant, 1996; Mowery et al., 1996; Huggins, 
2000). The knowledge-based view of the firm is 
firmly focused on the role of the individual (within 
a firm) as knowledge carriers and recipients, with 
the competitiveness of firms dependent on the ca-
pacity to aggregate this knowledge (Grant, 1996). 
This view is consistent with our notion of IA as 
the providers of strength and cohesion between 
individuals and processes (Brooking, 1996).

As Grant (1996) highlights, aggregation capac-
ity is dependent on the ability of recipients to ab-
sorb transferred knowledge. Cohen and Levinthal 
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(1990) define this ability as absorptive capacity, 
referring to the capacity to identify, assimilate, and 
exploit knowledge from the environment. A recent 
adaptation of the absorptive capacity concept by 
Lane et al. (2006) identifies three forms: explor-
atory learning - recognition and understanding of 
knowledge; transformative learning - assimilation 
of knowledge; and exploitative learning - applica-
tion of assimilated of knowledge. As part of our 
framework, we seek to operationalise these three 
forms as well as incorporating Zahra and George’s 
(2002) concept of ‘absorptive capacity efficiency’, 
defined as the ratio of realised to potential absorp-
tive capacity. Figure 1 summarises the overall 
conceptual framework underlying our study.

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

This study focuses on the role of IA amongst a 
group of small KIBs firms, based on data col-
lected via an online benchmarking tool designed 
to provide firms with an analysis of their IA and 
knowledge management in comparison with other 
firms. As well as collecting background informa-

tion on responding firms, the tool collects scale 
data responses to a series of questions regarding 
IA. Based on a systematic review of the relevant 
literature (as summarized above), nineteen differ-
ent forms of IA are identified, which are catego-
rised as listed in Table 1. For each asset an initial 
definition is provided. Three questions are then 
asked for each asset relating, respectively, to: (1) 
resource base; (2) value creation; and (3) strate-
gic importance. In the case of resource base, the 
respondents choose from five options (for which 
we allocate a five point scoring system, and which 
we subsequently covert to percentages).

For value creation, a further question with 
responses sought on a five point scale is asked. 
In relation to strategic importance, a similar five 
point scale scoring system is adopted. This ques-
tioning technique has the advantage of not assum-
ing a priori the relative importance of any asset 
compared to another, and also allows for clarity 
in terms of what a particular asset constitutes and 
its relative resource base strengths and weak-
nesses. Furthermore, by looking at differences in 
scores across the three parameters we are able to 
assess the relative absorptive capacity for par-

Figure 1. The strategic management of intellectual assets
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ticular assets. Before its launch both the question-
naire and the online system were piloted across 
a range of firms.

The online benchmarking tool stores the re-
sponses for all completions and provides a report to 
all respondents. However, as well as being of use 
to respondents it also provides a useful database 
for research. In this case we extracted and anal-
ysed the responses for 48 KIBS firms operating 
in Scotland. The firms are small in size with the 
largest having 60 employees, with 73% having 
less than 10 employees. The average number of 
employees per firm is 8.5. In terms of sub-sector, 
52% operate in the traditional KIBS sectors relat-
ing to traditional professional services, such as 
professional services, advertising, marketing and 

architectural services; while 48% operate in the 
newer technology-based KIBS areas of software 
design, engineering services and computer-related 
activities. There is no significant difference in the 
mean average size of firms across the traditional 
and ‘new’ sectors. In the majority of cases, those 
individuals completing the benchmarking tool 
were the chief executive or managing director 
of their company, although in a few of the larger 
companies the task was undertaken by those with 
responsibility for personnel/human resource is-
sues. The following sections present an analysis 
of the key data collected from these firms.

Table 1. The resource base, value creation and strategic importance of differing forms of intellectual 
asset (% of maximum score) 

Resource Base Value Creation Strategic 
Importance

Mean Average

Documented Procedures and Technical Information 58.2 61.3 68.6 62.7

Management Systems 57.4 57.1 66.7 60.4

Brand 56.9 62.4 81.4 66.9

Sales Systems 40.3 53.3 73.9 55.8

Distribution Systems 39.3 53.6 64.3 52.4

Administrative Systems 67.3 69.0 75.0 70.4

New Product Development Systems 48.2 45.1 74.4 55.9

Website Facilities 78.8 58.4 75.3 70.8

Intranet and Shared Drive Systems 48.8 51.9 56.3 52.3

Training Systems 47.6 46.3 65.2 53.0

IT Systems 80.0 78.8 80.0 79.6

Marketing and Communication 46.3 45.6 61.3 51.0

Quality Standards, Awards and Accreditation 30.6 48.1 57.5 45.4

Organisational Capital 53.8 56.2 69.2 59.8

Contact Lists 67.7 72.0 74.4 71.3

High Profile Customers 65.2 65.2 73.4 68.0

Customer Loyalty and Retention 30.5 30.5 42.1 34.3

Alliances and Collaboration 60.4 59.8 66.5 62.2

Competitive Intelligence 45.0 46.6 63.8 51.8

Network Capital 53.8 54.8 64.0 57.5

Intellectual Property 49.4 39.9 55.5 48.3
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RESOURCE BASE, VALUE 
CREATION, AND STRATEGIC 
IMPORTANCE

Initially we provide a comparison of the relative 
development and accumulation (resource base), 
effective utilisation (value creation), and value 
(strategic importance) for each form of IA. Table 1 
presents the average scores for these assets based 
on a scale system converted to a percentage, along 
with the average score across the three areas. The 
assets which firms have been most effectively 
able to accumulate and develop as part of their 
resource base are IT systems, website systems, 
contact lists, and administrative systems. The 
focus on information and communication tech-
nologies is perhaps unsurprising given the focus 
of many KIBS on areas such as software and 
technology service provision. It is also resonates 
with other findingssuggesting that new and small 
firms engaged in high growth activities tend to 
significantly invest in and integrate such technol-
ogy as part their growth plans (Gray & Gonsalves, 
2002; Lucchetti & Sterlacchini, 2004). Those as-
sets least effectively integrated into the resource 
base are customer loyalty and retention systems, 
accreditation, standards and awards for quality, as 
well as distribution and sales systems. In general, 
developing these activities and systems requires 
a high investment ratio for small firms in terms 
of both financial capital and time.

The lack of investment in customer retention 
efforts is interesting as it reflects the way KIBS 
firms engage with their customers. Evidence 
from other studies of knowledge-based small 
firms indicates that an arms-length relationship 
is often kept with many key customers – with the 
exception of high profile and dominant custom-
ers - in order to avoid the unintentional spillover 
of knowledge, resulting in a mix of both strong 
and weak ties (Yli-Renko et al., 2001; Lechner 
& Dowling, 2003). The underdevelopment and 
take-up of quality accreditation schemes may 
reflect the fact that small firms in general are 

less likely to prioritise such initiatives, as well 
as many existing initiatives (with exceptions 
such as Investors in People in the UK) targeting 
manufacturing rather than service sector firms 
(Huggins, 2000; Sun & Cheng, 2002). The lack 
of focus on sales and distribution systems among 
small KIBS firms reflects the operational structure 
of the sector as they move from one customer to 
another on a project-by-project basis (Miles et 
al., 1995), although this is less likely to be the 
case with more traditional professional service 
firms. One might anticipate that firms of this 
nature would invest in e-commerce sales systems 
(Daniel et al., 2002; Feindt et al, 2002; Windrum, 
2002; Santarelli & D’Altri, 2003). In this instance, 
however, the very smallness of the firms may 
mitigate against such investment. More generally, 
it appears that small KIBs firms do not consider 
formal quality accreditation, distribution systems 
and the like to appropriate to type of work they 
undertake compared with, for instance, brand and 
high profile customers. This indicates the unique 
nature of KIBS-related activity whereby success 
may often depend on success with a small number 
of dominant high profile customers for which 
they are reliant on repeat business or referrals to 
similar clients.

In terms of overall differences in resource base 
across organisational and network capital, there 
is no significant variation in the average score 
for each, reflecting a relative balance in external 
and internal asset investment and development. 
Intellectual property scores are slightly lower, 
highlighting a lower propensity to engage in formal 
intellectual property right registration. In general, 
service firms are less likely to register patents 
due to difficulties in protecting service-based in-
novations (Acs et al., 2002; Miles, 2005), which 
is accentuated in the case of small firms (Acs & 
Audretsch, 1988; Acs et al., 1997).

The effective utilisation of IA for value creation 
correlates strongly with resource base allocations, 
indicating that KIBS firms are generally utilising 
their assets in line with their relative accumula-
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tion and development. Those assets firms are 
most effectively utilising are IT systems, contact 
lists, and administrative systems. IT systems and 
administrative systems (in this case defined as 
relating mainly to financial processes – invoicing, 
budget tracking, etc.) refer to the basic internal 
organisational architecture of a firm, while contact 
lists refer to its network capital and the formalised 
management of information on external actors with 
which a firm us linked. In small KIBS firms the 
effective management of network contacts is likely 
to be paramount from a range of supply-chain 
and horizontal network perspectives, especially 
knowledge of associates and partners.

These actors may be important external 
knowledge sources, and there is a wealth of 
complementary evidence highlighting the role 
of external knowledge acquisition in establishing 
competitive advantages for small firms (Keeble et 
al., 1998; Romijn & Albu, 2002; Lechner & Dowl-
ing, 2003; Kingsley & Malecki, 2004; Pittaway et 
al., 2004). Those assets least effectively utilised 
are customer loyalty/retention, followed by new 
product development systems. The inability to ef-
fectively utilise new product development systems 
(which also has a relatively low resource base 
score) suggests that small KIBS firms may pos-
sess constraints on their innovation capabilities.

While the innovation constraints on small 
firms – especially those in the manufacturing 
sector - such as a lack of financial capital (Oakey, 
2003; Mason & Harrison, 2004), human capital 
(Davidsson & Honig, 2003; Rogers, 2004) along-
side knowledge networks (Freel, 2000; Huggins, 
2000, Pittaway et al., 2004) are well documented, 
less is known about innovation processes within 
KIBS. As in other service sector firms it is likely 
that the research and development process is 
enacted on an informal and ‘needs must’ basis, 
i.e. reacting to the needs of customers for new 
services or the development of new products to 
satisfy market change. In this sense innovation is 
driven by external users, which presents a potential 
tension for KIBS firms as they are required to 

engage in knowledge exchange with current and 
prospective customers, while at the same time 
seeking to protect their knowledge base.

The inability to create value through exist-
ing systems is understandable to the extent that 
such firms are unable to effectively establish the 
routines (Nelson & Winter, 1982) related to the 
allocation and management of R&D personnel, 
finance to fund R&D, or the external acquisition 
of knowledge (Miles et al., 1995). The inability 
to acquire external knowledge is confirmed by 
the low resource base and value creation scores 
recorded for competitive intelligence, consisting 
of the gathering and benchmarking of relevant 
information concerning the activities of competi-
tors. It should be stressed while these factors do 
not necessarily imply that KIBS firms are not 
innovating, they do suggest that the means by 
which the innovation process is undertaken may 
lack effective investment and management.

The final perspective from which we measure 
the IA of KIBS firms is the strategic importance 
placed on particular assets as a means of creating 
value. All assets score more highly for strategic im-
portance than for value creation or resource base, 
reflecting possible gaps in absorptive capacity, 
which we analyse in more detail later. The assets 
rated of highest strategic importance are brand, IT 
systems, website facilities, administrative systems, 
new product development systems, and contact 
lists. The ranking of brand at the head of the list 
is an indication of the perceived importance of 
reputation within the KIBS sector, with a high 
density of small firms competing for clients and 
procurement contracts. Technological advances 
means that small firms are increasingly able to 
leverage their brand and reputational resources 
through website and other electronic media, which 
also reflects the high strategic importance given 
to these assets (Feindt et al., 2002; Prashantham 
& Young, 2004).

This finding is compatible with other stud-
ies which list reputation as one the most critical 
success factors for business service firms (Wood 
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et al., 1993; Bryson et al., 1997; Bryson et al., 
2004). Those assets perceived to be of least stra-
tegic importance are customer loyalty and reten-
tion, intranet systems, and intellectual property. 
The low strategic importance given to intranet 
systems reflects the knowledge network and 
sharing environment within small KIBS firms. 
Much of this activity is likely to occur through 
the mobilisation of social capital and informal 
communication networks (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 
1988; Thorpe et al., 2005). While such networks 
and modes of communication are vital to effective 
knowledge – especially tacit - exchange, the lack 
of more technology-based networks does heighten 
the propensity for knowledge to remain embodied 
within particular individuals in the form of human 
capital rather than more accessible organisational 
capital.

TRADITIONAL AND 
NEW KIBS FIRMS

As well as viewing small KIBS firms ‘in the 
round’, it is also instructive to assess how dif-
ferent types of KIBS firms value, accumulate 
and utilise their IA. Table 2 breaks down the 
aggregate scores presented in Table 1 according 
to whether firms operate in ‘traditional’ or ‘new’ 
KIBS sub-sectors. This distinction between new 
and traditional KIBS firms has been adopted in 
other studies (Miles et al., 1995; Muller & Ze-
nker, 2001), with traditional KIBS firms being 
those providing professional services such as 
marketing, advertising, management consultancy, 
accounting, legal services, and architectural and 
environmental services. New KIBS firms are those 
whose activities are related the specialist use and 
application of new technology, such as software, 
telecommunications, technical engineering, train-
ing in new technologies, R&D consultancy and 
high-technology ‘boutique’ firms.

As new KIBS are necessarily operating in 
emerging and often fast growing and changing 

sectors of activities, it is considered that their 
management strategies, as well as constraints on 
growth and development, may differ from more 
traditional KIBS firms (Miles et al., 1995; Mull-
er & Zenker, 2001). Our data offers some support 
for this hypothesis, with there found to be sig-
nificant differences between traditional and new 
KIBS firms in resource base, value creation and 
strategic importance for a number of organisa-
tional capital elements. New KIBS firms score 
significantly lower than traditional firms for train-
ing systems, documented procedures and techni-
cal information, management systems, and ad-
ministrative systems. They only score 
significantly higher in relation to the strategic 
importance attached to website facilities, which 
given their orientation is unsurprising.

A gap in organisational capital between new 
and traditional KIBS firms indicates that newer 
technology-based firms have less formalised in-
ternal systems and workforce development activi-
ties. In traditional KIBS firms, administrative and 
management systems are likely to be at the heart 
of the professional services they offer, while in 
technology-based KIBS they are more likely to be 
perceived of less importance, as operations function 
on a more fluid project-by-project basis (Miles et 
al., 1995; Miles, 2005). The wide gap in training 
systems between the two types of firms suggests 
that learning-by-doing acts as the mesh between 
individual-level development and firm-wide inno-
vation. As Simmie and Strambach (2006) argue, in 
knowledge intensive working environments both 
learning-by-doing and learning-by-interacting 
tend to be of more importance to development and 
innovation processes than more formal learning 
routes. However, the sustainability of these non-
formalised environments for innovation generation 
in such small firms is open to question.
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FIRM SIZE

Differences in the size of KIBS firms (and to 
some extent, by default, their maturity) may be 
associated with differences in their IA bases. As 
already highlighted, the smaller a firm is, the 
more likely the possibility of constraints on the 
development of IA, restricting the growth and 
competitiveness of the firm. Table 3 indicates the 
relationship between the size of KIBS firms and 
the resource base, value creation, and strategic 
importance of their IA. There is a significant 
relationship between firm size and the resource 
base across the three broad types of assets; the 

strongest association being with organisational 
capital. In particular, new product development 
systems, quality accreditation, and sales systems 
are subject to more progressed development and 
investment in larger firms.

The association with new product development 
systems suggests that firm size is related to in-
novation processes and systems, and is a constrain-
ing factor in small firms. This confirms existing 
evidence concerning small firms and innovation 
(Wiklund & Shepherd, 2003; Thorpe et al., 2005), 
but further indicates the potential limitations on 
the development of innovation processes even 
within highly knowledge intensive environments. 

Table 2. Differences between ‘Traditional’ and ‘New’ KIBS firms 

Resource Base Value Creation Strategic 
Importance

Mean Average

Traditional New Traditional New Traditional New Traditional New

Documented Procedures and Technical 
Information

67.5* 47.7* 73.3** 47.7** 76.0* 60.2* 72.3** 51.9**

Management Systems 69.0** 44.3** 67.4** 45.5** 71.4 61.4 69.3** 50.4**

Brand 62.0 51.1 63.4 61.4 84.0 78.4 69.8 63.6

Sales Systems 47.3 33.0 59.8 46.6 73.9 73.9 60.3 51.1

Distribution Systems 45.2 33.3 50.0 57.1 65.5 63.1 53.6 51.2

Administrative Systems 81.0** 53.6** 77.4* 60.7 81.0* 69.0* 79.8* 61.1*

New Product Development Systems 47.5 48.8 43.8 46.4 70.0 78.6 53.8 57.9

Website Facilities 77.6 79.8 52.0 64.3 66.3* 83.3* 65.3 75.8

Intranet and Shared Drive Systems 50.0 47.6 47.4 56.0 51.3 60.7 49.6 54.8

Training Systems 63.2** 34.1** 60.5** 34.1** 72.4** 59.1** 65.4** 42.4**

IT Systems 76.4 83.0 77.8 79.5 75.0 84.1 76.4 82.2

Marketing and Communication 48.6 44.3 51.4 40.9 62.5 60.2 54.2 48.5

Quality Standards, Awards and Ac-
creditation

29.2 31.8 50.0 46.6 58.3 56.8 45.8 45.1

Organisational Capital 58.8* 48.6* 59.5 52.8 69.8 68.4 62.7 56.6

Contact Lists 75.0 61.4 78.9 65.9 75.0 73.9 76.3 67.0

High Profile Customers 65.8 64.8 63.2 67.0 68.9 77.3 66.0 69.7

Customer Loyalty and Retention 28.9 31.8 28.9 31.8 42.1 42.0 33.3 35.2

Alliances and Collaboration 65.8 55.7 60.5 59.1 72.4 61.4 66.2 58.7

Competitive Intelligence 47.4 42.9 46.7 46.4 59.2 67.9 51.1 52.4

Network Capital 56.6 51.3 55.7 54.1 63..5 64.5 58.6 56.6

Intellectual Property 48.7 50.0 36.2 43.2 51.3 59.1 45.4 50.8

**p≤0.01; *p≤0.05 (student’s t-test)
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In terms of network capital, firm size is also 
positively associated with alliance and collab-
orative resources, as well as the means to monitor 
competitors, which again may restrict innovation 
and competitiveness.

Larger KIBS firms are more likely to have 
in place systems to protect intellectual property. 
As Miles et al. (1995) argue, small KIBS are un-
likely to be able to take advantage of intellectual 
property protection due to underlying regulatory 
systems favouring larger players. Indeed, protec-
tion may even restrict innovation as it locks firms 
into redundant and lagging strategies, reducing 
the capacity for the type of open innovation pro-
cesses considered to offer the most scope for new 
knowledge exchange and creation (Chesbrough, 

2003). As KIBS firms grow, however, there is more 
likelihood they will seek to develop measures to 
protect their intellectual property. There is still a 
lack of systematic evidence on intellectual prop-
erty rights within service sectors, but our findings 
suggest that while such rights are not perceived of 
high importance among small KIBS firms, they 
are associated with the evolution of these firms. 
Furthermore, if size is seen as a proxy for the 
evolution of KIBS firms, then the accumulation 
of key IA appears to accelerate as these firms 
grow and mature.

Table 3. Firm size (number of employees) and the resource base, value creation and strategic importance 
of intellectual assets (correlation coefficients) 

Resource Base Value Creation Strategic Importance

Documented Procedures and Technical Information 0.26† 0.04 0.19

Management Systems 0.23 0.14 0.09

Brand 0.14 0.16 -0.04

Sales Systems 0.39** 0.21 0.19

Distribution Systems 0.33* 0.18 0.22

Administrative Systems -0.03 -0.18 -0.11

New Product Development Systems 0.38** 0.22 0.11

Website Facilities 0.10 0.16 0.06

Intranet and Shared Drive Systems 0.29* 0.18 0.19

Training Systems 0.22 0.22 0.17

IT Systems 0.22 0.08 0.16

Marketing and Communication 0.29* 0.24† -0.06

Quality Standards, Awards and Accreditation 0.38** 0.25† 0.08

Organisational Capital 0.42** 0.27† 0.26†

Contact Lists 0.00 -0.07 0.08

High Profile Customers 0.14 0.23 0.10

Customer Loyalty and Retention 0.19 0.33* 0.11

Alliances and Collaboration 0.28* 0.25† 0.29*

Competitive Intelligence 0.31* 0.26† 0.21

Network Capital 0.32* 0.34* 0.24†

Intellectual Property 0.39** 0.22 0.23

**p≤0.01; *p≤0.05; †≤0.1 (correlation coefficient)
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ABSORPTIVE CAPACITY

Following Zahra and George (2002), we seek 
to measure the absorptive capacity efficiency of 
KIBS firms. We derive three absorptive capacity 
measures as follows: (1) recognition and as-
similation - resource base score minus strategic 
importance score (expressed as a percentage of the 
resource base score); (2) application – value cre-
ation score minus resource base score (expressed 
a percentage of the value creation score); and (3) 
recognition, assimilation and application – value 
creation score minus strategic importance score 
(expressed as a percentage of the value creation 
score). The rationale behind this methodology is 
that negative gaps between the first and second 
scores are an indication of absorptive capacity 
inefficiencies, since greater strategic importance 
is being allocated to an asset than its accumula-
tion or utilisation, or utilisation lags the resource 
base. Such a gap analysis provides an indicative 
understanding of how absorptive capacity varies 
on an asset-by-asset basis.

As highlighted by Table 4, the largest regis-
tered gaps concern recognition and assimilation, 
indicating that while firms may recognise a par-
ticular asset to be of strategic importance they are 
unable to effectively invest in and develop this 
asset. Lane et al. (2006) refer to these recogni-
tion and assimilation processes as transformative 
learning, whereby firms integrate and combine 
new forms of knowledge. Those assets which 
firms are least able to efficiently recognise and 
assimilate are sales systems, quality accreditation, 
and new product development systems. As indi-
cated earlier, the resource base of each of these 
assets is also significantly correlated with firm 
size, suggesting that absorptive capacity gaps in 
transformative learning are most prevalent among 
smaller firms. The gaps in application absorptive 
capacity efficiency - which Lane et al. (2006) term 
exploitative learning - are less, and for a number 
of assets are significantly positive. This suggests 
there are less problems in effectively utilising 

an asset once it has been sufficiently invested in 
and developed (two exceptions here are website 
facilities and intellectual property).

The final column of Table 4 highlights the 
difference between asset value creation and stra-
tegic importance, which is perhaps the best over-
all measure of the relative absorptive capacity of 
each asset. The biggest efficiency gap is for new 
product development systems, followed by train-
ing systems and intellectual property. This con-
firms the potential under-absorption of these as-
sets, particularly in relation to innovation 
processes, and reflects deficiencies in firm re-
sponsiveness, i.e. the capacity to implement ac-
tions of which there is awareness (Liao et al., 
2003). Other research has found that responsive-
ness in small firms is associated with a ‘well 
developed internal knowledge dissemination 
capability’ which underpins high absorptive ca-
pacity (Liao et al., 2003). For small firms operat-
ing in knowledge intensive sectors, where innova-
tion is a clear source of competitive advantage, 
the necessity to focus absorptive capacity exter-
nally on value and supply-chains may weaken 
their internal absorptive capacity capabilities 
(Meeus et al., 2001; Thorpe et al., 2005). While 
there is variability across each asset type, small 
KIBS firms do appear to face greater absorptive 
capacity issues for internally, rather than exter-
nally, focused IA.

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS

The focus of this chapter is the concept of IA, 
consisting of recordable intangible corporate 
assets, including assets such as company name, 
reputation and goodwill to the company, as well as 
company brands, trade secrets, business processes 
and know-how. In particular, it has concerned the 
management of IA within small KIBS firms as a 
means of improving performance. It has operation-
alised the concept of IA as means of understand-
ing how small KIBS firms seek to manage their 
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knowledge base. It is argued that these assets are 
critical in securing competitive advantage among 
knowledge intensive firms. It is found that the 
relative development and accumulation (resource 
base), effective utilisation (value creation), and 
value (strategic importance) attached to particular 
types of IA varies considerably. Many firms have 
prioritised development and investment in ICT 
infrastructure and less so assets such as customer 
development, quality accreditation, and competi-
tor intelligence.

Overall, the inability to create value from IA, 
especially those relating to new product develop-
ment, is restricting the development of effective 
innovation processes, with innovation more likely 
to be undertaken via less formal and systematic 

channels. New technology-based KIBS firms 
are less likely than their traditional professional 
service KIBS counterparts to have effective for-
malized learning systems in place, and generally 
operate within a more ‘fluid’ working environ-
ment. As well as sub-sector, firm size is strongly 
associated with the accumulation of IA. Smaller 
KIBS firms generally possess less resources 
related to both their organizational and network 
capital, as well as intellectual property such as 
patents, copyrights, and trademarks. Resource 
deficiencies in small firms further constrains their 
innovation capability and measures of absorptive 
capacity indicate that firms often perceive gaps 
in their ability to assimilate and apply knowledge 
which they recognize to be of strategic importance.

Table 4. Intellectual assets and absorptive capacity efficiency (positive scores equal perceived positive 
absorptive capacity efficiency, and negative scores vice versa) 

Recognition and 
Assimilation

Application Recognition, Assimilation and 
Application

Documented Procedures and Technical Information -17.8 5.0 -11.9

Management Systems -16.1 -0.6 -16.8

Brand -43.0 8.9 -30.3

Sales Systems -83.4 24.5 -38.5

Distribution Systems -63.6 26.7 -20.0

Administrative Systems -11.5 2.6 -8.6

New Product Development Systems -54.4 -6.8 -64.9

Website Facilities 4.4 -34.8 -28.8

Intranet and Shared Drive Systems -15.4 6.0 -8.4

Training Systems -37.2 -2.6 -40.8

IT Systems 0.0 -1.6 -1.6

Marketing and Communication -32.4 -1.4 -34.2

Quality Standards, Awards and Accreditation -87.8 36.4 -19.5

Organisational Capital -28.6 4.3 -23.1

Contact Lists -9.9 5.9 -3.4

High Profile Customers -12.5 0.0 -12.5

Customer Loyalty and Retention -38.0 0.0 -38.0

Alliances and Collaboration -10.1 -1.0 -11.2

Competitive Intelligence -47.7 3.4 -36.9

Network Capital -19.1 1.9 -16.8

Intellectual Property -12.3 -23.7 -38.9
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In summary, we suggest that: (i) IA will only 
become effectively linked to value creation in 
small knowledge-intensive environments if there 
is a significant systemization of the internal and 
external channels engaged in the innovation 
process; (ii) small organizations must increas-
ingly prioritize those forms of IA that will be best 
contribute to the systemization of these processes 
as a means of creating organizational value; (iii) 
in order to achieve this small-firm managers may 
find considerable merit in undertaking an IA 
benchmarking study such as that we outline in this 
chapter; and (iv) in the long-term, however, the 
skills-based and leadership qualities of small-firm 
managers will need to increasingly encompass a 
heightened awareness of the overall and evolving 
knowledge-base of their organization, and the 
means by which this knowledge can be efficiently 
enhanced and mobilized.

CONCLUSION

This chapter adds specificity to the literature on 
knowledge and its management within small 
firms. While much of the literature on KIBS firms 
portrays them as efficient providers of knowledge, 
linking creators and utilisers to generate innova-
tion, this study demonstrates that small KIBS 
firms themselves face particular challenges in 
managing the innovation process and establishing 
sustainable knowledge management practices. 
This raises a number of implications. As Starbuck 
(1992) argues, small firms – especially very small 
ones - compete most successfully if they take ad-
vantage of their peculiarities and the peculiarities 
of their environment. In the case of KIBS firms, 
one of their peculiarities is that knowledge forms 
their commodity and marketplace, as well as their 
source of competitive advantage. Among small 
KIBS firms, the shortfall in IA building suggests 
a divide between these two knowledge forms. 
For example, while a small technology-based 
KIBS firm may develop advanced software and 

web-based facilities for a client, it may not be in 
position to undertake the same level of invest-
ment and development of such facilities for itself, 
inhibiting the origination of process innovation, 
i.e. a hand-to-mouth scenario restricting long-term 
growth or sustainable competitive advantage.

It is clear that without adequate management, 
IA, much in the same vein as their tangible 
counterparts, cannot be fully exploited. Intel-
lectual asset management provides the means to 
generate, distribute, and use knowledge in ways 
that add value to the firm, and provide new op-
portunities to exploit. From a policy perspective, 
there is a case for specialist business support to 
be made available to small (and particularly new 
technology-based) KIBS firms to facilitate the 
development and deployment of systems to ease 
some of the blockages apparent within the innova-
tion process, or what others refer to as developing 
the ‘professionalisation’ of the sector (Miles et 
al., 1995; Miles, 2005). KIBS firms are increas-
ingly considered to be integral components of 
innovation systems, particularly regional systems, 
acting as bridging agents connecting knowledge 
sources and innovators (den Hertog, 2000; Muller 
& Zenker, 2001; Miles, 2005). If this is the case, 
then there is clear justification for such support 
to be made available.
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ABSTRACT

This paper focuses on knowledge management 
stressing an individual project manager’s point 
of view. First, the authors outline two knowledge 
management strategies as well as the notion of 
project manager. The authors concentrate on the 
project manager’s knowledge creation and com-
munication using the so-called theatre metaphor 
for conscious experience. According to this 
metaphor, the human brain and consciousness 
work together like a theatre. With the help of 
the metaphor, the authors describe and attempt 
to understand important aspects of the project 
manager’s mental action in the above tasks.

INTRODUCTION

Project management is the dynamic process of 
leading, co-ordinating, planning, and controlling a 
diverse and complex set of processes and people in 
the pursuit of achieving project objectives (Pinto & 
Kharbanda, 1995). That is, the successful manage-
ment of projects is both a human and a technical 
challenge, requiring a far-sighted strategic outlook 
coupled with the flexibility to react to conflicts 
and problem areas as they arise on a daily basis. 
This means that a project manager participates 
continuously in ongoing processes of evaluating 
alternatives for meeting an objective, in which 
expectations about a particular course of action 
impel him or her to select that course of action 
most likely to result in attaining the objective. In 
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other words, a project manager is a participant in 
uninterrupted situations where new knowledge is 
created and communicated.

However, in a project work context knowledge 
creation and communication is often a complex 
task. This is due to the fact that the individuals in-
volved in project planning and deliveries are often 
a set of diversely thinking people with different 
needs and opinions. Therefore, the personality of 
a project manager plays an important role in how 
the project is executed.

Thus, it is obviously very important to know 
how a project manager’s knowledge creation 
and communication processes are structured and 
how they function. Therefore, the goal of this 
conceptual paper is to describe the project man-
ager’s knowledge creation and communication 
processes with the help of the theatre metaphor 
presented by Baars (1997) (see also Pihlanto, 
2009). In the pursuit of this goal the following 
discussion first describes in principle two different 
knowledge management strategies. Then follows 
a description of the concept of project manager. 
After that follows an illustration of the notions 
of knowledge creation and communication. Then 
the discussion deals with the concept of working 
with metaphors, and particularly our analytical 
tool - the theatre metaphor. And then follows the 
main content of this article – an analysis of the 
project manager’s knowledge creation and com-
munication processes.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
STRATEGIES

Depending on the type of company and industry, 
different strategic approaches can be utilised 
in adopting a knowledge management strategy 
(Haggie & Kingston, 2003; Joia, 2007). Hansen, 
Nohria, and Tierney (1999) propose codifica-
tion- and personalisation strategies as alterna-
tive ways by which companies can develop their 
knowledge management strategies. They suggest, 

for example, that the companies producing cus-
tomised solutions to unique problems – as many 
technological project deliveries are – should use 
the information technology to help people to com-
municate. Nevertheless, actual problem solving 
should often take place with the help of personal 
interaction (e.g., Jonassen, 2006).

Codification strategies are heavily based on 
technology and they use large databases to codify 
and store knowledge. The rationale of a codifica-
tion strategy is to achieve ‘scale in knowledge 
reuse’ (Jashapara, 2004). This means that after 
completion of a project, companies will retrieve 
key pieces of knowledge from the assignment 
and create ‘knowledge objects’ to store valuable 
knowledge such as key solutions to problems. This 
knowledge is stored in knowledge repositories so 
that other projects and individuals in the company 
can use the same material for their projects. This 
means that there is little room for creativity and 
innovation in this approach and they are likely 
to be discouraged. Instead, the tried and tested 
methods of problem solutions are promoted. This 
is what the projects operating in mechanical project 
work environments (Koskinen, 2004) is utilised: 
a solid knowledge management approach based 
on previous knowledge without the potential risks 
of innovation. In this case, codification strategies 
are clearly aligned with the company’s business 
strategy focused on efficiency, cost savings and 
cost leadership.

Personalisation strategies are less about tech-
nology and more about people. Companies which 
function in organic project work environments 
are more interested in developing people through 
brainstorming exercises and face-to-face commu-
nication and gaining deeper insights into problems. 
They place considerable emphasis on knowledge 
sharing, either by face-to-face interaction, or over 
the phone, by e-mail or via videoconferences 
(Hansen, Nohria, & Tierney, 1999). The focus is 
on networking within the company and through 
dialogue developing creative solutions for unique 
problems. Knowledge sharing, mentoring and the 
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use of creative and analytical skills are keys to 
this approach. In this sense, a personalisation is 
in alignment with the business strategy focused 
on differentiation through innovative solutions. 
Knowledge is then closely tied to the people who 
have developed it and is shared mainly through 
direct face-to-face contacts. The chief purpose of 
computers is to communicate knowledge, not to 
store it. (cf., Koskinen, 2004, 2005)

However, regardless of utilised knowledge 
management strategy in a company and project 
work in general the role of project managers is 
construed in terms of knowledge creator and com-
municator. In the following section the concept 
of project manager is analysed in more details.

PROJECT MANAGER

Project managers have always run their projects 
according to three criteria: cost, time, and qual-
ity. All other considerations are often regarded 
as subordinate. This approach, however, has not 
been successful for any of these criteria, let alone 
for the entire project (e.g., Bubshait & Farooq, 
1999). This is due to the fact that project managers 
traditionally have not given much significance to 
a very important criterion – people. Yet, people 
and the way of dealing with them greatly affect 
the outcomes of projects. This means that neglect 
or mismanagement of project stakeholders can 
significantly affect the cost, time, and quality of 
project. Therefore we can conclude that success-
ful project managers recognize the importance of 
people, because they know that without people and 
their competencies no project would exist in the 
first place. People are the initiators, developers, 
and users of any project.

Project managers should ideally also take a 
significant role in the change process by engaging 
in personal transformation, and become coaches 
and facilitators serving others. Sustainability 
and continuity of knowledge creation initiatives 
are much more prevalent in organisations where 

leaders who lead by learning are fully engaged in 
the process. However, project managers may be 
unaware that their behaviour is inconsistent with 
what they espouse. They cannot see themselves 
and they need others to help them to do this.

Thus, the project manager must understand 
personality traits that he or she needs in order to 
gain the respect from his or her team members. 
According to Leslie and van Velsor (1996), there 
are four personality traits of ineffective manag-
ers: poor interpersonal skills (being insensitive, 
arrogant, cold, aloof, overly ambitious), unable 
to get work done (betraying trust, not following 
through, overly ambitious), unable to build a team, 
and unable to make the transition after promotion.

According to Pinto and Kharbanda (1995), a 
consensual project management style is wasted, 
unless the members of the team have access to 
and are able to collect necessary knowledge. This 
means that the effective project manager must have 
good interaction relationships with four groups 
of people, namely interaction relationships with 
customers, subordinates, peers, and superiors, i.e. 
project stakeholders (Figure 1).

If a project manager is unable to structure 
activities and change, he or she is negated and 
leadership ceases to exist (e.g., Nonaka & Pelto-
korpi, 2006). Moreover, the project manager influ-
ences the attitudes and behaviour of not just one 
project team member, but all project stakeholders 
(e.g., Parry, 1998).

Fortunately, nowadays project management 
has begun to emphasise behavioural management 
over technical management, and situated leader-
ship has also received more attention (e.g., Lytras 
& Pouloudi, 2003). Effective interpersonal rela-
tions have also become an important contributory 
factor in creating and communicating knowledge 
between the project stakeholders. Project manag-
ers now need to be able to talk with many different 
people in many different functions and situations.

However, to be able to share useful knowl-
edge, the project manager has to create it effec-
tively. A basic condition for this is that he or she 
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understands the conditions of mental processes 
by which knowledge creation and communica-
tion are realised in a human mind. So next we 
concentrate on the nature and structure of these 
mental processes.

KNOWLEDGE CREATION 
AND COMMUNICATION

The individual people – project managers in our 
case – use meaning as their basic form of knowl-
edge creation. All kinds of knowledge a project 
manager acquires, understands and creates is 
represented in the form of meanings. As a means 
for forming meanings they use their consciousness 
i.e. their thinking processes or mind. (e.g., Luh-
mann, 1986; about meanings and consciousness 
in connection of the so-called holistic concept of 
man, HCM, see Rauhala, 1986, 1988; Pihlanto, 
2000, 2002).

The basic mode of knowledge creation, i.e., 
consciousness, is defined in the following way: 
psychical-mental activities constitute, in the form 
of recurring processes, the consciousness of a 

project manager. An object in a special situation, 
for example a task in a project, provides the con-
sciousness with a meaningful content. A mean-
ing emerges in the consciousness as this content 
becomes referred to the object located in the situ-
ation in such a manner that the project manager 
understands what the object implies (Pihlanto, 
2000, 2002). This means that a project manager 
can understand an object only in terms of mean-
ings. The network of all meanings accumulated 
in the consciousness is called the worldview of 
an individual (in psychological terms, worldview 
is about the same as “memory”). The worldview 
is recurrently redefined as new meanings emerge 
on the basis of new contents from one’s situation.

Everything in this process occurs in terms of 
understanding, which means that a project man-
ager interprets phenomena and objects located 
in his or her situation in terms of their ’being 
something’. Understanding is complete only after 
a meaning is generated. In the consciousness, a 
continuous restructuring of meanings occurs as 
a project manager actively acquires or passively 
gets impulses from the situation, e.g. creates new 
knowledge.

Figure 1. Four interaction relationships of the project manager (Adapted from Pinto & Kharbanda, 1995)
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What an individual project manager brings to 
the knowledge creation and communication situ-
ation has an important influence on what he or 
she can learn from another individual. This means 
that a project manager’s personal worldview pro-
foundly influences the way by which he or she 
experiences the situation at hand. “…although it 
is the individual who learns, this individual is one 
who has a language, a culture, and a history…” 
(Usher, 1989, p. 32). Thus, a project manager’s 
personal worldview affects, for example, how he 
or she commits to the task at hand, and what he 
or she can in the first place understand about the 
knowledge communicated to him or her. People 
always learn in relation to their worldviews or 
what they have learned before.

Knowledge communication actually means 
transfer of knowledge between the worldviews 
of individuals, and to be transferred genuinely, 
knowledge must be understood in the conscious-
ness of the receiving party (Pihlanto, 2000, 2002; 
Koskinen & Pihlanto, 2006). These personal 
worldviews are derived from the individuals’ 
previous experiences, i.e., previous understand-
ing, which is stored into their worldviews in the 
form of meanings. This previous understanding is 
acquired from the social and cultural environments 
or situations of the persons, and it is partly forged 
by the individuals’ own awareness and efforts. 
It contains pre-suppositions and assumptions 
that the individuals have developed in the past. 
These contents of worldviews are not something 
about which the individuals can readily give a 
comprehensive account, and part of it is even 
totally unconscious, but can still influence the 
person’s behaviour.

All relevant knowledge within a project is 
within the worldviews of the individuals involved. 
Therefore, it is critically important to understand 
how well the people involved know the rough 
contents of the other project stakeholders’ world-
views. This is due to the fact that although people 
do not always behave congruently with what they 
say, they do usually behave congruently with the 

contents of their worldviews – i.e., their earlier 
experiences and the ways of reacting typical to 
them.

For instance, intuitive problem solving is not 
based on individuals’ linear cause-consequence 
thinking, but on creative and surprising refor-
mulations of the contents of their worldviews. 
A person’s intuitive skills are dependent both on 
the context at hand and on how he or she is able 
to process the contents of his or her worldview.

Indeed, many projects are dependent on knowl-
edge that is not in the open possession of all project 
team members (cf., Jones & Smith, 1997). Studies 
on project management have also demonstrated a 
lack of learning in projects (Ekstedt et al., 1999) 
that can be connected to decoupling and separa-
tion. The ambition to decouple a project from 
other projects can contribute to the difficulty of 
communicating knowledge and competencies de-
veloped in other projects (Bengtsson & Eriksson, 
2002). However, in any case, knowing what others 
know is a necessary component for co-ordinated 
action to take place (e.g., Clark, 1985; Krauss & 
Fussell, 1991). Therefore, individuals working 
for a project should effectively communicate with 
each other by a number of different means, such as 
face-to-face conversations, telephone, electronic 
mail, ordinary mail, etc. (e.g., Koskinen, 2003). 
The effects on problem solving, decision-making, 
and better understanding of technical issues are 
perceived as the most valuable effects of knowl-
edge communication.

WORKING WITH METAPHORS

The concept of metaphor for describing approach-
es to knowledge creation and communication has 
gained support from many authors (e.g., Tsoukas, 
1991). By helping individuals to frame meaning, 
metaphors provide them with a unique way of 
portraying the world.

Thus, using metaphors is a distinctive method 
of affecting perception. It is a means for individuals 
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grounded in different contexts and with different 
experiences to understand something intuitively 
through the use of imagination and symbols 
without the need for analysis or generalisation. 
Metaphors are a special kind of meanings in a 
person’s worldview. Through metaphors, people 
put together what they know in new ways and 
begin to express what they know but cannot yet 
say exactly. As such, metaphor is highly effective 
in fostering direct commitment to the creative 
process in the early stages of knowledge creation.

Indeed, a metaphor can merge two or more 
different and distant areas of experience into a 
single, inclusive image or symbol, what Black 
(1962, p. 38) has aptly described as “two ideas in 
one phrase.” By establishing a connection between 
different things that seem only distantly related, 
metaphors set up a discrepancy or conflict.

In the following, we outline a specific meta-
phor called the theatre metaphor for conscious 
experience suggested by Baars (1997). We also 
relate the concepts included in the metaphor with 
those of the holistic concept of man. By describing 
consciousness and brain as being structured and 
functioning like a theatre, we can demonstrate 
how the project manager actually creates and 
communicates knowledge. Usually the project 
manager is regarded as a “black box”, which 
means that we cannot analyze the details of his 
or her knowledge creation and communication 
processes within a project work context, and 
therefore, neither can we deeply understand the 
real problems of these activities.

THE THEATRE METAPHOR

The Stage of the Theatre

The theatre metaphor describes the function-
ing and nature of certain brain modules and the 
consciousness (the mind), which are essential for 
an individual’s thinking processes – knowledge 
creation included. The basic idea of this metaphor 

is that the human brain and consciousness work 
together like a theatre. A central feature of this 
metaphor is that the conscious experience of a 
person is strictly limited by capacity. According 
to the theatre metaphor, conscious experience 
is realized on the “stage of the theatre, in the 
spotlight of attention,” while the rest of the stage 
corresponds to the immediate working memory 
(Baars, 1997, pp. 41-42).

What happens under the spotlight of the stage 
corresponds fairly well with a person’s understand-
ing process – in our case the project manager’s 
– in his or her consciousness as presented in the 
holistic concept of man. Thus, all the conscious 
meanings formed in the consciousness from ob-
jects in the situation, are born “on the lit spot of 
the stage” (see Figure 2).

The Players on the Stage

In the theatre metaphor, the players or actors 
appearing under the spotlight of the stage are 
defined as the contents of conscious experience. 
Conscious contents emerge when the spotlight 
of attention falls on a player on the stage. Keen 
competition and cooperation occur between the 
different players trying to reach the stage. The 
players are of three origins: inner and outer senses, 
and ideas. Inner senses introduce such players as 
visual imagery, inner speech, dreams and imag-
ined feelings. Inner speech is what a person hears 
himself or herself saying, and visual imagery is 
what a person sees with the “mind’s eye.” Outer 
senses produce seeing, hearing, feeling, tasting 
and smelling sensations about different objects. 
Ideas consist of imagined and verbalized ideas as 
well as fringe consciousness and intuitions (Baars, 
1997, pp. 43-44, 62-93).

Applying the terms of the holistic concept of 
man, all these players are types of meanings ap-
pearing in the consciousness of a project manager. 
Outer sensations are meanings formed from ob-
jects located in the situation at hand. Inner speech 
and imagination correspond to meanings usually 
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recalled from the worldview, i.e., created before 
and scrutinized anew at a later time. Inner speech-
type meanings are “heard” in speech form in the 
consciousness. Correspondingly, visual imagery 
represents meanings experienced in a visual form 
and fringe images are a feeling-type of meanings.

Context Operators

Behind the scene there are executive processes 
– context operators – such as director, spotlight 
controller and local contexts. They set the back-
ground against which the “brightly lit” players 
play their roles. Context is defined as any source 
of knowledge that shapes conscious experiences, 
without itself being conscious – but if violated it 
becomes conscious (Baars, 1997, pp. 115-118). 

Figure 2. The theater metaphor for conscious experience (Adapted from Baars, 1997) 
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Local contexts may be called the scenery of the 
stage.

Baars (1997) does not clearly separate director 
and spotlight controller. Therefore, we apply these 
concepts synonymously using the term director. 
The director performs executive functions and 
maintains long-term stability in a person’s experi-
ences (Baars, 1997, p. 142).

In terms of the holistic concept of man, context 
operators refer to certain unconscious content in 
the project manager’s worldview. That is, the role 
of the worldview is defined in quite the same way 
as context operators: the previous understanding 
shapes and guides conscious experience. New 
understanding is based on previous understand-
ing, and the latter therefore sets the background 
against which the new understanding (new 
meanings) emerge, exactly like the players play 
their roles influenced by context operators in the 
theatre metaphor.

The Audience of the Theatre

The players in the spotlight are the only ones 
capable of communicating knowledge to the 
audience consisting of specialized expert organs 
in the brain, which represent the unconscious 
resources of memory, knowledge and automatic 
mechanisms (Baars, 1997, pp. 44-45). Members 
of the audience share a vast network connect-
ing each to another, enabling them to carry out 
routine tasks without consciousness. It is likely 
that these routine collaborations between separate 
automatic units were created in the past with 
the aid of consciousness. The audience includes 
memory systems, interpreting conscious contents, 
automatisms, and motivational systems, which are 
triggered when their “calling conditions” appear: 
for instance, a visual experience may trigger a 
linguistic analysis or object recognition (Baars, 
1997, pp. 44-46).

To sum up, the connection between the stage 
and the audience functions as follows: the spotlight 
selects the most important events on the stage, 

which are then communicated to the audience 
consisting of unconscious routines and knowledge 
sources. The audience may hiss or applaud, ask-
ing to hear more or less from any given player. 
Audience members can also exchange knowledge 
among themselves and form coalitions to bring 
other messages to the stage (Baars, 1997, pp. 42, 
46-47).

Thus, in terms of the holistic concept of man, 
the audience is located in the worldview – the 
cumulative inventory of previous understanding 
in the form of networks of meanings. Objects in 
the situation are understood in relation to this 
previous understanding, which is according to 
the theatre metaphor, stored in the “separate au-
tomatic units created in the past with the help of 
consciousness.” The unconscious contents of the 
worldview or audience can sometimes be retrieved 
into the spotlight and dealt with by mental and 
reflective conscious activities.

According to the theatre metaphor, the project 
manager’s consciousness and brain function in the 
way described above, while he or she is creating 
new knowledge and communicating it to other 
people in the project work setting. In the follow-
ing, we demonstrate in more detail the nature 
and problems of the project manager’s work by 
applying the theatre metaphor – complemented in 
the above way by the terminology of the holistic 
concept of man.

KNOWLEDGE CREATION AND 
COMMUNICATION IN THE 
THEATRE OF CONSCIOUSNESS 
OF THE PROJECT MANAGER

With the help of the theatre metaphor it is possible 
to understand the anatomy of knowledge creation 
and communication in quite an different way than 
applying, for instance, the common Homo eco-
nomicus metaphor, according to which the project 
manager is a pure rational stimulus-response type 
individual.
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According to the theatre metaphor, everything 
that a project manager can be aware of is called 
players, which appear in the spotlight of attention 
on the stage of working memory. According to 
the holistic concept of man, the players simply 
represent meanings formed in the consciousness 
and stored into project manager’s worldview.

The players are in a competitive relationship 
with each other while trying to reach the spot-
light. The project manager becomes aware of the 
winning players, but he remains unconscious of 
losers. Consequently, as a project manager is cre-
ating knowledge, in principle, players of all three 
origins –inner and outer senses, and ideas – are 
struggling together to get in.

The starting point for a project manager’s 
knowledge creating process may be a player called 
an idea, which the manager imagines in his or 
her consciousness (mind) – or in the spotlight of 
attention – and tries to elaborate better and better.

Into this process enter also such inner sensa-
tions as visual imageries, inner speech, dreams and 
imagined feelings concerning the task at hand in 
a project work: the project manager hears inner 
speech and imagines things with the “mind’s eye”. 
Inner speech may correspond to a real conversa-
tion, containing arguments and counterarguments, 
with the help of which the manager may test ideas 
and prepare to answer the comments presented by 
other project stakeholders.

Because project work is essentially a team ac-
tivity enterprise, the project manager’s knowledge 
creation cannot happen in a vacuum: already at 
the beginning of the knowledge creation process 
players from outside – i.e., inputs by outer senses 
- enter on the stage. These include observations 
based on different kinds of written sources, but 
also comments, questions and answers by the 
project team members and other people involved 
whom the manager is dealing with (see Figure 
1). These players may represent, for instance, 
facts, but also pure opinions, perhaps even very 
emotionally laden. Anyway, all these represent 

inputs – meanings – to the project manager’s 
knowledge creation process.

Players provided by inner and outer senses do 
not play their role among themselves only, but like 
in a real theatre, participants such as the director 
have their say on the play. This means that in a 
manager’s mind there is a “control unit”, which 
makes choices and presents objections as to the 
suggestions appearing as players on the stage. 
In addition, the scenery defines the contexts in 
which the “brightly lit” players appear and play 
their roles. The scenery represents the project 
manager’s source of contextual knowledge, which 
is located in his or her worldview. Even if more or 
less unconscious, it shapes the project manager’s 
conscious experience in the knowledge creation 
process.

For instance, while reading a project cost re-
port, many contextual factors shape the manager’s 
opinion about it – for example, what is the general 
financial situation of the company, how the proj-
ect has thus far met its budget, what have been 
the project manager’s experiences about budget 
matters in previous projects, how well does the 
manager trust team members’ cost behaviour, etc. 
A multitude of this kind of contextual factors frame 
the project manager’s attitudes towards every new 
piece of knowledge, and this, in turn, reflects on 
his or her knowledge creation and communica-
tion. Therefore, the same input of an outer sense 
may result in quite a different piece of knowledge 
(player) in different project contexts.

Further, an additional source of influence af-
fecting the players on the stage – called audience 
– is present in a project manager’s knowledge 
creation. It represents certain unconsciously 
functioning modules in the brain. The audience 
analogy comes from the fact that also in a real 
theatre players communicate knowledge (the 
lines) to the audience, and, on the other hand, the 
audience influences the players by its reactions.

In the theatre metaphor, the audience comprises 
memory systems, interpretations, automatisms 
and motivational systems, which all offer highly 
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individual and as such also potentially surprising 
inputs to the process of creating knowledge, i.e. 
the players on the stage – all this controlled by 
the director and under the influence of contextual 
aspects called the scenery.

For instance, the project manager’s visual 
experience (e.g., a report or a look on a project 
team member’s face) in a project meeting may 
trigger a linguistic analysis, object recognition 
or emotional response in the manager’s brain. 
The manager himself or herself does not have to 
be aware of these processes, only the resulting 
conscious reaction – a new player (meaning) 
appears in the spotlight. The team members may 
be surprised of the manager’s reaction, because 
the reason for it resides deep in the manager’s 
audience or worldview.

Quite analogously with the above description 
of the project manager’s knowledge creation, it is 
possible to present how the manager communi-
cates the new piece of knowledge to project team 
members and other interested parties. In fact, as 
may have become evident from the above, com-
munication cannot be totally separated from the 
knowledge creation phase, because knowledge 
creation needs input also from project team mem-
bers and other outer sources.

CONCLUSION

Our basic message through this article is that 
without a proper understanding of the real na-
ture of the human actor, it is hard for the project 
manager to understand the behaviour of the other 
project stakeholders and organisational actors – he 
or herself included, and cannot therefore succeed 
in the project implementation in the best possible 
way. The theatre metaphor is an option for gaining 
this kind of understanding. It provides a possibil-
ity to approach the project manager’s knowledge 
creation and communication on a decisively deeper 
level than is common in management studies, 

because the former is based on the results of 
modern brain research.

The concept of the holistic concept of man, for 
its part, provides some complementing insights 
into a project manager’s knowledge creation 
behaviour. It stresses that a project manager’s 
knowledge creation in realised in the manager’s 
consciousness or mind in the form of meanings. 
From this point of view, knowledge and its basic 
elements are simply meanings created in a project 
manager’s consciousness by mental processes.

Perhaps the most important individual finding 
produced by the theatre metaphor is the notion of 
the spotlight of conscious experience. It clearly 
demonstrates the limitations of human experience 
and consciousness. This means that a project 
manager and also other project stakeholders are 
aware of only a very limited amount of knowledge, 
i.e., they are able to deal with conscious meanings 
only of a few objects at a time. It is important to 
notice that the people involved in a project work 
do not adopt all knowledge offered to them: when 
a project manager communicates with people, he 
or she tries to get a message to appear as mean-
ings – i.e., players – into the spotlight of their 
attention. Therefore, only when this message is 
assessed well enough by the people, it enters into 
the spotlight, and, consequently, they understand 
it – and only then the aim of the message has been 
completed.

As all project stakeholders’ brain and con-
sciousness function in the way like in a theatre, it 
is easy to imagine how challenging tasks project 
management, knowledge creation and commu-
nication are. In particular, the great relevance of 
unconscious – a kind of instinctive – processes 
represented by context operators and audience sug-
gested in the theatre metaphor, testify that human 
activity has typically coincidental and subjective 
features. Consequently, the project manager and 
other people involved are by no means invariably 
conscious, easily anticipated and always rational 
actors as it is usually assumed in the literature and 
also in practice.
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Of course, the project manager has to some 
degree of free will to assess the “suggestions” of 
the hidden brain modules, but can never totally 
master all phases of his or her knowledge cre-
ation process. This, of course, applies also to the 
other people involved. Therefore, the manager in 
charge of the project must be constantly aware of 
this problem area and try to critically control his 
or her knowledge creation process, as well as try 
to understand and forecast other stakeholders’ 
reactions.

Finally, it should be realised, however, that 
the coincidental nature of the human brain is not 
only a problem for the project manager, but it also 
means a potential for creativity, which is a key 
resource in project management.
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ABSTRACT

This case investigates a set of empowerment 
concerns in the context of transforming classes 
of student and teacher learners (considered as de-
partment-wide learning units in higher education) 
into professional learning communities (PLCs). 
In particular, we are interested in enhancing stu-
dent learning through designing a collaborative 
learning environment in support of problem-based 
learning, based on the concept of virtual organiz-
ing the various PLCs distributed throughout a 
higher educational institute. Of specific interest 
in our exploration is the generative potential of 
a servant-leader model of student-centered edu-
cation in support of the PLCs nurtured by the 
development practice of appreciative coaching 
adapted from the established positive change 
paradigm of appreciative inquiry.

ORGANIZATION BACKGROUND

The department of computer and information 
science (CIS), as a constituent unit of education 
under the Faculty of Science and Technology at 
the author’s affiliated university, is installed to 
offer degree programs in both the undergraduate 
and graduate levels in software engineering. The 
department has a current population of about 150 
undergraduates and 30 graduate students (mostly 
part-time). It has to coordinate per academic 
year, the enactment of about 20 graduate and 40 
undergraduate courses. There are currently five 
laboratories installed for the information tech-
nology (IT) education of our students: software 
engineering laboratory, e-commerce technology 
laboratory, distributed systems laboratory, com-
puter graphics and multimedia laboratory, and 
the motion capture laboratory. Besides, there are 
over two hundred PC’s distributed on campus, to 
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offer 24-hour computer service to our students, 
including Internet access. To help manage course 
delivery, the university also provides course 
management systems, such as WebCT (since 
1998) and MOODLE (since 2008) to teaching 
staff for their course enactment. Currently, the 
means of education delivery in our department 
has largely been didactic; yet, we are quite will-
ing to blend the best of our old values of good 
teaching through the instructivist approach with 
the modern-day constructivist way of thinking 
such as problem-based learning (PBL) (Amador, 
Miles, & Peters, 2006).We are also interested in 
the continuing efforts to extend our curriculum and 
instructional practice over the Internet, through 
some continually renewed electronic (mostly 
Web-based) course support, both for the teaching 
staff and for the students.

SETTING THE STAGE

The following case description recounts the 
action research experience of some bottom-up 
course-support initiative sustained by individual 
staff members from the Department of CIS over 
the years in reshaping our undergraduate learn-
ing landscape through the integration of some 
ICT-enabled (information and communication 
technologies) environments to enhance student 
learning. In particular, this report is based on the 
experience acquired through the experimentation 
of a Web-enabled course support environment 
called REAL (Rich Environment for Active Learn-
ing) initiated in 1999, and reactivated in 2008 
with a renewed title as REALSpace (Vat, 2009b) 
to nurture an emergent interest of professional 
learning community (PLC) (Dufour & Eaker, 
1998) to be properly described as follows. It is 
our lessons learned that if student learning is to 
improve, staff should be well informed of the PLC 
potential and develop the capacity to function as 
PLC. If students are to benefit from the PLC, they 
must develop a collaborative culture. If students 

are to develop a collaborative culture, we must 
overcome the tradition of teacher-centered educa-
tion (teacher as sage on the stage). If schools are 
to overcome their tradition of teacher-centered 
education, teachers must learn to work in collab-
orative teams (as coaches by the side). If schools 
are to support effective teamwork to enhance 
student learning, there must be some technology-
enhanced environment to enable learning among 
teachers and students. And the concept of virtual 
organizing fits right in to provide the mechanism 
of a learner-centered appreciative knowledge 
environment (AKE) to stimulate and facilitate a 
learning-centered culture of knowledge sharing 
to enhance student achievements. The impact of 
a servant-leader model of education (Greenleaf, 
1977) should serve as a transformative path to 
enable the learning cycle of appreciative coach-
ing (AC) (Orem, Binkert, & Clancy, 2007) on the 
part of teachers to enable students to tap into or 
rediscover their own sense of wonder about their 
present and future possibilities.

The Context of PLC

The premise in our discussion of PLC (Dufour, 
Dufour, & Eaker, 2008) lies in the assumptions 
of the meaning behind the three words: profes-
sional, learning, and community. It is believed 
that a professional is someone with expertise in 
a specialized field, an individual who has not 
only pursued advanced training to enter the field, 
but who is also expected to remain current in its 
evolving knowledge base. The term learning 
suggests ongoing action and perpetual curiosity. 
It is expected that if students are to learn, those 
who educate them must engage in the ongoing 
study and constant practice of their field. The term 
community suggests a group linked by common 
interests that provide members with a sense of 
identity, belonging, and involvement that result 
in a Web of meaningful relationships with moral 
overtones (Sergiovanni, 2005, p55). Communities 
(or communities of practice) form around com-
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mon characteristics, experiences, practices, or 
beliefs that are important enough to bind members 
to one another in a kind of fellowship (Wenger, 
1998). Successful communities should provide 
members with broadly shared opportunities to 
participate, promote collective responsibility, 
and foster a strong sense of belonging (Clinton, 
2007). In a PLC, all of the above characteristics 
are evident. Educators create an environment that 
fosters shared understanding, a sense of identity, 
high levels of involvement, mutual cooperation, 
collective responsibility, emotional support, and a 
strong sense of belonging as they work together to 
achieve what they cannot accomplish alone. The 
essence of the PLC is a focus on and a commitment 
to the learning of each student (Dufour & Eaker, 
1998). To achieve this shared purpose, members 
of a PLC are expected to create and are guided by 
a clear and compelling vision of what their school 
(or teaching) must become to help all students 
learn. This often requires of the PLC members 
to make collective commitments that clarify what 
each member will do to contribute to creating a 
PLC, and to use results-oriented goals to mark their 
progress. Still, one of the major challenges in the 
implementation of the PLC concept is convincing 
educators to move beyond the question, “Was it 
taught?” to the far more relevant question, “Was 
it learned?” This case description advocates for 
a new culture of learning that addresses how 
educators will work to improve their teaching, 
and subsequently student learning.

The Servant-Leader 
Model of Education

The term servant-leadership was first coined in a 
1970 essay by Robert K. Greenleaf entitled The 
Servant as Leader (Greenleaf, 1977; http://www.
greenleaf.org). As a lifelong student of how things 
get done in organizations, Greenleaf distilled his 
observations in a series of essays and books on 
the theme of servant leadership – the objective 
of which was to stimulate thought and action 

for building a better, more caring society. The 
idea of the servant as leader came partly out of 
Greenleaf’s half century of experience in working 
to shape large institutions. The central meaning of 
servant leadership was interpreted by Greenleaf 
as follows: The great leader is first experienced 
as a servant to others, and that this simple fact is 
central to his or her greatness. True leadership 
emerges from those whose primary motivation is 
a deep desire to help others. In all of his works, 
Greenleaf discusses the need for a better kind of 
leadership model, a model that puts serving others 
– including students, employees, customers, and 
community – as the number one priority. Servant 
leadership emphasizes increased service to others, 
a holistic approach to work, promoting a sense of 
community, and the sharing of power in decision 
making. In The Servant as Leader, Greenleaf wrote 
(Beazley, Beggs, & Spears, 2003):

It begins with the natural feelings that one wants to 
serve, to serve first. Then conscious choice brings 
one to aspire to lead. The difference manifests itself 
in the care taken by the servant – first to make 
sure that other people’s highest priority needs are 
being served. The best test is: do those served grow 
as persons; do they, while being served, become 
healthier, wiser, freer, more autonomous, more 
likely themselves to become servants? (p. 16)

Thereby, at its core, servant leadership is a 
long-term, transformational approach to life and 
work – in essence, a way of being – that has the 
potential for creating positive change throughout 
our society. In the setting of education, the context 
of servant leadership brings forth the concept of 
teacher as servant, carrying the connotation that 
student-centered education serves to shift from a 
focus on teaching to a focus on student learning.
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The Potential of 
Appreciative Coaching

The practice of AC attributed to (Orem, Binkert, 
& Clancy, 2007) is developed from the established 
change management paradigm of appreciative 
inquiry (AI) whose philosophy is based on the 
assumption that inquiry into and dialogue about 
strengths, successes, hopes and dreams is itself a 
transformational process (Cooperrider & Whitney, 
2005). AC describes an approach to coaching that 
shows individuals how to tap into or rediscover 
their own sense of wonder and excitement about 
their present life and future possibilities. Rather 
than focusing on individuals in limited or problem-
oriented ways, AC is meant to guide individuals 
through different stages of appreciative develop-
ment: discovery, dream, design and destiny – that 
inspire them to an empowering view of themselves 
and their future. The core process of AC begins 
with the selection of a topic. In the context of our 
discussion, the topic chosen for student-centered 
education has been “enhancing student learning 
through implementing a PLC of problem-based 
learning.” At the outset of the coaching relation-
ship such as in the discovery stage, core questions 
serve to explore the client’s strengths, past suc-
cesses, work and personal values, and the one or 
two things he or she longs to have more of or to 
have being different in life. From the answers to 
these questions come the tools for learning and 
change. In practice, trust should begin to build in 
the coaching relationship when clients can experi-
ence some positive feelings about themselves and 
their situation. In the dream stage, client and coach 
come together to make sense of the answers to 
the core questions so that they may apply these 
answers to the topic. In this stage, we are using the 
client’s proudest accomplishments, core skills and 
strengths, and deepest values to create something 
with which we can explore and experiment. Once 
the client could bring his or her dream into clear 
view, it is time to design a plan for the dream. The 
design stage relates to the ongoing dance between 

coach and client of defining, performing, and as-
sessing experiments. Design implies a plan or an 
impression or a mock-up of some future reality. 
There is no assumption that an initial design is 
the final design. Experimentation is the order of 
the day. The ultimate design should incorporate 
as many of the skills and strengths of the client 
as is possible or appropriate. Typically, clients 
step into the destiny stage once they have begun 
to implement the concrete actions and practices 
they identified and designed in the design stage 
for realizing their desired future. The destiny stage 
is a time for clients to acknowledge and celebrate 
the accomplishments they are making in either 
moving toward or actually realizing their dream. 
At the conclusion of this stage, clients may choose 
to move to a second cycle of AC by expanding 
on other elements of their dream or creating a 
new dream. This is an excellent opportunity for 
coaches to help client reflect on the work they 
have done and appreciate the result they have 
achieved. This AC process of emphasizing the 
positive seems in most cases to generate positive 
feelings, increased energy, and a deeper connection 
to oneself. It is nonetheless true that exploring 
one’s innermost desires should turn out to be a 
pleasurable experience.

The Flexibility of Virtual Organizing

The idea of virtual organizing, attributed to Venka-
traman and Henderson (1998), can be considered 
as a method of operationalizing a PLC, dynami-
cally assembling and disassembling nodes on a 
network of people or groups of people, to meet 
the demands of a particular learning context. 
This term emerged in response to the concept of 
virtual organization, which appeared in the lit-
erature around the late twentieth century (Byrne, 
Brandt, & Port 1993; Davidow & Malone 1992; 
Hedberg, Dahlgren, Hansson, & Olve 1997). There 
are two main assertions associated with virtual 
organizing. First, virtual organization should not 
be considered as a distinct structure such as a net-
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work organization in an extreme and far-reaching 
form (Jagers, Jansen, & Steenbakkers 1998), but 
virtuality is a strategic characteristic applicable 
to every organization. Second, IT is a powerful 
enabler of the critical requirements for effective 
virtual organizing. In practice, virtual organiz-
ing helps emphasize the ongoing process nature 
of the organization, and it presents a framework 
of achieving virtuality in terms of three distinct 
yet interdependent vectors: virtual encounter for 
organization-wide interactions, virtual sourcing 
for asset configuration, and virtual expertise for 
knowledge leverage. The challenge of virtual or-
ganizing is to integrate the three hitherto separate 
vectors into an interoperable IT platform that sup-
ports and shapes the new organizational initiative, 
paying attention to the internal consistency across 
the three vectors.

CASE DESCRIPTION

The teaching of SFTW 300 Software Psychology, 
a junior core course more properly renamed as 
human-computer interactions (HCI) (Vat, 2001) 
in the undergraduate curriculum of Software En-
gineering offered by the Department of Computer 
and Information Science, has always been a chal-
lenge as it is composed of such a mix of elements 
as human factors, user expectations, man-machine 
interfaces construction, cognitive psychology, 
computer science, and those latest developments 
on contextual design in interactive systems (IS). 
In the case of the author’s teaching experience, 
since 1998, the pedagogy adopted to deliver such 
a course has been shifted from a conventional in-
structivist approach to the constructivist method of 
problem-based learning (PBL) (Greening, 2000). 
Besides, with the increasingly accumulated course 
materials to cover in a single semester, the idea 
of scenario-based design (Carroll, 2000) has also 
been incorporated starting from 2000 with an at-
tempt to help undergraduate Software Engineering 
students deepen the idea that HCI is concerned 

with understanding, designing, evaluating and 
implementing interactive computer systems to 
match the needs of people. It is our experience 
that the constructivist’s ideas of PBL (Barrows, 
1986) revolving around a focal problem, group 
work, feedback, skill development and iterative 
reporting, with the instructor playing the coach by 
the side, guiding, probing, and supporting student-
groups’ initiatives along the way, could help 
students develop a unified team-based approach 
to better manage the underlying software require-
ments. Methodically, we still need some working 
scenarios to try out the iterative learning process 
involving researchers (instructor) and practitioners 
(students) acting together on a particular cycle of 
activities, including problem diagnosis, action 
intervention, and reflective learning. In particu-
lar, our action research approach should involve 
evaluating how well the students playing the role 
of practitioners, could function as self-directed 
work teams (SDWTs) of software professionals, 
following the constructivist’s tenets of PBL, in 
performing group-based software development 
for specific user scenarios. Against this backdrop, 
the use of AC has demonstrated quite a promise 
in enhancing the student-practitioners’ learning 
to deal with the design difficulties typified in the 
complex domain of ill-defined problem situations.

Recognizing the PBL Potential 
of Student Collaboration

PBL, (Greening, 2000; Ryan, 1993; Barrows, 
1986), as a pedagogy, is designed to actively 
engage our students, divided in groups, in op-
portunities for knowledge seeking, for problem 
solving, and for the collaborating necessary for 
effective practice. At the heart of PBL are some 
complex real-world problems used to motivate 
students to identify and research the issues and 
principles they need to know to work through those 
problems (Boud & Feletti, 1997). The design of a 
PBL-based curriculum addresses directly many of 
the recommended and desirable outcomes of an 
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undergraduate education; specifically, the ability 
to do the following (Boyer, 1998):

• think critically and be able to analyze and 
solve complex, real-world problems;

• find, evaluate, and use appropriate learning 
resources;

• work cooperatively in teams and small 
groups;

• demonstrate versatile and effective com-
munication skills, both verbal and written; 
and

• use content knowledge and intellectual 
skills acquired at the university to become 
continual learners.

Since PBL is often designed to enable group-
based project work among small teams of students 
around a set of teamwork activities, including 
climate setting, starting a problem, following 
up the problem, and reflecting on the problem, a 
brief description of the PBL cycle of collaboration 
is thereby helpful to understand its potential for 
student collaboration:

The Climate Setting Phase

At the outset, before the PBL group work begins, 
students must get to know one another, establish 
ground rules, and help create a comfortable climate 
for collaborative learning. Meeting in a small 
group for the first time, students typically introduce 
themselves, stressing their academic backgrounds 
to allow the facilitator (instructor) and each other 
to understand what expertise might potentially be 
distributed in the group. The most important task 
is to establish a non-judgmental climate in which 
students recognize and articulate what they know 
and what they do not know.

The Problem Initiation Phase

The actual PBL episode begins by presenting 
a group of students with minimal information 

about a particular problem. Students then query 
the given materials to determine what informa-
tion is available and what they still need to know 
and to learn to solve the problem. During this 
phase, students typically take on specific roles. 
An example is the scribe, who records the group’s 
problem solving, including listing the facts known 
about the problem, students’ ideas, additional 
questions about the problem, and the learning 
issues generated throughout ensuing discussion. 
Such written record helps the students keep track 
of their problem solving and provides a focus 
for negotiation and reflection. Throughout the 
problem-solving process, students are encour-
aged to pause to reflect on the data collected, 
generating additional questions about that data, 
and hypothesizing about the problem and about 
possible solutions. Early in the PBL process, the 
facilitator may question students to help them 
realize what they do not understand. As students 
become more experienced with the PBL method 
and take on more of the responsibility for iden-
tifying learning issues, the facilitator is able to 
fade this type of support, or scaffolding. After 
the group has developed its initial understanding 
of the problem, the students divide up and inde-
pendently research the learning issues they have 
identified. The learning issues define the group’s 
learning goals and help group-members work 
toward a set of shared objectives. These objec-
tives can also help the facilitator to monitor the 
group’s progress and to remind members when 
they are getting off course, or alternately, to ask 
if they need to revise their goals.

The Problem Follow-Up Phase

In the problem follow-up phase, students re-
convene to share what they have learned, to 
re-consider their hypotheses, or to generate new 
hypotheses in light of their new learning. These 
further analyses, and accompanying ideas about 
solutions, allow students to apply their newly 
acquired knowledge to the problem. Students 
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share what they have learned with the group as 
they interpret the problem through the lens of 
their newly accessed information. At this point, 
it is important for the students to evaluate their 
own information and that of the others in their 
group. In the PBL group, information is not often 
accepted at face value. Students must discuss how 
they acquired their information and critique their 
resources. This process is an important means of 
helping the students become self-directed learners.

The Problem Reflection Phase

During post-problem reflection, students deliber-
ately reflect on the problem to abstract the lessons 
learned. They consider the connections between 
the current problem and previous problems, con-
sidering how this problem is similar to and different 
from other problems. This reflection allows them 
to make generalizations and to understand when 
this knowledge can be applied. Finally, as the 
students evaluate their own performance and that 
of their peers, they reflect on the effectiveness of 
their self-directed learning and their collaborative 
problem solving.

Consequently, PBL acknowledges the possibil-
ity of prior knowledge held by the learner. Further 
knowledge is acquired on a need-to-know basis, 
enabling the learner to diagnose his or her own 
learning needs. Knowledge gained is fed back 
into the problem in an iterative loop (Margetson, 
1994). PBL allows the synthesis of topics and 
subjects. According to Woods (1994), one specific 
advantage of this approach is increased motivation; 
namely, learners learn because they are interested. 
More importantly, Woods maintains that because 
of the way in which knowledge is acquired in PBL, 
links are provided with experience which help in 
future recall. This is invaluable for students’ future 
professional life (Barrows, 1986).

Supporting PBL Online

In the context of our PBL learning design elabo-
rated in the following course scenario, the basic 
online support comes mainly from the MOODLE 
environment (www.moodle.org) which is an 
ongoing open-source development project to 
support a social constructionist framework of 
education. Simply stated, this style of learning 
and teaching from MOODLE, short for modular 
object-oriented dynamic learning environment, is 
based on four main concepts (http://docs.moodle.
org/en/Philosophy):

Constructivism: The constructivist believes 
that students actively construct new knowledge 
as they interact with their environments, including 
their course activities and other students.

Constructionism: The constructionist asserts 
that students learn more when they construct learn-
ing experiences for others. We might be familiar 
with the learning pyramid (http://homepages.
gold.ac.uk/polovina/learnpyramid/index.html) 
which states that students remember 10% of what 
they read, 20% of what they hear, 30% of what is 
demonstrated to them, 50% of what they discuss, 
and 75% of what they practice. That same pyramid 
also states that students retain 90% of what they 
teach others.

Social Constructionism: This extends con-
structionism into social settings where groups 
construct knowledge for one another, collabora-
tively creating a small culture of shared artifacts 
with shared meanings. When students become 
part of a culture, they are constantly learning. 
For example, in the context of ballroom dancing, 
there is a large difference between watching a 
video showing people dancing, and practicing in 
a class with other students and possibly a variety 
of teachers. The latter would enrich and accelerate 
our learning process.

Separate and connected behavior: The context 
of connected and separate behaviors come from 
the study of human motivations: separate behavior 
occurs when people try to remain objective and 
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factual, tending to defend their ideas by pinpoint-
ing holes in their opponents’ ideas. Connected 
behavior is the empathic approach that accepts 
subjectivity, trying to listen and ask questions in 
an effort to understand others’ point of view. It 
is convinced that a healthy amount of connected 
behavior within a learning community is a very 
powerful stimulant for learning, because it not 
only brings people closer together but promotes 
deeper reflection and re-examination of their 
existing beliefs.

Defining the Course Scenario of 
Student-Centered Education

At each semester when SFTW 300 Software 
Psychology is offered, our course scenario begins 
when the instructor helps the class evolve into 
its team-based organization. Typically, students 
embark on the PBL cycle of learning through 
organized groups of 4-6 members (one being 
the team leader). Each PBL group will be given 
a dual role to explore as client and as developer 
within a specified period of time. Namely, each 
team, acting as the developer, is to complete an 
interactive systems (IS) design and prototype for 
another team acting as the client. Yet, the same 
team is the client of another group, responsible for 
clarifying the project, and resolving ambiguities 
as they arise, but in any pair of PBL teams (say, 
A and B), they cannot be the client and the devel-
oper of each other at the same time. It should be 
noted that an even number of teams is desirable 
to facilitate pair-wise client-developer interaction. 
Meanwhile, the instructor, more appropriately 
called the facilitator, acts as project sponsor for 
each client team, and as project supervisor for 
each developer team. Each client team is handed 
a design project by the sponsor. It is then given 
some inception time to elaborate on the specifics 
of the project. At the end of the inception period, 
each client team is assigned a developer team 
from among the remaining client teams. After a 
developer team has been identified, the working 

and performance of the developer team is guided 
and monitored by the project supervisor played by 
the instructor. In a typical semester, there might 
easily be six to ten PBL teams of students, with 
each team composed of four to six members each.

Essentially, each design project invites our PBL 
student-groups to embark on a journey to develop 
some IS that meets customers’ real needs in Web-
based development. The general requirement is 
for each PBL team to create and maintain a review 
Web-site to keep all team members up-to-date on 
all possible aspects of the project. It is also where 
the PBL team will work (report) collaboratively on 
the project. Through the review Web-site, our PBL 
teams can conduct reviews with their clients, who 
can view their project in progress, give feedback 
on a design, get in touch with the developer PBL 
team, and check the project schedule. The review 
Web-site contains numerous information such as: 
the roles and responsibilities of the project team, 
contact information for all team members, the 
project mission, the vision document, the project 
schedule, and all design reviews. It is designed 
that the first thing our PBL teams have to learn 
is a systematic approach to eliciting, organizing, 
and documenting the requirements of the system 
to be built for the client team. Also important is a 
process that establishes and maintains continuous 
agreement between the client and the developer 
teams (Curtis, Krasner, & Iscoe, 1988) on the 
changing requirements of the system. Individual 
PBL teams have to understand users’ problems 
in their culture and their language and to build 
systems that meet their needs. Practically, the HCI 
context for the course is designed around four 
core development processes to be experienced 
by our PBL student-groups within the semester’s 
duration constraint.

Analyzing the Problem. This involves a set 
of skills to understand the problem to be solved 
before application development begins. It is the 
process of understanding real-world problems 
and user needs and proposing solutions to meet 
those needs. We consider a problem as the differ-
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ence between things as perceived and things as 
derived (Gause & Weinberg, 1989). Accordingly, 
if the user perceives something as a problem, it 
is a real problem, and it is worthy of addressing.

Understanding User Needs. Software teams are 
rarely given effective requirements specifications 
for the systems they are going to build. Often they 
have to go out and get the information they need to 
be successful. Typical methods include interview-
ing and questionnaires, requirements workshop, 
brainstorming and idea reduction, storyboarding, 
role playing, and prototyping. Each represents a 
proactive means of pushing knowledge of user 
needs forward and thereby converting fuzzy 
requirements to those that are better recognized.

Defining the System. This describes the process 
by which the team converts an understanding of 
the problem and the users’ needs to the initial 
definition of a system or application that will 
address those needs. Our PBL teams should learn 
that complex systems require adaptive strategies 
to organize information for requirements. This 
information could be expressed in terms of a 
hierarchy, starting with user needs, transitioning 
through feature sets, then into the more detailed 
software requirements.

Managing the Project Scope. Project scope is 
presented as a combination of the functionality to 
be delivered to meet users’ needs, the resources 
available for the project, and the time allowed in 
which to achieve the implementation. The purpose 
of scope management is to establish a high-level 
requirements baseline for the project. The team 
has to establish the rough level of effort required 
for each feature of the baseline, including risk 
estimation on whether implementing it will cause 
an adverse impact on the schedule.

Throughout the course delivery, each PBL team 
is required to present their work in progress, and 
lead class forums to elicit students’ discussions. 
The team leader, equivalent to project manager, 
has to coordinate the team activities, and ensure 
effective team communications. And team mem-
bers have to help set the project goals, accomplish 

tasks assigned, meet deadlines, attend team meet-
ings and participate in editing project documents 
and integrating work-products to be combined as 
the final project report. At the end of each project 
milestones, each member of the respective PBL 
teams is required to make a presentation of his 
or her project involvement, with a question and 
answer session for the client team and the whole 
class. The instructor, acting as the project sponsor 
for each client team, and as the project supervisor 
for each developer team, designs the necessary 
scenario details to guide, motivate and provide 
feedback to the PBL groups. Also, the instructor 
has to evaluate how well students perform in the 
PBL groups and how well such groups behave 
as SDWTs in managing software requirements 
(Conklin & Burgess-Yakemovic, 1991), and pro-
vide the necessary adjustments for the scenarios. 
Typically, there are a number of milestones set for 
project teams throughout the semester. In particu-
lar, there will be a milestone for all client teams to 
present their systems of interest, followed by the 
milestones for all developer teams to fulfill the 
system design, prototyping, and final delivery. At 
the completion of each milestone, each PBL team 
will be assessed according to their performance, 
in terms of the necessary deliverables produced, 
and the presentation made by the whole team. 
Records of the team’s work should also be avail-
able from the team’s review Web site for evalua-
tion purpose. There will be a group grade and an 
individual grade for each member of the team. 
The group grade is the same for all members, 
but the individual grade is different. The group 
grade is given by the instructor and by the whole 
class, except for the group being evaluated. The 
individual grade is given through peer evaluation 
among members of the PBL team. Specifically, 
a peer evaluation form is created by the group, 
which is used by each member of the team to 
rate every other member in the same team. The 
rating is often divided into three aspects: qualita-
tive comments of the member’s work throughout 
the milestone, the ranking of the member in the 
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group including the evaluator-member, using 
the scale of 1-to-5 (5: highest performance; 1: 
lowest performance), and the bonus distribution 
among all the members, of a specific amount, 
say, how much each member gets allocated out of 
1000 dollars of bonus. In the specific instance of 
client-developer pair, each developer-team should 
also be evaluated by the client-team using a more 
detailed format because of the direct relationship 
between the two PBL teams.

Tackling the Issues of Team-
Based Collaboration

Students engaged in the attempt to build Web-based 
support for specific user situation, are reminded of 
the delicate business of creating a conglomeration 
of various human activity systems. This endeavor 
requires the effort and commitment on the part of 
everyone (client and developer) involved, as well 
as a good imagination in the mind of those charged 
with directing its implementation (Fisher, 2000; 
Ginac, 2000). In the instance of a project team 
charged with the mission of creating IS support 
for group-based project work, what makes the 
team work is people’s mutual understanding of 
their own and others’ interests and purposes, and 
the recognition that their interests are somehow 
bound up in doing something to which they all 
contribute. In a strict sense, it is in the course of 
interaction that people’s sense of purpose and 
even their contributions, come to be defined. 
As collaborators in an IS team, PBL teams face 
the tremendous challenge of how team members 
move from being individual spokespeople to a 
unified, collaborative body. In his book on group 
decision-making, Kaner (1996) calls the transition 
from the divergent zone of the individual to the 
convergent zone of the team member the “groan 
zone.” In a team, even though every member 
wants to contribute to success and to get the 
project going, each has a different perspective, 
a different experience, or a different context to 
bring to the project. Each person’s thinking is 

divergent, bringing diversity to the process, but 
not much agreement. Convergence occurs as the 
group’s individual ideas are integrated into a 
whole solution. This process of integration does 
not entail compromise (Fisher, Ury, & Patton, 
1991), in which every one gives up something 
and no one is happy with the result, nor does it 
mean that everyone is in complete agreement. 
What convergence means is that everyone has 
participated and will support the final decision. 
Kaner calls this period between divergence and 
convergence the groan zone because it is the time 
during which team members groan and complain. 
In the divergent zone, most group members voice 
their opinions to make sure their ideas being heard 
by the group. In the groan zone, however, an in-
dividual digs behind other people’s ideas to try 
to uncover their reasons, assumptions and mental 
models. Difficult problems and wrenching deci-
sions cause teams to spend time in the groan zone 
because of the required interchange, sharing, and 
resolution of ideas, and viewpoints. Likewise, the 
groan zone is also used to describe the transition 
zone in which innovative, emergent (or unexpect-
edly desirable) results are generated. Indeed, col-
laborative groups, especially those in fast-paced 
environments, groan a lot. They struggle to create 
the services that converge on the mission profile. 
They struggle to integrate their own, and others’ 
diverse perspectives. Rather than focusing on 
individuals in limited or problem-oriented ways, 
it is here that AC should guide students through 
different stages of development, including dis-
covery, dream, design, and destiny – that inspire 
them to an appreciative and empowering view 
of themselves and the team’s future. By an AC 
model of student (or team) empowerment, the 
underlying belief is the experiencing of the situ-
ation by beginning with a grounded observation 
of the best of what is, articulating what might be, 
ensuring the consent of those in the system to 
what should be, and collectively experimenting 
with what can be. This formulation, in terms of 
enhancing student learning in group-based project 
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work, could be considered as the open source phi-
losophy behind a school’s collaborative core with 
her constituents – teachers and students; namely, 
the PLC seconded by the teacher-as-servant state 
of mentality and practice.

Soothing the Growing 
Pains of Team Buildup

It certainly takes time and discipline to transform 
a PBL team of student members into a SDWT of 
professional software practitioners. In the short 
span of each SFTW300 Software Psychology 
semester of about three and a half months, there 
are many soft skills a PBL team needs to acquire. 
The following represents a useful set of selected 
concerns worthy of attention in the team buildup 
process:

Process Focus: The average student has little 
background in actually accomplishing process 
steps within a project schedule and more often no 
background in doing so in a team with the added 
requirements of several milestones of prototyping 
and an inflexible delivery date, as well as being 
a client expected to be process-aware. During 
the early stages of the class, each PBL team is 
given upfront lectures on typical software devel-
opment processes, such as the dynamic systems 
development method process, the open unified 
process, and the extreme programming process. 
The students are invited to try out a process of 
their own for their development scenario and the 
team coordinator is encouraged to keep the team 
focused on the selected process during subsequent 
project milestones. Students’ feedbacks often 
indicate that their experience with the pressure 
of the delivery schedule, client involvement, and 
prototypes development, has taught them that the 
chosen process must be flexible enough to accept 
change but the balance between consistent applica-
tion of a process and responsiveness to the client 
is not easy to maintain and this know-how is not 
likely to be acquired through mere lectures alone. 
The client experience during the semester also 

demonstrates to each team the expected learning 
a new college graduate in the field of software 
development should encounter after graduation, 
and the lessons learned through the project should 
remain with them far longer than their conventional 
individual examinations.

Team Dynamics: Students embarking on 
SFTW300 have had one semester’s PBL style of 
collaboration in SFTW241 Programming Lan-
guages Architecture (I). However, the grouping 
arrangements of SFTW300 invite each newly 
formed PBL group to discover whom they can 
rely on, capitalizing on individual skill sets, and 
finding a way to work together. Students often 
tend to be mistrusting at first (still very comfort-
able with individual efforts) and become leery of 
having to rely on others. The beginning lectures 
then become essential occasions to conduct what 
will be the first of many activities that should 
promote positive group interactions. Examples of 
such activities include: writing a group portfolio 
expressing the profiles of individual team members 
in terms of their individual technical expertise; 
engaging in mental games that require the skill-
ful use of teamwork to complete or that make a 
point about the distinction between individual and 
group-centered learning (or working) styles. This 
understanding acquired becomes instrumental 
when different roles are being taken by members 
of the group: one role taken up by one member, 
or one role shared by two or three members, or 
roles being taken by members through rotating 
turns. The idea is to achieve coordination to get 
the project work done through a suitable mix of 
individual work, cooperating work (different tasks 
done by different members so as to integrate the 
pieces), and collaborating work (same portions of 
work done jointly by different members).

Planning Concerns: Throughout the semester’s 
work, there are several essential milestones (es-
sential due dates) that have to be met by each PBL 
group. Yet, the only hard and fast date that must be 
rigorously met is the final delivery. Deliverables 
required of each PBL team include a concept of 
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operations document, a design document, a test 
plan, and the final prototype comprising site ar-
chitecture, schematics, and navigation guide in the 
specific context of a collaborative Web project. In 
the client-developer relationship established by the 
instructor, each team coordinator is permitted to 
make arguments for extension of any deliverable 
due date (except for final delivery) knowing that 
each extension granted added additional difficul-
ties later in the course for an on time delivery of 
other documents. This procedure forced each 
team to evaluate their scheduling philosophy and 
to perform an informal risk assessment for the 
entire project. The policy of assigning the same 
project (group) grade to each member of the team 
is seen as a strong motivator for each student to 
take seriously the project activities. Following 
the industrial model of shared responsibility (the 
team fails or the team succeeds) seems to provide 
a far more memorable learning experience in the 
context of planning a process and maintaining a 
schedule. Rigorous discussions have often been 
observed over issues of planning milestones and 
still leaving enough time to produce the remain-
ing deliverables with reasonable quality and 
timeliness.

Establishing the Collaborative 
Context of Project Support

It has been our experience in conducting SFTW 
300 Software Psychology that some electronic 
project-based support such as a Web portal is 
needed to manage collaborative project devel-
opment. This portal should lead to a Web-based 
organizational space for each project, OSProject, 
which renders a number of peculiar services to 
client and developers, in the form of distributed 
applications customizable to their project-related 
activities. In a specific project context, there must 
also be a number of Web-based collaborative 
spaces, CSGroup, to enable group-based project 
work to be performed. For example, there is 
respectively a CSGroup for each of the client PBL 

team and of the developer PBL team. Besides, to 
support the interactions among project members 
and between the project manager (mostly played 
by PBL team leader) and specific team members, 
the provision of a personal electronic space for 
each of the project members, PSParticipant (PSClient, 
or PSDeveloper) is essential to facilitate individual 
work. The linkages from the project space, to the 
respective collaborative spaces, to the individual 
personal spaces, must be closely coordinated to 
support the Web-based auxiliary processes of 
collaboration in project development. The chal-
lenge is to ensure that the sites should comple-
ment the project work by enabling both client 
and developer teams to interact asynchronously 
or synchronously through the different custom-
izable services offered. An expression for this 
project-based electronic support (Vat, 2004a) 
could be written as follows: <IS-Support>Project::= 
OSProject + { CSGroup } + { PSParticipant }, where the 
braces {} represents the repetition of the element 
embedded. It is intended that the provision of the 
project spaces, the collaborative spaces, and the 
personal spaces in the Web portal for collabora-
tive project work could facilitate the formation 
of specific sets of IS support for different human 
activity systems originated from different project 
scenarios (Vat, 2006a). To elaborate on the design 
of collaborative IS support we hereby consider 
the respective project scenarios of planned and 
unplanned communication events.

The Scenarios of Planned 
Communication

Planned communication events in project develop-
ment are scheduled points in time during which 
participants exchange information on a specific 
topic or review a work product. Such events are 
often formalized and structured to maximize the 
amount of information communicated and to 
minimize the time participants spend on com-
munication. Typical planned communication 
events (Bruegge & Dutoit, 2004) include problem 
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presentation, client reviews, project reviews, peer 
reviews, and status reviews.

Problem Presentation: The focus here is the 
presentation of the problem statement which de-
scribes the problem, the application domain, and 
the desired functionality of the system. It should 
also include some non-functional requirements 
such as usability and platform specification. The 
problem statement in general does not include a 
complete specification of the system. It is meant 
to be a preliminary requirements activity that 
establishes common ground between the client 
and the developer team.

Client Review: The goal of client reviews is for 
the client to assess the progress of the development 
and for the developer to confirm or change the 
requirements of the system. The client review is 
used to manage expectations on both client and 
developer sides and to increase the shared under-
standing among participants. A client review is 
conducted as a formal presentation during which 
developers focus on specific functionality with the 
client. The review is preceded by the release of a 
work product, such as a specification document, 
an interface mock-up, or an evaluation prototype. 
At the outcome of the review, the client provides 
feedback to the developers. This feedback may 
consist of a general approval or a request for 
detailed changes in definition, functionality or 
schedule.

Project Review: The goals of a project review 
are for the project manager (PBL team leader) 
to assess status and for team members to review 
subsystem interfaces. Project reviews can also 
encourage the exchange of operational knowl-
edge across teams, such as common problems 
encountered with tools or the system. A project 
review is typically conducted as a formal presenta-
tion of individual developer teams during which 
each team presents its subsystem to the manage-
ment (project sponsor and supervisor) or to other 
teams that depend on the subsystem. The review 
is usually preceded by the release of a document 
describing the aspects of the system under review. 

At the close of the review, the specific developer 
team may negotiate changes in the interfaces and 
changes in schedule.

Peer Review: The goal of peer review is to 
increase the quality of a work product produced 
by any designated team member. It is composed 
of two steps: the walkthrough and the inspection. 
During the walkthrough, a member of the devel-
oper team presents to the other members of the 
same team, his or her artifact, say, the line-by-line 
code, or a sequence of user-interface mock-ups. 
During inspection, the other members challenge 
any suspicious area and attempt to discover as 
many issues as possible based on a predefined list 
of criteria. Communication among participants 
is artifact-based. The peer review is similar in 
nature to the project review (typically involving 
more than one teams), except that they differ in 
their formality, their limited audience, and their 
extended duration within a single team of project 
members.

Status Review: The focus of status review is 
the tasks distributed among team members. Status 
reviews are primarily conducted within a team 
(say, weekly) and aimed to detect deviations from 
the task plan and to correct them. Status reviews 
encourage developers to complete pending tasks. 
The review of task status encourages the discussion 
of open issues and unanticipated problems, and 
thus encourages informal communication among 
team members. Often, solutions to common issues 
can be shared and operational knowledge dissemi-
nated more effectively when discussed within the 
scope of a team. Increasing the effectiveness of 
status reviews normally has a global impact on 
the team performance.

The Scenarios of Unplanned 
Communication

In an ideal project, all communication takes 
place during planned communication events. In 
practice, it is difficult to anticipate all information 
needs and plan all communications. In general, 
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issues resulting from a combination of seemingly 
isolated facts from different areas of the project 
are difficult to anticipate because no participants 
could have a global overview of all the facts. 
Consequently, a project should be prepared to deal 
with unexpected situations, often under pressure. 
We call the communication resulting from such 
crises unplanned communication events, including 
requests for clarification, requests for changes, 
and issue resolution.

Request for Clarification: This request rep-
resents the bulk of the communication among 
developers, clients, and users. Such requests are 
largely unplanned. A participant may request for 
clarification about any aspect of the system that 
seems ambiguous. These requests may occur dur-
ing informal meetings, e-mails, or any other com-
munication mechanism available to the project. It 
is worthy to note that if most information needs 
are handled through requests for clarification, 
such situations represent symptoms of a defec-
tive communication infrastructure. And the result 
could lead to serious failures downstream owing 
to misunderstandings and missing and misplaced 
information.

Request for Change: This request represents a 
channel to report any problems with the system it-
self, including its documentation, the development 
process, or the project organization. Typically, a 
change request contains such details as the clas-
sification (say, severe, moderate, or annoying), 
a description of the problem (say, rationale, or 
communication), a description of the desired 
change (say, a proposed solution). Requests for 
change are often formalized when the number of 
participants and the system size is substantial.

Issue Resolution: An issue represents a con-
crete problem, such as a requirement, a design, 
or a management problem. To each decision in 
project work represents an issue to be solved so 
that development can proceed. Alternatives are 
possible solutions that could address the issue 
under consideration. Criteria are desirable qualities 
that the selected solution should satisfy. During re-

quirements analysis, criteria include nonfunctional 
requirements and constraints such as usability. 
During system design, criteria include design goals 
such as reliability. During project management, 
criteria include management goals and tradeoffs 
such as timely delivery versus quality. A deci-
sion is the resolution of an issue representing the 
selected alternative according to the criteria that 
were used for evaluation and the justification 
of the selection. Typically, it is only after much 
discussion (or argumentation) that a consensus is 
reached or a decision imposed, covering all aspects 
of the decision process, which includes criteria, 
justification, explored alternatives, and trade-
offs. Using these issue-modeling concepts in the 
context of capturing project rationales in review 
meetings, we often write an agenda in terms of 
issues that we need to discuss and resolve. We state 
the objective of the meeting (formal or informal) 
to be a resolution on these issues and any related 
sub-issues that are raised in the discussion. We 
structure the meeting minutes in terms of proposals 
that we explore during the meeting, criteria that 
we agree on, and arguments we use to support or 
oppose proposals. We capture decisions as resolu-
tions and action items that implement resolutions. 
During subsequent meetings, we review status in 
terms of the action items that we produced in the 
previous meetings.

CURRENT CHALLENGES 
FACING OUR WORK

From the discussion built up so far, it is not diffi-
cult to foresee that PBL is the kind of group-based 
project work which has many educational and 
social benefits, in particular providing students 
with opportunities for active learning. However, 
teaching, directing and managing such project 
work is not an easy process. This is because proj-
ects are often: expensive demanding considerable 
supervision and technical resources; and complex 
combining design, human communication, HCI, 
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and technology to satisfy objectives ranging from 
consolidation of technical skills through provok-
ing insight into organizational practice, teamwork 
and professional issues, to inculcating academic 
discipline and presentation skills. In preparing our 
students to get started, familiar and comfortable 
with group-based project work, we need some sort 
of course support which goes beyond what typical 
course management systems such as WebCT or 
MOODLE could accommodate currently. Indeed, 
the specific characteristics required of such a 
blended learning environment must be carefully 
delineated and thoughtfully designed with a practi-
cal continual learning scenario in order to stimulate 
any learner-centered involvements. This section 
discusses the challenges behind providing such 
course support, through describing an effort in 
virtual organizing an AKE in support of the PLC 
comprising our PBL students.

Devising the Appreciative 
Knowledge Environment (AKE)

Our major focus of student-centered AC lies in 
the installation of an appreciative knowledge 
environment (AKE) in which electronic support 
for AC to enable collaborative knowledge work 
among students and between teachers and students 
is made available, especially in their respective 
work and study settings. In particular, we can con-
sider the AKE as the creative units for knowledge 
sharing for people on a number of scales. The 
smallest is perhaps the environment surrounding 
one individual trying to solve a problem in his or 
her course assignments, or a small team or work 
group, collaborating to find creative solutions in 
its search for innovations, such as a PBL team 
seeking innovative ways to satisfy client require-
ments. Nonetheless, if the motivation behind our 
AKE were to encourage student responsibility, to 
make learning meaningful, and to encourage active 
knowledge construction in the specific curricula of 
students’ study, the naturalistic creation of virtual 
communities of student-learners in the process of 

using the underlying AKE services, must be well 
supported. As a knowledge-support environment, 
there are many possibilities for services identifica-
tion. Currently, the challenges of how to enhance 
the value of course-specific knowledge work have 
rendered, at least, three main design reflections: 
1) support the actual practices and daily tasks of 
the participants (teachers and students); 2) collect 
experiences and represent them in an accessible 
and equitable manner; and 3) provide a framework 
to guide the knowledge process.

Support the Actual Practices and 
Daily Tasks of the Participants

The AKE environment should support the actual 
practices and daily tasks of teachers by helping 
them guide students’ learning process through 
the creation of a visible history of student work. 
For students, the AKE should support learning 
practices and tasks by making the thinking of 
their peers more visible and by illustrating the 
process of collaborative problem solving through 
both individual and group inquiry activities (say, 
through the installation of various Wiki-based 
applications). Moreover, from a knowledge in-
tegration perspective, the practice of teaching 
and learning involves developing a repertoire of 
models for explaining situations (say, in the form 
of various podcasts). What type of knowledge 
integration framework can best help students and 
teachers in their daily practice?

Collect Experiences and 
Represent Them in an Accessible 
and Equitable Manner

The AKE environment should collect experiences 
and represent them in an accessible and equitable 
manner to promote the process of connecting 
ideas so that participants (students and teachers) 
can use them in subsequent tasks such as during 
follow-up clarification and illustration. Com-
munities, if viewed as a network of relationships 
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and resources, can be structured to elicit ideas, 
develop shared understanding, and promote the 
integration of a diverse set of perspectives. It is 
important to investigate the potential of structuring 
discussions in different ways based on the type of 
discussion and the associated pedagogical goals. 
Linking different types of pedagogical goals to 
design strategies is a challenging task because 
most of the students are yet to get accustomed 
to reflecting on the nature of their contributions.

Provide a Framework to Guide 
the Knowledge Process

The AKE environment should encourage partici-
pants to make sense of their learning by creating a 
culture where people ask each other for justifica-
tion and clarification. It is essential to investigate 
how participants adjust their learning behavior 
as their peers prompt them to support their ideas 
with evidence. One strategy is to create some 
commonly agreed upon criteria and to examine 
how these criteria are adopted and transformed 
by community members (mostly students) as they 
interact with one another. For communities to 
maintain coherence and develop a sense of what 
is desirable behavior, it is important that a strong 
community culture be established with a common 
set of values and criteria for making contributions. 
Student communities need a general framework 
to help define the mission and vision for their 
knowledge process.

Meeting the Virtual Organizing 
Challenge for AKE

In order for knowledge sharing within an organi-
zation (SFTW300 PBL teams of students) to be 
successful, it is convinced that the people involved 
must be excited about the process of sharing 
knowledge. Thereby, an appreciative sharing of 
knowledge must be viewed as the non-threatening 
and accepting approach that makes people real-
ize what they do can make a difference. One 

common example is the communities of practice 
(COP) (Wenger, 1998) (be it physical or online) 
mentioned earlier in the context of PLC. Many 
organizations today are comprised of networks of 
interconnected COPs through which knowledge is 
created, shared, organized, revised, and passed on 
within and among these communities. In a deep 
sense, it is by these communities that knowledge is 
owned in practice. In anticipation of our students’ 
knowledge challenge in a real-world organization, 
it is useful to conceive of an AKE based on the 
context of virtual organizing described earlier, and 
experiment with how the ideas of its three vectors 
can be applied to nurture online the growth of dif-
ferent COPs (Wenger, 1998) (or, in our case, more 
properly called communities of learning (COL) 
scattered throughout an organization.

Virtual Encountering the AKE

From a nurturing perspective, it is important to 
identify what COLs are desirable in the organiza-
tion, and how, if they already exist, but are not 
already online, to enable them to be online in order 
to provide more chances of virtual encounter of 
such communities, to the organizational members. 
For those communities already online, it is also 
important to design opportunities of interaction 
among different online communities, to activate 
their knowledge sharing. Since it is an important 
COP practice not to reduce knowledge to an ob-
ject, what counts as knowledge is often produced 
through a process of communal involvement, 
which includes all the controversies, debate and 
accommodations. This collective character of 
knowledge construction is best supported online 
with individuals given suitable IS support to 
participate and contribute their own ideas. An IS 
subsystem, operated through virtual encounter, 
must help achieve many of the primary tasks of 
a community of learning, such as encouraging 
student participation, establishing a common 
baseline of knowledge and standardizing what is 
well understood so that people in the community 
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can exercise their creative energies on the learning 
issues of interest to the community’s collective 
growth.

Virtual Sourcing the AKE

From the discussion built up in the first vector, it is 
not difficult to visualize the importance of identi-
fying the specific expertise of each potential COL 
in the organization (in our case, the Department 
of Computer & Information Science), and if not 
yet available, planning for its acquisition through 
a purposeful nurture of expertise in various COLs 
related to different curricula of studies. This vec-
tor focuses on creating and deploying intellectual 
and intangible assets for the organization in the 
form of a continuous reconfiguration of critical 
capabilities assembled through different relation-
ships in the network of COLs distributed within 
and across the department(s). The mission is to set 
up a resource network, in which the COL is part 
of a vibrant, dynamic network of complementary 
capabilities. The strategic leadership challenge 
is to orchestrate an organization’s position in a 
dynamic network where the organization can 
carefully analyze her relative dependence on other 
players in the resource coalition and ensure her 
unique capabilities.

Virtual Expertising the AKE

It is important to understand that not everything 
we know can be codified as documents and tools. 
Sharing tacit knowledge requires interaction and 
informal learning processes such as storytell-
ing, conversation, coaching, and apprenticeship. 
The tacit aspects of knowledge often consist of 
embodied expertise – a deep understanding of 
complex, interdependent elements that enable 
dynamic responses to context-specific problems. 
This type of knowledge is very difficult to repli-
cate. In order to leverage such knowledge, an IS 
subsystem, operated through virtual expertise, 
must help hooking people with related expertise 

into various networks of COLs, in order to fa-
cilitate stewarding such knowledge to the rest of 
the organization.

Preparing Students’ Blended 
Learning in PBL Online

Today, many educational institutions across the 
world have implemented electronic learning (e-
learning) environments, implying that learners and 
teachers increasingly are integrating both physical 
and electronic resources, tools and environments 
within mainstream educational settings. Still, these 
new environments are yet to have a major impact 
on learning. This is partly because the blending of 
real and virtual domains in teaching and learning is 
challenging for most teachers; yet, it is becoming 
an essential skill for effective teaching. On the one 
hand, this new way of teaching and learning has 
the potential to extend learning methodologies, to 
open up opportunities for flexible online learning 
as well as to challenge more traditional methods 
of course delivery (Vat, 2009a). At the same time, 
it adds a degree of complexity to educational 
development and curriculum design. It is experi-
enced that the key to success is to concentrate on 
not merely thinking of how to integrate different 
sorts of content resources, but also on develop-
ing educational processes that blend online with 
face-to-face interactions. In this regard, the idea 
to support PBL online is to empower students 
to learn through various Web-based materials 
including text, simulations, video demonstra-
tions, and such resources as chat rooms, message 
boards, wikis, podcasts, and RSS feeds that have 
been purposely built for problem-based learning. 
Indeed, the increasing adoption of PBL and the 
growth in online support has reflected the current 
shift away from teaching as a means of transmit-
ting information towards enabling learning as a 
student-generated activity. PBL online is a timely 
example of a blended e-learning experience for 
both teachers and students. In fact, the context of 
blended e-learning (Eklund, Kay, & Lynch, 2003) 
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offers the possibility of changing our attitudes not 
only as to where and when learning takes place, 
but in terms of what resources and tools can sup-
port learning and the ways in which these might 
be used. In particular, blended e-learning fosters 
integration of different spaces, allowing students 
to learn from university, or from home or on the 
move. It can offer flexibility in the time when 
learners can participate in courses, reducing or 
removing restrictions arising from the balancing 
of school or home commitments with study. It 
opens up the range of media resources that can 
be used for learning. The blend of space, time 
and media offers new possibilities as to the sorts 
of activities students can carry out and the ways 
they can collaborate, using available electronic 
tools. Literally, the integration of physical and 
online spaces means that communities can form 
and interact in ways that were previously unimag-
ined. It introduces the possibility of interacting 
in real time (synchronously) in conjunction with 
opportunities to collaborate over a period of time 
(asynchronously). This in turn allows exploration 
of different forms of dialogue and new types of 
learning. New media resources and tools open 
up possibilities for students to create their own 
resource banks, integrating self-generated intel-
lectual assets with more formal materials sourced 
from libraries around the world. This brings into 
question some of the traditional values of edu-
cation, such as who owns, creates and controls 
resources and knowledge. New types of learning 
activities thereby challenge our thinking as to 
how learning might be facilitated, creating new 
etiquettes of learning and teaching, and shifting 
the locus of control from the teacher to the learner.

Lessons Learned for a 
Teacher-as-Servant

On integrating the essential context of servant-
leadership in support of implementing a PLC 
through virtual organizing the vehicle of AKE for 
classes of SFTW300 Software Psychology students 

over the past years, it is the author’s experience 
that there are three basic empowerment practices 
(Vat, 2004b) which should preferably be performed 
by the teacher-as-servant in order to apply AC to 
facilitate the PBL style of student collaboration. 
Meanwhile, the use of electronic portfolio (e-
portfolio) (Vat, 2009a) as an ongoing formative 
assessment tool to keep track of student learning 
is also found to be very promising.

The Three Practices of 
Student Empowerment

Enable Students to Determine 
What They Need To Learn Through 
Questioning and Goal Setting

It is convinced that students should work to identify 
their knowledge and skill deficits, and to develop 
strategies in the form of personal learning goals for 
meeting those deficits. Also, they should learn to 
relate what they know to what they do not know 
and ask questions to guide their quest for new 
knowledge. The emphasis is to foster a sense of 
students’ ownership in the learning process. If 
teachers, through the AKE, can guide the students 
in the identification of what they already know 
and what they need to learn, then knowledge gaps 
and mistakes can be viewed in a positive way such 
as another opportunity to learn. And students can 
assume more responsibility in addressing their 
own learning needs during any instructional unit.

Enable Students to Manage 
Their Own Learning Activities

It is convinced that students should be enabled 
to develop their learning plans, which should 
describe priorities, instructional tactics, resources, 
deadlines, roles in collaborative learning situa-
tions, and proposed learning outcomes, including 
presentation and dissemination of new knowledge 
and skills, if applicable. Traditionally, these in-
structional events are arranged by teachers to be 
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followed by students throughout a semester or 
school year, in order to accomplish a specified set 
of pre-determined learning or assessment objec-
tives. Yet, in that case, it is not advantageous for 
students to learn to take the initiative. To manage 
their own learning activities, students must be 
guided and supported by the teacher in the AKE, 
slowly taking on more and more responsibility of 
their own learning.

Enable Students to Contribute to 
Each Other’s Learning through 
Collaborative Activities

It is convinced that students should be motivated 
and supported in discussing and sharing informa-
tion. Particularly, we should enable students to be-
come co-builders of the course- or subject-related 
resources through evaluating and refining the 
entries their peers put into the AKE. Collaborative 
learning is quite appealing to achieve that purpose; 
however, it involves not just creating a group and 
then dividing up the work. Students must be edu-
cated to recognize what they are trying to learn in 
teamwork, value it, and wish to share that value 
with others. Teachers must provide this sense of 
accountability by structuring the group work to 
include both individual and group assessments.

The Educational Potential 
of Student e-Portfolios

In order to support the frequent formative assess-
ments of students’ work in the PLC culture of 
learning, it is important not to ignore the educa-
tional potential of student e-portfolios as a tool for 
learning in the PLC. In fact, different portfolios 
(Stefani, Mason, & Pegler, 2007; Bangert, 2004) 
have been used by students at traditional universi-
ties and colleges where face-to-face teaching is 
the dominant mode of instructions. For example, 
course portfolios are those assembled by students 
for individual courses. They document and reflect 
upon the ways in which the student has met the 

outcomes for that particular course. Instructor’s 
endorsement is often required to authenticate 
the course portfolios. Program portfolios are de-
veloped by students to document the work they 
have completed, the skills they have learned, 
and the outcomes they have met in an academic 
department or program. The mentor or appraiser 
could add comments. It could be a requirement 
for graduation. Oftentimes, students might use a 
selection from their program portfolio to show 
to prospective employers. Whatever the primary 
focus of engagement with students, the use of e-
portfolios inevitably adds a strong online element 
to the teaching and learning. Institutions need to 
provide electronic support and services; teachers 
need access and skills to integrate the e-portfolio 
application into their overall course design, and 
students need a wide range of electronic abilities 
in order to develop their e-portfolios. The underly-
ing pedagogy of e-portfolio use is considered the 
most significant link with student learning. Our 
experience has indicated that constructivism (Vat, 
2009a) does seem to be the approach worthy of re-
peated experimentation. The aim of constructivist 
principles as applied to e-portfolio is to engender 
independent, self-reliant learners who have the 
confidence and skill to use a range of strategies 
to construct their own knowledge (Stacey, 1998; 
Slavin, 1994). Where students are required to 
develop and maintain an e-portfolio, they are usu-
ally expected to reflect on their learning, consider 
how to give evidence of their learning and pos-
sibly even develop a plan (or a learning contract) 
of what they would like to learn. In other words, 
an e-portfolio implementation of constructivism 
usually implies a considerable level of learner 
autonomy and initiative, of learner responsibility 
for their learning and of opportunities to refine 
their learning based on feedback from the teacher 
and their peers. More importantly, e-portfolio 
use can be the basis for several student-centered 
initiatives (Batson, 2005), including: creating a 
system of tracking student work over time, in a 
single course, with students and faculty reflecting 
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on it; having a more fully informed and constantly 
updated view of student progress in a program, 
which is very helpful in formative assessment; 
aggregating other students’ work in a particular 
course to see how the students as a whole are 
progressing toward learning goals; and assessing 
other courses in similar ways that are all part of 
one major and thus assessing the entire program 
of study.

Remarks for Continuing Challenge

The software engineering workplace of this cen-
tury requires professionals who not only have 
an extensive store of knowledge, but also know 
how to keep that knowledge up-to-date, apply it 
to solve problems, and function as part of a team. 
This view of the software industry compels edu-
cators to rethink and reinvent the ways in which 
software practitioners are prepared. In particular, 
schooling must extend beyond the traditional pre-
paratory goal of establishing a knowledge base. 
Schooling must actively engage our students in 
opportunities for knowledge seeking, for problem 
solving, and for the collaborating necessary for 
effective practice. To realize such experiences, 
educators have looked to the potential of PLC to 
shift the focus on teaching to a focus on learning, 
seconded by the constructivist pedagogical designs 
that are based on the assumption that learning is a 
product of both cognitive and social interactions 
in problem-centered environments (Greeno, Col-
lins, & Resnick, 1996; Savery & Duffy, 1994). 
The adoption of PBL in SFTW300 is an example 
of such a design (Vat, 2006b), and the support of 
PBL online is always a challenge of innovation 
in learning design because the interrelationship 
of technology and pedagogy always renders such 
question as what it means to be a problem-based 
learner in an online setting. In fact, there has been 
much criticism in recent years about blended 
learning environments that fail to create effective 
settings for learning (Oliver & Herrington, 2003). 
One plausible reason is due to the peculiar focus 

on technological rather than pedagogical design. 
It is suggested that there is a need to revive the 
concept of learning design rather than to do a 
simplistic repackaging of the course content into 
blended learning formats (Mason, 1998). The idea 
of blending different sorts of media and learning 
tasks is not a new concept; however, blending 
e-learning has an added degree of complexity 
because e-learning allows the blending of differ-
ent spaces. For example, we can use electronic 
learning environments within physical teaching 
spaces; we can work across time zones in real time 
or asynchronously. For effective blending, we need 
to have a clear idea of what we want to blend and 
what we might blend. To understand how to design 
engaging tasks within blended e-learning, we have 
to have some knowledge of why we might design 
specific learning activities in particular ways. Why 
is one sort of activity appropriate for one learning 
situation, but not so effective in another? What 
sort of student activity are we expecting to see 
online and how might this differ from what we 
are accustomed to? Once teachers have decided 
what sort of learning activities they require, they 
face a further problem.This is the question of 
how to plan so that there is integration of these 
activities with appropriate resources, electronic 
tools and environments, using a range of teaching 
methodologies. Thinking through all the pos-
sible combinations and solutions is complex and 
demanding. It is experienced that students are 
motivated by solving authentic problems based 
on real-world activities that may be carried out 
non-sequentially and iteratively. Such problems 
contrast with the sequential orchestration of tasks 
frequently planned in teacher-centered education. 
Planning non-sequential activities is more com-
plex and may involve integrating a variety of media 
and electronic tools across real and virtual spaces. 
More importantly, blended e-learning brings with 
it a new order. With effective learning design, the 
locus of control should shift from the teacher to 
the learner. This shift, combined with the free flow 
of information, requires the development of new 
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sorts of relationships and trust. Ethical issues are 
of primary importance, and institutions may need 
to develop or revise strategies to reflect this fact.

CONCLUSION

To conclude this case description, I hereby render 
some of my perspectives behind adopting PBL 
in the teaching of SFTW300. The educational 
literature warns against compartmentalized units 
of study that produce students who cannot integrate 
the different parts of their knowledge. Although a 
fully integrated degree was beyond the scope of 
discussion, many of our conventional (teacher-
centered) courses had compartments that bore 
out the literature’s predictions. In effect, any new 
course designed in the Software Engineering 
program must be as integrated as possible, if we 
want our students to bring all their knowledge to 
bear on solving real-world problems in software 
development. In this regard, the nurture of inde-
pendence and collaboration becomes important. 
Indeed, our conventional courses have been 
widely criticized for stifling students’ initiative 
in learning. Yet, through PBL, we offer an ap-
proach to learning where curricula are designed 
with problem scenarios central to student learning 
in each curricular component. Students working 
in small teams examine a problem situation and, 
through this exploration, are expected to locate the 
gaps in their own knowledge and skills in order to 
decide what information they need to acquire in 
order to resolve or manage the situation. Lectures, 
seminars, workshops or laboratories support the 
inquiry process rather than transmit subject-based 
knowledge. The starting point should be a set of 
problem scenarios regardless of whether a mod-
ule or a whole program is being designed. The 
scenarios enable students to become indepen-
dent inquirers and help them to see learning and 
knowledge as flexible entities. Students should 
discover they can learn by themselves, using a 
range of resources. They are aided in learning to 

do this by the PBL cycle of collaboration, which 
develop in them their social and mega-cognitive 
skills. Consequently, students’ critical thinking 
and problem-solving abilities are sharpened. 
These are crucial to effective project (software) 
development, especially at the higher levels of 
analysis and design.

In the specific case of SFTW300, students have 
to go through the process of understanding, de-
signing, implementing and evaluating interactive 
computer systems to match the needs of client. 
This is a teamwork development exercise requir-
ing students to work in groups. This is important 
to prepare their future careers; nonetheless, fresh 
graduates today are expected to have the ability 
and experience to perform effectively in group-
based project work. SFTW300 supports groups 
by identifying specific roles for group members, 
providing class time and guidelines on group 
management, monitoring group planning and 
progress, and conducting formative assessments 
for group management and reflection on group 
processes. Students working in a group naturally 
learn to communicate with one another, which 
is another goal highly valued by the software 
industry. In particular, at the end of each problem, 
PBL students need to turn in a report and to give 
a presentation, during which each student must 
demonstrate his or her work with justification, 
followed by a session on question and answer. All 
these require the students to have good command 
of communications skills. Overall, PBL fosters 
in our PLC of SFTW300 students such generic 
skills as group work, planning, problem-solving, 
independent learning, research skills, writing, and 
oral presentation. These are university goals and 
also highly valued by employers in the computing 
industry. What is needed to support the continual 
nurture of such PLCs is to realize the generative 
potential of the engine of servant-leadership in 
sustaining the concomitant application of ap-
preciative coaching (AC) to help our students to 
tap into or rediscover their own sense of wonder 
about their future possibilities.
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ABSTRACT

This paper explores various linkages between 
knowledge management (KM) and human capital 
management (HCM) in the context of developing 
leadership and management capabilities to support 
sustainability. Based on the prevailing literature, a 
framework linking human resource management 
(HRM), KM and HCM is applied to the develop-
ment of leadership and management capabilities 
to support sustainability. The framework identifies 
ways to promote sustainability through creating 
effective links between KM and HCM by which 
organizations can develop their leadership and 
management capabilities to support sustainability 
across business, environmental and social justice 

contexts. This approach provides managers with 
a framework for addressing sustainability issues 
and for developing individual and organizational 
capabilities to support sustainability through KM 
and HCM practices.

INTRODUCTION

The significance and impact of sustainability is 
growing rapidly in the age of globalization. With 
an increased emphasis on sustainable develop-
ment, discourses on sustainability now cross many 
boundaries. The context of sustainability today is 
both trans-disciplinary and trans-organizational. 
Operating at the economic, social and environ-
mental level, sustainability is driven by a strong 
belief that socially responsible development is 
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the way of the future. For instance, scholars like 
Avery (2005), Elkington (2004) and Parkin (2000) 
advocate that individuals and organizations world-
wide should be engaged actively in protecting the 
environment. This worldview adheres to sustain-
able development concepts. A range of factors 
must be taken into consideration if sustainability 
issues are to be dealt with in an effective manner. 
In this setting, organizations, institutions, agen-
cies, industry sectors, national boundaries and 
regulatory agencies are interdependent players 
in creating a sustainable future.

Sustainable development in a knowledge 
economy requires consideration of the optimum 
way to make knowledgeable interpretations and 
recommendations to support sustainability, which 
meets the needs of a diverse range of stakeholders. 
Certainly, strong commitment is required from 
these stakeholders if sustainable development, 
not only from an economic standpoint, but also 
from a social and environmental perspective is 
to be supported in an enlightened manner within 
organizations and governments. Part of this pro-
cess includes managing risk in new and uncertain 
environments. Moreover, committing to practices 
that promote and achieve sustainable outcomes, 
particularly in a global context has the supply 
of sound knowledge for decision-making as a 
prerequisite. Effective knowledge management 
(KM) approaches to support the crucial processes 
of knowledge creation, sharing and dissemination 
are also obligatory. KM is a rigorous process com-
pared to knowledge sharing because it denotes a 
specific structure and

strategy, which accompanies the dissemination 
of knowledge to produce value-added activities 
for an organization. In contrast, without an ac-
companying structure and strategy, it is unlikely 
that knowledge sharing per se will produce value-
added outcomes. Without the oversight of KM, 
both knowledge sharing and knowledge dissemi-
nation run the risk of becoming ad hoc activities.

KM includes not only recognizing the funda-
mental role of knowledge and information in the 

process but also recognizing implicit imperfec-
tions in knowledge and information processes 
(Laszlo & Laszlo, 2002; Sage, 1998). Knowledge 
for sustainability highlights the need for new 
knowledge, for new ways of managing knowledge 
and for new work practices to support this process 
(Gloet, 2006). Today, the ways in which sustain-
ability knowledge can be effectively captured, 
managed, shared and disseminated to achieve 
effective decision making in a sustainability 
context is not well understood (Malone & Yohe, 
2002). Nevertheless, developing management and 
leadership capabilities to support a commitment to 
sustainable development will assist in improving 
the present situation. Sustainable development 
globally requires significant change, an increasing 
awareness of social and shareholder contexts, and 
developing a sense of social responsibility, both at 
the individual, corporate and government levels. 
Sustainable development also demands major 
changes in work practices where these practices 
drive the vision and approaches to management 
in contemporary organizations. Successful sus-
tainable development supports economic, social 
and environmental needs simultaneously with 
the benefits derived from meeting such needs in 
a sustainable fashion. Here, trade-offs and syner-
gies are involved in meeting competing needs and 
achieving desired benefits. This is the new frontier 
where organizations can demonstrate leadership 
and model desired strategies and behaviours as-
sociated with a strong and enduring sustainability 
platform. Appropriate sustainability knowledge 
and information emerges as a key aspect of effec-
tive decision making in this regard, particularly 
when multiple perspectives and stakeholders 
are involved. Thus, a strong imperative exists 
to develop strategic leadership and management 
capabilities within today’s organizations to meet 
the challenges of working effectively to promote 
the economic, social and environmental forms of 
sustainable development. This is a realm where the 
nexus between KM and human capital manage-
ment (HCM) may prove to be effective.
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KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
AND THE LINKS TO HUMAN 
CAPITAL MANAGEMENT

Considerable interest in KM endures when 
competitive advantage is perceived to be linked 
directly to knowledge. Within the interdisciplin-
ary nature of KM, this interest covers functional 
and professional boundaries that range from IT 
professionals, to those involved in accounting, 
marketing, organizational development and 
change management. One feature common to the 
widely divergent activities of any organization 
is the emphasis on knowledge work, knowledge 
workers and the nature of knowledge. While this 
debate results in professional turf wars, it has the 
potential for identifying new opportunities for 
collaboration across professional and functional 
boundaries. One area ripe for collaboration is 
the emerging group of professionals who have 
as their number one priority a focus on manag-
ing knowledge resources in their organizations. 
This job is often independent of their levels of 
formal training or their designated title within 
the organization. KM work also cuts across the 
established and functionally embedded group 
of HRM professionals. Indeed, the relationship 
between KM and HRM has developed in recent 
years to the extent that both KM and HRM have 
grown to become more sophisticated and complex 
(Gloet, 2006). In this light, HCM emerges at the 
frontier of conventional HRM practice. There-
fore, the linkage between KM and HCM offers 
managers significant potential to share common 
understandings of the strategic value of knowledge 
in organizations.

The processes of acquiring, developing, de-
ploying and retaining the collective knowledge, 
skills and abilities (KSAs) of an organization’s em-
ployees by implementing processes and systems 
that match employee talent to the organization’s 
overall business goals become the characterizing 
feature of HCM. Human capital, as a measure of 
the economic value of an employee’s skill set or 

KSAs, recognises the value inherent in the educa-
tional attainments, the range of experience, levels 
of skills and abilities of employees. Arguably, the 
HCM operational platform is broader and more 
strategic than conventional HRM. This is particu-
larly the case because those engaged in HCM are 
cognizant of the strategic value of organizational 
knowledge, especially that knowledge which 
resides within the employees of an organization. 
Worldwide, HRM in many organizations lacks 
a strategic thrust and operates without a strong 
underlying focus on knowledge. This mindset oc-
curs when HRM is viewed as being synonymous 
with managing employment law or when the HRM 
strategy tied to the overall business strategy is 
weak or non-existent. In other circumstances, the 
potential to move beyond conventional HRM is 
reduced because the economic value of knowledge 
in general and employees’ KSAs in particular are 
marginalized. While HCM is an emerging area 
of influence, traditional functional approaches 
to HRM retain their dominance in most organi-
zational contexts (Gloet 2006).

A reasonable consensus on the nature and scope 
of HRM stands in contrast to understandings about 
the nature of KM. Much of the literature of KM 
continues to be flavoured with a techno-centric 
focus, which posits knowledge as an entity that 
can be captured, manipulated and leveraged. 
However, perceptions of this type are limited and 
ultimately hazardous. Any critical understanding 
of knowledge per se and its incorporation into the 
management of organizations requires an acute 
awareness of the diversity of views about what 
knowledge is and what it can do for an organiza-
tion. The range of views on the concept include 
perceptions of knowledge as an entity (akin to 
information), as a resource, as a capacity and as 
a process. In the context of HCM, knowledge is 
interpreted as a social creation that emerges at the 
interface between people and information. Espe-
cially relevant here are the communities engaged in 
communication, knowledge-creation, knowledge 
sharing and learning. Operationally, KM encom-
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passes all the systematic processes used by an 
organization to identify, create, capture, acquire, 
share and leverage knowledge (Rumizen, 2000). 
For example, although knowledge as such may 
be difficult to manage, the related technologies, 
systems, instruments, stocks, flows and people 
engaged in the process are susceptible to manage-
ment structures. Both people and activities can 
be controlled and held accountable for particular 
outcomes concerning KM. However, given that 
such activities today largely concern intangibles, 
we are well beyond Daniel Bell’s (1973) venture 
in social forecasting. The implications for or-
ganizational structures, resources, cultures and 
strategies, management styles and the roles and 
expertise of staff become even more complex 
when notions of sustainability infiltrate the re-
lationships between these elements. Complexity 
increases with thinking about sustainability within 
organizations in particular.

Within the traditional function of HRM, the 
rise of the knowledge economy has prompted 
managers to rethink the profession. The notion 
of HRM as purely a bureaucratic personnel 
management operation has waned over the de-
cades. This decline has been accompanied by a 
fresh conceptualization of HRM to integrate its 
activities to support the overall business strategy 
with a view to achieving competitive advantage. 
Nevertheless, even today, experts caution that 
HRM faces extinction if it fails to respond to 
the new environment of a knowledge economy 
(Lengnick-Hall & Lengnick-Hall, 2003; Saint-
Onge & Armstrong, 2004; Stewart, 1997; Ulrich, 
1997, 1999). If HRM is unable to add value under 
the new economic conditions, it will come under 
extreme pressure (Stewart, 1997; Stone, 2002). 
According to Chatzkel (2002) and Gloet (2004, 
2006), HRM can overcome the odds and evolve 
through contributing to creating effective linkages 
between HCM and KM within organizations. In 
order to shift the focus of HRM to a broader HCM 
perspective, an increased emphasis on the role and 
value of KM in organizations is required.

The intangible aspects of knowledge are fast 
becoming one of the defining characteristics of 
economic activity today. Standing in contrast to 
tangibles like goods and the productive processes, 
there is a proliferation of information and com-
munication technologies, coupled with greater 
organizational complexity, the growth of virtual 
and global organizations and rapid change. A 
rapidly changing environment that features the 
growth of knowledge and technology highlights 
the need for new sources of competitive advantage 
(Lengnick-Hall & Lengnick-Hall, 2003). In turn, 
this search suggests that drastic changes within 
HRM are also required if HR professionals are to 
respond positively to the changing demands of a 
knowledge economy.

Traditional HRM can be characterized as 
operating within narrow boundaries. In a knowl-
edge economy, the role of HRM must expand, 
looking both within and outside the organization 
for its raison d’être. Part of this evolution is a 
move beyond the traditional focus on managing 
people to managing organizational capabilities, 
relationships, learning and knowledge (Coates, 
2001; Saint-Onge, 2001; Lengnick-Hall & 
Lengnick-Hall, 2003; Ulrich, 1997). The emphasis 
on discrete HRM practices has also broadened to 
include a focus on developing themes and creating 
environments conducive to learning. In addition, 
HR professionals have recently embraced the 
processes of acquiring, sharing and disseminating 
knowledge within organizations. In particular, 
a focus on learning can facilitate a transition 
from a traditional HRM focus to a broader HCM 
perspective.

According to Gloet (2006), a revitalization 
of the HRM function is necessary to respond 
adequately to the new demands of the knowledge 
economy by developing linkages with KM requires 
fundamental changes within four key areas: Roles, 
Responsibilities, Strategic Focus and Learning 
Focus. A mapping of the relationship between 
these areas is set out in Figure 1.
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Roles

Lengnick-Hall and Lengnick-Hall (2003) adopt a 
view that in a knowledge economy, organizations 
will need HRM that is characterized by a new set 
of roles that can assist in generating and sustain-
ing organizational capabilities. Such HRM roles 
include those of the human capital steward, the 
knowledge facilitator, the relationship builder and 
the rapid deployment specialist. HR specialists in 
the first role recognise the value of intellectual 
capital and supply the resource to ensure that it 
will grow in value. This involves brokering the 
services of an organization’s knowledge workers. 
The knowledge facilitator places an emphasis 
on learning and development, effective KM and 
creating environments conducive to knowledge 
creation, sharing and dissemination. Relationship 
builders focus on creating and sustaining networks 
and communities of practice. These relationship 
builders join people in various parts of the supply 
chain in new and creative ways. The rapid deploy-
ment specialist meets the challenge of operating 

in rapidly changing markets where information, 
business processes and organizational design may 
be combined to meet the dynamic business envi-
ronments characteristic of organizational life in a 
knowledge economy. In this environment, KM has 
the capacity to broaden and enrich significantly 
the role of the HRM professional.

Relationships

HRM in a knowledge economy ideally entails 
responsibility for developing and sustaining or-
ganizational capabilities through activities that 
cut across traditional business functions. In this 
setting, strategy formulation and implementa-
tion, finance and marketing as well as new func-
tions such as KM fall within the scope of the 
HR professional. Given that KM is increasingly 
thought of as a means of competitive advantage, 
it should, therefore, be viewed in the same way 
as other recognized business functions because 
it contributes to an organization’s bottom line. 
According to a range of scholars, this requires 
developing new relationships that reflect a shared 
responsibility among managers, employees, cus-
tomers and suppliers for HRM (Lengnick-Hall and 
Lengnick-Hall, 2003; Saint-Onge, 2001; Soliman 
and Spooner, 2000; Ulrich and Smallwood, 2003; 
Yahya and Goh, 2002). KM has the capacity to 
bring forth a new role for HRM, which provides the 
basis for forging new organizational relationships.

Strategic Focus

In a knowledge economy, a strategic focus is 
imperative to developing human capital and KM. 
As MacDonald (2003) suggests, HR professionals 
should identify and channel intellectual capital 
toward the development of a concise set of or-
ganizational core competencies, strengths and 
capabilities. An emphasis on traditional long-term 
strategic development and long-range planning 
in HRM needs to be complemented by short-
term strategic approaches employed to counter 

Figure 1. Mapping the relationship between KM 
and HRM
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the often unpredictable, dynamic, fluid environ-
ments, which characterize the contemporary 
business world. However, in combination with 
a short-term strategic focus, HR professionals 
must also think about long-term sustainability as 
well as constant renewal and revitalization. As 
Lengnick-Hall and Lengnick-Hall (2003) suggest, 
a rapid deployment specialist has the capacity to 
respond quickly to the needs of business - teams 
that can be rapidly assembled, deployed, and 
subsequently reconfigured to suit the changing 
needs of business environments characteristic 
of a knowledge economy are a major source of 
competitive advantage.

In order to gain additional sources of competi-
tive advantage from KM and HCM, the identifica-
tion of both core competencies and the integrated 
the knowledge sets that distinguish organizations 
from one another is an essential goal because 
this identification adds value for the clients and 
customers of an organization (Bohlander, Snell 
and Sherman, 2001). According to Ulrich (1997, 
1999) knowledge sets are organizational capabili-
ties. Ulrich further suggests that HRM’s important 
role is related to creating and developing organi-
zational capabilities, especially those required to 
compete successfully in a knowledge economy. 
Saint-Onge (2001) too reinforces the need for the 
HR function of an organization to be transformed 
in order to respond to changing requirements of the 
knowledge era. For Saint-Onge (2001), a strategic 
capabilities approach is the road forward where 
resources are structured across individual capabili-
ties, organizational capabilities and the knowledge 
architecture. With this focus, the role of the HR 
professional focuses on integrating individuals, 
teams and organizational learning for the benefit 
of all stakeholders. With changes of this type, 
HRM is in a position to play a determining role 
in creating and developing those organizational 
capabilities, which form part of contemporary KM 
strategies geared to creating wealth from intellec-
tual capital while maintaining a commitment to 
sustainability imperatives. This also represents a 

shift from traditional HR practices to approaches 
more in line with HCM strategies.

Learning

A knowledge economy implies the need for learn-
ing. Today, the emphasis on creating distinctive 
HRM practices includes developing themes and 
creating environments conducive to learning 
and the acquisition, sharing and dissemination 
of knowledge within organizations. Creating 
and sustaining learning environments and nur-
turing communities of practice are part of this 
new world for the HR professional. Managing 
intellectual capital and developing human capital 
within the organization creates a strong emphasis 
on constant renewal or revitalization of the or-
ganization. Scholars like Chatzkel (2002) posit 
human capital as an active organizational asset. 
In referring to the four human capital domains of 
acquiring, maintaining, developing and retaining, 
Jac Fitz-enz (2000) views the developmental as-
pect as unique in the sense that only people can 
be developed. Thus, the domain of deveflopment 
holds the key to achieving organizational change, 
growing individual and team capabilities and 
creating value while simultaneously attending to 
sustainability imperatives.

In a setting that places the collective knowledge 
of employees as a source of competitive advan-
tage, the HRM function is pivotal in realizing the 
potential of KM programs aimed at capturing, us-
ing and re-using employees’ knowledge (Soliman 
& Spooner, 2000). Moreover, HRM has a direct 
role in enabling employees to develop and build 
high quality, creative problem solving skills in a 
leadership context (Yahya & Goh, 2002). HRM 
contribution to developing expertise in how to 
manage learning, re-using knowledge through les-
sons learned and surfacing knowledge, know-how 
and best practice behaviours can be significant 
(Martin, 2000). For example, Lengnick-Hall and 
Lengnick-Hall (2003) view HRM as central to 
developing and sustaining a learning focus through 
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facilitating continuous learning, identifying 
sources of employee knowledge, understanding 
the mediators that facilitate knowledge sharing 
and more importantly ensuring that knowledge of 
this type is made available to employees. Through 
such a learning focus, a broader HCM platform 
can be developed and supported.

DEVELOPING LEADERSHIP AND 
MANAGEMENT CAPABILITIES 
TO SUPPORT SUSTAINABILITY

Information and communications technologies 
and various organizational forms may not neces-
sarily deliver success in KM within knowledge 
intensive organizations. Research, for example, 
suggests that cognitive models of KM based on 
the capturing, sharing and leveraging pattern will 
be less effective than those community based 
models, which display clearer understandings of 
the characteristics of knowledge work and knowl-
edge workers. Undoubtedly, the future success of 
sustainable development lies largely within in the 
human realm.

For Doppelt (2003), leadership is the ultimate 
key to organizations successfully embracing sus-
tainability. Effective leadership results in effec-
tive dialogue, which is a prerequisite of change. 
Leadership commitment to sustainability, for 
example, would highlight change and provide 
realistic pathways for breaking down those barri-
ers erected to prevent sustainable outcomes. Such 
barriers include tunnel vision, past practices, old 
ideas and cultural frameworks, which combine 
to discourage new visions of the future from be-
ing realized. For Doppelt (2003), these ingrained 
ideas reside within an organizational culture and 
are mediated via policies and procedures. In this 
light, the development and strategic nurturing of 
any alternate vision of a future driven by a strong 
and committed approach to management and 
leadership is paramount.

Broadening Ulrich’s (1997, 1999) notion of 
organizational capabilities, developing the lead-
ership and management capabilities necessary to 
support sustainability is a crucial endeavor. Sup-
porting sustainability through the development of 
various leadership and management capabilities 
enables organizations to make certain that ideas 
concerning ecology, sustainability and social jus-
tice constitute the criteria for managing and the 
setting of priorities. This realm is where partner-
ships between KM and HCM have the potential to 
make a significant contribution to organizational 
development (Perez & Ordonez de Pablos, 2003).

Capabilities that support sustainability include 
the capacity to work across a myriad of boundaries 
as well as across disciplines. Jackson, Farndale 
and Kakabadse (2003) see the need to articulate 
a vision that clearly supports sustainability con-
cepts and engenders social responsibility through 
clearly identified capabilities. The need to act 
as a role model and to convince others of the 
positive impact of a commitment to sustainabil-
ity are also essential attributes among leaders. 
Simultaneously, effective change managers can 
help reduce resistance to notions of sustainability 
(Barton, Figge & Routledge, 2000; Marshall, 
2004; Wood, Bobenrieth & Yoshihara, 2004). 
In this context, relationships become anchors to 
stabilize the change management process. Other 
capabilities supporting sustainability include the 
ability to think across boundaries and establish 
new relationships, a capacity to work across or-
ganizations, value chains and markets (Marshall, 
2004; Rowledge, 2002). Leaders in these change 
environments must excel at interpersonal, organi-
zational and inter-organizational communication 
and possess the inherent capacity to develop and 
maintain broad social and business networks. In 
establishing a wide range of relationships, effec-
tive leaders recognize the paramount role of col-
laboration. Other related capabilities include the 
ability to be flexible and adaptive when dealing 
with people and relationships.
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From a strategic perspective, purpose-driven 
leadership and the ability to provide strategic 
leadership through the development of sustainable 
business models is characteristic of both manag-
ers and leaders. Moreover, the need to implement 
sustainability strategies and plans across various 
organizational levels requires leaders who can 
align business goals with sustainability targets and 
objectives and produce solid returns on invest-
ment for all stakeholders. Leaders who focus on 
renewal and revitalization in not only economic 
terms but also in social and environmental terms 
are significants assets for the sustainable organiza-
tion (Rowledge, 2002; Wood et al., 2004).

In terms of a learning focus, management 
and leadership capabilities include the capacity 
to pose reasoned questions, to engage in critical 
inquiry and to be cognizant of the values underpin-
ning issues framing debates about sustainability 

(McElroy, 2002). In such environments, systems 
thinkers with a holistic worldview thrive. Other 
capabilities include the ability to recognise that 
all systems are fluid and evolving. The ability 
to pursue sustainability from an action learning 
perspective and the capacity to identify ongoing, 
reflective active learning opportunities are also 
among the most desired capabilities (Marshall, 
2004).

Context

The issue of context is paramount in the dynamic 
world of KM. Understanding how contextual 
factors affect an organization will nurture the 
development of appropriate KM approaches 
and processes, which will serve to position an 
organization in a sound competitive niche while 
still maintaining a commitment to sustainability. 

Table 1. Mapping management and leadership capabilities to support sustainability 

ROLES
•  Ability to work across organizational, national and international 
    boundaries and disciplines 
•  Leader as visionary: the vision must support sustainability 
•  Demonstrate problem solving capacity across a wide range of 
    complex issues, including environmental, technical, social, 
    political and economic issues 
•  Role model – must be able to convince others of the positive 
    impact of commitment to sustainability, and model behaviour 
    accordingly 
•  Change manager – must be able to formulate a vision and ‘sell’ 
    it, also reduce resistance to notions of sustainability 
•  Capacity to demonstrate and model self-renewing behaviour

RELATIONSHIPS
•  Ability to think across boundaries, establish new relationships, 
    work across value chains and across expanded markets 
•  Demonstrate excellent communication skills 
•  Capacity to build and maintain networks 
•  Capacity to broaden relationships, for instance not only across 
    an organization but also consumers, suppliers, the value chain 
    and the ecological chain. 
•  Able to collaborate widely 
•  Valuing principles of equity, justice, collaboration in all 
    relationships 
•  Flexible and adaptive

Knowledge creation Knowledge sharing Knowledge dissemination Communication 
CONTEXTUAL FACTORS

Processes Enablers Relationships Measurement Feedback Infrastructure 
Self-awareness Learning Education Boundary spanning

STRATEGIC FOCUS
•  Ability to implement sustainability strategies and plans across 
    various levels 
•  Capacity for purpose driven leadership 
•  Understand need to set benchmarks and measure results 
•  Understanding the need to provide strategic leadership through 
    the development of sustainable business models 
•  Delivers ROI for all stakeholders (as opposed to only 
    shareholders) 
•  Ability to align business goals with sustainability goals and 
    targets 
•  Focus on renewal, revitalization in economic, social and 
    environmental terms

LEARNING FOCUS
•  Identifying ongoing, reflective, active learning opportunities 
•  Poses questions and engage in critical inquiry 
•  Values-aware 
•  Ability to pursue sustainability from an 
•  action learning orientation 
•  Ability to accelerate the learning curve to achieve results faster 
•  Systems thinker, seeing holistically 
•  Ability to recognize that all systems are fluid and evolving
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KM can effectively serve these purposes if it is 
developed and maintained skilfully. As the essence 
of knowledge work and the people who perform 
it is connected to the acquisition of skills and 
expertise, a willingness of people to share these 
attributes and collaborate with others is essential 
(Newell, Robertson, Scarborough & Swan, 2002). 
While organizational capabilities and individual 
competencies – human attributes, skills and 
knowledge – combine to create the potential for 
effective action (Saint-Onge and Wallace, 2003), 
effective HCM and KM require a sound under-
standing of the environmental, organizational, 
team and individual contexts underpinning any 
organization. Knowledge itself is of little value to 
an organization unless these contextual aspects are 
clearly understood. Much of the tacit and explicit 
knowledge remains largely untapped in most or-
ganizations and without a thorough understanding 
of context, neither HCM nor KM can brace the 
development of the management and leadership 
capabilities required to support sustainability.

THE NEXUS BETWEEN 
SUSTAINABILITY, HCM AND KM

Sustainability remains a novel and elusive concept, 
which is hardly surprising in that disposability 
is an inherent element in the consumerism that 
powered the previous industrial economy. In 
today’s knowledge economy, where importance 
is increasingly attributed to the need for sustain-
able resources and institutions, knowledge-based 
theory should underpin strategic thinking in 
organizations. Within a knowledge-based view, 
organizational knowledge is recognized as the 
most valuable organizational asset (cf. Curado 
& Bontis, 2006; Reinmoeller, 2004). Following 
from a resource-based view of the firm (cf. Bar-
ney, 1991; Halawi et al., 2005; Wernerfelt, 1995), 
which posits that a firm’s available and accessible 
resources are its basis for competitive advantage, 
managing knowledge strategically is a significant 

source of competitive advantage (Barnes, 2002). 
Knowledge is both a key resource and a basis for 
sustainability. In this light, knowledge and associ-
ated KM practices must too be sustainable. In the 
wider search for sustainability, issues of context, 
culture and appropriateness are of overriding 
importance. In the realm of context, there should 
be a focus on community as well as on process. 
With this association, KM enhances the potential 
for knowledgeable practices that are “envisioned, 
pursued and disseminated, with other actors 
encountering these new practices and learning 
from them to develop their own local knowledge” 
(Cushman, Venters, Cornford & Mitev, 2002).

The scope of KM exists largely in the contex-
tual filter that spans the boundaries between the 
various interactions between people, organizations 
and national cultures. Effective linkages, which 
support sustainability, require mutual understand-
ing of the contextual aspects related to the broad 
ranges of situations and frameworks in which 
sustainability issues are cast. KM involves manag-
ing the context and thereby, the interface between 
the HRM strategy and situational factors. In the 
realm of context, KM offers a range of boundary 
spanning activities and support mechanisms for the 
HR professional to engage. These include knowl-
edge creation, knowledge sharing, frameworks, 
enablers, infrastructure, measurement, feedback, 
learning and education.

The application of knowledge and expertise, 
through KM and HCM, acts as a platform to 
support sustainable development. The deeper the 
intensity of knowledge and information exchange, 
the better the chances for developing effective 
management and leadership capabilities to sup-
port sustainability. While situated and contextual 
understandings related to sustainability goals and 
practices are required, new modes of KM are also 
necessary to facilitate this development because 
the drivers of mainstream approaches to manage-
ment development have largely reflected different 
visions and objectives. The focus must be on cre-
ativity, internal organizational dynamics and the 
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social processes of human interaction, especially 
given that the latter is central to knowledge creation 
and transfer. KM helps to shape organizational 
routines that house useful knowledge, which can 
be exploited as an organizational rather than an 
individual resource (Carlisle, 2000). Knowledge-
based theorists argue that a firm’s unique capabili-
ties in the management of knowledge processes 
can be developed into distinctive competencies 
based upon exploiting the growing knowledge 
generated by these processes (Carlisle, 2000). 
The capability for integrating knowledge from 
a wide range of disparate sources is an obvious 
example in this context. Such organizational 
knowledge-based capabilities are culturally bound 
and contextually dependent and hence, they are 
difficult for competitors to imitate or replicate. It 
is in the synergies between these capabilities and 
competencies, the learning, cultures and behav-
iours that the richness of the potential relationship 
between KM and HRM is most evident.

From the standpoint of HCM, several things 
need to happen because traditional HRM ap-
proaches still dominate the majority of modern 
organizations and even so-called ‘strategic’ HRM 
fails to recognize sufficiently the significant 
and intrinsic value of knowledge. Therefore, 
the transformation from traditional HRM to 
knowledge-based HCM approaches is of utmost 
importance to organizations wishing to operate 
in the modern knowledge environment. The best 
way to accelerate this transformation process is 
through the development of strong linkages and 
partnerships between KM and HCM.

Strong links between KM and HCM support 
sustainability through the identification of those 
capabilities specific to sustainability and by align-
ing recruitment and selection practices to these 
capabilities. Through supportive management 
development programs and learning support, 
capabilities of this type can be developed further. 
This includes identifying key individuals to be 
fast-tracked into sustainability roles, normally 
based on their personal values and extensive 

relationship networks. Sustainability goals can 
be built into the HR strategic plan to support the 
same goals in the overall business plan (Barton 
et al., 2000). Connectivity between sustainability, 
KM and HCM is further leveraged through the 
inclusion of a strategic provision for human capital 
development, both in the context of knowledge-
related capabilities and competencies and the 
cultural infrastructure that supports knowledge-
creation and sharing, communication, learning, 
and networking necessary for the formation of 
communities of practice. Performance manage-
ment and remuneration can also be tied to specific 
indicators related to identified capabilities and 
desired behaviours.

Finally, the key to maximising the contribution 
of KM to a management practice such as HCM is 
to promote awareness and understanding concern-
ing the implications of the essential, deep-seated 
and often obscure differences in approaches to 
KM. This requires an understanding of deeper 
underlying values and assumptions, coupled with 
an appropriate alignment between overall, strategy 
(in this case with a sustainability dimension), KM 
and HCM.
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Chapter  6.12

ABSTRACT

The transition to knowledge-intensive customer-
centric enterprise is important, but never easy. 
Reorganizing people is likely to face critical 
structural and cultural change issues related to 
people. Addressing these issues is essential for 
the continued success of customer-value-building 
services and products. In light of today’s competi-
tive business environments and changing power 
of customers, organizations need to be able to 
deal with people-based issues in order to secure 
high quality customer service and long-life and 
profitable customer relationship. The chapter 
presents a recommended solution to deal with 
people change management in competitive busi-
ness environments, viz. to ‘reorganize people’ in 
a customer-centric networked organization. ‘Re-

organization of people’ is operationally defined by 
three sub-interventions: a) reconfiguring structure, 
b) reshaping culture, and c) rehabilitating people.

INTRODUCTION

Today’s fast-changing business world is witness-
ing aggressive fluctuations, higher degrees of 
uncertainty, and fierce competition. The changing 
nature of business environments requires high 
organizational requirements as well as high in-
volvement from people. The increasing dominance 
of knowledge as a basis for improving efficiency 
and effectiveness of organizations triggered many 
companies to find new ways of utilizing knowledge 
they have gained in devising or improving their 
business practices (Awad and Ghaziri, 2004). A 
knowledge-based customer-centric strategy is 
centered on the creation of DCC based on customer 
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knowledge with the aim of creating sustainable 
competitive advantage (SCA) for the business. As 
the long-term objective of business competitive 
strategies is to build SCA, focus should be on 
‘difficult-to-imitate’ resource-based capabilities 
(Salck et al., 2006). The competitive advantage of 
imitable resources is short-lived; it may soon be 
rapidly imitated by a capable competitor or made 
obsolete by an innovation of a rival.

This paper seeks to examine the role of people 
in the implementation of customer knowledge 
management (CKM) strategic change. The ability 
of an organization to compete in rapidly changing 
business environments is contingent upon its abil-
ity to develop competitive strategies that enable 
leverage of distinctive core competencies and 
delivery of value-adding products or services to 
customers. Once the knowledge-based customer-
centric competitive strategies have been identified, 
a plan is developed to ‘reorganize people’ in order 
to enable the CKM change strategy. ‘Reorganiz-
ing people’ is used in this paper to refer to trans-
formation of organizations from hierarchical to 
networked organizations, restructuring of units in 
which people operate into self-controlled teams 
and assignment of ‘case managers’, and changing 
the corporate culture and leadership style of the 
newly formed organizations.

Two basic perspectives are used to relate to 
the process of reorganizing people: structure and 
culture. It is true that sometimes terminologies are 
used in a vague or contradicting manner. As of 
the term ‘reorganizing’, it could mean different 
things to different people. For instance, Weiss 
(2001) offered a contribution which explained 
three approaches to reorganization: restructur-
ing, reengineering, and rethinking. Restructur-
ing involves the redesigning of organizational 
units through initiatives such as downsizing, 
reengineering refers to attempts to introduce 
dramatic change in business processes, whereas 
rethinking involves the redesign of thinking and 
mindset through initiatives such as the learning 
organization.

Role of People in CKM Change

People refer to human resources, such as front-line 
staff, support staff, business managers, as well as 
general managers, as well as knowledge workers 
who are involved in CKM activities. Knowable 
workers are those employees who can think or 
work with ideas. Knowledge workers add value 
to a company’s products and services and have 
direct impact on the efficiency and productivity 
of the work process by capturing, applying, shar-
ing, and disseminating their knowledge within the 
organization are called knowledge workers (Awad 
and Ghaziri, 2004). A knowledge worker is the 
‘product’ of experience, values, processes, educa-
tion, and the ability to be creative, innovative, and 
in tune with the culture of the company. Knowledge 
worker is the one who wants a challenge and to 
be on a winning team. Examples of knowledge 
workers are managers, lawyers, engineers, system 
analysts, strategic planners, market analysts, and 
accountants (Awad and Ghaziri, 2004). Other 
remaining categories of employees may be con-
sidered as support to knowledge workers.

People in Structural Change

Organizational system and its components can be 
analyzed using the analogy of human body. De 
Wit and Meyer (2004) offered a way to divide 
organizational systems into three parts: anatomy 
(structure), physiology (processes), and psychol-
ogy (culture). Salaman and Asch (2003) classified 
organizations based on three components through 
which the capability of organizations is produced, 
i.e. organization structures, organization systems 
and processes, and organizational cultures.

Due to the dynamics of today’s business envi-
ronments, and the shift towards knowledge-based 
customer-centric organizations, the above classifi-
cations may not suffice to analyze organizational 
dynamics, and thus need to be expanded. In line 
with the proposed CKM framework, Figure 1 
presents a seven sub-system classification of or-
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ganizational systems that are analogous to human 
body as follows:

• Analytical (mind): knowledge, intelli-
gence, and continuous learning

• Physical (bones): form (structure), tech-
nology, and other tangible resources

• Physiological (flesh): content
• Managerial (heart): planning, coordina-

tion, command, control, and adjustment 
processes

• Informational (blood): data and 
information

• Psychological (soul): people and culture
• Social (social interactions): relationships 

with the external environment, i.e. custom-
ers, suppliers, business partners, and alike

People in Cultural Change

When addressing the role of people in organiza-
tional structures, it is equally important to address 
existing corporate culture, the type of culture that 
the organization is trying to foster, and bridge 
the gap between the two by revamping the exist-
ing set of cultural values accordingly. Corporate 
culture has been recognized as a pervasive force 
influencing organizational effectiveness.

Deal and Kennedy (1982) have conceived 
culture, rather than structure, strategy, or politics, 
as the prime mover in organizations Cultural 

change programs start with identifying current 
shared organizational values and norms, and then 
proceed to identifying what the culture should 
be, and end with identifying the gap between the 
two and developing a plan to close it (Morgan & 
Studrdy, 2000)

Corporate culture plays an integral role in 
knowledge sharing among people and in a suc-
cessful development of a CKM strategy. It helps in 
fostering or hindering information and knowledge 
flow in an organization and in promoting distinc-
tion in delivery of customer products or services. 
Although are considered important tools for dis-
seminating information or knowledge within an 
organization, ICTs alone cannot secure efficient 
flow of information or knowledge, if corporate 
culture is not conducive to knowledge sharing 
among employees. People in the organization 
need to be capable, willing, and ready to share 
knowledge or provide a high quality product or 
service.

Besides, corporate culture plays a significant 
role in facilitating or hindering the delivery of 
products or services preferred by customers, and 
ultimately accomplishment of organizational 
effectiveness. Culture has got an influence on 
people’s behavior and many aspects of organiza-
tional life starting from product or service planning 
and design, and development and ending up with 
marketing, sales, delivery, and customer service. 
As of the CKM change strategy, it is extremely 

Figure 1. Anatomy of knowledge-based customer-centric organizations
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essential for businesses to realize the importance 
of shifting their corporate culture from internally 
oriented to customer-oriented in order to be able 
to create SCA. Therefore, CKM change requires 
an analysis of the level of commonality of culture 
(breadth of widely shared beliefs, values, and 
norms) and plan for implementation of a cultural 
transformation program at the individual, team, 
and organizational levels. However, one should 
note here that cultural change programs that ad-
dress all the three levels of depth of culture may 
require from two to five year implementation 
programs (Davenport, 1993).

Therefore, organizations need to transform to 
a customer-centric cooperative and knowledge 
sharing rather than competitive and knowledge 
hoarding culture. More specifically, an effective 
customer-centric corporate culture is the one that 
(Buttle, 2004):

• Identifies which customers to serve
• Understands customer’s current and future 

requirements
• Obtains and shares customer knowledge 

across the enterprise
• Measures customer results: satisfaction, 

retention, future re-calls, and referral be-
haviors (word0f-mouth)

• Designs products and services that meet 
customer’s requirements better than 
competitors

• Acquires and deploys resources (informa-
tion, materials, people, and technology) 
that create the products and services that 
satisfy meet customer requirements

• Develops the strategies, processes, and 
structure that enable the company to sat-
isfy customer needs

However, changes in culture rather than 
structure or technology, are the most difficult to 
undertake among various pillars of organizations. 
This difficulty is due to several factors such as:

• The enormous amount of effort and time 
that is required to create noticeable chang-
es. Cultural change takes place through 
an ongoing socialization process that may 
take whole life span of employees.

• The feasibility and ethicality of organiza-
tional change to accomplish lasting and 
long-term change in beliefs, values, and 
norms of people is questionable (Salaman, 
1997).

• The employees’ resistance to organiza-
tional change, viz. business strategy, job 
design, organizational structure, business 
processes, and technology, which works 
in the opposite direction of the change 
program.

Although considered essential and having an 
influential impact on the success of customer-
centric business transformation, organizational 
culture has been viewed as intellectually flawed 
and practically impossible (Ogbonna & Wilkinson, 
2003). Furthermore, the feasibility of changing 
people’s beliefs, values, and norms to cope with 
the transformation to customer-centric knowl-
edge-based organizations may be questioned. 
Nevertheless, cultural change aspirations were 
very evident in core principles of famous change 
programs such as TQM, i.e. customer orientation 
and continuous improvement (Hughes, 2006). 
Corporate culture continues to be useful as an 
explanation of organizational behavior than as a 
prescription on how to change in an organization 
(Salaman & Asch, 2003).

Issues in Managing People

Reorganizing people in customer-centric teams 
carry with it a number of issues as follows:

Attracting People

Attracting the ‘right’ applicant to fill the required 
skill, knowledge, or behavioral characteristics 
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gap would have its profound impact on the ac-
complishment of business strategies, goals and 
objectives, and ultimately on the success of its 
CKM strategy. Recruitment of people in customer-
centric organizations is usually based not only on 
the applicant’s qualifications, but also on the extent 
to which the job applicant’s cultural values ‘fit’ 
with the required organizational culture, team-
based work conditions, and the prospects of the 
applicants to add value, develop, and grow within 
the organization (Peppard & Rowland, 1995). But, 
the challenge that faces CKM strategies is that 
not all individuals are willing, capable, or ready 
to work in teams.

Managers alongside other personnel staff usu-
ally perform the selection process, yet there are 
increasing numbers of instances where teams play 
an important role in ‘choosing their colleagues’, 
or even customers choosing their service provid-
ers. For example, South West Airlines used its 
frequent flyers to select cabin crew (Heskett, et 
al., 1994). However, the challenge that remains 
facing customer-centric organizations is how to 
assess the potential of a person to add value to 
customers as well as to the company. The degree 
of ‘fitness’ with the required organizational culture 
is very difficult to assess, and remains a rather 
subjective and illusive quality trait. However, 
sometimes, motivation and intellectual ability 
may provide a sound guide for selection (Peppard 
& Rowland, 1995).

Developing People

Development of people refers her to a set of 
activities that are initiated by customer-centric 
companies on-the-job (i.e., job placement and job 
rotation) or off-the-job (i.e., training workshops 
and professional seminars, and conferences), with 
the aim of improving the value-adding contribu-
tion of human resources through:

• Acquisition of new customer-centric ICT 
and job-related skills and knowledge 

(i.e., marketing, sales, customer service). 
Examples are:
 ◦ How to capture customer data? How 

to survey customers?
 ◦ How to analyze customer’s data?
 ◦ How to profile or segment customers?
 ◦ How to design a customized cam-

paign program?
 ◦ How to create customized product or 

service?
• Acquisition of customer-focused team-

based behavioral characteristics and deci-
sion-making skills (soft skills): refers to 
values, beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors. 
Examples are trustworthiness, innovation 
and creativity, perfection, team spirit, and 
risk taking.

• Continuous customer-oriented learning 
and improvement: refers to learning how 
to design a new order fulfillment procedure 
that requires less time, effort, and money, 
and ultimately, pleases customers.

Having the right behavior with customers shall 
at the end be reflected on customer’s purchasing 
behavior and decisions. For example, front-office 
staff cannot be polite, courteous, and committed 
to their clients, if their own internal organization 
behaves rudely and indifferently. The behavior of 
front office employees will have a direct bearing 
on perceptions, loyalty and retention of custom-
ers. Similarly the behavior towards suppliers will 
determine the perception of the company and play 
a part in motivating partnerships between compa-
nies. However, behaving well towards customers 
and people is not enough. Customers get fed up 
with the most attentive staff if they simply cannot 
actually do it, so skills of staff are also necessary 
(Peppard & Rowland, 1995).

In this regard, traditional organizations cope 
with major changes by assigning functional units 
to selected parts of the issue or problem- tempo-
rarily removing the burden from view. But for a 
new form of organization to be a true ‘learning 
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organization,’ it must develop an atmosphere that 
is conducive to long-term rather than short-term 
benefits (Wysocki & DeMichiell, 1997). In new 
forms of organizations, the role of people has 
shifted from doing to improving the work. If ‘im-
proving’ is becoming an equal to ‘doing’ for each 
employee, then ‘learning’ as well as ‘performing’ 
is becoming a key objective for the company as 
a whole (Peppard & Rowland, 1995).

Planning for training and development needs 
is based on gap analysis of current versus desired 
levels of skills, knowledge, and behavioral char-
acteristics as well as of customer-centric teams. 
Skills, knowledge capabilities, and behavioral 
characteristics of customer-centric team mem-
bers should be carefully planned, designed, and 
developed in order to help in delivering successful 
products or services, achieving business goals 
and objectives, and ultimately business strategies. 
Current and desired corporate cultural values 
and the degree of empowerment will have to be 
also considered when identifying the necessary 
behaviors, skills, and subsequent training and 
development needed expanding a team member’s 
ability to secure a high quality customer service.

Achieving significant changes in a team 
member’s capacity is required for achieving im-
provement in customer products or services, but 
is not enough. Self-controlled teams should also 
be expanded to self-learning teams. Continuous 
learning is essential to cope with continuous 
environmental changes. It is not enough for 
employees to only learn the ‘how to do things’, 
but they should also learn how to solve business 
problems, how to add value, and how to develop 
and maintain interpersonal relationships within 
and outside the organization. Therefore, customer-
oriented development of human resources capacity 
to provide high quality customer service should 
take place on an ongoing basis that starts with the 
introduction of new staff members to a company 
and its teams, and continues throughout people’s 
career life.

However, not all people are willing, ready, or 
capable to work in teams. Team-based work may 
not be successful all the time, even if we man-
age to select those who are capable of doing so, 
Sometimes working in teams may be unfruitful, 
unharmonious, and does not lead to the desired 
work synergy (the team’s output is greater than 
that of individuals acting alone). Working in teams 
may pose a challenge to interpersonal relation-
ships among team members, and may create 
problems such as personal clashes and conflicts, 
groupthink, and time consumption (Peppard & 
Rowland, 1995). The situation will be more ag-
gravated when national cultural values in which 
organizations operate are intolerant of diversity, 
but supportive of uniformity that shuns personal 
differences and sees them as equal to personal 
hostilities.

The chronic issue that still faces organizations 
is the viability of the decision to change people’s 
skills, values, beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors. To 
a large extent, developing team members’ hard 
skills (i.e. structured work-related knowledge and 
skills) of people is easy. In contrast, developing 
team-members’ soft skills (team-based work val-
ues, attitudes, and behaviors) is much harder to 
implement and reach fruitful results, especially in 
the short-run time horizon and with contradicting 
national cultural values. Similar difficulty exists in 
the attempt to introduce change in the culture of 
organizations, which are, by nature, enduring and 
deeply rooted. Supportive and visionary leader-
ship plays a crucial role in successful structural 
and cultural change programs.

Maintaining People

What is important is not only to attract and develop 
the capacity of team members, but also to be able 
to keep them loyal, committed, and ultimately 
retained. Companies need to continue to provide 
attractive motivation, both intrinsic and extrinsic, 
in addition to management support. Compensa-
tion systems may be viewed by some people as 
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extrinsic motivators, but may be viewed by oth-
ers as ‘hygiene’ factors’, which do not motivate 
workers, but rather, may lead to job dissatisfaction 
if badly designed (Herzberg, 1987).

It is not expected of teams to perform well from 
day number one of their forming. Usually team 
working evolves through four stages (Jassawalla & 
Sahittal, 1999): forming (acquaintance), storming 
(interactions), norming (acceptance), and perform-
ing (goal attainment). However, the challenge 
that may continue to face such organizations is 
how to evaluate performance of customer-centric 
team members’ activities, how to align the pay 
scale with flexi-working hour systems, how to 
differentiate between high performers and average 
performers within the same team when applying 
team-based compensation, and how to improve 
people’s loyalty, job satisfaction, retention, and 
ultimately job performance.

Traditional productivity measures are frequent-
ly inadequate, inaccurate, and may be inapplicable 
in customer-centric networked organizations. 
The traditional way of rewarding (e.g. factory 
floor workers, sales people) was piece rate based, 
where people are paid according to the number 
of ‘pieces’ they process? For example, how could 
one differentiate between two knowledge workers 
who provided same customer service? Is it by time 
taken? Is it customer’s value of purchase? Is it 
customer retention rate? Is it number of customer 
complaints? Is it percentage of new customers 
acquired? Is it customer satisfaction?

Modern organizations, especially virtual ones, 
often face the challenge of supervising and evalu-
ating a workforce that is geographically spread 
across the world, working in isolation from direct 
supervision, and working more in teams. Rather 
than working in a central office, many salespeople 
work remotely and rely on hand-held pen com-
puters, cellular phones, and pagers to link them 
to customers and the head office. The nature 
of team-based work makes it hard to apportion 
individual-based rewards (Pearlson & Saunders, 
2006). Therefore, direct employee supervision 

may need to be replaced by electronic tracking 
of employees’ activities, such as the number of 
calls processed, e-mail messages sent, or time 
spent surfing the Web.

Virtual teams cannot be managed in the same 
way in more traditional teams. The differences 
in management control of performance activities 
are particularly pronounced. Monitoring behavior 
of virtual teams is likely to be more limited than 
in traditional teams, as behavior of virtual team 
members cannot be easily observed. Therefore, 
performance is more likely to be evaluated in 
terms of output than on displays of behavior 
(Pearlson & Saunders, 2006). Therefore, evalua-
tion of employees may be partially conducted by 
using objective compensation systems that reward 
people for deliverables produced (i.e., a report 
produced by certain date) or targets achieved (i.e., 
sales quota), as opposed to subjective systems 
that emphasize factors such as ‘attitude’, feel, etc 
(Pearlson & Saunders, 2006). However, in CKM 
strategy, subjective performance aspects of the 
work, such as quality of service and interactions 
with customers, are considered as important as 
objective performance measures in creating and 
maintaining relationships with customers, and 
cannot be easily skipped

In networked organizations, there is no hier-
archical and departmental status, but empower-
ment and an appreciation of the team as a whole, 
e.g., the name of every team member is shown 
on business cards and pamphlets (Peppard & 
Rowland, 1995). As organizations migrate from 
traditional structures to new forms of organiza-
tions, so should their compensation systems. 
People in traditional organizations may consider 
‘low pay’ as a cause of dissatisfaction, but may 
not consider ‘high pay’ as a cause of satisfaction. 
In contrast, members of customer-centric self-
managed teams may consider job-related intrinsic 
factors, such as empowerment, team membership, 
management recognition, and self-actualization, 
as replacements to materialistic motivators, viz. 
salary increase.
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Therefore, new forms of customer-centric 
competitive organizations should encourage:

• Team-based compensation
• Customer and quality focus evaluation: 

performance evaluation system is based on 
the contribution of team members to the 
well being of customers.

• Knowledge-sharing focus evaluation: 
knowledge-sharing behaviors need to be 
incorporated in performance appraisal sys-
tems, and rewarded through recognition, 
pay raise, and financial incentives.

• Continuous learning and value-adding cus-
tomer offerings.

Managing Resistance to Change

Organizational transformation decisions, like 
downsizing, automation, or process revamping 
have got an inescapable cost of eliminating some 
positions such as low-level service or clerical 
jobs and even middle managers. In collectivist 
cultures, people openly criticize companies that 
lay-off people because they cut off their salaries. 
For instance in the Arab culture, people frequently 
repeat this saying ‘hanging by the nick is better 
off than cutting-off means of living’. Whenever 
companies undertake major reengineering pro-
grams, people’s resistance to change is expected 
to intensify especially in collectivist societies. In 
cultures known for their uncertainty avoidance, 
shunning off risk taking, and high fetish for con-
formity and passive stability, reengineering is 
viewed as a threat to people’s job security. The 
challenge here is how to handle or cope with such 
resistance to change. Companies need to offer more 
educational and awareness programs before and 
throughout the change itself, and offer job place-
ment advice service and post-termination support 
programs for ‘victims’ of the change program.

The shift from individual-based to team-based 
reward systems may be challenged by lack of 
cooperation among team members (Pearlson & 

Saunders, 2006). Organizations need also to be 
aware of the sensitivity of change to people in 
their organizations. For instance, compensation 
systems that try to devise new appropriate ways 
to provide rewards to team members may cerate 
negative reactions from employees. Another 
challenge is related to culture-sensitivity of some 
structural change decisions such as in compensa-
tion systems. For example, in national cultures 
with higher levels of individualism, many workers 
may prefer reward systems to be linked with the 
performance of individual employees, whereas 
same reward system may be counterproductive 
in a more collectivistic culture (Griffin, 2005).

Leading People

CKM change requires visionary, inspiring, and 
supportive leadership who can coach not boss. 
The new leadership role is to provide support and 
a clear strategic vision of the change program but 
should not be promising more than what can be 
realistically delivered. New leaders coach and 
sponsor rather than direct or give orders, and may 
not be the most senior in the team, but need to 
possess an admirable work-related knowledge. 
New leadership also needs to have a total rather 
than a partial view of the work (holistic that looks 
at the work as a one whole unit), a participative 
rather than authoritative style, a friendly rather 
than reserved attitude, and a customer rather than 
product orientation.

Leadership in CKM transformation programs 
is especially important to decide on the level of the 
program (i.e., operational, analytical, or strategic), 
prioritize the CKM program over other wide-
scale organization programs, provide high-level 
ownership, support, and oversight of the project, 
and break down the business functional silo walls 
because CKM programs are cross functional in 
nature.

The CKM change programs need to be cham-
pioned at CEO level. However, a lower level of 
change, i.e. operational CRM projects, needs 
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champions at senior functional management level 
such as chief marketing officer or sales manager. 
Analytical CRM needs champions at lower levels 
yet. In general, CKM champions tend to reside 
at higher levels or at marketing, sales, or service 
functional levels. However, it should be noted that 
if ICT people, with limited business knowledge, 
champion CKM, there is a danger that it will be 
seen as an implementation of a pure ICT project, 
at the expense of its potential business benefits 
(Buttle, 2004).

Empowerment provides employees with in-
trinsic rewards and a higher moral status, but not 
all people have got the preference and ability for 
empowerment. Some people may feel uncom-
fortable with works that do not follow clear and 
structures rules and regulations. Such a preference 
is not purely an individual choice per se, rather, 
it could relate to national cultures that shun risk 
taking in favor of uncertainty avoidance. However, 
the challenge that faces organizations is how to 
decide on the appropriate level of empowerment 
provided to employees, and sometimes to custom-
ers or suppliers.

Empowerment needs to be advocated the same 
way should technology be advocated; it should 
be appropriate (Peppard & Rowland, 1995). The 
appropriate level of empowerment is based on two 
factors: the extent of organizational empowerment 
and people’s preference and ability for empower-
ment. Organizational empowerment refers to the 
extent to which the organization defines systems 
and procedures that staff must work to. On the 
other hand, people’s preference and ability for 
handling empowerment refers to the extent to 
which people are comfortable, motivated, and 
able to take the initiative to work without strict 
procedures (Clutterbuck et al., 1993).

Empowerment should be provided at its right 
level to the right people at the right time. The ‘ap-
propriate’ level of organizational empowerment 
itself is usually contingent upon the situation. For 
instance, low empowerment is need in some situa-
tions, such as the rigid standards must be adhered 

to such as financial procedures and guidelines, 
whereas considerable discretion in meeting clients’ 
needs may be needed in others, such as attending 
to an ad-hoc request of customers. However, the 
real challenge is when leadership needs to bal-
ance between employees’ ability and preference 
for empowerment from one side, and customer 
satisfaction with quality of the service from the 
other side. For instance, nothing is more annoy-
ing to customer than when the person attending 
to their needs has to continually refer back up 
the hierarchy to obtain approval for a particular 
request. Disempowerment can lead to an exten-
sion of lead times, dissatisfied customers, and a 
general inability to innovate.

Managing Knowledge Workers

The need for knowledge workers in specific con-
tinues to grow as the importance of knowledge-
based competition grows among business firms. 
However, managing knowledge workers usually 
pose many challenges to organizations. Knowl-
edge workers often like to work independently, 
require extensive and highly specialized training, 
define performance based on terms recognized 
by other members of their profession rather than 
their organization, (Griffin, 2005).

Organizations nowadays face the challenge 
to attract, evaluate, compensate, and retain self-
directed knowledge workers. Large companies 
compete for the attraction of knowledge work-
ers, and work hard to retain them, but not every 
organization is willing to make the human capital 
investments necessary to take advantage of these 
jobs. A special importance is to be paid to knowl-
edge workers’ professional and soft skills, and 
the match with the requirements of the job. The 
knowledge worker is expected to possess both 
professional and soft skills. Professional skills 
relate to technical skills and abilities, whereas 
soft skills relate to s sense of cultural, political, 
and personal aspects of knowledge in the busi-
ness. The personal aspects of knowledge include 
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open, candid, and effective communication skills, 
a warm and pleasant personality that nurtures 
knowledge creation, manipulation, sharing, and 
application in a group setting, sensitivity to the 
political pressures in the department or organiza-
tion in general (Awad & Ghaziri, 2004).

Measuring productivity of knowledge work-
ers is not as simple as traditional piece rate 
performance evaluation (e.g., number of units 
sold, number of units produced, and number of 
customer served). Furthermore, performance of 
knowledge workers may fall below organizations’ 
expectations. Several factors may limit knowledge 
worker’s performance (Awad & Ghaziri, 2004):

• Time constraint: As there is always more 
work and less time to do, either quality 
level or completion time might lag behind 
targets. Motivation is also affected where 
urgency supercedes motivation.

• Working smarter and harder but accom-
plishing little in the short-run: limited time, 
effort, and manpower are often behind 
frustrating results.

• Doing work that the firm did not hire them 
to do.

• Heavy work demands invariably affect a 
knowledge worker attention span, moti-
vation, and patience, regardless of pay or 
benefits.

• Dislike of ideals proposed by management, 
avoidance

Although knowledge workers are usually 
highly paid compared to other people in the same 
organization, however, they may monitor the going 
salary rate in the market, and if they find it higher, 
it may adversely affect their continuity on the job. 
Managing knowledge workers with control of 
corporate knowledge as the core asset of business 
requires a ‘handling with care’ approach. Carefully 
designed and customized systems for selecting, 
evaluating, and compensating knowledge workers 
help a lot in reducing their prospective mobility. 
Sometimes, leadership support and favorable 
corporate culture may create a noticeable impact 
on alleviating possible drainage of intellectual 
assets of organizations.

A PROPOSED MODEL FOR THE 
REORGANIZATION OF PEOPLE

The recommended solution to deal with people 
in CKM change is to ‘reorganize people’ in a 
customer-centric networked organization. ‘Reor-
ganization of people’ is operationally defined by 
three sub-interventions: (a) redesigning structure, 
(b) reshaping culture, and (c) rehabilitating people.

Figure 2. A recommended model for the reorganization of people
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Redesigning Structure

Turbulent business environments are creating 
complex problems for business organizations, 
which cannot be solved by traditional solutions. 
One of these solutions is organizational design. 
It is almost becoming a fact of life that there is 
no one best way to design organizations, as the 
best design is contingent upon many external as 
well as internal factors such as the organization’s 
environment, goals, size, strategy, and technology 
(Bowditch & Buono, 2005).

Organizations adopt a flexible organizational 
design forms, i.e. the networked organization, or 
at another extreme point may even adopt a VC 
design. In between, some organizations, i.e. banks, 
may take a mediocre design choice by adopting 
a hybrid design, which combines the features of 
both hierarchical and networked organizations, 
thus creating a mixed balance of centralization 
and decentralization. In such situations, it may 
well be appropriate if customer-facing front-
office units such as sales, billing, and customer 
services follow a networked team-based form, 
whereas back-office supporting units, such as 
purchasing, human resources, accounting, and 
ICT services are kept under the functional and 
hierarchical structure.

Reshaping Culture

CKM organizational transformation requires 
not only changes in structure, but also nurturing 
knowledge-sharing customer-oriented culture. 
Knowledge sharing culture helps employees in 
handling customer complaints and converting 
these complaints from being a challenge to being 
an opportunity. The ability of employees to excel 
in handling customer complaints as opposed to 
their competitors would give them a SCA in terms 
of creating customer satisfaction and ultimately 
customer profitability.

The knowledge-sharing culture may be fos-
tered through incorporating it as an element in 

both performance evaluation and pay and rewards 
systems, mentoring programs to senior members 
to transfer their knowledge, training programs in 
knowledge-sharing methods, and informal organi-
zational gatherings and to improve interpersonal 
relationships among employees.

The structural and cultural changes would be 
more effective once they were compatible with the 
national cultural fabric in which an organization 
operates. National socio-cultural settings do have 
various profound impacts on product or service 
delivery, standards of business conduct, and eth-
ics that the society is considering appropriate or 
inappropriate. For instance, consumer preferences 
for color, style, taste, and so on may change from 
one place to another.

As culture represents an integral part of 
customer-centric organizational transformation, 
therefore, management of changes in culture 
becomes very crucial for customer-oriented or-
ganizations in order to:

• Enable maintenance, innovation and de-
velopment of the existing customer-orient-
ed value-adding cultural values.

• Foster a new customer-oriented value-
adding corporate culture that prevails 
throughout the organization and emphasiz-
es values such as excellence, trust, respect, 
teamwork, and focus on achievement.

• Resolve or minimize conflicts between 
subcultures within different teams or units, 
especially in the case of merger between or 
acquisition of two companies with distinct 
cultures.

Creative business solutions are not expected 
to flourish in conventional business contexts, and 
vice versa. Using Hofstede’s (2003) classification 
of national cultures, the CKM-based organization 
is likely to flourish more in the national cultural 
settings that are characterized by the following:
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• High Individualism: where people con-
sider it acceptable to cater for individu-
alized preferences of customers, and let 
these preferences take premium over those 
of masses of customers in the market. 
Providing customized product or service 
may be seen as unacceptable favoritism 
treatment somewhat of discriminatory na-
ture that is based on purchasing power of 
customers. That is why it is quite possible 
to find consumers in some countries; for 
instance, who are willing to pay premium 
prices for tailor-made clothes, whereas 
consumers in other countries may be un-
willing to pay that premium, and in turn, 
prefer to purchase ready-made ones.

• High Power Tolerance: Socio-cultural 
values also affect the way workers in a 
society feel about the importance of their 
jobs and organizations (Griffin, 2005). The 
role of superiors is changing from direct-
ing to sponsoring, coaching, guiding, and 
mentoring. The role of employees is also 
changing from receiving orders to being 
fully trusted with the power to do the job. 
Employees’ empowerment enables the de-
livery of higher value to customers, but it 
works well in power tolerance social con-
texts, where less significance is attached 
to a person’s position in the hierarchy, and 
control of power is no longer resides in 
the hands of superiors, but distributed and 
shared by all staff members.

• Low Uncertainty Avoidance: where peo-
ple prefer formalized structure and consis-
tent standard operating procedures, where-
as in low uncertainty cultures, people take 
positive stands and response to change and 
creation of new opportunities. As a result 
of the need for empowerment, employees 
in networked customer-centric organiza-
tions will have to be willing, capable, and 
ready to accept higher degrees of authority, 
responsibility, and ambiguity.

• Aggressive Goal-Orientation: where 
people in this culture place a high value on 
the purchasing power and financial worth 
of customers, but this is done through 
building, maintaining, and expanding rela-
tionships with customers, and being con-
cerned with their welfare.

• Long-Term Time-Orientation: organiza-
tions are supposed to be concerned with 
customer throughout their life cycle time. 
The suitable cultures for CKM strategic 
change are those that carry a mixture of 
short-term and long-term time orientations. 
In hybrid time outlook, people prefer de-
livery of products or services that provide 
more immediate rewards from customers 
at the early stage of customer’s life cycle 
(acquisition), maintain customer relation-
ships at the mid-term horizon in order to 
cast intermediate rewards, and work hard 
for many years to get more rewards on the 
long-run (expansion of profitability from 
customers).

Rehabilitating People

A rehabilitation of staff knowledge and attitude 
towards customers is essential in the development 
of a CKM-based organization. A comprehensive 
and customized staff rehabilitation program is es-
sential to ensure continuation of superior quality in 
customer products and services and a high level of 
customer satisfaction and loyalty. Besides, effec-
tive rehabilitation of staff may be accomplished 
by changing the mind set of people as well as their 
paradigms, skills, and capabilities by informing 
and training them on customer-centric business 
environment and how to understand and meet 
customer requirements. What is needed in CKM 
based organizations is a complete change not 
only in hard skills (what they do and how) but in 
soft skills (how they interact with customers) as 
well, and organization’s pay and reward system.
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CONCLUSION

Creating customer-centric SCA from organization-
al changes require a flexible structure, outsourcing 
of non-core activities, empowerment of employ-
ees, a constant and reliable knowledge-sharing 
culture, and process-based teamwork. To be able 
to function effectively in rapidly dynamic and 
complex business environments, it is inevitable 
for forward-looking organizations to adapt to 
change, add value to customers, reward and capi-
talize on creative ideas and distinct capabilities, 
create new business opportunities, and develop 
an atmosphere that is conducive to continuous 
life-long systemic-based learning. Today’s fast-
changing business world is witnessing aggressive 
fluctuations, higher degrees of uncertainty, and 
fierce competition. The changing nature of busi-
ness environments requires dynamic rather than 
static organizational forms.

The people component of organizations rep-
resents a major organizational pillar in facing 
today’s changing business environment through 
creating distinctive core competencies. In terms of 
people-based structural changes, the evolution of 
the world’s economy from an industrial-based to 
an information-based economy enabled the trend 
to shift from the functional and hierarchical to the 
flexible and networked organizations.

There is a clear trend nowadays to shift away 
from functional organizations based on indi-
viduals performing individual tasks to networked 
structures.

Traditional, multilevel functional hierarchies 
are rigid structures that depend heavily on rules, 
procedures, and vertical and lateral referral, which 
make these organizations intrinsically inflexible, 
inefficient, ineffective, and unfit for competition. 
The hierarchical structure must be adjusted to 
ensure flexibility, speed of service, and the inte-
gration among business functions

Networked organizations apply team-based 
incentives, and a well-designed reward and recogni-
tion system that helps reinforce the desired behavior 

of being customer-focused. Besides, networked 
organizations distribute authority and power to 
people through empowerment. Empowerment 
helps boosting employee’s morale and improves 
customer satisfaction. Although few organizations 
have actually reached higher levels of customer-
centric organizational design flexibility, many 
customer-centric companies are expected to move 
toward it. Structural changes in customer-centric 
organizations also require changes in corporate 
culture and leadership style. The corporate culture 
needs to be supportive of knowledge sharing not 
knowledge hoarding and distinction in customer 
service not execution of customer service. Leaders 
of customer-centric organizational transformation 
need to be visionary, inspiring, and supportive, and 
need to coach not boss.

Several issues could emerge while transforming 
to a customer-focused organization. Reorganizing 
people in teams requires reviewing and upgrad-
ing in people skills, values, attitudes, behaviors, 
and performance in order to secure provision of 
value-adding customer products or services. The 
product of mismatch between people’s skills and 
requirements of the job is poor performance. The 
challenge here is and how to enhance people’s 
skills, knowledge, motivation, and commitment 
throughout an ongoing learning program.

More migration is expected in the future from 
rigid and internally-focused towards flexible and 
externally oriented structures, and from unicultural 
to multicultural global organizations. In embark-
ing upon these changes, managers must be able 
to draw a fine line between maintaining a culture 
that is functioning well and changing a culture 
that has become dysfunctional.
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Chapter  6.13

ABSTRACT

This chapter explores how knowledge manage-
ment, an enabler of change due to its knowledge 
creation capability, is subject to several forces 
that shape its processes and outcomes. A qualita-
tive analysis based on data from a case study of 
the first major rollout of smartcard technology 
in France shows how institutional isomorphic 
pressures affect not only knowledge management 
processes but also resulting innovations. Gov-
ernment impetus, legal authorities, and cultural 
expectations in French society produced coercive 
isomorphic pressures on the credit card industry, 
while existing credit card solutions, systems, and 
standards played the role of mimetic pressures, and 
professional networks and network externalities 
acted as normative pressures. The study suggests 

that a systems perspective which acknowledges 
these institutional isomorphic pressures can lead 
to greater strategic alignment and can provide a 
basis for meaningful differentiation and competi-
tive advantage.

INTRODUCTION

As Burgelman and Grove (2007) have clearly 
explained, ‘nonlinear strategic dynamics come 
about as industry participants – sometimes incum-
bents, but probably more frequently new entrants 
– change the rules of the game’ (p. 966). These 
rules span normative rules based on laws, customs, 
and administrative principles; technological rules 
based on available technical solutions; economic 
rules reflecting existing bargaining power relation-
ships among the industry players (often captured 
in contracts); and cognitive rules that are widely 
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shared judgments about key success factors. The 
authors contend that whether implicit or explicit, 
the rules of the game usually remain unchallenged 
for extended periods of time (Grove, 2003), 
thereby engendering a strong tendency toward 
strategic inertia among the industry incumbents 
(Burgelman & Grove, 2007).

Institutions are the sources of such rules that 
are imposed to the organization and its competi-
tive field. They have the power, as it will be il-
lustrated with a case study, to induce innovations 
and make use of their strong institutional impetus. 
In the attempt by governments to stimulate the 
economy, solving this issue of disconnect between 
institutional systems legitimized in routine on the 
one hand and innovation striving on change on 
the other hand, promises to lead to a newfound 
virtuous cycle of growth.

The importance of knowledge management 
(KM) lies in the fact that it has been recognized as 
a source of competitive advantage and has become 
a necessary practice for innovation, in which ‘the 
central competitive dimension of what firms know 
how to do is to create and transfer knowledge effi-
ciently within an organizational context’ (Kogut & 
Zander, 1992, p. 384). Moreover, when institutions 
are viewed as ‘the humanly devised constraints 
that structure human interaction’ (North, 1994, 
p. 6), institutions can be seen as shaping much 
of the knowledge of our societies, both as inputs 
and outputs. And because technology for instance, 
has long been established as embodying a type 
of knowledge – ‘technology is the knowledge of 
the manipulation of nature for human purposes’ 
(Betz, 1993, p. 374) – or as being the output of 
a unique knowledge utilization – ‘technology 
is the application of scientific and engineering 
knowledge to achieve practical results’ (Roussel 
et al., 1991, p. 22) – innovation turns out to be an 
outcome of institutions. Therefore, institutions, 
which ‘can be powerful sources of both stability 
and change’ (Jepperson, 1991, p. 159) shape the 
environment where innovations have the potential 
to flourish (or perish), and these successful (or 

failed) innovations provide in return a justification 
for the aforementioned institutions. This dialectic 
between institutions and technology brings KM 
to the foreground in exploring the institutional 
factors influencing innovation.

BACKGROUND AND HYPOTHESES

A prevailing definition of knowledge management 
is the knowledge value-chain approach common 
to many KM descriptions (Shin et al., 2001). 
Magnier-Watanabe and Senoo (2008) for instance 
describe it as ‘the process for acquiring, storing, 
diffusing and implementing both tacit and explicit 
knowledge inside and outside the organization’s 
boundaries with the purpose of achieving corporate 
objectives in the most efficient manner’ (p. 22). 
The four stages of knowledge acquisition, storage, 
diffusion, and application, although not necessarily 
sequential, are required to achieve the efficiency 
function of KM within the organization (Alavi 
& Leidner, 1999). As such, the two goals of KM 
are productivity gains through efficient decision-
making and problem-solving, and innovation by 
way of bringing new ideas to market (Holsapple 
& Joshi, 2000).

First, knowledge acquisition, which can be 
either focused or opportunistic, is the process of 
gaining new knowledge, from either inside or 
outside the organization and in either tacit or ex-
plicit form. Even though acquisition supposes that 
knowledge already exists and is brought in from 
another location, the fact that this already-existing 
knowledge becomes part of the organization gives 
it the status of new knowledge inside the firm. To 
some extent, knowledge creation is the acquisi-
tion of knowledge from within the organization, 
while knowledge addition is the acquisition of 
knowledge from outside the organization. Second, 
knowledge storage deals with the sharing patterns 
of knowledge within the organization and whether 
it is stored for individual or collective benefit. In 
this regard, public storage of knowledge enables 
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knowledge sharing, while private storage hinders 
it. Besides the firm’s specific policies and practices 
on knowledge sharing and because knowledge can 
be both tacit and explicit (Polanyi, 1966), knowl-
edge storage is subject to the firm’s organizational 
culture which can foster a sense of individual or 
collective membership (Magnier-Watanabe & 
Senoo, 2008). Third, knowledge diffusion, which 
can be either prescribed or adaptive, deals with 
efficient knowledge flows, which are embedded 
within the organization’s pattern of systematic 
relationships as defined in the corporate com-
munication routes and nodes. The purpose of 
knowledge diffusion is to consolidate and make 
any knowledge available to and useable by all 
relevant members of the firm. And last, knowledge 
application can be viewed in terms of the type or 
amount of learning pertaining to knowledge explo-
ration and knowledge exploitation (March, 1991; 
Gupta et al., 2006). Where learning occurs along 
a trajectory that has already been followed, then 
it is exploitative or incremental learning. Where 
learning occurs along an entirely different trajec-
tory, then it is exploratory or experimental learn-
ing. And since the learning trajectory is specific 
to an individual, group or company, what may be 
viewed as exploitative learning by one group, may 
be considered exploratory by others (Gupta et al., 
2006). These knowledge management processes 
are assessed on a continuum ranging between two 
extremes and are rarely of one type or another.

The KM value-chain is consistent with the 
knowledge-creating view of the firm, which de-
fines knowledge as a process of justifying belief 
toward the truth (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). 
The conversion processes between tacit and 
explicit knowledge (Socialization, Externaliza-
tion, Combination, and Internalization, or SECI) 
help synthesize subjective values into objective 
and socially-shared knowledge. The knowledge-
creation process starts with socialization where 
the tacit knowledge of customers and competitors 
is acquired through field-building. That knowl-
edge is then externalized through dialogue into 

explicit knowledge to be stored or shared within 
the firm. Next, the explicit knowledge is in a 
form appropriate to be diffused throughout the 
organization and combined with other existing 
knowledge. Subsequently, these complex sets of 
explicit knowledge are internalized by the firm 
through its workers to determine its most favor-
able application and to put it in action.

Institution and Isomorphism

Institutions are products of the human socializa-
tion process. When frequently repeated actions 
become cast into a pattern leading to an economy 
of effort and greater efficiency – also called learn-
ing curve, this habitualized activity frees up valu-
able resources for reflection and innovation. In 
other words, institutionalization enables tension-
relieving predictability allowing the specialization 
of actors through the division of labor (Berger & 
Luckmann, 1966). A more operational description 
recognizes that ‘institutions consist of cognitive, 
normative, and regulative structures and activi-
ties that provide stability and meaning to social 
behavior. Institutions are transported by various 
carriers – cultures, structures, and routines – and 
they operate at multiple levels of jurisdiction’ 
(Scott, 1995, p. 33).

However, as classic research showed (Zucker, 
1977; DiMaggio & Powell, 1983), institutions are 
especially prone to inertia, reducing their capac-
ity to change, while undergoing institutional and 
competitive isomorphic pressures forcing them to 
adopt the same structure fitting the environment’s 
constraints. Zucker (1977) demonstrated that the 
greater the degree of institutionalization is, then 
the greater the generational uniformity of cultural 
understandings (transmission), the greater the 
maintenance without direct social control, and the 
greater the resistance to change through personal 
influence are.

DiMaggio and Powell (1983) argue that to-
day, structural change seems no longer driven by 
competition or the need for efficiency, but rather 
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by processes, making organizations more similar 
without necessarily making them more efficient. 
Organizations can in general be categorized as 
belonging to a recognized area of institutional 
life called organizational field, i.e. suppliers or 
consumers for instance. The authors point out that 
once structured into a field, organizations become 
more similar among them in a process of homog-
enization called isomorphism. ‘Isomorphism is 
a constraining process that forces one unit in a 
population to resemble other units that face the 
same set of environmental conditions’ (DiMaggio 
& Powell, 1983, p. 66). There are two types of 
isomorphism, competitive and institutional, and 
we focus here on the latter kind which counts three 
mechanisms of institutional isomorphic change: 
coercive isomorphism that stems from political 
influence and the problem of legitimacy; mimetic 
isomorphism resulting from standard responses 
to uncertainty; and normative isomorphism, as-
sociated with professionalization.

Coercive isomorphism is the result of both 
formal and informal pressures exerted on orga-
nizations by other organizations upon which they 
are dependent and by cultural expectations in 
the society within which organizations function. 
Mimetic isomorphism occurs when organizational 
technologies are poorly understood, when goals 
are ambiguous, or when the environment creates 
symbolic uncertainty; then organizations may 
model themselves on other organizations. Un-
certainty is also a powerful force that encourages 
imitation. Organizations tend to model themselves 
after similar organizations in their field that they 
perceive to be more legitimate or successful. 
Normative isomorphism is a consequence of 
professionalization. Two aspects of profession-
alization are important aspects of isomorphism: 
formal education and legitimation in a cognitive 
base produced by university specialists on the one 
hand, and growth and elaboration of professional 
networks that span organizations and across which 
new models diffuse rapidly on the other hand. The 
filtration of personnel is an important mechanism 

for encouraging normative isomorphism (DiMag-
gio & Powell, 1983). It is important to note that 
coercive isomorphic pressures – drawn from 
political influence, legitimacy and culture – are 
strongest since they exert prescriptive power over 
the very existence of the organization.

Institutional Impetus and Innovation

Previous work has looked at the importance of 
institutional impetus in national systems of in-
novation, especially in the area of public-private 
partnerships (Link et al., 2002; Youtie et al., 2006) 
whereby research centers foster the creation of 
collaborative networks to eventually support 
knowledge growth. It has been shown that these 
public-private partnerships either receive support 
from a public institution – in the form of direct 
subsidies, shared use of expertise and laboratory 
facilities, or tacit licensing agreements – or may 
have a public institution as a direct or indirect 
member (Link et al., 2002). More generally, Ama-
di-Echendu (2007) pointed out that ‘systems of 
innovation must be energized, linked and sustained 
by behavioral forms which are generally delineated 
into public and private agencies, institutions, and 
organizations of various business persuasions’ 
(p. 1206). In any case, these institutions need to 
remain flexible enough to deal with the inherent 
uncertainty of innovation (Healy, 1997).

Framework and Hypotheses

This research examines how institutional forces 
affect knowledge management and eventually the 
resulting marketed outcome embodied in a new 
product or service (Figure 1). Institutions exert 
isomorphic pressures – coercive, mimetic, and 
normative – over the organizations under their 
scope of authority. Under the influence of these 
forces that ‘constrain the rules of the game’, the 
knowledge management of the firm is compelled 
to morph into appropriate practices that comply 
with the demands of these isomorphic pressures 
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and fit the general institutional environment (a). 
The resulting product or service will eventually 
bear the marks of these institutional forces (b). The 
marketed outcome will then be evaluated against 
the market’s expectations and tolerance, leading 
to constant indirect monitoring and legitimation 
of institutional isomorphic forces (c). Inciden-
tally, the market itself is under the social yoke 
of the same institutional forces and Scott (1995) 
notes that the three pillars of institution – regula-
tive, normative, and cognitive – bring out three 
separate but related bases of legitimacy – legally 
sanctioned, morally governed, and culturally sup-
ported – respectively (d).

From this framework, we hypothesize that 
institutional isomorphic pressures – coercive, 
mimetic, and normative – influence the four 
knowledge management processes of acquisition, 
storage, diffusion, and application (Figure 2).

Indeed, Turner and Makhija (2007) suggest 
that ‘any given control mechanism has the capac-
ity to affect both the nature and flow of knowledge 
in a firm by the manner in which it processes 
particular attributes of knowledge’ (P. 213) and 
they contend that these control systems influence 
each stage of the knowledge management process. 
In addition, when viewed as a dynamic organiza-
tional capability, knowledge management can 

Figure 1. Effect of institutional impetus on KM and the resulting marketed outcome

Figure 2. The influence of institutional pressures on knowledge management
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help the firm achieve congruence with the chang-
ing business environment (Teece et al., 1997; 
Kusunoki et al., 1998; Eisenhardt and Martin, 
2000).

CASE STUDY: THE ‘GROUPEMENT 
CARTES BANCAIRES’

This exploratory analysis of the effect of insti-
tutional isomorphic forces on knowledge man-
agement calls for qualitative research found to 
be more appropriate in testing nascent theories 
(Edmondson & McManus, 2007). Using an in-
terpretive case study methodology (Walsham, 
1995), data were gathered from public information 
and an interview conducted in December 2005 
in Paris with Mrs. Martine Briat, Chief Legal 
Officer of the ‘Groupement Cartes Bancaires’ 
(GCB), responsible for organizing and managing 
the ‘Carte Bancaire’ (CB) payment card system. 
When possible, supplementary data was obtained 
from ‘key informants’ and archival sources such 
as annual reports and other related documentation, 
and helped crosscheck relevant information and 
verify data reliability.

The Groupement Cartes Bancaires

The issuance of payment cards is in France car-
ried out by financial institutions brought together 
and organized as an ‘Economic Interest Group’ 
(EIG) named ‘Groupement Cartes Bancaires’ (or 
CB Bank Card Consortium) and created in No-
vember 1984 following an agreement among the 
three major payment card networks dated July 31, 
1984. The foundation of this group composed of 
all the French payment card issuers represented the 
outcome of a trend among banks to pull together 
and share costs and efforts in managing that new 
payment instrument.

In 1967, French consumers discover the first 
payment cards when 6 banks (Banque Nationale 
de Paris, Crédit Commercial de France, Crédit 

du Nord, Crédit Industriel et Commercial, Crédit 
Lyonnais, and Société Générale) launch the ‘Carte 
Bleue’ to compete with American cards like 
American Express and Diners Club. The Carte 
Bleue differentiates itself using immediate debit 
requiring no additional payment order as opposed 
to payment on credit for its competitors. In 1971, 
the first automated teller machines (ATMs) en-
abling cash withdrawals are made available to 
the public using the magnetic strip technology, 
and two more banks (Crédit Agricole with the 
‘Carte Verte’ and Crédit Mutuel) launch their 
own card network. The following year in 1972, 
the 6 issuing banks of the ‘Carte Bleue’ found the 
‘Carte Bleue’ EIG, which counts 71 members. In 
1976, the ‘Carte Bleue’ EIG becomes a member 
of Visa, and the ‘Carte Verte’ network a member 
of EuroCard/MasterCard, enabling cardholders to 
use their card abroad. In 1980, the first electronic 
point of sale terminals (POS) are installed on 
merchants’ counters.

In 1983, three more banks join the ‘Carte Bleue’ 
EIG (Banques Populaires, Caisse d’Epargne, 
Chèques Postaux); there are now three compet-
ing bank card networks: the ‘Carte Verte’ (Crédit 
Agricole) with 7.7 million cards, that of the Crédit 
Mutuel with 1.3 million cards, and the ‘Carte 
Bleue’ with 5 million cards. The founding of the 
‘Groupement Cartes Bancaires’ on July 31, 1984, 
combines the three previously competing networks 
consisting of the original 11 banks, leading to the 
issuance of a single payment card labeled ‘Carte 
Bancaire’ or ‘CB’1.

The 1984 Memorandum of Understanding lay-
ing the foundations for CB inter-banking enables 
all CB cardholders to withdraw cash from any 
of the 7,000 ATMs which were then in service, 
whatever the card issuer’s bank, and to pay for 
purchases at the 300,000 CB affiliated merchants. 
Thus, the CB system made the three systems, at 
the time – Carte Bleue, Crédit Agricole and Crédit 
Mutuel – interoperable.
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The Development of the CB Smartard

A payment card is a card enabling both payments 
and withdrawals and is in France alternatively 
called a bank card. Such card equipped with a 
functional chip used for payments with a PIN 
(Personal Identification Number) is called a 
‘smartcard’. The first smartcard experiments start 
in three locations – Lyon with Schlumberger, Caen 
with Philips, and Blois with Bull CP8 – and the 
Bull CP8 solution is eventually selected. Even as 
the constraint of the government vanishes when the 
banking industry is privatized in 1986, the banks 
stick together within the GCB. From the begin-
ning, experience builds on with the CB magnetic 
strip-only card network operated by the GCB.

Experimentations and investments continue 
and the details of the project are validated in 
1990, including chip’s specifications, pin-enabled 
terminals, and retrofitting of old ATMs. From 
1988 to 1992, the GCB focuses on increasing the 
number of points of acceptance of the CB cards, 
in other words the number of payment terminals. 
Retail giants, for whom high volumes are crucial, 
are quick to equip their points of sales since the 
card represents a viable solution to cash-register 
bottlenecks. To convince small retailers to put a 
terminal on their sales counter, the GCB agrees to 
provide a payment guarantee and its irrevocability.

In 1992 all CB cards adopt the chip technology 
and become smartcards, allowing cardholder to 
take advantage of off-line PIN verification and 
therefore significantly reduce the level of fraud. 
The endeavor of the GCB leads to the develop-
ment of a French industry at the forefront of the 
smartcard technology today (Axalto, formerly 
Schlumberger; Oberthur; GemPlus; Sagem). Mrs. 
Briat explains that ‘our goal has always been to 
decrease the unit cost by increasing volumes’, 
which, looking at the 55 million CB smartcards in 
circulation today, has been achieved. In addition, 
the installation of new ATMs, the retrofitting of 
old ones into inter bank-enabled ATMs are planned 
from the beginning. Only one appendix dealing 

with the fee paid by the merchants to the banks 
is later dropped because it was the source of legal 
proceedings with the Antitrust Council between 
merchants and banks.

Also, the retail giants’ early decision to adopt 
the CB system to handle high volumes of transac-
tions played an important role in reinforcing the 
position of the GCB and its technology. Especially 
in the case of the early adoption of new technol-
ogy, companies take on a ‘wait-and-see’ attitude 
before embracing an innovation or new standard. 
The successful lobbying of the GCB with giant 
retailers acted as a springboard for the smartcard 
whose acceptance kept growing until its current 
ubiquitous status. Recently, continued support 
by public institutions – acceptance of CB cards 
for citizens purchasing public services in public 
administrations; new law of October 2004 au-
thorizing the payment of public expenses by CB 
card; Bank of France supporting the GCB system 
with the European Central Bank – reinforces the 
institutionalization of the CB smartcard.

The Mission of the Groupement 
Cartes Bancaires

By signing the 1984 agreement, the three card 
networks commit to building among them a total 
inter-bank card system for the functions of cash 
withdrawal and payment, enabling any customer 
holding a card issued by one of its member banks 
and financial institutions to use all the ATMs as 
well as pay at any merchant affiliated with the CB 
network. The compatibility of all withdrawal and 
payment systems is achieved at the end of 1985. 
The broad mission of the GCB is to promote, 
develop and ensure the security of the CB system; 
it represents today more than 150 members from 
French and foreign banking and financial institu-
tions, mostly operating in France.

The role of the GCB consists of four main 
activities. First, it is responsible for establishing 
the rules applicable to CB members by oversee-
ing the CB system and managing the common 
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resources of its members, who are represented on 
the Board of Directors by the 11 founding banks. 
Second, it is in charge of defining the system’s 
general architecture, the standards and inter-
banking procedures required for its operation, and 
of ensuring compliance, acting as the guarantor 
of the rules defining each of the system functions 
– card issuance, cash withdrawal management, 
and payment acceptance – as well as the technical 
specifications and tools for data exchange. Third, it 
manages transaction authorizations, inter-banking 
services and fees, providing its member banks 
with common tools for data exchange such as 
the e-rsb (CB authorization switching network) 
which switches the payment and cash withdrawal 
authorizations between the member institutions, 
and the SICB (CB Information System). Last, the 
GCB is accountable for certifying the compliance 
of equipments to CB standards, working closely 
with manufacturers of electronic payment systems.

In France today, domestic cards can only be 
used within the CB system and international cards 
bearing the CB logo and that of an international 
partner network, MasterCard or Visa, can also be 
used anywhere in the world. The GCB does not 
have the status of a credit institution and does not 
issue payment instruments nor manages customer 
accounts. All operational aspects related to CB 
cards are the reserve of the member banks and 
credit institutions. The GCB is a separate organi-
zation from the Carte Bleue EIG which handles 
the relations with Visa, and from the Europay 
France organization that handles relations with 
MasterCard.

The CB system interconnects four stakehold-
ers – the cardholder, the merchant (or ATM), the 
cardholder’s bank known as the issuing bank, 
the merchant’s bank (or the ATM bank) known 
as the acquirer bank – and also involves other 
actors such as equipment manufacturers, clearing 
and settlement bodies, and gateways with other 
international systems. A bankcard transaction 
involves several steps that range from the pay-
ment order given to purchase goods or a service, 

through to clearance and settlement (transfer of 
amounts between banks), as well as the transac-
tion authorization. The entire system relies on 
an advanced banking and electronic payment 
infrastructure that are maintained through major 
investments by the various banking establishments 
forming the CB system.

It is these investments that guarantee the 
quality of service, such as network response 
time and availability, for cardholders and mer-
chants alike. This open-ended system is in fact 
constantly upgrading to adapt to new needs of 
users, technological progress and its members’ 
developing requirements (Groupement Cartes 
Bancaires, 2008).

Recent Figures of the Groupement 
Cartes Bancaires

The GCB is responsible for the first major roll 
out of smartcard technology in the banking in-
dustry, using a chip embedded in the card and 
off-line PIN verification for all its cards. In 
2007, the network counted over 55.7 million CB 
smartcards (+4% vs. 2006) held by 87% of the 
French aged 18 and over (Expertise CB, 2007), 
more than 50,000 ATMs and 1.2 million points of 
acceptance (Expertise CB, 2008). In 2007, 7.26 
billion transactions were realized for a total of 
EUR 381.8 billion, with payments, as opposed 
to withdrawals, representing more than 80% of 
the total in value (Table 1). The 5.85 billion CB 
card payments in 2007 represent more payments 
by CB cards than payments by checks in Europe 
(Expertise CB, 2008).

The number of payments by CB smartcard 
continues to increase, to the detriment of payments 
by check or cash, and they now represent 30% of 
consumer expenditures in 2004 in France and 
36.5% of card payments in the Euro zone (Groupe-
ment Cartes Bancaires, 2005). As stressed by Mrs. 
Briat, ‘97% of CB cardholders are satisfied and 
69% are very satisfied2‘.
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Isomorphic Pressures at the 
Groupement Cartes Bancaires

Isomorphic pressures were found to apply to the 
knowledge management processes pertaining to 
the creation and maintenance of the CB smartcard.

Coercive Isomorphism

On the topic of coercive isomorphism, DiMaggio 
and Powell (1983) report how Pfeffer and Salan-
cik (1978) observed that politically constructed 
environments have two characteristic features: 
political decision makers often do not experience 
directly the consequences of their actions; and 
political decisions are applied across the board to 
entire classes of organizations, thus making such 
decisions less adaptive and less flexible. In the 
case of the GCB, coercive institutional pressures 
include the impetus and support of the govern-
ment, the judgment of the Antitrust Council in 
its favor, and cultural expectations specific to the 
French society.

Impetus and Support of the Government
In 1984, all French banks are state-owned and 
their presidents are appointed by the Ministry of 
Finance. Both technology and patents (Innovatron 
and Bull between 1970 and 1979) are French and 
because the government is looking for applica-
tions, it encourages the banks under its control to 
develop the smartcard system to create a showcase 
for French technology. Thus, under the impetus 
of the government, banks have to pool together 
information related to R&D, relationships with 
technological partners, customer data, and retailer 
data, within the GCB. The GCB has the mission to 
store and protect the data that has been provided 
by the banks. In return, each member-bank and 
partner is owed relevant and timely information 
by the GCB. The very structure of the GCB re-
quires that all CB card applications remain open to 
member-banks to facilitate technical integration.

‘As the GCB was created as an Economic 
Interest Group’, claims Mrs. Briat, ‘it brings 
together competing banks whose purpose is to 
share tools and resources. (…) In the 1984 draft 

Table 1. Number of transactions handled by the Groupement Cartes Bancaires and number of cards and 
transactions per card from 2001 to 2007 

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 07/06

Volume of transactions (in billion euros)

Payments 170.2 190 203.9 219.6 236.8 257.3 283.3 +10.1%

Withdrawals 68.1 75.9 80.5 85.2 88.6 92.2 98.5 +6.8%

Total 238.3 265.9 284.4 304.8 325.4 349.5 381.8 +9.2%

Number of transactions (in billions)

Payments 3.67 4.1 4.34 4.65 4.98 5.34 5.85 +9.6%

Withdrawals 1.14 1.21 1.25 1.26 1.29 1.33 1.41 +5.8%

Total 4.81 5.31 5.59 5.91 6.27 6.67 7.26 +8.8%

Average payment (in euros) 46.4 46.4 47.0 47.2 47.6 48.2 48.4 +0.5%

Average withdrawal (in euros) 59.9 62.6 64.7 67.6 68.5 69.5 70.1 +0.9%

Number of CB cards and transactions per card

Number of CB cards (in millions) 43.3 45.4 47.6 49.1 51.2 53.6 55.7 +4%

Number of payments / card / year 92.4 97.9 97.8 101.1 103.5 105.3 110.5 +4.9%

Number of withdrawals / card / year 26.3 26.7 26.1 25.7 25.3 24.8 25.2 +1.8%

Source: Expertise CB, 2008
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agreement, everything is already laid out, whether 
it is about the chip, the pin-enabled terminal, the 
RCB authorization network and the supporting 
SICB information system’. Direct institutional 
support to the banks and the GCB was central to 
the achievement of the GCB. As Mrs. Briat points 
out, ‘the government gave the initial impetus in 
1984 to build a French technology showcase; 
(…) even after the privatization of the banking 
industry in 1986, the public administration has 
always indirectly supported the GCB’.

Interchange is the principle that holds the 
GCB together since banks have an incentive to 
support the inter-bank system while remaining 
competitors. The interchange of payment and 
withdrawal is the fee that the card issuer’s bank 
pays to another bank whenever the cardholder 
is using that other bank’s services, like its ATM 
for example. They bear that extra cost based on 
the fact that they cannot control where a card 
is used: one day it may withdraw money in an 
ATM of its bank and also pay for a purchase at a 
merchant that has a different bank. This need for 
inter-bank capability was recognized as necessary 
to pool resources together and realize economies 
of scale. The payment card system is a two-sided 
market that needs to attract both merchants and 
cardholders, and where banks have very little 
control. The utilization of the RCB/e-rsb autho-
rization switching and SICB Information System 
networks, which are shared, de facto characterizes 
a structure where knowledge is exchanged, shared 
and diffused within the GCB.

Then, heavy lobbying conducted by the GCB 
during the development and launch phases of the 
CB smartcard - regional promotion committees 
visiting local chambers of commerce and industry, 
associations and retailers; legal expert panels of 
judges, lawyers on electronic data and security 
– secured additional institutional support paving 
the way for a faster technology adoption. In 1984, 
France Telecom which is then state-owned adopts 
the chip technology for all its phone cards and in 

1986 a court decision recognizes electronic data 
as proof of purchase.

Antitrust Council Judgment
Early on, the particular statute of the GCB casts 
doubts over its customers, merchants, accusing 
this association of banks of unfair competitive 
practices and price cartel. In 1986, citing the first 
paragraph of article 81 of the 1957 Treaty of Rome 
(Treaty of Rome, 2002), which is the founding 
treaty of the European Union, the National Trade 
Association files suit against the GCB claiming 
that banks are fixing the prices of fees charged to 
retailers in the context of its founding principle 
of interchange. These lengthy court proceed-
ings lead to the 1988, 1989 and 1990 judgments 
(#88-D-37 of October 11, 1988; #89-D-15 of 
May 3, 1989; #90-D-41 of October 30, 1990) by 
the Antitrust Council ruling that the GCB has to 
change its pricing system, and sentencing it to a 
fine of FRF 6 million (about USD 1 million) for 
having failed to change its pricing system in due 
time as previously requested. However, the court 
also recognizes that the principle of interchange 
is necessary to the smooth functioning of the 
payment card system, even if it somehow warps 
the free play of competition.

The Antitrust Council motivates its decision 
in part based on an exception mentioned in the 
third paragraph of the same article in the Treaty 
of Rome (Treaty of Rome, 2002), which states 
that such associations or cartels are permitted if 
they ‘contribute to the promotion of technical or 
economic progress while reserving some profits 
to their users, imposing no further unnecessary 
conditions to their stakeholders, and allowing for 
acceptable residual competition’ (p. 33), without 
giving any further detail about the aforementioned 
‘profits to their users’.

According to Martine Briat, this encounter with 
the judicial system is the event which brought the 
GCB closer together since it had gotten an of-
ficial approval of its very specific nature and the 
acknowledgement of its contribution to the French 
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technological advancement with the spread of the 
smartcard. The judgment of the Antitrust Council 
acts as a coercive pressure since it legitimizes the 
technology and business model of the GCB with 
all the stakeholders – partners, merchants, card-
holders – in France. The judgment of the Antitrust 
Council, by ruling that the GCB can continue its 
activities provided it changes its pricing system, 
is coercive to both the plaintiffs who have to ac-
cept the business practices of the GCB, and to 
the GCB itself which must comply with a new 
pricing system in order to maintain its existence.

CULTURAL EXPECTATIONS 
IN THE FRENCH SOCIETY

The features of the technology alone have been 
designed to not only fit the functional needs of 
the market, but also to coincide with its cultural 
expectations. For example, the wide acceptance 
of the CB system by merchants was made pos-
sible by the payment guarantee ensured by the 
immediate debit of the cardholder’s account and 
its irrevocability. The security feature of the smart-
card’s embedded chip, compared to the magnetic 
strip-only card widely used in the USA, addresses 
a specific requirement from the French market. 
The difference lies in the fact that cards in the 
USA are credit cards carrying interest rates of 
20% minimum and generating enough revenues 
for the banks to compensate for the cost of fraud, 
while in France, the CB cards are debit cards in 
the sense that the amount is directly debited from 
the cardholder’s account. For that reason, fraud 
and counterfeiting can offset the margin of the 
banks if not controlled. Even if the smartcard 
is five times more expensive than the magnetic 
strip-only card, it fits the particularity of the 
French banking industry. In 2007 for instance, 
the level of fraud remains very low at 0.0335% 
(Groupement Cartes Bancaires, 2007). Also, the 
smartcard’s off-line authorization chip technol-
ogy fits the French conception of electronic data 

privacy protected by the French electronic data 
privacy agency (CNIL).

Founded in 1978, the CNIL independently 
watches over the protection of personal data, 
especially electronic information, and endorses 
the CB’s off-line authorization system. The 
American payment card system, because of his-
torically much lower telecommunication costs, 
relies on on-line payment authorization using 
personal information databases. The French have 
always been very cautious about databases of 
personal information and have decided to avoid 
them altogether in the payment card system by 
adopting the chip; in addition to added security, 
the chip allows for off-line authorization limiting 
the transfer of information. It is important to note 
that this condition of minimum data transfer is 
consistent with the nature of the GCB where its 
members, the banks, otherwise compete against 
each other. During the transaction are transmit-
ted only the time of the operation, card number, 
amount, currency, authorization number and busi-
ness tax ID number, and not even the name of the 
cardholder. Because the authorization is off-line, 
the issuing bank bears the risk to settle any unpaid 
debts. However, the issuing bank guarantees the 
payment to the merchant’s bank.

Mimetic Isomorphism

On the topic of mimetic isomorphism, DiMaggio 
and Powell (1983) explain how modeling is a 
response to uncertainty: ‘Models may be diffused 
unintentionally, indirectly through employee 
transfer or turnover, or explicitly by organiza-
tions such as consulting firms or industry trade 
associations, and innovation can be accounted 
for by organizational modeling’ (p. 69). In the 
case of the GCB, mimetic institutional pressures 
include the format of the CB smartcard, and the 
compliance with the EMV standard.
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Card Format

In the case of the GCB, the Carte Bancaire keeps 
the same form and attributes of existing payment 
cards, as those from American Express and Din-
ers Club, but only in the transitional period until 
the launch of the embedded chip. The card is 
recognized as a successful means of payment and 
is for that reason retained in its existing form. A 
change in format or standard would have forced 
a rethinking of the existing production processes 
for payment terminal suppliers and the interna-
tionalization of the smartcard. Also, the Carte 
Bancaire retains the same features as those of the 
Carte Bleue, after which it was first modeled, using 
immediate debit as opposed to payment on credit 
for its American competitors. Interestingly, the 
GCB adopts the same legal statute of Economic 
Interest Group as that of another EIG created in 
1979 called ‘Memory Cards’ counting hardware 
and software companies and the license holders 
(Innovatron) which were also looking at applica-
tions. And because the security of the card is only 
as good as its weakest link, namely the magnetic 
strip on its back used when paying or withdrawing 
money abroad, the GCB is urging the European 
Central Bank to adopt its security standard in the 
rest of the European Union.

EMV Standard

In 1997, Europay, MasterCard and VISA create 
the EMV standard for interoperation of smartcards 
and corresponding POS terminals, for authenticat-
ing credit and debit card payments. The banking 
community including the GCB endorses it and in 
2001, a migration agenda to the EMV standard 
for withdrawal and payment transactions was 
signed by the banking and trade industries. In 
2002, the first testing of EMV-enabled smartcards 
took place and from 2008, all CB systems, cards, 
ATMs and POS terminals are EMV-enabled in 
France, and Europe.

According to Mrs. Briat, ‘nobody is talking 
about it because the transition has been smooth and 
completely transparent for the users; cardholders 
have a marvel a technology in their wallet with a 
smartcard holding four different applications in 
a single chip: the B0’ (CB application); the EMV 
(CB application); the international application 
(Visa, MasterCard); and Moneo (electronic wal-
let)’. Moreover, the former authorization switch-
ing network (RCB) was replaced in 2005 by the 
e-rsb (Banking Service Network) which now 
uses Internet protocols. As the smartcard-based 
EMV becomes the new European standard, it 
represents an explicit acknowledgement of the 
GCB’s technology and its legitimization at the 
European level with the ongoing creation of the 
Single European Payment Area (SEPA)3.

Normative Isomorphism

On the topic of normative isomorphism, DiMaggio 
and Powell (1983) interpret professionalization as 
‘the collective struggle of members of an occupa-
tion to define the conditions and methods of their 
work, to control the production of producers and 
to establish a cognitive base and legitimation for 
their occupational autonomy’ (p. 70). In the case 
of GCB, normative institutional pressures mainly 
consist of movements of personnel to and from the 
banks and GCB and network externalities created 
by the rise in the number of points of acceptance.

Professional Networks

The GCB is born from the merger of three exist-
ing card networks that bring their own work and 
management methods to the table. The personnel 
transferred from the member-banks to the GCB 
apply their tried-and-true knowledge and methods 
drawn from their own experience and existing 
norms in the financial and information technol-
ogy industries. This effect can still be found in 
the management and work methods epitomized in 
decision committees. Moreover, there are many 
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patents shared among a handful of companies like 
Bull, Innovatron, and the GCB itself owns three 
of them. Mrs. Briat argues that she ‘considers the 
patents to be jointly owned’, because later-derived 
patents granted for further application created a 
scattering of intellectual property making further 
individual development difficult. Since the CB 
card has spread to the majority of businesses, 
its institutionalization has triggered an increase 
in shared knowledge and practices which now 
play the role of normative forces. All banks are 
members of the GCB which acts as a powerful 
professional network in the diffusion and main-
tenance of the CB card.

Network Externalities

Last, the CB system benefits from a network 
effect where the value of the CB smartcard rises 
with the increase in the number of points of ac-
ceptance and terminals, as well as the number 
of other cardholders. As the number of points of 
acceptance soars, non-cardholders are encouraged 
to join the existing network and benefit from its 
ubiquitous offering.

Isomorphic Pressures and KM at 
the Groupement Cartes Bancaires

Isomorphic pressures were found to shape the 
knowledge management processes in the develop-
ment of the CB system. Government impetus, legal 
authorities and cultural expectations of French 
society produced coercive isomorphic pressures, 
while existing credit card solutions, systems and 
standards played the role of mimetic isomorphic 
pressures, and professional networks and network 
externalities functioned as normative isomorphic 
pressures (Table 2).

In this particular instance of intense inter-or-
ganizational collaboration, several key factors 
have been shown to influence the extent of knowl-
edge sharing, the stability of the relationship, and 
the ability to get a competitive advantage from 

the alliance (Levina, 1999). First, knowledge 
sharing was found to be influenced by the alliance 
contract and governance structure (Kogut, 1988; 
Mowery et al., 1996), as well as the collaborative 
strategy (Hamel, 1991; Larsson et al., 1998); in 
this regard, the legal status of the GCB, as an 
economic interest group including all financial 
institutions operating on French soil, contributed 
to a higher degree of knowledge sharing because 
of its government-sponsored mandatory member-
ship for card-issuers. Second, the stability of the 
relationship was proven to depend on the bargain-
ing power of its members (Pfeffer & Salancik, 
1978) whereby the possession or control of key 
resources by one entity may make other organiza-
tions depend on that entity; here, the membership 
of each financial institution with the GCB guar-
antees an equal access to information for a fee 
based on the usage of the authorization switching 
system.

Last, strong management processes designed 
to protect the alliance and encourage knowledge 
sharing, and a network structure holding the prom-
ise of new opportunities (Dyer & Singh, 1998) 
were among the factors influencing the ability of 
alliance partners to get a competitive advantage 
from their relationships; the GCB, in managing 
the CB inter-bank system and the common tools 
available to its members such as the CB network 
and e-rsb authorization-switching system, is at 
the heart of a knowledge-sharing network with its 
members while the GCB itself doesn’t compete 
with its members since it doesn’t have the status 
of credit institution. Moreover, the steady increase 
in the use the CB smartcard and the related CB 
network has continuously proven the value of the 
system to its members.

Isomorphic Pressures 
and Causal Loops

The case study of the Groupement Cartes Ban-
caires illustrates how institutional isomorphic 
pressures greatly affect knowledge management 
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and the resulting innovation. Using causal loops, 
we now look at these institutional isomorphic 
pressures from a systems perspective and examine 
the interdependence cycle with organizations in 
markets under their influence. Continuous causal 
circuits (Weick, 1979), also referred to as causal 
loop diagrams (Sterman, 2000), are used here to 
examine the action of institutional isomorphic 
pressures with an emphasis on interdependent 
variables, causal loops, and the presence or absence 
of control. These causal circuits have been suc-
cessfully used in previous research to investigate 
from a systems perspective the challenges that 

organizations face when harnessing knowledge 
(Garud & Kumaraswamy, 2005). Loops that are 
deviation-counteracting – with an odd number 
of minus signs – generate stable systems which 
include integrated controls that dissolve random-
ness; loops that are deviation-amplifying – with an 
even number of minus signs – produce unstable 
systems, whether constructive or destructive, 
devoid of built-in controls.

According to Weick (1979), the tactic of using 
arrows and plus and minus signs is simply a means 
to portray situations of complex interdependence 
in such a way that one can then ask better ques-

Table 2. The influence of institutional isomorphic pressures on knowledge management in the develop-
ment of the CB smartcard 

Knowledge Acquisition

Coercive Government impetus 
    •  Banks pool their data together through the GCB.

Mimetic N/A

Normative Professional networks 
    •  Merger of the three existing card networks.

Knowledge Storage/Diffusion

Coercive Government impetus 
    •  The GCB has the mission to store and protect the data that have been provided by the banks, supported by the 
        principle of interchange. 
    •  Each member owed relevant and timely information by the GCB. 
Antitrust Council 
    •  Judgment recognizes the interchange as necessary for the GCB to operate. 
Cultural expectations 
    •  Off-line authorization with limited transfer of information. 
    •  off-line authorization system supported by historically higher telecom costs.

Mimetic EMV standard 
    •  Migration to the EMV standard complies with rest of the financial industry.

Normative Professional networks 
    •  Personnel transferred from the member-banks to the GCB act as intermediaries.

Knowledge Application

Coercive Government impetus 
    •  The French government wants a new application for French chip patents. 
    •  CB card applications have to remain open to members for technical integration.

Mimetic Card format 
    •  Smartcard fits current cart standards and suppliers’ production processes. 
    •  CB card starts with magnetic strip and switches gradually to the chip. 
e-rsb 
    •  RCB switching network replaced in 2005 by the e-rsb (Banking Service Network) using Internet protocols.

Normative Network externalities 
    •  Rising number of points of acceptance. 
    •  Benefit from the network’s ubiquitous offering.
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tions about these situations. The cycling back 
of loops means that what was originally a cause 
is now suddenly an effect. This is a prominent 
feature of any structure of causal circuits. When 
the strength of isomorphic pressures – coercive, 
mimetic, or normative – increases, the resulting 
variety among the organizations under the scope 
of institutional authority decreases. In turn, this 
limited variety generates greater inertia as exist-
ing players and new entrants are all the more 
encouraged to conform to the prevalent model 
as the number of complying organizations is 
important. This heightened organizational inertia 
therefore legitimizes the institutional status quo 
and reinforces the prevalent isomorphic pres-
sures. This causal loop (inner cycle) is found to be 
deviation-amplifying, suggesting that the system 
may explode unless a sign is changed (Figure 3).

Once the system has reached a critical stage 
where organizational inertia is such that the mar-
ket is saturated with comparable competitors and 
product/service offerings, a rogue organization 
has the opportunity to differentiate itself by mov-
ing away from the accepted norm, thereby creat-
ing a source of competitive advantage. This dif-
ferentiation is a source of innovation and in this 
case, the rogue organization will most likely take 
its distance from the mimetic and normative 

isomorphic pressures since coercive forces drawn 
from political influence, legitimacy and culture 
exert a prescriptive power over the very existence 
of the firm. If the rogue player’s decision is suc-
cessful and eventually followed by others, exist-
ing isomorphic pressures will become obsolete 
and lose some of their legitimacy (outer cycle), 
therefore transforming the system into a stable 
deviation-counteracting cycle. Over time, a set 
of new isomorphic pressures consistent with the 
new market order will emerge and eventually 
replace the previous one until new rogue differ-
entiation occurs again. We argue that, in reference 
to Weber (1952) as quoted by DiMaggio and 
Powell (1983, p. 63), institutional isomorphic 
pressures lock up organizations in an ‘iron cage’ 
since they make them ‘more similar without mak-
ing them more efficient’ (DiMaggio & Powell, 
1983, p.64). While the size and perspective of 
organizations is greater than the distance between 
the bars of the iron cage, only an insightful prac-
titioner with a sharp awareness of the institu-
tional status quo can get out of the ‘iron cage’ to 
guide the organization towards that much needed 
differentiation. The aforementioned awareness 
can result from a thorough ‘institutional diagnos-
tic’ analyzing the current institutional isomorphic 
system.

Figure 3. The institutional isomorphic cycle
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Institutional Pressures over Time

Although French institutions have brought legiti-
macy to the CB smartcard’s technology, either 
explicitly – with the 1988, 1989, and 1990 legal 
proceedings and favorable judgments of the An-
titrust Council on the structure of the GCB, and 
the EMV Standard – or tacitly – with the adoption 
of the chip and PIN technologies by the EMV 
and later by the European Union in 2005 for the 
project of Single European Payment Area (SEPA) 
– institutional support is not guaranteed since a 
change in law, policy or even political balance 
can alter the stability of the system. For instance, 
the creation of SEPA – which requires a single 
currency, a single set of euro payment instruments 
(credit transfers, direct debits, and card payments), 
common technical standards and business prac-
tices, efficient processing infrastructures for euro 
payments, one harmonized legal basis, and the 
ongoing development of new customer-oriented 
services – will turn the individual national retail 
payment markets into one pan-European market, 
therefore increasing business opportunities and 
competition among providers of payment services 
(European Central Bank, 2008). Consequently, 
this institutional change will create new coercive, 
mimetic, and normative pressures that will affect 
the business model of the GCB and its dominant 
position in France.

Furthermore, since November 2002, the Euro-
pean Commission has been challenging the GCB 
on a secret agreement made between its member-
banks to share out the market for the issuance of 
CB cards in France and to restrict competition 
from new entrants, such as the banking arms of 
large retailers and certain small and medium-sized 
banks, including foreign banks. In the European 
Commission’s view, the agreement severely lim-
its the possibility for lower CB smartcard prices 
and technical innovation. Following the decision 
announced on 17 October 2007 by the European 
Commission, the executive board of the GCB 
has decided to withdraw the four measures which 

were notified in 2002 and have been suspended 
since June 2004. These four measures relate to the 
mechanism for regulating the acquisition function, 
the membership fee and a possible additional fee 
per card issued, and a fee applicable to ‘sleeping 
members’. Because of the wide range that exists 
in the yearly fee charged by banks within the 
European Union for the issuance of a payment 
card and in the one paid my merchants to the same 
banks for each transaction, Brussels has given an 
ultimatum to all financial institutions to urgently 
address the issue and adopt fairer practices for 
the consumer.

CONCLUSION

This qualitative analysis based on data gathered 
from the case study of the first major roll out 
of smartcard technology in the French banking 
industry showed how institutional isomorphic 
pressures affected not only knowledge manage-
ment processes, but also the development and 
maintenance of the resulting innovation. The 
government impetus, legal authorities and cultural 
expectations in the French society produced co-
ercive isomorphic pressures onto the credit card 
industry, while existing credit card solutions, 
systems and standards played the role of mimetic 
isomorphic pressures, and professional networks 
and network effects functioned as normative iso-
morphic pressures.

As Weick (1979) previously noted, there 
is host of influencing factors lying beyond the 
boundary of the firm: ‘The word organization is 
a noun, and it is also a myth. (…) Just as the skin 
is a misleading boundary for marking off where a 
person ends and the environment starts, so are the 
walls of an organization. Events inside organiza-
tions and organisms are locked into causal circuits 
that extend beyond these artificial boundaries’ 
(p. 88). Indeed, a host of factors lying inside 
the organization, such as organizational climate 
(Chen & Huang, 2007) and organizational struc-
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ture (Chen & Huang, 2007; Magnier-Watanabe 
& Senoo, 2008) and outside the organization, for 
instance national culture (Möller & Svahn, 2004; 
Martinsons & Davison, 2007) have been found to 
constrain and influence the nature of knowledge 
management.

Beyond these factors directly affecting the 
management of knowledge at the organizational 
or individual level, this research has linked in-
stitutional isomorphic pressures to knowledge 
management using an interpretive case-study 
approach. Therefore, it is critical that knowledge 
management not be isolated in a functional de-
partment (Hansen et al., 1999) where institutional 
isomorphic forces are seldom considered a source 
of influence.

Knowledge management can remain under 
corporate control insofar as these institutional 
forces are first acknowledged, identified, and 
their effect carefully studied. On the one hand, 
congruence between the institutional environment 
and knowledge management practices ensures 
legitimacy and acceptance, but on the other hand, 
it can reduce the capacity of the firm to innovate 
through differentiation. Consequently, while 
organizational knowledge has been considered 
a valuable strategic asset (Zack, 1999) whose 
strategic alignment can strengthen the firm’s 
competitive position (Davenport and Prusak, 1998; 
Zack, 1999), the firm should examine whether to 
distance itself from and whether to opt for delib-
erate misalignment with the institutional status 
quo in practicing knowledge management. We 
suggest here that a systems perspective of institu-
tional isomorphic pressures can help organizations 
draw an ‘institutional diagnostic’ to identify the 
forces that affect knowledge management. This 
investigative process is a necessary step towards 
overcoming institutional isomorphic pressures 
and achieving differentiation.
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ENDNOTES

1  Source: French Antitrust Council’s judgment 
#88-D-37 of October 11, 1988.

2  Phone survey by Taylor Nelson-Sofres 
conducted in November 2006, sample of 
1,105 individuals aged 15 and older (of 
whom 931 cardholders aged 18 and older) 
representative of the French population, 
results analyzed using only individuals ages 
18 and older.

3  The SEPA (Single Euro Payments Area) 
project is a European project that rounds off 
the changeover to euro banknotes and coins. 
Its goal is to create a single, European set 
of euro-denominated payment instruments. 
With these new European payment instru-
ments, consumers, companies, merchants 
and public administrations will be able to 
make payments under the same conditions 
throughout Europe, as easily as in their 
country (SEPA France, 2008).
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ABSTRACT

This chapter investigates the strategies used by 
hospitality businesses in the Northern Territory 
(NT) of Australia to remain competitive in the 
face of high rates of staff turnover. The authors 
suggest it could be beneficial to foster a symbiotic 
relationship between staff and knowledge reten-
tion with an explicit focus on the social aspects of 
managing knowledge in a hospitality environment. 
The authors propose a knowledge mobilization or 
flow strategy to complement staff and knowledge 
retention strategies. Creating and sustaining a 
competitive advantage through knowledge man-
agement (KM) practices that recognize the indus-
try’s specific context and allow it to compete for 

customers and staff in the global marketplace is 
imperative for the NT hospitality sector. The pro-
posed strategy could make hospitality businesses 
more adaptable in the face of staff turnover and 
more flexible by fostering a context that nurtures 
the mobilization or flow of disparate and person 
specific knowledge. This chapter describes and 
critically reviews what is known about staff turn-
over in hospitality, the case study destination and 
its hospitality sector. Semi-structured interviews 
with 13 managers of hospitality businesses and 
representatives of industry organizations and the 
destination marketing organization (DMO) in 
the NT revealed current and desired strategies 
for managing turnover as well as how turnover 
affects relationships, knowledge management and 
idea generation.
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INTRODUCTION

Competition in the tourism marketplace becomes 
more intense as the destination matures (Butler, 
1998). This is the case for tourism in Australia, 
which is exposed to increasing pressures from 
rising fuel prices, the preference of Australians to 
travel overseas rather than within their own coun-
try, declines in traditionally important markets in 
Europe and Asia, and the emergence of nearby 
countries (China, Viet Nam, etc) as competing des-
tinations. Maintaining a competitive advantage, 
both as an individual business within a destination 
and as a destination-based collection of businesses 
within the global tourism marketplace, is likely to 
be dependent on the ability to manage knowledge 
and support innovative strategies (Poon, 1993; 
Carson & Macbeth, 2005).

Accommodation businesses are at the heart of 
tourism systems. It is the presence of overnight 
accommodation as part of a trip away from home 
that distinguishes tourism from other travel. The 
capacity of accommodation businesses to manage 
knowledge is influenced by the characteristics 
of their workforce, and particularly by the high 
levels of staff turnover that have been attributed 
to high levels of casual staffing, relatively low 
salaries, and poor pathways for career development 
(Akrivos et al., 2007). The strategies to deal with 
staff turnover have in the past mainly focused on 
increasing retention and improving recruitment 
practices (Zhang & Wu, 2004). However, the 
literature has more recently suggested alterna-
tive or additional strategies that recognize the 
inevitability of continuing high turnover rates. 
These strategies seek to embrace the regular 
influx of new ideas that come with new people 
(Johannessen et al., 2001) and attempt to retain 
context and person specific knowledge that will 
enable businesses to compete in an environment 
of constant change.

This chapter investigates the strategies used 
by hospitality businesses in the NT of Australia to 
remain competitive in the face of inevitable staff 

turnover. The Territory’s hospitality industry is 
made up of mostly small and medium sized en-
terprises (ABS, 2007), while tourists are attracted 
by the destinations experiential feel, remoteness, 
tropical and desert surroundings. The Territory is 
an interesting case because its small size, remote-
ness, and subsequent exposure to greater internal 
and external competition exaggerate the need to 
build effective knowledge cultures within the 
industry. The NT has a seasonal tourism trade, 
with the summers (November – April) being hot 
and dry in the south and hot and wet in the north, 
and the winters (May – October) more mild in 
climate and attractive for visitors.

We propose a management strategy that accepts 
the inevitability of staff turnover, the difficulties in 
externalising knowledge as a way to manage staff 
turnover and the need for hospitality employees 
to act proficiently from the very first minute they 
enter the business. It could be beneficial to foster 
a symbiotic relationship between staff and knowl-
edge retention by focusing on the social aspects of 
managing knowledge in a hospitality environment. 
This can be achieved through a knowledge mobi-
lization or flow strategy to complement staff and 
knowledge retention strategies. As observed by 
Seufert et al (1999)“what is of prime importance 
is that [knowledge] creation and sharing pro-
cesses are encouraged not just the accumulation 
of data” (p. 183). Following on from Seufert et 
al’s work, this strategy pinpoints the importance of 
sharing knowledge in labour dynamic industries. 
Creating and sustaining a competitive advantage 
through knowledge management (KM) practices 
that recognize the industry’s specific context and 
allow it to compete for customers and staff in 
the global marketplace is imperative for the NT 
hospitality sector. The proposed strategy could 
make hospitality businesses more flexible and 
adaptable to change by fostering a context that 
nurtures the mobilization or flow of disparate and 
person specific knowledge to enable businesses 
to compete. Therefore, even though this chapter 
investigates staff turnover, a pure human resource 
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management (HRM) topic, it explicitly looks at 
how hospitality businesses can ensure their KM 
processes are not impeded by HRM issues that 
create labour dynamic environments.

This chapter describes and critically reviews 
what is known about staff turnover in hospitality, 
the case study destination and its hospitality sector. 
Semi-structured interviews with 13 managers of 
hospitality businesses and representatives of in-
dustry organizations and the destination marketing 
organization (DMO) in the NT revealed current 
and desired strategies for managing staff turnover. 
In addition, the findings provide evidence on 
how staff turnover impacted peer relationships, 
knowledge management and idea generation, 
thus offering a fresh and potentially value add-
ing research focus. These findings were critiqued 
against the literature to assess the extent to which 
NT hospitality businesses are able to remain locally 
and globally competitive while working with the 
inevitability of staff turnover. A knowledge mo-
bilization/flow strategy is proposed. If used with 
staff and knowledge retention strategies it could 
make hospitality businesses flexible, responsive 
and competitive in the face of certain, predictable 
and inevitable staff turnover. Finally, directions 
for future research are suggested.

The NT is a special case study combining a 
number of interesting features. Tremblay (2005) 
summarised the supply and demand features the 
NT offers. It is geographically isolated which 
suggests more manageable spatial boundaries, 
has reasonable tourism resources that develop 
tourism offerings and attracts a mixture of market 
segments. As a tourism destination, the NT offers 
well known attractions that are highly accessible 
and unique in nature. A combination of small and 
medium sized enterprises under independent or 
international conglomerate governance offers 
memorable guest experiences. Additionally the 
NT is known for its transient character primarily 
because of its sheer geographical remoteness. 
From a tourist perspective, visitors tend to use 
the NT as a hub while passing through from 

Asia to Australia; similarly tourism labour use 
the NT as a short term career or life experience 
stop. Combining, the aforementioned, the NT 
is a case-location where turnover patterns and 
consequences manifest in more extreme forms 
than other destinations.

Methods

Primary data were collected from hospitality busi-
nesses located in the NT of Australia through semi-
structured interviews over a period of three months 
(May, June, and July, 2008). Initial contact with 
the businesses was made through telephone calls. 
We asked to speak to the general managers or the 
human resource managers; after introductions and 
information about the study, interviews were booked.

Our sample comprised of 13 respondents; two 
key industry bodies and 11 businesses. The busi-
nesses represented various hospitality sectors (e.g. 
accommodation, restaurants) and were located in 
three NT areas, namely Darwin, Kakadu and Alice 
Springs. Respondents held managerial positions 
(e.g. general manager, human resource manager); 
the majority of them had undergraduate and 
postgraduate qualifications, had been employed 
in the sector for more than five years and for less 
than two with the business they represented. The 
hospitality businesses targeted their sales and 
marketing efforts towards the luxury tourism 
market and operated all year round. Businesses 
were independently managed and owned, some 
of the accommodation businesses were part of 
international corporate chains.

The interviews lasted for approximately 20 
minutes. Respondents’ perceptions were sought 
on 5 staff turnover related questions:

1.  magnitude of staff turnover in their business;
2.  main reasons causing staff turnover;
3.  main consequences of staff turnover;
4.  ways to manage the occurrence and conse-

quences of staff turnover;
5.  other important human resource challenges.
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We were particularly interested in the con-
sequences of staff turnover in the areas of peer 
relationships/interactions and knowledge man-
agement. Although respondents were not directly 
asked about these areas, the majority of respon-
dents referred to them throughout the interview. 
However, there were respondents who did not refer 
to them at all. In these cases the chief investigator 
prompted them to comment on the importance of 
both peer relationships and knowledge manage-
ment in their work environment and how they 
were affected in the presence of staff turnover. 
Interviews were audio recorded, giving the chief 
investigator the opportunity to review the inter-
views as often as needed. Each interview was 
reviewed at least twice to ensure data reliability 
and minimize potential interviewer bias effects.

Staff Turnover in Hospitality

Increasing high rates of staff turnover have become 
a feature of most industries particularly in devel-
oped nations (Saxenian, 1994; Cooper, 2001). The 
global causes include increasing labour mobility 
stimulated by high rates of post-secondary attain-
ment and low rates of unemployment. Tourism 
is a typical example; turnover contributes to the 
industry’s labour and service volatility (Hjalager 
& Andersen, 2001; Birdir, 2002; Zhang & Wu, 
2004; Marhuenda et al., 2004; Akrivos et al., 2007; 
Zopiatis & Constanti, 2007). The same applies in 
the Australian and NT hospitality sector. The 2006 
Labour Mobility Survey in Australia (ABS, 2006) 
reported that nearly 40% of all people employed in 
the accommodation sector stayed in their jobs for 
less than one year. People entering employment 
were as likely to come from some other sector as 
to have been previously employed in hospitality. 
The rest of this section provides a critical literature 
review of the causes, consequences and ways to 
manage staff turnover in the hospitality sector and 
in particular the NT.

Causes

The reasons contributing to the heightening and 
ultimately the inevitability of staff turnover can 
vary depending on the type of turnover, the context 
of the industry sector and location of the business. 
Documented causes of staff turnover generally 
conform to the major theories of migration (Lee, 
1966). Push factors operate to reduce dissatisfac-
tion with existing circumstances, and pull factors 
operate to suggest increased satisfaction arising 
from a change of circumstances. Factors may be, 
among other things, economic or social. Economic 
drivers include the guarantee of improved condi-
tions and the perception that the opportunity for 
improved conditions will exist (Ranis & Stewart, 
2006). Social causes of staff turnover have been 
documented as including a desire to move closer to 
family and friends, the desire for lifestyle changes 
throughout an individual’s life cycle, and the 
desire to avoid risk or unpleasant circumstances 
(Vaugeois & Rollins, 2007). Social and economic 
causes of staff turnover may manifest themselves 
in different ways in different work places.

In hospitality, commonly cited causes of staff 
turnover include the low specialisation of skills 
and limited opportunities for career progression 
(Hartman & Yrle 1996; Deery & Shaw, 1997; 
Ladkin & Juwaheer, 2000; McCabe & Savery, 
2007), seasonal changes in work availability, and 
the use of tourism jobs (which are often part-time 
or casual as well as seasonal) as a source of income 
while actively pursuing alternatives (through 
education) or taking a ‘career break’ (Vaugeois 
& Rollins, 2007). Other causes are related to an 
enterprise’s social context (e.g. peer relationships, 
family relationships or labour) (Krackhardt & 
Porter, 1986; Birdir, 2002; Carbery & Garavan, 
2003), labour motivations (Milman, 2003; Martin, 
2004) and an overall dissatisfaction with tourism 
employment (e.g. financial rewards).

NT DMO and industry organisations related 
staff turnover in the NT to the tendency of tourism 
labour to pursue travel, work and living experi-
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ences. The desire of a working holiday where 
people travel to places, experience the lifestyle 
and meet new people through work suggests the 
recruitment of tourism labour may continue to 
be relatively easy (Mohsin, 2003a). What will 
continue to challenge businesses though is the 
capacity to sustain a desirable number of em-
ployees to enable the continuous operations of 
businesses– how long before employees decide 
to pack up, travel to a new place and experience 
a different lifestyle? The location of the business 
may offer some guidance as to how frequently or 
under which circumstances tourism workers may 
come and go both from the business but also the 
region. The NT offers a combination of remote 
(rural) and city (urban) hospitality businesses 
where turnover in the former occurs more fre-
quently than the latter. Additionally, the financial 
attractiveness of other industries the region has to 
offer (e.g. mining) compared to the low pay and 
other peculiar employment characteristics of the 
tourism industry can further amplify voluntary 
exits from the industry as a whole.

A better in-depth feel of the factors contrib-
uting to the inevitability of staff turnover in the 
NT were provided by the hospitality businesses. 
The causes of voluntary staff turnover could be 
summarized in four categories: a) personal, b) 
hotel, c) industry, and d) destination specific. 
With regards to the personal reasons, employees 
were attracted to and left the Territory for career 
progression opportunities. Considering the intense 
competition in hospitality businesses in bigger 
Australian cities and the less frequent promotional 
opportunities within businesses, employees with 
career prospects in hospitality considered mov-
ing to the Territory for a short while (up to 24 
months) to gain work experience and move up 
a couple of hierarchical ranks before moving to 
bigger cities. Others left to move closer to friends, 
family, and pursue travel-work-lifestyle experi-
ences, while others referred to conflicts between 
peers (e.g. management and owners; supervisor 
and employees or amongst employees). The 

inherent limitations of the hospitality industry 
(e.g. low financial rewards, emotional burnout, 
and unsociable hours) triggered exits from the 
industry and in some cases the region too. Finally 
the Territory’s remoteness and isolation caused 
accessibility difficulties but most importantly con-
tributed to the blurring of work and play in highly 
remote tourism destinations (e.g. Kakadu, Jabiru). 
The sheer remoteness amplified the emotional 
burnout of peers who interact 24/7 with guests 
and colleagues. Similar findings were reported 
by city based businesses too. The majority of the 
employees came from southern Australian states 
and had no pre-existing social support networks 
(e.g. family, friends). Therefore, employees would 
tend to interact with each other, both professionally 
and socially; suggesting the blurring of work and 
play even in lesser remote locations (e.g. Darwin).

CONSEQUENCES

Businesses

The financial implications of staff turnover have 
been summarized in the literature as separation, 
replacement, training and lost productivity costs 
(Hinkin & Tracey, 2000). The impact of such costs 
is felt more in businesses operating seasonally, 
just like the NT. Seasonal businesses have com-
paratively less time (usually 6 months) to operate, 
which makes it essential to proficiently train new 
employees in a timely fashion to commence their 
responsibilities and minimize the possibilities 
of compromising the delivery of experiences. 
Interestingly, our interview findings confirmed 
that financial implications were important but 
businesses had not assessed the magnitude of 
the financial loss. Similarities have been identi-
fied in the literature too; for example, Pizam and 
Thornburg (2000) confirmed that the “majority...
never computed the average costs of employees 
or managers turnover” (p. 216).
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Remaining Employees

A different angle to interpret staff turnover con-
sequences was suggested in the 1980s. Mowday 
(1981), Mowday, Steers and Porter (1982), Dalton 
and Krackhardt (1983) and Krackhardt and Porter 
(1985; 1986) suggested that staff turnover affects 
the people remaining within the hospitality and 
service businesses. Mowday (1981) argued that 
remaining employees’ perception to work affected 
the way they interpreted their colleague’s exit 
thus influencing the way they themselves were 
affected by turnover. This demonstrated that al-
though staff turnover removed an employee from 
the work environment; employee exits influenced 
the perceptions and employment orientations of 
those who stayed. Similarly Dalton and Krackhardt 
(1983) argued that staff turnover caused some 
form of disruption and urged research attention 
towards a qualitative evaluation; looking at “who” 
has left as opposed to “how many” actually left. 
His work suggested that depending on who leaves 
the businesses, the impact of staff turnover on 
remaining employees varied. Lastly, significant 
contributions came from Krackhardt and Por-
ter’s work (1985; 1986) on the topology of staff 
turnover consequences. They demonstrated that 
turnover affected a group of related employees, 
a “social network” because “a person leaving 
creates a hole in the network, no matter what the 
reason” (p. 52). These findings strengthened the 
idea that “turnover is concentrated in patterns 
that can be delineated in a network…as opposed 
to randomly throughout a work group” (p. 54). 
The importance of this work is that it suggests and 
enables us to strategically act upon staff turnover. 
Krackhardt and Porter (1985; 1986) contribute by 
enlightening us with the topological feel of staff 
turnover. As opposed to trying to win the staff 
turnover battle as a whole, now turnover can be 
monitored and studied in concentration…exactly 
where it occurs and knowing who or where it is 
most likely to affect.

With the turn of the century, Rowley and Purcell 
(2001) confirmed Krackhardt and Porters (1985; 
1986) findings on the topological occurrence 
(employee networks) and consequences of staff 
turnover (morale, idea generation), while Cho et 
al. (2006) suggested that staff turnover contributed 
to an employee’s emotional instability in a hos-
pitality business. Work in this stream has shown 
that staff turnover affects employees who remain 
with businesses; while the way they are affected 
depends on how they relate to an exiting peer (e.g. 
friends) and how they interpret their exit (e.g. 
dissatisfaction with the business). Unfortunately, 
hospitality research has paid little attention to the 
applicability and further investigation of these 
findings. In other words, research investigating 
the topological consequences of staff turnover in 
hospitality businesses is limited.

NT Hospitality Sector

Taking into consideration the aforementioned 
literature, we sought the NT hospitality businesses 
perspective. NT hospitality businesses explained 
that staff turnover affected peer networks at two 
levels, namely: a) peer to peer relationships; b) 
business to customer relationships. At a hierar-
chical or department level, respondents referred 
to friendship relationships to explain how staff 
turnover affected group behaviour. When peers are 
friends or relate in ways other than professional, 
an unexpected absence or turnover of one tends 
to influence similar behaviours. For example, “if 
someone goes, they all go”…“one wants to fin-
ish earlier, they all want to finish the same time” 
(Business A). Absenteeism or turnover occurring 
in groups or networks of peers relating in similar 
ways (e.g. communication) has been discussed in 
Krackhardt and Porter (1985; 1986). They studied 
staff turnover in a communication network and 
found that “staff turnover snowballs… turnover 
does not occur randomly throughout a work 
group….it is concentrated in patterns that can 
be delineated by role similarities” (Krackhardt & 
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Porter, 1986; p. 54). In other cases, turnover made 
peer collaboration difficult because group dynam-
ics changed. Staff turnover changed peer to peer 
relationships which in turn introduced changes to 
the way peers collaborated. Similar findings have 
been reported; for example “the loss of workmates 
can lower morale further amongst those who 
stay behind…and can impair the effectiveness 
of the team” and overall can be “disruptive for 
continuing staff” (Rowley & Purcell, 2001; p. 
164; p. 172). In the case of business and customer 
relationships, loyal guests may witness a constant 
change in the employees they interact with. For 
example, guests might be required to deal with 
someone who does not remember their name or 
other guest specific information that contribute to 
memorable guest experiences. For some guests 
this might suggest a compromise in the flawless 
personalized service they have experienced up to 
now, resulting in less loyal clientele; this is known 
as the subliminal effect (Manley, 1996).

A Network Perspective

Fundamental to the interpretation of staff turn-
over as having inherently positive or negative 
impacts on the KM processes is an understanding 
of how social networks contribute to manag-
ing knowledge and what impacts staff turnover 
might create. Given the popularity of team based 
organisational structures (Lee & Moreo, 2007, p. 
58) employees form and participate in networks 
for reasons such as their common participation 
in “production processes” (e.g. production and 
delivery of experiences) or due to common per-
ceptions or beliefs. As networks foster processes 
such as information sharing, knowledge creation, 
idea generation and so on; they are considered 
to be ‘transactive knowledge systems’ (Wegner, 
1987 in Cross et al., 2001, p.216). Unfortunately 
networks are not fully depicted in formal organi-
sational structures, and it is often those outside 
the organisational structures which significantly 
influence work processes and outputs (Cross et 

al., 2001). For example, the exit of an employee 
who is a popular source of advice may disrupt 
the network by affecting its performance (Staw, 
1980). Formal organisational structures present 
only the professional relationships of peers, but 
peers relate in a multitude of interdependent ways 
in a work environment (e.g. professional, social). 
This gives employee networks both a social and a 
professional facet which cannot be ignored. Peers 
can trust one another, socialise, share information 
and so on; these associations are not necessarily 
depicted in formal organizational structures. The 
existence and interdependency of these relation-
ships can positively or negatively influence 
business performance (Robins & Pattison, 2006).

From a negative aspect, some consider knowl-
edge to be embedded in a network of employees, 
and it is claimed that disrupting the network fun-
damentally degrades facets of knowledge; such 
as loss of “corporate memory” (Adams, 1995). 
NT DMO and industry organizations argued that 
the constant movement of employees and the lack 
of formalized knowledge management practices 
contributed to knowledge attrition. However, 
the negative effect of knowledge attrition var-
ied, depending on the hierarchical level of the 
employees. Should management staff exit the 
business, knowledge attrition might create more 
of an impact compared to operational staff. Similar 
findings have been extensively documented (e.g. 
Cotton & Tuttle, 1986; Carbery & Garavan, 2003). 
Such knowledge attrition consequences had been 
felt by NT hospitality businesses too. However, 
respondents also commented on the detrimental 
loss of other types of knowledge; for example, the 
loss of “people and/or collaboration knowledge”. 
Knowing with who to collaborate and how to 
collaborate with peers had a positive influence in 
the work environment. Knowing who to contact, 
knowing what knowledge/expertise they have, 
knowing how and when to approach them are 
further examples. Given that hospitality businesses 
heavily rely on peer collaboration to deliver expe-
riences, the loss of “people and/or collaboration 
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knowledge” can be detrimental. Another type of 
knowledge respondents frequently referred to 
was the loss of “place or local” knowledge; for 
example, sightseeing suggestions, history of the 
region, bus stops and so on. The recruitment of 
non-Territorians and the frequent turnover of em-
ployees meant that new employees required time 
to familiarize themselves with the area and acquire 
local knowledge; something that in turn impacted 
guest experiences. When asked to comment on the 
importance of both “people and/or collaboration” 
and “place/local knowledge” types compared to 
the standard product knowledge of businesses, 
respondents believed that product and place/local 
knowledge were required. However, “people and/
or collaboration knowledge” was more important 
as it gave employees the opportunity to operate as 
proficiently as possible in a short space of time.

It’s not all that bad though. On a positive note, 
there is literature suggesting that knowledge, skills 
and experience across the organisation can actually 
be enhanced by a certain level of staff turnover 
(Johannessen et al, 2001). New people bring 
with them experiential knowledge, relationships, 
networks and other social capital that can add to 
the businesses knowledge base and help build 
competitive advantage. Competitive advantage 
can be enhanced by importing knowledge from 
elsewhere into the business, from other regions, 
from competitor businesses, and from outside 
the sector completely (Mu et al., 2008). Even by 
displacing people from the existing work group, ei-
ther because of their poor performance or because 
they move to a new position (inside or outside the 
business) businesses can connect disparate em-
ployees who hold distinct and value adding skills 
or can give access to other networks (Burt, 2001). 
Some countries promoting out-migration of skilled 
workers rely on such strategies to receive direct 
and indirect remittances (Mendola, 2006). NT 
hospitality businesses reported similar benefits. 
When asked to compare between the innovative 
capabilities of high turnover teams, respondents 
confirmed that despite formally encouraging idea 

generation through corporate programs, most ideas 
originated from new employees. Thus turnover 
may have a positive effect. A number of reasons 
explained this. New employees tend to be more 
innovative or creative due to their need to prove 
their capabilities. Others bring in a wealth of work 
and life experience, attitude and so on. Similar 
characteristics were reported by Mohsin (2003b). 
Apart from turnover, the idea generation potential 
of businesses and employees can be enhanced 
through other, less obvious causes of change: 
for example, flexible labour strategies that aim 
to provide labour support in a Just-In-Time (JIT) 
fashion (Lai & Baum, 2005). Such staffing changes 
positively contributed by introducing “different 
skills and experience”, thus giving teams and 
businesses the ability to be more creative and have 
more ideas (Lai & Baum, 2005). This suggests 
that NT hospitality businesses that made extensive 
use of casual staff but also a rotating roster with 
compositionally different shifts - both daily and 
weekly - facilitated the combination of “different 
skills and experience” which led on to new ideas. 
These findings could perhaps reveal the innovative 
potential NT hospitality businesses have because 
of staff turnover, the mode of operation (e.g. 
shiftwork) as well as the characteristics of tourism 
labour. The NT is known to attract a labour force 
that has embarked on a travel, lifestyle and work 
experience journey (Mohsin, 2003). For some, 
this is not temporary; moving from one place to 
another for the sake of experiencing the way of life, 
interacting with new people and engaging in new 
or alternative employment is a way of life. There-
fore, in the case of the NT, the reported creativity 
of new employees and the ability of businesses to 
generate new ideas due to frequent staff turnover 
could be explained by labour force characteristics 
(Mohsin, 2003; Carson, 2008). However, even in 
the absence of turnover, other, more subtle and 
less visible forms of change (shifts, casual staff) 
bearing the aforementioned experiential labour 
characteristics positively contributed to the NT 
hospitality idea generation.
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MANAGEMENT

The literature proposes three ways to manage 
staff turnover, namely through: a) retaining staff, 
b) retaining knowledge, and c) enterprises social 
context.

Staff Retention

This section summarises the key literature in 
favour of retaining staff as a way to control 
turnover. However, the published literature fails 
to recognize and consider the inherent dynamic 
nature of the hospitality industry labour force. 
Labour force factors like turnover, casual staff or 
shiftwork increase the volatility of businesses. The 
case deteriorates in the NT, an Australian region 
known for its transient labour force. Therefore, for 
NT hospitality businesses, researchers who aim 
to minimize turnover solely from an HR perspec-
tive (staff retention) fail to accept the transitivity 
of the NT tourism labour and the other factors 
(shifts) creating similar labour volatility. Should 
they do so, they will be able to progress discourse 
and help businesses “exploit” the limited tenure 
of employees from a KM perspective. Knowing 
employees will leave the business and the NT, 
finding ways for them to contribute to the KM 
processes of a business holds more potential than 
trying to retain them.

Businesses have been trying to manage turn-
over by retaining staff through personal develop-
ment programs; financial rewards, training, and 
improved recruitment processes (Deery & Shaw, 
1997; MacHatton & Dyke, 1997; Woods et al., 
1998; Rowley & Purcell, 2001; Lynn, 2002; Joliffe 
& Farnsworth, 2003; Lai & Baum, 2005; Cho et al., 
2006; McCabe & Savery, 2007 and Wildes, 2007). 
In Australia, Deery and Shaw (1997) explored the 
concept of turnover culture from the perspective 
of the employees in Australian hotels; arguing that 
employees leave for career progression reasons 
or industry/job dissatisfaction. They suggested 
training and career progression opportunities as 

a way of retaining employees. Davies et al (2001) 
explored the effect of appraisal, remuneration and 
training on reducing hotel turnover; showing that 
only product related training reduced turnover. 
In 2006, the Tourism and Transport Forum of 
Australia released a report on staff turnover in the 
hotel sector, arguing that the low specialisation 
of skills, the seasonality of the sector, and the 
limited opportunities for career progression often 
drove employees to consider hotels as a stepping 
stone when in need of a career break. The report 
argued that what is needed is a long term strategic 
approach to structure a labour supply strategy 
for the industry as a whole. McCabe and Savery 
(2007) investigated labour mobility of managers 
in the convention and exhibition industry. They 
found that managers “flutter” from business to 
business or department to department for career 
progression reasons, suggesting it might be vi-
able to offer career progression opportunities to 
employees. Poulston (2008) examined common 
hospitality problems (e.g. staff turnover) with the 
aim of identifying relationships between them and 
concluded that training can reduce staff turnover. 
Dickson and Huyton (2008) investigated the extent 
to which welfare and human resource management 
impacts on customer service in an Australian ski 
resort. However, they addressed only the blurring 
of work and play between employees and custom-
ers as opposed to peer to peer. They suggested 
that staff retention for seasonal employees can 
be ensured through company and regional factors 
(e.g. living conditions, pay, management skills and 
employment conditions). Overall, focus in this 
literature is primarily on retaining staff through 
personal development opportunities.

NT DMO and industry organizations reported 
that investing in professional development op-
portunities may effectively control or minimize 
staff turnover. For example, both businesses and 
industry bodies can look at a) creating a highly 
skilled workforce; b) accessing quality employ-
ment; c) better workforce planning; d) expand-
ing the traditional workforce; and e) offering 
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accreditation programs and industry awards to 
promote excellence through knowledge manage-
ment practices (i.e. adoption of best practices). 
The literature makes similar suggestions (Birdir, 
2002), especially for a region like the NT. The NT 
reportedly is a workforce training and development 
career stop. As referred to previously, the majority 
of the respondents were from southern Australian 
cities. They were attracted to the NT on “a short 
term pain but long term gain” mission. They 
recognized the transiency of hospitality labour 
and acted upon it strategically. Their short term 
stay in the NT (short term pain) would give them 
a career boost that could be quantified in two to 
three hierarchical promotions. This would give 
them the opportunity to pursue better employment 
opportunities at their preferred locations (e.g. Asia, 
southern Australian cities), therefore giving them 
a long term gain. However, given the heightening 
occurrence of voluntary staff turnover, strate-
gies promoting career progression opportunities 
might encourage employees to stay longer but not 
forever; suggesting that resources in this respect 
could be wasted (Dalton & Krackhardt, 1983).

NT hospitality businesses frequently resorted 
to staff retention strategies due to the labour short-
age the region is already experiencing. Certain 
businesses paid particular attention to their recruit-
ment strategies. Some recruited internally or from 
social and professional networks. Sourcing staff 
internally was frequently used because employees 
recognized that not everyone is suitable for certain 
jobs. Businesses offered intra-departmental trans-
fers to employees who were underperforming or 
wanted to leave. This strategy aimed to exhaust 
all possibilities of retaining staff considering the 
difficulty of sourcing staff from a labour market 
experiencing substantial shortages. They specifi-
cally looked for ambitious employees with a long 
term focus in hospitality, living in the NT and 
attributes/qualities such as leadership, manner-
ism and so on. Given the transient nature of the 
NT, for most businesses, the willingness to live 
in Darwin and the NT was highly valued. Others 

paid particular attention to training programs. As 
the majority of the respondents were members of 
larger, international corporations with standard-
ized training programmes, the content of train-
ing programmes was delivered in-house. Other 
businesses adopted a rather direct or aggressive 
approach to minimizing staff turnover. Some 
customize their employment contracts to include 
“lock in” clauses; for example fixed employment 
tenure (e.g. 18 months, 3 years). The contractual 
agreements were used by businesses which had 
sourced labour from neighbouring countries 
(e.g. the Philippines). Finally, some businesses 
engaged in flexible labour strategies (casual staff) 
to balance irregular demand and staff turnover. 
The use of casual staff is not a novelty for Aus-
tralia as the extensive use of casual staff in the 
Australian hotel industry was reported by Timo 
(2001). Hiring casual staff was acknowledged as a 
well-suited and cost effective solution, especially 
for NT businesses experiencing radical demand 
fluctuations and seasonality. Cost effectiveness 
was the main benefit respondents referred to 
and is congruent with literature findings (Lai & 
Baum, 2005; Lee & Moreo, 2007). Our findings 
reported similar benefits deriving from casual 
staff employment, such as Lai and Baum (2005) 
who considered “Just-in-Time labour” as a way 
to increase “the capacity for innovation” in a 
hospitality enterprise because casual staff “can 
bring different skills and experience to the work 
situation” (p. 98). Although our respondents who 
made extensive use of the services of casual staff 
referred to innovation or idea generation benefits, 
these benefits were inferior when they considered 
the large scale negative implications of flexible 
labour strategies. Respondents explained that 
casual staff have a short term focus on hospital-
ity and their current job. Casual work for them is 
just a way to supplement their income. They are 
not familiar with the business culture, missions, 
values or clientele, and less interested in com-
menting on current practices and offering new, 
fresh ideas. Casual staff can jeopardize service 
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and experience quality as they do not relate to a 
business culture or values and lack “people and/or 
collaboration” and “product knowledge”. Given 
that “people and/or collaboration knowledge” act 
in a catalytic way towards connecting and enabling 
the function of peer networks, but require time 
to develop, casual staff could perhaps impede a 
businesses operations.

What was encouraging though was that NT 
businesses are recognizing the importance of peer 
relationships as a facilitator of new employee 
adaptation. For example, acknowledging how 
daunting it could be for young individuals to 
move to another, remote area just like the NT, 
many businesses provided support networks to 
new employees. When they recruited through 
corporate programs (e.g. gap year or university 
career placements), the businesses raised familiar-
ity between new recruits by sending them group 
emails. In these cases businesses had the mediatory 
role of relationship building between new employ-
ees who would have to live in a new place away 
from home and their social and family support 
networks and work with other employees. Such 
efforts enabled the adaptation of new employees to 
the NT and the new work environment. Similarly, 
few businesses that acknowledged the impact of 
staff turnover on collaboration knowledge ensured 
they enlightened employees on this aspect during 
their orientation or socialization programs. These 
activities aimed to radically help peers establish 
temporal support networks with other peers, in 
the hope of helping them adapt and extend their 
stay with the business and the NT.

Knowledge Retention

Very little of the published literature reports the 
effectiveness of staff retention strategies. The 
limited reported success of staff retention strate-
gies (Woods et al., 1998) have made businesses 
look for other methods to manage staff turnover. 
Retaining staff knowledge (Rowley & Purcell, 
2001; Hjalager & Andersen, 2001) has been a 

popular strategy representing an advancement 
to minimizing staff turnover through staff reten-
tion (Bonn & Forbringer, 1992; Chapman & 
Lovell, 2006). Focus on retaining knowledge 
has evolved from researchers who argued that 
businesses wanting to remain competitive ought 
to differentiate, lock in customers and streamline 
processes through knowledge. As products, ser-
vices and processes in a hospitality environment 
are standard yet volatile, knowledge can help 
businesses differentiate and become competitive. 
For example, services can become more personal-
ized through their transformation to experiences 
and increase guest loyalty. Advocates of this view 
such as Hjalager and Andersen (2001) suggested 
that, as staff cannot be retained, there is a “need 
for a better understanding…to create and main-
tain repositories of knowledge and competence, 
strategies that are possibly less dependent on 
the availability of human resources with tourism 
specific qualifications…it is what management 
can do to hold on to non trivial and enterprise 
specific knowledge” (p. 116; 126).

Implications of knowledge loss depend on its 
content or substance that varies between hierarchi-
cal levels (Carbery & Garavan, 2003). Hjalager 
and Andersen (2001) referred to “non trivial 
and enterprise specific knowledge” but failed 
to elaborate on the actual content of knowledge. 
With their reference to “non trivial and enterprise 
specific” knowledge we assume they referred to 
knowledge specifically concerning the product and 
enterprise as an employer (e.g. long or short term 
focus). They proposed the use of “semi manufac-
tured items, components, software packages and 
capital equipment” that embed knowledge so that 
“even under conditions of rapid staff turnover and 
somewhat persisting low skills, crucial knowledge 
can be preserved in the enterprise - employees 
cannot easily take embedded knowledge with 
them when they leave” (p. 126). This line of work 
supports the extensive work on the technological 
aspect of knowledge management (Adamides & 
Karacapalidis, 2006) which argues that knowledge 
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can be managed through software programs and so 
on. Knowledge management research in tourism 
though still remains understudied and we do not 
have substantial literature on the effectiveness of 
such technological solutions (Scarbrough, 2001; 
Lundvall & Nielsen, 2007). Considering that 
Australian tourism businesses have been consid-
ered as slow adopters of knowledge management 
processes (Cooper, 2006,; this begs for more 
work on the knowledge management processes 
of Australian hospitality businesses.

NT hospitality businesses deploy knowledge 
retention strategies too. However, they suggested 
that externalising and recording an employee’s 
knowledge has proven to be ineffective. Many 
respondents mentioned that they purposively 
kept the contact details of employees who left 
because, even though they recorded the content and 
process of their work /role in a detailed manner, 
remaining employees that had taken over the new 
role had difficulty following the recorded work 
instructions. In such cases, businesses contacted 
the ex-employees to obtain clarifications or tips. 
That was because externalized knowledge lacked 
what they referred to as the “human factor”. 
When asked to elaborate, the respondents ex-
plained that the “human factor” is made up from 
an employee’s life, work and travel experiences; 
these attributes are what make an employee and 
their knowledge distinct and value adding to the 
workplace and team yet difficult to externalize 
and record. In this vein, respondents suggested 
that a sole focus on recording work instructions, 
especially in a hospitality business which relies 
more on people and/or collaboration, is ineffective. 
As the hospitality industry delivers experiences, 
time is of utmost importance. Speed and respon-
siveness enhanced with product/work knowledge 
enable peers to deliver memorable experiences. 
In hospitality the seamless and time efficient 
delivery of an experience is just as important as 
the knowledge substance or content of the experi-
ence. The latter is partially provided by recording 
work instructions. Partially provided because the 

“human factor” is what adds the finishing touch 
to a guest experience. The former though is indif-
ferent to recorded product knowledge; it relies 
on what respondents referred to as “people and/
or collaboration knowledge”: knowing who to 
contact, how to collaborate, when and so on. Of 
course these types of knowledge are difficult to 
record primarily because of their dynamic char-
acter. These have been referred to as relational 
characteristics (Borgatti & Cross, 2003) that are 
dynamically co-constructed from peer interaction 
(Carley & Krackhardt, 2001). Therefore, they are 
fluid and subject to peer interaction which makes 
them almost impossible to record.

Our findings validate published literature 
suggesting that knowledge retention strategies 
are problematic. For example, there is work sug-
gesting the detrimental effect towards a sole focus 
on managing tourism knowledge through Infor-
mation and Communication Technologies (ICT). 
ICTs ignore the human, social and personalised 
aspect of tourism enterprises. Of course turning 
towards knowledge retention is an advancement 
considering the inevitability of staff retention, 
but to what extent can knowledge be effectively 
retained? There is a significant amount of literature 
(Peroune, 2007) explaining how externalised and 
recorded knowledge is of lesser value compared 
to context and person specific knowledge. Re-
search work in favour of knowledge retention 
disregards the importance of peer interaction in 
the work environment; which makes us wonder; 
What happens to group or relational knowledge? 
What happens when employees leave, employees 
who know how to work with their peers…how is 
that knowledge preserved?...can employees store 
their personal and relational knowledge in ICTs…
can this knowledge ever be recorded and if it was 
how quickly could employees pick it up to operate? 
The element of time and speed becomes critical 
in hospitality environments in a state of constant 
flux. In this case, it could be that “people and/
or collaboration knowledge” can facilitate the 
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timely and seamless operation of highly dynamic 
hospitality environments.

Change of Focus

Encouragingly, in light of the ineffectiveness of 
knowledge retention strategies, NT hospitality 
businesses referred to the importance of peer re-
lationships in the work environment. In particular, 
the participants argued in favour of managing or 
monitoring peer relationships as a way of mi-
nimising the consequences of and working with 
staff turnover.

The diversity of hospitality employees made 
peer relationships critical for the creation and 
delivery of experiences because experiences are 
the product of formal and informal, visible and in-
visible, diverse and interdependent relationships. 
Relationships created a friendly and cooperative 
atmosphere which in turn created a relational 
bond between peers. This relational bonding 
facilitated effective and efficient collaboration 
and coordination because of the familiarity and 
comfort employees would feel. They knew how 
to work with each other, knew “what ticks them 
off” and so on. For example, this bonding enabled 
cross departmental cooperation, information shar-
ing and created synergies from the combination 
of diverse employment backgrounds and skills. 
These findings are in accordance with work from 
Borgatti and Cross (2003) who argued that “less 
attention has been paid to learned characteristics 
of relationships that affect the decision to seek 
information from other people” (p. 432). Their 
work highlighted the role of three relational char-
acteristics that predict the behaviour of seeking 
or sharing information, namely: a) knowing what 
another person knows, b) valuing what that other 
person knows in relation to one’s work and c) 
being able to gain timely access to that person’s 
thinking. These are relational characteristics that 
are learnt from the social interaction of peers. How-
ever, Borgatti and Cross (2003) suggest that these 
relational characteristics predict the behaviour of 

information seeking or sharing. Whether peers will 
seek or share information is not solely dependent 
on addressing these relational characteristics as 
there might be other motivations beyond the 
availability of relational characteristics and not 
of interest in this book chapter. Nonetheless, this 
line of work lays the foundation that, in dynamic 
environments like hospitality where staff turn-
over is one cause of change and fluidity (others 
being casual or shift work etc), these relational 
characteristics could play a facilitating role in 
sharing knowledge. Therefore, in highly mobile 
or turnover environments finding ways to foster 
the co-construction of relational characteristics 
or knowledge could help businesses implement 
a knowledge flow or mobilization strategy.

On another note, relationships also helped 
monitor staff turnover. Knowing the types and 
interdependencies of relationships among peers, 
businesses could hypothesize when turnover 
would occur or where turnover would impact. 
Similar patterns of behaviour (e.g. absenteeism, 
low productivity) emerged within groups of re-
lated employees. These findings are in accordance 
with other work that suggested the topological 
occurrence and consequences of staff turnover 
in groups of related employees (Krackhardt & 
Porter, 1985; 1986).

Given the importance businesses attributed to 
peer relationships, we asked businesses how they 
managed relationships in the work environment. 
Respondents explained that their approach to 
fostering and managing peer relationships varied 
in two ways: a) by hierarchical level and b) by the 
duration of peer interaction. From a hierarchical 
perspective, peer relationships were encouraged 
and nurtured within departments but not so much 
across hierarchical levels. The reason was that it 
was necessary to sustain boundaries of authority 
such as between supervisors and staff. Depending 
on the duration of peer interaction in the work 
environment, peer relationships required to be 
“refreshed” or “built”. For example, in remotely 
located resorts (e.g. Kakadu), peers interact both 
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throughout their work day but also during personal 
time (blurring work and play). In these cases, 
relationships need to be “refreshed, rejuvenated” 
as peers tend to “get bored with each other” or 
“need a change” (Business B). Similarly, in less 
remote areas where peers were not limited to 
social interaction with other peers, relationships 
had to be “built” or initiated to foster a collab-
orative environment but also to act as a support 
network to employees who were away from 
home. Respondents cited some specific strate-
gies used to manage peer relationships. Various 
social events (e.g. Christmas parties) gave peers 
the opportunity to interact on a social level. These 
events raised peer familiarity which contributed 
to the welcoming of new employees in a group 
of existing peers while relationally aligning and 
ironing out relational barriers between existing 
peers (e.g. putting faces to names etc). A more 
formalized approach to relationship building or 
relational alignment was facilitated through shift 
work. Many businesses had a number of different 
shifts during the day and changed the composition 
of shift teams on a daily basis. This provided the 
opportunity for employees to work for different 
time lengths throughout the week with different 
peers. Although shift work served convenient 
purposes for some businesses, others purposively 
used shift work in two ways: a) for peer to peer 
relationship building; and b) to enable the coop-
eration of diverse personalities and expertise to 
enhance group learning and idea generation.

In summary, the published literature focuses 
on the causes, consequences and management of 
staff turnover. Firstly, turnover has been mostly 
voluntary triggered by career progression op-
portunities (Deery & Shaw, 1997; Ladkin & 
Juwaheer, 2000; McCabe & Savery, 2007) and 
social context (Pizam & Thornburg, 2000; Birdir, 
2002; Milman, 2003; Martin, 2004; Karatepe & 
Uludag, 2008). Secondly, it has been argued that 
turnover affects the people remaining with the 
business. Mowday (1981) argued that the orienta-
tion to work of remaining employees affects the 

way they interpret their colleagues’ exit. Dalton 
and Krackhardt (1983) argued that staff turnover 
caused some form of disruption and urged research 
attention towards who is leaving and not how 
many are leaving. Krackhardt and Porter’s work 
(1985; 1986) suggested that turnover affected 
employees related in many ways (e.g. friends). 
These findings have been confirmed in recent 
research (Rowley and Purcell, 2001; Cho et al., 
2006). Thirdly, the occurrence and consequences 
of staff turnover have been managed in three ways: 
a) retaining staff, b) retaining knowledge and c) 
managing employees’ social context. Staff are 
retained through personal development programs; 
financial rewards, training and so on (Deery & 
Shaw, 1997; MacHatton & Dyke, 1997; Woods 
et al., 1998; Rowley & Purcell, 2001; Lynn, 
2002; Joliffe & Farnsworth, 2003; Lai & Baum, 
2005; Cho et al., 2006; McCabe & Savery, 2007). 
Other businesses retain knowledge (Rowley & 
Purcell, 2001; Hjalager & Andersen, 2001) but 
fail to offer a definitive solution (Polanyi, 1966). 
Findings from our interviews with NT hospitality 
businesses suggest there is a need to study the 
way employees relate in a work environment. It 
may be that understanding how peers relate and 
collaborate in a dynamic work environment could 
offer some direction as to how to organise and 
manage hospitality businesses in light of certain, 
predictable and inevitable staff turnover. Our focus 
is not to minimize or eradicate staff turnover but 
to find ways for businesses and peers to continue 
being operational throughout inevitable staffing 
changes. The findings accentuate the importance 
of peer relationships in light of inevitable turn-
over and socially motivated tourism labour. Such 
findings become more evident and require urgent 
attention in tourism destinations like the NT. The 
region’s location, the remoteness of social and fam-
ily support coupled with the social motivations of 
its tourism labour suggest that peer relationships 
in NT hospitality businesses play a catalytic role 
in the sector’s performance.
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COMPETING IN THE FACE OF HIGH 
STAFF TURNOVER: THE SYMBIOSIS 
OF KNOWLEDGE RETENTION AND 
MOBILIZATION/FLOW STRATEGIES

Even though studies on staff turnover in the 
NT hotel sector are limited, it is likely that the 
general patterns observed in other destinations 
are even more extreme in the Territory. This is 
because of the remoteness and isolation of the 
NT. Many peculiarities of the NT accentuate 
the special attention it requires which can be 
attributed to its peripheral tourist destination 
characteristics (Lee-Ross, 1998). In remote and 
peripheral destinations, “obtaining and long term 
retaining of trained and experienced staff may be 
very difficult” (Hohl & Tisdell, 1995; p. 519). In 
this respect, high levels of turnover in the NT 
become inevitable, explained by its “degree of 
geographical isolation” as it is situated at some 
distance from places of economic isolation (Kvist 
& Klefsjo, 2006; p521). Employees who are used 
to working and living in larger cities tend to find 
their adaptation to a considerably smaller place 
more difficult for a number of reasons (e.g. cost 
of living). Overall, the NT hospitality sector is 
likely to be more susceptible to staff turnover 
consequences because of the region’s remoteness, 
and high influx of employees seeking work, travel 
and living experience, and transfers due to better 
career opportunities (high wages, working hours), 
emotional labour, training pressures and social 
life (Mohsin, 2003c).

Our research in the NT emphasizes what has 
been reported in the staff turnover literature. Staff 
turnover is seen as a major challenge, and its con-
sequences are related directly to knowledge man-
agement and the ability for hospitality businesses 
to remain operational and deliver memorable 
experiences. It is important to stress that under the 
pressures of change through turnover; hospital-
ity businesses must not only struggle to sustain 
competitiveness, but most importantly should 
strive to remain operational. For a business to 

continue functioning, disparate knowledge stocks 
must interact to fulfill tasks; in other words – to 
make things happen. Capitalizing on these stocks, 
to create new and more value adding knowledge 
will make them innovative and competitive. 
Therefore, remaining operational is a prerequisite 
to becoming innovative and competitive. In this 
respect, there appears to be a reluctance to accept 
high rates of staff turnover as a normal part of 
doing business in the sector and in the NT. Most 
strategies are still aimed at improving retention 
of staff, even though managers admit that these 
strategies have limited impact. Many of the rea-
sons why people leave the sector are beyond the 
control of the employers themselves – hospitality 
businesses offer round the clock employment, 
casual employment and low skilled employment 
which is ideal for students working part-time, and 
for people (particularly young people) in career 
transition or taking a ‘gap year’ and the like. The 
hospitality sector is labour intensive but with 
relatively low yields meaning that jobs are low 
paid and labour conditions change according to 
seasons. Apart from turnover being inevitable, it 
is also predictable to an extent. Depending on the 
season, their social relationships or the location; 
staff will always come and go. The international 
literature shows consistent patterns of turnover 
and lengths of employment, which makes it easy 
to identify exit points for individual staff (when 
they finish their university degree or their gap 
year, for example). Therefore, contrary to Hinkin 
and Tracey (2000) who suggested that hospitality 
businesses “have an opportunity to gain competi-
tive advantage by [staff] retention and develop-
ment” (p. 20), the ineffectiveness of staff retention 
strategies and the inevitability of staff turnover in 
the NT urge us to revisit the knowledge attrition 
repercussions of staff turnover. This will allow 
us to find ways to give guidance to businesses 
that rely on employees to successfully delivery 
KM processes to remain operational and, in turn, 
to help hospitality businesses. Attention must be 
drawn to the ways knowledge is managed, to 
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ensure it a) never stagnates and retains its value 
adding qualities, and b) it is mobilized in time to 
benefit businesses. In a state of constant labour 
change and intensified competition, hospitality 
businesses must mobilize or make knowledge 
flow to remain operational while capitalizing on 
it to remain competitive.

So how do NT hospitality businesses manage 
knowledge in a labour dynamic environment? 
Hospitality businesses in the NT recognize that 
knowledge management processes are among 
the key impacts of staff turnover. Considering 
the limited attention paid to such strategies in 
the management and academic literature (Hinkin 
& Tracey, 2000), the reported lack of formal 
or proactive knowledge retention strategies in 
the NT hospitality sector came as no surprise. 
Knowledge was managed through reactive and 
ad-hoc approaches. For example, respondents 
worked closely with the employee scheduled to 
leave to externalize and record their knowledge. 
Frequently though, the recorded knowledge was 
not of much help to the remaining employees. 
This was because the externalized knowledge 
covered facets of processes which could be 
externalized but lacked the value adding and 
competitive qualities an employee’s expertise 
and experience attributes to the knowledge. This 
validates Polanyi’s (1966) renowned phrase “we 
know more than we can tell”. The knowledge we 
hold enables us to fulfill our tasks to the desirable 
standards set by our employer; however, trying 
to explain and record the “secrets” or “tips” to 
our success is not feasible. On the contrary, when 
externalizing and recording our knowledge we 
usually disclose or are only able to disclose a 
small percentage of what we know. Therefore, 
considering this difficulty to externalize person 
or context specific knowledge which in itself is 
what adds value to a business and contributes to 
its competitiveness, continuing to solely focus on 
externalizing and recording product knowledge 
may not be advisable. Although product knowl-
edge may create the hospitality experience, it is 

“people and/or collaboration knowledge” that 
creates the experience. In this vein, “people and/
or collaboration knowledge” can make businesses 
operating in labour dynamic environments more 
flexible and adaptable.

Dalton and Krackhardt (1983) argued that flex-
ibility is imperative for businesses that want to 
manage staff turnover. In this vein, the tourism and 
hospitality literature on flexibility and adaptability 
can be summarized in two schools of thought. The 
first one denotes flexibility as deriving from the 
social interaction of peers (Woods et al., 1998; 
Rowley & Purcell, 2001) while the other suggests 
flexible staffing strategies (Jolliffe & Farnsworth, 
2003; Lai & Baum, 2005). The latter is a deriva-
tive of tried and tested staff retention strategies, 
while the former suggests an alternative focus, that 
of focusing on peer relationships to find ways to 
achieve “flexibility” that will enable hospitality 
businesses to continue functioning irrespective 
of staff turnover.

Peer relationship or “relational flexibility” 
plays a catalytic role in hospitality businesses 
and complements product knowledge retention. 
Although product knowledge may offer the content 
of the hospitality experience, it is peer relationship 
or relational flexibility that enables employees 
to put product knowledge into play and deliver 
experiences. The question though is: What are the 
components or facilitators of peer relationship or 
“relational flexibility?

A number of researchers addressed the need for 
flexibility in hospitality businesses and proposed 
ways to do so. Woods et al (1998) suggested 
businesses could respond through “socialisa-
tion programs” to help new employees get ac-
customed to their new working environment. 
They addressed the need to raise awareness and 
familiarity between the new employee and the 
new work environment but did not elaborate on 
the agenda of the “socialisation program”. In this 
vein, Rowley and Purcell (2001) referred to the 
“social benefit” of training and development as 
they strengthen social ties between peers which 
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in turn facilitate a better understanding of the 
businesses goals. Social ties benefit peers by 
enabling them to collectively understand how to 
function as a team while adhering to the goals 
of the business. Jolliffe and Farnsworth (2003) 
proposed a continuum of HRM strategies to deal 
with the peculiarities of seasonal employment. 
Businesses challenging seasonality have more of 
a long-term focus on staff retention, recruitment 
and so on. On the contrary, businesses embracing 
seasonality resort to casual employment, multi-
tasking and so on. Lai and Baum (2005) suggested 
the importance of flexible labour strategies as a 
solution to the inability to retain staff by arguing 
that the “challenge for management is how to 
maintain flexibility in relation to both schedul-
ing and reaction to demand fluctuations in hotel 
operations” (p.87). In anticipation of irregular 
demand, businesses have to adapt their “produc-
tion system” and their labour force through “multi 
tasking, cross training and flexible work hours” 
or externally through Just-In-Time hiring. Given 
the centrality of peer interaction in hospitality 
businesses, how do these strategies address the 
need to work together, interact and collaborate? 
Flexibility is more than just becoming proficient 
in a colleague’s tasks; it is about knowing how 
to work together. Similarly, targeting labour flex-
ibility on a JIT basis through external sources 
(casual staff) creates similar concerns. Although 
casual staff are hired as and when needed, giving 
businesses the opportunity to manage costs, such 
external labour sources might equally strain the 
hotel’s operational flexibility. This is because 
casual staff, apart from lacking similar relational, 
collaboration or interaction flexibility, also lack an 
understanding of the enterprise’s mission, culture 
and so on. Lai and Baum (2005) and Jolliffe and 
Farnsworth, (2003) focus on “labour” flexibility 
as a way to fill in or take up new employees as and 
when the situation arises. However, is this an effec-
tive or viable way to manage seasonality? It might 
be worth shifting the focus from flexible staffing 
solutions towards flexibility in peer relationships. 

Therefore, in labour-dynamic environments where 
businesses compete through their ability to manage 
knowledge, flexible peer relationships can help 
support the knowledge management processes of 
the NT hospitality sector. The social interaction 
of peers positively contributes to the creation and 
updating of relational characteristics (e.g. know 
how) that in turn support peer relationships and 
promote their flexibility. As networks are dynamic 
(Seufert et al., 1999), changes in social interac-
tion will consequently change those relational 
characteristics that facilitate the mobilization or 
flow of knowledge. This suggests that, apart from 
networks being dynamic, the factors (relational 
characteristics) contributing to the flexibility and 
adaptability of a business are dependent on peer 
interaction. However, this line of research begs 
for further empirical investigation.

In the meantime, how can hospitality busi-
nesses continue to manage knowledge in labour-
dynamic environments? We embrace the idea that 
staff turnover is inevitable and that businesses 
have to find ways to work with it. Irrespective 
of short or long tenure, hospitality employees 
come and go. Therefore, in anticipation of cer-
tain and predictable turnover, we are interested 
in exploring the facilitating role of flexibility in 
such a dynamic industry to foster knowledge 
management processes such as sharing knowl-
edge. Businesses need to find ways to a) “exploit” 
employees’ skills, diversity or relationships 
during their short tenure, and b) ensure their 
operations remain unaffected (in negative ways) 
by staff turnover. Doing so will help businesses 
with knowledge management processes such as 
knowledge creation. Central to this is the need 
to explore, describe and understand how we can 
“exploit” the tenure of employees to ensure that 
even during their brief stay and employment in 
the NT, they positively contribute to knowledge 
management processes. This can strengthen the 
competitive advantage of hospitality businesses 
as they will foster some form of flexibility within 
their teams or team based operations that will en-
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able them to counter-balance knowledge related 
staff turnover consequences. Our data suggests 
that peer relationships and the “social benefits” 
they create could be the key towards achieving 
flexibility that will continue to support knowledge 
management processes. Given the difficulty in 
retaining staff, we suggest businesses should 
tap into other strategies to become dynamic and 
competitive. “Social benefits” can help build 
dynamic and flexible work environments while 
promoting relational characteristics that seem 
to facilitate KM processes such as knowledge 
sharing. The creation and strengthening of social 
ties between peers will increase their “people 
and/or collaboration knowledge” and enable 
them to interact and collaborate with peers in a 
shorter timeframe. Indeed, the need to focus on 
peer relationships as the facilitator of knowledge 
sharing in the hospitality sector is accentuated in 
the literature. Given that tourism labour purpo-
sively seeks social interactions, potential lies in 
the ways peers relate as a way to “exploit” their 
capabilities during their tenure with the business. 
The idea of focussing on peer relationships and 
interaction as a way to build people/collaboration 
knowledge and enable the seamless cooperation 
of peers, even when staff turnover is a reality, is 
strengthened by literature that describes tourism 
staff as highly individualistic personas. Employees 
matching this profile are in need of satisfying their 
social and lifestyle aspirations through their em-
ployment. Therefore, they are more than likely to 
purposively strike up a multitude of relationships, 
as work for them has a different meaning; it’s a 
lifestyle choice…an outlet to fulfil their ego-social 
motivations. Chapman and Lovell (2006) accept 
the inevitability of staff turnover and in light of 
sustaining operational business and service lev-
els; they suggest the idea of an attitudinally and 
behaviourally flexible hospitality workforce as 
a way to remain competitive. For Chapman and 
Lovell (2006), flexibility has a different meaning; 
they consider flexibility through the attitudinal and 
behavioural qualities of hospitality employees as 

the key towards the “social awareness and flex-
ibility of trainees in preparing for careers in this 
complex industry” (p.80). This book chapter and 
proposed KM strategy extends this proposition by 
suggesting that attitudinally and behaviourally 
flexible peers can positively support KM practices 
in highly dynamic environments. For example, 
Wildes’ (2007) research in US hospitality found 
that younger age groups found the presence of 
“fun” an important aspect in their work life. Un-
fortunately the authors do not provide any further 
information or explanation for the substance of 
“fun”. We assume fun depends on the composition 
of work teams so is highly dependent on the indi-
viduals as personalities and the ways they relate to 
each other. Fun denotes more of a social substance 
in peer relationships. Although not clearly stated, 
the reference to “fun” could suggest a different 
or an additional form of peer relationships (e.g. 
friends, romantic) and the presence and importance 
of such relationships in the workplace. The authors 
refer to the “fun” environment as a staff turnover 
moderator but, in light of certain turnover, how is 
the “fun” environment affected and/or how is an 
employee’s performance impeded? Similar ideas 
have been proposed by Lee and Moreo (2007) 
who addressed the need to understand the diverse 
nature of seasonal hospitality employees. They 
suggest that seasonal workers perceive different 
social and moral values. This group of workers 
is in search of pleasure experiences while having 
diverse characteristics (e.g. work experience, place 
of origin). In this vein, enterprises should work 
on socialisation processes to satisfy the social 
interaction aspirations of workers but also to 
bridge interaction and collaboration among peers.

From the above, we can distinguish two dif-
ferent strategies towards business flexibility. The 
first one denotes flexibility deriving from the 
social interaction of peers (Woods et al., 1998; 
Rowley & Purcell, 2001) while the other suggests 
flexible staffing strategies (Jolliffe & Farnsworth, 
2003; Lai & Baum, 2005). We believe the latter is 
a derivative of the tried and tested staff retention 
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strategies, while the former suggests an alternative 
focus, that of focusing on peer relationships to 
find ways to achieve “flexibility” that will enable 
the KM processes of hospitality businesses to 
continue functioning irrespective of staff turnover. 
Similar suggestions have been made by Seufert et 
al. (1999) who provided a conceptualization of a 
knowledge network and suggested that attitudinal 
or behavioural factors such as “care” enable KM 
processes such as knowledge sharing.

The findings from the NT provide a unique 
perspective. Attention must be given to ways to 
mobilize or facilitate the flow of product knowl-
edge which can be supported by people and/
or collaboration knowledge. While most of the 
literature looked at staff and knowledge retention 
and development strategies towards managing the 
KM implications of turnover, the balance is now 
shifting towards the consideration of knowledge 
mobilization strategies. In practice, businesses 
should pursue a mix of strategies. Apart from 
being concerned about their staff’s well being, 
the direct costs of turnover (recruitment and 
training) and that some level of staff turnover is 
inevitable and beneficial (Dalton & Krackhardt, 
1983; Saxenian, 1994), they also recognize that 
knowledge management processes such as knowl-
edge sharing cannot be separated from peers. On 
the contrary, knowledge is context and person 
specific; therefore, sharing knowledge that oc-
curs in certain hospitality contexts also depends 
on peers but not on peers in isolation, rather on 
peer interaction. Peer interaction produces peer 
relationship or relational knowledge. Relational 
knowledge can have the capacity of connecting 
knowledge and making it interact. Therefore, 
finding ways to mobilize and share these person 
specific knowledge stocks irrespective of the 
time peers will spend in a business or the NT is 
imperative and seems to be related to relational 
characteristics produced by peer interaction. In 
this vein, we propose a knowledge mobilization 
or flow strategy to manage the KM consequences 
of staff turnover. What is critical in an environ-

ment of constant and predictable turnover, where 
employees and the groups they participate in are 
diverse in nature and central to the operation of 
a hospitality business, is to find ways to mobilize 
the diverse and disparate stocks of knowledge of 
individuals. Seufert et al. (1999) suggested that 
“the key to obtaining long term competitive ad-
vantage is not to be found in the administration of 
existing knowledge but in the ability to constantly 
generate new knowledge…” (p. 183); this argu-
ment has been supported in the work of Von Krogh 
(1998) and Von Krogh et al., (2001). Our proposed 
KM strategy acknowledges their work but sug-
gests taking a step back. In sectors experiencing 
various forms of labour changes (e.g. turnover, 
casual staff, shifts etc), creating new knowledge 
to become competitive is desirable but, prior to 
striving for competitiveness, businesses ought to 
remain operational. The symbiosis of knowledge 
retention and mobilization/flow strategies is not 
necessarily stabilising – its purpose is to work 
with inevitable levels of staff turnover and enable 
hospitality businesses to continue functioning 
and competing irrespective of labour changes. 
The symbiosis aims to make the KM processes 
of hospitality businesses flexible and adaptable in 
relation to how hospitality businesses can support 
KM processes in mature and labour dynamic envi-
ronments. Mobilising the knowledge and making 
it flow between peers, throughout the group and 
the business will allow hospitality businesses to 
achieve collective outcomes and create a sustain-
able competitive advantage (Cross et al., 2001; 
Robins & Pattison, 2006).

CONCLUSION

It is imperative for researchers and businesses to 
accept the inevitability of staff turnover. We have 
enough evidence to argue that staff turnover cannot 
be eradicated. In this vein, businesses have two 
options….live with it or perish. From the scant 
evidence on the effects of staff turnover on KM 
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and peer relationships and the unique perspective 
offered by the NT hospitality sector, it would 
be extremely narrow minded to disregard their 
potential and continue wasting resources to eradi-
cate it. Businesses must find a way to continue 
competing irrespective of the presence of staff 
turnover, and academics through their research 
ought to suggest ways of doing so. Future work 
should take on more of a qualitative and longitu-
dinal approach to the KM consequences of staff 
turnover. Unfortunately we know a lot about the 
financial, time and service quality implications 
of staff turnover but very little when it comes to 
how remaining employees are affected and how 
these changes affect the way businesses manage 
knowledge.

In this vein, given the socially driven motiva-
tions of hospitality employees, we assume they 
relate both professionally and socially in the work 
environment and the content and interdependen-
cies of these relationships play a part in their 
performance (Robins & Pattison, 2006). Seufert 
et al (1999) concluded that “connectivity to a 
network and competence of managing networks 
have become key drivers” (p. 184). Therefore, 
in businesses where employees hold a central 
role, their performance depends on the way they 
interact and share knowledge with their peers 
and they purposively initiate and foster social 
relationships…we ask…how does staff turnover 
affect the way peers relate?...the way they share 
knowledge…and most importantly how do we 
manage these implications and ensure KM pro-
cesses of hospitality are minimally disrupted?

This aspect has attracted little attention but 
nonetheless the value adding potential of this 
approach has been indirectly denoted in a few 
research papers. For example, Carbery and Gara-
van (2003) found that cognitive and psychological 
dimensions trigger managerial turnover in hotels 
by looking at how the individual’s views and per-
ceptions towards employment or their employer 
triggered turnover. However, they did not consider 
the influence of peers on an individual’s cogni-

tive and psychological cognitions. This cannot 
be ignored in hospitality, where employees par-
ticipate and interact in dynamic teams to deliver 
experiences; cognitive and psychological cogni-
tions are formed and reformed at a group level. 
In this case, “how would staff turnover affect an 
individual’s or a team’s cognitive and psycho-
logical dimensions and therefore performance?”. 
Similarly, Watson (1994) referred to the socially 
created orientations to work through interaction 
both within and outside the work environment, 
something Martin (2004) has partially explored 
by having investigated an employee’s orienta-
tion to hospitality employment, demonstrating 
how orientations underpin attitudes to stay and 
behaviour in the work environment. Employees 
are drawn to a hospitality business by the social 
context it provides. The social context of a busi-
ness is formed both internally (peer relationships) 
or externally (friendship, relatives). For example, 
Martin (2004) referred to how orientations to 
work might change depending on circumstances 
within work a possible “circumstance” could be 
the exit of staff and the introduction of new. In 
this case, staff turnover might alter an individual’s 
orientation to work (like vs. dislike) or peer rela-
tionships (exit of friends). Finally, Karatepe and 
Kilic (2007) and Karatepe and Uludag (2008) 
work can equally apply to tourism employees who 
live, work and socialize together. Their research 
from hotels in Jordan, Turkey and Cyprus found 
that work-family conflict increased the turnover 
intention of staff. We hypothesize that conflict 
arising between peers who share a house or work 
together could possibly have similar implications 
and trigger turnover. This is common in remote 
tourism locations where employees live and work 
together. Karatepe and Kilic (2007) and Karatepe 
and Uludag (2008) stressed the need for family 
friendly work practices and an overall attention 
to the personal and family needs of employees; 
we suggest similar action should be taken in the 
case of peers who live and work together. Their 
work indirectly connects personal relationships to 
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professional behaviour (e.g. sharing knowledge), 
performance and turnover consequences, which 
is of course worthwhile to study. However, we 
suggest reversing the argument and ask “how 
does staff turnover affect employees’ personal or 
professional relationships”, and “how do these 
relationship changes affect their contribution to 
the KM processes of a business such as sharing 
knowledge and competitiveness?”

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Future research should study a hospitality depart-
ment or a group of employees to advance our 
knowledge on the presence, importance and ways 
to manage people or collaboration knowledge. 
This is because “social networks are powerful 
forces in organisations, forces that influence 
micro level motives as well as more aggregated 
phenomena” (Krackhardt & Porter, 1985; p. 260). 
Due to the complexity of such a research project, 
a longitudinal study with frequent data collection 
phases would be the preferred approach while 
semi-structured interviews and observation are 
the desired data collection techniques. Given the 
inevitability of staff turnover and other indirect 
causes of disruption (e.g. shiftwork, casual staff), 
it would be interesting to study the adaptation 
mechanisms or strategies of employees. Under-
standing how employees adapt to constant change 
could inform business processes and strategies. 
Such findings can enable hospitality businesses to 
become flexible with regards to how people work 
together, exploring, describing and analysing the 
ways remaining employees adapt to radical or less 
radical changes.

Finally, we will continue researching this area 
to identify desirable implementation factors for the 
proposed knowledge flow or mobilization strategy.
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INTRODUCTION

This chapter is designed to serve as a compre-
hensive introduction to a few aspects of knowl-
edge management (KM) practices of particular 
relevance for temporal knowledge-intensive 
organizations. The aspects considered are the 
contribution of KM pratices to value creation, the 
dissemination and adoption of KM practices and 
the enabling role of KM practices in the interpreta-
tion of states of affairs. The value creation aspect 
focuses on the impact of KM practices in tempo-
ral knowledge-intensive organizations creating 
value for their customers/users. The behavioral 
nature of KM practices is of critical relevance for 
temporal knowledge-intensive organizations as 
there are attitudes that will be very influential in 
individuals’ intention to adopt such KM practices. 
Finally, because the individuals in a temporal 

knowledge-intensive organization should share 
the same interpretation on a given state of affairs 
or about the data at hand, the interpretative aspect 
of KM practices focuses in the enabling role of 
KM practices in reaching common understanding.

BACKGROUND

Temporal organizations exist for a limited period 
of time, often have a project orientation and 
are characterized by frequent changes of team 
membership, depending on the skills needed at 
any particular point in time in the project (Turner 
& Müller, 2003). A caveat should be noted here, 
temporal organizations might exist under the um-
brella of permanent organizations (e.g. a stable/
permanent IT consulting organization might 
create a temporal organization for one project). 
Likewise, a temporal organization might not exist 
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under the umbrella of permanent organizations 
(e.g. a joint venture).

Examples of temporal organizations can be 
found in law firms, strategy consultancies, in-
formation technology consultancies and research 
labs. They can be both in the private and public 
industries. They can vary in size from small to 
huge organizations and their budgets can also 
range from small to big budgets. They can be 
geographically concentrated or dispersed with 
relevant cultural differences.

A knowledge-intensive organization is an 
organization within which intellectual capital (e. 
g. Edvinsson & Malone, 1997) makes up a large 
part of the market value of the organization (e. g. 
Sveiby, 1997). A key characteristic of knowledge-
intensive organizations is the capacity to solve 
domain specific complex problems (e. g. Hedberg 
1990). If we shift the unit of analysis from the 
organizational level to the individual level, the 
literature refers to the individuals in knowledge 
–intensive organizations as knowledge workers. 
Based on Sveiby (1997) we define a knowledge 
worker as an individual whose work consists 
largely of (1) using his/her own knowledge, (2) 
using organizational knowledge (Abril accepted) 
and (3) contributes to the acquisition of organi-
zational knowledge.

Nobel prize-winning scholar Herbert A. Simon 
stated in his seminal work (Simon, 1960) and other 
subsequent works (Simon 1962, Simon 1965, 
Simon & Newell, 1971, Newell & Simon 1972, 
Simon, 1976) the extent to which understanding 
and solving problems involves the collection of 
information relevant to the problem and the reli-
ance upon analysis of this information in enacting 
a problem statement. In this literature problem 
solving includes problem statement enactment, 
solution building, choosing, solution building, 
implementing and controlling (Abril, 2005).

KEY ASPECTS OF KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 
IN TEMPORAL KNOWLEDGE-
INTENSIVE ORGANIZATIONS

In this chapter we are interested in organizations 
in a scenario (Abril in press) formed by temporal 
knowledge-intensive context in problem solving 
situations. This situation according to the literature 
(e.g. Gottschalk, 2007) is very usual for temporal 
knowledge-intensive organizations.

Knowledge management practices in our sce-
nario have three key aspects that are of our interest 
in this chapter: The contribution of KM pratices to 
value creation, dissemination and adoption of KM 
practices and the enabling role of KM practices 
in the interpretation of states of affairs.

By appending the term “practices” to knowl-
edge management we highlight the utilitarian 
aspects of applying knowledge management in 
temporal knowledge-intensive organizations. 
In Schwartz (in press) there is a comprehensive 
variety of practices used in knowledge manage-
ment like communities of practice, environmental 
scanning, data and text mining among many other.

The Temporal Knowledge-Intensive 
Organization as Value Shop

Value of a product/service in marketing (e.g. 
Kotler and Keller 2008) is generally considered 
as the ratio between the utility perceived by the 
customer/user of the product/service and the actual 
amount paid for it. Permanent organizations create, 
deliver and capture value via a value chain con-
figuration (e.g. Porter, 1985). However, temporal 
knowledge-intensive organizations create, deliver 
and capture value in a value shop configuration 
(Stabell & Fjeldstad, 1998). The temporal knowl-
edge-intensive organization becomes a “value 
shop” that creates, delivers and captures value by 
solving unique problems for the principal. In this 
value shop configuration knowledge is the most 
important resource (Gottschalk, 2007) and project 
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management (e.g. PMI 2004) is regularly applied 
in order to align planning and execution to the 
requirements of the contracting party -“principal” 
in terms of agency theory (e.g. Turner & Müller, 
2004). All the variety of KM practices related to 
project management (e.g. project repository as an 
organizational memory, capturing lessons learned, 
reusing lessons learned) will support the value shop 
configuration in a temporal knowledge-intensive 
organization.

Because knowledge is demanded by and 
created in the context of a temporal knowledge-
intensive organization (i.e. there is a termination 
date for the organization) there is an obvious need 
for removing as much as possible the “temporal” 
attribution from the value shop as it concerns to 
knowledge. That is, knowledge is required be-
fore creating the temporal knowledge-intensive 
organization and knowledge should be preserved 
after terminating the organization in a permanent 
organizational memory (see Abril & Müller, 
2009). One of the reasons principals contract with 
temporal knowledge-intensive organizations is in 
order to minimize uncertainty by transferring risk 
(PMI, 2004) to the temporal knowledge-intensive 

organization -“agent” in terms of agency theory 
(e.g. Turner & Müller, 2004). This engagement is 
done on the premises that the agent has the capa-
bility, knowledge included, to deliver. Hopefully, 
this type of engagement will be repeated over time 
and the organizational memory will allow new 
temporal knowledge-intensive organizations to 
be up and running in a fast way.

The Dissemination and Adoption 
of Knowledge Management 
Practices Behavioral Model

Given that the value shop configuration is very 
common in temporal knowledge-intensive orga-
nizations and that knowledge on specific problem 
solving domains is critical for them then it is 
obvious that during the life cycle of the tempo-
ral knowledge-intensive organization diligent 
action should be done in order to promote the 
dissemination and adoption of KM practices. 
The Dissemination and Adoption of Knowledge 
Management Practices Behavioral Model (Abril, 
2007), TDAKM in short, addresses the research 
question “What are the attitudes that will enable 

Figure 1. The dissemination and adoption of knowledge management practices behavioural model 
(TDAKM)
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the adoption of knowledge management practices 
in a project driven temporal knowledge-intensive 
organization” See Figure 1.

The theoretical basis underpinning TDAKM 
are the attitudes-behavior framework (e.g. Fish-
bein & Ajzen, 1975) and the Expectancy Theory 
(e.g. Vroom, 1964). An attitude is a learned pre-
disposition to respond in a consistently favorable 
or unfavorable manner with a respect to a given 
object or state of affairs (e.g. Fishbein & Ajzen, 
1975). TDAKM hypothesizes that there are a 
number of attitudes positively correlated with the 
intention to adopt knowledge management prac-
tices among the individuals in a temporal knowl-
edge-intensive organization and that there are 
interdependencies among such attitudes. The 
intention to adopt a knowledge management 
practices construct is defined as the individual’s 
subjective probability that he/she will adopt KM 
practices. Intention to adopt and practical adoption 
of KM practices has a strong association accord-
ing to Expectancy Theory (e.g. Vroom, 1964). 
For the purposes of this chapter, wide spread 
adoption implies dissemination. The message of 
TDAKM it is as it follows: When deciding among 
behavioral options, for example between adopting 
KM practices versus ignoring them or, more 
subtly, between different levels of intensity in 
adopting them, individuals select the option with 
the greatest expectancy (i.e. likehood that one’s 
effort will result in the attainment of desired 
performance), utility (i.e. belief that the higher 
attained performance the greater reward will be 
awarded, and valence (i.e. value the individual 
places on the rewards). The attitudes acting as 
independent variables in TDAKM are: personal-
ized value, executive sponsorship, effective train-
ing, enabling support organization, and incremen-
tal perceived successes.

The personalized value is the individual’s 
attitude with respect to his/her perception on the 
assessment that his/her direct management has 
about the impact for his/her organization of the 
adoption of KM practices in terms of aggregated 

expectancy, instrumentality and valence. In simple 
words, “if it is important for my management 
…I better care…hence, there is value for me”. 
Individual behavior is strongly influenced by 
motivation according to expectancy theory (e.g. 
Vroom, 1964). The benefits of KM practices 
would be aligned to the business objectives that 
temporal knowledge-intensive organizations have. 
Managers are key influencers on the adoption of 
KM practices (e.g. they fire and hire members, 
they terminate temporal knowledge-intensive 
organizations and create new ones).

The executive sponsorship is the individual’s 
attitude with respect the extent that knowledge 
management practices are institutionalized in 
their organizations. The ideal situation, as far it 
concerns to maximize adoption, it is that all levels 
of management should enforce adoption of KM 
practices applying policies and processes of the 
structural capital of the temporal knowledge-
intensive organization (e.g. Edvinsson & Malone, 
1997). For example, in a temporal knowledge-
intensive organization context, it is usual to find a 
management by objectives practice (e.g. Drucker, 
1954) and, therefore, KM objectives should be 
part of the personal objectives to be considered 
in performance appraisals.

The effective training is the individual’s at-
titude with respect to the functional utility of 
the training in knowledge management practices 
he/she has received. Knowledge management 
practices involve management disciplines of the 
intellectual capital (e.g. Edvinsson & Malone, 
1997), structural capital (e.g. processes, technol-
ogy, assets), human capital (e.g. organizational 
knowledge) and relational capital (e.g. customer 
satisfaction) require to be applied with proficiency. 
There is a difference between (just) adopting KM 
practices and adopting with proficiency KM prac-
tices (e.g. Gist, 1989). In simple words, individuals 
may adopt KM practices but performing them in 
not a productive way.

The enabling support organization is the in-
dividual’s attitude with respect to the enabling 
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means (e.g. Day, 1994) available for the appli-
cation of KM practices. These enabling means 
are part of the structural capital of the temporal 
knowledge-intensive organization. Examples of 
enabling resources are agents (e.g. human, auto-
matic processes) and collaborative environments 
for geographically disperse temporal knowledge-
intensive organizations.

The incremental perceived successes is the 
individual’s attitude with respect to the benefits 
attributed to successive past experiences adopting 
KM practices in his/her organization. Behavioral 
change takes some time and because the literature 
on self-efficacy supports the relevance of past 
attainments in prospective tasks (e.g. Bandura, 
1986), it looks reasonable to consider success in a 
behavioral change as a set of incremental subgoals 
in order to favor an attitude that recognizes con-
tinuous achievements (e.g. Gist & Mitchell 1992).

The Temporal Knowledge-
Intensive Organization as 
Interpretation System

From an organizational perspective we are inter-
ested in that organizational information (Abril 
in press) gives the same understanding to all the 
individuals in such organization. Furthermore, the 
temporal attribution in organizations, at the extent 
it stresses pressure on the individuals in order to 
deliver in the agreed time periods, strengthens 
the need that equivocality (i.e. information with 
multiple meanings) should be minimized as 
much as possible. It is in this sense that temporal 
knowledge-intensive organizations should act as 
interpretation systems (Daft & Weick, 1984) in 
order to achieve common understanding and KM 
practices play an enabling role in such achieve-
ment.

For example, one of the KM practices that tem-
poral knowledge-intensive organization should 
adopt in order to preserve organizational knowl-
edge is the externalization of explicit knowledge 
in lessons learned (e.g. Abril & Müller, 2009, 

Dingsøyr, 2005). Traditional literature frequently 
describes the utilitarian value of lessons learned 
as being associated with the reuse of knowledge. 
However, rarely it is mentioned the value of les-
sons learned in terms of enhancements in common 
understanding.

Abril and Müller (2009) argue that the pro-
duction of lessons learned is a business research 
activity. Therefore, thorough research concepts 
should be considered in the production of lessons 
learned. Taking a social science perspective, Abril 
and Müller (2009) suggest using established re-
search approaches to capture and validate project 
lessons learned.

Two additional examples of KM practices that 
temporal knowledge-intensive organizations can 
adopt in order to achieve common understanding 
are storytelling (Connell, 2005) and mentoring 
knowledge workers (Heavin & Neville, 2005).

FUTURE TRENDS

Organizational information and organizational 
knowledge are almost neglected in the literature 
on temporal organizations. With the exception of 
the project management literature, the organiza-
tional learning literature has neglected temporal 
organizations.

Thus, it is reasonable to assume that greater 
efforts will be invested in research to improve 
our understanding of knowledge management 
practices in temporal knowledge-intensive orga-
nizations. Furthermore, there is a huge amount of 
“best practices” in professional publications that 
should be formally validated in order to be scien-
tifically recognized as recommended knowledge 
management practices.

CONCLUSION

Temporal knowledge-intensive organizations re-
quire significant action promoting dissemination 
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and adoption of KM practices by influencing key 
attitudes in their knowledge workers. Likewise, 
temporal knowledge-intensive organizations re-
quire significant action performing KM practices 
addressing:

• A value shop configuration where knowl-
edge on a problem solving domain requires 
preservation and to be reused

• The achievement of the largest possible 
common understanding.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Attitude: Learned predisposition to respond 
in a consistently favorable or unfavorable manner 
with a respect to a given object or state of affairs.

Equivocality: Information with multiple 
meanings.

Knowledge-Intensive Organization: Orga-
nization where intellectual capital makes up a 
large part of the market value of the organization.

Knowledge-Worker: Individual whose work 
consists largely of (1) using his/her own knowl-
edge, (2) using organizational knowledge and (3) 
contributes to the acquisition of organizational 
knowledge.

Temporal Organization: Organization that 
exists for a limited period of time.

Value (of a Product/Service in Marketing): 
The ratio between the utility perceived by the cus-
tomer/user of the product/service and the actual 
amount paid for it.

Value Shop Configuration: Application of 
project management in order to align planning 
and execution to the requirements of the contract-
ing party.
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Chapter  6.16

ABSTRACT

Today’s knowledge economy is dynamic, com-
plex, and global. Every organization faces nu-
merous challenges in trying to survive let alone 
thrive in such an environment. It is essential for 
innovating organizations to understand the key 
drivers of the knowledge economy so that they 
can better position themselves and thereby reap 
the rewards of a sustainable competitive advan-
tage. The following addresses this by discussing 
knowledge and the key drives of the knowledge 
economy.

INTRODUCTION

In today’s knowledge-based economy sustain-
able strategic advantages are gained more from 
an organization’s knowledge assets than from its 

more traditional types of assets; namely land, labor 
and capital. Knowledge however, is a compound 
construct, exhibiting many manifestations of the 
phenomenon of duality such as subjectivity and 
objectivity as well as having tacit and explicit 
forms. Overlooking this phenomenon of duality 
in the knowledge construct however, will serve 
only to detract from the ability to realize the 
true potential of any organization’s intangible 
assets. This is particularly problematic for an 
innovating organization, since it has such a high 
reliance on leveraging the cumulative expertise 
that resides within it to continually improve and 
innovate. Hence without a good understanding of 
the knowledge economy and how to effectively 
manage knowledge in such an environment, the 
innovating organization will find itself in an in-
ferior position relative to this environment rather 
than enjoying a sustainable competitive advantage 
afforded by maximizing the benefits of its distinc-
tive competencies.
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This chapter contends that by understanding 
the phenomenon of duality and how it relates to 
the knowledge construct not only will innovating 
organizations firstly be able to better understand 
the compound knowledge construct and its man-
agement but also this will facilitate their superior 
functioning in the knowledge economy.

In this chapter, many specific manifestations 
of the duality phenomenon as it relates to knowl-
edge and its management are highlighted such 
as the subjective and objective perspectives, the 
consensus versus disensus perspective, the Lokean 
/ Leibnitzian aspects of knowledge versus the 
Hegelian / Kantian aspects, and the people versus 
technology dimensions. Throughout the chapter no 
one perspective is singled out as correct or incor-
rect rather the emphasis is on the fact that these 
respective duals not only underscore the duality 
phenomenon at different levels but are all useful, 
necessary and important for an innovating orga-
nization to fully appreciate the compound quality 
exhibited by the knowledge construct and thereby 
embrace superior knowledge management strate-
gies, techniques, tools and processes. In addition, 
a sound understanding of the duality phenomenon 
as it relates to knowledge will not only facilitate a 
better understanding of how to embrace knowledge 
management (an important strategy in today’s 
knowledge economy (Drucker, 1993)), but also 
address key needs such as identified by Nonaka 
that “ … few managers grasp the true nature of 
knowledge creating companies – let alone how 
to manage it” (Holsapple and Joshi, 2002, p.47) 
and Ann Stuart that “[m]any managers would be 
hard pressed to explain precisely and concisely, 
what this evolving business trend (knowledge 
management) means” (ibid, p.47).

THE KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY

In general, economists are agreed that the world 
has experienced three distinct ages – the Agrarian 
Age, the Industrial Age, and now the Information 

Age (Persaud, 2001; Woodall, 2000). The hallmark 
of the Information Age, is the rapid adoption and 
diffusion of ICT (information communication 
technologies) which has had a dramatic effect on 
the way business is conducted as well as on the 
life styles of people. An important consequence 
of globalization and rapid technological change 
has been the generation of vast amounts of raw 
data and information, and the concomitant growth 
of the capabilities to process them into pertinent 
information and knowledge applicable to the 
solutions of business problems. Knowledge then 
has become a major organizational tool in gaining 
and sustaining competitive advantage.

Traditionally, economists have emphasized 
land and the associated natural resources, labor, 
and capital as the essential primary ingredients for 
the economic enterprise. However, in the Informa-
tion Age, knowledge is now being considered to 
be as important as the three original prerequisites. 
Hence, the new term Knowledge Economy has 
emerged and managing knowledge has became 
one of the primary skills organizations need to 
acquire in order to survive and prosper. Table 1 
contrasts the critical components of the knowledge 
economy with the traditional economy

Knowledge

There exist many plausible definitions of knowl-
edge. For the purposes of this chapter the definition 
of knowledge given by Davenport and Prusak 
(1998, p.5) will be used because it is not only 

Table 1. Critical components of the knowledge 
economy 

Economy Critical Components

Traditional • Land (natural resources) 
• Labor 
• Capital

Knowledge • Creativity 
• Information & data 
• Intellectual Capital 
• Innovation
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broad and thus serves to capture the breadth of the 
construct but also and perhaps more importantly 
for this discussion, it serves to underscore that 
especially in an organizational context, knowledge 
is not a simple homogeneous construct, rather a 
compound construct:

Knowledge is a fluid mix of framed experiences, 
values, contextual information, and expert in-
sights that provides a framework for evaluating 
and incorporating new experiences and informa-
tion. It originates and is applied in the minds of 
knowers. In organizations, it is often embedded 
not only in documents or repositories but also in 
organizational routines, processes, practices and 
norms. Davenport and Prusak (1998, p.5)

KNOWLEDGE AND ITS 
MANAGEMENT FOR INNOVATING 
ORGANIZATIONS

In trying to understand knowledge, knowledge 
management and related concepts such as orga-
nizational learning and organizational memory, 
numerous researchers have employed the struc-
ture of an inquiring organization (Churchman, 
1971; Malhotra, 1997, Courtney et al., 1998; 
Courtney, 2001 and Hall et al. 2003a). By doing 
so, they are able to view knowledge creation and 
thereby examine knowledge, its management as 
well as organizational learning and organizational 
memory through a systems lens. Since inquiring 
organizations employ inquiring systems consisting 
of interrelated processes, procedures and other 
measures for producing knowledge on a problem 
or issues of significance (Courtney et al, 2000; 
Mitroff and Linstone, 1993), knowledge and its 
management then become integral to all major 
activities of inquiring organizations. To be suc-
cessful today, the modern organization must be 
a learning organization (Senge, 1990). By view-
ing such a learning organization as an inquiring 
system and thus an inquiring organization, it is 

not only possible but useful to do so in order to 
identify knowledge creation, in particular “valid” 
knowledge produced (Malhotra, 1997, Courtney et 
al., 1998; Courtney, 2001 and Hall et al. 2003b).

These inquiring organizations have typically 
been discussed as different types, corresponding 
to the different types of inquiring systems first 
identified by Churchman (Courtney et al, 2000). 
Specifically, Churchman’s Leibnitzian inquirer, 
Lockean inquirer, Hegelain inquirer, Kantian in-
quirer and Singerian inquirer which in turn have 
led to the Leibnitzian inquiring organization, the 
Lockean inquiring organization, the Hegelian 
inquiring organization, the Kantian inquiring 
organization and the Singerian inquiring orga-
nization. Such a singular perspective however, 
appears limiting given the compound nature of 
knowledge itself. Innovating organizations are 
indeed inquiring organizations at both the micro 
and macro level. More particularly without the 
embracing of one or more of these different types 
of inquiry it becomes difficult for the innovating 
organization to continuously innovate in a knowl-
edge economy. Essential to all of these types of 
inquiry in the context of knowledge management 
(KM) however, is an understanding of the types 
of knowledge since different methods of inquiry 
will provide greater or lesser knowledge of one 
or another type and depending on the nature of 
the innovating organization a particular type of 
knowledge would be more or less useful and 
relevant.

TYPES OF KNOWLEDGE

In trying to understand the knowledge construct 
it is necessary first to recognize the binary nature 
of knowledge; namely its objective and subjective 
components (Wickramasinghe and Mills, 2001). 
Knowledge can exist as an object, in essentially 
two forms; explicit or factual knowledge and tacit 
or “know how”(Polyani, 1958, 1966; Haynes, 
1999, 2000). It is well established that while both 
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types of knowledge are important, tacit knowl-
edge is more difficult to identify and thus man-
age (Nonaka, 1994, 2001). Of equal importance, 
though perhaps less well defined, knowledge also 
has a subjective component and can be viewed as 
an ongoing phenomenon, being shaped by social 
practices of communities (Boland and Tenkasi, 
1995). The objective elements of knowledge can 
be thought of as primarily having an impact on 
process while the subjective elements typically 
impact innovation. Both effective and efficient 
processes as well as the functions of supporting and 
fostering innovation are key concerns of knowl-
edge management. Thus, we have an interesting 
duality in knowledge management that some have 
called a contradiction (Schultze, 1998) and others 
describe as the loose-tight nature of knowledge 
management (Malhotra, 2000).

The loose-tight nature of knowledge manage-
ment comes into being because of the need to 
recognize and draw upon some distinct philo-
sophical perspectives; namely, the Lockean / 
Leibnitzian stream and the Hegelian /Kantian 
stream. Models of convergence and compliance 
representing the tight side are grounded in a 
Lockean / Leibnitzian tradition. These models are 
essential to provide the information processing 
aspects of knowledge management, most notably 
by enabling efficiencies of scale and scope and 
thus supporting the objective view of knowledge 

management. In contrast, the loose side provides 
agility and flexibility in the tradition of a Hegelian 
/ Kantian perspective. Such models recognize the 
importance of divergence of meaning which is es-
sential to support the “sense-making”, subjective 
view of knowledge management. Figure 1 depicts 
the Yin-Yang model of knowledge management 
(Wickramasinghe and Mills, 2001). The principle 
of Yin-Yang is at the very roots of Chinese think-
ing and is centered around the notion of polarity 
or duality not to be confused with the ideas of 
opposition or conflict (Watts, 1992). By incorpo-
rating this Yin-Yang concept of duality and the 
need to have or recognize the existence of both 
components present yet not necessarily in equal 
amounts is appropriate for describing knowledge 
management from a holistic perspective. Further, 
by recognizing the manifestations of duality that 
exist with the knowledge construct as identified 
in Figure 1 and thereby taking such a holistic 
perspective, not only are both sides of these duals 
recognized (i.e. the loose and tight perspectives, 
subjective/objective, consensus/disensus, Lokean/
Lebnitzian vs Hegelian/Kantian) but also, and 
more importantly, both are required (at least to 
some extent) in order for knowledge management 
to truly flourish.

Such a holistic perspective then strongly sug-
gests that focusing on only one component or 
having a singular perspective of an inquiring 

Figure 1. Yin Yang model of knowledge management (adapted from Wickramasinghe and Mills, 2001)
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system without any regard for the other side of 
any given dual is limiting and likely to lead to a 
less complete picture of knowledge creation; hence 
the need to recognize the duality phenomenon for 
innovating organizations. The importance for 
innovating organizations then, becomes two fold; 
a) to recognize and understand this underlying 
principle of duality and b) to utilize it by in es-
sence finding the “right mix” of the duality, or 
harmonious balance between these duals for the 
specific context; given the context dependent 
nature of wisdom. Thus, the Lockean inquiring 
organization grounded in a Lockean inquiring 
system should not totally ignore aspects of a 
Hegelian or Kantian inquiry system in order to 
create a fuller picture of “valid” knowledge. It is 
important to note here however, that unlike with 
data this “right mix” is neither programmable nor 
algorithmic and thus requires a deep understand-
ing of the duality principle as well as the organi-
zation’s specific context and what is key in that 
specific context, in this way “valid” knowledge 
should be resultant; and hence a state of wisdom 
achieved.

THE KNOWLEDGE SPIRAL

Knowledge is not static; rather it changes and 
evolves during the life of an organization. What 
is more, it is possible to change the form of 
knowledge; i.e., turn tacit knowledge into explicit 
and explicit knowledge into tacit or to turn the 
subjective form of knowledge into the objec-
tive form of knowledge (Wickramasinghe and 
Mills, 2001). This process of changing the form 
of knowledge is known as the knowledge spiral 
(Nonaka, 1994, 2001). Integral to this changing 
of knowledge through the knowledge spiral is that 
new knowledge is created (Nonaka, 1994) and this 
can bring many benefits to organizations. In the 
case of transferring tacit knowledge to explicit 
knowledge for example, an organization is able 
to capture the expertise of particular individuals; 

hence, this adds not only to the organizational 
memory but also enables single loop and double 
loop organizational learning to take place (Huber, 
1984). Implicit in this is the underlying dualities 
and a dynamic equilibrium or “right mix” between 
dualities that is determined by context. In the 
process of creating “valid” knowledge, innovating 
organizations are in fact enacting these transfor-
mations and thus “experiencing” these dualities; 
however it is unconscious and to a great extent 
much of the knowledge that potentially could 
be acquired is never captured by ignoring the 
underlying dualities and taking a singular focus 
such as only a Lockean inquiring system as the 
lens to view knowledge creation.

KNOWLEDGE CREATION

The processes of creating and capturing knowl-
edge, irrespective of the specific philosophical 
orientation (i.e. Lockean/Leibnitzian versus 
Hegelian/Kantian), has been approached from 
two major perspectives; namely a people-oriented 
perspective and a technology-oriented perspective; 
another duality.

THE PEOPLE-ORIENTED 
PERSPECTIVE TO 
KNOWLEDGE CREATION

This section briefly describes three well known 
people-oriented knowledge creation frameworks: 
namely, Nonaka’s Knowledge Spiral, Spender’s 
and Blackler’s respective frameworks.

According to Nonaka (1994): 1) Tacit to tacit 
knowledge transformation usually occurs through 
apprenticeship type relations where the teacher 
or master passes on the skill to the apprentice. 
2) Explicit to explicit knowledge transformation 
usually occurs via formal learning of facts. 3) Tacit 
to explicit knowledge transformation usually oc-
curs when there is an articulation of nuances; for 
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example, as in healthcare if a renowned surgeon 
is questioned as to why he does a particular proce-
dure in a certain manner, by his articulation of the 
steps the tacit knowledge becomes explicit and 4) 
Explicit to tacit knowledge transformation usually 
occurs as new explicit knowledge is internalized it 
can then be used to broaden, reframe and extend 
one’s tacit knowledge. These transformations are 
often referred to as the modes of socialization, 
combination, externalization and internalization 
respectively (Nonaka, 2001).

Spender draws a distinction between indi-
vidual knowledge and social knowledge (yet 
another duality), each of which he claims can 
be implicit or explicit (Newell et al., 2002). 
From this framework we can see that Spender’s 
definition of implicit knowledge corresponds 
to Nonaka’s tacit knowledge. However, unlike 
Spender, Nonaka doesn’t differentiate between 
individual and social dimensions of knowledge; 
rather he merely focuses on the nature and types 
of the knowledge itself. In contrast, Blackler (ibid) 
views knowledge creation from an organizational 
perspective, noting that knowledge can exist as 
encoded, embedded, embodied, encultured and/
or embrained. In addition, Blackler emphasized 
that for different organizational types, different 
types of knowledge predominate, and highlights 
the connection between knowledge and orga-
nizational processes (ibid). Blackler’s types of 
knowledge can be thought of in terms of spanning 
a continuum of tacit (implicit) through to explicit 
with embrained being predominantly tacit (im-
plicit) and encoded being predominantly explicit 
while embedded, embodied and encultured types 
of knowledge exhibit varying degrees of a tacit 
(implicit) /explicit combination.

In trying to integrate these various perspectives, 
what we see is that Spender’s and Blackler’s per-
spectives complement Nonaka’s conceptualization 
of knowledge creation and more importantly do 
not contradict his thesis of the knowledge spiral 
wherein the extant knowledge base is continu-
ally being expanded to a new knowledge base, 

be it tacit /explicit (in Nonaka’s terminology), 
implicit / explicit (in Spender’s terminology), or 
embrained / encultured / embodied / embedded 
/ encoded (in Blackler’s terminology). What is 
important to underscore here is that these three 
frameworks take a primarily people-oriented 
perspective of knowledge creation. In particular, 
Nonaka’s framework, the most general of the 
three frameworks, describes knowledge cre-
ation in terms of knowledge transformations as 
discussed above that are all initiated by human 
cognitive activities. Needless to say that both 
Spender and Blackler’s respective frameworks 
also view knowledge creation through a primarily 
people oriented perspective. Typically, Hegelian 
and Kantian inquiring systems would incorporate 
knowledge creation that is consistent with these 
people-oriented perspectives (Malhotra, 1997).

THE TECHNOLOGY-
ORIENTED PERSPECTIVE TO 
KNOWLEDGE CREATION

In contrast to the above primarily people-oriented 
perspectives pertaining to knowledge creation, 
knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) (and 
more specifically data mining), approaches 
knowledge creation from a primarily technology-
oriented perspective. In particular, the KDD 
process focuses on how data is transformed into 
knowledge by identifying valid, novel, potentially 
useful, and ultimately understandable patterns in 
data (Fayyad et al., 1996). KDD is primarily used 
on data sets for creating knowledge through model 
building, or by finding patterns and relationships 
in data. How to manage such newly discovered 
knowledge and other organizational knowledge 
is at the core of knowledge management. Figure 
2 summarizes the key steps within the KDD 
process; while it is beyond the scope of this 
chapter to describe in detail all the steps which 
constitute the KDD process, an important duality 
to highlight here is that between exploratory and 
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predictive data mining. Typically, Lockean and 
Leibnizian inquiring systems would subscribe to 
a technology-oriented perspective for knowledge 
creation (Malhotra, 1997).

The preceding discussions then have high-
lighted some key aspects of knowledge creation 
from both a people-oriented perspective as well 
as a technology-oriented perspective. Irrespective 
of which knowledge creation perspective, the 
concept of duality is reflected in the knowledge 
creation process both between the people-orient-
ed and technology-oriented perspectives as well 
as within each respective perspective; for ex-
ample within the people-oriented perspective, we 
have the dualities of social versus individual and 
tacit versus explicit; while in the technology-
oriented perspective, we have the duality of ex-
ploratory versus predictive data mining. Unlike 
the dualities identified in the Yin-Yang model of 

knowledge management though, these dualities 
represent instantiations of the duality principle at 
the micro-level. So it is possible then to have the 
manifestations of dualities with respect to the 
knowledge construct at both the macro and micro 
levels; yet another reason why the knowledge 
construct is compound in nature. The following 
section elaborates on these dualities at both the 
macro and micro levels with respect to the knowl-
edge construct and the impact they have on 
knowledge management.

DUALITIES IN THE 
KNOWLEDGE CONSTRUCT

The previous section highlighted several duali-
ties with respect to the knowledge construct and 
knowledge creation at both a macro and micro 

Figure 2. Technology perspective of knowledge creation (adapted from Wickramasinghe and von Lubitz 
(2007))
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level. In so doing, we can see that in fact many 
dualities manifest themselves when we begin 
to understand the knowledge construct and its 
management. It would make sense then that our 
inquiring systems, which are creating knowledge 
through their activities, should also be viewed in 
such a light and embrace such a perspective. Be-
fore, discussing the benefits of embracing such a 
perspective, it is first useful to summarize the key 
dualities discussed and their benefits to knowledge 
management. Table 2 highlights these key dualities 
and why each side of the duality has importance 
with respect to knowledge management.

As noted in the introduction, any duality rep-
resents the existence of two irreducible aspects 
or perspectives. By recognizing both sides of a 
specific dual then, be it tacit/explicit, individual/
social, Lockean/Leibnitzian vs Hegelian/Kantian, 
subjective/objective, consensus/disensus, loose/
tight or people/technology, a more complete and 
richer picture of knowledge is created and hence 
the impact to knowledge management be it in 
terms of sharing knowledge, creating knowledge 

or enhancing the knowledge context, in turn is 
superior. On the other hand, taking a one-dimen-
sional view, which is more often than not what 
too many organizations tend to do with respect 
to their own knowledge management initiatives, 
for example only recognizing the technology side 
of knowledge creation (and not being cognizant 
of the people side of knowledge creation; i.e. the 
Lockean and/or Leibnitzian innovating organiza-
tion), or disregarding the existence of explicit 
knowledge (and only recognizing the existence 
of tacit knowledge; i.e. the Hegelian and/or Kan-
tian innovating organization) in knowledge cre-
ation will lead to a much narrower and limited 
resultant body of knowledge as well as an infe-
rior and most likely less useful or appropriate 
knowledge management initiative which in turn 
detracts from the ability of innovating organiza-
tions to build on their distinctive competencies. 
Hence, we should not be surprised by the many 
discussions prevalent in the literature regarding 
the “nonsense of knowledge management” (Wil-
son, 2002).

Table 2. Key knowledge management dualities 

Duality Importance of the Duality to KM

Tacit/Explicit From Nonaka’s knowledge spiral both tacit and explicit knowledge as well as the transformations of tacit to 
explicit and vice versa are important to KM. Only focusing on tacit (or only focusing on explicit) provides an 
incomplete picture with respect to knowledge creation.

Individual/Social Spender and Blacker, in particular, highlight the significance of both sides of this duality. Only focusing on 
individually constructed knowledge limits us to a much narrower domain of knowledge creation. Especially 
given the gregarious nature of humans socially constructed knowledge should also form an important part of 
the total knowledge created.

Lokean/Leibnitzian vs. 
Hegelian /Kantian

These fundamental philosophical perspectives all highlight important facets of the knowledge context (a 
key dimension of wisdom) and thus when taken together facilitate the understanding of the full spectrum for 
knowledge management.

Subjective/Objective The sides of this duality highlight both the complexities of knowledge capture relative to the knowledge type 
being captured as well as the importance of capturing all types of knowledge.

Consensus/Disensus While the consensus side of this duality emphasizes convergence of thought the disensus side emphasizes the 
need for divergence; however both are reflections of group dynamics that are important for knowledge sharing/
dissemination.

Loose/Tight This duality also highlights the need for considering both internal and external organizational context in the 
framing of KM issues for supporting activities that lead to optimization as well as activities that lead to knowl-
edge creation and renewal

People/Technology This duality underscores the need for a socio-technical approach to knowledge creation because it highlights 
that knowledge can be created by technologies and people as well as it also being embedded in processes.
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Two key characteristics of innovating orga-
nizations are i) accuracy of the system basis and 
ii) continual review of the stored knowledge for 
accuracy in changing environments (Hall et al. 
2003b). Surely a partial picture of knowledge 
would never be able to provide a similar level of 
accuracy as a fuller, richer picture; hence the ben-
efit to innovating organizations of understanding 
the duality principle and incorporating the many 
manifestations of these, duals both macro and 
micro, with respect to the compound knowledge 
construct.

Understanding the duality principle neces-
sitates an understanding of the “right mix” or 
dynamic equilibrium for the given context. Given 
this connection with the context and the non-
programmable nature of the knowledge construct, 
such an understanding becomes a necessary albeit 
not sufficient step for innovating organizations to 
successfully leverage the full potential of their 
intangible and primarily people assets and thereby 
prosper in a dynamic and complex knowledge 
economy.

CONCLUSION

In the knowledge economy, technology plays an 
integral part in expanding economic potential 
(Persaud, 2001). Such economic potential is pri-
marily reliant on maximizing the firm’s intangible 
assets and requires the fostering of innovation and 
creation. To support such initiatives information 
is required. However, this information serves a 
dual purpose; it reduces operating costs and also 
facilitates idea generation and creativity. For ex-
ample, the use of enterprise-wide systems permits 
organizations to decrease their transaction costs 
which allows them to decrease agency costs. This 
is because integrated information pertaining to 
specific tasks and activities can now be acquired 
in a timely fashion (Wickramasinghe, 2000). Fur-
thermore, information accessed through various 
shared service modules supports the generation 

of new and innovative initiatives (Probst et al., 
2000; Shapiro and Verian, 1999). Moreover, the 
continuous collection and analysis of this data and 
information generated from a variety of transac-
tions throughout the supply chain facilitates idea 
generation and the rapid design and development 
of new products, processes or even new ways to 
meet requirements.

In order to maximize and leverage the potential 
advantage afforded to organizations it is impera-
tive that an understanding of the dualities of the 
knowledge construct is gained. This is particularly 
vital for innovating organizations since their raison 
d’etre is to continually come up with new ideas, 
services and/or products. Integral to such activi-
ties is a thorough and complete understanding of 
the role and application of knowledge as well as 
key people and technology dimensions for the 
creation of germane knowledge.

This chapter has served to highlight several 
instances of the duality principle as it relates to 
knowledge and its management. These instances 
represented dualities at both the macro and micro 
levels. By so doing, the pervasive nature of the 
duality principle to knowledge as well as to knowl-
edge management was emphasized. In presenting 
the duality principle as it relates to knowledge and 
its management it is important to recognize its 
macro and micro aspects, because these aspects 
are characteristics of any organizational setting. 
Furthermore, an appropriate mix of these duali-
ties is determined by the specific organizational /
environmental/technological /situational context, 
and is necessary but not sufficient in the formula-
tion of an appropriate knowledge management 
strategy; while the understanding of the underly-
ing principles is important for the achievement 
of wisdom. Given the importance of knowledge 
and its management to innovating organizations 
such an understanding then becomes essential if 
innovating organizations are to survive and thrive 
in the knowledge economy.
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Chapter  6.17

ABSTRACT

Business process management (BPM) is a com-
mon approach used in dynamic and complicated 
environment throughout the organizations’ op-
eration. Knowledge Flow Networks (KFN) and 
Communities of Practice (CoPs), especially that 
resulting from innovation needs, is regarded 
as a BPM issue. It involves both personal and 
organizational aspects, and is an iteration of the 
transmission between explicit and tacit knowledge. 
We discuss business process management in the 
context of Knowledge Management (KM) and 

knowledge flow networks. KFN, unlike workflow, 
can often transcend organizational boundaries and 
are distinct and different than workflow models. In 
this chapter, we develop, implement, and analyze 
a CoPs Centered KFN model in a multinational 
organization. The CoPs Centered KFN model is 
underpinned in a CoPs model built around four 
organization performance evaluation dimensions 
and sixteen criteria. Many criteria and clusters need 
to be taken into consideration while establishing a 
CoPs model. For this purpose, fuzzy multi-criteria 
decision making and cluster analysis techniques 
for evaluation of the CoPs Centered KFN model are 
employed in this chapter. A Dynamic Knowledge 
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Flow Activity Analysis Model is also defined as 
part of our ongoing and future work.

1. INTRODUCTION

Organizations today exist in the knowledge 
era as against the information era of 1980 and 
1990`s. They compete with each other on the 
basis of knowledge and innovation (OECD 1996, 
1999). Thus organizational innovation through 
knowledge creation and flow is an important 
means of surviving as well as thriving in a highly 
competitive business environment. In pursuit of 
knowledge organizations of the future will not 
be constrained by traditional boundaries. Thus 
this research envisions organizations as a set of 
Knowledge Flow Networks (KFN) which can ex-
tend outside organizational boundaries as against 
conventional work flow networks. Human nodes 
used in workflow are not necessarily the same as 
nodes used in knowledge flow in an organization.

KFN not only falls within the scope of man-
agers, information technologists and knowledge 
workers but involves Communities of Practice 
(CoPs) in an organization (Lesser, 2001). Most of 
the existing work on knowledge flow networks has 
centered around linking people based on organiza-
tion structure, tasks, and knowledge compatibility 
(Zhuge, 2006). Existing research does not throw 
adequate light on the need that knowledge flow 
occurs between knowledge workers outside tradi-
tional organizational structure, business functions 
and organizational boundaries. In this chapter, the 
authors propose to enhance in design of KFN by 
modeling them based on CoPs in an organisation. 
In CoPs, like in KFN, people with a common goal 
come together to create, learn, process and share 
knowledge based on best practices. In this research, 
a CoPs model has been defined, which constitutes 
16 criteria along four performance measurement 
dimensions. These criteria and dimensions are used 
to identify common interaction factors (beliefs 
and attitudes) which link and facilitate effective 

knowledge sharing between knowledge workers 
in a KFN. These factors and the CoPs model have 
been validated using a large multinational orga-
nization as a case study. Given that, knowledge 
flow is dynamic phenomena in an organization, 
we also define a dynamic model for analysing 
knowledge flow activities like knowledge sharing, 
knowledge discovery, and knowledge creation.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 
covers the theoretical considerations underpinning 
the definition and construction of KFN model. 
Section 3 describes implementation and Tech-
niques of KFN model based on survey of R&D 
personnel in a multinational organization. Section 
4 presents results and findings of the survey based 
on the fuzzy multi criteria decision making and 
cluster analysis techniques. Section 5 suggests the 
future research and trend. Section 6 concludes the 
chapter with future research directions.

2. THEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS 
OF KFN MODEL

In this section we construct KFN model based on 
CoPs. We assume in this research that design of 
KFN is driven by the need to develop effective 
knowledge sharing and knowledge management 
(KM) mechanisms in order to enable organizations 
to compete in a knowledge based economy. In 
this context we, firstly, define a CoPs model, the 
criteria and dimensions it is based and the busi-
ness strategies or benefits which can be evaluated 
using the model. We follow this with definition 
of CoPs centered KFN model which is used for 
implementation and analysis in our case study.

2.1 Communities of Practice

Despite the rise of technology-based Knowledge 
Management tools, implementations often fail to 
realize their stated objectives (Ambrosio 2000). 
It is envisaged that 70% of existing knowledge 
management tools have failed to achieve the an-
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ticipated business performance outcomes they had 
been designed for (Malhotra 2004). One of the 
primary reasons identified for the failure of exist-
ing KM tools has been that existing Knowledge 
Management tools and research have primarily 
been designed around technology-push models 
as against strategy-pull models (Malhotra 2004). 
The technology-push model which is based on 
application of information technologies on histori-
cal data largely produce pre-specified meanings/
knowledge and pre-specified outcomes which 
are useful in predictable and stable business 
environments. On the other hand, strategy-pull 
model turns the technology-push model on its 
head and drive the construction and creation of 
knowledge and related actions based on business 
strategy and performance driven outcome rather 
than somehow find a business strategy fit for the 
pre-specified knowledge and outcomes produced 
by technology-push models.

In an era where organizations are undergoing 
rapid, discontinuous and turbulent change it is 
imperative that KM systems and organizational 
entities like CoPs which facilitate KM and orga-
nizational transformation are more closely aligned 
with business strategies and goals of an organiza-
tion. This would enable organizations to respond 
more quickly to changing business environments 
and business process and corresponding change 
in their KM needs from time to time.

Wenger (1998) first proposed CoPs in the 
Harvard Business Review, who believes CoPs 

is an informal group sharing knowledge, points 
out CoPs is composed by three critical elements 
(mutual engagement, joint enterprise, shared re-
pository). Allee (2000) thought knowledge should 
include and utilize CoPs to create organizational 
knowledge. Besides, CoPs are distinguishing 
from other organizational groups such as formal 
divisions, project teams and informal network 
(Cohendet & Meyer-Krahmer, 2001; Allee, 2000; 
Wenger et al., 2002). CoPs can enable member 
interaction, knowledge sharing, organization 
learning, and open innovation simultaneously; it 
emphasizes more on facilitating, extracting and 
sharing tacit knowledge to maximize KM value. 
Many world class companies have taken CoPs 
as a new central role in the value chain (Chu et 
al, 2007).

As outlined by Chu et al., (2007) the benefits 
of CoPs can be distinguished by organization 
performance and operation mode as the matrix as 
shown in Figure 1. Mostly, some firms are likely 
to emphasize how to reduce costs or increase 
profits instead, while some companies tend to 
focus on group learning or reuse intellectual asset 
(IA) more. The first two factors (cost down and 
revenue up) can be categorized into organizational 
performance axle, and the latter two factors (group 
learning and reuse IA) can be grouped into opera-
tion mode axle in the matrix.

While CoPs emphasize competency and ef-
ficiency enhancement, their organization perfor-
mance tends to cost down effectively. But when 

Figure 1. CoPs benefit matrix
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CoPs focus on innovation and responsiveness, 
which would aim at create new value or revenue 
up. Furthermore, this research points out that the 
operation mode residing in CoPs leads to behav-
ioral changes, which in turn results in different 
preference on organizational performance. On 
one hand, when CoPs prefer explicit knowledge 
content, the operation mode may focus on reuse 
IA, and emphasize the storage, access, and reus-
ing of knowledge. This sort of CoPs tends to 
pursue organizational performance on business 
strategies like Enhanced Working Efficiency and 
Promoted Responsiveness through getting warn-
ing through analysis and classification of knowl-
edge. On the other hand, when CoPs prefer tacit 
knowledge, the operation mode may stress to 
create grouping learning, providing experts to 
exchange, interact, sharing best practices. This 
sort of CoPs tends to pursue the organizational 
performance on business strategies like Increased 
Core Competency and Induced Innovation Learn-
ing through raising the capability via cross-domain 
exchange.

Acknowledging that CoPs can link with or-
ganizational performance very well, CoPs are 
essential to overcome the inherent problems of 
a slow-moving traditional hierarchy in a fast-
moving knowledge economy. Therefore, this 
research uses the four CoPs benefits or business 
strategies Induce Innovation Learning, Promote 
Responsiveness, Increase Core Competency, and 
Enhance Working Efficiency to develop the CoPs 
model. These four CoPs business strategies need 
to be well defined and then pursued, because they 
will influence the KM achievements and the com-
munity’s resources allocation direction.

The first benefit is to Induce Innovation 
Learning. The specific characteristics include 
cross-domain sharing to support new idea and 
creation according to common interests through 
group learning. The CoPs under this strategy often 
provide a safe or low-cost infrastructure for try 
and error attempts freely to facilitate new thinking 
and innovation.

The second benefit is to Promote Responsive-
ness by collecting and classifying knowledge 
objects. CoPs can directly obtain the problem-
oriented solution, because the colleagues with 
similar working experiences are easy to find. 
They can help other members who are facing 
same questions based on the common language 
and shared foundations which lead to promote 
responsiveness.

The third benefit is to Increase Core Compe-
tency. Members can promote skill by shifting the 
best knowledge practices. It will be efficient to 
figure out who are domain-experts, how to en-
able insight exchange between senior and junior 
members. The organization principals can be 
established and increase core competency.

The fourth benefit is to Enhance Working 
Efficiency. CoPs members can reuse existing 
intellectual property invented by others in a 
well structured database easily, access related 
documents and authors’ information quickly. The 
entire productivity will be improved and working 
efficiency will be enhanced in a disciplined way.

2.2 CoPs Model and its Components

In order to realize the four business benefits or 
strategies the CoPs model is defined and evaluated 
along four performance dimensions and sixteen 
criteria as outlined in Chu et al, (2007). The hier-
archy of the four dimensions and sixteen criteria 
is shown in Figure 2 (Chu et al, 2007). The four 
dimensions are explained as follows respectively:

• Locus of Leadership: relates to enforce-
ment or volunteer, wholly or partially 
adoption

• Incentive Mechanism: relates to award or 
punishment

• Member Interaction: relates to sharing or 
security

• Complementary Asset: relates to infra-
structure and resource
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The Locus of Leadership dimension contains 
four criteria: Top-Down Assigning, Bottom-Up 
Teaming, Total Execution, and Partial Pilot run. 
The Incentive Mechanism dimension contains: 
Substantive Reward, Psychological Encour-
age, Achievements Appraisal Basis, and Peers 
Reputation. The Member Interaction contains: 
Homogeneity of members, Differential members, 
Emphasize security, and Emphasize cross-domain 
Sharing. The Complementary Asset dimension 
contains: Give Extra Resources, Just Daily 
Work, Integrated IT Platform, and Independent 
IT platform.

2.3 CoPs Centered Knowledge 
Flow Network Model

In the preceding section the ground related to 
definition and construction of CoPs model has 
been outlined. In this section we use the CoPs 
cantered parameters to define the components 
and terminologies of the knowledge flow network 
model. The KFN includes quantitative implica-
tions of the human and social factors like beliefs 
and attitudes for interaction between knowledge 
workers derived from the CoPs model (Thomas et 

al., 2001). These interaction beliefs and attitudes 
for knowledge sharing are based on the sixteen 
criteria used by the CoPs model. KFN can also 
be considered as CoPs in an organization where 
people with a common goal come together to cre-
ate, learn, process and share knowledge based on 
best practices. Organisations and research teams 
are held together by CoPs or KFN.

The purpose for designing a KFN model in 
this research is to develop actual human networks 
which can then be used for creation, learning, 
processing and sharing of knowledge (Daven-
port et al., 2004; Malhotra, 2004; Ratcliffe et al., 
2000; Nissen, 2002; Nonaka, 1994; Thomas et al., 
2001; Zhuge, 2003; Desouza, 2003). Knowledge 
especially that resulting from innovation needs, 
is regarded as an organizational transformation 
issue. It involves transmission of explicit, tacit 
and embodied knowledge in an iterative manner 
through KFN.

A KFN model as shown in Figure 3 consists 
of knowledge nodes (human or knowledge portal 
or process), knowledge links and weight which 
help to specify the strength of the knowledge 
link. With the definition of CoPs and existing 
research, knowledge workers share knowledge 

Figure 2. CoPs centered evaluation hierarchy model
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based knowledge compatibility as well as a set 
of interaction principles and beliefs which define 
their underlying knowledge sharing philosophy 
(Thomas et al., 2001). Although these interaction 
principles are not a determining factor for knowl-
edge sharing they do influence the effectiveness 
and efficiency of knowledge sharing between two 
knowledge workers. These interaction principles 
and beliefs are defined based on the 16 criteria 
defined in CoPs model.

To draw an analogy, consider a situation for 
recruitment of sales person for selling computers. 
On one hand the recruitment panel will determine 
the knowledge compatibility of the sales person 
in the domain of computers. On the other hand, 
they will also study or analyse (based on range 
of criteria) how this sales person will interact with 
a customer in an actual selling situation. Simi-
larly, knowledge level and space of a knowledge 
worker or a researcher can be determined based 
on their experience, CV, etc. However, to what 
extent they actually engage in knowledge sharing 
(especially, tacit knowledge) may be influenced 
by the 16 criteria for knowledge sharing and 
management. Other factors which can influence 
knowledge sharing can be trust and psychological 
profiles of the cooperating knowledge workers. 
However, the latter factors can be extended based 
on this research.

Therefore in Figure 3 we consider two types of 
weights, knowledge space weight and interaction 

principles weight. The knowledge space weight 
can vary between 0-1 and can be specified by 
the group or network leader based on knowledge 
and experience of the two knowledge workers, 
between discussions and consensus to calculate 
the impact of interaction principles on the overall 
effectiveness and efficiency of the knowledge link 
between two human nodes.

Thus knowledge link weight between two 
human nodes is calculated as follows:

KLWmn = KSWmn + ∑i=16
i=1 CCWmni

where KLWmn is the knowledge link weight be-
tween nodes m and n, KSWmn is the knowledge 
space weight between nodes m and n, and CCWmni 
is the common criteria weight of criteria i between 
nodes m and n. The criteria weight are normalised 
between 0-1. The criteria with weight 0.1 or above 
may be added to determine CCWmn. Figure 4 
shows the difference between a knowledge flow 
network and work flow network. The workflow 
in Figure 4 is between various project tasks as 
shown. However, the knowledge flow pattern 
is different than work flow and may or may not 
follow the same pattern or path as the work flow.

KFN model can also assist in formation and 
growth of knowledge flow teams for R&D orga-
nizations as well as identification of high and low 
knowledge energy nodes. The human node in 
Figure 3 with the highest number of links is the 

Figure 3. Knowledge flow network model
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node with highest knowledge energy as it repre-
sents knowledge sharing and interaction potential 
of the node.

3. TECHNIQUES AND 
IMPLEMENTATION OF COPS 
CENTERED KFN MODEL

In this section the authors describe the tech-
niques used for construction of CoPs Centered 
knowledge flow network model in a large multi-
national organization. These techniques include 
a CoPs questionnaire based survey of knowledge 
workers. The survey is used to evaluate the im-
portance attributed by knowledge workers to 16 
CoPs criteria of knowledge workers along four 
business performance evaluation dimensions. 
Fuzzy MCDM (Multi-Criteria Decision-Making) 
techniques are used to calculate the importance 
attributed to each dimension and each criterion by 
the knowledge worker participating in the survey. 
Finally clustering technique is used to connect 
knowledge workers with common criteria (at-
titudes and beliefs) in CoPs centred KFN model. 
Intuitively, common attitudes and beliefs between 
two knowledge workers imply that knowledge 
sharing among them is likely to be more effective 

than between knowledge workers with dissimilar 
attitudes and beliefs.

The common criteria between two knowledge 
workers in a KFN are also used to determine 
strength of CCWmn link between knowledge work-
ers in a KFN. These techniques are now described 
in the rest of this section.

3.1 CoPs Questionnaire 
Based Survey

The observed evaluation model in the hierarchy of 
each dimension and criteria in Figure 2 are used as 
a template for designing the questionnaire struc-
ture. Firstly, we seek to discover the participants’ 
recognition of the relative importance (weights) 
between the main four dimensions of Locus of 
Leadership, Incentive Mechanism, Member In-
teraction and Complementary Asset. Secondly, 
the template is used to find out the interviewee’s 
recognition of the relative importance (weights) 
of the evaluation criteria below each dimension. 
Therefore, all of the participants can easily un-
derstand the problem and analyze the relationship 
between each evaluation criteria. This result can 
reflect the true aspect of each opinion towards the 
relative importance of the evaluation criteria in the 
questionnaire. Thirdly, the definition of linguistic 

Figure 4. Knowledge flow and workflow
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expression range and preferred business strate-
gies are required to show the viewpoints by each 
participant. This result can collect the final value 
towards different business strategy alternatives, 
namely, Induce Innovation Learning, Promote 
Responsiveness, Increase Core Competency, and 
Enhance Work Efficiency.

Although many scholars assert that CoPs create 
organization value, there has been relatively little 
systematic and quantitative study on the linkage 
between community outcomes and the underlying 
functional structure, the majority of paper focuses 
on individual and subjective viewpoints, this re-
search attempts to determine these insufficiencies, 
and aims at debatable criteria for future analysis. 
The questionnaires were designed to reveal the 
perspectives of each researcher in five laboratories 
of our case. The questionnaires were also designed 
to weight their comparative importance of busi-
ness strategies. The questionnaire was distributed 
to a broad sampling of researchers, to seek their 
views and calculate their final values. The aim is 
to provide a valuable reference when choosing 
suitable CoPs business strategies. Thirty nine valid 
questionnaires out of seventy were collected with 
a response rate at 55.7%.

3.2 Fuzzy MCDM Techniques

When establishing CoPs model, many different 
aspects can be taken into consideration. There are 
numerous evaluation indexes. Moreover, their 
structures are hierarchical (Kerzner, 1989). Many 
scholars and experts have adopted the Analytic 
Hierarchy Process (AHP) (Saaty, 1977 & 1980) 
method to evaluate the problems of relative level 
factors of hierarchy and to provide a more com-
plete depiction of the structural and functional 
aspects of whole system. For instance, Hwang 
& Yoon (1981) discussed multi-attribute decision 
methods and application, In addition, Mon et al. 
(1994) evaluated weapon system by AHP, Tsaur 
et al. (1997) analyzed tourist risk using fuzzy 
perspectives, and Tang & Tzeng (1999) researched 

e-business promotion strategy for information 
service industry. In the questionnaire, dimensions 
were measured by pairwise comparison; partici-
pants are easier to decide dimension A is more 
important than B dimension instead of dimension 
A versus B is 5 to 1.

In a pure environment or simplified appraisal, 
the method such as cost minimization, profit 
maximization, or cost effect analysis to evaluate 
different plans can be used. However, a complex 
situation with multi-goals has too many inter-
dependent variables to analyze. The traditional 
analysis method is not suitable to find the solution 
(Tzeng, et al., 1992; Tzeng & Teng, 1994; Tsaur 
et al., 1997; Tang et al., 1999). Recently some 
scholars used Fuzzy AHP (Buckley, 1985) to 
handle linguistic scale problems, which is more 
convenient to help participants to express opinion 
and concept precisely. The inconsistent environ-
ment is due to the multi dimension. During the 
process, all participants’ linguistic opinion is not 
absolute and unique. Therefore this research used 
fuzzy MCDM to evaluate four CoPs benefits, 
and adopts fuzzy linguistic cognition to capture 
varying degree of value by each participant. The 
following sections explain the related procedures 
and steps.

3.2.1 Relative Weight by 
Pairwise Comparison

The evaluation of the related hierarchy system 
and weight comes from a pairwise comparison of 
AHP method; each factor’s importance within the 
hierarchy is determined by their weights (Saaty, 
1977 & 1980). When there are evaluation criteria/
objectives, decision makers must carry out a pair-
wise comparison. In the process of comparison, a 
certain degree of inconsistency is allowed. Saaty 
used this to depict a scale to come up with the 
main Eigenvector of the pairwise comparison 
matrix. The same scale was used to find different 
comparative weights of different standards.
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The following is a mathematical formula given 
to compare standard set with n standards, accord-
ing to its relative importance (weights). Suppose 
the standard for comparison is c1, c2… cn, and the 
weights of each is w1, w2… wn, and assuming w = 
(w1, w2,…, wn)

t, then the pairwise comparison can 
be represented by formula of matrix A’

(A-λmaxI) w = 0

Formula (1) shows how A is a pairwise com-
parison matrix sorted in order by instinct and 
judgment. In order to come up with the priority 
Eigenvector, we must satisfy the Eigenvector of 
every w of Aw =λmaxw, the λmax is the maximum 
eigenvalue of A. The sorting judgment of the 
order of pairwise comparison is observed and 
examined for consistency because an n×n matrix 
A includes n independent feature*j; moreover, 
j=1,2…n, also ranks aspects in order according 
to dimension (the same as the concept of main 

component analysis), λ
j

j

n

=
∑
1

 is the Diagonal Ele-

ment of matrix A and λ
j

j

n

=
∑
1

 = tr (A) is the total. 

The diagonal factor line of matrix A is 1, so the 
total of the diagonal line factor of matrix A is n, 
therefore, only one λj= 0 (λj≠λmax) from the middle 
of C.I.= (λmax - n)/(n - 1),(C.I.). The latter deviation 
value is what evaluates consistency. As an ex-
ample: C.I.= (λmax - n)/(n - 1),(C.I.) is close to 
the consistency index, so it’s deemed consistent. 
Generally speaking, only a value smaller than 0.1, 
can satisfy our judgment.

3.2.2 Constructing a Multi-Criteria 
Decision-Making System

The aim of this section is to build a multi-objective 
and multi-standard evaluation system for evaluat-
ing CoPs model. The three steps in building the 
system are:

a.  Describe the situation
b.  Establish the multi-goals construction and 

correlation tree shape structure
c.  Evaluate the results

The method and concept of PATTERN (Plan-
ning Assistance through Technical Evaluation of 
Relevance Number) (NASA PATTERN, 1965; 
Tzeng, 1977; Tzeng & Shiau, 1987; Tzeng, et al., 
1992; Tzeng & Teng, 1994; Tang, et al., 1999) 
was used to establish an CoPs centered evalua-
tion model as the following section. The process 
of this research is to use fuzzy MCDM method 
to identify the dimensions and criteria priority as 
well as measure the four benefits of CoPs.

3.2.3 Non-Fuzzy Performance

This research uses the fuzzy AHP method proposed 
by Buckley in 1985. This work also employs 
triangle fuzzy theory to value the four business 
strategies in view of sixteen criteria. Participants 
have chosen a fuzzy value region in their ques-
tionnaire to show their priority setting. Center of 
Area (COA) solutions were used to transfer fuzzy 
linguistic expression (very high, high, fair, low, and 
very low) to Best Non-fuzzy Performance (BNP). 
These BNP represent the participant’s comment 
on the quantity criteria value regarding the four 
kinds of business strategies and sixteen criteria. 
These effective values form this participant’s ef-
fective matrix, and U participants represent the 
1st participant’s effectiveness matrix.

3.3 Clustering Techniques

Clustering Techniques can find groups with simi-
larities or common elements (Fowlkes & Mallows, 
1983). This technique is applied to solve theoretical 
and practical problems (Clatworthy et al, 2005). It 
is a data reduction process and an entire data set 
can be represented by a small numbers of clusters. 
All the clusters divide a data set so that records 
with similar content are in the same group, and 
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groups are as different as possible from each other. 
Since the categories are unspecified, this is also 
known as unsupervised classification which can 
be useful in predictive modeling. In this research, 
researchers could be clustered into homogenous 
groups based on their responses. Then a network 
can be built to predict the cluster membership 
according to more easily obtained input variables.

One of the most widely used clustering 
techniques is the K-means clustering algorithm 
(Huang, 1998; Mackay, 2003). K-means clustering 
algorithm uses properties of k-nearest neighbors 
to justify what classes a new instance belongs 
to. The implementation of K-means clustering 
algorithm firstly needs to train the available ex-
amples as follows:For each training example<x, 
f(x)>, add the example to the training set f(x) is 
of the form f: Rn → V, where V is the finite class 
set {v1, v2… vs}.

For a new instance xq, computing the distance 
among the new instance and every trained data 
using the following Euclidean distance formula:

d x x a x a x
i j p i p j

p

n

( , ) ( ( ) ( ))= −
=
∑ 2

1

 

Then, for K nearest neighbors (x1, x2… xk) found 
in the last step, the following formula can help to 
find the class of xq:

(̂ ) argmax ( , ( ))f x v f x
q v V i

i

k

← ∈
=
∑ δ
1

 

where δ (a,b)=1 if a=b, and δ(a,b)=0 otherwise.
K-means clustering algorithm is a least-squares 

partitioning method that divide available data into 
K partitions, in which data within same partition 
are mutually nearest and data in different partition 
are mutually farthest apart. The k-means clustering 
algorithm works as follows: The dataset is firstly 
partitioned into K clusters and the data points are 
randomly assigned to the clusters resulting in 

clusters that have roughly the same number of data 
points. For each data point, calculate the distance 
from the data point to each cluster. If the data point 
is closest to its own cluster, leave it where it is. If 
the data point is not closest to its own cluster, move 
it into the closest cluster. Repeat the above step 
until a complete pass through all the data points’ 
results in no data point moving from one cluster 
to another. At this point the clusters are stable 
and the clustering process ends. The algorithm 
for partitioning (or clustering) N data points into 
K disjoint subsets Sj containing Nj data points so 
as to minimize the squared-error criterion

E x
n j

n Si

k

j
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where xn is a vector representing the nth data point 
and μj is the geometric centroid of the data points 

in Sj (µj
j

i
i

N

N
x

j

=
=
∑1
1

).

4. RESULTS, ANALYSIS 
AND FINDINGS

The software of AHP, EXCEL, and SPSS were 
used to analyze the questionnaires, which were 
collected at different stages of the hierarchy and 
for different types of calculations. This section 
addresses the computation of dimension, criteria 
and benefits.

4.1 Relative Priority by Participants 
of Each Dimension and Criteria

In this section, relative importance or priority of 
each dimension and criteria rated by participants 
from case study is discussed. The relative im-
portance or priority is expressed in the form of 
weight. The total weight of 4 dimensions and 16 
criteria is normalized to 1.
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Particularly, the priority result of all par-
ticipants (shown in Table 1) displayed the top 
weighting order in dimension as Member Inter-
action with a high score of 0.344. Nevertheless, 
Complementary Asset is the least highlighted di-
mension. As to the aspect of weight within criteria, 
the top ranked criteria is Bottom-Up Teaming in 
Locus of Leadership Dimension, Psychological 
Encourage in Incentive Mechanism Dimension, 
Emphasize Cross-Domain Sharing in Member 
Interaction Dimension, and Give Extra Resource 
in Complementary Asset Dimension. Meanwhile, 
the weight cross criteria reveal they focus on 
Emphasize Cross-Domain Sharing as the highest 
among 16 criteria, Independent IT Platform as the 
lowest rank instead. Other various dimensions and 
criteria priority are listed in Table 1.

4.2 Utility Value Matrix

Each participant used fuzzy language to express 
five types of effectiveness boundaries. These 
rankings are very high, high, fair, low, and very 
low. The example is as shown in Table 2.

4.3 Average Utility Value and 
Ranking

The cross dimension weights derived from Table 
1W  = (0.071, 0.080, 0.043, 0.069, 0.044, 0.077, 
0.062, 0.064, 0.046, 0.124, 0.035, 0.138, 0.045, 
0.038, 0.038, 0.027) was used to calculate the 
average utility value and ranking by multiplying 
Ui. Each participant’s utility value for four busi-
ness strategies is derived. The averages of the 
all-participant utility values for four business 

Table 1. Dimension and criteria weight of all participants 

Weight 
Dimension/Criteria

Weight of 
Each Dimension

Weight within Criteria Weight cross 
Criteria (Ranking)

Locus of Leadership 0.264

Top-Down Assigning 0.271 (2) 0.071 (05)

Bottom-Up Teaming 0.305 (1) 0.080 (03)

Total Execution 0.164 (4) 0.043 (12)

Partial Pilot run 0.260 (3) 0.069 (06)

Incentive Mechanism 0.246

Substantive Reward 0.177 (4) 0.044 (11)

Psychological Encourage 0.312 (1) 0.077 (04)

Achievements Appraisal Basis 0.252 (3) 0.062 (08)

Peers Reputation 0.259 (2) 0.064 (07)

Member Interaction 0.344

Homogeneity member 0.135 (3) 0.046 (09)

Differential member 0.361 (2) 0.124 (02)

Emphasize Security 0.103 (4) 0.035 (15)

Emphasize Cross-Domain Sharing 0.401 (1) 0.138 (01)

Complementary Asset 0.147

Give Extra Resource 0.303 (1) 0.045 (10)

Just Daily Work 0.256 (3) 0.038 (13)

Integrated IT Platform 0.260 (2) 0.038 (13)

Independent IT platform 0.181 (4) 0.027 (16)
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strategy can be seen in Table 3. From this score, 
it is obvious that all researchers would rather 
Promote Responsiveness than others. In addition, 
the overview of average utility value and ranking 
comparison among laboratories can be found in 
Table 4.

4.4 Cluster Analysis

The attribute analyses of KFN Model for CoPs 
designs can determine the characteristic of each 
cluster and identify suggestions for effective link-
age. This KFN model adopted cluster analysis to 
be the basis of attribute analysis. Based on the 
differences of each participant, a hierarchical 
cluster diagram is generated. The similarity degree 
increased gradually from top down; the lower 
the knowledge workers are on the hierarchy, the 
more unique they appear to be (Pellitteri, 2002; 
Akamatsu et al., 1998; OECD, 1996).

The cluster analysis contains several steps. 
First, we input the factor scores to the model of 
cluster analysis. Second, we divided five clusters 

among all the participants. Third, we calculated 
the mean value and variable number of score of 
factor for each knowledge worker so as to explain 
their differences and characteristics. This research 
divided into five groups after the analysis results 
and actual discussions about the features towards 
CoPs beliefs

4.5 Knowledge Flow 
Network Analysis

In order to illustrate the application of knowledge 
link weight, a KFN of the case study is shown 
in Figure 5. The knowledge flow network has 
been constructed using the CoPs Centred model 
designed in previous section. The CoPs model 
was used to design a questionnaire involving four 
dimensions, sixteen criteria, and four business 
strategies or performance preferences. The sixteen 
criteria represent among other aspects, represent 
beliefs and interaction principles of knowledge 
workers for knowledge sharing and management.

The feedback from 39 participants was used 
to compute the weight or relative importance as-
signed to each criterion by a participant. The 
weight values were than used to cluster the 
weighted responses from 39 participants. The 
purpose of clustering was to determine the simi-
larities in relative importance of sixteen criteria 
among 39 participants. The clustering technique 
was derived from SPSS software (Zadeh, 1981). 
Five clusters or groups of researchers were iden-
tified. Each group or cluster in this research is 

Table 2. Example of importance of fuzzy expression of participants 

Participant 
Number Very High High Fair Low Very Low

1 (0, 10, 20) (20, 30, 40) (40, 50, 60) (60, 70, 80) (80, 90, 100)

2 (0, 05, 10) (15, 25, 40) (35, 50, 65) (60, 75, 90) (90, 95, 100)

… … … … … …

39 (0, 15, 25) (20, 35, 45) (40, 50, 65) (55, 70, 85) (75, 90, 100)

Table 3. Average utility values towards four strate-
gies of all participants 

Four Strategies (Benefit 
Preference)

Average Utility 
Values

Ranking

A. Induce Innovation Learn-
ing

60.38 2

B. Promote Responsiveness 61.21 1

C. Increase Core Compe-
tency

58.24 3

D. Enhance Work Efficiency 54.70 4
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considered to be eligible to form a knowledge 
flow network.

Table 5 shows the KFN group number and 
number of knowledge workers in each KFN. Table 
6 shows similar weight values for various criteria 
allocated by members of 5 KFN. The weight values 
above 0.1 are highlighted in bold. These are used 
to calculate the Common Criteria Weight (CCW) 
between two members in a KFN. As illustration 
KFN for network number 5 is shown in Figure 
5. The criteria weights for criteria differential 
member and cross-domain sharing are added up. 
The values based on experience of members/

researchers in a related knowledge domain have 
been used for illustration purpose only.

5. FUTURE RESEARCH AND 
TRENDS

Actually, knowledge flow and sharing in a proj-
ect is a dynamic activity (Nissen, 2002; Zhuge 
2003). Our ongoing work includes construction 
of Dynamic Knowledge Flow Activity Analysis 
Model (DKFAAM). We intend to use DKFAAM 
to visualise the knowledge flow activity in a 

Table 4. Overview of average utility values/ranking 

Labs/ 
Benefit 
Preference

Induce Innovation Learning 
(Average Utility Values/

Ranking)

Promote 
Responsiveness 

(Average Utility Values/
Ranking)

Increase Core Competency 
(Average Utility Values/

Ranking)

Enhance Work 
Efficiency 

(Average Utility Values/
Ranking)

1 58.98 (02) 60.75 (01) 58.88 (03) 57.76 (04)

2 58.21 (02) 60.10 (01) 55.72 (03) 54.17 (04)

3 62.73 (01) 59.27 (03) 60.43 (02) 51.84 (04)

4 62.26 (02) 63.07 (01) 59.34 (03) 54.13 (04)

5 64.93 (02) 66.04 (01) 58.33 (03) 54.88 (04)

All Labs 60.38 (02) 61.21 (01) 58.24 (03) 54.70 (04)

Figure 5. Sample knowledge flow network for number 5
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given project and determine the bottlenecks for 
knowledge management, knowledge sharing and 
knowledge creation.

In Dynamic Knowledge Flow Activity Analy-
sis Model (DKFAAM), the dynamic components 
and terms are defined to model and analyse the 
dynamic flow of knowledge between two knowl-
edge nodes. This model can help in visualising 

knowledge flow and modelling knowledge shar-
ing between knowledge nodes and determining 
knowledge bottlenecks related to certain project 
task in a given time interval. Dynamic analysis of 
a knowledge flow activity in a knowledge flow 
network can assist in determining state of the 
knowledge flow network at particular instant of 
time, identify knowledge bottlenecks, visualise 
knowledge flow activity in a research group or 
network and determine correlations between intel-
ligent activity monitored through various sensors 
and actual knowledge flow activity (Nissen, 2002; 
Zhuge, 2003).

A node in KFN can be considered as a social 
agent. Thus from a software design and imple-
mentation perspective it is useful to do a dynamic 
analysis of the knowledge flow activity in a KFN. 
A dynamic knowledge flow activity analysis model 
is shown in Table 6.

Table 5. Participants in each knowledge flow 
network 

Knowledge Flow Network 
Number No. of People

1 9

2 7

3 5

4 9

5 9

Table 6. Common criteria weight and knowledge flow network number 

Variables Cluster Group

1 2 3 4 5

Top-Down Assigning 0.156 0.060 0.022 0.052 0.043

Bottom-Up Teaming 0.101 0.132 0.063 0.044 0.066

Total Execution 0.085 0.043 0.021 0.038 0.020

Partial Pilot Run 0.126 0.076 0.025 0.038 0.060

Substantive Reward 0.044 0.083 0.062 0.036 0.019

Psychological Encour-
age

0.059 0.077 0.214 0.039 0.071

Achievement Appraisal 
Basis

0.051 0.122 0.094 0.045 0.038

Peers Reputation 0.048 0.079 0.182 0.035 0.043

Homogeneity Member 0.031 0.054 0.027 0.047 0.062

Differential Member 0.053 0.077 0.121 0.142 0.207

Emphasize Security 0.028 0.034 0.023 0.049 0.035

Emphasize Cross-Do-
main Sharing

0.080 0.068 0.087 0.126 0.280

Give Extra Resources 0.041 0.024 0.019 0.101 0.014

Just Daily Work 0.031 0.024 0.012 0.077 0.023

Integrated IT Platform 0.034 0.019 0.013 0.092 0.011

Independent IT Plat-
form

0.031 0.030 0.014 0.040 0.009
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The above model is extension of the original 
Petri Net developed by Petri (Petri, 1966; Genrich 
& Lautenbach, 1981; Jensen, 1981). A Petri net is 
a particular kind of directed graph with two types 
of nodes, namely, the places (graphically depicted 
as circles) and transitions (graphically depicted as 
bars). The basic structure of a Petri Net consists 
of a set of places, a set of transitions and a set of 
directed arcs, which connect the transitions and 
places. The presence of token/s in the input place 
causes the transition to fire, leading to the removal 
of the token/s from input place and deposition of 
token/s in the output place of the transition. The 
pattern of placement of tokens through the net at 
a particular time is called the marking of the net. 
A given marking corresponds to a state of the net.

A knowledge node in the dynamic knowledge 
flow activity analysis model is represented as a 
place. In order for the network state to change the 
transitions (shown as vertical bars in Table 6) need 
to fire. There are three types of transitions shown 
in Table 6. These are knowledge sharing transi-
tion, knowledge creation transition and resource 
node knowledge transition. Transitions are fired 
to represent events occurring.

The places are taken to represent the states of 
knowledge nodes with tokens variable extensions 
and transitions represent categories of elementary 
changes in variables in the place. These variables 
may be parts of a token. A token in a place denotes 
the fact that the predicate corresponding to that 
place is true for that particular instantiation of 
variables contained in the token.

The net result of a transition firing is the ex-
change of token from places to places and a new 
marking or state of the knowledge flow network.
The different types of tokens shown in place i in 
Table 6 are:

• New Knowledge Token: representing a 
new algorithm developed by a knowledge 
worker represented by the knowledge node 
and place i

• Action Token: representing different ac-
tivities leading to knowledge creation or 
knowledge sharing

• Control Token: representing the node or 
place in which knowledge activity is tak-
ing place in time instant ti.. It can also be 
used to determine where knowledge activ-
ity is held up or stuck.

• Time Interval Token: The time inter-
val token represents the fact that certain 
knowledge creation, knowledge sharing or 
knowledge discovery activity needs to be 
completed in a certain time interval (cor-
responding to a project or workflow related 
task) otherwise the benefits of knowledge 
creation, sharing or discovery may be lim-
ited to the organization/group.

A knowledge flow activity in the model 
shown in Figure 6 can be represented by firing 
of a transition. The event representing firing of a 
transition could be a knowledge creation event, 
knowledge sharing event or a resource nodded 
based knowledge discovery event.

The transition enabling conditions can refer 
to both tokens in input places and to data refer-
enced as preconditions in the inscribed transition 
structure (e.g., the box in Figure 6 representing 
the knowledge sharing transition). A knowledge 
sharing transition Tksij is enabled when

• Abduction condition is true: knowledge 
of node or place i enable node or place j to 
prove some new hypothesis or goal.

• Association condition is true: knowledge 
of node or place i enables node or place 
j to create new knowledge through some 
association with existing knowledge index.

• Induction condition is true: knowledge 
of node or place i enable node or place j 
to induce or generalize new knowledge 
through examples.

• Deduction condition is true: knowledge 
of node or place i enables node or place j to 
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deduce new knowledge using their existing 
knowledge index.

• Integration Condition is true: knowledge 
of node or place i enables node or place j 
can be integrated with existing knowledge 
to produce new knowledge.

• Hybrid Condition is true: knowledge of 
node or place i enables node or place j to 
produce new knowledge through some hy-
brid combination of above conditions.

A knowledge sharing transition will be fired 
when any one of the above conditions is true, 
knowledge sharing takes place within the time 
interval tij specified by the time interval token, 
and the control taken is changes place from place 
i to place j.

6. CONCLUSION

Organisations in this research are viewed as KFN 
involved in knowledge creation, knowledge shar-
ing and innovation. This is in contrast to the tra-
ditional view that organisations consist primarily 
of workflow networks. KFN consist of knowledge 
nodes, knowledge links and knowledge link weight 
respectively. The knowledge nodes are primarily 
human nodes but also can be resource nodes (e.g., 
robot, knowledge portals, databases, WWW).

The significant goal of this research is to study 
how CoPs can help to synergize the existing collabo-
ration and construction of KFN in an open innova-
tion infrastructure. The KFN are constructed based 
on actual study of CoPs in one large multinational 
R&D organization. The knowledge link weight 
between two human nodes consists of Knowledge 
Space (or compatibility) Weight (KSW) and Com-
mon Criteria Weight (CCW). KSW between two 

Figure 6. Dynamic knowledge flow activity analysis model
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human nodes is determined by a manger or group 
leader based on CV, experience of the two human 
nodes and their knowledge compatibility. The 16 
criteria along four Performance evaluation dimen-
sions (Locus of leadership, Member interaction, 
Incentive mechanism and Complementary asset) in 
the CoPs questionnaire, among other aspects, can be 
considered to provide information on the interaction 
attitude and beliefs of researchers for cooperation 
and knowledge sharing. These interaction principles 
although, not a determining factor for knowledge 
sharing, can improve or enhance the effectiveness 
of knowledge sharing, creation and innovation. The 
feedback on the CoPs questionnaire, among other 
aspects, is used for clustering the researchers in 
knowledge flow network group. In this research 
39 participants have been clustered into five KFN. 
Fuzzy MCDM techniques and tools have been used 
to compute the data from questionnaire feedback, 
such as AHP, Fuzzy AHP and SPSS.

While attempting to create a beneficial and valu-
able infrastructure to connect knowledge owners 
in a KFN is crucial, the results in the study show 
concentration on Member Interaction the most 
compared to the other three dimensions. Overall, 
the opinions from five laboratories surveyed are 
similar, even though there is slight difference in 
some criteria and dimensions. Among the sixteen 
criteria, they emphasize Bottom-Up Teaming, Psy-
chological Encourage, Emphasize Cross-Domain 
Sharing and Give Extra Resource in each dimen-
sion respectively. In particular, Emphasize Cross-
Domain Sharing gets the highest rank among 16 
criteria. As to the preferred business strategy, the 
case study shows the tendency to view Promote 
Responsiveness as the first priority relatively. It 
is likely researchers’ expectations are considering 
to promote responsiveness as a business strategy 
seriously, and solve problems to enable open in-
novation rapidly, so that they can justify strategy 
by getting more support from top management to 
deal with conflicts between current and expected 
situation. For example, organization can implement 
CoPs as a major approach to outline the future 

roadmap by frequent member interaction. During 
the development, psychological encouragement 
could be the best reward for knowledge sharing 
between researchers to respond to changing cus-
tomer needs. Thus findings of this research can 
promote performance and can facilitate allocation 
of organizational resources for knowledge sharing 
and innovation among the participants
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Business Process Management (BPM): Busi-
ness Process Management is a field of management 
focused on aligning organizations with the wants 
and needs of clients. It is a holistic management 
approach that promotes business effectiveness and 
efficiency while striving for innovation, flexibility 
and integration with technology.

Communities of Practice (CoPs): Com-
munity of practice refers to the process of social 
learning that occurs and shared sociocultural 
practices that emerge and evolve when people 
who have common goals interact as they strive 
towards those goals.

Knowledge Flow: Knowledge flow is the 
passing of knowledge between nodes according 
to certain rules and principles.

Knowledge Space: Knowledge space is a 
combinatorial structure describing the possible 
states of knowledge of a human learner.

Multi-Criteria Decision-Making (MCDM): 
Multi Criteria Decision Making is a discipline 
aimed at supporting decision makers who are faced 
with making numerous and conflicting evalua-
tions. MCDA aims at highlighting these conflicts 
and deriving a way to come to a compromise in 
a transparent process.

This work was previously published in Handbook of Research on Complex Dynamic Process Management: Techniques for 
Adaptability in Turbulent Environments, edited by Minhong Wang and Zhaohao Sun, pp. 551-572, copyright 2010 by Business 
Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT

In this chapter the authors investigate a tool 
integration perspective to support knowledge 
management and exchange between Web-based 
and traditional collaborative environments. In 
particular they discuss the integration between 
a tool (CoPe_it!) supporting collaborative argu-
mentation and learning in Web-based communities 
of practices and a hypermedia and sense making 
tool (Compendium) acting as a personal and col-
lective knowledge management (KM) system in 
traditional collaborative environments. The au-
thors describe the tools and drive a comparative 
analysis of the two groupware by focusing on the 
general applicability of the tools integration for 

supporting communities of practices and, more 
generally, collaborative works. Moreover the au-
thors present the results of a case study in which 
the tools integration has been applied within a real 
community of practice. Finally they discuss main 
results of the tools integration in order to leverage 
communities of practice to a truly collaborative 
environment with no communication boundaries.

INTRODUCTION

Communities of Practice are increasingly demand-
ing for new ways of working together. The intro-
duction of disruptive Web 2.0 social networking 
and groupware tools with self-organising user 
communities, have radically changed the way in 
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which people perform knowledge work. Infor-
mation and knowledge are gathered and created 
in real world settings and then diffused on the 
web; while at the same time a growing amount 
of information and knowledge is made acces-
sible by web services which extend the concrete 
impact and influence that these information and 
knowledge exert on traditional social networks. 
Knowledge works are increasingly looking for 
new ways to manage and integrate knowledge 
created and exchanged within and between vir-
tual and traditional environments. However the 
information and knowledge exchange between 
these hybrid collaborative environments is not 
codified, and there are not specific means or tools 
to blend between virtual and real world informa-
tion, knowledge and communities.

In this chapter we investigate a tool integration 
perspective to support knowledge management 
and exchange between web-based and traditional 
collaborative environments. In particular we pro-
pose and discuss the integration between a tool 
(CoPe_it!) supporting collaborative argumenta-
tion and learning in web-based Communities of 
Practice and a hypermedia and sensemaking tool 
(Compendium) acting as a personal and collec-
tive Knowledge Management (KM) system in 
traditional collaborative environments. We focus 
on the general applicability of this integration for 
supporting Communities of Practice and, more 
generally, collaborative works. In particular we 
present results of a case study in which the tools 
integration has been tested and evaluated with a 
community of practice. A community of farmers 
in southern Italy has been engaged with the tools 
testing and evaluation. On the base of the case study 
results we finally discuss objectives and challenges 
to be addressed to support a transparent knowledge 
integration and exchange between hybrid (virtual 
vs traditional) collaborative environments.

In the first section we present the background 
issue and propose the concept of Hybrid Commu-
nity of Practice (HCoP). Moreover we motivate 
and propose the integration of Compendium and 

Cope_it! in order to support knowledge works 
in Hybrid Community of Practice. In the second 
section we briefly present both tools showing their 
functionality, outlining their complementarities 
and identifying potential mutual benefits of their 
integration (third section). In the third section 
we discuss possible technical solutions for the 
tools’ integration and we describe the integration 
scenario that has been implemented. The fourth 
section is centered on the description of a real case 
study in which the integration project have been 
applied and tested to support a real community 
of practice. Results of the experimentation are 
described and discussed in the light of the evalu-
ation results. Finally in the last section we discuss 
main results of the tools’ integration in order to 
leverage Communities of Practice to a truly col-
laborative environment with no communication 
boundaries.

HYBRID COMMUNITIES OF 
PRACTICE (HCoP): BLENDING 
BETWEEN VIRTUAL AND 
TRADITIONAL COLLABORATIVE 
ENVIRONMENTS

Communities of Practice (CoP) naturally generate 
and act in real world settings like work contexts, 
leisure and family or familiar places (Lave & 
Wenger 1991). Contextual and contingent situa-
tions can bring people to discover common aims, 
desires, needs or problems and then trigger new 
unpredictable ways of collaboration towards 
shared objectives. Starting from these objectives 
people communicate and organize their actions 
towards common goals. In this process of commu-
nity definition, specific roles, tasks, and expertise 
start emerging within the group (Wenger 1998). 
Eventually, the different roles are legitimated by 
social relationships of trust among the community 
members, forging the overall identity of the group 
as a whole (Brown & Duguid 2000).
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This complex process of transition from a group 
towards a Community of Practice is determined by 
the simultaneous occurrence of personal actions, 
choices and attributions of value. This transition 
is strictly related to the individual knowledge of 
the community members (often tacit knowledge) 
and to the contextualization of this knowledge to 
different environments, situations and times (Lave 
& Wenger 1991).

Defining the prototypical transition from a 
group towards a CoP is, therefore, highly chal-
lenging; it is particularly sensitive to the environ-
ment and highly dependent on the specificities of 
involved actors which can be only temporarily 
involved in the community actions. What happens 
to this complex dynamics when we look at web-
based environments and we refer i.e. to virtual 
Community of Practice (VCoP)?

We could assume that acting in virtual envi-
ronments, like web-based environments, means 
acting with fixed and predetermined protocols 
for information exchange, language and com-
munication roles, which represents a significant 
help to analyse the VCoP dynamics. In VCoP 
knowledge objects and communication rules are 
pre-structured and then we can monitor and control 
some of the social implications and influences 
that in traditional CoP would make the problem 
more complex. Despite this we cannot consider 
VCoP members as isolated entities with no social 
(external to the VCoP) life, environment and re-
lationship, separated from their personal histories 
which indeed affect their actions and positions 
within the VCoP.

Then the question is: In the global village does 
it make sense to distinguish traditional (real-world) 
CoP and VCoP? We should rather start thinking 
about a hybrid version of CoP (HCoP) whose 
community members act and communicate in 
both virtual and traditional modes in a way that is 
continuously shifting from one mode to the other 
one (Kimble & Barlow 2000)?

HCoP can be conceived as CoP in which mem-
bers shift between virtual and traditional spaces 

in order to accomplish complementary functions 
in an attempt to fulfill the same community ob-
jectives. HCoP members work on accomplishing 
tasks and objectives of the same community but 
they can contemporarily act in the virtual and 
physical space (or in only one of the two spaces 
but defining a hybrid community of virtual/non 
virtual members). This hybrid environment of 
influence in which members accomplish their 
knowledge works needs to be assisted by tools that 
effectively support knowledge transfer between 
both spaces, so that knowledge can be exchanged 
and reused by the whole community (both in its 
virtual and physical component).

When we think about virtual and traditional 
collaborative spaces we mainly refer to the web 
and to real-world environments; we mainly refer 
to activities performed on-line and off-line. In 
this sense we can consider computer supported 
works as real-world activities when they are 
performed off-line. The focus is on communica-
tion modalities rather than on the specificities of 
the communication space: traditional spaces are 
spaces in which humans communicate by real-
world means, whereas in virtual spaces humans 
(or agents) communicate by artificial means.

Knowledge works are increasingly looking 
for tools and environments able to manage and to 
integrate knowledge created and exchanged within 
and between virtual and traditional environments.

What integration method and tools should 
be envisioned and provided in order to take 
into account the influence and impact of hybrid 
knowledge in order to enlarge individuals and 
community networks?

Our aim is twofold: i. enhancing virtual inter-
action networks by exploiting social relationships 
in traditional spaces and, vice versa, ii. enlarging 
the social and real-world networks by exploiting 
links and knowledge from virtual communities.

Knowledge from virtual community networks 
is a key feature in the real-world environment for 
CoP in order to make them able to leverage inter-
nal debates to a new way of communication: not 
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only face-to-face but also remotely (i.e. distance 
and asynchronous interactions as they can be sup-
ported within virtual environments). At the same 
time knowledge from real-world communities is 
a key feature for VCoP (Kimble & Wright 2001) 
to exploit social networks of members (in real-
world settings) in order to enlarge participation 
and attract new individuals into the VCoP.

To cater for this we propose the integration 
between CoPe_it!, a tool to support collabora-
tive argumentation in VCoP, and Compendium, 
a hypermedia and sense making tool acting as a 
personal or collective knowledge management 
system in physical CoP.

CoPe_it! is the tool to gather knowledge from 
virtual communities. It helps VCoP in discussing 
and making collaborative decisions about com-
mon issues. On the other hand Compendium is the 
tool to gather and manage knowledge from real 
world collaborative environment. It helps tradi-
tional CoP: i. to gather and represent knowledge 
coming from face-to-face meetings taking trace 
of argumentative discussions about common is-
sues; ii. to manage and reuse this knowledge in 
diverse environments making sense of them in a 
personal way (using compendium as a personal 
KM tool); iii. to manage and reuse this knowledge 
in diverse environments making sense of them in 
a CoP perspective (Using Compendium as a col-
lective KM tool). The integration of these tools 
allows to exchange knowledge and to enlarge 
the field of discussion between web-based and 
real world environments, several advantages and 
potentials of this integration will be discussed in 
the following sections.

COMPENDIUM AND CoPe_it!: 
A BRIEF DESCRIPTION

In the following sub-paragraphs we briefly de-
scribe the tools object of the integration. Then we 
discuss peculiarities and similarities of the tools 

and motivate why these have been considered 
suitable for the integration project.

Compendium: A Hypermedia 
and Knowledge Management 
Tool for Individual and 
Collective Sensemaking

Compendium is the result of over 15 years of re-
search and development. It is difficult to give one 
comprehensive definition of the software because 
different uses are already carried out and new 
uses are continuously envisaged emerging from 
the practice and creativity of the users.

From the analysis of the state of the art (Selvin 
& Sierhuis 1999) we can group the diverse Com-
pendium uses in two main families: i. in-real-time 
and ii. post-hoc uses. This distinction mainly 
refers to the work the user needs to do on-the-fly 
or post-hoc (during and after the meeting).

In the first family we count Dialogue Mapping 
(DM) and Conversational Modeling (CM) tech-
niques. These techniques require high moderation 
skills either on-the-fly (for DM) or both on the 
fly and post-hoc (for CM techniques).

The first is mainly adopted in face-to-face 
meetings and Compendium is used for argu-
ments’ visualization and meeting moderation: the 
moderator (possibly assisted by an experienced 
Compendium user in charge of the mapping) maps 
the meeting (captures and displays discussion) in 
order to reach shared understanding about a prob-
lem. The process consists of both an incremental 
negotiation of meanings and the micro-agreements 
about problem representation (Conklin 2005).

Conversational Modeling (CM) has a balance 
between users’ skills in mapping and modeling 
and the work in and behind the meeting room. In 
order to apply this technique a Compendium user 
needs to prepare templates, devoted to model the 
meeting evolution and to structure the discussions, 
in order to help and drive the group to decide about 
and define design variables (criteria, alternatives, 
priorities, list of actions, etc). In this phase the 
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user applies process modeling skills and he works 
behind the meeting room. In order to manage 
such meetings the CM practitioner needs to be 
experienced in meeting moderation and mapping, 
nevertheless the template driven moderation is a 
valuable support and makes the moderation work 
less dependent on the moderator skills.

Dialogue Mapping and Conversational Model-
ing are two techniques for collective sensemaking 
and these are ‘real time techniques’ for capturing 
meeting discussions and involving people in col-
lective definitions and collaborative argumenta-
tion about problems.

In the second family, i.e. the post-hoc tech-
niques, we count Knowledge Management 
oriented uses of Compendium. In these cases 
Compendium provides users with diverse features 
for managing knowledge, making sense of knowl-
edge contents and using and reusing information 
in disparate knowledge works (hypermedia files 
and documents can be linked and enriched with 
comments, ideas, tags, etc).

KM oriented applications range from manag-
ing a PhD research (Selvin, & Buckingham Shum 
2005) to political debates representation (Renton 
& Macintosh 2007; Ohl 2007). In these latter 
cases Compendium has been used as a Computer 
Supported Argument Visualization tool oriented 
to represent a debate, making it easily exportable 
and eventually open for public discussion on the 
web. The main objective is to enlarge participa-
tion and deliberation about public policies. In 
these case studies Compendium has been used 
for post-hoc analysis and representation (mainly 
mapping) of political arguments. Contents are 
first gathered by interviews and/or public forums 
and then structured into argument maps (mainly 
following an IBIS model of argument representa-
tion). A different attempt has been carried out in 
the Participatory Planning domain and considers 
the use of Compendium as a multimedia project 
memory. In this application a post-hoc analysis 
of videos, interviews, documents, graphs, photos, 
and other material has been conducted to map the 

memory of a participatory urban planning project 
(De Liddo & Buckingham Shum, 2007).

In all post-hoc applications the work on infor-
mation structuring is committed to a knowledge 
manager who has to organize the contents accord-
ing to specific objectives (i.e. how to trigger par-
ticipation? What are the topics to focus on?, etc).

In the light of the examples reported above, 
Compendium can be defined as an hypermedia 
and knowledge management tool for individual 
and collective sensemaking. In the literature it is 
referred to not only as a software tool but as an ap-
proach to gather, structure, represent, and manage 
knowledge for individual or collaborative knowl-
edge intensive works. In a Compendium approach 
knowledge objects (ideas, multimedia documents, 
artifacts, etc) are represented as nodes of a graph 
like structure; afterwards nodes are linked so as 
to organize contents and make-sense of individual 
and/or collective concepts and concerns.

CoPe_it!: A Web-Based 
Tool for Collaborative 
Argumentation and Learning

CoPe_it! is a software developed in the context 
of a EU project, Palette (Pedagogically Sustained 
Adaptive Learning through the Exploitation of 
Tacit and Explicit Knowledge). Mainly it is a 
web-based tool supporting collaborative learning 
in VCoP (Kimble & Barlow 2000).

CoPe_it! has been designed according to what 
the research group describe as an incremental for-
malization approach (Karacapilidis & Tzagarakis 
2007); it is based on the idea that different levels of 
formalization of the argumentation contents need 
to be provided in order to support collaborative 
decision making.

CoPe_it! supplies members of VCoP with dif-
ferent features in order to deal with argumentative 
discussions. The software supports i. definition of 
alternative solutions and ii. analysis and evaluation 
of the discussion contents in order to drive groups 
throughout decision making processes. CoPe_it! 
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is more than a web tool for collaborative argu-
mentation, it is rather a tool supporting learning 
processes in VCoP. It supports i. the first step of 
problem setting, ii. the definition of alternative 
solutions, iii. the discussion and negotiation of 
meanings, pros and cons of each alternative, and 
finally iv. the analysis of content and the defini-
tion of solutions priorities.

CoPe_it! offers basically three levels of for-
malization corresponding to different representa-
tions of argumentative discussions, each of them 
associated to one of the following views:

1.  Desktop view: it consists in the lower level 
of formalization; the community members 
can add contents in the most user friendly 
way (in a Compendium like approach). This 
is an intuitive way of gathering contents 
from the users without forcing them with 
pre-defined communication rules.

2.  Formal view: this view consists in a ma-
chine readable version of the previous one. 
Predefined algorithms of conversion are 
applied to the desktop view contents in 
order to convert them in a IBIS-model like 
argumentative discussion.

3.  Forum view: this view represents contents in 
a temporal sequence showing contents and 
node types (statement, argument, document 
type, etc).

Future developments include the support for 
simultaneous posting from all the tree views. An-
other important improvement to be implemented 
concerns the possibility to define and negotiate 
with the community members the specific algo-
rithm of conversion between the desktop view and 
the formal one. This opportunity will couple a tool 
for collaborative argumentation with a valuable 
support for decision-making.

CoPe_it! provides members of communities 
with a common workspace where they can post 
and share ideas, resources, and arguments in a way 
that makes sense to them. Community members 

are registered and have specific names, roles and 
privileges within the community. Each user is as-
signed his personal workspace and he can make 
it private and organize his/her own ideas and 
contents to be eventually shared with the group 
in a second moment.

Knowledge items can change during the discus-
sion (free interchange between node types: idea, 
comment, and note) and they can be linked with 
personalized links (of specific thickness, colors, 
and labels). Nodes can be arranged and moved 
freely in the workspace, and they can also be 
clustered using adornments (colored rectangles 
used to group together nodes). Other interest-
ing features are i. the possibility to open a new 
browser for searching information by Google and 
Wikipedia, ii. the possibility to define and manage 
a list of bookmarks.

This synthetic overview of CoPe_it! main 
features is not intended to be exhaustive and is the 
result of the testing of the most recent up-dating 
of the tool.

Why an Integration? Discussing 
Similarities and Peculiarity of the Tools

Although addressing different tasks, Compendium 
and CoPe_it! show high integration potentials 
mainly because, they share similar communication 
principles and visualization means. Starting from 
the analysis of peculiar features of the software, 
(see the following table) we want to make visible 
the complementarities of the tools.

Table 1 shows in light-grey features which are 
similar (or will be similar referring to the future 
planned versions of CoPe_it!) like: export and 
import formats, source code distribution policy, 
administrator rights (registration and download), 
visualization and structure of contents (supported 
file types, IBIS model of argumentation, tagging 
etc).

Dark-grey rows identify the features in which 
both systems complement each other. The first 
complementarity refers to the communication 
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mode (on-line/off-line use). Since we are inter-
ested in knowledge exchange between virtual/
non-virtual spaces, candidate tools for the integra-
tion need to be complementary with regards to 
this feature.

Other key complementarities are: at distance 
synchronous and asynchronous collaborations; 
users’ roles, rules and privileges; hypertext fea-
tures; personalization and revision of contents 
and decision making support.

Table 1. Compendium and CoPe_it! main features 

Main Features Compendium CoPe_it!

Export formats It supports 5 formats: XML, Jpeg, Html - web-maps 
and web-outline, power export.

It will support XML files and Jpeg format (not 
yet delivered)

Import formats It supports XML imports, images and image folders, 
Quest Map files, Flash- Meeting files

It will support XML files and Jpeg format (not 
yet delivered)

Free download/access YES YES

Source Code Distribution 
Policy Open source Source code is intended to be released

WEB-BASED NO YES

Software download YES (you need to download Compendium in order to 
access the full functionality) NO (you don’t need to download any software)

Registration Needed the first time for the software download. Needed the first time to get the User ID and 
Password and to get the administrator acceptance

Members attributes There are no roles, rules and privileges imposer to the 
members not even any administration control on contents

There are roles, rules and privilege within a 
community

At distance asynchronous col-
laboration YES - only on local networks YES (through the web)

At distance synchronous col-
laboration NO (yes - only slow performances)

Supports synchronous collaboration, supports 
tagging, modification of contents is allowed to 
workspace moderators

Structure of contents No contents structure are pre-imposed Desktop view: flat; formal view: rules of commu-
nication and contents have a pre-defined structure

References: supported file types drag+drop in any document, website, email, image At the moment you can upload any kind of local 
file type, not yet any url on the web

Support IBIS model of argu-
mentation YES

YES Partially (it doesn’t support ‘question’ nodes, 
each question is supposed to be addressed in a 
separate workspace)

Tagging You can choose between default tags and assign your 
own keyword ‘tags’

NOT YET (it intends to offer some tagging 
features)

Personalization and custom-
ization of icons, backgrounds, 
colors, links, etc

You can create your own palettes of icons, links types, 
colors

At the moment no personalization features are 
present. Some features are under consideration 
for future versions: e.g. links color)

Hypertext features: Transclu-
sion

You can place/edit a given knowledge object in many 
different views (supports transclusions)

Does not support transclusions, objects of different 
workspaces cannot be copied or linked

Contents revisions Allows continuous changing and reviewing of contents 
and their organization

Does not support contents modification and revi-
sion (just erasing or adding new contents)

Information overload It supports maps with large numbers of nodes Not suitable for large number of nodes (very slow)

Support Decision making NO (yes, only when paired with human assisted 
techniques)

YES (Support automatic generated view for dif-
ferent purposes)
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Starting from the software analysis and focus-
ing on the complementary aspects, we can identify 
the main mutual advantages of the envisaged 
integration.

In Table 2 and 3 we analyze complementary 
features trying to link each of them to the rela-
tive additional feature it would provide both to 
Compendium and CoPe_it! users, in the case the 
integration is successfully implemented.

As better detailed in Table 2Compendium 
complements CoPe_it! by offering real time 

capture of meetings, thus sharing face-to-face 
meetings results in and out the meeting group. 
Moreover Compendium complements CoPe_it! 
by offering an off-line knowledge management 
environment in which community members can 
organize, structure and define information and 
resources also being off line.

Community members can work on their 
machines while always having the possibility to 
publish afterword selected contents on the web. 
Moreover they can also choose to share these 

Table 2. Additional features that the integration can provide to CoPe_it!

Compendium --------------------> CoPe_it!

Additional features Complementarities

1. Enlarges the advantages of real time capturing and integration with different materi-
als, information, documents and hybrid files so that the face-to-face meeting memory 
can be shared in and out the meeting group

Compendium complements Cope_it! offering real 
time capture of meeting

2. Provides CoP with a hypermedia environment in which community members can 
use, correlate and manage contents of different collaboration spaces (contents raised 
in different workspaces can be discussed and transcluded in new contexts)

Compendium complements Cope_it! offering tran-
sclusion features

3. Offers a KM tool in which community members can organize, structure and define 
information and resources also being off line on their machine, but always giving them 
the possibility at any time to publish content on the web and to share them with a list 
of community members or making it public for the whole VCoP

Compendium complements Cope_it! offering an 
off-line KM tools

4. Toward 
un Organi-

zational 
Memory 
System

Exports Cope_it! discussions in an off line environment without any problem 
of information overload (Compendium support maps with thousands nodes) 
Allows to customize organization and archiving of knowledge objects in 
larger organizational databases (linking and referring discussion contents 
to any other off-line and private data sources)

Compendium complements Cope_it! sup-
porting maps up to large number of nodes 
Compendium complements Cope_it! offering cus-
tomization of knowledge object and hyper textual 
environment running on your machine

Table 3. Additional features that the integration can provide to Compendium

CoPe_it! --------------------> Compendium

Additional features Complementarities

1. Opens Compendium face to face meeting to a wider com-
munity on the www

CoPe_it! complements Compendium offering a web-based argumentation 
environment

2. Gives the possibility to trigger online discussions on specific 
topics (this is particularly useful in Public Policy cases)

CoPe_it! complements Compendium offering the possibility to modify and 
enrich Compendium maps directly on the web

3. Provides at distance Compendium users with an environment 
of asynchronous discussions that can easily be imported in their 
Compendium maps

CoPe_it! complements Compendium offering synchronous interaction for 
real time at distance discussions

4. Gives to Compendium based Project memory system the 
possibility to update results of at distance meeting and consulta-
tion forum on the web

CoPe_it! complements Compendium offering the possibility to import, 
in forms of Compendium maps, contents of at distance meeting and con-
sultation forum

5. Offers support for Decision Making CoPe_it! complements Compendium offering automatic analysis of Com-
pendium maps, with customized algorithms
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contents with a list of community members or to 
make it public for the whole VCoP.

In other terms by offering an off-line hyper-
media knowledge management environment 
Compendium allows CoP members to customize 
organization and archiving of knowledge objects 
in larger organizational databases (linking and 
referring discussion contents to any other off-line 
and private data sources). Moreover some specific 
Compendium functionalities (i.e. tranclusion, cus-
tomizations of icons, links and canvas background 
etc) allow enriching information and knowledge 
gathered on-line in CoPe_it! workspaces. CoPe_it! 
maps can be merged and linked with off-line 
information and documents thus reusing them in 
new off-line context and workspaces.

In addition CoPe_it! complements Compen-
dium offering a web-based argumentation envi-
ronment thus opening up the access to Compen-
dium maps to a wider community on the WWW. 
Moreover being a web-tool CoPe_it! provides 
Compendium users with an environments for at 
distance asynchronous interaction. Results of these 
interactions can then be imported in Compendium 
environments and reused off-line. Another im-
portant improvement offered by CoPe_it! is the 
support to decision making. Compendium maps 
can be automatically analyzed with customized 
algorithms. This feature is particularly promis-
ing if we think about the problem of information 
overload; in fact Compendium support maps with 
thousands nodes, in this case CoPe_it! can help 
to analyze and simplify Compendium maps by 
selecting relevant information.

POSSIBLE INTEGRATION 
SCENARIOS

In the previous section we gave evidence of the 
mutual advantages when integrating Compendium 
and CoPe_it! In the following we’ll discuss the 
integration proposal describing three possible 
scenarios:

• First scenario: Importing CoPe_it! work-
spaces in Compendium maps (from vir-
tual to real world settings – from VCoP to 
CoP).

• Second scenario: Importing Compendium 
maps in CoPe_it! workspaces (from real 
to virtual world settings – from CoP to 
VCoP).

• Third scenario: both sides import.

In the first scenario the main goal is to enlarge 
to communities on the web discussions and col-
laborative knowledge works performed in real 
world communities. In order to make on and off 
line discussions completely complementary and 
to allow the on-line discussions to evolve together 
with the face-to-face process, we need to transfer 
into Compendium the contents gained in CoPe_it! 
workspaces. Contents can be imported in Compen-
dium and then re-organized, linked and discussed 
within the same community or in different ones 
during ad-hoc face-to-face meetings.

The second scenario aims at:

• Importing Compendium Dialogue maps in 
order to discuss within the virtual commu-
nities the results of face-to face meetings;

• Importing single-user concept maps used 
as a reference for arguing something in the 
virtual discussion

• Importing Compendium templates and 
models in order to trigger, organize or mod-
erate the discussion in new workspaces.

The third scenario is the bi-directional integra-
tion between both tools, and it exhibits the benefits 
gained by performing the two scenarios already 
described. An additional advantage is envisaged: 
the results of virtual meetings can be submitted to 
the discussion in traditional communities (scenario 
1) and the results of face-to-face discussions can go 
back to virtual environments (scenario 2) closing 
the cycle and allowing further contributions from 
the virtual community. This possibility provides 
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means for continuously validating and revising 
contents from virtual to real world settings and 
vice-versa.

For the envisaged scenarios diverse technical 
solutions are possible. In Figure 1 three options for 
implementing the three scenarios are synthesized: 
one manual and two automatic options.

In the first option a knowledge manager is in 
charge of the knowledge integration and exchange 
between both systems. This option offers three 
positive opportunities: i. to select specific knowl-
edge contents according to specific needs, ii. to 
control and avoid knowledge redundancies, and 
iii. to locate imported and exported maps in their 
original position (spatial positions in the two-
dimensional canvas) that is crucial for contents’ 
interpretation. On the other hand, this option 
enhances external influence on knowledge inter-
change (knowledge manager interpretation) and 
the time and effort required to be implemented.

In the second option the knowledge exchange 
is performed in batch mode, allowing XML 
export/import. This option has the advantages 

to be transparent and fast but it presents several 
theoretical and technical criticalities in the defini-
tion of conversion rules. Therefore efforts have 
to be devoted to:

• Defining conversion rules for contents ex-
port for CoPe_it! – Compendium objects: 
i.e. nodes types (each one with its features 
- title, descriptions, reference files, etc), 
links (with colors, thickness, texts labels, 
etc), adornments (with colors and titles), 
documents and reference objects (address-
ing compatibility and equivalence of docu-
ment formats);

• Building a XML export/import readable in 
both systems (compare and integrate XML 
schemas, detect information and decide 
how and which ones of them can or have to 
be converted, etc).

In the third option the integration is obtained 
connecting Compendium and CoPe_it! databases. 
This option offers additional capabilities by al-

Figure 1. Technical options for the proposed integration
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lowing synchronous update of both Compendium 
and CoPe_it! spaces. In this scenario, virtual and 
traditional communities can work together in 
synchronicity on the same project or collabora-
tive knowledge work, with different means but in 
a unique hybrid environment. This is a suitable 
environment for HCoP, hybrid Communities of 
Practice in which members can:

1.  Shift continuously between virtual and real 
world environments

2.  Simultaneously discuss, modify and produce 
knowledge objects in a whole hybrid space 
of collaboration.

This type of integration provides HCoP’s 
members with a new collaboration space in which 
they have the opportunity to perform collabora-
tive argumentation at various level and in diverse 
(virtual/non-virtual) groups and contexts.

The Integration Project

We implemented the third scenario and we allowed 
both sides import export of Compendium maps 
and CoPe_it! workspaces. This scenario has been 
realized relying on the second technical solution 
by allowing knowledge exchange in batch mode 
through XML export/import.

As previously discussed we had to establish 
specific conversion rules in particular for nodes 
types, links, documents and reference objects.

In the next figures we show the equivalence 
between CoPe_it!-Compendium icons. All 
CoPe_it! icons have an equivalent in Compendium 
environment. The icons are slightly different but 
they have an intuitive meaning (Figure 2). On the 
contrary some Compendium nodes, such as ques-
tion nodes, list nodes, map nodes, decision nodes 
and pro and con nodes, have not an equivalent in 
CoPe_it! desktop view. Thereby we associated all 
these node types to a ‘comment’ node in CoPe_it! 
(Figure 3). This complicates the information 
transfer from Compendium to CoPe_it! and some 

information are lost in the transfer. About the 
links labels and link colors, they are respected in 
information transer. Moreover the XML import/
export has been designed so that nodes maintain 
the same XY coordinate on the video canvas.

Despite the described differences, results of 
application shows that Compendium and CoPe_
it! integration allowed to create almost identical 
maps thus preventing misleading interpretation 
and minimizing the information lost in the infor-
mation exchange process. In example Figure 4 
represent the results of an import of a Compen-
dium map in CoPe_it workspace.

As we see in the image, knowledge objects 
like statements, narratives, images, documents 
can be represented in the same position, with 
similar icons (exception made for the question 
icon, which is not supported by CoPe_it!). In es-
sence, CoPe_it! makes some Compendium fea-
tures available on line so that off-line and on line 
discussion can happen in a unique hypermedia 
discourse (Buckingham Shum 2007). In the fol-
lowing sections we will give an examples of how 
the two tools can be used to perform collaborative 
works in a real case study.

A CASE STUDY: TESTING CoPe_it!-
COMPENDIUM INTEGRATION WITH 
A COMMUNITY OF FARMERS

A case study has been driven in the environmen-
tal planning field in order to test the integration 
performances and the users reactions to the use 
of CoPe_it!.

Compendium and CoPe_it! have been used by 
a community of farmers to discuss about issues 
concerning the organization of a new biological 
production. In particular Compendium maps de-
scribing some CoP meetings and activities have 
been imported in CoPe_it! workspaces in order 
to trigger on-line at distance discussion between 
CoP members. In the following sub paragraphs 
we first describe the case study and the CoP 
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Figure 2. CoPe_it! Compendium icons conversion

Figure 3. Compendium icons that have not equivalent in CoPe_it!
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involved in the experimentation. Then results of 
the experimentation are presented and results of 
the evaluation discussed.

A Hybrid Community of 
Practice (HCoP): The Torre 
Guaceto Community

The case study of Torre Guaceto is not about a 
conventional environmental planning activity but 
concerns the activities performed by a community 
of farmers to enhance their biological production 
income. A planning team was in charge of helping 
this community of practice to build their past and 
present project history. Therefore, Compendium 
was used both to rebuild and represent the past his-

tory of the community and to capture and represent 
the new, ongoing activities. This case study aims 
at testing the combined use of Compendium and 
CoPe_it! to capture a deliberation process in the 
ongoing phase and at testing new way to support 
an hypermedia discourse which happens in hybrid 
collaborative environments (on-line and off-line).

We chose this case study because it was still 
running; this gave us a good occasion to do some 
live testing directly involving the Torre Guaceto 
community members in real discussions. Fur-
thermore this case involved a real farming Com-
munity of Practice, providing the opportunity to 
investigate CoP activities outside an institutional 
environment, where we could better appreciate 
the differences and difficulties of working with 

Figure 4. Example of the integration of Compendium (top image) and CoPe_it! (bottom image)
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local communities, in their environments and 
with their communication protocols. As previ-
ously described Torre Guaceto case study is not 
a conventional planning case, it is built around 
a Community of Practice composed of heteroge-
neous groups of stakeholders (a community of 
farmers, NGOs, local agencies etc) that emerged 
around the shared goal to enhance the biological 
production in a agricultural area in the south of 
Italy (Puglia region, Brindisi province) called 
Torre Guaceto. The main goal of the farmer group 
was to build a repository of best practices to be 
used to inform potential customers about the 
agricultural production and its biological value, 
then hopefully enhancing the sales of the Torre 
Guaceto local products. The main objective for the 
farmers’ group was to increase the profit gained 
from the biological production. On the other hand 
other project partners were more concerned about 
the quality of the product and of the biological 
production in term of environmental protection. 
In particular several local agencies (such as Torre 
Guaceto Park Agency, Liberaterra, Slow Food..
etc) were involved in the project each one to ac-
complish different tasks, such as coordinating 
the activities, enabling the commercialization of 
products, implementing pilot cultivation projects 
etc. In this scenario the planning team was in charge 
of helping the Torre Guaceto community of prac-
tice to build their past and present project history. 
Thereby the tools (Compendium and CoPe_it!) 
have been used both to rebuild and represent the 
past history of the community and to capture and 
represent the new on going activities.

Results of the Experimentation

Torre Guaceto case study has been designed to 
test the integration between CoPe_it! and Com-
pendium. A group of four CoP members has been 
asked to discuss new challenges and open issues 
for the Torre Guaceto community to address in the 
near future. CoPe_it! has been used form the com-
munity members to conduct at distance discussions 

about results and challenges for the new biological 
production. Compendium maps that were used to 
represent organizational networks, face-to-face 
discussions and topic of past meetings have been 
imported in a CoPe_it! workspace to trigger the 
on line discussion. As we can see in Figure 5, 
nodes, pictures and images that were represented 
in Compendium maps (i.e. the representation of 
the organizations involved in the TG project, or 
claims raised from community members in previ-
ous face-to-face meetings) have been imported 
in CoPe_it! workspace and discussed from the 
community members at distance through CoPe_it! 
As Moderators of the on-line community we have 
also assisted farmers to directly engage in the use 
of the tool. After that an evaluation questionnaire 
has been distributed to the participants in order 
to test CoPe_it! perceived usefulness and ease of 
use. Moreover general question on the tool has 
been made like: What would you use this tool for 
in your organization? What did you like dislike? 
How would you improve it?

Reactions have been favorable but they also 
show that the agricultural community of Torre 
Guaceto is probably not ready to use ICT tools 
as a mean to discuss and communicate CoP issues. 
As admitted from one of the participants they 
“prefer personal interaction and communication 
out of any structured protocol”. Torre Guaceto is 
a small community of farmers which is used to 
work and discuss face-to-face. Moreover they are 
almost all from the same geographical area 
thereby they do not really need at-distance com-
munication. These can be some of the reasons 
why the users claimed that they would “rather use 
the tool for sharing and exchanging data and in-
formation more than for discussing or taking 
decisions”. One of the users suggested that a good 
way to enhance the on-line interaction perfor-
mances can be involving the younger agricultur-
ists, or the child of the farmers, in the testing and 
use of the tools. In any case all users agreed that 
virtual interaction could not be the only available 
communication way within the community. In 
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fact as suggested from one of the farmer, “in the 
agricultural field a handshake and a eyes look are 
always the best way to communicate”.

On the other hand evaluation results showed 
one big potential in using the tools as experiences 
repository, a hybrid environment where CoP 
members can collect and interchange documents 
of common interest, a place where they can share 
best practices and experiences. Instead of opening 

up the use of these technologies to the all CoP 
members, the farmers rather envisaged an asyn-
chronous use of the tool which involves just the 
key actors, such as representative of the groups of 
interest and representatives of the local agencies.

However questionnaire results show that in-
volved users appreciated the possibility to take 
trace and reconstruct the path of events, documents 
and claims raised within the group. They consider 

Figure 5. CoPe_it! workspace for on-line discussion in TG community
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that this possibility, which is made available by the 
combined use of CoPe_it! and Compendium, help 
to understand the different positions expressed 
by the stakeholders and also the changing posi-
tions and the evolution of relationship inside the 
community. Users suggested using the tools to 
understand the results of the interaction process 
within the CoP and also between the group of 
farmer and the enlarged community.

CONCLUSION

In this chapter we showed the results of the 
project of integration between Compendium and 
CoPe_it! with the main aim in mind to enable a 
transparent and quasi-automatic integration of 
information and knowledge between hybrid col-
laborative environments (on-line and off-line). 
Results of the implementation show that the 
technical integration was successful, but some 
cultural boundaries make still difficult to exploit 
the use of these groupware technologies to their 
full potential. In fact, in the described case study 
we tested Compendium and CoPe_it with a com-
munity of farmers that, supported by a planning 
team, have engaged directly in the use of the tools. 
Results of the evaluation show that, despite some 
interaction problems, the users recognized two 
main potential uses of the tools:

1.  Compendium and CoPe_it! as experiences 
repositories of the Community of Practice;

2.  Compendium and CoPe_it! as environments 
to monitor and reconstruct CoP members 
positions and interaction dynamics when 
performing collaborative works.

These advantages are made available by the 
integration project for interactions which happen 
both within virtual and traditional collaborative 
environments. The described integration allows 
to represent knowledge with a similar visual lan-

guage and to make knowledge easily reusable in 
both collaborative environments.

Moreover the case study results show that the 
integration between Compendium and CoPe_it! 
supports environmental planning practices with 
effective tools to collect and manage knowledge 
about deliberation and then to communicate 
them to the community. The integration between 
Compendium and CoPe_it! shows how delibera-
tion can be enlarged to a wider community on the 
web by coupling on-line and off-line consultation 
into a unique process of knowledge exchange and 
production. This unique process needs to handle 
and integrate knowledge coming from different 
collaborative environments (virtual and tradi-
tional), thus leveraging CoP to a truly collaborative 
environment with no communication boundaries. 
This is the environment in which HCoP perform. 
HCoP are an emerging kind of CoP where users 
are no longer constrained to a particular com-
munication environment may it be virtual or real. 
HCoP is a novel approach to CoP providing users 
with diverse environments for collaboration in 
knowledge works. In this perspective, we have 
proposed the integration of Compendium and 
CoPe_it! as an example of an integration platform 
to perform virtual and traditional interactions in a 
unique hybrid collaboration environment.
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Chapter  6.19

ABSTRACT

Knowledge management is a fundamental capa-
bility in today’s evolving markets. Management 
needs to understand which organizational pro-
cesses are necessary to trigger each of the stages 
in knowledge development. The objective of this 
study is to outline the main concepts and stages in 
the process of knowledge development in organi-
zations and the organizational activities that have 
a positive influence on those stages. A conceptual 
framework is proposed which combines the model 
of knowledge development proposed by Nonaka 
(1994) with the concepts of exploration and ex-

ploitation initially described by March (1991). 
Information systems are seen to play a fundamental 
role in supporting this process, especially in activi-
ties related to exploitation capability.

INTRODUCTION

The first step in knowledge management is to 
understand the process of creating and developing 
the knowledge assets which play such an important 
role in the economy today. Comprehension of the 
process will make it possible to determine exactly 
which organizational activities and capabilities 
are involved. These activities and capabilities will 
lead to the competitive success of the organiza-
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tion through the continuous development of new 
knowledge, which can ultimately be applied to, 
and make itself apparent in, innovations.

The aim of this research is to go a step further in this 
direction. The Knowledge-Based View (or KBV) 
is taken as a starting point, but with the addition 
of concepts and lessons from the perspective of 
Organizational Learning (or OL), because the two 
views can be considered to be closely related, as 
described in the next section. The intention of this 
research is to take a closer look at the concepts 
of exploration and exploitation, which still stir 
controversy about their real meaning. Here, it 
is claimed that these are two capabilities which 
together will enable organizational knowledge to 
develop. An analysis to determine which processes 
activate these capabilities will make it possible to 
associate them with different phases of one of the 
most popular models of knowledge creation—that 
proposed by Nonaka (1994).

The main goal of this paper is to examine the 
activities and phases involved in the development 
of organizational knowledge, with special atten-
tion paid to determining which organizational 
activities make up this process. This conceptual 
analysis can then be used to draw conclusions 
about the organizational capabilities and activi-
ties that must be fostered by managers to develop 
knowledge.

After this introduction, the paper continues 
with a description of those ideas from the KBV 
literature that the authors consider to be most 
relevant to the present analysis. It also deals with 
some concepts that were initially put forward in 
the OL perspective. These two approaches claim 
that the capability to enable knowledge and orga-
nizational learning to evolve has become the most 
important capability for organizations. The main 
body of the paper begins with an analysis of the 
meanings of the concepts of exploration and ex-
ploitation, with brief comments on the controversy 
in the literature regarding their meanings. The 
knowledge creation model proposed by Nonaka 

(1994) is then described in detail, but as a model 
divided into several phases. Later, the concepts of 
exploration and exploitation are associated with 
the different phases of the knowledge creation 
process. The discussion concludes with a compre-
hensive description of the organizational processes 
that are involved in both the exploration and the 
exploitation of knowledge. These organizational 
processes are the ones that will enable knowledge 
to develop. In the fourth section, some future lines 
of research are proposed, and the conclusions that 
have been drawn are discussed.

BACKGROUND

The importance of the creation, exploitation, 
and transfer of knowledge has been emphasized 
to the point where it now constitutes a body of 
theory in its own right, i.e., the KBV (Grant, 
1996a, b; Nonaka, 1994; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 
1995; Spender, 1996a, b). The KBV considers 
knowledge to be the most important strategic 
asset within an enterprise (Grant, 1996b; Quinn, 
1992). Companies are increasingly investing in 
knowledge management systems to develop and 
exploit it (Sarvary, 1999). There are various clas-
sifications of knowledge management strategies 
(Choi, Poon, & Davis, 2008). The first of these 
categorizes strategies according to their focus. 
On the one hand, tacit-oriented strategies involve 
a personalized approach in which socialization 
processes are encouraged through individual 
contact and communication among organization 
members (Zack, 1999). On the other hand, an 
explicit-oriented strategy refers to the codification 
and reuse of organizational knowledge (Hansen, 
Nohria, & Tierney, 1999). This latter type of strat-
egy is concerned mainly with the development 
and application of new information technologies 
to capture, store, and distribute the organiza-
tion’s explicit knowledge (Zack, 1999). The two 
strategies are based on the difference between the 
explicit and tacit dimensions of knowledge, which 
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is explained below. The need for organizations to 
obtain a balance between the two types of strategy 
has been stressed in several studies (Choi & Lee, 
2003; Choi, Poon, & Davis, 2008). Integrating the 
two approaches should lead to higher performance. 
In this paper, these two strategies are linked with 
the entire process of knowledge development, 
and as will become apparent, activities included 
in both kinds of strategy are necessary to obtain 
new knowledge. Therefore, this study agrees with 
the line of research that advocates complementary 
use of both strategies.

Claycomb, Dröge, and Germain (2001) identify 
five characteristics that distinguish knowledge 
from tangible resources: it is not easily divisible, 
it is not easily appropriable, it is not inherently 
scarce, it is essentially regenerative, and its value 
can increase with use. These distinguishing fea-
tures of knowledge explain why it contains many 
of the requisites for being a strategic asset, includ-
ing specificity, difficulty of transfer, difficulty of 
codification, high complexity (Kogut & Zander, 
1992), and dependence on the history of the com-
pany (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990). Thus, according 
to this approach (Grant, 1996a, b; Nonaka, 1994; 
Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1996; Spender, 1996), the 
reasons for the heterogeneity of companies and 
the dynamic sources of competitiveness are to be 
found in knowledge and learning as essential in-
tangible assets. Furthermore, the enterprise is seen 
as a single base where organizational knowledge 
can be developed.

To clarify the concept of knowledge, several 
authors have taken ideas and classifications from 
other branches of science. In the epistemological 
dimension of knowledge, a distinction has tradi-
tionally been made between explicit, or formal, 
knowledge and tacit knowledge (Polanyi, 1958; 
Winter, 1987). The importance of tacit knowledge 
(Polanyi, 1962) provides the foundation for later 
prominent studies, such as those by Nelson and 
Winter (1982) and Nonaka (1994). In an attempt 
to clarify the difference between tacit and explicit 
knowledge, Spender (1996b) speaks of explicit 

knowledge as knowing, theoretical knowledge, 
knowing what or knowledge of or about, in con-
trast to tacit knowledge, described as know-how, 
knowledge in a practical sense, knowing how to 
do, or knowledge of acquaintance. Grant (1996b) 
also clearly associates “knowing how” with tacit 
knowledge and “knowing about” with explicit 
knowledge.

Different classifications of knowledge have 
been produced by combining this epistemologi-
cal dimension with the ontological dimension. 
Thus, Spender (1996a, b) obtains four differ-
ent types of knowledge using the categories of 
explicit, implicit (tacit), individual, and social. 
Conscious knowledge is that which is explicit 
and individual; combining individual and implicit 
knowledge results in automatic knowledge; the 
explicit knowledge category combined with the 
social level gives us objective knowledge, and 
lastly, collective knowledge is the term used to 
describe knowledge which is implicit and social. 
For the enterprise, the most important of these 
four types will be the collective type (Spender, 
1996a, b), because the fact of its being embedded 
in the organization will make it more difficult to 
imitate and strategically the most important, and 
it will lead to gaining what are known as Penrose 
rents (Spender, 1995). Nevertheless, the four types 
of knowledge, as well as the interactions among 
them, will all exist within the enterprise. These 
interactions are precisely what will help the col-
lective knowledge to grow. The company is no 
longer seen as a set of resources (Spender, 1996a), 
but instead as a community of practice (Brown & 
Duguid, 1991; Lave & Wenger, 1991) in which 
this collective knowledge is embedded. This last 
level is the most interesting because, in line with 
Grant (1996b), the main role of the enterprise is 
considered to be the integration of knowledge.

Nonaka and Takeuchi’s (1995) model furthers 
our understanding of how the individual level can 
facilitate the growth of collective knowledge. It 
does so by taking as its foundation the different 
combinations of knowledge conversion that are 
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possible if we consider the features of explicit and 
tacit knowledge. The ideas posed by these authors 
and by Spender (1996b) are therefore similar, be-
cause the interaction between the different types of 
knowledge is what fosters their development. This 
distinction between explicit and tacit knowledge is 
therefore the main characteristic that has opened 
up the way to the creation of different models to 
explain how knowledge develops.

In their overview survey and as one of the paths 
to be followed to examine the KBV in greater depth 
and endow it with more meaning, Eisenhardt and 
Santos (2002) highlight the importance of focusing 
more on the process of knowing and not so much 
on knowledge itself. The dynamic conditions of 
the market make the ability to integrate or ap-
ply new knowledge, rather than just possessing 
it, the capability that can provide competitive 
advantages (Eisenhardt & Santos, 2002). In a 
Schumpeterian world, these advantages will be 
temporary, but achieving successive temporary 
competitive advantages will make it possible to 
reach higher performance. Organizations need to 
handle increasing complexity and high-velocity 

change in today’s environments to compete and 
even to survive (McGrath, 2001).

This discussion refers to the capability to create 
knowledge. This capability will rest on the skill 
that the organization has to develop processes for 
creating, storing, distributing, and interpreting 
knowledge, as well as on the progress made in 
building systems for gathering information and 
the skills needed to transform it into knowledge 
that is valuable for the organization. Knowledge 
management skills and R&D together make up 
the infrastructure that is needed to carry out 
these processes so that new knowledge can be 
generated. The capacity for managing this infra-
structure is embedded within certain routines and 
organizational processes that constitute internal 
mechanisms of knowledge transmission, as well 
as in elements to facilitate the wide-ranging and 
effective application of the knowledge that already 
exists in the organization.

This approach, which stresses the importance 
of the process of knowing, over and above the pos-
session of knowledge as a resource, is linked with 
the OL perspective. OL is part of the foundation 
that supports the thinking of the KBV (Eisenhardt 

Figure 1. Combination of two approaches (Source: Developed by authors)
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& Santos, 2002); at first it was studied at the 
individual level, but was later conceptualized on 
the social level as a key process in adapting the 
organization to the environment (Argote, 1999).

By considering them from a constructivist 
perspective, KBV and OL are brought closer to-
gether by the emphasis that is placed on the social 
construction of learning and knowledge. In this 
research, KBV and OL concepts will be addressed 
from this perspective because this study focuses 
more on the process of knowledge creation than 
on knowledge as a resource, as we show in Figure 
1. Here, dynamic capabilities are understood to be 
those that enable the enterprise to integrate and 
reconfigure internal and external competencies to 
guide, and hence cope with, rapid changes in the 
environment (Teece, Pisano, & Schuen, 1997). 
Therefore, the development of organizational 
knowledge is, or can be, a dynamic capability 
that enables continuous organizational learning 
and favors the development of knowledge assets 
(Tsoukas & Mynolopoulos, 2004).

Two of the concepts proposed in the OL per-
spective are exploitation and exploration. Strate-
gic decisions are closely related to the choice of 
how much to invest in different activities, and 
each of these approaches—exploration and ex-
ploitation—may require different resources, 
processes, skills, and even organizational struc-
tures. In his seminal paper, March (1991) suggests 
that exploration is the activity related to searching, 
experimenting with new alternatives, and taking 
risks, whereas exploitation refers to refining, ef-
ficiency, implementation, and selection. The 
change that is proposed from the OL perspective 
is the need to strike a balance between the two 
activities (Bontis, Crossan, & Hulland, 2002), 
rather than forcing the organization to choose to 
channel more resources towards one activity or 
the other.

On the basis of this review, the next section 
will explain what is understood by exploration 
and exploitation. A more thorough analysis will 
be performed of one of the knowledge creation 

models that has exerted a strong influence in the 
literature, associating it specifically in this case 
with the terms exploration and exploitation. Un-
derstanding the processes that are implicit in the 
two concepts will help determine which activities 
can help management foster the development of 
organizational knowledge. Particular attention 
will also be given to the importance of informa-
tion technologies, especially in one of the phases 
of the process.

EXPLORATION AND EXPLOITATION 
AND THE ORGANIZATIONAL 
PROCESSES THAT ACTIVATE THEM

Issues, Controversies, Problems

The Meaning of Exploration 
and Exploitation

Although the terms exploration and exploitation 
have been widely used in the literature on strategy, 
they are not always given the same meaning. The 
question of what each of them really represents 
remains unanswered (Gupta, Smith, & Shalley, 
2006). There is a fair degree of agreement about 
the term exploration, as referring to the pursuit 
and acquisition of new knowledge, but this is not 
the case with exploitation, and this has been one 
of the main issues needing resolution ever since 
March (1991) used both of these terms in relation 
to organizational learning. The main discussion 
is about whether or not new knowledge can be 
considered to be produced in exploitation, and 
therefore about whether or not exploitation can 
be seen as a dynamic capability. However, confu-
sion also arises as a result of applying the terms 
on different conceptual levels: at the capabilities 
level, the results level, or as an adjective applied 
to other activities (e.g., alliances, innovation).

This research starts from the idea that the 
two concepts are part of the dynamic capabilities 
construct. Many studies that use the two concepts 
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corroborate the hypothesis that learning and acqui-
sition or generation of new knowledge take place 
in both exploration and exploitation. These same 
studies also distinguish between these concepts on 
the basis of whether or not that learning follows the 
same technological trajectory that the enterprise 
is already using. In the present case, as in Gupta, 
Smith, and Shalley (2006), the starting point is 
the idea that both concepts entail learning, a no-
tion which is in full agreement with the logic of 
March’s (1991) definition. This author argues that 
organizational learning requires both exploration 
of new paths and exploitation of what has already 
been learned (March, 1991). From the moment 
organizational learning is considered to be made 
up of the two concepts together, both of them are 
then considered to involve a certain degree of 
learning. Moreover, even when the company is 
doing nothing more than replicating past actions, 
some new learning and knowledge are produced, 
albeit in only an incremental manner, and even 
though they serve only to reduce variability in 
the performance of actions that the organiza-
tion already performs (Gupta, Smith, & Shalley, 
2006). Repetition through routines reduces the 
time needed to carry out a given activity, but it 
also increases reliability in the performance of the 
activity, because variability in its implementation 
is reduced (Benner & Tushman, 2002; Levinthal & 
March, 1993; March, 1991). Thus, the distinction 
between exploration and exploitation does not lie 
in whether or not new learning is produced, but 
rather in what type of knowledge or learning is 
generated. Any other way of looking at it would 
fail to analyze many activities related to replica-
tion as new learning—something that does not 
make sense because in social systems there is no 
such thing as perfect replication without some 
variation in the learning taking place.

As in March (1991), exploration is therefore 
defined as experimentation with new alternatives, 
and exploitation is the refinement and extension of 
existing competencies, paradigms, and technolo-
gies. It must also be made clear that both concepts 

entail new knowledge and learning, and that the 
difference between them lies in the type of knowl-
edge and the extent to which it is produced. In this 
regard, Helfat and Raubitschek (2000) propose 
two systems of learning which they associate with 
March’s (1991) distinction between exploration 
and exploitation. They also distinguish the system 
that they call step functional learning from the 
incremental learning system, the difference be-
ing that the former entails fundamental changes. 
Whereas exploration is related to a higher degree 
of novelty because it has to do with the genera-
tion of new ideas, exploitation reflects the ability 
to incorporate knowledge into the operations of 
the enterprise, which means that the knowledge 
is internalized so that it can be used (Lyles & 
Schwenk, 1992; Van den Bosch, Volberda, & de 
Boer, 1999; Tiemessen et al., 1997).

It is therefore here proposed that the term 
exploitation should be used to mean a kind of 
dynamic capability, because together with explora-
tion, it will generate the organizational knowledge 
creation process. From the moment organizational 
knowledge is considered to be made up of the 
two processes together, both are then considered 
to be kinds of dynamic capability. The concept is 
made clearer by distinguishing between simply 
exploiting the capabilities that the organization 
already has and exploiting the knowledge that 
has just been created. In this work, exploitation is 
understood in this latter sense, in line with Nonaka 
(1994), who considers the process of generating 
knowledge as a continuum on which the newly 
created concepts must crystallize and become 
internalized for use to complete the process of 
knowledge generation. Some studies understand 
exploitation as referring only to organizational 
routines that enable different organizational pro-
cesses to be carried out, but the definition used here 
will omit this sense because the authors consider 
it to refer to certain functional or coordinating 
capabilities and not to exploitation in the sense of 
refinement and incorporation of new knowledge. 
This conceptual sense also implies that explora-
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tion and exploitation should be considered as two 
complementary concepts which can occur at the 
same time inside the organization, in spite of the 
contradictory processes driving them.

The idea that both concepts imply learning and 
development of new knowledge is underlined in 
the definitions of dynamic capabilities that are pro-
posed in the Competence-Based Approach (CBA). 
Zollo and Winter (2002) claim that dynamic 
capabilities emerge and evolve when enterprises 
are capable of adopting a set of processes related 
to both cognitive and behavioral aspects, and this 
then favors the development of knowledge in a 
cycle in which exploration and exploitation follow 
each other. Dynamic capabilities are based on the 
exploitation of current resources, on technologies 
to improve efficiency, and on the generation of 
new possibilities through exploration (Benner 
& Tushman, 2002; March, 1991; Rosenkopf & 
Nerkar, 2001; Teece, Pisano, & Shuen, 1997). Both 
exploration and exploitation, therefore, should be 
classified as dynamic capabilities because these 
capabilities are based on both exploration and 
exploitation activities (Benner & Tushman, 2003).

Process of Knowledge Creation

Nonaka (1994) does not speak in terms of the ten-
sion that exists between exploration and exploita-
tion, but he does mention both in his explanation 
of knowledge creation. In this process, different 
contexts can be distinguished: acquisition, gen-
eration, exploitation, and the accumulation of 
knowledge. Focusing on the analysis of what this 
process of knowledge creation is—as described in 
Nonaka (1994) —will help define the mechanisms 
in the organization that make it possible to carry 
out exploration and exploitation. This paper is a 
valuable contribution as a meeting place between 
the OL and the KBV literature and can serve as a 
foundation for a line of reasoning that will make 
it possible to distinguish between exploration and 
exploitation. The holistic and integrative approach 
of Nonaka’s (1994) papers, together with some 

of the ideas proposed in the works of Bontis, 
Crossan, and their colleagues (Bontis, Crossan, & 
Hulland, 2002; Crossan, Lane & White, 1999), will 
serve as the basis for the model to be developed 
here. There is no intention to confirm Nonaka’s 
model by itself, but rather to use it as a basis for 
theoretical development.

The spiral model of organizational knowledge 
creation proposed by Nonaka (1994) is based 
on a joint treatment of the epistemological and 
ontological dimensions. While the former distin-
guishes between tacit and explicit knowledge, the 
latter refers to the level of analysis (individual, 
group, organizational or inter-organizational) in 
the creation of organizational knowledge.

The characterization of knowledge on the first 
dimension, tacit versus explicit, is based on the 
premises stated by Polanyi (1966), who defined 
explicit knowledge as that which, when codified, 
is transmissible by a formal, systematic language, 
whereas tacit knowledge, which the literature has 
analyzed as more important, is based on action and 
experimentation and is difficult to formalize and 
communicate. This second type of knowledge has 
both cognitive and technical elements (Nonaka, 
1994) and therefore includes the paradigms and 
beliefs that enable individuals to form their own 
vision of the world and also the know-how and 
skills that can be applied to certain contexts. The 
distinction between tacit and explicit is similar 
to the division of knowledge into procedural and 
declarative types (Anderson, 1983).

The transformation or growth of already-
existing knowledge into new knowledge takes 
place through interaction among the four different 
types of conversion at the ontological level. This 
produces an expansion of the process into a kind 
of spiral of knowledge through social interaction 
among the individuals in the organization. Al-
though each mode of conversion entails knowledge 
creation on its own, only the convergence of the 
four at the same time gives rise to organizational 
knowledge creation. The modes of conversion 
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reflect the transformation of knowledge, taking 
into account its nature as either tacit or explicit.

First, the conversion of tacit knowledge among 
individuals in the organization, through the in-
teractions that take place among them, is called 
socialization. The experience shared by members 
of the organization and the interaction that occurs 
among them enable them to acquire knowledge 
without having to do so explicitly. The author 
cites, as an example of this mode of conversion, 
what happens with the traditional apprentice in 
a trade who learns from his mentors or masters 
by watching and imitating. In contrast, the mode 
of conversion called externalization requires 
language to make explicit the tacit knowledge 
possessed by individuals. Nonaka (1994) claims 
that the use of mechanisms such as metaphors, 
analogies, and dialogues favors this mode of 
conversion. These mechanisms are necessary 
because of the difficulties involved in making tacit 
knowledge explicit, because it is a personal kind 
of knowledge based on one’s own way of seeing 
the world and on action-based know-how. These 
two modes of knowledge conversion (socialization 
and externalization) are linked mainly with the 
transformation of explicit knowledge and therefore 
with tacit-knowledge-oriented strategies, as it is 
shown in Figure 2.

As for the other two modes of knowledge 
creation, so-called combination involves conver-
sion within the explicit dimension, while inter-

nalization entails the transformation of explicit 
into tacit knowledge. Combination is performed 
by reconfiguring different bodies of explicit 
knowledge through the use of computer systems 
or other social processes that are traditionally 
studied in the literature on information systems. 
Documenting existing knowledge will make it 
easier for the concepts that are developed to be 
condensed in a more concrete form (Nonaka, 
1994: 20). Internalization refers to a traditional 
learning concept, because it requires the interior-
ization of explicit knowledge, thus turning it into 
tacit knowledge. This is why action and experi-
mentation are important for this mode of conver-
sion to take place. Here the explicit dimension is 
more important, and this is then linked with ex-
plicit-oriented strategies.

The distinction between the two environments 
is interesting for the present line of reasoning.

In the next section, the modes of socialization 
and externalization will first be discussed in rela-
tion to the overall process by which knowledge is 
generated within the organization (Nonaka, 1994). 
The modes of combination and internalization will 
then be discussed, also in relation to this process. 
This will make it possible to associate the various 
phases of the knowledge creation process with 
the concepts of exploration and exploitation and 
also to determine the processes and organizational 
activities that activate each.

Figure 2. Four modes of knowledge conversion (Source: Developed by authors, based on Nonaka, 1994)
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SOLUTIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS: THE 
KNOWLEDGE CREATION 
PROCESS AND ITS RELATION TO 
EXPLORATION AND EXPLOITATION

Associating the Concepts of 
Exploration and Exploitation 
with the Various Phases of the 
Knowledge Creation Process

To propose a conceptual framework that helps to 
identify the processes that activate exploration and 
exploitation in each case, it is important to consider 
that the socialization and externalization modes of 
conversion, in particular, require fluent interaction 
among the individuals in an organization. In this 
context, the mechanisms associated with shared 
experience, dialogue, and organizational culture 
will play a key role. Although no specific line of 
research in organizational theory has specifically 
addressed the case of externalization, according 
to Nonaka (1994) the topic of socialization has 
traditionally been dealt with by the literature 
associated with organizational culture. In the 
authors’ opinion, organizational capabilities as-
sociated with mechanisms that facilitate dialogue 
and fluent interaction will favor both types of 
conversion. The idea that a flatter, nonhierarchi-
cal organizational environment working through 
self-organizing teams fosters the socialization 
and externalization modes is also in line with the 
authors’ views.

Taking these concepts as his starting point, 
Nonaka (1994) develops the process in which 
knowledge is generated within the organization, 
a process which involves combining the modes of 
knowledge conversion and expanding them from 
individual knowledge to organizational knowl-
edge. Individual tacit knowledge is expanded in 
this process thanks to the variety of individual 
experience, which gives rise to an increase in the 
amount of tacit knowledge that is obtained over 
time. This knowledge is enlarged and articulated 

by the social interaction that takes place among 
members of the organization. Here, teams can also 
play a decisive role in endowing the organization 
with the degree of flexibility it needs to create new 
ideas, problems, and solutions. The self-organizing 
group enables a buildup of mutual trust among 
its members, and this facilitates the creation of a 
shared perspective and creative dialogue.

The author discusses self-organizing teams 
because they enable the creation of a more 
richly linked common knowledge base where 
new ideas flow through the interaction among 
their members. Nevertheless, this idea can also 
be applied to all members of the organization. In 
other words, although it is true that work teams 
(Nonaka, 1994) can work more autonomously, 
with a shared vision that is closer than the one 
they may have with other members of the orga-
nization, and with a common goal of creating 
knowledge, this idea can also be expanded to 
include the other members of the organization. 
Working in teams in a flat structure and sharing 
a culture focused on learning and innovation can 
favor the processes of socialization and external-
ization more strongly than would be the case in an 
organization that is hierarchically and functionally 
organized. Furthermore, Nonaka (1994) also refers 
to this idea of extending knowledge creation to 
all members of the organization when he states 
that the interactions between tacit knowledge and 
explicit knowledge will tend to become larger in 
scale and faster in speed as more actors in and 
around the organization become involved. For the 
organization to be able to create a new concept, 
the process of externalization must take place to 
convert the tacit knowledge of the group members 
into explicit concepts. Socialization must also be 
performed by sharing the mental models among 
the members of the group. This will enable the 
process of conceptualization, or articulation of 
concepts, to be carried out.

The modes of internalization and combination 
will now be discussed. The process of internal-
ization is essential for crystallization, that is, for 
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turning the new concepts that have been created 
into a real application, such as a new product 
or system in the enterprise (Nonaka, 1994). 
Furthermore, it is clear that the main element 
involved in this process is combination, because 
when transforming an idea into a real application, 
documenting and articulating the knowledge will 
make it easier to implement and apply, as pointed 
out by Nonaka himself when defining combina-
tion. The process of crystallization also typically 
requires the involvement of several organizational 
departments and functions to put the idea into 
practice. To do this, there must be redundancy of 
information (Nonaka, 1994: 20), because this will 
enable any member of the organization with access 
to the information and knowledge to use it in his 
or her field or specialty. However, combination 
does not refer only to the knowledge that is needed 
at any given time, but also to having easy access 
to more extensive information that will enable 
more connections among different concepts and 
therefore will accelerate crystallization. Crystal-
lization is the next step after conceptualization in 
the process of organizational knowledge creation, 
although the process is circular, with no definite 
start or end point. Nevertheless, for the process 
of knowledge creation to continue, there has to 
be a convergence and a proof that the knowledge 
that has been created is in fact useful and neces-
sary. This process is what Nonaka (1994) calls 
justification of the quality of knowledge, and it 
must be achieved by integrating the concept into 
the enterprise’s knowledge base (knowledge 
network), thus giving rise to a reorganization of 
existing knowledge.

The transformation required to produce crystal-
lization occurs when various departments in the 
enterprise confirm the possibility of implementing 
and applying the concept that has been created. 
Therefore, if the two forms of knowledge conver-
sion that are mainly involved in this part of the 
process, i.e., combination and internalization, are 
considered together, the organizational capabilities 
involved will be those related to mechanisms for 

internally evaluating and applying knowledge, its 
integration within the enterprise, and the actions 
that drive individual development and learning 
in organization members.

Analysis of socialization and externalization, 
on the one hand, and internalization and combina-
tion, on the other, also follows the logic of distin-
guishing between different contexts in the process 
of knowledge creation. Each of these contexts, here 
called acquisition, generation, exploitation, and 
accumulation, has its own requirements (Nonaka, 
1994). This makes it possible to establish the 
parallelism shown in Figure 3.

The socialization and externalization modes, 
which are involved mainly in the conceptualiza-
tion phases, will be active in the acquisition and 
generation contexts because conceptualization 
entails the creation of a new concept or idea, that 
is, new knowledge. However, the internalization 
and combination modes, which are more involved 
in the crystallization phase, enable this new 
knowledge to be applied, that is, implemented. 
The new knowledge is therefore related to the 
contexts of implementation, exploitation, and 
accumulation.

The conceptual proposition to be presented 
here will be based on these distinctions, consid-
ering that the capabilities needed to carry out 
socialization and externalization processes will 
reflect knowledge exploration, while knowledge 
exploitation will be represented by capabilities 
that can activate internalization and combina-
tion modes. Even though Nonaka (1994) makes 
no specific reference to the distinction between 
exploration and exploitation, he in fact refers to it 
when he speaks of the various contexts of knowl-
edge creation. Furthermore, in the process that he 
proposes for creating organizational knowledge, 
these two concepts are clearly reflected, either 
through the creation of a new concept, in the case 
of exploration, or through putting it into practice, 
in the case of exploitation.

Therefore, on the one hand, exploitation entails 
mainly the use of explicit knowledge bases and 
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their combination and internalization (Figure 3) 
(Nonaka, 1994). On the other hand, exploration 
entails the use of tacit knowledge bases so that 
new concepts are developed by socializing and 
externalizing them (Figure 3). This will make it 
possible to deal with new trends that are latent in 
the environment by creating innovative technolo-
gies and gaining access to new markets (Lubatkin 
et al., 2006).

Although the concepts presented here are 
based on this line of reasoning and the various 
measures that have been proposed in the literature 
for the concepts of exploration and exploitation, 
the intention of this study is to approach this 
conceptualization from a different angle. The 
conceptual proposition presented here associates 
the capabilities for exploration and exploitation 
with those dynamic capabilities which are ca-
pable of producing a constant evolution within 
the organization, thus generating innovations and 
encouraging both the development of existing 
capabilities and the creation of new capabilities.

Processes that Make Up 
Exploration and Exploitation

It has already been said that exploration and 
exploitation capabilities can activate both parts 
of a process aimed at generating knowledge 
within the enterprise. More specifically, explora-
tion refers to the use of mainly tacit knowledge 
bases by members of the organization, so that if 
this knowledge is socialized and externalized, 
new ideas and trajectories can be developed and 
conceptualized, thereby enabling the enterprise 
to address new trends in the market. However, 
in exploitation, mainly explicit knowledge is 
combined and internalized, so that the new idea 
that has been created can crystallize and be in-
corporated into the functioning of the enterprise, 
thereby making it possible to develop existing 
trajectories further.

Exploration capabilities therefore reflect the 
skill of the organization in enabling a fluent inter-
action among its members through shared experi-
ence, dialogue, and the organizational culture. This 
skill will determine whether or not it is possible 
to perform socialization (in which mental models 

Figure 3. Parallelism between the different modes of knowledge conversion and the different phases of 
knowledge creation related to exploration and exploitation. (Source: Developed by authors, based on 
Nonaka, 1994)
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are shared among individuals) and externalization 
to turn the tacit knowledge of group members into 
explicit concepts. The conceptualization of new 
knowledge cannot be understood without taking 
into account both processes (Nonaka, 1994). Ex-
ploitation capabilities, on the other hand, consist 
of those processes that enable the reconfigura-
tion of different bodies of knowledge to favor 
combination, and of those that favor individuals’ 
interiorization of the knowledge that has been 
developed, in other words, its internalization. 
Both of these sets of processes will trigger the 
crystallization of knowledge (Nonaka, 1994).

These capabilities are embedded in organi-
zational processes and must be seen in terms 
of structures and managerial processes (Teece, 
Pisano, & Shuen, 1997). The processes that make 
up exploration and exploitation are what is under-
stood here as facilitators, that is, processes that 
form and activate these capabilities.

EXPLORATION

In the case of exploration capabilities, a review 
of the literature shows that the factors that are 
capable of activating these processes are related 
to leadership’s commitment to favoring an atmo-
sphere of innovation, change, and learning, with 
an organizational culture which facilitates these 
activities. They are also linked to mechanisms of 
combination among organization members which 
encourage participation and flexibility within the 
organization. Exploration requires enough internal 
variety so that people can propose many alterna-
tives and search for new ideas and approaches 
(McGrath, 2001). The factors that activate the 
processes making up these exploration capabili-
ties are precisely those that are related to shared 
experience and dialogue (Nonaka, 1994). The pa-
pers of Nonaka (1994), Crossan, Lane, and White 
(1999), Bontis, Crossan, and Hulland (2002), and 
Zollo and Winter (2002) are especially useful for 
defining the processes that make up exploration.

The first facilitators discussed here reflect the 
essential role played by management in generating 
an atmosphere which encourages individuals in the 
organization to share experiences (Nonaka, 1994). 
The importance of management staff as catalysts 
and drivers of knowledge creation is confirmed 
by the literature (de Boer, van den Bosch, & Vol-
berda, 1999; Grant, 1996a, b; Ichijo, von Krogh, 
& Nonaka, 1998; Kusunoki, Nonaka, & Nagata, 
1998; McGrath, 2001; Nonaka, Toyama, & Na-
gata, 2000), which acknowledges that, essentially, 
organizational knowledge generation cannot take 
place if it does not begin at the individual level, 
and that management must encourage individuals 
to participate. Managers should promote a goal and 
grant supervisory autonomy to working groups in 
their organizations to allow greater latitude and 
heterogeneity, and therefore higher variability, in 
the proposals and ideas which the groups generate 
(McGrath, 2001). Management must promote an 
atmosphere that favors change and learning by 
fostering dialogue, sharing of experience, and a 
creative orientation.

The extent to which this culture of innovation 
and learning is embedded in the organization is 
further enhanced by a second set of facilitators 
that are part of what is called here a culture of 
knowledge creation. The organization must be 
totally oriented towards a way of working and a set 
of values that favor the generation of knowledge. 
The culture thus acts as a catalyst for individual 
activity (Bontis, Crossan, & Hulland, 2002).

Lastly, the third group of factors is part of what 
is called linkage, which reflects the organiza-
tion’s capability to design processes and achieve 
coordination among organization members to 
favor the atmosphere needed to share experiences 
and facilitate dialogue. The relevance of routines 
related to linkage mechanisms has been high-
lighted in a number of studies (Bontis, Crossan, 
& Hulland, 2002; Grant, 1996a, b; Hult, Snow, 
& Kandemir, 2003).

Thus, the three essential components that 
are needed to carry out exploration capabilities 
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have been identified: leadership, culture, and 
processes which foster the creation of an appro-
priate atmosphere for facilitating dialogue and 
sharing experience. Table 1 shows the literature 
that supports each of these components, together 
with the capabilities where each of them appears.

EXPLOITATION

The factors that are capable of activating the 
processes of combination and internalization in-
volved in the exploitation capabilities are related 
to experimentation, “learning by doing,” and pro-
cesses that favor documentation (Nonaka, 1994). A 
literature review revealed three facilitating factors 
related to the integration of knowledge within the 
enterprise, as well as to its evaluation, distribution, 
and application, and to the interiorization of this 
knowledge by individuals. This review included 

Crossan, Lane, and White’s (1999) concept of the 
feedback processes involved in exploitation and 
the concepts of accumulation of experience and 
codification of knowledge as described by Zollo 
and Winter (2002).

The first group of factors reflects the orga-
nizational skills needed to drive the processes 
and resources that are best suited to directing 
the new concepts towards a particular purpose 
in the enterprise and integrating them within the 
organizational strategy. The process of knowledge 
creation is not completed if ideas do not crystallize 
in specific applications within the organization 
(Nonaka, 1994), and to achieve this, resources 
have to be directed towards achieving this goal.

Furthermore, the organization must have suit-
able processes for articulating and documenting 
knowledge (Nonaka, 1994). Redundancy of infor-
mation and easy access to the knowledge that has 
accumulated in the enterprise make it easier for 

Table 1. Factors and specific capabilities making up knowledge exploration and the authors who ana-
lyze each 

Facilitator Specific capabilities that activate it Authors

Knowledge lead-
ership

Rejecting tradition and fostering change 
Fostering initiative 
Promoting self-criticism 
Mobilization of middle management 
Dialogue approach 
Entrepreneurial approach 
Focus on opportunities 
Creative approach 
Goals with supervisory autonomy 
Focus on learning

Nonaka (1994) 
Crossan, Lane, & White (1999) 
Bontis, Crossan, & Hulland (2002) 
Grant (1996a, b) 
Un & Cuervo-Cazurra (2004) 
De Boer, van den Bosch, & Volberda (1999) 
Hult, Snow, & Kandemir (2003) 
Ichijo, von Krogh, & Nonaka (1998) 
McGrath (2001)

Culture of knowl-
edge creation

Group learning 
Stimulating continuous improvement 
Self-responsibility 
Incorporating ideas

Nonaka (1994) 
Crossan, Lane, & White (1999) 
Bontis, Crossan, & Hulland (2002) 
Un & Cuervo-Cazurra (2004) 
De Boer, van den Bosch, & Volberda (1999) 
Bontis, Crossan, & Hulland (2002) 
Hult, Snow, & Kandemir (2003)

Linkage Intelligence incorporated into processes 
Flexibility in processes 
Stimulating dialogue 
Wide range of tasks

Nonaka (1994) 
Crossan, Lane, & White (1999) 
Bontis, Crossan, & Hulland (2002) 
Zollo & Winter (2002): knowledge articulation 
Grant (1996a, b) 
Un & Cuervo-Cazurra (2004) 
Bontis, Crossan, & Hulland (2002) 
Hult, Snow & Kandemir (2003)

Source: Developed by the authors.
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each individual to use the knowledge in a particular 
area. These factors create favorable conditions for 
establishing connections between different con-
cepts, thus enabling knowledge to be combined. 
These skills and organizational processes have 
been included in the second group of factors. This 
is where the company’s information systems can 
play a crucial role. Corporate intranets can act 
as a mechanism for agglomerating and quickly 
updating relevant experience and information. 
Information systems help collect data and informa-
tion from a variety of sources and systematize and 
distribute them so that individuals from different 
functional areas or different fields of knowledge 
can access and use the information. This favors and 
speeds up access to the knowledge accumulated 
by the organization. Nonaka (1994) also refers to 
this when he points out the need for information 
redundancy in the process of knowledge creation. 
Information systems facilitate the creation of an 
abundance of data so that individuals have more 
information than they really need at any given 
time, and therefore they are relevant to promoting 
the development of new knowledge (Camisón et 
al., 2009). Literature on explicit-oriented strate-
gies has contributed mainly to understanding the 
importance of information systems in enabling the 
storage and distribution of the explicit knowledge 
of the organization (Zack, 1999). This is essential 
for applying and articulating the new concepts that 
have been created. This redundancy of informa-
tion enables the members of the organization to 
share more distinct ideas, and moreover, access to 
the new concepts is not limited just to those who 
generated them or to individuals belonging to a 
specific functional area. It is precisely the shar-
ing of different visions and mental models that 
facilitates the development of new knowledge.

The third group of factors is called here inte-
gration of individual learning because it includes 
the creation of conditions suitable for stimulating 
the interiorization of knowledge by individuals in 
the organization. All actions aimed at boosting 
knowledge development and individual learning 

will be necessary if the concepts and ideas gen-
erated within the organization are to be applied 
(Bontis, Crossan, & Hulland, 2002; Hurley & Hult, 
1998; Nonaka, 1994). Unless individuals are able 
to interiorize knowledge, they will not be able to 
apply it to their respective responsibilities. This 
integration completes the sequence of processes 
that is necessary for knowledge exploitation.

Table 2 shows the literature sources used to 
develop each of the facilitating factors.

Specifically, the importance of information 
systems in the case of exploitation has been dis-
cussed here because these systems will make it 
easier to apply and distribute knowledge. Further-
more, the process of knowledge creation requires 
interaction among individuals in the organization, 
as described by Nonaka (1994). New knowledge 
is specific to the context in which it is created; in 
other words, the goal that is reached will depend 
on the individuals, the place, and the space where 
it is created. Nonaka, Toyama, and Nagata (2000) 
call the shared context of cognition and action 
that determines the creation of new knowledge 
“ba.” “Ba” is the shared place where information 
is exchanged, takes on meaning, and, through 
interaction, finally becomes new knowledge. 
However, this idea does not necessarily entail 
interaction within a physical space. The space can 
also be a mental or virtual place (Nonaka, Toya-
ma, & Nagata, 2000: 9). Virtual interaction is 
characterized by different properties from those 
of interaction among individuals in the same 
physical space, and it can be more or less appro-
priate than in-person interaction in certain con-
texts. Nevertheless, what should be emphasized 
here is that virtual interaction can also favor the 
development of new knowledge, more particu-
larly in the exploitation phase. At this point, it is 
also necessary to highlight the importance of 
information and communications systems as a 
vehicle for favoring virtual interaction. In both 
socializing and internalizing knowledge, this type 
of interaction is becoming more important. The 
virtual and collective interactions facilitated by 
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information technologies using online networks 
or shared databases provide a collaborative envi-
ronment which enables information to be ex-
changed easily (Nonaka, Toyama, & Konno, 
2000). Furthermore, simulation programs or writ-
ten handbooks which represent codifications of 
existing knowledge can also be made more read-
ily available thanks to these new technologies. 
Moreover, information which is communicated 
by means of virtual media provides a context that 
favors the internalization of knowledge (Nonaka, 
Toyama, & Konno, 2000).

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The association between exploration and ex-
ploitation capabilities and the different phases 
of the knowledge creation process is a starting 
point for the construction of measurement scales 
that can capture the wide range of organizational 

processes making up exploration and exploita-
tion. It is, however, necessary to be more specific 
about the indicators which serve as the founda-
tion for measuring exploration and exploitation. 
To achieve this, the various measurement scales 
described in the literature should be analyzed. 
There are confusion resulting from the use of dif-
ferent terms means that each author measures his 
or her variables in very different ways. In some 
studies, the concepts of exploration and exploita-
tion have been measured by analyzing them as 
an outcome (e.g., Benner & Tushman, 2003). In 
other cases, they have been measured as inputs, 
but through proxy variables or substitute quanti-
tative measurements such as spending on R&D 
(e.g., Auh & Menguc, 2005). In other research, 
the terms exploration and exploitation are not 
discussed directly, but they are defined and the 
dynamic capabilities measured in a similar way. 
Other authors have focused on the creation of 
an environment that favors dialogue, sharing of 

Table 2. Factors and capabilities making up knowledge exploitation and the authors who analyze each 

Facilitator Specific capabilities that activate it Authors

Knowledge inte-
gration

Integration of financial resources 
Integration of human resources 
Control of R&D&I (research, development, 
and innovation) 
Integration of R&D&I 
Integration with experts 
Analysis of existing processes 
Coordination of processes with knowledge 
development 
Focus on integration

Nonaka (1994) 
Crossan, Lane, & White (1999) 
Bontis, Crossan, & Hulland (2002) 
Zahra & George (2002)

Application and 
Distribution

Group distribution of knowledge 
Written distribution of knowledge 
Technology-based transmission 
Integration and documentation systems 
Assimilation and distribution of suggestions

Nonaka (1994) 
Crossan, Lane, & White (1999) 
Bontis, Crossan, & Hulland (2002) 
Zollo & Winter (2002) 
Grant (1996a) 
Grant (1996b) 
De Boer, van den Bosch, & Volberda (1999) 
Hult, Snow, & Kandemir (2003) 
Zahra & George (2002)

Integration of indi-
vidual learning

Needs assessment 
Development and training 
Fostering competencies through tasks 
Fostering competencies through communica-
tion

Nonaka (1994) 
Crossan, Lane, & White (1999) 
Bontis, Crossan, & Hulland (2002) 
Zollo & Winter (2002) 
Bontis, Crossan, & Hulland (2002) 
Zahra & George (2002)

Source: Developed by the authors.
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experience, and individual learning, which are all 
processes relevant to the concept of exploration 
and exploitation capabilities as developed here 
(e.g. Hult, Snow, & Kandemir, 2003; Hurley & 
Hult, 1998). Although these studies provide only 
a partial view of the capabilities according to the 
concepts developed here, they can also be very 
useful for generating indicators. Bontis, Crossan, 
and Hulland (2002) provide definitions closer to 
those used in this study. Their scales measure vari-
ous flows of learning related to how learning is 
transformed as it moves from the individual level 
up to the organizational level (feedforward) and 
how the learning embedded in the organization 
affects individual behavior (feedback). These 
flows are associated here with exploration and 
exploitation respectively, which means they can 
also be very useful. The measurement of both 
concepts will make it possible to introduce them 
into more complex causal models.

Furthermore, a more complete framework 
requires an analysis, not only of the specific pro-
cesses that make up these capabilities, but also of 
the underlying circumstances that must be fostered 
in the organization to have a positive influence 
on the two capabilities. Raisch and Birkinshaw’s 
(2008) recent review of underlying circumstances, 
outcomes, and moderators of the implementa-
tion of both exploration and exploitation in the 
enterprise provides an analytical framework for 
investigating which underlying circumstances 
can have a positive effect and which ones have 
still not been effectively capitalized upon (taking 
into account the extant literature on the subject). 
Such an analysis will be important for extracting 
lessons of interest to management about how to 
direct and promote the development of organiza-
tional knowledge.

Lastly, this study has highlighted the im-
portance of information and communications 
systems, more particularly in one of the phases 
of knowledge creation. Future research must 
analyze more specifically the role played by these 
information systems in replicating organizational 

knowledge in large enterprises which are divided 
into different operating units. The line of research 
that analyzes explicit-oriented strategies should 
contribute to this task. Investment in this kind of 
system in large enterprises with different locations 
is essential to facilitate transmission of what has 
been learned in one part of the organization to 
the rest of the enterprise. A number of authors 
have analyzed the importance of replication of 
knowledge within organizations (e.g., Jensen & 
Szulanski, 2004; Szulanski & Jensen, 2006; Winter 
& Szulanski, 2001), but there is still a need for 
a more detailed analysis of the key role played 
by information systems in this type of internal 
knowledge transmission.

CONCLUSION

In an environment as complex and dynamic as 
the present, the capability to create knowledge 
becomes essential for competitive success, 
because knowledge is precisely the asset that 
possesses all the properties and characteristics 
needed to be strategic. Knowledge management 
within the enterprise requires an understanding 
of which processes and organizational activities 
are capable of activating the whole process of 
generating and developing knowledge. This is 
why this study has focused on a detailed analysis 
of which processes shape and drive this overall 
process of knowledge generation.

More specifically, this study has analyzed the 
different phases of one of the most widely used 
models of knowledge creation, but with the addi-
tion of a new perspective, associating these phases 
with the concepts of exploration and exploita-
tion. Exploration is defined as the capability that 
enables new concepts to be generated, whereas 
exploitation constitutes the application of these 
concepts. New ideas need to be crystallized in a 
real application within the organization before 
organizational knowledge can be said to have 
evolved. Exploration and exploitation thus become 
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the two necessary and complementary phases of 
the development of organizational knowledge. 
This research has therefore furthered our under-
standing of these two concepts, which still cause 
some confusion in the literature, by taking into 
consideration theoretical contributions from both 
KBV and OL.

All this has provided a deeper comprehension 
of the organizational processes that activate the 
two phases. It has been suggested that exploration 
is activated by the existence of a knowledge lead-
ership, by fostering an appropriate organizational 
culture, and by organizational systems which pro-
vide a high degree of flexibility for the exchange 
of ideas among individuals in the organization. 
Exploitation, on the other hand, is favored by an 
adequate integration of all organizational resources 
to foster the evolution of knowledge, by systems 
that facilitate the application and distribution of 
knowledge, and by an atmosphere which promotes 
interiorization or individual learning. A review of 
the literature made it possible to determine which 
of these capabilities are the most specifically 
involved in each of these processes. All these 
capabilities should be fostered in the enterprise to 
achieve effective knowledge management.

Furthermore, this analysis has shown how 
information and communications systems can be 
essential for the effective exploitation of knowl-
edge. Written handbooks represent a codification 
of knowledge and can be distributed easily with 
the help of new technologies. Access to this 
codified knowledge is important to bring about a 
replication of best practices throughout the whole 
organization. Information systems also provide 
a framework for integrating existing knowledge 
and distributing it easily to a large number of 
individuals in the organization. Ready access to 
this codified knowledge by all the members of 
the organization provides more information than 
is explicitly necessary for the particular activities 
of each individual. This favors the discovery of 
new applications by individuals in functional areas 
other than those where the codified knowledge 

originated. In a similar manner, new technolo-
gies enable virtual and collective interactions and 
provide a collaborative environment in which 
information can be easily exchanged. Such ex-
changes are essential for knowledge creation to 
take place. In enterprises with multiple physical 
locations, the new information and communica-
tions systems play a key role in putting different 
members of the organization virtually in touch 
with one another, thus enabling them to share ideas 
that may ultimately crystallize in new knowledge.

New technologies have proved to be funda-
mental in facilitating the process of generating 
new knowledge as well as the replication of best 
practices within a single organization which con-
sists of different, physically remote spaces. The 
advantages of information and communication 
systems for geographically dispersed companies 
are even clearer than for single-site organizations. 
A repository system provides knowledge storage, 
which in turn facilitates access by all organization 
members to this explicit knowledge. Management 
must therefore bear in mind that investment in 
information systems is essential to favor the de-
velopment of organizational knowledge.

Nevertheless, practitioners should keep in 
mind that the role of information use should not 
be confused with that of knowledge development. 
Knowledge development is an organizational 
capability which entails a complex combination 
of processes, as has been stressed in this study. 
Information management provides a way of 
facilitating knowledge development, but infor-
mation per se is only one resource among many 
in the organization, and only the capability to 
develop new knowledge is a dynamic capability 
which offers superior competitive advantage to 
companies. Knowledge needs to be transformed 
and distributed to provide organizational success.

As this study has shown, managers need to 
address knowledge development through a va-
riety of approaches which reflect a combination 
of tacit-oriented and explicit-oriented strategies. 
First, the transformation of individual knowledge 
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into organizational knowledge requires that man-
agers promote and emphasize communication 
between individuals and groups and the inter-
change of different interpretations and ways of 
doing things. Therefore, managers should strive 
to institutionalize in their organizations practices 
related to sharing information, meetings, shar-
ing conflicting views, and working in groups to 
develop novel ideas.

Second, managers should facilitate access to the 
information and knowledge that the organization 
already has, by codifying it in the form of manuals 
and information systems. They must promote and 
encourage the use of communication and infor-
mation systems because these systems facilitate 
information sharing by all organization members.

Finally, managers must promote internalization 
by organizational members of new ideas and of 
the knowledge generated by fostering individual 
competencies and by promoting development 
and training for their human resources. All these 
actions should work in favor of organizational 
knowledge development, knowledge which in 
turn should be transformed into innovations which 
give competitive advantage to their companies.

This study leads therefore to the conclusion 
that in knowledge management, managers must 
find a balance between tacit-oriented strategies, 
which are more focused on a social approach that 
advocates an emphasis on facilitating interaction 
between individuals in the organization, and 
explicit-oriented strategies, which are centered 
on the importance of information systems which 
help the organization to store and distribute the 
knowledge which has already been created in 
the company.
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ABSTRACT

Knowledge management (KM) is a dominant 
theme in the behavior of contemporary organi-
zations. While KM has been extensively studied 
in developed economies, it is much less well 
understood in developing economies, notably 
those that are characterized by different social and 
cultural traditions to the mainstream of Western 
societies. This is notably the case in China. This 
chapter develops and tests a theoretical model 

that explains the impact of leadership style and 
interpersonal trust on the intention of information 
and knowledge workers in China to share their 
knowledge with their peers. All the hypotheses are 
supported, showing that both initiating structure 
and consideration have a significant effect on 
employees’ intention to share knowledge through 
trust building: 28.2% of the variance in employees’ 
intention to share knowledge is explained. The 
authors discuss the theoretical contributions of the 
chapter, identify future research opportunities, and 
highlight the implications for practicing managers.
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INTRODUCTION

It is necessary for companies to organize their 
knowledge in order to succeed in today’s economy 
(Davenport & Prusak, 1998). This is also consistent 
with the knowledge based view of companies: 
knowledge could help a company maintain its 
competitive advantage (Kearns & Lederer, 2003). 
However, knowledge is kept in the human b rain, as 
well as in documents, and it has been suggested that 
people tend to turn to other people for information 
rather than documents and intranets (Allen, 1977; 
Cross & Sproull, 2004). What is more, knowledge 
sharing is needed when people attempt to solve 
complicated or unstructured problems (Augier, 
Shariq & Vendelo, 2001). Thus, knowledge shar-
ing between employees is quite a significant issue 
considering its potential impact on enhancing the 
effectiveness of firms (Cummings, 2004). Since 
it has been suggested that hoarding knowledge 
is an inherently human characteristic (Davenport 
& Prusak, 1998), knowledge sharing behavior 
could only be encouraged rather than mandated. 
Therefore, much research has focused on how to 
encourage employees to share knowledge within 
and across organizations (Tezuka & Niwa, 2004; 
Voelpel & Han, 2005).

In prior research which investigated how 
people can be encouraged to share knowledge, 
researchers have normally taken a variety of 
viewpoints, considering: managerial factors (Lin 
& Lee, 2004; Srivastava & Bartol, 2006); orga-
nizational factors (Cummings, 2004; Kolekofski 
& Heminger, 2003; Southon, Todd & Seneque, 
2002); cultural factors (Kyriakidou, 2004; Reid, 
2003) and so on. Recently, many researchers have 
recognised realized the importance of leadership in 
knowledge management (Chen & Barnes, 2006). 
However, relatively little attention has been paid 
to the detailed processes by which leadership style 
would exert an impact on knowledge management 
activities. In fact, it is believed that leadership has 
a direct impact on the way companies arrange 
knowledge management initiatives because lead-

ers could set the example for employees (Bell, 
Dyer, Hoopes & Harris, 2004). More importantly, 
much research has recognized that managers could 
provide a supportive atmosphere and culture which 
could help to encourage employees to share their 
knowledge (McDermott, 2000).

Leader attributes and behaviors will be in-
fluenced by societal culture (House, Javidan, 
Hanges & Dorfman, 2002), and it has been further 
proposed that the cultural dimensions of power 
distance and collectivism/individualism have an 
impact on leadership style (Lu & Lee, 2005). 
Moreover, given the strong power distance (cf. 
Hofstede, 2001) that prevails in China, with leaders 
wielding considerable influence over the actions 
of their subordinates, the values and attitudes of 
leaders are of critical importance to the intention 
of employees to share their knowledge (Lin & Lee, 
2004). Further, strong power distance could help 
to form the initiating leadership structure since 
attitudes towards authority affect leader-follower 
relationships (Casimir & Li, 2005). In addition, 
Chinese people are also inclined to strong collec-
tivism and strive to maintain a good relationship 
with the people around them so as to achieve a 
harmonious situation (Wong, Wong & Li, 2007). 
This cultural characteristic is consistent with the 
consideration leadership style. Consequently, it is 
worth investigating whether managers’ leadership 
style (consideration and initiating structure) would 
affect employees’ intention to share knowledge in 
the Chinese context. Identifying and understand-
ing the detailed process through which leadership 
style influences employees’ intentions to share 
knowledge is an important contribution to our 
knowledge about knowledge sharing practices in 
the Chinese context; indeed, it may have signifi-
cant implications for organizations that plan to 
engage in knowledge work in China, a phenom-
enon that is increasingly frequently encountered.

A critical factor that is related to the impact of 
leadership style on knowledge sharing intention 
is trust. Lack of trust is often cited when discuss-
ing factors that counteract knowledge transfer 
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(Davenport & Prusak, 1998). Politis (2003) finds 
that interpersonal trust has a positive effect on 
communication and problem understanding which 
results in an enhancement of team performance. 
Moreover, trust is a typical and necessary fac-
tor in a knowledge sharing culture (Kyriakidou, 
2004). Considering that managers could help to 
create a culture which could facilitate knowledge 
sharing between employees (Zakaria, Amelinckx 
& Wilemon, 2004), we investigate the potential 
of trust as a medium linking knowledge sharing 
and leadership style.

Since China has become an increasingly 
important player in the global economy, many 
multinationals have taken the Chinese market as 
their important strategic target. We conduct this 
research in the Chinese context. Given different 
cultural attitudes and values when compared 
with Western countries (cf. Hofstede, 2001), it is 
entirely likely that the lessons gained from knowl-
edge management practices in Western countries 
will not apply directly in the Chinese context. It 
is important to point out that this is not simply a 
matter of the technology that enables knowledge 
sharing. Rather, it concerns the way people choose 
to share and communicate their knowledge with 
others, and as such relates to psychological and 
social factors.

China has its own unique cultural context. 
Exploring the culture can lend us insights into 
how Chinese people and organisations function. 
Yang (2005) proposed four orientations in Chi-
nese social interaction which are relevant to an 
appreciation of Chinese culture, viz.:

1.  Familial orientation. People place the whole 
family’s advantage above their own. An indi-
vidual’s benefit is unimportant compared to 
benefits that can accrue to the collective – i.e. 
the whole family. This orientation highlights 
the fact that individuals should conform to 
the needs of the collective and constitutes 
the basis of collectivism.

2.  Guanxi orientation. This is the main opera-
tional mode in Chinese social life. People 
build guanxi with each other through fre-
quent interaction and giving favors to each 
other. Also, people will choose different ways 
to treat others because of different guanxi. 
People place great value on maintaining 
harmonious relations with others, so as to 
protect each other’s face.

3.  Authority orientation. Chinese people are 
sensitive to and dependent on authority. This 
orientation is associated with power distance 
(cf. Hofstede, 2001) and also could help 
explain why Chinese has a relatively high 
PDI score.

4.  Social orientation with others. Chinese 
people pay attention to others’ opinions about 
them; they have a strong sense of the value 
of social conformity, focusing on their own 
position in society, their reputation – and so, 
their face.

Given the unique cultural context prevalent in 
China, many authors have focused on knowledge 
sharing topics using a cultural lens, either to define 
their research questions, or at least to explain their 
findings (e.g. Chow, Deng & Ho, 2000; Geng, 
Townley, Huang & Zhang, 2005; Voelpel & Han, 
2005; Weir & Hutchings, 2005). For instance, it 
has been found that, given high levels of willing-
ness of Chinese employees to sacrifice their own 
interests for their collective in-group (Chow et al., 
2000), it is easier to stimulate knowledge sharing 
within members of the in-group (i.e. those who 
work in the same group) than with members of 
out-groups (i.e. those who work in other groups). 
It has also been found that Chinese people are 
more ready to share out of a desire to improve 
their personal reputation (Voelpel & Han, 2005). 
However, little previous research has taken a 
leadership style perspective to knowledge shar-
ing in China. Nevertheless, based on the cultural 
context, we expect that leadership style should also 
exert a significant impact on knowledge sharing 
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intentions in organizations. Thus, our research 
linking leadership style to knowledge sharing 
intention contributes to practice and research. 
We also expect that our research findings will be 
of particular value for managers in the Chinese 
context. Managers themselves should realize that 
their own leadership style could facilitate or inhibit 
knowledge sharing behavior.

The layout of this paper is as follows. Following 
this introduction, we review the relevant literature 
on leadership style, trust and knowledge sharing. 
We then present our research methodology and 
research model, including the hypotheses. Next, 
we analyze the results and discuss the implica-
tions of the findings for research and practice. 
Finally we conclude and make suggestions for 
future research.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

There are a number of areas of literature that are 
relevant to this study. These include leadership 
style, affect-based and cognition-based trust and 
their antecedents, finally the intention to share 
knowledge. Each of these literatures is reviewed 
in turn, before we turn to the research model and 
development of hypotheses.

Leadership Style

Behavioral theories of leadership offer an im-
portant perspective in leadership research. From 
this perspective, “leadership was viewed as an 
observable process” (Jago, 1982) and effective 
leaders are judged by “how they behaved when 
interacting with followers or potential followers” 
(Jago, 1982). Since behavioral theories focus on 
managers’ behavior, it has been suggested that 
a good leader could be developed through ap-
propriate training (Robbins, 1997). A number of 
distinct leadership styles have been identified, 
including initiating structure and consideration; 
transformational and transactional; etc. Some 

research focuses on initiating structure and con-
sideration: they find the leadership style would 
affect the subsequent success of any knowledge 
management system (Lu & Wang, 1997) or at-
tempt to acquire knowledge (Politis, 2001). Politis 
(2001) finds that consideration plays a relatively 
unimportant role in knowledge acquisition while 
initiating structure plays a much more important 
role. Judge, Piccolo and Ilies (2004) confirm 
the contribution of consideration and initiating 
structure in leadership research and ensure the 
appropriateness of future studies after reporting 
these two constructs’ validity; in addition, the 
suggestion is made that future research should 
identify mediating factors that can explain how 
leadership has an effect on knowledge sharing. 
Thus, we will focus on the classification of con-
sideration and initiating structure in our research.

Initiating Structure

Initiating structure “refers to the extent to which 
the leader is likely to define and structure his or 
her role and those of subordinates in the search 
for goal attainment. It includes behavior that at-
tempts to organize work, work relationships and 
goals” (Robbins, 1997 p.322). It has often been 
observed that managers who are inclined to a 
high initiating structure are also the subject of 
satisfaction by their own superiors due to their 
better performance and effectiveness (Judge et al., 
2004). However, it has also been suggested that 
a high initiating structure is often linked to high 
employee turnover (Fleishman & Harris, 1962).

Earlier studies have shown that features of 
Chinese culture, such as high power distance, 
Confucian values and centralization would lead 
to a strong initiating structure leadership style. 
Pye (1985) also suggests that in China, power 
represents status. Thus, Chinese managers will be 
more inclined to impress on their employees their 
position by telling them what should and should 
not be done. Chinese employees in consequence 
have relatively less space to make decisions on 
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their own. The essence of Chinese leadership is, 
to a large extent, based on one’s personal posi-
tion and authority (cf. also Walder, 1995). What 
is more, even initiating structure is proposed to 
be linked to satisfaction in the context of eastern 
culture (Lok & Crawford, 2004). Thus, we find 
that initiating structure could embody the character 
of a Chinese leadership style.

Consideration

“Consideration refers to the extent to which a 
person has job relationships characterized by 
mutual trust and respect for subordinates’ ideas 
and feelings” (Robbins, 1997). If managers are 
inclined to high consideration, the work group 
tends to behave in a more harmonious fashion, with 
a correspondingly reduced level of employee turn-
over, when compared to high initiating structure, 
due to a higher satisfaction level experienced by 
subordinates (Filley, House & Kerr, 1976). Also, 
managers with a high consideration characteristic 
should raise workgroup productivity (Dunteman 
& Bass, 1963).

Any one individual manager may display char-
acteristics, to a greater or lesser extent, of each of 
these styles, and indeed the balance of styles will 
vary according to the specific job, organization 
and culture where a manager works. Although 
Blake and Mouton (1969) have proposed that 
ideally a manager has the potential to perform 
strongly according to the principles of both styles, 
this proposition has been the subject of debate in 
other research that has suggested that “the hi-hi 
style is often not any better than a style which 
emphasizes just one aspect of leader behavior” 
(Schriesheim, 1982).

Chinese business leaders pay attention to 
more than initiating structure. Since harmony is 
an important factor in traditional Chinese culture, 
Chinese leaders tend to focus on relationships 
between them and their employees. In order to 
maintain a good relationship with their employ-
ees, Chinese leaders pay considerable attention to 

communication with them. Furthermore, Chinese 
managers are more inclined to participate in their 
employees’ life: having dinner, visiting their sick 
family members, attending their wedding, and so 
on. In other words, Chinese leaders are inclined to 
make a great effort to establish a good relationship 
with their employees so as to ensure a harmoni-
ous working environment. This demonstrates that 
Chinese leaders are highly considerate.

The leadership behavior description question-
naire (LBDQ) is used to measure to what extent 
managers are inclined to consideration and/or 
initiating structure. It was developed by the staff 
of the Personnel Research Board of the Ohio State 
University and is accepted by many management 
researchers (Fredendall & Emery, 2003). More-
over, some researchers have started to apply it 
to the studies of knowledge management (Lu & 
Wang, 1997; Politis, 2001).

Affect and Cognition Based Trust

Trust can be explained as “the extent to which 
a person is confident in, and willing to act on 
the basis of, the words, actions, and decisions 
of another” (McAllister, 1995). In the past few 
years, the impact of trust was investigated in a 
variety of fields such as business relationships, 
e-commerce, interpersonal trust in organizations, 
buyer-supplier relationships, etc. (Anderson & 
Narus, 1990; Gefen, Karahanna & Straub, 2003; 
Korsgaard, Schweiger & Sapienza, 1995; Zaheer, 
McEvily & Perrone, 1998).

There is also a body of research that investigates 
the role of trust in knowledge sharing. Abrams, 
Cross, Lesser and Levin (2003) studied how to 
promote knowledge sharing by increasing the level 
of interpersonal trust from a managerial aspect 
including organizational factors and personal fac-
tors. Panteli and Sockalingam (2005) investigated 
the function of trust in knowledge sharing within 
virtual inter-organizational alliances showing that 
the level of trust between persons would affect 
both relationships and the extent and nature of the 
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knowledge shared. Mooradian, Renzl and Matzler 
(2006) show that interpersonal trust has a positive 
effect on knowledge sharing within and across 
teams. In general, it has been observed that trust 
has a positive and significant effect on knowledge 
sharing behaviors: people who trust each other 
are more willing to provide their knowledge as 
well as accept others’ knowledge (Andrews & 
Delahaye, 2000; Levin & Cross, 2004; Mayer & 
Davis, 1995; Zaheer et al., 1998). Since previous 
research has indicated that trust plays an impor-
tant role in the process of knowledge sharing, 
it has been suggested that trust is “at the heart 
of knowledge exchange” (Davenport & Prusak, 
1998). Meanwhile, the level of trust has been found 
to have a positive relationship with communica-
tion effectiveness (Dodgsom, 1993), since trust 
can improve the quality of knowledge sharing 
(Argyris, 1982) and reduce the costs involved 
(Currall & Judge, 1995).

Many researchers agree that trust is a multidi-
mensional concept (Levin & Cross, 2004; Mayer 
& Davis, 1995; McAllister, 1995; Nahaipet & 
Ghoshal, 1998). Trust has been classified in many 
different ways, but interpersonal trust is often ob-
served to have cognitive and affective foundations 
(Lewis & Weigert, 1985), a characteristic that is 
accepted by many researchers (Holste & Fields, 
2005; McAllister, 1995). Based on McAllister’s 
(1995) research, we find the relevance of this kind 
of distinction towards our own research since 
he concentrates on the organizational environ-
ment including interactions between managers 
and professionals. Also, some researchers have 
adopted affect and cognition based trust into the 
knowledge sharing research (Chowdhury, 2005; 
Holste & Fields, 2005). Besides, Ng and Chua 
(2006) use affect and cognition based trust in their 
research focusing on group cooperation and find 
that these two kinds of trust are “meaningful in 
the Chinese context”; more importantly, they “can 
enhance the precision of trust research ”.

Cognition based trust can be explained as “we 
cognitively choose whom we will trust in which 

respects and under which circumstances and we 
base the choice on what we take to be ‘good rea-
sons’” (Lewis & Weigert, 1985). That is to say, 
cognition based trust is always established through 
some understanding toward the person we are 
going to trust. McAllister (1995) identified the 
antecedents of cognition based trust as reliable 
role performance, cultural-ethnic similarity and 
professional credentials. However, Lewis and 
Weigert (1985) suggested that a cognitive foun-
dation for trust is far from sufficient for a person 
to trust others. Consequently, they suggested that 
trust constructed on an emotional base can consti-
tute a kind of complementary foundation which 
can also explain “why the betrayal of a personal 
trust arouses a sense of emotional outrage in the 
betrayed” (Lewis & Weigert, 1985).

McAllister (1995) identified the antecedents 
of affect-based trust as citizenship and interac-
tion frequency. Each kind of trust can have its 
use during the interaction among the people, as 
Lewis and Weigert (1985, p.972) indicated: “if all 
cognitive content were removed from emotional 
trust, we would be left with blind faith or fixed 
hope, the true believer or the pious faithful. On 
the other hand, if all emotional content were 
removed from cognitive trust, we would be left 
with nothing more than a cold blooded prediction 
or rationally calculated risk”.

Antecedents of Affect and 
Cognition Based Trust

In order to achieve a better understanding of affect-
based and cognition-based trust, the antecedents 
of each kind of trust should be explored in more 
detail. For the antecedents of affect-based trust, 
there are two significant factors: citizenship behav-
ior and interaction frequency (McAllister, 1995).

Organizational citizenship behavior (OCB) has 
been investigated by many researchers since 1993, 
and such investigations were not only limited to 
organization behavior (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, 
Paine & Bachrach, 2000). Organ (1988) first for-
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mally defined OCB as “individual behavior that is 
discretionary, not directly or explicitly recognized 
by the formal reward system, and that in the ag-
gregate promotes the effective functioning of the 
organization”. After a complete literature review, 
Podsakoff et al. (2000) summarized seven dimen-
sions of OCB taking into consideration the fact 
that different researchers had not been consistent 
in their use of the construct. The seven dimensions 
are: (1) Helping Behavior, (2) Sportsmanship, 
(3) Organizational Loyalty, (4) Organizational 
Compliance, (5) Individual Initiative, (6) Civic 
Virtue, (7) Self Development. For the purposes of 
our research, our measurements cover the first and 
the fifth dimensions, which are the most relevant 
to our research questions and also most closely 
accord with the Organ’s definitions. Podsakoff et 
al. (2000) described it as “extra-role only in the 
sense that it involves engaging in task-related be-
haviors at a level that is so far beyond minimally 
required or generally expected levels that it takes 
on a voluntary flavor”. Compared with Organ’s 
definition, the two definitions have two points in 
common: first, the behavior is voluntary; second, 
the behavior is more than the basic requirement 
of the work.

Three antecedents of cognition-based trust can 
be identified: reliable role performance, cultural-
ethnic similarity and professional credentials 
(McAllister, 1995). Each will be explained in the 
following paragraphs.

Reliable role performance is related to how a 
person implements his/her assigned work. McAl-
lister (1995) deemed that in the work place, it 
is natural for people to consider how well their 
coworkers have performed their tasks when as-
sessing whether their coworkers were trustworthy 
or not. Past performance is one of the aspects of 
a person’s competence. Since competence-based 
trust will let the person be more willing to com-
municate with the person he trusts (Abrams et 
al., 2003), so reliable role performance can be 
considered to have a positive relationship with 
cognition-based trust.

Cultural-ethnic similarity is a form of social 
similarity between individuals which can promote 
the establishment of trust. McAllister (1995) 
proposed two reasons to support the positive re-
lationship between culture-ethnic similarity and 
cognition-based trust. First, social similarity can 
affect levels of trust. Second, we can conclude 
from self-categorization theory (Turner, 1987) 
that persons will be more ready to trust a person 
in the same group rather than a person in a dif-
ferent group.

People with professional credentials are in 
a position to demonstrate that they are profes-
sionally qualified for their work (cf. McAllister, 
1995). However, many studies have previously 
showed that ability is an important antecedent of 
trust (Cook & Wall, 1980; Sitkin & Roth, 1993). 
Mayer and Davis (1995) identified ability as a 
factor in their model of trust. They defined ability 
as a “group of skills, competencies, and character-
istics that enable a party to have influence within 
some specific domain”.

Intention to Share Knowledge

The intention to share knowledge has a direct effect 
on knowledge sharing behavior. In consequence, 
the intention to share knowledge has been the focus 
of many researchers who have employed the The-
ory of Reasoned Action (Kolekofski & Heminger, 
2003) or the Theory of Planned Behavior (Ryu, 
Ho & Han, 2003). This body of research suggests 
that factors such as attitudes toward knowledge 
sharing and subjective norms play an important 
role in knowledge sharing intentions (Bock, Zmud, 
Kim & Lee, 2005; Kolekofski & Heminger, 2003; 
Ryu et al., 2003). Furthermore, Bock et al. (2005) 
found that organizational climate affects the 
intention to share knowledge. Moreover, Wang 
(2005) has proposed that ethical concerns have 
positive relationship on the intention to share 
knowledge while self-interest concerns have a 
negative relationship.
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RESEARCH MODEL

Hofstede (1998) has suggested that employees will 
follow their managers’ instructions if they want to 
be members of the organization, and so “leaders’ 
values become followers’ practice”. Furthermore, 
as Yukl (1992) suggests, there is an assumption 
built into concepts of leadership such that the leader 
would affect his/her subordinates’ task and social 
behavior. Indeed, different leadership styles as a 
manifestation of a manager’s values are believed 
to have different effects on employees’ behavior. 
In China, the leader’s effect on their employees 
is especially important. Chinese people always 
emphasize the power of the example. They believe 
that leaders have a certain responsibility to set an 
example to their employees. Generally speaking, 
one cannot ask others to do something unless 
one can do it oneself. Moreover, Southon et al. 
(2002) have proposed that management policy 
has a direct influence on communication culture 
within the company, i.e. leadership style affects 
employees’ behavior. Thus, if managers are more 
inclined to consideration or initiating structure, 
then the subordinates of these managers will be 
correspondingly affected to behave in a manner 
that is oriented towards their managers’ style.

When a manager is more inclined to con-
sideration, he will express more concern for his 
subordinates and attach importance to the rela-
tionships among the groups through respecting 
his subordinates and paying attention to what his 
subordinates feel and think. This will make for a 
warm and caring atmosphere in the work group. 
Employees working in such groups will also be 
affected to maintain such an atmosphere by con-
cern and care for the colleagues around them; in 
this way, citizenship behavior and frequency of 
interaction will be enhanced. Accordingly,

H1a: The manager’s inclination to consideration 
will have a positive relationship with the 
colleagues’ citizenship behavior towards 
each other.

H1b: The manager’s inclination to consideration 
will have a positive relationship with the 
frequency of interaction between the col-
leagues.

Some researchers have induced the concept of 
organizational citizenship behavior into knowl-
edge management so as to explain knowledge 
sharing willingness (Bock & Kim, 2002; Koh 
& Kim, 2004). Moreover, Smith & McKeen 
(2002) demonstrated that knowledge sharing 
culture goes “deeper than superficial individual 
behaviors and captures the hearts and minds of 
the people in an organization”. This shows that 
employees in organizations with a knowledge 
sharing culture should endeavor to share their 
knowledge imitatively. Citizenship behavior is an 
important factor which could encourage people 
to perform their work. The relationship between 
citizenship behavior and interaction frequency 
has not been the focus of much research to date. 
Lai, Liu and Shaffer (2004) have proposed that 
network members who frequently contact one 
another may develop stronger citizenship behav-
ior because frequency of interaction will make 
them more supportive towards each other. Also, 
it has been found that positive affectivity could 
constitute an antecedent of citizenship behavior 
(Organ, 1988) and frequency of interaction could 
facilitate the development of positive affectivity. 
Besides, citizenship behavior could be regarded 
as a critical factor supporting the development 
of a knowledge sharing atmosphere which could 
be established by leaders’ endeavor. Thus, we 
propose that

H2: The frequency of interaction between col-
leagues will be positively associated with 
citizenship behavior.

When a manager is more inclined to initiat-
ing structure, he is likely to prefer subordinates 
to obey a standard set of rules and procedures, 
stressing the implementation of a task as the most 
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important thing. Such a manager will pay less 
attention to employees’ feelings and thoughts, 
instead considering employees as the means to 
carry out a task. Managers with this kind of style 
will create a serious atmosphere for the work 
group and pressure their subordinates; as a result, 
each employee would be affected to take the task 
as their most important activity. They will also 
develop a clear plan and prepare thoroughly to 
ensure that they can complete this assigned task. 
Interaction facilitation behavior is deemed as one 
of the important aspects of leadership and this 
behavior would improve communication among 
group members (Bowers & Seashore, 1966). 
Hemphill and Coons (1957) even obtained this 
factor out of the Ohio State leadership studies. 
Thus, we believe frequency of interaction could 
also be influenced by initiating structure. In ad-
dition, two levels of communication including 
content level (information or topical) and relational 
level are found and has been shown that content 
level is related more to initiating structure while 
relational level related to consideration (Penley 
& Hawkins, 1985). Part of this preparation will 
involve interaction between employees so as to 
ensure that they can work effectively. Accordingly,

H3a: The manager’s inclination to initiating 
structure will have a positive relationship 
with the frequency of interaction between 
the colleagues.

H3b: The manager’s inclination to initiating 
structure will increase the reliability of col-
leagues’ role performance.

Following previous research (McAllister, 
1995), we hypothesize that citizenship behavior 
has a positive relationship with affect-based 
trust. McAllister (1995) suggests that “altruistic 
behavior may provide an attributional basis for 
affect-based trust”, since altruistic behavior can 
be embodied by organizational citizenship behav-
ior. What is more, as in previous research, it was 
found that organizational citizenship behavior 

would enhance trust between supervisor and 
subordinates (Deluga, 1995). Our hypothesis H3 
was supported in previous research (McAllister, 
1995), where citizenship behavior was identified 
as the antecedent of affect-based trust.

H4: The level of the colleagues’ citizenship behav-
ior directed towards their fellow employees 
will be positively associated with the level 
of the affect based trust in one another.

Since trust functions primarily in a sociologi-
cal way and the base upon which it is built is also 
primarily social (Lewis & Weigert, 1985), we 
cannot ignore the functions of interactions upon 
which trust is built. It has also been found that 
interaction constitutes the main antecedents of high 
level of trust (Nugent & Abolafia, 2006). McAl-
lister (1995) also identified interaction frequency 
as the other antecedent of affect based trust. In 
addition, we consider that the establishment of 
cognition based trust should be mutual and the 
frequency of interaction will help each party to 
know the other’s ability better. Thus, we develop 
the following two hypotheses:

H5a: The frequency of interaction between col-
leagues will be positively associated with 
the level of their affect based trust in one 
another.

H5b: The frequency of interaction between col-
leagues will be positively associated with 
the level of their cognition based trust in 
one another.

McAllister (1995) proposed three antecedents 
of cognition-based trust, viz.: peer reliable role 
performance, cultural-ethnic similarity and pro-
fessional credentials. However, given our focus 
on leadership style, we believe that only the first 
of these, peer reliable role performance, is rel-
evant for our purposes. In our target population, 
cultural-ethnic similarity is expected to be high, 
i.e. it is controlled for by the research design that 
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focuses on ethnic Chinese professionals working 
in the PRC. Likewise, given that the sample is 
intentionally restricted to current MBA students, 
all of whom are working full time in organizations, 
we believe that we can control for the professional 
credentials of the respondents. It has previously 
been established (Mayer & Davis, 1995) that abil-
ity (defined as the “group of skills, competencies, 
and characteristics that enable a party to have 
influence within some specific domain”) has an 
important relationship with trust. Based on this 
definition of ability, we can find that peer reliable 
role performance can reflect the ability of respon-
dents’ peers. If trust is based on peers’ ability, this 
implies that trustees may only be relied on in the 
context of their professional responsibility. It also 
suggests that there is a relationship between abil-
ity and reliable role performance in the context 
of cognition-based trust, which is more related to 
the tasks that one undertakes. Consequently, we 
consider that peer reliable role performance is an 
important factor, and propose:

H6: The extent to which employees reliably per-
form their role will be positively associated 
with the level of the employee’s cognition 
based trust in his colleagues.

As we discussed in the literature review, many 
researchers believe that trust is an important 
precursor of knowledge sharing because people 

are more inclined to share and accept knowledge 
when they are in trust relationships with others. 
Also, research suggests that personal trust could 
produce cooperation, resource exchange and 
help employees to ignore competitive messages 
(Kotlarsky & Oshri, 2005; Parks & Hulbert, 1995; 
Uzzi, 1997). Previous research (e.g. Chowdhury, 
2005; Holste & Fields, 2005) has supported the 
notion that cognition-based and affect-based trust 
has a positive relationship with knowledge shar-
ing. Accordingly, we propose:

H7: The more a person has affect based trust 
towards his colleagues, the more he will 
have the intention to share knowledge with 
them

H8: The more a person has cognition based trust 
towards his colleagues, the more he will have 
the intention to share knowledge with them.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Measurement and Data Collection

An English questionnaire was first developed 
based on previously validated measures. 7-point 
Likert scales were used to measure all items, rang-
ing from “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree”. 
The questions in Section A used to measure leader-
ship style were derived from the LBDQ (Halpin, 

Figure 1. Research model of the influences on an employee’s intention to share knowledge
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1957). In Section B, we measured employees’ 
practices: citizenship behavior, frequency of in-
teraction and peer reliable role performance; the 
questions were adapted from McAllister (1995). 
The items in Section C were adapted from McAl-
lister (1995) too and were designed to measure 
the affect and cognition based trust. We used the 
scales from Ryu et al. (2003) to measure employ-
ees’ intention to share knowledge in section D. We 
focused on the intention of knowledge sharing, 
rather than actual behavior, because “the role of 
intention as a strong predictor of behavior has been 
well-established in IS and reference disciplines” 
(Komiak & Benbasat, 2006). Finally, questions 
in section E are demographic. Since this survey 
was conducted in China, we translated the instru-
ment into Chinese firstly and performed a back-
translation so as to ensure equivalence of meaning 
between the English and Chinese versions. The 
English version of the instrument can be found 
in Appendix A. The Chinese version is available 
on request from the authors.

The study population is comprised of MBA stu-
dents from a university located in Eastern China. 
All respondents are full time employees working 
in a variety of organizations and all are Chinese, 
thus ensuring their unique cultural characteristics. 
These students were chosen because they met 
the following sample requirements. First, all of 
these students have the knowledge background of 
knowledge sharing because they had taken some 
knowledge management courses. Second, they 
were active members in their organizations. A total 
of 239 individuals were invited to participate in 
this research (on a voluntary basis). 160 responses 
were returned, with a response rate of 66.95%. Out 
of the 160 responses, 9 responses were eliminated 
due to incomplete information. Thus, the final 
response rate was 63.18%. The demography of 
these samples is shown in Table 1. Meanwhile, 
we used the method suggested by Armstrong and 
Overton (1977) to test the possible non-response 
bias in the survey. Assuming that the last 25% 
of responses received would be indicative of the 

responses of non-responders, we compared the 
chi-squares of the responses from the first 25% 
of the respondents to that of the final 25%. No 
significant differences between these two groups 
were indicated by these tests.

Data Analysis

To test the potential common method bias, we 
adopted Harman’s one-factor test (Podsakoff & 
Organ, 1986). The resulting principal components 
factor analysis yielded eight constructs with ei-
genvalues greater than one from all the measures 
in this study. Meanwhile, numbers listed in table 
2 show that these constructs totally accounted for 
69% of the variance and each explained roughly 

Table 1. Demographic information of respondents 

Measure Items Frequency Percent

Age

25 or below 14 9.27%

26-35 125 82.78%

36-45 12 7.95%

Position

Employee 44 29.14%

Manager 51 33.77%

Director 32 21.19%

(Vice) President 4 2.65%

Others 20 13.25%

Org style

Multinational 27 17.88%

SOE 58 38.41%

Private Owned 43 28.48%

Foreign capital 7 4.64%

Joint Venture 4 2.65%

Others 12 7.94%

Org size

50 or below 20 13.25%

51-100 15 9.93%

101-500 46 30.46%

501-1000 17 11.26%

1001 or more 53 35.10%

Number of 
colleagues

1--10 76 50.33%

11--20 28 18.54%

21 or more 47 31.13%
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equal variance (range = 7-10%). The first construct 
accounted for 10.32% of the variance. Since no 
general construct emerged from this analysis and 
one-construct did not account for the most of the 
variance, this indicated that common method bias 
was unlikely to be a major threat in our study.

To validate our research model, a structural 
equation modeling technique, partial least squares 
(PLS) was adopted. PLS was used as it supports 
not only confirmatory research but also explor-
atory research (Gefen, 2000). Compared with 
other structural equation modeling techniques, it 
is more suitable for prediction, especially for a 
research model that is under development and 
that has not been tested extensively (Chin, 1998; 
Guinea, Kelley & Hunter, 2005). Due to the dearth 
of studies on the relationships between managers’ 
leadership style and employee’s knowledge shar-
ing, our research is exploratory in nature. Thus, 
PLS was suitable compared to other structural 
equation modeling techniques.

Measurement Model

According to Chin’s (1998) recommendations, 
the measurement model and structural model can 
be examined simultaneously in PLS. In order to 
validate the measurement model, we assessed 

content validity, convergent validity and discrimi-
nant validity. Normally, if a measure’s items were 
selected and refined through an extensive process 
based on a literature review, the measure could be 
said to possess content validity. As previously dis-
cussed, the conventional process of our measures 
being chosen has proved our instrument’s content 
validity. We used the reliability of items, composite 
reliability and average variance extracted (AVE) to 
access convergent validity. In Appendix B, most 
individual item loadings meet the 0.7 criterion 
which was suggested by Barclay, Thompson & 
Higgins (1995). Although three items’ loadings 
are less than 0.7, they were significant at the.001 
level. Thus, we keep them in the model. Table 3 
below showed the composite reliability values 
ranged from 0.864 to 0.927 which above the.70 
recommended level (Fornell & Larcker, 1981).

To assess discriminant validity, we took the 
relationship between correlations among con-
structs and the square root of AVEs and items’ 
cross-loadings into consideration. First, according 
to Fornell and Larcker’s (1981) recommendation, 
the square root of AVEs should be larger than the 
correlations among constructs, which implies that 
all constructs share more variance with their items 
than with other constructs. Table 4 shows that the 
square roots of all the AVEs are greater than the 
correlations among constructs, indicating good 
discriminnat validity of all the constructs. Second, 
the test of items’ cross-loading also indicates the 
good discriminant validity of our measurement 
(Appendix B), because the loadings of the items 
on their own constructs are higher than their 
cross-loading on other constructs (Chin, 1998; 
Gefen, 2000; Gefen et al., 2003). Generally, the 
loadings per construct are much higher in PLS 
than in a Principal Components Analysis (PCA) 
(Gefen & Straub, 2005). Thus, the loadings shown 
in Appendix A are different to the loadings shown 
in Appendix B.

Table 2. Eigenvalues and variances of the rotated 
factors 

Eigenvalues
Variance 

(%)
Cumulative variance 

(%)

1 12.199 10.315 10.315

2 3.240 10.176 20.491

3 2.508 9.810 30.301

4 2.174 9.149 39.451

5 1.799 8.180 47.630

6 1.450 7.267 54.897

7 1.182 7.232 62.129

8 1.109 7.229 69.359

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
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Structural Model

After examining the measurement model, we 
tested the proposed hypotheses with PLS. The 
results of the analysis are shown in Figure 2. The 
betas are shown above the arrows and the number 
of asterisks refers to the significance level of the 
beta. The t-values are shown below the betas and 
they were tested with PLS bootstrap. The values of 
R2 are shown above/below the boxes. The model 
explained 14.5% to 34.3% of the variances, and 
all the paths are significant.

The PLS results show that all the hypotheses 
are supported. Managers’ consideration leadership 
style can positively impact employees’ citizenship 
behavior (β=0.102, p<0.1) and their frequency of 

interaction (β=0.296, p<0.01). Comparably, man-
agers’ initiating leadership style can positively 
influence employees’ peer reliable role perfor-
mance (β=0.380, p<0.01) and their frequency of 
interaction (β=0.180, p<0.05). Employees’ citizen-
ship behavior (β=0.319, p<0.01) and frequency 
of interaction (β=0.304, p<0.01) then increase 
their affect based trust, and employees’ frequen-
cy of interaction (β=0.305, p<0.01) and peer reli-
able role performance (β=0.365, p<0.01) increase 
employees’ cognition based trust. Meanwhile, 
employees’ frequency of interaction can increase 
their citizenship behavior (β=0.539, p<0.01). 
Finally, all employees’ affect (β=0.310, p<0.01) 
and cognition (β=0.271, p<0.01) based trust can 
increase their intention of knowledge sharing.

Table 3. Results of confirmatory factor analysis 

Measures Items Cronbach’s Alpha Composite 
Reliability AVE

Consideration (CON) 5 0.849 0.892 0.624

Initiating (INI) 4 0.878 0.917 0.734

Citizenship behavior (CB) 5 0.901 0.926 0.716

Frequency of Interaction (FI) 4 0.850 0.899 0.691

Peer Reliable Role Performance (RRP) 6 0.864 0.898 0.596

Affect based trust (ABT) 5 0.802 0.864 0.560

Cognition based trust (CBT) 5 0.902 0.927 0.718

Employees’ Intention to Share Knowledge (ISK) 3 0.837 0.907 0.756

AVE: Average Variance Extracted

Table 4. Correlations between constructs 

CON INI CB FI RRP ABT CBT ISK

CON 0.790

INI 0.481 0.857

CB 0.309 0.242 0.846

FI 0.383 0.323 0.578 0.831

RRP 0.283 0.380 0.524 0.505 0.772

ABT 0.374 0.303 0.497 0.486 0.428 0.748

CBT 0.320 0.354 0.520 0.489 0.519 0.689 0.847

ISK 0.257 0.195 0.276 0.391 0.351 0.492 0.483 0.869

*The shaded numbers in the diagonal row are square roots of the average variance extracted.
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DISCUSSION, CONTRIBUTION 
AND LIMITATIONS

Discussion of Findings

The purpose of this study is to establish how 
leadership style would affect employees’ inten-
tion to share knowledge and to assess to what 
extent different leadership styles would affect 
subordinates’ work practices in the organizations, 
how these work practices would in turn lead to 
the creation of trust between colleagues, and 
what the impact of this trust is on the intention 
to share knowledge. The present study also tests 
a western model in the Chinese context to see if 
it applies or not.

According to the results, citizenship behavior 
of the employees is influenced positively by man-
agers with a consideration characteristic while peer 
reliable performance is influenced positively by 
managers with an initiating characteristic. Besides, 
both consideration and initiating character have a 
positive relationship with employees’ frequency 
of interaction. We also find that consideration’s 
influence on frequency of interaction is stronger 
than on citizenship behavior, while initiating struc-

ture’s influence on peer reliable role performance is 
stronger than frequency of interaction. This shows 
consideration is a more important antecedent of 
initiating structure. This result could be explained 
by the character of consideration leadership style: 
Managers with a high degree of consideration 
are inclined to create a warm atmosphere in or-
ganizations which may serve to encourage more 
interactions between the employees themselves. 
What is more, we could see clearly that manag-
ers do affect employees’ daily practice through 
their leadership styles. We could also conclude 
that Chinese leaders do have a certain effect on 
employees’ behavior. In China, people emphasize 
the function of examples. In other words, being 
a leader, you should demonstrate the behaviour 
that you expect from your subordinates, before 
passing the command to them through both your 
own action as well as your verbal request. Different 
leadership styles could be easily identified through 
leaders’ behavior: caring for subordinates, being 
strict with work standards of the work, framing 
a role for an employee. Once the leadership style 
is established and the example has been demon-
strated, subordinates will naturally have an idea of 
what their leaders hope them to be. If subordinates 

Figure 2. Results of PLS analysis
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want to continue to be members, they will coop-
erate and act as necessary according to different 
leadership styles. In addition, because of a strong 
authority orientation in China, subordinates are 
generally quite willing to follow their superiors, 
which facilitate the influence process.

In addition, we compare the mean of initiating 
structure (3.133) and consideration (3.461) with a 
T test. The result shows that leaders’ inclination 
to these leadership styles are significantly differ-
ent (t=2.544, p<0.05). This shows that although 
most managers are inclined both to initiating 
structure and to consideration, the inclination to 
consideration is still stronger than to initiating 
structure. This is consistent with the Chinese way 
of doing things: a strong emphasis on harmonious 
relationships and a friendly environment (West-
wood, 1997; Yang, 2005). What is more, higher 
inclination to consideration is also consistent with 
guanxi orientation, which means that people will 
respect others’ feelings if they want to build guanxi 
(Fu & Tsui, 2003). We find that these attributes all 
contribute to the consideration leadership style. 
Thus, we suggest that the tendency of Chinese 
culture to emphasize harmony and guanxi could 
account for high consideration in China.

Our findings for the positive influences of 
employees’ citizenship behavior and interaction 
frequency on their affect based trust are consistent 
with previous research (McAllister, 1995). On the 
other hand, our findings suggest that peer reliable 
role performance has a positive relationship with 
cognition based trust which is contrary to previ-
ous research (McAllister, 1995). This suggests 
that peer reliable role performance is one of the 
important antecedents of cognition based trust. 
What is more, we also found that frequency of 
interaction could positively influence citizen-
ship behavior. These results are consistent with 
our hypothesis, since reliable role performance 
could fully reflect one’s ability which could lead 
to cognition based trust; frequent interaction 
could make employees more supportive towards 

each other, which constitute the antecedents of 
citizenship behavior.

Both kinds of trust were found to influence 
employees’ intention to share knowledge, though 
affect based trust has a stronger influence on 
intention to share knowledge than does cogni-
tion based trust. This result confirms previous 
research findings showing that affective factors 
of trustworthiness are more salient in a Confucian 
influenced society (Tan & Chee, 2005). Confu-
cian values are found to be one of the strongest 
cultural influences in Asia. Confucian values 
are the basis for what has come to be known as 
the fifth dimension of culture, first suggested by 
Bond and his associates (Chinese Culture Connec-
tion, 1987) as Confucian Work Dynamism, later 
modified by Hofstede (2001) to the Long Term 
Orientation dimension. Tan and Chee (2005) argue 
that culture will influence both trust building and 
perceptions of trust. Our research also indicates 
that affective based trust has a stronger influence 
than cognition based trust in China. Since China 
is the cradle of Confucianism, we suggest that 
affective based trust is relatively more important 
because harmony and relationships are of great 
importance in society.

Implications for Theory and Practice

The paper has both theoretical and practical im-
plications. Given the lack of prior studies on the 
relationship between leadership style and subordi-
nate trust, mediated by subordinate work practices, 
this study breaks new ground. Furthermore, by 
considering the development of subordinate trust 
in organizations in China, we demonstrate that a 
Western-derived theory, incorporating two types 
of trust building measures, can be effectively ap-
plied in the Chinese context. Finally, we find that 
leadership styles affect employees’ intentions to 
share knowledge through establishing mutual trust.

Interaction frequency is an important factor 
mediating leadership style and the establishment 
of trust. Not only can it be affected by the con-
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sideration and initiating styles of leadership, but 
it can also influence both affect based trust and 
cognition based trust. Unlike McAllister (1995), 
we find that interaction frequency both has a 
greater influence on cognition based trust than on 
affect based trust, and also has a strong influence 
on citizenship behavior.

Since it has been found (and we confirm) that 
affect based trust has a greater influence on the 
intention to share knowledge than does cognition 
based trust, people may think that a leadership 
style of consideration is more effective in facili-
tating knowledge sharing among employees. In 
fact, our research suggests that the function of 
initiating structure is as important as consider-
ation in stimulating knowledge sharing. This is 
paradoxical because prior research in Western 
contexts (e.g., Fisher & Edwards, 1988; Fleish-
man, 1973; Fleishman & Harris, 1962) has found 
that consideration is a more effective leadership 
style than initiating structure. However, based 
on Hofstede (2001), we suggest that high levels 
of Power Distance (characteristic of the Chinese 
culture) could result in subordinates displaying a 
high degree of obedience towards their manag-
ers’ orders. This may explain why the initiating 
structure style of leadership has a stronger effect 
in the Chinese context.

The practical implication of this study is that 
the sharing of knowledge by employees depends 
on heightened levels of trust between work-group 
members. More specifically, this trust can be 
cultivated by managers encouraging frequent 
interactions, appropriate citizenship behavior 
and reliable role performance. Based on our find-
ings, we suggest that managers should adopt a 
‘high-high’ style of leadership so as to encourage 
knowledge sharing. ‘High-high’ refers to a leader-
ship style that is high in both consideration and 
initiating structure. Such a high-high leadership 
style has the potential to enhance both affect based 
trust and cognition based trust through citizenship 
behavior, interaction frequency and reliable role 
performance, finally leading to strong knowledge 

sharing intentions. Considering that Chinese 
managers are currently more inclined to consid-
eration, we suggest that they should pay more 
attention to initiating structure in order to become 
more task oriented. This suggestion is consistent 
with Chinese management culture. It may sound 
trivial and obvious to recommend that employees 
engage in regular interactions with one another as 
a means of stimulating knowledge sharing, but our 
survey feedback indicates that most respondents 
do not interact with their colleagues on a regular 
basis (cf. McInerney, 2002; Wang & Guan, 2005). 
Consequently, while task-based opportunities will 
provide the context where knowledge sharing is 
appropriate, incentives from management to share 
knowledge will be critical as well.

Of course, we can query why employees are 
not interacting with their colleagues. We have no 
direct evidence, but based on our familiarity with 
the research context, we suggest that there is a 
combination of manager distance and employee 
apathy, combined with a general reluctance to ac-
cept personal responsibility for possibly negative 
consequences resulting from their contributions 
(cf. Child, 1991). Employees are apathetic to in-
teract given that information is seen as a personal 
resource (Child, 1991; Martinsons, 1991), they 
are neither rewarded, encouraged or otherwise 
motivated and lack the interpersonal trust to do 
so (cf. Reader, 1987). In addition, managers, who 
might be able to exert a useful influence on that 
intention to share, are perhaps too distant from 
their subordinates. They need to get down on the 
‘shop floor’ where subordinates work, and encour-
age them directly with a mix of consideration and 
initiating structure, i.e. emotional support and 
authoritative direction.

Limitations

Our study has a number of limitations. We did 
not integrate Chinese contextual factors into the 
research model, which may in part explain the low 
R2 score. Further, the data about leadership style is 
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based on employees’ perceptions. However, each 
respondent is only one member of a work group, 
suggesting that other (not surveyed) members’ 
opinions about the same leaders’ style may differ. 
Unfortunately, it was not possible to survey all 
members of any one work group. Furthermore, 
this study focuses on the intention to share knowl-
edge among work group members as a whole, not 
with individual work group members. Clearly, an 
employee may have a stronger intention to share 
knowledge with some colleagues, but not others. 
However, the current research design is not suf-
ficiently sensitive to assess such details. Future 
research should consider this issue, ideally with 
an in-depth, qualitative research methodology. 
What is more, although initiating structure and 
consideration could describe part of the character 
of Chinese leaders, there are additional aspects 
of their character that could be explored in future 
research. For instance, Li (1998) indicates that 
guanxi behavior is complementary to the leader-
ship styles of initiating structure and consideration. 
Thus, it will be necessary for us to explore more 
aspects of the Chinese character so that we can 
improve our understanding of this issue in China. 
The survey conducted in this research only cov-
ers two provinces in China (Anhui and Jiangsu 
provinces) which limits the generalizability of our 
findings. Finally, this study has paid more attention 
to general leadership style, without taking into 
consideration such details as the industry type 
and the exact position of the respondent.

Given these limitations, we strongly encourage 
other researchers to undertake more research in 
this domain. There is a strong need to include more 
indigenous Chinese elements in future work. It 
would be useful to conduct a few case studies in 
organizations so as to understand how different 
leadership styles facilitate knowledge sharing 
intentions. We could also usefully learn about the 
attitudes of the employees themselves towards 
interaction in general and knowledge sharing in 
particular. Replicating the study in other cultures 
would also help to broaden our understanding of 

the phenomenon. Since, leadership is perceived 
to be “a reciprocal process between those who 
choose to lead and those who choose to follow” 
(Kouzes & Posner, 1995), future studies could 
usefully explore how reciprocal processes occur in 
the knowledge sharing context. Finally, the topic 
to be studied could also be broadened to actual 
knowledge sharing, sharing across work groups, 
with additional Chinese factors included such as 
guanxi, face and renqing.
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APPENDIX A

Scale Items and Descriptive Statistics by Construct (see Table 5)

Table 5.

Definitions provided to survey respondents

Colleague in this questionnaire refers to those who share the same rank as you and also share a manager with you.

Construct Item Loadings

Initiating (INI)

1. He schedules the work to be done. 0.793

2. He sets goals for the work group. 0.857

3. He diagnoses group deficiencies. 0.875

4. He takes remedial action to correct deficiencies. 0.898

(Halpin, 1957) Mean=3.133 S.D.=1.173

Consideration 
(CON)

1. He is friendly and approachable. 0.823

2. He does little things to make it pleasant to be an employee. 0.869

3. He puts suggestions made by employees into operation. 0.778

4. He looks out for the personal welfare of employees. 0.688

5. He treats all employees as his equal. 0.781

(Halpin, 1957) Mean=3.461 S.D.=1.083

P e e r  R e l i a b l e 
Role Performance 
(RRP)

1. My colleagues follow standards, rules and regulations when they perform their work 0.692

2. My colleagues adequately complete assigned duties. 0.809

3. My colleagues perform all tasks that are expected of them. 0.745

4. My colleagues fulfill responsibilities specified in their job descriptions. 0.740

5. My colleagues meet formal performance requirements of the job. 0.856

6. My colleagues complete their work on time. 0.779

(McAllister, 1995) Mean=2.741 S.D.=0.786

Citizenship Behav-
ior (CB)

1. My colleagues will consider the suggestions made by me. 0.833

2. My colleagues take time to listen to my problems and worries. 0.816

3. My colleagues willingly help me, even at some cost to personal productivity. 0.859

4. I have taken a personal interest in my colleagues. 0.868

5. My colleagues take into consideration my feelings. 0.853

(McAllister, 1995) Mean=3.121 S.D.=0.930

Interaction Fre-
quency (FI)

1. I frequently initiate work-related interactions with my colleagues. 0.816

2. My colleagues frequently initiate work-related interactions with me. 0.869

3. I frequently interact with my colleagues at work. 0.870

4. I frequently interact with my colleagues socially at work or informally. 0.765

(McAllister, 1995) Mean=2.645 S.D.=0.772

continues on following page
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APPENDIX B

Item Loadings and Cross-Loadings (see Table 6)

Table 5. Continued

Affect based trust 
(ABT)

1. I have a sharing relationship with the members of my work team. We can all freely share our ideas. 0.709

2. I can talk freely with my colleagues about difficulties I am having with my work. 0.730

3. If one of the members of my colleagues was transferred to work in a different team, I would 
feel unhappy because I enjoy working with them all. 0.682

4. If I share my problems with my colleagues, I know that they will respond constructively and 
caringly. 0.828

5. I believe that the members of my work team have made considerable emotional investments 
in our working relationship. 0.783

(McAllister, 1995) Mean=2.913 S.D.=0.820

Cognition Based 
Trust (CBT)

1. My colleagues approach their work with professionalism and dedication. 0.821

2. I believe that my colleagues are well prepared and competent to do their work. 0.865

3. I can rely on my colleagues not to make my job more difficult by careless work. 0.823

4. I trust and respect my colleagues. 0.847

5. I consider my colleagues to be trustworthy. 0.879

(McAllister, 1995) Mean=2.839 S.D.=0.9640

Employees’ In-
tention to Share 
Knowledge (ISK)

1. I will make an effort to share knowledge with my colleagues. 0.815

2. I intend to share knowledge with my colleagues when they ask. 0.868

3. I will share knowledge with my colleagues. 0.922

(Ryu et al., 2003) Mean=2.20 S.D.=0.872

All measures employ a seven-point scale from “always” to “never” and from ” strongly agree” to “strongly disagree”
S.D. indicates Standard Deviation

Table 6.

Items INI CON RRP CB FI ABT CBT ISK

INI1 0.727 0.139 0.143 0.075 0.054 -0.059 0.235 0.151

INI2 0.836 0.089 0.154 0.024 0.051 0.115 0.084 0.047

INI3 0.833 0.305 0.025 0.009 0.115 0.138 0.022 -0.038

INI4 0.838 0.234 0.116 0.085 0.149 0.086 0.045 0.045

CON1 0.113 0.749 0.032 0.078 0.201 0.188 -0.033 0.157

CON2 0.199 0.811 -0.011 0.132 0.128 0.162 0.044 0.005

CON3 0.285 0.679 0.148 0.040 0.116 0.077 0.118 0.132

CON4 0.206 0.668 0.105 0.098 -0.018 -0.015 0.221 -0.031

CON5 0.121 0.780 0.003 0.055 0.092 0.072 0.024 0.112

RRP1 0.174 0.028 0.627 0.046 0.074 -0.034 0.291 0.154

RRP2 0.103 0.011 0.802 0.162 0.074 0.031 0.091 0.178

RRP3 0.081 -0.004 0.720 0.214 0.122 0.061 0.115 -0.001

continues on following page
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RRP4 0.198 0.070 0.523 0.245 0.309 0.208 0.123 0.122

RRP5 0.180 0.089 0.740 0.158 0.227 0.156 0.124 0.185

RRP6 0.051 0.181 0.719 0.172 0.156 0.214 0.106 0.018

CB1 0.110 0.061 0.168 0.701 0.289 0.120 0.157 0.161

CB2 0.178 0.078 0.248 0.752 0.195 0.069 0.107 -0.015

CB3 -0.021 0.133 0.222 0.752 0.205 0.145 0.174 0.094

CB4 0.025 0.078 0.140 0.770 0.201 0.225 0.253 0.028

CB5 0.027 0.114 0.102 0.802 0.168 0.178 0.107 0.128

FI1 0.047 0.016 0.153 0.140 0.741 0.017 0.217 0.325

FI2 0.108 0.103 0.136 0.215 0.795 0.198 0.122 0.057

FI3 0.167 0.135 0.158 0.174 0.816 0.155 0.043 0.107

FI4 0.073 0.235 0.112 0.296 0.586 0.156 0.144 0.103

ABT1 0.068 0.196 0.124 0.099 0.120 0.630 0.138 0.207

ABT2 0.051 0.222 0.120 0.116 0.191 0.666 0.145 0.092

ABT3 0.000 -0.043 0.013 0.106 0.195 0.612 0.097 0.322

ABT4 0.166 0.074 0.043 0.209 0.075 0.675 0.346 0.163

ABT5 0.126 0.079 0.132 0.176 0.081 0.594 0.418 0.120

CBT1 0.117 0.133 0.183 0.081 0.208 0.254 0.726 0.096

CBT2 0.122 0.096 0.201 0.153 0.181 0.311 0.667 0.249

CBT3 0.117 0.099 0.138 0.244 0.163 0.113 0.783 0.072

CBT4 0.171 0.078 0.129 0.159 0.087 0.312 0.637 0.361

CBT5 0.096 0.019 0.150 0.214 0.122 0.264 0.738 0.228

ISK1 0.068 0.150 0.053 0.077 0.084 0.148 0.199 0.719

ISK2 0.064 0.057 0.103 0.031 0.140 0.117 0.127 0.846

ISK3 0.011 0.027 0.119 0.055 0.137 0.210 0.068 0.884

Note 1: SPSS was used. Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

Table 6. Continued

Items INI CON RRP CB FI ABT CBT ISK
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ABSTRACT

Throughout the past decade, CRM has become 
such a buzzword that in contemporary terms the 
concept is used to reflect a number of differing 
perspectives. In brief, CRM has been defined as 
essentially relating to sales, marketing, and even 
services automation. CRM has also been increas-
ingly associated with cost savings and streamline 
processes. Accordingly, the topic has been widely 
covered in terms of its alignment with business 
strategy. However, there appears to be a paucity of 
coverage with regards to the concept’s alignment 
with knowledge management. This chapter dem-
onstrates how CRM in fact pivots upon the dynam-
ics of knowledge management. Furthermore, this 
chapter emphasises how by lieu of its conceptual 
underpinnings and operational dimensions, CRM 

is aligned with business development in the context 
of knowledge management. References have been 
made to specific strategies and tactics within the 
hotel industry in order to illustrate the relevance 
of this contended association.

INTRODUCTION

The general consensus is that Traditional Mar-
keting tends to be essentially associated with the 
development, sale and delivery of products and 
services by means of short-term transactions (Bal-
lantyne, 1996; Healy et al., 2001). However, since 
the 1980s, academic research has increasingly 
advocated for longer term exchanges. Relation-
ship Marketing has emerged as an alternative to 
Traditional Marketing (Berry, 1983).

The reasons given for this shift of market-
ing thought and business development from an 
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emphasis on single transactions and customer 
acquisition to relationships and customer reten-
tion have been varied. While such academics 
as Brodie et al. (1997) argue that Relationship 
Marketing has emerged from six distinct streams 
of research within the theoretical domain, others 
such as Zineldin (2000a) attribute this shift to the 
intensification of competition and uncertainty in 
the marketplace. Still others regard the transition as 
the forthright effect of the attempt of companies to 
achieve optimum growth by means of knowledge 
management. In fact, academics such as Berry 
(1983), Grönroos (1994a,b) and Gummesson 
(1997a,b) go as far as to argue that organizations 
should restructure their efforts in line with the new 
paradigm that Relationship Marketing represents 
if they are to be able to survive and even develop 
their businesses within the increasingly competi-
tive market environment.

CRM, a specialized component of Relationship 
Marketing, has been widely covered in terms of its 
alignment with business strategy. However, there 
appears to be a paucity of coverage with regards 
to its connection with knowledge management. 
This chapter demonstrates how CRM in fact pivots 
upon the dynamics of knowledge management. 
Furthermore, this chapter emphasises how through 
its conceptual underpinnings and operational 
dimensions, CRM is closely related to business 
development in the context of knowledge man-
agement. The examples included throughout this 
chapter are intended to clearly illustrate this link.

THE BACKGROUND 
TO THE CONCEPTUAL 
DEVELOPMENT OF CRM

In spite of much interest and effort, Relationship 
Marketing persistently remains ambiguous as a 
concept. In varied attempts to unravel its con-
ceptual and fundamental underpinnings, several 
academics have defined Relationship Marketing 
(Harker, 1999). However, rather than clarify what 

the concept truly encompasses in reality, many of 
these definitions have instead arguably limited the 
scope of the concept. Consequently, depending 
on which position is being favoured, Relation-
ship Marketing has been described as a specific 
type of marketing, such as database marketing or 
services marketing, or even as a series of actions. 
At other times, the concept has been described as 
a single entity, which embraces almost every other 
marketing discipline (Berry, 1983; Gummesson, 
1997a,b; Morgan and Hunt, 1994). As such, the 
precise meaning of Relationship Marketing is not 
always clear in literature.

Considering the conflict, which appears to 
prevail with regards to the actual dimensions of 
Relationship Marketing, it is not surprising that 
the concept of CRM has attracted just as many 
varied comparisons. Throughout the past decade, 
CRM has become such a buzzword that in contem-
porary terms, the concept has been used to reflect 
a number of differing perspectives. While it has 
at times been referred to as being synonymous to 
a form of marketing such as database marketing 
(Khalil and Harcar, 1999), services marketing 
(Grönroos, 1994a,b) and customer partnering 
(Kandampully and Duddy, 1999b), at other times 
CRM is specified in terms of more specialised 
marketing objectives such as customer retention 
(Walters and Lancaster, 1999a), customer share 
(Rich, 2000) and customer loyalty (Reichheld 
and Schefter, 2000).

In addition to being defined as essentially 
relating to sales, marketing and services auto-
mation, CRM is increasingly being aligned to 
processes such as “enterprise-resource planning 
applications”, which are intended to “deliver cost 
savings and more streamlined services within 
organisations” (Keynote, 2002a:1). The tracking 
of the relationships, which organisations have 
with their customers and their suppliers, has also 
been considered integral to CRM (Gummesson, 
1999; Keynote, 2002a). Indeed, as Lindgreen and 
Crawford (1999:231) succinctly summarise, this 
area of Relationship Marketing seems often to be 
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“described with respect to its purposes as opposed 
to its instruments or defining characteristics”.

Notwithstanding, the wide scope of objec-
tives associated with CRM, the implication of 
knowledge management is becoming increasingly 
prominent in the concept’s associations with 
customer retention and refined processes. Indeed, 
the significance of CRM with regards to business 
development is poignantly emphasised by Joplin 
(2001:81) when he contends that:

far from being a fad, it can be argued that CRM 
is the most important strategy that any organisa-
tion intending to stay in business must develop.

In contemporary terms, the term CRM is used 
to refer to both Customer Relationship Market-
ing and to Customer Relationship Management. 
Although Customer Relationship Marketing and 
Customer Relationship Management may be re-
garded as specialised fields of study, it is argued 
that they are in fact inter-related. Subsequently, 
within the premise of this chapter, the scope of 
CRM spans from the development and market-
ing of relationships between organisations and 
their customers to the day-to-day management 
of these relationships. As a matter of fact, as is 
demonstrated by the examples included from the 
hotel industry, both the marketing and manage-
ment of customer relationships are considered 
integral to knowledge management in the context 
of business strategy.

DATABASE MARKETING: 
A REFINED KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT PROCESS

The Pareto Principle states that 80% of a com-
pany’s income comes from 20% of its customers. 
According to Bentley (2005), the ongoing chal-
lenge for companies is to determine which specific 
customers represent that 20%. In an attempt to 
identify their profitable customers, companies 

are increasingly investing in database infrastruc-
ture. This important trend, in evidence centres 
itself on database marketing and on knowledge 
management.

As a concept, database marketing revolves 
around organizations acquiring and maintaining 
extensive files of information on past and current 
customers as well as on prospects. Although the 
objective of databases is to enable a better portrait 
of customers and their buying habits, ultimately 
they are intended to not only enable companies 
to market their products, services and even spe-
cial offers more effectively, but to also provide 
an improved personalised service to customers 
(Bentley, 2005).

Although database marketing is traditionally 
associated with the specialised field of direct 
marketing, numerous authors including Mon-
crief and Cravens (1999) and Long et al. (1999) 
have acknowledged how its functions are being 
increasingly applied to enhance and refine rela-
tionships with customers within other areas of 
businesses too.

Databases can help companies manage their 
knowledge about their existing customers. How-
ever, the database has become a pivotal instrument 
within the CRM arena not only as far as interac-
tion and the exchange of information between an 
organisation and its customers are concerned, but 
also in the facilitation of processes such as the 
segmentation and targeting of customers. Indeed, 
it seems that database marketing is closely aligned 
to knowledge management and business strategy.

THE DATABASE: THE PIVOTAL 
TOOL FOR KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT WITHIN CRM

According to Bradbury (2005), a database is a 
structured collection of information, which is 
not only set as indexes but also searchable. In 
general, databases are used for business applica-
tions such as the storing of customers’ data. Thus, 
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previous transactions and even communication 
exchanged may be held in a company’s database. 
In layman’s terms, databases may be compared to 
an electronic library, which receives fresh data, 
stores information and make the latter accessible 
to an organisation; thereby helping maintain a 
continuous learning loop (McDonald, 1998). In 
more implicit marketing terms, databases can be 
extended to form an extensive and multi-levelled 
process (Tapp, 2001).

Within the CRM arena, it could be argued 
that databases are used not only to promote and 
facilitate interaction between an organisation and 
its customers from the time of an initial response, 
but also to help with the measurement and analysis 
of such interactions. Simply put, the ongoing rela-
tionship between an organisation and a customer 
can be systematically recorded in databases. In 
fact, a sophisticated database can not only store 
data on active, dormant or lapsed customers but it 
may even have the potential to identify prospects 
(McDonald, 1998; Tapp, 2001). Subsequently, the 
increasingly integral role, which databases have 
come to play in CRM campaigns and in knowledge 
management appears well founded.

THE LINK BETWEEN CRM 
AND DATA MANAGEMENT

Developments in information technology have 
dramatically enhanced the scope for the collec-
tion, analysis and exploitation of information 
on customers (Long et al., 1999; Luck, 2008). 
Accordingly, data warehouses have been increas-
ingly created by businesses. A data warehouse is 
essentially a giant database, which takes the raw 
information from the various systems within a 
hotel for instance, such as central reservations 
and room service, and converts the data collated 
from all the sources into one easily accessible and 
ideally user-friendly set of data (Davies, 2000).

When used effectively, data warehouses can 
not only gather data on a continuous basis but they 

can also allow the precise segmentation of infor-
mation about customers. Subsequently, profitable 
interaction with customers can be increased and 
operations such as targeting and even personalised 
customer service improved. These processes can 
not only be intricately linked with knowledge 
management but also with business development.

The ultimate aim of data warehouses can by 
all means to help create customer retention (Da-
vies, 2000). Accordingly, large hotel chains have 
in evidence been acquiring and storing customer 
data in a combined attempt to achieve competitive 
edge and improve the experience of customers.

CRM is arguably a progression from data 
warehousing. At present, one of the principle 
functions of CRM systems is indeed to collect 
as much data about each customer as is possible. 
This information is then stored to be used at a later 
stage to give guests as much of a personalised 
service as possible when they return (Davies, 
2001a). According to Cindy Green, the senior 
vice-president of Pegasus Business Intelligence, 
this will not only lead to a change in the sales and 
marketing arena but even more importantly this 
will imply that companies will need to become 
as advanced in the management of their customer 
relationships as technology will enable them to 
be (Davies, 2001a). This change of perspective is 
arguably expected to engender a transition from 
the management of data about the customers to 
the management of interactive relationships.

Accordingly, data that companies have com-
piled over the years about their customers, would 
need to be used intelligently in order to be enable 
predictions about consumer behaviour as well 
as the anticipation of needs or even problems. 
Such data can indeed be used to precisely target 
marketing campaigns. As succinctly summarised 
by Green, CRM is in actual fact simply about a 
company being willing and flexible enough to 
change its behaviour in line with what it is find-
ing out from its knowledge management systems. 
Indeed, these systems and processes can not only 
consolidate what customers are saying but the 
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data collated about the customers can reveal much 
about them; their attitudes and their intentions. 
Consequently, these processes can be crucial to 
business development.

THE PRINCIPAL STAGES OF 
ACHIEVING KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT FROM DATA

According to Cindy Estis Green, from Driving 
Revenue, a consultancy that aims to help hotel 
companies add value to the data they collect 
from and about the customer, the management 
of a database involves three crucial stages (Goy-
mour, 2001).

Firstly, when all the data collected about a guest 
is consolidated into a usable set of information, 
the automated cleaning of data must be conducted. 
The general consensus is that an integrated and 
centralised database will enable a complete view 
of the customers. In the context of a hotel chain 
for instance, such a database is expected to collect 
ongoing information from all relevant sources 
and outlets, such as reservations and other point 
of sale systems located within the various hotels. 
Information from customer satisfaction question-
naires, surveys or even emails can also be fed into 
the database. The data would ideally be compiled 
so as to produce an integrated set of information 
in order to produce a unified profile about each 
customer (Bentley, 2005).

According to Jane Waterworth, the marketing 
director at Shire Hotels, the standardising of data 
is a process, which hotel companies should take 
seriously, as it is vital to ascertain that they in fact 
are inputting the right data in their CRM system. 
According to Steve Clarke, the account director at 
marketing database company CDMS, companies 
which are serious about CRM must consolidate 
their data. Otherwise not only may customers end 
up receiving the same information from various 
sources, thereby diluting marketing initiatives, but 
more specifically for the company, no full view 

of a customer’s behaviour would be achievable. 
Indeed, as emphasised by Bentley (2005), without 
all the relevant information about a customer, any 
attempt to use data in a meaningful and precise 
way to enhance loyalty schemes or even market-
ing campaigns will be essentially flawed. Thus, 
in order for a database to be a reliable component 
of knowledge management systems, it need to be 
consistently updated and meticulously integrated 
with other sources of knowledge.

Secondly, the analysis of the information about 
the guests must be undergone in order for the 
company to be able to precisely target the most 
attractive prospects and discard those suspects 
who do not meet the profiling criteria.

Although a central data warehouse can by all 
means combine information from many sources 
and help consolidate a comprehensive and reliable 
a picture of a company’s clients, Velibor Korolija, 
the operations director with software specialist 
the Bromley Group, argues that for business and 
marketing analysts, data warehouses are by no 
means enough. In fact, it is data mining, a process 
which involves the analysis of the data in an attempt 
to seek meaningful relationships not previously 
known, which Korolija advocates to be of utmost 
importance with regards to knowledge manage-
ment and business development (Davies, 2000).

In layman terms, data mining refers to the 
process of retrieving data from a data warehouse 
for analysis purposes. Data mining tools and tech-
nologies have been accredited by such academics 
as Nemati and Barko (2003:282) with having the 
potential

to enhance the decision-making process by 
transforming data into valuable and actionable 
knowledge to gain a competitive advantage.

Thirdly, the results of the targeting of specific 
guests must be tracked in order to determine which 
guests responded to the campaigns. This step will 
not only identify the profitable customers, but it 
will ultimately also indicate which promotions 
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are successful. Subsequently, the adequacy of 
campaigns can be evaluated.

As identified by Bradbury (2005), CRM is 
meant to not only help companies collect infor-
mation about guests, but even more importantly 
it is meant to help companies use the information 
collected about its customers more effectively. 
One of the ultimate steps within the data mining 
process is undeniably to cluster customers into 
segments, which are not only meaningful but also 
reachable by CRM campaigns.

According to Korolija, it is by all means pos-
sible to cluster a hotel’s guests into very specific 
demographic groups (Davies, 2000). In serving 
a number of closely-related purposes, customer 
segmentation has been portrayed as a means of 
predicting behaviour (Clemons and Row, 2000), 
a method of detecting, evaluating and selecting 
homogeneous groups (Reichheld and Schefter, 
2000) and a way of identifying a target market for 
which a competitive strategy can be formulated 
(Gulati and Garino, 2000).

In more general terms, customer segmentation 
is accredited with enabling the identification of key 
consumer groups so that CRM programmes can be 
targeted effectively. Some hotel chains in evidence 
acknowledge that the opportunities afforded by 
customer segmentation. For instance, in an attempt 
to precisely and cost effectively target its guests, De 
Vere Group Plc restructured its customer database 
in 2003 into a range of customer categories such 
as debutantes and devoted stayers. This strategy 
was also intended to enhance cross-selling across 
the various brands to existing customers. In the 
same year, Corus & Regal Hotels Plc divided its 
database, which consisted of 68,000 profiles, into 
categories. These spanned from cold prospects to 
loyal customers (Key Note, 2003c).

The varied outcomes of customer segmenta-
tion have been well documented. Benefits such 
as added protection against substitution, differen-
tiation and pricing stability have been quoted by 
several authors including Walters and Lancaster 
(1999b) and Sinha (2000). Moreover, Ivor Tyndall, 

the head of customer intelligence at Le Meridien 
advocates that as the company segments their 
consumer base, they can precisely target different 
sectors or segments with different offers (Bentley, 
2005). Although Botschen et al. (1999) support 
the importance of segmenting customers on the 
benefit-level, Long and Schiffman (2000) offer 
evidence to suggest that different segments of 
consumers may perceive benefits differently and 
consequently have differing degrees of affinity 
and commitment to CRM programmes. Conse-
quently, the tracking of customers will uncover 
the relevance and degree of appropriateness of 
specific campaigns as well as general offerings 
and processes (Luck, 2008).

CONCERNS, CONTROVERSIES 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
WITH REGARDS TO 
DATABASE PROCESSES

The capability of databases to help track actual 
purchases of customers and enable inferences to 
predict future behaviour patterns may undoubtedly 
encourage the assumption that database market-
ing is routine within the embracing of CRM. 
Moncrief and Cravens’ (1999: 330) contention 
that “customer service levels increase when cus-
tomer information becomes so easy to obtain and 
disperse”, could also by all means imply that data-
bases are being efficiently and effectively used to 
acquire and maintain information on existing and 
prospective customers. Indeed, Abbott (2001:182) 
even advocates that refinements in technology has 
provided companies with increasing opportunities 
and well-structured channels to not only collect 
abundant amount of data but also to manipulate 
this data in various different ways so as to unravel 
otherwise unforeseen areas of knowledge and busi-
ness development. However, several academics 
and practitioners have contended that databases 
are not being so optimally used.
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Although many databases may by all means 
be deemed to be appropriate data warehouses, it 
has been argued that the data mining process as-
sociated with many of these has been consistently 
flawed. In actual fact, in spite of several academ-
ics acknowledging the technological trend to rely 
on database marketing to acquire and maintain 
extensive information on existing and potential 
customers (Krol, 1999; Long et al., 1999; Mon-
crief and Cravens, 1999), such academics as Dyer 
(1998), Rich (2000), Joplin (2001) and Overell 
(2004) provide evidence to confirm that companies 
are not adequately using the information at their 
disposal to build and strengthen relationships 
with customers.

According to Dyer (1998), many practitioners 
are failing to make optimum use of their client 
databases because not only is their information 
not being updated, but the available data is not 
even being analysed adequately so as to produce 
pertinent qualitative and quantitative information, 
from which future strategies and tactics could be 
based. Yet, Murphy (2001) advocates that not only 
does personalized data have to exist and be correct, 
but this data should also be correctly updated and 
be made available to the rest of the organisation. 
Indeed, the general consensus is that this process 
should be rigidly adhered to whichever channel 
of communication the customer uses to interact 
with an organization (Keynote, 2002).

Although this step may not yet be routinely be 
adhered to within the hotel industry, there is an 
indication that some hotel chains have integrated 
this process in their systems. For instance, from 
2003 all bookings made for any of the hotels 
within the Corus & Regal hotel chain have been 
redirected via the central reservations office or to 
their new marketing database so that the informa-
tion on the database can be continuously updated. 
Accordingly, the records about existing custom-
ers are consistently updated while the profiles of 
new customers are automatically created (Key 
Note, 2003c).

Highlighting a different shortcoming, Rich 
(2000) argues that companies are failing to use 
the information stored in their databases to build 
relationships with their customers even though 
the latter could prove vital for marketers in their 
attempts to outperform their competitors in terms 
of providing a better service to customers. Accord-
ing to Overell (2004), marketers and companies 
are not even attempting to adequately analyse the 
data to an accepted level of depth. In spite of such 
contentions, Michael Gadbury, the vice-president 
of Aremissoft, a CRM software company, advo-
cates that while two years ago, arguably only ten 
percent of hotel companies showed interest in 
making use of the data, which they had collected 
about their customers, this percentage has risen 
to almost ninety percent in contemporary terms 
(Davies, 2001a). It is anticipated that in recent 
years, even more companies have shown interest 
in adequately mining their customer database.

Although the integrated process of capturing, 
sifting and interrogating data about customers is 
flawed, companies have been so eager to captur-
ing data about their customers that according to 
Overell (2004:1), “many organisations are sitting 
on mushrooming stockpiles of data”. This over 
zealous attitude towards the collection of data 
seems to have gripped the hotel companies too. 
Indeed, as is advocated by Geoffrey Breeze, the 
vice-president of marketing and alliance devel-
opment at Hilton International, “hotels have far 
more information about their guests than they can 
actually use” (Caterer and Hotelkeeper, 2000:14). 
Yet, Overell (2004) advocates that the general 
consensus among database experts is that com-
panies do not have much more understanding of 
customers than they did prior to their embracing 
of CRM.

Nemati and Barko (2003:282) offer a plausible 
explanation for the limited benefits reaped from 
data mining when they explain that although 
“management factors affecting the implementa-
tion of IT projects have been widely studied”, 
“there is little empirical research investigating 
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the implementation of organizational data-mining 
projects”. Furthermore, in pointing to a plausible 
differential level of expertise between the collec-
tion of data and the actual mining and usage of 
this data, they also shed light on the inadequacy 
of training for the people at the various stages of 
the data mining process.

It is notable that within the hotel industry, tech-
nical systems tend not to be developed in-house 
(Luck and Lancaster, 2003) but commissioned 
through expert agencies. While CRM systems are 
developed by experts in line with specifications 
requested by a hotel company, once unfolded 
within an organization, such systems tend to be 
monitored in-house. Luck and Lancaster suggest 
that internal employees may not have the adequate 
level of expertise that some of the filtering pro-
cesses may call for. Furthermore, they also suggest 
that the high financial, human and technological 
resources needed to keep a data mining system 
up to date may also place too high demands on 
some companies.

Arguably in attempts to curtail limitations and 
perhaps to also enhance their CRM opportunities, 
hotel companies have increasingly entered in 
partnerships with specialist agencies. While De 
Vere Group Plc enlisted the GB group to help 
create more targeted and cost effective database 
campaign, Thistle Hotels Ltd worked closely with 
Arnold Interactive to design, develop and handle 
its online strategy to increase its database from 
50,000 to 500,000 profiles by the end of 2003 
and its series of e-marketing campaigns (Key 
Note, 2003c).

Although academics and practitioners tend 
to agree that technical innovation is essential to 
ensure the future growth and success of businesses 
with regards to knowledge management and CRM, 
the embracing of technologies within operations 
appears to have been slower. In a survey of the 
use of information technology in the independent 
sector of the hotel industry in South Wales, Main 
(1995) found out that 65% of her sample felt that 
they did not maximise the potential of their existing 

system. Rather that deploy the lack of expertise 
of the hoteliers, Main (1995) argue that it is the 
suppliers of IT who seem to be unable to target 
their market. A study conducted in 1995 may seem 
very dated in terms of technological advance-
ments. However their conclusion is considered 
still relevant in contemporary terms.

In recent times, this issue surrounding the 
expertise in data analysis appears to have been 
curtailed through partnerships between hotel 
chains and specialised IT agencies. For instance, 
in 2003 when De Vere Group Plc sought to restore 
its customer database to create more targeted and 
cost effective marketing campaigns, the GB group 
was enlisted. Later in the same year when Thistle 
Hotels Ltd engaged in a focused online strategy 
to increase its database, Arnold Interactive was 
appointed to handle that project (Key Note, 2003c).

The popularity of databases is increasing and 
as is highlighted by Abbott (2001:182), “vast 
databases holding terabytes of data are becoming 
commonplace”. However, if companies do not fol-
low the correct processes to tap into this valuable 
data they have in their databases, new knowledge 
about customers will be largely uncovered (Rich, 
2000). Indeed, it is likely that the assiduous col-
lection of information about customers will be 
largely wasted. Consequently, although in theory 
borrowing from the arena of direct marketing 
seems pertinent to CRM strategy, transferring the 
theoretical advantages into practice is an altogether 
different scenario.

Meanwhile, according to Felix Laboy, the 
chief executive officer of E-Site Marketing, 
when hotels are able to access more information 
about a guest and then be able to offer the latter 
the individual service he or she needs and indeed 
the benefits that is sought and valued, loyalty 
will be encouraged (Edlington, 2003; Goymour, 
2001). Moreover such authors as Davies (2001a) 
and Bentley (2005) advocate that when the data 
is correctly structured and companies can target 
their marketing more effectively, it is expected 
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that CRM and knowledge management schemes 
will become more effective.

In contemporary terms, the impetus surround-
ing CRM and knowledge management undoubt-
edly centres on technology and its respective 
tools. Technology has been hailed as having the 
potential not only to revive but also enhance 
more personalised service with customers (Gil-
bert et al., 1999) as well as optimise knowledge 
management. Companies are being faced with a 
multitude of complex choices in their structuring 
of relationships while the pace at which technol-
ogy is being developed is arguably creating the 
significant problem of expensive investments 
potentially becoming rapidly obsolete shortly 
after being deployed (Davies, 2001a). Several 
authors including Davies (2001b) and Cushing 
(2004) thus recommend that instead of embracing 
technologies merely based on their infrastructural 
merit, companies should evaluate technologies in 
line with their own specific needs and CRM and 
knowledge management objectives and strategies. 
Only then, would they be able to remain focused 
on their business strategies as opposed to being 
led by technology.

CONCLUSION

CRM concept has grown out of companies’ at-
tempts to develop their business propositions. The 
various processes, which the concept is associated 
with, imply that CRM must be refined in line with 
companies’ attempts to refine their knowledge 
management systems. Consequently, through its 
facilitation of knowledge management, CRM can 
only help companies offer better products and 
services to their customers than their competitors, 
but just as importantly CRM can help companies 
with their own business development. Indeed, 
as discussed throughout the above sections and 
illustrated by the examples taken from the hotel 
industry, CRM can help companies understand 

their customers by means of consistent knowledge 
management.

Technology has revolutionised operations 
within companies. In order to enhance their 
engagement in CRM, many hotel chains have 
invested in customised systems. Some applications 
have in evidence already managed to smoothly 
link front-office processes such as check-in, with 
back-office functionality such as reservation de-
tails. Notwithstanding, as is succinctly reminded 
by Chen and Popovich (2003:682), despite the 
crucial role that technology and people play within 
the CRM arena, “the philosophical bases of CRM: 
relationship marketing, customer profitability, life-
time value, retention and satisfaction” are in fact 
created through business process management. As 
such, practitioners must constantly remind them-
selves that technology is not equivalent to CRM.

The right combination of technological tools 
and strategies can arguably enable companies to 
develop and sustain their operations, but also to 
reap the opportunities, which CRM can provide 
in terms of knowledge management. Indeed, 
CRM can be a powerful tool in the quest for 
strengthening relationships with customers as 
well as the facilitation of knowledge manage-
ment. However, the use of technology should 
be dichotomous. While on one hand, technology 
should help facilitate the enhancement of CRM 
initiatives and knowledge management opportuni-
ties, on the other hand technology should enable 
companies engaged in CRM to keep their finger 
on the customers’ pulse and respond to not only 
the customers’ changing needs but also to general 
market trends. Only then will the true interaction 
afforded by technological tools with regard to 
CRM and knowledge management arguably be 
genuinely achieved and exploited. This undoubt-
edly emphasises that practitioners must closely 
monitor their technological tools as well as their 
processes and knowledge.

Database marketing and database manage-
ment have by all means driven CRM into a new 
era not only in terms of providing information 
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and making sales, but also to access customers, 
gather data and even target campaigns. Indeed, 
the processes associated with the implementa-
tion, evaluation and monitoring of CRM and 
with knowledge management have been greatly 
enhanced by means of databases.

The importance of the database within CRM 
and knowledge management is unquestionable. 
Databases in fact represent the central tool of 
CRM within many companies such as hotel chains. 
Indeed, hotel companies of all sizes appear to 
increasingly be developing and implementing 
database technologies. However many data mining 
processes have been somehow flawed. Yet, the 
popularity of databases is persisting. In attempts to 
maximise the effectiveness of their CRM systems 
and knowledge management strategies, compa-
nies are increasingly working in partnership with 
specialist external agencies. Such partnerships 
are bound to enhance the inherent strengths of 
CRM as well as increase the success of internal 
and external knowledge management. However, 
companies must first be clear about their objec-
tives for engaging in CRM.

In spite of the great influence that technology, 
systems and processes can add upon the dynamics 
of CRM and knowledge management, it should 
however be reminded that customer retention and 
business development, the ultimate objectives of 
CRM and most knowledge management strate-
gies are not achieved with just these dimensions. 
Instead, while customer loyalty is usually achieved 
with the delivery of a consistently superior cus-
tomer experience, business development can 
only ever be afforded if the current needs and 
wants of the primary customers are being met 
profitably. Undoubtedly, such a balance would 
indeed be impossible to achieve without the right 
people within the organisation. Consequently, it 
is argued that more than any technological tool, 
listening and responding to one’s customers still 
remains the pinnacle of knowledge management 
and of business development. For practitioners, 

this highlights how the customer is still very much 
at the centre of all business processes.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

As companies look to possible customer needs 
for business development, it has been suggested 
that it is technology and its tools that will enable 
the greatest opportunities for creating long-term 
and close relationships. However technology in 
itself cannot create knowledge management. It is 
in fact the examination of data and information 
that can create this. However, selecting the right 
technological resources and capabilities to con-
sistently and continuously create a competitive 
advantage is undoubtedly one of the key chal-
lenges facing companies in contemporary terms. 
Responding to such an ongoing challenge requires 
continuous fresh thinking and expertise. Further-
more as Zahra et al. (1999:197) argued although 
it creates opportunities for technical innovation, 
market dynamism also challenges companies “to 
protect, upgrade or even revise its technological 
capabilities”.

Although technology has been crucial in the 
facilitation of CRM and has as such attracted 
much investment, the optimisation of CRM also 
requires the organisation of business processes as 
well as a thorough understanding of customers; 
the internal and external ones. Genuine adoption 
of CRM thus requires that companies address their 
own cultures and subcultures. In fact, companies 
are expected to not only continuously view their 
organisations from the customers’ perspective but 
just as importantly, gear operations to actively 
involve customer feedback and changes.

As a concept, CRM appears to call for the 
consistent application of best practices in the 
business processes too. When these processes are 
consistently and continuously integrated, applied 
and monitored, it is expected that companies would 
be able to use their resources in terms of people, 
technology and processes to optimally achieve 
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their CRM objectives. However this chapter shed 
light upon how in order to be an effective tool in 
terms of knowledge management, CRM processes 
must be systematically and consistently monitored. 
Consequently, it is suggested that companies 
examine the short-term as well as the long-term 
validity of their systems.

As far as CRM is concerned, it is suggested 
that all bonds, whether internal or external, which 
may have an effect on the stability of relationships 
with customers and on knowledge management, 
should be actively cultivated. Indeed, the nurtur-
ing of employees, the listening to one’s customers 
and the crucial commitment of senior manage-
ment are arguably not only integral to CRM in 
contemporary terms, but for any strategy to stick 
in the long-term, it should be embedded in the or-
ganisation and be supported by adequate policies 
and processes. Indeed, successful CRM does not 
just emerge or simply exist. As a matter of fact, 
it is suggested that the creation and establishing 
of successful customer relationships confront 
companies with a complex range of relationship 
and network management tasks above the ones, 
which is inherent to their traditional operations 
and structures. These must be evaluated then 
implemented and evaluated.

Prior to even engaging in CRM and in knowl-
edge management systems, it is proposed that 
companies ensure that they understand what 
their target customers are looking for as far as 
CRM is concerned. It is also important for the 
companies to assess what their objectives are in 
terms of CRM and in knowledge management 
systems. Thereafter, companies should ensure 
that the elements, which are genuinely deemed 
important by their core customers, remain the 
focus of their CRM endeavours. In fact, it is 
contended that the optimisation of CRM requires 
not only the understanding of customers and the 
prescribed organisation of business processes but 
also an understanding of the employees. Indeed, 
it is argued that employees, guests as well as the 
entire organisation are the building blocks of 

CRM. Technology and the database are simply 
but merely what bind all these entities, strategies 
and tactics.
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Chapter  6.22

ABSTRACT

Sharing knowledge is one of the most challeng-
ing tasks modern companies have to deal with. A 
vast amount of knowledge exists within organiza-
tions; however it is often difficult to find and to 
judge its value. As a consequence, learning and 
knowledge building seem to be a lonely activ-
ity, separated from everyday work. Transfer of 
knowledge acquired in formal courses has little 
impact and effect on day-to-day work. That is 
why training often has a low return on invest-
ment. Knowledge management systems have also 
proven to be ineffective as they fail to present the 
knowledge employees are looking for. So how 
can we improve learning in organizations using 

ICT? To find an answer to this question we might 
learn from the generation that has grown up with 
modern communication technologies. This Homo 
Zappiens has shaped new ways of communication 
and information sharing including attitudes and 
views leading to collective knowledge building 
strategies. Prominent characteristics of Homo 
Zappiens include their preference for images 
and symbols as an enrichment of plain text, their 
seemingly effortless adoption of technology and 
their cooperation and sharing in networks. This 
generation seems to take exploration and learn-
ing, discovering the world, into their own hands. 
Homo Zappiens shows us we can increasingly 
rely on technology to connect us and allow us 
to organize as a group. In a networked society, 
the individual has more room for contributing 
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its unique value, and innovation and knowledge 
reside in a network, rather than in each separate 
individual. Realizing that we need a flexible 
structure for organizing ourselves and the world 
around us, we can look at Homo Zappiens for a 
clue. This chapter describes self-regulated learn-
ing within a network (Networked Learning) and 
presents a model for it. It also presents experiences 
with the model at the multi-national corporation 
IBM, where a Technology-Enhanced Learning 
Environment (TELE) was built and introduced.

INTRODUCTION

The sharing of knowledge between employees is 
one of the most challenging tasks modern com-
panies nowadays face (Siemens, 2005; Siemens 
2006). Organizations have access to vast amounts 
of tacit and tangible knowledge; but for an em-
ployee this knowledge is often difficult to find 
and its actual value cannot always be judged. As 
a consequence, active learning and knowledge 
acquisition seem to be lonely activities, both 
distinctly separated from regular, everyday work. 
Knowledge transfer that occurs in formal courses 
has little impact on the day-to-day work of employ-
ees (Weistra, 2005), as shown in Figure 1. That is 
why training often has a low return on investment. 

Advances in ICT, through the years, have provided 
us with new possibilities and opportunities for 
improving learning. But technology enhanced 
learning in companies currently often supports 
a rather traditional single actor learning, such as 
first generation e-learning where printed matter 
has been digitalized into hypertexts, or available 
data-bases that are poorly used, or blended learn-
ing scenarios using learning platforms (Siemens, 
2006). The learning in these situations remains an 
individual act with no interpersonal communica-
tion or connection to the daily working practice. 
New concepts of learning are needed to improve 
training and learning of the employees, through 
the use of technology.

For inspiration on how to organize learning 
alternatively, we can look to the new generation 
of students that have had their views on the world 
around them shaped by modern communication 
technologies (Tapscott, 1998; Collis & Moonen, 
2001; Oblinger & Oblinger, 2005; Veen & Vrak-
king 2006). Due to their preference for television 
and Internet technology, this generation has been 
called Homo Zappiens (Veen & Vrakking 2006), 
or the Net Generation (Oblinger & Oblinger, 
2005). Prominent characteristics of Homo Zap-
piens include their preference for images and 
symbols, their seemingly effortless adoption of 
technology, and their cooperation and sharing in 

Figure 1. Learning activities and their relevance
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networks. Through the use of technology, Homo 
Zappiens learns to develop new skills and exhib-
its new behavior that may show us a way of how 
higher education will be organized in the future. 
Homo Zappiens learns to participate in society 
through networks, switching between streams of 
information, and learning to cooperate and share 
in getting relevant information. Their strategies 
seem to fit companies’ needs as they have to deal 
with challenges of knowledge (co-)creation and 
knowledge sharing. This is not only an issue that 
matters the organization as a whole, but is also 
highly relevant for each employee within the 
organization. Knowledge sharing in virtual social 
networks, solving problems that are closely re-
lated to daily work, demand the attitude youngsters 
have developed from early childhood on. They 
have been using social networks in Facebook, 
MySpace, YouTube, or any other profiling plat-
forms. In those networks they have learned that 
each individual matters, and is valued and treated 
respectfully. Online social networks are flat, that 
is they do not discriminate on who you are, and 
foster the attitude that sharing is winning (Veen 
& Vrakking, 2006) It is this sociability that makes 
people help each other, solving problems col-
laboratively. These attitudes and views on how 
to share and build knowledge can be of great help 
designing new learning infrastructures for orga-
nizations and companies alike.

This chapter describes a Technology-Enhanced 
Learning Environment (TELE), called Yuno that 
has been based on the Homo Zappiens values 
and norms. These values are expressed in the 
Networked Learning Model that is described in a 
following section. Yuno allows for self-regulated 
learning, and was developed for the multi-national 
corporation IBM. A case is presented about 
learning in the corporate sector, where most of 
the learning takes place with regards to the work 
that people do. This work-related learning always 
has production as a purpose: production of a new 
service, production of a more efficient procedure, a 
new product, et cetera. The context of the learning 

will also be often related to corporate goals and 
vision, such as sustainability, profitability, and in-
novation. When work-related learning originates 
from the employee’s initiative, it is by definition 
self-regulated.

In this chapter we present a case where learn-
ing is informal, time- and place-independent, and 
is not assessed by exams, tests, or the acquisition 
of a certificate. Yuno was created with the use of 
the Networked Learning Model, a model based 
on experiences with Networked Learning and 
inspired by the behavior of Homo Zappiens. These 
latter two concepts will be further explained in 
the following sections, after which the Networked 
Learning Model will be described. At the end of 
the chapter, Yuno is presented.

A NEW GENERATION OF SELF-
REGULATED LEARNERS

Today we are confronted with an educational chal-
lenge, which is related to motivating and retaining 
talented employees. The characteristics of today’s 
and future’s worker is changing (Cross, 2007; 
Siemens, 2005; 2006; Veen & Vrakking, 2006). 
Self-learning has bloomed; discovering online 
possibilities is a skill now developed from early 
childhood through advanced adult life. Even online 
reading has become collaborative, interactive, 
nonlinear and relational, engaging multiple voices 
(Davidson & Goldberg, 2009). For example, in 
the past, process industries needed skilled work-
ers to build products. Nowadays these industries 
seek employees who can co-create solutions by 
designing products collaboratively with customers 
using ‘building blocks’ of a multitude of companies 
from over the world. Skills of making a product 
do not longer suffice such companies, many other 
skills are needed, including designing skills, com-
munication skills, and managerial skills (Veen, 
2009). This also applies to other sectors such as 
banking and insurance. These companies can only 
thrive through employees who are able to judge 
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situations independently and can come up with 
new solutions as they communicate with clients. 
Younger employees, to speak in general terms, use 
technology in a functional manner, not touching 
what they can’t use, and increasingly, they seem 
to take exploration and learning, discovering the 
world, into their own hands (Veen & Vrakking, 
2006). These attitudes coincide with companies’ 
needs of today (Allen & Velden, 2007).

Given the rise of interactive network technol-
ogy, the logical direction for education and learn-
ing to develop, as society ever more embraces the 
uniqueness of each individual, is for the process 
of learning to become more natural. As people 
can learn from any new experience, and what they 
learn is often unpredictable, there isn’t a real way 
in which the optimum level of development for 
each individual can be reached through structured 
education. Accepting that the outcome of learn-
ing cannot be controlled up front, would lead to 
a more natural form of learning. Technological 
advances have made it possible for people to start 
learning this self-regulated, non-linear way; our 
most natural way of learning (Siemens, 2006), 
by pursuing personal goals in changing learning 
environments.

The outcome of this personalized learning often 
leads to storage of knowledge in companies’ da-
tabases. This understanding of storing knowledge 
does not lead to lively shared knowledge which is 
always linked to people and context. In his book 
Knowing Knowledge, Siemens (Siemens, 2006) 
discusses how knowledge is no longer a product, 
but rather a process of interaction and negotiation. 
Veen and Vrakking (2006) agrees on this line 
of thought and defines learning as the process 
of searching for meaning and knowledge as the 
process of communication about giving mean-
ing to information. As a consequence, learning 
is a social process of negotiating references, and 
individuals learn by externalizing their knowl-
edge, sharing their input into the social network 
of peer learners, experts, and others that might 
be involved in the process. Collective learning 

explicitly aims at collaborative performance 
and innovative knowledge co-creation within a 
team. In practice, this means that learners should 
be facilitated to communicate in organizations. 
Informal communication and activities within a 
group of people from diverse backgrounds, helps 
them to share and produce knowledge relevant for 
business goals. Well-known examples of this kind 
of informal learning have been implemented at 
Google and Nokia. Younger employees are used to 
participate in society through networks, anticipat-
ing that different situations may require different 
roles and developing the competence to quickly 
switch between roles just as they switch between 
streams of information (Veen & Vrakking, 2006).

Technology has taken dominance over society 
as a means of providing organization to our lives. 
Immersion, interactivity, and communication are 
critical characteristics of the technologies Homo 
Zappiens has been using from early childhood 
on. This has important implications for learning 
and educational organizations. The impact of this 
can be seen in the behavior of Homo Zappiens.

In a world where technology is available, the 
most important skills are those that enable us to 
use that technology to enrich our lives (Laurillard 
1993; Harper, Rodden, Rogers & Sellen, 2008). 
That is why Homo Zappiens adopts the use of new 
technology at an amazing pace. At the same time 
they seem to be paying less attention to learning 
mathematical skills, grammar and memorization; 
rather, they rely on calculators and search engines 
to provide them with the same information. The 
cause of this is not so much a disinterest for ‘old 
concepts’, but much more often a form of priori-
tizing skills.

On the Internet, communities of people gather 
information that is relevant to them and recom-
mend it to others within the community (Wenger, 
1998). Through a form of internal recommenda-
tion, information is filtered based on perceived 
value and importance. Cooperation thus provides a 
mechanism for distributing the increasingly larger 
task of determining which information is valuable.
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People used to keep their most prized knowl-
edge and competences private, and thus scarce, 
but nowadays an increasing number of young 
people let others know about their knowledge 
and skills (Oblinger & Oblinger, 2005). In an 
organizational system that promoted competition, 
keeping knowledge private made sense. Yet in a 
network, where negotiation and communication 
are the most important elements (Steeples & 
Jones 2002), the need for privacy is an outdated 
concept, and the need for attention becomes key.

Homo Zappiens is currently entering the labor 
market, and one of the issues to consider is how 
we can take advantage of this generation’s net-
working attitudes and skills to enhance business 
outcomes while avoiding a disintegration of the 
workforce along the demographic structure of the 
organization. Networked Learning is a mechanism 
for companies to develop a more effective learning 
environment for their employees. It is based on the 
idea to improve trainings’ outcomes by bringing 
learners together in a learning and knowledge shar-
ing network. The innovative and creative nature 
of team learning can be used strategically within 
organizations. This is the aim of the concept of 
Networked Learning. Networked Learning is to be 
understood as a different way of learning which 
is different to ICT-supported ways of traditional 
learning. The focus of Networked Learning is on 
connectedness of people and artifacts in a network 
with the use of technology to integrate delivery 
of knowledge with interaction, communication 
and application. The monitoring of one’s own 
activities while acquiring knowledge and the self-
evaluation of one’s performance (Zimmerman, 
1990), makes Networked Learning by default a 
self-regulated learning process. It is a way to find 
other experts and to share knowledge with them. 
In this understanding we suggest the following 
definition for Networked Learning:

Networked Learning is learning through estab-
lishing and maintaining connections: between 
people, resources and technical systems, using 

tools which promote knowledge sharing and 
knowledge construction.

Recent approaches (Goodyear 2005; Siemens, 
2006; Rosenberg, 2006) define Networked Learn-
ing as a new way of learning. The term network 
applies in the first place on a human network in 
which individuals are connected, having access to 
personal information as well as (shared) artifacts. 
The network exists through the help of technology, 
which supports the integration of the delivery of 
knowledge on the one hand, and the interaction, 
communication and application on the other. Net-
worked Learning is today more evident because it 
finds its existence in explicit network structures, 
such as global networks like the Internet, the web 
(Siemens, 2008), or collaborative group support 
systems which exist within certain organizations 
and companies. The other way around, the use of 
ICT, in particular the Internet is a basic prereq-
uisite for Networked Learning. Unfortunately, it 
seems the use of ICT for learning in numerous 
companies is still in the first phase of substitution. 
E-learning as it appears in the corporate sector 
is providing printed matter in a digital format. 
E-learning materials stem from the printed stuff; 
the only difference is that the learner now has to 
switch his computer on in order to read it. It is 
focused on individual learning by reading. In fact, 
it is hardly more than a computer-assisted form 
of traditional learning, mainly used for distance 
learning, as an overview shows (Darby, 2002).

Socially networked collaborative learning ex-
tends some of the most established practices, 
virtues, and dispositional habits of individualized 
learning. These include taking turns in speaking, 
posing questions, listening to and hearing others 
out. Networked Learning, however, goes beyond 
these conversational rules to include correcting 
others, being open to being corrected oneself, and 
working together to fashion workarounds when 
straightforward solutions to problems or learn-
ing challenges are not forthcoming. It is not that 
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individualized learning cannot end up encourag-
ing such habits and practices. But they are not 
natural to individual learning, which leans on a 
social framework that stresses competition and 
hierarchy rather than cooperation, partnering, 
and mediation. […] The power of ten working 
interactively will almost invariably outstrip the 
power of one looking to beat out the other nine 
(Davidson & Goldberg, 2009, p. 30).

Networked Learning is happening now—not in 
the future. Since the current generation of college 
student has no memory of the historical moment 
before the advent of the Internet, Davidson and 
Goldberg (2009) suggest that Networked Learn-
ing as a practice is no longer exotic or new but 
a commonplace way of socializing and learning. 
For many, it seems entirely unremarkable. Global 
business more and more relies on collaborative 
practices where content is accretive, distributed, 
and participatory. In other areas too—from the 
arts to the natural and computational sciences and 
engineering—more and more research is being 
enacted collaboratively.

A New York Times article from 2008 even suggested 
that a future Nobel Prize winner might not be an 
oncology researcher at a distinguished university 
but a blogging community where multiple authors, 
some with no official form of expertise, actually 
discover a cure for a form of cancer through their 
collaborative process of combining, probing, and 
developing insights online together (Davidson 
and Goldberg, 2009, p. 13).

THE NETWORKED 
LEARNING MODEL

Self-regulated learning emphasizes the role of 
self as an agent in establishing learning goals and 
tactics. It acknowledges that perceptions of the 
self and the task influence the learning process 
(Paris & Winograd, 2003). Self-regulated learning 

refers to the number and kinds of decisions made 
by learners, sometimes in collaboration with other 
persons. These include planning, making strate-
gies, choosing learning activities, evaluating of 
progress and reflecting on errors and successes 
(Hout-Wolters, Simons & Volet, 2000; Zimmer-
man 2000). Self-regulation in learning is cycli-
cal, because after each process, the outcomes of 
efforts provide the basis for further development 
(Zimmerman, 1998). Similarly, in networked 
learning models, history of interaction and pro-
cesses, both social and learning, form the basis 
for making connections. Autonomy and control 
over learning is central to both self-regulated and 
networked learning. An online network with peers 
and social software offer learners the possibility 
to interact, and effectively collaborate during the 
preparatory, executive, and concluding phases of 
self-regulated learning.

Networked Learning is a way of learning that is 
self-regulated, work-related and mostly informal. 
Employees learn when needed, just-in-time, they 
are actively seeking for solutions, hence produc-
ing new knowledge (Veen, Lukosch & De Vries, 
2009). These aspects of Networked Learning apply 
to many forms of learning, from novice training 
to expert learning. To aid us in constructing tools 
for Networked Learning, a Networked Learning 
Model was designed by combining the best of 
the existing definitions for it. The model itself is 
rooted on various existing educational theories and 
concepts. The theory of social constructivism is 
useful for a model of Networked Learning because 
it is based on the premise that, by reflecting on 
own experiences, and sharing these with others, 
learners construct their own understanding of the 
world they live in. Learning within this theory is 
considered as an active process in which learn-
ers construct new ideas based upon current and 
past knowledge (Bruner, 1991). The underlying 
idea of learning communities can also be found 
in the Activity theory. In its third generation it 
includes a network of interacting activity systems 
(Hout-Wolters, Simons & Volet, 2000). The actor-
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network theory drives our attention to the point 
that social networks are almost always mediated 
technically by some form of material medium, 
for example the cyberspace as one of those. The 
learner is seen as an integral part of a network.

Those networks can also be seen as communi-
ties of practice. A community of practice is thus 
defined as a learning group in which new insights 
can be transformed into knowledge through 
mutual engagement around a joint enterprise 
(Wenger, 1998). It gives some useful insights in 
the encouragement of change and learning and 
with this shows some implications for facilitating 
Networked Learning. Communities of practice 
imply the characteristics of situatedness, knowl-
edge sharing and collective learning as well as the 
focus on practice, which are basic for Networked 
Learning. Engagement theory states that learners 
have to be engaged by several steps in order for 
effective learning to occur. These specific steps 
lead to creative, meaningful and authentic learn-
ing, which is the aim of Networked Learning, 
too. Technology in this way of understanding is 
seen as a facilitator for all aspects of engagement.

Networked Learning wants to address the 
challenges of organizational knowledge and 
transference. Thus the theory of Connectivism 
(Siemens, 2005) is very helpful to understand 
how decisions are made and how knowledge is 
acquired and shared. Knowledge that resides in 
databases needs to be connected to the right people 
in the right context in order to be classified as 
learning. In other words, it shows that informa-
tion flow within an organization is an important 
element in organizational effectiveness. For the 
flow of information, trust is the needed utility, as 
is pointed out in Stephenson’s Theory of Trust. 
Different people have different roles in different 
networks. These roles have to be identified to 
become a trustful source or target for the flow 
of knowledge.

Homo Zappiens, being an increasing part of 
the upcoming labor force, will rely heavily on 
technical and distributed social networks. The 

Networked Learning model is derived from the 
behavior of Homo Zappiens and the way they 
learn and participate in fluid, online networks 
and communities. Networked Learning refers to 
a context in which internet-based information and 
communication technologies are used to promote 
connections: between participants; between par-
ticipants and experts; between a learning commu-
nity and its learning resources, so that participants 
can extend and develop their understanding and 
capabilities in ways that are important to them, and 
over which they have significant control. These 
connections vary from face-to-face to distribute, 
across a variety of media, and with various degrees 
of time shifting. Effective self-regulated learning 
depends on many things, such as the organizational 
context (for example, support by management), 
the learners and teachers themselves (motivation), 
the learning environment, instructional goals and 
methods, the materials offered, and assessment. 
Most of these are implicitly part of the Networked 
Learning model.

The Networked Learning Model has four 
complementary areas that play an important role 
in knowledge development, as shown in Figure 2. 
Each of the elements that are connected to these 
areas is selected on the basis of their relevance for 
this development process in which the technology 
is a major facilitator for processes of commu-
nication, information retrieval and information 
sharing. These areas are: Profiling, Connected-
ness, Knowledge and Business Development. 
‘Profiling’ is the area describing a collection of 
social and organizational aspects of how individual 
employees function in an organization. ‘Profiling’ 
is the area of the Digital Me, where the learner 
takes control over his/her professional develop-
ment by using technology in a functional and 
interactive manner. ‘Connectedness’ stands for 
the connection among people and between people 
and resources. It relates to social networks and the 
way interaction and human relations are relevant 
for people to perform in communities. These com-
munities are fluent; you can take part for some 
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time depending on the purpose of the community. 
Communities are based on peer references and are 
not limited to office hours. Reciprocity and peer 
reflection provides the support and motivation 
needed for self-regulated learning. ‘Connected-
ness’ is the area of the Digital We. ‘Knowledge’ 
is the area that defines content and information 
in the Networked Learning Model. This content 
is distributed and discontinuous, stored in data-
bases. Learners have to aggregate bits and pieces 
(modules) into a meaningful whole. They do this 
collaboratively, sharing their expertise with others. 
‘Business Development’ is the area that describes 
the major companies’ business goals. These goals 
are the reference framework in which learning 
takes place; it provides the organizational context.

The elements that constitute the Networked 
Learning Model are not new or innovative. It is 
the combination of the areas and the elements 
represented in this model that makes it innovative 
and different from the existing Computer Sup-
ported Collaborative Learning approaches.

Different principles of self-regulated learn-
ing are present in the networked learning model. 
Paris and Winograd (2003) describe 3 principles 
of self-regulated learning: awareness of thinking, 
the use of strategies, and sustained and situated 
motivation. We will discuss them below with 
respect to the networked learning model.

Awareness of thinking is supported in the net-
worked learning model in several ways. First of 
all, awareness emerges from the production of, and 
reflecting on knowledge. In ICT networks, both 
the history of activity and the impact or value of 
the activities can be logged and evaluated. So by 
sharing your ideas, questions, and thoughts in the 
network, a process of reflection and assessment 
is initiated, through interaction between agents 
and through automation (i.e. analysis of activi-
ties and contributions). Reflection is especially 
relevant in networked learning, because it assumes 
that learning is a distributed activity and that 
knowledge resides in the network. It is therefore 
necessary for learners to be aware of their own 
knowledge, as well as to be able to find and filter 

Figure 2. A Model for Networked Learning: enabling people to connect, share and co-create
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relevant knowledge in their network. Usually, this 
is mediated with interactive discussion, content 
management, and collaboration tools. A second 
important aspect in the process of creating aware-
ness is self-expression and profiling. Networked 
learners identify themselves in multiple ways, 
depending on the context. Expressing oneself in 
multiple ways is a process of identification, and the 
learner becomes aware of his or her identity, both 
through expression and interaction with others.

The use of strategies involves a person’s grow-
ing repertoire of strategies. One of the central 
aspects of the control and regulation of cognition 
is the actual selection and use of various cogni-
tive strategies for memory, learning, reasoning, 
problem solving, and thinking (Pintrich, 2004). 
The emphasis should be on “being strategic”, 
rather than “having a strategy” (Paris & Wino-
grad, 2003). The use of strategies is fundamental 
in Massive Online Role Playing Games, such as 
World of Warcraft. Before deciding upon tac-
tics, players first collaborate and discuss about 
strategy by considering different options. All 
the meta-cognitive aspects of creating strate-
gies - declarative knowledge (what the strategy 
is), procedural knowledge (how the strategy 
operates), and conditional knowledge (when and 
why a strategy should be applied) (Paris, Lipson 
& Wixson, 1983) - are considered in these types 
of gameplay. The Networked Learning Model is 
based on the online behavior of gamers, which is 
characterized by reciprocity and playful exchange 
of knowledge in a distributed, self-organizing 
system (Hertz, 2001).

The third principle of SRL concerns motiva-
tion. Learning requires effort and choice. Learners 
base their efforts on the goal of the activity, the 
perceived “return on investment”, the difficulty of 
the task, and their own ability to be able to com-
plete it. It is therefore intertwined with awareness 
and reflection, because that influences the choice 
of the learner in any given situation. Reasons for 
failure or ineffective learning include setting the 
wrong goals, avoiding risk or failure, and the 

attribution of performance to external forces. In 
successful communities and networks, inhibitors 
of effective self-regulated learning are managed 
and countered by the community as a whole, as 
well as by the technology available. Additionally, 
both networked and self-regulated learning imply 
“personalized cognition and motivation” as an 
important premise for learning (Hickey, 1997). 
In the Networked Learning Model, motivation is 
always “personalized”, because it is situated in 
the actual professional environment of the learner 
and learning goals emerge from problems faced 
on the work floor.

AN INNOVATIVE TOOL FOR 
NETWORKED LEARNING: 
YUNO AT IBM

At IBM employees looked for answers to their 
questions by consulting colleagues, not data-
bases. As a consequence, finding solutions for 
challenges of individuals is more a matter of 
finding the right people and sharing and building 
knowledge collaboratively, than it is typing in 
keywords in search engines providing hundreds 
of thousands of hits. Facilitating the way people 
tend to learn on a daily basis has become our focus 
in the project of networked learning. Based on the 
Networked Learning Model, a networked learning 
tool --called Yuno-- was built and implemented at 
IBM and connected to the IBM infrastructure for 
experimental use. In a period of 6 months, Yuno 
has been used and tested amongst a group of 50 
professionals. These professionals were technical 
consultants, business and sales managers. During 
the design phase, IBM and TU Delft researchers 
focused on four aspects:

• Interconnectedness: supporting the con-
nection between persons, and between per-
sons and resources.

• Peers as a reference: supporting the con-
struction of knowledge, experience, 
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and expertise inter-subjectively through 
interaction.

• Profiling of virtual identity: automatic and 
manual expression of passion and talent 
as well as the possibility to adopt different 
roles in different contexts, providing the 
support for having different identities.

• Self-regulated learning system: based on 
the online behavior of gamers, Yuno sup-
ports distributed management and self-
organization through simple but effective 
tools as tagging and rating. Reciprocity, 
status and reputation form crucial elements 
of the design of the portal.

Van Hout-Wolters, Simons & Volet, (2000) 
provide an extensive list with 45 learning func-
tions needed for effective learning. These functions 
are divided in preparatory, executive, and closing 
learning functions, similar to the categories of 
self-regulated learning processes described by 
Schunk and Zimmerman (2003). Yuno supports 
effective self-regulated learning by offering an 
online place to support and improve interaction 
between colleagues and resources and aligning this 

with their existing processes. It offers support for 
many of the described learning functions.

Preparatory functions that are supported by 
Yuno include finding missing prior knowledge, 
getting an overview, trickling curiosity, and find-
ing and interpreting connections (for example 
between prior knowledge expressed in the profile 
and recommended content). Executive learning 
functions are present in Yuno by offering sup-
port in selecting information (see Figure 3), get-
ting an overview, sharing practice and applying 
knowledge, as well as monitoring and evaluating 
contributions/learning outcomes. It does not 
explicitly support for the monitoring of learning 
processes and the reflection on them. This hap-
pens in a more implicit, distributed manner, where 
reflection is made easier by showing the history 
of one’s activities and through peer evaluation. 
Closing learning functions, such as judgments 
of results, rewarding, and evaluation processes 
are embedded in the rating and peer-evaluation 
functionalities of the tool.

Yuno helps employees finding peers who are 
experts in their field of interest, helping employ-
ees to organize these peers into a community and 
solving the problem with the help of their peers 

Figure 3. Screen shot of the networked learning tool
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in a highly self-organizing manner. When a user 
types in a search entry, he/she is shown a network 
of related items, people, and resources (Figure 3). 
Rather than textual representation, a choice is 
made for iconic and graphical representation, in 
line with Homo Zappiens’ preferences for im-
ages and symbols as an enrichment of text. The 
way knowledge is represented, embedded in a 
network rather than in a linear way, allows learn-
ers to explore more effectively and discover new 
knowledge in their network.

Contextualized learning is supported in two 
ways. First of all, the environment itself is rooted 
in the organizational processes. Employees use 
the internal social network to find people and 
resources; Yuno offers the extra graphical and func-
tional layer to it that improves collaboration and 
creation of knowledge. Secondly, Yuno supports 
the adding of metadata to resources and its users, 
making contextualization of learning and assembly 
of resources better possible for individual users. 
Unfortunately, not all functionalities that have 
been primarily designed could be implemented 
due to limitations of time and resources.

The outcomes of the test of the Yuno tool 
showed that it functioned as a vehicle for the 
transfer of the Networked Learning concept onto 
the different organizational levels of IBM. Find-
ings have been:

• Yuno, qualified as a meta search and in-
formation rating engine, was considered a 
timely and refreshing application. This can 
be considered a good qualification from 
people who are IT-savvy and work with 
technological innovations on a daily basis.

• Not all participants used the IBM data-
bases or engines outside their intranet en-
vironment. This certainly strengthened the 
performance of Yuno as a tool, because 
these IBM databases contain huge amounts 
of information that now could be accessed 
and used in a usable format, thus extending 
personal networks.

• The former search action patterns of most 
participants appeared to be rather tradi-
tional. They relied on their contact base of 
friends, current colleagues, and former col-
leagues that all were within reach through 
email and telephone. These traditional 
strategies appeared hard to change and 
a tool such as Yuno provided quick wins 
and early successes to convince them to do 
things differently.

Yuno supports self-regulated learning in a 
number of ways. Through Yuno, the employee in 
the Networked Learning Model gains ownership 
over his or her own learning and professional de-
velopment. Employees are no longer dependent on 
acquiring certificates, but gain control of their own 
development with regards to their work, which 
ultimately benefits the company. The network 
provides functions for filtering information, build-
ing reputation and sustaining interaction between 
professionals. Users become aware of their own 
and other people’s expertise and knowledge by 
contributing and reviewing content. They can 
consult experts and online coaches, and there is 
the ability to assume different roles, based on orga-
nizational role, contributions and expertise. Peers 
are able to reflect on contributions and actions by 
a user, and all relevant activities are stored in a log 
file that can be analyzed. Even though this has not 
been done, it offers opportunities for learners to 
get better insight in their learning patterns, and to 
receive recommendations and support for making 
an effective learning strategy.

Also, when searching for answers, the em-
ployee participates in temporary communities 
in which a sharing culture is created, which will 
lead to increasing social cohesion within the com-
pany. This cohesion can lead to participation and 
increased sense of community, which is a crucial 
element in any successful online community. It 
should be noted that, even though advantages of 
sharing can be clearly communicated, it is still dif-
ficult to incentivize sharing behavior and to elicit 
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true participation. It requires well-developed tech-
nology, which is embedded in existing processes, 
well marketed and supported by management.

Addressed to Homo Zappiens, Yuno is a fluid 
environment that can be consulted 24/7 and offers 
tools and content allowing learning to happen in 
small chunks. This lowers the barriers for learn-
ing, and learning can happen more spontaneously 
and without much effort. Self-regulated learning 
occurs when learners are, within a certain con-
text, sufficiently motivated to do a certain task as 
well as have a strong enough perception of their 
ability to conclude the task in a positive way. 
Both motivation and perception are elements in 
networked learning in general, and the Yuno tool 
in specific. Motivation in networked learning is 
always contextualized, because learning emerges 
from problems or challenges encountered on the 
workplace. Information about the size and diffi-
culty of a task (such as a learning object) can be 
retrieved in the network through interaction and 
discussion, or by looking at statistics and metadata 
about the task (or resource). In Yuno, metadata and 
additional information about learning objects are 
continuously added through interaction and log-
ging activities, enabling more effective learning.

Self-generated learning in Yuno can be im-
proved by offering guidance in finding relevant 
materials, aligning the Yuno tool with incumbent 
technologies and processes, improving feedback 
and content creation tools, improving the filter-
ing, recommendation and searching algorithms, 
showing insightful statistics that promote self- 
and community-awareness, and developing bet-
ter tools that specifically help users in making 
strategies in a collaborative setting, such as a 
“personalized learning plan”.

Ultimately, the pilot was not successful from 
the perspective of developing measurable in-
novation, which was obviously a too ambitious 
goal for the project setting. But it did contribute 
to the understanding of the Networked Learning 
concept and the acceptance of this concept by the 
IBM employees as a good basis for collaboration 

and innovation in the field of life long learning in 
daily practice. The Networked Learning Model 
alone could never have achieved that result.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Through Networked Learning, the employee gains 
ownership over his own learning and profes-
sional development. The employee no longer is 
dependant on certificates, but is emancipated by 
himself taking the reins of his own development, 
which benefits the company. Next to that, the 
employee functions in temporary communities, in 
which a sharing culture is stimulated. This leads 
to (stronger) social cohesion within the company.

Most fundamental is the understanding that 
Networked Learning is about a process and not 
always a final product (Davidson & Goldberg, 
2009). Education in organizations will evolve due 
to new generations of employees demanding dif-
ferent pedagogical approaches and technological 
environments for corporate training. In the future, 
learning will be about externalizing the knowledge 
of participants. The major goal of learning will 
be to co-create new knowledge. Learning will 
become an on-going work-based activity for many 
employees, being eager to participate in online 
communities focusing on their work-related needs. 
Technology will continue to evolve and mixed 
realities and virtual realities will further enhance 
our opportunities to reduce scarcity of presence. 
Employees will be able to meet, work together 
and discuss using spectacles and facilities such 
as caves where they can shape ideas and design 
products or models.

Life long learning will become an integral part 
of the working life of individuals as networks 
will continue to exist between industry and 
higher education. This view might sound like a 
scenario unlikely to come true to its full exten-
sion. But looking at the way how working teams 
are nowadays more often organized in an ad-hoc 
manner or how coalitions shift allegiance with the 
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shifting of political tides, we can already see how 
society has been increasingly incorporating the 
concept of flexible structures to the organization 
of dynamic reality. There are strong developments 
such as globalization, virtual communities sharing 
knowledge, and specialization among scientific 
institutions at a global level, indicating towards 
structures that will make any university that will 
not participate in this world-wide progress an 
isolated regional or local school. These develop-
ments of globalization and sharing knowledge at a 
global level will enhance the chances that institu-
tions will adopt technology to enable their global 
orientation. Homo Zappiens is a major driving 
force behind these changes. We have to improve 
learning theory and practice, taking into account 
new learning skills, and develop new technolo-
gies (or apply existing ones) such that these skills 
are fostered in self-regulating learning networks.

Future research into Networked Learning will 
need to focus on three key areas in order to make 
the most of this new way of learning. First of all, 
the analysis of social networks will provide us with 
more insights into the behavior and interests of 
its members. This will give us clues about setting 
up our own corporate networks for self-regulated 
learning. Next, a further understanding of collec-
tive knowledge creation is needed to provide our 
employees with the tools they need to effectively 
(co-)create and acquire knowledge they require. 
Finally, organizational changes are needed to 
cope with the needs for self-regulated Networked 
Learning that employees have. Future research can 
determine which changes are required.

CONCLUSION

The Networked Learning Model can be consid-
ered as a useful strategy for dealing with the large 
amounts of information available in knowledge 
intensive companies. It is an answer to the chal-
lenges of informal, goal oriented learning on the 
workplace. Further work is now to be done on the 

evaluation of the learning model and the tool. The 
tool can be applied in contexts and organizations 
where human intervention, tools and resources 
must be combined in order to create successful 
products and services or to unlock ‘wisdom of the 
crowd’ (or database) and to support knowledge 
creation and sharing.

The Yuno tool, developed based on the Net-
worked Learning Model, provides a structured 
way to collective learning. It is a challenge to 
find knowledge linked both to persons and to 
situations and allows capturing part of reality 
in a framework in order to reduce the complex-
ity and allow closer examination. The concept 
maps made with help of the tool can be used 
companywide to be applied to new projects or 
upcoming problems. The Yuno tool supports ac-
tive, self-regulated learning by giving learners 
network of people and peer-reviewed content 
resources to tap into, in the context of their work. 
In their network, learners are supported in mak-
ing decisions through consultation with experts 
and coaches, plan their learning, and assess their 
activities through interaction with peers. The tool 
does not specifically offer functions that support 
decision-making or self-reflection, but assumes 
this to happen in the network.

The Networked Learning Model and the Yuno 
tool have been built for a worldwide knowledge 
intensive company, but can also be useful for any 
other business where many experts work together 
in a network. Associations of companies to get to 
know about the knowledge and the resources of 
each other can also use it. They just have to take 
on a networked perspective.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Connectivism: Upcoming learning theory put 
forward by George Siemens. His theory takes the 

influence of technology on learning processes 
into account.

Corporate Learning: Learning taking place 
in organizations focusing on professional devel-
opment of employees.

Homo Zappiens: Generations who have 
grown up in a world where the scarcity of infor-
mation and communication has been reduced to a 
large extent leading to an extension of the physical 
existence with a virtual one.

Informal Learning: Learning that is not 
managed or organized in structured institutions, 
courses or classes, initiated by learners and tak-
ing place in communities of individuals. Informal 
learning in companies can be facilitated by ap-
propriate technologies and organizational support.

Networked Learning: Learning taking place 
within communities of individuals who are con-
nected through ICT infrastructures in which 
knowledge co-creation takes place through ne-
gotiation and externalization or sharing.

Profiling: Developing a personal profile of 
skills, expertise and interests, often shared in an 
online environment.

Work-Related Learning: Learning focusing 
on the development of individual expertise for 
work-related tasks at short and middle term.
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Chapter  6.23

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In offshore business process outsourcing (BPO) 
arrangements between US client firms and Indian 
vendor firms, a ”culture gap” has been reported 
between the organizations. This gap originates 
from (1) macro level differences between the two 
firms in their operating procedures and (2) micro 
level differences in the cultural proclivity of the 
individual workers. This gap often hinders the 
much needed bi-directional knowledge sharing 
in the outsourcing organization. To close this gap 
and improve knowledge sharing, effective organi-
zational practices are needed. This chapter studies 
a case where a set of technical support processes 
were outsourced by an US based multinational 

client to an Indian vendor. Data was collected us-
ing interviews of client-side, process and business 
managers to understand what challenges were 
faced in the organization after BPO and what 
practices facilitated cross cultural knowledge 
sharing. A set of organizational enablers and col-
laboration tools were reported by the interviewees 
to be successful in bridging the gaps and enhanc-
ing bi-directional knowledge sharing. This case 
demonstrates the benefits of three organizational 
practices – (1) bridging, (2) bonding and (3) 
linking, that build social capital in the form of 
relational norms and connections among workers. 
These relational practices, together with social 
capital, complement the use of collaboration tools 
and technologies to improve knowledge sharing 
between the client and vendor teams.
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BACKGROUND

The concept of transferring the operational own-
ership and execution of one or more business 
processes is referred to as Business Process Out-
sourcing (BPO). Due to the current globalization 
trends and improvements in computer and tele-
communications networks, US firms are pursuing 
offshore outsourcing to remote countries like India 
and China. Offshore outsourcing allows the US 
firms to tap into large pools of offshore workers at 
significantly lower labor costs. Additionally, US 
firms benefit by getting access to large overseas 
markets for products and services in the foreign 
countries and take advantage of time zone differ-
ence to staff round the clock operations.

In strategic outsourcing, core processes in the 
primary value chain of the client (such as customer 
support or supply chain management) are off-
shored. Core processes differentiate firms in the 
marketplace and hence cannot be modularized. 
Moreover, core processes are usually connected 
to other process in the client organization and are 
a source of unique value. Research indicates that, 
to support the outsourcing of these core processes, 
complex and customized inter-organizational sys-
tems need to be deployed (Carmel and Agarwal, 
2002). While modularized tools and procedures 
can easily support non core processes such as 
human resources or benefits management (Lac-
ity and Willcocks, 1998), outsourcing of core 
processes often require differentiated procedures 
and the integration of tacit knowledge from both 
organizations to run effectively. Several knowl-
edge management initiatives, such as balanced 
scorecard metrics, real time dashboards and 
identifying subject matter experts were identi-
fied as part of a list of 20 best practices that help 
overcome the problems inherent in offshore out-
sourcing (Rottman and Lacity, 2004). Extensive 
tacit knowledge needs to be utilized in the case 
of complex technical support processes such as 
telecommunications network design, installation 
and management (as in this case study). This tacit 

knowledge can be situated among personnel on 
either the client side or the vendor side. Specifi-
cally, product design knowledge may reside on 
the client side, while local customer and infra-
structure knowledge may reside with the vendor. 
Such knowledge exchanges can be for several 
situations – (1) addressing unexpected situations 
when codified explicit knowledge does not exist 
to handle an issue, (2) learning to understand the 
complexity and interdependency of various sup-
port scenarios – ie, becoming fully mindful of the 
undocumented “ripple effect” of various technical 
approaches, and (3) enhancing the client worker’s 
understanding of the offshore infrastructure and 
customer environment and (4) enhancing the 
vendor worker’s understanding of the technical 
nuances of each product’s features/capabilities. 
In such cases, KM systems are needed to support 
bi-directional tacit knowledge sharing to allow the 
outsourced processes to run efficiently.

The research on interorganizational knowledge 
management shows that knowledge sharing is par-
ticularly difficult between organizations (Burgess, 
2005). Factors that impact knowledge sharing 
at the macro or organizational level include the 
characteristics of the organizations, their work 
related practices, how work activities are viewed 
and how systems are used in addition to the type 
of knowledge that needs to be transferred (Argote, 
1999; Ko, Kirsch and King, 2005; Inkpen and 
Tsang, 2005). Knowledge sharing can be hindered 
due to macro level differences in organizational 
characteristics such as (1) work practices being 
process oriented or result oriented, (2) employee 
oriented versus job oriented, (3) parochial versus 
professional, (4) open systems versus closed 
communications climate, (5) lose control versus 
tight control and (6) rule oriented versus customer 
oriented (Hofstede, et.al., 1990). These differing 
organizational norms and structural issues lead 
to differences in how knowledge sharing systems 
are viewed and utilized by the two organizations. 
For example, differences in process versus results 
orientation can lead to how strictly operating 
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procedures/processes are followed and have been 
reported to cause secondary problems after the 
initial trouble has been resolved. Additionally there 
can be differences in the governance, management 
and control of the work activities and how workers 
use the available systems. A highly parochial or 
employee oriented culture can result in less strict 
enforcement of deadlines and miscommunications 
due to “clannish” reporting that can lack details to 
hide situational issues (Pothukuchi, et.al., 2002). 
These differences in the organizational orienta-
tion can lead to mistrust and hamper the ability 
of the client and vendor to support the customer 
holistically, as neither side can communicate or 
identify with the nuances of the situations faced 
on each side.

At the micro or worker level, there is often a 
strong cultural clash between the client and vendor 
personnel. Indian cultural norms remain very dif-
ferent from US cultural norms, particularly in the 
dimensions of power distance and individualism 
(Hofstede, 2008). Power distance is the extent to 
which the less powerful members of the organiza-
tion accept and expect that power is distributed 
unequally. Individualism refers to how weak an 
employee’s loyalty is towards the work group. 
Indian culture is significantly higher in power 
distance and significantly lower in individualism 
compared to US culture. Misalignment in these 
dimensions hampers the ability of client and 
vendor firms to interact effectively. Knowledge 
sharing at the micro level is hindered as underlying 
cultural differences lead to conflicting practices, 
misunderstandings and interaction problems. 
These must be alleviated by addressing the psy-
chological hurdles for collaboration by building 
relationships or social capital among the workers 
and providing opportunities for interaction (Will-
cocks, et.al. 2004; Levina, 2005). By building 
social capital and common working norms and 
trust among the client and vendor workers, two 
additional benefits are incurred – (1) Staff feel 
safe to explore and share new ideas without fear 
of failure, leading to more innovation in complex 

process execution, and (2) shared objectives and 
vision is developed between client and vendor staff 
that establishes joint responsibility for delivering 
“holistic” customer support, rather than piece-meal 
service events. In a case study of collaborative IS 
projects, Bhandar, et. al. (2007) found that knowl-
edge integration across organizational boundaries 
is particularly important for developing cohesion 
and consensus among the teams.

SETTING THE STAGE

Hansen, Nohria and Tierney (1999) identify two 
enabling strategies for knowledge sharing - a per-
sonalization strategy for sharing tacit knowledge 
with emphasis on building relationships verses a 
codification strategy for sharing explicit knowl-
edge with emphasis on IT (Information Technol-
ogy) solutions. While various IT solutions can fa-
cilitate the sharing of explicit knowledge between 
firms (Hislop, 2002) organizational practices can 
play a significant role in tacit knowledge sharing 
by building social capital, a concept from social 
capital theory (Nahapiet and Ghoshal, 1998).

Social capital theory (SCT) is centrally con-
cerned with the significance of relationships, or 
social capital on the effectiveness of organizations 
(Nahapiet and Ghoshal, 1998). SCT argues that 
effective knowledge exchange and transfer occur 
when sufficient opportunities for interactions are 
present between individual knowledge workers. 
SCT can be applied to explain the behavior of 
resources embedded in inter-organizational en-
vironments such as networks of practice, where 
norms are formed to facilitate knowledge transfer 
(Kankanhalli, et. al, 2005). Several research stud-
ies have found a high correlation between social 
capital and knowledge sharing (Yang, et.al., 2009). 
Simply stated, social capital comprises a set of 
values, norms and informal sanctions that are 
shared among members through interactions that 
permit them to cooperate with each other. Social 
capital can provide the lubricant for workers to get 
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support and advice well beyond the organizational 
hierarchy, to enable them “to get things done 
more effectively.” The three dimensions of social 
capital – (a) trust, (b) common identity and (c) 
common norms play a large part in the effective-
ness/success of the outsourced processes and how 
much cooperation is achieved between client and 
vendor personnel and the extent of tacit knowledge 
sharing (Inkpen and Tsang, 2005). Trust enables 
the workers to work more cooperatively, limiting 
the power and positional rivalries. By building a 
stronger identity, a common goal can be facilitated 
and common norms enable members to transcend 
the diversities that are inherent in a multi-cultural 
organization.

The development of social capital requires the 
active and willing engagement of citizens within a 
participative community. Prior research has iden-
tified three types of organizational practices for 
that support social capital creation: (1) Bonding, 
where individuals are brought together to work 
collectively, (2) Bridging, when organizational 
boundaries are crossed and understanding is de-
veloped by both sides, and (3) Linking, where 
connections are established for ongoing activities 
(Kowch, 2005). An organization is better placed 
to create social capital through community based 
interventions that are public and non-intimate 
(Schmid, 2000). When people’s tasks, goals 
and objectives are more closely related, such 
that interactions are fostered, it develops bonds 
of understanding for each other’s culture and 
establishes bridges to cross these differences. 
This leads to the creation of relational norms and 
supports the creation of the dimensions of social 
capital – trust, common identity and norms, which 
helps the organization to overcome cross cultural 
issues and improve knowledge sharing (Wasko and 
Faraj, 2000). In a large empirical study of public 
organizations in Singapore, components of social 
capital such as organizational norms and structure 
were found to moderate the usage of electronic 
knowledge repositories in managing knowledge 
(Kankanhalli, et.al., 2005). Strongly tied teams 

communicate more frequently, maintain more and 
different kinds of relations, and use more types 
of media to communicate, thus creating stronger 
ties. Such stronger ties are more robust as they 
rest on multiple relations and media and can also 
influence workers to expand their use of media 
in exchanging knowledge to support their work 
activities (Haythornthwaite, 2002). SCT is also 
found to improve the quality of knowledge con-
tributions to electronic networks in legal practice 
(Wasko and Faraj, 2005).

CASE DESCRIPTION: 
XYZ COMPANY

XYZ is an US based multinational company that 
is an established player in the sales and service 
of telecommunications products and has a global 
market presence. XYZ designs and manufactures a 
variety of communications hardware and software 
platforms and multiple applications – such as 
CRM, conferencing solutions and other telephony 
based applications. XYZ has a large services 
business and capabilities to support a customer’s 
entire end to end solution. This experience starts 
with consulting and design services that works 
with a business to analyze needs. XYZ’s offer-
ings continue into integration and implementation 
of the agreed upon solution. Subsequently XYZ 
sells maintenance contracts to the customer (large 
multinational customers such as multinational 
banks, as well as to smaller regional business 
customers such as hospitals, universities) on a per 
port basis. A service contract entitles the customer 
to extended service beyond the product warranty 
period. Service entitlements include help desk, 
break fix and network monitoring, maintenance, 
administrative and management reporting activi-
ties as well. The services business is an important 
part of XYZ’s overall operations. Upwards of 
50% of XYZ’s revenue (over $2 billion a year) 
and over 100% of XYZ’s profit comes from the 
Services business.
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The business strategy of XYZ has a multi-
national focus. They have operations in over 50 
countries around the world. The firm’s off-shored 
activities range from R&D support tasks to sup-
ply chain sourcing to sales and services. Sales 
and services still constitute over 80% of global 
activities, however with other corporate functions 
concentrated in the USA. XYZ has heavily pur-
sued offshore outsourcing of its labor intensive 
service delivery processes. Initially, software 
update services were outsourced to an offshore 
vendor to increase available headcount to staff for 
Y2K (Year 2000) related software update efforts. 
During the last decade, off-shoring was expanded 
to support more knowledge intensive processes 
in areas of new product introductions, field trials, 
network design and installation. Moreover, XYZ’s 
customers have also been riding the outsourcing 
wave and increasingly deploying IT facilities and 
back office call centers in offshore locations, such 
as India. Therefore XYZ’s outsourcing has helped 
reduce operating costs through labor arbitrage 
and provided in-region internationally located 
technical personnel. XYZ’s off-shoed technical 
support processes require extensive bi-directional 
knowledge sharing to build up the vendor’s work-
force capabilities with product knowledge, and 
to build up the client’s capabilities on offshore 
infrastructure and customer environments.

Data collection for this case study involved 
interviewing 4 service delivery process managers 
(SPM), 2 services delivery systems analysts (SE) 
and 1 manager of services strategy and business 
development (BDM) in the client organization at 
their US location. The BDM was responsible for 
the operational readiness and the mobilization of 
new managed service business offers. The SPM 
handled the details of the operational processes 
used to deliver service to the end customer includ-
ing readiness and ensuring process excellence 
through business process management. The SE 
provided technology planning and solutions to 
support these service processes.

The interviewees were identified using busi-
ness contacts and formed a convenience sample. 
Semi structured interviews were conducted, each 
lasting roughly 45 minutes. Total time spent in 
interviews was roughly 6 hours. The questions 
posed are listed below:

1.  The reasons for pursing offshore BPO and 
any subsequent organizational challenges 
they faced.

2.  Their observations regarding organizational 
issues resulting from the BPO.

3.  What knowledge management practices and 
technologies are used to address any of the 
challenges in the BPO?

CURRENT CHALLENGES 
FACING THE ORGANIZATION

After outsourcing, XYZ is facing challenges to 
effectively leverage knowledge management 
capabilities into the vendor’s workforce. Both 
BDM and SPM managers responded to question 
#1, stating that increasing off hours coverage, 
lowering the operational costs and local presence 
was instrumental in deciding to outsource. The 
quotes indicate the challenges faced by XYZ, in 
their goals to transfer knowledge to their outsourc-
ing vendor. A BDM said,

“Our business goals were to improve the service 
experience of a set of customers, who choose to 
pay us to manage the headaches of keeping their 
networking devices on the latest software releases 
and running the latest security patches, etc. In our 
dynamic multi-vendor environment with thousands 
of devices under management, the new develop-
ments occurred hourly. It was impossible to get 
that knowledge to our offshore partner. This was 
not another ‘canned’ call center app (sic) that they 
were well accustomed to, rather our processes 
involved a lot of dynamic adjustments to their 
work activities.”
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When asked about the challenges, the SPM 
added the following to question #1,

“The costs of developing and trying to get knowl-
edge into their work processes became very 
expensive. Our service process designers did 
not understand the vendor’s culture. The BPO 
vendor was not flexible and did not understand 
our business priorities. Changes often led to more 
problems and follow on changes.”

The BDM mentioned in response to question 
#2 and indicated the need for intellectual best 
practices to better handle customer,

“While our plan was to position new services as 
an add on option for existing customers, the BPO 
vendor preferred a clear separation between each 
service event. It became hard to provide a unified 
view to our customers and support calls were 
being transferred back and forth with a focus on 
service events rather than providing a solution to 
the customer’s needs.”

The SE mentioned the need to boost bi-direc-
tional knowledge sharing between the client and 
vendor workers,

“Root cause analysis indicated the troubles were 
due to incorrect installations and inadequate 
knowledge sharing. Each side was operating 
without understanding the other. The vendor was 
attempting to complete billable service events 
without regard to the overall service require-
ments, while the client was trying to emphasize 
the later without understanding the work culture 
on the vendor side.”

Clearly, the managers noted the knowledge 
sharing difficulties causing poor support from 
the vendor. In summary, the challenges facing 
XYZ in two areas:

• Finding better ways to share knowledge 
between the teams. The client’s goal is to 
develop technical support processes using 
highly experienced technicians in the US 
and deploy them to be executed by cheaper 
offshore workers. The content tools can 
guide the agent through a resolution flow 
to get to the right solution in the knowl-
edge base. However for those cases where 
a new solution must be developed, techni-
cians need to effectively collaborate and 
share knowledge.

• Higher level service capabilities need to 
be deployed offshore as XYZ’s customers 
have been moving IT infrastructure and fa-
cilities to offshore locations. It has become 
difficult to support those installations from 
a US based operation and maintain 24/7 
rapid response in a global environment. 
This is calling for deploying some of the 
higher tiered support services to the off-
shore vendor. These services need a holis-
tic approach rather than piece-meal service 
events.

CLIENT INITIATED KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

XYZ has always focused on knowledge manage-
ment in its services business by deploying tools 
to support service operations. These tools are 
complemented thru work practices that encour-
age interaction and build social capital among the 
workers in the client and vendor organizations.

The technological solution involves updating 
their knowledge base with more current knowledge 
and service scenarios and global knowledge. The 
organizational component involves training and 
building the vendor’s capability through various 
programs – mentoring, joint work exercise, col-
laboration, building cultural bridges and establish-
ing the norms for the relationship.
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Technology Components

XYZ was found to have several KM systems and 
technology components to provide bi-directional 
transfer of knowledge from the client to the ven-
dor and vice versa (Table 1). XYZ’s knowledge 
management platform (KMS) is based on Web2.0 
using Wiki templates, blogs for discussions and 
social bookmarks for problem research/training 
(O’Reilly, 2005), Access to these systems have 
been deployed to vendor personnel as part of the 
outsourcing strategy. Documents are categorized 
into several levels – by product, by release, by 
configuration, by vendor, by customer network 
and by configured application(s). The company 
has built up this knowledge base using experi-
ence gathered in many years of service delivery. 
The number of variables that differ in each cus-
tomer’s unique installation can be very large and 
knowledge must be very judiciously reused from 
the KMS.

Management and Organizational 
Components

XYZ realized that to make the knowledge man-
agement tools more effective, they had to be 
complemented with organizational practices. 

The vendor personnel needed to be mentored and 
their work practices needed to be made compat-
ible with XYZ’s needs. A mentoring process was 
put in place to increase vendor capabilities and 
encourage interactions between client and vendor 
staff on suitable learning projects (Figure 1). The 
vendors could apply for client mentoring and 
assistance on an upcoming project. The client 
established a review board to screen each request 
for knowledge potential and optimal fit for the 
goals. If a project is selected, then personnel from 
the vendor and client work collaboratively on the 
project over a span of 4-6 weeks. Advantages were 
seen in the exchange of norms, work practices, 
common language and standards as well as tacit 
knowledge that is difficult to codify and contex-
tualize. Social capital is built, as obligations are 
set and met, resulting in the development of trust, 
understanding of cultural diversity and establish-
ment of joint ownership for work. The latter was 
critical, as the BPO goals were broader than cost 
savings. Project meetings are held frequently 
and the client personnel served as mentors in the 
relationship – thus there was an expectation of 
value to be obtained from the process on the part 
of the participating vendor staff. Likewise, the 
client participant was able to build up site specific 
and international expertise. Both parties, client 

Table 1. Information technology deployed for knowledge sharing 

Knowledge Man-
agement System

Objectives and Usage Goals Average Monthly Usage*

Listservers, Discus-
sion Boards

Capturing threads of discussions on topics raised by team members and their 
subsequent contributions.

29 unique issues or threads of dis-
cussion created per month

Checklists To guide technical support work from past experience and ensure that adequate 
data collection and situational analysis is being done. These checklists support 
building best practices on directed tasks such as configuring phones as well 
open-ended tasks such as collecting customer information for network designs.

3 New Checklists per month were 
developed

Lessons  Learn t 
Lists, FAQ

To ensure that new “rules of thumb” and experience is captured and shared 
for future use

54 lessons learnt bullet points were 
documented per month

Training Presenta-
tions

Training materials are developed by scouring the listservers, discussion boards 
and FAQ. Presentations include all the listerv threads and their resolutions, the 
list of lessons learnt and pointers to any checklists or process/product document 
that is considered a “must read”.

Monthly training presentations 
created by the client personnel are 
imparted to all vendor personnel.

(*Average monthly usage data was collected over an 8-month period.)
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and vendor, are motivated to participate in the 
mentoring program to improve network installa-
tion quality and minimize downstream customer 
network issues. Hence, the program established 
the preconditions necessary for social capital to 
form (Nahapiet and Ghoshal, 1998).

There are three classes of organizational en-
ablers that support building social capital and that 
can help improve knowledge sharing. These three 
classes are:

• Bonding activities, where individuals are 
brought together to build stronger rela-
tionships and understanding of each other 
cultural diversity. Activities such as face 

to face meetings, video conferences and 
information communications fall into 
this category. These activities generate 
“bonds” and relational capital (Nahapiet 
and Ghoshal, 1998) between members 
of the client and vendor teams that allow 
them to approach each other in the future 
more comfortably and understand their in-
herent diversity.

• Bridging activities allow intellectual capi-
tal (Nahapiet and Ghoshal, 1998) organi-
zational boundary spanning norms and 
channels to be developed by both sides to 
support work activities. Practices such as 
publishing a join directory of subject mat-

Figure 1. Off shore mentoring and knowledge management system
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ter experts, work status dashboards and 
other IT tools to support collaboration can 
create bridges between the two organiza-
tions. These “bridges” between the teams 
allow them to work more efficiently.

• Linking activities allow so that roles on 
each side are more closely allied and un-
derstood better. Activities such as joint 
training sessions, joint review meetings, 
workflows that cross organizations are in 
this category. Rather than keep the teams 
and their work as separate as possible, link-
ing activities build “links” to encourage 
ownership of the end results of a project 
instead of only the deliverables during the 
work activities. The benefits of linking ac-
tivities are seen in more flexibility among 
team members.

OUTCOMES AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS

The result of these practices was to develop 
practices that improved bidirectional knowledge 
sharing. These helped the client personnel to bet-
ter define service processes that suited the vendor 
and helped the vendor personnel to better use the 
knowledge. An SE mentioned the better use of the 
KM systems on the vendor side:

“The knowledge was all there in the KM tools – 
with the mentoring program, we got the vendor to 
understand the practice and utilize it correctly”. 

The SPM mentioned the need for regular in-
teraction and communications to develop better 
work relationships:

“The regular communications and scheduled 
bimonthly training sessions developed a strong 
relationship of trust and identification with the 
offshore people.”

Another SPM mentioned:

“They developed confidence and were able to 
engage us as peers. We saw an increase in the 
usage of our knowledge bases and tools”

This case demonstrates the importance of 
knowledge management systems in supporting 
offshore business process outsourcing. The shar-
ing of knowledge in a cross-cultural environment 
between two different companies is particularly 
challenging and problematic. In an outsourcing 
scenario, the client and vendor teams work inde-
pendently and have different work practices and 
cultures. However, since tacit knowledge resides 
within individuals, the onus is on the individual 
to share his/her knowledge. The effectiveness of 
the outsourced processes can be enhanced when 
this tacit knowledge is leveraged into work situa-
tions. The organization can provide tools such as 
discussion boards to share knowledge, but without 
effective organizational practices these systems 
become ineffective, as cultural predispositions 
inhibit their use among workers.

This case study describes a set of robust busi-
ness practices that were effective in allowing 
workers to build social capital by facilitating 
interactions among workers to promote the devel-
opment of common norms, identity and trust. The 
social capital created in the work group helped 
the sharing of tacit knowledge among workers 
and resulted in more effective process execution.

Organizations that are pursuing strategic out-
sourcing by off-shoring core business processes, 
that cannot be easily severed from their other in 
house processes, need to build their KMS using 
a socio-technical approach. The following practi-
cal recommendations can be supported from this 
case study:

1.  The KMS must consist of collaboration tech-
nologies such as Wikis, discussion boards, 
FAQ and knowledge bases.
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2.  Additionally, the technological tools must 
be complemented with an organizational 
component involving building social capital 
through various programs – mentoring, joint 
work exercise, collaboration, that build cul-
tural bridges and establish working norms 
among the workers. The results of this study 
support the notion that benefits of SCT can 
be seen in downstream knowledge sharing 
processes.

3.  A client needs to invest in ongoing organiza-
tional development as a routine part of their 
relationship – so that tacit knowledge can 
flow back and forth. The client organization 
in this study quantified the net monetary 
benefits from these practices at 5% of the 
outsourcing contract at an annual expense of 
1% of the outsourcing contract value. Other 
organizations pursing offshore BPO can also 
reap benefits by building social capital. The 
benefits accrue from fewer repeat service 
requests and rework, better match of instal-
lations to the customer’s environment and 
infrastructure, and less downtime for end 
customers.

This case study shows that if a mutually benefi-
cial mentoring program is instituted that increases 
interactions among knowledge workers, that can 
establish working relationships and create shared 
work practices, social and intellectual capital; this 
results in greater knowledge sharing. As a result 
the BPO outcome is improved. Practitioners may 
note that the investment into building success-
ful working level relationships in a BPO can be 
worthwhile.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Business Process: A business process is a 
collection of related activities that produce a 
product or a service of value to the organization, 
its business partners, and/or its customers. A 
process has inputs and outputs, and its activities 
can be measured.

Business Process Outsourcing: Business 
process outsourcing refers to transferring the 
operational, managerial or other responsibilities 
related to a client firm’s business process to another 
firm, referred to as the vendor.

Culture: A preferred form of operating norms 
and expectations for a group of people is loosely 
referred to as culture. Cultural groups can be 
along geopolitical lines (i.e., by nationalities) 
as people from the same locale generally have 
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acquired similar norms from other country-mates 
who have those norms.

Knowledge Management Systems: knowl-
edge management systems are specialized appli-
cations, procedures and policies that advance the 
acquisition, conversion, transfer and application 
of knowledge.

Organization/Organizational: An organiza-
tion is a group of persons with a common objective. 
For a typical business organization, the objective 
may be to earn a profit from engaging in com-
mercial activities. Organizations are complex 
as they have a structure of relationships, power, 
objectives, roles, activities, communications and 
other factors that exist as persons work together 
and interact with each other to fulfill the objec-

tives. Anything pertaining to an organization is 
referred to as organizational.

Service Entitlements/Contract: Service 
entitlements or Service level agreements (SLA) 
refer to the contractual service delivery obligations 
that are based upon a service contract between the 
provider of the contract and the customer.

Social Capital: Social capital refers to a 
set of relational norms that are created inside a 
workgroup that helps the group function better 
as a team or unit.

Tacit Knowledge: Tacit knowledge refers 
to knowledge that is inside a person’s head and 
wholly owned by that person. The sharing of tacit 
knowledge can be achieved through interactions 
between the knowledge owner and the requester.

This work was previously published in Knowledge Management in Emerging Economies: Social, Organizational and Cultural 
Implementation, edited by Minwir Al-Shammari, pp. 249-260, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint 
of IGI Global).
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Chapter  6.24

ABSTRACT

Intellectual Capital (IC) is neither a new phrase 
nor an old formally accepted term to measure the 
intangible assets of an organization. This concept 
has been used in different theories of organization 
and management. In the 1990s, the focus of atten-
tion dramatically changed from financial aspects 
and the techniques used for their measurement 
to the knowledge and intangible assets and the 
way businesses could manage them strategically 
in order to gain a competitive edge. By this way, 
IC has been recognized as one of the core com-

ponents for managing and analyzing the strategic 
organizational intellectual capabilities, hence; to 
improve the quality of knowledge management 
(KM). The chapter aims to conceptually review 
and analyze the importance, definitions, compo-
nents, and reporting mechanisms in the field of 
IC measurement and management.

INTRODUCTION

With the beginning of the new era of knowledge-
based production and mentality development, 
the need for a comprehensive background on 
knowledge and the methods on its measurement 
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gained importance. However, there is a lack of 
published reviews in the related field. A review 
of prior relevant literature is an essential feature 
of any academic and practical project, because an 
effective review creates a firm foundation for ad-
vancing knowledge (Webster and Watson, 2002). 
The present chapter aims to cover the need for a 
better understanding of conceptual and practical 
contributions on various approaches of intellec-
tual capital. Although there are many articles and 
working papers focusing on intellectual capital, no 
major attempt has been made on the conceptual 
and practical review of it for about a decade. As a 
matter of fact, we often need to draw on theories 
and views from a variety of fields. Since, the 
reviews are considered to be the foundation for 
research and development of theories, they tend 
to be critical in strengthening the related field of 
study. Analyzing the works done in the past, re-
moves the threat of non-comprehensive and partial 
understanding on the subject and therefore helps 
in organizing and making a better foundation for 
preparing new theoretical and practical develop-
ments. In the present chapter, the scope of study 
on intellectual capital is in the following manner:

• Background
 In this section, a review of the literature on 

intellectual capital and knowledge man-
agement is provided and some evidences 
on importance of intellectual capital and 
the reasons for growing attention to it, is 
presented.

• Definitions, Components and Metrics of 
Intellectual Capital

 In the next three sections, a rather compre-
hensive set of definitions, a chronological 
review of classifications in the literature, 
and the trends of IC in the recent years have 
been reviewed. A pervasive list of various 
classifications of IC components is also 
presented. The metrics section provides a 
comprehensive list of the most accepted IC 
metrics (or indicators) across the literature 

for each of the IC components that are in-
tended to be measured and managed. This 
section significantly enables the scholars 
and practitioners in establishing the initial 
IC measurement foundation. Also, the indi-
cators can notably assist in configuring and 
implementing KM systems according to the 
specific organizational needs in order to pro-
vide a continuous and accurate assessment 
mechanism of measurement and reporting.

• Intellectual Capital Measurement
 Through acquiring a rather comprehensive 

viewpoint on IC definitions and classifica-
tions, the measurement is the next step in 
which firms attempt to continuously evalu-
ate the overall status of their intellectual 
capabilities. The IC measurement capability 
of the organization is one the main factors 
influencing the visibility of the managerial 
efforts on empowering the current IC status 
with regard to the overall strategies specified 
by top managers.

• Intellectual Capital Statement and 
Reporting

 One of the managerial inputs for strategic 
decision making has been recently stated 
to be the IC statement, a new approach to 
embracing the importance of IC and evalu-
ating intellectual capabilities of the firm. 
IC statement can play a significant role in 
initiating the process of identifying the dif-
ference between market and book values of 
the firm. This section provides a framework 
to guide managers in their initial efforts of 
creating IC statements.

• Future Research Directions
 In this section, an integrative model relates 

the concepts of human, organizational, and 
relational capitals with R&D (or innova-
tion capital). This model has been added to 
complement the literature on R&D which 
has recently related the importance of R&D 
concept to the components of intellectual 
capital. Although the research and develop-
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ment aspect has been repeatedly stated in the 
IC literature, few attempts have been made 
to explicitly relate the IC components and 
R&D concepts together and generate new 
ideas and practical outcomes.

• Conclusion
 Finally, the chapter concludes with a roadmap 

containing explicit steps which help in using 
the IC potential toward a better knowledge-
based management of organizations. At the 
end, Some specific suggestions have been 
provided which may assist the scholars and 
practitioners in the process of IC manage-
ment.

BACKGROUND

One of the main reasons for a literature survey is 
that there are many new conceptual and practical 
articles and books, each focusing on a special 
topic without elaborating on the overall picture 
of the main concept. It must be kept in mind that 
materials which are specific to a domain, are not a 
good place for presenting a holistic view of what 
they attempt to concentrate on. Another reason for 
this review is that there has been no encompass-
ing review of the IC literature for about a decade. 
It is important to notice that during this period, 
hundreds of working papers and books have been 
published but lacked collective attempts to bring 
them together and present an integrative view so 
as to make the way clear for the future of intellec-
tual capital theorizing and practical management.

In this chapter, we are trying to integrate 
and clarify the conceptual foundations of IC. 
Intellectual Capital can be defined, categorized, 
measured, and through IC management efforts, it 
can be transformed into intellectual assets. These 
assets make the organization capable of attaining 
a competitive edge over it’s competitors through 
improving the knowledge-based performance 
of the business processes. Before exploring the 
IC literature, it will be beneficial to generally 

differentiate the words “Asset” and “Capital” 
based on the non-financial approaches used in IC 
literature. As Litschka et al.(2006) stressed for a 
clear distinction between human capital (as one 
of the main components of IC as described later 
in the chapter) and human assets, the same will 
apply for intellectual capital and intellectual asset. 
As an example, the abilities like “book-keeping” 
and “speaking a foreign language” pertain to the 
human capital of an employee, even though they 
might be of minor relevance to his/her current 
job. However, these abilities are not to be seen 
as human assets in the context of the organization 
the person is working for. If the person is work-
ing for an organization, where such capabilities 
are being directly put into work, they belong 
to the human assets of the organization while 
belonging to the human capital of individual at 
the same time (Litschka et al., 2006). The same 
structure is applied to intellectual capital and 
intellectual asset. The organizational processes, 
IT infrastructure and applications, documented 
knowledge, relationships with partners and other 
industries and the organizational regulations are 
examples of different intellectual assets being 
employed for creating value. This is because they 
belong to the organization. The knowledge which 
is hidden in the minds of human resources or in 
the relationships of organization with the market 
can be thought of as intellectual capital possessed 
by the organization but not readily documented 
and formulated.

So far, numerous convincing arguments have 
been presented in support of the need to better 
understand the intellectual capital (e.g. Brook-
ing, 1996; DATI, 1998; 1999; Petty and Guthrie, 
2000b; SMAC, 1998; Sveiby, 1998). These argu-
ments range from an intuitive understanding that 
IC matters and should be taken into consideration 
(Stewart, 1997) to the evidence that recognizing 
intellectual capital has the potential to improve 
the efficiency of both capital and labor markets 
(Bukh et al., 1999; OECD, 1999; Petty and Guth-
rie, 2000).
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Wernerfelt’s (1984) conceptual article entitled 
“A Resource-based view of the firm” was recently 
selected as one of the most influential papers 
regarding two important aspects of the firm. 
With the emergence of Resource-based and the 
Knowledge-based views, it was observed that suc-
cess of companies was no longer dependent solely 
on access to material resources rather to intangible 
assets, and it was that access that could provide a 
competitive edge in the long term, specially for 
knowledge intensive organizations (Argyris, 1992; 
Argyris and Schön, 1996; Barney, 1991, 2001; 
Bontis et al., 2002; Grant, 1991, 1996a, 1996b; 
Itami and Roehl, 1987; Nonaka and Takeuchi, 
1995; Peteraf, 1993; Pedrini, 2007; Priem and 
Butler, 2001a, b; Senge, 1990; Wernerfelt, 1984, 
1995), However, each of the views has contributed 
to the field in a different manner.

One aspect of Resource-Based View (RBV) 
relates to the products and the other regards the 
resources available to a firm (Priem and Butler, 
2001a). RBV focuses on resources and their 
deployment in organizations, leading to the de-
velopment of value creation (Cheng et al., 2008; 
Peppard and Rylander, 2001). Obviously, products 
are being provided through resources and a lack of 
resources might generate a greater gap in provid-
ing the final products to the market. This might 
result in a great profit loss. Therefore, resources 
are of supreme importance to the firms.

In the RBV, those resources that are valuable, 
rare, difficult to imitate and none-substitutable can 
yield sustained competitive advantage (Meyer, 
1991, Priem and Butler, 2001a). The RBV attri-
butes advantage in an industry to a firm’s control 
over bundles of unique material, human, organi-
zational and geographical resources and skills that 
enable unique value-creating strategies (Barney, 
1991, Priem and Butler, 2001a). According to this 
view, a firm’s resources – particularly intangible 
ones – are more likely to contribute to firms at-
taining and sustaining superior performance when 
they are combined or integrated (Barney, 1991, 
Reed et al., 2006).

These resources can be divided into two dis-
tinct parts. One relating to financial and tangible 
resources as directly represented in the financial 
statements of the firm, and the other one which 
includes the non-financial and intangible resources 
of a firm, mostly referred to as intellectual assets 
and capabilities. In this regard, a specific view on 
intangible resources of a firm has been recently 
created. Intellectual Capital View (ICV) deals 
solely with knowledge that is created by and 
stored in a firm’s intangible capitals (Edvinsson 
and Malone, 1997; Wright et al., 2001, Reed 
et al., 2006). The IC view is most important in 
knowledge-based firms which are more reliant 
on their intellectual resources.

A knowledge-based perspective of the firm 
has also emerged in the knowledge management 
literature (Alavi and Leidner, 2001; Cole, 1998; 
Spender, 1996a, 1996b; Nonaka and Takeuchi, 
1995). Knowledge is both a resource and a 
source of competence and capability. Adopting 
a knowledge-based approach, the relevance of a 
resource is related either to its embedded knowl-
edge or to its role of stimulating and sustaining 
knowledge dynamics (Schiuma et. Al., 2008). ICV 
is complementary to Leonard-Barton’s (1992) 
which is more widely understood as knowledge-
base view (KBV). While both seek to explain the 
hidden knowledge-based dynamics that underlie 
a firm’s value, and both are grounded in an RBV 
logic, they differ in focus. KBV is primarily 
interested in evaluating the effectiveness of a 
firm’s use of knowledge-management concepts 
and tools as knowledge-generating mechanisms, 
such as its information technology and informa-
tion management systems (Leonard-Barton, 
1992; Nonaka et al., 2001, Reed et al., 2006). In 
contrast, ICV’s focus is on the stocks and flows of 
knowledge capital embedded in an organization 
and is posited to have direct associations with its 
financial performance (Youndt et al., 2004, Reed 
et al., 2006). In other words, the KBV is more 
encompassing and attempts to efficiently manage 
the knowledge intensive processes and sources 
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of new knowledge that are of significance to the 
firm while the ICV mainly concentrates on the 
embedded knowledge in business processes and 
tries to manage and direct the flow of knowledge 
toward more valuable outcomes for stakehold-
ers. Since the knowledge-based capabilities are 
of significance in the information era as pointed 
out in various working papers and books in the 
last decade, it can be recognized that knowledge-
based view is gaining a special position among 
scholars and industry practitioners. Since the 
KBV is a general viewpoint and the ICV is more 
specific as it attempts to relate the knowledge of 
the firm to values delivered to stakeholders, the 
ICV is directly related to the KBV and is a more 
practical term that is utilized in the context of 
knowledge-intensive organizations at which, ef-
forts of intellectual capital management are being 
planed and implemented.

According to the latest study conducted by 
OECD (2006), intellectual capital (IC) has played a 
significant role, as much as tangible capital, in im-
proving labor productivity in the USA from 1995 
to 2003. The importance of IC is shown not only 
by the strong support of international organizations 
(e.g. OECD and European Union (EU) Commis-
sion) but also by the large numbers of articles since 
the 1990s (Kim and Kumar, 2009).There are some 
unique characteristics of intellectual capital that 
makes it capable of generating value-added for 
organizations. IC is viewed as an important stra-
tegic resource for gaining competitive advantage. 
This becomes more obvious when evaluating the 
organizations with knowledge intensive business 
processes – such as software development and 
hardware manufacturing companies in the ICT 
sector. Therefore, prior to deeper investigation 
of IC definitions and classifications, it would be 
of value to clarify the importance of IC concept 
as repeatedly mentioned by scholars of the field. 
The IC importance is due to it’s significant and 
unique characteristics as follows:

1.  Scalability. Physical assets are limited by 
their tangibility. This means a choice must 
be made or the best use of these assets 
following the criteria of cost-opportunity. 
Intangible assets on the other hand can be 
put to non-competitive use, since their use 
by one person does not exclude another. 
Their use is limited only by the size of the 
internal market (Romer, 1994, 1998).

2.  Growing returns. Intangible resource 
benefits from a process of accumulation, 
which can produce an increasing scale 
of return. The growing return process is 
mainly created through the accumulation of 
documented knowledge. The accumulated 
knowledge helps the experts gain a firm base 
for further in-depth studies. Since there is no 
depreciation with knowledge, it is obvious 
that the knowledge creation process and rate 
of returns would be increasingly upward 
(Pedrini, 2007).

3.  Difficulty to imitate. The generation and 
development of immaterial resources is 
difficult to imitate. As intellectual capital is 
embedded in organizational processes and 
minds of human resources, it would be dif-
ficult to obtain or imitate it (Pedrini, 2007).

4.  Network effect. At the center of a network, 
an innovation protected by a patent is often 
found (Lev, 2001), consequently the intan-
gible resources benefit from the main rule 
of networks which states that the advantages 
of inclusion grow with the growing number 
of people involved. The bigger the network, 
more advantages each individual will gain 
(Shapiro and Varian, 1999).

In general, the importance of IC can be empha-
sized in the revolution in information technology 
and the information society; the growing impor-
tance of knowledge and the knowledge-based 
economy; the changing patterns of interpersonal 
activities and the network society; and the emer-
gence of innovation as the principal determinant of 
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competitiveness (Petty and Guthrie, 2000). One of 
the practical methods of showing the importance 
of each concept to practitioners can be through 
the measurement of that concept with regard to 
the realities of the businesses. By providing the 
top executives with the positive results of measur-
ing the IC in the firm, continuous management 
of intellectual capital can take place and there 
will be an ongoing managerial commitment and 
support as a prerequisite to the success of IC 
management efforts.

Intellectual capital is a term with various defi-
nitions in different theories of management and 
economics. Most of the literature dealing with 
intellectual capital is concerned with the middle 
or upper level management, professionals, and 
organizations (Petty and Guthrie, 2000). As litera-
ture suggests, a coherence in IC approaches and 
developments is being gradually achieved. More 
attention is recently being paid on how to get the 
theories and conceptual frameworks into action 
and produce practically impressive outcomes for 
upper managers and stakeholders. Going through 
different conferences on intellectual capital, vari-
ous invaluable books, papers, and a large number 
of firms providing organizations with knowledge-
based products and services (Petty and Guthrie, 
2000), initial efforts have been typically focused 
on consciousness raising activities that try to 
communicate the importance of recognizing and 
understanding the potential of intellectual capital 
in creating and managing a sustainable competitive 
advantage (Petty and Guthrie, 2000) As a matter 
of fact, the development of brands, stakeholder 
relationships, reputation and the culture of or-
ganizations are viewed as providing sustainable 
sources of business advantage. The ability to build 
and leverage the value of these intangible assets 
constitute a core competency for organizations 
(Kannan and G.Aulbur, 2004).

IC is the major element used for measuring the 
performance of knowledge management. Here, it 
is worthy to concisely explore through the KM 
relevant literature. KM can be simply defined as 

leveraging knowledge in a strategic manner which 
comprises a range of practices used to identify, 
create, store, retrieve, represent, and share knowl-
edge. Leveraging knowledge in a strategic manner 
means to become able to measure the knowledge 
management capabilities of a firm in line with 
the organizational strategies and goals. Measur-
ing knowledge management through intellectual 
capital components helps the organizations align 
their intellectual capabilities with their overall 
strategies and the objectives pertaining to them.

As an overall definition for building the relation 
between knowledge and IC, Intellectual Capital 
can be defined as an object which is mainly used to 
measure the knowledge management performance 
and efficiency. Generally, Knowledge manage-
ment is about the management of the intellectual 
capital controlled by a company. Further, the 
Knowledge management, as a function, describes 
the act of managing the object, intellectual capital 
(Petty and Guthrie, 2000; Guthrie et. Al., 1999) and 
intellectual capital, on the other hand, can be seen 
as an analytical object used for KM measurement.

Considering IC as a factor of measuring the 
knowledge management performance, intellectual 
capital helps us become capable of reporting on 
the overall KM performance of an organization. 
In other words, measuring intellectual capital 
makes the organization ready for distinguishing 
its strengths and weaknesses in terms of human, 
organizational, and relational capitals in order to 
remove the obstacles or take corrective actions 
for making the KM management mechanisms 
more effective. Nowadays, knowledge being the 
most important productive element, all enterprises 
should attach great importance to the significance 
and urgency of IC in their survival and develop-
ment (Chen et al., 2004). Existing knowledge 
can be of two kinds (Berends et al., 2001; Cook 
and Brown, 1999; Fischer, 2001; Marsili, 2000; 
Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995; Van Aken, 2001):

• Explicit (codified or articulated): refers 
to the knowledge which can be readily 
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documented and can be codified and re-
stored for later use.

• Tacit (implicit or non-codified): refers to 
the knowledge which is not written down 
or otherwise codified, and is contained 
within the minds of individuals (Carson et 
al., 2004).

Human Capitals are the owners of tacit knowl-
edge as this kind of knowledge is mentally stored 
and become available to the organization. Convert-
ing the tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge 
occurs during the process of knowledge manage-
ment. Human Capital does not directly belong to 
the firm unless it is transformed into human asset 
or possessed as Organizational Capital. There-
fore, the practices of knowledge management 
encompasses and influences the management of 
intellectual capital. The concepts of KM and IC 
are required to be considered at the same time, 
as they are interrelated subjects. The view of 
knowledge as a capability suggests a knowledge 
management perspective centered on building 
core competencies, understanding the strategic 
advantage of know-how, and creating intellectual 
capital (Alavi and Leidner, 2001).

Intellectual capital management is a process 
of value creation; in contrast, intellectual capital 
is a process of discovery and development (Roos 
et al., 1997). Here, value does not only imply 
calculating, but also understanding the creation 
and development of value (Bukh, 2003; Hussi 
and Ahonen, 2002; Guthrie, 2001; Mouritsen et 
al., 2002; Mouritsen, 2004; Petty and Guthrie, 
2000). Consequently, managing the intangibles 
of an organization effectively, means managing 
and leveraging the power of knowledge towards 
a competitive edge and therefore, managing the 
company toward a higher rate of return on invest-
ments and on assets. In other words, intellectual 
capital management can be seen as a prerequisite 
to knowledge management and an effective IC 
management strategy can lead to a more effective 
management of knowledge within an organization.

This chapter is centered around main IC con-
cepts while taking other related concepts into 
account. In this way, an attempt has been made 
so as to gather and analyze as many conceptual 
and practical IC concepts as useful. Concepts 
mostly determine the organizing framework of 
a review (Webster and Watson, 2002). Over two 
hundred articles and books have been reviewed 
and analyzed according to the concepts mainly 
related to intellectual capital as illustrated in Table 
1. This table shows a pervasive list of IC related 
concepts. Each concept can be an interesting topic 
for the future empirical and conceptual studies.

Table 1. List of categories and concepts 

Central 
Category Concepts

Fu
nd

am
en

ta
ls

Knowledge management (KM) 
Intellectual capital management 
IC components
Human capital 
Innovation and process capitals 
Organizational capital 
Research and development 
Organizational culture 
Conceptual frameworks & models for IC
Intellectual capital identification & importance 
Drivers of IC
Organizational learning

St
ra

te
gy

Metaphor 
Intellectual capital & strategy 
IC & competitive advantage
IC & marketing
Patents and ownership 
IC & career outcomes
Intellectual capital implementation 
Balanced Score Card

In
fo

rm
at

io
n 

sy
st

em
s

Intellectual capital reporting 
IT systems in IC
Strategic information systems 
Knowledge management systems 
IC web
IC commercialization
Investment in IC

A
na

ly
si

s a
nd

 
M

ea
su

re
m

en
t Value chain analysis 

Epistemological analysis 
Value network analysis 
IC evaluation
IC measurement
Credit risk analysis 
Performance
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Synthesizing the articles, a trend has appeared 
that resulted in a comprehensive list of qualitative 
indicators that has been presented later in the 
intellectual capital components section. Getting 
familiar with the advantages, limitations, and the 
reasons for increasing attention on the importance 
of intellectual capital and it’s relation to knowledge 
management, the next sections present the IC 
definitions and components, IC measurement 
indicators, IC reporting, and final views on IC 
management.

INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL 
DEFINITIONS

Before reviewing and analyzing the most im-
portant IC definitions, it is necessary to review a 
brief chronological description of contributions 

to the intellectual capital field, as shown in Table 
2 (Petty and Guthrie, 2000), which particularly 
focuses on the works done prior to 2000. Most of 
the surveys and papers in this period concentrate 
on the development of working definitions of IC 
and also expanding the IC measurement concepts.

During 2000-2009, many published papers 
have directly concentrated on the IC measurement 
indicators for obtaining a better insight on the 
issues like human assets and the way they have 
been utilized, the potential of organizational 
capital and the processes behind it, the relational 
capital, and finally research and development. 
Generally, the works done after 2000 can be de-
scribed as summarized in table 3.

IC has been defined from different perspec-
tives, focusing on the analysis level (individual 
or organizational), the perception of the value of 
time (current value or future value), and objectiv-

Table 2. Brief chronological review of literature on IC 

Period Theories / Concepts / Conferences

Early 1980s General notion of intangible value (often broadly labeled as “goodwill’’)

Mid-1980s The “information age’’ takes hold and the gap between book values and market value widens noticeably for many 
companies

Late 1980s Early attempts by practitioner consultants to construct statements/accounts that measure intellectual capital (Sveiby, 
1988)

Early 1990s

Kaplan and Norton introduce the concept of a balanced scorecard (1992). 
 
Initiatives to systematically measure and report on company stocks of intellectual capital to external parties (e.g. 
SCSI 1995)

Mid-1990s

Celemi’s Tango simulation tool was launched in 1994, which is the first widely marketed product to enable executive 
education on the importance of intangibles. 
 
Also in 1994, a supplement to Skandia’s annual report was produced, which focused on presenting an evaluation of 
the company’s stock of intellectual capital. “Visualizing intellectual capital’’ generated a great deal of interest from 
other companies seeking to follow Skandia’s lead (Edvinsson, 1997). 
 
Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) present their highly influential work on “the knowledge creating company’’. Although 
the book concentrates on “knowledge’’, the distinction between knowledge and intellectual capital is sufficiently fine 
as to make the book relevant to those with a pure focus on intellectual capital. 
 
Another sensation caused in 1995 when Celemi used a “knowledge audit’’ to offer a detailed assessment of the state 
of its intellectual capital

Late 1990s

An increasing number of large-scale projects (e.g. the MERITUM project; Danish; Stockholm) which introduced 
some academic rigor into research on intellectual capital. 
 
In 1999, the OECD convened an international symposium in Amsterdam on intellectual capital.
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ity (input or output) (Swart, 2006). John Kenneth 
Galbraith is credited for being the first to use the 
term “intellectual capital” in 1969 (Bontis, 1998), 
moreover, the term attracted the attention of 
scholars in the early 1990s when it was used by 
Stewart (1997) in Fortune Magazine. The concept 
of IC although has been prevalent for more than 
a decade, nevertheless there is a lack of consensus 
on its components and definitions (Marr, 2005). 
IC is a multi-disciplinary concept and the under-
standing of it varies across different business-
related disciplines (Huang et al., 2007).

Various theoretical researches have attempted 
to define and classify IC (Brooking, 1996; Huang et 
al. 2007; Roos et al., 1998; Sveiby, 1997; Edvins-
son and Malone, 1997). According to Andriessen 
(2006), the use of metaphors may be well suited 
for understanding IC. The author further suggests 
that IC, itself, is a metaphorical understanding 
of knowledge. This is consistent with the view 
of some IC scholars. From an epistemological 
perspective, IC is said to be knowledge about 
knowledge, and the understanding of IC appears 
to require an assessment of the language used in its 
definition and application (Chan, 2009; Jørgensen 
and Boje, 2006).

Stewart (1997, p.66) characterizes intellectual 
capital as “the sum of the knowledge, informa-
tion, intellectual property and experience held by 
everybody in a company, in order to create a com-
petitive edge and therefore to generate wealth”. 
According to another definition, intellectual 
capital can be defined as intellectual resources that 
have been “formalized, captured and leveraged” 
to create assets of higher value (Prusak, 1998). 
Based on the given definitions, it can be implied 
that measuring intellectual materials or in other 
words, intangible assets is naturally difficult and 
requires an extensive amount of effort in addition 
to considering a number of organizational and 
individual variables (Kannan and G.Aulbur, 2004).

As a summarization for the final definition, 
the term intellectual capital refers to all imma-
terial resources that determine the value of the 
repository of intellectual properties possessed by 
an organization. In other words, IC refers to the 
Knowledge within organizational processes that 
can be converted into value. It can be concluded 
as main definition of this chapter that IC is a term 
which refers to the non-financial value creation 
capabilities of a firm that represents the differ-
ence between market and book values and can be 

Table 3. IC in the post-2000 period 

Period Theories / Concepts / Conferences

20
00

 –
 2

00
9

Works on metrics and questionnaires continued and expanded, and an increasing number of books and articles focused 
on classification of IC metrics and their implementations. These range from the papers merely using prior classifica-
tions for evaluating the companies in different countries to the papers updating the existing or proposing new models. 
 
Also, a broad range of authors and practitioners are working in the field of knowledge engineering, which directly fo-
cuses on capturing, storage, retrieval and application of knowledge. Knowledge engineering mainly focuses on the tech-
niques and methods that can be applied to actually retrieve the tacit knowledge of human capital (e.g. see Lai, 2007). 
 
Alongside the conceptual papers, a number of empirical studies have been conducted to evaluate the validity of proposed models for IC 
measurement and management or utilizing them to evaluate the non-financial status of the firms. Recent articles have also been mainly 
focused on the implementation of the IC classification schemes attributable to a new stage of conceptual and practical development of IC.
 
There are also new attempts on breaking the IC components into more refined and detailed sub-components. These attempts 
might lead to perceiving the interrelationships among IC component and subcomponents and as a result, a pervasive scientific 
foundation might appear which paves the way as an infrastructure for the future research and practical implementations efforts. 
 
(see for example, Bruggen et al., 2009; Castro and Lopez, 2008; Chan, 2009; Kim and Kumar, 2009; Palacios et al., 2007; Pearse, 
2009; Tovstiga and Tulugurova, 2009)
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further described by it’s components. It would be 
of value to define IC according to the definition of 
each of it’s components. The next section covers 
the most accepted set of IC components.

INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL 
COMPONENTS

It is widely agreed that IC is grouped into three 
areas – human, organizational, and relational 
capitals – on both organizational and individual 
levels (Allee, 1998, 1999; Bontis, 1999; Carson 
et al. 2004; Cascio, 1998; Cuganesan, 2006; Fer-
rier, 2001; Fischer, 2001; Huang, 1998; Kaplan 
and Norton, 1992; Kim and Kumar, 2009; Lynn, 
2000; Miller et al., 1999; Mouritsen et al., 2001; 
Mouritsen et al., 2005; Nordhaug, 1998; Petty and 
Guthrie, 2000; Rastogi, 2000b; Romijn and Albu, 
2001; Tseng and Goo, 2005Van Buren, 1999). 
There are slight variations in some of the mod-
els, however, most of them comprise these three 
interrelated components as indicated in Table 4.

As discussed earlier, There is a rather compre-
hensive consensus that the Human, Organiza-
tional, Relational Capitals are the main compo-
nents of IC and they can cover most of IC 
important aspects. The other components can be 
sub-categorized within these three ones. An ex-
planation of each component is provided as fol-
lowing:

• “Human Capital” (HC) is the capabili-
ties of individuals who are the source of 
innovation and renewal within companies 
(Stewart, 1997). Similarly, Lynn (2000) 
defines it as “an inventory of the skill sets 
and knowledge of individuals within an or-
ganization”. Although research and devel-
opment has been considered as a process 
and as an artifact produced by human capi-
tal, it has gained a high priority in the lit-
erature of intellectual capital and has been 
stated separately in some of the articles and 

books as R&D or innovation capital. Here, 
it is regarded as a sub-component of orga-
nizational capital as discussed later in the 
chapter.

• “Organizational Capital” (OC) or 
“Structural Capital” (SC) is essentially 
“captured” human capital, and relies on 
some of the skills of human capital for its 
existence, such as the ability to communi-
cate and the willingness to share informa-
tion and allow it to be stored and main-
tained in Organizational Capital (Carson et 
al., 2004).It is conventionally used to refer 
to the processes and procedures that are in 
some ways recorded and hence accessible 
to the organization as how things are done in 
order to maintain effectiveness. It is formed 
by the intellectual input of the employees, 
but it “belongs” to the firm. In other words, 
Organizational Capital has been further 
subcategorized by some authors into pro-
cess capital, intellectual property and in-
novation capital (Chatzkel, 2002; Chen et 
al., 2004). Edvinsson and Malone (1997) 
classified Organizational Capital into orga-
nizational, process and innovation capital. 
Here, organizational capital includes the 
organization philosophy and systems for 
leveraging its capability. Process capital 
includes the techniques, procedures, and 
programs that implement and enhance the 
delivery of goods and services. Innovation 
capital includes intellectual properties and 
intangible assets. Therefore, an organiza-
tion’s policies and procedures, custom-
ized software applications, research and 
development programs, training courses 
and patents are examples of organizational 
(structural) capital (Kannan and G.Aulbur, 
2004). Organizational Capital by itself, 
refers to things like proprietary software 
systems, distribution networks, and supply 
chains. It can be seen as the knowledge that 
does not go home at night and belongs to 
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Table 4. IC classifications 

Developed by Framework / Country Classification

Saint-Onge (1996) Canadian Imperial Bank of 
Commerce (Canada)

Human capital 
Structural capital 
Relational capital

Edvinsson and Malone (1997) Skandia Value Scheme (Sweden) Human capital 
Structural capital

Stewart (1997) USA
Human capital 
Structural capital 
Customer capital

Sveiby (1997) Intangible Assets Monitor 
(Australia)

Employee competence 
Internal structure 
External structure

Bontis (1998) Canada
Human capital 
Structural capital 
Customer capital

Roos et al. (1998) UK
Human capital 
Structural capital 
Relational capital

OECD (1999) OECD human capital 
organizational capital

Van Buren (1999) American Society for Training 
and Development (USA)

Human capital 
Innovation capital 
Process capital 
Customer capital

O’Donnell and O’Regan (2000) Ireland
People 
Internal structure 
External structure

Carson et al. (2004) University of Australia

Human Capital
Customer 
Competitor 
Relational Capital
Personal Attributes 
Skills 
Structural Capital
Fluid 
Crystallized

Chen et al. (2004) Zhejiang University

Human Capital
Structural Capital
Customer Capital
Innovation Capital

Huang et al.(2007) England, Malaysia

Human Capital
Employee Capabilities 
Employee Development and Retention 
Employee Behavior 
Structural Capital
Development of products/Ideas 
Organization Infrastructure 
Customer Capital
Market Perspectives 
Data on customers 
Customer service and relationship

Pedrini (2007) Italy
Human Capital
Organizational Capital
Relational Capital

continued on following page
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the organization and has the ability to be 
reproduced and shared (Stewart, 1997).

• “Relational Capital” (RC) or “Customer 
Capital” (CC) is one of the most impor-
tant components for classifying and mea-
suring the status of intellectual capital in a 
firm. This importance has been repeatedly 
recognized in the literature (as discussed 
later in the chapter). Relational Capital re-
fers to the value of an organization’s exter-
nal relationships with other organizations, 
suppliers, people, and even competitors 
with which, it has communications and 
goes through partnerships, alliances, pur-
chase and sell contracts, etc. Roos et al. 
(1997) define this type of external capital 
as the network with external stakeholders 
who have a key influence on the company. 
Therefore, Relational Capital refers to is-
sues like trust and understanding and the 
strength and loyalty of external relations. 
Customer satisfaction, repetition in the 
business processes, financial well-being, 
and price sensitivity which may be used as 
indicators of Relational Capital (Kannan 
and G.Aulbur, 2004).

Since the mentioned components represent 
a holistic view of the important aspects of intel-
lectual capital, it would be of value to study them 
in greater depth. As the importance of each com-
ponent lies in the important elements within it, it 

can be implied that the study of these elements 
would provide a better insight of what they try to 
explore and clarify. The intellectual capital metrics 
section provides most of the accepted elements 
of each component. These elements have been 
accepted and considered as applicable metrics in 
many books and papers.

INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL METRICS

Metrics are needed to further convince manage-
ment and stakeholders as to the value of knowledge 
management initiatives (Liebowitz and Suen, 
2000). From a strategic point of view, Intellectual 
Capital is used to create and enhance firm value. 
The measurement angle of IC focuses on how 
new reporting mechanisms can be constructed. 
These mechanisms enable non-financial, qualita-
tive items of intellectual capital to be measured 
alongside traditional, quantifiable, financial data 
(Johanson et al., 1999).

As discussed in the chapter, the debates on 
intellectual capital are by now more concentrated 
on comprehensive and integrative theories and 
models encompassing the IC measurement and 
management in practice. It has been taken for 
granted that concentrating on a widely accepted 
and supported set of measures helps the practi-
tioners in pervasively evaluating the status of IC 
and extracting the potential pitfalls and strengths 
in the process of IC management. Grasenick and 

Table 4. Continued

Developed by Framework / Country Classification

Cheng et al. (2008) Taiwan

Human Capital
Process Capital 
Customer Capital
Innovation Capital

Bruggen et al. (2009) Netherlands
Human Capital
Structural Capital
Relational Capital

Chan (2009) Australia
Human Capital
Structural Capital
Physical Capital
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Low (2004), suggest that IC indicators should 
offer simple information that can be understood 
and communicated. These measures, sometimes, 
have been stated in divergent sets in the literature 
while at another period of time, in a convergent 
manner. In recent years, most of the authors have 
rather agreed upon the same measures. In other 

words, a trend of converging theories and sets 
of indicators can be recognized in the literature. 
Here, there is an attempt to go deeper into this 
broad literature and extract the existing conver-
gence on the indicators among different authors 
and present them in an integrative view. All of 
the indicators in the following tables (Tables 5,6, 

Table 5. Human capital indicators 

Index Supporting Articles

Capabilities and skills

(Mouritsen et. al., 2002) - (Huang et. al., 2007) - (Cohen & Kaimenakis, 2007) - (Flostrand, 2006) - 
(Guthrie, 2001) - (Bozbura, 2004) - (Ordonez, 2002) - (Seleim and Ashour, 2004) - (Johanson et. al., 
2006) - (Tovstiga and Tulugurova, 2007) - (Ordonez, 2003) - (Marr et. al., 2004) - (Pedrini, 2007) 
- (Litschka et. Al., 2006) - (Guthrie and Petty, 2000) - (Lim and Dallimore, 2004) - (Brennan, 2000) - 
(Skandia, 1994, 1995a, 1995b, 1996a, 1996b, 1997, 1998) - (Mayo, 2001) - (Bontis, 1998) - (Roos and 
Roos, 1997) - (Konrad Group, 1988) - Bruggen et al. (2009)

Loyalty and commitment

(Huang et. al., 2007) - (Cohen & Kaimenakis, 2007) -(Flostrand, 2006) - (Ordonez, 2002) - (Tovstiga 
and Tulugurova, 2007) - (Ordonez, 2003) - (Pedrini, 2007) - (Litschka et. Al., 2006) - (Guthrie and Petty, 
2000) - (Brennan, 2000) - (Ordonez, 2005) - (Skandia, 1994, 1995a, 1995b, 1996a, 1996b, 1997, 1998) - 
(Mayo, 2001) - (Roos and Roos, 1997)

Satisfaction
(Mouritsen et. al., 2002) - (Huang et. al., 2007) - (Cohen & Kaimenakis, 2007) - (Bozbura, 2004) - 
(Litschka et. Al., 2006) - (Lim and Dallimore, 2004) - (Skandia, 1994, 1995a, 1995b, 1996a, 1996b, 
1997, 1998) - (Mayo, 2001) - - (Bontis, 1998) - (Konrad Group, 1988)

Valuing the attitudes and 
believes

(Mouritsen et. al., 2002) - (Huang et. al., 2007) - (Bose, 2004) - (Darroch, 2003) - (Ordonez, 2002) - (Jo-
hanson et. al., 2006) - (Tovstiga and Tulugurova, 2007) - (Lim and Dallimore, 2004) - (Ordonez, 2005) 
- (Liebowitz and Suen, 2000) - (Roos et. al., 1998)

Quality of knowledge-orient-
ed teams (Mouritsen et. al., 2002) - (Bozbura, 2004) - (Pedrini, 2007) - Bruggen et al. (2009)

Cooperating with expert 
consultants

(Mouritsen et. al., 2002) - (Bozbura, 2004) - (Ordonez, 2002) - (Seleim and Ashour, 2004) - (Johanson 
et. al., 2006) - (Tovstiga and Tulugurova, 2007) - (Ordonez, 2003) - (Marr et. al., 2004) - (Pedrini, 2007) 
- (Lim and Dallimore, 2004)

Employee retention capabili-
ties

(Huang et. al., 2007) - (Bose, 2004) - (Flostrand, 2006) - (Bozbura, 2004) - (Ordonez, 2003) - (Marr et. 
al., 2004) - (Ordonez, 2005) - (Liebowitz and Suen, 2000)

Promotion mechanisms based 
on individual capabilities (Bose, 2004) - (Ordonez, 2002)

Attitudes toward female 
managers (Bose, 2004) - (Ordonez, 2002) - (Ordonez, 2003) - (Roos et. al., 1998)

Attitudes toward higher 
levels of education

(Huang et. al., 2007) - (Bose, 2004) - (Flostrand, 2006) - (Bozbura, 2004) - (Johanson et. al., 2006) - 
(Ordonez, 2003) - (Marr et. al., 2004) - (Pedrini, 2007) - (Guthrie and Petty, 2000) - (Lim and Dallimore, 
2004) - (Brennan, 2000) - (Roos et. al., 1998)

Quality of training programs
(Huang et. al., 2007) - (Bose, 2004) - (Bozbura, 2004) - (Ordonez, 2002) - (Seleim and Ashour, 2004) 
- (Marr et. al., 2004) - (Pedrini, 2007) - (Ordonez, 2005) - (Liebowitz and Suen, 2000) - (Roos et. al., 
1998)

IT literacy (Bose, 2004) - (Liebowitz and Suen, 2000) - (Roos et. al., 1998)

Managerial capabilities (Bose, 2004) - (Bozbura, 2004) - (Seleim and Ashour, 2004) - (Guthrie and Petty, 2000) - (Brennan, 
2000) - (Liebowitz and Suen, 2000) - (Roos et. al., 1998) - (Jacobsen and Hofman, 2005)

Organizational capability in 
creating motivation

(Huang et. al., 2007) - (Bose, 2004) - (Ordonez, 2003) - (Ordonez, 2005) - (Liebowitz and Suen, 2000) - 
(Roos et. al., 1998)

Acquaintance with the orga-
nizational strategy (Huang et. al., 2007) - (Bose, 2004) - (Litschka et. Al., 2006) - (Liebowitz and Suen, 2000)
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Table 6. Organizational (structural) capital indicators 

index Supporting articles

Knowledge management 
capabilities

(Cohen & Kaimenakis, 2007) - (Guthrie, 2001) - -(Bozbura, 2004) - (Skandia, 1994, 1995a, 1995b, 1996a, 
1996b, 1997, 1998) - (Mayo, 2001) - (Bontis, 1998) - (Roos and Roos, 1997) - (Konrad Group, 1988) - 
(Jacobsen and Hofman, 2005) - Bruggen et al. (2009)

Organizational knowledge

(Huang et. al., 2007) - (Cohen & Kaimenakis, 2007) -(Bose, 2004) - (Guthrie, 2001) -(Bozbura, 2004) - 
(Johanson et. al., 2006) - (Tovstiga and Tulugurova, 2007) - (Marr et. al., 2004) - (Litschka et. Al., 2006) 
- (Guthrie and Petty, 2000) - (Brennan, 2000) - (Skandia, 1994, 1995a, 1995b, 1996a, 1996b, 1997, 1998) - 
(Mayo, 2001) - (Bontis, 1998) - (Jacobsen and Hofman, 2005) - (Sanchez-Canizares et. Al., 2007)

Efficiency of organiza-
tional processes

(Cohen & Kaimenakis, 2007) - (Bozbura, 2004) - (Litschka et. Al., 2006) - (Guthrie and Petty, 2000) - 
(Skandia, 1994, 1995a, 1995b, 1996a, 1996b, 1997, 1998) - (Mayo, 2001) - (Bontis, 1998) - (Roos and 
Roos, 1997) - (Konrad Group, 1988) - (Sanchez-Canizares et. Al., 2007) - (Ordonez, 2002) - (Ordonez, 
2004) - Bruggen et al. (2009)

Knowledge dissemination 
mechanisms (Huang et. al., 2007) - (Darroch, 2003) - (Flostrand, 2006) - (CMA, 1999) - Bruggen et al. (2009)

Quality of IS used for 
knowledge dissemination

(Huang et. al., 2007) - (Darroch, 2003) - (Flostrand, 2006) - (Ordonez, 2002) - (Ordonez, 2005) - Bruggen 
et al. (2009)

Investment in infrastruc-
ture

(Huang et. al., 2007) - (Bose, 2004) - (Mouritsen et. al., 2002) - (Flostrand, 2006) -(Bozbura, 2004) - (Or-
donez, 2002) - (Johanson et. al., 2006) - (Marr et. al., 2004) - (Guthrie and Petty, 2000) - (Brennan, 2000) 
- (Liebowitz and Suen, 2000) - (Ordonez, 2004)

Utilization of Project 
management techniques (Mouritsen et. al., 2002) - (Seleim and Ashour, 2004)

Quality of processes for 
activities (Bose, 2004) - (Liebowitz and Suen, 2000) - (CMA, 1999) - (Ordonez, 2004)

Qualitative performance 
of knowledge intensive 
processes

(Bose, 2004) - (Guthrie, 2001) - (Ordonez, 2002) - (Seleim and Ashour, 2004) - (Marr et. al., 2004) - 
(Pedrini, 2007) - (Ordonez, 2005) - (Liebowitz and Suen, 2000) - (CMA, 1999) - (Roos et. al., 1998) - (Eng-
strom et. al., 2003)

Quality of changes and 
renovations in the busi-
ness processes

(Bose, 2004) - (Guthrie, 2001) - (Liebowitz and Suen, 2000) - (Roos et. al., 1998) - (Sanchez-Canizares et. 
Al., 2007)

The extent to which pro-
cesses support innovation

(Mouritsen et. al., 2002) - (Huang et. al., 2007) - (Bose, 2004) -(Bozbura, 2004) - (Ordonez, 2002) - (Li-
ebowitz and Suen, 2000) - (CMA, 1999) - (Roos et. al., 1998) - (Ordonez, 2004) - (Engstrom et. al., 2003)

The organizational 
attitude toward standard-
ization

(Bose, 2004) - (Seleim and Ashour, 2004)

Knowledge reuse capa-
bilities (Bose, 2004) - (Seleim and Ashour, 2004) - (Jacobsen and Hofman, 2005) - (Ordonez, 2004)

Quality of investments for 
new products

(Huang et. al., 2007) - (Mouritsen et. al., 2002) - (Flostrand, 2006) - (Guthrie, 2001) -(Bozbura, 2004) - 
(Johanson et. al., 2006) - (Litschka et. Al., 2006) - (Liebowitz and Suen, 2000) - (Sanchez-Canizares et. Al., 
2007) - (Engstrom et. al., 2003)

Quality of investments in 
exploring new markets

(Mouritsen et. al., 2002) - (Guthrie, 2001) - (Guthrie and Petty, 2000) - (Liebowitz and Suen, 2000) - (Roos 
et. al., 1998) - (Bontis, 2004)

Investments in analysis 
and design

(Huang et. al., 2007) - (Bose, 2004) - (Flostrand, 2006) - (Guthrie, 2001) - (Litschka et. Al., 2006) - (Guth-
rie and Petty, 2000) - (Liebowitz and Suen, 2000) - (CMA, 1999)

Training courses for sup-
porting existing products (Huang et. al., 2007) - (Bose, 2004) - (Liebowitz and Suen, 2000) - (Roos et. al., 1998)

Quality of investments for 
basic researches (Bose, 2004) - (Liebowitz and Suen, 2000)

Quality of investments in 
new IS systems

(Huang et. al., 2007) - (Bose, 2004) - (Flostrand, 2006) - (Guthrie, 2001) - (Johanson et. al., 2006) - (Bren-
nan, 2000) - (Guthrie and Petty, 2000) - (Liebowitz and Suen, 2000) - (Jacobsen and Hofman, 2005) - 
(Sanchez-Canizares et. Al., 2007) - (Bontis, 2004)

continued on following page
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and 7) have been directly or indirectly stated or 
applied in the articles and surveys. These indica-
tors are mostly oriented toward non-financial and 
qualitative aspects, however, some of them might 
be transformed into quantitative ones according 
to the requirements of the business under study.

It has been impossible for R&D organizations 
to express their efforts and performances in their 
financial statement in a way that demonstrates 
the real value of the organization (Riegler and 

Hollerschmid, 2006). This gap between the finan-
cial statement and an organization’s real value is 
encouraging R&D organizations to pay attention 
to developing IC indicators that more accurately 
measure their value (Kim and Kumar, 2009), 
specially the value-added of R&D in their overall 
organizational value. Here, IC is a key driver of 
innovation and core value in the new economy 
(Pike et al., 2005a; Kim and Kumar, 2009); In 
intense circumstances, R&D activity has been 

Table 6. Continued

index Supporting articles

Creating equal chances 
for R&D (Bose, 2004) - (Liebowitz and Suen, 2000)

Quality of trainings in IT 
and new sciences (Huang et. al., 2007) - (Bose, 2004) - (Liebowitz and Suen, 2000)

Resources available for 
R&D (Bose, 2004) - (Liebowitz and Suen, 2000) - (Bontis, 2004)

Quality of investments in 
internal processes

(Bose, 2004) - (Guthrie, 2001) -(Bozbura, 2004) - (Johanson et. al., 2006) - (Pedrini, 2007) - (Liebowitz and 
Suen, 2000)

Table 7. Relational capital indicators 

Measure Supporting articles

Customer loyalty (Johanson et. al., 2006) - (Ordonez, 2002) (Ordonez, 2003) - (Huang et. al., 2007)

Quality of customer acquisition and 
retention

(Liebowitz and Suen, 2000) - (Chen et al., 2004) -(Pedrini, 2007) - (CMA, 1999) - (Ordonez, 
2002) - (Ordonez, 2003) - (Huang et. al., 2007)

Customer satisfaction

(Liebowitz and Suen, 2000)- (Chen et al., 2004) - (CMA, 1999) - (Konrad Group, 1988) - (Roos 
and Roos, 1997) -(Bontis, 1998) - (Mayo, 2001) - (Skandia, 1994, 1995a, 1995b, 1996a, 1996b, 
1997, 1998) - (Cohen and Kaimenakis, 2007) - (Ordonez, 2002) - (Ordonez, 2003) - (Huang et. 
al., 2007(

Market share (Liebowitz and Suen, 2000) - (Chen et al., 2004) – (Ordonez, 2002) - (Huang et. al., 2007)

Market demand for product or service (Johanson et. al., 2006) - (Ordonez, 2002)- (Huang et. al., 2007)

Growth potential in market volume (Chen et al., 2004) - (Huang et. al., 2007)

Opportunities for business alliances (Johanson et. al., 2006 - (Huang et. al., 2007)

Quality of distribution channels (Chen et al., 2004) – (Johanson et. al., 2006) – (Huang et. al., 2007)

Quality of customer relationships (Pedrini, 2007) - (Chen et al., 2004) – (Ordonez, 2002) - (Huang et. al., 2007)

Quality of responses to Customer 
demands and complaints (Liebowitz and Suen, 2000) - (Chen et al., 2004) – (Seleim et al., 2004) - (Huang et. al., 2007)

Quality of customers
*Konrad Group, 1988) - (Roos and Roos, 1997) - (Bontis, 1998) - (Mayo, 2001) - (Skandia, 
1994, 1995a, 1995b, 1996a, 1996b, 1997, 1998) - (Cohen and Kaimenakis, 2007) -(Liebowitz 
and Suen, 2000(

Brand and Trademarks (Pedrini, 2007) - (Johanson et. al., 2006) - (Ordonez, 2005) - (Ordonez, 2003) - (Chen et al., 
2004)
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considered central to efforts to innovate, that is, 
applying and utilizing new opportunities to pro-
duce services or products (van de Ven, 1986). 
Romijn and Albaladejo (2002) designed an ex-
perimental innovation index and used it alongside 
conventional ones, such as patents granted or new 
products, to test relationships with indicators of 
internal sources of innovation capability. Their 
findings supported the importance of R&D (Cheng 
et al., 2008). The success of innovation mainly 
depends on a highly educated or experienced 
individual’s capabilities in areas such as innova-
tion capacity, skills, and know-how. Unfortu-
nately, an individual’s capabilities never cover 
the entire complex of multiple and complicated 
innovation activities because the individual must 
also interact with organizational level capabilities 
such as process, culture, and brand value (Subra-
maniam and Youndt, 2005).

Research and development (or in other words, 
innovation capital) has been considered as one of 
the most important factors in measuring the per-
formance of intellectual capital management. In 
order to show the importance of this component in 
the literature, an attempt has been made to review 
the most important indicators regarding the R&D 
in the context of IC. Many approved indicators 
have been stated and utilized by different authors 
in various fields which clearly states the pervasive 
usage of this component as an important factor. 
In R&D, human capital plays a significant role in 
triggering innovation and performance. Satisfied 
and highly educated technicians tend to improve 
organizational capital (e.g. process, culture, and 
brand value) and then engage in high R&D per-
formances (Ellickson, 2002). In this way, innova-
tion capital is considered to be a very important 
sub-component of organizational capital.

A total integration of indicators makes the 
interested researchers and practitioners capable 
of assessing the performance of intellectual capi-
tal in a comprehensive way and thus, preparing 
encompassing reports for the managerial levels. 
Considering the most accepted indicators also 

helps the IT departments select those knowl-
edge management systems that best cover their 
intellectual weaknesses and therefore, assists in 
gradually gaining a knowledge-oriented competi-
tive advantage over the competitors. Some of the 
indicators might seem to belong to more than one 
component as they are related to two or more of 
them at the same time, however, as the emphasis 
of each indicator is mostly on one of the aspects 
of intellectual capital, each one of them has been 
fallen under one of the IC components (Tables 5,6 
and 7). Other scholars might prefer to categorize 
them under one of the other components. The in-
novation capital indicators are provided in grey 
in Table 6.

Since the measurement of indicators should 
take place periodically, then the results might be 
different and the IC management performance 
might improve or deteriorate. This feature of the 
intellectual capital shows that the nature of this 
concept is static since it’s status changes from 
time to time. During the periods between IC 
assessments, it would be the knowledge man-
agement that addresses the knowledge being 
created or captured by intellectual capabilities of 
the organization. As the intellectual capital mea-
surement outputs might illustrate changes in the 
performance of value creation processes, it can be 
shown that this change is due to the static nature 
of knowledge management, since the change in 
IC performance occurs according to the quality 
of managing knowledge during the mentioned 
period. The next section discusses the concepts 
relating to IC measurement.

IC MEASUREMENT

In a knowledge-based economy, the knowledge 
is included as a large part of a product’s value as 
well as a company’s wealth. Traditional account-
ing methods, which are based on tangible assets 
and historical, transaction-based information, are 
inadequate for valuing the intellectual capital, 
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which is the largest and the most valuable asset 
for many enterprises (Chen et al., 2004). Also, 
present accounting standards do not require the 
recognition of IC in the financial statements and 
only a relatively low level of firms disclose IC 
in their annual reports (FASB, 2001). As a result, 
there is a growing level of information asym-
metry between companies and users of financial 
statements (Bruggen et al., 2009). Measurement 
often refers to the relation between a phenomenon 
(such as intellectual capital management) and 
its expression, so that measurement captures the 
value(s) or inherent dimensions of the phenom-
enon. Measurement helps us establish a relation 
between phenomenon and our perception of it 
(Mattessich, 2003; Solomons, 1991). Measure-
ment of intellectual capital is interesting because 
it is an input that starts action rather than a conclu-
sion that stops action (Mouritsen, 2004).

In fact, it is the shortage of traditional account-
ing measures that have led to the gap between 
companies’ book and market values: because the 
intellectual capital of organizations is not readily 
documented (Allee, 1999; Stewart, 1997). Market 
value is an appraisal based on an estimate of what 
a buyer would pay a seller for any piece of prop-
erty. Book value is shareholders’ equity shown in 
a firm’s financial statement and reflects the value 
of corporate reported assets less liabilities. Re-
cently, financial statements do not present relative 
market value, and the gap between firms’ market 
and book value is increasing, with market value 
exceeding book value by up to 15 times (Cheng 
et al., 2008). The reduction of information asym-
metry between a company and external users of 
information on these values, is one of the major 
reasons for voluntary IC disclosure (Bruggen et al., 
2009). According to Andriessen (2004b), informa-
tion asymmetry may result in the misallocation 
of capital, which eventually leads to social costs 
such as unemployment or reduced productivity.

The limits of monitoring systems based on 
financial criteria are found in the ever-increasing 
discrepancy in the price-to-book value observed 

in recent years, an indication of the incapacity to 
fully measure the value of a company’s intangible 
resources (Lev, 1997, 2001; Andriessen, 2001, 
2002; Pedrini 2007 ; Pike et al., 2002). Further, 
expenditure on the human component of intellec-
tual capital is rarely included in corporate balance 
sheets, and if it is included some time then, it is 
not treated as an investment rather as a cost (Bassi, 
1997; Guthrie et al., 1999; Carson et al. 2004).

There is no universally accepted IC measure-
ment method among the 34 methods identified in 
the relevant literature (Andriessen, 2004b; Bontis, 
2001; Sveiby, 2005). IC measurement is helpful 
in verifying the company’s ability to achieve its 
strategic objective, laying out its R&D, providing 
background information for project readjustment, 
and confirming the emphases of a company’s edu-
cation and training program (Chen et al., 2004). 
As a result for strategic business and marketing 
management, the IC measurement can be seen as 
more useful for internal measurement than as an 
external communicative vehicle to shareholders 
or investors (Bontis, 2001).In a word, IC measure-
ment is significant to IC management, i.e. effec-
tive management relies on effective measurement 
(Chen et al., 2004). While the financial value of 
intangible resources cannot be measured with or-
dinary accounting systems, a non-financial index 
expressing the value of intellectual capital can 
be drawn up (Pedrini, 2007). Some of the most 
important methods of this kind include:

• Balanced Scorecard (Kaplan and Norton, 
1992, 1996);

• Dow’s chemical value platform (Petrash, 
1996);

• IC-Index (Roos and Roos, 1997);
• Skandia Navigator (Edvinsson and 

Malone, 1997);
• IC audit model (IFAC, 1998) and
• The Value Platform (Brennan and Connell, 

2000);
• Danish guidelines (DATI, 1997, 2000);
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• Intangible asset monitor (Sveiby, 1997, 
2001);

• Value chain scoreboard (Lev, 2001).

Although, typically they refer to human, 
organizational and relational capitals without 
expounding upon them in detail (Carson et al., 
2004). Kaplan and Norton’s ‘Balanced framework 
focuses not only on the capabilities and productiv-
ity of employees but also on employee satisfaction 
and retention. Edvinsson and Malone’s Skandia 
Navigator (Edvinsson, 1997), measures an orga-
nization’s human capital in terms of percentage 
of graduates; annual turnover of staff; average 
years of service with the company; and a leader-
ship index measuring the proportion of leaders 
within an organization (Pedrini, 2007).

Some of the mentioned tools have gained more 
popularity comparing to others such as, Sveiby’s 
(2001) Intangible Asset Monitor, which measures 
staff education levels, training and education costs, 
professional turnover, proportion of professionals 
to support staff, average age, seniority, and rela-
tive pay position. Guthrie and Petty’s Modified 
Intangible Assets Monitor (Petty and Guthrie, 
2000) which aims to measure employee know-
how, education, vocational qualifications, work-
related knowledge, work-related competencies, 
entrepreneurial spirit, innovations, proactive and 
reactive abilities, and changeability.

In addition, the Value Platform (Brennan and 
Connell, 2000) was developed in a collaborative 
effort of Edvinsson (Skandia), Onge (The Mutual 
Group) and Petrash (Dow Chemical) (Carson et 
al., 2004). Brennan and Connell define intellectual 
capital as the sum of human capital, organizational 
capital and relational capital and the model depicts 
the interrelationships between these three compo-
nents and their management. This model does not 
specify what human and organizational capitals 
are, but points to the importance of considering 
dynamic relationships rather than attributes of 
each of the components of intellectual capital in 
isolation from each other (Carson et al., 2004).

Sveiby’s intangible assets monitor and Kaplan 
and Norton’s balanced scorecard models are ex-
cellent tools, but each represents a first attempt 
at solving the problem of visually representing 
(in numbers or other means) the IC of a specific 
organization (Petty and Guthrie, 2000). One of 
the most prominent classification of components 
is the Skandia Navigator, an accepted framework 
for representing the IC component classification. 
This navigator, as shown in Figure 2, divides the 
total value of the organization into two categories: 
Financial Capital and Intellectual Capital, and then 
breaks the IC down to the lower levels.

Skandia’s model is particularly impressive in 
recognizing the role of relational capital in creating 
a company’s value, as shown in Figure 1 (Chen 
et al., 2004). It also provides a broad coverage of 
organizational process factors that has not been 
attempted before (Bontis, 2001; Chen et al., 2004; 
Lovingsson et al., 2000).

Being an important tool, Skandia Navigator 
has been relied extensively on by other companies 
to value their R&D and patent process. But like 
other simplifications of the reality, the Skandia 
Navigator also needs improvements and readjust-
ments (Chen et al., 2004). For instance, it recog-
nizes customer capital as a division of organiza-
tional capital while customer (relational) capital 
(as described in detail earlier) is mostly considered 
to be an independent and important component 
of IC in the recent literature.

Here, it is beneficial to have a brief description 
of IC measurement schools. According to Kan-
nan and G.Aulbur (2004), there are four schools 
of measurement that help us in determining what 
items managers are going to measure, which 
strategic or fundamental business processes are 
to be included, and how organizations are going 
to report on IC components:

1.  Perceptual measures: these measures 
concentrate on employees perceptions and 
their need for an effective knowledge man-
agement. These measures are mostly related 
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to the indicators provided for human capital 
in Table 5 and relational capital indicators 
stated in Table 7.

2.  Financial measures: these frequently ap-
peared in financial statements as financial 
assets and liabilities of an organization. 
Since these measures are exposed in finan-
cial statements and mostly belong to the 
accounting side, they are not included in 
the non-financial indicators of intellectual 
capital provided in the chapter.

3.  Process measures: these measures focus on 
the business processes and the knowledge 
workers who are working within the struc-
ture of these processes. They are related to 
the indicators provided for organizational 
capital in Table 6.

4.  Other measures: measurement techniques 
that cannot be classified as purely financial, 
perceptual, or process-based fall under this 
category.

For measuring the value of IC (especially the 
monetary value), which is of great importance for 
knowledge intensive organizations, there are few 
methods including the Calculated Intangible Value 
(CIV) (Stewart, 1997), the Intangibles Scoreboard 
developed by Lev (see, e.g. Hurwitz et al., 2002) 
and the Weightless Wealth Tool Kit (Andriessen, 

2004a; Kujansivu and Lonnqvist, 2007). The CIV 
method is the only one that can be easily applied 
by an expert who is external to the organization 
and does not necessarily require the internal 
information (Kujansivu and Lonnqvist, 2007).

The CIV method is based on the assumption 
that a company’s premium earnings, i.e. the earn-
ings greater than those of an average return within 
the same business, result from the company’s IC. 
The data for this method is acquired from the 
financial statements of companies except for the 
data for the average return on tangible assets in 
that business (Kujansivu and Lonnqvist, 2007). 
This concept can be depicted on a continuum (as 
shown in Figure 2).

The extra value created in comparison to 
other companies in the same business, is consid-
ered the value earned through the Intellectual 
capital. If a company has an earning less than the 
average, then it has encountered some deficiencies 
in its business processes that may lead to value 
loss. A method like CIV, however, calculates the 
monetary value of IC through a set of variables 
and fixed numbers. One of the limitations to such 
a method is the lack of enough support-base for 
the data driven from the financial statements. Are 
the presented items in the financial statements 
adequate for the calculations? This is an important 
question which needs more elaboration.

Figure 1. Skandia navigator
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The CIV method is mainly used for investi-
gating the value of IC in the firms. The value by 
itself, however, can not directly show the strength 
of IC management. To overcome this problem, 
some techniques have been proposed that measure 
the efficiency of intellectual capital. One of these 
techniques is Value Added Intellectual Coefficient 
(VAIC) developed by Ante Pulic. There has been an 
attempt by Sveiby (2005) to categorise various IC 
methods into four approaches, but this categoriza-
tion did not include the one that is known as the 
Austrian approach or VAIC methodology. VAIC 
appears to be falling outside the four approaches. 
Proponents have been presented in parentheses 
following each approach (Chan, 2009):

• Market capitalization approach (Market-
to-book value by Stewart (1997a));

• Direct IC measurement approach 
(Technology broker by Brooking (1997), 
Citation-weighted patents by Bontis 
(2001));

• Scorecard approach (Balanced score card 
by Kaplan and Norton (1992), Intangible 
asset monitor by Sveiby (2001), Skandia 
Navigatore by Edvinsson (1997));

• Economic value-added approach 
(Economic value added (EVA) by Stewart 
(1997a), Calculated intangible value by 
Stewart (1997); and

• VAIC methodology (Pulic, 2004).

VAIC is an analytical tool for measuring the 
performance of, e.g. a company (Pulic, 2000; 
Van der Zahn et al. 2004). While, CIV measures 
the value of IC, VAIC can measure the efficiency 

of IC within a company, i.e. it describes how a 
company’s IC adds value to the company (Kujan-
sivu and Lonnqvist, 2007). VAIC measures and 
monitors the total value creation efficiency in the 
company. One subordinate concept of VAIC, the 
Intellectual Capital Efficiency (ICE) describes the 
efficiency of IC within a company. The method is 
built on the premise that value creation is derived 
from two primary resource bases: physical capi-
tal resources and intellectual capital resources. 
Actually, VAIC indicates the total efficiency of 
value creation from all resources employed and 
ICE reflects the efficiency of value created by the 
IC employed (Kujansivu and Lonnqvist, 2007). 
The important factor here is that the data needed 
for the calculation can be found in the financial 
statement. The justification for adopting the VAIC 
methodology has been summarized by many 
scholars (Chan, 2009, Chen et al., 2005; Firer 
and Williams, 2003; Goh, 2005; Mavridis, 2004; 
Tseng and Goo, 2005; Williams, 2000).

INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL 
STATEMENT AND REPORTING

The source of companies’ economic value no lon-
ger depends on the production of material goods 
but on the creation and manipulation of intellectual 
capital (Guthrie et al., 2004). Management of 
intellectual capital requires enough information 
about the current business situation as well as 
adequate data on the current and desired strategic 
state of the organization, especially in terms of 
intangibles. This is exactly what IC reporting is 
about. For this purpose, it will be useful to locate 

Figure 2. Value earned through IC
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the exact position of IC in the network of inter-
related knowledge-based concepts, as it appears 
in Figure 3. This figure makes the way clear in 
determining the position of the factors relating 
to intellectual capital, knowledge leverage and 
management and the IC measurement methods 
(Jashapara, 2003; Petty and Guthrie, 2000).

For measuring the concept of IC, there has 
been no workable recognition of intangible assets 
in the financial statements of organizations, al-
beit many attempts have been made. Financial 
statements fail to measure and show the “most 
significant building blocks of business”, hence, 
these statements fail to communicate the state of 
the business in terms of IC development to the 
management and investors (Kannan and G.Aulbur, 
2004). Recently, the companies have developed 
monitoring systems for intellectual capital, in 
response to the inadequacies of non-financial 
reporting mechanisms. The most important initial 
output, often referred to as the Intellectual Capi-
tal Report or Statement, communicates the coher-
ence between corporate strategy and management 
practices (Dati, 1997, 2000; Edvinsson and 
Malone, 1997; Guilding and Pike, 1990; Haanes 
and Lowendhal, 1997; Hall, 1992; Hammerer, 
1996; Hendriksen and van Breda, 1992; Kaplan 

and Norton, 1992, 2004; Mortensen et al., 1997; 
Pedrini, 2007; Petrash, 1996; Roos and Roos, 
1997; Sullivan, 2000; Sveiby, 1997; Teece, 2000).

For the first step of IC reporting, IC statement 
can be applied as an instrument to encapsulate data 
about the intellectual potential of the organization. 
This instrument is devised and developed to better 
help the organizations understand and represent 
their non-financial performance objectives, efforts, 
challenges, overall indicators, and sometimes their 
detailed quantitative non-financial performance. 
In other words, the intellectual capital statement 
shows the firm’s efforts to monitor, qualify and 
orchestrate its knowledge resources (Mouritsen, 
2004). This statement can initially help the orga-
nizations to develop a comprehensive view about 
the final goal of intangible assets recognition and 
reporting and come to an overall consensus among 
the stakeholders and simultaneously, assist the 
top managers and supervisors to have a roadmap 
about how to proceed on reporting and managing 
intellectual capital (Mouritsen and Larsen, 2005):

Intellectual Capital Statement

1.  Knowledge narrative: A narrative about the 
firm’s ambition to create (use) value for its 

Figure 3. Conceptual roots of intellectual capital
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users and the required types of knowledge 
resources to accomplish:
 ◦ What product or service does the 

company provide?
 ◦ How does it make a difference for the 

user?
 ◦ What knowledge resources are neces-

sary to be able to supply the product 
or service?

 ◦ How does the constellation of knowl-
edge resources produce the service/
product?

2.  Management challenges: The durable 
challenges posed by the role of knowledge 
resources in the firm’s business model:
 ◦ How are the knowledge resources 

related?
 ◦ Which existing knowledge resources 

should be strengthened?
 ◦ What new knowledge resources are 

needed?
3.  Efforts: The initiatives to compose, develop 

and procure knowledge resources:
 ◦ What initiatives, actual and potential, 

can be identified?
 ◦ What initiatives should be given 

priority?
4.  Indicators: The mechanisms of monitoring 

the portfolio, development and effects of 
knowledge resources:
 ◦ Effects – how do activities work?
 ◦ Activities – what does the firm do to 

upgrade knowledge resources?
 ◦ Resource mix – what is the composi-

tion of knowledge resources?

An intellectual capital statement is as how intel-
lectual assets are created, developed and applied 
by the intellectual capabilities of the firm (Bontis, 
2002; Edvinsson and Malone, 1997; Sveiby, 1997) 
It summarizes the firm’s efforts to develop and 
use knowledge-based resources. The intellectual 
capital statement also creates distance to the on-
going affairs of the firm, and consequently facili-
tates evaluation (Mouritsen, 2004). To compare 
the IC statement and the financial statement, J. 
Mouritsen and H.T. Larsen (Mouritsen and Larsen, 
2005) have proposed some questions that have 
been shown in Table 8.

The differences between the two approaches, 
however, are significant: the IC measurement is 
oriented towards the future while the financial 
accounting is supposed to look backwards. The 
IC measurement captures soft facts (qualities), 
while the financial accounting measures hard facts 
(quantities). Further, the IC measurement fo-
cuses on the value creation, while the financial 
accounting reflects the outcome of the past trans-
actions and realizes cash flows (Chen et al., 2004). 
Another major difference is that we are accustomed 
to financial statements in spite of all of its defi-
ciencies (Mouritsen, 2004). These questions seem 
to be excellent in providing an insight to the dif-
ferences between the two mechanisms of report-
ing. But they seem to be inadequate as they do 
not elaborate on each of the statements and also, 
there is no distinction for the IC components. As 
an initial step toward the implementation of 
mechanisms for the IC measurement and manage-
ment, managers should come to an agreement 
about the set of measures and variables to be 

Table 8. Financial and IC statement corresponding questions 

Financial statement Intellectual capital statement

What are the company’s assets and liabilities? Resources: How are the company’s knowledge resources comprised?

What are the company’s investments? Activities: What does the company do to develop and strengthen its 
knowledge resources?

What is the company’s profitability? Effects: What are the effects of the company’s knowledge resources?
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taken into account according to the requirements 
and needs of their specific business or industry. 
The indicators presented in the integrative view 
section can hold a strategic position in determin-
ing the desired measures and moving toward the 
initial step of IC and KM management. Table 9 
presents an equilibrium for an IC statement. For 
a balanced equilibrium, there should be an agree-
ment at the managerial level on the list of measures 
in each of the columns.

Here, there is a continuum for the right side 
of the equilibrium. As the amount of acquired 
capitals (Assets) grows, the remaining capitals 
(on the right side) begin to decline. This can be 
increased by acquiring new capitals (through 
recruitment, purchases, ventures, etc.) which in 
turn, imposes some expenditures and liabilities 
to the firm. At the same time, it increases the as-
sets possessed by the firm and this process con-
tinues in an ongoing manner. Each column can 
be filled with a set of IC indicators corresponding 
to the column concept and this can done through 
an investigation in the indicators listed in tables 
5-8. After reaching an agreement upon each set 
of indicators, the equilibrium should be in balance 
until a new indicator is added. It should be noticed 
that useful accounts for each side should be 
specified and assigned under the supervision of 
knowledge management experts and profes-
sional accountants. Therefore, as a managerial 
and strategic technology, intellectual capital state-
ments can:

1.  Capture the on-going affairs of the business 
and transport them to a locality where they 
can be debated and assessed independently 
of the day-to-day concerns of operations.

2.  Establish a distanced perspective on the 
actions that go on all the time to use and 
qualify the knowledge.

3.  Induce evaluative and normative reflec-
tions by assessing knowledge management 
activities.

4.  Allow decision making because there is time 
to contemplate on the future of knowledge 
resources. And then such decisions are 
implemented and the results turn up in a 
subsequent intellectual capital statement 
(Mouritsen, 2004).

The financial statement is not a direct repre-
sentation of the firm’s value. The equity of assets 
against liabilities and financial capitals is not a 
measure of the value of the firm to an investor. 
Likewise, the intellectual capital statement does 
not show the value of the firm to an investor 
(Mouritsen, 2004) unless we consider both of 
the statements as two complementing invaluable 
documents for representing the financial and non-
financial performance of the firm. Besides, it is 
also worthwhile to consider that rare experts have 
been trained perfectly in understanding intellectual 
capital statements.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

As argued in the chapter, a rather comprehensive 
consensus can be obtained through a deep investi-
gation of various credible articles. The innovation 
capital has gained a very high popularity due to it’s 
potential of assisting in acquiring a competitive 
advantage over time. Proven by the broad literature 
(but with no clear distinction), the following model 

Table 9. IC statement framework 

Assets = Capitals + Expenditures and Liabilities on Capitals 
or Assets

Acquired R&D, human, organiza-
tional and relational capitals

R&D, human, organizational and relational 
capitals that are available to be acquired.

Liabilities on R&D, human, organizational 
and relational capitals
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can be proposed which displays the relationships 
among all of the IC components (see Figure 4):

Such a model can help the firms in following 
a roadmap toward the final goal of IC management. 
Although, there are many articles dealing with IC 
definitions and components, few of them properly 
provide a roadmap for initiating steps toward a 
practical IC measurement mechanism in order to 
effectively and efficiently manage knowledge and 
provide a better quality of knowledge management. 
The attempt of current chapter has been on deeply 
investigating various IC materials in order to pro-
vide a foundation for the future surveys. Consider-
ing the indicators provided, the practitioners and 
researchers can elaborate on each component and 
find the appropriate sub-indicators applicable for 
each market segment. It seems that each business 
might require it’s exclusive and independent set of 
sub-indicators regarding the presented generic 
components and their relative indicators. In this 
regard, a stepwise roadmap has been provided for 
the managers and supervisors that are searching 
for managing their intellectual assets. This roadmap 
can help in exploiting the IC potentials toward a 
better quality of knowledge and intellectual assets 
management:

1.  Assign a team for IC measurement.
2.  Through a series of sessions, decide on the 

IC indicators approved to be useful for your 
business or industry. The list of indicators 

provided in this chapter can be a good start-
ing point (most of these indicators have been 
tested and verified in different countries and 
for different businesses).

3.  After reaching an agreement upon the list of 
indicators, formulate the specific IC state-
ment of the firm.

4.  After a comprehensive assessment of indi-
cators, set a more clear boundary for each 
indicator and obtain KM systems that are 
capable of covering the weakly measured 
or supported indicators.

5.  Revise the list of indicators frequently so as 
to keep the list up-to-date.

6.  Repeat the steps 4 and 5 until you come to 
a practical model that is supported by the 
literature and other empirical studies.

7.  Try to improve the model and integrate it 
with the strategic goals of the firm.

8.  Repeat the steps 2 to 7 in order to keep the 
model and the indicators up to date.

We are at the beginning of the way toward 
mature IC models that comprise almost every part 
of the business. Since year 2000, a great deal of ef-
forts have been made in order to conceptualize and 
make the knowledge collected through the years 
of studies on intellectual capital, more practical 
and applicable. Considering this fact and during 
the course of literature reviews, some important 
points emerged which are presented as sugges-
tions for later conceptual and empirical studies:

1.  Intellectual capital statements are important 
means of communicating the benefits of non-
financial capitals. Working on the structure 
of these statements can help in converting 
them into a formal tool for assessing the 
intellectual status of any firm along with 
other financial measures.

2.  Any attempt on finding the specific measures 
of different industries can help in determin-
ing the intellectual potential of businesses 
with more precision.

Figure 4. IC components model
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3.  Alongside the measures, working on matu-
rity models assists in providing a stepwise 
roadmap for the firms that are at the initial 
stages.

4.  Providing software oriented mechanisms 
for the evaluation of IC status of the firms 
is of great importance and more attempts 
are required.

5.  As there are state-of-the-art enhancements 
in the quality of information systems (spe-
cially for those systems that directly provide 
information and knowledge to the executive 
body of the firm), the need for a knowledge-
oriented language also emerge. Developing 
the fundamental concepts of such a language 
alongside the analytical aspects of strategic 
systems development, assists in getting a 
more comprehensive and detailed under-
standing on how to extract the knowledge 
and to manage the intellectual potential of 
the firm.

CONCLUSION

This chapter focused on comprehensively review-
ing the broad literature on intellectual capital. 
For covering this purpose, a great deal of effort 
has been made to pervasively review the impor-
tance, definitions, components and indicators 
applying to the concept of intellectual capital. 
The conceptual and empirical reviews followed 
a systematic process so as to bring the concepts 
together. Through the extensive reviews, a set of 
most important concepts and topics is extracted 
and it can help in directing the future studies to-
ward a consensus. Also, the close relation among 
intellectual capital and knowledge management 
and the way companies report on intellectual 
capital and intellectual assets have been discussed. 
Conceptual surveys of literature revealed that 
there is a relative consensus on the components 
and measurement indicators of IC. Therefore, a 
comprehensive set of mostly accepted and applied 

indicators is provided in order to illuminate the 
course of future surveys for the researchers and 
practitioners in the field. Finally, a step-by-step 
guideline for intellectual capital management and 
a set of useful suggestions have been provided. 
Considering these suggestions makes the way 
clear for the scholars and managers who are in 
charge of converting the concepts of intellectual 
capital into more applicable terms. Additionally, 
it would be beneficial to work on methods that 
are applicable for measuring and implementing 
IC improvement programs and methods for as-
sessing the level of intellectual capital strategic 
maturity in the knowledge-based organizations.

ADDITIONAL READING

There has been many empirical works intended 
for understanding the impacts of intellectual 
capital on the performance of organizations. 
Here, some of the important articles in the field 
of intellectual capital are provided. They represent 
useful attempts in starting or proceeding with the 
process of intellectual capital measurement and 
management:

• Human Capital and Europe Future (Groth, 
1994)

• Intellectual capital- Australian annual re-
porting practices (Guthrie and Petty, 2000)

• Reporting intellectual capital in annual 
reports- evidence from Ireland (Brennan, 
2001)

• Evaluating Intellectual Capital in Hotel 
Industry (Engstrom et. Al., 2003)

• Intellectual capital- management attitudes 
in service industries (Lim and Dallimore, 
2004)

• Measurement and application of intellec-
tual capital in Turkey (Buzbera, 2004)

• National IC index in Arab nations (Bontis, 
2004)
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• Intellectual capital performance of com-
mercial banks in Malaysia (Goh, 2005)

• Intellectual capital and performance indi-
cators- Taiwanese healthcare sector (Peng 
et. Al., 2007)

• Intangible measurement guidelines: a 
comparative study in Europe (Palacios et 
al., 2007)

• Intellectual capital and corporate perfor-
mance in Indian pharmaceutical industry 
(Kamath, 2008)

• Intellectual capital statements in the 
Danish utility sector: materialization and 
enactment (Bukh and Jensen, 2008)

• Intellectual capital practices: a four-re-
gion comparative study (Tovstiga and 
Tulugurova, 2009)
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Capital: In the information era, Capital is 
defined as the refined organizational knowledge 
that is utilized for creating value for stakeholders. 
This knowledge is being used in organizational 
processes and in relationships with outside world 
so as to improve the value creation process and 
eliminate or transform the value reducing activi-
ties. In economics, capital or capital goods or real 
capital refers to factors of production used to 
create goods or services that are not themselves 
significantly consumed (though they may depreci-
ate) in the production process. Capital goods may 
be acquired with money or financial capital. In 
finance and accounting, capital generally refers 
to financial wealth, especially that used to start or 
maintain a business. Also, assets available for use 
in the production of further assets wealth in the 
form of money or property owned by a person or 
business and human resources of economic value 
are considered as capital.

Human Capital (HC): Includes human re-
sources within the organization (i.e. staff resources 
from a strategic point of view) and sometimes may 
include resources external to the organization, 
namely customers and suppliers. According to 
another definition, human capital is the capabilities 
of individuals who are the source of innovation 
and renewal within companies (Stewart, 1997).

Intellectual Capital (IC): Refers to the non-
financial value creation capabilities of a firm, 
which represents the difference between market 
and book values and can be further described by 
it’s components (namely, Human, Organizational 
and Relational Capitals).

Knowledge: Knowledge is defined by the 
Oxford English Dictionary as (i) expertise, and 
skills acquired by a person through experience or 
education; the theoretical or practical understand-
ing of a subject, (ii) what is known in a particular 
field or in total; facts and information or (iii) 
awareness or familiarity gained by experience of 
a fact or situation.

Knowledge Management: Knowledge Man-
agement (KM) comprises a range of practices used 
in an organization to identify, create, represent, 
distribute and enable adoption of insights and ex-
periences. Such insights and experiences comprise 
knowledge, either embodied in individuals or 
embedded in organizational processes or practice.

Organizational Capital (OC) or Structural 
Capital (SC): “Is conventionally used to refer to 
the processes and procedures that are in some ways 
recorded and hence accessible to the organization 
as how things are done in order to maintain ef-
fectiveness. It is formed by the intellectual input 
of the employees, but it “belongs” to the firm.

Relational Capital (RC) or Customer Capi-
tal (CC): or  Is one of the most important com-
ponents for classifying and measuring the status 
of intellectual capital in a firm. Relational Capital 
refers to the value of an organization’s external 
relationships with other organizations, suppliers, 
people, and even competitors with which, it has 
communications and goes through partnerships, 
alliances, purchase and sell contracts, etc.

This work was previously published in Intellectual Capital and Technological Innovation: Knowledge-Based Theory and 
Practice, edited by Pedro López Sáez, Gregorio Martín de Castro, José Emilio Navas López and Miriam Delgado Verde, pp. 
1-38, copyright 2010 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).



This section contains over 20 chapters giving a wide variety of perspectives on knowledge management and its 
implications. Such perspectives include reading in economics, cross-cultural exchange, humanism, technology, 
and several more. The chapter also discusses new ethical considerations within knowledge management and or-
ganizational learning. Within the chapters, the reader is presented with an in-depth analysis of the most current 
and relevant issues within this growing field of study. Crucial questions are addressed and alternatives offered, 
such as the role of emotional capital in knowledge and human resource management. Rounding out this section 
is a look at “pedagogical sustainability” of interoperable formal and informal learning environments.
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Chapter  7.1

ABSTRACT

This chapter offers a taste of the ingredients for 
further debates that continue to emerge from within 
knowledge management communities. The author 
has identified the nuts and bolts of the debate 
encountered by managers who find themselves 
faced with high costs involved in breaking cultural 
barriers, and offers suggestions as to how these can 
be overcome. From an academic perspective, the 
author argues that successful knowledge creation 
and management comes from the combination of 
two schools of thought – social and technological 
- and that any considerations that sideline either 
of these will be wrong or may be hard to justify, 
when related to the claim of best practice and/or 

the rationale of quality delivery of the business 
case. The chapter argues that current organisational 
practices involving a strong emphasis on team 
work and the ability to use technologies dominate 
business operations hence, it is equally important 
to unblock the human factors that are likely to 
hinder people’s interaction within a team as it 
is to keep to the minimum physical barriers and 
systems that may impede this exercise.

INTRODUCTION TO KNOWLEDGE

Although the debate on ‘knowledge’ has existed 
for centuries, dating back to Plato’s (427- 348/347 
BC)1, definition of knowledge as “justified true 
belief”, knowledge has been defined differently 
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and there exists disagreement on what consti-
tutes knowledge. The Collins English Dictionary 
(1998:857) defined knowledge as:

“…(i) expertise, and skills acquired by a person 
through experience or education; the theoretical 
or practical understanding of a subject, (ii) what 
is known in a particular field or in total; facts 
and information or (iii) awareness or familiarity 
gained by experience of a fact or situation.”

Existing disagreements were underlined re-
cently by scholars during the 9th European Aca-
demic Conference on Knowledge Management 
(2008) where scholars summed up the debate by 
arguing that “there is no solid agreement on what 
KM is, nor even on what constitutes knowledge” 
(Rees, 2008:1). Academics further argued that:

• Knowledge management is a cross-cutting 
issue, not a single subject domain

• To date there remains disagreement on 
methodologies, definitions and processes 
of research and working within knowledge 
and its management

• There are, however, emerging trends, but 
no new dominant approaches and meth-
odologies regarding knowledge and its 
management,

• Within the limitations of agreement, 
there were shared grounds and common 
fundamentals.

Referring to the above aspects of knowledge 
management research, Bolissani (2008) shows 
that academics are in agreement on the types and 
composites of knowledge – and how knowledge 
transfer can be achieved (both by focusing on 
characteristics of codified and tacit knowledge). 
Codified knowledge is that which can be written 
down, stored and transmitted through material 
forms, as opposed to tacit knowledge which is 
by and large accepted as a form of experience 
which can be learnt though interaction and in ac-

tion learning. Tacit knowledge cannot be written 
down (Polyani, 1966). From the broad discussion 
that will follow, the reader will discover that there 
is a need to think beyond the meanings different 
authors have taken forward regarding cultural 
implications on knowledge management issues. 
The main reason is because there are possibili-
ties that discussing culture in written forms poses 
challenges that the debate itself can be limited by 
the contextual analysis as well as perspectives of 
the author. In any case however, there is a general 
agreement that knowledge transfer and knowledge 
management are understood as the sharing of ideas, 
knowledge or experiences between a group of 
people, between units of a company, or between 
a company and its customers and vice versa. 
The authors accept that knowledge can be either 
tangible or intangible and knowledge transfer 
is therefore a process responsible for gathering, 
analysing, storing and sharing this knowledge 
within an organisation with the primary purpose of 
managing that knowledge to improve as to improve 
efficiency by reducing the need to self-repeat in 
the search through the existing knowledge.

The Types of Knowledge: 
A Cultural Perspective

Research into cultural implications for knowledge 
creation, its transfer and management cannot un-
derestimate types of knowledge and how they fit 
into a broad contextual analysis of culture. The 
best classification of types of knowledge and how 
they relate to each other was identified by Lundvall 
and Johnson (1994). In their argument, Lundvall 
and Johnson (1994) differentiated between diverse 
kinds of knowledge which are important in the 
knowledge-based economy: know-what, know-
why, know-how and know-who. For example, 
market prospecting for a new product or recruiting 
labour, and training staff has to use its know-how. 
The same is true for the skilled worker operating 
complicated machine tools. Know-how is typi-
cally a kind of knowledge developed and kept 
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within the boundaries of an individual firm. One 
of the most important reasons for the formation 
of industrial networks is the need for firms to be 
able to share and combine elements of know-how. 
This is why known-who has become increasingly 
important. Know-who involves information about 
who knows what and who knows how to do what. 
It involves the formation of special social relation-
ships which make it possible to get access and 
utilise the knowledge of experts efficiently. It is 
significant in economies where skills are widely 
dispersed because of a highly developed division 
of labour among organisations and experts. For the 
modern manager and organisation, it is important 
to use this kind of knowledge in response to the 
acceleration in the rate of change. The know-who 
kind of knowledge is internal to the organisation 
concerned to a higher degree than any other kind 
of knowledge.

Within the knowledge management research 
community, there is a shared belief that knowledge 
is about context and value for benefit. Knowledge 
is a much broader concept than information. In-
formation is generally regarded as the know-what 
and know-why. The know-why is given important 
consideration because it sets the scene - the context 
of what is being done. The contextual element 
has been attached to the “why” - knowing-why 
entails unpacking the elements of human culture 
and behaviour, personal experiences and the en-
vironment which influenced the decision-making 
process. The context constitutes essential elements 
that the world tends to define as organisational, 
or based on culture and/or behaviour. Culture and 
behaviour are factors of predictability that are 
critical to and influential over how people forge 
relationships between each other - and ultimately, 
influence whether people can engage in knowl-
edge sharing and transfer activities. As we accept 
that knowledge creation and transfer represent 
an essential step towards achieving competitive 
advantage (making use of knowledge for com-
mercial ends), we can argue that the know-how 
and know-why knowledge represent the types 

of knowledge which are near to being market 
commodities or economic resources, and near to 
becoming integral to economic production func-
tions. The transfer of know-how for example is 
widely thought to be the most prestigious resource 
for the business world. Know-why refers to the 
scientific knowledge of the principles and laws 
of nature and it underlies recent technological 
development advances in most industries. The 
production and reproduction of know-why is 
often organised in specialised organisations, such 
as research laboratories and universities. To gain 
access to know-how, firms have to interact with 
each other and with organisations that own the 
know-how in order to access the special skills 
and identify the capabilities required to embed the 
know-how - if this can be successfully acquired.

This process of acquiring know-how leads to 
the much more serious question of knowing why. 
Know-why knowledge becomes a contextual form 
which supports the transfer of the know-how. It is 
the step which makes sense of the whole. Know-
why represents sense-making, the predictability 
of an action and reaction to an action. Knowing 
how and why leads not to a completeness of the 
process, but rather leads into the next, equally 
important, question of what should be the next 
course of action? Or, in other words, what would 
be the best mechanism of transfer of this know-
how knowledge? This involves an exploration 
of ideas for example as to whether the manual, 
written form (codification process) would a better 
mechanism than the one where people would be 
involved in knowledge transfer-as an interactive 
mechanism to access experiences -Gourlay (2006) 
calls this the transfer of tacit knowledge.

With regards to differentiating between the 
above two possible forms of knowledge transfer 
(codification or people’s interaction) will assist in 
decision making, and therefore in answering the 
question of “knowing-who” to engage in order 
to access know how within its entirety or within 
a modified context. The “know-who” is rather 
more a tacit form of knowledge and will be more 
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difficult to measure. The-“why” someone judges 
the most appropriate person to relate to is very 
subjective and difficult to objectively assess. The 
circumstances that lead to the final decision may be 
dependent on several interconnected factors such 
as relevance, cultural background of the parties and 
how they relate to each other, all of which have 
not been commonly agreed to-and can actually be 
subjected to academic debates. The “know-who” 
is therefore context-dependent and rarely relies 
on facts. The reference to facts however is clas-
sified as the know-what knowledge. Know-what 
refers to knowledge about facts. Here, knowledge 
is close to what is normally called information. 
In some complex areas, experts must have a lot 
of detailed information that makes up, if taken 
together, ‘knowledge’, which enables them to 
undertake their jobs.

Knowledge Has Been Associated 
With Competitive Advantage: 
But How Does This Fit With 
Culture and Beliefs?

There is a consensus among post industrial-age 
scholars on knowledge and its management in 
that knowledge represents a primary resource of 
organisations (Drucker, 1992). More recently, 
Birkinshaw (2001) told the knowledge manage-
ment community that knowledge is a company’s 
only enduring source of advantage in an increas-
ingly competitive world. But this was not the first 
reference to this debate, it merely emphasised 
Drucker’s (1994:9) argument that:

“…How well an individual, an organization, an 
industry, a country, does in acquiring and applying 
knowledge will become the key competitive factor. 
The knowledge society will inevitably become far 
more competitive than any society we have yet 
known - for the simple reason that with knowledge 
being universally accessible, there will be no 
excuses for non-performance…” and an addition 
to the Organization for Economic Development 

conclusion (1999:7) that showed that “…the role 
of knowledge (as compared with natural resources, 
physical capital and low-skill labor) [was taking 
on] greater importance [and that] though the pace 
may differ, all OECD economies [were] moving 
towards a knowledge-based economy”.

The above observations reflect the importance 
of knowledge in achieving a competitive advan-
tage. That said, the above reflections demonstrate 
the critical need for businesses to sharpen their 
employees’ ability to become knowledge work-
ers, in order to stay at the competitive edge of 
business performance. To achieve this however, 
many businesses must be able to continuously 
innovate and identify potential for new product 
development. Such an activity can be achieved 
by regularly responding to the changing business 
climate and organisational behaviours; it involves 
being regularly engaged in knowledge creating, 
transferring, and exploitation. Such a demand 
continues to be an increasingly critical factor 
driving the survival and success of corporations, 
and of societies.

One of the debates that have continued to 
challenge scholars thus far is on the nature of 
knowledge itself which is ambiguous, subjective 
and likely to change due to bias within cultures, 
languages and environmental landscapes. For 
example, knowledge of local practices and cul-
tures is often perceived as an essential element 
for a business to enter new market places. Other 
problems and challenges companies will continue 
to encounter are how to identify which type(s) of 
knowledge can be transferred and how to transfer 
those identified as more important than others; for 
example, while deploying an employee to a new 
market which is opening further afield may ap-
pear to be a feasible option, the practice is costly 
and there are human factors such as difference in 
cultures, behaviours and value-systems, which 
may be a source of mistrust between locals and 
the international expatriate.
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The other option which may be used is that 
of documenting processes and requesting that lo-
cal staff practice and implement these processes 
following the manuals provided. This practice is 
probably a cheaper way of transferring knowledge 
than the deployment of an experienced staff. It is 
a mechanism that isolates cultural factors; in other 
words, there are no requirements to understand 
the contextual background of that knowledge 
being implemented. What we are experiencing 
in business practice however is a combination of 
these two practices, by transferring experiences 
with a back-up of written standards in manuals. 
The ability of an institution to combine knowledge 
from different locations around the world (and 
therefore the ability to operate successfully in a 
multicultural environment) is becoming increas-
ingly important as a determinant of competitive 
success. The implications for business are that 
those trading on the global stage are engaged 
with people from different cultures which are 
geographically dispersed, where people believe 
and work differently and where priorities are set 
according to knowledge of and exposure to the 
world’s affairs, as well as operating within differ-
ing local dynamics. Linking the components of 
knowledge and local cultures, beliefs and values 
is key to the success of businesses in a globalised 
world economy.

Knowledge in Cultural Diversity

“Cultures heavily influence what is perceived as 
useful, important, or valid knowledge in an or-
ganization. Culture shapes what a group defines 
as relevant knowledge and this will directly affect 
which knowledge a unit focuses on” (De Long 
and Fahey, 2000: 113).

Williams et al (1998) argue that organisations 
are located in countries with differing cultural 
backgrounds; therefore a cross-cultural busi-
ness relationship is influenced by the cultural 
background of the organisation. This is also the 

case for knowledge transfer issues. According to 
Simonin (1999) the central aspect that facilitates 
transfer of knowledge is the cultural and social 
background of the persons transferring and/or 
receiving knowledge. Knowledge itself, and 
consequently the use of knowledge, are deeply 
embedded in their cultural context. Organisa-
tions may be unable to see beyond their routines 
and customary practices (Williams et al, 1998). 
Despite the fact that research into knowledge 
transfer has intensified in recent years, it is rare 
that organisations themselves are considered to 
have a cultural background; yet their employees 
do. Many studies of knowledge management do 
not engage with cultural issues on the issues re-
lated to organisational versus employee’s culture 
when it comes to knowledge transfer. For example 
Argote and Ingram (2000) studied knowledge 
transfer by using organisational networks; Cum-
ming and Teng (2003) studied knowledge transfer 
among and between R&D organisations; Zander 
and Kogut’s (1996) empirical analysis studied the 
speed of knowledge transfer between organisa-
tions, and Szulanski’s (1996) study focused on 
impediments to knowledge transfer practices in a 
firm. Szulanski’s study identified the factors that 
make it easy or difficult to transfer knowledge; 
among others, the relationship between the source 
and the recipient. Simonin’s (1999) study focused 
on inter-alliance knowledge transfer of marketing 
know-how. All these studies are concerned with 
cultural distance as a constraint on the transfer of 
knowledge but they do not specify whether this 
cultural distance applies to the different units of 
organisations or to different individuals within 
organisations.

Williams et al (1998) noted that the degree of 
cultural distance is considered one of the major ob-
stacles to successful performance in cross-cultural 
business relationships. The main argument here is 
that common identity as opposed to the cultural 
distance between different groups impacts on 
knowledge sharing and transfer. Cultural distance 
is born out of culture-based factors that impede 
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the flow of information between the firm and its 
partners, and it is also the case that cultural differ-
ences of employees of an international subsidiary 
for example may raise barriers to understanding 
between members of the same organisation despite 
similarities and other many forms of interactions 
and values that may make up a relationship be-
tween a company and its subsidiaries.

According to Simonin (1999), cultural barriers 
can even be found in a parent company with many 
cross-border subsidiaries where, despite several 
similarities, the success of such a multinational 
business depends by and large on the interpreta-
tion of local dynamics, culture and language. Such 
interpretations of local dynamics constitute a real 
ingredient of what the business practice is about, 
and what elements of knowledge one company 
values and focuses on more than others.

The indications here appear to be that the 
success of knowledge transfer across boundaries 
depends on the similarities that can be identified 
between partners (the source of the knowledge 
and the receiver of the knowledge). If we con-
sidered the cultural barriers as important, there 
would be an absolute necessity for business 
managers to align their business modelling with 
the cultural background within which they wish 
to trade. Understanding of the role culture plays 
in employee’s performance and how it relate and 
/or impact the business is constitute an essential 
step towards positive results. Understanding 
how culture can influence business relationships 
however, requires an appropriate mind-set, a 
mindset which is ready to identify cultural chal-
lenges and recognise how the manifest within an 
organisation. Such a mindset will be a driver of 
the business towards a developed local approach 
to solve global challenges. Recognising the cul-
tural barriers has other effects other than how 
business modelling and delivery can be done. For 
example an integration of cultural values within 
cross boundary businesses means that the former 
cannot easily (or successfully) network and share 
knowledge with their counterparts from different 

cultures and business practices. The question of 
how to break knowledge-sharing barriers therefore 
becomes an important one; a common approach 
is to seek an intermediary, a trust builder and/or a 
relationship broker. Within multinationals, there 
are existing mechanisms that make knowledge 
sharing possible - this is achieved through virtual 
Communities of Practice (CoPs).

The Communities of Practice concept was in-
troduced as a form of group-based learning where 
people of similar interests and common goals 
meet to share ideas, learn new things from each 
other and advance organisational performance as 
a result of a desire to advance career goals (Lave 
and Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998). Within the 
organisation, Wenger (1998) argues that there 
is a need to link the process of learning, one’s 
behaviour and the environment to allow CoPs to 
prioritize and value what they focus on.

Considering the process of learning as being 
central to human identity, a primary focus of 
Wenger’s work (1998) was on learning as a form of 
social participation, where the individual was seen 
as an active participant in the practices of social 
communities, and constructing personal identity 
through the community’s interaction. Although 
Lave and Wenger’s (1991) and Wenger’s (1998) 
work constitute a significant contribution towards 
our understanding of the concept of CoPs, their 
work lacked the consideration of an important 
factor which characterizes people’s learning and 
knowledge sharing processes, that of cultural dy-
namics. By assuming that a CoP is homogenous, 
Lave and Wenger (1991), Wenger (1998) forgot 
that, when people meet for the purpose of learn-
ing and sharing knowledge, each one values one 
set of knowledge over another set, depending on 
one’s background and experience. Within the or-
ganisational practices, knowledge sharing is best 
facilitated if the realities of CoPs are recognised, 
cultural similarities and values are identified and 
when the change process is designed.
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Typifying Culture in an Organisation

In a study conducted within 15 high tech manu-
facturing and R&D industries, Harorimana (2008) 
demonstrated that the respondents in his research 
have argued that it is not possible to separate their 
cultural behaviours, either as individuals or as 
members of communities of practice because they 
were ‘units’ that add up to the whole of the commu-
nity. The research found that institutional culture 
can be linked to the employees themselves while 
actually referring to the organisational culture. In 
the thesis, respondents were unable to distinguish 
between what the managers see and value within 
the organisation; first as individuals and second as 
organisational managers, responsible for uphold-
ing standards and accountable to their employer. 
This internal self-contradiction was higher within 
organisations that adopted a top-down culture. 
This is the type of organisation where managers 
hold different views and priorities which do not 
necessarily reflect the overall priorities of the large 
human resource composition of the company. This 
type of culture is generally closed to scrutiny and 
questioning; it is characterized by an instructional 
regime which is less flexible concerning - and less 
responsive to - the changing environment within 
which organisation exist and operates.

Another significant factor for knowledge man-
agers to consider when they are working within 
the organisation is the process of cultural change. 
If an organisation is, for example, acquired by and 
merged with another organisation, both of which 
have previously worked differently or have differ-
ent values, there are associated cultural changes 
and values that should be foreseen by the managers. 
For example, the recent work into cultural influ-
ence during organisational reform and change in 
four financial organisations showed that an organi-
sation’s culture can play a significant role in fa-
cilitating the change process (Harorimana, 2008). 
Harorimana’s research required employees to 
make a judgment on where they found themselves 
when they had to face changes taking place in the 

organisations he studied as part of his doctoral 
thesis. Within two of the organisations, changes 
consisted of change in ownership (privatisation 
to foreign investors), and one to which structural 
changes related, while two others had seen the 
governance of the organisations handed over a 
system of shared responsibility between teams of 
foreign gatekeepers and indigenous owners. This 
shift had caused operational staff to respond to 
changes in the form of a shift in major strategic 
directions of the firms in question. The research 
also found that the lower the education level and 
the experience in relevant work of the employee, 
the lower the resistance to change was, and the 
higher the flexibility for learning new ways of 
working and achieving results. Those who were 
classed as average (these were employee who 
are educated to degree level with a maximum of 
five years experience in their current jobs) were 
more open to learning new things and to change 
than their counterparts in higher categories. The 
later are employees with a Masters degree, are 
in generally in supervisory positions and have 
considerable experience of five years or more. 
These employees have decision making respon-
sibilities over their junior counterparts defined 
above. People in this position have expressed 
greater contempt to organisational change, they 
tended to resist against shifts in new practices 
and in general sense, they prefer to maintain old 
practices. To succeed in cultural change such as 
this one, it is imperative for senior managers to 
effect change within middle management ranks 
before pushing change further down the ranks of 
operational and front desk staff.

THE KNOWLEDGE GATEKEEPER: A 
BROKER OF CULTURAL BARRIERS

It is accepted that in many cases, business deal-
ings require an intermediary in the form of a 
relationship broker. In many cases this person, 
or gatekeeper, can serve as a trust builder within 
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two distant groups or business communities. The 
gatekeeper is someone well informed who under-
stands the context, the culture and the business 
practice of each of the parties who is seeking to 
enter into a business relationship. This person is 
also involved in many innovation and knowledge 
transfer projects.

The concept of knowledge gatekeeper came 
from Allen and Cohen (1969), who argued that 
a “gatekeeper” refers to a key person or a group 
of people who facilitate information transfer by 
informal communication means. They argued 
that the strategy used is that of intermediation, 
when organisations or companies seeking out 
gatekeepers with the aim of delivering information 
to parties who may not otherwise deal directly 
with, and between, each other. When the concept 
was first introduced, knowledge gatekeepers were 
considered as solely as those who have had an 
international exposure. Allen and Cohen (1969) 
described International Gatekeepers as those 
engineers or scientists who have worked in other 
countries and returned home. Their point was that 
engineers and scientists visiting from other coun-
tries have a high level of contact in the foreign 
arenas, but they would have insufficient domestic 
contact to be International Gatekeepers. Due to 
the changing business landscape however, the 
nature of the knowledge gatekeeper has evolved 
to include small groups within organisations, 
individuals who broker relationships and can 
build trust, and organisations that are acting as 
innovation catalysers, knowledge brokers and 
channels through which knowledge transfer can 
be facilitated by reducing cultural differences 
(Harorimana, 2008).

Although gatekeepers have been described 
by some as mediating individuals or knowledge 
brokers, not everyone agrees. Persson (1981) dis-
cusses Allen’s studies of gatekeepers in research 
and development (R&D) organisations; he argues 
that Allen’s flow model does not indicate with 
whom the gatekeeper is communicating, what 
is being discussed, or what effect the gatekeeper 

has on internal informal dissemination. Using 
an empirical study of an R&D organisation, 
Persson presented an argument that gatekeepers 
can contribute to an elitist pattern of distribution 
rather than to a reduction of the information gap. 
However, it is apparent from studies that followed 
that this view was not followed up any further, 
and that it has since been laid to rest leaving those 
questions that were being asked, as unanswered.

Aloni’s (1985) literature survey demonstrates 
that the subject of gatekeepers has been mentioned 
only infrequently in the management literature 
and abstracts of information science in the years 
leading up to 1985. There is no further reference 
to this beyond those dates in current literature in 
management sciences and its associated branches 
such as Knowledge Management. What Aloni’s 
(1985) literature reveals is that even management 
scientists viewed informal information transfer as 
a special type of organisational communication 
arrangement. Such a view however does not war-
rant the conclusion that the gatekeepers’ role is 
insignificant and that it should not form a strand 
of management studies.

For example, there is a growing confidence 
among researchers that knowledge gatekeepers 
are actually essential for business performance 
and delivering results. Probably, one of the most 
striking issues arising from this topic is the shift 
from the subject domain of the research. Initially 
conceptualisation of the knowledge gatekeeper 
seemed to be led by technology transfer (see 
Allen and Cohen, 1969, Allen 1970, 1977; Al-
len, 2006). Recent studies however do suggest a 
significant shift from perceptions of the subject 
as management and technology issues towards a 
new perspectives based on knowledge, competi-
tive advantage and innovation (see Pinch et al 
2003; Morrison, 2008; Harorimana, 2008, Allen, 
2006) - a reflection of the changes in the business 
landscape where the environment and cultural 
changes in business interaction have been valued 
within the knowledge society.
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Future Research Considerations

This journey to understanding cultural implica-
tion of knowledge sharing is a complex that is 
can hardly be studied to the completeness. The 
evidence pointed towards a two levels of signifi-
cant influence on knowledge sharing. These were 
identified as Organisational (corporate) culture and 
employee’s (individual) culture. Within organisa-
tions, there exists a visible corporate culture in the 
form of a symbolic system as well some sets of 
accepted fundamentals of a corporate worldview. 
But again, not all departments or divisions within 
the same organisation follow the same cultures, 
systems and way of working. We have therefore 
two important questions that need to be answered:

Within the same corporate, does the element 
of different cultural levels and categories have 
positive or negative impact on organisational 
performance and outputs? Are these differences 
measurable against the way knowledge sharing 
can be handled collectively and individually?

Moreover the above question, there is a 
problem of developing indices against which 
measuring cultural implications on knowledge 
sharing and transfer within organisations. From a 
methodological point of view, we have to compet-
ing views—the study of culture in itself is highly 
qualitative. However, the studies of organisation 
systems have tended to be highly quantitative. 
To date, within KM community, we are broadly 
lacking a systematic method that can be credible to 
serve as a reference point for the study of culture 
with the KM context.

By introducing the notion of corporate culture, 
we also recognise the role systems including com-
puters, the system of corporate standards, and the 
system of corporate values, which all represent a 
significant role of knowledge management These 
systems are significant factors which have not 
been studied and no significant contribution in that 
regard we have. We, for example need to know 
if there, exist some rituals which are typical for a 
culture of structured knowledge-documentation 

within a department or an enterprise area. We need 
guidance principles and behavioural commands 
that lead to a culture in which employees consider 
and value their own knowledge within wider con-
texts including corporate benefits without fear of 
loosing one’s power and competitiveness.

CONCLUSION

For many years now, the work of many scholars 
has continued to develop sets of definitions of 
“knowledge”. Furthermore; studies of knowledge 
have continued to evolve depending on the school 
of thought being followed, which is derived either 
from a sociological background or technological 
developments. In this chapter, the author has 
identified the rationale of research into cultural 
implications for knowledge creation, sharing 
and management. This chapter sets the scene for 
the study of cultural implications for knowledge 
sharing and transfer and identifies the benefits of 
managing cultural change to business

The author of this chapter has defined knowl-
edge and knowledge management from a knowl-
edge based economy perspective. The author ar-
gued that culture in an organisation can be studied 
from two points of view, and levels; the individual 
and the organisational. At the individual level, 
culture influences what one perceives as useful and 
should be focussed on. Within the organisation, 
culture is perceived as a way of doing things, the 
way of life of an organisation. The author shows 
however that many managers within organisa-
tions may not necessarily identify themselves 
with the organisation overall; to such an extent 
that departments may set up their own priorities. 
Such practices maybe good indicators of luck of 
a shared understanding of organisational values 
and goals but more importantly, they represent 
potential areas of conflicts within employees as 
it maybe a indicator of lack of good relationships 
and team work culture within the organisation. 
From the management practice perspective, it is 
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generally it is not possible for a manager within 
an organisation to separate from organisational 
values, culture and employees’ behaviours. It is 
believed that organisational culture is not distinct 
from its employees’ culture, because from one by 
one of many employees we arrive to the ‘units’ that 
adds up to the sum of the organisational valued 
asset-its staff. The chapter shows that institutional 
culture can be linked to the employees themselves 
even when people are actually referring to the 
organisational culture.

In breaking down cultural barriers, busi-
nesses are recommended to create a conducive 
environment for facilitating this, including fos-
tering a responsive workforce which is flexible, 
and adopting a flatter organisational structure, 
where every employee can relate to the rest of 
the organisation. Communities of practice were 
identified as an important mechanism for creating 
harmony and reducing cultural barriers inside the 
organisation. Outside the organisation, knowledge 
gatekeepers were seen as the best mechanism 
for breaking barriers of culture. A knowledge 
gatekeeper can bring parties together; act as a 
knowledge broker and an information trafficker. 
Considering inter-organisational relationships, it 
is necessary to employ a trust-building agent who 
can is independent, well informed and ready to 
move back and forth along the business chain.
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1  There exists also disagreement on the exact 
date of Plato’s birth, and different authors 
also argue over the date of the death of this 
philosopher who was under the mentorship 
of Socrates and Aristotle.
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Chapter  7.2

ABSTRACT

This chapter raises difficult questions regarding the 
validity and motive for prolonging current forms of 
economic development and competition in the face 
of the much heralded global environmental crisis 
threatened by humankind’s success as a species. In 
response, a living systems theoretical framework 
is introduced that provides many elements of a 
possible new paradigm of economic development 
one that closes the gap between the social and 
natural sciences. New forms of explanation for 
organization and culture are developed from the 
perspective of complexity science to produce a 
synthesis of knowledge management and new 
philosophical, sociological, anthropological, and, 

distinctively, biological perspectives of technol-
ogy, which effectively reconciles the practices 
of technology, knowledge and cultural change 
management.

INTRODUCTION

At the start of the 21st Century a new kind of crisis 
is exercising the minds of politicians and econo-
mists, particularly, but not exclusively, those in 
post industrial economies. Politicians effectively 
hold the fate of the species in their hands and they 
are in a quandary. They need assistance. This 
time the impending and much heralded crisis is 
not a normal and familiar economic downturn of 
the business cycle, it is an ecological crisis and a 
cultural crisis too. Politicians are slowly realising 
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the solution is not simply one of gaining competi-
tive edge, nor how a nation state can sustain its 
position in the GDP league table, but rather how 
our current manner of living can be sustained in 
the face of global climate change, imminent eco-
logical disasters, unprecedented growth in global 
population, and severe resource depletion. Many 
believe it cannot. Many more believe it can.

Here is the challenge in a nutshell. The billion 
or so people who live in advanced industrialised 
nations consume 32 times the resources and pro-
duce 32 times the waste as an average citizen of 
a developing country. If China were to suddenly 
catch up, global consumption would roughly 
double (oil by 106%, and metals by 94%). If 
India did so too, the world rate would be pushed 
up eleven fold. If all developing countries were 
to catch up, this would be equivalent to increas-
ing the world population from 6.5 to 72 billion 
people (from Diamond, 2008). These are startling 
statistics, but ultimately meaningless, because 
such figures are utterly unobtainable. To convince 
developing countries otherwise is, Diamond says, 
‘a cruel hoax’. Paradoxically, global economic 
prosperity depends on decoupling consumption 
from the quality of life experience, and a marked 
reduction in consumption in the First World.

The position taken here is that to truly un-
derstand the nature of this crisis, and have any 
chance of coping with it, the gap that has grown 
between the natural and social sciences, includ-
ing economics and management and organization 
development theory, must be closed. Thus, the 
intent of this chapter is to tempt, to encourage, 
to persuade, and to inspire its reader to adopt a 
systems theory of living as the basis of a new 
theoretical framework for managing technology, 
innovation, knowledge, and cultural change, 
which is proffered as a potential component of a 
new model of economic and social development 
and means of delivering a globally shared vision 
of the future of the last hominids, homo sapiens.

The chapter structure divided roughly into four 
parts. The first will explore the sources of pres-

sure which are likely to force the reformulation of 
current models of international economic devel-
opment, including competitiveness strategy. The 
second part will begin with an attempt to define the 
seemingly intractable nature of the problem neatly 
captured above in the words of Jared Diamond. As 
part of the discussion of solutions, a perspective 
from the complexity sciences is introduced. A 
family of related ‘complexity’ inspired concepts is 
discussed briefly before recommending Maturana 
and Varela’s theory of the biology of cognition as 
a suitable means of integrating social and natural 
sciences, at the same time emphasising the need 
to manage knowledge. In part three, the task of 
weaving together the new theoretical framework 
begins by first considering in detail the nature of 
technology. Technology, it is argued, is synony-
mous with knowledge. The word ‘technology’ 
refers to a shared knowledge of technique and 
can also be equated to a paradigm, an ecology 
of ideas-in-practice, or an ecology of solutions. 
These perspectives are then drawn together to 
suggest technology may also be equated to culture 
that is generated and sustained by sharing the 
knowledge of practices, strategies, or solutions, 
which, together, contribute to the differences and 
similarities that arise between social groups. Dif-
ferences in culture, it is suggested, are outward 
signs of adaptation to localised environmental 
conditions. This new perspective emphasises the 
significance of learning in the process of devel-
oping cultural spaces and therefore the value of 
knowledge management as a means of managing 
change. This understanding of technology bridges 
the gap between the old and a new, natural sci-
ence based, paradigmatic framework. Maturana 
and Varela’s theory of the biology of cognition 
(BoC), the organism-environment system theory 
of psychologist Timo Järvilehto, actor-network 
theory and Max Boisot’s knowledge perspective 
of the development of cultural spaces, are drawn 
together to provide a description of the dynamics 
of organizational and cultural change emphasis-
ing the function of conversations. The chapter 
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concludes with implications and opportunities 
for a new and cross disciplinary paradigmatic 
framework that incorporates an appreciation of 
what it is to be human and respect for the natural 
environment.

TECHNICISATION, CONSUMPTION 
AND LOOMING CULTURAL CRISIS

The Good and Bad of 
Capitalism and Competition

Capitalist industrial society is geared to the 
design, production, and diffusion of solutions 
in return for a profit or exceptional return on 
investment. Individual companies compete over 
resources and for their share of solution users. By 
such processes natural objects are transformed, 
destroyed, degraded, decomposed, recomposed, 
transposed, transferred, and transported and, thus, 
our natural world is dominated and controlled. 
The more extensively Nature is displaced the 
more society improves; the more complex are the 
artefacts a society produces the more progressive 
it is. Competition is good. It stimulates efficiency 
and higher productivity, it disciplines managers, it 
reinforces incentives for innovation and it speeds 
up the adjustment to change. Countries that pro-
mote competition and provide the appropriately 
liberal regulatory reforms are thought to experi-
ence higher growth rates and lower unemployment 
than those who don’t (Gurria, 2008).

In the past twenty years or so, remedies for de-
clining competitiveness have included improving 
company and country performance in the man-
agement of technology and innovation (MOTI), 
creating the right kind of organizational culture, 
and being more effective at managing knowledge 
assets, have each been explored. In an industrial 
age, competitive advantage would be gained by 
developing, or adopting, a new technology. In 
an information age, learning, the creation and 
application of new knowledge, is considered the 

key to greater competitiveness (Senge, 1990). The 
management of technology and innovation, and 
later knowledge management, became significant 
elements of competitiveness policy and the main 
mechanism through which governments aspired 
to deliver economic prosperity and increasing 
standards of living to their citizens.

It is clearly the case, that innovative solutions 
may bring forth benefits, but they often produce 
unanticipated costs, harmful side effects, or not 
enough of the desired effect. New techniques, new 
means, and new molecules all too often produce 
unanticipated and deleterious side effects. This 
process is referred to as technicisation, which 
philosopher of technology Jacques Ellul (1964) 
thought certain to destroy the society it is meant 
to serve. We are trapped by this viscous circle of 
invention and innovation in which every techni-
cal solution draws forth another to resolve the 
imperfections of its antecedent. This continuous 
substitution is the mechanism that underpins 
profitable growth. It is the raison d’etre of mar-
keting executives to lubricate this process by 
creating need.

As the first decade of the 21st century comes to 
an end, it is becoming clearer that technicisation 
and high levels of consumption does not make us 
happy and does not add to our well being. As Oliver 
James (2007, 2008) has so arrestingly articulated, 
affluence does not necessarily bring us happiness 
or well-being, it gives us affluenza. Affluenza is a 
painful, contagious, socially transmitted condition 
of overload, debt, anxiety, and waste resulting 
from a dogged pursuit of more (DeGraaf, Wann, 
& Naylor, 2001). It is a condition, say Hamilton & 
Denniss (2005) ‘in which we are confused about 
what it takes to live a worthwhile life.’ (p.7). Al-
though people within individual enterprises may 
consider that they do good by providing solutions, 
solution making tied to profit making is perverting 
the concept of what humans desire and doing a 
great deal of harm.

The politician’s frustration with the current 
system of delivering prosperity in a form that re-
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ally matters, in health and well-being is evident 
in the following extract from the UK’s traditional 
Party of business.

[The] damaging impact of our economic growth 
on the environment is increasingly obvious. Most 
urgently, global climate change tells us that our 
reliance on fossil fuels must be brought swiftly to 
an end. But climate change is only one symptom 
of the damage wrought by today’s lifestyles. There 
are others too: on a global level, we are seeing 
desertification, soil erosion, the destruction of 
forests and the continued extinction of unique 
species. At a national and local level we suffer 
air, noise, and light pollution, thoughtless develop-
ment and the destruction of valued wildlife sites. 
What is going wrong? Standard economic theory 
tells us that there is a direct link between material 
wealth and human happiness. The more we have, 
in material terms, the more content it was thought 
we would be. The reality, however, seems to be 
more complex. When a nation is already wealthy, 
the continued pursuit of a very narrowly defined 
economic growth can have the effect of degrading 
the quality of life even while the figures show that 
it is increasing the standard of living. (Gummer, 
& Goldsmith, 2007)

Although there are long standing and well 
rehearsed arguments against the unbridled com-
petition of free market fundamentalism, that it 
is socially divisive, produces large scale social 
inequality, and is culture destroying, it remains 
the most successful mechanism yet to emerge for 
developing economies to raise standards of living 
(although relatively) and for encouraging innova-
tion, which provides the most wonderful and mar-
vellous array of labour saving, life enhancing, and 
life saving products and services. This analysis led 
Giddens (1998) to propose a Third Way. The Third 
Way attempts to regulate or manage competition in 
the interests of the whole community, to encour-
age sustainable economic growth and to produce 
a society based on social justice. Contrary to the 

view of Angel Gurria, OECD Secretary general 
(see above), competition is not the only effective 
stimulator of innovation, regulation is effective 
too. There are many examples of new products 
and new industrial sectors born of regulation. For 
example, hybrid vehicles, catalytic exhausts, and 
solvent free paint. Michael Porter, the business 
strategy guru, has argued that state regulation 
should be considered a positive determinant of 
competitive advantage in its own right (Porter 
and van der Linde, 1995) which can enhance the 
competitiveness of a geographical region. But 
our dilemma remains. Whilst we cannot abandon 
antibiotics, computers, refrigerators, the materials 
used to construct them and the electricity to oper-
ate them, the cost of further technical evolution 
that treats technology as independent from society 
and Nature is much too high.

In the next section we will consider the well-
being of three disciplines that were, in the past, 
instruments of competitiveness policy and thus 
economic growth. The purpose of the review will 
be to establish whether or not they are ripe for a 
paradigm shift and therefore suitable for inclusion 
in some future framework of guidance for solving 
complex economic development problems.

DEFINITIONAL DISSENSUS AS 
PRESSURE FOR PARADIGM SHIFT

What is a Paradigm?

This brief discussion is as relevant to shifting 
economic development theory, as it is to any 
social or natural science. Thomas Kuhn, the sci-
ence historian responsible for the popular use of 
the term today, says a paradigm is: ‘the entire 
constellation of beliefs, values, techniques, and so 
on, shared by its members’ (Kuhn, 1972, p. 175). 
A paradigm emerges from collaborative problem 
solving. Those who become members undergo a 
professional initiation process designed to ensure 
they assimilate the same knowledge base and 
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behavioural repertoires expected by established 
members. A paradigm is what its community of 
members shares, and, conversely, a scientific com-
munity consists of members who share a paradigm. 
A paradigm, in this original sense, can appertain to 
a particular science discipline (chemistry, physics, 
astronomy), but also to a more extensive frame-
work within which scientists in general operate. 
The term scientific revolution usually refers to 
radical change in the overarching paradigm, as 
in the case of the shift from the Newtonian to the 
quantum mechanical basis of physics.

Usually, paradigms evolve only slowly, 
through a process Kuhn called normal science, 
which involves puzzle solving, by which process 
the fine tuning of theories and experimental appa-
ratus is achieved. Alternative explanations, if they 
precipitate significant support, tend to undermine 
an existing paradigmatic framework. If support 
becomes widespread then a tipping point could 
be reached making scientific revolution a pos-
sibility. When mature and stable, a paradigmatic 
framework acts as a guide to problem solvers. 
It supplies examples of solutions (referred to as 
exemplars), but most essentially it also supplies 
many of the problems the community agrees need 
resolution. A paradigm will fail in this regard if it 
is immature (preparadigmatic) or destabilised by 
controversy and close to revolution. It is suggested 
in the following that the disciplines of technology 
and knowledge management, and cultural studies 
of human organizations, are in a preparadimatic 
phase of development and therefore fail to provide 
adequate guidance for would be problem solvers. 
Immaturity is indicated by the presence of defini-
tional dissensus or lack of agreement on concepts 
which are widely considered to be significant in 
creating a coherent paradigm.

What’s in a Word: Technology

The management of technology and innovation 
began to emerge as a discrete area of study in the 
mid 1980s and technical innovation was thrust to 

the top of government and corporate agendas as 
the principal for gaining competitive advantage. It 
is therefore the would-be adherents of the MOTI 
paradigm who will be leading efforts to create 
competitive advantage from technology. These are 
managers and academics who create and utilise 
the methods and models by which products or 
manufacturing hardware are conceptualised and 
fabricated. It is, therefore, very significant that 
failure to form a coherent paradigm is widely 
recognised.

The problem primarily revolves around failure 
to reach agreement on what technology is. Al-
though this shortcoming is recognised it remains 
unresolved. See, especially, Anderson (1993), and 
also Brown and Karagozoglu (1989.), Badawy 
(1996), Bond (1997, 2000, 2003); van Wyk (2002 
and 2004), and Shenhar et al (2005). However, the 
problem of dissensus extends well beyond MOTI 
and is proven to be one of the most persistent of 
academic issues across the whole of science and 
technology studies, of which the sociology and 
philosophy of technology are parts. Even within 
the latter fields, debate over the nature of technol-
ogy is vociferous (Rammert, 1999; Kroes, 1998; 
Brey, 1999; Pitt, 2000). See also: Bijker (1997) 
and Bijker, Pinch, & Hughes (1987), Latour (1987) 
for a sociological perspective. For technology-
as-process see (Scarborough & Corbett, 1992).

In everyday parlance, when the word technol-
ogy is used it tends to refers to gadgets, tools, 
devices, hardware, machines, as varied as mp3 
players and car production systems to space 
rockets. This is a very narrow definition which 
does much to undermine the development of a 
coherent paradigm. That this situation exists is 
very surprising indeed, given the fact that over 
forty definitions have been gathered by the Indian 
Institute of Technology in Madras, India (http://
www.techmotivator.iitm.ac.in/Definitions.htm-
accessed20/07/08). For example, Technology is 
defined as follows.
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• The use of tools, machines, materials, tech-
niques, and sources of power to make work 
easier and more productive.

• The use of tools, power, and materials, 
generally for the purposes of production.

• Scientific study and use of mechanical arts 
and applied sciences, e.g. engineering.

• The fundamental application of scientific 
knowledge to the practical arts, resulting in 
improved industrial and commercial prod-
ucts of greater value to people.

• The study, development, and application, 
of devices, machines, and techniques, for 
manufacturing and productive processes.

• The sum of a society’s or culture’s practi-
cal knowledge, especially with reference 
to its material culture.

• The study and knowledge of the practi-
cal, especially. industrial, use of scientific 
discoveries.

• Systematic knowledge and action, usually 
of industrial processes but applicable to 
any recurrent activity.

The first two are close to the popular interpre-
tation, the remainder have in common the idea of 
creating knowledge through study. This is entirely 
consistent with the notion of what an -ology is. 
An -ology is a body of knowledge created by 
systematic study or investigation. In the case of 
technology, what is being studied is technique or 
method. This interpretation of what technology 
is will be expanded upon later.

What’s in a Word: Knowledge

Parallels with the MOTI experience may be drawn 
with knowledge management. In KM, definitional 
dissensus centres around the meaning of knowl-
edge. Once again, the presence of dissensus is 
widely recognised (e.g., see Wiig,1999). The 
greatest criticism concerns the idea that knowledge 
can be treated as a discrete quantifiable object 
that can be commodified and distributed to be 

enjoyed like a bar of chocolate. The commodity 
analogy, so it is thought, is grossly misleading. For 
Blackler (1995) the idea of knowing, a process, 
was preferable to knowledge-as-object. As the 
controversy raged in its early days, like MOTI, 
KM began to be labelled a fad (e.g. Swan et al, 
1999). There was an apparent failure to develop 
a consensus on the meaning of knowledge and, 
therefore, what it is that Knowledge Managers 
manage. The central proposition that knowledge 
could be managed has been openly questioned 
(Wilson: 2002). Critical of the approach of Western 
management and business commentators to the 
task of managing knowledge, Takeutchi (1998) 
said: “[I]t would be pitiful, however, if ‘knowledge 
management’ ended up being just a buzzword or 
if [it] degenerated into little more than a fad.....”

Despite the fact that the knowledge-as-object 
concept remains dominant, and has severe limita-
tions when it comes to dealing with how people 
learn to create new knowledge and assimilate the 
ideas in such things as this paper, a corporate policy 
document, or an unfamiliar set of instructions, 
KM has been cleared of the ‘fad’ label by sev-
eral significant commentators. Ponzi and Koenig 
(2002) concluded it had staying power and that it 
had the potential of becoming a significant part of 
the managerial tool box. Davenport and Prusak 
(2003) felt that KM is an idea of great value to 
managers, and is not a passing fad. This apparent 
success will be built upon in this chapter.

What’s in a Word: Culture

The study of culture appears to have a greater 
incidence of definitional dissensus than either 
MOTI or KM. Culture has been defined in so many 
different ways by sociologists, ethnographers 
and anthropologists that it is difficult to choose 
representative illustrations. However, most defi-
nitions at least relate to human groups. Ten are 
given here <http://www.tamu.edu/classes/cosc/
choudhury/culture.htm> including the following 
from Hofstede (1997).
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• Culture is the cumulative deposit of knowl-
edge, experience, beliefs, values, attitudes, 
meanings, hierarchies, religion, notions 
of time, roles, spatial relations, concepts 
of the universe, and material objects and 
possessions acquired by a group of people 
in the course of generations through indi-
vidual and group striving.

• Culture is the systems of knowledge shared 
by a relatively large group of people.

• Culture is communication, and communi-
cation is culture.

The first two of these bear similarity to several 
of the previous definitions of technology, a point 
that will be revisited presently.

From a Kuhnian perspective, vociferous debate 
about definitions is a necessary and natural process 
out of which a paradigm may or may not emerge. 
From an academic’s position, definitional dissen-
sus presents an exciting intellectual challenge and, 
thus, the opportunity to publish contributions to 
a debate. But the ambiguity of core disciplinary 
concepts is not just a paradigmatic issue, it also 
presents a problem of a more practical nature. 
The question one has to ask is: If a solution it-
self is judged to be ambiguous (e.g., to improve 
your performance manage your knowledge more 
effectively) what message does this send to the 
problem owner? Failure to agree on core concept 
definitions may be one reason why otherwise good 
ideas are cast down as fads.

THE PROBLEM AND THE 
OPPORTUNITY TO SOLVE IT

The main problem presented in this paper is the 
imminence of a global economic and subsequent 
cultural crisis as knock-on effect. Its very intrac-
tability creates uncertainty as to how it can be 
tackled. Previously there was a simple enough 
solution—grow out of it. This is no longer an op-
tion. We have seen in the words of Diamond and 

the UK’s Conservative Party, the political party 
of business, and there are many besides voicing 
the same concerns, that we can no longer sustain 
the levels of consumption and waste the First 
World expects. If billions in developing coun-
tries move up, a billion in the West will have to 
move down to balance the rise in consumption. 
This demands radical cultural change. Economic 
growth, certainly as we currently measure it, is 
irreconcilable with environment protection. What 
is the way forward?

Politicians are stuck between a rock and a hard 
place. It is they who have to decide which policy 
to adopt, which solution to follow. The choices 
appear stark. Policy makers are pulled in what 
seem to be opposite directions. Either they are pro-
business, and decide to facilitate growth through 
competition in a free and deregulated market, or 
pro-ecology. Green growth, the solution inherent 
in Giddens’ Third Way, is a compromise, a solu-
tion which will leave all stakeholders dissatisfied.

In the short term it may be possible to reduce 
the deleterious effects humans are having on the 
planet by targeting legislation. Sweden is one 
example of where strong environment protec-
tion measures have created a strong national 
competitive advantage (Bråsjö and Blomqvist 
2006). Replacing GDP as a measure of national 
competitiveness might also help. However, in the 
longer term, the contradictions evident within the 
current economic system will have to be resolved 
without compromise. In his theory of inventive 
problem solving, Genrich Altshuller (1996) sug-
gests that all truly inventive steps derive from 
contradiction resolution. One approach to this 
kind of problem is to expand the boundaries of 
the system to be improved to include components 
that were formerly in its environment and to try 
to find a non-compromise solution for the wider 
system. This is, essentially, the rationale behind 
creating a living systems framework for economic 
and social system development. This kind of think-
ing is evident in the emerging science of complex 
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systems, living and otherwise dynamic. Already 
there are a number of paths to explore.

Complexity science has been touted as the 
basis of the next managerial revolution and is 
gaining in prominence as more and more books 
are published, many aimed at the business com-
munity. Notwithstanding the definitional dissensus 
surrounding the concept of complexity, and the 
danger of it attracting ‘fad’ status, it is finding use 
in organisation and management development 
and thereby raising awareness amongst managers 
of the potential application of natural scientific 
explanations to organization behaviour. See, for 
example, Lissack & Roos (1999), Lewin and 
Regine (1999), Stacey et al (2000), Shaw (2002) 
and Macmillan (2004). However, the natural sci-
ence in these publications is sparse indeed. On the 
other hand, there are natural scientists actively 
promoting the application of ‘complexity think-
ing’ to the crisis outlined above and, clearly, the 
two camps need to be brought together.

Natural scientist Edward Wilson is co-de-
veloper of gene-culture coevolution theory with 
Charles Lumsden (Lumsden & Wilson, 1981). 
He believes the crisis has been brought about by 
a lack of understanding of Nature (Wilson 1998). 
He recognises that responding to the crisis in an ef-
fective way, indeed even recognising its existence, 
is made more difficult by the lack of a common 
reference point for scholars. His way forward is 
to create a ‘unifying theory of humanity,’at the 
heart of which is natural science. This he calls 
gene-culture coevolution. Physicist Fritjof Capra 
(1996 and 2001) has put forward the idea of a deep 
ecology paradigm to encapsulate a more holistic 
and systemic way of understanding the world that 
he clearly hopes will lead to a fuller appreciation 
of the looming ecological crisis. A crisis, he says, 
that was born of a series of misperceptions, one of 
which is the belief that unlimited material progress 
could be achieved through economic and techno-
logical growth. The principal force for change is 
much higher levels of what he calls ecoliteracy, 
understanding living systems.

Capra’s notion of a deep ecology provides 
a welcome emphasis on life and Nature whilst 
acting as an umbrella for the new or complexity 
sciences, a pillar of which is the systems theory 
of living devised by the biologists Humberto 
Maturana and Francisco Varela, usually referred 
to as autopoietic theory or more properly as the 
biology of cognition (BoC). For reasons which will 
become clear, the BoC is the preferred foundation 
for a future paradigm. Of the different concepts 
or systems of ideas from complexity science, the 
BoC is perhaps the most difficult to access, but 
there have been a number of attempts to apply 
its principles to different aspects of social system 
and people development (Zeleny& Hufford, 1992; 
Mingers, 1990, 1991, 1996; Bilson, 1996, 2006; 
Brocklesby & Campbell-hunt, 2007; Brocklesby, 
2007; Brocklesby & Mingers, 2004; Bond, 2000, 
2002, 2003, 2004a, 2004b, 2005, 2006; Reynolds, 
2004; Bopry, 2005).

Before exploring the application of the BoC 
and some complementary theories, we must revisit 
the meaning of the word technology and how what 
it stands for can be used as a bridge between the 
BoC and more the conventional paradigm.

TECHNOLOGY: A WORD REVISITED

The word technology is relatively new to the 
English lexicon. Political economist Karl Marx 
noted its use by a German engineer called Beck-
mann in a publication of 1772. Marx used it when 
referring to the 18th century men of learning who 
had set out to create technology: ‘to achieve a 
precise knowledge of the handicrafts, manufac-
tures and factories. Some made them subjects of 
special studies. It was only in modern times that 
the connection of mechanics, physics, chemistry, 
etc., with the handicrafts was properly recognised. 
Otherwise the rules and customary practices were 
handed down in the workshops from the masters 
to the journeymen and apprentices, and thus there 
was a conservative tradition.’ (Marx: 1861 p.63). 
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The French historian of techniques Bertrand 
Gille says technology should be understood as a 
knowledge which is distinguished from science 
by its subject matter and technical reality, but is 
nevertheless a science by its psychology and by 
the methodic way in which it poses problems and 
by the importance of expressing in a dissertation 
the operation of technique, the precision of its 
steps, the generality of the concepts to which it 
gives freedom and the use it makes of mathematics 
through the precision of its observations and mea-
surements (Gille: 1986b p.965). Pierre Dussauge 
and colleagues (1992) drew on Bertrand Gille’s 
definition when they sought to clarify the mean-
ing of technology and management as a crucial 
step toward establishing MOTI as true academic 
discipline. Dussuage’s definition of technology 
was never widely accepted by his peers.

Marx, Gille, and thus Dussauge et al, tend 
toward a formalised form of technology, an ex-
tensive and formal body of knowledge, not simply 
of manufacturing or engine design, but also of 
measuring and analytical devices that enabled 
further development of the scientific method 
itself. Similarly, Lienhard (2000) recognises 
techne as what a painter, stonemason, millwright, 
or glassblower might do, and -ology as the lore 
of something. Technology, he says, is the lore of 
making and doing, but is separate from the actual 
act of glassblowing or machining, as if it were 
a store or archive of techniques one may draw 
from. Thus Lienhard appears more inclined to 
the view of technology as the explicit or formal 
knowledge of crafting.

The concise Oxford Dictionary echoes the 
positions of Marx, Gille, and Liennhard, defining 
technology as the science of the practical or indus-
trial arts. From the same source, ‘science’ refers to 
an organised body of knowledge, of a particular 
topic, that has been accumulated in a systematic 
manner. Thus, technology is the outcome of a 
systematic learning process, an organised body of 
knowledge that arises from study of techniques 
and discourses on their further development.

The educationalist Dennis Herschbach (1995, 
1996, 1997a, 1997b) presents a slightly different 
view, one more inkeeping with the Ancient Greek 
concept of techne. The Ancient Greeks sought to 
explain the existence and use of tools by creat-
ing a mythology of tekhne (Gille:1986a). Tekhne 
designates practical activity, with and without 
tools, and is associated with metis or practical 
intelligence, and sollertia meaning manual dex-
terity. Metis is the mother of Athene, inferring 
that one must have practical intelligence before 
one can practice. Tekhne denotes everything to 
do with material creation including skill, dexter-
ity, and knowledge. It was also associated with 
the ability to create an illusion of life by crafting 
realistic statues of men, women, and animals. 
Subsequently, such an ability became associated 
with artisanship and the production of beautiful 
and wondrous artefacts. For the Ancient Greeks 
at least, Art and technology appear to be, if not 
the same, of the same essence. Techne, therefore, 
is a rich concept and is not simply equatable to a 
formal knowledge, but what we would call today 
a mixture of formal (explicit) and tacit knowing 
about doing. In other words, knowledge of bringing 
forth artefacts with tools. A mixture of know-how 
and the imagination of the artist.

Anthropologists see technology as the body 
of knowledge available to a society or culture 
that is of use in fashioning tools and practising 
with them in a process of crafting, and extract-
ing or collecting materials for a variety of uses, 
including the further production of implements. 
A more radical interpretation comes from the 
philosopher of technology Joseph Pitt who has 
suggested that technology be understood as ‘hu-
manity at work’ (Pitt; 2000. p. xi.11). Pitt says 
that technology involves ‘the deliberate design 
and manufacture of the means to manipulate the 
environment to meet humanity’s changing needs 
and goals’ (pp. 30-31). He includes in his list of 
‘means’ all kinds of organisations, implying that 
companies, governments, and even schools are 
also tool-like in nature.
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From the definitions above, MOTI might be 
regarded as knowledge management of a particu-
lar kind, perhaps limited to industrial practices. 
However, just where does one draw a line between 
the industrial arts and all the other techniques 
required to produce a result within an industrial 
context? Indeed, does a line need to be drawn?

Technology as Knowing 
about Techniques

Drawing on the above, technology, it is suggested, 
is the sum of the knowledge of the totality of 
means, practices, or techniques a community, a 
society, a business enterprise, or other form of 
organization, uses to realise its goals. The roots 
of its derivation suggest that ‘knowing’ is both 
explicit and tacit. Ordinarily, the word technique 
refers to method or performance in any art or 
practical skill. Extraordinarily, the term can refer to 
methods in general, and to broader organizational 
means by which purpose is achieved. In the first 
instance, technique is the method of achieving 
one’s purpose, it is how we accomplish a task. 
Good piano technique, for instance, involves the 
harmonious working together of all the parts of 
the body in relation to the instrument, with the 
mind as director of what becomes ‘technical ac-
tion’. The mind is an intrinsic, inseparable, part 
of technique. It appears to direct the activities of 
the body in a flow of processes from the brain 
through the sensory-motor system, to the instru-
ment of action and finally to the object of action. 
Technique is a collection of movements of the 
fingers, hands, arms, and, in some cases, of mouth 
and lips, the process or operation of directing 
tools or other instruments (such as the hands and 
teeth) toward a desired end. Technique refers to 
the specific practice that produces a specific kind 
of result. One can master the techniques of danc-
ing, painting with water colours, shooting with 
a bow or gun, and carpentry. Equally, one can 
master the use of an industrial sewing machine, 
an electrically powered lathe, a steam engine, or 

a car. Our ‘technological’ manner of living be-
gan and evolved with such techniques, but more 
ancient and tribal societies have not succumbed 
to technisation and overconsumption, far from 
it. They subsist, but appear to be happy and well.

Turning to the extraordinary. The term ‘tech-
nique’, may also apply to the methods or strate-
gies of directing people, as opposed to tools, 
and to more complex combinations involving 
autonomous human and nonhuman actors, such as 
machines or Nature itself, as in the case of wind 
blowing the sails of windmills. The ordinary and 
extraordinary can be brought together by regarding 
technique as the system that produces the desired 
result. The term system, as it is used here, refers 
to a definition offered by Humberto Maturana 
and is: ‘[A] collection of elements that interact 
and relate with each other in such a way that the 
interactions that any of those elements have, and 
the results of those interactions, depend upon its 
relations with the others.’ (Maturana et al, 1995.)

In the case of ‘ordinary’ technique, a particular 
person, a player, a crafter, a technician, a prac-
titioner, is an integral component of the system. 
A particular person produces a particular and 
idiosyncratic kind of result. That is to say, if a 
particular person is replaced by another particular 
person the result will be different. This is because 
the precise and specific nature of the relations 
between the person and their instrument will be 
different and the precise nature of the systems will 
differ. In the case of broader and more extensive 
technical systems, the influence of the human 
component is less, either because their involve-
ment in the operation of the system is peripheral, 
or they are expected to behave as unconscious 
(machinelike) actors within the system. It might 
be concluded, then, that technology refers to the 
body of knowledge accumulated by the systematic 
study of the operations of socio-technical systems, 
whether or not they involve a human being as a 
direct form of acting component. The scope of 
such a definition can be extended beyond, but 
still include, the analysis of the operations of 
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engineered machines. It might also be applied 
to biological machines by adopting the idea of 
‘mechanicism’, described in the Encyclopae-
dia Autopoietica (http://www.enolagaia.com/
EA.html) as the fundamental approach taken by 
Maturana and Varela in addressing living systems. 
This is an approach to describing systems opera-
tions that asserts that the only factors operating 
in the organization of living systems are physical 
factors, and that no nonmaterial vital organising 
force is necessary (Maturana and Varela, 1980, p. 
137). An explanatory stance from which ‘...[N]o 
forces or principles will be adduced which are not 
found in the physical universe.’ (Varela, 1979, p. 
6.) Clearly, this is already an approach accepted 
by engineers, chemists, physicists, and so on. The 
mechanicistic outlook is the intellectual bridge 
between biologists and the engineer-designers 
who, predominantly, lead the development of 
technical systems, both large and small.

The next several sections indicate how broad 
the scope of technology studies could become once 
the idea of technology-as-instrument is abandoned.

Technology as Culture

The concept of culture emerges from a desire 
to indicate that differences in behaviour occur 
between human groups. Different behaviours 
suggest different results, although these may be 
subtle. Studies of human groups provide the proto-
typical cases of cultural transmission which may 
then be applied to nonhuman groups of animals, 
such as chimpanzees. The differences in behaviour 
so distinguished must be a result of some form 
of social learning (Boyd & Richerson,1996) and 
not be due to environmental or genetic factors. 
This filters out behaviours due to differences in, 
for example, birth defects, accidental infection or 
injury to a high proportion of the group from, say, 
background radiation or toxins in the environment. 
For a behaviour to be cultural in origin it must 
also be a persistent characteristic, typically lasting 
from generation to generation. Similarly, Nishida 

(1987) defines cultural behaviour as that which 
is: i) transmitted socially rather than genetically, 
ii) shared by many members within a group, iii) 
persistent over generations, and iv) not a result of 
adaptation to different local conditions. The latter 
feature seems to rule out differences, for example, 
between coastal and mountain dwellers, which 
conclusion is, perhaps, a little surprising. If a be-
haviour persists, it is assumed to be useful to the 
group as a whole. One of the key determinants of 
cultural development is individual learning. This 
takes place in 3 steps: i) discovery and learning of 
a particular behaviour; ii) its testing and evaluation 
by an individual; iii) rejection or incorporation 
into an individual behaviour repertoire (Castro and 
Toro, 2004). However, there is still a requirement 
for a mechanism to assure persistence from one 
generation to the next.

To summarise the brief consideration of cul-
ture, the behavioural differences between social 
groups, designated as cultural traits and thus as 
distinguishing features, are acquired through a mix 
of social and individual learning. Generational 
persistence suggests the existence of what Boesch 
et al (1994) refer to as a permanence guarantee-
ing mechanism, which, as we will see presently, 
is languaging or conversation. In evolutionary 
terms, cultural differences are an outward sign 
of successful adaptation to a particular environ-
mental niche. In other words, the differences 
result from successful adaptation and are there-
fore associated with environmental differences. 
Success clearly depends on co-operation within 
a group, although competition is characteristic of 
intergroup behaviour.

Another approach to understanding cultural 
development, this time from a KM perspective, 
has been developed by Max Boisot (1994, 1995, 
1998). Boisot’s ambition is to show that the basis 
of business-to-business and country-to-country 
competition is fundamentally different in the 
information-age (i.e., the knowledge-age) com-
pared to the energy or industrial age (see Boisot’s 
1995 and 19981998 publications for confirmation 
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of this). To do better in the present we must im-
prove our understanding of how information (or 
knowledge) is created and flows to form the assets 
from which competitive advantage is first derived 
and then sustained. Advantage is to be found in 
useful and therefore valued differences. Boisot’s 
approach is grounded in theories of information 
processing and he often refers to the information-
data processing capacity of human brains. The 
development of what he calls a cultural space 
begins with problem solving, a process similar to 
the formation of a scientific paradigm discussed 
earlier. Referring to Figure 1 and the idea of 
proprietary knowledge. Proprietary knowledge 
(KP) has a value to the individual or group that 
creates it. KP is never ‘knowledge for knowledge 
sake’, it has value because it serves a purpose. 
KP is the result of problem solving, a process 
that involves the codification or articulation of 
the personal knowledge (PK) of a problem. KP 
can be a problem definition or a fully articulated 
solution concept. A solution being a system that 
performs better than the system it displaces. A 
conceptual solution, a design, is, therefore, a vi-
sion of a system that will produce a desired result. 
KP is diffused by sharing during problem solving, 
but to become Boisot’s public knowledge (PK) 
solutions have to be even more widely shared 
by being put into practice by a large proportion 
of group members. Subsequently, such systems 
are assimilated or absorbed by a community to 
form a background of implicit, commonly held, 
knowledge (CK) of both solutions in practice 
and of extant problems. These different forms of 
knowledge exist simultaneously and are created 
through the concurrently operating processes 
bounding the cultural space. The cycle repeats 
as the imperfections of solutions are discovered, 
beginning with scanning, the process of recognis-
ing systems that do not deliver the desirable result.

As the cycle of knowledge production repeats, 
time after time, its impact is felt as a continuous 
restructuring of cultural space. Mostly, this is 
incremental, a fine tuning of the extant systems, 

sometimes it is both extensive and radical. The 
persistence of particular systems over time in a 
particular cultural space, such as machines and 
techniques, is indicative of their ‘fit’ within it. 
Persistence is a mark of utility, of usefulness, of 
functionality, and ultimately of value to society. 
Because many solutions are systems that incor-
porate some form of physical instrument (tools, 
machines, buildings, roads and rail ways and 
canal ways), the structure of Boisot’s cultural 
space will appear to be held firmly in place by an 
instrumental apparatus, tools, machines, buildings, 
and so on, which is, mistakenly, referenced as 
technology. However, although artefacts are only 
indicative of technology, they nonetheless provide 
a frame of reference from which cultural charac-
teristics can be inferred. Moreover, according to 
anthropologist Merlin Donald (1993), artefacts, 
particularly graphical artefacts such as signs and 
symbols, act as an extension of biological mem-
ory, providing reminders of who we are, of where 
we are, of what our role is in the wider human 
system. We live in nothing less than an ecology 
of memory traces that we access both conscious-
ly and unconsciously. This then relates to the idea 

Figure 1. K flow in C-space. [Adapted from Boisot, 
M. (1994) p. 83]
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that objects perform relations, or more specifi-
cally, objects precipitate the concept of systems, 
as suggested by the Actor-Network theorist John 
Law (see later section). In this way, artefactual 
results of systems as solutions, as well as enabling 
practices, simultaneously constrain thoughts about 
future practice. The archive of solutions, the ar-
tefactual environment, is a reminder of the struc-
ture of the system and acts as a brake on invention-
innovation. However, what actually maintains a 
cultural space is the distinctive combination of 
practices which incorporate such artefacts in some 
manner or other that produce a distinctive com-
bination of results, reminiscent of the corporate 
signature said to be the result of core-competen-
cy (Hamel and Prahalad (1994).

Technology, Ecology, and 
Complex Adaptive Systems

A cultural space is a result of problem solving and 
is maintained by practising solutions. The results 
of such practices serve to characterise the space 
so created. In this section it is shown that C-space 
can also be conceived as a seamless network of 
solutions that, in effect, behaves as an ecology 
of ideas-in-practice. Technology, therefore, may 
be conceived as the knowledge of a particular 
ecology of ideas that have been put into practice.

It is well known that particular geographical 
regions of the Earth are characterised by their 
ecosystems. Ecosystems are persistent and their 
capacity for regeneration is astounding (as in the 
case of the area around Chernobyl). Yet they are 
also sensitive to pressure from without and can 
easily be degraded or destroyed. Ecosystems are, 
as are all other natural systems, complex adaptive 
systems (CAS)1 and adapting, or evolving, is an 
invariant characteristic of their operation. Hu-
man society is also a complex adaptive system 
(Buckley, 1968; Mitleton-Kelly, 1997). Maturana 
has defined a system as a collection of elements 
(components) that interact and relate with each 
other in such a way that the interactions that any 

of those elements have, and the results of those 
interactions, depend upon its relations with the 
others. The specific kind of components, and 
the specific relations between them, together 
constitute the structure of the system (Maturana 
and Varela: 1980). Maturana also allows for 
structural components to be dynamic in nature, 
and therefore practices, or technical actions, are 
also components. Cultural space, as an exemplary 
CAS, is continuously subject to internal pressures 
to restructure that come from new conceptualisa-
tions of both problems and solutions. There is a 
certain degree of plasticity in the system structure 
that allows some changes to take place without 
disintegration. For example, incremental innova-
tions, modified as opposed to entirely new solu-
tions, and radical innovations, are both admitted 
by the structure although the latter would result in 
a significant restructuring and to extensive destruc-
tion of some parts of the existing system, brought 
about by what the economist Joseph Schumpeter 
(1947) called ‘a gale of creative destruction’ (p83).

As suggested earlier, the persistence of solu-
tions within this ecology is indicative of utility, 
of usefulness, of functionality. The persistence 
of instruments and associated practices impart 
to cultural spaces a particular character, a distinct 
identity, that emerges from the dynamic interplay 
of ideas-in-practice. The network of persistent 
practices provides the underlying characteristic 
structure of large scale cultural spaces such as the 
Ancient Egyptian and Roman cultures. Although 
the pace of evolution is very different, the same 
argument would apply to individual enterprises. 
It is by passing on the knowledge of such prac-
tices (fashioning tools and practising with them) 
from generation to generation that systems retain 
some characteristic structure, even whilst they are 
undergoing evolutionary changes.

To summarise the position thus far, three dif-
ferent results of treating technology as knowledge 
have been developed, each providing a different 
perspective. A complex systems or network per-
spective has been introduced in which technol-
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ogy can be interpreted as the knowledge of the 
operations of a human system, a complex, adap-
tive and socio-technical kind of system. In the 
following sections of the paper this concept of a 
human system will be extended to incorporate the 
processes of learning, conversing and emotioning 
and innovating.

KNOWING, DOING, AND 
EMOTIONING GROW 
CULTURAL SPACES

The biology of cognition is radical in many ways 
and so provides a very different perspective of 
familiar and common concepts. One of these is 
knowledge. Predominantly, knowledge is treated 
by KM practitioners as a commodity, as bits of 
data or stocks of documents that may be stored, 
shared for mutual benefit or traded for a profit. 
What is being unfolded here, albeit gradually, is 
in essence an approach to KM practice based on 
biologic and not computer logic. Previously it has 
been said that the suffix ‘ -ology’ indicates a body 
of knowledge. The biology of cognition is thus 
the body of knowledge generated through study 
of the biological phenomenon named ‘cognition’. 
In Maturanian terms, cognition is doing, it is not 
something that just goes on in the brain or the ner-
vous system. This point needs some clarification.

According to Maturana and Varela, cognition 
is a matter of interacting in the manner(s) in which 
one is capable of interacting with the environment 
or medium of operation, and not processing in the 
brain what is objectively there to be seen. ‘Liv-
ing systems are cognitive systems, and living as 
a process is a process of cognition.’ The process 
of cognition is the actual and specific, perhaps 
idiosyncratic, certainly characteristic, acting or 
behaving in this domain (see Maturana & Varela, 
1980, p. 13). The knowing-doing cycle is cogni-
tion. In an explanation of what we call knowledge, 
meaning to have knowledge or to know, Maturana 
and Varela say ‘All doing is knowing and all know-

ing is doing.’ (Maturana & Varela, 1992, p. 27). 
Knowing is about being able to operate effectively 
in the environment in which we live. Figure 2 
depicts a cycle of learning by an individual who 
comes to know by doing. What one truly knows 
is only manifest in doing. Knowing how to pass 
an exam in business management, is not the same 
as knowing how to manage. The diagram shows 
a virtuous cycle of positive growth in stocks of 
personal ‘knowing’ and the results of ‘doing’.

Figure 3 is an extension of Figure 2 and is 
based on a systems dynamics modelling conven-
tion2. It represents an (ideal) growth cycle for any 
kind of social system. The positive signs indicate 
the self reinforcing nature of the cycle ideal. The 
elliptical areas show the rising stocks of social 
assets, which are the positive outcomes of the 
processes that precede them. The smaller circle 
(same as Figure 2) indicates a cycle that leads to 
the personal growth of an individual as they come 
to be a valued member, an asset, of a social group-
ing. Individuals become social assets when what 
they are able to contribute to concerted practices 
which produce results valued by the group. An 
individual will seek to validate their knowledge, 
and confirm their value, through conversation 
with others3 and it is through such conversations 
that knowledge is shared. The result of sharing is 
what Boisot has called Public Knowledge which 

Figure 2.
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is taken-to-be-shared by all (most) members of a 
group. Public Knowledge facilitates collective or 
concerted actions by the group, the results of 
which are assimilated by individual learners who 
confirm its utility, or otherwise, through conver-
sation with others, a process similar to learning 
about cultural traits mentioned previously. Knowl-
edge of the group grows through repeating cycles, 
but it does so in a direction imposed by the nature 
of the problems that have to be addressed in order 
to maintain its existence within a particular op-
erating context. Learning, doing, and conversa-
tional practices are therefore adaptive mechanisms 
of the human CAS and apply equally to the sur-
vival of an individual within a group.

Regarding Boisot’s c-space and Figure 1. 
Whilst Personal Knowledge is a result solely of 
an individual learning-doing process, Proprietary 
Knowledge can be a result of either individual or 
of concerted (shared) problem solving activity, 
which will, of course, involve conversations. Such 

conversations, it is suggested, are of two types: 
conversations about extant systems (ideas already 
in practice), their operations and expected out-
comes, and conversations about concepts of im-
proved systems, and their operations and related 
outcomes. At a particular moment in time and of 
place in cultural space, the network of such con-
versations will be observed to have produced an 
‘archive of solutions’ (Rammert, 1999) to which 
distinct groups and enterprises have contributed 
according to the circumstances in which their 
individual subcultural spaces developed. Each 
different kind of cultural space is integrated 
through collective practices, of which the most 
significant is conversation. Their differences are 
maintained through networks of conversations 
about the specific kind of problems they face and 
the value attached to specific kinds of solutions 
created in response. Networks of conversation 
lead both to the expansion and consolidation of 
cultural spaces, and so appear to maintain the 

Figure 3.
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system in a state of dynamic equilibrium in which 
a tension exists between staying the same and 
innovating to gain an improvement (usually a 
local improvement).

To understand the nature and source of this 
tension it is useful to add another dimension to 
learning and conversation, namely, emotioning.

Conversation, Emotioning 
and Innovation

A paradigm, a cultural space, an ecology of 
ideas-in-practice, and a social system, are four 
different ways of distinguishing a single phe-
nomenon—human society, which is the concrete 
result of the underlying processes of learning, 
doing, and conversing. Conversation, according 
to Maturana, is a braided flow of languaging and 
emotions that we, as observers of conversations, 
perceive as taking place between people who are 
interacting in language. Hence, in conversation we 
appear to be mutually involved in an interlocking 
series of exchanges each of which has the effect 
of orienting the conversants around each other’s 
point of view. NB. This, essentially, describes the 
activity of managing or coordinating behaviour. An 
observer distinguishes a pattern of transactions, of 
recurrent events, between the two. The effect of 
the one on the other, and vice versa, is to trigger 
structural changes within the bodyhoods of the 
conversants. They are thus said to be structurally 
coupled, meaning the conduct of one is a constant 
source of stimuli for the other. Structural change, 
importantly, involves a flow of emotions and 
the conduct of each participant corresponds to 
how the stimulus has been received by the other. 
The varying flow of different kinds of emotions 
enables the particular character of a conversation 
to be distinguished.

The entanglement of emotions with behaviour 
is taken further by psychologist Timo Järvilehto 
(1998a,1988b,1999, 2000)4 in his treatment of a 
‘result-of-action’. Again, the concept he has in 
mind is not a familiar one. Although the everyday 

meaning of result does work with the process 
depicted in Figure 3, Järvilehto’s result-of-action 
is a complex notion that is intimately tied to the 
explanation and operation of what he refers to as the 
organism-environment system or O-ES. Having in 
mind the definition of system given earlier, a result 
of acting is that which is perceived by one’s self 
(the mind aspect of technique) and is described as 
the reorganisation or restructuring of the relations 
between the self and the perceived components of 
the organism-environment system (O-E S). For 
instance, if one were shaping wood with a chisel 
using a particular technique, then the components 
of the environmental aspect of the system would 
be the chisel, the wood (the object of action), a 
workbench, and the organismic aspect would be 
parts of the body involved in the action (arteries and 
veins containing taking blood through muscles and 
brain), and one’s mind or self, which is directing 
the action. The O-ES would operate within a wider 
environment that could also include artefacts in 
the work space (an array of tools, the building in 
which the action takes place), an overseer or master 
observing the crafting action. By its nature, this 
kind of result-of-action is impossible to articulate 
fully, partly because of the sheer complexity of 
the specific dynamic relations between a self and 
her environment, partly because of the dynamic 
nature of acting, and partly because knowing a 
result is felt or experienced. A result-of-action 
is something of which we are personally aware, 
involving changes both in cognitive structure and 
bodyhood and in the relations between one’s self 
and other components of, for instance, a technical 
system. A result-of-action constitutes a change in 
the structure of the human-medium system that 
gives rise to a feeling of knowing that becomes 
the basis of future action, a bodily disposition to 
act. ‘Every perceived change in the environment 
means a change in behaviour, and a new possibility 
of realising the results of behaviour.’ (Järvilehto: 
1998 p.351).

Furthermore, emotioning can be positive or 
negative and a complex mixture of the two chang-
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ing moment by moment, but is most conspicuous at 
the moment of the result. If acting flows smoothly, 
then it indicates a flow of positive emotioning. 
Punctuated action, indicated by moments of hesita-
tion, is indicative of negative emotioning brought 
about by a failure to obtain the desired or expected 
result, a failure to achieve a particular organisation 
of relations in the organism-environment system. 
If a bad workman always blames his tools, it is 
because he cannot gain the right set of relation-
ships between himself, his tool, and the object of 
his action. Negative emotionings, Järvilehto says, 
are expressions of ‘problems’ in the organism-
environment system, and are therefore crucial 
to organization development. The repression of 
negative emotions, such as the discontent aris-
ing from the use of a particular product or tool, 
means that the problematic situation will not be 
revealed and will therefore not be resolved. What 
Järvilehto calls the ‘disintegrative factors’ stay in 
the system and their real causes remain hidden. 
Emotion, he says, is the way to have knowledge 
about the presence of such disturbing factors and 
sharing such emotions associated with results 
of action, or the failure to attain an expected or 
desired result, are clearly important to problem 
recognition, and ultimately to innovating (for 
detail see Järvilehto: 2000). It will be appreciated 
that emotioning associated with practice, with 
doing, including conversing, is the mechanism 
underlying the production of Boisot’s Personal 
Knowledge. Negative emotioning (felt as dis-
satisfaction and discontent) underlies a desire for 
change, for a different set of dynamic relations. 
Positive emotioning, on the other hand, which we 
desire to repeat time and again, through both new 
and familiar practices, would appear to be both a 
source of continuity and change.

Referring once again to Figure 3, one will ap-
preciate that the depicted process is iterative and 
is continuous, proceding as moment by moment 
interactions between individual learners acting 
in concert and the conversations they have about 
their result-of-actions, both positive and nega-

tive. It is through such conversations that new 
result-of-actions (which are experiences of do-
ing) become articulated and through which new 
and improved practices eventually emerge to be 
sustained by the new networks of conversations 
which they precipitate.

Result-of-Actions and the 
Creation of Cultural Spaces

Järvilehto’s result-of-action is a personal event 
that may or may not precipitate a conversation 
about it. A new cultural space is stabilised, or 
destabilised, through conversations. In this section 
a familiar crafting practice is used to illustrate the 
process both from an actor-network and a systems 
perspective.

Crafting is foundational to our modern techno-
logical society and anyone who engages in the ac-
tivity knows how emotioning it can be. Examples 
of crafting of any kind (or any sport involving 
bats, racquets, clubs, even a motor driven vehicle 
or bicycle) would serve to exemplify the biology 
of technical action, here the process of creating 
a clay pot using a potting wheel has been chosen 
(for other examples, including music making and 
composition see Bond, 2002).

Starting with an amorphous mass of wettish 
clay in the centre of a spinning wheel, the potter 
will push it and pull it until a pot is brought into 
being. The pot emerges from the organism (potter) 
- environment system from between her hands, 
moment by moment, result-of-action by result-
of-action, until what she deems to be end-point 
is reached, the point at which she feels satisfied 
what has been produced is right (or wrong, if that’s 
the way things have gone). Either way, she will 
experience, as most artisans seem to do, a feeling 
that the end point is reached and that she should 
do no more. Refer again to Figure 3 and consider 
what is happening to precipitate a distinguishable 
cultural space. For the pot to become a socially 
useful artefact first it has to be dried then ‘fired’ 
and, depending upon the purpose for which it 
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was made, maybe glazed and refired. It has to 
withstand transportation to a prospective user and 
must persist as a functional artefact during many 
uses. From an actor network perspective, the pot 
is said to perform relations.5

John Law contends that an object, a concrete 
artefact such as the wet pot, is an effect of an 
array of relations, the effect of a network. An 
object emerges at, or can be observed to be at, an 
intersection of relations and is maintained as such 
(as an object of a particular kind with particular 
characteristic attributes) while those relations 
hold together (Law, 2000). It is conceivable that 
as new attributes are recognised or discovered 
that the network of relationships will be changed 
and extended. For example, Apple’s iMac was 
never just a computer it was also a style icon, 
and a qualitatively different network precipitated 
around it to maintain its existence as the unique 
product it was. This is consistent with the social 
constructionist notion that a particular product 
design emerges at what subsequently becomes 
a point of equilibrium at which a variety of 
forces, emanating from diverse social groups of 
would-be users and other stake holders, are held 
in balance (e.g. Bijker et al). The object is thus 
the fulcrum and could be conceived as a ‘held 
point’ in a particular web of relations. This set 
of relations or network has to be understood as a 
continuous web extending from within an object 
and outward—beyond it. In a subtle change of 
position, Law suggests that objects are performing 
these networks, a view that unquestionably stems 
from the willingness of actor-network theorists to 
accept non-humans as actors within a network of 
relations. This unconventional view means that 
an object, by seeming to act on its observers, 
maintains a network of relations. Law’s idea is 
easily extended to any type of artefact to provide 
unique and valuable insights into how technical 
systems develop. For further examples, includ-
ing the performance of relations from mediaeval 
ships documents and text books, see Law (1987) 

and Law and Singleton (2000). Alternatively, it 
might be said that systems form around the pot.

A system has been defined as a collection of 
elements that interact and relate with each other in 
such a way that the interactions that any of those 
elements have, and the results of those interactions, 
depend upon its relations with the others. From 
this latter part of the definition arises one of the 
tenets of the biology of cognition, the principle 
that the behaviour of a system is determined by its 
structure. Structure is defined as the actual static 
or dynamic components plus the actual relations 
that take place between them (Maturana and Va-
rela, 1980). It follows that the behaviour of any 
system (e.g. any natural or engineered system, 
or combination of) is simultaneously enabled 
and constrained by its structure. No change can 
take place in the structure that is not permitted 
by it, and the actions of external agencies do not 
determine the changes that take place. When Law 
refers to ‘objects performing relations’, from a 
Maturanian position, he is referring to a process 
of structuration or system forming. For example, 
immediately following production of the pot it 
has to become part of a pot drying system. Sub-
sequently, other systems come into being around 
it: a system for firing; a system for safe storage; 
a system of transportation; a system of value 
exchange, so that it may be ‘sold’ and ‘bought; 
and lastly, but certainly not least, a system of use, 
within which the pot is a key functional component, 
such as containing and pouring, or cooking. The 
lowly clay pot can be conceived as a focal point 
or catalyst for relations precipitation is it moves 
through physical space.

The primary mechanism by which this system 
forming occurs is not explicitly specified by John 
Law, however, from the Maturanian perspective, 
it is, emphatically, conversation. In the context 
of socio-technical systems formation, conversa-
tions about results lead toward, and initiate the 
establishment of, new sets of relations and hence 
new systems. In most approaches to explaining 
‘technology’ the pot is the only result that mat-
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ters, and is probably why an instrumentalist ap-
proach to understanding technology dominates so. 
However, from the perspective of the O-ES and 
Actor-Network Theory, the wet pot is only part 
of the overall experience of creation, only part 
of the overall experiencing of result-of-actions. 
Here, then, at the most fundamental level of the 
technical phenomenon, is the point at which a 
biology of technology and innovation begins to 
indicate a possible new direction for technology 
and economic studies.

ORGANISM-MEDIUM SYSTEMS 
THINKING-A FUTURE 
RESEARCH PARADIGM

The intent of this chapter was to tempt, encourage, 
persuade, and to inspire its reader to adopt a liv-
ing systems theoretical framework for managing 
technology, innovation, knowledge, and cultural 
change as a necessary step toward developing a 
new system of economic and, consequently, so-
cial development. Understanding what might be 
called the technological phenomenon is crucial to 
any debate about alternative economics because 
technicisation, driven by that most demanding 
capitalist imperative—to strive to make an above 
average return on financial investments, is at the 
heart of the problem of overconsumption which 
has led to the pandemic of Affluenza.

Understanding technology for what it is, the 
body of knowledge created by the systematic study 
of technique, and then extending it beyond its nar-
rowly defined industrial applications so that it may 
be considered as the study of human organism-
environment/medium systems, creates the pos-
sibility of bringing together three major areas of 
study that already make important contributions 
to understanding how organizations work and 
how they co-operate and compete depending on 
circumstances. The three, the constructivist school 
of science and technology studies, knowledge 
management, and cultural change management, 

all unstable scientific paradigms in themselves, 
when brought together under the umbrella of 
Maturana’s biology of cognition, with the support 
of Järvilehto’s Organism-Environment System 
theory, suddenly begin to provide radically new 
insights into the way the organizations of humans 
are created and sustained. The will undoubtedly be 
some readers who feel the definition of technol-
ogy has been stretched much too far, but to create 
a new paradigm existing definitions have to be 
stretched to beyond their breaking point, to the 
point at which they cease to fit existing explana-
tory frameworks, but, in their revised form, fit a 
new network of ideas.

By emphasising the situatedness of individual 
learning, by referencing crafting, and to the sig-
nificance of conversations about practice and 
the results of practice, it has been shown how 
individual technical actions and collective indi-
vidual learning amalgamates to create a situated or 
contextualised culture that is naturally congruent 
with the environment from which it emerged. This 
gives weight to the idea that only by thinking lo-
cal and acting local will cultural differences, and 
therefore competitive advantage, arise.

Although there is much more to be said 
about recursion and non-linear dynamics of 
socio-technical systems, Järvilehto’s concept of 
result-of-action provides a useful starting point, 
it also indicates that focusing on the most obvi-
ous product of technical action, the artefact, will 
inevitably lead to an underdetermination of the 
factors influencing the nature and direction of 
cultural development, which is inevitably bound 
to the nature and direction of practice innovation.

The result-of-action also goes some way toward 
explaining the emergence of distinctive kinds of 
cultural space. Complexity thinking encourages 
pattern recognition and, just as there is an analogy 
to be drawn between individual and organisational 
learning, there is also one to be drawn between 
the emergence of individual style and cultural 
style. We readily recognise the individual ways in 
which actors and musicians perform and the way 
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in which paintings, drawings, or sculptures reflect 
the different styles in which artists bring into be-
ing their artefacts. Culture is in effect, collective 
style and an explanation for differences between 
cultures will only emerge from a biology of in-
teraction between individuals and the collective. 
But, perhaps the most underdetermined factor in 
cultural evolution are our emotions, and only a 
living system theory of technology and innova-
tion can hope to provide a suitable development 
framework. Maturana has said:

[W]estern culture [..] depreciates emotions, or 
at least considers them a source of arbitrary ac-
tions that are unreliable because they do not arise 
from reason. This attitude blinds us about the 
participation of our emotions in all that we do as 
the background of bodyhood that makes possible 
all our actions and specifies the domain in which 
they take place. This blindness, I claim, limits us 
in our understanding of social phenomena.

And further:

Our life is guided by our emotions because our 
emotions define the relational domain in which 
we act, and hence, what we do. Each culture is 
defined by a particular configuration of emotion-
ing that guides the actions of its members, and 
is conserved by those actions and the learning 
of the configuration of emotioning that defines 
it by the children of its members. If this systemic 
dynamics of constitution and conservation of a 
culture is broken, the culture comes to an end. 
(Maturana 1997)

The centrality of emotions in all that we do is 
most readily illustrated through arts and crafts and 
sport and it is here that we can appreciate what 
Maturana means when he concludes that it is not 
‘technology’ that guides modern life, but rather it 
is emotions, specifically the emotions under which 
we use or invent it. Whether it is invented from 
the desires of power, riches, or fame, or whether 

it is out of love for our families, our communities, 
or humankind. We can choose between protecting 
the environment and conspicuous consumption.
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ENDNOTES

1 An introduction to the application of the 
CAS model to MOTI may be seen in Bond 
(2000).

2 The presentation of Figure 3 is consistent 
with the conventions of systems dynam-
ics modelling made more accessible in the 
guise of the ‘Systems Thinking’ methodol-
ogy developed by Peter Senge, Daniel Kim 
and colleagues (Kim and Lanon: 1994) and 
explored in great depth in Senge’s book The 
Fifth Discipline (Senge: 1990)

3 The growth of the individual learner-actor 
and its link to organisational learning has 
also been explored more recently in the 
context of communities of practice and the 
application of activity theory to the sharing 
of knowledge and growth of organisational 
competence. Especially, Jean Lave and 
Etienne Wenger (1991) and Wenger (1998).

4 Timo Järvilehto is Professor of psychology 
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5 During the crafting process, the pot and 
the technique or system of production are 
co-created. For more on the co-creation of 
product and enterprise see Bond 2006.
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ABSTRACT

The term “knowledge management” is widely 
circumscribed to organizations, being considered 
fundamental at an institutional level (frequently 
within a specific corporate level). Hence, it is 
the domain of organizational and management 
theories, rational selection theories or, of various 
concepts related to economic efficiency. None-
theless, this chapter will attempt to consider this 
issue from a holistic perspective, considering 
as a starting point the global dimension of this 
quandary. This overview falls back on analyses 
conducted by widely understood social studies, 
which use economic tools and methodologies. The 
author’s opinion is that today the Internet evidently 
is a specific global knowledge warehouse. To be 
more specific, he means the “ICT space” created 

by the Internet, which herein the author will refer 
to as the cyberspace entails a global knowledge 
flux. As a result, this chapter is an overview of 
humanist discussions on cyberspace exploration 
and (more importantly) management.

INTRODUCTION

This chapter aims to present a non-standard, a 
slightly different approach to knowledge manage-
ment as a result of the inspiring work of Godzic 
(2001). Taking into account this novel approach, 
that can be characterized as more academic than 
practical in its essence, it is time to outline its basic 
definitions, as well as the scale within which the 
problem is being discussed. These matters must 
be elaborated on prior to further reading about the 
underlying topic of this contribution.

Piotr Pawlak
Adam Mickiewicz University of Poznan, Poland

Global “Knowledge 
Management” in 

Humanist Perspective
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Traditionally, knowledge management is 
perceived by contemporary companies as one of 
the key elements for competitive advantage. The 
ever-changing world economy makes companies 
and other organizations permanently enhance their 
operation methods. The abrupt transformations 
occurring in all areas of corporate operations are 
the “signs of our time”, because these amend-
ments frequently challenge current trends and 
principles. The problem that most companies face 
is how to manage its assets in this new era: it is 
the proper use of knowledge, information and 
data that assumes a key relevance. According to 
Peter Drucker (1999) traditional resources, such 
as work, land, and capital have become more an 
obstacle than a driving force for corporate growth. 
Furthermore, creativity in all fields of life is born 
out of knowledge.

Knowledge management is a relatively new 
concept, which particular authors date it back to 
1987. In this year the first conference about Man-
aging the Knowledge Assets into 21st Century was 
held in the United States. It was jointly organized 
by Purdue University and DEC. Additionally in 
the same year in Sweden, the so called Konrad 
Group was established and it commenced its work 
on intellectual capital management. Consultan-
cies were the first to identify the need for new 
management area, because for them knowledge 
itself was a product. They quickly got down to 
establishing repositories with their consultants’ 
knowledge and experience.

Knowledge management grew rapidly in the 
late 1990’s and the idea was disseminated by 
Ikujiro Nonaka, a Japanese researcher. In 1995 
together with Hirotaka Takeuchi he published The 
Knowledge - Creating Company- How Japanese 
Companies Create the Dynamics of Innovation. 
To their minds knowledge is created to a smaller 
extent by collecting, processing and using the 
existing knowledge within a given organization. 
For them it is more about creating new knowledge. 
It is their belief that the overriding objective of 
knowledge management is about creation and not 

about its effective circulation within an organiza-
tion. Their ideas shed new light on both theories: 
knowledge management and innovation.

Nonaka & Takeuchi (1995) emphasize the 
importance of using “tacit” knowledge (the idea 
of “tacit knowledge” was introduced by Michael 
Polanyi much earlier), embedded in the employ-
ees’ heads, for a company’s success. This led to 
another theory, which encompasses knowledge 
creation through contacts within teams and not 
in the heads of individual persons (Grudzewski 
& Hejduk, 2005; Rheingold, 1994).

Both in theory and in practice there are numer-
ous definitions of knowledge management. This 
is the result of the popularity of the theory and a 
relatively short time of its use. Hence, knowledge 
management can be defined as a totality of formal-
ized methods of collecting and using formal and 
tacit knowledge of the participants of an organi-
zation, as an attempt of its preeminent utilization 
and being available throughout the organization as 
new knowledge, and its increasing understanding.

Knowledge management is a multi-faceted 
process. It can be analysed from various points 
of view: particular entities (business ones- public 
and private- in particular), as well as particular 
states (knowledge management policy could even 
be elaborated on) and last but not least, in the 
context of international arena. From the following 
discussion it will be demonstrated that knowledge 
management is a specific element of international 
and supranational administration. At this point, the 
author constructs another singularity- on one hand 
exists knowledge management, which is under-
stood as an element of a defined policy developed 
by particular international community (as for 
instance, the European Union); and, on the other 
hand, entails management of knowledge, which is 
understood as an element of wide-ranged global 
processes that are common for all international 
communities. This chapter investigates the issue 
from this global perspective.

The underlying topic is closely connected 
with various research fields: political science, 
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law, economy, sociology, cultural studies, etc. For 
example, public administration research seeks to 
uncover answers as regards to knowledge man-
agement issues. Furthermore, the intrinsic char-
acteristics of this research field (multidisciplinary 
and interdisciplinary), implies a valuable meth-
odological to knowledge management analysis. 
Finally, social researchers have been continuously 
scrutinizing the global information flow, leading 
to multiple concepts and categorizations. There-
fore, this chapter attempts to demonstrate several 
key concepts with reference to global knowledge 
flows. These concepts will reveal the mechanisms 
behind the world information and knowledge 
flow, which are subsumed under various theories.

GLOBAL KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT

Mapping the Global Knowledge 
Management “Territory”

Knowledge, as an expression, is used frequently. 
Despite this scenario encompasses a generic sense, 
or configures more or less abstract perceptions. 
In the classic definition by Plato (e.g. Jowett, 
1899), which is featured in one of his dialogues, 
Socrates and Theaetetus concluded that knowl-
edge is justified and is a true belief. According 
to the Oxford English Dictionary (2008), knowl-
edge is expertise and skills acquired by a person 
through experience or education; the theoretical 
or practical understanding of a subject. Or, the 
Nowa Encyklopedia Powszechna (2004) (Polish 
Universal Encyclopedia) defines knowledge as all 
reliable information about reality together with 
the ability to use it.

The title of this chapter features a concept, 
which can be broken down into two basic items: 
“knowledge” and “management”. For the purpose 
of this analysis “knowledge” is perceived as the 
totality of information to be found in cyberspace 
(Rheingold, 1992). Consequently, by informa-

tion management I mean the activities of the 
dominating businesses (among others), which 
are to a different extent involved in filling the 
Internet with content (for further details con-
cerning the differences between knowledge and 
content, e.g. Costa & Silva, 2010). Media (mass 
media in particular) are carriers of a substantial 
portion of human knowledge. Electronic media 
have a unique role to play, because practically 
almost every existing piece of information can 
be saved as hypertext or in any other electronic 
form (text, graphic, sound, video file, etc.) (Mróz, 
2005). All data accumulated and saved data by 
this method fill up the global computer network 
and constitute a large and ever-expanding global 
knowledge base. It is currently the most popular 
compendium of knowledge about research, cul-
ture, tourism, education and even commercial 
institutions around the world. Furthermore, it 
features comprehensive information about almost 
all subjects (OCDE, 2008).

The other titular item is “management”, which 
can be defined as all actions taken in order to use 
human and material resources effectively and at-
tain the set out objectives. For the purpose of this 
analysis, management is viewed as a process of 
establishing objectives and streamlining their at-
tainment in organizations subjugate to the manager 
with the use of own production capacity (possi-
bilities) or own knowledge sources or resources 
(Drucker, 1999). Thus, the chapter will seek to 
describe the entities wielding the monopoly on 
information, as well as the knowledge manage-
ment mechanisms at work at supranational scale.

I reckon that the Internet is clearly perceived 
as another mass medium (a relatively young one), 
which is influenced by similar (but not always 
identical) factors as the traditional mass media. 
Powerful businesses that is, international media 
corporations, have always impacted mass media 
market organization (inclusive the Internet) (Ma-
novich, 2000). Together with various political 
determinants, the conglomerates decide about the 
worldwide flow of information and hence their 
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operations and politics can be seen as a specific 
form of knowledge management at a global level 
(Golding & Harris, 1997). The above mentioned 
political determinants, which are particularly 
significant (especially under previous historical 
periods), as factors for providing or denying access 
to the widely considered knowledge, presently lose 
foothold against economic factors. As a result, 
their role is currently less essential and typically 
is economic factors that compel them to act in 
the context of global knowledge management.

Knowledge management at a global level has 
been inextricably connected to the monopoliza-
tion of information flows, which has pestered 
traditional mass media from their onset and cur-
rently pervading the Internet. An analysis of the 
sector-specific problems illustrates that the largest 
global information production and distribution 
companies must be scrutinized (Lister et al., 2003). 
The companies in question include: Time Warner 
(owner of CNN), Disney (owner of ABC), Sony, 
General Electric (owners of NBC, AT&T, The 
News Corporation, Seagram- music and movies), 
Viacom (owner of CBS and Bertelsmann).

Besides, the discussed problem is also strictly 
related to an additional global issue, which scholars 
from different fields of studies frequently refer to 
as the “ICT revolution”. The revolution-related 
transformations, which occur in the context of 
ever-present globalization, substantially affect 
global knowledge management. The problem was 
relatively quickly recognized by various social 
studies researchers (Appadurai, 2005; Huntington, 
2004; Castells, 2003; Mattelart, 2003; Rifkin, 
2003; Chomsky & McChesney, 2000; Chomsky, 
1999; Soros, 1998; McLuhan, 1962; and others), 
who have sought to address it and account for it 
in a number of ways. Eventually the researchers 
came up with several interesting concepts, which 
for the purpose of this chapter will be analysed in 
reference to the titular issue.

Framing the Discussion

McLuhan’s Work

The exchange of electronic information is also 
related to establishment of a new qualitative so-
cial structure, which is variously referred to (for 
instance, “global society”, “information society” 
or “information-based society”). At the turn of 
the 20th century Marshall McLuhan projected the 
creation of a global society. In The Gutenberg 
Galaxy he inferred that electronic media, television 
in particular, will create a global village, where 
“medium is a message” and communication tools 
exert a more tangible influence on people than the 
message itself. Nevertheless, in most cases the term 
“information society” is contextualized through 
contemporary societies that acknowledged 
highly developed capitalist countries. It illustrates 
technological transformations (advancement of 
information and communication technologies), 
as well as economic and social changes which oc-
curred within the societies. The term “information 
society” was coined in 1963 by Tadao Umesao, a 
Japanese researcher and economist, in reference 
to the Japanese society.

Evidently, the titular issue must be analysed 
in connection with globalization-related matters. 
The comprehensive literature provides numerous 
interesting conclusions, which I tentatively called 
“global knowledge management”. The prevalence 
of globalization triggers changes in societal struc-
tures and world economy. The transformations are 
induced by the abrupt boost in international trade 
and cultural exchange, which translates into an 
increased global interdependence between coun-
tries. From the economic point of view, the term 
is mainly linked with trade deregulation or “free 
trade”. In a wider context it refers to the ever-
spreading integration and co-dependence between 
global businesses on social, political and economic 
platforms (Gilpin, 2001). Three chief dimensions 
of globalization (economic, cultural and political) 
must be highlighted. Considering the focal point 
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of the chapter, the cultural and economic aspects 
seem to be of particular significance; nevertheless 
we must also remember that all three dimensions 
are interconnected.

Cultural aspects of globalization are best evi-
denced in the high-profile commercialization of 
selected cultural products. The process appears 
to gain momentum in line with the advancement 
of mass communication tools, which, in turn are 
utilized by international corporations for market-
ing activities. When characterizing the dynamic 
growth of the advertising market, Marshall McLu-
han (1962) concluded that never before such a high 
employment rate was reported in a sector which 
aims to manipulate other people. Globalization 
creates numerous problems, which some have 
a key significance for the discussed issue. Most 
importantly, globalization leads to creating and 
gapping of global disproportions in access to the 
widely understood knowledge. Disproportions 
in global communication and world information 
exchange can be categorized as dark sides of ICT 
revolution (Floridi, 2006).

Armand Mattelart Perception

Armand Mattelart (2003) puts forward to analyze 
the terms communication and information sepa-
rately. Communication designates construction 
(reconstruction) of culture, which among others, 
aims to tighten ties between people by reinforce-
ment of personal identity. Information, on the 
other hand, means identified evidences, acknowl-
edgement of which involves our beliefs, queries 
and denies to-date acquired knowledge, make us 
review it, testing our readiness to take actions 
and, finally, separates people (Mattelart, 2003). 
Consequently, by this token, global knowledge 
management is perceived as a disbalanced flow of 
information. Hence, a small group of people has 
access to information, which next (selectively or 
after “reprocessing”) is made available to others 
as, for instance, media information. According to 
Mattelart (2003) the idea of “information society” 

dates back to 1648 (date of the Peace of West-
phalia, which ended the Thirty Years’ War). The 
new order introduced by the Peace of Westphalia 
meant the beginning of a new state, where the 
rulers (who believed to be God anointed to rule) 
had a monopoly on information, which facilitated 
power-wielding. Monopoly on information was 
first recorded to be used in the Ancient times. The 
Egyptian elites restricted access to astronomy and 
resorted to it to corroborate its God-given right 
to rule (for example, Sun eclipse). The state used 
information to exert “symbolic pressure” and 
consequently to create state identity. According 
to Mattelart (2003), the so called “universal” cul-
ture, which is recognized by people worldwide, 
originates from the state-owned information.

The idea of “state information” is in fact an al-
ternative (to be exact, it is the third solution) which 
came to light in the times of global competition 
between military and ideological blocks. It can be 
deemed as a kind of a compromise proposal. It was 
interesting for Mattelart (2003) to characterize the 
world communication and information situation 
(that is to depict two systems) in the 1970’s and 
1980’s. Mattelart (2002) inferred that it was at that 
time that the planetary awareness in society was 
born. As a result, societies came to a conclusion 
that the “cultural dependence was not triggered 
by any conspiracy or plots, but stemmed from 
structural transformations. The domination was 
born out of a disproportionate exchange between 
the centre and its peripheries” (Mattelart, 2000, 
pp. 66-67). When it comes to communication 
discrepancies in both ideological blocks, informa-
tion was more widely accessible in the West (in 
the countries of the “free world” as referred to by 
the author) as there were hardly any restrictions. 
Thus, information was consolidated and culturally 
affected by the US: “information society means 
a collective with access to information, yet it 
does not necessarily designate a society, which 
receives and processes information in a uniform 
way” (Mattelart, 2002, pp. XV).
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It is with great reluctance that Mattelart (2003) 
describes the ultraoptimistic visions of the society 
of tomorrow (including the information society) 
as well as the far-reaching demands, which form 
its basis and promises born with it. He emphasizes 
that the idea of a society with unrestricted access 
to information is either a utopia or a romanticized 
vision enjoyed by a small society of hackers [so-
ciety of hackers as defined by Castells (2003)], 
because the state still monopolizes information. 
It is thought that if the power is taken over by 
the widely understood economy (which in fact 
has already been underway) can be considered 
a viable alternative. Mattelart (2003) claims that 
information has a great economic significance, 
in particular all economic activities, because the 
free market can be seen as a game where the best 
informed wins (as referred by Bourdieu, 2003). At 
this point, it is worth noting that culture is crucial 
for attaining economic objectives. When it comes 
to defining “culture”, I refer to the concept by 
Jerzy Kmita (1985), according to whom culture 
(to be more exact to one of its elements, which is 
composed of a collective of normative and direc-
tive judgments) motivates an individual to take 
specific actions, which as subjectively seen by 
him/her, will help to achieve the previously set-out 
goals (directive judgments). What must also be 
born in mind is the fact that the goal of an action 
(not only market action) is also culture-dependent 
(normative judgments), and thus culture infuses 
economic activities.

The vision of information society is subtly 
tainted by a kind of totality notion “bestsellers 
about the promised society of tomorrow forecast 
that we enter the era of optimism, and a failure 
to conform to the trend of positive thinking is 
instantly named technological phobia or an-
timodren. The old demons of anti-intellectual 
populism surface” (Mattelart, 2003, pp. 133). 
Technological revolution does not eradicate old 
problems and is not free from ever-present (fre-
quently undesired) tendencies. At the same time, 
culture is shaped more quickly and intensively 

than ever before (as a consequence of advance-
ment of communication technologies). Moreover, 
this author suggests that “for the sake of speed, 
the slow cumulative historical process of culture 
construction is thoroughly transformed, as it was 
the case ages ago in so called primitive societies, 
when heralds of the incessant progress imposed 
a strenuous march towards modernity” (p. 134). 
Information technology advancement sped up 
and consequently various societies began to be 
inter-linked. The technology reached more and 
more new fields and engaged more and more 
new countries. As a result, more and more entities 
became involved in shaping Web topology on the 
basis of diverse ideas, as for instance Mattelart 
(2000) points out:

• the universalism of predestined civilization;
• religious ecumenism (frequently in ex-

treme forms);
• interdependence of nations for the sake of 

joint security;
• inflexible imperative of international work 

distribution;
• joint fight against domination.

Mattelart (2003) warns against forgetting 
history, which can be the consequence of unques-
tioned belief in numerous myths bounded to the 
future society. Recapitulating, a media expert of 
Belgian origin, makes a point that the present 
situation (for which implementation of new ICT 
technologies and appearance of “information 
society” is characteristic) stems from (yet not 
ultimately) a long-term process of knowledge 
management, which dates a long way back to 
transformations in social structures and forms of 
communication (flow of information). The reality, 
which is described by the researcher, represents a 
certain stage of the process and does not supersede 
the well-ingrained unchanged tendencies and 
processes and consequently does not create an 
entirely new cognitive category, the analysis of 
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which would require a substantial review of so 
far applied tools and concepts.

Appadurai’s Work under Scrutiny

A different point of view is shared by Arjun Ap-
padurai (2005), to whom, the cultural aspects of 
globalization enable mankind to enter in a novel 
phase of development. What is characteristic about 
this stage is that, it distances itself from acquired 
experience and cuts itself off from the past. Before 
observe the postmodern reality under scrutiny, 
the central categories of cultural anthropology 
must be re-defined, which means that an entirely 
new approach to research on numerous aspects 
of globalization must be worked out (inclusive 
changes in culture and the role of mass media in 
the transformations). Otherwise, the erosion of 
our knowledge as regards to the world becomes 
obsolete and insignificant.

Appadurai (2005) suggests that we should 
stop to perceive the world as a totality of cultures 
separated by borders (geographically). With glo-
balization in place, the borders of the cultures get 
blurred (disappear). The author pays attention to 
the process of deterritorialization, which is directly 
connected with two important factors- electronic 
media and mass migration of people. Thanks to 
deterritorialization, modern cultures are location-
free and are subject of remote factors (fragments 
of other cultures) in their reproduction. In fact, 
culture is produced through soft political assump-
tions rather than contained by pre-determined 
boundaries, jeopardizing cultural reproduction. 
What cannot be ignored is the growing intensity 
of the process of culture shaping, which, according 
to the author is connected with the advancement 
of information and communication technologies. 
These technologies promoted an interrupt and 
continuous flow of miscellaneous cultural objects 
that defy geographical boundaries. As our media 
became omnipresent numerous cultural phe-
nomena become fluid (specific fragments, ideas 
are detached from their original cultures and are 

taken away by ever-present electronic media and 
mass migration), while the entire process is free 
from domination of any prevailing culture and 
in its form resembles rather a diffusion of five 
basic spheres of culture-ethnic, media, technical, 
financial and ideological.

If the present transformations are diffusion-
like, knowledge management on a global level 
becomes less vital or even inexistent. The author 
proposes to perceive global cultural economy 
though a prism of disjuncture, where economy, 
culture and politics are part ways. So, to Appadurai 
(2005) global cultural economy is intricate given 
its multiple overlaps, which traditional center-
peripheries models cannot elucidate. This criticism 
is legitimate even in models that account multiple 
centers and peripheries. Disjuncture cultural 
content circulates globally in five “imaginary” 
cultural spheres (specific dimensions), which 
include: ethnoscapes, mediascapes, technoscapes, 
finanscapes and ideoscapes. Appadurai (2005) 
explains the use of the suffix “scape” in the fol-
lowing manner:

The terms with “scape” suffixes show it is not 
about objective accounts, which are the same from 
any point of view, but rather about perspective-
sensitive constructs, which are either modified 
by historical, linguistic and political situations 
of various actors from different national states, 
international concerns, societies in diasporas, 
and also sub-national groups and movements 
(religious, political and economic ones) (Appa-
durai, 2005, p. 52).

Consequently, it is believed that globalization 
does not lead to a common homogenization of 
cultures around the world, as well as an incoher-
ent global knowledge management (process or 
processes), or information restriction. Hence, the 
fear of a destructive influence of a given dominat-
ing culture (American or any other) is groundless.

Thus, various contents originated from a va-
riety of cultures, incessantly circulate in a global 
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flow of people and information connecting with 
other contents and cultures. What is particularly 
important for this analysis- their free economic 
assumption. Following Friedman (1999), it is 
feasible to claim these constant movements, not 
simply in terms of migrating egos, imposes chaos 
and cumulative disruptions in our lives. By this to-
ken the aforementioned five culture dimensions are 
diffuse. Yet, Appadurai (2005) appears to ignore 
the fact that the global flow of information in a 
contemporary world is not (has never been) totally 
unidirectional, even considering the most scepti-
cal arguments (e.g. Schiller, 1976; Nordenstrang 
& Varis, 1974). Contents and values specific to 
particular cultures, just like “raw materials”, are 
selected, properly treated, and afterwards sold on a 
global information market as a result of knowledge 
management. Although, they core characteristic 
is to become worldwide free dissemination com-
modities, because cultural representatives scarcely 
enjoy their economic profits.

The truth is that peculiar values are not suf-
ficiently popular or appealing to pervade the 
postmodern global reality as described by Ap-
padurai (2005). Theoretically speaking, these 
would catch on if mass media pluralism was at 
work (traditional and new mass media). Mean-
while, cultural contents are given a “tag”, which 
is frequently concealed so as not to belittle the 
traditional “exotic” element of a unique culture. As 
a consequence, it is possible to buy a dangerous-
looking mask of an African warrior, which inside 
hides its genuine place of origin- “made in China. 
Or, a traditional amulet utilized by Indian tribes 
living in North America, which is commonly 
known as the “dream catcher”, exemplifies how 
an element of a culture is anchored off from its 
traditional port. In both cases, the proprietary 
cultures at some extent acknowledge an economic 
profit, which Appadurai (2005) also debates. At 
this point it is worth stressing one issue- the amulet 
is referred to by its English name all around the 
world, while most of its present owners do not 

have the faintest idea what the original name of 
the artifact is.

Similarly, large US film production companies 
popularize less known images from local produc-
tions or, various literary works on a global scale 
(just to mention the “Lord of the Rings” trilogy 
by J. R. R. Tolkien, or the film adaptation of the 
mythological tale of the Trojan War). Last but 
not least, would people all around the world try 
the “traditional” delicious Mexican tacos, if there 
were no McDonald’s, or KFC chains? Media 
(particularly the new electronic media) tend to 
create a spacious mosaic of images and contents 
from pieces from a range of cultures. Appadurai 
(2005) makes the following point: individuals 
practically have unrestricted access to knowledge, 
which in turn makes it possible to create new 
identities. Nevertheless, we must bear in mind 
two issues: the several forms of access restriction 
in place typically referred as “digital exclusion”; 
the discussion about information flow in all sorts 
of media ought to consider an important context, 
which pertains to the cultural identification of 
the communication tool (as regards to content 
and form).

Furthermore, Appadurai (2005) discusses 
the concept of habitus as defined by the French 
sociologist Pierre Bourdieu. For Bourdieu (1996; 
1993), habitus is a result of interiorization of 
trends, attitudes, values, cultural patterns, as well 
as social norms acquired by individuals. Thus, it 
covers the entire set of features which affect hu-
man behaviour- on one hand, personal beliefs of 
individuals and his/her inclinations, as well as a 
wide spectrum of behavioural patterns socially 
accepted in particular situations; which Appadurai 
(2005) concludes is devalued in the postmodern 
world. This is the result of abrupt transformations, 
due to transnational and deterritorized events 
commonly triggered by mass media.

The new power of imagination to create forms 
of social life is inextricably connected with im-
ages, ideas and possibilities, which flow in from 
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everywhere and often are transmitted by mass 
media. Therefore, standard cultural reproduction 
is currently in peril (similarly as standard Eng-
lish). It is successful only in those places, where 
it is planned, pre-determined and supported by 
political will (Appadurai, 2005, p. 85).

This cultural reproduction introduces a new 
quality that allows to an individual to broaden 
his/her possibilities, which in turn, increases the 
likelihood of leading a life beyond the pre-defined 
strict patterns rooted in the habitus. Although 
Bordieu’s (1996; 1993) concept of habitus remains 
partially topical, it is important to emphasize the 
concept of improvisation. Therefore, Appadurai 
(2005) remarked that in places that improvisation 
can be managed, it is compulsory to observe cold 
habitus trends, as well as habitus reinforcement 
against shifting life systems.

Paradoxically, an explanation of the role of 
habitus in the contemporary world is in accordance 
with certain elements of symbolic violence (e.g. 
Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992). Appadurai (2005) 
concludes that is a result of dynamic processes 
taking place in the postmodern reality (with de-
structive features) the form of habitus evolved 
and turned global. Nevertheless, it is essential 
to remember that habitus is changed (removed) 
and replaced by a dissimilar one (pertinent to 
a legitimate culture), which is characteristic of 
symbolic violence (being its ultimate objective). 
If we realize that an individual in fact has abun-
dance and a variety of choices, this soft form of 
violence will appear clandestine and secretive. 
Finally, Bourdieu’s habitus can be seen as a shrewd 
knowledge management (locally and globally).

Debating Jeremy Rifkin Analysis

The problem of knowledge management at a 
global level is discussed by several authors, who 
scrutinize the crucial issues of late 20th century 
and early 21st century (social, civilization, cultural, 
political, economic issues, among others). These 

authors’ tend to express their concerns with the 
interpretation of the present transformations, as 
well as prospects of global reality.

Appaduraj (2005) seems reluctant to discuss 
the economic aspects of cultural information and 
content circulation in media, which in turn is rec-
ognized by Jeremy Rifkin (2003). Rifkin infers 
that the production of information and cultural 
items is the most lucrative economic sector, being 
cultural contents transformed into commercial ac-
tivities. The old giants of the industrial era- Exxon, 
General Motors, USX and Sears- lose grounds 
in favour of new giants of cultural capitalism- 
Viacom, Time Warner, Disney, Sony, Seagram, 
Microsoft, News Corporation, General Electric, 
Bertelsmann AG and PolyGram. “These super-
state media companies use digital revolution for 
communication purposes and connect the entire 
world. Consequently, they engage culture to com-
mercial activities, which transform culture into 
commercial experience tailored to the needs of 
particular clients” (Rifkin, 2003, pp. 11).

Therefore, Rifkin (2003), Appadurai (2005), 
Mattelart (2003), as well as many other scholars 
(not only from cultural studies) acknowledge 
certain global processes and try to describe them 
(resorting to various terminologies), leading to 
pinpoint the potential consequences (which for 
instance in the case of Rifkin take the form of 
changes in consciousness).

Combining Soros, Chomsky 
and Huntington Ideas

In his projections regarding world capitalism 
crisis, George Soros perceives the world as one 
gigantic circulation system which is composed by 
a centre and its peripheries, where “links between 
the centre and the peripheries are far from equiva-
lent” (Soros, 1998, pp. 140). Any actions within 
the system can be characterized by absorption of 
global capital by financial markets, and centre 
institutions. Then, the capital is injected back 
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to periphery countries (through investments or, 
activities of international corporations).

Noam Chomsky & Robert McChesney (2000) 
mention the chief institutions, which make pos-
sible to centre countries to wield their power 
(G-7 Group) over the world. These include- the 
International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, 
and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 
(GATT). The institutions constitute a new rul-
ing class (with global power), which adopts 
neoliberalism as its governing ideology- “the 
fundamental political and economic paradigm 
of our times, which pertains to procedures and 
processes, by which a small group of people can 
control, to the extent it is possible, the social life 
in order to maximize their proceeds” (Chomsky 
& McChesney, 2000, pp. 5).

Additionally, these authors plead that the 
United States are privileged in the core and use 
this standing to disseminate (to export) American 
values worldwide. These “American values are 
well visible in the trends of the future: in ICT, the 
Internet, in advanced computer technologies and 
other creations of the American entrepreneurship 
bulging on the market, which since Regan times 
has been free from political influences” (Chomsky 
& McChesney, 2000, pp. 53). Both realities, the 
advancement of new technologies and the exten-
sive marginalization of social masses facilitate “the 
centre to wield power with the meagre interven-
tion of common people, who anyway have no 
influence on the decisions of those in power, (the 
rudimentary rule of capitalist autocracy) and are 
oblivious of the fact” (Chomsky, 1999, pp. 104).

Another example of a power tool, which is 
enumerated by Chomsky is the “Davos people” 
as defined by Samuel Huntington (2004). By Da-
vos people the author means businessmen, bank 
officers, state officials, intellectuals, journalists 
from numerous countries, who create the world 
elite, which convenes every year at the World 
Economic Forum in the Swiss town of Davos.

Almost all of them are holders of M. Sc. titles in 
physics, social studies, business or law. They deal 
in words or figures (or one and the other), speak 
fluent English, are employed by governments, 
corporations, colleges with international contacts, 
frequently travel the world. What they all have in 
common is individualism. They all believe in free 
economy and democracy, which are prevalent in 
the Western civilization. The Davos people are 
in charge of all international institutions, they 
rule many countries and are in control of a sub-
stantial part of economic and military resources 
(Huntington, 2004, p. 79).

Despite the fact that Huntington (2004) does not 
acquiesce to the idea of cultural homogenization 
and the existence of a “universal civilization”, the 
author is also very sceptical about the role of media 
and information (knowledge) in culture creation. 
Nevertheless, it recognizes the unquestionable 
hegemony of the United States in mass media, and 
consequently in global knowledge management. 
Beyond this claim, Huntington concludes that mass 
communication tools currently are an evidence of 
Western power: “the American hegemony in film, 
television and video production is larger than in 
air industry. (...) Two American and two European 
organizations enjoy almost an equal monopoly 
to collect and disseminate topical information 
worldwide” (Huntington, 2004, pp. 81).

The Non-Forecasting of 
Hardt & Negri (2005)

Michael Hardt & Antonio Negri (2005) forecast 
(to be more precise- announce) the establishment 
of a new global order, which they refer to as the 
“empire”. The authors do not associate it with 
the United States in spite of the country play a 
key role within the system. The empire enables a 
transformation from the modern to the postmodern 
world, which produces a mixture of deterritorized 
capital and decentralized sovereignty on the basis 
of a network (a new information infrastructure 
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which is incorporated in the production of new 
processes and totally inherent). The power is 
self-governing without any headquarters and any 
specific location.

The empire is made up from a number of 
processes combined with political, economic and 
cultural interdependencies. It seems to parasitize 
humanity, divide it (in a novel way) and segregate 
it into different social layers. Next, it seeks to 
maintain the state of balance (order), to allow a 
feasible control regarding the divided and segre-
gated layers. The imperial control is enforced by 
three global absolute tools: bombs, money and 
airwaves. Airwaves, as a tool of imperial control 
cover communication, which is clearly demon-
strated by these authors:

communication management, the educational 
system and culture control are now more than ever 
before prerogatives of sovereignty. However, this 
all is dispersed by airwaves. Contemporary com-
munication systems are not subject to sovereign 
power. Quite the opposite, sovereignty is subject 
to communication (Hardt & Negri, 2005, p. 366).

These authors still recognize the power be-
hind communication and mass media, perceiving 
them as one of three elements topping the global 
structure. Their condition for structure endurance 
(existence) relies on the elements advancement: 
“the advancement of communication networks 
is somehow connected with establishment of a 
new world order. Another words, it is the conse-
quence and reason, product and producer. Com-
munication not only expresses, but also organizes 
globalization” (Hardt & Negri, 2005, pp. 48). 
The advancement and expansion of cutting-edge 
technologies (both computers and cell phones and 
evidently the Internet) led to a radical proliferation 
and popularization (larger mobility- for instance, 
telephones or portable computers) of web com-
munication points (on the structure of which the 
empire is based), translating a more comprehensive 
deterritorization. In conclusion, despite promising 

democracy and equality information communica-
tion technologies have enhanced the disparities 
between countries.

CONTROVERSY

“Cultural Imperialism”: 
History Repeats Itself?

The idea of “cultural imperialism” can be very 
helpful for understanding the complexities and 
interdependencies around knowledge manage-
ment in a global context. It stems from the theory 
of unilateral acculturation, which endorses the 
prevalence of a dominating culture, as well as a 
subjugate minority, which by rule, is technologi-
cally less advanced. These sort of intercultural 
relations in the above-mentioned area leads to a 
focal interest by some researchers and publicists. 
Under scrutiny is the relationship with the concept 
of “cultural imperialism” by Herbert Schiller 
(1976), an American sociologist, who introduced 
the idea to the scientific arena.

Initially, the term was adopted to define in-
equalities in the global information flow, as well as 
in order to pinpoint their negative consequences for 
specific cultures and economies. Or, to exhibit the 
relationships between rich, developed countries 
(United States, in particular) and then newly-
established so called developing countries. In the 
light of both concepts media and entertainment 
are key aspects of the economy, as well as oper-
ate in accordance with competition market rules, 
profitability and efficiency- similarly to all other 
industries and products. For historical reasons, 
which are commonly known- Western civilization 
(North Atlantic civilization) has at its disposal a 
substantial part of all financial and technological 
resources- material ones in particular- which are 
necessary to generate all media products, includ-
ing global ones, such as big movie productions. 
Thus, the remaining countries are the recipient 
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for those products, because it is cheaper and more 
cost-effective than launching own production.

Schiller (1976) proposed a model approach to 
debate these trends. The author connotes a biologi-
cal expression of a “core” and a “circumference”, 
that is the periphery. If the model is applied for 
analysing international relations, the dominating 
countries are the “core” and the dominated coun-
tries are the “circumference” (periphery). Both 
elements create a system, the objective laws of 
which set the core in motion. In return, the core 
motion- as a centrifugal reaction- reaches the 
circumference. By this token, culture is circulated 
together with all other values formed under the 
“root” countries’ dominance. Hence, these are 
transported to the circumference, which is to the 
Third World countries. Despite the fact the Schil-
ler’s concept dates back to the 1970’s and that it 
was mostly related to traditional mass media, it 
appears that it can also be of relevance today. It 
can be applicable for the purpose of analysis of 
knowledge management matters in the globalized 
world, which heavily relies on the omnipresent 
computer network.

Today information and knowledge are com-
modities and systematically adopted in order to 
boost production and consumption worldwide. 
Free access to information becomes restricted due 
to the dynamic advancement of new technologies, 
the substantial costs which must be incurred to 
implement them and the need of acquiring new 
skills to use them (Rifkin, 2003). Low income 
and low level of education, so characteristic of 
the Third World countries, only reinforce the 
negative trend.

The “Cultural imperialism on the Internet” is an 
interesting publication from 1998 by Seongcheol 
Kima, then a PhD from the Information Technol-
ogy Communications Institute at the University 
of Michigan. It elaborates a cultural imperialist 
analysis with reference to the cutting-edge infor-
mation technology communications. The author 
poses two questions: will the Internet become 
an additional tool for cultural imperialism; and, 

what can be the advantages and disadvantages of 
adopting the cultural imperialism premises for 
analysing the Internet’s influence on the society.

Kim (1998) is argues that if mass communica-
tion researchers continue to disregard the Internet 
as an area of research, their theories will become 
useless. The author discusses several factors, 
which could potentially impede the adoption of 
cultural imperialism concepts for the analysis of 
the Internet. First of all, the difference between a 
recipient of traditional media and an Internet user 
(an Internet user is not passive- he/she actively 
searches for information); and second of all, there 
is no centralized power of control which would 
administer the Internet decentralization. Finally, 
in contrast to traditional media products, which 
are developed by TV stations or information 
agencies, in the Internet anyone can create infor-
mation. Furthermore, Kim claims that thanks to 
the Internet users can participate in their cultures, 
despite their geographical location in a given mo-
ment. Consequently, it is feasible to stay in touch 
with their families and friends.

Nonetheless, it is important to acknowledge 
why the author adopted the ideas of cultural im-
perialism for research the Internet. Kim (1998) 
infers that the core reasons are: the unchallenged 
dominance of English in the cyberspace, Inter-
net’s basic infrastructure is located in the US, as 
well as the majority of Web navigation software 
is manufactured in the US or in English. Reca-
pitulating, the author implies that the notion of 
cultural imperialism can be valuable to examine 
the irregular global flow of information.

Ethical Issues and Social Dilemmas

For a prompt and meaningful discussion as re-
gards to ethical and social challenges the author 
acknowledges two leading arguments: knowledge 
flux characteristics in cultural commodities; and, 
cultural imperialism.

Given the previous sections it is possible 
to consider that globalization reinforced local 
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inequalities despite enabling worldwide access 
(Cloete & Moja, 2005). As Quéau (2002) refers: 
the crux of globalization is to magnify the global 
divide! This global flux assumes ambiguous 
features since cyberspace promotes an innova-
tive space-time configuration, as well as is filled 
with content. According to Costa & Silva (2010) 
content entails a collective representation and 
utilization of knowledge, which cultural commodi-
ties (movies, TV series, novels, etc) promulgate. 
This argument is reinforced throughout Nonaka’s 
(1994) contribution: information is a flow of 
messages which schemas and mental models of 
each “actor” influence. In addition, this influence 
can be divided into three layers of actors: micro 
(individuals), meso (organizations) and macro 
(states) (Stahl, 2002). Therefore, the holistic and 
global perception of this manuscript will induce 
to shed light simply upon macro considerations.

According to Crystal (2003, pp. 12) “without a 
strong power-base, of whatever kind, no language 
can make progress as an international medium of 
communication”; however, this blend configures 
economic, technological, and cultural power. 
Moreover, this author argues that the utilization 
of a lingua franca is well documented throughout 
history, as well as English is an “open” language 
(etymological roots of several English words en-
tail influences from Latin, Anglo-Saxon, French, 
etc). Even so, information media technology has 
distorted the existence of other languages, as 
will endanger 50% of the world languages dur-
ing this century (Harrison, 2007), namely native 
dialects. For that, some organizations have trying 
to preserve this precious cultural heritage (e.g. 
The Foundation for Endangered Languages), 
because as Crystal (2000) refers most of these 
languages entails an oral tradition. Despite this 
effort the outcomes are unpredictable, which is 
crucial to question cultural media dominance. As 
a response, local regions have attempted to as-
sume two dissimilar responses: a proactive; and, 
a reactive. At a first glimpse a reactive strategy 

seems more adequate (e.g. Cuba), but empirical 
results acknowledge otherwise (Eriksen, 2006).

On the other hand, as this chapter demonstrate 
Western civilization possess all the technological 
and financial resources to generate these cultural 
commodities. As De Laurentis (2006) demon-
strates, cultural industries in knowledge economy 
are clearly uneven in geographically and economic 
terms. Still following De Laurentis (2006), re-
gional cultural diversity could play an important 
role for peripheral regions reply to this cultural 
imperialism, leading to some key dilemmas:

• Inequality: despite the effort of the 
UNESCO projects in funding cultural 
content productions of indigenous people 
(e.g. Salazar, 2009), in order to allow self-
determination and maintain cultural heri-
tage, the truth is that so far these efforts 
have been insufficient. Another interesting 
project that is worthwhile to acknowledge 
is How Latitudes Become Forms: Art in 
a Global (Dietz, 2003). Dietz (2003) en-
gaged a translocal media art culture that 
gathers artists from Brazil, China, Croatia, 
India, Japan, Mexico, Singapore, South 
Africa, Turkey, and United States. This 
media art culture is enabled simply by cy-
berspace (virtual art);

• Intellectual property rights: cultural 
imperialism corrupts indigenous cultural 
rights, as well as defends the dominant cul-
ture (Broude, 2007). This author still claims 
that international intellectual property laws 
are an allegory given the concept of culture, 
despite recognizing that are required at 
some extent in order to support the process 
of cultural production. Nevertheless, the 
author expresses that the current legislation 
is contrary to the UNESCO Convention on 
Cultural Diversity (UNESCO, 2005). This 
argument is even detailed by the work of 
Gruber (2008; 2006).
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FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Bearing in mind the complexity for a comprehen-
sive debate with reference to the underlying topic 
of this chapter, it is truly challenging to predict 
future outcomes, or to scrutinize any dominat-
ing tendencies. This is the aftermath of current 
world developments (present events which we 
are witnessing), since this cultural global flux 
is shaping non-Western cultures and societies. 
So far, researchers, as for instance ethnologists, 
observed the influence of Western culture on vari-
ous local and regional cultures and its profound 
consequences. In order to describe these effects 
concepts like “cultural clash”, “cultural contact”, 
“cultural diffusion”, “acculturation”, “transcul-
turation” have been acknowledged, although its 
numerous ambiguities imposes a continuous and 
additional discussion.

Acting as an inspiring guide for this debate, is 
the sublime writing (literary, language and philo-
sophical interpretations) of Chang (2007), as well 
as Le Choc du Numérique (Hervé Fischer, 2001) 
(note that I am not trying to develop paradoxical 
laws for the digital world similarly to Fischer!). 
Thus, some important remarks will be detailed: 
cyberspace neutrality; and, “cultural infusion”.

Cyberspace is not neutral! This claim is justifi-
able throughout this contribution, but also if we 
acknowledge the contributions of Gailey (2009) 
or, Turilli, Vaccaro & Floridi (2008). Gailey 
(2009) argues that ICANN need to substantiate its 
actions resumes the cultural battle (imperialism), 
because bureaucracy or indecision concerning 
cyberspace will continue, as well as United States 
argument (duty to the rest of the world) is simple 
deontological. Therefore, in order to understand 
network neutrality is needed to address the follow-
ing questions (Turilli, Vaccaro & Floridi, 2008):

• what is the ethical nature of cyberspace 
neutrality?;

• should cyberspace neutrality endorse when 
considering its ethical implications?;

• what ethical framework should be en-
dorsed for regulating Internet traffic?

Therefore, it is crucial to develop regulatory 
models that respect market power (resources and 
influence), and cultural and legal issues. Besides, 
it should congregate representatives from all 
groups (United Nations, World Trade Organiza-
tion, UNESCO, etc) (for a first draft proposal 
based on similar principles examine Costa, Silva 
& Pawlak, 2010).

As regards to “cultural infusion” is a personal 
conceptualization to explore the dialogue between 
imperialist and remaining cultures. According to 
the Free Dictionary (2010), infusion resumes the 
introduction of a solution into the body through 
a vein for therapeutic purposes. Through a 
metaphorical interpretation, it is reasonable to 
consider: solution (Western cultural media), body 
(worldwide cultures), vein (cyberspace- infor-
mation and communication technologies), and 
therapeutic purposes (imperialism). Although, 
contrarily to the medical perception, this cultural 
infusion entails an explanans and an explanadum 
bidirectional process, which is just starting due 
to mobility, connectivity and communication 
(Tsagarousianou, 2004). Moreover, this author 
claims that Benedict Anderson “imagined com-
munities” will become a reality, which at some 
extent is explained by Pieterse (2009) layers of 
global multiculture. Therefore, Dietz (2003) raises 
the following questions: if cyberspace “non-space” 
can potentially create a diasporic community, 
what commons interests will be held? How do 
equally ideas will be translated across cultures? 
Does the outcome depend on how components are 
illustrated, or how individuals comprehend them? 
It is possible to achieve infusion cultures that are 
neither isolationist or imperialistic? What will be 
the response of intellectual property rights?
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CONCLUSION

If the notion of knowledge management is adopted 
worldwide as an attempt to cover all Internet infor-
mation, then a vast majority of the discussed ideas 
will be elements of the mass culture. The theory 
of cultural imperialism is occasionally referred to 
as a critical theory (Mattelart & Mattelart, 2001; 
Goban-Klass, 1999), which is connected (loosely) 
to the perception of culture claimed by the Frank-
furt school (particularly by M. Horkheimer or T. 
W. Adorno). These authors suspected that media 
uses symbolic violence and are instruments of 
power or dominance. On the basis of the cultural 
industry, their analysis demonstrated that culture 
is a commodity, that is, a product produced and 
distributed by an industry. The dissemination of a 
cultural industry (its spreading on new areas and 
more and more effective production methods) 
resulted in an inevitable bankruptcy of culture. 
Cultural imperialism, which grew out of these 
theories, considers international relations in 
culture and communication and underscores the 
unequal exchange of various cultural products. 
Thus, this theory is yet another critical approach 
to mass culture, which concentrates on revealing 
the characteristic methods of production, as well 
as production objectives. “In accordance with this 
definition of pop culture, it is composed of works 
produced in a mechanical, planned, mass manner 
by specialized groups of people for profit-making 
only” (Krajewski, 2003, pp. 26). This organiza-
tion of culture production (subject to market 
economy) is oriented towards maximum profit-
making by producers and mass manipulation, that 
is, towards wielding control over production and 
consumption.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Cultural Clash: Acknowledges the influence 
of Western culture on local and regional cultures, 
as well as its deep consequences. Nevertheless, 
social studies refer an array of synonymous of this 
concept: “cultural contact”, “cultural diffusion”, 
“and acculturation, among others.

Cultural Commodities: Concept that rec-
ognizes the importance, as well as the similar 
features of culture as an economical commodity.

Cultural Imperialism: Analysis concerning 
the unequal impacts of international relations and 
communication in cultural products distribution.

Cultural Infusion: Author metaphorical anal-
ysis for explaining the unequal cultural dialogue 
between Western culture (centre) and worldwide 
remaining cultures (peripheral).

Cyberspace: Informational flux between 
computer networks that allow an interactive 
experience despite the geographical location. 
These informational fluxes are filled with cultural 
content, leading to a global knowledge warehouse.

Humanism: A philosophical approach that 
refers to human behaviour, namely personal 
reasoning, experiences and values. Moreover, it 
claims that individuals should act according to 
socially accepted patterns.

Knowledge Management: Total of formal 
methods of collecting and using formal and 
tacit knowledge organizational participants, as 
an attempt of its preeminent utilization and be-
ing available throughout the organization as new 
knowledge, and its increasing understanding.

Mass Media: Technologies that enable mas-
sive communication, and which influence indi-
viduals at various levels. Although, cyberspace 
has deepen these influences with unforeseen 
consequences.
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ABSTRACT

The main problem discussed in this chapter is 
the question of compatibility between knowl-
edge management in the knowledge economy 
and democracy in the ICT-driven global society. 
The assumption is made that democracy is the 
dominant form of organizing the global society 
on a variety of levels; and that it is regarded as 
desirable and morally superior in comparison with 
other such forms.

INTRODUCTION

When seen from a certain perspective, the problem 
of knowledge management and democracy- which 
is the chief subject of this essay- has a long history. 

However, I will discuss it mainly as it occurs in 
its most recent form, i.e., as it occurs in today’s 
ICT-driven global society. Unfortunately, I will 
explore this problem almost exclusively from the 
“western” point of view due to both my inadequate 
familiarity with “non-western” societies as well 
as the restrictions to the length of this text. Nev-
ertheless, I would like the Reader to be aware of 
the fact that a truly global context brings to this 
matter a richness of issues not mentioned in this 
essay, both important and interesting, which cer-
tainly need a thorough inquiry and which could 
shed new light on many aspects of the subject of 
knowledge management and democracy in the 
ICT-driven global society.

There are certain concepts that are perceived as 
quite obvious and self-explanatory today, although 
they would be highly doubtful or controversial 
a few years ago. Twenty, or even just ten years 
back, some of them might not have even been 
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in existence. For instance, the term knowledge 
economy gained popularity only as recently as the 
second half of the 1990s, apparently first in New 
Zealand, according to the World Bank website (The 
World Bank, 2009). Today, knowledge economy 
is almost a household name. Likewise, it seems 
that there isn’t much doubt anymore that human-
kind entered the phase of global society. Yet, the 
global society is still not even well established; 
rather, it is in the process of becoming. It moves 
through its own formative period; its final shape 
is presently hard to predict.

The same applies to one of the foundations 
of the global society, namely Information and 
Communication Technology (or Technologies, 
as some prefer), hereafter referred to as ICT. It 
too is a relatively new phenomenon in its present 
form, although information and communication 
belong to the most ancient forms of human activity 
(Górniak-Kocikowska, 2008; 2007; 2005). Com-
puters and other forms of digital technology which 
became the main components of ICT changed it so 
profoundly that the change can be safely declared 
as revolutionary, and ICT of today is justifiably 
seen as a very powerful new technology.

Knowledge management and several other 
concepts and processes which will be the subject 
of this essay have an even more recent presence 
in our “collective consciousness”. Some of them 
are still “fuzzy”- their exact meaning has not 
been fully agreed upon yet. It is possible that the 
meaning ascribed to them today will not last; 
either because they will change to the point that 
the present understanding will cease to be cor-
rect, or because a better way of describing them 
will be found.

The definition of democracy used in this paper 
covers notions like “government by the people” 
as well as “a state of society characterized by 
formal equality of rights and privileges”, and also 
“political and social equality, democratic spirit” 
(Webster’s Dictionary, 1996). A democratic global 
society would be, therefore, truly of the people, 

by the people, and for the people; whereas “the 
people” would include all humans.

The idea of democracy, unlike knowledge 
management and knowledge economy, has been 
a “staple” of western civilization for a very long 
time, although its definition evolved over the 
ages to take its present-day form as quoted above. 
There is a general agreement that it originated in 
Ancient Greece; and it had its devoted supporters 
and fierce opponents ever since. Although there 
have always been groups which were functioning 
on the principles of democracy they usually did 
not play a dominant role in society at large (one 
of the exceptions has been the nobles’ democracy 
in Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth which lasted 
several centuries and had a profound, not always 
positive, impact on the history of these nations). 
Most of the time, communities organized on the 
principle of democracy were treated as utopian 
social experiments. This situation started to change 
rapidly by the end of the 18th century, especially 
after the founding of the United States of America. 
Since then, democracy both as a theoretical con-
cept and in its practical function progressed in 
the field of politics and in many other areas of 
public life worldwide. This progress accelerated 
in recent years due largely to the wide-spread use 
and rapid advance of ICT, which serve as news, 
information, knowledge, and opinion-sharing de-
vices. Today, democracy can be rightfully regarded 
as a dominant form of social organization in the 
global society, especially with regard to political 
structures and organizations. In the area of political 
and social theory, too, democracy is favored as the 
best form of social organization, especially from 
the ethical standpoint. It is widely believed that 
democracy serves best the flourishing of human 
beings who treasure individual freedom, dignity, 
and actively practice self-perfection while believ-
ing that all their fellow humans should have the 
same rights as they do.

One of the questions emerging from what I 
have written above is the question of compatibility 
between knowledge management and democracy. 
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When considering the title of the book this essay 
was written for, Ethical Issues and Social Dilem-
mas in Knowledge Management: Organizational 
Innovation, it seemed to me that one of the most 
urgent and daunting tasks regarding organiza-
tional innovation within knowledge management 
is making sure that knowledge management is 
built on the principle of democracy. Not fulfill-
ing this task would almost certainly result in the 
emergence of several quite serious “ethical issues 
and social dilemmas”, or in the deepening of the 
ones already in existence (Costa & Silva, 2007). 
For this reason, the question of compatibility of 
knowledge management and democracy is the 
question which I will primarily focus my attention 
to in this text. In order to establish the foundation 
of this endeavor, I shall first refer to definitions of 
some crucial terms used in this essay. I think it is 
necessary to do so because some of these terms 
are defined in a variety of ways. I would like the 
Reader to follow my train of thought knowing 
which definition I have in mind when I use a 
particular term.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

There are quite a few definitions of knowledge 
management; they differ in details but the dif-
ferences do not matter much for this essay. I 
selected- rather arbitrarily, I have to admit- for the 
purpose of this paper the definition according to 
which knowledge management is understood as 
an “integrated, systematic process for identifying, 
collecting, storing, retrieving, and transforming 
information and knowledge assets (including 
previously unarticulated expertise and experience 
held by individuals) into knowledge that is readily 
accessible in order to improve the performance 
of the organization” (Competitive Intelligence 
Glossary, 2009).

Knowledge management, defined in the way 
presented above is a fairly recent phenomenon, 
generated mostly by the shift from industrial (or 

agrarian-industrial) to post-industrial mode of 
production of wealth which took place in some 
societies in the second half of the 20th century. 
Presently, knowledge management is associated 
mostly with the field of business activities. One 
has to remember, though, that as long as there 
has been knowledge- whether organized, insti-
tutional, or otherwise- there were some forms 
of knowledge management exercised for public/
institutional (in the sense of societal institutions 
and organizations) or private/individual purposes. 
In the past, knowledge management only very 
rarely was used directly in business enterprises 
in a conscious, purposeful and methodical way.

Today, unlike in the past, knowledge manage-
ment is of great interest to the world of business. 
From the business perspective, one can be inter-
ested in knowledge management for two main 
reasons:

a.  when knowledge is a tool used to manage 
particular business procedures (this is the 
reason indicated in the above quoted defi-
nition of knowledge management). In this 
case, the concept of knowledge management 
applies to already existing knowledge (and 
information); the definition quoted earlier 
is quite clear about it;

b.  when knowledge itself is a commodity- a 
commodity that needs to be managed. In 
this case, the situation in more complicated. 
The management of knowledge as a com-
modity involves all three main processes 
the subject of which is knowledge namely, 
production (creation), storage (preservation) 
and distribution (dissemination).

This overlaps partly with knowledge manage-
ment described in point A, where the basic goal 
is- according to the definition quoted earlier- “to 
improve the performance of the organization”, 
which most often means: to maximize the organi-
zation’s profits; but the scope of the entire process 
is much more complex and wide-spread than that. 
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The management of knowledge as a commodity 
belongs also to the area of knowledge economy. 
Knowledge management as part of knowledge 
economy is of primary interest in this essay.

KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY

Although Francis Bacon had already claimed 
in 1597 that “knowledge itself is power”, and 
although at the time of the industrial revolution 
not only the economists but even poets were 
well aware of knowledge as an economic fac-
tor (“Grace is given of God, but knowledge is 
bought in the market”, Arthur Hugh Clough, The 
Bothie of Tober-na-Vuolich), this was still quite a 
marginal factor. “For the last two hundred years, 
neo-classical economics has recognized only two 
factors of production: labor and capital” (Riley, 
2003). It was only in the late 20th century that the 
commoditization of knowledge became fully and 
openly recognized. In the words of Luc Soete, 
“since the early 1980s, the economic profession 
has started to recognize the fact that knowledge 
accumulation can to a large extent be analyzed 
like the accumulation of any other capital good. 
That one can apply economic principles to the 
production and exchange of knowledge; that it 
is intrinsically endogenous to the economic and 
social system (…)” (Soete, 2002, pp. 36).

There are many definitions of knowledge 
economy. According to the same source which 
supplied the definition of knowledge manage-
ment quoted earlier, knowledge economy (or, as it 
is sometimes called, knowledge-based economy 
or knowledge-driven economy) “is based on the 
production, distribution, and use of knowledge 
as the main driver of growth, wealth creation, 
and employment across all industries. It does not 
rely solely on a few advanced-technology indus-
tries but is applicable to traditional industries, 
such as mining and agriculture” (Competitive 
Intelligence Glossary, 2009). Another definition, 
similarly, claims that knowledge economy is an 

economy “in which the generation and exploita-
tion of knowledge play the predominant part in 
the creation of wealth” (Ministry of Economical 
Development, 2006).

Let me quote just one other source because 
it is defining knowledge economy more bluntly 
than the above-quoted definitions do, namely as 
an “economy based on creating, evaluating, and 
trading knowledge” (Business Dictionary, 2009).

As I mentioned earlier, and as the above-quoted 
definitions show quite clearly, in the case of terms 
like this, that is for instance, knowledge manage-
ment or knowledge economy, the definitions are 
more often than not still not “set in stone”. They 
vary from source to source. Sometimes, the differ-
ences between these definitions are insignificant, 
but sometimes they are quite substantial. Case in 
point: Martin Boddy (2005) discusses not only 
a variety of existing definitions of knowledge 
economy, but he also presents the criteria for in-
cluding an industry’s activity into belonging- and 
to what degree- to knowledge economy. He relies 
heavily on the data provided by the Organization 
for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD), one of the primary “movers and shak-
ers” in the post-World War II economy [Boddy 
cites as his source: OECD (2003)]. Boddy notices 
that as recently as 2003, the OECD’s definition 
of knowledge economy excluded “both higher 
education and hospital-based activities, both of 
which are considered to represent knowledge-
intensive sectors in terms of both skills and the 
application of knowledge and outputs” (Boddy, 
2005, pp. 7). Further in his text Boddy specified: 
“OECD (2003) does not include education or 
health in knowledge-based services as such on the 
basis that data are not available for all countries. 
It does however; include education and health 
separately in its country tables of technology and 
knowledge-intensive industries- indicative of the 
importance of these two sectors in this context” 
(Boddy, 2005, pp. 16). The exclusion of higher 
education as well as health care from the category 
of knowledge-based industries by an organization 
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as influential and as “trend-setting” as OECD is 
very interesting from the point of view of the 
subject of this essay. Even more important are the 
reasons: “data are not available for all countries”. 
Depending on the kind of criteria accepted for the 
decision-making process, this may make perfect 
sense- or not (Boddy himself changed the selection 
criteria for his own report into which he included 
Higher Education and Hospital Activities on the 
grounds of “the availability of data for the UK” 
(Boddy, 2005, pp. 17).

The above paragraph supports the argument 
that:

a.  knowledge economy is presently a very 
important phenomenon; but it is still in its 
infancy;

b.  the concept of knowledge economy is quite 
“fluid”, its boundaries are “fuzzy”, and it is 
sometimes re-defined to suit the purpose of 
a particular agent (researcher, administrator, 
politician, etc.);

c.  institutions of production (creation), storage 
(preservation) and distribution (dissemina-
tion) of knowledge, e.g., institutions of 
higher education are not always included 
in the concept of knowledge economy. This 
may happen- as the case of the decision 
made by OECD shows- for reasons which 
are arbitrary and “bureaucratic” rather than 
theoretical, or conceptual. Yet, decisions like 
this may have a big impact on the theory of 
knowledge economy, and on the research 
in this area.

KNOWLEDGE

Thus far, neither knowledge management nor 
knowledge economy has turned out to be easy 
to define, to “pinpoint”. There are many “gray 
areas” in the definitions which mean that a cau-
tious treatment of both phenomena is advisable. 
But there is yet another difficulty in dealing with 

knowledge management and knowledge economy 
in a conceptual way. This difficulty is caused by 
the concept of knowledge, in particular, the dif-
ficulty with defining knowledge itself; a difficulty 
often acknowledged by authors who write about 
knowledge management and knowledge economy.

For the purpose of this essay, I have chosen to 
use one of the standard definitions of knowledge 
(unsurprisingly, there are many). According to 
this definition, knowledge is a “justified and 
true belief” (Quinton, 1972). This is a very basic 
and general definition, and as such, it is not very 
helpful in a detailed investigation. On the other 
hand, exactly because it is so general, this defini-
tion gives quite a clear image of how vast the area 
is denoted by the term “knowledge”. Moreover, 
while the authors of definitions of “knowledge 
management” and “knowledge economy” often 
notice the difference between knowledge and 
information (see, e.g., the definition of knowledge 
management quoted earlier in this essay) they 
rarely pay attention to the difference between 
knowledge and belief; unlike Anthony Quinton 
(1972) in his definition of knowledge and in the 
text from which this definition was quoted. There 
are, of course, other important problems related 
to this issue, like, for example, the problem of 
knowledge and certainty, the problem of truth 
and the like. They may all have substantial influ-
ence on issues within knowledge management 
and knowledge economy; sometimes without the 
experts in these areas even being aware of them. 
As interesting and important as these problems 
are, however, I will not focus on them here due 
to the lack of space.

Like democracy, the phenomenon of knowl-
edge has been an object of interest to scholars, 
especially philosophers, for a very long time- in 
western civilization at least since Ancient Greece. 
With time, especially after the Scientific Revolu-
tion, the problem of knowledge actually gained in 
importance to the point that epistemology (philo-
sophical theory of knowledge) eventually became 
the leading branch of philosophy. Knowledge is 
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also a very prominent subject of investigation in 
some other disciplines, like psychology, sociology 
and linguistics, to name but a few.

Such a wide range of disciplines investigating 
the problem of knowledge is due largely to the 
fact that knowledge is both a personal (private) as 
well as a societal (public) phenomenon; and that 
the two areas, far from being identical, overlap. 
Within personal knowledge, two types of knowl-
edge could be of interest here: self-knowledge 
(or, as John Locke called it, consciousness) and 
private knowledge (knowledge kept to oneself, 
not revealed to others). Again, these two areas 
partly overlap; there are also other types of per-
sonal knowledge, and they are all interconnected 
and stimulate each other. Likewise, the societal 
knowledge (part of which what was sometimes 
called the “collective consciousness”) is a tremen-
dously complex phenomenon. The dynamics of the 
relations between these two areas of knowledge, 
personal and societal, heavily influence most of 
the social, political and economic phenomena, and 
also individual human lives. In organized social 
structures, among others in business organizations, 
these two basic types of knowledge with all their 
complexities meet in dynamic interaction, some-
times to the point of dramatic clashes.

One of the foundations of the modern con-
cept of knowledge, and certainly the theoretical 
underpinning of modern science is the idea of 
democracy- understood in terms of the equality of 
human individuals qua humans- and the problem 
of personal (individual) knowledge. Ever since 
René Descartes, the “proper” method of scientific 
inquiry with its requirement of careful, thorough, 
rational verification assumes the equality of 
humans in this sense: it assumes the ability of 
every single human individual with a normally 
functioning brain to think rationally, and to be 
capable of learning to think according to certain 
rules, notably, the rules of logical reasoning, and 
to use this kind of thinking skillfully in a problem-
solving process. Once equipped with the right set 
of tools (the mastery of rational/logical thinking) 

an individual should also be able to follow and/
or to re-create the thinking of another human 
individual; a thinking which would be based on 
the same rules. This way, they can all participate 
in the process of creation, preservation, and dis-
semination of knowledge. Verifying the correct-
ness of the thought-process of other individuals 
engaged in the solving of the same problem al-
lows validation and acceptance of the results of 
the said process. This concept of “democracy of 
knowledge” purposefully excluded human emo-
tions and individual characteristics, and today it 
is largely outdated for this exact reason. However, 
the idea that every human individual (except for 
individuals with no cognitive functions of the brain 
and no motor functions of the body) is capable of 
some form of knowledge is widely accepted based 
on studies done by psychologists, physiologists, 
neuroscientists and other scholars.

As interesting as the problem of knowledge is, 
however, this essay is not devoted to the subject 
of knowledge (or scientific knowledge for that 
matter) per se; therefore, I will not develop it any 
further. The point I am making here by bringing 
the issue of knowledge to the Reader’s attention is 
that both knowledge management and knowledge 
economy in their present form can only apply to 
a very restricted area of the vast phenomenon 
called knowledge. This alone makes them both 
vulnerable to all kinds of criticism, unless they 
deal with a rather restricted field of human activi-
ties and use a very clear and narrow definition of 
knowledge. In this case, however, to define them 
as knowledge economy and knowledge manage-
ment would be rather presumptuous, wouldn’t it?

The problem of knowledge is obviously an 
important one; not only for the issue of knowl-
edge management (don’t we want to know what 
is to be managed?), but for humankind in gen-
eral. Knowledge is fundamental to humankind’s 
flourishing. Even this statement, however, could 
be questioned; some would say that only the right 
kind of knowledge is fundamental to humankind’s 
flourishing. Not all knowledge is equally valuable.
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Some philosophers (for instance, Plato, Fried-
rich Nietzsche, Roderick Chisholm, and others) 
claimed, explicitly or implicitly, that epistemol-
ogy could be reduced to ethics. The reasoning for 
this case can be presented in a very simplified 
way in the following manner. Truth is a value; 
generally speaking, truth is a “positive” value 
(“truth is good”)- this is an ethical judgment. If 
knowledge is about truth (if it is a “justified and 
true belief” as claims the definition quoted earlier), 
seeking knowledge means seeking, identifying, 
and promoting the good. If one continued this 
reasoning the next step would be to ask the ques-
tion: Does it mean, then, that knowledge economy 
and knowledge management are about seeking, 
identifying, and promoting the good? Does it mean, 
further, that knowledge economy and knowledge 
management belong to the field of ethics? Is this 
what their purpose is- to contribute to the moral 
betterment of humankind? They both belong in 
the field of business. Would it mean that spread-
ing ethics is the purpose of business? What is the 
purpose of business?

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE 
OF BUSINESS?

Richard Field wrote, “in my job as a university 
professor, the question sometimes arises in class 
discussions about the purpose of business. One 
usual answer is to make money, but I don’t think 
that is right” (Field, 2002). This quotation, it seems 
to me, encapsulates the core of the problem we 
are dealing with here. Is the purpose of business 
to make money? Or are there some values other 
than money which should be the fundamental goal 
of business? (I mean business in general, not the 
purpose one points to in answer to the question, 
“What is the purpose of your business?” An answer 
to this particular question should be corollary to the 
answer about the purpose of business in general).

Rakesh Khurana of Harvard Business School 
in Boston, Massachusetts and Herb Gintis of the 

Central European University in Budapest, Hun-
gary, present a view similar to the view of Richard 
Field of the University of Alberta, Canada, quoted 
earlier in the essay. They argue that- although a 
wide-spread view among the business students is 
that the purpose of business is to make money- this 
is not what the primary goal of business should be 
(Khurana & Gintis, 2008). Moreover, this is not 
what used to be the purpose of business, at least 
in business theory. They cite Joseph Wharton, the 
founder of The Wharton School at the University of 
Pennsylvania in Philadelphia. Wharton expected 
that those who graduate from the school will “aid 
in maintaining sound financial morality” (Khurana 
& Gintis, 2008, pp. 55). He founded his school 
in 1881. But, the authors continue, “over the last 
century, however, business schools have placed 
less emphasis on a socially driven objective” 
(Khurana & Gintis, 2008, pp. 55).

It seems there are many people today (I don’t 
want to say a “majority”), not only business school 
students, who think the purpose of business is to 
make money. Some people think this is the only 
purpose of business. And there are people (I don’t 
want to say a “minority”) who think that making 
money is not- or should not- be the only purpose 
of business; some even think that making money 
shouldn’t be the most important part of business. 
Who is right? Who is wrong? Whose view will 
prevail? Who of these people has or will have the 
power to make decisions in the area of knowledge 
management? Who makes and will make the deci-
sions in the knowledge economy and thus will be 
shaping the future of the global society?

Things are further complicated by the fact 
that often the same phrases are used to express 
quite different thoughts (this, of course, happens 
everywhere, not only in the world of business). 
Case in point: Lord John Browne, the Chief Ex-
ecutive Officer of British Petroleum said in his 
speech given at MIT in 2006: “I don’t think that a 
business which just generated money would be a 
very good business”. And further: “I believe that 
a good successful business is part of society, and 
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exists to meet society’s needs. That is the purpose 
of business at the highest level” (Browne, 2006). 
This sounds quite similar to the words spoken in 
1925 by Wallace B. Donham, the dean of Harvard 
Business School. According to Khurana & Gintis, 
“Donham noted that the world’s problems would 
not be solved through governmental or police 
intervention, but from within on a higher ethical 
plane” (Khurana & Gintis, 2008, pp. 55). The topic 
of Donhan’s speech was The Social Significance 
of Business. But Lord Browne- after making his 
statement about meeting society’s needs being the 
“purpose of business at the highest level”- pro-
ceeded in justifying BP’s project to build a pipeline 
to transport oil (and another one for natural gas) 
from Baku, Azerbaijan, through Iran and Turkey, 
and emphasizing the need of security (military 
security) related to this project. Would that be 
an action taken “from within on a higher ethical 
plane” like Donhan wanted a business action to 
be? For my part, I have some doubts.

I would like to remind the Reader that, as men-
tioned earlier in this essay, the powerful multina-
tional organization OECD excluded from its 2003 
definition of knowledge economy the sectors of 
health care and higher education. Let’s juxtapose 
this with the- rhetorical, I think- question asked by 
Khurana & Gintis (2008): “when business schools 
produce graduates who are unsure of the primary 
objective of business in society, how can society 
know exactly what role business schools play in 
the world?” (p. 54).

Now the problem I see here is this. OECD 
does not include higher education in knowledge 
economy. Business schools are part of the higher 
education system. Business schools are supposed 
to educate people for the knowledge economy- 
assuming, as I do, that knowledge economy will 
dominate the economy of the ICT-driven global 
society- but they are not part of this economy, 
according to OECD. Moreover, business schools 
“produce graduates who are unsure of the primary 
objective of business in society” (Khurana & 
Gintis, 2008, pp. 54). So now the graduates of 

business schools, “unsure of the primary objective 
of business in society” will make decisions about 
knowledge (i.e., about the production, storage, and 
distribution of knowledge in society). They will 
have to if they are to be active in the knowledge 
economy, and they will make these decisions- if 
it is true that knowledge economy is the economy 
of the future. What will they be guided by while 
making decisions? How will they manage knowl-
edge? What a mess (The Reader is most likely not 
surprised to know that Khurana & Gintis rejoice 
at the fact that “a few business schools have re-
turned to the socially constructive objectives set 
out by Joseph Wharton, Wallace Donham, and 
other founders of business education” (Khurana 
& Gintis, 2008, pp. 55). The objectives they have 
in mind are the ones cited earlier in this essay; the 
ones which focus on the ethical aspect of business.

So where are we at this point? The definitions of 
knowledge management and knowledge economy 
are not satisfactory enough; knowledge is such a 
vast issue that it can only be defined either very 
broadly or- if specified- with large parts of it left 
out; and there is no agreement as to what the 
purpose of business is. What about knowledge in 
society at large?

KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY VERSUS 
KNOWLEDGE SOCIETY: THE 
PROBLEM OF SHARING

Today, one almost takes it for granted that ICT is 
global. Therefore, the society of the ICT era can 
be rightly called the Global ICT-driven Society- a 
global society supported by a technology which 
is applied universally all over the world.

This new, global society is also often called 
the knowledge society (and its economy- the 
knowledge economy). The knowledge society is 
sometimes called the “knowledge and informa-
tion society” as well. Knowledge society will be 
understood here as “a society endowed with the 
ability and capacity to generate and capture new 
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knowledge and to access, absorb and use effec-
tively information and ICTs” (d’Orville, 2000).

At times, “knowledge society” and “knowledge 
economy” seem almost to be synonymous, but they 
are not. It does matter whether we use the term 
“knowledge society” or “knowledge economy”, 
even though sometimes it might be difficult to 
notice the difference between these two terms 
because at least since the time of Adam Smith 
and later Karl Marx there is a tendency to identify 
a society with its economy or- more precisely- 
with the society’s leading mode of production 
of wealth. Therefore, if knowledge becomes the 
leading mode of the production of wealth, it is 
no surprise that a society in which it happens is 
“naturally” called a knowledge society. Yet, it is 
important to see the difference in the meaning of 
these two terms.

The roots of this difference go back to what in 
Ancient Greece was perceived as the difference be-
tween episteme and techne; roughly the equivalent 
of theoretical and practical knowledge or- as Joel 
Mokyr calls it- the propositional knowledge and 
the prescriptive knowledge (Mokyr, 2002). One 
could call the propositional knowledge the “what” 
knowledge, and the prescriptive knowledge the 
“how” knowledge (it seems that scholars who are 
more interested in the theoretical, propositional 
knowledge are inclined to favor the idea of the 
knowledge society, whereas those involved with 
the prescriptive knowledge, favor the concept of 
knowledge economy).

It is worthwhile to ask whether it would be 
possible to build a bridge between knowledge 
society and knowledge economy; and if so, what 
kind of ethical problems could be solved that way. 
It seems to me that ICT could be helpful here, 
since ICT, the universal technology, is used for the 
advancement of both propositional and prescrip-
tive knowledge. Moreover, the presence of the 
communication component in ICT blurs the line 
somewhat between the technology understood as 
“the manipulation of nature for human material 
gain” (Mokyr, 2002, pp. 3) and human sciences. 

There seems to be, therefore, a hope that the 
new global society in which ICT plays a pivotal 
role can become a knowledge society based on 
knowledge economy.

Despite the relatively insignificant economic 
position of knowledge in the past, there has been 
a struggle over the ethics of the commoditization 
of knowledge throughout the history of western 
civilization ever since the famous controversy 
between Socrates and the Sophists. All that time- 
in theory, at least- the Socrates/Plato position, 
namely, that the production and distribution of 
knowledge should not be “polluted” with a market 
attitude (opposite of the “knowledge for sell” motto 
of the Sophists) seem to have been victorious in 
the West. Other civilizations generally supported 
similar views. The realm of ideas was supposed 
to be a common good, free for anyone bright 
enough, determined enough, brave enough, and 
patient enough to seek it. This accessibility of 
knowledge/ideas according to the above-listed 
criteria was supposed to even apply to some very 
lucky women and slaves. In other words, in the 
Socratic/Platonic theory, societal knowledge took 
precedence over personal knowledge. It had a 
higher value, including the ethical value, than the 
personal knowledge had. Plato makes it clear in 
the most famous part of his book The Republic, 
i.e., in the allegory of the den (or cave, depend-
ing on the translator’s choice of word) that an 
individual who possesses personal knowledge of 
the kind that could alter the societal knowledge 
has the moral duty to share this knowledge with 
his fellow humans, even if this would bring him 
in danger of his own demise.

Almost since its beginnings, ICT became 
the battleground between two approaches to 
knowledge which mirror the Socrates-Sophists 
controversy. One of them is to see knowledge 
as a commodity and an individual property; the 
other- to treat knowledge as collective/communal 
property which should be freely shared (i.e., with 
no restrictions of any kind). At present, it is hard 
to imagine that a compromise between these two 
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positions could be reached anytime soon or that 
it could be achieved easily. Intellectual property 
rights defendants are as fiercely convinced about 
the moral value of their position as are the shared 
knowledge advocates. In the context of this essay, 
the line between Socratic/Platonic “free knowl-
edge” and the Sophists’ “knowledge for sale” 
positions could be drawn- very imprecisely- in this 
way: at the present time, the concept of knowledge 
society fits in with the idea of shared knowledge, 
whereas the knowledge economy embraces the 
idea of knowledge as property and commodity.

A problem which could possibly tip the scale is 
the issue of the digital divide, and especially digital 
exclusion of certain segments of the global human 
population along economic, gender, geographic, 
racial and other lines. This is a problem addressed 
frequently by numerous authors. Digital exclusion 
is, among others, the result of the policy of denying 
certain groups in various societies, or even entire 
societies, access to societal/public knowledge. The 
arguments used by the critics of digital exclusion 
(some works of Richard Stallman, 2004; Helen 
Richardson, 2002; and, Andrzej Kocikowski, 1996 
would be a fitting example) usually express the 
general philosophy of the knowledge society as 
presented in this paper.

One should notice that digital exclusion plays 
a negative role in an ICT-driven global society 
whose economy is the knowledge economy as 
a whole; and it has a negative impact on the 
knowledge economy itself, if only by restrict-
ing the number of users, i.e., consumers of ICT. 
Admittedly, there is an inherent tension- some 
may even say- contradiction between the capital-
ist knowledge economy in its present form and 
actions leading to the eradication of the digital 
exclusion, but only if the accepted definition of 
the purpose of business is that the purpose of 
business is to make money. Otherwise, the societal 
benefits of the abolishment of the digital exclu-
sion are pretty obvious, including the economic 
benefits to the society as a whole. On the other 
hand, a strictly (business) organization-based, 

competition-focused approach to this problem not 
only will contribute to the strengthening of the 
digital divide and to the increase in the number 
of those discriminated by digital exclusion, but it 
will eventually have a negative impact (including 
an economically negative impact) on the global 
society. This said, one needs to add that the most 
obvious way to eradicate- or at least diminish- the 
digital exclusion, is through free and unrestricted 
access to societal knowledge the production, 
storage and distribution of which is today almost 
unimaginable without ICT.

Due to the dynamic changes taking place in 
the economy (as mentioned earlier, transition to 
knowledge economy is not a finished process yet), 
there are indicators- as shown by W. Chan Kim & 
Renée Mauborgne (2003) later in this essay- that 
the concept of shared knowledge will have to be 
adopted by the knowledge economy at least in 
the area of management, including knowledge 
management. This is a very interesting prospect; 
but it also means the emergence of hard-to-solve 
contradictions which the economic theory will 
have to deal with. In doing so, scholars will most 
likely have to reach to the fundamentals. Perhaps, 
even the theoretical foundation of the capitalist 
mode of production and the concept of capitalism 
itself will have to be re-examined and possibly 
modified.

Now let me share some thoughts on the ethics 
of the ICT-driven global society whose economy 
is the knowledge economy. Obviously, technology 
as well as knowledge can be used for ethical or 
unethical purposes. “Athena’s gifts were many: 
she gave King Cecrops the olive tree, but she also 
gave the city of Troy the wooden horse that led 
to its destruction” (Mokyr, 2002, pp. 297). In the 
case of ICT the importance of this ambivalence 
was acknowledged very early on, even before 
the power of the new technology could be truly 
appreciated. One of the creators of computer 
technology, Norbert Wiener, paid great attention 
to the ethical problems this technology might 
generate. He was also exceptionally interested 
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in the ethical aspect of science, his firm position 
being that science should serve the wellbeing of 
humankind. The following quotation indicates 
that he would also be a proponent of knowledge 
sharing. He wrote,

...we (Mexican physiologist Arturo Rosenblueth 
& Wiener) believed that the divisions between 
the sciences were convenient administrative lines 
for the apportionment of money and effort, which 
each working scientist should be willing to cross 
whenever his studies should appear to demand it. 
Science, we both felt, should be a collaborative 
effort (Wiener, 1956, p. 171).

Collaboration in a scientific endeavor without 
sharing knowledge is rather impossible. Today, 
scores of scholars examine ethical issues caused 
by and/or related to ICT, and ICT is now pretty 
much everywhere, and has an impact on everyone’s 
life, not being dealt with by any single profession 
exclusively. Therefore, the ethics of ICT (earlier 
known as computer ethics) becomes more and 
more the ethics of the ICT-driven global society; 
it cannot be treated as just one of the types of 
professional ethics.

Another phenomenon that needs to be ad-
dressed with regard to further development of 
global ICT ethics (especially in the area of the 
social status of knowledge) is the shift in the in-
terpretation of the definition of humans as social 
animals.

Throughout the history of western thought, 
several major changes occurred regarding this 
concept. When Aristotle brought it up while speak-
ing of humans as “political animals,” or when 
the Stoics, like Seneca, called humans “social 
animals” they did so mainly to emphasize that it 
is the presence of “the animal in us” that makes 
us social. Aristotle’s definition of a human being 
placed humans within the category of animals. 
Living in society, or as Nietzsche much later 
derogatively called it, in a herd, has been seen 
as our natural condition. A human being was 

regarded as a member of a society first (usually 
with a fixed place and role in it), and a unique 
individual second.

With time, however, and especially since 
Descartes, a reversal of this order gradually took 
place in western societies. It became almost a 
paragon of humanness to suppress this “natural 
condition” part of which were the “herd instinct” 
and “herd mentality”; instead, one was supposed to 
regard oneself as a (rational) individual apart from 
society and ideally above it. This way, humans 
could elevate themselves above nature- a desir-
able process from the point of view of the value 
hierarchy accepted in those days. Consequently, 
the problem of the individual self and of one’s own 
identity as an individual became of great interest 
to scholars and ordinary people alike.

However, when later philosophers, sociologists, 
and other scholars from George Herbert Mead and 
John Dewey (1960) through Peter Berger (1967) to 
Alasdair MacIntyre examined this problem, they 
concluded that it is indeed the social character of 
human nature that makes us truly human- if we 
define humans as rational beings. In their view, 
human rationality was not featuring which at-
tested individual’s uniqueness but rather the social 
character of human beings. In the words of G. H. 
Mead (1934), “minds and selves are essentially 
social products, products or phenomena of the 
social side of human experience” (p. 1). According 
to MacIntyre, the acknowledgement and cultiva-
tion of the social character of human nature is 
necessary for humans to flourish as humans (Ma-
cIntyre, 2002). He further writes: “for we cannot 
have a practically adequate understanding of our 
own good, of our own flourishing, apart from and 
independently of the flourishing of that whole set 
of social relationships in which we have found our 
place” (MacIntyre, 2002, pp. 107-108).

As a result, we seem to have arrived at some sort 
of synthesis because at present neither MacIntyre 
nor any other serious scholar who accepts the defi-
nition of humans as “social animals” would negate 
the individuality of each human being. To be fully 
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human today means to flourish as an individual 
within human society; and to be not only a member 
of this society but to define oneself as such.

There are several other unsolved problems 
which would need to be dealt with from the perspec-
tive of both knowledge economy and knowledge 
management like, e.g., the problem of freedom- 
freedom of information, freedom of speech, even 
freedom of thought. The problem of freedom is 
closely related to the issue of intellectual property. 
Therefore, it has been raised for some time by 
scholars in the area of computer/ICT ethics. On 
the surface, the guarantees for freedom as worked 
out within the democratic societies organized in 
nation-states with capitalist free market economy 
remain undisturbed. But the very nature of knowl-
edge economy as it is perceived today has to put 
the various kinds of freedom under scrutiny and 
make them questionable at best, and possibly even 
in danger of being suppressed. The commoditiza-
tion of knowledge, if it becomes total, would also 
mean the commoditization of thought. A commodity 
is by definition not there to be shared freely- it is 
there to be traded for a profit. Therefore, as was so 
often in the past, freedom could once again become 
a luxury only attainable to few individuals, if any; 
but this time it would be because only a few could 
afford it. This would also mean that democracy in 
its present form would lose its credibility. All this 
could happen, but it does not mean that it will; 
it does not need to happen. Among other things, 
making ethics a foundation of knowledge economy 
is of the important conditions for protecting both 
freedom and democracy.

KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY AND 
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
IN THE DEMOCRATIC ICT-
DRIVEN GLOBAL SOCIETY

Obviously, it is impossible to exhaust the issue of 
the knowledge management and democracy in a 
short essay. It is even hard to present it adequately. 

Nevertheless, I hope the information I presented 
to the Reader shows that the task of preparing 
the global society for the transition to knowledge 
economy with a proper knowledge management is 
enormous, and that the business world at large is 
not yet ready to make this transition successfully.

As pointed out by one of the most prominent 
contemporary American ethicists, Alasdair Ma-
cIntyre, in the history of Western moral philosophy 
“from Plato to [George Edward] Moore and since” 
very little attention has been paid to the problem 
of “human vulnerability and affliction and to the 
connections between them and our dependence 
on others” (MacIntyre, 2002, pp. 1). At present, 
the structure and management of the majority 
of business enterprises still follows the theories 
(scientific and philosophical) created as a result 
of the scientific revolution and reinforced by the 
technological revolution. Consequently, the situa-
tion as characterized by MacIntyre didn’t change 
much. Nevertheless, many of these theories need 
to be revised and the relations between them rear-
ranged. ICT and globalization not only brought 
this process in motion; they also contributed to 
its acceleration. In the knowledge economy, these 
changes will have to be acknowledged. They will 
also have to be adopted in practice, which means, 
among others, in knowledge management.

In business circles, there seems to be a growth 
in awareness of the necessity to revise the old ap-
proaches to business which is based on outdated 
theories; an article by W. Chan Kim & Renée 
Mauborgne (2003) may serve to support this 
statement. I wrote earlier in this essay (in the 
part about knowledge) that the modern concepts 
of knowledge (science, in particular) as well as 
democracy rest on the view that human beings 
are first and foremost rational individuals. This 
view was so strong that one of the most prominent 
philosophers of the 20th century, Karl Popper (in 
Miller, 1985), made the rationality principle into 
one of the fundamental principles of scientific 
inquiry. The influence of his views is visible in 
what Kim & Mauborgne (2003) write about the 
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business world: “for the purposes of their theories, 
economists assume that people are maximizers of 
utility, driven mainly by rational calculations” 
(p. 3-4) of their own self-interest. That assump-
tion has migrated into much of the management 
theory and practice. It has, for instance, become 
embedded in the tools managers traditionally use 
to control and motivate employees’ behavior- from 
incentive systems to organizational structures” 
(Kim & Mauborgne, 2003, pp. 3-4). The authors 
proceeded to present some cases which substan-
tiated the claim that this approach is not only 
outdated but even harmful to management in the 
knowledge economy. Kim & Mauborgne (2003) 
do not “blame” Karl Popper for the present-day 
problems in management. Rather, they focus on 
Frederick Winslow Taylor (1911), who about a 
century ago created the concept of scientific man-
agement. Yet Taylor’s views were firmly rooted in 
the modern (i.e., post-scientific revolution) theory 
of knowledge. Problem is, that in Taylor’s inter-
pretation, the rationality of a human being became 
the only characteristic that mattered (Taylor was 
by no means an exception; these views were wide 
spread). Moreover, Taylor followed in his theory 
the procedures of scientific inquiry with its clean 
cut “yes-no” answers (in Popper’s terminology, 
the falsification-verification procedure). He also 
perceived productivity as an outcome of rational 
procedures which assigned each individual a 
precise, rather restricted role in the production 
process. Remembering this helps to understand 
why Taylor’s “scientific management” promoted 
autocracy not democracy in the workplace.

“Scientific management” with its authocratic 
style relies, as Kim & Mauborgne (2003) point 
out, on the idea of “distributive justice”. Yet, the 
factors which are necessary for an enterprise to 
thrive in knowledge economy and in knowledge 
management are “procedural justice” (or “fair 
process”, as the authors call it), democratic ap-
proach to management (“voluntary cooperation”), 
and appreciation of all types of human intelligence 
(see Gardner, 1999) as well as all the knowledge 

an individual- no matter what his/her job descrip-
tion- brings to the table. Needless to say his type 
of management is hard, if not impossible, to en-
vision in a situation where strict rules regarding 
intellectual property are observed. On the other 
hand, the principle of knowledge sharing is very 
advantageous to knowledge management based 
on the principles described above. Seen in this 
light, knowledge sharing seems to be the winning 
approach to the problem of ownership of ideas in 
the knowledge economy. Here, the other views of 
the human being which was mentioned earlier in 
this text needs to be remembered, the view that 
humans are social animals. In light of this view, 
willing readiness to share (in this case, to share 
knowledge) is regarded as part of the human 
nature. The problem, of course, remains whether 
it is in the best interest of the flourishing global 
society to follow the human nature, or rather to 
overcome and subdue it.

CONCLUSION

In the ICT-driven global society of today, 
knowledge management, like ICT, can be used 
to benefit the humankind collectively as well as 
the individual human being; or it can be used to 
benefit a select group of individuals while a large 
part or even the majority of the global population 
might not benefit from it at all. In the worst-case 
scenario, knowledge management could even have 
a harmful effect on a large segment of humanity. 
Much depends on which ethical and social values 
would be accepted by those who set the rules for 
knowledge management and by those who prac-
tice it, and how these values would be respected.

At present, the problem is further complicated 
by the fact that there seem to be no real agree-
ment as to what is actually beneficial and what 
is harmful to humans (beyond the obvious like 
the claim that to live is beneficial while to die 
is not; but even this is debatable in some cases). 
Being fully aware of this difficulty, I adopted 
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the concept of a “flourishing society” based on 
“flourishing ethics” proposed independently by 
two philosophers, Alasdair MacIntyre (2002) and 
Terrell Bynum (2006). Keeping in mind Alasdair 
MacIntyre’s reflection on some of the basic flaws 
in the most influential theories within the western 
moral philosophy of the past, it seems to me that 
one of the fundamental moral rules should be the 
flourishing (both in MacIntyre’s and Bynum’s 
sense) of every human individual. And further, as 
MacIntyre writes, “for a human being to flourish 
unqualifiedly qua human being, it is her or his life 
as a whole that must flourish (…)” (MacIntyre, 
2002, pp. 113) remembering that humans are 
“social animals” will help to see that individuals 
can truly flourish in a flourishing society.

This concept of flourishing does not contradict 
Kant’s stipulation that a human should always be 
the goal, never a mere means, or Wiener’s appeal 
for the human use of human beings; but it adds 
a new dimension to them. The human flourish-
ing, perceived as the fullest development of the 
human potential towards the Good can actually 
stop being a utopia, and it can become a realistic 
goal for the global society.

The “flourishing ethics” is still not a fully 
satisfactory solution to all of the above-described 
problems, and it is still being worked on and 
refined, but it seems to me that there won’t be 
anything better for some time to come; and pos-
sibly not for as long as the humankind (global 
society) will be composed of unique individuals 
because the human uniqueness dictates the diver-
sity of goals, values, and actions. From my point 
of view, the uniqueness of each human being is 
definitely a positive value; one of the values which 
should- no, must- be preserved if there is to be 
a humankind. If this causes a disagreement as to 
what is harmful and what is beneficial to humans 
so be it, as long as humans know how to resolve 
their differences through a democratic process and 
according to the best of their knowledge (again, 
the importance of knowledge).

Moreover, the concept of human flourishing 
does not need to be in conflict with knowledge 
economy. Even if “useful knowledge” (Mokyr, 
2002) is the backbone of knowledge economy, 
other types of knowledge and other human activi-
ties that contribute to human flourishing will also 
play a vital role in knowledge economy if they 
are to contribute to the greater productivity of 
the minds engaged in the production, trade, and 
application of knowledge. With the assistance of 
ICT, humans can accomplish this. What is now 
needed most is for knowledge economy to gear up 
for the pursuit of this goal. In the global society in 
which knowledge has the leading economic role 
and value, every human mind should be regarded 
as a potential source of economic growth, and 
it can contribute to the flourishing of humans. 
Therefore, every human being should have the 
opportunity and the conditions to develop his/
her mind’s potential to the fullest. This should be 
one of the most important tasks for knowledge 
management.

The task for moral philosophers would be 
to see to it that the goal towards which humans 
would want to develop their minds would be the 
wellbeing of the global society in which every 
individual could live in conditions of freedom, 
equality, and democracy. This is a very important 
point considering the fact that the two dominant 
positions, or cultures as some call it (Costa, Prior 
& Rogerson, 2008), in the world today are col-
lectivism and individualism. More often than not 
they are regarded as antagonistic towards each 
other and mutually excluding. This would mean 
that the simultaneous occurrence and comparable 
strength of both of them would turn the global 
society into a deeply divided one. It would, there-
fore, mean also that the flourishing of humankind 
the way McIntyre and Bynum have envisioned it 
would be all but impossible. However, it needs 
not be so. The solution lays likely in the dialectic 
approach to this duality which would permit reach-
ing a synthesis of individualism and collectivism 
through the process of changes. In order to make 
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this process a successful one, i.e., to achieve a 
desirable result of a flourishing global, ICT-driven 
knowledge society, (which economy would be 
the knowledge economy) one would have to set 
the goal for a global effort; for purposeful actions 
towards the creation of the kind of society I men-
tioned above: a society in which every individual 
could live in conditions of freedom, equality, 
and democracy. Instead of treating collectivism 
and individualism as perennial antagonists, and 
the relationship between them as combative and 
aimed at the destruction of the other, humankind 
could follow the thought expressed by the Ger-
man philosopher Karl Jaspers in his acceptance 
speech after receiving the Peace Prize from the 
German Book Trade he was awarded in 1958. 
Jaspers said: “a violent struggle gets extinguished 
in communication. The result is a collective truth, 
instead of superiority in victory” (Jaspers, 1958, 
pp. 10, my translation from German).

I believe the economy of the global society 
will increasingly be a knowledge economy. I also 
believe that the importance of knowledge manage-
ment will increase not only in the business sector of 
society but in society at large. This essay was sup-
posed to demonstrate, among other things, that the 
future character of the global society will depend 
very much on which direction both knowledge 
management and knowledge economy takes. My 
hope is that the new global society will become a 
knowledge society in the sense described earlier in 
this text; and that the economy of this society, the 
knowledge economy, will support the flourishing 
of knowledge society and all individuals in it. It 
will be based on principles of democracy aiming 
at the flourishing of all humans.

Right now there is still time to make crucial 
decisions about the direction the knowledge 
economy should take and to find the determination 
to execute them. One of the most important among 
these decisions will be the decision regarding the 
value of democracy for the ICT-driven global 
society whose economy will be the knowledge 

economy and whose knowledge management will 
be competent and skillful.

Should the value of democracy be determined 
as low then knowledge economy and knowledge 
management would become a very powerful tool 
for destroying democracy. If the value of democ-
racy turns out to be high, then it seems to me that 
there will have to be some very serious work 
done before compatibility between knowledge 
economy (and within it knowledge management) 
and democracy as well as between individualism 
and collectivism in the ICT-driven global society 
could be achieved. It would be worth the trouble, 
though. As Plato claimed, “in the world of knowl-
edge the idea of good appears last of all” (Plato, 
1986, pp. 257), but it does appear nevertheless.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Democracy: A state of society characterized 
by formal equality of rights and privileges.

Knowledge: A non-linear commodity that 
needs to be managed. Therefore, involves three key 
processes, namely production (creation), storage 
(preservation) and distribution (dissemination).

Knowledge Economy: Economy based on 
creating, evaluating, and trading knowledge.

Knowledge Management: Integrated, sys-
tematic process for identifying, collecting, stor-
ing, retrieving, and transforming information and 
knowledge assets (including previously unarticu-
lated expertise and experience held by individuals) 
into knowledge that is readily accessible in order 
to improve the performance of the organization.

Knowledge Sharing: Willing readiness to 
share (in this case, to share knowledge) as a com-
ponent of the human nature, in order to promote 
a flourishing global knowledge society.
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Knowledge Society: A society endowed with 
the ability and capacity to generate and capture 
new knowledge and to access, absorb and use 
effectively information and ICTs.

This work was previously published in Ethical Issues and Social Dilemmas in Knowledge Management: Organizational In-
novation, edited by Goncalo Jorge Morais da Costa, pp. 28-44, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint 
of IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT

Knowledge management strives for effective cap-
ture and application of organizational knowledge, 
a resource imperative in sustaining organizations. 
To better achieve knowledge management initia-
tives, examination of factors influencing adoption 
and usage of knowledge management systems 
(KMS) are of great interest. Implementation of 
technological solutions considered organizational 
innovation is subject to potential problems of 
resistance, implying analysis of social factors 
equally important to technological factors. With 
Innovation Diffusion Theory as a foundation, this 
research examines factors influencing adoption 
and usage of KMS. The model is extended to 

include Reciprocity Expectation, an important fac-
tor affecting knowledge management processes. 
Results indicate that some factors are important in 
determining adoption while others are important 
for continued usage. This research emphasizes 
careful consideration and re-evaluation of both 
social and technological factors throughout all 
stages of technology implementation; more 
specifically, Reciprocity Expectation may be an 
important factor affecting length of adoption, 
but insignificant in determining continued usage.

INTRODUCTION

The latest trend in technology involves systems and 
applications encompassing higher levels of social 
interaction and collaboration. With globalization 
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of organizations also gaining in popularity, the 
ability to work more effectively and efficiently 
with the aid of technology provides considerable 
benefit including quick and easy access to infor-
mation at any time and any place. Even before 
information technology became prevalent in the 
work environment, organizations were faced with 
an on-going challenge to balance management 
of a variety of resources including both physical 
resources and human resources. Today’s organi-
zations are faced with the additional obstacle of 
managing technological resources.

As organizations strive to maximize resource 
acquisition and utilization, one of the most valu-
able resources is intellectual capital, comprised 
of organizational knowledge residing in either 
individuals or in collective actions of a group. The 
importance of intellectual capital has motivated 
the field of knowledge management, which has in 
turn facilitated development of a wide variety of 
knowledge management systems (KMS). While 
the content of a KMS is the knowledge itself, 
an overall KMS also includes processes, goals, 
strategies and culture (King, 2007). KMS provide 
a technological solution to support processes 
of knowledge capture and knowledge applica-
tion. Nonetheless, the human component and 
subsequent social aspects are also important to 
successful knowledge management.

Despite development of systems allowing for 
increased capabilities to support organizational 
knowledge processes, adoption of KMS remains 
enigmatic (Wagner & Bolloju, 2005). Even 
when KMS are in place, studies show that the 
majority of knowledge relevant to an organiza-
tion is not represented in systems (Frappaolo & 
Capshaw, 1999). With capture of organizational 
knowledge continuing to be a problem for cur-
rent KMS, new solutions need to be analyzed 
(Wagner, 2006). While the stream of research on 
adoption of IS is extensive, newer technologies 
facilitating collaborative processes are in need of 
further examination. Furthermore, collaboration 
is imperative to successful KMS utilization, war-

ranting specialized technologies of great interest. 
The aim of this research is to examine both social 
and technological factors affecting adoption and 
usage of KMS. We seek to investigate the impor-
tance of social factors compared to technological 
factors and the possible difference among these 
factors impacting length of adoption compared 
to extensiveness of usage. The model proposed 
by this research is based on Innovation Diffusion 
Theory (IDT) (Moore & Benbasat, 1991), and is 
comprised of independent variables measuring 
social factors (Voluntariness, Visibility, Image) 
and technological factors (Ease of Use, Trialabil-
ity, Relative Advantage, Result Demonstrability), 
with dependent variables of Adoption and Usage. 
In order to focus on processes more specific to 
knowledge management, the model is extended to 
include another socially influenced independent 
variable, Reciprocity Expectation. As KMS users 
need to both contribute and acquire knowledge 
from other users, perceptions of Reciprocity 
Expectation may provide further insight into the 
specific case of KMS adoption and usage.

Conceptual Framework

When viewed as intellectual capital, knowledge is 
a crucial element of today’s organizations. A recent 
study found that four factors influenced short-term 
alignment: shared domain knowledge, IT imple-
mentation success, communication between IT and 
business executives, and connections between IT 
and business planning (Reich & Benbasat, 2000). 
Of these factors, only one was found to influence 
long-term alignment: shared domain knowledge. 
A direct, positive relationship exists between 
communication and knowledge sharing (Joshi, 
Sarker, & Sarker, 2007). Creating an environment 
allowing members of the organization to engage 
in various forms of communicating, socializing 
and collaboration may foster increased knowledge 
sharing. Subsequently, an improved knowledge 
sharing environment may be characterized by 
increased perceptions of Reciprocity Expectation. 
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The resulting collaboration can provide benefits 
in the form of deeper resource pools, a variety 
of domain knowledge, and multiple viewpoints 
(Mohtashami, Marlowe, Kirova, & Deek, 2006).

Knowledge management is a key initiative in 
organizations seeking to harness knowledge as 
a resource for sustained competitive advantage 
(Kankanhalli, Tan, & Wei, 2005). An important 
element required for achieving effective knowl-
edge management comes in the form of a KMS, 
a technological solution to support the knowledge 
processes of creation, storage/retrieval, sharing/
transfer and application. While the content of a 
KMS is the knowledge itself, an overall KMS also 
includes processes, goals, strategies and culture 
(King, 2007). Thus, although KMS can provide 
great benefits, the technological aspects should not 
be over emphasized while neglecting the social 
aspects (Butler, 2003).

While legacy systems can still be used ef-
fectively, today’s organizations often seek new 
technologies to resolve issues in knowledge 
management. The specific case of technologi-
cal innovation involves advances in computing 
capability consisting not only of a technological 
component, but also potentially new business 
processes and organizational structure (Lyytinen & 
Rose, 2003). Advances in technology have fostered 
new approaches to knowledge management in the 
form of web-based collaborative technologies sup-
porting environments of social computing. Wiki 
technology is an example of an emerging trend 
providing an effective knowledge management 
system with benefits of improved communication 
and collaboration, work processes, and knowledge 
sharing. Regardless of technological platform, the 
introduction of a new system can produce waver-
ing results depending on the overall approach of 
the implementation.

Two of the most commonly used models in 
prior research (Compeau, Meister, & Higgins, 
2007; Straub & Burton-Jones, 2007) of technology 
adoption and implementation are Davis’ Technol-
ogy Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis, 1989) and 

Moore and Benbasat’s model of Innovation Dif-
fusion Theory (IDT) (Moore & Benbasat, 1991). 
Studies incorporating TAM are quite numerous 
with many proving TAM’s predictive validity in 
IS use contexts (Lee, Kozar, & Larsen, 2003; Ven-
katesh, Davis, & Morris, 2007). However, there is 
debate within the IS field as to whether the use of 
TAM has been exhausted, and that broadening and 
deepening the research through development of 
more context-specific models with greater richness 
is needed. Although TAM does include an element 
of user behavior, the model ignores social factors 
and the model is often criticized for focusing on 
the intention to use as opposed to actual usage. 
TAM, as well as other models based on intention, 
is more effective for situations prior to adoption, 
serving as a tool to help predict whether a technol-
ogy may or may not be adopted by users (Davis, 
Bagozzi, & Warshaw, 1989; Straub, Limayem, & 
Karahanna, 1995; Venkatesh, Brown, Maruping, 
& Bala, 2008).

Competing models of TAM are often ap-
proached with the view that introducing a new 
technology constitutes an organizational innova-
tion. Early research on innovation was developed 
by Rogers (1962). Diffusion of Innovation Theory 
(Rogers, 1962) focused on organizational innova-
tion in general as opposed to technological innova-
tion. More recent work involves the development 
of Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT) (Moore & 
Benbasat, 1991). IDT has been shown to be an 
effective model in numerous settings (Compeau 
et al., 2007). An important difference between 
Rogers’ theory and the model developed by Moore 
and Benbasat is the level of analysis. Rogers’ at-
tributes of innovation adoption are defined such 
that the focus in on the innovation itself. Moore 
and Benbasat transformed the original definitions 
to describe the behavior of using the innovation, 
and labeled the behaviors “Perceived Character-
istics of Innovating (PCI)”.

IDT places some focus on technological as-
pects, and incorporates user behaviors and social 
factors associated with a technology. However, the 
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way the dependent variable is defined and opera-
tionalized varies among studies. Some published 
works continue to focus on behavioral intention 
(Agarwal & Prasad, 1997; Karahanna, Straub Jr., 
& Chervany, 1999) while others focus on actual 
usage (Agarwal & Prasad, 1997; Compeau & 
Higgins, 1995; Igbaria, Pavri, & Huff, 1989; 
Limayem & Hirt, 2003; Venkatesh et al., 2008). 
Measuring actual usage in subjective (duration, 
frequency, intensity) or objective (system logs) 
terms may provide more explanatory power than 
measurements based on intention to use a technol-
ogy (Limayem & Hirt, 2003; Limayem, Hirt, & 
Cheung, 2007; Plouffe, Hulland, & Vandenbosch, 
2001; Venkatesh et al., 2008). Studies of IDT 
focusing on adoption tend to simply target either 
adopters or non-adopters for evaluation (Lu, Quan, 
& Cao, 2009) or model adoption as a dichotomous 
variable (Cooper & Zmud, 1990), thus ignoring a 
variable level of adoption. Improved measures of 
the dependent variables may enhance the model.

Although several studies involving technology 
innovation acceptance have provided empirical 
evidence supporting the influence of various 
factors, examples of ineffective implementation 
still exist (Alavi & Leidner, 2001; Bansler & 
Havn, 2003; Butler, 2003; Wagner & Bolloju, 
2005). More specifically, adoption of KMS re-
mains enigmatic due to problems associated 
with acquiring and sharing knowledge (Wagner 
& Bolloju, 2005). One problem with successful 
KMS utilization can be described as the knowledge 
acquisition bottleneck. Although knowledge may 
be acquired, the knowledge cannot be shared or 
applied until it is stored in a system that supports 
channeling the knowledge to other organizational 
members. Another potential problem is related to 
the inter-organizational balance of power. Resis-
tance to technology implementation may occur if 
users perceive that utilization of the system may 
result in a loss of power (Armistead & Meakins, 
2007; Markus, 1983). This research proposes a 
new model expanding IDT to include a construct 
motivated by the increasing level of social interac-

tion involved in knowledge processes. Reciprocity 
Expectation reflects user’s perceptions of how 
the social environment affects technology usage 
by examining the degree to which contributing 
knowledge will result in the reciprocal action of 
receiving knowledge. Therefore, as behavior of 
users engaging in knowledge processes involves 
additional social complexity, extending the IDT 
model may provide a more thorough understand-
ing of KMS adoption and usage.

Research Model

Technology implementation is a multi-stage pro-
cess beginning with the organization’s decision to 
adopt and evolving from initial implementation 
to widespread acceptance and diffusion of the 
technology. This project involves analysis of only 
a portion of the extensive process. It is assumed 
that the technology has been implemented by 
the organization and users are at some level of 
adoption and usage. The adoption stage may vary 
from early adoption to later stages of adoption. 
Furthermore, as the scenarios of the respondents 
vary, the specific factors of Voluntariness and Trial-
ability are assumed to vary. Use of the technology 
may be either voluntary or mandatory and the 
technology may or may not allow for trialability. 
Results will indicate the user’s perceptions of 
these factors as opposed to any organizational or 
technological mandate.

The research model is depicted in Figure 1. 
This study encompasses a wide range of respon-
dents employed in a variety of organizations and 
engaged in technology usage at various stages of 
adoption. As pre-adoption stages are not the focus 
of the study, measuring behavioral intentions to 
adopt or use the technology are inappropriate. 
Therefore, the dependent variable is measured 
according to both adoption level and subjective 
measures of usage level. Adoption is measured 
as length of individual adoption indicating the 
approximate stage in which the respondent is 
engaged. Although subjective or self-reported 
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usage measures are often criticized as potentially 
inaccurate measures of actual usage, this issue can 
be improved by incorporating multiple dimensions 
of usage (Igbaria et al., 1989), allowing for a richer 
assessment of the extent of usage. Therefore, us-
age is operationalized by measuring the construct 
along four dimensions: frequency, total number 
of tasks, total number of systems utilized, and 
level of expertise.

The factors influencing adoption and usage 
are categorized as either social factors or techno-
logical factors. Social factors reflect characteris-
tics of the individual or situations of social influ-
ence from others. Technological factors are more 
direct indicators of characteristics of the technol-
ogy or outcomes of the technology.

Social Factors

Voluntariness is defined as the degree to which 
use of the KMS is perceived as being voluntary 
(Moore & Benbasat, 1991). Adoption is not always 
a choice for the user as organizations mandate 
use of a technology in some instances. If use of 
the system is not mandated by the organization, 
Voluntariness may be viewed as a form of social 
influence through compliance processes (Ban-
dyopadhyay & Fraccastoro, 2007; Karahanna et 
al., 1999). Perceptions of Voluntariness also vary 
over time. A study focusing on World Wide Web 
usage indicated that Voluntariness was a factor in 
the early stages of usage, however insignificant 
regarding intentions of future usage (Agarwal 
& Prasad, 1997). This contradicted findings by 
Karahanna et al. that potential adopters perceived 
initial use as voluntary, but continued use as 
more mandatory (Karahanna et al., 1999). The 
longitudinal study focusing on pre-adoption and 
post-adoption beliefs found that although the 
organizational level decision to initially adopt a 
technology was not an important factor, continued 
use may be influenced by social norms, with users 
being pressured not to abandon the technology, 
thus perceptions were different depending on the 
adoption stage.

H1: The perceived voluntariness of the KMS will 
be positively related to both (a) adoption and 
(b) usage.

Visibility is defined as the degree to which 
using the KMS is visible within the organization 
(Moore & Benbasat, 1991). Visibility refers to 
the ability to see other’s use of the technology. 
Observation of other’s use can influence a greater 
sense of usability (Compeau & Higgins, 1995). 
Visibility may also be viewed as a normative pres-
sure from peers being most influential in the early 
stages of adoption when users may tend to comply 
with others’ views (Venkatesh & Morris, 2000). 
In situations where use of the technology is not 

Figure 1. Research model
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mandatory, Visibility may serve as a mechanism 
to motivate users to adopt in order to achieve a 
sense of belonging.

H2: The perceived visibility of the KMS will be 
positively related to both (a) adoption and 
(b) usage.

Image is defined as the degree to which the 
use of the KMS enhances one’s image or status 
within the organization (Moore & Benbasat, 
1991). While Image is most often associated 
with organizational identity, a user’s image also 
plays an important role. Perceptions of Image 
incorporate into the model an aspect of social 
influence. Drawing on Image, subjective norms 
and social factors, social influence is an important 
construct in the UTAUT model (Venkatesh, Mor-
ris, Davis, & Davis, 2003). Users may be more 
willing to share or contribute knowledge when 
they feel that it will strengthen their image. Im-
age can be of particular importance as users gain 
experience, meanwhile placing lesser emphasis 
on factors such as usefulness, ease-of-use and 
result demonstrability (Karahanna et al., 1999).

H3: A user’s perceived image will be positively 
related to both (a) adoption and (b) usage.

Defined as the degree to which use of the KMS 
for knowledge contribution will lead to future 
requests for knowledge being met, Reciprocity 
Expectation is an important construct from Social 
Capital Theory. Consideration of Social Capital 
Theory research may help to explain how group 
characteristics, norms, and trust may influence 
knowledge sharing and collaboration. With knowl-
edge sharing, users may experience reciprocal 
benefits, whereby contributing knowledge may 
lead to receiving knowledge from others when 
requested (Kankanhalli et al., 2005). Reciproc-
ity Expectation has also been found to positively 
influence attitude toward knowledge sharing 
(Bock, Zmud, Kim, & Lee, 2005), knowledge 

contribution to electronic knowledge repositories 
(Kankanhalli et al., 2005) and electronic networks 
of practice (Wasko & Faraj, 2005).

H4: A user’s perceived reciprocity expectation 
will be positively related to both (a) adoption 
and (b) usage.

Technological Factors

As a component of both TAM and IDT, Ease 
of Use is extensively researched and continues 
to prove to be a relevant factor. Ease of Use is 
defined as the degree to which the KMS is easy 
to learn and use (Moore & Benbasat, 1991). In 
a meta-analysis of TAM research, replications 
of the model reported Ease of Use as having a 
significant impact on word processors, graphics, 
spreadsheets, e-mail, voice mail, text editors and 
GDSS (Lee et al., 2003). Substantial empirical 
evidence of the importance of Ease of Use as a 
component of IDT also exists (Compeau et al., 
2007). Perceived lack of Ease of Use can pres-
ent a considerable obstacle to technology adop-
tion and usage. If using a technology requires a 
tremendous effort on the part of the user, usage 
will be seriously affected, and in fact, adoption 
may not occur at all.

H5: The perceived ease of use of the KMS will 
be positively related to both (a) adoption 
and (b) usage.

Trialability is defined as the degree to which it is 
possible to try using the KMS (Moore & Benbasat, 
1991). A certain degree of Trialability also exists 
in the presence of others’ use of a technology as 
users are able to experiment with the technology 
vicariously (Compeau et al., 2007). Trialability 
may be more important for early adopters as the 
ability to try the technology will decrease levels of 
uncertainty. However, as users gain experience, the 
importance of Trialability will most likely decline.
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H6: The perceived trialability of the KMS will 
be positively related to both (a) adoption 
and (b) usage.

Relative Advantage is defined as the degree to 
which using the KMS is perceived as being better 
than using its predecessor (Moore & Benbasat, 
1991). Rogers conceptualization of Relative 
Advantage is very similar to the perceived use-
fulness construct from TAM (Moore & Benbasat, 
1991), however the idea differs in that it refers 
to a predecessor. Relative Advantage can often 
take on a variety of dimensions depending on 
the environment and technology studied. For 
instance, in a study involving adoption of new 
computing architectures, Relative Advantage 
was considered a combination of better software 
quality, lower costs, better acceptance, and more 
backward compatibility (Bajaj, 2000). Compared 
to proprietary operating systems, the open source 
software Linux was perceived as having increased 
Relative Advantage in terms of cost and reliability 
(Dedrick & West, 2004).

H7: The perceived relative advantage of the 
KMS will be positively related to both (a) 
adoption and (b) usage.

Result Demonstrability is defined as the de-
gree to which the results of using the KMS are 
observable to others (Moore & Benbasat, 1991). 
In a study comparing pre- and post-adoption be-
liefs pertaining to the Windows operating system, 
Result Demonstrability and Image were the only 
important factors prior to adoption (Karahanna et 
al., 1999). Agarwal and Prasad (1997) also found 
Result Demonstrability to be an important factor 
in World Wide Web adoption; however, contrary 
to Karahanna et al.’s findings, the effect was 
significant for intentions of future use as opposed 
to initial use.

H8: The perceived result demonstrability of the 
KMS will be positively related to both (a) 
adoption and (b) usage.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The theoretical population for the study comprises 
of any and all employees of business organizations. 
The study population involves individuals engaging 
in usage of knowledge management systems in an 
organizational setting. A wide range of respondents 
were desired representing various types and sizes 
of organizations as well as various types of knowl-
edge management systems. E-mails and postings 
to various on-line groups, such as LinkedIn groups 
and Yahoo! Groups, were used to invite potential 
respondents to participate in the survey. Within the 
websites utilized, a keyword search was performed 
to find groups that may consist of members using 
KMS. The majority of groups targeted exhibited an 
interest in knowledge management or collaborative 
technologies. Just a few examples of the groups 
invited to take the survey include Information, 
Access and Search Professionals (IASP), KM Prac-
titioners Group, KM_Best_Practices, and TikiWiki 
CMS/Groupware. In each case, a brief description 
of the research was given and a link was provided 
to access the survey. Participants were required 
to be engaged in organizational usage of KMS as 
opposed to personal usage. The definition of KMS 
was given as follows: “A KMS refers to a gener-
ally IT-based system for managing knowledge in 
organization, supporting creation, capture, storage 
and dissemination of information. It can comprise 
a part of a Knowledge Management initiative. The 
idea of a KMS is to enable employees to have ready 
access to the organization’s documented base of 
facts, sources of information, and solutions.”

The usable sample size was 129, consisting of 
86 females and 43 males. Further details regard-
ing the respondents as well as a profile of the 
organizations are given in Table 1.
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Analysis

The partial least squares (PLS) method was used 
to examine the hypotheses, as it is recommended 

for complex models focusing on prediction, and 
allows for minimal demands on measurement 
scales, sample size, and residual distribution (Chin, 
Marcolin, & Newsted, 2003). A two-stage analysis 
was performed using confirmatory factor analysis 
to assess the measurement model followed by 
examination of the structural relationships. Path 
modeling and analysis was performed on the stan-
dardized data using SmartPLS (Ringle, Wende, & 
Will, 2005). The survey measures were derived 
from previously published studies and are given in 
Appendix A, along with the corresponding means 
and standard deviations. All items were measured 
using a seven-point Likert scale, from “strongly 
disagree” to “strongly agree”.

The measurement model was assessed for 
multicollinearity, reliability and validity. One of 
the original constructs of the IDT model, Compat-
ibility, was removed due to multicollinearity. After 
removal of two additional indicators, EOU2 and 
RELADV3, adequate scores for indicator reli-
ability were achieved. The resulting Cronbach’s 
alpha scores ranging from.46 to.79 (See Table 2). 
Values for Cronbach’s alpha are considered fair 
(.45 -.54), good (.55 -.62), very good (.63 -.70), 
or excellent (.71 and higher) (Comrey, 1973).

Validity of the measurement model was as-
sessed by examining content validity, convergent 

Table 1. Descriptive statistics 

Age Frequency (%)

20-29 10 (8)

30-39 48 (37)

40-49 34 (26)

50-59 33 (26)

60 or Over 4 (3)

Education Level Frequency (%)

Some College 9 (7)

Associate’s Degree 4 (3)

Bachelor’s Degree 41 (32)

Master’s Degree 62 (48)

Doctorate 13 (10)

Job Profile Frequency (%)

Administrative& Clerical 9 (7)

Technical 28 (22)

Middle Management 48 (37)

Top Management 10 (8)

Executive 14 (11)

Other 20 (16)

Organization Type Frequency (%)

Professional Services 10 (8)

Education 19 (15)

Finance/Accounting 14 (11)

Government 10 (8)

Healthcare 6 (5)

Information Technology 14 (11)

Manufacturing 10 (8)

Other 19 (15)

Organization Size Frequency (%)

1-50 32 (25)

51-200 17 (13)

201-500 11 (9)

501-1000 10 (8)

1001-2000 8 (6)

Over 2000 51 (40)

Table 2. Reliability and validity measures 

Cronbach’s 
alpha

Composite 
Reliability

AVE

Voluntariness .59 .83 .71

Visibility .74 .85 .66

Image .79 .85 .66

Reciprocity 
Expectation

.58 .76 .52

Ease of Use .58 .83 .70

Trialability .46 .72 .47

Relative Advan-
tage

.61 .83 .72

Result Demon-
strability

.55 .82 .69
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validity and discriminant validity. Content valid-
ity was ensured by utilizing measurement items 
validated by existing research and pilot-testing 
the survey. Convergent validity was assessed by 
examining composite reliability and the average 
variance extracted (AVE). For composite reli-
ability, a threshold of.50 is considered to indicate 
the majority of the variance accounted for by the 
construct, although values greater than.70 (Chin 
et al., 2003) are more desirable. Results for com-
posite reliability values ranged from.72 to.85 (See 
Table 2). Values of.50 and greater are considered 
acceptable for AVE (Fornell & Larcker, 1981). 
AVE values ranged from.47 to.72 (See Table 2). 
Although the AVE for Trialability was below.50, 
the variable was retained as complete removal of 
the variable did not improve the subsequent per-
formance of the model.

Convergent validity is further defined as the 
degree to which the operationalization is similar to 
other operationalizations to which it theoretically 
should be similar, whereas discriminant validity is 
defined as the degree to which the operationaliza-
tion is not similar to other operationalizations that 
it theoretically should not be similar to (Fornell & 
Larcker, 1981). This can be assessed by examining 
the correlation matrix, given in Table 3.

The bold and italic numbers in the diagonal 
of the table indicate the square root of the average 
variance extracted for each construct. This num-

ber should be greater than the values for the cor-
relations between the given construct and each of 
the other constructs to indicate discriminant valid-
ity (Fornell & Larcker, 1981). One potential 
problem is indicated by the correlation between 
Relative Advantage and Reciprocity Expectation, 
as the correlation value is only slightly lower than 
the diagonal value for Relative Advantage. No 
action was taken as neither removal of addi-
tional indicators nor variables had a significant 
impact on the results.

Assessment of the structural model involves 
examining the path coefficients and the R2 values. 
Path coefficients reflect the strengths of the rela-
tionships between the independent and dependent 
variables. Significance of the paths is determined 
by using a bootstrap resampling method (500 
samples) (Chin, 1998). The R2 value indicates 
the predictive power of a model for the dependent 
variables. Results are shown separately for Adop-
tion (Figure 2) and Usage (Figure 3) (EOU: Ease 
of Use; IMG: Image; RAD: Relative Advantage; 
RCX: Reciprocity Expectation; RDM: Result De-
monstrability; TRL: Trialability; VIS: Visibility; 
VOL: Voluntariness). This model accounts for 16 
percent of the variance in Adoption and 32 percent 
of the variance in Usage. All outer loadings were 
significant (p <.01 level). Eight paths were found 
significant as indicated in the following figures.

Table 3. Convergent and discriminant validity measures 

EOU IMG RAD RCX TRL VIS RDM VOL

EOU 0.838

IMG 0.074 0.811

RAD 0.264 0.456 0.722

RCX 0.406 0.426 0.716 0.847

RDM 0.354 0.259 0.366 0.476 0.830

TRL 0.375 0.432 0.495 0.541 0.376 0.688

VIS 0.354 0.310 0.226 0.260 0.369 0.314 0.809

VOL 0.080 -0.005 0.094 0.096 0.135 0.183 -0.087 0.840
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results indicate that some factors are important in 
determining Adoption while others in determin-
ing Usage. Significance of hypotheses is based 
on the t-test with the corresponding t-values and 
p-values given in Table 4. Voluntariness, Visibility, 
Reciprocity Expectation and Result Demonstra-
bility were found to be important factors having 
a positive effect on adoption level. Visibility, 
Trialability, and Relative Advantage were found 
to be important factors having a positive effect on 
usage level. Thus, 3 out of 4 social factors were 
significant compared to 1 out of 4 technological 
factors for adoption. On the other hand, for usage, 
1 out of 4 social factors compared to 2 out of 4 
technological factors were significant. This may 
indicate that social factors are more important in 
the early stages of adoption, whereas technological 
factors are more important for continued usage. 
Thus, users may feel more pressure or social 
influence to adopt a technology, but after adop-
tion they may rely on the technological aspects 
to encourage sustained use.

The significant impact of Voluntariness on 
Adoption is consistent with the findings of Agar-
wal and Prasad (1997) that the construct is im-
portant in early stages, however insignificant for 
continued use. Thus, when use of a system is 
Voluntary during initial adoption by the organiza-
tion, the system is more likely to be adopted. The 
positive influence of Result Demonstrability on 
Adoption as opposed to Usage supports findings 
of Karahanna et al. (1999). The ability to observe 
the results of using the KMS is more important 
when users make the initial decision to adopt the 
system as opposed to continue using the system. 
It is also important to the initial adoption phase 
for the user to have perceptions of Reciprocity 
Expectation, indicating the viewpoint that by 
adopting the system and sharing knowledge, those 
actions will be reciprocated by other users in the 
organization.

The significant positive influence of Relative 
Advantage on Usage supports previous indications 
that the construct is consistently found to be an 
important factor. Relative Advantage is defined as 
“the degree to which using the KMS is perceived as 
being better than using its predecessor”, which may 

Figure 2. Structural model results for adoption Figure 3. Structural model results for usage
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explain why the construct is important for Usage 
as opposed to Adoption. When users have yet to 
adopt a system, they are less able to compare that 
system to the one they are accustomed to using. 
However, as users attain more continued use, they 
are able to see the advantages of using the new 
system compared to the system used previously. A 
similar interpretation may explain the significance 
of Trialability on Usage. The more users are able 
to try using the system, the more experience they 
gain, resulting in higher levels of usage.

Visibility is the only factor having a positive 
impact on both Adoption and Usage. This sup-
ports previous research indicating Visibility as 
important in early stages of adoption (Karahanna 
et al., 1999; Riemenschneider, Hardgrave, & Da-
vis, 2002; Venkatesh & Morris, 2000), while the 
significant impact on Usage may be indicative of 
higher levels of normative pressure influencing 
users to continue to use the system. Although all 
of the constructs were hypothesized to have a 

positive influence on both adoption and usage, 
the results are consistent with previous findings 
suggesting that certain factors are important in 
the early stages of adoption while other factors 
are important for continued use.

Although the negative relationship between 
Ease of Use and Adoption initially appears to be 
counter-intuitive, a plausible explanation may ex-
ist. Several studies have in fact indicated either a 
negative effect or lack of effect of Ease of Use on 
Usage. In a study involving a hospital computer 
system, Ease of Use had no effect on use intensity 
with the moderating effect of Relative Advantage 
considered the source of the unexpected result 
(Compeau et al., 2007). Student intentions to use 
a University website were not affected by Ease of 
Use due to the moderating influence of perceived 
enjoyment (Sun & Zhang, 2006). Ease of Use 
had no direct effect on website navigability but 
instead directly influenced self-efficacy (Pavlou 
& Fygenson, 2006). Finally, a study of adoption 

Table 4. Significance of hypotheses 

✓ Path Coeff. t-Value p-Value

H1a ✓ .192* 1.802 .07

H1b .019 0.209 .83

H2a ✓ .270*** 2.880 .00

H2b ✓ .244*** 2.712 .01

H3a -.080 .558 .56

H3b -.037 .681 .68

H4a ✓ .200* 1.62 .10

H4b -.114 .93 .35

H5a -.211** 1.927 .05

H5b -.022 0.261 .79

H6a .044 0.694 .69

H6b ✓ .227*** 2.508 .01

H7a -.173 1.123 .26

H7b ✓ .305** 2.220 .03

H8a ✓ .159* 1.807 .07

H8b .113 0.272 .27

* Significant at.10, ** Significant at.05,
*** Significant at.01
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of Internet TV reported no effect of Ease of Use 
which was attributed simply to the fact that the 
technology successfully exhibited user-friendly 
design (Hsieh, Rai, & Keil, 2008).

One of the more commonly cited explana-
tions for unexpected results with Ease of Use is 
the confounding factor of experience (Compeau 
et al., 2007). Experience level for the sample 
may be ascertained by level of expertise. Survey 
participants were asked to indicate their level of 
expertise with the current technology utilized most 
as their knowledge management system with an 
overwhelming 82% of respondents indicating an 
expertise level of 5 or greater (measured on a scale 
from 1, low, to 7, high). Future research requires 
further investigation of this phenomenon.

CONCLUSION

With organized and usable knowledge being a 
key ingredient to organizational success, ensur-
ing productive creation and sharing of knowledge 
can be deemed advantageous for organizations. 
Successful implementation of KMS may provide 
considerable support for achievement of knowl-
edge management initiatives. This research identi-
fies social and technological factors facilitating 
increased adoption and usage of KMS. Results 
of the study support prior research indicating 
that some of the factors analyzed are important in 
determining Adoption, while others are important 
in determining Usage. More importantly, inclu-
sion of consideration of Reciprocity Expectation 
is in fact important to length of adoption of KMS.

Absence of a significant impact of some of the 
factors may be explained by flaws with the original 
IDT model, such as the multicollinearity issue 
with Compatibility. Another potential issue may 
be the confounding impact of level of experience 
or perhaps the relatively high education level of 
the sample. Substantial prior research suggests the 
importance of consideration of experience level, 
which is also supported by these findings. Further 

limitations are presented by the nature of the study. 
Respondents represented a rather wide variety of 
organizations and systems. This may explain the 
relatively low R2 scores presented by the results. 
Further testing of the model is necessary for more 
generalizable results. Focus on specific stages of 
adoption or specific technologies may be needed.

In addition to addressing the limitations of 
this study, future research may involve further 
exploration into other social factors such as social 
identity and social network ties, or inhibitors of 
knowledge processes such as perceptions of loss of 
knowledge power. Organizational culture may also 
be of particular interest to the case of knowledge 
management systems. More careful examination 
of the specific case of collaborative technologies 
such as Wiki technology could provide valuable 
insight into the plausibility of alternatives to tra-
ditional knowledge management systems.

Results of this study may prove insightful 
to both researchers and practitioners. Research-
ers may find that extensions to basic adoption 
models are needed. Additional direct factors as 
well as moderating factors are of interest. Also, 
the varying importance of factors throughout an 
entire implementation indicates that flexibility 
in the model may also be required. Practitioners 
involved in KMS implementation may benefit by 
allowing initial adoption by users on a voluntary 
basis, along with targeting of users who may serve 
as early adopters making their use of the KMS 
visible. Demonstrable results of new technologies 
may also facilitate increased adoption. Efforts 
made to foster a knowledge sharing community 
engaging in reciprocal actions may also have a 
positive effect on adoption of KMS. As the stages 
move beyond initial adoption, increased usage of 
the KMS may be facilitated by ensuring that the 
use remains visible and provides the means for 
trialability as well as recognizable advantages 
over previous technologies.
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Table A1. Survey items 

Survey Item Mean Std. 
Dev.

VOL1 My use of the KMS is voluntary (as opposed to required) by my superiors or job description. 4.92 2.21

VOL2 My boss does not require me to use the KMS. 4.02 1.86

VOL3 Although it might be helpful, using the KMS is certainly not mandatory in my job. 3.84 1.87

RAD1 Using the KMS enables me to accomplish tasks more quickly. 5.65 1.20

RAD2 Using the KMS improves the quality of work I do. 5.60 1.20

RAD3 Using the KMS makes it more difficult to do my job. 5.98 1.32

IMG1 People in my organization who use the KMS have more prestige than those who do not. 3.63 1.62

IMG2 Using the KMS does not improve my image within the organization. 4.40 1.66

IMG3 People in my organization who use the KMS have a high profile. 4.15 1.55

EOU1 I believe that it is difficult to get the KMS to do what I want it to do. 4.94 1.41

EOU2 Overall, I believe that the KMS is easy to use. 5.64 1.23

EOU3 Learning to operate the KMS is easy for me. 6.05 .87

RDM1 I believe I could communicate to others the outcomes of using the KMS. 5.77 1.08

RDM2 The results of using the KMS are apparent to me. 5.81 1.09

RDM3 I would have difficulty explaining the advantages of using the KMS. 5.34 1.66

VIS1 In my organization, one sees the KMS on many computers. 5.38 1.57

VIS2 The KMS is not very visible in my organization. 4.94 1.75

VIS3 It is easy for me to observe others using the KMS in my firm. 5.11 1.57

TRL1 I know where I can go to satisfactorily try out various uses of the KMS. 5.30 1.46

TRL2 Before deciding whether to use the KMS, I was able to properly try it out. 4.80 1.68

TRL3 I was not permitted to use the KMS on a trial basis long enough to see what it could do. 5.29 1.70

RCX* When I share my knowledge through the KMS, I believe that my queries for knowledge will be answered 
in future.

4.87 1.39

RCX2* When I share my knowledge through the KMS, I expect somebody to respond when I’m in need in the future. 5.14 1.55

RCX3* When I contribute knowledge to the KMS, I do not expect to get back knowledge when I need it. 4.44 1.72

Notes: (1) All items adapted from Moore and Benbasat (1991) except for those indicated by * (Kankanhalli, et al. 2005).
(2) All items measured on a seven-point Likert scale (Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Somewhat Disagree, Neutral, Somewhat Agree, Agree, 

Strongly Agree).
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ABSTRACT

Knowledge has been recognized as a valuable re-
source for organizational activities. As businesses 
are entering the world of Web 2.0, knowledge 
sharing is widely regarded as a critical issue in 
the area of organizational knowledge manage-
ment (KM). Recently, organizations have started 
adopting blog-based knowledge management 
systems (KMS) with encouraging results. Used 
as a tool for sharing organizational knowledge, 
blogging can aggregate the intellectual power of 
individual members, serve as innovative KMS, 

and lead to the creation of a trust-based corporate 
culture. However, despite the increasing adoption 
of blogs by organizations, a theoretical framework 
for understanding a blog-based KMS has not been 
developed. This chapter attempts to present a 
framework for understanding a blog-based KMS 
in an organizational setting, grounded in a socio-
psychological approach and the application of 
social identity and symbolic interaction theories.

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge has been recognized as a valuable 
resource for organizational activities (Miller & 
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Shamsie, 1996). Prior studies have argued that 
knowledge is the most valuable organizational 
resource because it represents intangible assets, 
operational routines, and creative processes that 
are hard to imitate (Grant, 1996; Liebeskindk, 
1996).

There are many research questions associated 
with corporate knowledge management (KM) such 
as the effects of knowledge boundaries on KM, the 
significance of social relations in KM, and the role 
of experience and environment in KM. Another 
issue associated with KM involves the methods 
and incentives necessary to promote knowledge 
sharing within and between organizations. In this 
regard, organizational knowledge sharing has been 
debated intensely by business practitioners as 
one of the most critical parts of knowledge man-
agement. Even though the pieces of knowledge 
required to complete an organizational task may 
be dispersed among different members (Agrote, 
McEvily, & Reagans, 2003), those users may not 
be aware of others who need or possess this knowl-
edge. Also, even when knowledge owners know 
of someone in need, current incentive structures 
may discourage knowledge sharing and make 
members reluctant to “give away” their knowledge 
to others, as this may affect their current status 
within an organization (Alavi & Leidner, 2001; 
Huber, 2001). As a result, there may be limited 
organizational knowledge sharing with an increas-
ing knowledge gap resulting in undesirable work 
outcomes (Baird & Henderson, 2001).

Today, leading companies (including IBM, 
Sun Microsystems, etc.) have launched new 
KM systems based on blogs to foster knowledge 
sharing throughout their organizations. Studies 
and reports indicate that these companies have 
effectively managed blog-based KM systems 
and achieved notable results in the area of or-
ganizational knowledge sharing (Dearstyne, 
2005). However, there has been little theoretical 
work aimed at understanding the current state 
of KM systems and knowledge sharing within 
organizations. This chapter attempts to present a 

new a framework for understanding a blog-based 
KMS within an organizational setting based on 
a socio-psychological approach and integrating 
the application of social identity and symbolic 
interaction theories.

BACKGROUND

Blogging is known to enhance information dif-
fusion and knowledge sharing between users 
(Gruhl, Liben-Nowell, Guha, & Tomkins, 2004). 
Although the content of most blogs is personal, 
there are many topic-oriented blogs related to 
specific interests or to business promotions. In this 
regard, blogs are sometimes used by organizations 
as educational or knowledge management tools 
(e.g., blogs at Sun Microsystems), and this type of 
blog use is growing (Cayzer, 2004; Maag, 2005).

Because blogs are relatively low cost and easy 
to maintain, the employment of blogs in the busi-
ness world is growing. Currently, organizations 
are using blogs for internal information sharing 
and knowledge management applications (Ives & 
Watlington, 2005; Wagner & Bolloju, 2005). Blogs 
can be viewed as a technology (King, 2007) and 
a communication channel (Holt, 2005). Informa-
tion shared within corporate blogs may include: 
industry or company news, strategy brainstorming, 
activities within specific department, and the shar-
ing of customer related information (Holtz, 2005).

However, as businesses come to view the 
blog as a KMS, qualms about the possible side 
effects of corporate blogs emerge. These concerns 
include: a waste of work time, loss of productiv-
ity, reluctance of employees to share knowledge, 
and increasing bandwidth requirements. Conse-
quentially, the number of businesses managing 
corporate blogs for knowledge sharing purposes 
is currently insignificant. Even after the adoption 
of blogs, concerns about the posting of inappropri-
ate content remain. Although it is now easier for 
employees to express ideas and share knowledge 
through blogs, companies do not generally pro-
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vide complete freedom to their employees. For 
example, Sun Microsystems (2008) has provided 
its employees with guidelines for proper blogging.

SUCCESFUL ADOPTION 
OF BLOG-BASED KMS

Blogging encourages organizational knowledge 
sharing and directs brainpower toward an organi-
zation’s strategies, new products, and processes 
(Orr, 2004). Ultimately, organizations can build a 
trust-based corporate culture through a blog-based 
KMS. Several cases of companies implementing 
corporate blogs are highlighted below: namely, 
IBM, General Motors, Dresdner Kleinwort Bank, 
and Allen & Overy law firm.

For example, Fringe is the name of a profile 
blog system at IBM. Because people tend to be 
reluctant to share knowledge with others unless 
they are required to do so, social distance can be 
great even among those who work on the same 
team or the same project. When people do not 
know other employees personally, they tend not 
to share their knowledge. The purpose of Fringe 
is to reduce the social distance among IBM em-
ployees so that they can easily share information 
and knowledge by creating personal connections, 
openness, and trust, ultimately resulting in added 
productivity for the company. As people freely 
post information from various sources, it becomes 
easier for them to gather information, personal or 
work-related, about other members. Therefore, 
IBM employees feel more comfortable when they 
meet face-to-face for the first time (Orr, 2004).

Demonstrating the effectiveness of blog use, 
IBM field technicians have created blogs to 
share problem-solving experiences with their 
team members. Through blogs they can provide 
members with valuable advice on how to deal 
with specific technical situations. The blog can 
also foster the growth of new ideas, as members 
can interact with each other and exchange experi-
ences when they read materials posted by those 

with similar interests. Some IBM professionals 
are sharing knowledge through IBM’s developer-
Works community blog portal. Post topics range 
widely, from autonomic computing to Renaissance 
Jazz (Dearstyne, 2005; Ives & Watlington, 2005; 
Orr, 2004).

General Motors’ FastLane blog was developed 
as a channel of direct communication with the 
public to bypass traditional media. More than 
5,000 visits and 13,000 page views have been 
recorded (Lutz, 2005, p. 1047). Hundreds of people 
are routinely posting comments on blog entries 
relating to GM products (Gillin, 2007). Bob Lutz, 
vice chairman of global product development at 
General Motors, has contributed to the GM Fast-
Lane blog, along with other senior management 
members, and found the blog to be an effective 
direct communication channel encompassing fans 
and nonfans of GM. According to Lutz (2005), 
the blog is successful because it keeps the tone 
“conversational, open, and honest” and does not 
“filter out negative comments, complaints, or 
hate mail” (p. 1047). By doing so, a wealth of 
comments is retained while the credibility of the 
blog is preserved. GM FastLane is the fastest 
source of communication the company has to 
inform the public directly about new products 
while maintaining a high level of credibility that 
cannot be found in advertising.

Dresdner Kleinwort, an investment arm of one 
of the biggest banks in Europe, Dresdner Bank, 
employs over 6,000 people in 35 countries1 and 
is known for implementing internal blogging on 
the Socialtext platform. Traditionally, internal 
collaboration and knowledge sharing between 
departments in investment banks were not ac-
tively pursued due to such factors as separation 
of fiefdoms for every major asset class and activ-
ity, regional isolation, and internal regulations. 
However, client focused strategy and the pressure 
for financial consistency has led members of the 
industry to become more collaborative. Internal 
blogging, as a form of knowledge sharing, was 
initially tested using IT staffers and subsequently 
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made available for a larger group of employees. 
During the first 15 months of corporate blogging at 
Dresdner Kleinwort, 30 blogs were created result-
ing in approximately 100 postings per month. The 
4th quarter of 2004 brought rapid blog growth with 
over 300 existing blogs, 180 postings, and over 
350 comments each month (Sjoman & McAfee, 
2006, p. 1).

Dresdner Kleinwort’s bloggers were encour-
aged to consider the blog as a forum to campaign 
their ideas, request help, and provide criticism. 
To encourage blogging, the IT department offered 
frequent updates of blogs upon user request. The 
overarching results of the implementation of 
blogs have been positive: lower e-mail traffic, 
more effective communications, shorter time-
to-market implementation of the new ideas, and 
faster problem solving. Dresdner Kleinwort is 
expecting some blogs to become available for 
the outside community, which would increase the 
transparency of work being done. For a post to 
be made available to the public, it would undergo 
a review process by the internal media relations 
group (Sjoman & McAfee, 2006).

Allen & Overy, a London-based international 
law firm with 5,500 employees in 22 countries2 
has been an early adopter of blogs. Ward, a senior 
member of Allen & Overy’s global knowledge 
team, saw the benefits of using Web 2.0 technology 
as a tool for knowledge sharing within the firm 
(Thomas, 2006). With help from the IT depart-
ment and external consultants, Ward and her col-
leagues began experimenting with combining the 
functions of blogs and wikis to promote effective 
communication and knowledge sharing among 
members. To encourage people to post, Ward set 
the rules at a minimum. The labeling feature was 
also improved to reinforce the essential property 
of a wiki: namely, the ease of finding information.

Blogging at Allen & Overy has contributed to 
a decrease in e-mail traffic and has become effort 
saving for participating employees. For instance, 
if numerous people send the same question via an 
email to other workers, the possibility that vari-

ous employees would answer the same question 
without knowing it would be very common and 
likely to happen. In the end, knowledge may be 
hardly shared at all, yet time and effort would 
be wasted. With a KMS combining blogs and 
wikis, however, when a person posts a question 
to a KMS, many people can answer, improve, and 
share their personal knowledge on a subject to 
answer the question. The resulting communication 
is available for everyone. Allen & Overy continues 
to work on improving its KMS, and many of its 
clients and competitors have shown interest in 
the new technology. Blogging between the firm 
and its clients, as well as collaboration with other 
businesses using blogs, is quickly becoming a 
present-day norm (Thomas, 2006).

Other well-known corporate blogs include the 
Amazon Web Services Blog3 (Amazon.com Inc.), 
Cisco High Tech Policy Blog4 (Cisco Systems, 
Inc.), Digital Straight Talk Blog5 (Cox Com-
munications), eBay Developers Program Blog6 
(eBay), EDS’ Next Big Thing Blog7 (Electronic 
Data Systems), GE Global Research Blog (General 
Electric Company), Real Baking with Rose Levy 
Beranbaum8 (General Mills, Inc), Official Google 
Blog9 (Google), HP employee business blogs10 
(Hewlett-Packard Company), McDonald’s Cor-
porate Social Responsibility Blog11 (McDonald’s 
Corporation), Nuts about Southwest12 (Southwest 
Airlines), The Lobby13 (Starwood Hotels & Re-
sorts), TI Blogs14 (Texas Instruments), Randy’s 
Journal15 (The Boeing Company), Guided by His-
tory16 (Wells Fargo & Company), Yahoo! Search 
Blog17 (Yahoo!).

A FRAMEWORK FOR KNOWLEDGE 
SHARING: INTERACTION-
ENHANCING STRATEGY

How should we interpret these practices? Social 
identity theory and symbolic interaction theory 
are utilized below for the development of a new 
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framework aimed to provide a better understanding 
of the successful adoption of blog-based KMS.

Social Identity, Socialization, 
and Symbolic Interaction

Social identity is defined as an individual’s knowl-
edge of belonging to a certain social group, and 
associated with the emotional and valued signifi-
cance of a person’s membership within a group 
(Abrams & Hogg, 1990; Ashforth & Mael, 1989). 
Tajfel (1978) believed that social identity is a part 
of an individual’s self-concept; it derives from the 
individual’s knowledge of his or her membership 
in a social group (or groups) combined with the 
value and emotional significance attached to that 
membership. A core tenet of social identity theory 
is that after having defined oneself in the terms of 
a particular social identity, an individual acts to 
maintain or enhance a positive distinctiveness in 
the group with which his/her identity is associated 
(Haslam, Eggins, & Reynolds, 2003).

Tajfel and Turner (1979) argued that feelings of 
social identity emerge through three consecutive 
processes. The first process is self-categorization 
and relates to how groups provide a social identity 
to group members, allowing group members to 
acquire a positive distinctiveness in terms of we 
rather than I (Tajfel & Turner, 1979). This hap-
pens due to the fact that people tend to classify 
themselves and others as belonging to various 
social categories based on favoritism. After cre-
ating social categories, people may obtain posi-
tive attitudes, such as self-esteem, and develop 
a social identity through comparisons of their 
own in-groups and out-groups (Tajfel, 1978). 
The second process entails social comparison, 
which is related to social categorization as in the 
previous process. Ellemers, Gilder, and Haslam 
(2004) defined social comparison as “the process 
by which a social categorization is invested with 
meaning” (p. 463). The last process, called social 
identification can be viewed as “the process by 

which information about social groups is related 
to themselves” (Ellemers et al., 2004, p. 465).

Moon (2006) suggested that these processes 
can be identified with socialization. Socialization 
is the process of how individuals become part 
of a group, involving the actions that confine 
behavioral potentialities within an acceptable 
range as well as processes that progressively 
prepare members for the type of roles they will 
be expected to play in life (Ryder, 1965). Maltas 
(2004) pointed out that the phenomenon of social-
ization can be understood through the concept of 
symbolic interactionism, as the theory explains the 
gestures, reference groups, and significant others 
that can construct meaning for an individual within 
a specific social situation. According to symbolic 
interaction theory, social interaction helps create 
shared meaning among situated actors. Interaction 
facilitates coordinated actions that help define the 
uses and outcomes of communication technology 
in informal or formal groups (Fulk, Schmitz, & 
Ryu, 1995). In short, an individual in a particular 
group or organization can develop a strong social 
identity through appropriate social interactions 
with other members and by following certain 
processes of socialization.

Ashforth and Mael (1989) claim that a clear 
social identity facilitates the internalization of 
organizational values and beliefs; it enables a 
newcomer to reify an organization and develop 
a strong organizational commitment. In addition, 
there are many studies showing that a strong 
social identity yields job satisfaction, leadership, 
and loyalty to an organization (e.g., Bergami & 
Bagozzi, 2000; Clair, Beatty, & MacLean, 2005; 
Ellemers, Gilder, & Haslam, 2004).

Online Social Identity and Blogging

Several studies have demonstrated that social 
identity can be developed online (Bagozzi & 
Dholakia, 2006; Dholakia, Bagozzi, & Pearo, 
2004). Web 2.0 technologies, for example on-
line forums, were found to facilitate symbolic 
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interaction between users in virtual environments 
(Churchill, Girgensohn, Nelson, & Lee, 2004; 
Kollock, 1998). Moon (2006) argued that a broad 
range of interactive features of a blog interface 
(for example, comments, RSS feed, permalink, 
trackback function, blogroll, as well as the inte-
gration of audio and video) provide for a much 
stronger social interaction between users than a 
static website or e-community.

Moon, Li, Jo, and Sanders (2006) investigated 
the impact of blog use on the perceived well-being 
of bloggers. Their research revealed that social 
interaction through blog use increases cognitive, 
affective, and evaluative dimensions of a virtual 
social identity. The study provided empirical evi-
dence indicating that blog-based social interaction 
positively influenced a person’s identity and that a 
strong sense of identity yielded a strong commit-
ment to a group. Similarly, Bagozzi and Dholakia 
(2006) and Dholakia and Bagozzi (2004) con-
cluded that a positive relationship exists between 
social identity and the level of participation within 
a virtual community (e.g., level of discussion). 
Due to blog interactivity, internal communication 
and team collaboration at the enterprise level can 
be significantly improved by integrating blogging 
within an organization (Ives & Watlington, 2005; 
Wagner & Bolloju, 2005).

Based on the findings of the above-mentioned 
studies, it can be assumed that the dynamic na-
ture and interactivity of a blog-based KMS can 
facilitate social interaction between co-workers 
and can stimulate the development of employees’ 
sense of organizational identity. Employees who 

closely identify with an organization are not 
likely to be reluctant to share their knowledge 
with other members of the organization through 
a KMS, as they would not want to lose a favor-
able reputation within the organization (Glazer, 
1998). However, success is possible only if social 
interactions between KMS users are encouraged. 
This chapter proposes an interaction-enhancing 
strategy for organizational knowledge sharing 
and a framework conceptualizing this strategy 
(see Figure 1).

According to the proposed framework, an 
organization should provide workers with access 
to adequate Web 2.0 technologies, for example a 
personal blog, to develop knowledge sharing 
between employees and create successful interac-
tion between workers. The authors of this chapter 
claim that through appropriate social interactions 
with others members of an organization, employ-
ees can develop a sense of belonging and iden-
tity within the group. Successful social interaction 
yields the development of a stronger sense of 
identity and allows employees to maintain endur-
ing social relationships with each other and with 
the organization. Moreover, a strong sense of 
identity will lock-in employees to the KMS, as 
employees will likely be more willing to share 
knowledge to maintain their social identity level. 
Finally, drawing on various social interaction 
technologies and capabilities, a KMS can play a 
variety of roles in the support of organizational 
knowledge management processes, extending 
beyond the traditional storage and retrieval of 
knowledge. The organizational emphasis on social 

Figure 1. Interaction-enhancing strategy for organizational knowledge sharing
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connectedness and collaboration will help bring 
KMS users closer to obtaining a strong identity 
within the organization and closer to increasing 
knowledge creation and dissemination.

FUTURE TRENDS

Blogging has various dimensions. As businesses 
are entering the world of Web 2.0, there are many 
instances of successful corporate adoption of blogs. 
As blogging on the web grows, blog-based KM 
systems also continue to evolve. As discussed earlier, 
the wide range of interactive characteristics of blog 
interface (i.e., comments, RSS, permalink, etc.) 
help foster social interaction between members of 
an organization. The principles for a better web are 
continuously being developed to aid this interaction. 
As more organizations acknowledge the advantages 
of sharing knowledge via blogs, the rate of adoption 
of blog-based KM systems will accelerate.

To manage a high-functioning corporate blog, 
a company should make an effort to adopt the 
most suitable features for the organization and its 
members. Yet, relatively low reliability of content of 
blogs, compared to other sources of information such 
as books and academic journals, should be taken into 
consideration. Blog postings may include unverified 
prospects, inaccurate information, or mere rumors. 
Also, the possibility exists that some bloggers may 
share disinformation (that is, intentionally include 
false information with the intention of confusing 
the public). Blog readers should be aware of these 
problems, and efforts should be taken to minimize 
the possible effects.

With these concerns in mind, combining the 
properties of blogs and wikis with the intent of 
maximizing the effectiveness and efficiency of 
knowledge sharing can be a solution. In a wiki, all 
users can edit the content and add information to 
make an entry more complete, accurate, and up-to-
date. Therefore, providing guiding principles for 
posting on an organizational blog should be taken 
seriously, since the absence of user guidelines can 

depreciate the virtues of a blog and even decrease 
participation.

CONCLUSION

The importance of knowledge and knowledge 
management for organizations, with an emphasis on 
knowledge sharing, was discussed at the beginning 
of this chapter. The main goal of the chapter was to 
provide a new framework for knowledge sharing. 
The authors introduced the idea of a blog-based 
KMS and provided several real business cases de-
picting the use of organizational blogs as tools for 
knowledge sharing. The chapter presented a new 
theoretical framework for understanding the factors 
for a successful blog-based KMS by integrating a 
socio-psychological approach with social identity 
theory and symbolic interaction theory.

It can be concluded that an individual within a 
particular group or organization can develop a strong 
social identity through appropriate interactions with 
other members and by following certain processes 
of socialization. The interactive features of a blog 
interface, such as comments, RSS, permalink, track-
back, and blogroll, have been found to facilitate and 
encourage the successful social interaction between 
users of KM systems. A strong social connection 
facilitated through a blog-based KMS may lead 
members of an organization to feel less reluctant 
to share knowledge with others and bring users 
closer to obtaining a strong sense of identity within 
the organization. Therefore, providing adequate 
interaction-enhancing features is one of the most 
critical factors for a blog-based KMS to succeed.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Self-Categorization: A social identity pro-
vided by social groups to their members so that 
group members can have a positive distinctiveness 
in terms of we rather than I.

Social Comparison: The process by which a 
social categorization is invested with meaning.

Social Identification: The process by which 
information about social groups is relayed to its 
members.

Social Identity: An individual’s knowledge 
that a person belongs to a certain social group 
associated with emotional and valued significance 
of group membership.

Symbolic Interaction Theory: A theory that 
sees human interaction as being mediated by the 
use of symbols, signification, and interpretation 
to ascertain the meaning of one another’s actions.

Socialization: The process by which an indi-
vidual becomes a part of a group.

Wiki: An expandable collection of interlinked 
web pages allowing anyone who accesses the page 
to add or modify its content.
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ABSTRACT

This is a theoretical chapter which aims to inte-
grate various epistemologies from the philosophi-
cal, knowledge management, cognitive science, 
and educational perspectives. From a survey of 
knowledge-related literature, this chapter collates 
diverse views of knowledge. This is followed 
by categorising as well as ascribing attributes 
(effability, codifiability, perceptual/conceptual, 
social/personal) to the different types of knowl-
edge. The authors develop a novel Organisational 
Information and Knowledge Management Model 
which seeks to clarify the distinctions between 
information and knowledge by introducing 
novel information and knowledge conversions 

(information-nothing, information-information, 
information-knowledge, knowledge-information, 
knowledge-knowledge) and providing mecha-
nisms for individual knowledge creation and in-
formation sharing (between individual-individual, 
individual-group, group-group) as well as Com-
munities of Practice within an organisation.

INTRODUCTION

Epistemology is the study of knowledge which 
includes what it is and how it is acquired. Non-
aka and Takeuchi (1995) emphasise the need to 
understand what knowledge is, know how to man-
age it, and exploit it to increase an organisation’s 
competitive advantage. They view every member 
in an organisation as knowledge workers where 
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new knowledge always begins with an individual 
which can then be transformed into organisational 
‘knowledge’. In this chapter, we would like to 
address a few issues. Firstly, there is a need to 
revisit seminal epistemology and unify them with 
contemporary epistemology so as to uncover the 
elusive meaning of knowledge. Secondly, there is 
general lack of consensus over tacit and explicit 
knowledge as well as information and knowledge, 
which will affect knowledge management in or-
ganisations. To address these two issues, we have 
developed an Organisational Information and 
Knowledge Management Model to tease out the 
differences between information and knowledge 
for an organisation’s benefits, and have provided 
mechanisms for individual knowledge creation 
and information sharing among individuals within 
the organisation. The Organisational Information 
and Knowledge Management Model is grounded 
on philosophy, knowledge management, cognitive 
science, educational theories, and is consistent 
with Wiig’s (2002a; 2002b; 2004) New Generation 
Knowledge Management (NGKM) which ad-
dresses people-centric knowledge developments 
(e.g. how people learn, possess knowledge, apply 
knowledge, etc.).

The discussion in this chapter is divided into 
two sections where the first section will present 
the outcome of a survey on epistemology related 
chapters in philosophy, knowledge management, 
cognitive science, and education while the second 
section, a conceptual design of an Organisational 
Information and Knowledge Management Model. 
In this chapter, we have categorised epistemol-
ogy into the following: seminal epistemology 
(rationalist approach, empirical approach, prag-
matic approach, social approach); contemporary 
epistemology (cognitive approach, knowledge 
management approach: pluralist epistemology). 
Pluralist epistemology is further divided into the 
following categories: dichotomy model of knowl-
edge; multiple model of knowledge; continuum 
model of knowledge; duality model of knowledge; 
and knowing model of knowledge. The conceptual 

design of the Organisational Information and 
Knowledge Management Model aims to tease 
out the differences between information and 
knowledge, followed by depicting mechanisms 
for individual knowledge creation and informa-
tion sharing, and finally Communities of Practice 
within the organisation.

LITERATURE SURVEY 
ON EPISTEMOLOGY

Seminal Epistemology

Rationalist Approach

According to the rationalist approach to epistemol-
ogy, knowledge is justified true belief (Plato in 
Newman, 2005) or unshakeable conviction (Des-
cartes in Newman, 2005) which is attained through 
reason alone. Such type of a priori knowledge 
which is independent of sense experience, could 
be innate knowledge or acquired through intuition 
and deduction. Popper (Thornton, 2006) claimed 
that scientists begin with problems rather than ob-
servations and he attributed the growth of human 
knowledge to the search of solutions (involving 
the formulation of theories) which correspond 
to these problems. However, creative imagina-
tion which transcends the existing knowledge is 
required when current theories are inadequate to 
account for anomalies.

Empiricist Approach

Empiricists argue that humans have no innate 
knowledge, the human mind is a blank slate (tabula 
rasa) and claim that experience is a source of a 
posteriori knowledge (e.g. Aristotle (Hett, 1936) 
and John Locke, 1689). Empiricists like Locke 
(1689) argue that human experience comes in the 
form of sensation and reflection where the former 
subsumes external senses (e.g. vision, smell, 
hearing, taste, and touch) and inner sensations 
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(e.g. pain, joy, anxiety, etc.) which informs one 
about the things and processes in one’s external 
world. On the other hand, reflection informs one 
about the operations of one’s mind. Locke also 
argued that the outcome of our mental processes 
is ideas which are considered as the materials of 
knowledge. According to him, simple ideas cannot 
be created but can only be obtained from experi-
ence. However, when the mind has a repository of 
simple ideas which when reflected on (or applied 
reasoning to), will result in a variety of complex 
ideas that transcend beyond our experience. 
Empirical (or scientific) methods are employed 
to collect data through the observation of these 
physical phenomena, analyse them followed by 
the derivation of laws or theories.

Pragmatic Approach

Peirce (Atkin, 2006) viewed pragmatism as a 
principle of inquiry and account of meaning 
where meaningful propositions or ideas must 
have practical bearings. Theoretical claims (or 
hypotheses) are coupled with verification practices 
to test the truth of existing knowledge. However, 
to pragmatists, ultimate truth is not attainable so 
existing truth is always changeable. The inquiry 
methods suggested by them resemble the typical 
scientific methods which constitute the following 
cycle of actions: formulation of hypotheses, testing 
of hypotheses, draw conclusions from the tests 
or provide explanations for the observed effects 
followed by reformulation of hypotheses and so 
on and forth.

According to Peirce (Burch, 2006), the three 
types of reasoning involved in scientific methods 
are: abductive, deductive and inductive reasoning. 
Abduction entails the inference of some form of 
plausible explanation which is considered the best 
explanation for the current state of knowledge for 
an unexpected or anomalous observed effect. Such 
explanation is considered a conjecture or hypoth-
esis whose truth is not ensured. On the other hand, 
for deduction, the conclusions are necessitated by 
previously known theories where inferences are 
being made from general principles to particular 
cases. To Peirce, deduction is a means of drawing 
conclusions about the expected observable effects 
given the hypothesis is true or drawing conclusions 
based on a set of facts or supposed facts known as 
suppositions (Garnham & Oakhill, 1994). Shanahan 
(1989) defines the roles of abduction and deduction 
in Cognitive Robotics: the former, for explanation 
which is a backward projection from effects to 
causes while the latter is employed for prediction, 
a form of forward projection from causes to effects. 
As for induction, it involves the testing (confirma-
tion or refutation) of hypotheses and Holyoak and 
Nisbett (1988) define induction as the drawing of 
inferences to generate hypotheses or generalisa-
tions. However, Evans (1990) argues that inductive 
inferences can be used to classifying observations 
of specific observations into categories, thus result-
ing in the acquisition of the knowledge of concepts 
as well as categories. A pragmatic approach could 
be viewed as a bridge of the rational and empirical 
approaches which are mutually exclusive but are 
complementary to each other.

Figure 1. Scientific method of inquiry
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A pragmatic approach could be viewed as a 
bridge of the rational and empirical approaches 
where they are mutually exclusive but are comple-
mentary to each other.

Peirce (Atkin, 2006) viewed pragmatism as a 
theory of clarifying concepts (things, events, and 
qualities) and he introduced a maxim or a prin-
ciple which allows us to better understand concepts 
that we use. The three pre-requisites for fully 
understanding a concept are: firstly, the particular 
concept ought to be familiar and saturates our 
daily experience, secondly, the ability to abstract 
and provide a definition for that concept facili-
tated by language (Saljo, 1995), and finally, the 
ability to predict the effects when a concept is 
held to be true. However, Dewey (1960) main-
tained that ‘understanding’ is demonstrated when 
various parts of a concept/s are ‘grasped in their 
relations to one another, a result that is attained 
only when acquisition is accompanied by constant 
reflection upon the meaning of what is studied’ 
(pp. 78-79). This implies that understanding of a 
concept is said to be attained when one is able to 
grasp a coherent network of its components with 
reflection being instrumental in this process.

Kant (McCormick, 2006) refuted the tabula 
rasa model of the human mind (empiricist view) 
by arguing that the human mind is an active origi-
nator of phenomenal experience by systematically 
structuring its representations rather than a pas-
sive recipient of perception (Ross, 2000-2002). 
He (McCormick, 2006) claimed that knowledge 

about the world is not attributed to sense percep-
tions alone but due to the operations on perceptual 
inputs by the mind based on innate rules, principles, 
or categories that facilitate understanding. James 
(1890) in his book The Principles of Psychology, 
named analysis and synthesis as examples of such 
mental operations where the former is a process of 
breaking down of objects which appear as wholes 
in the first instance, into their parts while the latter, 
bringing together objects which appear separately, 
and combine them as new compound wholes. He 
also applied the Law of Contiguity to support his 
claim that that objects that are experienced together 
have the tendency of being associated in the mind. 
James also added that not everything presented to 
our senses will be converted to experience due to 
selective attention. Some attention can be immedi-
ate (where a new percept is novel) or derived (or 
apperceptive where a new percept is related to a 
known percept). Kant postulated that knowledge 
has form or structure due to the structure of the 
mind that facilitates the unification or integration 
of concepts into judgements and content which is 
provided by the interaction of the mind with the 
world (Ross, 2000-2002). Both Kant and James 
(Goodman, 2006) viewed the mind as possessing 
a priori templates for judgements (or values) and 
categories but not a priori judgements. Accord-
ing to James in The Principles of Psychology, 
knowledge could grow or change through rational 
processes, empirical discoveries or introspection 
(e.g. reflection put forth by Dewey, 1960) which 

Figure 2. A pragmatic approach
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is an inward process. These processes can be il-
lustrated by a modified Kolb’s experiential learn-
ing cycle (Kolb and Fry, 1975) which is shown 
in Figure 3 (note: learning is synonymous with 
knowledge acquisition in this chapter).

SOCIAL APPROACH

A scientific community is viewed as a group of 
individuals that are committed to the sharing of 
their theoretical beliefs, values, instruments, and 
techniques. Kuhn (1962) highlighted the signifi-
cant role of such scientific community in effecting 
a revolution of scientific theories which is not pos-
sible with the mere accrual of facts. He explained 
that the scientific community has an established 
coherent framework of scientific thought (called 
paradigm) which constitutes stable and consistent 
conjectures, theories, or practice. Normal sci-
ence that occurs within such a framework is not 
dramatic and it develops by the addition of new 
truths to the stock of old truths, or the increasing 
approximation of theories to the truth, and the 
ratification of past errors. However, a paradigm 
is considered stretched when it is ridden with 
anomalies where numerous observed phenomena 
cannot be accounted for and then a crisis is said 
to occur. In such a situation, Kuhn continued, the 

community of scientists needs bold (or active) 
individuals who will explore alternatives which 
are considered rivals to the existing established 
framework of thought. This new potential but 
immature paradigm will initially seem to be 
accompanied by numerous anomalies due to its 
incompleteness and there will be no consensus on 
the emerging theories or methods which include 
verification rules. Consequently, it will be opposed 
by the majority of the scientific community. How-
ever, scientists who could recognise the would-be 
paradigm’s potential will be the first to shift in 
favour of the challenging paradigm. When it is 
solidified as well as unified and widely accepted 
by the community, then it is ready to replace the 
old paradigm, and thus a paradigm shift is said 
to have occurred. The paradigm shift will entail a 
general consensus on radical new world views, the 
transformation of theories, changes in definitions 
of terms, verification rules and etc.

Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development 
(ZPD) concept which was introduced in the 
1930s will help enlighten the role played by the 
community in helping individual’s acquisition 
of knowledge. Moll (1990) defines the term 
‘zone’ as a social system where an individual is 
placed in a concrete social situation of learning 
and development. Vygotsky (Rieber & Carton, 
1987) stated that knowledge is transferred to a 

Figure 3. Modified Kolb’s learning cycle (Kolb & Fry, 1975)
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learner in such a system. The ZPD relates to the 
development of knowledge structure with and 
without support. Here, we illustrate the notion of 
ZPD in Kor (2001). The level at which a person 
can perform a task independently is the actual 
level of development, and with help, he will be 
able to perform the task at a higher level, which 
is his potential level of development. Vygotsky’s 
notion of ZPD is the difference between these two 
levels (Hedegaard, 1990). This means that in this 
particular zone, an individual is directed toward 
his full development with ‘assistance’ provided 
in a social system.

Sewell (1990) explains that the dual purpose 
of such ‘assistance’ is to first expose the adequa-
cies and inadequacies in the individual’s current 
levels of thinking, and to then proceed to a 
higher level of understanding. Valsiner (1988) 
suggests that ‘assistance’ here embodies socially 
provided resources for the process of a learner’s 
development. However, Vygotsky himself never 
specified the forms of social assistance to learners 
in the zone of proximal development (Moll, 1990). 
Vygotsky wrote about collaboration and direction, 
and about assisting learners for example through 
demonstration, leading questions but did not 
specify beyond those general prescriptions. Based 
on his point of view, ‘assistance’, typically refers 
to direct interaction such as instruction, tutoring, 
or collaboration (in groups or community) which, 

according to Dewey (Field, 2006), is facilitated 
by a common language and shared meaning. 
Dewey also emphasised the social dimension of 
inquiry by claim that a theory of inquiry cannot 
be fully understood without considering its social 
context (e.g. how the theory will apply to its social 
aims, values, or norms). This means that indi-
viduals have the responsibility of aligning their 
individual efforts to socially defined goals and 
expectations. However, in the event of conflicts, 
then it calls for negotiation and harmonisation of 
experiences (resolution of habits and interests 
both within the individual and within the society).

CONTEMPORARY EPISTEMOLOGY

In this section, we shall address two views of 
epistemology: one being from the cognitive ap-
proach (adapted from Kor, 2001) while the other 
is knowledge management which plays a pivotal 
role in fostering knowledge creation, codification, 
sharing, and diffusion.

Cognitive Approach

The essential elements in Piaget’s stage-indepen-
dent theory of cognitive development addressed 
in this chapter are: schema, assimilation, accom-
modation, and equilibrium. Schemata, according 

Figure 4. Zone of proximal development (adapted from Kor, 2001)
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to Piaget, are internal mental structures which 
depict the way a person represents the world 
(Mayer, 1992) through perception, understanding 
and thoughts (Hill, 1990). When a piece of infor-
mation is similar but not identical to a learner’s 
inherent knowledge structure, it will be assimilated 
by the existing cognitive structure. During this 
assimilation process, two changes will take place 
simultaneously. The first pertains to the stimulus 
itself while the second is the schema. The stimulus 
will be modified and, at the same time, the schema 
changes to accommodate the new input. The vari-
ous ways of accommodating a new experience as 
outlined by Papert (1980) are abandoning the old 
or new knowledge, modify one or the other, or 
place both in separate compartments. When the 
conflict between the contradictory old and new 
knowledge has been resolved then equilibrium 
is said to have occurred. The schemata, in such a 
situation, are found to be in a stable state. Men-
delson (1996) maintains that the notion of conflict 
is used as a tool to foster a conceptual change. 
However, if an incoming piece of information is 
either exactly the same or totally different from 
an existing mental structure then it will have no 
influence on the schema (Piaget in Mayer, 1992). 
The reason being the former is nothing new so will 
not be a stimulus of change while the latter can 
neither be understood nor encoded, thus failing 
to relate to the existing knowledge framework.

According to Strike and Posner (1985), con-
ceptual change theory gives due emphasis to prior 
knowledge in learning and it also focuses on the 
transformation of conceptions in the learning 
process. They adopt the words, ‘accommoda-
tion’ and ‘assimilation’ from Piaget’s theory of 
equilibration to denote conceptual change. The 
former represents large-scale conceptual change 
while the latter refers to conceptual change of a 
lesser scale. Three views of conceptual change 
are as follows:

• Schema change (Rumelhart and Norman, 
1977). A cluster of related concepts is 

referred to a schema and is likened as a 
schema as a kind of tree structure in which 
subschemata correspond to subtrees. They 
classify three types of learning that can 
occur within a schema framework: accre-
tion which occurs within existing schemata 
through the gradual addition of factual in-
formation interpreted in terms of relevant 
pre-existing schemata; tuning which in-
volves the slow modification and refine-
ment of schemata through continual use 
and, presumably, it is instrumental for the 
development of expertise; and structuring 
involves the creation of new schemata to 
account for new information;

• Theory change (Carey, 1985; Vosniadou, 
1995). A theory structure differs from 
schemata in that it provides a causal ex-
planatory framework within which a phe-
nomenon it describes can be understood 
(Vosniadou, 1995). In domain-specific the-
ory change, Carey (1985) proposes a few 
possible changes: change in the individual 
concepts that make up the theory, change 
in the relationships between the concepts, 
and change in the scope of the phenom-
ena that the theory explains. Vosniadou’s 
(1995) notion of theory change appears 
to be an extension of Carey’s work when 
she further describes the changes in terms 
of theory enrichment through addition or 
theory restructuring through deletion or 
modification;

• Mental model change. A mental model is 
perceived as a form of knowledge structure 
(Gentner and Stevens, 1983) while some 
see it as a transient representation which 
is constructed on the spot to deal with a 
particular situation (Johnson-Laird, 1983; 
Vosniadou and Brewer, 1992; Vosniadou 
et al. 1999). According to Vosniadou et al. 
(1999), such a representation can be ma-
nipulated mentally to provide causal expla-
nations for physical phenomena and make 
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predictions about the causal effects of the 
physical world. Mental models change in 
different ways as a result of learning and 
the change in a mental model is either of 
the mental model itself or in the underly-
ing structures that constrain it (Vosniadou, 
1995).

Knowledge Management Approach: 
Pluralist Epistemology

The pluralist epistemology recognises the exis-
tence of more than one type of human knowledge 
which interacts with each other. The term is first 
used by Spender (1996) to capture the different 
types of knowledge that an organization uses 
(e.g. knowledge that is held individually or col-
lectively). Based on existing Knowledge Manage-
ment literature pluralist epistemology could be 
classified into the following categories:

• Dichotomy Model of Knowledge: This 
model which is prevalent, has been the 
subject of extensive debate and our dis-
cussion here will only focus on the typi-
cal categories of knowledge being explicit 
knowledge and tacit (or sometimes known 
as implicit, a term used by Polanyi, 1967) 
where the former is formal, systematic, 
and can be quantified, captured, codified 
(or structured), stored, reused, and dis-
seminated. Typical examples of explicit 
knowledge that have been given include 
product specifications, codified proce-
dures, a scientific formula, principle, or 
a computer programme. On the contrary, 
tacit knowledge is not easily captured, 
expressible, codified, communicated, nor 
shared. It is often associated with deeply 
rooted actions or experiential knowledge 
that resides in the heads of the knower 
(Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995; Spender, 
1998; Davenport and Prusak, 1998). 
According to Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995), 

both explicit and tacit knowledge are di-
chotomous yet mutually complementary 
and interact with each other in the knowl-
edge conversion process. There is no gen-
eral consensus about the explicit and tacit 
knowledge. Although the Spiral Model of 
Knowledge (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995) 
is considered a piece of seminal work in 
Knowledge Management, its knowledge 
conversion process (from tacit to explicit 
and vice versa) is critiqued (Hildreth et 
al, 2002; Stenmark, 2002; Tsoukas, 2005) 
based on Polanyi’s (1967) stance that tacit 
knowledge is ineffable which is ascribed 
to something that is known but can only 
be described very vaguely. Schön (1983) 
views tacit knowledge as always richer in 
information than its articulated form due 
to the ‘language deficiency syndrome’ (a 
term coined in Kor, 2001).

• Multiple Model of Knowledge: Choo 
(1998) extends the explicit-tacit model 
by including cultural knowledge to expli-
cate organisational knowledge. The three 
categories of knowledge are interdepen-
dent and cultural knowledge constitutes 
cognitive and affective structures which 
are inherent in an organisation’s members 
and are persistently utilised for perception 
and justification purposes. Also, it is said 
to include assumption, beliefs, and values 
about the organisation and its environ-
ment. Boisot (1995) classifies knowledge 
into four different categories. The first is 
proprietary knowledge developed by an in-
dividual or a group, which is context spe-
cific, can be codified but not completely 
diffused because it becomes not meaning-
ful when it is utilised in a different context. 
Next is idiosyncratic personal knowledge 
which is derived from personal experi-
ences and thus cannot be codified nor dif-
fused. On the contrary, public knowledge 
can both be codified and diffused in the 
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form of textbooks or other printed resourc-
es. Lastly, commonsense knowledge which 
is social-contextual personal experiences 
that have been internalised, its ownership 
and meaning are shared by the community 
and thus, can be diffused but not codified. 
Spender (1996) also suggests four catego-
ries of knowledge: conscious knowledge 
which is explicit knowledge held by an 
individual; objectified knowledge which 
refers to explicit knowledge held by the 
organisation; automatic knowledge (pre-
conscious individual knowledge) which 
experience is linked to intuition where ex-
perts linked experience to intuition where 
experts arrive at solutions without being 
able to explain how or the reasoning bit 
Davenport and Prusak (1998); collective 
knowledge, which is highly context spe-
cific (also known as proprietary knowledge 
in Boisot’s I-Space model), is manifested 
through the practice of the organisation 
(where practice is commonsense knowl-
edge in Boisot’s I-Space model).

• Continuum Model of Knowledge: 
Polanyi (1967) and Leonard et al. (1998) 
present knowledge in a continuum model 
where one extreme end of the spectrum 
is a completely explicit form of knowl-
edge (conscious) while the other end is, 
completely tacit (unconscious and expe-
riential). Leonard et al argue that most 
knowledge lies between these two polar-
ised points of extremes. Polayi’s (1962) 
explained the causes for language defi-
ciency syndrome (Kor, 2001) which occurs 
in situations where the tacit predominates 
to the extent that articulation is virtually 
impossible. According to Polanyi, this is a 
phenomenon of an ineffable domain where 
we know something in our heads but find 
it beyond our description and this is further 
supported by Schön (1983). The reasons 
for such ineffability, in Polanyi’s point of 

view, are due to defective articulation and 
also the inability to co-ordinate the essen-
tial elements in a coherent manner. Tsoukas 
(2005) views organisational knowledge as 
a continuum with propositional knowledge 
on one end while, narrative knowledge on 
the other.

• Duality Model of Knowledge: As for 
Hildreth et al (2002), they come up with 
a duality model of the hard and soft (ba-
sically synonymous with the explicit and 
tacit terms which has been previously dis-
cussed) of knowledge which looks like the 
Chinese ying yang symbol. They maintain 
that these two forms co-exist and interwo-
ven in all knowledge but with varying de-
gree and in other words, knowledge is to 
some degree both hard and soft and thus 
categorisation of knowledge is not needed. 
Additionally, both are considered mutually 
dependent viewing the fact that when one 
increases, the other decreases.

• The KNOWING Model of Knowledge: 
Polanyi (1962, p.vii) regards knowing as 
‘an active comprehension of the things 
known and action that requires skill’. 
The latter is echoed by Schön (1983) who 
views one’s knowledge as being in one’s 
actions. On the other hand, the component 
active comprehension refers to the formu-
lation and application of theories (e.g. a 
set of rules considered as maxims or rules 
of thumb (Davenport and Prusak, 1998) 
which provide guidance for the doing fol-
lowed by the interpretation of the experi-
ence. Polanyi gives an example of science 
which consists of a set of formulae that 
have a bearing on experience and without 
the exercise of operational skills on these 
formulae, which will be guided by max-
ims, there will be no shaping of a scien-
tist’s knowledge. Another example given 
is the rules of art that do not determine the 
practice of art but merely serve as beacons 
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to an art only if they can be integrated into 
practical knowledge of art. Seely Brown 
and Duguid (1998) add a social dimension 
to knowing by claiming that it not only fo-
cuses on what that is in the heads but the in-
teractions with the things in the social and 
physical world.Seely Brown and Duguid 
(ibid) classify knowledge into the know-
what (explicit knowledge) and know-how 
(which can have an explicit component). 
However, in this chapter, we have extend-
ed the know-what type of knowledge so 
that it encompasses both a mixture of ef-
fable (when it is conceptual) and ineffable 
knowledge. An example of the latter is the 
know-what-it-is-like knowledge which is 
derived from sensations and is a non-infer-
ential (Russell, 1961) or non-propositional 
(Dretske, 1996) type of factual knowledge. 
Wittgenstein (Richter, 2006) used the term 
‘private language’ to refer to private sensa-
tions which are incomprehensible to others 
except for the knower who alone knows 
the sensations to which it refers to.

It has been argued that sensation on its own, 
is not knowledge (Russell, 1961), but a bearer of 
information (Dretske, 1996), and this is echoed 
by William James (1890) when he maintained 
that a pure sensation is an abstraction (in Chapter 
XVII Sensation, The Principle of Psychology). 
However, when it is interpreted or connected to 
an existing or new schema then it will be known 
as perceptual knowledge of the external world. 
Assume one has never tasted a kumquat but the 
know-what-kumquat taste-is-like will only exist 
after when given the opportunity. However, the 
question that is raised is how would the new taste 
be interpreted. If the sweet and sour citrus fruit 
taste is likened to that of a satsuma orange, then this 
means the taste of the kumquat (new schema) has 
been interpreted in the light of an existing schema 
(taste of satsuma orange). However, the sweet and 
sour taste cannot be described in a precise manner. 

This type of knowledge has phenomenal (‘what it 
is like’) features without conceptual constituents, 
which are also known as qualia (i.e. qualitative 
features) (Boghossian, 1995 in Pitt, 2004; Good, 
2006; Tye, 2007) which are ineffable, subjective 
and very private (Dennett, 1992). According to 
Dretske (1996), perceptual knowledge is derived 
from qualia which are employed to identify what 
the object is. We shall not address the debate on 
whether qualia are real properties because the 
existence of such properties is still debatable in 
contemporary philosophy of mind. However, in 
this chapter, we shall adopt the stance that qualia 
are considered sensory perceptual knowledge 
that corresponds to sensations and the qualitative 
aspects of experience (Hubbard, 1996), which has 
critical or salient features (Raffman, 1993). Raff-
man argues that perceptual discrimination cannot 
be described but can be identified. He gives an 
example of the identification of a sound interval 
which could be performed by both the trained 
and untrained listener. Both could experience 
qualia but the trained one could go a step further 
by classifying the qualia of the stimulus based on 
the salient features (ibid).

Know-how or also known as things you do with 
knowledge (Davenport and Prusak, 1998), relates 
to the procedural uses of knowledge, represents 
the possession of a skill, trained capacity, com-
petence or a technique (Scheffler, 1965). Schef-
fler makes a distinction between this know-how 
(having a skill) and knowing that a skill is such 
and such (i.e. information about the skill). Also, 
he continues to claim that understanding or appre-
ciation of a know-how is non-existent. However, 
skills can generally be honed through practice 
but one cannot practice know-that. Practice will 
effect an increase in certain skills to the point 
when it could be automatic. Know-that involves 
the propositional uses of knowledge and Schef-
fler (1965) not only views it as a verified belief 
but one which entails the ability to appropriately 
justify the belief. The know-that statement can 
also be utilised to indicate a norm. As an example 
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‘Everybody knows that they ought to bring their 
dinner money to school on Mondays if they are 
not on free meals’.

The know-why type of knowledge, in this 
chapter, is akin to Theory Change and Mental 
Model Change, which provide a causal explana-
tory framework for a physical phenomenon so that 
it could be understood. This type of knowledge 
will be synonymous with knowledge of cause 
and effect.

In this chapter, a summary of the discussed 
seminal and contemporary epistemologies in-
cluding the attributes to describe the various 
categories of knowledge have been tabulated in 
Table 1. The 4 groups of attributes are: effability, 
codifiability, perceptual or conceptual, and social 
or personal. As discussed previously, effability 
relates to whether a piece of knowledge could be 
articulated while codifiability concerns its cap-
ture and embedment in physical representations 
such as artefacts, repositories, or signs system. 
Perceptual links to sensations and phenomenal 
features without any conceptual constituents. 
On the other hand, conceptual relates to mental 
functions such as problem solving, understanding, 
reasoning, logic, and etc. Social knowledge refers 
to knowledge on which cultural or social groups 
come to agree by convention or is constructed 
through social interaction (Wadsworth, 1996). This 
type of knowledge encompasses organisational 
knowledge as well. On the other hand, personal 
knowledge is either idiosyncratic or constructed 
purely based on cognitive operations without 
entailing any social interaction.

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF 
ORGANISATIONAL INFORMATION 
AND KM MODEL

Seeing that knowledge is empowerment and it 
enhances an organisation’s competitive advantage 
(Wiig, 2004; Murmann, 2004; von Krogh and 
Roos, 1992;), organisational knowledge theorists 

and practitioners stress the need to know what 
knowledge is and how to manage as well as ex-
ploit it. This is the reason why the KM field has 
in recent years, sparked so much interests. The 
crux in Information and Knowledge Management 
is knowledge creation, information coding, and 
information sharing. In this chapter, we shall 
discuss a novel Organisational Information and 
Knowledge Management Model in Figure 11. 
which clarifies the differences between informa-
tion and knowledge; provides mechanisms for 
individual knowledge creation, and information 
sharing. Here, we take the stance on knowledge 
which, in accordance with the Cognitive Approach 
resides in our conscious mental states or minds 
of the knowers (Glasersfeld, 1995; Davenport 
& Prusak, 1998). It has been internalised and is 
deemed to be meaningful or useful for potential 
mental or physical actions. Also, it is significant 
due to a particular context (Tsoukas, 2005) because 
of the meaning ascribed by the context (Witt-
genstein in Richter, 2006). This stance contrasts 
with the conception of knowledge as being set 
out in artefacts, and documents (Boisot, 1998) or 
repositories and organisational routines, processes, 
practices, and norms (Davenport & Prusak, 1998). 
In this chapter, we view information as anything 
(including knowledge) that has been articulated, 
codified (embedded in documents, repositories, 
signals in multimedia sources, etc.), and is trans-
ferrable through hard or soft networks. According 
to Davenport and Prusak (1998) a hard network 
has a tangible and definite infrastructure (e.g. 
cables, documents, satellite dishes, etc.) while 
the soft network is less formal and tangible (e.g. 
handing of notes or word of mouth).

Information and Knowledge 
Conversions

Based on the categories of knowledge and their 
respective attributes which are tabulated in Table 
1, Table 2, Table 3 we categorised three classes 
of information: coded (or printed) information 
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which is all explicitly represented (e.g. books, 
pictures, icons, graphs, images, etc.); sensory 
information (relate to perception and transmitted 
through multimedia channels), and practice or art 
information (relate to skills and doing). Different 
possible conversions within an individual (as 
shown in Figures 5, 6, and 7).

Information: Nothing

A piece of incoming information will either be 
ignored or rejected when it is identical or totally 
different from an existing mental structure; can 
neither be understood nor encoded (as discussed 
in ‘Cognitive Approach’), does not appear to be 
intelligible or plausible (Strike and Posner, 1985). 
This phenomenon could also occur when there are 
tenacious preconceptions (Ausubel, 1968) which 
contradict the new information, pervasive mental 
models, or cognitive load where the receiver has 

been bombarded with too much information at 
one single point in time.

Information: Information

Information could be exaggerated, reduced when 
only the gist is abstracted. It will remain as informa-
tion in the receiver’s head as long as it is acquired 
through rote learning without being internalised.

Information: Knowledge

Knowledge is not transferred to a learner but 
instead the learner builds a representation of the 
domain (Shuell, 1992). In this subsection we shall 
discuss the mechanisms (extracted from Kor, 
2001) by which information can be converted to 
knowledge. The mechanisms will be coded into 
two categories namely cognitive operations, and 
experience which involves kinesthetics (doing) 
and perception.

Figure 5. A schematic outline for Dewey’s process of understanding (adapted from Kor, 2001)

Figure 6. Coded information knowledge conversion)
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COGNITIVE OPERATIONS

Understanding

Let us examine a classic notion of understand-
ing put forth by Dewey (1933). Dewey first 
distinguished ‘information’ from ‘knowledge’ by 
arguing that ‘information is only knowledge as its 
material is comprehended’ (p. 78). In other words, 
‘understanding’, here, is viewed as the bridge be-
tween information and knowledge. What then is 
‘understanding’ from Dewey’s point of view? He 
explained that ‘understanding’ means that ‘the var-
ious parts of the information acquired are grasped 
in their relations to one another, a result that is 
attained only when acquisition is accompanied by 
constant reflection (will be further discussed in the 
ensuing subsection) upon the meaning of what is 
studied’ (pp. 78-79). This implies that understand-
ing of a piece of information is said to be attained 
when one is able to grasp a coherent network of 
its components with reflection being instrumental 
in this process. We attempt to illustrate Dewey’s 
notion of ‘understanding’ by showing that Shuell’s 
(1992) notion of ‘understanding’ is in line with 
that of Dewey’s when he maintains that the re-

lationships among the concepts and facts are an 
integral part of understanding. He cites some of 
the characteristics associated with the concept 
‘understanding’: paraphrasing, summarising, and 
answering questions. However, Scardamalia and 
Bereiter (1991) adopt Piaget’s assimilation and 
accommodation perspective of understanding 
when they posit that understanding is a two-way 
interaction between prior knowledge and new 
material. Here, prior knowledge interprets new 
material and on the other hand, new material 
modifies prior knowledge.

Reflection

Dewey (1960) defines reflection as ‘the kind of 
thinking that consists in turning the subject over 
in the mind and giving it serious and consecutive 
consideration’ (p. 3). To trigger reflection, one 
must first be placed in a novel, unfamiliar situation 
which causes perplexity and uncertainty (Dewey, 
1960). Reflection that occurs prior to an event is 
said to be in the pre-reflective stage (Dewey, 1960) 
and in this preparatory stage, Boud et al. (1985a) 
claim that inquiry takes place. The post-reflective 
stage occurs after the event when the outcome is 

Figure 7. Sensory/practice/art information knowledge conversion
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mulled over. Boud et al. (1985a) include a phase 
in between the two, which is during the actual 
occurrence of the event. Dewey (1960) prescribes 
several ways reflection can take place: compare 
and contrast one’s knowledge in the form of a 
thing or event with that of an expert, compare a 
thing or event as it is before with what it is after. 
The Socratic method could also be employed to 
provoke reflection (Lepper, et al, 1993; Kor, 2001; 
Kor, et al, 2001) to challenge a learner’s belief by 
posing questions, leading him step by step till he 
recognises his ignorance or false belief thereby 
revise his belief or effect conceptual change.

Experience alone is not the key to learning 
and reflection is one activity that could transform 
experience to learning (Boud, Keogh & Walker, 
1985a; Dewey, 1960; Kolb & Fry, 1975). Kolb’s 
experiential learning cycle shows that concrete 
experience is turned into abstract concepts and 
generalisations through observations and reflec-
tion. Reflection facilitates effective problem 
solving (Collins & Brown, 1988; Lepper et al., 
1993) and also leads to new understanding and 
appreciation (Boud et al., 1985b; Dewey, 1960). It 
helps one transcend beyond the surface learning, 
thus enabling one to grasp the deep meaning of a 
concept and to integrate it with prior knowledge 
through the assimilation and accommodation 
processes. Dewey (1960) maintains that reflec-
tion impels inquiry about the reliability of one’s 
belief, an evaluation of its value, the gathering of 
data to confirm or refute it, and the justification 
or rejection of its acceptance.

Lessons could be drawn from COLA, a Cross 
Organisational Learning Approach which aims 
to engage an organisation (in the construction 
industry) in rigorous and continuous evaluative 
reflective practice that will result in organisa-
tional learning which can be generalised and 
transferred to other contexts and at the same 
time provide the essential flexibility to cope 
with changes in a dynamic environment (details 
of the approach can be found in Orange et al, 
1998, 1999a, 1999b, 2000).

Reasoning

Holyoak and Nisbett (1988) maintain that the 
act of reasoning involves the use of rules about 
events in a particular domain. Inferential rules 
are context dependent and they encompass gen-
eral rules about causal relations that exist in that 
particular domain. Successful learning through 
reasoning, according to Vosniadou and Ortony 
(1989), largely depends on one’s ability to identify 
the most relevant bodies of knowledge that reside 
in the memory. In this section for reasoning, we 
shall explain several types of reasoning such as 
common-sense reasoning, scientific reasoning, 
and analogical reasoning:

Common-Sense Reasoning

In Qualitative Physics, common-sense reasoning 
is typically the type of reasoning employed to 
reason about physical systems. Common-sense 
reasoning, according to Resnick (1989) is the 
act of drawing on the repertoire of common-
sense knowledge about the physical world to 
predict and explain a phenomenon. Buchanan 
and Wilkins (1993) point out that inference 
drawn from common-sense reasoning is often 
‘mentally effortless’. Forbus (1990) implies that 
with common-sense reasoning, one can ‘reason 
fluently’ about a phenomenon without first having 
to grasp its underlying formalisms;

Scientific Reasoning

As mentioned in ‘Pragmatic Approach’, three 
types of reasoning involved in scientific methods 
(according to Peirce in Burch, 2006) are: abduc-
tive, deductive and inductive reasoning. Scientific 
reasoning generally entails experimentation and 
hypotheses formation (see Error! Reference source 
not found.). According to Klahr and Dunbar 
(1988), the conception of dual space search dur-
ing scientific reasoning comprises an experiment 
search and a hypothesis search. In the former, 
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hypotheses are first formulated based on prior 
knowledge, followed by conducting experiments 
to confirm or refute the hypotheses formed. As 
for the latter, the order of events is the reverse 
with experiments preceding the formulation of 
hypotheses and rule discovery through generalisa-
tion is its primary aim. As discussed previously, 
inductive reasoning involves the drawing of in-
ferences to generate hypotheses, generalisations, 
or principles. Thus, this is exemplified by the 
experiment search that has just been mentioned. 
Holyoak and Nisbett (1988) cite instance-based 
generalisation as an example of rule discovery 
where inferences are drawn from one or more 
instances. On the other hand, deductive reason-
ing, on the other hand, involves inferences being 
made from general principles to particular cases. 
Mayer (1992) lists three types of deductive reason-
ing: categorical reasoning, conditional reasoning 
and linear reasoning. However, only the second 
category is relevant here because it assumes the 
cause and effect relationship. An elementary form 
of such logical reasoning to signify a conditional 
relation is If p, then q or if not p, then not q’ where 
‘p’ is some antecedent condition while ‘q’ is some 
consequent condition;

Analogical Reasoning

Analogical reasoning involves the transfer of 
relational information from a base domain to a 
target domain (Vosniadou and Ortony, 1989). 
Success of an analogical transfer depends on 
the perceived similarity between the domains. 
Vosniadou and Ortony emphasise the similarity 
in surface properties as well as the relational 
structure of the base and target domains while 
Gentner (1983) stresses the structural similar-
ity. Surface similarity in problems refers to the 
surface content that is alike with common details 
shared while structural similarity refers to the 
correspondence between the relations of objects 
in one problem with that of another problem. In 
the problem-solving context, analogical reason-

ing is defined as a process which involves the 
abstraction of a solution strategy from a previous 
problem and relating it to the given information 
in the new problem to be solved (Mayer, 1992). 
Mayer prescribes three conditions for a successful 
analogical transfer: recognition, which involves 
the identification of a potential analog (base) from 
which to reason; abstraction, where a general 
structure, principle or procedure from the base is 
abstracted; mapping, where knowledge acquired 
is applied to the target. He suggests that the map-
pings that can occur between two domains are 
of similar features and relations, or of dissimilar 
features but similar relations.

Association

According to James (1890, Chapter XIV, Associa-
tion of The Principles of Psychology), knowledge 
acquisition through association will occur if an 
incoming information, which appears as whole 
is analysed into parts (analysis process) or when 
separate pieces of information are linked together 
as composite wholes (synthesis process).

Problem Solving

Vosniadou (1995) states that learning to solve 
problems entails the acquisition of certain strat-
egies and algorithms which make it possible 
to devise and execute a solution plan. We shall 
discuss very briefly, the two broad categories of 
problems: well-defined and ill-defined problems:

Well-Defined Problems

Well-defined problems are defined by four param-
eters: an initial state, goal state, set of operators, 
and path constraints (Newell and Simon, 1972; 
Greeno, 1976) with clearly specified solution 
steps. General Problem Solver (GPS) is a clas-
sic program developed for solving well-defined 
problems. It operates on problems that can be 
formulated in terms of objects and operators (New-
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ell and Simon, 1972). VanLehn (1999) remarks 
that some basic concepts in GPS such as goals, 
subgoals, and operations have come to define a 
paradigm for understanding human problem solv-
ing. Well-defined problems such as the ‘cannibal 
and missionary problem’ require little or no prior 
knowledge but hinge mainly on reasoning. Here, 
general problem solving strategies could be used 
to enable the problem solver to traverse from the 
original to the final goal state. Problem-solving is 
seen as a search through a state space. The essential 
characteristics of a problem space are: an initial 
state of knowledge; a set of operators which can be 
used at any point to generate a neighbouring point 
(intermediate states); an end state of knowledge 
(Newell & Simon, 1972). A general strategy for 
this category of problem is means-ends analysis 
(Newell & Simon, 1972) which entails identifying 
the difference between the two states, and selecting 
the best action to reduce the difference. This is 
suitable for knowledge-lean domains. However, 
for knowledge-rich domains such as physics, prior 
knowledge is essential, and expertise involves 
acquiring a good repertoire of domain relevant 
knowledge as well as developing domain-specific 
problem-solving strategies (Vosniadou, 1995);

Ill-Defined Problems

With ill-defined problems, little or no informa-
tion is provided on the initial state, goal state, or 
operators (Kahney, 1993). The problem has to 
be defined by the solver himself. Greeno (1976) 
argues that some problems with goals which are 
vague, undefined or limitless can be regarded as 
quite well-defined as long as solvers can find a 
solution path out of the many possible ones and 
work towards achieving the specified goal.

Sensory Experience

According to Augustine (Scheffler, 1965), knowl-
edge acquisition requires a ‘personal confronta-
tion’ with reality. The confrontation with the 

information from a source is via multi-modalities, 
which often results in different personal experi-
ences. Every such experience involves an object 
(event, or state of affairs) which we interact with 
and manipulate using our senses (Wadsworth, 
1996). Pendleburry (1996) states that the descrip-
tion of sense experiences consists of their sensory 
modality (e.g. auditory experience, gustatory ex-
perience, etc.) and contents of an object, event, or 
state of affairs). Nagel (1974) maintains that the 
description of the contents are objective (in terms 
of their physical properties such as size, shape, 
weight, etc.) while the qualia (already discussed 
in ‘Knowledge Management Approach: Pluralist 
Epistemology’) or character (according to Dretske, 
1996) of the sensations themselves are subjective. 
Wittgenstein (Richter, 2006) used the term ‘private 
language’ to refer to private aspects of sensations, 
which cannot be understood by others except by 
the user who alone knows the sensations to which 
the language refers to.

Polanyi (1962) argued that theories (also 
known as maxims in procedural knowledge found 
in Table 1, Table 2, and Table 3) are essential to 
provide guidance for the interpretation of our 
experiences. Perception will only lead to knowl-
edge if there is prior cognitive structure for the 
perceived. Dretske (1996) describes the process 
by which perceptual knowledge is constructed. In 
this chapter, we shall use the example of a fra-
grant pink rose. The first step involved is seeing 
and smelling a fragrant pink rose (sensation). In 
this sensory phase, sensations carry information 
about the object, the rose (e.g: visual information 
is the rose’s colour, shape, size, orientation, etc.) 
and also carry the qualia or character (e.g. shade 
of pink, type of fragrance, type of smell, intensity 
of the smell, etc.). Next the cognitive mechanism 
is responsible for extracting and using essential 
information to generate the perceptual knowl-
edge that ‘the rose is pink and fragrant’ with the 
condition that there is a relevant prior cognitive 
structure. Lovell (1974) defines several ways by 
which perceptual knowledge are constructed: 
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through discrimination or differentiation between 
properties of objects and events, and generalisa-
tion which entails the abstraction of common and 
salient features.

PRACTICE OR ART

According to Ohlsson (1996), learning to do 
concerns skill acquisition. However, rules for 
learning to do (or rules of art) do not determine 
the practice of the doing or the art (Polanyi, 
1962). Polanyi argued that the rules are mere 
maxims which serve as guides to the art (known 
as maxims of procedural knowledge in Table 1, 
Table 2, Table 3). Scheffler (1965) affirms that 
know-how cannot be appreciated and one cannot 
learn to understand it. He continues to state that 
know-how can be generally improved through 
practice but one cannot practise the know-that. 
Hubbard (1996) highlights the qualia aspect of 
know-how by adding that qualia can be educated, 
with examples given being ear training in musi-
cians, palate training in wine training, and etc. As 
previously defined, know-how represents the pos-
session of a skill, trained capacity, or competence. 
Scheffler (1965) differentiates between know how 
to and knowing how to do it well where the former 
seems relevant to a situation where training and 
required understanding is minimal. On the other 
hand, the latter concerns advanced skills which 
are generally built through training and practice 
by means of repeated trials and performances, 
and active engagement with experts who would 
help direct one’s attention to the essential salient 
features in the skills.

Knowledge: Information

When knowledge in a knower’s head is expressed 
and codified then it is transformed into informa-
tion and this is resonated by the following view, 
‘knowledge can move down the value chain, 
returning to information and data’ (Davenport 

and Prusak, 1998). It will be knowledge to the 
knower but information to the receiver when it 
is articulated. However, for knowledge that can-
not be articulated, a set of procedures or pointers 
could be provided to lead the receiver through 
a similar environment so as to try effect similar 
or approximate experiences. These experiences 
might not necessarily result in exactly the same 
type of knowledge because experiential knowl-
edge is subjective and idiosyncratic (Shuell, 
1992) so it depends on how the knower perceives 
and interprets it in the light of his or her prior 
knowledge (Strike and Posner, 1985; Vosniadou 
and Brewer, 1992). However, when the goals 
and salient features of the experiences have been 
highlighted then the expected outcomes will be 
similar or approximately the same.

Knowledge: Knowledge

Knowledge is organic and it grows when it 
interacts with the environment (Davenport and 
Prusak, 1998). A new piece of incoming informa-
tion could trigger off the following changes in an 
existing knowledge structure: accretion, tuning or 
structuring or restructuring (abandoning the old 
– Papert, 1980 in Cognitive Approach). Dewey 
(1902) stressed that it is imperative for knowledge 
to grow from experiences and Ausubel (1968) 
maintains that what the learner already knows 
influences learning. The ideas of ‘growth’ and 
‘influence’ are combined together when Shuell 
(1992) views learning as knowledge being built 
on and influenced by the presence of prior knowl-
edge. Jonassen (1992) refers this phenomenon as 
the reorganisation of prior knowledge on the basis 
of the newly acquired knowledge.

However, Scardamalia and Bereiter (1991) 
adopt Piaget’s notion of assimilation and accom-
modation and view a two-way interaction between 
prior knowledge and the new material where the 
former interprets the latter while the latter modi-
fies the former. Thus, prior knowledge is a crucial 
determining factor of the learning process and 
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outcome (Ausubel, 1968; Duit, 1999). However, 
when knowledge stops evolving then it transforms 
into a dogma (Davenport and Prusak, 1998). The 
mechanisms for fostering an organic growth of 
an existing piece of knowledge are similar to the 
ones discussed in the subsection on Information 
- Knowledge conversion.

INFORMATION AND KM IN 
AN ORGANISATION

In information and knowledge management, the 
essential activities relate to codification, creation 
and transfer of information and knowledge. The 
discussion in this section will focus on knowledge 
creation, information sharing (between individuals 
and individuals, groups and groups, individuals 
and groups) which form the bases for the Organi-
sational Information and Knowledge Management 
Model. As mentioned previously, the categories of 
information in this chapter are: coded (or printed) 
information; sensory information; and practice or 
art information.

Knowledge Creation 
(within an Individual)

Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) view every member 
in an organisation as knowledge workers where 
new knowledge always begins with an individual. 
An organisation ‘learns’ when individuals learn, 
and team learning is viewed as a fundamental 
unit of a learning organisation. Members of an 
organisation act collectively but they learn indi-
vidually (Kleiner and Roth, 1998). Mechanisms 
for individual knowledge creation (information-
knowledge and knowledge-knowledge conver-
sions) have been discussed previously. For 
knowledge constructed from newly encountered 
coded (or printed) information, Shuell (1992) 
maintains that a learner ought to carry out various 
cognitive operations. Examples of such operations 
are: comprehension, introspection (or reflection), 

reasoning, inference, analysis, synthesis and 
problem solving (see

Rummelhart and Norman (1977) classify 
three types of knowledge creation (see namely: 
accretion occurs within existing schemata through 
gradual addition of factual information interpreted 
in terms of relevant pre-existing schemata; tuning 
involves the slow modification and refinement of 
schemata through continual use, and, presumably, 
it is instrumental for the development of expertise; 
structuring involves the creation of new schemata 
to account for new information. However, a sche-
mata will be restructured when it contradicts with 
the incoming information.

Knowledge is created through manipulation 
and interaction with objects or events in the 
physical world, through our senses (Wadsworth, 
1996). In order to derive perceptual knowledge 
from sensory experiences, it is essential to provide 
guidance (in the form of maxims) for the interpreta-
tion of our experiences. Appropriate environments 
for active exploration need to be set up, followed 
by highlighting the salient aspects of qualia for 
intended experiences. According to Gallagher 
and Reid (1981), knowledge is constructed from 
thinking about experiences with objects or events.

When the coded information comprising max-
ims are acted out or put into practice then skills 
related knowledge will be created (see Figure 6 
and Figure 7). Knowledge creation is not only 
facilitated by peer interactions but also vertical 
interactions (Hatano, 1993) which entails interac-
tions with experts who are more mature (Schön, 
1983). Some of examples of such interactions are 
observations, mentoring, apprenticeship, coach-
ing, shadowing, and even collaborative inquiry.

Information Sharing

Tsoukas (2005) claims that knowledge becomes 
organisational ‘knowledge’ simply by it be-
ing generated or developed, or transmitted by 
individuals within the organisation through 
knowledge creating activities. However, based 
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on our information and knowledge conversions, 
everything that is transferable is information 
(effable and codifiable) so in our view, that there 
could only be organisational information in the 
physical or virtual environment while its col-
lective knowledge resides in individual’s heads. 
Some of the information sharing mechanisms 
among individuals in a group, are through the 
typical easily coded and communicated forms, 
instruction, conferences, meetings, workshops, 
collaborative inquiry, collaborative projects or 
problem solving. However, sensory information, 
and art or practice information can only be shared 
through multimedia communication channels, 
narratives, analogies, metaphors, maxims or rules 
of the thumb (Davenport and Prusak, 1998), the 
setting up of similar environments for re-enacting 

the intended experience, highlight or ascribe 
modality (e.g. very great, great, same, small, 
very small) to the salient and critical aspects of 
qualitative phenomenal features known as qualia 
(Hubbard, 1996). However, sharing of information 
(individual-individual, individual-group, group-
group) requires common language, negotiated or 
shared meaning, shared mental models, integration 
of perspectives or views made possible through 
dialogues (mentioned by Senge, 1990).

COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE

In a typical organisational information and knowl-
edge management model, the Communities of 
Practice provides an environment for people to 

Figure 8. Individual-individual information sharing

Figure 9. Individual-group (or group-individual), and group-group coded information sharing
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share knowledge (e.g. Lave and Wenger, 1991; 
Hildreth and Kimble, 2002), work, and commu-
nicate (Choo, 1998). Within the organisation, it 
is said to subsume groups or teams. The practice 
component in Communities of Practice (CoP) as-
sumes a situated meaning that is only meaningful 
when there is active social participation (Wenger, 
1998), and it encompasses communal traditions 
which are linked to narratives (e.g. stories, anec-
dotes, examples, etc.) (Tsoukas, 2005). Engaging 
with experts in the community is the crux of CoPs 
(ibid). However, active social interaction often 
entails conflicts, negotiations, collaboration, etc. 
which forms the bases of shared understanding, 
meaning, and goals (Seely Brown and Duguid, 
1991), also known as sensemaking (Choo, 1998).

Generally, CoPs consist of shared trusts, belief, 
learned lessons, insights, narratives, anecdotes, 
and values which give its members, a sense of 
identity (Liebowitz, 2001; Seely Brown and Du-
guid, 1991; Tsoukas, 2005), and is central to the 
social construction as well as sustenance of soft 
knowledge (Kimble et al., 2002). According to 
Seely Brown and colleagues (1983), workplace 
learning is best understood in terms of communi-
ties that are being formed or merged together and its 

primary issue being ‘becoming a practitioner’ and 
not ‘learning about practice’. If an organisation 
values knowledge creation and information shar-
ing, then it should provide a conducive ground to 
facilitate the growth and continuous improvement 
of CoP (McDermott, 1999) which if sustained, 
will be institutionalised (Tsoukas, 2005).

Appropriate systems, processes, and tools 
ought to be designed and implemented to sup-
port information knowledge management (note: 
for a comprehensive overview of organisational 
and ICT tools developed by von Krogh and col-
leagues, please refer to Raimann, et. al, 2000, 
p.23) and have them embedded into the organi-
sation’s business models and operations (Gavin, 
1998). Undeniably, support, and incentives are 
necessary to stimulate individual knowledge 
creation (Wiig, 2004) through personal mastery 
which helps the individual clarify one’s personal 
vision, aware of the gap between the vision and 
the actual situation, followed by focussing one’s 
energies to close the gap (Senge, 1990). It is the 
organisation’s responsibility to foster a climate 
which could help seamlessly weave the principles 
of personal mastery into the organisation’s practice 
(ibid). Information brokering (note: the term used 

Figure 10. Individual-group sensory/practice/art information sharing
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in Wolpert, 2003, is knowledge brokering) is es-
sential to effect collaboration between individuals 
and groups facilitated by dialogues and discus-
sion so that groups will be able to gain valuable 
insights which are not attainable individually 
(Senge, 1990).

According to Senge (ibid), engineering knowl-
edge is created when a new idea has been invented 
and proven to work in a controlled environment 
(e.g. laboratory in the Research and Develop-
ment Department). The Kuhn paradigm shift 
phenomenon will occur when the testing of an 
idea is followed by an invention, when replicated 
on a large scale, becomes innovation which will 
revolutionise the organisational business model, 
processes and operations.

Figure 12 illustrates the information and 
knowledge cycle, which is an abridged form of 
the organisational information and knowledge 
management model. It entails the creation, ap-
plication, codification, and transfer activities. 
When created knowledge is coded, it becomes 
information which can then be communicated 
and shared. Information sharing mechanisms 
are processes (i), (ii), and (iii) (as in Figure 11), 
which will facilitate schema change (Rummelhart 
and Norman, 1977) or cognitive growth (Piaget). 
When knowledge has been proven over time, 
and information is stable then, it could be dis-
seminated to other organisations using the same 
transfer processes within the organisation and this 
is known as information diffusion.

Figure 12. IKM cycle

Figure 11. An organisational information knowledge management model
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CONCLUSION

In our discussion we have demonstrated how the 
seminal and contemporary epistemologies could 
be synergised for the benefit of an organisation. 
The chapter shows that knowledge creation within 
individuals happens when there are information 
and knowledge conversions (within individuals) 
facilitated by reflection, reasoning, testing, acting 
out, perception, apprenticeship, and etc. In order 
to promote information and knowledge manage-
ment, an organisation must provide incentives and 
motivation for individuals to create knowledge 
through continual learning, codifying informa-
tion in multi-modal representations, providing 
the diverse means and resources for informa-
tion sharing between: an individual and another 
individual; an individual or a group; a group 
and another group. This is followed by informa-
tion diffusion. This chapter has also presented 
an Organisational Information and Knowledge 
Management Model which distinguishes the dif-
ferences between information and knowledge, as 
well as mechanisms for the conversions between 
information and knowledge. For our future work, 
we will validate and revise this model by using it 
to investigate ways by which individuals as well 
as groups create knowledge and share information 
within an organisation.
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Chapter  7.8

ABSTRACT

In the same way that useful theory in knowledge 
management systems leads us to rethink the nature 
of knowledge (Spender & Scherer, 2007) a theory 
of ethics that is informed by current research 
in moral psychology will lead us to rethink the 
nature of ethical action. This chapter introduces 
a research program that has tracked ethical ac-
tion among computer professionals and uses the 
insights from that research to make suggestions 
about how purposive moral action is undertaken 
and how it might be supported by knowledge 
management systems.

PROBLEMS, PURPOSES 
AND KNOWLEDGE

There is a consensus concerning the subject-matter 
of ethics so general that it would be tedious to 
document it. It is that the business of ethics is with 
“problems”, i.e. situations in which it is difficult 
to know what one should do; that the ultimate 
beneficiary of ethical analysis is the person who, 
in one of these situations, seeks rational ground for 
the decision he must make; that ethics is therefore 
primarily concerned to find such grounds, often 
conceived of as moral rules and the principles 
from which they can be derived (Pincoffs, 1971, 
p. 552).

Chuck Huff
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After claiming that it would be tedious to do so, 
Edmund Pincoffs’ classic article on “Quandary 
Ethics” documents the extensive philosophical 
agreement that ethics is primarily about giving 
rational principles and procedures for solving 
moral problems, or “quandaries.” This agreement 
on the nature of ethics is also foundational to 
agreed-upon goals for the practical and profes-
sional ethics curriculum (Callahan, 1980).

If ethics is primarily about applying principles 
and procedures to make decisions in response 
to problems then what does knowledge have to 
do with it? Presumably, one needs to know the 
problem and the principles and then to apply the 
procedures. In much ethics teaching the problems 
are predefined by the cases, designed to highlight 
particular ethical principles, (Huff & Frey, 2005) 
and so not much effort is expended in defining 
the problem itself. Both in the classroom and on 
the job, the recommended procedure to define the 
problem is stakeholder analysis. Many decision 
support systems (e.g. Gotterbarn, 2001) use this 
approach to guide decision-making regarding the 
design of software systems. Thus, a knowledge 
management system to support such decisions 
would need to contain information about stake-
holders and provide access to procedures and 
principles that could be applied to the problem.

This classic approach to ethics treats the 
problem as static and locates the expertise in the 
correct application of principles to the problem at 
hand. And the sort of knowledge needed to support 
such a process is relatively unproblematic factual 
knowledge that can be indexed and straightfor-
wardly combined. In this approach, a knowledge 
management system to support ethical decisions 
should in principle be relatively simple to design 
and implement. It would include a structure to 
help the decision maker collect and organize the 
relevant factual knowledge, some processes that 
led the decision maker to evaluate various op-
tions in the decision space, and perhaps a way to 
systematize value tradeoffs in making a decision. 
This approach focuses the knowledge manage-

ment system on the task of providing decision 
support, which in turn presumes that ethics is 
about the decisions one makes when confronted 
with a relevant choice.

But Pincoffs’ (1971) early essay casts doubt 
on this approach to ethics and insists that being 
ethical is more than responding appropriately 
to isolated decision problems. Likewise, our re-
cent research on moral exemplars in computing 
(Huff, Barnard & Frey, 2008a; 2008b) provides 
a picture of ethical careers that are not primarily 
composed of a series of ethical decisions, but 
instead are constructed over time in response to 
life goals, organizational and social constraints, 
and idiosyncratic attachment to particular ethical 
goals (e.g. help the customer or the handicapped, 
reform privacy laws or software design standards) 
(Huff & Rogerson, 2005).

The purpose of this short essay is to introduce 
this alternative notion of ethics, a conception that 
is rooted in planned action over the life of a career 
and based in the goals of the individual actor in 
their organizational context. We might call this 
a purposive-action approach as opposed to the 
deliberative-decision approach described above. 
If this is a better picture of ethical action in the 
modern organization, what are its implications 
for knowledge management systems that aim to 
support this sort of ethical action?

THE COMPLEXITY OF 
PURPOSIVE MORAL ACTION

The picture of purposeful moral action we present 
is based on the most recent work in moral psychol-
ogy (Haidt, 2008; Huff & Frey, 2005; Lapsley & 
Narvaez, 2005; Narvaez & Lapsley, 2005) and on 
an analysis of extensive “life-story” interviews 
with moral exemplars in computing (Huff & 
Rogerson, 2005). The picture is not narrowly fo-
cused on how the individuals made isolated ethical 
decisions in particular circumstances. Instead, it is 
focused on how each one became the sort of person 
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who was able to recognize opportunities for moral 
action, to plan the steps to take advantage of the 
opportunities, and then to carry out those plans in 
complex and conflicting social and organizational 
contexts. In psychological terms we are interested 
in how individuals achieve sustained excellence 
in ethical behavior in the field of computing. In 
philosophical terms we are interested in how 
individuals attain the virtues needed to achieve 
the virtuous practice of computing.

This model arises from our study of moral 
exemplars in computing (Huff & Barnard, 2008; 
Huff & Rogerson, 2005). In this research we did 
extensive interviews with individuals in the UK 
and Scandinavia who had been nominated as 
moral exemplars in the field of computing. An 
international panel with expertise in computing 
ethics nominated and approved all the exemplars. 
Criteria for nomination were:

1.  Either a) a sustained commitment to moral 
ideals or ethical principles in computing that 
include a generalized respect for humanity, 
or b) sustained evidence of moral virtue in 
the practice of computing;

2.  A disposition to make computing decisions 
in accord with one’s moral ideals or ethi-
cal principles, implying also a consistency 
between one’s actions and intentions and 
between the means and ends of one’s actions;

3.  A willingness to risk one’s self-interest for 
the sake of one’s moral values;

4.  A tendency to be inspiring to other comput-
ing professionals and thereby to move them 
to moral action.

The final sample consisted of 24 individuals, 
including men and women, academics and those 
in industry and government, and people at the 
beginning and ends of their careers. Interviews 
ranged from 2 to 5 hours in length, spread across 2 
days. Interviewees were asked to tell stories from 
their professional career (ranging from 19 to 30 
stories each). These stories provide extensive detail 

about characters, goals, organizational contexts, 
personal feelings, strategic planning, and problem 
solving in the careers of people with a wide range 
of professional moral and ethical commitments.

Several striking findings from that work have 
shaped the theoretical position we outline here. 
First, we found that there was not a unitary profile 
of the way moral exemplars went about their work. 
There were, at least, two types: reformers who tried 
to change social systems and craftspersons who 
designed systems to help individuals. A significant 
number of the exemplars did not cleanly fit into 
either category. We expect that two types is not 
enough complexity to capture the variety of way 
our exemplars are pursuing moral goals. This 
leaves the likelihood that there are more types or 
forms of good computing. Each individual had a 
history of specific, even idiosyncratic, ethical com-
mitments and purposes they were pursuing. From 
their perspective they were not trying to “make 
ethical decisions,” but instead, they were design-
ing systems for the handicapped, or designing 
privacy-enhancing software to change business-
customer relationships, or supporting women in 
engineering, or changing the way safety-critical 
software was designed and evaluated, or support-
ing openness in software design. These purposes 
were the motivations for their actions and they 
varied dramatically from person to person. It was 
these purposes that organized and energized their 
moral action over their careers.

Occasionally they would talk of ethical delib-
eration at particular choice points in their careers 
(e.g. to take a job offer, accept a contract, to leave 
an organization). But most of their stories were 
about the pursuit of their purposes over time: 
forming goals and plans, gathering support from 
others in their networks, finding creative solu-
tions to difficulties, regrouping when plans went 
awry. The skills and knowledge usually associated 
with ethical deliberation over choices were not 
often essential to these endeavors. Instead, we 
found that social skills (e.g. understanding other 
people) and technical skills (e.g. understanding 
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database structures) more often featured as central 
in these stories.

Purposive moral action, undertaking long-term 
projects with ethical goals in mind, involves far 
more than simple decision making. It can take a 
variety of forms, have a variety of goals, and is 
supported by a variety of influences.

Influences on Purposive 
Ethical Action: PRIMES

This more complex picture of the moral actor as 
engaged in purposive action over time, within a 
social context, has lead us to construct a model of 
sustained moral action in social context (PRIMES). 
The model we present here (1) grounds moral ac-
tion in relatively stable Personality characteristics, 
(2) guides moral action based on the Integration 
of Morality into the self-system, (3) shapes moral 
action by the context of the surrounding Moral 
Ecology, and (4) facilitates moral action with 
morally relevant Skills and knowledge (thus the 
PRIMES acronym). The model seeks to explain 
the daily performance of moral action of comput-
ing professionals and to illuminate ways that this 
ethical action might be supported and encouraged.

Personality

Personality clearly influences both the kinds of 
jobs that people undertake and the ways they go 
about their work (John & Srivastava, 1999). In our 
work, we have found that it influences the moral 
goals of our exemplars (Huff & Barnard, 2009). 
For instance, those who were more extraverted 
were more likely to choose goals that involved 
influencing organizations and systems in order to 
reform them. Thus, personality can serve as an 
anchoring point for moral inclination. Even so, 
personality can in turn be influenced by appro-
priate life experiences. New work in personality 
theory (Roberts, Walton, & Viechtbauer, 2006) 
suggests that personality can change over time, 
particularly when such change is reinforced by 

social roles (that is, moral ecology). Thus per-
sonality grounds, but does not solely determine 
moral character and action.

Integration of Morality into the Self

Much has been made of the centrality of moral 
commitment. But few theorists have spoken care-
fully about the components of moral commitment, 
how it is cultivated and achieved, and the ways 
that it influences moral action. Recent work in 
psychology can help us build a multi-faceted 
view of moral commitment as one component 
that guides moral action, but still is not solely 
determinative of it. Our picture of moral action 
among computing exemplars shows moral com-
mitment appearing more like strategic goals that 
guide action over time, and less like isolated acts 
of willpower. These strategic goals are set apart 
from other goals in our exemplars by being so 
central to the individual’s conception of who they 
are that they take precedence over many other 
goals. But they are not static. These strategic goals 
both influence and are influenced by the social 
and organizational surround and are themselves 
open to change over time.

Moral Ecology

Moral action is embedded in a social surround 
that can either support or thwart it. We call this 
social surround a moral ecology (Huff, Barnard, 
& Frey, 2008b), or more accurately, a system of 
interlinked moral ecologies. Countries, cultures, 
industries, companies, divisions, workgroups, 
mentorship networks, and professional organiza-
tions all have morally relevant expectations and 
pressures that constrain and sometimes support 
moral action. These values, expectations, and 
influences are embodied in rules, guidelines, 
and mission statements, but also in the structure 
of software, the design of buildings, the require-
ments of procedures, and the roles individuals in 
the organization adopt or are assigned. Individuals 
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can enter and leave moral ecologies, can influ-
ence them, and can even act in defiance of them 
(Greene & Latting, 2004; van Es & Smit, 2003; 
Marnburg, 2000; Trevino, 1986). Knowing how 
to navigate in the relevant moral ecologies is 
a crucial skill for purposive moral action in an 
organization. But many of the moral exemplars 
told stories of significant time spent influencing 
moral ecologies in organizations or professional 
societies or in building smaller networks of “local 
climate” to support their plans. Moral ecologies 
thus constrain and support, but do not solely 
determine moral action.

Moral Skills and Knowledge

Much of what we call virtue is based in skills and 
knowledge of how to act in particular worlds (Laps-
ley & Narvaez, 2005). The highest praise we might 
summon for the morally committed incompetent 
would be “well intentioned” but certainly not “vir-
tuous.” Without these skills and knowledge, moral 
commitment would be impotent. Some of the skills 
and knowledge associated with successful moral 
action among our computing exemplars are listed 

in Table 1. The categories of skill and knowledge 
are based on a simplified version of the waterfall 
model of software design, and thus represent the 
kinds of tasks typically associated with the work of 
computer professionals. They encompass framing 
the work to be done, constructing creative solutions, 
testing those solutions, and finally implementing 
the solution. It is important to remember that the 
list in each set is composed of examples of relevant 
skills and knowledge. The particular skills and 
knowledge needed for any specific task can vary 
widely. As one might expect, the more abstract the 
description of the skill (e.g. “projecting oneself into 
the perspective of others”) the more it will broadly 
apply. So the category labels are useful guides in 
understanding the structure of skills and knowledge 
in computing professionals, but less helpful in 
predicting the specific knowledge or skill needed 
in one application (e.g. understanding the privacy 
and job security concerns of Swedish union work-
ers when designing a medical information system). 
In software design, where one might work on a 
range of different applications, some of the skills 
involve knowing how to seek out, acquire, and test 
the needed knowledge.

Table 1. Skills and knowledge to support moral action (Adapted from Huff & Rogerson, 2005) 

Moral Imagination Moral Creativity

Skills
Constructing the relevant stakeholders in a socio-technical 
system; data collection about stakeholders; understanding 
stakeholder perspectives

Identifying value conflicts in a socio-technical system; 
constructing and evaluating solutions under constraint

Knowledge
Specific knowledge about the domain (e.g. privacy, safety, 
equity); knowledge of socio-technical systems; knowl-
edge of methods to investigate stakeholder perspectives

Specific knowledge about domains (e.g. privacy, 
safety, equity); technical knowledge of constraints and 
opportunities; knowledge of socio-technical systems

Reasonableness Perseverance

Skills

Constructing data-based and reasoned arguments; engag-
ing in reasoned dialogue, gathering relevant evidence, 
listening to others, giving reasons, changing plans/posi-
tions based on reason

specific knowledge about domain (e.g. privacy, safety, 
equity); technical knowledge of constraints and op-
portunities; knowledge of ethical argumentation

Knowledge
Constructing and revising implementation plans based on 
organizational constraints. Negotiation within complex 
organizational environments

Specific knowledge about domain (e.g. privacy, safety, 
equity); knowledge of socio-technical systems; knowl-
edge of ethical dissent and whistleblowing

Moral Imagination: projecting oneself into the perspective of others;
Moral Creativity: generating solutions to moral challenges while responding to multiple constraints;
Reasonableness: engaging in reasoned dialogue with openness;
Perseverance: planning moral action and responding to unforeseen circumstances while keeping moral goals intact.
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SKILLS, KNOWLEDGE, AND 
PURPOSEFUL MORAL ACTION

With the addition of the skills and knowledge com-
ponent of the PRIMES model we can see where 
the management of knowledge and the design of 
knowledge management systems might fit in the 
picture of purposive moral action. The PRIMES 
model delineates at least two categories where 
support could be helpful: not surprisingly, skills 
and knowledge, but also moral ecology.

Identifying Skills and Knowledge 
for Ethical Action

If we could compile an agreed upon list of skills 
and knowledge that aid the expression of moral 
decision making and performance, then it would 
be relatively straightforward to determine the 
sort of support they require and to include this 
support in knowledge management systems. 
But compiling a useful, generalizable list has 
proven more difficult than it sounds. Many have 
recently contributed to the discussion concern-
ing moral skill sets, and their respective lists of 
skills differ from one another both in structure 
and content, despite many common themes (see 
Huff, Barnard & Frey, 2008b for several lists). 
Blasi (2005, pp. 70) notes that lists of skills tend 
to be “invariably long … easily extended, and are 
largely unsystematic.” Even where two authors 
agree on some of the same skills, they categorize 
them differently and use different terminology to 
describe the same skill.

This difficulty in determining a canonical set of 
skill sets is understandable, once one recognizes 
the variety of moral goals and moral ecologies 
that influence moral action. Different people with 
different moral goals and in different ecologies 
will need different skills and knowledge to achieve 
their goals. Thus, it is doubtful that a canonical 
list of skill sets could be created or that it should 
even be attempted. We can take some solace in 
the knowledge that as one is more concrete in 

specifying goals (e.g. protecting the privacy of the 
Swedish hospital workers mentioned above), the 
specific kinds of support that would be needed to 
accomplish those goals become more clear (e.g. 
knowledge of Swedish privacy law, empirical 
methods to understand the role of Swedish hospital 
workers, etc.).

Thus, though there may be a more general 
subset of skills and knowledge that support ethical 
action broadly, it is likely that skills and knowledge 
(and even commitment) are more domain specific. 
This domain specificity helps us to understand how 
individuals can carry out worthy ethical projects in 
one domain, and yet be found wanting in others.

Thus the success and structure of purposive 
moral action in one domain may well differ 
from those in other domains. In addition, the 
local moral ecology can alter the structure of 
moral action from one ecology to another. Work 
by Frey & O’Neill-Carillo (in press) suggests, 
for example, that in Caribbean countries where 
significant corruption is found, even individuals 
who simply want to adopt the goal of being good 
craftspersons may well find themselves of neces-
sity engaging in reform of the system (in the form, 
for example, of whistleblowing). In addition, the 
structure of work in a profession or organization 
may well alter the kind of skills (and certainly 
the knowledge) required for successful moral ac-
tion in that profession or organization. The work 
of our computing moral exemplars consists, for 
the most part, of planning, creating, testing, and 
implementing particular products. This is design 
work and requires something like the skill and 
knowledge sets listed in Table 1. The organization 
of table one is based on a simplified “waterfall 
design” from software development, and thus 
both the structure and content of the skills and 
knowledge are tailored to the context of design 
work. However, individuals in other occupations 
are engaged in differently structured work (e.g. 
the direct provision of service). We expect that 
inductive approaches to compiling a skills and 
knowledge inventory will find these differently 
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structured professions to have different sets of 
skill and knowledge.

Again this has implications for the design of 
KM systems. If the skills and knowledge in moral 
action in software design are different from those 
required for moral action in direct service, then 
a KM system would have to reflect those differ-
ences, perhaps even in the structure of work flow 
and the kinds of knowledge indexed. This is not 
a trivial task. The idea is that there may well be 
no general-purpose KM system for ethical/moral 
action within a profession (since there are different 
goals even within the profession) and most likely 
no general-purpose KM system that would work 
across professions.

Swimming Upstream: 
Whistleblowing and Reform 
in Organizations

Another issue for the construction of knowledge 
management systems to support purposive moral 
action is the variety of purposes that the moral 
actor can adopt. One of the moral exemplars in 
our sample characterized the theme of his career 
as “swimming upstream.” Invariably, the posi-
tions he adopted in organizations and in research 
direction were initially unpopular, but his persis-
tence and skill in building supportive networks 
often allowed him to successfully challenge the 
received wisdom. This story of working within 
an organization to influence, adapt, and even 
challenge an organization’ goals are not uncom-
mon among our exemplars. This kind of moral 
excellence, then, often consists in going against 
the grain of at least the proximate goals of an 
organization. As the director of an academic 
program, our “upstream swimmer” shared higher 
order goals (e.g. designing and delivering good 
education) with his organization. But his vision 
for his program was substantially different (and 
ultimately successful). How can an organization 
(or a knowledge management system) anticipate 

and support such excellence when it occasionally 
runs counter to proximate organizational goals?

There are harder cases than the successful 
internal entrepreneur. The classic hard case is that 
of whistleblowing. Here, the proximate goal of 
the individual (exposing wrongdoing or changing 
organizational policy) runs explicitly counter to 
that of the organization. There are arguments to be 
made that supporting whistleblowing, or ethical 
dissent, is in fact in the interest of the organization 
(Near & Miceli, 1995). And there are recommen-
dations for the construction of support systems 
for whistleblowing (Greene & Latting, 2004). 
But this kind of support consists less of provid-
ing static information to the individual and more 
of providing access to organizational networks, 
procedures, and resources. Ethical dissent in an 
organization requires support to be successful, 
and the support is consists not of traditional ac-
cess to information, but rather what one might 
call instrumenting the Moral Ecology.

Designers of knowledge management systems 
are not, of course, ignorant of the need to provide 
access to people and procedures (Spender & 
Scherer, 2007). But it is interesting to note that 
in the moral domain as well as in other organiza-
tional support domain, access to static knowledge 
is not enough to support the complexity of action. 
Thus the greatest benefit that might come from 
KM systems in organizational life might be to 
instrument the moral ecology to provide support 
for ethical dissent.

CAN WE MANAGE SUPPORT FOR 
ETHICAL PERFORMANCE?

Thus we now find two places to anchor knowl-
edge management for purposive moral action: 
(1) the skills and knowledge associated with a 
profession or goal set and (2) access to the moral 
ecology to support purposive moral action. This is 
a substantially different picture of the moral actor 
from that of “quandary ethics.” It is not limited to 
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decision-making or judgment and is as complex 
and long term in structure and goals as most other 
organizational activity. We thus need to think anew 
about moral action in organizations to discover 
how to support it with knowledge management sys-
tems. Useful knowledge management approaches 
derive their usefulness, at least in part, from the 
extent to which they make us think anew about 
knowledge (Spender & Scherer, 2007). And in this 
case, we need to think anew about the knowledge 
that supports ethical/moral action.

What knowledge management systems do, 
in fact, is help to support practice in the absence 
of knowledge, or “supporting imaginative prac-
tice” in knowledge workers (Spender & Scherer, 
2007). This is also what moral exemplars do, act 
with skill in the face of a lack of knowledge. To 
support this imaginative practice, knowledge 
management systems should provide access to 
explicit and implicit knowledge, social relation-
ships, organizational processes, and relatively 
straightforward things like standards and best 
practices. The variety of skills and knowledge in 
Table 1 corresponds to the similar variety in the 
sorts of things identified as knowledge in current 
theory on Knowledge management systems. And 
KM systems that support the acquisition, index-
ing, and access to knowledge that supports moral 
action could indeed be thought of as ethical KM 
systems.

CONCLUSION: RECONSTRUCTING 
ETHICAL ACTION AND 
ETHICAL KNOWLEDGE

It seems hopeful that in thinking carefully about 
ethics and knowledge management systems, we 
have had to rethink purposive moral action. This 
parallels the rethinking that knowledge manage-
ment theorists have been doing about the nature of 
knowledge and work (see, for example, Spender 
& Scherer, 2007; or, Nonaka, 1991). The ethical 
actor is not a passive recipient of a pre-packaged 

decision space. Instead he or she must shape 
the decision, and the organization, in light of 
proximate and long-term goals and imaginatively 
construct and implement solutions, often in the 
absence of explicit knowledge about the right 
course of action. It is this more complex view of 
moral action that should be our guide in thinking 
about the role of knowledge management systems 
in supporting moral action.

We may well find that KM systems that 
support moral action in an application area are, 
indeed, simply those that best support the actors 
in doing their work well. The implication is that 
acting morally is not a general-purpose thing one 
does while doing other work. It is a thing that 
is inherent in the way one goes about the work 
itself, and the goals one chooses and skills one 
possesses. If so, then we are unlikely to see any 
useful generic “ethics knowledge management 
system” that can be applied in any profession or 
organization. Instead, we will need KM systems 
to incorporate a concern for the ethical aspects of 
action within each of the areas. In this respect, we 
might then say that “all ethics is local.”
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Craftspersons: Individuals who design sys-
tems to help others (e.g. to help the handicapped 
or to help clients).

Moral Action: How individuals achieve 
sustained excellence in ethical behavior within a 
domain (e.g. the domain of computing).

Moral Exemplars: Individuals that dedicate 
a significant amount of their resources to fulfill 
their moral obligations, follow their enthusiasm 
for service, and inspire others to do the same.

Moral Skills: Skills directly related to the 
ability of an individual to take moral action.

Reformers: Individuals who try to change 
social systems.

Whistleblowing: Premeditated, intentional 
disclosure of personal or organizational miscon-
duct by a person who has or had access to data, 
events or information.

This work was previously published in Ethical Issues and Social Dilemmas in Knowledge Management: Organizational In-
novation, edited by Goncalo Jorge Morais da Costa, pp. 17-27, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint 
of IGI Global).
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Chapter  7.9

ABSTRACT

A key challenge that is emerging for organizations 
in nowadays is how to encourage knowledge 
sharing. Knowledge sharing is an activity through 
which knowledge is exchanged among people, a 
community or organization. Knowledge consti-
tutes a valuable intangible asset for creating and 
sustaining competitive advantages. Knowledge 
sharing activities are generally supported by 
knowledge management systems. Nevertheless, 
technology comprises simply one of the several 
issues that influence organizational knowledge 
sharing, such as organizational culture, trust, and 
incentives. So, knowledge sharing entails a key 
challenge in the field of knowledge management 

because some individuals tend to resist sharing 
their knowledge with others (it may be an indi-
vidual, a group, a community, or an organization). 
The aim of this chapter is to describe and discuss 
three emerging ethics of knowledge-sharing, 
namely: (1) hacker ethics, (2) participatory culture 
ethics, and (3) proselytization commons ethics. 
Future research directions are suggested and 
concluded the chapter.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, knowledge sharing has become an 
important organizational activity. Many compa-
nies have come up with their own creative efforts 
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to make knowledge sharing happen. Typically, 
the company will collect and categorize lessons 
learned, provide yellow pages to help employees 
locate colleagues who might have access to the 
knowledge needed, as well as conduct site visits 
to other businesses. Dixon (2002) stated that 
these practices allow teams and individuals to 
successfully develop solutions to difficult prob-
lems, thereby reducing the costly duplication of 
effort while creating new and innovative solutions 
through collaboration. Due to information and 
communication technology (ICT) advancement 
and knowledge transmission, knowledge sharing 
gets more and more important (Liu, 2008).

In today’s knowledge era, knowledge sharing 
is important for success of organizations operating 
in turbulent and uncertain environment. Many or-
ganizations are starting to realize that knowledge 
shared is knowledge smartly used and leverage 
(Dixon, 2002). For example, Japanese industry 
could grow and develop in this knowledge era 
because of its ability in converting between 
personal, tacit knowledge of individuals who 
produce creative insight, and the shared, explicit 
knowledge which the organization needs to de-
velop new products and innovations (Nonaka & 
Takeuchi, 1995).

However, the simple equation that knowledge 
sharing is good for organizations cannot be sus-
tained. Knowledge can be augmented if it is shared, 
and in this respect knowledge sharing may also 
prove detrimental to knowledge. Perhaps the most 
prominent ICT tool for facilitating knowledge 
sharing is an Intranet. Related problems may oc-
cur when information systems, such as Intranets, 
distributed libraries, document management sys-
tems, or groupware applications are introduced 
to support knowledge sharing (Cheng, Hailin & 
Hongming, 2008). The common motivation to 
introduce these technologies is that they may 
empower the individual knowledge worker by 
providing the tools to support and boost his or 

her knowledge-sharing skills (Hendriks, 1999). 
Hendriks further pointed out that the motivation 
for knowledge sharing provides the appropriate 
focus for conceiving the difference such as per-
sonal preferences.

Ethics relates to codes of conduct regarded by 
a community as right and good (Land, Amjad & 
Nolas, 2006). They are based on values and faith 
which is determined by rules of proper conduct 
laid down by higher authority, notions of morality. 
However, conflicts generally will arise when val-
ues clash. Unacceptable, illegal, and unethical use 
of computers are concerns of information system 
(IS) and/or information technology (IT) profes-
sionals because of the potential harm to society and 
to the integrity of the IS/IT profession (Leonard & 
Cronan, 2005). Sharing requires knowledge. We 
are not sharing if we did not ask for permission 
or the other party does not accede to our request. 
Take for example, when library staff takes records 
without the knowledge or permission of the other 
library, they are not sharing. They are basically 
stealing the intellectual property of the other li-
brary. Generally, gathering knowledge is easy, but 
sharing it is difficult. Therefore, the purpose of this 
chapter is to describe and discuss three emerging 
ethics of knowledge-sharing, namely: (1) hacker 
ethics, (2) participatory culture ethics, and (3) 
proselytization commons ethics. This chapter is 
best classified as a discussion paper rather than 
as a research paper.

In this chapter, we would like to discuss the 
need to share knowledge, how to ethically man-
age knowledge, as well as how to foster and 
sustain healthy activities of knowledge sharing. 
The chapter is divided into four sections. First we 
provide an overview of the knowledge manage-
ment, knowledge sharing and ethics. Then, we 
describe how hacker’s participatory culture and, 
proselytization view of knowledge sharing regard-
ing ethics. Finally, we give some future research 
directions and end the chapter with a conclusion.
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OVERVIEW OF KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT, KNOWLEDGE 
SHARING AND ETHICS

The biggest challenge in fostering a virtual or even 
the non-virtual community is the supply of knowl-
edge, namely the willingness to share knowledge 
with other members. Technology, having made 
rapid and extensive advances particularly in the 
area of communication, has opened opportunities 
for the gathering of information and providing a 
means through which knowledge can be shared 
(Hock, 1999). It is obvious that with information 
and knowledge have an important bearing on 
where they are going in the future. With technolo-
gies as enablers, it facilitates the link functional 
areas providing effective conduit for information 
and the sharing of knowledge. Hence, it would be 
worthwhile to first distinguish knowledge manage-
ment, knowledge sharing and ethics.

Knowledge Management

Knowledge management refers to how organiza-
tions create, use, share, and protect knowledge 
(Liu, 2008). Gurteen (1999) defined knowledge 
management as a business philosophy, and it is an 
emerging set of principles, processes, organiza-
tional structures, and technology applications that 
help people share and leverage their knowledge 
to meet their business objectives. Knowledge 
management is fundamentally about sharing 
knowledge and putting that knowledge to use. 
Generally, knowledge is kept in people’s minds 
but not shared in an organization (Fong, 2006).

More recent, some accounts (Martin, 2006; 
Bellinger, Castro & Mills, 2004; Waltz, 2003) 
have been produced in order to highlight diverse 
features of the discrete wisdom, knowledge, 
information, data and measurement. From the 
blend of largely widespread aspects explained 
throughout literature (Ullman,2004; Defense Ac-
quisition University, 2003; Vandergriff, 2001), it 
is possible to promulgate a pyramid with wisdom 

at the apex and measurement as the base, implies 
that to achieve each level something is added and 
the volume is reduced. Thus, each level reflects 
intellectual capital with different processing and 
application levels.

As a result, the Wisdom, Knowledge, Informa-
tion, Data, and Measurement (WKIDM) layers 
are (Vandergriff, 2008, pp. 433-434):

1.  measurement- is defined as physical readings 
of phenomena from scientific instruments 
(for example, photons), or event/object 
observations by individuals or groups;

2.  data- are the symbols, numbers, textual 
clauses, and other descriptive phrases or 
displays of measurements (for example, 
evidence);

3.  information- is built from the organization 
of data sets through quantitative and/or 
qualitative analysis that relate data sets, and 
can range from mathematic equations, para-
graphs, graphical illustrations, or images;

4.  knowledge is created by applying experi-
ence to available measurements, data, and 
information;

5.  wisdom results from the application of 
cognitive capability and judgment.

Despite earlier management principles ad-
dressed organizational knowledge, Fong & Chu 
(2006) detected that only during the 20th century, 
individuals’ become aware of this importance and 
significance for an forceful organizational growth 
as a consequence of today’s market characteris-
tics (competition and uncertainty). Nowadays, 
knowledge creation and appliance is vital to the 
endurance of businesses. Potential motives for 
this scenario, among others are (Gurteen, 1999):

1.  intangible products including ideas, pro-
cesses, and information that are taking a 
growing share of global trade from the tradi-
tional, tangible goods of the manufacturing 
economy;
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2.  increasingly the only sustainable competitive 
advantage is continuous innovation. In other 
words, the application of new knowledge;

3.  increasing turnover of staff. People do not 
take a job for life any more. When someone 
leaves an organization their knowledge walks 
out of the door with them;

4.  our problem as an organization is that we 
do not know what we know. Large global 
or even small geographically dispersed or-
ganizations do not know what they know. 
Expertise learnt and applied in one part of 
the organization is not leveraged in another;

5.  accelerating change including technology, 
business and social. As things change so 
does our knowledge base erode whereby in 
some businesses, as much of 50% of what 
you knew five years ago is probably obsolete 
today?

Hence, from the various views of knowledge 
management, in a nutshell it is obviously a sig-
nificant resource in order to support creation, 
transfer and the application of the knowledge. 
Next we proceed in defining knowledge sharing.

Knowledge Sharing

Knowledge sharing can be seen as continuously 
emerging patterns of interactions between indi-
viduals. It particularly focuses on the nature of 
human organizations and how that nature affects 
the emergence of organizational knowledge. In 
today’s business environment, competitive ad-
vantage increasingly requires the open sharing 
of knowledge by organizational members (Chow, 
Deng & Ho, 2000). Ives, Torrey & Gordon (2000) 
defined knowledge sharing as a critical human 
behaviour that organizations need to carefully 
cultivate and harvest. Examples of eight dimen-
sions of knowledge sharing are as follows (The 
International Labour Organization, 2007).

Creating a Supportive Culture

If knowledge sharing is to be a genuinely orga-
nization-wide endeavour, it must become part of 
the organization’s culture, namely the set of basic 
values, ideologies and assumptions which guide 
and fashion the norms of desirable individual and 
group behaviour of its members. This requires 
both a positive attitude to learning, a commitment 
by everyone to contribute to the process and a 
willingness to legitimize learning by providing 
adequate resources.

Gathering Internal Experience

The process of gathering experience needs to be 
one based on sharing and exchange. This requires 
awareness inside the organization of what it does 
and the impact of what it does, namely a clear role 
for monitoring, review and evaluation. There are 
particular paper mechanisms which can be used 
for this which may include: (a) evaluation studies, 
(b) annual reports, (c) documentary information 
systems, (d) policy documents strategic plans, and 
(e) research reports. Other non-paper mechanisms 
include meetings, workshops, debriefing and other 
forms of informal contact.

Accessing External Learning

There are two major sources of organizational 
learning: (a) what the organization does, and (b) 
what others do. It is not enough to be clear about 
what the organization itself is achieving, it must 
actively seek out learning from elsewhere. This 
requires a genuine openness and willingness to 
share its own learning (which means being willing 
to share the learning from failure as well as suc-
cess). Organizations may learn a lot from looking 
at “best practice” in a wide range of organizations 
in the corporate, public, and even the multilateral 
and bilateral agency sectors, as well as the Non 
Government Organization (NGO) world.
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Communication Systems

Learning is processed through communication, so 
in communication systems are crucial to promote 
its circulation. As a result, communication system 
design must balance efficiency and performance 
in order to guarantee information stability. In this 
continuum process organizational documents, 
training can be considered as heavy communica-
tion; and, informal conversations through social 
networks, e-mail platforms may be considered 
light communication (if no streaming video or 
documents are being shared). At this point another 
important remark must be referred: is being wit-
nessed in organizations that light communication 
is enhancing its weight, as well as its importance 
given its intrinsic features.

Mechanisms for Drawing Conclusions

To learn implies to portray conclusions and rec-
ognize the learning outcomes, which is clearly 
different of a simple information exchange. In 
order to draw conclusions, an individual needs to 
reflect upon the information in order to produce 
knowledge, and its appliance entails wisdom. 
Nonetheless, it is important to refer that those 
decisions are collective responsible (organiza-
tional level), and therefore experience engages 
a crucial part.

Developing an Organizational Memory

It is a distinctive feature of organizational learning 
to remember or memorize. Moreover, it is feasible 
to argue that if an organization cannot learn will 
undoubtedly forget. If learning is an innate process 
to individuals, organizations become defenceless 
when these tend to leave or to not recall. Thus, a 
learning organization needs to create mechanisms 
that enable downloading individual’s memory 
to an information system, in order to everybody 
obtain access to that person’s experience. This 

attitude will allow an analysis of those experi-
ences if the individual abandon the organization.

Integrating Learning into 
Strategy and Policy

One way of building lessons learned into the 
fabric of an organization is to develop policy and 
procedures which reflect organizational learning. 
This provides the organization with a framework 
for decision-making and resource allocation which 
is grounded in the organization’s own experience 
and that of other agencies. If policy-development 
is seen as a participative learning process in itself, 
this strengthens the process of integration and 
builds commitment for implementation.

Applying the Learning

The ultimate test of learning is the ability to ap-
ply what has been learned. Only when learning 
is applied in the work setting can it be said that a 
continuous learning cycle has been created. The 
notion of a dynamic knowledge sharing creates 
competitive advantage needs that extend beyond 
any boundaries. Indeed, in creating and recombin-
ing knowledge leads to the diversity of knowledge 
that resides within any network.

Ethics

According to Schlick (2008), ethics is a system of 
knowledge and nothing else to which its goal is the 
truth. The ethical questions are bounded to moral-
ity, values, standards and norms. Those concerned 
with protecting the knowledge sharing generally 
focus on the seriousness of Falsification, Fabrica-
tion, and Plagiarism (FFP). Violations of FFP are 
obvious threats to work and environmental trust; 
however, “normal misbehaviours” are components 
of ordinary life that promote an understanding 
how individuals, communities and organizations 
generate compliance and deviance from ethical 
norms (De Vries, Anderson & Martinson, 2006).
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To date, the heavy usage of information com-
munication technology (ICT) in society is creating 
a rather unique set of ethical issues that requires 
the making of new moral choices on the part of 
society and has yielded special implications for 
its members (Mason, 1995). Due to the innova-
tive development in science and philosophy, in 
the mid 1940s, “computer ethics” or “information 
ethics”, a new branch of ethics had been created. 
All ethical questions arise initially out of human 
agency. The mission statement of computer ethics 
involves restricting the presence of selfishness or 
egoism of human nature and enabling harmonious 
human life in the ICT domain (Siponen, 1997).

Technology itself is not the only, nor neces-
sarily the most responsible, cause of these is-
sues. Potential ICT related harm maybe general 
categories as personal (privacy and integrity), or 
network (bandwidth and its availability). The hire 
of power-enhancing capabilities makes technology 
an inducer of sorts, a necessary but not sufficient 
underpinning to many of the ethical issues we 
face today. Recently, there has been an increased 
interest in ethical standards for computer users. 
Many studies have questioned whether today’s ICT 
user is a responsible and an ethical user (Masrom 
& Ismail, 2008; Baase, 2008; Gan & Koh, 2006; 
Turner & Roberts, 2001).

Boomelaer & Shears (2007) pointed out that 
the Internet society has been guided by a primary 
principle that stresses the inclusive dimension of 
all its activities: “the Internet is for everyone”. 
This is no trivial matter, and remains as power-
ful a statement today as it was when the Internet 
Society was created: “for everyone” commits the 
Internet society to a set of key drivers or core 
values that are principle driven and rights based.

In preparing the young generation towards 
the use of IT in gaining knowledge, Malaysia’s 
Ministry of Education embedded ICT to its second-
ary school curriculum commencing since 2006. 
Although ICT is an elective subject, issues on 
knowledge and ethics are addressed in tandem. The 
aims of the ICT curriculum at the school level are 

to provide students with knowledge and skills in 
ICT, to enable them to solve problems and make 
informed decisions in everyday life based on 
positive attitudes and noble values, and to develop 
concerned, dynamic and progressive individuals 
with an ICT culture that values knowledge and 
ethics towards the technological advancement of 
the nation (Samah, 2005).

Computers and internet are powerful instru-
ments that allow students to reach around the world 
and it is educator’s responsibility to teach them 
how to use it responsibly and inculcate a culture 
of ethics. Schools and universities have been so 
absorbed in their efforts to bring technology into 
classrooms, but the issue of values and ethics as 
far as the general guide in e-learning usage has 
been neglected (Posiah & Kamaruzaman, 2008). 
Some frequently cited studies have reported that 
between 40 to 70 percent of all college students 
have reported cheating sometime during their 
academic career.

Researchers identified factors that unethical 
academic influence includes competition and 
pressures for good grades, instructional situa-
tions that are perceived as unfair or excessively 
demanding, lack of knowledge and attitude on 
the part of the faculty towards academic ethics, 
peer pressure to support or to share with a friend, 
and a diminishing sense of academic integrity and 
ethical values among students (Bramucci, 2003). 
The statements to acquire knowledge and teach 
students to understand that the electronic commu-
nity requires people to behave responsibly and use 
the resources beneficially have somewhat change 
the basic principle of ethical characteristics.

Code of ethics had been applied in many 
professional bodies, among others, those in the 
medical field, lawyers, engineers, journalists. In 
general, a code of ethics is a set of rules and rights 
that to be inviolable, and self-evident. It perhaps 
seems odd that self-evident rights need to be de-
clared at all, except that it gives us a yardstick, a 
modern form by which we can see how well we 
are doing in protecting those rights, and how our 
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technology and our culture is doing to live up to 
the expectations and ideals of our individual lives 
and society.

When organizations introduce knowledge man-
agement and wish employees to share knowledge, 
conflicts may arise owing to individual differ-
ences in self-interest and ethical considerations. 
If knowledge is controlled by individuals, then 
sharing knowledge with others is assumed to 
be an ethical behaviour. Wang (2004) questions 
whether employees are glad to share knowledge 
with others from self-interest concern. His study 
showed a significant positive relationship between 
ethical concerns and knowledge sharing intentions. 
It also found that specifically, individuals who see 
sharing knowledge with colleagues as required by 
workplace ethics will share knowledge.

In another study, Long & Driscoll (2008) 
discussion based on codes of ethics as institu-
tionalized organizational structures that extend 
some form of legitimacy to organizations. They 
analyzed a sample of codes to consider the ques-
tion of whether a strategic, self-interested rationale 
lies behind the adoption of a code of ethics. They 
proposed that the process of employing codes of 
ethics in this strategic manner has become, through 
isomorphism, an institutionalized practice that 
itself confers a cognitive form of legitimacy to 
the organization and further distances the codes 
from their moral foundation. Organizations can 
indeed use a variety of legitimating mechanisms 
to increase their reputation as ethical enterprises.

As knowledge is information combined with 
experience, context, interpretation and reflec-
tion, with ethical management of knowledge, 
knowledge sharing will instigate a more ethical 
society. Also, with the guideline known as code 
of ethics, a specific set of professional behaviours 
and values the professional interpreter must know 
and must abide by, including confidentiality, ac-
curacy, privacy, integrity then knowledge sharing 
can happen in a more agreeable manner.

The following section describes and discusses 
three emerging ethics of knowledge-sharing, 

namely: (1) hacker ethics, (2) participatory culture 
ethics, and (3) proselytization commons ethics.

HACKER ETHICS

Hacker ethics is a new relation to knowledge. The 
term “hacker” originally meant anyone who loved 
computing. The term carried different meanings 
through four generations (Muktar, 2002):

• 1st generation (1960s)- used the term for a 
creative programmer;

• 2nd generation (1970s)- used the term for 
computer evolutionaries;

• 3rd generation (1980s)- used the term for 
games and copyright breakers;

• 4th generation (1990 to date)- used the term 
for criminal and cyber criminal.

Hacker ethics involves the values and philoso-
phy that act like praxis within the hacker com-
munity (Wikipedia, 2009). The roots of hacker 
ethics as a cultural movement or philosophy can 
be traced to the 50s and 60s, namely within the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). 
Historically, the expression “hacker ethics” was 
firstly coined by the journalist Steven Levy in 
1984, in his masterwork, Hackers: Heroes of the 
Computer Revolution. Hacker ethics principles 
easily demonstrate how computers have devel-
oped, as well as their impact in our daily lives. 
Then, its key aims are: access, free information, 
and life quality improvement.

Levy (1984) detailed these principles and 
beliefs, which are clarified below:

• hands on imperative- in order to pro-
mote a reliable knowledge every technol-
ogy should be totally available, allowing 
a practical approach. This hypothesis of 
Levy reflects his personal belief with ref-
erence to hackers’ abilities: to learn, to 
repair, and to develop pre-existing ideas 
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and systems. So, the cumulated knowledge 
from this experience would make possible 
to create and reinvent technology;

• information wants to be free- the existing 
information should be free, and for that it 
is required to have access to it. As a conse-
quence, hackers would have the ability to 
fix, improve and reinvent systems, because 
a constant and unlimited informational flux 
enhances creativity. To a hacker, every sys-
tem could benefit from this assumption;

• mistrust authority- in order to obtain a con-
tinuous and free flow of information an 
open system is required. This is consistent 
with hackers “hands on imperative” (prac-
tical knowledge), as well as the statement 
that bureaucracy impose flaws;

• no bogus criteria- hackers should be judged 
by their actions despite degrees, age, race, 
or position. Hacker ethics assumes a meri-
tocratic system in order to promote esteem 
about skills, and the remaining criteria are 
considered irrelevant within the communi-
ty. In fact, skill is a decisive condition for 
acceptance;

• you can create truth and beauty on a com-
puter- programming minimization is con-
sidered a game between early hackers. This 
aims to create codes that perform compli-
cated tasks with few instructions;

• computers can change your life for the 
better- the hacker community truly be-
lieves that information systems deepen 
their lives through a constant discovery 
adventure. On the other hand, that society 
should enjoy this fruitful experience in or-
der to spread hackers’ ethics. The process 
of transforming dreams into reality was 
achieved: hackers have demonstrated the 
unlimited boundaries that computer tech-
nology engages.

Still following Levy (1984), sharing is the 
basic and expectable rule within the informal 

hacker culture. This principle stemmed from the 
existing organizational environment of the MIT 
and its resources, because in “computer infancy” 
MIT hackers produced and shared programs. If 
a hack was considered good quality, it should 
be posted into the computers room board. This 
condition would enable free and immediately 
utilization by other members of the community, 
which attempted to do “bumming” (process of 
making source code more concise for an equal 
outcome). However, the second generation pro-
mulgate sharing with the general public beyond 
the community. A particular and idealistic organi-
zation was the Community Memory, which made 
available a computer outside Leopold’s Records 
in Berkeley, California.

Another sharing experience was provided by 
Bob Altrecht to the People’s Computer Company 
(PCC) (Levy, 1984). This non-profit organization 
opened a computer center, being the cost of utiliza-
tion per hour fifty cents. Moreover, this generation 
claimed free and open software and Bill Gates’ 
version of BASIC was heavily shared, leading 
to considerable economic costs. As a response, 
Gates wrote an open letter to several hobbyists.

The moral principles of hackers are not that dis-
similar of those that believe it is wrong (Denning, 
2002). The claim for this argument relies on that 
hackers do not break into systems for producing 
harmful results, because for them damage implies 
critical operational systems, or even destroy data. 
Therefore, systems files modifications in order to 
gain privileged access entail regular behavioural 
patterns, as well downloads or resources utilization 
without paying; instead, their counter argument is 
that those resources would remain unused.

Despite justifying their actions as a quest to 
promote learning, as well that free information 
benefits society (systems under scrutiny promote 
their development); the truth is that society does 
not accepted as legitimate. Although, hackers 
retort that is managers’ responsibility to prevent 
security breaches. On the other hand, some groups 
acknowledge these behaviours are a consequence 
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of hackers’ innate skills and extra free-time, so 
punishment or sanctions are perceived in a posi-
tive way.

In summary, although hackers violate laws 
and professional codes of ethics in the domain 
of computing, they essentially are computer en-
thusiasts who were accused of being perpetrators 
of the IT crimes. The moral principles of hackers 
differ is in their interpretation of what constitutes 
“hurt” and “damage,” and thus in their particular 
ethical standards of behaviour in promote knowl-
edge sharing rationalize that the files remain on 
the system and the resources would otherwise go 
unused. Hackers are of the opinion that hacking 
is done for the purpose of learning, in search of 
system vulnerabilities, typically for the excitement 
of challenges, thrill, and social fun.

PARTICIPATORY CULTURE ETHICS

A participatory culture is a culture with relatively 
low barriers to artistic expression and civic en-
gagement, strong support for creating and shar-
ing one’s creations, and some type of informal 
mentorship whereby what is known by the most 
experienced is passed along to novices (Jenkins 
et al., 2006).

A customary knowledge management has always 
to create the infrastructure for knowledge sharing 
in the organization but its limits are the limits of 
understanding of the firm. Knowledge manage-
ment assumption is that every employee or staff 
was prepared to share what they know.

In the meantime, these members truly believe 
in the importance of their contributions, as well 
as at some extent are socially bounded (others 
personal perception of their achievements is a core 
concern). Forms of participatory culture include 
(Jenkins et al., 2006):

• affiliations- entails official and unofficial 
membership through virtual communities 
centered around a variety of media forms;

• expressions- the production of novel and 
artistic forms;

• collaborative problem-solving- team work, 
whatever its nature or structure, enables 
knowledge creation;

• circulations- it is decisive to determine 
how media flows.

Participatory culture reallocates literacy hub 
as regards to individuality within a certain com-
munity. Therefore, “the new literacies almost all 
involve social skills developed through collabo-
ration and networking” (Jenkins et al., 2006, pp. 
4) (i.e. the ability to search for, synthesize, and 
disseminate information). Participatory culture 
ethics is related with the involvement in informa-
tion and knowledge. Technology may support a 
knowledge-sharing environment, but getting users 
to participate in effective ways is a key of success.

According to Delaforce (2009), the “participa-
tory culture” has been defined as “a new way of 
life that lets people create and circulate self-made 
content such as images, video, audio, and text”. 
The culture has been taking shape in the form 
of social networking such as Facebook, Twitter, 
MySpace, Flickr, Wikipedia, and Friendster which 
have stimulated large number of participation 
and collaboration. Social networks have been 
scrutinizing organizational interactions which 
characterize executives’ informal connections, 
as well as the relationships between individual 
workers in dissimilar organizations. For example, 
an organizational power flux entail until what 
extent an individual enables or connects potential 
relationships than is real job title engages. Besides, 
social networks have become an instrument re-
garding organizational human resources policies, 
because those provide an instantaneous impact 
in gathering information about competitors, or 
setting up price policies.
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Delaforce (2009) asserts that collaboration can 
overcome reluctance to participate by identifying 
who is contributing; measure what that means 
to the organization, its partners and customers, 
and reward it like any other contribution. In this 
context, the participatory culture embraces com-
munication, coordination, community and social 
interaction.

In establishing knowledge sharing through 
technology, among others, Mindjet, whose in-
teractive knowledge sharing software is used by 
over one million people, believes that the shared 
community is the future for work. Mindjet per-
mits groups to cooperate throughout the latest 
applications and web services (Mindjet, 2010). 
Similarly, ANOVA is not a tool that creates just 
another answers website; it also helps to create 
an entire knowledge-sharing community. ANOVA 
allows the creation of a forum where people from 
worldwide can easily submit and share information 
in order to promulgate a revolution. Hence, this 
software promotes knowledge novelty through 
video and audio replies, interactive forums where 
users can come together to discuss and debate 
answers and keep up to date with all informa-
tion on the site through the Rich Site Summary 
or Really Simple Syndication (RSS) feed option 
(ANOVA, 2010).

PROSELYTIZATION 
COMMONS ETHIC

Proselytization commons ethic includes promot-
ing information and knowledge. It was associated 
with religious conversion. Proselytization can 
be defined as any activity or process in which 
a person is trying to convert another person or 
group of people from not believing and acting in 
accordance with a certain set of religious beliefs, to 
accepting them and acting accordingly (Thiessen, 
2000). In general, proselytization is the practice of 
attempting to convert people to another opinion, 
usually another set of beliefs or religion.

Religious beliefs are very important part of 
people lives. The people values and morals actually 
derived from their religious beliefs. Therefore, it 
is not surprising that some people want to “share” 
their religious beliefs with others (Cline, 2009).

Below are the ten commandments of prosely-
tizing that are listed by Thiessen (2000):

1.  Proselytizing must always be done in such 
a way as to protect the dignity and worth of 
the person or persons being proselytized;

2.  Proselytizing must therefore always be part 
of a concern for the whole person or persons;

3.  The more personal the form of proselytizing, 
the more it must be preceded by personal 
investment in the person or persons being 
proselytized. The proselytizer must earn the 
right to engage in personal proselytizing;

4.  When proselytizing, there should be sen-
sitivity to the pain involved in the crisis of 
conversion;

5.  Tolerance (properly defined) must accom-
pany all attempts at proselytizing;

6.  Proselytizers affirming the right to prosely-
tize must at the same time affirm and uphold 
the right of others to do the same;

7.  Proselytizing must always be done in such 
a way as to protect the ability of the person 
or persons being appealed to, to make a 
genuinely free choice. Coercion and psy-
chological manipulation are wrong;

8.  Proselytizing must enhance the making of 
informed choices. It must therefore always 
include an appeal to the mind;

9.  The proselytizer must be scrupulously honest 
in portraying not only the benefits but also 
the costs of being converted;

10.  An attitude of humility should characterize 
all attempts at proselytizing.

The presence of proselytization in open society 
cannot be avoided. There will be some people 
trying to convince other people to agree with 
some ideas. The proselytization can occur in the 
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workplace, and it includes religion, political and 
social issues (Håkansson & Deer, 2006; Deer & 
Håkansson, 2005). Nevertheless, proselytiza-
tion at the workplace will create uncomfortable 
environment because good social connection can 
be distracted once people attempt to defend their 
beliefs and ideas from attack by others. Hence, 
interfere with people productivity. In the pros-
elytization context, sharing and explaining our 
beliefs to others is a good thing because it is in 
the nature of a human being to proselytize. John 
Stuart Mill also defended proselytizing on the 
basis of its benefits to society as a whole, namely, 
proselytizing stimulates thought and discussion, 
without which individuals and society are in danger 
of falling into the “the deep slumber of decided 
opinion” (Raeder, 2002).

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

At this point, it is reasonable to claim that com-
plexity and multidimensionality are the charac-
teristics of an unpredictable future. Nevertheless, 
is the authors’ belief that to frame future research 
directions about hackers, participatory ethics 
and proselytizing, a metaphorical analysis will 
be crucial.

Dance resumes an art form that encompasses 
social and spiritual interaction through body 
movement, as well as entails a message through 
informal communication depending on the style 
(Daly, 2002). Moreover, it incorporates several 
biases (social, cultural, aesthetic and even moral) 
given its personal and collective participatory 
characteristics (Dils & Albright, 2001), leading 
to a continuously development. Therefore, the 
relationship between hackers, participatory culture 
and proselytizing commons encompasses rhythm, 
informal communication, and biases.

Despite these assumptions and its importance 
in knowledge sharing literature has been neglect-
ing this discussion, because only Koulikov (2008) 
attempted to explain the dialogue between hacker 

ethics, participatory culture ethics, and proselyti-
zation commons ethics. Likewise this criticism is 
extensible to a two dimensional analysis (participa-
tory culture and proselytization), since mainstream 
focus merely discusses effects on education (Mc-
Crickard & Chewar, 2004), religion (Pelkmans, 
2009; Malhotra, 2000), cultural imperialism 
(Berg, Evans & Fuller, 2007), or personal and 
organizational reflexitivity (Sultana, 2007). Thus, 
is the authors’ intention to portray some ethical 
and social issues that require an urgent response 
as regards to knowledge sharing by topic.

Warren (2008) argues that “hacker taggers”, a 
novel subgroup, does not promote ethical hack-
ing. This author claims that “ethical hacking” 
resumes the compliance with Levy’s (1984) ethical 
guidelines, which this subgroup disregards due 
to a fundamentalist perception of hacking (pure 
competition). This scenario poses the following 
question: does not humanism produce transfor-
mative creation (Losh, 2010)? Will not this pros-
elytization diminish creativity and consequently 
knowledge sharing?

On the other hand, knowledge society promotes 
an individual and collective participation (Thomas, 
2010), which engaged a world of creativity (com-
mons) and afterwards proselytization commons 
due to end-to-end principles (Lessig, 2002). 
Despite this claim, de Laat (2008) questions if 
knowledge commons-based will not resume an 
equal dilemma concerning profitability, which 
acts like praxis for a crucial answer: will be that 
profit ethical? Or, it will be again a fallacy with 
reference to profits and social responsibility (e.g. 
Solomon, 1992)? Besides, community expertise is 
based on two competing dynamics (David, 2007, 
pp. 181-182):

(1) the legitimation of “aggregate” opinion, as 
opinions tend toward an equilibrium, even on 
controversial issues; and (2) the openness of the 
community to dissenting opinions, with the poten-
tial to change the aggregate consensus. In success-
ful online communities, these dynamics produce 
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confidence in the knowledge-making process, 
rather than confidence in any particular instance 
of expert opinion. The system is legitimate to the 
degree that it represents a properly constituted 
authority in the eyes of the community of users.

Although, what mechanisms ensure knowledge 
transfer, as well as the individual benefits within 
the community? Will individuals value these 
benefits equally? Until what extent knowledge 
sharing is affected if trust is disrupted? All these 
questions are still enhanced due to organizational 
memory issues (for learning is essential to remem-
ber), since historical records containing all the 
social debates, revisions, etc. are hypothetically 
accessible (David, 2007). In addition, a societal 
participatory culture promotes further dilemmas 
as Wikipedia demonstrates: (1) authenticity (who 
produces content); (2) accountability (whose is 
responsible in case of rubbish knowledge); (3) li-
ability/credibility (which criteria allow to evaluate 
credibility, and who is responsible for that choice); 
identity/privacy (tracking content producers may 
impose serious issues).

At last, it is compulsory to bearing in mind that 
proselytization commons ethics affects knowledge 
sharing. If knowledge embodies a social interac-
tion, then implies a process of proselytization! 
Hence, a debate about the characteristics of a sen-
sitive proselytizer is vital, and for that the authors 
acknowledge Cline (2005) argument: (1) ought 
to comprehend the significance of its role; (2) 
should avoid stylized conduct, as well as promote 
potential conversion; (3) be willing to adapt and 
acknowledge that proselytization is a bidirectional 
process; (4) understand informational needs of 
others; (5) understands linguistic possibilities 
regarding communication; (6) provide an inclusive 
world perception for the community; (7) must be 
aware that knowledge transfer (learning process) 
resumes individuality. Therefore, it is possible to 
relate Cline’s (2005) work with the ethical issues 
and social dilemmas of knowledge creators (Costa 
& Silva, 2010).

To wrap up, a possible contribution for un-
derstanding these ethical and social dilemmas 
regarding such transversal topic, the authors 
acknowledge the conceptual framework for 
computer ethics of Patrignani (2008). This model 
encompasses six vertical layers (planet, biosphere, 
people, infosphere, cyberspace and ideas), as well 
as twelve horizontal layers (e-democracy, acces-
sibility/universal access/digital divide, workplace, 
content/education, copyrights, hackers, privacy, 
computer crimes, computers (un)reliability, arti-
ficial intelligence, war and ecology/recycling).

CONCLUSION

This chapter examines the various emerging ethics 
of knowledge sharing, and each ethics portrays 
a different focus. Hackers demonstrate ethics 
through the use of computers, encompassing 
that information needs to be free for hackers to 
fix, improve, and reinvent systems. Therefore, 
the notion of intrusion to any system is assumed 
permissible, unlike participatory culture ethics 
belief in expressing literarily through community 
collaboration and networking, sharing self-made 
content example images. In this case interactions 
within the collaborators are mutual.

However, proselytization commons deals 
with the attempt to convert the other party have 
set of belief in religion, political or social issues. 
People values and morals are rooted from religion 
and social issues, thus knowledge sharing can 
be educating yet may cross the line if one over-
proselytized. Instigating political stands can also 
be damaging if not handled properly in trying to 
proselytize the party concern.

Each of the mentioned ethics has different 
focus and motives in sharing knowledge. Thus 
each requires different approach, methodology 
and treatment in conducting further research 
pertaining to the nature of the context. To sum, 
due to globalization of economy, rapid growth in 
information technology, increase in knowledge 
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based work and competition pressure the concept 
of knowledge management has gained momen-
tum despite the dilemmas it holds in knowledge 
sharing. Regardless whether knowledge manage-
ment means different things to different people, 
the biggest challenges is how to change mindset 
of people in line with common ethical norms in 
believing that “knowledge sharing is power”.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Ethics: Knowledge system which aims the 
truth, and that incorporates moral procedures, 
values, standards and norms.

Hacker: Expression to designate everyone 
that truly aims computing. Moreover, hackers’ 
generations are a consequence of technological 
evolution.

Hacker Ethics: Moral principles that act as 
guidance for hackers: (1) hands on imperative; (2) 
information wants to be free; (3) mistrust authority; 
(4) no bogus criteria; (5) you can create truth and 
beauty on a computer; (6) computers can change 
your life for the better.

Knowledge Sharing: Ability that is innate to 
humans; however, is essential for organizations to 
foster in order to survive in a competitive market.

Participatory Culture Ethics: Involvement 
of users in a successful way within a community, 
as well with information and knowledge. This 
participatory culture is a consequence of Web 
development.

Proselytization: Action or procedures in which 
an individual attempts to convert other individual 
or group as regards to religious beliefs.

Proselytization Commons Ethics: Global 
process that entails a reconversion of personal 
and group religious beliefs through a participa-
tory culture.
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ABSTRACT

In managing knowledge, conceptual confusion on 
information arises frequently among researchers 
in different disciplines. The term of information 
is defined at least into four: data, information, 
knowledge, and wisdom. Procedural ways of 
information are different among disciplines even 
when the definition is similar. Interpretation of 
information varies in accordance with its mean-
ing or its value for the receivers. Most of the 
misalignment in the field stems from different 
interpretations and the different procedural ways 
of the information presented. In this chapter, 
first, information processing levels in knowledge 
management and second, three levels in cognition-
action reflective process are described. Thirdly, 
information interpretation in internal world, and 

finally juxtaposition of scientific and interpretive 
perspectives are discussed for developing orga-
nizational learning and organizational resilience 
and for building common ground for productive 
and constructive dialogue between and within 
disciplinary fields.

INTRODUCTION

It is rarely recognized, although it occurs fre-
quently, that the way of knowledge information 
processing differs among different disciplinary 
areas. Specifically, the procedural ways of the 
information differentiates among academic disci-
plines in comparison with declarative or general-
ized knowledge. Even though people in the field 
could understand the information presented in a 
feed-back process, the procedural way of the in-
formation is not necessarily similar, nor confirmed 
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among disciplines. People follow the procedures 
they get used to or are trained in, in their disciplin-
ary fields. Human errors in information processing 
frequently occur due to the specific procedures 
used in a particular discipline. The procedures 
in a particular area differ from the ones used in 
other disciplinary fields. The procedural way in 
the feed forward process of information acquired 
is very important for team members in multiple 
disciplines to deliver services to end-clients.

In this chapter, multiplicity of knowledge-
information processing, and the three levels in 
cognition-action coupling process, feed-forward 
processes of knowledge information, holistic 
principles for developing stakeholders’ action in 
organization and information interpretation in the 
internal world are described for understanding 
the development of organizational learning and 
organizational resilience and also for the argument 
in aligning the misfits among disciplines and be-
tween human cognition and action in operations 
management.

INFORMATION PROCESSING 
LEVELS IN KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT

In managing knowledge, conceptual confusion 
on information arises when we collaborate with 
researchers in different disciplines. The term of 
information has been defined into four meanings, 
data, capta, information and knowledge (Check-
land and Holwell, 1998). Conceptual levels of 
information in the author’s classification which 
is shown in Figure 1 are 1) information as data 
in physical and reaction level or in operational 
management level, 2) perceptual information in 
response-behavior level or in strategic manage-
ment level, 3) knowledge in cognitive-action level 
or normative management level, and 4) wisdom 
in integrated and acculturated action level in the 
long span, which leads people to realize their 
healthy and purposeful lives and to accelerate 
global health. In the upper two levels of wisdom 
and knowledge, information processing is dealt 
with consciously by point-to-point liner process-
ing, while in the lower two levels, routine work 
as a daily duty is dealt without profound consid-
eration on each work. Most workers treat routine 

Figure 1. Conceptual levels of data, information, knowledge and wisdom which are featured by human 
cognition-action coupling
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work unconsciously by treating them as parallel 
distribution processing; moreover, they behave 
as they are trained. The concepts which define 
meanings of information in every level are to be 
shared among different disciplinary workers in 
developing collaboration work. Organizational 
learning comprises all the levels of informa-
tion from accumulating data and mining data in 
perceptual levels, to modifying or interpreting 
information in cognitive and integrated action 
levels, and continues to run through all the levels 
for confirming that the information acquired gives 
some meaningful ideas and value to the organiza-
tion, why and how the meaningful ideas are to be 
implemented.

For instance, clinical path (CP) which is fre-
quently applied as one of the effective tools in the 
healthcare sector is generally designed for clini-
cians to do their job in considering clients’ needs 
in providing efficient care. Few cases in CP are 
designed by comprising information in all its 
levels, by considering patients’ and their family’s 
needs and values, especially in the cases of aged 
patients. The CP is to be designed by considering 
a value chain of the clients’ lives including all the 
process of internal and external organizational 
learning. Knowledge enables us to acquire the 
information we require, but you have to decide 
for yourself whether the information is in fact 
informative to you or not, before taking action. 
It is very important that information resource 
management leads to the creation of knowledge 
and integration of knowledge, which is inevitably 
dependent upon the degree of your understanding 
and interpretation of the information you have 
acquired.

At least 2 or 3 levels, plural conceptual levels 
of knowledge, are required to consider and assess 
in evaluating human action. Multiplicity and hi-
erarchy of human actions has to be considered in 
evaluating the outcomes. Inseparability of stimulus 
and response, inseparability of perception and 
behavior, and inseparability of cognition and ac-
tion coupling, in which coupling processes some 

moderators and mediators play their roles as a 
catalyst or leverage and thus have to be considered 
in assessing and evaluating human actions in the 
fields. Our studies suggest mood states at work, 
interpersonal relation, organizational learning 
and leadership, play crucial roles as moderators 
or mediators (Saito, Ikeda and Seki, 2000, Saito, 
Inoue and Seki, 2005, Saito, Murakami and 
Karashima, 2007, Bass,1999). These case studies 
are described in Chapter 12, 13 and 14.

THREE LEVELS IN COGNITION-
ACTION COUPLING PROCESS 
OF HUMAN ACTION

Basic Three Levels of Information 
Processing in Ergonomics

A simplified basic three-level model on human 
action, 1) skill-based behavior which is automated 
response to the signals given, 2) rule-based be-
havior which is associated behavior with stored 
rules and tasks for the signs presented, and 3) 
knowledge–based behavior which is planned for 
decision making tasks for the symbols provided, 
was reported by Rasmussen (1974). The three 
levels are shown in Figure 2. This basic three-
level model of human action was developed into 
the Step Ladder Model (SLM) (Rasmussen, 1986; 
1994; 1995). Human action is made through the 
recursive process of organizational learning, at 
least in three levels of information processing, 
which is figured out skill-based (SB), rule-based 
(RB) and knowledge-based (KB) respectively. 
Human erroneous action in SB is called a slip or 
lapse, the ones in RB and KB are mistakes, and 
processing time in each of the three levels is ap-
parently different as reported by Rasmussen and 
Jensen (1974). As shown in Table 1, processing 
time is largely different in accordance with the 
level.
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Three Throughputs in Cognition-
Action Coupling Process

Logical fallacies are frequently arising in busi-
ness, particularly in approaching and dealing with 
problematic situations (Gomez, 1999, Probst and 
Gomez, 1992) Logic for retrospective analysis 
and for prospective analysis make a substantial 
difference in introducing conceptual models. 
Perspectives to evaluate human action are dif-
ferent among traditional ways of human action, 
information processing psychology, or cognitive 
system engineering. Social problems can not be 
solved, nor resolved, simply by dealing with single 
loop learning or a particular way in a particular 
discipline. Complexity of social problems requires 
all three throughputs of learning processes, single 
loop learning, double loop learning and triple loop 
learning in solving social problems. Innovative 
organization developed by knowledge genera-
tion and knowledge generalization is made in the 

recursive information processing of three levels 
supported by technology, which leads to orga-
nizational flexibility or resilience Relevance of 
knowledge management to organizational learning 
and to technology is as discussed in Chapter 2.

As shown in Figure 3, the purpose of single loop 
learning in the recursive process of action-learning 
cycle is to improve work efficiency by the how-
type of learning by means of a sort of deficient 
supply technology, and is based on input-output 
systematic thinking. The purpose of double loop 
learning is to enhance business effectiveness by 
what-type of learning by the support of another 
action-inducing technology, and is based on input-
outcomes systemic thinking. Triple loop learning 
is for calling attention to the participants to share 
corporate vision, mission and responsibility, to 
pay attention to ethicality, equity and elegance 
of organizational atmosphere by why-type of 
learning with the support of advanced technology, 
and is based on input-incomes systemic thinking 
long term.

Feedback and Feed Forward 
Process of Information Processing

It is important to deliver a good quality of service 
for harnessing knowledge management in the 
feed-forward process, or inside-out knowledge 
flow, rather than a feedback process, or outside-in 
knowledge flow of information. Once people get 
information from the external society, they start 
and have to make final decisions for their action 
through inside-out knowledge flow. Prospective 
approaches considering the values for clients or 

Figure 2. Three levels of information presented 
and human operator’s performance

Table 1. Perception-Behavior level, error type, processing level and time 

Perception- 
Behavior level

Error type Processing level Processing time

SB response Slip, lapse Signal-Response 100m.sec

RB behavior mistake Sign-Behavior sec-min.

KB action mistake Symbol-Action min.-hr.
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patients are required in addition to retrospective 
consideration and analysis. Three important pur-
poses in making a final decision for their action 
are actor’s performance reliability, organizational 
behavior validity and human action viability in 
the feed-forward process through which service 
quality and security are enhanced for both service-
providers and recipients, as shown in Figure 4. 
Service or care providers are required to take action 

through the recursive processes of organizational 
learning for providing better quality of service 
and security which fit to the end-clients’ needs. 
There are inseparable cognition-action coupling 
processes on three levels of information process-
ing, the level of input-output systematic thinking 
which can be evaluated by individual performance 
reliability, the level of input-outcomes systemic 
thinking which can be evaluated by human be-

Figure 3. Action-learning cycles in three throughputs

Figure 4. Cognition-action coupling processes in the organization by the frameworks of input-output 
systematic thinking, input-outcomes systemic thinking and input-incomes systemic thinking of which 
purposes are performance reliability, behavior validity and human action viability
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havior validity, and the level of input-incomes 
systemic thinking evaluated by human action vi-
ability. Individual performance in SB level, or in 
single loop learning level, organizational behavior 
in RB level, or in double loop learning level, and 
human action in KB level or in triple loop learn-
ing level, are enhanced in the recursive process of 
organizational learning under the organizational 
constraints, and also under organizational climate 
which is aligned to fit all the participants.

Holistic Principles for Developing 
Stakeholders’ Actions in 
Organization

Three principles of human action development 
in organizations are 1) participative principle 2) 
continuity principle and 3) holistic principle which 
form two axes, horizontal coordination and vertical 
integration. Coordination is to do with the inter-
action of the units at the same level in horizontal 
direction and integration among different levels 
in vertical direction (Ackoff, 1998, 1999). Figure 
5 illustrates by three levels of coordination in 
horizontal axes, such as operational management 
level, strategic management level and normative 
management level, and integration in vertical 

axes corresponding with horizontal axes. All the 
stakeholders, such as hospital owners, suppliers, 
clients/customers, academic disciplines, clini-
cians, administrators, are required to be mindful of 
their roles and responsibilities relevant to hospital 
visions and missions for the year. Without provid-
ing three principles of human action development, 
specifically holistic principles defined by Ackoff 
(1998), high quality of service and security are 
hardly expected to meet social demands.

INFORMATION INTERPRETATION IN 
INTERNAL WORLD

There are two ways of information processing, 
i.e. information transmission processing and in-
formation hermeneutic processing. The purpose 
of information transmission process is to increase 
transmission speed of information signals and 
signs and to improve transmission efficiency, 
while the purpose of information hermeneutic 
process is to enhance effectiveness in interpret-
ing information symbols which have different 
meanings depending upon the information in the 
receivers’ mindsets. The information hermeneutic 
process in which people think of the meaning of 

Figure 5. Holistic principle for developing the stakeholders’ actions in terms of horizontal coordination 
and vertical integration
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the information presented to them is much more 
important in evaluating human action rather than 
just in measuring the time sent or in counting error 
resulting in the information transmission process. 
The symbols of knowledge-information are able 
to be interpreted into various meanings by the 
receivers. You have to make a judgment and to 
select the final decision; otherwise, you would 
not be satisfied. Appreciation of reality or real 
world in the field is a set of rhetoric, Σ rhetoric 
∈ reality. Appreciation is limitless, and varies in 
anyway, anytime in the future upon the change 
of individual mindscape and also the change of 
social culture. A variety of meaning exists in ap-
preciation.

Appreciation of Stone Garden

When I visited the rock/stone garden in Kyoto 
(Figure 6) designed as a Zen Garden and regis-
tered as a world culture heritage in 1994 with my 
foreign friends we sat in front of the garden. The 
atmosphere of this garden took me to the time that 
the garden was designed in 1450, and the balance 
of small and large stones moved me to visualize 
the images of children and a mother, sometimes 
later on it changes, it changes into a wife and a 
husband or combination of wild birds and fish in 
the river. The change of my mindscape depends 
upon my internal world. The time and situation 

I visit the garden make my images change; yet 
the landscape of this stone garden for someone 
with a foreign culture seems just as it is, a garden 
with scattered stones without any meanings. My 
friend is used to seeing the gardens designed 
symmetrically or colorfully as in European gar-
dens. Heterogeneous or dissimilar elements make 
asymmetrical balance, and appreciation on beauty 
is emerged by enhancing individuality of each 
elements and avoidance of repetitive elements 
(Maruyama, 1980, 1994). There exist different 
mindscapes which derive various interpretations 
of the information presented, depending upon the 
difference of social and cultural backgrounds.

Reality is a Set of Rhetoric

The narrative process in interpreting information 
depends upon the circumstances you have inter-
faced and upon your interest. You need to develop 
your capability to interpret information presented. 
In addition to academic knowledge and skills 
which are given verbally, you need to enhance a 
sense of the field through your experience, and 
to enhance perception, judgment in terms of the 
fact and values, envisagement of desired relation-
ship (Vickers, 1965, 1983, Blunden, 1994). In 
assessing human action, researchers are required 
to adopt multiple methodologies which comprise 
broad areas of physiological, psychological and 
social sciences. Snap-shot measurement in cross 
sectional study by a particular academic discipline 
is inadequate in assessing human action. The par-
ticipants of the organization are required to become 
aware of their working surroundings to appreciate 
or understand their work roles, and the goals in 
individuals and business. They are also required 
to maintain a higher and more intense apprecia-
tion of the events which they may encounter in 
the workplace. The participants’ appreciation on 
organizational and technological environments is 
a set of rhetoric on reality, and in fact, the ways of 
individual appreciation are unlimited in the flux 
of ideas and events in society, as shown in Figure 

Figure 6. Rock/stone garden in Ryoan Temple 
in Kyoto
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7. The tools and methodologies for implementing 
organizational culture transformation, for enhanc-
ing organizational development (Cooperrider, So-
rensen, Whitney, and Yeager, 2000, Cooperrider, 
and Whitney, 2005, Barrett, 2006, Thatchenkery, 
and Chowdhry, 2007, Reed, 2007) were derived 
from Appreciative Systems Theory originally 
proposed by Vickers (1965, 1983)

JUXTAPOSING SCIENTIFIC AND 
INTERPRETIVE PERSPECTIVES FOR 
ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING 
DEVELOPMENT (OLD) AND 
ORGANIZATIONAL RESILIENCE 
DEVELOPMENT (ORD)

Continuous changing of organization is required to 
enhance organizational flexibility or resilience to 
cope with the turbulence in society and to develop 
business competency by managing knowledge. 
Flexibility or resilience of the organization is one 
of the very important characteristics in making 
business successful by aligning complex organi-
zational environments. Participative and coherent 
attitudes in multi-disciplinary team members is 

crucial in changing organizational atmosphere 
into a resilient or adaptive onr. Enforcement of 
operations management and enhancement of 
cultural resilience are important in decreasing 
organizational entropy by activating collaboration 
among multi-disciplinary team members, and in 
overcoming organizational vulnerability, small 
disruptions or particular threats which may happen 
in the course of day-to-day operation. Adaptability 
of organization to the changes in society can be 
feasible in developing organizational learning 
process and organizational resilience in terms 
of juxtaposition of scientific and interpretive 
perspectives.

Organization is developed into a learning or-
ganization through recursive learning process in 
enhancing resilience or flexibility of the organiza-
tion. A learning organization is the organization 
where people continuously expand their capacity 
to generate ideas and generalize ideas, where they 
willingly exchange their ideas. By so doing, they 
develop their careers and skills they require, and 
they can align organizational values among dif-
ferent disciplinary staff and also the clients. All 
the stakeholders can share organizational culture 
which gives great power for them to act in order 

Figure 7. Appreciation of reality, such as consciousness of society, environment or workplace, is a set 
of rhetoric
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to develop the organizational climate and to 
achieve the organizational goals and to have ac-
cess to the enterprise’s visions at all levels, such 
as individual, group, organization and business 
as a whole. Multilevel methodology necessitates 
measuring and evaluating the alignment of any 
misfits among people, as well as between man 
and technology (von Bertalanffy, 1968, Simon, 
1969, Kozlowski and Farr, 1988, Klein and Ko-
zlowski, 2000). The relevance of human capital 
management to value creation has not yet been 
adequately studied and explained. The models of 
ORD and the models related with ORD, such as 
in interpersonal relationship development, busi-
ness strategy development or ecological policy 
development, need to be explored respectively 
in local workplaces of the future.

The ORD will be created through the partici-
pation of excellent human capital that has ability 
and capability to share and amplify the values, not 
just simply by performing the work given, but also 
by having confidence to take necessary action in 
a challenging work environment. Possessing the 
valuable and rare resources of clever and talented 
workers provides the basis for value creation, 
but merely possessing such human resources 
hardly guarantee the ORD and the development 
of competitive advantages. The OLD is needed 
for enhancing the ORD which is driven by clever 
and talented workers inspiring each other and 
amplifying together. Talented workers’ absorb-
ing capacities are enhanced during the course of 
organizational learning (Tsai, 2001, Todorova 
and Durisin, 2007) The efforts of developing 
resilience and security can generate significant 
‘collateral benefits’, helping avoid logical fallacies 
and pitfalls, tightening processes and increasing 
flexibility (Sheffi, 2007). Resilience of the orga-
nization plays complementary roles in facilitating 
individual absorbing capacity and organizational 
learning process. Collaborative and risk-sharing 
relationships among multiple disciplines are the 
sources of energy and power of the organization 
which allow the organization to overcome par-

ticular disruptions or unanticipated occurrences. 
It is imperative to prepare the methodology for 
aligning the cognitive misfit of organizational 
values among multiple disciplinary staff, and for 
converging and aligning the relevance gap between 
different paradigms among all the stakeholders 
which was also discussed in Chapter 5.

The ORD is just a way of making lemonade 
from lemon (Sheffi, 2007). I think action devel-
opment in the fields can be said in the similar 
expression. In making lemonade from lemon, 
inner sense has the power to be able to control 
external information frequently presented in so-
ciety. The ORD is enhanced in the course of the 
OLD in which knowledge management plays an 
important role for the participants to be aware 
and pay attention to any events of occurrences in 
their organizational environment. The participants 
are required to have responsibility in information 
processing to be reflective or a hyper-cyclic both 
in feedback and feed-forward processes so as to 
fit to social needs. Foresight rather than hindsight 
and pro-action rather than reaction make the 
participants take action for enhancing resilience 
of the organization. Resilience engineering is 
established to provide redesigning tools of orga-
nization for the participants to create foresight, 
recognize and tide over disruptions (Hollnagel, 
Woods and Leveson,N, 2006, Sheffi, 2007). Dur-
ing the processing of information on how, what 
and why the participants learn, the meaning of 
organizational purposes is understood so that they 
can take purposeful actions through continuous 
efforts supported and supplemented by appropriate 
information systems and technologies. According 
to systemic management or organizational fitness 
and control developed by European researchers 
(Beer,1990, Flood and Romm, 1996, Flood and 
Romm, 1997, Jackson,2000, Schwaninger,1996, 
Schwaninger,2000, Schwaninger,2006, Espejo, 
Schumann, Schwaninger and Bilello, 1996), three 
logical levels, such as operational, strategic and 
normative rationalities in systemic or holistic man-
agement are provided for controlling interdepen-
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dent and complex organizational environment, and 
for achieving comprehensive fitness. Conceptual 
process models of organizational learning were 
also described in Chapter 2.

CONCLUSION

It frequently happens that conceptual frameworks 
provided by a particular discipline are misinter-
preted and misunderstood in applying these TO 
different disciplines, especially in the procedural 
courses of data and information in the field, which 
leads to accidental events even if the person in 
charge insists that his/her procedures adopted are 
correct in dealing with the information acquired. 
He/she may insist that he/she took an appropri-
ate action as trained. We need to pay attention 
to conceptual complexity and abstruseness of 
knowledge when working with multi-disciplinary 
professionals in the field.

Fostering a sense of the field is important in 
structuring and interpreting knowledge informa-
tion acquired in the field. It is required to focus 
on how acquired knowledge is conceptually struc-
tured, compiled or chunked through three levels 
in cognition-action coupling processing. Sense 
of the field plays a crucial role in determining a 
final decision and for developing organization 
resilience or flexibility by building on common 
grounds for productive dialogue between and 
within disciplinary fields.
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ABSTRACT

This chapter will provide the reader with two 
definitions of knowledge, one at the individual 
level, the other at the organizational level. This 
will be followed by connecting the knowledge base 
of the organization to its sustainable competitive 
advantage by using a multiple-layer framework 
of organizational knowledge. Then, the chapter 
will discuss the frameworks of knowledge man-
agement vision, mission and goals for the orga-
nization. Temporary and functional gap analysis 
frameworks will follow. The chapter will end 
with a brief description of three tools developed 
by the authors.

INTRODUCTION

This chapter will provide the reader with a 
number of theoretical aspects that we consider 
important as a background for understanding 
and effectively utilizing the later developed sub-
jects related to knowledge management strategy 
discussed by us later in this book. We will begin 
this chapter by introducing you to three episte-
mologies that can and do frame the discussion 
about knowledge and knowledge management. 
We will continue by discussing two conceptual 
aspects of knowledge. We will define knowledge 
at the individual (personal) level and then at the 
organizational level. Once these definitions have 
been solidified, we will place these concepts into 
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a practical application by describing knowledge 
within an organization’s strategic discussion. In a 
practical application, it is critical for an organiza-
tion to understand where their knowledge should 
be located. Some of this discussion might seem 
tedious at first, but we hope you will commit to 
reading through the entire discussion to see for 
yourself that, while it might sound theoretical or 
philosophical, it is actually very practical. We 
hope the examples will illustrate why it is crucial 
for you to understand the foundation of our tools. 
Following that, we will introduce you to vision, 
mission, and goals for KM as well as gaps. We 
will close the chapter by briefly introducing three 
tools that we have developed to make it easier 
for you and your organization to systematically 
manage knowledge as a strategic asset to create 
value. A more in-depth discussion of those tools 
can be found in this book in chapters 4, 7 and 9.

Knowledge as a Complex and Living 
System: Three Epistemologies

Knowledge can be viewed from different perspec-
tives (what academics call epistemology1). The 
three epistemologies are: the cognitivist view, the 
connectionist view and the autopoietic view. They 
are detailed and illustrated in Table 1. We want 
the reader to realize that there is more than one 
way to look at knowledge, and that by using the 
three perspectives you can have more and richer 
opportunities to use knowledge effectively. You 
will see the use of these three perspectives again 
in chapters 4, 7 and 9, within this book.

First Definition of Knowledge

Any discussion of Knowledge Management must 
begin by defining the terms to be used. We all as-
sume that the reader knows what knowledge is but, 
in fact, everyone has his or her own conceptual 
idea of knowledge. That unique conception creates 
a problem because there is no universally agreed 
upon accepted definition. As an old story suggests, 

it’s like trying to understand what an elephant looks 
like by asking several blind men to describe an 
elephant based on touching a different part of the 
animal. Knowledge is many things to many people. 
Knowledge is not easily understood, managed, or 
quantified. Indeed, since there is no universally 
accepted definition of knowledge, understanding, 
managing, and quantifying are nearly impossible 
tasks. Through this book, our goal is to show 
you that there are empirically based measures of 
knowledge that can be quantified, utilized, and 
exploited! If we are to be successful, however, 
we must be assured that the definition of the key 
terms we are using aligns with the definition you 
have of the term.

Any definition of knowledge is biased, indi-
vidualized, and carries with it social, political, and 
cultural baggage. As we look at common usage 
today, we find that knowledge, information, and 
data are as easily interchangeable as cola and 
“Coke.” One simple way to explore the issue is to 
look into their definitions in any dictionary. If you 
do, you will see that the definitions are circular. 
Each one of the three is defined by the use of the 
other two terms. The loop feature of the terms can 
make the distinction between them quite difficult 
to find. We have developed definitions that clearly 
demonstrate that these terms are distinct (related, 
but distinct) entities. We believe that data and in-
formation are the building blocks of knowledge. 
In order to clarify what we mean, we will begin 
by sharing our definition of knowledge and then 
will break down the knowledge definition into its 
actionable components.

• Knowledge: an action, or a potential of an 
action, that creates, or has the potential to 
create, value based on data or previous 
knowledge, and/or information.

• Data: basic building blocks
• Metadata: context of the building blocks, 

“the baskets”
• Information: meaning
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Table 1. Perspectives of knowledge and their implications on knowledge management and strategy 
Modified from Russ, 2008 

Perspective/ Epistemology 
Dimension2

Cognitivist Connectionist Autopoietic

Cardinal Idea (Brain…) Representation. Transparency of 
information.

There are rules for how components 
operate and there are rules for 
connections between components. 
Global properties emerge sponta-
neously without a central control.

Is an autonomous, simultaneously 
open and closed, self-referencing 
(knowledge about itself is effecting 
the structure and operations).

Humans are seen as Information processing (sequential, 
localized). Logic Machines. Truth 
seekers.

Thought and activities that result 
from self-organizing properties, 
some similar to learned states, 
some novel. Relationship seekers 
(social-psychological).

A living system, an autonomous 
unit, responsible for their own 
maintenance and growth, consider 
the environment only as a poten-
tial source of input for their inner 
functioning.

Lemma I am, therefore I act in the world. I know, therefore I co-act in the 
world.

I know, therefore I act in my world.

Organization is seen as Input-Output entity. Problem 
seeker and solver. An instrument of 
strategic planning and forecasting.

Network of individuals connected 
by Information Systems (commu-
nication), rules of access, shared 
consensus, resources, incentives. 
Network of activities.

A self-similar, autopoietic system 
of knowledge and distinction, a 
living system, shared awareness. 
A domain of structural coupling.

Knowledge is Time invariant. Abstract, indepen-
dent of human act. Transferable.

History dependent. A state in a sys-
tem of interconnected components 
interacting with the environment. 
Transferable.

Embodied, self-referencial. Allows 
for distinction making in observa-
tions of categories and in values. 
It is bringing the world forth (cou-
pling with). It is NOT transferable.

Learning Is a process by which an increas-
ingly accurate definition of rep-
resentations corresponding to the 
external world arrives.

Is an emerging behavior, history 
and rules dependent.

Create the potential for and change 
in scope of potential and actual 
behavior resulting in improved 
effectiveness.3

Organizational Learning Organizations as rational entities 
are capable of observing (their 
own and others’) actions, and 
experiences to discover effects 
of actions and modify actions to 
improve performance.4

”an organizational process, both 
intentional and unintentional en-
abling the acquisition of, access 
to, and revision of organizational 
memory, thereby providing direc-
tion to an organizational action5.”

Results in change of organizational 
behaviors which may enhance 
(or not) effectiveness, which will 
include change in the scope of 
organizational potential behaviors.6

Environment Given. To be represented, pre-de-
fined, highly structured, bounded, 
limiting.

Negotiable. Structurally coupled with knowl-
edge.

Relationships Adaptation. Shaping. Structurally coupled.

Locus of Control Central. Network. Internal.

Organizational networks Input-output device. Network of individuals/activities. Autopoietic system.

Boundaries Real, limiting. Can be modified by using new 
actors.

An issue of knowledge.

continued on following page
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In order to understand Knowledge, we have to 
understand its parts. Assume that data elements 
are the most basic building blocks of knowledge. 
Data are entities that are meaningless (like bytes or 

letters) until there is context or metadata wrapped 
around them; something to give the data meaning, 
which is what you would call information.

Perspective/ Epistemology 
Dimension2

Cognitivist Connectionist Autopoietic

Strategy The choice of product/market and 
the competitive thrust (focus and 
set of priorities) to create value 
for shareholders, using coordina-
tion, reinforcement, allocation and 
control mechanisms.7

Choices in regard to: 
1. Value creation - a choice of 
which value (profit maximization 
versus social responsibility) and 
for which stakeholder (sharehold-
ers versus customers). 
2. Managing imitation - sustain-
ing competitive advantage. 
3. Shaping the perimeter of the 
organization - defining profit-
able business scope using, for 
example, outsourcing and vertical 
integration. 8

Creating value (e.g. capturing syn-
ergies) and managing uncertainties 
(e.g., “ differentiate roles based on 
the strategic uncertainty decision-
makers face and integrate them by 
way of the strategic commitment to 
be made.)” 9

Business Model Describes how the organization 
creates and captures value by 
specifying the profit generating 
mechanism.

Define the value created for users, 
within a product market (for whom 
and what). Define the structure of 
the complete value chain (from sup-
pliers to final customers). Describe 
the position of the organization 
within the value network. Specifies 
the profit generating mechanism.10

Define the value created for users, 
within a product market (for whom 
and what) as understood by the 
organization. Define the structure 
of the complete value chain (from 
suppliers to final customers) as 
understood by the organization. 
Describe the position of the organi-
zation within the living eco-system. 
Specifies the profit generating 
mechanism.11

Internationalization “A process of increasing involve-
ment in international operations”12

“is the process of mobilizing, 
accumulating and developing 
resource stocks for international 
activities.”13

A “process of developing net-
works of business relationships in 
other countries through extension, 
penetration, and integration.”14

“the emphasis is on gradual learn-
ing and the development of market 
knowledge through interaction 
within networks.”15

A process of changing the existing 
geographic business scope, and the 
editing mechanism of structural-
izing various kinds of innovative 
market knowledge for the creation 
of new business opportunities to 
connect the establishment of the 
new organization with future of 
unknown international opportuni-
ties.16

Entrepreneurs Opportunity identifiers, resource 
marshaling, knowledge acquirers, 
star players.

Connectors, recombining resources 
and opportunities, by filling up 
structural holes in networks. Head 
of a team, builders of partnerships. 
Knowledge holders and creators in 
knowledge communities within a 
social network.

New reality creators, creators of 
new eco-systems. Builders of 
shared domain consensus.

Entrepreneurship “Activities to promote socio-eco-
nomic stabilization and effective 
utilization of resources by stimu-
lating socio-economic progress, 
creating new values, and providing 
employment opportunities.” 17

Is “a diachronic process based on 
multiple decisions and action…..
provides opportunities to newly 
combine heterogeneous ideas, 
promote their realization, and cre-
ate new activities and potentials 
through interactions.” 18

“activities of changing the existing 
business paradigms, and to the edit-
ing mechanism of structuralizing 
various kinds of knowledge for 
the creation of a new business….
to connect the establishment of the 
new organization with future of 
unknown opportunities” 19

Table 1. Continued
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For example, the data that comprises written 
romance languages would be the 26 letters of 
the alphabet. The data that comprises a spoken 
language would be the different sounds used to 
identify each letter. Add to that all the different 
sounds available in all the romance languages and 
you are beginning to build quite a large database. 
But at this point, you still don’t have anything that 
is instantaneously useful and that has meaning 
or value. Another point that adds complexity to 
this issue is how these elements are represented. 
The database is now comprised of the physical 
representation of letters A – Z, but the sounds 
require a different media, a.wav file for instance. 
Add to that the various pronunciations between 
the languages as well as the multiple dialects 
and regionalisms within a language. We use this 
example to demonstrate the variety of data and 
their potential inter-relationships. It’s not until we 
get to the next step in the process that we can take 
a variety of data elements and begin to determine 
what they mean.

The next step is to understand metadata. 
Metadata is a frame (the context creator) wrapped 
around a single piece or multiple pieces of data. 
You can easily see the power of metadata as it 
transforms data into something potentially useful. 
If we go back to our letters example, the concept 
of say, names, would provide a context that would 
give the letters and sounds the ability to become 
useful. Remember, at this point there is only data 
with context. We now have a construct where we 
have the ability to take the data and metadata to 
the next level.

When we agree on the definition of data and 
metadata, we can then move on in the knowl-
edge definition to look at the term information. 
We will define information as simply data plus 
metadata. Information lacks the actionable punch 
of knowledge, but it allows the transformation 
of six pieces of data such as J-O-S-H-U-A into a 
name. By wrapping the context of name around 
the letters, we have something that can represent 
the first name of Joshua Jones. We could look at 

numbers in the same way. Data of 0-1-0-1-0-0 is 
meaningless in a vacuum. If we add the context 
of date, then 010100 turns into the first day of the 
21st century and can be represented as 01/01/00. 
If we changed the context to student identifi-
cation, it could just as easily represent Joshua 
Jones’s student ID number simply by attaching 
that label. The name Joshua, the date 01/01/00, 
and the student ID number 010100, now reflect 
information that we can use. Therefore, informa-
tion is interchangeable and totally dependent on 
the context or metadata.

Our favorite real world example deals with 
the loss of the Mars Climate Orbiter (MRO) in 
November of 199920. Prior to the success of the 
two Mars rovers, there was an attempt to place the 
MRO in orbit over Mars that ended as a failure. A 
course correction had to be sent to the spaceship 
to align it correctly for entry into an orbit over 
Mars. The course correction instructions (the data) 
were sent but it is assumed that the craft entered 
the Martian atmosphere at too low an altitude and 
the ship crashed into the surface of the planet. We 
liken this to the classic metadata problem. Why? 
Because the data was correct. However, the context 
or metadata was incorrect. An investigation board 
concluded that NASA engineers failed to convert 
English measures of thrust into a metric system 
or newtons (the metadata context). Although the 
actual difference between the acceleration when 
using the two different units was small, it was 
enough to terminate a potentially successful and 
scientifically significant mission. Therefore, the 
“information,” the combination of the data and 
metadata, that the ship was given was faulty. If we 
align this example to our definition, the knowl-
edge (action step) was present, the information 
(meaning) was present, the metadata (context) was 
present but inaccurate, and the data was present. 
Because the metadata was incorrect, the informa-
tion and overall knowledge sent to the orbiter was 
wrong and the result of the mission reflects this 
fact. We believe this example reflects our defini-
tion, but also demonstrates how fragile information 
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that we use everyday to make strategic decisions 
can be. This complex circular relationship between 
data, metadata and information is the reason it is 
important to discuss and align meaning within 
an organization. We want to make sure that the 
building blocks of knowledge are housed on a solid 
foundation. You cannot assume the metadata is 
correct and understood by all concerned parties; 
you must confirm your assumptions at every step 
in the process. As you can see from this example, 
a simple misunderstanding or wrong assumption/
context can have significant consequences on the 
information shared, action and outcomes.

As a general guiding principle, when determin-
ing data for a specific application, it is best to use 
the smallest manageable unit (lowest common 
denominator) as data. The most important point 
in this discussion is not to break down say, atoms 
into protons, neutrons, electrons, and then into the 
myriad sub-atomic particles. It is to have everyone 
involved understand what the data means (which 
makes it information). Metadata can be simple or 
complex, so spend the time building a consensus 
around the metadata. Get rid of all the assumptions! 
Belabor the point! Make sure everyone is talking 
apples and apples! If a house has a faulty founda-
tion, it will never stand straight. If knowledge has 
a faulty foundation, it won’t have any real value.

We’ve been talking about information as data 
and metadata and now it’s time to go to the next 
step, knowledge. Our definition of knowledge 
states: Knowledge is an action, or a potential of 
an action, that creates or has the potential to cre-
ate, value based on data or previous knowledge, 
and/or information. Consider knowledge as the 
outcome of a catalytic event or kinetic energy and 
information as potential energy. In this context, 
there is a vast difference between the two terms. 
In order for knowledge to be created, there must 
be an actionable event that occurs or has the po-
tential to occur. Therefore, if one starts with data 
and then adds metadata, information is created 
and the potential for knowledge or an action is 

in place. New knowledge is created when such 
potential for an actionable event occurs.

The equation would look like this: K = ke + 
pe. Where K=Knowledge, ke = kinetic energy, 
and pe = potential energy.

Knowledge gets more complex and gives us 
better insight into what is required for knowledge 
creation. As we look into additional equations, the 
process gets more complex. For example, another 
way to express the value proposition inherent in 
knowledge creation is the following equation: K 
= (D+MD) x A V. Where Knowledge (K) is equal 
to Data plus Metadata (D+MD) times Action (A) 
that creates or has the potential to create Value (V).

For purposes of this illustration, assume the 
knowledge has been created by an individual. 
Only two events can occur once the knowledge 
has been created and stored by the individual as 
tacit knowledge. It can either be exploited by the 
individual to produce value (for example a new 
product or new service), or it can be transferred to 
other individuals. In the latter instance, the knowl-
edge must be codified as explicit knowledge by the 
original knowledge creator and transferred as data 
to other individuals. Once they receive the data, 
they must add metadata and create the knowledge 
for themselves. Although this sounds counterin-
tuitive, we contend that only data, metadata, and 
information can be transferred, but knowledge has 
to be re-created individually. Lots of information 
such as the speed of light, the number of feet in 
a mile, the number of days in a year, is available. 
Lots of knowledge is also available. For example, 
we know how to calculate the speed of light, we 
can measure the number of feet in a mile, and 
we have standards that allow us to determine the 
number of days in any given year. The difference 
between information and knowledge is an action-
able event or the potential to create an actionable 
event. That event is the catalyst that transforms 
potential energy into kinetic energy and produces 
value. Therefore, using our definition, the informa-
tion that reduces uncertainty to allow an action is 
knowledge and that action creates value. The same 
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information, if it does not allow for an action as it 
has meaning to the user is NOT knowledge. It is 
just useless information. Knowledge is dynamic. 
Data and Information are static. Just because 
data and metadata are present does not mean that 
knowledge will be created; it only supplies the 
necessary framework for knowledge to be created. 
Remember an individual or organization does not 
have to re-invent the mousetrap; they only have 
to make a better one.

Let us give you another example. In a recent 
book “Decoding the Universe,” Seife21 describes a 
number of examples of how information (knowl-
edge by our definition) creates value by reducing 
uncertainty. He describes Paul Revere’s scheme 
for sharing information (knowledge) about the 
British intentions (pp. 60-61) and the story of 
breaking the Japanese JN-25 code named AF 
(the attack on Midway, pp. 5-7). What he misses 
completely is the metadata and the intentions that 
framed this information (knowledge) and allowed 
this knowledge to create value. Just look into the 
misreading of the weak signals preceding the 
9-11 events, missing the early indications of the 
Challenger and Discovery disasters in this country, 
or the Israelis missing the signals of the coming 
Yom Kippur war and you will see the difference.

Our reasoning of presenting this variety of 
examples is to support the point that information 
does NOT always translate to knowledge. Inter-
estingly, we are NOT the first ones to come up 
with this idea. von Baeyer22 in his recent book: 
“Information: The New Language of Science” 
describes three levels of complexity of information 
(pp. 32-33) developed originally by Shannon and 
Weaver23 in their classic book about information 
theory. Shannon and Weaver suggest that knowl-
edge is present only if it can answer the following 
questions: 1. “How accurately can information be 
transmitted” (p. 32)? This is what we refer to as 
data. 2. “How precisely do the symbols convey the 
desired meaning” (p. 32)? This is what we refer 
to as information. 3. “How effectively does the 
received meaning affect behavior in the desired 

way” (p. 32)? This is what we refer to as knowl-
edge. Unfortunately, most experts dealing with this 
subject (for example, Seife and von Baeyer) refer 
to those three levels as nothing more than different 
aspects of information, missing the importance of 
metadata (the context) and intentions (the knowl-
edge). For example, adding the metadata to the 
data will allow the sender to convey the desired 
meaning, (see question 2 above) or, to answer 
question 3, adding context and intention to the 
information will ensure the appropriate behavior 
by the receiving entity.

The real issue here is the creation of value and 
you can clearly see that knowledge builds on itself. 
In fact, as we move up the knowledge ladder, we 
build more and more complex structures. Since 
our definition allows knowledge to be based on 
data and previous knowledge, we have the abil-
ity to utilize existing knowledge to increase our 
knowledge base.

A more detailed discussion regarding the 
actionable event that transforms data elements 
into knowledge will be presented later in this 
chapter. Our intent for this chapter is to lay a 
working definition foundation. The difference 
between Information and Knowledge as we 
have just outlined is critically important. It is 
NOT simply an issue of semantics. Thousands 
of business executives and hundreds of Informa-
tion Systems (IS) companies do NOT understand 
this issue. Organizations that purchase software 
and hardware intending to create a Knowledge 
Based System can not use these tools to capture 
knowledge as an asset by itself unless the system 
is embedded in the appropriate context. While it 
might have the potential to utilize knowledge, 
unless the system is embedded in the appropriate 
context, it is strictly information. This, at least 
to us, explains the failure of the first generation 
of many of the KM initiatives. Companies that 
bought Knowledge Based Systems assumed that 
the systems will work as indeed KNOWLEDGE 
based systems, without comprehending that 
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knowledge has human-systems interactive aspects 
and is a social-technical phenomenon.

Knowledge is an asset. Good managers exploit 
their assets to position their companies well within 
their particular environment. As you will see, the 
ability to determine where your knowledge assets 
are and how to utilize those assets can start you 
on the road to identifying and sustaining a com-
petitive advantage. Our intention is to provide a 
roadmap that will allow you and your organization 
to navigate the very tricky waters of knowledge 
management. We don’t claim to have all the an-
swers, but we hope to give the reader what he or 
she needs to make the trip as smooth as possible.

Second Definition of Knowledge

Until now, we have been talking about knowledge 
as a stand-alone entity at the individual level of 
analysis. If this is true, how can there be “smart” 
organizations and “not-so-smart” organizations? 
Even within your own company there are “smart” 
teams and “not-so-smart” teams. Although it 
would be easy to say that the best people are in 
the “smart” teams and the worst are in the “not-
so-smart” teams, we know that just isn’t the case. 
You are smart and bring a lot of knowledge to any 
team. You have also been on “good” teams and 
“not-so-good” teams. Shouldn’t your knowledge 
have brought the “not-so-good” team to the level 
of a “good” team? Let’s examine this last piece 
of the puzzle.

To help you visualize the process, draw a tri-
angle on a piece of paper or a white board. Now 
label the points of the triangle People, Process, 
and System. These are the building blocks of 
knowledge creation and the drivers for the action-
able event that actually creates knowledge. Now, 
convert the triangle into a pyramid and make it 
three dimensional by giving it height and label 
the top Knowledge. You have just constructed 
a three-dimensional actionable event model of 
knowledge creation based on the organizational 

drivers People, Processes, and Systems, (see 
Figure 1).

Although we didn’t discuss these three items 
in our definition of knowledge, each of the entities 
we labeled at the base of the triangle is a knowl-
edge component or driver that is either active, 
passive, or both. The diagram you drew describes 
the support structure for Knowledge at the orga-
nizational level that can be represented in an 
equation as K = P*(P+S+P*S) or Knowledge 
equals (People) times (Processes plus Systems 
plus Processes *Systems); where P*S is the syn-
ergy between the processes and the systems. The 
equation stipulates that a Person must be present 
in order to create knowledge. However, either 
Processes or Systems (or both) can be present and 
these variables times Person will generate knowl-
edge. This is the genesis of the actionable event 
we referred to earlier.

Consider an example where a company “owns” 
a process that manufactures a specific product 
and has systems that do much of the work. This 
process incorporates two of the three essential 
ingredients, Processes and Systems, however, if 
there are no people who possess the knowledge 
to put the process and system to work (into ac-

Figure 1. The knowledge space
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tion), the product cannot be produced. There is 
an exception to this and it deals with embedding 
knowledge into processes and systems. We’ll deal 
with embedded knowledge later in the chapter, 
but a simplistic example would be driving a car. 
The mechanical knowledge to actually get the car 
moving is embedded within the vehicle, all the 
driver has to know is how to start the engine, how 
to put the car in gear and how to drive.

Organizational Knowledge-
Base and Strategy

The definition of knowledge is complex at the 
individual level and organizational levels. Incor-
porating knowledge management into the strategic 
discussion of an organization adds yet another 
layer of complexity. We see the knowledge-base 
of the organization feeding into the core compe-
tencies and capabilities of the organization. Those 
are the core competencies and capabilities that 
allow the organization to develop a strategy and 

its sustainable competitive advantage. This, in 
turn, results in performance in the marketplace. 
So, the other aspect of knowledge that reinforces 
the complexity of knowledge management’s 
processes is the multi-layering aspect of the 
interrelationships between the four layers24 men-
tioned above (see also Figure 2). This complexity 
increases due to the potential time lag between 
managing the knowledge at the bottom layer and 
the final outcome at the top layer. There can be a 
time lag between the bottom layer, (managing the 
knowledge base), to the top layer, (final market 
performance) of up to 15 years. The time lag is 
caused by the slow movement through all four 
layers as they build upon each other. An analogy 
that illustrates this aspect is the public education 
system. Society is paying for education today with 
an expectation of a return for the next generation 
of the workforce. However, there is no tool that 
allows us to quantify that X dollars spent today 
will return Y dollars in the future. Additionally, 
there are no tools available to allow us to see what 
type of education will be required for the work-
force of the future. Who could have predicted the 
explosion of programming skills that were needed 
to fuel the Internet revolution?

We have provided a conceptual explanation 
of what knowledge is and have discussed how to 
make it operational. An organization can create 
knowledge and derive value from that knowledge. 
That happens in some organizations. The problem 
stems from the fact that, by and large, manage-
ment doesn’t recognize knowledge as an asset. 
We are not saying that knowledge is dismissed 
by companies; on the contrary, knowledge is 
prized. However, most organizations don’t know 
where their knowledge resides, what pieces of 
knowledge are missing, how to value knowledge, 
or how it should be managed. This book will 
provide several tools to enable you to understand 
the complexities and misunderstandings of this 
management gap.

Figure 2. Organizational knowledge base and 
business strategy as a multilayer construct
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Where Do You Want to Go: 
The Knowledge-Based Vision, 
Mission and Goals

The first step in every strategic journey is to de-
cide where you want to go. This is an interesting 
dilemma that we always have when we consult 
with companies: should you start with where you 
are and frame the discussion of the future in pres-
ent terms; or should you start with the future and 
frame the discussion of where you are in terms 
of the potential future. Starting with where you 
are presently is easier and more helpful in only a 
few cases, such as when you need to learn a new 
language (in our case this will be the knowledge 
audit-KARMA, see chapter 4). BUT, in the future, 
once you become familiar with the concepts, 
language and tools, you might be better starting 
with the future, then the audit, and then the gaps 
(see Figure 3 later in the chapter). Framing the 
discussion of the present situation in terms of the 
future simply makes it easier to get there.

One way to start this discussion is to define 
broad and specific goals for your organization in 
business and KM terms. A second way is to have 
a discussion about your KM vision and mission 
statements and how they relate to your business 
vision and mission. Some people are better at de-
veloping the long term vision and mission before 
they (or usually others) go into the detailed goals. 
Some are better the other way around--they have 
the goals and they let the vision and mission bubble 
up. Regardless, before you are done developing the 
picture of the future, you will need to clearly define 
the vision, mission and goals. At this first stage 

you should develop the KM vision-mission and 
relate it to the business. We rarely find companies 
that have an explicit vision-mission statement for 
their KM, even when they have an explicit KM 
strategy, which again, few have.

We have identified a number of approaches 
companies have used to develop explicit or im-
plicit vision and mission statements (see Table 
2 and Table 3). In the technology management 
literature this is called technology push or market 
pull.25 High-tech companies will develop a unique 
knowledge, patent it, and then look for markets. 
Service companies will have the customers/mar-
kets and then will look for products and knowledge 
to satisfy their changing needs. Companies that 
have an explicit strategy will patent knowledge or 
trademark brands, realizing that they have intel-
lectual assets to protect, while those that have an 
implicit strategy will not, or will do so reactively.

What is unique about knowledge that impacts 
how you develop your vision-mission? Since the 
product life cycle and the half life of knowledge 
are continuously shrinking (can be as short as 
18-30 month today26), competitors are changing 
the “rules of the game” more frequently, and the 
capital investments needed for new knowledge 
creation are increasing. The uncertainties and the 
risks involved in committing long term (in some 
cases 10-15 years) to a knowledge path are grow-
ing continuously since by the time your knowledge 
embedded in a product or a service gets to the 
market it may be obsolete. Here, large companies 
e.g. large pharmaceutical companies, banks, etc., 
use their size muscle and transfer their business 
model from knowledge driven to customer 

Table 2. Vision statement framework 

Product Process

Explicit Implicit Explicit Implicit

Internal Technology 
Driven

External Market/ Cus-
tomer Driven
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driven, assuming (mostly correctly) that instead 
of gambling on technology, they will secure the 
channels of distribution to the customers and that 
their size and power will allow them to buy 
needed knowledge when risks are lower at a 
reasonable cost, and as such, they will leave new 
knowledge development to small companies that 
are willing to take higher risks. One problem for 
the large companies is that they are shifting their 
business models, so pharmaceutical companies 
have to hire more marketing and sales people and 
less PhDs in chemistry. In addition, if the large 
companies are completely losing their R&D they 
are putting themselves at risk of losing knowledge. 
Their marketing people will now have to talk to 
external PhDs of chemistry which sooner or later 
will give the knowledge provider power. So here, 
we can predict a shift of power to Indian and 
Chinese R&D companies in the long run. Also, 
the large companies now have to learn how to 
evaluate, to negotiate with external partners and 
to develop partnerships and relationships within 
the industry. This causes a shift from content/area 
knowledge to process knowledge-which is also 
one of our six strategic dilemmas. As you can see, 
process knowledge is tricky. American companies 
that tried to copy the Japanese process knowledge 
of TQM and Six Sigma learned this the hard way. 
Process knowledge can be easily embedded in 
some cultures but might be very difficult in others. 

Such knowledge is also more tacit and embedded 
in people, even when you put it into policies and 
procedures.

Once you know what kind of vision-mission 
you want to develop, you have to decide on the 
time frames and specifics. Traditionally, vision is 
long term and less specific, while mission is shorter 
term and includes specifics regarding the scope of 
KM in question. For example, technological scope, 
market scope, product/service scope. We found 
the following framework especially helpful in 
developing KM mission statements (see Table 3).

Of course you do not have to use all of the 
KM scopes to define who you want to be. Just 
use those that are appropriate. In chapter 9 of this 
book we describe the case of Fiat and how the 
company’s new CEO was able to change the path 
of its future by utilizing its core competency of 
product development and driving a new mission 
of their product scope to get them out of a finan-
cial crisis.

Once you have your vision-mission it is a 
good time to translate that into outcomes, or what 
some people call, broad goals, specific goals, and 
measurable key success indicators.

There is an interesting academic debate sur-
rounding the idea of whether or not companies need 
specific indicators, and especially if those indica-
tors inhibit or support innovation and creativity. 
Some academics27 claim that specific indicators 

Table 3. Mission statement framework 

KM Scope Time Horizon

Short Medium Long

Business you are in

Business Model

Technological Scope

Market Scope

Product Scope

Geographic Scope

Innovation Scope

Intellectual Assets
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prevent creativity, if they are the wrong indicators, 
or if they are followed by a wrong reward system. 
We tend to fall on the other side. We think you 
should have specific indicators and the appropriate 
reward system. It is wrong to assume that more 
innovation is always better, but if you want that, 
CHANGE the indicators and the reward system 
but be sure to have some indicators. Why? In our 
minds, the answer is simple: transparency (which 
happens to be another strategic dilemma, see our 
discussion in chapter 7). We are confident that 
only companies that are transparent (of course by 
and large-not absolutely) will be successful in the 
future. As we will tell you later, this is probably the 
only way the markets (capital and human) will be 
able to evaluate the value and decide if they want 
to invest money (capital) or be employed (human), 
since the power is shifting from the demand side to 
the supply side (both capital and talent). The other 
reason why measurable indicators are crucial is 
that they force you to deal with gaps first (if you 
don’t measure, you don’t know) and second, they 
force you to deal with real gaps, not perceived or 
imaginary gaps. Our experience is telling us that 
many executives and managers will go a long way 
to avoid measurable indicators because they want 
to avoid the accountability trap. If you measure 
and you fail, someone is accountable. In the old 
economy this was a bad thing. You could pay 
with your career. We suggest using failure as a 
trigger for learning, not for execution. This does 
not mean that stupidity should be rewarded, nor 
does it mean that failure should be punished. This 
is a tricky balance. If a nurse is being sued for 
criminal negligence when mistakes happen, what 
do you think is the probability that the hospital 
will be able to implement a six sigma initiative? 
In our humble opinion balance and common sense 
are the answer, not a heavy-hand, regulated envi-
ronment driven only by judicial concerns. Why 
do we believe purely judicial is not the answer? 
Check the cost and quality of the British healthcare 

system and compare it to the American and tell 
us what you think.28

What are some of the dimensions of the out-
comes that are affected by KB strategies and/or 
are KM specific? In our consulting experience and 
academic research we identified two frameworks 
that are of interest and relevance; the intellectual 
capital (e.g., Edvinsson and Malone, 1997) and the 
balanced scorecard (Kaplan and Norton, 1992). 
We added a few additional potential outcomes to 
their recommendations, e.g., social responsibili-
ties and talent, and arrived at ten possible goals 
organizations might have. Each of these possible 
goals is discussed in the following paragraphs.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (IP)

Some of the most valuable assets companies in 
the knowledge economy have are intellectual as-
sets or intellectual properties like brands names, 
patents etc. The intellectual asset/property values 
are relatively easy to quantify, since they are regu-
lated and have markets. They incur costs, and in 
some cases take a long time to build, but when 
managed appropriately will have an enormous 
value. Cases of building value worth billions of 
dollars by IBM (patents) and Coca Cola (brand 
equity) are well known but are by no means 
unique. Companies can also choose other IPs like: 
trade secrets, copyrights, trademarks, and internet 
domain names, among others.

SALES, EARNINGS, ETC.

Some of the most import and simple to achieve 
results for KM are in the area of sales. As such it 
should not be surprising that one of the first suc-
cessful Knowledge Based Systems successfully 
implemented by companies is Customer Relation-
ship Management (CRM). Recently companies 
moved into the next generation of CRM, one 
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that allows them to use analytics to improve sales 
force and customer service effectiveness as well 
as to acquire the ability to identify new products 
or services, including after sale service. More 
and more companies are realizing the potential of 
identifying the “big fat tail” of customer markets 
and the potential for true one-to-one marketing 
and, as a result, increasing revenues and profits 
(see also discussions in chapters 15 and 16).

LIABILITY, RISK REDUCTION

The value of the reduction of liabilities and risks is 
very hard to quantify, unless you have to pay for a 
mistake someone made. Then the costs are clear, 
and unfortunately, in many cases prohibitive. For 
example, 40% of Small and Medium Enterprises 
(SMEs) companies hit by a disaster (fire, flood, 
etc.) do not survive the 5th year after being hit 
by disaster29. The current (Nov. 2008) financial 
crisis is another example of financial and other 
risks accrued by companies. The same can be said 
about liabilities encountered by companies, in 
many cases without realizing the consequences. 
Foreign suppliers, outsources, etc. that can provide 
the company with an enormous cost advantage, 
can also create huge liabilities (see for example 
China30). Engineering knowledge is currently 
required to manage risks and liabilities reduction 
when designers of new products are using knowl-
edge base tools and the risks can be quantified and 
the costs known. Taking that kind of thinking to 
the business realm requires a change in scope and 
tools and, as the current financial crisis illustrates, 
is not easy to accomplish.

DELIVERY PERFORMANCE

At times, when Supply Chain Management 
(SCM) should be intertwined concurrently with 
innovation while creating the business model at 
the inception of the new business, it is seen as the 

next new “game breaker”. Having the right goals 
and indicators to manage SCM could make or 
break a company. On time delivery and inventory 
management on the go are legendary for making 
Wal-Mart and Dell what they are. Other delivery 
performance indicators might be error elimina-
tion, rush orders, damaged goods, etc., (see also 
the discussion in chapter 18).

COST SAVINGS

The simplest goal to document, the easiest to 
implement, and the most important at the early 
stages of the KM journey for the organization’s 
set of goals and indicators is the cost savings 
one. Early studies suggest that successful KM 
initiatives in this area have an extremely high 
rate of ROI.

QUALITY

Quality initiatives, TQM and/or Six Sigma (you 
name the buzz word of the month) are everywhere. 
Underlying quality is the knowledge and talent 
needed to support such initiatives (see also the 
discussion in chapter 17) as the experience and 
tremendous success of Toyota illustrates.31 The 
goals here can be quality improvement in processes 
resulting in cost savings, or improving sales due 
to increased customer satisfaction. There is one 
goal that we are strongly NOT recommending 
(which will not make us the favorites of quality 
gurus) and that is the quality awards. If you want 
to know more, look into how many quality awards 
Motorola32 received and the correlation this had 
with market share of profitability. Or look into 
companies that tried to reengineer their processes 
and on their journey to successful reengineering 
eliminated a whole slew of middle managers and 
resulted in losing critical knowledge.33
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FLEXIBILITY, AGILITY, 
RESPONSIVENESS

Knowledge embedded in process management 
can support flexible strategic (and operational) 
moves, agility under attack and responsiveness to 
market, and customers’ opportunities (see also the 
discussion in chapter 3). Specific goals here might 
be, for example, having a flexible manufacturing 
strategy that allows every facility in the world 
to manufacture every car within a specific time 
frame (Honda34) or receiving compliments from 
customers, translated into better location in stores 
or new orders from customers (Blue Rhino35).

INNOVATION, CREATIVITY

Probably the most difficult area in which to use 
KM, since the systems are not so helpful, is at the 
fuzzy front end of the creativity and innovation 
process. Due to the time lag, complexities, etc. it 
is easy to measure lagging indicators in this area 
like new product sales but defining and validating 
leading indicators for innovation and creativity 
is much more difficult.

LEARNING, TALENT IMPROVEMENT

In the knowledge economy the most import as-
sets and the most difficult to measure are related 
to human capital (HC), succession planning, and 
talent mentoring, just to mention a few. Also, 
relationship or social capital, learning and forget-
ting, and investing in and depreciation of HC are 
difficult to define and validate.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY, 
SUSTAINABILITY

Social responsibility and sustainability have 
been recently accepted as an important set of 

goals and indicators, are highly debatable and 
are not strongly and positively reinforced by the 
markets and shareholders. For example, some 
companies are using the Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design (LEED) building rating, 
or some investment companies will only invest 
in companies that are socially responsible. So a 
company can make a decision that x% of it s new 
buildings will be LEED platinum certified, or that 
by a specific date it will have a chief ethics officer.

By no means is this a comprehensive list. You 
may want to add, eliminate, or modify it to your 
specific needs. As always, too few or too many is 
a bad thing. You also have to think about progres-
sion. It is really very hard to run unless you can 
walk (as any parent with toddlers can tell you). 
This is what absorptive capacity36 talks about. In 
other words, if you are a young start-up company 
you can run, BUT you must have legs, and since 
yours have not had the time to grow and mature you 
have to get them from the outside: buy, hire, etc.

To find the right set of outcomes for you, you 
will have to go through the whole cycle a couple 
of times and each time refine, modify, etc. until 
you find what works for you. One word of warn-
ing, though---You are NEVER done, since an 
accelerated pace of change is the only constant.

The Knowledge-Based Gap Analysis

The next step is to identify the gaps between where 
you are and where you want to be.

Starting with the vision-mission takes us back 
to the discussion about assumptions, or how you 
frame the discussion (e.g. present or future terms). 
Consider Amazon.com’s strategic dilemma in the 
late 90’s: if you frame the discussion of vision-
mission as Amazon.com being a company selling 
books (present) the gaps are of one kind, BUT if 
you frame the discussion in terms of the future 
(multilayer market, retailer) then you have very 
different gaps. Of course, at the time only the top 
executives of the company were aware of this di-
lemma, because the rest of us saw the actions. But, 
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this is exactly the point. What are the assumptions 
you have? In our opinion you are always better 
documenting (codifying) your assumptions if you 
can37. This documentation process will make your 
life easier in the future.

Regardless of where you started earlier and 
how you framed the discussion (see Figure 3), 
you now have to begin to face the music and start 
the hard work of identifying the gaps.

The gaps identified might be between now and 
the future, and/or between the KM part and the 
business part. Here you face an interesting and 
critical dilemma. We know that there is a very 
long time-lag between developing the knowledge 
base and turning it into strategy. It can take any-
where from 5 to 15 years, depending on the in-
dustry and product life cycle you are in currently. 
In order to arrive at a knowledge base that will 
drive your sustainable competitive advantage you 
may have to invest in a long term commitment 
that might turn out to useless by the time you need 
it for your strategy, and you may find that a much 
more flexible and faster changing approach is 
needed. Years ago companies assumed that the 

only way to control an entity (and its knowledge) 
was to own it, so they bought it. But since many 
mergers and acquisitions failed, companies had 
to learn how to partner and collaborate. They had 
to create joint ventures or alliances which af-
forded them less control, but also exposed them 
to less risk. The same is happening in the KM 
area. Fewer companies are doing the research part 
of the R&D part and more are doing the develop-
ment. Also, not all companies that invest heavily 
in R&D are doing well (did we mention Ford38?). 
What is this suggesting? Companies must rap-
idly learn what their REAL gaps are and how they 
can close them quickly and at a reasonable price. 
If they do not, bad things will likely happen.

Next, we will discuss the different types of 
gaps that you might identify. For example, you 
might identify that you do not have an explicit 
KM strategy, but you do have an explicit business 
strategy (most companies have) and you have a 
quality strategy (more and more companies have). 
You also might be aware of innovation issues that 
you have, and you begin to hear more and more 
about environmental issues, but you do not have 

Figure 3. Gaps and assumptions
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those strategies explicitly stated. First you have 
to identify the gaps you currently have between 
your KM strategy, your business strategy and 
your quality strategy. For example, is your reward 
system consistent with all of your explicit strate-
gies? We rarely find companies that have their 
reward system aligned with their strategies, so 
this is one simple test. Then you have to develop 
strategies in the other areas (see Figure 4) while 
making sure that there are no gaps. Next you have 
to think in terms of time horizons (see Figure 4), 
present (audit) and the three future time horizons 
(near, medium, long).

Some gaps are more important than others. 
For example at “Agresco” the gap that killed KM 
was the one between MIS and KM. Paradoxally, 
KM was originally located within MIS. The head 
of MIS was very supportive of KM and provided 
the KM team with resources and operated as their 
mentor and sponsor. But along the way, informa-
tion security and hardware strategy were obstacles 
and issues that were difficult to resolve. KM was 
never truly (in our opinion) incorporated into/with 

MIS strategy. And so, when the team head retired 
and the sponsor moved on, the KM team was 
dissolved. This might be an extreme, endearment/
survival case, but it illustrates the point that some 
gaps are more important than others. Obviously, 
over time, the relative importance changes. This 
change brings us to the second kind of gap, the 
one between time frames (see Figure 5). In an-
other words, it is not sufficient to identify the 
gaps, they also must be rank ordered so the strat-
egy (closing the gaps) will be meaningful and 
fruitful. You can identify up to twenty four gaps 
(eight gaps within a time frame * three gaps be-
tween time frames) in our model presented here. 
Which of them you choose to focus on and how 
to close them will be your strategic decision. One 
tool that could be helpful here is the technology 
roadmap39. The Technology roadmap was devel-
oped by Motorola40 and allows for a graphic de-
scription of the gaps, closing the gaps, different 
time frames, and complex relationships.

Finally, we want to take a moment to provide 
an overview of the tools we have created to give 

Figure 4. Framework A for gaps analysis
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a better understanding of how to utilize and value 
knowledge assets. Those tools will be elaborated 
on later in chapters 4, 7 and 9 in this book.

The Tools

KARMA: The Audit

KARMA or the Knowledge Audit Review and 
Management Assessment has been developed and 
utilized in over 70 organizations. Its purpose is to 
allow an organization to systematically assess the 
current status of its knowledge base. For example, 
KARMA allows organizations to understand 
what knowledge they possess as well as where 
their knowledge assets reside. Most organiza-
tions don’t really know what knowledge they 
have, and those that do, usually don’t know how 
to utilize that knowledge effectively. It should 
be noted that most organizations that value and 
use their knowledge assets, do so intuitively (not 
systematically). Our research affirms that there is 
no evidence that points to a systematic evaluation 
and exploitation of knowledge to support strategic 
management in companies.

We will take a more in depth look at KARMA 
in the next chapter but you should keep the fol-
lowing issues in mind:

• KARMA identifies where you have pock-
ets of knowledge building blocks as well as 
potential “Knowledge Gaps.”

• KARMA is not the driver of your knowl-
edge management systems or your strate-
gic plan.

• KARMA can show you where you need 
additional knowledge; it can’t tell you how 
to get that knowledge.

• KARMA can show you where to put the 
“X.”

C3EEP: The Strategic Dilemma Matrix

C3EEP (Codification, Complementary, Conceal-
ment, Exploration, External Acquisition, and 
Product dilemmas, see chart below) frames the data 
collected from KARMA and presents management 
with specific questions based on the organiza-
tion’s knowledge base. Up to this point, we have 
mentioned strategic thinking but here is where it 
begins to come into play. We have developed a 
matrix (Table 4) that requires management to focus 
on the types of knowledge it possesses or would 
like to posses and begins to guide management 
to make the most appropriate decisions based on 
“Where do you want to go”?

At this point we know where our knowledge 
assets reside. Now we have to decide what to do 
with those assets. We will explore the details of 
each decision and the ramifications of those deci-

Table 4. The strategic dilemma matrix 

Codification vs. Tacitness

Complementary vs. Destroying

Concealment vs. Transparency

Exploration vs. Exploitation

External Acquisition vs. Internal Development

Product vs. Process

Figure 5. Framework B for gaps (between time 
frames) analysis
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sions as they relate to the strategic planning 
process later in chapter 7.

To quickly review, we have defined earlier in 
this chapter what knowledge is. We also know 
that data is the basic building block of knowledge. 
Once we have the data context, or metadata, all 
we need is an actionable item that creates or has 
the potential to create value. Now that we have 
defined knowledge, we have a framework to 
identify where it resides (KARMA), and the six 
strategic dilemmas (C3EEP) that will put you on 
the road to utilizing the knowledge base to it fullest 
advantage. Now we can look at the final piece of 
the puzzle, the Action Engine. This is a tool that 
allows you to complete the work started earlier.

Action Engine: The 
Strategic Framework

The Action Engine is a strategic tool that incor-
porates an organization’s knowledge base. Its 
decisions are based on the six strategic dilemmas, 
systems and processes within the organization, 
culture, time, money, and many other inter-
dependent variables that tell the organization not 
only where it wants to go, but the best way to get 
there. The output of the Action Engine tool is a 
Knowledge Management Action Plan. By using 
the tool to create an action plan, the resulting 
strategic framework will provide Knowledge 
Management Outcomes (KMOs) from a variety 
of sources. The outcomes might include some of 
the performances below (as mentioned earlier):

• Intellectual Property
• Sales, Earnings, etc.
• Liability
• Delivery, Performance
• Cost, Savings
• Quality
• Flexibility, Agility, Responsiveness
• Innovation
• Learning
• Social Responsibility

These performances are created by: KM 
Processes, KM/IS Systems, and KM Levers. 
The KM processes might include Communities 
of Practice, Product Councils, Functional Units, 
Project Teams, Informal Networks, etc. There 
is no predefined list and each organization will 
dictate the processes that it deems appropriate. 
The systems might include KM/IS Architecture, 
Security Policies, Access to Systems (internal and 
external), Maintenance and Update Policies, etc. 
The levers might include HR hiring practices, 
Reward Systems, Cross Functional Collaboration, 
Core Competencies, Top Management Support, 
External Relationships, Culture, and Risk Toler-
ance. Again, the specifics of the systems and levers 
will be dictated by the organization.

Think of these KMOs as the forces pulling 
up the KM Action Plan. If it were that simple, a 
management team could create a strategic plan 
and be on its way to success. However, there are 
also a number of forces pulling down from the 
bottom. An organization must be very familiar 
with the pull downs as well since we all deal with 
them on a daily basis. We’re talking about the pull 
downs of Resources and Constraints.

On the Resource side, you have things like 
Time, Money, Physical Plant Capacity, and Real 
Estate for Human Resources (Offices and Cubes), 
Authorized Head Count, etc. On the Constraint 
side, you have Time (again), Money (again), 
Reward Systems, HR Policies, Top Management 
Support (or lack of), Culture, and (lack of) Risk 
Tolerance.

This is the most complex area to work in be-
cause there are interdependencies that actually 
build the plan of action. This is where strategic 
action is actually put in place and you can quickly 
see the implications and rewards of this kind of 
thinking. This is not an easy road to travel. Or-
ganizations will find many bumps and potholes 
in the road. The obstacles the organization may 
have to maneuver around may challenge some 
closely held beliefs. When we discuss the concept 
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of KARMA later in the book, we will dig deeper 
into the specifics and mechanics.

CONCLUSION

To recap the highlights of this chapter, we would 
like to provide you with what we believe are the 
most important concepts to assist in your under-
standing of the process:

• Don’t assume metadata exists – verify and 
make the metadata explicit.

• Managing knowledge is a complex process 
– use systems thinking as a framework of 
reference.

• Sharing data and information is not shar-
ing knowledge – don’t confuse the three 
definitions.

• If there is no action (or potential for action) 
that creates (or has the potential to create) 
value, there is no new knowledge created.

• For a team or an organization to create 
knowledge, people, and systems (and/or) 
processes working in tandem are required.

• Watch for assumption when you are work-
ing on the audit (KARMA).

• Frame your strategic discussions as a set of 
trade-offs/dilemmas.

• Your Knowledge Management strategy 
should be driven by outcomes, supported 
by People, Systems, Processes, and other 
KM levers, and mitigated by available re-
sources and other restraints.

The use of these tools, KARMA, the C3EEP 
Matrix, and the Action Engine, will give an 
organization the means to create and sustain a 
competitive advantage. The results obtained from 
the use of these tools may confirm management’s 
suspicions. The tool results may point the orga-
nization in a direction that was different from its 
original expectations. At the very least, the results 
should provide insights into an organization that 

management never knew existed. The use of the 
tools may even surprise you by exposing oppor-
tunities where none were thought to exist. The 
use of the tools may also lead an organization 
to the realization that a process or technology it 
possesses isn’t as valuable as once thought.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, the authors examine whether the 
union of Knowledge Management with e-services 
development would be successful in performing 
as a collaborative functioning unit. The focus of 
this research is examining the potential for using 
Knowledge Management as a means for improving 
research and practice in e-services development. 
The authors analyze a real-life case against the 
Knowledge Capture model and its associated 
knowledge loss. The results show that KM theory 
has definite potential to elevate e-services research 
and practice, for example, by adding analysis and 
decision points concerning what knowledge to use 
and how to collect it. This is particularly relevant 

when collecting requirements, information, and 
desires from potential users of an e-service at the 
start of a development project.

INTRODUCTION

We have heard it before. Technology is develop-
ing at rapid speed, and organizations are facing 
great challenges given the increasingly com-
petitive and global world. Although these may 
be “buzz-sentences”, they are nevertheless true. 
One of the recent developments is the emergence 
of electronic services, e-services, and one of its 
technical implementations in the form of web 
services and service-oriented architectures. Web 
Services is a technology for publishing, identifying 
and calling services in a network of interacting 
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computer nodes (Barry, 2003), while SOA can be 
defined as “a framework for integrating business 
processes and supporting IT infrastructure as 
secure, standardized components (services) that 
can be reused and combined to address changing 
business priorities” (Bieberstein et al., 2005, p. 4). 
While these two focus on the technical level, this 
paper will take a higher level perspective and focus 
on e-services that enable service improvement 
to customers, citizens, and other organizations. 
Knowledge is a critical asset in modern organiza-
tions, not the least when developing e-services. 
For example, knowledge about who the users 
of the e-service are is critical for successfully 
developing the e-service. Hence, in order to gain 
and sustain competitive advantage, organizations 
must manage their knowledge resources, i.e., 
they need to perform Knowledge Management 
(KM) work. KM includes both knowledge reuse 
and knowledge creation (Davenport et al., 1996), 
and the organization must support and stimulate 
the knowledge-creating activities of individu-
als (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). Therefore, the 
potential marriage of e-services research with 
Knowledge Management (KM) is highly relevant 
to investigate.

The aim of this paper is to demonstrate how KM 
theory and research can be applied in e-services 
development as a means of improving e-services 
usability and applicability, with particular empha-
sis on how and what knowledge is captured from 
and about the users. We do so by using a model of 
the knowledge capture process with its identified 
knowledge loss types, and use a real-life case to 
illustrate findings on how the e-services develop-
ment process can be improved. The results show 
that KM theory has definite potential to elevate 
e-services research and practice, for example by 
adding analysis and decision points concerning 
what knowledge to use and how to collect it. This 
is particularly relevant when collecting require-
ments, information, and desires from potential 
users of an e-service at the start of a development 
project. The paper is structured as follows: Knowl-

edge Management is introduced and described 
in Chapter 2, before e-services are explained in 
Chapter 3. The real-life case (Chapter 4) precedes 
the analysis of the case against the Knowledge 
Capture process (Chapter 5), and the paper ends 
with a discussion in Chapter 6.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

Successful Knowledge Management (KM) that 
contributes to improved organizational effective-
ness requires that the appropriate knowledge is 
provided to those that need it when it is needed 
(Jennex et al., 2007). One way to do this is to 
implement Electronic Knowledge Repositories 
(EKR). EKR is a key form of KM (Kankanhalli 
et al., 2005), and EKR is also the focus in this 
paper. EKR make it possible to store and provide 
the right knowledge to those when they need it, 
but EKR also prevent knowledge from being lost 
when a specific employee leaves the organization. 
However, knowledge sharing through the use of 
EKRs must be regarded as a means, not an end, 
to the purposes for sharing knowledge (Carlsson 
& Kalling, 2006).

KM Introduction

There are different types of KM with regard to 
how organizations accumulate knowledge, in-
sights, and valuable expertise over time (Wiig, 
1994). One type accumulates knowledge outside 
people in order to disseminate knowledge to 
support learning (Wiig, 1994); this is the type to 
which EKR refers. EKR enable both individual 
and organizational learning, and hence support 
the other two types of KM identified by Wiig 
(1994): to accumulate knowledge inside people 
and to embed knowledge in processes, routines 
etc. With respect to Binney’s (2001) six elements, 
developing EKR includes both a product and a 
process perspective. There must be processes as-
sociated with the management of the knowledge 
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repository and improvements of work processes 
in order to support different types of knowledge 
conversions as described by Nonaka and Takeu-
chi (1995). The application of technology when 
building the repository embeds knowledge in the 
application and the use of it. Binney (2001) terms 
this transactional KM, which is a side-effect of 
building knowledge repositories.

There are different types of knowledge that 
have to be managed. Wiig (1993) terms knowledge 
that people hold in their minds internal knowledge. 
Knowledge in e.g., books and IT systems is referred 
to as external knowledge. From the perspective of 
an employee, external knowledge is organizational 
knowledge, i.e. knowledge that remains in the 
organization even if employees quit. An EKR is 
a part of the organizational knowledge. Another 
common distinction in the literature is between 
tacit and explicit knowledge (e.g., Gore & Gore 
1999; Loermans, 1993; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 
1995; Wiig, 1993). Tacit knowledge is difficult to 
identify and to express since it is highly personal 
and concerns insights and intuition (Nonaka & 
Takeuchi, 1995; Blodgood & Salisbury, 2001). 
Explicit knowledge is easier to express and can, 
in contrast to tacit knowledge, also be processed 
by a computer (Blodgood & Salisbury, 2001; 

Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). From an organiza-
tion’s perspective organizational knowledge stored 
in a repository can be regarded as explicit and 
organizational knowledge stored in the culture 
and embedded in work routines as tacit. Figure 1 
summarizes our conceptualization of KM.

Learning and accumulation of (new) knowl-
edge always start from the perspective of an in-
dividual (Jensen 2005). Furthermore, knowledge 
derives from information (Davenport & Prusak, 
1998; Wiig, 1993), and produces new information 
(Schreiber et al., 1999). Knowledge-creating 
activities for creating knowledge take place 
within or between people (Davenport & Prusak, 
1998), but the real transformation process, when 
information changes to knowledge, is individual. 
Thus, it is impossible to store “knowledge”; it is 
information that supports knowledge transforma-
tion that is stored. However, we have experienced 
that people regard stored information as knowl-
edge, and thus we can also refer to such stored 
information as external knowledge.

An EKR requires capturing, packaging and 
storing of relevant knowledge. These processes 
take place when a knowledge repository is created 
for the first time in a KM project, as well as every 
time new knowledge is generated that has potential 

Figure 1. Different parts of KM and their relations (developed from Aggestam & Backlund, 2007)
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relevance for incorporation in an existing EKR. 
The latter is critical for ensuring that the EKR is 
updated and for maintaining usefulness and trust 
in the repository over time. EKR success depends 
on whether or not the repository is actually used 
in which case the users must perceive that its us-
age will greatly enhance their work performance 
(Sharma & Bock, 2005). Hence, what is stored in 
the repository is critical for success. Before storing 
knowledge in the repository, it must be captured. 
Managing knowledge thus requires the ability to 
capture it (Matsumoto et al., 2005).

The Knowledge Capture Process 
and Knowledge Loss Types

The process of capturing new knowledge starts 
when knowledge with the potential to be incor-
porated in the repository is identified and closes 
when the identified knowledge is passed onto the 
process of packaging and storing knowledge, or 
when a decision is made that the knowledge should 
not be stored. It is crucial to understand that new 
knowledge is not regularly generated, and, ac-
cordingly, knowledge to be continuously captured. 
This ability to continuously capture new, relevant 
and correct knowledge challenges the long-term 
survival of a repository, since failure will even-
tually result in a repository that is out-dated and 
irrelevant. Thus, users will most likely abandon 
the use of the repository. Therefore, developing 
and implementing an IT-supported knowledge 
repository does not only involve building the 
repository itself, but also involves implementing 
processes which ensure that the repository will 
be maintained.

Capturing the right knowledge is necessary 
for KM success (Jennex et al., 2007). Sharma and 
Bock (2005) manifest that quality, for example 
reliability and relevance, in the knowledge reposi-
tory has to be high for knowledge re-use to take 
place. Capturing the right knowledge means that 
“all” knowledge should be identified and evalu-
ated for possible storage. However, in the capture 

process there are different types of knowledge loss, 
which means that no new knowledge is stored 
in the repository. The effective management of 
knowledge loss concerns decreasing the amount 
of knowledge that is unidentified i.e., decrease 
unwanted knowledge loss, and increasing the 
amount of knowledge that not should be stored, i.e., 
increase wanted knowledge loss. Hence, building 
awareness of knowledge loss is important (Hari 
et al., 2005), and KM work related to e-services 
is no exception.

Seven different types of knowledge loss (Fig-
ure 2) can be identified in the capture process 
(Aggestam & Söderström, 2010). The following 
description is a summary from Aggestam and 
Söderström (2010). Five of these can be regarded 
as unwanted, because no employee has con-
sciously chosen not to capture the actual piece of 
knowledge. Two types of knowledge loss can be 
regarded as wanted, because an employee has, for 
some reason/s, consciously chosen not to pass this 
knowledge on to the package and store process.

Figure 2 shows the seven types of knowledge 
loss, depicted by the numbers. Numbers 1-5 con-
cern unwanted knowledge loss, because no em-
ployee consciously decided not to capture the 
knowledge. Numbers 1-3 refer to loss meaning 
that knowledge did not even reach the capture 
process, and the need of a structured approach to 
identify when new knowledge has been created 
is obvious. Numbers 4-5 refer to loss meaning 
that the actual piece of knowledge was identified, 
but for different reasons (e.g., no employees were 
responsible for relevant KM tasks), it was not 
passed onto the package and store process. Num-
bers 6-7 concern wanted knowledge loss, that an 
employee chose not to pass the knowledge onto 
the package and store process, for example for 
irrelevance or legal reasons.

• Knowledge loss 1: The first knowledge loss 
concerns knowledge of which corresponding 
information is already stored somewhere, 
e.g. in documents, books and/or protocols. 
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Even if it is already stored, it will probably 
be hard to find and reuse unless it is inte-
grated and related to other organizational 
knowledge. This stored knowledge can be 
found inside the organization, in the actual 
department or in another one, or outside the 
organization, and it is probably structured 
and stored for other purposes compared to 
the repository. If no one knows about these 
different sources of knowledge, or do not 
think about them from the perspective of the 
actual KM work, they will not be identified, 
and accordingly, never reach the capture 
process. Furthermore, there is also stored 
knowledge which is known, but the person 
who knows about it does not want to dis-
seminate it.

• Knowledge loss 2: The second knowledge 
loss concerns internal explicit knowledge. 
The person who knows is the knowledge 
owner, and with regard to the fact that actual 
knowledge is explicit, it must be known. 
Thus, the main challenge concerning ex-
plicit knowledge is to increase employees’ 

willingness to contribute it to the reposi-
tory. Reasons for not wanting to contribute 
are, for example, that employees want to 
stay where they are and do not experience 
that they receive any benefits from sharing 
the knowledge. One further problem that 
may result in explicit knowledge not being 
identified is that the knowledge owner does 
not think about it as being relevant for the 
repository.

• Knowledge loss 3: Knowledge loss 3 con-
cerns internal tacit knowledge. Because the 
knowledge is internal, there are similarities 
to knowledge loss 2. The person who knows 
is always the knowledge owner, and if this 
person is conscious of the knowledge, rea-
sons for this type of knowledge loss concern 
willingness or ignorance of its relevance for 
the repository. However, with regard to the 
fact that the knowledge is tacit may mean that 
it varies if the knowledge owner is conscious 
of the knowledge or not. Furthermore, tacit 
knowledge is more difficult to identify com-
pared to explicit knowledge, and the need 

Figure 2. Different types of knowledge loss in the capture process (Aggestam & Söderström, 2010)
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for suitable approaches to identify this type 
of knowledge as well as work procedures to 
try to convert tacit knowledge to explicit is 
clear. These conditions are also relevant for 
loss 4.

• Knowledge loss 4: Knowledge loss 4 
concerns internal tacit knowledge that is 
identified, but which could not be captured. 
Compared to number 3, the person who 
knows is conscious about it and willing to 
share the knowledge, but the organization 
lacks suitable tools, competences etc. to cap-
ture it. An alternative is to store information 
about the owner. If this type of knowledge 
loss is significant, there is also a risk that 
the organization lacks methods, work pro-
cedures, and so on, that enhance converting 
tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge.

• Knowledge loss 5: This knowledge loss 
concerns all knowledge that has been identi-
fied and valued as important to disseminate 
through the repository. A critical issue is to 
pass the knowledge on to the package and 
store process. Employees must have time 
for performing these tasks, as well as IT 
systems’ support. Furthermore, if this is 
not integrated in daily work processes, the 
risk that the knowledge will never be stored 
increases.

• Knowledge loss 6: The sixth knowledge 
loss concerns knowledge that is identified, 
but should not, for different reasons, be 
passed onto to the package and store process. 
Reasons for not wanting to store identified 
knowledge are, for example, that it does 
not contribute to the knowledge goal, that it 
already is stored, or that storing is prohibited. 
Furthermore, this type of knowledge loss 
also includes deleting already stored infor-
mation, which can be the result of revising 
the content. Documented evaluation criteria 
adapted to the organization’s needs support 
this decision process. This is in accordance 

with the Ev-CSF described in (Aggestam 
et al., 2009).

• Knowledge loss 7: There is tacit knowledge 
that cannot be stored without losing criti-
cal knowledge, which is what the seventh 
knowledge loss is about. If there is a risk 
of losing knowledge during storage, it is 
important to judge if it is worth it or not. An 
alternative is to store information about who 
has this particular knowledge. Some of these 
aspects have been discussed in knowledge 
loss number 4.

E-SERVICES

E-services are used in many different settings and 
there is no commonly agreed definition (Rowley, 
2006). There are, however, some general char-
acteristics of e-services. For example, they are 
based on electronic interactions (Javalgi, 2004; 
Liao et al., 2007; Rowley, 2006). Furthermore, 
e-services have a lot in common with traditional 
services and share, to some extent, the same 
properties, such as intangibility, inseparability 
and heterogeneity (Javalgi, 2004; Järvinen & 
Lehtinen, 2004; Edvardsson & Larsson, 2004; 
Johannesson et al., 2008). Some authors also stress 
the importance of the creation of value, for the 
provider, the consumer, or for both (Priest, 2004; 
Hultgren, 2007; Edvardsson & Larsson, 2004). In 
this paper we view e-services as artefacts for the 
electronic delivery of services, i.e. e-services are 
applications making it possible to offer and use 
services via electronic communication channels, 
such as the Internet.

E-Services Development

The development of e-services (ESD) poses 
somewhat different challenges and perspectives 
compared to traditional information systems 
development. This section introduces some of 
these issues: public vs. private e-services (sec-
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tion 3.1.1), ESD user focus (section 3.1.2), and 
the uniqueness of ESD compared to traditional 
development (section 3.1.3).

Public vs. Private E-Services

E-services can be viewed from two perspectives: 
commercial and public (e-government services). 
The most important difference between these two 
is that e-government services are and should not be 
based on an ability or desire to pay for using the 
service, since public administrations do not aim 
to make a profit (Henriksen, 2004). The driving 
force for public administrations is instead to save 
money by increased internal efficiency combined 
with a more efficient communication with citizens 
(Axelsson & Melin, 2007; Charabalidis et al., 
2006). Commercial organizations use e-services 
for the same tasks as public administrations, 
but the target user groups differ. While users of 
commercial e-services may be targeted in spe-
cific directions, e-government services must be 
universal to all citizens and consider a wide range 
of aspects such as different disabilities for users, 
geographical limitations, language limitations and 
such (van Velsen et al., 2009; Henriksen, 2004).

Additionally, e-government services must 
consider, or are affected by, laws and regulations 
to a much greater extent than private ones (Hung 
et al., 2006; Teicher et al., 2002). E-government 
services are unique, and are in many cases infre-
quently used by citizens, for example, an e-service 
for applying for a drivers license (van Velsen, 
2009). This means that the citizen must adapt to 
new e-services, and hence be supported in how to 
use them. This is different for private e-services, 
which often are similar and more frequently used. 
The private e-service user therefore generally 
finds it significantly easier to handle these types 
of e-services (van Velsen, 2009).

E-Services Development User Focus

Until recently, ESD has focused on automating 
manual processes within organizations (As-
garkhani, 2005) with little or no consideration to 
the users (Andersen & Medaglia, 2008; Anthopou-
los et al., 2007; Melin et al., 2008). At best, user 
needs are guessed and not thoroughly analyzed 
by the developing party (Jupp, 2003). However, 
the focus is now shifting to the users, since it has 
been found that increased focus on the users will 
boost the probability for success once an e-service 
has been deployed (Axelsson & Melin, 2008; 
Lindblad-Gidlund, 2008; Melin et al., 2008). The 
main arguments is that user needs are more likely 
to be met, since both the providing government 
and the e-service user experience benefits from 
said e-service (van Velsen et al., 2008; Carroll & 
Rosson, 2007; Andersen & Medaglia, 2008). It 
should not be a surprise that the incorporation of 
the user in the development shows good results. 
In traditional information systems development 
(ISD) it has been known for years that user par-
ticipation has some general positive effects, such 
as better information quality resulting in more 
consistent and accurate requirements, more real-
istic expectations on the upcoming system from 
the users point of view etc.

Recently the use of e-services has shifted focus 
from company-internal to company external users. 
This means that ESD is different from traditional 
ISD. By using for example the Internet for com-
municating, organizations today are trying to shift 
focus from internal user groups with distinct needs 
and easy to target, to a situation with external 
users with dispersed needs that are hard to target 
(Albinsson et al., 2007). Furthermore, it is chal-
lenging to target users for internal ISD projects, 
but even more challenging to target external us-
ers of e-services, i.e., customers, citizens, other 
businesses etc. (Melin et al., 2008; Axelsson & 
Melin, 2008).
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The Uniqueness of E-Services 
Compared to Traditional IT Systems

E-service applications are no different from other 
IT systems. However, traditional IT systems have 
an internal focus whereas e-services also have an 
external focus. A majority of users then reside 
outside the e-service providers organizational 
boundaries. By using the Internet, e-services 
organizations are trying to shift focus to a situ-
ation with external users with dispersed needs 
that are hard to target (Albinsson et al., 2007). As 
with the previous issue, it is more challenging to 
target external users than internal ones (Melin et 
al., 2008; Axelsson & Melin, 2008).

Added Complexity of User 
Participation in E-Services

Getting users to participate in the ESD process 
differs from that of traditional ISD for internal 
use. User participation of any kind is not easy to 
organize, for example due to time and resource 
constraints (Melin et al., 2008). However, get-
ting users to participate can provide beneficial 
results (Lindblad-Gidlund, 2008; Melin et al., 
2008; Axelsson & Melin, 2008). There is some 
complexity to overcome, and this section will 
describe three such issues: knowing the e-service 
market segment (section 3.2.1), identifying users 
for development efforts (section 3.2.2), and get-
ting users to participate in e-service development 
(section 3.2.3).

Knowing the E-Services 
Market Segment

An e-service should address a clear “target audi-
ence”, i.e., it should be clear for what purpose 
and for what user it is developed. The target 
service market segment for the e-service should 
therefore be identified and analyzed. Depending 
on the degree of participation, or the type of users 
developers have access to, different approaches 

should be selected. For example: is an organization 
primarily seeking to attract new customers or do 
they wish to provide better e-services for existing 
customers? Is the organization commercial and 
aiming for higher revenues or is it a government 
striving for better services to citizens? In this 
sense, e-government services complicate things 
since they have to be offered universally to all 
citizens (Henriksen, 2004), and therefore have to 
be usable for many different types of users. Identi-
fying new e-services for commercial reasons may 
call for involvement of innovation-driven users, 
whereas advisory users may be more suitable for 
developing basic e-government services.

Identifying Users for 
Development Efforts

The decision of design approach is steered by 
the amount of available resources to allocate to 
a development project. Users of both commercial 
and e-government e-services are often external 
(Albinsson et al., 2007). This will make it more 
complicated to find the appropriate users to par-
ticipate with compared to traditional ISD within 
organizational boundaries. Finding lead users may 
be even more complicated since not any represen-
tative user will do. Incorporating innovative users 
often seem like an appealing design approach, 
but the problem of finding the desired users may 
call for other design approaches to be considered.

Getting Users to Participate in 
E-Services Development

It may be straight forward to get in-house users 
residing in-house to participate in the design 
process, since they can be obligated to participate 
and may see the benefits more clearly (Albinsson 
et al., 2007). E-services for commercial as well 
as governmental usage poses greater challenges 
since participation must be based on free will, i.e., 
the users must be persuaded to participate which 
most likely will reduce the number of suitable 
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participants. Restricted user access may influence 
the type of interaction techniques used, that is type 
of seminars for eliciting requirements etc. This 
problem concerns degree of participation, and is a 
crucial question to ask at this stage. If active user 
participation is sought, part of team or advisory 
participation could be suitable approaches.

REAL-LIFE CASE

As a means to demonstrate the applicability and 
usefulness of KM in ESD, a real-life case will be 
used as a basis of analysis. The case is based on a 
real company, and all the background information 
is genuine. Since the KM usefulness is the primary 
focus, the identity of the company is irrelevant and 
all actors will therefore be protected by anonym-
ity. The company will from here on be referred 
to as “Company X”. It is a large, international 
company in the travel industry with branches in 
several countries, and which offers and provides 
different types of services all over the world. In 
order to protect its anonymity, no further details 
will be provided.

Renewal via E-Services

One main concern in Company X is to continu-
ously develop and enhance their customer support. 
They therefore launched a membership program 
some years ago, to keep and increase customer 
loyalty. One consequence, however, was that the 
manual handling of member bookings increased, 
which became very expensive. There was also a 
need to increase the number of ways in which to 
make offers, and to remove some limitations in 
the service structure. Online functionality in terms 
of an e-service was considered a highly suitable 
approach to address these problems, and it was 
decided that a new e-service should be developed. 
This e-service would reduce the number of contacts 
made to the customer support center, and thereby 
relieve the strain on administrative functions.

The desired solution should be generic enough 
to suit different member needs concerning variety 
of services provided by Company X. Connections 
to surrounding internal and external systems 
had to be established, and appropriate follow-up 
procedures concretized. Company X determined 
that unless the e-service was developed, customer 
support demands would be continuous and Com-
pany X would fail to compete with other similar 
membership programs provided by competitors. 
Profitability and opportunities could thereby be 
lost.

E-Services Development 
Process and Methodology

The basic development methodology used for 
developing e-services is Rational Unified Process 
(RUP), with some modifications and adjustments 
to Company X’s needs. In summary, the develop-
ment processes can be divided into four steps or 
phases, which are iterated until a control gate has 
been approved:

1.  Inception: primarily focused on clarifying 
and analysing current and desired future 
states. There are three mandatory control 
gates, all of which are focused on specify-
ing what the project will include and result 
in, and whether or not it will be performed 
at all or stopped for further processing. The 
main activities include business modelling 
and requirements specification.

2.  Elaboration: concerns processing and refin-
ing the requirements developed during the 
Inception phase, with an emphasis on how to 
transfer the requirements to a practical level. 
Before the phase is completed, a decision 
is made whether or not the project will be 
implemented. The main activities include 
analysis and design, and implementation.

3.  Construction: focuses on technical realisa-
tion combined with testing. The main activi-
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ties are construction, testing, implementation 
and configuration.

4.  Transition: focuses on implementing the 
project in the organisation. The phase ends 
with a decision on project closure or a need 
for further iterations to achieve a more sat-
isfying result. The main activities include 
implementation and configuration.

The main phase in use is the first, Inception, 
since external suppliers and developers are mainly 
used for the next-coming phases. During devel-
opment projects, a number of control gates have 
been pre-determined where human actors approve 
project continuation.

Architectural Context

The e-service will store information about all 
members in the membership program, including 
track records of what they do and how they travel. 
When customers are to book for a specific service 
and pay using the points gathered, a booking is 
made in Amadeus, which in turn communicates 
with the e-service. With the new e-service environ-
ment, the user (Company X’s customer) is sup-
posed to work via a booking dialogue connected 
to the Amadeus e-Retail system. There, they can 
pay with their customer loyalty points or with 
money. Amadeus, which is not a property system 
of Company X but a standalone product, has thus 
far sent information to some of the old systems 
in Company X’s architecture, and these systems 
will now be replaced. One problem is that the old 
systems are so tightly coupled that if changes are 
made to one, all need to be tested for functional-
ity. Many old systems are also written in the old 
programming language FORTRAN, which few 
of today’s programmers have knowledge of. With 
the new e-service, a hub will be created to which 
Amadeus will send all agreed upon information.

ANALYSIS OF THE CASE 
AGAINST THE KNOWLEDGE 
CAPTURE PROCESS

In the line of the paper aim, to demonstrate how KM 
theory and research can be applied in e-services 
development, we will now use the knowledge 
gained from Company X and make a theoretical 
analysis of the fit of the Knowledge Capture model 
into the situation at hand, and in what way this 
model may have been beneficial for Company X. 
The basis of the analysis is a real problem situation. 
It should be noted, however, that concrete details 
may be lacking due to the theoretical nature of 
the analysis. The analysis is focused on how and 
what knowledge is captured from and about the 
users. The results are presented in Table 1, where 
the flows of the Knowledge Capture model are 
assigned one row each. For each flow, a match is 
described for Company X. For example, informa-
tion stored in-house corresponds to Company X’s 
customer database. This description is thereafter 
matched to an associated knowledge loss, which 
is then described as well. The remainder of this 
chapter is devoted to describe the analysis results.

The need for the e-service was discovered by 
the increasing strain on the customer service 
department in Company X. Availability of new 
technology also affected the choice of an online 
solution. In order to show how KM research fits 
into and can affect service-orientation, we will 
use the basic information about Company X and 
theorize how the existing Knowledge Capture 
model could have been used during this develop-
ment.

When beginning to capture knowledge required 
to develop a usable and useful e-service, Company 
X first needs to assess which information they 
have access to. In-house information consists of 
the customer database, to which the e-service will 
be connected. It contains all customer information, 
and stored actions. Knowledge about customer 
preferences, behavior, demography etc are sample 
input to the process. Information stored outside 
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Company X may refer to data stored in partner 
organizations. This information may contribute 
to requirements for what the users want the e-
service to do and how it should work with the 
partner systems. Another external information 
source is the recent boom in online social com-
munities, including discussion forums concerning 
Company X and its membership program. It is 
here necessary for Company X to pay attention 
to potential knowledge loss, such as lack of 
knowledge of what information partners store, 
and keeping track of which customer information 
that is stored in other internal systems. Company 
X has an extensive IT architecture, and there is 
always a risk of missing something. There may 
be a conscious choice not to take in all available 
information, since that requires time, while time-
to-market is essential in the travel industry. This 
makes up desired knowledge loss.

Company X’s internal knowledge is either 
explicit or tacit. Employees possess a lot of 
knowledge about the customers (users of the e-
service) and the systems, and one problem (but 
still an essential task) is therefore to identify 
who to talk to and where to search for relevant 
information and knowledge. Experienced devel-
opers, the commercial department and customer 
support are important sources. The latter two 
have great knowledge about user preferences 
and requirements because of their direct user 
connection. Systems experts and architects also 
possess valuable knowledge in terms of what the 
technology can do. The knowledge loss risk is that 
important information is withheld or not regarded 
as relevant. Capturing information that its possess-
ors are unaware of is the most challenging task, 
however, and careful preparations and analyses 
are necessary. For example, since the developers 
are customers themselves, they can observe one 

Table 1. Relations between Company X and the Knowledge Capture model 

Knowledge Capture 
flows Description Associated knowl-

edge loss Description

Information stored 
in-house Customer database 1

Which data should be stored? 
Required time = knowledge selection 
(desired loss)

Information stored 
outside

Data stored by partners, online social com-
munities 1 Which data do partners store?

Internal explicit 
knowledge

Documentation from past projects, systems 
architecture descriptions 2 Important experiences have not been 

documented

Internal tacit knowl-
edge

Experienced developers, commercial depart-
ment, customer support 3 Important information is withheld or 

regarded as irrelevant

Capture new knowl-
edge

Knowledge associated to the entire Knowl-
edge Capture process

4
Lack of tools for expressing traceability 
and dependencies between systems and 
e-services

6

Customer knowledge that is irrelevant for 
e-services 
Service information outside of the e-
services scope

7 Lack of evaluation procedures

Internal knowledge
Project documentation on customer and 
company requirements, development team 
experience

5 Control gates are in place, methodology 
components may complement

Information/ External 
knowledge

Competitor information, RUP methodology 
documentation 5 Control gates are in place, methodology 

components may complement
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another when acting as customers. Thereby, tacit 
knowledge can be detected. Alternatively, real 
customers can be observed when booking and 
acting towards the system. This is difficult face-to-
face due to customer lack time, and geographical 
distances. However, the tracking Company X does 
of their customers is a good substitute that enables 
analysis of knowledge gaps and system flaws. 
The extensive customer behavior knowledge will 
enable Company X to simulate future scenarios 
to predict future behavior. This and the mere size 
of their collected customer knowledge enable 
pattern analysis for improving, renewing and in-
novating the e-services. One or more employees 
in Company X may have important knowledge 
that cannot be captured due to a lack of tools. For 
example, e-services bring a dramatic increase in 
the number of systems and services, making it 
more difficult to keep track of traceability and 
dependencies between systems. Awareness of this 
problem will put the issue on the agenda.

Company X has captured a lot of knowledge 
and now needs to evaluate it to ensure that all 
relevant information is passed on, but also that 
unwanted or irrelevant knowledge is not. In our 
case, irrelevant knowledge may concern the fre-
quency with which a user travels, which is not 
directly affecting the e-service features. If limi-
tations have been made concerning what travel 
services the e-service should comprise, knowledge 
falling outside these limitations should be omit-
ted as well. Or if Company X was to cut down 
on the number of travel service it provides, this 
information should be deleted from the e-service. 
Company X should also evaluate if there is a risk 
of losing knowledge during storage, and take 
appropriate action accordingly. The final step 
in the Knowledge Capture process is to pass the 
knowledge on to the package and store process. 
Company X has a set development process and 
control gates along the way to ensure viability, 
relevance, and quality. In a sense, they already 
evaluate the knowledge and requirements gathered 
as part of this process. However, explicit attention 

to the knowledge loss risks embedded into RUP 
as an additional methodology component may 
increase the likelihood of employees being given 
sufficient time to address these issues.

DISCUSSION

The aim of this paper has been to demonstrate how 
knowledge management theory and research can 
be applied in ESD, with particular emphasis on 
how and what knowledge is captured from and 
about the users. Our results show that the marriage 
between these areas has great potential for improv-
ing ESD processes and thus e-services themselves. 
For example, we can see that e-services and the 
complexity added by user availability and de-
velopment participation emphasizes the need for 
evaluating external knowledge sources. The sheer 
number of potential knowledge sources makes the 
task increasingly complex. The travel industry is 
very large with numerous organisations of vary-
ing sizes. All cannot be scanned, but a selection 
is needed. Conscious ways of searching and 
selecting relevant sources are needed, and could 
be beneficial for Company X and its peers. Iden-
tification of knowledge sources is also complex 
given that social online networks can be created 
by anyone and placed anywhere. Future research 
is thus needed concerning to identify the sources 
that may have a bearing on the e-services relevant 
to a particular company, not to mention how to 
get access to these sources. There is a much larger 
base to sort through and analyze. Company X has 
identified one particularly relevant online com-
munity. Excluding some may mean that relevant 
user/customer issues, problems and opinions are 
lost. It is true that traditional ISD had these prob-
lems too, but not to the same extent. Additional 
mechanisms are needed for ascertaining that only 
relevant knowledge has been captured.

In addition to external knowledge, internal 
tacit knowledge is at least as difficult to identify. 
Capturing information that its possessors are un-
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aware of is a challenging task requiring careful 
preparations and analyses. Company X has the 
advantage that many of its employees use the 
services and is part of the membership program 
themselves, and therefore also have ideas, require-
ments and desires for how to improve and innovate. 
Still, there may be ideas that are not captured 
and which would be of great gain if identified. 
Company X should therefore strive even harder 
to develop ways of working that enable employee 
ideas to become explicit and communicated. It is 
a large company, and may as such have personnel 
resources to assign one person the role of “idea 
collector” or facilitator. This person’s job would 
include communicating with employees and to 
develop ways and templates for how to docu-
ment expressed ideas. Many similar companies 
have implemented “walls” on the Internet pages 
allowing customers to express opinions and ideas. 
However, these ideas are not by definition suf-
ficiently detailed, and a “template” (“fill out this 
form”) approach could therefore be used to en-
able users to be more detailed. Noteworthy is that 
such ”walls” or template implementations always 
need to be someone’s responsibility, or they will 
be left unhandled.

In this paper, we have demonstrated that con-
scious awareness of the Knowledge Capture pro-
cess and its knowledge losses can help Company 
X and its peers to enhance their work and their 
e-services development methodology. Examples 
include adding extra control gates that focus on 
knowledge capture and knowledge loss, and ad-
dressing the need for additional methodological 
components towards the maintenance phases 
where system dependencies and traceability 
becomes crucial. The likelihood of a successful 
marriage between e-services research and prac-
tice with Knowledge Management research and 
practice is therefore great, and both areas should 
continue to strive for a long-lasting and fruitful 
union.
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ABSTRACT

Development of knowledge assets and protection 
of knowledge assets are both complementary and 
competing concerns for the contemporary busi-
ness. Each has specific issues related to trust that 
need to be understood and addressed before an 
individual firm launches a knowledge manage-
ment initiative. Further, with important contem-
porary trends such as enterprise systems, external 
knowledge management networks, and aggressive 
competitive intelligence efforts, decision-makers 
must increasingly evaluate their circumstances and 
establish the appropriate levels of trust between 
individuals and the organization and between 
cooperating organizations. This chapter reviews 
and elaborates on such issues. It then passes to a 
consideration of how these concerns might vary 

by industry, presenting selected data on knowledge 
development and knowledge protection conditions 
in a variety of industries.

BACKGROUND: KNOWLEDGE 
ASSETS AND E-NETWORKS

A number of components constitute the knowledge 
assets of the firm. Although the field of knowledge 
management generally limits itself to intellectual 
property and the now fairly well-understood and 
well-accepted concept of intellectual capital, the 
basic framework can be easily extended to in-
formation and raw data with potential to become 
intellectual capital. This view is important, as 
both knowledge management systems and enter-
prise systems for Enterprise Resource Planning 
(ERP), Supply Chain Management (SCM), and 
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) typi-
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cally extend throughout a firm and reach outward 
to all the members of its e-network. All aspects of 
intellectual property, knowledge, information, and 
data are routinely shared through these extended 
networks, a practice raising important questions 
about trust between organizations and among the 
individuals within them.

The discipline of knowledge management 
(KM) arose out of an increasing recognition that 
often the most critical source of competitive advan-
tage is found in the people of an organization and 
what they know (Zack, 1999a, Grant, 1996). Intel-
lectual property such as patents, copyrights, and 
trademarks is formalized knowledge and has been 
recognized for quite some time as being of value 
to an organization. KM developed as scholars and 
practitioners realized that firms possess countless 
examples of less formal knowledge assets that are 
also of value. Just because an innovative product 
or process isn’t protectable by a patent doesn’t 
mean it isn’t worth something to the owner. From 
this basis came the related fields of knowledge 
management and intellectual capital (IC). IC is 
largely concerned with categorizing and measuring 

knowledge assets while KM focuses more on their 
identification, use, and sharing. These concepts 
and other definitions are summarized in Table 1 
(Erickson & Rothberg, 2008b).

In the literature of the fields, several themes 
have been developed which are central to this 
paper. Initially, a well-known distinction exists 
between tacit and explicit knowledge (Nonaka & 
Takeuchi, 1995; Polanyi, 1967). Tacit knowledge 
is more personal, harder to express, and harder to 
share. Explicit knowledge is more structured, 
easier to express, and easier to share. In general 
terms, these distinctions have important implica-
tions for knowledge management systems as the 
processes for identifying critical knowledge, 
encouraging individuals to reveal it, expressing 
it, storing it, and distributing it can be quite dif-
ferent (Choi & Lee, 2003; Boisot, 1995). Although 
purely tacit and purely explicit pieces of knowl-
edge are rare extremes, all of the variations of 
knowledge along a continuum anchored by these 
descriptors need management appropriate to their 
type. Generally, more explicit knowledge assets 
can be captured in digital form and stored in the 

Table 1. Definition of terms 

Data “Observations or facts out of context” (Zack, 1999b, p.46)

Information “Data within some meaningful context” (Zack, 1999b, p. 46)

Knowledge “That which we come to believe and value on the basis of the meaningfully organized accumulation of 
information (messages) through experience, communication, or inference” (Zack, 1999b, p. 46). Also some-
times termed know-how, learning that takes place leading to individual expertise (Zander & Kogut, 1995).

Knowledge assets Valuable, intangible assets of the firm. Personal knowledge, corporate culture, intellectual property or any 
other valuable organizational knowledge.

Intellectual property Formalized knowledge assets, qualifying for a patent, copyright, trademark or other institutionalized 
protection mechanism.

Intellectual capital (IC) Identified knowledge assets of the firm. The field of intellectual capital focuses on the identification, 
measurement, and management of these intangible assets. Includes IP and less formalized knowledge 
(Edvinsson & Malone, 1997).

Knowledge management The practice of managing knowledge assets, focused on identification, capture, organization, sharing, and 
analysis. Closely related to IC, the differences are more in emphasis on measurement (IC) and manage-
ment (KM).

Tacit knowledge Knowledge assets that are personalized and hard (perhaps impossible) to communicate (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 
1995; Polanyi, 1967).

Explicit knowledge Knowledge assets that are captured by the organization, more easily communicated, perhaps stored in a 
formalized manner in an IT system or elsewhere (Choi & Lee, 2003).

Source: Erickson & Rothberg, 2008b
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KM systems run by information technology (IT) 
departments. Knowledge assets more tacit in 
nature are more likely to be identified by less 
structured means and are better shared person to 
person, when possible.

Another major theme in the literature, particu-
larly on the intellectual capital side, is a breakdown 
of knowledge assets between human capital, 
structural capital, and relational capital (Bontis, 
1999; Edvinsson & Malone, 1997). In simple 
terms, human capital is knowledge concerning 
an individual’s job (whether production, service 
delivery, any level of management, finance, mar-
keting, or any other function); structural capital is 
firm-specific and can include aspects of corporate 
culture, information technology, organizational 
structure, or other such items that persist through-
out the entity; and relational capital has to do with 
knowledge about external relationships, whether 
with customers, suppliers, vendors, regulators, or 
any other friendly or neutral outsiders. Competitive 
capital, knowledge assets concerning competitors 
and their behaviour, is sometimes discussed as a 
fourth type of intellectual capital (Rothberg & 
Erickson, 2002). These distinctions are important 
to the process of recognizing knowledge that is 
valuable, trying to assess it, and, once again, then 
managing it more effectively.

Finally, this definitional foundation has enabled 
scholars and practitioners to observe, discover, 
and employ a range of strategies and tools for 
better managing knowledge assets, for managing 
this intellectual capital. One range of techniques 
looks to better measure these knowledge assets 
which are by definition intangible, often poorly 
defined, and admittedly hard to value. The well-
known Balanced Scorecard (Kaplan & Norton, 
1992) isn’t related to IC directly but is a closely 
related system addressing some of these prob-
lems while the Skandia Navigator is an example 
of an explicit IC reporting device (Edvinsson & 
Malone, 1997). With measurement come attempts 
to manage, and everything from fairly substantial 
IT installations for managing KM (Matson, Patiath 

& Shavers, 2003) and digital expert identification 
systems (Forelle, 2005) to more personable tech-
niques such as communities of practice (Wenger, 
1998) or storytelling (Brown, et. al., 2004) can 
be utilized in managing these knowledge assets. 
Indeed, a major direction of research in the KM 
field is seen in examining best practices in firms 
measuring and managing knowledge (Gupta & 
Govindarajan 2000b; Davenport, et. al., 1998).

This basic description of KM theory and 
practice raises a number of issues concerning 
trust that we’ll address shortly. But some less dis-
cussed aspects suggest additional complications. 
Initially, firms looking to better manage their own 
knowledge assets must typically extend practices 
beyond their own boundaries. Not only are firms 
more collaborative with networks of partners in 
today’s world, but it makes sense to draw knowl-
edge assets from more places and leverage them 
by making them available to all potential users, 
internal and external, who can benefit the larger 
network by employing them. Hence, we have the 
tendency to extend KM systems to full organi-
sational networks rather than limiting them to a 
single core firm.

Further, such networks of collaborating firms 
are probably even more likely to routinely share 
information and data through the contemporary 
enterprise systems mentioned earlier. Through 
such installations, digital data and information are 
constantly passed from one part of the e-network 
to another. While not as developed as what we 
normally deem knowledge assets, such data and 
information have the potential to become knowl-
edge. With some analysis applied to them, these 
“preknowledge” assets can be just as valuable as 
more recognized knowledge assets such as intel-
lectual capital or intellectual property. Clearly, 
a case can be made that organizations regularly 
exchange not only knowledge but also critical 
preknowledge assets through digital channels 
such as KM and enterprise systems (Rothberg & 
Erickson, 2005).
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A further issue to consider is the similarly 
rapid growth in practice in the field of competi-
tive intelligence (CI) over the past two decades 
(Herzog, 2007; ASIS, 1999). Just as one firm’s 
proprietary knowledge and preknowledge assets 
may be valuable to it, so they may be valuable 
(perhaps even more so) to competitors. Some-
times substantial CI operations exist with the 
explicit objective of gathering information and/or 
knowledge about or from competing firms. KM 
systems, enterprise systems, and any other data 
interchange system are much more susceptible to 
CI activity because of the way in which they make 
available the full knowledge and preknowledge 
assets of the firm to many more people, in digital 
form, both inside and outside the organization 
(Rothberg & Erickson, 2005). As we’ll see, the 
presence of CI, along with all the other factors 
we’ve discussed, creates unique and important 
trust issues for companies engaged in managing 
knowledge of one sort or another.

BACKGROUND: KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT AND TRUST

Knowledge management is a concept and practice 
based on trust. Initially, the whole system is based 
on an exchange of knowledge taking place (Teece, 
1980). Exchange generally requires some degree 
of trust. In this case, an individual is surrendering 
knowledge to the entity and/or taking knowledge 
from the entity. Across firm boundaries, organi-
zations do the same thing, contributing to and/or 
taking from the e-network knowledge base. Thus, 
someone or something must be willing to give up 
knowledge if others are to benefit from it (Bakker, 
et. al., 2006). Willingness is predicated on getting 
something back in return. “[C}ommunication 
and trust are critical success factors” for such 
exchanges to take place (Choi & Lee, 2003, p. 
406). And research suggests that conditions favor-
able to effective exchange include accessibility, 

value expectancy, motivation, and combinative 
capability (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998).

All of this is based on the idea of social capital 
(Vainio, 2005). Individuals develop social capital 
by building relationships with others. Either more 
relationships or increasingly deeper relationships 
increase an individual’s social capital (Nahapiet 
& Ghoshal, 1998). In other terms, social capital 
is based on a structural component (network cen-
tricity) and a relational component. The relational 
component is directly related to trustworthiness, 
others’ assessment of the integrity and reliability of 
the exchange partner (Tsai, 2000). This definition 
is obviously squarely in line with the mainstream 
view of trust, that an exchange participant will 
not engage in opportunistic behaviors (Chiles 
& McMackin, 1996). In an exchange, trust is 
based on capability, benevolence, and integrity, 
essentially the belief in the opposite party to be 
able to perform as expected (capability), to wish 
to perform as expected (benevolence), and then to 
actually perform as expected (integrity) (Bakker, 
et. al., 2006; Collins & Smith, 2006; Marshall, et. 
al., 2005). In terms of contributing variables, trust 
is built in environments with strong relationships 
(Collins & Smith, 2006; Foos, et. al., 2006), when 
partners share fields of experience (Lin, 2006), 
and when power can be employed to ensure com-
pliance (Collins & Smith, 2006; Nielsen, 2005).

Individual to Organization

In relating this broader concept of trust specifically 
to knowledge management, it’s useful to consider 
the specific nature of the exchanges taking place. 
First and foremost, there is the surrender to the 
organization of personal knowledge held by in-
dividuals. Within a firm, personal knowledge is 
often a source of power. Individuals possessing 
unique knowledge have special value to the firm, 
often resulting in increased job security, higher 
compensation, respect from peers, and other ben-
efits. In surrendering knowledge, individuals may 
be giving up some of this power—if anyone can 
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now know what they know and do what they do, 
the initiating individual is no longer special. As a 
result, individuals must be convinced to participate 
by contributing their expertise to KM systems and, 
in effect, the company (Gupta & Govindarajan, 
2000a; 2000b). An exchange must take place, and 
the individual must trust in the firm to complete 
a fair exchange, even if the payback is sometime 
further in the future. As a consequence, clear 
incentives (Hansen & von Oetinger, 2001) and 
motivational systems (Davenport, et. al., 1998) 
generally must be employed to gain the individual 
cooperation necessary to make KM work.

Alternatively, on the other end of the system, 
users of the knowledge must believe that it’s worth 
their effort to search it out within the system. They 
must trust the knowledge will be applicable and 
useful as they must contribute time and effort to 
discover, understand, and employ whatever they 
find. Similarly, back on the originating side of 
things, the individuals contributing knowledge 
must put forth time and effort to feed the knowledge 
into the system. In some cases, this is a relatively 
minor task, as in expert systems which simply 
identify individuals within the network with par-
ticular expertise. In other cases, the requirement 
is substantial as knowledge details, case histories, 
or other substantive knowledge must be codified 
within the KM system. Again, incentives must 
be in place so that individuals trust the exchange 
will be fair, i.e. that their time and effort to con-
tribute information (presumably at the expense 
of other tasks) will be appreciated and rewarded. 
And firms must take particular care not to have 
disincentives in place that punish contributions 
(Prusak & Cohen, 2001). If knowledge contribu-
tions can potentially make individuals redundant 
or result in jobs being shipped to another location, 
the potential exists for negative effects flowing 
from use of a KM system. KM systems can’t be 
employed to put originators out of work. Such 
scenarios obviously pose a potent threat to trust 
in the system and would pretty much end the will-

ingness of individuals to contribute their personal 
knowledge assets to the company.

Organization to Individual

Within this structure, however, the trust implica-
tions do not flow only in one direction. Organi-
zations implementing KM systems, enterprise 
systems, or other network wide applications must 
have trust in employees to use the tool properly 
and, most importantly, to protect the valuable 
proprietary knowledge assets within. The proper 
use issue is often not a major concern as few 
individuals would go to the trouble of searching 
for knowledge they had no intent to use (and use 
effectively). But the protection issue is a major 
one, especially in light of the competitive intel-
ligence environment we discussed earlier. To 
reiterate, there are competing firms out there, 
often employing aggressive competitive intel-
ligence techniques, seeking to get their hands on 
proprietary knowledge and preknowledge. Within 
this threatening environment, many more individu-
als within a targeted firm have access to a much 
greater percentage of the entity’s knowledge assets, 
through digital means, both inside and outside the 
core firm. Thus, if there is a security breach and 
knowledge assets are lost, the potential loss is much 
greater in terms of volume (more assets, digital 
transfer) and in terms of being uncovered (with a 
digital removal, there is no “missing” file). And, 
of course, with so many individuals with access 
to the system, the threat of successful incursion 
goes up. CI operations have many more potential 
targets because of the use of e-networks.

So the firm trusts individuals to follow proper 
security procedures in protecting the knowledge 
assets in all types of systems. From formal intel-
lectual property to identified intellectual capital 
to raw data and information, the knowledge and 
preknowledge flowing through IT systems in 
these various cross-boundary systems needs to be 
safeguarded. Organizations obviously know this, 
fear leakage, and establish procedures to protect 
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vulnerable assets (Liebeskind, 1996; Zander & 
Kogut, 1993). But as the form of knowledge asset 
gets less formal and less traditionally recognized, 
individual concern for the security of the knowl-
edge often dips. Everyone knows how to protect 
patented knowledge. Not everyone knows how to 
protect tacit human capital. From the standpoint 
of technical security, standard procedures such 
as limited access, firewalls, encryption, and all 
the usual techniques can usually minimize hack-
ing or other unwanted incursions. But when the 
knowledge (or especially preknowledge) hasn’t 
been identified as critical or proprietary, the at-
tention given to protection may not be as great. 
And, again, these newer types of knowledge 
assets are not necessarily recognized as propri-
etary or valuable, and, indeed, they may not be 
intellectual property or intellectual capital as 
we commonly define them. But they often have 
potential to become valuable, particularly if they 
fell into the wrong hands. Further, soft incursion 
techniques employed by CI professionals such as 
social engineering, pretexting, monitoring public 
presentations or conversations, and others, can 
get right around the most sophisticated technical 
security structures. With so much knowledge in 
so many hands, organizations need to have a high 
level of trust in those to whom it provides access. 
Many show too high a level of trust and pay the 
price by having valuable proprietary knowledge 
walk right out the door and into competitive hands.

Organization to Organization

In a very similar manner, organizations contribut-
ing knowledge or preknowledge to KM or enter-
prise systems will trust organizational partners 
to have proper safeguards in place to protect the 
assets. Firms that are very careful about protect-
ing their own knowledge with internal controls 
may not recognize the need to demand the same 
of network partners. CI operatives know this, of 
course, and typically seek out the weak link in the 
network—the partner with the loosest security 

standards. Firms giving up their knowledge will 
trust partners to install and administer appropri-
ate protection systems, both technical and social, 
and establish security levels similar to their own.

Each of these dyadic relationships; individual-
organization, organization-individual, and organi-
zation-organization; have clear and present trust 
issues, with one entity relying on he other(s) to 
peform in some manner in response to an action. 
The basic trust issues such as capability, benevo-
lence, and integrity, as well as the basic social 
capital concepts of relationships, fields of experi-
ence, and power are all important to understanding 
how the relationship dynamics work out. We have 
discussed those issues in more depth in previous 
work (Erickson & Rothberg, 2008a; 2008b). In this 
paper, we want to address the question of whether 
and how the circumstances of trust regarding KM 
and CI might vary by circumstances. In particular, 
is trust in this application environment-specific?

Knowledge Assets, 
Industries, and Trust

We have constructed a database to measure two 
aspects of environmental circumstance regard-
ing managing knowledge assets: potential for 
developing knowledge and threat of competitive 
intelligence. Any single firm may have atypical 
amounts of knowledge assets and/or may face a 
singularly aggressive competitive intelligence 
operation by a competitor. But arranged by in-
dustry, some of the extreme individual variations 
average out. As a result, we can identify industries 
in which the development of knowledge assets 
seems particularly important to success. We 
can also identify industries where aggressive CI 
activities are prevalent, with the obvious threats 
to the security of proprietary knowledge assets. 
With such information at hand, particular firms 
in particular industries can better evaluate how 
much trust they might extend to individuals and 
other organizations. They can also better determine 
how much trust they need to instil in employees in 
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order to encourage contributions to a KM system. 
If industry conditions make it critical to aggres-
sively develop knowledge assets in order to be 
competitive, managers will need to develop high 
levels of trust among individual contributors and 
users of the system. And if industry conditions 
suggest that competitors are intent on relieving 
a firm of its knowledge by means of CI, then 
managers will need to develop high levels of trust 
in individuals and collaborators about protecting 
the knowledge assets. We believe we can measure 
each condition.

In the first case, that of establishing the im-
portance of knowledge development, measuring 
knowledge assets or intellectual capital is a core 
issue in the field, and a number of approaches 
exist (Tam, et. al., 2007). Tobin’s q was one of the 
earliest attempts, however, and in many ways is 
still the most compelling because of its simplic-
ity and robustness. It also makes a lot of sense 
in studies such as ours in which numerous firms 
must be evaluated across numerous industries 
without necessarily using more precise internal 
firm data. Tobin’s q employs public data to mea-
sure intangible assets of the firm by comparing 
market capitalization to replacement value of 
physical assets. As the latter value is often hard 
to capture, a common variation is to simply look 
at stockholders’ equity. This relationship can be 
treated as a remainder or a ratio, we have chosen 
the latter approach since our database includes 
only large firms, so an outlier ratio from a small 
firm with very few physical assets will not be 
present and will not bias the results. This ratio, 
which we’ll refer to as the KM Ratio, reflects 
the amount of knowledge in the firm, relative to 
physical assets. Intangible assets are a common 
and useful proxy for intellectual capital as most 
intangibles have some basis in the common IC 
categories—brand equity has to do with relational 
capital from customers; new product success is 
driven by human capital in the R&D, engineering, 
and marketing areas; and so forth. More intangible 
assets relative to physical assets is generally in-

dicative of success in growing intellectual capital 
or knowledge assets.

For an industry, the average KM Ratio will 
illustrate the average level of intangible assets 
generated by participating firms in the field. And 
there are widely different values between indus-
tries, indicating that KM is more or less important. 
In industries with high ratios, it would appear 
that knowledge assets are much more important 
to success. Knowledge development would be a 
priority for firms in such an industry. Our KM 
Ratio database covers 1993-1996 and almost 600 
firms, including the Fortune 500 and a number 
of other large firms active in CI (included for the 
reasons that follow).

In measuring competitive intelligence activity, 
we obtained the membership list of the Society 
of Competitive Intelligence Professionals (SCIP). 
Industries here differ by the average number of 
SCIP members per firm. Although the absolute 
numbers are relatively small, CI operations can be 
run by a single individual who might be the SCIP 
member with quite a number of non-members 
working under him or her. So the difference be-
tween a single member, multiple members, or no 
members can indicate quite substantial differences 
in CI activity. For this value, which we’ll refer to 
as CI Risk, a high value will indicate consider-
able CI activity in the industry, posing particular 
security threats to member firms. A firm that is 
part of an industry in which most competitors 
have active CI programs would obviously need 
to be much more concerned about protecting its 
knowledge assets.

This paper is not a full report on the database 
but, rather, a presentation of some of the numbers 
of interest as a prelude to a deeper discussion of 
trust. As such, selected industry figures follow, 
mainly to illustrate that very different industry 
conditions do exist. Different levels of KM are 
prevalent in different industries, strongly sug-
gesting that a more aggressive approach to KM 
development is necessary for success in some 
fields. Similarly, very different CI values are 
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present, clearly demonstrating that the threat of 
CI incursion varies by industry, (Table 2). A fur-
ther report on the database is available from the 
authors and/or available in other venues (Erickson 
& Rothberg, 2009).

Not surprisingly and as expected, values vary 
dramatically by industry. The selected industries 
are representative of the spread of values of the 
full data set. The value of knowledge assets can 
be as high as eight times the value of physical 
assets, illustrating industries very dependent on 
intellectual capital and techniques to manage it. 
In the full database, there are a few industries with 
even higher values though they are not repre-
sented by a large number of firms and so not in-
cluded here. Alternatively, some industries show 
very low values, in and around 1.0, suggesting 
virtually no valuable knowledge within the firms 
at all. Basically, sometimes KM and its trust de-
mands is necessary for success and sometimes it 
isn’t. Firms need to judge their industry and the 
trust requirements, managing systems, individu-
als, and collaborators accordingly.

Similarly, CI can vary from values near 0.00 
to averages above 3.00, showing almost no in-
terest in or threat from competitive intelligence 
to a high degree of competitor activity. As with 
KM, in some cases, protection measures need to 
be almost draconian as knowledge is critical to 
success, and competitors are extremely aggressive 
about uncovering it. In other cases, competitive 

interest is very low, perhaps because the knowl-
edge is hard to transfer or it just won’t help that 
much even if obtained. Once again, it is up to 
firms to evaluate conditions in their industry and 
manage the trust issues accordingly, both inside 
and outside the core firm.

What are the implications for trust? In indus-
tries with relatively high KM ratios, knowledge 
must be developed and shared, otherwise firms 
will find it hard to compete with competitors who 
have aggressively built their knowledge assets. 
Thus, knowledge and preknowledge must be taken 
in and it must be shared out at high rates. In such 
situations, including beverages, pharmaceuticals, 
diagnostics, and security dealers above, high 
degrees of trust will need to exist. Individuals 
must be willing to contribute their knowledge at 
a relatively high level, organizations must distrib-
ute knowledge to individuals at a high level, and 
organizations must share with each other as well. 
Alternatively, in industries with low KM ratios, 
intellectual capital does not need to be built as 
aggressively, and so less complete knowledge 
collection and sharing could occur and yet not 
place a firm at a huge marketplace disadvantage. 
Illustrated by electrical services and air transporta-
tion above, there is not as much to be gained from 
knowledge sharing between all the partners, so the 
levels of trust don’t need to be as high.

In terms of CI, in industries with high CI values 
in the table, the threat of competitor incursions is 

Table 2. Sampling of KM/CI industry scores 

Industry (SIC) KM Ratio CI Value

208 Beverages 
26 Paper & Allied Products 
2834 Pharmaceutical Preparations 
2835 In Vitro, In Vivo Diagnostics 
371 Motor Vehicles 
372 Aircraft & Parts 
45 Air Transportation 
4813 Telephone Services 
491 Electric Services 
52-9 Retail 
62 Security and Commodity Brokers 
7372 Prepackaged Software

7.87 
3.24 
5.54 
7.25 
3.43 
3.26 
1.02 
3.95 
1.39 
3.33 
8.72 
5.81

0.83 
0.98 
2.88 
0.35 
1.48 
0.81 
0.38 
3.23 
1.25 
0.13 
0.40 
0.82
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higher. In these industries, firms must either have 
very high levels of trust in the individuals and 
organizations with whom they share or, based on 
low trust, they will refuse to share any more than 
is necessary. Employees and business partners 
must demonstrate the proper security systems 
have been installed and administered if they are 
to be allowed to share in the knowledge assets. As 
noted, this would include both technical security 
such as firewalls and encryption and more social 
measures such as training and public presentation 
clearances. So in cases like pharmaceuticals and 
telecommunications services, potential partners 
would need to install the technical security pieces 
and follow good operating procedures in guaran-
teeing that the technical tools are effective. When 
combined with a need to develop knowledge, as 
with pharmaceuticals once again, the firms have 
almost no choice but to share knowledge widely but 
also build the highest levels of trust in employee 
and partner security. Telecommunications does not 
have the same knowledge demands and does not 
need to spread knowledge as widely. As a result, 
its firms can probably choose not to trust some 
of their more questionable potential partners. In 
cases where the CI value is low, the industry faces 
little threat of CI incursions and so the need for 
trust with individuals and other organizations in 
relation to security is minimized. If knowledge 
development is of value, it can be conducted in an 
almost carefree manner. Security and commodity 
brokers, for example, don’t appear to need a high 
level of trust in network partner security because 
there just isn’t that much interest in the knowledge 
assets these firms hold.

CONCLUSION

Within the field of knowledge management, a 
certain attitude exists among most scholars that 
knowledge assets should be collected and then 
spread through ever more hands, fully leveraging 
their impact. There is an implicit assumption that 

all network partners are trustworthy, both individu-
als and organizations, and that fuller distribution 
of knowledge is always better. As suggested in 
this paper, that may not always be the case.

Conditions for use of knowledge vary. This 
paper has looked at how they vary by industry. 
How much knowledge is useful in an industry, 
how much enterprise systems can be deployed, 
and how much competitive intelligence activity 
is occurring all have implications for the manner 
in which knowledge should be gathered and dis-
tributed. Further, there are trust factors that vary 
by these situations and, in return, that influence 
what standard practices can and should be. When 
individuals trust the organization to engage in a 
fair exchange for their personal knowledge assets, 
organizational knowledge can be more effectively 
developed—provided that such a move makes 
sense in that industry. When organizations trust 
individuals and other organizations to install and 
execute appropriate security measures, knowledge 
can also be more fully developed as the risk of 
competitive intelligence incursions drops. But 
the higher the CI risk in an industry, the higher 
that level of trust will need to be before organiza-
tions can safely share their valuable proprietary 
knowledge.

Future research would look more fully into the 
variables behind the industry KM and CI scores 
noted here, helping managers to determine their 
potential, risk, and required levels of trust in a 
given situation. The makeup of knowledge as-
sets of the firm and/or industry, be they full-bore 
intellectual property, intellectual capital, or some 
of the preknowledge we discussed would prob-
ably contribute something to the discussion. So 
would the distinction between tacit and explicit 
knowledge (harder/easier to share or protect and 
harder/easier to trust?) and between the types of 
intellectual capital (human, structural, relational, 
competitive). Again, different proportions may 
have important implications for KM potential, 
CI risk, and requisite levels of trust. Other vari-
ables noted in the literature but not mentioned in 
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this paper, such as complexity and teachability 
might hold similar potential to contribute to the 
discussion.
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ABSTRACT

Collaborative research teaches students critical 
knowledge management skills, whether they 
are undergraduates learning the basics of Web 
research or advanced scholars defining their own 
knowledge domains. Instructors can benefit from 
practical examples and strategies to initiate social 
bookmarking activities. This chapter provides 
best practice examples for effective pedagogical 
applications of social bookmarking in undergradu-
ate and graduate courses as well as insights into 
how these activities change the way students 
think and learn.

INTRODUCTION

Collecting and organizing references to scholarly 
resources has always been one of the staples of 
academic work. As more and more resources are 
available online, saving or bookmarking links to 
websites has become part of this practice. Earlier 
Web technologies allowed users to aggregate 
and categorize their own bookmarks, but this 
was an individual activity and did not provide 
an easy method for sharing the resources and 
their categorization with others. Today, “Web 
2.0 tools harness the collective intelligence of 
the Web, and by tapping into that intelligence, 
make the services better and more powerful” 
(Gordon-Murnane, 2006, p. 29). Because of the 
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collaborative and social characteristics of Web 
2.0 tools, the practice of collecting references 
to scholarly resources has advanced into social 
bookmarking, which is defined as “the practice 
of saving bookmarks to a public web site and 
‘tagging’ them with keywords” (Lomas, 2005). 
Websites such as Blackboard Scholar, Delicious, 
Connotea, Diigo, Furl, CiteULike, and many oth-
ers not only allow users to save and store book-
marks, but also provide methods for classifying or 
adding “tags” along with annotated descriptions 
for future identification and retrieval. Because 
social bookmarking websites are public, visitors 
may search the sites by the identifying tags that 
others have already provided. This is particularly 
useful when trying to share online resources for 
scholarly collaboration.

The 2007 Horizon Report includes social 
bookmarking in “user-created content” with a 
time-to-adoption horizon of one year or less. 
However, the Report also states that “we face a 
significant challenge as we seek to marshal these 
techniques in the service of education” (The 
New Media, 2007, p. 9). There has been much 
talk about social bookmarking, particularly its 
use in research communities for collaboratively 
finding and tagging Web resources so that they 
can be searched and reused. But how is social 
bookmarking being used effectively in teaching? 
What are the best pedagogical practices? Can the 
needs of many different kinds of learners who 
have various levels of research skills be met with 
the same technology?

Research shows that students learn more when 
they are actively engaged and have a sense of 
ownership over the course materials and their own 
learning processes. Yet instructors are generally 
reluctant to give up control of course content, 
and they often lack the skills to effectively inte-
grate social learning activities and collaborative, 
dynamic content generation into their teaching 
environments. Social bookmarking can provide a 
bridge for this gap (both generational and techni-
cal) by offering an easy-to-use, engaging tool for 

managing Web-based resources on course topics, 
with minimal implementation costs or barriers. An 
added bonus is that social bookmarking overlaps 
with instructors’ research motivations (many are 
probably already using this technology in their 
own research communities), appealing to instruc-
tors’ desires to include their own scholarly worlds 
in their teaching. The outcome can be dynamic 
course resource management and the opportunity 
for students to learn valuable information analysis 
and research skills while collaboratively contrib-
uting to a body of learning materials. This vision 
will become a reality more readily if instructors 
have good examples and pedagogical strategies 
that are applicable to courses and students at dif-
ferent levels.

This chapter provides real-world examples 
that demonstrate different pedagogical models for 
social bookmarking. The examples demonstrate 
the use of social bookmarking in undergraduate 
and graduate courses. They are applicable in 
community college and university courses, hybrid 
and fully online courses, and in many different 
disciplines. Each example includes assessment of 
student engagement, information literacy, research 
abilities, and the quality of students’ bibliographies 
and knowledge management skills. Instructors 
who use these strategies in their own courses 
are more likely to have a positive experience 
with social bookmarking and cross the bridge to 
pedagogical innovations and expanding active 
learning opportunities for their students.

BACKGROUND

Social bookmarking has recently emerged within 
the scholarly literature and is primarily found 
within three areas: social bookmarking usage, 
tagging and folksonomy, and educational uses. 
The majority of references to social bookmarking 
identify usage and typical practice and are often 
provided by librarians interested in how users are 
tagging resources (i.e., Hargadon, 2007; Rich-
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ardson, 2007; Trexler, 2007). Gordon-Murnane 
(2006) examined several Web 2.0 tools and 
identified various features of social bookmarking: 
“keeping found things found, sharing collabora-
tion, vertical search, discovery/serendipity, and 
portability/mobility (multiple access points)” (p. 
29). She further identified noticeable strengths 
such as community creation, searchable tags and 
folksonomies, and tagged content with mobility. 
Weaknesses considered were the lack of a standard 
set of keywords, tags lacking standard structure 
and/or hierarchical relationships, and tags used 
incorrectly or too personally. Furthermore, Kamel, 
Boulous and Wheeler (2007) found that within 
health care education, the collaborative tagging 
may be poorly organized and inefficient.

The classification of resources with user-
generated tags has drawn interest from scholars 
primarily directed toward a comparison between 
taxonomy (formal classification) and folksonomy 
(informal classification) (i.e., MacGregror & 
McCulloch, 2006; Noruzi, 2007). With further 
analysis, Golder and Huberman (2006) were 
able to determine that most user-generated tags 
achieve stable meaning despite the randomness 
of how tags are employed without a formal clas-
sification scheme.

Muir (2005) recommended social bookmark-
ing for the following educational uses: websites 
for student research or projects; book recommen-
dations; professional research; listing books for 
later reading; placing web links in a school web 
page; students using the identified resources both 
at home and at school; sharing current reading 
topics; and website collections tagged by school 
topic. Berger (2007) added the following educa-
tional uses: the support of discovery/exploration 
processes for students, the creation of collaborative 
environments, and anytime/anywhere learning that 
integrates with newer technologies such as RSS 
feeds and blogging. In spite of these possible ap-
plications, it appears instructors have just recently 
begun using social bookmarking pedagogically 
(Watwood, 2007).

Taxonomies and Folksonomies

When considering social bookmarking, some 
instructors may be concerned about the use of 
folksonomies, or user generated tags, rather than 
taxonomies. This is not a pure dichotomy, however. 
Students need to learn a controlled vocabulary in 
order to communicate effectively in a disciplinary 
field. Once they know the terms, their meanings, 
and the relationships among terms, they should 
be able to apply this vocabulary in a variety of 
ways and contexts. A disciplinary taxonomy, “a 
subject-based classification that arranges terms in 
a controlled vocabulary into a hierarchy” (Gar-
shol, 2004), provides a professional structure for 
classifying and finding resources (Macgregor & 
McCulloch, 2006). “Folksonomy,” a term coined 
by Thomas Vander Wal to describe collaborative 
informal categorization of materials (Vander Wal, 
2007), typically provides a more informal context 
for tagging and finding resources. Both provide 
learning opportunities for students to develop their 
understanding of a disciplinary vocabulary while 
also finding their own voices.

The differences between taxonomies and 
folksonomies are tied to the level of professionals 
that produce them and the level of control in their 
production and dissemination. The more tightly 
controlled a taxonomy, such as the Library of 
Congress Subject Headings, the more stable it is 
for professional classification of resources and 
reliable retrieval of resources. Less controlled 
folksonomies allow more freedom and provide 
less professional classification, resulting in less 
reliable tagging and retrieval, but at the same 
time offering the benefits of social sense-making 
(Golder and Huberman, 2006) and rapid evolution.

Taxonomies cost more to produce and gener-
ally are not intuitive to use until one has some 
training. Professionals, often highly-trained li-
brarians, create taxonomies and apply meta-data 
when cataloguing academic resources so that 
researchers can use a controlled vocabulary to 
search for resources and understand the clearly-
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defined relationships among them. Researchers 
then invest in learning the taxonomies and the 
methodologies of controlled searches. The pay-off 
is that controlled searches of cataloged materials, 
when accurately defined, yield results that are 
highly relevant.

Folksonomies, on the other hand, cost almost 
nothing to produce; anyone can tag materials with-
out learning a controlled vocabulary (Macgregor 
& McCulloch, 2006). The trade-off is that con-
sumers of those resources incur a perpetual cost in 
searching and discovery. Grammatical variations, 
misunderstandings of terminology, misspellings, 
and a lack of hierarchical or otherwise logical 
organization among tags all contribute to search 
results that are inaccurate, irrelevant, and/or not 
appropriately inclusive.

Nonetheless, both taxonomies and folkson-
omies have appropriate pedagogical uses. In fact, 
one could argue that the more skilled students 
become in using disciplinary taxonomies, the 
more likely they are to make professional, accurate 
contributions to folksonomies, blurring the differ-
ences between the two. Using folksonomies in a 
scholarly context, such as in a course or with groups 
of users in an academic field, provides many of the 
benefits of using professional classification com-
bined with the benefits of scholarly collaboration, 
knowledge-sharing, and creative generation of 
new knowledge. A taxonomy represents the known 
field of research; a well-formulated folksonomy 
offers the opportunity of expanding the field of 
disciplinary knowledge. Students who learn how 
to use taxonomies effectively are well-positioned 
to take the next step toward expanding knowledge 
in their areas of expertise.

Therefore teaching social bookmarking in 
parallel with teaching disciplinary taxonomies 
offers opportunities beyond those of a specific 
course or learning objective. The examples below 
explain how to achieve these benefits through 
a careful combination of taxonomic study and 
folksonomic exploration that develops not only 

students’ classification skills, but also their schol-
arly communication skills.

Effective Uses of Social 
Bookmarking at Different 
Levels of Learning

Students go through stages of development and 
levels of interaction with a discipline that can be 
roughly divided into lower-level undergraduate, 
upper-level undergraduate, and graduate students. 
From the perspective of disciplinary taxonomies 
and folksonomies and their use in social bookmark-
ing and research, these levels of learners can be 
characterized as follows:

• Lower-level undergraduates need to learn the 
basic vocabulary of a discipline and how to 
apply it to analysis of scholarly resources. 
These learners typically have deficiencies in 
information literacy and basic research skills. 
They also have very limited experience in 
scholarly collaboration.

• Upper-level undergraduates have mastered 
basic disciplinary vocabulary but need to 
develop a thorough understanding of the 
taxonomies of a discipline and how to ap-
ply them accurately to analysis of scholarly 
resources. These learners need to be able to 
explore specific sub-topics in the discipline, 
articulate their own areas of focus, and posi-
tion their own research in an existing body 
of knowledge. They generally have some 
experience in scholarly collaboration and 
benefit from activities that help them build 
communities of expertise with their peers.

• Graduate students have mastered the taxono-
mies of a discipline and how to apply them to 
research but need to find their own scholarly 
niches and be socialized into the profession. 
These learners should be encouraged to 
explore under-developed areas of specializa-
tion and discover where and how they can 
contribute new knowledge to the field. They 
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are generally proficient in informal scholarly 
collaboration, but they need to learn how to 
communicate effectively with professionals 
in the discipline and collaborate with peers 
on joint projects and research.

For purposes of the examples below, these 
levels correspond to the students’ capabilities and 
learning needs in a particular discipline, not nec-
essarily corresponding to their actual educational 
level. For example, upper-level undergraduates 
may take courses in unfamiliar disciplines and 
therefore need to learn the basic vocabulary of a 
discipline, even though their research skills are 
more advanced in their major field of study.

Each of the sections below focuses on one of 
these levels of learning. Each section character-
izes relevant research and collaboration learning 
needs at that level, states learning objectives that 
address these needs, refers to traditional pedagogi-
cal methods of meeting these learning objectives, 
and provides examples of how social bookmarking 
activities can be applied and assessed. All of these 
sections focus on the interactions learners have 
with academic resources in the discipline and how 
the “social” aspects of social bookmarking can be 
used to build and reinforce scholarly communities.

Lower-Level Undergraduates: 
Challenging the “Net Gen” to 
Go Beyond Shallow Searches

Lower-level undergraduates usually have not 
developed a vocabulary for understanding and 
articulating the subject matter they are studying. 
Worse yet, they may come into a course with an 
incorrect or overly informal understanding of 
the material and its disciplinary context. A key 
learning objective therefore is the assimilation of 
a controlled vocabulary that allows the student to 
speak and write accurately about the disciplinary 
subject matter. Vocabulary learning objectives 
go beyond simple memorization of glossary 
terms; they also include an understanding of 

the relationships among the terms, the ability to 
visualize their hierarchies and levels of abstrac-
tion, and the ability to apply them to disciplinary 
resources. By the end of an introductory course, 
students are generally expected to pass a test or 
writing assignment in which they can effectively 
differentiate and articulate key concepts by using 
a controlled vocabulary.

An even greater challenge for lower-level 
undergraduates is overcoming their deficiencies 
in information literacy. The ease of searching the 
web to find just about anything masks the difficulty 
of finding the right thing for the right purpose at 
the right time. Inexperienced students too easily 
equate “search” with “research.” Therefore the 
ability to discern the appropriateness of resources 
for academic purposes is a key learning objective. 
Along with the objective of learning a controlled 
vocabulary, students need to learn how to apply 
appropriate terms to classify and characterize the 
resources they are using, including materials that 
they themselves have discovered. To demonstrate 
these skills, students are generally required to re-
search and find appropriate disciplinary resources, 
accurately describe the contents of these materi-
als, and formulate their own arguments based on 
their findings.

In light of these learning objectives, among 
others, social bookmarking can be applied to both 
individual and collaborative learning activities. 
Instructors can provide a controlled vocabulary 
of tags that represent key terminology in the dis-
cipline. Students individually and/or collectively 
can tag resources to apply the terminology as they 
are learning it, in context.

Example: Individual Research Project

Students are provided with a list of disciplinary 
terms and their definitions. They are also given a 
“starter” bibliography that is a set of bookmarks 
in a social bookmarking system that have already 
been accurately tagged with some of these terms. 
Students search and find additional resources to 
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add to the set of bookmarks and they tag them 
with the disciplinary terms. They also write 
useful descriptions of the resources. During this 
process, instructors coach them on the validity of 
the resources, the usefulness of their descriptions, 
and the accuracy of their tagging. When a suitable 
volume of resources have been accumulated, the 
student writes a short research paper assimilating 
key concepts from the materials and making their 
own argumentative points.

This project is assessed by grading the final 
artifact, the student’s argumentative writing, in-
cluding their accurate application of the disciplin-
ary terminology and concepts. This project can 
also be given a “process” grade that specifically 
evaluates their collection of bookmarks and pro-
vides feedback on how the appropriate tagging of 
these resources (or not) contributed to the success 
of their argumentative writing.

This project can be made more flexible (al-
though that does not make it easier) by allowing 
the student to apply not only the fixed set of terms, 
but also their own tags.

Example: Group Treasure Hunt

Students are divided into small groups and all 
groups are provided with the same list of disci-
plinary terms and their definitions. The groups are 
given a fixed amount of time to find and accurately 
tag resources that are relevant to these terms and 
the subject matter of the course. The groups keep 
their bookmarks “hidden” or “private” during the 
hunt. When the time is up, the instructor assesses 
the quality and quantity of resources collected by 
each group.

For additional learning opportunities, the 
groups then make their bookmarks available to 
everyone in the class. This leads to interesting dis-
coveries and discussion of overlapping bookmarks 
and tags among the groups, clusters of resources 
that are much richer now that more resources 
are combined, and informative analysis of the 
relative success and accuracy of different tagging 

approaches. Students discuss not only the value 
of the resources, but also how they found them 
and why they tagged them the way they did. This 
activity can be made more flexible (although that 
does not make it easier) by allowing the groups to 
apply not only the controlled vocabulary, but also 
their own tags. It may also be combined with a 
writing project wherein the students use what they 
have learned from the group tagging and apply it 
in an argumentative written analysis of a chosen 
subset of the resources.

Example: Collaborative 
Evaluation of Resources

An online class discussion forum is set up with 
threads on different topics related to the course 
content, and the instructor seeds each thread with 
a few links to resources to be evaluated. These 
should include both valuable and questionable 
resources. Students are given a “scorecard” that 
the instructor or library have written as guide-
lines for assessing the scholarly value of online 
resources. The students are also given a “starter” 
set of vocabulary for tagging and instructions for 
the activity.

Students participate in the discussion threads 
and comment on the scholarly value of the resourc-
es, using the criteria outlined in the scorecard. They 
also add to the discussion thread resources they 
have discovered on the given topic. The students 
come to consensus about whether the resources 
are appropriate to add to the class bookmarks and 
if so, how they should be tagged and described. 
They then add the valuable resources to the set 
of class bookmarks. These become a reliable set 
of resources that everyone in the class can use in 
their research.

Alternatively, the students work together in 
groups, where the discussion forum is divided into 
topic areas that are assigned to specific groups. 
These groups are responsible for evaluating and 
adding to the resources on their own topics, and 
they are also expected to achieve enough expertise 
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in these areas that they can present their findings 
to the rest of the class.

This activity can optionally be done in a so-
cial bookmarking context that already includes 
bookmarks from students who were in the course 
in a prior term. The pre-existing set of student-
produced resources adds another dimension to 
the current students’ analysis, in that they are not 
only freshly evaluating new resources, but also 
discussing the strengths and weaknesses of deci-
sions made by other students, comparing their own 
work to that of their peers. If the social bookmark-
ing context includes ratings or comments, others’ 
prior opinions and the number of people who 
have added each bookmark also become factors 
to consider. In this situation, instructors can use 
the “teaching moment” to explain that opinions 
are not the same as structured evaluation, caution-
ing the students against assuming that “popular” 
bookmarks are academically valuable. While these 
additional variables make the learning experience 
more authentic, lower-level undergraduates may 
not be well-equipped to process the “noise,” 
especially if this is their first academic social 
bookmarking exercise.

In all of these variations, students are assessed 
on the quality and quantity of their contributions 
to the resource evaluation discussions and the 
set of class bookmarks. This can also be factored 
into a general class participation and/or group 
grade. The activity can be time-bound or continue 
throughout the term.

Pedagogical Value

These lower-level undergraduate social book-
marking activities can be used to teach infor-
mation literacy and collaborative evaluation of 
resources. Students develop a contextual, practical 
understanding of the disciplinary vocabulary and 
how to apply it to analysis of resources. Class 
and group discussions, with guidance from the 
instructor, provide students with the opportunity 
to articulate what they are learning and try out 

their ideas in a low-stakes environment where 
they can quickly and immediately learn from their 
mistakes through peer and instructor feedback. 
Their understanding of the vocabulary and how 
it applies to resources evolves through trial, error, 
feedback, and gradual refinement. Therefore these 
exercises can be even more effective if applied 
frequently throughout the term.

Since lower-level undergraduates are generally 
new to the discipline and are probably sorely lack-
ing in information literacy skills, these exercises 
tend to work best if they are heavily scaffolded. 
The instructor can start with the most narrowly 
structured of the exercises, using only instructor-
provided vocabulary, seeded sets of resources, very 
explicit instructions, and a short time-frame. Based 
on the results of this approach, the instructor can 
make the exercises more flexible and allow more 
creativity. If this strategy is frankly explained to 
students, they will be less likely to see the activi-
ties as tedium and more likely to recognize the 
value of the scaffolding as it helps them succeed 
in a more controlled activity and then take what 
they have learned and apply it in the next activity.

The social aspect of these activities also con-
tributes to students’ enthusiasm and desire to do 
well. Students take pride in knowing that their 
bookmarks will be used by other students in the 
class and perhaps those who take the course next 
time. They feel empowered by the fact that they 
are helping to build the class resources, and they 
develop a sense of responsibility to their peers 
knowing that they need to accurately identify and 
describe valuable, appropriate resources. These 
peer pressures help them understand at least the 
most basic values of scholarly communities.

Upper-Level Undergraduates: 
Advancing Students in their 
Disciplinary Taxonomies

Upper-level undergraduates are expected to have 
mastered a set of disciplinary vocabulary, but 
they generally need more development in their 
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understanding and skill for applying a taxonomy. 
A key learning objective therefore is assimilation 
of a full disciplinary taxonomy and the ability 
to use it accurately in research. Achievement of 
this objective gives students a structured way of 
visualizing and articulating the different facets 
of the discipline and the position of their own 
research projects within that structure.

Research learning objectives related to the dis-
ciplinary taxonomy go beyond simply the ability to 
formulate accurate searches; they also include the 
ability to refine and re-shape searches to explore 
specific sub-topics, articulate the student’s area of 
focus, and effectively use appropriate resources 
to support the student’s research agenda. By the 
end of an upper-level course, a student is gener-
ally expected to complete a research project or 
paper in which they articulate a well-supported 
argument that is accurately positioned in a survey 
of the field.

In the process of their research projects or 
papers, students also learn that even the “simple” 
ability to formulate an accurate search is nu-
anced; they must navigate the relative merits 
of hierarchical taxonomies vs. free-form terms, 
folksonomies, and flat organization of resources. 
Web searches and even simple keyword searches 
of scholarly databases give the illusion of easy 
finding tools, but how do students determine 
the value of what they have found? As students’ 
research skills evolve, they need to learn how to 
drill into hierarchical taxonomies without losing 
their way, use controlled vocabulary to combine 
or differentiate specific subject areas, and select 
resources to review and analyze based on the meta-
data professionals have applied to those resources.

For students to attain research goals beyond the 
mastery of taxonomies and professional meta-data, 
they need to learn how to channel their intellectual 
curiosity and creativity into the creation of their 
own extensions to professional taxonomies and 
meta-data. Learning objectives designed to capi-
talize on research creativity encourage students to 
find gaps in the taxonomies, discover resources 

that have not yet been professionally cataloged, 
explore folksonomies, and participate in scholarly 
online discussions that are constantly reshaping 
the disciplines.

Example: Individual Research Project

In an upper-level undergraduate course geared 
toward majors in a discipline, the instructor builds 
a scaffolding of tags that parallel the standardized, 
library-produced taxonomy for the course topics. 
If it is not clear that students already understand 
the taxonomy, the instructor also sets up multiple-
attempt self-tests that the students can take as 
many times as they need to until they can suc-
cessfully answer questions about the taxonomy. 
This strategy allows students who have mastered 
the taxonomy to move forward with their research 
as soon as they are ready.

As they research and formulate their argu-
ments, students tag resources with the standard 
disciplinary taxonomy tags. They also use their 
own personal tags to help organize their work, 
such as “to read” and “supplemental.” For each 
resource, they write their own scholarly annotated 
description. As an interim deliverable in this 
project, the instructor may assess the student’s 
collection of resources, which can be presented 
as a annotated bibliography with accurate disci-
plinary labels (tags). This interim assessment is 
a good point at which to intervene if the student 
has not mastered the research skills necessary to 
succeed in the project.

Note that even though not all resources are 
online, virtually any resource can be represented 
with a URL and therefore added to a bookmarks 
collection. Hard-copy books and other non-
electronic resources have library reference URLs. 
A local library reference may be more immedi-
ately useful to the student than a standard URL, 
such as the Library of Congress Control Number 
Permalink, but the instructor should provide 
guidelines on how to reference non-electronic 
resources. This information can be provided with 
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other bibliographical requirements, including 
whether or not the student needs to use a social 
bookmarking system that accurately tracks full 
citation information.

As students progress in their research projects, 
they are learning to use the standard taxonomy to 
achieve their research goals. Optionally, they may 
be sharing resources with others in the class and 
forming their own study groups for collaborative 
tagging and analysis of resources. When students 
have mastered an appropriate set of materials, 
they produce their project findings or research 
papers. This project is assessed by grading the 
final artifact, the student’s argumentative writ-
ing, accurate use of the disciplinary vocabulary, 
and correct positioning within the disciplinary 
taxonomy.

Example: Group Searches and 
Evaluation of Findings

The instructor sets up discussion forums as spaces 
for the students to work together and discuss their 

findings. Students organize themselves into small 
groups based on similar research interests and top-
ics in which they are developing expertise. With 
the help of the instructor, they build a framework 
of tags based on the areas of the disciplinary 
taxonomy they are researching. They then use 
library databases to search for resources in these 
areas. They find strong correlations and exact 
matches between their tags and the library subject 
headings because they started with a controlled 
vocabulary. The students discuss the relevance 
of the resources to their research topics and each 
student bookmarks the resources that are directly 
relevant to their own work. They collaborate on 
writing the scholarly annotations for the resources, 
with each student adapting what the group does to 
their own needs. Each student may also choose to 
add personal tags for their own reference.

To compare taxonomies to folksonomies, 
the groups go to a scholarly social bookmarking 
system and search for tags that are the same or 
similar to the controlled vocabulary they’ve been 
using. They discuss why the similar tags are not 

Figure 1. Applying the standard taxonomy of a specific discipline (© 2008, Blackboard Inc. Used with 
permission.)
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exact matches and gain an understanding of the 
value of controlled vocabulary. They then explore 
tags that are related to their controlled vocabulary. 
There are a variety of ways to do this, including 
browsing the way other scholars have tagged 
resources the student has already reviewed and 
tagged, or looking at the tag clouds of scholars 
who have included the same resources in their 
own collections (i.e., browse tags starting from 
the resources, or browse tags starting from the 
users). They will probably find other resources 
or other ways of approaching the topic that they 
had not yet considered. This can lead to a discus-
sion of the value of folksonomies and scholarly 
communities.

To compare taxonomies and folksonomies 
to raw searching, the groups use a web search 
engine to search for terms from their controlled 
vocabulary. The tens of thousands of results 
returned immediately demonstrate the value of 
professional filtering of resources by librarians 
and other scholars. The students discuss whether 
or not the resources they’ve already collected are 
given higher relevance in the search results. They 
also discuss whether or not there are additional 
resources that are valuable in search results. The 
students should notice that they need to apply more 
effort to screening and reviewing the validity of 
the resources discovered in this open context. This 
should lead to a useful discussion of the trade-
offs; more up-front work learning and applying 
a controlled vocabulary to a professionally orga-
nized library database, or quicker search results 
but more challenges involved in screening them.

Depending on the skill level of the students, 
the instructor may need to participate heavily in 
the groups’ discussions to help them apply the 
taxonomy and accurately review resources. To 
make this exercise immediately relevant to the 
students’ learning goals, this activity can be part 
of the process of the students’ research project 
or papers. It can be assessed as a stand-alone 
activity, as part of class participation, or as part 
of the students’ research projects/papers, in each 

case evaluating not only the resulting set of an-
notated, classified resources, but also the quality 
of the discussion insights that lead to these sets 
of resources.

Pedagogical Value

These upper-level undergraduate social bookmark-
ing activities can be used to teach the disciplinary 
taxonomy and how it is applied to evaluation of 
resources. Students develop a contextual, practi-
cal understanding of taxonomies and how they 
are immediately useful for their own research.

It is not uncommon for upper-level undergradu-
ates to suffer from a lack of information literacy, 
and therefore exercises that are scaffolded to help 
them understand the differences between using 
taxonomic vs. raw searches help address this is-
sue in the context of research that is relevant to 
upper-level courses. Students then also benefit 
from understanding the trade-offs between in-
vesting time in learning research skills and how 
to use scholarly databases vs. the effort and risk 
of analyzing vastly variable raw search results.

Group discussions accompanying online re-
search provide students with opportunities to share 
their ideas and learn from their peers. Students 
may be more comfortable asking a “stupid ques-
tion” in the context of a small group discussion 
rather than asking the instructor. If the students 
working together in groups are focusing on a 
similar set of topics, each group becomes a peer 
community of experts in their topic areas. The 
more time and effort they apply to their shared 
research and analysis, the greater the benefits not 
only for their individual learning goals, but also for 
their sense of responsibility to their peers. And as 
students explore the resources collected by other 
scholars online, they broaden their understanding 
of scholarly communities and can begin to imagine 
themselves as professionals participating in these 
communities.

Students’ understanding of disciplinary taxon-
omies and how to apply them to resources and their 
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own research topics evolves as their collections 
of resources grow and are refined. Their sense of 
peer community grows as they work together in 
groups over time. Therefore it is useful to structure 
these activities as long-term components of the 
class to allow time for maturation.

Graduate Students: Encouraging 
Advanced Students to Extend 
Disciplinary Taxonomies

By graduate school, students are expected to 
have mastered their disciplinary taxonomies and 
be adept at applying them to research projects 
large and small. They have the analysis skills 
needed to select research strategies, efficiently 
and effectively collect organized sets of annotated 
resources, and apply these materials in their own 
arguments. If they are lacking in these skills, the 
learning objectives in a research methods class 
should be aimed at addressing these fundamentals.

Beyond the nuts and bolts of graduate-level 
research, graduate school is an opportunity for 
delving into the knowledge communities of the 
discipline. Part of the purpose of graduate school is 
to socialize students and build both their aptitude 
and their ability to collaborate and contribute new 
knowledge in their chosen disciplines and profes-
sions. The tendency of some graduate programs 
in some professions may be toward scholarly 
isolation and competition, but this is counter to 
increasingly prevalent trends toward the social 
production of knowledge. Therefore key learning 
objectives for graduate students are the ability to 
communicate effectively with peers in the disci-
pline and the ability to collaborate with peers on 
joint projects and research.

Socialization into the profession combined 
with a thorough understanding of prior work in 
the field are necessary pre-requisites for graduate 
students to visualize where and how they can con-
tribute new knowledge. Without effective research 
skills, graduate students cannot know whether or 
not they are well-read in a topic area, and this is 

particularly true in disciplines where the field of 
knowledge changes quickly. Therefore graduate 
learning objectives also include the ability to 
accurately survey a topic area and position one’s 
own argument in light of other scholars’ work.

Example: Individual Research Project

A graduate research project is designed to require 
students to articulate the field of knowledge on a 
selected topic and formulate a new argument in 
that context. Students are challenged to define a 
topic area, explain the limitations of prior work, 
understand the current issues that are relevant 
to this topic, and make an argument that moves 
research forward. This would be a useful exercise 
in the early stages of a graduate program, to help 
students realize how to find a research niche before 
they start their thesis or dissertation.

Graduate students might start the project 
with a prior collection of their own disciplinary 
bookmarks. If they do, they can explore that set 
of resources for logical starting points. Whether 
they are starting from scratch or not, students need 
to define the taxonomic areas that are relevant for 
this project. They search for relevant resources in 
these areas using the controlled vocabulary of the 
taxonomy, analysing the resources for applicabil-
ity, and adding them to an existing collection if they 
have one or building a collection if they do not.

To find relevant resources that are not strictly 
identified according to the taxonomy, students 
explore the bookmarks of other scholars in the 
field, browsing the way other scholars have tagged 
resources the student has already reviewed and 
tagged, or looking at the tag clouds of scholars 
who have included the same resources in their 
own collections (i.e., browse tags starting from 
the resources, or browse tags starting from the us-
ers). These strategies lead to additional resources 
or other ways of approaching the topic that they 
had not yet considered. Resources discovered in 
this way may also be more recent than library-
catalogued resources, which may in some cases 
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be several years out of date by the time they get 
catalogued.

Students by this point have tagged a collection 
of resources according to a controlled vocabulary, 
but they also have adopted the tags of other scholars 
and applied their own. By studying their own tag 
clouds and those of their peers, they can begin to 
analyze not only the resources themselves, but 
also the patterns of interrelationships among the 
resources. They should be able to identify gaps in 
the research, and they need to determine whether 
these are gaps that should be filled in by searching 
for other resources, or gaps that they themselves 
can fill with their own research and arguments. 
If they have defined a gap to fill with their own 
work, they should be ready to write an argumenta-
tive thesis and an abstract for the research project.

The research project could have a mid-way 
assessment that evaluates how well the student 
has defined a topic area, surveyed prior work, and 
identified a niche for their own work. This assess-
ment check-point provides the instructor with an 

opportunity to intervene and provide guidance 
before the student proceeds to the next stage.

As students progress in their research projects, 
they should be able to articulate their own exten-
sions to the disciplinary taxonomy. By studying the 
field of research and how it has been professionally 
and informally tagged, they will have acquired a 
thorough understanding of the knowledge area and 
how their work fits in. They should be ready to 
apply to their work appropriate terminology that 
is logically related to the controlled vocabulary of 
the disciplinary taxonomy. The strength of their 
arguments and their ability to have their work ac-
cepted in scholarly communities will determine 
whether this terminology becomes a standard part 
of the disciplinary taxonomy.

Students’ research projects can be assessed not 
only on the strength of their original argument, 
but also on their survey of the field, positioning 
of their own work, and articulation of exactly 
how their work appropriately extends the prior 
taxonomy and disciplinary knowledge.

Figure 2. Applying disciplinary taxonomy and extending it into related areas of research (© 2008, 
Blackboard Inc. Used with permission.)
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Example: Participating in Scholarly 
Communities

Whether or not graduate students have successfully 
articulated new knowledge in their subject areas, 
they can benefit from engaging with scholarly 
communities. An initial, non-threatening way for 
instructors to enable this is to set up online discus-
sion forums for students who are in the same class 
or program. Ideally, these forums are in the same 
context where professionals in the field discuss and 
communicate ideas, with options for the students 
to keep their discussions private among themselves 
or shared with others outside the class or program. 
These options allow students to try out ideas and 
share informally with their graduate student peers 
without being intimidated by more advanced pro-
fessionals, while on the other hand acclimating 
students to the professional arena and making it 
easy to share their ideas in broader circles when 
they are ready. No scholarly discipline is fixed, 
and exposure to debates, disagreements, and new 
discoveries discussed in professional forums helps 
graduate students recognize this fact.

The same online scholarly contexts that provide 
discussion forums also usually provide social 
bookmarking and commentary on bookmarked 
resources. As students become more familiar with 
the work of professionals in their own areas of 
specialization, they can learn a great deal by fol-
lowing these professionals bookmarking habits. 
What are they reading? How are they tagging 
resources? What is in their tag clouds? Can these 
resources and tag clouds lead the student to other 
professionals whose work is engaging and worth 
following? Scholars can set up RSS feeds so that 
they are notified of changes, enabling them to 
follow other’s research in very specific and im-
mediate ways.

Graduate students will probably want to “lurk” 
and not directly engage with professional scholars 
until they are confident of their own work and 
expertise. Participation in discussion forums with 
their peers and mentoring by instructors can help 

them determine when and how to engage. A useful 
set of activities in preparation for exposing one’s 
professional identity online includes a thorough 
review of one’s own bookmarks. What’s there? Are 
there inappropriate items that should be cleaned up, 
either among the resources or their tags? Which 
bookmarks should be public and which should 
be kept private? As students are exploring the tag 
clouds of professionals, they should be forming 
their own sense of how one’s tag cloud provides a 
definition of one’s professional identity and shape 
their own tag clouds accordingly.

As a step toward engaging with professional 
scholars, graduate students benefit from engaging 
with their peers at other institutions. Using online 
profiles to find these peers, they can add them to 
their online social networks. These peers then use 
online tools to form their own private or semi-
private discussions, exchange of resources, ideas, 
and advice. They review each others’ tag clouds 
and offer suggestions for both further research and 
for polishing online identity. The more advanced 
and mature the graduate students, the more they 
benefit from these online interactions, as peer-
review gradually takes the place of instructors’ 
assessment of their work.

Pedagogical Value

Socialization into the profession takes place gradu-
ally over several years of graduate school. Students 
can start this process in simple, non-threatening 
ways by deciding how and with whom to share 
their bookmarks and other aspects of their online 
identity. Because bookmarks are so closely tied 
to a student’s research areas and interests, sharing 
them is a natural bridge to academic discussion on 
these topics and eventually research collaboration.

Instructors can provide mentoring in the social-
ization process online that is much more immediate 
and ongoing than prior methods; graduate students 
may have the opportunity for face-to-face discus-
sions at conferences only once or twice per year, for 
example, but the students, their mentors, graduate 
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students at other institutions, and professionals 
in the field can have ongoing online discussions 
anytime. In the past, these discussions could not 
easily reference the in-progress research of the 
students or the professionals, but with the easy 
availability of social bookmarks, both emerging 
and experienced scholars can see a “cloud” of 
research take shape literally as it happens.

Pedagogical Strategies

In all of these examples, students are learning 
new research methods suitable to their level of 
expertise, and most of these examples have the 
added advantage of helping students learn from 
their peers and other scholars. By comparing their 
own research and collections of resources to those 
of others who are more established in the area of 
expertise, students grow in their understanding of 
the topic. As students’ social bookmark tagging 
and annotation skills evolve, they are contribut-
ing to collective intelligence on these topics, 
and the collections they produce can be used by 
other, subsequent and/or evolving communities 
of learners.

Social bookmarking tools and other Web 2.0 
online knowledge sharing systems are generally 
free, easy to use, and straightforward to adapt 
to pedagogical strategies. Like other changes in 
online teaching and learning, instructors may take 
the opportunity of using these new tools as an in-
centive to re-think and adjust their strategies, but 
even if they do not, social bookmarking can be a 
very effective “bolt-on” technology added to exist-
ing research assignments. Students will welcome 
the opportunity to collect, tag, and annotate their 
research resources online, and they will probably 
take advantage of the ability to share and discuss 
the value of resources even if instructors do not 
scaffold these activities.

A note on privacy: Clearly social bookmarking 
tools would not be “social” if they did not involve 
sharing. However, instructors should be cognizant 
of the fact that students’ research is part of their 

academic work and therefore protected by national 
laws and usually local/institutional policies. Stu-
dents should not be forced to share their work and 
should be offered alternative assignments if they 
do not wish to disclose their research to others 
besides the instructor. Fortunately, most social 
bookmarking systems provide different levels of 
sharing: private to the individual, shared with other 
named individuals, shared with a specific group, 
community, or class, and/or public, for example. 
The instructor should utilize these mechanisms 
when designing assignments in order to offer the 
greatest privacy for those students who want it, 
combined with options for students to disclose 
their work to specific audiences or the general 
public if they choose to do so.

For instructors who are new to adopting 
Web 2.0 practices in their teaching, and also for 
instructors who want a straightforward way of 
thinking through how and why they would use 
social bookmarking, the table below provides 
a framework. The strategies represent general 
pedagogical values for learner-centered course 
design. The “What,” “How,” and “Why” succinctly 
state simple, fundamental ways of meeting these 
strategies. Instructors can decide which of these 
strategies are applicable to their courses and which 
ones to implement. The table also provides a way 
of thinking about pedagogical change in “bite-size 
chunks,” since instructors can easily implement 
one or two of these strategies and consider others 
later. (Note that this table is available online as a 
“one-pager” that can easily be adapted and repro-
duced for distribution to instructors; see Everhart 
under Academic Resources below.)

CONCLUSION

Berger (2007) asserts that social bookmarking 
tools “support 21st Century learning skills; they 
offer a structure that is intellectually engaging, 
encouraging students to not only locate but also 
to collaboratively tag, organize and evaluate re-
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Table 1.

Strategy What How Why

Thematic Organization An interesting thematic or 
topic-oriented structure for online 
course resources, organized using 
a specific set of tags.

Define tags that represent the topics of the 
course. Create thematic bookmark streams 
based on these tags, including useful tag 
combinations. Teach students to use the 
tags consistently so that their bookmarks 
become part of the thematic streams.

Themes provide a sense of the interrelation-
ship of resources, piquing students’ interest 
and inviting interactive learning within and 
between the topics of the course. This simple 
but conceptually useful structure supplies 
part of the cognitive scaffolding necessary 
for students to build their own meaning from 
the course materials and activities.

Diverse and Frequently 
Updated Resources

A variety of different types of 
resources that can be used to learn 
the course concepts and achieve 
the learning objectives. Also, a 
wealth of supplementary materials 
for exploration, changing as new 
bookmarks are added.

Search for, bookmark, and tag a variety 
of valuable online resources in different 
formats. Whenever possible, include 
audio, video, interactive simulations, 
and images, as well as textual materials. 
Continue to add bookmarks throughout 
the term and encourage students to do 
the same.

Different students learn differently. For 
example, visual learners benefit from maps, 
images, charts, etc. Provide choices so that 
students can take ownership of the course 
content and become more actively engaged, 
constructing their own learning paths and 
contributing to a growing body of resources.

Critical Questions Questions that trigger student 
thinking.

Include relevant questions with the 
resource streams to prompt students to 
investigate the materials in ways that are 
relevant for the course.

Challenge students to start thinking about 
the significance of the resources before they 
even start using them. Transform “flat” mate-
rials to be “covered” into “deep” materials to 
be actively explored.

Rich Connections Ties from the course content to 
resources outside the course.

Provide resource streams from within the 
syllabus and/or other parts of the course 
structure. Use these streams to connect 
course materials and activities (such as 
discussion forums and assignments), to 
outside resources. Explain the purpose of 
the streams.

Providing access to resources outside the 
course builds a rich, interactive context for 
understanding. Repeated contact with the 
connected resources, especially in light of 
new concepts, reinforces learning.

Social Learning Op-
portunities

Opportunities for students to com-
municate with each other, dem-
onstrate their expertise, and work 
together for richer understanding 
of course materials.

Teach students to evaluate each others’ 
bookmarks and collaboratively collect 
and tag resources. Include analysis of 
bookmarked resources in thematic discus-
sion forums.

Engaging with other students brings diverse 
perspectives to the resources and provides 
opportunities for students to learn from each 
other. Social behaviors such as collabora-
tion, competition, and peer pressure make 
students’ engagement with the course materi-
als and activities more dynamic and provide 
additional motivations for learning.

Learner Contributions to 
Course Materials

Resources that are selected 
and added to the course by the 
students.

When students tag resources in a way 
that matches the bookmark streams in the 
course, these resources instantly become 
part of the course materials.

Students take greater ownership in the course 
if they are helping to construct a valuable set 
of course materials. Knowing that their peers 
will also be using these resources can instill 
a sense of pride and encourage responsible 
contributions.

Learning Objectives 
Clearly Tied to Activi-
ties

Statements of the goals of the 
course as they pertain to book-
marking activities.

Design bookmarking activities to help stu-
dents achieve specific learning objectives, 
such as understanding how to compile an 
appropriate bibliography for a research 
project. State the objectives clearly and 
explicitly.

Help students understand the relationships 
between course activities and learning objec-
tives. Provide them with the opportunity to 
shape their interaction with the resources in 
a way that most effectively addresses one or 
more specific learning goals. Demonstrate 
why the activities are relevant to specific 
outcomes.

Assessments and As-
signments that Focus the 
Learning Materials

Quizzes, self-tests, assignments, 
and other activities that require 
the student to demonstrate under-
standing of the resources.

Create meaningful learning activities tied 
to bookmarked resources, including the 
activities of compiling and evaluating. 
Provide students with opportunities to 
demonstrate their engagement with these 
resources, such as incorporating them in 
writing assignments.

Focus the student’s engagement with the 
resources through activities that measure 
and/or demonstrate what they’ve learned. 
Course materials or activities that appear to 
be random or do not have a clear purpose are 
more likely to be ignored. When students set 
their own priorities, they need to have an un-
derstanding of exactly which resources and 
activities will help them most efficiently and 
effectively address their learning goals.
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sources-- thinking more deeply about the process” 
(p. 3). For students and educators, these innovative 
research tools allow us to “keep things found, 
identify new communities, discover new web 
sites, make us more productive and allow us to 
create new tools to push the frontiers of the web’s 
utility” (Gordon-Murnane, 2006, p. 27). With the 
pedagogical strategies presented, students have 
the opportunity to gain greater competencies 
within their own disciplinary vocabulary as well 
as informal and formal research while engaging 
in communities of practice. The possibilities are 
endless.

However, further inquiry is called for in 
faculty research use of social bookmarking. The 
immediacy of social bookmarking, RSS feeds, 
and other Web 2.0 ways of sharing scholarly 
information online is rapidly changing research 
practices. Gone are the days of finding out about 
new research in one’s field by thumbing through 
publishers’ catalogs, and even the new ideas pre-
sented at conferences might be anticipated if the 
scholar has shared the research process online. 
Instructors do a disservice to students if they are 
not teaching and themselves modeling Web 2.0 
practices. Instructors are also missing opportuni-
ties for easier, more efficient, more scalable, and 
more cost-effective graduate student mentoring if 
they are not helping their students take advantage 
of peer-to-peer, cross-institution, and emerg-
ing/experienced scholarly online collaboration. 
But perhaps most importantly, instructors can 
themselves participate in these opportunities and 
continue to evolve their own research practices 
and scholarly communities, while at the same 
time developing further pedagogical strategies 
for social bookmarking and the possibilities Web 
2.0 has to offer.
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ABSTRACT

Knowledge sharing is a popular research topic; 
however, the construct has not been well defined 
theoretically or in terms of how to operationalize 
it, as there appears to be little consistency. This 
apparent lack of consistency is problematic for 
developing a cumulative understanding of the pre-
dictors and outcomes of this behavior. This study 
examines how other researchers have operational-
ized knowledge sharing, and conduct a qualita-
tive study to further understand this construct. A 
knowledge sharing and hoarding classification 
system is developed, and six knowledge shar-
ing behavioral categories are identified. Finally, 
recommendations are made for future research in 
knowledge management.

INTRODUCTION

Bill* works in a highly competitive firm in the 
energy industry. When Denise, a junior associate 
in the firm, asks Bill for help, he is willing to share 
any bit of knowledge or expertise he can to help 
her learn and develop her skills. However, when 
his close colleague Jenna asks Bill for help, he 
calculates what knowledge she needs and what 
knowledge he’s willing to give her and then shares 
accordingly. He refuses to share any knowledge 
that gives him his competitive edge over her for 
promotions; instead, he gives her more “basic 
knowledge” to assist her with the immediate prob-
lem at hand. When asked about sharing through 
intra-organizational broadcast media such as 
mass e-mail or the organization’s intranet, Bill 
guffaws and remarks he hasn’t the time.

Dianne P. Ford
Memorial University of Newfoundland, Canada
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Darryl, a project manager in software develop-
ment, considers himself to be exemplary when it 
comes to knowledge sharing. He believes very 
strongly that sharing his knowledge is a part of 
his job duties as a manager, but that it is also 
important to share knowledge to set an example 
for others. He shares not only with individuals 
directly, but also through the knowledge repository. 
There is very little that Darryl would consider with-
holding from a colleague, unless it was of a very 
confidential nature or on a need-to-know basis.

Allison is a programmer whose organization sup-
ports the use of a knowledge repository. Allison 
enjoys contributing to the repository and does so, 
on a regular basis. When asked why she enjoys 
using the repository she replies, “Well, that way I 
don’t have to deal with all those annoying people 
asking annoying questions. I can just tell them 
where to go for the answers!”

* Names have been changed to protect anonymity.

These above scenarios illustrate employees 
sharing their knowledge within their organiza-
tions. All three individuals believe their stories 
illustrate knowledge sharing, although none of 
them always fully disclose all of their knowledge. 
Knowledge sharing is thus a complex phenomenon 
that cannot be validly conceptualized as a simple 
binary yes/no behavior. The goal of this study is 
to examine the complexities of the knowledge 
sharing construct, from a theoretical and empiri-
cal perspective.

There are various ways to share one’s knowl-
edge, and a variety of behaviors can constitute 
knowledge sharing as illustrated in the opening 
vignettes. Previous approaches used by research-
ers to measure knowledge sharing include: media 
individuals use to communicate the knowledge 
(e.g., documents and manuals: Bock & Kim, 2002; 
Lin, 2008); types of knowledge intended to be 
shared or shared (e.g., Bock, Zmud & Kim, 2005; 
Kang, Kim & Chang, 2008; Szulanski, 2000); 

and a single, self-reported item that asks “Do you 
(intend to) share your knowledge?” (e.g., Fraser, 
Marcella & Middleton, 2000). Others assume 
knowledge sharing has occurred successfully or 
not successfully and investigate contextual vari-
ables and outcome variables to the knowledge 
sharing without actually measuring knowledge 
sharing (e.g., Buckman, 1998; Lahneman, 2004; 
Lemons, 2005; Pan & Scarbrough, 1998; Strick-
land, 2004). Therefore, not surprisingly, it has 
been noted that “no established and validated 
[knowledge sharing] measure exists” (Thompson 
& Heron, 2006, p. 37).

Multiple measures are problematic for the 
knowledge management field because different 
operationalizations of the same construct may 
influence relationships with other constructs and 
implies “Theory Shyness,” (Kruglanski, 2001). 
Kruglanski defines theory shyness as the tendency 
for researchers to fall short of the goal of devel-
oping grand theory (theory that is generalizable 
across contexts and phenomena) and becoming 
more data-driven (e.g., Sutton & Staw, 1995). 
The negative consequences of theory shyness 
include inventing new names for similar concepts, 
fragmentation of the field, declining interest value 
of the field’s articles, and isolation from general 
cultural dialogue (i.e., academic articles become 
disjointed from practitioner understanding and 
debate) (Kruglanski, 2001). Therefore, a com-
prehensive, theoretically-grounded operational-
ization of knowledge sharing, which is relevant 
to organizations, is needed. The purpose of this 
study is to operationalize knowledge sharing in 
a theoretical manner to enable future research to 
further develop a measure.

Whether we examine knowledge sharing from 
the perspective of the informer, the recipient, 
the knowledge itself, or the organization only 
compounds the difficulty of finding a cohesive 
theory. A multitude of terms have emanated to 
describe such differences of perspective. While 
knowledge sharing implies from the perspective 
of the informer, other terms describe other per-
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spectives. Knowledge sourcing describes “a spe-
cific mechanism by which an individual accesses 
another’s knowledge, including those recently 
proposed in the KM literature (e.g., knowledge 
repositories, virtual communities of practice) and 
well-established organizational practices (e.g., 
meetings, memos)” (Gray & Meister, 2004, p. 
821). Knowledge seeking (Kankanhalli, Tan & 
Kwok-Kee, 2005; Reio & Wiswell, 2000; Sae-
mundsson, 2004) and knowledge transfer (Ko, 
Kirsch & King, 2005; Sarker, Sarker, Nicholson 
& Joshi, 2005) are from the perspective of the 
recipient. Knowledge stickiness (Szulanski, 2000) 
and transfer of best practices (Elliott & O’Dell, 
1999; O’Dell & Grayson, 2004) look at the ability 
to transfer a particular bit of knowledge. Finally, 
knowledge flows (Bih-Shiaw, Wang & Yen-Hao, 
2006; Fey & Fury, 2008; Gupta & Govindara-
jan, 2000; Nissen, 2005; Singh, 2005; Suyeon, 
Hyunseok & Euiho, 2003) and knowledge trans-
fer (Kane, Argote & Levine, 2005; Minbaeva & 
Michailova, 2004; Reagans & McEvily, 2003; 
Wang, Lin, Jiang & Klein, 2007) are terms used 
to describe knowledge sharing from an organiza-
tional perspective. Knowledge transfer is also used 
to describe inter-organizational or across divisions 
sharing (Argote, McEvily & Reagans, 2003; Ink-
pen & Tsang, 2005; Santoro & Saparito, 2006). 
The term knowledge sharing seems to be most 
consistently used to refer to intra-organizational 
sharing from an informer’s perspective, although 
it has not been exclusively used in this manner. 
Thus, in keeping with the apparent trend on the 
use of the term knowledge sharing, we focused on 
the informer’s perspective of sharing knowledge 
within the workplace.

We believe that there are two underlying 
causes to the variety of the operationalizations of 
knowledge sharing. The first is a lack of theoreti-
cal understanding of what constitutes knowledge 
sharing behaviors; the second is that knowledge 
sharing is a behavioral category (explained further 
below) and, as such, requires a behavioral index to 
properly measure it (e.g., Fishbein, 1979). To ad-

dress these issues, we empirically examine “what 
is knowledge sharing?” to identify behaviors that 
constitute knowledge sharing. A qualitative study 
was used to explore the behaviors constituting 
knowledge sharing, and how knowledge sharing 
relates to knowledge hoarding and the usage of 
communication media channels. This study makes 
three contributions in the process of defining 
knowledge sharing. First, knowledge sharing as 
a behavior is analyzed. Second, the relationships 
between knowledge sharing and two related 
constructs, knowledge hoarding and the use of 
communication media channels, are examined. 
Third, future knowledge sharing research needs 
are identified.

OPERATIONALIZATIONS OF 
KNOWLEDGE SHARING

Before discussing the qualitative study, the proper 
measurement of behaviors that are categorical in 
nature (i.e., behavioral categories) like knowledge 
sharing will be described. Then past operation-
alizations of knowledge sharing will be briefly 
described and critiqued.

Knowledge Sharing and 
Behavioral Categories

Knowledge sharing is a behavior (i.e., an action 
or activity). The study of behaviors is not novel 
for the social or humanities fields, nor are the 
associated problems of operationalizing and 
obtaining valid measures of behavior (e.g., Shep-
pard, Hartwick & Warshaw, 1988). In psychology, 
Fishbein (1979) discusses the operationalization 
of behaviors within the context of the Theory of 
Reasoned Action (TRA: Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). 
Fishbein contended that there are some funda-
mental caveats regarding the operationalization 
of behaviors that need to be met. Specifically, the 
behavior in question must be a behavior and not 
a behavioral category.
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For example, exercising is a behavioral cat-
egory consisting of many different behaviors (e.g., 
walking the dog, weight training, or training for a 
triathlon). Individuals, when asked whether they 
have exercised in the past week, will respond 
“Yes!” if one is training for a triathlon and the other 
is walking the dog; yet, these are hardly the same 
behavior. An injured tri-athlete may respond “Yes, 
I am exercising,” when s/he is now ‘just’ walking 
the dog. A question regarding ‘exercising’ would 
not capture the change in behavior.

Knowledge sharing is also a behavioral cat-
egory as illustrated by the opening vignettes (i.e., 
there are different ways and degrees to which 
one can share knowledge). As such, the relevant 
behaviors that constitute knowledge sharing need 
to be measured. Knowledge sharing should not be 
measured as a general construct, as it has been in 
past research as the review below shows. How-
ever, to date, we do not have a full understanding 
of what constitutes relevant knowledge sharing 
behaviors. This will be examined further in the 
review of the literature and the qualitative study.

Previously Used Approaches 
to Measuring Knowledge

The operationalizations of knowledge sharing 
have ranged from the intention or willingness 
to share knowledge (e.g., Constant, Kiesler & 
Sproull, 1994; Fraser et al., 2000; Huang, Davison 
& Gu, 2008), to what one should share (Connelly 
& Kelloway, 2003), to what one normally has 
shared (e.g., McLure Wasko & Faraj, 2000), to 
what one actually shares (e.g., Bock & Kim, 2002; 
Carraher, Sullivan & Crocitto, 2008; Ingram & 
Simons, 2002; Stoddart, 2001). Further discussion 
of the detail of each operationalization follows 
(see Table 1 for a summary).

Intention to Share Knowledge

Intentions are commonly used to operationalize 
knowledge sharing. However, it should be noted 

that intentions to share knowledge is not a behav-
ior, but rather a person’s subjective probability 
that s/he will perform the knowledge sharing 
behavior in question (Fishbeing & Ajzen, 1975). 
Intentions are easy to measure using Likert scale 
surveys and are potentially a sound predictor of 
actual behaviors, as illustrated by the Theory of 
Reasoned Action (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1974) and the 
Theory of Planned Behavior (Ajzen, 1991; Ajzen 
& Fishbein, 1980). However, we could not find 
research showing a strong predictive relationship 
between these two constructs for knowledge shar-
ing (e.g., 1.4% of variance of actual KS explained 
by intentions, Bock & Kim, 2002; non-significant 
relationship between intentions and knowledge 
sharing, Kuo & Young, 2008).

Norms or Beliefs about 
Knowledge Sharing

The normative perspective, which examines what 
one should share, is another operationalization 
found in the literature (Connelly & Kelloway, 
2003); however, the normative perspective is not a 
behavior either. It is an attitude towards knowledge 
sharing, not yet linked to actual knowledge shar-
ing. The strengths of this operationalization are 
that it uses vignettes which help control for social 
desirability. However, the term “should” may 
actually increase social desirability as “should” 
statements do not necessarily reflect individuals’ 
actual behaviors.

Actual Knowledge Sharing

The third operationalization of knowledge sharing 
is actual knowledge sharing which is a behavior 
and may be a more relevant measure for knowl-
edge sharing research. Actual knowledge sharing 
has been measured in three ways: descriptive 
case studies, self-reported historical knowledge 
sharing, and observed actual knowledge sharing.

Descriptive case studies are a very rich and 
insightful methodology. Unfortunately the major-
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ity of the descriptive case studies found do not 
measure knowledge sharing explicitly. Rather, 
knowledge sharing either was assumed to have 
existed within the organization, or not to have 
existed in the case of failures of knowledge sharing 
(e.g., Buckman, 1998; Lahneman, 2004; Lemons, 
2005; Pan & Scarbrough, 1998; Strickland, 2004). 
With the failure to share knowledge, it is unclear 
as to what behavior is actually being addressed. 
What is “successful knowledge sharing” within 
these organizations? Without understanding the 
dependent variable, then it is difficult to create 
cumulative knowledge within the literature/field.

Two approaches are found in studies of self-
reported measures of actual knowledge sharing. 
The first used Likert scale based measures to assess 
the individual’s knowledge sharing behaviors (e.g., 
Bock & Kim, 2002; Carraher et al., 2008; Durham, 
Knight & Locke, 1997; Faraj & Sproull, 2000; 
Liao, Chang, Cheng & Kuo, 2004; Lin, 2008), al-
though there is little consistency in the scales used. 
The operationalizations varied from sharing docu-
ments and manuals (explicit knowledge: Bock & 
Kim, 2002; Lin, 2008), sharing know-how (tacit 
knowledge: Bock & Kim, 2002; Lin, 2008), vol-
untary knowledge sharing like telling colleagues 

Table 1. Summary of Knowledge Sharing Measures3

Construct Operationalization

Intentions to Share 
Knowledge

Descriptive
•  “Preparedness of Knowledge Sharing” not measured but described the case of Australian academics 
    (Jones, 2002). 
Self-Reported
•  Likert scale of Extremely Likely to Extremely Unlikely for items: “I will share my knowledge with more 
    organizational members;” “I will always provide my knowledge at the request of other organizational 
    members;” “I intend to share my knowledge with other organizational members more frequently in the 
    future;” “I try to share my knowledge with other organizational members in an effective way;” “I will 
    share my knowledge to anyone in the organization if it is helpful to the organization” (Bock & Kim, 
    2002). 
•  Three-item Likert scale: “I will make an effort to share knowledge with my colleagues”, “I intend to share 
    knowledge with my colleagues when they ask”, “I will share knowledge with my colleagues.” (Huang, 
    Davison & Gu, 2008) 
•  Likert scale measure consisting of two dimensions: explicit knowledge sharing (two items based on 
    sharing of documents, and sharing of manuals) and implicit knowledge sharing (three items based on 
    sharing know-how “when asked”, sharing know-how “more frequently”, and sharing expertise from 
    training/education “in a more effective way”) (Bock et al., 2005, p.109; Chow & Chan, 2008). 
•  Willingness to share knowledge is measured with a single question (Yes, No, Unsure) after a normative 
    statement regarding knowledge is power is given in the questionnaire. An open-ended question follows 
    asking the participant to explain the first answer (Fraser et al., 2000). 
•  Willingness to share different types of knowledge is measured with 4 items: “I am willing to share my 
    knowledge or know-how gained by my work”, “I am willing to share my knowledge or know-how gained 
    by training”, “I am willing to share my insights and intuition gained by my work”, “I am willing to share 
    my data regularly with my co-workers.” (Kang, Kim & Chang, 2008). 
•  Scenario regarding of a typical day-to-day operation in which “Jones” found an error, and then the 
    participants were asked what the likelihood that Jones would share his knowledge. They then followed up 
    with an open-ended question for the reasons for their answer (Chow, Deng & Ho, 2000). 
•  Two scenarios are given: one with self-interest highlighted and the other without self-interest. Then 
    participants are asked if they would share the information in that situation (Wang, 2004). 
•  A single vignette about a previously uncooperative colleague asking to have information (i.e., a computer 
    program, which had been developed by the informer) was followed with Likert-scale items regarding 
    willingness to share (Constant et al., 1994; Jarvenpaa & Staples, 2000; Wolfe & Loraas, 2008). 
Observed (None to date.)

Perceptions of Knowl-
edge Sharing

Self-Reported
•  Vignettes were used describing different contexts with a Likert-scale question regarding should the 
    character share the knowledge (Connelly & Kelloway, 2003). 
(No other operationalizations found.)
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about a new lesson (knowledge donating: van den 
Hoof & de Leeuw van Weenen, 2004), requested 
knowledge sharing (knowledge collection: van den 
Hoof & de Leeuw van Weenen, 2004), frequency 
of contributing knowledge to electronic knowl-
edge repositories (Kankanhalli, Tan & Wei, 2005), 
the extent that sharing knowledge voluntarily is 
the participant’s pleasure (Liao et al., 2004), to 
whether or not sharing knowledge was a natural 
part of the organization’s culture (McDermott & 
O’Dell, 2001). The second approach asked for 
verbal recollections of receiving and transferring 
knowledge (Ford & Chan, 2003).

Finally, actual knowledge sharing was mea-
sured through observations. Observations were 
either made by the researcher after-the-fact (e.g., 
posting to on-line communities: McLure Wasko 
& Faraj, 2000, 2005; Sowe, Stamelos & Angelis, 
2008), by the researcher in real-time (Berends, 
van der Bij, Debackere & Weggeman, 2006; Ford 
& Chan, 2003), or by others in the organization 
(Szulanski & Cappetta, 2000). While observa-
tions mitigate social desirability (given the way 
knowledge sharing was measured in these studies), 
and are not susceptible to recall bias in the same 
way as self-reported behavior, observation does 
rely on others seeing and identifying the behavior 
as knowledge sharing. A third party might not 
consider something knowledge sharing, even 
if the informer and the recipient do. Also, as an 
observer within a natural setting, it is not possible 
to know if the informer is withholding some rel-
evant knowledge while sharing some knowledge.

The constituent behaviors of a behavioral 
category such as knowledge sharing should be 
the different possible behaviors that constitute 
knowledge sharing, and these behaviors should 
be based on what the average person would do 
from the population in question (Fishbein, 1979). 
However, our review finds the typical operation-
alization of actual knowledge sharing behavior 
has not been specific behaviors, but generalized 
behaviors like “knowledge sharing” (e.g., Bock 
& Kim, 2002; Buckman, 1998; Srivastava, Bartol 

& Locke, 2006). The problem with this general-
ized operationalization is that it treats actual 
knowledge sharing as a categorical behavior like 
exercising (i.e., the previously described example). 
Although some specific behaviors with respect 
to actual knowledge sharing have been studied 
including verbal explanations (Palmer, 2001; 
Ford & Chan, 2003), personnel transfers (Gupta 
& Govindarajan, 2000), and use of intranets or 
knowledge repositories (Markus, 2001), the 
specific behaviors that comprise the behavioral 
category of knowledge sharing are not yet well 
defined. Therefore, to determine the behaviors 
that constitute knowledge sharing, an exploratory 
qualitative study was undertaken.

METHODS

Semi-structured telephone interviews were con-
ducted with knowledge workers. Participants 
were first asked, “What does ‘knowledge’ mean to 
you?” This question served as a priming question 
for the topic, but also provided the researchers a 
conceptual framework for understanding what the 
individual was referring to when s/he discussed 
“knowledge.” Finally, participants were asked, 
“How do you share your knowledge? Please list 
the types of behaviors that you would do to share 
your knowledge.” They were prompted for more 
responses when their responses started to dwindle. 
The answers to this question and the subsequent 
unstructured discussion to clarify the behaviors 
listed and to identify as many as possible were 
the basis for identifying relevant behaviors for the 
construct of knowledge sharing. All but two of 
the interviews were recorded to ensure accuracy. 
In these two cases, transcripts of the handwrit-
ten notes from the interview were edited by the 
interviewees for accuracy. The interviews took 
approximately 25 to 45 minutes, depending on 
the amount of discussion from the participant.
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Sample

To be accepted into the sample individuals had 
to satisfy the definition: individuals who use 
information or knowledge as a primary input or 
output of their jobs. Twenty employed knowledge 
workers working within North America formed the 
sample; nine male and eleven female participants 
whose age ranged from 24 to 55 years of age. The 
participants were from various industries (e.g., 
government, consultants, energy, information 
technology, and retail). The types of positions held 
were: lawyer, engineer, economic development 
officer, project manager in information systems, 
retail company marketing department employee, 
computer programmer, teacher assistant for spe-
cial needs children. Geographically, they lived 
in several Canadian provinces and U.S. Central 
and Eastern states. Convergence was achieved as 
the last five interviews did not produce any new 
responses; thus further interviews were not sought.

Analysis

The analysis of the interviews followed an it-
erative process (Miles & Huberman, 1994). The 
transcripts were checked for accuracy; then the 
responses were examined to identify themes. To 
address the key research question, all possible 
behaviors identified by the participants were listed 
in a comprehensive list. The behaviors identified 
were then examined for redundancy. Finally, the 
list of behaviors was examined to identify dimen-
sions or categories of behaviors.

RESULTS

Participants were asked to describe their behav-
iors when they share their knowledge after they 
had been asked to define “knowledge” in their 
own words. All the participants’ definitions of 
knowledge contained at least two definitional 
components, implying that they perceived knowl-

edge to be a complex construct subject to multiple 
different possible definitions. The common thread 
is that knowledge is related to information, that 
it is learned (either through experience, research, 
or education), and that it is applied.2

What is Knowledge Sharing?

Knowledge sharing behaviors identified by par-
ticipants revolved around two themes. The first 
theme was based on the communication channels 
used. All of the participants identified various 
communication channels and communicated this 
theme as part of their initial response (20/20). One 
type of communication channel was in-person, for 
example: face-to-face (11/20), one-on-one discus-
sions (7/20), meetings (9/20), cross-functional 
team meetings (2/20), group discussions (2/20), 
forums and conferences (3/20), walking over 
to people (2/20), talking in the hallway (1/20), 
and talking through the wall (1/20). Other com-
munication channels were with the assistance of 
communication media, such as: e-mail (18/20), 
telephone (8/20), teleconferencing (2/20), vid-
eoconferencing (1/20), instant messaging (1/20), 
facsimile (1/20), intranet/websites (6/20), MS 
Share Point (1/20), MS PowerPoint presentations 
(2/20), and written documentation (10/20). Every 
participant listed at least three different means of 
sharing his/her knowledge with others at work as 
illustrated in the following quotes.

The best one is face-to-face. E-mail is good for 
covering tons of stuff. There’s also walking over 
to people.

There’s team meetings [sic], sending e-mail. I also 
use Lotus Notes database. There’s one-on-one and 
one-on-few discussions, and face-to-face.

Walking to a cubicle and chit chat. Face-to-face, 
talk through the walls, round table at meetings, 
job shadowing, emails, group drive-publications, 
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mass email, intranet. That’s about it, that I can 
think of anyway.

Once participants listed the communication 
media, they were asked what they were doing 
when they were sharing their knowledge, which 
gave rise to the second theme. The second theme 
was based on the extent of sharing, such as sharing 
fully or hiding some knowledge. The responses 
for extent of sharing were: knowledge hinting 
or burying the knowledge (12/20), hiding some 
knowledge (10/20), sharing by demonstrating 
for better understanding (10/20), full disclosure 
(9/20), sharing as much as possible but withholding 
confidential knowledge (7/20), intentionally with-
holding some knowledge that is not confidential 
but still sharing some (7/20), referring the recipient 
to another person or database for the knowledge 
(7/20), following-up with the recipient at a later 
date to ensure understanding (6/20), mentoring 
the recipient (5/20), checking for understanding 
at the time of sharing the knowledge (2/20), and 
using case examples to illustrate points (1/20).

Again, all of the participants identified several 
behaviors. Interestingly, the following illustrate 
that the choice of level of sharing can be depen-
dent upon various factors, such as the recipient 
(level of expertise, experience, their effort and 
past performance record), time constraints, and 
the risk inherent in the situation (business risk 
and personal career risk).

I fully share, especially in the work setting…. 
I won’t hint at my knowledge if I’m under time 
constraints, but otherwise I would [hint at my 
knowledge] to play and learn or test the person 
for sharpness…. Hmmm… yeah I do that [hide 
knowledge] every day. This stuff I’ll never share 
as it is my insurance against possible litigation.

I mentor once every month, demonstrate my 
knowledge (either voluntarily or by request) to 
increase people’s efficiency. I role model efficient 
behaviors, and I follow-up all the time…. The 

level of detail I go into will depend on the person 
and the level of depth that they want or need. I 
consider confidentiality but I would rather err on 
the side of disclosing too much than too little…. 
I sometimes use hints when I’m doing project 
reviews [with subordinates]. I’m trying to help 
to increase the scope of their careers when I do 
that…. I will withhold some knowledge when it is 
a secret and I have to withhold it, but then I will 
inform the person that I am withholding something.

Full disclosure depends on what it is. If it is a 
“drive-by” conversation, then I just give them 
tidbits. If it is process oriented, then I will go 
into more detail and ensure that they understand 
it. I will refer people to others if necessary, and I 
contribute to the internet daily. I might also drop 
hints to make suggestions of how I might think 
to do it a better way. I will also hide knowledge 
if a peer might not have been doing all of their 
workload; I want equality, so effort is a key factor. 
I don’t want them coming out smelling like a rose 
if I did all the work.

These two themes consist of several types 
of behaviors. For example, the communication 
channels theme includes behaviors such as: using 
e-mail, face-to-face discussions, talking on the 
phone, instant messaging, sharing knowledge in 
a meeting. Examples of behaviors that comprise 
the extent of knowledge sharing include: sharing 
the knowledge fully, mentoring, sharing knowl-
edge and following-up to ensure understanding, 
sharing some knowledge but withholding other 
knowledge (for whatever reason), and withholding 
all aspects of the knowledge sought.

In previous work, it is assumed that knowledge 
sharing and knowledge hoarding are antitheses 
of each other (e.g., Hibbard & Carrillo, 1998; 
Husted & Michailova, 2002) which implies that 
knowledge sharing is a unidimensional construct 
that ranges from one extreme of knowledge hoard-
ing to the other extreme of knowledge sharing. 
Since the two themes of knowledge sharing (com-
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munication channel and extent of sharing) were 
behaviors participants identified as “knowledge 
sharing,” as part of our analysis, we attempted 
to map communication channels to the extent 
of sharing. However, we found the two themes 
could not be meaningfully mapped along the 
unidimensional knowledge sharing/knowledge 
hoarding continuum.

Specifically, communication channels do not 
map along the single continuum; more knowledge 
sharing and less hoarding do not occur necessarily 
with face-to-face as opposed to the telephone, for 
example. While it may be argued that nuances are 
better communicated through a richer face-to-face 
medium because of the existence of non-verbal 
communication and cues (e.g., Daft & Lengel, 
1984; Daft & Lengel & Trevino, 1987; Zack, 1993, 
1994) than the leaner phone medium, the verbal 
content can be exactly the same. One participant 
did identify that the extent to which knowledge 
sharing occurred was dependent on the media cho-
sen: I hope that people get the understanding; the 
amount of disclosure depends on the format. For 
example, in documents I am detailed, and instant 
messaging is briefer and I hope that they get it. 
More pertinent, it is an erroneous assumption that 
more knowledge is always shared in face-to-face 
communication as opposed to other media, that 
an individual always hoards more knowledge us-
ing e-mail than by phone (a richer media). Thus, 
communication channels, in and of themselves, 
do not map meaningfully along this knowledge 
sharing/knowledge hoarding continuum.

The extent of sharing theme did map more mean-
ingfully against knowledge sharing/knowledge 
hoarding, but the distances between the behav-
iors were not meaningful and the mapping was 
arbitrary at best. The fact that the responses of 
the participants did not fit well onto knowledge 
sharing/knowledge hoarding continuum led us 
to consider knowledge sharing and knowledge 
hoarding as two separate and distinct constructs 
(i.e., they are independent and can exist simultane-
ously). This led to a two-dimensional space with 

knowledge sharing on one axis and knowledge 
hoarding on the other axis instead of a single 
continuum (see Figure 1). However, to reduce 
confusion of multiple labels of “sharing” and 
“hoarding”, we chose to label the “Knowledge 
Sharing” axis as “Communication of Knowledge,” 
as one of the unifying themes of the existing 
definitions of knowledge sharing is that some-
thing (i.e., knowledge, expertise, understanding) 
is being communicated to a recipient somehow 
(e.g., Connelly & Kelloway, 2003; Lee, 2001). The 
“Knowledge Hoarding” axis is relabeled as “Pro-
tection of Knowledge” to reflect the most recent 
discussions on knowledge hoarding (Connelly, 
Zweig, & Webster, 2006; Webster et al., 2008).

Five of the six sets of behaviors vis-á-vis the 
knowledge sharing/hoarding space reflect re-
sponses from individuals in our study and one is 
implied.

Group I, Full Knowledge Sharing, is character-
ized by high or open communication of knowledge 
and low or no protection of knowledge. In this 
case, individuals would give everything they have 
(that is relevant); none of the relevant knowledge 
is withheld.

Group II, Discretionary Knowledge Sharing, 
is characterized by high/open communication of 
knowledge and moderate protection of knowledge. 
In this case, individuals share as much as possible 
subject to confidentiality or time constraints, etc. 
One participant commented that she would love 
to share everything, but there are times that she 
cannot, given confidentiality constraints. Interest-
ingly, she also stated that in those instances, she 
would inform the recipient that she was withhold-
ing confidential information while trying to help 
them as much as possible.

Group III, Partial Knowledge Sharing, is char-
acterized by high/open communication of knowl-
edge and high protection of knowledge. In this 
case individuals actively share knowledge while 
simultaneously withholding relevant knowledge 
for reasons other than confidentiality or time con-
straints. These behaviors seem to be less altruistic 
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and more self-serving in nature as illustrated by 
the opening vignette in which Bill only partially 
shares knowledge with his close colleague, Jenna, 
in order to preserve his competitive advantage. 
These motivational differences distinguish this 
category from Group II.

Group IV, Knowledge Hinting, is characterized 
by moderate communication of knowledge and 
moderate protection of knowledge. For example, 
in a meeting an individual may want to share 
knowledge with the group; however, doing so 
would make his/her superior lose face. Hinting or 
suggesting at the knowledge is intended to sug-
gest to the superior to share that knowledge with 
the group. Alternatively, individuals may hint to 
junior colleagues to help them learn and arrive at 
the solution on their own. One participant hinted 
for less altruistic reasons as illustrated in this 
quote: I won’t hint at my knowledge if I’m under 
time constraints, but otherwise I would [hint at my 
knowledge] to play and learn or test the person 
for sharpness. For her, hinting was like a cat and 
mouse game where she would have fun testing 
the recipient’s mental acuity.

Group V, Knowledge Hoarding, is character-
ized by low communication of knowledge and 

high protection of knowledge. Active knowledge 
hoarding is likely the most self-serving of all 
the behaviors, as illustrated by one of the earlier 
quotes: Yeah I do that [hide knowledge] every day. 
This stuff I’ll never share as it is my insurance 
against possible litigation.

Group VI, Disengaging, is implied theoreti-
cally from this two-dimensional space. Disen-
gaging is characterized by low communication 
of knowledge and low protection of knowledge: 
the individual neither strives to share nor to hoard 
their knowledge. There were two examples in 
the data that might pertain to disengaging, both 
relating to reasons why the participants sometimes 
do not share knowledge at work. One participant 
explained that she does not share knowledge when 
experiencing premenstrual syndrome (PMS); an-
other participant commented that when his back 
hurt, he did not put in the effort required to share 
knowledge. Neither of them was actively trying 
to hoard their knowledge, but they did not have 
the physical energy or perhaps mental focus or 
energy required to share their knowledge.

Recent research has examined the relationship 
between disengagement from knowledge sharing 
and disengagement as it relates to job performance 

Figure 1. Knowledge Sharing versus Knowledge Hoarding and Behavior Classifications
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as defined by Kahn (1990, 1992). In a qualitative 
study, Ford (2008) found that approximately 93% 
of the participants could describe a time when they 
were disengaged from knowledge sharing, and 
that 70% of all examples of “not sharing knowl-
edge” constituted disengagement from sharing 
(17% were active knowledge hoarding and 13% 
were partial or discretionary knowledge sharing). 
Furthermore, she found that disengagement from 
knowledge sharing appeared to precede disen-
gagement from other job tasks and possibly the 
organization, either temporarily or permanently. 
The most significant cause for disengagement 
from knowledge sharing was availability (emo-
tional, physical and cognitive resources), more 
specifically, the lack thereof. Thus, even though 
this category was not well represented within the 
study presented here, subsequent research sug-
gests this is a relevant behavioral category for 
organizations and individuals.

The results also suggested that communication 
channel behaviors can be mapped within this two-
dimensional space. Participants used more com-
munication channel behaviors (e.g., they chose to 
share via face-to-face, e-mail, meetings, sharing 
documents, teleconferencing, etc.) when they 
partook in one of the high/open communication 
of knowledge categories like full, discretionary or 
partial knowledge sharing. When there is moderate 
knowledge sharing (i.e., knowledge hinting), it ap-
pears as though individuals have fewer appropriate 
communication channels available from which to 
choose (e.g., they chose to share via face-to-face, 
meetings). In other words, none of the partici-
pants said that they would hint at or bury their 
knowledge within an e-mail or any other written 
communication channel, but that they might hint 
at their knowledge within a face-to-face setting. 
For example, one participant stated:

If a peer [makes me mad], then I might hint at 
the knowledge that they are asking for, but if it is 
a consistent problem, then I’m motivated to help 
them. If I like and respect the person, then NO 

I would not do that. Also I could not do that in 
email; it takes too long.

Knowledge hinting seems to require a com-
munication channel with high to medium rich-
ness. Perhaps the non-verbal communication was 
needed for the informer to indicate to the recipient 
there was more s/he was trying to say than what 
s/he was saying verbally, like a facial expression, 
raised eyebrows or hand gestures. As explained 
by the Media Richness Theory, rich media has 
the ability to transmit these subtleties that leaner 
media (like e-mail and memos) do not (e.g., Daft 
& Lengel, 1984; Daft et al., 1987). Alternatively, 
as people share less knowledge, they might choose 
the verbal media over the written media as they 
may not want it on a “permanent” medium, such 
as paper or e-mails, to allow deniability if needed, 
or similarly, choose the written format if they 
share more to create accountability and increase 
the possibility for recognition.

When there is low or no communication of 
knowledge (i.e., disengaging or active knowledge 
hoarding), there appears to be few communication 
channel behaviors involved. Individuals wishing 
to actively hoard their knowledge might choose to 
avoid using communication channels altogether 
(e.g., not respond to e-mails or voice mail requests 
for knowledge, or avoid the knowledge seeker 
in the hallways) or use extremely lean media 
(e.g., respond with e-mail rather than a face-
to-face or phone conversation) to conceal their 
hoarding behaviors. Lean media could conceal 
hoarding behaviors allowing them to appear to 
be sharing when they are sharing only informa-
tion and not knowledge (e.g., Zack, 1993, 1994, 
2007). Employees may be motivated to conceal 
hoarding since it may be seen as a work behavior 
that is counterproductive potentially resulting 
in disciplinary actions either formal (e.g., poor 
performance appraisals by supervisor) or informal 
(e.g., retribution and isolation by colleagues: Ford 
& Chan, 2003).
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There is no differentiation among the choice 
or variety of communication channel behaviors 
along the protection of knowledge axis. We could 
not discriminate between full, discretionary, and 
partial knowledge sharing by the communication 
channel behaviors because the channels appeared 
to be the same (e.g., an individual may use e-mail 
to accomplish any of the three behaviors). Nor can 
one discriminate between disengaging and active 
knowledge hoarding by the communication chan-
nel behaviors. Communication channels capture 
the “How…” of knowledge sharing, but not the 
“What?” or “How much?”

DISCUSSION

We have seen in the review of the literature that 
there has been some general similarities in the 
previous operationalizations of “knowledge shar-
ing” in that something is being communicated 
or transferred between the involved parties (in-
former and recipient(s)), and that communication 
channels are being used to accomplish this. The 
knowledge management literature has tended to 
operationalize knowledge sharing either through 
proxy variables (e.g., personnel transfers, use of 
communication media) or as a single categori-
cal behavior (e.g., “Do you intend to share your 
knowledge?”). As discussed by Fishbein (1979), 
behavioral categories introduce noise and de-
crease predictive validity of intentions to actual 
behaviors. Thus, this research sought to identify 
what behaviors constitute knowledge sharing, so 
that future research could develop and use a more 
valid measure to move the knowledge sharing 
field ahead.

The results from this qualitative study suggest 
that knowledge sharing, while requiring the use 
of communication channels, is more than that; it 
is the extent to which the knowledge is commu-
nicated and shared. Furthermore, the commonly 
held assumption that knowledge sharing and 
knowledge hoarding are on a continuum may not 

be an accurate portrayal of these behaviors. Conse-
quent to the proposal that knowledge sharing and 
knowledge hoarding are independent constructs 
that may co-occur, we extrapolate six possible 
behavioral categories: disengaging, knowledge 
hinting, partial knowledge sharing, discretionary 
knowledge sharing, full knowledge sharing, and 
active knowledge hoarding.

Why use six behavioral categories? For ex-
ample, one can postulate only four: full knowledge 
sharing, partial knowledge sharing (which includes 
discretionary, hinting and self-serving partial 
withholding of knowledge), active knowledge 
hoarding, and disengaging. However, grouping 
all of the apparent “partial” sharing behaviors 
together loses richness as they appear to have 
different underlying motives (i.e., predictors). 
If two behaviors have different predictors they 
are different constructs and should be separated. 
However, empirical validation is necessary to 
determine whether these constructs are real or 
illusionary, to ensure we are not simply inventing 
more names for similar constructs and risking 
the “Theory Shyness” Kruglanski (2001) warns 
against.

The next step for future research is to develop 
and test specific measures for each of these six 
knowledge sharing behavioral categories. Behav-
ioral categories may be measured in a number 
of different ways. However, the key issue is that 
the behavioral category should be broken into 
constituent behaviors. Occurrence or frequency of 
each of these behaviors would then be appropri-
ate, as would behaviorally anchored rating scales 
(BARS: e.g., Fishbein, 1979; Schwab, Heneman 
III & DeCotiis, 1975; Smith & Kendall, 1963). 
For example, multiple-item scales could be de-
veloped for each category using the guidelines of 
Churchill (1979) or Straub, Gefen and Boudreau 
(2004). Operationalizations for each category 
and suggested items, drawn from our interviews, 
for measure development are provided in Table 
2. These operationalizations could be a starting 
point for creating a behavioral index as suggested 
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by Fishbein (1979). We also need to determine 
predictors for each of the six knowledge sharing 
behavioral categories outlined in Figure 1. To 
date, we do not fully understand what predicts 
full, partial, discretionary knowledge sharing, 
knowledge hinting, knowledge hoarding and 
disengaging behaviors and how these predictors 
may vary.

Another opportunity for future research is 
examining if relationships exist between these 
different behavioral categories. For example, do 
individuals prefer one behavioral category over 
the others (e.g., “Does Juan always try to fully 
share his knowledge; whereas, Joella is always 
disengaged?”) or can a single individual display 
all six behavioral categories? Preliminary results 
from the interviewees suggest that while an indi-

Table 2. Operationalizations and Suggested Items for Knowledge Sharing Behaviors 

Full Knowledge Sharing:“An individual describes or explains his/her understanding or expertise on the relevant subject fully without any 
withholding of the knowledge in question.”

I shared my understanding or expertise through mentorship.

I shared my understanding through job shadowing

I shared my understanding or expertise through demonstration

I described my knowledge in full detail and at a later date followed up with summary to ensure full understanding.

I described my knowledge in full detail and checked for understanding.

I described my expertise in full detail.

Discretionary Knowledge Sharing:“An individual describes or explains his/her understanding or expertise on the relevant subject as much 
as s/he can, while simultaneously withholding some knowledge due to some external constraints (e.g., confidentiality).”

I shared some of the knowledge, but withheld confidential aspects.

I shared as much knowledge as I could without infringing on privacy issues.

I described my understanding as much as I could, given the recipient’s clearance level to this knowledge.

I could not share this knowledge fully because it’s on a “need to know” basis and the recipient did not “need to know.”

Partial Knowledge Sharing:“An individual describes or explains his/her understanding or expertise on the relevant subject and withholds 
some relevant knowledge that could be shared.”

I shared some knowledge, but withheld other knowledge that was not confidential.

I described the knowledge that was to be shared in sufficient detail for basic understanding, but not in full detail.

Knowledge Hinting:“An individual eludes to his/her understanding or expertise on the relevant subject without explicitly describing it.”

I shared knowledge by burying it in other knowledge or information.

I hinted at the knowledge with hopes the recipient would figure it out on their own.

I suggested at my understanding without explicitly stating it.

Active Knowledge Hoarding: “An individual withholds all of the knowledge in question. They may state they are withholding the knowl-
edge, or they may actively avoid sharing situations.”

I actively protect my knowledge.

I keep my knowledge to myself, even if I am asked to share it.

I refused to share my understanding when asked for help.

Disengaging:“An individual does not actively share nor actively withholds their understanding and expertise. There is a withdrawal and 
a lack of engagement in these behaviors.”

I did not share any knowledge, as I was not asked to share any.

Did not share any knowledge, as doing so is not part of the job.

I couldn’t be bothered to share any of my expertise.
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vidual may have a preference for one of the be-
havioral categories, they may also display all six 
behaviors given the right circumstances. For 
example, Darryl in the opening vignettes preferred 
full knowledge sharing; however, he would also 
use discretionary knowledge sharing if the knowl-
edge was on a need-to-know basis. In person, 
Allison might appear to be disengaged; however, 
through the knowledge repository she exhibits 
full or partial knowledge sharing behaviors.

For future studies on knowledge sharing from 
the informer’s perspective, we recommend that 
observation or self-reports be used. Self-reports 
(although limited for various reasons) are the 
best alternative available for actual knowledge 
sharing, as suggested by this study due to the dif-
ferentiation between full and partial knowledge 
sharing. Typically, only the informer could know 
if knowledge sharing occurred (the exception to 
this is the researcher may know what is not shared 
within an experimental setting). Recipients can 
report on the knowledge that is “shared” between 
them and the informed as they can judge what 
they learned; however, they do not know what 
knowledge was withheld from sharing. Addition-
ally, knowledge sharing is a difficult behavior to 
observe from an external perspective due to the 
nature of knowledge in relation to information. 
Therefore, the informer is the best judge as to 
whether or not knowledge was shared and self-
reporting is a fair way to measure it.

We also recommend that future researchers be 
very clear on what they measure (such as intentions 
versus actual knowledge sharing, observations 
and third party assessments versus self-reports, 
process of sharing versus the outcomes of sharing 
like learning). The review of the previously used 
measures illustrates a lack of continuity within 
the knowledge sharing field, which hinders the 
development of a cumulative knowledge or un-
derstanding of the phenomenon.

Finally, we are left with the question, “Why 
were the communication channel behaviors the 
initial responses for all of the participants?” Pos-

sibly all of the participants responded with com-
munication channel behaviors initially because 
the wording of the interview question, which was: 
“How do you share your knowledge? Please list the 
types of behaviors that you would do to share your 
knowledge.” This may have created the response 
bias in which the participants assumed they were 
already sharing something. If they have already 
decided to share something, then they would be 
required to transmit this knowledge through some 
sort of communication channel.

This premise is supported by the Commu-
nication Theory (e.g., Gupta & Govindarajan, 
2000), which argues that to communicate an 
idea or thought, the following process occurs. 
The communicator first thinks of the message 
which s/he would like to communicate and then, 
expresses the message, which must go through 
a medium (or communication channel) to reach 
the recipient. The recipient then senses/receives 
the transmission and subsequently interprets the 
message to arrive at his or her own understanding. 
In other words, once an individual decides what 
knowledge they want to share and the effort that 
they want to expend, then s/he must choose an 
appropriate communication channel to transmit 
the knowledge to the recipient.

Therefore, communication media captures only 
“How” knowledge is shared, not the underlying 
behaviors of sharing knowledge. Consequently, 
a measure based on use of communication media 
cannot capture the possible nuances of knowledge 
sharing because they fail to differentiate between 
the six behavioral categories and is therefore not 
the best choice for understanding why knowl-
edge sharing occurs or what the outcomes are of 
knowledge sharing. Future research might want 
to examine if there is a relationship between the 
knowledge sharing behaviors and the choices of 
communication media.

Lastly, to note that “knowledge sharing is 
simply communication,” results in an overly 
broad categorization of the behavior once again, 
as knowledge sharing also involves the “what 
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is being communicated” and “to what extent,” 
both of which have interpersonal, departmental 
and organizational implications. Being more 
specific about the behaviors involved allows for 
better refinement of measures and ultimately 
tighter predications and better understanding of 
the behaviors involved.

CONCLUSION

Given the importance of knowledge utilization 
for organizations and the key role sharing plays in 
generating value from knowledge, more research 
is needed to understand the contextual nuances of 
knowledge sharing in organizations. The results of 
this study provide a refined conceptualization of 
what constitutes knowledge sharing from the per-
spective of the provider and intra-organizational 
knowledge sharing. Knowledge sharing is clearly 
not a simple, single behavior that can be measured 
easily. Six types of knowledge sharing behavior 
classifications are identified: full knowledge 
sharing, partial knowledge sharing, discretionary 
knowledge sharing, knowledge hinting, active 
knowledge hoarding, and disengaged.

More research is required to validate these 
behavioral classes and create formal operational-
izations and measures for each of these knowledge 
sharing behavioral classifications. We provide 
operationalizations and a list of possible items to 
include in the measures for each of the catego-
ries. Full knowledge sharing is operationalized 
as, “An individual describes or explains his/her 
understanding or expertise on the relevant subject 
fully without any withholding of the knowledge 
in question.” Discretionary knowledge sharing is 
operationalized as, “An individual describes or 
explains his/her understanding or expertise on 
the relevant subject as much as s/he can, while 
simultaneously withholding some knowledge due 
to some external constraints (e.g., confidential-
ity).” Partial knowledge sharing is operationalized 
as, “An individual describes or explains his/her 

understanding or expertise on the relevant subject 
and withholds some relevant knowledge that could 
be shared.” Knowledge hinting is operationalized 
as, “An individual eludes to his/her understand-
ing or expertise on the relevant subject without 
explicitly describing it.”

Active knowledge hoarding is operationalized 
as, “An individual withholds all of the knowledge 
in question. They may state they are withholding 
the knowledge, or they may actively avoid sharing 
situations.” It will be a challenging construct for 
a self-reporting measure to capture due to poten-
tial social desirability issues that accompany this 
behavior. To that end, future research may need to 
include a social desirability measure for control, 
or word the items such that social desirability is 
minimized.

The last category, disengaging, is operational-
ized as, “An individual does not actively share 
nor actively withholds their understanding and 
expertise. There is a withdrawal and a lack of 
engagement in these behaviors.” When develop-
ing a measure for this construct, the questions for 
this behavior should address the lack of sharing 
intentions but also the lack of hoarding intentions.

Future research needs to clearly define the 
context of the knowledge sharing behaviors within 
the research design and the measures used. This 
includes with whom the individuals are sharing 
(e.g., intra-organizationally to close colleagues or 
distant colleagues, or inter-organizationally with 
clients, partners, suppliers) and the timeframe of 
the sharing behaviours (e.g., today, yesterday, 
this past week, over the past month or year). 
Timeframe is relevant as some behaviors may 
occur very frequently within a day or week, but 
others may occur less frequently and require a 
longer timeframe to capture any activity (e.g., 
hinting might occur once a month as opposed to 
partial sharing which might occur daily) to avoid 
a ceiling or floor-effect.

Similarly, by including the context of the re-
cipient, we may discover some behaviors may be 
more prevalent with subordinates or individuals 
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from other departments (e.g., hinting or discre-
tionary knowledge sharing) versus sharing with 
superiors (e.g., full knowledge sharing) versus 
sharing with close colleagues when promotions 
are competed for (e.g., partial knowledge shar-
ing or active knowledge hoarding). Indeed, some 
behaviors may be benevolent and important with 
some types of recipients for the organization 
and should be encouraged by management, but 
be malevolent and harmful to the organization 
with other recipients and thus discouraged (e.g., 
discretionary sharing with members from other 
departments as opposed to members on the same 
project team).

This research examined knowledge sharing 
behaviors for intra-organizational sharing (and 
hoarding). Research is also required to examine if 
this conceptualization of knowledge sharing holds 
within different contexts (e.g., inter-organizational, 
within communities of practice, volunteer organi-
zations, personal networks). We recommend that 
future researchers clearly identify which behavioral 
category of knowledge sharing they are assessing 
and how. Doing so will help to build cumulative 
knowledge on knowledge sharing.
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ENDNOTES

1  This chapter is based on and extends “What 
is knowledge sharing from the informer’s 
perspective?” by Ford, D.P. & Staples, D.S. 
which appeared in International Journal 
of Knowledge Management, 4(4), 1-20. © 
2008 IGI Global. All tables and figures in 
this chapter are reproduced and extended 
with permission.

2  A more detailed description of the results 
from the knowledge definition question is 
available upon request to the principle author.

3  We would like to acknowledge that this 
summary of measures is not inclusive of 
all knowledge sharing research given its 
immense popularity.
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Chapter  7.16

ABSTRACT

In the knowledge economy era, increasing at-
tention has been on the myths and secrets of 
knowledge management (KM). Being the core of 
the intangible assets of organizations, proper and 
effective KM is an inimitable and sustainable com-
petitive advantage in today’s competitive world. 
Taking this into consideration, this paper probes 
the dynamic relationship and impact mechanism 
between corporate culture, leadership styles and 
knowledge management in organizations based 
on literature review in this field. This research 
shows that corporate culture can serve as a pro-
peller or inhibitor in KM. Knowledge-supportive 
and knowledge-sharing corporate culture has 

a positive influence on KM, while hierarchical 
and paternalistic corporate culture has a nega-
tive influence. Leadership style has a direct and 
indirect impact on KM through the formation and 
components of corporate culture. Leaders impact 
the organization’s KM in various ways.

INTRODUCTION

With the embracement of the knowledge economy 
epoch, the development of science and technol-
ogy and the advent of economic globalization, 
knowledge has become the most important 
strategic resources in today’s fierce competition. 
Information management is no longer sufficient to 
meet the demand of knowledge for rapid growth 
rate, knowledge management (abbreviated as 
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KM) as a new management mode has emerged to 
compensate for the insufficiency of information 
management. In reality, as early as 1890, Alfred 
Marshall had already exposed the importance of 
knowledge within the organizations. However, 
his concept was so novel as not to be accepted at 
that time until 1990s (Quintas, 2002). Substan-
tial research has revealed that the outcome of 
knowledge management will play a key role in 
the development of the organization performance 
(Bollinger & Smith, 2001; McDermott & O’Dell, 
2001; Holowetzki, 2002; Chin-Loy, 2003; Chin; 
2001; Crawford, 2004, Mustafa, 2002; Rowley, 
1999; Gloet & Berrell, 2003). With the increas-
ing awareness of the importance of knowledge 
management, research on KM has become a hot 
topic in academic fields. Studies on the relationship 
among the factors which influence the results of 
KM have become an important branch of study. 
DeTienne, Dyer, Hoopes and Harris (2004) have 
proposed the four most important factors which 
have positive influences on the effectiveness of 
knowledge management. To be specific, these four 
factors are: corporate culture, chief knowledge of-
ficer (hereinafter abbreviated as CKO), leadership 
style and education level. The proposed concept 
is rather similar to that of Davenport and Prusak 
who are two knowledge management gurus. In 
general, these scholars have laid a great emphasis 
on the importance of knowledge management and 
they have unanimously agreed that organizations 
with knowledge -supportive culture and sincere 
trust among organizational members will have a 
beneficial influence on knowledge management. 
Additionally, appropriate leadership styles will 
also have a favourable impact on organization’s 
knowledge management. Celep and Cetin (2005) 
have conducted the research and follow-up re-
search on a number of schools in Turkey. Their 
studies have listed seven most important fac-
tors which influence the outcome of knowledge 
management, among which leadership styles and 
corporate culture have been ranked as No. 1 and 
No. 2 respectively. Similarly, Mason and Pauleen 

(2003) have studied 71 middle managers in New 
Zealand and found that internal factors such as 
corporate culture, leadership styles and educa-
tion level were the three most important factors 
which hindered knowledge management in their 
organizations. More specifically, the degree to 
hinder the organisational knowledge management 
originated from corporate culture, leadership 
styles and education level are 45%, 22% and 16% 
respectively. Therefore, it can be concluded that 
corporate culture and leadership styles are the 
two most important key factors to promote or 
hinder knowledge management in the organiza-
tions (Guptara, 1999; Holland, 1999; Marr, 2003; 
McDermott & O’Dell, 2001; Holowetzki, 2002).

Based on the literature review of concerning 
articles published in the research field of knowl-
edge management, the authors of this paper have 
streamlined the organism and mechanism of the 
relationship between knowledge management and 
corporate cultures, as well as leadership style.

Furthermore, the direct and indirect impact of 
leadership styles on knowledge management (KM) 
through the formation and content of corporate 
culture have been discussed.

1. THE IMPACT OF CORPORATE 
CULTURE ON KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT

In his book “Organizational Culture and Leader-
ship”, Schein has defined the term “corporate 
culture” as this: corporate culture is the complete 
whole set of shared values systems, business ethics, 
behaviour norms and code of practices of all the 
members in a certain community through societal 
experiences under certain social and economical 
conditions. In the research field of organizational 
behaviours, scholars have adopted a very similar 
concept about corporate culture just as that pro-
posed by Schein. These scholars have regarded 
corporate culture as a set of systems which in-
cludes management concepts, core values system, 
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codes of practice and shared norms and customs. 
Management concept as a deeper level of cultural 
components instructs the value orientation and 
work behaviours of its group members; while core 
values are seen as much deeper cultural composite 
which have more direct influences on the various 
work behaviours of the members within the orga-
nization. However, code of practice refers to the 
concrete expressions of organizational members. 
The dynamic and interactive relationship among 
management concepts, core values system and 
codes of practice can be illustrated in Figure 1: 
in essence, core value systems covers the core 
values system and management concepts, which 
is a clear indication that personal core values 
system will not only influence the formation of 
his management concepts but also restrain his 
everyday real life behaviours.

To a great extent, corporate culture has dem-
onstrated the common mindset and behavioral 
styles of most of the members in the organization. 
The higher the degree of such sharing among 
organizational members, the more advanced the 
corporate culture. Scholars have categorized 
corporate culture into three types: 1. hierarchical 

culture; 2. innovative culture; 3. supportive culture. 
Hierarchical culture as its name suggests is an 
upside down pyramid-shaped organizational 
culture, which is not favorable for the flow of 
information and sharing of information among 
organizational members; whereas the later two 
types of corporate cultures have positive impact 
on the information flow and knowledge sharing. 
In the domain of the research of corporate cultures, 
scholars normally investigate corporate cultures 
from the following nine aspects, or rather, beliefs, 
values, recognition, attitudes, atmosphere, core 
values, norms and ideology (Sathem, 1983). More 
commonly-accepted views have seen corporate 
cultures as values beliefs, management philoso-
phy, entrepreneurship, corporate norms and 
customs and corporate image. Researchers have 
carried out numerous studies on corporate cultures 
and their views on the definition of corporate 
culture. The influences of corporate cultures on 
the overall organizational performance can be 
summarized in Table 1.

In English, the three terms “company culture”, 
“corporate culture” and “enterprise culture” are 
used interchangeably which can be observed from 
concerning literature. From the table, it is obvious 
that corporate culture has important influences 
on knowledge management of the organization, 
regardless whether influences are positive or 
negative. DeTienne, Dyer, Hoopes and Harris 
(2004) had pointed out that corporate culture had 
fatal influence on knowledge management of the 
organizations. Meanwhile, they have iterated that 
among members of the organization and among 
the various departments of the organization, there 
should formulate a suitable atmosphere to enable 
the free flow of information and knowledge. 
Baker and Baker (2001) also pointed out that 
though a series of technologies can support knowl-
edge management activities, if an organization 
wants to achieve success in knowledge manage-
ment, organizational behaviours which hinder the 
processes of knowledge management must be 
eliminated. The elimination of the ill behaviours 

Figure 1. Dynamic relationship among core 
value systems, management concepts and codes 
of practice
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will provide opportunities for other members of 
the organization to learn from their experiences. 
This simply means that corporate culture is the 
core for knowledge management.

As regards the relationship between corporate 
culture and knowledge sharing, if an organization 
has the competences to establish informal rela-
tions in the community, to promulgate the sense 
of equality among organizational members and 
shrink the organizational echelons, nurture an 
air of trust among members, cultivate innovative 

cultures, the organization has already established 
a favourable atmosphere for members to share 
their information with others and absorb new 
information from others. Sathe (1983), Schein 
(1983), Davenport and Prusak (2000), in their 
work have advocated that corporate culture was a 
kind of shared pattern of behaviours, shared values 
and beliefs. Therefore, common and unanimously 
agreed norms and customs should be established 
to enable organizational members willing to share 
information and knowledge. Traditional ideas 

Table 1. Definitions of Corporate cultures and their influences on organizational performance 

Scholars Corporate culture Influence domains

Arogyswarny & Byles (1987) the degree of recognition to organizational values 
beliefs

has great influence on the organizational behaviours 
and operations

Foil (1989) corporate culture is the key source of organizational 
competition

influence the exertion of member performance and thus 
influence the organizational performance

Barney (1991) corporate culture is an important intangible asset 
of the organization

bring about lasting competitive advantages to the 
organization

Goll & Sambharya (1990) corporate culture is a crucial factor to influence 
organizational performance

have positive influence on organizational performance

Chatman & Jehn (1994) corporate culture is the widely shared and recog-
nized values system

influence the activities of in-groups and out-groups

William Ouchi (1984) corporate culture is the tradition and style of the 
organization

influence member activities, viewpoints and behaviours

Charles & Gareth (2001) corporate culture is the common values and code 
of practices of organizational members.

influence the communication patterns between organi-
zational members and stakeholders

Jacalyn & James (1997) corporate culture has its uniqueness influence organization from all aspects

Mitchell & Tate (2002) corporate culture can not be easily copied or imitated long sustainability, strong stability and hard to change

Hope & Hendry (1995) corporate culture has close tie with individuals as an individual, he or she must adapt to the corporate 
culture, otherwise he or she will be kicked out of the 
organization

Rousseau (1995) corporate culture is a kind of psychological incon-
gruence between individuals and their organization

Influence employee morale and loyalty as well as their 
sense of belongingness

Gold, Malhotra & Segars 
(2001)

corporate culture synergizes with knowledge 
management

influence organizational performance from all aspects

Kayworth & Leidner (2003) corporate culture synergizes with knowledge 
management

influence organizational performance from all aspects

Hendrinks (2004) corporate culture impacts the whole processes 
of KM

influence KM from knowledge creation, knowledge 
retention to knowledge sharing

De Long & Fahey (2000) corporate culture influences KM in four aspects 1. Assess the value and knowledge and the importance 
of knowledge; 2. Leverage the relationships horizon-
tally among various types of knowledge; 3. Set up the 
interactive social setting; 4. mould new knowledge and 
improve previous knowledge

Source: compiled by the authors based on the literature reviews
On corporate cultures and knowledge management
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sang high praise for the role of “broker” within 
the organization and under such corporate culture; 
members were encouraged to be ambitious and 
aggressive, focusing on the “self.” However, in 
information age, the traditional corporate cul-
tures “Me-centred” should be transformed into 
“We-centred.” Under such a socialized culture, 
members of the organization have to establish 
a kind of communicative attitude to intercourse 
with others, to consider the benefit of others and 
to form a relationship of cooperation rather than 
merely competition. The former is to see other 
members as both rivalries and partners, whereas 
the latter sees other members only as rivalries. Ac-
cording to scholars like Preffer (1999) and others, 
corporate cultures which encourage members to 
air their views freely and to adopt the concept of 
lifelong learning were beneficiary to knowledge 
sharing. All in all, corporate culture which suits 
knowledge management accommodates such 
characteristic: being open-minded, innovative, 
of equal mindset, individual consideration and 
appeals to the emotions of the members, as well 
as co-exists with the ecological environment in 
which members are living.

1.1 The Influence of KM 
on Corporate Culture

The general procedure of KM can be categorized 
into three steps: knowledge acquisition, knowledge 
creation and knowledge dissemination. Addition-
ally, knowledge can be divided into two general 
types according to whether it is easy to be acquired 
and absorbed: explicit knowledge and implicit 
knowledge. A KM guru Nonaka (1995) has de-
scribed the transformational relationship between 
explicit knowledge and implicit knowledge as the 
knowledge creation process, which again has been 
termed as the spiral elevation of knowledge creation, 
i.e. the SCEI model (as can be seen in Figure 2).

This spiral process consists of socialization, 
combination, externalization and internationaliza-
tion. De Long and Fahey (2000) in their research 
have pointed out the four approaches which have 
been influenced by corporate culture as knowledge 
creation, knowledge sharing and knowledge utili-
zation. To be specific, they have presented the 
following hypotheses: 1. culture and sub-cultures 
influence characteristics of knowledge and wheth-
er it is worthwhile to be managed; 2. Culture re-
strains the relationship between individuals and 
organizations--- culture determines who will con-
trol a specific kind of knowledge, especially tech-

Figure 2. Spiral elevation of knowledge creation (adapted from Nonaka,1995)
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nical know-how and also who shares the knowledge 
and who stores it; 3. Culture determines the op-
portunities for social intercourse and how to use 
knowledge under a specific kind of environment; 
4. Culture also determines the creation of new 
knowledge, the legalization of knowledge and the 
distribution of knowledge in the process of KM.

1. THE INFLUENCE OF 
CORPORATE CULTURE ON 
KNOWLEDGE ABSORPTION

As two of the most renowned KM gurus, as early 
as 1998, Davenport and Prusak had proposed the 
view that values and beliefs were inseparable parts 
of knowledge, which reflected the viewpoints of 
intellectuals, their ability to absorb knowledge 
and their inductive ability after the observation 
to knowledge. In a more extended way, corporate 
culture which accommodates the characteristics 
of being open, innovative, equal, considerate, 
the altruistic, as well as co-existent with nature 
will enable organizational members to share and 
learn knowledge with others broad-mindedly and 
honestly. In this way, the externalization of inter-
nal knowledge and the internalization of external 
knowledge will increase significantly the ability in 
knowledge absorption. However, the identification 
of knowledge, as well as the inductive ability and 

absorption ability will on the other hand prevent 
and even eliminate “the Knowledge is power 
Syndrome” and “not invented here Syndrome”. 
The former syndrome results in the unwillingness 
to share knowledge with others, while the latter 
results in the reluctanc.

2. THE INFLUENCE OF CORPORATE 
CULTURE ON KNOWLEDGE 
CREATION

In the course of knowledge formation and knowl-
edge creation, corporate culture may influence the 
organizational members on their ability to judge 
the value of knowledge. Based on the identification 
of the values, core benefits of the organization, 
organizational members usually compare these 
with their own core values and thus influence the 
formation and generation of corporate culture. To 
be more concrete, if the organizational core values 
are in conformity with that of the organizational 
members, the organizational members will have a 
strong feeling of belongingness to the organization 
and regard organization as “ours” and thus, effect 
proactive and positive influence on the formation 
and creation of knowledge. On the other hand, if 
the organizational core values are far away from 
that of the organizational members, organizational 
members will regard themselves as aliens to the 

Figure 3. Common syndromes in knowledge management
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organization, and as a result, have negative impact 
on the formation and generation of knowledge. In 
the course of knowledge formation and generation, 
the influences of corporate culture on knowledge 
management can be indicated from the following 
three aspects: First of all, corporate culture pro-
vides a suitable orientation to the formation and 
generation of knowledge. In essence, it composes 
of the commitment to learning, open atmosphere 
and organizational loyalty. Mistakes which will 
be unavoidable in the process of learning but such 
mistakes will not be punished, etc. (Friedman, 
Lipshitz & Overmeer, 2001). Secondly, inap-
propriate corporate culture may become a hurdle 
to organizational learning and thus influence the 
generation of new knowledge. If an organiza-
tion relies heavily on the previous successful 
experiences, it will not be able to encourage 
innovation and hence refuse to adopt a positive 
attitude toward. Therefore, change programs, new 
knowledge will not be generated and identified 
(Antal, Lenhardt, & Rosenbrock, 2001). Thirdly, 
corporate culture also influences the channels for 
the formation and generation of new knowledge. In 
such corporate culture as advocating cooperation, 
trust and sharing of information and knowledge, 
organizational members will be willing to learn 
from one another. In such corporate culture with 

open and light-hearted atmosphere, as well as 
amiable interpersonal relationship, the mind of 
organizational members will be triggered and 
ignited from which many new ideas will emerge 
and as a result, new knowledge and new thoughts 
can be created.

3. THE INFLUENCES OF 
CORPORATE CULTURE ON THE 
KNOWLEDGE DISSEMINATION 
AND KNOWLEDGE SHARING

How organizational members organize and share 
knowledge depends on their values system, and 
the values system that has mainly reflected in the 
cultural factors during the process of knowledge 
management. In the works of Halowetzki (2002), 
he pointed out that cultural factors included items, 
such as, information system, organizational struc-
ture, remuneration systems, process management, 
human factor and leadership styles (can be seen 
in Figure 4).

First of all, information systems have been 
seen as the most important driving force in knowl-
edge management, as it is closely related to the 
utilization of technologies; secondly, as for the 
organizational structure, learning organization 

Figure 4. Components of organizational cultural factors
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enables knowledge to be more mobile and pen-
etrable; thirdly, remuneration system consists of 
compensation system and performance evaluation 
system which also fall into the domain of cul-
tural factors, from which corporate culture can 
be mirrored (Holland, 1999; Gloet & Berrel, 2003; 
Bollinger & Smith, 2001); fourthly, process man-
agement takes the lead to direct how and where 
knowledge should be shared and transferred in 
the organization. Organizations which focus on 
process management contain such characteristics: 
to focus on the continuous processes but not 
merely short-term & task-oriented objectives and 
thus enjoy greater autonomy. Process-oriented 
organizations normally adopt a flat-shaped orga-
nizational structure which is beneficiary for or-
ganizational members to lay more emphases on 
teamwork and inter- and intra-group collabora-
tions. Organizations which stress the need for 
team spirit and team cooperation are capable of 
establishing a friendly platform for knowledge 
management and such a platform is helpful for 
knowledge mobility and sharing.

Only when organizations accommodate trust 
and collaborative culture, can knowledge be 
disseminated efficiently and effectively and ulti-
mately resulting in better knowledge management.

4. THE INFLUENCE OF DIFFERENT 
TYPES OF CORPORATE CULTURES 
ON KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

Chin-loy (2003), in his research has stressed that 
corporate culture can impact decision-making, 
management styles and the relationship among 
organizational members, as well as influence the 
behaviour patterns of the organizational members. 
Therefore, corporate culture which compliments 
knowledge management will drive knowledge 
management further. DeTienne, Dyer, Hoopes, 
Harris and others (2004) have taken the view that 
if organizations want to guarantee knowledge 
management, they should adopt such kind of 

corporate culture: Members are willing to cooper-
ate and collaborate; are willing to establish trust 
and participate into other members’ activities. 
These scholars have paid much attention to the 
“soft factors” of the organization, but they have 
overlooked the “hard factors of the organization”, 
such as organizational structure and organizational 
system. Based on the “soft and hard” factors of the 
organizations, corporate cultures can be divided 
into broad categories: hierarchical corporate 
culture and knowledge-sharing corporate culture.

4.1 The Influence of 
Hierarchical Corporate Culture 
on Organizational KM

Hierarchical corporate culture is a kind of stubborn 
and sluggish corporate culture. It emphasizes the 
dogmatic, routine organization rules and regula-
tions and this kind of corporate culture is just the 
reflection of hierarchical organizational structure 
on corporate culture. Such a kind of corporate 
culture is detrimental to the mobilization and 
sharing of knowledge; it hinders the organizational 
members to be innovative in change programs. 
As regards organizational structure, such formal 
and hierarchical corporate culture has been seen 
as one of the obstacles for effective knowledge 
management. According to the research carried 
out by Guptara (1999), if an organization adopts 
hierarchical corporate culture, it will bring about 
the bad effect in knowledge management due 
to the void of interpersonal communication and 
very tense interpersonal relationships. This could 
be disastrous for knowledge management in the 
organization.

4.2. Influence of Knowledge-
Sharing (Knowledge-Supportive) 
Corporate Culture on KM

The so-called knowledge-sharing corporate 
culture refers to such a kind of culture: organiza-
tional members see knowledge sharing as a daily 
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activity (McDermott & O’Dell, 2001). Features 
of knowledge-supportive corporate culture can 
be summarized as: organizational members have 
been empowered to the largest extent and they are 
willing to disseminate information and knowledge 
(Ribiere & Sitar, 2003). In essence, knowledge-
sharing corporate culture and knowledge-sup-
portive corporate culture are of the same. A large 
number of researchers and scholars have taken 
the viewpoint that knowledge-sharing corporate 
culture and knowledge-supportive corporate 
culture can assure the success of organizational 
knowledge management (Ribiere & Sitar, 2003; 
McDermott & O’Dell, 2001; Bollinger & Smith, 
2001). Knowledge-friendly corporate culture has 
the following features: organizational members 
adopt a positive attitude towards knowledge; 
they are curious about new knowledge and are 
anxious to explore the secrets of knowledge. As 
for superiors in the organization, they are eager to 
encourage their subordinates to create and apply 
knowledge; subordinates will not feel depressed 

while sharing knowledge with others. In such an 
organization, KM projects conform to the existing 
corporate culture.

All in all, the influences of corporate culture 
on the whole processes of knowledge management 
can be summarized in the following bullet points:

1.  Appropriate corporate culture provides the 
right condition for the generation of techni-
cal knowledge, inclusive of commitment to 
learning, open and autonomous atmosphere 
and strong loyalty to the organization; 2). 
Inappropriate corporate culture can work as 
an obstacle for organizational learning and 
thus hinders the generation and creation of 
new knowledge; 3). Corporate culture also 
influences the channel from which knowl-
edge is formed; 4). According to Glisby 
and Holden (2003), corporate culture has 
very significant effects on all four learn-
ing processes described in Nonaka’s SECI 
model (Socialization, Externalization, 

Figure 5. Dynamic & interactive function among SECI model (adapted from Nonaka & Toyama, 2003)
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Combination and internalization) (see Figure 
5).

2.  Influences of leadership styles on knowledge 
management

In their research, Bollinger and Smith (2001) 
have stressed that knowledge should be seen as 
a kind of strategic resources for the organization 
and such strategic resources are closely related 
with organizational objectives. This assertion has 
been based on the proposition that knowledge 
comes from people, therefore the human factor 
is the most important key element of culture. Some 
scholars have argued that effective knowledge 
management should see people as the core (Salleh 
Yahya & Goh, 2002; Gloet & Berrel, 2003), as 
ambitious and industrious persons in the organi-
zation, leaders should be the most important ele-
ment of culture. Leadership styles determine the 
organization’s vision, mission, objectives, as well 
as the ethical orientation in the knowledge man-
agement system (DeTienne, Dyer, Hoopes, & 
Harris, 2004; Holland, 1999). On the other hand, 
chief knowledge officers (hereinafter shortened 
as CKOs) have played a detrimental role in clear-
ing the hurdles for knowledge management 
(DeTienne, Dyer, Hoopes, & Harris, 2004), but 
if these CKOs want to exert their efforts in the 
processes of knowledge management but without 
the support of organizational leaders, they will 
not procure the strategic resources which are es-
sential for knowledge management (the decision-
makers for the allocation of these strategic re-
sources are no others but leaders). Therefore, 
without the consent and support of organiza-
tional leaders, no matter how hard they try, these 
CKOs will never achieve success in knowledge 
management activities (Nonaka, Toyama & 
Konna, 2002).

Therefore, leadership styles not only lay direct 
influences on the complete processes of knowledge 
acquisition, knowledge creation and knowledge 
sharing, but also play an essential role in the for-

mation and change of corporate culture and thus 
have indirect impacts on knowledge management.

2.1 The Direct Influences of 
Leadership Styles on KM

Leaders are the founders and creators of organi-
zational atmosphere. The corporate vision that 
leaders have established will influence every 
aspect in the course of knowledge creation which 
is a direct reflection of the organizational values 
system and corporate culture. In other words, it 
also makes the right identification to knowledge 
created. Based on the above argument, it is obvi-
ous that leadership styles have direct influences 
on organizational knowledge management. Viitala 
(2004) has postulated that knowledge leadership is 
the most effective leadership style in the course of 
knowledge management. Knowledge leadership is 
also called participative leadership. Leaders with 
such leadership style have the ability to create a 
good atmosphere to facilitate organizational learn-
ing. In the research of Riebera and Sitar (2003), it 
has been exposed that leaders are of the greatest 
importance in creating a knowledge-supportive 
corporate culture. Politis (2001) has studied the 
various kinds of causations between leadership 
styles and knowledge management and found that 
leadership styles which advocate and encourage 
employees to participate in the decision-making 
processes have positive effect on knowledge 
management. If leaders can establish trustworthy 
relationship with their employees, respect the 
sentiments of their employees and are willing 
to accept employee suggestions, this will have 
positive influence on knowledge absorption and 
knowledge acquisition. At the mean time, leader-
ship styles lay a solid foundation for the processes 
of knowledge creation. Nonaka,Toyama & Konno 
(2002) have taken the viewpoint that leadership 
styles influence the processes of knowledge cre-
ation through basic activities, such as providing 
knowledge vision, developing and promoting 
knowledge assets, as well as creating knowledge 
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Ba at which knowledge creation will follow all 
the way along the spiral so as to conduct a better 
knowledge management. Ba provides the space for 
knowledge transfer at specific stages and provides 
space for knowledge sharing. To a great extent, 
ba provides a platform for individuals, teams 
and organizations to create knowledge and share 
knowledge. In the dynamic process of knowledge 
management along the spiral, in Nonaka’s SECI 
model, socialization, externalization, combina-
tion and internalization correspond to Originating 
Ba, Interacting Ba, Cyber Ba and Exercising Ba 
respectively. Every Ba speeds up the knowledge 
creation activities in the way of supporting a 
specific knowledge sharing process and thus 
increases the comprehensive performance of the 
organization (see Figure 6 SECI Ba).

2.2 The Indirect Influence of 
Leadership Style on KM: Influence 
the Formation of Corporate Culture

As early as 1992, a world-renowned research 
called Schein had pointed out that no matter which 
stage the organization lies in/ posits? (according to 
organizational life cycle, any organization can be 

divided into stages as formation, growth period, 
maturity period, decline period), leaders play a 
vitally important role in the creation of corporate 
culture and in the processes of knowledge man-
agement. In other words, leadership styles have a 
direct impact on the formation and development 
of corporate culture. Through the formation and 
change activities of corporate culture, leadership 
styles lodge indirect influence on knowledge 
management.

In the formation period of corporate culture, 
leaders or the founders of the organization in-
fluence the external adaptability and internal 
integration of the organizational members at the 
early stage. At that time, leaders or founders of 
the organization are usually entrepreneurs, who 
have strong confidence and great perseverance and 
also have high expectations on the futures of the 
organization. When their expectations come true, 
the entrepreneurship of these initial leaders of the 
organization will gain recognition and congruence 
among other members of the organization and such 
entrepreneurship will become part of the corporate 
culture. Founders of the organizations will become 
the idols of their employees and take for granted 
that what the leaders have said is all correct. At 

Figure 6. Concept of Ba in KM (adapted from Nonaka & Toyama, 2003)
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this stage, leaders or founders of the organization 
will normally select those though outside of the 
organization but share similar or same visions 
with them to join the organization to enhance 
such corporate culture. Those who hold different 
or quite opposite views will choose to leave the 
organization which will push the organization into 
the sate of “groupthink” and as a result, corporate 
culture will become stubborn and dogmatic due 
to lack of “new bloods”. Based on the common 
observation of such phenomenon, Schein (1992) 
has proposed two mechanisms for leaders and 
founders of the organization to choose from. 
These two kinds of mechanisms can help leaders 
and founders of the organization to embed their 
mind into corporate culture and such mechanisms 
have been called “the embedded mechanism” (as 
can be seen in Table 2).

In an organization, the primary mechanism of 
the corporate culture has sometimes been named 
as organizational atmosphere, which is normally 
the implication and reflection of the leader’s mind, 
especially at the initial stage when the organiza-
tion is just founded. The measures in the second-
ary mechanism are usually adopted by leaders to 
strengthen the primary mechanism. The principle 
to implement secondary mechanism is that ap-
proaches in the secondary mechanism must go 
along with that in the primary mechanism. In 
addition, leaders must play the role of model and 
example for subordinates to follow. However, at 
the stages of primary developing stage, maturity 
stage and decline stage, the influence of leaders 

will be quite different as against that in the forma-
tion stage. At such times, the original corporate 
culture is already out of date and organizations 
must conduct change programs accordingly. At 
such moments, transformational leaders will adapt 
to the new situation easily (Politis, 2001; Schein, 
1992). No doubt, in order to establish a knowledge-
friendly corporate culture, it is essential for lead-
ers to grant their support and hold a strong will 
in knowledge management. Organizational re-
sources, organizational system, as well as orga-
nizational structures will reflect the leaders’ 
cultural mentality through the adoption of the 
primary mechanism. Meanwhile, leaders must be 
fully aware of how to assess the organizational 
development and how to deploy the cultural change 
mechanisms at different stages of the organiza-
tional development.

3. CONCLUSION

Corporate culture and leadership styles are the two 
most important factors which influence knowledge 
management. In one way, corporate culture has a 
significant impact on the whole process of KM from 
knowledge acquisition, knowledge creation, down 
through knowledge dissemination. In knowledge-
supportive culture and knowledge sharing culture, 
organizational members can establish trust among 
them, and thus allows the free flow of informa-
tion and knowledge. As a result, it will promote 
knowledge sharing and knowledge management 

Table 2. Embedded mechanism of corporate culture 

Primary mechanism Secondary mechanism

a.  Normally, where do leaders lay their attention? How to control it? 
b.  How leaders deal with occasional events and organizational crises? 
c.  how do leaders allocate scarce resources? 
d.  leaders may consider to be a model, a coach and mentor 
e.  how do leaders deal with remuneration issues and promotion in the 
    organization? 
f.  how do leaders recruit, select and promote their employees? How 
    do they communicate with the subordinates?

a.  organizational design and structure 
b.  organizational system and procedures 
c.  organizational modes and patterns 
d.  specific space and design of the building 
e.  related persons, legendary stories and mysteries 
f.  formal values system, ethics and other cultural aspects

Source: Schein (1992)
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in the organization. KM activities within the orga-
nization should match cultural mechanisms of the 
organization and the whole process of organizational 
activities. As for cultural mechanisms, it can include 
ingredients such as organizational structure, remu-
neration systems, compensation system, as well as 
employee promotion mechanisms, etc. Additionally, 
leaders play a key role in the course of KM within 
organizations. He or she stimulate and develop cor-
porate culture, establish corporate visions and mis-
sions, as well as allocate the relevant resources which 
are required for KM in the organization. Leadership 
styles have close causation with the formation and 
connotation of corporate culture. It can be said that 
corporate culture is normally the value orientation 
and the reflection of personal culture of the leader 
himself or herself. This is especially so at the very 
beginning of organizational development period, 
the leader enhances the secondary mechanism of 
corporate culture through the insertion of primary 
and secondary mechanism of corporate culture, and 
furthermore, has an indirect impact on KM in the 
organization. As argued above, it can be deduced 
that corporate culture and leadership styles both 
have influences on KM in the organization from 
different degrees. As for the internal factor of the 
organization, if an organization wants to achieve 
effective and successful knowledge management, 
it must simultaneously satisfy two essential condi-
tions: have a leader who encourages and support 
KM + have a corporate culture which has been 
forged by the leader.
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INTRODUCTION

Knowledge management is about the management 
of knowledge. Therefore many texts on knowledge 
management (KM) start with trying to explain or 
define what knowledge is (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 
1995; Krogh, Ichijo, & Nonaka, 2000; McKenzie 
& Van Winkelen, 2004). As the history of episte-
mology shows, this debate is over 2000 years old. 
Some claim the debate is crucial for knowledge 
management, and they make a clear distinction 
between data, information and knowledge (Butler, 
2006). Others state that it is “not essential to the 
fundamental mission of knowledge management” 
(Schwartz, 2006, p. 10). This article argues that for 
KM it is not important how knowledge is defined 
but how it is conceptualized.

The way we think and talk about knowledge 
when practicing knowledge management is de-
termined by the conceptual structure we have in 
our brain for the idea of knowledge. Following 
Lakoff and Johnson (1999), we argue that this 
conceptual structure is formed by metaphor. The 
metaphors we choose for knowledge in our KM 
endeavors determine what we identify in organiza-
tions as knowledge related problems and what we 
see as solutions. For example, many knowledge 
management approaches advice companies to 
“acquire” knowledge, make an “inventory” of it, 
“store” it, and “distribute” it. What is important 
to see is that knowledge is not literally acquired 
and stored. After all, you cannot see it and you 
cannot grab it and put it in a container. A knowl-
edge inventory is not literally an inventory like 
the inventory of a warehouse. And distributing 
knowledge is not literally distributing it like you 
would distribute food or supplies. These words are 
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all used metaphorically and they make sense to us 
because they are based on the Knowledge As A 
Resource metaphor. Resource metaphors are very 
common in human thought. We use the Time As A 
Resource metaphor often, for example when we 
say ‘I got plenty of time’, ‘that took three hours’, 
‘he wasted my time’ or ‘this will save time’.

The choice of knowledge metaphor is often not 
a conscious decision. Metaphors are part of the 
conceptual systems in, what Lakoff and Johnson 
refer to as, our ‘cognitive unconscious’. “Most of 
our thought is unconscious, not in the Freudian 
sense of being repressed, but in the sense that it 
operates beneath a level of cognitive awareness, 
inaccessible to consciousness and operating too 
quickly to be focused on” (Lakoff & Johnson, 
1999, p.10). However, for KM practitioners and 
scholars it is important to become aware of the 
metaphors they use for knowledge because these 
knowledge metaphors are like a search light high-
lighting certain aspects of organizational reality 
and hiding others. When we are aware of our 
knowledge metaphors we can begin to deliberately 
vary the metaphors in order to broaden our view, 
see new things, and discover new solutions.

This article first describes the role of metaphor 
in human conceptualization and then provides an 
overview of knowledge metaphors found in KM 
literature. It concludes with suggestions for future 
use of metaphor in KM practice and research.

BACKGROUND

Metaphors play an important role in theorizing 
about organizations (Grant & Oswick, 1996). 
Some authors argue that metaphors should be 
avoided in organizational theory (Bourgeois & 
Pinder, 1983; Tinker, 1986). Others see meta-
phors as valuable creative tools for developing 
new theories and insights (Weick, 1989). Morgan 
(1997) has shown that many theories about orga-
nizations can be “reordered” (Keenoy, Oswick, 
& Grant, 2003) into a particular metaphorical 

view of organizations, showing the metaphorical 
bases of organizational theorizing. Lakoff and 
Johnson (1980; 1999) go even further, presenting 
evidence from cognitive science indicating that 
metaphors are inescapable because they are the 
basis for abstract reasoning. Metaphors are con-
ceptual by nature and feed and structure abstract 
thought (Lakoff & Johnson, 2003). For example, 
as such the concept of “knowledge” is empty. It 
is by unconsciously applying the metaphor of 
Knowledge As Resource that it makes sense to talk 
about knowledge as being “valuable”, “scarce”, 
or as something that can be shared, stored or 
distributed, or that can be put in a “warehouse”. 
These attributes (valuable, scarce), verbs (to share, 
to store or to distribute), and nouns (knowledge 
warehouse) aren’t used literally, yet they make 
sense because the underlying conceptual meta-
phor of Knowledge As Resource is familiar to 
us. At the same time we use other metaphors to 
conceptualise knowledge, such as Knowledge 
As An Organism. This metaphor enables us to 
conceptualize knowledge as something that can 
“grow” or needs to be “nourished”.

Lakoff and Johnson (1999) introduce the idea 
of primary metaphors that help to conceptualise 
subjective experiences using mental imagery from 
the sensor and motor functions of our body. For 
example, we use the sensorimotor experience of 
affection as warmth (the warm body of our af-
fectionate mother in our childhood) as the source 
domain when we conceptualise the subjective 
experience of a relationship (the target domain) 
as a “warm” relationship. Lakoff and Johnson 
claim that we do not first decide what charac-
teristic of a phenomenon to highlight and then 
pick our metaphor, but that the metaphor allows 
us to bracket (Weick, 1995), or highlight, certain 
characteristics that would not be possible without 
metaphor. Primary metaphors go before language 
and help to conceptualise our experiences. The use 
of primary metaphors is part of the unconscious 
mental operations concerned with conceptual 
systems, meaning, inference, and, in the end, 
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language. This leads Goatly (Goatly, 2007) to 
conclude that metaphors reflect hidden ideolo-
gies and unconsciously “wash our brain”. How 
is our brain washed by metaphors in knowledge 
management?

KNOWLEDGE RELATED 
METAPHORS

We can recognize the unconscious and concep-
tual use of metaphor in knowledge management 
because it shows itself in the non-literal use of 
certain nouns, verbs and adjectives related to the 
core concept of KM theory: knowledge. Therefore, 
the conceptual use of metaphor in knowledge 
management can be analysed looking at KM texts. 
In KM, many different source domains are used 
to conceptualize knowledge through metaphor. 
Andriessen (2006) identified 22 different source 
domains used to conceptualize knowledge. Three 
of those are dominant in Western KM literature: 
The Knowledge as a Resource, Knowledge As 
Assets, and Knowledge As Property.

Knowledge as a Resource

The Knowledge as a Resource metaphor uses 
the source domain of resources to help us reason 
about knowledge. Many attributes of resources 
are used to reason about knowledge. Knowledge 
is used in production, it is adding to the produc-
tion process, it can be stored and shared. One can 
talk about “an amount of knowledge”, and the 
metaphor allows knowledge to be placed in a view 
that considers organizations as an input/output 
(logistical) system. In the English language, some 
characteristics of resources in the source domain 
are not used in the target domain of knowledge, 
like the “size” or “weight” of knowledge. At the 
same time some characteristics of knowledge are 
not covered by the resource metaphor, like the 
non-rivalry and non-additiveness of knowledge 
(Lev, 2001) and the tacitness of knowledge. To 

highlight these characteristics of knowledge we 
need other metaphors. The use of this a resource 
knowledge metaphor is not without consequences. 
Through the Knowledge As Resource metaphor, 
knowledge becomes part of a logistic discourse 
about organizations, which is often dominated by 
people in organisations focussing on ICT, on pro-
cesses optimization, or quality management. The 
resource metaphor endorses a particular view on 
knowledge in which knowledge related problems 
are often seen as problems related distribution (the 
knowledge is not at the right place at the right 
time). This view highlights solutions that often 
have to so with storing, sharing and distributing 
knowledge, often with the help of ICT.

Knowledge as Assets

The Knowledge as Assets metaphor uses the source 
domains of assets to help us reason about knowl-
edge. Several attributes of this accounting term are 
used including that knowledge can be controlled 
by the enterprise, generates future economic 
benefits that flow to enterprise, is identifiable, 
that its costs can be measured, that it is used in 
production, and deserves a place in the reporting 
system of the enterprise. Through the Knowledge 
as Assets metaphor, knowledge becomes part of an 
accounting discourse about organizations, which 
is often dominated by people in the organization 
that are concerned with management information, 
planning & control, and reporting. The assets 
metaphor endorses a particular view on knowl-
edge in which knowledge related problems are 
often seen as problems related to a lack of control 
and of management attention (knowledge is not 
identified in the regular management information 
and therefore does not receive the attention from 
management that is deserves). This view highlights 
solutions that have to do with measurement, often 
based on the reasoning that “what can be mea-
sured can be managed”. The intellectual capital 
movement that was started in the mid-1990’s by 
people like Sveiby (1997), Edvinsson (Edvinsson 
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& Malone, 1997) and Stewart (1997) advocates 
the inclusion of knowledge in measurement sys-
tems of organization and is in part inspired by the 
Knowledge as Assets metaphor.

Knowledge as Property

The Knowledge as Property metaphor makes it 
possible to use knowledge in the legal discourse 
in organizations, often dominated by the legal 
department of an organization. This metaphor 
allows us to reason about the ownership, value 
and exclusiveness of knowledge. It highlights the 
legal rights aspects of knowledge, its transfer-
ability and the options to commercialise is. The 
property metaphor endorses a particular view on 
knowledge in which knowledge related problems 
have to do with appropriating and legally protect-
ing knowledge. This view highlights solutions that 
are often based on Intellectual Property Rights 
(IPR), including the licensing of knowledge.

Non-Reification Metaphors

These three knowledge related metaphors can 
be seen as reification metaphors as they are 
all based on source domains that are concrete 
“stuff”. Knowledge is conceptualized as a thing 
(Zhu, 2004) or a substance. This ‘thingification’ 
(Gustavsson, 2001) or ‘reification’ (Petrovic, 
1983) is not uncommon in management think-
ing. Gustavsson (2001) shows that terms like 
‘organization’, ‘globalization’, and ‘technology’ 
are also examples of phenomena that are ‘thingi-
fied’. Thingification makes it possible to treat a 
phenomenon as something objective outside of 
human beings and to manipulate and control it. 
In contrast with reification metaphors are non-
reification metaphors for knowledge. An example 
is the Knowledge As Thoughts And Feelings 
metaphor. This metaphor implies that knowledge is 
not like a substance that can be easily manipulated 
and controlled. Instead, knowledge is ‘tacit’ and 
resides in people’s heads and bodies. Hansen et al. 

(1999) use this metaphor in their person-to-person 
knowledge management strategy. According to 
Andriessen (2006) this metaphor is also dominant 
in the work of the Japanese authors Nonaka and 
Takeuchi (Nonaka, 1994; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 
1995). This metaphor highlights that knowledge 
is not an object that exist inside or even outside 
the heads of knowers. This view of knowledge is 
propagated by people like Carl Bereiter (2002) who 
objects the idea of knowledge as the contents of a 
metal filing cabinet, or of Tom Butler (2006), who 
opposes a “foundational” view on knowledge in 
which knowledge can be represented objectively 
in documents and repositories. If knowledge is 
like feelings, then these feelings can be talked 
about but can never be fully expressed in words. 
When they are made “explicit” the explication 
looses the experience of the feeling itself. In 
addition, a feeling is also more a process then a 
thing, which is in line with the formal definition 
for knowledge from Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) 
who define knowledge as “a dynamic human 
process of justifying personal belief toward the 
‘truth’.” (p. 58). They state that in the Japanese 
culture there is a strong emphasis on the tacit 
nature of knowledge, which is different from the 
Western view. The emphasis on tacit knowledge is 
the result of the Japanese philosophical tradition, 
in which the Cartesian split between subject and 
object has not been as deeply rooted as in Western 
philosophy. Another non-reification metaphor is 
Knowledge As Light. It is common for us to relate 
knowing to seeing (“I see what you mean”) and 
therefore to conceptualize knowledge as light. For 
example, Plato’s idealist epistemology, reflected 
in his famous Allegory of the Cave, is based on 
this metaphor. The movement from ignorance 
to knowledge is depicted metaphorically as an 
ascent from darkness to light (Lakoff & Johnson, 
1999). Related to this metaphor is the Knowledge 
As Wave metaphor that gives meaning to expres-
sions like to generate, amplify, transmit or diffuse 
knowledge.
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FUTURE TRENDS

The more we become aware of the role metaphors 
play in the way we conceptualize knowledge in 
knowledge management theory, the more we 
need to research the impact this has on our KM 
approaches. The use of non-reification metaphors 
will lead to a different view on knowledge-
related problems in organizations from reification 
metaphors. Andriessen (2007) reports about an 
experiment where a group of people was asked to 
diagnose their organization in terms of knowledge 
management. However, they were to do this us-
ing two different metaphors: the Knowledge As 
Water metaphor (a reification metaphor) and the 
Knowledge As Love metaphor (a non-reification 
metaphor). The Knowledge As Water metaphor 
led to conversations that focussed on the lack of 
knowledge sharing within the organization and 
between the organization and the outside world. 
With this metaphor, knowledge was seen as some-
thing objective, as a thing, that was not always 
at the right place at the right time, but locked up 
in people, departments, or the organization as a 
whole. With the Knowledge As Love metaphor, 
the conversation shifted quite drastically from 
knowledge to the quality of the relationships be-
tween members of the organization and between 
the organization and the outside world. The 
participants started to talk about relationships 
as a basis for their knowledge-intensive work. 
With this metaphor, most statements referred to 
lack of personal attention, good-fellowship, the 
number and quality of relationships, and passion 
and enthusiasm in work. These are all important 
prerequisites for successful knowledge-intensive 
organizations. So, when the participants used a 
non-reification metaphor, the conversation moved 
from the topic of knowledge itself to the underlying 
preconditions for good knowledge work. A similar 
thing happened when the groups started to talk 
about possible solutions. The solutions that were 
proposed had to do with improving the quality 

of the collaboration within the organisation and 
the working conditions of the knowledge worker.

If the impact of metaphors on KM is this big, 
we may want to start a search for new metaphors 
that highlight knowledge characteristics that rei-
fication metaphors hide. For example, Bratianu 
and Andriessen (2008) propose the Knowledge As 
Energy metaphor, which highlights that knowledge 
is a field: ”Knowledge is not anymore a set of 
puzzle pieces a student acquires during his studies, 
but an inner field of experiences, images, symbols, 
information, values, thoughts and feelings which 
is open toward the external spiritual field” (p. 2). 
Andriessen and Van den Boom (2009) suggest the 
Knowledge As A journey metaphor to highlight 
the process characteristics of knowledge as well 
as the importance of experiencing new horizons 
when creating new knowledge.

When we adopt non-reification metaphors in 
our discourse on knowledge management, knowl-
edge is no longer a static “thing” but a continues 
process. Then we may even need to stop using 
the noun “knowledge” since a noun automati-
cally refers to something static, while we want to 
emphasize the process. Mark Johnson (2008) puts 
it like this: “But if we reduce meaning to words 
and sentences (or to concepts and propositions), 
we miss or leave out where meaning really comes 
from. We end up intellectualizing human experi-
ence, understanding, and thinking, and we turn 
process into static entities or properties” (p. 11). 
For the same reason Savage (1996) prefers to speak 
about “knowledging” instead of “knowledge”.

CONCLUSION

The metaphors we use in knowledge management 
theory and practice to conceptualize knowledge 
have a huge impact on how we diagnose the knowl-
edge management situation in organizations and 
what we propose as solutions or improvements. 
As KM theorists and practitioners we need to 
become aware of the conceptual metaphors we 
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use when reasoning about knowledge. We need 
to study the impact these metaphors have on the 
way we view the KM world, and we need to 
search for alternative metaphors that can help us 
see new knowledge related phenomena, problems 
and solutions in organizations.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Conceptual Metaphor: The cognitive mecha-
nism that allows us to use conventional mental 
imagery from sensorimotor domains to be used 
for domains of subjective experience.

Entailment: A characteristic of the source 
domain of the metaphor that is used in the target 
domain.

Knowledge Related Metaphor: A metaphor 
that maps characteristics of a particular source 
domain to the target domain of knowledge.

Source Domain: The domain that is used literal 
by the metaphor from which characteristics are 
mapped onto the target domain.

Target Domain: The abstract phenomenon 
that is structured and is given meaning by the 
metaphor.
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Chapter  7.18

ABSTRACT

The people dynamic is especially significant when 
trying to understand knowledge management. One 
aspect of interactions between groups of people 
is the impact of knowledge, be it a gain or a lack 
of knowledge. The work of Michael Foucault 
addresses this in his thesis on power/knowledge. 
By analyzing traditional theories and introducing 
Foucault’s power/knowledge ideas, the following 
provides some insights into the actions and inter-
actions of people within organizational settings.

INTRODUCTION

In today’s knowledge economy, innovating orga-
nizations are challenged to maximize a critically 

important asset -- their human capital. The interac-
tion of knowledge workers with information and 
communication technologies (ICTs) has presented 
a particularly interesting dynamic to researchers 
who study changes in related behavioral phenom-
ena. One such phenomenon is self-monitoring. 
The following serves to outline the economics 
of self-monitoring and the integral role of ICTs 
in enabling knowledge workers to self-monitor. 
By merging Foucault’s power/knowledge ideas 
with classical agency theory, it becomes possible 
to gain a richer understanding of human capital 
dynamics in a knowledge economy.

DYNAMICS OF SELF-MONITORING

Self-monitoring activities have been examined 
from psycho-cognitive perspectives (Mehra et 
al., 2001; Kilduff and Day, 1994; Caldwell and 
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O’Reilly, 1982) and from structuralist power/
knowledge perspectives (Foucault, 1980; Poster, 
1990; Coombs et al, 1992). Although these writ-
ings appear to take radically different views of 
self-monitoring phenomena, we find that they 
each address different but complementary issues 
that together shape a more holistic explanation of 
the self-monitoring activities we have observed.

ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIORS 
AND INCENTIVES

What is self-monitoring, and why do people 
do it? According to psychological theorists, the 
propensity to self-monitor is a personality trait 
that ranges from high to low. High self-monitors 
actively try to shape their social worlds by con-
structing public selves that they believe will affect 
the perceptions of others in socially-enhancing 
ways (Snyder and Gangestad, 1986). There is 
some evidence that they are correct in this belief. 
Researchers have linked self-monitoring activi-
ties to a range of workplace-related outcomes, 
including performance, leadership, information 
management and boundary spanning (Kilduff 
and Day, 1994; Zaccaro et al., 1991; Caldwell 
and O’Reilly, 1982). For high self-monitors the 
incentives are the rewards associated with career 
advancement, such as monetary compensation, 
higher organizational rank, and enhanced repu-
tation within the organization, the industry and 
the wider social space. Therefore, to understand 
self-monitoring as a personality trait means that 
we must study how those traits form and how 
those traits influence identity-shaping behavior 
(Erikson, 1974; Winter et al., 1998).

However, structuralists and interactionists 
argue that social networks mediate the effects 
of self-monitoring (White, 1992; Goffman, 
1959). Researchers have found that the effects 
of self-monitoring activities do depend on the 
social actor’s position in the network, but that 

high-self monitors tend to occupy the central 
positions (Mehra et al., 2001). In earlier studies, 
high self-monitors were found to be particularly 
effective as boundary spanners, who benefit from 
self-monitoring by acting as go-betweens who 
are able to obtain information about resources 
and opportunities from a number of disconnected 
sources (Caldwell and O’Reilly, 1982).

While these studies have begun to examine the 
social networks of self-monitors, they have not 
systematically linked the use of ICTs to self-mon-
itoring and network exchanges that affect career 
outcomes. Yet, within organizations, an increasing 
number of communications and interactions are 
aided by ICTs, which are generally provided and 
supported by the organization expressly for such 
purposes. One might hypothesize that high-self 
monitors would also use ICTs to greater effect. 
Extensive research work by Wickramaisnghe and 
Lamb (Wickramasinghe, 1999; Wickramasinghe 
and Lamb, 2002) suggests that effective self-
monitoring does also depend on ICT availability 
and use; and that there is an economic effect 
of ICT-aided self-monitoring – not only to the 
individual, but also to the organization. In other 
words, ICTs facilitate self-monitoring behaviors 
that result in beneficial effects. Moreover, some 
ICT systems also allow the organization, depart-
ment or group to self-monitor and profile itself, 
in ways that aggregate or reflect on individual 
activities (Lamb and Poster, 2003.)

Observations in healthcare organizations 
(Wickramasinghe, 1999; Wickramasinghe and 
Lamb, 2002; Wickramasinghe, 2007) and other 
recent studies (Bloomfield et al., 1997; Doolin, 
2004), however, caution against an easy correlation 
between ICT-aided self-monitoring and desired 
outcomes. Among medical professionals, it is 
actually rather difficult to extract self-monitoring 
behaviors from organizational monitoring activi-
ties. As we will describe in detail in later sections, 
physicians act as managers, principals and prac-
titioners within their healthcare organizations, 
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and they actively participate in developing the 
monitoring controls that guide their own activities 
in complex ways. In healthcare settings, psycho-
cognitive self-monitoring theories that center on 
the individual have limited explanatory capabil-
ity. They can describe and predict small group 
behavior in terms of individual interactions, but 
they do not address the institutional and organi-
zational questions that arise when self-monitoring 
and monitoring issues are confounded.

TECHNIQUES AND TECHNOLOGIES

Foucault (1977) offers another way to understand 
self-monitoring behavior: as surveillance. He 
claims that self-monitoring activities primarily 
serve the controlling principals of society, and 
only secondarily serve the self-monitoring indi-
viduals themselves. Techniques and technologies 
align individual goals with organizational goals, 
as prescribed in management control literature 
(Kelly, 1990; Keen, 1991).

Within regimes of disciplinary control (e.g. 
total institutions, such as the prison), Foucault 
describes how ‘architectures’ (like Bentham’s 
Panopticon) can be designed to induce people, 
regardless of their personality traits, to monitor 
their own behavior in conformance to specific 
guidelines or norms. Central to this understand-
ing is the idea that power/knowledge is a unit of 
operation that can be exercised to exert control 
over others through dividing practices, scientific 
classifications, and subjectification. “Power is 
not something that is acquired, seized or shared, 
something one holds onto or allows to slip away…” 
(Foucault, 1981 p. 94). Power is relational “…it 
becomes apparent when it is exercised … [and] is 
not associated with a particular institution, but with 
practices, techniques, and procedures” (Townley, 
1993, p. 520). Similarly, knowledge does not 
exist in isolation as independent and detached; 
“[k]nowledge is the operation of discipline. It 
delineates an analytical space and … provides 

the basis for action and intervention” (Townley, 
1993, p. 520). “It is not possible for power to be 
exercised without knowledge, it is impossible for 
knowledge not to engender power” (Foucault, 
1980, p.52).

While Foucault’s analyses draw examples 
from 18th and 19th century historical contexts to 
shape integrated concepts of power, knowledge 
and control (cf. Rabinow, 1984); contemporary 
historians, sociologists and philosophers have 
linked those concepts to current processes of 
organization (Poster, 1990; Deleuze, 1992; 
Bourdieu, 1992). Hierarchical organization is 
the classic example of a “dividing practice”; and 
when used in conjunction with “classification” 
schemes based on education, function, etc. these 
can structure organizational “architectures” (aka 
“technologies of normalization” or “technologies 
of domination”) that enforce subjectification and 
control. From this view, organizational rules and 
professional norms are seen as social constraints 
that define the appropriate form of behavior in a 
specific context. Studies have shown that an in-
dividual will follow these guidelines even if it is 
not in his or her self-interest to do so (Bourdieu, 
1992). Although plausible explanations of this 
behavior do not necessarily demand a Foucauldian 
perspective, these findings have been interpreted 
as evidence of “subjectification”. The idea of 
subjectivity and the role of the individual are recur-
rent themes throughout Foucault’s work. “From 
a Foucauldian perspective, the human subject is 
not “given” but produced …constituted through 
correlative elements of power and knowledge” 
(Townley, 1993, p. 522).

More importantly for this discussion, in the 
face of these processes of control, the individual 
is continually seeking techniques and strategies 
to increase or regain power/knowledge (Townley, 
1993; Knights and Willmott, 1985). In terms of 
individual activity, subjectification involves three 
related practices with which individuals seek to 
shape their social worlds: self-understanding, 
self-observation (also understood as a form of 
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surveillance that often involves computerized 
monitoring), and self-description (including many 
forms of computerized recording, profiling and 
tracking) (Knorr Cetina, 1999). By engaging in 
these activities, individuals are, ironically, com-
plicit in their own control. Poster (1990, 1995, 
2001) has further described the ways in which da-
tabases, intranets and other ICTs serve to augment 
this participatory surveillance and the associated 
discourses of power/knowledge. Taken altogether, 
these empirically based extensions of Foucault’s 
theoretical work into contemporary settings have 
spawned assertions that ideas about an information 
society are better understood as concepts about 
“societies of control” (Deleuze, 1992).

Foucault believed that the economy of dis-
course in the exchange of knowledge constituted 
the manifestation of power in social settings. He 
also argued that the knowledge thus exchanged 
does not have to be the “truth”, but be known as 
true by the people exchanging such discourse. 
Foucault also argued that there is no implicit need 
for “meaning” of what is exchanged. Power is ex-
ercised in social settings by discourse, namely, by 
intensive interaction among individuals in which 
there are exchanges of statements as knowledge, 
hence power. This can be extended to the notion 
of knowledge workers and their growing influence 
on current social settings.

Foucault had argued that people who have 
obtained power and are exercising it have what 
he believed to be “specialized knowledge”. The 
strong link between power and knowledge is such 
that one in essence defines and creates the other. 
In this framework, knowledge workers are by 
definition harbingers of power—even if they don’t 
necessarily know it. In Foucault’s model there 
is a necessary implication for human action that 
suggests that what we know about a given topic 
is not only linked to action but also bound by it, 
in a form of “bounded rationality”. For example, 
what we know about healthcare is predicated 
upon and bound by our actions within hospitals, 
and what we know about strategy is predicated 

upon and bound by the exercise of strategic power 
such as military power. This is also in line with 
John Kenneth Galbraith’s assertion that global 
national strategy is predicated upon the range of 
military aircraft, so that if we know that a city of 
military base in a given country is within range 
of our military aircraft from our own bases, then 
our strategy extends to that country and so is our 
strategic power.

Human action is influenced, almost one might 
say dictated to by the knowledge one has, upon 
which the knowledge is predicated. Such knowl-
edge, according to Foucault, does not have to be 
meaningful nor does it have to be true, as long as 
the one who received such knowledge receives it 
via discourse as true knowledge.

The extension of such a model also applies to 
healthcare delivery and healthcare policy. Many 
terms which apply in healthcare policy and which 
provide policy makers with a modicum of power 
in their social/economic setting are knowledge but 
not necessarily true or meaningful knowledge. 
Thus, there are certain terms which become 
“slogans” and which help in the discourse about 
healthcare delivery and healthcare policy. Terms 
such as “uninsured”, “access and availability”, 
and “quality healthcare delivery” or “best avail-
able medical technology” are such terms which 
in effect set the tone for the discourse.

Foucault has been criticized by many schol-
ars, and for a variety of reasons. One was the 
issue of discourse and its use as the mainstay of 
knowledge exchange. Linguists such as Noam 
Chomsky had precise criticisms, whereas other 
philosophers argued that Foucault’s model leads 
to rejection of the values of freedom and justice 
and may lead to exercise of power as a controlling 
device via the discourse of knowledge. Foucault 
himself defended his ideas by claiming that he is 
a strong supporter of the “human spirit” and of 
his freedoms.
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KNOWLEDGE WORKERS

Within our changing society and its shifting or-
ganizational forms, a new type of employee has 
emerged: the knowledge worker. Unlike industrial 
age employees, these workers own their means 
of production; i.e., their knowledge; they pos-
sess specialized skills and training which they 
have acquired by investing significant personal 
resources in their education; and they are em-
powered to make decisions that have far reaching 
consequences for the organizations in which they 
work (Kelly, 1990; Drucker, 1999; Nonaka and 
Takeuchi, 1995).

Who are these people, and what do they do? 
In the business trade literature, “knowledge work-
ers” are so broadly defined as to include almost 
anyone who deals with information or uses a 
computer during the course of a normal workday. 
In the context of innovating organisations, and for 
much of the academic literature we have cited, 
knowledge workers as healthcare practitioners, 
accountants, engineers, lawyers, scientists and 
other highly trained individuals.

Reich (1992) and Drucker (1999) have sug-
gested that a different type of management style is 
required to adequately support the information use 
and knowledge production activities of these orga-
nization members. They emphasize that managed 
employees are changing ‘from subordinates into 
fellow executives, and from employees, however 
well paid, into partners’ (Drucker, 1999; p. 57). In 
fact, many of these workers are “professionals” 
who, in earlier times, might have been expected 
to conduct their business through an independent 
practice. However, as Heinz et al. (1998) have 
observed among law firms, professional practice 
has been increasingly rationalized and aligned 
with corporate efforts to control costs and time, 
and to standardize output.

Florida (2002) finds evidence that among 
knowledge workers there is a “creative” class 
whose innovative efforts demand even more 
flexible working conditions in the form of “soft 

control” and “self-management.” From an organi-
zational perspective, this means that management 
needs to find ways to encourage these workers to 
self-monitor. High self-monitors perform better 
for themselves and for the organization, but there 
are costs for such activity, which can be better 
appreciated when centrality in social networks is 
understood as a necessary part of effective self-
monitoring (Mehra et al. 2001). ICTs can reduce 
interaction costs by eliminating (automating) some 
and by managing others in ways that expand the 
span of control (Blau et al., 1976); and ICT systems 
have been put forward in solutions to this prob-
lem of resource management in healthcare. “At 
one extreme, then, is the possibility of recasting 
the identity of doctors as quasi-managers, with 
budgets, responsibilities, and delegated powers 
over their professional colleagues. However, 
there is also the possibility of an alternative pat-
tern in which the new management information 
generated by ICT systems is diffused into the 
peer-based professional discourse of doctors, in 
the belief that their practices will gradually evolve 
in directions consistent with the values of the 
architects of Resource Management. This could 
be seen as the encouragement of ‘self-control’ 
or ‘auto-regulation’” (Coombs et al., 1992: 67).

AGENCY THEORY EXPLANATIONS

Despite the dystopian tendencies of Foucauldian 
explanations, they resonate with empirically sup-
ported characterizations of today’s empowered 
knowledge worker; and they highlight the need 
to revisit these ideas with a socio-economic focus 
on the role for ICTs in self-monitoring. In an ef-
fort to synthesize the complementary aspects of 
psycho-cognitive and structural perspectives of 
self-monitoring, and to leverage the explanatory 
power of classic theory in current contexts, it is 
vital to explicitly include knowledge workers 
within agency theory’s domain of agents.
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Much of what is known about the economics 
of human resource management in industrial age 
organizations is distilled in the concepts of agency 
theory. Agency theory (Alchian & Demsetz, 1972; 
Jensen & Meckling, 1976; Ross, 1973; Wilson, 
1968) is primarily concerned with the relationship 
between the principal (employer or purchaser of 
services) and the agent (employee or contractor) 
and the achievement of goal-aligned behavior. 
The principal requires certain specific tasks to 
be performed and hires agents to perform these 
tasks on his/her behalf. In doing so however, the 
principal needs to guard against sub-optimal be-
havior (or low goal-aligned behavior), namely, the 
divergence between the agent pursuing activities, 
which facilitate his/her own goals being achieved, 
in preference to the achievement of the principal’s 
goals. In practice, the difficulties revolve around 
trying to get people to do exactly what they have 
been hired to do, and to do even more, but only 
when that activity furthers the goals of the prin-
cipal, as well as their personal goals.

By engaging an agent to perform certain 
specific activities on his/her behalf, the principal 
must incur some costs, known as agency costs, 
which are made up of:

a.  monitoring costs1,
b.  residual loss,
c.  and decision information costs (Jensen and 

Meckling, 1976; 1992).

Monitoring costs result from the principal 
having to perform activities to check that the 
agent is performing his/her tasks appropriately 
(e.g. surveillance, activity tracking, and record 
keeping). Residual loss represents the cost to 
the principal of misaligned goals (e.g. doing the 
wrong thing right, or doing the right thing wrong.) 
Decision information costs are associated with the 
location of decision rights (e.g. longer chains of 
command and wider spans of control, incur greater 
communication costs).

Integral to agency theory as discussed by 
Wickramasinghe (1999; 2007) is the relationship 
between these agency costs and the achievement 
of a high level of goal alignment. Specifically, 
the theory says that as the monitoring costs (M) 
increase so does the level of goal alignment (GA) 
and hence the residual loss (RL) decreases. This 
concept reflects the understanding that agents 
who are watched more carefully, are more likely 
to do what the principal has hired them to do. This 
“watching” is costly (M↑), but it ensures higher 
goal alignment (GA↑) between the principal and 
his/her agents, which in turn is reflected by a 
lower residual loss (RL↓).

Figure 1 illustrates these relationships. Figure 
2 shows the graphical representation of the impact 
of increasing a monitoring cost from M1 to M2; 
which is an increase in goal alignment from GA1 
to GA2. Figure 2 shows that such an increase in 
goal alignment effects a corresponding decrease 
in residual loss; i.e., a change from RL1 to RL2.

Decision information costs reflect the distribu-
tion of power/knowledge among agents and 
principals. In order to make decisions, the prin-
cipal requires localized information that the agent 
has acquired. The transference of this information 
from agent to principal incurs a cost. Specifi-
cally, agency theory states that the higher the 
decision information costs (DI), the higher the 
level of goal alignment (GA); and whenever goal 
alignment increases, residual losses decrease. 
Figure 3 illustrates graphically the direct relation-
ship between decision information costs and goal 
alignment.

Agency theory assumes that all costs (monitor-
ing costs, residual loss and decision information 
costs) are borne by the principal. Therefore, the 
principal must be judicious in implementing the 
right level of monitoring and in designing the 
most effective organizational structure, in order 
to achieve maximum goal alignment at minimum 
cost. But what if the principal could induce his/
her agents to bear some of the monitoring costs 
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Figure 1. Monitoring costs, residual loss and goal alignment (adapted from Wickramasinghe, 1999)

Figure 2. Residual loss (RL) vs. Goal alignment (GA)
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themselves – that is, to self-monitor? Agency 
theory is mute on this point.

In fairness to agency theorists, traditional, 
industrial-age employees did not present much 
opportunity for principals to consider self-mon-
itoring options. However, contemporary knowl-
edge workers who are prevalent in innovating 
organizations are indeed very different in two 
important ways:

1.  Both critical knowledge and the decision 
right are co-located with the knowledge 
worker agent. This means that the princi-
pal has less control over agent activities, 
and therefore the potential for goal-aligned 
behavior is low.

2.  Most knowledge workers are guided by a 
specific professional code of behavior and/
or ethics. This means that they are likely to 
align their own goals for career advance-
ment with the goals of their profession, and 
to monitor their own behavior to maintain 
that goal alignment.

We know that high self-monitors perform bet-
ter for themselves and for the organization, and 
that self-monitoring could have implications for 
principals if only researchers could determine what 
motivates high and low self-monitors (Mehra et 
al., 2001). Within organizations, however, getting 
agents to self-monitor may be more dependent on 
organizational architectures than on personality 
traits. “Self-monitoring orientation is a stable 
component of the individual’s personality, but a 
stable personality trait can be expressed through 
a range of possible behaviors. In sociological 
research, individuals tend to take on the attributes 
and ideas of their associates rather than relying 
on their own inner beliefs and values (e.g. Carley, 
1991.)” (Mehra et al., 200: 142).

FOUCAULT’S COROLLARY

To understand the implications of self-monitoring 
performed by knowledge workers and enabled 
through ICT use it is useful to consider physicians. 
The working context of the primary care physician 

Figure 3. Decision information costs and goal alignment (adapted from source Wickramasinghe, 1999)
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(PCP) in today’s US healthcare system bears little 
resemblance to the romanticized country doctor 
who operates independently in service to his or her 
local community. The organizational structures of 
the healthcare industry have reshaped the action 
of 21st century professionals in profound ways. 
Like other professionals in law and academia, 
physicians’ roles have become increasingly 
rationalized by economic and quality concerns 
(Heinz et al., 1998). Moreover, given the current 
state of healthcare delivery in the US, healthcare 
organizations throughout the nation are embrac-
ing various types of ICTs (billing and practice 
management systems, PACS and/or automated 
medical record systems) in an attempt to provide 
cost effective quality healthcare. The PCP in such 
an environment is a knowledge worker agent, 
contracted or employed to provide healthcare 
services for a managed care principal organiza-
tion. However, these knowledge worker agents 
differ significantly from the employee agent of 
classical agency theory – their ICT-enhanced 
self-monitoring practices enable them to achieve 
even higher levels of alignment with a set of 
organizational goals that they continually refine 
through boundary spanning activities.

This change in agency calls for a corresponding 
corollary to agency theory. Figure 4 (a, b and c) 
depicts the shift in economic dynamics as self-
monitoring, enabled through ICT use, becomes 
part of agent behavior.

Various longitudinal studies conducted by 
Wickramasinghe and Lamb (Wickramasinghe, 
1999; Wickramasinghe and Lamb, 2002; Wick-
ramasinghe, 2007) clearly demonstrate that ICT-
enabled monitoring and self-monitoring resulted 
in an increase in goal aligned behavior (GA↑). 
The impetus for this increase resides with the 
knowledge worker agent who, in addition to the 
principal, exercises decision rights. For instance, 
managed care organisations do not make treatment 
decisions, but sets guidelines to influence PCP 
decision makers. Because this knowledge work-
er agent has decision rights, the decision informa-
tion (DI) costs of the principal are low and constant:

1.  Low because little localized information 
or idiosyncratic knowledge is passed to the 
MCO pertaining to patient treatments; only 
information about treatments, costs and 
outcomes are relayed. The cost of passing 

Figure 4. Interaction of agency costs with goal alignment in the context of the Knowledge Worker Agent 
(adapted from Wickramasinghe, 1999)
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this information is not a DI cost, rather a 
monitoring cost (M↑).

2.  Constant because the PCP is continuously 
making these decisions and fine-tuning the 
goals of the principal. The PCP is a knowl-
edge worker agent hired specifically to make 
such decisions.

We illustrate this shift in Figure 5, where DI 
cost is at DI1 and the DI cost curve is vertical. A 
vertical DI cost curve with a low DI cost inter-
cept indicates that the knowledge worker agent, 
the PCP, possesses the decision rights and little 
localized information or idiosyncratic knowledge 
is being passed to the principal, the MCO. We 
can also see from this figure that the level of goal 
alignment is low at GA.

Once the principal has relinquished decision 
rights, it faces the problem of low goal alignment. 
Traditionally, this problem has been resolved 

through monitoring. ICTs are often designed and 
implemented to perform effective, efficient 
monitoring functions; with higher goal alignment 
as a direct and indirect result. This ICT impact, 
described in Figure 5, Scenario 3, rotates the 
monitoring cost curve in Figure 5 from M to M’, 
resulting in higher goal alignment (GA↑), which 
in Figure 5 is reflected by lower residual loss 
(RL↓). In other words, the ICT-related increment 
in monitoring costs buys a larger increase in goal 
alignment when it enables self-monitoring in the 
knowledge worker agent. This effect is not by 
virtue of the enterprise-wide ICT in and of itself, 
but of the power/knowledge dynamic that it ac-
tivates in the presence of knowledge worker 
agents.

Like other theories that appear to break down 
when applied to current scenarios, agency theory 
seems to meet its Waterloo in the case of health-
care knowledge workers with ICTs that have 

Figure 5. 
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been implemented to facilitate better practice 
management. It does not adequately account for 
self-monitoring. By integrating Foucault’s power/
knowledge dynamic with classical agency theory, 
however, it becomes possible to explain not only 
the dynamics of self-monitoring, but also the 
benefits that accrue to principals and knowledge 
worker agents who effectively leverage self-
monitoring activities.

We find some evidence that ICT-enhanced 
self-monitoring is a widely-practiced profes-
sional (and semi-professional) activity in a survey 
study conducted by Kirsch et al. (2002). Their 
research addressed control and management of 
information systems (IS) development projects, 
and the interactions between IS developers and 
their client organizations. The study described 
the ICT-enhanced self-monitoring behavior of 
IS developers, and results suggested that infor-
mal control is particularly salient for IS-client 
relationships. In particular, Kirsch et al. found 
that when IS developers could use ICTs to profile 
their own performance, they were more likely to 
self-monitor. Kirsch et al. identify this dynamic as 
the relationship between “outcome measurability” 
and “self control.” A clear confirmation of the 
corollary to agency theory here can be seen, as 
well as strong quantitative support for our quali-
tative descriptions of self-monitoring activities: 
knowledge worker agents (i.e. IS developers) used 
available performance monitoring ICTs (M↑) to 
self-monitor; effecting a corresponding increase in 
goal alignment (GA↑). Interestingly, their results 
suggest that as behavior observability decreases, 
the use of self control increases; and as outcome 
measurability increases, the use of self control 
increases. In other words, “self-control will be 
exercised when behavior observability is low, or 
when outcome measurability is high” (Kirsch et 
al., 2002, p. 493.) This is further evidence of a 
power/knowledge dynamic in which the individual 
is continually seeking techniques and strategies to 
increase or regain power/knowledge, and of the 
effectiveness of ICT-enhanced self-monitoring 

to benefit not only the principal, but also the 
autonomy-seeking knowledge worker agent.

These findings, and recent publications (Doo-
lin, 2004; Kohli and Kettinger, 2004), strongly 
indicate that ICT-enhanced self-monitoring 
can establish a win-win scenario for principals 
and knowledge worker agents, but only when 
boundary-spanners are able to negotiate the new 
order by adjusting organizational goals, ICT 
implementations, and/or outcome measures. For 
example, Doolin’s (2004) study of a performance 
tracking casemix ICT system in a New Zealand 
hospital found that, while several senior doctors 
served as clinician managers, the system seemed to 
be gaining acceptance. When subsequent hospital 
reorganization eliminated the new boundary-
spanning role of clinician manager, physician 
resistance relegated the casemix system to the 
relatively minor function of only measuring per-
formance against contracts. In an action research 
study, Kohli and Kettinger (2004) took another 
tack. They studied two ICT system interventions at 
a midwest US hospital – both intended to increase 
physicians behavioral alignment with hospital cost 
and quality goals. Their first intervention was a 
decision support monitoring system, which did 
make physician behaviors more observable, but 
which did not gain acceptance among the physi-
cians. In their second intervention, they engaged 
a physician leader as a boundary-spanner to help 
introduce a new interface to the physician profiling 
system and to lead physician discussions about 
the profile data. Two years later, improvements 
in cost and quality control attributed to system 
use indicated that the second intervention was 
a success, even though not all of the hospital 
physicians used it.

CONCLUSION

Given the growing dominance of knowledge 
workers in all organizations, and the importance 
of effective and efficient operations in today’s 
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highly competitive globalizing environments, 
the need for theories that provide better strategies 
for human capital management is increasing. We 
believe that a power/knowledge enrichment of 
classical agency theory addresses this need in 
a way that may prove beneficial to knowledge 
worker agents and organizational principals alike.

This synthesis of power/knowledge dynamics 
and agency theory economics invites a wide array 
of research approaches to further study – from 
special case studies to surveys to simulations – 
and points to some interesting topics for theoretic 
extension. An application of such a synthesis to 
case studies of ambient organizations that operate 
through networks of outsourced services would 
help to specify the micro-dynamics of agency in 
a knowledge economy. More detailed observation 
of the transitions that self-monitoring boundary-
spanners are able to effect in their organizational 
settings would be similarly helpful – particularly 
if these are tied to surveys that link boundary-
spanning and self-monitoring behaviors to 
structural support for ICT use and goal alignment 
outcomes (i.e. a combination of the approaches 
used by Kilduff and Day, 1994; and Kirsch et al., 
2002.) What is particularly germane in the con-
text of innovating organizations in a knowledge 
economy is that the behaviours of self-monitoring 
and boundary spanning are significant to the on 
going success and competitiveness of such or-
ganizations; hence, it is incumbent to foster and 
nurture such behavior.
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ENDNOTE

1  Jensen and Meckling (1976) also identify a 
bonding term (and corresponding bonding 
cost). Bonding is connected to activities, 
which involve agents aligning themselves 
to outside investors or the organization itself 
in terms of stock options and other means. 
Our study focuses on US physicians and 
healthcare organisations, and the regulated 
nature of this industry doesn’t generally 
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permit such behaviours. The regulations 
pertaining to healthcare foundations do al-
low for some bonding activities, like some 
ownership interests, and even partnerships; 
but traditional stock option arrangements are 

prohibited. Bonding arrangements don’t oc-
cur in our study data, and thus the bonding 
component does not enter into our current 
empirical discussion, but it will be a focus 
in our continued research.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The challenge of knowledge management is to gen-
erate, share, exploit and renew knowledge faster 
than competitors. To achieve sustainable com-
petitive advantage, the knowledge management 
strategy is to develop and share tacit knowledge 
so that organizational capabilities rest in many, 
if not all, employees. In team-work environment, 
emotional intelligence, trust and organizational 
citizenship behavior are crucial to tacit knowledge 
sharing. Emotional intelligence as the ability to 
control one’s and others’ emotions, among other 
abilities, will facilitate the sharing of high value 
tacit knowledge, of work and clients, among 

team members. The road to a trusting relation-
ship is marked by inter-personal understanding 
and empathic communication between members 
leading potentially to organizational citizenship 
behavior. Organizational citizenship behavior 
which manifests the employees’ commitment to 
the job and organization is a significant mediator 
in tacit knowledge sharing. However, the role of 
emotional intelligence in facilitating tacit knowl-
edge sharing is constrained by the type of service 
environment, i.e. professional, service shop and 
mass service which limits the scope for tacit 
knowledge sharing. This chapter offers several 
testable propositions to explain the influence of 
emotional intelligence on tacit knowledge sharing 
in service businesses.
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INTRODUCTION

Emerging economies are the countries that have 
restructured their economies to allow greater op-
portunities in trade, technology transfer and for-
eign direct investments. China, India, Indonesia, 
Brazil and Russia are among the biggest emerging 
economies while countries like Malaysia, Mexico, 
Argentina, South Africa, Poland, Turkey, and 
South Korea are also considered as emerging 
economies. These countries have made critical 
moves from a developing country to emerging 
economy due to rapid economic growth. One 
of the fundamental elements to sustain the eco-
nomic growth is to properly manage knowledge 
in organizations since this serves as the catalyst 
for innovation and creativity (Rebernik & Sirec, 
2007). At corporate level, competitive advantage 
can be obtained when a company values its tacit 
knowledge (Alwis & Hartmann, 2008) as inimi-
table resource, which can differentiate a company 
from the rest.

Realizing the huge benefits that can be ob-
tained from tacit knowledge sharing, authors and 
researchers have attempted to investigate how 
tacit knowledge can be shared among the orga-
nizational members. However, technology driven 
paradigm of knowledge management has failed 
to deliver the promised benefits (Gilmour, 2003). 
Hansen, Nohria and Tierney’s (1999) codification 
strategy is not a viable option for firms with high 
tacit knowledge. Of course, this strategy is very 
successful when dealing with explicit knowl-
edge. Tacit knowledge sharing, as the essence of 
the knowledge management implementation, is 
much related to the human aspects specifically the 
attitudes and behaviors of organizational mem-
bers (Gilmour, 2003). Although research efforts 
have been directed at describing the human role 
in knowledge sharing (Haesli & Boxall, 2005), 
none has come out with a generic explanation of 
emotion and how it affects tacit knowledge shar-
ing among organizational members particularly 
in service organizations. Therefore, this chapter 

is meant to bring together previous works on 
EI and tacit knowledge sharing into a cohesive 
framework with service types as moderators and 
team affiliation and organizational citizenship 
behaviors (OCB) as the mediators.

DEFINITION OF KNOWLEDGE

Davenport and Prusak (1998) defined knowledge 
as “a fluid of framed experience, values, contextual 
information, and expert insights that provides a 
framework for evaluating and incorporating new 
experiences and information. It originates in and 
is applied in the minds of knowers”. Nonaka and 
Takeuchi (1995) defined knowledge in a broader 
perspective which is “a dynamic human process 
of justifying personal belief toward the truth”. 
Two types of knowledge reside in an organization 
– explicit and tacit knowledge (Nonaka, 1991). 
Explicit knowledge is knowledge that can be 
codified therefore it is easily shared and commu-
nicated via organization databases, hence making 
it available to all members of the organizations. 
Explicit knowledge also refers to rationalized 
knowledge which is general, context independent, 
standardized, and public (Weiss, 1999).

Tacit knowledge comprises mental models, 
beliefs and persuasions of each employee that 
are so deeply rooted within the individual and is 
difficult to express in words. Tacit knowledge also 
refers to embedded knowledge which is context 
dependent, narrowly applicable, personalized, 
and may be personally or professionally sensitive 
(Weiss, 1999). It sometimes refers to practical in-
telligence (Wagner & Sternberg, 1985), common 
sense (Sternberg, 1985) or street smart (Horvath 
et al., 1994). Tacit knowledge is seldom com-
municated and hence, seldom shared because it 
is subjective and intuitive in nature and it is lost 
when the employee possessing it leaves the orga-
nization. Examples of individual tacit knowledge 
are self-motivation, adaptability and flexibility 
and customer service experience, which generally 
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refer to the blend of complex individual’s abilities 
to accomplish work effectively.

With regard to knowledge sharing, Nonaka and 
Takeuchi (1995) have proposed a model describ-
ing how tacit knowledge can be transformed into 
explicit knowledge and shared in the organizations. 
Knowledge conversion model (also known as 
SECI Model), comprises four modes of conver-
sions: socialization, externalization, combination 
and internalization. Socialization is the process by 
which an individual’s tacit knowledge is shared 
with another individual through observation, 
imitation and practice, etc. Externalization is the 
process by which tacit knowledge is converted 
into explicit knowledge by using metaphors and 
analogies that are known to be inaccurate to re-
produce knowledge, thus causing dialogue and 
collective reflection that serve as the foundation of 
externalization. Combination is the exchange pro-
cess by which an individual’s explicit knowledge 
is transferred to others by means of documents, 
lectures, meetings, telephone communication, 
etc. Internalization is the process of converting 
explicit knowledge into tacit knowledge through 
which the incorporated explicit knowledge in one 
individual is converted into tacit knowledge under 
the influence of his mental model. Knowledge 
conversion model is the basis of recent knowledge 
management theories and practices.

Tacit knowledge sharing has become the 
heightened interest of researchers over the years 
to divulge the fact of how it can be shared among 
the organizational members because of its impor-
tance in improving organizational performance 
(Harlow, 2008). The difficulties in sharing of tacit 
knowledge are associated with the difficulties in 
expressing or documenting such knowledge, the 
language issues, time, value as well as distance 
(Haldin-Herrgard, 2000). Besides, there are also 
factors that prevent individuals from sharing tacit 
knowledge, which include the lack of confidence, 
anxiety, unwillingness, confusion, and being car-
ried away by strong feelings (Harvey & Butcher, 
1998). Summarizing the existing work on knowl-

edge sharing, Ipe (2003) has developed a cohesive 
framework highlighting the importance of three 
factors that affect knowledge sharing – nature of 
knowledge, motivation to share and opportunities 
to share. Since the focus of the chapter is on tacit 
knowledge sharing, motivation to share is the most 
relevant factor that affects knowledge sharing. 
Others are beyond the control of the employees.

Motivation to Share

Previous works have established that knowledge 
sharing is mostly influenced by trust and com-
mitment (Morgan & Hunt, 1994), which refer 
to intrinsic motivation. Research has fairly es-
tablished that intrinsic motivation can enhance 
knowledge sharing (Cruz, Perez, & Cantero, 
2009). Organizational commitment, defined as 
an individuals’ willingness to commit extra effort 
to their workplace job (Meyer & Allen, 1997), is 
expected to be associated with the willingness to 
contribute and receive knowledge (Nonaka, 1994). 
Individuals who are emotionally attached to their 
organization are likely to share their knowledge 
if the work environment is favorable where such 
behavior is appreciated and where their knowledge 
will be actually used and eventually be valuable 
to their organization (Lin, 2007).

Trust, on the other hand, is an expression of 
faith and confidence that a person or an institu-
tion will be fair, reliable, ethical, competent, and 
non-threatening (Morgan & Hunt, 1994). A lot 
of research has been conducted to investigate the 
role of trust in facilitating inter- and intra-organi-
zational cooperation which includes knowledge 
sharing (Nonaka, 1991). Individuals are willing 
to share knowledge if they believe that their co-
workers are trustworthy and faithful and would 
also do the same thing to them as well as others 
(Lin, 2007). Trust may reduce perceived uncer-
tainty, facilitate risk-taking behaviors, and foster 
a positive orientation (Morgan & Hunt, 1994) that 
accordingly enhances their willingness to share 
tacit knowledge with their coworkers (Lin, 2007).
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Individuals have two contradictory instincts 
– hoarding or sharing. They hoard if they feel 
threatened, fearful, distrustful or insecure, urg-
ing them to hold on tightly to whatever they 
possess. On the contrary, they share if they feel 
their contribution matters (Goman, 2007). Group 
membership plays an important role in deciding 
to share knowledge or not. The better a group of 
people knows each other, the more the people in the 
group will call on each other’s knowledge (Dixon, 
2002). In Asian culture and most of the emerging 
economies, group membership is considered as 
a source of identity, protection and loyalty, and 
in exchange for such loyalty, information can be 
expected to be shared within the group (Hutch-
ings & Michailova, 2004). People are unwilling 
to share knowledge with those they perceived 
are not the group members (Yao, Kam, & Chan, 
2007). Besides, personal networking has been 
eventually increasing in importance in business 
success as well as in knowledge sharing (Hutch-
ings & Michailova, 2004).

To summarize, knowledge sharing takes place 
when there are networks and communities of 
people who are bound together by traditions of 
trust, mutual respect, etc. Emotional intelligence 

(EI), as the abilities to perceive emotions, to access 
and generate emotions so as to assist thought, to 
understand emotions and emotional knowledge, 
and to reflectively regulate emotions so as to 
promote emotional and intellectual growth, can 
facilitate the formation and maintenance of net-
works of people or teams and hence enhancing tacit 
knowledge sharing amongst them. Organizational 
members who possess high EI are expected to 
have high willingness to share tacit knowledge 
because of their heightened understanding of the 
organizational needs as well as the needs of those 
around them.

DEFINITION OF EI

EI is defined as a set of abilities to perceive emo-
tions, to access and generate emotions so as to assist 
thought, to understand emotions and emotional 
knowledge, and to reflectively regulate emotions 
so as to promote emotional and intellectual growth 
(Mayer & Salovey, 1997). The detail descriptions 
of each dimension of EI are included in the table 
below (Table 1).

Table 1. EI dimensions/branches and descriptions of exemplary skills 

Branches Descriptions

Perceiving Emotion Ability to identify emotion in one’s physical and psychological states 
Ability to identify emotion in other people 
Ability to express emotion s accurately and to express needs related to them 
Ability to discriminate between accurate/honest and inaccurate/dishonest feelings

Using Emotions to Facilitate Thought Ability to redirect and prioritize thinking on the basis of associated feelings 
Ability to generate emotions to facilitate judgment and memory 
Ability to capitalize on mood changes to appreciate multiple points of view 
Ability to use emotional states to facilitate problem solving and creativity

Understanding Emotions Ability to understand relationships among various emotions 
Ability to perceive the causes and consequences of emotions 
Ability to understand complex feelings, emotional blends, and contradictory states 
Ability to understand transitions among emotions

Managing Emotions Ability to be open to feelings, both pleasant and unpleasant 
Ability to monitor and reflect on emotions 
Ability to engage in, prolong, or detach from an emotional state 
Ability to manage emotions in oneself 
Ability to manage emotions in others

Source: Salovey, Kokkonen, Lopes, & Mayer (2004)
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EI AND KNOWLEDGE SHARING IN 
EMERGING ECONOMIES

One of the elements to facilitate the economic 
growth in emerging economies is technology 
transfer but it can only be materialized if the com-
panies have properly institute sound knowledge 
management practices in their organizations. Tech-
nology transfer involves the sharing of explicit as 
well as implicit knowledge from the owner to the 
recipient. For example, Perodua, a Malaysian car 
manufacturer, has established relationship with 
Japanese counterpart, Daihatsu Motor Co., to 
facilitate technology transfer in car manufactur-
ing industry. The explicit part of the technology 
transfer (e.g. machineries, procedures, systems) 
can be realized once both parties have reached a 
mutual agreement. Nevertheless, the implicit part 
or tacit knowledge (e.g. the technical know-how) 
can only be shared when there is an employee 
exchange program from both companies as part 
of the training efforts. At this juncture, Malaysian 
Perodua employees may be sent to Japan for train-
ing while the Japanese Daihatsu employees may 
be sent to Malaysia to assist Perodua employees 
in understanding the whole process of car making. 
The process is similar in service organizations. 
Therefore, knowledge sharing either explicit or 
implicit is crucial for companies to achieve sus-
tained economic growth.

However, the process is not always easy be-
cause many factors might influence the success 
or failure of the technology transfer especially 
with regard to the transfer of implicit or tacit 
knowledge, for examples, cultural differences, and 
personality traits of participants. Some countries 
are seen as individualist but some are perceived 
as collectivist. Within the countries, there are 
individuals who are idiocentric (similar to people 
in individualist cultures) as well as those who are 
allocentric (similar to people in collectivist cul-
tures) (Triandis, 2006). The cultural differences 
might affect the smoothness of the technology 
transfer process. In terms of personality traits, 

individuals are unique with regard to their varying 
levels of extraversion, openness-to-experience, 
conscientiousness, neuroticism and agreeable-
ness (Costa & McCrae, 1995; John & Srivastava, 
1999). Some traits facilitate knowledge sharing but 
others might impede the sharing process. These 
factors, among others, have to be considered in 
examining tacit knowledge transfer particularly 
in service organizations.

EI and Collaboration/Team Work

Team has been defined as working with co-workers 
and team members to achieve success of the firm 
(Welbourne, Johnson, & Erez, 1998). The im-
portance of team role in organization as well as 
in research has recently been realized and given 
a special attention due to its effect in creating a 
synergy in work outcomes. However, individu-
als differ from each other in terms of culture and 
personality. Some individuals are idiocentric but 
others are allocentric. Similarly, some people 
are high in openness-to-experience but some are 
high in neuroticism. These individual differences 
impede the development of work team. Here, 
EI comes into play. A number of studies have 
established how EI can be used to enhance team 
performance. Rice (1999) and Feyerherm and Rice 
(2002) suggest that EI abilities are inevitable in 
obtaining effective team performance. Stough and 
De Guara (2003) discover that emotional control 
is positively related to the ability to work as a 
team member towards the success of the orga-
nization. Perlini and Halverson (2006) establish 
both intrapersonal competency and general mood 
predict number of National Hockey League points 
and games played. Jordan, Ashkanasy, Hartel and 
Hooper (2002) found that high EI teams operated 
at high level of performance throughout the study 
period but low EI teams performed lower at the 
beginning of the study period but managed to 
match the performance of the high EI teams at the 
end of the study period. The findings suggest that 
EI is effective at facilitating team performance. 
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Jordan and Troth (2004), on the other hand, found 
that EI predicted successful problem solving 
of cognitive task in teams, and contributed to 
integrative conflict resolution styles and team 
performance. The findings are consistent with 
their earlier studies (Jordan & Troth, 2002). These 
studies have highlighted the importance of EI in 
generating effective teams, which can be realized 
through such practices as empathy, cooperation, 
collaborative efforts in problems solving and 
conflict avoidance.

EI has also been proven to enhance employ-
ees’ commitment (Wong & Law, 2002) and trust 
(social and emotional contract) (Mayer & Beltz, 
1998) – the core elements in knowledge sharing; 
therefore, having high EI team members can ensure 
the success of knowledge sharing as mentioned 
by Druskat and Wolff (2001) that EI of a group 
produces trust, identification and efficacy be-
tween group members and this in turn creates an 
atmosphere that is conducive towards a group’s 
efficiency and creativity. It is suggested that team 
task, team structure and processes, along with the 
physical, virtual and social work spaces as well as 
the organizational context play important roles in 
enabling knowledge work productivity (Bosch-
Sijtsema, Ruohomaki, & Vartiainen, 2009). It is 
evidenced in research that knowledge sharing is 
likely to occur if team members are emotionally 
welcome as valuable contributors to a common 
task (Sackmann & Friesl, 2007) by encouraging 
positive shared emotions, which can lead to group 
effectiveness through broadening and building 
interactions among group members (Rhee, 2005). 
EI is also practical to augment interpersonal 
relationships (Schutte et al., 2001), which can 
enhance tacit knowledge sharing specifically in 
team and in organization as a whole. Therefore, 
the following proposition is developed:

Proposition 1. EI enhances tacit knowledge shar-
ing by facilitating stronger team affiliation.

EI and OCB

Organizational citizenship behavior (OCB) is 
defined as discretionary behavior on the part of 
a person that is believed to promote directly the 
effective functioning of an organization (Organ, 
1988). OCB consists of behaviors that go beyond 
specific role requirements, with the stipulation that 
such behaviors are performed voluntarily with-
out expectation of rewards (Brief & Motowidlo, 
1986). They include altruism (helping others), 
conscientiousness (going beyond the minimum 
role requirements), courtesy (preventing work-
related problems from occurring), sportsmanship 
(tolerating unfavorable circumstances without 
complaining) and civic virtue (participating in, 
involving in, and concerning about the life of the 
company) (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Moorman, 
& Fetter, 1990). Knowledge sharing, although is 
part of pro-social organizational behaviors (Lin, 
2007), which captures the general propensity of 
people anticipating good consequences not only 
for themselves, but also for their co-workers and 
organization (Brief & Motowidlo, 1986) it is not 
necessarily synonymous with OCB. To be consid-
ered as OCB, the behaviors should be performed 
both spontaneously and voluntarily. Knowledge 
sharing, on the other hand, is often subject to 
managerial exhortations and organizational reward 
structures. Managers are now expected to coach, 
mentor or guide their subordinates to use and 
share knowledge across functional boundaries. 
It is increasingly becoming involuntary behavior. 
Moreover, it is assessed as part of overall perfor-
mance management scheme. However, employees 
with high OCB tendency are expected to engage 
in tacit knowledge sharing based on the general 
premise that those with high OCB tendency are 
willing to go beyond their minimum role require-
ment helping others with work-related problems 
as well as pursuing organizational interests rather 
than personal interests.
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As mentioned earlier, people are different with 
reference to their culture and personality traits. 
Studies have established that EI reduces the effects 
of having negative traits, such as low openness-to-
experience and high neuroticism (Othman, 2010). 
Employees with low openness-to-experience and 
high neuroticism are perceived as low perform-
ers. However, when they are equipped with EI 
their perceived performance increases to the 
extent comparable with the performance of high 
openness-to-experience counterparts and low 
neuroticism counterparts. With regard to cultural 
differences, EI or specifically cultural intelligence 
can assist the individuals with different cultural 
upbringing to fit with the environment through 
actions such as suspending judgment until enough 
information is gathered, paying attention to the 
situation, cross cultural training, and matching 
personal and organizational attributes (Triandis, 
2006).

EI, as the abilities to perceive emotions, to ac-
cess and generate emotions so as to assist thought, 
to understand emotions and emotional knowledge, 
and to reflectively regulate emotions so as to pro-
mote emotional and intellectual growth, can be 
applied to enhance OCB of organizational mem-
bers in a number of ways. First, employees with 
high EI are able to neutralize negative emotions 
or to turn negative emotions into positive ones. 
Positive emotions (e.g. enthusiasm and pride) is 
related to OCB whereas negative emotions (e.g. 
anger and anxiety) are related to counterproductive 
work behavior (Spector & Fox, 2002). Second, 
employees with high EI can “feel” the emotions 
of others. They have the ability to empathize the 
pain and pleasure experienced by their colleagues. 
Abraham (1999) claims that EI may enhance cer-
tain pro-social behaviors, one of which is assisting 
co-workers with personal matters. Those with high 
EI tend to exhibit high OCB. And third, employees 
with high EI are able to observe the consequences 
of their actions from different perspectives: per-
sonal, group as well as organizational. Day and 
Carroll (2004) established that EI is unrelated to 

individual-level OCB, but related to group-level 
OCB. Côté and Miners (2006) also discover a 
similar association between EI and organization-
level OCB. Employees with high EI are inclined 
to pursue organizational interests rather than their 
personal interests. Research has also established 
the association between OCB and knowledge shar-
ing (Kim & Gong, 2009; Yu, Lu, & Liu, 2010). 
These findings, although inconclusive, suggest 
that EI enhances pro-social behaviors or OCB, 
which subsequently contribute to tacit knowledge 
sharing among organizational members. Thus, the 
following proposition is suggested:

Proposition 2. EI increases the propensity of tacit 
knowledge sharing as a result of employees’ 
willingness to engage in voluntary behaviors 
(OCB).

Service Typology

The diversity of service sector makes it difficult 
to make useful generalizations concerning the 
management of service organizations. Therefore, 
classification of services has greatly contributed 
to this area. The purpose of service typology is 
to address the complexities of services by de-
veloping service criteria that reflect core service 
aspects that go beyond narrow industry boundaries 
(Cook, Goh, & Chung, 1999). Realizing the need 
to develop a practical service typology, Silvestro, 
Fitzgerald, Johnson and Voss (1992), among 
others, proposed a classification scheme based 
on business processes, bringing together several 
previously suggested classification schemes into 
a cohesive framework. Based on data from 11 
service industries, Silvestro et al. (1992) suggested 
three types of service processes; professional 
service, service shops, and mass services. The 
classification is based on six dimensions; people 
versus equipment, level of customization, extent 
of employee/customer contact, level of employee 
discretion, value added in back office versus front 
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office, and product versus process focus. The 
service process types are as follows:

• Professional service: Organizations with 
few transactions, highly customized, pro-
cess oriented, with a long contact time. 
Value-added process occurs in the front 
office where considerable judgment is ap-
plied in meeting customer needs. Examples 
are consultants, doctors and architects.

• Service shop: A category which falls be-
tween professional and mass services with 
levels of classification dimensions falling 
between the other two extremes. Examples 
are retail banks, rental services and hotels.

• Mass service: Organizations with many 
customer transactions, limited contact 
time, little customization, product-oriented 
with most of the value being added in the 
back office and little judgment applied by 
the front office staff. Examples are tele-
communication, bus services and fast 
foods.

The Role of Service Typology in 
Affecting EI and Knowledge Sharing

Although the evidence supports that EI enhances 
tacit knowledge sharing among team members, 
service type moderates this relationship. In 
professional service, tacit knowledge sharing is 
crucial in achieving team effectiveness. Service 
providers engage in extended interactions with 
the customers, use personal judgment and dis-
cretion in providing customized service to the 
customers. There is a demand to share their per-
sonal experiences so that others can follow their 
success efforts (Weiss, 1999). Having high EI, 
professional service providers are able to develop 
better relationship with colleagues, thus facilitat-
ing tacit knowledge sharing as trust is necessary 
for effective knowledge sharing to take place. In 
emerging economies, businesses are becoming to 
a greater extent professionally oriented. Services 

are changing to become increasingly customized. 
For example, insurance companies, because of the 
fierce competition in the industry, offer various 
products to cater for varying needs of the custom-
ers. The insurance agents have to be, not only 
knowledgeable, but also flexible in dealing with 
customers. Companies in emerging economies, 
especially Asian countries are having advantages 
in facilitating tacit knowledge transfer because 
research has recently established that, although 
the results are inconclusive, knowledge transfer is 
subject to national cultural characteristics which 
are power distance, performance orientation, in-
group collectivism, and uncertainty avoidance 
(Wilkesmann, Fischer, & Wilkesmann, 2009). 
Therefore, to facilitate knowledge sharing, they 
have to be equipped with high EI to effectively 
perform their duties. Besides, they also need high 
EI to be readily available to share their experiences 
with co-workers especially in team environment 
for the benefits of the organization as a whole.

However, in service shops, since the services 
are more standardized and there is lack of interac-
tion, EI abilities are moderately needed. Similarly, 
tacit knowledge sharing, although important, is 
not as critical as in professional service. Tacit 
knowledge sharing together with conformance 
to standard operating procedures (SOP) might 
contribute to team effectiveness. Usually, there 
are some guidelines stipulated by the manage-
ment about teamwork. However, having high EI 
is encouraged so that tacit knowledge sharing 
can be enhanced to achieve team effectiveness.

In mass service, the employees are offering 
standardized and routine services with minimum 
interaction with others. Although working in team 
is encouraged, the management has already deter-
mined every aspect of team to function effectively. 
Rules and regulations are established, roles and 
functions of members are predetermined, and 
methods are fixed. Therefore, in mass service, 
because of structured team role, the need for EI is 
the least significant for the employees to achieve 
effective team role. Similarly, tacit knowledge 
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sharing is the least important since the nature of 
work does not require employees to learn from 
others’ personal experience. Therefore, the fol-
lowing proposition is formed:

Proposition 3. The role of EI in facilitating tacit 
knowledge sharing among team members is 
the most significant in professional service, 
moderate in service shop and the least sig-
nificant in mass service due to the different 
scope for tacit knowledge sharing across 
service types (it is wide in professional ser-
vice, moderate in service shop and narrow 
in mass service).

It is proposed that EI enhances tacit knowledge 
sharing as a result of employees’ willingness to 
engage in voluntary behaviors (Tschannen-Moran 
& Nestor-Baker, 2004). Again, the relationship 
is moderated by types of services by which the 
employees are associated. A study conducted by 
Turnipseed (1996) establishes that work environ-
ment that consists of involvement, peer cohesion, 
supervisor support, autonomy, task orientation, 
clarity, innovation and physical comfort is 
positively related to OCB. In professional service 
(described as having favorable work environ-
ment), services are customized and dependent 
on employees’ discretion and judgment. The 
work environment encourages the employees to 
engage in OCB. Since tacit knowledge sharing is 
critical for work accomplishment in professional 
service due to the service nature, EI comes into 
play to facilitate the sharing. The call for EI is 
escalating in emerging economies due to ever-
increasing competition intensity. Since human 
capital is considered as a source of competitive 
advantage, businesses are looking for the right 
formula for employees to voluntarily engage in 
OCB. Research has established that employees 
with high EI abilities are capable of aligning 
their interests with those of the organization 
and are capable of anticipating their future with 
the organization (Othman, 2010). Besides, they 

are capable of empathizing others’ work-related 
problems and consequently, are willing to offer 
their assistance (Abraham, 1999). Therefore, EI 
is crucial in fostering tacit knowledge sharing 
among employees in professional service setting 
through employees’ willingness to engage in OCB.

In service shops, since the services are more 
standardized and they require less interaction with 
the customers as well as other employees, going 
above the call of duties e.g., helping others and 
promoting the company might not be as imperative 
as in professional service. Therefore, in service 
shop, because of moderate work environment, 
employees’ OCB level is also moderate. The need 
for tacit knowledge sharing is also moderate. 
Hence, the role of EI in facilitating knowledge 
sharing in service shop lessens with reference to 
the nature of service.

In mass service (described as having unfavor-
able work environment), offering standardized 
and routine service does not significantly require 
employees’ discretion and judgment as well as 
extended interaction with others. Therefore, go-
ing above the call of duty i.e. engage in OCB is 
the least significant in mass service. Conforming 
to the standard operating procedures (SOP) is 
the norm and sharing of tacit knowledge seems 
unnecessary. Likewise, due to nature of service, 
the role of EI is the least significant in promoting 
OCB and subsequently enhancing tacit knowledge 
sharing as suggested by Zapf (2002) that doing 
“object-related work” does not require effective 
emotion management. For this reason, the fol-
lowing proposition is put forth.

Proposition 4. The role of EI in facilitating 
tacit knowledge sharing through employees’ 
willingness to engage in OCB is the most 
significant in professional service, moderate 
in service shop and the least significant in 
mass service due to the different scope for 
tacit knowledge sharing across service types 
(it is wide in professional service, moderate 
in service shop and narrow in mass service).
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Figure 1 illustrates the proposed relationships 
between EI and tacit knowledge sharing and the 
role of mediators – team affiliation, and OCB, as 
well as moderators – service types (professional 
service, service shop and mass service) in affect-
ing the relationships.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

The chapter is meant to bring together the works 
on EI and knowledge management into a cohesive 
framework of how EI can facilitate tacit knowl-
edge sharing in service organizations especially 
in professional service. Future research should 
focus on testing the propositions developed in 
this chapter. Besides, several factors such as 
leadership, organizational culture and personal-
ity traits of service providers should be reviewed 
and considered since these factors are expected 
to significantly influence knowledge sharing 
practices in organizations.

With regard to the scales to measure the 
constructs, researchers who are interested in this 
area should be highly cautious to select the most 

relevant and validated scales. To date, there are 
abundant available measures, some of which are 
empirically validated but others are not. Selecting 
empirically validated measures ensure the validity 
and reliability of the research findings, which can 
be used with less skepticism.

Since the proposed model includes testing the 
mediating and moderating effects of the variables 
concerned, it is suggested that future research 
should use Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) 
to clearly identify the relationships among the 
variables in each model (based on service types). 
To permit the analyses, enough data should be 
collected and be divided into three categories ac-
cording to service types; professional, service shop 
and mass service. Then, the comparison among 
the models could be conducted and respective 
model for each service type established.

CONCLUSION

In emerging economies, tacit knowledge sharing 
has become a central issue in most organization 
because of its role in contributing to competitive 

Figure 1. A proposed framework
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advantage. Tacit knowledge sharing is a dynamic 
process as it depends on individual’ attributes and 
social relationships. Besides, based on the nature 
of services (e.g. standardization versus customiza-
tion), it is critical in professional service, moderate 
in service shop and the least significant in mass 
service. In professional service, having a suc-
cessful tacit knowledge sharing requires service 
providers to be equipped with high EI abilities 
so that they can interact effectively among team 
members and engage in pro-social behaviors. The 
EI abilities have been demonstrated to enhance 
team performance and to encourage pro-social 
behaviors among organizational members and 
these practices will facilitate tacit knowledge 
sharing in the organizations.

Managerial Implication

Organizations/managers must have a policy that 
calls for or facilitates the sharing of knowledge. If 
what we have argued in the chapter is to be true, 
managers must not leave this critical behavior to 
chance – as OCB may or may not happen. They 
should take control of developing and also ensur-
ing the sharing of knowledge especially of the tacit 
type both for spreading the capabilities across the 
organization and also develop “sustainable” (as op-
posed to fragile) sources of strength. To take control 
means to organize, monitor, review and enhance. A 
policy to this end will signal to all staff the institu-
tional importance of tacit knowledge sharing. Too 
many organizations are still focused on ensuring the 
explicit knowledge is captured, promoted, renewed 
and protected. Tacit knowledge sharing is highly 
valued but still an uncharted territory for managers. 
There is much rhetoric than focused action on tacit 
knowledge sharing. So, raising issue on the institu-
tional radar is the first call for action.

A policy without a strategy for action is pure 
politics. An HR strategy should be devised to en-
sure that tacit knowledge sharing becomes a deliv-
erable for the HR managers. This is in keeping with 
the most strategic HRM observations of the new 

roles for HR managers – to be an administrative 
expert, change champion, employee champion and 
business/strategic partner. This HR strategy must 
recognize also that the issue of tacit knowledge 
sharing is a k-worker issue probably most felt in 
professional service organizations as argued in 
the chapter. The strategy should therefore identify 
the strategic positions that offer most impact. The 
chapter offers an approach to looking at the scope 
for this strategy to work. Professional services 
offer the best scope for tacit knowledge sharing 
and hence, require greater need for a policy and 
managerial action.

Tacit knowledge sharing should be part of the 
attributes/criteria that organization sets for this 
category of staff i.e. professional service staff. 
The empirical indicators should be developed and 
used as a guide to observing and appraising this 
attribute. Regular feedback on the tacit knowledge 
sharing should be provided to help the sharing 
process. When a criterion becomes clear (com-
municated in words and actions), accepted (by all 
as necessary), valuable (because it enhances) and 
durable (remains a policy over time across differ-
ent leaders/managers), it becomes a culture of the 
organization. Culturally conditioned behaviors are 
as powerful if not more forceful than contracts in 
enforcing rules of conduct.

Managers should also understand and develop 
the individual and group competencies that drive 
or facilitate the tacit knowledge sharing. This 
chapter offers one such driver i.e. EI. EI is a key 
ability that organizations must develop because 
tacit knowledge sharing is a social exchange 
process that takes place under a mutually trusting 
environment. People with great EI can regulate 
themselves and also the people environment, 
thus, creating conditions suitable for the excise 
of tacit knowledge sharing. Therefore, as much as 
functional and technical skills must be developed 
and renewed, EI should be given equal attention 
and time as it acts as a great facilitator of the 
strategic knowledge management and HR changes 
organizations seek.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Emotional Intelligence: The abilities to per-
ceive, understand, and regulate emotion to promote 
emotional and intellectual growth.

Explicit Knowledge: Knowledge that can be 
codified therefore it is easily shared and commu-
nicated via organization databases, thus making 
it available to all members of the organizations.

Implicit Knowledge: Mental models, beliefs 
and ideas of each employee that are so deeply 
rooted within the individual and are difficult to 
express in words.

Organizational Citizenship Behavior: Em-
ployee’s discretionary behavior to promote the 
effective functioning of an organization.

Service Typology: Classification of services 
according to their specific characteristics; namely 
people versus equipment, level of customization, 
extent of employee/customer contact, level of 
employee discretion, value added in back office 
versus front office, and product versus process 
focus.

Tacit Knowledge Sharing: The process of 
sharing tacit knowledge that is deeply embed-
ded in individual employees and difficult to be 
expressed in words.

Team Work: Working together with co-
workers and team members, toward success of 
the firm.

This work was previously published in Knowledge Management in Emerging Economies: Social, Organizational and Cultural 
Implementation, edited by Minwir Al-Shammari, pp. 171-185, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint 
of IGI Global).
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Chapter  7.20

INTRODUCTION

In the intellectual capital and knowledge man-
agement (KM) literatures, emotional capital has 
been a neglected dimension. From the late 1980s 
into the 1990s, there was burgeoning interest in 
intellectual capital, which had a substantial impact 
on the early development of KM. Over the past 
decade, social capital theory has sparked a new 
wave of thinking in KM. The concept of emo-
tional capital has the potential to further enrich 
the knowledge base of the KM discipline. This 
article explicates the concept of emotional capital 
and provides a framework for understanding its 
role in organisational KM.

BACKGROUND

The early KM literature adopted the prevalent 
intellectual capital view on human capital, with 
a strong emphasis on developing and leveraging 
organisational intellectual assets (or knowledge 
assets). Although important, this perspective 
provides an insufficient basis for understanding 
the complex human dynamics involved in organi-
sational knowledge processes.

RECONCEPTUALISING HUMAN 
CAPITAL IN ORGANISATIONAL KM

In distilling reading across diverse literatures, 
the author developed a framework (Tanner 2006) 
that reconceptualized human capital in terms of a 
tripartite division of intellectual, social and emo-
tional dimensions, or ‘the three faces of human 
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capital’, i.e. intellectual capital, social capital and 
emotional capital (see Figure 1).

Each of these perspectives offers an alternate 
way of seeing human capital, a distinct frame with 
the potential to yield deeper insights; taken col-
lectively, they help build a more holistic view of 
organisational knowledge processes. This con-
ceptualisation also provides an effective mecha-
nism for blending macro- and micro-levels of 
organisational analysis.

Defining the Three Human 
Capital Frames and Their 
Intellectual Heritage

Intellectual capital: refers to the value embed-
ded in the expertise, knowledge and skills of an 
organisation’s ‘people’ and various explicit and 
implicit representations of this knowledge, eg as 
embodied in organisational products and services, 
processes, structures, systems and technologies. 
Some of these knowledge representations may be 
legally protected under intellectual property laws.

This approach to human capital is strongly 
focused on strategic goals and economic con-
cerns, and on being able to manage and measure 
an organisation’s intangible assets. It is a highly 
utilitarian, functional perspective. Apart from 
strategic management, economics and account-

ing literatures, there are substantial literatures in 
this tradition from the fields of human resource 
management, knowledge management and infor-
mation systems.

This was the primary emphasis of the first 
wave of KM: the notion that it is possible to 
capture and transform individual tacit knowledge 
and expertise into an explicit form that is owned 
and can be used and leveraged by the organisa-
tion for its economic benefit. New information 
technology was seen as pivotal in this process. 
From this perspective, people’s knowledge and 
know-how can be acquired, traded, extracted, 
codified, accumulated, stored in organisational 
knowledge repositories (e.g. intranets, data 
warehouses), mined, distributed, quantified and 
re-used. Companies which effectively leverage 
their intellectual capital are the ones that are said 
to thrive in the knowledge economy. Subsequent 
research and practice has demonstrated that this 
intellectual property conception of organisational 
knowledge was limited and naïve. Knowledge is 
a far more elusive, multi-faceted phenomenon, 
embedded in complex social interactions and 
local contexts. The social capital and emotional 
capital perspectives illuminate these dimensions 
of organisational knowledge.

Social capital: This term is used at two distinct 
levels: the perspective of the individual and small 
group, and that of the wider collective (organisa-
tion, community, society, industry, market). In the 
former usage, social capital can be defined as ‘the 
wealth (or benefit) that exists because of an indi-
vidual’s social relationships’ (Lesser, 2000), and in 
the latter usage, social capital refers to ‘Features 
of social organization such as networks, norms, 
and social trust that facilitate coordination and 
cooperation for mutual benefit’ (Putnam, 1993).

Social capital incorporates the structure of rela-
tionships, associated interpersonal dynamics, and 
the common culture, language and context held by 
those within the network. Organisational social 
capital is the value an organisation derives from 
networks of social relationships internal and ex-

Figure 1. The three faces of human capital
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ternal to the organisation; these networks provide 
a source of individual, group and organisational 
advantage, and facilitate cooperation and purpose-
ful action for collective benefit. Such social net-
works are derived from both the formal authority 
structure and from informal associations based on 
affinity/friendship or around expertise and advice 
dependencies. One particularly important type of 
informal knowledge network identified in recent 
management and KM writings is the community 
of practice.

Although its antecedents have a long history, 
it is only over the past decade that social capital 
has emerged as a significant field in its own right, 
with substantial impact not only in the areas of 
sociology and community studies but also in man-
agement-related fields. The social capital frame 
draws on insights from the fields of sociology, 
community studies, social psychology, strategic 
management (especially stakeholder analysis and 
business ethics), trust, relationship marketing/ 
management, corporate communications, KM, and 
corporate perspectives on organisational culture, 
organisational politics, organisational identity and 
organisational learning. Additionally, certain ele-
ments of the external structure/customer capital 
perspective on intellectual capital are included.

Emotional capital: is ‘The stock of emotions, 
feelings, beliefs, and values that are held in and 
around an organization’ which motivate people 
to positive action (Thomson 1998, p. 316). A 
focus on emotional capital involves: recognising 
the importance and role of emotion in work con-
texts—in supporting and facilitating learning and 
innovation, and achieving organisational goals; 
seeking to foster a positive emotional climate; 
and a commitment to ensuring the emotional 
wellbeing of employees. Emotional capital is 
centred on the perspective of the individual in 
interaction with the immediate group, i.e. on 
intrapersonal and interpersonal factors at work. 
Organistional emotional capital relates to the 
less tangible emotional dimensions of work life. 
It incorporates aspects of emotional intelligence 

(Goleman, 1996; 1998; Mayer & Salovey, 1993; 
Salovey & Mayer, 1990) (i.e. personal relation-
ship and communication skills, self-motivation, 
enthusiasm, persistence, self-efficacy, rapport, 
empathy, caring, etc.) and the collective impacts 
of emotional factors on work climate (contributing 
to positive or negative work climates). Thomson 
(1998) articulated the concept of emotional capital 
as the ‘missing link’ in KM. Other management 
writers (e.g. Cooper & Sawaf, 1997; Weisinger, 
1998) have written on this area, and have provided 
guidelines for developing personal effectiveness 
skills (intrapersonal and interpersonal skills) in the 
work environment. Particularly important from 
the KM perspective are insights into the impacts 
of positive and negative organisational climates 
on performance and learning in organisations.

Underlying concepts for the emotional capital 
frame derive from the fields of psychology, social 
psychology and interpersonal communication 
theory. When applied to the organisational con-
text, pertinent literatures include organisational 
communication, organisational climate, trust, and 
the individual and small group perspective on 
organisational culture, organisational politics and 
power, organisational identity and organisational 
learning. This dimension has no parallel in the 
intellectual capital literature.

Level of Analysis and 
Organisational Focus of the 
Three Human Capital Frames

Figure 2 identifies the primary organisational 
level focus of the three human capital frames. 
The intellectual capital literature concentrates 
almost exclusively on an organisation or industry 
level of analysis. By definition, social capital is 
concerned with collectives and not individuals—
these involve team/department, organisational and 
extra-organisational levels of analysis. Emotional 
capital considers the individual in interaction 
with a work team. Although these teams gener-
ally comprise organisational members, outsiders 
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such as customer or supplier representatives may 
also be involved.

Certain types of organisations tend to empha-
sise one perspective on human capital. For in-
stance, private sector organisations will typically 
focus more on intellectual capital and public sec-
tor organisations more on social capital. Emo-
tional capital is generally given short shrift in 
most organisations. However, community sector 
organisations driven by a strong social mission 
offer potential for insight into this dimension.

The Need for Synthesis of 
the Three Perspectives

Each of the three dimensions of human capital 
represents a distinct frame or lens for viewing 
organisational knowledge. While each has a clear 
purpose, taken alone they have major blind-spots. 
Integrating the dimensions yields a more accurate 
picture of organisational knowledge processes. 
Organisational KM initiatives can be greatly 
enhanced and enriched by dealing with the three 
dimensions of human capital.

ORGANISATIONAL 
EMOTIONAL CAPITAL: THE 
FORGOTTEN DIMENSION

This section explains the core concepts underpinning 
the notion of organisational emotional capital—
emotion, emotional intelligence, emotional capital, 
emotional ecology/climate and emotion and learning.

Emotion

The word ‘emotion’ has French origins, meaning 
‘excite’ or ‘move the feelings of’; in the psycho-
logical sense, it refers to ‘a mental feeling or 
affection … as distinguished from cognitions or 
volitions’ (The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary 
1973). According to The Macquarie Dictionary 
(1985) emotion is:

… an affective state of consciousness in which 
joy, sorrow, fear, hate, or the like, is experienced 
(distinguished from cognitive and volitional states 
of consciousness); any of the feelings of joy, sor-
row, fear, hate, love, etc. …

Emotion has different connotations according 
to disciplinary perspective. From a biological or 
Darwinian perspective, emotion plays a crucial 
role in human survival and adaptation to environ-
ment (eg the ‘fight-flight’ response). Psychology 
for over a century has differentiated the realms of 
thinking, feeling and acting, i.e. cognition, affect 
or emotion and behaviour (Fineman, 2000; 2001; 
Zerbe & Härtel, 2000). There has tended to be a 
‘mind-body’ disconnection, with primary focus 
on the cognitive dimension, secondary focus on 
the behavioural, and with much less attention to 
the emotional dimension, except in fields such as 
Freudian psychoanalysis. In cognitive psychology, 
emotion is typically subordinated to cognition 
or reason. Social psychology considers emotion 
within the context of interpersonal interaction 
and social relationships, e.g. its role in facilitating 

Figure 2. Organisational level focus of the human capital Elements
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or inhibiting learning and changing behaviours 
(Stanley & Burrows, 2001; Weiss & Brief, 2001). 
Sociology adopts a relational view of emotion, 
and is also concerned with wider impacts, e.g. 
cultural and political dimensions.

Over recent years, there has been increasing 
recognition of the close interconnections between, 
and intertwined nature of, cognition, behaviour 
and affect, and more intensive research into af-
fect/emotion. Prevalent research themes include 
debates over cognition/rationality and emotion/
irrationality; development of emotion taxonomies 
and frameworks; emotion management issues, e.g. 
‘emotional labour’; and emotional intelligence.

Emotional Intelligence

The concept of emotional intelligence (EI) fo-
cuses on an intrapersonal level of analysis, and 
has been used to explain individual differences 
in motivation, commitment, achievement and 
relationship/ interpersonal/ communication skills 
in organisations. EI ideas derive from several dis-
ciplines, particularly cognitive psychology, social 
psychology and communication theory (verbal, 
non-verbal communication).

Building on Gardner’s (1983) Theory of Mul-
tiple Intelligences, Salovey and Mayer (1990; 
Mayer & Salovey 1993) attempted to redefine 
intelligence in terms of what it takes to live life 
successfully. They identified five domains of 
personal intelligence that they labelled emotional 
intelligence. These included: (1) Self-awareness—
knowing one’s own emotions, and being able to 
monitor personal feelings. (2) Managing emotions 
and ensuring appropriateness of emotional ex-
pression, eg controlling or defusing anger, worry, 
fear, sadness/depression. (3) Self-motivation and 
enthusiasm—emotional self-control, persistence, 
delaying gratification and stifling impulsiveness to 
facilitate accomplishment. (4) Recognising emo-
tions in others—altruism, manifesting empathy 
and caring. (5) Social competence—handling 

relationships effectively, dealing effectively with 
others’ emotions.

In 1996, Goleman took up these ideas in his 
best-seller Emotional intelligence: Why it can 
matter more than IQ, which had considerable 
impact and public appeal, popularising EI and 
focusing attention on the importance of emotional 
factors in work and community contexts. Gole-
man (1996) develops the argument that, despite 
more than a century’s fascination with intelligence 
in the West, IQ is, at best, a limited predictor 
of people’s success in life—instead, the major 
predictor of individual success lies with a set of 
individual abilities collectively termed emotional 
intelligence, which can be trained from childhood. 
The emotionally adept, who know how to man-
age their own feelings well, and how to read and 
to deal effectively with others’ feelings, are at an 
advantage in most areas of life.

Goleman’s EI views derive from Salovey and 
Mayer’s framework, which he extends in discus-
sion of several related concepts. These include 
optimism (an inner conviction that things will 
turn out right in the end); self-efficacy (a belief in 
personal mastery over life events and challenges); 
flow (the positive energy, drive, spontaneous joy 
and self-forgetfulness experienced at the peak of 
creative expression); and rapport and empathy 
(social adeptness, altruism, caring). The more 
self-aware people are about their personal emo-
tions, the greater their skill in reading emotions 
in others.

Various other management writers and consul-
tants have adapted the EI concept to the organisa-
tional context, with the aim of encouraging readers 
to enhance their personal effectiveness skills 
within the work environment. Weisinger (1998) 
defines EI as ‘the intelligent use of emotions’, 
adding, ‘you intentionally make your emotions 
work for you by using them to help guide your 
behaviour and thinking in ways that enhance your 
results’ (p.xvi). He claims that there are many 
opportunities in the workplace to apply EI for 
more productive individual and organisational 
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outcomes. His book provides practical advice 
for developing intrapersonal and interpersonal 
effectiveness skills at work. Much of this advice 
recycles ideas from previous generations formerly 
encompassed by training in effective communica-
tion skills and body language.

Cooper and Sawaf (1997) expand the EI con-
cept into a well-developed theoretical and practical 
framework to guide personal action and to enhance 
managers’ leadership skills. They developed their 
EQ (Emotional Quotient) Map for identifying 
and measuring EI, and at the time of their writing 
had used the instrument in over 2000 firms. They 
contrast the increasingly negative costs to people 
in many organisations from

…crumbling trust, jarring uncertainty, greater 
distance between managers and those they man-
age, stifled creativity, festering cynicism, increas-
ingly volatile anger, and vanishing loyalty and 
commitment (p. xi).

The wave of popularity of EI has spawned 
a literature from consultants capitalising on the 
market for training managers, employees, sales 
people, educators and others in how to hone their 
personal effectiveness skills to ensure personal 
success and enhanced organisational performance. 
Goleman and his colleagues have continued to 
publish in this field (Goleman, 1998; Goleman, 
Boyatzis & McKee, 2002a; 2002b). Various tests 
and scoring systems for emotional intelligence 
have been devised.

EI has been linked with qualities of so-called 
‘transformational leaders’ who facilitate ‘trans-
formational learning’ in organisations (e.g. Bass 
& Avolio, 1990; 1994; Tobin, 1996; Ashkanasy 
& Tse, 2000). However, others (e.g. Lakomski, 
1995; Fineman, 2000a) are highly critical of this 
representation, which underplays the collabora-
tive, dynamic and distributed nature of learning 
and leadership in organisations. Fineman (2000b) 
also takes up the issue of the elitist overtones of 
EI, and laments its ‘commodification of emotion—

transforming emotion into a marketable product 
… that can be contained and “sold”, especially 
to the corporate world’ (p. 102).

Emotional Capital

Thomson (1998) explicitly articulates the concept 
of emotional capital (EC) as the ‘missing link’ in 
KM. He claims that the value of an organisation’s 
human assets can be maximised only by effectively 
harnessing not only its intellectual capital (i.e., 
knowledge) but also its emotional capital. EC is:

… the stock of emotions, feelings, beliefs, and 
values that are held in and around an organiza-
tion (p. 316).

and which motivate people to positive action. 
The value-adding potential of an organisation’s 
EC assets ‘lies in its power to maximize what 
an organization knows, its intellectual capital’ 
(p. 316). Stock of EC can be invested in, added 
to or destroyed. It is centred in people, who can 
exploit it for their own ends, or for organisational 
benefit. Thomson differentiates internal EC and 
external EC—the former comprising ‘what’s in 
the hearts’ of the organisation’s people, and the 
latter ‘what’s in the hearts’ of the customer and 
external stakeholder, including brand value and 
goodwill.

Thomson’s book aims to show how organisa-
tions can manage and leverage knowledge and 
emotions to drive positive change and business 
success. He drew on corporate communications, 
relationship marketing and strategic management 
ideas to develop his emotional capital framework. 
This framework comprises hard and soft measures 
of business success, business focus, culture, pro-
cess, language, customers and strategy. In each area 
he traces the chronological development of ideas 
from earlier corporate views through to current 
emphases, e.g. balance sheets developing from a 
focus on physical capital to intellectual capital to 
emotional capital; and business focus moving from 
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product to customer to relationship. He identifies 
some possible EC measures for inclusion in the 
‘new company balance sheet’.

Emotional Ecology/ 
Emotional Climate

Emotion is a constant feature of the social and 
relational environment that has a dramatic impact 
on organisational life, learning processes and 
performance outcomes. In their article on organi-
sational compassion, Frost et al. (2000) describe 
an organisation’s emotional environment as an 
emotional ecology:

Organizations create an emotional ecology 
where care and human connection are enabled 
or disabled … [and] within which their members 
interact. That emotional ecology can facilitate or 
retard compassionate action. (Frost et al 2000, 
pp. 26, 35) 

Frost et al. define organisational compassion as 
care for others, a sense of humanity, and an ability 
to ‘connect’ emotionally with others, especially 
in difficult or painful circumstances. Emotional 
connection involves empathy, sympathy, warmth, 
kindness, and an ‘other person’ focus.

This notion of emotional ecology is a particular 
application of broader concepts of organisational 
climate in the organisational theory, management 
and communications literatures, or learning 
climate in the organisation learning (OL) and 
learning organisation (LO) literatures. Decades 
of research into job satisfaction and dissatisfac-
tion, task redesign, organisational development, 
occupational stress and organisational culture 
has isolated a range of factors that contribute 
to positive/supportive emotional climates, or to 
negative/alienating emotional climates. These 
factors are sometimes summarised in terms of 
the benefits of an open communication climate 
versus a defensive communication climate (e.g. 
Gibb, 1980). The importance of a sense of au-

tonomy and personal/ team control over the work 
environment and tasks is often emphasised (e.g. 
McGregor, 1960; Hackman & Oldham, 1980). The 
OL/LO literatures equate positive work climates 
with learning environments (e.g. Argyris, 1999; 
2004; Senge, 1992; 2006).

In organisations, the experienced emotional 
climate sets in train self-reinforcing behaviour 
cycles, with stark differences between behaviour 
patterns engendered in supportive and alienat-
ing emotional climates. In supportive emotional 
climates, behaviours encouraged and reinforced 
are the positive behaviours identified in the com-
munications, EI and OL literatures. These include, 
for instance: ethical conduct and practice; open 
communication; cooperative team building; will-
ing sharing of knowledge and resources; authen-
tic/emotionally honest patterns of behaving and 
relating to others; care and concern for others; 
a focus on action and goal achievement, active 
experimentation and exploring creative solutions; 
and assertive communication and constructive 
negotiation.

In contrast, negative emotional climates 
engender active politicking—manipulative, 
deceitful and intimidating patterns of behaviour 
and unethical practices (Huczynski, 1996; Pfef-
fer, 1994; Porter et al. 1990; Ryan & Oestreich, 
1991; Stone, 1997). Individual effort is focused 
on enhancing personal position and influence in 
a fiercely competitive environment, rather than 
on achieving organisational performance goals. 
Inevitably this process of personal aggrandise-
ment involves undermining and destroying the 
perceived competition, assigning blame and 
discrediting others whilst concealing one’s own 
agenda and mistakes. In the resultant ‘survival-
of-the-fittest’ battleground, sabotage, retaliation, 
aggressive, abusive and threatening behaviour pat-
terns, intimidatory tactics, and deceptive practices 
are rife. To survive in this hostile climate, most staff 
engage in a variety of self-protective behaviours, 
eg ingratiation with those in positions of authority/
power; not acting on or speaking up about needed 
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work changes for fear of reprisal—and shunning 
those who are prepared to make a stand against 
the prevalent malaise for fear of themselves being 
targeted. A condition of emotional withdrawal 
frequently follows where this climate is allowed 
to persist—people are at work in body but not in 
spirit. Trust vanishes and fear reigns supreme.

Emotion and Learning

Connections have been made between a positive 
emotional environment based on trust, and team 
learning, innovation and creative problem solv-
ing (eg Tran 1998; De Dreu et al. 2001). In an 
environment of trust, people are more prepared to 
take risks that are necessary for learning by trial 
and error, and for the open sharing of knowledge 
and experience. De Dreu et al. cite research by 
Edmondson and others on the management of 
medication errors in patient care—where there 
was sufficient trust for teams to openly discuss 
medication errors, they were much more likely 
to prevent error recurrence by devising innova-
tive solutions. This was in contrast to teams with 
negative emotional climates characterised by high 
levels of relationship conflict (competitiveness/
rivalry, residual conflict, anger, low levels of com-
passion, etc.) where medication errors recurred.

Evison (2001) demonstrates how emotions 
interact with learning and social processes. She 
claims that ‘learning under positive emotions is 
functional long-term’ as it facilitates experimen-
tation, incorporation of feedback, and effective 
integration of learning with existing experiences. 
In contrast, learning under negative emotions (e.g. 
in an atmosphere of authoritarianism, aggression 
or victimisation, or where learning is centred on 
avoiding punishment) tends to produce rigidities 
and submissive behaviours. On the same point, 
Gabriel and Griffiths (2002) invite readers to con-
trast learning under a loved and respected teacher 
with learning under a hated teacher or cynical 
supervisor; or as part of exciting team versus one 
with rivalries and acrimony. They write:

Learning in an organization which allows ex-
perimentation, innovation and failure is differ-
ent from learning in an organization that values 
tradition, obedience and avoidance of failure at 
all costs. It is not the case that cynical managers, 
acrimonious groups and defensive organizations 
discourage learning. Far from it. What they do 
is to encourage a kind of learning that promotes 
defensive attitudes, conservatism and destruction 
of all new ideas as potentially threatening and 
subversive (p.215). 

The Role of Emotion in 
Building and Sustaining 
Organisational Social Capital

In the developed world where society has be-
come increasingly atomistic, individualistic and 
intensely competitive, concern over rising rates 
of crime and social dysfunction has triggered 
moves to rediscover or recreate community and 
social connections. A parallel trend has been the 
focus on social capital and community within the 
organisational and management literatures. Robert 
Putnam (2004) reports on a symposium on social 
capital that reflected on a decade of social capital 
research and how social capital could be used 
‘to help integrate planning theory, research and 
practice’. He argues that the most important social 
capital challenge is ‘to translate this concept from 
a framework for description into a framework for 
action.’ The concept of emotional capital provides 
a key link.

Some of the necessary preconditions for 
developing social capital are strongly focused 
on emotional factors, particularly trust. Trust 
develops from ethical conduct and underpins 
the effective communication that is required for 
building social capital. Relationships based on 
trust are needed for knowledge sharing and the 
open communication associated with collective 
learning. Trusting relationships at work are the 
antithesis of those based on fear and sanctions—
they engender confidence and provide intrinsic 
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motivation to strive for excellence. They are 
characterised by openness, honest feedback, on-
going learning, reliable behaviour and equitable 
dealings. Ethical practice is a critical element of 
a trusting relationship: publicly espoused values 
mean little if not backed by congruent actions. 
Discrepancies between management-espoused 
values and values in practice engender cynicism 
and distrust, leading to an erosion of social capital.

Organisational communication is more than 
information and knowledge flow: it involves an 
interconnected network of social relationships 
that simultaneously convey subjective feeling 
or emotion cues along with information content. 
Meaningful dialogue that engenders creativity and 
learning has a strong socio-emotional component 
(i.e. sincerity, authenticity, trust, etc.) (Dixon, 
1998; 1999a; 1999b; 2000).

Emotional intelligence and emotional ecology 
are two important concepts for explaining the 
links between social capital and emotional capital. 
The EI concept is closely intertwined with social 
capital—it encompasses the set of intra-personal 
and interpersonal socio-emotional skills required 
in building effective relationships and sustain-
ing social networks. A critical dimension of EI 
is emotional honesty, integrity and authentic-
ity. This stands in stark contrast to the cynical, 
manipulative use of relationships and language 
as presented in some sources on organisational 
power and politics and corporate communications. 
The notion of an emotional ecology/emotional 
climate is useful for explaining the role emotion 
plays in developing and sustaining organisational 
social capital. Contrasting positive/ invigorating 
and negative/toxic emotional climates helps yield 
insight into how particular organisational contexts 
engender confidence, commitment and motiva-
tion, or destroy them through creating a climate 
of fear—which in turn facilitates or constrains 
learning, creativity, innovation, quality and high 
levels of performance.

Developing Organisational 
Emotional Capital

By its very nature, emotional capital cannot 
be readily ‘managed’ as other organisational 
resources. As subjective experience, emotion is 
elusive, slippery, and difficult to access. Emotional 
dimensions of organisational life are generally 
undervalued in hard-nosed business cultures with 
their emphasis on rationality and measurable per-
formance outcomes. There is a greater appreciation 
for emotional capital in community settings—such 
settings provide insights from which private sec-
tor and public sector organisations have much 
to learn. One area where such insights are being 
assimilated and applied in management and KM 
practice is with communities of practice (e.g. 
(Wenger, 1998; 1999; 2000; Wenger, McDermott 
& Snyder, 2002; Saint-Onge & Wallace, 2003).

Identifying the state of organisational emo-
tional capital is challenging. The positivist’s ap-
proach to this challenge is to undertake an audit of 
organisational communications or organisational 
climate. Such tools have long been part of the 
organisation development consultant’s armoury. 
Especially where there are serious problems with 
a dysfunctional emotional climate, the only effec-
tive way of undertaking such an audit is to call in 
a consulting firm, which can ensure anonymity 
and confidentiality of responses. In such a situa-
tion, any internal, management-initiated audit will 
fail to elicit honest responses. An organisational 
communications or organisational climate audit is 
useful as a starting point in identifying significant 
emotional issues that are impacting on organisa-
tional performance. However, turning around a 
toxic organisational climate is no easy undertaking 
as it necessitates a dramatic turnaround in culture, 
and particularly leadership style and management 
practices. Additionally, a strong and demonstrable 
commitment from management to tackle the is-
sues identified is essential in re-establishing trust.

Qualitative research yields greater oppor-
tunities for accessing emotional dimensions 
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of organisational life than does a survey. Both 
self-description of emotional state and observa-
tion have their limitations. There is increasing 
experimentation with narrative techniques such 
as storytelling, metaphor, dialogue and conversa-
tion analysis in this field (Boje, 2001; Denning, 
2001; Dixon, 1998; 2000; Linde, 2001; Snowden, 
2002). Understanding the wider context in which 
emotional factors are embedded is critical. While 
it is difficult to isolate effects of specific emo-
tions due to their complex interactions within 
a particular context, it is possible to distinguish 
clusters of factors that collectively contribute to 
creating and perpetuating a positive or negative 
emotional climate. A significant emotional capital 
dimension within the work context is the perceived 
congruence or fit between the lived experience 
at the work group level and the corporate level 
rhetoric; dissonance here is associated with a 
climate of cynicism and distrust.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
AND CONCLUSION

While emotion in organisations is an ongoing area 
of research interest in fields such as organisational 
behaviour and management psychology (e.g. Ash-
kanasy & Cooper, 2008; Brotheridge & Lee, 2008; 
Zerbe, Härtel & Ashkanasy, 2008), emotion has 
been considered as little more than an incidental 
factor in KM research. There is enormous scope 
for KM research in this area.

The concept of organisational emotional 
capital developed here is an attempt to redress 
an imbalance in the KM literature to date, which 
has focused primarily on intellectual capital and 
secondarily on elements of social capital. Emo-
tional factors greatly impact on the nature and 
quality of knowledge, learning and innovation 
in organisations. An organisation’s prevailing 
emotional ecology substantially affects the out-
comes of a KM, OL or other change initiative. 
Organisational performance is greatly enhanced 

where leaders recognise the factors that contribute 
to positive and negative emotional climates and 
work to create a supportive emotional climate.

This article has developed the case for a 
tripartite view of organisational human capital—
intellectual capital, social capital and emotional 
capital, and has presented emotional capital as the 
forgotten dimension in organisational KM. The 
author’s intent in presenting these distinct perspec-
tives is not to argue for one view over another but 
rather for a holistic approach that blends the three 
views. Any one frame yields only a limited and 
partial understanding but collectively they provide 
a more complete view of organisational human 
capital and the complex phenomena associated 
with organisational KM.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Emotion: Feelings; an affective state involving 
the experience of joy, sorrow, love, hate, fear, and 
so on; distinguished from cognition.

Emotional Climate: An organisation’s 
emotional climate is a set of organisational char-
acteristics that are determined by the way the 
organisation deals with those in both its internal 
and external environments, through the subtle 
interplay of human factors and organisational 
factors. It is a constant feature of the social and 
relational environment and has a dramatic impact 
on organisational life, learning processes and 
performance outcomes. Emotional climate is 
closely related to the behaviour of organisational 
members, and particularly to policies and behav-
iour of top management (i.e. behaviours which 
are rewarded by management). It strongly effects 
individual motivation, job satisfaction, attitudes, 
expectations and behaviour in organisations. A 
positive emotional climate acts as an incentive, 
stimulating creativity, growth and professional 
development, while a negative emotional climate 
stunts growth and stifles initiative. Emotional 
climate appears to be a significant contributor to 
overall staff morale, performance and productivity, 
and to the organisation’s ability to apply creative 
problem solving in response to environmental 
demands. It is a crucial factor when considering 
supportive contexts for organisational learning 
and knowledge management.

Emotional Intelligence: Broadly, the ability 
to effectively recognise and manage emotions. 
Building on Gardner’s (1983) Theory of Multiple 
Intelligences, Salovey and Mayer (1990; Mayer & 
Salovey, 1993) attempted to redefine intelligence 
in terms of what it takes to live life successfully. 
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They identified five domains of personal intel-
ligence that they labelled emotional intelligence. 
These domains included: self-awareness, manag-
ing emotions appropriately, self-motivation and 
enthusiasm, recognising emotions in others, and 
social competence. The concept of emotional 
intelligence (EI) focuses on an intrapersonal 
level of analysis, and has been used to explain 
individual differences in motivation, commitment, 
achievement and relationship/interpersonal/com-
munication skills in organisations. EI ideas derive 
from cognitive psychology, social psychology 
and communication theory (verbal, non-verbal 
communication).

Frames and Framing: The process of ap-
plying to the analysis of a complex situation or 
problem a series of alternate frames in order to 
understand the situation more thoroughly (eg 
considering human capital from three different 
perspectives of intellectual capital, social capital 
and emotional capital), and synthesising insights 
from that analysis for more informed decision 
making.

Human Capital: In broad terms, the people-
based resources of an organisation. Most KM 
writers emphasise the intellectual capital dimen-
sion of human capital.

Organisational Emotional Capital: The 
value embedded in the ‘stock of emotions, feelings, 
beliefs, and values that are held in and around an 
organization’, which motivates people to positive 
action (Thomson, 1998, p. 316). A focus on organi-
sational emotional capital involves: recognising 

the importance and role of emotion in work con-
texts—in supporting and facilitating learning and 
innovation, and achieving organisational goals; 
seeking to foster a positive emotional climate; and 
a commitment to ensuring the emotional wellbeing 
of employees. Emotional capital is centred on the 
perspective of the individual in interaction with 
the immediate group, i.e. on intrapersonal and 
interpersonal factors at work.

Organisational Intellectual Capital: The 
value embedded in the expertise, knowledge 
and skills of an organisation’s ‘people’ and vari-
ous explicit and implicit representations of this 
knowledge, eg as embodied in organisational 
products and services, processes, structures, sys-
tems and technologies. Some of these knowledge 
representations may be legally protected under 
intellectual property laws.

Organisational Social Capital: The value 
that an organisation derives from networks of 
social relationships internal and external to the 
organisation; these networks provide a source of 
individual, group and organisational advantage, 
and facilitate cooperation and purposeful action 
for collective benefit. Such social networks are 
derived from both the formal authority structure 
and from informal associations based on affin-
ity/friendship or around expertise and advice 
dependencies.

Social Capital: ‘Features of social organiza-
tion such as networks, norms, and social trust that 
facilitate coordination and cooperation for mutual 
benefit’ (Putnam, 1993).

This work was previously published in Encyclopedia of Knowledge Management, Second Edition, edited by David Schwartz 
and Dov Te’eni, pp. 1396-1409, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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Chapter  7.21

ABSTRACT

To solve complicated problems, people often 
seek input from others. Knowledge management 
systems (KMSs) provide help in this activity by 
offering a computer-mediated approach to infor-
mation sharing. However, if the KMS contains 
content that is obsolete or incomplete, those 
using the system may expend greater amounts 
of effort to detect what content is worthwhile or 
they risk relying on poor inputs, which may lead 
to less accurate solutions to their problems. As a 
result, most KMSs include rating schemes as part 
of the user interface designed to help those using 
the system identify high-quality content. Rating 
schemes depend on current users rating the quality 
of the existing content, guiding subsequent users 
in future content searches. If specific ratings are 

low in validity, then they may not reflect the true 
content quality (unintentionally or intentionally). 
This chapter provides a robust summary of the 
KMS literature and draws on the effort-accuracy 
trade-off framework to offer the results of a re-
search study. The research study examines how 
rating validity influences how KMS users employ 
their limited cognitive resources to search and 
evaluate KMS content, with the goal of finding 
and using the highest-quality content. Through an 
experimental design, the study described herein 
manipulates rating validity and content quality 
in a replicated KMS setting and examines how 
users trade off search and evaluation effort. The 
results of the study demonstrate that rating valid-
ity differentially influences how KMS search and 
evaluation effort relates to decision accuracy. The 
chapter concludes with a discussion of the study 
findings and ideas for future research.
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INTRODUCTION

Like other information systems, knowledge 
management systems (KMSs) support the ef-
ficient and effective processing of information 
by facilitating the location of high-quality con-
tent from the mass of knowledge they contain 
(Fang, 2000; Kim & Compton, 2004; Nevo et 
al., 2003; Orlikowski, 2000). KMSs are shared 
repositories of potentially useful knowledge to 
support end users within the same work group 
or organization (Davenport & Hansen, 1999; 
Jones & Kochtanek, 2004). KMSs are designed 
with interfaces that incorporate rating schemes 
to help users screen out irrelevant, low-quality 
content (i.e., knowledge). Rating schemes allow 
KMS users to provide feedback about the quality 
of content through ratings, potentially improving 
subsequent content search and evaluation efforts 
(Shon & Musen, 1999; Standifird, 2001; Wathen 
& Burkell, 2002). However, future users may be 
misled if the ratings do not accurately reflect the 
content quality (Dellarocas, 2003; Resnick et al., 
2000). Ratings can be misleading because those 
supplying the ratings may manipulate ratings 
intentionally or may rate the content based on 
a context very different from the users’ current 
context (Cosley et al., 2003; Cramton, 2001). 
Consequently, users relying on misleading ratings 
may select high-rated, low-quality content that is 
obsolete and incomplete to use in their particular 
task (Cosley et al., 2003; Melnik & Alm, 2002).

Decision-making theory suggests deci-
sion–makers are constrained by their limited 
cognitive resources when performing knowledge 
tasks (Miller, 1956). Because of this constraint, 
decision-makers are motivated to use as little effort 
as necessary to solve a problem yet they want to 
maximize their chances of making the most ac-
curate decisions (Payne et al., 1993). This chapter 
draws on the effort-accuracy trade-off framework 
to examine how rating validity influences how 
KMS users employ their limited cognitive re-
sources to search and evaluate KMS content, with 

the goal of finding and using the highest-quality 
content in their task. KMSs are complex systems 
with the potential to deliver substantial competi-
tive advantage though the efficient and effective 
sharing of unique, non-imitable firm resources 
(i.e., employees’ knowledge) (Alavi & Tiwana, 
2002). Therefore, it is important to better under-
stand how user interface designs, such as rating 
schemes, affect how users use the knowledge in 
KMSs in order to improve KMS content search 
and retrieval. Developing insight into these issues 
will inform KMS designers and managers of the 
importance of ratings and ultimately how to de-
velop more useful KMSs (Zhang & Dillon, 2003).

Prior research suggests KMS users use rat-
ings in making decisions about KMS content 
usage (Poston & Speier, 2005). However, this 
research fails to adequately explain how ratings 
schemes influence how users trade off their ef-
forts to search and evaluate content for accuracy 
in decision-making. Through an experiment, this 
study manipulates rating validity and content 
quality in a replicated KMS setting and examines 
how users trade off search and evaluation effort.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM USAGE

KMSs are technology-based systems that help 
employees make future use of the tacit and explicit 
knowledge of others (Alavi & Leidner, 2001). 
This chapter focuses on the “repository” type 
of KMS which emphasizes the documentation 
and storage of knowledge (i.e., KMS content) to 
facilitate its reuse through access to the codified 
expertise (Grover & Davenport, 2001; Jones & 
Price, 2004). Research has discussed social and 
technical limitations of KMS usage; however 
this chapter specifically examines how end us-
ers interact with KMSs to locate content to use 
in knowledge tasks (Alavi & Leidner, 2001). 
KMSs often include design features such as search 
algorithms and rating schemes to help users find 
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relevant and reliable content (Fisher et al., 2003). 
A research stream examining search algorithms 
exists (Fang, 2000; Park & Kim, 2000); yet little 
is known about how users use rating schemes, 
especially in the KMS environment.

The complex conversion of information to 
knowledge suggests that knowledge is a multi-
dimensional construct with more multifaceted 
characteristics than those of information. One 
viewpoint defines knowledge as an object to be 
stored and manipulated, another emphasizes the 
organization of knowledge to help workers access 
it, and a third views knowledge as a process of 
concurrently knowing and performing by applying 
expertise to solve novel problems (Kulkarni et al. 
2006/ 2007). Another viewpoint states that knowl-
edge does not exist without the knower because 
it is “shaped by one’s initial stock of knowledge 
and the inflow of new stimuli” (Fahey & Prusak, 
1998). Further along this direction, knowledge 
is defined as an “understanding gained through 
experience or study; the sum or range of what 
has been perceived, discovered, and learned” 
(Schubert et al., 1998). Regardless of the definition 
of knowledge, this chapter treats knowledge as the 
content of knowledge repositories or KMS and 
is concerned with how users search and evaluate 
the KMS knowledge content.

Thus the issue is one of knowledge search and 
evaluation in KMS. While people create knowl-
edge, they also do not remember it or lose track of it. 
Organizational and individual memory is required 
in order to store, organize and retrieve knowledge 
(Palanisamy 2007). Organizational memory is 
the collection of individuals’ memory and it is 
defined as “the means by which knowledge from 
the past experience, and events influence present 
organizational activities” (Stein and Zwass, 1995). 
Organizational memory includes knowledge resid-
ing as written documents, structured databases, 
expert systems, and organizational procedures 
and processes. Individual memory is based on 
each individual’s observations, experiences, and 
actions (Stein and Zwass, 1995). Knowledge stor-

age refers to the tacit and explicit knowledge that 
is captured and documented. Storing knowledge, 
as in a KMS, is essential for use in future deci-
sions. Storing knowledge is helpful where there 
is high employee-turnover where highly valued 
employees retire or leave taking with them the 
knowledge and expertise they developed over the 
years. Through a KMS, the knowledge is retained 
and employees access it using tools such as data-
bases and query languages in order to search and 
evaluate the knowledge content.

The process for locating knowledge content 
is iterative, beginning when KMS users enter 
keywords into a search engine to access relevant 
content. A KMS keyword search typically results in 
a lengthy list of content that users must evaluate to 
identify high-quality content (Brajnik et al., 2002). 
Finding high-quality content is difficult because 
of the sheer amount of information available and 
the potential for user disorientation given the 
existence of irrelevant, obsolete and incomplete 
content (Davenport & Beck, 2001; Farhoomand 
& Drury, 2002). Users reduce disorientation by 
evaluating a subset of items instead of every item 
from the search results (Resnick & Montania, 
2003). Ratings (e.g., 1 = worthless through 5 
= highly useful) offered by the KMS interface 
provide key information to guide users in select-
ing which content to evaluate1. Prior research has 
demonstrated that users rely on ratings to make 
decisions about KMS content usage (Poston & 
Speier, 2005).

While rating schemes can appear to be an 
effective design feature to identify high-quality 
content, relying on ratings can also create prob-
lems. Ratings may not reflect the actual quality of 
the content (i.e., have low validity) for a variety 
of reasons (Constant et al., 1994; Hansen & Haas, 
2001). First, many ratings are ‘taste-dependent’ 
and can be inherently subjective and voluntarily 
provided. These ratings can be unintentionally 
biased and inherently noisy (i.e., have a random 
component in addition to the rater’s true feeling 
about the object), meaning deriving a rating per-
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fectly may never be possible (Jadad & Gagliardi, 
1998; Melnik & Alm, 2002). Second, raters may 
use content in inappropriate contexts, and the ef-
fects result in poor perceptions and ratings low in 
validity (Dellarocas 2003; Resnick et al., 2000). 
Also, computing contexts describe the physical 
and social situation in which a system is embed-
ded and these contexts may not be linked to 
specific content (Moran, 1994). KMSs typically 
de-emphasize much of the context surrounding 
its content, making it difficult for KMS users to 
fully understand the application or boundaries 
associated with re-using such content (Fisher et 
al., 2003; Park & Kim, 2000). Finally, ratings may 
lack validity because those submitting ratings may 
manipulate the rating value in an attempt to influ-
ence others to use content they have contributed 
(Nielsen, 1999) or to enhance their reputation and 
standing among their peers (Cosley et al., 2003).

While rating validity issues create difficulties 
for users, it is often junior employees using the 
KMS who may lack the experience needed to 
accurately identifying high-quality content. Se-
nior employees often assign the time-consuming 
task of finding information to junior employees 
(Orlikowski, 2000). Junior employees typically 
understand the task and the context, but have 
greater uncertainty about judging content quality 
(Brajnik et al., 2002). A summary of the current 
research literature addressing knowledge manage-
ment systems (KMS) is provided in Table 1. This 
list of current research has been grouped by how 
each paper informs Improving KMS Technology 
and Improving KMS Usage Outcomes.

In addition to the KMS research literature, a 
summary of the current research literature ad-
dressing effort-accuracy and search is provided 
in Table 2.

Given the research performed and challenges 
of KMS usage, the next section discusses the 
theoretical background of how users may interact 
with KMSs to search and evaluate content.

RESEARCH MODEL AND 
HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT

Ultimately, KMS end users will search and evalu-
ate content until they find the content they want 
for their task. One view in decision-making theory 
suggests rational users will perform a complete 
search and evaluation of all the information avail-
able as well as combine the best pieces together 
(Gigerenzer & Todd, 1999, p. 83). Alternatively, 
decision-making theory suggests users will search 
for and evaluate content in ways that minimize 
effort and maximize accuracy of finding high-
quality content. Decision-makers trade off effort 
for accuracy, often reducing effort (i.e., search 
and evaluation activities) resulting in less accurate 
decisions particularly when addressing complex 
and/or ambiguous decisions (Payne, 1982). The 
nature of this effort-accuracy trade-off is not fully 
understood (Chu & Spires, 2000), especially in 
the KMS context (Mao & Benbasat, 2000). We 
expect KMS users to follow an effort-accuracy 
trade-off where they continue expending effort 
to search and evaluate more content until they 
believe they have reached the goal of using the 
highest-quality content in their task. The research 
model is illustrated in Figure 1.

As part of the effort-accuracy trade-off, deci-
sion-makers use simplifying strategies such as 
heuristics to minimize effort with the goal of 
maintaining adequate accuracy (Cook, 1993; 
Svenson, 1979). Research in heuristic usage sug-
gests decision heuristics can provide decision-
makers considerable savings of effort and come 
close to the decision accuracy of performing a 
complete search and evaluation of alternatives 
(Payne et al., 1993). Also, the selection of a heu-
ristic is influenced by: (1) the emphasis placed 
on maximizing accuracy versus saving effort, (2) 
the constraints which cause decision-makers to 
choose among heuristics rather than choose be-
tween using a heuristic and performing a complete 
search and evaluation, and (3) certain facets of 
the decision task (Jarvenpaa, 1989; Payne et al., 
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Table 1. Summary of knowledge management (KM) current literature 

Study Area Research Method Searching and Evaluating KMS Content Theory
Improving KMS Technology

Li et al. 2006 Finding people with simi-
lar interests for knowledge 
sharing

Offers a collaborative 
filtering technology as a 
tool for finding people 
with similar interests

Collaborative filtering recommendation using a centralized knowl-
edge base to retain the knowledge of its users. I.e., www.firefly.com 
uses the opinion of others to share knowledge about products such 
as music, books, Web pages, and restaurants.

Agent paradigm and 
Multi-agent systems

Iyer et al. 2006 Set of coordination 
requirements for the 
design of a 
KMS to support knowl-
edge networks

Analyze 4 cases that 
capture KM practices 
representing different KM 
methods, to understand 
and identify the coordina-
tion requirements

Create reusable knowledge object creates knowledge before 
needed, saving knowledge objects and storing in a repository along 
with keywords to permit searching. A key issue is to anticipate us-
ers’ needs. Generate and select creates knowledge when needed by 
presenting a problem and generating alternatives. A key issue is to 
communicate the details of the problem and to manage the flow of 
information. Trial and error creates knowledge iteratively as poten-
tial solutions are tried out and modified based on experience. A key 
issue is to manage the cost of and to learn from the iterations.

Coordination theory 
and Text-based process 
analysis

Kulkarni et al. 
2006/ 2007

Organizational factors 
that complement the 
technology

Survey administered to 
managers

Knowledge content quality is its relevance, accuracy, timeliness, 
applicability, comprehensibility, presentation formats, extent of 
insight, availability of expertise and advice; and KM system quality 
is accessibility, ease of use for retrieval and input, output flexibility 
to meet needs, search capability, documentation.

DeLone and McLean 1992 
and Seddon 1997 models

Nissen 2005/ 2006 Dynamics of knowledge Field research to build a 
framework 
for dynamic knowledge

Techniques for modeling knowledge flows and stocks. Offers model 
of a KMS for information and data flows to work and knowledge 
flows to performance.

IS Design Theory and 
Kernel theory

Nevo and Chan 
2007

Integrated view among 
technologies intended to 
support knowledge

Delphi method obtains 
expert group consensus 
using questionnaires and 
feedback

KM capabilities: Enables knowledge sharing with an expertise 
locator; Includes sophisticated search and retrieval mechanisms 
using intelligent search, quick response to queries, fast and easy 
retrieval of stored knowledge; Includes a mechanism to assure the 
quality and integrity of the knowledge with links to the creators of 
the knowledge for accountability, feedback for users to evaluate 
the content used, standardized templates and protocols for updating 
the knowledge.

Knowledge-based view of 
the firm

Hsu 2006 Exploiting KMS to effec-
tively manage intellectual 
property

Case study on a leading 
bioscience firm

Organizations create knowledge, but they also forget it. Advanced 
technology and query languages enhance knowledge storage and 
efficiency of data retrieval, so that access occurs at any time and 
any place.

Organizational climate 
and structure, Manage-
ment style, and Rewards 
systems

Palanisamy 2007 Organizational culture and 
KM in ERP implemen-
tation

Survey of ERP project 
managers, project team, IT 
professionals, CIOs, users, 
top managers, vendors, 
and consultants

Advanced tools such as databases, query languages etc. are used 
as tools in enriching organizational memory and data retrieval. 
It allows for ERP users to connect and communicate over great 
distances enabling the creation of new knowledge that might not 
otherwise occur.

Organizational culture

Gottschalk 2006 Propositions for KM 
systems supporting out-
sourcing relationships

Model building KMS provide tools such as Word, Excel and e-mail at stage 1. At 
stage 2, an address book is needed, to find updated information or 
vendor experts with appropriate knowledge. At stage 3, clients need 
access to the vendor’s technical database. KMS should use all meth-
ods to facilitate expertise from the vendor flowing to client.

Resource-based theory

Datta 2007 Agent-mediated 
knowledge-in-motion 
model for knowledge 
creation and reuse

Model employing human 
and software agents to 
enhance the creation, 
transfer, application, 
and dissemination of 
knowledge

Software information agents are scouts in the transformation of data 
to information and are capable of using modularity for querying 
heterogeneous data sources and standardization of data by syntax 
and structure, which will contribute to higher levels of information 
acquisition and assimilation than human information agents alone.

Social network perspec-
tive

Improving KMS Usage Outcomes

Cho et al. 2008 Peer-based versus 
expert-centric knowledge 
refinement

Experimental study 
verified with data col-
lected from a consulting 
firm

Peer-based versus expert-centric knowledge refinement--to deter-
mine which knowledge submissions to be included and refined to 
make them efficacious. Examined impact of experts vs. peers on 
the quality of codified knowledge used by non-experts. Knowledge 
“distance” between experts and non-experts impaired expert-based 
knowledge-refinement, while the close knowledge distance among 
peers facilitated knowledge refinement.

Cognitive psychology

Wu and Wang 2006 KMS success model Survey of firms using 
KMS

Perceived KMS benefits--Most KMS benefits are intangible, 
indirect, and long term. KMS benefits measured by those using it: 
helps me acquire new knowledge and innovative ideas, helps me 
effectively manage and store knowledge that I need, enables me to 
accomplish tasks more efficiently, My performance on the job is 
enhanced by KMS, KMS improves the quality of my work life.

DeLone and McLean’s 
model

Prieto and Easter-
by-Smith 2006

Knowledge transmitted 
via social interactions 
a source of dynamic 
capabilities

Case study of the evolu-
tion of a new international 
business

Need to integrate the ‘technology’ side and the ‘social’ side of KM 
usage.

Dynamic capabilities and 
Knowledge management
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Study Area Research Method Searching and Evaluating KMS Content Theory
Li and Kettinger 
2006

Knowledge creation Develop a theory of 
knowledge creation, using 
the decomposition and 
solution of a problem 
hierarchy

New knowledge is the combination of knowledge elements in the 
sub-problems. Tentative knowledge is generated through local 
search (i.e., exploitation and refinement of existing solutions) and 
distant search (i.e., exploration and experimentation). Information 
indicates whether existing knowledge, from within and outside the 
company, can solve the problem, but not how that knowledge is 
improved to produce a better solution.

Evolutionary information-
processing theory

Olivera et al. 2008 Why 
people make KMS contri-
butions in geographically 
distributed organizations

Provide model of con-
tribution behaviors with 
mediating mechanisms: 
awareness; searching and 
matching; and formulation 
and delivery

Knowledge sharing involves matching personal knowledge and the 
situation described by the requester. The matching process requires 
an individual to search internal memory and external memory aids, 
such as KMS and may result in an exact, an approximate, or no 
match. Individuals take first acceptable solution rather than engag-
ing in optimal search behavior. If matches are not initially found, 
search costs increase, and without motivation, the search will end 
with no contribution.

Human problem solving 
and Cognitive motivation 
theories

Paul 2006 Collaborative activities 
in virtual settings enable 
parties to achieve their 
objectives

Case studies in the 
context of 10 telemedicine 
projects

Highlights the knowledge aspects involved in collaboration, 
provides insights into how collaboration enables parties to achieve 
outcomes that would be difficult to realize by working alone. 
Emphasizes the communication of relevant specialized knowledge 
to the situation at hand. Focuses on 3 aspects of KM—knowledge 
transfer, discovery, and creation—that represent collaboration in 
virtual settings.

Knowledge management 
perspective

Deng 2008 Market-based approach 
for a 
sharing-enabled KM 
model

Case study for a KM 
initiative implemented in a 
consulting firm

A knowledge market-based analysis identifies knowledge buyers, 
sellers, and brokers involved in the KM project (Who), understands 
their motives for participating in the knowledge market (Why), 
analyzes what they need and what they can offer (What), facilitates 
knowledge transactions (How).

Knowledge market 
analogy

Gray and Durcikova 
2005/2006

Role of knowledge reposito-
ries in speed versus learning 
in user performance

Interviews and survey of 
technical support workers

Focuses on demand for—not supply of—knowledge, looks at analysts’ 
learning orientation, perceived work demands, and risk aversion in 
predicting their knowledge sourcing behavior. Not much learning when 
using technical support repositories. Analysts focused on finding solu-
tions not building a better understanding of the products they support.

Knowledge sourcing theory

Wang et al. 2007 Firms align KMS support 
to strategic needs to get 
dynamic capability link to 
performance

Survey of manufactur-
ing firms

Examine KM processes (gather, store, communicate, synthesize, 
disseminate) along with corresponding KMS functions. Key KM 
activities lead to better outcomes for KMS usage.

Knowledge-based dynamic 
capabilities theory

Z immer  e t  a l . 
2007/2008

Individual perceptions of 
KM sources available and 
how this affects use of 
different types of sources

Survey of professionals Examine the effects of accessibility and quality, and comparisons 
and trade-offs between relational and non-relational sources. Source 
accessibility and quality affect usage of a source and this is moderated 
by the type of source with accessibility having less effect on the use 
of relational sources. Use of each source type was affected by the 
accessibility and quality of alternative sources types.

Learning behavior

H u a n g  e t  a l . 
2007/2008

Knowledge repository 
pricing

Experiment to study users’ 
price and knowledge prefer-
ences for access to knowl-
edge repository content

Single price of repository access or knowledge items sold individu-
ally. Consider price, knowledge, and user characteristics. Single price 
repository pricing attracts users and is essential to initiate the transfer 
process, yet individual pricing encourages knowledge preferences and 
is thus an effective approach for learning.

Mental accounting and 
Transaction decoupling

Nordheim and Pai-
varinta 2006

Implementation of enter-
prise KMS

Case study at a large oil 
company

Goals: 1. establish a best practice for information sharing across 
organizational and geographical boundaries, 2. establish informa-
tion traceability and easy, accurate and secure access to information 
throughout the information life cycle, 3. improve search and retrieval 
functions for information sharing and reuse, and 4. limit duplication 
of data showing where all information is.

Motors of development 
and change: teleological, 
evolution, life-cycle, and 
dialectical

Lee and Ahn 2007 Reward systems for intra-
organizational knowledge 
sharing

Analytical model building Group based reward inferior to Individual based reward for firm’s 
net payoff from knowledge sharing. Workers with more productive 
knowledge may not share under a group based reward, this is mitigated 
by organizational ownership norms.

Organizational citizenship 
behavior and Individual 
motivational drivers

Haas 2006 Value of knowledge 
gathering

Multi-method field study 
using quality ratings of 
project outcomes and 
survey data from project-
team members

Value of knowledge gathering is greater when enhance team 
processing, sense-making, and buffering capabilities. Capability 
enhancing moderated relationship between knowledge gathering 
and project quality as measured by slack time, organizational expe-
rience, and decision-making autonomy. More knowledge gathering 
helped teams to perform effectively but hurt performance under 
conditions that limited their capabilities to utilize knowledge.

Organizational design

Ghosh and Scott 
2007

KM processes and organi-
zational enablers

Interview and survey 
about designing and 
deploying a KMS in a 
hospital

Assessed structure, culture, and technology of KM processes: ac-
quisition, application, conversion, and protection. KM effectiveness 
is based on KM infrastructure capability and KM process capability.

Organizational enablers

Table 1. Continued
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1993). Decision-makers will rely more on heu-
ristics and reduce their information search and 
evaluation effort as the amount of information 
increases or the amount of time to complete a task 
decreases (Zuckerman & Chaiken, 1998).

Heuristics for making decisions about the 
quality of information affect the effort-accuracy 
trade-off. Examples of these heuristic include 
source credibility (e.g., experts provide high-
quality information), consensus (e.g., information 
is high-quality when many users agree on quality) 
and attractiveness (e.g., sources whose physical 
features are pleasing to us provide high-quality 

information) (Chaiken et al., 1989). Heuristics for 
making decisions about what search and evalua-
tion strategy to follow affect the effort-accuracy 
trade-off. Examples of these heuristics include 
the minimalist (e.g., look up information in a 
random order until an alternative is recognized 
as high quality), the take-the-last (e.g., use the 
same strategy that worked the last time in similar 
situations), and the take-the-best approach (e.g., 
order alternatives on perceived quality and take 
the best one) (Gigerenzer & Goldstein, 1996).

Since KMS users are usually faced with a 
lengthy list of content, they likely apply effort-

Study Area Research Method Searching and Evaluating KMS Content Theory
Ravishankar 2008 KM-related rewards 

program
Case study of the KM 
initiative of a software 
services and products 
company with a successful 
KM system

Organizational rewards program generates interest and awareness 
about KM initiatives among users. Rewards program leads to 
focus on rewards and ignoring the main reasons for the initiative. 
A rewards program used in the initial post-implementation phase to 
build awareness and then removed in a phased manner.

Organizational socio-
cultural theory

Lin and Huang 
2008

Antecedents to KMS 
usage

Survey of KMS users on 
task inter-dependence, 
perceived task technology 
fit, KMS self-efficacy, 
and personal outcome 
expectation

Personal outcome expectation: associated with using KMSs related 
to expectations of change in image or status or to expectations of re-
wards, such as promotions, raises, or praise; Performance outcome 
expectation: associated with improvements in job performance 
(efficiency and effectiveness) associated with using KMSs; KMS 
usage: The degree of use of KMSs in searching and contributing 
knowledge.

Task technology fit and 
Social cognitive theory

Espinosa et al. 
2007

Knowledge helping 
coordinate geographi-
cally distributed software 
development teams

Field study Software teams coordination needs, how team knowledge affects 
coordination, and how this effect is influenced by geographic 
dispersion. Teams have 3 types of coordination needs—techni-
cal, temporal, and process—which vary with the members’ role. 
Geographic distance has a negative effect on coordination, but is 
mitigated by shared knowledge of the team and presence awareness. 
Shared task knowledge is more important for coordination among 
collocated members.

Team cognition research

Figure 1. Effort vs. accuracy research model

Table 1. Continued
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reducing and quality-judgment heuristics such as 
to use high-rated content because “high ratings 
should be associated with high-quality content”. 
This is similar to the take-the-best search and 
evaluation strategy and consensus quality-
judgment heuristics when ratings are valid. Valid 
ratings guide users to the high-quality content 
and reinforce users’ evaluations and decisions to 

select that content for their task. Invalid ratings, 
however, may guide users to lower-quality con-
tent and may cause cognitive dissonance where 
the ratings do not entirely agree with novices’ 
uncertain judgment of content quality. The task 
then becomes more complicated and increased 
effort may be needed. The next section discusses 
the effort-accuracy trade-off in KMS usage.

Table 2. Summary of effort-accuracy and search current literature 

Study Area Research Method Searching and Evaluating Theory

White at al. 
2006

Difficulty devising 
queries to express 
information needs

Experimentally evalu-
ate technique which 
estimates information 
needs, how well it 
estimates changes in 
needs and its appropri-
ateness

Propose unobtrusive monitoring of system interaction to 
proactively support searchers, and it chooses terms by 
monitoring searcher interaction with different representa-
tions of top-ranked documents. Information needs are 
dynamic and change as a searcher views information. 
The approach gathers evidence on potential changes in 
these needs and uses this evidence to choose new retrieval 
strategies.

Heuristic-based im-
plicit feedback model

Dennis and 
Taylor 2006

Effects of an accept-
able time delay on 
information search 
behavior

Experiment Increased time and effort caused by acceptable delays (7 
seconds) provoked increased information search. When 
faced with acceptable delays, users tend to act as satisfic-
ing information foragers; they increase search within 
pages and reduce breadth of search by examining fewer 
pages to minimize time.

Information foraging

Yang and Hu 
2007

Finding expert profiles Design science 
prototype

Intelligent search framework to provide search capabili-
ties for experts who not only match search conditions but 
belong to similar subject fields based on the user’s needs.

Fuzzy abstraction 
hierarchy and Vector 
space model

Kamis and Stohr 
2006

Parametric search 
engines, i.e., attribute-
based

Experimental Effects of search effort and domain knowledge are medi-
ated through decision quality and decision confidence to 
impact perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness.

Behavioral decision

Kamis 2006 Shopping 
engines

Experiment Users want maximal accuracy with minimal effort using 
shopping engines which work in one stage to quickly 
maximize accuracy with multiple stages by involving 
the user, to satisfy decision making. The best-performing 
shopping engine used two stages, QuickSearch first, then 
AdaptiveSearch. The 2 stages have different impacts on 
shopping. Shopping engines should be designed to first 
save the shopper effort and then provide attribute-focused 
support for examining the resulting set of items.

Effort-accuracy deci-
sion strategies

Song et al. 2007 Effects of Web-based 
consumer DSS

Experiment to 
compare Web-based 
DSS that support 
different decision 
strategies

DSS supporting compensatory strategies (weighted 
additive or equally weighted), over DSS supporting 
non-compensatory strategies (elimination-by-aspects), 
were perceived to be more accurate, less effortful, more 
effective, more satisfactory, and had superior consistency 
with stated preferences.

Decision making and 
User 
satisfaction

Sacchi and 
Burigo 2008

Information search 
strategies of individu-
als in 
pre-decisional stage

Experiment To assess the influence of the individual’s knowledge 
and information sources, participants selected from a 
list of relevant and irrelevant data. Exper. 1 manipulated 
information source reliability, finding subjects used a 
sequential strategy with data from a reliable source. 
Exper. 2 analyzed information source and individuals’ 
knowledge. When subjects believed the source reliable, 
experts adopted strategy as sequential as novices. Exper. 3 
search strategy affects final judgment, illustrating the role 
of individual, task, and context.

Constructivist frame-
work
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Searching and Evaluating 
KMS Content

One characteristic of search and evaluation ef-
fort is the amount of information accessed and 
evaluated. Search effort reflects how many of 
the available options are selected for subsequent 
evaluation. Evaluation effort reflects how much 
attention is spent on the options selected in order 
to determine what is appropriate for using in the 
task. Rationally, decision-makers should only 
need to evaluate information once and decide on 
its usefulness to the task. Yet decision-makers re-
evaluate information because they forget what they 
have reviewed due to limits in working memory 
(Miller, 1956) or they may want to confirm their 
choices to be more confident in their actions 
(Svenson, 1979).

Another characteristic of search and evaluation 
effort is the amount of time taken for information 
acquisition. If time is limited people tend to reduce 
both search and evaluation effort (Gigerenzer & 
Todd, 1999; Payne et al., 1993). In the KMS us-
age context, as more content is searched, more 
evaluation is needed. Greater search and evalu-
ation effort means end users select more content 
which is highly likely to lead to greater personal 
scrutiny of that content. Meanwhile, lower search 
and evaluation effort means users make decisions 
based on fewer alternatives and as such do not 
spend as much time evaluating a lot of content. 
Thus, regardless of whether ratings have high or 
low validity, users who increase (decrease) their 
search effort will need to evaluate more (fewer) 
options expending greater (less) evaluation effort. 
The first hypotheses are:

H1:  The search effort expended on KMS content 
will have a positive effect on the evaluation 
effort expended (a) when ratings have high 
validity and (b) when ratings have low valid-
ity.

As noted above, decision-makers use simplify-
ing strategies such as heuristics to minimize effort 
with the goal of making accurate decisions (Cook, 
1993; Svenson, 1979). When searching through 
KMS content, users are likely to use the heuris-
tic that “high ratings should be associated with 
high-quality content”. In this case, when ratings 
are high in validity, users will select high-quality 
content. By using valid ratings to guide content 
selections for evaluation, users will focus on 
evaluating high-rated, high-quality content. The 
consistency between ratings and content quality 
eliminate the need for further search effort. Users 
are less likely to be distracted or influenced by 
low-quality content when they limit their search 
effort to only reviewing high-rated, high-quality 
content. Users reduce search effort and make more 
accurate decisions.

However, users who decide not to use valid 
ratings but to search and personally scrutinize 
content themselves will expend greater search 
effort and be exposed to lower-quality content. 
By ignoring ratings, these KMS users will likely 
be using the minimalist heuristic of looking up 
content in a random fashion until high-quality 
options are recognized (Gigerenzer & Goldstein, 
1996). Because valid ratings are being ignored, 
users must rely solely on their own uncertain 
judgments of content quality making users more 
likely to be influenced by low-quality content. 
Research demonstrates that decision-makers are 
not able to fully detect low-quality information 
(Maier & Thurber, 1968; Wang & Strong, 1996). 
By not using valid ratings, users will increase their 
search efforts and make less accurate decisions. 
The next hypothesis is:

H2a: The search effort expended on KMS con-
tent will have a negative effect on decision 
accuracy when ratings have high validity.

In addition, some users will attempt to reduce 
their search effort by using ratings when ratings 
have low validity. In this case, users will select 
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high-rated, low-quality content to evaluate. The 
inconsistency between ratings and content may 
trigger the need to increase search effort and ignore 
the ratings. Prior research has demonstrated that 
information incongruity can increase the amount 
of effort expended to solve a problem (Alden et 
al., 1994; Ruthven et al., 2003). By adapting to 
the information environment, users can change 
their search strategy to perform a more complete 
search of the information available (Gigerenzer 
& Todd, 1999; Payne et al., 1993). In the KMS 
environment, users who are aware of the incon-
sistency between ratings and content increase 
their search effort which broadens the amount 
of content reviewed and enhances the saliency 
of quality differences between options. Being 
aware of quality differences, users will increase 
their search effort and are likely to seek out and 
find high-quality content leading to greater deci-
sion accuracy.

Alternatively, some users may not detect the 
inconsistency between ratings and content because 
they may be overly focused on minimizing effort or 
they may choose to override their own beliefs with 
the ratings provided. Research has found decision-
makers are not entirely sensitive to problems with 
information and tend to accept information as 
valid without questioning it (Biros et al., 2002). 
In this case, KMS users who decide to continue 
using invalid ratings will not expand their search 
efforts and will likely be influenced by high-rated, 
low-quality content. Limiting search effort to only 
review high-rated, low-quality content means us-
ers do not get the benefit of evaluating a broader 
amount of content which would expose them to 
higher-quality content. By using invalid ratings, 
users will decrease their search efforts and make 
less accurate decisions. The next hypothesis is:

H2b: The search effort expended on KMS con-
tent will have a positive effect on decision 
accuracy when ratings have low validity.

Many KMS users will minimize not only their 
search effort but also their evaluation effort by 
using the heuristic that “high ratings should be 
associated with high-quality content”. In this case, 
when ratings are high in validity, users will be 
evaluating high-quality content. The consistency 
between ratings and content efficiently reinforces 
evaluation judgments to use that content in the 
decision task. With valid ratings, the heuristic 
to use ratings as an effort minimizing strategy is 
optimal and leads to accurate decisions of using 
the highest-quality content in the task. By reducing 
evaluation effort and relying on the heuristic to 
use ratings to guide content judgments, users will 
make more accurate decisions while minimizing 
their efforts.

However, users who decide to personally 
scrutinize content themselves will increase their 
search and evaluation effort and be exposed to 
lower-quality content. Because valid ratings are 
being ignored, users miss out on having their 
evaluation decisions reinforced by the ratings and 
are more likely to be influence by the low-quality 
content. Consistent with above, some decision-
makers are not able to fully detect low-quality 
information (DePaulo & DePaulo, 1989; Wang 
& Strong, 1996), suggesting low-quality KMS 
content may get used in the task. Being junior 
employees, KMS users will be less certain about 
which content is high vs. low quality. By personally 
scrutinizing content and not using valid ratings, 
users will increase evaluation efforts but make 
less accurate decisions. The next hypothesis is:

H3a: The evaluation effort expended on KMS con-
tent will have a negative effect on decision 
accuracy when ratings have high validity.

Additionally, some users will attempt to reduce 
their search and evaluation effort by using ratings 
when ratings have low validity. In this case, us-
ers will evaluate high-rated, low-quality content. 
Some users will become aware of the inconsistency 
between ratings and content quality, which may 
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trigger the need to increase evaluation effort and 
ignore the ratings. The inconsistency between 
ratings and content quality may also create cog-
nitive conflict and motivate users to resolve the 
inconsistency by more closely scrutinizing more 
content (Festinger, 1957; Harmon-Jones and 
Mills, 1999). Consistent with above, users can 
change their evaluation strategy to perform a more 
complete evaluation of the information available 
leading to greater awareness of content quality 
differences (Gigerenzer & Todd, 1999; Payne et 
al., 1993). By increasing their evaluation effort, 
users will be more likely to evaluate high-quality 
content leading to greater decision accuracy.

Alternatively, users who do not detect the 
inconsistency between ratings and content may 
decide to continue using invalid ratings to make 
evaluation decisions. Because some users are not 
able to fully detect invalid information (DePaulo 
& DePaulo, 1989; Wang & Strong, 1996), low-
quality KMS content gets used in the task. In this 
case, users who decide to continue using invalid 
ratings are likely to be influenced by high-rated, 
low-quality content. By using invalid ratings, 
users decrease their evaluation efforts but make 
less accurate decisions. The last hypothesis is:

H3b: The evaluation effort expended on KMS 
content will positively affect decision ac-
curacy when ratings have low validity.

METHODOLOGY

A between-subjects single-factor experiment 
was conducted to test the research model and 
hypotheses. Rating validity (high and low) was 
manipulated.

Subjects and Task

Two hundred nine junior and senior undergradu-
ates enrolled in a business information systems 
course at a large Midwestern university partici-

pated in this study. Subjects received course extra 
credit (1.5%) for their participation and were 
awarded incentive pay based on decision perfor-
mance with an option to perform an equivalent 
task in lieu of the experiment. Subjects completed 
a pretest assessing demographics and knowledge 
prior to attending an experimental session. Sub-
jects were randomly assigned to an experimental 
manipulation prior to attending their session by 
a pre-assigned login id, and each session began 
with a 10-minute tutorial on the task and the KMS. 
Sessions were held outside regular class periods 
with large breaks in-between sessions providing 
seemingly unlimited time to compete the task. The 
experimental task took place in a simulated online 
setting of a professional services firm created by 
the authors, where subjects completed a typical 
consulting task (Falconer, 1999; Orlikowski, 
2000). Subjects were asked by their “manager” 
to determine what steps to include in a work plan 
for a data-modeling and database-design project 
by reviewing existing work plans focused on 
data-modeling and database-design projects in the 
KMS. All experimental sessions were run follow-
ing an identical protocol by one of the authors. 
The task was designed to have an optimal answer, 
and as such, better and worse solutions could be 
assessed objectively. Participants did not have 
time restrictions and the average time taken was 
30.5 minutes (s.d. = 10.6 minutes).

The work plans in the KMS were created based 
on work plans provided by practicing consultants. 
All work plans listed:

• data-modeling or database-design project 
steps based on the steps identified in an un-
dergraduate information systems textbook 
(Whitten et al., 2000); and

• consultant ranks for each project step, 
with the appropriate rank being estab-
lished based on feedback from practicing 
consultants.
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Work plans varied in quality with the highest-
quality work plans including (1) supervisors as-
signed to all important tasks, (2) consultant level(s) 
for all project steps, and (3) informative, nonvague 
project steps. Work plans with objectively lower 
quality were created by (1) deleting supervisors 
for important tasks, (2) not assigning consultant 
levels to project steps, and (3) describing project 
steps in uninformative, vague terms (see Murch, 
2001 and Rosenau, 1998). Fourteen data-modeling 
and fourteen database-design project work plans 
were produced and listed in each subject’s KMS 
search results. A screen snapshot is shown for the 
work plan contents in Figure 2. These work plans 
varied in quality such that one plan met all three 
quality criteria, six plans met two of the quality 
criteria, six plans met one of the quality criteria, and 
one plan did not meet any of the quality criteria.

We designed the experimental task to be one 
that first-year consultants might perform (i.e., one 
that the subjects might expect to perform as new 
employees). While subjects had limited prior 
experience with the task, pilot tests demonstrated 
that the subject pool had sufficient understanding 
and were able to distinguish work plan quality 
based on the criteria given. Also, ANOVA tests 
confirmed the significance of the work plan qual-
ity manipulation check (t = 50.05, p <.001)—for 
each experiment subjects perceived differences 
in work plan quality as anticipated. We used 
HTML, ASP, and MS Office products to program 
the experimental materials.

Experimental Measures

Manipulated variable: Rating validity was 
manipulated in this study. Each work plan was 

Figure 2. Screen snapshot of work plan contents
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associated with a rating that was either high in 
validity (if the rating accurately described the 
content quality) or low in validity (if it did not). 
Subjects were not explicitly told about the differ-
ences in rating validity. The rating scheme values 
were: 5 = highly valuable, 4 = somewhat valu-
able, 2 = somewhat worthless or 1 = worthless. 
To strengthen the rating validity manipulation we 
excluded the neutral rating of 3. Work plan orders 
were randomized; however the highest and lowest 
rated work plans were always located somewhere 
in the middle section of all the work plans listed. 
Thus, if a subject used the “rely on rating” heuristic 
they could not simply select the first work plan 
listed but they would have to scroll down to find 
the highest-rated work plans.

Independent variables: Search and evaluation 
effort measures were adopted from those previ-
ously implemented (Kim, 2001; Lazar & Norcio, 
2003; Van der Linden et al., 2003). Search effort 
was operationalized as the number of different 
work plans opened to gauge how much of the 
KMS content a subject selected for subsequent 
evaluation. Evaluation effort was operationalized 
as the total time spent evaluating selected work 
plan options.

Dependent variable: Decision accuracy was 
measured as the number of line items in the 
subject’s submitted work plan matching the 36 
line items in the highest quality work plan. Each 
subject’s score was calculated as the number of 
line items in the subject’s answer matching the 
line items in the “best” answer, resulting in a 
maximum of decision quality score of 36 and a 
minimum of 0.

Control variables: In the experiment we at-
tempted to control for individual differences 
between subjects by their random assignment to 
treatment conditions. However, some individual 
differences were deemed important to control. 
First, one’s expertise in KMS usage can influence 
decision making and thus prior experience of KMS 
usage was captured (Newell & Simon, 1972). 
Secondly, gender has been shown to influence 

the use of various technologies as such gender 
was captured (Agarwal & Prasad, 1999; Gefen & 
Straub, 1997; Venkatesh & Morris, 2000).

RESULTS

The data from two hundred nine subjects were 
analyzed using Partial Least Square (PLS), as 
implemented in PLS Graph, to examine the 
structural relationship proposed earlier in Figure 
1. We chose PLS due to its minimal demands on 
sample size and residual distribution (Barclay et 
al., 1995; Chin 1998; Fornell & Bookstein 1982). 
Chi-square tests indicated the subject pool was 
homogenous as no significant differences for year 
in school, age, gender or experience were found 
across treatments. Also, the control variables 
(prior experience with KMS usage and gender) 
were not significant and therefore not included 
in discussions below. Means, standard deviations 
and item inter-correlations for the constructs are 
presented in Table 3.

The results of the structural model from PLS, 
including path coefficients, explained variances 
and significance levels are illustrated in Figure 3 
for high and low rating validity. Paths are inter-
preted as standardized beta weights in a regression 
analysis. Each construct comprises a single-item 
task-based behavioral indicator (Chin, 1998).

Hypothesis Testing

As stated in Hypotheses 1a and 1b, those who 
increased their search effort increased their evalu-
ation effort when ratings were high in validity 
(path =.481, t = 5.498, p <.05) as well as when 
ratings were low in validity (.345, t = 3.767, p 
<.05). Contrary to the prediction in Hypothesis 
2a, those who decreased their search effort did 
not significantly increase their decision accuracy 
when ratings were high in validity (-.041, t = 
0.406, n.s.). As predicted in Hypothesis 2b, those 
who increased their search effort did significantly 
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increase their decision accuracy when ratings 
were low in validity (.496, t = 5.421, p <.05). As 
predicted in Hypothesis 3a, those who decreased 
their evaluation effort did significantly increase 
their decision accuracy when ratings were high in 
validity (-.237, t = 2.303, p <.05). Contrary to the 
prediction in Hypothesis 3b, those who increased 
their evaluation effort did not significantly increase 
their decision accuracy when ratings were low in 
validity (.008, t = 0.068, n.s.). Thus, hypotheses 
1a, 1b, 2b, and 3a are all supported, but hypotheses 

2a and 3b were not supported. Table 4 provides a 
summary of all the hypotheses tested.

DISCUSSION

This study has examined how rating schemes in-
fluence how KMS end users trade off search and 
evaluation effort for decision accuracy. Based on the 
theoretical and empirical work described in the lit-
erature, we explored how rating validity and search 

Table 3. Descriptive statistics: Mean, standard deviation and correlation 

Correlations

Item Mean Standard Deviation Search Effort Evaluation Effort

Both High and Low Rating Validity (N=209)

Search Effort 15.68 7.00

Evaluation Effort 30.00 10.41 .426**

Decision Accuracy 17.37 11.43 -.080 -.122

High Rating Validity (N=111)

Search Effort 13.72 6.44

Evaluation Effort 29.05 11.21 .479**

Decision Accuracy 24.65 8.70 -.154 -.256**

Low Rating Validity (N=98)

Search Effort 17.64 7.00

Evaluation Effort 31.00 9.37 .345**

Decision Accuracy 9.13 8.05 -.500** .179

** Correlation is significant at the.01 level.

Figure 3. PLS results for research model for high and low rating validity
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and evaluation effort influence decision accuracy in 
the KMS environment. Overall the results provide 
support for the research model, supporting four of 
the six hypothesized relationships. Consistent with 
Hypotheses 1a and 1b, search effort expended on 
KMS content demonstrated a significant positive 
effect on evaluation effort expended in both cases 
of high and low rating validity. This finding is 
consistent with the literature suggesting that effort 
comprises both search and evaluation activities 
(Gigerenzer & Todd, 1999; Payne et al., 1993). 
When using KMS content, greater effort means 
users select more content (i.e., increase search) 
leading to more personal scrutiny of that content 
(i.e., increase evaluation). The positive relation-
ship between search and evaluation effort occurs 
regardless of rating validity.

An important contribution of this study is the 
finding that rating validity influences the outcomes 
of user behaviors in different ways. Specifically, as 
Hypothesis 2b suggested, when ratings are low in 
validity, search effort expended on KMS content had 

a significant positive effect on decision accuracy. 
This finding suggests that additional search of the 
content exposed users to higher-quality content and 
that some of that content made its way into final 
task solutions. Meanwhile, contrary to Hypothesis 
2a, when ratings are high in validity, search effort 
expended had no influence on decision accuracy. 
This suggests that the decision accuracy of users 
with helpful (i.e., valid) ratings was not hurt nor 
was it helped significantly by the level of KMS 
content search performed. Interestingly and not 
hypothesized, ANOVA tests indicate that the search 
effort for those with ratings low in validity (mean = 
17.64) was significantly higher than for those with 
ratings high in validity (13.72) (F (1, 207) = 16.31, 
p <.001). Thus, those with ratings low in validity 
did search the KMS content more extensively as 
those with ratings high in validity. This is consistent 
with prior literature that information incongruity 
can cause people to change their search strategies 
and increase the amount of effort expended (Alden 
et al., 1994; Gigerenzer & Todd, 1999; Payne et 

Table 4. Summary of results for structural model and hypotheses 

Hypothesis Standardized Path 
Coefficient (direct effect)

t-value for 
Path

Indirect Effect Total Effect a Finding

H1a: Search effort posi-
tively affect evaluation 
effort, high validity

.481 5.498 -- .481 Supported

H1b: Search effort posi-
tively affect evaluation 
effort, low validity

.345 -- -- .345 Supported

H2a: Search effort nega-
tively affect decision ac-
curacy, high validity

-.041 .406 -.114 -.155 Not Supported

H2b: Search effort posi-
tively affect decision ac-
curacy, low validity

.496 5.421 .003 .499 Supported

H3a: Evaluation effort 
negatively affect decision 
accuracy, high validity

-.237 2.303 -- -.237 Supported

H3b: Evaluation effort 
positively affect decision 
accuracy, low validity

.008 .068 -- .008 Not Supported
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al., 1993; Ruthven et al., 2003). Also, this lends 
support for the notion that some of those with un-
helpful (i.e., invalid) ratings wanted to resolve their 
uncertain judgments of an inconsistency between 
ratings and content through additional search of the 
content. The additional search of the KMS content 
broadened the amount of content reviewed and 
enabled users to incorporate high-quality content 
in their decision task increasing decision accuracy.

In addition to the differential influence of rating 
validity on the outcomes of search efforts, rating 
validity also differentially influenced the outcomes 
of evaluation efforts. Specifically, as Hypothesis 3a 
suggested, when ratings are high in validity, evalu-
ation effort expended on KMS content had a sig-
nificant negative effect on decision accuracy. This 
finding suggests that additional evaluation of the 
content exposed the users to lower-quality content 
and that some of that content made its way into final 
task solutions. Users were better off relying on the 
heuristic that “high ratings should be associated with 
high-quality content” and minimizing their evalua-
tion efforts. Meanwhile, contrary to Hypothesis 3b, 
when ratings are low in validity, evaluation effort 
expended had no influence on decision accuracy. 
This suggests that the decision accuracy of users 
with unhelpful (i.e., invalid) ratings was not hurt 
nor was it helped significantly by the amount of 
KMS content evaluation performed. Interestingly 
and also not hypothesized, ANOVA tests indicate 
that the evaluation effort for those with ratings low 
in validity (mean = 31.00) was not significantly 
higher than for those with ratings high in valid-
ity (29.08) (F (1, 207) = 1.83, n.s.). Thus, KMS 
users appear to exert the same level of evaluation 
effort. This is consistent with prior literature that 
some decision-makers are not able to fully detect 
low-quality information which could trigger the 
need to continue expending effort (DePaulo & 
DePaulo, 1989; Maier & Thurber, 1968; Wang & 
Strong, 1996). Also, it lends support for the notion 
that the users, being novices, are less equipped to 
evaluate and identify high-quality content on their 
own without the help of valid ratings.

In summary, valid ratings did not necessarily 
guide users to search efficiently for high-quality 
content, but these ratings did confirm or guide 
evaluation judgments of what was high-quality 
content to use in the task. Invalid ratings did appear 
to prompt users to increase their search efforts in 
order to achieve greater decision accuracy, but users 
were not able to sufficiently increase their evalua-
tion efforts of the content on their own to achieve 
greater decision accuracy. In the trade-off between 
effort and accuracy, complexities of a particular 
decision problem may exceed the capabilities of 
decision-makers regardless of the amount of effort 
expended (Payne et al., 1993). Not hypothesized, 
ANOVA tests indicate that the decision accuracy 
for those with ratings high in validity (mean = 
24.65) was significantly higher than for those 
with ratings low in validity (9.13) (F (1, 207) = 
177.58, p <.001). Thus, exposure to ratings with 
low validity may create a more complex decision 
problem which some users may not be able to 
overcome by sufficiently increasing their search 
and evaluation efforts.

LIMITATIONS

The meaningfulness of the findings from any study 
must be assessed in light of the study’s limitations. 
For this study, the increased control afforded 
by a laboratory experiment must be traded-off 
against the inherent limitations of the approach, 
primarily that of generalizability. Limitations in 
generalizability in this study involve the use of 
student subjects, the nature of the tasks, and the 
operationalization of how ratings reflect content 
quality.

Student subjects typically differ from business 
professionals in two ways: 1) they generally have 
less experience with the problem domain; and 2) 
they have less motivation to perform a task suc-
cessfully. In this study, two steps were taken to 
offset the use of students as subjects. First, subjects 
had experience using web-based applications to 
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accomplish tasks and had conceptual and hands-on 
experiences in the task domain used in the study. 
Second, subjects were offered course extra credit 
and financial incentives to increase their motiva-
tion to perform well on the task.

The task involved selecting line items from 
work plan examples provided to build a new work 
plan answer. The generalizabiltiy of these findings 
may be limited to comparable tasks. However, in 
general, when selecting from search results, end 
users are free to use entire items or parts of items 
when creating new documents of any kind. The 
information processing required by this task is 
comparable to many KMS tasks across a range 
of domains where old documents are re-used to 
create new ones.

IMPLICATIONS AND 
FUTURE RESEARCH

From a research perspective, this study extends 
prior research on the effort-accuracy trade-off 
framework. This study shows that the validity 
of information inputs to a task may vary causing 
complexities in a particular decision problem that 
decision-makers may not be able to adequately 
deal with regardless of the amount of effort ex-
pended or level of accuracy sought. Without valid 
ratings, greater search effort increased the amount 
of higher-quality content included in task solu-
tions; however, contrary to expectations, greater 
evaluation effort did not make a difference. In 
this study, the optimal solution to the task was 
provided in the list of KMS search results, yet 
invalid information (i.e., ratings) mislead end 
users to incorporate non-optimal content in their 
task. Thus, the validity of information inputs is an 
influential factor in the effort-accuracy trade-off 
framework in the efficient and effective usage of 
knowledge in KMSs.

From a practical and managerial perspective, 
users may find it advantageous to rely on ratings 

as a simplifying heuristic strategy for handling 
KMS content. The findings of this study suggest 
the heuristic strategy for minimizing evaluation 
effort can be beneficial when ratings are high in 
validity and, at worst, have no effect when ratings 
are low in validity. However, the findings suggest 
the heuristic strategy for minimizing search effort 
can be beneficial when ratings are low in validity 
even though this strategy has no effect when ratings 
are high in validity. To achieve optimal results from 
using the heuristic strategy of relying on ratings, 
the findings suggest users should be provided 
with tools for properly assessing rating validity 
either in the KMS design or through better KMS 
training (Shouhong, 2005). KMS interface designs 
and end user training methods must help users 
accurately detect rating validity and when ratings 
have low validity help users build confidence in 
increasing search and evaluation effort enough to 
find high-quality content. Finally, managers who 
assign KMS retrieval tasks to junior employees 
should specifically incorporate the definition of 
high-quality content into their task assignments.

Our findings also suggest several guidelines 
for KMS interface designers. Rating schemes are 
an important interface design feature and influ-
ence how end users use KMS content. Care and 
attention is needed in how these rating schemes 
are implemented including finding ways to ensure 
valid ratings and high-quality content are entered 
into the KMS in the first place. KMSs may pro-
vide a setting where users are novices who find it 
difficult to accurately assess the context, content, 
and the effort needed to fully complete the task in 
a high-quality manner (Hockheiser & Schneider-
man, 2000). KMS designers need to develop robust 
processes both to evaluate the content quality in 
a KMS and to ensure that ratings of that content 
are high in validity (Dellarocas, 2003; Resnick et 
al., 2000). One possibility is to allow only experts 
to contribute content and rate KMS content, or 
experts could verify submitted content and ratings 
before they are published on the system. Alter-
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natively, expert-system or collaborative-filtering 
algorithms could scan KMS content and ratings 
to identify problems for review by experts.

An important finding of this research is that 
many of our subjects with ratings low in validity 
were still not able to achieve decision accuracy 
levels as high as those with ratings high in valid-
ity. Thus, we continue to wonder why some KMS 
users were unable to personally scrutinize content 
(i.e., increase evaluation effort) enough to achieve 
higher decision accuracy. The inability to increase 
evaluation effort enough is consistent with prior 
research showing decision-makers sometimes fail 
to fully detect low-quality information (DePaulo 
& DePaulo, 1989; Maier & Thurber, 1968; Wang 
& Strong, 1996), they fail to adopt new search 
strategies even when the environment warrants 
it (Payne et al., 1993), or the complexities of the 
task exceed the decision-makers’ capabilities 
(Payne et al., 1993). One explanation is that end 
users want to minimize their effort (Chu & Spires, 
2000; Payne, 1982), and therefore they focus on 
achieving an adequate but not optimal solution. 
This behavior is consistent with the idea that effort 
is weighted more heavily than accuracy because 
feedback on effort expenditure is more immedi-
ate, while feedback on accuracy is delayed and 
often times ambiguous (Einhorn & Hogarth, 1981; 
Kleinmuntz & Schkade, 1993). Thus, when rat-
ings have low validity, minimizing effort may be 
easier than maximizing accuracy in the context of 
KMS usage. Additional research should examine 
how to help end users with ratings low in validity 
to increase effort levels enough to achieve higher 
decision accuracy.

We examined additional individual-differences 
characteristics measured as part of this study 
(gender, domain experience, computer experi-
ence, and broad information systems experience) 
to provide insight into why some subjects did not 
increase evaluation effort enough to achieve high 
decision accuracy. None of the characteristics 

was significantly more pronounced among either 
subjects who increased their evaluation effort or 
among those who did not. Additional research 
should investigate individual factors such as cogni-
tive flexibility and field dependent/ independent 
characteristics to ascertain the degree to which 
end users tend to analyze content more fully and 
achieve higher decision accuracy.

Based on the results of this study, one way to 
improve the KMS interface design is by incor-
porating more useful metrics into search result 
feedback and rating schemes (Fang, 2000; Hock-
heiser & Shneiderman, 2000; Kim & Compton, 
2004). This study highlights the influence that 
rating schemes have and informs KMS designers 
to use the limited space on search results screens 
to display information that helps KMS users to 
overcome low validity in information (Fogg & 
Tseng, 1999; Stiff & Mongeau, 2003). While prior 
studies found certain information about rating 
validity (i.e., number of raters and rater expertise) 
was not helpful (Poston & Speier, 2005), a more 
comprehensive examination of factors influencing 
how end users detect low-validity information is 
warranted. Future studies should examine char-
acteristics that could be built into system features 
such as other rating validity indicators or content 
quality measures.

Given the impact of rating schemes on KMS 
usage, it is important for future research to examine 
how various characteristics of the rating values 
themselves influence content quality-judgments 
and KMS usage (Nielsen, 1999; 1998; Resnick & 
Montania, 2003). Research is needed to determine 
how the strength and scale of ratings, the useful-
ness of text explanations of ratings, and/or the 
role of rating consistency affects how end users 
use the KMS interface and content. Designers 
need to incorporate the influences of these factors 
into their interface designs in order to improve 
how end users efficiently and effectively use the 
knowledge in KMSs to make decisions.
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CONCLUSION

The results of this research suggest the interface 
has an important impact on how end users use 
Knowledge Management Systems (KMSs). More 
specifically, the rating schemes designed into KMS 
interfaces influence how end users use the content. 
Ratings are important information to KMS users 
because ratings influence the outcomes of usage 
behaviors. Valid ratings did not necessarily guide 
users to search efficiently for high-quality content, 
but these ratings did confirm or guide evaluation 
judgments of what was high-quality content to use 
in the task. Invalid ratings did appear to prompt 
users to increase their search efforts in order to 
achieve greater decision accuracy, but users were 
not able to sufficiently increase their evaluation 
efforts to achieve greater decision accuracy. 
High rating validity leads to optimal KMS usage 
outcomes while low rating validity does not. The 
research findings provide an initial understanding 
of the relationship between rating validity, search 
and evaluation effort, and decision accuracy in 
KMS content usage. Informing end users and 
designers on how rating validity influences the 
outcomes of KMS usage is an important issue. 
This and future studies will help system design-
ers and end users to learn how to develop and use 
KMSs more efficiently and effectively..
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ABSTRACT

Nowadays interaction and networks appear to be 
crucial. The impact that new technologies have 
had in every field has flowed into a rethinking of 
knowledge, knowledge management, teaching and 
learning, networks and the individual. Formal, 
non-formal and informal learning have become 
key words of this age. New technologies and the 
revolution of Web 2.0 social tools have deeply 
influenced learning approaches. However, the ef-
fectiveness of Web 2.0 educational tools depends 
on the pedagogical sustainability beneath and 
on internationally shared standards to facilitate 
interoperability. This chapter aims to discuss the 
pedagogical sustainability of interoperable formal 
and informal learning environments. Advantages 
and drawbacks will be highlighted, in terms of 

technological and pedagogical effectiveness and 
appropriateness, through two case studies illus-
trating respectively the combined use of Moodle 
(LMS) and Elgg (PLE) at the University of Flor-
ence to facilitate lifelong learning, and a recent 
experience of integration of Moodle, Mediawiki 
and De.li.cious that we have carried out as PhD 
students in elearning at the Università Politecnica 
delle Marche.

INTRODUCTION

The revolution that new technologies have brought 
about in every field is urging a new vision: knowl-
edge and knowledge management, teaching and 
learning, social relations and the individual need to 
be reconsidered in the light of the current impor-
tance of interaction and networks. The knowledge 
society requires new roles and skills, and a new 
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awareness as “active citizens” (Demetrio, 2002; 
Leone, 2009). Learning to learn has turned out 
to be a key skill to actively participate in society 
along life. Formal, non-formal and informal 
learning have become key words of this age; in 
particular, there is an increasing understanding 
that learning occurs for the most part outside the 
traditional formal situations.

Few years ago knowledge was a matter of cat-
egorization and hierarchies; today it is represented 
through networks and “ecologies” (Morin, 2008), 
it is diffused and distributed. As a whole, life is 
both a learning and a knowledge-based process.

Knowledge, people, and technology nodes 
represent useful resources. In this view, human 
mind, too, is a network, an ecology. It adapts to 
the environment and, accordingly, learning has be-
come chaotic, continual, co-created and complex. 
Learning is an integrated process where changes 
with one element alter the entire ecology of the 
network. As a result, knowledge is subject to 
complex and adaptive systems (Siemens, 2006).

In this scenario, the changing role of education 
systems into networked organizations, into “ecolo-
gies”, is decisive in order to support learners in 
constructing various personal learning networks 
to deeply understand complex fields (Fini, 2008; 
Sclater, 2008).

Over next years, teaching and learning will 
go through essential changes. Massive use of 
new technologies and the revolution of Web 2.0 
social tools are only two of the elements that have 
deeply influenced learning approaches, for three 
main reasons:

1.  many web services are free and easy to use 
by a connection to the Internet;

2.  people may access nodes of information and 
create knowledge;

3.  learners are becoming technically profi-
cient, networked, multi-tasking and lifelong 
learners (Seely-Brown, 2009; Siemens & 
Tittenberger, 2009).

The effectiveness of Web 2.0 educational 
tools depends on the pedagogical sustainability 
beneath and on internationally shared standards 
to facilitate interoperability.

In this regard, over recent years research litera-
ture has underlined a need for a new theoretical 
interpretation of teaching and learning methods 
in education (Catarsi, 2007; Conole, 2008a; 
Marconato, 2003) to support the new educational 
models that are being introduced in the light of 
the lifelong learning paradigm. Emphasis on the 
shift from formal to informal e-learning through 
knowledge management and sharing (Leone, 
2009; Sclater, 2008; Trentin, 2005) has been 
placed, with particular attention to Personal Learn-
ing Environments (PLE) as learner-centred spaces.

Researchers (Annacontini, 2007; Varisco, 
2002) have highlighted the necessity to look 
at the learning paradigm (Barr & Tagg, 1995; 
Jonassen & Land, 2000; von Glasersfeld, 1998) 
as the suitable framework to support an effective 
implementation of lifelong learning policies. The 
passage from the traditional instruction paradigm 
to the learning paradigm allows to give promi-
nence to the learner’s needs and to the learning 
process, rather than to the teacher as a repository 
of knowledge and to teaching itself. The mission 
of the education system is to generate learning, 
to build meaningful learning environments and to 
bring forth student’s construction of knowledge 
(Leone, 2008a; Marconato, 2003; Trentin, 2001). 
Success is measured by student learning and 
achievement outcomes, learning growth and the 
quality of arousing students’ interest and engage-
ment (Leone, 2008a).

In this view, information overload, diversity 
and distribution highlight the necessity for content 
and infrastructure applications to interoperate and 
exchange data in order to better support learners’ 
and educators’ needs.

Technology plays an important role in e-learn-
ing through the use of many systems relating to 
specific net-pedagogies (Stojanovic & Handschuh, 
2002; Varlamis & Apostolakis, 2007; Trentin, 
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2004). In the late 1990’s, Learning Management 
Systems (LMS)/Virtual Learning Environments 
(VLE) were the main protagonists of e-learning 
with their clear boundaries. Nevertheless, bound-
aries don’t fit a complex society where different 
educational tools may be used with specific peda-
gogical aims. Social technologies may provide 
sets of different tools as an effective alternative 
to LMS/VLE. Blogs, Wikis, podcasts, Google 
Docs, YouTube, Del.icio.us, Elgg, for example, 
represent powerful educational tools to learn in 
a networked era.

Networked knowledge environments may 
expose learners to information overload and in-
teroperable systems help users to avoid it.

This chapter aims to discuss the pedagogical 
sustainability of interoperable formal and informal 
learning environments.

Advantages and drawbacks of interoperable 
learning environments will be highlighted, in terms 
of technological and pedagogical effectiveness 
and appropriateness.

Starting point of this analysis will be the 
growth of digital ecologies to support cooperative 
interaction, connective knowledge and learning 
networks. Definitions of formal and informal 
learning environment within research literature 
will be commented, with particular attention to 
PLE as the emerging learner-centred learning 
environments.

Models, approaches and theories about 
LMS/VLE and PLE will be explored. In particular, 
the differences and peculiarities of the two learn-
ing paradigms applied to LMS/VLE and PLE will 
be highlighted.

The second section will be focused on the main 
issues of interoperability of educational tools at 
present, through a comparison between SCORM 
1.3 and IMS Common Cartridge 1.1.

The final section will illustrate two case stud-
ies. The first one consists in the combined use of 
Moodle (LMS) and Elgg (PLE) at the Univer-
sity of Florence to facilitate lifelong learning. 
In January 2007 the Laboratorio di Tecnologie 

dell’Educazione (Laboratory of Technologies for 
Education – LTE) started out an experience of 
combination of the University’s existing LMS – 
Moodle – with LTEver – Elgg -, which is a virtual 
community for staff, students, alumni, contributors 
and teachers.

The second case study reports a recent expe-
rience of integration of Moodle, Mediawiki and 
De.li.cious to build up a community of practice, 
that we have carried out as PhD students in e-
learning at the Università Politecnica delle Marche.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Networks and Ecologies

The emergence of Web 2.0 has changed the use of 
the Internet and has deeply affected society and 
education (Downes, 2005; Levine et al., 2009). 
Virtual “ecologies” and digitally networked 
“ecosystems” (Siemens, 2007) are the result of 
this ongoing evolution.

By the term “ecology” we define the space or 
environment in which cooperation takes place 
and the socially organized modes by which the 
environment facilitates collaboration (Crabtree 
& Rodden, 2008).

Over the years the development of digital 
ecologies to support cooperative interaction has 
been investigated. Researchers have deepened 
three main areas: models of face-to-face col-
laboration, in which media spaces (Bly et al., 
1993), dual ecologies (Kuzouka et al., 2004), and 
mixed ecologies (Kirk et al., 2005) have emerged; 
secondly, spatial forms of collaboration, which 
have encompassed collaborative virtual environ-
ments (Benford & Fahlén, 1993), mixed reality 
environments (Koleva et al., 2000), and graphical 
interfaces that exploit spatial metaphors (Sawyer 
& Mariani, 1995); finally, hybrid ecologies which 
match mixed reality environments with ubiquitous 
computing environments to join the physical-
digital dimensions.
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Within these dynamic spaces, knowing and 
learning are shaped and fed by connections.

Connective knowledge (Downes, 2005; 
Siemens, 2006), which is characterized by di-
versity, autonomy, interactivity and openness, is 
co-created by individuals sharing and participat-
ing in one or more specific cultural systems, in 
ecosystems. As nowadays human beings live 
integrated experiences, and as life represents a 
rich and interconnected occurrence, knowledge 
is enriched by the integrations of different per-
spectives (Downes, 2005; Downes, 2006). A 
continuous dialogue may generate a forum, an 
always renewed conversational space that may 
constantly re-invent knowledge and action (Ma-
pelli & Margiotta, 2009).

Knowledge should reveal the following factors 
to be adequate to the post-modern complex world:

• the context (information and data must be 
considered in their context);

• the global (containing various different 
parts of reality);

• the multidimensional (human beings are 
considered biologically, psychologically, 
socially, emotionally, rationally, as well as 
societies include historical, economic, so-
ciologic, religious dimensions);

• the complex (relevant knowledge is in-
volved with complexity) (Morin, 1999).

Indeed, complexification is an essential aspect 
of knowledge (Weinberger, 2005). As a conse-
quence, technology plays an important role as a 
device for knowledge management, as a vehicle 
for knowledge sharing and as a tool for augmented 
learning environments.

A traditional and static view of knowledge is 
being substituted by a more dynamic and multi-
faceted vision. Knowledge is becoming increas-
ingly fluid (Downes, 2006; Siemens, 2006). The 
well-organized blocks of knowledge are turning 
into a flux (Siemens, 2008).

Concurrently, significant changes are occur-
ring in social spaces and structures. Governments, 
corporations and schools are urged to replace 
directive relationships with a different approach 
to promote, nurture and connect by knowledge.

Since knowledge dissemination facilitates 
dynamic, adaptive and personalized experiences, 
individuals, in their numerous roles (as citizens, 
customers, students and Internet users), no longer 
accept pre-packaged “products”.

“Digital Natives”, “the Net Generation”, or 
“the Google Generation”, as the new Internet users 
are labelled, are approaching work and learning 
differently. Today’s learners are digitally literate 
and constantly connected. They use the Internet 
socially to communicate, interact and cooperate 
with peers, globally. On these premises, contem-
porary mainstream education seems inadequate 
to grasp global realities seen as transnational, 
multidimensional, polydisciplinary and planetary. 
Today’s students learn differently, through massive 
connections to other people and resources. As a 
result, learners are getting accustomed to meet 
and share in “tribes” (Maffesoli, 2004).

In this sense, learning networks resemble ecol-
ogies. Developing learning ecologies (Siemens, 
2006), or learning habitats (Cormier, 2008), atelier 
learning (Seely-Brown, 2009), studio learning 
(Fisher, 2008), is a first, important step toward a 
more general culture of learning (Seely-Brown, 
1999) and, thus, toward lifelong learning. Learn-
ing might be seen as a learner-centred, holistic 
experience which involves a complex, continual, 
chaotic and co-creative process.

VLE vs. PLE: Toward the Merging 
of Formal and Informal Learning

The terms “learning society” and “lifelong learn-
ing” represent the labels of the change in society 
and education that has taken place over the last 
two decades, concurrently with pervading tech-
nological development.
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Rapid economical, political and social evolu-
tion urge “all learning activity” to be “undertaken 
throughout life, with the aim of improving knowl-
edge, skills and competencies within a personal, 
civic, social and/or employment-related perspec-
tive.” (European Commission, 2002).

Lifelong learning denotes “a new paradigm”, 
“a shift away from the notion of provider-driven 
‘education’ toward individualised learning.” 
(UNESCO, 1999).

Protagonist of the learning society is the “active 
citizen”, that is an autonomous individual who is 
capable of self-learning and who participates in 
both civil and civic society. He/she is engaged “in 
the active development of citizenship dimensions, 
not just knowledge and understanding, but skills 
development and behaviours picked up through 
experience of participation in a range of contexts” 
(Nelson & Kerr, 2006, p.11).

The stress on active citizenship is strengthened 
by the key role given to education. The education 
system is increasingly considered as a crucial so-
cial change agent. Educational policy should aim 
at preparing the youth and at supporting the adults 
to keep the pace of change in modern society, but 
also to develop the necessary knowledge, skills 
and attitudes to make the most of the challenges 
individuals face in their lifetime. Education is 
now seen as much more holistic and flexible 
than in the past, taking place in a wider range of 
contexts and intending to increase personalisation 
and autonomy for the learner.

Jacques Delors, in the UNESCO report Learn-
ing: The Treasure Within by the International 
Commission on Education for 21st Century (1996), 
defines education as being grounded on four pil-
lars: learning to know, learning to do, learning to 
live together and learning to be.

UNESCO’s (1999) definition of the educa-
tional process encompasses formal, informal and 
non-formal learning. Formal learning consists 
in the hierarchically structured, chronologically 
graded educational system running from primary 
through to tertiary institutions; informal learning 

allows persons to acquire attitudes, values, skills 
and knowledge from daily experience, within 
the individual’s environment (such as family, 
friends, peer groups, the media and other influ-
ences); non-formal learning takes place through 
education organized for specific learners with 
specific learning objectives, outside the formal 
established system.

However, when a society becomes pedagogi-
cal, when a lifelong learning process is started 
by the media, at work, in the street, in education, 
and within associations, the definite distinction 
between initial education and lifelong education 
fades away.

In this scenario, the ability of learning to 
learn appears strategic. Learning to learn means 
getting the necessary skills to arrange one’s own 
knowledge and learning, selecting and exploiting 
various resources and tools among those formal, 
non-formal and informal environments which 
offer the learner adequate flexibility and tailored 
solutions in terms of learning goals and strategies.

Moreover, information overload, the neces-
sary solutions for knowledge management and 
the growing knowledge sharing emphasise the 
importance of interaction and networks.

In this regard, Web 2.0 technologies and tools 
facilitate learning ecologies and a society in which 
people can learn any subject, any way, anywhere, 
anytime, a society that will enable the citizens 
of the world to live a fuller life, that is a lifelong 
learning society.

E-learning 2.0, in particular, is mediating the 
shift from formal to informal e-learning (Leone, 
2009; Sclater, 2008; Trentin, 2005), from Vir-
tual Learning Environments (VLE), which are 
organization-centred spaces (Bonaiuti, 2007), 
to Personal Learning Environments (PLE) as 
emerging learner-centred spaces (Rogers, 1983; 
Vygotsky, 1986).

A decade ago, VLEs were the main setting of 
e-learning. Over recent years, however, as a result 
of the growing adoption of a lifelong learning ap-
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proach, traditional VLE has shown the following 
weaknesses:

• rigid schemes and blocks, which cause the 
lack of social interaction and sharing;

• asymmetric relations (teachers/learners, on 
the model “I teach, you learn”);

• no adoption of open and simple standards 
(e.g., RSS);

• closeness within the learning environment 
and term;

• consequent poor visibility of the learning 
outcomes, no access to the contents of the 
environment, dequalification of the learn-
ing community and lack of interrelation 
among different education contexts;

• impeded construction of the individual’s 
virtual identity (crucial aim in lifelong 
learning policies).

The ongoing change of perspective has brought 
attention on the framework of the learner-centred 
approach as a new alternative to traditional VLE 
(Giovannella, 2008):

• the web used as a platform or an environ-
ment, where various tools (like Flickr, 
De.licio.us, e-portfolio) and contents can 
be aggregated for the construction of a 
PLE;

• socially constructed educational materials;
• symmetric relations (active role for all the 

participants);
• open source, open content, open society 

and, as a result, adoption of open “ma-
chine-readable” standards interconnected 
with proprietary ones;

• the learner’s capability of managing his/
her learning processes and of configurating 
his/her e-portfolio as aggregator of person-
al knowledge and competences (Lubesky, 
2006);

• social interaction as a means to learn, to co-
construct knowledge and to communicate.

It’s no more the user who adapts to the learning 
environment, but it’s the education system that 
designs learning environments on the learner’s 
needs and prior knowledge. Besides, individuals 
are more and more oriented to build their own 
PLE, that is to say an open system, interconnected 
with other PLEs and external services; an activity-
based learning environment, user-managed and 
learner-centred. A PLE is a concept, rather than 
specific software, which is nurtured by autonomy, 
pragmatic, relevance, building on prior knowl-
edge, goal-directed approach.

Motschnig-Pitrik & Mallich (2004) refer to 
PLE as Person-Centred e-Learning (PCeL).

Downes (2006) defines a PLE as a tool that 
enables anyone to “engage in a distributed en-
vironment” made up of “a network of people, 
services and resources”. It does not consist of 
“just Web 2.0, but it is certainly Web 2.0” since 
“it is a read-write application”.

A PLE conveys the image of the subject as a 
landscape as well as individual pieces of informa-
tion and knowledge; it facilitates the creation of a 
personal repository of resources and relationships 
huddled together around a common topic or con-
cept; it allows to document, reflect, communicate 
and collaborate (Leone, 2009).

For all these reasons, a VLE is much less 
flexible than a PLE, which is more adherent 
to the users’ expectations of flexibility, active 
participation and individualisation of a learning 
environment (Calvani, Buonaiuti, Fini & Ranieri, 
2007; Downes, 2005).

Nevertheless, the two settings can be intercon-
nected through sharing-knowledge technologies, 
like RSS.

Anderson (2006) is convinced that VLEs may 
endure if the learner-centred model will be ad-
opted. In Attwell’s view (2007), since e-portfolio, 
a basic tool of PLE, is the future of learning 
systems, PLE is the new learning setting to look 
at. Buonaiuti (2007) sketches out hypothetical 
scenerios for the school of the future in which 
learning has the informal features of PLE.
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According to Giovannella (2008), a third 
alternative between organization-centred VLE 
and user-centred PLE could be Learning Places 
(LP), settings that are opened to the interaction 
with the outside and attentive to the development 
of individuals’ virtual identity.

We are witnessing the passage from a Carte-
sian view of learning (knowledge as substance 
and pedagogy as knowledge transfer) to a so-
cial view of learning (understanding is socially 
constructed and participating builds up identity) 
(Seely-Brown, 2009).

Interoperability and Integration: 
Critical Definitions

It is evident that in a networked society which 
interacts as an ecology, interoperability and in-
tegration are significant issues.

People may use the Internet thanks to com-
mon information protocols and exchanging ar-
chitectures facilitated by common standards, to 
exchange information, to connect hardware with 
different devices, to establish business nets or to 
share knowledge.

Also, in the online education field the adoption 
of internationally recognized standards is crucial to 
make diverse relevant knowledge nodes intercom-
municate effectively and to overcome information 
overload, diversity and distribution, in order to 
better support learners’ and educators’ needs.

Further, learners actively interact and access 
useful information, instead of passively consuming 
knowledge distributed by the teacher (Siemens 
& Tittenberger, 2009). To sustain such proactive 
students, complex learning systems may simulta-
neously integrate and make interoperate as much 
as possible a wide variety of tools.

Various definitions of interoperability and 
interaction exist in literature. The IEEE (2000) 
defines interoperability as “the ability of two or 
more systems or components to exchange infor-
mation and to use the information that has been 
exchanged.”

The Oxford English Dictionary similarly de-
fines the word “interoperable” as “(of computer 
systems or software) able to exchange and make 
use of information.” Wikipedia proposes a broader 
definition: “Interoperability is a property referring 
to the ability of diverse systems and organizations 
to work together (inter-operate). The term is often 
used in a technical systems engineering sense, or 
alternatively in a broad sense, taking into account 
social, political, and organizational factors that 
impact system to system performance.”

In Merriman’s (2008) view, interoperability 
is “the measure of ease of integration between 
two systems or software components to achieve a 
functional goal. A highly interoperable integration 
is one that can be easily achieved by the individual 
who requires the result.” And integration is “the act 
of making two systems work together to achieve 
a functional goal, regardless of how difficult or 
expensive that task might be.”

In our view, interoperability is the construc-
tion of an upper layer of technical specifications, 
which allow to produce, memorise, search and 
utilise available educational resources and tools 
coherently.

We concur that it is possible to distinguish three 
types of interoperability, all needed to achieve an 
effective interoperable system (GridWise, 2007):

• technical interoperability (physical devices 
that make systems communicate);

• informational interoperability (relating to 
the content, the semantics for data or in-
structions flow);

• organizational interoperability (relation-
ship between organizations and individuals 
including business and legal relationships).

On this background, for us integration between 
different learning tools means “making two sys-
tems work together to achieve a functional goal. 
Systems can be integrated through manipulation of 
each other’s functionality. Interoperability means 
making these kinds of integrations as simple as 
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technologically possible in pursuit of that goal.” 
(Merriman, 2008).

PEDAGOGICAL SUSTAINABILITY 
OF INTEROPERABLE FORMAL 
AND INFORMAL LEARNING 
ENVIRONMENTS

This second section aims to examine the main 
pedagogical issues of interoperable educational 
tools and platforms at present. Advantages and 
drawbacks will be highlighted, in terms of tech-
nological and pedagogical effectiveness (i.e., 
success, usefulness and value) and appropriate-
ness (i.e., suitability for and compatibility with 
the context) through a comparison between the 
standards SCORM 1.3 and IMS Common Car-
tridge 1.1.

Two case studies will illustrate examples 
of interoperable formal and informal learning 
environments: the first one consists in the com-
bined use of Moodle (LMS) and Elgg (PLE) at 
the University of Florence to facilitate lifelong 
learning; the second case study reports a recent 
experience of integration of Moodle, Mediawiki 
and De.li.cious that we have carried out as PhD 
students in e-learning at the Università Politecnica 
delle Marche.

The following discussion aims to evaluate 
the pedagogical sustainability beneath Web 2.0 
interoperable educational tools and platforms and 
their role in a lifelong learning vision.

Current Issues of Interoperable 
Educational Tools and Platforms

Educational tools can be defined as every device 
able to provide knowledge and development in a 
particular learning context. Didactic toys are an 
example of traditional educational tools. In ICT, 
a computer game (e.g., Boolify, to learn Boolean 
operators) or high-level interaction tools (e.g., 
Bayesiannetworks) may be instructive devices.

The revolution brought about by Web 2.0 
has turned many Internet services (e.g., Twitter, 
Facebook, wikis, blogs, podcasts, Google Docs, 
YouTube, Del.icio.us, Elgg, etc.) into powerful, 
aggregable (Wilson, 2005) educational tools that 
allow the learner to personalise his/her learning 
environment autonomously and to learn in a 
networked era.

AllWords.com defines educational technology 
as follows:

1.  “the use of technology to improve teaching 
and learning;

2.  the treatment of the process by which people 
learn, as a systematic process based on objec-
tives, with strategies and systems to achieve 
them;

3.  a set of expensive tools sold to schools pur-
porting to improve learning but not actually 
proven to do so.”

Current pedagogical debate is on personalised 
tools versus institutional tools (Calvani, 2006; 
Downes, 2005; Trentin, 2004; Wilson, 2005; 
Attwell, 2006; Buonaiuti, 2007; Fini e Vanni, 
2004; Ranieri 2005), on implementing integrated 
institutional systems or loosely coupled systems, 
and on the issue of what teachers should manage 
and what students should manage. The implica-
tions are profound, for institutional structures and 
processes, for individual roles and identities, for 
the way in which learning and teaching are viewed 
(Conole, 2008b).

In technological systems for education a change 
of direction of technology is evident: technology 
is not only a means of social exchange, but it turns 
into the joint design of learning and organizational 
strategies, and into the growth of learning com-
munities. This approach arises the strong social, 
pedagogical and technological relation between 
lifelong learning, e-learning and knowledge 
management.

A rethinking of education as a whole should 
be grounded on strategic openness of contents, 
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actors (user empowerment) and processes (Rec-
chioni et al., 2008).

The interoperability between VLEs and PLEs 
requires that VLEs make secure software gate-
ways (eg., APIs) available. A vision for learning 
which promotes pedagogies consistent with social 
constructivism contrasts with the political and 
commercial inertia of the technological status quo.

It is unlikely that commercial VLEs are will-
ing to distribute their control of the learning 
environment and provide flexibility, preferring 
instead to keep users within their proprietary 
range (Lubesky, 2006). At the same time, users 
must be able to export their PLE repository in 
some generic format for safekeeping, especially 
if the PLE is a web service.

Moreover, intellectual property and the man-
agement of digital rights are relevant issues to 
be addressed.

Finally, one of the drawbacks of the massive 
use of integrated educational tools is that they 
require multiple login names and passwords. 
More tools a learner uses to compose his/her PLE, 
more authentications are needed, with resulting 
information overload.

A more extensive use of standards for a unique 
authentication of different set of tools (e.g., SSO 
- Single Sign On, Open id) is crucial.

Standards

An evident parallel effect of the evolution of the 
Web is increasing questioning about the standards 
which have been applied to uselessly delimit 
learning and teaching processes in the name of 
interoperability of contents, that is Learning Ob-
jects (LO), or “any digital resource that can be 
used to support learning” (Wiley, 2000).

Standardized technologies have several merits 
that protect and nurture an e-learning investment: 
interoperability, content and code re-usability, 
manageability (tracking of data on learners and 
contents), content accessibility, content durability 

(transplantable many times in different platforms 
with minimum effort), scalability (expansion in 
functionality in order to serve broader popula-
tions and organizational purposes) (Varlamis & 
Apostolakis, 2007).

A strong barrier is that existing standards usu-
ally fit to the needs of specific applications and 
are inadequate for supporting the interoperability 
of e-learning.

An e-learning process encompasses conceptual 
and physical features that should be both standard-
ized in terms of procedures and technologies.

Conceptual features of an e-learning system are 
the design of the e-learning process, the definition 
of learners’ competencies, the framework for the 
co-operation among teachers and students.

The physical features are the learning content 
and its packaging and deployment, the learners’ 
profile, assessment activities, the metadata struc-
ture (i.e., structured data that describe, manage 
and organize Internet resources) and the system 
architecture.

The most important issues arising from the 
interoperability of e-learning tools and technolo-
gies are content description (metadata) and pack-
aging, learner management and communication 
of the educational process results (Varlamis & 
Apostolakis, 2007).

At present, the most diffused sets of metadata 
standards are:

• the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative, which 
was the first to describe data on the web. 
Its version 1.1 (1999) foresees 15 elements 
of description and 10 attributes for each 
element. The limit of this metadata set is 
that it was designed to describe any kind 
of resource, and not specifically online re-
sources; moreover, only a few elements are 
dedicated to education;

• the IEEE LOM (Learning Object Metadata) 
1484.12.1-2002 standard describes each 
LO by 9 categories containing various at-
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tributes, which cover technical and educa-
tional aspects, property rights, learning ob-
ject lifecycle and relation to other LO, and 
classification. The limit of this metadata 
set consists in its complexity: some of the 
nearly 70 camps are subjective and trigger 
difficulties of conceptual interoperability.

International organizations have worked out 
the following technical specifications to stan-
dardise e-learning environments:

• SCORM 1.3 2004 (Sharable Content 
Object Reference Model);

• IMS Common Cartridge 1.1;
• ISO/IEC JTC1 SC36, which is the of-

ficial chapter of the ISO (International 
Organization for Standardization) that 
deals with Standards For: Information 
Technology for Learning, Education and 
Training internationally. To this day, 26 
countries are participants, 8 countries are 
observers, 27 projects are being developed 
and 12 standards have been issued since 
2004.

SCORM was developed by the US Department 
of Defence as “a collection of standards and speci-
fications adapted from multiple sources to provide 
a comprehensive suite of e-learning capabilities 
that enable interoperability, accessibility and reus-
ability of Web-based learning content”. It defines 
communications between client computer, usually 
a PC using a browser, and a host system server 
operating the run-time environment. SCORM also 
defines how content may be packaged into a ZIP 
file that can be transferred between different VLEs.

The most recent version SCORM 1.3 2004 (3rd 
edition) includes sequencing, a set of rules that 
specify the order in which learners may experi-
ence content objects. The standard uses XML for 
interoperability between systems.

The issue is that SCORM focuses on interface 
points between instructional content and the VLE, 

and is silent about the specific features and ca-
pabilities provided within a particular VLE. This 
allows individual vendors to provide different 
instruction management services, and an array 
of competitive alternatives, while maintaining 
the important SCORM goal of interoperability. 
The same resource material can be used in many 
different ways.

The structure of a SCORM package consists 
in the Content Package, which is made up of the 
Manifest File (imsmanifest.xml) and the Content 
(the actual content, media, assessment and other 
files).

The Manifest (Metadata, Organizations, Re-
sources, (sub)Manifest(s), an essential part of the 
SCORM Content Packages, is similar in many 
ways to a “packing slip”. It lists the contents of the 
package and may include an optional description 
of the content structure. It is, in effect, an index 
to the subsequent content and resources. SCORM 
packages operate in a run-time environment within 
a Web browser.

The origins of SCORM were in the defence 
training industry, where more didactic approaches 
to learning are acceptable (a fairly fixed syllabus 
and pre-determined sessions that can be repeated 
many times). This is not universal practice in 
education, where learners’ needs may be quite 
different. This has led to advice a more flexible 
approach that does not use all the features of the 
standard.

The future development of SCORM has moved 
from ADL (Advanced Distributed Learning) to 
LETSI (Learning, Education, and Training Sys-
tems Interoperability), an international non-profit 
federation dedicated to improving individual and 
organizational learning and performance. SCORM 
2.0 should be available this year and include stan-
dards for Web 2.0 components, which will mark 
the passage from “sequencing” of SCORM 1.3 
2004 to “orchestration” of SCORM 2.0. “Orches-
tration refers to the way in which LET activities 
and resources are selected and combined for the 
purpose of use.” (https://letsi.org).
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SCORM 1.3 vs. Common 
Cartridge 1.1

IMS Common Cartridge (CC) 1.1 is a new standard 
by IMS Global Learning Consortium (October 
2008) dedicated to organization and distribution 
of educational resources. It is the first of three new 
standards planned for the learning technologies of 
the next generation; the other two, which are still 
specifications, are Learning Tools Interoperabil-
ity – LTI, for systems, applications and mash-up, 
and Learning Information Services – LIS for data 
about learners’ authorizations and performance.

At the origin of this initiative in 2006, IMS 
Global Learning Consortium aimed at solving 
the problem of content sharing between different 
LMSs; interoperability between LMSs Black-
board, WebCT, Angel and Sakai was tested.

At present, it is not possible to deliver contents 
from different platforms, given the large number 
of LMSs and their own proprietary format to save 
data. The lack of a common format for the delivery 
of a course creates hurdles to content providers 
since they have to design, test and publish the 
course for any possible platform. This triggers 
work overload and costs boost.

CC 1.1 aims at simplifying content produc-
tion, at creating more complete catalogues and 
at encouraging the access to the market of new 
small groups’ contents.

In particular, CC aims to standardize six 
aspects:

1.  a format of interchange for educational con-
tents where contents and their organization 
are described through a file manifest (like 
in SCORM). Differently from SCORM, the 
contents in the cartridge can also be external 
to the data package (URL);

2.  the management of license access to contents;
3.  a set of metadata for contents based on Dublin 

Core;
4.  the management and submission of tests and 

exercises;

5.  the use of external applications and data 
exchange with them (social network, wiki, 
repository, etc);

6.  the management of on-line discussion 
forums.

The comparison between CC 1.1 and the more 
diffused standard SCORM shows some features 
in common (Table 1).

Basically, CC, is grounded on the idea of pack-
ing learning contents as SCORM is. Differently 
from SCORM, which considers learning pack-
ages as self-sufficient entities, CC packages allow 
to keep the context through links to external re-
sources and applications. CC’s designers sustain 
that SCORM is obsolete because it is focused on 
content portability for computer based self-
learning. CC, instead, addresses a different edu-
cational environment, that is an online or a 
blended course developed on cooperative learning, 
facilitated by one or more teachers. Learning 
resources can be online, offline or both, provided 
that the choice is stressed in the cartridge. Among 
the learning resources foreseen, “digital text 
books” are explicitly mentioned.

SCOs (Sharable Content Objects, i.e., SCORM 
packages) can be included in the cartridges as any 
other content and their management is attributed 
to the LCMS. SCORM, however, is not necessary 
for the compliance of CC.

Besides, CC renounces to the tracking of the 
contents proposed by SCORM run-time and relies 
instead on the implementation of the IMS QTI 
(Question & Test Interoperability) standard to 
track and evaluate students’ performance, living 
the management to compliant platforms.

Finally, CC does not implement content 
sequencing like SCORM does, but it employs 
external sequencing applications (which are not 
limited to specific solutions) through the speci-
fications LTI - Learning Tools Interoperability.
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Case Study 1: LTEver, 
University of Florence, Italy

This case study represents an example of possible 
coexistence of formal and informal learning. At the 
University of Florence the combination of Moodle 
(open sorce LMS) and Elgg (open source PLE) 
started in January 2007, when the Laboratorio di 
Tecnologie dell’Educazione (Laboratory of Tech-
nologies for Education – LTE) launched LTEver 
(http://lte-unifi.it/elgg), as a virtual community 
(to last (for) “ever”) for staff, students, alumni, 
contributors and teachers.

The learning experience described underneath 
draws from my (Leone, 2009) personal path as a 
student at the University of Florence, started in 
2002 with a post-graduate course on e-learning and 
continued in 2007 as an alumna and a professional 
in LTEver (of which Giuliana is a member, too). 
The course I attended was delivered in a blended 
environment (LMS and face-to-face); in the lat-
est editions the University has adopted Moodle 
and has kept the same methodological approach 
illustrated below.

In 2002 the post-graduate course on e-learning 
delivered by LMS aimed to provide the participants 
with the fundamental planning, organizational and 

relational skills to effectively exploit the Internet 
in an educational project.

The course lasted five months over an average 
of 150 hours of work and it encompassed three 
face-to-face classes. The participants admitted 
were 250 (expert teachers and professionals), who 
were subdivided into ten sub-areas of special-
ization and subsequently into cooperative work 
groups (8-10 people).

The tutor-supervisor coordinated and sched-
uled activities, answered to technical and organi-
zational doubts, emotionally supported the tutors 
of sub-groups in their challenging role.

Educational resources and guide-lines were 
delivered at the very beginning. The course was 
articulated on four steps: individual technologi-
cal warm-up, personal documentation, sharing 
and socialization activities, cooperative project 
work. Online activity was developed in three 
stages: documentation (individual), sharing (tutor-
groups) and collaboration/cooperation (collabora-
tive/cooperative groups).

The course was metacognitive, project-ori-
ented, and focussed on relational dynamics. The 
general theoretical background was grounded 
on the constructivist model of dispersed learn-
ing (Calvani, 2006) (situated and co-constructed 
knowledge, authentic and “spendable” learning). 

Table 1. Comparison between common cartridge and SCORM 

Characteristics SCORM specifications Common Cartridge specifications

Packaging IMS Content Packaging IMS Content Packaging

Metadata IEEE LOM Dublin Core via IEEE LOM

Sequencing IMS Simple Sequencing none

Tracking AICC IMS QTI and IMS LTI

Assessment none IMS QTI

Applications integration none IMS LTI

Authorizations none IMS authorization web service

Collaborative forums none IMS Forum initiation

Curriculum none IMS RDCEO and IMS VDEX

Performance none

Accessibility none IMS Access for All
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ICTs were used as a tool to support the develop-
ment of the learning community, rather than as 
a means to deliver contents. Basic technological 
facilities and tools were proposed to make the 
interaction between participants simpler.

The organizers chose not to adopt groupware 
platforms nor proprietary environments. The 
technologies employed were gradually introduced: 
web pages in the documentation phase, emails for 
support and communication with the tutor, web 
forum and mailing-list in the phases of sharing 
and collaboration.

Area forum and mailing-list were used for the 
collection of materials and tasks assigned by the 
tutor- supervisor, for discussions about general 
questions and for interaction between sub-groups.

Later, each sub-group adopted a platform for 
autonomous communication (for example a Ya-
hooGroups mailing-list) and other tools (Nicenet) 
for collaborative work.

At the end of the course, I was gratified, moti-
vated and enriched. I appreciated the usefulness of 
metacognitiveness and the challenge of being for 
most of the time involved in cooperative, hands-on 
activities. My colleagues and I promised to keep 
in touch and build a community. As a matter of 
fact, none of us took up any initiative in this sense 
and our collaboration faded away.

A few years later (2007), I was more than glad 
to find out that the University of Florence had 
launched LTEver, an informal continuation of 
its formal learning environments and a “learning 
landscape”, as Elgg’s (http://elgg.org) authors 
(Tosh & Werdmüller, 2004) have defined this 
open source system. LTEver offers basic elements, 
such as blogs, e-portfolio, social networking, 
tags, and a totally self-managed personal space 
to promote reflection and socialization in learning 
communities.

Further, this system is a connection to the 
courses that some members have attended and 
attend within Moodle, through links and RSS.

The compatibility between Elgg and Moodle 
consented to implement an e-portfolio for cur-

rent students. This outcome is an example of 
informational and organizational interoperativity 
between “personal” and “institutional” systems, 
as learning ecologies.

Freedom of action and symmetric relations 
characterize Elgg and are vital for the develop-
ment of LTEver. Once users are logged in, they 
can configure their personal space by completing 
or updating their profile, adding RSS feeds from 
other sites, building communities, sharing files 
and inviting new users to join the community. 
Moreover, attention to privacy and confidentiality 
is ensured through a simple user-controlled level 
of access (Fini, 2008).

Recent studies have highlighted some weak-
nesses and strengths of LTEver. The environment 
suffers from information overload, mainly due to 
the originally muddled aggregation of the informal 
blogs; secondly, some problems of usability of the 
system arose (Rigutti et al., 2008); finally, active 
participation seems to come from a relatively small 
number of users, a threat in the case of a small 
and highly focused professional context (Calvani 
et al., 2007); the majority of social media have 
evidenced this trend, though.

On the other hand, positive aspects are: high-
quality contributions, thanks to low “level of 
noise” (i.e., the quantity of not pertinent posts); 
steadily increasing trend of users and posts; 
take-up of some spontaneous initiatives (e.i., 
participation in the online course “Introduction to 
Open Education”), principally within consolidated 
communities (Fini, 2008).

Case Study 2: “CdP per la 
produzione di conoscenza”, 
Università Politecnica delle 
Marche, Ancona, Italy

Between April and June 2009 the 6 (2 males and 
4 females) PhD students in e-learning at the Uni-
versità Politecnica delle Marche carried out the 
course “Comunità di pratica per la produzione di 
conoscenza” (“Communities of Practice- CoP - for 
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knowledge construction”, teacher prof. Patrizia 
Ghislandi and e-tutor dott. Carla Falsetti). This 
hands-on learning experience was focused on the 
construction and the management of a distributed 
CoP, in blended learning (initial face-to-face 
meeting, five-week development online, final 
meeting in videoconferencing), over 6 weeks/150 
hours. Objectives were the acknowledgement of 
cooperative learning as relevant approach for the 
participants’ empowerment, through the experi-
mentation of the dynamics of a CoP, the students’ 
engagement in team work, the acquisition of 
new learning tools for collaborative writing, the 
stimulation of peer-to-peer scaffolding, the prin-
ciples of online communication and of e-tutoring 
(Ghislandi et al., 2008).

The tasks assigned (analysis and discussion 
of the first six chapters of the essay Cultivating 
communities of practice by Wenger, Mc Dermott & 
Snyder, 2007) and the scheduling of the activities 
tracked this metacognitive experience.

The adopted methodology drew on activism, 
constructivism and socio-constructivism (Barr 
& Tagg, 1995; Jonassen & Land, 2000; Varisco, 
2002; von Glasersfeld, 1998; Vygotsky, 1986) and 
on e-learning pedagogy (Calvani, 2006; Hannon, 
2009; Trentin, 2004; Wasson, 2007).

Work groups (2 to 3 students) were freely 
formed by the participants during the initial meet-
ing; the roles were defines by the teacher, chosen 
by the participants, but turned at the beginning of 
every week. Tests and assessment were in itinere 
(interaction and participation), formative (weekly 
group essay, self and peer assessment) and summa-
tive (final written essay and individual interview).

During the initial face-to-face meeting, the 
teacher and the e-tutor illustrated objectives, 
contents, methodology and tools available, while 
students worked in groups to set up the CoP in 
Moodle, added with Mediawiki and De.li.cious; 
these two tools were integrated by RSS, while 
Moodle required a separate access.

Four of the participants already used Moodle; 
all of them had already experienced a CoP and 

cooperative learning and had already worked 
together, both face-to-face and online.

Discussion

Current pedagogical debate is on personalised 
tools versus institutional tools (Calvani, 2006; 
Downes, 2005; Trentin, 2004; Wilson, 2005; 
Attwell, 2006; Buonaiuti, 2007; Fini e Vanni, 
2004; Ranieri 2005), on implementing integrated 
institutional systems or loosely coupled systems, 
and on the issue of what teachers should manage 
and what students should manage. The implica-
tions are profound, for institutional structures and 
processes, for individual roles and identities, for 
the way in which learning and teaching are viewed 
(Conole, 2008b).

E-learning 2.0 offers a wide range of sce-
narios simultaneously characterised by different 
approaches. In this sense, formal and informal 
e-learning can interoperate. A broader interpreta-
tion of interoperability is that exemplified in the 
combination of Moodle and LTEver (case study 
1) as informational and organizational interoper-
ability between two different learning systems 
(institutional and personal, respectively) which 
turn out to be learning ecologies, actually. A more 
complete connotation of interoperability can be 
extracted from the experience of CoP built up 
within our formal learning path as PhD students 
(case study 2); in this case technical, informational 
and organizational interoperability (GridWise, 
2007) characterize the environment.

Although full interoperability is far from being 
realized, we concur that the border line between 
formal and informal learning environments is not 
always well defined and gives space to a conti-
nuity which allows the individual to identify the 
most suitable mix of learning tools and contexts. 
Formal e-learning is one of the possible means 
for the members of a professional community to 
acquire new knowledge. Knowledge management/
sharing tools and approaches (informal learning) 
can be added progressively to complete institution-
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driven learning spaces with the opportunity for the 
individual to personalize learning (Trentin, 2005).

The two case studies illustrated above are 
examples of successful interaction of formal and 
informal learning environments. In particular, the 
CoP at the Università Politecnica delle Marche 
produced value and gratification, and strengthened 
the participants’ vision as e-learning professionals.

The divide between formal and informal 
learning in this scenario was nearly vanished by 
the focus on the practice and by the support of 
integrated Web 2.0 tools. Beyond the light track 
of contents and methodology to use (formal 
learning), this experience was characterized by 
collaborative construction of knowledge, self-
learning, personalization of the learning environ-
ment, flexibility. Results are empowerment and 
consequent contribution within the organization 
where we operate as PhD students, that is univer-
sity. Empowerment has to be considered as the 
success key of the relation between CoP and the 
organization to which it is linked. The “double 
link” described by Wenger & Mc Dermott & 
Snyder (2007) is crucial for the survival and the 
development of both, CoP and organization: the 
first conducts the improvement of its members’ 
expertise through informal interaction and learn-
ing; the second relies on experts grown in the 
CoP to identify and implement business strate-
gies, to focus on objectives and outcomes of its 
business units, thus on performance and clients. 
As an evidence, the synergy between a CoP and 
the organization as a whole activates the cycle 
plan-do-check-act in all the business processes 
and naturally leads to continuous improvement 
policy, that closes the circle on human resources 
as fulcrum and added value of the organization. 
In this sense we can talk about learning organiza-
tion. Then, possible horizon, not too far, could be 
considering universities as learning organizations. 
Educate to knowledge sharing and to empower-
ment toward lifelong learning is not simple, 
especially because the change should start from 
the actors of the educational system, which is still 

largely teacher-centred (apart from few excep-
tions). Nevertheless, the two case studies show 
that the endevour is not impossible. All change, 
in all contexts, is often perceived as a threat by 
structured organizations. Change requires tact 
and sensitive authority, openness to bottom-up 
processes, sensitiveness, strategy and leadership.

Finally, what kind of learning is in tune with 
the net-generation? A culture of participation, 
building, tinkering, remixing and sharing. Rather 
than paying attention to the digital gap, we should 
think of the participation gap. A semantic model of 
design of e-learning contents could be a suitable 
strategy. The model could be based on an onto-
logical structure characterised by the integration 
of hierarchical relations with networked associa-
tions. This model should respect the following 
pedagogical and technological main requisites 
(Adorni et al., 2008):

• pedagogical expressivity of the knowledge 
representation independent from the peda-
gogical approach adopted (Fini, 2005);

• learner-centred design of contents, in terms 
of learners’ learning needs and objectives;

• flexibility and personalization of resources 
and tools;

• moulding of the contents independent from 
their different domain;

• reusability, as the capability of the model 
to formulate exportable maps of learning 
resources in different contexts;

• interoperability, as the possible implemen-
tation of the model in diverse applications 
and e-learning systems;

• neutrality, as the capability of designing 
contents of various formats, delivered 
through different media (Koper, 2001);

• compatibility of the design model with the 
most diffused standards for e-learning re-
sources (Fini, 2005).

Folksonomies can become the key factor for the 
development of Semantic Web, or Web 3.0, as “an 
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extension of the current one” where information is 
attributed “well-defined meaning, better enabling 
computers and people to work in cooperation” 
(Berners-Lee & Handler & Lassila, 2001).

A step further is the Social Semantic Web, 
the combination of technologies, strategies and 
methodologies from the Web 2.0 and the Semantic 
Web. The Social Semantic Web will encompass 
the creation of explicit and semantically rich 
knowledge representations as a result of develop-
ments in social interactions. The core of a social 
semantic system is a continuous process of elicit-
ing key knowledge of a field through semi-formal 
ontologies, taxonomies or folksonomies. A broader 
use of folksonomies can be a valid alternative 
to traditional ontologies in the development of 
semantic or relational search engines.

The role of the new Web would thus consist in 
facilitating a personalised access to knowledge, 
through repositories of Learning Objects (LO) 
easily accessible by intelligent software developed 
within the Semantic Web. As a result, ontologies 
would allow inferences through software agents 
and would support the design of much more 
flexible LMSs, in terms of learning goals and 
of navigation among collections of Web and LO 
resources, among “relational and meaningful” 
links (Acquaviva & Benini, 2004).

It seems high time to go beyond the concept of 
knowledge offered in compact blocks of contents, 
difficult to modify. It is high time to develop the 
design of modular educational resources which 
can be structured in smaller aggregable and com-
binable elements, suitable for diverse learning 
paths and needs.

LO appear as the best format to transfer tar-
geted knowledge.

However, every LO designer impresses his/her 
own educational strategy which will characterize 
each resource. Consequently, the description of 
LO through metadata should not be limited to 
their external features (self-consistency, modu-
larity, granularity), but it should be extended to 
internal ones (the teaching strategy within, the 

learning models proposed, kind of interaction 
with the context, levels of self-learning and of 
social learning allowed). An analysis of this kind 
would certainly emphasize that the “Lego blocks” 
(Wiley, 2000) do not fit in as expected.

Degrading e-learning to a container of elec-
tronic resources that do not interact with the context 
would be a regress to the idea of e-learning systems 
based on the economic paradigm, according to 
which distance education is essentially a low-cost 
and efficient way to reach and train a large num-
ber of people geographically dispersed (Fagioli, 
2005). This gap has to become the starting point 
for the design of new e-learning environments 
which can deal with the issue of interoperability 
and of the exchange of LO in a more realistic and 
operable dimension.

The following steps should be the definition 
of the modalities to promote learning by doing, 
as tool of “learn to do”, one of the four pillars of 
lifelong learning education; the creation of models 
of integration of face-to-face and online coopera-
tive learning (blended learning); the development 
of communities of practice open to both learners 
and external professionals.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Education systems traditionally separate subjects 
and consequently knowledge. Complex fields, 
though, are always global and transdisciplinar-
ity is central to recreate integrated knowledge 
(Morin, 2008) and to construct global thinking,. 
In this regard, ecology is the science that may 
serve as a model, and ecosystems, as complex 
systems developing on conflict and cooperation, 
can be considered as the representation of future 
educational models. The future will see more and 
more self-directing and self-motivated learners, 
more and more learner-centred ubiquitous learn-
ing environments, facilitated by online instructors 
and experts based around the world.
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“This will be the last generation in which educa-
tion is the practice of authority, and the first where 
it becomes an act of liberty” (Downes, 2008). In 
the future, the learner will be increasingly a proac-
tive and aware citizen who builds his/her PLE and 
moves toward Personal Learning Networks (PLN) 
to dynamically interact in the co-construction of 
his/her individual knowledge. The “cloudworker”, 
the prototypical information worker of tomorrow, 
will virtually collaborate, work and learn in a long-
tail micro-market defined by his/her own talents 
(Venkatesh, 2008). The information worker of 
tomorrow will be at ease in a knowledge society 
based on networked ecologies.

In the future, education systems will be more 
and more focused on innovation and on active 
participation to build new perspectives for the 
knowledge society (Mapelli & Margiotta, 2009). 
Over time, the VLEs implemented by educational 
institutions will develop into educational delivery 
systems usable by PLEs, seen as devices to cre-
ate networks with multiple services: educational 
delivery systems will recognize the learner’s 
identity and will organize flexible learning, with 
other online services, open resource repositories 
or additional student records.

People will be able to study, work and socially 
interact from different places, without being physi-
cally present. Only mind will move in liquid virtual 
environments, in ubiquitous learning landscapes.

These trends and our past experiences illus-
trated in the two case studies, let us foresee that 
integrated formal and informal learning environ-
ments will be increasingly adopted.

Furthermore, learning technology is evolving 
to contain knowledge as a flow (Jarche, 2005). RSS 
will be one of the most important ways for PLEs 
to connect with remote systems. A massive use 
of PLEs will allow people to immerse in flows of 
conversations (Downes, 2008); on the other hand, 
growing and continuous conversation flows will 
make individuals suffer information overload.

Interoperable and pervasive architectures that 
share and integrate collaborators, contents and 

services will have to be explored (Yang, 2006). 
Ubiquitous environments may contribute to tackle 
information overload, through a more attentive use 
of information streams. “Lifestreaming” or “learn-
ing streaming” activities seem to be key concepts 
to future networked ecologies of learners and may 
urge a more helpful use of the Open id protocol 
to simplify access to set personal learning spaces.

CONCLUSION

The widespread adoption of new technologies, the 
knowledge society, the age of active citizenship 
and lifelong learning have flowed into a rethinking 
of knowledge, knowledge management, teach-
ing and learning, networks and the individual. 
Teaching and learning roles, environments and 
approaches urge to be re-mediated accordingly 
in this era of virtual ecologies and digitally net-
worked ecosystems.

“Learning ecology”, “habitat”, “atelier learn-
ing” “studio learning” foster connections. Con-
nective knowledge is co-created by individuals 
sharing and participating in various cultural 
systems. The new learner is the aware protago-
nist and author of his/her own lifelong learning 
process, through networked and distributed rela-
tions, through “tribes”. Learning might be seen 
as a learner-centred, holistic experience which 
involves a complex, continual, chaotic and co-
creative process. Flexibility, modularization and 
personalization characterize the new learning 
environments. Formal, non-formal and informal 
learning cross and, more and more often, merge; as 
a consequence learning to learn becomes crucial.

If e-learning 2.0 becomes strategic to keep the 
pace of the ongoing change and to amalgamate 
formal and informal learning, that is VLEs and 
PLEs, then information overload, integration and 
interoperability are current issues.

The role that technology has assumed arises 
the strong social, pedagogical and technological 
relation between lifelong learning, e-learning and 
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knowledge management. A rethinking of educa-
tion as a whole should be grounded on strategic 
openness of contents, actors and processes. A pos-
sible horizon could be considering universities as 
learning organizations, to allow the net-generation 
for a culture of participation, building, tinkering, 
remixing and sharing.

Semantic Web and, further, Social Semantic 
Web will encompass the creation of explicit and 
semantically rich knowledge representations 
through semi-formal ontologies, taxonomies or 
folksonomies, as a result of developments in so-
cial interactions. This change would support the 
design of much more flexible LMSs, in terms of 
learning goals and of relational and meaningful 
navigation among collections of Web and LO 
resources. Consequently, the starting point for 
the design of new e-learning environments which 
can deal with the issue of interoperability and of 
the exchange of LO in a more realistic and oper-
able dimension consists in the description of LO 
through metadata including their external and 
internal features.

The following steps should be the definition 
of the modalities to promote learning by doing, 
as tool of “learn to do”, one of the four pillars of 
lifelong learning education; the creation of models 
of integration of face-to-face and online coopera-
tive learning (blended learning); the development 
of communities of practice open to both learners 
and external professionals.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Ecology: The space or environment in which 
cooperation takes place and the socially organized 
modes by which the environment facilitates col-
laboration.

Formal Learning Environments: Hierarchi-
cally structured, chronologically graded educational 
settings, mainly represented by VLEs in e-learning.

Informal Learning Environments: Individu-
als’ daily environment (i.e., family, friends, peer 
groups, etc.) where attitudes, values, skills and 
knowledge are acquired, and PLEs in e-learning.

Interoperability: The construction of an up-
per layer of technical specifications to produce, 
memorise, search and utilise available educational 
resources and tools coherently; in a broad sense it is 
a property referring to the ability of diverse systems 
and organizations to work together.

Interoperable Learning Environments: Edu-
cational platforms that work together to achieve a 
functional goal.

Lifestreaming: An online record of a person’s 
daily digital activities, like as documents in progress 
or new emails, photos, movies, voice mail, remind-
ers, blog posts, social network updates, software.

Pedagogical Sustainability: The possibility to 
sustain the field of technology enhanced leaning by 
a consistent pedagogical /andragogical framework.

Web Syndication: Managing many sources 
or streams using feed reader technology (i.e., RSS 
and Atom.)
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This section highlights research potential within the field of organizational learning and knowledge while explor-
ing uncharted areas of study for the advancement of the discipline. Introducing this section are chapters that set 
the stage for future research directions and topical suggestions for continued debate, centering on the new venues 
and forums for discussion (The New Company Water Cooler and Towards a new Episteme are the chapters that 
begin the section). Discussions assessing the potential of new technologies in social software and transfer knowl-
edge are offered. Another debate which currently finds itself at the forefront of research is the potential of using 
knowledge management as both a desirable and undesirable process within your company. Found in these chap-
ters, concluding this exhaustive multi-volume set are areas of emerging trends and suggestions for future research 
within this rapidly expanding discipline.

Section VIII
Emerging Trends
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Chapter  8.1

ABSTRACT

Employees gathered around the water cooler – 
the image is now a corporate cliché. This type 
of informal networking allows members of an 
organization to build – or break – personal and 
professional relationships in ways not possible in 
more formal settings or business situations. As 
companies become larger and more geographi-
cally dispersed, these types of opportunities and 
relationships are increasingly more difficult to cre-
ate and maintain. Organizations must investigate 
new means of communications and technology. 

Three-dimensional (3D) immersive worlds offer a 
range of possibilities for accomplishing this goal. 
In this chapter, the authors will highlight their 
eight year experience using 3D virtual immersive 
worlds in graduate programs at Appalachian State 
University. Their experience based on feedback, 
observation, and survey results suggests that 3D 
virtual worlds developed for education support 
deep learning and can help learners make mean-
ing and feel part of a learning community. The 
chapter will consider ways in which corporate 
organizations can draw upon the experience of 
higher education in the design, creation and uti-
lization of virtual worlds to create opportunity 
for both purposeful and serendipitous interaction.
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INTRODUCTION

Employees gathered around the water cooler – the 
image is now a corporate cliché. Here, discussions 
range from baseball to babies to work itself. This 
type of informal networking allows members of 
an organization to build – or break -- personal and 
professional relationships, discuss strategies and 
plans and to exchange ideas in ways not possible in 
more formal settings business situations or email. 
Organizations have traditionally responded to the 
need for more informal interaction in a number 
of ways – trust falls and team sports come easily 
to mind.

As companies become larger and more geo-
graphically dispersed and as sections of orga-
nizations become more isolated, these types of 
opportunities for exchanges are increasingly more 
difficult to create and maintain. Organizations 
must investigate new means of communications 
and technology. Three-dimensional (3D) virtual 
immersive worlds and Web 2.0 tools offer a range 
of possibilities for accomplishing this goal.

In our own university department we have 
several graduate preparation programs in educa-
tion. These separate program areas may represent 
different sections or departments within an orga-
nization in the corporate world. Each program 
has its own faculty, students and job orientation. 
For instance, we have one program that develops 
school management personnel. Another program 
develops instructional technology specialists, 
while others provide training for librarians and for 
higher education instructors and administrators. 
Each program, though housed within the same 
organizational structure tends to be isolated in its 
own silo. While each is tasked with developing 
experts for specific roles in education, students 
are afforded few opportunities to work with others 
who are studying different roles. Thus, they leave 
their formal training with a deep understanding 
of their particular role and have to learn ways to 
work with other roles within the confines of the 
school environment. This isolation of roles may 

contribute to the role conflicts that we see oc-
curring in various educational institutions where 
managers do not really understand the added value 
that various others bring to the table. We need to 
create formal and informal learning environments 
that break down these educational silos while 
students are in graduate school so that they will 
enter the workplace with the knowledge and skills 
necessary to quickly bring relevant and meaning-
ful collaborations to solve the problems quickly 
and efficiently. 3D immersive worlds and Web 
2.0 have provided us the technologies needed 
to implement these concepts. We have had, like 
many organizations, some specific successes, and 
continuing to expand these notions in authentic 
ways remains our current challenge.

In this chapter, we will highlight our eight-year 
experience using 3D virtual immersive worlds 
in graduate education programs at Appalachian 
State University. In the AET Zone, based on an 
Active Worlds platform and supplemented by 
Web 2.0 tools such as VoIP, threaded discussions, 
wikis, blogs, and podcast technologies, students 
and faculty work together to create a learning 
community of practice that includes programs in 
instructional technology, library science, school 
administration, higher education and educational 
leadership. Our experience, based on feedback, 
observation, and survey results and other research 
suggests that 3D virtual worlds developed for 
education support deep learning and can help 
learners make meaning and feel part of a learning 
communities that transcends the traditional single 
classroom experience.

Ways in which corporate organizations can 
draw upon the experience of higher education 
in the design, creation and utilization of virtual 
worlds to create opportunity for both purposeful 
and serendipitous interaction will be explored in 
this chapter.
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BACKGROUND

Eight years ago the Instructional Technology 
program at Appalachian State was wrestling with 
issues of how to move online. The program served 
middle career teachers throughout western North 
Carolina with cohort-based courses offered in 
locations convenient to students; course instruc-
tors traveled to those locations. At that time, 
the faculty of the program used a wide array of 
online tools to supplement coursework and was 
well aware of the advantages and disadvantages 
of each. Appalachian State was using WebCT as 
its online course management system, and the 
program instructors were leery of the typical pat-
tern of breaking courses into ‘chunks’ of content 
with its attendant readings, quizzes, papers, and 
discussion board entries. These processes deliv-
ered content, but the faculty was not convinced 
they provided the types of learning experiences 
they desired.

Courses taught in the Instructional Technology 
program were (and still are) active explorations 
of content, issues, questions, and skills that ask 
students to continuously engage with each other 
and their instructors to create real world ways to 
incorporate digital technologies into their class-
rooms and to support teachers in their efforts to use 
these technologies in teaching and learning. The 
Reich College of Education at Appalachian State 
has adopted a social constructivist framework for 
teaching and learning. This framework speaks to 
the development of communities of learners with 
goals of moving learners from novice to expert and 
understanding that at any given time any individual 
in the community may serve as an expert or be a 
novice. These roles can also shift depending on 
the topic, skill, issue, or problem being explored. 
In fact, in a rapidly changing digital world and in 
the everyday life of schools and school districts, 
it is not inconceivable that the instructor becomes 
a novice for some element of the course.

With all of these things in mind, the faculty were 
reluctant to make the leap from blended or hybrid 

(face-to-face and online activity used together) to 
fully online experiences. They did not find any 
of the online tools available to them through the 
university that were sufficient to overcome their 
doubts and questions about providing the full 
richness of teaching and learning they desired.

While struggling with these questions, they 
were introduced to 3D virtual worlds by a candi-
date being interviewed for a position. These early 
3D worlds were really chat rooms with objects 
and avatars presented in 3D perspective and very 
new on the Internet horizon. Richard Riedl and a 
group of graduate students decided to look more 
closely at these environments to see if they might 
be used for education. They decided to build a 
course environment over the summer and to try it 
as a pilot experience in a course the following fall.

Active Worlds (www.activeworlds.com) was 
chosen for the reason that of the two available 
3D worlds available to them at the time, Active 
Worlds offered free space on their education server. 
Following this experiment the Instructional Tech-
nology faculty revisited the issues they perceived 
related to going online, discussed the experiences 
of using Active Worlds, and decided that it was 
worth trying to move their program into such a 
platform. Fortunately, they also discovered that 
they could afford to purchase their own server. 
More detailed descriptions of the environment 
are located elsewhere in the literature (Bronack, 
Riedl & Tashner, 2006; Riedl, Bronack, & Tashner, 
2005; Tashner, Bronack, & Riedl, 2005).

In the fall 2002 semester the first course was 
offered as a blended course using the Instructional 
Technology Active Worlds 3D immersive world 
environment. The following spring two more 
courses were added. These additions provided the 
first opportunities for ‘cross-cohort’ activities. Stu-
dents from geographically separate locations and 
on different meeting schedules were expected to 
work together online to accomplish specific tasks.

In subsequent semesters more courses were 
added and faculty began understanding the po-
tentials and limitations of the 3D environment. 
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Continuing opportunities for formal and informal 
interactions among students and with faculty were 
developed. As the success of these pilots became 
evident, faculty in other programs began to take 
notice and the conversation was broadened to in-
clude cross-program/cross-major tasks that would 
enrich the learning experiences of all involved.

Many of the lessons learned from the eight 
years of exploration in virtual worlds may have 
applications to venues other than higher education. 
The water cooler metaphor is intentional because 
many of the lessons learned speak to the strength 
of informal settings within the formal workplace 
that help with the development of communications, 
problem solving partnerships, and other aspects of 
the training, support, and development of a sense 
of corporate well being that are necessary for any 
organization to be successful.

ISSUES, CONTROVERSIES 
AND PROBLEMS

One of the driving considerations for Appala-
chian’s move to 3D immersive environments was 
the geographical distance between students – a 
problem increasingly faced in business and other 
organizational environments. Online resources 
have emerged as logical tools to help build and 
maintain relationships and communication be-
tween teams of people separated by time and 
space. As a result, several pertinent issues have 
emerged which must be considered:

• What are the best online tools to accom-
plish organizational goals? Should virtual 
worlds be considered?

• How can virtual spaces best be used to cre-
ate and maintain relationships over space 
and time?

• How can virtual environments be designed 
to best facilitate different types of tasks 
and interactions?

• How can organizations build critical mass 
within virtual spaces to best optimize their 
potential?

These questions will be considered in this 
section.

Selection of Online Tools and 
Consideration of Virtual Worlds

With the myriad of online tools available, a fun-
damental question exists for any organization: 
why consider virtual worlds at all? What added 
value might they present to the organization? 
The answers to this question depend largely upon 
the purpose of the tools to be used. If traditional 
content delivery is the goal, virtual worlds may 
not be needed, but when the goals are to create 
community and facilitate communications and 
meaningful interactions, the scenario changes 
dramatically.

It is worthy of note that virtual worlds continue 
to gain momentum at a dramatic rate. Gartner 
Research predicts that by 2011, over 80% of ac-
tive Internet users will have some type of virtual 
presence (2007), and that 70% of organizations 
will be utilizing private virtual worlds by 2012 
(2008). People of all ages are becoming rapidly ac-
customed to the affordances of 3D environments, 
and corporations have moved to incorporate this 
trend into marketing and brand presence endeav-
ors. Despite this, Gartner also notes that nine out 
of ten corporate forays into virtual spaces fail 
within 18 months. Why is this so?

“Businesses have learned some hard lessons,” 
said Steve Prentice, vice president and fellow 
at Gartner. “They need to realize that virtual 
worlds mark the transition from web pages to 
web places and a successful virtual presence 
starts with people, not physics. Realistic graphics 
and physical behavior count for little unless the 
presence is valued by and engaging to a large 
audience.” (2008)
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A recent report by the released by the Enter-
tainment Software Association (2008) found that 
70 percent of major employers utilize interactive 
software and games to train employees. Likewise, 
Nortel is developing a highly interactive 3D 
immersive business environment characterized 
by audio and collaborative tools to meet, train 
employees and to conduct business (2009). IBM 
also sees added value in the emerging 3D world 
platforms for business training and educational 
activities, as well as conducting various aspects 
of business.

This isn’t just about living in Second Life or 
playing sophisticated games. It’s about building 
platforms where serious business can be con-
ducted, including 3D intranets, private business 
worlds, application-specific platforms, and tools 
for business transformation…. We’re devising im-
mersive environments for meetings that are more 
like real life, re-creating real-world events and 
destinations, and providing cultural and interac-
tive experiences for people who can’t make it to 
the real places. And when it comes to education, 
we’re using 3D models to simplify complex topics, 
build interactive training modules, and enhance 
rehearsals and role playing. (Parris, 2007)

Sun Microsystems also sees potential for busi-
nesses in 3D immersive worlds as they continue 
to develop their Wonderland platform. This is 
uniquely suited for business applications includ-
ing real timeshared applications and a place for 
personal and team sharing work (Kronos, 2007). 
Wilson (2009) has identified eleven immersive 
virtual world platforms that have the potential to 
change the ways we work over the next few years. 
He has categorized these in three distinct groups: 
those that are currently business ready, those that 
are on the radar, and those that are upcoming. Sev-
eral of the possible uses identified for 3D immer-
sive worlds in business include conferences and 
exhibitions, product launches, corporate meetings 
and secure virtual spaces. Interestingly, one 3D 

immersive world that is placed in the “business 
ready” section is the Active Worlds platform that 
we have been using as the platform for the AET 
Zone. Our experience would add large and small 
group collaborations, presentations, and education 
and training. eWeek (2008) introduces a video 
which explain how some Web 2.0 technologies 
work for companies:

Increasingly, organizations are using Web 2.0 
applications and technology to help aggregate 
corporate knowledge, simplify the building of 
repositories of best practices, and enable new 
levels of collaboration. What’s more, managers 
and workers alike can use Web 2.0 technology to 
quickly create dashboard-like mashups to assimi-
late decision-making data from different sources.

Describing the influence of the internet on 
business in 2001, the Cluetrain Manifesto speaks 
to the changes in business as the internet emerges 
and matures. It is all about where people and 
markets meet and it is all about conversations:

... the interaction of the market conversation 
with the conversation of the corporate workforce 
hardly signals the end of commerce. Instead, this 
convergence promises a vibrant renewal in which 
commerce becomes far more naturally integrated 
into the life of individuals and communities.

Education, like other organizations, is similarly 
posed toward the change. The AET Zone combines 
immersive characteristics of a 3D world with col-
laborative Web 2.0 tools into an environment that 
provides opportunities for rich interactions across 
traditional boundaries of roles, location and time.

Use of Virtual Spaces to Maintain 
Relationships over Space and Time

A primary issue when considering the use of such 
environments involves ways in which corporations 
might leverage consideration of issues listed above 
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in virtual spaces and utilizes this knowledge within 
organizations to build needed relationships and 
encourage teamwork.

As noted above, a primary difference in the 
use of 3D virtual spaces from traditional web-
based learning management systems lies in the 
concepts of presence and co-presence. Though 
definitions vary, presence can be defined as the 
sense of being somewhere else; co-presence is 
the sense of being in that somewhere else place 
with others. Certainly, people feel ‘present’ in 
traditional classrooms or training sessions with 
face-to-face interaction with instructors, but that 
sense is often limited to the times during which 
instruction takes place. Through avatars, synchro-
nous and asynchronous communications tools, 
environments and activities designed to facilitate 
differing types of tasks and interactions, presence 
and co-presence can indeed be used to make pos-
sible relationships between participants regardless 
of the geographical locations.

For the creation of relationships and learn-
ing communities, this sense of presence and 
co-presence is a necessity. Our own experience 
in AET Zone supports research by Rovai (2002) 
and Tu (2002) which note that these elements are 
essential both in the creation and maintenance of 
online communities. The creation of community is, 
in turn, a key for student learning. Liu et al (2007) 
report significant relationships between a sense of 
community and perceived learning engagement, 
perceived learning, and student satisfaction with 
online learning experiences.

The element of community is a desirable by-
product of feelings of presence within a virtual 
world. Vygotsky (1978) identified the idea of 
the community of practice – learning as a social 
activity. Wenger writes, “Communities of prac-
tice develop around things that matter to people. 
As a result, their practices reflect the members’ 
own understanding of what is important” (2006). 
Certainly, this type of community of practice is 
built in face-to-face interactions throughout the 

corporate world, but is one that is hard to reproduce 
in flat, web-based environments.

Shared purpose, trust, support and collabora-
tion are essential elements in development of 
quality online environments (Shea et al, 2002). 
In a setting such as AET Zone, these necessities 
are addressed by offering learners opportunities 
to participate in projects, discussion and other 
activities, and to turn interaction into artifacts 
and ways of knowing into expertise. A well-
designed virtual environment will capitalize on 
presence and co-presence to recognize ways in 
which all participants, regardless of any type of 
external hierarchy; can interact in serendipitous 
ways because of this greater awareness of one 
another. Both synchronous and asynchronous 
tools, including discussion boards, blogs, wikis, 
collaborative writing tools, voice and text chat, are 
helpful in encouraging these types of encounters. 
Participants can choose the tools most appropri-
ate to the ways in which they wish to work and 
communicate to accomplish the necessary tasks.

Design of Virtual Environments 
to Facilitate Different Types 
of Tasks and Interactions

The first iteration of the AET Zone, while a radi-
cal departure from both traditional face-to-face 
courses and online courses delivered through 
standard 2D learning management systems, re-
flected a structure and format of learning spaces 
that mirrored the way programs and courses were 
traditionally organized. A common space for the 
online program was created, which included 
portals to course spaces unique to each course 
offered in the instructional technology program. 
Once in those course spaces, learners had access 
to resources and tools relevant to that specific 
course. Those tools and resources necessary for 
supporting certain desired tasks and interactions 
relevant to more than one course were either dupli-
cated across courses or students were encouraged 
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to return to the course spaces where the required 
tools and resources were located.

As other departmental programs migrated into 
the AET Zone, it was clear that many of these same 
tools and resources would be useful to students 
across program areas. It no longer made sense 
to have these materials organized by individual 
courses when a common need for them existed. 
Learning management systems that organize 
learners into private course spaces minimize 
or prevent sharing and communication among 
students across sections and courses. AET Zone 
allowed for spaces that were open to all learners 
registered as citizens of the Zone. The typical 
organization of learners into distinct sections, 
courses and programs was neither necessary nor 
desirable as the AET Zone continued to grow and 
become a more inclusive learning space. This 
shift in thinking about the sharing of tools and 
resources resulted in a similar shift in thinking 
about how the environment could be redesigned 
to create common spaces shared by all learners, 
regardless of program area, to access these tools 
and resources, and to engage in collaborative tasks 
and interactions with other students. However, a 
critical mass of participants must be present in 
order to fully realize the potential of this presence 
as a way to encourage and promote engagement 
in the corporate Community of Practice.

As organizations begin to consider the design 
of virtual environments, these types of issues are 
common. How can spaces be designed to promote 
interaction rather than isolation? What is the most 
effective way to make tools and resources avail-
able to all participants? What are the optimum 
ways to design spaces to promote engagement and 
collaboration? A key to all of these considerations 
is a discussion of developing a critical mass of 
participants.

Developing Critical Mass 
within Virtual Spaces

In our initial experience with AET Zone, we found 
that use of the space and resources was limited 
to the specific designated tasks that could only 
be completed in the Zone. It became rapidly ap-
parent, however, that as more users entered the 
space for purposeful activity, the Zone became a 
valuable place for serendipitous communication 
and interaction between participants. The differ-
ence was critical mass.

In the case of virtual worlds, critical mass can 
be defined as the number of participants neces-
sary to create the desired effect. Quite simply, if 
a user anticipates logging in and being alone in 
the world, there will be very few reasons to do 
so. It is the interaction that makes the experi-
ence worthwhile; without others with whom to 
communicate; virtual spaces will likely remain 
underutilized if at all. It was not until the third 
semester of use that our learners reached critical 
mass in AET Zone, interacting in ways not possible 
with typical web-page based online systems, when 
the Zone began being used for more and different 
types of interactions. A deeper sense of presence 
and co-presence was in evidence.

How then can moderators of purposeful 
immersive virtual spaces create activities and 
environments which will encourage frequent and 
meaningful use?

SOLUTIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS

After spending more than eight years designing, 
reflecting upon, and conducting graduate programs 
in AET Zone, several important elements have 
emerged as key for effective use of 3D virtual 
spaces for teaching, learning, and building rela-
tionships.
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Understanding of Changes in 
Learning and Relationship-Building

Important implications for corporate interactions 
emerged as users gradually became more accus-
tomed to Internet-based communications for both 
work and play. Brown and Adler (2008) discuss the 
notion of ‘social learning’, which is based on the 
premise that understanding is socially constructed 
through conversations about content and grounded 
in interactions around problems or actions - that 
the focus is not on what is being learned but how 
it is being learned. In a consideration of the ways 
in which new tools have prompted a paradigm 
shift in teaching and learning, Hargadon (2008) 
points to the factors in this shift shown in Table 1.

Our experience has led us to believe that vir-
tual worlds, when designed and implemented to 
facilitate purposeful as well as serendipitous in-
teraction, promote this shift in ways of learning 
and interacting. Of particular interest is the shift 
from the lecture to the hallway – from hierarchi-
cal content delivery to more informal interaction 
between participants in the world. The trends 
toward participation, toward conversation, and 
toward access to people are certainly available in 
virtual worlds in ways not previously possible in 

computer-mediated tools. Understanding this 
paradigm shift is an important factor in the design 
and utilization of immersive spaces.

Design of Virtual Spaces to 
Facilitate Interaction

Through continuous, reflective environmental 
redesign, as mentioned above, the value of these 
cross-course and cross-program collaborations 
became evident. Faculty from all program areas 
now in the AET Zone held common beliefs and 
values about building Communities of Practice 
comprised of students and faculty from across 
these multiple program areas. Tools and resources 
could be situated in a cross-program ‘Commons’ 
area as part of a redesigned AET Zone that would 
provide universal access to those spaces necessary 
for collaborative participation in this community 
to occur. The Commons area was designed around 
the metaphor image of a town plaza. Spaces 
(storefronts or buildings) were created to house, 
facilitate and manage shared dialogue, conver-
sation, reflection, knowledge construction, and 
knowledge management.

Multiple spaces exist in the AET Zone to 
facilitate both synchronous and asynchronous 
dialogue among learners. A space identified as 
the ‘Discussion Depot’ offers access to a variety 
of discussion boards. While most boards available 
in this space are course specific, several boards 
exist to support cross program conversations about 
shared issues and opportunities. Students who 
enter the depot to participate in these ongoing 
discussions run into other students doing the same, 
often resulting in serendipitous interactions with 
these other students. These synchronous interac-
tions are further supported by a walk over to the 
‘Chit Chats Coffee House,’ another space in the 
Commons designed for small group meetings. 
Eight sofas are distributed throughout the coffee 
house, each linked to a Talking Communities 
(http://www.talkingcommunities.com) collabo-
ration space that provides text, audio, and video 

Table 1. Hargardon’s (2008) definition of para-
digm shift in learning 

From: To:

Consuming Producing

Authority Transparency

Expert Facilitator

Lecture Hallway

Access to information Access to people

Learning about Learning to be

Passive learning Passionate learning

Presentation Participation

Publication Conversation

Formal schooling Lifelong learning

Supply-push Demand-pull.
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chat capabilities along with whiteboard, desktop 
sharing, and application sharing functionality.

Students, asked to engage in reflective writing 
on course projects and activities, find their way 
to the ‘Blog Bar and Grill.’ This space offers ac-
cess to both blogging tools as well as aggregated 
menus of student blogs. Like the Discussion 
Depot, students in the bar and grill may find 
other students also blogging, which often results 
in rich and powerful discussions between students 
regarding the themes and issues on which they 
are reflecting.

Additional spaces in the Commons have been 
developed to encourage collaborative knowledge 
construction through the use of wikis and tools 
such as Google Docs, and Adobe’s Buzzword. 
Learners, working in pairs or small groups, arrange 
time to use these tools together on a wide variety 
of projects, ranging in the development of a shared 
document to the collaborative planning and execu-
tion of a multidisciplinary research study. These 
tools are accessible through ‘Wiki World’ and the 
‘Student Center.’ Furthermore, the products and 
artifacts of these collaborative projects can be 
shared throughout the AET Zone by capitalizing on 
its ability to serve as a 3D knowledge management 
space. Remaining spaces in the Commons, the 
‘Information Gardens,’ the ‘Theatre’ and ‘Video 

Annex,’ the ‘Training Shoppe,’ and ‘Spectacles,’ 
are all spaces that function as management tools 
for the exchange of information and knowledge.

The 3D nature of the AET Zone also provides 
visual cues to navigate to other resources, which 
consist of learner produced products, web-based 
resources, and subscription-based databases. The 
‘Information Gardens,’ built and maintained by 
librarians from the university library, provides ac-
cess to the same online resources and services that 
are offered to our on-campus students. This online 
library is organized through a garden metaphor 
that makes finding needed resources easier and 
more intuitive. In the Gardens, leisure-reading 
materials are found in the Zen Garden, scholarly 
articles can be accessed in the Online Database 
Garden, and special collections can be found in 
the Northwoods Collection Garden. Elsewhere in 
the Commons, videos and podcasts can be located 
in the Theatre and Annex, respectively.

This design of a virtual space has relevance 
for companies wishing to develop their own 
cross-department Communities of Practice for 
professional development or other collaborative 
purposes. Companies desiring to engage their 
employees in similar forms of shared dialogue, 
reflections, and knowledge construction will want 
to identify the specific tasks and interactions 

Figure 1. Students interact in a classroom in the commons area of AET zone
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valued by the organization and identify tools 
and resources required to facilitate such tasks 
and interactions. A 3D environment provides an 
immersive, shared space that provides access to 
these tools and resources

FUTURE TRENDS

While prognosticating the future of something 
as large an enterprise as education or business is 
problematic, several major trends may be noted 
from future studies research as well as directly 
from our experiences. Limiting our vision is the 
traditional tendency for education, and, in some 
cases, business. We often find ourselves looking 
backward rather than forward while attempting 
to preserve and protect the past culture. Society 
is now expecting education to fulfill an additional 
role in preparing students for a future that is in 
constant transition. A significant number of the 
jobs these students will work in have not yet been 
invented. Similarly, the corporate world finds itself 
in need of addressing products and processes that 
are not always clear to leaders or employees. As 

Christensen points out in The Innovator’s Dilemma 
(2003), corporations often fail to understand new 
products or processes and their potential, and 
suffer from isolation and silos of knowledge that 
may keep them from taking advantage of their 
own expertise.

We are currently entering a period of experi-
mentation in our educational and business enter-
prises that we have not seen in several generations. 
Whether we explore charter schools, new forms of 
human resource development or online training/
education programs, much piloting and exploring 
is evident. Tomas Frey of the DaVinci Institute 
suggests that participative bottom-up systems, fol-
lowing the marketplace in online worlds portend 
the future of education. He cites examples such 
as Ebay and iTunes as such occurrences (2007). 
The KnowledgeWorks Foundation (2006) has also 
extensively researched trends for the future. This 
has resulted in a production of a “Map of Future 
Forces Affecting Education”. An extensive list 
of these identified forces includes among others, 
mediated immersive learning and developing 
communities of practice that utilize the new col-
laborative tools in creative and powerful ways. 

Figure 2. Necessary elements for creation of community in virtual worlds
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Jarvis (2009) considers the question, “What Would 
Google Do?” in a book by the same name. In it, 
he confirms that we are now working in a new 
world with new rules. From our own experiences 
working the AET Zone, we find that the newer 
collaborative tools provide another layer of pos-
sibilities for community building, peer to peer 
instruction and interactions, and collaborations 
distributed across time and distance.

The Web 2.0 tools that we are currently using, 
imbedded within the virtual environment, enable 
students to form task specific groups not only 
within their cohorts but also across cohorts and 
indeed beyond the formal educational settings. We 
see teams of individuals with different roles and 
responsibilities in educational settings working 
together to solve real world issues. Unlike the 
older generations of web-based environments, 
newer 3D immersive environments have many 
of collaborative tools built into them. Not only 
do participants have a sense of presence alluded 
to above, they also have the capabilities to col-
laborate synchronously and asynchronously in 
small groups. Hence, we see a progression toward 
the development of 3D worlds that are designed 
specifically for online communication and col-
laboration. This leads directly to collaborative 
knowledge creation and authentic learning not 
possible in other learning environments.

From our perspective, demands for tools 
for online interaction will continue to increase. 
As we continue to move further away from the 
university campus, we notice that more students 
are interested in enrolling in an online program 
rather than one that meets face to face. Curiously, 
many programs report a high attrition rate from 
their online programs and courses. To the contrary, 
we find that our online experiences using a 3D 
learning environment results in increased enroll-
ments rather than attrition. We attribute this to the 
various communities of practice that we encourage 
and develop with the use of collaborative tools.

Carr (2008) writes of the changes in our society 
brought about by the coming cheap, utility-sup-

plied computing or so called “cloud computing”. 
Individual computers will rent software from a 
central distributer rather than having it reside on 
the local hard drive. Such changes may be as pro-
found as those brought about by cheap electricity 
in the beginning of the 20th century. Just as we 
see the power in controlling media by individuals 
emerging from that of institutions, we also see the 
power of learners selecting ‘just in time’ education 
rather than years of tangential studies.

We have been reluctant to move into the cur-
rent tier of high level 3D worlds due to bandwidth 
requirements. Our student and their schools are 
not prepared to invest in the high cost of high 
bandwidth until recently. As the local infrastruc-
ture increases, we plan to continue exploring more 
robust environments for teaching and learning.

As we continue to think about the next steps 
in our web-based learning environment, we think 
about the confluence of gaming, 3D worlds and 
online instruction. Clearly, the new gaming en-
gines that can be easily modified for different 
content and participant roles provide opportunities 
for active team development and problem solv-
ing. We are currently in the process of moving a 
successful leadership development activity from 
a board game to an online experience within a 
3D world. The plan is to help people learn basic 
leadership skills through an online experience 
while collaborating and working with others – 
certainly a type of activity which could be useful 
in the corporate world.

We are also exploring ways to develop aug-
mented reality opportunities for training online. 
This would allow various role playing participants 
to receive different information from “chatterbots” 
(programmed applications that hang out and offer 
specific information to specific role players as they 
come by). For instance, a team participant might 
receive different information than the supervisor. 
Hence each role character would have privileged 
information within the group that is trying to 
solve a problem.
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Any time, any place interaction will continue 
to complement or even replace the need for face-
to-face experiences. With this change business and 
education will be ever more forced to shift focus 
from a hierarchical model to a learner-centered 
one. Current employees and students will continue 
to become as much the producers as consumers of 
information. In a business context, virtual environ-
ments will level the playing field, allowing those 
participating in virtual worlds to flatten hierarchies 
and develop meaningful relationships with one 
another through varied interactions.

Like other consumers, our students have many 
choices in where and how they study for advanced 
degrees. That is, they are capable of working with in-
formation in new and fundamentally different ways 
that were not available to previous generations. Not 
only can they seek, find and collect information, 
they are able to remix it in new digital formats for 
presentations, decision making and other higher 
level applications. Corporate environments are 
certainly feeling this change, and must respond 
in ways most productive for their organizations.

CONCLUSION

Benkler (2006) argues that this newly networked 
economy enables individuals and private groups to 
be more productive than many traditional formally 
organized groups. How can business leverage this 
new type of productivity in virtual worlds? What 
lessons can corporate organizations learn from 
the experience of higher education in a 3D virtual 
environment? The lessons involve not only design 
considerations, but careful consideration of the 
way these spaces are used to stimulate interaction 
and participation. These lessons include:

• Careful consideration of the appropriate-
ness of virtual worlds for desired purposes

• Thoughtful design of virtual environments, 
which includes activities designed to help 

reach critical mass and stimulate both pur-
poseful and serendipitous interaction

• Incorporation of tools and artifacts de-
signed to foster a sense of community of 
practice, including both synchronous and 
asynchronous opportunities

• A change from hierarchy-driven to partici-
pant-driven opportunities – true awareness 
of a changing organizational paradigm.

With these factors in place, businesses can 
begin to utilize 3D immersive worlds as tools to 
build teams, facilitate communication and team-
work, and build true communities like those found 
in informal face-to-face settings..
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

AET Zone: A three-dimensional virtual, 
immersive world used by graduate programs in 
education at Appalachian State University.

Community of Practice: A learning environ-
ment based upon social learning theory, in which 
novices and experts interact to create knowledge 
and meaning.

Co-Presence: A sense of being in a place with 
others at a given time.

Presence: A sense of being in a place at a 
given time.

Social Constructivism: A philosophy which 
holds that knowledge is created culturally, socially 
and within communities.
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Chapter  8.2

ABSTRACT

The usual horizon of knowledge science is lim-
ited to nominalism, empiricism, and naturalistic 
and evolutionary epistemologies. I propose to 
broaden this horizon by applying some other 
philosophical attitudes, such as a non-nominalistic 
philosophy of language. A basic methodology for 
the new episteme, including (non-nominalistic) 
typology and a definition of knowledge and of 
tacit knowledge, is proposed. Several types of 
knowledge and the corresponding tacit knowledge 
are discussed within a broadened philosophical 
context. There are many types of knowledge and 
tacit knowledge using different methods of shar-
ing. The main problem with the effective sharing 

of tacit knowledge is sharing knowledge relevant 
to the given problem. The transfer, change and 
transformation of tacit knowledge into explicit 
knowledge are possible. An example of such 
a transition, which I call conceptualization, is 
described. Conceptualization exemplifies how 
new knowledge can be created with the use of 
tacit knowledge. A need also exists for a profes-
sional collaboration between knowledge science, 
knowledge management and philosophy.

INTRODUCTION

This article is divided into two parts. In the first 
part, I discuss some general connections between 
knowledge science and philosophy, cf. section 
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1. In the next sections, I present a philosophical 
and methodological discussion of the definitions 
of knowledge and tacit knowledge together with 
their possible classification. The minimal set of 
conditions which are necessary for an adequate 
grasp of the phenomena of knowledge and tacit 
knowledge is presented. Also, the conversion 
mechanism of tacit knowledge into explicit 
knowledge is described. The different types of 
knowledge with the corresponding kinds of the 
relevant tacit knowledge are given.

Part I: On the Possible Impact of 
Philosophy on Knowledge Science 
and Systems Methodology

Very important properties of the approach pro-
posed by Knowledge Science (KS) as well as 
by Systems Thinking (ST) are methodological 
pluralism and perspective shifting, for instance 
Wierzbicki and Nakamori (2006, ch. 6) or 
Houghton(2008). KS and ST contain some purely 
philosophical considerations. For instance, on the 
JAIST website of KS, philosophy is mentioned as 
a part of the scientific base of KS. L. Houghton 
also starts with a philosophical definition of epis-
temology. On the website of KS, some questions 
are also listed, as the most important for KS, for 
instance, “what is knowledge?” and “how can 
knowledge be created?”, which are exactly the 
same questions that are basic to epistemology, 
for instance, the definition of epistemology on 
the Wikipedia1 (to avoid more professional, and 
spurious at the moment, explanations). KS and ST 
are comparatively young scientific disciplines. On 
the other hand, philosophy and epistemology are 
more than 2000 year old. Also, the best scientists 
usually were philosophers or were well informed 
regarding some philosophical problems.

As a philosopher, I would like to indicate that 
postulates of ST and KS of methodological plu-
ralism, variegation, perspective shifting etc., or 
Creative Holism, are mostly only verbal, because 
a great variety of philosophical possibilities are 

not at all taken into consideration by KS- and 
ST-scientists, and both KS and ST are based on 
a very narrow and discerned special approach to 
epistemological and ontological problems. The 
horizon of this narrow approach is limited by 
nominalism in the philosophy of language, ma-
terialistic monism in ontology, and empiricism, 
naturalistic and evolutionary epistemologies. 
Other possibilities are almost unseen. Also, from 
the viewpoint of pure philosophy, modernism and 
post-modernism are only very special and very 
limited philosophical attitudes. Strictly speaking, 
they are rather some “philosophical fashions”, 
popular in the public at large, and ideologies which 
are very easy to understand by non-philosophers.

As an example of the consequences of this situ-
ation, I present, in the next sections, a philosophi-
cal analysis of knowledge and tacit knowledge 
which is based on a non-nominalistic philosophy 
of language.

Many kinds of nominalism2 exist. However, 
we can define nominalism as a philosophy of 
language which denies the existence of abstract 
objects, and which accepts only the existence of 
different linguistic forms which are some real 
physical objects. Avoiding a long philosophical 
explanation, I would like to indicate that nominal-
ism was rejected in an exact way in the philosophy 
of mathematics. Therefore, there are at least some 
examples of languages in which it is not possible to 
eliminate the acceptance of some abstract objects.

For example, there was a philosophical debate 
between L. Henkin (a nominalist) and W.V.O. 
Quine (a Platonist). As a result of this discus-
sion, we have the so-called Henkin’s models and 
Henkin’s method in logic and model theory, i.e. 
theories based on the finding of some interpreta-
tions of the given formal language in this language. 
Henkin tried to demonstrate that “language speaks 
only about itself” and that there are not two sides 
of language: expressions and abstract meanings. 
He was wrong (cf. Quine, 1947, 1951; Henkin, 
1953). It appeared that the diagonal argument of 
Cantor is based on a kind of (unavoidable) anti-
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nominalistic attitude, and this argument is used 
in the construction of Henkin’s models.

In this article, I would like to indicate one 
direction toward a possible enlargement of the 
hermeneutical horizon of KS and ST.

A very important problem which is still under 
discussion in epistemology is the problem of the 
source of knowledge. There are plenty of various 
viewpoints, and some possible answers to very 
basic philosophical questions are dependent on 
some other philosophical solutions in ontology, 
ethics, philosophy of language etc. Every real 
epistemologist should to know that there is, 
for instance, an argument about the source of 
knowledge.

The empiricists argue that the only source of 
knowledge is sense experience, sensory percep-
tion etc. The rationalists argue that there are some 
other sources of knowledge, independent from 
the senses, as for instance, purely rational or 
intellectual truths, e.g. a priori knowledge. The 
idealists (only some of them because there are 
many different kinds of idealism) neglect the sense 
experience, and they are followers of a priori, 
purely intellectual truths, intuition or revelation. 
There are also skeptics (and agnostics), who 
argue that we have no firm source for knowing 
even one thing. There are plenty of other possible 
solutions and great variety of theories considering 
every possible ascertainment “for and against” 
the given view. Therefore: if KS and ST are re-
ally pluralistic, why are these other views absent 
from their considerations?

A similar question is: a negation of pluralism 
is also a possible standpoint, therefore why is 
this possibility also not considered. There exist 
also large differences regarding possible kinds of 
pluralism. For instance, variabilism is also a kind 
of (a-rational) pluralism.

My questions are motivated not only by an 
encyclopedic attitude and the quest for a complete-
ness and integrity of the scientific research in KS 
and ST, but mainly by the fact that nominalism, 
empiricism, monism etc., have many untenable 

properties and weak points from the rational view-
point, and that there are some kinds of knowledge, 
as for instance mathematical knowledge, which 
are incompatible with them or which are inexpli-
cable – in my opinion - within their conceptual 
frames. For instance, in philosophy of science, a 
well-known fact is that experience and experiment 
do not induce a single scientific theory. There are 
many possible competing theories and explana-
tions of the same experiments, experimental facts, 
observations etc. Therefore, scientific theories are 
not only a simple rewiring of experience, but have 
some content that is independent from experience.

Therefore, philosophy as a very important part 
of the rational heritage of humanity should be a 
little more known to every KS- and ST-scientist. 
I do not suggest that every knowledge scientist 
should study philosophy to become a philosopher. 
I assert only the necessity of a scientific collabo-
ration between some philosophers interested in 
KS, ST and knowledge management, and the 
scientists from these fields. A general introduc-
tion to philosophy and the philosophy of science 
should be provided to every student of KS, because 
knowledge about other theoretical possibilities is 
the sine qua non condition of real, i.e. not only 
verbal, methodological pluralism.

The next point of possible collaboration 
between KS, ST, knowledge management and 
philosophy is the problem of the rationality of 
scientific change. In my opinion, epistemologi-
cal pluralism (in the sense of variabilism) and a 
mechanical synthesis of some views is ineffective 
in solving of some real scientific problems. The 
knowledge of as many scientific perspectives as 
possible is very important. In real science, there 
are many competing theories and not only one 
mixture of many disconnected views. We have to 
choose, and we can chose, something that is better 
and more effective. However, what is proposed by 
systems epistemology is only a random whimsi-
cal mixture: the mixture of only some views in 
which the contradiction, or even the lack of good 
sense, are the main advantages and virtues of 
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such a “dialectical reality”. In my opinion, it is 
ineffective in science to replace the scientific “art 
of cooking” by the method of random mixture of 
every kind of substances that is inadequate even 
for the non-rational animals.

Uncritical pluralism does not provide any 
means to discern between valuable science and 
some unscientific trifles. There is a real danger to 
create—I use here the famous term by R. Feynman 
(1974; Wikipedia, 2009c)—a cargo cult science 
theory within the framework of uncritical plu-
ralism, variegation etc. We need to consider the 
rational mechanisms of the creation of knowledge.

Part II: Introductory Remarks

One essential property of the scientific effort is the 
drive for the precision of concepts and language 
used in science and in the humanities. Scientific 
knowledge in statu nascendi, however, makes us-
ing just sharp and well-defined concepts extremely 
difficult. Nevertheless, an explicit definition of a 
concept must satisfy elementary methodological 
conditions such as consistency, non-circularity 
and the ability to grasp and convey essential, i.e. 
necessary and sufficient, properties of the concept 
that is defined. Obviously, there are many kinds 
of definitions, and a possible one is a metaphoric 
definition, for instance: “knowledge is power”. 
But adherence to only metaphoric definitions 
and an inability to recognize that some of them 
are pseudo-definitions is a real methodological 
disadvantage of the theory.

In general, there are two kinds of definition: a 
good one and a wrong one. For instance, the defini-
tion of a bird as “an animal which has wings and 
can fly” is wrong because there are many animals 
which are not birds which fly using wings, e. g. 
insects. Exactly for the same reason as the one in 
the example above, the following definitions of 
knowledge are equally wrong:

• knowledge is power,
• knowledge is an ability or a capacity to act.

Both definitions are wrong because there are 
many things which have power but have nothing 
in common with knowledge, and not every ability 
(or capacity) to act is connected with knowledge. 
(The Earth has the ability to rotate on itself and orbit 
the Sun, but, in my opinion, there is no knowledge 
present in this ability to act, and there is rather 
no ability to act in this knowledge of the Earth. A 
laser printer can print out definition 2, but, also in 
my humble opinion, has no knowledge, especially 
concerning the question “what is knowledge?”.) 
Definitions 1 and 2 are metaphoric, and even in 
the case where every kind of knowledge has the 
property of power and is connected with an ability 
to act, they do not provide an adequate translation 
of the term “knowledge”.

The lack of a mutual identity of scopes of 
definiens and definiendum disqualifies a defini-
tion. Even if (almost) everybody in some scientific 
field is satisfied with that definition; it is wrong.

One example of the importance of mutual 
translatability is the so-called Gettier’s paradox, 
concerning the well-known classical definition 
of knowledge: “knowledge is justified true be-
lief’. Gettier’s paradox is the construction of the 
counterexample of this definition, i.e. such a case 
(object, hypothetical situation) that somebody has 
justified true belief, but cannot be said to have 
knowledge. To find even one hypothetical and 
rational counterexample is enough to disqualify 
the definition altogether.

To the defenders of definitions 1 and 2, it is 
recommended that they learn from the debate 
concerning Gettier’s paradox, and abandon their 
frequent self-satisfaction.

It is also possible to have definitions approach-
ing the meaning of a concept “from the point of 
view of the given science”, for example, what 
knowledge is from the viewpoint of economics. 
Let us call such definitions partial. But partial 
definitions can be wrong, as wrong, from the 
point of view of economics are definitions 1 and 
2. Why? Because we have to determine what kind 
of power and capacity to act are important from 
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the economic viewpoint. Much better is a partial 
definition of knowledge in economics as a specific 
kind of product (other specifications are necessary) 
which has important economic properties that are 
essential for the market and industry such as the 
property of following the laws of “demand and 
supply”, or the price of a merchandise.

The last kind of definition to mention in this 
brief overview is a definition by enumeration of 
cases. An example of such a definition is that of 
the emotive heritage (of humanity): “It consists 
of arts—music, paintings, but also [of] literature, 
of all fiction created by humanity. To this fiction 
belong also movies (…)” (cf. Wierzbicki & Naka-
mori, 2006, p. 44). Definitions by enumeration can 
be a composite of metaphoric, partial and ostensive 
definitions if the enumerated cases are discerned 
as such. (An ostensive definition is a definition 
by simple indication: “what is a table?”—“this 
is”, i.e. we can define an object of the given type 
by showing one such object.) Another possible 
type of definition by enumeration is the defini-
tion by example(s). Thus, ostensive definitions, 
definitions by enumeration and by examples can 
transfer mainly tacit knowledge.

The decision to indicate only the above defini-
tions comes from the recognition that only these 
types of definitions are usually applied in knowl-
edge economy, knowledge science, knowledge 
management, etc. Also, all these definitions are 
important in non-formal heuristics, in schools, 
in everyday life. However, their importance in 
mature science or the humanities is rather limited: 
they should be replaced, even partially, by other 
better kinds of definitions, well-known in the 
methodology and philosophy of science. There 
is also a need to analyze the content of definition 
by enumeration and the mutual relations between 
enumerated concepts. However, there is no pos-
sibility to avoid and eliminate them altogether, 
even in pure mathematics.

The absence of well-defined concepts at the 
beginning of the development of a given science is 
a common problem. It suffices to mention the well-

known situation at the beginning of differential 
calculus or of quantum mechanics. Sometimes, it 
is simply impossible to give an exact definition of 
the given concept; however, the drive towards such 
a definition is invigorating for the development of 
science. One example of the last situation is the 
difficulty to define the concept of polyhedron in 
Euclidean geometry (cf. Król. 2007a).

From the methodological viewpoint, at the 
beginning of the development of a given new 
branch of knowledge – and we accept that the 
new episteme is in statu nascendi—when there are 
some difficulties in giving good definitions of the 
basic concepts, there is also a second possibility to 
develop an exact and methodologically consistent 
base of such a new theory: the intuitive analysis 
of concepts (cf. Król, 2007a) together with the 
rational analysis and critique of the extant ap-
proaches, both approaches being mechanisms of 
transfer and conversion of tacit knowledge into 
scientific knowledge.

Philosophical Primer

In this section, I would like to present some ba-
sic distinctions concerning language, concepts, 
conceptual knowledge etc., in order to explain 
the structure of knowledge and a tacit knowledge 
together with a possible classification (in section 
4). The reader should remember that what follows 
is an extraordinarily brief account concerning 
some philosophically advanced theories that are 
extant in the literature (cf. Husserl, 1928, 1973, 
1982, 1984; Król, 2005; Ryle, 1984). (However, 
I use rather the phenomenological concept of 
intentionality.)

Language, Symbols, Names, 
Meanings, Concepts, Imagination 
and Abstract Objects

The philosophical primer, necessary for the de-
scription of the conceptual content of knowledge 
and tacit knowledge, starts from the distinction 
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between names and meanings or concepts and 
senses.

In language, we have a twofold structure 
consisting of some names and other linguistic 
expressions (such as different predicates) and 
senses. The same name can have two or more dif-
ferent meanings. We have also some synonyms, 
i.e. different names which designate the same 
meanings (i.e. “shut” and “close”). A meaning 
of a sentence is called sense (or proposition). A 
meaning of a (general) name is called concept. The 
theory of language which states that there are only 
names without meanings is called nominalism. 
Nominalism is not a true theory of language, and 
it is impossible—from a purely theoretical point 
of view—to defend it. For instance, even in the 
domain of pure strictly formalized languages in 
mathematics, it is impossible to avoid concepts. 
Thus, nominalism is false, because there are 
examples of languages which possess meanings 
that are not reducible to the meaningless names.

One can has a concept without the correspond-
ing name. It is a common situation in science: 
we create new names for already intellectually 
recognized senses and concepts. Sometimes, we 
create only new names without any reasonable 
sense or, after consideration, it appears that, in 
the given theoretical context, there is no sense 
connected with the given name, i.e. logical and 
semantical antynomies. As an example of the pos-
sible situation of having a concept without any 
corresponding name, we can consider the entity 
shown in Figure 1.

Without any formal or explicit description and 
any name, we can answer the following questions: 
how many faces, vertices and edges are there? 
How many vertices are invisible?, etc. Thus, after 
an ostensive definition of this something, one can 
grasp intellectually the corresponding concept. 
However, for the bushman, it is possible to see a 
flat figure. Therefore, there is a tacit knowledge 
corresponding to abstract (intellectual) knowl-
edge. “To share abstract knowledge” means “to 
reconstruct the same meanings”; cf. the next sec-

tions. The identity of names is irrelevant. In the 
given example, one can speak about an “urchin” 
instead of a “small stellated dodecahedron”. 
Therefore, we can operate with senses (concepts) 
without names and – sometimes - without words 
or language. We can speak about the same sense 
or concept in different languages or in the same 
language using different words.

Meanings are not imagination that is connect-
ed—only sometimes—to names or sentences. For 
example: there is a perfectly well-formed meaning 
of the concept designated by the name “square” 
as well as the sense “1000-angle polygon”. It is 
easy to imagine a square, but rather impossible 
to imagine a polygon having 1000 angles. Nev-
ertheless, almost everybody understands what a 
“1000-angle polygon” means. This understanding 
indicates some purely intellectual (conscious) acts 
in which we grasp the given meaning. Sometimes, 
creating such an act of understanding is a very 
difficult task. Therefore, “to have a meaning” is 
not the same as “to be an object of imagination”.

The same sense may be given in different acts 
(mental presentations). The same meaning of 
“urchin” is a part of the imagination of an urchin 
and of a recollection of the previous perception of 

Figure 1. Small stellated dodecahedron (cf. Wki-
pedia, 2009d)
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the creature in Figure 1. There are many different 
acts of consciousness. There are also methods of 
analysis of such acts and for explaining their es-
sence (cf. Król, 2007a).

Meanings are not physical objects. The theories 
treating meanings as physical objects (e.g. mo-
nism, physicalism, psychologism, naturalistic and 
evolutionary epistemologies etc.) are untenable. 
However, there is no need to accept Platonism. It 
is enough to be aware of the difference between 
physical objects and meanings, and to discern ab-
stract objects and material or physical objects. (In 
conceptualism, such a distinction is expressed by 
differentiation between mental and real objects.)

A parallel situation occurs with the names 
and (linguistic) sentences. They are also abstract 
objects. There is a necessity to discern between a 
name (or a sentence) and a physical representation 
of this name (or sentence). Names and sentences 
are not physical sounds, acoustic waves, marks 
of ink on article, vibrations of air or impulses in 
the brain machinery. The actually spoken name 
“circle” is the physical realization via acoustic 
waves of “an ideal” and fixed abstract pattern 
(of the corresponding sound). A printed picture 
is a physical representation - consisting of many 
discrete points - of a mental object, constituted 
in some relevant conscious acts.

Therefore, strictly speaking, the relation be-
tween a name and the corresponding sense is the 
relation between two abstract objects. Names 
are “more” conventional than meanings: we can 
freely change the name of the given concept and, 
for instance, to speak of a “circle” (instead of a 
“square”) and “having in mind” the sense “square”. 
However, the main goal of language is to be a 
mean of communication, and usually, we retain 
the received relation name/meaning, determined 
in the given common natural language. On the 
other hand, meanings are not so freely opened to 
creation and convention. This means that there is 
a pre-given (tacit) rational structure and content 
of meanings.

Symbols and letters (e.g. an alphabet) are the 
next examples of abstract objects. They also may 
have corresponding physical realizations.

Probably, it seems strange - especially for a 
“naturalized economist” - that names, sentences 
and letters are abstract objects. However, it is 
absolutely necessary to recognize and accept their 
abstract non-physical nature, otherwise, we have to 
accept that – for instance – there is no one (given) 
book but as many as there are copies of it. Also, 
to be an author of such a “manifold book” it is 
necessary to write/print personally every item of 
the corresponding edition. We would have also 
many different books, without the acceptance 
of the abstract character of letters and symbols. 
The only possible and consistent (known to me) 
solution of the problem is to accept that there is 
only one (abstract) book having many physical 
representations.

In the same way, in every physical repre-
sentation of the abstract book in “vestment” of 
abstract names, letters and symbols, there is a cor-
responding meaning. Usually, there is a spectrum 
of possible meanings corresponding to possible 
interpretations of the given book (or text), but 
one of them is privileged and discerned. Even in 
mathematics, we usually work in the so-called 
intended model, having an infinite number of 
possible non-isomorphic different models.

Also, in every copy of the given book, on every 
page of the text, we have many physical representa-
tions of one and the same abstract alphabet. As the 
reader can check personally using a microscope 
or magnifying glass, there are no (even only) two 
identical physical representations of – say – a letter 
“a”, and the relation of their mutual similarity is 
tacit and undefined. It is only our (usually tacit) 
decision that different inscriptions designate and 
represent the same abstract letter. Also, when 
you print out this book on a paper 5 meters in 
size, it nothing changes in the abstract structure 
of letters, names, symbols and meanings. Hard 
discs of computers or the Internet contain also 
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the same one book, however, in a quite different, 
“electronic” representation.

Representations are physical spatio-temporal 
objects. The main development and change in 
the new era concerns the extraordinary extension 
of the number and ways of the possible means, 
modes of storage and transformation of physical 
representations. However, in the computers, there 
is no knowledge at all. There are only physical 
representations and transfers of information.

Acts of Consciousness

Without any conscious person (not necessarily a 
human), there is no knowledge at all. Even in the 
best fully computerized library, there is no knowl-
edge. We need a conscious subject to recreate and 
intellectually grasp abstract objects that are coded 
with the use of physical representations. Physical 
representations stored in libraries and computers 
can be “deciphered” as being meaningful only 
by some acts of consciousness. I do not demand 
that such a conscious subject must be only of the 
human-type, and not – for instance – a machine 
or an animal. However, I am absolutely sure that 
every machine known to us is not a conscious 
subject. From the theorems on Turing machines, 
Gödel’s theorems, as well as from phenomenologi-
cal observation, it follows that they never become 
conscious subjects.

The reader can easily consult the story of the 
deciphering of the Linear B scripture of Knossos 
by M. Ventris and J. Chadwick (cf. Chadwick, 
1990). To see a physical representation of Linear 
B and to store the clay tablets, without the recon-
struction of the underlying abstract structure, is 
useless. First of all, it was necessary to recognize 
and reconstruct the alphabet, then the syntactical 
and semantical structure of this language. These 
structures were not realized and present “in” any 
(physical) “tablet”. The scientist had to recognize 
and to be aware of the consciously reconstructed 
structure of meanings and language of the extant 
representations. In order to describe these struc-

tures, they had to conceptualize the language hid-
den in the tablets, i.e. it was necessary to create 
new concepts, unknown to the users in antiquity 
and to recreate others—everything, without any 
change “in the tablets”. For the ancient users of 
Linear B, all grammatical structure of the language 
was tacit. However, such tacit structure is open 
to further conceptualization.

Every conscious act has a corresponding object, 
and every act is directed toward the object. The 
moment (property of the act) of being directed 
toward an object is called the intention of the act. 
Obviously, not every object of a conscious act is a 
real physical object. An act can “grasp” an object, 
and the object is given to us in this act. The same 
object can be given in different acts. An orange 
can be given in sensual perception, in the acts 
of the sense of touch, in the acts of recollection 
of the previous sensual perception, in the acts of 
imagination, etc.

Act is something different than object, how-
ever, there are also conscious acts having as objects 
other conscious acts. In every act of consciousness, 
the subject of cognition gets cognition. Knowledge 
is necessarily connected with cognition and should 
be founded on the real source-based cognition. 
In general, the subject matter of knowledge is 
not knowledge itself. A cow is not a part of zool-
ogy, a human being is not a part of psychology, 
medicine, sociology, etc. Nevertheless, there are 
some sciences and knowledge about knowledge: 
epistemology, philosophy of science, etc.

At the times of primitive naturalized episte-
mologies and behavioral psychology, the rudimen-
tary facts concerning the role of consciousness 
and conscious intellectual acts in science and 
everyday life are totally unrecognized and ignored 
(cf. Król, 2007b).

What is and What is Not Knowledge 
and Tacit Knowledge?

Negative knowledge about what is not the given 
object is very valuable in enabling to avoid mis-
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interpretations. The best starting point of the next 
considerations is the distinction between knowl-
edge and physical representations of knowledge. 
Obviously, there are numerous definitions of 
knowledge and information; however, I would 
like to present some theoretical considerations 
rather than make a comparison of the correspond-
ing definitions.

The main goal of this section is to give some 
examples of essentially different types of knowl-
edge and corresponding tacit knowledge with 
a different mechanism of the sharing of tacit 
knowledge, contrary to that is presented in the 
literature axiom that “the best way to share tacit 
knowledge is an informal gathering, informal 
networks or informal personal contacts”. From 
this point of view, the reader can recognize the 
uselessness of the definitions of knowledge such 
as definitions 1 and 2. On the other hand, the 
role of a correct definition, containing essential 
properties of knowledge and tacit knowledge, 
will become visible.

Personal, Abstract and Practical 
Knowledge with the Corresponding 
Types of Tacit Knowledge

Even if there is no possibility to give a meth-
odologically correct and materially adequate 
definition of knowledge, as a result of the former 
considerations, we can provide some essential 
set of the necessary conditions for “knowledge”. 
One can also determine some unnecessary and 
insufficient conditions for the definition of the 
concept of knowledge.

Condition 1: There is no knowledge out of a 
conscious subject of cognition. Thus, every 
knowledge must be personal knowledge. 
There is no knowledge in a stone, plant, com-
puter, library, etc. Knowledge is necessarily 
connected with awareness. Even, if not all 
kinds of knowledge are conscious, there is 
no knowledge at all if there is no conscious 

“part” of knowledge. There is no knowledge 
without the conscious. However, there is also 
no knowledge and sharing of knowledge in 
society without physical representations. 
Every effort to define “knowledge” without 
the recognition of its abstract intellectual 
character is hopeless.

Condition 2: “To possess an ability to act” is not 
equivalent to the possession of knowledge. 
A plant can grow, but it does not know what 
“growing” is. Also, this ability is not any 
kind of tacit knowledge “inherited” in a 
plant. Only the conscious ability to act can 
be connected with knowledge.

Condition 3: There are numerous kinds of knowl-
edge which have nothing in common with 
any “ability to act”. It is possible to have 
knowledge without any action. It is one 
of the greatest achievements of Western 
culture and science to recognize two types 
of knowledge (cf. Plato and Aristotle): 
theoretical abstract (intellectual) knowledge 
not essentially connected with action and 
practical knowledge, connected with every 
conscious human action. Phronesis is (also) 
the intellectual ability of a human being.

As an illustration of the last principle, I can 
present an outline of a typology of knowledge 
indicating only the main types, and mention 
some examples rather than giving methodologi-
cal divisions. First of all, personal knowledge can 
be theoretical abstract knowledge and practical 
knowledge. The reader should be aware that – in 
general – in the real human conscious act, these 
kinds of knowledge are not separated in a sterile 
manner.

Theoretical abstract knowledge is necessarily 
connected with the use of abstract objects such 
as meanings (concepts and senses, i.e. conceptual 
knowledge), symbols, names and other abstract 
linguistic objects. A sub-type in this group cre-
ates knowledge as theoretic, systematic, codified 
conscious knowledge together with a theoretical 
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justification, e.g. scientific knowledge, philo-
sophical knowledge—acquired via learning, study, 
mental effort, reasoning. There are also many types 
of informal and everyday non-scientific, though 
abstract, knowledge.

Practical knowledge is an ability, skill, compe-
tence etc., of a conscious subject, e.g. the ability 
to drive a car, a bicycle, to climb. It is behavior 
acquired by practice, training and experience. 
Thus, the ability to breathe or digest food does 
not constitute any kind of knowledge, because 
it is not consciously acquired through practice. 
However, there may be some knowledge con-
nected with these abilities, because, there are 
many kinds of breathing training. Not everything 
is knowledge. In the same way, instincts are not 
practical knowledge but can constitute the base 
of some types of practical (as well as abstract) 
knowledge. In the same way, our living body does 
not constitute any kind of knowledge.

To every kind of knowledge corresponds a 
specific kind of tacit knowledge. It is impossible 
to present a complete justification of this thesis 
here in the limits imposed to this article. Neverthe-
less, I can give some other examples of mutually 
irreducible and different types of tacit knowledge 
with different methods of sharing. Such examples 
– if correct – fully justify the thesis.

Verbal abstract tacit knowledge is theoreti-
cal abstract knowledge for which there are no 
names in the given language, however, we have 
(or even only one person has) some meanings in 
mind, for example, “urchin”. Thus, it is possible 
to create such names in the future and to convert 
such knowledge into verbal explicit knowledge.

Conceptual abstract tacit knowledge is theo-
retical abstract knowledge for which there are 
no names and no concepts formed in the given 
language. This kind of knowledge can be of two 
types:

1.  a type of abstract knowledge for which can-
not be conceptualized at all, and,

2.  an abstract situation is open for further 
conceptualization.

For instance, one can analyze the object shown 
in Figure 1 through the creation and use of concepts 
of “dimension”, “polyhedron”, “face”, “vertex”, 
“edge” etc. In general, it is possible to replace 
Figure 1 by a long conceptual description. When 
we give names and definitions to the terms “face”, 
“vertex” etc., it is possible to communicate this 
kind of knowledge to other conscious subjects 
of cognition without any kind of pictures. But, 
“at first”, one can have some nonverbal and 
non-conceptual meaning of what an “urchin” is 
on the base of conscious acts connected with the 
representation shown in Figure 1.

An example of conceptual (and verbal) abstract 
tacit knowledge, which cannot be conceptualized 
“in full”, is tacit knowledge connected with the 
use of mathematical symbols. There is not one 
handbook of mathematics in which the obvious 
conditions for “what symbol x is” are explic-
itly stated. Everybody (from elementary school) 
“knows” that it is irrelevant whether this symbol 
is printed, written on the blackboard, written with 
the use of a pencil, its size is also arbitrary, etc. 
Obviously, I can use a stone or a piece of wood 
and say: “this is our x”. Thus, to be the symbol 
x, it is unnecessary to have physical representa-
tions of “similar shape”. Precisely speaking, it is 
impossible to strictly formalize what a symbol in 
mathematics is, because every such trial results in 
theories of equal conceptual power as some sys-
tems of formal arithmetic, for example, so-called 
concatenation theories. To define “the shape of 
x”, one needs (as one of many possibilities) a part 
of a 2-dimensional Euclidean geometry. For the 
usual development of mathematics, it is enough 
to have some tacit knowledge concerning how 
to operate the symbols, for instance, that—in 
every place or page of the given book—the dif-
ferent physical representations represent the same 
abstract symbol. This type of tacit knowledge is 
shared in formal lessons in schools and even an 
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infinite number of informal gatherings, such as 
a barbecue party, is irrelevant in the sharing of 
such knowledge.

There is also tacit knowledge connected to the 
use of language, and concerning, for example, 
the grammatical structure of the given language. 
Many people can speak correctly without any 
knowledge about this structure. However, this 
hidden knowledge may be, and usually already 
is, verbalized, conceptualized etc.

It is seen now that there are many kinds of 
tacit knowledge which are “tacit” only for some 
members of society. For others, they have explicit 
abstract conceptual and verbal content. Even the 
same person at a given time can have tacit knowl-
edge concerning something, and later, can con-
ceptualize it. Thus, there are some mechanisms of 
transition and mutual conversion between tacit and 
explicit knowledge (such as “conceptualization”). 
“Informal gatherings” are the least effective way 
to share such tacit knowledge.

The same situation occurs with tacit knowledge 
connected with practical knowledge. The author 
of the present article was a consultant for one 
project on writing “a manual” for climbers. It 
was necessary to classify and to give new names 
for the possible position of fingers and hands 
during climbing that have no counterparts in any 
language and are “known” to climbers. Thus, even 
practical tacit knowledge is wide open to become 
explicit and verbal. This is the reason why there 
are some formal driving lessons and road tests. 
Nobody can acquire such knowledge by informal 
fishing or gardening.

Not every type of explicit conceptual knowl-
edge is transferable by use of a verbal or linguistic 
apparatus. For instance, there are concepts corre-
sponding to general English names such as “red”, 
“white”, “green”, “blue”, “color” and so on. It is 
impossible to share the corresponding concepts 
without previous personal experience as is easily 
seen during a talk about colors with a person who 
is blind since birth. It illustrates also the difference 
between name and abstract (intellectual) concept.

Then, we have several types of tacit knowledge 
according to the criteria: verbal vs. nonverbal, con-
ceptual vs. non-conceptual knowledge. These are:

• Def. T_L1: tacit knowledge is nonverbal, 
non-linguistic knowledge;

• T_L1a: actually nonverbal, but potentially 
verbal;

• T_L1b: absolutely nonverbal;

and

• Def. T_C1: tacit knowledge is non-con-
ceptual knowledge, i.e. this part of knowl-
edge which is outside of the conceptual 
apparatus of the human mind (“beyond 
concepts”).

• Def. T_C1a: actually (“at present”) non-
conceptual, but accessible for further 
conceptualization.

• a’: non-transferable in words and concepts 
(impossible to pass on) but having “names” 
(previous experience is necessary to share 
this kind of tacit knowledge, for example, 
“colors”).

• Def. T_C1b: absolutely non-conceptual 
(i.e. there are no concepts to speak about 
it):
1.  as above, but still rational (i.e. tacit 

purely rational knowledge),
2.  irrational, secret, mystic, etc. (i.e. a-

rational, irrational tacit knowledge).

The term “group tacit knowledge” is very 
popular. This term can designate only the sum of 
personal tacit knowledge of the members of the 
given social group. This follows from the condi-
tions 1 and 2 above. However, “to be a member 
of the given group” creates a quite new cognitive 
situation for problem solving and essentially 
extends creative possibilities.

We can speak of “group tacit knowledge of the 
ancient Greeks” or the Aztecs or “tacit knowledge 
in the Nakamori Lab in JAIST”.
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The above types of tacit knowledge are con-
nected with personal theoretical (K_1) and practi-
cal knowledge (K_2). I propose the term: personal 
intellectual (or theoretical) tacit knowledge (PIT). 
Different from PIT is personal tacit knowledge 
connected with K_2. I propose the term: personal 
practical tacit knowledge (PPT).

• PIT + PPT = personal tacit knowledge.
• There are corresponding types for group 

personal tacit knowledge: group PIT, 
group PPT.

An example of tacit group practical knowledge 
is the knowledge concerning the production of 
some stone tools in the Stone Age. The Oldowan 
technology of the production of stone tools lasted 
more than 1 million years and, what is very 
interesting, was created not only by one genus, 
but also by other species of hominids (from Aus-
tralopithecus to early Homo). Scientists found the 
same methods of tools production in many places, 
from East, Central and South Africa to Pakistan, 
Israel, Iran, Spain, France, Germany, etc. We can 
identify this culture after the reconstruction (with 
the use of modern experiments), theoretical con-
ceptualization and classification of the methods 
and tools, i.e. after a modern conceptualization of 
the ancient informal and tacit knowledge concern-
ing the process of their production. For instance, 
there is a known classification of these tools given 
by Mary Leakey in terms of “Heavy Duty, Light 
Duty, Utilized Pieces and Debitage, or waste”.

The tacit knowledge shared by practice and 
experience can be converted into explicit con-
ceptualized and abstract theoretical knowledge 
and shared without any practice as the reader can 
find personally on the website (Wikipedia, 2008). 
Almost every prehistoric culture (Neolithic, pot-
tery cultures, etc.) is identified with the use of 
such a conversion.

In the scope of the present article, it is impos-
sible to present an extended classification of the 
possible types of knowledge and of tacit knowl-

edge. I would like to mention only that, besides 
two pairs of already mentioned criteria, there are 
other possible:

• the conscious/unconscious vs. tacit 
knowledge,

• intuition vs. tacit knowledge,
• hermeneutical conditions of understanding 

vs. tacit knowledge,
• actual and potential knowledge vs. tacit 

knowledge,
• explicit and implicit knowledge vs. tacit 

knowledge.

Without the recognition of these other types 
(and many sub-types) of knowledge and tacit 
knowledge, it is impossible to create effective 
theories of knowledge creation. It is obvious 
now that there is not only one general method 
of sharing tacit knowledge, and not the only one 
model of transitions between tacit knowledge and 
(corresponding) knowledge.

It is also possible to inquire different types of 
knowledge: mathematical, physical, historical, 
biological etc., and to detect what I call the her-
meneutical horizon (cf. Król, 2007a). For instance, 
in the hermeneutical horizon for mathematics, 
all possible types of tacit knowledge, formulated 
with the use of the above 7 pairs of criteria, are 
present. In the hermeneutical horizon, one can 
describe the process of historical changeability 
of the relevant tacit knowledge.

CONCLUSION

A broadening of the hermeneutical horizon of 
KS and ST is proposed. The usual background of 
KS and ST is based on nominalism, materialistic 
monism, empiricism, naturalistic and evolutionary 
epistemologies. In this article, I investigate some 
consequences of the application of a non-nominal-
istic philosophy of language to the definition and 
classification of knowledge and tacit knowledge. 
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Some practical consequences for the effective 
transfer and sharing of tacit knowledge follow. It 
is also possible to consider in future work some 
other consequences of the broadening of the her-
meneutical horizon of KS that are important, for 
example, for the multimedia principle.

Every type of knowledge and science has 
relevant tacit knowledge. Therefore, to obtain im-
portant and practically valuable information about 
the process of knowledge creation, it is necessary 
to delimit the area of study to the given problem or 
science. Theories concerning “everything” are too 
general and non-effective, especially, when we are 
unaware of the existence of so many different types 
of tacit knowledge and/or using unclear concepts 
and unstable methods with (only) an “intuitive” 
methodology. There is a necessity for a formal 
collaboration regarding these problems between 
philosophy and knowledge science.

The reader can compare the content of this article 
with other classifications of tacit knowledge pre-
sented in the literature (cf. Polanyi, 1974; Nonaka, 
& Takeuchi, 1995; Clement, 1994; Wierzbicki, & 
Nakamori, 2006).

The mechanisms of sharing tacit knowledge are 
various. A very important conclusion from the above 
consideration is that there are possible the transfer, 
change and transformation of tacit knowledge into 
explicit knowledge. I described an example of such 
transition which I call conceptualization. In general, 
conceptualization is an example of what is called 
codification or articulation (of tacit knowledge). 
However, without the description of conceptual 
content of knowledge codification (articulation) 
is only a slogan. Conceptualization exemplifies 
that, and explains also how new knowledge can 
be created with the use of tacit knowledge. How-
ever, usually we consider only the transfer of tacit 
knowledge in the form of tacit knowledge only, i.e. 
the starting and the ending points of such a trans-
fer is tacit knowledge, what is totally inadequate. 
Therefore, it is not generally true that tacit knowl-
edge always must be indefinite “in words”. The 
best counterexample to this is that it is possible to 

conceptualized different types of tacit knowledge, 
i.e. to speak about tacit knowledge using explicit 
conceptualized knowledge. The explicit knowledge 
about tacit knowledge is possible.

The least efficient method of the transfer of 
tacit knowledge is informal gathering or informal 
contact without any theme. Such methods are the 
best in some situations only, as for team building. 
For the development of science, the main problem 
is to share the relevant to the given problem or 
domain tacit knowledge and to make it possible to 
convert this tacit knowledge into conceptualized 
knowledge. Therefore, we usually organize con-
gresses, lectures, seminaries on the given problem 
or theme. Also, informal contacts are effective only 
when the relevant tacit knowledge is shared. But 
how to explain the apparent effectiveness of such 
informal networks which seems to manifest itself 
in some experimental data?

These data simply show that, for the develop-
ment of science, free discussion and open rational 
critique together with not officially “tied up” 
contacts are necessary. Real science and knowl-
edge grow only in freedom and in opposition to 
the apparent irrational authorities for which only 
“power” is knowledge.
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ENDNOTES

1  Epistemology (from Greek ἐπιστήμη - 
episteme-, “knowledge, science” + λόγος, 
“logos”) or theory of knowledge is the 
branch of philosophy concerned with the 
nature and scope (limitations) of knowl-
edge. It addresses the questions: What is 
knowledge? How is knowledge acquired? 
What do people know? How do we know 
what we know? Why do we know what we 
know?; cf. (Wikipedia, 2009a).

2  Cf. for instance (Wikipedia, 2009b).
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ABSTRACT

The research on which this chapter is based moni-
tors the evolution of IT innovations and their ef-
fect on human emotions, including longitudinal 
influential factors, and examines some of the 
resulting syndromes, which are termed Computer 
Fear Syndrome (CFS) and User Alienation Syn-
drome (UAS). The research involves an analysis 
of the empirical data derived from several case 
studies and concludes with a funnel model that 
explains appropriate management action and puts 
forward new ideas for developing knowledge 
management systems in a variety of organizations 
that may alleviate or prevent such syndromes in 
the work place.

INTRODUCTION

This comparative research depicts and explains the 
evolution of organizational innovation through the 
adoption and deployment of information systems. 
There are two cases that have been carefully and 
thoroughly investigated for years. The first is the 
M Company, one of the top two computers groups 
in Taiwan, which developed corporate publishing 
systems in 1988. The second was the C Company, 
the largest telecommunications group in Taiwan, 
which brought in knowledge management (KM) 
systems for corporate training in 2004.

There are differences in the objects and the 
objectives of innovation between the two cases. 
Technically, the corporate publishing systems are 
desktop based; relatively compact local working 
groups while the knowledge management systems 
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are web-based, with more sophisticated, boundary-
less environments. The goals of the former systems 
were to reduce labor and increase sufficiency of 
production. The purposes of the latter intended 
to share intelligence and to encourage creativity 
through collaboration. In the early days of com-
puterization, the Computer Fear Syndrome (CFS) 
was a conceptual threat while the User Alienation 
Syndrome (UAS) may be a subconscious threat 
at present.

It is worthy of note that there are more similari-
ties in the processes of innovation of the current 
case with the first case that occurred more than 
a quarter of a century ago. The fundamental cor-
porate decision setting is also the same as before. 
Management, as always, has to comply with in-
novative ideas, investment and risk at the same 
time. The goals of expected efficiency whether in 
physical profits or in mental productivity have also 
remained the same over the years. The individual 
user’s behavioral factors involved in implementa-
tion and results of innovations have also always 
needed to be identified. The organizational factors 
in management actions are worthy of constant 
re-examination. Yes, there are many intriguing, 
even novel, variables that may affect innovations, 
according to the vast body of related literature. 
However, how many of these are fundamentally 
influential?

This research attempts to reveal, by selective 
quantitative and qualitative evidence from very 
fruitful resources, which factors are changeable 
and which are likely to stay in place for a very 
long time. The author/researcher concludes with 
several statements that may be helpful for those 
who want to adopt new technology, especially, 
in acquiring knowledge management systems in 
the future. Discussion of the measurement of the 
efficiency of knowledge management or latent, 
unstructured psychological constructs have also 
been amended according to the specific require-
ments of the present. The researcher of this study 
was the Director in charge of the Innovation 

Project for the M Company and a consultant for 
the C Company.

CASE 1: M COMPANY

The Problem

Around the mid 1980’s, business began to seri-
ously consider bringing in PC-based information 
systems to replace labor intensive work.1 One 
of management’s great concerns was that of the 
Computer Fear Syndrome (CFS). CFS referred 
to computer anxiety or negative attitudes toward 
adopting computing work and predicted that 
employees with CFS would performance poorly. 
(Wu, 1995). When computers “invaded” human 
life, some researchers argued as to whether the 
computer was “a threat or a promise?” (Cherry, 
1971) They thought that senior persons or novices 
who were used to a traditional work environment 
would express negative attitudes towards comput-
ers. If they began to learn computing tasks, they 
would be slower and make more errors than new 
employees. The Fear Syndrome, generated by an 
anxiety of failure, might also limit their perfor-
mance. (Caldeira &Ward, 2001) (Shneiderman, 
1980). So, management had two choices: First, 
if the CFS did widely exist; they would have to 
recruit new, young employees and let the current 
workers go. Second, if the CFS did not really cause 
significant harm, they would need to provide train-
ing programs for current employees and educate 
them about the EUC environment.

The CFS was also cautiously perceived and 
discussed in Taiwan. Hung and Xu (1988), based 
on a survey of government organizations, found 
that staff employees who reported themselves as 
having the CFS was 20%. However, the range of 
the CFS that was recognized and evaluated by 
supervisors was bewilderingly greater, from 4.4% 
to 48.2%. Since the evidence was inconclusive, the 
reaction of different companies varied. The pub-
lishing business used to be a highly labor intensive 
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industry, and was interested in computerization. 
(Bjorn-Andersen, Earl, Holst & Blunden, 1982) 
(Young, 1988). Thus, the U Company, one of the 
top two publishing companies in Taiwan, was the 
first one to launch the computerized publishing 
process around 1985. (Boldt, 1987) It decided to 
hire a brand new crew to learn the EUC process 
and to work for the Department of Typesetting 
and Composition.

It did not even bother to ask current employees 
if they wanted to change. Because of this decision, 
the U Company had to transfer current employees 
to other jobs, such as security, or to pay for their 
layoffs. Obviously, the cost of this policy was 
enormously expensive. There were, and are, not 
many companies that could afford to make such 
a move. (Wu, 1984b, 1984a). The M Company 
made a different decision.

Case Description

The M Company was one of the top two computers 
groups in Taiwan whose business covered systems 
integration, PC manufacturing, distribution and 
other related information services. The H Com-
pany was one of the M Company’s subsidiaries 
and ran business in cultural and educational 
fields. It published a magazine on computers, pro-
vided computer training programs, and ran media 
campaigns for its clients. In 1987, the Board of 
Directors of the M Company determined to spin 
off the H Company and let it extend its business 
independently. The researcher, who used to be the 
Vice Director of the Computerization Project of 
the U Company, was invited to become the Chief 
Executive of the H Company and took responsibil-
ity for the H Company’s innovations.

The researcher proposed that the M Company 
and the H Company work together to develop 
Desktop Publishing (DTP) Systems for the H 
Company’s operation. The idea was that if the new 
systems were to be successful in meeting the H 
Company’s mission requirements, it would create 

a new DTP total solution and initiate a new market 
of corporate/personal publishing. (Wu, 1985).

Examining the U Company’s experience, its 
computerization design could be categorized as 
a “Simulation Model” that maintained the con-
ventional organization and kept both its Editorial 
Department and Composition Department. The 
publishing processes had remained the same; the 
writers and editors stayed on, using old forms of 
manual operation. Compared to the U Company, 
the H Company’s design was a “Reengineering 
Model” that altered all processes and entirely 
removed the Composition Department. It was 
expected that the writers/editors would cover 
writing, typesetting, page design and composition 
at the same time.

This project also wanted to answer the fol-
lowing questions:

1.  How can we measure the evaluation of the 
innovation of DTP?

2.  What is the extended evidence of the CFS 
on IT innovation?

3.  What are the factors that may affect the IT 
innovation?

An academic research project was designed 
and conducted along with the Product Planning 
Project. (Wu, 1995)

Methodology

Overview

We examined the idea of User Psychology that 
attempted to establish theories on computer users 
in the early days of the birth of the PC. It presented 
a distinct field of the “Human Aspects of Com-
puting” Study both in computer and management 
sciences after the 1980’s. (Moran, 1981) (Ramsey, 
1979). Researchers have observed plenty of 
variables that might affect, even determine users’ 
behavior. Among them, Newell’s (1972) user’s 
behavior formula and Moran’s (1981) follow up 
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especially drew our attention. After a thorough and 
careful discussion, we chose two sets of dependent 
variables (DV) to evaluate the efficiency of DTP. 
Since time and errors were always employed as 
users’ performance indicators by information 
systems designers (Card, Moran & Newell 1980; 
Shneiderman, 1979; Walther & O’Neil, 1974), one 
set of DVs was users’ Performance measured by 
their work efficiency (speed) and quality (errors) 
on specific assignments. The second set of DVs 
was users’ Adoption Behavior measured by their 
psychological acceptance and practice preference.

In practice, we had tested many independent 
variables (IDV) and demographic variables. Many 
of them contributed little influence on the DV. For 
this reason, we ruled out those variables in this 
final report. We kept two, which are also commonly 
recognized by previous researchers, for delibera-
tion. These IDVs were users’ knowledge (about 
the system) and users’ motivation (to participate 
in the innovation). In order to observe the CFS, 
we designed a quasi-experiment to compare the 
performance of current employees with that of 
new users.

Quasi-Experiment Design

This DTP was developed from September 1987 
and was launched in August 1988. Then, the fol-
lowing quasi-experiment design was summarized 
as Table 1. A group of seventeen employees of 
the Editorial Department of the M Company was 
designated to be the quasi-experimental group, 

as Group E. Two control groups with the same 
number of persons as Group E were comprised 
of college students who had no past experience of 
traditional publishing. Students from computers 
and information departments were assigned to 
Group C, while students from liberal arts depart-
ments were in Group A. All groups took the same 
training courses and same tests before and after 
training. Word processing (WP) and desk top 
publishing (DTP) were defined as the core tasks 
of the computing work. All groups’ performances 
were measured by a final assignment at the end 
of the training program. Users would be required 
to input and compose two scripts into one sec-
tion using a specified layout with WP and DTP. 
In spelling languages, to input alphabet does not 
sound a problem, but it requires certain special 
skills to input Chinese characters. It was also 
more difficult to compose page layout at that time.

Measurement

Performance was measured by users’ speed and 
errors during their final assignment. WP speed 
was measured by average words typed during 
test times. DTP’s speed was measured by minutes 
required for finishing the task. Error was measured 
by wrong operations during the whole task.

Users’ knowledge was measured by a “UKAT” 
test, which was designed by the Technical 
Advisory Committee of this Project and modi-
fied by pilot studies, with an internal reliability 
Alpha =.4817. Users’ motivation was measured 

Table 1. Summary of the Quasi-experiment Design 

Pretest Training Posttest Online Work Evaluation

Time Sep.1988- 
Feb.1989

Mar.1989- 
Nov.1989

Group E, C, A E, C, A E, C, A E E

Measurement Knowledge 
Motivation

Performance 
1. WP
2. DTP
Acceptance 
Preference

Innovation Experience 
1. By scorers 
2. By users
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by “MLS” psychometric scales, tested by pilot 
studies, with an internal reliability Alpha =.7419.

In-Depth Personal Interview

This procedure recorded users’ points of view 
from their self-report. Each user of the three 
groups was interviewed after the final assignment 
to reveal their attitude change of acceptance for 
and preference of the new DTP, or of and for the 
old manual tools. Group E was interviewed again 
six months after their online work. Three scales 
and questionnaires were employed:

• Acceptance scales: with internal reliability 
Alpha =.7558.

• Preference scales: with internal reliability 
Alpha =.6812.

• Innovation Project questionnaires: overall 
opinions about users’ CFS, attitude change, 
and innovation experience in open-ended 
form, only for Group E.

Participant Observation 
and Scorer Evaluation

This method provided the researcher’s point of 
view and evaluation on users’ behaviors. The 

researcher and an associate, who was the Admin-
istrative Manager of the M Company, worked 
together to observe and score Group E users’ 
adoption by structured scales. The observation 
period, according to the Innovation Theory, was 
divided into two stages. Stage 1 was before the 
end of training. Stage 2 was six months after the 
online work.

Scorer reliability of stage 1 was.7550 (p<.001) 
and stage 2 was.7214 (p<.001). One employee in 
Group E left the M Company and became a miss-
ing subject in Stage 2. Another employee became 
a contract freelancer, but was still included in 
this research.

Main Result

General Description

Speed Performance varied widely. Performance of 
errors made no significant variation. Acceptance 
was above merely good. Preference was in favor 
of the transition to computing work.

Users’ knowledge was barely moderate. Moti-
vation was around the very high level (see Table 2).

Table 2. Description of Case 1 

Variable Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum N

WP speed 559.88 570.61 88.00 3600.00 51

WP errors 1.04 1.74 0.0 10.00 51

DTP speed 107.37 46.38 10.00 171.00 51

DTP errors 3.57 1.75 0.0 9.00 51

Acceptance 73.35 13.67 36.00 100.00 51

Preference 72.49 17.46 0.0 100.00 51

Knowledge 55.24 19.61 0.0 96.00 51

Motivation 84.88 9.46 69.00 100.00 51

Innovation of Group E

By Scorers 78.06 8.47 63.75 89.06 16

By Users 73.44 15.26 37.50 100.00 16
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WP Performance

Speed
Employees were much better than students. The 
average speed (words per hour) of Group E was 
1101.88, while Group C was 282.76, and Group A 
was 295.00. Significant difference was found with 
ANOVA (see Table 3). Table 4 showed that high 
knowledge (817.42) was better than low (330.96). 
Motivation made no difference. Further contrast 
analysis found that both high knowledge and high 
motivation would produce the best performance.

Errors
No difference was found in any user factors.

DTP Performance

Speed
Employees were still the best and Group C was 
better than Group A. The average speed of Group E 
was 56.94, while Group C was 111.06, and Group 
A was 154.12. Significant differences among 
groups were found with ANOVA (see Table 5) 

and its further contrast. Table 6 showed that high 
knowledge (74.58) was better than low (136.52). 
Motivation made no difference.

Errors
No difference was found from any user factors.

Acceptance and Preference

The acceptance was mildly high. There was no 
main effect between groups, but an interaction 
between knowledge and motivation was found. 
Further covariance analysis found that users with 
high motivation and high knowledge produced 
high acceptance, while high motivation and low 
knowledge produced low acceptance. Users 
generally preferred the new computing work. 
There was statistical difference between groups, 
but the individual difference was greater. Users 
with high knowledge had a positive relationship 
between acceptance and preference, while those 
with low knowledge did not.

Table 3. ANOVA: WP speed by user roles 

Source of Variation Sum of Squares DF Mean Square F Signif. of F

Between Groups 7492254.47 2 3746127.24 20.46 0.00

Within Groups 8787432.82 48 183071.52

Total 16279687.29 50 325593.75

Table 4. ANOVA: WP speed by knowledge and motivation 

Source of Variation Sum of Squares DF Mean Square F Signif. of F

Main Effects 3473491.54 2 1736745.77 6.65 0.00

Knowledge 2398468.87 1 2398468.87 9.18 0.00

Motivation 466807.04 1 466807.04 1.79 0.19

2-way Interactions 528318.25 1 528318.23 2.02 0.16

Explained 4001809.77 3 1333936.59 5.11 0.00

Residual 12277877.53 47 261231.44

Total 16279687.29 50 325593.75
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Innovation Experience

Scorer Evaluation
Both scorers’ evaluations were coherent with the 
results of the quasi-experiment. In Stage 1, users 
shared a slightly positive attitude towards comput-
ing work with no clear CFS. In Stage 2, after users 
got used to computing work, there was little CFS. 
Some of the users expressed an attitude change 
in favor of computing, while the others kept the 
same attitude as they had had before Stage 2. No 
one expressed a worse attitude toward computing 
than they had started out with.

Self-Report
38% users responded that their attitudes had 
changed; the remaining 62% kept the same atti-
tude they had had. 31% of users changed from a 
mutual attitude to a positive one. They explained 
that they did not realize the complete advantages 
of computing during the training period until they 
were very familiar with the new tools. One user, 
who went from a positive attitude to a neutral, said 
that she lost her curiosity toward computing when 
the work became routine. Three users always kept 

indifferent attitudes, while seven were in favor of 
computing from the beginning to the end. 94% of 
users reported that they had interest in computing, 
and 80% of them were very interested in it. One 
user said that she “got to do what I got to do.” 
although she was not interested in computing.

During the innovation process, 81% users had 
met with difficulties; 38% users were not totally 
satisfied with their work yet. There were some 
existing problems, but no obvious CFS. Four us-
ers preferred the old manual operation in certain 
periods of Stage 1. When the entire project had 
been completed, every user stated that they would 
choose computing work.

Reflection

Evaluation of the Innovation

It is very difficult to formulate an overall, quantita-
tive and qualitative, evaluation for a management 
policy. (Kaplan & Norton, 1996, 1993, 1992) 
However, a financial report might reveal some 
solid evidence. After the analysis of the increase 
of investment in systems and the decrease of the 

Table 5. ANOVA: DTP speed by user roles 

Source of Variation Sum of Squares DF Mean Square F Signif. of F

Between Groups 80614.28 2 40307.13 71.76 0.00

Within Groups 26959.64 48 561.66

Total 107573.92 50 2151.48

Table 6. ANOVA: DTP speed by knowledge and motivation

Source of Variation Sum of Squares DF Mean Square F Signif. of F

Main Effects 49080.76 2 24540.38 19.72 0.00

Knowledge 44846.76 1 44846.76 36.05 0.00

Motivation 341.41 1 341.41 .274 0.60

2-way Interactions 31.60 1 31.60 .025 0.87

Explained 49112.35 3 16370.78 13.16 0.00

Residual 58461.57 47 1243.86

Total 107573.92 50 2151.48
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human labor cost and manual overhead, the an-
nual accounting statement indicated the cost of 
production had been cut by 28%. Furthermore, 
the production period had been shortened by 
41%. These results provided more flexible time to 
accept business opportunities; therefore, revenue 
amazingly increased by 82%. These facts can be 
considered as a significant testament to the ef-
ficiency of the innovations.

CFS: Not a Real Threat

The concern of CFS did not appear in this case 
study. The current employees had done much 
better than the other two control groups in every 
aspect. It seemed it was all right to count on the 
current employees. A slight attitude change in favor 
of innovation was found among employees and 
no one presented negative attitudes. Employees 
produced significantly successful performances 
and healthy mental adoptions to the innovation. 
Past experience did not seem to be a barrier to 
the management’s innovation policy. If there 
was a real task goal, if the employees wanted to 
stay, “they got to do what they got to do”, one 
interviewee pointed out.

Other Factors May Affect 
the IT Innovation

What were the main user factors that would affect 
user behavior regarding IT innovation? Users’ 
knowledge was the key factor to performance. 
The statistics showed that people with higher 
knowledge of computers produced significantly 
better accomplishments than people with lower 
knowledge. It would be a good idea to continu-
ously provide onsite training for employees. User 
motivation seemed not to be a factor in this study, 
though it was many previous researchers’ major 
concern. (Chintakovid, 2009; Rantapuska, 2002; 
Stanton, Mastrangelo, Stam & Jolton, 2004). It 
should be pointed out that users in this study were 
relatively young. There is a theoretical possibility 

that age could be correlated to motivation that only 
affects older persons. Further research might be 
useful in clearing up this matter. As almost always 
happens in reality, the new system was defined 
and selected by the management in business. The 
employees did not have much say about it before 
the deployment of the new system. Evidence from 
the open-ended interviews showed that the new 
system’s usability would affect user’s productivity. 
This might support the idea to include a couple 
of end users into the decision group during the 
design and introduction period of the innovation.

CASE 2: C COMPANY

The Problem

In the late 1990’s, the concept of “Knowledge 
management (KM)” burst into the business 
world with overwhelming force. There were two 
approaches to explain the practice of KM. The 
first placed KM as a new design of process and 
environment that emphasized to “share” and solve 
specific questions, especially in unstructured 
domain knowledge. (Hoffman, 1999; Nonaka, 
1994; Ruggles, 1998) The second claimed that 
KM was a new look at information systems, 
decision support systems, data management and 
the use of the internet, even though it was a com-
bination of recycled concepts. (Spiegler, 2000) 
The KM systems in this case were the first type 
rather than the second type information systems 
for daily operations. Whether KM is a marketing 
campaign promoted by IT providers, such as the 
enthusiastic Microsoft, or not, it triggered a tidal 
wave that saw business everywhere beginning to 
install KM information systems. (Alavi, 1999; 
Grant, 1996). After almost two decade’s experi-
ence, management did not worry about the CFS 
or resistance from the employees. However, un-
like production and/or management information 
systems where there are physical indicators to 
evaluate the efficiency, it is much more difficult 
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to measure the accomplishment of KM systems. 
Management needed to know what the efficiency 
of knowledge innovation was. (Hawryszkiewycz, 
1999; Huber, 1991). C Company was one of the 
first large businesses to launch KM systems in 
Taiwan.

Case Description

The C Company used to be a governmental mo-
nopoly agency that regulated, provided and sold 
all telecommunications goods and services. It 
did not transform into a governmentally-funded 
business entity until 1996. The C Company was, 
and is the single dominant telecom provider in 
Taiwan and has continuously reaped high profits. 
Since it still virtually controlled the whole national 
information infrastructure and network backbone, 
all other competitors worked, more or less, as its 
clients. The T Institute is an important division 
of the C Company and takes the responsibility 
for training, testing for professions, testing for 
certificates, production and publishing of train-
ing materials, copyrights and circulation. Most 
employees of the T Institute are tutors with MA or 
even Ph.D. degree. They belong to three teaching 
fields: cable telecom, mobile telecom, and data 
telecom. The T Institute has three branches that are 
located in different regions of Taiwan. Since the T 
Institute has played the role as the “brain” of the 
C Company, management decided to deploy the 
new KM systems in the T Institute from 2000. In 
2003, a midrange manager wanted to investigate 
the efficiency of the KM systems and initiated a 
survey project. During this time, the researcher 
was invited to be the consultant to this Project.

This Project intended to explore the follow-
ing issues:

1.  A measurable evaluation of the innovation 
of KM.

2.  An analysis of the users’ performance on 
KM.

3.  What factors may affect the innovation of 
KM.

This Project was designed and conducted 
during 2004.

Methodology

Overview

We entered relevant keywords into several famous 
databases including Science Direct on Site, JS-
TOR, ACM Digital Library, Academic Research 
Library, ABI Global, IEEE database and Google 
Scholar, and we found little useful literature that 
directly answered our concerns. There were many 
papers that gave advice on matters prior to KM, 
or how to establish KM systems. (Kanter, 1999; 
King, Marks & McCoy, 2002; Nonaka, 1994) 
(Ruggles, 1998; Vail, 1999) On the other hand, 
there were few research projects that monitored 
the efficiency of the KM systems with empiri-
cal studies. Brancheau et al. (1993) introduced 
a 2+2 EUC management model that was based 
on a comprehensive literature analysis. The two 
focal components of this model are the organiza-
tion level and the individual level. The first level 
focuses on strategy, technology, and management 
action. The second level considers users, tasks, 
tools and personal actions. The other two parts of 
this model are antecedents (i.e. context factors) 
and consequences (i.e. outcome factors) of users’ 
work. The four components are not independent, 
but interconnected and dominate the practice of 
management innovation. This model and other 
studies correlated with our previous study in 1988 
to a degree. However, we wanted to detect the 
factor of “management action” for this project, 
although it was a factor that was very difficult 
to measure.

Most previous studies measured “management 
action” (or other managerial concepts) by attitude 
questionnaires that we were not fully satisfied 
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with. We believed that there was not much insight 
to be gained from the following type of dialogue:

“Do you agree with the importance of manage-
ment’s action?”

“Yes, I agree.”

“How much do you agree? Agree? Or strongly 
agree?”

“Strongly agree.”

Thus, we attempted to discover more qualita-
tive data to interpret the influence of “management 
action” later on. Since the efficiency of KM (DV) 
was quite conceptual, we decided to use multiple 
ways of evaluating the innovation of KM. The 
former four observations were the efficiency of 
users’ behavior. The last was a self-report scale to 
reflect users’ attitude. The five methods we chose 
to use were as follows.

1.  Employee’s adoption: whether the inter-
viewees had used the KM systems or not;

2.  Applications that the users had processed 
on the KM systems;

3.  Contents that the users shared with others 
through the KM systems;

4.  Collaborations with others that the users 
had achieved specific goals with via the KM 
systems;

5.  A scale of users’ attitudes toward the ef-
ficiency of KM systems.

Again, we tried to investigate many IDVs and 
found that most of them did not play fundamental 
roles. This Project, concurrently with Case 1, em-
phasizes that the two most important IDVs were 
users’ knowledge (about the system) and users’ 
motivation (to participate in the innovation). An 
add-on IDV was management action.

Survey Design

There were a total of 93 tutors from three branches 
of the T Institute. Therefore, we determined to 
interview every tutor. A dedicated interviewer was 
trained and he travelled to every branch of the T 
Institute to complete interpersonal surveys. He 
had to make appointments with the interviewees 
who might not be available when he visited. No 
interviewee was to be excluded unless the inter-
viewee refused to respond to the survey in person.

Measurement

Employee’s adoption, users’ applications, shared 
contents, and collaboration were recorded by the 
facts, including the interviewees’ real behavior. 
Users’ attitude toward the efficiency of KM sys-
tems was measured by “EKS” scales that covered 
curricula, teaching tools and teaching methods. 
The internal reliability Alpha with after measure-
ment purification was.9790. Users’ knowledge was 
measured by the modified “UKAT” test, which 
was designed by the Technical Advisory Com-
mittee of this Project, with an internal reliability 
(after measurement purification) Alpha =.8799. 
This test contained two subsets. One was for 
knowledge of KM, and the other was for how to 
use the T Institute’s KM systems to accomplish 
various tasks. Users’ motivation was measured by 
the modified “MLS” psychometric scales with an 
internal reliability (after measurement purifica-
tion) Alpha =.9686. These scales also included 
two subsets. One was for personal motivation, and 
the other was for interactive motivation should 
employees wish to share their knowledge through 
the KM systems.

Main Result

General Description

Sixty two (73%) of the total ninety three employees 
responded to this survey. The results were very 
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informative; over one third of the interviewees had 
never used the KM systems for more than three 
years. All statistical means of the three factual 
measurements, which reflected the efficiency of 
users’ behaviors, were under mid-points. Even the 
efficiency reported by the interviewees was a mod-
erate 64.12 on a 100-point scale. Users’ knowledge 
of KM was medium high, while the knowledge in 
using the installed KM systems was a little less 
than mid-level. Motivation, whether personal or 
interactive, was moderate. (See Table 7).

Adoption

The total adoption rate barely reached 62.9%. 
There was no difference found between inter-
viewees’ knowledge levels and motivation lev-
els. However, there was a significant difference 
(P<.01) between the locations of the branches. 
The percentage of adoption at the northern branch 
reached 79.3% while the central branch was 33.3% 
and the southern branch was 66.7%. The north-
ern branch was located in Taipei, the capital of 
Taiwan. The southern branch was in Kaohsiung, 
the second largest metropolitan area in Taiwan.

Users’ Applications, Shared 
Contents, and Collaborations

All of these three indicators were poor sources 
of significant data. No correlations were found 
between users’ knowledge levels and motivation 
levels.

Efficiency in Attitude

Significant differences were found both in 
knowledge and interactive motivation. The higher 
knowledge level (69.42) reported better efficiency 
than the lower knowledge level (58.66). The higher 
interactive motivation level (70.63) reported better 
efficiency than the lower interactive motivation 
level (58.66).

Personal Motivation and Age

In the previous case study, we wondered if there 
was an interaction between motivation and age 
that had not been revealed in the Case 1. We found 
positive evidence in this case that personal mo-
tivation and age did produce an interaction with 
the efficiency in attitude. In further contrast, age 
indicated that older users with lower personal 
motivation would report lower efficiency than 

Table 7. Description of Case 2 

Variable Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum Percentage N

Adoption 
Yes 
No

 
62.9% 
37.1%

68

Applications 0.3852 0.2432 0.25 1.00 39

Shared Contents 0.3980 0.24 0 1.00 39

Collaborations 15.3276 11.6456 0 33.33 39

Efficiency in Attitude 64.12 14.93 17 86 38

Knowledge 
KM 
KM systems

 
75.3676 
46.37

 
24.6213 
20.29

 
25.00 
0

 
100.00 
86.67

68

Motivation 
Personal 
Interactive

 
64.0556 
60.29

 
14.09 
15.53

 
21.67 
24.29

 
100.00 
87.14

39
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younger users, while there was no age difference 
factor in the high personal motivation level. (See 
Table 10)

Reflection

Evaluation of the Innovation

Though the attitude scales were widely applied 
in similar studies, we were not comfortable with 
depending solely on the self-reports. Thus, we 
employed four more methods to collect sub-
stantial behavioral data. Although the efficiency 
reported by the users’ attitudes was moderately 
above average, all the other four factual and be-
havioral data were much lower than the mid-level. 
It would be a fair judgment to conclude that the 
accomplishment of these KM systems was poor 

and that the efficiency of the innovation was not 
truly successful.

UAS: the Comeback of 
the Deviance of CFS

This case implied a potential User Alienation 
Syndrome (UAS) that might be a variant of CFS. 
None of the employees feared computers. On the 
contrary, they were an elite group; they were tu-
tors and taught specific topics about computers. 
However, more than one third of the interviewees 
had never touched the KM systems. It is a fact that 
the User Alienation Syndrome did exist. And, this 
might not be a single case phenomenon! In another 
non-systematic observation, it was found that there 
was a nationwide project that subsidized some 
awarded academic organizations to install KM 
systems. There was an assessment that required 

Table 8. ANOVA: efficiency in attitude by knowledge 

Source of Variation Sum of Squares DF Mean Square F Signif. of F

Between Groups 1013.24 1 1013.24 5.47 0.03

Within Groups 6295.33 34 185.16

Total 7308.57 35

Table 9. ANOVA: efficiency in attitude by interactive motivation 

Source of Variation Sum of Squares DF Mean Square F Signif. of F

Between Groups 1787.16 1 1787.16 9.96 0.00

Within Groups 6459.96 36 179.44

Total 8247.11 37

Table 10. ANOVA: efficiency in attitude by personal motivation and age 

Source of Variation Sum of Squares DF Mean Square F Signif. of F

Personal Motivation 1668.37 1 1668.37 17.96 0.00

Age 353.18 1 353.18 3.80 0.06

Interactions 867.76 1 867.76 9.34 0.01

Residual 2694.26 29 92.91

Total 146661.64 33
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every user to process at least two sharing activities, 
such as to initiate a topic, to respond to a ques-
tion, to post a document and so on, per month. It 
ended up with many users asking assistants to run 
anything, whether relevant or irrelevant, on the 
KM systems. Usability might be a factor, but not 
a very influential one. According to the Case 1 in 
1988, the usability of the DTP systems had to be 
recognized as “Very Weak” by today’s technical 
standards. However, all employees had worked 
very hard on the systems. The User Alienation 
Syndrome might result from the interaction of 
systems’ characteristics and human nature.

The goal of production and/or management 
is to produce while the goal of KM systems is 
to share. Users had to use the former systems to 
survive and make their living, while users were 
quite free to choose if they wanted to use the 
KM systems to make a dream of their own come 
true. Human nature, the largest part of it, tends 
toward a convenient, simple and easy life. Most 
of a job’s duties are normal, stable and routine. 
Sophisticated employees have already learned a 
solution to deal with their daily, on-the-job opera-
tions. Especially for tenured employees and those 
who worked for very profitable companies, users 
have little reason to bother themselves to look 
for real breakthroughs, much less to conduct a 
revolutionary battle. The UAS seems to reflect 
an inborn structure in human nature. One is not 
able to force employees to use KM systems. All 
incentives or regulations, such as two posts per 
month, might be in vain after all. The KM systems 
might be only for the people who stand beyond the 
three standard deviations of the normal distribu-
tion of human nature.

Management Action

Though many previous studies have concluded 
“corporate resource” was the main factor that 
decided the success of information systems adop-
tion, (Caldeira & Ward, 2001) we deduced that 
the success of an innovation mostly depends on 

the users. Furthermore, we also found traces of 
evidence that management takes the responsibility 
for the quality of innovation.

During the survey of this case, we recorded 
some heuristic facts as follows:

Management decisions can be made on loose 
ground. ”There were two reasons that the head-
quarters of the C Company decided to bring in 
the KM systems. First, it was a novel issue in 
2000. Second, they could afford to do it” stated 
a senior midrange manager who was involved in 
the original planning. Though the Director of the 
T Institute approved the maintenance fee every 
year, he himself had never been involved in the 
development of these KM systems. The Director 
defined this survey project as a voluntary and 
internal opinion exchange instead of the official 
assessment that was originally purposed after 
much planning. In fact, the Director considered 
this position as one “shift” in his career. He was 
waiting for the opportunity to get promoted and 
go back to Headquarters. All the evidence and 
inferences showed that the Director was not truly 
interested and did not include the KM systems 
into his priority schedule.

Case 1 of the M Company is a very good 
comparison. The researcher used to be the Vice-
Director of the innovation project of the U Com-
pany. Though he held a high position, he was still a 
relatively young Ph.D. student then. Consequently, 
the U Company took external advisers’ suggestions 
to establish a “simulation” system environment 
concerned with CFS, and dropped his proposal 
for a “reengineering” model. Afterwards, he was 
invited to the M Company and realized his plan 
to develop totally different DTP systems from 
the U Company. Eight years after the researcher 
left his position; the U Company shut down its 
“simulation” department and returned to a “re-
engineering” environment. It thus paid double 
cost in human resources, facilities, and wasted a 
considerable amount of time. Back in the 1980s, 
the U Company was protected by an old charter 
law and was able to generate easy revenue.
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Without this law, any deficit was very difficult 
to recover from. The successful experience of the 
M Company most likely indicates that dedicated 
executive management does make a difference. It 
also seemed, according to the T Company and U 
Company’ experiences, that management of easily 
profitable companies often makes expensive and 
inefficient decisions.

CROSS EXAMINATION 
AND CONCLUSION

Evolution

This quarter-century long evolution of systems 
development is summarized in Table 11.

The researcher suggested a “Funnel Model” 
to conclude how the “Management Action” affects 
systems’ development and efficiency.

At the beginning and pre-planning stage, there 
are a lot of influential factors:

1.  The corporate culture: How to react, or pro-
act to external change.

2.  The top management’s interest and attention.

3.  Available technology and choices.
4.  The size of investment, related resources 

and future overhead.
5.  The expected efficiency.
6.  The internal institution: How the corporation 

implements a project.

The above factors form a wide range, which 
is the top opening of the funnel, and interact with 
each other. However, when the project is entering 
the practice stage, there is only one determinative 
and determinant exit of the funnel left. The last 
factor will be who the executive management in 
charge of the project is.

Revolution?

An ideal theory is that a rational knowledge pro-
cess can complement human insufficiency. In the 
real world, not many people want to admit to their 
insufficiency. An expected goal is that a sharing 
environment can trigger human creativity. In real-
ity, most people want to stay on the same track 
instead of go crazily off in search of innovation. 
Therefore, the researcher proposed some different 

Table 11. A summary of the evolution of systems development 

Production/Management Systems Knowledge management Systems

Operation Daily based Initiative project based

Support Labor Intelligence

Main Activity Work Share

Goal to Deal with Routines Creativity

Usability for Individual Collaboration

Efficiency Evaluated Significantly Successful Inconclusive

Challenge CFS:
Not found in this case

UAS:
Maybe a latent threat

Users’ Knowledge Core factor Core factor

Users’ Motivation Not significant in this case Core factor

Management Action Funnel Model: 
The executive management of the project

Other Factors Did not play core roles in these two cases
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(revolutionary?) ideas for the deployment of KM 
systems in the future.

For Employees vs. For 
Special Interest Groups

Many KM systems we have seen were developed 
for “all” employees who belonged to the same 
functional division. It has ended up with the use 
of systems becoming just another form of “paper-
work”. The systems designer may reconsider such 
an environment useful only for special interest 
groups and “qualified members”. This idea might 
also promote the image of KM as elitist.

KM Systems vs. KM Community

Many KM systems designers began with the 
point of view of “systems analysis and design” 
and assumed that there was a “common user” 
with “common requirements”. Designers often 
unconsciously set up a fixed interaction framework 
for users during the deployment of their systems. 
We might drop the approach of “KM systems” 
and think about the idea of “KM community” 
instead. The idea is that we do not bother the 
shared database and the common usability; we 
provide an autonomous place for members to use. 
The sharing process works as if we are going to 
visit a neighbor’s virtual house. He does not live 
in a dormitory and he has something fantastic in 
his study waiting for us. Thus, the researcher has 
initiated the concept of “Member-Driven” design 
to compare with the popular model-driven, data-
driven designs.

Internal KM vs. External KM

Many companies established KM systems for, and 
limited to, internal employees because there might 
be a lot of confidential information in the shared 
database. However, if we recognize that the fun-
damental purpose of KM is to share, to accelerate 
imagination, and to work out innovations together, 

we might open the fence and link to external KM 
communities. Both “Member-driven” and “Ex-
ternal KM” will create technical problems such 
as the integrity of database, the management of 
redundant data, and data security, etc. However, it 
might be worthy trying to resolve these problems, 
if we want to discover the passion for knowledge 
that is deeply buried in human nature.

METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES

Brancheau et al. (1993) criticized the fact that 
evaluation and review of information systems had 
almost totally relied on self-report questionnaires. 
They recommended other approaches such as case 
studies, experimental designs, and longitudinal 
methods to solve more problems and to validate 
earlier findings. They also stated that they were 
still limited by the scope of the existing research. 
They attempted to describe a comprehensive pro-
file; however, all of the literature and experiences 
available to them were from North America, and 
they lacked research reports from Asia and Europe. 
They suggested that new research design will be 
promising. Studies conducted outside the USA 
are expected to assist in creating a worldwide 
scope of research.

The researcher indeed agreed with their com-
ments. We designed several behavioral measure-
ments to collect substantial data along with the 
self-report attitude scales, and took a year’s time 
to depict each case. The comparative results also 
suggested that the self-report questionnaires 
method might produce higher optimistic evalua-
tions than exist in reality.

LIMITATIONS AND 
FUTURE RESEARCH

Owing to the variants of the definition, the KM 
systems that were employed in daily operation 
might not fit the discussion of this case study. 
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This research could provide some experience in 
Taiwan, and might assist in building a worldwide 
theory and cross-cultural perspective on systems, 
especially KM systems development. Most of 
fast developing countries (such as PRC) are 
bound to go through the evolution trace of the 
new IT innovation. Research of this field with 
the international point of view is recommended 
and expected in the future.
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Computing (EUC) environment.
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INTRODUCTION

The development of Internet technologies and 
Web 2.0 has created tremendous opportunities 
for Knowledge Management (KM) (Johnston 
2008). Among the new directions of KM, cus-
tomer knowledge management and social software 
have gained growing interests from both business 
practitioners and academic researchers.

Customer Knowledge Management (CKM) 
refers to the management of organizational knowl-
edge residing on the customer side. Different from 
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) and 
general KM, CKM assumes the five basic styles: 
prosumerism, team-based co-learning, mutual in-
novation, communities of creation, and joint intel-
lectual property (Gibbert, et al. 2002). Approaches 
in marketing and CRM cannot successfully capture 

knowledge from customers, so appropriate meth-
ods of CKM have to be employed to retrieve and 
manage customer knowledge (García-Murillo & 
Annabi, 2002).

Social software can be defined as “software 
which supports, extends, or derives added value 
from human social behavior, message-boards, 
musical taste-sharing, photo-sharing, instant 
messaging, mailing lists, and social networking” 
(Coates, 2005). Social software provides essential 
support for conversational interaction between 
people or groups, for social feedback, and for 
social networks (Boyd, 2006). The typical types 
of social software are weblogs, wikis, and other 
kinds of social network services such as online 
forums and bookmark sharing. In business con-
texts, social software is normally referred as social 
and networking software used by companies to 
organize internal and external communications.

Zuopeng (Justin) Zhang
State University of New York at Plattsburgh, USA
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Companies have recently started to employ 
social software in exploiting and managing cus-
tomer knowledge. Applying social software on 
their electronic storefronts, firms can create virtual 
communities of interests for current and potential 
customers to interact with each other and share 
information and knowledge about their products 
and services. For instance, Circuit City launched 
its online forum to provide better customer experi-
ences and is currently collaborating with IBM to 
explore the application of virtual worlds to busi-
ness (CNN Money, 2006). The available social 
software technologies enable firms to implement 
different types of social software, from the very 
basic one such as electronic bulletin board to those 
with advanced features including tags, weblogs, 
wikis, etc.

Despite the growing interests in CKM and 
the important role of social software in KM, the 
fundamental relationship between CKM and social 
software is not well understood. In particular, how 
social software can be used in managing customer 
knowledge has not been explicitly studied yet. Our 
article addresses the gap. Specifically, we would 
like to answer the following research questions.

First, how can CKM be integrated into orga-
nizational KM? Prior studies have identified the 
relationship between CKM and organizational 
KM (e.g., Gibbert, et al. 2002). We view CKM 
as a component of organizational KM and would 
like to investigate the necessity and prerequisites 
to incorporate CKM into organizational KM 
processes.

Second, what kinds of support does social 
software provide for CKM? Social software as-
sumes an important role in the new generation of 
KM (Avram, 2006). In this article, we focus on 
the special type of KM, the CKM, and categorize 
different types of social software with respect to 
their supports to CKM.

Finally, how should firms apply different types 
of social software to integrate CKM with organi-
zational KM? We view CKM as a component of 
organizational KM and would like to investigate 

how social software contributes to transforming 
customer knowledge into organizational knowl-
edge, incorporating CKM into organizational 
KM processes.

The article proceeds as follows. Next sec-
tion presents the background of the research by 
reviewing related literature. The third section is 
the focus of the paper, detailing the categorization 
of CKM and support of social software for CKM. 
The fourth section discusses the future trend for 
this research and the last section concludes the 
entire article.

BACKGROUND

In this section, we present the background of our 
research by briefly reviewing prior literature with 
the focus on three related streams of research: (1) 
role of social software in knowledge management; 
(2) customer knowledge management (CKM); 
and (3) customer capital.

Recent studies have begun to investigate 
the relationships between social software and 
knowledge management, exploring the role 
of social software in creating and transmitting 
knowledge. For instance, Efimova (2005) ana-
lyzes the role of weblogs in personal knowledge 
management. Avram (2006) studies the support 
of social software for the five core knowledge 
management activities. Greenfield (2007) argues 
that social bookmarking services provide a very 
effective knowledge management platform. Chai, 
et al. (2007) categorize the revenue models of 
social software used in advertising, premium 
memberships, affiliate programs, donations, and 
merchandize sale.

CKM recently emerged as the other important 
research stream for knowledge management. 
Gibbert, et al. (2002) conceptualize the defini-
tion of CKM and suggest the five styles of CKM. 
Bueren, et al. (2004) specify the role of IT in 
CRM that integrates CKM. Rollins and Halinen 
(2005) propose a theoretical framework of CKM 
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that incorporates CRM processes. Inspired by 
an analysis of three transaction records from a 
supermarket, a bank and a telephone company, 
Rowley (2005) investigates the type of patterns 
and customer knowledge, which can be utilized 
in developing customer portfolios, new product 
development, customer service, and marketing 
promotions. Boselli, et al. (2008) explore the 
role of collaborative technologies in supporting 
and improving service processes and enhancing 
customer loyalty by identifying and describing 
certain specific patterns in service development 
processes.

Customer capital, an important element of 
intellectual capital, has become a critical asset 
for organizations and attracted a lot of attentions 
from researchers. For instance, Strack and Villis 
(2002) integrate customer capital into their value 
management framework (RAVE™) in addition to 
human capital and supplier capital and propose 
a central controlling metric for their framework. 
Duffy (2000) summarizes various factors to mea-
sure customer capital and describes the processes 
to initiate the evaluation framework for companies. 
Wang and Chang (2005) show the existence of 
cause-effect relationship among four elements 
of intellectual capital: human capital influences 
innovation capital and process capital, innovation 
capital affects process capital, process capital 
influences customer capital, and customer capital 
contributes to business performance.

Despite the growing interests in social software 
and customer knowledge management in recent 
research of knowledge management, the specific 
support of social software for CKM is not well 
understood. Prior research provides solid founda-
tions for understanding the role of social software 
in knowledge management and the unique features 
of CKM, but there lacks the research investigating 
social software and CKM jointly. Our research will 
address this gap by investigating the organizational 
strategies of implementing social software for 
firms engaging in CKM.

CUSTOMER KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT WITH 
SOCIAL SOFTWARE

This section is the focus of our article, detailing 
the strategies of managing customer knowledge 
with effective social software.

The traditional organizational knowledge 
management deals with the knowledge within or-
ganizations. The typical knowledge management 
processes include creation, storage, transfer, and 
application of organizational knowledge. Since 
CKM deals with the knowledge on customer 
side, external to organizations, CKM processes 
include the processes of acquisition, storage, 
transfer, and application of customer knowledge 
and those to merge the customer knowledge with 
organizational knowledge.

We propose to classify CKM into the follow-
ing three categories: (1) customer “knowledge 
management” (C[KM]), (2) “customer knowl-
edge” management ([CK]M), and (3) “customer 
knowledge management” ([CKM]). The first 
subset of CKM focuses on the methods or styles 
of knowledge management, the second one on 
the contents of the knowledge being managed, 
and the third one is the intersection of the first 
two subsets.

C[KM]: Customer “Knowledge 
Management”

C[KM] denotes the methods or styles of knowl-
edge management in a way specially tailored 
for customers. Specifically, C[KM] deals with 
the KM processes closely related to customers, 
both among customers themselves and between 
customers and organizations. The processes 
within customers enable them to exchange in-
formation and knowledge among themselves so 
that they can apply the obtained knowledge from 
interacting with other customers in purchasing 
goods or acquiring services. The other category 
processes the knowledge flows between custom-
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ers and organizations: (1) knowledge flows from 
organizations to customers as customers rely on 
the knowledge from organizations about their 
products and services; and (2) knowledge also 
flows from customers to organizations since or-
ganizations need the knowledge from customers 
to improve their service levels and engage in new 
product development. Note that knowledge flows 
in these processes includes not only “customer 
knowledge”, but also organizational knowledge 
that indirectly facilitates these processes. For 
instance, IT department who is responsible for 
the technology infrastructure of an organization 
may not directly involve with customers, but its 
performance may influence the level of customer 
services who regularly deal with customer.

[CK]M: “Customer 
Knowledge” Management

[CK]M describes the special type of knowledge 
management focusing on customer knowledge. 
Different from organizational knowledge, cus-
tomer knowledge has some distinctive features. 
For instance, customer knowledge is widely 
distributed within an organization, has different 
formats across different functional departments, 
and can be derived from three primary channels: 
analysis of customer data, interactions with cus-
tomers, and observation of customers (Davenport, 
2007). As it is pinpointed at dobney.com (2008), 
customer knowledge can be understood from 
the following two perspectives: (1) customers’ 
knowledge, which refers to the “collection of 
information and insight that you need to have 
to build stronger customer relationships”; and 
(2) the organizational knowledge for customers, 
representing the “collection of information and 
viewpoints that an organization has about its 
customers”. The first level of customer knowl-
edge is external to organizations, residing on 
customers’ side. Despite of its external location, 
organizations can use various methods to acquire 
customer knowledge. In contrast, the second level 

of customer knowledge resides inside organiza-
tions, referring to as the organizational knowledge 
relating to customers’ needs. For instance, cus-
tomers require the knowledge about products and 
services from organizations in order to engage in 
the activities with organizations. Finally, [CK]M 
represents a broad range of processes, methods, 
and styles of managing customer knowledge, not 
just restricting in the knowledge flows directly 
related to customers as discussed in C[KM]. For 
example, the sharing of customer knowledge 
between two functional departments also belong 
to the category of [CK]M.

[CKM]: “Customer Knowledge 
Management”

[CKM] symbolizes the particular KM processes 
for customer knowledge, which represents the 
intersection of C[KM] and [CK]M in Figure 1. 
Specifically, [CKM] includes various processes 
and methods of interacting with customers, extract-
ing knowledge from customers, and utilization of 
customer knowledge.

Having illustrated the three categories of CKM, 
we next discuss the various supports to CKM 
from major types of social software: weblogs, 
wikis, and different types of social-networking 
services that include electronic forums (Boyd, 
2005). First, social software facilitates customer 
knowledge management processes. For instance, 
electronic forums and Wikipedia enable custom-
ers to share and acquire valuable explicit knowl-
edge essential to their transactions on organiza-
tions’ e-business web sites. Social networking 
services help customers share and transfer tacit 
knowledge more easily. Second, social software 
promotes the conversions between customers’ 
explicit and tacit knowledge. Weblogs and wikis 
allow customers to efficiently record and docu-
ment their knowledge so that others can utilize it. 
Social networking services create such environ-
ment of serendipity that customers can participate 
to apply their explicit knowledge in a meaning-
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fully tacit way. Finally, social software streamlines 
the transmission of knowledge between custom-
ers and organizations. Customers interact with 
organizations through various channels. Social 
software provides another effective and efficient 
way of bonding customers with organizations. 
Forums, wikis, or social networking services 
establish communities, where customers can 
search for quick solutions without having to go 
through processes of acquiring services from 
customer representatives.

Finally, we describe how organizations can ap-
ply various types of social software in supporting 
different categories of CKM. We first show the 
focuses of different types of social software, and 
then discuss how they support different subsets 
of CKM.

As shown in Figure 2, we demonstrate four 
major types of social software (social network-
ing, forum, wiki, and weblog) against the back-
drop of two dimensions: content and process. 
A higher value on the horizontal axis implies a 
better support for documenting and transferring 
knowledge contents, while a larger value on the 
vertical axis suggests the availability of more 
features to facilitate the knowledge processes. 
Wikis and weblogs are both good at organizing 
contents and sharing documents and knowledge 
with others; wikis are more powerful because 
they allow more participants to edit contents. In 
contrast, forums and social networking are more 
versatile in streamlining the processes among 
users while having some controls on contents. 
Partially or entirely based on electronic forums, 
social networking services are more flexible and 

adaptive in supporting the communications among 
participants.

Although all types of social software can be 
useful in each category of CKM, the specific 
features emphasized by different types of social 
software allow them to provide better support for 
different categories of CKM. Table 1 summa-
rizes the primary focus of each category of CKM, 
and the major support from specific social soft-
ware. Wikis and weblogs are effective in allowing 
customers to document their knowledge for oth-
ers to use, so they are primarily valuable in [CK]
M which focuses on customer knowledge. In 
contrast, forums and social networking are more 
helpful in facilitating the processes between cus-
tomers and organizations; therefore, they are more 
beneficial for C[KM] that emphasizes the process 
aspect of CKM. Since [CKM] concentrates on 
both customer knowledge and customer-oriented 
KM processes, all the major types of social soft-
ware should be combined to enhance the support.

FUTURE TRENDS

The model and strategies we propose in this research 
are by no means the best strategies available to 
manage customer knowledge assets with the help 
of social software technologies. However, the sug-
gested strategies provide some valuable insights for 

Figure 1. The relationships between C[KM], [CK]
M, and [CKM]

Figure 2. Support of social software in two di-
mensions
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better understanding the relationship between social 
software and customer knowledge management.

First, the classification of CKM can be further 
analyzed and discussed to get more intuitions. 
Our proposed categories of CKM are not isolated, 
but interconnected with some effective links that 
enable knowledge flows between customers and 
organizations. Future research may investigate how 
these categories are connected.

Second, the support of social software for CKM 
may be further studied to present a more holistic and 
systematic view. Based on the conceptual frame-
work in this article, future research may provide 
more details for the role of social software in the 
categories and connections of the CKM framework.

Finally, the proposed implementation strategy 
of social software may be associated with available 
technologies and systems so as to provide a practi-
cal way of utilizing the strategies. Microsoft, IBM, 
Oracle, and other vendors are all endeavoring in 
exploring the market of social software. In addi-
tion, many versions of open-source social software 
are available. Future research may suggest how to 
use the available software in managing customer 
knowledge.

CONCLUSION

Organizations aspire to manage and exploit cus-
tomer knowledge assets with the help of social 
software technologies. Discussing appropriate 

strategies for managing customer knowledge with 
social software, our article makes the following 
contributions. First, we present a conceptual 
framework to classify CKM into three closely 
related subsets: C[KM], [CK]M, and [CKM]. 
Each subset focuses on different aspect of manag-
ing customer knowledge. Second, we discuss the 
support of social software for CKM, with regard 
to four primary types of social software: forums, 
wikis, weblogs, and social networking services. 
Social software facilitates the processes of CKM 
and enables the conversions between customer 
tacit and explicit knowledge. Finally, we describe 
how different types of social software can be 
implemented to support different categories of 
CKM. In conclusion, our research addresses the 
linkage between CKM and social software and 
provides valuable guidelines for practitioners.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Customer Knowledge Management: A spe-
cial type of knowledge management that deals with 
the creation, storage, transfer, and application of 
consumer knowledge assets, typically with the 
help of information technologies.

Customer Relationship Management: De-
scribes all aspects of a company’s strategic rela-
tionship with its customers and is often referred 
as software-based techniques to attract, retain, 
and manage customers to increase customer 
satisfaction.

E-Business: The abbreviation of electronic 
business and stands for any kind of sales, pur-
chasing, services or other business activities on 
the Internet.

Knowledge Management: The processes or-
ganizations utilize to systematically gather, create, 
store, transfer, and apply knowledge.

Knowledge Base: A specialized database with 
a collection of data, information and knowledge 
within an organization that can be used for prob-
lem solving.

Social Software: Is normally referred as a 
range of web-based software programs that allow 
users to interact and share data, information, and 
knowledge with each other.

Web 2.0: Refers to the second generation of 
Internet-based services that encourage people to 
share information and engage in social networking.

This work was previously published in Encyclopedia of Knowledge Management, Second Edition, edited by David Schwartz 
and Dov Te’eni, pp. 1046-1053, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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INTRODUCTION

Today, due to spurred social (e.g. the “Millenni-
als”) and technological (e.g. Broadband Internet, 
Mobile Technology, GPS1, Web 2.0), etc) changes, 
organizations are transformed in an economic 
environment that is more than ever competitive. 
In the context of the Social Organization in the 
Web 2.0 age, collaboration mediated by technol-
ogy, social networking and virtual communities, 
culture of awareness and innovation have become 
new levers to put Collective Intelligence at the 
service of the organization. In such an organization, 
all employees can equally participate in creating, 
using and sharing information and knowledge. The 

“Individual”- knowledge worker, plays a central 
role in this case.

Faced with these changes, strategies and man-
agement models must necessarily adapt and even 
sometimes be rethought. Knowledge Management 
(KM), which is range of practices, methods and 
techniques used in an organization to identify, 
analyze, organize, create, memorize, and share 
knowledge (Dieng et al., 1999), is in the forefront 
in this evolutionary organizational context as 
we are moving from the only information pro-
cessing to human interactions management and 
interpersonal networking. With the advent of the 
Web 2.0, the concept of KM has been impacted 
and has evolved towards a vision based more on 
people participation and emergence and less on 
knowledge per say. This implies a new conception 
of KM that we propose to call “KM 2.0” rather 
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than Andy McAfee (2006)’s term “Enterprise 2.0” 
which is a more technology-focused concept and 
is not yet well defined.

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce, de-
fine, and clarify the concept of KM 2.0 compared 
to the traditional KM in terms of scope, nature of 
knowledge, place of the individual, process, and 
technology. KM 2.0 opportunities and challenges 
will be discussed and implications to practitioners, 
managers and researchers will also be presented.

TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT

The interest in KM dates back to the early 90s 
when companies realized the strategic value of 
knowledge as a competitive resource and a factor of 
stability for their survival (Spender, 1996). There 
is more than one definition of KM. Mentzas (2004 
p.116) defines KM as the “discipline of enabling 
individuals, teams and entire organizations to 
collectively and systematically create, share and 
apply knowledge, to better achieve the business 
objectives”. “KM efforts can help individuals and 
groups to share valuable organizational insights, 
to reduce redundant work, to avoid reinventing 
the wheel per se, to reduce training time for new 
employees, to retain intellectual capital as employ-
ees turnover in an organization, and to adapt to 
changing environments and markets” (McAdam 
and McCreedy, 2000 (as sited in Wikipedia).

According to Ikyjiro Nonaka (1994), Knowl-
edge Creation is a spiralling and continuous 
process of interactions between explicit and tacit 
knowledge. Explicit knowledge which is codified 
and transmitted as information in formal and sys-
tematic language (e.g. rules, procedures) and tacit 
knowledge which is personal and deeply internal-
ized, embodied in practice and action and so hard 
to be formalized and communicated (e.g. talent, 
hand-turn) (Polanyi, 1966). Spender (1996) has 
qualified a part of this tacit knowledge as implicit 
which is the only part that could be codified. The 

interactions between the explicit and tacit knowl-
edge lead to the creation of new knowledge. The 
combination of the two categories makes it pos-
sible to conceptualize four conversion patterns: 
Socialization, Externalization, Combination and 
Internalization (Nonaka, 1994).

The Japanese culture inspired Ikyjiro Nonaka 
and and Noburo Konno to introduce the concept of 
ba in 1996 to represent a shared space for emerg-
ing relationships that serves as a foundation for 
Knowledge Creation (Nonaka, 1998). This space 
can be physical (e.g. office, dispersed business 
space), mental (e.g. shared experiences, ideas and 
ideals) or any combination of them. This concept 
which is difficult to be translated in Western lan-
guages, could be defined as the pooling context 
in which knowledge is shared, created and used 
through interaction.

Since its emergence, KM focused more on 
knowledge as such with its space of socializa-
tion (ba) and individuals (knowledge workers) 
who are holders of knowledge in their behavior, 
interactions and relationships. This discipline 
has for long time emphasized capturing, accu-
mulating and disseminating knowledge through 
Knoweldge Management Systems (KMS). These 
systems are complex and expensive to implement 
and maintain.

We argue that with the arrival of Web 2.0, KM 
has found a new youth and its study and scope 
should be redesigned.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 2.0

According to Stowe Boyd (Gandih, 2008), one of 
the prominent consultants and bloggers in the Web 
2.0 industry, there are three types of knowledge:

• Impersonal knowledge which consists of 
ideas and information made explicit in 
documents and files (explicit knowledge).

• Personal knowledge which is tacit and 
stored in the brains (tacit knowledge).
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• Interpersonal knowledge which is com-
municated implicitly in the conversa-
tions and connections of people (implicit 
knowledge).

In traditional KM, we focus mainly on the 
two first types of knowledge. The study of Inter-
personal Knowledge related to relationships and 
interactions of people (Social Capital, Nahapiet 
and Ghoshal, 1998) is specific to KM2.0. In the 
context of collaborative work, it is also called 
Collaboration Knowledge which includes work 
process and relational knowledge (Boughzala, 
2007). Socialization is the most important mode 
of Knowledge Creation in the KM 2.0.

With the development of the concept of social 
organization, a human centered organization 
based on e-collaboration, social networks and 
communities with an intensive use of Web 2.0 
technologies, it has involved a new concept of 
KM, the KM2.0. It describes the changing trends 
in managing knowledge in the knowledge-based 
society and economy built on the collective in-
telligence and social capital, mainly related to 
the interpersonal knowledge. We adopt Shimazu 
and Koike’s definition of KM 2.0 as “a model 
that places collective intelligence at its core and 
promotes its use by accelerating the distribution 
of information” (Shimazu and Koike, 2007 p.52).

This new generation of KM, KM 2.0 aims to 
allow incorporated and pervasive management 
of knowledge for social and virtual organizations 
(teams, communities and enterprises). With the 
introduction of Web 2.0 - social and collaboration 
technologies, the bases of KM have been updated 
and in some ways metamorphosed. The Web 2.0 
adoption in connecting people (social networks 
and virtual communities) and online collaborat-
ing will succeed where previous approaches of 
traditional KM had failed in term of socialization.

KM 2.0 affects Enterprise Business Models, 
organizational management and knowledge 
worker’s skills and behavior and maybe visible at 
different dimensions: social, managerial, techni-
cal, economic, legal, ecological, etc.

From KM to KM2.0: What 
is Really New?

The main differences between KM and KM 2.0 
are illustrated in Figure 1. The purpose of this 
section is to discuss all these differences based 
on several dimensions:

KM Scope: Traditional KM focuses mainly 
on knowledge (Knowledge capital: Impersonal 
and personal knowledge). KM2.0 on the other 
hand focuses not only on knowledge but also on 
its space of socialization and holders (Social 

Figure 1. From traditional KM model to KM 2.0 model
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capital: Interpersonal knowledge) through elec-
tronic open collaboration, social linking/network-
ing and content sharing (thanks to Web2.0 tech-
nologies such as Wikis, blogs, RSS2, Folksonomy, 
Mashups, Podcasting, Social ranking, etc) with a 
new culture of awareness (especially with both 
mixed and virtual reality) and innovation. For 
example, with Facebook or LinkedIn – famous 
social platforms, people could connect with oth-
ers and build personal and professional relation-
ships through groups of interest, communities of 
practice and collaborations.

At the level of the organization, while tradi-
tional KM focuses on Intra organizational knowl-
edge, KM 2.0 also covers Inter organizational KM 
(IKM) such as in SCM3 and e-business where 
many exchanges and sharing of knowledge are 
done between partners. These exchanges usually 
take place between experts of the same field or 
around the same value chain or network.

Nature of knowledge: In the traditional KM, 
knowledge comes mostly from experts (Individual 
Intelligence). In the context of KM 2.0, knowl-
edge originating from any individual could be 
interesting. Customer reviews on amazon.com 
for example could be decisive in the purchase 
of a product.

In the traditional KM, knowledge is mainly 
related to products (outcomes). In KM 2.0 how-
ever, knowledge is related to both products and 
processes. For example, in the case of a team 
working on the design of a new product, expertise 
around both the outcomes (individual domain 
knowledge and skills) and the work processes 
(collaboration knowledge, capabilities of members 
to work together and innovate) are important. 
The connection, interaction and collaboration of 
individuals and the nature of their relationships are 
a source of knowledge (Collective Intelligence).

Place of the individual: In the traditional KM, 
knowledge workers are mostly users of knowl-
edge. In KM 2.0, people play a more central role 
by consciously and unconsciously generating 
knowledge. Wikipedia which is the most viewed 

encyclopedia on the web was created and en-
riched spontaneously by internet users who are all 
editors-in-chief of this publication. The behavior 
of one user on a social platform like Facebook is 
carrier of knowledge (by profiling, tracing: people 
contacted, downloads, discussions in which (s)he 
participated, etc.).

The concept of Collective Intelligence plays a 
major role in KM 2.0. Consequently, performance 
and recognition of individuals is done accord-
ing to their collaborative capabilities to get in 
touch (connect), to federate others and to work 
collaboratively. KM 2.0 is best suited to the new 
generation of individuals (the ̀ Millennials’) who 
are looking continuously for new technology, eager 
to find simply and quickly the good information/
knowledge, at any-time and anywhere, and not 
intimidated by knowledge complexity and orga-
nizational hierarchy. Companies must undertake 
a relationship of seduction in terms of resources 
and rewards to be able to retain these Millennials 
(Dudezert et al. 2008).

Process: KM is a structured process involving 
creating, storing, refining and sharing knowledge 
(Knowledge Push). KM 2.0 is less structured, 
more transparent to the user in all its behavior 
and interactions and evolves gradually over time 
(“on the fly”), using technologies to observe and 
to keep track such as Log files, RFID4, GSM5/
UMTS6 or GPS, tagging and profiling (Knowledge 
Pull). Similarly, traditional KM is a Top-Down 
approach based on a corporate and normative 
strategy (centralization), KM 2.0 is a Bottom-
Up approach based on individual initiatives and 
emergence (distribution). The development of 
Open Source Software is the best example. Like 
many other Internet players, Google relies heav-
ily on communities of practice to foster creativity 
and innovation.

Technology: Compared to Web 2.0 tech-
nologies of today which are user centered, the 
traditional KMS - task oriented, seem incredibly 
primitive in terms of interpersonal knowledge. 
These offer only limited and formal information 
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on experts and explicit knowledge in terms of 
collaboration. They suffer from their lack of tools 
of expression, social interaction and visualization 
of relationships. Traditional KM technologies are 
often passive with a static content and are gener-
ated by professionals. Web 2.0 technologies are 
participatory and personalized with a dynamic 
content and are generated by users themselves. 
Traditional KM technologies are overly complex 
and rigid. Web 2.0 technologies are flexible and 
easy to use and to install. For example, anyone can 
create a blog in few minutes and be able to share 
his/her ideas with others. Launching a wiki for 
sharing editions is an easy task for a project team.

KM requires significant investment in ICT7 
usually only large companies can afford. On the 
other hand, KM 2.0 takes advantage of Web 2.0 
technologies that are more accessible even to 
SMEs8. Technologies such as ERP9, SCM, CRM10 
and CAD11 have started providing tools (features) 
that facilitate and enable KM 2.0 such as Wikis.

Table 1 summarizes the key differences be-
tween KM and KM 2.0 on the four dimensions 
discussed above of the two types of KM detailed 
above and according to the model we propose in 
Figure 1.

The paper of Shimazu and Koike (2007) in-
troduces a KM model in the context of the Web 
2.0 age that can expand to include collective intel-

Table 1. Comparison of traditional KM and KM 2.0 

Traditional KM KM 2.0

KM scope Knowledge Knowledge, its space of socialization and holders

Impersonal and personal Knowledge Impersonal, personal and interpersonal Knowledge

Knowledge mapping Knowledge and social mapping

Intra organizational knowledge Intra and Inter organizational knowledge

Nature of knowl-
edge

Expert knowledge Any knowledge from any individual

Product knowledge Product and process knowledge

Individual intelligence Collective intelligence

Place of the indi-
vidual

Non-central Central

User of knowledge Generator of knowledge

Domain competences Collaborative competences

Process More structured Less structured

Less transparent More transparent

Knowledge push Knowledge pull

Top-Down approach Bottom-Up approach

Centralization Decentralization

Technology Task oriented tools User centered tools

Overly complex tools Easy to use and to install tools

Rigid tools Flexible tools

Passive with a static content Participatory and customizable with a dynamic content

Generated by professionals Generated by users themselves

More significant investment in ICT – usually only for 
large companies

Less significant investment in ICT with Web 2.0 – even for 
SMEs

Dedicated technologies for KM Collaborative IT-based features embedded in technologies 
such as ERP
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ligence in a positive spiral by closely linking it 
to knowledge extraction from various communi-
cation tools and job systems. The process of 
construction of collective intelligence can be 
divided into the four steps: Disclosure, Linking, 
Selection and Evaluation.

IMPLICATIONS

Implications to Companies

The introduction of KM 2.0 will affect companies 
on the following dimensions:

• Social dimension: Socialization is the most 
important mode of Knowledge Creation in 
the KM 2.0. Social networks, hubs, com-
munities of practice and virtual communi-
ties are the main important instruments in 
which companies should invest to manage 
their knowledge and enhance their creativ-
ity and innovation; But how to manage/
control these new organizational forms? 
Which means to adopt?

In addition, a new generation of hypermodern 
employees called the ‘Millennials’ are taking over. 
These individuals are familiar with Web 2.0 tech-
nologies; But how to integrate this generation in 
more traditional organizations? How to manage 
their behavior through the use of technologies? 
How to solve problems related to generation gaps, 
etc? All these are important questions that are yet 
to be answered.

• Managerial dimension: With the KM 
evolution, several modes of management 
should change. Specifically, methods of 
recruiting, monitoring and revaluating per-
formance and career development must 
change. Not only are the technologies 
changing, but also the attitudes of employ-
ees, work methods and skills, distribution 

of teams, etc. So, which organizational 
structure should companies adopt? What 
will be the impact on organizational per-
formance? Which profile should the man-
ager of tomorrow have? For that profile, 
some companies try to hire the leaders of 
MMORPG12’ Guilds; which kind of skills 
could be transferred from virtual to real 
life?

• Economic dimension: KM 2.0 could af-
fect Business Models because products 
and services could also change. Similarly, 
inter-organizational relationships could 
also evolve. For example, in the case of a 
travel agency, when a customer reserves a 
plane ticket, (s)he buys more than a place 
in the plane. The travel agency can provide 
feedbacks from previous customers such 
as things to do and things to avoid in cer-
tain destinations and packages with others 
partners.

The KM 2.0 could change customer / supplier 
and partners relationships. For example, through 
sermo.com - a virtual community of practice in 
the field of medicine, physicians could help each 
others, share best practices, etc. A patient could 
learn about his/her illness and after asks the private 
physician for a specific treatment, etc. In other 
words, we will become our own physician.

The investment in terms of acquisition of tech-
nologies may be less but much more in terms of 
data security, information privacy and confiden-
tiality; But how to take a competitive advantage 
from these technologies? How to measure ROI?

• Technological dimension: The technolo-
gies should be more adequate for con-
necting people, online collaboration and 
network emergence. Compared to the pre-
vious generation of knowledge technolo-
gies (KMS), they have to be more custom-
izable, flexible and more easily accessible 
to knowledge workers. They have to offer 
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much more possibilities in terms of mobil-
ity, ubiquity and monitoring. A salesper-
son can inform the Marketing department 
about sales through his/her professional 
blog, a customer can track his/her package 
through the web thanks to RFID technol-
ogy, etc.

Several questions related to technologies 
arise in this case: How to ensure their integrity, 
interoperability and scalability? How to adapt the 
training? How will other communication tech-
nologies, such as PDAs, GPS and Cell phones, 
integrate KM 2.0? What security problems need 
to be e taken in to account? What Knowledge 
Extraction models should be adopted?

• Legal and ethical dimensions: With the 
KM 2.0, some legal problems could be as-
sociated with information leakage, espe-
cially when people mix the private sphere 
with their professional activities. This 
could be revealing of strategic business in-
formation; But how to control the flow of 
information?

In KM 2.0, the Knowledge Extraction through 
ICT sometimes without informing the user may 
pose ethical problem in terms of trust and Infor-
mation Privacy.

KM 2.0 involves much more informal and for-
mal exchanges and Knowledge Sharing between 
people and partners. This raises the problem of 
Intellectual Propriety and Value Creation Shar-
ing. This is a key issue in IKM in the context 
of partnerships where a partner with whom one 
shares knowledge today could become a competi-
tor tomorrow. This sharing may help to increase 
the short-term value of a service/product which 
one creates, but may be in long terms a source of 
loss (to lose its position in the market, revealing 
of know-how to a competitor; etc). Then, how to 
take into account this problem? Who owns the 

value that is created? How to control this new KM 
which seems profitable but delicate?

• Ecological dimension: With a focus on the 
interaction of people, identity, knowledge, 
and environmental factors as a complex 
adaptive system akin to a natural ecosys-
tem, how to manage this within organiza-
tions and inter organizations?

• Cultural dimension: Culture can be taken 
into account in the KM 2.0 study as in the 
choice of tools, specific modes of manage-
ment, motivation, incitement, generational 
gap, etc; But how this new KM could take 
into account the culture of individuals?

Implications to Research

From a research point of view, KM 2.0 will lead 
to several interesting research questions for re-
searchers. Besides issues and challenges such as 
mastering the scope of the KM 2.0 domain and 
giving concrete answers to companies to take ad-
vantage of this new concept that researchers face.

Research interested in The KM 2.0 may in-
vestigate the following issues:

• Theory (conceptual frameworks, models, 
methods, etc.);

• Experimentation (field experiments, simu-
lations, etc.);

• Observation (usage, best practices, field 
studies, etc.).

The KM 2.0 research could:

• Be pluri-, inter- and trans disciplinary cov-
ering Management Science, Information 
Systems, Computer and Information 
Science, Geosciences, Sociology, Behavior 
Science, Education, etc;

• Use several methods/methodologies: 
Qualitative and quantitative analysis, 
ground theory, design science, etc.
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• Be tackled from different dimensions: 
Social (behaviouristic), managerial (orga-
nizational learning), economic, technolog-
ical (techno-centric), ethical (intellectual 
propriety), ecological (ecosystem), etc.

• Open to many future avenues in Information 
Systems (usages) and Computer 
Engineering (new technologies).

Implications to Technology 
Designers

Although KM 2.0 is based on the same traditional 
KM fundamentals, it requires significantly differ-
ent technologies. Provided technologies are not 
defined by the richness of their features but by 
their ability to capture interpersonal knowledge 
and implicit connections between people, data and 
systems. These technologies enable collaboration 
and promote the emergence of community and so-
cial network. They are indifferent to organizational 
identities and go beyond the visible structures that 
are present in human interactions. From a technol-
ogy design point of view, KM 2.0 will be based 
on areas such as Social and Mobile Computing, 
Ubiquitous Computing, Ambient Technology, Vir-
tual Reality, Grid Computing, etc. In the future, 
it will benefit more from Ontology Techniques, 
Semantic Web, Agent-based Intelligent Engines, 
3D Social Virtual Worlds (SVW), Cloud Technolo-
gies and Green Technologies.

CONCLUSION

It is our strong believe that the future is KM 2.0. 
According to Gartner Group, 80% of active Inter-
net users will have a “Second Life” in the virtual 
world by the end of 2011 (www.gartner.com/it/
page.jsp?id=503861). The use of SVW and future 
3D Internet will grow. KM 2.0 will certainly benefit 
from this technological evolution and vice versa.

With the notion of Smart World (Ma et al., 
2005) both real and virtual worlds become twin 

worlds. In ten years we all live in a smart world 
and use smart devices. Every object around us will 
have an identity and controlled from anywhere. 
Not only people but also objects can communicate 
with each other.

This concept of Smart World will in turn in-
creasingly shape up, and is not possible without 
an effective KM. It goes without saying that this 
evolution will have direct and profound impacts 
on e-business strategies, processes and models.

In this chapter, we tried to introduce and define 
the concept of KM 2.0 as the new generation of 
KM for the Web 2.0 age in a vision more based 
on people within a Social Organization (which 
might be called also “Organization 2.0”). We 
compared KM to KM 2.0 on several important 
dimensions. We also discussed the implications 
of KM 2.0 to companies, managers, technology 
designers and researchers. It is apparent that this 
chapter led to more questions than answers. It is 
hoped that it will initiate a scientific debate about 
KM 2.0, its opportunities as well as the challenges 
that it causes.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Collective Intelligence: Refers to knowledge 
created from human interactions and interpersonal 
networking.

Enterprise 2.0 or Enterprise Social Soft-
ware: The use of Web 2.0, emergent social soft-
ware platforms within companies, or between 
companies and their partners or customers.

KM 2.0: The new generation of KM allowing 
incorporated and pervasive KM for social and 
virtual organizations.

Knowledge Management Systems: Refers 
to IT based systems for managing knowledge in 
organizations, supporting creation, capture, stor-
age and dissemination of knowledge.

Millennials: A new generation of younger, 
college- and university-educated workers born 
between 1980 and 2000 and grown up with the 
Internet, also known as Generation Y or Digital 
Natives.

Social Capital: The set of resources embed-
ded within the relationships among actors within 
a network.

Socialization: Enables the conversion of tacit 
knowledge through direct interaction between 
individuals through join activities by observation, 
imitation, practice and networking.

Web 2.0: The second generation of web de-
velopment and design based on social software.

ENDNOTES

1  Global Positioning System
2  Really Simple Syndication
3  Supply Chain Management
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4  Radio Frequency IDentification
5  Global System for Mobile communications
6  Universal Mobile Telecommunications 

System
7  Information and Communication Technolo-

gies

8  Small and Medium Enterprise
9  Enterprise Resource Planning
10  Customer Relationship Management
11  Computer-Aided Design
12  Massively-Multiplayer Online Role-Playing 

Game
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ABSTRACT

Globalization in software development introduced 
significant changes in the way organizations 
operate today. Software is now produced by 
team members from geographically, temporally 
and culturally remote sites. Organizations seek 
benefits that global markets offer and face new 
challenges. Naturally resistant to change, these 
organizations often do not realize the necessity 
for tailoring existing methods for distributed col-
laboration. Our empirical investigation shows a 
great variety in the ways organizations distribute 
responsibilities across remote sites and conclude 
that these can be divided into two main categories: 
joint collaboration that requires investments in 

team building and independent collaboration that 
requires investments in knowledge management 
and transfer. Finally, we discuss practices that are 
applied in industry to overcome these challenges 
and emphasize necessity to fully understand the 
pros and cons of different ways to organize dis-
tributed software projects before starting a project 
in this new environment.

INTRODUCTION

Recognized as the phenomenon of the 21st cen-
tury (Friedman, 2005), globalization of the world 
economies brought significant changes to nearly 
all industries, including information technology 
(IT) and, in particular, software development. 
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Global software work originates from IT outsourc-
ing that is recognized as a natural evolution of 
how the global market operates today (Minevich 
et al, 2005).

Tight budgets, shortage in resources and time 
has motivated many companies to start looking 
for partners outside. Accordingly, outsourcing 
and especially offshoring (relocation of business 
processes to a lower cost country) have become 
components of a new global paradigm that is 
based on the selection of appropriate and stra-
tegic technologies, skills and resources with the 
strongest potential and the lowest cost within the 
global marketplace.

The decision to source software development to 
an overseas firm is looked at frequently in simple 
economic terms - it’s cheaper, and skilled labor 
is easier to find (Carmel et al, 2005). The list of 
assumed benefits of global software engineering 
(GSE) also includes the necessity of reaching 
mobility in resources, obtaining extra knowledge 
through deploying the most talented people around 
the world, speeding time-to-market, increasing 
operational efficiency, improving quality, ex-
panding through acquisitions, reaching proxim-
ity to market and many more. However, a recent 
empirical investigation shows that these benefits 
are neither clear-cut nor can their realization be 
taken for-granted as the GSE literature may lead 
one to believe (Conchúir et al, 2006). After a 
decade of experimentations companies come to 
realize that blind cost reduction strategies tend to 
fail. And the reason for this is distinction between 
manufacturing of goods and intellectual work.

It is not a secret that manufacturing has spread 
globally, and even branded products are nowadays 
developed by emerging nations. Software indus-
try follows this trend and leads towards mass-
production of software components following 
standardized product-line approaches. India and 
China became well known phenomenally growing 
software development centers. Smaller nations 
are also competing with each other for their best 
deals from the world leading contractors.

However, in contradiction to manufacturing, 
distribution of intellectual work is not as easy as 
it may seem. No matter how much companies 
try to industrialize software development pro-
cesses by developing small pieces that would be 
integrated into a product at the end, the process 
of software development significantly depend on 
human interaction. In contrast to other engineering 
disciplines, where actual development is based 
on stable plans and technical designs, software 
engineering is suffering from rapid changes in 
requirements throughout the development life 
cycle. And if a co-located team can cope with 
uncertainty and changes more effectively, distribu-
tion of software life cycle activities among team 
members separated by contextual, organizational, 
cultural, temporal, and geographical boundaries 
introduces significant difficulties in managing 
interdependencies. Virtual and often asynchronous 
environment that characterize globally distributed 
projects affect the way team members interact and 
communicate and form an iceberg of problems 
that are often hidden to an unfamiliar eye.

BACKGROUND

The main challenges of global software engineer-
ing are caused by the uniqueness of working envi-
ronment and are not related to technical challenges 
that project managers are used to overcome. These 
challenges are brought by geographic, temporal 
and cultural distance between the global software 
team members. Related studies recognize that the 
key areas of concern and major sources of over-
head caused by these barriers are concentrated 
around communication, coordination and control 
activities (Ågerfalk et al, 2005).

Communication in globally distributed projects 
is troubled by temporal and geographic distance. 
A lack of working hour overlap leads to asyn-
chronous interaction and sequential delays in 
information turnaround. Geographic distance af-
fects the ways of interaction. Computer-mediated 
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communication is much poorer than personal 
contact or even a phone conversation. However 
the later are costly and thus often not considered in 
global projects. Distance between the remote sites 
affects the amount of interaction too. Frequency of 
communication decreases with the distance among 
the team members (Carmel, 1999). Issues that are 
easily discussed and resolved at a cup of coffee 
in the corporate kitchen often hang in inbox for 
several days. Poor socialization, lack of frequent 
feedback, and unpredictability in communica-
tion often leads to lacking trust among the team 
members (Moe et al, 2008). Empirical study of 
speed and communication in globally distributed 
software development suggests that distributed 
work items appear to take about 2.5 times as long 
to complete as similar items where all the work is 
colocated due to interdependencies between the 
people involved in the project (Herbsleb et al, 
2003). Moreover, empirical studies indicate an 
exponential decrease in productivity as dispersion 
increases. Thus, global environment is a chal-
lenge for developing an effectively performing 
software team.

Coordination of work between the remote sites 
is also challenged by separation. Task deconstruc-
tion and allocation becomes more complex due 
to lacking proximity and increasing complexity 
of maintaining interdependencies between the 
remote sites working together. Research agenda 
demand exploring whether product decoupling 
can successfully reduce coordination challenges 
at the same time without sacrificing the essence 
of teamwork (Powell et al, 2004). On one hand, 
related research suggests that coordination and 
performance will improve, if distributed team 
members are decoupled, which will automatically 
decrease the necessity to synchronize efforts and 
minimize the amount of communication needed to 
perform the tasks (Ramesh et al, 2002). This can 
be achieved through e.g. task decomposition using 
feature-oriented task allocation strategies and thus 
introducing coordination through standardization 
of low-level work processes as suggested by 

McChesney and Gallagher (McChesney et al, 
2004). On the other hand, Conchúir et al (2006) 
found that, while the modularization of work 
can be effective in reducing the required level of 
cross-site communications, it might also be an 
obstacle to the creation of a sense of cross-site 
teamness. Moreover, their empirical investigation 
shows that there are different approaches to task 
modularization and these may lead to advantages 
as well as disadvantages (Conchúir et al 2006). 
Another emerging trend to address coordination 
and communication challenges is introduction 
of agile methods in distributed software teams 
to encouraging coordination based on mutual 
adjustment. Empirical studies show that agile 
practices are found to be useful for reducing com-
munication, coordination, and control problems 
that have been associated with distributed work 
(Holmström et al, 2006).

Control of the remote sites in globally distrib-
uted software development projects can be char-
acterized by lack of transparency and computer-
mediation of the processes. Computer-mediated, 
geographic and temporal separation leads to 
breakdown in control and can easily paralyze 
managers in their daily supervision. Thus global 
project managers often feel insecure and tend 
to overly supervise the remote team members. 
However, lack of trust and direct supervision as a 
result of this insecurity is found to have a negative 
effect on team performance (Moe et al, 2008).

These are only few examples of challenges 
that are brought by various aspects of distance 
and diversity – challenges that are inherited in 
global software engineering environment. Though 
co-located or in-house software development life 
cycle management has already achieved certain 
maturity, globalization requires new processes, 
methods, and tools to be implemented. Solutions 
that have been applied in co-located teams to 
overcome similar problems, do not have expected 
outcome when team members work in separa-
tion. Thus, achieving global project success is 
not an easy task. Furthermore, a high increase in 
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required resources is often caused by untimely 
or inadequate reaction to problems such as too 
overhead of coordination and communication, 
rigorous documentation and standardization of the 
processes, as well as extra travel and training of 
the team members that tend do grow along with 
an increasing attrition. Moreover, projects that 
face a productivity decrease caused by incapable 
developers from overseas are actually fewer than 
projects run by unprepared managers. Problems as-
sociated with distribution may jeopardize a project 
and thus have to be monitored on a regular basis. 
Managers have to be aware that different ways 
of organizing distributed software work can lead 
to more effective or less effective performance. 
Thus a deep understanding of alternative ways of 
collaboration is very important.

FORMS OF WORK IN DISTRIBUTED 
PROJECTS: CASE STUDY

Empirical Background

In this chapter we share experience and reflec-
tions from empirical investigation of different 
forms of work practiced by an international soft-
ware house that provides software development 
outsourcing services. The investigated entity of 
the software house is located in Latvia and was 
established in the late 80s and changed its owners 
and structure several times. It has been oriented 
towards the international market and achieved ISO 
9001:2000 certified quality management. At the 
time of our empirical investigation the organiza-
tion had successfully accomplished more than 
200 projects both in Latvia, Western Europe and 
Scandinavia, and employed over 380 employees. 
For confidentiality reasons we do not disclose the 
name of the company.

Our conclusions discussed in this chapter 
are based on a survey of 38 distributed projects, 
field observations and interviews conducted with 
project managers and team members involved in 

distributed projects. In this chapter we illustrate 
different work-partitioning approaches used by 
the studied projects and discuss factors that affect 
alternatives and the effect of each form of work. 
At the end we share recommendations gained 
from practitioners.

Collaboration Models

We analyze different form of work based on in-
vestigation of remote site involvement in software 
development activities. In particular, our aim was 
to understand whether the remote sites were en-
gaged in independent activities or worked jointly 
on completion of software development activities. 
We differentiate two major sites involved in col-
laboration – the investigated organization, which 
we call supplier, and its customers that engage 
outsourcing service suppliers in distributed col-
laboration.

By the means of a survey we received data 
from 38 distributed projects indicating different 
collaboration models. We have identified 19 dif-
ferent models out of 38 investigated projects. In 
addition, we have also gathered qualitative mea-
surements of success and failure of each model; 
however, our conclusions cannot be generalized 
due to statistical insignificance. Nonetheless, 
investigation of different collaboration models 
supports conclusions on different forms of work 
and their variations based on the level of remote 
site involvement (see Table 1).

The investigated collaboration models can be 
divided into four different forms of work:

• Involvement of supplier in joint activities 
(M1-M4);

• Outsourcing of selected activities with 
some level of joint performance (M5-M11);

• Outsourcing without joint performance 
(M12-M17);

• Independent remote development 
(M18-M19).
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Motivated by market pressures, cost saving 
strategies and lack of awareness of global threats, 
the most frequently met collaboration type is out-
sourcing without joint performance. Accordingly, 
the most frequent collaboration model is sending 
coding activities to a remote supplier (followed 
by 5 projects – M5, M6, M7) or sending one or 
several other activities to a remote supplier (fol-
lowed by 5 projects – M8, M9, M10, M11).

There are many projects with mixed distribu-
tion of activities – joint and independent perfor-
mance. There are 6 projects with dominance of the 
customer independence (M2, M3, M4, M12, and 
M16) and 8 projects with supplier independence 
dominating (M13, M14, M17, M18, and M19). 
Full outsourcing projects, especially the most 
extreme representatives of this type of collabora-
tion, don’t appear among the investigated projects, 
because there is no process distribution. Accord-

ingly these projects do not fit the phenomenon 
under study. However, variations of independent 
remote development appear (followed by only 2 
projects).

And finally, joint performance between the 
partners is experienced by 3 projects (M1).

Factors Affecting Lifecycle 
Distribution

Empirical observations and interviews with prac-
titioners help to derive the following list of factors 
affecting lifecycle distribution in global projects.

• Motives for going global. The main mo-
tives for organizations to switch to remote 
software service supplier often deter-
mine the selection of lifecycle distribu-
tion. Accordingly, organizations aiming 

Table 1. Different forms of work 

Nr.
Involvement of remote sites in software development activities No of Proj-

ectsSystem Analysis Design Implementation Testing

M1 jointly jointly jointly jointly 3

M2 customer customer jointly jointly 1

M3 customer jointly jointly customer 2

M4 customer customer jointly customer 1

M5 [no information] [no information] supplier [no information] 2

M6 [no information] [no information] supplier customer 1

M7 customer customer supplier customer 5

M8 customer customer customer supplier 1

M9 customer customer supplier supplier 3

M10 customer supplier supplier supplier 1

M11 customer supplier supplier customer 5

M12 customer customer supplier jointly 1

M13 customer supplier supplier jointly 2

M14 jointly jointly supplier supplier 3

M15 customer jointly supplier jointly 2

M16 customer jointly supplier customer 1

M17 customer jointly supplier supplier 1

M18 jointly supplier supplier supplier 1

M19 supplier supplier supplier jointly 1
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to decrease costs usually send indepen-
dent pieces of work to remote suppliers, 
whereas organizations aiming to gain extra 
knowledge or workforce usually engage 
remote sites in joint performance to fill the 
competence gaps.

• Level of experience with outsourcing. Our 
investigation shows that forms of work 
may change over time within one project 
or from project to project conducted among 
the collaborating partners. Organizations 
are also resistant to allocate responsibility 
for a large piece of work to a remote part-
ner, when collaboration in new.

Teamwork Challenges vs. 
Knowledge Transfer Challenges

By the nature of each of the forms of work, we 
can conclude that projects managers have to bal-
ance between distributed teamwork challenges 
and distributed knowledge transfer challenges 
dependent on the chosen collaboration model. 
We have gathered experience from projects and 
discuss different problems associated with each 
of these approaches in the following table.

Lack of proximity and next-door closeness 
between the developers involved in the project 
makes it difficult to expect the remote developers 
acting as a joint co-located team without addi-
tional team building activities. Moe and Smite 
(2008) report the results of a multi-case study 
conducted in the same organization as described 
in this book. The study points out that although 

remote team members ought to form a joint team 
they often consider distribution as team separator 
that hinders distributed members to form a joint 
team. Similarly, Casey and Richardson (2006) 
discuss un-cooperative behavior of remote team 
members who use e-mail as a weapon to pub-
licly attack fellow team members. Treinen and 
Miller-Frost (2007) describe how remote teams 
exhausted by the asynchronous work over mul-
tiple temporal zones lay blame for overall project 
problems on each other. At the same time, team-
building activities are often withdrawn due to 
limited budgets and thus building trust without 
“touch” becomes a challenge (Moe et al., 2008). 
In result, as previously discussed, empirical stud-
ies show that distributed teams are far much less 
productive than co-located teams (Herbsleb et al, 
2003).

On the other hand, independent performance 
requires far much more effort and, subsequently, 
the cost of documenting requirements than 
practiced in co-located projects (Herbsleb et al, 
2005). This shall be done to avoid inconsistency, 
misunderstandings, and rough transfer between 
the phases. Computer-mediated communication 
troubles clarification of inconsistent requirements 
over the distance (Smite, 2006). Empirical studies 
show that remote teams experience knowledge 
sharing barriers, such as unwillingness to share 
knowledge due to fear of job loss caused by out-
sourcing (Casey et al, 2006). Knowledge manage-
ment is also challenged by technical infrastructure 
and inability to access information from remote 
locations (Oshri et al, 2007).

Table 2. Problems associated with different forms of work 

Teamwork Challenges Knowledge Transfer Challenges

•  Lack of teamness 
•  Uncooperative behavior 
•  Lack of trust 
•  Inability of synchronous work and communication due to 
    temporal distance 
•  Lack of specific tool support that facilitates distributed work

•  Unwillingness to share knowledge and experience due to fear of 
    job loss 
•  Lack of trust 
•  Insufficient detail of requirements specification and task 
    descriptions 
•  Lack of tools that support remote access and information 
    exchange
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO 
PRACTITIONERS

Areas of Improvement

Despite the popularity of global software engineer-
ing, no research could determine the exact recipe 
for effective outsourcing performance (Loh et al, 
1995). The results of our investigation indicate 
that there is a great variety of ways to organize 
distributed work. Process distribution and remote 
partner involvement decisions are related to dif-
ferent factors such as previous experience and 
reasons for outsourcing. Thus there might be no 
silver bullet or “one-fits-all” solutions to address 
the needs of every organization that is engaged 
in distributed software development. Moreover, 
the two alternative approaches – reliance on 
distributed teamwork and reliance on distributed 
knowledge transfer – have both their pros and 
cons. Hence, every organization shall consider 
the strengths and weaknesses of their distributed 
teams, and invest either in team building activities 
or knowledge management processes.

Analysis of global software engineering im-
provement areas leads to a conclusion that in both 
cases, whether it is necessity for team building 
or better knowledge management, improvements 
shall be developed and implemented across bor-
ders. This means that distributed project members 
shall put joint effort into process improvement 
initiatives. This however becomes an issue if 
collaboration involves team members from dif-
ferent organizations. Empirical studies show that 
supplier initiatives may face indifference from 
the customer site (Moe, 2008), but improvements 
focused only in one site may have a limited impact 
on overall project performance. Thus, joint effort 
into problem resolution is required.

Considerations

Our empirical investigation emphasizes the 
necessity of deliberate planning and analysis of 

alternatives for organizations engaging in global 
software engineering. Besides considering the two 
options of process distribution, we also recom-
mend to consider the following issues:

• Don’t underestimate the effect of diver-
sity. Evaluate the risks associated with 
knowledge transition between remote lo-
cations taking into account diversity in 
background, education and work habits of 
the team members. Our experience shows 
that even organizations from the seemingly 
close locations, such as countries around 
Europe, may have different approaches to 
software engineering activities and thus, 
may lead to misaligned expectations and 
requirements of the remote sites. Thus, get-
ting to know each other’s ways of working 
are essential for successful collaboration.

• Pay attention to flexibility and adaptability. 
Diversity and inconsistency, in other words 
heterogeneity of the remote sites and their 
backgrounds may lead to various problems 
regarding collaboration. Despite the fact 
that organizations are naturally resistant to 
change, those that involve subcontractors 
should experiment and adjust the global 
product delivery models by decreasing 
the processes and interaction layers that 
“steal” time and consider changes focus-
ing on improvements that would enable 
effective cooperation of distributed team 
members.

Corrective Actions

Interviews with experienced project managers 
and field observations form a set of practices that 
proved to be effective in an industrial context of 
the Latvian software house under study. Supple-
mented by related literature, our recommendations 
for organizing the work across remote sites are 
as follows.
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• Establish common philosophy and ap-
proach. To mitigate diversity between the 
collaborating sites, project managers shall 
establish common philosophy and ap-
proach. This is related to work practices, 
as well as perception of certain aspects of 
lifecycle management, such as quality, pro-
cess inputs, outputs and entry/exit criteria 
etc., and is essential for both types of col-
laboration whether it will be independent 
or joint performance. However, organiza-
tions shall not take this recommendation 
formally. Establishing common project 
standards is not the main challenge. The 
most important thing is to achieve a com-
mon understanding and commitment from 
the remote team members on how they will 
collaborate together.

• Plan and perform small increments. 
Pessimistic project managers often lack 
belief in ability to perform from a far-off 
location. This may negatively affect sites 
working in a globally distributed environ-
ment. Planning and performing small in-
crements with frequent deliverables will 
provide supplier a chance to demonstrate 
ability to perform and assure project suc-
cess. This shall contribute to establishment 
of cognition, mutual respect and trust.

• Effective information- and knowledge-
sharing mechanisms are recognized as 
one of the key factors determining the 
ability to achieve benefits of global soft-
ware enrineering (Holmström et al, 2006). 
Experienced project managers suggest 
temporal or permanent relocation of team 
members during critical project phases in 
order to bridge the remote sites more effec-
tively. Our observations show that it is rec-
ommended and practiced to encourage sys-
tems analysts to travel to remote sites for 
more efficient requirements clarification. 
This recommendation is also supported by 
many related studies, which also call these 

‘liaisons’ bridgeheads (Lings et al, 2007) 
or knowledge scouts (Dutoit et al, 2001).

• Improve performance during the project, 
if it is lower than expected. Ineffective 
global projects and remote team members 
performing below the expected productiv-
ity level is more than just a headache. Yet 
practice shows that productivity problems 
can be caused not only by poor perfor-
mance and lack of knowledge of the sup-
plier. Root of many problems may come 
from inappropriate project lifecycle man-
agement or infrastructure. Explore the ac-
tual sources of problems and mitigate them 
on a continuous basis.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

It has been noted that communication, coordina-
tion and control are the three major challenges in 
distributed software development (Ågerfalk et al, 
2005). It is important to understand the impact of 
different approaches to software project life cycle 
organization. In the light of empirical findings we 
see the need for investigating the advantages and 
disadvantages of the two studied approaches for 
organizing the work across remote sites, namely 
involvement of remote sites in independent or joint 
performance. Future research shall deepen our 
understanding of investments necessary to build 
an effective team from one hand, and the context 
of applicability for independent performance on 
the other hand. Moreover, we support Powell at al. 
(2004) and encourage to explore whether product 
decoupling can successfully reduce coordination 
challenges at the same time without sacrificing 
the essence of teamwork.

CONCLUSION

Global software engineering is certainly more than 
a temporary trend. It is a part of today’s market 
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with a stable growth in future. It requires new 
skills and will drive organizations to significant 
changes not only in respect to business forms, 
but also forms of work, habits, skill portfolios 
and corporate culture.

In this chapter we discuss results of our empiri-
cal investigation that uncovered a great variety of 
different ways to organize collaboration across 
remote locations. These collaboration types vary 
between full outsourcing and full partnership 
categorized into 4 major groups: involvement of 
supplier in joint activities; outsourcing of certain 
activities with some level of joint performance; 
outsourcing without joint performance; indepen-
dent remote development. The major difference 
between different approaches is rooted in the level 
of supplier involvement in either independent 
or joint software development activities. It has 
been observed that joint collaboration require 
investments into team building and independent 
collaboration stresses necessity for knowledge 
transfer and proper work decoupling.

Due to market pressures, cost saving strate-
gies and lack of awareness of global threats 
organizations often try to organize outsourcing 
software projects similarly to co-located projects, 
which inevitably leads to inconsiderate decisions 
regarding process distribution and failure. More-
over, naturally resistant to change, organizations 
involved in distributed work often do not realize 
the unique challenges of distributed projects till it 
is already too late to improve and save the project 
from failure. However, facing unmet expectations 
and hindered benefits, managers come to realize 
the need for process reengineering. In the study 
conducted by Casey and Richardson processes 
effective for single site development proved in-
adequate for a virtual software team environment 
(Casey et.al, 2006). Thus we emphasize necessity 
to fully understand the pros and cons of different 
ways to organize distributed software projects and 
timely preparations for new working environment.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Forms of Work: Collaboration models that 
outline process distribution and partner involve-
ment in global software engineering projects.

Global Software Engineering: Transition of 
common co-located software engineering to more 
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complex software life cycle activities distributed 
among teams separated by various boundaries, 
such as contextual, organizational, cultural, tem-
poral, geographical, and political.

Globally Distributed Software Engineering: 
See Global software engineering.

Knowledge Transfer: Explicit and implicit 
knowledge sharing among remote partners neces-
sary for transition between activities in a software 
engineering project.

Offshoring: Relocation of one or more 
software development processes to a lower cost 
country within the same organization.

Outsourcing: Subcontracting one or more 
software development processes to an external 
supplier.

Teamwork: Joint involvement of remote part-
ners in globally distributed software engineering 
project activities.
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Chapter  8.7

ABSTRACT

Knowledge cybernetics is part of complex systems, 
and a post-normal science approach principally 
concerned with the development of agents like 
autonomous social collectives that survive through 
knowledge and knowledge processes. Deriv-
ing from epistemological antecedents created 
by Stafford Beer and explored through notions 
of ontology by Eric Schwarz, a new form of 
knowledge management arises that is connected 
with the notions of Marshall and her new radical 
classifications for knowledge. These ideas can 
be closely associated with concepts of lifeworld 
and the ideas of communicative action by Haber-
mas, and leads to a useful knowledge cybernetic 
framework. This has the capacity to relate to and 

develop a variety of what might be thought of as 
otherwise disparate theories that can ultimately 
be expressed in terms of knowledge.

INTRODUCTION

Systems theory has been developed to allow us 
to model what we see about us so that we can in-
crease our understanding of the problem-solving 
and decision-making processes that allow us to 
create improvement. It is not important whether 
the systems are regarded as a metaphor or as real, 
since they provide us with templates of ideal rela-
tionships and modes of being that can be applied 
to the complex human activity situations that 
we see around us. Where complex situations are 
represented as systems that, over time, represent 
characteristics of durability, notions of viable 
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systems using cybernetic principles have devel-
oped. These enable us to explain how and why 
such durability continues, and gives us a better 
understanding about the nature of the complex-
ity. There are very few theoretical formulations 
for autonomous viable systems, the most well 
known being that of managerial cybernetics as 
developed by Stafford Beer (1959, 1985). How-
ever, a different approach was developed by Eric 
Schwarz (1994, 1997), who recognises that viable 
systems can pass through processes of emergence 
and evolution towards complexity and autonomy. 
This occurs through the development of patterns: 
patterns of self-organisation that accommodate 
phenomenal change through morphogenesis and 
new forms of complexity; patterns for long term 
evolution towards autonomy; and patterns that 
lead to systems functioning viably through their 
capacity to create variety. One of the problems 
with Schwarz’s theory is that it is does not engage 
with theory that relate to human activity systems, 
for instance from social or psychological sci-
ences. While it provides templates for creating 
structures and mechanisms of viability, it has no 
human related content. Knowledge Cybernetics is 
a development of Schwarz’s approach to model-
ling viable systems, drawing on a variety of other 
works to fill this epistemological gap.

Like the promise of Schwarz’s modelling ap-
proach, Knowledge Cybernetics has developed 
as part of post-normal1 science. Since its formal 
inception in 2006, it has had a number of empirical 
developments. These include, for instance: Guo’s 
(2006) study of Organisational Patterning that 
empirically explores the pathology and coher-
ence of a number of State banking corporations in 
China in relation to their capacity to successfully 
undertake transformational change; Jirapornkul’s 
(2009) empirical examination of Thai corporate 
cultural coherence that derives from a study by 
Yolles (2007) exploring cultural mapping; Fink’s 
(2008) exploration of culture shock and culture 
stretch in multicultural environments, in particular 
within and processes of hybridisation; Choudhury 

et al. (2007) have developed a new mathematical 
area of knowledge processes from ideas asserted 
within KC; and Achakul is currently in the pro-
cess of empirically exploring the relationship 
between knowledge profiling (Yolles, 2006) and 
motivation.

The purpose of this chapter is to illustrate some 
of the modelling utilities of Knowledge Cybernet-
ics. Cybernetics is concerned with the control and 
communication features of coherently controlled 
(systemic) structures and their regulation that 
are essential to all social (and other) contexts. It 
is in particular concerned with “circular causal-
ity”, for instance by the action of a system in an 
environment that causes change. That change is 
manifested in the system through feedback (often 
in the form of information), can in turn affect the 
way it behaves. The feedback systems adopted 
in Knowledge Cybernetics arise originally from 
Schwarz, expressed here in terms of Social Vi-
able Systems theory, and are constituted within a 
metamodel of cybernetics processes of autogenesis 
and autopoiesis2.

Knowledge Cybernetics can be classified as 
part of the Maruyama’s relevantial universe3, in 
contrast to his relatively simple relational or very 
simple classificational universes. Each of the 
three universes have different degrees of complex 
potential to provide information. If Knowledge 
Cybernetics were classificational, then, attempt-
ing to migrate a relevantial theory into its frame 
of reference would be of little use since it would 
involve the reduction of information, and all 
information filtering processes are notoriously 
problematic. In contrast, migrating theory from 
a classificational universe to relevantial universe 
enriches the former, but how it is enriched is a 
serious matter to question. This process of migra-
tion can only occur through the use of a set of 
principles that guide how it can be done. While 
it should be possible to use any appropriate rel-
evantial theory for this, this paper uses Knowledge 
Cybernetics, and it is shown that the migration 
process is capable of adding theoretical bones to 
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any appropriate theory of interest. For instance 
in Yolles (2006) the theory was used to explore 
Myers-Briggs Type Inventory (MBTI), showing 
how a classificational type theory could be de-
veloped within a relevantial universe, and in so 
doing providing for greater potential to the theory 
to explain more complex personality processes.

Knowledge Cybernetics is metaphorical in 
that it: explores knowledge formation and its 
relationship to information; provides a critical 
view of individual and social knowledge, and 
their processes of communication and associated 
meanings; and seeks to create an understanding of 
the relationship between people and their social 
communities for the improvement of social col-
lective viability, and an appreciation of the role 
of knowledge in this. In a coherent autonomous 
human activity system knowledge occurs in 
structured patterns. This provides the structure 
that enables the system to recognise its existence, 
maintain itself, and change, and its manifestations 
constitute systemic content. While the notion of 
system (attributed to Bertalanffy, 1951 through 
his notion of the “general system”) is used to 
explain behavioural phenomena, its cybernetic 
exploration derives from the work of Rosenblueth, 
Wiener and Bigelow (1943) who were interested 
in its teleogical properties that relate to its identity, 
degree of autonomy and coherence.

Autonomous system theory was a particular 
interest of Beer (1979). He recognised the practi-
cal utility of the idea of the metasystem explored 
by Whitehead and Russell (1910) in their logical 
study of formal systems, and used it as way of 
exploring the viability of complex social sys-
tems through processes of self-regulation, self-
organisation and control. A consequence has been 
the emergence of a new paradigm with its own 
new frame of reference that transforms the way 
in which organisations can be examined. It takes 
us away from the simple input-output model of a 
system, in which the system components behave 
such a way that they transform the inputs into 

the outputs, to a model that explains how such 
behaviour is controlled.

Beer’s paradigm of managerial cybernetics 
effectively has two dimensions: one was onto-
logical and the other epistemological, though his 
explicit interest only ever lay in the latter. While 
epistemological approaches enable the nature of 
knowledge to be explored, ontological4 approaches 
define types of being in a way that enable complex 
cybernetic relationships to be expressed simply.

As part of his paradigm Beer developed his 
Viable System theory that adopted an implicit 
ontology (Yolles, 2004) in that it analytically 
distinguishes between two types of behaviour, 
metasystemic that is connected with worldview 
and knowledge, and systemic that is to do with 
phenomenal energetic behaviour. Its epistemol-
ogy was explicit, used to analyse and diagnose 
complex problem situations (Beer, 1979; Yolles, 
1999). Within this he also created his ontologically 
conforming Viable System Model.

Making the implicit explicit enhances the 
capacity to develop the analytical exploration of 
social situations, and if adequately established, 
can offer access to social geometry that is able 
to richly explore social situations in a way that 
often otherwise requires dense narrative. One 
such ontological construction has been proposed 
by Eric Schwarz (see Schwarz, 1994, 1997, 2001; 
Yolles, 1999). Schwarz’s approach explains how 
persistent viable systems are able to maintain 
themselves, change, and die. The approach was 
developed, according to Schwarz (2005), as a 
general theory of viable autonomous systems, and 
its creation was stimulated during the preparation 
for a course of lectures on the “Introduction to 
Systems Thinking” at the University of Neuchâtel, 
in particular by Prigogine’s dissipative structures 
theory, Erich Jantsch’s (1980) Self-Organizing 
Universe, Maturana and Varela’s (1979) auto-
poietic approach and of course embedding cyber-
netic concepts. Schwarz tried to extract the basic 
common features of these different approaches 
and produce a unique metamodel that consti-
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tutes a transdisciplinary epistemo-ontological 
framework, from which other phenomenological 
models could be constructed through a combi-
nation of logical deduction and intuition. The 
metamodel itself has some internal dynamics, 
coherence and self-referential character, and it 
also had resonances with philosophia perennis. 
While many (phenomenological) models show 
that the evolution of systems go through the 
successive stages of emergence, growth, stabil-
ity, and decay, the interest of this metamodel is 
its global coherence and its questioning of the 
foundations of the usual materialistic, dualistic, 
realistic, reductionist, mechanistic approach that, 
for Schwarz, provides the basis for a language for 
a new holistic paradigm.

The form of the metamodel is defined 
analytically by its ontology, while its content 
is epistemological. This content derives from a 
variety of works that include contributions from 
Beer’s cybernetic approach, Habermas’s (1971), 
Knowledge Constitutive Interests, Marshall’s 
(1975) knowledge schema that links with the 
ideas on generic forms of knowledge by Schutz 
and Luckmann (1974). Knowledge Cybernetics 
has developed a rich and extending epistemologi-
cal nature, with its core general model (based on 
that of Schwarz, but with recursive elements 
that engage with transitive contexts) referred to 
as Social Viable Systems (SVS). In developing 
SVS as a social metamodel, it also needed to take 
into consideration communications processes. 
In doing this it has taken heed of the ideas of 
Beer (1979), ideas on lifeworld by Schutz and 
Luckmann (1974), by Habermas (1987) in his 
theory of Communicative Action, with some 
incidental reference to Luhmann’s (1986) social 
communication. Overall, the SVS metamodel is 
intended as a way of creating social geometries 
for autonomous systems that can explore and 
explain complex situations.

It is probably useful at this stage to provide a 
map of this paper. In the next section Social Viable 
Systems theory will be introduced. Following this 

some discussion of the rise of Knowledge Cyber-
netics as an approach is considered as well as the 
evolution of its frame of reference. Finally, a few 
illustrations of how Knowledge Cybernetics has 
been used are provided.

SOCIAL VIABLE SYSTEMS THEORY

The basis of SVS, the ontology of which is shown 
in Figure 1, was developed from Yolles (1999), 
and with its current formulation is available in 
Yolles (2005). The three domains constitute distinct 
modes of being: measurable energetic phenomenal 
behaviour, information rich images or systems of 
thought, and knowledge related existence that is 
expressed through patterns of meaning. The term 
existential is taken directly from Schwarz’s usage; 
the term noumenal is taken from the positivist 
work of Kant (e.g., see Weed, 2002), and though 
we also refer to the sphere of mind and thinking as 
did he, our approach is constructivist; and the term 
phenomenal has been adopted because of intended 
consistency with the principles of phenomenology 
as founded by Husserl (1950) (also see Osborn, 
1934) and after him Heidegger (1927).

The three domains of SVS are analytically 
distinct classifications of being, and they each have 
properties that are manifestations of knowledge. 
The phenomenal domain has social interests 
adapted from Habermas’s (1971) in a way explained 
in Yolles and Guo (2003). As well as the phenom-
enal domain there are the noumenal and existential 
domains. These have properties that arise as an 
extension of Habermas’s notions, as listed in Table 
1, and draw on both systemic and cybernetic no-
tions. There is a connection here to Schutz and 
Luckmann (1974) in that the epistemological con-
tent of each of the 3 domains can be defined in 
terms of relevancies. The existential domain has 
thematic relevance that determines the constituents 
of an experience; the noumenal or virtual domain 
has interpretative relevance that creates direction 
through the selection of relevant aspects of a stock 
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Figure 1. Social viable systems (SVS) model based on Schwarzian model of autonomous viable systems, 
where autonomy is a function of both autogenesis and autopoiesis

Table 1. Domain cognitive properties that determine social orientation (sociality) developed from 
Habermas’s knowledge constitutive interests 

Sociality

Cognitive
Properties

Kinematics
(through social motion)

Direction
(determining social trajectory)

Possibilities/potential
(through variety development)

Cognitive interests Technical Practical Critical Deconstraining

Phenomenal
(conscious)
domain
Activities
Energy

Work. This enables people to 
achieve goals and generate ma-
terial well-being. It involves 
technical ability to undertake 
action in the environment, and 
the ability to make prediction 
and establish control.

Interaction. This requires that people as 
individuals and groups in a social system 
to gain and develop the possibilities of an 
understanding of each others’ subjective 
views. It is consistent with a practical 
interest in mutual understanding that can 
address disagreements, which can be a 
threat to the social form of life.

Degree of emancipation. For organi-
sational viability, the realising of indi-
vidual potential is most effective when 
people: (i) liberate themselves from the 
constraints imposed by power structures 
(ii) learn through precipitation in social 
and political processes to control their 
own destinies.

Cognitive purposes Cybernetical Rational/Appreciative Ideological/Moral

Noumenal
or virtual
(subconscious) 
domain
Organising
Information

Intention. Within the gov-
ernance of social communi-
ties this occurs through the 
creation and pursuit of goals 
and aims that may change 
over time, and enables people 
through control and commu-
nications processes to redirect 
their futures.

Formative organising. Within gover-
nance enables missions, goals, and aims 
to be defined and approached through 
planning. It may involve logical, and/
or relational abilities to organise thought 
and action and thus to define sets of pos-
sible systematic, systemic and behaviour 
possibilities. It can also involve the (ap-
preciative) use of tacit standards by which 
experience can be ordered and valued, 
and may involve reflection.

Manner of thinking. Within governance 
of social communities an intellectual 
framework occurs through which policy 
makers observe and interpret reality. 
This has an aesthetical or politically 
correct ethical positioning. It provides 
an image of the future that enables ac-
tion through politically correct strategic 
policy. It gives a politically correct view 
of stages of historical development, in 
respect of interaction with the external 
environment.

Cognitive influences Socio Base Political

creating cultural 
disposition
Exustential
(unconscious)
domain
Worldviews
Knowledge

Formation. Enables indi-
viduals/groups in a social 
community to be influenced 
by knowledge that relates to its 
social environment. It affects 
social structures and processes 
that define the social forms 
that are related to community 
intentions and behaviours.

Belief. Influences occur from knowl-
edge that derives from the cognitive 
organisation (the set of beliefs, attitudes, 
values) of other worldviews. It ultimately 
determines how those in social com-
munities interact, and it influences their 
understanding of formative organising. 
Its consequences impact of the formation 
of social norms.

Freedom. Influences occur from knowl-
edge that affect social community polity, 
determined in part, by how participants 
think about the constraints on group and 
individual freedoms; and in connection 
with this, to organise and behave. It 
ultimately has impact on unitary and 
plural ideology and morality, and the 
degree of organisational emancipation.
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of knowledge to formulate ideate structures or a 
system of thought; and the phenomenal domain is 
associated with motivational relevance that causes 
a local conclusion through action. The notions of 
conscious, subconscious and unconscious derive 
from Freudian psychology, are connected to the 
ideas of Wollheim’s (1999), and also related to the 
ideas of organisational psychology as promoted, 
for instance, by Kets de Vries (1991).

The nature of autopoiesis and autogenesis is or 
particular interest in SVS. Here autopoiesis is 
constituted simply as a network of processes that 
enables noumenal activity to become manifested 
phenomenally, conditioned by autogenesis – a 
network of principles that create a second order 
form of autopoiesis that guides autopoietic pro-
cesses. After Schwaninger (2001), autopoiesis may 
be thought in terms of processes of operative man-
agement, and autogenesis as process of strategic 
management.

In another investigation, Marshall (1995) was 
interested in exploring the way military personal 
made decisions in the field. To progress her work 
she abandoned the traditional way of defining 
knowledge as procedural and declarative (Davis 
and Olson, 1984), and instead defined a new set 
of classifications the essence of which is provided 
in Table 2. Marshall’s notions were not entirely 
new. Schutz and Luckmann (1974) had identified 
three types of generic knowledge: thematic, inter-
pretive and motivational. Relating the two allows 
Marshall’s 4 types of knowledge to be reduced to 
3, conveniently connecting her notions with SVS 
(Figure 2). Interestingly, Marshall’s planning type 
knowledge can decomposed into identifier concep-
tual planning knowledge and elaborator critical 
planning knowledge.

DEVELOPING A SOCIAL FRAME OF 
REFERENCE

In developing the ontological principles to be used 
and its epistemological trappings, SVS was applied 

to a number of areas, all of which contributed to-
wards the development of a frame of reference the 
epistemological dimensions of which constitute 
knowledge cybernetics. The first development 
towards this came by exploring Sorokin’s (1939-
42) theory of socio-cultural dynamics.

Yolles and Frieden (2005) explored Sorokin’s 
ideas on change in large scale cultures, and for-
mulated an enantiomer5 theory of cultural change. 
Frieden’s new rational constructivist information 
theory, which derives from Fisher Information, 
provided a useful means by which epistemological 
considerations can be conditioned according to 
rigorous rules embedded in its mathematics and 
the social geography of SVS. In applying both ap-
proaches to Sorokin’s work certain demands were 
made on his theory that many might consider pro-
vided for its development. Sorokin was concerned 
with macroscopic cultural change, and postulated 
that the internal dynamics of all cultures could 
be tracked by exploring the interaction between 
two enantiomer forces that he called ideational 
and sensate. In order to set-up these forces within 
SVS and therefore enable them to be introduced 
into Frieden’s information theory, it was necessary 
to explore them in terms of recursions of SVS. 
When recursions do occur the meaning of each 
domain changes, and it becomes a sub-context of 
the context defined by the domain in which it is 
embedded. The distinction between sensate and 
ideationality is illustrated in Figure 3.

As this work developed, the notions of Shotwell 
et al (1980) were also included. Their interest lay 
in exploring how children imagine and play, and 
they created an enantiomic theory to explain this. 
Their empirically validated classifications of 
dramatists and patterners provide a useful elabo-
rator dimension for SVS, and as with the identi-
fier attribute taken from Sorokin in Figure 3.

Finally, the executor attribute was distin-
guished into the attributes of fundamentalism and 
pragmatism. The celebration of pragmatism arises 
from the ideas of James (1907). Like pragmatism, 
fundamentalism defines an agent’s behavioural 
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direction, and can be defined as practises based 
on a rigid adherence to some traditional doctrine6, 
or an adherence to a prescriptive idea or set of 
principles, and being motivated by theory to which 
it adheres strictly. For Graham (2004, 2005) the 
fundamentalist’s direction (which he refers to as 
proper aim) is called intuitionism – a condition in 
which there is conformity to a priori knowledge 
that enables truth to emerge when engaged with 
epistemic principles. The relationship between 
the two enantiomers is illustrated graphically in 
Figure 4.

The resulting representation accumulated from 
these ideas is given in Figure 5 and listed with 
meanings in Table 3. The figure illustrates the 
enantiomic interactions that are possible in any 
autonomous human activity system. Fundamen-
tally, this schema provides the generic frame of 
reference from which the exploration of a whole 
variety of complex human and social situations 
can occur, and which can enable the possibility of 
relational connections between varieties of appar-
ently disparate models. In the next section we shall 
briefly outline some of the applications of this SVS 

Table 2. Types of knowledge in Marshall’s (1995) knowledge schema, related to the view of Paris et al 
(1998)

Knowledge type and use Nature of Knowledge 
According to Marshall et al

Nature of Knowledge 
According to Paris et al

Identification
Used in the creation of 
pattern recognition

In complex situations people respond to a large number of 
events that sometimes unfold rapidly and often unexpect-
edly. Time constraints may be tight, and there may be a 
need to identify almost instantaneously which aspects 
of the situation demand their immediate attention and 
which do not. Identification knowledge relates to situ-
ation awareness. Essentially, this schema is needed as 
an overall control mechanism and is used repeatedly in 
tactical settings. It is the knowledge required to recognise 
the nature of situations.

Effective identification involves recognising a situ-
ation by focusing on the particular configuration of 
features that are present in it. Such configurations, 
which tap into an individual’s knowledge, allow 
operators to identify specific tracks of possible 
action, project future actions of those tracks, and 
ultimately assign threat potential to them. Effective 
identification further requires the timely and accu-
rate reporting of the ongoing state of those features to 
fellow team members, within and beyond ownership.

Planning
Used to connect a goal state 
to a set of possible actions 
to realize that state.

A full response by an individual in a tactical setting often 
requires that a series of response actions be developed 
and carried through. This activity requires a third type 
of knowledge, namely the ability to create, organize, and 
prioritise plans for each contact of interest on the display. 
This knowledge involves additional specific details about 
how events may unfold in real time and about steps needed 
to ready various response mechanisms. It involves the 
application of rules and strategies to the current situation, 
and enables us to connect a goal state to a set of possible 
actions to realize that state.

Effective planning arises from: 
(1) a solid body of experience/ knowledge which 
addresses the appropriateness and optimal timing 
of specific responses to potential threats, and 
(2) rules of engagement that define the current 
situational constraints and provide the specific 
framework within which that knowledge must be 
implemented.

Elaboration
Used in the creation a 
mental model about the 
current problem situation

After the initial identification has been made, individuals 
need to elaborate their understanding and interpretation 
of a target. To do so, they call on their already-existing 
knowledge of similar situations and use them to develop 
a better understanding of the current situation. Some of 
this elaboration is similar to the critical thinking skills 
outlined by Cohen, Freeman, & Thompson (1997), and 
some is analogous to case-based reasoning (Kolodner, 
1993). It is the knowledge needed to determine what tasks 
have high priority.

Elaboration taps the background store of informa-
tion that summarizes what has been learned previ-
ously about similar situations. It enables operators 
to create mental models of particular situations. 
Effective elaboration involves applying previous 
knowledge (e.g., of mission profiles) to the current 
situation, such that the most reliable and acceptable 
hypothesis may be formulated with regard to the 
intent of a specific track.

Execution
Used to guide implemen-
tation & determines who 
should perform required 
actions.

Centres on how to carry out the plans that have been de-
veloped. This knowledge includes knowing who should 
be informed about current plans, who has responsibility 
for various operations and activities required in the plans, 
and when to issue the appropriate commands.

Effective execution requires sufficient follow-
through by all team members to accomplish stated 
objectives.
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metamodel. In particular, it should be recalled that 
each of the domains maintain their cognitive prop-
erties at the social level of interaction, for which 
Table 1 was constructed. While the basic episte-
mological domain properties are always maintained, 
when the SVS model is recursively applied (as for 
instance in Figure 5) the content nature of the 
domains must be re-interpreted to provide ad-

justed meanings. The nature of this re-interpretation 
occurs because the domains are now seen as sub-
contexts of the (supra-domain) context in which it 
resides. The basic theory that outlines this is pro-
vided in Yolles (2005).

The dynamic changes that the system passes 
through is due to either impulses from the exter-
nal environment, and/or through emergent 

Figure 2. Ontology of knowledge types

Figure 3. Basis that distinguishes ideational and sensate values
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changes from its internal enantiomer dynamic (as 
explained in some depth by Sorokin) so that the 
autonomous (complex) system maintains its vi-
ability and sustainability, as explored by Schwarz 
(1994) and Yolles (1999, chapter 8).

SOME APPLICATIONS OF 
SVS KNOWLEDGE

In this section we shall briefly illustrate three in-
stances of the application of Knowledge Cybernet-

ics to some of the application areas (Organisational 
Patterning, Personality Type, and Knowledge 
Profiling) and finish with an indication of how it 
could act as a vehicle for Beer’s Viable Systems 
Model (VSM). The utility of incorporating VSM 
into this frame of reference is that it operates in 
a potentially more extensive way than it does in 
Managerial Cybernetics, with the possibility of 
drawing on work from authors like Schutz and 
Luckmann, Piaget, Habermas, Schwarz, which 
have been used to establish its theoretical knowl-
edge base domain. In addition it operates with in 

Figure 4. Basis that distinguishes executor enantiomers

Figure 5. Ontological distribution of the distinct knowledge types with their enantiomic opposites using SVS
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a more context sensitive way since its enables 
recursive processes that are not permitted in VSM.

Organisational Patterning

While a methodology that adopts VSM is useful 
to explore structural faults there are other meth-
odologies that are also capable to dealing with 
problem situations in organisations that are seen 
as complex systems. One of these is Organisa-
tional Development (OD), an approach that has 
a history of more than half a century, and which 
can be usefully used to make interventions into 
the difficult area of cultural change.

However, there has been some criticism of OD 
(Yolles, 1999), and Yolles (2000) proposed a re-
lated approach that draws on cybernetic principles 
that derive from SVS, and it has been called Or-
ganisational Patterning (OP). One of the problems 
that were highlighted for OD was its inability to 
deal with transformational change. The theory 
that underpins OP has provided an analytical tool 
that is able to diagnose the organisation in terms 
of its cultural attributes (Yolles and Guo, 2004) 
and assign types of pathology and coherence to 
it (Yolles and Guo, 2005).

The basis of OP lays in the properties Table 
1 results in a derivative table (Yolles and Guo, 
2004) from which Guo (2006) created a measuring 
instrument. This instrument was constituted as a 
questionnaire in which the properties of each of the 
domains were expressed as questions. There were 
in excess of 500 respondents across four Chinese 
State Commercial Banks that were situated in 
different geographical regions. The instrument 
was analysed statistically using variance analysis 
that enabled the variations in the responses to be 
explored within banks and across banks, and cor-
relation analysis that enabled respondents within 
banks but across departments. The inference from 
the variance analysis was taken as an indicator of 
pathology for a bank, or across the set of branches 
of a given bank an indicator of pathology that 
has a cultural derivative. The inference from the 
correlation analysis was taken as an indicator of 
coherence across the departments. The overall ap-
proach leads to a cultural diagnosis that suggests 
how the organisation should be changed to enable 
it to perform more effectively and to therefore 
improve its sustainability and viably.

Table 3. Adaptation of the theories of Sorokin (1939-42) and Shotwell et al (1980), defining generic 
domains for SVS 

Knowledge type Knowledge Type Enantiomer

Executors
Supports the ability to carry out or perform 
activities.

Fundamentalism
Behaviour conforms to some fundamental 
prescription independent of circumstance. It is 
useful where conformity is essential.

Pragmatism
Behaviour reflects the demands of cir-
cumstance. They create meaning through 
context, to the detriment of rules and 
regularities.

Elaborators
Supports both elaborators (who understand 
how to deal with the relationships between 
cultural attributes) and planners (who through 
their understanding of cultural attributes and 
its patterns of knowledge are able to determine 
possible trajectories for action).

Patterner
Persistent curiosity about the object world and 
how it works, is constructed, and is named, 
varied or explored. It is connected to problems 
of symmetry, pattern, balance, and the dynamics 
of physical relationships between entities, and is 
likely to indicate relative connection.

Dramatist
Interested in sequences of interpersonal 
events, having dramatic or narrative 
structures that are likely to involve dis-
tinction (e.g., the distinction of scenes 
or chapters), and undertaking effective 
communications.

Identifiers
Supports the creation or translation of ideas 
and concepts; its members are able to accom-
modate the knowledge.

Ideationalist
Centres on conceptual imaging constituting 
knowledge. Good at acquiring or creating 
knowledge. No know-how to develop them for 
material implementation.

Sensatist
To do with the senses. Able to develop 
or engineer existing ideas for material 
implementation. Good concept translator. 
Cannot generate new ideas or concepts.
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Personality Type

Anderson (1993) provides an explanation of 
Jung’s (1921) ideas on personality in which he 
argues that a personality typology rests on two 
elements, attitudes and functions. These are often 
presented through the three dimensions of human 
psyche: (1) attitudes - extrovert and introvert; (2) 
perception functions - sensing and intuition; and 
(2) judgement functions - thinking and feeling. 
This idea was developed further by Myers-Briggs, 
who produced a measuring instrument for person-
ality type and its relationship to decision making 
behaviour.

For Aveleira (2004) the work of Jung is 
concerned with creating a set of classifications 
about the nature of rationality and its connection 
with thinking, feeling, perception and intuition. 
Jung’s exploration of the theory of personality 
is contained in Jung (1957-1979). The attributes 
of the model have been simply represented by 
Briggs Myers (2000, p.9) and explored by Higgs 
(2001). The enantiomer attributes can easily also be 
graphically through the SVS model (Yolles, 2006). 
To do this we shall were required to formulate a 
metaphoric system an autonomous personality 
agent in which the connection between the Jung’s 
dimensions of personality type is expressed. There 
is also a link between the virtual and phenomenal 
domains that needs at brief explanation. Individu-
als tend to exhibit behavioral patterns in what 
they say and do, how they relate to people, and 
how they perform tasks or process information 
(McKenna et al (2002). Notions of personality 
Extroversion and Introversion have been related 
to the notions adapted by Yolles (2005) from 
Schwaninger (2001) of behaviour that is intrinsic 
(where a social collective can reconfigure itself in 
relation to its environment) and extrinsic (where 
the collective can effectively influence and shape 
its environment, and this implies the ability of 
market organisations to perform well in competi-
tive environments).

The attribute of personality orientation can also 
be represented as a social geometry. To do this 
the relationship between extravert and introvert 
can be expressed in terms of the phenomenal do-
main in a similar way to that of fundamentalism 
and pragmatism earlier. However, this time the 
phenomenal domain occurs as part of the social 
collective in the suprasystem.

This connects directly to decision making be-
havior and more generally behavioral style, though 
it should be seen to be conditioned by context and 
circumstance. McKenna et al (2002) note that in 
the literature a connection is often taken between 
personality type and behavioral style, and there 
is a tendency in the management literature to 
adopt the premise that consistent behavioral pat-
terns are synonymous with personality. Thus for 
instance, George and Jones (2002, p. 43) define 
personality as the pattern of relatively enduring 
ways in which a person feels, thinks and behaves, 
while Robbins (2001, p. 92) discusses personal-
ity in terms of the sum total of ways in which an 
individual reacts to and interacts with others, and 
is most often described in terms of measurable 
traits that a person exhibits. Taking personality 
type and behavioral style to be related therefore 
enables us to connect agent personality attributes 
to behavioral potential in an environment. Unlike 
the propositions of Myers-Briggs, the ontological 
nature of personality type demands that we take 
behavioral style as being determined by the pri-
mary enantiomers, with orientation conditioning 
the behavior that occurs within the social context. 
Hence while personality style is represented at one 
focus of examination, orientation is represented 
at another.

Earlier we said that we would represent the 
metaphor of personality type as an autonomous 
personality system graphically through SVS. This 
is composed of three sub-systems (the personal-
ity system, the virtual system and personality 
metasystem). The personality system is created 
through judging/perceiving and is constituted 
as an image of, or system of thought about the 
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current phenomenal experience interpreted by 
the personality and taken to be representative of 
phenomenal reality. It ultimately acts as a basis 
for the creation of decision making behavior in 
the social collective. The other two sub-systems 
are representative of what the Myer-Briggs model 
calls the functions: the virtual system provides 
contextual form for that image through feeling/
thinking, while the metasystem establishes it 
within a base of existent knowledge and concep-
tion through sensing/intuition.

This development has also been argued to 
represent a Jungian/Myers-Briggs sociocognitive 
theory of personality temperament. An illustration 
of the possible explanatory power of the model 
can be provided. Consider the connection between 
the virtual agentic personality and the system of 
the agentic personality. This operates as an op-
erative couple (Yolles, 2006) in which feeling/
thinking informs perceiving/judging while the 
latter affects the former in a feedback process. 
Break the ontological couple, and neither feeling 
nor thinking can in any way inform perceiving or 
judging. Similarly there is a higher order couple 
between the personality metasystem of sensing/
intuition and the operative couple. This operates 
to enable sensing and/or intuiting to impact on the 
interaction between feeling/thinking and perceiv-
ing/judging. In this case perceiving/judging is 
influenced either through sensing and/or intuiting 
(see for instance Cole Wright, 2005), or through 
the external environment. In the case where a 
pathological break occurs in both the higher order 
couple and the operative couple, then personal-
ity is only influenced by external influences. In 
this case for instance, an individual may develop 
what may be called an automata personality that 
changes according to the environment in which s/
he is hosted, resulting in a highly programmable 
individual. This leads to non-repetitive behaviours, 
whose evolution is not foreseeable (Chittaro and 
Serra, 2004).

Knowledge Profiling

Following Yolles (2002), we can formulate Table 3 
to represent the knowledge profile possibilities of 
an agent. To do this two propositions are needed. 
The first proposition is that any agent may have 
a style for one type of knowledge, and therefore 
is particularly good at working in a given type of 
knowledge. Thus, those agents that are particularly 
good technology translators (Iles and Yolles, 2000 
and 20022002) or creators of knowledge have a 
style for knowledge identification. In unitary styles 
an individual will have a bent towards only one 
of the three types of knowledge: identification, 
elaboration, or execution. If they are plural they 
will have more than one of the three styles to some 
degree of simultaneously. A knowledge type may 
also be associated with the local generation of 
knowledge, which is simply a learning process. If 
it is possible to evaluate the learning capabilities 
of a person in a type of knowledge, then it can be 
referred to as a learning index.

The second proposition is not interested in the 
relative knowledge type of an agent, but rather 
to the nature of the knowledge type itself that we 
refer to as orientation. Rather like the Honey and 
Mumford (1986) inventory tests for learning style, 
knowledge orientation distinguishes each type 
of knowledge into two enantiomers in continual 
interaction. Some pilot studies have been under-
taken for this successfully. In this table the term 
idealistic represents a balanced position between 
the ideational and sensate enantiomers. Landmark 
values are quantitative measures of qualitative 
values (Yolles, 2001).

Knowledge profiling can also be related to 
Kolb’s (1974) ideas, linked with those for instance 
of Honey and Momford (1986) on learning effec-
tively deal with cognitive aspects, and thus reside 
in the existential domain with identifiers. Hence, 
the sensate and ideational poles of identifiers can 
be related to the Kolb dimensions of converg-
ers/divergers and assimilators/accommodators. 
Indeed, ideational personalities may be related 
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to Honey and Momford’s “activist” that links to 
Kolb’s “Concrete Experience” through being de-
scribed as having the innovative traits of divergers 
and accommodators, while sensate personalities 
relate to Honey and Momford’s “theorist” that 
connects to Kolb’s “abstract conceptualisation” in 
that they are practical transformers of convergers 
and assimilators.

Kolb’s work was originally intended to propose 
a cycle of learning which has been severely criti-
cised (e.g., Cunningham, 1990; Laurillard, 1987). 
However, the cyclic model is hardly referred to 
today let alone used. Where Kolb’s work is popu-
lar is in its demonstration that, in a constructivist 
world, the learning ability of people differs. It is 
this aspect of the model that was developed fur-
ther by Honey and Mumford (1986), when they 
formulated their Learning Styles Inventory (LSI).

The principles for this work centre on learning 
preferences. Activists operate through concrete 
experience, Theorists prefer Abstract Conceptu-
alisation, Pragmatists prefer to operate through 
active experimentation and Reflectors prefer 
reflective observation. Honey and Mumford sug-
gested that Kolb’s four learning styles could be 
paired resulting in new classifications.

It is of interest to those who may seek synergy 
that there seem to be broad relationships between 
LSI and knowledge profiling. There is a superficial 
comparison of Kuhn’s Theorist and Pragmatist are 
relatable to our Fundamentalist and Pragmatist, but 
this would seem to be invalid when one explores 
them further. More appropriately, Kohn’s vertical 
axes are also seen to be expressions of Thinking 
and Feeling, which are also Jung’s (1921) enan-
tiomers for personality type, and which therefore 
offers immediate correspondence, extending 
to a relationship with Patterning and Dramatist 
enantiomers. The explanation would be that 
noumenal domain with be recursively defined to 
create a mental model that determines (through 
autopoiesis) learning behaviour.

Kolb’s Pragmatists and Reflectors are also as-
sociated with doing and watching, and these are 

also likely to be noumenal expressions of what 
Jung has called extraversion and introversion. 
Indeed, this track seem to be a rich vein when 
one takes Honey and Mumford’s development 
into consideration, and recognises the connection 
between these classifications and Jung’s notion 
of personality type. The further development of 
these connections, however, requires more space 
that is available here. Accepting that there is an 
immediate linear relationship between Kuhn’s 
pragmatists (doers) and reflectors (watchers) 
and Jung’s extraversion and introversion, we are 
drawn towards considering an extension of our 
own profiling approach to include the additional 
enantiomers extraversion (or extrinsic orientation 
to behaviour) and introversion (intrinsic orienta-
tion to behaviour). Further, changing the context 
from personality to learning, the approach defined 
by Jung and developed by Myer and Briggs may 
well provide the basis for an improved Learning 
Style Inventory. There has been some movement 
toward supporting this as a possible research 
approach through the empirical work of Huitt 
(1988, 1997).

Beer’s Viable Systems Model

The Viable System Model (VSM) is a model 
that many have used within a methodology (e.g., 
Jackson, 1992; Yolles, 1999) with the intended 
purpose of finding and correcting structural faults 
in an organisation. It is therefore an important 
approach. Here, however, our interest is simply 
to consider the ontological nature of VSM. It can 
be represented in SVS as is illustrated in Figure 6. 
Here, in the existential domain sit Policy (system 
5) and Futures (system 4). As long as it is possible 
to express these individually as autonomous sys-
tems, then they have each have a local phenomenal 
domain that can be structurally coupled together. 
This explains how policy and futures intimately 
affect each other in the existential environment 
of the social community, each contributing to 
the evolutionary systemic future of the other. 
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The same relationships are possible in the nou-
menal domain between integration (system 3), 
coordination (system 2) and operational audit 
(system 3*), with undeclared structural coupling 
between them where each of these local systems 
may be considered to be autonomous. Finally, 
in the phenomenal domain only one system of 
operations (system 1) is shown, but there could 
be a multiplicity of them all structurally coupled.

For Beer recursion of the model could occur 
in each system 1 that is itself a viable system. 
However, there is an argument that there is more 
to this model that has been elaborated on by Beer, 
and it is that each of the systemic functions (1-5) 
can also be seen as a set of distributed parts that 
interact with each other richly, and they may in 
this case be regarded as subsystems of the overall 
system at a given focus of examination. Hence, 
recursion can be applied to them individually 
where it is found that they can be regarded as 
autonomous in their own right, noting that au-
tonomy is the pre-condition of viability. We refer 

to this as a lateral form of recursion which occurs 
within a given domain or focus of examination. 
An instance of this occurs when S4 and/or S5 can 
be regarded as operating as an autonomous system 
in their own right. Paul Stokes (2006) indicates 
that if this is true, then it constitutes an emergent 
property to the VSM, though he remains to be 
convinced. So at this juncture it is necessary to 
at least briefly explore how the claim of this 
emergent property can be made.

To do this we first need to reconsider the 
definition of a system. A system is composed of 
a set of interacting parts that each operate within 
it according to some innate or constructed pur-
pose. It maintains a boundary that enables us to 
distinguish between parts that are richly interacting 
(and inside the system) and parts that are poorly 
interacting (and outside the system). The assem-
bly of richly interacting parts together defines 
structure and contributes to process. Whenever 
structure is identified composed of a set of richly 
interacting parts then it is possible to identify a 

Figure 6. Formulation of VSM in SVS
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system. This principle can be referred to as one 
of lateral ontology. This is because a system is a 
contextual domain that maintains within it a set 
of lateral sub-contextual domains that are often 
referred to as sub-systems. Each lateral domain is 
a core or being that is differentiated in some way 
from its structural companions, and its sub-context 
is epistemologically defined. The principle of 
systems is that each of these lateral sub-contextual 
domains may itself be seen as a system with its 
own sub-sub-contextual domains. This recursive 
drilling down to different lateral systemic foci is 
sometimes referred to as the systemic hierarchy.

The introduction of the metasystem by Beer 
into social systems defined a new type of ontol-
ogy which Beer did not recognise since his whole 
interest lay in epistemology (Yolles, 2004). This 
is called a transverse ontology since it introduces 
to self-organising systems the notion of a higher 
order controller of the system. The transverse 
nature of the system is that the domains of Being 
of the system and metasystem are quite distinct, 
as are their contextual natures. While the sys-
tem has phenomenal structures, processes and 
phenomenal (e.g., behavioural) influences on 
an immediate environment, the metasystem is 
fundamentally paradigmatic in nature. However, 
the notion of the transverse ontology brings not 
only a new way of seeing what Beer has done, but 
effectively redefines his paradigm to introduce a 
new conceptualisation that permits new ways of 
exploring situations that are posited.

It is now possible to extend the notion of recur-
sion from the lateral to the transverse ontology 
that was intimated by Yolles (1999). In this case 
whenever a metasystem can be defined that sat-
isfies the principles of a system, which includes 
having structure, then the metasystem can itself 
be defined systemically. As an example, consider 
a social system composed of structures like divi-
sions that themselves have departments. The global 
metasystem of the social system is composed of 
a collective paradigm that is itself composed of 
a set of paradigms in interaction that result in 

phenomenal influences on the system. It is quite 
possible to create a model of the metasystem in 
which these paradigms together interact richly to 
create an operational knowledge structure such 
that it can also be classified as a system in its own 
right. If we were then to ask the thorny question 
of what it is that constitutes the meta-metasystem, 
then perhaps we should point to the worldviews 
of the people who make up the social systems and 
sub-systems, but likely we are then talking about 
a complexity of metasystems that is beyond the 
argument we wish to pursue here.

So metasystems, if composed of a set of parts 
that is richly interactive and which together create 
structure and phenomenal responses, can be re-
garded as a system in its own right. This transverse 
form of recursion is not anything that Beer was 
concerned with. However, it leads to some impor-
tant modelling possibilities. Thus for instance it 
is possible to identify the parts to a metasystem 
as being composed, for instance, of S3-S5 func-
tions7. These functions can be distributed when 
their phenomenal responses are at least implicitly 
richly interactive. Thus for instance most complex 
organisations have policy functions that are quite 
distributed, and their interactivity is pathological 
since policies arising from different departments 
are not related and may even contradict, thereby 
impacting on systemic cohesiveness.

One of the questions that this now begs is 
how does this sit with the notion of pathological 
autopoiesis? Following Yolles (1999) we note that 
the autopoietic nature of an organisation should 
relate to system focuses and the organisation as 
a whole. It should not apply to only the meta-
system. An example of when this might occur is 
when the metasystem attempts to control for the 
sake of control. Seeing control as a product of the 
organisation destroys the viability and autonomy 
of the broader system. In Beer’s terms, a system in 
this condition can be described as pathologically 
autopoietic (Beer, 1979, pp. 408-412). Ultimately, 
the pathology of a viable system concerns the 
failure of its cohesiveness. This manifestation of 
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pathological autopoiesis does not impact on the 
capacity of S5, say, to operate in a cohesive way 
within the organisation as a whole. There is a need 
here to discuss further the autonomous nature of 
the distinct systemic functions of the VSM, but 
discussing the nature of autonomy would require 
more space than is available here. Rather the reader 
is directed to Yolles (1999).

Formulating Beer’s Viable Systems Model 
within a frame of reference created by knowledge 
cybernetics requires a modification to Beer’s 
model. This concerns the effective regulation 
of the dynamic internal to the organization. It 
is in charge of the functional units of the sys-
tem and controls and monitors what is going 
on. It is responsible for the implementation of 

policies, resource allocation, and the control and 
monitoring of the implementation activities, and 
determines information needs. It is involved in 
synergy related tasks. S3 is therefore very much 
information rich. However, if it can be argued 
that S3 also has a knowledge component so that 
it becomes split into S3a (knowledge rich) and 
S3b (information rich), then S3a would become 
part of the existential domain. The representation 
of this is given in Figure 7, indicating the new set 
of interactions that are possible. The epistemol-
ogy of this model requires development through 
empirical processes.

While there is no space here to explore this 
representation of Beer’s model further, it does 
provide a detailed way of exploring ontologically 

Figure 7. Alternative representation of Beer’s viable system model
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a variety of pathological occurrences. Thus wher-
ever an ontological couple can be shown to exist 
there is the possibility of pathologies to emerge 
through the breaking of an ontological channel. 
This includes the notion of pathological autopoiesis, 
a term that Beer (1979, pp. 408-412) has taken some 
lengths to explain. We can explain it as occurring 
when the autopoietic link between the noumenal 
and phenomenal domains is broken, so that no im-
ages or system of thought can be manifested phe-
nomenally, or where no feedback from the phenom-
enal domain can enable images or systems of thought 
to develop…thereby, for instance, inhibiting the 
process of adaptation. An elaboration of notions of 
pathology in SVS is provided in Figure 8 and Table 
4, in which type pathologies are identified. While 
not essential, the representation of this is expressed 
in terms of psychological metaphor for organisa-
tional consciousness, sub-consciousness, and un-
consciousness.

OVERVIEW

We have defined the basis of the frame of refer-
ence that entertains knowledge cybernetics, and 
have provided some illustrations of the variety 

of applications it can take, including VSM and 
organisational pathology, Organisational Pattern-
ing, personality type, political temperament, and 
knowledge profiling. There are other applications 
that exist but have not been considered in this pa-
per, and these include Joint Alliance Theory (e.g., 
Yolles, 2000b; Iles and Yolles, 2003a) intended to 
provide a social geometry and graphic illustration 
of the needs for the development of joint alliances, 
Boundary Critique (Yolles, 2001 the interests of 
which are to explore ways by which conflict pro-
cesses and social improvement can be achieved), 
Knowledge Migration (Iles et al, 2004) that define 
the great inhibitor for mutual understanding in 
social communities, and this work links closely 
to principles that underpin action research and 
processes of social communication, and Taoism 
(Yolles and Ye, 2005) that is intended to explore 
the synergy between western science and provide 
some explanation for the Tao based treatments 
using Chinese metaphors..

Overall, the frame of reference has demon-
strated a great deal of potential in creating ways 
of analysing complex situations, and more than 
this, bringing what many might consider as 
disparate models of complex issues together. It 
has also demonstrated a possibility to be used to 

Figure 8. Type pathologies
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diagnose complex situations in social collectives 
and, ultimately using additional tools like VSM, 
to be used as a means by which improvements 
can be engineered.

In particular we have shown that (within a 
learning context) there is a close connection 
between Jung’s ideas on personality style (and 
Myers-Briggs development of this), Kolb’s no-
tions of learning style (and Honey and Momford’s 
development of this) and our knowledge profiling 
extended to include extroversion and introversion.

Having defined the metaphorical nature of 
knowledge cybernetics, there is a question of 
whether any of the metaphorical models provided 
have any practical value. Whether they do depends 
on how one sees the nature of metaphors. They 
are not simple comparitors, and for Brown (2003) 
they provide a very important way of creating a 
basis for new knowledge. We do not say that the 
models given here are true; indeed we cannot say 
this because of their constructivist nature. They are 
simply representations that will have to be evalu-
ated and believed if there is evidence that they are 

practically useful to explain and perhaps to diag-
nose and intervene in situations that we see. Two 
areas have been explored in this way, to produce 
tentative empirical evidence. One is knowledge 
profiling, and the other is Organisational Pattern-
ing, and the outcome of the latter would seem to 
be valuable. Similar empirical explorations need 
to be undertaken for other areas of exploration, 
in particular that of personality type and learning 
style, since both are popular and important areas 
of consideration. The ability of the knowledge 
cybernetic framework to link such apparently 
disparate approaches as personality type and 
learning style such that specific connections and 
relationships can be made does provide at least 
this role for our approach.
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ENDNOTES

1  Research in multidisciplinary areas with a 
plurality of paradigms needs more than a 
normal science approach in which single 
narratives create story lines. In contrast post-
normal science is concerned with complexity 
and has interests that relate to uncertainty, 
value loading, and a plurality of legitimate 
perspectives. It is within complexity and un-
certainty that antenarratives (Yolles, 2007a) 
can be assembled and coordinated given the 
right frame of reference that enables a plural 
collective co-construction of multiple voices 
to develop, each with a narrative fragment 
and none with an overarching conception of 
the story that is becoming. Normal science is 
likely to be inadequate for the social sciences 
(Manuel-Navarrete, 2001), in particular when 
there is a plurality of knowledge based nar-
ratives that will be unable to account for the 
whole of Reality. Knowledge Cybernetics 
has shown that it can provide an entry into 
post-normal science, with cybernetic meta-
rules that can seek and manifest any implicit 
orchestration in pluralities of knowledge.

2  The concepts of autopoiesis and autogenesis 
can be more simply represented in “living 
systems” like the social (Yolles, 2009) in which 
intelligence may be assigned. While Maturana 
& Varela (1979) were responsible for the idea 
of autopoiesis, Piaget (1950) developed the 
idea of operative intelligence for is research 
into child development and which appears to 
adopt equivalent principles. He saw reality is 
a dynamic system of continuous change de-
fined in reference to dynamic change through 
transformation, and states (Demetriou, Doise 
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& Van Lieshout, 1998). Transformations refer 
to any kind of change, while states refer to 
the condition in which a thing or person can 
be found between transformations. Operative 
intelligence is the active part of intelligence 
that is responsible for the representation and 
manipulation of the transformational aspects 
of reality, and it involves all actions that are un-
dertaken so as to anticipate, follow or recover 
these transformations. It frames how the world 
is understood, and it is contextually adaptive. 
It operates through two functions: assimilation 
and accommodation. Assimilation refers to the 
active transformation of information that can 
be integrated into existing mental schemes, and 
accommodation refers to active transformation 
of mental schemes, enabling referencing of in-
dividual interactions (Sternberg, 1996). Piaget 
also has the notion of figurative intelligence 
which is the static part of intelligence that 
derives contextual meaning from experiences 
involving operative intelligence. It involves 
any means of representation that may be 
used to maintain mental states that intervene 
between transformations. Now Piaget’s no-
tion of figurative intelligence can be adapted 
to become dynamic if one sees figurative 
intelligence as the creator of a figurative base 
that develops noumenally in any personality. 
Now this occurs through a dynamic process 
of sedimentation of cultural and epistemic 
beliefs that result in the figurative base, and 
so figurative intelligence can be elevated into 
a dynamic process equivalent autogenesis that 
develops from a higher order set of principles 
by which operative intelligence is guided.

3  Maruyama (1965, 1972, 1980) was interested 
in creating a way of exploring personality 
that is not as limited as the grounded theory 
approaches, illustrations of which are Myers-
Briggs Type Inventory and the Five Factor 
Model. In order to distinguish his own more 
sophisticated approach (called Mindscapes) 
from these, he developed the idea of his Uni-

verses. He embedded the distinctions across 
his universes in the notion of complexity, and 
his interest appear to take him to distinguishing 
between theories that have differing potential 
to generate information of various theories. 
Relevantial universe approaches have greater 
potential to generate information than do rela-
tivistic or classificational universe approaches. 
In a world where the notion of complexity is 
becoming more important, the Maruyama 
universes are likely to also become important, 
particularly in the area of comparative theory, 
which is an interest of this paper. Sadly, the 
science of comparative theory seems to be of 
little interest to academics, even though there 
is a general recognition that the processes of 
theory convergence can generate new insights 
into important areas of science. The idea of 
the Maruyama universes has yet to be widely 
known, and its importance has yet to be broadly 
recognised.

4  Ontology is the study of Being or existence 
that according to Michel Weber (2003) (who 
appears to be referring to Cocchiarella (1991)) 
may also be defined as a matter of argumented 
systematisation about the nature of reality. 
Such systemisation can define distinctions 
in Being through the use of concepts, entities 
and even events, their properties and relations 
constructed according to some predefined set 
of categories that conforms to the distinction 
in their natures. Following a notion intimated 
by Roberto Poli (2001, 2005), ontology can be 
seen as a form of social geometry. To under-
stand why, consider firstly that geometry is de-
fined as a formulation of spatial relationships 
that have symbolic expression. A function of 
ontology is to define a frame of reference that 
topologically distinguishes between arbitrarily 
defined distinct modes of Being through the 
creation of a referencing system. In a coherent 
system these modes necessarily will define 
symbolic social relationships.
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5  The term enantiomer (also enantiomorph that 
in particular relates to form or structure) means 
a mirror image of something, an opposite 
reflection. The term derives from the Greek 
enantios or “opposite,” is used in a number 
of contexts, including architecture, molecular 
physics, political theory, and computer sys-
tem design. The related word enantiodromia 
has also been used as a key Jungian concept 
used in his notions about consciousness (e.g., 
http://www.endless-knot.us/feature.html), 
and (from the OED Online) it is the process 
by which something becomes its opposite, 
and the subsequent interaction of the two: 
applied esp. to the adoption by an individual 
or by a community, etc., of a set of beliefs, 
etc., opposite to those held at an earlier stage. 
For Jung the word enantiodromia represents 
the superabundance of any force that inevita-
bly produces its opposite. Consequently the 
word enantiodromia often implies a dynamic 
process which is not necessarily implied by 
the word enantiomer. Jung used it particularly 
to refer to the unconscious acting against the 
wishes of the conscious mind, that which 
is responsible for one’s thoughts and feel-
ings, and the seat of the faculty of reason (as 
indicated in www.absoluteastronomy.com/
encyclopedia/E/En/Enantiodromia.htm, see 
Jung’s book Aspects of the Masculine, chapter 

7, paragraph 294). By using the simpler word 
enantiomer we shall not exclude the possibil-
ity of any dynamic action that may have been 
implied by the term enantiodromia and its 
connection to the idea of yin-yang interaction.

6  See http://dictionary.laborlawtalk.com/funda-
mentalism

7  Beer’s VSM model involves concepts that 
may be defined as follows. It has the following 
distinct systemic functions: S1 is operations 
that may be constituted as a single or multiple 
system; S2 is coordination that can provide 
effective control, and has interests in a limited 
synergy across divisions of an organisation, 
trying to harmonise the culture and structure of 
the enterprise whilst also trying to reduce chaos 
and introduce order while trying to amplify 
the capability for control for the induction 
of self-regulatory operational behaviour. S3 
is Integration (and control), concerned with 
effective regulation of the dynamic internal to 
the organisation; S4 is futures is important to 
the identity of the organisation, and involves 
issues of development and strategic plan-
ning; S5 is policy and is concerned with the 
establishment and maintenance of a coherent 
context for the processes of the organisation, 
and relates to what the organisation sets out 
to do and defines.

This work was previously published in Cybernetics and Systems Theory in Management: Tools, Views, and Advancements, 
edited by Steven E. Wallis, pp. 191-216, copyright 2010 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT

This chapter considers the strategic management 
of intellectual capital, balancing the need to de-
velop knowledge assets with the need to protect 
them. In making more strategic decisions, metrics 
on the level of intellectual capital and degree of 
knowledge management necessary to compete 
in an industry are required, as are those on the 
threat from competitive intelligence activity. 
The authors develop the case for appropriate 
metrics that accomplish these purposes, noting 
both potential and limitations. The authors also 
consider alternatives, additional data that could 
contribute to the usefulness and understanding 
of the core metrics, and provide suggestions for 
further research.

INTRODUCTION

The study of intellectual capital (IC) and its close 
cousin knowledge management (KM) has always 
carried an implicit assumption that more develop-
ment of knowledge assets is unambiguously for 
the better. The case has been built on conceptual 
and empirical studies often limited to individual 
firms or a small group of firms. As a result, much 
of what we know about managing intangible assets 
is both very specific to a given firm or situation 
and very much dependent on highly specific, often 
internal data about such assets.

While such approaches have been invaluable 
in terms of defining the field and identifying the 
nature of the critical knowledge assets compris-
ing an organization’s intellectual capital, there is 
a definite shortage of more broadly applicable 
scholarship. There has also been a lack of any 
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question whether the efforts toward developing 
IC are actually worth the effort. What level of 
IC development is optimal? Is investment in the 
biggest information technology (IT) or firm-wide 
knowledge-sharing systems right for all firms in 
all circumstances? Should all proprietary knowl-
edge be fully shared with collaborators? What 
conceptual and empirical guidelines do we have 
to begin to answer such questions?

This chapter addresses some of these issues, 
looking at a broader view of not only measuring 
intellectual capital but also acting on the results. 
In order to gauge whether adding to IC through 
KM initiatives actually makes an impact on com-
petitiveness and financial results, such a broader 
perspective is necessary and is an important step 
towards teasing out the actual relationships un-
derlying these questions.

BACKGROUND

As this chapter blends concepts from several 
different but related fields, some definitions are 
probably in order. For the purposes of this chapter, 
we employ the following terminology:

• Intellectual capital refers to the stock of 
knowledge assets in the organization. 
These will be defined more precisely in 
the discussion, but include the firm’s intan-
gible assets. In addition, we include phe-
nomena such as data and information that 
typically don’t rise to the level of “knowl-
edge” in some applications. As they are 
useful, informative, and have potential to 
become “knowledge”, they are included as 
knowledge assets or intellectual capital in 
this chapter.

• Knowledge management is the practice of 
administering this intellectual capital. Most 
KM applications seek to increase the stock 
of IC. The field of KM includes numerous 
tools for better management and growth of 

knowledge assets, from simple apprentice-
ship programs to massive IT installations 
for codifying knowledge and/or install-
ing expert identification systems. KM can 
also grow IC by extending the system to 
include more participants, particularly by 
gathering from and sharing with collabora-
tors (usually, again, through IT systems).

• Competitive intelligence (CI) has to do 
with organized efforts by firms to uncover 
competitors’ proprietary knowledge as-
sets and other pertinent information, then 
subjecting it to analysis, allowing better 
decision-making. Although CI has aspects 
of knowledge management in it (gathering 
and analyzing knowledge assets related 
to a competitor), we are more concerning 
with the threat it poses to firms managing 
their own knowledge. In other words, we 
are looking at the number and level of CI 
activities arrayed against an organization.

Intellectual capital is a relatively young dis-
cipline but incorporates a long-standing interest 
in measuring intangible assets into its approach. 
The basic concept is that softer knowledge-based 
assets can be identified, measured, and managed 
in much the same manner as hard knowledge 
assets such as those formalized in patents, copy-
rights, and so forth (hence the clear echoes of 
“intellectual property” in our adoption of the 
“intellectual capital” terminology). These softer 
knowledge assets include fuzzier, harder-to-define 
intangibles such as know-how or social capital. 
Early work in the field defined and identified these 
knowledge assets (Stewart, 1997), specifically 
breaking them down into the now well-accepted 
categories of human capital (HC), structural 
capital (SC), and relational (sometimes termed 
collaborative) capital (RC) (Bontis, 1999; Ed-
vinsson & Malone, 1997). Human capital tends 
to focus on job-related knowledge, what indi-
viduals know about performing their day-to-day 
tasks, whether on the line, in service delivery, 
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or in management. Structural capital has more 
to do with enduring knowledge in the organiza-
tion embodied in a corporate culture, corporate 
structure (e.g. bureaucratic or networked), and/
or information systems. Relational capital is all 
about knowledge concerning entities outside the 
organization and how to manage relationships with 
them, be they customers, suppliers, regulators, or 
others. Besides these core categories, there have 
been other pertinent types of intellectual capital 
suggested in the literature, either in addition to 
the traditional three categories (e.g. competitive 
capital, or knowledge about competitors, Rothberg 
& Erickson, 2002) or as a broader reframing of the 
relevant categories (Andreou, Green & Stankosky, 
2007). But most work continues to stick with the 
accepted breakdown of human, structural, and 
relational capital.

The important point, however, is the general 
approach, which succeeds in taking traditional 
intangible assets such as brand equity and a highly 
trained workforce and ordering them into clear 
and potentially measurable groups. The basic 
framework allowed pioneers such as Skandia to 
begin to develop metrics (Navigator) and publish 
intellectual capital reports (Edvinsson & Sullivan, 
1996). The Balanced Scorecard also incorporated 
some of these principles into its structure (Kaplan 
& Norton, 1992).

Once one has an idea of the stock of knowledge 
assets, then the question of flow and adding to those 
stocks arises (Dierickx & Cool, 1989). Knowl-
edge management grew from this perspective. 
KM is closely related to IC in that both are about 
knowledge assets, but where the latter is focused 
on identification and metrics, the former is more 
interested in growing the assets and employing 
them to their fullest potential. In terms of theory 
development, the KM literature has been useful 
in distinguishing between types of knowledge 
assets, most prominently in terms of tacit and 
explicit knowledge. While a well-established 
concept (Polanyi, 1967) before business got hold 
of it, this distinction as applied to knowledge 

assets is important (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). 
Explicit knowledge is relatively easy to express 
or communicate and can thus often be captured by 
the firm and stored in information systems. Tacit 
knowledge is more individualized, hard to explain 
or communicate, and difficult to capture. As one 
would imagine, the implications for managing the 
knowledge vary dramatically by the type, with 
different tools applied to explicit knowledge than 
to tacit (Boisot, 1995; Choi & Lee, 2003; Schulz 
& Jobe, 2001).

Other such contributions include variables 
such as knowledge complexity, stickiness/speci-
ficity (how specific is the knowledge to a given 
application or set of circumstances), absorptive 
capacity of the organization, social capital, and 
others (Kogut & Zander, 1992; Nahapiet & 
Ghoshal, 1998; Zander & Kogut, 1995). What 
these contributions help to establish is that there 
are clear differences in types of knowledge assets 
and in the circumstances of organizations look-
ing to manage them. And, as noted above, there 
have been a variety of tools developed to use in 
KM, from substantial information systems often 
installed by the big consulting firms (Matson, 
Patiath & Shavers, 2003) or expert systems to 
those designed for more tacit applications such 
as communities of practice (Wenger, 1998) or 
storytelling (Brown & Duguid, 2000).

What is critical is that all of this research 
suggests that different types of knowledge assets 
exist, that they should be managed differently, and, 
at least implicitly, that not all knowledge in all 
circumstances can or should be effectively grown. 
If one follows the scholarship to its natural conclu-
sion, one can not only wonder whether particular 
tools will work in a given situation, but whether 
any tools at all will work. Some knowledge assets 
are invariably going to be harder to develop than 
others. Are all worth the required investment and 
effort? Do all firms need to rush to install expen-
sive KM systems and look to spread knowledge 
assets to all collaborators at all levels?
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As a result, given the expense of installing and 
administering many of these KM systems, a natural 
question arises as to whether the practices actually 
lead to concrete results. Does more IC lead to better 
financial performance? There is a case to be made 
for competitive advantage flowing from knowl-
edge assets. As long ago as Schumpeter (1934), 
knowledge combination leading to innovation was 
recognized. More recently, well-known scholars 
noted the potential of organizational knowledge 
(Winter, 1987) and knowledge workers (Drucker, 
1991) to gain competitive advantage. More pre-
cisely, as the resource-based view of the firm 
has gained acceptance, a number of researchers 
have pointed to the role of knowledge assets as a 
critical, unique organizational resource leading to 
superior marketplace performance (DeCarolis & 
Deeds, 1999; Grant, 1996; Gupta & Govindarajan, 
2000a; Zack, 1999a).

And what do the data say? We’ll talk shortly 
about what’s been done in terms of assessing IC 
development and its impact on financial perfor-
mance but it’s certainly fair to say that the empirical 
evidence is slim and limited. There has not been 
overwhelming feedback that KM installations 
have been successful, on a wide scale, in contribut-
ing to firms accumulating above average returns.

Some of the disappointment with KM, how-
ever, begs the question of whether massive KM 
investment and sharing is always the best avenue 
for every firm. Given what we know about differ-
ent types of knowledge assets and their potential 
for development, one would imagine the answer 
is probably not. In just about every other similar 
circumstance, we know that firms have different 
needs and different environments, so a one-size-
fits-all KM strategy is unlikely to be optimal. 
Full-bore R&D, for example, makes sense in 
certain industries (e.g. pharmaceuticals) but makes 
little sense in others (retail). Why should KM be 
any different? Add in the threat from competitive 
intelligence and an increased inability to protect 
valuable, proprietary knowledge (Liebeskind, 
1996), and you have a recipe for taking more care in 

developing and distributing knowledge here, there, 
and everywhere (Rothberg & Erickson, 2005).

The rest of this chapter will explore this theme, 
specifically considering a more strategic concep-
tualization of managing knowledge assets and 
what metrics can be used to both make the case 
and help practitioners looking for a more strategic 
approach. For a number of reasons, this approach 
to identifying and measuring these intangibles has 
difficulties. We’ll frame the issues for discussion 
and try to provide some guidance as to where and 
how we believe practice should move.

THE STRATEGY OF KNOWLEDGE 
DEVELOPMENT AND PROTECTION

SPF Framework

The framework for a strategic approach to KM is 
developed in Rothberg & Erickson (2005). The 
Strategic Protection Factor (SPF) conceptualiza-
tion is based on opposing risks: KM Risk and 
Competitive Intelligence (CI) Risk. KM Risk is 
found in not developing knowledge assets to the 
same extent as competitors, thus operating at a 
competitive disadvantage. As noted in the previ-
ous section, there are undoubtedly opportunities 
for competitive advantage from better developing 
and sharing knowledge assets. Organizational 
knowledge can be a unique and sustainable source 
of competitive advantage. If the potential exists, 
but a firm does a poorer job developing and 
sharing knowledge assets than rivals, it will be 
at a competitive disadvantage. As knowledge is 
developed and shared more aggressively, this risk 
goes down.

CI Risk comes from developing and sharing 
knowledge assets to such an extent that they 
become vulnerable to competitive intelligence 
efforts by other firms. As knowledge is developed 
aggressively (more knowledge gathered, more 
knowledge accessible from a central location, 
more knowledge shared with collaborators), this 
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risk goes up. Dispersed, digitized knowledge as-
sets are much harder to protect if aggressive CI 
efforts are organized to acquire them. For any 
individual firm, the strategic priority is to find the 
“sweet spot” where knowledge is developed to the 
appropriate degree without leaving it vulnerable, 
the optimal point where total risk is minimized.

In application, the SPF framework provides 
additional detail about the types of circumstances 
facing specific firms in specific industries. There 
are variables that contribute to the level of KM 
Risk and/or to the level of CI Risk such as types 
of knowledge used in an industry or the degree 
of protection provided by the government. And 
there are prescriptions for managing KM, both in 
development and in protection, given an assess-
ment of where a firm might find itself within the 
framework. None of that is really our primary 
focus here as it’s covered in detail in the book and 
elsewhere. Some context is helpful, however, as 
some of this conceptual foundation will undoubt-
edly come through in the following discussion.

Our primary focus, rather, is how to measure 
these risks. Consider each in turn. On the KM Risk 
side, the issue is the degree of knowledge asset 
development and sharing but in a relative manner 
to what is going on with competitive firms. Quite 
a lot of the work with metrics related to KM or IC 
has to do with building up to an overall value by 
assessing the individual pieces (HC, SC, and RC 
again) in the manner of the Skandia Navigator. 
These are essentially bottom-up approaches in 
individual firms. A number of options are avail-
able (Tan, Plowman & Hancock, 2007), including 
popular choices such as Pulic’s (2004) Value-
Added Intellectual Coefficient (VAIC) which has 
been applied in a number of recent high-profile 
studies (Chen, Chang & Hwang, 2005; Firer & 
Williams, 2003). Such approaches are particu-
larly useful for trying to assess the impact of a 
specific part of IC (e.g. structural capital in Lev & 
Radhakrishnan (2003)) or specific IC initiatives 
(Marr & Schiuma, 2001). They are also typical 
of approaches to studying IC and KM that look 

closely at an individual firm, essentially case stud-
ies (Davenport, DeLong & Beers, 1998; Gupta & 
Govindarajan, 2000b; Hansen, Nohria & Tierney, 
1999; Zack, 1999b) or at a small group of firms 
(Mouritsen, Larsen & Bukh, 2002). This focus on 
the individual firm has been typical of the field 
(McEvily & Chakravarthy, 2002).

As our objective is to measure a substantial 
number of firms at the industry level (and, as it 
turns out, across industries as well), this sort of 
approach is not really workable. Instead, we have 
looked to assess overall IC within the firm with a 
robust and readily available metric, a variation on 
Tobin’s q (Tobin & Brainard, 1977). Tobin’s q goes 
back to intangible asset basics, using the difference 
between a firm’s worth (market capitalization) and 
the value of its physical assets (replacement cost) 
as a measure of those intangibles. As replacement 
cost is often a difficult number to obtain, a com-
monly used variation is to instead use book value 
of the assets, which comes from stockholders’ 
equity (assets less liabilities).

This approach has been used with some success 
in a number of applications (Villalonga, 2004), 
from evaluating the relative level of intellectual 
capital applied in consumer markets as opposed 
to business markets (Erickson & Rothberg, 2009) 
to assessing the financial impact of intellectual 
capital development in a specific industry (Bram-
handkar, Erickson & Applebee, 2008). Although 
there are obvious limitations to the metric, to be 
discussed shortly, it can be quite useful when one 
needs a measure with some scope to it.

CI Risk is a more difficult nut to crack. Com-
petitive intelligence efforts, whether one is looking 
at success in procuring competitive information 
or just spending levels, are usually hidden. This 
is their nature. But one place where one can look 
is employment levels, and the membership lists 
of the Society of Competitive Intelligence Profes-
sionals (SCIP) are a useful proxy for CI activity. As 
with the IC/KM measure, some care is necessary 
as very small differences can indicate dramatic 
variations (a SCIP member can be at a fairly senior 
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management level with a sizable non-member staff 
underneath). On the other hand, a small difference 
may, in fact, simply be a small difference.

Where both of these measures are most valuable 
is in an application where certain aspects of the 
analysis can eliminate natural limitations. With the 
Tobin’s q measure, for example, the structure of the 
physical assets can have an impact on the result, as 
firms with heavy investment in capital equipment 
or requiring substantial financial resources will 
clearly have a much larger denominator than those 
without such necessities. So limiting the metric 
to a single industry, where all firms are likely to 
have similar physical asset structures, makes for 
more effective comparisons of intangible relative 
to intangible assets. Extending to more than one 
industry can be done, but care must be taken, and 
we have generally only done so when dealing 
with hundreds of firms at the same time with the 
hope that most industry-specific difficulties will 
be minimized by the sheer size and complexity 
of the data set.

Illustrative Applications

To illustrate, we’ve included data on individual 
firms in four different industries from 1996 (drawn 
from a larger database we created spanning hun-
dreds of firms from 1993 through 1996). Data 
were drawn from common sources of financial 
results (Compustat) and from SCIP. As SCIP data 
can be rather sensitive, we accepted their offer to 
provide us with older data which still allows us to 
establish a benchmark relative to these measures. 
With this benchmark in place, the ability to do more 
recent comparisons becomes even more valuable, 
allowing both context and some sense of changes 
over time. The older data are also useful from 
the perspective that we have some idea of what 
has happened to some of these firm over the past 
decade, helping to verify whether their standing 
in 1996 proved propitious for the future or not.

In line with the previous discussion, the Tobin’s 
q is used to measure KM Risk. The underlying 

concept is that we can gain an industry benchmark 
of intellectual capital level relative to tangible as-
sets. Those firms within the industry operating at 
a level higher (or much higher) than the average 
are at less KM Risk. These firms are apparently 
developing and sharing knowledge assets to a 
greater degree and more successfully than direct 
competitors. On the other hand, firms lagging the 
industry standard would have high KM Risk and 
face the prospect of being left behind by competi-
tors doing a superior job of developing IC.

On the other hand, average number of SCIP 
members is used to measure CI Risk. This is again 
an industry figure, where the measure shows the 
degree of CI activity within the industry. Firms 
facing a high number of SCIP members face high 
CI Risk as standard practice in the industry is to 
aggressively conduct CI operations.

In the following tables, two versions of the 
Tobin’s q variation are available as well as the 
SCIP member metric and a related alternative, 
the CI months worked that year by SCIP mem-
bers. We’ve also included the underlying market 
capitalization, asset, liability, and revenue data 
for each firm. The industries were chosen to cor-
respond to four scenarios presented in Rothberg 
& Erickson (2005):

• SPF 45: High KM Risk and high CI Risk. 
Developed knowledge assets are necessary 
to compete and are highly valued by com-
petitors as well.

• SPF 30: High KM Risk and low CI Risk. 
Developed knowledge assets are necessary 
to compete but are not easily employed 
by competitors, who don’t pursue them 
aggressively.

• SPF 15: Low KM Risk and high CI Risk. 
Knowledge assets are difficult to develop 
but competitors can benefit from identify-
ing and analyzing those that do exist.

• SPF 5: Low KM Risk and low CI Risk. 
Knowledge assets are difficult to develop 
and are also of little value to competitors.
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In Table 1 are SPF 45 firms in the photographic 
equipment industry, including Xerox in this report-
ing period. The standard KM Risk variable shows 
a 7.12 average for the industry (the average for 
the full database runs about 3.5), so this appears 
to be a relatively high level of KM development, 
though, once again, remember that physical asset 
level also influences this measure and can throw 
off specific industry-to-industry comparisons. 
Regardless, one would imagine that in order to 
keep up with Canon, or even Kodak, some ag-
gressive investment in knowledge asset growth 
is required. The CI Risk is also quite high (1.0 is 
about average for the full database and is directly 
comparable across industries) with 5.5 members 
per firm. There are a number of aggressive CI 
operations in this industry as firms clearly value 
information, data, or knowledge that can be ob-
tained from competitors.

Table 2 presents a slightly different scenario, 
the SPF 30 version with relatively high KM but 
low CI Risk. The Tobin’s q metric is again high 
at 5.88 but CI activity is muted with only 1 mem-

ber across all the firms (and looking at the months 
measure, the member is less than half-time at 
that), resulting in an industry average of 0.25. 
Knowledge asset development is critical but 
protection is not a great concern. One would 
speculate that knowledge is highly specific to its 
applications in the innovating firm and/or is 
strongly protected by intellectual property de-
vices, strong brands, or some other mechanism 
making the assets hard to copy or use.

Table 3 presents an SPF 15 industry, various 
insurance providers. The Tobin’s q value is now 
apparently relatively low, at 1.64. Efforts to de-
velop knowledge appear to be less important—
often indicative of an industry with relatively 
little creativity or else very tacit knowledge that 
is hard to grow with KM techniques. Once again, 
however, a little care needs to be taken with such 
conclusions because of the limitations of the 
measurement across industries (note the high 
level of assets to revenue in this industry). On the 
other hand, the SCIP member measure is rela-
tively high, with the majority of firms practicing 

Table 1. SIC 386: photographic equipment & supplies 1996 

Market Cap 
(millions)

Assets 
(millions)

Liabilities 
(millions)

Revenues 
(millions)

Tobin’s q 
(equity)

Tobin’s 
q 

(assets)

SCIP 
members

SCIP 
months

Canon
Kodak
Polaroid
Xerox

17, 686 
27,547 
1,978 

16,346

2,461 
14,477 
2,261 

25,969

1,440 
9,356 
1,544 

20,583

2,165 
14,980 
2,236 

16,611

17.33 
5.38 
2.76 
3.03

7.19 
1.90 
0.87 
0.63

1 
7 
4 

10

12 
54 
23 
85

7.12 2.65 5.5 43.5

Table 2. SIC 2835/6: in vitro, in vivo diagnostics 1996 

Market Cap 
(millions)

Assets 
(millions)

Liabilities 
(millions)

Revenues 
(millions)

Tobin’s 
q 

(equity)

Tobin’s 
q 

(assets)

SCIP 
members

SCIP 
months

Chiron
Idexx
Adv 
Tissue
IGI

$3,406 
1,382 

351 
53

$1,490 
312 
56 
32

$817 
33 
8 

23

$1,020 
188 

1 
31

5.07 
4.95 
7.26 
6.25

2.29 
4.42 
6.21 
1.65

0 
0 
1 
0

0 
0 
5 
0

5.88 3.64 0.25 1.25
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CI and an overall average of 2.0. This may seem 
counterintuitive given that knowledge is not as 
valued by the originating firm, but we’ve tended 
to see this pattern in industries where a spark of 
genius or creativity is necessary for innovation 
(and is thus difficult to duplicate within the in-
novating firm) but whose results from innovation, 
once incorporated into a product, can be subject 
to copying if uncovered. Financial services are 
the most obvious example (a new investing phi-
losophy or new insurance offering may be difficult 
to create but can be rapidly duplicated).

Table 4 presents the final scenario, with low 
values for both types of risk (SPF 5). Air trans-
portation shows low KM values, with the q mea-
sure at 1.68 and also a low CI value at 0.75 (which 
would be even lower without the somewhat unique 
industry member Fedex). There is little apparent 

value to these sorts of firms to aggressively de-
velop knowledge or worry about protecting it 
from competitors. One could speculate that knowl-
edge in these situations is likely quite tacit or quite 
specific to its original applications.

Discussion

What can we learn from this approach and these 
metrics? Even with the limitations, which we’ll 
discuss shortly, there are some quite useful aspects 
from this approach. Initially, it seems fairly clear 
that there really are dramatic differences in the 
level of knowledge development between indus-
tries. The 7.12 and 5.88 values in the first two 
industries are of a different magnitude than the 
1.68 and 1.64 of the others. While it’s important 
once again to note the limitations of this mea-

Table 3. SIC 633: fire, marine, casualty insurance 1996 

Market Cap 
(millions)

Assets 
(millions)

Liabilities 
(millions)

Revenues 
(millions)

Tobin’s 
q 

(equity)

Tobin’s 
q 

(assets)

CIP 
members

SCIP 
months

Allmerica
Allstate
AIG
Chartwell
CNA
ITT Hart
OH Cas
Safeco
Selective
St Paul
USF&G
Zurich Re

$3,830 
38,726 
88,339 

263 
6,643 
8,012 
1,196 
5,246 

490 
4,932 
2,349 

799

$18,997 
74,508 

148,431 
1,132 

59,901 
93,855 
3,980 

18,767 
2,113 

19,656 
14,651 
1,923

$16,489 
60,306 

125,986 
980 

53,166 
89,153 
2,869 

14,785 
1,676 

15,719 
12,667 
1,242

$3,274 
24,299 
25,862 

144 
14,699 
12,150 
1,462 
3,722 

839 
5,409 
3,459 

616

1.53 
2.73 
3.94 
1.73 
0.99 
1.70 
1.08 
1.32 
1.12 
1.25 
1.18 
1.17

0.20 
0.52 
0.60 
0.23 
0.11 
0.09 
0.30 
0.28 
0.23 
0.25 
0.16 
0.42

28 
2 
1 
5 
2 
1 
0 
2 
1 
0 
0

11 
50 
9 

12 
35 
24 
8 
0 

13 
12 
0 
0

1.64 0.28 20 14.5

Table 4. SIC 45: air transportation 1996 

Market Cap 
(millions)

Assets 
(millions)

Liabilities 
(millions)

Revenues 
(millions)

Tobin’s 
Q 

(equity)

Tobin’s 
q 

(assets)

SCIP 
members

SCIP 
months

AMR
Continental
KLM
Fedex

-- 
$1,562 
2,223 
5,085

$17,562 
4,821 

12,993 
6,698

$13,034 
4,206 
8,791 
4,122

$15,136 
5,825 
9,536 

`10,273

-- 
2.54 
0.53 
1.97

-- 
0.32 
0.17 
0.76

1 
0 
0 
2

6 
0 
0 

17

1.68 0.42 0.75 5.75
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sure, the dramatic differences are compelling. 
With further work on the application of using the 
measure across industries, we should be able to 
refine Tobin’s q into something that can be used 
in direct comparisons, giving us a sense of the 
value of knowledge development and sharing 
in one industry compared to another. For now, 
these results do suggest that firms do face very 
different implications for managing knowledge in 
these different situations. While looking to better 
manage knowledge is never a bad thing, there 
are clearly times when one can overdo it. Within 
the insurance category, for example, competitors 
should aspire to emulate AIG or Allstate’s level 
(3.94 or 2.73) but it would probably be money 
wasted to invest in knowledge development on 
the scale of Canon, Kodak, or Advanced Tissue, 
in the other industries.

On the other hand, the level of protection of 
knowledge assets required in an industry also var-
ies considerably. While employees likely need to 
take great care in the photographic sector (espe-
cially in the case of Canon which seems to have 
quite an array of SCIP expertise arrayed against 
it) because of all the CI activity, information and 
knowledge can be much more freely developed 
and shared in the diagnostics or air travel sectors. 
Similarly, if decision-makers are considering the 
need to do their own CI, this type of information 
can help with that issue, making clear the level 
of activity typical of the industry.

In both of these cases, these metrics help us to 
confirm that different conditions do exist pertain-
ing to knowledge development and protection. In 
selling the idea that knowledge management is 
therefore strategic, there is fairly strong evidence 
that at least some KM and CI decisions are situ-
ational and should be subject to a more strategic 
approach. But how much do the metrics help us 
to understand the differences and the implications 
for practice?

On the surface, there are some difficulties. We 
already discussed the issues with different asset 
structures and the need for either intra-industry 

or large-scale comparisons, something partially 
violated in our discussion above as we are clearly 
making direct cross-industry comparisons of 
relatively small numbers of firms. Some of that 
can be solved with more data, however, as is the 
case here where we have included additional data 
on both revenues and assets. The level of assets 
necessary to generate a given level of revenue 
gives some idea of the physical asset needs of the 
organization and can be used in deeper analysis 
of these cross-industry comparisons.

There are also some decisions to be made on 
exactly what the makeup of the Tobin’s q measure 
will be. As it is generally thought to be a remainder 
of market capitalization less book value, there is 
an implication that subtraction yields the figure. 
And this approach makes sense when looking for 
the absolute level of intangible assets. In our case, 
however, when looking to complete firm-to-firm 
or industry-to-industry comparisons, however, 
such an approach has problems. In particular, the 
metric will virtually always show larger firms in a 
more favorable light. In the photography industry 
illustration above, such an approach would show 
Kodak to be the clear leader in absolute level of 
intangible assets with Canon and Xerox behind 
and roughly comparable. But when the measure 
is treated as a ratio, as in this chapter, Canon is 
the clear leader with Kodak a substantive second 
and Polaroid and Xerox trailing well behind. And 
by that measure, we then know that Canon has 
done the far superior job of establishing the value 
of its firm and its intangibles for a given level of 
tangible assets—what the game is really all about. 
While this runs the opposite problem of perhaps 
giving too much weight to smaller firms with few 
tangible assets but high market valuations based 
on little but potential, the measure is much closer 
to the meaning we’re looking for. And some of 
that problem can be overcome by focusing on 
larger firms in an analysis.

Another open question concerns the structure 
of the Tobin’s q ratio. In past work and in the 
discussion so far, we have employed the market 
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capitalization to book value ratio, with the de-
nominator commonly calculated from assets less 
liabilities. Essentially, it focuses on the value of 
the firm’s physical assets actually owned by the 
organization. If they are financed or borrowed, they 
don’t count. One can make the case that this again 
misses the main issue we are looking to resolve. 
Given that we want to identify how firms develop 
intangible assets given the level of physical as-
sets—does it really matter who owns the physical 
assets, the firm or its creditors? Perhaps not, and 
so the correct variation on Tobin’s q might be the 
ratio in the table indicated by “Tobin’s q (assets)” 
in each of the tables. As shown, it doesn’t really 
change most of the general inferences that can 
be drawn from the data but does give us some 
decidedly different results in the details (relative 
firm performance, more bunching of the results, 
etc.). Some additional discussion is probably ap-
propriate for future applications.

The SCIP data are generally reliable for the 
purpose to which we are putting them, and, as 
noted, we have the alternate measure of SCIP 
months to serve as a second and validating proxy 
(though both pieces of data do come from the same 
source). One could try to add in something related 
to organizational size (one SCIP employee in a 
$100 billion firm is very different from one in a $1 
billion firm) but that may again be unnecessary if 
dealing only with firms of a given size. The only 
real issue with the SCIP data that we have run into 
is one that also affects the Tobin’s q measure, and 
that is the tendency of the data to vary over time 
for reasons that have nothing to do with KM or 
CI performance. In 2008-2009, for example, with 
the downturn and the “Great Recession” as it is 
now being called, market capitalizations collapsed 
quickly and many have not recovered. That col-
lapse sharply impacted the Tobin’s q figure and 
our assessment of intangible asset levels within 
firms. Similarly, the recent market difficulties have 
caused quite a number of firms to cut back on CI 
operations as an expense that could be easily cut. 
This, again, would have little to do with success or 

failure in obtaining information or with the value 
of such information in a given industry. As a result, 
longitudinal comparisons, something that would 
theoretically be quite useful in the field should be 
approached with some caution as external factors 
may make analysis over time difficult. One ap-
proach to getting around such difficulties might 
be the use of indices, allowing relative KM and 
CI comparisons over time. We have also taken 
an approach of gathering data over an extensive 
period of time (1993-1996 here, something similar 
in the future) which helps to wash out some of 
the economic ups and downs.

Finally, what we have really found useful 
with these metrics and this approach is clarify-
ing where and how to do deeper research. We’ll 
talk momentarily about future research, but by 
singling out industries and firms of interest with 
this type of data, we can then begin to do the more 
in-depth analysis that does yield insights into tan-
gible and intangible asset differences, the nature 
of knowledge, the difficulties involved in KM 
approaches, and levels and nature of CI activity 
in given situations. The broad approach allows 
the more specific questions that can yield more 
precise answers. So as long as not too much stock 
is put in slight differences in these metrics, they 
can be very useful in clarifying major differences 
and illustrate an approach that will yield insight 
into the slight differences and specific recom-
mendations for managerial behavior.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Future research directions should be relatively 
clear from the preceding discussion. The Tobin’s 
q metric has a number of potentially valuable 
applications in terms of assessing intellectual 
capital levels across a wide range of industries. 
Any research project looking to measure IC in a 
large number of firms would be well-advised to 
at least consider such an approach as something 
of a first pass. In doing so, the limitations should 
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be kept in mind (firm size, physical capital levels, 
market cap fluctuations), but none are unwork-
able. And the results allow us to ask a number 
of relevant questions concerning how successful 
firms appear to be in managing knowledge assets. 
For those also interested in assessing competitive 
intelligence activity, similar potential and limita-
tions exist with the SCIP metrics.

There are two broad directions to go with these 
tools. On one hand, wide-ranging future research 
similar to that discussed here will be useful in 
clarifying the metrics and the best versions to ap-
ply to given circumstances. The questions raised 
in our discussion such as difference or ratio, book 
value or physical assets, and useful additional 
data will only be answered with further research 
on particular industries and across industries. 
National-level evaluations are also possible. 
And, again, the answers on optimal metrics may 
be situational as we determine the best measures 
to be applied.

On the other hand, as mentioned in the discus-
sion, these metrics can also be quite valuable in 
clarifying directions for deeper research. If we are 
able to convincingly identify an industry such as 
photographic equipment as requiring substantial 
intellectual capital in order to compete, we can 
then do more specific and detailed research on 
that particular industry. What is the nature of the 
physical assets required? What is the nature of the 
knowledge assets that are useful in the industry? 
How tacit or explicit are they? Do they include 
human, structural, and/or relational capital? In 
what other ways can we describe them and discern 
ever better ways to manage them? What are best 
practices in the industry?

Broad-ranging metrics such as these will allow 
us to offer better and more pertinent suggestions 
to decision-makers on how to manage knowledge 
assets to best advantage. These metrics are not 
necessarily the specific tools that will clarify 
those matters, but they are a good first step and 
can point us toward more specific tools that can.

CONCLUSION

This chapter has covered two broad measures re-
lated to knowledge asset development (Tobin’s q 
variation) and protection (SCIP membership). By 
looking at some specific applications of the data 
in several disparate industries, we’ve shown how 
the metrics make clear the differences in industry 
practices and results. There are clear potential 
uses for these techniques in studying knowledge 
assets at a more macro level than is common in 
the discipline.

If they are to be used, however, there are some 
limitations and concerns. As a result, we have also 
looked at some of the issues with the metrics and 
potential variations that may be more applicable. 
We have also presented some additional data that 
can be used in conjunction with the metrics to 
clarify an analysis, as well as some suggestions 
for deeper and richer research that can result from 
their proper application.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Competitive Intelligence (CI): Organized 
collection and analysis of data, information, and 
knowledge concerning a competitor or related 
target (product, technology, etc.).

Intellectual Capital (IC): Tacit and explicit 
knowledge assets of the firm, comprised of human 
capital, structural capital, and relational capital.

Knowledge Assets: Proprietary data, informa-
tion, and knowledge of the firm.

Knowledge Management (KM): System to 
identify, develop, and share the knowledge assets 
or intellectual capital of the firm.

Society of Competitive Intelligence Profes-
sionals (SCIP): Professional organization for 
competitive intelligence practitioners.

SPF Framework: Framework to explain and 
analyze the balance firms should strike between 
knowledge development and knowledge protec-
tion.

Tobin’s q: Measure of the intangible assets 
of the firm, can be used as a metric for assessing 
intellectual capital levels.

This work was previously published in Identifying, Measuring, and Valuing Knowledge-Based Intangible Assets: New Perspec-
tives, edited by Belen Vallejo-Alonso, Arturo Rodriguez-Castellanos and Gerardo Arregui-Ayastuy, pp. 254-267, copyright 2011 
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ABSTRACT

Knowledge-based assets, intellectual property, and 
capital play a fundamental role in an enterprise’s 
competitiveness, especially in small knowledge 
intensive enterprises. Small knowledge intensive 
enterprises need to create new ways of operating 
in order to manage the intellectual and knowl-
edge-based assets in their organizations more 
efficiently. Organizational knowledge and intel-
lectual property can be protected, either formally 
via IPR, or informally via efficient knowledge 
management. Successful IP protection requires 
systematic intellectual property and knowledge 
management. Intellectual property protection 
via efficient knowledge management affects the 

entire organization rather than being just a separate 
task. It needs to be embedded in organizational 
work routines, practices, and processes as an 
overall operational strategy. When embedded in 
organizational work processes, IP protection and 
knowledge management become a continuous 
part of work routines and tasks in the enterprise, 
not a separate action.

INTRODUCTION

Technological know-how alone is not enough 
to ensure success in competitive, rapid growth 
markets. Companies have to find other approaches 
to improve their performance and position in the 
markets and to remain competitive. Knowledge-
based assets, intellectual property, and capital 
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play a fundamental role in an enterprise’s com-
petitiveness, especially in knowledge intensive 
enterprises. In the 1990s enterprise managers 
began to notice the importance of these assets. 
Knowledge-based assets are intangible and are 
often present only in employees’ heads. This fact 
has led to two concerns: First, the risk of losing 
that key organizational knowledge (e.g., through 
employee mobility) and secondly, the need to 
develop that knowledge (Coleman & Fishlock, 
1999; Kalpic & Bernus, 2006; Randeree, 2006). 
The attention focused on this subject has created 
the need to manage organizational knowledge 
more efficiently and hence, to create new ways 
of operating in order to manage an organization’s 
intellectual and knowledge-based assets. Small 
enterprises have certain advantages over larger 
corporate entities: they are able to respond quickly 
to changing market demand, they are organiza-
tionally flexible, and they often have efficient 
internal communications (Cordes et al., 1999; 
Mogee, 2003). As a result, small enterprises can 
more easily incorporate new working practices 
and processes into their operations.

The aim of this article is to examine the ways 
in which knowledge and intellectual capital is 
managed in small knowledge intensive enterprises 
and to discuss the factors that influence a small 
enterprise’s propensity to adopt processes and 
practices1 to secure their intellectual property and 
knowledge. Furthermore, the focus of this article is 
to make recommendations as to why and how small 
enterprises can secure their intellectual property 
and knowledge. The study emphasises knowledge 
protection and the development of knowledge 
management systems and processes that support 
knowledge sharing and creation, innovativeness, 
and knowledge protection. The analysis will 
focus on intra-organizational activity. In order to 
understand the phenomenon as a dynamic, tacti-
cal, and operational process; the phenomenon is 
investigated from two perspectives: Intellectual 
capital management and knowledge management 
(Wiig, 1997).

The article starts with a short introduction on 
the theoretical background of intellectual capital 
management and knowledge management; focus-
ing on intellectual asset management strategy, 
intellectual property protection, knowledge cre-
ation, and transfer strategy. The main definitions 
and concepts are presented in this section. The 
first section also includes a brief description of 
the study sample and the methods used in the data 
collection and analysis. The second section dis-
cusses the methods, practices, and processes used 
by small enterprise managers in order to protect 
their embodied knowledge. Also, the value of these 
mechanisms in the process of intellectual property 
protection will be evaluated. Factors that might 
have an influence on an enterprise’s propensity 
to manage and protect their knowledge will be 
discussed. The section will end with a discussion 
of the different knowledge categories; in addition 
to examining the knowledge process cycle and 
its relation to intellectual property protection. 
The final section of the article summarizes the 
results of the study.

BACKGROUND

The importance of capturing and managing 
intellectual capital (intangible assets) has been 
acknowledged in several research studies (e.g., 
Coleman & Fishlock 1999; Kitching & Blackburn 
1998; Miles et al. 1999). However, the protection 
of knowledge has attracted very little attention 
among information systems and management 
researchers. The focus of the existing studies has 
been mainly on knowledge creation, knowledge 
acquisition, and knowledge sharing (Bloodgood 
& Salisbury, 2001; Liebeskind, 1996; Randeree, 
2006). Small business and innovation research-
ers have investigated knowledge and intellectual 
property protection in small- and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs); focusing mainly on legal 
forms of intellectual property protection (IPRs) 
such as patents, trademarks, and copyrights. A 
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central finding in previous research studies was 
the importance of the skills embodied in human 
capital: skills that cannot be protected through 
traditional, formal intellectual property protec-
tion (protection granted by national Intellectual 
Property Rights – IPRs). This intellectual capital 
is often only in employees’ heads and it is not 
externalized or formalized in any particular way. 
Since the mobility of qualified employees is rather 
high, the need to capture and protect embodied 
knowledge is important. A strong dependence on 
employees is perceived as a problem, especially 
in small enterprises which have not developed an 
overlap in knowledge base. (Kuusisto, Kulmala, 
Päällysaho, 2005.) According to Teece (2000), 
the central role of knowledge management is 
to develop, capitalize on, and take advantage of 
intellectual capital – of which knowledge and 
intellectual property are the most important. Orga-
nizations are increasingly competing on the basis 
of their knowledge. Knowledge is a key asset for 
the knowledge intensive enterprise. Technology 
and new products can be copied and replicated 
fairly quickly, but knowledge has to be created 
by an individual. Consequently, knowledge is 
more difficult to replicate than technology and 
products, or even processes (Bender & Fish, 2000; 
Davenport & Prusak 1998).

The discussion on the subject of knowledge 
management is still quite unorganized (Lämsä, 
2008) and there is still a lack of well-defined 
concepts. As this article focuses on the manage-
ment of knowledge and intellectual property; 
knowledge, intellectual capital, and intellectual 
property are the key concepts. Table 1 presents 
the conceptual definitions of the study.

A great deal of organizational knowledge is 
embedded in practice (Lämsä, 2008). The value 
and importance of knowledge has been investi-
gated in the strategic management field; for ex-
ample, from a resource-based view (RBV). Ac-
cording to the resource-based approach, easily 
tradable knowledge is not as valuable to a com-
pany as a source of competitive advantage as 

knowledge that can be secured and not readily 
accessed by the markets (Kalpic & Bernus, 2006). 
As knowledge is a key asset for the knowledge 
intensive firm2, enterprises have adopted various 
ways to protect that knowledge. Intellectual prop-
erty is broader in scope and comprises a wider 
range of intangible assets than knowledge; in 
addition to being fundamental for knowledge 
intensive enterprises. In specific, intellectual 
property (IP) comprises the knowledge, skills, 
and other intangible assets which a business can 
convert into usable resources to generate a com-
petitive advantage (Teece, 2000). IP can be em-
bodied or embedded in individuals, organiza-
tional products, systems, routines and practices, 
and processes or services.

Because intellectual property can take di-
verse forms, small enterprises adopt both formal 
and informal ways to protect it (Kitching, J. & 
Blackburn, R. 1998). By protecting intellectual 
property (including knowledge) either formally 
via IPRs and contracts, or informally via efficient 
knowledge management, enterprises can attempt 
to protect various tangible and intangible assets. 
Even though intellectual property itself is intan-
gible, the object of protection can be either tangible 
(e.g., a product or machine) or intangible such 
as a service, a system, or knowledge (Kuusisto, 
Kulmala & Päällysaho 2005).

Ways to Protect Knowledge 
and Intellectual Property

The intellectual property right (IPR) system of-
fers a way to protect intellectual property from 
misuse; whether in the form of theft, imitation, 
or modification. In other words, intellectual prop-
erty rights allow people to own their intangible 
creativity and innovation in the same way that 
they can own their physical property. Intellectual 
property rights (IPRs) consist of two categories: 
industrial property and copyrights. Industrial prop-
erty includes inventions (patents), trademarks, 
industrial designs, and geographic indications of 
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source. Copyrights include literary and artistic 
works and architectural designs. As a result, IPRs 
are mainly based on patents (and utility models) 

for technical inventions, trademarks for brand 
identity, design rights for product appearance, and 
copyrights for artistic works. Besides, IPRs can be 

Table 1. Definitions of key concepts of the study 

Concept

Knowledge Knowledge originates in the head of an individual. Knowledge can be related to skills, know-how, pro-
cesses, practises, products, customers and culture. Person is not always aware of the knowledge she/he 
posses or/and can’t externalize (explain) it. This is noteworthy to consider when an enterprise is aiming 
to transfer/share/capture the knowledge that is embodied in employees. (Bender & Fish 2000; Choo,1996; 
Kalpic & Bernus, 2006.)

Knowledge management Contains a range of practises that organisations use to identify, provide, share, store, create and transfer, 
and enable adoption and exploitation of knowledge (Choo, 1996). To be efficient, this process requires 
externalization of knowledge (converting tacit knowledge into explicit form).

Explicit knowledge That part of knowledge that is externalised and formal and is easy to transmit between individuals and 
groups Through externalisation process tacit knowledge is converted into explicit form. (Nonaka & 
Takeuchi, 1995.)

Tacit knowledge Part of knowledge that is personal and contextual. Contains technical and cognitive dimensions (Smith, 
2001). Part of the tacit knowledge can be converted into explicit form.

Individual knowledge Type of knowledge that is bound on an individual and owned by an individual.

Collective knowledge Knowledge that exists rather between the members of an organization than in the members of an organiza-
tion. Collectice knowledge is owned by an organization. (Lamm, 2000; Parsons, 2008.)

Components of knowledge:

Embodied knowledge Knowledge and skills that are embodied in individuals (Blackler et al. 1998). Embodied knowledge 
is derived from an employee’s experiences and the action-based processes of the organization (Tacit-
individual.) (Lamm 2000; Parsons 2008).

Embedded knowledge Collective form of tacit knowledge that is embedded in organisational working practises, routines and 
shared norms. This part of knowledge is relation-specific, contextual and dispersed (Lamm, 2000). Em-
bedded knowledge is held within the knowledge management systems and documented processes of the 
organization (Parsons, 2008). Madhavan and Grover (1996) define embedded knowledge as a “potential 
knowledge resulting from the combination of the individual team members’ stores of tacit knowledge” 
(Tacit-collective).

Encoded knowledge Knowledge that is explicit and formalised and shown as a form of signs and symbols (books, manuals, 
databases). According to Parsons’ (2008) typology, encoded knowledge is that part of embedded knowledge 
that is accessible for those who are familiar with the codification strategy of knowledge. (Explicit-collective.)

Embrained knowledge Formal, abstract and theoretical knowledge of the individuals. Embrained knowledge is dependent on 
the skills of how individuals can conceptualize and articulate their knowledge. (Explicit-individual.) 
(Lamm, 2000.)

Encultured knowledge The part of knowledge that is shared in an organization throughout organizations’ social structure. (Parsons, 
2008.) This part of knowledge is tacit on its nature and highly contextual (Tacit-collective).

Intellectual property (IP) IP comprises the knowledge, skills and other intangible assets which business can convert into usable 
resources to generate a competitive advantage (Teece, 2000). IP can be embedded in individuals, organi-
sational products, systems, routines or services. Whether this asset is service, system or know-how, it is 
owned, produced and protected (formally or informally) by the company or/and in the company.

Intellectual property protection 
(formal)

Formal IP protection methods include legal forms of protection and it consists of intellectual property rights 
(IPRs) and contracts. IPRs are assets that are protected by legal mechanism (Andersen, B. & Striukova, 
L. 2001; world Intellectual property Organization, WIPO). In other words, they provide protection that is 
granted by (traditional) national Intellectual Property Rights legislation. They can be protected, exploited, 
modified and transferred through contracts.

Intellectual property protection 
(informal)

Methods of knowledge management that do not entail legal rights.
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extended to include trade secrets, plant varieties, 
geographical indications, and performers’ rights 
(World Intellectual Property Organization, Wipo). 
Contracts and contractual agreements are treated 
in this study as formal protection methods. They 
are similar to IPRs in the sense that they do entail 
legal rights. However, while IPRs are targeted 
to protect products of the intellect, contracts are 
used to formalize and legalise the relationships 
between the enterprise and its employees or clients. 
In addition, the type of intellectual outputs that 
IPRs protect is strictly defined, while a contract 
can be written to cover almost anything (Wipo).

In addition to formal IP protection, intellectual 
property can also be protected through informal 
protection methods that do not directly entail 
an attempt to create legal rights (Kitching, J. & 
Blackburn, R. 1998). As noted earlier, informal IP 
protection methods are extremely heterogeneous. 
They may take as their focus, for example, techni-
cal characteristics of products or relationships that 
are internal or external to the enterprise (Kitching, 
J. & Blackburn, R. 1998). As Blackburn (1999) 
concluded in his study of intellectual property 
and small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs), 
there are a substantial range of informal strate-
gies available to, and used by owner-managers 
in their management of intellectual property. The 
principal informal methods of protecting IP and 
maintaining confidentiality are through working 
with customers, suppliers, and employees who 
can be trusted (Blackburn, R. 1998). Miles (2003) 
perceived that in IP protection informal methods 
are central for knowledge intensive business 
services KIBS. Professionalisation3, employment 
relations, and relations with other organisations 
were the most common methods used. Miles, 
Andersen, Boden, and Howell (1999) mentioned 
six informal methods in their study that can be 
used by an enterprise to protect the key knowledge 
they have: Agreements with partners, suppliers 
and users; working with trusted partners; internal 
working practices; lead-time advantage; embody-

ing knowledge in products; and membership in 
professional associations.

As the literature demonstrates, it has been noted 
in several research studies that informal methods 
of IP protection play a critical role for many small 
enterprises; particularly in certain business sectors. 
However, there exists a lack of research concern-
ing informal intellectual property protection. This 
article examines how knowledge intensive small 
enterprises protect and manage their intellectual 
property via efficient knowledge management 
and intellectual property protection. The enter-
prises that were examined in this particular study 
represent small knowledge intensive enterprises 
from three industry sectors: Mechanical engineer-
ing, software, and knowledge intensive business 
services (KIBS). These enterprises were owner-
managed and independent; and were located in 
the capitals of London, UK and Helsinki, Finland. 
Altogether 57 owner-managers were interviewed 
for the study. To obtain information rich data a 
snowball sampling technique was used. To avoid 
variation in responses and to facilitate the com-
parability of the information, the chosen design 
for interviews was a semi-structured open-ended 
format. The methodology chosen was a qualita-
tive approach and the research design of the study 
incorporates a theory building focus.

MAIN FOCUS OF THE ARTICLE

Intellectual Property Protection 
Practices and Processes, and 
Their Relation to the Knowledge 
Management Framework

The research results offer a good overview of the 
intellectual property (IP) protection practices and 
processes, formal and informal, adopted by small 
enterprises. Enterprises adopted various practices 
and processes to protect their IP. The rationale for 
the different practices and processes related to IP 
protection varied remarkably, and the practices 
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often had a multi-dimensional function. While 
for one company the rationale for the adopted 
practice was to protect IP via efficient knowl-
edge management; for another company it was 
just a way to support business operations and IP 
protection was of minor importance. Therefore, 
the motives behind the use of certain practices 
varied remarkably between business sectors and 
even between enterprises.

Intellectual Property Protection 
Practices and Processes 
Adopted by Small Enterprises

A heavy dependence on employees was perceived 
as a problem across the board. Since the mobility 
of qualified employees is rather high, the need 
to capture and protect embodied IP was seen as 
important. Enterprise managers in both coun-
tries had adopted various methods to protect and 
capture embodied IP and to decrease employee 
dependence.

Contrary to the common belief that small 
enterprises do not formally protect their IP and 
apply patents due to a lack of knowledge and time 
(Kitching & Blackburn, 1999), many of the inter-
viewed managers were well aware of the different 
types of IP protection practices. They were even 
able to comprehensively evaluate4 their rationale 
for IP protection and for other business operations. 
Even the managers (especially in the software 
industry) whose enterprise did not have patentable 
technology, were familiar with the patent system. 
However, the research sample does not allow 
for the generalization of the research results in a 
statistical manner and sample firms were selected 
with strict criteria to ensure the richness of the 
data. However, there were differences between 
the business sectors in the level of awareness of 
formal protection methods. Knowledge intensive 
business service (KIBS) managers who relied 
mainly on informal practices in IP protection 
were not very familiar with patents because they 
did not have patentable technology. Over half of 

the sample firms which had patentable technol-
ogy used patent protection and had valid patents. 
However, patenting was mainly seen as a defensive 
method against other patents. In other words, the 
companies were patenting to make sure that the 
company itself was not infringing on other enter-
prises’ patents. In addition to the case of possible 
patent infringement or when a company needed 
already patented technology, proprietary patents 
would have improved the enterprise’s negotiating 
position and also made cross licensing possible. In 
addition, the other motive behind patenting was 
the objective of an enterprise to secure financing 
from venture capital markets. Venture capitalists 
often demand that the enterprise they are investing 
in has patented technology. The entrepreneurs felt 
that patents were not giving sufficient protection 
to their inventions, and in small enterprises the 
rationale for IP protection was seen as limited. 
Many of the business managers saw patenting as 
a threat because, when applying for a patent, they 
were forced to reveal their invention. In addition, 
they considered patenting to be unnecessary in 
cases where their products/processes included 
complex solutions. They felt that complexity, 
combined with a quick innovation cycle, secrecy, 
and efficient knowledge sharing; offered them a far 
better level of protection than patents. Contracts 
were widely used in all sample enterprises. The 
majority of Finnish, and one third of UK enter-
prises, used only simple employment contracts 
and collaboration agreements whose purpose 
was not to protect IP but rather to establish the 
working routines. Consequently, both employee 
and collaborator contracts were signed ‘automati-
cally’. The most used contracts, which aimed to 
protect intellectual property, were non-disclosure 
agreements, non-competition clauses5, agreements 
about IPRs, and agreements which prohibited 
reverse engineering and product-modifying.

Informal IP protection practices in small en-
terprises can be characterized as having a broad 
variety. These practices are very heterogeneous 
in nature and, as already mentioned, they may 
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have multi-dimensional functions. The primary 
aim of informal practices in the context of human 
resources was to capture or share the information 
and knowledge throughout the organization and, 
at the same time, decrease dependence on em-
ployees. Informal practices that aimed to protect 
an enterprise’s products, services, and systems in 
many cases focused on technical characteristics. In 
order to identify the protection methods used, the 
respondents were asked which intellectual prop-
erty protection methods their enterprise is making 
use of and whether they are able to describe other 
possible methods for protecting IP than formal 
ones. Respondents were also asked to evaluate 
how important role informal protection practices 
are in their enterprise’s IP protection. There was 
lot of variation between the responses. Some 
business managers employed informal IP methods 
systematically and these protection practices were 
built into the enterprise’s IP strategy, including 
working routines and processes. As a result, they 
were using informal protection consciously and 
with consideration. In addition, they were able 
to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses in both 
formal and informal methods, and were able 
to employ both protection practices efficiently. 
However, some managers were not familiar with 
informal protection methods and, even while 
they were employing them, they were not able to 
‘identify’ them. After a lengthy discussion it was 
revealed that many managers, who had initially 

responded that they were not protecting their IP 
at all because they were not able to utilize patent 
protection, actually employed several different 
forms of internally built practices. These practices 
aimed to protect IP by, for example, decreasing 
employee dependence. Many of the managers, 
especially in the UK, had a narrow definition of 
IP protection as being purely patent protection. 
Consequently, if they were not able or did not 
want to use patents, they considered that they 
were not protecting their IP at all. That is why a 
qualitative research design was the only suitable 
method to approach this research problem. In-
depth interviews allowed respondents to speak 
freely and describe in their own words which IP 
protection problems their company had faced and 
how they had addressed those problems. However, 
the important role of informal IP protection was 
recognized by the majority of respondents. Table 
2 summarizes and defines the main practices, 
formal and informal, used by the sample firms.

According to the interview findings, confiden-
tial information, or key-knowledge, can simply 
be kept secret; either inside the enterprise (e.g. 
from particular employees) and/or from external 
collaborators such as competitors and clients. 
Most respondents expressed that they carefully 
evaluate which information they are giving out 
and, in many companies, secrecy played an im-
portant role in the firm’s IP protection strategy. 
In the sample enterprises, a major element of this 

Table 2. Protection practices adopted by small enterprises according to business sector 

Protection practice/ 
Business sector

Formal Informal

Mechanical engineering Patents 
Contracts

Secrecy 
Technical protection 
Lead-time 
Documentation

Software Patents 
Contracts

Technical protection 
Efficient knowledge and information shar-
ing via databases and teamwork

KIBS Copyrights 
Contracts

Confidentiality 
Client relationship management 
Task rotation
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strategy involved preventing employee access, 
either virtually or physically, to certain defined 
pieces of information. According to the interview 
findings, the strict application of secrecy inside 
a company may result in limiting motivation and 
innovation because of insufficient knowledge 
sharing (Kulmala & Kettunen, 2007). In addition, 
failure to share knowledge makes small enter-
prises more vulnerable to a sudden loss of IP, for 
example through a key employee leaving. Nev-
ertheless, this strategy was widely used within 
the service enterprises (excluding software enter-
prises that were included in the KIBS sector) 
metal enterprises, and electronics enterprises; 
especially in the UK. However, business manag-
ers from different business sectors approached 
the issue in different ways. While mechanical 
engineering managers were the most vigilant about 
keeping information secret from outsiders, soft-
ware managers had the most negative attitude 
towards secrecy. In fact, many software managers 
felt that an open and co-operative approach, both 
internally and externally, was the most productive 
and beneficial way to do business. An open attitude 
allowed information and knowledge diffusion 
between the parties, and was therefore seen as 
supporting innovation within the company6. By 
a formation of contracts between the firm and its 
employees and collaborators, the firm can, by 
judicial means, prevent the transfer of confiden-
tial information. For example, many of the 
sample enterprises insisted that personnel and 
external collaborators sign a non-disclosure 
(NDA) or confidentiality agreement.

By seeking to create a short innovation cycle, 
enterprises can achieve ‘lead time’ advantages over 
competitors. By moving quickly and by bringing 
new products to market swiftly, the enterprise can 
reduce the risk of copying and imitation. A short 
innovation cycle played a significant role in the 
sample enterprises’ business strategies, especially 
in rapid growth businesses such as software and 
mobile technology. In addition, a quick innovation 
cycle protected an enterprise’s IP by reducing the 

risk of copying, and it was also seen as a consid-
erable competitive advantage. Small enterprises 
are able to be more flexible and responsive than 
large enterprises. 7

The business managers who were interviewed 
had adopted various ways to use technical pro-
tection to prevent the illegal use or copying of 
software codes or data. Copying software prod-
ucts is commonplace and the legal protection in 
relation to software is rather weak. This was why 
the software managers took copying seriously. 
Since software is incorporated into many physical 
products, technical protection also played an im-
portant role in the mechanical engineering sector. 
The most commonly used methods for software 
protection were encryption8 and obfuscation,9 
using specified keys called ‘dongles’ that have to 
be available for the program to run, and adding 
‘fake codes’ in software.

Most managers preferred to use protection 
methods which were aimed to prevent unauthor-
ized use and duplication of their software, or at 
least to make it difficult and time-consuming. 
Software products were also sold as a ‘black box’. 
This means that the company sells the product 
without releasing the software code along with it.

Enterprises can protect their products by build-
ing in specialist know-how, which means that the 
products are so complex that they are very difficult 
and time-consuming to reverse engineer and copy. 
Complex product design, together with a quick 
innovation cycle, was seen as a very powerful 
protection strategy. Because of this, complexity 
may be linked to the niche market sector. When 
an enterprise’s product is hard to reverse engineer 
and copy, and when the enterprise is operating 
in a niche market sector; it is more beneficial for 
competitors to buy a product from the enterprise, 
rather than copy it and develop their own product.

Embodied knowledge is formalized by embed-
ding documentation into work processes. By using 
documentation, enterprises seek to transfer embod-
ied tacit knowledge into an explicit form. Explicit 
knowledge is retained in written documents, tapes, 
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and databases. These common methods used by 
enterprises to store explicit knowledge were seen 
as critical for an enterprise’s operations and strat-
egy. Documentation had two dimensions: First, it 
contributed to the efficiency and effectiveness of 
the organization by knowledge codification and 
knowledge sharing. When intellectual property is 
in the form of codified knowledge, it is fairly easy 
to replicate and distribute throughout the organi-
zation and hence, it is easy to restore. Secondly, 
by using documentation an enterprise can reduce 
the risk of losing IP through a key employee leav-
ing10. The knowledge capture process should be 
as unobtrusive as possible, and also be easy and 
quick to administer. If possible, the documentation 
should be done at the time the experience happens. 
Efficient documentation can only be sustained if 
it is systematically incorporated into the work 
process. The big challenge for managers was how 
to identify and locate tacit knowledge and transfer 
it to explicit form. British metals and electron-
ics companies had most formal documentation 
methodologies integrated into their processes and 
work practices. For example, in three UK metals 
and electronics companies documentation was 
made compulsory in the employment contract. 
As a result, employees had to produce formal 
written reports for their employer on a weekly 
or monthly basis. The documents were saved and 
secured both inside and outside the company. The 
reason for this was that the company needed a 
historical record of how things were done. In ad-
dition, documentation worked as ‘an idea bank’; 
even assisting in the patenting process. Formally 
updated and signed documents worked as physi-
cal proof about inventions and, more importantly, 
they recorded the time when an invention or an 
innovation was created. This was viewed as being 
important in the case of possible patent infringe-
ment or dispute. The role of documentation in 
internal IP protection was central among metals 
and electronics companies: Documentation was 
formally organized and it was part of the work-
ing processes.

In order to diminish employee-dependence, a 
few service enterprises were rotating tasks between 
their employees and had established deputies 
for their key employees. Although only a few 
companies were using task rotation, it was seen 
as problematic in small enterprises which had not 
developed an overlap in knowledge structure. In 
small enterprises employees are often specialists 
in their own narrow field. However, some service 
managers were rotating tasks in order to diminish 
employee-dependence and to prevent both clients 
and the enterprise from becoming too committed 
to one or two key employees.

Business managers perceived that working 
with trusted partners and employees protected IP 
more efficiently than formalizing the relationship 
through collaboration agreements. They put a great 
deal of effort into developing high-trust relation-
ships with collaborators, employees, suppliers, 
and customers. While confidential relationships 
were seen to protect IP, managers perceived that 
they also supported innovative and fruitful co-
operation by allowing a certain degree of open 
discussion and information transfer between the 
parties. Also, efficient client relationship man-
agement was seen to be important; especially in 
the service sector. Service innovations are often 
born out of the client-supplier relationship,11and 
consequently both the client and the supplier share 
a lot of confidential information. In addition, in-
novations are often intangible, thus the ideas are 
easy to transfer to other enterprises once they are 
created. Client mobility can cause knowledge leaks 
to other enterprises. As a result, pragmatic client 
relationship management and client ‘commitment’ 
was seen as very important. The commitment of 
personnel is viewed as being especially important 
in businesses where the culture does not support 
formality and where the mobility of labor is high. 
For example, in the service sector, especially in 
marketing and advertising agencies, the role of 
contracts was seen as being mostly irrelevant, and 
infringements against the contracts were com-
mon. In these types of business the importance 
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of positive methods of protection and different 
forms of incentives, are even more crucial than 
in other business sectors. It seems that, for these 
companies, the success of personnel management 
is critical for success. Consequently, these enter-
prises made a real effort to protect IP by retaining 
key members of staff.

Efficient knowledge sharing and transfer 
was seen as one way to support innovativeness, 
and also to protect IP. The sample enterprises 
promoted information and knowledge sharing, 
mainly through regular meetings and by setting 
up informal ‘discussions’. The aim of efficient 
knowledge sharing, besides promoting efficiency, 
was to prevent the development of exclusive pools 
of knowledge in the enterprise.

Level of Tangibility and 
Internalization Related to 
IP Protection Activity

Enterprises that were included in this research 
study not only differ from business sector to 
business sector, but they vary inside their sectors 
as well. In order to find reasons to explain the 
behavior of the enterprises and their actions from 
the point of view of IP protection and knowledge 
management, the sample enterprises were ana-
lyzed carefully one by one. The research sample 
is large enough to provide some insight into the 
reasons that determine ‘why enterprises operate 
the way they do’. In order to find reasons that ex-
plain the behavior of the enterprises, the interviews 
were once again carefully read through. Enterprise 
specific factors which might have an influence 
on an enterprise’s IP protection and knowledge 
management behavior were underlined. As a 
result, the following factors were identified for 
further analysis:

• Business sector. Is the business sector ma-
ture or immature? Are there standards for 
IP protection?

• Age of the enterprise. Does the age of an 
enterprise have an influence on IP protec-
tion activity in an enterprise?

• Level of networking. Does the enterprise 
co-operate mainly with its clients or does it 
also co-operate with other enterprises; for 
example, with universities? Is the nature 
of the co-operation horizontal, vertical, or 
both?

• Competition. Does the enterprise face 
competition? Is the enterprise operating in 
niche or mass markets?

• International operations. Does the en-
terprise operate in international markets or 
is it operating mainly in national or local 
markets?

• R&D. Does an enterprise engage in inter-
nal research and development work?

• Manager. How does the manager’s educa-
tion, experience, and competence influence 
IP protection in the enterprise? What kind 
of understanding does the manager have of 
IP protection? Does the manager consider 
IP protection important and if so, why?

To make sense of the massive amount of data, 
each interview was organized in table form by 
focusing on the issues presented above. On the 
basis of the organized data, a simple causal net-
work was formed from each interview in order to 
understand the relationships between important 
variables. It must be pointed out that the relation-
ships here are deterministic rather than being solely 
correlational. However, a simple causal network 
provides a visual rendering of the important vari-
ables in the study and of the relationships between 
them (Miles, B. & Hubermann, M.A.1984). This 
approach assisted in generating more qualita-
tive insights into the reasons why some of the 
enterprises are behaving the way they are and, 
more importantly, why some outwardly similar 
enterprises are behaving differently.

Based on the analysis, it seems that, in ma-
ture business sectors where there is a tradition 
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of protecting IP, the IP protection seems to be 
fairly well organized12. It also appears that, in 
business sectors like metals and electronics, where 
enterprises are active in patenting, enterprises are 
‘forced’ to patent in order to avoid infringements. 
Also, it seems that those enterprises (in the mature 
business sector) that are using patents are active 
in protecting them in other IP areas as well. In 
comparison to the metals and electronics sectors, 
the software sector is fairly immature: standards 
for IP protection are still evolving, and general 
practices for IP protection have not yet been 
formed. Also, entrepreneurs have often a negative 
attitude towards IP protection in general. Even if 
entrepreneurs have a sufficient understanding of 
IP protection and the protection methods avail-
able, they are not necessarily utilizing them. In 
addition, if a software enterprise is using patent 
protection it is not necessarily using other IP 
protection methods in order to protect IP. Often, 
for this type of enterprise, patent protection was a 
‘separate’ or ‘disconnected’ issue, and done purely 
for external reasons. However, the software sector 
is a rapid growth sector and new innovations go 
out of date quickly. Therefore, there is not the same 
pressing need for systematic IP protection as with 
business sectors where the lifecycle of innovations 
and the R&D cycles are longer. Efficient internal 
communications, the ability to respond quickly 
to market demands, and organizational flexibility 
are crucial; especially for enterprises in rapid 
growth business sectors. It is likely that these are 
the reasons why software managers often see IP 
protection as a negative, irrelevant issue; and are 
not willing to integrate IP protection practices and 
processes into their enterprise’s daily routines. In 
regards to product protection they prefer to rely on 
technical methods, rather than patenting, which 
is seen to be a time-consuming process.

Based on these analyses, three different kinds 
of groups were identified. The groups are dif-
ferentiated from each other on the grounds of 
the following interconnected issues: Level of 

internationalization, level of tangibility of final 
products, and nature of business sector.

Group 1 consists mainly of service enterprises 
(14) that were operating mostly in local or national 
markets. The majority of the managers in this 
group had little understanding of IP protection. 
Most of the managers, especially in the KIBS 
sector, perceived IP protection as important; 
although they have not developed a protection 
strategy for the company. Many of the managers 
had also problems in describing different protec-
tion methods. In general, the understanding of IP 
protection was typically low amongst managers in 
this group. However, there were a few exceptions. 
One software and one metals and electronics man-
ager had a good understanding of IP protection, 
but they did not consider it to be important. They 
had made a conscious decision not to protect their 
IP. Both enterprises were operating nationally and 
venture capital was not involved in the enterprise.

KIBS managers in this group evaluated IP 
protection as being important, but they perceived 
that there were not sufficient protection methods 
available. Enterprises did not use external as-
sistance with IP issues. Contracts with person-
nel were simple and often out of date. NDAs 
and non-competition clauses were signed at the 
request of the clients’, if at all. Typically, in the 
enterprises in the group there was not a tradition of 
IP protection. The common belief amongst KIBS 
managers was that they were not able to protect 
their IP because of the intangible nature of their 
intellectual property. Many of the managers had 
faced problems in IP protection when working 
with personnel and with the clients of the enter-
prise. Even so, the enterprises had not organized 
their operations in a way that they would have 
been able to diminish the employee dependence 
that was perceived as a big problem. IP protec-
tion in these enterprises was reactive or passive 
in nature. Enterprises in group 1 were relying on 
policies aimed at retaining key employees in the 
enterprise’s customer relationship management, 
in addition to confidentiality. Although these en-
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terprises did not have an IP protection strategy, 
protection was organized occasionally on an ad hoc 
basis, if at all. This indicates that many companies 
in the service sector recognize the importance of 
IP protection, but have not spent much time in 
thinking how to implement it.

Metals and electronics companies that were 
included in this group were operating either 
nationally or through an export agency. Three of 
the firms were subcontractors and they conducted 
their own research and development (R&D) work 
on a small scale. These enterprises only had a few 
main clients. One enterprise was a family business 
with three employees (all family members) and 
the business was built around one innovation that 
was created by the manager. That innovation was 
patented. The fifth enterprise was also operating 
nationally and it had only six employees. The 
manager of the fifth enterprise had a good under-
standing of IP protection, but he did not consider 
it important because the enterprise was small and 
it did not have any international operations. This 
enterprise was also operating in a niche market 
sector and was not facing competition in national 
markets.

Group 2 consisted of fourteen software and 
five metals and electronics enterprises. Typically 
the managers in this group were technologically 
oriented. Most of the managers had a good under-
standing of IP protection and they regarded pre-
venting copying and imitation as being important. 
These enterprises had an explicit IP strategy, but 
they focused on the technological protection of a 
product or process. The majority of the managers 
in this group were opposed to patents. In regards 
to IP protection the managers in this group relied 
mainly on technical protection and lead time. They 
were not willing to integrate formalities into their 
enterprise’s daily operations. These managers 
believed in open relations, confidentiality, and 
the exchange of knowledge. In the rapid growth 
software sector they did not see any reason for 
protection. They wanted to develop techniques 
and technology, and move the whole business 

sector forward. However, ten software enterprises 
in this group had patented technology, but the 
patenting was done for external reasons: because 
of the investors and to avoid infringements. The 
majority of the managers believed that patents are 
useless because they regarded them as being time-
consuming and expensive. The enterprises in this 
group were relatively active in networking: they 
had joint research and development projects with 
other similar enterprises. The nature of this co-
operation was mainly horizontal. Even though the 
relationships between collaborative parties were 
not usually formally governed, these enterprises 
had not experienced problems in these relation-
ships. Taken together, it seems that the enterprises 
in this group managed sufficiently well without 
systematic IP protection.

Group 3 consisted of ten metals and electron-
ics enterprises, four KIBS enterprises, and one 
software enterprise. Three of the KIBS were 
technology based content producers and one was 
a marketing and advertising agency.

Each enterprise had an explicit IP strategy 
which was integrated into the enterprise’s work 
processes; and their employees were informed 
about these processes systematically. In addition, 
each enterprise used external professional help 
with IP issues. The managers had a comprehen-
sive understanding of both formal and informal 
IP protection, and they were able to identify the 
strengths and weaknesses of different protection 
methods. They were able to use combinations of 
protection methods in different settings. Managers 
took employee mobility as a fact of business life, 
and precautions were taken to minimize employee 
dependence. The majority of the enterprises were 
operating internationally. Two KIBS were operat-
ing only in national markets, but they had a big 
international company as their client. The KIBS 
managers in this group were exceptional in the 
following ways: They had a comprehensive un-
derstanding of IP protection, and the managers had 
worked before in big international enterprises in 
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a managerial position. One of the managers had 
a degree in law.

Figure 1 illustrates how the tangibility of intel-
lectual property, the level of internationalization, 
and IP protection activity are interconnected.

FUTURE TRENDS

Ways to Protect Intellectual Property 
and Their Relationship to the 
Knowledge Management Framework

Informal IP protection is closely linked to knowl-
edge management practices and is applicable to 
the knowledge management (KM) framework 
represented by Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) (Ket-
tunen & Kulmala, 2007). Knowledge processes 
and categories, including the relationship of core 
knowledge processes to knowledge categories, 

are defined in a knowledge process model. The 
main knowledge processes are internalization, 
externalization, combination, and socialization. 
In their study Holsapple and Joshi (2004) present 
four major categories of knowledge manipulation 
activities. The aim of these knowledge manipu-
lation activities is to promote the development 
and use of knowledge resources (KR) in a way 
that produces value for an organization. How 
well an organization can utilize the knowledge 
resource depends on the quality and availability 
of knowledge resources (Holsapple & Joshi, 
2004). Knowledge can be classified into two 
main categories: tacit and explicit (see Table 
1). The embodied§, encultured, and embedded 
components of knowledge are tacit in nature. 
Embedded and encultured knowledge is collective, 
which means that they exist between the members 
of an organization. This type of knowledge is 
organizational knowledge and, thus, owned by 

Figure 1. Interconnection of tangibility of intellectual property, level of internationalization and IP 
protection activity
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the organization. Collective knowledge is stored 
in organizational rules, routines, and processes. 
This knowledge is distributed and shared among 
the members of the organization (Lamm, 2000). 
The embodied component of tacit knowledge is 
individual. Individual knowledge resides in the 
heads of individuals and, thus, is owned by the 
individuals. Parts of this individual knowledge 
can be transferred to organizational (collective) 
knowledge through, for example, discussions, pair 
work, and task rotation. Individual knowledge 
moves with the employees. The tranferability of 
individual knowledge depends on the amount of 
‘embrained’ knowledge that an individual pos-
sesses; and on the person’s ability to conceptual-
ize the knowledge that he/she possesses (Lamm, 
2000). Encoded and embrained components of 
knowledge are explicit on their nature. Whereas 
the encoded knowledge that comprises written 
rules, documents etc. is collective, the embrained 
component of knowledge is individual. How well 
an organization can transform individual tacit 
knowledge depends on the amount of embrained 
knowledge in the organization and on the organiza-
tion’s ability to create mechanisms and processes to 
support knowledge transfer, sharing, and storing.

Tacit and explicit types of knowledge are 
complementary; explicit knowledge does not 
appear spontaneously, but it needs to be derived 
from tacit knowledge (Choo, 1996.). One of the 
main objectives of knowledge management is 
to explicate tacit knowledge (knowledge that is 
meaningful to an enterprise or an organization) in 
a way that it can be efficiently and meaningfully 

shared, internalized, and used by an enterprise; 
in order to create and generate new knowledge. 
The better the enterprise can transform tacit 
knowledge in an externalized form, the better that 
knowledge can be internalized and used. Table 3 
presents how, according to the research results of 
this study, tacit knowledge can be transferred into 
explicit form or, how an enterprise can share, and 
thus utilize, the type of tacit knowledge that can’t 
be formalized in formal processes or documents.

Tacit knowledge that can be formalized (the 
person is aware of that knowledge (Kalpic & 
Bernus, 2006)) can be transferred through docu-
mentation, process modeling, formal discussions 
(e.g. meetings), and by embedding knowledge in 
products; for example, via formal IP protection 
methods or technical protection in products. The 
explicit knowledge that is derived from tacit 
knowledge can be stored in databases and can be 
easily shared among the members of the enterprise. 
Tacit knowledge that cannot be formalized, can 
be shared via face-to-face contact and by creating 
organizational working routines. By creating 
working routines that promote knowledge trans-
fer and sharing (e.g., task rotation or team work), 
an enterprise can create expectations for sharing 
knowledge. According to Smith (2001) employees 
are likely to share only explicit knowledge, unless 
management clearly state their expectations re-
garding the sharing of tacit knowledge. Also, by 
creating an open and friendly organizational 
culture and “high-trust-relations” among employ-
ees, an enterprise can support the sharing and 
transfer of tacit knowledge (Smith, 2001).

Table 3. Formalisability of tacit knowledge 

Tacit 
(formalisable)

Formal discussions e.g. meetings 
Process modeling 
Documentation 

Embedding knowledge in products (patenting, technical protection over products, copyrights, contracts,)

Tacit 
(not formalisable)

Task rotation “learning by doing” 
Team work 
Informal discussions 
Confidentiality
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CONCLUSION

Knowledge-based assets play a fundamental 
role in the competitiveness of small knowledge 
intensive enterprises. To remain competitive and 
successful, small business managers are forced 
to find new approaches to maintain and develop 
their key organizational knowledge and intel-
lectual property.

This article has discussed the practices and pro-
cesses that small knowledge intensive enterprises 
have adopted in order to protect their intellectual 
property and knowledge. The aim of this article 
was to identify the processes and practices that 
small enterprises have applied to protect their IP in 
different situations and in the context of different 
types of knowledge. The goal was also to provide 
an understanding of why and how organizational 
IP and knowledge can be protected. The article has 
developed a better understanding of the practices 
and processes that can be used in intellectual 
property protection and knowledge management; 
and identified the strengths, weaknesses, and 
possibilities to improve existing practices. This 
article has also provided new information on the 
dynamics that characterize the different ways to 
protect IP and manage knowledge.

The characteristics of intellectual property 
and its value for small knowledge intensive en-
terprises emphasize the significance of retaining 
employee embodied knowledge and expertise 
in the organization. Successful IP protection 
requires systematic intellectual property and 
knowledge management. Intellectual property 
protection via efficient knowledge management 
is a operational process rather than a separate 
task. It needs to be embedded in organizational 
work routines, practices, and processes as part of 
an overall operational strategy. When embedded 
in organizational work processes, IP protection 
and knowledge management are a continuous 
part of work routines and tasks in the enterprise; 
not a separate action. Embedding IP protection 
and knowledge management in organizational 

work processes is not only important for knowl-
edge and IP protection; but it also supports the 
transformation of tacit knowledge into explicit 
form, and hence, facilitates knowledge sharing, 
creation, and innovation in the enterprise (see 
also Kalpic & Bernus, 2006, s. 6). It seems that 
the most powerful IPprotection systems have a 
multi-dimensional function: These practices and 
processes protect employee embodied IP, which 
is a key-asset of most small knowledge intensive 
enterprises, and encourage knowledge acquisition 
and sharing.
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ENDNOTES

1  Practise is rather informal learning while 
process is strictly defined repeatable activity 
that can be measured.

2  Starbuck (1992) and Swart & Kinney (2003) 
defines knowledge intensive firm (KIFs) as 
a firm that place most importance on human 
capital as opposed to physical or financial 
capital These firms gain their competitive 
advantage by converting the skills and 
knowledge of their people into intellectual 
capital such as software solutions, business 
advise, patents etc. Thus their main input is 
knowledge and expertise. Autio, Sapienza 
and Almeida (2000) follow this definition 
by defining knowledge intensity of a firm 
as “the extent to which a firm depends on 
the knowledge inherent in its activities and 
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outputs as a source of competitive advan-
tage” (p913).

3  Professionalisation takes various forms; 
in general it means that firm or institution 
establish professional qualifications and 
accreditation systems to ensure that only 
certain people that meets the standards are 
able to get the certain information/ log in to 
service.

4  Many of the managers included in their 
evaluation for example following matters: 
Level of protection that certain protection 
practice offers, resources used (in the matter 
of time and money) to get protection, and 
distinct protection or level of protection that 
protection practise offers over enterprise’s 
IP.

5  A non-competition clause is an agreement for 
which an employee promises not to start a 
competing business or work for a competitor 
for a given period of time after departing from 

his or her employer. At the most basic level, 
non-competition clauses are drafted in order 
to prevent a covenantee from competing 
with a covenantor following termination of 
a contract (usually an employment contract, 
although they are also widely used in the 
merger or acquisition of a business).

6  See also Miles et al. (1999).
7  See also Cowan, R. & Harison, E. (2001) 

and Miles, I. (2003).
8  An encryption means converting data from 

an understandable form to a non-under-
standable one in such a way that it can be 
converted back with no loss of information.

9  An obfuscation means converting a program 
into an equivalent one that is more difficult 
to reverse engineer.

10  See also Zack, 1999.
11  See also Miles, 2003.
12  Comparison is made between the business 

sectors that are included into this research.

This work was previously published in Information Communication Technology Law, Protection and Access Rights: Global 
Approaches and Issues, edited by Irene Maria Portela and Maria Manuela Cruz-Cunhac, pp. 151-167, copyright 2010 by 
Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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INTRODUCTION

Knowledge management (KM), as a topic for 
academic research and practical implementation, 
has had a short history dating back only to the 
early 1990s. Due to knowledge management’s 
recent debut as we know it, it is not surprising that 
much of the writing and research on the subject 
is controversial. In this article we note the need 
of a critical awareness of desirable and undesir-
able shades of knowledge management processes 
(Land, Nolas, & Amjad, 2005).

BACKGROUND AND FOCUS

Knowledge is both disseminated and acquired. As 
observers we can never fully know what intentions 
lay behind the act of dissemination, or what mo-
tivates the acquirer to acquire. We cannot blindly 
assume information—a major component of knowl-
edge—as interpreted, facilitated, conceptualised, or 
experienced, is automatically for everyone’s benefit. 
The process of knowledge management may have 
a desirable or detrimental outcome for society, an 
organisation, a team, or the individual. Indeed, the 
outcome of a KM activity, say knowledge sharing, 
is largely unpredictable. The reality is the outcome 
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may benefit one group at the expense of another. 
Benefiting one group at the expense of the other 
is addressed by the following conceptual fusions.

KM is a continuum of desirable and undesirable 
political processes. This article suggests that the 
combined concepts of knowledge management, 
organisational politics (OP), and coevolution (CE) 
make a contribution to the understanding of KM, 
whether in its benign or its darker manifestation. 
Because knowledge management is a purposeful 
activity, it can never be neutral. Hence the article 
sets out to forewarn practitioners and thinkers in the 
area of KM that care must be taken since knowl-
edge (K) can be manipulated for both altruistic and 
selfish purposes.

If the study of KM is to have an enduring future, 
it must take a more holistic stance. We suggest 
the concept of “coevolution” (McKelvey, 2002; 
Lewin & Volberda, 1999; Lewin et al., 1999) pro-
vides a way of understanding the implications of 
knowledge management on the organisation and its 
employees. Coevolution describes how an action, 
activity or event will stimulate responses and activi-
ties amongst actors with each activity stimulating 
further responses both amongst the actors involved, 
but also beyond them to the general environment. 
Such mutual influences can have desirable and 
undesirable, constructive and destructive effects. 
In the case of an organisation, coevolution can 
be envisaged as being effected in a set of multi-
dimensional networks, themselves part of a larger 
set of networks to which they are linked.

Any event or activity will have some (possibly 
unknown) impact on other succeeding or collateral 
activities. Some of these impacts will have highly 
improbable outcomes with unknowable conse-
quences which Taleb characterises as Black Swans 
(Taleb, 2007). Their responses will in turn trigger 
impacts and responses in further activities, includ-
ing possibly in the activity that acted as the initial 
trigger. Each activity evolves on a trajectory which 
may have been planned, but the outcome and direc-
tion is often unexpected. The pattern of responses 
in diverse activities leads to their coevolution. The 

coevolution of power and knowledge contribute 
to the discussion of the darker sides of knowledge 
management by offering an understanding of shades 
of desirable and undesirable forms of knowledge 
management. The concept of coevolution permits us 
to replace the simple ethical/non-ethical dichotomy 
and attempts to explain the dynamics in a continuum 
of knowledge management processes, actuated by 
motives, mediated by sources, and realised via the 
dissemination and acquisition of knowledge. Never-
theless, the complex pattern woven by coevolution 
remains uncertain, and permits the emergence of 
the unexpected.

KM occurs at all levels in the organisation. It 
may be a planned formal process supported by KM 
software designed to increase the effectiveness of 
a team of knowledge workers. Equally it may be 
a hidden process of knowledge manipulation by 
a group attempting to direct the organisation on a 
path away from its formal objectives. It may be an 
informal process, the reaction of a group of people 
responding to an initiative they believe will dam-
age them. But whatever the intention behind the 
process, both the study of organisational politics 
and co-evolution suggest that the outcome will 
be uncertain. Outcomes, sometimes unexpected, 
emerge from the responses of organisational actors. 
In order to deal with the problem of uncertainty and 
emergence, at both an analytical and practical level, 
the article introduces the concepts of desirable and 
undesirable coevolution for looking at what is and 
not what ought to be.

CORE IDEAS OF THE ARTICLE

Knowledge, Power, and Their 
Dynamic Interactions

This article links together:

• Knowledge Management (KM)
• Organisational Politics (OP) and
• The Concept of Coevolution (CE)
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All three share a common concept: power. 
Knowledge management, despite much of the 
rhetoric surrounding the concept, is not a power-
neutral process. If, as has been suggested (Land 
et al., 2005), knowledge is managed in order to 
achieve goals, be they benign or corrupt, political 
processes are invoked in the management process.

KM, OP, and CE all involve power, and 
each is profoundly affected by the way power is 
distributed. If knowledge confers power, as has 
long been recognised: (Bacon: “Knowledge is 
Power, 1597), equally power legitimises what is 
accepted as knowledge and many power struggles 
are struggles to legitimise particular versions of 
knowledge (Land, 2009). Knowledge manage-
ment in its idealised form is independent of power. 
In reality the existence of an asymmetric power 
balance enables those with the power, often those 
who have formal authority, to present knowledge 
in directions of their choosing. Those with lesser 
power may respond by using knowledge to achieve 
their ends in more subtle and primarily informal 
ways, of which the spreading of rumours is one 
typical way. A central idea of KM is that knowl-
edge, if considered a commodity, is manoeuvred 
toward shades of desirable and undesirable direc-
tions by multiple stakeholders.

OP, summarised as a wide range of descrip-
tions of formal and informal power relationships 
in organisations, has been studied and documented 
at least since the 1970s (e.g., Pettigrew, 1973; 
Mintzberg, 1983; Pfeffer, 1997). OP provides a 
theoretical lens with which to conceptualise and 
observe both constructive and destructive aspects 
of KM.

Most academic literature agrees KM is an 
essential activity for a modern enterprise to flour-
ish in a global competitive economy, and many 
practicing managers share this view. Despite the 
slippery meaning of KM, a positive relation-
ship between knowledge and truth—and hence 
KM—is implicitly assumed. An interpretist view 
of KM is that people are capable of being aware 
of their own actions, further assuming knowledge 

and understanding are ‘good’ or at least neutral 
(Schultze, 1999). In other words, interpretivists 
take for granted people are self-aware, but opti-
mistically believe knowledge management to be 
an inherently constructive and positive process. 
However, Schultze also notes that the open shar-
ing of knowledge may not occur in competitive 
business environments associated with competi-
tive advantage.

The inspiration for thinking about the interre-
lationship of knowledge management and power 
is found in the following concepts of coevolution 
and organisational politics.

Organisational Politics

The study of organisational politics suggests the 
driving force enabling organisational politics to 
occur is power, and in particular the asymmetrical 
distribution of power. Organisations are overlap-
ping sets of political networks, rule, and role 
systems, engaging in coalition building as part of 
manipulative, selfish, under-the-table dealings, as 
well as for constructive purposes aimed at further-
ing the aims of that organisation.

The informal and formal organisation becomes 
part of the discussion, since it is the informal 
organisation where much of the political activ-
ity occurs—behind the scenes. Pfeffer (1997, p. 
136), in support of this position, notes: “…these 
less formal methods rely more on power and in-
fluence, leverage individuals’ positions in social 
networks, and entail ongoing negotiations among 
organisational participants.” However, identify-
ing political behavioural patterns for the sake of 
efficiency is not enough. “The skill is to try and 
prevent individual and organisational pathologi-
cal circumstances from arising by recognising the 
appropriate and inappropriate behaviours that 
individuals and groups will and will not be able 
to accept” (Kakabadse & Parker, 1984, p. 101).

Three aspects of KM as a political process 
within an organisation are dependency, strategies 
for enacting power, and decision making.
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Taking Pettigrew’s (1973, p. 26) position that 
“Power is…a property of social relationships, 
not an attribute of the actor…Dependency is…a 
product of an imbalance of exchange between 
individuals and the ability of one actor to control 
others through his [/her] possession of resources,” 
knowledge can be a critical resource. Hence the 
desirable or undesirable directions of K manipula-
tion can trigger that dependency to be constructive 
or destructive. For example, a senior manager may 
become dependent on the knowledge (experience) 
of a junior manager, therefore strengthening 
the expertise and performance of the team. The 
senior manager is dependent on the knowledge 
of the junior manager. Her/his own performance 
is governed by the presence or absence of the 
subordinate.

A specific arena in an organisational politics 
context is a decision-making process, which de-
termines specific actions to be taken. Influencing 
a decision in the making is more effective than 
attempting to do so after action on the decision 
has been taken (Mintzberg, 1983, p. 206). In 
practice, manipulation of information and knowl-
edge, designed to influence the decision maker, 
takes place at all levels in the organisation and 
for many reasons.

Organisational politics provide the geo-
political landscape for describing KM processes, 
alerting us to the manipulative nature of KM. 
Viewing KM as political is not an end in itself. 
Kakabadse and Parker (1984, pp. 104-105) sum-
marise organisational politics and offer a remedy:

“Problems arise when an individual group rejects, 
misunderstands, or responds with inappropriate 
behaviours [for example, providing false informa-
tion] to the actions of other individuals or groups. 
In the literature, it is their negative interactions 
that have, to date, been labelled ‘political.’ We sug-
gest that one way of reducing negative interactions 
is to strive for multi-rationality. Multi-rationality 
is a process whereby actors begin to understand 
their own values, beliefs, and norms; are able to 

assert their individuality but are equally able to 
accept that others hold a different rationale.”

Coevolution

Tasaka (1999) describes coevolution as “a 
process in which each part interacts with and 
influences the other parts, thereby stimulating 
their mutual development.” The coevolution of 
power and knowledge contribute to the discus-
sion of knowledge management by emphasising 
the intricacy of the interactions, the uncertainty 
of what the outcomes of the interactions will be, 
and the opportunities the interactions provide for 
the manipulation of information and knowledge.

Interactions cannot be clearly classified as 
desirable or undesirable. Every process creates 
interactions. As knowledge management creates 
interactions, we cannot predict that the outcome 
of coevolution will yield what was intended. As 
a consequence of the multi-rationalities operat-
ing in the real world, some individuals or groups 
may see the outcomes as desirable, where others 
judge them detrimental to the organisation or to 
themselves. Ignoring the ‘power’ dimensions of 
the situation being studied gives the impression 
that organisational space is neutral, and that the 
action of entering the space is also neutral (Land et 
al., 2005). Constant change and mutual influencing 
among actors, processes, and scenarios add to the 
awareness of the non-neutrality of KM.

Coevolution explains how first-order effects 
trigger other second-order effects, which in turn 
trigger further effects. Further effects produce a 
cascade of non-deterministic effects where the 
impacts will be emergent and cannot be second-
guessed. An example of this is the desire for clarity 
of organisational strategy, leading perhaps, in the 
interest of clarity, to rigidly defined organisational 
roles. But the imposition of stricter controls to 
enforce the predefined organisational architecture 
may have the undesired consequence of inhibiting 
innovation and stifling initiative.
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The following two examples illustrate power 
dynamics and KM processes. CE is used to high-
light the intricate interaction in these instances of 
post-merger integration (PMI) and water manage-
ment. PMI is an example of what happens inside 
an organisation, and the case of water manage-
ment here is an example of inter-organisational 
relationships.

Example 1: Post-Merger Integration

Organisation, a national leader in its sector, be-
came involved in a merger which it had initiated in 
2000. Nevertheless, Organisation’s strategic goals 
were, as semi-structured interviews revealed in 
2002, far from clear. This lack of clarity trickled 
down to a particular department (henceforth De-
partment) and other teams that interacted with the 
Department. Unclear strategic goals and how to 
operationalise them on an individual, team, and de-
partment level emerged in the following ways. The 
authority strucfture and consequent hierarchical 
relationships tend to determine the prioritisation of 
work tasks. Senior-level management commented 
on being out of touch with what is happening at 
middle-management levels. Being out of touch 
with middle-management levels—clearly a failure 
of KM—translates into prioritisation problems, 
where the operational levels know what the daily 
capabilities are and the senior management may 
have an overall understanding of what needs to 
be done to achieve organisational goals, but not 
the knowledge of realistic capabilities on every-
day tasks. For example, a new deadline must 
be met sooner than previously understood by 
the operational and middle-management levels. 
Pressure is then put on the subsequent levels to 
produce for this deadline. The operational levels 
become frustrated because a particular piece of 
equipment is down for the moment, making the 
task even more difficult, and further delaying 
other needed, regular tasks. Being out of touch 
with what is happening in daily routines then 
becomes a vicious cycle of no space for initiative 

and heavy-handedness from senior management, 
toward operational management.

The primary problem identified here is ambigu-
ity of roles and strategy. One common solution to 
alleviate such ambiguity is increasing the amount 
of information to the same people and to more 
people. In other words, change the KM processes 
with higher volume of information and more 
interaction. However, increasing the quantity of 
knowledge to alleviate the management levels’ 
ambiguity of roles and strategy is not the straight-
forward solution. Becker (2001, pp. 1046-1048) 
argues for acknowledging a difference between the 
meanings of uncertainty and ambiguity. He states 
“ambiguity” is structural uncertainty, whereas 
“uncertainty” is stochastic, in other words random 
or probabilistic uncertainty. The point being that, 
faced with a decision problem that is due to struc-
tural rather than random uncertainty, increasing the 
knowledge and information at hand may further 
increase the structural uncertainty (ambiguity) 
instead of alleviating it. “What is required is to 
make people communicate, assimilate cognitive 
frameworks, and develop understanding…to sup-
port processes that lead to understanding, not just 
access to information” (Becker, 2001, p. 1048).

The implementation of organisational strategy 
is shaped by the individual priorities of the relevant 
organisational actors. And the implementation 
process is itself driven by KM processes employed 
by stakeholders operating in various hierarchical 
levels in the organisation. Ambiguity in priorities 
and ambiguity in roles can facilitate perverse 
knowledge management outcomes.

Past research identifies inherent ambiguity and 
issue politicisation as impediments to effective 
post-merger integration (Vaara, 2002, p. 887).1 
Merger failure has been linked to lack of clearly 
defined roles, responsibilities, and incentives 
(Deloitte & Touche, 2002). “Increased ambigu-
ity—due to unclear goals, roles, and procedures—
allows greater opportunity for political behaviour 
to be employed in reaching objectives” (Parker, 
Dipboye, & Jackson, 1995). Political behaviour 
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can be a problem if the power dynamics of KM 
processes are not realised for their constructive 
and destructive implications. What this means 
for KM processes is that multiple interpretations 
imply conflicting discourses which can be both 
constructive and destructive. People in the or-
ganisation may have a different idea of where the 
organisation should be headed, how it should get 
there, and who is responsible for getting it there. 
How each person at each organisational level is 
shaping the motivation, transfer, interpretation, 
and implementation of KM processes brings into 
question the desirable or undesirable dimensions 
of KM.

Returning to the case study’s ambiguity of 
roles and strategy during their post-merger inte-
gration, KM processes are seemingly part of the 
problem, and instinctively part of the solution—in 
terms of simply increasing information flows. 
Cyclical misinterpretation of expectations and 
responsibilities among organisational levels dem-
onstrates miscommunicated and misunderstood 
knowledge management processes. However, the 
desired perception of clarity does not necessar-
ily mean a desirable set of KM processes exists. 
Where ‘better KM’ may be considered part of an 
eventual solution, we might actually ask: How 
are the KM processes occurring within an arena 
of organisational politics or power relationships?

Example 2: Water Management

Knowledge management power relationships 
also exist among organisations. The following 
illustrates how inter-organisational relationships 
relate to each other in the case of water regulation 
in England and Wales. Every five years a review of 
water prices occurs. The changes in water pricing 
for all consumers stem from EU and UK regula-
tory requirements ranging from water quality, to 
the cost of infrastructure improvement. Maloney 
(2001) describes the multi-stakeholders’ interac-
tions as processes of negotiation and sanctions. 

London’s water regulations illustrate a form of 
knowledge management as multi-stakeholders 
coping with ever-changing rules (regulations) and 
the blurred boundaries of organisations’ roles (ex-
pectations and responsibilities in public, private, 
and civil society).

The purpose of the periodic review, according 
to the Office of Water Services (OFWAT), the 
independent economic regulator for water for all 
of England and Wales, is “…to make sure that the 
companies are able to carry out and finance their 
functions under the Water Industry Act 1991” 
(OFWAT, 1998). OFWAT also claims they aim to 
set price limits that allow each company to carry 
out their functions while protecting the interests of 
customers in two ways: (1) enabling well-managed 
companies to finance the delivery of services in 
line with relevant standards and requirements, 
and (2) providing incentives for companies to 
improve efficiency and service delivery. Notice 
how these two main objectives already imply 
the non-neutrality of the ensuing knowledge 
management processes. First, each organisation 
will interpret and implement “relevant standards 
and requirements” to the advantage of each or-
ganisation, perhaps even unintended conflicting 
interpretations. Second, “providing incentives for 
companies to improve efficiency” is a form of KM 
manipulation. The water companies must provide 
draft business plans early in the regulatory review 
process to the independent economic regulatory 
agency (OFWAT), along with more public sector 
organisations such as the Environment Agency and 
Department for Rural Affairs and Agriculture. The 
negotiations that take place between the regulators 
and the regulated—how the business plans fit with 
regulatory requirements, while simultaneously 
sustaining the companies—illustrates how a KM 
process can move in many directions. The way a 
draft business plan is presented can persuade how 
the regulators decide to advise on reshaping the 
business plan to adjust with newer EU regulations, 
for example.
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The Global Water Partnership argues:

“Governance looks at the balance of power and 
the balance of actions at different levels of au-
thority. It translates into different systems, laws, 
regulations, institutions, financial mechanisms, 
and civil society development and human rights, 
essentially the rules of the game. Usually improv-
ing governance means reform.” (GWP, 2003)

Governance according to the Global Water 
Partnership includes power and different levels 
of authority, and regulation is housed under the 
broad roof of governance—governance that in 
itself lends to KM manipulation.

To organise how we approach thinking and 
acting on these observations may be to identify the 
changes of multi-level (EU-UK) organisations and 
types (public-private-civil society), recognising 
power asymmetries and their interconnections. 
For example if the European Community’s Water 
Framework Directive is raising the standards in 
London, by driving the 2004 regulatory review 
process toward more stringent policies, we may 
want to ask how London’s consumers and the water 
company Thames Water is adjusting to these new 
standards, and doing to affect the new standards?

FUTURE TRENDS

As KM becomes a more comfortable topic for 
researchers, and numerous governments and 
private sector organisations buy into the language 
and concepts of KM, a responsibility resides with 
the advocates of KM of the potential abuse of 
KM processes. The maturing of the eventual field 
of KM is on the horizon. KM is slowly moving 
away from defining it, debating its use, gather-
ing, storing, sharing it, toward questions of what 
does it essentially mean for communication and 
productivity. KM for better or worse—as some 
would say “repackaging old ideas with glossy 
new ones”—is here to stay. How are we going to 

welcome this emerging discipline that seemingly 
unites information systems, organisations, and 
politics, to name a few? One of those ways may 
include obvious answers such as further empirical 
work and sharpening of definitions. Behind any 
method researchers and other applied practitioners 
of KM choose, they should note that control is 
not the solution and where attempted, frequently 
backfires.

CONCLUSION

This article proposes the significance of concep-
tualising KM as a political process, with notions 
from OP and CE. OP provides a familiar and docu-
mented contextual boundary where power-ridden 
processes of KM interact. CE further energises 
the explanation of power-ridden KM processes 
by giving vocabulary and meaning to changing 
patterns of interaction. The post-merger and water 
management examples illustrate KM as a political 
process in the real world. The post-merger case 
of PMI, information travels among hierarchical 
levels of an organisation, producing conflicting 
expectations that worsen the politics within that 
organisation. As for the water management case, 
local, national, and international levels of organi-
sation interact with different types of organisa-
tions—public, private, and to some extent civil 
society. The interorganisational dynamics lead 
to multi-layer knowledge management processes 
among them: infrastructure improvement needs 
based on changing water quantity/quality, what 
can be reasonably charged to customers, and the 
question of the regulations imposing desirable 
behaviour.

KM processes are manipulated instrumentally 
for constructive and destructive purposes. A con-
text of organisational politics and a paradigm of 
coevolution are not the only ways of highlighting 
an agenda for KM. OP and CE do provide ways of 
highlighting and connecting what we already un-
derstand as relationships of power and knowledge. 
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KM as a growing area of research and practice 
has and will open new ways of thinking, while 
revisiting old. Wielding KM’s full capabilities 
also includes responsibly using and interpreting 
the hidden and obvious agendas.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Coevolution: Describes the mutual influences 
among actors in a collective, as well as their envi-
ronment; mutual influences can be desirable and 
undesirable, constructive or destructive. In the case 

of an organisation, it can be envisaged as a set of 
multi-dimensional networks, themselves part of 
a larger set of networks to which they are linked. 
Nodes in the networks represent entities such as 
offices, factories, teams, and individuals. They 
are linked formally or informally to other nodes. 
Activities at any node send messages—and by im-
plication, knowledge—to other nodes in the form 
of feedback, or feed-forward, thereby triggering 
activities in those nodes. The messages may use 
the formal or the informal links in the network. 
They may be sent intentionally, or accidentally.

Desirable/Undesirable Coevolution: A 
heuristic with which to talk about knowledge 
management as a process along a continuum.

Emergence: The process by which often 
unexpected outcomes result from the interaction 
of different activities and occurrences within an 
organisation.

Goal Setting: Defining goals, be they benign or 
corrupt; political processes are invoked. The goals 
themselves can be constructive or destructive, 
formally or informally arrived at, at the level of the 
organisation or the individual, public or private.

Knowledge Manipulation: The abuse of 
knowledge management; when information is 
hidden, distorted, withheld for a particular purpose.

Power: The capability and possibility to in-
fluence and/or direct the course of some action.

Organisational Politics: Wide range of de-
scriptions of formal and informal power relation-
ships in organisations.

ENDNOTE

1  Vaara (2003) identified four in total. The 
issues not mentioned here are cultural confu-
sion and organizational hypocrisy, because 
they are not central to this article’s purpose.

This work was previously published in Encyclopedia of Knowledge Management, Second Edition, edited by David Schwartz 
and Dov Te’eni, pp. 473-481, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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Chapter  8.11

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge Management (KM) is the process of 
critically managing knowledge to meet existing 
needs, identify and exploit existing and acquired 
knowledge assets and develop new opportuni-
ties (Quintas et al, 1997). With the emergence 
of knowledge-intensive industries, where or-
ganisations rely on knowledge of their staff for 
competitive advantage (Lustri et al., 2007), KM 
has become key for business success (Mu-jung et 
al., 2007). KM is now an integral business func-
tion (Zhou and Fink, 2003) in both traditional and 
internet-based businesses (Borges Tiago et al., 
2007) to the extent that KM is now viewed essential 
for profit (Yang, 2008). It is widely acknowledged 

today that new technologies, in particular access 
to the Internet, tend to modify communication 
between stakeholders in the business world, such 
as relationships between the organisation and its 
clients, the internal functioning of the organisation, 
including enterprise-employee relationships and 
the relationship of the organisation with partners 
and suppliers. This integration to improve the 
functioning of the organisation to create value 
for all parties involved is referred to as Electronic 
Commerce (e-commerce, EC) (Turban et al, 2006).

The main challenges facing organisational 
change and development are threefold. Firstly, 
knowledge discovery, secondly, corporate col-
laboration and thirdly, rapid decision making 
(Curley, 1998). Under the KM umbrella, EC 
can embrace this challenge, facilitating content 
creation, development, refinement and delivery, 
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collaborative work practice within and external 
to the organisation and business/market/customer 
intelligence.

This chapter will review how each of the three 
challenges identified can be incorporated into EC 
applications. As the internet is now the largest 
information resource globally many opportuni-
ties have been provided changing the way people 
shop, perform business dealings and communicate 
with each other. Taking into consideration four 
perspectives of EC, the chapter will present tools 
and techniques which should be incorporated into 
a fully functioning web commerce application.

BACKGROUND

Much confusion exists around the practical imple-
mentation of knowledge-orientated programmes, 
this is especially true from a technological view-
point. KM seeks to develop a strategy for the 
capture, use and transfer of knowledge across 
the organisation, to improve efficiency and in-
crease competitive edge (Demerest, 1997). KM is 
concerned with embracing a diversity of knowl-
edge sources, cultivating knowledge wherever 
it resides. Technology can be viewed as both a 
key contributor and enabler to the field of KM 
(Davenport and Prusak, 1998). This perspective 
is related to technological ability in capturing 
data, information, and knowledge that surpasses 
human capacity in absorbing and analysing these, 
in a focused manner (Shenk, 1997). As techno-
logical developments become more advanced in 
application and utilisation, it is emerging those 
employees who have access to technologies that 
detect and manage business opportunities, will 
have the distinct advantage of exploiting market 
shifts.

While KM technologies may incorporate 
characteristics of traditional data and information 
technologies, they also extend these capabilities. 
Knowledge technologies attempt to push users 
to think beyond their current boundaries, thus 

facilitating organisational activity, promoting 
continuous improvement and growth through 
innovation. In today’s knowledge-intensive 
organisations the primary objective of ICT is 
to lead users to the information they need. This 
includes creating, gathering, storing, accessing 
and making available the right information that 
will result in insight for the organisations’ users 
(Davenport and Prusak, 1998). Thus, the pervasive 
use of information technology in organisations, 
qualifies it as a natural medium for information 
flow (Borghoff and Pareschi, 1999).

A study conducted by Moffett et al, (2002) 
outlined that 43% of UK companies currently 
implementing KM are adopting a technology 
focused approach. Further analysis of this group 
uncovered a number of key issues regarding tech-
nological adoption for KM. Firstly, KM systems 
should be well maintained, user-focused systems 
dedicated to communication and information flow 
within the organisation. A variety of technological 
tools should be used for knowledge work; these 
tools support function classifications as outlined by 
Moffett and McAdam, (2003). Secondly, dedicated 
roles must be established to promote technologi-
cal use within the organisation. Employees at all 
levels should be encouraged to use KM systems for 
efficient and effective decision making. Reward 
and recognition must be awarded for their efforts. 
Thirdly, training must be provided to encourage 
full organisation of the tools installed. Fourthly, 
emphasis should be placed on Web-based systems 
encouraging use to full potential. While many 
organisations are comfortable to use the World 
Wide Web (WWW) for information gathering, 
most are apprehensive to employing the Internet as 
an electronic commerce device. Even though they 
comprehend that a well designed, organisation-
wide, fully implemented technical infrastructure 
for KM can improve information processing 
capabilities they are unsure how to adopt Web 
technologies to achieve this.
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TYPES OF E-COMMERCE

E-commerce (EC) can be defined according to 
business perspective (and processes), service at-
tributes, features (such as online provisions) and 
customer classifications (Rayport and Jaworski, 
2003). EC attributes focus on the exchange of 
digitized information between parties in either 
technology-enabled or technology-mediated 
ways and intra and interorganisational activities 
that support marketplace exchanges (Laudon and 
Traver, 2003). EC can be classified according 
to its features, namely, ubiquity, global search, 
universal standards, richness, interactivity, infor-
mation density and personalization/customization 
(Evans and Wurster, 2002). There are many dif-
ferent types of EC. The four most common are 
Business to customer (B2C), Business to business 
(B2B), Customer to Customer (C2C) and Peer to 
Peer (P2P) (Turban et al, 2006). Each type has 
unique selling points, however all tend to take 
advantage of the extensive marketspace, reduc-
tion in establishment and running costs, utlisation 
of emerging technologies and secure electronic 
payment systems.

EC is underpinned by the concepts of KM 
where the purpose of a KM project is to identify, 
capitalise on and value the intellectual assets of 
an organisation by involving the entire staff us-
ing collaborative practices. The sharing of tacit 
and explicit knowledge can lead to better deci-
sion making, faster time to market, cost effective 
and efficient workflow and enhanced service to 
clients/customers (Davenport and Prusak, 1998). 
Ensuring that information is presented in the 
required format to enable effective knowledge 
sharing is the focus of Content Management. 
Providing up-to-date, accurate information can 
greatly enhance everyday operations within an 
organisation. In addition, technologies that cap-
ture and share information on customers, such as 
Customer Relationship Management (CRM or 
E-CRM) systems, enable organisations to better 
know their clientele and gain their loyalty using 

pertinent information to better gage and respond to 
customer wants and needs, this is the focus of BI. 
An organisation that implements a KM strategy, 
using technologies to deliver information to users 
in a format they require (content management) so 
decisions can be made to increase market share 
(BI) will ultimately lead to competitive advantage 
and sustainability.

Figure 1 depicts how e-commerce within 
an organisation is supported by KM where EC 
systems support functions such as web design, 
procurement, payment, etc. to facilitate collabora-
tion, business intelligence, content management 
and customer relation management.

The following sections further investigate the 
roles of content management, collaboration and 
BI under EC remit.

CONTENT MANAGEMENT

When considering EC organisations should focus 
on capturing and transferring knowledge through 
the application of ‘publication’ rather than ‘contri-
bution’ models. As information is better put to use 
when it is packaged and presented for a specific 
purpose, content management is concerned with 
effectively collecting, managing and presenting 
conglomerates of information formed as a cohe-
sive whole through targeted publications. Content 
management systems organise and automate col-
lection, administration and publishing processes 
when the information is too large or diverse to 
process manually. They are also beneficial when 
the design and content of the document needs to 
be manipulated separately or when more that one 
publication can be derived from a single base of 
content.

A key driver for content management is the 
switch to event-driven/needs based publishing 
strategies where technological content can be 
updated, published and disseminated instantly 
resulting in reduction of costs and time of content 
development, duplication, distribution and usage. 
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While the traditional publishing model contains 
seven steps from creation to implementation, the 
new publishing model, based on Internet technolo-
gies, consist of only two, creation of content and 
migration to the Internet environment (Telleen, 
1997). This fast paced publishing environment is 
key for EC success. Some of the tools which make 
content management in EC viable include agents 
and filters (which reduces the ‘push’ information 
syndrome where information is sent to end users 
‘just-in-case’ it may be required), e-publishing 
systems, document imaging and the semantic web.

By combining publishing capabilities with KM 
systems information is presented in a consistent 
format regardless of its source, author or location 
(Offsey, 1997). This richness of presentation de-
livers targeted, styled and branded content to all 
users, such as via an electronic publishing system. 
This type of system can be applied in EC to merge 
data supplied on differing platforms, for example 
merging product catalogues. Traditional paper 
based catalogues can be transferred to electronic 

form using document imaging through the use 
of scanners.

For knowledge to be shared effectively on the 
Internet there has to be some degree of compu-
tational manipulation of data displayed via Web 
pages. Traditionally, these pages have been devel-
oped using Hypertext Mark-up Language (HTML) 
however content provided in this way leads to 
serious problems in accessing and processing the 
vast display of information offered. Therefore, 
while HTML is suitable for the display of small, 
uncomplicated documents, the rush to make data 
available across the Web has demonstrated weak-
ness in its structure, mostly in relation to poor 
metadata assertions and static data presentation 
(Duval et al, 2002). To overcome such difficulties 
the Semantic Web is emerging as a means of setting 
global standard protocols for extensive machine-
readable information exchange. The aim of the 
Semantic Web is to standardise the Internet sys-
tem via common language, tools and information 
publication based on existing Internet standards 
of Unique Resource Indicators (URIs), Unicode 

Figure 1. KM and EC integration
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and Extensible Mark-up Language (XML), a tag-
based language for describing tree-like structures 
with a linear syntax. By adding tags (annotation of 
digital resources with keywords; Golder and Hu-
berman, 2006) individual users’ characterisation 
of objects such as websites, emails, photos, video 
or any other piece of digital media is captured, 
this supports the search and retrieval of required 
information for other users.

The advantage of using standard formats is 
that different types of users can share the same 
information even if they use different platforms 
and software. This seamless integration of linked 
resources facilitates a ‘one-stop shop’ for data 
transactions, overcoming problems of merging 
and scalability. However, one must remember that 
the Semantic Web is currently under development 
and many challenges still exist for full imple-
mentation to be a reality, with few applications. 
Many potential users are reluctant to undertake 
transformation of Web resources to the new for-
mats with the view of ‘why publish when there 
is no-one to link to’.

Another issue with current development is 
the inability to merge data sources. While it is 
relatively straightforward to run another persons’ 
program locally via the Internet (after one has over-
come security measures and firewall protection), 
the same does not apply to bringing information 
directly from another sources’ application to merge 
with your own. Although XML is emerging as the 
‘core’ Semantic Web language, upon which all 
other developments rest, there is still a long way 
to go before new Web applications are created in 
this base level standard and all current Web ma-
terial has been transformed. Once this has been 
achieved languages for defining structure can be 
added. The use of ontologies will enable better 
expressive automated protocols, hence facilitat-
ing advanced web services such as accurate web 
search, intelligent software agents, decision sup-
port systems and ubiquitous computing.

COLLABORATION

Collaborative technology can improve parallel 
processing, productivity, coordination and adap-
tiveness ICASIT, (2002). Social-software systems 
facilitate communication, collaboration and in-
teraction between people in large communities 
(Kolbitsch and Maurer, 2006). This is achieved 
by supporting self-organising processes where 
individual and collective knowledge are merged 
and can be viewed in the form of digital artefacts 
such as chat logfiles, wiki articles, weblog entries 
or archived digital communications. As in the case 
of the Semantic Web these virtual social network 
systems rely heavily on the process of tagging, 
‘social tagging’ refers to the social context where 
all members of the group can benefit from the 
tag classifications. The artefacts are tagged by 
individual users, then collectively aggregated to 
create a set of metadata for that particular item. 
The accumulated collection of tags represents the 
community view of the artefact. Thus the social 
tagging compilation, developed from a bottom-up, 
user-orientation approach, creates metadata which 
aids search facilities for the group. In addition, 
objects may be categorised in several dimensions, 
which makes it easier to retrieve them than in 
strict taxonomic hierarchies (Weinberger, 2007).

Social tagging also creates an indirect rating of 
resources by a community, the more the item has 
been tagged, the higher it is ranked. Tags linked 
to an artefact by an individual are displayed in 
a ‘tag cloud’, an alphabetical listing of all tag 
associations that are weighted by frequency of 
use. More frequently used tags can be applied as 
hyperlinks for linked to other resources related to 
the tag. Users can obtain new information from 
varied sources by simply browsing the hyperspace 
via tags. In addition, infoglut can be reduced as 
tags filter and structure information, facilitating 
the retrieval of relevant information in a more 
systematic process.
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Social tagging is useful for EC as goods and 
service promotions can be targeted to collective 
user groups. If several members of the virtual 
network have visited a particular website, or 
purchased a particular item online, links can 
be made to the vendor site using social tagging 
mechanisms. This results in more like minded 
persons following the same hyperlinks via tags or 
finding the link via tag searches. Frequent use of 
the EC site leads to more effective social tagging, 
resulting in a recurring loop for site utilisation.

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

Business intelligence (BI) refers to skills, tech-
nologies, applications and practices used to help 
an organisation acquire a better understanding 
of its commercial context. Business intelligence 
may also refer to the collected information itself. 
BI technologies provide historical, current, and 
predictive views of business operations. BI aims 
to support better business decision-making by 
equipping knowledge workers with information to 
quickly spot trends within business, financial and 
market data. Although, emphasis has been afforded 
to commercial data for some time, ensuring that it 
was adequately captured and stored, the applica-
tion of high powered statistical and visualisation 
tools to commercial data, offers fast access and 
insight to vast quantities of data in summarised 
format. Tools within the BI stream include data 
warehousing, data and text mining, modeling and 
prediction tools, reporting and dashboards and 
business performance management.

Organisations typically contain two sets of 
data, namely, operational and informational. The 
essence of data warehousing is to provide an ar-
chitectural model to control the flow of data from 
operational systems to decision support environ-
ments. By interrogating data warehouses using 
data mining application tools such as Intelligent 
Miner and Clementine, data patterns, classifica-
tions and associations can be determined, leading 

to optimisation of current organisation information 
assets and the formation of new relationships be-
tween customers, suppliers and internal processes.

EC encourages organisations to broaden their 
use of data warehousing and mining by utilising 
the five main functions of managerial decision-
making, namely, model building, ‘what-if’ 
analysis, goal-seeking, risk analysis and graphi-
cal analysis on increasingly complex datasets 
(Offsey, 1997). Effective decision making can 
be reflected in EC workflow applications, such 
as a help-desks (technical support to customers 
through procedures for entering, tracking and 
resolving queries) and frequently asked questions 
(expertise and technical support to the user in a 
first-pass attempt to solve problems prior to hu-
man intervention, such as via Action Workflow 
Metro and Webflow application tools).

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Although the field of KM continues to grow and 
deepen (Davenport and Prusak 1998; Corso et al, 
2003) many organisations have found that tensions 
exist between knowledge-orientated applications 
and the progression of organisational change, 
hindered by inadequate enabling technologies. 
Considering the large investment capital ex-
pended by many firms in KM systems (Curley, 
1998) and the growing number of companies that 
see KM as potentially helping them survive and 
compete, there is a need for more definitive and 
comprehensive studies in this field. Employing a 
variety of research methodologies, future research 
is needed in areas such as cultural acceptance, 
process refinement, technological development 
and application.

CONCLUSION

EC is now considered a product of KM, where 
organisations can build on underpinning concepts 
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such as content management, collaborative prac-
tice and BI to deliver dynamic web applications. 
This chapter has presented a number of tools and 
techniques which should be incorporated when 
designing high quality EC applications.
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tion data and knowledge resources for better 
informed decision making to enhance customer 
relations.

Collaboration: Getting people to work to-
gether closer for more effective decision making 
and knowledge sharing.

Content Management: Organizing compo-
nents and subject matter of an application so it 
meet the needs of users.

E-Commerce (Electronic-Commerce, EC): 
Selling goods and services over the Internet.

Knowledge Management (KM): The merg-
ing of human activity, process improvement and 
technological application for more efficient busi-
ness practices.

Semantic Web: An extension of the current 
Internet where information and services are better 
defined to enable more efficient use in terms of 
content creation, sharing, searching and develop-
ment.

Tagging: Labeling data to create a catalogue 
of descriptions.
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Chapter  8.12

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Storytelling is part of our daily life. Everybody 
tells stories everyday without even realizing it. 
Storytelling has always been used in knowledge 
transfer. This chapter attempts to explore the usage 
of knowledge-embedded stories in a Malaysian 
institute of higher learning and will consider the 
understanding of organization members con-
cerning storytelling in knowledge management 
and the facilitators and barriers of implementing 
storytelling. The significant of this study is that 
it provides insights on the culture of storytelling 
as a method of knowledge transfer in a Malaysian 
institute of higher learning. This study examines 
how other organizations are establishing storytell-
ing practices and the way knowledge-embedded 
stories are being used. This study explores the 
practice of storytelling as a knowledge transfer 

medium and explores the practicality of using 
stories in the organization and the employees’ 
perception of the usage of stories to transfer 
knowledge. This case reveals that storytelling is 
regarded as an acceptable approach in knowledge 
transfer. It is demonstrated through gathering 
sessions that stimulate storytelling. The case also 
presented context-specific factors that influence 
KM storytelling.

INTRODUCTION

Storytelling is an ancient and traditional way of 
passing on complex and multidimensional infor-
mation and ideas through narratives (Sole, 2002). 
It exists in many domains and in many forms. 
From an artistic point of view, storytelling is the 
art of using language, vocalization, and/or physi-
cal movement and gesture to reveal the elements 
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and images of a story to a specific, live audience. 
A central, unique aspect of storytelling is its reli-
ance on the audience to develop specific visual 
imagery and detail to complete and co-create the 
story (National Storytelling Association, 1997).

Organizational story is defined as a detailed 
narrative of past management actions, employee 
interactions, or other intra- or extra-organizational 
events (Swap, et al 2001). Organization storytell-
ing is used for many purposes such as promoting 
values, communicating change and stimulating 
product innovation (Groff & Jones, 2003). Linde 
(2001) conducted a case study on the use of nar-
ratives in an insurance company. The insurance 
company used the stories to convey its organiza-
tion values and identity, inducting new staffs and 
inspiring existing staffs. This is done by telling 
the stories of the company’s founder, staffs telling 
stories about their early days, career and careers 
of exemplary staffs. Katzeff & Ware (2006) con-
ducted a case study on the usage of storytelling to 
capture experience in a temporary but recurring 
organization. The organization in the study is a 
festival organization whereby it is established 
for a temporary period of time and got dissolved 
after the festival ends. In this type of organization, 
the employees are also temporary but recurring. 
The authors presented a storytelling application 
to capture the employees’ personal accounts of 
their work in the organization in story form. The 
stories are usually personal stories derived from 
personal experiences.

From knowledge management (KM) perspec-
tive, storytelling is seen as a traditional way of 
passing on complex multi-dimensional informa-
tion and ideas through narrative (Sole, 2002). 
Gabriel (2000) regards storytelling as ‘an art of 
weaving, of constructing, the product of intimate 
knowledge’. Groce (2004) defines storytelling 
as orally communicating ideas, beliefs, personal 
stories and life-lessons which insinuate the ele-
ment of tacit knowledge in stories. Stories can 
come in different forms and are labeled as cases, 

anecdotes, examples, histories or simple experi-
ence (Sole, 2002).

Storytelling as a Knowledge 
Transfer Approach

A great deal of research and literature has been 
dedicated to the role that storytelling in effec-
tive knowledge transfer. This can be seen from 
the work on the role of stories among disparate 
project members (MacLeod & Davidson, 2007; 
Nielsen & Madsen, 2006), the role of stories in 
representing tacit knowledge (LeBlanc & Hogg, 
2006) and also the tools used to create and con-
struct organizational stories (Appan, Sundaram, & 
Birchfield, 1999; Bradner, Kellogg, & Erickson, 
1999; Santoro & Brezillon, 2005). However, there 
is a lack of study that focus on the perception of 
knowledge users towards the usage of storytell-
ing in knowledge management and the factors 
that influence the use of stories as a knowledge 
transfer medium.

The knowledge transfer factors yielded in exist-
ing knowledge transfer studies are broad factors. 
Joshi, Sarker & Sarker (2007) conducted a study 
that examines the factors associated with knowl-
edge transfer in information system development 
project teams. The study focuses on the team 
member’s absorptive capacity, motivation, com-
munication among members, group culture and 
group cohesion on knowledge transfer. Zhihong & 
Tao (2009) investigated the factors that influence 
informal knowledge transfer. They proposed that 
knowledge transfer opportunities, motives and 
capacity are the decisive influential factors to 
informal knowledge transfer among individuals. 
Khamseh & Jolly (2008) identify and classify 
knowledge transfer factors in strategic alliances. 
They identified four categories of knowledge 
transfer factors which are the characteristics of 
knowledge, factors related to absorptive capacity, 
the reciprocal behavior of the partners and finally, 
the nature and form of alliance activity. Since 
one of the purposes of storytelling is to transfer 
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knowledge, we believe that the knowledge transfer 
factors are applicable to storytelling but with other 
additional factors which are storytelling specific.

Case Study Objectives

This purpose of the case study is to address the 
lack of literature on storytelling practices in 
organizations and its factors that influence the 
use of stories for knowledge transfer. The case 
study demonstrates storytelling practices in the 
organization; therefore, it provides an overall 
view on how storytelling is practiced and the 
factors that influence storytelling. This includes 
the storytelling sessions, the use of stories and 
the factors that affect storytelling. The insights in 
this case study will prepare other organizations in 
coordinating and promoting storytelling sessions. 
This case study attempts to explore the practice of 
storytelling as a mean of transferring knowledge 
in UTP, the unit of analysis of this study. UTP, 
a private Malaysian university is selected as the 
case study unit of analysis due to researcher’s 
attachment to the university.

This case study covers formal and informal 
storytelling sessions. The formal storytelling ses-
sions held in UTP are described and the factors that 
influence those sessions are presented. Informal 
storytelling sessions are storytelling sessions that 
are not being organized by the department. Since 
informal storytelling happens without respite in 
organizations, the case study covers only the is-
sues that affect informal storytelling. For the sake 
of being consistent, this case study will use the 
term KM storytelling to signify stories used for 
the purpose of knowledge transfer.

BACKGROUND

UTP is a university that was established in Janu-
ary 1997 by PETRONAS, a Malaysia oil and gas 
company, at the invitation of the Malaysian govern-
ment to set up a university. It has always been the 

objective of the university to produce well-rounded 
graduates who are not only technically competent 
but also possess other traits such as lifetime learn-
ing capacity, critical thinking, communication 
and behavioral skills, business acumen, practical 
attitude and solution synthesis ability.

The courses offered at UTP are geared towards 
engineering and technology at the undergraduate 
and postgraduate levels with high emphasis on 
research and development. Currently, the uni-
versity offers five engineering programs namely 
Chemical, Civil, Electrical & Electronics, Me-
chanical and Petroleum, and two technological 
programs namely Information & Communication 
Technology and Business Information Systems at 
Bachelors undergraduate and post graduate degree.

This case study unit of analysis is the Infor-
mation Technology and Media Services (ITMS), 
the information communication and technology 
(ICT) department of the university. The reason 
why ITMS is chosen is because the subjects 
are conveniently accessible to the researchers. 
Furthermore, the staffs in ITMS rely heavily on 
their technical and non-technical knowledge in 
completing their task. The ITMS department is 
responsible for the ICT facilities and services in 
the university. It comprises four units: Laboratory, 
Support, Network and Application Unit. The Labo-
ratory unit consists of lab technicians assigned to 
computer labs throughout the campus. The main 
responsibility of the Lab unit is to ensure that the 
lab is managed effectively and the equipment in 
the lab is properly maintained. There are also lab 
technicians who assist the lecturers in conducting 
lab sessions. For example, the technician of the 
networking lab assists the lecturers by demonstrat-
ing the workability of network equipments. The 
Support unit provides support services to users in 
the campus and maintain IT facilities such as ID 
servers, email servers and network servers. This 
unit is the frontline between users and ITMS as 
all IT request by the users are channeled through 
the Support unit. The Network unit is responsible 
for the planning, design and maintenance of the 
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university’s network infrastructure. The Applica-
tion unit is responsible for the development of IT 
applications that aid academic management staffs 
in their job. ITMS is also responsible for any usage 
of media services such as the video production of 
university events.

SETTING THE STAGE

Knowledge Management in UTP

The knowledge in the university is retrieved 
through intranet and groupware application. 
UTPnet portal, with its tagline One-stop center 
for UTP community, is a intranet web-based portal 
that provides information about the university. 
UTPnet is a simple portal. The features include 
latest news and events, calendar and links to other 
department’s website. The ITMS is responsible 
on the design of the portal. The contents are ob-
tained from the departments who wanted to share 
their news or events. Knowledge is also shared 
using information disseminating tools such as 
email, instant messaging applications and social 
networking websites. The university does not 
have a proper document management system. 
Nonetheless, documents are shared through emails 
as attachments or stored into a shared drive. If a 
person decides to share documents into a drive, 
an email will be sent to intended recipient on the 
location of the document.

In 2009, the university formally engaged in a 
university-wide knowledge management initia-
tive. The initiatives start with awareness programs. 
Thus far, three series of personal knowledge 
programs have been conducted to inculcate the 
knowledge sharing culture in the university. The 
first program was conducted in March 2009 to all 
UTP’s head of departments. The second program 
was conducted in July 2009 to KM facilitators. 
Representative for each department in the uni-
versity were appointed as facilitators to instill 
KM culture, promote the importance of KM for 

individual and business success, provide effective 
learning through formal and informal engagement 
activities at all levels and promote knowledge 
sharing in UTP. A 3-day program called Personal 
Knowledge Management: Train of Trainers was 
conducted to train the facilitators on how KM 
culture can be developed in their respective de-
partments. Among the objectives of the program 
are to sharpen the skill of the participants as effec-
tive and competent KM facilitators for UTP and 
prepare them to train, facilitate and demonstrate 
KM skills to UTP community. In August 2009, the 
third personal knowledge management awareness 
commenced. This program marks the first KM 
program that involves UTP staffs. The depart-
ments involved were Information Resource Centre 
and Finance & Fund Management comprising 13 
Executives and 19 Non-executives. Among the 
learning objectives of the program were to explain 
the relationship between Personal KM and Edu-
cation Division and UTP business requirements, 
understand the KM benefits and challenges to 
PETRONAS, Education Division and UTP and 
KM tools in work processes to improve business 
operation and efficiency. In addition to learning 
and exploring KM, the program was also meant 
to be a sharing platform on how the organization 
could leverage and exploit human capital for 
business excellence.

KM Storytelling in ITMS Department

Before the inaugural launching of the UTP KM 
initiative, storytelling has been used as one of 
the mediums to transfer knowledge among the 
staff. In ITMS, stories are used orally in com-
municating ideas, beliefs, personal stories and 
life-lessons (Swap et al., 2001). In the context of 
KM, storytelling is used to describe complex is-
sues, explain events, understand difficult changes, 
present other perspectives, make connections and 
communicate experience. For this study, story-
telling is referred to as KM storytelling which 
is defined as the practice of telling stories for 
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the purpose of facilitating knowledge transfer. 
Generally, stories are told informally within a 
social environment in an organization but there 
are also storytelling sessions that are organized 
by the organization. An example is the dedicated 
storytelling session in The National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration (NASA) (Bailey, 2005; 
Post, 2002). Teresa Bailey (2003) describes her 
experience as a librarian in Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory (JPL), in implementing a storytelling project 
JPL. Todd Post (2002), of a consulting firm called 
Edutech, describes how storytelling initiatives 
have increased the level of knowledge exchange 
in Edutech and NASA. Edutech produces a sto-
rytelling magazine for NASA called Academy 
Sharing Knowledge (ASK).

Similarly to NASA and JPL, ITMS department 
also has its own dedicated storytelling session. The 
ITMS department of UTP has two storytelling ses-
sions and one program that stimulate storytelling. 
The storytelling sessions are ITMS sharing session 
and Toolbox session. The program that stimulates 
the use of stories to share knowledge is called the 
Buddy program. ITMS sharing session involves 
the whole ITMS department. On the other hand, 
the Toolbox session and the Buddy program only 
involve certain units in the ITMS.

The Buddy Program

The Buddy program in ITMS is a seasonal program 
that was design with the purpose of familiarizing 
staff with tasks other than their job description. 
Two staffs from different units are paired together 
to work as a one single unit in a pre-determined 
unit. In this buddy system, the less-experienced 
are paired with a more experienced colleague. The 
less-experienced colleague is expected to learn 
as much as possible about the tasks of the more-
experienced colleague from a different unit. The 
Buddy system is crucial to the ITMS personnel as 
it makes the employees more flexible in their job 
scope. Furthermore, in a given period of time, the 
department performs a job reshuffling exercise. 

Due to the shortage of manpower and differences 
in job scope among the units in ITMS, the Buddy 
system is implemented during the semester breaks. 
The implementation of the Buddy system is not 
feasible during operational time because of down-
time and service availability issues.

The Buddy system is also practiced in the aca-
demic environment in which junior academics are 
paired with a senior academic. The senior academic 
acts as a mentor to the junior academics. In this 
arrangement, the junior academics are allowed to 
choose their own mentors. Every 3 months, the 
junior academics need to submit a report signed by 
their mentors to the Human Resource department. 
The report contains information such as number 
of meetings, research activities and others.

ITMS Sharing Session

ITMS Sharing session was a session that promotes 
the sharing of knowledge among ITMS personnel. 
The 1-hour session was conducted once a week. 
In this session, a speaker that represents a unit 
will share stories about anything. This include the 
unit’s experience in handling a problem, project 
management or even stories that are not related 
to work such as time management. However, the 
session lasted for only a month due to lack of 
participations from the ITMS staffs. There are 
intentions to reintroduce the sharing session but as 
yet, there are no plans materialized for this session.

Toolbox Session

The Toolbox session is organized by the Support 
unit of ITMS. The session is conducted three 
times a week every morning and gathers Support 
unit personnel to share stories on the problems 
that were encountered and the solutions to solve 
the problems. This session is reminiscent of the 
work by (Orr, 1997) about Xerox technician who 
shares stories about their work. This session pro-
motes interaction among the support personnel 
in which members contribute in building up the 
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story. The stories told in this session also create 
a shared meaning and understanding among the 
Support personnel.

CASE DESCRIPTION

Participant Summary

Respondents were selected randomly from ITMS 
department. Table 1 shows the summary of each 
respondent’s position, job scope and knowledge 
used.

The Usage of Stories in the ITMS

Within the context of knowledge transfer, there 
are two type of stories used in ITMS. First, the 
stories itself are the intended knowledge to be 
transferred. Stories of this type are used as a 
visualizing tool. Examples of this type of stories 
are lessons learnt, how-to and experiences. The 
second type concerns with the role of the stories 
in supporting the transfer of knowledge. Rather 
than using the stories as the knowledge to be 
transferred, the stories are used to facilitate the 
transfer of knowledge. From the findings, stories 
of this type are used to prompt responses from 
other staffs, to simplify concepts and to obtain 
shared understanding with other staffs. Figure 1 

shows the model that depicts the use of stories as 
the main knowledge transferred.

Story Role Type 1: Knowledge 
Visualization

For this type of usage, stories are used to visual-
ize the intended knowledge to be transferred. It is 
being thought as another way of representing the 
knowledge. This type of story is in three forms: 
experience, lessons learnt and how-to.

In knowledge transfer literature, storytelling is 
used mainly for the purpose of transferring tacit 
knowledge (Groff & Jones, 2003; Sole, 2002; 
Wetlauffer-Adcock, 2004). Respondents share 
stories to transfer tacit knowledge in a form of 
experience. The following responses support the 
use of stories to transfer experiential knowledge,

I told stories based on my own initiative. I remem-
ber when I was in Singapore as a consultant for 
an HR system project. I shared the story about 
my experience in Singapore with my colleagues

Stories help me by learning what other people 
have experienced. These stories come from in-
formal conversation. This informal conversion 
has helped me in doing my work.

UTP staffs normally see a lesson learnt docu-
ment in their e-mail sent by the Health and Safety 

Table 1. Respondent summary 

Resp. 
No.

Position (Years of 
Experience) Job Scope Knowledge Used in Job

1 IT Executive (3 years) IT Support Executive responsible with supporting users with IT facilities 
such as computers and maintaining server for ID for email and network.

Technical-Explicit and Tacit 
knowledge

2 IT Executive (10 years) Attached to the Application Unit. Manages a IT project in the organization Explicit and Tacit knowledge

3 IT Executive (6 years) Attached to the Network Unit. Responsible in the design and managing 
the university’s network. Tacit knowledge

4 IT Technician (8 years) Attached to the Network Lab. Responsible in managing the lab and 
ensure equipments are in order. Tacit knowledge

5 IT Technician (10 
years) Attached to the Support Unit. Responsible in supporting end user server. Tacit knowledge
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Environment (HSE) department. Generally, the 
purpose of this document is to make the staffs 
aware of what have happened and what they could 
do to avoid such incident from happening again. 
In ITMS, respondents listen to stories from their 
predecessors or experienced colleagues on the 
dos and don’ts in their daily jobs. The responses 
which suggest lessons learned type of stories are 
as follows:

Yes, for example how to handle events. From their 
stories we will know what is needed to execute 
the event. So, from the experience we know the 
dos and don’ts

The previous coordinator told me that is what her 
predecessor did and this is what I learned out of 
it. I learn something because there are problem 
faced by them. Based on their experience, I know 
the problems that they faced and the solutions. 
With that, I am able to avoid undesired situations.

Respondents also transfer how-to using stories. 
According to Merriam-Webster online diction-
ary, how-to documents are documents that give 

practical instruction and advice. In this context, a 
how-to does not have to be in a form of documents 
but also it can be verbal. From the responses, the 
terms story and how are noted to see the relation-
ship between story and how-to. Examples of the 
responses are as follows

Just look at our voice network systems. Stories can 
be used in describing these technical works. If no 
explains on how to do all these technical work, we 
would do things not according to specifications.

We start with lots of How-to documents. So, if 
anybody thinks that they have done something, 
they will write a how-to document and stored it 
in the shared drive. Other people can refer the 
how-to for any guides.

Story Role Type 2: Knowledge 
Transfer Facilitator

For this type of usage, stories are also used to 
facilitate knowledge transfer. This type of stories 
complements the intended knowledge to be trans-
ferred. From the findings, the stories are used to 

Figure 1. The use of stories in knowledge transfer in ITMS department
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simplify concepts, to encourage prompt responses 
and to obtain shared understanding. In UTP, stories 
are used by a user support personnel to explain 
technical concepts involved in solving a problem.

The thing some people cannot understand just 
reading the materials on Google. So, whoever 
understands material will explain it verbally to the 
other person on the material in a simple manner.

I think we could do that because nowadays when 
we tell convince a message or something we use 
metaphors to relate technical stuff which allows 
people to understand much more easily. I think 
storytelling can be used to simplify complex 
concepts.

People share stories with each other when they 
are in a social setting. Respondents alluded that 
when stories are shared in an informal session, 
they will get prompt responses from other col-
leagues in that session. A respondent mentioned 
a number of times about how he prefer sharing 
stories during breakfast with friends due to the 
opportunity of being able to ask questions and get 
responses. The respondent stated the following,

To me, stories are told during informal sessions. 
During these sessions, colleagues share knowl-
edge and give suggestions. During these sessions 
also, I will ask a lot of questions and get responses 
from them on the spot.

Stories are also used to obtain shared under-
standing among the colleagues. The respondent 
who mentioned about the toolbox session dem-
onstrates this use of stories.

Every morning, we will get together and discuss 
about what happened when doing user support. 
When doing so in a group, we can get interaction 
and obtain immediate response on the solution.

The toolbox session allows all the support per-
sonnel to get better ideas on some of the problems 
solved when supporting users. When a colleague 
tells a story in the toolbox session, everyone will 
have similar level of understanding on the context, 
problems and solutions.

Knowledge Management 
Storytelling Factors

Figure 2 depicts the factors that influence story-
telling practice in ITMS department. The find-
ings show the emergence of four themes: trust, 
comfortability and social environment.

Trust

According to Merriam-Webster online dictionary, 
trust is defined as assured reliance on the character, 
ability, strength, or truth of someone or something. 
Respondents mentioned that they share stories 
with friends or experienced colleagues which 
hinted on the existence of trust. This can be seen 
from statements by the respondents as follows:

Knowledge is transferred when having breakfast 
with breakfast. They will tell their stories at that 
time...giving suggestions on problems.

The sharing of stories in this department is not 
yet widely accepted. And if they share they share 
among the colleagues that they are close to.

For some people, if they know something, they 
will tell their friends.

Words such as friends, colleagues and col-
leagues that they are close to are one of the 
indicators of the trust theme.

Comfortability

In order to promote storytelling, the environ-
ment in which storytelling happens is crucial. 
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Respondents indicate comfortability as one of the 
factors that could influence the practice of telling 
stories. Comfortability in this context refers to the 
comfortability of the person towards the other 
people that he or she is engaging in storytelling 
with and the environment of which storytelling 
happens. Comfortability with another person 
relates to trust. In knowledge transfer literature, 
trust is cited as one of the factors that influence 
knowledge transfer (Bechina & Bommen, 2006; 
Fengjie, Fei, & Xin, 2004). This is reflected in 
the statements,

I might share with people that don’t know yet. So, 
I’d rather share with someone that I’m close with 
and definitely know that the person don’t know 
about it yet. I’m quite selective in sharing.

I believe people in this department work in silos. 
And if they share they share among the colleagues 
that they are close to….

Social Environment

The term informal is being used widely by partici-
pants to illustrate the suitable type of storytelling 
settings. The term informal used by the respondents 
is referring to social gathering sessions. Examples 
of social settings are stories exchanged during 
breakfast and lunch or other social platforms 

such as department gatherings or tea talk. Social 
gathering sessions such as lunch hour or gather-
ing at the pantry are cited as an influential factor 
in using stories to share knowledge. Some of the 
responses to support social environment are,

The thing was, I bumped into her at the pantry 
during lunch and it was just a casual discussion. 
What amazed me was the rate that the ideas flowed 
during the informal discussion was way faster 
than in the meeting room. I further observed that 
some pretty lively discussions about work actually 
happened in informal settings i.e. the pantry. I 
did some very surface research (very, very, very 
surface) and found that brilliant ideas flow better 
when people are in relaxed mode. 

I think it (storytelling session) must be informal...
maybe with food <laugh>people may be there. 
Food brings people in. I think the session should 
short and concise.

If I were to share my story with colleagues, I have 
to look at what story to tell. When I went back from 
an IT management course last time, I shared my 
story informally. I don’t want to invite people like 
inviting them to a meeting. I don’t want it to look 
like a meeting. If it were like a meeting, people 
tend to get scared.

Figure 2. Factors the influence KM storytelling in ITMS
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CURRENT CHALLENGES

Issues Regarding KM Storytelling Platforms in 
ITMS Department

When discussing with the respondents about 
the issues regarding the KM storytelling platforms 
in UTP, the respondents were in favor of using 
ITMS sharing session as the basis for their com-
ments. This happens for two reasons. Firstly, the 
session involves the whole ITMS department 
as compared to the Toolbox session and Buddy 
program. Secondly, the session was cancelled due 
to lack of participation from the staffs.

Time Constraint

ITMS sharing session is a formal sharing session 
that utilizes the storytelling approach in dis-
seminating knowledge and supporting knowledge 
transfer. However, the session has been cancelled 
due to a number of reasons. The terms lack of 
time or busy are mentioned by all respondents to 
signify the failure of the session which suggest 
time constraint as an influential factor that leads 
to the discontinuation of the session.

We do have last time what we call sharing session. 
We do it every Friday we call everybody and shar-
ing stories with us by unit. We started last year 
but unfortunately when we start the new year, we 
never implement it yet back because everybody 
is busy..VERY busy.

We had to rely on volunteers to speak at the ses-
sion. Then we had to find a suitable slot but since 
as you know different people had things to do at 
different times it was almost impossible to find a 
time slot where the speaker was free and a size-
able audience was free as well.

Topic and Content

Topic and content of the stories are two issues 
that attributed to the low attendance of the session 

which subsequently leads to its discontinuation. 
The respondents cited that the topic and content of 
the story should be made interesting and relevant 
to the audience. The topic and content should 
be made interesting and related to the audience. 
Respondents stated that in order for them to come 
to the formal storytelling session, the topic must 
catch their interest. The term interesting is widely 
used to describe the kind of topic to be presented 
in the platform. This is supported by the follow-
ing responses

First of all, the topic needs to be interesting. If 
not, people would not come.

I think the topic needs to be interesting. It should 
addresses to a certain group. Your topic depends 
on who your target audience are. The topic must 
be applicable to your audience.

Topic must be interesting. If the content of the 
story is something that people have not heard, 
people will come to the session.

The term interesting is fairly broad. When the 
respondents were asked about the content, the 
meaning of the term interesting started to emerge. 
This gave more insights on what the respondents 
meant by interesting.

Stories about my experience, what is so interesting 
working here. Because the most popular topic here 
is firstly, my experience, secondly what happened 
in my previous employment and thirdly, soft skills.

Content is important because the content must 
relate to work and it is fresh. The content should 
be like what other people don’t know but you know

Sometimes, if it is just talk without facts, it is bor-
ing. If you make it too fictionalized, people might 
not be able to relate to their lives.
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Generally, for a story to be deemed as interest-
ing, the story should be relevant to the audience. 
A respondent stated that

if the story is related to my work that will affect my 
performance, I will definitely come to the session. 

This respondent will come if the topic and con-
tent will improve her job and with the improvement 
in her job, will improve her work performance. A 
KM story is also deemed to be interesting if the 
story is about someone’s experience.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The respondents of this study acknowledged sto-
rytelling as an acceptable approach in knowledge 
transfer. In UTP the stories are used either as the 
knowledge itself or as the facilitator of knowledge 
transfer. Stories as knowledge are transferred in 
the form of lessons learnt, how-to and experiential 
knowledge. On the other hand, there are stories 
that are used to facilitate knowledge transfer. The 
stories are used mainly to support the knowledge 
transfer process. The findings indicate that stories 
are used to simplify complex, prompt responses 
and obtain shared understanding.

In this case study, we presented the factors that 
influence informal KM storytelling. The factors of 
informal KM storytelling are an extension of the 
existing knowledge transfer factors mentioned in 
other literatures. We believe that these knowledge 
transfer factors do influence KM storytelling. 
Nevertheless, the factors that emerged from this 
study are more specific consistent with the con-
text of storytelling. The findings suggest that the 
factors that influence KM storytelling are trust, 
comfortability and social environment.

With regards to the formal KM storytelling 
platform, the ITMS department has initiated two 
storytelling sessions and one program that stimu-
late storytelling namely ITMS sharing session, 
Toolbox session and the Buddy program respec-

tively. ITMS sharing session has been discontinued 
while the Toolbox session and the Buddy program 
are still ongoing. Respondents prefer to discuss 
about the ITMS sharing session as the basis for 
their responses with regards to issues in formal 
storytelling platform. This is because ITMS shar-
ing session is department-wide session and it was 
deemed a failure. Two issues emerged from the 
data: time constraint and topic and content. The 
ITMS sharing session suffers lack of participation 
due the time constraint faced by the staffs and also 
the uninteresting topic and content of the story.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Formal Storytelling Sessions: Sessions orga-
nized by the department or organizaton in which 
stories are used in knowledge transfer.

Informal Storytelling Sessions: Sessions in 
which stories are exchanged in a social environ-
ment. An example would be stories exchanged 
during lunch hour.

KM Storytelling: The practice of telling sto-
ries for the purpose of communicating knowledge. 
KM stories can be in the form of cases, anecdotes, 
examples, histories and experience.

Knowledge Transfer Facilitation (story): 
Stories are used to facilitate knowledge transfer 
process such as simplifying complex concept, 
prompting immediate responses and obtaining 
shared understanding.

Knowledge Transfer: The process of transfer-
ring knowledge from one entity to another.

Knowledge Visualization (story): Stories are 
used to visually representing the knowledge to 
be transferred in the form of experience, lessons 
learned and how-to.

Storytelling: The use of oral or written me-
dium to pass on complex and multidimensional 
information and ideas through narrative.

This work was previously published in Knowledge Management in Emerging Economies: Social, Organizational and Cultural 
Implementation, edited by Minwir Al-Shammari, pp. 186-198, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint 
of IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT

Population ageing is a phenomenon that is quite 
new and irreversible in the history of mankind. 
Every country and every organisation is concerned 
while it is not certain that all the risks and chal-
lenges have been clearly identified. Clearly, there is 
a risk of massive knowledge loss, i.e., “Knowledge 
Crash”, due to massive retirements, but not exclu-
sively for this reason. This risk is not evaluated 
at the right level, and in this regard, this article, 
by including the problem of “Knowledge Crash” 
in the more general framework of “Knowledge 
Management”, enlarges the concepts of knowl-
edge, generation, and knowledge transfer. The 
author proposes a global approach, starting from 
a strategic analysis of a knowledge capital and 
ending in the implementation of socio-technical 
devices for inter-generational knowledge transfer.

INTRODUCTION

Inter-generational knowledge transfer is a recent 
problem which is closely linked to the massive 
number of retirements expected in the next few 
years. These retirements are caused by “popula-
tion ageing,” which is the situation of societies 
where the ratio of elderly people is growing. This 
phenomenon has two characteristics that are not 
well-known, and hence not really integrated into 
the solutions currently being put forward (OECD, 
1996; UNFPA, 2002):

• The phenomenon is worldwide: one often 
wrongly thinks that this phenomenon (of-
ten assimilated with the so-called “Baby 
Boomˮ phenomenon, which is just a par-
ticular case) is only occurring in developed 
countries with a low birth rate. But nearly 
every country in the world is concerned: 

Jean-Louis Ermine
TELECOM Business School, France

Knowledge Crash and 
Knowledge Management
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it is sufficient to have a growing average 
lifetime, or a decreasing birth rate to have 
a population ageing phenomenon.

• The phenomenon has never occurred be-
fore: this is the first time in the history of 
mankind that ageing is growing like this, 
and, according to the UN, the process 
seems to be irreversible.

This phenomenon is worrying a lot of interna-
tional, national, regional and local social groups, 
regarding the social, economical, cultural, politi-
cal consequences. It will certainly change many 
things for investments, consumers, job markets, 
pensions, taxes, health, families, real estate, 
emigration and immigration etc. (Harper, 2006; 
Kohlbacher, Güttel, & Haltmeyer, 2009).

A consequence of population ageing is, of 
course, ageing of the working population. Employ-
ment policies (especially for seniors) will greatly 
change. If nothing is done, the number of retired 
people will grow rapidly in the next ten years, and 
conversely the number of employed people will 
stay constant. According to the OECD’s studies, 
this will pose a great threat to the prosperity and 
the competitiveness of countries.

Related to competitiveness, population ageing 
raises an unexpected problem. We now know that 
we have entered the “Knowledge Economy” where 
the main competitive advantage is an intangible 
asset in organisations (private or public), called 
“knowledge”, the definition and the status of 
which is still being discussed (Foray, 2004). The 
massive retirement of a lot of employees is also 
accompanied by the loss of a lot of knowledge 
and know-how. The Knowledge Management dis-
cipline says that nearly 70% of useful knowledge 
in companies is tacit. That means that knowledge 
and know-how are compiled in the employees’ 
brains and are very little elicited by using infor-
mation bases, documents, databases. There is 
also a theoretical difficulty to elicit this kind of 
tacit knowledge. If this knowledge, which is not 
well known, is critical in order to carry out some 

processes in the organisation, its loss must be 
considered as a major risk for this organisation. 
One must say that, nowadays, very few organisa-
tions in the world are considering this risk. Three 
levels of risk (and risk perceptions) are possible:

• Knowledge Gap, due to a re-acquisition 
of knowledge which is not sufficiently 
fast. This implies more cost for acquiring 
knowledge, loss of efficiency, delays in 
evolution etc. This is not perceived as a 
major risk

• Knowledge Loss, due to a partial loss of 
the organisational memory. This implies 
loss of production, quality decreasing, 
loss of market shares or clients … This is 
perceived as a serious risk, and has been 
already experienced by a lot of companies 
(DeLong, 2004)

• Knowledge Crash, due to a loss (often 
sudden) of a strategic capability of the 
organisation. This is a major risk for the 
organisation

Very few organisations are considering those 
risks, and envisage a catastrophe scenario from 
Knowledge Gap to Knowledge Crash (Streb, 
Voelpel, & Leibold, 2008).

However, some sectors are very preoccupied. 
The nuclear domain worldwide has been espe-
cially concerned since 2002 (IAEA, 2006). It 
is in fact seriously exposed to knowledge loss, 
because it is “knowledge intensive” (i.e., based 
on complex and varied know-how), because it 
has experienced a “knowledge gap” due to the 
non-interest of the young generation and a long 
period of non-recruitment. Moreover, the safety 
and geo-strategic constraints, which are well 
known in this domain, add to the criticality of a 
“Knowledge Crash”.

The public sector is also very concerned, as 
population ageing is growing faster than in other 
sectors (OECD, 2007). Regarding the number of 
public agents retiring in the next decade, main-
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taining the capabilities for delivering the same 
efficiency and quality in public services is a very 
complex problem, and is closely linked to the risk 
of knowledge loss.

This issue is not really addressed in knowledge 
management literature (See for instance (Ebrahi-
mi, Saives, & Holford, 2008); Joe & Yoong, 2006; 
Slagter, 2007). However, this is a true challenge 
for this domain (Kannan & Madden-Hallet, 2006).

Integrating the problem of the “Knowledge 
Crash” in the more general framework of “Knowl-
edge Management” gives a new dimension to the 
inter-generational knowledge transfer problem. 
KM is a global approach for managing a knowl-
edge capital and will allow a risk management in 
a reasonable, coherent and efficient way.

This is in fact a “symptom” of a more general 
and complex “disease”. It gives new visions for 
the notion of generation and Knowledge transfer 
process: the risk of Knowledge Crash is also linked, 
to a lesser extent, to the phenomenon of staff turn-
over, the notion of generation is not only linked 
to age, for instance (Bourdelais, 2006) shows that 
the notion of ageing is a social construct, and that 
in our normalised societies, chronological age is 
unfortunately more and more a determining factor 
in the definition of the stages in a person’s life ; 
the problem of knowledge transfer is very close 
to the problem of “Knowledge Sharingˮ, which 
is a top issue for Knowledge Management.

This article addresses the question of using 
Knowledge Management methods for knowledge 
risk prevention. The main contribution of this 
research is a global methodology, starting from 
the highest level in the organisation (the strategy) 
to build step by step some operational solutions, 
in a coherent KM roadmap for the organisation. 
This methodology is complete, from strategy to 
information system, and then its implementation 
requires an important effort of the concerned or-
ganisation; it can be also partially implemented, 
depending the problem addressed. In this paper, we 
just give a brief description of the methodology.

That methodology has been experimented 
worldwide and continuously refined during the 
last ten years. Some experiments have been 
documented in different languages, and we give 
at the end of the article some selected published 
case studies in English. This approach, built with 
a constant cross-fertilisation between theory and 
practice, is now robust enough to be deployed on a 
very wide range of knowledge problems in the next 
few years, including especially inter-generational 
knowledge transfer (Van Berten & Ermine, 2006); 
Boughzala & Ermine, 2004).

DESCRIPTION OF THE 
METHOD FRAMEWORK

The proposed method to implement an inter-
generational knowledge transfer approach is based 
on three principles that give a sound basis for the 
three basic phases in an inter-generational transfer 
plan. These principles are:

Principle 1: Any organisation has “organisational 
knowledgeˮ as a specific sub-system. 

This knowledge is much more than the addi-
tion of all individual knowledge and it is more or 
less preserved through time in training materials 
(documents, data-bases, software etc.) or through 
individual and/or collective exchanges/transfers. 
This organisational knowledge is accumulated 
within the organisation throughout its history, and 
constitutes what we shall call the “Knowledge 
Capitalˮ. The concept of Knowledge Capital as an 
intangible sub-system of the organisation is still 
controversial, because it contradicts the classical 
vision of the organisation as a system that pro-
cesses information for operational actors or deci-
sion makers. This new vision for an organisation, 
seen as a “knowledge processorˮ, is formalised in 
a systemic and mathematical model, called AIK 
with the subsystems: A for Knowledge Actors, I 
for Information System, K for Knowledge Capital, 
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which includes the knowledge flows circulating in 
the organisation. The full theoretical justification 
of that principle and complete model are given 
in Ermine (2005).

Principle 2: The organisational knowledge (the 
sub-system K) is a complex system.

The concept of “complex system” is the one 
given by the “General System Theory” (Von 
Bertalanffy, 2006). It is then intelligible and 
“manageableˮ by considering several essential 
points of view. We claim that these points of 
view are not numerous, and generic enough to be 
applied to any knowledge corpus, regardless of 
the domain of application. Moreover, as already 
said, the major part of the knowledge corpus is 
essentially tacit.

Principle 3: Knowledge transfer is a binary so-
cial process depending on the learning context.

Knowledge transfer is more complex than one 
might imagine at first sight. It must be defined 
according to two points of view (cf., for instance, 
Argote, 1999; Szulanski, 2000).

• A process based on a bilateral process be-
tween a transmitter and a receiver (indi-
viduals, groups, organisations) with an ex-
pected result and a given content as input.

• A social emerging process, depending on 
context and environment.

Based on these three principles, the inter-genera-
tional knowledge transfer approach must include 
three phases:

Phase 1: Strategic Analysis 
of the Knowledge Capital

The Knowledge Capital of an organisation is now 
considered as one of its most strategic assets. 
As we have seen, this asset is vulnerable and 

threatened by a Knowledge Crash (a massive 
loss of tacit knowledge, essentially). Therefore, 
a large plan of preservation and transfer must be 
designed and integrated as a strategic process 
of the organisation. But it asks a lot of “touchyˮ 
questions: what are the knowledge domains that 
are really threatened? Are they really strategic? 
Who has this knowledge? What are the possible 
and pertinent operational actions? How do you 
ensure the action plan that will be put into place 
in the medium term is aligned with the strategic 
objectives of the organisation etc?

To answer these questions, it is therefore 
necessary to perform an audit of the Knowledge 
Capital, guided by the strategy of the organisation 
and to propose a plan of action for knowledge 
preservation and transfer that is aligned with this 
strategy. This is this first phase, called the “stra-
tegic analysis of the Knowledge Capital”, whose 
objective is to identify the knowledge domains 
that are “critical” in the organisation.

Phase 2: Capitalisation of 
the Knowledge Capital

Among the critical knowledge domains identified 
in the first phase, a large number are candidates 
for a capitalisation action. This phase concerns 
critical and strategic knowledge domains with 
an important tacit component, where the tacit 
part is primarily owned by identified experts. In 
this case, the capitalisation means the collection 
of knowledge from experts, in order to formalise 
their non-written knowledge, with the objective 
of sharing with other people having the same or 
very close activities.

Phase 3: Transfer of the 
Knowledge Capital

Capitalisation allows the added-value content of 
a knowledge domain to be collected and struc-
tured and thus to constitute a knowledge corpus 
(or repository) of the domain. One needs then to 
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transfer this knowledge corpus to a community 
which must use it for its operational practices. The 
real problem of transfer arises here: how to design 
transfer devices from the capitalised knowledge 
corpus, depending on the objective, the target, the 
environment etc.?

In the following sections, we detail the three 
phases of the method, with the description of mod-
elling tools and processes related to each phase.

PHASE 1: STRATEGIC ANALYSIS 
OF THE KNOWLEDGE CAPITAL

First tool for the strategic analysis: the cognitive 
maps

The strategic analysis is based on the model-
ling of the different components of the company, 
as described in AIK representation given above. 
The system A of knowledge actors is classically 
divided into two systems: the decision system 
(D), including the decision makers (especially 
top management), and the operating system (O), 
including the actors in the operational processes. 
In the proposed methodology, we give modelling 
tools for the subsystems A, O, D and K. We do not 
consider the information system I, because this 
system is fully analysed in information manage-
ment or information engineering methods, which 
are complementary to knowledge management 
methods.

In the approach, we choose mapping as model-
ling tool. Mapping is an abstraction process which 
involves selection, classification, simplification, 
and symbolisation. When we want to represent 
our thinking, our experience, or our knowledge, 
we can construct a metaphorical map that ad-
equately represents what is by nature invisible 
and intangible into something visible, concrete, 
and meaningful, which we call a cognitive map. 
The development of a map, in a general sense, 
is therefore the transcript in a graphic system of 
a set of data, processing these data to reveal the 
global information needed, and the construction 

most suited to communicate this information. The 
approach proposed here, for the strategic analysis 
of Knowledge Capital, uses representations by 
“cognitive” maps, built on these principles, and 
validated by ergonomic studies.

To build a map from “cognitiveˮ information, 
there is a famous methodology, called “Mind 
Mappingˮ, created and popularised by Tony 
Buzan (Buzan & Buzan, 2003). This is the area 
of “Mind Maps”, sometimes called mental maps, 
or heuristic maps or cognitive maps. This is an 
approach that permits the mental representation 
of one or several persons concerning a specific 
problem to be visualised graphically. Our method 
uses principles of Mind Mapping, but in a very 
controlled manner. There are four maps in our 
method, used within a strict framework, and with 
a strict use mode. Each map corresponds to a 
specific problematic, has a defined semantic and 
its own graphical symbolism.

In the strategic analysis of the Knowledge 
Capital, we build the cognitive maps of:

The Strategy, Supported 
by the Decision System of 
the Organisation (D)

The strategy map is a simplified visual represen-
tation of the strategy of the company, as recom-
mended in Kaplan and Norton (2004). This map 
is built from a central node, divided into different 
branches, called “strategic axesˮ. These strategic 
axes are then divided into sub-axes representing 
the “strategic guidelines”, each being divided 
again into “strategic themes”. The objective of 
this map is to represent the main strategic axes, 
guidelines and themes in a synthetic, mnemonic 
and intelligible way that is the best possible cor-
porate strategy formulation.
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The Processes, Supported by 
the Operating System (O)

The process map is a visual and tree-like represen-
tation of the business process of the organisation. 
It starts from the central node which symbolises 
the business of the company, split into the differ-
ent business processes, split again into activities 
and sub-activities. The objective of this map is to 
represent the main current activities of the organi-
sation. It takes into account the different business 
processes existing when the cartography occurs.

The Strategic Capabilities, 
Supported by the Knowledge 
Actors System (A)

The strategic capabilities map is a tree-like rep-
resentation of the capabilities required by the 
organisation in a business process to achieve a 
strategic objective. It is the result of the confronta-
tion between the strategic objectives (symbolised 
by the strategy map) and the business processes 
implemented in the enterprise (symbolised by the 
process map). It is obtained by identifying and 
classifying the capabilities required by the strategy 
in different processes. The objective of this map 
is to highlight the capabilities required to achieve 
the strategic objectives of the organisation.

The Knowledge, Available 
in the Knowledge Capital 
of the Company (K)

The knowledge map (or knowledge domains map) 
is a representation, given by the knowledge actors, 
of how the knowledge domains are structured, 
the know-how or skills (the vocabulary is not yet 
set) which are useful and necessary to operate the 
different business processes. This map is broken 
down into knowledge axes (or themes), domains 
and then sub-domains. This map has the objective 
to represent the different knowledge domains (the 

“knowledge portfolioˮ) in the organisation in a 
clear and easily understandable way.

These four maps (strategy, processes, strategic 
capabilities, knowledge) are key tools in our ap-
proach (see one example in Figure 1).

Second tool for the strategic analysis: the 
critical knowledge factors

Our approach uses a set of critical knowledge 
factors, developed by the “French Knowledge 
Management Club”. This set is composed of 20 
criteria, grouped in 4 thematic axes. (cf., Table 1).

Each criterion is evaluated on a scale from 1 
to 4. To facilitate the analysis and the notation, 
each level of each criterion is described briefly. 
It is not a normative description, but only a rating 
description (see an example in Figure 2)

Evaluation of the criticality of one knowledge 
domain consists in rating every criterion for that 
domain. The higher the rate, the more critical the 
domain. Each domain is evaluated independently 
of the others. The method may lead to heavy 
implementation, regarding the number of domains 
and criteria used and if there are many evaluators. 
It is why we use tools to facilitate the evaluation 
task. Results are graphically synthesized in a 
“radar” (also called Kiviat) diagram and other 
Excel representations.

Finally, each knowledge domain is assigned 
a score that represents its criticality.

The process for the strategic analysis

Step 1: The Strategic 
Capabilities Analysis

The first draft of the strategy map is drawn up 
by using corporate documents (e.g., the strategic 
plan). It is then completed and validated by some 
actors of the strategy, such as heads of units or 
members of top management. The process map is 
drawn up by using quality documents describing 
the business processes.

Identification and evaluation of strategic 
capabilities consist in interviewing actors (2 to 3 
hours) of the corporate strategy who have been 
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Figure 1. Example of a knowledge map (with the names of referring people for each domain – so-called 
“name dropping”-)

Figure 2. Example of evaluation of one critical knowledge factor
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identified and solicited beforehand (usually the 
members of the executive board).

The strategy and process maps are presented to 
the interviewee; they are used as tools of mediation. 
Then the interviewee is asked to consider each 
strategic axis, and indicate, axis by axis, what are 
the capabilities involved in the operational pro-
cesses (described in the process map), according 
to his/her own perception, in order to achieve the 
strategic goals. At the end, each capability iden-
tified is qualitatively evaluated by its criticality 
level (is this capability very critical, moderately 
critical or little critical?), based on the themes of 
the criticality grid described above: a capability 
is more or less critical if it is more or less rare, 
useful for the company, difficult to acquire, dif-
ficult to implement. At the end of each interview, a 
synthesis of assessments and arguments is written 
up and submitted to the interviewee for validation.

When all evaluations are finished and validat-
ed, a summary is made to eliminate the redundan-
cies, to homogenise the language, to group and to 
classify the capabilities. These capabilities, thus 
classified, are represented by a strategic capabili-
ties map, and each capability is assigned a coef-
ficient of criticality, developed through criticality 
assessments during the interviews.

This step of strategic capabilities analysis cor-
responds to the new theories of strategy, called 
CBV or KBV (“Competence Based Viewˮ or 
“Knowledge Based Viewˮ) (Kogut & Zander, 
1996; Hamel & Prahalad, 1990; Teece, Pisano, 
& Shuen, 1997)

Step 2: The Critical Knowledge Analysis

The construction of the knowledge map begins by 
identifying the knowledge domains. Identification 
is performed from documentation reference and 
interviews, to highlight domains of knowledge 
(know-how, generic professional skills etc.) 
through successive analysis of activities, proj-
ects, products, etc. Formatting the map must be 
adequate to the operational vision of the people 
concerned. This map will be used as support for the 
interviews during the evaluation of the criticality 
of the knowledge domains.

Subsequently, for each domain of knowledge, 
one has to designate reference people that will 
be interviewed for the analysis of their domain 
criticality. This step (called “name dropping”) may 
be difficult, especially in large organisations. The 
credibility of the analysis is based on the legiti-
macy of the people asked. A knowledge map can 
be very detailed, but one must choose a level of 
granularity in the map that does not require too 
many interviews.

Criticality analysis takes place systematically 
with the criticality grid and rating procedure de-
scribed above (Ermine, Boughzala, & Tounkara, 
2006).

Table 1. Grid of critical knowledge factors 

Thematic Axes Criteria

Rareness Number and availability of 
possessors 
Specific (non-subsidiary) 
character 
Leadership 
Originality 
Confidentiality

Usefulness to company Appropriateness to business 
operations 
Creation of value for parties 
involved 
Emergence 
Adaptability 
Re-usability

Difficulty in acquiring knowl-
edge

Difficulty in identifying 
sources 
Mobilization of networks 
Tacit character of knowledge 
Importance of tangible 
sources of knowledge 
Rapidity of evolution

Difficulty in exploiting knowl-
edge

Depth 
Complexity 
Difficulty of appropriation 
Knowledge background 
Environmental dependency 
Internal relational networks 
External relational networks
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Step 3: Strategic Alignment 
and Action Planning

This step aims to compare strategic visions and 
business visions, and make relevant recommenda-
tions on Knowledge Management actions/devices 
to be implemented. These recommendations stem 
from cross-analysis of the strategic capabilities 
analysis (characterized by the strategic map of the 
capabilities and their criticality) and the critical 
knowledge analysis (characterized by the map 
of the knowledge domains and their criticality). 
This cross-vision between strategy and busi-
ness is called the strategic alignment. It allows 
“strategic dissonances” to be identified: from 
one side cognitive biases in the representation 
that business and knowledge workers have of the 
strategy and, on the other side, the representation 
the actors of the strategy have of the impacts of 
the objectives on professional knowledge in the 
business processes. Furthermore, the large amount 
of information collected during the interviews 
with stakeholders in strategy and business can 
be summarised, according to this strategic align-
ment, into recommendations for a Knowledge 
Management action plan.

This step involves several phases.

Development of the Influence Matrix
To identify the influence potential of the strategic 
vision on the business vision and vice -versa, one 
writes a double entry array, a “matrix of influ-
ence” in which the correspondences between the 
knowledge domains and the strategic capabilities 
are marked.

Each domain and each capability having a 
criticality score, a simple weighted average can 
be attributed to each item. This score is char-
acteristic of the strategic importance and of the 
criticality of the item. If a strategic capability is 
critical, if it impacts numerous critical knowledge 
domains, then its importance is high. Similarly, 
if a knowledge domain is critical, if it is affected 
by numerous critical strategic capabilities, then 

its importance is high. Finally, one can classify 
knowledge domains and strategic capabilities in 
ascending order of importance.

Identification of Knowledge Management 
Actions
The arguments collected throughout the analysis at 
the knowledge or strategic level are of a great rich-
ness, and comprise many suggestions. The axes of 
reflection concerning the actions of Knowledge 
Management to be set up are defined for each 
knowledge domain and each strategic capability.

These axes are argued:

• For the knowledge domains, on the basis of 
synthetic documents produced during the 
critical knowledge analysis and by striking 
points identified (they are about recurring 
elements highlighted during the interviews 
and which characterize the criticality of 
the domain: need for a knowledge sharing, 
tool, unsuitable training device, absence 
of knowledge capitalisation device, strong 
technicality of the domain, etc.)

• For the strategic capabilities, on the basis 
of arguments collected during the inter-
views with the actors of the strategy.

To provide better visibility, these various work 
axes can be grouped in topics:

• Organization, when they are managerial 
actions

• Training, when the actions relate to train-
ing devices

• Capitalisation-transfer when they are ac-
tions of safeguarding, collection, division, 
documentation etc.

Within each topic, the actions of knowledge 
management are prioritised according to the rank 
of importance of the involved knowledge domain 
(or the strategic capability according to the case)
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In the next paragraph, we are interested, within 
the framework of inter-generational knowledge 
transfer, in the actions of capitalisation-transfer.

PHASE 2: CAPITALISATION OF 
THE KNOWLEDGE CAPITAL

In the audit conducted in phase 1, it very often ap-
pears that critical and strategic knowledge domains 
where the crucial knowledge is tacit, is embed-
ded in the heads of a group of critical knowledge 
workers. That knowledge is threatened (by the 
departure of some people, for example) and must 
be transferred to other people. Our proposition is 
to collect this knowledge in an explicit form to 
obtain a “knowledge corpus” that is structured 
and tangible, which shall be the essential resource 
of any knowledge transfer device. This is called 
“capitalisation”, as it puts a part of the Knowledge 
Capital, which was up to now invisible, into a 
tangible form. Therefore these actions require a 
process of converting tacit knowledge into explicit 
knowledge. This process, also called “externali-
sation” by Nonaka is central in the creation of 
organisational knowledge as Nonaka noted: “it is 
a process that is the quintessence of knowledge 
creation because tacit knowledge becomes explicit 
as metaphors, analogies, concepts, assumptions 
or models” (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995).

The Tools for the Capitalisation: 
The Knowledge Models

Our approach chooses to use graphical models. 
This is a method based on knowledge elicitation 
with knowledge models. Knowledge modelling 
is a technique which started in the 1970s and ‘80s 
for artificial intelligence purposes, and has now 
been considerably developed to constitute a new 
kind of engineering discipline, called “knowledge 
engineering”. Our approach uses and adapts well-
known knowledge models and offers some others 

that are more original. This is a CommonKADS-
like approach (Schreiber et al., 1999).

To analyse, represent and structure a knowledge 
capital with templates, the method is based on a 
theory of knowledge (adapted to the engineer-
ing) that is described in detail in Aries, Le Blanc 
and Ermine (2008); see also Matta et al. (2002). 
The knowledge is perceived as information that 
takes a given meaning in a given context. There 
are therefore three fundamental points of view 
to model knowledge: information, sense, and 
context (symbolised by the equation K = ISC). 
Each point of view is split into three other points 
of view: structure, function, evolution. This yields 
nine points of view. For information, the three 
points of views are classical: the structural aspect 
is modelled by the data structures, the functional 
aspect by the data processing, and the evolution 
aspect by dating and “versioning”. Our method 
focuses on the other six points of view. From the 
point of view of meaning (sense, semantic), the 
structural aspect is modelled by concept networks, 
the functional aspect by cognitive tasks and the 
evolution aspect by lineages. From the point of 
view of context (pragmatic), the structural aspect 
is modelled by phenomena, the functional aspect 
by activities, and the evolution aspect by histori-
cal context. Here is a simplified description of 
models; an example is given in Figure 3.

The Phenomena Model

This is a description of the domain of expertise with 
general phenomena which is the basic knowledge 
related to the activity. These phenomena are the 
events that need to be controlled, known, trig-
gered, optimised, inhibited, or moderated in the 
concerned business activity.

The Activity Model

It is built by an analysis of the activity of the system 
that uses or produces the knowledge. The activity 
model is broken down into major phases (sub-
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activities) of the business under consideration, 
these major phases being linked by exchanges of 
data flow, material flow, energy flow etc.

The Concept Model

The concept model represents the conceptual 
structuring of an expert, accustomed to working 
in a particular area. This structure is given in the 
form of a classification of concepts, the domain 
objects.

The Task Model

The task model is a representation of a problem 
solving method implemented in specific know-
how.

The History Model

The history model corresponds to the desire to 
learn more about what happened at certain times 
in the evolution of knowledge. It integrates the 
evolution of given knowledge in a context that is 
explanatory for this development, and allows the 
overall guidelines that led the knowledge to the 
currently perceived state to be understood.

The Evolution Model

The evolution model, linked to the previous one, 
describes the evolution of ideas, concepts, techni-
cal solutions etc. in the form of a genealogical tree 
that keeps the memory of the causes and reasons 
that led to these developments.

The Capitalisation Process

The final product of the capitalisation process is 
called a “Knowledge Book”, a metaphorical term 
which designates a set of structured elements of 
knowledge, essentially diagrams representing 
knowledge diagrams, and the associated text, but 
also publications, electronic documents, refer-
ences and all kinds of documentation, digital or not.

The development of a Knowledge Book fol-
lows a specific process:

• Step 1. Framing: The purpose of the 
framing phase is to delimit the knowledge 
domain on which the Knowledge Book is 
built, to identify modelling phases that will 
be useful to the objective. It allows the fea-
sibility of the project to be validated and a 
work plan to be set up.

Figure 3. An example of a knowledge model: the activity model
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• Step 2. Implementation of the Knowledge 
Book: The realization of a knowledge book 
is a complex process. It takes several tasks:
 ◦ Co-construct the knowledge mod-

els with the knowledgeable stake-
holders. Interviewing the knowledge 
holders provides a set of models 
with possible attached documents or 
references. Grouping some knowl-
edge models and diverse elements of 
knowledge, one builds “knowledge 
chunks”.

 ◦ Build consensus between the 
knowledge contributors.

 ◦ Design and produce the Knowledge 
Book. This is an important work to 
design the architecture of the book 
and its presentation.

 ◦ Legitimise the Knowledge Book’s 
content. The knowledge capitalised 
in the book must be legitimised by a 
Peer Committee composed of peers 
recognised by the company

 ◦ Approve the Knowledge Book. The 
Knowledge Book must be finally ap-
proved by the hierarchy. This is im-
portant to ensure that the capitalised 
knowledge is well and truly recog-
nized as the company’s knowledge 
and that it must be used as such.

• Step 3. Share the Knowledge Book: The 
phase of sharing is fundamental for the 
success of the knowledge transfer opera-
tion. It ensures that knowledge is available 
to those who need it, so that they can use 
it in their business practices and can make 
it evolve.

• Step 4. Evolution of the Knowledge 
Book: Knowledge is always evolving, it is 
necessary to implement a supervising pro-
cess for the Knowledge Book’s evolution. 
It is a specific process that is not reducible 

to a simple classic maintenance operation. 
It requires several tasks:
 ◦ Identify new emerging knowledge
 ◦ Submit and validate the new knowl-

edge to be integrated into the 
Knowledge Book

 ◦ Modify the Knowledge Book and 
validate its evolution

PHASE 3: TRANSFER OF THE 
KNOWLEDGE CAPITAL

The Transfer Process

Once the knowledge is capitalised in a Knowledge 
Book, which provides a consistent, structured and 
high added-value corpus, this book must not stay 
“on the shelf”. The knowledge needs to be trans-
ferred to some specific people in the organization. 
As we have said in §2, knowledge transfer is an 
exchange process based on a binary relationship 
that depends on the contexts in which the actors act. 
A knowledge transfer action is therefore character-
ized by the target, the source that provides content 
and participates in the transfer, the knowledge 
content that is transferred, the description and 
the characteristics of the environment (technical, 
social, organisational, cultural etc.) in which this 
transfer takes place. A transfer process is easily 
described by a model (one of the models cited in 
the §3), and therefore provides a reference model 
for the approach of transfer operations. It is given 
in Figure 4.

This model allows for any transfer action, to 
be very precise concerning what items are to be 
taken into account in the implementation. It is 
extremely useful for the success of the transfer. 
It is possible to use a large number of criteria to 
characterize these processes. We shall give two 
examples.
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Generational Profiling in 
an Organisation

A study, made with the French Knowledge Man-
agement Club, has determined several classes of 
generational characteristics of the populations that 
may be source or target in a transfer process that 
can determine successes or failures depending on 
the terms of the transfer device used (Figure 4).

It is remarkable to see that the characterisa-
tion of a generation is far from simply being a 
reference to the age. This contradicts a persistent 
idea. According to this idea, a generation would 
be a set of people with approximately the same 
birth date. The generations follow one another at 
determined intervals; each generation would be 
characterized by a major innovation, destructive 
of the old corpus of innovation constructed by 
the previous generation. Then, the criteria for the 
characterisation of a generation would be the year 
of birth and the technical contribution, but this 
so-called positivist vision has been challenged 
for a long time (Manheim, 1928). A qualitative, 
non-measurable approach can define a generation 
as a set of people with the same structuring trends. 
To identify a generation, it is necessary to have 

a unified unit of generation, with a socialisation 
based on structuring principles. This definition 
of a generation has an economic aspect, which 
is a factor of social dynamic, and a significant 
socio-spiritual aspect.

Thus the generational characteristics grid in 
Figure 5 includes quantitative and qualitative 
criteria, related to the individual (age, of course, 
but also training and professional background), 
related to the social environment, and related to 
mutations or changes people have experienced in 
the company. In some projects this grid was used 
to build the “generational profile” of a company 
and to determine the key success or failure factors 
for knowledge transfer factors between various 
generations (according to the meaning of the grid) 
in this company. “Generational profiling” in a 
company is still a little explored idea, but is very 
promising (for knowledge transfer, but also for 
internal communication, management of human 
resources etc.).

Key Factors of Transfer (KFT)

In an action of knowledge transfer, it is impor-
tant to characterise the difficulties specific to the 

Figure 4. The knowledge transfer process model
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knowledge flow from the source to the target. This 
characterisation of the transferred knowledge (cf., 
Figure 6) is to identify the difficult points in the 
involved knowledge domain.. This identification 
is essentially made with domain experts, who 
have always transmitted some knowledge to less 
experienced people, and who are familiar with 
the difficult points that generally cause problems 
for novices. To help this identification, one uses 
a grid which classifies so-called “Key Factors 
of Transfer”. One example is given in Figure 6. 
These items are listed according to technique, 
practice or theory and are split in general into two 

classes: most frequent errors and key points to be 
learnt (Castillo et al., 2004). Identification of these 
characteristics is invaluable to any transfer device.

The Transfer Devices

The transfer of knowledge is a rich issue that has 
many tools. There are many methods for knowl-
edge transfer (mentoring, tutoring, community 
of practices, training, learning etc.) supported by 
many technologies (CMS (Content Management 
System), blogs, shareware, e-learning platforms, 
portals or knowledge servers, etc.). Unfortunately, 

Figure 5. Generational characteristics

Figure 6. Key factors of transfer
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there is often confusion between the process, the 
method and the technology.

The approach proposed here is interested in 
transfer processes that use the Knowledge Book 
as the main support. It requires the design of a 
“socio-technical” system, modelled by the process 
described in Figure 6, and which uses a Knowledge 
Book as a basic corpus. It adapts often classic 
devices to the context of the Knowledge Books. 
This phase of the approach is currently under 
development and is the final brick. We give three 
significant examples:

Transfer Process Based on the 
Socialisation of a Knowledge Book

Two separate processes can be implemented:

• expert/novice co-modelling: an expert and 
one or several novices are together (with 
a knowledge engineer as moderator), with 
the aim of using modelling techniques (of 
§ 4, for instance) to capitalise on the ex-
pert’s knowledge. The expertise is repre-
sented on a common basis, which allows 
novices to learn.

• direct transfer of the Knowledge Book: 
models created during the design of the 
Knowledge Book provide a “condensed”, 
intensive and rich structure of the knowl-
edge corpus to be transferred. This is a rep-
resentation of the expert’s knowledge and 
it is useful to explain this knowledge in a 
structured and logical form. From this rep-
resentation, the expert can easily and in a 
short time explain to novices, during train-
ing sessions, most of his/her know-how. 
This can be done with the help of a knowl-
edge engineer. The knowledge engineer 
who drew up the Knowledge Book could 
even make a direct transfer session to the 
audience without the expert’s presence.

More generally, a Knowledge Book, built with 
experts of a given knowledge community, may be 
entrusted to this community to ensure dissemina-
tion, maintenance and the sharing. The Knowledge 
Book is then fully socialised.

Transfer Process Based on 
a Knowledge Server

A Knowledge Server is a website that provides a 
knowledge community with a knowledge corpus 
(a Knowledge Book for example) and provides 
access to all knowledge resources related to the 
corpus, in the framework of a profession (URL 
links, documentation, work groups, databases, 
software, collaborative spaces etc.). It is also 
known as a Knowledge Portal or a Business Portal.

The design of a Knowledge Server raises 
specific challenges compared to the design of 
a classic website. The problems are essentially 
cognitive usability problems, where browsing the 
site must follow mental schemes that match busi-
ness logic. Design methods used currently have 
two steps: first designing a knowledge repository, 
where all resources are encapsulated (in the sense 
of object-oriented languages) in “knowledge 
chunks”, then organising the knowledge chunks 
according to one business logic (or several, if one 
needs several websites for several use cases). It is 
only when implementing the site that one includes 
items for “usage”, which cannot be encapsulated 
in knowledge chunks.

Transfer Process Based on 
a Learning System

The Knowledge Book, built with knowledge 
modelling, is organised to represent know-how 
in a specific domain. This is practical knowledge 
acquired from problem-solving experiences. In 
general, the Knowledge Book is not enough to 
ensure the transfer of the knowledge that it has 
capitalised. As often, the transfer can be classi-
cally done by an associated training device. The 
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way that the book was designed greatly facilitates 
the pedagogical engineering necessary to design 
a training device (see for example Benmahamed 
& Ermine, 2007). It allows:

• the learning tracks to be designed for the 
learners according to their levels, the evo-
lution of their learning etc.

• teaching materials to be created from a 
Knowledge Book, in the form of quizzes, 
level tests, assessment tests, etc.

• pedagogical tools to be specified that can 
be integrated into learning supports of e-
learning type.

CONCLUSION

The ageing population is a phenomenon which 
few people or organisations have measured the 
extent and consequences of, nor envisaged answers 
proportional to the challenges.

One of the effects expected from this phenom-
enon is the “knowledge crash”, which is the risk 
of losing a massive amount of knowledge, which 
may be strategic, or even vital, for all kinds of 
organisations (private, public, international) and 
social groups.

The integration of the “knowledge crash” in 
a “Knowledge Management” framework allows 
a general approach to be taken, at the macro-
economic or (and above all) micro-economic level. 
This also allows the re-examination of the notions 
of knowledge, of generations, of knowledge 
transfer in operational and pragmatic perspectives.

In this paper, we proposed an approach built 
on three phases:

• Strategic analysis of knowledge. It identi-
fies the strategic and critical knowledge in 
an organisation, proposes operational ac-
tions sets, and prioritises them. It is based 
on the strategy maps concepts (Kaplan 
& Norton 2004), and the “Competence 
Based Viewˮ or “Knowledge Based Viewˮ 

theories (Kogut & Zander 1996; Hamel & 
Prahalad, 1990; Teece, Pisano, & Shuen, 
1997). The tools for that phase are inspired 
by the Mind Mapping tools (Buzan & 
Buzan, 2003)

• Capitalisation of knowledge. It provides 
a structured method, based on knowledge 
modelling knowledge, to elicit the most 
critical tacit knowledge. It is based on the 
externalisation process of Nonaka and 
Takeuchi (1995). The tools for that phase 
are Knowledge modelling tools like in the 
CommonKADS-like approach (Schreiber 
et al., 1999).

• Transfer of knowledge. It develops inter-
generational knowledge transfer devices 
based on the knowledge corpus capital-
ised in the second phase. It is based on the 
knowledge transfer vision as an exchange 
process based on a binary relationship that 
depends on the contexts in which the ac-
tors act (Argote, 1999; Szulanski, 2000). 
Various tools are used in that phase: IT 
tools like Knowledge Servers, learning 
tools like e-learning, socialisation tools etc.

We have given a very short description of that 
methodology. Implementation of that methodol-
ogy is an important project that requires strong 
commitment of the concerned organisation, even 
for a partial implementation.

That methodology has been elaborated since 
more than ten years and applied and refined in 
numerous projects in public or private, interna-
tional or national, small or big organisations. It 
being added value for the organisations by struc-
turing their Knowledge Capital, in order to align 
their strategy with their knowledge resources, by 
preserving the tacit knowledge, hence reducing 
the knowledge risks (especially knowledge loss 
or crash), and by enhancing inter-generational 
knowledge transfer, in order to face the “baby 
boom” phenomena or the ageing population 
process (knowledge gap).
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That methodology is now robust, and an 
industrial and commercial phase is planned for 
international deployment: creation of start-ups, 
development of a KM workbench, and commer-
cial offers. In term of research, there is still a lot 
of domains to explore: the design and automatic 
generation of knowledge servers from the results 
of the capitalisation phase, the design of learning 
systems (using IMS-LD) from the knowledge 
models, the connection of the strategic analysis to 
HR-database (like PeopleSoft or HR Access) etc. 
Research programs are planned in those directions.
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INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, knowledge is considered as one of the 
most valuable assets of an enterprise which has 
to be managed efficiently and effectively in order 
to gain a competitive advantage in the knowledge 
economy era. Knowledge Management (KM) 
evolved into a strategic management approach, 
finding application not only in the business world 
but also in other areas such as education, govern-
ment and healthcare. In this way, the new link 
between KM and KBD created the appropriate 
environment for the advent of a new concept in 
the scientific and practitioners’ communities, the 
concept of “Knowledge City” (KC). Nowadays, 

the theme of KCs is a ‘hot’ topic of interest and 
discussion.

The process for developing a KC, is neither 
quick nor simple. This seems to be already under-
stood by the research community, which the last 
few hears has begun to concentrate its efforts so 
as to develop appropriate frameworks, method-
ologies, tools, systems, etc so as to support the 
development of KCs. In this context, and given 
that there are still many pending issues, this article 
attempts to propose a taxonomy of KC research, 
by co instantaneously presenting the status with 
these major themes of KC research. The discus-
sion presented on this article should be of value 
to researchers and practitioners.
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BACKGROUND

The “Knowledge City” (KC) concept is a sub-
field of Knowledge-Based Development (KBD) 
and refers to all aspects of social, economic and 
cultural life of a city. It can be defined as follows: 
“A Knowledge City is the term used to describe a 
KBD strategy that has as target to enhance and 
continuously support the knowledge management 
processes that take place in an urban area. This 
is achieved through the continuous interactions 
of knowledge agents among them as well as 
with the knowledge agents of other cities, so as 
knowledge continuously flows. The successful 
formulation of strategy, the shaping of a coherent 
vision, the advanced communication networks, the 
city’s infrastructures and the citizen’s education 
level continuously support these interactions” 
(Ergazakis et al., 2004). The term “knowledge 
agent” refers to any entity (human, organisation, 

company, university, technology park, research 
centre etc.) that manage knowledge. The defini-
tion of the KC concept is illustrated in Figure 1.

The reader can refer to Ergazakis et al. (2004, 
2006a) for further details on the different views 
regarding KCs as well as on their benefits.

TAXONOMY OF KC RESEARCH

As already mentioned, the field of KC has begun 
to attract the interest of researchers only recently. 
A review of the KCs-related literature reveals that 
since this concept is new, its real success is still 
under investigation in the research community. 
There is little, in terms of development and as-
sessment, frameworks for KCs, and consequently 
little consensus regarding the design requirements 
and the development parameters for building a 
successful KC (Carrillo, 2004). In what follows, 

Figure 1. The knowledge city concept, adapted by Ergazakis et al. (2004)
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the authors attempt to briefly present the status 
of research per each major theme related to KCs 
and, in the end, to synthesize the results.

Approaches, Frameworks, 
Methodologies

Many cities around the world have undertaken 
considerable efforts and initiatives so as to be 
developed or to enhance their status as a KC. 
However, their approaches were rather ad-hoc 
and spontaneous and not based on a pre-defined 
methodology. Moreover, these initiatives were 
not unified since there are many differences in 
the approaches that each city has adopted (see 
Ergazakis et al., 2004, 2006a, 2006b). The lack 
of unified approaches and methodologies for 
developing KCs is a similar situation to what had 
happened with the early stages of evolution of 
KM. This is the reason why many researchers and 
practitioners have recently begun to concentrate 
on the direction to substantiate the fundamental 
principles of KCs and to define unified approaches, 
methodologies and frameworks for their design, 
development and operation.

The authors have recently proposed a frame-
work for the design, development and operation 
of successful KCs. (Ergazakis et al., 2006c). They 
were based on the analytical and in-depth review of 
ten (10) case studies of cities which have been or 
are being developed as KCs, identified important 
characteristics that a successful KC should have, 
expressed them as hypotheses and evaluated how 
and at which degree each city’s approach was in 
line with these hypotheses. These characteristics 
were embedded in the proposed framework. A 
research challenge here is that the review of these 
cities case studies needs to be updated, so as to 
examine their status today. This update will offer 
the possibility to examine which characteristics 
remain important and, thus, can be considered 
as dominant. They could be incorporated in an 
updated version of this framework.

The authors have also recently proposed a uni-
fied methodology called “KnowCis” (Ergazakis 
et al., 2006d) for the integrated development of a 
KC. The methodology consists of four main phases 
(Diagnosis, Formulation of Strategy, Creation of 
Detailed Action Plan, Measurement/Evaluation), 
taking into account nine different dimensions so 
as to reflect the variety of social, economic and 
cultural life in a city. Horizontal aspects are also 
considered. The methodology is supported by a 
decision support framework (see 3.2) and has been 
applied in a pilot way in a Greek Municipality 
(see 3.4). The main research challenge here is the 
refinement of the methodology so as to be aligned 
with the latest practical and research evolutions 
on the field.

Carrillo (2004) presents a taxonomy of capital 
accounts for KCs. He outlines a theoretical and 
methodological framework for the design, as-
sessment and benchmarking of KCs, based on 
social knowledge capital accounts as the common 
ground for work between KM and the field of 
urban studies and planning. He suggests several 
analytical dimensions of cities as critical triggers 
in the transition towards KCs and he concludes 
that two sources of tension built into cities as value 
systems are more important: the animal/human 
tension and the individual/collective tension. A 
challenge here is the update of the framework, as 
per the most recent evolutions on the field.

Chatzkel (2004) provides a strategic perspec-
tive to better understand the necessary elements 
for building a successful knowledge capital. He 
maps out a strategic perspective of the essential 
principals and practices for the creation of KCs, 
with a particular focus on the city of Phoenix. Con-
sequently, a major challenge here is to verify and 
update this strategic perspective and generalize it 
so as it can be incorporated in a general approach.

Cheng et al. (2004) provide some insights to 
policy makers in designing or developing global 
cities, by discussing the connection between KM 
and growth of KCs. They support that knowledge 
can be stored and transmitted via institutions, 
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and they introduce the idea of knowledge “sub-
networks”, which is important when analyzing 
knowledge assets and resources. Two areas need 
further research here: An empirical study of this 
conceptual framework on knowledge subnetworks 
and a cross-national comparison of KCs in differ-
ent countries, under the proposed prism.

Raza et al. (2006) provide a cross-disciplinary 
analysis and a theoretical critique of the KBD 
concept and propose a broadening of the current 
paradigm on the economic development by inte-
grating psychological and anthropological points-
of-view. Moreover, Raza et al (2007) examine 
the patterns of social management of knowledge 
in a knowledge-community, which particularly 
reflect the social forms of KM and knowledge 
sharing. The main research challenge here is to 
integrate these theoretical approaches into real-life 
approached of KCs development

Passerini (2007) tries to synthesize the existing 
research on the measurement of key indicators that 
represent drivers of the knowledge economy. One 
main conclusion is that many institutions are still 
adopting a variety of approaches which are dif-
ficult to reconcile. The results of this review call 
for further integration on metrics through cross-
disciplinary, multinational and organizational 
partnerships that could reconcile and define de 
facto standards for the assessment of the drivers 
of knowledge-based growth.

Yigitcanlar et al. (2007) investigate ways to 
attract and retain knowledge workers in a glob-
ally successful KC. They review the literature on 
knowledge work and workers and provide useful 
recommendation on the fundamentals of how to 
attract and retain knowledge workers. Their con-
clusion is that KCs that are capable of addressing 
a series of desires of knowledge workers would 
likely to be successful in attracting and retaining 
them. The main research challenge here is to 
propose ways in which these properties could be 
efficiently integrated / taken under consideration 
in policies for the development of KCs.

Heywood (2008) introduces the discussion of 
knowledge and performance of cities and regions 
by specifically considering the role of integrated 
planning in coping with the issues associated with 
knowledge-based urban development. Noting 
that planning of metropolitan and creative urban 
regions faces a range of repeated challenges in 
producing sustainable outcomes, Heywood identi-
fies a range of promising responses to these chal-
lenges and then develops a fourfold path towards 
sustainable outcomes. The framework developed 
provides an effective planning tool for knowledge-
based urban development. However, the author 
notes several research challenges associated with 
this framework, as for example development of 
appropriate indicators, local integration with the 
global economy, etc.

Decision Support

Another critical issue for the development of suc-
cessful KCs is that the formulation of respective 
policies and strategies is a particular complex 
procedure. The reasons for this complexity are 
related to the amplitude of the KC concept and 
to the factors that should be considered when a 
development strategy for any city is being formu-
lated. Consequently, appropriate and integrated 
decision support models and methodologies are 
needed. The current state of research is as follows.

Banegil and Galvan (2006), present a case 
study of the implementation of an intellectual 
capital model in a network of small cities, which 
work together by sharing knowledge. Using the 
SWOT methodology, a set of strategic criteria 
was established to guide local authority decision 
making. An internet-based technology platform 
has been set up and is currently functioning. The 
main research issue is the generalization of their 
approach from the context of the case study to 
other situations.

Goldberg et al. (2006) examine the subject of 
knowledge participation in their city’s decision 
making processes, through the case study of the 
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city of Holon, Israel. They present three distinct 
methods for citizen participation processes which 
combine knowledge sharing and allow the city 
to be developed into a KC. The main research 
challenge is to discover how and at which de-
gree Holon’s experience can serve other cities to 
learn what processes are suitable and applicable 
for them.

Rodriguez and Viedma (2006) present the “Re-
gion’s Intellectual Capital Benchmarking System” 
(RICBS), a strategic assessment methodology 
which aims to build a region’s innovation capacity 
and provides development agencies with a tool 
for promoting knowledge-based policies and for 
allocating resources on a more competitive way. 
However, there are various parameters affecting 
this approach, such as the need to put in place a 
systemic way so as to evaluate the region’s posi-
tion and detect undesired deviation so as to take 
corrective actions, etc.

The authors have proposed (Ergazakis et. al, 
2007) a multi-dimensional and integrated deci-
sion support model which directly relates to the 
KnowCis methodology and specifically to the 
strategy formulation of a KC, which is a particu-
larly complex procedure for any authority. One 
main research challenge is the refinement of the 
model so as to include additional parameters (e.g. 
additional possible interventions) and so that it can 
be easily linked / integrated with existing decision 
support practices or procedures of any city.

Yigitcanlar et al. (2008), focus on online 
participatory planning support system tools. The 
key point made by the authors is that planning 
support systems can be powerful tool for urban 
development, urban planning and policy making. 
The advances in computer technology have made 
the practical integration of spatial (map-baded) and 
non spatial information. This integration brought 
a new technology called WebGIS, which enables 
geographic information systems functionalities 
through the Internet for decision support. The 
authors support that there is a growing demand 
as more and more individuals want to use online 

government services to express their views and 
take part in decision-making process interactively. 
In addition, the authors argue that public participa-
tion offer an opportunity to enhance participatory 
planning activities and the use of online partici-
patory planning support systems to support the 
planning process is becoming common in many 
communities around the world. Implications of 
the GIS technology for the urban planning and 
decision support are enormous. Dispersed, net-
work and communication-based planning support 
systems with embedded spatial objects will be the 
new paradigm for planning GIS.

Technology, Tools and IT Systems

The role of technology, tools and IT systems should 
not be under-estimated during the development 
of KCs. As already mentioned the procedure is 
complex, and in this respect, there is need for in-
telligent tools that will efficiently and effectively 
support any related initiatives. The main research 
contributions to this field are:

Baqir and Kathawala (2004) present a KC 
model by constructing knowledge homes using 
building blocks of futuristic technology than can 
help in implementing the concept of virtual Ba to 
share, manage and create knowledge. Their model 
is based upon five important technological com-
ponents leading to knowledge sharing/creation 
for knowledgeable citizens. Further research is 
need so as to systemically bring together relevant 
perspectives to develop a framework towards this 
KC technological model.

Ergazakis et al. (2008) have proposed an 
artificial intelligence-based decision support 
system for designing KBD strategies for KCs, 
by selecting and prioritizing the most appropriate 
interventions and actions. The system is linked to 
the KnowCis methodology (see 3.1) and consists 
of two sub-systems: the first (developed using the 
technology of Expert Systems) assess the neces-
sity of a particular intervention and proposes its 
most appropriate form. The second prioritises 
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the selected interventions based on Multi-Critera 
Decision Making. Important research challenges 
are the determination of indicator’s thresholds by 
real decision makers, the use of fuzzy logic for 
the assessment of the need for each intervention 
and the interconnection of the system with exist-
ing information systems already in use by local 
authorities or governments.

Tschangho (2008) focuses on the opportunities 
and challenges facing the development of strategic 
plans and policies regarding KCs in ubiquitous 
technology space. Considering South Korean cit-
ies, the author argues that ubiquitous cities or U-
cities are defined as KCs where public and private 
services can be delivered and received anywhere 
and at anytime. Considering how these have been 
developed in South Korea, the author argues that 
there are endless possibilities for ubiquitous infor-
mation, coupled with ubiquitous computing and 
ICTs. However, planning for a U-city is a challeng-
ing and complicated task because it must take into 
account multiple facets of complex urban systems. 
Among the many challenges, standardization of 
the complex information systems and countless 
number of databases is a sine-qua-none condition 
for a U-city to function properly.

Practical Applications / Cases of KCs

Practical cases of cities that are already considered 
as KCs or have elaborated strategic plans so as 
to be developed as KCs are also important and 
need to be examined in-depth so as to conclude 
on useful remarks.

Some of the most developed cities globally 
have been developed or are being developing 
as KCs, while many others have elaborated 
strategic plans so as to be developed based on 
KBD approaches. Ergazakis et al. (2006c) have 
presented a comprehensive analysis of various 
cities’ approaches. One main conclusion is that 
strong political and societal support is needed for 
the development of a KC, guided from clear and 

well-defined strategic plan and in combination 
with strong financial support.

Galindo (2007) presents a case study of a 
Mexican cooperative region which is engaged in 
growing agricultural activities such as organic 
culture. The purpose of the study is to illustrate 
the mechanism and factors of how organic ag-
riculture standards and the attractiveness of the 
market change the rural setting by promoting 
knowledge creation and application in the field. 
The results of such knowledge generation are 
endogenous growth practices for people who oth-
erwise abandon agriculture as a means of living. 
People co-ordinate, learn and improve processes. 
However, one main challenge in order to learn from 
this experience and capitalize in similar regions 
is to identify who become the intermediaries 
that can coordinate the diverse actors involved 
in rural regions.

The previously mentioned KnowCis meth-
odology was applied in a Greek Municipality 
(Ergazakis et al., 2006e), using also the related 
information system (see 3.3). The full imple-
mentation of the KnowCis methodology was 
impossible to be accomplished as it would require 
significant financial and human resources. For this 
reason, it has been applied in a pilot way, using 
two approaches: based on the experience of lo-
cal administration’s executives and based on the 
developed decision support information system. 
The comparison reveals that the results provided 
by the proposed methodology are accurate and 
realistic. However, it remains a major challenge 
to fully implement the proposed methodology so 
as valuable conclusions can be reached and used 
for the refinement of the methodology.

Velibeyoglu et al. (2008) present an analysis 
of the ICT experience in Marmara, Turkey, in the 
wake of the European harmonization process. 
They present the results of the SWOT analysis 
of Marmara in comparison with national- and 
EU-level evaluations in the field of Turkey’s 
knowledge economy and information society. The 
authors present case studies of ICT best practice 
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from Marmara and note that the efforts made to 
move towards a knowledge region have been 
hampered by the uncoordinated nature of supply 
instruments. They conclude that local actors play 
a central role in forming the strategies and policies 
for the KBD of a region.

Maeng et al (2008) consider issues of spatial 
and planning implications of ICT by examining 
the spatial distribution of ICT infrastructure and 
activity in the metropolitan region of Washington 
DC. Their findings provide insights concerning 
effective planning strategies for managing the 
impact of ICT-related development in urban re-

gions. They argue for the need for further research 
stating that the contribution of ICT infrastructure 
to knowledge-based urban development needs to 
be explored along with other KC assets, includ-
ing for example knowledge-centered institutions 
and businesses, a well-trained labor force, and 
proactive local and regional government policy.

Synthesis

It is clear enough that the field of KC has attracted 
the interest of researchers during the last years. 
However, from the status of research presented in 

Table 1. 

Research Categories Existing Research Volume Existing Research Maturity Difficulty

Approaches, Frameworks, 
Methodologies

5 
During the last years, research-
ers in the field of KCs, have 
mainly concentrated their 
efforts on the direction to 
substantiate the fundamental 
principles of KCs and to define 
unified approaches, method-
ologies and frameworks for 
their design, development and 
operation.

3 
Although that this research cat-
egory is the main focus of KC 
researchers, the results achieved 
so far are not so satisfactory. 
Very few approaches and meth-
odologies offer a more holistic 
view, while the other concen-
trate on specific or peripheral 
issues regarding KCs.

8 
The research that needs to be 
conducted so as to develop 
holistic and unified approaches 
for the development of KCs 
is important not only in terms 
of quantity but of quality also. 
Currently, there are many 
different approaches and the 
degree of research fragmenta-
tion is particularly high.

Decision Support 3 
There is little in terms of 
decision support models and 
systems that could support in 
an integrated way any authority 
local government that needs 
to design and select appropri-
ate interventions for the KBD 
development of a region.

3 
Very few decision support 
systems consider adequately the 
amplitude of the KC concept 
and try to cope with this com-
plexity by considering many 
factors, so as to efficiently 
support the strategy formulation 
procedure.

7 
This category is particularly 
connected with the previous 
one. In this respect along with 
the development of approaches, 
frameworks and methodologies, 
appropriate decision sup-
port systems should also be 
developed.

Technology, Tools and IT 
Systems

3 
The small volume of the two 
previous has a direct impact on 
the existing technology solu-
tions, tools and IT systems that 
could support the development 
of a KC.

3 
The same comment as in the 
left column is also valid for this 
criterion. The maturity of exist-
ing approaches is low.

7 
In literature of KM, there 
are currently many available 
technologies, tools and systems 
proposed by the research com-
munity. This constitutes a good 
base on which the researchers 
in the field of KCs could rely 
on so as to develop appropriate 
tools and IT systems.

Practical Applications/ Cases 
of KCs

4 
Existing applications / cases of 
KCs are not based on pre-de-
fined approaches or methodolo-
gies, but are rather spontaneous 
and based almost exclusively on 
individual approaches.

3 
From the careful examination 
of existing KC cases studies, 
useful insights and conclusions 
can be drawn up. There is need 
for careful considerations by 
researchers.

8 
It is really difficult to test any 
proposed methodology/ ap-
proach on real-life examples 
of KCs, as important funds are 
needs as well as strong politi-
cal/ societal support.
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previous paragraphs it is obvious that we are still 
far from drawing appropriate and commonly ac-
cepted frameworks, methodologies, tools, systems 
etc. that could be used by cities or regions that 
plan to be developed using such a KBD approach. 
In Table 1, we present an assessment of the status 
of each research category based on three criteria:

1.  Existing research volume. This criterion 
relates mostly with the volume of research 
that has been conducted until today in the 
particular category. The scale used is from 
1 (low volume of research) to 10 (heavy 
volume of research)

2.  Existing research maturity. This criterion 
shows how mature is the research in the 
particular category. The scale used is from 
1 (low maturity) to 10 (status of research is 
very mature).

3.  Difficulty. This criterion relates to the re-
search that is necessary to be conducted and 
in particular assess how difficult is to reach 
satisfactory results. The scale used is from 
1 (easy to reach satisfactory results) to 10 
(very difficult to reach satisfactory results)

FUTURE TRENDS

KCs are here to stay. Some of the most developed 
and powerful cities globally have explicitly under-
taken initiatives under the KC label, so as to be 
developed on knowledge-based ways. And here we 
face a very particular characteristic: the practical 
applications of KCs are well ahead the research 
efforts in the field. This is contrary, for example, 
to what happened with KM and its application to 
enterprises, where the field was research-driven. 
That is to say, the field of KCs is mostly driven 
by practical approaches until today. Therefore, 
strong research efforts are needed so as to put in 
place the necessary theoretical foundations, as per 
the synthesis previously presented.

CONCLUSION

The main purpose of this article was to present 
a taxonomy of research in the field of KCs. For 
this purpose, after the necessary definitions and 
explanations, the current status of research was 
briefly presented, per basic category: approaches, 
frameworks and methodologies, decision support, 
technology, tools and IT systems and practical 
applications / cases of KCs. The results of this 
analysis where synthesized, in an assessment of 
the status of each research category based on three 
criteria: existing research maturity, volume and 
difficulty so as to reach satisfactory results. This 
article should be of value to any researcher in the 
field of KCs and/or KBD, as it provides useful 
directions on the needed research focus.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Knowledge City: A Knowledge City is the 
term used to describe a Knowledge-Based Devel-
opment strategy that has as target to enhance and 
continuously support the knowledge management 
processes that take place in an urban area. This 
is achieved through the continuous interactions 
of knowledge agents (universities, research in-
stitutes, companies, citizens, etc.) among them 
as well as with the knowledge agents of other 
cities, so as knowledge continuously flows. The 
successful formulation of strategy, the shaping 
of a coherent vision, the advanced communica-
tion networks, the city’s infrastructures and the 
citizen’s education level continuously support 
these interactions.

Knowledge-Based Development: A develop-
ment approach that it is based to strategies focused 
on knowledge.

Knowledge Management: Discipline within a 
system (company, organization, city) that ensures 
that the intellectual capabilities of the system are 
shared, maintained and institutionalised.

This work was previously published in Encyclopedia of Knowledge Management, Second Edition, edited by David Schwartz 
and Dov Te’eni, pp. 288-297, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The need for developing countries to empower 
themselves through knowledge management 
cannot be underestimated. Knowledge utilization 
is the process where the benefits of knowledge 
management systems (KMS) are actually realized. 
This study investigated the effects of knowledge 
quality, system level, system form, service quality, 
management support, knowledge trust and rewards 
policy on knowledge utilization behavior, and the 
benefits of knowledge utilization from a repository 
KMS in an Omani organization. Findings sug-
gested that determinants of knowledge utilization 
were not related to system technical characteristics 
or information technology service quality; they 
were related to knowledge quality, management 
support, knowledge trust, and rewards policy. 

Results also suggested that knowledge utilization 
results in individual benefits. Findings implied to 
practitioners that the development of high-level 
KMS does not guarantee their success. Organi-
zations need to establish a knowledge-oriented 
culture and develop standards that ensure high 
knowledge quality to promote KMS and knowl-
edge utilization behavior.

INTRODUCTION

The need for developing countries to empower 
themselves through knowledge management 
(KM) cannot be underestimated. Knowledge plays 
a major role in individuals’ learning and decision 
making capabilities. It improves an individual’s 
ability to take an effective action (Huber, 1991; 
Nonaka, 1994). Thus, KM has become one of the 
main imperatives of knowledge-based economy. 

Kamla Ali Al-Busaidi
Sultan Qaboos University, Oman

A Social and Technical 
Investigation of Knowledge 

Utilization from a Repository 
Knowledge Management System
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KM is driven by increasing knowledge domain 
complexity, accelerating marketing volatility, 
intensifying speed of responsiveness and dimin-
ishing individual experience (Becerra-Fernandez 
et al., 2004).

Knowledge management systems (KMS) 
are IT-based systems that support and boost the 
organizational processes of knowledge creation, 
storage/retrieval, transfer, and application (Alavi 
& Leidner 2001). KMS also are defined as “the 
applications resulting from the synergy between 
the latest technologies and social/structural 
mechanisms” (Becerra-Fernandez et al., 2004, 
p.7). They offer organizations an efficient and 
effective way to create knowledge repositories 
that can be utilized to improve employees’ per-
formance and productivity. Two common KMS 
models are repository KMS and network KMS 
(Alavi 2000; Davenport & Prusak, 1998). Empiri-
cal studies have indicated that the use of KMS 
results in several benefits for organizations such 
as improved operating performance (Jennex & 
Olfman, 2006; Liu & Tsai, 2007), learning and 
innovative performance (Chang & Lee, 2007; 
Jiang & Lia, 2008). Moreover, KMS improve 
developing nations’ and their organizations’ efforts 
to manage their knowledge, and consequently 
build their human resources (World Bank, 1998; 
World Bank, 2003).

However, KM and KMS benefits can be 
actually achieved through knowledge utiliza-
tion (Alavi, 2000; Scholl et al., 2004).Hence, 
knowledge utilization is critical to the success 
of repository KMS. Knowledge utilization is the 
application of the stored knowledge to solve daily 
work problems and make decisions. Knowledge 
utilization, however, is inhibited by several 
corporate cultural issues such as “Not-Invented 
here (NIH) syndrome” (Katz & Allen, 1982), 
lack of time, and risk aversion (Davenport & 
Prusak, 1998). Thus, knowledge utilization from 
repository KMS is a social and technical process. 
An effective knowledge utilization process will 
be achieved only by an effective integration of 

technical and social factors. The need for this in-
vestigation has been stressed in both management 
and knowledge management systems literatures 
(O’Dell & Grayson, 1998; Scholl et al., 2004).

This study aimed to provide a better under-
standing of the factors that improve the individuals’ 
knowledge utilization in a petroleum company in 
Oman. In Oman, KMS is emerging; several orga-
nizations (e.g. Sultan Qaboos University, Ministry 
of Education, Petroleum Development of Oman 
etc) have recognized the importance of KMS and 
created KMS tools such as portals to integrate 
knowledge and information from internal and 
external sources. The development of knowledge 
repositories is becoming imperative for petroleum 
companies. In the oil industry, market volatility 
is accelerating, speed of responsiveness is inten-
sifying and individual experience is diminishing. 
For instance, in the oil refining industry, there is a 
shortage of qualified and knowledgeable person-
nel who are ranging from 30 to 50 years old, and 
60 percent of plant engineers will retire by 2010 
according to the journal of petroleum technology 
(Clark, 2005). “Oil exploration can cost mil-
lions of dollars a day, and anything that makes it 
more efficient has magnified value” (Steinberg, 
2002, p.45). The use of KMS may result in some 
efficiency and financial gains for petroleum or-
ganizations. For instance, Shell Company saved 
$200 million in 2000 by implementing discussion 
groups and knowledge repositories where more 
than 10,000 engineers can share ideas and solve 
problems (King, 2001; Steinberg, 2002). Also, 
British Petroleum (BP) Company is implementing 
computer-supported visualization environments 
to share know-how knowledge to promote team-
work, innovation and creativity; BP is expected to 
improve its productivity by four percent per year 
from this KMS implementation (Barrow, 2001). 
Thus, individual knowledge utilization through 
KMS leads to financial benefits. Investigating 
the factors that influence the knowledge utiliza-
tion behavior is, therefore, essential to promote 
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these emerging KMS and ensure their successful 
deployment in Omani organizations.

However, there are very limited studies that 
investigate KMS deployment in developing 
countries specifically in Oman. Information 
technology(IT) managers in Oman perceived 
knowledge culture, organizational infrastructure, 
technical infrastructure, management support, vi-
sion clarity and economic return as critical factors 
for the deployment of KMS in Omani organiza-
tions according to a recent study (Al-Busaidi & 
Olfman, 2005). However, IT managers, in this 
study, did not perceive rewards policy as a valu-
able factor for KMS success. Also, a couple of 
studies in developing countries such as Kuwait 
(Al-Athari & Zairi, 2001) and Malaysia (Chong, 
2006; Syed-Ikhsan, & Rowl, 2004) illustrated 
that several social and technical factors lead to a 
successful KMS deployment. Nevertheless, the 
determinants of an information system usage are 
best investigated at individual users’ level (DeLone 
& McLean, 2003). However, there are limited stud-
ies that are focused on KMS users (Kankanhalli & 
Tan, 2004) and clear measurements of KMS users’ 
satisfaction are still not well established (Ong & 
Lai, 2007). In a qualitative exploratory study, Al-
Busaidi et al. (2007) unveiled some determinants 
of knowledge utilization and knowledge sharing 
behaviors.

Consequently, this study empirically examined 
the social and technical factors that affect the 
knowledge utilization from repository KMS. It 
specifically investigated the effects of knowledge 
quality, system quality (form and level), service 
quality, management support, knowledge trust, and 
rewards policy on knowledge utilization behavior. 
It also examined the benefits that individuals gain 
from utilizing knowledge from a repository KMS.

The next section discusses the background lit-
erature of KMS, knowledge utilization, repository 
KMS, KMS technical success factors and KMS 
social success factors. The literature section is 
followed by the study framework and hypotheses, 

methodology, analysis and conclusion sections 
respectively.

BACKGROUND LITERATURE

Knowledge Utilization

Knowledge management systems (KMS) are 
IT-based systems that support and boost the 
organizational processes of knowledge creation, 
storage/retrieval, transfer, and application (Alavi 
& Leidner 2001). Simply KMS are systems that 
manage knowledge throughout the organization. 
Organizational KMS store structured or unstruc-
tured explicit knowledge from internal or external 
sources (Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Turban et 
al., 2001).

Knowledge utilization is one of the main 
knowledge management processes (Alavi, 2000; 
Davenport & Prusak, 1998). Knowledge manage-
ment includes the generation of knowledge from 
databases, individuals or group of individuals. 
Once the knowledge is generated, it is codified 
and stored in a storage area to establish an orga-
nizational memory or a knowledge repository 
that can be accessed for later use and distribution. 
Knowledge utilization is the application of the 
stored knowledge to solve daily work problems 
and make decisions. Some studies, such as Alavi 
and Leidner (2001), Gold et al. (2001) and Becerra-
Fernandez et al. (2004), named knowledge utiliza-
tion as knowledge application.

The utilization and application of knowledge 
creates value for individuals and organizations. 
Empirical studies have confirmed this assertion. 
Liu (2003) empirically found that knowledge ap-
plication, as a dimension of KMS use, improves 
individual learning. Jennex and Olfman (2006) 
found that the utilization of KMS results in im-
proved individual productivity in terms of decision 
making, root cause analysis, problem resolution, 
timeliness, and operability assessment documenta-
tion; this improved individual productivity further 
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positively impacts organizational productivity. Al-
Busaidi et al.’s (2007) exploratory study revealed 
that some of the individual benefits of knowledge 
utilization are enhanced knowledge, improved 
performance, improved decision making.

Repository KMS

Repository KMS is one of two common KMS mod-
els (Alavi 2000; Davenport & Prusak, 1998). The 
objective of the repository model is to codify the 
organization’s explicit knowledge. The repository 
model is the widespread form of KMS initiatives 
in organizations. The mostly used technologies for 
the development of repository KMS are relational 
databases and document management systems. 
One main advantage of repository KMS is that 
it enhances organizational memory (OM), which 
is general, explicit and articulated knowledge of 
the organization. Accordingly, repository KMS 
assists in efficiently storing and reapplying work-
able solutions.

Repository KMS codifies knowledge from 
internal sources and external sources. Internal 
knowledge may include reports, document tem-
plates, memos, methodologies, manuals, product 
and marketing knowledge, and internal best 
practices; whereas external knowledge includes 
competitive intelligence, industry trends, customer 
knowledge, and professional and trade journal pub-
lications (Alavi 2000). The two major processes 
for the development of an effective knowledge 
repository are content structure and content quality 
structure (Debowski, 2006). Content structure in-
cludes knowledge map, source description, source 
identification and user interface analysis; while 
content quality structure includes content evalu-
ation, content maintenance and content archives.

The network model of KMS, compared to the 
repository model, does not codify knowledge, but 
instead transfer knowledge among individuals in 
organizations mainly through person-to-person 
contacts. It also refers to a system that stores 
sources of knowledge (experts’ profiles) such as 

“yellow pages”, or/and a system that provides 
communication channels for knowledge exchange 
such as “video conferencing” (Alavi 2000; Dav-
enport & Prusak, 1998).

Technical Success Factors

Technical factors, here, refer to the characteristics 
of the information system and the IT staff service 
to the end users. Generally, the deployment of 
a successful KMS requires several technical 
factors. Practically, the knowledge utilization 
process involves several technical tasks; indi-
viduals perform knowledge search and retrieval 
tasks to utilize knowledge from the repository 
KMS. Several theoretical frameworks have been 
proposed in the literature for the success factors 
of an information system (IS). Based on DeLone 
and McLean 2003 IS success model, the system 
use is determined by system quality, information 
quality and service quality.

Applying DeLone and McLean’s Model, 
Jennex and Olfman (2002) proposed that system 
quality for KMS can be measured by “level” and 
“form”, while information (knowledge) quality is 
measured by “richness” and “linkage”. System 
level includes ease of search, speed of retrieval, 
and completeness of the search function. System 
form refers to the degree to which information/
knowledge is online and accessible through a 
single interface. System form defines the level 
of computerization of the knowledge base and 
integration of the organization’s knowledge 
sources. Linkage is related to the completeness, 
accuracy, and currency of linkage to experts, while 
richness is related to the completeness, accuracy, 
and timeliness of knowledge.

Social Success Factors

Social factors refer to the dimensions of corporate 
culture. Corporate culture plays a key role in the 
success of KMS. Schein defined culture as “the 
way we do things around here” (1992, p. 12). 
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Culture values shape an organization’s norms and 
practices, which consequently influence employ-
ees’ behaviors such as knowledge utilization (De 
Long & Fahey, 2000).

Several dimensions of knowledge culture 
have been highlighted by various theoretical and 
qualitative studies (Davenport & Prusak, 1998; 
De Long & Fahey, 2000; Krogh, 1998; O’Dell & 
Grayson, 1998). Some of these dimensions are 
management support, rewards, and trust. Few 
KMS studies have included a cultural construct in 
their models. This study aimed to provide a better 
understanding of the dimensions of knowledge 
culture that improve the effectiveness of individu-
als’ knowledge utilization in a repository KMS. 
It specifically investigated the effects of manage-
ment support, rewards policy, and trust. More 
discussion on these social factors is provided in 
the framework section.

FRAMEWORK AND HYPOTHESES

Framework Development

This study adopted the DeLone and McLean 2003 
IS success model to investigate the determinants 
of the knowledge utilization from a repository 
KMS. For information quality and system quality 
factors, this study adopted Jennex and Olfman’s 
proposed factors for the KMS context. Thus, 
this study investigated the information richness, 
system level and system form factors. For clarity, 
in this study, “richness” was called “knowledge 
quality”. Jennex and Olfman’s “linkage” construct 
was not included here because the investigated 
system does include the experts’ profiles on its 
knowledge base.

However, the knowledge utilization is also a 
social process, thus incorporating social factors on 
this investigation is very essential to get a better 
understanding of this phenomenon. The most cited 
social factors on the KM literature are management 
support, trust and rewards policy. As a behavior, 

knowledge utilization is mostly inhibited by the 
“Not-Invented here (NIH) syndrome” (Husted, 
& Michailova, 2002). In most situations, indi-
viduals are not willing to utilize knowledge from 
repositories because it is not their own knowledge. 
Some users do not trust others’ knowledge and 
others may think it is more impressive to create 
their own knowledge than using others’. Other 
reasons that inhibit knowledge utilization are 
lack of time and risk aversion (punishment for 
making a mistake) (Davenport & Prusak, 1998). 
Consequently, several social factors are needed 
to eliminate these inhibitors and hence motivate 
knowledge utilization. Management support is 
very important to clarify and acknowledge the 
importance of KMS and knowledge utilization to 
the organization’s success. Management support 
is also important to provide individual users time 
to utilize knowledge. Trust is a critical factor for 
knowledge utilization. Knowledge-trust improves 
the reliability of the knowledge or/and its source 
and reduces the individual’s fear of utilizing 
knowledge. Rewards policy is another impor-
tant factor that motivates KMS users to utilize 
knowledge. Figure 1 shows the study framework.

Knowledge Quality

Knowledge quality includes completeness, accu-
racy, sufficiency, currency, timeliness, relevance, 
understandability and contextuality of the knowl-
edge. Completeness, accuracy and timeliness are 
important information measurements as indicated 
by many IS researchers. KMS researchers also 
proposed the importance of these measurements 
in the KMS context (Jennex & Olfman, 2002; 
Maier, 2002). Understandability is also important; 
having a thesaurus in any knowledge repository 
is important to clarify the meaning of stored 
knowledge, and improves its understandability 
by knowledge utilizers (Davenport & Prusak, 
1998). Also, the application of specific knowledge 
to a new situation depends on the relevance and 
contextuality of the applied knowledge to the 
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new situation. The context is what differentiates 
knowledge from information. These different 
attributes of knowledge contribute to its rich-
ness. Thus, rich knowledge quality is essential 
to knowledge utilization. From these arguments, 
the following hypothesis was derived:

Hypothesis 1: Higher knowledge quality improves 
knowledge utilization from a repository KMS.

System Quality

System quality includes two constructs: system 
level and system form. The KMS search/retrieval 
system level is very important for KMS utilization. 
The KMS should have effective search/retrieval 
capabilities that enable users to find needed docu-
ments (Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Lehaney et 
al., 2004). Thus, an effective and efficient KMS 
search-level enables faster and easier knowledge 
extraction. Having all the needed documents acces-
sible in a single integrated interface is also impor-
tant for knowledge utilization (Jennex & Olfman, 
2002; Lehaney et al., 2004). An integrated KMS 
enables more effective and efficient knowledge 
extraction. Thus, we hypothesized the following:

Hypothesis 2: Higher system level improves 
knowledge utilization from a repository KMS.

Hypothesis 3: Higher system form improves 
knowledge utilization from a repository KMS.

Service Quality

Service quality refers to the quality of IS staff 
support to the system’s end-users. It is measured 
by the following indicators: reliability, responsive-
ness, assurance, and empathy (based on Kettinger 
and Lee (1994)), and training. Users have similar 
criteria for evaluating service quality regardless of 
system type (Parasuraman et al., 1985). DeLone 
and McLean (2003) indicated that ignoring service 
quality endangers IS effectiveness measurements. 
Service quality is also important for evaluating 
KMS success (Maier, 2002); service quality in 
terms of reliability, responsiveness, assurance, 
and empathy is essential to motivate KMS users’ 
participation. Also, training is needed to improve 
the success of an information system (Turban et 
al., 2001). Thus, we hypothesized the following:

Figure 1. The study’s framework for knowledge utilization in repository KMS
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Hypothesis 4: Higher service quality improves 
knowledge utilization from a repository KMS.

Management Support

Management support involves clarifying the 
objective and the importance of a KMS, and 
encouraging end-users (Davenport & Prusak, 
1998). Management’s open approval and ac-
knowledgement of knowledge exchange reduces 
individuals’ fear about using others’ knowledge. It 
assures employees that using others’ knowledge 
is part of the organization’s culture, and encour-
ages employees to feel okay about using others’ 
knowledge. Management support is extremely 
critical to endorse the KMS and consequently 
change employees’ attitudes. In the Arab culture, 
managers are recognized as high authority (Ali, 
1990), and their support for KMS projects, which 
are emerging systems, certainly enhances employ-
ees’ confidence to utilize the stored knowledge for 
problem solving and decisions making. The World 
Bank report (1998) indicated the importance to 
have a plan for KMS. Igbaria (1990) found that 
management support of end-users improves com-
puter usage. Therefore, the following hypothesis 
was proposed:

Hypothesis 5: Higher management support im-
proves knowledge utilization from a repository 
KMS.

Knowledge Trust

Trust is highlighted as a crucial factor for knowl-
edge exchange and collaboration (Davenport & 
Prusak, 1998; O’Dell & Grayson, 1998). Typically, 
trust is defined as a set of mutual expectations 
shared by people involved in collaboration and 
exchange (Zucker, 1986). Mutual trust in knowl-
edge exchange brings people closer and reduces 
their individual fears. In knowledge exchange, 
trust can be interpreted in different ways. From 
the knowledge utilizer’s perspective, trust may be 

also interpreted in several ways: as source trust 
(Sussman & Siegal, 2003), or knowledge trust 
or credibility (Dennis, 1996)). In this paper, trust 
is referred to as “knowledge trust” (credibility), 
adopted based on Dennis’s (1996) information 
credibility: the degree of truthfulness participants 
attributed to information contributed by others. 
Trust is crucial for knowledge utilization (Daven-
port & Prusak, 1998; Husted & Michailova, 2002). 
Knowledge-trust reduces knowledge utilizers’ 
fears of using others’ knowledge. Consequently, 
the following hypothesis is proposed:

Hypothesis 6: Higher knowledge trust improves 
knowledge utilization from a repository KMS.

Rewards Policy

Rewards refer to “non trivial” monetary and non-
monetary incentives. Rewards policy encourages 
employees to spend time and make the effort to 
exchange knowledge, that is, to use and share 
knowledge (Davenport & Prusak, 1998). In this 
study, a rewards policy is specifically investigated 
form the perspective of knowledge utilization. The 
rewards-policy is a critical success factor of KMS 
deployment because unlike other IS projects, the 
breadth and depth of a KMS project is based on 
the participation of the employees to create and 
use the knowledge that is stored in these systems. 
Without good incentives employees will be reluc-
tant to exchange knowledge (O’Dell & Grayson, 
1998). Therefore:

Hypothesis 7: More effective rewards policies 
improve knowledge utilization from a repository 
KMS.

Individual Benefits

Individuals may gain several benefits from uti-
lizing knowledge from repository KMS to solve 
business problems and make decisions. The main 
benefit of knowledge utilization for individuals 
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is individual productivity which is indicated by 
improvement on individuals’ decision making 
and innovation capabilities (Davenport & Prusak, 
1998; Jennex & Olfman, 2006; Liu, 2003). More 
specifically, productivity improvement means 
that individuals will improve their judgments and 
skills, which will help them, make better deci-
sions and accomplish their work more efficiently. 
Consequently:

Hypothesis 8: Higher knowledge utilization of 
a repository KMS results in higher individual 
benefits.

METHODOLOGY

Sample

The study sample includes 104 employees in a 
major private petroleum company in Oman. The 
company accounts for about 90 percent of the 
country’s crude-oil production and nearly all of 
its natural-gas supply. Oil is the major industry 
in Oman. Based on recent statistics, most of the 
employees (3784 staff) of the company are local, 
which represent 82 percent of the total employees 
in the company. The participants of this survey are 
KMS users of a specific organizational knowledge 
management system in this company.

The organization developed this KMS because 
of business, technological and cultural factors. The 
objective of the organization was to enhance the 
transparency and the accessibility of the organiza-
tion’s information and knowledge throughout the 
organization, so employees are able to access it 
from anywhere. The system is a mean to transfer 
information/knowledge within one department or 
across departments. For example, petroleum engi-
neers across several oil fields can use the system 
to share or retrieve common problems’ solutions. 
Also information/knowledge can be shared across 
several departments such as between personnel 

and finance departments or drilling department 
and geophysicists or petroleum engineers.

According to the IT department, this investi-
gated system was a web-centric application, with 
strong integration with the MS-Office suite and 
mail. It enabled employees to store search and re-
trieve organizational documents, information and 
knowledge. The system was a purchased software 
package from an international organization. Any 
employees in the organization can voluntarily 
access the system from the organization’s web 
home page.

Research Design

Data was collected through a survey question-
naire from employees in a petroleum company in 
Oman. The employees are users of an organiza-
tional KMS; the applicable sample was randomly 
selected from the organization’s email list. The 
study sample was initially invited through an email 
by an official employee in the human resources 
department at the participating organization. The 
study was conducted in English (the typical me-
dium of business activities in Oman).

Questionnaire

The questionnaire contained the constructs to be 
measured for quantitative analysis, along with 10 
demographic questions (e.g., gender, age, degree, 
KMS experience, work experience, and job func-
tion). Construct measurements items were phrased 
according to a 7–point Likert scale. For the study’s 
independent constructs, the scale was defined as 
follows: 1= strongly disagree, 2= disagree, 3= 
somewhat disagree, 4= neither agree nor disagree, 
5= somewhat agree, 6= agree, 7= strongly agree. 
For the dependent constructs, the scale is defined 
as follows: 1= Never, 2= Very infrequently, 3= 
infrequently, 4= Sometimes, 5= frequently, 6= 
Very frequently, 7= Always. A “Not applicable” 
option was also given for all constructs to ensure 
that individuals’ ratings are valid responses.
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To test this study’s theoretical model, the 
questionnaire had 42 indicators that formed the 
independent and dependent constructs. Some of 
the measurements were modified from previous 
studies. Knowledge quality, system level, system 
form, knowledge utilization and individual ben-
efits were modified from Liu (2003), and Jennex 
and Olfman (2002). Service quality was modified 
from Kettinger and Lee (1994). Knowledge trust 
was modified from Dennis (1996). The new self-
constructed measurements (management support 
and rewards-policy) were developed based on the 
relevant literature and following the construction 
recommendations of Moore and Benbasat (1991). 
Appendix A illustrates the study measurements.

DATA ANALYSIS & RESULTS

Analysis Methodology

Data was analyzed by the PLS-Graph 3.0 soft-
ware. PLS is a variance-based structural equation 
model that allows path analysis of models with 
latent variables.

Participants’ Profile

More than 80 percent of the participants were male, 
and all but three were at least 26 years old. About 

86 percent of participants had at least two years 
of KMS-use experience. Omanis represented 73 
percent of the participants. About 56 percent of the 
participants were group leaders, project managers 
or department heads. About half of the participants 
were engineers. Nineteen percent were analysts, 
and 13 percent were consultants. The majority of 
the participants had at least a Bachelors degree: 
four percent of participants had PhD, 25 percent 
had Master degree, 14 percent had postgraduate 
diploma, 51 percent had Bachelors degree, and 
10 percent had diploma.

Reliability and Validity

According to PLS, the reliability of the measure-
ments is assessed through internal consistency 
reliability, and the validity is assessed by the 
average variance extracted (AVE). AVE refers to 
the amount of variance a latent variable, captures 
from its indicators. The recommended level for 
internal consistency reliability is at least 0.70, 
whereas for AVE, it is at least 0.50 (Chin, 1998). 
Table 1 shows that the study constructs’ reliability 
and AVE are above the recommended levels.

Table 1. Constructs reliability and AVE 

Construct Total items Reliability AVE

Management (MG) 4 0.926 0.760

Knowledge Quality (KQ) 7 0.957 0.759

System Level (SL) 4 0.953 0.835

System Form (SF) 2 0.804 0.677

Service Quality (SVQ) 5 0.940 0.757

Rewards Policy (RW) 2 0.943 0.892

Knowledge Trust (KT) 3 0.951 0.866

Knowledge Utilization (KU) 6 0.923 0.665

Individual Benefits (IB) 9 0.969 0.747
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Model Evaluation and Hypotheses 
Testing

PLS evaluates the predictive relevance of a 
structural model by the R-square values for the 
dependent latent variables and paths coefficients. 
T-tests were used to test the model hypotheses. 
To test the significance of the PLS estimates of 
path coefficients, the bootstrapping technique was 
utilized with a re-sampling of 200, which was 
suggested by PLS-Graph user’s guide.

Table 2 shows that knowledge quality (β=0.392; 
p-value = 0.005), management support (β=0.187; 
p = 0.05), knowledge trust (β=0.219; p = 0.05) 
and rewards policy (β=0.172; p = 0.1) are the 
only significant factors of knowledge utilization. 
System level, system form and service quality are 
not significant predictors of knowledge utilization. 
Knowledge utilization was also a significant pre-
dictor of individual benefits (β=0.869; p = 0.005).

Thus, hypotheses H1, H5, H6, H7, and H8 
were supported, but hypotheses H2, H3, H4 were 
not supported. Even though detecting the effect 
of service quality on system use has been prob-
lematic (DeLone and McLean, 2003), system 
quality factors have been long believed to be 
major determinants of any system use. Table 2 
also shows the R2 values of the independents 
constructs. The model explains 50 percent of 

variance in knowledge utilization, and 75.5 percent 
in individual benefits.

CONCLUSION

Discussion of Findings

Knowledge is a powerful intangible resource that 
enables individuals and organizations to improve 
their learning and decision-making processes and 
consequently achieve competitive advantages 
in the knowledge-based economy. The need for 
developing countries and their organizations, 
including petroleum companies, to empower 
themselves and achieve competitive advantage 
through knowledge management (KM) cannot be 
underestimated. Several global petroleum com-
panies such as BP and Shell have gained some 
financial benefits from the deployment of KMS. 
Knowledge utilization is the process where the 
benefits of KMS are realized. This study aimed 
to develop a social and technical framework for 
knowledge utilization from repository KMS in 
an Omani organization.

This study found that the factors that signifi-
cantly affect knowledge utilization were, in order 
of their contributions, knowledge quality (β = 
0.392; p = 0.005), knowledge trust (β = 0.219; p 

Table 2. Model evaluation statistics 

Construct Mean R-Square
Path coefficient 

(β)
Significance level 

(α) Hypothesis

Knowledge quality (KQ) 2.89 NA 0.392 0.005 H1: Supported

System level (SL) 2.67 NA 0.007 NS H2: Rejected

System Form (SF) 2.93 NA 0.013 NS H3: Rejected

Service Quality (SVQ) 4.25 NA -0.077 NS H4: Rejected

Management (MG) 4.41 NA 0.187 0.05 H5: Supported

Knowledge Trust (KT) 2.89 NA 0.219 0.05 H6: Supported

Rewards Policy(RW) 2.33 NA 0.172 0.1 H7: Supported

Knowledge Utilization (KU) 3.84 0.50 0.869 0.005 H8: Supported

Individual Benefit (IB) 3.69 0.755 NA NA NA

NS = Not Significant NA = Not Applicable
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=0.05), management support (β = 0.187; p = 0.05), 
and rewards policy (β = 0.172; p = 0.1). Surpris-
ingly, the system level (β = 0.007), system form 
(β = 0.013), and service quality (β = -0.077) were 
found to be insignificant. This indicates that the 
most important issue for utilizing knowledge from 
KMS is the quality of knowledge and confidence 
in the knowledge. It seems that once individuals 
highly value the knowledge, and the management 
supports and rewards its utilization, then system 
quality and IT service quality are not critical fac-
tors for their knowledge utilization.

Also, this study empirically detected signifi-
cant individual benefits resulting from knowledge 
utilization (β= 0.869; p = 0.005). Respondents 
perceived that higher knowledge utilization 
leads to higher individual benefits (performance 
and innovation), and utilizing knowledge from 
KMS improves their performance in completing 
work-related tasks and enlightening their ways 
of thinking.

This study showed that the development of a 
knowledge-oriented culture is very significant on 
the success of KMS use consistent with a number 
of studies in developing countries (e.g. Al-Athari 
and Zairi (2001) and Syed-Ikhsan and Rowland 
(2004)). The significance of management support 
on the success of IT deployment was highly sup-
ported by several studies from Arab countries such 
as Ahmed and Hegazy (2006) and Khalfan and 
Alshawaf (2004). The significant of management 
support is also consistent to an earlier study con-
ducted by the researcher on KMS success factors 
in Omani organizations from the IT managers’ 
perspective. However, this study showed that 
individual knowledge utilizers consider rewards 
policy as a valuable strategy unlike the IT managers 
in the earlier study. The significance of rewards 
policy is also consistent with a study conducted 
in Malaysian context (Yahya and Goh, 2001).

Limitations and Future Research

This study had some limitations. First, the study 
was limited to a specific KMS’s users in one com-
pany in one country. Generally the Arab countries 
share the same cultural values; nevertheless, more 
research in this area is needed from different 
countries to establish a solid framework on KMS 
evaluation. Second, the sample of this study was 
also from one organization. Investigating one 
system may add some control to the study, but 
limits its generalization. The model can now be 
tested with more organizations and systems, and 
across several countries. Future research may also 
conduct this investigation through longitudinal 
study to understand whether knowledge utilization 
is improved by the independent variables sug-
gested in this study and/or by the benefits achieved 
through knowledge utilization. In addition, future 
studies should carry out detailed investigations of 
the individual and organizational benefits of KMS 
and knowledge utilization.

Implications for Practice

Despite limitations mentioned above, this study of-
fered some implications for KMS practitioners and 
researchers. This study provided practitioners and 
researchers an initial framework and operational 
measurements to evaluate KMS use in this under 
investigated geographical area. It also provided 
some insights on the determinants of KMS use in 
an Omani context, which might be applied to the 
rest of the Middle East countries as they generally 
share similar cultural values.

As indicated above, developing countries and 
their organizations, including petroleum organi-
zations, are in great need for KM and KMS to 
empower themselves and create competitive ad-
vantage. This study confirmed that the deployment 
of KMS results in individual benefits. Also, the 
study confirmed that the adoption of organizational 
KMS in terms of knowledge utilization requires 
the development of a suitable organizational 
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culture consistent with Al-Busaidi et al.’s (2007) 
exploratory study. It illustrated that developing a 
high-level knowledge management system does 
not guarantee its success. Management support 
is extremely crucial to endorse a KMS initiative, 
clarify its objective to end users, encourage end 
users, and most importantly provide them the suf-
ficient time to use it. Top management support is 
extremely critical in the Arab culture as mangers 
are considered a high authority, and individuals 
value the use of personal knowledge more than 
others’ knowledge. Moreover, the establishment 
of rewards policy is essential to promote the 
utilization

Like Al-Busaidi et al.’s (2007) study, this study 
showed that the quality and the credibility of the 
knowledge stored in KMS are vital for knowledge 
utilization behavior. High knowledge quality 
may improve knowledge credibility (or trust), 
and, consequently knowledge utilization. Thus, 
developing standards that ensure high knowledge 
quality is crucial to improve users’ confidence 
and consequently knowledge utilization behavior.

Finally, the study illustrated to organizations 
that it is worth it to establish organizational KMS. 
The study showed that the utilization of knowl-
edge from KMS repository improves individuals’ 
performance and productivity, which consequently 
may lead to organizational benefits.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Explicit Knowledge: Knowledge that can be 
easily verbalized and communicated to others.

Knowledge Management Systems: Systems 
that manage knowledge throughout the organiza-
tion; they are systems that create, integrate, store, 
retrieve, transfer and distribute knowledge thought 
the organization.

Knowledge Management: The process of 
creating, capturing, integrating and disseminating 
knowledge throughout the organization to add 
value to the organization.

Knowledge Utilization: The application of the 
stored knowledge to solve daily work problems 
and make decisions.

Knowledge: Understanding gained through 
experience; the capability to use information to 
make actions.

Organizational Memory: Explicit and articu-
lated knowledge of the organization.

Repository Knowledge Management Sys-
tem: A type of knowledge management systems 
that codifies the organization’s explicit knowledge 
for later reuse and distribution.

Social KMS Success Factors: The dimen-
sions of the corporate culture that determine the 
success of KMS.

Technical KMS Success Factors: The char-
acteristics of the KMS that determine its success.
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APPENDIX: OPERATIONAL MEASUREMENTS OF THE STUDY CONSTRUCTS

Construct Operational measurements (indicators) Source

Knowledge 
Quality (KQ)

Your KMS provides information/ knowledge that is: 
KQ1. Accurate. 
KQ2. Relevant. 
KQ3. Adequate for you to complete work-related tasks. 
KQ4. Contextual, easy-to-apply. 
KQ5. Up-to-date. 
KQ6. Complete. 
KQ7. Presented in a good format.

Modified from Liu 
(2003); originally based 
on Jennex & Olfman 
(2002)

System Level 
(SL)

Your KMS search/retrieval function is: 
SL1. Complete. 
SL2. Reliable. 
SL3. Quick. 
SL4. Easy-to-understand.

Modified from Liu 
(2003); originally based 
on Jennex & Olfman 
(2002)

System Form 
(SF)

Whenever you do an online search: 
SF1. You can find most of the organizational information/ knowledge. 
SF2. You need to access more than one system to locate the needed information/knowledge.

Modified from Liu (2003) 
& originally based on 
Jennex & Olfman (2002)

Service Qual-
ity (SVQ)

The IT support staff: 
SVQ1. Does what it promises to do on time. 
SVQ2. Have the knowledge to answer your questions. 
SVQ3. Provides adequate training for your system use. 
SVQ4. Understands your specific needs. 
SVQ5. Does its best to respond as soon as possible when you have a problem.

Modified from Kettinger 
& Lee (1994)

Manage-
ment Support 

(MG)

Your senior managers: 
MG1.Emphasize to you the importance of knowledge management to the company’s success 
MG2.Clearly state the objective of the KMS to you. 
MG3.Encourage you to exchange (use and share) knowledge. 
MG4.Provide you time to use, create and share knowledge

Self-constructed based 
on Davenport & Prusak 
(1998) and Igbaria (1990)

Rewards 
Policy (RW)

Your organization: 
RW1.Rewards knowledge utilization. 
RW.2.Provides non-monetary incentives (e.g. certificate) to knowledge utilizers.

Self-constructed based 
on Davenport & Pru-
sak(1998)

Knowledge 
Trust (KT)

KT1: You believe in everything you use from the KMS. 
KT2.The knowledge/information you use is truthful. 
KT3.The knowledge/information you use is reliable.

Dennis (1996);

Knowledge 
Utilization 

(KU)

How frequently do you use knowledge/information from KMS to: 
KU1. Solve work-related problems. 
KU2. Perform work-related decision-making. 
KU3. Question existing rules and routines. 
KU4. Search for and explore alternatives. 
KU5. Assist you in a work-related task. 
KU6. Acquire knowledge/information of a new job position.

Modified from Liu 
(2003); based on Jennex 
& Olfman (2002).

Individual 
Benefits 

(IB)

Because you use knowledge/information from KMS that was contributed by others, how 
frequently does it: 
IB1. Improve the quality of your decisions at work. 
IB2. Faster your decision-making at work. 
IB3. Reduce time you spend on problem solving at work. 
IB4. Improve your performance. 
IB5. Improve your sense of autonomy. 
IB6. Improve your experience of knowledge/information transfer and reuse. 
IB7. Enlighten you to new ways of thinking. 
IB8. Help you to detect work-related problems. 
IB9. Make you more innovative and creative.

Modified from Liu 
(2003); originally based 
on Jennex & Olfman 
(2002)

This work was previously published in Knowledge Management in Emerging Economies: Social, Organizational and Cultural 
Implementation, edited by Minwir Al-Shammari, pp. 122-139, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint 
of IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT

The growing field of Operational Business Intel-
ligence (BI) has resulted in increasing interest in 
BI-supported Business Processes (BPs), including 
their management and ongoing improvement. 
This has led BI practitioners to consider another 
field–Business Process Management (BPM)–that 
is closely related to business performance manage-
ment. However, current approaches to the BPM 
and operational BI integration have been limited 
and reduced to the problem of technical integra-
tion of BPM and BI systems. This paper argues 
that by adopting process- thinking in BI, further 
opportunities for business value creation could 
be discovered through systematic analysis of the 
non-technical aspects of BI and BPM integration, 
including strategy alignment, human-centered 

knowledge management, and ongoing improve-
ment of BI supported processes. The authors 
propose a theoretical framework founded in the 
related research in BPM, BI, and Knowledge 
Management (KM) fields, describing the ways it 
has been used to guide ongoing empirical research 
in diverse case organizations across different 
industry sectors.

INTRODUCTION

To gain or maintain their competitive edge, more 
than ever before, organisations depend on high-
quality information to support decision making 
processes, at all organizational levels. Factors such 
as, an ever increasing number of very diverse in-
ternal and external data sources, the sheer volume 
of data generated and used in everyday business, 
complexity of business processes, as well as vari-
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ous compliance, privacy and other data-related 
issues, have made cross-organisational data in-
tegration and analysis much more complex than 
ever before. These challenges have, in turn, created 
a renewed interest in the field of Business Intel-
ligence (BI), including not only the BI tools, but 
also the new frameworks and methodologies, that 
could be used to inform the professional practice. 
All these trends have fast tracked BI to the top of 
the CIO’s priority lists worldwide, for the fourth 
year in a row, as reported by the Gartner Execu-
tive Programs worldwide survey of more than 
1500 chief information officers (Gartner, 2009a).

While in the past, the term BI had been used 
to describe a very broad range of applications, in-
cluding even those providing computer-generated 
“intelligence”, the latest thinking in this field em-
phasizes computer support combined with human 
intelligence, in the context of business decision 
making. BI is now seen as “an umbrella term that 
is commonly used to describe the technologies, 
applications and processes for gathering, storing, 
accessing and analyzing data to help users make 
better decisions” (Wixom & Watson, 2010, p. 14).

Based on the type of decisions made at different 
organizational levels, as well as decision makers 
and their information needs, BI has gradually 
evolved into two distinct types: strategic and 
operational BI (Imhoff, 2005). Strategic BI typi-
cally relies on an enterprise-wide data warehouse 
or (a) data mart(s) to provide support for decision 
makers at the strategic level. On the other hand, 
operational BI is designed to support more agile 
decision making at all organizational levels. An 
operational BI aim to make business intelligence 
more flexible, transparent and cost-effective, by 
tightly integrating it with organisation’s constantly 
evolving business processes” (Indart, 2006). Op-
erational BI is also changing the nature of work 
for its users. More precisely, it brings the powerful 
analytical tools from the back office and desig-
nated knowledge workers, to the front office and 
customer-facing employees, turning them into a 
new type of knowledge workers.

In very recent times, the wide-spread use of 
operational BI has resulted in an increased interest 
in the operational BPs within the BI community. 
In fact, as technical solutions reach a more mature 
stage, leaders in operational BI are now turning 
their attention to management and ongoing im-
provement of their BI-supported BPs.

At the same time, the BPM field is also fo-
cusing on process-related “intelligence”, after 
a decades-long experience in management and 
improvement of operational BPs. In fact, the so-
called BP-intelligence is currently considered to 
be as one of the key research and practical chal-
lenges in BPM (BPM, 2010).

Therefore, trough their own independent prac-
tices, both fields - operational BI and BPM - have 
reached the point of convergence – operational 
BPs. However, as this research confirms, their 
current considerations of the BI and BPM inte-
gration, in the context of operational processes, 
has been very limited, and simply reduced to 
the technical integration between BI and BPM 
systems. This is in spite of the recent industry 
reports that recommend the BPM-related initia-
tives, such as redesign of BI-supported processes 
that bring positive results without any additional 
IT investment. “Process is often an overlooked 
part of CRM and in many cases all that CRM 
technologies have done is taken out old, broken 
processes and made them run more efficiently” 
(Gartner, 2009b, p. 2).

As more and more BI and BPM practitioners 
and researchers start to investigate the operational 
BPs, it is becoming quite clear that their respec-
tive views and disciplinary understandings of the 
fundamental concepts, such as “business process”, 
“business intelligence” or even “business process 
intelligence”, are very different, and often mutu-
ally inconsistent, as illustrated later in the paper.

This research aims to open a further discussion 
between the BPM and BI communities, as well as 
to make an important contribution towards setting 
up a foundation for the interdisciplinary research 
and practice across these two, up to now, quite 
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divergent business fields. The paper describes 
an ongoing research project that focuses on or-
ganizational patterns of BPM and BI integration, 
aiming to raise an awareness of process-thinking 
and its applications in the BI context, among the 
BI practitioners and researchers alike.

Taking a holistic approach, this exploratory 
case-based research aims:

• To identify and analyse the existing or-
ganizational patterns of BI and BPM 
integration.

• To illustrate how process-thinking and 
principles and practices of BPM, could 
be used to address some of the typical BI 
problems that were observed in the case or-
ganizations, and

• To propose possible new integration pat-
terns of integration and combine them in a 
theoretical framework.

The main research contributions include the 
proposed theoretical framework, founded in the 
related research in BPM, BI and human-centered 
KM, as well as an evolving set of the integration 
patterns. This work also aims to inform the cur-
rent BPM and BI practice as follows. First of all, 
it offers an evolving road map of BI and BPM 
integration, that could used for the knowledge 
sharing purposes among practitioners, as well as 
to raise their awareness of the current and the next 
possible stages of their integration journey. This 
research also aims to bring the BI-practitioners 
up-to-date with the latest thinking in the BPM 
field, helping them to avoid the costly process 
of “reinventing the wheel” and/or repeating the 
same mistakes.

This paper illustrates that “BI-organisations”, 
as described by Wixom and Watson (2010), do not 
need to be at a high level of BPM maturity, or even 
have a systematic BPM in place, in order to start 
to benefit from process-thinking. Even more, we 
argues that further opportunities for business value 
creation could be discovered through systematic 

analysis of organizational (non-technical) aspects 
of BPM and BI integration, especially in terms of 
strategy alignment, human-centered knowledge 
management and ongoing improvement of BI 
supported processes.

RELATED WORK

As already stated, very recent BI industry reports 
confirm a growing interest in BPs, especially in 
relation to business value creation. ‘The greatest 
value of BI comes from being increasingly em-
bedded within the business processes themselves” 
(Chaves-Sanz & Al-Awamy, 2009, p. 4). Similarly, 
Williams and Williams (2003), confirm the link 
between BI-related value creation and different 
types of BPs, especially management processes 
that impact on the operational processes, as well 
as within those operational processes themselves. 
According to Imhoff and White, (2009), one of 
the ten mistakes to avoid when implementing BI 
applications is assuming that operational BI is 
just a technical solution. They state recommend 
to the BI implementers to tie their BI applications 
with operational business processes. (Imhoff & 
White, 2009). The importance of BPs is further 
reinforced by the BI maturity models, such as the 
one proposed by Eckerson (2004), especially for 
the organizations aiming to implement enterprise-
wide BI initiatives.

However, the BI-organisations interested to 
learn how to increase the value of their BI ap-
plications through BPM are bound to discover, 
very soon, that the actual concept of a “BP” is too 
generic to inform their process-related thinking, 
let alone guide their integration efforts. As the 
BPM practitioners know too well, BPs range from 
highly repetitive and routine, to highly creative 
design processes. Furthermore, they exist at dif-
ferent organizational levels and contribute to the 
value chains in different ways, some as primary 
(core) and some as supporting processes. BPs also 
includes different types of decisions that need to be 
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made on the bases of process-related data, relevant 
at different stages of process execution. Some of 
these decisions could be fully automated, while the 
others require human judgment. Without a deep 
insight into the exact nature of their processes, BI 
practitioners will continue to reduce BPM to fully 
automated rule-based BPs, or limit their process-
related thinking to the workflows or any other BP 
automation technology. BP automation was the 
main focus of the BPM field in early 90s and the 
experience they have accumulated in the meantime 
has enabled BPM-practitioners to evolve their 
practices beyond process automation. However, 
in spite of their increased awareness, judging by 
the current trade literature, the BI community is 
yet to take the full advantage of the current devel-
opments in the BPM field, especially the holistic 
approach to understanding and managing different 
types of BPs. The skill level required to take a 
more holistic approach to business performance 
that goes beyond BI, is still quite low (Conway 
& Vasseur, 2010).

At the same time, the view held by the BPM 
field appears to be equally limited when it comes 
to the current developments in the BI field, espe-
cially in relation to operational BI. The emerging 
focus on BP Intelligence (BPI), tends to reduce the 
richness and complexity of enterprise-wide data 
used in BI, to process-related data, captured by 
the BPM systems. The evidence could be found in 
the leading BPI-related workshops and academic 
literature, see for example (BPM, 2010). The state-
ment made by Grigory (2004) is still valid. “For 
many companies, achieving operational BI simply 
means viewing operational data from their primary 
ERP system, namely SAP” (Grigory, 2004, p. 322). 
However, “many organizations now realize that 
the business processes and tools – such as ERP 
and CRM- that had provided transactional effi-
ciencies and operational excellence are no longer 
enough” (Conway & Vasseur, 2010, p. 35). This 
is certainly the case of BP-related intelligence 
provided by these tools.

The evidence is now emerging that the BI 
organisations, able to combine these two fields, 
especially their organisational aspects, is already 
experiencing positive outcomes. For example, 
the Inaugural Gartner BI Excellence award for 
Asia Pacific went to the packaging company 
that identified the BP improvement as the key 
driver of their award-wining BI implementation 
(Gartner, 2009c).

Even when interested to integrate their BPM 
and BI efforts in a more holistic way, companies 
will find very little guidance in the existing litera-
ture, both professional and academic. Apart from 
recognising the importance of such integration, 
the current trade press, both in BI and BPM fields 
do not provide any systematic guidance, let alone 
theoretical frameworks and methodologies.

The same observation applies to the current 
academic research, both in BI and BPM fields, 
especially within the Information Systems (IS) 
community. This was confirmed in a very com-
prehensive literature review, conducted in this 
project, of more than 3000 research articles, 
published by the leading IS journals (A and A+), 
IS-related specialist journals and IS conferences, 
over the last five years. This review indentified 
a very large research gap. Excluding the papers 
that only mention BPs in the BI context and vice 
versa, BI and BPM integration has been broadly 
discussed, only by few IS research papers, more 
as a side point and always from a single perspec-
tive (BPM or BI). This confirms that the area of 
BPM and BI integration, so far, remains virtually 
unexplored by the IS researchers. The same re-
search also confirmed the side point that BI-related 
research is yet to be taken by the mainstream IS 
research, while BPM has already made its way 
into the IS world.

Looking from the research perspective, we 
argue that the problem of BPM and operational 
BI integration is now becoming an important mul-
tidisciplinary IS research problem. Based on the 
research presented here, we also argue that solu-
tions cannot be found in the individual disciplines 
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alone, or even through possible applications of 
frameworks and methods known in one discipline, 
to the problems found in the other. These much 
needed integration frameworks and systematic 
methodologies require the socio-technical rather 
than the IT perspective, creating opportunities to 
address the widely known problem of IS relevance, 
as identified by many prominent IS researchers, 
such as (Davenport & Markus, 1999; Benbast & 
Zmud, 1999; Baskerville & Myers, 2004; Rose-
man & Vessey, 2008).

The research presented in this paper targets this 
important research gap while aiming to provide 
an evolving road map to practitioners to guide 
their integration efforts from a cross-disciplinary 
perspective.

ORGANISATIONAL INTEGRATION 
OF BPM AND OPERATIONAL BI: 
LOOKING BEYOND TECHNOLOGY

Given the above described limitations, found and 
confirmed, in both disciplines, it is not surpris-
ing that companies interested in the BI and BPM 
integration, focus predominantly on its technical 
aspect. Very often their integration efforts are 
vendor driven, and therefore, focus on a particular 
BI or BPM system and its capabilities.

Without any doubt, technical integration is a 
complex problem that, for many organizations is 
yet to be solved. At the same time, when solved 
properly, it helps organizations to “turn insights 
into actions”, resulting in significant efficiencies, 
increased responsiveness and cross-organisational 
visibility (Indart, 2006). Driven by the need to gain 
a better insight into operational BPs and provide 
a better decision-support within these processes, 
technical integration efforts will continue, espe-
cially in organisations where BPM and BI are 
perceived to be technical disciplines.

However, by focusing solely on the technical 
integration, organisations are yet to reach the “sum 
that is greater than its two parts”. More importantly, 

the non-technical aspects, if not managed properly, 
could significantly reduce the full potential and 
usefulness of any BI application. This is because 
BI systems are transformational in nature (Gart-
ner, 200b). Ideally, they should co-evolve with 
organisational practices. In other words, the more 
the systems are used and the more the experiences 
are shared, the more intelligence is likely to be 
derived from this experience.

The question is where to start in our quest 
to go beyond technology? This research argues 
that the starting multidisciplinary point should be 
decisions and the associated knowledge require-
ments, rather than data or processes, as often 
promoted by the individual disciplines. In essence, 
BI focuses on decision making and consequently 
tends to be, task- rather than process-oriented. 
At the same time, each task, human-centered or 
computer-supported, could be also seen as a step 
or a component of a higher-level BP. Following 
this logic, it is possible to conclude that the as-
sociated BPs provide the high-level context for 
BI-supported decision making tasks. Therefore, 
this is the link between decisions and BPs.

As any other organizational processes, these 
BI-supported BPs need to be managed and con-
tinuously improved. One could argue that BP 
improvement efforts should not be affected by 
the underlying BP-support technology, BI tools 
included. Therefore, BI users should be able to 
simply select and apply the most appropriate BP 
improvement methodologies, already available in 
the BPM field. However, based on the research 
presented here, we argue that this is not the case 
with all BI-supported operational BPs. As illus-
trated later in the paper, BI changes the nature of 
work for the process participants, providing better 
insights and more opportunities for their work to 
become more knowledge intensive. Consequently 
some BI-supported BPs, if they are knowledge 
intensive, call for a different type of improvement 
methodology, with more emphasis placed on the 
experiential knowledge of the process participants 
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and human-centered knowledge processes, com-
bined with decision making processes.

Even the very nature of BPs (e.g., highly 
repetitive or knowledge-intensive) and their 
overall “positions” in an organisation’s value 
chain, will also determine the most suitable BI 
tools that should be used within these processes. 
For example, primary BPs, especially if they are 
customer-facing processes, will require different 
type of operational BI than the supporting BPs, 
especially in terms of their data and decision 
latency requirements.

Even the nature and the average volume of 
business transactions, competitiveness of the given 
industry and organisation’s competitive strategy 
need to be considered during the integration proj-
ects. For example, for companies competing on 
the bases of product differentiation, their need for 
BI integration will be very different than for those 
competing in highly commoditized industries. In 
the later case, a better customer insight provided 
by BI, will offer opportunities for differentiation 
on the basis of process efficiency, and to some 
degree BI-enabled process personalization, even 
with very large volumes of transactions.

Finally, as both BI and BPM independently 
seek to align their strategies with the overall busi-
ness strategy, their individual strategies should be 
also mutually realigned. For example, the BPM 
strategy typically considers the overall enterprise 
BP architecture, describing the ways different 
cross–functional BPs fit together at the enterprise 
level. The BI strategy also looks at the big picture of 
enterprise-wide cross-functional integration, but 
through the lenses of data, rather than processes. 
Data- versus process-centric cross-functional 
integration paradigms make the process of BI and 
BPM strategy realignment very challenging as it 
may require change of the long-held disciplinary 
mind sets. This, in turn, creates new challenges for 
multidisciplinary-focused training of the BI and 
BPM practitioners, to enable knowledge sharing 
and co-creation of new practices. This cannot be 
achieved by simply sending BI-practitioners to the 

training courses designed for BPM practitioners 
and vice-versa. This point will be illustrated later 
in the paper.

All these factors need to be considered by 
organizations interested to integrate their BPM 
and BI organizational efforts beyond technology. 
In fact, we argue that these considerations should 
come first, even for the companies initially focused 
on technical integration. The next section sets the 
required foundations.

THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS

This section aims set the theoretical foundations 
for the proposed multidisciplinary research, by 
introducing the relevant theoretical frameworks, 
found in the fields of BPM, process-related KM 
and BI. These individual frameworks will be later 
combined into the proposed multidisciplinary 
integration framework.

A Holistic Model of BPM

From an earlier focus on technologies for BP au-
tomation and BP reengineering, BPM has evolved 
into a management practice that increasingly 
focuses on business value creation, via ongo-
ing BP improvement and innovation, supported 
by BPM-enabling technology (Gartner, 2008a). 
Moreover, in very recent times, BPM has been 
increasingly seen as one of the key enablers of 
organizational agility (Desouza, 2007). BPM 
is now considered to be a holistic management 
practice, defined as “a structured approach that 
employs methods, policies, metrics, manage-
ment practices and software tools to manage and 
continuously optimize an organisation’s activities 
and processes (Gartner, 2008a, p. 3).

In general, a BP could be seen as a set of 
coordinated activities/tasks, guided by the or-
ganizational policies and procedures towards a 
shared business goal. It is very important to point 
out that the coordination patterns, even the indi-
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vidual tasks and/or process participants cannot be 
always fully determined in advance, for all BPs. 
Consequently, BPM technology includes a wide 
range of systems, from workflow automation 
to very complex systems, designed to provide 
user-driven support for ad-hoc communication, 
collaboration and coordination, required, for 
example, by design BPs.

As already noted, BPM leaders are increas-
ingly adopting a holistic approach, aiming to (re)
establish, the often missing link between orga-
nizational strategy, BPs and technology. While 
strategy defines the overall organisational goals 
and directions for value creation, the actual busi-
ness value is created and delivered to customers 
via BPs, supported by technology.

In fact, the latest world-wide survey of BPM 
practitioners, conducted by the BP Trends – the 
largest BPM community in the world - confirmed 
that the problem of “Defining the relationship 
between Strategy and Processes,” continues to be 
one of the key BPM-related problems for 40% of 
their respondents (BP Trends, 2010).

There are already several notable examples of 
the holistic models currently used in BPM. For 
example, the holistic BPM model proposed by Har-
mon (2007) encompasses four highly intertwined 
organisational components: strategy, people, BPs 
and technology. The strategy component includes 
the enterprise-level process architecture, issues 
related to process-related performance measure-
ment and the overall BPM governance. The BP 
component includes methodologies for process 
design and ongoing improvement. The people 
component includes BPM related knowledge 
management, training and BP ownership issues. 
Finally, the technology component includes BP 
support systems, both specialized BPM systems 
as well as the other IT applications used to sup-
port the individual tasks and process participants.

The holistic BPM models, such as Harmon’s, 
are very important as they provide theoretical 
frameworks that could be used by organisations 
to better understand the interconnected nature 

of different components and adopt the systems 
perspective when analyzing the effects of BPM-
induced change, beyond processes.

The Knowledge Dimension of BPs

The holistic BPM model has resulted in an 
increased recognition of the knowledge and 
experience people develop, use and share, while 
participating in all phases of the BP lifecycle. 
In response, BPM has started to evolve beyond 
routine and highly repetitive processes to include 
knowledge-intensive BPs and strategies for 
process-related Knowledge Management (KM).

More mature BPM organisations are now 
looking for strategies to better leverage human 
capital in all types of BPs. This is because all of 
them can be a nexus for capturing and creating 
knowledge (El Sawy & Hosefek, 2003). The 
so-called emergent work practices are becoming 
common, because most of the simple tasks have 
already been automated or soon will be (Davenport 
& Prusak, 1998).

Looking from the KM perspective, it is pos-
sible to observe that all BPs combine, to some 
degree, both explicit and tacit knowledge, as 
originally defined by (Nonaka, 1993). The ex-
plicit knowledge can be written down, easily 
shared with other people within the same context. 
Examples include well structured work operating 
procedures. On the other hand, tacit knowledge 
comes in the form of the “know-how”, mental 
models and insights typically developed through 
the accumulated experience. Consequently, it is 
very hard to externalise and impossible to capture 
and codify. Over time and with the accumulated 
experience, some aspects of this knowledge get 
externalized into the organizational practices, 
often termed the experiential knowledge.

For many years, KM research and practice 
followed the so-called Technology-Push model 
of KM, as identified and critiqued by (Malhotra, 
2005). This model is based on the basic idea that 
technology could be used to capture, codify and 
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store the required knowledge, and then transfer 
(send) it to the user who needs it, at the right point 
of time. However, there is strong evidence that, in 
spite of the extensive investments in the very so-
phisticated knowledge-management systems, this 
approach fails to deliver business value (Malhotra, 
2004). The fundamental problem is in its underly-
ing mechanistic, information-processing model 
of KM, which “obscures and denies the socially 
constructed nature of knowledge” (Newell et al., 
2002, p. 212). Furthermore, people who design 
and build the KM systems often have inaccurate 
view of how people actually use knowledge 
in their jobs (Pfeffer & Sutton, 2000). This is 
especially the case with the tacit component of 
this knowledge. Consequently, “the codifica-
tion process for the richest tacit knowledge in 
an organisation is generally limited to locating 
someone with knowledge, point a seeker to him/
her and encourage them to interact” (Davenport 
& Prusak, 1998, p. 34). Some of these valuable 
KM lessons certainly apply to the repositories of 
organizational BPs that could be also considered 
as highly-specialised, process-related knowledge 
repositories.

BPs that involve complex decisions and are 
therefore, knowledge-intensive, confirm the need 
for the Strategy-pull model of KM, introduced 
by Malhotra (2004). This model is based on the 
organisational processes, founded in a synergistic 
combination of data and information-processing 
capacity of information technology, and the 
creative and innovative capacity of humans 
(Malhotra, 2004). These processes are guided or-
ganizational strategy, and are, in fact, knowledge-
intensive BPs.

In summary, even though it is not always 
considered during the BPM projects, knowledge 
is an integral part of any BP. However, as Smith 
and McKeen (2004) pointed out, it is still not clear 
how to best integrate knowledge management 
more thoroughly into BPM and this continues to 
be a significant research and practical challenge 
in both KM and BPM fields.

Linking Decisions and Information

The third theoretical framework used in this re-
search, comes from the BI field and was recently 
proposed by Davenport (2008), based on a very 
comprehensive study of the relationships between 
information and decisions in 27 organisations. The 
main objective of this study was to investigate how 
organisations ensure that decisions are made on 
the basis of the best possible information and that 
the right information is gathered and analysed to 
support decision processes. The study has resulted 
in a framework describing three different types of 
relationships: loosely-coupled, structured human 
and automated, as well as a four step process for 
a better alignment of information and decisions. 
The indentified relationships where then associ-
ated with the corresponding types of information 
environments, briefly described here. A more 
detailed analysis is provided in (Davenport, 2010) 
and (Davenport, 2008).

Loosely-Coupled Information 
Environments

According to Davenport, this is the most common 
approach used in BI. Required information is 
made broadly accessible to analysts and decision 
makers, along with the tools to analyse it. As this 
information is intended to inform a wide range of 
possible decisions, its use is based on individual 
initiative and not predetermined by any procedures 
or models. Davenport (2008) argues that in this 
context new approaches are required to provide 
much more support, than simply make the required 
information available. But at the same time, more 
structure or automation may not be appropriate or 
necessary, in this particular environment, given 
the information needs of decision makers.
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Structured Human-Decision 
Environments

In these environments decisions are still made 
by human professionals, but the information 
environment is designed “to provide the specific 
information and other process resources needed to 
make better decisions faster” (Davenport, 2010). 
Compared to the loosely coupled ones, these 
environments focus on a particular decision and 
aim to offer a tailored support. Due to the cost and 
complexity involved, Davenport (2010) recom-
mends this approach only for the critical decisions.

Automated Decision Environments

These environments provide the closest link be-
tween information and decisions than any other 
environment. Here, decision making is fully au-
tomated, e.g., delegated to the rule-engines, while 
humans take care of the exception handling. The 
main objective is to make the decision making 
process very efficient. Obviously, this also means 
that all information needs need to determined in 
advance and captured by the rules.

Davenport argues that the above three environ-
ments should be used to guide any organisational 
implementation of BI applications. More precisely, 
in order to select the right tools for a particular 
type of environment, it is necessary to focus on the 
critical decisions that need to be made and thor-
oughly analyse their information requirements.

A Theoretical Framework for 
BPM and BI Integration

This section describes a theoretical framework, 
depicted by Table 1 that has been used to guide 
our exploratory research of the organizational 
patterns of BI and BPM integration, taking a 
holistic approach.

In order to capture the relationship between 
processes and knowledge for different types of 
BPs, the proposed framework starts from the 

model of process/knowledge continuum, previ-
ously described by Harmon (2007). The process/
knowledge continuum distinguishes between 
simple procedural processes, performed by ordi-
nary workers, more complex processes performed 
by knowledge workers from those performed by 
experts, typically with ten or more years of pro-
fessional expertise.

Compared to Davenport’s framework for link-
ing decision and information, our research goes 
one step further. It aims to link types of processes 
and types of decisions made in the context of 
these processes and then, via these decisions, 
link processes with information needs. Rather 
than starting from the disciplinary perspectives 
and considering data, processes or decisions, our 
approach starts from the concept of knowledge, 
enabling us to take a multidisciplinary perspec-
tive. In other words, the proposed framework is 
designed to describe various patterns of relation-
ships between processes and decisions, that, when 
combined with Davenport’s framework, enables 
us to link processes and information. This was all 
made possible by a careful consideration of the 
associated knowledge requirements of the decision 
maker in the context of a given BP.

The proposed framework goes beyond combin-
ing the foundation frameworks. The synthesis of 
Harmon’s and Davenport’s framework is extended 
by the multidisciplinary concepts such as the 
integrative BI/BPM- enabled strategy, not found 
in any of the disciplinary ones.

Furthermore, this framework enables us to 
gain new insights related to the most appropriate 
decision/information environment for the given 
type of BPs or even its data and decision latency. 
These issues are not typically considered during BP 
improvement projects and taken into account when 
determining the most appropriate BPM support.

The main characteristics of three different types 
of BPs are briefly described as follows:
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Simple, Procedural BPs

These processes have been investigated by the 
BPM community for decades and are well un-
derstood and well supported by the existing BPM 
systems The BI field brings in better customer 
insights to the equation, enabling more efficient 
processes to be created and better monitored for 
different categories of customers. Even though 
these BPs, do not offer any new BPM or BI re-
search challenge, beyond what is already known 
in the respective fields, they are included in the 
framework, because the BI community tends to 
reduce all BPs to this category, and also to highlight 
their knowledge components that may be lesser 
known to BI and BPM professionals.

Procedural BPs are best described as routine, 
highly structured, repetitive processes. Examples 
from the BI field include rule-based BPs designed 
for different customer segments. They involve 
predominantly explicit knowledge and highly 
structured decisions with deterministic outcomes. 
Human expertise is typically required when deal-
ing with exceptions.

When human expertise could be reduced to 
a set of rules, then a fully automated decision 
environment is highly appropriate. While this is 
already made possible by workflow technology, 
the added value of combining it with BI, enables 
creation of a much more comprehensive customer 
profile, to the extent that is not currently possible 
by BPM systems alone. This, in turns, enables 

Table 1. A holistic framework for BI and BPM integration 

BP Complexity
(Harmon, 2007)

Simple Procedural BPs More complex processes Very complex (practice ori-
ented) processes

Main Characteristics
(Harmon, 2007)

A step-by-step sequence 
Few Rules or decision points; 
Well defined subject matter

A branching sequence; Many 
rules or decision points; a less 
well defined subject matter

Sequence defined by process; 
heuristic and guesses; evolving 
subject matter

Types of work* Routine Knowledge work Experts’

BI-related examples Rule-based BP automation ac-
cross different segments

Customer-facing BPs in service 
industries;

Design of customer experi-
ence, design of data quality 
methodology

Decision Type Highly structured Semi-structured Unstructured

Knowledge Intensity Knowledge-intensive processes

Types of process-related 
knowledge

Predominantely explicit Explicit & Experiential Predominantely experiential:

BP imrovement methodolo-
gies (El Sawy, 2003)

Traditional methodologies 
focusing on control-flows, 
procedural rules

Knowledge-based, decision 
centered

BI/BPM enabled strategy BP efficiency across different 
segment

Value –add services for the 
chosen segments

BI/BPM enabled innovation

BP performance monitoring Measures related to process 
efficiency and control:

Measures related to process 
effectiveness expresed in terms 
of KPIs and learning

Decision –information envi-
ronment

(Davenport, 2010)

Automated decision 
.environment (e.g., segment-
based)

Automated and structured deci-
sion environment

Loosely coupled decision 
environment

Integrated BPM/BI support Segment driven decision and 
BP automation

Situated decision support Collaborative environment; 
agile support

BI/BPM training Focus BPM for BI Human-centered Knowledge 
sharing strategies

Action learning/reflective 
practice
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companies to compete on the basis of process 
efficiency, but adopt different efficiency require-
ments for different customer segments.

As these BPs are procedural and highly-
structured, they are highly suitable for the tradi-
tional BP improvement methodologies that focus 
on the coordination aspects, represented by the 
control flows and decision aspects, represented 
by procedural rules. For organisations using the 
rule-based engines to automate decision making, 
ongoing management of decision rules, including 
consistency and completeness of the rule-base 
also involve non-technical challenges such as 
a systematic approach to governance of their 
rule-based system. Lessons from KM confirm 
that addition to giving tools to domain experts to 
enable them to model their own exceptions, it is 
also important provide initiatives for keeping the 
rules up-to-date, so they continue to reflect the 
process-related explicit knowledge.

More Complex BPs

By definition, these processes involve semi-struc-
tured decisions and situational decision making. 
A BI-related example includes customer-facing 
BPs in service industries. While in some cases, 
decisions involve predefined and deterministic 
outcomes, the challenge lies with the atypical 
cases where outcomes or even the processes 
to reach them, may not be well understood in 
advance. This is why they are considered on the 
case-to-case basis with a decision maker having 
to interpret a particular “situation” and determine 
situation-specific information requirements to 
make a decision accordingly. While in the case 
of procedural processes, these atypical cases are 
treated as exceptions, in the case of more complex 
BPs, such as case-handling processes, situational 
decisions make them knowledge-intensive.

The structured human-decision approach is 
highly suitable to support the data gathering and 
analysis phases of decision making (i.e. prepa-
ratory phases) within these BPs. For example, 

this enables a customer-facing officer to cre-
ate a 360-degree view of their customer. After 
a decision is made by the human expert, then 
typical cases will require fully automated deci-
sion approach, while atypical cases may require 
both structured human-decision approach and/
or fully automated approach. On the other hand, 
loosely-coupled information environments, while 
providing a customer-facing employees with more 
flexibility to explore information resources in an 
ad-hoc way, are very likely to impact on process 
performance and prolong a decision making time 
(i.e., data latency).

The experiential component of the process-
related knowledge makes design and implementa-
tion of an ongoing BP improvement methodology, 
suitable for this type of BPs, very challenging. We 
argue that such a methodology should consists of 
a set of human-centered knowledge processes that 
need to be enabled and facilitated to ensure knowl-
edge co-creation and sharing among employees. 
This is because of the evidence provided in the 
KM field that the experiential knowledge is best 
shared through collaboration, as discussed in the 
previous section of this paper.

Practice-Oriented BPs

By definition, these processes involve unstruc-
tured decisions and situational decision making 
processes, where the decision parameters as well 
as its outcomes are not known in advance. This 
type of decisions is typically found within emer-
gent BPs, such as for example, various design 
processes. In the BI field, examples include design 
of the overall customer experience or design of 
the most appropriate data quality methodology.

While a loosely-coupled information environ-
ment appears to be most suitable for this type of 
decisions, it is important to point out that these 
processes are often highly collaborative in nature. 
Consequently, the loosely coupled environment 
should be extended to support collaborative deci-
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sion processes or incorporated into collaborative 
systems.

Any methodology for improvement of these 
processes needs to ensure that practices co-evolve 
with technical solutions, to continue to enable 
agile process support. Even more, the chosen 
methodology also needs to evolve with the accu-
mulated experiential knowledge. Thus, the meth-
odology itself becomes a knowledge-intensive, 
practice-oriented BP at the meta level. As already 
pointed out, BP improvement methodologies for 
knowledge-intensive processes are one of many 
unexplored challenges of BPM (El Sawy, 2004).

Finally, regardless of the BP type and the 
underlying BPM/BI technology, any type of BP 
improvement is related to the ongoing training 
and organizational learning. While in the case of 
simple procedural processes, BP improvement 
projects could be delegated to the external BPM 
consultants, this practice should not be used in the 
case of knowledge-intensive processes, especially 
those supported by BI systems, for the following 
reasons. In addition to the process-related experi-
ential knowledge, these processes require access 
to, and ability to interpret data, make situated 
decisions and, in the case of structured decision 
environment, select the most appropriate tool to 
support decision making.

As already pointed out, BI systems are trans-
formational. Therefore, we argue that all BI-
supported BPs require different type of training 
that extends beyond typical skill-based training 
and features of the underlying BI/BPM system. 
While technical training is certainly necessary, it 
is not sufficient and needs to be extended to suit 
the needs of different types of BPs.

RESEARCH METHOD

The above described theoretical framework was 
designed and refined through several pilot studies 
in the case organizations currently using the BI 
(CRM) in the context of their customer-facing 

BPs. Following the recommendations made by 
Roseman and Vessay (2008), the initial appli-
cability check was performed through industry 
presentations given by the author, and in focused 
discussions with BI practitioners. Given the con-
stantly evolving nature of this project, as well as 
cross-organisational nature of its goals and objec-
tives, it became clear very early in the project that 
the applicability checks need to be performed on 
ongoing basis, preferably through industry forums 
rather than with individual organizations to capture 
and confirm the cross-organisational issues and 
integration patterns.

The refined framework has then been used 
over the past two years, to guide our exploratory 
research in the selected case organizations. In 
line with the exploratory nature of this research, a 
case study method that involved an interpretative 
approach was selected as the most appropriate to 
capture the corresponding contextual richness and 
complexity (Yin, 2003).

The case organisations that have been involved 
so far come from the financial, insurance, tele-
communication and retail industry sectors. Even 
though this project focuses on the BPM and BI 
integration, we decided to start from the BI end, 
rather than focus on the organizations currently 
involved in the BPM-related projects, as they may 
or may not be using BI applications.

The suitable case study organisations were 
initially identified and recruited through the links 
established with the help of Teradata University 
Network (TUN) as well as the Teradata and Mi-
croStrategy Asia/Pacific companies. TUN is the 
largest non-commercial world-wide community 
of BI/DW industry partners and university staff 
(TUN, 2006). Apart from recommending the suit-
able case organisations and facilitating the initial 
contact, the above named vendor companies were 
not involved in the research project in any way.

When making the decision about suitable 
case organisations, we decided to start from the 
case organizations already using operational BI 
applications, especially in the context of their cus-
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tomer-facing BPs, that are by nature, knowledge 
intensive and involve complex decision making. 
This is probably the most common case of BI/BPM 
integration among more mature BI organizations, 
with the associated processes ranging from fully 
automated procedural BPs to more knowledge 
intensive customer-facing BPs. However, it is 
important to point out that customer-facing BPs 
are not the only type of BPs that could benefit 
from BP/BPM integration, as later demonstrated 
by an example coming from the retail industry.

In order to capture the accurate reflection of 
the issues under investigation in this context, 
semi-structured interviews have been conducted 
with the available stakeholders involved in the 
target BPs, including BI managers. The questions 
asked were semi-structured but retrospective in 
nature aiming to investigate different stages of 
BI/BPM integration the case organizations went 
through as they matured in terms of technology 
and their understanding of their own BI-supported 
processes.

In addition, the current technologies used to 
create information environments were inves-
tigated with the help of domain experts in the 
context of different BP scenarios, especially the 
ones involving situational decision making. Quali-
tative data collected from different sources were 
compared and triangulated in order to identify the 
main characteristics of information environments. 
Qualitative data analysis was then performed by 
using the NVivo 7 software and data were ana-
lysed, from the KM, BI and BPM perspectives, 
taking a holistic approach.

RESEARCH FINDINGS

All case studies, conducted so far, have confirmed 
the importance of process thinking. Even in the 
case organizations that do not have formal BPM 
initiatives in place or use different terms to describe 
their process-related initiatives.

It is important to point out that so far, not a 
single organisation has been found that has fully 
integrated operational BI and BPM across all three 
types of BPs. Therefore, the framework, depicted 
by Table 1 represents a synthesis of issues and 
patterns, found in different organizations or in 
the related literature, especially in the case of 
the practice-oriented processes for the following 
reason. While a number of case organizations 
confirmed their current and future interest in 
practice-oriented processes, such as design of 
customer experience, we were unable to find 
the available case organizations that were sig-
nificantly involved in these Bps, well beyond the 
knowledge-intensive processes already captured 
by the framework, as represented by the middle 
column. Some BI managers shared their future 
plans to set up wiki-based collaborative environ-
ments to support, for example, knowledge sharing 
around customer experiences or even co-design of 
these experiences, a significant progress is yet to 
be made. However, even in those organizations, 
the framework was found to be useful to clarify 
what was meant by “customer experience” and to 
confirm that it could be described by a set of BPs, 
some more and some less knowledge intensive. 
The actual process of designing of the customer 
experience was indeed confirmed to be an example 
of practice-oriented, knowledge intensive process 
(as represented by the third column).

As originally intended, the proposed frame-
work has been used to facilitate knowledge elicita-
tion and identification of integration patterns in a 
very systematic way. As such, it was found to be 
very useful for both the researcher as well as the 
case organizations. It has been even more useful 
as a knowledge sharing and transfer tool, as it 
enabled clarification of the BPM-related issues 
and process-thinking. For example, it was used to 
establish a shared understanding of the issues being 
investigated, even in the cases where organizations 
showed their initial misunderstanding about the 
field of BPM and considered it to be workflow 
automation or BP Reengineering.
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A qualitative analysis of the accumulated 
data, so far, has already revealed the following 
important lessons.

BI and BPM are Still Perceived, 
and Widely Practiced, as 
Distinct Business Disciplines

As expected, process-thinking or process-
improvement initiatives were practiced under 
“knowledge management”, “best practice centres” 
“business innovation, and, quite often, completely 
outside of the domain of BI. In other words, major-
ity of the case organizations had independent BPM 
and BI teams, focusing on different organizational 
issues and working in isolation from each other. 
At the same time, the case studies have discovered 
examples of process-thinking and the efforts that 
could be classified as ad-hoc process improve-
ment, conducted by the BI teams, independently 
of their organizational BPM teams.

However, the case studies discovered very in-
teresting pockets of excellence and very advanced 
approaches to BI, KM and BPM integration. Those 
companies considered data, processes, decisions 
and knowledge as organizational assets - all linked 
to business performance.

The first example was found in a large service 
organization, in the context of their customer-
facing processes (or as they call them “value 
services”). These BPs were already automated 
via the embedded rule-based systems combined 
with workflows, for different segments of their 
customers, “to the extent they needed them to be 
automated”. As their competitors were increas-
ingly using the same approach, even implementing 
the same CRM system, this organization started 
focusing on different strategies to better leverage 
the experiential knowledge of their employees, 
and “inject it into their processes”. The main 
objective was to make their services more effec-
tive, but at the same time, harder to replicate by 
their competitors, even the ones using the same 
technology. As their services started to move 

along the process/knowledge continuum, towards 
more knowledge-intensive BPs, they turned their 
attention to end-to-end processes. Starting from 
the customer end, and taking the outside-out per-
spective, as currently recommended by BPM, the 
boundaries between their BPM and BI disciplines 
started to fade and are expected to fade even more 
in the future.

Another, even more advanced pattern of or-
ganizational BI/BPM integration, was found in 
a large distribution company, operating in a very 
competitive retail industry. This company was 
already using an enterprise wide BI system, well 
integrated with a mature ERP system designed 
to support their supply chain and automate the 
associated transactional BPs.

However, their key integration pattern was 
found beyond technology, but at the same time, 
was made possible by technology. Acknowledg-
ing that the store managers use their experiential 
knowledge to make decisions related to procure-
ment and distribution of goods, these decisions 
were recognized as the key components of their 
value chain. Rather than trying to externalise and 
codify their knowledge, this company decided 
to use their existing BI system to identify the 
best performers and then implement the human-
centered KM strategies to improve knowledge 
sharing and transfer among the best performers 
and their peers, across geographical boundaries. 
They are also planning to implement wiki-based 
collaborative environment to further support their 
growing community of practice and engage them 
in continuous process improvement that is very 
much ubiquitous to their work.

The BI manager of this company considers BI, 
BPM and KM as fully integrated disciplines, with 
their Human Resource (HR) strategies, being the 
key enabler for this integration. For example, they 
are used to encourage knowledge sharing and link 
it to employees’ performance. It is also important 
to note that the experiential knowledge, held by 
this organization, made this integration pattern 
very hard to replicate by their competitors, even 
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if they attempt the same approach. The key custo-
dians of this knowledge are their store managers, 
whose work has been recognized as “knowledge 
work”, confirming the transformational nature of 
the BI discipline.

BI-Supported BPs Do Create 
New Research and Practical 
Challenges for BPM

This research confirms that BI supported BPs, if 
they are knowledge intensive (as represented by 
the second and third column in the framework), 
do require a different type of BP improvement 
methodology, due to the complex decision and 
experiential knowledge involved. The previous 
case examples certainly support this finding.

The traditional BP improvement methodolo-
gies focus mainly on the coordination aspects, 
represented by the control flows and are largely 
model driven, modeling does not work in the case 
of semi-structured and unstructured decisions.
For example, modelling of all possible aspects of 
customer-facing processes beyond standard cases 
was largely perceived “to be a waste of time” by 
many case organisations and probably one of the 
reasons for the organisational BI/BPM divide. 
As one employee pointed out: “This is why we 
stay away from the BPM team – they want to 
model everything” (a quote from a large service 
organisation).

While various training methods are already 
available to improve the quality of decision making 
done by individuals, and, in this way, indirectly 
improve the overall quality of the associated BPs, 
they are still task, rather than process-oriented.

Based on the cases observed, we argue that 
an improvement methodology for BPs involv-
ing complex decisions and experiential knowl-
edge should consist of a set of human-centered 
knowledge processes. They should be carefully 
designed and facilitated to ensure knowledge 
co-creation and sharing among employees For 
example, the previously described retail company 

demonstrates an example of the so-called “self-
improving processes”, where employee-driven 
improvement, was enabled by carefully designed 
human-centered KM strategies. The above find-
ings certainly confirm the point made by El Sawy 
(2004) that the next wave of BP improvement will 
be knowledge based and new methodologies will 
be needed.

Process and Data-Oriented 
Paradigms are Complementary, 
and Should be Used to Provide 
the Alternative Perspectives 
to Disciplinary Problems, 
Whenever Possible

The BPM and BI fields come from two, fun-
damentally different organisational paradigms: 
data-centric and process-centric. Up to now, these 
two viewpoints have been often considered as 
incompatible, each with a long history of corre-
sponding organizational frameworks, models and 
practices. Technical integration, brought by the 
operational BI, has enabled systems integration 
providing, for example, a better use of data within 
processes, but did not influence their respective 
paradigms. It simply provided “the sum of the 
two”. However, this research argues that looking 
beyond the sum is very important, because the 
alternative ways of thinking about the same prob-
lems or the problems that have been traditionally 
considered as typical disciplinary problems, could 
lead to new solutions, not previously considered 
within individual disciplines.

For example, one of the case organizations 
was a large financial institution with a very well 
established DW. This organisation then got ac-
quired by another large organization, also with 
a very successful BI/DW unit of their own. One 
of the first challenges, that the new organization 
had to face, was to combine these two DWs that 
were originally designed to serve the information 
needs of two different functional units. Looking 
from the BI perspective, one could argue that this 
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is certainly a complex BI problem that requires 
data-integration and therefore a “data-centric” 
approach, well supported by the existing BI 
methodologies. However, considering high-level 
end-to-end processes, especially from the custom-
er-perspective, would provide this organization 
with the overall context of data integration and 
help them to better link it to the organizational 
value chain. Even more, the multidimensional 
data models, used by the original DWs, could 
also give a very good indication, which of the 
several end-to-end processes are particularly 
relevant and could be considered to guide their 
integration efforts.

This example illustrates another important 
point, related to the multidisciplinary nature of 
this and many other problems. In this particular 
case, the BI team may not consider the end-to-end 
processes and therefore, they may not be aware 
how these BPs could be used to inform their data 
integration efforts. At the same time, if asked to 
contribute, the BPM teams could simply proceed 
to map all or some end-to-end processes, not being 
aware that the multidimensional models, if exists, 
could be used to determine the most relevant BPs 
and even provide quite useful information for 
design of their as-is and to-be versions.

In other words, both teams would need to be 
aware of what they did not know, in order to borrow 
the relevant expertise from the other discipline. As 
they are always dealing with complex disciplinary 
problems, this cross-disciplinary knowledge may 
not be readily available. This is why the BI/BPM 
integration patterns collected and designed in this 
research, could be used to, at least, inform if not 
guide, the disciplinary teams to better combine 
their knowledge and achieve “the sum that is 
greater than the two”.

However, not all integration efforts require 
very deep insights into another discipline. Simply 
being aware of an alternative way of looking at 
the same problem, could bring new insights and 
possible improvements of the current approaches.

For example, data quality methodology that 
any organisation has, or should have in place, 
could be seen as a set of BPs. Similarly, DW/
BI governance processes are, indeed, complex 
BPs that needs to be designed, managed and 
continuously improved. This research confirmed 
that the proposed framework could be used to help 
organizations to better understand their existing 
DQM and DW/BI initiatives from the process-
perspective, and determine the exact nature of 
the associated BPs.

For example, in two case organisations, where 
the framework was shared with their respective 
governance and data quality teams, both con-
firmed that the process-perspective was a useful 
complement to their existing “home-grown” ap-
proaches. It also informed their thinking towards 
more systematic, process-centric initiatives they 
could implement in the future, in combination 
with their specialist methodologies.

BI Training Methods Should 
be Changed to Incorporate 
Process Thinking

So far, the training methods observed in the case 
organizations were predominantly tool oriented. 
Sending BI practitioners to the BPM training 
sessions, designed for BPM specialists, was not 
perceived as useful, necessary or suitable, due to 
their strong focus on process modeling, in most, 
if not all cases. This observation was confirmed 
by one of the BI managers, who had previously 
completed a BPM-related professional training, 
and did not believe that his team would benefit 
from the same training, even at the foundation 
level, but would benefit from process-thinking. 
Probably a similar argument could be discovered 
on the BPM side, if they were to attend training 
courses designed for the BI specialists.

For example, one case organization had imple-
mented a large call centre and organized a quite 
extensive training of their staff members, focus-
ing on the complex feature of the CRM system 
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they needed to use. This was certainly the most 
important foundation step. However, having in 
mind that they were going to be involved in the 
customer-facing, knowledge intensive processes, 
systematic methods for knowledge sharing and 
transfer of process-related knowledge could also 
be incorporated into their subsequent training ses-
sions. This would help them not only to continue 
to improve their competency base, but to integrate, 
in a very ubiquitous way, process improvement 
efforts into their organizational learning.

As already stated, this research aims to identify 
the patterns of process thinking that could to be 
offered to the BI practitioners and integrated into 
their training, especially at the non-technical level, 
to make them aware of the further opportunities 
that lie at the cross-roads of BI, BPM and KM 
disciplines.

The Importance of BPM and 
BI Levels of Maturity

Probably the most important finding for the com-
panies just starting their BI journey, is that they 
do not need to be at the higher levels of BI or 
even BPM maturity, in order to start incorporating 
process-linking into their practices.

For example, one case organization was still 
at the reporting stage but planning to implement 
operational BI in the future. Even though it did 
not match the original requirement of this research 
project as it did not have operational BI in place, it 
was later included as a case organization for two 
reasons. They were available and keen to hear 
about process-thinking and decide if it could be 
useful even in the early stages of their journey 
and to a relatively new and less experienced 
team. From the research perspective, this case 
provided an opportunity to test if the higher level 
of maturity was needed in order to benefit from 
process thinking.

Their main BI problem was related to “too 
many reports being generated, but most of them 
not used”. They had a BI application that made 

user-generated reports easy to post and then share 
with, and reused by, the other users with similar 
information needs. However, the reports were 
not reused, even though they were perceived as 
relevant and important, by their originators.

The proposed framework was also found to be 
useful in this case as it gave them an idea to look 
at the high level processes within which these 
reports were used or could be used, and then anal-
yse the needs for knowledge sharing based on the 
knowledge components of these processes. Even 
though the framework did not provide a solution, 
and that was never intended, it gave this team an 
alternative way to analyse their knowledge and 
information needs and then decide to what extent 
they were met by the provided reports.

Furthermore, very simple, human-centered 
knowledge sharing strategies could be also de-
signed to enable sharing of these reports. How-
ever, they would be only useful if the knowledge 
component, of the high level processes, within 
which these reports needed to be used, included 
experiential rather than simple procedural knowl-
edge, regardless of the complexity of the designed 
reports.

This example did confirm that organizations 
do not need to be at the high level of BPM and 
BI maturity to apply process-thinking to their BI 
problems. However, further research is required 
to confirm if the improved maturity of the indi-
vidual BI-supported processes is likely to increase 
the levels of the organizational BPM, or even BI 
maturity over time.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

While the issue of BPM and BI integration is 
becoming more and more important, especially 
with the very recent raise of operational BI, 
current integration efforts remain mostly at the 
technical level. As technical solutions are becom-
ing more prevalent, the focus is shifting towards 
non-technical (i.e., organizational) issues as the 
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next frontier of BI/BPM integration, especially 
among the BI leaders.

This paper adopts a holistic BPM view to in-
vestigate patterns of integration across strategy, 
processes, people and technology components. 
By combining the outcomes of ongoing multi-site 
exploratory case studies, this research aims to 
create an evolving map of integration issues and 
patterns to guide organisations in their integration 
efforts, while making research contribution to both 
BPM and operational BI fields.

As Watson (2008) pointed out, BI companies 
that engage in ongoing improvement of BI-
supported processes are likely to experience more 
benefits from their BI applications. However, 
this research confirmed a very low awareness 
of process-thinking and BPM-related opportuni-
ties among the BI practitioners. Consequently, it 
aims to raise our collective awareness and start 
an ongoing discussion between the two com-
munities, setting foundations for researchers and 
practitioners interested to further explore the op-
portunities that lie at the cross roads of these two, 
up to now, divergent disciplines. Our current and 
future work involves more exploratory case stud-
ies in different service organizations, in particular 
practice-oriented processes and opportunities for 
BI applications in this context.
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Chapter  8.17

ABSTRACT

Organizational memory, the knowledge gained 
from organizational experience, has significant 
potential for competitive advantage. Many authors 
in the knowledge management and human resource 
management literatures consider mentoring to be 
a particularly effective method of transferring 
organizational memory. In addition, older workers 
are often considered ideal mentors in organizations 
because of their experience and alleged willingness 
to pass on their knowledge to less experienced 
employees. There is an associated assumption 
that these workers also anticipate and experience 
positive outcomes when mentoring others. This 

chapter considers whether these assumptions hold 
up in the workplaces of the 21st century, particularly 
within Western countries. Individualistic cultural 
norms and some discriminatory practices towards 
older workers, along with a changing career con-
tract that no longer guarantees employment in one 
organization for life, may discourage knowledge 
sharing in organizations. This chapter discusses 
the constraints and motivations that may operate 
when older experienced workers consider men-
toring others. It considers relevant global and 
organizational cultural characteristics that may 
influence mentoring to transfer knowledge, and 
accordingly suggests strategies for those eager 
to capitalise on the knowledge experienced em-
ployees possess.
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INTRODUCTION

“A survey of human resources directors by IBM 
last year concluded: “When the baby-boomer 
generation retires, many companies will find 
out too late that a career’s worth of experience 
has walked out the door, leaving insufficient 
talent to fill the void…” 
Special Report: The Ageing Workforce, Econo-
mist, February 18th-24th, 2006 (p.61)

In many countries, people are retiring earlier 
than ever before and the retirement of the baby 
boom generation (born 1946-1964) over the 
next two decades signals a decline in the work-
ing populations of many developed countries. 
Accompanying this trend is the potential loss of 
organizational memory, and the subsequent loss 
of competitive advantage. When employees retire 
from an organization, it may be straightforward 
to replace their job-related knowledge, skills and 
abilities; but it is much more difficult to replace 
the organization and industry related knowledge 
gained from experience.

The aging workforce phenomenon has gen-
erated a number of publications in the human 
resource management literature. These are aimed 
at helping organizations encourage older em-
ployees to work for as long as possible, together 
with suggestions on how to effectively harness 
the knowledge, skills and abilities of the older 
worker (e.g. Critchley, 2004; DeLong, 2004; 
Hankin, 2005; Hedge, Borman & Lammlein, 
2006; Lahaie, 2005). Some specifically address 
the threatened knowledge management crisis that 
may accompany the loss of experienced workers 
(e.g. DeLong, 2004). These writers also tend to 
consider mentoring in organizations as a way of 
both ensuring vital knowledge transfer while also 
accomplishing the continued engagement of older 
workers who will feel valued for their expertise 
and knowledge. It is seemingly a win-win approach 
for all concerned.

Underlying this perspective are several as-
sumptions:

1.  The ability to create, identify, capture and 
transfer organizational memory equates to 
competitive advantage for companies.

2.  Older workers have valued knowledge and 
experience, and are significant repositories 
of organizational memory.

3.  Older workers are particularly amenable to 
passing on their knowledge to others in the 
organization.

4.  Older workers anticipate, and are more 
likely to experience, positive outcomes from 
mentoring others.

The knowledge management literature has 
given substantial focus to the contribution that the 
creation, identification, capture and transference of 
knowledge makes to an organization’s competitive 
advantage (e.g. Cross & Baird, 2000; Kransdorff 
& Williams, 2000; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995; 
Stein, 1995, Zack, 1999). However, as Argote 
and Ingram (2000) point out, “more effort has 
gone into identifying knowledge as the basis for 
competitive advantage than into explaining how 
organizations can develop, retain, and transfer 
that knowledge”(p.156). This may be one reason 
why the above assumptions have escaped closer 
examination.

The purpose of this chapter is to critically 
examine these assumptions, and discuss if they 
are still relevant for the workplaces of the 21st 
Century. Workplace cultures have changed con-
siderably. The massive organizational downsizing 
and restructurings of the late 1980s and 1990s 
have affected the psychological contract between 
employee and employer. In particular, organiza-
tions can seldom guarantee life-long employment 
for workers and this may negatively influence 
the loyalty and commitment that experienced 
employees have for their organization (Barth, 
McNaught & Rizzi, 1993).
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Along with changes to the psychological 
contract, experienced workers are often (but not 
exclusively) in their mid to late career when con-
sidered suitable for mentoring others, and as such 
may be subject to less than ideal working condi-
tions that may constrain their desire to mentor. 
In some organizations and cultures, they can be 
the target of both positive stereotypes (e.g., they 
have experience and are loyal to the organization), 
and negative stereotypes (e.g., they have outdated 
skills and are not so eager to learn), (Barth et al., 
1993; Hummert, Garstka, Ryan & Bonneson, 
2004; Sterns & Miklos, 1995). Their careers may 
have stagnated resulting in reduced access to and 
motivation for training and development activities, 
some workplaces may value formal credentials 
over the knowledge and skills gained “on the 
job”, and they face continuing time demands 
at work that often preclude them from offering 
“extra-role” behaviours like mentoring (Davey, 
2003; Davey & Cornwall, 2003; OECD, 2006). 
These may contribute to quite a different scenario 
concerning the experienced workers motivation 
to mentor others, and points to several costs and 
benefits that these workers might perceive in 
passing on their knowledge. Furthermore, western 
cultures may be particularly at risk as the pres-
ence of individualistic norms has the potential to 
undermine the relational infrastructure that may 
enhance knowledge sharing (Bright, 2005).

The chapter contributes to the discussion 
among knowledge management and human re-
source management researchers and practitioners 
regarding the transfer of organizational memory 
for competitive advantage within the context of an 
aging workforce. It will consider characteristics of 
both global and organizational cultures that may 
affect the transfer of organizational memory, and 
employee motivations to mentor. Our hope is to 
go beyond the prescription of “mentoring” as the 
general panacea for transferring organizational 
memory and the means to engage experienced 
employees, by suggesting other motivations that 

may be operating when experienced employees 
are called upon to share their knowledge.

AN AGING WORKFORCE AND RISKS 
TO KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

Over the next 25 years, the working-age popula-
tion of Europe is projected to fall by almost 50 
million due to the retirement of members of the 
baby-boom generation born between 1945 and 
1964 (New Zealand Department of Labour, 2002). 
All OECD countries are expecting the numbers 
of elderly within their populations to grow and 
their working population to decrease. Falling fer-
tility rates mean that fewer new workers will be 
coming through to replace retiring workers, and 
the number of people retiring will soon exceed 
those entering the workforce (OECD, 2006). 
Within the United States, the number of workers 
in the over 55 group is expected to grow at four 
times the rate of the overall workforce (Alley 
& Crimmins, 2007). While not every company 
reflects this demographic trend (Capelli, 2003), 
some industries are more at risk than others are. 
One third of the workforce engaged in the United 
States energy industry for example, are aged over 
50, and this age group is expected to increase by 
25 percent by 2020 (Strack, Baier & Fahlender, 
2008). Organizations are slowly waking up to 
the implications of this trend, but there is a fear 
that this frequently occurs only after experienced 
workers have “walked out the door” (The Econo-
mist, February 18th, 2006). When an age cohort 
representing a large proportion of the working 
population are exiting around the same time, as is 
the case of the anticipated retirement of the ‘Baby 
Boom” generation, there is even greater impact.

ORGANIZATIONAL MEMORY

Organizational memory, the knowledge gained 
from “experience” within a particular work 
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context, consists of “stored information from an 
organization’s history that can be brought to bear 
on present decisions,” (Walsh & Ungson, 1991, 
p.61). Employees, individually and collectively, 
represent knowledge “repositories” (Walsh & 
Ungson, 1991) or knowledge “reservoirs” (Argote 
& Ingram, 2000). The content of organizational 
memory broadly encompasses “organizational 
beliefs, knowledge, frames of reference, models, 
values and norms; as well as organizational myths, 
legends and stories” to the more explicit “formal 
and informal behavioural routines, procedures 
and scripts,” within companies (Moorman & 
Miner, 1997, p. 92). DeLong (2004) referring to 
the threat to knowledge management that an ag-
ing population poses, refers to this organizational 
memory as (potentially) “lost knowledge” for 
organizations. He categorises the content areas of 
this knowledge as “human knowledge” or techni-
cal expertise, “social knowledge” (knowledge of 
relevant social networks), “cultural knowledge” 
(or organizational expertise) as well as the more 
explicit knowledge or “structured information” 
within organizational rules, regulations and 
routines.

Organizational Memory and 
Competitive Advantage

Through their knowledge base, organizations can 
differentiate themselves from their competitors 
(Argote & Ingram, 2000). Organizational memory 
represents the potential for competitive advantage, 
by providing a store of knowledge gained from 
experience that current organizational members 
can draw on in their practice (Cross & Baird, 
2000; Stein, 1995). In this way, it is a resource, 
for solving problems (e.g. Cross & Baird, 2000), 
the development of best practices (e.g. Rulke, 
Zaheer, & Anderson, 2000; Szulanski, 1996), 
decision-making and company strategy, (e.g. 
Neustadt & May, 1986; Zack, 1999), and for 
product and service innovation (e.g. Moorman 
& Miner, 1997). According to Johnson and Paper 

(1998) mechanisms for organizational memory 
have the potential to enhance learning from his-
tory (e.g. Neustadt & May, 1986), to help the 
organization to avoid repeating past mistakes, as 
well as to remember what contributed to success, 
and as such are a significant means of sustaining 
competitive advantage.

While organizational memory offers much 
for competitive advantage, there are several ac-
knowledged potential drawbacks of which to be 
mindful. These include concerns about selective 
memory, denial of lessons learned, tunnel vision 
(or inflexibility in decision-making), and mainte-
nance of the status quo when change may lead to 
more effective methods (Johnson & Paper, 1998; 
Kransdorff & Williams, 2000; Stein, 1995).

Organizational memory consists of both explic-
it and tacit knowledge (Bryant, 2005; Kransdorff 
& Williams, 2000). Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) 
consider explicit knowledge largely impersonal, 
easily articulated and generally independent of 
context (e.g. operating instructions and proce-
dures); compared to tacit knowledge, which is 
“subconsciously understood and applied, difficult 
to articulate, and developed from direct experi-
ence” (Zack, 1999, p.46). Tacit knowledge has 
both a cognitive dimension concerned with beliefs, 
traditions and other shared mental models; and a 
technical dimension incorporating skill and know-
how which is largely context dependent (Stephens, 
Bird & Mendenhall, 2002). Tacit knowledge, is 
sometimes referred to as procedural knowledge 
and/or implicit memory which is most simply, 
“how to” knowledge, and is difficult to articulate 
and yet which is evident in improved performance 
(Anderson, 2000).

Some suggest that, while not exclusively so, 
tacit knowledge is more pertinent than explicit 
knowledge to the concept of organizational memo-
ry and its potential for competitive advantage (e.g. 
Kransdorff & Williams, 2000). In general, tacit 
or implicit knowledge as Nonaka and Takeuchi 
(1995) define it, is hard to articulate and is depen-
dent on context and face-to-face communication 
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in the telling. This makes it resistant to imitation 
and movement across organizational boundar-
ies, and explains why tacit knowledge resources 
within an organization specifically equate to 
competitive edge.

The term “tacit knowledge” is sometimes also 
applied (if erroneously) to information that is 
not written down for other reasons. Zack (1999) 
suggests that in some cases knowledge is labelled 
“tacit” only because it has not yet been articulated 
or simply because it is potentially sensitive and 
considered threatening to the social and cultural 
status quo of the organization. Social knowledge 
of who actually holds relevant knowledge or influ-
ence may differ in reality to who has the authority 
‘on paper’. However this too has relevance for 
competitiveness, as knowledge considered too 
sensitive within the culture of one organization 
may be legitimised by another, resulting in the 
latter’s gain in competitive advantage over the 
former (Zack, 1999). There are those who argue 
that any split between explicit and tacit knowledge 
is artificial, recognising that all knowledge has 
its tacit dimensions (Leonard-Barton & Sensiper, 
1998; Polanyi, 1966; Rulke et al., 2000).

All knowledge resulting from the lessons the 
organization and its members have learned in the 
past is significant for competitive edge. Accord-
ing to Cross and Baird (2000) the explicit and 
tacit knowledge held by individual and groups 
of employees is crucial to organizations’ capacity 
to solve problems and innovate, contributing to 
competitive edge. They argue that while orga-
nizational memory can be stored in non-human 
repositories like computer databases, and policy 
and procedure manuals, as well as work processes, 
employees often turn to trusted and capable col-
leagues first for information. A study by Rulke 
et al., (2000) supported this emphasis on the 
importance of relational sources of information 
within organizations.

Mentoring to Transfer 
Organizational Memory

While aspects of organizational memory can be 
resistant to transfer beyond organizational walls, so 
can it prove challenging within the organization’s 
walls. According to Zack (1999), the transfer of 
tacit knowledge is mostly achieved through face 
to face interaction with the use of conversation, 
stories and the sharing of personal experiences, a 
view shared by many, (e.g. DeLong 2004; Droege 
& Hoobler, 2003; Lahaie, 2005; Leonard & Swap, 
2005; Linde, 2001; Swap, Leonard, Shields & 
Abrams, 2001). Storytelling in particular is a 
tool mentioned frequently when transferring ex-
periential knowledge. Linde (2001) suggests for 
example, that “stories provide a bridge between 
the tacit and the explicit, allowing knowledge to be 
demonstrated and learned,” (p. 163). The consen-
sus that interpersonally intensive methods point the 
way to effective knowledge transfer emphasises 
the importance of relevant talent management 
strategies, which can comprise one of the most 
enduring sources of competitive advantage for 
companies (Heinen & O’Neill, 2004).

Mentoring is an interpersonal relationship 
mentioned frequently when discussing appropri-
ate modes of transferring organizational memory. 
According to DeLong (2004), mentoring and 
coaching are “probably the most effective ways 
of directly transferring critical implicit knowledge 
from one individual to another” (p.107). Mentoring 
relationships represent the ideal context for build-
ing strong ties (e.g. Granovetter, 1973) that facili-
tate the transfer of complex information (Hansen, 
1999). In accordance with this, Swap et al. (2001) 
suggested mentoring offers an opportunity to pass 
on technical skills, and information about organi-
zational practices, and to convey knowledge and 
understanding of organizational norms, values and 
traditions, and the power structure undergirding 
organizational practice. Dytchwald, Erickson 
and Morison (2006) acknowledge the place of 
mentoring to both harness the knowledge and 
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experience of older workers while also developing 
the organizational capabilities of less-experienced 
workers. Surprisingly the mentoring literature 
itself has been slow to focus on the knowledge 
transfer purpose and value of mentoring for or-
ganizations (Bryant, 2005).

OLDER WORKERS, 
ORGANIZATIONAL MEMORY AND 
MENTORING: ASSUMPTIONS

Older Workers and 
Organizational Memory

There is an expectation that older workers as a 
group have the appropriate characteristics to be 
ideal mentors. This assumption appears repeatedly 
throughout the theoretical literature on mentoring 
(e.g. Kram, 1985) and in the literature regarding 
the management of older workers (e.g. Beehr & 
Bowling, 2002; Critchely, 2004; Hedge et al., 
2006). Kram’s (1985) early work on mentoring 
stated that the “older worker” was able to provide 
wisdom to both teach other workers and to help 
shape organizational policy. Beehr and Bowling 
(2002, p.236) also write of older workers that “their 
experience, contacts, and knowledge” means they 
are resourceful mentors for the less experienced 
in the organization and provide further value to 
the organization through advisory roles to the 
organization’s decision-makers. Hedge et al. 
(2006) suggest that the mentoring role publicly 
values the experience of older workers. Critchley 
(2004) argues that the skills and qualifications of 
new workers cannot compete with the knowledge 
gained from experience that older workers typi-
cally hold.

Employers also readily value the experience 
that older workers offer, although there is some 
ambivalence here (Barth et al., 1993). O’Donohue 
(2000) found that employers generally believed 
that older workers have valuable expertise that 
may be lost to the organization on their retirement, 

with “useful experience” the most commonly cited 
attribute of older workers (83% of respondents) 
followed by a “strong work ethic” (62%) and 
“client knowledge” (56%). This assumption is 
so strong in general that Hummert, et al., (2004) 
suggest that older workers can help themselves 
at work by leveraging off this “positive age 
stereotype”. They are encouraged to emphasise 
their age group’s (and by association, their own) 
experience and maturity, particularly when it 
comes to working in political positions in their 
organizations.

Who is an older worker? Chronological 
definitions focus on a particular age (Sterns & 
Doverspike, 1989). For example in the United 
States the Job Training Partnership Act and the 
Older Americans Act define older workers as 
those aged 55 years and over, although the Age 
Discrimination in Employment Act regard age 
discrimination as applying to anyone over the 
age of 40 (Rothwell, Sterns, Spokus & Reaser, 
2008). Some chronological definitions of the older 
worker relate to proximity to retirement age (e.g. 
Fraccaroli & Depolo, 2008) but this is problem-
atic in times when governments are abolishing 
mandatory retirement ages. Chronological age 
is a poor predictor of aging-related behaviours, 
and definitions and meanings assigned to the 
aging process vary culturally (Pecchioni, Ota 
& Sparks, 2004). Functional aspects of aging 
physical, cognitive and social also vary accord-
ing to chronological age (Baltes & Baltes, 1990; 
Nussbaum & Baringer, 2000).

In terms of organizational memory, experience 
resulting from tenure in a particular occupation 
and/or organization (Walsh & Ungson, 1991), as 
well as level of responsibility within an organiza-
tion (Walsh, 1995) becomes salient. Older workers, 
due to their greater job and organizational tenure, 
tend to gravitate to upper level positions in their 
organization (Barnes-Farrell & Matthews, 2007). 
Their tendency for long tenure is well documented, 
and has both positive (e.g. they find a greater fit 
over time with their job and organization, and are 
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more loyal than younger workers) and negative 
(e.g. they are afraid of leaving their positions as 
they age as they fear their chances on a competitive 
job market) explanations (CROW, 2004).

However, this generalisation is open to chal-
lenge. As Pecchioni et al., (2004) point out, “the 
assumption that senior-level individuals in an 
organization are older, and junior-level individuals 
are younger is quickly becoming a blurred line,” 
(p.186). Employers acknowledge not all older 
workers have the experience required to be ef-
fective mentors (whether this is an evaluation of 
quality or quantity was not specified), and recruit 
mentors based on relevant experience rather than 
age (McPherson, 2008). For our purposes how-
ever, while we do not doubt that younger workers 
have areas of expertise and knowledge, the focus 
of this chapter are experienced workers of the 
Baby-Boom generation (born 1946 – 1964) and 
those born prior to this period.

Older Workers and 
Willingness to Mentor

Alongside the recognition given to older workers 
(in general) for their experience there seems to be 
an assumption that they are particularly motivated 
to pass on their knowledge to less experienced 
employees (e.g. Levinson, Darrow, Levinson, 
Klein, & McKee, 1978; Kram, 1985). Career 
development theories have come to acknowledge 
the mentor role as being a predictable occurrence 
at mid-career onwards, possibly acknowledging 
the tenure and positions of responsibility that 
contribute to the acquisition of organizational 
memory. In Dalton, Thompson and Price’s (1977) 
four-stage model of professional career develop-
ment, for example, acting as a mentor is a key role 
in stage three. This is congruent with Erikson’s 
(1963) work on “generativity” and echoed by 
Levinson, et al., (1978). Through the concept 
of “generativity”, Erikson (1963) proposed that 
mature adults take a role of leading, teaching and 
nurturing the generations after them.

Generativity is a force believed to emerge 
around mid-life, expressed in a variety of activi-
ties and settings including work and professional 
contexts. In the workplace, Levinson et al. (1978) 
outlined the value older and more experienced 
employees had as mentors to less experienced 
workers. Employees in mid-to late career are 
thought to be less tied to extrinsic rewards (e.g. 
pay, promotion) and more influenced by intrinsic 
motivations, including the drive to leave a legacy 
for following generations (Erikson, 1963; Kram, 
1985). While, generativity seems to suggest a 
unique motivation for mentoring others in the 
workplace at mid-career and beyond, pragmatical-
ly, Kauffman (1982) suggests that an employee’s 
financial preparedness for retirement may in fact 
be the overriding influence on the significance 
they attach to intrinsic and extrinsic rewards. This 
may be particularly so in times when economic 
dependence ratios are putting pressure on pension 
and superannuation schemes.

Furthermore, it does not necessarily follow that 
generativity, as a mentoring motivation will result 
in the transference of work related knowledge. 
Kram (1983, 1985) suggested two broad mentor-
ing functions, ‘career related’ and ‘psychosocial’ 
mentoring. Career related mentoring consists of 
the mentor offering the protégé advantageous 
exposure, protection, coaching, challenging as-
signments and sponsorship in their relationship. 
Psychosocial mentoring includes functions such 
as counselling, friendship, role modelling and 
acceptance.

Subsequent research has identified that these 
two main functions (career-related and psycho-
social mentoring) are not always present in equal 
quantities, and that there are individual differ-
ences in the mentoring functions offered in each 
relationship. Allen and Eby (2004) for example, 
found that male mentors reported providing more 
“career” mentoring to their protégés while female 
mentors provided more “psychosocial” mentoring. 
Darwin (2004) proposes that individuals high in 
‘nurturance’, ‘authenticity’ and ‘approachability’ 
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(as evaluated as pertinent to mentoring by proté-
gés) are more likely to be altruistic and relational, 
and therefore more likely to offer psychosocial 
mentoring. Alternatively, Darwin suggests, men-
tors high in ‘competence’ (characterised by skill, 
experience and knowledge; informative teaching 
and the giving of sound advice) are likely to be 
task-focused and contribute more to job-related 
and career mentoring. While workers at mid-career 
and beyond may have the altruistic motivation of 
generativity to mentor, this may not necessarily 
include the types of mentoring that ensure the 
transfer of organizational memory.

Older Workers and 
Mentoring Outcomes

The human resource management literature sug-
gests that not only are experienced workers more 
amenable to mentoring others, they are also most 
likely to experience positive outcomes from doing 
so. Kram (1985) suggests that mentoring enables 
the mentor at mid-career onwards to get in touch 
with aspects of their past youth, and may facilitate 
their transition to retirement by giving opportunity 
for them to reflect on their career as they pass on 
their knowledge to others. More recently Dytch-
wald et al. (2006) also point out that mentoring 
others should rejuvenate those in mid-career. Of-
fering older workers the opportunity to mentor is 
considered a way of valuing them and encouraging 
employment longevity (e.g. Barnes-Farrell and 
Mathews, 2007; Beehr & Bowling, 2002; Hedge, 
et al., 2006). As such, the opportunity to mentor 
seems a general ‘cure-all’ for keeping workers 
at mid-career and beyond engaged in their work. 
There is little consideration of possible negative 
outcomes and possible constraints to mentoring 
for this group.

WILLINGNESS TO 
MENTOR: RESEARCH

Mentoring research bears out the influence pro-
social variables like altruism and empathy have 
in the motivation to mentor others (Allen, 2003; 
Allen, Poteet & Burroughs, 1997; Aryee, Chay 
& Chew, 1996; Ragins & Cotton, 1993; Ragins 
& Scandura, 1999). Whether older workers tend 
to favour these altruistic tendencies compared to 
younger employees appears difficult to call. In-
deed, Allen et al. (1997) suggest that those more 
interested in personal growth and development 
will be more likely to mentor others, and do not 
claim an association for these personal charac-
teristics with age.

While it has been suggested that there is 
likely to be a curvilinear relationship between 
age and the willingness to mentor others, with 
a peak at mid-career e.g. Kram, 1985), a study 
by Ragins and Cotton (1993) found a negative 
linear relationship between these variables. They 
found tenure to have a similar negative relation-
ship, while conversely organizational rank had a 
positive relationship with willingness to mentor. 
Participants with higher organization rank and 
participants with less organizational tenure were 
more likely to signal an intention to mentor, and 
anticipated fewer difficulties with doing so. Ragins 
and Cotton speculated that workers with less tenure 
may be more idealistic towards mentoring, and/
or as a group, it is more likely that they would 
have recent experience of mentoring which con-
sequently may have inspired their own mentoring 
goals. Alternatively, those with less organizational 
tenure may also be more ambitious to advance in 
the organization, and see mentoring as one way 
of achieving this end. Ragins and Cotton saw the 
relationship between rank and willingness to men-
tor as support for the idea that mentoring tends 
to be a mid-career activity through the positive 
relationship between age and advancement.
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The negative relationship between tenure and 
willingness to mentor would seem to be surprising 
considering the assumptions about experienced 
workers and mentoring. Ragins and Cotton (1993) 
suggested this effect might be a symptom of the 
career plateau that can occur with the greater 
tenure that also equates to “experience”. Allen, 
Poteet and Russell (1998) too found support for 
a relationship between hierarchical career plateau 
in an organization, and age and tenure, probably 
a result of finding fewer promotions available. 
Cross and Baird (2000) suggest that ironically, 
sometimes knowledgeable employees begin to 
stagnate in their career as their organizations con-
tinually exploit their known expertise at the cost of 
developing their skills in other areas. The employee 
“stalled” in their career may consequently have 
negative feelings toward the organization, and be 
reluctant to contribute beyond the requirements of 
their role. Older employees who themselves have 
never been a mentor or protégé may also be resis-
tant to these initiatives (Ragins & Cotton, 1993). 
They concluded that their study suggests, “Prior 
experience in mentoring relationships, position 
and rank may be better predictors of willingness 
to mentor than simply age or tenure” (Ragins & 
Cotton, 1993, p108).

Research has identified individual differences 
when it comes to the costs and benefits of men-
toring from the mentors’ perspective (Ragins & 
Cotton, 1993; Ragins & Scandura, 1994, 1999). 
While Ragins and Cotton (1993) found both 
males and females shared similar intentions to 
mentor, females perceived more drawbacks and to 
mentoring than males (e.g. greater visibility with 
potential for negative exposure), reported less time 
availability to mentor; and regarded themselves as 
not sufficiently qualified to mentor. However, a 
later study of male and female executives (Ragins 
& Scandura, 1999) found both groups to have 
similar perceptions of expected costs and benefits 
in mentoring, indicating the role of organizational 
rank (and possibly the recognised organizational 
memory those with rank may have (c.f. Walsh, 

1995) in the willingness to mentor others). It may 
also suggest that those without higher position 
in the hierarchy may fear their knowledge and 
experience is somehow inadequate to pass on to 
others. The costs and benefits identified provide 
a useful framework for future research to identify 
the specific outcomes that older workers anticipate 
in mentoring others.

ORGANISATIONAL 
MEMORY TRANSFER AND 
CONTEXTUAL ISSUES

The findings discussed above should signal an 
alert to human resource management researchers 
and professionals. They raise the possibility that 
experienced workers may not be so enthralled 
with the idea of mentoring others and passing on 
their knowledge as is often assumed. The costs 
and benefits of mentoring also allow for a more 
realistic appraisal of the specific constraints 
and motivations around mentoring than just the 
positive outcomes promoted. Consideration of 
the changing nature of work, and careers, as 
well as aspects related to the context of an aging 
workforce, suggest other reasons to revisit past 
assumptions, as do cultural considerations – both 
global and organizational.

The New Career Contract

The nature of the workplace and career has changed 
substantially since the early work on mentoring 
in the workplace (e.g. Erikson 1963, Levinson 
et al., 1978; Kram, 1985). This has resulted in a 
significantly altered psychological contract (Rous-
seau, 1995) that could influence the older workers’ 
willingness to mentor. In many cases older expe-
rienced employees entered the workplace when 
‘one career for life’ and even ‘one organization 
or job for life,’ were norms (Barth et al, 1993). 
These both ensured continuous organizational 
tenure (and therefore organizational memory and 
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the accompanying resources to pass on to others); 
as well as contributing to the employees’ sense 
of loyalty to the company, that may have resulted 
in a willingness to mentor. Large-scale organi-
zational restructuring and downsizing, typical of 
the late twentieth century, may have eroded these 
expectations. Companies once able to make the 
promise to employees that ‘the company will take 
care of you,’ and provide life-long job security, 
retreated to offering merely employment security 
(employment, but not necessarily in the same job), 
to withdrawing guarantees of either (Harrington 
& Hall, 2007).

In times when job markets are highly com-
petitive, or in organizations that have a highly 
competitive culture, workers are encouraged to 
have a different approach to their knowledge or 
“human capital” and the competitive advantage 
it can mean for them individually (McInerney & 
Mohr, 2007). This has direct implications for the 
future of mentoring, as Geisler (2008) points out, 
“managers and professionals are weary of divulg-
ing their ‘tricks of the trade’ and their knowledge 
of the political and social processes that helped 
to elevate them to their position and keep them 
there” (p.241). Many countries are now relaxing 
or have relaxed compulsory retirement age regula-
tions, meaning that the older experienced worker, 
especially in cases where they have not prepared 
sufficiently well financially for their retirement, 
may need to protect their niche and reap the fi-
nancial benefits of working longer.

The Context of an Aging Workforce

In addition to the changing nature of work, certain 
workplace attitudes and treatments of older experi-
enced workers may also constrain their willingness 
to mentor others. In the human resource manage-
ment and related policy literature, several themes 
consistently arise that negatively impact on older 
workers and may discourage work longevity, and 
these too may potentially discourage willingness 
to mentor others.

Ageism and Poor Access to Training

At the policy level, the OECD (2006) report “Live 
Longer, Work Longer” identifies as troubling 
the “negative perceptions about the capabilities 
of older workers to adapt to technological and 
organizational change”(p.10). It suggests that this 
may result in the depreciation of the older work-
ers’ human capital by others in the organization, 
as well as in the mind of the worker concerned. In 
many countries, employers hold negative expec-
tations about older workers and their ability and 
willingness to keep up with technological change 
and to continue learning (Davey & Cornwall, 
2003; McGregor & Gray, 2002; OECD, 2006) 
and as suggested, older employees themselves 
often share this belief (McGregor & Gray, 2002). 
For example, older and younger workers have 
exhibited differences in learning rates (Czaja & 
Sharit, 1993; Kubeck, Delp, Haslett & McDaniel, 
1996). However, Kubeck et al. (1996) note that 
there was greater variability in performance with 
age which justifies the need to evaluate older 
workers as individuals rather than members of 
their age cohort.

While employers and older workers may 
share some of these stereotypes about learning 
performance, there are differences between the 
groups in regards to how willing older workers 
are to engage in training and development. While 
employers seem to doubt that older workers are 
willing to up-skill, there is some evidence that 
older workers themselves lament their lack of 
development opportunities (McGregor & Gray, 
2002). As a result, there is a widening gap between 
job demands and the opportunities to learn new 
skills to meet these demands for older workers.

Consequently, age related stereotypes about 
the ability to train and to master technology reput-
edly have a significant role in limiting the older 
workers’ access to training. According to Maurer, 
(2007) stereotypes can result in the older worker 
being denied entrance to training and development 
opportunities, and secondly (and less overtly) 
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that they may receive little support or even be 
discouraged from participating in the training 
events that are open to them. Perceived discomfort 
with technology may particularly prevent their 
inclusion in some training programmes (Brooke 
& Taylor, 2005). Older workers themselves may 
start to question their own ability to learn, or the 
appropriateness of learning to their age and stage 
of life, a version of the self-fulfilling prophecy 
(Maurer, Weiss & Barbeite, 2003). Finkelstein, 
Allen and Rhoton (2003) suggest that older 
workers may internalise this, feeling that because 
they are “experienced” they should not need the 
guidance and support or development including 
being mentored themselves, when this kind of 
developmental support may be justified in some 
cases, (e.g. working in a new job context or learn-
ing new skills).

Lack of access to training and development 
has definite implications for potential mentors. 
Experience as a mentor and/or protégé relates 
positively to the willingness to mentor others 
(Allen et al., 1997), so the lack of involvement 
in developmental relationships even as a protégé 
may restrict the pool of willing mentors. Secondly, 
poor access to training and development may result 
in the conclusion that the organization does not 
support the experienced worker and may dampen 
any enthusiasm they have to reciprocate in a men-
toring role (Ragins & Cotton, 1993). Finally, poor 
access to training for some can send a message 
about these workers to others in the organization. 
Some protégés may not be willing to have a mentor 
who appears stalled in their career, even if they 
do have considerable experience.

The lack of access to training can become a 
vicious cycle for experienced workers of any age, 
and their organizations. According to Higgins 
and Kram (2001), seniority no longer instantly 
equates to organizational value. Life-long learning 
is the currency of the new career (Harrington & 
Hall, 2007). If employees, for any reason, are not 
included in training events, this is both limiting 
for the individual’s capacity to prepare for current 

and future career demands, and their companies’ 
ability to adapt to change.

Credentialism

Older experienced employees may experience a 
further depreciation of their knowledge and skills 
due to the value placed on formal educational 
qualifications in labour markets. The validation 
given in the workplace to formal qualifications is 
not always extended to the knowledge and skills 
gained through experience (Davey, 2003; Davey 
&Cornwall, 2003). Livingstone and Sawchuk 
(2004), for example, while documenting the 
learning practices of working-class people across 
several industries, found that interviewees valued 
formal education not only for the credentialing it 
gives in the labour market, but for the compara-
tively higher self-esteem it gives in the workplace.

In many cases, older workers will have received 
their skills training “on-the-job” and thus lack the 
formal qualifications that younger workers have 
(Davey, 2003). The experience-based nature of 
organizational memory may predispose older 
workers to discount their knowledge compared to 
formal qualifications (Davey & Cornwall, 2003). 
Depending on their own comfort level with new 
technologies, these workers may fear that their 
knowledge is mostly obsolete in the face of new 
technological advances. This perceived deprecia-
tion of their knowledge resources may result in a 
reluctance to mentor others. Ironically, the lower 
than average educational qualifications held by 
older workers has been cited as a reason why some 
employers invest little in their continued training 
(OECD, 2006), creating a vicious cycle.

Time Demands

Perceived lack of time to mentor may also restrict 
experienced workers and again older workers 
in particular, from mentoring others. Cranwell-
Ward, Bossons and Gover (2004) note that the 
time commitment involved is the most frequently 
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acknowledged mentoring constraint. Some groups 
may signal this more than others, for example, 
Ragins and Cotton (1993) found women reported 
they had little time available to mentor. Older 
workers tend to seek opportunities to work less 
rather than more (e.g. Barth et al., 1993), and may 
be more resistant to involvement in mentoring 
initiatives unless time is allocated in some way 
for the purpose. While older workers may be more 
inclined to seek ways of achieving generativity in 
their lifestyle, demands from contexts external to 
work (e.g. family and community responsibilities) 
may mean that this motivation is acted out largely 
in those domains, to the cost of available time and 
energy for mentoring others in the workplace.

MENTORING AND CULTURAL 
IMPLICATIONS

A culture can be defined as the shared charac-
teristics of a group (e.g. norms, values, beliefs, 
symbols and traditions) that make them unique 
(Gudykunst & Ting-Toomey, 1988). These char-
acteristics in turn guide our interactions with each 
other, including the way we value older people (or 
not) in our groups (Ting-Toomey, 1999). Culture 
can be discussed at both the organizational and 
global level.

Global Cultures

Not all countries faced with an aging workforce 
also face the issues outlined above that may 
discourage older workers from sharing their 
knowledge. Cultural differences may mean that 
the identified threats are not as applicable to all. 
Japan for example is (along with Finland, Sweden, 
Switzerland and Luxembourg), one of the oldest 
workforces in the world (Pecchioni, et al., 2004). 
Japan leads the world for the proportion of older 
people which make up its population (Rothwell 
et al., 2008), and is influenced by collectivist 

norms and values (House, Javidian, Dorfman, & 
Gupta, 2004).

The cultural differences between East and 
West are often summed as the difference between 
collectivism (East) and individualism (West) 
(Pecchioni et al, 2004). Eastern cultures are char-
acterised by action towards group goals whether 
organizational, family or societal, (House et al., 
2004; Kim & Yamaguchi, 1995, Triandis, 1995). 
There are basic power inequalities based on status 
and age demonstrated in social interaction (Hofst-
ede, 1991; Pecchioni, et al., 2004), including the 
expectation that younger people show obedience 
and respect to older people (Kim & Yamaguchi, 
1995). Western cultures on the other hand stress 
personal rights (as opposed to group obligations) 
and along with individualism (Kim & Yamaguchi, 
1995; Pecchioni et al., 2004), value egalitarianism 
rather than unquestioned respect toward people of 
senior status. This has definite implications for the 
transfer of organizational memory and competitive 
advantage. Eastern cultural norms and values with 
their support of collective goals and their respect 
for older workers may give those organizations an 
advantage over Western cultures when it comes 
to establishing networks with knowledge “reser-
voirs” that enable knowledge flow.

While many aspects of mentoring appear to be 
universal, there seems to be cultural differences 
in the purpose behind mentoring relationships 
(Kochan & Pascarelli, 2003). Parsloe and Wray 
(2002) describe an “American style” which fo-
cuses on career-type mentoring or sponsorship; 
while a “European style” takes a developmental 
approach to the protégé, helping them to meet 
their learning goals. Bright (2005) summarised 
the view of mentoring in the East (Japan specifi-
cally) as “relationship based”, with mentoring in 
the West viewed more as “strategic”. Darling, 
Hamilton, Tokoyawa and Matuda (2002) studied 
mentoring processes among youth in both Japan 
and America and found many similarities. The 
major difference they found was that Japanese 
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youth identified the presence of more mentors in 
their lives than the American youth did.

Few studies have focused on the mentor’s 
willingness to mentor (Ragins & Cotton, 1993), 
and there is even less considering cultural differ-
ences in this area. However, Aryee et al., (1996) 
in a study involving a Singaporean managerial 
sample found that the motivation to mentor was 
predicted by the individual characteristics of 
altruism and positive affectivity, the situational 
characteristics of an employee development-
linked reward system and opportunities to interact 
on the job, and the interaction of both altruism 
and opportunities for interaction on the job. They 
questioned if such results could be generalised 
to Western cultures due to differences between 
collectivism and individualism. The question is 
valid as Moorman and Blakely (1995) found that 
when operationalised as an individual difference 
variable, collectivist values and norms predicted 
organizational citizenship behaviours in the form 
of interpersonal helping.

Of particular interest to knowledge manage-
ment initiatives across cultures is Bright’s (2005) 
comparison of mentoring from two worldviews 
representing East (Japan) and West (the United 
States and European countries). Bright consid-
ered Japan represented the ideal comparison to 
Western approaches because of its own existing 
versions of mentoring. The senpai (senior)-kohai 
(junior) relationship resembles mentoring in 
western countries for socialising and developing 
the junior employee in the customs, behaviours 
and competencies required in their role; while the 
oyabun (leader)-kobun (subordinate) relationship 
is similar to a western apprenticeship model, where 
the oyabun provides guidance and protection for 
the kobun, and assists them to find employment.

Bright (2005) suggests that Japan has several 
cultural characteristics that result in the long-
term emotional bonding between individuals to 
facilitate effective mentoring including:

1) the high value placed on continuity, 2) the high 
value placed on obligation and duty between indi-
viduals, 3) the notion of respect for elders, 4) the 
concept of seniors protecting juniors from failure, 
5) the predominance of working relationships 
based on personal, and not contractual bonds, and, 
6) the high degree of racial and gender congru-
ence in Japanese mentoring … which facilitates 
“strong tie” relationships between mentor and 
mentee. (p.334)

In contrast, Bright (2005) observed that West-
ern cultures encourage strategic mentoring initia-
tives that emphasise contractual bonds. Bright sees 
Western attempts at mentoring severely hampered 
by individualism which can result in competi-
tion rather than cooperation between mentor and 
protégé, short-termism in tenure resulting in the 
depletion of mentoring resources and trust, with the 
consequences of failure often borne by employees 
rather than their managers, engendering mistrust 
and suspicion. While both cultures face knowledge 
management risks brought on by the aging of 
their workforces, collectivist cultures may have 
the interpersonal infrastructure to offset potential 
knowledge threats by facilitating the transfer of 
organizational memory through mentoring, and 
thereby gain competitive advantage.

There are caveats. Moorman and Blakely 
(1995) suggest, “even though overall trends may 
exist within cultures towards one dimension or 
the other, there still may be variance within a 
culture....” (p.129). Therefore, not all members 
of collectivist cultures may share the same high 
degree of collectivism, and not all members of 
Western cultures necessarily share the trait of 
individualism to the same degree. As noted, West-
ern mentoring research has also shown altruism 
to predict mentoring (e.g. Allen, 2003; Allen, 
et al., 1997; Ragins & Cotton, 1993; Ragins & 
Scandura, 1999).

There is also some suggestion that organi-
zational cultures may not always reflect their 
wider culture in terms of norms and values. Mc-
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Cann and Giles (2006) in what they describe as 
the first cross-cultural (Thailand and the United 
States) research looking at intergenerational 
communication in the workplace found little dif-
ference in the (negative) views held by younger 
bankers towards older bankers between these 
countries in spite of norms of respect for older 
people particularly characteristic of one of those 
countries. Unexpectedly, Thai bankers consid-
ered others to be less accommodating in general 
(e.g. supportive and helpful) than did American 
bankers. McCann and Giles (2006) suggest that 
organizations differ from non-organizational in-
tergenerational contexts (like family) and this may 
explain their results. One explanation they see is 
cultural convergence resulting in “environmental 
changes, and their subsequent impact on societal 
norms and values,” that “could potentially hasten 
the blurring of certain cultural boundaries” and 
result in both countries seemingly alike in their 
“Westernization” (McCann & Giles, 2006, p. 98).

There is also some awareness in Eastern 
countries that the filial notions of respect for older 
adults may be changing to consist of politeness 
rather than obedience (Ingersoll-Dayton & Saeng-
tienchai, 1999) possibly indicating a drift toward 
Western values. Therefore, while Eastern cultural 
norms in general may afford some advantage to 
organizations in relational knowledge-sharing 
initiatives, this should not be generalised to all 
organizations within those cultures, for all time.

Organizational Cultures

Organizational cultures too are thought to in-
fluence the transfer of organizational memory 
through mentoring (Bright, 2005; Bryant, 2005; 
Cross & Baird, 2000; McInerny and Mohr, 2007; 
Nahapiet, Gratton, & Rocha, 2005). Bright (2005) 
questions if Western organizations can maximise 
knowledge sharing roles when they take such a 
contractual approach to mentoring rather than 
establishing the relational structures that may 
guide a more natural flow of knowledge sharing.

Building a relational culture is a common theme 
in literature that seeks to encourage the transfer 
of knowledge via mentoring. Bryant (2005) for 
example, found that higher perceived levels of 
peer mentoring were associated with perceptions 
of higher levels of knowledge creation and sharing. 
Cross and Baird (2000) suggest relationships that 
facilitate knowledge sharing often develop after 
individuals have participated in groups and/or 
on projects with one another. They consider this 
achieves two purposes: time working together 
builds the reciprocity and trust required to share 
knowledge, and secondly informs all participants 
as to the specific knowledge each holds.

Other cultural values also have impact. 
McInerny and Mohr (2007) suggest that in or-
ganizations where there is “an active interest in 
learning, innovation and continuous change,” 
that, “knowledge sharing in order to achieve the 
organization’s mission becomes routine,” (p.65). 
They echo Cross and Baird (2000) in emphasising 
an underlining trust in supporting knowledge man-
agement activities within organizations. Bright 
(2005) too suggests that a culture where senior 
management are willing to take responsibility for 
failures by protecting junior employees engenders 
more trust than those where company failure may 
lead to a pay-out for senior managers, in contrast 
to redundancy for their employees.

When intellectual property concerns arise, trust 
can provide reassurance for knowledge sharing ac-
tivities. Traditionally, McInerny and Mohr (2007) 
claim, rather than viewing knowledge sharing as 
an intrusion, knowledgeable employees willingly 
shared what they knew through conversation, 
mentoring, apprenticeships and formal teaching 
methods. They acknowledge, like Bright (2005), 
that short-termism works against trust, whereas 
(like Cross & Baird, 2000) a longer shared history 
between employees can build this vital component.

In competitive environments, McInerny and 
Mohr (2007) suggest that there are other mentoring 
benefits like recognition and status for the men-
tor that could be emphasised to employees. They 
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accept that when organizations have competitive 
rather than collaborative cultures, knowledge 
sharing will always seem risky. They suggest 
that specific benefits for mentors like recogni-
tion and status within the organization could be 
further emphasised along with the encouragement 
that sharing knowledge increases organizational 
power, and the power of those within it.

Nahapiet et al., (2005) agree that many orga-
nizations see people as being motivated primarily 
by self-interest, and that this belief runs counter to 
the cooperation norms needed to facilitate informa-
tion sharing. They offer an alternative approach 
modelled on Aristotelian ethics that emphasise a 
striving for excellence, an integration of self with 
others, the habits of cooperation and the impor-
tance of relationships, to facilitate cooperation in 
organizational contexts. The inclusion of project 
groups and communities of practice meet these 
aims (Nahapiet et al., 2005); and these are also 
characterised by many of the same features that 
are promoted for effective mentoring: knowledge 
is grounded in everyday events, acquired situ-
ationally, based on social processes and within 
complex social environments (Clutterbuck & 
Megginson, 2005),

TACKLING POTENTIAL 
MENTORING CONSTRAINTS 
FOR OLDER WORKERS

In a bid to address the challenges of an aging 
workforce, the OECD (2006) calls for work to be 
more attractive for older workers, with financial 
incentives to encourage their work longevity, em-
ployment practices aimed at hiring and retaining 
older workers, help and encouragement to remain 
employable, and a shift in attitudes towards in-
dividuals working at an older age. The latter two 
remedies in particular also offer possible solutions 
for encouraging experienced workers to pass on 
their organizational memory through mentoring 
relationships.

Combating Ageism and Ensuring 
Access to Training and Development

Ageism can be pervasive within some organiza-
tional contexts. Barth et al (1993) suggest that 
ageism and the stereotypes and discrimination 
involved is more significant than reported. There 
is an urgent need to both expose and address any 
myths and stereotypes, making way for changes 
that can better utilise the potential of these em-
ployees (Brooke & Taylor, 2005). Human resource 
management strategies need to focus on individual 
attributes rather than assumptions made about age.

To reinforce access to training, there needs to 
be some accountability among human resources 
professionals for the development of all employ-
ees regardless of age. Training all employees, but 
particularly managers, in the adverse effects of 
stereotypes, along with a zero-tolerance of age 
discrimination is important (Maurer, 2007). The 
older workers that does lack comfort with new 
technologies require training in these skills, not 
exclusion from these training events. At the same 
time, younger workers considered more at ease 
with new technologies need opportunities to de-
velop diverse skills beyond that domain (Brooke 
& Taylor, 2005).

If access to training is open to all, there is 
also a need to incorporate styles of training that 
are particularly conducive to learning for older 
workers (Barth et al, 1993; Dychtwald et al., 
2006; Maurer, 2007; Strack et al., 2008). Strack 
et al. (2008) in particular advise against using a 
“one size fits all” approach with older workers 
that may ignore their particular strengths as well 
as their particular training needs. A “continuous 
learning” approach acknowledges the central te-
nets of the new career contract and offers a useful 
framework (Hall & Mirvis, 1995). In this approach, 
employees take responsibility for their own change 
and development, learning occurs “on the job”, 
and as required, to meet real job demands (Hall 
& Mirvis, 1995). A life span approach to career 
development is central to providing resilience in 
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an era of rapid change (Sterns & Dorsett, 1994). 
Maintaining professional competence while 
warding off skill obsolescence means that career 
development cannot be just for the young, new 
and/or inexperienced employee.

Training and development practices will likely 
play a crucial role in contributing to a mentoring 
culture where the experienced employee can 
confidently pass on their knowledge to others. 
Barth, et al. (1993) report a systematic bias 
against investment in training for older workers, 
but believe that addressing this issue will result 
in older workers having the greatest potential for 
increased productivity.

Flexible Work Arrangements

Providing older workers with access to flexible 
work arrangements may free them up to realisti-
cally consider the mentoring role. Many of the 
arrangements devised by companies to help work-
ing parents also have relevance for older workers 
including job-sharing, part-time work and work 
at home (Barth et al., 1995; Davey & Cornwall, 
2003). Barth et al. (1993) suggest interventions 
such as phased retirement and making opportu-
nities for workers over the age of 55 to transfer 
to jobs with reduced pay and responsibilities. 
Allowing older workers to pursue relationships 
and activities outside of work that will grow in 
importance as retirement approaches may result in 
willingness to assist the organization in turn with its 
own policies, including knowledge management 
initiatives. In summary, as Strack et al. (2008) 
advise, by “Actively addressing demographic 
risk to retain the skills and know-how needed 
to ensure future viability can give companies a 
competitive advantage over rivals” (p.128). They 
add that competitive edge will be gained by those 
companies who adopt these strategies sooner 
rather than later.

BUILDING A MENTORING CULTURE

Organizations wanting to capitalise on mentor-
ing to transfer organizational memory may also 
need to address other aspects of their culture that 
may be inhibitive. Examining cultural norms that 
undermine relational efforts at transferring knowl-
edge and adopting more group focused norms and 
values (Bright, 2005; Nahapiet et al., 2005) may 
be the starting point. Furthermore, there will be a 
need to raise awareness of the positive outcomes 
of mentoring and to address employees’ perceived 
mentoring constraints. Providing mentor-training 
opportunities for employees to enable them to 
engage competently and confidently as mentors 
can facilitate both goals (Megginson & Clutter-
buck, 2006). Giving employees at all stages of 
their careers mentors of their own may encourage 
them to reciprocate in mentoring others, and send 
the message to the organization that they are still 
learning (Allen et al, 1997; Finkelstein, Allen & 
Rhoton, 2003).

It is also important to promote particular ben-
efits of mentoring for late career employees. For 
example, Kram (1985) suggested that mentoring 
others could facilitate healthy adjustment to the 
end of a career. In a life-span approach to career 
development the role of mentor may take on 
significance in ensuring overall satisfaction with 
one’s career, and the accompanying acceptance 
of its eventual closure.

While adoption of the strategies outlined 
should maximise the pool of willing mentors, not 
all experienced workers will necessarily want to 
participate, regardless of how well an organiza-
tion supports mentoring initiatives. Mentoring 
schemes have the most potential to succeed when 
mentors and protégés have some control of the 
process and have a say in their own participation 
(Cranwell-Ward et al., 2004). Removing choice 
will only serve to weaken mentoring efforts, when 
alternatively focusing on and promoting effective 
existing mentoring relationships that do exist, may 
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eventually help to address the concerns reluctant 
employees may have about the process.

ORGANIZATIONAL MEMORY AND 
MENTORING IN THE CONTEXT 
OF AN AGING WORKFORCE: AN 
AGENDA FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

A number of possible constraints exist within the 
context of the new career contract and an aging 
workforce that might discourage experienced 
workers from mentoring others. Global and or-
ganizational cultures also have specific values 
and norms that have potential impact. This makes 
research into the area timely. In cultures (global 
and/or organizational) where ageism exists, its 
pervasive affect particularly upon limiting training 
opportunities, along with the depreciation of expe-
rience gained on the job as opposed to that gained 
through educational qualifications may lead older 
employees to underestimate the knowledge and 
skills they have, or to doubt the value of their 
experience. Similarly, for all workers, regardless 
of their age, the degree to which they perceive 
their organization supports them may erode their 
willingness to accept further responsibility and 
contribute more to the organization by mentoring. 
For many older experienced workers, at a time in 
their lives when they may want to ease back on 
some of their work commitments, the addition 
of further demands may prove to be a deciding 
factor and a “push” in their plans for retirement. 
Identifying which costs are particularly salient for 
older, experienced workers and their willingness 
to mentor is a research priority.

While it is important that research considers 
relevant constraints to mentoring for these work-
ers, it should be careful not to ignore individual 
characteristics that may still uniquely motivate 
these employees to mentor regardless of the costs. 
Experienced workers at mid to late career are 
reportedly more inclined to want to develop work-
ers due to intrinsic motivations like generativity, 

and the personal satisfaction that helping others 
can bring (e.g. Erikson, 1963, Levinson et al., 
1978, Kram, 1985). Further research is required 
to examine the relationship between generativ-
ity and the willingness to mentor at work, taking 
into account the type(s) of mentoring functions 
that result. It needs to take into consideration the 
specific outcomes experienced workers perceive 
in acting as a mentor. These research initiatives 
can result in better-targeted and improved human 
resource management practices.

The work by McCann and Giles (2006) also 
opens up an agenda to examine cross-culturally, 
intergenerational communication within organiza-
tions. Others may want to build empirically on 
Bright’s (2005) suggestion that Eastern cultures 
have an edge over the West in establishing effec-
tive mentoring systems to transfer knowledge, due 
to the collectivist norms of these cultures, and to 
evaluate its impact on competitive advantage.

Effective knowledge management in com-
panies will also depend on the degree to which 
younger and older, novice and experienced work-
ers are able to learn from each other. Co-learning 
as opposed to the more “one-sided” nature of 
conventional mentoring is an important feature 
of “continuous learning” (Hall & Mirvis, 1995). 
Generation Y, the latest generation to enter the 
workforce, are by the broadest definition those 
born between 1977 and 2002. This age group are 
comfortable with mentoring relationships, and 
have often experienced these in school-based 
programmes (Zemke, Raines & Filipczak, 2000). 
There will be a need for age groups to see past 
value conflicts based on generational and cohort 
differences in attitudes to work, and for human 
resource practices that integrate these perspectives. 
As Brooke and Taylor (2005) conclude, “policy 
makers need to consider inter-age relations… 
rather than just the interests and utilisation of 
so-called ‘older workers’” (p.426). Research that 
examines willingness to mentor as well as willing-
ness to be mentored within all age and experience 
groups in organizations shows some potential. 
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The co-learning approach will be crucial in all 
human resource management initiatives, includ-
ing mentoring to transfer organizational memory.

CONCLUSION

Organizations that stress continuous learning 
will find that their older workers will continue to 
provide competitive advantage for many years. 
(Harrington & Hall, 2007, p.193).

Work in the 21st century has changed from the 
mid nineteen-eighties when theory and research 
on mentoring in the workplace were first influ-
ential. Careers and organizational structures have 
changed. Research needs to give focus to how 
these changes may have altered the motivations 
that experienced workers have toward sharing 
knowledge as much as it continues to investigate 
how effective knowledge management contributes 
to competitive edge. There is a need to examine 
more closely the assumptions that older workers 
in particular have valued organizational memory, 
are particularly amenable to mentoring others, and 
anticipate and experience largely positive out-
comes for doing so. Contextual factors including 
the new career contract and concerns about poor 
management practices and their consequences for 
older workers may mean that these beliefs may 
no longer hold as they once did.

There is also a need to consider the impact of 
both global and organizational culture on knowl-
edge management initiatives and in particular, 
the transfer of organizational memory through 
interpersonal means, with a view to building 
organizational cultures conducive to knowledge 
sharing.

When all is considered, experienced older 
workers still represent a potential competitive edge 
for organizations. Knowledge and expertise accrue 
over time, and these workers have more tenure 
than most in their organizations and industries. 
The outcomes of their time investment will rest 

largely on the extent to which they have pursued 
continuous learning and been given access to 
opportunities for development throughout their 
careers. These two characteristics will be pivotal 
in maximising the number of individuals who 
remain up-to-date in their skills and knowledge, 
and will likely determine the level of engagement 
they retain in their careers. This will in turn ensure 
that these knowledge ‘repositories’ or ‘reservoirs’ 
have both the means, and the inclination, to pass on 
their prized knowledge to others and contribute to 
the competitive advantage of their organizations.
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Chapter  8.18

ABSTRACT

We proposed to frame the discussion of Knowl-
edge Management (KM) strategies by six basic 
strategic dilemmas that challenge companies 
and managers. The six dilemmas are: Codifi-
cation-Tacitness; Complementary-Destroying; 
Concealment-Transparent; External Acquisition-
Internal Development; Exploration-Exploitation; 
and Product-Process. Our research suggests that 
companies are using these dimensions even if 
they do not have an explicit KM strategy, in the 
context of their business strategies. The findings 
also suggest that companies use a sophisticated 
set of choices for each dimension. The framework 
of the KM strategic dilemmas was validated in 
two different types of environments: business, and 
Knowledge-Based Systems (KBS) life cycle con-

texts. Based on these dilemmas (C3EEP for short) 
we developed a framework for KM strategy that 
companies can use to guide their strategic decision 
making. The article will summarize the six dilem-
mas, present two illustrations of application, and 
future research opportunities will be identified.

INTRODUCTION

Recent research indicates that knowledge and 
intellectual capital accounts for a significant 
unexplained wealth created within the economy 
and value created by firms (e.g., Lev, 2001; Blair 
& Wallman, 2001; Brooking, 1996; Nakamura, 
2001). As the new-knowledge economy continues 
to advance, knowledge is being commended as a 
business asset and considered a crucial component 
of business strategy (e.g., Teece, 2000). Therefore, 
the ability to manage knowledge is becoming an 
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imperative skill for securing and maintaining 
success and organizational endurance in the new-
knowledge economy (Grant, 1996). Sustainable 
competitive advantage is seen as assembled from 
a broad, and difficult to copy, array of capabili-
ties that can be implemented across products and 
markets (e.g., Liedtka & Rosenblum, 1996). The 
organization in this perspective is seen as a re-
pository of knowledge and competencies (Kogut 
& Zander, 1996) or as a distributed knowledge 
system (Tsoukas, 1996). Our research assumes a 
multiple-layer perspective of resources and strate-
gies. In multiple-layer frameworks, knowledge 
is defined as the basic (lowest) layer, consistent 
with the frameworks postulated by Brush et al. 
(2001) and by Hafeez et al. (2002). We also use 
the perspective of viewing strategy as a pattern of 
decision making as proposed by Hax and Majluf 
(1986). As such, we assume that companies have 
an emerging strategy (Mintzberg, 1987) regarding 
knowledge assets regardless of whether or not they 
have an explicit or implicit KM strategy.

Finally, our research supports the notion 
that companies rarely use the genuine form of 
an archetype of the strategic dilemma, and usu-
ally attempt to strike a balance between the two 
extreme cases (for each one of the six dilemmas 
described below), which might serve them better 
(e.g., Russ et al. 2006a).

We do not discuss the “what” of knowledge, 
so what specific knowledge needed for product 
development is NOT covered, BUT we discuss 
the framework of the “what”; is the knowledge 
focused on improving the product/service or the 
process of delivering the service or making the 
product.

BACKGROUND

A number of typologies have been offered for 
business strategies over the years. One of the 
early and frequently used in the business strategy 
literature, is the one offered by Porter (1985) that 

used two dimensions for business strategy clas-
sification: the competitive advantage (price and 
diversification) and the scope of the market (whole 
versus niche). Another typology that is frequently 
used when describing the international business 
strategies, using (number of versions of this subject 
were developed) for example: customer’s price 
sensitivity and customer responsiveness dimen-
sions (e.g., Bartlett & Ghoshall, 1989).

Also, a number of typologies were offered 
for knowledge typologies (see for example the 
discussion in Ein-Dor, 2006) but we are not aware 
of any typology that was proposed for framing 
the discussion of KM strategies in the context of 
business strategies.

C3EEP Typology

The C3EEP Typology refers to the six fundamental 
strategic KM dilemmas an organization is con-
templating when choosing a direction to follow 
toward their desired objectives. Our research has 
determined that there are six orthogonal (indepen-
dent) strategic choice opportunities that organiza-
tions face (implicitly or explicitly) when it comes 
to determining their business and/or KM goals:

• Codification-Tacitness: Should the com-
pany center its attention on codifying its 
knowledge-base or would it be better off 
leaving the knowledge-base tacit (e.g., 
Conner & Prahalad, 1996; Hansen et al. 
1999; Leonard-Barton, 1995; Schultz & 
Jobe, 2001; Spender, 1996; Subramaniam 
& Venkatraman, 2001)?

• Complementary-Destroying: Should the 
company center its attention on developing 
new knowledge that is complementary to 
its current knowledge-base or would it be 
better off embracing new knowledge that 
might destroy its existing knowledge-base 
(e.g., Barley, 1986; Bower & Christensen, 
1995; Fleming, 2001; Hill & Rothaermel, 
2003)?
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• Concealment-Transparent: Should the 
knowledge-base of the company be trans-
parent or would the company be better 
off concealing its knowledge-base (e.g., 
Gray 1988; Inkpen, 1998; Lamming et 
al. 2001; Radebaugh & Gray, 1997; von 
Furstenberg, 2001)?

• External Acquisition-Internal Develop-
ment: Should the new knowledge of 
the company be developed internally, or 
would the company be better off acquir-
ing the new knowledge from external 
sources (e.g., Appleyard, 1998; Bierly & 
Chakrabarti, 1996; Jones, 2000; Parikh, 
2001; Pitt and Clarke, 1999; Steensma, 
1996; Zack, 1999a)?

• Exploration-Exploitation: Should the 
company center its attention on making 
the most from its readily available knowl-
edge or would the company be better off 
experimenting with new knowledge (e.g., 
Bloodgood & Salisbury, 2001; Fjeldstad 
& Haanaes, 2001; Levinthal & March, 
1993; March, 1991; McGrath, 2001; Pitt & 
Clarke, 1999)?

• Product-Process: Should the company 
center its attention on the knowledge-base 
that is supporting the creation of value 
from its processes, or should the focus of 
value creation be on the knowledge-base 
that is supporting its products and/or ser-
vices (e.g., Abernathy, 1978; Jones, 2002; 
Smith & Reinertsen, 1998)?

Our earlier research (Russ et al., 2006a) found 
the following percentage of explained variance in 
our original factor analysis: Codification-Tacitness 
-19.12%; Complementary-Destroying – 12.73%; 
Product-Process – 10.54%; Concealment-
Transparency – 9.42%; Exploration-Exploitation 
– 8.37%; External Acquisition-Internal develop-
ment – 8.09%; for a total of 68.27% explained 
variability.

We will now elaborate on each dilemma.

Codification (Explicit) vs. Tacitness

Should the company center its attention on 
codifying its’ knowledge or would it be better off 
upholding the knowledge as tacit (e.g., Conner & 
Prahalad, 1996; Leonard-Barton, 1995; Schultz & 
Jobe, 2001)? Tacitness might sustain company’s 
competitive advantage by making it more prob-
lematic for competitors to emulate it (e.g., Conner 
& Prahalad, 1996) but more complex to share. 
If the company decides to codify the knowledge 
and make it explicit (and/or embedded), than the 
diffusion of the knowledge within the company 
can be accelerated (e.g., Leonard-Barton, 1995), 
but also the risk of losing the control over it will 
grow. An example for this dilemma would be the 
choice between an investment in KBS to cor-
roborate employee’s knowledge sharing and the 
company’s support for employee travel for the 
purpose of personal contact (e.g., Persaud et al., 
2001). Based on this strategic choice, the company 
then should decide whether and how to reward 
employees for using KBS (e.g., Zack 1999b).

Tacitness might sustain competitive advantage 
by making it more complicated for competitors to 
imitate a company’s knowledge (e.g. Conner & 
Prahalad, 1996; Spender, 1996). But, by codifying 
knowledge and making it explicit (or embedded), 
the company can accelerate the sharing of knowl-
edge throughout the company more effectively 
than the competition (e.g. Hansen et al., 1999; 
Leonard-Barton, 1995). It seems that the core of 
this dilemma is in the internal processes, tools, 
and controls of the company. The Tacitness strat-
egy focuses on the culture and routines required 
to share, protect, and control knowledge (e.g. 
Subramaniam & Venkatraman, 2001), while the 
Codification strategy concentrates on codifying 
the knowledge for internal sharing (e.g. Hansen 
et al., 1999; Schultz & Jobe, 2001).

Tacit-explicit knowledge is a choice oppor-
tunity that companies have either implicitly or 
explicitly. Knowledge might be in a tacit form, 
but the company might decide to transfer it into an 
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explicit/codified setting (Marriott’s operating pro-
cedures, for example- see Gupta & Govindarajan, 
2000, p. 79) at significant expenditure, which also 
might increase the value of the knowledge (Cowan 
& Foray, 1997). Such a codification is becoming 
easier and cheaper as the price of IS technologies 
drops and performance improves (e.g. Schulz & 
Jobe, 2001). Tacit-codification choices made are 
NOT dichotomous but continuous (e.g. Holden, 
2001, Kluge et al., 2001; Russ et al., 2005). We 
are postulating that companies make decisions 
(and strategy) where on this continuum they want/
intend to position themselves.

Complementary vs. Destroying

Should the company center its attention on devel-
oping knowledge that is complementary with its 
current knowledge-base (KB) or would it be better 
off destroying its existing KB by developing new-
to-the-company knowledge (e.g. Barley, 1986; 
Bower & Christensen, 1995; Hill & Rothaermel, 
2003)? The Destroying strategy can be seen as a 
strategy focused on developing a new KB base 
while destroying the value of the current KB base 
in order (for example) to develop an exclusive 
competitive advantage, one that will allow the 
company to transform its industry (e.g. Hill & 
Rothaermel, 2003). Complementary strategy can 
be described as a strategy based on using and 
developing only knowledge that is compatible 
to the currently existing knowledge base within 
an organization (e.g. Hill and Rothaermel, 2003). 
Such knowledge could simply be a recombination 
of existing knowledge (Fleming, 2001), or even 
“new to the world” innovation, but be related and 
supportive of the existing knowledge base of the 
company (e.g. Hargadon, 1998).

The traditional academic thought regarding 
disruptive technologies is that established com-
panies have great difficulty developing and/or 
absorbing innovations and competing successfully 
in a new environment (e.g., Barnett & Pontikes, 
2008). It is a rare occurrence (an outlier) that an 

incumbent firm is successful in such an attempt 
(Hill & Rothaermel, 2003; Walsh et al. 2002). More 
and more companies are changing this pattern of 
behavior as they are aware of the risks they might 
be taking by avoiding/underestimating disruptive 
innovations. A rising number of established com-
panies are, therefore, embarking on incorporating 
(at least some) aspects of destroying strategies 
(see for example Casillas et al., 2000; DeTienne 
& Koberg, 2002; Stringer, 2000).

Concealment (Secrecy) 
vs. Transparency

Would the company be better to center its attention 
on keeping its knowledge concealed, or would 
it be better if the knowledge is transparent (e.g., 
Gray 1988; Inkpen, 1998; Lamming et al. 2001; 
Radebaugh & Gray, 1997; von Furstenberg, 2001)? 
Research in international accounting identified 
secrecy and transparency as differentiating values 
for a country’s accounting system (e.g., Doupnick 
& Salter, 1993; Gray 1988). Secrecy was identi-
fied as a value that indicates inclination toward 
confidentiality, disclosure within the legal limits 
only to constituencies that are the most directly 
concerned with finance and management on a 
need-to-know basis. Transparency was defined 
as being publicly open and accountable (Rade-
baugh & Gray, 1997). Likewise, research in the 
area of the law of patents identified two alterna-
tive frameworks for the function and effects of 
intellectual property laws. One considers patents 
as a method for privatizing information, and the 
second suggests looking at the patents as a method 
for validating and publicizing information (Long, 
2002).

But does this dichotomy hold in other manage-
rial areas? Brown & Duguid (2001) suggest that 
knowledge can, at the same time, be both leaky 
(transparent) and sticky (tacit). One example is in 
the area of value creation and supply chain manage-
ment. Information Systems (IS) technologies are 
changing the relationships between suppliers and 
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customers and forcing partnerships and transpar-
ent relationships between partners (e.g., Harris, 
2001, Turban et al. 2000). Lamming et al. (2001) 
takes this perspective one step further, suggest-
ing that companies have a choice of the level of 
transparency (they identified five levels), areas 
of transparency, and type of transparency (cost 
versus value). Another example is in the area of 
strategic alliances, where learning and knowledge 
have been identified as a critical issue (e.g., Hamel, 
1991). For example, Inkpen (1998) identifies the 
subject of how protective the partners are of their 
KB as a critical aspect of the knowledge acquisi-
tion process among partners in a strategic alliance. 
But, there is more to knowledge protection than 
patents and employees’ conduct policies, because 
knowledge has a number of unique aspects that 
make protecting it different from protecting 
tangibles (e.g., Liebeskind, 1996). Tapscott and 
Ticoll (2003) take this discussion one step further, 
suggesting that companies should see transparency 
as an opportunity to build trusting relationships 
with both internal and external constituencies. The 
premise for this dimension is that companies might 
be better off balancing the need for transparency 
and concealment (Lamming et al., 2001; Tapscott 
& Ticoll, 2003; von Furstenberg, 2001).

Exploration vs. Exploitation

Should the company center its attention on ex-
ploiting the most from its existing knowledge 
or would the company be better off exploring 
new knowledge (e.g., Levinthal & March, 1993; 
March, 1991; Pitt & Clarke, 1999)? The Explora-
tion strategy can be described as a strategy using 
mostly inventions and innovation in order to 
extend new knowledge. An Exploitation strategy 
can be described as a strategy based on using and 
refining habitually available knowledge (March, 
1991; Levinthal & March, 1993). There is also 
a difference in time frames: Exploitation focus 
usually on the short term—which may create 
long term risks, while Exploration focuses on 

the long term - which may create short term risks 
(Fjeldstad & Haanaes, 2001). Also, the focus of 
learning mechanisms is different—the Exploration 
learning is variance-seeking while the Exploita-
tion learning is mean-seeking (McGrath, 2001), 
or what Bloodgood and Salisbury (2001) call 
reconfiguration of new resources versus recon-
figuration of existing resources. The systems, 
culture, and reward systems that will be most ef-
fective for each strategy might be different (e.g., 
Pitt & Clarke, 1999). For example, IS are fairly 
ineffective in promoting innovation and creativ-
ity that are important for Exploration, but can be 
very efficient for sharing existing knowledge that 
is important for Exploitation.

Companies rarely use the genuine form of the 
strategic archetypes. For example, some compa-
nies can balance Exploration and Exploitation by 
using existing knowledge as a starting point for 
developing new knowledge (Leonard & Swap, 
2002). Balancing the two is seen also as vital 
in new service development (e.g., Menor et al., 
2002), dynamic capabilities (e.g., Dickson et al., 
2001; March, 1991), research and development 
(e.g., McNamara and Baden-Fuller, 1999), organi-
zational adaptation (e.g., Tushman & Romanelli, 
1985), and innovation implementation in high 
technology manufacturing (e.g., Jayanthi & Sinha, 
1998), among many others. Such balancing is 
problematic because of the “failure trap” and the 
“success trap” (March, 1995). The failure trap 
does not allow companies to experiment with 
new products, markets, etc., because waiting for 
uncertain profit may be costly and not-beneficial. 
The success trap keeps the company within a nar-
row (existing) range of products, markets, etc., 
since the company is satisfied with the current 
profitability (and low investments and risk taking), 
which satisfies short-term goals. Such a strategy, 
however, creates long-term risks by creating ri-
gidities (Kogut & Zander, 1992). An additional 
difficulty in having a successful balance between 
exploration and exploitation is organizational. 
The activities seem to have conflicting processes 
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(March, 1991, Teece et al., 1997) and striking a 
balance might not be straightforward (Benner & 
Tushman, 2003).

External Acquisition vs. 
Internal Development

Should the company’s KB be developed internally, 
or would the company be better off centering its 
attention on acquiring the knowledge needed from 
external sources (e.g., Appleyard, 1998; Bierly & 
Chakrabarti, 1996; Jones, 2000; Parikh, 2001; Pitt 
& Clarke, 1999; Steensma, 1996; Zack, 1999a)? 
For example, developing technologies for a new 
product or new processes can be acquired from 
outside the firm through inter-organizational ar-
rangements or can be developed internally (e.g., 
Appleyard, 1998; Pitt & Clarke, 1999; Steensma, 
1996; Zack, 1999a). There is an extensive academ-
ic body of research suggesting that large companies 
are acquiring new knowledge from the outside, 
mostly from small and entrepreneurial companies 
(e.g., Jones, 2000; Komaran, 1993; Slowinski et 
al. 2000). This is accomplished using a number 
of alternative methods (e.g., Contractor, 1984; 
Teece, 1986) with differing degrees of interac-
tion between the partnering firms (e.g. Steensma, 
1996). Such acquisitions may account for a grow-
ing proportion of these companies’ R&D portfolios 
(e.g., Jones, 2000; Komaran, 1993; Slowinski et 
al. 2000). Jones (2000), for example, suggests that 
since the mid-1990s UK based pharmaceutical 
companies considered such an R&D option as 
another “make or buy” choice. The same dilemma 
can be identified in other aspects of knowledge, 
for example, marketing (e.g., Yli-Renko et al., 
2001), new product development (e.g., Parise & 
Henderson, 2001), or production (e.g., Brusoni 
et al., 2001) among other areas.

Quinn (1999) postulated that companies con-
sider strategic outsourcing for value (not cost 
saving) propositions, claiming that companies can 
use such outsourcing arrangements to increase 
their intellectual depth, innovation, and worldwide 

reach. He also identifies a number of issues that 
companies need to be concerned with, for example, 
completely losing skill sets, opportunistic risks, 
difficulty in precisely identifying expected out-
comes, etc. This may suggest that companies might 
want to balance their dependencies on external 
sources with their internal development. Parise and 
Henderson (2001) find that companies engaged 
in external knowledge acquisition (or exchange) 
need to acquire an “alliance learning capability” 
or, in other words, accept a learning curve in man-
aging the relationship with the external partners, 
what Simonin (1997) calls collaborative experi-
ence. Lane et al. (2001) elaborate on this point, 
suggesting that such capacity actually includes 
the capacity to understand, assimilate, and apply 
external knowledge, all of which are components 
of the company’s absorptive capacity (Cohen & 
Levinthal, 1990).

The premise for this dimension (see also Parikh, 
2001 for an example of a use of a similar choice 
dilemma) is that companies might be better off 
balancing the need for internal development and 
external acquisition (Bierly & Chakrabarti, 1996; 
Sakkab, 2002).

Product vs. Process
Should the company center its attention on the KB 
that creates the value by sustaining its processes, 
or should the company center its attention on the 
value creation and the KB supporting its prod-
uct/service (e.g., Abernathy, 1978; Jones, 2002; 
Smith & Reinertsen, 1998)? The early 1990s 
brought the realization that companies need to 
manage all of their processes significantly better 
(e.g., Davenport, 1993, Martin 1995, Teece et 
al., 1997). The realization was that the “what” 
they produce might be as important as the “how.” 
Recently, there have been a number of attempts 
to integrate process management with KM (e.g., 
Burlton, 1998; Davenport et al., 1996; Sanchez 
& Mahoney, 1996). For example, Claycomb et 
al., (2001) found that when the life cycle of the 
product is short, process knowledge has a posi-
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tive effect on the company’s performance. These 
realizations made it clear that companies need to 
manage all of their processes significantly better; 
hence process innovation (Davenport, 1993), 
value stream reinvention (Martin 1995), dynamic 
capabilities (Teece et al., 1997), six sigma (e.g., 
Harry et al., 1999), and BPM-Business Process 
Management (e.g., Burlton, 2001) among many 
other process improvement initiatives.

Another reason why process management came 
to the front is the relative growth of the service 
sector and the (relative) decline of the manufac-
turing sector (e.g., Alderson, 1999; Alderson & 
Nielsen, 2002; Grennes, 2003). Services can be 
seen as an interaction between processes, human 
actors, and physical elements (Johnston, 1999; 
Shostack, 1987) increasing the need to better 
understand and manage processes. Also, more and 
more manufacturing companies are broadening 
their offerings by including services as part of 
their product/service tender (e.g., Eppen et al., 
1991; Guiltinan, 1987; Mathieu, 2001).

What are the choice dilemmas presented in this 
dimension? One is illustrated by Jones (2002) who 
suggests that companies losing their revolutionary 
innovative abilities are starting to focus on value 
creation through process efficiencies. Abernathy 
(1978) suggested the same idea but in a reciprocal 
cause and effect direction) and/or acquisition of 

innovative ideas from small companies. In other 
words, new ideas that create value for customers 
can be either a cheaper product or a better new 
product (e.g., Smith & Reinertsen, 1998), which 
is the tradeoff suggested by Porter (1985) between 
the “differentiation” and “low cost” strategy. For 
example, when a product is mature, it is much 
more difficult to come up with product innova-
tion, while competitor’s pressure and customer 
demands press for cost reduction through process 
improvement (Porter, 1980, pp. 238-40). A differ-
ent type of choice dilemma is suggested by Sanchez 
and Mahoney (1996) who postulate that a choice 
of a product design is coupled with a choice of a 
process in a reciprocal relationship. For example, 
a tightly designed product will require a process 
that is intensively coordinated.

The Use of C3EEP Typology for KM Strategy 
Description
Using the above describe typology, one can map 
companies’ and/or organizations’ KM strategies. 
Below (see Figure 1) we map two organizations as 
an example. “Hospitalco” is a health care provider 
in Northeast Wisconsin. Chamber, is the Chamber 
of Commerce in Green Bay, WI. The map captures 
the balance between the two anchors for each one 
of the six KM strategic dilemmas described above.

Figure 1. C3EEP typology
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Our early study (Russ et al., 2006a) found that 
companies apply the various strategic dilemmas 
as predicted by the C3EEP framework. Table 1 
reports the means, the standard deviation, and the 
highest and lowest of the balance between the 
two anchors for each of the six KM strategic di-
lemmas used by the 69 companies discussed in 
that study.

The balance varies between the lowest usage 
of the Complementary-Destroying anchor used 
by the companies with about 25%-75% ratio to 
three very well balanced (about 50%) strategic 
dilemmas. The other two dilemmas (Concealment-
Transparent and Codification-Tacitness) are 
practically (about 33%-67%) balanced as well.

Also, our earlier research (Russ et al., 2006a) 
found that in regard to Process effectiveness 
outcomes, the Codification-Tacitness dilemma 
was found to be statistically significant, with the 
codification strategy having a positive effect on 
the outcome. In regards to the Product effective-
ness as an outcome, the dilemmas of Exploration-
Exploitation and External acquisition—Internal 
development were found to be statistically 
significant, with the exploration strategy and the 
internal development strategy having a positive 
effect on the outcome.

C3EEP Typology and Knowledge Based
Systems (KBS) Life Cycle
We recently completed another validation study of 
the C3EEP typology by using a systematic literature 
review studying academic literature covering both 
knowledge management strategies and knowledge 
based systems life cycle. Two hundred and forty 
articles covering the two subjects, and published 
between 1990 and 2007 were identified and ana-
lyzed. Below (see Table 2) we summarized those 
findings that directly discuss the C3EEP typology. 
The interested reader will find the study (Russ et 
al., 2008) and additional findings in Chapter 1 in 
Lytris et al. (2008). Our findings regarding the 
use of the dilemmas and specifically the balanced 
discussion, can be summarized in graphical form 
as depicted in Figure 2.

Specifically, some of the questions the study 
looked into were: Are all six KM strategic dilem-
mas, (as identified by the C3EEP framework) 
covered by the academic research? Is the coverage 
equal, or do some aspects get a higher rate of 
coverage? Within each strategic dilemma, are the 
two anchors covered equally, and/or simultane-
ously?

We found that all six of the strategic dilemmas 
proposed by the C3EEP framework are covered 
by the academic literature. The coverage varies 
between the lowest coverage by the literature 

Table 1. C3EEP KM strategies (Source: Russ, Jones & Fineman (2006a)) 

A1-Codification 
A2-Tacitness

B1- Complementary 
B2- Destroying

C1-
Concealment 

C2-
Transparent

D1-External 
Acq.  

D2-Internal 
Dev.

E1-Exploration 
E2-Exploitation

F1-Product  
F2-Process

Strategy 1 - 
Mean 65.0% 25.61% 38.79% 40.54% 49.68% 49.03%

Strategy 2 - 
Mean 35.0% 74.39% 61.21% 59.46% 50.32% 50.97%

Std. Dev. 25.33% 16.70% 25.56% 18.18% 23.59% 22.80%

Max. of 
Strategy 1 100.0% 66.0% 93.75 86.67% 100.0% 95.0%

Min. of 
Strategy 1 16.67% 0.0% 0.0% 2.33% 10.0% 0.0%
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that discusses the Complementary-Destroying 
with about 25% of the abstracts, up to about 82% 
of the abstracts that discuss the Product-Process 
dilemma. The two aspects that are covered below 
the average are Concealment-Transparent and 
the External Acquisition-Internal Development 
dilemma. The two dilemmas that are covered 
above the average are the Exploration-Exploitation 
and the Tacitness-Codification dilemmas. We also 
found some additional intriguing findings. For 
one, it seems that only the dilemma of Tacitness-
Codification resembles a balanced discussion. 
Fifty (50) abstracts covered both topics while 
ninety-four (94) covered one of the two. Not 
surprisingly, within the context of KBS the vast 
majority of the abstracts (64) discuss codification 
and only thirty (30) discuss tacitness. The other 

five dilemmas are mostly one sided. For example, 
for the Product-Process dilemma, only 37 abstracts 
covered both aspects (versus 151 covering one 
aspect), while 145 of them focused on the Process 
aspect and only 6 on the Product aspect.

It was not surprising that the Complementary-
Destroying dilemma had low coverage because 
of its relative novelty in the strategic literature 
(e.g., Bower & Christensen, 1995). What was a 
little surprising was the low rate of coverage of 
the Concealment-Transparent and the External 
Acquisition-Internal Development dilemmas. One 
would expect that when sharing the knowledge 
within or between companies is a major concern 
to organizations (e.g., Bansler & Havn, 2003; 
Taylor & Wright, 2004), and when outsourcing 
is a common strategic option considered by many 

Table 2. C3EEP frequencies (Source: Russ, Jones & Jones (2008)) 

A1-Codification 
A2-Tacitness

B1- 
Complementary 
B2- Destroying

C1-
Concealment 

C2-Transparent

D1-External 
Acq. - D2-

Internal Dev.
E1-Exploration 
E2-Exploitation

F1-Product F2-
Process

neither 1 or 2 86 173 170 151 88 42

1 only 64 44 2 27 37 6

2 only 30 5 53 31 69 145

“1 and 2” 50 8 5 21 36 37

1 and “1 and 2” 114 
47.50%

52 
21.67%

7 
2.92%

48 
20.00%

73 
30.42%

43 
17.92%

2 and “1 and 2” 80 
33.33%

13 
5.42%

58 
24.17%

52 
21.67%

105 
43.75%

182 
75.83%

Figure 2. C3EEP typology
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companies (e.g., Pati & Desai, 2005; Jiang & 
Qureshi, 2006), that there would have been more 
research discussing those strategic aspects the 
KBS context.

CONCLUSION

Our early study (Russ et al. 2006a) established that 
companies indeed use the different KM strategic 
dilemmas predicted by the C3EEP framework and 
that there is considerable amount of balance in 
their practice in the context of business strategies.

On the other hand, our study of the use of 
KBS in the context of strategic KM dilemmas 
(Russ et al. 2008) found numerous areas that are 
underemphasized by academic researchers, which 
also might indicate that practitioners might want 
to focus more of their attention on those areas. 
Based on the findings, we would recommend that 
more research be done regarding the strategic is-
sues revolving the Complementary-Destroying 
dilemma, as well as the Concealment-Transparent 
and the External Acquisition-Internal Develop-
ment dilemmas. Similar conclusions are relevant 
for a number of specific anchors of the strategic 
dilemmas. For example, the relative scarcity of 
the coverage of the Exploitation strategy may sug-
gest that researchers (and some practitioners) are 
focusing too extensively on the interesting topic 
of innovation and might indirectly be contribut-
ing to the low success rate of KBS and the low 
ROI that many KBS produce (e.g., Bose, 2004). 
Similar conclusions can be made about the Product 
strategic aspect. The “systems” nature of KBS 
is focusing the academic research on processes. 
However, from the business strategic perspective, 
this approach should be, at least, balanced with the 
focus on Product (e.g., new product development) 
and the ways KBS can support these areas (e.g., 
Park & Kim, 2005). The External Acquisition 
strategic aspect definitely requires more focus, 
especially since the outsourcing of IS (e.g., Pati 
& Desai, 2005) and R&D (e.g., Henard & Mc-

Fadyen, 2006) plays such an important role in 
organizational strategies.

The next two aspects are the most demanding 
and we strongly recommend intensifying their 
academic coverage. Only recently, the need to 
reinvent the business and/or revolutionize the 
industry (the Destroying anchor) became clear 
as a strategic option for organizations (e.g., Kim 
& Mauborgne, 2005). Clearly, there is a need 
to identify the KM/KB strategic relevance to 
support or to drive this strategic option and to 
identify KBS that might be instrumental in such 
endeavors. Also, as Tapscott and Ticoll (2003), 
among many others, suggested, companies need 
to become more transparent. But this discussion 
requires honest deliberation of the Concealment 
aspect of strategy, especially when incorporating 
and balancing the concerns for security (e.g., Belsis 
et al. 2005) and recent regulations (at least in the 
USA) that impact electronic documents discovery 
and this discussion is significantly lacking from 
the academic literature (at least in the context of 
KBS).

It is clear that to formalize and implement 
successful KM/KB strategies in organizations, a 
number of success factors must be present (see 
e.g., Jennex, 2006). One of those factors must be 
the organization’s ambidexterity (organizational 
capability to manage simultaneously two para-
doxical activities, Gibson & Birkinshaw, 2004) at 
multidimensional levels as our typology suggests. 
It is plausible, that such organizational capability 
to balance competing anchors must be dynamic, 
and allow for irregular changes in the balance as 
suggested by Sachs et al., 2006. Organizations 
that have such capabilities will perform better 
(see example in Im & Rai, 2008). In our opinion, 
the first stage required is the ability to frame the 
strategic discussion around the appropriate set of 
questions, and we proposed the C3EEP framework 
as one possible solution. The other conclusion is 
the requirement to engage the technological dis-
cussion of KBS as part of the business strategic 
discussion and vice versa.
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FUTURE TREND

We see a number of research opportunities for 
our subject matter as a result of major changes in 
the business environment. One specific change is 
directly impacted by the increasing importance of 
Information and Communications Technologies 
(ICT) for example, Web 2.0. We would assume 
that such a trend will result in the increased effort 
by companies to move into the virtual environment 
which will result in the increase of codification as 
well as transparency in the importance of compa-
nies’ business strategies. A number of questions 
might be asked here. One will be which specific 
areas (for example, see KM levers in the follow-
ing article) will be more suitable to support these 
trends? For example, some aspects of marketing 
might be easier or more appropriate to be codified 
or virtualized, while others might be more difficult. 
Other questions might relate to type of industry 
and to company size. Some industries might be 
more receptive to a change (e.g. banking), while 
other might resist (e.g., music). The same might 
be said about company size. For example, small 
companies might not have the resources needed 
for such a transition early in the ICT life cycle.

The same can be said in regards to the cost 
pressure and globalization, which will force com-
panies to both revolutionize their business model, 
and/or innovate more frequently (or perish) and/
or to use outsourcing and or external partners. 
Again, here the question is not if, but in which 
areas, and how different industries and company 
size will embrace the trends.

Investors, customers, and regulators are press-
ing companies to be more transparent. Again the 
specific areas, the industry response, and the size 
of the companies are the questions of interest.

If our typology (and taxonomies-see next 
article) were to be adopted, we would expect 
companies using them to perform better by being 
forced to deal with explicit set of strategic choices. 
It would be interesting to study the future of the 
typology use to see if this indeed is the case.

Finally, despite our best efforts, it is plausible 
that we missed an important strategic dilemma, 
and/or that the changes (identified above) will 
create a new environment resulting in the need to 
add/update our typology. Such research should be 
an ongoing area of interest for KM researchers.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Codification Strategy: The company delib-
erately is codifying its knowledge-base and/or 
embedding aspects of the strategy in ICT systems.

Complementary Strategy: The company 
deliberately or unintentionally is using an existing 
knowledge or is developing new knowledge, but 
such knowledge is limited to be complementary 
to its current knowledge-base.

Concealment Strategy: The company delib-
erately is concealing its knowledge-base.

Destroying Strategy: The company deliber-
ately is developing or acquiring new knowledge 
that might destroy its current knowledge-base.

Exploitation Strategy: The company de-
liberately or unintentionally is using its readily 
available knowledge.

Exploration Strategy: The company delib-
erately is developing or acquiring new to the 

organization knowledge. Such knowledge can 
be either complementary to or destroying of its 
currently utilized knowledge-base.

External Acquisition Strategy: The company 
deliberately is acquiring the knowledge it requires 
from external sources.

Internal Development Strategy: The com-
pany deliberately or unintentionally is developing 
the knowledge it requires internally.

KM Strategy Typology: The dimensions that 
define the classification of the strategic discussion 
of KM in the context of business strategy at the 
corporate, strategic business unit, functional and 
operational level of analysis.

Process Strategy: The company deliberately 
or unintentionally is focusing its KM on support-
ing its process and/or capabilities management 
and development.

Product Strategy: The company deliberately 
or unintentionally is focusing its KM on support-
ing its products and/or services management and 
development.

Tacitness Strategy: The company deliberately 
or unintentionally is keeping its knowledge-base 
as tacit either in people and/or in culture.

Transparent Strategy: The company delib-
erately is exposing its knowledge-base so it will 
be transparent.

This work was previously published in Encyclopedia of Knowledge Management, Second Edition, edited by David Schwartz 
and Dov Te’eni, pp. 804-821, copyright 2011 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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Chapter  8.19

ABSTRACT

The need to transform the U.S. healthcare system 
became clear during the aftermath of Hurricane 
Katrina. Katrina was not an unexpected disaster 
nor was it an exceptionally large event. And yet 
in the wake of Katrina the loss of life was tragic 
and emergency health care following the storm 
was severely hampered by the lack of paper 
health records that had been washed away or 
ruined. What is required is a transformation of 
the current health system to an intelligent health 
system that maximizes technology and utilizes 
valuable knowledge assets. To effect such a change 
healthcare organizations must become learning 
organizations. The objective of this chapter is to 

provide a link between principles of organizational 
learning and knowledge management in order to 
build the learning healthcare organization. The 
major thrust of this approach is that the human side 
of the organization must lead knowledge manage-
ment technology and not the other way around. 
The chapter distinguishes between organizational 
learning as a structure laying the foundation for 
learning, and the learning organization as a pro-
cess for maintaining and perpetuating continuous 
improvement in the organization supported by 
incorporating a process-centric view of knowl-
edge management (KM) realized through the 
establishment of a KM infrastructure. Moreover, 
it emphasizes that since health care is a knowl-
edge intensive industry knowledge management 
is an integral component in building the learning 
healthcare organization.
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INTRODUCTION

In his key note address at the 2005 Medical In-
novation Summit at the Cleveland Clinic, Newt 
Gingrich noted that it is imperative to transform 
healthcare to meet 21st century standards. He 
emphasized how Hurricane Katrina illustrated 
most vividly the problems with the current paper-
based bureaucratic health system and sent a clear 
message that an intelligent healthcare system that 
is value-driven, knowledge-intense, and electroni-
cally based is required.

The question then becomes how do we go about 
realizing such a system? To understand this we 
must first understand the key drivers of demand 
for health care and for changes in health services 
delivery. These include, but are not limited to: 
demographic challenges, i.e., an ageing popula-
tion that develops more complex health problems; 
technology challenges, i.e., trying to incorporate 
the latest technology advances to keep the popula-
tion healthier; and financial challenges, i.e., trying 
to curb escalating healthcare delivery costs. In 
response to these challenges the health system is 
focusing on enhancing access, quality, and value 
through the incorporation of technology solutions. 
However, just simply incorporating technology 
is insufficient to effect the needed transforma-
tion of an intelligent, flexible, and appropriate 
health system; rather simultaneous and parallel 
layers of health transformation at the individual 
and institutional levels must also be considered.

In the current management environment, 
knowledge is recognized as the driver of pro-
ductivity and economic growth, leading to a new 
focus on the role of data, information, technology, 
and continuous improvement in the enhancement 
of economic performance. A key raw material 
for all organizations in the knowledge economy 
is data and this resource can be further refined 
into information and ultimately knowledge, the 
source of all sustainable competitive advantage 
(Davenport & Grover, 2001; Von Lubitz and 
Wickramasinghe, 2006; Wickramasinghe, 2003, 

Wickramasinghe, 2005, Wickramasinghe & Li-
chtenstein, 2005). Generally, organizations have 
been slow to maximize the potential of this raw 
asset, while healthcare organizations have been 
particularly deficient. In the case of healthcare or-
ganizations, these data assets are generated during 
care processes and are used in part to develop new 
treatment models and more efficient administra-
tive processes among providers, insurers, payers, 
and patients (Wickramasinghe & Schaffer, 2005). 
Given the significant volumes of heterogeneous 
data that are generated during care and the con-
siderable impact that these data can have on treat-
ment outcomes, this current state of incomplete 
utilization of knowledge assets is unacceptable. 
Hence a useful starting place for transforming 
the current healthcare system into an intelligent 
healthcare system is to transform healthcare or-
ganizations into learning healthcare organizations 
that actively manage and thereby maximize their 
knowledge resources. Creating such a learning 
healthcare organization requires the integration of 
organizational learning techniques and a process 
centric perspective to knowledge management.

BACKGROUND: KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT AND 
ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING

A sound knowledge management (KM) infrastruc-
ture is a critical consideration for organizations 
in any industry as they try to wrestle with current 
challenges to increase efficiency and efficacy of 
their core business processes, while simultane-
ously incorporating continuous innovation (Alavi 
& Leidner, 2001; Markus, 2001; Sharma, Gupta, 
& Wickramasinghe, 2005). However, the connec-
tion between incorporating KM tools, techniques, 
and strategies, and thereby building a strong KM 
infrastructure, and simultaneously evolving into 
a learning organization is not well discussed in 
the literature and even more poorly achieved in 
practice (Alavi & Leidner, 2001; Huber, 1991; 
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Markus, 2001; Sharma et al., 2005; von Lubitz 
& Wickramasinghe, 2006). By recognizing the 
direct connection between organizational learn-
ing and knowledge management it is not only 
possible to develop a successful KM initiative, 
but more importantly make the transition to a 
learning organization. Conversely, by ignoring 
this integral connection it is highly probable that 
the KM initiative will not realize its anticipated 
goals nor be truly successful (Sharma et al., 2005; 
von Lubitz & Wickramasinghe, 2006).

Figure 1 presents an integrative framework 
that serves to underscore the connection between 
KM, organization learning, and a learning orga-
nization. These will be discussed in turn so that 
each component is understood in isolation. What 
is particularly important to note from this figure 
is the distinction between organizational learning 
and the learning organization. The first constitutes 
the culture and environment which is greatly af-
fected and shaped by the actions and interactions 
of teams and individuals with each other and with 
various tools and technology that reside within the 
organization. A learning organization in contrast, 

refers to the processes that make the organization 
a continuous learning one that adapts and builds 
on its extant knowledge base over time. Further, 
it is useful to note that KM both impacts and is 
impacted by organizational learning. Finally, the 
feedback loop ensures that the environment and 
culture of organizational learning is updated and 
modified over time so it will continue to lead and 
support the learning organization.

LEARNING ORGANIZATIONS

Learning is defined as acquiring new knowledge 
and enhancing existing knowledge (Wickramas-
inghe & von Lubitz, 2006). A learning organization 
is an organization that has an enhanced capacity to 
learn, adapt, and change (Levine, 2001). Learning 
takes place at two levels - individual and organi-
zational. While organizations do not have brains, 
they do have cognitive systems and memories 
(Popper & Lipshitz, 2000) made up chiefly from 
teams of knowledge workers. As individuals 
develop their personalities, personal habits, and 

Figure 1. The fundamental elements for building a learning organization
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beliefs over time, organizations develop their 
views and ideologies (Dodge, 1991). Learning 
at both individual and organizational levels in-
volves the transformation of data (un-interpreted 
information) into knowledge (interpreted and 
contextualized information). Individual learning 
and organizational learning are similar except that 
organizational learning involves an additional 
phase, dissemination, i.e., the transmission of 
information and knowledge among different per-
sons and organizational units (Popper & Lipshitz, 
2000). This transformation or dissemination and 
use/re-use is a critical aspect of KM and thus KM 
impacts the process of organizational learning 
while it is simultaneously impacted by organiza-
tional learning (Wickramasinghe & von Lubitz, 
2006), as depicted in Figure 1.

A learning organization consists of knowl-
edge workers who are continuously enhancing 
their capacity to learn in the corporate culture. 
It is where learning processes are analyzed, 
monitored, developed, and aligned with the 
organization’s goals (Kapp, 1999). Most compa-
nies underestimate the importance of intangible 
assets such as knowledge, creativity, ideas, and 
relationships. Yet not only do these assets ac-
count for more value in the current knowledge 
economy than the tangibles, but they are also a 
competitive necessity for the achievement of an 
intelligent enterprise.

In 1990, Peter M. Senge introduced the 
concept of the “learning organization” to the 
business world in his landmark book The Fifth 
Discipline: The Art and Practice of the Learn-
ing Organization. A learning organization is a 
complex interrelationship of systems composed of 
people, technology, practices, and tools designed 
so that new information is embraced (Simon, 
1999). Learning organizations are organizations 
that embed institutionalized learning mechanisms 
into a learning culture (Popper & Lipshitz, 2000). 
Integral to learning organizations is the ability 
to maximise their human capital (people power 
both individual and team based) and structural 

capital (databases, patents, intellectual property, 
and related items).

In the years to come, the organization that 
becomes a learning organization will hold an 
advantage over its competitors because of the 
ability to learn faster. For health care, without the 
development of such learning organizations it will 
not be possible to make the needed transforma-
tions to an intelligent healthcare system. Learning 
organizations are generally described as those that 
continuously acquire, process, and disseminate 
knowledge about markets, products, technolo-
gies, and business processes (Nevis, DiBella, & 
Gould, 1997). This knowledge is often based on 
experience, experimentation, and information 
provided by customers, suppliers, competitors, 
and other sources (Ellinger, Watkins, & Bostrom, 
1999; Senge, 1990, 1994).

As we move into the 21st century, the need for 
rapid access to relevant knowledge has never been 
greater. The business world is becoming increas-
ingly competitive, and the demand for innovative 
products and services is very high. Organizations 
are becoming more knowledge-intensive in order 
to learn from past experiences and from others 
to reshape themselves and to change in order to 
survive and prosper. Organizations need to utilize 
knowledge across processes and functions, to be-
come knowledge-driven organizations or learning 
organizations (Nevis et al., 1997).

ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING 
VERSUS A LEARNING 
ORGANIZATION

Organizational Learning and Learning Organi-
zation are related terms where the former refers 
to the process while the later is concerned with 
the structure. It is useful to define organizational 
learning as the ability of an organization to gain 
insight and understanding from experience 
through experimentation, observation, analysis, 
and a willingness to examine both successes and 
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failures (Brown & Duiguid, 1991). Central to 
organizational learning is the incorporation of 
knowledge management.

KEY BENEFITS OF LEARNING

Despite all of the advances in technology to help 
make work easier and more effective (e.g., infor-
mation technology), it is the people within the 
organization that make a real difference. Hence 
it is important that organizational learning efforts 
are centered first and foremost on enhancing 
the effectiveness of their knowledge workers. If 
any organization wants to be successful, it must 
depend on its workforce who possesses the skills 
(Kapp, 1999).

Many benefits can be gained by shifting to 
a learning organization – one that is focused on 
continuous training or learning among their em-
ployees. A well-trained workforce will improve 
performance throughout the organization that will 
then lead to an improvement in its competitive 
position. Also, training helps to support morale 
within the organization. All of these things create 
a positive atmosphere that is present throughout 
the organization, both internally and externally, 
making the organization attractive to prospective 
employees (Dodge, 1991; Kapp, 1999).

TYPES OF LEARNING

The learning organization is an organization 
that facilitates the learning of all its members 
and continuously transforms itself. Learning is 
the key competency required by any organiza-
tion that wants to survive and thrive in the new 
knowledge economy. Market champions keep 
learning how to do things better, and keep spread-
ing that knowledge throughout their organization. 
Learning provides the catalyst and the intellec-
tual resource to create a sustainable competitive 
advantage (Croasdell, 2001). There are two key 

types of learning: (1) incremental: learning that is 
characterized by simple, routine problem solving 
and that requires no fundamental change to your 
thinking or system, and (2) radical: breakthrough 
learning that directly challenges the prevail-
ing mental model on which the system is built. 
Learning can be further classified as adaptive 
and generative learning (Wickramasinghe & von 
Lubitz, 2006). While the chapter focuses on these 
two types of learning it is important to note that 
learning is not necessarily a binary construct and 
as well as individual and organizational learning 
there is also group learning. It may even be use-
ful to think about learning as a continuum across 
these areas with incremental learning at one end 
and radical learning at the other (Crossan, Lane 
& White, 1999); however this is beyond the scope 
of this chapter.

ADAPTIVE LEARNING AND 
GENERATIVE LEARNING

The current view of organizations is based on 
adaptive learning, which is about coping. Senge 
(1990) notes that increasing adaptiveness is 
only the first stage; companies need to focus on 
generative learning or “double-loop learning” 
(Argyris, 1982). Generative learning emphasizes 
continuous experimentation and feedback in an 
ongoing examination of the very way organiza-
tions go about defining and solving problems. In 
Senge’s view (1990), generative learning is about 
creating - it requires “systemic thinking,” “shared 
vision,” “personal mastery,” “team learning,” and 
“creative tension”.

In contrast, adaptive learning or single-loop 
learning focuses on solving problems in the present 
without examining the appropriateness of cur-
rent learning behaviors. Adaptive organizations 
focus on incremental improvements, often based 
upon the past track record of success. Essentially, 
they don’t question the fundamental assumptions 
underlying the existing ways of doing work. The 
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essential difference is between being adaptive and 
having adaptability.

A learning organization distinguishes itself, 
in particular, by a culture that encourages gen-
erative or double-loop learning in addition to 
possessing receptivity to adaptive or incremental 
improvement (Argyris, 1982). Generative, or 
double loop, learning is thinking that challenges 
the dominant logic or assumptions that guide 
decision making within an organization from the 
lowest level of operation to the CEO’s office. 
Therefore, it is incremental and transformational. 
Generative learning contrasts with adaptive 
learning, adaptive learning seeks improvements 
within the mental constraints of the prevailing 
assumptions about how an organization currently 
does or should conduct business (Morecroft & 
Sterman, 1994).

Generative learning, unlike adaptive learn-
ing, requires new ways of looking at the world. 
Generative learning requires seeing the systems 
that control events. When we fail to grasp the 
systemic source of problems, we are left to “push 
on” symptoms rather than eliminate underlying 
causes. Without systemic thinking, the best we 
can ever do is adaptive learning. The secret of 
the learning organization is to find the leadership, 
institutional arrangements, and cultural elements 
that result in generative learning as a continuous 
process.

IMPORTANCE OF KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT (KM) FOR 
LEARNING ORGANIZATIONS

In this century of creativity and ideas, the most 
valuable resources available to any organization 
are human skills, expertise, and relationships. 
Knowledge management (KM) is about capital-
izing on these precious assets (Duffy, 2001). 
Intangible assets include human capital (tacit 

knowledge and competencies), structural capital 
(intellectual property, methods and policies), 
social capital (relationships), and organizational 
capital (customer relationships and agreements).

Modern organizations are transformed by a 
shift from physical to mental work. The manage-
ment literature suggests that successful business 
organizations are those that are flexible and are 
particularly effective in introducing and adapting 
to change, i.e., Senge’s learning organizations. 
Learning organizations are capable of more than 
simply reacting to change. The effective learning 
organization must be able to generate and embrace 
change and quickly adapt to unanticipated change. 
They are organizations involved throughout in 
processes of continuous improvement and regen-
eration of knowledge. They are organizations that 
are continuously involved in information acquisi-
tion, critical review of basic assumptions, focused 
dialogue, and intra organizational information and 
idea sharing and creating repository of knowledge 
(Sharma et al., 2005).

To remain competitive, organizations must 
efficiently and effectively create, locate, cap-
ture, and share their organization’s knowledge 
and expertise. KM infrastructure would be an 
appropriate technological infrastructure to sup-
port a learning organization framework. KM 
infrastructure (tools and technologies) provides 
the platform upon which learning can be built. 
KM infrastructure includes repositories for 
unstructured data (i.e., document and content 
management); structured data (i.e., data ware-
housing, generation, and management); and 
groupware that supports the collaboration needed 
for knowledge sharing. It also includes tools such 
as e-mail or other forms of interpersonal com-
munication required for the efficient, time-, and 
location-independent exchange of information 
(Davenport, Jaevenpaa & Beers, 1996; Davenport 
& Prusak, 1998; Duffy, 2001).
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THE KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY AND 
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

In general, economists are agreed that the world 
has experienced three distinct ages – the Agrarian 
Age, the Industrial Age, and now the Information 
Age (Persaud, 2001; Woodall, 2000). The hallmark 
of the Information Age is the rapid adoption and 
diffusion of ICT (information and communica-
tion technologies) that has had a dramatic effect 
on the way business is conducted, as well as on 
people’s life styles. An important consequence 
of globalization and rapid technological change 
has been the generation of vast amounts of raw 
data and information, and the concomitant growth 
of the capabilities to process them into pertinent 
information and knowledge applicable to the 
solutions of business problems. Knowledge has 
become a major organizational tool in gaining 
and sustaining competitive advantage.

Traditionally, economists have emphasized 
land and the associated natural resources, labor, 
and capital as the essential primary ingredients for 
the economic enterprise. However, in the Informa-
tion Age, knowledge is considered as important 
as the three original prerequisites. Hence, the 
new term “knowledge economy” has emerged 
and managing knowledge has become one of the 
primary skills that organizations need to acquire 
in order to survive and prosper.

KNOWLEDGE

There are many plausible definitions of knowl-
edge. For the purposes of this chapter the definition 
of knowledge given by Davenport and Prusak 
(1998, p.5) will be used because it is not only 
broad and thus serves to capture the breadth of the 
construct, but also, and perhaps more importantly 
for this discussion, it serves to underscore that 
especially in an organizational context, knowl-
edge is not a simple homogeneous construct but 
a compound construct.

Knowledge is a fluid mix of framed experi-
ences, values, contextual information, and expert 
insights that provides a framework for evaluating 
and incorporating new experiences and informa-
tion. It originates and is applied in the minds of 
knowers. In organizations, it is often embedded 
not only in documents or repositories but also in 
organizational routines, processes, practices and 
norms Davenport and Prusak (ibid).

Types of Knowledge

In trying to understand the knowledge construct 
it is necessary first to recognize the binary nature 
of knowledge; namely its objective and subjective 
components. Knowledge can exist as an object, in 
essentially two forms; explicit or factual knowl-
edge and tacit knowledge or “know how” (Haynes, 
1999, 2000; Polyani, 1958, 1966; Wickramasinghe 
& Mills, 2001). It is well established that while 
both types of knowledge are important, tacit 
knowledge is more difficult to identify and thus 
manage (Nonaka, 1994; Nonaka &Nishiguchi, 
2001). Of equal importance, though perhaps less 
well defined, knowledge also has a subjective 
component and can be viewed as an ongoing 
phenomenon, being shaped by social practices 
of communities (Boland & Tenkasi, 1995). The 
objective elements of knowledge can be thought 
of as primarily having an impact on process, while 
the subjective elements typically impact innova-
tion. Both effective and efficient processes as 
well as the functions of supporting and fostering 
innovation are key concerns of knowledge man-
agement. Thus, we have an interesting duality in 
knowledge management that some have called a 
contradiction (Schultz, 1998) and others describe 
as the loose-tight nature of knowledge manage-
ment (Malhotra, 2000).

The loose-tight nature of knowledge manage-
ment comes into being because of the need to rec-
ognize and draw upon some distinct philosophical 
perspectives; namely, the Lockean / Leibnitzian 
stream and the Hegelian /Kantian stream. Models 
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of convergence and compliance representing the 
tight side are grounded in a Lockean / Leibnitzian 
tradition (Malhotra, 2000). These models are 
essential to provide the information processing 
aspects of knowledge management, most notably 
by enabling efficiencies of scale and scope and 
thus supporting the objective view of knowledge 
management. In contrast, the loose side provides 
agility and flexibility in the tradition of a Hegelian 
/ Kantian perspective. Such models recognize the 
importance of divergence of meaning which is es-
sential to support the “sense-making”, subjective 
view of knowledge management.

The Knowledge Spiral

Knowledge is not static; rather it changes and 
evolves during the life of an organization. What is 
more, it is possible to change the form of knowl-
edge; i.e., turn tacit knowledge into explicit and 
explicit knowledge into tacit, or to turn the subjec-
tive form of knowledge into the objective form 
of knowledge (Wickramasinghe & Mills, 2001). 
This process of changing the form of knowledge 
is known as the knowledge spiral (Nonaka, 1994; 
Nonaka & Nishiguchi, 2001). Integral to this 
changing of knowledge through the knowledge 
spiral is that new knowledge is created (ibid) and 
this can bring many benefits to organizations. In 
the case of transferring tacit knowledge to explicit 
knowledge for example, an organization is able 
to capture the expertise of particular individuals; 
hence, this adds not only to the organizational 
memory, but also enables single loop and double 
loop organizational learning to take place (Huber, 
1984). Implicit in this is the underlying dualities 
and a dynamic equilibrium or “right mix” between 
dualities that is determined by context. In the 
process of creating “valid” knowledge, innovating 
organizations are in fact enacting these transfor-
mations and thus “experiencing” these dualities. 
Moreover, it is unconscious and to a great extent 
much of the knowledge that potentially could 
be acquired is never captured by ignoring the 

underlying dualities and taking a singular focus 
such as only a Lockean inquiring system as the 
lens to view knowledge creation.

KNOWLEDGE CREATION

The processes of creating and capturing knowl-
edge, irrespective of the specific philosophical 
orientation (i.e. Lockean/Leibnitzian versus 
Hegelian/Kantian), has been approached from 
two major perspectives; namely a people-
oriented perspective and a technology-oriented 
perspective.

Process-Oriented 
Knowledge Generation

The connection between the process of organi-
zational learning and knowledge management 
is best seen when focusing on one of the key 
aspects of KM; namely the generation and 
acquisition of knowledge. Within knowledge 
management, the two predominant approaches 
to knowledge generation are people-centric and 
technology-centric (Wickramasinghe, 2005). 
A people oriented perspective draws from the 
work of Nonaka as well as Blacker and Spender 
(Newell, et al, 2002; Nonaka, 1994; Nonaka & 
Nishiguchi, 2001; Schultze & Leidner, 2002). 
Essential to this perspective of knowledge cre-
ation is that knowledge is created by people and 
that new knowledge, or increasing of the extant 
knowledge base, occurs as a result of human 
cognitive activities and the effecting of specific 
knowledge transformations (ibid). A technol-
ogy driven perspective to knowledge creation 
is centred around the computerized technique 
of data mining and the many mathematical and 
statistical methods available to transform data 
into information and then meaningful knowledge 
(Adriaans & Zantinge, 1996; Award & Ghaziri 
2004; Becerra-Fernandez &Sabherwal 2001; 
Bendoly, 2003; Cabena, Hadjinian, Stadler, 
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Verhees & Zanasi, 1998; Choi & Lee 2003; 
Chung &Gray, 1999; Fayyad, Piatetsky-Shapiro 
& Smyth, 1996; Holsapple & Joshi 2002).

In contrast to both of these approaches, a 
process-centric approach to knowledge creation 
not only combines the essentials of both the peo-
ple-centric and technology-centric perspectives 
but also emphasises the dynamic and on going 
nature of the process. Process centred knowledge 
generation is grounded in the pioneering work 
of Boyd and his OODA Loop (Observe, Orient, 
Determine, Act), a conceptual framework that 
maps out the critical process required to support 
rapid decision making and extraction of critical 
and germane knowledge (Boyd, 1987, 2002; von 
Lubitz &Wickramasinghe, 2006) as is depicted 
in Figure 2.

Multispectral data and information are col-
lected by all organizations on a daily basis. By 
utilizing tools and techniques such as data mining 
it is possible to transform these raw data assets 
into germane knowledge. This also requires a 
clear delineation of the specific context. Non-
germane information and knowledge should be 

stored in data and/or knowledge bases for use on 
a subsequent occasion. The germane knowledge 
should then be distilled and used to facilitate 
superior decision making (i.e., the Action stage). 
As learning in the organization is more prevalent 
cognitive shortcuts can be taken but initially it is 
imperative that critical and thorough analysis is 
conducted.

CREATING LEARNING 
HEALTHCARE ORGANIZATIONS

As depicted in Figure 1, integral to creating a 
learning organization is the need to foster KM 
technologies and enable knowledge workers. 
The process-centric perspective of knowledge 
management serves to underscore theoretically 
how important it is to foster organizational learn-
ing through the incorporation of KM tools and 
technologies, as well as fostering human exper-
tise so that superior decision making will ensue. 
What remains to be discussed is how healthcare 
organizations should effect such a transforma-

Figure 2. Process perspective of knowledge management
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tion. Critical to any successful KM initiative is 
the development of the KM infrastructure. The 
key components of the KM infrastructure are 
summarized and presented in Table 1.

To illustrate the points presented in Table 1 
the following case vignette is presented. In 2007 
it was decided to address inefficiencies of patient 

flow and treatment in the urology department at 
Northwestern Memorial Hospital in Chicago. 
This was addressed through the design, develop-
ment, and implementation of an electronic patient 
pre-visit system with multi-language facilities, 
most especially English-Spanish / Spanish-
English real-time translation. During the design 

Table 1. Elements in the KMI Model (adapted from Wickramasinghe, 2006). 

Element of the Knowledge 
Management Infrastructure Description

Infrastructure for Collaboration The key to competitive advantage and improving customer satisfaction lies in the ability of organiza-
tions to form learning alliances; these being strategic partnerships based on a business environment that 
encourages mutual (and reflective) learning between partners (Holt, Love & Li, 2000). Organizations can 
utilize their strategy framework to identify partners, and collaborators for enhancing their value chain. 
For healthcare organizations this means developing means so that cross functional teams can easily 
communicate and collaborate and interactions between various actors in the web of health care can 
be enhanced.

Organizational Memory Organizational memory is concerned with the storing and subsequent accessing and replenishing 
of an organization’s “know-how” that is recorded in documents or in its people (Maier & Lehner, 
2000). However, a key component of knowledge management not addressed in the construct of orga-
nizational memory is the subjective aspect (Wickramasinghe, 2003). Organizational memory keeps 
a record of knowledge resources and locations. Recorded information, whether in human-readable 
or electronic form or in the memories of staff, is an important embodiment of an organization’s 
knowledge and intellectual capital. Thus, strong organizational memory systems ensure the access 
of information or knowledge throughout the company to everyone at any time (Croasdell, 2001). 
For healthcare organizations this is particularly significant given the trend towards evidence-based 
medicine.

Human Asset Infrastructure This deals with the participation and willingness of people. Today, organizations have to attract 
and motivate the best people; reward, recognize, train, educate, and improve them (Ellinger et al., 
1999), so that the highly skilled and more independent workers can exploit technologies to create 
knowledge in learning organizations (Thorne & Smith, 2000). The human asset infrastructure then, 
helps to identify and utilize the special skills of people who can create greater business value if 
they and their inherent skills and experiences are managed to make explicit use of their knowledge. 
For healthcare organizations this requires maximizing and supporting the capabilities and decision 
making skills of knowledge workers both at the individual level and in cross-functional teams so 
that superior healthcare outcomes can result.

Knowledge Transfer Network This element is concerned with the dissemination of knowledge and information. Unless there is a 
strong communication infrastructure in place, people are not able to communicate effectively and 
thus are unable to effectively transfer knowledge. An appropriate communications infrastructure 
includes, but is not limited to, the Internet and intranets for creating the knowledge transfer net-
work, as well as discussion rooms, bulletin boards for meetings and for displaying information. 
For healthcare organizations this means ensuring that the latest treatment protocols, techniques, and 
medications are made known to those who are making treatment decisions, i.e., the healthcare providers.

Business Intelligence 
Infrastructure

In an intelligent enterprise, various information systems are integrated with knowledge-gathering 
and analyzing tools for data analysis and dynamic end-user querying of a variety of enterprise data 
sources (Hammond, 2001). Business intelligence infrastructures have customers, suppliers and 
other partners embedded into a single integrated system. Customers will view their own purchasing 
habits, and suppliers will see the demand pattern that may help them to offer volume discounts, etc. 
This information can help all customers, suppliers, and enterprises to analyze data and provide them 
with the competitive advantage. The intelligence of a company is not only available to internal us-
ers but can even be leveraged by selling it to others such as consumers who may be interested in it. 
For healthcare organizations this means incorporating various data mining techniques so that the 
volumes of heterogeneous data that reside in healthcare processes and within various databases can 
be appropriately analyzed so that superior access, quality, and value may ensue.
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and development stages of this project all com-
ponents of the KMI model were addressed in 
turn: (1) infrastructure for collaboration – this 
was to some extent already in place with the 
medical team, but it was extended and enhanced 
to support collaboration among the medical 
professionals, laboratory, radiology, IT special-
ists, billing and patients; (2) organizational 
memory – various aspects of treatment protocols 
were stored and analyzed to ensure that lessons 
learnt could be developed to continually build 
on the extant knowledge base; (3) human asset 
infrastructure – as a teaching hospital with a 
commitment to research and keeping up-to-date 
with technology initiatives and the delivery of 
superior health care to its patients, all actors were 
very committed to effecting a successful change; 
(4) knowledge transfer network – since the 
project knowledge is being transferred effec-
tively and efficiently within the urology depart-
ment and the next steps are to expand this 
throughout the hospital and health system; (5) 
business intelligence infrastructure – at the start 
of this project no intelligence tools were in place. 
Now tools are being embraced to help and sup-
port preventative medicine, for example, by 
identifying high risk patients for prostate cancer. 
The process is complex but the team is commit-
ted to moving forward. Overall, the system is a 
first for the U.S. and the project won an award 
from the Illinois Institute of Commerce. It is still 
early and results should be reviewed in about 
two years when the system has been opera-
tional for a significant period of time. To date 
physicians and patients appear to be pleased, and 
the clinical results have been positive.

DISCUSSION

If a learning healthcare organization had been in 
place at the time of Katrina the loss of life, injury, 
and devastation would have been minimized, as 
well as the level of chaos and panic. Germane 

knowledge regarding how to treat people would 
have been available or easily extracted electroni-
cally from relevant information and data available 
to healthcare professionals. Emergency service 
and first responders would have been better able 
to advise people what to do effectively and effi-
ciently. If we compare the debacle associated with 
Katrina and the efforts made after hurricane Rita, 
even without the establishment of a formal learn-
ing healthcare organization, we can see evidence 
of ad hoc learning at the individual, group, and 
organizational levels that directly contributed to 
a faster and more efficient handling of the crisis.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Healthcare delivery, especially in the U.S., requires 
significant redesign. We are seeing more and more 
investment in various types of ICT including 
PHRs (personal health record systems), and EHRs 
(electronic health record systems). However such 
investments in technology will only exacerbate 
existing problems of inefficiencies and increasing 
costs if a solid KM infrastructure that facilitates the 
development of a learning healthcare organization 
and leverages the expertise of knowledge workers 
does not occur concomitantly. It is imperative not 
only for more research in this area, but also for 
the results of such research to be disseminated 
throughout the web of healthcare players.

CONCLUSION

To date the information age has been leaving health 
care behind. Health care can no longer allow this 
situation to continue and it is imperative that an 
intelligent healthcare system is developed that 
leverages the tools, technologies, and strategies 
of the knowledge economy. To effect such a trans-
formation requires changes at both the individual 
and, more importantly, at the institutional level. 
Changes at the institutional level must be substan-
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tive. What is required is the creation of Learning 
Healthcare Organizations that are flexible, focus 
on the effective and efficient management of their 
knowledge assets, foster organizational learning 
strategies so that superior access, quality, and 
value; i.e. the value proposition for any health 
system, can in fact be realized. As eluded to in 
this chapter, to create learning healthcare orga-
nizations requires the establishment of a robust 
knowledge management infrastructure that sup-
ports human and technical organizational assets, 
the incorporation of a process-centric perspective 
of knowledge creation, and the fostering of organi-
zational learning strategies. This is summarized in 
Table 1 and the successful health care example of 
Northwestern Memorial Hospital. It is important 
to stress that success is only possible if people, 
most especially key actors such as healthcare 
professionals, are motivated to change and adapt 
practice patterns, and the underlying infrastructure 
supports and facilitates the change (as happened 
in the instance described in the urology depart-
ment at Northwestern Memorial Hospital). Of 
paramount importance is strong leadership and 
organizational commitment to change. Without 
such a commitment, healthcare organizations 
can never become learning healthcare organiza-
tions and the required change to the existing and 
out-dated healthcare system will be incremental 
at best, analogous to rearranging the deck chairs 
on the Titanic.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the principles of pattern-
based task management (PBTM) that aims at 
knowledge maturing based on the integration of 
task and knowledge management. It takes into 
account that knowledge does not only manifest 
in artifacts but also in actions. The approach 
supports knowledge workers in the execution 
of their tasks by offering guiding task patterns 
without restricting their freedom of execution. 
Task patterns are collaboratively managed and 
support the sharing and development of work 
experience in a way, which makes this experience 
easily applicable to new tasks. The collaborative 
origin of task patterns requires offering obvious 
benefits to knowledge workers to motivate their 
contributions. In this regard, PBTM establishes 

an organizational knowledge maturation process 
that prevents the loss and ensures the development 
of organizational knowledge.

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge work has been declared the central 
paradigm of the new century (Drucker, 1994). 
However, it is a misunderstanding to see a knowl-
edge worker as a person whose work is explained 
by the fact that he or she requires knowledge 
for it. We rather find that knowledge is a critical 
factor in any kind of work. The central feature of 
knowledge work is rather the velocity with which 
persons who pursue such occupation have to up-
date and extend their knowledge to keep pace with 
the speed of business and scientific development. 
Moreover, this updated and extended knowledge 
often determines the way how knowledge workers 
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actually proceed. For instance, if an unexpected 
problem occurs, they must find a solution and 
adapt the work process appropriately. We find 
that knowledge workers’ actions consist in the 
processing of information while at the same time 
information determines the flow of these actions. 
Consequently knowledge workers have to con-
stantly learn. In addition, they have to do this in 
an informal and self-controlled manner (Pinchot & 
Pinchot, 1996). Due to the increasing importance 
of knowledge work it is crucial for organizations 
to support their knowledge workers as efficiently 
as possible. However, this requires new ways of 
thinking and using technology.

Any support of knowledge work must be 
based on a thorough understanding of its nature. 
One controversy in this respect is the question 
whether the required knowledge can be treated as 
an object or must be handled as a process – see, for 
example, the discussion in (Gourlay 2006). Indeed 
this question is far from academic and cannot be 
answered by simply deciding for one of the two 
options; we rather have to support both sides of 
knowledge. While the management of knowledge 
objects or artifacts such as electronic documents 
or person profiles can look back to a long history 
of more or less successful approaches in Informa-
tion Technology (IT), the support of the dynamic 
side is less well understood and technically lever-
aged. The central question in this respect is how 
we actually handle knowledge as a process and 
support knowledge work in this respect.

Hereby a central insight is the understanding of 
the mutual dependence of knowledge and action 
(Riss, 2005). Knowledge without its actualiza-
tion in action is pointless while action requires 
knowledge to be predictable and controllable. 
Moreover, action is the most important source 
of knowledge – we learn by doing. This raises 
the question how people’s knowledge and ac-
tions work together in organizations and how this 
interaction can be intensified. Most technologies 
that support actions are focused on the execution 
of tasks and processes. Task management (TM) 

and process aware information systems (PAIS) 
effectively support the flow of work, however, 
they mainly disregard knowledge management 
(KM). These systems mostly rely on predesigned 
support of work activities – even if they focus on 
knowledge work – but largely neglect the ques-
tion how in return work activities can be used to 
collect work experience and how the latter can 
then be reused in processes again.

This article presents the results of our work 
on these research questions that we have obtained 
during the last 5 years in the EU-funded Integrated 
Projects NEPOMUK (nepomuk.semanticdesktop.
org) and MATURE (mature-ip.eu). It presents the 
idea of activity-centered knowledge management 
(ACKM), which integrates TM and KM, and the 
realization of ACKM by means of pattern-based 
task management (PBTM). The central idea of 
PBTM consists in the creation of action-centric 
information objects that serve both requirements, 
that of KM and that of TM. We will present the 
fundamental principles of PBTM and shows its 
essential elements of implementation. Further 
implementation details of PBTM have been 
described in a number of other papers (Grebner, 
Ong, & Riss, 2008; Grebner & Riss, 2008; Ong, 
Riss, Grebner, & Du, 2008; Grebner & Riss, 2008; 
Schmidt & Riss, 2009; Hu, Du, Chen, Riss, & 
Witschel, 2009) and will not be repeated here.

However, PBTM does not only aim at the im-
provement of the individual knowledge worker’s 
situation but likewise at the improvement of the 
organizational performance. Both targets are 
closely related. The organizational benefits can 
only be realized if knowledge workers signifi-
cantly participate but this requires clear benefits 
for the individual knowledge worker. On the other 
hand it is the aggregation of information from 
the entire organization that makes it possible to 
produce considerable benefits for the individual 
employee. In this respect another aspect of PBTM 
comes into play, the development or maturing of 
knowledge. Recently, the concept of knowledge 
maturing has been brought up in the context of 
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organizational learning (Maier & Schmidt, 2005). 
Here knowledge is described in terms of a coor-
dinated development of knowledge artifacts and 
personal as well as organizational knowledge. 
Knowledge maturing is an organizational process, 
from which each individual knowledge worker 
profits in the end.

This recapitulates the central aspects of static 
and dynamic knowledge conceptions and intro-
duces the idea of activity-centered knowledge 
management. To this end it presents central notions 
such as task, cognifact, sociofact, and knowledge 
maturing. Next, an overview of information sys-
tems that support knowledge management and 
work activities is given. The paper discusses the 
gaps that hinder such systems to consequently 
support ACKM and knowledge maturing. Then 
the pattern-based task management as an approach 
that consequently realizes ACKM is presented. 
The authors show how the PBTM influences 
the organizational knowledge maturing process 
leading to a better knowledge flow described in 
knowledge effect systems. Finally, a final conclu-
sion will be given. The central goal of the article is 
to present ACKM and PBTM as a whole starting 
from the guiding ideas to the analysis of its effects.

ACTIVITY-CENTERED 
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

The way how knowledge is generally understood 
varies between an objective, static view and a 
subjective, dynamic view (Alavi & Leitner, 2001; 
Nonaka & Peltokorpi, 2006). The objective view 
focuses on knowledge objects such as documents, 
ontologies, tag vocabularies and so on; the subjec-
tive view points to the actualization of knowledge 
in activities and processes. Both views represent 
two inseparable aspects of knowledge. The ques-
tion how we handle this double nature is not only 
theoretically relevant but has extensive practical 
consequences. Action is an important source of 
knowledge and knowledge is required for action.

Most traditional IT approaches have favored 
the objective view of knowledge, mainly because 
it is easier to manage it by means of technology. 
However, these approaches have not been as suc-
cessful as initially expected (Schütt, 2003). As 
reaction, management scientists have emphasized 
the importance of the subjective side emphasiz-
ing the role of implicit knowledge. In this respect 
they could refer to the lacking success of IT-based 
approaches and the work of Polanyi (1962) who 
pointed to the limited possibilities to transform 
implicit into explicit knowledge, even under the 
idealized conditions of optimal IT support.

We will investigate ways how objective and 
subjective aspects of knowledge can be better 
leveraged for organizational purposes by ACKM. 
This does not only require novel technological 
solutions but also a thorough understanding of 
the nature of knowledge and action.

Knowledge, Action, and Tasks

The usual habit to identify the objective side of 
knowledge with documents and other knowledge 
artifacts is suggestive but misleading since these 
artifacts only become effective as knowledge if 
they are used by intelligent knowledge workers 
in a knowledgeable way; otherwise they remain 
dead material forgotten in some data silos. Whether 
artifacts actually turn into knowledge depends on 
various factors: the accessibility, the respective 
knowledge workers’ abilities, or the respective 
context of action. Polanyi emphasized that contex-
tualization requires considerable tacit knowledge 
that knowledge workers must already bring about 
in order to benefit from knowledge artifacts; this is 
related to his statement that all explicit knowledge 
is rooted in implicit knowledge (Polanyi, 1962). 
Especially in knowledge-intensive work situations 
the assumption of an easy transfer of knowledge 
via artifacts definitely breaks down.

In this paper we will regard knowledge as 
clearly separated from knowledge artifacts. As 
explained in (Riss, 2005), we understand knowl-
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edge as an agent’s rational capacity to successfully 
accomplish specific actions. The demand that such 
capacity must be rational refers to the fact that the 
agent must be aware and in control of it in order 
to successfully perform an action. According to 
this understanding, successful action is not only 
the main goal but also a decisive indicator of 
knowledge. Although implicit knowledge plays 
a major role hereby, knowledge artifacts remain 
necessary mediators.

Cognifacts, Sociofacts and 
Knowledge Artifacts

In the following we will have a more detailed look 
at knowledge and its manifestations in knowl-
edge artifacts. Following (Nelkner, Magenheim, 
& Reinhardt, 2009) and their approach based 
on symbolic interactionism (Blumer, 1986) we 
use the following fundamental categorization of 
knowledge manifestations (Riss, Witschel, Brun, 
& Thönssen, 2009):

• Artifacts encompass all kinds of reproduc-
ible physical or digital media that are suit-
able for knowledge transfer. They consist 
of codified information that can potentially 
enable knowledge workers to acquire new 
knowledge. In this way artifacts serve as 
mediators for knowledge transfer. Such 
transfer requires considerable shared un-
derstanding of information providers and 
consumers.

• Cognifacts represent instances of intan-
gible personal knowledge associated with 
individual knowledge workers. Cognifacts 
include personal expertise, skills, and 
competencies. The formal description of 
cognifacts is rather limited. For example, 
personal profiles describe a person’s cog-
nifacts only very superficially. Better indi-
cators for cognifacts are the actions that a 
person performs.

• Sociofacts describe all kinds of intangible 
organizational knowledge that consists in 
shared expertise or knowledgeable orga-
nization of work. It also includes organi-
zational norms and culture. In the same 
way as cognifacts also sociofacts mainly 
become observable in (collaborative) ac-
tions, where sociofacts, for example, en-
sure the mutual understanding; they de-
termine what can be assumed to be known 
and what must be explained.

Since cognifacts and sociofacts are mainly 
intangible they can only be indirectly observed 
and handled. However, their actualization in ac-
tions allows us to get access to them through TM.

Table 1 gives an overview of the relevant 
organizational knowledge manifestations. This 
matrix resembles the one provided by Spender 
(1996) who considered individual versus social 
and implicit versus explicit knowledge. In con-
trast to Spender’s matrix the schema presented in 
Table 1 focuses on the difference of capacity and 
artifact as the decisive difference with respect to 
KM. Cognifacts and sociofacts both encompass 
implicit as well as explicit knowledge where both 
are clearly distinguished from knowledge artifacts, 
which are external physical objects.

While the concepts of KM and TM are well 
known the notion of knowledge maturing (KMat) 
is rather novel (Schmidt, 2005). KM mainly dwells 
on the creation, storage/retrieval, transfer, and 
application of knowledge or its manifestations. 
If we look at these activities we find that KM 
implicitly works with the idea of static knowledge 
that is created, stored and used like a material 

Table 1. Different types of organizational knowl-
edge manifestations 

Individual Organizational

Intangible Knowledge Cognifacts Sociofacts

Knowledge Artifacts Personal Artifacts Public Artifacts
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good. An aspect that attracted less attention is the 
continuous development of knowledge. To address 
this deficiency of KM knowledge maturing aims 
at the controlled and integrated development of 
both knowledge and knowledge artifacts through-
out organizations.

Knowledge transfer plays an important role in 
this respect but is clearly distinguished from KMat. 
Knowledge transfer is understood as a process in 
which knowledge is moved as a static entity from 
a provider to a consumer (Alavi & Leidner, 2001). 
Actually, as Walsham (2004) has pointed out, 
such direct transfer of knowledge is an idealiza-
tion since we must rather understand knowledge 
transfer as a process of artifact-mediated knowl-
edge acquisition (Polanyi, 1969; Walsham, 2004). 
What we regard as knowledge transfer is actually 
a process of sense-giving (decontextualization) 
and sense-reading (recontextualization) that both 
rely on sociofacts, i.e., shared understanding 
(Nelkner, Magenheim, & Reinhardt, 2009). During 
sense-giving the knowledge provider explicates 
cognifacts against the background of relevant 
sociofacts, i.e., the expected shared knowledge 
to which they can implicitly refer. Sense-reading 
works in a similar way; knowledge artifacts are 
interpreted against the same background of shared 
knowledge (or what the interpreter assumes as 
such) and the knowledge workers own cognifacts; 
the result of the process is the acquisition of new 
cognifacts. This analysis shows that knowledge 
transfer is actually a complex process that only 
describes one aspect of KMat.

Task Management and Activity-
Centered Knowledge Management

By task we denote a knowledge artifact that de-
scribes an action to be performed. It encompasses 
information about (1) people who are involved, 
(2) the objective that is to be achieved by the task, 
(3) artifacts that are used to achieve the objec-
tive, and (4) subtasks, the execution of which is 
required to accomplish the task goal (Byström & 

Hansen, 2005). However, tasks are more than mere 
representations if they are closely related to the 
respective action via a TM system. They describe 
the actualization of cognifacts and sociofacts as 
well as the relation of actions to knowledge arti-
facts. Nevertheless TM should not be mistaken as 
the attempt to convert all action-related implicit 
knowledge into explicit task representations. It is 
rather the aim to establish a habitat that supports 
the adaptation of behavior to indirectly transfer 
implicit knowledge, i.e., via socialization (Nonaka 
& Takeuchi, 1995). We will discuss this in more 
detail later-on. A complete explication of knowl-
edge is not necessary since the habitat provides 
a context in which knowledge workers can rely 
on their experience what is to be done and they 
can achieve it.

Activity-Centered Knowledge Management 
(ACKM) is characterized by focusing on the close 
relation between knowledge, action, and tasks. 
Their interconnectedness is depicted in Figure 1. 
The integration of KM and TM bridges the gap 
between knowledge manifestations and actions 
due to the natural relation of actions and tasks.

The previous consideration has presented the 
central concepts required to understand the ACKM 
approach. We now turn to the technical side to 
see how KM and TM are currently supported by 
means of IT. Obviously an integration of KM and 
TM requires an integration of Knowledge Man-
agement Systems (KMS) and Task Management 
Systems (TMS). In this section we will investigate 

Figure 1. General ACKM schema
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to which extent existing information systems ad-
dress these integration needs and which types of 
IT systems cover the area relevant for ACKM.

While KMS mainly deal with knowledge 
artifacts, TMS focus on dynamic support of pro-
cesses and control flow. In order to gain a more 
general perspective we will use the terms object-
centric and action-centric to describe the support 
of handling artifacts and actions, respectively. 
The focus on KMat requires also considering the 
lifetime of the respective entities. Here we find 
separate information systems for short-lived and 
long-lived information. Taking these distinctions 
into account we can identify 4 support paradigms 
and corresponding information systems that are 
currently considered in science and practice 
covering the realm of ACKM; they are depicted 
in Figure 2. The rather clear separation of these 
information systems is one of the reasons for insuf-
ficient KMat support. Regarding the object-centric 
systems we find Computer Supported Cooperative 
Work (CSCW) systems that focus on the short-
term exchange of information while traditional 
KMS mainly deal with the long-term storage 
of knowledge artifacts. The same separation we 
find for action-centric systems. Process-Aware 
Information Systems (PAIS) focus on the long-
term support of stable business processes (Dumas, 
van der Aalst, & ter Hofstede, 2005) but are not 
suitable for the support of ad hoc activities which 
are rather supported by traditional TMS. Also here 
there is a clear gap between short-memory to long-
memory information handling. Successful ACKM 
must integrate all three aspects and establish ways 
of transitions between the 4 quadrants in order to 
ensure barrier-free KMat.

Tasks are central knowledge hubs since almost 
all information objects that a knowledge worker 
handles are related to some task. However, tasks 
are mainly seen as activity descriptions that are 
handled by workflow systems. These have turned 
out to be very efficient in situations where the 
organizational processes and individual tasks are 
strongly repetitive and clearly structured. Under 

such conditions it makes sense to invest money 
in the elaborate design of executable business 
process models. Indeed such process models 
represent a typical form of static organizational 
knowledge. Workflow systems know how to 
automatically distribute work and how to support 
employees in executing the incoming tasks. In 
addition, employees are usually well trained for 
accomplishing these tasks, which the workflow 
system distributes to them. Due to the highly 
repetitive character a thorough training for the 
respective task types makes perfect sense. The 
price of this efficiency is the inflexibility that 
results from it. Only minor deviations from the 
static process model and the predefined task 
schema are tolerable without causing major inef-
ficiencies. For example, sometimes it happens 
that employees have to work against the workflow 
system as in cases in which they have to perform 
tasks in a way that is not covered by the underly-
ing process model. This obviously limits the 
value of such work support systems, especially 
for knowledge workers.

If we look for PAIS that better take the re-
quirements of knowledge workers into account 
we mainly find approaches that enhance business 
process management by KM elements as, for 
example, the KMDL approach (Gronau et al., 
2004). A compilation of further approaches can 
be found in (Riss, Rickayzen, Maus, & van der 
Aalst, 2005). They all have in common that the 

Figure 2. Object and action-centric IT systems
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basic work schema remains rigid and does not 
provide the required flexibility.

PATTERN-BASED TASK 
MANAGEMENT

In the following we will describe the concrete 
realization of Pattern-Based Task Management 
(PBTM). While KM provides the knowledge ar-
tifacts for the tasks to be executed, TM yields the 
setting, in which these artifacts are contextually 
used. The PBTM is built on three cornerstones. The 
first cornerstone is the TMS that provides the habi-
tat mentioned in the previous section. It induces 
relevant sociofacts and helps consume offered 
information. The second cornerstone consists in 
the introduction of task patterns as representations 
of shared task knowledge that integrates KM in the 
TMS. The task patterns help knowledge workers 
to better understand the meaning of the provided 
information as a precondition of productive use 
(Wiig, 2004). The third cornerstone is a central 
task pattern repository as shared knowledge base.

We will first present some fundamental prin-
ciple of PBTM that describe the basis for every 
implementation of the approach. Afterwards we 
will introduce the structural elements that realize 
these principles.

Principles of Pattern-Based 
Task Management

Although tasks are individually executed, there are 
often groups of tasks, which resemble each other 
with respect to the assigned goal, the contained 
operations, and the roles of involved persons and 
resources. Such similarity is the basis of task re-
use. In contrast to the workflow case these tasks 
are considered as independent entities. They are 
not embedded in rigid processes and their simi-
larity is not predetermined by their position in a 
predefined process model. This reflects the flex-
ibility requirements of knowledge workers (Riss, 

Rickayzen, Maus, & van der Aalst, 2005; Holz, 
Maus, Bernardi, & Rostanin, 2005).

The integration of KM and TM requires under-
standing tasks as knowledge artifacts that transfer 
work experience. One possibility of reusing this 
work experience is that knowledge workers take 
old tasks and reuse the contained information for 
the execution of a new task. An approach that fol-
lows this schema is the TaskNavigator developed 
by DFKI and Ricoh (Holz et al., 2006). The PBTM 
goes another way that avoids direct task copies and 
uses task patterns as mediators (Riss, Rickayzen, 
Maus, & van der Aalst, 2005). Even if the PBTM 
approach requires the explicit maintenance of task 
patterns, it avoids several problems that the direct 
task copy brings about (Riss, Cress, Kimmerle, 
& Martin, 2007), e.g., additional efforts for the 
consumers of task copies who have to identify 
which parts are actually reusable. Moreover, task 
patterns are required to realize a consequent KMat 
process. The PBTM has been designed as a par-
ticipatory web 2.0 approach, in which knowledge 
workers jointly improve task patterns. Even if 
this design decision comes along with a number 
of additional challenges, for example, regarding 
the motivation for collaboration on task patterns, 
the advantages prevail. The following 4 principles 
of PBTM describe the challenges that have to be 
addressed to realize these advantages:

• Individual benefits by suitable servic-
es: The PBTM must provide more direct 
benefits to the knowledge workers than it 
causes additional costs. This is based on 
the experience that knowledge workers are 
rather selective in the choice of tools that 
they use. Tools that do not provide clear 
advantages are usually rejected even if 
they are preferable from the organizational 
point of view.

• Social benefits by collaborative work: 
The PBTM must establish an environment 
that supports collaboration among knowl-
edge workers to share their individual ex-
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perience. Social awareness of joint efforts 
is another motivating factor. Here we face 
the shared database problem (Riss, Cress, 
Kimmerle, & Martin, 2007): knowledge 
workers must provide information to oth-
ers without an immediate benefit for them-
selves. This barrier can be overcome if 
they realize that others contribute to task 
patterns as well.

• Organizational benefits using published 
work experience: Organizational ben-
efits can indirectly result in benefits to 
individual knowledge workers. Insights 
gained from collaborative handling of task 
patterns enable the organization to better 
support the individual work. For example, 
the organizational analysis of occurring 
problems can show that these are not due 
to the individual knowledge worker but are 
caused by deficiencies in the organization.

• Autonomy of knowledge workers: The 
autonomy of knowledge workers is of cru-
cial importance so that the PBTM must re-
spect it by design. Support for knowledge 
workers must always be offered unobtru-
sively through guidance instead of pre-
scription. In this way the high efficiency 
of knowledge workers in individually or-
ganizing their affairs is acknowledged. 
Otherwise there is the risk that they simply 
circumvent the system.

• Privacy of knowledge workers: Support 
of knowledge workers by task management 
can only succeed if the system support is 
not perceived as surveillance. To this end 
the knowledge workers’ privacy must be 
consequently protected. Information must 
only be made public by the affected users 
and we must keep the balance between the 
exchange of information between users 
and protection of the users’ private sphere. 
Only under this condition knowledge 
workers will accept PBTM and use it.

These principles are not only a nice padding 
of the PBTM but determine necessary precondi-
tions for its success. The understanding of these 
principles is crucial for the design of the PBTM 
expressed by the elements of PBTM that we will 
present in the following. None of the defined 
elements should contradict these principles. For 
example, it is not sufficient to offer an infrastruc-
ture that allows knowledge workers to explicate 
task related information in the most convenient 
way if they have no control of who has access 
to this information; they would simply store the 
information outside the TMS where they can 
control it so that it would probably be lost for the 
KMat process.

Elements of Task and Task 
Pattern Management

We will now describe the structural elements of 
tasks and task patterns. Usually a task is related 
to a sequence of activities. These can either be 
tasks of their own – so-called subtasks – or opera-
tions. This distinction goes back to activity theory 
(Kuutti, 1995), which separates tasks, which refer 
to more complex actions that require explicit 
planning, from simple operations, which can be 
executed routinely without specific planning. The 
distinction partially overlaps with the dimension 
of a priori determinability discussed by (Byström 
& Järvelin, 1995). We can regard operations as a 
priori determinable whereas tasks include signifi-
cant indeterminacy. Examples of operations are 
elementary activities such as assigning documents 
to a task or writing an email. While tasks are to 
be fully captured by the TMS, operations can be 
registered without execution details. Besides this 
internal structure tasks are related to knowledge 
artifacts such as documents, person descriptions, 
or external web sources that represent their KM 
aspect (Grebner et al., 2007). A specific descriptive 
task element, which is relevant for task pattern use, 
is the task journal (Riss, Grebner, & Du, 2008).
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Task journals: Task journals are task protocols 
that describe specific task activities in a chrono-
logical order. Task journals describe the main 
events that occurred during task execution. Typical 
task events are: (1) task-related operations, e.g., 
the delegation of a subtask, the assignment of a 
document to the task etc; (2) occurring problems 
that knowledge workers identified in the course of 
execution, (3) decisions that a knowledge worker 
has taken, and (4) other external events if the 
knowledge worker explicitly protocols them in 
the task. The chronological order of task events is 
often important to understand which role specific 
knowledge artifacts played in a certain situation.

Turning now to task patterns we have identi-
fied 4 structural elements: task cases that include 
task journals, abstraction services, decisions/
alternative, and problems/solutions (Schmidt & 
Riss, 2009). All of them provide helpful guidance 
to the user:

• Task cases: Via the task pattern knowledge 
workers get access to published example 
tasks that used this pattern. These exam-
ples help them to better understand the 
information that the task pattern provides 
since they show the usage of resources in a 
real context. Task journals support this giv-
ing a guideline in which order this infor-
mation was used. The task cases also help 
to better understand critical situations in a 
task that led to problems.

• Abstraction services: When a knowledge 
worker has found a suitable task pattern, 
it provides information about typical re-
sources and specific activities that occur 
in this type of activity. Such information 
is provided by abstraction services. There 
are four types of abstraction services: (1) 
information abstraction services and (2) 
person abstraction services, (3) subtask 
abstraction services, and (4) services that 
provide task examples. The first group of-
fers information resources such as public 

documents, web pages or access to tools 
which are usually required for the task ex-
ecution. The second group offers lists of 
experts for specific topics that might be 
relevant for the task execution. The third 
group describes subtask that are usually 
performed to accomplish the task. These 
subtasks might only serve to structure the 
task execution but can also be delegated to 
colleagues. They become especially impor-
tant when the task becomes complicated.
Abstraction services change the usual way 
how knowledge workers search for informa-
tion. Generally these have to look for infor-
mation sources in a global organizational 
repository. If they retrieve some resource 
they first have to find out whether it is suit-
able for their context. This is usually a rather 
tedious and time consuming endeavor. In 
contrast a resource found via a task pattern is 
already embedded in the general task context 
so that it becomes easier to check whether it 
is applicable to the given situation. It has to 
be emphasized that abstraction services only 
provide recommendations so that it is still the 
knowledge workers’ decision whether they 
want to make use of such a resource. In this 
way the flexibility of knowledge workers is 
respected and they are not force to explicate 
steps that are of minor importance to them. 
Abstraction services provide guidance to 
experts as well as to novices with their dif-
ferent requirements. While the novice can 
make extensive use of the offered informa-
tion resources, the expert might only use 
them as reminders.

• Decisions and alternatives: Often knowl-
edge workers observe reoccurring decision 
situation in similar tasks. Task patterns 
support decision taking by offering action 
alternatives that others have identified. 
The alternatives are described by differ-
ent abstraction services. These offer pos-
sible subtasks and additional information 
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resources. Herein abstraction services are 
used to structure the resources offered in 
such alternatives. Technically alternatives 
are realized by a filter function for abstrac-
tion services. Decisions and alternatives 
especially support the process aspect of 
knowledge work and thus can help im-
prove process models.

• Problems and solutions: Task patterns 
also collect specific problems that knowl-
edge workers have recognized during their 
task execution. Together with a problem 
statement they can provide one or more 
solutions which are managed in analogy 
to the alternatives that belong to decisions. 
This means that a knowledge worker, who 
uses a task pattern and faces a problem, 
can look at the list of known task problems 
in the task pattern and think whether solu-
tions from former cases are also applicable 
to the current problem. Each of these prob-
lems can be associated to different solu-
tions that contain short textual descriptions 
and provide guidance for necessary activi-
ties. Also this service is realized by suit-
able abstraction services.

Achieved Benefits for 
Knowledge Workers

In the following we will deal with the question 
which concrete benefits the PBTM provides to 
knowledge workers since we have seen that this is 
a crucial factor to raise their motivation. Moreover, 
we will see how the organization as a whole ben-
efits from the approach, especially with respect to 
KMat. PBTM brings along the decisive advantage 
that it collects work information already during 
the task execution and provides an infrastructure 
that makes it rather easy for knowledge workers to 
contribute aspects of their individual experience.

The central individual benefit consists in a 
consequent support of the knowledge workers’ 
Personal Information Management (PIM) (Greb-

ner & Riss, 2008). A central aspect in this PIM 
support is the efficient use of email. Email plays a 
central role in both TM and PIM (Whittaker & Sid-
ner, 1996). Indeed today email is the mostly used 
tool to distribute tasks and task-related informa-
tion within organizations. It is also a well-known 
fact that knowledge workers spend a considerable 
amount of their working time in managing their 
emails instead of getting the work done (Williams, 
2008). Therefore every support, which reduces the 
time spent on the organization of emails, brings 
clear advantages. In any case email shows some 
decisive deficiencies with respect to task handling 
due to the fact it is simply not designed for this 
purpose (Whittaker, Bellotti, & Gwizdka, 2006). 
PBTM opens up various opportunities to better 
integrate TM and the use of email (Riss, Jurisch, 
& Kaufman 2009).

Moreover, studies have shown that a major 
fraction of knowledge workers do not make regular 
use of TMS due to the high effort compared to 
the low benefit (Bellotti, Ducheneaut, Howard, & 
Smith, 2003). It is mainly the missing information 
integration aspect of traditional TM that prevents 
knowledge workers from using TMS. One of 
the symptoms of this deficiency is an extensive 
copy and paste behavior related to current TMS 
(Bellotti, Ducheneaut, Howard, & Smith, 2002). 
Such symptoms significantly increase the admin-
istrative overhead and decrease the motivation to 
use a TMS.

Even if email is an important desktop applica-
tion it is only one among many others. Therefore 
an effective PBTM framework needs a tight 
integration with desktop applications in general. 
An attempt in this direction has been provides by 
the Tasktracer desktop environment (Dragunov 
et al., 2005), which supports knowledge work-
ers in their daily activities on the desktop as well 
as in using email. Another recent approach that 
we have applied for such integration in PBTM 
is the semantic desktop (Decker & Frank, 2004; 
Sauermann, 2005). For the concrete implemen-
tation of PBTM we have applied the Nepomuk 
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Social Semantic Desktop (NSSD) as a desktop-
wide personal semantic environment (Groza et 
al., 2007). Based on the Personal Information 
Model Ontology (PIMO) (Sauermann, van Elst, 
& Dengel, 2007) we developed a task ontology 
for the PBTM and implemented a Semantic Task 
Management Framework (STMF) to integrated 
the TMS in the NSSD (Grebner et al., 2007). 
The STMF offers web services for TM that can 
be used by all desktop applications (Ong, Riss, 
Grebner, & Du, 2008). Thus, the task ontology 
could be integrated with PIMO, enabling a seam-
less ontological representation of tasks and other 
knowledge artifacts.

The implementation of the PBTM by the 
STMF on the NSSD additionally improves the 
value for knowledge workers resulting in the 
following benefits:

• Seamless navigation: Knowledge work-
ers can seamlessly navigate from objects 
in the task management application to the 
descriptions of these information objects 
in a semantic browser (Grebner & Riss, 
2008). The integration includes desktop-
wide search, filtering, and autocompletion 
functionality that simplify the identifica-
tion and assignment of knowledge artifacts 
to a task. By such assignment this artifact 
can be more easily accessed from the task 
context which means a significant simplifi-
cation of object handling and a realization 
of the idea of tasks as knowledge hub. In 
particular, the knowledge worker is not re-
quired to create copies of information ob-
jects from other desktop applications in the 
PBTM.

• Seamless access to tasks from desktop 
applications: Due to the integration of the 
PBTM in the NSSD, PBTM functionality 
can be used by all desktop tools, e.g., web 
browsers or email clients. This means that 
the knowledge workers are not required to 
switch from such applications to the PBTM 

every time they want to create or update a 
task (Grebner, Ong, & Riss, 2008).

• Email support: New tasks arrive via email 
and acceptance notification can be sent in 
the same way. Delegation of tasks can be 
accomplished by using standard emails. 
The delegation emails are augmented by 
selected task information. Knowledge 
workers can also send emails directly from 
the PBTM to persons who are involved in 
a task. Incoming emails can be added to 
existing tasks or the knowledge worker 
can create new tasks for incoming emails 
(Riss, Jurisch, & Kaufman, 2009; Grebner, 
Ong, & Riss, 2008).

• Task pattern usage: Knowledge workers 
can assign existing tasks to task patterns 
and profit from the information that be-
longs to it. They can easily transfer suit-
able resources from the pattern to their 
task. In this way they have direct access 
to information without the requirement to 
search for these resources. The task pat-
tern also suggests suitable subtasks that the 
knowledge worker can assume (Schmidt & 
Riss, 2009).

• Information structuring: The use of in-
formation resources in task management 
also provides the advantage that it yields a 
natural structure. Knowledge workers bet-
ter recall in which work situation they have 
used a resource than the location where 
they have stored it. This further supports 
the idea of tasks as knowledge hubs.

• Workflow support: Tasks that originate 
from a workflow engine and that are as-
signed to a user, automatically lead to the 
creation of a corresponding task object in 
the PBTM. Relevant information objects 
are automatically transferred from the 
workflow to the TMS. At the same time a 
suitable task pattern is assigned to the re-
spective task and provides additional in-
formation. The knowledge worker only has 
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to deal with one unique task management 
system. The advantage of this proceeding 
is that knowledge workers can obtain tasks 
from a workflow but remain free how to 
execute these tasks, e.g., which subtasks 
they create or which people they involve 
(Riss, Witschel, Brun, & Thönssen, 2009).

These benefits strongly increase the motivation 
of knowledge workers to use the PBTM, even 
without considering the additional benefit for the 
organization. Concluding this section we want 
to examine how the introduction of task patterns 
influences knowledge transfer and maturing.

Task Patterns and the Task Habitat

We had already mentioned that one goal of PBTM 
is the generation of a habitat that allows knowledge 
workers to rely on sociofacts that are related to 
the TM environment. Task patterns enrich this 
environment helping knowledge workers to bet-
ter execute their tasks. This goes beyond simple 
compilation of knowledge artifacts since it is built 
on a structure that is adapted to task execution. 
Knowledge workers get information in a setting 
that allows them to compare their task to others 
and use aggregated information contained in the 
task patterns. Even if certain experience is not 
explicitly described in the task or the task pat-
tern it is present to the user due to the common 
environment. For example, certain questions 
only come up during the execution of specific 
phases of a task, which is reflected in the task 
journal. Often it is only possible to understand 
the offered information against this background. 
All knowledge artifacts possess particular roles 
in the task and even if these roles are not fully 
specified the knowledge worker can anticipate 
what they mean in the given setting. This setting 
provides the habitat.

This habitat is essential for the transfer of 
implicit knowledge. PBTM does not necessarily 
allow for a better explication of implicit knowledge 

but by the offered habitat it improves socializa-
tion, i.e., the direct transfer of implicit knowledge 
by sharing work activities (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 
1995). Task and task patterns structure informa-
tion in a way that is directly adapted to execution 
that gives meaning to the offered information. It 
is the implicit understanding of the habitat that 
determines a key factor in the transfer of implicit 
knowledge.

Similarly task patterns help establish socio-
facts. By the guidance provided through the task 
pattern, knowledge workers automatically adapt 
the way of execution that is offered by the task 
pattern. This streamlines activities and fosters a 
shared understanding of the proceeding.

Task Patterns as Answer 
to Task Complexity

We now want to discuss the role of task complexity 
as a factor in the KMat process. We can say that 
the more complex a tasks becomes the more it is 
worth to store the experience gained in its execu-
tion. The collaborative development of experience 
is the core of PBTM. However, differences in 
experience are one factor that complicates the 
use of task patterns. While for novices almost all 
activities are tasks, for the expert many activities 
become simple operations. This is also reflected in 
Campbell’s distinction between subjective and ob-
jective task complexity (Campbell, 1988). While 
the former reflects the different requirements of 
knowledge workers with different experience, the 
latter points to general problems that affect all 
knowledge workers. The PBTM must offer user 
specific support to optimally deal with subjective 
task complexity. The solution realized in PBTM 
is that it only offers suggestions; it is the decision 
of the individual knowledge worker whether he 
or she wants to make use of it. Thus, novices can 
develop valuable information for other novices 
driving their group specific KMat process without 
bothering experts with information that they do 
not need.
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The design of suitable task patterns requires the 
understanding of the challenges that knowledge 
workers face in their daily work. One of these 
challenges is the principle uncertainty of task out-
comes (in contrast to operations). Here we can at 
least partially follow (Byström & Järvelin, 1995) 
and their consideration of a priori determinability. 
However, we find that the a priori consideration 
is not sufficient since uncertainties often appear 
unexpectedly during execution. For instance, a 
task that initially looks like a routine case suddenly 
turns out to be problematic. The PBTM supports 
determinable situations by abstraction services 
and undeterminable situations by problem solu-
tion management.

Another distinction that has been considered 
by (Byström & Järvelin, 1995) is that of different 
kinds of information needs in a task: (PI) prob-
lem information, (DI) domain information, and 
(PSI) problem solving information. PI describes 
the individual demands and features of the task 
related problem. DI encompasses the general in-
formation of the respective domain, to which the 
task belongs. PSI includes the specific measures 
to accomplish a task.

PI includes the description of “the structure, 
properties and requirements of the problem at 
hand” (Byström & Järvelin, 1995), the general 
aspects of which are covered by the particular 
task pattern. However, PI can also include rather 
context specific aspects that must be handled by 
specific abstraction services to take the respective 
context into account.

DI concerns the information that is character-
istic for the respective domain. Such information 
becomes especially relevant if the task complex-
ity increases (Byström & Järvelin, 1995). The 
provision of DI in PBTM resembles the PI case.

The case of PSI is particularly relevant for 
knowledge workers. For example, PSI require-
ments can be caused by the use of new and there-
fore not yet known tools, the introduction of new 
or the change of existing teams or procedures, 
changes in the environment of the organization 

such as new laws, or non-standard requirements 
of customers. It is characteristic for PSI that it 
is difficult to foresee. Therefore the general ap-
proach is to relate individual PSI, which results 
from the experience of problematic situation in 
task execution, to the respective task pattern via 
the problem solution feature so that it can be reuse 
in similar problematic cases.

We introduced the distinction between singular 
problems and structural problems with respect to 
PSI (Riss, Grebner, & Du, 2008). For example, if 
a machine surprisingly breaks down or a customer 
comes up with an unusual requirement this can 
either be an isolated event (singular problem) or the 
beginning of an upcoming trend (structural prob-
lem). Usually the frequency of singular problems 
is so low that it does not make sense to take them 
explicitly into account for regular planning. How-
ever, if the frequency of a certain problem increases 
it may indicate changes in the general setting. For 
example, due to cost reduction measures specific 
quality issues may appear more often than in the 
past. In this case the singular problem becomes 
a structural problem that has to be address by the 
organization and not by the individual knowledge 
worker. Task patterns allow for the monitoring of 
problems and help identify structural problems 
as early as possible. Task journals describe when 
certain problems occurred and task pattern show 
whether problems are similar. In this way they 
can be analyzed rather easily. Such analysis is a 
central aspect of the KMat process.

PATTERN-BASED TASK 
MANAGEMENT AND 
KNOWLEDGE MATURING

Finally we want to examine some details of the 
KMat characteristics of PBTM. The term knowl-
edge maturing (Schmidt, 2005) describes the 
continuous process of coordinated development 
of knowledge artifact, cognifacts, and sociofacts 
from an organizational perspective. KMat pro-
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cesses concern textual content, semantics, people’s 
experience, as well as established collaborative 
structures. Above we have shown that the gaps 
between different IT systems generally hamper the 
KMat process. The integration realized by PBTM 
improves the conditions for KMat. The central 
challenge is to understand how the interplay of 
knowledge artifacts, cognifacts, sociofacts, and 
actions as depicted in Figure 1 determines the 
KMat process.

To this end we will analyze how the introduc-
tion of task patterns influences KMat in concrete 
activities. For this analysis we introduce so-called 
knowledge effect systems that can be understood 
as projections of activities systems – as they are 
known from activity theory (Engeström, 1987) 
– onto those entities that we have described as 
constituents of KMat. Figure 3 shows a standard 
activity system according to (Leontiev, 1978) that 
describes the central features of an activity in an 
organizational context.

In this paper we can only briefly describe the 
method of analysis since this would go beyond 
the scope of this paper. The main point is to show 
the progress in terms of KMat that the PBTM 
approach makes, especially in comparison to 
traditional TMS. The provided diagrams clearly 
show these improvements but obviously the ef-
fects do not depend on this form of presentation.

According to the described schema each ac-
tivity is guided by an objective or goal that leads 
the activity to a specific outcome. This outcome 
becomes manifest at the object of this activity, e.g., 
the machine to be fixed or the good to be produced. 
Interactions between knowledge workers and 
objects are generally mediated by tools which can 
possess either material or symbolic character. In 
the case of knowledge work tool might be a TMS 
or any desktop application. In addition, we have 
to take into account the communities in which 
knowledge workers collaborate. Such collabora-
tion is always determined by rules and a common 
praxis which is included in the schema as well. 
Finally, the work requires division of labor due 
to different expertise of knowledge workers. For 
details regarding handling activity systems refer 
to (Engeström, 1987).

For the analysis of organizational KMat 
processes we skipped those aspects of standard 
activity systems that are not directly related to the 
knowledge manifestations introduced in section 
2, i.e., sociofacts, cognifacts, and (knowledge) 
artifacts. This leads to the following projections: 
(1) the tool aspect is reduced to knowledge ar-
tifacts as symbolic tools; (2) the consideration 
of the acting subject is reduced to the subject’s 
capacities as cognifacts; (3) rules and practice are 
reduced to shared knowledge and practice. Here 

Figure 3. Standard activity system
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it is to be remarked that generally employees 
internalize common practice. Therefore it mainly 
appears as sociofact even if it might be codified. 
The outcome is only considered inasmuch as it 
results in knowledge artifacts and thus remains 
in the system. The knowledge effect system that 
results from this projection is depicted in Figure 4.

Besides knowledge manifestations the knowl-
edge effect system also includes action and col-
laboration aspects, i.e., division of labor. The fact 
that the knowledge artifacts appear at the pin-
nacle reflects the fact that they fulfill a double 
role: they guide actions, i.e., the serve as tools 
and they appear as outcome of action.

On the basis of knowledge effect systems we 
can now investigate the maturing effects of dif-
ferent settings, e.g., with and without IT systems. 
Figure 5 describes the maturing effects in a set-
ting without any TMS. The arrows indicate the 
effects that result from the knowledge worker’s 
task execution. In the following we consider these 
effects in detail.

Every task execution is based on knowledge 
either as cognifact or sociofact; the arrow from 
sociofacts to cognifacts indicates the influence of 
sociofacts on the individual knowledge. On the 
basis of cognifacts the knowledge worker starts 
the task execution selecting collaborators, distrib-
uting subtasks, and executing the main task op-

Figure 4. Knowledge effect system

Figure 5. Knowledge effect system without task management
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erations (indicated by arrows from the cognifact 
to these entities). The main knowledge gain results 
from the direct experience of execution and be-
comes manifest in the outcome. It also becomes 
manifest in new cognifacts (arrows into the op-
posite directions). Long-term sociofacts (dashed 
arrows) are formed by the experience of collabo-
ration. This also points at the drawback of work-
ing without TMS. Since cognifacts are ephem-
eral and not sharable the maturing effects are 
rather limited.

It is to be remarked that the main learning ef-
fects appear as loops in the knowledge effect model 
that start on the knowledge side on the left go to 
the action side on the right and come back to the 
knowledge side. However, the form and charac-
teristics of these loops can be rather complex. For 
the analysis of IT support it becomes especially 
important which role knowledge artifacts play 
in these loops.

If we compare the previous system to a knowl-
edge effect system in which the knowledge work-
ers use a TMS we find some decisive differences 
shown in Figure 6. Now the task object appears as 
second main storage of work experience besides 
the cognifact (we have skipped the arrows back to 
the cognifacts for the sake of clarity). Long-term 
effects again appear in the formation of sociofacts 
from the collaboration but also in the task object, 

as a knowledge artifact that the knowledge worker 
can reuse later. However, also in this case the 
knowledge gain is mainly individual despite the 
log-term sociofacts. It is interesting to note that it 
is a principle advantage of the TMS that it grasps 
implicit aspects of action-centric knowledge stored 
in the task object, even if the knowledge workers 
themselves are not aware of its relevance.

If we finally introduce PBTM and investigate 
its effect on KMat we obtain what is described in 
Figure 7. The interaction has become even more 
complex reflecting the intensified KMat process. 
In (a), the difference to the previous situation is 
that the knowledge worker now gets additional 
guidance from the task pattern. The storage of 
action-centric information remains the same. 
However, now the additional activity of (b) ad-
ditionally enriches the maturing process. When 
knowledge workers decide to share aspects of 
their work experience they can publish the cor-
responding knowledge artifacts to the task pattern 
(indicated by (2) in Figure 7). Moreover, this 
process is supported by the task object that pro-
vides the information to be published, as symbol-
ized by the additional back arrow indicated by 
(1) on the right hand side. The public character 
of task patterns results in the establishment of 
shared practice that represents a sociofact. In 
contrast to the two previous cases PBTM fosters 

Figure 6. Knowledge effect system with task management
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double-loop learning (Argyris & Schön, 1978; 
Ong, Grebner, & Riss, 2007). Figure 7 clearly 
shows the tight interplay between personal TM 
and BPTM that leads to this qualitative improve-
ment in the KMat process.

CONCLUSION

PBTM is a novel approach that aims at closing 
the gap between KM and TM with the goal to 
realize Activity-Centered Knowledge Manage-
ment. It allows for the integration of object-centric 
and action-centric knowledge perspectives since 
knowledge artifacts and activity representations 
are no longer considered as separated kinds of 
information. A decisive technical detail in this 

respect is the use of a social semantic desktop as 
a framework that optimally supports the integra-
tion. Moreover, by closing the gap between short-
term task support and long-term process support 
it systematically leverages the organizational 
knowledge maturing process.

Although PBTM makes perfect sense from 
an organizational perspective this does not guar-
antee its acceptance by knowledge workers, who 
are more concerned with their own work situ-
ation. Therefore we have to carefully consider 
their motivation to contribute to task patterns. 
In particular, we have to take into account that 
knowledge workers avoid activities the benefit of 
which is not clear to them. Here we see the main 
reason why TMS have been mainly ignored by 
knowledge workers so far.

Figure 7. Knowledge effect system with PBTM: (a) Task execution, (b) Task Pattern Update
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To understand the effect of PBTM we have 
considered the principles and elements of this 
approach and the concrete benefits that these 
create for knowledge workers. Besides this indi-
vidual perspective we have also considered the 
organizational perspective in which knowledge 
maturing appears as the main target. On the ba-
sis of knowledge effect systems we could show 
that PBTM produces decisive advantages for the 
KMat process since it helps knowledge workers 
to better learn from the experience of others. 
For the approach it is decisive that personal and 
organizational aspects are considered together 
since only in this way we achieve an optimal 
performance of PBTM.

Evaluations of PBTM have been performed 
in both projects NEPOMUK and MATURE. The 
results of the first evaluation came from an ethno-
graphic study conducted at the SAP Research lab 
in Karlsruhe in 2009. In this study researchers of 
the lab used the PBTM for 3 weeks and regularly 
reported their experience in using it. At the end of 
the evaluation the user experience was requested 
via a questionnaire. Most participants appreciated 
the possibility to structure their tasks and to addi-
tionally attach work documents and collaborators 
to them. The results of the questionnaire showed 
that the respondents regarded the conceptual 
idea behind the task patterns as an improvement 
although the time span of 3 weeks was not suf-
ficient to make extensive use of them. Initially the 
idea of using task patterns was unfamiliar to par-
ticipants. In particular the handling of abstraction 
services still requires improvement with respect 
to user interaction. After some familiarization, 
however, researchers learned to make productive 
use of task patterns. Therefore we performed a 
second evaluation in MATURE. It was conducted 
in the same setting and we used a concrete sce-
nario based on a task, which was familiar to all 
participating researchers. We initially offered a 
suitable but rudimentary task pattern to perform 
this task. During the execution we confronted the 
researchers with problems that had occurred in 

the past while executing such task. We observed 
which information the participants added to the 
task pattern and how this information was then 
used by other participants using the extended task 
pattern. As a result we found that information 
provided by the predecessors was not only reused 
but that the participants also published additional 
material when they regarded their own informa-
tion as valuable addition. The results showed that 
task patterns were positively received and helped 
solve problems that were new to the researchers. 
The results of these evaluations will be published 
soon and further evaluations are planned.

There are two other approaches which resemble 
PBTM in central aspects. One it the Collaborative 
Task Manager (CTM) that also applies a task pat-
tern approach. The CTM provides a framework 
for modeling, exchange and reuse of light-weight 
end-user defined task structures. In this way agile, 
human-centric business processes are realized 
which emerge from tasks, attached subtasks, in-
formation objects and task delegation. The system 
offers a platform to manually refine task patterns 
and enables a process flow representation of tasks 
(Stoitsev, Scheidl, Flentge, & Mühlhäuser, 2008). 
The approach primarily concentrates on the us-
age of task patterns in agile process management 
while the KM aspects are not in its central focus.

The second approach that supports task execu-
tion by providing similar user guidance has been 
developed in the Unified Activity Management 
project (Moran, Cozzi, & Farrell, 2005). Here 
activity patterns as dynamic structures have been 
introduced to disseminate task experience. Aspects 
of this approach have become part of the activity 
templates in Lotus Notes Activities (Geyer et al., 
2006). Domain experts can create such activity 
patterns based on their experience in former task 
execution. The approach also offers templates with 
placeholders for objects used in the task context. 
However, the management of these activity pat-
terns and placeholders does not aim at a direct 
participation of knowledge workers. This leads 
to a break in the KMat process. Although the pat-
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tern approach has been considered (Convertino, 
Moran, & Smith, 2007), an implementation has 
not yet been realized.

In the future we aim at a closer integration 
of PBTM and workflow. Here we see a win-win 
situation since task patterns definitely increase 
the flexibility of workflow management systems 
and allow process designers to compare process 
model with those processes that actually take place 
in the organization. Task patterns allow learning 
from individual performance to improve process 
models and workflow. On the other hand, the 
PBTM profits from the workflow engine since its 
fixed schema helps identify suitable task patterns 
for specific tasks. We have already started devel-
opments in this direction which show promising 
results (Witschel et al., 2010).

Further improvements can be achieved with 
respect to abstraction services in task patterns. The 
current implementation provides mainly informa-
tion that takes the general but not the user specific 
work context into account. Different approaches 
to further differentiate the available resources, for 
example, by tagging, can be applied to provide 
more specific suggestions. One of the key chal-
lenges of PBTM is to describe the task execution 
in a way that covers all aspects that are relevant 
for experience reuse. Abstraction services must 
become more context specific and take general 
information such as organizational structures into 
account. Here we require more experience how 
task patterns are actually used in daily work. First 
formative evaluations show that they foster the 
individual as well as the organizational learning 
process but these investigations must be further ex-
tended and we plan for further workplace studies.

Another open point is the role of implicit 
knowledge. The TMS that realizes a habitat for 
task execution reduces the gap between IT and 
action. However, it is not yet clear to which extent 
this actually improves socialization. Obviously the 
observation of implicit knowledge and its transfer 
is far from trivial and requires more attention. 
Even so, we see the improved contextualization 

of knowledge artifacts in regard of actions, for 
which these are used, as one of the key contribu-
tions of PBTM.

We also work on a better understanding of 
the general knowledge maturing process that 
can provide further hints how further integration 
of object and action-centric knowledge can be 
achieved. We have already mentioned that tasks 
and task patterns serve as first-class knowledge 
hubs; however, the approaches to transform this 
hub in a structure that is navigable and fully 
exploitable for the knowledge worker are still at 
the beginning.
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Chapter  8.21

ABSTRACT

When new employees join an organization, a great 
deal of information must be provided to support 
their success. While clarifying job duties, outlining 
operational procedures, and reviewing benefits 
details are priorities, integrating employees into 
the culture of the organization is perhaps the most 
critical, and most often overlooked, aspect of 
orientation programs. In the ever-expanding field 
of information science and knowledge manage-
ment, it is imperative that organizations provide 
comprehensive orientation programs that not 
only welcome new employees but successfully 
integrate them to their long-term contributions to 
the organization and the profession. This chapter 
examines the importance of orientation programs 
and discusses how current orientation programs 

in several academic and research libraries are ef-
fectively focusing on organizational culture and 
employee integration.

INTRODUCTION

Positive or “good turnover” in organizations is the 
combination of voluntary and involuntary turnover 
that keeps the organization “refreshing” itself. This 
turnover can be made up of poor performers who 
leave or it can be a manageable rate of turnover 
that brings in employees with new skills, insights 
and motivation. “Bad turnover” is when people 
we wish to retain leave or when turnover is so 
high that it results in poor morale, poor service to 
patrons, and other negative impacts. Testa (2008) 
states that in the U.S., workers in their early 20s 
move from job to job with just 10% staying with 
an employer for two years. Comparable data is 
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not readily available for librarians, and while we 
might disagree on what constitutes the perfect bal-
ance between “good turnover” and “bad turnover”, 
the authors believe that we would all agree that 
losing 90% of a young workforce within a two-
year window is unhealthy for any organization. 
In a recessionary economy, workers are much 
less mobile, but retention programs are no less 
important than they would be during periods of 
strong economic growth.

By devoting the necessary time, resources 
and energy into developing and delivering a 
comprehensive retention program, it is possible 
to reduce the amount of “bad turnover” in your 
library. A holistic retention program includes well 
articulated components like: integration-focused 
orientation to the organization and the position; 
training, staff and organizational development; 
mentoring, performance coaching and evaluation; 
structured rewards and recognition programs; 
remuneration packages; and, exit interviews. This 
chapter focuses on integration-focused orienta-
tion programs, explores the connections between 
employee retention and successful integration, 
and discusses how current orientation programs 
in several academic and research libraries are ef-
fectively focusing on organizational culture and 
employee integration.

ORIENTATION, INTEGRATION 
AND RETENTION

Increasing Employee-Organization 
Connections through Orientation

Many factors contribute to why librarians leave 
their libraries. Turnover studies in academic 
librarianship (Christopher, Tucker, 2008; Cold-
ing, 2006; Luzuis, Ard, 2006) cite reasons such 
as taking a position elsewhere, retirement, job 
satisfaction, unpleasant work environment and 
compensation as being major factors in why librar-
ians leave their libraries. While well-structured 

orientation programs will not address all of these 
issues, they might increase employee loyalty to 
the organization, increase job satisfaction, and 
improve the work environment, thereby mitigat-
ing some of these reasons.

Most large organizations, including aca-
demic libraries, have new employee orientation 
programs. Orientation programs range from an 
introductory session focusing on the completion 
of human resources paperwork to integration-
focused programs that are a part of the more 
comprehensive retention programs mentioned in 
the introduction. Most new employees will have 
some sort of “training plan” that focuses on the 
elements of the specific position they were hired 
to do, but orientation programs are also a perfect 
opportunity for the organization to share its mis-
sion and values with new hires, to celebrate the 
arrival of a new colleague, and to show the new 
employee how their position fits into the organi-
zation as a whole. Initial impressions can be the 
key to a successful relationship between the new 
employee and the organization and can influence 
the employee’s decision regarding how long they 
will stay with the organization. Well-structured 
orientation programs communicate to the new hire 
that the organization is committed to their suc-
cess and is willing to provide them with the tools 
needed to achieve that success (Mossman 2005).

One key to the success of any orientation pro-
gram is having full participation and engagement 
from all levels of management. Library manage-
ment and supervisors should understand the im-
portance of such programs and completely support 
program goals and objectives. This support can 
be as simple as having library management send 
a welcoming email to the new hire or as involved 
as having them participate in the development 
and delivery of the program. It is not uncommon 
for supervisors to celebrate when a long-term 
vacancy has been filled by taking a much needed 
break. They take vacation missing important 
days in the orientation of the new employee and 
this can make a negative first impression of the 
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supervisor’s work ethic, management style, and 
personal commitment to the employee. These first 
days are opportunities to have the new employee 
connect with new colleagues, and to get very early 
on, information on performance expectations, 
departmental culture, and the like.

Many organizations rely on “gut feelings” 
about their programs. In other words, they believe 
that what has worked in the past will continue to 
work in the future. Or, it was good enough for 
me and I was successful; it will be good enough 
for our new employees. Orientation programs are 
often so tightly constructed that they do not offer 
flexibility in how they are presented. Many are still 
paper-based checklists. While checklists can be 
effective, the newest entrants into our workforce 
prefer both online, self-paced activities, as well 
as learning conducted in collaborative ways, so 
programs should be developed to not only take 
advantage of new technologies, but be delivered 
in ways that meet multiple learning styles.

Orientation programs with structured compo-
nents will also create on-going opportunities for 
supervisors to provide feedback on how well the 
new employee is adapting to the broader organi-
zation and meeting expectations. It also provides 
the employee with a safe environment to explore 
organization topics not directly related to their po-
sition. Like on-boarding programs in the business 
sector (McCool, 2008), orientation programs then 
become the mechanism an organization can use 
to deal with any issues the new employee may be 
having before the situation becomes uncorrectable. 
The newly formed relationship should be mutually 
satisfying for both parties.

The failure of orientation programs can be 
attributed to the inability of the organization to 
sustain an engaging program over time. Success-
ful, long running programs are ones that include a 
rigorous assessment component designed to keep 
the program germane and to insure that it continues 
to meet organization goals. With the information 
from assessments, the program can be modified, 
as needed to meet changing organization and new 

employee needs. By implementing a process of 
“design, implementation, feedback/assessment 
and modification”, our orientation programs will 
remain vital and relevant.

Exit interviews data can be used to identify: 
internal practices that affect retention; training 
and organizational development opportunities; 
morale and negative environmental issues; and, 
other key areas (Neal, 1989). Exit interview data 
can also be invaluable in providing content as we 
develop integration-focused orientation programs 
for our libraries.

Integration-Based Orientation 
in Academic Libraries

Effective orientation programs include several 
components, including clearly defined topic areas, 
checklists of activities and information, presenta-
tions, and handbooks or other welcoming materials 
(Shea, 1981; Smith, 2001). Several academic and 
research libraries employ orientation programs 
that specifically emphasize organizational culture 
to improve employee integration. Such organiza-
tions include University of Arizona Library, Uni-
versity of Maryland Libraries, North Carolina State 
University Libraries and University of California, 
Irvine Libraries. While each library has tailored 
orientation programming to their organizational 
priorities and philosophies, strategically the ap-
proaches are similar. Each of these libraries bases 
their program on the idea that orientation must be 
much more than routine paperwork; the organiza-
tion must proactively consider culture, systems, 
and in what ways the organization facilitates 
employee learning and integration.

University of Arizona Library

The University of Arizona Library operates on a 
team-based organizational model, as opposed to 
the traditional hierarchical model of many aca-
demic libraries. Discussion with a representative 
of the Library’s Human Resources and Organiza-
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tional Effectiveness (HROE) team revealed that 
the Library’s new employee orientation program 
connects new employees to the organization’s 
team approach to conduct library business. Several 
years after the initial transition to a team structure, 
the Library’s leadership observed that the team 
culture was beginning to erode. Anecdotal indica-
tors included a divergence in the work of various 
teams and a perceived loss of understanding of 
organizational history. Investigation indicated 
that this erosion may be due, in part, to a lack of 
training on team culture since the model’s initial 
implementation.

In 2003, the Library created a new employee 
orientation program focusing on the team philoso-
phy of the organization, emphasizing the Library 
as a consensus-based learning organization. The 
program also focuses on team behavior and team 
goal development, laying the groundwork for new 
employees to build relationships and successfully 
function in the team-based model. Therefore the 
orientation program not only integrates new em-
ployees into the organizational culture, but it also 
helps to sustain the organization’s team structure.

To develop the sessions, HROE team members 
sought methods to address common concerns. 
A survey of new employees was implemented 
to identify orientation gaps. Team leaders were 
consulted on what the hiring teams needed. As a 
result, the HROE team created a New Employee 
Workbook, instituted the designation of a “buddy” 
in the hiring team, and created a checklist of ac-
tivities for hiring teams to provide during the first 
six months of employment. The New Employee 
Orientation program was expanded to include 
more information and opportunities to practice 
collaborative team skills, and team leaders were 
encouraged to take a more active coaching and 
mentoring role.

In addition to a formal review of employ-
ment policies, benefits, and compensation, the 
Library’s orientation efforts include New Em-
ployee Orientation Foundation Sessions, which 
are five in-person group sessions offered twice 

per year by the HROE team. All new employees, 
librarians and non-librarians alike, are required 
to attend these sessions, and ideally they do so 
during their first year of employment. Sessions 
address the university and library systems model; 
the Library’s mission, vision, team structure and 
team culture of learning; effective teams and team 
exercises; how to facilitate meetings; and creating 
respectful workplaces. In addition, the Library 
offers an optional sixth session on identifying 
and understanding personality types to further 
improve team interaction.

Sessions are open to more seasoned employees 
as well, creating opportunities for new hires to 
learn from and build relationships with current 
employees and new hires from other teams. Since 
the program’s implementation, the Library has ob-
served an increase in employee integration in and 
understanding of the organization’s team culture. 
HROE staff continue to monitor and assess the 
program and indicate that they may publish their 
findings on the effects of their program, (M. Ray, 
personal communication, December 16, 2008).

University of Maryland Libraries

University of Maryland Libraries’ orientation 
program focuses on integrating new employees 
into the culture of a learning organization. The 
program is designed to not only provide policy and 
procedural information to new employees, but to 
also emphasize the Libraries’ commitment to con-
tinuous improvement and learning. The Libraries 
highly encourage all employees, current members 
as well as new staff, library faculty and graduate 
assistants, to engage in learning opportunities for 
their personal growth and development.

The orientation program includes three in-
person sessions. Human Resources staff review 
information on payroll, benefits and other per-
sonnel policies and initial paperwork. The new 
employee’s supervisor provides an in-depth orien-
tation to the employee’s division, department and 
unit, and together they carefully review the new 
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employee’s role and connections to the operation 
of their division. The Coordinator of Personnel 
Programs provides an overview of the Libraries’ 
mission, services, policies, programs, and pro-
fessional development opportunities through an 
in-person group orientation session.

To further integrate new employees, the As-
sistant Dean for Organizational Development 
introduces new employees to the Libraries’ or-
ganizational development efforts. The Associate 
Dean’s presentation is part of the Overview session 
held by the Coordinator of Personnel Programs. 
During this presentation new employees are in-
formed of the Libraries support for professional 
development and learning, which includes funds 
for each employee to use toward development 
activities (e.g. trainings, workshops, conferences, 
etc.) as well as eight hours of release time per 
month for professional development. Employees 
may use their release time to engage in external 
training, or they may attend workshops and/or 
training sessions offered through the Libraries’ 
Learning Curriculum.

The Learning Curriculum is the staff develop-
ment program managed in-house and designed to 
support both individual learning and organization-
al development, (Staff Learning & Development, 
December 16, 2008, http://www.lib.umd.edu/
groups/learning/learningcurriculum.html). The 
Curriculum provides new employees with direct 
access to professional development resources. 
Employee participation in Learning Curriculum 
sessions is included in regular performance re-
views. The review process is clearly explained to 
new hires, and highlights that individual develop-
ment is an important aspect of each employee’s 
role in the organization.

By introducing new employees to the Libraries’ 
learning and growth opportunities early in their 
employment, new staff members become directly 
connected to the organizational culture. New staff 
members also gain an understanding of their role 
in a learning organization. The Coordinator of 
Personnel Program is consistently revising and 

updating their orientation program, and continue 
to collect feedback from new hires so that the 
program meets organizational needs. (J. Love, 
personal communication, December 16, 2008).

North Carolina State Libraries

North Carolina State Libraries’ orientation pro-
gram emphasizes the idea that early socialization 
of new employees can increase their organizational 
commitment and job investment. An effective 
orientation program can thereby advance new 
employees’ success and increase retention in the 
organization. The Libraries’ Staff Learning and 
Development Committee (SLDC) has created a 
three-pronged program consisting of an in-person 
group orientation session, orientation checklists, 
and one-on-one meetings between new employ-
ees and organizational members who are directly 
connected to the new employee’s work, (Ballard 
and Blessing, 2006).

All new employees, both librarians and support 
staff, are invited to attend the all-day orientation 
session. Sessions are held during each month that 
three or more new employees join the Libraries. 
As reported by SLDC members, the chief function 
of the session is to integrate new employees in 
the organization’s culture and thereby facilitate 
their adaptation to their new position. The session 
agenda includes a series of activities that introduce 
the Libraries’ mission, vision and values and help 
to familiarize new employees with the ways in 
which these statements connect to their roles in 
the organization.

While all aspects of the session are designed 
to increase employee’s socialization, two compo-
nents in particular provide vital information about 
the connections between employees across the 
organization: the ‘Welcomed, Valued, Respected’ 
presentation and the tour of the main library build-
ing. The ‘Welcomed, Valued, Respected’ presen-
tation focuses on the organization’s commitment 
to diversity and inclusiveness. Attendees learn 
about diversity initiatives at the Libraries and on 
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campus and also have an opportunity to explore 
diversity issues with fellow new employees. The 
scripted tour led by SLDC members, guides new 
employees through departmental workspaces 
and service areas. Staff in selected areas provide 
demonstrations or brief presentations about their 
work. The tour not only reviews the physical 
spaces but also provides new employees with a 
better understanding of work outside their home 
departments and connects them with current 
employees across the organization.

To further connect new employees with the 
organizational culture, all new employees have 
an opportunity to hear from one of the Libraries’ 
Associate Directors during the in-person session. 
Associate directors discuss the organization’s 
structure and current events and projects, giving 
the “big-picture perspective”. Additionally, the 
Director of Libraries joins new employees for 
lunch during the orientation session. There is no 
structured programming during lunch, allowing 
new employees to connect with and talk to the 
Director socially. These interactions are important 
opportunities for new hires to build rapport with 
organizational leaders, (Ballard and Blessing, 
2006).

New employees are asked to complete an evalu-
ation at the conclusion of the group session. Their 
responses to a series of open-ended questions are 
used by SLDC members to continually revise the 
orientation program. SLDC members and other 
key human resources staff regularly review the 
checklists and other program materials to ensure 
that the information is current and supportive of the 
socialization objective. In the future, SLDC plans 
to conduct structured interviews with program 
attendees to assess the impact of the program on 
their experiences in the organization, specifically 
related to their integration and job satisfaction, 
(Ballard and Blessing, 2006; L. Blessing, personal 
communication, December 17, 2008).

University of California, Irvine Libraries

The University of California, Irvine Libraries’ ori-
entation program was redesigned and launched in 
2008. The program centers on four organizational 
themes, and directly connects each employee in 
their new role to these themes and the larger con-
text of the Libraries. By focusing on a few core 
concepts, the Libraries increase the likelihood that 
employees will retain these themes as priorities, 
and in this way, the organization is able to lay a 
consistent foundation for new employees across 
the organization.

The orientation program includes two parts. 
Part I is conducted by the employee’s supervisor, 
colleagues, and human resources staff and is de-
signed to support the integration of new employees 
in their home department and division. Part I is 
comprised of checklists of information and action 
items to be addressed during a new employee’s 
first day, week, and month at the Libraries. The 
checklists include procedural, job-specific and 
departmental information, emphasizing clear 
communication about job responsibilities and 
expectations between the new employee and their 
supervisor. Part I also includes the New Employee 
Reference Guide which is provided in electronic 
and paper form to new employees. The guide 
outlines the orientation program and includes a 
glossary of terms and other useful information 
about the Libraries. New employees review this 
guide during an in-person meeting with the Librar-
ies’ training staff and are encouraged to consult 
the guide throughout their orientation.

Part II is designed to integrate new employees 
at the organizational level. Part II includes a series 
of four in-person modules familiarizing new em-
ployees with the organization’s history, plans and 
structure. Modules are managed by the Libraries’ 
Training & Organizational Development Officer 
and are presented by the Libraries’ training lead-
ers well as current librarians and staff. Both new 
hires and more seasoned employees are invited 
to attend all modules, providing opportunities 
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for new employees to build relationships with 
and learn from experienced employees as well as 
other new hires. The Libraries also hosted sessions 
exclusively for current supervisors. Supervisors 
received program messages first-hand, ensuring 
greater consistency in the messages conveyed to 
new employees.

Module 1 includes a review of the Libraries’ 
leadership and guiding documents. As the Librar-
ies’ vision, mission and values are presented, four 
concepts are identified as important organizational 
themes: knowledge development, user focus, 
staff support and campus connections. Attendees 
are asked to discuss in small groups how these 
themes connect to their role in the organization 
and the work of their departments. Later, while 
reviewing the strategic plan, attendees are asked 
to find evidence of the four themes in the plan’s 
goals and objectives. As attendees share their 
ideas with the larger group, new employees gain a 
better understanding of the organization’s culture.

In Modules 2 through 4, new employees are 
introduced to the organization’s divisions and the 
wide-range of work done across the Libraries. 
Librarians and staff from each division present 
information about their units. As the divisions 
are reviewed, their work is linked back to the four 
themes, and new employees have an opportunity 
to consider and discuss how their departments and 
divisions fit into the bigger picture.

As a large academic and research library, the 
organization’s divisions and many departments 
perform a variety of functions to meet an array 
of deliverables. Linking each unit’s work back 
to one or more of the four organizational themes 
allows new employees to realize connections 
between their work and the work of others across 
the organization, and provides a strong founda-
tion and context for new employees in their new 
role. Further, presenting this information via in-
person sessions which include large and small 
group discussion allows new employees to learn 
directly from employees in each division and to 
pose questions in a safe environment.

Following each session, attendees are asked 
to complete an electronic evaluation. The Librar-
ies continue to update the modules according to 
employee feedback and organizational needs. 
Current supervisors were also invited to share 
their feedback, connecting management to the 
development of the program.

The Libraries’ integration-based orientation 
program is designed to positively affect turnover 
and retention at the Libraries. To further this ef-
fort, the Libraries have linked their new employee 
orientation assessment to a new, comprehensive 
exit interview process. After two to three years 
of implementation, the Libraries plan to conduct 
a comprehensive evaluation to better assess the 
effects of all aspects of their programming.

Implications

The orientation programs discussed here focus 
on specific aspects of each organization’s culture, 
with the goal of more effectively and more consis-
tently integrating new employees. By implement-
ing an integration-based program, organizational 
leaders seek to increase their impact on new 
employee learning by focusing that learning on 
organizational priorities and culture.

The organizations discussed here provide these 
focused learning opportunities to librarians and 
paraprofessionals alike. As job duties, such as 
providing reference service or managing com-
plex cataloging, are increasingly shared among 
librarians and paraprofessionals in academic 
libraries, it follows that effectively integrating 
all employees, regardless of title, is imperative. 
Additionally, including experienced librarians and 
paraprofessionals in the learning process, as either 
meeting/session leaders or participants, creates 
additional opportunities for cultural integration, 
which may positively impact employee retention. 
During orientation activities new employees can 
connect with employees across the organization 
and observe how colleagues model aspects of 
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the organization’s culture, (Ballard and Blessing, 
2006).

FUTURE RESEARCH

Measuring the Impact of Integration-
Based Orientation on Retention

Human resource professionals both within and 
beyond the field of information science recognize 
the importance of orientation programs to support 
new employee success, (Shea, 1981; Fowler, 1983; 
Weingart, Kochan, and Hedrich, 1998; Smith, 
2001; Pynes, 2004; Arthur, 2006.) However, it is 
quite difficult to measure the impact of orientation 
and integration programs on job satisfaction and 
retention due to the number of other factors that 
affect employee experiences, including relation-
ships with supervisors, workload, salary, among 
many others, (Ballard and Blessing, 2006).

While the four library organizations discussed 
here have utilized various assessment tools to col-
lect participant feedback, including surveys, and 
routinely monitor and update program content, 
additional evaluation is necessary to draw firm 
conclusions on the effects of integration programs 
in academic and research libraries. To effectively 
measure the impact of integration-based programs, 
the authors recommend that evaluation efforts 
include both qualitative and quantitative efforts, 
with particular attention paid to the effect of these 
programs on retention. In-depth interviews or 
focus groups with new employees are effective 
ways to gather evidence, anecdotal or otherwise, 
of the impact of orientation programs on integra-
tion. Such data collection allows participants to 
share if and/or how the orientation experience 
contributed to their integration, and specifically 
what aspects of the orientation process were most 
effective. This also allows evaluators to further 
investigate employee impressions and responses 
in real time. Longitudinal evaluation through the 
course of employment could reveal the impact of 

orientation efforts as employees learn more about 
their work and build working relationships with 
colleagues, and may lead to an understanding of 
the impact of these types of orientation programs 
on retention. This may also reveal other aspects 
of the employee’s organizational experience that 
contribute to or prevent effective integration. 
For comparison, evaluators may also consider 
conducting interviews or focus groups with more 
seasoned employees who did not participate in 
the integration-based orientation program. Fi-
nally, carefully crafted exit interviews will assist 
in determining the impact integration programs 
may or may not have had on employee retention. 
Although there are many evaluation strategies, 
formal evaluation is necessary to determine the 
effectiveness of integration-based orientation 
programs and explore their impact on retention.

CONCLUSION

Academic libraries are increasingly looking 
toward integration-based orientation programs 
as a way to immerse new employees into the 
work of the library and into the organizational 
culture, and in the long term, improve employee 
success and retention. Many organizations have 
considered culture, systems, employee learning 
and integration to develop multi-faceted orien-
tation programs. Future research on the effec-
tiveness of these integration-based orientation 
programs should shed light on the effectiveness 
of integration-focused programs as well as the 
relationship between such programs and retention 
in academic libraries.
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